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Mighty metropolitan Detroit is a city on wheels,
where 81% of all families own cars, and 65% use their
another

great

in public

THE

First

service . . .

WKMH

WHITE

cars to get to and from work. That's why the Great White
Safety Fleet . . . dramatic new public service launched by
WKMH

. . . has been greeted so enthusiastically by such

a large proportion of the million-plus drivers in the
Greater Detroit area * * Morning and night, from
6:30 to 9:30 and 3:30 to 6:30, these motorists tune in
WKMH for up-to-the-minute reports on traffic conditions
on main arteries and expressways . . . flashed directly
from the White Safety Fleet . . . manned by former

SAFETY

FLEET

Detroit Police officers (now retired) who represent 137 years
of traffic experience. This authentic service expedites
traffic flow . . . smooths driving chores . . . soothes drivers'
tempers. It is one more reason for the strong continuous
upward surge in WKMH
WKMH prestige.

lflf

IV

audience . . . WKMH

I If I ■■

Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

U
WVM

ratings . . .

GROWTH
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NB
For availabilities, call Bob
network color
316,000
waHs
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company

reaching

a market

that's

reaching

new

importance!

Here ... in this expanding market of over
1,700,000 people in the Baltimore Metropolitan
area ... is tremendous adult buying power. And
you can reach 'em all day, every day through
WCBM . . . the station that delivers a greater
percentage of adult listeners in Baltimore Radio.
A CBS RADIO AFFILIATE

©GOO
£b
10,000 Watts on 680 KC
Baltimore 13, Maryland

Peters, Griffin.
Woodward, inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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YOUR

NO.

7 BUY

IN

THE

NATION'S 11th LARGEST
MARKET

KRLD
FT. WORTH

The

9 counties which

11th largest market

make

up the Dallas Urban

District represent the

in the United States. . . . 11th in population, but more

important, 10th in retail sales.
Cover the Dallas Urban

District PLUS

a bonus of 49 other counties, a total

population of 2,647,894, with CHANNEL

4.

KRLD-TV

Area

Has

The Largest

Coverage

Of Any

Station In Texas

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

MAXIMUM

TIMES
POWER

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Still another ■ There may be fifth
"great debate" between Nixon and Kennedy after all. Originally Democrats
wanted five and Republicans three, with
four settled upon as compromise. Now
it's learned Nixon forces might go for
fifth on or about Oct. 31. Networks are
all but committed since they guaranteed
maximum of eight hours, double the
number now spoken for.
Censorship? ■ FCC is counting spots
again and finds itself again divided on
extent of its authority on program issues. In sending "promise vs. performance" inquiry (McFarland) letters to
two stations (WAVZ New Haven,
Conn.; KORD Pasco, Wash.) advising
them that renewals indicate necessity of
hearing, FCC split 4-3. (See story page
78.) Commissioner Craven asked that
minutes show he regarded letters as
attempt at censorship in violation of
Section 326 of Communications Act
and that it was "persecution" of small
stations. Commissioners Hyde and King
joined in dissent, but not necessarily in
his observations.
Left out ■ Some network feathers were
ruffled by NAB presidential selection
committee in last week's activity which
brought Florida's Gov. LeRoy Collins'
name to negotiating stage (see story
page 27). Networks, it seems, were not
consulted or even formally notified, and
consistent with practice, won't be until
special board meeting is held, now
tentatively set for next Monday, Oct.
10. Then network representatives on
radio and tv boards will get word,
assuming, of course, that in interim
proposed contract is evolved. ABC has
been disturbed since last March when
announcement of eight-man selection
committee disclosed no ABC affiliate on
group. This, NAB officials assert, was
happenstance.
Selection committee members confide that Gov. Collins, at luncheon
conference Sept. 22, exhibited remarkable understanding of broadcasters'
problems and that he was "persuasive,
articulate, bright and intelligent." And,
like any good salesman, "he wasn't
afraid to ask for the order."
Meaty agenda ■ When NAB board
meets in special session, there will be
more on agenda than ratification of
selection of Gov. Collins of Florida as
NAB's next president. Among other
topics: pay-tv hearing called by FCC to
consider Hartford test; community antennas and effect on tv stations in small
areas; Federal
Agency's jurisdictional claimsAviation
over towers.

CIRCUIT*

Tv earnings ■ National Airlines has revealed some figures clearly showing why
it's putting up fight to keep its WPSTTV Miami on ch. 10. In registration
statement filed with Securities & Exchange Commission, airline reports
WPST-TV during year ended June 30,
1960, had net income of $177,152
(after payment of $60,580 in management fees to parent company) and
earned surplus of $11,854. In same period parent National Airlines showed
net loss of almost $4 million. WPSTTV was shown in SEC statement to be
capitalized at $2,500.
National states it can't predict outcome of present litigation over ch. 10,
which FCC withdrew from National and
granted to L.B. Wilson Inc. But in SEC
statement National advises stockholders
that if it were forced to liquidate Public Service Television (subsidiary owning WPST-TV), no material loss would
be incurred.
Debate 'commercial' ■ Bid for plug on
Oct. 7 Nixon-Kennedy debate has
quietly been made by American Heritage Foundation, non-partisan group
promoting registration and get-out vote
campaigns in cooperation with Advertising Council. It's understood foundation would supply film clip featuring
chairman of Democratic and Republican national committees.
As if tv networks didn't have enough
trouble reaching agreement on their
joint newspaper ad promoting first
Nixon-Kennedy all-network broadcast
(Closed Circuit, Sept. 19), more
trouble developed after it ran. As it
finally appeared, ad was signed by
ABC, CBS and NBC "television and
radio networks," which drew blistering
reaction from Mutual on grounds that
its radio-only network had been
slighted. Mutual authorities claimed
they were told in advance that ad, coordinated by Television Information
Office, was for tv networks only. They
decided against formal protest after ad
appeared with plug for radio rivals, but
word is that informal complaints were
heated.
Fm boxoffice ■ Medium of fm is being
studied by moviemen for special ticketselling assignment. In talking stage now
is fm campaign next month for Warner Bros.' "Sunrise at Campobello." WB
agency for this picture, currently in release in five major markets, is BlaineThompson Co., N.Y. Roosevelt story is
slated for bookings around the country
around Thanksgiving holiday.
One less week ■ For first time in dec-

ade there'll be no National Television
Week, normally observed in November.
NAB has
no explanation,
but up
it's understood Tv Board
did not take
matter
at June meeting through it was on
agenda. Recent Tv Weeks have been
marked by colossal indifference by public and by some of participating associations.
In contrast, National Radio Month
has been building up momentum since
it graduated from one- to four-week
observance, held in May. NAB and related groups have developed intensive
ing.
promotional campaigns in all parts of
country and claim results are rewardBritish debates ■ Charles FletcherCooke, British M.P. and member of
Queen's Council, was so impressed with
Nixon-Kennedy appearance last Monday that he proposed to recommend
same kind of exposure in British elections. Format problem is involved,
however, because candidates do not run
for prime minister, but for Parliament,
with victorious party then choosing its
leader. Mr. Fletcher-Cooke, who participates on weekly tv panel over Granada network, is in U.S. making study
for Associated Television on part tv
and radio play in elections.
Mr. Fletcher-Cooke also foresees
commercial radio in Britain to compete with BBC's non-commercial operation, but feels this will come in "package deaf," perhaps in 1964 when recently named Royal Commission will
report findings on proposal that second
commercial tv operation be established
to compete with present Independent
Television Authority operations as well
as sustaining BBC-TV. Related problems deal with standardization of definition to European system of 625 lines
(British use 515) as well as spectrum
allocations.
Space study ■ Importance of space
communications is underscored in appointment byState Dept. of FCC Commissioner T.A.M. Craven to chairmanship of new government study group to
consider policy on international communications bymeans of space satellite
relays, functioning under Telecommunications Coordinating Committee
(TCC) . Such matters as allocations, interference controls, costs, number of
satellites that can be shot into space
without creating control problems and
methods of policing are all on agenda.
Represented on new Craven committee
will be NASA (space agency); FCC,
Army, Navy and Air Corps, OCDM,
Coast Guard and USIA.
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Radio: mainstay for Main St.'s banker ■ Out in
Jacksonville, III., the Elliott State Bank has been in
business for nearly a century. Most of that time folks

IjWMfe ^ *'

just
their fathers
anddograndfathers
that this
was knew
a realfrom
friendly
place to
business. Recently,
however, the past decade that is, Elliott has used an

KWfei,
■^■■m1^™11
Mr. Todd

additional means to spread the good news. It's called
radio
and it works fine. Gilbert H. Todd, the bank's
assistant cashier and in charge of advertising, tells
about it in this week's Monday Memo. Page 22.

NAB's new president ■ Gov. LeRoy Collins of Florida, who tamed the
Democratic conventioneers at Los Angeles in July, is picked as the new
association president, succeeding the late Harold E. Fellows — subject to
contract formalities and NAB board ratification. Page 27.
Seasonal invasion ■ Ready to combat colds, and each other, highly
competitive cold-remedy advertisers gather strength for fall and winter
radio-tv exposure. Page 30.
Rating on ratings ■ Six top agency-advertiser executives examine the
whole area of broadcast ratings for NBC Spot Sales, find the top 10
concept is losing significance in tv; radio is being short-changed by existing services, and the industry needs a single standard for circulation
measurement. Page 32.
Tv billing is $60 million ahead ■ With release of the second quarter
spot report, it's possible to take a mid-year look at national tv gross
billing. Page 40.
Whiskey again ■ NAB code office persuades WPIX (TV) New York
to hold up campaign for Holland House non-alcoholic cocktail mix because of whiskey bottle in commercials. Campaign for Martini & Rossi
vermouth, popular base for martinis, scheduled on four New York stations. Page 42.
Research competition ■ TvB offers $10,000 in awards for the most
promising new plans on how to measure or prove tv's effectiveness on
human behavior. Page 44.
Oh, those actors' fees! ■ Joint negotiation by AFTRA and SAG in the
area of commercials and local tv programs begins with networks and
producers. Page 52.

Pow-er

CBS Radio's new format endorsed ■ New program plan is approved
without dissent at an "uncommonly harmonious" convention of affiliates.
The new plan starts Nov. 28. Page 62.

(pou-er) n.
L capacity for

Compelling news picture ■ AP Managing Editors Assn. committee
acknowledges television news competition in a report recommending a
year-long study of tv's impact on newspapers. Page 68.
Hartford pay tv hearing set for Oct. 24 ■ FCC accedes to RKO General's wish and sets en banc hearing on Hartford application for a threeyear subscription-tv trial. Page 74.

action

Politics revamped ■ First joint tv "debate" between Kennedy and Nixon
draws alltime record audience, stirs public and newspaper comment and
promises to revolutionize political campaign techniques. Page 88.
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
Comments
over

ON THIS PAGE AND

flood

FCC

vhf drop-ins

Comments pro and con on FCC's
proposal to drop in vhf channels in
markets needing third or more vhf outlets at less than present minimum mileage separations flooded into commission
Friday, deadline for comments on rulemaking.
Favoring move, which also involves
changes in adjacent channel mileage
separation and use of directional antennas, was host of uhf grantees and
prospective applicants for tv. Opposing
were most established vhf stations. General attitude was similar to stations and
groups filing earlier (see page 76).
CBS proposed vhf drop-ins at 12
cities and asked FCC to consider public
investment in tv sets, implement rulemaking on over-all instead of case-bycase basis and to define "important
markets" as those with more than
70,000 tv homes. CBS also suggested
some existing outlets in such markets
could be "moved in" closer on substandard basis.
NBC said it would not object to commission's proposal to drop in vhf channels but urged that FCC itself set up
list of cities needing such aid rather
than permitting helter skelter moves. It
suggested that no interim vhf assignments be made to any tv market with
less than 400,000 population. Network
also opposed any changes in tv rules or
standards at this time. Since vhf shortmileage drop ins require exceptions to
present rules, there is no need to change
rules in same proceeding, NBC said.
RCA submitted report of Dr. George
H. Brown, RCA engineering vp, on
feasibility of directional antennas for
tv. Conclusion: Use of DAs is feasible
and might help in current problem.
RCA made no comment on reduction
of mileage factors or other considerations in rulemaking proposal.
CBS

Radio

affiliates

hear

Wash,

appraisal

For broadcasters, Washington is everybody's business. Maintaining high
standards won't guarantee immunity
from governmental attack, but letting
down those standards will guarantee
"ultimate defeat" for broadcasting. This
theme was stressed by Richard Salant,
CBS vp, in address at closed session of
CBS Radio Affiliates Convention preceding day (see story page 62).
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

Broadcasters' best defense against
governmental encroachment, especially
in programming, "is careful and temperate presentation of our viewpoint
[along with] good programming schedule," Mr. Salant said.
Mr. Salant expected Justice Dept.
would "sooner or later" challenge tv
option time's legality in court, but
hoped issue would remain limited to
television. He said network regulation,
which he expected to be big issue in
next congressional session, need not be
"disastrous" but could be, depending
on what tack it takes.
In another closed-session speech to
CBS Radio affiliates, CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton said Nixon-Kennedy
joint appearance on all networks
"marked the broadcasting industry's
greatest single step forward since
March 13, 1938, when CBS Radio's
World News Roundup, in its first broadcast, presented on-the-scene reports of
Hitler's entry into Vienna." He estimated 8million heard first Nixon-Kennedy discussion on radio, in addition to
75 million on tv. In follow-up observation Friday, Dr. Stanton said "one
of the most significant aspects" of Kennedy-Nixon encounters "is the exposure of both sides to both sides."
ABC Radio adds nine
ABC Radio has added nine affiliates
bringing network total to 325, Robert
R. Pauley, ABC vice president in charge
of radio network, announced last week.

Political panelists
Newsmen panelists to appear on
networks' pooled telecast Oct. 7
of second Kennedy-Nixon tv discussion in Washington were announced Friday (Sept. 30). Networks selected two — Edward P.
Morgan of ABC and Paul Niven
of CBS — while Harold Levy,
Washington correspondent for
Long Island Newsday, and Alvin
Spivak, United Press International
Washington staff, were chosen by
lot from correspondents traveling
with presidential candidates.
Pierre Salinger, news secretary to
Sen. Kennedy, and Herbert G.
Klein, news secretary to Vice
President Nixon drew names.
Frank McGee of NBC News will
be moderator (see earlier story,
page 88).

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK

BEGINS ON

PAGE 27

New stations are KAGT Anacortes,
Wash.; WMEK Chase City, Va.; KOOS
Coos Bay, Ore.; WWHG Hornell,
N.Y.; KAAB Hot Springs, Ark.;
KWBA Houston; WPGW Portland,
Ind.; KFMJ Tulsa, and WNSM Valparaiso, Fla. Stations will clear for all
network programming, Mr. Pauley said,
and bring ABC Radio coverage figure
to 47,472,000 radio homes, or 96%
of radio homes in country.
Hollywood stars
face FCC study
Top-flight tv film performers and
production chiefs will testify Oct. 10
before FCC in Los Angeles when hearing on tv programming convenes Oct.
10 in U.S. Court of Appeals there.
Witnesses, announced Friday by
Chief Hearing Examiner lames D.
Cunningham include: Dick Powell,
Four Star Films; Ozzie Nelson, Stage
Five Productions; Desi Arnaz, Desilu
Productions; Loretta Young, Toreto
Films; Don W. Sharpe, Sharpe Enterprises; Don Fedderson, Fedderson
Productions; William T. Orr, Warner
Bros.; William Dozier, Screen Gems;
Peter G. Levathes, Fox Television;
lames A. Schulke, Paramount Television; George Shupert, MGM; Frank
Cooper, Cooper Assoc.; Taft Schreiber,
Revue Productions.
Hearing is continuance of network
study by FCC which so far has led to
reduction in option time and displacement of networks from spot representation.
Borel

new

chairman

of CBS-TV

affiliates

Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, is new board chairman
of CBS Television Affiliates Assn., succeeding William Quarton, WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Tom Chauncey,
KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz., was elected
secretary succeeding Mr. Borel. Board
members are Paul Adanti, WHEN-TV
Syracuse, N.Y.; Glenn Marshall Jr.,
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; Tom
Baker Jr., WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.;
August C. Meyer, WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.; Donald Sullivan, KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa; J. C. Kellam,
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.; George Whitney, KFMB-TV San Diego; Art Mosby,
KMSO-TV Missoula, Mont., and Joe
Bauer, WINK-TV Fort Myers, Fla.
9
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■

DEADLINE

Business

briefly

Accounts shift ■ Boyle-Midway, as expected, has parceled out its product
business to agencies already handling
other advertising for American Home

WEEK'S

Products of which B-M is division.
Account, worth estimated $4.5 million
in yearly billing, left J. Walter Thompson. New appointments effective Nov. 1 .
They involve Ted Bates (Aerowax,
Black Flag insecticides and Sani-Flush),
Tatham-Laird (Aero-Shave, in addition

to B-M products Griffin shoe polishes
and Easy Off oven cleaner and Easy
window spray already at agency) and
Cunningham & Walsh (Wizard deodorizer to add to Easy On spray starch
which already is handled by Cunningham & Walsh).

HEADLINERS
Jr

P

rector of NBC Radio
, diDietrich1955,
S. since
Spot
Sales
George
promoted to station manof WNBC-AM-FM
New ager
York.
Position has

but at request of agency's board he has agreed to continue
as chairman. Charles R. Hook Jr., Kudner president, becomes chief executive officer and Robert Betts, vice president and copy chief, has been elected senior vice president
and member of board and of executive committee.
George C. Reeves
elected to newly-created
executive vp post and

been unfilled for eight
months. Frederick T.
Lyons Jr., eastern sales
manager of NBC Radio
Spot Sales, succeeds Mr. Dietrich as director. Both appointments are effective today (Oct. 3). Mr. Dietrich joined NBC
Spot Sales as account executive in 1950, moved up to
eastern sales manager in 1953, national sales manager in
1954 and then director. Mr. Lyons came to NBC as analyst
in Spot Sales in 1951. He was appointed account executive
in 1951, manager of central division in 1956, and eastern
sales manager in 1957.
Mr. Dietrich

Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Lyons

Mr. Bolte

Mr. Seaman

Raymond F. Sullivan, founder chairman of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., elected chairman of
executive committee. Brown Bolte, SSC&B's president,
named vice chairman, and Alfred J. Seaman, who was
vice chairman and chairman of executive committee, elected
president in realignment announced by S. Heagan Bayles,
chairman of board and chief executive officer. Mr. Bayles
said changes were made to provide greater concentration
on client service, resulting from agency's growth which he
described in terms of current $65 million billing, or 63%
over total of two years ago. Mr. Seaman left Compton
Adv. in April 1959 where he was executive vp and creative director to take top level post with SSC&B. Mr.
Bolte had been executive vp of Benton & Bowles, leaving
that position in 1958 to become SSC&B's president. Mr.
Sullivan is one of agency founders, had been president before becoming board chairman in 1958 and founder chairman in June of this year (Broadcasting, June 6, 1960).
C. M. Rohrabaugh, board chairman and chief executive
officer of Kudner Adv., New York, has relinquished his
title of chief executive officer but will continue as chairman.
Mr. Rohrabaugh had planned to retire at end of this year
io

Dan tive
Seymour
execucommittee intochanges
announced Friday at J.
Walter Thompson Co. in
NY. Mr. Reeves has
Mr. Reeves

Mr. Seymour

been
of JWT's
Chicagomanager
office since
1951
after having headed creative services there starting in 1944.
He joined JWT as a copywriter in Cincinnati in 1929.
Mr. Seymour is vp and director of radio-tv and member of
board, assuming former on joining agency in 1955 and
becoming elected to the latter in 1958. Prominent figure in
radio (and later tv) for years, Mr. Seymour started in radio
in 1935 with Yankee Network in Boston, was with CBS in
New York, leaving in 1940 to freelance, was associated for
13 years with We the People, joining Young & Rubicam
where he served for six years, becoming member of plans
board and vp in charge of radio-tv. Also announced in new
shifts — which agency emphasized were first major ones since
last June when its President Norman Strouse also became
chief executive officer and, it indicated, were tied to his
emphasis on creative phases of advertising services — were
elections of Wallace Elton, vp and director, to executive
committee, and William D. Laurie Jr., manager of Detroit
office since 1959, to board of directors.
Henry White, national sales manager of
Screen Gems Inc., New York, resigns to
join WNTA-TV New York as vp and general manager, effective today (Oct. 3),
filling vacancy created when Malcolm
Klein joined KHJ-TV Los Angeles as vp
and general manager several months ago.
Mr. White served Screen Gems for six
years, and earlier had been manager of the
Mr. White
Biow Co., New York, and associated director of network programs CBS-TV.
Carl Lindemann Jr., vp of program sales, NBC-TV,
since last April, elected program vp for California National
Productions, NBC's film syndication subsidiary. Mr. Lindemann, who joined NBC in 1948, had been network's vp for
daytime programming for year prior to his appointment in
program sales.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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CENTRAL

PENNSYLVANIA

CHAMP

WFBG, Altoona, always head and shoulders
above the pack is better than ever. Now with
5000 watts, WFBG covers 4V2 times the area and
double the population. And look at these records:
• Ratings nearly double competition
• 1st in every measured time period
• 5 times the power of 2nd station
Want to check the figures? Ask your McGavren
man to trot out his tape measure.
Sources: Kear and Kennedy, Washington, D.C.. January 22, 1959/Pulse, Altoona City,
Pa., March 7-25, 1960, 6 A.M.-12 Mid., Mon. thru Fri.

ALTOONA,
PENNSYLVANIA
1290 kc • Daren F. McGavren Co.

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WFBG- AM • FM • TV, Altoona -Johnstown, Pa.
WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLYH-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa. / KFRE-AM . TV • KRFM, Fresno, Cal.
Triangle National Sales Offices: 4-8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York/
3440 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles
5, Calif. / 6404
Sharon
Rd., Baltimore
12, Md.

Here'ssuccess:
the prescription
sales
advertise for
on
WPAT. A balm to Greater New
York,menwe're
positive
the
who a make
and tonic
marketto
America's
leading
drug products,
cosmetics and
toiletries.
Listened
to throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut where more than
17,000,000 people live, work and
buy in more than 5,000,000 radio
homes, WPAT is heard and preferred, among other places, in
more of the Metropolitan area's
6,000 independent retail pharmacies than any other station. That's
what we call point-of-purchase
penetration in depth. And there's
no doubt that it moves merchandise. Which probably explains
why our drug product, cosmetic
and toiletry advertising has increased 327% in the past three
years, thanks to advertisers like
these : Bell Mack Laboratories, A .
Brioschi, Bristol-Myers, ColgatePalmolive Company, Coty, Lever
Brothers, Miles Laboratories,
Pomatex, Prince Matchabelli,
Schick, Shampion, Shulton,
Squibb Pharmaceutical, Sterling
Drug, Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical. All of them have advertised on WPAT ... the station
with the look of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT-FM
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(^Indicates first or revised listing)
OCTOBER
Oct. 2-4 — Advertising Federation of America
Seventh District convention, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Oct. 3-4 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Terrace Motor Hotel, Austin, Tex.
Oct. 3-5— Institute of Radio Engineers sixth national communication symposium, Hotel Utica and
Utica Memorial Auditorium, Utica, N.Y.
*0ct. 4— Broadcast Pioneers, New York and Philadelphia chapters, dinner party. 6 p.m. in Crystal
Suite of Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York. A special
award will be presented to Dr. V.K. Zworykin of
RCA.
Oct. 4— Los Angeles Ad Club luncheon at Hotel
Statler. Robert Light, president, Southern California Broadcasters Assn., will be chairman of a
Radio Day program.
Oct. 4 — Retrial of former FCC Commissioner
Richard A. Mack and Miami attorney Thurman
A. Whiteside, charged with conspiring to rig the
Miami ch. 10 tv grant (first trial ended in a
hung jury).
Oct. 4— NAB Tv Code Review Board meeting, NAB
Headquarters, Washington. Girdle-bra advertising
and theatrical film clips used in tv promotion are
among board problems. Plans will be drawn for
integration of code operations among Washington,
New York and Hollywood offices.
Oct. 4-5 — Advertising Research Foundation annual conference, Hotel Commodore, N.Y. Speakers
include Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
Radio; Peter Langhoff, Young & Rubicam vice
president, and Arno H. Johnson, J. Walter Thompson vice president.
*0ct. 5-6 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. annual
convention. Traymore Hotel, Atlantic City, N.J.
Oct. 5-8 — Radio Television News Directors Assn.
Annual international convention. The Queen Elizabeth, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Among key
speakers: FCC Chairman Frederick Ford, at Thursday (Oct. 6) luncheon, on "FCC and Broadcast
News,"
Pearson, Liberal
Nobel Prize
winner and and
leaderLester
of theB. Canadian
Opposition
Party, Saturday (Oct. 8) awards dinner.
Oct. 6 — WHA Family Dinner. 6:30 p.m. in the
Great Hall of the Memorial Union, U. of Wisconsin, Madison. Charles A. Siepmann, chairman,
Dept. of Communications in Education, New York
U., will be the featured speaker.
Oct. 6 — NAB Broadcast Engineering Conference
Committee. NAB headquarters, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 6-7 — Radio Advertising Bureau course (in
eight cities) on better radio station management.
Rickey's Studio Inn, Palo Alto, Calif.
*0ct. 8 — Florida UPI Broadcasters fall meeting.
Silver Springs, Fla.
Oct. 9-11 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
fall meeting. Battery Park Hotel, Asheville, NX.
Oct. 10 — Federal Communications Bar Assn. anD.C. nual outing. Manor Country Club, Washington,
Oct.
10 — practices
FCC's inquiry
into resumed
tv network
program
selection
will be
in the
U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will

deal with film tle-Ir.S.
Oct. 10 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt. Jack Izard, advertising manager,
Chevrolet Div., General Motors, and Phil McHugh,
John Thornhill and Hugh Lucas of CampbellEwald, will join in the HAC salute to Dinah
Shore, guest of honor.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight
cities)
better radio
ment. Town
House,on Omaha,
Neb. station manageOct. 10-12 — Institute of Radio Engineers naChicago. tional electronics conference, Sherman Hotel,
Oct. 10-13 — Fourth annual Industrial Film &
Audio-Visual Exhibition. Trade Show Bldg., New
York. Agenda includes closed-circuit presentations;
speech by Robert L. Lawrence, president of New
York production firm bearing his name on "What
Makes a Selling Commercial?" screening of
Venice Film Festival commercials and workshopluncheon by Radio & Television Executives Society
on educational television, New York tv consultant
Sol Cornberg, chairman.
Oct.
11 — Chicago
Broadcast
first monthly
luncheon
meeting Advertising
of 1960-61 Club's
season. Speaker: A. C. Nielsen Sr., board chairman
of audience measurement and research firm bearing his name.
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Production
workshop,
"For Prophets and Profits"
Hotel
Roosevelt,
New York.
Oct. 12 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. monthly dinner meeting at Nikabob Restaurant, Los Angeles. Marvin Cantz of Tilds & Cantz
Adv.,
will be chairman of session on media-agency
relations.
Oct. 13 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television, annual institute for tv-radio chairmen.
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Bldg, 10 a.m.2 p.m. James D. Cunningham, FCC chief hearing
examiner, will speak at luncheon.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall
creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 14 — South Carolina AP Broadcasters. Columbia, SC.
"Oct. 15-16 — Kansas AP Radio-Tv members meeting. Hotel Kansan, Topeka.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations. Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. annual
fall
meeting. Ky.Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
Gilbertsville,
Oct. 18 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
board of directors meeting. Sheraton-Carlton
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Jack Harris, vice president and general manager of KPRC-TV Houston,
will preside.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Oct. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
round table, joint affair with American Women in
Radio and Television. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 20 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
Oct. 20 — Publicity Club of Los Angeles seventh
annual clinic. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
"Anatomy of Communications" is the clinic theme.
*0ct. 22-23 — Missouri AP Radio-Tv members
meeting. Hotel Missouri, Jefferson City.
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
,;0ct. 24 — FCC begins hearing en banc application of Hartford Phonevision Co. (subsidiary of
RKO General Inc.) for authority to conduct trial
pay-tv operations over its newly acquired WHCT
(TV) Hartford, Conn, (see story in this issue).
Oct. 25 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. general
membership meeting in conjunction with NAB Fall
Conference. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering section, Central Canada
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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Broadcasters Assn., King Edward Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society
newsmaker luncheon. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
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POWER

Yes, thanks to our new 316 KW (maximum power)
transmitter, we now speak to more than a million
Western New Yorkers with a stronger voice — look
at them with a brighter eye! Our primary
coverage area is considerably extended!

'•:T:I-'-

.

we

have

the

SHOWS

We offer our viewers the very finest programs of two
major networks— CBS and ABC— a galaxy of great
stars in a brilliant host of new shows and old favorites!
We also offer News- Weather-Sports, complete and
accurate, twice nightly at 6:30 and 11:00 P.M.— plus
many other fine, live local shows, and the great
MGM movies.

we

have

the

run

KNOW-HOW

Not only do we possess the technical know-how
that guarantees best-quality production, but being
Rochester-owned, we understand the wants and
whimsies of the people of this area, give them
what they want, know how to promote our station
and our programs in the most effective manner.

p.m., Beverly Hilton Hotel. Local awards to people, programs and stations in Los Angeles area
will be presented.
Oct. 27-28 — Council on Medical Television's
"Teaching with Television: An Institute for Medical Educators."
Tv fundamentals
and application
to medical
instruction
will be discussed.
U. of
Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville. Friday
meeting in Jacksonville, Fla.
!0ct. 27-28 — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.
annual meeting. Gardner Hotel, Fargo, N.D. The
board of directors will meet the evening of Oct.
26.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers radio
fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
*Nov. 4-5 — Country Music Festival, ninth annual
jamboree sponsored by WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Nov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Lennox
Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs, Va.
*Nov. 13 — Annual seminar for promotion managers
of radio and tv stations represented by Edward
Petry & Co., at 3 p.m. in Continental Suite,
Sheraton-Charles Hotel, New Orleans. Held in
conjunction with Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
convention.
Nov. 14-16
— Broadcasters'
Assn. New
annual convention.
Sheraton Promotion
Charles Hotel,
Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman,
will be keynote speaker. Among topics on agenda:
color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other
probes, audience surveys and the role of video tape,
graphic arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 16-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising
annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual
meeting, Fresno.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters meeting, Salem, Ore.

we have the FACILITIES
Now that we have the very latest in Videotape, our
facilities, both in equipment and personnel, leave
nothing to be desired. Our well-trained engineers and
production staffs welcome the constant challenge of
handling live shows and live commercials in truly
expert fashion.

AWRT Conferences
Oct. 7-9 — AWRT Heart of America conference. Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
Oct. 15 — AWRT central New York chapter.
Sheraton Hotel, Rochester, N.Y. Theme:
"Politics, Plugs & the Woman Broadcaster."
Nov.
4-6 — AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.

we

AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.

have

the

WILL

Perhaps our BEST quality is our ceaseless will to
please! We are intensely proud of our consistent
leadership in Rochester, and we are determined
to maintain it!
Adequate power, top-notch programming, expert know-how,
modern facilities and the resolve to please and satisfy — every
one of these things is essential to a successful television station —
and these are the things that attract and hold our
ever-increasing number of sponsors.
CHANNEL.

lO

(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC • ABC AFFILIATE
THE BOLLING CO. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • EVERETT-McKINNEY, INC.
14 (DATEBOOK)

NAB Fall Conferences
Oct. 13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Oct. 18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
Oct. 20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Oct. 24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
Oct. 27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
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The Singing Clock: 720 custom
Jingles
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The Trademark

Month:

America's

time jingles —

customized

Series: unexcelled

NEEDS!
Best!

electronically cued!

TOP -40

parodies!

variety of thematic

I. D.'s!

THE
WONDERFUL
WORLD
OF
MUSIC
AND
FUN!
■■■HHHHHHHHiNCLLiJiNoiHMHHHHHHHHIi
Brilliant New C.R.C, Jingles — Compatible
for AM or FM. Highlighting entertainment,
service and fun!

Hilarious vignettes — Featuring Mel Blanc,
Hal Peary, Sterling Holloway, and more!
Custom-Designed

for zestful breaks.

Exciting musical bridges by Don Elliot, composer
of the fun-filled "Thurber Carnival" score.
Complete, varied— refreshingly modern.
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MIKE:

SCBA's view of KYA plan
editor: Have just read the editorial in
your Sept. 19 issue referring to KYA
and its recently adopted policy to adhere to certain commercial standards. I
don't feel that it reflects the very strong
opinions voiced by me and other broadcasters about your original KYA story
Sept. 5.
I think after perusal of the 16 points
outlined by Mr. [Mort] Wagner [general manager of KYA] you will agree
that they are certainly not revolutionary and should not be referred to as a
great crusade for purity. — Robert M.
Light, President, Southern California
Broadcasters Assn.

old f ire-stomper, except when
reasoning with the mule,
so excuse me if I strain my
glottis a bit to say that . . .
COLUMBIA,
SOUTH
CAROLINA,
IS THE
STATE'S BIGGEST
METROPOLITAN
AREA
. . . now 257,961, an increase of
71,117 (38.1%) in the new 1960
Census. And, if you'll pardon my
shouting, Columbia is also the
SECOND
BIGGEST
METROPOLITAN
AREA IN THE
TWO
CAROLINAS
. . . second only to Charlotte
(270,951), according to the same
Census Bureau's figure-filberts!
And naturally you know WIS-TV
delivers pretty near the whole state

Yours for sales:
Major Ambrose W. Sellingforce
(the W is for WIS-TV, the Major
Selling Force of South Carolina)

Agencies 'hear' radio
editor: Cheers, kudos, congratulations
and hooray for the fellows at WBZ
Radio in Boston, who have given us
media people an extraordinary profile
of their station programming in their
entertaining 33 rpm record entitled
"Landay-Nelson Report."
How we wish other radio stations
around the country would follow suit
and give us such an excellent telescoped
version of the day's programming, so
we could determine station personality
through listening as well as through
the paper offerings, program schedules,
personality poop sheets and rating reUntil the day when we have unlimitports.
ed expense accounts and the time to
chase around the country listening to
radio for ourselves, this compact, 10minute air check of a station's roundthe-clock programming is a revolutionary help. — Liz Vosberg, Radio-Tv Dept.,
Werinen & Schorr Inc., Philadelphia.
P.S.: That promotion pitch on the Pulse
report was not lost or ignored, either.
[WBZ's special air-check promotion record
which tied-in with new Pulse report was
mailed Aug. 30 to 750 agency timebuyers
in New York-Philadelphia. Cost involved?
Using its own talent and production facilities at no extra expense, WBZ spent $300
for pressing, $150 on postage. Another
$2,450 was spent on supporting promotional materials to go with the discs, backed
by $9,000 in trade advertising. — The
Editors.]
Movies & news at KHJ-TV

NBC/ABC
WIS-TV
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Channel 10, Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV, Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
WIS, 560, Columbia, S. C.

18

editor: The "great news" of KHJTV Los Angeles' new format as described in your Sept. 19 issue (page
66) is enough to make one shudder,
and pray that the FCC takes immediate
note of the programming policy of this
station in relation to its "promises" in
its application for license. If the juke
box operation of radio spreads to television, Ihate to think of what will
happen to "operation in the public in-
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terest." This is particularly disheartening in light of what seemed to be a
trend to better programming and recognition on the part of broadcasters that
there is an audience for public affairs
programs. . . . — Henry H. Mamet,
Executive Director, Broadcasting Commission, Chicago Board of Rabbis.
Radio news sales success
editor: Bless your heart for the beautiful write-up in this week's Broadcasting (Sept. 19, page 49) . . . First
Federal has had several calls from outof-state savings and loan companies as
a result of the article. — Gene V, Grubb,
Radio Sales Manager, KOA Denver.
[The story reported how First Federal Savings & Loan Assn. of Denver had built up
its business volume by using radio news
broadcasts. — The Editors.]
Buck Bunny rides again
editor: In a recent issue (Aug. 15.
page 20), we note in the Monday
Memo from Patricia Burns Perkins,
"How many years for a tv spot?," the
paragraph referring to Fulton Shaw as
the trainer for the original Buck Bunny
for the first Coast Federal commercial.
Mrs. Perkins was no doubt not sufficiently informed. This rabbit was
trained here at Animal Behavior Enterprises'the
Hot Springs
farm Mr.
and
was sent to
West training
Coast where

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas -Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona-Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue » N. Y. 22 ♦ PL 5-2100
10 (OPEN MIKE)

Shaw, who was at that time our West
Coast representative, handled the rabbit under our instructions for the film
company who shot the film.
Buck Bunny, incidentally, although
about nine years old, is still hale and
hearty and has been performing his
coin-in-the-bank routine all summer
as a live attraction. — Keller Breland,
President, Animal Behavior Enterprises, Hot Springs, Ark.
Moral Re-Armament films
editor: With reference to your interesting article describing the new Moral
Re-Armament tv film production studio
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12), the new
musical color film "The Crowning Experience" will have its Broadway debut
Oct. 21 instead of Oct. 15, originally
set as tentative starting date.
MRA films are already available to
tv stations in this country. They include

BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues S7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number S11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage
Subscriber's
required.Number
RegularS4.00issues 35^ peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send lo BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6. D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses

"Freedom," the first full-length allAfrican color film; "The New American," American youth in a dramatic
cure to student rights, and "Light of
Tomorrow," a stirring story of answer
to communism in industrial Italy. These
and other films are obtainable from
MRA, 640 Fifth Ave., New York 19,
N.Y.
MRA is financed by the sacrifice of
thousands of patriotic Americans and
is entirely supported by voluntary contributions. "Freedom" and other films
already have been requested for many
tv stations. The film of the German coal
miners' play, "Hope," will shortly be
available.
Dr. Frank N. D. Buchman is the
Pennsylvania-born initiator of MRA.
Managing director of Scottish television
is James M. Coltart. — Garrett R.
Stearly, Director, Moral Re- Armament,
Mackinac Island, Mich.
Young
editor: 'n'
It isgrowin'
a pleasure to inform you
that our young organization now has
its second station on the air, even
though our corporation, The Mitchell
Broadcasting Co., is less than eight
months old. We took over the ownership and management of KGRN on
Feb. 1, 1960, and recently our baby
KNIA in Knoxville, Iowa, went on the
air.
As president of the corporation I
also manage KGRN and Robert C.
Betts, vice president, is manager of
KNIA. Betts was formerly news director of KIOA Des Moines, where I was
program director. On the staff of KNIA
is Smokey Smith, an air personality also
from Des Moines where he performed
for KRNT; Larry Heaberlin of KNIM
in Maryville, Mo., and Don Dye, who
came from Austin, Minn.
I have been told that at 27 I am
the youngest two-station owner in the
U.S. and would be willing to make
that claim to your readership. — Forrest
(Frosty) Mitchell, Manager, KGRN
Grinnell, Iowa.
Japanese translation
editor: The following articles in your
Broadcasting are very interesting. And
I wish to translate them and insert in
our semi-annual publication called The
Kaigai-Joho . . . [From the] April 4
issue [of your publication]: "Spring
preview of fall pilots." April 25 issue:
"Radio-tv take off in aircraft." June 20
issue: "Pay tv by wire or on the air?"
Our Kaigai Joho is distributed
among our staff and a small portion
of it is given free of charge to public
libraries, colleges and commercial
broadcasting stations. — Ichiro Nihira,
Director, Radio and Television Culture
Research Institute, Japan Broadcasting
Corp., Tokyo, Japan.
[Permission granted. — The Editors.]
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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Cleveland's

#1* station

A spot announcement
on WHK is the only wayshe can get through
to him now. For she's
not the only one
who's overboard.
He is, too — overboard
for Metropolitan's brand
of news, service and
showmanship which
finds WHK

swimming

in listeners and
advertisers. Is your
product in competitioninfested waters? S.O.S.
Blair, or V. P. &
General Manager
Jack Thayer. Just
call EXpress 1-5000.
Cleveland
A station
of the

WHK
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

MONDAY

MEMO

from GILBERT H. TODD, assistant cashier, Elliott State Bank, Jacksonville, III.

Radio:
mainstay
Main
ship is loyal for
because it presents
to the
Radio — that strong, vibrant media
local
audience
the
type
of
programming
that surrounds us every hour of the day
that fits into the local picture and serves
and night with its fresh vitality — sounds
the local interest. The ideal situation is
of news, music and service. But radio
is more than a public service. It is an
for the program to be presented by an
individual who is generally accepted by
increasingly important factor in bank
the bank and listener as a friend of both.
advertising.
In our more than 10 years of success
Surveys continue to show that banks
in radio we have learned the great imspend more for radio each year and
portance of humor. If we can make
that radio is second only to newspapers
people
laugh,
smile or feel pleasantly
in popularity as a bank advertising metoward us, we have come a long way
dium. And people — our customers —
toward creating a satisfied customer.
are listening to radio more than ever.
This is one main objective of our twoBanks in some respects have traveled
year-old, five-minute daily program we
a rocky road in recent years. To enusponsor on WLDS Jacksonville called
merate afew of the problems: savings
Over the Fields and Furrows. Our farm
and loan competition has grown, bank
manager,
Ed Garlich, presents the enoperating costs have skyrocketed, intire
program,
which is directed not only
terest rates have been difficult to maintain at competitive levels, and public to the farm community but to the urban
housewife as well, giving her household
indifference to thrift and public ignohints, etc. He always ends the program
rance of many bank services have continued. Widespread resentment of the with a bit of humor "From the Corn
Crib." His picture and the radio column
"impersonal banker" image still exists.
are reprinted in a daily paper here.
One answer to these problems has
Recently when an elderly couple
been to step up our selling efforts. This
opened a $40,000 checking account
means more vigorous and effective adwith us they said, "We felt we knew Mr.
vertising. Advertising volume is not
Garlich even before we met him, beenough. To be effective, we need the
right kind of advertising.
The Reach of Radio ■ Radio reaches
almost 100% of the prospective savers
and borrowers. It reaches people no
matter what they earn, no matter where
they live. Radio can pinpoint the male
audience we want. Our primary target
is men, the principal family wage earner
and decision maker in finances. Radio
persuades the highly influential female,
too, and it can influence the children,
our customers of tomorrow.
Radio gets to the important suburban
family. Suburbanites are in the market
for new cars, appliances and furniture,
so they're top prospects. Radio forces
attention. No other ad nearly competes
with our message, so our ad — "headlined" and standing alone — must catch
the listener's ear. It's how well we tell
our story that counts.
Radio furnishes repetition and impact to build good saving habits. Thriftiness is a habit, not a whim, and few
decisions to borrow money are made
impulsively. The widespread consumer
ignorance of even the most basic financial services mean our advertising must
Gilbert H. Todd. b. Jan. 14, 1927, beregister forcefully and often over a long
gan his banking career with the Elliott
State Bank in 1949. He was named asperiod of time. With radio we can maintain the repetitive pressure we need, or
sistant cashier five years ago. This post
we can create pointed advertising im- also includes responsibility for adverpact with spot announcements.
tising and promotion. He's member
Friendship and Humor ■ Radio builds
of executive committee of Illinois Bankits audience on friendship. This frienders Assn.'s public relations division.
22

St.'s
banker
cause of the warmth
of his voice and
his understanding message."
We believe radio helps to mold an
impression of the character and personality we want the Elliott State Bank to
possess. People would be reluctant to
come in our bank if they were afraid
or if they felt that they would be uncomfortable orill at ease.
Warmth and Feeling ■ To help remove the idea of steel bars and cold
marble, at the beginning and ending of
our seven-minute local news program
(thrice weekly, 4:30 p.m., on WLDS),
the announcer simply says, "This program is brought to you by the people
of Elliott State Bank." On this program
we also have a 60-second spot at or near
the beginning of the news and a 30second spot near the close. Here we do
our selling. We have been successful in
promoting such new services as thrift
checking and revolving credit, initiated
at our bank during the past couple of
years. Also, we plug auto loans, three
per cent savings interest rate (the top
limit for commercial banks) and safe
deposit boxes.
At times when we increase our overall advertising budget, a proportionate
share is spent on a series of spot announcements beamed at both town and
country audiences. For example, during
peak borrowing periods spots on home
improvement loans may be used. This
is an excellent method of promoting
new services provided by the bank. Spot
announcements work well for special
activities such as openings, contests,
etc. We feel spot commercials should
be scheduled at the peak listening peevening.
riods in early morning, noon and early
Coordination ■ Our radio copy is coordinated with our newspaper campaign
and both are written by our agency,
Drohlich & Assoc., St. Louis.
We believe radio performs a good
job for our advertising dollar. Production costs for newspapers and television
have risen spectacularly in recent years
while those for radio remain relatively
slight. It's ordinarily much easier and
faster to get our advertising on the air
in radio than in other media. Radio
copy can be scheduled to suit any condition and changed if necessary within
minutes of air time.
We think time will bring further improvements inradio which will increase
its necessity for banks who expect to
reach the greatest number of persons in
their potential audiences. We believe
radio is here to stay — a mainstay.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

To us, Time and Integrity are two of the most
precious things we have. Yet, to us, there is a difference between them : Time is not really ours, but our
Integrity is. Time passes, our Integrity remains constant. Time is for sale, our Integrity is not.
To You, our Time and Integrity are precious, also; but
the difference is that they are integrated in effect.
They must be, and are, one and the same Truth.
*TIME ACCOMPLISHES EVERYTHING . . . Plato
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

"Time accomplishes everything", the philosopher
says. In the Maryland Market, our Time and Integrity can help you accomplish your honest purpose.
WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
NBC Affiliate /Channel 11/Associated with WBAL-Radio 1090
Nationally represented by ©©© Edward Petry & Co., Inc.23

now...

61

of

20th

Century-Fox's

i

with

many

57

s and

'58

s, featuring

Marlon Brando, Anthony Quinn
Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire, Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan Edward G. Robinson, Susan Hayward
"VIVA ZAPATA"
"MR. 880"
"I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE"
"HOUSE OF STRANGERS"

most

memorable

Today's

Top

feature

Film

and

TV

films..

Stars

Now... comes the first major package of Post-'48 feature films for
television. Produced by that master studio, 20th Century-Fox, many
of these dynamite-laden feature films are pre '57's and '58's. And
they feature today's stars today! Many players in them are top television stars today, as well as big current motion picture draws.
In NTA's "61 for '61" Package, too, are winners of 42 Academy Awards
and Nominations. Produced at a cost of $75,000,000, they are superior
Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter
"YELLOW SKY"

Jack Palance, Richard Widmark
"PANIC IN THE STREETS"

to most network "specials" — in star value, in property value and in
attraction value. And they also include a few all-time classics, such as
"Berkeley Square."
Some of the biggest box office grossers of all times, they're sure to
win big audiences and big ratings, as they reach television screens
throughout the nation. Safeguard your market-protect the prestige
of your station -by making plans to obtain them for your city today.
-or
Get inwith
touch with your nearest NTA Sales Office-this moment even

Montgomery Clift, Paul Douglas
"THE BIG LIFT"

Richard Widmark, Dean Stockwell
"DOWN TO THE SEA IN SHIPS"

E. Jonny Graff, V. P. in Charge of Sales, Eastern Div.,
10 Columbus Circle • JUdson 2-7300
Berne Tabakin, V. P. in Charge of Sales, Western Div.,
9570 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. • CRestview 4-0411
10 Columbus Circle,
New York 19, N. Y.
NTA
JUdson 2-7300
FLASH; Here are the stations that already own this package, Today!
Albuquerque, K0B; Cincinnati, WLW-T; Fort Smith (Ark.), KFSA; Hartford, WHNB; Kalamazoo, WKZO; Knoxville, WATETV; Las Vegas, KLRJ;
Miami, WCKT; New York, WNTA-TV; Omaha, WOW; Philadelphia, WRCV-TV;
Phoenix, KPHO; Providence, WJARTV; Rock Island, WHBF; Salt Lake
City, KTUV; Spartanburg (S. Car.), WSPA; Springfield (Mass.), WHYN-TV;

On

The

Gulf

Coast

ONE

***G*cv^Uvl*

*U"

^Takes

the

Measure

WKRGTY
CHANNEL

Call

MOBILE,

Avery-Knodel,

or C. P.
26

5

Persons,

ALA.

Representative,

Jr., General

Manager
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NAB

PICKS

A

POLITICAL

CHARMER

Florida's Gov. Collins all but set for association presidency
Hilton in Washington. He made what
NAB has found its president — Gov. NAB fall conferences in Atlanta.
Availability the Key ■ Selection of some committee members called "a
LeRoy Collins of Florida — subject to
contract formalities and ratification by Gov. Collins by the committee was asthe NAB board.
impression."
sured when it was learned he would be tremendous
■ Ambassador
Allen was interviewed
available after his term as governor of Sept. 26 at a luncheon held at the
The search for a nationally prominent figure to lead the association was
Waldorf-Astoria, New York. He, too,
Florida expires next Jan. 3. On the
ended last week, barring unexpected de- other hand, Ambassador Allen had not was highly regarded by the members.
stated he would be available.
The committee decided, after reviewing
velopments, when Gov. Collins was
The selection committee, headed by both candidates, to make their first
picked from a list of two. The other
formal offer to Gov. Collins.
person approached for the top job was
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland,
■ A two-man negotiating committee
Ambassador George V. Allen, director
Ore., faced another problem in dismet Gov. Collins Sept. 28 at the Robert
of the U.S. Information Agency.
cussing Ambassador Allen — reluctance
Meyer Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla. The
Gov. Collins has the qualifications to make a firm offer to a prominent
government official occupying a critical three conferred 2Vi hours, with Gov.
often laid down within the industry —
Collins agreeing to study documentary
a strong personality, a distinguished rec- post in a period of international tension.
Events moved swiftly in the last fort- material over the weekend and to give
ord and outstanding qualities of leaderthe members of the selection committee
night as the selection committee and
ship. These factors led to his choice
a definite reply today (Oct. 3).
by the NAB presidential selection comNAB's policy committee, interim assomittee.
A Long Search ■ Final approval of
ciation guidance group, concentrated
Gov. Collins for the presidency will
A special meeting of the NAB board on the two candidates. These events
led to a decision:
provide a successor to the late Harold
is to be called for Oct. 10. The meeting
■ Gov. Collins was interviewed at E. Fellows. First steps to fill the vawill be held in Washington just prior
a Sept. 22 luncheon held at the Statler
to the Oct. 13 opening of the annual
cancy left by his death March 8 were

Collins in action ■ The man who will probably be the next
president of the NAB became a national television personality last July when he served as permanent chairman of the
BROADCASTING, October 3, I960

Democratic national convention. Here he responds to a
floor demonstration that took place when he took over the
gavel July 12 at the Los Angeles Sports Arena.

taken March 14 when an eight-man selection committee was named to pick a
successor, subject to NAB board ratification.
Mr. Lane was named chairman of this
committee which has kept in close
touch with the NAB policy committee
headed by Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations. The policy group has
served as interim directing body of the
association. Messrs. Lane and McCollough handled the Sept. 28 contact with
Gov. Collins.
From the start of the Lane committee's search it was obvious that pressures from congressional and government agencies as well as extensive pub-

incident to maintenance of a separate
Washington residence in addition to his
New England home.
A third public figure considered by
the selection committee was former UN
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge. His
name was automatically removed from
the list, however, when he was nominated as Republican vice presidential
candidate.
Out of Politics ■ Gov. Collins had
indicated earlier in the summer he was
interested in entering private life when
his second term as Florida governor
ends in January. The selection committee's decision to make him an offer was
strongly influenced by his availability

Strong prospect ■ George V. Allen,
director of the U.S. Information Agency and career diplomat (with full rank
as an ambassador), was one of two
men considered by the NAB selection
committee for the presidency. There
was a question about his availability

because of his critical position in the
government during the present period
of intensified cold war. Mr. Allen has
been ambassador to Iran, India, Nepal.
Yugoslavia and Greece. In the diplomatic corps since 1930, he has a wide
circle of friends in Washington.

licity dealing with payola and quiz investigations suggested the advisability
of selecting someone from public life
to cope with attacks on the industry
and the overall broadcast image.
Gov. Collins, 51, was one of the first
names considered when the selection
group started meeting last spring. His
record in public life had been considered outstanding and his reputation
was enhanced by nationwide recognition of his role as permanent chairman
of the Democratic convention in Los
Angeles.
While details of salary, tenure and
official association duties haven't been
worked out, it appeared at the weekend
that salary discussions had approached
the $75,000 mark, with the possibility
of an escalator provision. Mr. Fellows
had reached the $75,000 point in his
salary plus about $12,500 for expenses
28 (LEAD STORY)

as well as prominence in public life and
administrative ability.
The committee was anxious to make
a formal announcement of an NAB
presidential selection before the Nov.
8 elections. It was felt this would meet
any suggestion that the selection had
been made on partisan grounds.
Gov. Collins was described by one
committee member as "persuasive,
articulate, bright and intelligent." He
was represented as advocating a firm
industry stand in the face of current
pressures against broadcasting. The job
essentially requires, in his mind, preservation and improvement of broadcasting's image and stature and the acquisition of greater freedom from oppressive regulation.
Allen's Qualifications ■ Consideration
of Ambassador Allen by the selection
committee had noted his attainment of

the highest rank in the diplomatic service, held by only eight diplomats. Originally from Durham, N.C., he had
delivered newspapers in the city, worked
in a cigarette factory and served as a
bookkeeper while attending Trinity
College, now Duke U. After four years
of school teaching near Asheville, N.C.,
he entered the foreign service in 1930.
At the age of 42 Mr. Allen was the
nation's youngest ambassador while
serving in Iran. He has served since as
Ambassador to India and Nepal, Yugoslavia and Greece. His record of partication in international conferences is
impressive and he served as assistant
secretary of State for public affairs.
Ambassador Allen served with the
Voice of America, which later became
the independent U.S. Information Agency. Last year he was coordinator of
the American National Exhibition in
Moscow.
Terse Report ■ NAB remained officially silent about the presidential negotiations until Sept. 29 when it announced the selection committee "had
completed tentative arrangements" for
a successor to Mr. Fellows. The announcement continued, "The committee said it would not disclose the identity of the person selected until after a
contract is negotiated and until after
the association's board of directors is
called into a special meeting to pass
on the nomination and the contract.
The committee said it would have no
further statement or announcement until these two
steps have
been speculative
taken."
News
services
carried
stories last week about the selection of
Gov. Collins for what was inaccurately
termed "the $100,000 a year post."
Others who have held the NAB presidency since its 1938 reorganization
when it was changed from an honorary
to a paid position, besides Mr. Fellows,
have been Neville t Miller, communications attorney and former mayor of
Louisville, and Judge Justin Miller.
Members of NAB's selection committee, besides Chairman Lane, are
Thomas W. Bostic, KIMA-AM-TV
Yakima, Wash.; John E. Fetzer, Fetzer
stations; John S. Hayes, Washington
Post stations; Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouse. La.; William
D. Pabst, KTVU (TV) Oakland. Calif.,
W.D. Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex., and Payson Hall, Meredith stations.
The policy committee includes Chairman McCollough, G. Richard Shafto,
WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C., and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111.
Man of Experience ■ The new NAB
president-select is a man of worldwide
as well as national fame.
Gov. LeRoy Collins, of Florida,
knows the problems of Florida, the
United States, Russia and broadcasting
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

too — all from first-hand observation.
The first Florida governor ever
elected for consecutive terms, he has
achieved recognition for aggressive attacks on basic state problems, including
the touchy racial issue. But to many
Americans, he became a national figure
in his role as permanent chairman of
the Democratic national convention in
Los Angeles last July. There he became
the first governor of either party since
1892 to serve as permanent chairman
of a national political convention.
In the difficult role at Los Angeles
he patiently let the demonstrators howl
and shriek, finally starting persistent
gavel pounding that brought order to
the proceedings.
A friendly, family man (see photo,
at right), he often lets a cajoling
twinkle or a friendly pat on the
shoulder serve as controlling devices.
He's an inveterate friend-maker and
has a knack of making people feel at
ease. The natural congeniality that led
him to political heights will be transferred to the colonial town house at
1771 N St. in Northwest Washington,
where NAB is headquartered, and it
will soon be a familiar feature at industry meetings.
"Painfully honest," as a friend once
described him, Gov. Collins has demanded and obtained above-average
contributions from his subordinates.
"They trust him; his friends trust him;
so do many of his political antagonists,"
another acquaintance said. He was
described as a sincere church-going
man (Episcopalian) and abstainer. His
social reforms in Florida have been directed toward improvements in penal
systems, schooling (and this includes
summer school programs to keep
youngsters busy), divorce laws and civil
service laws.
Traveling Salesman ■ As a promoter,
he has made several tours around the
country to build his state's prestige and
bring recognition to its tripartite economy based on industry, agriculture and
tourism. These tours have brought in
many numerous industries and have
given him a reputation as a "supersalesman."
The son of a Methodist circuit-riding preacher, LeRoy Collins grew up
around Tallahassee, the state capital.
He worked at odd jobs to get his education and financed a law course at
Cumberland U. in Tennessee by working in a bank. He passed the Florida
state bar with one of the highest grades
ever scored and hung up a shingle in
Tallahassee.
Law earnings were slim for a while,
but when he ran for office as county
prosecutor, he decided the pay was
enough to finance a home so he married
his longtime sweetheart, Mary Call. He
won a wife but lost the election. They
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

New first family ■ These are the
members of the family of Gov. LeRoy
Collins of Florida who is expected to
become NAB president next January.
Seated (on floor, 1-r) : Jane, 22, Darby,
10, and Mary Call, 18; (on chairs)
Gov. and Mrs. Collins; standing: Mr.

and Mrs. LeRoy Collins Jr. Mary Call
is a student at Florida State U. LeRoy
Jr. is a lieutenant, j.g., in the Navy
submarine service. Jane is to be married Oct. 1 to John Aurell, a civilian
employe of the armed forces who works
in Washington's Pentagon.

managed to keep the home going until
he won a legislative seat in his second
campaign. This put him into politics
for 2V2 decades.
His first election as governor came
in 1954 when he served two years of
the unexpired term of Gov. Dan McCarty, a friend who died in office. He
has an ideal temperament for a politician— and for a trade association
executive Usually, he walks to work
in the mornings from the executive
mansion, waving and shaking hands all
along the way. The glittery trappings of

high office often annoy him, and the
family huddles in one end of the executive mansion where all can be cozy
and avoid the sightseers out front.
Those who know him figure he'll be
on a first-name basis with hundreds of
broadcasters by the time the 1961 NAB
convention is over; thousands after a
year at NAB and after the 1961 fall
conference circuit.
And they're certain the new president will be on familiar terms with all
the regulatory and legislative issues that
move over the presidential desk.

BROADCAST
COLD
Seasonal

BRANDS
buying

nears

Representing a $30 million product
category in tv advertising alone, cold
remedy advertisers this week are lined
up with one eye on the weather and
the other on competitors for the coldsufferer's relief-money. As the seasonal
network and spot buying nears completion, two things are clear: radio-tv
budgets are up and competition is
keener than ever.
Agency walls are impenetrable
around the ad plans of many cold
remedy products. But it doesn't appear
likely there will be any shift in the
spending order of last year's top five
cold relief products. Together they accounted for 75% of the tv advertising
in this category, according to Television
Bureau of Advertising. Based on TvB
gross figures, Dristan, Anahist products,
Vick remedies, Grove's 4-Way Cold
remedies and Coldene products spent a
combined total of $22,067,868 in network and spot tv.
For all products in this category,
1959 expenditures in network tv totaled
$12,415,168. In spot tv the total figure
was $16,655,000, making a combined
network-spot total of $29,070,168.
Radio figures are not available. TvB
figures also show that spending in the
first six months of 1960 is about even
with the first half of 1959. It appears

Star support ■ In rehearsal of new tv
spot commercials for Grove's 4-Way
preparations is singer-actress Gisele
MacKenzie, flanked by Francis X.
Brady ( 1 ) , executive vice president of
30

ADVERTISING

INCREASE
completion

as

SPENDING

competition

that cold remedy advertisers spent
roughly one-half of their 1960 tv budget during the January-June period: $7,769,608 in network; $7,221,000 in spot,
for a total of $14,990,608.
Aid and Comfort ■ Relief from cold
discomfort may take the form of cough
drops,ever.syrups,
sprays, brands
tablets,in orall whatAll the different
these
product areas will be promoted widely
on radio and television in the months
ahead. Fall and winter broadcast plans
of representative brands are listed below.
■ Pharma-Craft Co., New York, is
preparing new commercials for a spot
television drive in the top 50 markets on behalf of Coldene liquid and
tablet cold medicine. Buying into March
1961, the campaign includes minutes
and ID's. Agency: Papert, Koenig, Lois
Inc., New York.
Pharma-Craft's tv commercials for
Coldene this season will feature a darkscreen technique. The ID version, for
instance, opens with a black screen and
the sound of coughing. A woman's
voice asks: "John is that Billy coughing?" A man's voice answers: "Get up
and give him some Coldene." A bedside
lamp
turned for
on, arevealing
woman's
hand is
reaching
bottle ofa Coldene.

Grove's agency, Cohen & Aleshire,
and Reginald W. Testement, assistant
vice president in charge of advertising,
Grove Labs Inc., St. Louis. Other stars
also will film spots.

becomes

keen

■ Grove Labs Inc., St. Louis, will
advertise its Grove's 4-Way Cold Remedies in a 22-week radio spot drive in
over 100 markets, in addition to a tv
spot push in 60-70 markets using
minutes, 20's and ID's, plus announcements on NBC-TV's Today show. Spots
feature Hollywood stars such as Gisele
MacKenzie (see picture). Agency:
Cohen & Aleshire Inc., New York.
■ Whitehall Labs., Div. of American
Home Products Corp., New York, remains silent on its plans for high-spending Dristan, but
it's reported
that purOctober-to-June
tv minutes
are being
chased ina number of markets. Agency:
Tatham-Laird Inc., New York.
■ The Mentholatum Co., Buffalo,
N.Y., for Deep Heat Rub, cough syrup,
and Colban nasal mist, will use several
NBC-TV daytime shows and the new
NBC-TV nighttime entry, Dan Raven,
as well as radio spot schedules in many
markets. Agency: J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
■ Warner-Lambert Products, Morris
Plains, N.J., will use heavy participations for its various Anahist products
on NBC-TV's Riverboat, Outlaws and
Westerner shows and on ABC-TV's
Roaring 20's and The Islanders. Tv
spot schedules of day and night minutes
are planned for 26-week period in key
markets. Agency: Ted Bates & Co.,
New York.
■ Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N.J.,
for its Rem cough medicine, will participate in several daytime shows on
ABC-TV, supplementing with spot tv
in top markets. Agency: L.C. Gumbinner Inc., New York.
■ Chap Stick Co., Div. of Morton
Mfg. Corp., Lynchburg, Va., will start
its campaign for Fleet's Chap Stick and
Chap-Ans in late October, using 20-25
radio spots weekly in small markets
and 40-60 spots per week in larger
markets for a period of 13 to 18 weeks.
Chap Stick also participates in NBC
Radio's Monitor, Emphasis and Morgan Beatty's News of the World. Agency: L.C. Gumbinner Inc., New York.
■ Harold F. Ritchie Co. (changes
names Oct. 1 to Beecham Products Inc.,
Clifton, N.J.) is including spot radio
for its Scott's Emulsion cold preparation, using Negro and Spanish stations
in 54 markets from September through
next March. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
■ Vick Chemical Co. (changes name
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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in

Maryland
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FACE

...

on

wmar-tv

*

PACE

*This title registered with the U.S. Patent Office June, 1 954
GREAT

DEBATES

about politics on television are a Maryland

dition. For nearly a decade, prime time has been made
appearance

of political candidates competing

tra-

available for the

for office. Free State voters

look forward with anticipation to the "Face to Face" debates that precede
general elections in Maryland. They provide the best opportunity for a
first hand comparison

of the candidates.

These programs, of course, are in addition to the "GREAT
DEBATES" which WMAR-TV
will telecast as a CBS Affiliate.
OCTOBER

IS

ANNIVERSARY

MONTH!

Celebrating 13 Years of Service to the Baltimore-Maryland Area.
In Maryland

Most People Watch

TELEVISION

WMAR-TV
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION • BALTIMORE 3, MD.
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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this month to Richardson-Merrell Inc.,
New York) is lining up 15 or more
major markets for a spot radio drive
scheduled to start today (Oct. 3) on
behalf of Vick's cold tablets. Six-week
flights of minutes will be used. Agency:
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc.,
New York.
■ Monticello Drug Co., Jacksonville,
Fla., starts a spot radio drive today
(Oct. 3) for its 666 Cold Tablets. Over
100 markets will carry daytime minutes,
mostly during peak traffic periods, for
26 weeks. Agency: Charles W. Hoyt
Inc., New York.
a C.A. Briggs Co., Brighton, Mass.,
plans to spend 10% more than it did
last year in broadcast media for its
"H-B" (Hospital Brand) cough drops.
Minutes, 20's and ID's in some 32-34
markets will be used in a spot radio

TOP

10

campaign and spot tv minutes will be
purchased in certain metropolitan markets. Agency: Fred Gardner Co., New
York.
■ W.K. Buckley Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.,
reportedly will have its biggest radio-tv
budget to date for Buckley's Canadiol
Mixture, which is said to be the largest
selling cough medicine in Canada.
Wider U.S. distribution will result in a
saturation tv spot campaign starting
in January in upper New York state.
Minutes and 20's will be used. Some
radio spot schedules are planned for
Michigan and New York. Agency: The
Wesley Assoc., New York.
■ Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., New
York, a leading tv user for its Pertussin product, is said to be "still looking
at everything" with "nothing locked

FEVER

IN

TV

Here's 1959's top five tv users in cold
remedy category:
Dr istan :
N etwork
*p$ 71 t ??1
£. C X ,\J0?7C 1
3 542 570
SpotTotal
l\l etwork
.p y J O , i.
$4,'75o|971
3 812 430
Total
Anahist'
Spot
Vick Remedies:
Network
$1,272,741
Total
3,061^510
Spot
$4,334,251
Grove's
Network4-Way Remedies:
$ 1,052,830
123,287
$1,176,117

SpotTotal
Coldene:
Network
Total
Spot TvB-Rorabaugh (spot);
Source:
(network).

$ 833,360
209,572
TvB-LNA/BAR
$1,042,932

SUBSIDING

That's opinion of agency-advertiser panel;
services are going through dark days.
Six experienced broadcast customers
sat down several weeks back to talk
h There ought to be a single, allabout "rating services and use of rat- industry-supported system of ratings,
ings." By the time they stood up they'd especially for radio, but the difficulties
voiced a number of opinions on the of getting one are formidable.
whole area of media selection, among
These opinions came from the parthem:
ticipants in NBC Spot Sales' second
■ The "Top 10" fever is dying out "media managers conference" (The
in television, as the choice between most
first, on public service programming,
buys becomes a tossup.
was reported in Broadcasting, June
■ Radio is being shortchanged by 13). The recorded session, whose 93the rating services and the radio rating page transcript is being made public

Ratings conferees ■ These are the media managers and
NBC Spot Sales executives who participated in the examination of ratings. L to r (seated facing camera) : Roger
Bumstead, media director of the eastern division, MacManus, John & Adams; William E. (Pete) Matthews,
vice president and director of media relations, Young &
Rubicam; Marvin Richfield, media director, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan; Humboldt J. Greig, vice president and
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

inYork.
yet." Agency: Compton Adv., New

radio ratings hit
today (Oct. 3), included some of the
top names in agency-advertiser circles
(see picture).
Marvin Richfield, media director,
Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
seemed to express the consensus when
he stated "Your top 10 in tv is not as
important as it was. It is no longer possible to achieve a rating that is far
better than someone else's ratings.
Things have leveled out. Your average
network show gets about a 22. There

manager of station relations, C.J. LaRoche & Co.; Bill
Fromm, new business and promotion manager, NBC Spot
Sales; Richard S. Paige, media manager for the Household
Products Div., Colgate-Palmolive Co.; Leslie Towne, media
director, Smith-Greenland Co.; (standing) George Dietrich,
director of radio sales for NBC Spot Sales and Richard
Close, vice president, NBC Spot Sales. Back to camera:
Tony Liotti, manager, tv-radio research, NBC Spot Sales.
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In

Another

the

citation

Public

Interest

for WSB-Radio,

The

Voice

. . .

of the South

Congressman John J. Flynt (seated left) congratulates Frank Gaither, general manager of WSB-Radio, upon
WSB's winning the special "Safetython" award given by the GAB. Looking on are Paul Reid, GAB award
chairman, and Elmo Ellis, WSB-Radio program director.
Following a tradition of 38 years of broadcasting in the public
interest, WSB-Radio joined other broadcasters during the July 4
holidays to wage an unprecedented safety campaign to save lives
on the highways.
The station utilized a three-pronged approach, featuring 1100
announcements, during a three-day period, with teports from the
station helicopter, the mobile news units, and prominent state
and city officials.
This promotion was judged best by the Georgia Association
of Broadcasters among stations serving a market of more than
75,000 population. It is this type of programming in the public
interest that has served to make WSB-Radio synonymous with
public service in the minds of listeners, and has won for the
station a tremendous audience loyalty.

The Voice of the South / Atlanta
Represented bij

.Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WS0C/WS0C-TV, Charlotte; WHI0/WHI0-TV, Dayton.
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MON. ADVENTURES IN PARADISE

MON. CHEYENNE

TUES. RIFLEMAN

WED. HAWAIIAN EYE

THURS. UNTOUCHABLES

THURS. REAL McCOYS

eleven

winners:
Here's the kind of programming
that made ABC -TV the network
success story of the decade. Fast
shows. Funny shows. Family shows.
And winners all. Example: for the
week ending September 11th, 1960,
these eleven took fifteen half-hour
firsts, according to the Nielsen 24
Market report. . .more half-hour wins
than either of the other networks.
And a check of past reports will show
that this kind of performance is
the rule, not the exception.
Three comers: We predict the same
kind of success for these new shows,
among others soon to be aired:
Hong
Kong, The Roaring 20's, The
Islanders.
ABC
SUN. LAWMAN

SUN. REBEL

TELEVISION

a

M.-SUN. '8-10:30 PM TIME PERIOD RATING

MULTI-CITY

TV

MARKET

WGAL-TV
In addition to being the first choice

of

viewers in these three metropolitan markets, WGAL-TV is the number one station
in Gettysburg, Hanover, Lebanon, Chambersburg, Lewistown, Carlisle, Shamokin,
Waynesboro,

and many other communities.

CAcuuuM

<f

BC and CBS
Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and
g h , - Pres. ^^^^
TAT I O N
STEINMAN
STATIO
Clair McCollough,* Pre
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
36

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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are some 30s, but they're few and far
between and not in the upper 30s. Now,
as long as you're in prime time with a
decent show, you know pretty much
that you're going to get numerically as
large an audience as at another spot.
Then you might as well increase your
reach by being on two totally different
vehicles. It is no longer important
enough to gamble a lot of money on a
blockbuster hour."
Desensitized ■ William E. (Pete) Matthews, vice president and director of
media relations, Young & Rubicam,
contributed another reason for the decline in importance of the top 10, which
actually amounts to looking at the same
reason from the other side. That is,
with the decline in exclusive sponsorships the advertiser is no longer as
sensitive about his show being on a
top 10 chart.
This situation, while making it
harder to go wrong, also makes it
harder to go right, one participant inferred.
Richard S. Paige, media manager for
the Household Products Div., ColgatePalmolive Co., noted, "In the old days,
if I had a choice between a program
with 10 million homes and a program
with 5 million, I had a very simple
choice to make. Nowadays, when the
averages are all closer to 8 million, I
must look for other differences."
Roger Bumstead, media director of
the eastern division of MacManus,
lohn & Adams, cited one tv advantage:
"The nature of television programming
alone provides all sorts of criteria to
aid the decision-making process. Its
very nature makes it far more definitive
than radio is at present. I think there's
more of a need — in radio's best interest
— for it to develop new types of measurements."
Cumulative Ratings ■ One of the
radio measurements Mr. Bumstead advocated isthat of providing cumulative
ratings, which he finds on the increase.
The reason, he says, is that a cume
deals more in a specific — that is, the
household net coverage of an actual
schedule rather than set counts which
represent only the potential audience,
or ratings which are mainly a yardstick of cost efficiency. It's a way of
getting closer to marketing objectives,
and when combined with sound business judgments, a means of making a
sound media buy. I think it's to a station's advantage, and the broadcast
industry's, to provide more of this sort
of
information. It's good sales-making
ammunition.
"The sort of studies I'm asking for
don't have to be done every month. If
a station completes one annually, on a
variety of schedules, or even every two
years, the buyer can make some sound
judgments — considering variables —
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

Rank

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Ratings
Tv report for August
Rank
l. Esther Williams
2. Gunsmoke
38.6
37.6
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
27.9
30.6
4. I've Got A Secret
27.8
5. Wagon Train
26.6
6. Untouchables
26.8
7. Perry Mason
25.3
25.5
8. Price Is Right
9. U.S. Steel Hour
24.2
10. What's My Line
Rank
No. (000)
viewers
1. Esther Williams
2. Gunsmoke
38,265
37,430
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
30,480
4. Wagon Train
28,875
5. I've Got A Secret
25,110
24,680
6. Perry Mason
7. Untouchables
23,985
8. Price Is Right
23,520
22,055
9. 77 Sunset Strip
21,375
10. Ed Sullivan
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
report for 2 weeks ending Sept. 4 1960
TOTAL AUDIENCE t
Rank
No.(000)
homes
1. Gunsmoke
15,142
14,148
2. Wagon Train
12,837
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
11,345
4. I've Got A Secret
5. 77 Sunset Strip
11,210
6. Summer Olympics Fri. 9:00 p.m. 11,029
11,029
7. Ed Sullivan Show
10,893
8. Untouchables
9. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
10,848
10. Armstrong Circle Theater
10,351
Rank
% homes
1. Gunsmoke
31.3
33.5
2. Wagon Train
28.4
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. I've Got A Secret
24.8
25.1
5. 77 Sunset Strip
24.4
6. Summer Olympics Fri. 9:00 p.m.
24.4
7. Ed Sullivan Show
24.1
8. Untouchables
22.9
9. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
24.0
10. Armstrong Circle Theater
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
Armstrong Circle Theatre (CBS-135): Armstrong Cork Co. (BBD0), alternate Weds.,
10-11 p.m.
Comedy Spot (CBS-170): S.C. Johnson (FCB),
Pet Milk (Gardner), Tue., 9:30-10 p.m.
Diagnosis Unknown
(CBS-173): Plymouth
(Ayer), Chemstrand (DDB), S. J. Johnson
(NLB), Polaroid (DDB), Tue., 10-11 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever Bros.
(JWT), American Home Products (Bates),
Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-197): R.J. Reynolds
(Esty), Bristol-Myers (DCSS), Wed. 9:3010 p.m.
Perry Mason (CBS-150): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Gulf Oil (Y&R), Sat. 7:30-8:30
Price Is Right (NBC-158): Lever (0BM), Speidel
p.m. (NCK), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.

AVERAGE AUDIENCE t

1. Gunsmoke
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
3 Wagon Train
4. I've Got A Secret
5. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
6. 77 Sunset Strip
7. Wanted, Dead or Alive
8. What's
9.
Comedy MySpotLine
10. Untouchables
Rank

No. homes
(000)
14,057
11,662
10,441
10,215
9,628
8,950
8,724
8,678
% homes
8,588
31.1
25.8
23.1
22.6
21.3
19.8
19.3
19.8

1. Gunsmoke
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
3.
4. Wagon
I've Got Train
A Secret
5. Price Is Right-8:30 p.m.
6. 77 Sunset Strip
7. Wanted, Dead or Alive
8.
9. What's
Comedy My
SpotLine
19.2
19.0
10. Untouchables
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only 1
to 5 minutes.
? Homes reached during the average minute of
the program.
Copyright 1960 A.C. Nielsen Co.

1. TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
2.
August 1-7, 1960
% homes
Name
24.6
4. of Program
27.8
Gunsmoke
23.9
Have Gun, Will Travel
23.8
3. 77 Sunset Strip
23.5
Wagon
Train
5.9. Untouchables
23.3
23.0
Comedy
Spot
6.
22.8
7. Perry Mason
8. Diagnosis Unknown
22.7
Ed Sullivan
10. What's My Line
22.4
1.
2.
Rank
No. homes
3.
4. Gunsmoke
12,200
5. Have Gune, Will Travel
10,700
77 Sunset Strip
10,400
10,200
Wagon
Train
Untouchables
(OOO's)*
Comedy
Spot
6.
10,100
7. Perry Mason
9,900
Diagnosis
Unknown
10. Ed Sullivan
9,900
9,800
What's My Line
8.
9,700
Copyright 1960, Videodex Inc. 9,900
9.
(Listed in sequence of rating level from first
table)
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American-Chicle,
Whitehall (both Bates), R.J. Reynolds (Esty),
Brylcreem (K&E), Fri. 9-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9
Summer Olympics (CBS-200): General Mills
(Knox Reeves), Lorillard (L&N), Sandura
(H&G), Aug. 26, 9-10 p.m., and through
p.m.
Sept. 12 at various times.
U.S. Steel Hour (CBS-126): U.S. Steel (BBD0),
Alt. Wed., 10-11 p.m.
Untouchables (ABC-127): Liggett & Myers
(M-E), Warner-Lambert (L&F), Seven-Up
(JWT), Luden's (Mathes), Armour (FCB),
Lewis Howe (M-E) Carnation (EWRR),
Thurs. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-184): Ford (JWT), R.J.
Reynolds
(Esty), National
Biscuit Co. (M-E),
Wed.
7:30-8:30
p.m.
Wanted, Dead or Alive (CBS-180): Brown &
Williamson (Bates), Kimberly-Clark (FCB),
Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.
What's My Line (CBS-147): Sunbeam (P-P),
Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.
Esther Williams (NBC-195): U.S. Brewers
Foundation (JWT), Mon., Aug. 8, 10-11
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE

AUTO

STORE
ARE

SALES

MADE

LONG

ON

ISLAND

THAN

IN

WASHINGTON,
WORCESTER
WACO
PUT

D.C.,
AND

...

TOGETHER!

s409,707,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHL I
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)
►10,000

WATTS

AM 1100
FM 96 3
II

WHL
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISIANO. N Y.

Represented by Gill-Perna
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based on this research."
Humboldt J. Greig, vice president
and manager of station relations, C. J.
LaRoche & Co., made one observation
about radio ratings with which few
broadcasters would disagree: "Current
surveys may sell the radio industry
very, very short. I would like to have
rating services available that would help
us justify appropriations at the plans
board level. Instead of this, we're getting rating services strictly as a competitive tool — one station against the
other.
"If you examine radio listening patterns, you find that the average station
has 40% unduplicated reach weekly.
Then you look at other media such as
television and are forced to conclude
that it is necessary to use two or three
radio stations in a market to get the
reach one tv station can develop. Actually, the 40% reach could grow to
60 or 70% if all the places where radio
is listened to were measured. Advertisers do not want to know they will
miss 60% of the homes in a market if
they use only one radio station. They
must know how many stations are required to reach 90% of a market. Then
it is possible to make a comparison of
costs, which could result in a budget
forNew
radio."
System Wanted ■ All the agency-advertiser participants agreed that
an all-industry effort was desirable to
construct a new radio rating system that
would replace the individual services
now used, but there was no agreement
that such a service would evolve.
One of the problems was stated by
Mr. Paige, who said, "The real problem
is a workable, agreed-upon definition of
audience. Any research service could
go right out and construct and measure
that audience. It's not that there are
different rating services, and not that
there are differences between them, but
that there is no working definition of
the term 'audience'."
Another problem is who would support such a service, although a least
one of the participants thought the burden was on the agency or the advertiser.
According to Mr. Bumstead, "In order
for us to take charge of directing how
the rating services run, we — that is,
the advertisers and the agencies — have
got to pay the lion's share of the cost
of these services rather than as at present where media, usually, pays the
largest proportion of the expense — and
sometimes influences the result. It is our
responsibility to our clients, and their
own responsibility too, to see that the
advertising
dollar isinspent
judiciously."
Mr. Matthews,
a similar
vein,
said that "I feel very strongly that both
the advertising groups — of agencies and
advertisers — and the industry itself have
put themselves in a questionable posi-

tion in allowing private research organizations to determine the ways in which
they're to receive information about
what they are most concerned with,
which is the scope and nature of the
circulation of the medium."
Wasted Money ■ One of the most
succinct reasons why radio stations
should get together behind a single
rating standard was given by Mr. Greig.
He put it on a dollars-and-cents basis,
saying: "I imagine that today radio
stations are paying more for surveys
than they receive from network affiliations. They're spending the money to
try and satisfy the agencies and the advertisers. Yet I don't believe they're
satisfying anybody. Until they get the
right kind of measurement that everybody
accept, a they're
continuecanto spend
lot of going
moneyto quite
inefficiently."
Regarding the services which rate
radio now, Mr. Richfield observed that
"almost any timebuyer would prefer to
buy by Pulse. It gives him a higher
level of station popularity. And I suppose this is the way all of us buy radio
today — not adjacencies, but popularity.
It's like shooting crap. You take your
chances on the station or group of stations that has the largest share of popularity in the market. But you have a
situation where one radio rating service
gives you an audience that amounts to
a 50 cents cost-per-thousand while two
others report an audience costing $1 per
thousand or more.
"Not many agencies support Hooper.
We
happen service.
to and But
I think
it's a very
worthwhile
it troubles
me
that any two of the three can be so consistently different. Do the station owners
and operators like to keep reports in
their desks and say, 'This is my real
standing in the market, but I'll use Pulse
to sell with because it claims larger
audiences'? I don't know."
■
Agency
app'tments
■ United
Equity Life
Insurance Co. of
Chicago appoints Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city, to handle naadvertising
for new
"Life-Line"
policy. tional
loseph
Furth,
agency
vp, was
named account supervisor on account.
■ Colonial Baking Co. St. Louis, appoints Batz-Hodgson-Neuwoehner, that
city, as its advertising agency for the
area. The account will be under the
supervision of H.W. Neuwoehner Jr.,
with Charles White as account executive.
■ The Coca-Cola Co. appoints McCannMarshcalk for the Fanta Beverage Co..
Atlanta, Ga. The Fanta Co. is a new
division of Coca-Cola, organized to
market Fanta, a line of flavored soft
drinks.
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THANK

KAREN

YOU

„

friends who attended WTOL's Day at the Zoo.
Zoo director Phil Skeldon, said it was the biggest day the Toledo zoo EVER had!
We're proud of our ability to sell an item, an
idea or an event . . . because both our advertisers and our community benefit. Sure, we
deliver book numbers, but we wanted you to
see the actual people.

WTOL
TOLEDO

• TV • RADIO
FRAZIER REAMS, PRESIDENT

Mi m

The Community Broadcasting Co.
WTOL-TV represented by **# H-R Television
WTOL Radio represented by Gill-Perna, Inc.

SPOT
Four

TV

CONTINUES

newcomers

Current estimates show tv nationally
to be at least $60 million ahead of last
year in gross time billings.
This estimate is based on billing computations byTelevision Bureau of Advertising which last week reported spot
tv grossed more than $160.6 million
in the second quarter of 1960.
Network television gross for the first
half of this year year came to more
than $336 million, while spot for the
first six months added up to over $348
million, or a total of more than $684
million as compared to the $624 million grossed nationally at that time in
1959.
How Big a Gain ■ If spot's second
quarter was figured on the same basis as
quarterly spot reports in the past, the
total would have come to more than
$174 million, a 9.7% increase over second quarter 1959, thus upping the comparative increase over the six months
another $14 million or a total gain of
$74 million.
TvB's revision in estimating the spot
computations (actually via N.C. Rorabaugh Co.) amounts to this: In the past,
the bureau had computed its average
spot rates on the basis of breaking up
the day into daytime, nighttime and
late night. This has been changed to
daytime, early evening, prime nighttime and late night.
The new revision, as now instituted,
falls into early evening where stations
over the years have instituted new subdivisions inrates. As expressed by TvB :
"There has been a general readjust-

Coffee salesman ■ Mr. Perk and
Senor Bean will be sales representatives for Admiration Coffee this fall
on tv stations throughout the Southwest.
They will star in six 20-second
40
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to top

100

UPWARD

list, P&G

still
20.
19.
21.
ment of time period definitions throughout the broadcast day, making for
22.
greater precision in estimating of [ad23.
24.
26.
vertisers'] expenditures." Net effect was
25.
to bring the new, "precision" billing
28.
total for the second quarter at a level
27.
that's 8% below the estimate for that
29.
quarter projected on the former
30.
method.
31.
32.
In the second quarter report, American Motors Corp. (dealers), Chun
34.
33.
King Sales, Miller Brewing Co. and
36.
35.
Union Carbide Corp. appeared in the
40.
top 100 spot spender list for the first
37.
39.
time in any quarter.
38.
Procter & Gamble, No. 1 advertiser
41.
42.
in television, came in with a combined
43.
45.
44.
network-spot gross time billing for the
46.
second quarter of nearly $27.6 million.
Other high combinations: Lever Bros,
47.
49.
48.
at $11.5 million, American Home
51.
Products at $10.8 million, and General
50.
Foods Corp. with $10.5 million.
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF TOP 100
53.
52.
NATIONAL AND REGION AL SPOT
TV ADVERTISER 1960
S
55.
54.
SECOND QUARTER
57.
1. Procter & Gamble
56.
$15,198,900
58.
2. General Foods
5,476,300
59.
3. Lever Brothers
4,779,200
60.
4. Lestoil Products
2,885,400
2,783,600
5. American
Colgate-Palmolive
62.
6.
Home Products
61.
2,591,200
63.
7. P. Lorillard
2,315,000
64.
8. Bristol-Myers
2,209,900
65.
9. William Wrigley Jr.
66.
2,076,100
10. Standard Brands
1,743,000
67.
11. Wesson Oil & Snowdrift
1,564,700
68.
12. American Tobacco
1,523,000
13. Brown & Williamson
70.
14. Miles Laboratories
1,492,400
69.
1,408,000
71.
15. Kellogg
Minute Maid
16.
72.
1,401,800
73.
1,388,100
75.
17. Ford Motor (Dealers)
1,316,300
74.
18. General Motors (Dealers)
1,312,500
77.
76.
78.
spots being prepared by Animation
Inc., Hollywood. Mel Blanc (Bugs
Bunny's voice among many others)
will speak for Senor Bean in extolling
the coffee's virtues. Storyboards for
the spots will be used as newspaper
comic strips by Clay Stephenson
Assoc., Houston, as part of the campaign they are planning for the
Duncan Coffee Co. At the same time
the sound tracks will be translated
into Spanish and used on radio.
"This utilization in depth of animated commercials marks a forward
step in actively linking various advertising media in a coordinated sellingdentcampaign,"
said Inc.,
Earl Klein,
presiof Animation
who helped
to develop the program. Ken
Boehnert is the agency producer of
the spots; Bob Brown of Clay Steecutive. phenson, iswriter and account ex-

heads

CLIMB
the

list

Nestle Co.
1,285,300
Revlon
1,239,600
Corn Products
1,153,400
Atlantis Sales
1,151,600
Gillette
Warner-Lambert
1,082,900
1,078,800
Anheuser-Busch
1,078,000
Philip
Morris
1,044,000
Simoniz
1,036,300
Mennen
1,031,500
International Latex
1,004,500
Coca-Cola Bottlers
985,400
917,700
J. A. Folger
S.Pabst
C. Johnson
900,700
Brewing
898,300
Food Manufacturers
895,200
Continental Baking
886,400
Pepsi-Cola
Bottlers
880,300
857,700
R.
J.
Reynolds
Avon Products
843,000
814,300
General Mills
733,800
Esso Standard Oil
708,700
Carling Brewing
United Merchants & Manufacturers 652,100
Max Factor
652,100
Tidewater Oil
651,800
U.S. Borax & Chemical
651,100
Consolidated Cigar
649,800
646,100
Shell Oil
Falstaff Brewing
635^500
633,300
Carter
Mobil OilProducts
615,300
Theo. Hamm Brewing
604,200
600,500
Welch Grape Juice
598,200
Drug
577,100
NorwichResearch
Phartnacal
562,700
Sun Oil
553^200
ChryslerChemicals
Corp. (Dealers)
545^800
Texize
535,800
Andrew Jergens
525,700
Swift. & Co.
515,300
Standard
Oil (California)
Sterling Drug
514,700
510^800
Phillips Petroleum
487,600
Vic Tanny Enterprises
487,400
National Biscuit
485,000
Burgermeister
Brewing
477,500
Fels & Co.
461,800
457,400
FMaybelline
& M Schaefer Brewing
452,600
Alberto-Culver
450,800
Associated Products
442,800
Helena Rubenstein
Atlantic
Refining
440,500
Pacific Tel. & Tel.
439,300
439,200
U.S.
Rubber
435,000
Union Carbide
431,800
American Motors (Dealers)
429,200
Piel Bros.
429,100
Parker
Pen
424,700
79. Texaco
419,500
80. United Fruit
413,500
Beech-Nut Life Savers
412,100
82.
King Sales
410,800
81. Chun
410,300
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Minnesota
Mining & Mfg.
83.
406,600
E. F. Drew
84. Jos.
86.
Schlitz Brewing
403,700
403,300
85.
87. Hertz
402,900
Standard
Oil
(Indiana)
401,400
89.
400,500
88. Hudson Pulp & Paper
90.
400,200
91. Pepperidge
Farms
Pharma-Craft
E.
&
J.
Gallo
Winery
394,500
93. Lanolin Plus
391,600
92. Miller Brewing
386,700
372,800
Safeway
Stores
94.
370,100
96.
95. Carnation
97.
366,000
Sugar Refining
B. C. Remedy
98. American
362,500
P. Ballantine & Sons
356,400
100.
Hills
Bros.
Coffee
354,000
99.
NATIONAL
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
AND REGIONAL SPOT TELEVISION
ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT
CLASSIFICATION
AGRICULTURE
$ 187,000
497,000
Feeds,
meals
Miscellaneous
310,000
13,389,000
ALE,
BEER
&
WINE
12,400,000
Beer & ale
Wine
989,000
continues
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habit...

in

FRESNO
(California)

There's only one way to build the kind of viewer loyalty
KMJ-TV has — and that's with quality programming. Programming which presents a pleasing balance of top network
local productions, the best film library inexcellent
shows,
cluding MGM releases and leading syndicated shows. For
every program category, Fresno area viewers tune to
KMJ-TV first and leave their dials set longest.

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV . . .
McCLATCHY
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Valley
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees
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CODE
NAB

TROUBLE
halts

demonstration

FOR
spot

COCKTAIL
involving

Sippin' whiskey, gin and vermouth
arose last week to challenge the brassiere, girdle and personal product as
top problems of the NAB Tv Code
Review Board, meeting tomorrow (Oct.
4) in Washington.
Television's voluntary self-regulation
appeared to be heading into the alcoholic beverage field as the code board
interceded at the last minute to halt
a proposed cocktail mix commercial
campaign on WPIX (TV) New York.
The station yielded to a code board
request that the commercial, opening
a Holland House campaign for its nonalcoholic mixes, be held up for further
study by the regulatory body.
While this non-alcoholic product was
having its commercials scanned by the
code group, a beverage and mix in the
wine class — Martini & Rossi Vermouth
— hopes to enjoy without interference
a 12-week tv run on four New York
stations. This $150,000 campaign is
scheduled to wind up in December (see
story facing page) .
E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, tv code board chairman, com-

mended WPIX for delaying use of
the Holland House campaign, based on
a taped commercial showing mixing of
a whiskey sour from the mix and a
bottle of spirits. The first showing had
been scheduled Sept. 25 (Broadcasting, Sept. 26). Mr. Hartenbower said
the board was concerned that the commercial did not follow the spirit and
intent of the code plus long-standing
copy approaches.
Fred Thrower, WPIX vice presidentgeneral manager, said the station has
"certain reservations" about the position taken by the code office. He added,
"However, we believe in self-regulation
for our industry and since we signed
up as a code member station, we intend
to fulfill our responsibilities."
Surprised Sponsor ■ Holland House
is said to have gone to considerable
expense in preparing placards for dealers as part of merchandising the tv
campaign. Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff, &
Ryan, the agency, voiced surprise that
the commercial was not permitted on
the air. It pointed out that WPIX had
agreed to carry the commercial after

Continued
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT 614,000
AUTOMOTIVE
6,372,000
Batteries
2,000
Cars
4,778,000
Tires & tubes
587,000
Trucks & trailers
52,000
Misc. accessories & supplies 953,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT,
FIXTURES, PAINTS
970,000
Fixtures, plumbing, supplies 141,000
Materials
164,000
Paints
549,000
Power tools
23,000
Miscellaneous
93,000
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
ACCESSORIES
3,772,000
Clothing
2,213,000
Footwear
1,330,000
Hosiery
132,000
Miscellaneous
97,000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 8,830,000
Confections
3,881,000
Soft Drinks
4,949,000
CONSUMER SERVICES
4,331,000
Dry cleaning & laundries 19,000
Financial
675,000
Insurance
797,000
Medical & dental
83,000
Moving, hauling, storage
159,000
Public utilities
2,065,000
Religious, political, unions
314,000
Schools & colleges
72,000
Miscellaneous services
147,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 16,422,000
Cosmetics
2,811,000
Deodorants
2,630,000
Depilatories
51,000
Hair tonics & shampoos 2,904,000
Hand & face creams, lotions 857,000
Home permanents & coloring 1,762,000
Perfumes, toilet waters, etc.
256,000
Razors, blades
263,000
692,000
etc.
lotions,
Shaving creams,
Toilet soaps
2,651,000
Miscellaneous
1,545,000
2,671,000
UCTS
DENTAL PROD
Dentifrices
2,464,000
Mouthwashes
64,000
Miscellaneous
143,000
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DRUG PRODUCTS
Cold remedies
Headache remedies
Indigestion
Laxatives remedies
Vitamins
Weight aids
Misc. drug products
Drug stores
FOOD
PRODUCTS '
Baked& GROCERY
goods
Cereals
Coffee, tea & food drinks
Condiments, sauces, appetizers
Dairy products
Desserts
Dry foods (flour, mixes, rice, etc.)
Fruits & vegetables, juices
Macaroni, noodles, chili, etc.
Margarine, shortenings
Soups
Meat, poultry & fish
Miscellaneous foods
Miscellaneous frozen foods
Food stores
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS
Gasoline & oil
Oil additives
Miscellaneous
HOTELS, RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, CLEANSERS,
POLISHES, WAXES
Cleaners, cleansers
Floor & furniture polishes, waxes
Glass cleaners
Home dry cleaners
Shoe
polish cleaners
Miscellaneous
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENTAPPLIANCES
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
Beds, mattresses, springs
Furnitu-e
other furnishings
HOUSEHOLD & LAUNDRY
PRODUCTS
1
Bleaches, starches
Packaged soaps, detergents
Miscellaneous

whiskey

MIX

sours

screening it. "We think we are doing
nothing illegal or in poor taste," a top
agency executive said.
The agency spent over $3,000 to
produce the commercials and is said
to have indicated willingness to absorb
the expense if a tv outlet cannot be
found to carry the spots. Executives
hope NAB, after reviewing the commercials, will decide they are suitable.
Several other New York stations had
voiced a desire to carry the campaign
before WPIX was selected but even
stations not signatories to the NAB tv
code were said to have withdrawn the
offer after NAB's intervention.
Last week the Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters disclosed it had obtained
an official clarification of policy from
the Michigan Liquor Control Commission. This defines the status of media
and other promotion under commission
regulations. In essence it is stated that
promotion directed solely to the liquor
trade is permissible but any effort to
promote the sale of liquor to the public
is prohibited. All alcoholic beverage
ads must get commission's approval.

5,127,000 HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS
900,000 Cleansing tissues
!, 153,000 Food wraps
.,786,000 Napkins
813,000 Toilet tissue
619,000 Miscellaneous
247,000 HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL
.,337,000 Brooms, brushes, mops, etc.
272,000 China, glassware, crockery,
.,402,000 containers
i,198,000 Disinfectants, deodorizers
!,705, 000 Fuels (heating, etc.)
1,184,000 Insecticides, rodenticides
251, 000 Kitchen utensils
1,344,000 Miscellaneous
258,000 NOTIONS
1,543,000 PET PRODUCTS
1,762,000 PUBLICATIONS
662,000 SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS
1,550,000 Bicycles & supplies
1,668,000 Toys & games
120,000 Miscellaneous
!,989,000 STATIONERY, OFFICE
867,000 EQUIPMENT
!,301, 000 TELEVISION, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH,
526,000 MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
',532,000
Radio & television sets
,135,000 Records
305,000 Miscellaneous
92,000 TOBACCO PRODUCTS ETC.
Cigarettes
211,000 Cigars,
pipe tobacco
Miscellaneous

1,700,000
428,000
194,000
10,000
530,000
538,000
2,795,000
339,000
364,000
575,000
45,000
950,000
39,000
483,000
10,000
2,380,000
507,000
634,000
2,000
526,000
106 000
28 000
174,000
28,000
134,000
12,000
8,535,000
7,503,000
882,000
150 000

|,611,000 TRANSPORTATION
& TRAVEL l,07l'oOO
i,163,000
Air
802,000
,939,000 Bus
97,000
2,000 Rail
165,000
34,000 Miscellaneous
7 000
435,000 WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS 1,152^000
38,000 Cameras, accessories, supplies 394,000
Clocks & watches
219,000
,418,000 Jewelry
22^000
772,000 Pens & pencils
451^000
419,000 Miscellaneous
66 000
353,000 MISCELLANEOUS
2,237^000
Trading stamps
254,000
,958,000 Miscellaneous products 1, 167^000
,010,000 Miscellaneous stores
'816 000
,262,000
$160,648,000
TOTAL
686,000
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Another approach ■ While one beverage maker ran into tv code
trouble with tv spots featuring mixed
drinks, another was proceeding with
a campaign advertising Martini &
Rossi vermouth. The picture at right
shows a clip for a Martini & Rossi
tape commercial.
The setting of the commercial is in
the hold of a ship (which accounts
for the angle of the picture). In the
commercial a hand comes out of a
Martini & Rossi case (at left), brings
out a bottle of vermouth and a tumbler and proceeds to pour. Heard
in the background is a chant: "Martini & Rossi on the rocks."
A 10-second version has been running on WNTA-TV. Three other
stations, WABC-TV, WCBS-TV and
WNBC-TV are to be added for a
12-week campaign running through
December. In that, 20-second versions will be used. None of the spots
mentions that Martini & Rossi vermouth is a standard ingredient in
martinis and other cocktails.
Renfield Importers Ltd., New
York, considers the cocktail mix aspect of its vermouth a concidence.
Renfield also markets Haig & Haig

MEDIA
Experts
common

COMPARISON
question
yardstick

The apples-and-oranges controversy
over media comparison turned into a
lemon session last week at the first fall
meeting of the American Marketing
Assn.'s New York chapter.
An agency-media panel gave Nielsen
and Market Research Corp. of America
executives some encouragement on the
new magazine-tv services but was outspoken in its reservations on measuring
viewing and reading in the same homes.
Some of the comments:
"I applaud the new measurements.
But then we should sit back and ask ourselves: Have we learned something?
Or are we perhaps more ignorant than
before? Are they (magazine and tv
audience measures) really comparable?"
— E.L. Deckinger, vice president and
media director of Grey Adv.
"Are these sleeping pills seducing us
into a belief that you compare the two
audiences?"
Thomas E. Coffin, NBC
director
of —research.
"The industry should
more such work to 'explore
of research." — G. Maxwell
vice president for marketing,
Eckhardt.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

encourage
dark areas'
Ule, senior
Kenyon &

scotch, Gordon's London dry gin
and Gordon's vodka. Tv commercials are produced on a 12-foot rig
built at the MGM Hollywood studios, with a $9,000 production budget. Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
is the agency.
Daniel M. Bernheim, senior vice

Curtis C. Rogers, president, and Gus
Hess, New York service supervisor of
MRCA, outlined their Consumer Panel
Media Service for the marketers, and
Donald G. McGlathery, account executive for A.C. Nielsen Co., made
his company's presentation.
How They Count ■ Both MRCA and
Nielsen count heads for magazines and
tv on a standing national panel with
these individual approaches:
MRCA's Consumer Panel Service
(Broadcasting, June 20) correlates
media activity with product and service buying in more than 150 categories.
About 48 advertisers use the service.
Diary information is updated twice a
year for 35 magazines and three newspaper Sunday supplements, by using a
sub-sample of 5,000 families over four
weeks and twice a year for all tv viewing, using a 2,500-family sub-sample
over two weeks.
The Nielsen Media Service (Broadcasting, Sept. 26) was created specifically to help make media decisions in
television and 12 major magazines (including three Sunday supplements). The
NMS panel includes 2,500 homes using
the Nielsen combined set-diary technique for television and interviews for
magazines.
Mr. McGlathery also indicated things
to come for NMS. Consumption patterns for various product groups will be

president-account supervisor writing
in the agency's Reading Matter house
organ, said the ban on mention of
vermouth's role as a cocktail mix
was imposed by the industry. He
added, "in fairness, it must be said
that if they did not impose the restriction, the government would."

included in future studies, while a study
now is underway to analyze the large
vs compact car market, including intent to purchase. Nielsen also is investigating ameasurement of the newspaper
concept.
audience as part of its "total" media
MRCA's media work has demonstrated in cross-tabulations that tv
watching and magazine reading are reasonably independent of one another,
with light and heavy degrees in each
activity, each balancing the others.
"This dispells the theory that families
who watch tv do not read magazines
and vice versa," Mr. Hess said.
Applesdoubts
& Oranges
The critics' panel
voiced
about ■ comparability
of
the data provided by both services. Dr.
Coffin, spokesman for television in the
AMA critique, added that the new
trend goes against the route advocated
last year by an Advertising Research
Foundation committee when it set forth
the goal of measuring audience "perception" on advertising.
Mr. McGlathery acknowledged that
NMS is on a "rough measure" in terms
of this goal. Dr. Coffin said the ARF
audience concepts, committee chairman,
Seymour Banks, vice president of Leo43
Burnett Co., was cool to the new serv-

ices. Mr. McGlathery's answer: The
chairman's company has subscribed to
NMS.

A

TVB

BONANZA

$10,000

MORE
MOVIE
AUDIENCE
THAN
ANY
OTHER
STATION!

CLEVELAND
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ
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FOR

competition

seeks

RESEARCH
ideas

for

delving into tv's effects on behavior
The most promising plan for new resumer behavior ("the purchasing procsearch into the effects of television on
ess,
including the making of choices");
human behavior is worth $4,500 to
cultural values and activities ("changTelevision Bureau of Advertising. That
ing levels of public taste, prejudices, and
sum will be awarded to the person comtheir social manifestations"), and intering up with the best plan in a $10,000
personal relations ("the interaction of
tv research competition that ends March
people
as
influenced by television").
15, 1961.
These examples, TvB said were not
restrictive, however, with research plans
The TvB underwriting, announced
over the weekend, is unique in the comencouraged to deal "with any aspect of
munications field. A governing commit- human behavior, as affected by teletee, staffed by educators and business
vision" and the problem defined in
executives and chairmaned by Mark A. either "basic" or "applied" terms. It
May, Yale professor and chairman of was noted that individual research prothe U. S. Advisory Commission for Injects "focused on specific problems"
formation, will select 18 plans from were preferred over "plans for complex,
those submitted. Each of the selectees
programs."
will receive $250. The top idea will get long-term
Fresh and
Feasible ■ ludging ranges
another $4,000 and the second best an from the conception and importance of
additional $1,500, or a total $10,000 the problem itself to the soundness,
outlay in the competition.
freshness and feasibility of the research
strategy to anticipated results and the
George and
G. Huntington,
TvB's vice
president
general manager,
said plan's presentation. The competition is
the "contest" is designed to shed light open to all (except those connected with
its conduct or with TvB). Joint authoron a shadowy media area. "Nobody
really knows how to measure or prove
ship is permitted and a single author is
the relative effectiveness of television," not limited as to the number of plans
Mr. Huntington noted, though he ad- submitted. TvB's booklet announcing
mitted "everybody has conducted a re- the competition outlines what is expected in the presentations made.
search test." Though testing may point
the way, there's little known why a
The governing committee in addition
given result happened, he said, specify- to Dr. May: Leon Arons, TvB vice
ing also the inability to "generalize" in president for research; C.R. Carpenter,
relating a result in dog food advertised psychology professor and director of
on television to that of a Lestoil suc- the Div. of Academic Research and
cess in the medium.
Services, Pennsylvania State U.; John
Major Investment ■ The competition
B. Carroll, Harvard professor in the
is regarded as a major investment in the Graduate School of Education; Joseph
medium. It's designed to create side T. Klapper, consultant for communicabenefits such as delivering more braintions research in General Electric's
behavorial research service; Paul F.
power to a serious look at the medium
while initiating interest in tv in fields of Lazarsfeld, chairman of the Sociology
endeavor which never before considered Dept. at Columbia U.; Wilbur Schramm,
it. The competition was developed as professor of communication research
part of a basic research program begun and director of the Institute for Communication Research at Stanford U.,
by TvB two years ago and initiated by
the bureau's board of directors at a and Milton Sherman, client service dimeeting last year.
rector at Marplan Div. of McCannA number of "outside" sources in Erickson. Samuel A. Stoufer, a Harvard sociology professor, served on the
psychological research — colleges and
universities as well as researchers with committee before his recent death.
top advertisers and manufacturing
organizations with research facilities
M-E finding: harsh
( IBM for example) — are being urged to
enter the competition. An estimated
commercials on wane
1 ,000 colleges and universities already
McCann-Erickson has found the
have been sent announcements on the
hard-sell,
irritating commercial failing
competition.
in a study of their "high and low facTvB's booklet outlining the competitors of memorability," Jack L. Van
tion's purpose cites these "examples" of Volkenburg,
president of M-E Producproblem areas from which specific protions (a division of the agency), told a
ject subjects might be selected: civic
regional meeting of American Women
behavior ("voting or other community
in Radio and Television, meeting in
activities"); learning and education
Nashville last week. Mr. Van Volken("whether formal or informal"); conBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

sets apart great radio and television
stations is just as quickly identifiable

TELEVISION

itS imand Value
knOW
WhO
by thOSe
portance in any successful campaign.

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
television service of the dallas morning news

Represented by
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abc

DALLAS

The Original Station Representative
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IN 4 ST A TION DETROIT

WJBKTV
CONSISTENTL Y
LEADS THE MARKET

burg's theme was centered on the upbeat signs in television programming
and advertising. Only a few commercials now create an "offensive impression," he said, and this holds for tv
programming as well.
Much of Mr. Van Volkenburg's
speech debunked generally-believed
complaints. Westerns, for example, he
said, do not make up the bulk of programming (he asserted that "tv programming is far better balanced than
you might expect."). Neither is it true,
he continued, that there's too much
violence in television. He thought most
people have a Utopian idea of the
amount of "cultural programming" tv
should provide: "We all know that given
a choice, a mass audience will shift
from serious programming to light
entertainment."
Kenneth Runyon, vice president of
Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, had
some advice for those who use media
research. First, it should be used properly, he said, and each technique (coincidental, diary, roster, electronic) has
something it does better than the others.
Second, its limitations should not be
overlooked — this results in improper
use or complete rejection when it
doesn't produce what is expected. Third,
the research user shouldn't become infatuated with sheer statistics. Fourth,
there's more to research than results
and any evaluation should consider the
way they're obtained.
Walter K. Collins, radio-tv creative
director, Fitzgerald Advertising, New
Orleans, said some products can be
demonstrated well, but others not. For

National

WJBK4V
the STORER
station backed
by 33 years of responsible broadcasting
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES:
625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1
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the former, there's a definite place for
the "hard sell" commercial, he said,
but it's the products which can't be
dling.
demonstrated easily, like food, that require creative ingenuity in their hanThe AWRT
City Saturday
U.S.A."
conference
ran "Music
Friday and
(Sept. 30-Oct. 1).
Pulse

head

changes

proposes

in research

A proposal to overhaul several areas
of broadcast research was made by Dr.
Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse
Inc., New York, in a speech last Tuesday (Sept.
vertising27)
Club. before the Omaha AdRatings, according to Dr. Roslow,
are not "geared to the requirements of
modern selling, nor buying of local,
non-network, radio and television time."
Demand in spot radio is for availabilities in the morning rush hours, and in
spot tv, for the evening rush hours, he
added. Selling time in non-rush hours
in radio is handicapped by the tune-in
and by the many stations in each market, while television is faced with
smaller audiences and higher costs.
Dr. Roslow argued that the time has
come to gear broadcast research to
measures of frequency, research and
quality. Frequency, he pointed out, is
the run-of-schedule buy, which spreads
the commercial over many time periods,
and is hampered by the current use of
an individual quarter-hour rating for
each period. The use of a frequency-

Nielsen

Radio

Index

Network radio's leading advertisers
Based on four weeks ending• 2 Aug. 7, 1960
Ranked by total home broadcasts delivered
by all programs
and by total commercial minutes delivered for individual advertisers
ticipation on all radio networks used.
B'dcsts
HOME BROADCASTS
COMMERCIAL UNITS
Total
B'dcsts Home
No.
No. Delivered
Mins.
. of
Aired
Rank Advertiser
753 (000)
Rank Advertiser
216 265,628
199
1 Pepsi-Cola
1 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
120,573
254
2 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
3 Liggett & Myers
332 104,349
3 Pepsi-Cola
Comm'l
266
281
4 Midas
4 Westinghouse
161
320
& Myers
90,110
195
5 R. J. Reynolds
5 Liggett
78,532
General
Mills
72,303
124
Midas
6 Kellogg
6
Metropolitan Life Ins.
7 General Mills
187 66,670
107 Metropolitan Life Ins.
121
177
73 45,939
8 Mennen
1089 Ex-Lax
104
121 44,611
9 Seven-Up
167
85
General
Foods
Frito
12
R.
J.
Reynolds
11
101 39,072
11 Sterling Drug
13
90
12 Kellogg
Amer. Tel. & Tel.
164 38,871
15
92
36,340
S. C. Johnson
Mennen
13
16 Oldsmobile-Gen.
36,152
Motors
Ex-Lax
14
88
14
1615 Automotive-Amer.
80
A.E. Staley Mfg. Motors
49
44 35,414
18
86
34,075
Seven-Up
55
61
32,935
18
62
General
Foods
69
72 32,691
17 Automotive-Amer. Motors
Grove Div.
19 Sterling
71
Drug-Bristol-Myers
64
27,499
A.E.
Staley
Mfg.
17
19
Bristol-Myers
26,407
20.
53
66 25,615
20 Bristol-Myers
S.C. Johnson
Grove Div. -Bristol-Myers
32
34
Copyright 1960 — A. C. Nielsen Company
32

and parTotal
Mins.
(000)
103,615
101,929
Comm'l
101,836
Del'd
76,359
67,706
62,759
56,292
47,563
50,837
44,288
33,585
33,235
27,999
26,198
25,825
25,335
25,682
25,323
25,074
22,390
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Kit"! —mM

50,000
WATTS
CBS

RADIO

MIAMI

Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day
Ratingof
the week Sept. 22-28 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
ratings of Amrican Research Bureau.
20.8
Network
Date
Program and Time
21.1
Thur., Sept. 22
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Fri., Sept. 23
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
31.0
ABC-TV
Sat., Sept. 24
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
27.9
Sun., Sept. 25
Alfred Hitchcock (9:30 p.m.)
22.0
CBS-TV
all
networks
53.6
CBS-TV
Mon., Sept. 26
Nixon-Kennedy
(9:30
p.m.)
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
25.0
CBS-TV
26.1
Tue., Sept. 27
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Wed., Sept. 28
Astaire Time (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
phone calls, to provide what ARB calls a truly
During the introductory period of the 1960-61
television season, ARB is conducting fast nanational rating. The "instant nationals" started
tional ratings. These use Arbitronmeter de- Sept. 18. Here are the top-rated programs
for
Rating
each day following:
vices in some areas, supplemented by teleNational
Date
Network
Program and Time
27.7
Real McCoys (8:30 p.m.)
26.6
Thur., Sept. 22
35.6
ABC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Fri., Sept. 23
ABC-TV
26.8
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Sept. 24
Alfred Hitchock (9:30 p.m.)
Sun., Sept. 25
24.2
all
networks
CBS-TV
Nixon-Kennedy (9:30 p.m.)
Mon., Sept. 26
Father Knows Best (8:30 p.m.)
65.7
30.8
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Tue., Sept. 27
CBS-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Wed., Sept. 28
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
31.2
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
rating, he said, would provide an average rating for a broad time period and
would prove to be more economic to
ascertain and more efficient to use. He
defined "reach" as a measure of circulation, designed to supply the total number of unduplicated homes, or persons
exposed to the advertisement. A measurement of quality would enable the
advertiser to reach the audience with
the largest number of potential customers for his product, Dr. Roslow said.
Dr. Roslow commented that Pulse
is not changing its basic service at this
juncture, but will propose "research for
our clients emphasizing average ratings
by broad periods, and several qualitative factors describing the audience
delivered during these periods."
Fuller

& Smith

&

Ross

tells broadcast plans
Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
last week outlined plans to expand its
role as "a major force" in the broadcast field and at the same time strongly
criticized "the half-dozen giant agencies
who have forced formula programming
down the throats of sponsors and the
nation's viewers."
Arthur E. Duram, F&S&R senior vice
president for radio-tv, announced the
following moves at the agency as part
in the
itself"
"assert H.
of its program
broadcast
area. toEdward
Mahoney,
the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL
48

KATZ
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formerly a broadcast vice president
with Benton & Bowles and Cunningham & Walsh, both New York, has
been named to the new post of vice
raof F&S&R's
managerGeorge
anddepartment;
presidentdio-tv
Wyland,
formerly with J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York has been appointed head of

a creative unit to handle television activities for Alcoa; and Peter Cardozo,
vice president and radio-tv copy creative director, is assuming additional responsibilities inthe area of production.
F&S&R has expanded its New York
headquarters facilities to include electronic equipment and a complete-closed
circuit tv system. This workshop, according to Mr. Duram, provides the
agency with a proving ground where
"costly risks can be eliminated prior to
actual film production.
Mr. Duram stressed that, as in the
past, the agency will aim for programming providing quality, showmanship
and originality for its clients. He attacked the "formula programming"
practice he ascribed to large agencies,
calling it "the safe-at-any-price approach to tv through its deadly adherence to programming for noses instead
of people . . ."
New survey
if listeners

can

tell

remember

A new service designed to measure
recall of tv commercial messages goes
into operation today (October 3). Called
TV Commercial Reports, launched by
the marketing research organization
of Audits & Surveys Co., New York,
the new commercial copy research service will measure penetration and retention of commercial messages, sales
points and ideas among program viewers, according to Solomon Dutka, A&S
TV Commercial Reports will operate
president.
as a division of Audits & Surveys and
will be headed by Jack Boyle, former
president of Qualitative Research Inc.
Young & Rubicam and McCann-ErickBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

1

WAX

WORKER

An electrical storm extinguishes the lights,* but not
the spirit of an indomitable H-R representative, hard at
work on a campaign proposal involving WMAL-TV.
He requests, and receives, two candles from his secretary, lights them, and goes on with his work. Sensing
an opportunity for one of these ads, the secretary
points out that although the candles are of equal length,
one will burn for four hours, the other for five.
When the lights go on, what is left of one candle is
exactly four times as long as the remainder of the other.
Our man is no clock watcher, but he needs to know
how long he worked by candlelight for time records.
As you've no doubt guessed, he quickly and easily
computes this. Can you?
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. Repeat winners can be assured
of receiving a different prize.

*Good way to throw light on your product in Washington isvia WMAL-TV's first-run, late-nite movies. Your
local H-R man will be glad to discuss this light source.

Washington-t
D. C.
v
wmal
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM,
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son are charter subscribers.
The technique to be used by TV
Commercial Reports will be 24-hour
recall, with reports consisting of tabulated material, verbatim playbacks and
story board scripts. Reports will contain: recall of the commercial at two
levels; recall of correct brand name;
verbatim responses to probing questions on recall of sales points; verbatim
responses to recall of the commercial's
main ideas and feeling; which points or
ideas recalled were of most interest to
the respondent, and respondent's overall appraisal of the selling effectiveness
of the commercials.
In cases where the basic interviewing
schedule does not meet a client's full
needs, e.g., daytime broadcasts, it will
be possible to cover additional programs
under an identical interviewing situation, Mr. Boyle says.
■ Business
Time Sales
IN PITTSBURGH
Take
and

TAE
See

. . .

how top TV pro's
help good selling
messages

sell better

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
WTAE department heads average
fifteen years of experience in broadcasting. Engineering and directorial
personnel average eight years in TV.
These professionals provide the deft,
sure performance and bright programming that is a WTAE trademark.
BEFORE THE CAMERAS
The tri-state's best known performers
give extra personal sell to every message they deliver. Among them are
the first news and sports broadcasting
team ever seen on Pittsburgh TV and
the first women's affairs director. In
total, there are eleven on-the-air performers who average more than nine
years TV experience. Take TAE and
see how they sell for you.
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH
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briefly

Back for more ■ C.F. Mueller Co.,
Jersey City, N.J., after a summer suspension of broadcast activity for its
Mueller's macaroni, has returned for 33
weeks of spot media. The radio drive
consists of minutes, with live tags, in
the top 25 markets. Tv minutes and
ID's are utilized in three markets: New
York ( 18 weekly), Boston (10 weekly),
and Philadelphia (6 weekly). Agency:
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N.Y.
Seasoned

■

Angostura-Wupperman

Corp., Elmhurst, N.Y., has reentered
the New York and Los Angeles markets
with tv spots for Angostura aromatic
bitters. The advertiser, which saw its
sales climb during the campaign earlier
this year with spots suggesting the product's use in hamburgers and tomato
soup, will continue this same approach
in new spots executed by cooking authority Dione Lucas. By Jan. 15, 1961,
when it may be extended, the campaign
will use 26 spots weekly in L.A. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y.
Farm series ■ Massey-Ferguson Inc.
(farm machinery), via Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, is sponsoring Today
on the Farm, a new NBC-TV weekly
program starring singer Eddy Arnold
as host and featuring news commentator Alex Drier (Sat. 7-7:30 a.m., in all
time zones). It had been reported earlier
that the advertiser was looking for a
new property in another network after
its Jubilee USA show on ABC-TV was
forced off by the network's acquisition
of Gillette's Saturday Night Boxing
(Broadcasting, Sept. 5).
Moving east ■ Kal Kan Foods., L.A.,
has selected Wichita, Liberal and Hutchinson, all Kansas, as test markets for its
meatball-type pet food, which heretofore has been advertised only on the
West Coast. A saturation tv spot campaign is planned to support print advertising. Fuller & Smith & Ross' Los
Angeles office, Kal Kan's agency, will
handle the campaign with Tom Shea
as account executive.

'Yearbook'

mailing begins
A.C. Nielsen Co. give insight into
The 26th consecutive Broadcasting Yearbook • Marketbook issue
the growth of the county-by-county
marketing base. Other sections set
was put into the mail last week
forth
the latest information on adto subscribers. This 550-page volume
vertising billings, advertising agenis the basic reference and sourcework for the business of broadcastcies, program producers and distributors, audience, broadcast time sales
ing. It contains 46 separate direcand major trends and events. Additories covering every facet of the
tional sections cover regulation (both
television-radio field and its allied
arts.
imposed and voluntary), trade associations and professional groups,
The new 1960 edition of this deskcommunications
attorneys, consulttop, one-book library contains more
ing engineers, station brokers, talent
than a half-million words comprising
agents, news services, newspaper and
the vital economic, technical and
business facts that are fundamental
group ownerships, networks (both national and regional), closed circuit tv,
to effective buying and selling in the
community antenna systems, pay tv
tv-radio marketplace. It is organized
interests and the facts, figures and
for speedy reference by timebuyers,
history of broadcasting.
account executives and other agency
Single copies, as long as they last,
and advertiser executives, as well as
may be obtained for $4 each. Yearby anyone and everyone who has an
book issue plus the 52 weekly issues
interest in tv and radio.
of Broadcasting are $11. Send orDetailed station directories cover
ders to Broadcasting Circulation
the 4,839 tv, am and fm stations
now on the air. New statistics made
Dept., 1735 DeSales St. N.W., Washington 6, D.C. For foreign postage,
available by the U.S. Census Bureau,
add $1.
American
Research
Bureau and
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adjacencies carry the
ball for you this season.

Statement Required by the Act of
August 24, 1912, as Amended by
the Acts of March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946 and June 11, 1960
(74 Stat. 208) Showing the Ownership, Management, and Circulation of
Broadcasting, published weekly at
Washington, D.C., for September 26,
1960.
1. The names and addresses of the publisher,
editor, managing editor, and general manager are:
Publisher and Editor— Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
Md.Managing Editor— Edwin H. Jambs, Bethesda,
General
Chase,
Md. Manager — Maurice H. Long, Chevy
2. The owner is: (If owned by a corporation,
its name and address must be stated and also
immediately thereunder the names and addresses
of stockholders owning or holding 1 percent or
more of total amount of stock. If not owned by
a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned by a
partnership or other unincorporated firm its name
and address, as well as that of each individual
member, must be given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington,
D. C. : Sol Taishoff, Washington, D. C. ; Betty
Tash Taishoff, Washington, D. C.
3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other cent security
owning of orbonds,
holding
1 peror more of holders
total amount
mortgages,
or other securities are: (If there are none, so
state.) None.
4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon
the books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting;
also the statements in the two paragraphs show
the affiant's full
as tostockthe
circumstances
and knowledge
conditions and
underbelief
which
holders and security holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock
securities
in a capacity other than
that ofanda bona
fide owner.
5. The average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed,
through the mails or otherwise, to paid
subscribers during the 12 months preceding
the date shown above was: 21,960.
Maurice H. Long
Vice President and General Manager
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 26th
day of September, 1960.
Mary Jo Freeh ill
Notary Public
(Seal)
(My commission expires April 14, 1965)
. . . about paid circulation
The surest barometer of the reader acceptance of any publication is its paid circulation. People read business and trade
papers for news and ideas that will help
them in their jobs, not for entertainment.
The purchase of a subscription immediately establishes a contractual relationship
between the subscriber and the publisher.
The subscriber buys the publication and
anticipates news and features to keep him
abreast of developments in his own business. He expects the publication to reach
him regularly throughout the subscription
year. If reader interest is not maintained,
paid circulation is directly affected.
Broadcasting for the past 12 months
averaged a paid weekly circulation of
21,960 (as sworn above in the ownership
statement). This is the largest paid circulation in the vertical radio-tv publication
field as confirmed by Audit Bureau of
Circulations. Incidentally only Broadcasting in its field qualifies for ABC membership since the pre-requisite is paid circulation.
That'sways why
intelligent advertiser
alchooses the
Broadcasting
as his basic
promotional medium in the radio-tv trade
field. He knows paid circulation is a true
reflection of the publication's value.
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PROGRAMMING
UNIONS
SAG

TEAM-UP

and

bargaining

AFTRA
bloc

FOR

join hands
in radio-tv

The broadcast unions' first step toward their self-proclaimed goal of
"united labor action" (Broadcasting,
Sept. 26) was taken last week when the
Screen Actors Guild participated with
the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists for the first time in
negotiations with the radio-television
networks, advertising agencies, independent producers and New York tv
film producers.
Both sides maintained a hush-hush
secrecy about the demands proposed by
AFTRA, but, in the words of one management official: "They're difficult to
analyze but we know they're rugged,
and unless the unions come way down
on their demands, I wouldn't be surprised to seeboth
a strike."
Though
management and labor
declined to reveal any details of AFTRA's proposals, it was learned the
most revolutionary demands are in the
area of live, tape and film commercials
and local tv programs, which also will
apply to the Screen Actors Guild.
AFTRA has set up a unit system covering 22 cities of varying sizes, giving
each city a certain unit. Under this
system, a city under 500,000 population is given one unit; larger cities are
given larger units, depending on their
population, and New York gets 21.
Wild Spot Rates ■ In the area of the
wild spot commercial, this unit system
will be applied to a formula consisting
of $15.60 for each single unit for unlimited use of a commercial over a 13week basis. For example, if the spot is
to run in five cities with a total of 20
population units, the fee would be computed by multiplying 20 by $15.60 for
a total of $312. This covers on-camera
performers; off-camera performers will
receive 80% of the sum. The minimum
fee in this category would be $156.
The unit system cannot be always
compared precisely with rates under
AFTRA's present pact because of the
different approach. But in the larger
cities it is thought that the new rates
would prove considerably higher. For
example, under the current contract,
the 13 -week, on-camera fee in New
York is $175, as compared with about
$325 under AFTRA's proposal.
Similarly, in the area of local tv programs covering 20 cities or less, AFTRA
also has suggested a population unit
formula, with $17.50 the basic yardstick. This would mean that for a group
of cities totalling 20 units, the oncamera fee for 13-week unlimited use

ACTION
to build
negotiations

of a program would be 20 multiplied
by $17.50 for a total of $350. The
minimum fee would be $175 and all offcamera fees would be 80% of the oncamera payments.
A special fee arrangement is proposed for New York, Chicago or Los
Angeles amounting to $400 in each of
these cities for on-camera artists; $325
for off-camera performers. This cost
structure again reflects a considerable
increase for larger cities and a more
equitable one for smaller cities.
Network Tv Fees ■ The network tv
commercial fee increases sought by
AFTRA are reported to be relatively
modest. The minimum for on-camera
performers is set at $100 and offcamera at $80, as compared with $93
and $67 in the AFTRA pact expiring
on Nov. 15. AFTRA, however, is seeking a stronger re-use formula. For example, AFTRA is seeking 100% of the
original fee for all additional uses of
the commercial for principal performers on-camera, and 80% of the original
fee for subsequent re-uses for offcamera and secondary performers. In
RCAS
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Oct. nental
3-7,Classroom
10-12(modern
(6-6:30
a.m.) Contichemistry),
sust.
Oct. 3-7,
10-12
(6:30-7
a.m.)
Continental Classroom (contemporary math),
sust.
3-7, part.
10-12 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
YourOct.Hunch,
Oct.Is3-7,
Price
Right,10-12
part. (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Oct.
3-7,
10-12
(12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Be You, part.
Oct. 3-7,
Murray
Show,10-12
part. (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Oct.
3-6,
10-12
The Jack Paar Show, (11:15
part. p.m.-l a.m.)
Oct. barian,
4 sust.(10-11 p.m.) Rivak, the BarOct. 5,
12 through
(8:30-9 p.m.)
Price Is&
Right,
Lever
Ogilvy,TheBenson
Mather and Speidel through Nonnan,
Craig & Kummel.
Oct.Music
5, 12Hall,
(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 6 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 8 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 8 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles.
Oct. 8J. (7:30-8:30
p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through
Walter Thompson.
Oct. 9 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Oct. 9 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 9 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct.nor 11Show,(10-11
p.m.)Foundation
The Donald through
O'ConBrewers'
J. Walter
Thompson.
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50V
ARTS

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Pa rk Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D LaCn isse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Brad
bury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood
St. • GRanite 6-1564

the present pact, the re-use principal is
on a downward sliding scale after initial
exposure.
In the area of network tv programs,
SAG is not involved. AFTRA is seeking an approximate 15% increase to
bring the single minimum payment for
principal performers to $100 for a 15minute program; $180 for a half-hour
show; $260, hour show; $340, 90 minutes and $420, two hour program.
Joint negotiation and administration
by SAG and AFTRA is viewed as a
move toward equalizing their rates. One
management
spokesman
said: ahead;
"In somein
areas, AFTRA
has been
others, SAG has been ahead. They hope
this new pact will give them the best of
'both worlds'."
The Negotiators ■ SAG's contract
expired late this past summer but the
pact was extended, with the agreement
of the Film Producers Assn. of New

san

francisco

York, to coincide with AFTRA's expiration date of Nov. 15. Participants
at the opening session include the executives from the three tv networks, the
four radio networks, and FPA. Representatives of the advertising agencies,
which sign letters of adherence to all
contracts, sat in as observers and a
representative of the Assn. of National
Advertisers attended as an "unofficial
observer." Those attending were handed
AFTRA's demands, into which were included provisions applicable to SAG,
and were advised that other proposals
will be forthcoming at the next meeting, scheduled for Oct. 11.
AFTRA's proposals also included demands in the network radio and transcription fields, and in these areas increases ranging from 10% to 20% are
being sought depending on the performers' category.
The Screen Actors Guild also is seeking a pension-welfare fund covering
performers in commercials. AFTRA already has such a fund. The SAG fund
would be financed by employers' contribution of 5% of gross fees.
Plea

for dismissal

in post- '48 case
Seven Arts Productions, Toronto,
last Monday (Sept. 26) asked the
New York Supreme Court to dismiss
the Triangle Stations' application for
an injunction to halt the sale of post'48
Warner Bros, features (BroadcastBY
ing, Sept. 26). Affidavits filed with
the court challenged Triangle's contention that Triangle, in effect, had an
AND F M
agreement
with Seven Arts for an opHumul tufmrnKmt: PjiTEHS. GlllFFlN. WOODWARD, inc.
tion
to
buy
the films in its station marGORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY kets.
Triangle's application claimed that
in 1957, when the station group bought
pre-'48 features from Association ArtKQBY Son fronciico * KSDO Son Diego * KDUZ PnotnlX
ists Productions, it also obtained ex54 (PROGRAMMING)
10,000 Watts
FULL TIME

clusive market rights to all post-'48
features at $4,000 per feature, subject
to certain stated escalation. Triangle
contended that Seven Arts was established to "evade" Triangle's option,
pointing out that Eliot Hyman was head
of AAP and now is president of Seven
Arts Associated Corp., a division of
Seven Arts Productions, which distributes the post-'48 features. Seven Arts
replied there is "no connection" between AAP and Seven Arts, and insisted there is no contractual agreement
between Seven Arts and Triangle.
The court reserved decision, pending
a study of all material submitted.
ASCAP

PEEVES

Inaccurate
BMI

raids

credits,
alleged

Complaints were the order of the
day at the west coast membership meeting of the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers, Wednesday (Sept. 28) in Beverly Hills, Calif.
Despite the
controller's
that
ASCAP
income
for the report
first seven
months of the year had totaled $19,668,982, more than $1.5 million ahead
of the gross of $18,160,433 for the
same period of 1959, the mood of the
assembly of some 200 songwriters and
publishers was one of discontent.
ASCAP President Stanley Adams
started it off with a blast at the society's
traditional enemy, BMI, which he accused to raiding ASCAP's membership
and luring writers into the BMI fold
by exhorbitant payments, made not for
their contributing anything to BMI, but
merely for promising not to contribute
anything to ASCAP.
Under the terms of the new consent
decree accepted by ASCAP, the society
is prevented from paying writers not to
write for BMI, President Adams stated,
angrily asking why BMI is not bound
by the same sort of regulation. Wolfe
Gilbert, a west coast director of ASCAP, called for action to oppose the
BMI raiding tactics, which he called
"immoral and totally unfair."
But most of the expressions of discontent were directed at the methods
by which performance credits of members are collected. Walter Gross demanded that "as a society in the business of surveying and tabulating performances, we should be as accurate as
SOS to FCC ■ Mr. Gross suggested
that the FCC, as the government agency responsible for broadcasting, should
bepossible."
asked to help ASCAP obtain performance data from the individual stations. The networks provide ASCAP
with logs of performances and BMI
gets this sort of cooperation from the
stations, he asserted. So why can't ASBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

AIR EXPRESS

Air

speeds newly created parts to assembly site in time for car to bow at international auto show

Express

takes

priority

on

all scheduled

U.

S.

airlines

AlR EXPRESS is in the auto business, now! This crew is just finishing off the latest model. Hours from
now, it will bow at a glamorous auto show. Many new parts were completed just in time, and flown
to this assembly point with jet speed. All 35 scheduled U.S. airlines pampered them with priority
treatment. AlR EXPRESS trucks (13,000 . . . many radio-dispatched) rushed them door-to-door at both
ends of their flights. As each part arrived, the shipper got
a teletype receipt. That's service! AlR EXPRESS is in
_
other businesses, too. It should be in yours. There's no
EJHl^^M%ESS
finer partner and rates are low. One phone call is all it takes.
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
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CAP get it as well, he asked, urging the
society's
the
FCC. officials to ask this question of
Reporting that he received seven performance credits for one tune in a
period when he knew it had between
400 and 500 performances, Mr. Gross
belabored the present survey as too haphazard to measure the use of recorded
music by the nation's disc jockeys who
are responsible for "keeping our kind
of music alive."
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP general
counsel, said that he had the opportunity to examine one report made by a
station to BMI and to compare it with
the actual performance. "There was
absolutely no similarity, coincidentially
or otherwise," he declared.
An FCC order to give ASCAP full
performance reports might work a
hardship on stations, Mr. Finkelstein
observed, but perhaps it should be done
in the public interest. He commented
that perhaps the compilation of such
records would help abolish payola by
exposing it.
Consent Decree Restriction ■ Stating
that he had long advocated a single survey system for measuring both BMI
and ASCAP performance credits, Mr.
Finkelstein explained that ASCAP had
nothing to do with making such measurements. Under the terms of the con-

New

puts

your

draw

The 1960-61 season's new network
tv program entries continued to have
spotty success in the ratings derby
last week, based on returns in American Research Bureau's Arbitron
Overnight National Reports. The
Time
ABC
Ffi. Sept. 23
7:30-8
Walt Disney
Disney
8- 8:30 Walt
Sat. Sept. 24
8:30-9 Leave It to Beaver
9- 9:30 Lawrence Welk
Tues. Sept. 27 9-9:30 Closeup
Wed. Sept. 28 8-8:30
7:30-8 Hong
Hong Kong
Kong

sent decree (Broadcasting, Jan. 11),
ASCAP was ordered to select a qualified research organization to do the job.
"Joel Dean Assoc. was picked and was
subsequently ratified by the Department
of Justice," he said. ASCAP itself can
not propose a change in the setup to
the FCC, but such a proposal might be
made by the Judge, appointed by the
court to supervise the operation of the
ASCAP system. Mr. Finkelstein promised to send a full report of the statements of Mr. Gross and others at the
meeting.
The other speakers included Al Jarvis, veteran disc jockey, who contended

Sales
WRGB

programs

begin

before

made,

iCJl

is

Sales begin here, too, because
more and more manufacturers

are

are discovering the test-marketability of this Northeastern New
York and Western New England

WRGB

there

at

MESSAGE

the

outset
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in

the

and
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WHERE
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of

people

can

BEGINS

minds

translate

message

into

providing performance lists would be
easy for stations. Mr. Jarvis said he
makes five copies of the tunes played on
his program on KLAC Los Angeles and
gives four of them to the station,
"which can reach into the file and tell
you what I played seven months ago.
With only a few exceptions every station in the country can tell you what
all their disc jockeys play."
ASCAP membership now totals
5,085 active writer members and 1,589
publisher members, plus 635 non-parmeeting. ticipating writers, Mr. Adams told the

long

sales

and

sluggish response
following table shows the ratings of
new programs (and of their opposition) for the period Sept. 23-28. The
new entries, including some that had
started before last week, are shown
in boldface.
NBC
CBS
13.0
Dan
Raven
Deputy
14.7
14.0 Rawhide
12.2
15.3 Dan Raven
22.3
14.2
18.7
15.1
Tall Man
18.2
Checkmate
26.0
Checkmate 19.8
18.4 Tom
21.1
Thriller
Ewell
28.8
3.9
11.8
9.9 Aquanaut
15.1 Wagon Train
16.7 Wagon Train 33.6
Aquanaut

the

who

audience. The thousands of engineers, skilled workers, farmers
and their families who live here
represent a wide cross section of
preferences and tastes. And, the
metropolitan, suburban and rural
nature of this market further
gives you an excellent sampling
of modern America's living
habits. But, what really makes
sales begin here is that WRGB is
the number 1 voice and picture
in this area. Let WRGB place
your message where sales begin.
Contact your NBC Spot Sales
representative.

your

sales.

CHANNEL
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
ALBANY •SCHENECTADY* TROY

6
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Detroit is speaking its piece— and loving the opportunity— on WWJ's
exciting radio public forum. A torrent of phone calls rushes to the
studio every evening. Citizens from far and near air their views on
myriad timely subjects as the whole town listens. And
Maxwell handles every one with consummate

Human

interest, community

Opinion", another example

skill.

service, a salesmaker!

That's "Phone-

of Total Radio for the Total Man

W
Better place your call today —
to your nearest PGW

popular Bob

W«J

Detroit's
office.

Basic
NBC

on WWJ.

RADIO
Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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Triangle
the

all

new—

new

MARKETBOOK
"One-book library of television and radio information"
AIL

separate directories indexing the world of
broadcasting

Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the largest and most complete encyclopediatype book ever published for the business of
broadcasting. The information in this book is
massive (more than half a million words),
and it is organized for speedy reference.
It's a desk-top book. You'll use it constantly
throughout the year for facts and figures,
names and addresses— for data available in
no other single source.
Compiled, edited and written by the same
staff that produces BROADCASTING — The
Businessweekly of Television and Radio.
Serving the business side of broadcasting
since 1931.
* Published every September
B R O A D C A S T IN G
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

l?35 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6. D. C.

|""| New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $1 1.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□

title/position*
address
city
Please send to home address-
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programming

Triangle Stations inaugurates a new
fm programming service to its five fm
outlets this month. The format will consist primarily of music, classical, opera
and light opera, musical comedies and
popular with regular news broadcasts.
It began Oct. 1 on WFIL-FM Philadelphia, WNBF-FM Binghamton, N.Y.,
and WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn. It
will start Oct. 17 on WFBG-FM Altoona, Pa., and is slated to begin Oct.
31 on KRFM (FM) Fresno, Calif. According to Triangle, the service will
cover a nine-state area serving 5.4 million people. The service has involved
months of pre-testing during which surveys of audiences in the top 50 markets
were evaluated to determine fm audience preferences, Triangle reports.
■ Program notes
Crosby catv defeated ■ Proposal by
Bing Crosby Productions Inc. to establish acommunity television system in
Lompoc, Calif., was defeated 2 to 1
in a special referendum last week. The
Crosby company had asked for a 20year franchise and this had been approved, 3-2 by the city council. The
referendum was required after voting
citizens petitioned for a special election.
Crosby petitions for similar franchises
in Santa Maria and San Luis Obispo
had been held in abeyance pending the
outcome of the Lompoc vote. Active in
opposition to the catv proposal were
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara and KSBYTV San Luis Obispo. Mr. Crosby is
chairman of the radio-tv division of Nafi
Corp., which owns KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.,
and KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, in addition
to KXYZ Houston.
The verdict ■ C&C Films Inc., New
York announced last week that the
American Arbitration Assn. has rendered an award of more than $44,000
in favor of C&C against Triangle
Publications Inc. C&C officials said
the
disputedifferences
centered ofaround
matter
of honest
opinion"aover
the
meaning of contractual provisions" relating to delivery requirements of RKO
feature films by C&C to the Triangle
stations.

New Yearbook only — $4.00

company name

fm

inaugurates

Behind bars ■ Ed Reed and Ron Oppen, newsmen of WTVJ (TV) Miami,
spent six days in prison last week —
shooting a documentary about the
Florida State Prison at Raiford for
FYI, a prime-time news show. According to the station, the program is
not intended as an expose but rather
as an attempt to present what the prison
and prison life are like, the good and
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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the bad. The two newsmen shot over
6,000 feet of film, including interviews
with prisoners and prison employes
getting their views on what Raiford
needs to become a model prison. The
newsmen reported complete cooperation from prison authorities — no areas
were declared off limits to them and
they were allowed free access to film
whatever they wished.
Election jingles ■ Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., which won an American
Heritage Foundation award for the
register-and-vote promotion announcement it created for the 1956 elections,
reports that the jingles are now available free of charge to all U.S. radio stations. They may be ordered through
Brendan Byrne at the Foundation's addres : 11 W. 42nd St., New York.
Fascinating rhythm ■ The Gershwin
Years, a 90-minute spectacular of life
in the '20s and '30s with a background
of Gershwin music, will be the third in
a series of specials to be sponsored by
General Electric. Leland Hayward will
produce the program, which is slated
for Sunday, Jan. 8 at 8-9:30 p.m. EST.
The cultural atmosphere of the times,
and its effect on George Gershwin, will
be represented by movie clips, cartoons,
paintings,
sculptures and other visual
means.

It's not exactly a gift . . . but it's yours
with one simple buy. Buy WSFA-TV and
you effectively reach Montgomery and
Central-South Alabama . . . where a
million people spend over a billion dolors every year.

WSFA-TV
NBC / ABC
MONTGOMERY
- CHANNEL
12
Broadcasting Co. of the South
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. The
WIS-TV Columbia, South Carolina

ft smart
"to
any
addition

newsroom
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■ Film sales
"Q.T. Hush, Private Eye" (M&A
Alexander Productions)
Sold to: WABC-TV New York;
WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh; KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul, and KSD-TV St.
Louis.
Now in 42 markets.
"Best of the Post" (ITC)
Sold to Collins Co. of Kentucky for
WAVE-TV Louisville, WLEX-TV Lexington, and WFIE-TV Evansville, 111.;
to Kentucky Utilities for WPSD-TV
Paducah; California-Oregon Power Co.
for KPIC (TV) Roseburg and KVALTV Eugene, both Oregon, and Union
National Bank of Arkansas for KTHV
(TV) Little Rock. Also sold to WGHLTV Billings, Mont.; Miles Labs for
KING-TV Seattle; First Federal Savings Bank and Nothnagle Realty Co.
for WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y., and
to Graves Red and White for WAGMTV Presque Isle, Me.
Now in 107 markets.
"Divorce Court" (KTTV [TV])
Fifty-two new episodes sold to WPIX
(TV) New York.
"Greatest Headlines of the Century"
(Official Films)
Sold to Armed Forces Television
Services for distribution to 25 overseas
bases.
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John Blair & Company.
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POST
Representatives
Moloney, Regan and Schmitt, Inc.

KHOU-TV
Representatives
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Edward Petry & Company, Inc.
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The Katz Agency,' Inc.
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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CBS
RADIO'S
PLANS
APPLAUDED
Harmony reigns at meeting; affiliates like new schedule
CBS Radio's affiliates endorsed the
network's proposed shift in programming emphasis last week without a dissenting vote.
The new plan — which eliminates daytime serials, cuts back on other entertainment programming, installs 10minute newscasts on the hour, expands
other news coverage and reduces from
30 to 24 one quarter hours per week
the volume of programming that affiliates are required to clear (Broadcasting, Aug. 22, etc.) — will go into effect
Nov. 28 as originally planned. The announcement was made by President
Arthur Hull Hayes at the end of the
annual convention of CBS Radio affiliates, held Wednesday and Thursday in
New York.
Network officials said unanimously
and affiliates reported with only occasional reservations that the two-day
session was uncommonly harmonious
and singularly unmarked by affiliate
criticism or opposition to the new program plans.
One report from behind the closed
doors of the opening session said that
President Hayes noted that details of
the plan were circulated several weeks
in advance, asked whether affiliates had
any questions — and was asked none.
At the end, the affiliates passed without
dissent a resolution endorsing the program changes "as a forward-looking
step in radio networking," and the end
as "a means of additional radio service to (affiliates') respective communities."
"Strides Hailed" . . . John S. Hayes,
WTOP Washington, chairman of the
affiliates association's board of directors,
which helped develop the changes and
had approved them before the convention was held, reported that the affiliates
considered them "a tremendous stride
forward in networking." He said the
affiliates voted unanimously in favor
of the changes after a private 21/i-hour
discussion not attended by network
representatives.
One unanticipated development of
the convention was the acknowledged
likelihood that CBS Radio will get into
program syndication — in a limited way.
A number of affiliates, according to
President Hayes, had inquired about
the possibility of buying the series of
one-to-two minutes "Dimension" features which CBS-owned radio stations
are using to give their programming a
"distinctive" sound (Broadcasting,
Aug. 29).
President Hayes said the company's
62

o&o unit has set up a room in the Waldorf-Astoria, the convention hotel, so
that affiliates could acquaint themselves
with the "Dimension" series; that if
enough were interested CBS Radio
would syndicate the features — and that
it appeared that the interest was adequate. Prices have not been set.
Other CBS authorities said they had
no intention of expanding this syndication operation to include other program
material.
During the convention there were
some modifications of the proposed
programming changes, but both network and affiliate leaders called them
primarily
"technical."
Compensation
■ The question of
cash compensation for affiliates — a system which CBS Radio essentially abandoned two years ago in favor of the
present policy of furnishing a certain
amount of free programming that the
stations may sell locally — reportedly
was raised briefly.
The affiliates were told that the present plans were laid out on the theory
that cash compensation would not be
involved, and that if cash compensation
were to be considered, then an entirely
different type of play would have to be
drawn.
One affiliate, apparently feeling
taunted by NBC Radio's recent references to its own payment of cash to affiliates (Broadcasting, Sept. 26) dis-

missed NBC's system by saying: "Last
year NBC Radio paid out $2 million or
$3 million compensation. The last year
that CBS Radio paid a cash compensation we received a total of $4 million
and we thought even this amount was
peanuts and told CBS to keep it— to
giveThere
us programs
to sell, instead."
were unconfirmed
reports that
CBS spokesmen were claiming that
NBC was able to pay cash compensation because NBC gets so much money
from its affiliates in the form of co-op
fees. This prompted NBC spokesmen to
assert that their revenues from co-op
fees last year totalled only 2.1666%
of the amount they paid out in compensation.
Plans Described ■ The Messrs. Hayes
— President Arthur Hull of CBS Radio
and Chairman John S. of the affiliates
board — reviewed the new plans at a
news conference immediately following
convention
adjournment Thursday afternoon.
President Hayes emphasized that,
while daytime serials and some other
programs are being dropped, and while
the network is retaining less time for
network sale, the volume of program
material set by the network is expected
to be even greater in 1961 than this
year, and that this year's total is almost
sureMost
to beof higher
than 1959's.
the increase,
he indicated,
will be in unscheduled information pro-

Pres. Hayes Speaks
Affiliates get the final word
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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Now
CBS Radio announced last week
a new network radio signaling system so efficient that, for urgent news
developments, it can rouse station
managers out of bed.
The device, developed by CBS
Labs and called NetALERT, ordinarily will be for less dramatic
purposes. Day-to-day uses, include
cueing for local commercial inserts
in network-fed programs, network
cueing, notifying stations that a
closed-circuit announcement is coming up, and alerting affiliates that a
special network news bulletin is
about to move.
But when the news is urgent
enough the system will alert not only
the stations but also the homes of
their managers or other key executives, in case it occurs after office
hours or after the station has signed
off for the night. When the home as
well as the station alarm sounds, it
means — depending on the type of
signal given — that (1) "a very special on-the-spot news coverage is
coming up" or that (2) a national
emergency has occurred and all
broadcasting operations have been
subordinated to the nation-wide
Conelrad defense alert system.
Convention Feature ■ CBS Radio
President Arthur
Hull Hayes' announcement and demonstration
of
the new

system

highlighted last

i
gramming such as recent Khrushchev
interviews, United Nations sessions, the
wedding of Princess Margaret, etc. CBS
Radio also is continuing its regular public affairs schedule including Invitation
to Learning, Capitol Cloakroom,
Church of the Air, and others.
The current bloc of personality programs— Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter, Garry Moore, and Bing CrosbyRosemary Clooney — also will continue.
The new 10-minute news programs
— an innovation — will appear on-thehour from 10 a.m. through 10 p.m.
with one exception: 8 p.m., at which
hour the nightly-quarter-hour World
Tonight news roundup will continue.
Some of the 10-minute newscasts will
be reserved for network sale, some for
station sale, and some for sale partly
by the network (IV2 minutes) and
partly by the stations (last 2Vi minutes). In addition, these 10-minute
shows will be organized to permit affiliates to substitute local news if they
wish for the final 2Vz minutes of each
newscast.
Features — another departure from
current programming will be the presentation of 5-minute features — sports,
64 (THE MEDIA)

they'll really hit the deck
stalled across outgoing program
Wednesday
morning'sofsession
the lines at major network points (New
annual
convention
CBS of
Radio
York, Chicago and Los Angeles
Affiliates (see page 62). Mr. Hayes
said the network would furnish af- and possibly Washington); receivers
installed across the incoming profiliates with the necessary basic
gram line in the control rooms of
equipment at no more than nominal
charge. He said the timetable calls affiliated stations; desk-model remote
for installation of initial units by indicators in individual executive ofJune 1961.
fices, all connected with the controlCBS Radio officials said the sys- room receiver; and the special executive alarm (also working off the
tem differs from NBC Radio's "Hot
receiver) to be installed
Line" system, installed in 1956, in control-room
that (1) NetALERT signals can be in the home of the local station
fed simultaneously with network pro- manager or other designated official.
Beep Beep ■ The receivers and regramming, whereas NBC's "Hot
mote indicators are activated by
Line," they said, can signal only
during periods of no network service
beep-type signals from the network
and (2) NetALERT is able to trans- transmitters. The beeps, one-thirtieth
of a second in length and described
mit a wider variety of information
and also lets stations know instantly as unnoticeable to the home audience, activate both audible and visual
the purpose of the alert.
signalling devices in the receivers
NBC spokesmen later contended
and remote units. A buzzer then
that NetALERT was nothing more
sounds, and at the same time the
than an adaptation of their "Hot
type of alert being sounded is shown
Line" system.
"Hot Line"
numerically on a dial.
signals
are notTheyfedsaid
simultaneously
with network programming but that
The possibility of using NetALERT as a form of automation
this was unimportant because "we
also was seen by Mr. Hayes and
can break into programming whenseveral affiliates. It was pointed out
ever we want to." They said several
NBC affiliates have as many as five that Alert No. 1 (for station cueing)
"Hot Line" receivers in various could be used to activate a tape machine to play local commercial inlocations
including station managers'
homes.
serts into network-fed programs,
NetALERT equipment consists tape special network material for
of transmitters which will be in- later broadcast, etc.
news analyses and background, human
interest, etc. — on the half hour. These
will be sold by the network. Affiliates
said network officials agreed that CBS
newsmen would be used as widely as
possible in these features, which Affiliates' Chairman Hayes predicted would
be "attractive additions" superior to
anything now being aired.
Stations passed a resolution commending the network, its officials, Affiliates'
Hayes and members
of the affiliatesChairman
board.
The network made no attempt to get
affiliates to sign, during the convention, the new affiliation contracts embodying the revised format. This will
be done by mail, presumably starting
promptly.
Approximately 150 stations, representing 90% of the network's total rate
card, attended the meeting. Other highlights included speeches by CBS President Frank Stanton and CBS Vice President Richard Salant, a demonstration of
CBS Radio's new "NetAlert" station
signal system (see above), election of
officers of the affiliates association (see
page 95), and presentation of "Gold
Mikes" signifying 30 years of affiliation

to WBT Charlotte, N.C.; WHP Harrisburg, Pa.; KTRH Houston; WHEC
Rochester; CFRB Toronto and WTOP
Another

jazz

station

WAYL (FM) Minneapolis-St. Paul
is scheduled to sign on the air this
month on 96.3 mc David D. Larsen,
owner and manager, has been associated with three all-jazz fm stations,
KHIP (FM) San Francisco, KNOB
(FM) Long Beach and KJAZ (FM)
Alameda, all California. For WAYL,
Mr. Larsen intends to try a different
format, with a sampling of traditional,
swing-era and folk music in addition to
the jazz sounds. Original-cast Broadway show albums, sports car reports
and discussion programs are also
scheduled. Selected tape broadcasts
from other fm stations will include
coverage of jazz festivals and similar
events. Plans for live and recorded
stereo broadcasts are in the works.
WAYL will broadcast from 5 p.m. to
1 a.m. weekdays and from 9 a.m. to
1 a.m. on weekends. Mr. Larsen plans
an expansion of program hours in the
"near future."
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

All

getting

through

She's the suburban woman — the most influential buyer in America. And who's getting through to her? All four stations of
The Herald Tribune Suburban Radio
Network with their network staff, editorial
knowledge and skill. Four stimulating, aware
radio stations that have the power to reach
the woman whose world is on power-steered
wheels, whose life is in motion from super-

the

same

market, to cookout, to school meeting, to
commuter express. Your commercials can
put her finger on the starter button for immediate buying because The Herald Tribune
Suburban Radio Network reflects her
Xeralb 3Tufmue
SUBURBAN RADIO NETWORK

595 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y. ■ Represented

WFYI
/
Long Island

to

WVIP
Westchester

woman

community in the type of entertainment
and the advertising it carries. The Herald
Tribune Suburban Radio Network offers
unique powerful suburban coverage because
it communicates directly and without waste
to the land of the commuter family — and
specifically to the woman who does 66%%
of the buying. It's time you were getting
through to the suburban woman!

nationally by THE BOLLING CO., 21,7 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

WWestchester
VOX

/

WG-HQ
Hudson Valley

Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week
subject to FCC approval:
■ WNMP Evanston, 111.: Sold by estate
of the late Angus D. Pfaff to Harry
and Otto Semrow for $325,000. Messrs.
Semrow manufacture decorative grillwork for household appliances and are
associated in real estate firm. WNMP
is a 1 kw daytimer on 1590 kc.
■ KFYN Bonham, Tex.: Sold by
Charles L. Cain to Cyril W. Reddoch
and Ralph L. Hooks for $75,000.
Messrs. Reddoch and Hooks own KSTV
Stephenville, Tex.; KDLA DeRidder,
and KREH Oakdale, both Louisiana.
KFYN is on 1420 kc with 250 w, daytime only. Broker was Hamilton-Landis
& Assoc.

a

own

seller,

Norfolk, Va.; WGEE Indianapolis, Ind.
and WBEE Harvey, 111. WCHS operates
on 580 kc with 5 kw and is affiliated
with CBS; WCHS-TV on ch. 8 with
ABC affiliation. Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley dissented.

■ KDAC Fort Bragg, Calif.: Sold by
the estate of the late Edward A. Mertle
to Charles W. Stone for $55,000. Mr.
Stone was vice president-general manager of WAMS Wilmington, Del., and
before that general manager of WTVU
(TV) Scranton, Pa., and WNAO Raleigh, N.C. KDAC operates with 250
w on 1230 kc. Broker was Paul H.
Chapman Co.

■ WRUL Scituate, Mass.: International
shortwave station sold by Walter S.
Lemon and associates to Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp. for $800,000 plus
$200,000 over seven-year period to Mr.
Lemon for agreement not to compete
in international broadcasting. For Metropolitan holdings, see WTVP (TV)
Decatur, 111., below. Commissioners
Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross
dissented.

APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 101).
■ WCHS-AM-TV Charleston, W.Va.:
Sold by Tierney Co. to Rollins Broadcasting Co. for $2,598,000 plus management contracts with lohn T. Gelder
Jr. and H.D. Battle for two years at
combined annual salary of $46,200.
Rollins owns WPTZ (TV) North Pole
(Lake Placid), N.Y.; WEAR (TV)
Pensacola, Fla.; WAMS Wilmington,
and WJWL Georgetown, both Delaware; WNJR Newark, N.J.; WRAP

■ WNCN (FM) New York, N.Y.:
49% interest sold by T. Mitchell Hastings to the New York Daily News for
$147,000. The News owns WPIX (TV)
New York and is associated in ownership with WGN-AM-TV Chicago (Chicago Tribune). Included in the agreement is an option for the purchase of
10 more shares to give the News 51%
ownership (255 shares out of 500 out-

As

standing). Mr. Hasting's
ConcertBoston,
Network also owns
WBCN (FM)
Mass.; WXCN (FM) Providence, R.I.,
and WHCN (FM) Hartford, Conn.
WNCN-FM operates with 15 kw on
104.3 mc.

your

opinion

cannot

mean
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much

buyer

as

ours
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a

!

Our knowledge of actual sales, our experience and our reputation
for reliability naturally lend greater weight to our opinion
than any seller can reasonably expect to be given to his own.
Selling ... or buying . . . you would be wise to put your confidence
in Blackburn. Hundreds of satisfied clients have.
BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
ATLANTA
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whilaker
Roberf M. Baird
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
CReslview 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
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■ WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.: Sold by
George A. Bolas and associates to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. for $570,000. Metropolitan owns WNEW-AMFM-TV New York, WHK-AM-FM
Cleveland, WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia,
WTTG (TV) Washington (D.C.),
WTVH (TV) Peoria (111.) and KOVR
(TV) Stockton (Calif.). WTVP operates on ch. 17. Commissioners Robert
T. Bartley and John S. Cross dissented.
■ KTKT Tucson, Ariz. : Sold by Thomas J. and Angie M. Wallace and House
Party Productions Inc. to Leland S.
Bisbee Jr. and associates for $410,000.
Mr. Bisbee and group own KRUX
Glendale, Ariz. The transaction involved the sale of the Wallace's 50%
interest to House Party Productions for
$190,000 ofand100%
Houseto Party
Production's
transfer
the Bisbee
group
for $410,000. KTKT operates on 990
kc with 10 kw daytime only, but holds
construction permit for 10 kw day, 1
kw night.
■ KAGO Klamath Falls, Ore.: Sold by
Riley R. Gibson and associates to A.J.
Frisik and associates for $202,000. Mr.
Frisik has interests in KNGS Hansford,
KFIV Modesto and KFAX San Francisco, all California. Mr. Gibson and
group own KXOA-AM-FM Sacramento and KLIV San Jose, both California.
KAGO operates on 1150 kc with 5 kw
daytime, 1 kw night and is affiliated
with ABC.

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Stay away Fridays
Radio Station salesmen can cut
down agency "waiting room time"
by making calls on timebuyers on
Wednesday mornings. That was
determined by timebuyers themselves as the "most convenient
time" to hear station presentations, Radio Advertising Bureau
told the bureau's regional management conference in Hollywood-by-the Sea, Fla., last Thursday.
A national survey of advertising agencies indicated that salesmen can forget about Friday
agency calls altogether, and that
lunch dates should be scheduled
only as a last resort. RAB's poll
on preferred times showed that
30% of timebuyers picked
Wednesdays and almost three
times as many picked mornings
rather than afternoons. Nine percent chose Mondays as the most
convenient day, while only 3.4%
selected Fridays. A minute 2.3%
of the timebuyers want to hear
station pitches at lunch. Delegates
to RAB's fifthwere
in a informed
series of eight
conferences
that
83% of timebuyers consider calls
by local station salesmen as productive.
Mich.

AP

winners

The Michigan AP Broadcasters Assn.
announced the following awards at its
annual meeting in St. Clair, Sept. 22:
WKBZ Muskegon, member of the year;
WKHM Jackson, WKZO Kalamazoo
and WJRT (TV) Flint, all first place
winners in their classifications for general excellence of their news operations;
WKHM Jackson, documentary programs and sports.
Other stations winning honors:
WPON Pontiac, best locally-scheduled
news show; WHBF Benton Harbor, best

Newest

among

leaders

serving

the

America's greatest
radio market!
.More audience per dollar
than any other leading radioStation in greater Los Angeles!
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locally-scheduled farm show; WUOM
Ann Arbor, best local special events
coverage; WQRS (FM) Detroit, best
local commentary show.
More winners: WFDF Flint, best
local news show; WJR Detroit, best
local farm show; WJBK Detroit, best
local documentary show. WJRT (TV)
Flint, best local news, sports and special events coverage; WJBK-TV Detroit,
best local farm show, one-time documentary program and regularly-scheduled editorial-commentary program.
A new 'philosophy'
for radio stations
A radio station philosophy — Total
Community Identification — was advocated Sept. 30 by William H.
Schwarz, program services manager of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, to the Minnesota Broadcasters Assn.. meeting in
Minneapolis.
"TCI means that the programs of a
radio station must be identified with
and service the community in which
the station functions," Mr. Schwarz explained. "The concept affects not only
programs but the promotion and sales
operation of the station. It cannot be
applied piecemeal. Total means in this
case, total throughout the station, not
necessarily total throughout the comHe said TCI "will affect the music
munity."
the
station plays, the way it handles
news, its public service announcements,
its community service activities, its promotion plans and even its copy."
Mr. Schwarz said promotion, like
sales and programming, should be identified with the community and not imposed on it. In news coverage, he said,
the greatest impact is made by projecting the life forces of the community in
addition to coverage of national and
international news. Impact of TCI is
"immediately measurable" he said in
citing the impact of station editorializing on local issues.

DIAL 1110 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EASTERN
Excellent buy in middle-atlantic area.
Single station market priced to sell.
Owner-operator could do $75,000
easily. Asking $80,000 on terms.
South-atlantic single station market
asking $160,000 with 29% down.
1960 fiscal cash flow $35,000 approximately.
WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS

MIDWEST
Highly successful fulltime station
with wide coverage. Substantial physical assets go with sale. Price is
$450,000 with terms to be negotiated.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN

SOUTHWEST
WEST TEXAS DAYTIMER —
$90,000.00, $30,000.00 down, liberal terms on balance. Single station
market, billing better than $60,000.00 per year. Owner-manager can net
$2,500 per month with this one.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN ST.
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS

WEST
Major market West Coast radio station grossing well over $15,000
monthly and making money. Capable
of doing much better under new,
adequately-financed ownership. Total
price $350,000 cash.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING

TV

AFFECTING
AP

managing

of tv news

NEWS

editors

coverage

Television is changing the look of
news in the daily paper. Editors are
acknowledging it now and adapting for
co-existence.
The Associated Press Managing Editors Assn. at its annual meeting next
month will get a report urging a broad
year-long study of the impact on newspapers of tv news coverage. This recommendation bythe general news committee is contained in its annual review of
major AP stories. These are three that
dramatized the issue, the committee
said:
■ The Winter Olympics, when intensive tv coverage caught the public
fancy and caused many editors to increase space allotted to the games.
■ The Khrushchev press conference
in Paris following the wrecked Summit
conference, when newspaper accounts
"gave a picture of a dictator gone mad.
while the tv tapes, shown later, made
the whole thing appear mostly as a cool
and calculated performance on his
■ The national political conventions,
part."
which gave tv its quadrennial opportunity to cover live a big continuing
show.
The "problem" of television, the committee says, "needs much more than the
occasional attention given it this year.
This is a problem of major importance,
and it won*t just go away. It will increase indimension as tv equipment and
skill improve. Already tv has forced
basic changes in the political conventions, and has become a potent factor in
the campaigns. Already it, in great part,
determines the public interest in sports.
"And newspaper readers, editors
have learned, often use what they have
seen on tv as a yardstick for judgment
of what they read."
Grading Networks ■ Committeemen
monitored the Democratic convention
separately and handed out a commendation to NBC-TV but some reproofs to
CBS-TV.
Edward T. Litchfield, feature editor
of The Spokane (Wash.) SpokesmanReview (KHQ-AM-TV Spokane), said
NBC did an "outstanding job of reporting," providing
dramaticStill
highlights
and
interpretive
sidebars.
there was
ample material left for the newspapers
and they made good use of it, he said,
adding that "Newspapers cannot and no
doubt do not wish to compete with tv"
in providing entertainment.
A report on CBS by Robert Mason,
managing editor of The Norfolk Virginian-Pilot (WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk),
68 (THE MEDIA)

may
on

COLUMNS
study

impact

newspapers

underlined live television's effect on
next-day papers.
Tv commentators on Tuesday night
of the convention mused that there
would be wholesale defection of delegates to other candidates if Sen. John
F. Kennedy failed to win on the first
ballot, Mr. Mason reported. "Persons
reading the AP story in The VirginianPilot next day were disappointed," he
said. "They read not about a contest
but a shoo-in, not about scrambling
delegates but pleasantly bantering candidates. Some of them called the newspaper and asked what went."
■ "The have
AP,
as Morning
it turned Quarterbacking
out (and as should
been apparent anyway) had its eye on
the right ball. Television — or the CBS
arm of it— had misled its audience by
its emphasis upon the many maneuvers
of Kennedy's opponents. In its continuous, night-long coverage, and its selfimposed obligation to keep the people
entertained as well as informed, it had
lost the thread of the story. Or the rope
of the story: It was that big.
"The mistake is one for television to
ponder. It is one which the press cannot, at the same time afford to ignore.
For the night's television viewers next
morning become newspaper readers,
and they are likely to compare the products of the competing media, and to
pass judgment, while they drink their
coffee.

WOOK's new home ■ This modern plant is now under construction
in northeast Washington, D.C., to
house studios and offices of United
Broadcasting Co.'s WOOK. Target
date for occupancy is late November. General business offices and reception room will be on the first
floor. The second floor will contain
a large studio for group broadcasts

"There is. I think, a lesson for the
AP here. It is to give perspective to the
mass of what the public has seen and
been told on the screen.
"I do not know how closely the
AP monitors what the tv networks
send out. But I feel that the monitoring
should be close, and that the writing
and editing should reflect it. It will do
newspapers no good for readers to believe that newspaper reporters don't
know the whole story — though the reporters indeed know the whole story so
well that they know what part of it
isn'tToppertinent."
of the News ■ Assessing the
AP's own job, Sam Regan of The
Raleigh (N.C.) News and Observer said
convention stories were consistently
good and remarked, "There is no denying the value of television in coverage
of such events as this convention, but
they have not relegated newspapers to
the ash heap. The reporter with the pad
and pencil is still the top man."
William B. Dickinson of The Phila- j
delphia Bulletin headed the general
news committee whose comprehensive
report contains the recommendations
on television. Separate sections of the
general report reviewed the wire service's handling of such major stories as
presidential trips, the Finch-Tregoff
trial and Russian Premier Nikita
Khrushchev's first visit to the U.S.,
which represented "a superb job in reporting by the AP," Alfred Friendly
of The Washington Post (WTOP-AMFM-TV Washington, WJXT [TV] Jack- j
sonville, Fla.), said.
The APME will get the report when
it meets Nov. 14-19 in Williamsburg,
Va.

and five additional auxiliary studios.
At the side and rear of the building
will be parking facilities for approximately 20 vehicles. The new building
was designed by architect Eugene
Delmar. Construction cost was estimated at $100,000.
station's
new
headquarters
will be The
located
at Riggs
Road and First Place, N.E., Washington.
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GOOD

THE

WAY

GOLD

Facts are the fabric of sound decisions.

And it's a fact that there's gold in the Shreveport
market ... a major share of which is being
spent by KSLA-TV viewers for products seen on the
clean, clear picture KSLA-TV offers the Ark La Texl
It s a further fact that more people
watch and prefer KSLA-TV
(and we have the ratings to prove it)!
Our prospectors, Harrington, Righter 6- Parsons,
have ALL the facts and will help you "pan" your
share of the gold from this rich and growing market!!

shreveport,

la.

The

real

meaning

What's the nature of radio today,
and what kind of radio is in America's future?
Two radio professionals have
given their answers to those (and
many other) questions in a new
book, Radio Station Management,
published by Harper & Bros., New
York ($6.50). The writers are J.
Leonard Reinsch, executive director
of the Cox Stations, and Elmo Ellis,
manager of programming and production at Cox's WSB Atlanta. The
new book is the second revised edition of a work that was first published 10 years ago.
Here are excerpts from two chapters, "New Concepts in Broadcasting" and "The Future of Radio".
Today's average listener tunes in
more to a station than to a specific
program. A housewife or a businessman rarely remembers the names of
radio shows nowadays, but most
people can recognize the sound of a
favorite station even when dialing
for it blindfolded.
What is good, modern radio?
Good radio today is bright and
original and has a definite character.
You should know a station the moment you hear it. If it properly combines good equipment, good production and programming, capable personnel, and a sincere broadcasting
philosophy, the result is pleasant
and rewarding for the listener.
Good radio today is flexible.
When events develop anywhere at
any time, radio swings to cover them,
Vtr standards

okayed

by NAB advisory group
Standards for video tape leaders
(monochrome) were endorsed for operational use at a Sept. 26 meeting of
the NAB Tv Advisory Committee. Willard A. Michaels, WJBK-TV Detroit,
is committee chairman.
The standards approved by the group
are those of the Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. They have
been submitted to the American Standards Assn. Technical details specify that
audio and video information preceding
and following recorded program material should specify minimum lengths of
tape required for threading and wraparound.
NAB's committee is responsible for
development of operational standards
for tape usage whereas the SMPTE
group deals with purely technical standards. Other topics discussed at the Sept.
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of

modern

radio

usually in brief, frequent reports.
Good radio is brought home with
local voices, local on-the-spot coverage, and local angles.
Good radio is consistent and efficient. Features should come on the
air like clockwork seven days a week,
and should be geared to the needs
and convenience of the listener.
Good radio is serious about its responsibilities and its opportunities
for service.
Good radio is sensitive showmanship, every hour catering to the listener's finer instincts with imaginative touches, inspiring thoughts,
stimulating ideas, humorous tidbits,
and serious challenges.
Good radio is intimate, friendly,
pleasing around the clock.
Good radio is smoothly produced
with high quality equipment and an
appreciation of the advantages accruing from fm, short-wave, hi-fi,
and stereo.
Good radio is created with a respect for quality and sold with a respect for the rate card.
Good radio is strongly and honestly promoted on the air, in print,
and anywhere and everywhere that
it will convey a truthful forceful
message.
Good radio is the reflected sound
of a bright, alert, and happy staff,
all of whom are truly neighbors and
good citizens of the community.
You cannot accomplish all this
overnight, but it can be done by any
sized station in any town or city.

26 meeting were standard tape terminology; physical marking and identification; a form for the identifying slate
preceding program material and specifications for exact timing for taped
commercials and the use of operable
reels in trans-shipping.
Others attending the meeting were
Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV Raleigh,
N.C.; Kenneth Tredwell, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N.C.; Stokes Gresham,
WISH-TV Indianapolis; Raymond I.
Bowley, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
and Charles E. Corcoran, NBC-TV.
Representing NAB were Charles H.
Tower, tv vice president; George W.
Bartlett, assistant engineering manager
and Dan W. Shields, assistant to the tv
vice president.
■

Media

reports

Teacher testing ■ The board of trustees
of Ohio State U., Columbus, has approved a$25,500 appropriation for a

And it can be done by everyone on
your team if the climate around
your station is favorable.
Change Is Constant ■ Broadcasters must accept change as not only
inevitable, but desirable. We should
strive to understand what the public
wants and expects. Management
must realize that public tastes change,
often rapidly in this twentieth century, but the public never loses its
interest in good taste and good common sense. If stations are programmed and sold honestly and aggressively, radio will continue to be
a dynamic mass medium for years
to come.
Through all the many changes
that have occurred in radio, the
basic cycle of the American broadcasting system remains unaltered:
Better programming makes listeners;
listeners are circulation; circulation
makes for effective advertising; effective advertising means increased
revenue; and increased revenue
makes possible better programming.
The dominant radio stations of
the future will be staffed by people
who know their market, their audiences, their advertisers. These staff
members will be alert, perceptive, and
endowed with empathy, the ability
to do more than understand, to also
feel so closely what listeners want
and need that they are able to translate this understanding into strong
programming.
What kind of programming will
we hear? It will never be a static
commodity. Progressive broadcasters
— those who specialize and those
who offer a variety of programs —
new research study of tv as a teaching
medium. A closed-circuit studio will be
established on campus with classrooms
equipped to receive the program. Certain students will be taught by television
only. Some will have the benefit of the
teacher's presence. Other students will
be instructed by both methods. Tests
will then be given all students and the
effects which the teaching process has
on them will be measured. The success
of the experiment will determine the
future course of tv instruction.
Editorial action ■ An editorial proposal
broadcast by WERI Westerly. R. I., on
Sept. 2 resulted in the adoption of a
town ordinance.
When WERI learned at 1 a.m. that
three teenagers died instantly as their
sports car hit a utility pole in Westerly,
Augustine L. Cavallaro, station manager, prepared an editorial calling for
a ban on teenage after-dark joyriding
in the town. By late afternoon the staBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

will amplify through their transmitters the basic interests of the community. They will be primarily local
radio services, but they will be
broadened and enriched by voices
and sounds and ideas from all over
the world, and even from outer
space. There will be a growing demand for creative minds, who can
explore these new dimensions with
exciting programs. Radio will reawaken to the richness and wonder
of the human voice, as it speaks
words that are wise or witty or keyed
to topics of the times. Radio will develop public interest in music of
many types from many lands. And
radio will inevitably be a leader in
unshackling the minds of people
everywhere as it combats ignorance,
prejudice, and apathy with its news
and editorial voice.
And what of the formulas, the
song rating systems, the frantic news
reports, the rigidly regimented, assembly line concepts that have developed in broadcasting? Will they
persist? If history is any indication,
the fads and fashions of today will
fade away before the new styles of
tomorrow. Only that which is intrinsic to good radio will remain.
Tight production, clever writing, intelligent planning, continuity of
thought, and consistency of effort,
are some of the basics that will be
preserved.
Maturing Medium ■ Reams of
propaganda to the contrary, there is
still no real proof that radio must appeal to a low mentality, or that it
should follow the dictates of its least
capable listeners. Nor does any proof
tion was reported to have received
hundreds of calls in support of the proposal. The town council met in emergency session at 8 p.m. and passed an
ordinance "prohibiting joyriding by
youthful drivers under 18 years of age
within the town of Westerly after 1 1
p.m.." First time violators will be referred to their parents and subsequent
violations may be brought before juvenile court.
Olympic champion ■ CBS was honored with an award from the National
Assn. of Travel Organizations for its
outstanding news coverage of the 1960
Winter Olympic Games at Squaw Valley, Calif. The award was one of seven
presented at the association's 20th convention for significant services to travel.
Aid to students ■ KTSA San Antonio,
Tex., has established two full scholarships at San Antonio's Trinity U. Proceeds from a record hop were used to
establish the educational fund.
BROADCA STING, October 3, 1960

land, N.Y., 20 votes were cast against
Local 1212, Radio & Television Broadcast Engineers (IBEW), seven votes for
the union.

Mr. Reinsch

Mr. Ellis

Authors of practical guide
exist that radio is or should be a
background sound. Radio has every
right to be — and courageous broadcasters will see that it is — a dynamic
voice serving active listeners and reputable advertisers.
The final evaluation of each station by the audience will not be on
the basis of whether it is "modern"
or "old-fashioned" but whether it is
a "good" station or a "bad" one,
whether it is a "leader" or merely
a "follower" of the easy, expedient
course.
Broadcasters who only scratch the
surface of real service to the public
will inevitably be washed away at
some future date. If they plant no
seeds, if they develop no roots, they
cannot expect to live and flourish indefinitely intheir own area.
Sincerity can never be replaced
by cynicism, and trustworthiness will
never give way to unreliability. More
than ever before, the outstanding
radio station of the future will be a
first rate citizen, a loyal and dependable contributor to the progress of
the community in which it operates.
New addition ■ As part of its expansion program Feltis/ Dove/ Dever/ Cannon Inc., Seattle, has opened new offices in Portland, Ore., under the name
Feltis/ Gunn Inc. James A. Gunn, formerly with Ziv Tv Films and prior to
that general manager of KVAN Vancouver, Wash., is vice president and
general manager of the radio-tv representative firm's new office. The company has announced a new marketing
division will be included in its expansion plans for Portland.
IBEW at KMOX-TV ■ A unit of production and maintenance employes at
KMOX-TV St. Louis (CBS o&o) has
elected International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers as bargaining agent,
according to a certification to National
Labor Relations Board from the regional office. The union received the
two valid votes cast, according to
NLRB. In an election at VIP Radio
Inc. (WFYI) Garden City, Long Is-

Bi-nation scholarships ■ XETV (TV)
Tijuana-San Diego has established two
annual scholarships — one to be awarded to a student north of the border,
the other to a student south of the
border, according to Julian M. Kaufman, vice president and general manager. He said XETV had provided a
regular schedule of educational programs in addition to its other programs
and that the scholarships were intended
as a climax to this venture.
Tall tower ■ Work has been completed
on the KFSV-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
1,676.55 foot tower, described as the
tallest man-made structure on Earth.
The nickel-alloy steel tower, in 30-foot
triangular sections, stands on a concrete
base supported by 18 guy cables. Other
statistics: guy lines measure nearly 5
miles in length; over 2Va million pounds
of concrete and steel were used; and it
takes 20 minutes to get from top to
bottom by elevator. Construction time:
IVi months.
UN active
Day plans
and tvofwill
take
an
role in■ Radio
celebration
United
Nations Day Oct. 24. A committee of
NAB and UN officials is planning for
the occasion. Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, chairman of the
NAB Policy Committee, has pledged
support of both member and nonmember stations in the effort to emphasize the importance of the UN to
world peace.
Science fellowship ■ WBKB (TV)
Chicago, in cooperation with the local
board of education, plans to offer a
$1,000 fellowship award in conjunction
with its new fall series Expedition Science. The science award will be presented next spring to a Chicago high
school student who excels in scientific
achievements, according to Sterling C.
Quinlan, ABC vice president in charge
of WBKB, and Benjamin C. Willis, general superintendent of the Chicago public school system. The programs, slated
to debut Oct. 4 on a rotating third-week
basis, are designed to document major
scientific work done in the area and
spotlight outstanding public school science students. They will be hosted by
commentator Norman Ross and produced by Rose-McElroy Productions.
Good works rewarded ■ A certificate
of commendation was awarded Morton
J. Wagner, executive vice president of
Bartell Broadcasting and general manager of KYA San Francisco, for outstanding service to the people of Osaka,
Japan. The award was presented by
San Francisco's mayor, George Christo71

pher, on behalf of the Civic Committee of the State Dept., endorsed by
President Eisenhower's People to
People Program. Under the program,
KYA sent Osaka, its "sister city," a
sizeable shipment of pharmaceutical
products to be used for public welfare
work. Mayor Christopher added his
official commendation to Mr. Wagner
and KYA.
Closed sessions ■ As part of a documentary series on the problems of smalltown government, KHOU-TV Houston
sought permission to televise the public meeting of the mayor and city council at Deer Park, Tex. The mayor and
the council had been embroiled in political strife. The five councilmen turned
down the station's request even though
the mayor had offered his cooperation.
Fm plans ■ Construction has started
on WRFD-FM Worthington-Columbus,
Ohio, on the site of the WRFD-AM
studios. The new Peoples Broadcasting
Corp. outlet will operate on 97.9 mc
with an ERP of 186 kw. It is scheduled
to go on the air Jan. 1, 1961. According
to Peoples' President Herbert E. Evans,
the fm station will make it possible for
WRFD-AM-FM to broadcast full time
with a 6 a.m. sign-on and a 1 a.m. signoff. He further stated the new station
will broadcast "an interesting and varied series of programs with some experimental ventures into certain types
of specific programming."
Physician honored ■ WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y., has presented its annual
Merit Award for Meritorious Achievement to Dr. Michael J. Crino of Rochester. A 14-man award board each
year selects an individual who has made
a significant contribution to community
enrichment. This board is comprised of
business, social, religious and educational leaders. Dr. Crino was cited for
his many years of service at the Lewis
Street Center (social welfare settlement) and for his "monumental organizational and coordination job" in establishing polio vaccine clinics for children and young adults in 1959.
Down-East network ■ Six New England radio stations have formed the
New England Merchandising Network
to offer food and drug advertisers a
complete advertising package. Jim
Keough, sales manager of WFEA Manchester, N.H., is managing director.
NEMN offers the advertiser one and
two weekends of aisle or dump displays, shelf-talkers during the course
of the entire campaign, special promotions by wholesalers, bus cards, window
displays, direct mailings to grocers, perreprethe network's are
sonal contacts by Sales
at
offices
sentatives, etc.
WFEA and Foster & Creed, Boston.
Member stations are WFEA; WGAN
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Portland, Me.; WCCM Lawrence;
WHAV Haverhill; WFGM Fitchburg.
all Massachusetts, and WWNH Rochester, N.H.
Heartytion, a tvcongratulations
■ A radio were
stastation and a newspaper
awarded mahogany hearts with sterlingsilver inscribed plaques in appreciation
of their public service effort for the
Indiana Heart Assn. WOWO Fort
Wayne, WFBM-TV Indianapolis and
the Hagerstown (Ind.) Exponent were
the recipients.
Newspaper buy ■ The Wichita Eagle,
Wichita, Kan., has bought its rival the
Wichita Beacon. The consideration was
not announced. The Eagle owns KFHAM-FM in the south central Kansas
city. Marcellus Murdock, president of
the Eagle, said the Beacon would continue to be published until details of a
combined operation can be completed.
Stone
NAB

to direct
Radio

Code

NAB's Radio Code, a three-decade
document that recently was bolstered
with enforcement provisions, will have
its first administrator starting
Nov. 1. Charles
M . Stone,
bro adcaster
with a quartercentury of experience, will
direct code affairs. He reports
to John F .
Meagher, NAB
radio vice presiMr. Stone
dent.
Under the new self -regulatory document Mr. Stone will work on a monitoring program to insure compliance
by the code's member and non-member
subscribers. Policy guidance is provided by the new nine-member Radio
Code Board headed by Cliff Gill, president-general manager of KEZY Anaheim, Calif.
Mr. Stone, 45, is a native of Greenville, S.C. He has lived since 1936 in
Jacksonville, Fla. He entered radio as
an announcer at WJBY Gadsden, Ala.,
moving two years later to WMBR
Jacksonville. During World War II he
produced daily radio newscasts as a
Navy Seabee in the Pacific. Returning to
WMBR, he moved up to general sales
manager for radio-tv. When the Washington Post Co. acquired the property
he was elected vice president for tv
administration, directing sales, programming, promotion and studio engineering. In 1959 he joined Mason, Dow &
Stone, advertising agency, as a partner.
He is a Broadcast Pioneer and a past
president of the Jacksonville Ad Club.

AB-PT

earnings

up

Third-quarter earnings for American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theartres,
paced by television, are expected to
mount well above last year, contributing
to what is predicted as a record year,
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
AB-PT, told the Boston Society of Security Analysts last week. He said ABCTV had a 22% increase in gross time
billings in 1959 and an 18% increase
the first seven months of this year.
Primary affiliates number 110, covering
88% of U.S. television homes. He
claimed first place in share of the threenetwork audience in prime evening
hours in 50 measured markets.
WSVL's target date
November is the target date for
WSVL Shelbyville, Ind., to go on the
air, according to R.D. Ingram, president, The station will operate on 1520
kc with 250 w. Studios and tower will
be located IV2 miles north of Shelbyville on Morristown Rd. H.T. Parrott
is vice president and J.W. Pickett is
secretary-treasurer of Shelby County
Broadcasting Co., the licensee. It was
announced that John A. Hartnett will be
general manager and Benny Colyer will
be chief engineer.
WICU-TV
to go ABC
WICU-TV Erie, Pa., will switch its
primary affiliation from NBC to ABC
next May, it was announced last week.
The station at present is a secondary
affiliated of ABC, with primary NBC
affiliation. This is the eighth station
in four months to realign primary affiliation in favor of ABC-TV, Julius
Barnathan, network vice president for
affiliated stations, said. Edward Lamb,
president of the station, saluted ABCTV's "pattern of growth, of upsurge."
WICU-TV is on ch. 12 in a two-station
city. WSEE (TV) Erie is on ch. 35,
with primary CBS affiliation, secondary
ABC.
■
Rep appointments
■ WCKR Miami; KANS IndependenceKansas City: WHIS-AM-TV Bluefield,
W.Va.; KABL San Francisco and
WYSL Buffalo: Clarke Brown Co.,
Dallas, as regional representative.
■ KDOK
Co.

Tyler, Tex. : John E. Pearson

■ KIMO Hilo, Hawaii: Breen & Ward,
N.Y.
■ WWSR St. Albans, Vt.: New England
Spot Sales, Boston, as regional representative.
■ WADC Akron, Ohio: Bernard Howard & Co., N.Y.
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YOUR

Low

ROYAL

COACHMAN

cost jets to California,

Chicago,

Detroit,

New

Washington,

You'll save time when you fly American Airlines' 707
Jet Flagships ! New York is only 5 hours 5 minutes
away from Los Angeles, for instance !
You'll save money when you fly Royal Coachman
— American's economy jet service. For ten little dollars more than regular transcontinental coach flights,
you can go Royal Coachman jet. Here are some
sample fares: between San Francisco or Los Angeles
and New York, $119.15; New York-Dallas, $76.25;

CALL

AMERICAN

York,

JET

Arizona,

Boston,

Dallas,

AWAITS!

Philadelphia
Fort

Worth

Chicago-Los Angeles or San Francisco, $91.35. All
fares plus tax.
You ride in deep, roomy seats. Two trained stewardesses serve you constantly. Enjoy magnificent
complimentary meals (like beef cooked in wine),
special baggage system for faster delivery— and fly
on the world's most proven jetliner — the 707.
For reservations, see your Travel Agent or call
American Airlines — first choice of experienced travelers.

AIRLINES*

AMERICA'S
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GOVERNMENT
HARTFORD
All members

of FCC

The FCC last week decided to meet
the Hartford pay tv issue head-on.
It ordered an en banc hearing starting Oct. 24 on the application of RKO
General Inc. for permission to institute subscription television on a trail
basis in Hartford, Conn.
At the same time the commission approved as parties to this proceeding
RKO General's Hartford Phonevision
Co., the Connecticut Committee Against
Pay Tv and five Hartford theatre owners. Hartford Phonevision Co. is the
licensee of ch. 18 WHCT (TV) in
that city, the station to be used in the
toll tv test.
The five theatres are Stanley-Warner,
Loew's, Connecticut Theatres, Manchester Drive-In Theatre Corp. and
Outdoor Theatres Corp.
In an order released last Thursday
the commission set the issues and
named the limitations on witnesses and
cross examination.

Paythetv entertainment
■ The "greatest
revolution"
in
industry
since
the invention of the motion picture
camera. That's what Ralph Edwards,
m.c. of NBC-TV's This is Your Life
(c above) foresees as pay tv's effect,
when and if it becomes a reality. And
he predicts it will come "sooner than
we think." However, Mr. Edwards
is optimistic. He says "tv as we know
it will
stronger than
ever." as the
The berevolution
will come
result of the fact that in a single
night, a motion picture producer
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PAY

TV

will hear

RKO

PROBE
General

The issues were framed to meet the
obvious question: Does the Hartford
application meet the requirements set
out by the FCC in its Third Report on
applying for a trial pay tv demonstration? (The Third Report was issued
March 23, 1959.)
That the FCC is serious about keeping the hearing within bounds was
evident in the limitations it placed
upon witnesses and on cross examination. The hearing will be open only to
those who have a legal right to participate, the order stated.
In carrying out this tough policy the
commission turned down the request
of the nationwide, theatre-sponsored
Joint Committee Against Pay Tv to
appear as a party. This committee has
no rights in the Hartford proceeding,
the FCC said, because the application
involves only the Hartford area.
In setting the pay tv application for
a hearing before the commission as a

could, through pay tv, get his entire
production costs back, in addition to
a "huge" profit, Mr. Edwards said.
And, with the need for a different
production every day, "the greatest
flood of work and period of prosperity that the theatrical profession
has ever known," would result, he
continued.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.) (1 above) commented, "He's
going to be my first witness next
year." Washington's Gov. Albert D.
Rosellini is at right, above.

IS

application

SET
for test

whole, the FCC obviously was impressed by the argument for this type
of procedure advanced by RKO General in the interest of speed.
Opposed to this type of hearing were
the two theatre owner committees. They
had asked that the application be handled routinely, before an examiner, in
a complete evidentiary hearing.
The commission held that it would be
better for the application to be handled
under an en banc procedure than under
its normal practice. "Having responsibility for a decision in the matter,"
the FCC stated, "we are persuaded that
we can in this case derive more help
and assistance from an opportunity to
hear the parties directly than to rely
on a record compiled in hearing in
which the members of the commission
could not directly participate."
Pierson and Cohn Pleased ■ RKO
General's pleasure
at the
commission's
procedural
action was
expressed
by its
Washington counsel, W. Theodore Pierson. Stating he was "very pleased," Mr.
Pierson noted that by this action RKO
General and the other parties can address themselves directly to the "decision makers".
Marcus
Cohn, Washington counsel
for the Connecticut committee and theatre owners, expressed equal pleasure.
"For the first time since pay tv
was proposed," he said, "the seven commissioners, and Congress, will hear actual testimony and answers to crossexamination from people who are
involved." Mr. Cohn recalled that previous proceedings on toll tv were handled mostly through paper presentations
or through lawyers for the protagonists
or objectors.
The FCC's attitude toward the whole
question of pay tv was summed up in
one paragraph in the order last week.
This read as follows:
The Commission shares the awareness of the
television industry, the Congress and the public,
of the great importance of the basic issues raised
by proposals that a charge be imposed on the
general grams.public
the ofreception
of televisionof proAt eachforstage
our consideration
the
matter great care has been taken to assay the
claims, on the one hand, that subscription television would significantly enhance the selection of
program matter available to the public under the
present system and on the other hand, the fears
of opponents that a subscription television service
would not significantly supplement but rather
would
impair the "free"
service
now available.
no circumstances
would the
Commission
considerIn
approval of subscription television on a trial basis
or any other basis if it were shown that the
rendition of subscription television services would
— as has been asserted by opponents — black out
free television or reduce it to a negligible service.
As heretofore in the course of our eight-year-long
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

examination of the proposals for subscription television service, we desire to give the closest scrutiny vision
to anyauthorization
possibilitymight
that have
any this
subscription
teleor any other
substantially adverse effect upon the public interest.
The commission emphasized that it
was not attempting to cover the broader
question of subscription tv on a national basis. This, it noted, will be the
subject of a future hearing.
First Real Application ■ One of the
reasons why it is setting up the procedure the way it is, the FCC said, is
because "for the first time [there is]
available for our consideration specific
details for a proposed trial operation
including the text of agreements which
set out mutual undertakings and understanding among all the major participants . . ."
The application for a pay tv test in
Hartford was filed last June by RKO
General Inc.
In conjunction with Zenith Radio
Corp., Chicago radio-tv manufacturer
which has plumped for subscription tv
virtually since the beginning of commercial television in 1945, RKO General proposed to run a three-year test
of toll tv. It offered to spend up to $10
million in presenting "box office attractions" tothe viewing public for a
fee, using the Zenith Phonevision system of on-the-air pay tv. These programs would supplement regular programming, RKO General said, not supplant it. WHCT would be operated as a
regular tv station, except for a few
hours a day when pay tv would be presented.
RKO General bought the Hartford
uhf station last June for this very purpose. It paid $150,000 plus $242,200
for a 10 year lease of the physical
property. The transfer also included
an agreement to buy the property after
four years for $570,000.
The FCC began its consideration of
subscription tv in 1952 when Zenith
filed a petition asking that pay tv be
authorized. A three-year study followed.
This culminated in a rule-making notice
in 1955, which brought down upon the
FCC the largest deluge of comments in
its history. In 1957 the commission
asked for further comments on the advisability of authorizing limited trial
operation. Late that year it adopted the
idea of limited tests and invited applications.
An outcry against pay tv, particularly
in Congress, caused the FCC in February 1958 to announce it would withhold action on any application (although
none was filed) until after Congress
had considered various bills then pending. In March 1959 the commission issued its Third Report setting out the
criteria for pay tv tests and inviting applications.
There had been speculation all
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

Profile of a FCC lawyer
Cross. He also has been an attorney
Louis C. Stephens, named as FCC
counsel in what many believe will
in
the Broadcast
standards
division.Bureau's
He is rules
now and
the
be pyrotechnic hearings on subscription tv, is an
chief attorney in that division, with
the title of assistant chief. This is the
earnest, perceptive
and hard working
office
that writes regulations and
ing.
FCC lawyer who
engineering standards for broadcasthas handled the
legal end of many
Lou Stephens was born 46 years
touchy broadcast
ago in New York City. He was
problems in the
graduated from Roanoke College,
last few years.
Salem, Va., received a law degree
He was the prinfrom George Washington U. in
cipal Broadcast Bureau adviser on
1941. He was a captain in the Air
legislative matters to both FCC
Force in World War II, serving with
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
the Air Transport Command.
and John C. Doerfer. He was the
Following the end of the war, Mr.
draftsman of proposed and final
Stephens served the United Nations
rules on such significant proceedings
Relief Administration and the Interas the clear channel case, all three
national Refugee Organization in
of the pay tv documents, and the orvarious legal capacities in London,
ders establishing vhf boosters and
Paris and Geneva. He returned to
repeaters, as well as the commisthe United States in December, 1952
sion's position on catv.
In his six years at the FCC he has and was on the legal staff of the Office of Price Administration for a
had a dual career. He was legal
assistant to two commissioners, the year until he joined the FCC in
late Frieda Hennock and John S. July 1954.

through the summer and earlier in September that the FCC was considering
holding a general inquiry. This was the
plan, it was understood, when the FCC
was not sure that it could properly
hold an en banc hearing on the application without raising questions of legal
rights to other parties. In issuing last
week's order, the commission presumably felt the procedure would stand up
in court.
Five Day Hearing ■ The FCC hearing will start Oct. 24 and will run for
five consecutive days, if necessary.
Those wishing to participate must
file a written request with the commission by Oct. 10. They must tell the
commission (1) on whose behalf they
to appear, (2) the "specific" inintend terest
of the person, organization or
other group to be represented, (3) how
their participation will help the FCC to
evaluate the Hartford Phonevision application, and (4) the amount of time
exclusive of cross-examination requested
for the appearance.
The FCC said that it would announce the list of witnesses as soon
after Oct. 10 as possible.
Witnesses will be cross-examined by
commissioners, commission counsel and
counsel for those who have been approved for appearances. Oral summations not exceeding 30 minutes by commission counsel and by private counsel
will be permitted. Both commission
counsel and other lawyers will be al-

lowed to file proposed findings of fact
and conclusions, briefs and memoranda of law, no later than Dec. 1.
Where individuals have something
to contribute, the FCC said, but do not
meet the qualifications for standing,
brief appearances, not exceeding 10
minutes will be arranged.
These are the issues in the Hartford
application hearing:
(1) forms
Whether
the conditions
proposed set
trialoutoperation
conwith all the
in the Third
Report on subscription television in Docket No.
11279 for the conduct of trial subscription television operations.
(2) Whether the conduct of the trial subscription television operation proposed at Hartford
would deprive viewers of television program services which may otherwise be expected to be available under the established system of television
broadcasting
without the payment of a direct
charge.
(3) Whether the conduct of the trial subscription television operation proposed at Hartford
wouldsionadversely
broadcasting affect
industry.competition in the televi(4) Whether the conduct of the trial subscription television operation proposed at Hartford
would impair the free exercise, by the station
licensee, of discretion necessary to the discharge
of its responsibility to the public in all respects,
including: (a) the selection, rejection, and scheduling of all matter transmitted by the station,
and (b) reasonableness of charges and conditions
imposed upon subscribing members of the public
for the installation, maintenance and use of decoding equipment, and the reception of subscription
programs.
(5) Whether, in the light of the information
submitted in the pending application, the findings
made and conclusions reached with respect to the
foregoing issues, and the objectives of trial subscription television operations as set out in the
Commission's First and Third Reports in Docket
No. 11279, the public interest would be served75
by authorizing the operation as proposed, or as
otherwise limited or conditioned."
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MILEAGE
proposal

to trim separation rules for drop-ins
Strong reasons supporting and opposthat ABC has "long urged" the commission to adopt interim policies which
ing the FCC*s proposals to issue dispen- would permit the establishment of at
sations from heretofore rigidly enleast three competitive services in each
forced mileage proposals on tv channel
of the first 100 to 125 tv markets, the
allocations were filed last week.
network noted that an interim policy
Deadline for comments to the commission's rule-making notice, issued last must be tailored to accomplish "inJanuary, to modify existing minimum
terim objectives only" and that waivers
mileage separations in special cases to of mileage separations must be limited
permit the assignment of a vhf chan- to those situations where they are essential to fulfill immediate needs.
nel, was last Friday.
To
protect
existing services, ABC
As of Thursday a handful of comments were filed with the bulk due on
recommended adoption of the FCC's
Friday.
proposal that short-spaced stations be
required to utilize directional antennas
Favoring the commission idea were
ABC, Storer Broadcasting Co. and a so that the effect upon existing stations
number of non-television entities which
will be no greater than that from stations meeting all separation requireurged specific assignments in their localities.
ments.
ABC further stated that the comStrongly opposing the proposals were
major broadcasters lead by the Assn. of
mission's criteria for short separations
Maximum Service Telecasters. In this are generally
sound and that the network is in accord with proposed new
group was Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.
engineering rules and standards.
To illustrate what could be accomHighlights of early comments and
some to be officially filed Friday were
plished by the application of the inas follows:
terim allocations policy, ABC filed summary descriptions of specific allocation
The commission's proposals found
recommendations for 14 of the major
strong favor with the American Broadcasting Company. In comments stating markets in which a third channel "is

In Roanoke
the

Selling

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
Wig-wagging will get you
^nowhere, but your selling message
on WDBJ-TV will go into over
400,000 homes in Virginia, N.
Carolina and W. Va. ... a rich
and growing Television Market of
nearly 2,000,000 people.
You can sell like sixty on seven.
In Roanoke, seven is WDBJ-TV . . .
best in sight, day or night, for higher
ratings at lower cost. Your only
station in this area offering CBS
network shows — plus superior local
programming, p/us hard-hitting
merchandising assistance.
ASK YOUR PGW COLONEL
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke/ Virginia
-TV
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WDBJ

essential to competitive network operation." These markets included Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo, Mich.; Louisville,
Ky.; Syracuse, N.Y.-Johnstown-Altoona. Pa.; Rochester, N.Y.; Birmingham. Ala.; Raleigh-Durham, N.C.;
Charlotte, N.C.; Providence, R.I.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Wheeling, W.Va.-Steubenville. Ohio; Baton Rouge, La.; Knoxville. Tenn., and Dayton, Ohio.
AMST Agin' ■ AMST opposed the
whole concept of drop-ins at less than
present minimum mileage separations
on a number of grounds:
■ Such a move would cause loss or
degraded service to a large rural and
small town audience now receiving good
tv service, without any provision to rea There
place it. is no need to upset the present engineering standards to force extra
vhf channels into areas since the great
bulk of the population of the United
States is receiving tv service — in fact,
90% or more of all tv homes can receive at least three tv stations.
■ Even under present regulations,
most tv stations are actually farther
apart than the minimum requires.
AMST showed, in a selected sampling
of 12 representative market areas, covering 166 stations, that all but three
exceed the minimum mileage separations.
In a chart on all ch. 8 assignments J
in Zone I, where the minimum separation is 170 miles, all stations but two
exceed this distance — some having as j
much as 300 or more miles co-channel.
Should the FCC feel impelled to institute vhf drop-ins, AMST said, it
should not open a general land rush,
but should on its own specify what
cities
hadvhfthechannel.
"very greatest
for
an extra
The FCC,need"
AMST
said, should call for recommendations
for drop-ins with required supporting
data to indicate the need and hard engineering factors. It should then determine just which markets should receive
an additional vhf, and refuse to consider any further suggestions.
Unless this is done, AMST said, the
commission will be faced with a snowballing demand for exemptions from
the mileage criteria which could end up
today.
by
destroying tv service as it is known
The AMST filing, a 92-page printed
document plus as many pages of exhibits, attacked ABC's championship
of vhf drop-ins by asserting that the
network has claimed as long ago as
March 1959 that it had live coverage
of 90% of U.S. television homes and
that in that year ABC-TV President
Oliver Treyz stated that a third vhf in
seven cities would take care of the network's problems.
Storer Broadcasting Co. asked the
FCC to drop in one or two vhf assignBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

YOU'RE
merits in 25 of the top 100 markets —
using 115-mile separations for co-channels and keeping the present 60-mile
adjacent channel separations [At Deadline, Sept. 26].
Storer said its plan would put 3 vhfs
in 86 markets, 2 vhfs in 4 cities, 1 vhf
in 4 cities and 6 cities would have 3
or more uhfs.
Storer asked the 115-mile separation
minimum to prohibit "further derogation" of the tv system by other requests
and suggested a two-year "moratorium"
(freeze) on further short-spacing requests, after finalization of the present
proposal,
"evaluate" inoperations
directionalto antennas
view of with
the
scant experience with directionals. Storer would require drop-in stations to
furnish a series of proof-of-performance reports to protected outlets.
The Storer plan asks assignment
changes in seven geographical areas.
The plan would add 1 vhf in 2 1 markets
and 2 in four cities.
The Storer proposal would add a
third vhf to such markets as Hartford,
Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids, Birmingham, Charlotte, Louisville, Dayton,
Prodivence, Syracuse, Toledo and
Rochester and to 11 other markets. It
would add two vhfs to Binghamton,
Austin, Tex., Topeka and Macon, Ga.,
all one-vhf cities. It would overlook
Raleigh, N.C., Knoxville, Tenn., Columbus, Ga., and Augusta, Ga., twovhf cities.
Long Range View ■ Comments filed
by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
stated that any "compromise" of existing standards, even on an interim basis,
must be approached with consideration
for the long-range public interest. The
firm noted that in setting up the allocation table and in all subsequent adjustments, the commission used rulemaking
proceedings which set forth the exact
changes proposed. In this instance,
however, the commission sets out only
general standards to be applied to future changes in the allocation table.
WBC believes that the public interest would best be served by following the old procedures and it urged
the commission to issue specific rulemaking proposals setting forth the exact location and nature of "all proposed
changes" in the allocation table following a specific set of limitations. WBC
also suggested that the commission's
proposals concerning service fields
be adopted, but opposed the proposals
concerning adjacent channel separation
and the use of tv DA systems.
WXIX-TV (ch. 18) Milwaukee,
Wis., did not like the proposal, but
recognized the fact such a policy might
well become part of the commission's
rules. In light of this, the station suggested that the commission give consideration tothe possibility of waiving
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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KOLN-TV!

This is Lincoln-Land — KOLN-TVs NCS
No.
Figures show
percentages
of TV
homes3. reached
weekly,
day or night.
KOLN-TV DELIVERS THE
MAXIMUM AUDIENCE IN NEBRASKA*
Gunsmoke
69,700 homes
Father Knows Best. . 77,700 homes
6:00 p.m. News. .. 76,000 homes
10:00 p.m. News. .64,000 homes
■ February Lincoln NSI

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZ00
WKZ0 RADIO — KALAMAZO0-SATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEf-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZ0O
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

You might be surprised at just how big
Nebraska's other big market — LincolnLand — really is, and at how economically
it can be reached via KOLN-TV.
During prime 6 to 9 p.m. viewing time,
57,000 Lincoln-Land homes tune in
KOLN-TV according to latest Nielsen.
Compare that with any other station in
Nebraska.
Then compare cost-per-thousand figures
for nighttime network shows.
Avery-Knodel can fill in the other
details on KOLN-TV— Official Basic CBS
Outlet for South Central Nebraska and
Northern Kansas.

K0LNTV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avtry-Knodel, Inc., ExcfusiV* National fiepreienfofiVc,
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Pay tv's horoscope
WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.,
an entertainment revolution in America— the kind of revolution that
will begin subscription tv operations
within six months after the FCC auAmerica is famous for — bringing
something new and better to more
thorizes the test. This was the prediction of Ted Leitzell, public relations
people
zell said.at lower cost . . .," Mr. Leitdirector of Zenith Radio Corp.,
Movie
operators who are opposing
speaking to the Hartford Rotary
Club last Monday (see page 74).
pay tv, the Zenith spokesman said,
The ch. 18 station, Mr. Leitzell
are
tion. motivated by fear of competisaid, will begin transmitting PhoneviZenith is allied with RKO General
sion programs when 2,000 homes
have decoders installed.
Inc., owner of WHCT, in the pay tv
trial. RKO General plans to spend
'"We believe that 10 years from
now, the whole nation will look back
up to $10 million for the three-year
on the beginning of subscription tv
demonstration,
Phonehere in Hartford as the beginning of vision system ofusing
toll Zenith's
tv.

the present "duopoly" rules in critical
markets and assigning short-spaced
vhf channels to existing uhf licensees
who would telecast on both uhf and
vhf channels until such time as a long
range allocations plan is put into effect
This, in conjunction with pending legconcerning would
the "essential"
allchannel islation
receivers,
ensure both
the survival of uhf in intermixed markets and the perpetuation of uhf tv
until its broadcast potential is developed, the station stated.
WXIX-TV also noted, however, that
no interim policy can be put into effect,
at present, "without prejudicing the direction of the long-range determina-

NEWEST DESIGN ADVANCE
IN PROFESSIONAL RECORDERS
Trade in your present recorder: Call us
collect for details on trading in your
present recorder for a new PR-10.
PR-10-2: stereo/mono recorder—
for rack mounting $945
with portable case $995
PR-10-1: monophonic recorder
(half or full track) —
for rack mounting $845
with portable case $895
AMPEX is your first choice for lasting
economy and quality . . . HARVEY is
your most reliable source for AMPEX
equipment and parts.
HARVEY
RADIO
CO., INC.
103 West 43rd Street
New York 36, New York mm 2.£m
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WVUE (TV) New Orleans asked for
waiver of minimum mileage separation
requirements
so ch. 12, assigned to the
tion."
New Orleans area, may be granted
nearer to the city than the present assignment requirements. Under the present minimum separations, a ch. 12 station would have to be constructed at
some distance from the city and/ or require alow antenna or power to protect
co-channel WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.,
or satisfy aviation hazard requirements.
WVUE (TV) proposed a station to protect WJTV at less than minimum separation (162 miles), using either reduced
power or directional antenna.
Other Proposals ■ Charlotte Telecasters Inc. asked drop-in of ch. 1 1 at
Charlotte. N.C., and proposed to apply
for it and use a directional antenna to
protect co-channel stations WJHL-TV
Johnson City, Tenn. (Ill miles), and
WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C. (128 miles).
The firm's stockholders are local businessmen incorporated to ask for the
drop-in assignment.
Community First Corp. asked for
drop-in of ch. 10 at Jacksonville, Fla.,
for which it would apply. The firm
would use directional antenna to protect co-channel stations WALB-TV
Albany, Ga. (143 miles) and a pro-

posed television station at Largo, Fla.
(Tampa-St. Petersburg) (164 miles).
Community
First's stockholders are
local businessmen.
MIA Enterprises Inc., licensee of
KWBE Beatrice, Neb., filed comments
in favor of the commission's proposals.
They further asked that ch. 4 be assigned to Beatrice, a city with a uhf allocation that has not been applied for
and no vhf reservation at all.
Buckeye Broadcasting Corp. proposed a drop-in assignment of ch. 1 1
at Dayton, Ohio, and said a station
could be built with directional antenna
to protect co-channel stations WHASTV Louisville (134 miles) and WTOLTV Toledo (138 miles).
West Virginia-Ohio Broadcasting Co.
proposed
a ch. 3 drop-in at WheelingSteubenville.
Kentuckiana Broadcasting Corp. sugville,gestedKy. that ch. 6 be dropped-in to LouisBoth the last two companies are
composed of local businessmen planning
to apply if their recommendations are
accepted.
FCC

eyes

stations

spots;

must

explain

The FCC's "get tough" policy on programming and spot announcements is
getting tougher. Two stations, KORD
Pasco, Wash., and WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., were advised by the commission
last week that their applications for license renewal would have to go to
hearings because of promises-vs-performance differences on just such issues.
KORD was informed that the programming promises made in its application for a construction permit varied
from the actual performance as stated
in the station's application for license
renewal. The commission noted that
KORD had originally said that it would
devote time to agricultural, educational.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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In sound quality, in operating principle and in features, this is the compact professional
recorder

that will set the standards

for all others. New

in every detail and Ampex

throughout, the PR- 10 is all 'you expect of the name. It is a worthy companion of the big
Ampex recorders that make the master tapes of nearly all the recorded performances
sold in the world today. To a heritage of excellence, the PR-10
new

electrodynamic

quality performance

friction less tape handling system
in a compact

machine.

adds the completely

that makes

possible studio-

Your dealer has it. See it operate soon.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-2 stereo/monophonic model records and plays back stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue-track, selective track and mixed or unmixed two-microphone sound • PR-10-1
monophonic available full track or half track • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and accessory remote unit • New automatic 2 -second threading accessory, optional • All new compact
electronics • Professional monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, phone jacks and output circuits • Separate erase,
record and play heads * 4-track stereo playback optional on open fourth head position • Two speeds with options: 15 and
ips or 7 V2 ar|d 33/4 ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Electrodynamic tape handling for lowest flutter ever in a
portable/compact recorder ♦ Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack
mount * Dimensions for both models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders.

-« «
* _*3*

son
'» 1 *

PR-10

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write Dept. B-1.
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION • 934 Charter St. • Redwood City, Calif.
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FCC's option for short-term licensing
The FCC put some power behind
fluence on broadcast stations genthe punch last week when it put into
erally." This sentiment was echoed
effect an amendment to the rules last week when the amendment was
which gives it the authority to issue adopted.
licenses to radio or tv stations for
The commission noted that the
new rule will make it possible for
less than the normal three-year
period. Under the new ruling, short- that body to make "occasional" use
term licenses can be issued when it of shorter-term licenses in the case
is The
"in the
public interest."
which "requires obamendment
to the rules is the of any station
servation during a shorter period of
result of a rulemaking study begun
operation before being considered for
by the commission in March ( Broada normal-term license."
casting, March 7), which followed
The rule conforms to an amendment to the Communications Act
exposure of rigged quiz shows and
payola. The commission at that time
signed by President Eisenhower Sept.
13.
said that the rule "would not only
Commissioners Rosel Hyde and
have a bettering effect on the performance of the station involved but T.A.M. Craven dissented to last
would also have a beneficial in- week's action.
talk and miscellaneous programming
and would give 6% of its air time to
local live offerings. It also had proposed, according to the commission, a
limit of 700 commercial and 84 noncommercial spot announcements weekBasing its judgement on the composite week" reported in the renewal application, the commission told the station
that it appeared that only minimal
amounts of religious and agricultural

programming were broadcast, that no
time was devoted to educational or discussion programs and that no local live
shows were carried. Further, the commission noted, the composite-week log
showed that the station carried 1,631
commercial spot announcements and 41
non-commercial spots.
Also New Haven ■ Commercial spot
announcements were also a part of the
commission's consideration to desig-

nate for hearing the renewal application of WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
The station, which operates on 1300
kc with 1 kw fulltime power, was told
by the commission that in a previous
application for license renewal the station proposed broadcasting 1,052 commercial spot announcements per week.
However, the commission's letter noted
that WAVZ's 1960 application showed
that 2,369 such announcements were
ing.
used during the composite week. This,
said the FCC, showed cause for a hearIn the case of both stations, Commissioners Rosel Hyde, T.A.M. Craven
and Charles King dissented in the need
for the hearing procedure.
FCC

grants

in Boston

extension

ch. 5 case

The FCC last week gave Boston ch.
5 applicants a two-week extension, to
Oct. 1 2, on the deadline for filing briefs
in advance of the commission's reconsideration ofits 1957 grant to WHDH
Inc., that city.
The postponement was granted by
Commissioner John S. Cross on a motion by Greater Boston Television Corp.
The original deadline was Sept. 27.
Last week, also, a second Boston ch.
5 applicant asked that the FCC dismiss
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one of the original applicants because
it is no longer in existence. Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. filed a petition with the commission to dismiss the application of Allen B. DuMont Labs, on the ground DuMont
Labs, is now defunct. The Massachusetts Bay pleading said DuMont Labs,
went out of business in 1955 when its
broadcast properties were assigned to
Paramount Pictures Inc., and then to
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. The
set manufacturing division of DuMont
was acquired last July by Emerson Radio & Phonograph Co. and the remaining assets by Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., the pleading stated.
If the FCC agrees to this deletion, it
would leave only these three applicants
in the race for the Boston vhf channel.
In its July 14 decision the FCC found
that principals of the Boston HeraldTraveler (WHDH-TV) and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters had engaged in
off-the-record talks with then FCC
Chairman George C. McConnaughey
and others.
The Boston Herald-Traveler is fighting this decision before the FCC and in
the U. S. Court of Appeals. The FCC
has denied its request for a stay of its
order, but a petition for rehearing is still
pending. In its appeal to the circuit
court in Washington, the newspaper
charged that the FCC erred in voiding
its grant; it stated that the commission
could only recommend this action to the
court.

Philadelphia

civil

suit charges payola
A civil suit charging payola by 11
record distributors and 58 disc jockeys
was filed last week by Philadelphia District Attorney Victor H. Blanc in the
city's common pleas court. The suit
charges violation of the state's commercial bribery law, and resulted from
an eight month investigation.
Consent decrees were accepted by all
of the distributors and more than a
dozen disc jockeys. The consent judgments do not admit guilt.
More than 35 disc jockeys of Phil-

adelphia stations who have moved from
the city were served with registered
mail complaints, Mr. Blanc said last
week. Some have already responded,
agreeing to sign consent judgments, he
stated.
Common Pleas Judge David Ullman
set Oct. 10 as the hearing date.
Judge
FCC

Stern
special

resigns
post

The resignation of Judge Horace
Stern, special FCC examiner, has been
accepted by Chairman Frederick W.
Ford "with considerable personal re-

Earlier
in the
week the
general counsel
informed
the FCC's'
commission
that it planned to take no further part
in the Boston ch. 5 case unless specifically ordered to do so.

Two

more

orders

payola
from FTC

The Federal Trade Commission approved two more payola consent orders
last week. This brings to 71 the total
number of consent orders issued under
the unfair practices provision of the
FTC Act. One final order was issued in
default.
Agreeing to the latest order were Sue
Records Inc. and Apollo Records,
both New York. The orders require
that any payment for playing a record
over the air be disclosed to listeners.
In issuing the orders, the FTC affirmed earlier initial decisions by hearing examiners against the two firms
which asserted that the companies had
paid for exposure of their records without these payments being made public.
Payola complaints issued by the FTC
now number 102. The high geared campaign against payola in radio and tv has
about come to an end with a commission warning that a renewal of the practice would bring a new FTC drive.
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stat'is-ti'cian
(stat'ts-ttsh'an) ,n.
A man who collects facts and figures, such as the fact that
50% of the married people in the United States are men.
BECAUSE OF THESE FACTS WE CLAIM THAT 50% OF
THE MARRIED PEOPLE IN OUR AUDIENCE ARE WOMEN,
AND WHEN YOU TELEVISE TO 448,000 TV HOMES
THAT'S A LOT OF WOMEN AND MEN, BECAUSE THESE
FACTS ARE TRUE, THIS MAKES FOR A LOT OF
CHILDREN TOO -AS A MATTER OF FACT, SOME 2,000,000
PEOPLE ALL TOGETHER. ADD TO THIS WSLS-TV GETTING THE MESSAGE ACROSS EVERY DAY, AND YOU
HAVE ATICIANPOWERFUL
YOU'RE AJUST
STATISAND WANT THEMEDIA,
FACTS SOANDIF FIGURES,
ASK
FOR THEM, THEY'RE FREE
C
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the merger. They have petitioned the
FCC to dismiss the application of Radio I
American and approve the consolidation. A new firm resulting from the
move, of which Supreme will own 60% ii
and Radio American 40%, will apply
for the available channel if approval is
granted. Supreme is the licensee of
WORA-TV Mayaguez, P.R. and owns
40% of WVUE (TV) New Orleans,
La. Radio American owns WIVI in
Christiansted.

Echo bounce ■ Members of the FCC
had their pictures taken while visiting Bell Telephone Labs space instal ation atHolmdel, N.J. on Sept.
22. This is the photograph that was
relayed by landlines to Naval Research Lab. at Stump Neck, Md.,
then transmitted back to Holmdel
via the 10-story, aluminized balloon,
Echo I, which has been orbiting
1,000 miles up since August 12.

Shown here are (1 to r) : FCC Commissioners John S. Cross and Rosel
H. Hyde, Dr. T. Keith Glennan, administrator of the National Aeronautics & Space Administration,
Frederick W. Ford, FCC chairman,
and FCC Commissioners Robert T.
Bartley, Robert E. Lee and T.A.M.
Craven. Horn antenna in background was used to receive the picture from the balloon satellite.

gret." Judge Stern, retired chief justice
of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court,
has been handling special ex parte cases
for the commission during the past two
years.
Now 82 years old, the special examiner most recently issued recommendations in the Miami ch. 7 ex parte
case and has handled hearings in the
Miami ch. 10, Boston ch. 5 and St.
Louis ch. 2 cases as well. His expected
resignation (Closed Circuit, Sept. 19)
became effective at the close of commission business Sept. 15.

the grant of Miami ch. 10 to National
Airlines.
The criminal charges were brought
following disclosure that Mr. Whiteside had interceded with Mr. Mack in
the 1957 Miami ch. 10 television case.
This was publicized in the Harris
Legislative Oversight Committee hearings in 1958, following which Mr.
Mack resigned. A trial last year resulted
in a hung jury. Federal Judge Alexander Holtzoff is to preside.

In accepting Judge Stern's resignation, Chairman Ford stated that "each
member of the commission joins me
in expressing his appreciation for what
must have been a personal sacrifice on
your part in the unique emergency
which confronted us."

One less for Reno ■ The Nevada
Broadcasters Fund Inc., applicant for
ch. 4 Reno, Nev., has asked the FCC to
dismiss its application. The firm, headed
by Alex Gold, president, stated that it
has been unable to find a suitable site
in Reno to put it on a comparable competitive basis with the five other applicants for ch. 4.

Mack

trial tomorrow

The retrial of former FCC Commissioner Richard A. Mack and his friend,
Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside,
is scheduled in the U. S. District Court,
Washington, D. C, tomorrow (Oct. 4).
Both are charged with conspiring to
defraud the United States by influencing
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■

Government

briefs

V.I. merger ■ The proposed merger of
two firms seeking ch. 8 in Christiansted,
St. Croix, V.I., has been announced.
Radio American West Indies Inc., a
firm headed by Hazel M. Higdon, and
Supreme Broadcasting Co. of Puerto
Rico, Robert Moss, president, proposed

Channel change ■ A petition to switch |
tv channels in Texas has been filed with
the FCC by the Texas-Longhorn Broadcasting Corp. Filed by John R. Powley,
president, the petition asked that the
tv table of assignments be changed by
deleting ch. 70 from Austin and adding
67; deleting 52 from Brenham and
adding 70; and deleting 53 from San
Marcos and adding 80. Mr. Powley
also asked that the educational assignment for Austin be changed from ch.
70 to ch. 18. The petitioner claimed
that the changes meet all of the mileage '
separation requirements and that he
would apply for ch. 67 in Austin.
Union protest out ■ A protest against
the license renewal of WGAL Lancaster, Pa., filed by the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of
America, has been dismissed by the
FCC. The union was advised that a review of WGAL's operations during the
past license period indicated that the
station's treatment of controversial issues had been consistent with commission policy. The union had complained
that the stations refused to carry its announcements during a campaign to represent workers at the RCA plant in
Lancaster, but did carry announcements
of a rival union. The commission noted
that it could not, in this instance, interfere in the station's business policy.
Identity sufficient ■ The FCC has told
WLOS-TV that is can identify itself as
Asheville, N.C., but cannot add Greenvil e-Spartanburg, S.C., to its call sign.
The commission informed the station
that there is insufficient community of
interests with the South Carolina cities
to allow the additional ID and that the
ch. 13 facility had not shown any undue hardship resulting from denial of
its request. The commission had withdrawn previous approval for the station
to identify itself with the three cities in
March, but took a second look at the
situation after WLOS-TV appealed for
reconsideration.
Uncle Sam's take ■ Internal revenue
co!lect:ons (excise) for radio and tv
sets, phonographs and components totaled $169.4 million for the 1960 fiscal
year ended June 30 compared to $ 152.6
million in the previous fiscal year, according to Internal Revenue Service.
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Power

with

Savings

New

5 KW

of 15,000

KW

Hours

High-Performance

AM

Yearly..

Transmitter

BTA-5T
NEW
This new transmitter incorporates the
only significant development in Class "C"
power amplifier design in 20 years.
A new circuit provides a plate
efficiency of approximately 90%.
0 Snsmdcaai

With continuous operation, savings of
approximately 15,000 kilowatt hours
per year are realized. Only 1 PA tube
is needed.

a

Other improvements, including all
silicon rectifiers and improved protection
circuits, enhance performance and
extend operating life.
Functional styling provides a choice
of red or grey doors to suit station
decor and add a harmonious note.

Your RCA Broadcast Representative
will gladly provide further particulars
about this new transmitter. Or write to
RCA. Dept. M-22, Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR
Company Limited, Montreal.
Some

of the fine features of the NEW

1 . FEWER TUBES— a total of twelve— save on replacement cost.
Only one 5762 PA Tube for lower operating cost.

BTA-5T

instantaneous and thermal protection. Remaining circuits
are protected by fast-acting overload relays with provision
for external indicators.

2. QUIET-OPERATING BLOWER— Very low plate dissipation
in the output stages reduces heat within the transmitter,
and also permits use of a slow-speed blower for quiet
operation.

5. REMOTE CONTROL PROVISION-Built-in provision is made
for remote control and conversion to Conelrad, power
cut-back and a carrier off monitor.

3. SILICON RECTIFIERS— All silicon hermetically sealed rectifiers of proven reliability are ideal for remote control.

6. ments.
FCC OK— Meets all new FCC Spurious Emission require-

4. OVERLOAD PROTECTION— Complete overload protection
is provided for all circuits. All line breakers carry an instantaneous over-current protection, while main breakers retain

7. SPACE SAVING— New style cabinets offer excellent accessibility to all components and allow a great saving in
floor space.

RCA BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT— CAMDEN, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Radio
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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EVEN

MORE

Alabamans

hear

HEARINGS
Washingtonians

issues to be resolved
The Senate and House commerce
committees both are honor bound to
hold hearings on FCC licensing and
regulation of the networks next year,
the Alabama Broadcasters Assn. was
told last week by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the House Commerce
Committee.
Speaking Thursday at ABA's fall
meeting in Tuscaloosa, Rep. Harris
said his committee probably will hold
hearings also on daytime broadcasters'
requests for longer hours and possibly
on pay television. Rep. Harris, who also
is head of the committee's Legislative
Oversight and Communications &
Power subcommittees, told the association that legislation to control the spectrum "becomes more urgent all the
Broadcasters also were warned this

AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE
YOU LOOK
AT CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S
TV RATES AND RATINGS,
THE MORE YOU
LIKE

KJEOJV

I

channel 47
j
o
for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your
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representative

year's
of Sec. 315 in the
time." suspension
presidential
campaign is only an experiment and they shouldn't assume
Congress intends to make the suspension permanent. Neither does it relieve
broadcasters of the requirement that
they operate in the public interest,
Rep. Harris said.
This means, he said, "that they must
be fair in their presentations of public
issues." It does not permit them to be
partisan in their political presentations
on radio and television programs. The
Sec. 315 suspension this year is limited
to equal time provisions only and
applies only to presidential and vice
presidential candidates.
He said he hopes the newly-enacted
legislation on payola, quiz-rigging and
other sale
subjects
any "wholerecurrenceswillof prevent
these manifest
evils
which have severely affected some segments of the broadcasting industry."
The new law, he said, modifies the
FCC interpretation last spring requiring
Sec. 317 announcements in the case of
free phonograph records. It also specifically covers payola practices involving
persons other than the licensee, he said.
The law also gets at producers of
programs and others where quiz-rigging
frauds are concerned, Rep. Harris said,
with the result that broadcast licensees
who air such programs in good faith
will be exonerated, instead of being the
"victims of large-scale, well-organized
frauds perpetrated by some of the producers of these deceptive programs."
Last Recourse Only ■ Rep. Harris
said he hopes the FCC will use its new
power to impose forfeitures only when
"absolutely necessary." He said he expects the overwhelming majority of

IN

'61

discuss

by Congress, FCC
broadcasters not only will comply with
the law and FCC rules in the future
but
NAB also
radiowill
and follow
tv codes."diligently" the
"While there are always a few recalcitrant members in any industry who
do not mind giving the whole industry
a black eye, the majority certainly does
not require the threat of forfeitures to
assure
he
said.operation in the public interest,"
The bama
Arkansan
he'sbeen
glad involved
no Alabroadcasterssaidhave
in any of the ex parte contact cases
which have placed both the broadcast
industry and the FCC "at least tema cloud."
porarily— under
Interest
in Code
Subscribers ■ John
F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president,
told the Alabama group he is convinced the FCC will ask NAB for a list
of stations subscribing to the Radio
Code. He recalled an FCC request at
last winter's program hearings was
dropped when NAB explained it was
planning to enlarge its code to admit
non-member stations.
One out of four radio stations — a
total of 823 — subscribes to the code,
which now has enforcement provisions
and a set of administrative fees, according to Mr. Meagher.
said, "is
farThe
shortlistof ofwhatsubscribers,
is needed he
to convince
Congress and the FCC and the Federal
Trade Commission and the Attorney
General and all other regulatory authorities, to say nothing of the public,
to persuade these people that radio
broadcasters are sufficiently mature, and
sincere, and competent and determined
to be entrusted with self-regulation."
Warren E. Baker, of the law firm of
Chadbourne, Parke, Whiteside & Wolff,
advised broadcasters not to carry public service merely for the sake of developing favorable log statistics but
rather because a service to the public
needs to be done. Mr. Baker is a former
FCC general counsel.
Stations frequently get larger audiences by giving people interesting programs than by following the safe course
of neutral
programming,
said. from
"I be-a
lieve you have
nothing tohe fear
closer Commission look at your programs if you take advantage of your
freedom to serve community needs,"
he suggested.
Mr. Baker reviewed recent economic
and regulatory developments in radio
and television as well as legislative actions at the last session of Congress.
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How quickly the misuse of money — when
found out — sparks our moral indignation
into fires of investigation!
Yet how slow we are to see that the misuse of man-hours is as morally wrong and
harmful as ever the misuse of money.
Padding the hours with a man's mere
presence on the job, without using either
his mind or his muscles, can be morally
crippling to him. In fact, the deliberate
waste of a man's power to produce and
stand in the dignity of a living fully earned,
is waste of a man.

' ■■ ■ ; -

Whoever causes such waste— for another
or to himself — would be responsible for
damaging not only the person, but would
be contributing to weakening the nation's
economic strength.

RE

PUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND

1, OHIO

f f;% 'fix f:''f"'f-' :? rf[:ffff

In man's striving to accumulate wealth, the
elimination of waste is a vital tool. The
elimination of inefficiency through wear and
loss is another. Republic Steel has many
developments that make materials and products work better, last longer.
One of these is a nut. This special nut is
Republic's nylok®. It has a little nylon plug
imbedded in it. The continuous pressure of
this resilient nylon pellet wedges metal to
metal tightly, forming a unique locking
action, resistant to vibration, age, or moisture.
Imagine the time— and tempers— saved by
this special fastener when used in power
mowers, for example. Here vibration is terrific. Ittakes a lot of holding power to keep
the engine, wheels, and other parts of your
power mower firmly in place. Small as they
are, Republic nylok Nuts by the millions do
a mighty job wherever fasteners have to hold
tight. Nylok Nuts are but one of 28,000 types
and sizes of standard and special fasteners
made by Republic's Bolt and Nut Division.
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EQUIPMENT
STATIONARY

TV

&

ENGINEERING

SATELLITES

Would be backbone of around-the-world tv
The future satellite communications
great height, and fairly narrow transmission beams, it should be possible
system, capable of providing aroundto repeat the frequencies used on
the-world tv signals as well as voice,
teletypewriter and data processing
earth
tions. for ground-ground communicachannels, will consist of stationary
active satellites, 22,300 miles above
The system could have a capability
of 10,000 mc, he estimated.
the equator.
This was the consensus of scientists
The Signal Corps scientists diswho addressed the communications
cussed the parameters and requirements for a three step development
meeting at the IRE's symposium on
which would finally result in a satellite
space communications and telemtery
in Washington.
capable of transmitting six, 100-mc
The most emphatic prediction was channels with a power output of 5 w
made by Dr. Samuel G. Lutz, Hughes
per channel in the 4400-5000 mc range
Research Labs., Malibu, Calif.
and with ground stations capable of
His prognostications were backed up transmitting equivalent bandwidths,
by Army Signal Corps scientists from
using 10 kw transmitters and 60-ft. anFort Monmouth Labs. They were tennas.
Donald Jacoby, George N. Krassner
and James E. Bartow.
RCA package ordered
Dr. Lutz emphasized that the estimates of the need for overseas comby KSTP-AM-TV
munication channels envisages 100
An RCA "package" of its most adme of bandwidth by 1980 and 1,600
vanced tv broadcast equipment valued
mc of bandwidth by the turn of the at $751,000, has been ordered for the
century. He estimated that present expanding plant of KSTP-AM-TV Mincables and short wave radio amount
neapolis (Broadcasting, June 20).
to 1 mc of bandwidth.
Units in the RCA package include a
The only place this will come, he station break automation system, tv
asserted, is through space communicatape recorders, complete color facilities,
tion systems.
transistorized switching equipment and
Three Satellites ■ A stationary satel- a mobile studio capable of handling
lite system around the equator will be both color or black-and-white remote
the backbone, Dr. Lutz said. Th;.s will programs. RCA engineers have been
require three satellites. In order to working with the KSTP-TV engineering
cover polar regions, Dr. Lutz called staff in drawing up plans for an intefor a supplementary system of lowergrated layout which features centralizaflying active satellites.
tion of all equipment in one area.
When a satellite is 22,300 miles
"Equipment central" will be a 60 by
above the earth, Dr. Lutz pointed out, 80-foot room in a new addition, now
it is "stationary" in relation to a fixed under construction, to the present stapoint on earth. Such a satellite can
tion building. The addition also will
house a 40 by 60-foot color studio. A
usefully "see" a portion of the earth
$300,000 building improvent plan procovering a 71.5° arc.
vides for modernization of studios and
Dr. Lutz said that because of this

special studio facilities to stage closed
circuit tv persentations for audiences
up to 300 persons. The station also
plans to use new RCA TK-12 monochrome cameras, with 41/2-inch image
orthicon pickup tubes.
Automatic
shown

4 Offices To Better Serve You . . .
CINCINNATI. O.
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group

An automatic program logger which,
according to its developer, can save
$10,000 in salaries was announced at
the 10th annual broadcast symposium
in Washington Sept. 23, sponsored by
Institute of Radio Engineers Professional Group on Broadcasting.
The device for automatic keeping of
program logs was developed by Robert
M. Brockway and Robert Flanders,
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind., and was put
into use at WFBM-FM where a salary
of $10,000 is paid for the sole purpose
of keeping program logs. WFBM-FM
operates 18 hours daily with pre-recorded programs, with live news and
weather reports supplied by parent
WFBM personnel.
The system incorporates the "rough
log" made up when programs and announcements are being recorded. As
programs are broadcast, a sub-audible
tone on both announcement and music
tapes activates an electrical time clock
which registers time and transport being
used.
Comparison of the time register with
the rough log identifying announcements and programs can then be accomplished byregular clerical help in
the billing office.
A request for permission to use this
system has been made to the FCC, the
Indianapolis operators said, but the
commission has not yet acted. Present
FCC rules require program log notations to be made by someone physically
present when program changes occur.
Radio engineers also heard technical
presentations on tv station automation
by Floyd R. McNichol, RCA; Adrian
B. Ettlinger, CBS-TV; and James B.
Tharpe, Visual Electronics Corp.
Collins

Business Brokers Specializing in Television and Radio Stations

IRE

logger

research

Collins Radio Co. is forming a corporate research division for advance
basic research in electronics, to be located in Southern California near a
university, A.A. Collins, president, has
announced. It will be directed by Dr.
R.L. McCreary, presently research director at Collins' Cedar Rapids (Iowa)
division and his staff, to be the nucleus
will move during 1962. Two sites under
consideration are at La Jolla and Newport Beach, both near facilities
being developed by the U. of California.
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SYLVANIA

SMALL

POWER

No magic, no secrets, no foolin'. Conservatively rated,
Sylvania small power tubes have plenty in reserve. For
one thing, there's the outstanding Sylvania reputation
for providing quality. The kind of quality that means
long-life expectancy, lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance time. For another, there's
Sylvania power tubes' high reliability for maximum
assurance of on-air continuity.
Call your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor for
prompt service. He has plenty up his sleeve— one of the
widest lines of tubes for broadcasting available. Ask
him, too,
Industrial
Division,
1100 Main

for your copy of the informative "Sylvania
Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 121 OA,
Street, Buffalo, New York.

2E22
2E24
4-65A
2E30

TUBES

POPULAR SYLVANIA SMALL POWER TUBES
MAXIMUM PLATE DISSIPATION (CCS) WATTS
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

801A
811A
807
812A
815
826
829B
832A
837
5763
5933
6146
Values given are for Class C oscillator, RF power amplifier

SYLVANIA
subsidiary of GENERAL
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REPORT:

POLITICS

GREAT
DEBATE'
RIGHTLY
NAMED
Nixon, Kennedy set a precedent that will be hard to abandon
The whole course of political campaigning has been changed by a single
broadcast — the Sept. 26 simulcast of
Vice President Nixon and Sen. Kennedy.
A second Kennedy-Nixon debate,
or more accurately a news conference,
will be fed to the nation and world
from WRC-TV Washington next Friday (7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT).
Around the nation the largest tv
audience ever tuned to a single program
— nearly 75 million — watched the two
presidential candidates match wits,
forensic skill and personalities on the
combined tv and radio networks.
Having seen and heard the candidates as they appeared before the cameras and microphones, Americans spent
much of the rest of the week talking
over the most exciting single episode
they had personally observed in this
campaign.
The reaction was worldwide as for-

eign nations heard the debate on radio
or saw delayed films. Even staid British politicians were talking about applying the technique in the empire.
The Next One ■ At the weekend
the staffs of network and party officials who do the planning had conon Washington for next Friday's
second verged
chapter.
Originally slated for pickup at KYWTV Cleveland, the second simulcast
was shifted in mid-week to the nation's
capital. The format will be based on
four newsmen as questioners (two
print media, two network), with Frank
McGee of NBC as moderater. The network newsmen will be chosen by CBS
and ABC. The print newsmen will be
picked from reporters who regularly
travel with the candidates.
Julian Goodman, of NBC-TV Washington, will produce. He will have
available the extensive facilities of the
NBC Washington plant.

Reception line ■ Before the Kennedy-Nixon debate began
the top executives of all major networks lined up to meet
the candidates. Here just before the candidates came in,
are (1-r) Robert Hurleigh, MBS president; William L. McKnight, chairman of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
88

A similar news conference is planned for the third program, scheduled
Oct. 13, except they will use a splitscreen program as the candidates are
interviewed from separate cities. The
fourth, Oct. 21, will deal with foreign
affairs and generally conform to the
pattern of the first debate.
Though limited by party-network
conferees to four debates, talk of fifth
simulcast near the end of the campaign
was heard around party headquarters
last week. This had not developed into
concrete action by the end of the week,
however.
Record Audience ■ The Sept. 26
audience was measured at 10 p.m. by
the national Arbitron (American Research Bureau) at:
■ 29,659,000 homes tuned to the
■ 74,147,000 people watching the
program.
candidates (2.5 persons per set).
ARB's figures do not include in-

Co., which owns MBS; Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president;
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres; Robert SarnofT, NBC chairman;
Robert Kintner, NBC president; Frank Stanton, CBS president, and William S. Paley, CBS chairman.
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dependent stations, viewers who picked
up the program delayed, or listeners
who heard it on network or independent radio stations. And of course they
don't include literally thousands of
newscasts featuring parts of the debate
as news.
The multi-city Arbitron taken in
only seven markets showed 53% of all
tv homes tuned to Nixon-Kennedy.
The New York City tune-in was 57%.
A. C. Nielsen, measuring 17 counties in the New York area, estimated
the cumulative audience over the hour
at 62.2% of all tv homes in the area,
or 2,581,000 homes. The program had
a "holding-power index" of 85.4%,
meaning that percent of homes tuned
in the first quarter-hour remained
during the last quarter-hour. Nielsen
also reported a big jump in tv sets-inuse in New York — 72% of all tv
homes against 52% during the same
hour the previous Monday. The four
independent tv stations share was about
25%, which Nielsen said was about the
level of the same hour the preceding
week.
Change of Scene ■ The shift from
Cleveland to Washington for the Oct.
7 program brought comments from
NBC-TV, whose affiliate in that city
had been selected as the original site,
and from Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., operating the station.
At NBC the official explanation was
that, based on observations at Chicago,
the program could be handled more
efficiently at Washington where stations are more accustomed to handling press and broadcast newsmen,
party officials and others who could
be expected at the studio. NBC-TV
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

said, too, the security problem would
be simpler and candidates would be
assured of a proper atmosphere of
privacy because of availability of executive offices and studio facilities.
Franklin A. Tooke, WBC area vice
president, said a group of NBC officials
and Nixon-Kennedy advisors had met
at
to survey
facilities.
"'It
was KYW-TV
the concensus
that facilities
would
be ideal for the debate," he said. "The
only problem was accommodating over
350 newsmen at the time of the telecast. At our suggestion, other potential
sites in Cleveland were surveyed, including hotel ballrooms." The hotel
idea met network and party resistance
because of technical difficulties.
The pace of the campaigning picked
up noticeably after the first debate.
It was a great fight, ma,
but I won

Talburt in Scripps-Howard Newspapers

bringing charges and counter-charges
that contrasted with the polite manners
shown on the air. Crowds at whistlestop and auditorium assemblies were
described as larger in many cases because of stimulated interest in the camThe first debate appeared to inspire
paigners.
more newspaper comments and stories
than any telecast within memory. Much
of this was unbiased and favorable; a
little was of the pouty sort, reflecting
apparent
broadcasting's
ability to resentment
capture the ofpublic
eyes and
ears (see editorial roundup page 90).
World Distributions ■ U.S. Information Agency carried the English text to
the world. Voice of America, the radio
division, started transmitting to Latin
America a half-hour after the Monday
debate was over. Tuesday VOA sent
the radio text to the Far East, South
Asia, Europe, the Middle East and
Africa at peak local listening hours.
USIA's tv service shipped kines by
air for telecasting in 48 countries and
the motion picture unit sent kines for
theatrical showing in another 52 countries. All USIA news reports highlighted the debate in 36 languages.
USIA will give similar treatment to the
three remaining debates in the Kennedy-Nixon series.
Network officials who watched the
Sept. 26 broadcast and later watched
public and newspaper reaction expressed themselves as pleased with results.
Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc.
and widely heralded as the prime advocate who brought about the presidential
debate project as well as legislative re-89
lief from Sec. 315, called the broadcast

"a basic breakthrough for broadcasting."
"Not only did the broadcast have the
largest audience of any single program in television history but, even
more significantly, scores of millions
who tuned in at the beginning stayed
with it until the end," he said.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, said, "You have watched democracy in action. . . . The broadcasts
should go a long way toward helping
the American public make its choice of
the next leader of the United States."
John Daly, ABC vice president, said
the program worked out well in its
main purpose, "the complete subordination of everything to the principals."
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS president,
said the debate "proved broadcasting
fully recognizes its responsibilities as a
mass communications public service to
all of the American people."
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, said the program "demonstrated the ability of broadcasting to
present the views of both Sen. Kennedy
and Vice President Nixon in a balanced
structure. This technique will, in my
opinion, be incorporated into our campaigns as a permanent feature. The
Sept. 26 program, contrary to some
fears, wasn't dull but actually developed

WCOL
has
SOUND
INFLUENCE
in
Columbus,
Ohio
Advertising is a true investment. It must be based on
sound judgment. In Columbus, you get maximum returns on your investment
when you advertise on the
New WCOL!
The New WCOL offers the
largest listening audience
at lowest cost*. Don't speculate with your dollars. Invest in New WCOL Blue
for greatThe New Chipest advertising
returns.
*(You invest in the largest
share of audience for less
than half the cost per
thousand listeners of other
media. Ratings and CPM
figures on request.)
24 hours a day broadcasting
1230 AM
92.3 FM
The
Capital
Station
Columbus 15,
Ohioj
Represented by:
robert e. e as tam an * CO.,
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(SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

Interested observer ■ The producer of
the first Nixon-Kennedy debate on tv
and radio was Don Hewitt (1), of CBS
into a lively informative view of the
issues as well as giving new insight into
the personalities of the candidates."
Paid Programs ■ A lineup of 129
CBS-TV stations was scheduled for the
first sponsored national tv program of
the Republican National Committee tonight (Oct. 3). Ambassador Henry
Cabot Lodge, vice presidential candidate, was the speaker selected for this
opener, with foreign affairs as the topic.
The GOP tied together a nationwide
series of fund-raising dinners through a
closed-circuit tv loop. President Eisenhower, Messrs. Nixon and Lodge, Gov.
Nelson A. Rockefeller and others were
featured on the program.
Editorial
on

the

comments

N-K

debate

The first Nixon-Kennedy debate provided an interesting political program
somewhat devoid of excitement and
unlikely to have changed many votes,
according to a check of newspaper editorial comment following the Sept. 26
simulcast. Few editors offered an opinion on the won or-lost aspect of the
program.
The New York Herald Tribune ( Ind.
Rep.) noted that neither candidate
"could resist opening a can of corn here
and there" and then concluded the debate "left the electorate better prepared
for November's judgment day." The
New York Times (Ind.) said, "They
offered an, at times, interesting but at
no time inspiring picture of two capable
young efficiency experts proposing to
oil up the same machine — with differ-

News. As he set up the show before the
candidates came on, he had an onlooker, Frank Stanton, CBS president.
ent quantity and grades of oil."
In Seattle the Times (Ind.) hoped
the candidates in future debates "trade
their verbal punches with less restraint
and with less of an eye on the stopwatch." The Miami (Fla. ) Herald
(Ind.) called the opener "a decorous
draw" and the Atlanta Journal (Dem.)
was impressed by "the sincerity, honesty, good taste and ability displayed
broadcasting
industry drew critimen."
both
by The
cism from
the New York News (Ind.).
"If the tv tycoons won't let Kennedy
and Nixon at least try to do as well as
Lincoln and Douglas did, why go on
with this powderpuff performance?"
The opener provided "what Round
One of a truly championship match so
often is: A cautious sparring between
overtrained experts . . .," according to
the Buffalo Evening News (Ind.). The
Christian Science Monitor (Ind.)
thought the debate "highly successful in
helping citizens gauge the character
and purposetheof difference
each candidate"
"in
clarifying
betweenandthem
on national issues."
"American presidential campaigning
will never be the same again," said the
Milwaukee Journal (Ind.), adding, "It
was unprecedented. It was exciting.
Most of all, it was informative."
An editorial in The Wall Street Journal (Ind.) awarded an edge to Sen.
Kennedy on the basis of performance.
Like many papers. The Journal noted
that Vice President Nixon seemed
nervous, hesitant and tired. "Those
ghostly figures with their backs to the
cameras (network newsmen) were
nothing but distractions. . . . The quesBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

tions were incredibly bad. ... If, instead, the two candidates had been left
alone to speak, to question and reply
to each other, they would inevitably
have pushed themselves to the hard
questions. . . . Much was left in disappointing obscurity."
■ Political sidelights
■ WSB Atlanta broadcast primary election returns Sept. 13 from the city
room of the affiliated Atlanta Constitution. News cars brought reports from
key polling places and from candidate
headquarters in DeKalb and Fulton
counties.
■ Time for candidates of both major
parties has been offered by WONE Dayton, Ohio. Free Sunday periods, 6-8
p.m., have been set aside for candidates
for local offices.

In
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■ Prime hours for debates by the two
gubernatorial candidates have been donated by N.L. Bentson, president of
WLOL Minneapolis. Several debates
between the candidates are proposed.
Beeps for Nixon
Celebrities for Nixon-Lodge
Committee is providing nightly
beep phone calls from entertainment industry figures for the
Barry Gray program on WMCA
New York and WBNY Buffalo.
Jules Alberti, national director of
the committee, provides the celebrity phone calls which are scheduled to continue until the election.
The committee said Messrs.
Gray and Alberti "have parlayed
talents in a radio-personality project that could make a substantial
contribution to Republican progress in the critical Empire State.
. . . Gimmick is celebs can call in
from anywhere in the U.S. during
the Gray broadcast (by prearranged schedule set by Alberti)
right on the airwaves."
andBobgo Cummings
was the first
caller, kicking off the series Sept.
19. Dick Powell, Merle Oberon,
Faith Baldwin and Helen Hayes
are other names on the schedule.
The committee added, "Gray,
long an ardent Democrat, has a
strong following among show biz
folks and liberals. His support of
the Republican ticket, implied by
beepaphone, could be effective in
a close New York contest."
The committee said it is not
for the calls. "By reverspaying
ing the charges, Barry Gray gets
a celebrity on his program for the
price
a phone call," according
to the ofcommittee.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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A few of the reasons for this leadership are
ENGINEERING FEATURES— Modern, ceramic, long life tubes;
self -neutralization; independent driver; multiplexing; expandable
power; and remote control.
QUALITY— All FM units are constructed with High QualityStandard Components, designed for easy accessibility. All units
are constructed to give maximum efficiency and long life.
SERVICE— Factory trained representatives supervise installation
and tune-up of ITA transmitters on the site — at no additional
charge. When needed for follow-up these representatives are as
close as your telephone.
COST— Another reason why ITA leads the way in FM transmitter
sales is low cost. Due to simplicity of design and in plant efficiencies, ITA transmitters are the best value available.
DELIVERY— 10/15 KW and all other FM Broadcast Transmitters
can be delivered 30 days from receipt of order.
Engineering, Quality, Service, Economy, and Delivery are some
of the important reasons why "Across the FM
Nation— it's ITA all the Way."

A
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INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS AND ANTENNAS
LANSDOWNE, PA.
•
PHONE CL 9-8200

911

FANFARE
Plush

ers. Sheet music to the Progressive

treatment

heralds

WBC

series

A fleet of 10 Rolls-Royce limousines,
said to be the largest ever assembled in
public, transported guests of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. to Sagamore
Hill, the Oyster Bay, N.Y., home of
former President Theodore Roosevelt,
on Sept. 19 to hear a concert o- past
political campaign songs. The junket
was in connection with WBC*s Songs
for Presidents program, a series of
eight half-hour documentaries, which
started Sept. 14 on six Westinghouse
radio stations, as well as being syndicated to major markets.
The elegant procession of rented
limousines, bearing musical experts,
members of the press, congressmen and
advertising people, was greeted at the
Roosevelt home with rousing musical
selections played by 28 members of the
Oyster Bay High School Band. Wearing
Teddy Roosevelt campaign buttons, the
group sat down to a campaign luncheon
served in the main dining room — the
first meal there since the President's
death in 1919, WBC reported. Campaign songs, dating back to roughly
1840, were sung by the Honeydream-

Party's campaign song of 1912, "Throw
Your Hat in the Ring," was distributed
to the guests for a singing session taped
by WBC engineers for inclusion in one
of the programs. The song was first
sung in the same dining room in June
1912.
Musical experts on hand, who were
asked to choose the greatest campaign
song in American
couldn't
reach
agreement,history,
were:but Sigmund
Spaeth, musicologist; Congressman Alfred Santangelo of New York; William
Vanden Heuvel of New York, candidate
for Congress, and Sam Chase assistant
publisher of The Billboard. William J.
Kaland, national program manager,
WBC, who produced Songs for Presidents, talked briefly about the series,
its purpose and content and its part in
WBC's continuous project of education
by entertainment.
WELI's moonlight cruise
WELI New Haven, Conn., put a
social twist on merchandising with a
moonlight cruise across Long Island
Sound that brought together some 200
independent grocerymen and wives with
major food and beverage distributors.
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The use of the Heterodyne principle eliminates the linearity and noise problems prevalent in standard video
relay units. Also, the demodulation process is absent in
Heterodyne equipment. Problems in differential gain
and phase are eliminated at all except the terminal points.
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INC
east hillside drive
bloomington, Indiana
edison 2-7251

The station supplied entertainment by
radio personalities, square dancing and
community singing. Continental Baking, Keebler Biscuit Co.. Sperry &
Barnes Div. of Swift & Co. and New
Haven Distributors Inc. (Schlitz Beer)
supplied food and drink — all advertised
on WELI. The four-hour cruise between Bridgeport, Conn., and Port Jefferson, NY., was a "Good Living GoTogether" promotion, illustrating WELI
President Richard Davis' belief that
"we are. in effect, distributors our'Lifeline Day'
selves."
Sept. 27 was celebrated by WBUY
Lexington.
N.C. as "Lifeline
Day." with
civic
and business
groups joining
in a
patriotic celebration based on the syndicated Lifeline radio program.
Ed Fuller, assistant manager of
WBUY, said two-thirds of the station's
sponsors were donating time to a nonpartisan observance. The station program, he said, would include guests
from each industry as well as spokesmen for farm groups.
Working with the Central Carolina
Civitan Club, groups around the state
were contacted to spread the observance
into other areas. Wayne Poacher, voice
of the Lifeline program, was an invited
guest at a dinner jointly sponsored by
civic clubs. Lifeline Foundation, syndicating the program, is supported by
H.L. Hunt. Siceloff Mfg. Co., manufacturer of work clothes, sponsors Lifeline on WBUY.
■
Drumbeats
Naval aid ■ KING Seattle last week
came to the rescue of the Navy. Although it is official sports station for
U. of Washington, when disc jockey

•O oo9 9o
« '«

Write for complete
technical information
Broadcast
Division Equipment

Frostyball Fowler
thatable
Navy's
footteam wouldlearned
not be
to transport its famous mascot to the West
Coast he furnished a fine specimen of
a billy goat to the Middies in time for
the Navy-Washington game.
Courtesy coffee ■ Coffeehead Hal Raymond, air personality of KISN Portland, Ore., has been brightening the
mornings of white collar workers. Each
morning his crew walks into a different
business firm with an urn of coffee and
a supply of doughnuts.
Boosting the band ■ WABX (FM)
Detroit, classical music and concert
station, devoted the entire day of Sept.
18 to promotion of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra. Recordings by the
orchestra and by guest artists planned
for this season were played and interviews with members of the orchestra
also were aired. The purpose of the
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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A 'really big shew'
KPIX (TV) San Francisco went
all out to welcome Ed Sullivan to
the Bay City for the first of his "See
America" series. Greeting him and
Mrs. Sullivan at the airport is Louis
S. Simon, KPIX general manager (r),
and the Saint Mary's Catholic Girls
Chinese Marching Band. Mrs. Sullivan holds a bouquet of Californiagrown roses named in her honor.
The band has struck up "When Irish
Eyes Are Smiling."
The airport welcome was just the
beginning. Mr. Simon had arranged
for a seven-man production unit to
cover the visit, an advertising campaign to utilize all media, tie-in promotions with various civic celebrations and fund-raising charity drives,
personal appearances and participation with regional representatives of
Mr. Sullivan's network sponsors,
Colgate and Kodak. Troops of girls,
each representing a county in Northern California, held placards spelling
out WELCOME SULLIVAN at the
airport. Another bevy of beauties,
each a representative of California's
grape and wine industry, presented a
similar display at the Mark Hopkins
Hotel.
Mayor George Christopher be-

stowed the key to the city upon the
CBS-TV star. Ed was also the honored guest at a whirl of dinners and
cocktail parties — a party thrown by
KPIX introduced the Sullivans to
local dignitaries and representatives
of his sponsors and their advertising agencies (J. Walter Thompson
and Ted Bates), the San Francisco
Press and Union League Club honored Mr. Sullivan at another KPIX
party and the Junior Chamber of
Commerce held a luncheon for him.

Mr. Sullivan addressed the San
Francisco Advertising Club before
an audience of over 1,000 people;
he also bought the first ticket to the
Society
for open
Crippled
benefit, helped
the Children's
United Crusade
campaign, boosted such local events
as the Berkeley Football Festival and
the Monterey Jazz Festival. In appreciation ofhis busy week, the Retail Florists' Assn. created a sevenfoot caricature of "The Great Stone
Face" sculptured in flowers.

day-long salute was to stimulate the sale
of season concert tickets. It was estimated that the time contributed to the
Detroit Symphony was worth about
$2,000 at current rates.
Civic help ■ WGRB (TV) Schenectady,
N.Y., assisted GUTS Inc. (Gear Up for
Tomorrow in Schenectady) by offering
the civic organization's anniversary report as a local spectacular Sept. 23.
The two-and-one-half hour program in
prime time reviewed the efforts of
GUTS in bringing new industry to the
area, gave progress reports on industrial
development, listed job opportunities in
Schenectady and provided entertainment by area musicians. M. c. for the
show was Merv Griffin, star of NBC's
Play Your Hunch.
Dress right ■ Joe Beagin, a guest on
the Sunup morning show on KFMBTV San Diego, has instituted a campaign to make San Diego women more
feminine. He is founder of the "Femme
Club,'" which encourages women to
dress in a ladylike manner, particularly
when they are in the downtown area.
Mr. Beagin says that cards and letters
have poured in from both men and
women applauding the idea and membership in the club grows daily. Bob
Mills, host of the show, has appointed
himself official girl watcher for further
research into the problem.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Population
1,520.100
Automotive Sales $ 209,539,000
Households
423,600
General
Merchandise
$
148,789,000
Consumer Spendable Income
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
$1,761,169,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from 9 a.m. to
midnight 7 days a week.
c b s • a b c
A James A. Noe Station
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: Selig
Co., Monroe, Louisiana. Manufacturers of quality upholsteredManufacturing
furniture.
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August A. Wavpotich, associate director of art at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N.Y., elected vp.
John Thomas, formerly of BBDO, joins
OB&M as senior account executive; RobMr. Wavfotich
ert Savage of Procter & Gamble, named account executive at Ogilvy, as well as James
Fisher who joins agency from McCann-Erickson.
Here's the latest on WFBR coverage,
programming, air personalities, merchandising support, special features,
and market data. WFBR Brochure
includes results of a Pulse qualitative
survey of the Baltimore audience.
Write direct or ask your John Blair representative
rIi 111
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13 EAST 20TH STREET 8
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WSYR-TV AlOMi DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAM ITS COMPETITOR
WSYR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
WSYE TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
* All figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation
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Channel 3 * SYRACUSE, R. Y. • 100
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Robert S. Buckbinder, formerly
board member and executive vp of
Frederick Clinton Adv., N.Y., joins The
Zakin Co., that city, as senior vp.
Douglas R. Hathaway, director of
media, vp and secretary at J.M. Mathes,
N.Y., retires.
A.E. (Gene) Staley III, formerly vp
and account supervisor at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, to Arthur
Meyerhoff Assoc., that city, as marketing director.
John M. Simmons joins Winfield
Adv., St. Louis, as vp and account
supervisor.
Ralph Rosenberg Jr. rejoins copy
department of Lennen & Newell, N.Y.,
following year as vp and copy director
at Reach, McClinton, that city.
Harry W. Prichett, formerly president of Harry Prichett Assoc., N.Y.,
joins SH&L, design organization of
Sudler & Hennessey, as vp of audiovisual division.

FORTUNES
ment sales division of TelePrompTer
Corp., N.Y., joins N.W. Ayer, Detroit,
as service representative for radio and
tv on Plymouth-DeSoto-Valiant.
Mrs. Nelle Bell appointed media
buyer at Harris & Weinstein Assoc., Atlanta, Ga.
Roily Bester, tv commercial spokeswoman, joins Ted Bates, N.Y., as casting supervisor.
Thomas Dettelbach joins Ralph
Bing Adv., Cleveland.
Otto Prochazka,
formerly of Compton
Adv., N.Y., appointed vp and group supervisor of copy deFitzgerald partment- at DancerSample,
that city. Phyllis Houston, formerly of
Young & Rubicam,
joins D-F-S as copywriter.
The

Media

Harry A. Karr Jr. appointed acting
station manager of WRC-AM-FM
Washington. He has been station's sales
manager for past eight years and continues those duties in addition to new
appointment.
Jack Coopersmith rejoins KFBI
Wichita, Kan., as general manager. He
formerly was sales manager of KSIR,
that city, and before that was member
of sales staff of KFBI.
Orm Duck, formerly with WSEN
Baldwinsville, to WBUZ Fredonia, both
New York, as station manager.

Jon Christopher, formerly tv writer
with Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, to MacFarland Aveyard &
Co., that city, as creative director of
radio and tv.

Tom Shumate, formerly with KCID
Spencer, Iowa, joins KFTM Ft. Morgan,sistant
Col., asmanager.
program director and as-

Alvin Griesedieck Jr., advertising
director of Falstaff Brewing Corp., St.
Louis, promoted to assistant director of
marketing.

Bob Schneider, formerly research
manager with CBS-TV Spot Sales, NY.,
to Edward Petry Co., station rep, that
city,
vision.as director of research for tv di-

Randy Grochoske joins Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, as tv art
director. He formerly was with Young
& Rubicam.
Jack Goggin joins account management staff of Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago. He formerly was with Chicago
Tribune.
Gerald Levey, formerly of CortezEnloe, N.Y., joins Donahue & Coe, that
city, as account executive in drug
products division.
James Blair, sales manager in equip-
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John S. Hayes, WTOP Washington,
re-elected chairman of board of CBS
Radio Affiliates Assn. at affiliates' annual convention last week (see page
62). Jay Wright, KSL Salt Lake City,
named vice chairman and E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, re-elected
secretary-treasurer. Three directors-atlarge were elected: Thomas C. Bostic,
KEPR Kennewick, Wash., and incumbents Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis,
and Robert McConnell, WISH Indianapolis.
Hal Waddell, WKBZ Muskegon,
elected chairman of Michigan Associated Press Broadcasters Assn., succeeding James Sumbler of WMTE Manistree. Elmer Knopf, WFDF Flint, elected vice chairman.
Steve Bailey, in sports department
of KMPC Los Angeles, appointed director of program operations.
Robert
S. Hix,
general manager of
KHOW Denver, resigns and sells stock
to Western Broadcasting Co. which owns
station. Before joining
KHOW, Mr. Hix was
general manager of
Mr. Hix
KOA, that city. He
has not made available his future plans.
Frank Bishop, formerly managing director of KFEL-AM-TV Denver named
station manager of KHOW.
Daniel D. Calibraro, assistant to
general manager of WGN Inc. (WGNAM-TV Chicago) assumes additional
duties as manager of press and community relations. Other changes: Bruce
Dennis, manager of news for WGN
Inc.; Thomas A. Foy Jr., director of
news features for WGN Inc.; Daniel T.
Pecaro, radio program manager; James
G. Hanlon, manager of promotional
and merchandising services for WGN
Inc., Charles A. Wilson, manager of
sales development for WGN-TV; Jack
Brickhouse, manager of sports for
WGN Inc.; Dr. Mark Munn, manager
of research for WGN Inc.
Rita Garner, formerly pr director at
WMCA New York, joins WABC, that
city, as advertising and exploitation
manager. Dick Stone, formerly sales
executive at Avery-Knodel, and Don
Huber, previously regional manager of
Radio Advertising Bureau, join WABC
as account executives.
Larry Carothers named promotion
manager of KTBC-AM-FM-TV Austin,
Tex., succeeding Mrs. Alice McElhinney. Mr. Carothers formerly was promotion director of KVET, that city.
Dale R. Woods, Radio Advertising
Bureau regional manager, named diviBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

s on manager of member service department.
Mark L. Wodlinger, executive vp
of Community Telecasting Corp. (applicant for ch. 8 in
Quad-City [Moline,
Rockford, Rock Island, all Illinois, and
Davenport, Iowa]
Mr. Wodlinger
area) , becomes manager of WMBD-TV Peoria, 111. In addition to new post, he continues to
represent WMBD-TV as national sales
representative. Mr. Wodlinger has
been retained by WMBD-TV until FCC
reaches final decision on the ch. 8 application.
Robert C. Buckley appointed production manager of KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb. Other appointments: Mrs.
Ardis Bequette, program director;
John Parsons, chief photographer.
Milton R. Neaman, assistant secretary and assistant general attorney in
CBS corporate legal department, named
director of facilities.
Dick Paul, formerly promotion director of WBRE-AM-FM-TV WilkesBarre-Scranton, Pa., named director of
promotion, advertising and merchandising for Tidewater Teleradio (WAVYAM-TV ) Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport
News, Va., succeeding Mike Schaffer.

ACCORDING TO
NEWS

DOYLE

For the first time in Oklahoma, Frank Doyle,
a veteran of more than eighteen years of
news broadcasting, presents a fast moving
news, weather and sports summary. Not
simply wire service copy, but a comprehensive analysis of the NEWS ACCORDING
TO DOYLE, Monday through Friday, 10:0010:15 P.M. Acceptance of program, acceptance of products, guaranteed!

KOCO-TV

OKLAHOMA
BLAIR

CITY

THLBVISIOM ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

Dwight Case, William Hoftyzer
and Sam Posner join KQBY San Francisco as account executives. Mr. Case
formerly was general sales manager of
KRAK Stockton-Sacramento, Calif. Mr.
Hoftyzer was with KFRC San Francisco and Mr. Posner was general manager of KBAY-FM San Francisco.
WaElycountRich
executiveappointed
in Denverregional
office acof
Intermountain Network. He formerly
was with KYSN Colorado Springs.
Janet Baker-Carr rejoins WXHR
(FM) Boston. She formerly was music
director of WBAI (FM) New York
after having previously served as program director of WXHR in 1958.
Robert Dressier, production manager of WNBQ (TV) Chicago, promoted to production manager of station's new video tape department. Stanley Brightwell, film coordinator at
WNBQ, succeeds Mr. Dressier.
Marvin Shapiro, announcer at
WAKR-AM-FM-TV Akron, Ohio, promoted to promotional director.
Hugh Robinson, formerly operations
manager
of WHOO
Orlando, to

IN RADIO
Now, every KBIG minute is new...
and more valuable! The big reason:
3 talented personalities who are adding new freshness, new vitality to radio selling. That's Joe Niagara (6-10
a.m.), Jim O'Leary (10 a.m. -2 p.m.),
and Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.). KBIG
never sounded better. ..and your
advertising never had a better sales
opportunity.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed-Brown Radio Corp.
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WMBR Jacksonville, both Florida, as
promotion and production manager.
Olin Terry, formerly production
manager of KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, to
WJBK-TV Detroit as assistant program
manager.
Ralph Kanna, personality at WHCT
(TV) Hartford, Conn.,
promoted to program
director. Mr. Kanna,
broadcasting veteran
of more than 20
years, previously was
general manager of
Mr. Kanna
WMMW Meriden and
WONS Hartford, both Connecticut.
Hugh E. Neeld, formerly on sales
staff of KTBB Tyler, Tex., to KDOK,
that city, as commercial manager.
John T. Whitaker, formerly in art
department of WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
named art director of WFBM-TV
Indianapolis.
Donald Chapman, formerly of
Adam Young, N.Y., joins WPIX (TV),
that city, as account executive.
George L. Pierce, sales service assistant at KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted to sales service manager.
John A. Garland, formerly with
Scott Paper Co., N.Y., joins sales staff
of Devney-O'Connell, station rep, N.Y.
Rex Miller, formerly account executive with WAKY Louisville, Ky., to
similar position at KOMA Oklahoma
City.

Milestone
Wally Erickson, president of
National Assn. of Television and
Radio Farm Directors, and S.D.
Breitweiser, president of DX
Sunray Oil Co., will be special
guests on 500th broadcast (Oct.
12) of DX Farm Information
Center program. Broadcast three
times weekly from 26 farm information centers in 16 marketing areas, the series features leading farm radio directors in interviews with prominent leaders in
agriculture and allied fields. Agency for Sunray Oil is Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City.
sor of education at Union College, appointed research consultant for Mohawk-Hudson Council on Etv, Schenectady, N.Y. Responsibilities will be
in addition to Dr. Katz's duties at
Union.
Jay Jasper appointed news director
of WCCM and WGHT-FM Lawrence,
Mass., succeeding Tony Lupo who joins
news department of WHDH-TV Boston.
Jack Deignan, formerly personality
with WHEN Syracuse, N.Y., to WFBL,
that city, as assistant news director.

at WTTN Watertown, Wis., to WISN
Milwaukee, as staff announcer.
Crawford Rice appointed director of
programs, news and
public affairs for
WTVT (TV) TampaSt. Petersburg, Fla. ,
in revision of station's
program and news departments which have
Riceand
Move heavyMr"news
combined.
been
is
in line
with station's
public affairs programming. Joe Loughlin becomes news director in reorganization.
Eddie Cary joins KXJB-TV Valley
City, N.D., as announcer.
Ida Blackburn, host of Romper
Room on KOCO-TV Oklahoma City,
appointed host of station's new women's
physical fitness show.
Ollie Raymond, formerly personality at KMOX St. Louis, joins WBBM
Chicago.
Jack Palvino, formerly program director of WGVA Geneva, to WBBF
Rochester, both New York, as air
personality.
Programming

Nate Freedman appointed mobile
news reporter for WBZ Boston and
WBZA Springfield.

Max D. Pride appointed vp in
charge of sales department of Fred A.
Niles productions, Chicago, succeeding
Fred Foster.

Robert B. Farrow, formerly account
executive at KATZ St. Louis, to WICS
(TV) Springfield, 111., in similar capacity.

Henry Clark, formerly with WAIK
Patchogue, Long Island, to WEAV
Plattsburgh, both New York, as staff announcer.

Peter A. Griffith, tv producer and
account executive at Transfilm Caravel,
N.Y., appointed vp.

Dr. Malcolm Katz, associate profes-

Jim Mortell, formerly air personality

Arthur Treffeisen, formerly of General Artists Corp., joins Mercury Artists
Corp., N.Y., as vp in charge of program development, tv and motion picture activities.
Philip A. Williams III, formerly
sales manager for United Artists Tv
Inc., appointed director of sales for
Traveletter Corp., Greenwich, Conn,
(business forms).

Sill
Cops APRTA election ■ The Associated Press Radio & Television
Assn. has returned Daniel W. Kops
(third from 1) of WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., to office for his fourth term
as president. Others on the slate
elected Sept. 26 at the APRTA
board's annual meeting: (1 to r)
Irving Waugh, WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn., vp for the southern district;
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Carl Lee, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
Mich., central district vp; Mr. Kops;
Ken Nybo of KBMY Billings, Mont.,
western vp; Joseph M. Geary,
WESB Bradford, Pa., eastern vp, and
Oliver S. Gramling of the Associated Press, New York, re-elected
secretary. Robert Booth of the Associated Press, not in the picture, was
re-elected treasurer.

Robert L. Meisner, Radio Tv Reports, N.Y., named supervisor of West
Coast monitoring operations.
Philip McEneny, formerly unit manager of network shows and commercials
at NBC-TV, joins Videotape Productions of New York (Videotape Center)
as sales account executive.
George Mitchell appointed Seven
Arts Associated southwest division manager with headquarters in Dallas. He
formerly was with United Artists-TV.
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Peter M. Robeck, formerly vp of
Crosby/ Brown Productions, has organized own syndication firm, with headquarters at 230 Park Ave., N.Y. He
will handle distribution of The Pioneers,
reruns of Death Valley Days programs
owned by United States Borax & Chemical Co., formerly syndicated by Crosby/Brown.
Martin N. Leeds, executive vp and
director of Desilu Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, resigns, following aftermath of split with Desi Arnaz, Desilu
president.
Louis A. Novins, president of International Telemeter Corp., Division of
Paramount Pictures Corp., elected vp
of parent company.
Carl H. Lawton appointed sales representative for Magna Film Productions, Watertown, Mass. Previously, he
had been film buyer for WBZ-TV Boston and KYW-TV Cleveland.
Equipment & Eng'ring
Cameron G. Pierce, president of
Ling Electronics, Los Angeles, named
to board of directors of Crestmont Consolidated Corp., San Marino, Calif,
(electronics firm).
Ercell B. Harrison, sales manager of
Peerless Electrical Products Div. of Altec Lansing Corp., Anaheim, Calif., appointed general manager of division.
He will retain current responsibilities in
addition to new duties.

William H. Craig, formerly manager of employment at NBC, joins
Katherine S. Falk, personnel agency,
as personnel consultant in advertising
and radio-tv.
International
Rick Hart, commentator for CBCTV, Toronto, appointed newscaster of
CFTO-TV, that city.

Deaths
George H. Jasradio pioneerpert,
and 63,president
of
WCCM and WGHJFM Lawrence, Mass.,
died Sept. 26 following long illness. Mr.
Jaspert, in broadcasting for 38 years, was
Mr. Jaspert
founder of Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn. and was manager of WBZ Boston and WBZA
Springfield from 1922-1927.
Nat L. Cohen, 56, director of sales
for WGR Buffalo, N.Y., died Sept. 28
of heart attack. Mr. Cohen had been
associated with WGR organization
since 1930 when he joined station as
account executive.

Norman P. Norlie, director and vp
of sales at Wilber B. Driver Co., Newark, N.J., manufacturer of precision
electrical equipment, retires after 31
years service. Ernest W. Swift named
vp of sales and Fred A. Locke named
director of sales engineering.

Joseph Horner Jr., 73, vp and general manager of Green Bay Newspaper
Co., died Sept. 18 from effects of skull
fracture suffered at his home. Green
Bay Newspaper Co. owns WJPG Green
Bay, Wis.

Fields

Laurence J. Jaffe, vp of Market Research Corp., N.Y., joins Audits Surveys Co., that city, as vp of new service
development.
Robert Van Roo joins A.C. Nielsen
Co., Chicago, as promotion director of
Nielsen coverage service. He will be responsible for all promotional activities
for
firm's of
1961radio
nationwide
survey of
circulation
and tv stations.
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Arthur H. Curtis, 32, account executive with Peters Griffin Woodward,
Chicago, died Sept. 26 in automobile
accident.

Allied

BUY

Ted M. Fielder, president and managing director of CFRS Simcoe, Ont.,
also assumes duties of national sales
manager.

W.W. Smith named chief of engineering development at Babcock Electronics Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif.

Jack Carter appointed manager of
pre-contract engineering and marketing
at Jansky & Bailey, Washington, D.C.,
electronic and communication firm.

\ III

Fred de Jaager, 46, vp and recording engineer with Empire Broadcasting,
N.Y., died Sept. 27, at St. Clare's Hospital, following coronary attack.
Harlow Wilcox, 60, retired NBC announcer, died Sept. 24 in Hollywood.
Mr. Wilcox, long time announcer and
newsman, was best known for his work
on Fibber McGee and Molly show of
which he was part for 16 years.
Maury Hamilton, 37, newsman and
editorial research writer at KCBS San
Francisco, died Sept. 21 of heart attack
at home.
Harry C. Baker, 39, newscaster at
KBIG Avalon (Catalina), Calif., died
suddenly Sept. 21 during comedy "hog
calling" contest in Los Angeles.

in
Shreveport
Louisiana

HANNEL 3 SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
E: Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.
BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
doWLIB canjob.
only
the effective

lotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue. New York 27 N, Y.
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
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TV
Networks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time,
program title in italics, followed by
sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust., sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor; co-op,
cooperative local sponsorships. F, film;
L, live; T, video tape. All times EDT.
Published first issue in each quarter
SUNDAY MORNING
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust., L;
10:30-11 No
Looknetwork
Up and service.
Live, sust., L.
NBC-TV
1 1 a.m.-l 2 noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 No network service; 11:3011:55 Camera Three, sust., F; 11:55-12 News,
sust.
NBC-TV No network service.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon- 1 p.m.
ABC-TV
Mattel, 12-12:30
F; 12:30-1Matty's
Rocky Funday
& His Funnies,
Friends,
part., F.
CBS-TV 12-12:55 CBS Television Workshop,
sust., 12:55-1 No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1 :30 No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 1-1:15 Neios, sust., 1:15-1:30 No network service; 1:30-2 Frontiers of Faith, sust.
2- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-2:30 Championship Bridge, North
American
Van American
Lines, Shwayder,
2:30to
conclusion
Football F.;
League,
part., L.
CBS-TV 2-conclusion National League Football Games, part., L.
NBC-TV 2-conclusion Pro Football, part., L.
5-6 p.m.
ABC-TV
5-5:30 Rocky
Matty's & Funday
Funnies,part,Mat-F.
tel, F; 5:30-6
His Friends,
CBS-TV 5-5:30 Ted Mack and the Original
Amateur
B. Williams,
GE CollegeHour,
Bowl,J. Gen.
Elec. L. L; 5:30-6
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Celebrity Golf, Kemper, F;
5:30-6 Chet Huntley Reporting, Photo Copy
Equipment, Kemper, L.

NETWORK
SHOWSHEET
8- 9 a.m.
SUNDAY EVENING
ABC-TV
No network service.
6- 7 p.m.
CBS-TV
8-8:15
CBS part.,
News, L. sust., L; 8:15-9
Captain
Kangaroo,
NBC-TV Today,
cont.
ABC-TV
6-6:30
No
network
service;
6:30-7
Walt Disney Presents, part, F.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 Face the Nation, sust. L; (last 9- 10 a.m.
playdate 11/6), starting 11/13— Oh, Those
Bells, TBA.
ABC-TV No network service.
dential, F. 6:30-7 Twentieth Century, Prunetwork
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press, sust., L.; 6:30- CBS-TV
NBC-TV No
Today,
cont. service.
7 People Are Funny, E. R. Squibb, F.
10- 11 a.m.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC-TV
No network service.
ABC-TV 7-7:30 Walt Disney Presents, cont.;
CBS-TV
December
part F7:30-8 Maverick, Kaiser, Armour. Noxzema,
10:30-11 10-10:30
Video Village,
part., Bride,
L.
R. J. Reynolds, Union Carbide, Derby, BrilNBC-TV 10-10:30 Dough Re Mi, part., L; 10:30lo, F.
Lassie, Campbell
F; 7:30-F. 11 Play Your Hunch, part., L.
8CBS-TV
Dennis7-7:30
the Menace,
Best Foods,Soup,
Kellogg,
1 1 a.m. -noon
NBC-TV Shirley Temple, RCA, Beechnut, T.
ABC-TV 11-11:30 Morning Court, part. L8- 9 p.m.
11:30-12 Love That Bob, part., F.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 I Love Lucy, part., F; 11:30ABC-TV 8-8:30 Maverick, cont.; 8:30-9 Law12 Clear Horizon, part., F.
man, Reynolds Tobacco, Whitehall, F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 The Price Is Right, part., L;
CBS-TV EdL. Sullivan Show, Colgate, Eastman
11:30-12 Concentration, part., L.
Kodak,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 National Velvet, Rexall, Gen.
Mills, F.; F.8:30-9 Tab Hunter, P. Lorillard,
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
Westclox,
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
9- 10 p.m.
Noon- 1 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 The Rebel, P&G, Union Carbide, Liggett & Myers, F; 9:30-10 The Is- ABC-TV 12-12:30 The Texan, part., F; 12:30-1
landers, L&M, J.B. Williams, Warnerfor a Day, part., L.
Lambert, United Motors, duPont, Brillo, F. Queen
12-12:30 Love of Life, part., L; 12:30CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theatre, Gen. Elec, F; CBS-TV
12:45
Search
for Tomorrow, P&G L
9:30-10 Jack
Benny, Lever, State Farm
12:45-1 Guiding Light, P&G., L.
Mutual,
F.
NBC-TV
12-12:30
Truth or Consequences, part.,
NBC-TV Chevy Show, Chevrolet, L.
L; 12:30-1 It Could Be You, part., L.
10- 11 p.m.
1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 The Islanders, cont.; 10:30ABC-TV
1-1:30 service.
About Faces, part., L; 1:30-2
11 Walter Winchell, Hazel Bishop. L. (Start- No
network
ing Nov. 27 — Winston Churchill)
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Candid Camera, Lever, Bris- CBS-TV 1-1:05 Network News, sust., L; 1:051:30 No Turns,
network
1:30-2 As the
ol-Myers, F; 10:30-11
part.,service;
L.
logg, tSunbeam,
L. What's My Line, Kel- World
NBC-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Loretta Young Show, Toni,
Warner-Lambert, alt., F; 10:30-11 This is 2- 3 p.m.
Your Life, Block Drug, L.
11- 11:15 p.m.
ABC-TV To2-2:30
Day part.,
In Court,
Road
Reality,
L. part., L; 2:30-3
ABC-TV No network service. (Starting 11/13 CBS-TV 2-2:30 Full Circle, sust., L; 2:30-3 Art
—Waiter Winchell, Hazel Bishop, L.)
Linkletter's House Party, part., L.
CBS-TV
Sunday L.News Special, Whitehall alt. NBC-TV 2-2:30 Jan Murray Show, part., L;
with Carter,
2:30-3 Loretta Young Show, part., F.
NBC-TV No network service.
3- 4 p.m.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
ABC-TV
the Clock,
L; 3:307-8 a.m.
4 Who 3-3:30
Do YouBeatTrust?,
part., part.,
L.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Millionaire, part., F; 3:304 The Verdict is Yours, part., L.
ABC-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Young Dr. Malone, part., L;
CBS-TV No network service.
3:30-4
From These Roots, part., L.
NBC-TV Today, part., T.

TV SPECIALS FOR OCTOBER, NOVEMBER & DECEMBER
Note: Subject to change.
Oct.
16: 6-7 p.m.
Nov. 6: 2:30-3 p.m.
ALL NETWORKS
National
Automobile Show, Reynolds
Campaign Roundup, sust.
Oct. 7: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Metals.
Nov.
7:
11
p.m.
-12
midnight.
Face-to-Face (Kennedy-Nixon).
Oct. 24: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Republican
Presidential
Candidate
Oct. 13: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
The Right Man, Travelers Insurance.
Speech,
Face-to-Face (Kennedy-Nixon).
mittee. Republican National ComOct. 26: 10-11 p.m.
Tomorrow,
Machine &
Oct. 21: 10-11 p.m.
Nov. 8: 9 p.m. (tentative).
Foundry Co. American
Face-to-Face (Kennedy-Nixon).
Election Coverage.
Oct. 28 & 29: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Nov.
9:30-10:30
Family Classics, Breck, P&G.
John14:Wayne
Show,p.m.Pontiac.
ABC-TV
Nov. 24:
Oct.The30:Danny
8-9 p.m.
Kaye Show, Gen. Motors.
Football (Texas vs. Texas A&M —
Oct. 4: 7:30-8 p.m.
Nov. 8: Throughout evening.
Pre-World
Series
Show,
Union
CarNCAA;
New
York
vs.
Dallas—
AFL).
Election Returns, Westinghouse.
bide.
various sponsors.
Nov. 13: 9-10 p.m.
Nov. 25: 8-8:30 p.m.
Oct. 5: 10-11 p.m.
General Electric Special, Gen. Electric.
Bingr Crosby Show, Oldsmobile.
Close-up, Bell & Howell.
Nov. 16: 9:30-11 p.m.
Oct.
6:
9:30-10:30
p.m.
Dec.
7:
10-11
p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month, E.I.
Victor Borge Show, Pontiac.
Close-up, Bell & Howell.
duPont.
Oct. 8: 8-8:30 p.m.
Dec. 9: 10:30-11 p.m.
Nov. 20: 10-11 p.m.
Campaign Roundup, sust.
Close-up, Bell & Howell.
Harry Belafonte Special, Revlon.
Oct. 13: 10:30-11 p.m.
Dec. 31: 11 p.m. -12:30 a.m.
Nov. 21: 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Close-up, Bell & Howell.
Dick Clark's New Years Eve Party.
Tomorrow,
Machine &
Oct. 15: 7-7:30 p.m.
Jan.Tournament
2: 11:30 a.m.-l
:45
p.m.
Foundry Co. American
of Roses, Quaker Oats.
Campaign Roundup, sust.
Nov.
30 & Classics,
Dec. 1: 7:30-8:30
p.m.
Oct. 20: 10:30-11 p.m.
Family
Breck, P&G.
Campaign Roundup, sust.
Dec.
11:
6-8
p.m.
Oct.Date27: with
9:30-10:30
p.m.
CBS-TV
The Wizard of Oz (in color), Benrus,
Debbie, Revlon.
Whitman.
Oct. 8: 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Oct. 29: 7-7:30 p.m.
Dec. 13: 8:30-10 p.m.
Campaign Roundup, sust.
Just Polly and Me, Carling Brewing.
DuPont Show of the Month, E.I.
Oct.Jackie
9: 9-10Gleason
p.m. Special, Speidel.
Nov. 3: 10:30-11 p.m.
duPont.
Close-up, Bell & Howell.
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4-5 p.m.
ABC-TV American Bandstand, part., L.
CBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, part., L;
4:15-4:30 Secret Storm, part., L; 4:30-5 Edge
of Night, part., L.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 Make Room For Daddy, part.,
F; 4:30-5
Silex,
F. Here's Hollywood, Hartz, Proc5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 American Bandstand, cont.;
5:30-6 Captain Gallant, (Wed.); Rocky &
His Friends, (Tues., Thurs.,); Rin Tin Tin,
(Fri. & Mon.), Gen. Foods, Gen. Mills, F.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-7:15 No network service; 7:15-7:30
News, sust., L; 7-7:30 (Tues.) Expedition,
Ralston-Purina, F.
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News, part., 7-7:30 No network service.
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
Huntley
-Brinkley
No
network
service.News, Texaco, L; 7-7:30
11:15-1 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Jack Paar Show, part., T.
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Cheyenne, Union Carbide,
P&G, olds,Ralston,
R.J.Dow,
Reyn-F.
A. C. Spark Bristol-Mvers,
Plug, Peter Paul,
CBS-TV
To
Tell
the
Truth,
American
Home,
Helene Curtis, L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Riverboat, Gold Seal, Mogen-David Wine, Simoniz, E. I. duPont,
Readers' Digest,
Block
Drug, P&G, StudeWarner-Lambert,
Norwich Pharmacal,
baker, R. J. Reynolds, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Cheyenne, cont.; 8:30-9:30
Surfside 6, Brown & Williamson, Whitehall,
Johnson
body, F. & Johnson, Pontiac, Cluett-PeaCBS-TV 8-8:30 Pete & Gladys, Goodyear,
Carnation,
Scott,
F. F; 8:30-9 Bringing Up Buddy,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Riverboat, cont.; 8:30-9 Wells
Fargo, American Tobacco and sust., F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Surfside 6, cont.; 9:30-10
AdventuresJ. in
Paradise, duPont,
Cluett-Peabody,
Whitehall,
B. Williams,
Noxema,
Dow, L&M, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Danny Thomas, Gen. Food, F;
9:30-10 Andy Griffith Show, Gen. Foods, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Klondike, R. J. Reynolds, and
sust., F; 9:30-10 Dante, Alberto-Culver,
Singer Sewing Machines, F.
Dec. 17: Sat. afternoon to concl.
Blue Bonnet Bowl Game, Liggett &
Myers and part.
Dec.
25: 5-6 Bernstein
p.m.
Leonard
and the New York
Philharmonic, Ford Motor Co.
Dec. 31: Sat. afternoon to concl.
Gator Bowl Game, Liggett & Myers
and part.
Jan. 1: Sat. afternoon to concl.
Cotton Bowl Game, Liggett & Myers
and part.
Orange Bowl Game, Liggett & Myers
and part.
NBC-TV
Oct.
8:30-9:30
Bob3: Hope
Show,p.m.Buick.
Oct.
4: 10-11
Rivak.
The p.m.
Barbarian, sust.
Oct. 7: 9-10 p.m.
Eleanor
Roosevelt's
Plus One!,
Cancer Diamond
Foundation.Jubilee
Oct. 11: 10-11 p.m.
TheFoundation.
Donald O'Connor Show, Brewers
Oct. 18: 10-11 p.m.
Hour
ical. of Great Mysteries, Dow ChemOct.
21: American
7:30-8:30 p.m.Heritage, Equitable
OurLife.
Oct. 21: 9-10 p.m.
All-Star Circus, Timex.
Oct.
8:30-9:30
p.m. Buick.
Bob 22: Hope
Show,
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10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Adventures in Paradise,
cont.;
10:30-11 Peter
Gunn, Bristol-Myers,
R.
J. Reynolds,
F.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Hennesey, Gen. Foods, P.
Lorillard, F.; 10:30-11 Face the Nation, Esquire, Schick, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Barbara Stanwyck Theatre,
Alberto-Culver, Amer. Gas Assn., F.; 10:3011 Jackpot Bowling, Bayuk cigars, Brunswick-Balke.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV
Bugsnetwork
Bunny, service.
Gen. Foods, F.
CBS-TV No
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Laramie, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass, Prestone, Dow, Beechnut, Pan Amer.
Coffee, Brown & Williamson, Simoniz, Colgate, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Rifleman, P&G, F.; 8:30-9
Wyatt Earp, P&G, Gen. Mills, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Father Knows Best, Kellogg,
Scott, Bristol-Myers,
F.; 8:30-9
Dobie Gills,
Pillsbury,
Philip Morris,
F.
NBC-TV
8-8:30
Laramie,
cont.;
8:30-9
Alfred
Hitchcock, Mercury, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV Stagecoach West, Brown & Williamson, United Motor Service, Miles, Ralston,
Gen. Foods, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Tom Ewell Show, Quaker Oats,
P&G,
F.; 9:30-10
S.
C. Johnson,
L. Red Skelton, Pet Milk
NBC-TV Thriller, All-State, Sterling Drug,
American Tobacco, duPont, Beechnut, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Alcoa Presents, Alcoa, F.;
10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV Garry Moore Show, Polaroid, S.C.
Johnson, Plymouth, L.
NBC-TV "Specials," part.
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Hong Kong, Armour, Kaiser,
Ritchie, Derby, F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Aquanauts, Carter, LorilVicks, Kellogg,
Procter & Gamble,
Generallard, Foods,
F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Wagon Train, R.J. Reynolds, Ford, National Biscuit, F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Hong Kong, cont.; 8:30-9 Adventures of the Nelsons, Eastman Kodak,
Coca-Cola. F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Aquanauts, cont.; 8:30-9
Wanted Dead or Alive, Brown & Williamson, Kimberly-Clark, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Wagon Train, cont.; 8:30-9
Price Is Right, Lever, Speidel, F.
Oct. 24: 9:30-11 p.m.
Hall of Fame, Hallmark.
Oct. 25: 10-11 p.m.
John Brown's Raid, Purex.
Nov.
p.m. Speidel.
Dean1: 10-11
Martin,
Nov.
4:
9-10
p.m.
O'Conner's Ocean, TBA.
Nov. 8:
Election Returns, TBA.
Nov. 13: 5-6 p.m.
Omnibus, Aluminium Ltd.
Nov. 14: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Story of a Family, Ocean Spray.
Nov. 15: 10-11 p.m.
Hour
ical. of Great Mysteries, Dow ChemNov.
9-10 p.m.
Bob 16:Hope
Show, Buick.
Nov. 17: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Wonderland on Ice, Top Value Enterprises.
Nov. 18: 9-10 p.m.
Dave
Garroway, Elgin, Elec. AutoLite,
Hosiery.American Luggage, Berkshire
Nov. 20: 6-8 p.m.
Hall of Fame, Hallmark.
Nov.
22: 10-11
p.m.
Project
20, Purex.
Nov. 24: 10-11 a.m.
Thanksgiving Day Circus, TBA.
Nov. 24: 11-12 noon
Thanksgiving
Ideal Toy. Day Parade, Lionel &
Nov. 29: 10-11 p.m.
NBC White Paper, Timex and sust.

9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 Hawaiian Eye, Whitehall, American Chicle, Ritchie, Carter, Oldsmobile, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 My Sister Eileen, ColgatePalmolive,
F.; Bristol-Myers,
9:30-10 I've Got
a Secret,
R.J.
NBC-TVReynolds,
9-10 Perry
Como Show, L.Kraft, L.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV Naked City, duPont, A.C. Spark Plug,
Brown
& Williamson,
Shwayder, Sunbeam,
Dow, Bristol-Myers,
Derby, F.
CBS-TV
U.S.
Steel
Hour
&
Circle
Theatre,
U.S. Steel, Armstrong, L.
NBC-TV
10:30-11 10-10:30
Open. Peter Loves Mary, P&G, F.;
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Guestward Ho., Ralston, Seven-Up,. F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Witness, R.J. Reynolds,
Helene Curtis, Esquire, Schick, L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Outlaws, duPont, WarnerLambert, Mogen-David Wine, Simoniz,
Beechnut
Savers, Ford,
Colgate,
baker, PanLifeAmerican
Coffee,
Gold StudeSeal,
Brown & Williamson, F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Donna Reed Show, Johnson &
Johnson, Campbell Soup, F.; 8:30-9 Real
McCoys, P&G, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Witness, cont.; 8:30-9 Zane
Grey, S. C. Johnson, P. Lorillard, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Outlaws, cont.; 8:30-9 Bat
Masterson, Sealtest, Hills Bros. F.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 My Three Sons, Chevrolet,
F; 9:30-10:30 The Untouchables, L&M,
Armour, Whitehall, Ritcher, Union Carbide,
Sunbeam, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Angel, S.C. Johnson, General
Foods,son, F;
9:30-10 F.Ann Sothern, S.C. JohnGen. Foods,
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Bachelor Father, American,
Tobacco, Whitehall, F, 9:30-10 Tfie Ford
Show, Ford, L.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 The Untouchables, cont.;
L.10:30-11 Take A Good Look, Dutch Master,
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Person to Person, Esquire,
Polaroid, Lanvin, Prestone, Lanolin Plus,
Burlington Mills, part.; 10:30-11 June Allyson, duPont. F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Groucho Marx, Lorillard,
Toni F.; 10:30 Lawless Years, Culver, F.
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Matty's Funday Funnies, Mattel, F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Rawhide, Nabisco, ParliaDec. 2: 9-10 p.m.
Our American Heritage, Equitable.
Dec. 4: 10-11 p.m.
Child Guidance, Child Guidance FounDec. dation.
6: 10-11 p.m.
Some Comic Relief, Lanvin.
Dec.
8: 7:30-9:30
p.m.
Peter
Pan, Revlon.
Dec.
11:
5-6
p.m.
Omnibus, Aluminium Ltd.
Dec. 12: 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Bob Hope Show, Buick.
Dec. 13: 10-11 p.m.
Hour of Great Mysteries, Dow ChemDec. ical.
16: 9-10 p.m.
Hall of Fame, Hallmark.
Dec. 20: 10-11 p.m.
NBC White Paper, Timex and sust.
Dec. 21: 8:30-9 p.m.
Project 20, U.S. Steel.
Dec. 25: 4-5 p.m.
Amahl and the Night Visitors, TBA.
Dec.
10-11 p.m. TBA.
The 27: Renegade,
Dec.
29:
9:30-11
p.m.
Project 20, P&G.
Dec. 30: 9-10 p.m.
Year End Roundup, TBA.
Jan.
1 : 3-5 TBA.
p.m.
Deseret,
Jan. 1 : 5-6 p.m.
Omnibus, Aluminium.
Jan. 2: 11:30 a.m. -1:45 p.m.
Tournament
of Roses Parade, Minute
Maid.
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ment, Gen. Foods, Drackett, Bristol-Myers,
F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Dan Raven, Prestone, Dow,
Mentholatum, and sust., Mogen-Davld Wine,
Simoniz, Beechnut Life Savers, Studebaker, Brown & Williamson, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Harrigan & Son, Reynolds
Metals,
Reynolds,F.;F. 8:30-9 Flintstones, Miles, R.J.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Rawhide, cont.; 8:30-9:30 Route
66
F. Philip Morris, Sterling Drug, Chevrolet,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Dan Raven, cont.; 8:30-9 Lone
Westerner, Warner-Lambert, Simoniz,
Beechnut Life Savers, Mogen-David Wine, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 77 Sunset Strip, American Chicle,
Whitehall, Ritchie, R.J. Reynolds, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Route 66, cont.; 9:30-10 Mr.
Garland, L&M, Plymouth, F.
NBC-TV AT&T Specials, AT&T, F.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Robert Taylor in the DetecF.; 10:30-11
Law & Mr. Jones,
P&G, tives,
and P&G,sust.,
F.
CBS-TV 10:10:30 Twilight Zone, Gen. Foods,
Colgate-Palmolive, L. 10:30-11 Eyewitness to
History, Firestone, L. T. & F.
NBC-TV Michael Shayne, Pittsburgh Plate
Glass, Oldsmobile, duPont, Beechnut Life
Savers, F.
SATURDAY MORN. & AFTERNOON
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-11 Captain Kangaroo, part L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Shari Lewis Show, National Biscuit, L; 10:30-11 King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills, alt.
wks, F.
1 KW
FM

Transmitter

Full Fidelity Operation
Only a single PA stage is used
beyond the exciter to assure
true high fidelity performance
while keeping operating costs
low. Distortion and noise are
extremely low even when the
transmitter is multiplexed.
When combined with the
RCA broadband FM antenna
the BTF-1D is capable of producing ERP's up to 12 KW.
This new 1 KW transmitter
can easily be expanded to 5,
10, or 20 KW by adding higher
power amplifiers.
Before you buy gel complete information on FM's best value, write
RCA, Dept. M-22, Bldg. 15-1,
Camden, N. J. In Canada, RCA
VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

1 1 a.m. -noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Magic Land of Allakazam,
Kellogg,
F; 11:30-12 Mighty Mouse, Colgate,
F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Miles, alt. F; 11:30-12
Lone Ranger,
Gen. Mills, Beechnut Life
Savers,
F.
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Lunch With Soupy Sales,
Gen. Foods, L.; 12:30-1 No network service.
CBS-TV
12-12:30News,
Sky King,
F.; 12:301 Saturday
sust., Nabisco,
L.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 My True Story, Glenbrook,
F- 12:30-1 Detective's Diary, Glenbrook F.

1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 1-1:30
network
service.Mr. Wizard, sust.; 1:30-2 No
2-5 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-2:15 College Football Kickoff,
Union Carbide, Willard Batteries, L.; 2:154:45 NCAA Football Games, part., L.; 4:455 College Football Scoreboard, BristolMyers, Gen. Mills, L.
CBS-TV Network Sports Schedule, TBA., L.
NBC-TV NBA Basketball, part., L.
5-7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV
service. Football, cont. and no network
CBS-TV
Sports, cont. and no network service.
NBC-TV Basketball, cont. and no network
service.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8:30 Roaring Twenties, WarnerLambert, duPont, Ritchie, Colgate, Amer.
Chicle,
Brillo, F.Derby, Carters, Burlington Mills,
CBS-TV 7:30-8:30 Perry Mason, Parliament,
Colgate-Palmolive,
Sterling Drug, Dracket,
L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8:30 Bonanza, Amer. Tobacco,
RCA, F.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV
Roaring Ralston,
Twenties,Gen.
cont.;
9 Leave 8-8:30
It to Beaver,
Elec,8:30-F.
CBS-TV
8-8:30
Perry
Mason,
cont.;
8:30-9:30
Checkmate, Brown & Williamson, Lever,
Kimberly-Clark. F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Bonanza, cont.; 8:30-9 Tall
Man, R.J. Reynolds, Beechnut, F.
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV liLawrence
Welk, Dodge, J.B. Wilams, L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Checkmate, cont.; 9:30-10 Have
Gun, Will Travel, Lever, Whitehall, F.
NBC-TV 9:9:30 Deputy, Gen. Cigar, Polaroid,
F.; 9:30-10:30 The Nation's Future, sust., L.
10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:45 Fight of the Week, Gillette,
Miles, L.; 10:45-11 Make That Spare, Brown
& Williamson, F.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Gunsmoke, L&M, Remington Rand, F.; 10:30-11 No network service.
NBC-TV
The Nation's
10:30-11 10-10:30
No network
service.Future, cont.;

INTERNATIONAL
CBC-TV

Network

IT

TO

MAKE

and

affiliates

Representatives of 46 English and
French-language Canadian independent
television stations will sign a network
agreement with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. by the end of 1960. The
network affiliation agreement will set
down details of the verbal agreements
established over the past seven years.
With a second television network being
planned in Canada, a signed agreement
was termed necessary at a meeting of
the CBC and its affiliates held in midSeptember at Ottawa, Ont.
The meeting decided to establish a
y committee of 15 memjoint bersadvisor
to make recommendations to the

ALL

to sign

LEGAL

contracts

CBC on matters of mutual interest, including network schedules and commercial requirements.
CBC and its affiliates will present the
first of a series of annual awards in the
and perfor programs
spring of 1962
sonalities on both
the English and
French-language networks.
New tv station
CKPG Prince George, B.C., has been
recommended for a television license in
this mountainous
Canada's
coast
on ch. 3 witharea210on video
and west
114
audio. The Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors originally recommended
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

CKPG for the license on May 24 but
on July 5 recommended deferment of
the license pending further study of the
area's broadcasting needs. On Sept. 9,
the BBG announced that following its
study CKPG had indicated the possibility of establishing satellite television
stations in the area to give service to
adjacent communities. CKPG will conduct tests to determine the economic
and technical feasibility of satellite
services.

Italian

tv in New

York

The first foreign office of RAI
(Radiotelevisione Italiana) opened Sept.
15 in New York. In from Rome to
officially inaugurate the new operation,
located at 717 Fifth Ave., were Marcello Rodino, RAI president, and Rodolfo Arata, general manager. Giorgio
E. Padaovano, executive vice president
of RAI Corp. and its representative in
North America, is in charge of the
FOR

THE

office, which was established for the
purpose of exchanging programs, ideas,
talent, technical facilities and information between RAI and radio and
tv of the U.S. and Canada. Emphasis will be on cooperative exchange of educational, cultural and
public affairs programs. RAI expects to
have a second channel opened in Italy
in the fall of 1961. Messrs. Rodino and
Arata are scheduled to return to Rome
Sept. 30.

RECORD

first year operating cost $7,500, revenue $10,000. Applicant
Authorizations, Applications
Ann.
Sept. 28. will duplicate WVOT Wilson.
Houston,
Tex. — Walter D. Caldwell, grantAs Compiled by Broadcasting
ed 105.7 mc, 1.94 kw. P.O. address 408 Amarillo
Bldg.,
Amarillo, Tex. Estimated conSeptember 22 through September 28. includes data on new stations,
struction cost $16,372, first year operating
revenue
$45,000.
Applicant
inchanges in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & cost $36,000, dependent
gas and oil
operator.
Ann. isSept.
28.
standards changes and routine roundup.
Pampa, Tex— Coy C. Palmer, granted 100.3
3 kw. P.O. address 2117 North Russell,
vised that application for renewal of license mc,
Abbreviations:
Pampa, Tex. Estimated construction cost
indicates necessity of hearing on program
year operating cost $20,000, revissues. Comrs.
Hyde,28.Craven and King dis- $16,375,enuefirst
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
$32,000. Applicant is 50% owner of
sented. Ann. Sept.
Pampa, Tex. Ann. Sept. 28.
oerin it. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
WMFD Wilmington, N.C. — Designated for KPDN
Plainview, Tex. — KVOP Inc. Granted 97.3
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- hearing application to increase daytime
mc, 3 kw. P.O. address Box 1071. Estimated
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operconstruction
$16,204, first year operating
28.
ation on 630 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-2. Ann. Sept. cost $12,000, cost
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megarevenue $12,000. Applicant fm
cycles.—D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
will
duplicate
KVOP
Plainview, Tex. Ann.
KTOD Sinton, Tex.— Granted mod. of Sept. 28.
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. permit
(1590 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS, DA-2)
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
APPLICATIONS
to changeditions.nighttime
array; on
engineering
subsidiary communications authorization.
Station is licensed
1590 kc, 1 conkw,
Birmingham, Ala. — Chapman Radio & Tv
SSA — special service authorization. — ST A —
DA, D. Ann. Sept. 28.
Co., 96.5 mc, 55.44 kw. Ant. height above
special temporary authorization. SH — speciKORD Pasco, Wash. — Is being advised average
584.6 ft. P.O. address 725
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
that application
in- S. 22nd St.terrain
Estimated construction cost $18,dicates necessityforof renewal
hearing ofonlicense
program
695,
first
year
operating
cost $12,000, revenue
issues. Comrs.
Hyde, 28.Craven and King disNew Tv Station
$24,000. Principals include William and
sented. Ann. Sept.
ACTION BY FCC
George Chapman, equal partners, who own
APPLICATIONS
WCRT Birmingham. Ann. Sept. 21.
Southwest Tex. Educational Television
Conn.— WWCO Inc., 102.1 mc
KONG
Visalia,
Calif.
— Cp
to kwincrease
day- 20 Waterbury,
Council, San Antonio, Tex. — Waived prinkw. Ant. height above average terrain
time
power
from
250
w
to
1
and
install
cipal city signal requirements of sec. 3.685 new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. Sept. 22.
95
ft.
P.O.
address
% Herbert Bloomberg,
(a) of rules and granted cp for new non65 Bank St. Estimated construction cost $16,commercial educational tv station to operate
KSYCtime power
Yreka,
Calif.
—
Cp
to
increase
day600, first year operating cost $5,000, revenue
from 250 w to 1 kw and install $5,000.
on ch.(158*9;kw)
ERP aur.;
25 dbk
kw) 970
vis.ft.andAnn.22 new trans. (1490
Principals include Herbert Bloomkc). Ann. Sept. 22.
dbk
ant. (316
height
and Ruth R. Goddard, 27.36%
Sept. 28.
WMYR Ft. Myers, Fla. — Cp to increase the owners berg,of72.64%,
WWCO Waterbury. Ann. Sept. 27.
nighttime power from 500 w to 5 kw and
Cadillac, Mich. — Fetzer Bcstg. Co., 92.9 mc,
TV TRANSLATORS
make changes in DA system. (1410 kc). Ann.
100 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
Sept. 27.
Likely Tv forClub,
Calif. — Granted
895 ft. P.O. address 417 N. Mitchell St. EstiWBIL
Leesburg,
Fla. —andCp install
to increase
powapplication
new Likely,
tv translator
station
mated constructon cost $3,500. operating
er
from
1
kw
to
5
kw
new
trans.
on ch. 77 to translate programs of KOLOcost absorbed by WWTV (TV) Cadillac. Ap(1410 kc). Ann. Sept. 23.
TV (ch. 8) Reno, Nev. Ann. Sept. 28.
p
l
icant is Fetzer Bcstg. Co., headed by John
WPRP Ponce, P.R.— Cp to decrease night- E. Fetzer,
Columbia Gorge Tv Inc., Hood River, Ore. —
president, licensee of WWTV
time power from 5 kw to 500 w, change
Granted application for new tv translator
(TV)
Cadillac,
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo,
station on ch. 74 to translate programs of from DA-N to non-DA, change studio and WJEF-AM-FM Grand
Rapids all Michigan,
ant. -trans, location. Ann. Sept. 27.
KGW-TV (ch. 8) Portland. Ann. Sept. 28.
and
KOLN-TV
Lincoln,
Neb. Ann. Sept. 28.
KEEE Nacogdoches, Tex. — Cp to increase
CL&O Translator System Inc., Canadian,
daytime
power
from
250
w
to
1
kw
and
inFollett,
Tex.
—
Granted
applications
for
four
Ownership
Changes
stall new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 22.
new tv translator stations on ch. 70 and 74
ACTIONS BY FCC
to serve Canadian and Higgins and ch. 72
and 76 to serve Booker, Darrouzett and FolNew Fm Stations
KTKT Tucson, Ariz.— Granted transfer of
lett by translating programs of Amarillo
control from Thomas J. and Angie M. Walstations KGNC-TV (ch. 4) and KVII-TV
ACTIONS BY FCC
lace and House Party Productions Inc., to
(ch. 7). Ann. Sept. 28.
Leland
Bisbee Bcstg. Co. (KRUX Glendale)
Kittitas Valley Tv Assn. Inc., Ellensburg,
Wilson,
Wilsonaddress
RadioWVOT
Co. Granted
106.1
mc, 25N.C.
kw.— P.O.
Wilson,
Involves
sale of Wallaces' 50% interest to
Wash. — Granted application for new tv N.C.
Estimated
construction
cost
$20,084,
House
Party
for $190,000, and latter to transtranslator station on ch. 81 to serve Ellensburg and Kittitas Valley by translating
programs of KNDO (ch. 23), Yakima. Ann.
Sept. 28.
New Am Stations
NEW YORK
APPLICATION
Houma, La. — Gulf South Bcstrs. Inc., 1010
60 East 42nd Street
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 501 Buena Vista
Blvd. Estimated construction cost $26,400,
MUrroy Hill 7-4242
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
EDWIN
TORNBERG!
$40,000. Principals include Paul H. and
WEST
COAST
Thomas A. DeClouet 25% each, Peter G.
Bourgeois Jr., 20%, and James L. Landry
860 Jewell Avenue
&
COMPANY,
INC.
and Louis R. DuTriel, 15%. Messrs. DeClouet have interests in KLFY-TV LafayPacific Grove, California
ette, KVPI Ville Platte, and KEUN Eunice,
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
FRontier 2-7475
all Louisiana. Mr. Bourgeois is employe of
liquor company. Mr. Landry is employe of
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
warehouse company. Mr. DuTriel is student.
WASHINGTON
Ann. Sept. 28.
EVALUATIONS
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Existing Am Stations
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
j
District
7-8531 :
ACTIONS BY FCC
Station

KVRH Salida, Colo— Granted mod. of license (1340 kc, 250 w) to change from unl.
to
26. specified hours of operation. Ann. Sept.
WAVZ New Haven, Conn. — Is being adBROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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fer all stock to Leland Bisbee for $410,000.
Ann. Sept. 28.
KXXI Golden, Colo. — Granted assignment
of license to George I. Norman Jr., and
Philip B. Rosenthal, d/b as Norman Bcstg.;
consideration $25,000 and assumption of obligations not to exceed $45,000. Ann. Sept.
28.
WAFMment of (FM)
licenseMiami,
and Fla.
SCA— Granted
to WKATassignInc.
(am station WKAT Miami); consideration
S25.000. Ann. Sept. 28.
WFPM Fort Valley, Ga. — Granted assignment of license to Rocket Radio Inc. (Elizabeth S. Williams, W.C. Woodall Jr., and
R.G. Dozier); consideration $65,000. Messrs.
Woodall and Dozier have interest in WGRA
Cairo. Ga., and Mr. Woodall has interest
also in WDWD Dawson; WGSW Greenwood, S.C., and WBBK Blakely, Ga. Ann.
Sept. 28.
KYTE Pocatello, Idaho — Granted acquisition of positive
control through
by Francis
J. Rior-of
dan (now
40% owner)
purchase
Thomas
R.
Becker's
40%
interest
for
$25,000.
Ann. Sept. 28.
WORL
Boston,
Mass.
—
Granted
transfer
control from Joseph A. Dunn, Chester A.of
Dolan Jr., and Marie F. Gately to Edward
M. Gallagher Jr., James E. and Francis P.
Mutrie; terest.
consideration
Ann. Sept. 28. $45,000 for 55.38% inWOWE
Allegan,
Mich. E.
— Granted
of control from Lewis
Groh, ettransfer
al., to
John F. Wismer and Harmon L. Stevens
(WHLS-AM-TV Port Huron, WLAV-AM-FM
Grand Rapids,
and including
WLEW Bad
Axe); consideration $16,000
agreement
not
to compete
for
10
years
within
50
dius and other considerations. Ann. miles
Sept. ra28.
KAGO of Klamath
Ore.—
Granted
transfer
control toFalls,
Klamath
Bcstg.
Co.
(A.J. Frlsik, president, has interest in KNGS
Hanford, KFIV Modesto, and KFAX San
Francisco, all California); consideration
$202,000. Ann. Sept. 28.
KPLT, from
Paris,Ron.
Tex. C,
— Granted
control
Margarettransfer
and Mrs.of
Edward L. Litteral to Clifford B. Marshall;
consideration $74,459. Ann. Sept. 28.
WCHS-TV Charleston, W.Va.— Granted
(1) renewal of licenses and (2) assignment
of licenses to G-B-T Inc.; consideration
$2,598,000 and John D. Gelder and H.D. Battle, vice president and president respectively, tive
of assignors,
be employedrespectively,
in execucapacity andto consultant,
for 2 years at combined annual salary of
1,200 and other contract provisions. Comr.
"A thesaurus
of fundamentals."*
RADIO

STATION
MANAGEMENT
Second Revised Edition
By J. Leonard Reinsch and E. I. Ellis
A completely rewritten edition of a
standard manual covering new programming and advertising concepts for radio. It discusses organizational set-up, programming, engineering, personnel, accounting, sales, and promotion.
"Even the veteran will find it
useful, with clear, cogent presentation of complex station
problems." — Justin Miller, former president, National Association of Broadcasters.
Illustrated with a dozen
charts and photographs.
S6.50 at your bookstore
or from
HARPER & BROTHERS
.N. Y. 16
102
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Bartley dissented. Assignee is wholly owned
by Rollins Bcstg. Inc., licensee of 6 am and
2 tv stations — WAMS Wilmington, and
WJWL Georgetown, both Delaware; WNJR
Newark, N.J.; WRAP Norfolk, Va.; WGEE
Indianapolis, Ind.; WBEE Harvey, 111.;
WPTZ (TV) North Pole. N.Y., and WEAR
(TV) Pensacola, Fla. Ann. Sept. 28.
APPLICATIONS
KCCK Garden
Grove,
Calif. Lampel
— Seeks sole
assignment of cp from
Harold
owner, to Jeannette B. Banoczi for $3,163.
Miss Banoczi owns music company. Ann.
Sept.
WPAP22. Fernandina Beach, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from Rowland Radio
Inc. to Denver T. Brannen, sole owner, for
$31,800. Mr. Brannen owns KCIL Houma,
La., and has interests in WDLP Panama
City and WCOA Pensacola, both Florida.
Ann. Sept. 23.
WGTA Summerville, Ga. — Seeks involunof license
from temporary
Tri- State
Bcstg.taryCo.assignment
to J. Bradley
Haynes,
receivercome appointed
by
courts
pending
of law suit between owners outand
equal partners, E.C. Pesterfield and W.B.
Farras. No financial consideration involved
in assignment. Ann. Sept. 28.
KBLR Goodland, Kan. — Seeks assignment
of license from Max Jones, trustee in bankruptcy, to KFBI Die. for $50,000. KFBI Inc.
owns KAYS Hayes, Kan. Ann. Sept. 28.
KBLR-TV
Goodland,
— Seekstrustee
assign-in
ment of license
from MaxKan.Jones,
bankruptcy, to Standard Electronic Corp.
for unpaid equipment debt amounting to
$200,000 plus $275 monthly for lease of trans,
building. Standard, headed by R.F. Kelley,
president, is subsidiary of Dynamic Corp.
of America. Ann. Sept. 22.
Ky. —Kentucky
Seeks transfer
of WLOC
control Munfordville,
of South Central
Bcstg.
Co. from H. T. Parrott & Assoc. to Maher
Speevack
Assoc.of for
involves 63.5%& change
stock$49,573.
from oneSalegroup
of individuals
to
another
group
of
individuals. Mr. Speevack is vice president of
South Central Kentucky Bcstg. Co. Ann.
Sept. 28.
Mont. Inc.
— Seeks
of KXLO
control Lewistown,
of KXLO Bcstg.
from transfer
Marlin
Obie, 51%, Leroy L. Tappe, 29%, and David
L. Sather, 20%, to David L. Sather, 71%
and Leroy L. Tappe, 29%, for $28,000. Mr
Sather proposes selling 37%% of his hold
ings to William J. Yaeger and Lewis G
Boucher, both employes of KXLO. Ann
Sept.
H&R 22. Electronics Inc., Greenville, N.C. —
Seeks transfer of control of cp from Philip
and Elizabeth Hedrick, 50%, and Wilbur B.
Reisenweaver, 49%, and others, to Wilbur
B. Reisenweaver, 99%, and others, for
$1,150. Mr. Reisenweaver is licensee of
WPEG Winston-Salem, N.C. Ann. Sept. 27.
Sanford,
— Seeks
of WEYE
license from
WEYEN.C.Inc.
to Galeassignment
P. Lewis,
sole owner, for $75,000. Mr. Lewis, employe
of WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C, has interest
in WFVG Fuquay Springs, N.C. Ann. Sept.
27.
WHHM
Memphis,
— Seeks
assign-to
ment of license
from Tenn.
Thomas
W. Shipp
Mercury Bcstg. Inc. for $225,000. Principals
include
H. Mr.
Grumbles,
and
Marie G. William
Cobb, 49%.
Grumbles51<7r,
is vice
president of RKO General. Ann. Sept. 27.
KFYN Bonham, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Charles L. Cain to Bon-Tex
Radio for $75,000. Principals include Cyril
W.
Reddoch,Reddoch,
50%^ Ralph
L. HooksReddoch
331/3%,
C. Winsett
16%. Messrs.
and Hooks own KREH Oakdale, La. Messrs.
Cyril Reddoch and Hooks own KSTV (TV)
Stephenville, Tex. Mr. Cyril Reddoch also
has interest in KDLA DeRidder, La. Ann.
Sept.
WEER28. from
Warrenton,
transfer38%,of
control
LaurensVa. —M.Seeks
Hamilton
Francis Lambert, 33% %, and Thomas H.
Strothman, 28%%, to Laurens M. Hamilton,
66%%,cise ofand
by exerstockFrancis
option Lambert
held by 33%^;
Mr. Hamilton.
Ann. Sept. 27.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on petition by WCPC Bcstg.
Co., removed from consolidated proceeding
and granted
its application
to change
facilities of WCPC
Houston, Miss.,
from 1320
kc,
5
kw,
D,
to
940
kc,
10
kw,
DA-D.
Ann.
Sept. 28.
■ By memorandum
opinion
and Bcstg.
order,
commission
denied petition
by Sayger
Co.,
Ohio, Bcstg.
for review
of examiner's
grant Tiffin,
to Malrite
Co., Norwalk,
Ohio,
to amend dimensions of proposed ground
screen in its am application. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petiton by Atlantic City
Bcstg. Co. (WLDB) Atlantic City, N.J., for

waiver of rules to permit consolidation of its
application to increase daytime power (1490
kc) in proceeding in dockets. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Aug. 15 initial decision and
granted application of Robert Burdette &
Assoc. Inc., for new am station to operate on 900 kc, 250 w, D, DA, in West Covina,
Calif.; dismissed for failure to prosecute application of Southland Communications Co.
for new station in Anaheim. Comr. King
dissented with statement. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) granted motion by Telegraph Herald (KDTH] Dubuque, Iowa, to
dismiss it protest and petition for reconsideration, (2) terminated protest proceeding and (3) made effective upon release
of instant memorandum opinion an April
22, 1959 grant (which had been postponed
pending hearing) of application of Laird
Bcstg. Co. for new am station (KHAK)
to operate
1360Sept.
kw, 28.
1 kw, D, in Cedar
Falls,
Iowa. onAnn.
■ By memorandum
opinion by
and WJMJ
order,
commission
denied petition
Bcstg. Corp. for reconsideration of May
11 decision which granted application of
Young
Church
of Air Inc.,
for new
class B People's
fm station
to operate
on 104.5
mc
in Philadelphia, Pa., and which denied competing
application
of
WJMJ.
Comr.
Lee
(with statement) and Craven dissented.
Comrs.Sept.
Bartley
Ann.
28. and King not participating.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of Laramie Bcstrs. for new
am station in Laramie, Wyo., to operate on
1490 kc, 100 w, U, and Boulder Radio KBOL
Inc., to increase daytime power of station
KBOL Boulder, Colo., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continuing
on 1490 kc, 250 w-N.
Ann.
Sept. operation
28.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission designated for sec. 309 hearing en banc, starting Oct. 24 and continuing through Oct. 28 as may be necessary,
application of Hartford Phonevision Co.
(subsidiary of RKO General Inc.) for authority to conduct trial subscription tv operation over its station WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn. (See story this issue.) Ann.
Sept. 28.
■ Granted
licenses
for Boise
following
lator stations:
K70A0,
City,tv transOkla.;
K74AB, K77AE. Jefferson County Tv Inc.,
Madras, Ore. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on joint petition by applicants
in
group 3,Calif.,
severedconsolidated
their applications
from
Oroville.
proceeding,
and retained them and parties respondent
in separate hearing to resolve their designated issues. Severed applications are:
Finley Bcstg. Co. (KSRO) Santa Rosa;
Western States Radio (KIST) Santa Barbara;
Sweetheart of San Luis Obispo Inc. (KATY)
San Luis Obispo; KOMY Inc., Watsonville,
28.
and McMahan Bcstg. Co. (KMAK) Fresno.
Comr. King not participating. Ann. Sept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted motions by Brandywine
Bcstg. Corp., Media, Pa., and RKO General
Inc. (WOR) New York. N.Y., to extent of
enlarging issues to include overlap and
waiver considerations in consolidated proceeding on am applications of Brandywine,
Boyertown
Bcstg. Co., Boyertown, Pa., and
28.
Dinkson Corp., Hammonton, N.J. Ann. Sept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted joint petition by Grossco Inc., West Hartford, Conn., and Berkshire Bcstg. Corp., Hartford. Conn., severed
their applications from consolidated proceeding and retained them and party rehearing28. on issues applicable to
them. Ann.spondent in Sept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission (1) denied motion by New England Microwave Corp. to delete certain issues; (2) amended hearing order to place
burden of proof on all issues upon protestant Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp. (WRLP. ch.
32), Greenfield, Mass.; and (3) granted
WRLP petition for reconsideration and postponed effectiveness of April 29 grant of New
England Microwave Corp. applications to
provide common carrier tv relay service to
Mohawk Valley Tv Inc.. catv system, at
Athol, Mass., pending disposition of proComrs Bartley,
Cross28. and King dissentedceeding.
in part.
Ann. Sept.
■
By
memorandum
opinion
and order,
commission denied petition by WPET
Inc.,
for severance from dockets and grant without hearing its application to change facilities of WPET Greensboro, N.C, on 950 kc,
from 500 w.with
D. to
5 kw. DA-2.
Comr. Comr.
King
dissented
statement
in which
Craven concurred. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ By memorandum
opinionby and
order,
commission
denied petition
protestant
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO I TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-585!
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio— Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phono TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Attociate Member
Institute of Radio Engineer!

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast,
engineering
home studyTVandElectronics
residence
course.
ify course.Write For Free Catalog, Spec-

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
f. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
RE 7-0458
103

Service
ir ec tory
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WEAS Inc. (WGUN) Decatur, Ga., for enlargement of issues
proceeding
on assignment of call
letters inWEAS
to College
Park
Bcstg. Co. for its am station in College Park,
Ga. Ann. Sep. 28.
■ By order, commission stayed effective
date of Aug. 15 initial decision which
looked toward dismissing without prejudice
application
of Sanford
Gerald R. McGuire
for L.
new Hirschberg
am stationandto
operate
on
1300
kc,
1
kw,
D
CohoesWatervliet, N.Y., and granting in
application
of Fairview Bcstrs. for new station on same
frequency with 5 kw D, DA to Rensselaer,
N.Y. pending further review. Ann. Sept. 28.
■ Following dates will constitute composite week for use in preparation of programcations
log foranalyses
submitted
with licenses
appliam, fm and
tv station
which have termination dates in 1961 and
applications
C3st f3.cili.ti6S for major changes in broadSunday, Aug. 30, 1959; Monday, Oct. 19,
1959; Tuesday, Dec. 1, 1959; Wednesday,
Feb. 10, 1960; Thursday, April 21, 1960;
Friday, June 17, 1960; Saturday, Sept. 10,
1960.
Attention of licensees is also directed to
sec. IV, cation
pagewhich 3,permits
item 10,submission
of renewal ofappliany
additional program data that applicant
desires to call to commission's attention,
if,
in applicant's
opinion,
based
on composite
not statistics
adequately
reflect program weeks
service dorendered.
Ann. Sept.
22.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted petition by KDEF Bcstg. Co.
(KDEF)
Albuquerque,
and brief
extend-to
ed to Sept.
28 time to N.M.,
file reply
exceptions in proceeding on its am application. Action Sept. 20.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 10 time to respond
to petition to reopen record filed by Booth
Bcstg. Co. (WSGW). Saginaw, Mich., in
proceeding on its am application. Action
Sept.
20.
■ Granted
petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 11 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on am applications of Caro Bcstg. Co. and
Tuscola Bcstg. Co., both Caro, Mich. Action Sept. 20.
o Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 23 time to reply to
petition ceeding
foron am
orderapplications
to show cause
in proof Hartsville
Bcstg. Co. (WHSC) Hartsville, S.C. Action
Sept. 20.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 27 time to reply to
petition to enlarge issues filed by WKAP
Inc. (WKAP)
in amAction
consolidatedAllentown,
proceeding in Pa.,
dockets.
Sept. 20.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 27 time to reply to
petition to enlarge issues filed by New
Jersey Bcstg.
Princeton, N.J.,
proceeding on its Co.,
am application.
Actionin Sept.
20.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 27 time to reply to
petition to enlarge issues filed by Windber
Community Bcstg. System, Windber, Pa.,
in proceeding
tion Sept. 20. on its am application. Ac■ Granted motion by Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp. for leave to file supplement to motion to amend issues and supplement to
motion to amend issues regarding financial
section of its application in Wilmington,
America's

Del., tv ch. 12 proceeding. Action Sept. 26.
■ Granted motion by Greater Boston Tv
Corp.,
extendedMass.,
to Oct.tv
12 timeBoston,
to file Mass.,
briefs and
in Boston,
ch. 5 proceeding. Action Sept. 26.
■ Granted petition by Huntington-Montauk Bcstg.
Co., Huntington,
N.Y.,replies
and ex-to
tended to Sept.
28 time to file
opposition to petition for rehearing and
oppoistion to petition for reargument filed
by Riverside Church, in New York, N.Y., in
proceeding
tion Sept. 26.on their fm applications. AcBy Chairman Frederick W. Ford
■ Granted request by Dodge City Bcstg.
Co. and Seward County Bcstg. Co. (KSCB)
both Liberal, Kans., to correct in various
respects transcript of oral argument in
proceeding
Action
Sept.on 20.Dodge City's am application.
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
■ Scheduled following hearings on dates
shown: Not;. 15 — am applications of Nansemond Bcstrs., Suffolk and D.D. Cameron,
Portsmouth,
Nov.Vernon,
22 — Columbia
River Bcstrs. both
Inc., Va.
Mount
Wash.
Actions Sept. 21.
■ Commission on Sept. 22 granted petiby Ulster
County Bcstg.
Ellen-to
ville, tionNY.,
and extended
to Oct.Co.,
7 time
respond
to
petition
of
Broadcast
Bureau
set aside initial decision and to consolidateto
23.
applications in am proceeding. Action Sept.
■ Commission
Sept. 22 granted
petition by Bay Areaon Electronic
Assoc., Santa
Rosa, Calif., and extended to Oct. 25 time
to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on23.
Bay Area's am application. Action Sept.
■ Granted petition by Pacific Bcstrs Corp.,
for dismissal
its complete
application construction
for extension of timeof to
of KBFL (TV) Bakersfield, Calif. Action
Sept. 23.
■ Dismissed
application of E.H. with
Eiland prejudice
Jr., Unionam Springs,
Ala., for failure to enter appearance, and
dismissed motion by Columbus Bcstg. Co.,
respondent, for dismissal of defaulted aptions. plication
Actionin proceeding
Sept. 23. on am applica■ Continued Sept. 28 prehearing conference to Oct. 3 in proceeding on am application of Eleven
Ten of
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Pasadena, Calif.,
for renewal
license
of KRLA
and aux., and license to cover cp. Action Sept. 23.
■ Scheduled hearings on date to be
specified by presiding officer following prehearing conferences in following proceedings: applications of Carter Mountain
Transmission Corp., Cody, Wyo., for cp to
install additional trans., to transmit on
frequency 6387.5 mc; Montana Microwave,
Kalispell, Mont, for cps to extend present
microwave system from Missoula to Helena,
Mont.; Mesa Microwave Inc., Oklahoma
City, Okla. for cps for new fixed video
radio stations
at Pearsall,
Cotulla
and and
Encinal,
all Texas.
Lake City,
Madison
Monticello,missionall
Florida;
East
Texas
TransCo., College Mound, Colfax and
Tyler, all Tex. New England Microwave
Corp. at Richmond and North Adams, both
Massachusetts. Action Sept. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Sept. 22 prehearing conference to Sept. 23 in proceeding on am applications of East Arkansas Bcstrs. Inc.
(KWYN) Wynne, Ark. Action Sept. 19.
■ Granted motion by Supreme Bcstg.
Co. of Puerto Rico and continued Sept. 22
hearing to Oct. 20 in Christiansted, St.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGU! STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
104
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JARET
CORP.

Croix, V.I., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion, continued Sept. 22
hearing to date to be determined at 9:00
a.m., Sept. 29 prehearing conference in
proceeding
am application
ClackaBcstrson16.
(KGON)
Oregon of
City,
Ore.
ActionmasSept.
■
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and extended from Sept. 19 to Sept. 26
time to file proposed findings of fact and
conclusions in proceeding on am applications of S&W Enterprises Inc., Woodbridge, Va. Action Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
B Granted
M. to
Earlene
bins,
Skokie, petition
111., for byleave
amendStebhis
fm application to clarify relationship of
one Charles W. Kline to applicant, M.
Earlene ceeding.
Stebbins,
Action Sept.in19. consolidated pro■ Granted petition by three applicants
and extended
prehearingon conference without Sept.
date in22 proceeding
fm
applications of M. Earlene Stebbins, Skokie,
111. Action Sept. 19.
b Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Sept. 23 time to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions for
groups 1 and
2 in ofproceeding
am applications of Voice
Dowagiac, onDowagiac,
Mich. Action Sept. 19.
■ Granted petition by WHFC Inc. (WEHS)
Chicago, 111., and extended for one week
from Sept. 22 to Sept. 29 for exchange of
engineering exhibits in proceeding on its
fm application. Action Sept. 22.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 5 in proceeding on am applications of
Columbia River Bcstrs. Inc., Mount Vernon,
Wash. Action Sept. 23.
B Granted motion by KLIX Corp. and continued Sept. 26 prehearing conference to
Oct. 4 in proceeding on applications of
Idaho
Microwave
for cps for new
23. radio stations Inc..
fixed
at Kimport Peak, Rock
Creek and Jerome, all Idaho. Action Sept.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
b In accordance
developments
explained on record with
at Sept.
19 prehearing
conference, scheduled further prehearing
conference for Oct. 5 and postponed Oct.
5 hearing termito
date to beon subsequently
dened in proceeding
am applications
of Norman A. Thomas, Greeneville, Tenn.
Action Sept. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
B Pursuant to agreements reached at
Sept. 20 prehearing conference, scheduled
certain procedural dates governing proceeding on am applications of Radio Carmichael, hearing
Sacramento,
Calif.; further
conference scheduled
for Nov.pre-21
and continued Sept. 28 hearing to date to
be fixed by subsequent order. Action
Sept.
20.
b Incorporated
into record offer of proof
by Paul J. Molnar, and objection thereto
by Ohio Music Corp., and closed record
in proceeding on their applications for
new tion
fmSept.stations
in Cleveland, Ohio. Ac21.
■ Granted
request
tinued Sept. 26 hearingbyto parties
Sept. 30andin conproceeding on am applications of Voice of
New
South
Inc.
(WNSL),
Laurel
and
MidAmerica
Bcstg. Co., (WGVM) Greenville,
both Mississippi.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
B Issued memorandum of ruling formalmade by conference,
hearing examiner
Sept. izing
21 ruling
prehearing
grantingat
petition by dianapolis,
Calojay
Enterprises
Inc..
Ind., for leave to amend Inhis
fm application to show financial change.
B Issued ference
orderformalizing
following
prehearing
concertain agreements
made at Sept. 21 prehearing conference;
continued Oct. 10 hearing to Jan. 10. 1961,
pending the filing by applicant of petition
for reconsideration and grant without
hearing,
and action onthereon
by commis-of
sion in proceeding
fm application
Calojay Enterprises Inc.. Indianapolis, Ind.
q Issuedference
orderformalizing
following
prehearing
concertain
agreements
made at Sept. 21 prehearing conference;
postponed indefinitely Oct. 26 hearing pending filing by applicants
petitions hearing,
for reconsideration and grantof without
and action thereon by commission in proon am(WHCC)
applications
of radio N.C.
stationceedingWHCC
Waynesville,
Action Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Bureau23
andB Granted
continuedpetition
from by
Sept.Broadcast
15 to Sept.
time for filing proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and from Sept. 22 to Sept. 30
for replies
in proceeding
am application of United
Bcstg Co. onBeverly,
Mass.
Action Sept. 16.
B Continued Oct. 19 further prehearing
conference to Oct. 24 in proceeding on
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AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

Luxury

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 28
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
Lie.
Cps.
53
89
871
3,467
722
190
135
56
34
477
78
120
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Sept. 28
VHF
UHF
453
80
13
37
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Aug. 31, 1960
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

3,466
102
39
3,607
611
201
812
596
274
870
0
0

Sensible Location!
Specify The New Weston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shops
are advantageously close.

50
TV
533

at5°^800

FM

TV

721
190
942
85
31
120
36
35
9
45
1
0

28
76
655
43
75
103
14 47 91
1
570

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
a There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
am applications of Macon Bcstg. Co.
(WNEX) Macon, Ga. Action Sept. 23.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by
parties at Sept. 22 oral argument, continued Sept. 27 hearing to Oct. 17; scheduled hearing for Nov. 14 for rebuttal evidence,on andrebuttal;
Nov. 7 further
for exchange
exhibits
orderedof that
depositions shall be offered in evidence
no later than at hearing session, beginning Nov. 14, and Newton Bcstg. Co. shall
have all required witnesses available for
session, ditionbeginning
17, subject may
to con-be
that specialOct.
arrangements
made, if necessaray, for Wayne H. Lewis
and Robyn Helmer, in accordance with
agreements reached at oral argument in
proceeding solidated
on Bcstg.amIndustries
applications
ConInc.,ofNatick,
Mass. Action Sept. 23.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Pursuant to Sept. 19 prehearing conference, cancelled Oct. 3 hearing and continued prehearing conference to 3 p.m., Dec.
2, in proceeding on am applications of North
Georgia Radio Inc. (WBLJ) Dalton, Ga.
Action Sept. 19.
■ Continued Oct. 10 hearing to Oct. 11
in Medford, Ore., tv ch. 10 proceeding.
Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted joint motion by Nathan Frank
(WNBE-TV) to New
N.C., and Sept.
parties-30
respondent
extentBern,
of continuing
prehearing conference to Jan. 17, 1961 and
Oct. ties3 ashearing
Jan. 24, 1961;andordered
parsoon astopracticable,
sufficiently
prior to Jan. 17, 1961, reform their exhibits
as they have indicated during informal
conference with hearing examiner and copy
of each reformed exhibit be exchanged
among parties,
with than
copy Jan.
for 10,
hearing
aminer, not later
1961, ex-in
proceeding on application of Nathan Frank
for specification of trans, and ant. site for
WNBE-TV New Bern, N.C. Action Sept. 16.
■ Denied
motion tobyquash
M.W. notice
Cooper,to Midwest City, Okla.
take
deposition of R. Lewis Barton and dismissed
as moot request for stay in proceeding on
Cooper's am application. Action Sept. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Continued Sept. 26 hearing to Nov. 14
and scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 31 in proceeding on am application of
Hopkinsville
Bcstg.Sept.
Co. 19.(WHOP) Hopkinsville, Ky. Action
■ Granted motion by WENT Bcstg. Corp.
to correct transcript of record in proceeding on am application of Martin Karig,
Johnstown,
by Mar-of
tin Karig toN.Y.;
reopengranted
record motion
for purpose
receiving his supplement to exhibit, marked
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

Living!

Karig exhibit number 4, page 2, and record
closed Actions Sept. 26; and granted petition by Broadcast Bureau and extended
from Sept. 26 to Oct. 3 time to file proposed
findings of fact and conclusions and to Oct.
14 for reply findings. Action Sept. 22.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted request by Newport Bcstg.
Co., West Memphis, Ark. and continued
without ceeding
date
23 hearing
in proon amSept.
applications
of Newport
Bcstg. Co., and Crittenden County Bcstg.
Co., both West Memphis, Ark. Action Sept.
19.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Pursuant
to Sept.
16 prehearing
ference scheduled
informal
conferencescon-in
proceeding
on am application
of Mid-America Bcstg. System
Inc., Highland
Park, 111.:
group I, 2 p.m., Sept. 26, group II, 2 p.m.,
Sept. 27; group III, 2 p.m., Oct. 3; Group IV,
2 p.m., Sept. 28; group V, 2 p.m. Sept. 29;
group VI, 2 p.m., Oct. Oct. 4; group VII, 2
p.m., Oct. 5; group VIII, 10 a.m., Sept. 26;
after these conferences further prehearing
conference will be set. Action Sept. 16.
■ Denied petition by Broadcast Bureau
for
of hearing
examiner's
orderreconsideration
of Sept. 2 granting
Seaway
Bcstg.
Co., Chicago Heights, 111., petition for acc
e
p
t
a
n
c
e
o
f
amendment
to
its
am
application; application is consolidated hearing
with Mid-America
Bcstg.Sept.
System
land Park, 111. Action
20. Inc., High■ On request by Broadcast Bureau and
without objection by parties, extended from
Sept. 30 to Nov. 1 time for filing initial
proposed findings of fact and conclusions
and from Oct. 31 to Dec. 2 for replies in
proceeding
applicationTenn.
of Cookeville Bcstg. onCo.,amCookeville,
Action
Sept. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Scheduled oral argument for Sept. 27 in
proceeding on am applications of James
E. Walley, Oroville, Calif. Action. Sept. 26.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of September 23
KVOY Yuma, Ariz. — Granted assignment
of license to Colonial Bcstg. Corp.
Actions of September 22
WNMP Evanston, 111.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from Angus D.
Pfaff to First National Band and Trust
Co. of Evanston, executor of estate of
Angus D. Pfaff, deceased.
(Continued on page 111)

World- Famous
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
552

Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully prepared to Continental tastes. Try it some day soon
... at lunch or dinner.

send for the
m^J572-PAGE
j^^ar Allied

11961 ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
CATALOG

\

i&et

we specialize in
TUBE SUPPLY
at factory prices
we regularly stock
all types
for broadcast application...
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

STATION SUPPLIES ALWAYS IN STOCK
• Cables — All Types
• Microphones
• Volt. Regulators
• Test Instruments
•• Tape
Replacement Parts
Tape Recorders
& Accessories • for
Transmitters
• Recording Blanks
• Semiconductors
& Control Panels
Our expert Station supply service saves
you time and money. You get same day
shipment. You buy at factory prices. Send
today for our FREE 1961 Catalog.
ALLIED RADIO
ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 89-K
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago SO, III.
□ Send Free Allied Catalog No. 200A
NameAddressCity.
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(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20e per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted. $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Working
manager
wanted
daytimer. Small
market.
Smallmidwest
staff. Good
money. Group station. Should have salesannouncing
CASTING. background. Box 287C, BROADStation manager wanted. Must be full experienced in complete
of am
tion. Operate
fulltimeoperation
1000 watt
topsta-50
operation.
Good
salary,
plus
incentive.
Located in Texas. Give full detail of yourself,
experience, references, picture, in first letter. Also salary
expected.
Wonderful opportunity. Box 344C,
BROADCASTING.
WEAW, suburban Chicago, 15 years old;
has ingoutgrown
"one 5 man"
to 180 kw fm,
kw am.management.
Opportunity Gofor
aggressive young man for position as assistant manager with responsibilities in all departments. Must have successful sales experience. Complete details and earning reston, Illinois.quirements to E.A. Wheeler, WEAW, EvanTop - rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has
opening — salesman with management potential—30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O. favored.
Box 197, Send
Jackson,
Miss.
Sales
Opportunity radio salesman. Salary plus
commission. Good market. Texas. Box 178C,
BROADCASTING.
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer the
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top Newark, N.J. independent,
multiple market, $6,000 plus. Resume Box
348C, BROADCASTING.
Quality 5,000 watt mid-west station wants
experienced
farm-account
salesman.
References. Salary
and incentive.
Immediate
opening. Write Box 388C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman limited board shift.
Mostly sales.
Top issalary
plus liberal
commission. Station
top rated
in suburban
Pittsburgh market. Excellent opportunity
with unlimited potential for good salesman
with some announcing experience. Send
resume. Box 413C, BROADCASTING.
Michigan CBS affiliate has immediate opening for ambitious, energetic salesman in
highly competitive market. Rush all details
to Box 422C, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
ad under Management. P.O. Box 197, Jackson. Miss.
Top grade professional time salesman
wanted for Texas radio chain. Security and
company benefits. No drifters or drinkers,
family man preferred. Give full details in
letter to Box 866, Dallas.
Salesman — Central California coast. Booming single station market. Contact Les Leslie,
KNEZ, Lompoc, California.
Salesman-announcer, excellent opportunity
with growing station 50 miles from New
York metropolitan area. WBNR, Beacon,
New York.
Top salesman ready to step up to top 15
market. Expanding broadcast group needs
salesman for its new Buffalo station. Subsalary plus
commission.
deliver fivestantial
figure
earnings
if you doSet theto job.
Immediate and future depends upon you
and your abilities. Rush letter to WBNY,
Statler Hilton Hotel, Buffalo, NY.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
WJSO 5kw #1 Pulse needs top salesmen.
$350
plus 17 y2P.O.
to 25%
confidential.
Box commission.
148, JohnsonReplies
City,
Tenn.
Outstanding salesman wanted for Palm
Beach quality
station
with
potential
for sales
and WQXT-AM-FM,
station managership.
Salary based on background and proven
ability.
This Please
could contact
be your Art
finest
opportunity to date.
Rivera
at the
Waldorf Astoria, Park Avenue, New York,
September
29
thru
October
6,
for
appointment and interview.
What proposition acceptable? Phone or write
W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Salesman wanted, only 5000 watt station in
Springfield, Massachusetts. Draw against
20% commision. Opportunity to become
sales manager. Contact new owners WTYM.
Walkering. Write
Employment
wait-2,
Walker, 83hasSo.midwest
7th St.,jobsMpls.
Minn. For application now!
Announcers
Boston requires swinging dj. Top 40 personality. Enthusiasm, brilliance, brains.
Tape, resume. Box 255C, BROADCASTING.
Program director and swinging dj. Top 40,
high Pulse rated. N.E. metro market. Immediate opening. Tape and references. Box
256C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
combo Box
men 288C,
for midwest
single station market.
BROADCASTING.
Swingin'
ready tomidwest.
move up Chance
to pd number
one
formatdj station,
for tv,
too. Send
short,
expendable
tape
ture. Box 299C, BROADCASTING. and picSouth Florida. Fast paced, format radio,
who istions willing
to workthan
and average
follow instructo make better
money.
Family
man
only.
Box
315C,
BROADCASTING.
Virginia 5 kw daytimer has opening for
swinging dj with personality and ideas.
Good salary with extra cash from hops.
Send dj sample tape. Tapes returned, Box
360C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with good voice and
news delivery for north-central Oklahoma
daytimer who knows pop music. Box 370C,
BROADCASTING .
Announcer-dj experienced — with complete
resume . . . Tape . . . Personal references.
West
Virginia-Ohio area. Box 386C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. Fine opportunity for
good announcer with some sales experience
ready for the big money in sales. Excellent
Pennsylvania market established station
with fine reputation. Salary plus commission
on sales. Potential income unlimited for a
man who can sell. Box 414C, BROADCASTING.
Boston — dj — top 40 swinger, top rated station. Immediate opening. Tape, resume.
Box 417C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for mature announcer
who appreciates good music. CBS affiliate in
northwest. Start $75.00 per week. Send tape
and resume. Box 418C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced staff
announcer. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Announcer with first ticket. Send tape, personal data, experience, salary expected to
KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer with first phone to live and
work
Hawaii's
most beautiful
Honolulu
suburb.in Send
background,
tape, photo,
and
salary requirement. Jack Irvine, General
Manager, K-LEI, Kailua, Hawaii.
Announcer — first ticket to progress with
young, aggressive 5 kw. Near mountains,
good hunting and fishing. Send tape and
resume to KPOW, Powell, Wyoming.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Home base of 3 station radio chain needs
experienced announcer. Apply Phillip
Brady, WAPF, McComb, Mississippi.
Experienced staff announcer. Immediate
opening. Send tape, resume to WASA,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Announcer-deejay — Young man, preferably
with experience, full-time position. Send
tapes, resume and photo. WDEA Radio,
Ellsworth, Maine.
Immediate opening. Announcer, first phone
emphasis
announcing,
send tape, onphoto
and resumeno tomaintenance
WIRY, Inc.,—
P.O. Box 136, Plattsburgh, NY.
Immediate opening for top flight discjockey and
experienced
in "top-forty
format".
Send tape
resume
to Mel Bernam,
WNOW York, Pennsylvania.
Home base of 3-station modern radio chain
needs top flight newsroom man strong on
commercials who can double as swinging
dj. Plenty of opportunity for man with real
ability. Experienced only, please. Write:
Operations Manager, WSBA, York, Penna.
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
openingto for
radio announcer
who
wants
movequalified
into television.
Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
Announcers!
Opportunities
in many Tapes,
markets for experienced
broadcasters.
(includeforereturn
postage)
and Paul
resumesBaron,
beinterviews.
Contact,
Broadcast Manager, Lennox Personnel
Agency, 630 5th Avenue, New York 20, New
York.
Walkering. Write
Employment
wait-2,
Walker, 83hasSo.midwest
7th St.,jobs
Mpls.
Minn. For application now!
Technical
Chief engineer. Responsible, adult midwestern step up to successful small city
daytimer away
fromequipment,
metropolitan
Maintain
standard
keepfrenzy.
good
sound, do some announcing. Take your
place in community. Real opportunity, permanent job. Send details, salary expected.
Answer
CASTING. guaranteed. Box 297C, BROADChief engineer, 10 kw directional-remote
control operation-NYC suburb. Must be experienced in equipment maintenance and
engineering
Send resume to Box staff
342C,administration.
BROADCASTING.
Northern
New license.
Jersey — 50
Announcer-engineer
with
1st class
miles from New
York City. Box 363C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer or chief engineercopy tion.
writer
wanted371C,for BROADCASTING.
Charlotte area staWrite Box
Qualified chief engineer with announcing
ability for one kw daytime, non-directional,
KPBM, Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Engineer-announcer, first phone, wanted
immediately, salary open. WBNR, Beacon,
New York.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced first class licensed technician
for 5 kw transmitter operation and general
station maintenance. Good starting salary
for qualified vancement.
man Applicants
and opportunity
for and
admust have car
personal phone,interview
will
be
required.
Telewire or write, Mr. Charles Murn,
WOKO, Albany, New York.
Young — "First" engineer, as chief, immediately. Announcing ability— car— interview
required. Past subject to check. Phone Mr.
Eyre,
necticut.Manager, WTOR, Torrington, ConChief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Chief engineer to help build new am station in Delaware, Ohio. Immediate opening. $550 month to right man. Should have
at least four
experience,
part airwithwork.
directional andyears
be able
to do good
This is 3rd station in growing group. Call
C.R.
4186. Taylor, WVSC, Somerset, Penna. Phone
Walker Employment has midwest jobs
waiting. Write Walker, 83 So. 7th St., Mpls.
2 Minn. For application now!
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
fulltime-southeast New York state. Box
786B, BROADCASTING.
Newsman (midwesterner). Gather, write,
and announce. Incentive and opportunity — ■
do somemanent jobselling,
earn commissions.
Perfor dependable
adult. Exclusive,
well regarded daytimer, small community.
Good business. Congenial staff. Right living.
Send all details. We'll answer. Box 296C,
BROADCASTING.
Nebraska college community needing girl
Friday with emphasis on production ideas,
continuity and traffic. Previous experience
or training
State and
salarysnapshot.
qualifications necessary.
with full resume
Write Box 355C, BROADCASTING.
Cub reporter wanted for five-man news
staff in upstate New York metropolitan
market. Journalism background preferred,
but will consider all with ability to learn
radio news. Send tape, resume, and starting
salary
ING. expected to Box 377C, BROADCASTNews man — Compile, edit and deliver news
for peak period newscast. Good future with
number one station. Send resume, tape and
minimum
salary. Box 404C, BROADCASTING.
Production man — program director — dj with
ideas aplenty — swinging format station. This
could be a big job and is open for someone who will accept responsibility. Rush reply to Bob Story, Station Manager, WNOR,
Norfolk, Virginia.
Wanted — Experienced program director-announcer for 1-kw daytimer about to go fulltime. Emphasis on good music, news and
sports. Car necessary. Progressive city of
15,000. Salary and
open.references
Send tape,
information
firstphoto,
letter full
to
Manager. KSCB, Liberal, Kansas or phone
Main 4-3891.
Excellent opportunity for top-notch, aggressiveencepromotion-production
necessary. Know man.
rock Airandexperiroll.
Knowledge of news writing necessary for
news releases. Must create and produce
publiction service
programs.
rquired. Salary
open. Adequate
Send photo,educaand
personal data to J.W. Collins, Manager,
WGST, Georgia Tech Radio Station, Atlanta, Georgia.
Gal Friday — Must be real swinger and
right hand to station manager. Typing, rasavvy,production
personable,announcements.
go-getter. SomeRush
air
workdioon
resume and picture to Bob Story, Station
Manager, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
Top-notch modern format announcer/program director for #1 Pulse station metropolitan midwest market. Strong on production, promotion minded, enthusiastic, accustomed tight progressive format, Stable,
married. Substantial group operation. Rush
resume, tape, photo, recent earnings to C.
Perkins, 139 East 52nd Street, New York.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Tiger for sale. If you are hunting for a
manager with a desire to make money for
you ontion.sound
basics and top radio operaCASTING. Write or wire Box 308C, BROADManager-program director or sales manager.
Currently
in 3,i
million
Took
sick working
station and
made
it #1market.
Pulse
throughming. Have
promotions
and
tight
programtop sales record as well
as #1
on the air ratings. Have been jack of all
trades at current spot. Now desire to
move up. Available immediately. Eastern
seaboard only. Box 341C, BROADCASTING
Make your station swing with my ideas and
imagination. If you need new management
and new objectives write or wire Box
309C, BROADCASTING.
Management:
Challenging
opportunity
desired by resourceful
salesman
with top
billing, substantial radio-television background, ticket. Box 356C, BROADCASTING.
Sick station?
don't believe
fresh
ideas
and an Iapproach
based it.
on For
objective
experience write Box 310C, BROADCASTING.
New sound of radio. Experience and agsales programming
ideasstation
plus positive gressive
thinking
can put your
into
profit. Box 311C, BROADCASTING.
Family man, sober, veteran, strong on sales
and administration, licensed. Box 379C,
BROADCASTING.
Beware! Two dangerous men on the loose
in midwest. One advanced from errand
boy to manager in eighteen months. His
partner undoubtedly greatest morning man
alive . . . (according to his mother). We
can be captured anywhere by being offered
money
We're fortired
monkey instead
business ofandpeanuts.
are looking
a realof
challenge. Satisfaction guaranteed or comstationery
reluctantly
refunded.
ry ..pany. the
children
are hungry
and Hurthe
wife is tired of sweeping up peanut shucks.
Please
...
no
top
40
.
.
.
Box
380C,
BROADCASTING.
Manager of booming 5 kw wants management in Maryland- Virginia general area.
Experienced in every radio aspect. Box
400C, BROADCASTING.
Management situation with option to buy
in wanted. Twelve years experience, no
capital. Know sales and expense control.
Available
CASTING. November. Box 409C, BROADSales
3 years experience major market radio,
selling, vision
servicing,
copywriting,
degree, 34, family.
Wishesradio-teleto build
future in radio or television. Box 200C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, proven record, family man.
Excellent background all phases radio. Eight
years present major market. Desire sales or
sales tion
management
in medium
management ultimate
goal.market.
Write StaBox
349C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-engineer-announcer. Nine years
radio, sober family man, 26, presently emconsidering
change. only.
College
tion,ployed,
references,
southeast
Box educa373C,
BROADCASTING.
Interest? . . . increasing your Chicagoland
sales. Assets? . . . aggressiveness, top sales
record, marketing degree, 25. Goal? . . .
challenging
position in radio-television. Box
374C,
BROADCASTING.
As a sales representative for CBS, I secured one million dollars' business in one
year, acquiring
stationsponsorships
break announcements and program
while
maintaining a contented client relationship.
For the conclusion of this story — write Box
399C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, two years experience, bright
sound, want to settle, married, not a
floater. Box 234C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
College grad, single, 24, experienced future
management potential, great ad-liber. Box
254C, BROADCASTING.
"E Pluribus Unum". If you need a bright
young
midnight
man, BROADCASTING.
I'm that "One". $95.00
minimum.
Box 279C,
$$$
market,ratings
expeirenced
years.top#1 jock
Pulsemajor
and Hooper
wants to5
make change. Fast paced. Pop music format.
Does lots of promotion, record hop, etc.
Personal interview desired. Available October 1. States Philadelphia, New York,
100 miles radius. Box 340C. BROADCASTING.
Married announcer with top ratings in
major eastern
market.
advancement in salary
and Looking
position.forBox
343C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, married want to
settle down, good ad-lib. Disc jockey operfast, tight,
board. CO 6-7950, N.Y.C. or
Box ate346C,
BROADCASTING.
Married, experienced night or all-night perING.
sonality available. Box 357C, BROADCASTLovable dj personality, original humor,
smooth
sexy 4 voice,
newscaster, modest.
years authoritative
experience, 1st
phone.
Box 367C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 4 years in all phases, presently
employed.
Family, 28, vet. Box 368C,
BROADCASTING.
Jack the Ripper to mike. Bartender manners. FCC 1st. Box 369C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone, 4 years experience. All considered, Florida preferred.
Box 372C, BROADCASTING.
CBS affiliates: DJ or staff. Quality with sell,
professional voice. Top ratings in major
market. CBS AM-TV preferred. Tape, resume on request. Major markets only,
please. Box 376C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/program director. Versatile.
News. Adult music. Sports. Quality production. Box 381C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young, realistic, ambitious.
Commercial experience. Cheerful style. Also copy. Box 382C, BROADCASTING.
Top rated Pennsylvania disc jockey seeks
to move. Hard worker, no floater. MaTried,
presently
CASTING. employed. Box 385C, BROADNine years: Solid references. Finest background. Knows standard and formula radio. Veteran with college. Music and news
knowledge,
operate tight board. Box 389C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, news, commercial,
looking for small market to start. Operate
own board, 3 years' college. Box 393C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Will travel, handles news, commercials, disc jockey and own board. Audition tape available. Box 394C, BROADCASTING.
Personality,
disc jockey,
two for
years'
ence, then drafted
into Army
two experiyears.
Now back and ready to make your station
No.
1.
Tops
in
news.
Play-by-play
all
sports.
Box 395C, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding disc jockey, newsman, 26, excellent references, college graduate, FCC
ticket,tion,desires
and sales
posismall fast announcing
moving operation,
relocate
anywhere, work seven days, all hours,
salary of little consequence if proposition
is right. Write full details. Box 396C,
BROADCASTING,
or call collect RI 9-0196.
N.Y.C.
Negro, disc jockey, looking for work, could
do news, commercials and work own board.
Box 397C, BROADCASTING.
Swingin' dj, desires top-40; hard-sell: college grad.; experienced; prefer stations with
appearances
CASTING. and hops. Box 401C, BROADAnnounce, sell, minor repairs, good board,
collect,
present
news and
sports. College edit,
education,
first phone.
Anywhere.
Box
419C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Announcer, dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Mature voice. Strong personality.
Operate own board. Will travel anywhere.
Tape, resume, photo. Larry Beller, 1745
East 55th Street, Chicago 15, Illinois. Phone:
Butterfield 8-5404.
Announcer-first phone. 8V2 years commercialried,
radioveteran.
dj, newsman,
play-by-play.
MarContact: Terrence
J. Foster,
2612 Erie Ave., Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Eager graduate of Midwestern School of
Broadcasting desires a position as dj. One
year of college in journalism. Formerly a
specialty salesman. Will relocate. Kirby
Johnston, 5756 N. Fairfield, Chicago 45, 111.
AR 1-1202.
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Graduate of announcing school seeking start
in radio. Low, mature voice. Smooth news
delivery. Commercials with good sell. PersonalityNorman
for dj work.
Some3741
board
experience.
Swenson,
Dukeshire,
Royal Oak, Michigan. Liberty 9-4159.
Technical
Technical difficulties? Have experiencewill travel. Chief engineer 16 years experience am-fm. Emphasis on good maintenance.
Proof of performance. Experienced with
new construction. Presently in east, like to
relocate in southwest or from western
plains states westward. Will consider other
areas. Best
of working
and personal references. Box 345C,
BROADCASTING.
Northeast: A mature engineer, thoroughly
experiencedgine ring isin
all phases
of broadcast
enseeking
a permanent
position.
Box 383C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer desires locate in Indiana, Illinois, or Kentucky, some announcing. Box 384C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Washington, D.C., newspaperman, 20 years
experience,
radio-tv,
tive work, including
wants write
and/ornowairlegislanews
mornings, evenings, weekends, Washington
areas station, to keep hand in. Solve news
staff scheduling problems! Box 995B,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, aggressive newscaster now in
major market seeks news directorship or
challenging news position. Mature; married.
Any
section of U.S. Box 375C, BROADCASTING.
I swing! I wake the town and tell the people. I create! Vignettes, news contests. I
fabricate! Electronic effects — echo, tones,
vibrato. First phone, or course. Sign-on till
9 or 10 and ce-pd for Storz or Bartell style
operation. $125 minimum. Box 387C,
BROADCASTING.
News director, radio-tv. Mature authoritative delivery, strong commercials. Thoroughly experienced. Presently employed radiotv staff, medium market, know all phases.
Desire return to news only. B.A.-Speech,
strong squalifications. Medium market or
larger, prefer west of Rockies, consider
anywhere.
Air-check details to all replies.
Box
390C, BROADCASTING.
Non-theatrical film narrator, presently radio news director, desires part time newsroom stint in market where opportunity
exists for film narrating on the side. Box
403C, BROADCASTING.
Time for a change! Announcer with 28
years before the mike seeks job as a radio
pd. No and
rock hard
'n' rollworker.
or formatAlsostation.
sober
writeSingle
continuity that sells. Presently employed. Details
upon
request.
Box
405C,
BROADCASTING.
At last! A copywriter whose copy sells. 17
years from 250 to 50,000. Jingles, gimmick
spots, special campaigns. Man Friday to account execs. Fireball on promotion and
client
contacts.
bucks you'll
ever spend.
Box Best
406C,hundred
BROADCASTING.
Music director and/or librarian. Woman,
comprehensive, versatile background. Box
407C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
PD fired! (With enthusiasm.) Wants responsible, challenging position. He is creative,
high caliber
30 years' old, (but
college, family. individual,
Currently pd/announcer
at dead end). Prefer east. Box 410C,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
UHF independent station needs aggressive
salesmanager who will call on national
agencies,cellentplus
direct incentive
local salesmen.
Exfuture with
plan. Send
complete
resume
to
Box
365C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Need one tv staff announcer and one on
camera news man capable of writing and
presenting
newscast
we
are adding toan fiveauthoritative
man staff, and
need —man
who knows what he is doing and enjoys
doing it.
you thinkaudio
you can
sendpicture
completeIfbackground,
tape fit,and
or film clip to: Box 352C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer for southwest vhf medium
market station. Must be mature and experienced. Send photo, resume, audio and
tape to Box 364C, BROADCASTING.
WUSN-TV-Charleston, S.C., has immediate
opening
qualified
radio announcer
who
wants to for
move
into television.
Please send
audio or videotape with resume and recent
photograph to Ed K. Webb.
Technical
Television transmitter operator for KMVITV, Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii. Work 40 hours
in three days, off four days every week.
Write or call the station for details.
Transmitter supervisor for PT 25BH. Applicant should be Good
very strong
transmitter maintenance.
pay foron right
man.
Contact Jim Lockerd, Chief Engineer,
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Experienced
studio
with Salary
technical training.
1st technicians
FCC required.
$5,000-$7,700.
Chief
Engineer,
WTTW,
1761
East Museum Drive, Chicago 37.
Production-Programming, Others
Promotion assistant — midwest CBS affiliate:
Young man or woman with exceptional
writing ability. Send resume, samples and
salary
requirements to Box 411C, BROADCASTING.
Stage manager wanted for south eastern
capital city vhf station. Must have a miniof two ofyears'
in all mumphases
studiocommercial
production.experience
Must be
capable of supervising floor crew. Salary
will be commensurate with experience and
potential. Attractive company benefits,
pleasant working conditions at this multiple
ownershipcluding
station.
rush resume,
references,Please
and recent
photo in-to
Box 412C, BROADCASTING.
Photographer at southern medium market
station. Require proven ability as newsreel
and commercial photographer. Must be able
to maintain equipment, shoot and process
slides, stills sound and silent motion picture
film. We have a well equipped photographic
department. This is an excellent opportunity
for a man presently in secondary position.
Rush resume, references and recent photo
to Box 421C, BROADCASTING.
Women's director: Canadian station needs
talented, experienced woman to handle daily
tv and radio shows. Prefer Canadian citizen. Excellent opportunity. Reasonable salary, liberal talent fees. Rush picture, reOntario.sume to Bill Ellison, CJSS-TV, Cornwall,
Art director: Experienced in tv art and
photography. Must be creative, send resume
and sample of art work to: Ronald Boyles,
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Broadcasting management — Desires to learn
all phases of station operation and manage(no announcing).
B.S. in accountingfinancementand
M.B.A. in marketing.
Presently
on controller's
for an electronic
manufacturer.staff
Some knowledge
of broadcasting field. Prefer multiple ownership with
opportunities for advancement, when I
have proven myself. Age 24. Single. Will
travel
(home-N.E.).
ProvenExcellent
leadershipreferand
administrative
abilities.
ences. Box 354C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Top-flight executive salesman desires return to station time selling-radio or tv. Eight
years highly successful film syndication plus
eight years
references from station
industryexperience.
and past Best
employers.
Box 378C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV announcer, personality, booth, married,
experienced. Box 358C, BROADCASTING.
Personality dj, presently employed in major
market.
Five toyears'
radio.
Ready
move experience
up to tv. all
Box phases
408C,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Studio engineer, 7 years experience tv studio, transmitter operation and maintenance,
wants permanent position. Prefer southwest.
Box 280C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, tv background, available immediately, alert young married veteran.
Box 298C, BROADCASTING.
Northeast: A mature engineer, thoroughly
experienced in all phases of broadcast engine ring is seeking a permanent position.
Box 383C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsreel producer — director. An experienced one-man-operation to format sponsor
attracting program. Film and edit the news.
Direct the program. If you want all the
news; if you want local features; if you
demand a person who needs no direction, and whose initiative and production
will exceed your expectations, write Box
350C, BROADCASTING.
Film director. Five years with New York
network o&o station. Bov 359C, BROADCASTING.
PDE. Production, director, experience. Eight
years in all phases production. Directed
local shows fed to net! Production manager
past
years
at one ofto southwest's
station,6V2 but
opportunity
advance is top
nil.
Do you have
opportunity?
I
will bring experience. Write Box 361C, BROADCASTING.
Family man, 28, with seven years in all
phases of television — producer, director, anfilm director
can qualify manager.
for programnouncer,director
or —production
Sincere and qualified. Details on request.
Box 366C, BROADCASTING.
TV producer/director,
personable,
bitious imaginative. 3 years
experience amall
phases live, local film production. Hard
worker desires relocation to larger market,
more progressive organization. Box 392C,
BROADCASTING.
After 25 years big time radio and tv, active
energetic and facile-minded world traveler,
just returned from Europe, would like more
relaxed atmosphere of smaller city, either
radio or tv. Extensive writing and foreign
news experience. Top quality news analysis,
narration, interviews, own shows of people
and places, various others, all high ratings,
top sponsors. Warm, friendly, outgiving
personality, unusual background, worldwide experience.
university
tion,
internationalEnglish
voice. Ideal
anchoreducaman
for vour station, reliable, competent, loyal.
Box 398C, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. 11 years radio-tv-stage.
Currently
tv. $600.00
Also newscasterannouncer. metropolitan
Married, child.
minimum.
Box 423C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
TV newsman heading 3-man department at
large southern station seeks new challenge
as news director or staff member. Experienced legman, photographer, film editor,
script writer, interviewer, and newscaster.
Contact Bob Wesley, Apt. 700-L, Longview
Road, Knoxville, Tennessee. 8-3211 or 58101.
For Sale
Equipment
FM
antenna,
transmission
er, mikes, jack strips, etc. line,
WriteMagnecordBox 250C,
BROADCASTING.
Two lightweight
RCA V.T.V.M.
pickups Ml-11874.
One
rider
Voltohmest,
One Hicock
tube tester, model 605- A. One tape recorder, brush, model BK 401. Two turntables.
RCA, less cabinets, models 70-C and D. One
pickup filter, 8 OHMS in 250 OHMS out,
model Mi-4975. Three pickup heads (RCA),
lateral,
audio Box
oscillator,
Carron. model
Best Mi-43466.
offer all One
or part.
353C,
BROADCASTING.
Schafer
automatic program equipment.
Used
less than
one $7,500.00.
year. Manufacturer's
guaranteee
4 years.
Call Olean,
N.Y. 2-0161.
Gates 1 kw fm transmitter with dual channel multiplex,
new transcr.
exciter. arms
$3,500.
turntables
with RCA
and CB-11
cabinets $100 ea.: Petron tape magazine repeater
with
cartridge
(A-4)
$80;
D-4605.
Box
433, Terre Haute, Indiana.
For sale — Collins 116-E4 double equalizer.
Like new at half price. KOLY, Mobridge,
S.D.
RCA 66-A modulation monitor top condition. Panel newly refinished. New lettering.
Price . . . $250.00. Freight prepaid, KNET,
Palestine, Texas.
Complete DuMont flying spot scanner system.
Consisting of 22 DuMont
16 mm 2 projectors, 2 pedestals,
video amps.,
power
supplies
and
remote
panel.
Excellent
tion. Price $7000.00 Contact E. Newton condiWray,
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Like new multi speed Travis tapak portable tape recorder. Custom model. First
$195.00
Minn. buys it from KXRA, Alexandria,
FM transmitter — GE one kw, in use. Include
crystal, spare parts, tubes. Available 45
days. $1500.00. Contact John Booth, WCHA,
Chambersburg, Penna.
Gates remote — Model RDC-10 like new, with
monitors and associated parts— $800.00 cash.
Mr. Martens, C.E., WENN, FA 3-2341, Birmingham, Alabama.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.
50,000 watt, AM transmitter, in complete
operating condition. Contact Purchasing Division, Colorado Department of Highways,
4201 East Arkansas Avenue, Denver 22,
Colorado.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Ampex
"400",
3-Tannoy 15" speakers
in
belvedere
enclosures,
ing lathe with
Fairchild Rek-O-Kut
hot stylus andrecordcook
60 watt. Capps condenser mike plus other
equipment. Write Criteria Recording, 1755
NE 149th Street, Miami 61, Florida.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K. holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also A.M. monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service, Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31 Temple, Texas.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960

FOR SALE
Equipment —
Tv Video monitors. 8
starting atMiratel,
$199.00.Inc.,
30
thru
Paul, 24".
Minn.

(Cont'd )
Mc, metal cabinets
different
1080 Dionnemodels
St., St.8"

Ampex 400 single case portable with manual
controls. Very good condition. $400. Jon
Monsen,
fornia. 1350 N. Harding, Pasadena, CaliTwo Magnecord model P-60-ACX professional recorder/amplifier combinations factorytions.
modified
to model
P75ACX
specificaExcellent
condition.
$500.00
each.
Radio Engineering
and Maintenance,
Corporation, 208 West Third
Street, Lexington,
Kentucky, Phone 2-4432.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Wanted: Construction permit in northeast,
am or fm. Send complete information. ReING. plies confidential. Box 269C, BROADCASTInterested
in purchasing
with-or
in 200 miles
Detroit in radio
city station
of 50,000
larger, less population if single station
market. Box 351C, BROADCASTING.
Responsible broadcaster will lease your
station, buy or finance cp, or buy station.
No market too small. Reply in confidence.
Box 416C, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
FM: Cash for transmitter monitor, antenna,
etc. Also interested in purchase of operating stations. Box 745B, BROADCASTING.
5 kw fm transmitter in good condition, not
more than 5 years old, type 335-BR HewlettPackardfm fmantenna
modulation
monitor,
mount
with 6.3
power sidegain
accessories
if
available.
Box
913B,
BROADCASTIING,
Wanted: Surplus RCA 77-D or 77-DX microphone, single Collins ring antenna, WE
25-series
duel 347C,
channel
console, 100' section
heliax. Box
BROADCASTING.
Used uhf transmission equipment including transmitters, filtrexers and antennas.
Give full particulars including type numbers, location of equipment, channel number and price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
3-5 fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Compass Electronic Supply, 75 Varick Street,
New York 13.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
Haveready
cp. toforgo.hotPrefer
spot incomplete
southern California
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue. North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
Scully recorder, W.E. mixing board, broadcast microphone, jack panels and cords.
Super Recording 369 St. Charles Rd., Glen
Ellyn, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00- — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-3), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.
Prize packages for giveaway programs and
promotions. Now ready: Hottest copyrighted
Christmas promotion, "The Family Xmas
Shopping List Package." Write for broEnter-Prizes Co.prize
America's
widely chure.
recommended
service.most
601
Randolph Street, Chicago, Illinois.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gillham
Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,School,
California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

NORFOLK-METROPOLITAN
Fulltime . . . swinging . . . hot format.
. . . independent . . . recently converted.
Still looking for top format men with
"teen" appeal. Jockeys that are alive
. . . ready to build name and income.
Veterans, or those new in the business,
send tape, resume, phone number and
minimum starting salary to Bob Story,
Station Manager, WNOR, Norfolk, Vir-

ginia.

Technical

ENGINEERS
Experienced in detailing and layout of
studio and transmitter audio facilities,
including familiarity with audio switching equipment. Degree desirable but not
essential.
Permanent position with a leading consulting engineering firm in Washington,
D. C.
Send resume to:
J. P. Gaines, Personnel Manager
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
2001 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
or call
FEderal
7-7600

ANNOUNCERS WANTED
We are a quality station presenting The World's Most Beautiful Music. We are looking
for experienced, mature voiced announcers. You must be capable of tight production.
Please understand — we want announcers not frantic disc jockeysl If interested and
qualified, forward tape and resume to: Boyd W. Lawlor, Gen. Mgr., RADIO STATION
WAIT, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
7ZZZZZ22ZZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZL
DISC JOCKEY
TOP RATINGS
10 years as strong air personality.
Three years with 50,000 watt modern
radio. Family man. BBA in advertising. Excellent sales story from station rep.
Box 415C, BROADCASTING
^ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZL
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
MANAGER
COMMUNITY ANTENNA TV SYSTEM
Outstanding opportunity in East for
qualified man with broad sales experience, able to train and direct personnel
in sustained selling effort and supervise
CATV operations, maintenance and office routines. Resumes should describe
in detail all relevant present and prior
responsibilities, give present earnings
and three business references. No inquiries of references will be made without permission. All material held in utmost confidence.
Box 920B, BROADCASTING.

|

Audience Promotion Director

| For man
Florida's
Stationbe
§The
we areNumber
lookingOne forTV must
strong at creating audience and station \
v promotion campaigns and then have the c
§ follow-thru to make these campaigns y
. show results in the rating books. We ^
\ prefer someone wth good, hard experi- <•
§ence who can supervise the writing of y
. on-the-air copy and blend film, slides, ^
^ stills and tape into exciting promos. Must r
^ be able to write station publicity and
handle out-of-station
radio and
ad- ^,
v. vertising.
Salary open.print
Sendandpicture
c
£ resume to:
J
?
Box 391C, BROADCASTING §
■■-/y.
yy- yy- -Ss- y/~- yy^ yy- yy- yy' v^* »
Employment Service
JOBS IN RADIO 8c TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent scouts for the station, your looking for— free registration — confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineers-Salesmen
Announcers-Newsmen-D.J.'s
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.

FOR SALE
Equipment
ZXYZ.
, self y.
* StAel
Mi
Steel Micro-Wave Tower, 250 feet
supporting, 5x28 foot platform at top,
entirely fabrocated from galvanized
structural angle (painted), in excellent
condition, Blaw Knox construction.
Dismantled and match-marked for reerection. Suitable for radio and pointto-point telephone. Inquiry and inspection invited.
A & E EQUIPMENT CO
P.O. Box 902
Alexandria, Virginia
Phone— Temple 6-7019
ZXKI
«J3

EQUIPMENT SPECIALS
Overstocked Models
34 — Seeburg Model SBU-I Automatic
Record Changer complete with
pickup arm and diamond stylus,
holds 100 45 RPM records selectable bytabs. Does not include
cabinet. This unit is similar to that
incorporated in Gates Nite-Watch
and Auto Station Programming
Systems. Close-out price — $394.50.
28,000 ft.— RG-20U Coax Cable, 50
ohm, armored, rated at 12 KW at
1000 KC. List price $1.12 per ft.
Close-out price — 504' per ft.
2— Gates BFE-I0A 10 watt FM transmitter tuned to frequency. Similar
to current model except exciter
not designed to Multiplex. Closeout
$875.00.
Usedprice—
I KW
AM Transmitters
(Price on request) .
I— Used I KW W.E. FM Transmitter
(Price on request).
Wire, phone or write
Gates Radio Company
Quincy, Illinois
BAldwin 2-8202
3FOR SALE
Stations
PACIFIC COAST STATE
Fulltimer grossing $60,000 and showing
good earnings. Absentee owner anxious for quick sale and will accept
$70,000 with $20,000 down and balance
« over 10 years. Valuable real estate
$ included.
Box 334C, BROADCASTING.

MISCELLANEOUS

Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California
110

WESTERN MAJOR METROPOLITAN
5 KW fulltime regional in dynamic top
market. Showing profit on gross of
$150,000 but has unlimited potential
with good management. Priced at
$275,000 with unheard of terms. Much
less for cash.
Box 402C, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
Stations
Small
Ariz.
Small
Single
Tenn.
Calif.
La.
Single
Va.
Single
Single
Ga.
Ala.
Single
Va.
Medium
Fla.
Medium
La.
Wyo.
Medium
Texas
Wash. Medium
Metro
Texas Metro
Metro
Calif.
And OthersH.

Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
Fulltime
250w
Fulltime
250w
Daytimer
Regional
Fulltime
lkw-D
lkw-D
FM
lkw-D
lkw-D

PAUL
CHAPMAN

62M
68M
$73M
107M
57M
175M
65M
80M
230M
125M
158M
225M
130M
85M
49M

15dn
terms
cash
15dn
29%
30dn
25dn
22dn
terms
29%
terms
29%
30dn
29%
13dn

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA brokers:

Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

To buy or sell a Radio-TV property:
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266, Austin 17, Texas. GL 3-8080
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd, N.Y. 17, N.Y.,
MU 2-4813
Dick Watts, Box 701Or:So., Houston, Texas,
HU 6-7400

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE
CALIFORNIA. Full time. $8,000 down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. 50,000 in trade
area. $10,000 down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Fine prosperous
community. Asking $175,000 with 29%.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Asking $75,000
with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Excellent property. Asking
$100,000 for 60%.
SOUTHWEST. Powerful daytimer. Asking
$110,000 with 29% down.
NORTHWEST. Full time. Did over $100,000 last year. Asking $120,000. Terms.
SOUTH. Top market. Asking $350,000
with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
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(Continued from page 105)
WBTA Batavia, N.Y. — Granted involuntary transfer of negative control to Elsie
A. Ryan, executrix of estate of Joseph M.
Ryan, deceased.
WHAI-AM-FM Greenfield, Mass. — Granted
involuntary transfer of control from John
W. Haigis Sr., to Franklin County Trust
Co., executors of estate of John W. Haigis
Sr., deceased.
WRIM Pahokee, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license to WRIM Inc.
WJCM Sebring, Fla. —Granted cp to
change ant-trans, location, make changes
in ant and ground system and change
studio location; remote control permitted.
WCUE-FM Akron, Ohio — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for fm station.
WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa. — Granted
cp to install new trans.
KACI newThetrans.
Dalles, Ore.— Granted cp to
install
K74AY Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to 55 w, trans,
apparatus,
and sections
make changes
in ant.
tem; waived
4.701 and
4.731sys-of
rules regarding translator stations.
KUSD-TV Vermillion, S.D.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 0.339 kw, aur.
to 0.195 kw, install new trans, new ant. system and make changes in equipment; ant.
160 ft.
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 3.8 kw, change type
trans, and new ant.
WISN-FM Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted mod.
of cp to decrease ERP to 3.7 kw.
WPEL-FM Montrose, Pa. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type ant.
WAYL (FM) Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and new
ant.
WIPI Windsor, Conn. — Granted mod. of
cp
location, type
trans,to andchange
specifyant-trans,
studio location.
KINY Juneau, Alaska — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KDMI (FM)
Des Moines,dateIowato— Nov.
Granted
extension
of completion
30.
Actions of September 21
■ Granted
STA Marathon
for following
vhf tvch. re-9,
peater stations:
Tv. Co.,
Seward, Alaska (KENI-TV, ch. 2, Anchorage); South Platte Valley Tv. Assn., ch.
8,
Julesburg,
6, Holdredge,
Neb.); Colo.
Lodge(KHOL-TV,
Grass Tv. chAssn.,
chs
10 and 12, Lodge Grass, Mont. (KOOK-TV,
ch 2 Club,
and KGHL-TV,
8, Billings);
Tv.
chs 4, 6, ch
8, 13,
Zortman Malta
area,
Malta, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch 2, and KGHLTV, ch 8, Billings); Trident Community
Club, ch 10, Trident, Mont. (KXLF, ch
4, Butte); Kanab Lions Club, ch 5, Kanab,
Utah
and Fredonia,
2, Henderson,
Nev.) Ariz. (KLRJ-TV, ch
KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 28.5 kw; ant. height
to 1,770 ft; and make engineering changes.
KCRA-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 82 kw, increase ant. height to 1,200 ft., change
trans, location, and make engineering
changes; conditions.
FOR SALE
Stations
— — GUNZENDORFER — ■
NORTHWEST,
$27,500 down and 10
years payout. Asking price #95,000.
NEVADA. $29,000 down. Easy payout.
Asking price #100,000.
CALIFORNIA
STATIONS.
Priced at
#67,500. #125,000 and #250,000.
ARIZONA. $10,000 down.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers Financial Consultants
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
k— — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
| Presently employed announcer looking
for staff position with emphasis on
sports! Radio and TV experience in all
phases of broadcasting; staff, news,
| sports, play-by-play and production,
■ College grad with B.S. degree in radio
and tv. 28 years old, single.
Box 424C, BROADCASTING.
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KXJK-FM Forrest City, Ark.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and type
ant.
Farmville, N.C. — Granted exten20.WBTL
sion of authority to remain silent to Nov.
Actions of September 20
KBCL-AM-FM Shreveport, La.— Granted
relinquishment of negative control each
by Alvin Childs and Crawford Godfrey
through sale of stock to Joe Monroe.
forKXGO-TV
tv station. Fargo, N.D.— Granted license
WNED-TV
for tv station. Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted license
WJMD (FM) Bethesda, Md.— Granted license
covering ant.
change
in frequency,
increase in ERP,
height,
studio location
and engineering changes; without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
appropriate in light of any information
developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance with sec. 317 of CommuniK AYS-TV Hays, Kans. — Granted license
covering
cations. redescription trans, and studio loGranted STA for following vhf tv repeater
HoxieKans.
Chamber
Com-7,
merce, ch stations:
4, Hoxie,
(KAYS,of ch
Hays); Chinook Tv. Assn. Inc., chs 2 and 4,
Chinook, Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great
Falls and CJLH
TV., Herried
ch 7, Lethbridge,
Sasketwain,,
Canada);
Tv Booster
Club,
ch.
8,
Herried.
S.D.
(KFYR-TV.
ch
Bismarck); Gillette TV. Asn., ch 7. Gillette,5,
Wvo. (KOTA-TV. ch 3, Rapid City, S.D.,
and KTWO-TV, ch 2, Casper, Wyo.).
KREY-TV Montrose, Colo.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
KCND-TV Pembina, N.D.— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, line and equipment
and specify studio location.
WCRS Greenwood, S.C. — Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system; condition.
WPEG Winston-Salem, N.C. — Granted
mod.
cp to change
location,
specifyof studio
locationant-trans,
and engineering
changes: condition.
WKBR Manchester, N.H. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WTYS Marianna, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
Actions of September 19
Granted
STA Upper
for following
tv repeater stations:
Piedra TvvhfAssn.,
oh.
9, Piedra Park and vicinitv, Colo. (KOB ch.
4, Albuquerque,
N.M.); Kans.
S.B. Tv(KTVC,
Booster ch.Sta-6,
tion, ch. 8, Syracuse,
Ensign), Boulder Tv Assn., ch. 7, Boulder,
Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4 Butte): Prairie Tv
Club, ch. 7, Terry area, Mont. (KDIX, ch. 2,
Dickinson, N.D.); Tru-Vue Tv Assn., ch. 8
and 11, White Sulphur Springs, Mont.
(KXLF, ch. 4, Butte and KFBB ch. 5, Great
Falls); Helena Free Tv Assn., ch. 10,
Helena Valley. Mont. (KRTV, ch. 3, Great
Falls); ch. 4 Tv Inc., Ch. 2, Eureka and
Iowa Flats, Mont. (KMSO-TV, ch. 13, Missoula) :Rotary Club, ch. 2, Rushville, Neb.
(KSTF, ch. 2, Scottsbluff) ; Saddle Butte
Tv Assn., ch. 8, Trail City. Glencross. Timber Lake and Firesteel, S.D. (KFYR-TV,
ch. 5, Bismark); Lovell Byron & Cowley
Community Tv, Ch. 12 and 4, Lovell, Byron
and
Wyo. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, KGHLTV. Cowley,
ch. 8, Billings,
Mont.)
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.— Granted cp to
change
non-DA;
ERP vis.
89.1
kw, from
aur. DA
to 49to kw;
ant. height
1.160.;to
and make engineering changes.
WFYI Mineola, N.Y. — Granted cp to install old main trans, as aux. trans., employing DA-D.
KHBR
Tex. — trans,
Grantedlocation)
cp to install newHillsboro,
trans, (main
as
aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
KSAL
Salina,
Kans.
—
Granted
cp
to
install new trans.
WYLD New Orleans, La. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans; remote control
permitted daytime only.
— Granted mod. of cp
to WLIQ
changeMobile,
trans, Ala.
location.
KVNU Logan, Utah — Granted mod of cp
to change type trans.
WCOS-FM Columbia, S.C— Granted request for cancellation of SCA.
Logan,
— Granted
extension
of KVNU
completion
dateUtah.
to Nov.
30.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING
*WMVS-TV
Requests
that
one of twoMilwaukee,
unused uhf Wis—
ch. allocated
to Milwaukee, Wis., be changed from unch. to reserved non-commercial
educationalreservedch.
Texas-Longhorn Bcstg. Corp. Houston,
Tex. — Requests amendment of rules so as
to (1) change educational reservation in
Austin, Tex. from *70- to 18 and (2) delete
ch. 70- and add ch. 67 in Austin. Tex.; delete ch. 52- and add ch. 70- in Brenham,
Tex.; delete ch. 53+ and add ch. 80 in San

Marcos, then
Tex.read
Allocations
for these cities
would
:
Austin, Tex
7+ *18- 24, 67
Brenham,
70San Marcos,Tex
Tex
80
WCTV (TV)
Thomasville,
Ga.— Requests
reallocation
of ch.
6 from Thomasville,
Ga.
to Tallahassee, Fla. and, upon adoption of
such reallocation,
mod.
of
outstanding
license of WCTV to specify operation of ch.
6 in Tallahassee, Fla.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WANN Annapolis, Md.; WAQE
Towson, Md.; WAVY Portsmouth, Va.;
WAYE Dundalk, Md.; WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, Md.; WFBR Baltimore, Md.; WHYE
Roanoke, Va.; WITH-AM-FM Baltimore,
Md.; WJEJ-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md.,
WLEE Richmond, Va.; WTOP-AM-FMTV Washington, D.C.; WAVY-TV Portsmouth, Va.; WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington,
D.C.;
KOOLWMAJ
Phoenix,
ville. Pa.;
State Ariz.;
College,WCOJ
Pa.; CoatesWRAW
Reading, Pa.; WRRN (FM) Warren, Pa.;
WSAN Allentown, Pa.; WVPO Stroudsburg. Pa.; KWIV Douglas, Wyo.; WVANAM-FM Altoona, Pa.; KAFY Bakersaeld,
Calif.; WBRV Boonville, N.Y.; WCNG Canonsburg, Pa.; KDLR Devils Lake, N.D.;
KFMY (FM)
Eugene,
KGMS Sacramento, Calif.;
KTIL Ore.;
Tillamook,
Ore.;
WTLB Utica, N.Y.; WGVA Geneva, N.Y.;
WVBR-FM Ithaca, N.Y.; *WTJU (FM) Charlottesville. Va.; WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.
Va.; WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.; WBAL-FM
Baltimore. Md.; KGBS Los Angeles, Calif.;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W.Va.; WAGE
Leesburg, Va.; WBLT Bedford, Va.; WBOY
Clarksburg, W.Va.; WBTH Williamson,
W.Va.; WCMS Norfolk, Va.; WDBJ Roanoke, Va.; WDMV Pocomoke City, Md.;
WDNE Elkins, W.Va.; WEPM Martinsburg,
W.Va.;ville,WESR
Tasley,
Va.; WFLO
FarmVa.; WFMD
Frederick.
Md.; WFTR
Front Royal. Va.; WHBG Harrisonburg,
Va. WHIS Bluefield, W.Va.; WINC Winchester, Va.; WJMA Orange, Va.; WJWS
South Hill,
WMNA
Gretna,Va.;
Va. WLPM Suffolk, Va.;
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations attached to Recommendations of
the North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
540 kc
CBT Grand Falls, Nfld.— 1 kw ND unl. II.
(PO: 990 kc 1 kw ND)
570 kc
CFCB Corner Brook, Nfld.— 1 kw ND
unl. III. (Assignment
790 ofkc call letters).
CBH Halifax, N.S.— 10 kw DA-2 unl. III.
(PO: 1340 kc 0.1 kw ND).
980 kc
CKRM Regina, Sask.— 10 kwD 5 kwN
DA-2 unl.creasedIII.daytime(Now
in operation with inpower).
990 kc
CBY Corner Brook, Nfld.— 1 kw ND unl.
II. (PO: 790 kc 1 1150
kw ND).
kc
CKX Brandon. Manitoba — 10 kwD, 1 kwN
ND unl. creased
III.daytime
(Now
in operation with inpower).
1240 kc
New Melfort, Sask.— 0.25 kw ND unl. IV.
(delete assignment).
1250 kc
CHWO Oakville, Ont.— 2.5 kwD 1 kwN
DA-2 unl.
III. (delete
crease in oower
(CHWO assignment
remaining for
1250 inkc
1 kwD 0.5 kwN DA-1).
CKOM Saskatoon, Sask. — 10 kw DA-N
unl. III. (PO: 1420 kc 5 kw DA-N).
1340 kc
New Stettler, Alberta—
1420 kc 0.25 ND unl. IV.
CKOM Saskatoon, Sask.— 10 kw DA-N
unl.
III. (delete assignment for increase in
DA-N).
power)
(CKOM operating 1420 kc 5 kw
1470 kc
CHOW
Welland, Ont.— 1 kwD 0.5 kwN
DA-2 unl.creasedIII.power (Now
operationoperation).
with inand1490 in
nighttime
kc
CKCR Kitchener, Ont.— 10 kwD 5 kwN
DA-2 unl. IV. (PO: 1490 kc 0.25 kw ND).
1500 kc
NewleteDuncan.
assignment).B.C. — 1 kw DA-1 unl. (de1570 kc
New Dorval-Pointe Claire — 5 kw DA-1
unl. (delete assignment) P.Q.
(FOR THE RECORD) 111

NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

STRESS: HOW DOES IT
AFFECT YOUR BODY?
Stress — physical, mental or emotional
— can be either good or bad for you.
In fact, a normal amount of stress is
actually a good thing. For example, if
you get "keyed-up" over an interesting
or challenging job, you may do your
work more effectively.
But prolonged or intense stress —
caused by too much work or worry or
anxiety — can threaten health.
That's because continued stress upsets some of the body's chemical processes. In particular, severe or persistent
stress causes overactivity of certain
glands that produce hormones.
If this glandular overactivity is continually triggered by stress, it may upset almost every system of the body.
112

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase of
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health
and itssafety.

When tense and upset, try physical

And this may lead to illness.
If you find that it's difficult to relax
or "take things easy" or get a good
night's sleep, chances are you're under
too much stress. And it's up to you to
learn how to handle your tensions.
Here are some ways to help you :
When your work load seems overwhelming, remember that some things
can almost always be set aside until
later. Concentrate on one particular
job. That way your work will go faster
and you'll be under less strain.

activity. It helps relieve tenseness so
that you can come back and tackle irritating problems more calmly.
Talk out your troubles — with your
clergyman or family doctor or with an
understanding friend. Getting things
"off your chest" prevents a lot of unnecessary emotional stewing.
Have regular medical check-ups. If
you
more keep
zest forphysically
living andfit,
be you'll
able to have
take
stress and handle tensions more easily.
THE LIGHT

Metropolitan

Life

INSURANCE COMPANY®
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE., N, Y. 10, N. Y.

NEVER FAILS
1 1
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John V. B. Sullivan, general manager
of WNEW New York, is proud that
many show business headliners regard
the station as possessing "the finest
in sound." But as an astute businessman, Mr. Sullivan is quick to add this
meaningful observation:
"We're happy that professionals like
and
us, but we've
even OToole
prouder
that respect
Mrs. Shmalowitz
and Mrs.
from the Bronx and Brooklyn like us."
Mr. Sullivan's association with the
station has paralleled the period of
WNEW's most spectacular growth. But
he modestly points out that the station
has been a powerhouse since the late
1930s under the aegis of the then general manager, Bernice Judis.
Mister In-Between ■ Mr. Sullivan, a
tall, robustly-built man with brown hair
and distinctive silver sideburns, speaks
quietly but glowingly of WNEW's stature through the years.
"Some stations may aim at the teenage audience," he explains. "And others
may go after the oldsters. We like to
think that WNEW caters to the great
mass in-between."
He explains that through the years
WNEW has earned a reputation — and
justlyknown,
so, he most
thinks—
as "probably
the
best
successful
and most
copied radio station in the United
States." He believes that statistics will
support his contention that WNEW's
revenue of $7 million in 1959 was "the
largest of any station." He estimates
that 1960 business will equal that
amount. "You can see that we have a
lot of Mrs. Shmalowitzes and Mrs.
O'Tooles listening to us, or advertisers
wouldn't be with
asking
us," Mr. Sullivan
commented
a smile.
Doughnuts to Dollars ■ Mr. Sullivan,
known to his friends as Jack, has been
in the general area of communications
since he left Dartmouth College in
1935 — with two exceptions. He worked
one day as a clerk in a doughnut shop
and ten months as a shoe salesman.
John Van Buren Sullivan was born
in Omaha on April 20, 1914. When he
was nine the family moved to Chicago.
He was graduated from Evanston (111.)
High School and attended Dartmouth
College for two years, but the depression forced him to leave school.
After his brief encounters with the
doughnut and clothing industries in
Chicago, Mr. Sullivan joined the advertising staff of the Chicago American
in the spring of 1936. The newspaper
was part of the William Randolph
BROADCASTING, October 3, 1960
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Hearst enterprises and that fall, he effected atransfer to the Hearst General
Advertising Dept. in New York.
This Hearst unit served as a training
ground for young advertising executives
who subsequently were assigned to various Hearst newspapers and radio stations. In January 1941, Mr. Sullivan
joined the retail advertising staff of the
New York Mirror.
Observation ■ During his years in
New York Mr. Sullivan noticed the
steady growth of radio. In January 1942
when he heard about a vacancy in the
promotion department of WJZ New
York, he applied for it and was named
promotion manager. His work soon attracted the attention of Bernice Judis,
then general manager of WNEW, and
he was offered a similar post there. He
joined WNEW in July 1942. Mr. Sullivan has served the station continuously
ever since except for U.S. Army service during World War II.
Most of Mr. Sullivan's tenure in the
Army — from November 1942 through
January 1946 — was in writing assignments, initially as a radio news writer
for the Army News Services and later
as a Yank correspondent in Europe.
Back to Work ■ After Army discharge as a staff sergeant he returned to
WNEW and his work as promotion
manager but set his sights on a salesman's post. In November 1948 he was
transferred to sales as an account execu-

WNEW's Sullivan
Hits, possibles & sexy voices

tive. In June 1957 he was named vice
president and sales manager and in
April 1959 was appointed general
manager
of WNEW and a vice presiCorp.
dent of Metropolitan Broadcasting
During his association with WNEW
the station has changed hands six times
—the first time in 1950 for $2.1 million
and the last time to Metropolitan for
$7.2 million.
Mr. Sullivan attributes the success
of the station to a skillful blending of
three ingredients — music, news and
station personalities. But he stresses this
formula is not enough, adding:
"For instance, our music approach
always has been not only to cater to the
music tastes of our audience, but to
cultivate it. Therefore, we program
music that has been popular over a three
or four month period; has been popular
over the last two or three years; has
been popular over a long period of
time — that is, the standards — but above
all, we also spot new songs that our own
appraisal considers appealing."
In the area of news, Mr. Sullivan
explained, WNEW started to accentuate
news programs on the hour and bulletins
on the half hour shortly after Pearl
Harbor. For many years, WNEW presented the news in cooperation with the
New York News, but in December
1958 the station established its own
16-man news department.
Radio's Own Voice ■ "We felt then
that radio needed its own sound," Mr.
Sullivan remarked. "We decided to put
on the voices of the people who made
news or in some way contributed to the
making of the news. Just putting on
voices, of course, is not enough."
The WNEW news staff of 16 members, he believes, "is by far the largest
of any station in the country."
Through the years the station always
has presented a lineup of well-paid,
popular personalities (they are not called disc jockeys at WNEW). The emphasis, according to Mr. Sullivan, is
on Mr.
personalities
have "sexy
Sullivanwhomarried
the voices."
former
Joan Claire Dillon of New York. The
two make their home in Larchmont,
N.Y., with their four children — Rosemary, 20; Armanda, 12; Sheila, 10 and
Michael, 9. Mr. Sullivan is a member of
the Bonnie Briar Club in Larchmont,
the Dartmouth Club of New York, the
Radio & Television Executives Society
and the Advertising Club of New York.
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EDITORIALS
Undebatable
POLITICIANS made history and broadcasters reached
the pinnacle of journalistic heights last Monday, Sept.
26. The Lincoln-Douglas debates of a century ago yielded
to the Nixon-Kennedy face-to-face encounters, ushering a
new era in American politics.
Television and radio established new identities as the
superlative mass media they are. Television alone reached
an audience estimated at more than 74 million. And a
precedent was established that will make the broadcast
media the primary campaigning vehicles in all future presidential elections.
Broadcasters kept faith on the promise to donate prime
time, once relieved by Congress of the ridiculous burden
of providing equal time to splinter parties.
The first debate became a conversation piece wherever
people met — on street corners, at coffee breaks, in taxicabs.
It became a classroom topic and is certain to become part
of history and civics curricula.
What will develop from upcoming joint appearances
can't be foretold. But widespread interest already has been
generated and the public will be better indoctrinated on the
issues than ever before. The vote is certain to be large.
Broadcasters, through teamwork with networks on time
clearances, and despite heavy losses in commercial revenue,
have elevated their stature as responsible journalism forces.
The networks handled the almost insuperable task of reconciling differences between the contending parties under
inordinate pressures. The detractors of broadcasting have
been answered. It was a great opportunity and the unified
broadcasters have made the most of it.
NAB's new president
IT IS now virtually certain that Governor Collins of
Florida will become the new president of the NAB and,
as such, the spokesman for the nation's broadcasters. All
that remains is completion of the understanding and its
ratification by the full NAB board at a special meeting
Oct. 10.
Thus, to all intents, ends a search that has been underway for nearly eight months to find the best-qualified man
available for the most important assignment in broadcasting. It is a happy and inspired selection.
The NAB Selection Committee had worked assiduously
since the death last March of President Harold Fellows, in
screening a list of some three dozen nominees. It sifted the
list down to two — Governor Collins and George V. Allen,
director of the U.S. Information Agency and a career ambas ador inthe top diplomatic echelon. It would be difficult
to find two other men as eminently qualified for the task.
Governor Collins' second term as Florida's chief executive expires on Jan. 3. He had disclosed that he wished to
forego politics for a business career. Mr. Allen, on the
other hand, hadn't said he would accept the NAB presidency even if it were offered. But he must have been intrigued by the prospect of performing a genuine public
service while serving in private enterprise. Because of Mr.
Allen's responsibilities as head of all of our external communications atthis critical juncture in world affairs, some
felt he should not be taken away from government at
this time.
Broadcasters will discover that their new spokesman is no
figurehead or mere ceremonial officer. Behind his disarming charm is a personality of great vigor and of extraordinary intelligence. He is a "take charge" executive. His performance as permanent chairman of the Democratic con114

vention in Los Angeles won him deserved tribute not only
from his party colleagues but from the viewing and listening
Governor Collins, his intimates say, is one who will aspublic.
sert his full authority over policy and personnel. He will
forsake partisan politics once his appointment is given
board confirmation.
The formalities have been handled. Swift ratification is
desirable so that announcement of Governor Collins' appointment can be made before the Nov. 8 elections to dispel
the notion that the selection was in any way based on
political considerations.
Other

options

ALTHOUGH voted by the narrowest of margins, 4-3,
the FCC's ruling reducing network option time from
three to two and a half hours appears likely to stand. It is
evident that the networks will not seriously protest it, for
the decision contained what the networks want most — a
defense against antitrust prosecution.
In the ruling the majority said that option time was
"reasonably necessary" to the conduct of network business.
If the Dept. of Justice were ever to test in an antitrust suit
what its former antitrust chief, Victor Hansen, repeatedly
said — that option time was in itself an antitrust violation —
the networks could argue that another agency of government had pronounced the practice necessary.
So the option time ruling will probably stand. Now, we
suggest, the FCC may wish to turn its attention to still
another feature of its chain broadcasting rules. If it wishes
to assist in the orderly conduct of network-affiliate relations,
it could do much by eliminating the present time limits of
affiliation contracts.
These contracts are now limited by FCC regulation to
two years. There is no reason why any limit should be
imposed. Networks and affiliates ought to be as free to
enter agreements as other businesses are.
And while we're on the subject of time limits, we suggest that the FCC consider an extension of the station
license period, if not the elimination of a fixed period
altogether. The new amendments of the Communications
Act give the FCC vastly greater powers of discipline. With
these powers at its command, the FCC will hardly need
to wade through the enormous paperwork entailed in reviewing and renewing licenses every three years.
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"He wants to tie in his personal appearances with his tv
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Carrying an attache case
won't make you a vicepresident overnight. Putting
advertising on KPRC-TV in
Houston,ButTexas,
either.
it willwon't
help doyouit
make sure your customers
see your commercials in a
clean, crackly environment with an inviting, colorful presentation.
Use KPRC-TV in Houston. Commercials on KPRC-TV have a
better chance of getting read, heard, seen, remembered and acted
upon. Besides, they look good. And they cost less than you think.
See your Edward Petry & Co. man. Use KPRC-TV, Channel
2 in Houston for your next Houston sales campaign. KPRC-TV,
NBC in Houston, Texas.
Courtesy of Hammermill Paper Company
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MIAMI!"

Miami

Undercover

Against a background of luxurious hotels, exotic
nightclubs . . . interesting people seeking fun and
excitement! A gay, care-free resort that must be
kept free of undesirable guests, embarrassing scandal, crime of any sort!

m- - 1
FILMED

ON

LOCATION

IN MIAMI!

Ziv-United Artists captures the adventure, excitement and romance of America's fabulous playground. Now, a TV series destined to be the season's most unusual success.
Your Ziv-UA man can tell you
if your market is open!

rnng

The New Power
In TV Programs . . .

OWMA

N

mpson

ZIV

Ziv- United Artists, Inc.
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
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SUDDEN DANGER ! HIDDEN INTRIGUE!
Against a luxurious background . . . interesting people seeking fun and excitement!
A gay, carefree resort that must be kept
free of undesirable guests, embarrassing
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$1

better
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air editorializing
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suggested

Ziv-United Artists captures the adventure, excitement and romance of America's fabulous
playground. Now, a TV series destined to be
the season's most unusual success!

AND

by Ford

Ziv- United Artisls, Inc.
488
New Modtson
York 22,Avenue
N.Y.
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Market

the NEW

. . . served

Keystone

BEST

three

Keystone

more

homes

area the

U's can deliver

at lower

than the VHF

market.*

by the

U's? In the Harrisburg-

Lebanon-Lancaster-York

1000

Keystone

cost-per-

station in the

Buy the Keystone

U's,

now available as a group buy with
one billing . . .

THE

NEW

KEYSTONE

MARKET...
v

J
WHP-TV

r

WLYH-TV
WSBA-TV

"ARB, Harrisburg-Lancaster Lebanon-York, March 1960

ABCCBSNBC
SERVED

BEST BY THE KEYSTONE

U's

Check these facts for yourself. Send for fully documented
brochure, "Keystone Market in the Keystone State."

Contact Keystone National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York,
OXford 7-9737 or contact any of the following representatives: Boiling Co. for 1
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1885

Lancaster,
NBC

and

Pa.

CBS

Best buy in the Lancaster/Harrisburg/
York area today. This Channel

8 station

is far and away the favorite in these three
metropolitan markets and in many other
communities

as well. WGAL-TV

this responsive,
audience

prosperous

delivers
viewing

at lowest cost per thousand.
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CLOSED

Pioneer to quit ■ Ed Craney, among
last of first-generation rugged individualists in broadcasting, is in process of
selling his radio-tv properties in Butte
and Helena, Mont., to Joseph S. Sample, owner of KOOK-AM-TV Billings,
Mont. Mr. Sample, son of partner in
Blackett-Sample-Hummert and himself
ex-agency man, has reached agreement
with Mr. Craney for price well in excess of $1 million. Stations are ch. 4
KXLF-TV and KXLF (5 kw, 1370 kc)
Butte and ch. 12 KXLJ-TV and KXLJ
(250 w, 1240 kc) Helena.
Mr. Sample and his wife will acquire stock of Z-Bar Corp. in which
Mr. Craney holds more than 90% interest. Mr. Craney, who in pre-tv era
figured prominently in anti-clear channel and anti-ASCAP battles, in recent
years has been combatting community
antenna inroads and had instituted
suit involving program property rights.
He has had ownership interest in halfdozen radio stations in Montana and
Washington and founded ch. 4 KXLYTV in Spokane in 1953. Whether Mr.
Craney, who is 52, will re-enter broadcasting elsewhere isn't known. Mr. Sample, in addition to Billings properties,
owns 50% of KUEN Wenatchee,
Wash. Blackburn & Co. is handling
transaction.
Option hours ■ Television networks
say they haven't got down to serious
thinking about what hours they want
for option time, under FCC's cutback
from 3 to 2Vi hours in each day-part
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19). When they
decide, consensus is that each network
will negotiate new affiliation contracts
reflecting new hours, although there's
minority speculation this might not be
necessary. In any case, general feeling
is that although Jan. 1 effective date
falls in middle of 1960-61 season, affiliates will continue to honor present
clearance commitments, so that real
problems, if any, won't be felt till next
fall. Networks still have time to appeal
FCC's ruling, but nobody expects this.
Collins' deal ■ NAB today formally
will end eight-month search for its
new president with expected confirmation of Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins by
43-man board of directors in Washington. Gov. Collins won't assume new
duties until he concludes his second
term as Florida's Democratic chief
executive on Jan. 3. It's presumed appointment will be for term of less than
customary five years (probably three)
and that compensation will be same as
that paid late President Hal Fellows —

CIRCUIT*
and Federal Aviation Agency are
$75,000 base, plus certain expenses.
"strained." FAA lawyers still insist that
In keeping with his commitment to aviation act reserves to agency final
forsake partisan politics if he becomes
word on tall towers (Broadcasting,
president of NAB, Gov. Collins last Sept. 19). FCC officials say there is
week cancelled out as principal speak- statutory conflict between aviation and
er at $50-per-plate Democratic fund communications acts that may have to
raising dinner in Houston. Arrangebe resolved by Congress. FCC has task
ments committee was notified of canforce working on problem. It comprises
cellation on Saturday (Oct. 1) with Sen. Dee W. Pincock, assistant general
Robert Kerr (D-Okla.) substituting for counsel (regulation) ; James E. Barr,
him at last Wednesday's affair.
assistant chief, Broadcast Bureau, and
John R. Evans, chief, aviation division.
No complaints ■ Rep. Oren Harris,
Most pressing question which must be
who's given broadcasters more trouble
answered soon is whether FCC should
than any other congressman, is about
to go on public record commending
file comments on FAA's proposed
rules covering tall structures. Comments
them. He's expected to make statement
are due Oct. 3 1 .
saying radio and television have done
outstanding job of political broadcastPost-'48 problem ■ Any day now
ing in this campaign. His House ComNAB's tv code board will offer submerce Committee has heard no comscribing stations and networks guidance
plaints about unfairness. Lack of comin policing theatrical movies produced
plaints is matter of amazement elseand now appearing in telewhere in government too (see story, since 1948
vision market. Problem centers around
page 33).
Nothwithstanding status of religious
issue in presidential campaign, FCC
has so far received only one inquiry
on subject — from broadcaster, not listener or viewer. Southern minister in
regular religious broadcast inveighed
against Roman Catholic church, and
broadcaster asked FCC whether he
should log program as "religious" or
"political."
Pay tv talent ■ Announcement shortly
will be made by TECO, pay tv associate of Zenith, of arrangement with Iceland Hayward, executive producer,
whereby he will assume substantial responsibility for programs in proposed
Hartford pay tv test in conjunction with
RKO General. Hearings on RKO General-Zenith application are scheduled
before FCC, Oct. 24-29. Mr. Hayward,
with many Broadway and Hollywood
credits, is under contract to CBS until
end of 1961.
Persuader profile ■ In talk stage now
is unified move by advertising fraternity
to find out what public image of ad
business really is. This would be study
on status of advertising in consumer
mind, for use in pr efforts of Advertising Federation of America and Advertising Assn. of West. Idea was born
in planning for next "Advertising
Week" (literally year but not yet renamed). Planners are talking about doing survey on cooperative basis with
much of work contributed in interest of
business and ready for use sometime
before first ad "year" is out.
Up in air ■ Relations between FCC

relaxed standards in more recent Hollywood product as well as hypoing of
costumes and sex situations. Many stations have asked board for help in
editing out material deemed questionable for general public or even latenight audience.
Veteran's return ■ Theodore C. Streibert soon will terminate three-year association with New York Gov. Nelson
A. Rockefeller and brother, Laurance
S. Rockefeller as business consultant.
He has not announced his plans but it's
presumed he will return to broadcast
field. Prior to Rockefeller association,
he served for three-and-one-half years
as first director of USIA as independent agency, reporting directly to President (USIA was previously part of
State Dept.). Prior to that, he was
chairman of MBS under General Teleradio ownership, and president of WOR
operations in New York.
Close observer ■ Nick Zapple, communications expert of Senate Commerce Committee, is becoming most
ubiquitous official in government where
broadcasting is concerned. For years
he has attended all NAB conventions
and many industry meetings. This year
he sat in on both national political conventions as representative of Senate
Committee and more particularly its
political "watchdog" function in this
year's elections. And he was among
those present in Chicago for kick-off of
Nixon-Kennedy face-to-face discussion
series — again in connection with
"watchdog" duties and at Washington
encounter last Friday.
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IN

BRIEF.

ONE
No self-styled experts needed in tv ■ On recent evenings the tv viewer at home was able to sit in on the
greatest events of political history. From adjacent programs he was able to choose among news, comedy,
western, mystery and drama programs. Yet there are
too many people who have two jobs: their own and
tv. And there are those in tv who claim the right to
determine
what the people should have. But the real
Keck
Mr
expert knows the control lies in the hands that twist
the di
It's emphasized in this week's Monday Memo by John Scott
Keck: al.
vice president and director of tv-radio programming, Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Page 26.
Politics abound ■ Few complaints of unfairness by the broadcasting
industry in national and local campaigns are found in a check of government and broadcast sources. Third "Great Debate" is to be the most
complicated remote pickup in history. Page 33.
Research game ■ Ad ball lands in research court at sixth annual Advertising Research Foundation conference, featuring day-and-a-half match
between agency-advertiser-media bosses and research chiefs. Page 36.

LANSING
The

proves

Good taste in advertising ■ Assn. of National Advertisers join AAAA
in operating the "Interchange" system, designed to improve advertising
content through self-criticism. Page 40.
Tv keeps moving vans busy ■ North American Van Lines tells how its
televised Championship Bridge has built a loyal clientele. Page 42.

NO.

1

STATION

FCC expands its New York uhf test ■ A higher frequency may also be
added at Alpine, N.J. Page 68.

Global tv in four years? ■ That's the target date for three stationary
satellites over the equator, acting as active repeaters. Page 96.

that

is the markets'

Food: $1 million daily on tv ■ Television Bureau of Advertising today
releases study that show this type of advertiser spent $144.7 million in
tv network and spot during first half of 1960. Page 48.

NAB conferences to open ■ Eight-meeting series starts Oct. 13 in Atlanta,
Ga., moves to Dallas and continues into the Far West and back eastward
to Chicago. Page 78.

Hooper

WILS

Show time ■ The Cunningham & Walsh tv department produces an
original musical revue for the auto industrial show in Detroit. It could
be a forerunner of a trend. Page 46.

Alcohol clarified ■ NAB Tv Code Board issues an interpretation of liquor
ban language, showing its application to advertising of cocktail and
highball mixer. Page 78.

latest

TIME
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
12:00 noon
6:00 noon
pm
Mon.-Fri.
12:00

STATION

WILS

B
19.9

63.1
66.5

,

14.2

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

WATTS

A worldwide business ■ Radio-tv shows up as a multi-billion dollar
enterprise in free-world nations, but U.S. accounts for three-quarters of
the total figures. Page 106.
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think

2,320,499

CASH

CUSTOMERS

BUY
$110,779,000
worth of Drugs Yearly

according

Kansas

in our 200-MILE-WIDE

BUY
$453,279,000
worth of Cars & Trucks
Yearly

to

the

1958

census

MARKET

BUY
$621,863,000
Yearly
worth of Groceries

of

business

our
616, 940
TV Homes

our
800,070
Radio Homes

From the
TALL TOWER
at
Broadcasting
House

are reached at Lowest
Saturation Coverage
Coverage

Cost by KCMO-Radio's

50,000

Watt

and by KCMO-TV's 100,000 Watt Saturation
according to Nielsen, Pulse and Hooper

*AREA

n/7

City

A.P.*

our

remember

of

/^.,

POTENTIAL

rv-i

i o-FM
Vfy T V-Rad
LMJ
E. K. HARTEN BOWER, V. P. and Gen. Mgr., R.W. EVANS, Radio Sta. Mgr., SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes and Gardens" and "Successful Farming" Magazines.

AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
FTC

orders

ON THIS PAGE AND

gets

foreign

Open

End

hookups

Scheduled appearance of Soviet Premier Khrushchev on Oct. 9 Open End
program of WNTA-TV New York
{story page 62) touched off repercussions at weekend as two sponsors —
Sutro Bros, and Thermo-Fax Sales
Corp. — withdrew from program. Tv
tapes were purchased by British Broadcasting Corp., Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. and Austrialian Broadcasting
Commission.
National Telefilm Assoc., parent
company, said radio version of this
Open End program was offered free to
stations (except for line charges) and
by Friday "more than 100 stations
have
accepted
the offer."
In addition,
National
Education
& Television
Radio
Center completed arrangements Friday
to carry program live on six of its stations—WGBH (TV) Boston, WTTW
(TV) Chicago, KQED (TV) San Francisco, WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, KRMH
(TV) Denver and KVIE (TV) Sacramento— and will offer tapes to its 42
other affiliates for delayed showing.
NTA was attempting Friday to line
up regional group of commercial tv
stations to carry program live.
Spokesman for Sutro Bros, said decision to "disassociate" itself from this
program in Open End series was based
on company's belief show would "not
further" U.S.-Soviet relations and its
inclination not to supply "a propaganda platform for the master technician of Communistic propaganda."
Sutro praised Open End as program of
ideas and said it planned to continue
its sponsorship. Only other regular
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

OF THE WEEK
KATZ

Eversharp,

Compton, to halt tv ad
Eversharp Inc. and its agency,
Compton Adv., have been ordered by
Federal Trade Commission to halt tv
demonstrations which purport to show
Eversharp's Schick safety razors are
safer than those of competitors.
FTC also ordered agency and advertiser to stop disparagement of safety
features of competing razors and from
showing or implying consequences that
may result from use of competing razors. FTC action affirmed FTC hearing
examiner's decision Aug. 9 on complaint Eversharp tv commercial showed
competing razor slashing boxing glove
worn by boxer Ingemar Johansson
while Schick was shown shaving glove.
Khrushchev

NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

DEADLINE

Fewer

viewers

Audience for second in "Great
Debates" series was down substantial 13% from that of Sept.
26, according to multi-city Arbitron taken in seven markets. Friday's confrontation drew 47.1%
of total sets in areas or 75% of
those watching tv. This compares
with 54.1% of total sets and
83% of viewing audience for first
go Sept. 26. This reflects drop in
sets in use. ARB reported definite
consistency in all seven markets.
sponsor, Thermo-Fax, gave no explanation for its move and it was not known
if occasional spot advertiser would
place its commercial on program.
Ely Landau, NTA board chairman,
issued statement he considered program a "tremendous public service effort to the people of the U.S. and
throughout the world."
Hungarian refugee group picketed
444 Madison Ave., New York, headquarters of Talent Assoc., Friday. TA
head David Susskind is host of Open
End.
Johnson,

Lodge

spurn

joint tv appearances
Two vice presidential candidates have
rejected proposals for joint tv appearances, CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton said in Washington Friday. Both
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson and Henry
Cabot Lodge rejected idea without explanation, he added.
As to chance of 1964 debates between presidential candidates, he said
he was "less certain about revival" than
about completion of current series of
four debates (see political roundup
page 33). "I would hope that the public would say to the President in 1964
that 'You owe it to us' to make these
television appearances," he said.
Debate panelists
Two print media panelists for third
Nixon-Kennedy debate were chosen
Oct. 13 by candidates' spokesmen. They
are Roscoe Drummond, New York
Herald Tribune, and Douglas Cater,
Reporter magazine. Two network panelists representing CBS and NBC not yet
named for split-screen conference (early
story page 33).

BEGINS ON

sues

PAGE 33

KXLW,

hits

'Kennedy-Nixon' drive
Two suits asking total of $1.5 million
damages for allegedly libelous and disparaging statements and competitive
practices filed against KXLW Clayton,
Mo. (St. Louis), by KATZ St. Louis.
Actions, filed in St. Louis city circuit
court, name Richard J. Miller of New
York, KXLW owner, and station as
defendants, asking $750,000 from each.
KATZ charges KXLW practiced deception in promotion plugs based on
voices of John F. Kennedy and Richard
Nixon. It's claimed plugs falsely lead
public to believe KXLW and George
Logan, disc jockey, are endorsed by
two presidential candidates. Registervote themes are included in air spots.
In addition KATZ charges KXLW
distributed to agencies, sponsors and
other parties brochure which implied
that money spent on KATZ was for
"BADvertising" whereas KXLW provides "ADvertising." Brochure is described byKATZ as libelous pitch to advertisers and agencies, misleading public
and radio advertisers as to policy and
character of KATZ.
Mr. Miller told Broadcasting his
station "devised a carefully planned
promotion campaign and the competition didn't know when the suit was filed
that the station had searched for and
found an actual John F. Kennedy and a
Richard Nixon." He said Kennedy and
Nixon spots do not identify them as
presidential candidates or attempt to
imitate their voices. Law suit and
promotion campaign received wide publicity in St. Louis. Both stations carry
all-Negro programming.
RTNDA

elects

Bill Monroe, WDSU-TV New Orleans, elected president of Radio-Television News Directors Assn. Friday for
1960-61 term succeeding William Small,
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville. Other officers elected at Montreal convention
(early story page 60) included: Dick
Cheverton, WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich., first vice president; Bill
Garry, WBBM-TV Chicago, vice president for television; Bert Cannings,
CFCF Montreal, vice president for
radio; Lee White, KROS Clinton, Iowa,
treasurer (for three year term following constitutional change at Friday
meeting).
Other officers: directors for three
year terms — Jack Morris, KTUL-TV
9

AT

DEADLINE

Tulsa; Harry McKenna, WEAN Providence, R.I.; Bill Sheehan, WJR Detroit; directors for two years — Dick
John, WKY-TV Oklahoma City, and
Julian Goodman, NBC News, New
York; director, one-year — Paul Boudreau, CKAC Montreal.
WINS
two

sale

others

is signed;
reported

Station sales reported Friday, all subject to FCC approval:
■ WINS New York, N.Y.: Contract
signed for sale by J. Elroy McCaw to
Storer Broadcasting Co. for $10 million (Broadcasting, Aug. 1). Agreement exercises option signed last July
and follows Storer sale of WWVA-AMFM Wheeling, W.Va., to group headed
by Ira Herbert, former New York
broadcaster, for $1.3 million (Broadcasting, Sept. 26). WINS is 50 kw
on 1010 kc. Howard Stark was broker.
■ KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex.:
Leased to Texas Key Broadcasters Inc.
by Texas Telecasting Inc. for 10 years
with option to buy, for total consideration of $799,440. Texas Key is owned
by James M. Isaacs, Texas Telecasting
vice president and general manager of
KPAR-TV, 48.5%; Albert R. Elam
Jr., 50.5% and Albert R. Elam Sr.,
1 % . Elams are in trucking and oil businesses. Texas Telecasting (W.D. Rogers
and associates) own KDUB-AM-TV
Lubbock, 50% of KVER-AM-TV
Clovis, N.M., and hold lease on KEDYTV Big Spring, Tex. KPAR-TV is ch.

WEEK'S

1 2 with CBS affiliation.
■ KDON Salinas, Calif.: Sold by
Richard Bott and wife to John B. Rushmer for $190,000 plus assumption of
$175,000 in obligations. Mr. Rushmer
is former Standard Oil Co. employee
who in last year was vice president of
Beautyrama Enterprises Inc., Kansas
City tv film production company, and
dean of U. of Kansas School of Business Administration. KDON operates
on 1460 kc with 5 kw.
Quiz perjury citations
More than 20 contestants in tv quiz
shows allegedly involving rigging have
been named by special New York grand
jury on perjury information counts.
Informations do not carry criminal
charge but give appraisals of situations
grand jury believes need correcting.
Names of contestants were not made
available.
appointed

New majority counsel for Senate
Watchdog Subcommittee assumes job
today (Oct. 10) following resignation
over weekend of Joe Bailey Humphreys
who returned to Dallas to devote time
to
campaigning for Kennedy-Johnson
ticket.
Creekmore Fath, 44, arrived in
Washington Friday, after appointment
as majority counsel by Subcommittee
Chairman Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.).
Mr. Fath, lawyer in general practice
at Austin, Tex., said it's "too soon"

changes in subcommittee's investigation
of possible abuses by broadcasters of
Sec. 315 during election campaign (see
story, page 33).
■

Business

briefly

Braniff flies C&W ■ Braniff International Airways, Dallas, announcing today (Oct. 10) award of its $2 million
advertising account effective Jan. 1 to
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y. Account —
including domestic and international
advertising — formerly was handled by
Potts-Woodbury, Kansas City, Mo.
Braniff is spot radio user.
Elgin signs NBC-TV ■ Elgin National
Watch Co. will turn again to tv — and
particularly
"personal
touch"
of NBCTV's
Jack Paar
and Dave
Garroway
—
to push its watch sales during November-December holiday season. Elgin
said it was highly gratified with use of
network tv for past campaigns with
short-term saturation schedules. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
Shoe polish push ■ S.C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis., has entered $85 million
shoe polish market and reports it will
use more introductory advertising for
its new polishes than was used to
launch Johnson's Klear floor wax and
Pledge spray wax. Tv will play big
role. Five CBS-TV nighttime shows will
be utilized, starting in mid-October. Extensive tv spot schedules also will be
used in 15 cities. Agency: Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

HEADLINERS

Fred Marl in Mitchell Jr., formerly account supervisor on Procter & Gamble at
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., joins
Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, as senior
vp of account management. Mr. Mitchell,
who will supervise management of K&E's
Lever Bros, accounts, was with Foote,
Cone & Belding, N.Y., for four years as
account supervisor, before joining D-F-S
in 1954.

Mr. Smith

Fath

for him to know if he will make

began his advertising career in the early 1930s as copywriter and then art director in now defunct William H.
Rankin Co., Chicago. In 1932, he joined Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y., as art director, advancing to creative group
director in 1937. He switched to D'Arcy in 1942 as creative
director, remained until formation of own company in 1950,
which soon merged with Calkins & Holden, of which he
became president in 1957.
Mr. Mitchell

Paul R. Smith, formerly officer and director of Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, N.Y., joins Grant Adv., that city,
as executive vp in charge of all creative
services, effective Oct. 17. Mr. Smith had
been partner, vice chairman of board, and
supervisor of all creative activities of
FRC&H. He previously was president of
Calkins & Holden before merger with
Fletcher Richards in 1959. Mr. Smith

David Mathews, vp for west coast network tv at Fuller & Smith & Ross, Los
Angeles, appointed head of all broadcast
activities as agency earlier (Broadcasting,
Oct. 3) announced consolidation of all
program and commercial broadcast activities in single department. Mr. Mathews
was agency producer of Alcoa Presents
and Alcoa Theatre. Mr. Mathews will reMr. Mathews
port to T.L. Stromberger, senior vp and
Los Angeles manager.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Company

WBT
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

Adults
has

than

control

a higher

98%

of U. S. income*

percentage

any other

Charlotte

of adult

radio

WBT

listeners

station.

* U.S. Dept. of Commerce
** N.S.I ., 1958

wbt
POWER

adds
up!
f PERSONALITIES + PUBLIC SERVICE + CREATIVITY

+ ADULT
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ACCEPTANCF
11

The

Embassy

of

Japan

His Excellency, the Ambassador
of Japan to the United States and
Mrs. Asakai photographed
House

in the Tea

of the Japanese Embassy

in Washington,

D. C. . . . another

in the continuing WTOP-TV
series on the Washington
diplomatic scene.

REPRESENTED

BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division;
WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C. ♦ WJXT, Chan

OPEN
NOW

on the AIR!

Houston's
F

M

most powerful
RADIO STATION

Operating from
544 Ft. Tower
595 feet above
mean Sea Level
64,240 Watts ERP
102.9 mc

IVIBKE

New York uhf experiment
editor: I read in . . . Closed Circuit
(page 5, Sept. 26) that there is some
concern among engineers that the New
York City uhf test will not give meaningful results since it is their understanding that emissions will be confined
to ch. 31 and, accordingly, the upper
end of the uhf band will not be subjected to study.
It is regrettable that this impression
was given. As you know, we are going
to try multicasting and other techniques
to determine the extent to which picture
quality can be enhanced. Multicasting
requires space and frequency diversity
and we contemplate at this date the use
of a high channel from the tower at
Alpine, N.J.
In a recent meeting of the General
Industry Advisory Committee it was
indicated by the members that there
would be no technical objections to the
use of a high channel at this location.
It is unfortunate that the transmitter
at the Empire State Bldg., which poses
all the difficult problems, gets the large
share of attention and publicity.
I trust you will appreciate the circumstances surrounding this misunderstanding and take such steps as you
may
deem appropriate
it. —
Commissioner
Robert to
E. correct
Lee, FCC,
Washington, D.C.
Network option time change
editor: Congratulations on editorial "Other Options" (page 114,
Oct. 3) . . . adoption of the two
suggestions would permit station
owners and management to spend
more time operating in the public
interest. — Edwin K. Wheeler, WWJAM-TV Detroit.

DELIVERING ALMOST

TWICE AS MANY HIGH INCOME

FAMILIES PER DOLLAR INVESTED AS MASS MEDIA
(1960 Alfred Politz Major Market FM Study-July, 1960 Issue U.S. RADIO)
National Reps.:
New York • Chicago
• San Francisco

Detroit • Atlanta • St. Louis

Barry Gray's 'beeps for Nixon'
editor: In re barry gray beep-aphone story (page 91, Oct. 3) please
KNOW IT HAS ALWAYS BEEN MY UNDERSTANDING BARRY IS AN INDEPENDENT
AND HIS INTERVIEWS WITH CELEBRITIES
FOR NIXON-LODGE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE
AN ENDORSEMENT BY BARRY. MY GUESS
IS BARRY, RECOGNIZING AUDIENCE INTEREST IN SCORES OF TOP STARS WHO

Los Angeles • Dallas

IN HOUSTON, CALL DAVE MORRIS, JAckson 3-2581

HHK^B BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including Yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35<f per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new On
addresses.
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ROBERT

MCLEAN

IS THE
PACESETTER
IN ICE
He covered

SKATING

50 yards in 5 seconds!

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

offers Cincinnati's most comprehensive drug and cosmetic merchandising

plan . . guaranteed

display in 42 high-

traffic drug stores, plus counter cards and
window
WSAI

streamers.

Your

product as the

Special of the Week

response from the thousands
who

make

WSAI

In Merchandising

insures sales
of shoppers

a daily listening habit.
. . in Programming

. .

in Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.
Represented Nationally by gill- perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN- Philadelphia; WALT -Tampa
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117 IUII

Iff

MlltS

MARIAN

All 117 programs sold on first presentation
to WPIX, New York . . .WGN-TV, Chicago. . .
KTTV, Los Angeles . . .WMAL-TV, Washington, D.C. ...WBRE-TV, Wilkes-BarreScranton . . .WALA-TV, Mobile. Many other
stations in negotiation. Your MCA TV film
representative can arrange the same
profitable deal for you. Call him today!

New York
New York
598 Madison
e
TVjHQg
FILM SYNDICATION PLaza
9-7500 Avenue,
and principal
cities22,everywher
Produced by Latimer Productions with Revue Studios facilities

ARE FOR NIXON-LODGE, IS SIMPLY DEMONSTRATING GOOD SHOWMANSHIP BY
TYING IN WITH A HOT NEWS STORY AND
BIG NAMES. AND I THINK HE'S REAL
SMART BECAUSE WE'VE GOT THE GREATEST BUNCH OF PEOPLE IN SHOW BUSINESS, A BILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF
TALENT, ON OUR CELEBRITIES ROSTER.
JULES ALBERTI, NATIONAL EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR, CELEBRITIES COMMITTEE FOR
NIXON-LODGE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Hollywood talent market
editor: I was shocked to read your article in Closed Circuit, "Go west
young
man" you
(pagegot5, your
Sept. information,
26). I don't
know where
but you're certainly mistaken about the
shortage of males for tv film production here on the West Coast.
Almost every day of the week Warner Bros.' casting office looks like the
Chicago Stock Yards. I know. In fact,
as a freelance announcer in the Los Angeles area, I also have done bit parts
and extra work. . . . Let's not mislead
easterners into unrealistic thinking. . . .
— Dave Savoy, Santa Monica, Calif.
'Comprehensive report'
editor: Please send me 25 reprints of
the article entitled "Half hour cut from
option time" which appeared in the
Sept. 1 9 issue (page 29). I am always
pleased to see such a comprehensive report of the broadcasters' view of action
taken by the FCC. The reprints will be
used as a basis for discussion in several
of my classes. — Lawrence O. Reiner,
Chairman, Radio - Tv Dept., The St.
Lawrence U., Canton, N.J.

That

from

computer

the

bop

separates

in radio.

cinnati where WCKY's
lation and low
per million

Radio
18

that

cost

Sales sells 50,000

RADIO-WIMATI
(OPEN MIKE)

Look

hup

delivers

shouts

the

men

Breaking sales barriers
editor: In one of your back issues I ran
across an advertisment as follows: "Idea
man — capable of creating and promoting asteady flow of ideas, contest gimmicks, promotions, for national chain
of seven stations, all in highly competitive markets. Must be a live wire with
continuously fresh ideas and ability to
produce them. ..." I showed this to
my patent attorneys. Their comment:
"They are sort of asking for the impos-

at Cin-

I read another comment about station men and their general approach:

circu-

"Why, oh, why, in the hallowed name
of Madison Ave., doesn't a station man
come
here with a plan — some glimmersible."
ing of creativity — some means or vehicle to better use his station to sell our

a cost-

efficiencv.

Al

WATT— WCKY-

clients' merchandise? . . ."
I have been trying for nine months to
sell a creatively new, novel, original,
suspenseful show which fulfills the requirement of your ad above. It does
exactly for the station what the gentleman is begging for . . . but how in the
name of hallowed Madison Ave. do you
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

No significant difference!
This was the verdict of
the A. C. Nielsen Company

the

prestige

following their qualitative
independent

with

j analysis of the audiences
j of two New York TV stations
—the leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige
independent. This special study

network

audiences!

provides a direct comparison
of the audiences of both stations
during the hours 7-11 PM,
seven nights a week:
FAMILY
HOME

INCOME
OWNERSHIP

AUTOMOBILE
OWNERSHIP
SIZE OF FAMILY
AGE

OF HOUSEWIFE

OCCUPATION, HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD
Nielsen states: "None of
the comparisons yielded a
significant difference."
Saying it another way, the fj
"content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading
Network station is the same!
(Details upon request)
where

are

your
60~second
commercials
tonight?

new york

get together with the people that are
interested in this creatively different approach?— Robert B. Pool, 2408 Steele
Rd., Baltimore, Zone 9.
Florida fm defense network
editor: With regard to your very fine
article on the Florida Defense Network
in the issue of Sept. 19 (page 86),
please note that the chairman is president of WHOO Orlando, rather than
with WVCG Coral Gables— John T.
Rutledge, Chairman, Florida State Industry Advisory Committee, and PresiFla. dent of WHOO Radio Inc., Orlando,

SAN

RTES has Yearbook too

DIEGO

13th among the nation's 200 leading counties.

editor: Once again you did it, and
highest compliments go to all responsible for turning out the monumental
1960 Yearbook ■ Marketbook.
I speak with more than a little depth,
having just gone through the throes of
producing the RTES Roster Yearbook
in a new format which, while not competing with yours, I hope may earn
similar high recognition among our
members. . . — Claude Barrere, Executive Director, Radio & Television Executive Society, New York.

Reach, convince, sell the San Diego market

Radio network philosophy

CALIFORNIA
GASOLINE SERVICE STATION SALES
in San Diego County added up to $89,295,000=;
last year — a total which placed San Diego

through its two metropolitan daily newspapers:

%\\t Ban

JUiegcr Union

Evening Tribune
* COPYRIGHT 1 960 SALES MANAGEMENT "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER'*
"THE RING OF TRUTH"
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO,
CALIFORNIA - GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD,
ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY
WASHINGTON BUREAU AND THE COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLI DAY CO., INC.-

editor: Words in print can recall interesting situations — particularly where
one person enunciates them repeatedly
over many months, then suddenly they
popWhat
up, inbrings
some this
one upelse's
mouth.
is an
article on
NBC Radio's profit outlook for the remainder of this year, printed in your
Sept. 26 issue (page 55). In that article
a spokesman outlines some of that network's new operational philosophies —
and some of the phrasing and actual
"word-for-word similarity" to the repeated statements by our own president,
Bob Hurleigh, ever since his plan for
Mutual Network operation went into
effect three years ago.
Strangely enough the spokesman may
have been impressed with Bob's philosophies as outlined in your June 6 report
(page 27) "What hopes for radio networks?" Or he may have read reports
in your book, other trade publications
and on the wire services and in the
newspapers based on Mr. Hurleigh's
many public appearances throughout
the country and his suggestions and
opinions expressed before governmental

20

(OPEN MIKE)

Ironically, the fact some one else
groups.
mouths these philosophies sincerely believing they are his own is a clear indication, Ifeel, of the tremendous impact
Mr. Hurleigh's own thoughts and expressions have made on broadcasters. . .
. . . We feel highly honored that
Mutual's service philosophy in network
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

"Who's

on First?"

NOW!

WFGA-TV

JACKSONVILLE

%

55

WFGA-TV

now dominates the Jacksonville Market with 55% share of the audience
Latest ARB (August) shows WFGA-TV first, with 55%
metro share-of-audience 9 A.M. to midnight, seven days
a week! WFGA-TV proudly joins its sister stations,
WTVJ, Miami and WLOS-TV in the Carolina Triad,
as the number one station in its respective market.
For highest results in your advertising, choose the
highest-rated station in the Jacksonville area, WFGA-TV!
For the first Jacksonville Starch Survey for over a
decade . . . Contact your PGW Colonel.

NORTH FLORIDi
SOUTH GEORGIA
MARKET

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE
G
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY | PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

operations,
stations'
needs . . . its
hassharp
been focus
fully onrecognized
by others in the field. — Harold Gold,
Director, Public Relations, Mutual
Broadcasting System, New York.
Storer's tv comments
editor: In its comments in Docket No.
13340, Storer Broadcasting Co. did not
"urge" or "propose" reduction of cochannel separations to 1 15 miles as had
been reported (pages 76-77, Oct. 3).
Storer's comments may be summarized
as follows:
( 1 ) All short-spaced assignments
should be considered in the instant proceeding on an overall rather than a
case-by-case basis.
(2) The FCC should adopt a twoyear moratorium on any further proposals to amend the allocation table
utilizing
short-spaced co-channel separations.
( 3 ) "Squeeze-in" stations should be
required to protect existing stations
from interference at all points in their
service areas.
(4) The FCC should adopt a rule
specifying "normally protected television contours" which shall apply to
consideration of interference from
proposed short-spaced assignments.
(5) The FCC should adopt a rule
specifying that it will not consider
proposals for short-spaced assignments
below a specified mileage figure. As
stated in Storer's comments, its "engineering studies indicate that the substandard co-channel separation which
should be considered is 115 miles." The
115-mile minimum would apply only
to the limited number of short-spaced
assignments approved in this proceeding. It would not be applicable to any
other allocation changes.

PUT
YOUR
FINGER
A MARKET BIGGER
THAN ST. LOUIS

SEATTLE

TACOMA

m

. . . bigger than Newark
and Rochester combined
Of course KTNT-TV covers Seattle
like a blanket . . . but that's only
part of the story. The entire area
served by this lively station includes
7 major urban areas and a concentrated farm and suburban population. . . 1 Yz million people with overaverage incomes. Talk to your
WEED TELEVISION man before
you buy your next TV time in the
Pacific Northwest. Learn more
about this favored market and this
popular station.

fiBW
II
KfCHANNEL
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area

In summary, Storer's typical allocation plan included in its comments
demonstrates that it is possible clearly
to improve the competitive situation in
25 of the top 100 markets without in
any way prejudicing existing television
stations or the overall service rendered
to the public. — Lee B. Wailes, Executive Vice President, Storer Broadcasting
Co., Miami, Fla.
College
'play'connected with
editor: radio
[Some] not
people
. . . commercial radio tend to look down
on college radio stations . . . [they] have
told me I need experience in "real" radio, not just "play" college radio.
Anyone who would investigate . . .
would find that most college stations are
very "real" . . . Many . . . have a more
exacting program schedule than most of
the commercial stations of the same
size. — David J. Baseler, Program Director, WETN. Wheaton College, Wheaton. 111.
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TWO

ANEW

SERIES

FACES

!

WEST

Starring
CHARLES BATEMAN
in the DUAL Role
of the Brothers January

Record sales to top sponsors and advertisers across the country—
that's the big news about syndication's newest and most exciting
success story-TWO FACES WEST.
This new action-charged frontier series will debut on 146 stations
by mid-October with a record number of regional and local advertisers already signed.
Included are such multi-market sponsors as:
Drewry's Beer, LaBatt's Beer, Jax Beer, Coors Beer, Utica Club Beer,
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco, Ford, P&R Macaroni, Standard Oil of Texas,
Miles of California, Kroeger Stores and D-X Sunray Gas.
How about TWO FACES WEST for your market? There are still a few
choice availabilities open!
Call us today
for full details.

SCREEN
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GEMS,
mc.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK . DETROIT • CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOLLYWOOD . ATLANTA . TORONTO
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BROADCASTING
THE BUS I NESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

CHOICE
In the Albany-Thomasville, Ga.
And Tallahassee, Fla. Area Is

WALB-TV
The Only Primary NBC
Outlet Between
Atlanta And The Gulf
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• Latest Nielsen figures covering the Albany-Thomasville-Tallahassee area show
more people watch WALBTV than any other station!
• In addition to Albany,
Thomasville, and Tallahassee, Grade "B" coverage
also includes Valdosta and
Moultrie.
• Make WALB-TV your first
choice in this rich market
with over 750,000 people,
over $739 million spendable
income.

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.
CHANNEL 10
Represented nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
In the South by James S. Ayers Co.
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Now, every KBIG minute is new...
and more valuable! The big reason:
3 talented personalities who are adding new freshness, new vitality to radio selling. That's Joe Niagara (6-10
a.m.), Jim O'Leary (10 a.m. -2 p.m.),
and Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.). KBIG
never sounded better. ..and your
advertising never had a better sales
opportunity.
mm
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3 3205
National Representative: Weed-Brown Radio Corp.

WSYR
More

Delivers
Radio

85%

Homes

Than The No. 2 Station
In an area embracing 18 counties,
471,290 homes, 1.6 million people
with a $3 billion buying power . . .
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top programming Top facilities^
Top personalities make the difference.
'All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Rop'ojenled Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC
lOStON • CHICAGO

SYRACUSE, N. T. • 570 KC
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!

"MANHUNT"
Starring

VICTOR JORY
PATRICK McVEY
j! I

This fall MANHUNT will start its second year of first-run telecasting on over 160
stations— with a growing list of top regional and local advertisers, including: R. J.
Reynolds, Ford, Jax Beer, Ralston Purina, L & M Cigarettes, Drewry's Beer, Miles of
California, Kroeger Stores, Genessee Beer, Jacob Schmidt Beer, American Tobacco,
Stag Beer and Amoco Gas.
Reason? In market after market where MANHUNT'S fast-paced police-action drama
was played, the time period ratings soared impressively. Take Mobile where the
rating jumped from
Fresno.- from 15.7 to
to 31.5. ..Columbia,
...South Bend: from

last year's 24.3 to 35.8... Pittsburgh: from 11.4 to 22.5...
24.3... Las Vegas: from 26.2 to 29.9... Charleston: from 25.5
S. C: from 34.0 to 46.4. ..San Francisco: from 16.4 to 23.5
14.8 to 31. 8... San Antonio: from 13.2 to 24.8... Dayton: from

21.4 to 31. 5. ..etc., etc., etc.*
For details about the few choice market availabilities still remaining, call

INC.
SCREEN
X*
GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK . DETROIT . CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA . TORONTO
*ARB: March 1959, March 1960.
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MONDAY

MEMO

from JOHN SCOTT KECK, vice president and director of tv-radio programming , Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago

No
self-styled
experts
needed
in tv
I am sure that we would all like to medium functions in the area of public
Great Debate, television was offering
affairs and information. One other very them news, comedy, adventure, a westsee something entertaining or amusing
ern, adrama and a variety show. At a
significant fact was evident. Here on
in any memo on a Monday morning,
touch of the tv dial the American famthis one night television was bringing
but some aspects of tv programming
ily had a wide choice of programs to
conjure up an image to me that is to all Americans simultaneously the
ultimate in political campaigning. In meet its needs and desires.
about as amusing as Khrushchev and
Castro are to President Eisenhower.
Check the Schedules ■ If the selfaddition, in periods adjacent to the
Therefore, at the risk of sounding like
styled
experts thought that this evening
the last angry man, which I am not, John Scott Keck, vp and director of was an exception, then let them look at
tv-radio
programming
department
of
let me pull up a very small soap box.
the program schedules for the 1960-61
I think most of us have known for Needham, Louis & Brorby, also is season. But why, some of them cry, did
member of agency's operating commita long, long time that too many people
tv programmers wait so long to elabotee. His responsibilities include program
have two jobs: their own and television.
rate on public affairs and news presenand broadcast planning for all accounts.
tations? Why did they wait until this
A sociologist might attribute this pheWhile with NL&B, he has worked on
nomenon to an increase in leisure time.
season?
To me the answer is simple. It took
You and I know its real cause — the network programs such as Red Skelton
Show, Robert Montgomery Presents,
a World War to bring radio news and
emotional impact of television on
Steve Allen Show, Sid Caesar Show,
public affairs programs to peak perpeople.
There is no need to elaborate on the Father Knows Best, Yancy Derringer,
formance; for the programmers to deJane Wyman Show, Baseball Game-ofvelop effective formats and techniques;
whys and wherefores of this impact.
for engineering genius to create the
The subject has been more than ade- the-Week, Jubilee U.S.A., Dick Powell's
technical equipment to do the job.
Grey
Theater,
Perry
Como's
Kraft
quately covered. However it is this im- Zane
Music Hall, The Jack Benny Program,
We have seen exactly the same kind
pact that has created an army of soThe Garry Moore Show, Concentraof development in television. Fast as
called
"experts"
—
and
they
could
be
tion, Mr. Lucky and Topic for Today
the bane of television.
television has grown up, it had to creep
With Alex Dreier, among others. Many
before it could walk. Now in a world
Many of these self-styled experts
syndicated film programs and local tv of tension and conflict we have seen
found television acceptable — until they
and radio shows also have been han- television approach maturity in the
discovered that it was popular to critdled by Mr. Keck. Prior to joining
area of programming.
icize the medium. Others suddenly
NL&B
in
1954,
Mr.
Keck
was
vp
and
At the same time, the American
found a golden opportunity to advance
director of tv-radio at Henri, Hurst & people have become increasingly contheir own causes. And varied causes
McDonald,
Chicago, for five years.
cerned with what is happening in every
they are.
Freedom and Responsibility ■ There
part of this rapidly-shrinking nation and
are those who would have us believe
world, and why. They have become
that the primary purpose of television
more receptive to programs that enis to educate. Talk to creative writers
lighten.
However they continue to want to be
of television drama, truly talented men
entertained. Some find westerns enjoyand women, and they'll tell you that
television should be used to preserve
able. Others relax via a mystery. Situation comedies and variety shows are
the pure drama form. Or that they
fun. Sports are appealing.
should have the right to create drama
Job for Experts ■ Therefore, because
with a message — their own message.
of the broad interests and desires of
Unfortunately, this is too often freethe television audience, programming
dom without responsibility.
All of these experts seem to have one
is a job only for the real experts — the
men who spend all their time analyzing,
credo: "Give the people what we think
planning
and developing programs, be
they should have." But at the same time
we find the special interests groups,
they agency, network or station executives. This can be no half-hearted effort,
whether in education, government, the
for the experts must keep attuned to the
arts or elsewhere, rallying around the
entertainment desires of the people.
cry, "The airwaves belong to the
They must anticipate the information
people."
needs of the people. They must conI wonder if the self-styled experts
tinually strive to improve the quality
recognize the significance of the current
Great Debates between Messrs. Nixon
of all programming. They must keep
their ear to the ground . . . their eye
and Kennedy. I am not referring to the
toward the future.
content of the program I watched the
other night, or the performance of the
In the final analysis, it is the experienced and responsible experts who fully
two candidates, but about the true
realize that since the people control the
meaning of such programming to tv.
The program was more than just a
tv dial, the people really control the
airwaves.
shining example of how the television
26
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OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL-TV.
Here's how to make
Shrimp Creole:
Put 3 tbsp. shortening in
heavy pot; heat. Chop 1
large onion# 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato paste, 2 bay leaves,
1 lb. peeled and deveined
shrimp. Cook 45 minutes to
1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed until light & fluffy.)
Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.
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. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:
Mort. 15 minutes of news 8:00-8:15 a. m.
thru 45 minutes of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
Fri.
15-minute news final nightly 10:30-10:45
30 minutes of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
15-minute news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Sun. 15-minute Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Ask Katz

about

WWL-TV's

big new

news

lineup.

-TV
WLORLEANS
W
NEW
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EXTRAS

PLUS

PROFIT

A

PLAN

n 1956 when Ampex introduced the Videotape* Television Recorder,
customers were content to record a program on tape and then play it
back at the right time. Today's needs are different! Picture quality must
e indistinguishable from live even up to a fifth generation copy. Transitions
between

tape and film/network/ live programming

must be flawless and

omplete with wipes or lap dissolves. All operating functions must be remote
controllable to meet future system requirements. The demand
equipment

designed for mobile use today— human

is for rugged

engineered for efficiency

in meeting tomorrow's needs. Ampex— the specialist in tape recorders,
has met these needs with a package of features you can order today!
AND WHAT ABOUT

PROFITS? Profit from tape is no accident, it must be planned.

With experience, backed by personal visits to more than 100 VTR-equipped
stations, Ampex's famed Station Relations Team has the right plan to custom fit
your tape operation and pave your way to profits with tape. Their experience
is yours for the asking. . .they'll work with your people, right in your station!
Wire, phone or write for detailed information on an Ampex package
lan to start you on your way to profits . . . today!

Profits in politics . . . taping regional political candidates can pay
for your Ampex. Send for "Election Time

Is Profit Time."
' TM AMPEX CORP

l7nvM»?3TlT!H»*w7KT«1 1 The Ampex
VR-1000C combines proven, table-top
convenience with major new features.
No pins to line up, no hold-down knobs
means fast tape handling! Schedule
tapes back-to-back— pay for your VTR.

The VR-1001A
vanced features incorporates
of the consolethe inad-a
pint-sized package ... just 11% sq. ft.,
only 5'3" high! Convenient, detachable work-shelf, makes space for
splicing in seconds with the Ampex
precision Splicer.**

Smooth

get new
picture
sparkleto and
S/N ratioclarity,
is increased
better"snap."
than
42 db for interchanged tapes, up to
48 db on non-interchanged basis.
Improved frequency and transient redeliver !picture indistinguishable sponse
from live

^^TO^ro^ffl^P;
your
VTR from studio floor ;or Control
transmitter.
Ampex
Remote
Control**
operates
all record/playback functions...
including cue tone button and even
remote switching between B/W and
color standards. Remote panel operates video gain, sync gain and pedestal height, too !

Synchroocks theTVVTRSignal
to station
sync
. . , now, mix and match tape with all
Interyour picture sources! Wipe smoothly
from automobile spot on tape to price
slide ... or lap dissolve from movie or
rerun to your station announcer on
taped spot. No loss of mood — no
abrupt changes — no dead air!

Exclusive
Differential
Phase
Compensator**
holds color hues where they belong !
Brilliantly engineered DPC typically
holds differential phase within 5 degrees in commercial operation ! No
more green shadows and purj
cheeks !

Revolutionary new Tir
Compensator**
instantly correctselectror
Venetian
scallops and out-of-quadratur
Althoughcontrols
all Ampex
VTR's offerof i
vidual
for correction
ments,
new
TEC's
instantaneo
n is an invaluable operator
aid in
of interspliced
ording accura

; have .to
found it practical . . . and
cble..
movefiK:
their -console
Many
W^^f
^^^H
tween studio and truck, thanks
vy-duty wheels. For built-in
use, Ampex
01A 'sis 5'3"
VR-10
the uprigh
perfect
answer. Both models have proven
shake-resistant design — all tubes and
ential components are clamped.

' - OPTION

VIDEO PRODUCTS DIVISION

yed around the
:ts cc:ompam
AMPEX PROFESSIC
934 Charter Strec
City, California

Ampex

FASTEST

SELLING

SERIES

IN

SYNDICATION

TODAY!
jBfiSfiflRBI

Buyers who know the best
are snapping it up . . . Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. (through
Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn) signed the series for
San Francisco, Bakersfield,
Chico-Redding, San Luis
Obispo, Salinas-Monterey,
Eureka and Fresno . . . astute
station groups like Triangle
bought for all of their markets including Philadelphia,
New Haven-Hartford, Altoona- Johnstown, etc., and
Crosley Broadcasting for
Cincinnati, Columbus and
Atlanta . . . and the list of
available markets shrinks
every day!
Wire today to secure the
"best" series - BEST OF
THE POST - for your
market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 . PL 5-2100
30

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
OCTOBER
Oct. 10 — Federal Communications Bar Assn. anD.C. nual outing. Manor Country Club, Washington,
Oct.
10 — practices
FCC's inquiry
tv network
program
selection
will into
be resumed
in the
U.S.
Post Office & Court House, 312 N. Spring St.,
Los Angeles. This phase of the proceeding will
deal with film tie-ins.
Oct. 10 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at Hollywood Roosevelt. Jack Izard, advertising manager,
Chevrolet Div., General Motors, and Phil McHugh,
John Thornhill and Hugh Lucas of CampbellEwald, will join in the HAC salute to Dinah
Shore, guest of honor.
Oct. 10-11 — Radio Advertising Bureau course
(in eight cities) on better radio station management. Town House, Omaha, Neb.
!0ct. 10-12 — National Electronics Conference and
exhibition, Sherman Hotel, and American Institute
of Electrical Engineers fall general meeting, Morrison Hotel, both Chicago. Several jointly-sponsored technical sessions will be presented.
Oct. 10-13 — Fourth annual Industrial Film &
Audio-Visual Exhibition. Trade Show Bldg., New
York. Agenda includes closed-circuit presentations;
speech by Robert L. Lawrence, president of New
York production firm bearing his name on "What
Makes a Selling Commercial?" screening of
Venice Film Festival commercials and workshopluncheon by Radio & Television Executives Society
on educational television, New York tv consultant
Sol Cornberg, chairman.
Oct. 11 — Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club's
first monthly luncheon meeting of 1960-61 season. Speaker: A. C. Nielsen Sr., board chairman
of audience measurement and research firm bearing his name.
Oct. 11 — Wisconsin Fm Station Clinic. Center
Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
*0ct. 11-12— Sales & Sales Promotion Clinic
sponsored by the Quality Radio Group Inc. Richard
Jones, vice president and general manager of the
media department of J. Walter Thompson, New
York, will speak at luncheon Oct. 11. Thomas B.
Adams, president of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, will
address the Oct. 12 luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Oct. 11-14 — Audio Engineering Society 12th annual convention, Hotel New Yorker, N.Y.
Oct. 12 — Radio & Television Executives Society
Production
workshop,
"For Prophets and Profits"
Hotel
'Roosevelt,
New York.
Oct: 12 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. monthly dinner meeting at Nikabob Restaurant,' Los Angeles.
Marvin
Cantz ofon Tilds
& Cantz
Adv:,
will
be chairman
of session
media-agency
relations.
*0ct. 13 — Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
luncheon at Hollywood Knickerbocker. Anderson
& McConnell executives will lead the discussion.
Oct. 13 — National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television, annual institute for tv-radio chairmen.
Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce Bldg, 10 a.m.2 p.m. James D. Cunningham, FCC chief hearing
examiner, will speak at luncheon.
Oct. 13-15 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network
third and final 1960 business meeting and fall

creative convention. Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. bia,14S.C.— South Carolina AP Broadcasters. Colum*0ct. 14-16 — Midwest Inter-City Conference on
Women's
hosted
by Women's
Adv. Club Advertising
of Chicago, Clubs,
Sheraton
Towers,
Chicago.
Beatrice Adams, vp at Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis, will speak on broadcast media. Prize-winning commercials from the International Advertising Film Festival at Venice will be shown.
Oct. 15-16 — -Kansas AP Radio-TV members meeting. Hotel Kansan, Topeka.
Oct. 16-17 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Sheraton Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
Oct. 16-18 — National Education Television &
Radio Center annual meeting of managers of affiliated stations, Rickey's Palo Alto, Calif.
Oct. 16-22 — Fifth International Congress on High
Speed Photography, sponsored by the Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers. Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. annual
fall
meeting. Ky.Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
Gilbertsville,
Oct. 18 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
board of directors meeting. Sheraton-Carlton
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Jack Harris, vice president and general manager of KPRC-TV Houston,
will preside.
Oct. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational BroadFrancisco.casters annual convention. Jack Tar Hotel, San
Oct. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society
round table, joint affair with American Women in
Radio and Television. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 20 — Publicity Club of Los Angeles seventh
annual clinic. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los Angeles.
"Anatomy of Communications" is the clinic theme.
*0ct. 20-21 — Audit Bureau of Circulations 46th
annual meeting, Hotel Biltmore, New York. Among
opening speakers: ABC Board Chairman William
R. Farrell, marketing services director, Monsanto Chemical Co.; Warner S. Shelly, president
of N. W. Ayer & Son; Donald S. Frost, vice president of Bristol-Myers Co. and chairman of Assn.
of National Advertisers. Thursday luncheon speaker: James J. Wadsworth, U.S. Representative to
UN. Friday morning session will be devoted to
committee reports, resolutions and other business.
Concluding speaker: Arthur H. (Red) Motley,
president, Parade Publications and U.S. Chamber
of Commerce.
Oct. 22-23 — Missouri AP Radio-Tv members meeting. Hotel Missouri, Jefferson City.
*0ct. 22-23 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin fall
meeting. A political forum and attendance at a
football waukeegame
events
planned.4 p.m.
MilInn, 916areE. among
State St.,
Milwaukee,
AWRT Conferences
Oct. 15 — AWRT central New York chapter.
Sheraton Hotel, Rochester, N.Y. Theme:
"Politics, Plugs & the Woman Broadcaster."
Nov.
4-6 — AWRT
Harrisburg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference.
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 13-14 — American Association of Advertising Agencies, central region annual
meeting. Ambassador West Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual
convention. Hotel del Coronado, Coronado,
Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region annual
conference, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
NAB Fall Conferences
Oct. 13-14 — Biltmore Hotel, Atlanta
Oct. 18-19 — Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
Oct. 20-21 — Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Oct. 24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
Oct. 27-28 — Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
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Out-of-doors or indoors, the perfect partner for those who prefer the extraordinary ... a "Metropolitan"
personality like each member of our media family . . . Television, Radio and Outdoor- Advertising.
METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
-'05 East 67th Street, New York 21, New York

TV STATIONS: WNEW-TV, New York; WTTG, Washington, D.C.; WTVH, Peoria/111.; K0VR> Stockton-Sacramento/Calif.
RADIO STATIONS: WNEW, New York; WIP, Philadelphia; WHK, Cleveland
3
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hazards

eliminates
for
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LIVE
SCRIPTS?

LPs?

COMMERCIALS?
Fluffed any lately ?

Grooves skip — pickups bang

lose
write — easy to
^^^^ifarcf to

ETs?
Hard to handle

SWITCHES?
Sometimes it's the wrong one

Too
Too?soon J
DERS
FAfast?

TURNTABLES?

MICROPHONES?

Rumble — fumble — bumble^J^^^

A djust — adjust — adjust

— easy to scratch

V.U.?
Gotta watch it
all the time

PROGRAMATIC

takes these

headaches out — puts
the profits in

"soun

d

Programatic is practical automation come
to radio.

of

can
s"
for you !

succes
work

Programatic gives you superior adult music
programming.
Programatic is available — exclusively — one
station per market.
See it! Hear it! Profit from it!
Programatic will be at all the
NAB Regional Meetings.

PROGRAMATIC BROADCASTING SYSTEM, DEPT. X
229 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.
i am interested in Programatic, exclusive for my market. Give me
the facts — fast.
NAME
STATION
§
CITY
STATE
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PERFORMANCE
Exercising
best

record

new

OUTRUNS

freedoms,

yet

At mid-point in the 1960 political
campaigns broadcasters have proved
they can handle the freedom they asked
for.
Relieved of some of the federal controls that prevailed in previous election
years, broadcasters are giving more
coverage to more candidates in greater
detail than ever before. And they are
handling politics with such finesse that
complaints are at the lowest volume in
recent history.
Political party officials who were
checked by Broadcasting last week
were unanimous in praising radio and
television for fair and comprehensive
political presentations.
At the FCC, political broadcasting
problems are minor. In past presidential campaign years the FCC has
assigned as many as three lawyers to
full-time jobs processing political complaints. This year the assignment is
being handled easily by one man, and
a good part of his work is giving advice
to broadcasters who solicit it.
A special Senate watchdog subcommittee that issued a public appeal for
complaints about political broadcasting is finding nothing to growl at. Joe
Bailey Humphreys, the subcommittee's
majority counsel, said last week that
"several hundred" responses had been
received but most of them were directed to the handling of political news
by commentators on stations or networks rather than media unfairness. In
many cases the same commentator has
been criticized by both sides of the
political fence, he added.
As for a subcommittee solicitation
for the public to submit audio tapes of
objectionable broadcasts, "it has not
been a thundering success," said Mr.
Humphreys. There have been virtually
no complaints of unfair allocation of
time or facilities, he said.
Fruits of Freedom ■ The 1960 campaigns are the first to be covered by
broadcasting since Sec. 315, the law
that had imposed rigid controls over
political broadcasting, was amended in
some respects and suspended in others.
Last year the Congress exempted news
broadcasts, news interviews and coverBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

broadcasters

in handling

political

are

building

campaign

age of special news events from the
equal time requirements of the law.
Later, Congress suspended all of Section 315 for this campaign in its application topresidential and vice presidential candidates.
During the debates over amendment
and suspension of the political broadcasting law, some Congressmen argued
that freedom would encourage broadcasters to ignore or slant political news.
Last week Broadcasting asked key
figures in both political parties if these
fears were being realized.
At both Democratic and Republican
headquarters there was unanimous
praise for radio and tv.
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of the Cox stations and communications advisor to Sen. John Kennedy,
said there had been no indications of
unfairness in station political coverage.
"Candidates of both parties are appearing together all over the United States,"
he said.
Leonard
H.
Marks. Washington

A

PROMISES

little debate
Frequent references to CBS President Frank Stanton
as the originator of
the idea of "Great
Debates" on radio
and television have

if MM begun to get under
£
NBC Chairman
Mr.Sarnoff Robert
Sarnoff'sto
skin. Last week, without
referring
Dr. Stanton, Mr. Sarnoff said the
debate proposal was first made by the
late Sen. Blair Moody (D-Mich.) in
July 1952. Mr. Sarnoff gave his version of history during a speech to
the San Francisco Advertising Club.
He told the club that NBC answered Sen. Moody's suggestion with
a formal offer of time but both candidates (Gen. Eisenhower and Gov.
Adlai Stevenson) declined, though
the question would have been made

their

coverage

communications attorney who is in
charge of arrangements with individual
stations as communications advisor to
Sen. Lyndon Johnson, said broadcasting is providing "tremendous cooperation in its handling of news, candidate
interviews and formal speeches." He
said radio and television were "living up
to the best traditions of news media."
Mr. Marks said he had heard from officials inthe rival camp that Henry Cabot Lodge was having similarly agreeable
experiences. "Stations are going all-out
in their efforts to be fair," Mr. Marks
said.
At Vice President Richard Nixon's
news office a spokesmen said there
had been no criticism of broadcasters.
"No complaints here," he stated.
A spokesman at the Republican National Committee described the broadcasting performance as "a very healthy
"Stations are leaning over backward
situation."
to be fair," the Republican official said.
"They call us, for example, to say two

over big ones
moot anyway by
Sec. 315 equal time
requirements then
in force.
CBS didnt let the
record stay that
way. Spokesmen
last week said Dr.
Stanton replied to
Sen. Moody 10

Dr. Stanton

days afterward, Aug. 6, 1952, pointing out that the possibility of such a
debate was frustrated by Sec. 315.
They said an NBC press release announcing that Joseph H. McConnell, then NBC president, had extended a debate invitation to the
two candidates was dated Aug. 18,
1952.
Nobody made a point of it,
but Sen. Moody made his proposal
on
a CBS onRadio
program,
Platform,
July 27,
1952. People's
33

Another 'debate' survey
An audience of 86,261,000 people
Answering a query dealing with
(12 years and older) viewed or intent to tune the Oct. 13 debate
(the Oct. 7 broadcast was not menlistened to the first Nixon-Kennedy
tioned), 71.7% or 92,967,000 said
simulcast Sept. 26, according to
Sindlinger & Co. The tv audience
"yes."
The final question dealt with the
was 69,142,000; the radio audience
17,119,000, it was calculated.
"winner" of the Sept. 26 debate.
National results follow: Kennedy
Listening-viewing included 70.4%
won, 26.4%; Nixon won, 23.5%;
or 25,521,000 people in the East;
draw, 24.7%; no opinion, 25.4%.
65.0% or 27,311,000 in the Midwest; 61.3% or 19,939,000 in the
Kennedy was stronger in the East;
South; 71.4% or 13,490,000 in the Nixon had a slight advantage in the
Midwest; it was a draw in the South;
West; 66.5% in 48 states.
Sindlinger figured 55.3% or 71,- Nixon was very strong in the West.
708,000 of those aged 12 years or
By sexes, 25.1% of men and
27.4% of women thought Kennedy
older read about the debate in newspapers the following day; 67% of all won; 24.6% of men and 22.5% of
newspapers readers read about it. women thought Nixon won; 26.5%
The survey showed 67.5% or of men and 23.2% of women
58,242,000 of those who watched or thought it was a draw; 23.8% of
listened to the debate discussed it men and 26.9% of women, no
within the next 24 hours.
opinion.
Democrats appeared on their facilities,
and they ask for two Republicans.
There's not one gripe around here."
The NAB makes it a point to collect
compaints during political broadcasting seasons. Last week Douglas Anello,
chief counsel of the association, reported that not one complaint of unfairness
had reached the NAB so far in this
campaign.
; The Coverage ■ The big set pieces
of broadcast political coverage have
been the "Great Debates" on all television and radio networks (see story
opposite page).
But a sampling of individual station
activity across the country last week indicated that local political broadcasts
were exceeding by far the volume of
former campaign years. A number of
stations have reported the staging of
local versions of the "Great Debates."
Still others have produced local news
and interview programs to tie in local
interpretations with the "Great Debates" programs on the network. Many
others have planned ambitious news
and news interview schedules.
Other Air Barrages o President Eisenhower jumps into the campaign today
(Oct. 10) with a question-answer program sponsored on NBC-TV, 8:30-9
p.m., by the Republican National Committee and placed by Campaign Associates. He will reply to questions
asked by a group of women political
workers and will not know the questions
in advance. Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge, vice presidential nominee, appeared Oct. 3 in the committee's
opening campaign telecast. The President addressed Republican leaders by
closed-circuit television at a Sept. 29
series of fund-raising dinners.
A tentative list of regional station
34 (POLITICS ON AIR)

and network telecasts was being lined
up for a series of appearances by Sen.
Kennedy. They include: Oct. 10, Columbia, S.C., and Warm Springs, Ga.;
Oct. 14, Michigan; Oct. 17, Florida
state hookup; Oct. 22, Missouri hookup; Oct. 23, Wisconsin hookup; Oct. 24,
Illionis, from Rock Island.
To promote radio coverage, Mutual
wired Broadway theatre and night club
managers Oct. 6 they could minimize
attendance losses due to the NixonKennedy appearance Oct. 7 by carrying
radio coverage on public address systems in their lobbies.
■ Political sidelights
■ WMCA New York and personality
Barry Gray took exception last week to
an official statement by the Celebrities
for Nixon-Lodge Committee which
cited Mr. Gray's implied support of the
Republican ticket. Neither Mr. Gray
nor the station is officially supporting
either party's slate, they said, noting the
station's facilities (and that of sister
station WBNY Buffalo) are open to
"every possible viewpoint on any conceivable subject."
The dispute
grew out of a story in
Broadcasting Oct. 3 which related
how the celebrities committee had arranged with Mr. Gray to have various
celebrities call Mr. Gray during his
program and be interviewed on their
support of Messrs. Nixon and Lodge.
WMCA said Jules Alberti, of the
committee, had misinterpreted Mr.
Gray's eagerness to achieve balanced
programming as endorsement, and that
"if Gray endorsed every thought expressed [on his program] he would be
the most all-embracing individual
alive." The station also pointed out the

Gray program has carried interviews
with a number of prominent Democrats
during the campaign period, including j
Robert Kennedy, Sen. Henry Jackson,
Averell Harriman, Chester Bowles,
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. and Gov. Abraham Ribicoff (Conn.).
■ NBC-owned stations in three cities
are going to put on their own great
debates, NBC Board Chairman Robert
W. Sarnoff said last week. He said the
"pilot projects" will be carried out in
San Francisco (KNBC-AM-FM), Los
Angeles (KRCA [TV] and New York
(WNBC-AM-FM-TV) where political
contests "would not impose the burdens
of presenting a multitude of candidates
under Sec. 315." If Sec. 315 is permanently suspended for all candidates,
he said, NBC-owned stations will present area candidates and issues. The
California stations will present spokesmen for and against statewide proposals
to build $1.75 billion worth of dams in
northern California to supply water to
southern California.
a Edgar G. Shelton Jr., ABC vice
president handling Washington public
relations and legislative activity for the
network, has taken leave of absence
for the remainder of the political
campaign. He will serve in a public
relations role with the Democratic National Committee. Last June Mr. Shelton took leave to join the Johnson-forPresident organization before the Democratic convention in Los Angeles.
■ WOOD-AM-TV and the Grand Rapids Junior Chamber of Commerce cooperated in bringing the two gubernatorial candidates to the public, with
Eckrich Meats as sponsor. Bill Gill,
WOOD newsman, worked with the
chamber in arranging the debate.
■ A gubernatorial debate on KINGAM-TV Seattle and related King Broadcasting Co. stations turned into an
actual debate, in contrast to the subdued tone of the first Nixon-Kennedy
nationwide broadcast. The two candidates freely criticized each other's
campaigns and sharply contradicted
each other's statements. Each commented on the other's answers to questions posed by three newsmen. The
candidates will meet again Nov. 6 for
a final go-round. KREM-AM-TV Spokane and KPQ-TV Wenatchee shared
the first debate, staged Sept. 28 in
Seattle.
■ A "Don't Vote" campaign is running
on the seven McLendon radio stations.
It will continue through election day.
The script is built around rapid fire
copy that takes this course after a quick
introduction and using a two-announcer
echo effect: "Don't vote! Unless you
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
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know the issues! Don't vote! Unless you
know
whatforyou
for! IfDon't
vote! Just
the are
sake voting
of voting.
you
go to the polls uninformed .... Don't
vote!"
■ A listener-viewer question format is
used by WOW-AM-TV Omaha on its
Your Question, Please program. Questions are sent in advance by the audience or phoned in during the program.
Candidates give answers on the air.
Ray Clark is moderator. Federal and
gubernatorial candidates are scheduled.
■ KASI Ames, Iowa, is conducting an
electric toaster-iron poll. On a daily
program listeners were asked to turn on
one of these appliances at specified twominute periods to cast their vote for
either candidate. The power company
records the increase in power. Bill

DEBATES
Third

Ray, KASI owner, said Kennedy was
out-kilowatting Nixon 2-to-l. Either
appliance consumes about 1,000 w. Results shown on a large meter at the
power plant are phoned to KASI. The
polls are taken 9:05-9:45 a.m. during
the At Your Service program.
■ Vice President Nixon will be sponsored Oct. 12 on three tv stations from
Knotts Berry Farm, south of Los
Angeles. Republican Central Committee of Orange County will sponsor the
candidate, who will speak at a family
outing and torchlight parade. Stations
are KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, KFMBTV San Diego and KIVA (TV) Yuma,
Ariz. Paul Mitchell Adv. Agency,
Orange, produced and coordinated the
schedule.
■ News Associates Inc. will set up a
special network coverage election night

TAKE

in series

NBC produced the second of the
Nixon-Kennedy "Great Debates" last
week and ABC was preparing to produce the third — which is planned as the
most difficult remote pickup in television history.
The Oct. 13 simulcast had ABC engineers working overtime last week. It is
a problem of technical diplomacy as
the planners try to provide exactly
parallel equipment and production for
the candidates — Sen. Kennedy in New
York and Vice President Nixon in Los
Angeles.
Los Angeles will be the control point,
according to Frank Marx, ABC-TV engineering vice president supervising the
technical setup. Several hundred people will be directly involved in production and engineering.
Three factors complicate the Oct. 13
split-screen simulcast:
■ Three studios, two in Los Angeles
and one in New York, must be mixed
without any timing schedule because of
the spontaneous news conference format.
■ Absolute matching of all facilities
involving the separate candidates.
■ Simultaneous hearing of all audio
by all participants, with all microphones
open at all times; headphones are banned
for participants.
Key Figures in Planning ■ Last week
Mr. Marx and other ABC officials were
working out technical and production
problems. Other ABC executives active
in supervising the planning were Robert
H. Hinckley, American BroadcastingParamount Theatres director and consultant; Michael J. Foster, ABC vice
president in charge of press information;
Alfred R. Schneider, vice president and
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
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(Nov. 8), operating from 8 p.m. until
all major races have been determined.
I. Herbert Gordon, NAI president,
said stations signed for the coverage
include WJR Detroit, WHAS Louisville, WGN Chicago, WTAG Worcester, Mass., WHDH Boston and WHAM
Rochester.
Reaction reports will be brought in
from NAI bureaus in key foreign
centers. Mr. Gordon said participating
stations will have complete freedom to
carry any or all of the election report
by the independent hookup. Special
desks will cover both party headquarters and the four major candidates. Correspondents will handle every major
state and region. Hour-by-hour running
summaries will be given. The nine-man
NAI Washington bureau will be augmented with special writers, Mr. Gordon said.

NEW
technical

assistant to President Oliver Treyz of
ABC-TV network, and Theodore H.
Fetter, network programming vice president.
Key figures in the operation are Donald Coe, ABC news; Robert Trachinger,
West Coast engineer heading up operational details; Fred Schumann, in charge
of overall facilities production; Marshall
Diskin, overall director of the simulcast, and Everett R. Melosh, in charge
of lighting in both New York and Los
Angeles.
Mr. Diskin will call the shots once the
program gets under way. Bill Shadel,
ABC newsman, will be moderator.
Panel members had not been announced
Oct. 6.
Kennedy'sfrom
voiceABC
and image
be Sen.
transmitted
studioswill
in
New York to the network's studios in
Los Angeles for mixing. The simulcast
package will then be transmitted back
to New York to be put on the network.
Special equipment in Los Angeles
will tie the three separate studios. In
addition there are elaborate communications facilities for cueing and instructions. With all microphones in the Nixon
and Kennedy studios as well as in the
studio with panel members open at
all times, break-ins can be made from
anyLack
point.of rehearsal time caused by the
spontaneous nature of the simulcast
makes the engineering job more difficult. Even without normal cueing instructions, the operating manual for the
program will exceed 100 pages.
The sets will be looser than the first
debate in Chicago, providing freedom
to sit or stand.

FORMAT
problems

In all 12 cameras will be operating,
three hot and one standby in each
studio. If video trouble develops, stills
will be available. In case of audio
trouble, the usual stand-by slide will be
used.
Friday's Match ■ NBC produced the
second of the debate series Oct. 7 from
WRC-AM-TV Washington. Keeping in
mind the criticism of Vice President
Nixon's appearance in the Sept. 26
opener, party and network officials provided a setting designed to suggest a
feeling of warmth and comfort for both
of the debate principals. The set was
designed by Hjalmer Hermanson for
NBC and was built in New York.
Candidates were seated at a desk, with
Frank McGee, NBC moderator, between them. A podium was in front of
the desk. News panelists were shown
head-on
as well as in over-the-shoulder
shots.
Participants wore lavalier mikes and
two booms were in operation. Occasional reaction shots were shown of each
candidate while the other was speaking. Julian Goodman, NBC director
of news and public affairs, produced
the simulcast with Frank Slingland, director of Meet the Press, as director.
Bob O'Bradovich, NBC make-up artist,
was made available to the candidates.
Sidney H. Eiges, NBC vice president
for public information, was in charge of
all arrangements other than production
of the broadcast. Ellis Moore, NBC director of press and publicity, handled
press arrangements. Panelists were Edward P. Morgan, ABC; Paul Niven,
CBS; Alvin Spivak, UPI and Hal Levy,
Newsday (Long Island).
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700 at ARF meet discuss how — and probe mistakes being made
that tv attentiveness by women tends to
Seven hundred advertising and media
whether we have a good or bad ad,' he
men spent a day-and-a-half in self- increase as the evening progresses be- said. Citing "purported" tests of penetween 7 and 10:30. However, this is
searching last week at the sixth annual
tration, impact recognition, registration
conference of the Advertising Research
subject to change with program interest. and persuasion, he called the vocabuBenton & Bowles would like an ARF
Foundation in New York.
lary of copy testing "as rich as it is prestudy to put the various factors in focus.
The principal speakers put in some
tentious." He added: "Even though the
firm requests for research to justify
syndicated services do not claim these
His agency has been checking TVQ
the advertising dollar. Researchers of- (monthly audience reation scores to net- techniques measure the whole of adverfered some ways leading to this goal
tising effectiveness, clients act as if they
work programs) against standard ratings,
and pinpointed some possible mistakes
Dr. Wilkins said, but there is no way to
Dr. Kanter cited studies by colleagues
being made along the road.
correlate the two. Advertisers faced
Arthur H. Wilkins, vice president
that cast doubt on the reliability of
and associate research director of Ben- with a choice, he said, will usually "take standard copy testing assumptions. He
the rating and forget the Q." This may
ton & Bowles, put the searchlight on be
the right choice, but not necessarily listed a number of variables that may
tilt the tests unfairly: psychological ca"program values that are not in rat- according to Dr. Wilkins.
price, intervening experiences between
ings." Benton & Bowles has done preAn inquiry by ARF would pull toliminary work in gauging television atad exposure and test, mature vs. new
gether activity patterns, peoples' liking markets, whether or not a single expostentiveness and program interest and of the programs
and their attentiveness.
their effect on commercial recall.
ure is fair, inability to verbalize learning,
'Then the planner could relate the rating
do." attitudes, etc.
predisposed
"We know virtually nothing about
tools at hand," Dr. Wilkins said. With
how tv viewing fits into family life in advertisers
Millions have been spent in the last
investing almost $3 billion
the United States," Dr. Wilkins asserted.
dollars today on tv, he said, they and 25 years on broadcast research and no
business has ever performed more
He gave specifications for a comprehensive study to penetrate beyond ratings. their agencies "have an obligation to thoroughly under the spotlight of confind out something about the social continued research than broadcasting,
His agency has researched the questext in which their programs, and above
tion of activity and viewing, going back
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS
over 100 commercial tests over a period all, their commercials are received."
Radio and vice chairman of the ARF
of two years. Checking the success of a
board, told his listeners. Yet this is not
Dangerous Decision-Making ■ Doncommercial on a program that had a
ald L. Kanter, director of creative re- enough, he feels. Even when researchers know all about the audience, they
higher rating for women than men, the
search for Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
agency found nevertheless that men re- sounded an alarm against basing de- need still more. They need to know
membered the commercial 18% better.
cisions on copy tests that are so ques- what is the best way to use a medium.
One factor influencing this was the early
A television salesman can be a good
tionable as to be dangerous. "Copy
evening hour. Benton & Bowles found testing as we know it cannot tell us salesman whose high cost-per-thousand
is offset by low cost-per-sale. Some radio is "background" in character, "like
wallpaper." Other programs both on
radio and television call for listener absorption. Mr. Hayes also offered examples to illustrate the importance of
an "effective" choice in using a medium.
Appearing as broadcast spokesman
on a panel representing media, advertising, agency and university, Mr. Hayes
made another distinction in needed research. Broadcasters and advertisers
need to know the difference between
audience appreciation and effectiveness:
was the message heard, seen, acted
upon? Or for another type of advertising, did it make friends for the advertiser? Here appreciation is of prime
interest, he explained.
Agency View ■ Peter Langhoff, vice
president of Young & Rubicam, looked
ahead to an era, close at hand, of scientific marketing when "we may conceivably emancipate marketing and adHead table ■ Listening as Donald L. Curtis Publishing Co.; Arthur H. Wilvertising research men from the now
Kanter, Tatham-Laird creative rekins, vice president and associate re- too prevalent 'quick and dirty' or pseusearch director, Benton & Bowles, and
do research." Astronomers used to
search director addresses ARF's annual
conference are (1 to r) Dr. Charles E. Harry Henry, managing director. Mardabble in astrology for supplemental
Swanson, assistant research director.
income but as astronomy was elevated
plan Ltd. ARF met Oct. 4-5.
36
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W J AC -TV has no quarrel with statistics.
After all, according to ARB and Nielsen, it's
the Number 1 Station in the JohnstownAltoona Market. But statistics are only part
of the story. Sales results are the real yardstick of a station's effectiveness— and here's
where W J AC -TV consistently rates high with
advertisers. Mr. Paul Dech, owner and manager of Moxham Lumber Company, has this
to say:

"There are plenty of prospects for our CustomMade Kitchen units in our marketing area—
and WJAC-TV provides one of the quickest,
most economical ways of producing valuable
leads. We consider WJAC-TV an important
member of our sales team!"
Whatever your product or service happens to
be, WJAC-TV

can really deliver the pros-

pects. It's the Number One station in audience—and audience response!

get the whole

story from

HARRINGTON,
AND
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television shows for each day of
the week Sept. 29-0ct. 5 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron Instant
Rating
ratings of Amrican Research Bureau.
Date
Network
Program and Time
21.5
25.8
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
Thur., Sept. 29
ABC-TV
Twilight Zone (10 p.m.)
Fri., Sept. 30
28.9
CBS-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Oct. 1
CBS-TV
25.4
Sun., Oct. 2
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
28.2
CBS-TV
Mon., Oct. 3
Bob Hope (8:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
24.7
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Tue., Oct. 4
24.0
CBS-TV
Wed., Oct. 5
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
phone calls, to provide what ARB calls a truly
During the introductory period of the 1960-61
television season, ARB is conducting fast nanational rating. The "instant nationals" started
tional ratings. These use Arbitronmeter de- Sept. 18. Here are the top-rated programs for
each day following:
vices in some areas, supplemented by teleRating
National
Date
Thur., Sept. 29
Fri., Sept. 30
Sat., Oct. 1
Sun., Oct. 2
Mon., Oct. 3
Tues., Oct. 4
Wed., Oct. 5

Program and Time
Real McCoys (8:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Maverick (7:30 p.m.)
Bob Hope (8:30 p.m.)
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau

to a full paying profession, astrology
was handed down to the gypsies, he
said. "Perhaps we may have some such
good luck," he added.
With the rise of scientific marketing
in the wake of economic and social
"revolutions," one of the first challenges is to break "the budget barrier,"
Mr. Langhoff said. "In its zeal to develop new products, industry may be
short-changing market planning and analysis," he said. Marketing intelligence,
gained with the help of recent advances
in science and technology, is "the raw
material from which profits will be
made," Mr. Langhoff said.
The operations executive vice president of General Foods, C.W. (Tex)
Cook, gave researchers an idea of what
marketing research means to his company. His firm's bill for marketing research will be 35% higher this year
than last, he said.
Mounting Pressure ■ Advertisers' research requirements are becoming more
pressing with mounting costs, Mr. Cook
said. Some of the questions he wants
answered: What are future product demands? How much "holdover" value
can you get from advertising? How
much advertising is enough?
"Market stakes are so high that in
many instances survival is involved,"
he said. The advertiser makes strict demands of every other element of his
business, "so it isn't too strange that
he wants to know, just as accurately as
possible, the capacity of advertising."
The pressures to know "how much"
advertising are many. Mr. Cook mentioned stockholders, "shortsighted" employes and "consumers who, feeling that
they are already 'sold' on a product,
might prefer less advertising and lower
prices." The profit squeeze tempts man38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Network
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
NBC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

25.8
24.9
26.9
32.8
37.1
28.3
34.6

agement to trim the discretionary item
of advertising and "often the trimming
goes beyond excess fat and becomes
crippling amputation."
J. Walter Thompson's economist,
Arno Johnson, asked researchers to reappraise their own roles in expanding
the country's economy. Mr. Johnson,
chairman of the ARF board, forsees
improved conditions in 1961 and he
said basic research must be available
for expanded selling efforts in 196162. Next year should be a $13 billion
advertising year and 1971 should see
a rise to $25 billion, according to his
estimates.
Richard E. Casey, vice president and
research head of Benton & Bowles, was
chairman of the ARF conference. Wallace H. Wulfeck, vice chairman of William Esty Co., New York, and member
day.
of the ARF board, presided the second

New

Lever

to receive

products
tv tests

Four new Lever Bros, products are
being test-marketed and have been assigned agencies, Samuel Thurm, advertising vice president of Lever, has announced. They are:
■ Summer County margarine to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
■ Vim detergent to Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather. This is a low-suds laundry
product in pre-measured tablet form.
■ Starlight Shampoo and
■ Mrs. Butterworth's syrup, both to
J. Walter Thompson Co.
Starlight, Lever says, offers a shampoo and conditioner in "puff" form, a
fabric puff containing suds for two
shampoos and separate conditioner puff

to make hair manageable after the
shampoo.
Mrs. Butterworth's syrup is a blend
of cane and maple syrups with butter.
"It is packed in a bottle shaped like
Mrs. Butterworth, and requires no refrigeration," Lever elaborates.
National distribution will begin as
soon as the tests are completed, the
company says. But there is no indication when this stage is anticipated.
What They're Doing Now a Starlight
advertising broke last week in Syracuse,
N.Y., and Indianapolis, using spot tv
and newspaper supplements. The Mrs.
Butterworth bottle (a matronly figure)
appeared in Cleveland and Indianapolis
early in September on spot tv and in
newspapers, promoted by the heaviest
campaign ever given a syrup product,
a Lever spokesman said. Summer County schedules began late in August in
Grand Rapids, Mich., and Nashville,
Tenn., using heavy spot television,
newspapers and couponing. Vim hit
Fort Wayne, Ind., in August supported
by extensive spot tv and newspaper.
This is the biggest burst of newproduct activity in more than a year
for a company that has about 30 products in national distribution (discounting those being spot tested). The last
Lever products to be marketed nationally were Handy Andy and Praise,
which completed the country-wide circuit in early summer 1959.
A summary made last spring by Television Bureau of Advertising of national measured-media expenditures in 1959
put the Lever Bros, budget fifth in the
country at $56,767,363, of this $46,853,895 in spot and network television,
or 82.5% of the budget.
Radio

is supreme

in small

loan

field

Radio will continue to be the primary medium of advertising by consumer finance companies, William A.
Lotz, chairman of the advertising committee of the National Consumer Finance Assn., predicted
group's
46th annual
conventionat inthePhiladelphia last week. The reason, he explained, is that radio spots offer the
advertiser the benefit of frequency,
combinedminderwith
wide
"Readvertising
is a circulation.
factor in getting
business," he said. "With radio spots
locally, we keep the name of our companies before the public." Mr. Lotz is
advertising manager of the Local Loan
Co., Chicago.
He listed newspaper advertising as
second in preference and direct mail
third. Television use, he said, is limited
to large companies only or to firms
which have a heavy concentration of
offices in any local area.
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Hard-running*

team

Q. Who runs harder than the candidate?
A.

The men who cover him.
o VOn for

VOTf

Here is UPi's hard-running team of political reporters
and photographers covering the 1960 presidential race.
Veteran campaigners all, Smith has been on the White
House run 19 years; Theis has reported from Washington
18 years, Lahr 17 years, Duffee and Goldsmith 13 years,
and Spivak nine years. Photographer Cancellare has been
shooting the Washington scene for 22 years and Tretick 12.
They're dividing their time between the leading
candidates. With Lyle C. Wilson, UPt's Washington bureau
chief for 27 years giving additional clarity to the issues,
they're running hard, for UPI subscribers everywhere.

A UPI MAN
IS AT THE SCENE
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'Interchange'

program

through

Advertisers are going to help agencies ride herd on the good taste of their
advertising. They've become full partners with agencies in the 14-year-old
"Interchange" system for improving
advertising through self-criticism.
Expansion of the Interchange program was announced last week by the
Assn. of National Advertisers and the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. AAAA has operated the Interchange since 1946. Under the new plan
ANA and AAAA will operate it jointly.
Officials said major media associations, including NAB, would continue
to be welcome to participate by calling
the Interchange committee's attention
to advertising which they consider "objectionable." This term embraces advertising they think is in bad taste, manifestly misleading or otherwise apt to
harm advertising as a whole.
A 20-man committee was named to
represent both AAAA and ANA in
operating the Interchange. Robert E.
Allen of Fuller & Smith & Ross and
E.G. Gerbic of Heublein Inc. are cochairmen.
How It Works ■ Under the Interchange system individual agencies and
advertisers and media associations may
submit to the committee instances of
advertising that they consider objectionable. If the committee agrees, the
advertiser and agency responsible for
the advertising will be notified of the
committee's vote and comments. If
the committee thinks the problem is
"serious," advertiser and agency will be
asked to take corrective action and

self-criticism
tisement itself, and 19 were considered
unfairly derogatory of competing products. Only four agencies refused to
modify the advertising and these were
all non-members of AAAA, officials
said.
Officials made clear that the committee concerns itself only with questions
of taste and judgment, not facts. Questions of fact, it was pointed out, are
policed by various government agencies.
Mr. Allen, president of F&S&R, said
pharmaceutical-product advertising had
been responsible for "an overwhelming
majority" of complaints handled by the
Interchange. He said the committee
had been "rather effective" in getting,
for example, revisions in ads diagramming "the piping and plumbing of the
human body."
Mr. Allen also observed that "good
taste" may be a matter of timing and
also of selection of media. A commercial for a hemorrhoid treatment, he
suggested, would be more objectionable
at the dinner hour than at 11 p.m.,
while some ads might be suitable for
trade journals but not for television.
Formation of the ANA-AAAA committee, according to ANA Chairman
Frost, stems from the ANA proposal
last winter that a high-level "adver-

tising advisory council" be established
as part of a program to meet the crisis
then confronting advertising (Broadcasting, Feb. 8). Mr. Frost said the
decision to expand the Interchange to
include advertisers as well as agencies
was developed jointly by AAAA and
ANA, and that it was impossible to
say which initiated the idea.
Committee Members ■ The group,
called the ANA-AAAA committee for
improvement of advertising content,
consists of 10 representatives of each
organization.
The AAAA group is composed of
Co-Chairman Allen; Frederic R. Gamble as president of AAAA, and Beatrice Adams, Gardner Adv., St. Louis;
Charles F. Adams, MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.; David
F. Bascom, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco; Robert T. Colwell, J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York;
Robert L. Foreman, BBDO, New York;
Earl Hodgson, Aubrey, Finlay, Marley
& Hodgson, Chicago; William D. Tyler,
Benton & Bowles, New York, and
David B. Williams, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York.
Representing ANA are Co-Chairman Gerbic; Peter W. Allport as executive vice president of ANA, and David
F. Beard, Reynolds Metals; James E.
Burke, Johnson & Johnson; Ralston H.
Coffin, RCA; H.F. Griswold, Dole
Corp.; Edward B. Rothman, Ford
Motor Co.; Douglas L. Smith, S.C.
Johnson & Son; Samuel Thurm, Lever
Bros., and Ben H. Wells, Seven-Up Co.

submitsults,athe matter
reply. If
rewillthis
be doesn't
referred get
to the
AAAA and ANA boards of directors.
What action the boards might then
take remain speculative. Donald S.
Frost of Bristol-Myers, chairman of
the ANA, suggested that "we'll obviously coax, coax, coax — and then
slug."
In the case of complaints about television commercials, the Interchange
committee will form its judgment from
copies of the script plus off-the-screen
pictures of the commercial. Complaints
against radio commercials will be
judged from copies of the script.
Track Record ■ AAAA officials recalled that in the past five years 260
criticisms were processed by the Interchange committee. Of these, 151 were
considered valid: 88 of the ads were
considered in bad taste, 44 were considered manifestly misleading through
verbal or visual trickery in the adver40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

'Good taste' leaders ■ Checking over
the document that establishes the formation of the new ANA-AAAA sponsored Committee for Improvement of
Advertising Content are the leaders of
the cause (1 to r) : Peter W. Allport,
executive vice president, ANA; Donald
S. Frost, vice president, Bristol-Myers
Co. and chairman of the board of

ANA; Edward G. Gerbic, vice president, Heublein Inc., co-chairman of
the board, ANA-AAAA Committee
for Improvement of Advertising Content; Robert E. Allen, president, Fuller
& Smith & Ross, and co-chairman ANAAAAA Committee for Improvement of
Advertising Content; and Frederic R.
Gamble, president of AAAA.
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STRANDED: Philadelphia's 30th Street Station, emptied by the recent Pennsylvania Railroad strike. WIP helped out by bringing derailed commuters and generous motorists together.
Air

lift

for

a

derailed

strike was officially on, so was WIP

city.

As soon as the recent Pennsylvania

Railroad

with on-the-air appeals for motorists to share their

cars with derailed commuters. WIP staff-members awoke way before dawn to man a battery
of special telephones and to receive hundreds of calls from as far away as Cape May and
Wilmington.

We

continued this emergency

public service until every commuter

had a ride.

WIP's share-the-car operation was in the tradition of public consciousness which
helped differentiate pioneer- WIP from its fellows for 39 years. And with the added
pact of Metropolitan's

new

concepts, WIP

position ... in Philadelphia. WIP,

is moving

rapidly to the foremost

Metrodelphia,

has
im-

audience

Pa.

A station of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Petry.

HOW

TV

A special

PAYS

show

for special

Last spring a housewife in Southern New Jersey telephoned ABC-TV in
New York to determine the location of
the nearest North American Van Lines
agent in her area. She told ABC-TV
officials that her husband was to be
transferred to another part of the country and her local directory did not list
an NAVL agent. She was advised to
communicate with an NAVL agent in
Newark, N.J. After thanking her informant, she volunteered the following: "I've enjoyed the Championship
Bridge program on ABC-TV so much
that I just have to have North American Van Lines, the sponsor, as my
mover — just to show my appreciation."
NAVL executives in Fort Wayne,
Ind., cite this story as typical of the
customer loyalty built up by North
American Van Lines through its 50%
sponsorship on a weekly basis of ABCTV's Championship Bridge series last
winter and spring. They acknowledge
that the company's entry in network tv
last season was "an experiment," but the
results have been "so satisfactory" that
NAVL will return to the program as
a 50% sponsor each week, starting Oct.
16 (Sun., 1-1:30 p.m.). Schwayder
Bros. (luggage), Denver, through
Grey Adv., New York, sponsors onequarter of the program on alternate
weeks and the remainder is offered for
local sale.
CD. Pease, merchandising manager

42

OFF

FOR

purpose

keeps

for NAVL, and Jac Ochiltree, account
executive with the Biddle Co., Bloomington, 111., agency for NAVL, last
week added a footnote to the New
Jersey housewife's story. She telephoned the NAVL agent in Newark,
but learned he was on vacation for
three weeks. Though she was eager
to complete arrangements for moving,
she waited until the NAVL representative returned.
Mr. Pease noted that NAVL's decision to advertise on network tv — and
using a bridge show as the vehicle — was
viewed with skepticism and annoyance
by local NAVL agents, who contribute
to the company's advertising budget.
For 1959-60, as for 1960-61, NAVL
earmarked approximately $700,000
(more than 50% of its advertising-promotion-merchandising allocation) to
the program for a 26-week cycle — so
the stakes were high. But the misgivings of agents started to vanish, Mr.
Pease added, as these developments unfolded:
■ The number of viewers during the
first few weeks in the fall of 1959 was
placed by ABC-TV at 2.3 million, but
rose steadily until it reached 5.7 million last April.
■ When NAVL offered viewers a
booklet on bridge tips for 25 cents,
more than 225,000 viewers responded.
Company officials point out that viewers
not only had to pay for the booklet,
but also had to take the time to look

A Selective Audience
Bridge show draws dividends for moving company
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

VAN
moving

LINES
firm

on

tv

up the name and address of their local
NAVL agent to whom the request had
to be sent.
■ When the program completed its
26-week cycle last April, the program
went off the air without advising viewers it was the last show. The network
was showered with letters of protest,
asking that the program be reinstated.
■ NAVL business rose by 17% over
the past year, as compared with an
average ranging up to 12% for its
competitors. Company executives attributed the rise at least in part to tv,
and therefore had no hesitation about
renewing the program.
The Championship Bridge program
is produced on film by Walter Schwimmer Inc., Chicago. Last year four wellknown bridge players were featured on
each program, with announcer Alex
Dreier providing the narration and
bridge expert Charles Goren an analysis of the playing. This season the
format will be altered slightly and wellknown personalities who are bridge
fans, will appear on the program.
Among those already scheduled are
Groucho Marx, singer-actor Alfred
Drake, orchestra leader Les Brown,
former tennis star Gene Mako and
football coach Forrest Evashevski.
Explaining the decision to renew
Championship Bridge, Mr. Pease offered these observations:
Identity ■ "Our business is not an
'impulse' one. Someone reading an ad
in a newspaper or magazine may not
be preparing to make a move. Our
advertisement, therefore, is mainly designed to create identity. We think tv
is an effective vehicle for that ob-

"However, in addition to identity,
jective.
must also reach the proper audiwe
ence. Our research indicates that our
best prospects are among the bettereducated, higher-income workers, who
make more frequent moves. For instance, some 60% of our work is for
large corporations for transfer of
equipment and products; some 15%
for transfer of corporation personnel's
household goods. Therefore, the proper
show would not be a western. We find
that a bridge telecast reaches a bettereducated, higher-income group and one
that is loyal and appreciative."
Mr. Pease summed up NAVL's experience byquoting an apparent paradox: "We've discovered that tv, the
most mass medium of all, has proved
to be the most selective medium of all
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
for us."

In the world of Arnold Stang spot is a very big deal. His spot campaign for Chunky
Chocolate Corporation is a tremendous success in a powerful and versatile medium. It
made famous the comedy buy-line —"Chunky ! Whatta chunka chawklit !" The Chunky
Chocolate people — and Arnold — know the value of spots well placed. Nothing is more
flexible. You sell your products where they are, with maximum exposure, high return,
and no waste, and when it comes to smart placement call your H R man. He's an expert.
Television, Inc.
Representatives

HOW

WILL

*Number
MON.

TUES.

THE

of Half Hour

WED.

NEW

Firsts

THURS.

FRI.

61

61

SAT.

8:00
8:30

8:30
61

9:00

9:00

w

9:30

61

61

9:30
10:00

61

61

61
61

10:00
10:30

I

a
61

*Source: Nielsen 24 market TV Report week ending September 18, 1960.
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new

function

for

tv

ad

and its choreography handled by
Miss Taylor. The cast and production personnel number some 100.
Last week, in the grand ballroom
of New York's Henry Hudson Hotel,
the performers held a run-through
(see picture) and then packed for
Detroit and rehearsals at the huge,

Agency tv producers in the future
are expected to be more in demand
in the staging of big-budgeted sales
and industrial shows.
This is the feeling at Cunningham
& Walsh which next weekend in Detroit opens an original musical revue, a $250,000 production developed for the stage along tv techniques.
The revue, called "Wheels of Freedom," will have four shows daily
over the nine-day period it will be
in Detroit for a total of 36 performances, comparable to a limited engagement on Broadway. "Wheels of
Freedom" opens Saturday (Oct. 15)
as the entertainment portion of the
National Automobile Show, an $11
million-plus exhibition of 1961
models of all U.S. -made automobiles
and trucks. C&W is agency for the
Automobile Mfrs. Assn., the all-industry organization putting on the
affair.
The stage show is the responsibility of Tom De Huff, C&W's combination tv producer and tv account
supervisor who played Ziegfeld for
the occasion. He cast the show and
otherwise worked in the manner of
any show business promoter in New
York.
Its budget of about a quarter million dollars permitted the featuring
of Julius La Rosa, Betty Ann Grove,
The June Taylor Dancers, The Ray
Charles Singers and Neal Hefti and
his orchestra. The show's original
score was composed by Mr. Hefti

just-completed Cobo Hall that's
large enough to house the exhibit's
first appearance in the auto industry's home city.
Future Function? ■ In an interview last week, Mr. De Huff spoke
of a possible new trend in tv agency
functions: "Packaging of an industrial show may be the forerunner
of other agency productions for sales
and industrial show clients."
Why come to the tv department
of the agency rather than to MCA
or some other stage production
house? Mr. De Huff noted these
reasons:
■ It's more economical to use the
advertising agency on the account
because the agency has no big production staff overhead.
■ It can be a "better show" because the agency "understands the
client's business" to an extent unexpected of an outside packager.
■ In line with this, the agency
would permit for greater client control than would a packager.
As hired by Mr. De Huff, the production staff became temporary C&W
employes. So employed were the director, choreographer, costume designer, lyricists, the musical corn-

Show patterns ■ During rehearsal
on "Wheels of Freedom" in New
York last week performers and producers gothrough preliminary paces.
L to r, Neal Hefti (wearing sweater),
who composed the original score;

Tom De Huff, tv producer-account
supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh;
choreographer June Taylor; Julius
La Rosa and Betty Ann Grove are
in the foreground, the June Taylor
Dancers are in the background.

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

agencies
poser, conductor and arranger and
even the wardrobe mistress.
Sound System ■ Mr. De Huff said
the agency has used radio-tv techniques in the show such as Port-OVox, a system that is an improved
version of lapel-microphone staging.
There
a "bigcontinued,
emphasis on
sound,"
ing.
Mr. Deis Huff
noting
this
also is a carryover from broadcastThere are some other auto show
productions, notably General Motor's Motorama, which after a year's
layoff will be staged Nov. 3 in New
York, then tour San Francisco and
Los Angeles, and the Oldsmobile
show among others. But these are
eclipsed by the size of the National
Automobile Show. (Campbell-Ewald
for the first time in seven productions will stage Motorama.)
C&W was selected as agency and
assigned the staging in January, 1960.
By Feb. 11 it was surveying the still
unfinished Cobo Hall, on Feb. 22
had started musical composer auditions and by Feb. 24 was negotiating
for a choreographer. Male and female lead auditions were held March
11 with a first report on the show's
preparation presented April 21 to
AMA's show committee at Cunningham & Walsh's offices in New York.
Various meetings were held up
through Aug. 18 at which time AM A
and staff were at C&W offices again
to receive final production details
and an outline of the show. On Sept.
1 a production meeting was held for
the entire staff, and dance auditions
held the week of Sept. 11.
Rehearsals began in New York on
Sept. 27 and ran through the beginning of last week when the cast
shifted its base of operations to Detroit and Cobo Hall where a special
stage was built for the auto production.
C&W also handled media and promotion for the auto show. The
agency lined up a radio spot saturation campaign that's now building
up in the Detroit area. It includes
some 250 spots on 30 stations over
a 10-day period. Most of the commercials are in one-minute lengths,
except for Detroit stations which
also will air 10-second IDs. The four
Detroit tv stations (including CKLWTV Windsor) will carry tv IDs. The
commercials pick up the theme song,
"Wheels of Freedom," in parade
tempo and written specifically for the
C&W-produced show.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

WXYZ.

Detroit's

Most

Popular

Station*

Congratulations to the Automobile Manufacturer's Association and their agency Cunningham &Walsh for selecting America's Motor City as the site of this year's National
Auto Show ! Detroit's Cobo Hall will dramatically showcase all that's new on wheels for
1961, October 15th-22nd. We're so proud that we'll be right there with you! WXYZ Radio will have a complete studio-display booth so that our entire staff can broadcast ALL
of our programs from the show. Being popular, we like crowds — and where Detroit goes,
WXYZ Radio goes. Welcome to the Nation's Fifth Market •. . . Welcome to WXYZ-land !
You'll see Edward P. Morgan and Howard Cosell from ABC . . . and Fred Wolf, Marty
McNeeley, Paul Winter, Fred Weiss, Chuck Daugherty, Dick Osgood and Jack Powers
from the "Living end of the Alphabet— WXYZ

Radio."

i/
Marty
Chuck
Daugherty

McNeeley
DETROIT
RADIO

* Hooper, Aug.-Sept., 7960
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FOOD:

$1

Six-month

CLEVELAND
nothing

sells
like

MILLION

spending

data

National television is a $1 million-aday advertising medium for national
food and grocery companies, according
to a Television Bureau of Advertising
analysis presented today (Oct. 10).
The allocations include time and talent costs, network and national spot.
They cover the first half of 1960. In
that period, food advertisers' gross time
billings for network and national spot
totaled $144.7 million ($88.7 million
for spot and $55.9 million in network),
which when talent costs are added,
grow to a level that's above $180
million.
Topping the advertiser list in foods
is the food beverage tv sponsor, namely

DAILY

ON

is reported

TV

by TvB

one associated with coffee, tea or food
drinks. This category accounted for
$31.2 million in billings, General Foods
coming through in the six months as the
leading single advertiser (more than
$9.3 million for gross time). Cereal
food advertisers toted up over $20.6
million in billings with Kellogg ($8 million) at the head of that list. Third place
was reserved for baked goods advertisers at $16.8 million, National Biscuit
Co. leading at $4 million. Leading food
store advertisers in first half 1960 were
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. and
Safeway, respectively accounting for
$825,240 and $751,750 in spot tv, a
category which in the six months com-

BEAUTIFUL
Esti mated
Network
MUSIC

RADIO

WJW
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ or
National Sales Offices:
625 Madison Ave., New York 22
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

Expenditures

of

Television Advertisers
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
July 1960
191,643
$ 109,712

Jan.-July 1959
Jan.-July I960
Agriculture & farming
$ 4,414,855
1,318,807
Apparel, footwear & accessories
$ 1,112,440
2,982,002
Automotive, automotive
accessories & equipment
26,073,123
30,586,347
3,795,988
597,130
Beer, wine
4,627,132
3,228,253
108,679
Building materials, equipment & fixtures
1,504,811
1,651,620
846,350
Confectionary & soft drinks
9,114,154
6,795,085
110,013
Consumer services
2,142,820
260,383
41,132,573
47,360,260
5,772,928
Drugs & remedies
1,926,414
Entertainment
& amusement
842,467
698,950
Food & food products
65,332,423
66,564,653
7,939,907
Freight, industrial & agricultural
247,530
development
235,587
Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
3,451,645
240,016
8,748,970
371,250
1,063,143
Horticulture
Household equipment & supplies
17,822,269
18,340,822
4,290,832
231,043
Household furnishings
2,064,290
3,560,308
14,600,994
11,737,349
Industrial materials
4,005,815
Insurance
2,869,868
8,454,479
5,847,277
Jewelry, optical goods & cameras
7,248,245
638,917
6,631,684
Office equipment, stationery
131,310
& writing supplies
2,211,082
1,866,420
Publishing & media
1,573,288
1,617,192
Radio, tv sets, phonographs,
3,047,666
1,498,538
musical instruments, accessories
3,616,846
Retail or direct by mail
360,792
44,116,665
44,865,471
Smoking materials
5,463,582
4,376,565
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
39,925,448
39,395,028
130,860
Sporting goods & toys
1,442,792
715,062
60,258,536
64,867,095
1,375,594
Toiletries & toilet goods
765,173
8,768,074
Travel hotels & resorts
4,842,968
Miscellaneous
597,823
4,702,720
$356,195,577
TOTAL
$392,046,310
$55,810,958
TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
July 1960
July 1960
1.
Westinghouse
5.2. Lever Bros.
Westinghouse (institutional) $2,701,068
$5,831,551
Mutual of Omaha
3,330,794
2,241,610
3. Procter & Gamble
3,058,626
Lipton
Tea
1,102,570
4.7. American Home Products
2,297,259
B.F. Goodrich
(tires)
1,024,516
Mutual
Benefit
Health
&
Look Magazine
1,024,516
Accident
2,241,610
Westinghouse Electric
6. Brown & Williamson
1,941,494
(refrigerator-freeze)
1,007,268
1,748,561
877,746
Colgate-Palmolive
Bufferin
8.
Bristol-Myers
Anacin Tablets
816,517
General
Motors
715,690
1,360,694
Sterling Drug
Westinghouse Laundromat
10.
1,166,920
713,638
12.
1,059,067
Kentucky King Cigarettes
11.
13. Cowles Magazines
1,024,516
Belair Cigarettes
1,024,516
644,949
14.9. B.F. Goodrich
Texaco Inc.
623,725
Radio
Corp.
of
America
1,024,516
Dristan (tablets, mist, etc.:
563,170
533,398
920,447
1,020,427
L&M Cigarettes
15. Gillette
Alberto-Culver
World Book Encyclopedia &
Child Book
505,839
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
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Every
food

WD

important
chain

AY-

TV,

uses

Fargo!

These four big food chains make approximately 75% of ALL
the retail food sales in the big WDAY-TV area — and that
75% equals nearly $116,000,000 per year!
Advertising
Fargo area is
four important
a year-round

isn't the whole answer, of course, because the
a fabulous one. But it is significant that the
food chains in the area all use WD AY -TV on
basis.

Certainly you can be sure that the biggest merchants in
North Dakota know a lot about the best media values! Ask
PGW for all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL
Affiliated with NBC

6

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in their
very heavy spot schedule on WDAY-TV
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Jw* Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super Fair
in the Phil Silvers Show on WDAY-TV

Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly
on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV
49

piled a spot billing gross of more than first half of 1960 with a total break$4.6 million.
down of expenditures in
spot tv and
Other leading food categories in the network tv:
1 U 1 AL 1 V

Condiments, sauces, appetizers
Dairy
Dessertsproducts
Dry foods (flours, mixes, rice, etc.)
Fruits and vegetables, juices
Macaroni, noodles, chili, etc.
Margarine, shortenings
Meat, poultry and fish
Soups
Miscellaneous foods
Miscellaneous frozen foods

NOW
New

MILWAUKEE

Wltl
CBS NETWORK

tv
TV Capital of Wisconsin

? o,oV3,48r>
9,870,622
2,203,486
14,807,358
8,656,630
2,078,875
8,310,883
4,110,591
3,245,825
9,431,869
1,760,240

THERE'S
'one-time'

A

window

Gross time expenditures
l"J Q 1 Vv U r\ l\ IV
orUI IV
l\JFT\A/DPkr TV/
$ 4,500,000
3,884,000
508,000
Al,D7J(nOD
444
10,363,000
3 47 Q A3fi
5,237,000
AD9
1,476,000
5,845,000
580,591
720,000
' 3,530,000
1,498,000
2,525,825
262,240
5,820,000
3,611,869

REAL

'BRAND

cleaner

is ""•"St."
on

Brand X is on the air, no longer the
goat for some "superior" product but
an advertiser in its own right, with its
own claims to make. Its slogan: "Brand
X strikes back."
In Cincinnati, practically in the
shadow of perhaps the world's greatest
cleanser arsenal, a private inventor is
launching a $2.95 window cleaner to
end window cleaning, stepping in with
a modest advertising budget to capitalize on generations of copy that
have gone before.
The father of Brand X is Harry
Chafvin Ir., 43-year-old researcherconsultant who makes the product,
markets it and writes much of his own
advertising copy. At least he did, until
he got his window cleaner safely on
the market. Now that he's distributing
through much of the country, he's turnto associates
back ingtooverthedetails
laboratory
to work onand30 it's
or

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
50
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radio,

tv

AMAZING

ONETIME

more other products under development.
Striking Back on Tv ■ Some of the
Chafvin copy can be seen and heard on
the air. Television has been doing a
good job for Brand X in Cincinnati,
Mr. Chafvin says, bringing buyers into
department, hardware and drug stores
where it is sold. The window cleaner has
been building up schedules since last
summer to the point where it is using
daily and weekly news programs shows
on WCPO-TV and WLWT (TV) in
the home town, now adding football
on tv and radio too.
Last week Brand X started a new
schedule testing radio on WHBU Anderson, Ind., using 10-second transcriptions atsomething like 60 a week.
These are skits on the election theme
and other situations with voices, music
and a full range of effects, crashing
glass a mainstay among these.
There's scarcely a need for Brand X
to take the comparison tack in its copy.
With this window cream it's not a

X'

LEANER
WINDOW C
■HI

jar of «***°,J: .,- ctow

matter of degree. You clean your windows and have done with it forever,
Mr. Chafvin says, adding that a special
extra cloth is provided in the package
to dust away fingerprints, grease and
any
appearX
later other
on the"foreign
cleaned matter"
surface. toBrand
also works on mirrors, ash trays,
chrome, patent leather, plastics and
other synthetics, fluorescent lights, terrazzo floors, eyeglasses and anything
made of glass, including the tv screen,
where "Brand X" used to appear in
unfavorable light.
X-PIanation ■ Mr. Chafvin chose
the name and registered it, he says, beBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Interview:

Executive Vice President, Stockton -West- Burkhart Advertising Agency, Cincinnati,
tells why he selects the WLW-TV

and Radio Stations for Hudepohl

Beer.

You can always look to the
Crosley Stations for the latest
accomplishment of true
significance to the
broadcasting industry."

"This summer the WLW-TV
Stations are televising
night baseball in COLOR
for the first time in
TV history. Undoubtedly
color adds tremendously
to the appeal of the game
. . and to the effectiveness
of our commercials."

"This COLORCASTING of outdoor
night remotes under normal lighting
conditions is of real value to TV
advertisers and gives added weight
to the already heavy list of other
WLW-TV's advantages."
"The Hudepohl Brewing Company
is happy to receive this extra
programming and commercial
advantage as one of the WLW-TV sponsors
of these Cincinnati Reds games."
Call your WLW Stations' Representative . . . you'll be glad you did! The dynamic WLW Stations .
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cause it's one of the best known in
America. At least one soap commercial
has quit referring to the competition as
"Brand X" and now labels it "other
brand," although this copy change predates the appearance of the real Brand
X, it is understood.
In effect the new product may persuade other advertisers to abandon references to "Brand X" purely on the
possibility of action to guard the name
or reputation of the newcomer. However, while Mr. Chafvin pointed that
he had registered his product name,
he also believes he stands to benefit
from any mention of Brand X in advertising by other products.
Brand X television copy so far has
been local-live demonstration. Tv expansion to other markets is imminent.
However, the inventor says, films may
be brought in at this point. Brand
X Corp. is uncommitted to any advertising agency at present.
Big day

for Chevrolet

planned

in Virginia

"Chevrolet Day in Virginia" was
observed in a big radio way Friday
(Oct. 7) by Virginia Chevrolet Dealers
Assn., comprising 98 dealers south of
Fredericksburg and Harrisonburg. The
event promoted new 1961 models.
The entire day was bought on
eight stations by Cargill, Wilson &
Acree, Richmond, association agency.
Elliott H. Barden is account executive.
In addition two one-hour programs
were sponsored on more than a score of
radio stations in the region.
All-day sponsorship provided a
minimum of 144 one-minute spots on
each of the eight stations on the schedule: WKLV Blackstone; WINA Charlottesville; WDVA Danville; WLVA
Lynchburg; WRAD Radford; WEZL
Richmond; WROV Roanoke; WAYY
Norfolk-Tidewater.
Programming was built around taped
talks by national Chevrolet officials;
style and technical material from the
factory; Chevrolet's national commercial programs; jingles; remotes from
showrooms and dealer interviews.
Similar programming was carried
in the one-hour programs on a list of
27 outlets. The list includes: WBLT
Bedford; WBCR Christianburg; WCFV
Clifton Forge; WKEY Covington;
WSVS Crewe; WEVA Emporia; WFLO
Farmville; WYSR Franklin; WDDY
Gloucester; WMNA Gretna; WHAP
Hopewell; WREL Lexington; WMVA
Martinsville; WVEC Hampton; WTAR
Norfolk; WSSV Petersburg; WPUV Pulaski; WRNL, WRVA Richmond;
WDBJ Roanoke; WHLF South Boston;
WJWS South Hill; WTON Staunton;
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

WLPM Suffolk; WNNT Warsaw;
burg.
WAYB Waynesboro; WCBI WilliamsSelection of the all-day and one-hour
format, Mr. Barden said, was based on
the agency's belief the generally heavy
automobile schedule presently on radio
limits good spot availabilities. "This approach is just the kick-off needed to
keep Chevrolet on top in sales in the
state," he explained. The association
budget is believed to be around $15,000.
Individual dealers will buy their
usual new-model radio and tv schedules. These include sports, personalities
and spot announcements.
Hollywood

Ad

announces

Club

contest

The first International Broadcasting
Awards competition, to select the best
commercials broadcast on radio in any
English-speaking country and on television in any country in the world, is
being announced today (Oct. 10) by
the Hollywood Ad Club. Advertisers,
agencies, broadcasters and producers
are all invited to submit their best work
in the global competition for awards to
be presented during Advertising Week,
Feb. 5-11, 1961.
Awards will be made for the top
commercials in 15 tv categories and
seven radio classes, plus a grand award
for each medium, regardless of class.
The groups will include, for radio,
musical and verbal commercials of
various lengths, with local commercials
judged separately from national or regional campaigns. In television, liveaction and animated commercials of
various lengths from ID's to spots of
one minute or longer will be judged
for direction, editing, camera work, etc.
Brochures describing the submission
of entries and the judging in detail may
be obtained from the Hollywood Ad
Club, 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Deadline for entries is
Dec. 31, 1960.
Lionel
to ride

Corp.
on

trains

television

In its pre-Christmas advertising effort,
Lionel Corp., New York, has produced a
27-minute color feature film, titled The
Wonderful World of Trains, starring the
Suzari Puppets and child actor Paul
O'Keefe. It will be shown in 38 U.S.
markets and on several stations in
Canada during November and December. The cost to Lionel for production
and time is expected to run to about
$100,000.
The film contains no Lionel credits
in the scripts, but Lionel equipment is
used to illustrate the trains that the

In the next ten years, 105,000,000,000 addition!
consumer dollars will flow into America's economy
Most of these new dollars will be spent by multiply
ing millions of young adults... better educated your,
adults ...in better jobs . . . with more leisure timi
These young adults will be on the move exercisin
their flair for living, their flair for fun. And on,
radio, truly portable, motorized, transistorize,
pocket-sized radio is so superbly equipped to met
the challenge of the mobile Magic Market of the 60'

ABC

RADIG

HAS

FLAIR

Lively and lilting, filled with music, spice
with news of fashion, food, sports, sc
ciety, science... FLAIR brings a brand nei
world into fascinating focus for ever
young homemaker. Every day she join
FLAIR host Dick Van Dyke-brilliant comic
dancer, singer and star of the hit musics
"Bye Bye Birdie." He in turn will intra
duce her to the world of FLAIR-brigh
90- second segments of wit and wisdom
in the persons of the most exciting an
entertaining men and women of our age
JUST LOOK AT SOME OF THE TOP NAME
WHO SELL FOR YOU WITH FLAIR!
Connie Bannister /Orson Bean/Theodor
Bikel / Natalie Brooks / Peggy Cass / Han
Conried / Johnny Desmond / Eileen Ford
Arlene Francis / Lawrence Galton / Bori
Karloff /Toni Gilbert /Hermione Gingold
Gussie Moran / Fernando Lamas / Phylli
Kirk / Audrey Meadows / Vance Packard
Bonnie Prudden / Martha Rountree/Jeai:
Shepherd /Toots Shor/ Arthur Treacher ]
H. Allen Smith / David Wade / Wayne ami
Shuster/ Betty Walker /Jonathan Winter
They're all on FLAIR. ..all here on ABI
Radio. Yours with a network that enjoy
complete endorsement by its affiliates
Everyone's in favor of FLAIR, becaus
FLAIR is in the best interests of the con
sumer who will shop more, who will bu
more, who will spend more in the nex
decade. Get her... she's got FLAIR! Con
tact your ABC Radio salesman today and..
GET

FLAIR

RADIO

ON

ABC

NETWORK

Serving the $5-Billion
Government Employee Market
WOMR

offers

LISTENERS
exclusive
Voice of Government
Reports ...
Musical Clusters in
Concert Hall Sound .
News, Traffic, Weather

hobo puppet encounters during his
travels. Special commercials were
filmed for the program, which will be
carried once on each outlet. The film
also will be offered to organizations and
department stores for showing with or
without commercial credit to Lionel.
As part of its Christmas promotion,
Lionel againof will
NBC-TV's
coverage
theco-sponsor
Thanksgiving
Day
parade and will conduct a spot tv campaign in the markets that will carry
The Wonderful World of Trains. Lionel's agency is Grey Adv., New York.
FOR
Tv

'61

MODELS

budgets

to increase
WQMR

offers

ADVERTISERS
the proven attention of
ONE MILLION
IMPORTANT
LISTENERS
spending $5-billion
annually, plus
FREE POP
MERCHANDISING
in ACME
Supermarkets, fastest
growing chain of
supermarkets in the
capitol area.

WQMR
"oso
Serving
the Largest Specialized
Group of Listeners in Any City.
Contact
General Manager Ed Winton
Wisconsin Building
Washington 16, D. C.
WHitehall 6-1050
OR YOUR HEADLEY-REED
REPRESENTATIVE
THE CONNIE B. GAY
BROADCASTING COMPANY
WOMR

r» i • t i
rrr
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expected
25%

As U.S. automakers readied advertising schedules for the 1961 models, television Bureau of Advertising estimated
a 25% increase this year in automotive
advertising.
TvB predicted national and regional
auto tv advertising in terms of net time
and talent would top the $75 million
mark, noting that in the first six months
automotive use of network rose from
$24,026,000 gross billing in 1959 to
$31.7 million in the 1960 period, a gain
of 32.3%; while in spot the boost was
from $4.8 million in the 1959 period to
$9.5 million in the first half of '60.
TvB noted that more than $4 out of
every $10 spent by the auto advertisers
in terms of gross tv time went to compact car advertising. TvB also found a
change underway this year by auto advertisers toward increased use of spot tv
and diversification of "messages" on
network tv, pointing out that automotive advertisers are represented on at
least 20 regular network programs this
season, which is a doubling of last season's total.
The leaders (parent company and
dealers) in the first six months: General
Motors Corp. spent $10.5 million for
tv time at gross rates; Ford Motor Co.
earmarked $8.4 million; Chrysler totaled
$6.5 million, and American Motors, $2
million.
New S.F. ad agency
James A. Jordan and J.C. Danielson
have organized a new San Francisco
advertising agency, Jordan-Danielson
Advertising, with offices at 1736 Stockton. Mr. Jordan, head of the agency,
was previously associated in executive
capacities with Plough Broadcasting
Corp., Chicago; Hearst Newspapers,
and most recently with Bartell Broadcasting in San Francisco and Milwaukee. Mr. Danielson has been associated with a number of radio and
tv stations across the country and has
owned and operated ad agencies in the
midwest.

■

Business

briefly

Holiday drive ■ Elgin National Watch
Co., Elgin, 111., has bought twice-weekly
announcements on NBC-TV's The Dave
G arrow ay Today Show from Nov. 15
through Dec. 19, plus a Garroway
hour-long special, Dave's Place, on
Nov. 18. Additionally, the client has
purchased participations on The Jack
Paar Show Nov. 18-Dec. 20. Tv commitments will be supplemented by magazine space during the holiday gift
campaign.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Norge buys time ■ Norge Div. of
Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago, plans to
use co-op advertising campaign in
about eight key test cities to market its
new automatic, coin-operated dry cleaning machine, it was announced Wednesday. Radio and tv spots will be used in
test markets, including Effingham and
Lombard, 111.; Quincy, Mass.; Albany,
N.Y.; Wilmington, Del., and other
cities, with dealers asked to help underwrite costs. The client has not yet
selected agency for dry cleaner, according to Jack Pettersen, marketing
director. Campaign will kick off in
next few weeks and be explained next
January after test runs.
Oster in 50 ■ John Oster Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, is readying its biggest radiotv spot campaign for a November start.
The
campaign
in behalf
of inOster's
Housewares
Division
will break
some
50 major markets on both radio and
tv. Agency: S. Jay Reiner Co., Mineola, N.Y.
Lite-Diet formula ■ Bakers Franchise
Corp., N.Y., which has 125 franchised
bakeries distributing its Lite-Diet special-formula white bread, is ready to
start a three-month advertising drive
with a $200,000-plus budget that includes campaigns on 162 radio stations
and 33 tv stations. Lite-Diet will employ up to 30 one-minute and 30-second
announcements per week on each station, while the tv schedule spots oneminute and 10-second film commercials.
Agency:
Mogul Williams & Saylor Inc.,
N.Y.
DCA appoints ■ DCA Food Industries
Inc., N.Y, with radio-tv-newspaper
budget of $350,000, has appointed
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton, Inc., N.Y., as agency for
its
ice stick
cream confections
division ("Gold
Mine"
brand
and frozen
water products). The account was previously atTed Bates & Co., N.Y.
Danish product ■ Ben B. Bliss Co.,
N.Y., has acquired the advertising account of Arnold Sorensin's Spratts
(Danish sardines). An extensive advertising and promotion campaign is
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and

E.

BEELIN

deiiiteAS

*ume

-for,

western

Nevada)

raoio

-fcke

Sun-drying raisins near Fresno. Agribusiness here
employs as many as 65,000 people during a month.
Fresno is the nation's Number One
agricultural county and the heart of
America's raisin industry.
More Fresno listeners will hear
about your product on Fresno's Beeline station, KMJ. Compared to the
second best stations in this market,
KMJ delivers:
35% more of the morning audience
14% more of the afternoon market
31% more of the evening audience
(April 1960 Pulse)*

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

No question but that Beeline Radio
is your key to the desirable Fresno
market. And that's true for all five
Beeline markets in the Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees. As a group, the
Beeline stations reach more radio
homes in these markets than any competing combination — at the lowest
cost per thousand.* Ask about the
three discount plans that make Beeline Radio a timebuyer's*Nielsen
dream.
and SR&D

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

W

\
KOH O RENO.

KFBK ° SACRAMENTO
)
\
KBEE ° MODESTO
KMJ © F«SNO.
KERN ° BAKfRSFIELO

Cliff-hanger
approach
to

tv

spots

Beverage advertiser Martini &
Rossi in encouraging the public to
consume more of its vermouth, is
planning a method to get a commercial on the tip of the viewer's
tongue. The strategy (at a cost of
$150,000) entails four 20-second
commercials, identical except for the
endings (see pictures).
Agency is Reach, McClinton, New
York (an earlier report of the new
tv buy in Broadcasting, Oct. 3, incorrectly identified the agency as
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan).
Phil C. Kenney, RM's media director, purchased a schedule on three
New York stations where it runs for
12 weeks through December at specific times on weekends. By working
in the different endings, Martini &
Rossi hopes to heighten interest.
Filming of the 20-second versions
had a $9,000 production budget. It
was done at MGM.

being prepared, with radio planned to
cover key U.S. markets.
Buys 'White Paper' ■ Timex, through
W.B. Doner, N.Y., has bought a series
of six NBC-TV public affairs specials
entitled NBC White Paper. The first of
the series, "The U-2 Affair," will be
telecast on Tue., Nov. 29 (10-11 p.m.).
Irving Gitlin, executive producer, creative projects, NBC News and Public
Affairs, will supervise the programs,
which are produced by Albert Wasserman. Chet Huntley will narrate.
High-stepping ■ Ballerina Mfg. Co.,
Garfield, N.I., is allocating $250,000
for a national spot tv campaign on
behalf of its new "Little Ballerina
Dance Studio" (kit includes ballet
dance practice bar, instruction book
and long playing record of music and
instruction). A total of $40,000 worth
of spot tv time has been purchased for
fall programming on four New York
stations. Other markets have not been
determined. Agency: The Wexton Co.,
N.Y.
Big Taft buy ■ Streitmann Biscuit Co.,
Cincinnati, has purchased programs
and announcements on all Taft Broadcasting Co. tv stations. Included is
quarter-sponsorship of Play of the Week
and half-sponsorship of Case of the
56 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Sleight of hand ■ This is what happens in the four commercial endings
plotted by Reach, McClinton for client Martini & Rossi vermouth. In the
first ending (upper left), which will run the longest to build viewer familiarity, the hand catches the tumbler and then the bottle, despite the ship's
roll. In the first variation (upper right), the hand misses the tumbler and
just catches the bottle. The third ending (lower left), shows the hand missing
the bottle after the glass is caught (and brought inside the crate). The fourth
ending (lower right) shows the hand first missing the tumbler and then, on
the next roll, missing the bottle, which goes out the porthole.

Dangerous Robin on WKRC-TV Cincinnati as well as announcements in
Ladies Home Theater on that channel,
lane Lynn, hostess of the last-named
show, has made a total of 23 film commercials for Streitmann which will be
used in more than 35 markets in addition to those covered by Taft stations (WKRC-TV; WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio; WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn.;
WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.; WBRCTV Birmingham, Ala.).
New 'Victory' version ■ Procter &
Gamble Co., through Benton & Bowles
Inc., N.Y., will sponsor the new 90minute Project 20 production of "Victory at Sea" on NBC-TV Dec. 29 (Thur.
9:30-11 p.m. NYT). The Richard Rodgers musical score from the series is being re-recorded with Robert Russell
Bennett conducting.
Finns land ■ Finnfoods Inc., N.Y., sole
U.S. and Canadian representatives for
Finn Crisp bread product, has started
its first radio campaign with three participations weekly on Dr. Carlton Fredericks' Living Should Be Fun show on
WOR New York (Mon.-Wed.-Fri. 1:152 p.m.). Finn Crisp is an imported
sour rye crisp bread manufactured by
Huhtamaki Yhtyma Co., Helsinki, Finland. The product is made in three
different types: thin with caraway seeds,

medium with caraway seeds and wafersize for canapes or as croutons. Agency:
Man-Ellis Inc., N.Y.
Feasting on tv ■ Red L Foods Corp.,
Great Neck, N.Y., has ordered saturation tv spot schedules in 10 northeastern
markets for its full line of prepared
frozen seafood dinners. The markets
are: New York, Boston, Hartford-New
Haven, Providence, Albany, Portland,
Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse and Pittsburgh. The schedule is supplemented
with spots on WCBS-TV New York
whenever it carries special CBS-TV
programs this season. Agency: SmithGreenland Co., N.Y.
Gershwin special ■ General Electric
Co., via BBDO, N.Y., will sponsor CBSTV's The Gershwin Years a 90-minute
special based on American life in the
20s and 30s against a background of
George Gershwin's music, to be presented Ian. 8 (Sun. 8-9:30 p.m. EST). A
Leland Hayward production, the show
will originate in New York. It is to be
adapted from the book of the same title
co-authored by Edward Jablonski and
Lawrence Stewart.
Ups tv budget ■ Roman Products Inc.,
South Hackensack, N.I., in its largest
tv investment to date, has started
a saturation campaign on WCBS-TV
New York and WFIL-TV and WCAUBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
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ARTS

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9 2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564

TV, both Philadelphia. Spot schedules
for Frozen Roman Pizza, Roman Ravioli and other Italian frozen foods will
run for seven weeks. Agency: SmithGreenland Co., N.Y.
Buick's approach ■ Buick Motor Div.
of General Motors announced plans for
advertising its 1961 models. In tv, the
Bob Hope Buick Show will appear as a
special four times on NBC-TV during
the announcement quarter and again
four times during 1961. For radio there
will be a pre-announcement schedule in
key markets, a four-week follow-up
schedule in key markets, 10 weekend
schedules on NBC Radio's Monitor in
195 markets, with an additional spot
scheduled contemplated during 1961.
Last week, when cars entered dealers'
showrooms, there were more than
40,000 announcements on 337 radio
stations.
Agency: McCann-Erickson,
N.Y.
New directions ■ General Foods Corp.,
White Plains, NY., will follow 15
months of market testing for its Instant
Yuban premium coffee in California,
Central Ohio and four northern New
York markets with strong local advertising support in midwest and southern
markets. Plans include multiple spot
tv announcements. Agency: Benton &
Bowles Inc., N.Y.

We've got the moxie, make no
mistake! And that's why soft
drink advertising has increased a
smashing 121% in three short
years on WPAT. There's nothing
like the sparkling effervescence of
our programming for refreshing
soft drink sales throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut ... an area where more than
17,000,000 people live, work
and get thirsty in more than
5,000,000 radio homes. Ask the
purveyors of America's leading
potables. Ask Canada Dry, CocaCola, Hoffman, Nehi, Pepsi-Cola,
Seven-Up, White Rock or anybody else who, in the last three
years, has advertised on WPAT.
Popularity moves products and
you get popularity in the big, big
bottle on WPAT ... the station
with the sound of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT-FM
58
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In five shows ■ The Simoniz Co., Chicago, has purchased five NBC-TV shows
to be presented during 1960-61. Placed
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, the
order includes Riverboat, Laramie, Outlaws, Dan Raven and The Westerner.

■ Agency app'ntments
■ The Ronson Corp., Woodbridge, N.J.,
has appointed Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc.,
NY., as advertising agency for Ronson
electric shavers and appliances, according to William Murphy, PKL media
director. The agency, which takes over
print advertising immediately, will
handle all other media after Jan. 1.
Ronson, the 12th advertiser to engage
the 7-month-old agency, raises PKL's
billing to over $3.5 million. The account, previously handled by Grey
Adv., NY., will be supervised by Norman Grulick.
■ Real Kill Products Div., of Cook
Chemical Co., Kansas City, appoints
Del Wood Assoc., NY., as advertising
agency for its insecticides. Media to be
used in campaigns include newspapers,
magazines, radio and television.
■ King County (Wash.) Chevrolet
Dealers Assn., comprising 15 Chevy
dealers in the greater Seattle area, appoints Eisaman, Johns & Laws, LA.,
to handle its advertising and public re-

And

in Chicago?

A 90-second commercial filmed
in color cost the U.S. Brewers
Assn. a reported $25,000. That's
about two-thirds the cost of producing an average half-hour film
episode of a program series. The
commercial will be on the Donald
O'Connor special on NBC-TV at
10 p.m. tomorrow (Oct. 11). It
features a simulated interview by
Hugh Downs of Claudette Colbert in her New York apartment.
Miss Colbert was filmed in Los
Angeles (Culver City) at MGMTV where the apartment interior
was re-created in the studio. Hugh
Downs was filmed in New York.
The two film sequences were
optically integrated through
MGM's matting process. The
show was taped in Los Angeles,
Mr. Downs then being there and
introducing the commercial film
that "takes place" in New York.
J. Walter Thompson is the agency
for the brewers.

lations. Annual billings of $125,000
are expected in radio, tv and newspapers. EJ&L has represented the 94
Southern California Chevrolet dealers
for the past six years.
■ Eldon-Ungar Toys, division of Eldon
Industries, L.A., appoints Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F., to handle its advertising. The company manufactures
Eldon Toys, made of unbreakable polyethylene plastic, and the electrically
operated Ungar Toys.
■ General Electric appoints Gardner
Adv., St. Louis, to handle advertising
of its tubes and other electronic components effective Dec. 1. The account
presently is handled by Maxon Inc.,
N.Y.
■ American Brewery Inc., Baltimore,
appoints Newhoff-Blumberg, that city.
The agency is reportedly planning an
extensive
in the District
brewery'sof
marketing campaign
area of Maryland,
Columbia, Pennsylvania, Delaware,
West Virginia, Virginia and North
Carolina.
■ Minneapolis-Honeywell's international
division, Minneapolis, appoints BBDO
as its agency effective Jan. 1, 1961. The
account, formerly handled by GothamVladimir, Chicago, will be serviced by
BBDO's office in Minneapolis and St.
Paul. BBDO has served three other
Honeywell divisions in the past: electronic data processing, meter division
and technical personnel recruiting.
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WLOS-TV

the

Carolina

in

\

NORTH
CAROLINA

ASHEVILLE

GREENVILLE

its

has

Triad

power!

WLOS-TV

IS FIRST

9 A.M.

MIDNIGHT!

TO

FROM

All day, all night, all week ... WLOS-TV is first
in the rich, six-State Carolina Triad! The March ARB
shows an average 34,000 homes are watching WLOS-TV
every quarter-hour, 108.6% more homes than station
"c", 21.4% more than station "b". Obtain the details
of WLOS-TV's dominance in the Carolina Triad
from your PGW Colonel.

SPARTANBURG

Serving

THE CAROLINA TRIAD
6 States • 62 Counties

GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
A Wometco Enterprise
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.
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IT'S

TIME

FOR
MORE
EDITORIALS
directors that FCC should help set standards
talk drew special attention to the fact involving their own personal or financial
It's time the FCC set up "guidelines"
that the potential for broadcast edi- interests and, though this may not be
for broadcast editorializing, the agency's
chairman told the Radio-Tv News Ditorials isincreasing because of the de- required, it shows that care is needed
cline in the number of competing daily to assure that the station is used in the
rectors Assn., meeting in Montreal,
public rather than private interest, Mr.
Canada, last week.
newspapers in many cities. "I see no
Ford said.
Chairman Frederick W. Ford was
reason why broadcast editorials should
Mr. Ford outlined the history of
unable to attend the RTNDA meeting
not fill this gap," he said.
broadcast editorializing before and after
because of illness, but his remarks were
More important than this, in Mr.
delivered by James Sheridan, his special
Ford's opinion, is the fact that the the "Mayflower case" in which the FCC
assistant.
broadcaster who constantly studies the found on June 1, 1949, that on-the-air
editorializing is not contrary to the
Mr. Ford suggested that the FCC
issues confronting his community "will
public interest. He noted the FCC found
should call upon broadcasters who are
almost have to" carry out "assiduous
on July 29, 1959, that the station has
experienced in on-the-air editorializing
planning and consultation" with both
to tell the FCC the practices and poli- the public and community leaders to an "affirmative duty to aid and encourage the broadcast of opposing
cies they follow so the agency can set discover and fulfill the tastes, needs
up general guidelines to enable the and desires of his service area.
views by responsible persons."
Mr. Ford outlined a few practices
broadcaster to know what is expected
Television is doing a "uniquely suof him.
followed by individual broadcasters.
perb job" on two counts, Frank Shea,
Some, he said, label an editorial as assistant to the publisher of Time
The FCC chairman thought the comsuch, before and after presenting it, so magazine, declared at a Thursday panel
mission should do something affirmative to encourage broadcasters to meet
the public can distinguish between
on broadcast news. He cited tv's servmore fully their obligations to the pub- straight news and opinion.
ice as a "communicative eyewitness to
lic by taking a leadership position in
Others, he said, send copies of con- history and in documentary recapitulatroversial editorials to those known to
the communities and expressing their
tion of meaningful events." Mr. Shea
editorial opinions.
hold opposing points of view and offer said he wishes there were more of them.
The annual RTNDA meeting, held
free air time for answering it. Some
No Media War ■ "Still I don't see it
Oct. 5-8, was attended by more than
stations keep all their editorials on file as a war between media — except maybe
250 newsmen and executives from the and make them available to the public, professionally at press conferences, and
U.S. and Canada. The sessions were
that battle of pencil versus mike seems
which gives the broadcaster a record
highlighted by practical workshop
on which to cite his public service and to be on the wane," Mr. Shea noted.
groups and panel discussions on such
also gives opponents opportunity to re- "No, not a war between us, I hope. But
topics as technical innovations, progress
view and challenge the editorials, Mr.
a sort of peaceful coexistence and a useFord said.
in technique, legal problems and program content and quality.
Mr. Shea pointed to the televised deCautious Position ■ Many broadcasters avoid editorializing on subjects
bates between the presidential candiNeed Grows ■ FCC Chairman Ford's
ful one."
dates as an example of "the significant
role of television not only in exciting
new techniques of journalistic coverage
Some new shows getting good ratings
but in the very practice of politicking
itself." It is chiefly at the local station
tional
ratings
of
new
series
starting
The pace of premieres of new network television programs for the during the period Sept. 29 through
level where Mr. Shea feels "distressed"
with the "thinness" of newscasting.
Oct. 4, along with the ratings for
1960-61 season picked up last week,
"The five-minute on-the-hour capand with it the average ratings of their opposition programs during the
sules (which probably come down to
new shows appeared to quicken, too.
same nights. New programs, includ3V2 minutes less the commercials)
ing some that had started before last
The following table shows the Amerare often a travesty of real news reweek, are shown in bold face.
ican Research Bureau Arbitron naNBC
porting in these troubled times, in this
ABC
CBS
Time
complex world," the Time executive
Thur. Sept. 29
charged. In quoting a recent Associated
Outlaws 15.4
Witness 7.8
Guestward Ho 15.4
7:30-8
Witness
11.2
Press
survey in which 65% of the AP
Outlaws 21.5
Donna Reed 19.6
8- 8:30
Bachelor Father
9- 9:30
Zane Grey 12.0
My Three Sons 23.7
radio-tv
stations responded, Mr. Shea
16.9
Fri. Sept. 30
disclosed
that "28% of the radio and
Westerner
13.5
Show of Month 15.4
Flintstones 15.6
29% of the tv stations across the
8:30-9
Detectives 18.6
Michael Shayne 11.2
Twilight Zone 17.8
1010:30
Black Saddle 12.5
Eyewitness
to History Shayne 19.6
10:30-11
10.6
country carry not a single 15-minute
newscast." In addition, he said, the
Sun. Oct.
Candid
Camera
19.8
Islanders
13.1
Loretta Young 22.6
10-10:30
study showed that the stations "gave
Winchell 7.1
This Is Your Life 11.9
What's My Line 24.0
about equal play to national vs. local10:30-11
Mon. Oct.
regional news — but there was apparentSurfside Six 15.9
Henry Cabot Lodge 12.3 Bob Hope 33.7
ly no interest on the part of the survey
8:30-9
Surfside Six 19.1
9-9:30
Danny Thomas 14.2 Bob Hope 31.9
(or
the respondents) in international
Adv.
in
Paradise
21.3
Andy
Griffith
26.6
Dante
13.5
9:30-10
Tue. Oct.
Thriller 22.7
9-9:30
Stagecoach West 16.9 Tom Ewell 19.1
Thriller 22.4
Calling this neglect an "alarming
Red Skelton 28.3
Stagecoach West 17.7
9:30-10
state of affairs," Mr. Shea emphasized
that "playing down to the taste of the
60
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Ford

tells news

Seven stations win radio- tv news
Annual awards of the Radio-Teleporting— KRLD Dallas. Reporting
vision News Directors Assn. were
community
problems — WDAF Kansas City.
presented in Montreal last Saturday.
The winners:
A special citation for excellence in
reporting went to Del Blumenshine
Television ■ Editorilizing —
of WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., for
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.
his story on skid row problems. He
On-the-spot news reporting — KRONlived with the vagrants for six days
TV San Francisco. Reporting comto get the inside facts.
munity problems — (sharing first
Award luncheon was addressed
place) WTCN-TV and WCCO-TV
by Walter Cronkite, CBS News. This
Minneapolis.
was RTNDA's 13th year of award
presentations. Record number of 302
Radio ■ Editorializing — KGBC
entries
was received.
Galveston, Tex. On-the-spot news relowest common denominator of the
population, of the mass — this is the
way to national darkness, perhaps to
extinction."
On the same panel, Marie Torre,
radio-tv columnist of the New York
Herald-Tribune, who served 10 days
in jail for refusing to reveal a news
source, chided the television networks
for not opening the door to independent producers of public affairs programs. She called for more showmanship in public affairs shows if they are
going to compete with entertainment
programs.
Network Responsibility ■ The panel
moderator, Ted Koop, CBS News,
Washington, upheld the television networks' right and responsibility to produce their own public affairs programs.
He also called for increased news and
public affairs programming and for
more trained radio-tv newsmen.
Radio newsmen should use imagination, ingenuity and integrity in covering community news, Jim Bormann,
WCCO Minneapolis, said in a radio
workshop panel session Thursday. Mr.
Bormann called for more showmanship
in presenting news so as not to bore the
audience, but he warned about maintaining professional standards. He
stated that "a high degree of courage is
needed for honest and complete local
news coverage."
Other radio panel members were
Dick Petrik, KOEL Oelwein, Iowa, and
Bill Hutton, CFRB Toronto. Panel
moderator was Dick Cheverton,
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids.
Dropping regular hourly newscasts
and replacing these with one-minute
news capsules throughout the day as the
news breaks, was described at a Thursday afternoon panel by Bert Cannings,
CFCF Montreal. This "news in motion" method gives a fluid presentation
and showmanship in the case of developing stories, Mr. Cannings explained.
How a non-network station in a
major market can handle and pay for
world news on a daily basis was exBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

plained by Bill Sheehan, WJR Detroit.
He told how a local public utility sponsorship pays for the station's staff to
accompany President Eisenhower on
foreign trips and to cover other important events, with taped reports being
sent by commercial circuits from all
parts of world. News on such programs is sold at premium rates. He
emphasized WJR's success in direct
coverage of big news events even
though the expense at first glance may
seem high.
Recruiting Staff ■ Recruiting news
personnel from colleges and high
schools was discussed by Dick Yoakam,
Indiana U., and Bob Gamble, WFBM
Indianapolis. Obtaining a summer replacement staff and the training of
future radio-tv news personnel in this
way were urgently recommended if
stations want to be sure of news personnel in future years. Both speakers
pointed to the need of stations to aid
teachers in training for radio-television
journalism as opposed to print media.
Closer cooperation between the medical and hospital worlds and news
media was urged by Dr. Leonard Larson, president-elect of the American
Medical Assn., and Frank Groner,
president of the American Hospital Assn., while Larry Payne, WPON Pontiac,
Mich., described the code developed
by radio-tv stations and local newspapers in cooperation with medical
and hospital organizations.
Spencer Allen, KMOX-TV St. Louis,
not able to be personally present for his
Friday panel, demonstrated via 16mm
soundfilm how his news department
has utilized the recently authorized
Class D citizens band service for twoway radio communication and dispatching of cameramen and reporters.
Mr. Allen pointed out that the
normal commercial means of two-way
radio units between base station and
automobile are relatively expensive,
ranging from $600 to $1,000 and up
per unit. Not only is the purchase or
the rental of such equipment out of

awards
KRON-TV received its award for
coverage of city hall riots when the
House Un-American Activities Committee met there. KRLD won for its
exclusive interview with Mrs. Robert
Vernon Spears, whose husband was
a key figure in the suspected bombing of a plane in flight.
Tv awards were made by RTNDA
in cooperation with the Medill
School of Journalism, Northwestern
U., Evanston, 111.; radio, Depts. of
Journalism and Radio-Tv, Indiana
U., Bloomington, Ind.
reach for many radio and tv newsroom
budgets, but vhf channels for such
service are almost unobtainable these
days, he said. While channels are
available in the uhf range, equipment
for these frequencies is even more expensive than the vhf units.
Low Cost Unit ■ The KMOX-TV
newsman displayed the small Class D
citizens band units which range in price
from $39 in kit form to $180. They
may be operated either from a fixed
location — such as the news desk — or in
an automobile, boat or airplane. While
their legal power input is only 5 w,
Mr. Allen claimed their useful range
from newsroom to car is about 12 miles,
depending on terrain and other local
conditions.
"Ninety-five percent of our newsfilm
coverage occurs within this 12 mile
radius of our studios," he explained.
"We can dispatch newsreel cameramen
from the scene of one story to another
by means of our two-way radio — savAting another
Fridaytime."
panel, Roy Neal,
much valuable
NBC News, Hollywood, reported on
the video tape editing techniques employed during the political conventions,
describing how a stop-watch-and-footcount-by-seconds record of the major
speeches made it possible to locate a
single paragraph or even a single sentence on a tape in a matter of minutes
rather than hours. Using this method
they could put together a one-hour
show in about 45 minutes, he said.
Another facet of Mr. Neal's report
to the convention dealt with magnetic
striping for adding sound on film. He
demonstrated the process of recording
the sound on magnetic tape and adding that to the film and cited the advantages over the visual sound-recording method which led NBC to adopt
it two years ago.
RTNDA Progress ■ Retiring RTNDA
President William Small, WHAS-AMTV Louisville, Ky., at the opening
business session Thursday morning
urged re-examination of the associa-

61

tion's philosophy to determine if it
might be wise to change from an
organization of news directors to one
encompassing all newsmen with equal
membership rights. He suggested the
institution of news clinics in every state
and across Canada which would be
open to non-members, the formation
of an executive council of past presidents to advise as elder statesmen and
the encouragement of organizationsponsored booklets in the field of
broadcast news.
Mr. Small also felt that future presidents should remind national political
parties that local television and radio
stations should be in on the planning
stages of the national conventions. In
his report he also dealt with career
recruiting, expansion of the wire
policy committee to include other news
services besides AP and UPI, and asked
for action on a proposed half-hour
documentary film about career opportunities inbroadcast journalism.
Excutive Secretary Robert Downey,
WMSB (TV) Lansing, Mich., reported
132 new members for total of 673, with
87 members dropping out during the
year. Canadian membership increased
by 26. Bill Williams, WSM Nashville,
chairman of the membership committee, strongly urged an advertising campaign to help increase membership. He

backed establishment of a speaker's
bureau to make personal contacts with
news directors at stations throughout
the U.S. and Canada.
Publication of a guide to news seminars and an inter-station newsletter
were recommended by Mitchell Krauss,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., New
York, chairman of the inter-station
cooperation committee. He also suggested close cooperation with journalism
schools for active radio-television meetings and more shirt-sleeve sessions at
national conventions.
"So You're Going to Shoot Newsfilm"
is the title of a 56-page booklet produced under the chairmanship of Leo
Willette, WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., of
the techniques committee. The booklet
is designed to acquaint stringers as well
as television station personnel with
concepts and techniques for producing
better newsfilm.
New

YORK

service

Formed by three New York sound
technicians, Audio Techniques Inc., a
new comprehensive film and tape sound
recording service has opened offices and
studios at 247 W. 46th St., New York.
Telephone: Judson 6-2619. Principals
in ATI are: John H. Beaumont, former
eastern branch manager
of United

HERE'S WHAT CRITICS
"Considine yarn a TV thriller
(Headline) . . . direction . . .
topnotch. We're eagerly anticnext week's
play."
Nick ipating
Kenny,
New York
Mirror

NEW

sound

SAID:
". . . gives promise of being one
of the better new dramatic
shows of the season ... will
have no trouble finding a wide
Sid Bakal, New York Herald Tribune
audience"

Stereo Tapes Div. of Ampex Audio
Inc.; Lawrence J. Kreeger, former supervising film editor of Transfilm-Caravel Inc., and Howard M. Lawrence,
previously productions supervisor for
Robert Lawrence Productions and vice
president of its industrial division,
Loucks and Norling.
Mr.

K

meets

Mr.

S

for 'Open End' summit
Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev
was scheduled to appear last night (Oct.
9) in a live, unrehearsed interview on
David Susskind's Open End program
over WNTA-TV Newark-New York,
starting at 9 p.m.
Mr. Susskind announced last week
that he had started negotiations for
the interview when it was first learned
that the premier would attend this session of the United Nations General
Assembly. Final confirmation came last
Wednesday (Oct. 5). It was the only
interview program on which Mr. K
had consented to appear.
Appearing on the program were to
be Mr. Khrushchev, his interpreter and
Mr. Susskind. It was revealed that the
Soviet Premier had wanted questions
to be submitted in advance and Mr.
Susskind had wanted a panel of Soviet

". . . taut, suspensef ul . . . the 30
minutes clicked away as absorbingly as any of the better
actioners ... a gain for local
programming . . ." Horo, Variety

PREMIERE

ACCLAIMED

BY

CRITICS

TOP
RATED!
"Exclusive!", on Channel
2of (WCBS-TV)
snares 27%to
New York audience
tie for 1st against strong
network opposition, whips
other network, and
trounces all others!...
According
A. C. Nielsen's
New York torating,
Tuesday,
EXCLUSIVE
September 20, 7:30 P. M.
NOW AVAILABLE \Forcomplete information see your ABC Films sales rep. or call: ABC FILMS INC.
1501 Bwy., N.Y. 36, N.Y.
Telephone: LA 4-50SO
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tick
/

How big is a moment? Breaking time into pieces has beguiled
man for eons; the smaller the piece, the more advanced the
technology.
the millionths.Today's atomic clock-watchers achieve segments in
Absolute Newtonians might say a moment contains 60 seconds
and let it go at that. The fallacy of this approach is in the air of
Eastern Iowa, where WMT-TV's rounder, firmer, more fully
packed atomic moments are flung with cunning abandon into an
area containing more than half the tv homes in Iowa, whence
they are plucked by the largest Eastern Iowa audience of any tv
station, a fact documented by audience surveys with delightfully
monotonous regularity.
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids — Waterloo. CBS Television for Eastern Iowa.
Affiliated with WMT Radio, KWMT Fort Dodge.
National Representatives: The Katz Agency.

the

all

experts to assist him in questioning Mr.
Khrushchev. Mr. Susskind noted that
a compromise had been worked out,
pointing out that "I gave way on the
panel;program
they gave
on carried
rehearsal."
The
also way
is being
on
radio via WNTA.
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"One-book library of television and radio information"
AJL
^ O

separate directories in
dexing
the world
of
broadcasting

Designed to meet your specialized needs,
the all-new BROADCASTING Yearbook is
the largest and most complete encyclopediatype book ever published for the business of
broadcasting. The information in this book is
massive (more than half a million words),
and it is organized for speedy reference.
It's a desk-top book. You'll use it constantly
throughout the year for facts and figures,
names and addresses— for data available in
no other single source.
Compiled, edited and written by the same
staff that produces BROADCASTING — The
Businessweekly of Television and Radio.
Serving the business side of broadcasting
since 1931.
* Published every September
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSaies Street. N. W.. Washington 6. D. C.

[*~| New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $1 1.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□

New Yearbook only — $4.00

title /position*
company name
address
city
Please send to home address-
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Trust

fund

payments

lower

than

in 1959

Payments made to musicians during
the first half of 1960 by Recording Industries Music Performance Trust
Funds totaled $1,971,000 compared to
$5,732,000 for the full year 1959, according to a report by Samuel R.
Rosenbaum, trustee.
The report showed 131,700 musicians participated in the six-month payments for the first half of 1960 compared to 408,600 in the 12 months of
1959. Payments in the year 1958 had
totaled $5,184,000.
The sum of $5.7 million was allocated for expenditure in the fiscal
year begun July 1, 1960. Allocations
from all funds for expenditure for services of musicians are: Fiscal year ending June 30, 1961, $6,100,000 (estimated); fiscal year ended June 30,
1960, $5,650,000 (some contributions
withheld owing to California litigation) ;
fiscal year ended June 30, 1959,
$6,325,000. A total of $40,075,000 has
been allocated from the funds since
1950 for services of musicians.
Republic

Studios

plans busy year
Republic Studios last week completed
exterior wall construction of a new
sound stage with 200,000 cubic feet
interior capacity. It's the 22nd stage on
the lot and will be needed for the
busiest production season in years,
Daniel J. Bloomberg, vice president and
studio manager, announced. Completion of the studio is set for the end of
October, he said, to coincide with the
scheduled start of The Racer, a new 26episode tv series starring Brian Kelly
and John Ashley which Albert J. Cohn
will produce for ABC Films.
Other independent producers using
Republic facilities include Four Star
Television, with 1 1 shows in progress;
Bonniker Productions, shooting the
pilot of The Drumbeater for CBS-TV;
American International's feature film
"Master of the World," and Mark VII,
Golden and MHC Productions all preparing theatrical pictures and MPO-TV
and Mark VII filming tv commercials
on a year-round basis.
Republic had net earnings of $1,104,294, or 52 cents a share, for the 39
weeks ended July 30, compared to
$475,678, or 18.5 cents, for the like
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math),
sust.
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Oct. 10-14, 17-19 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Oct. 10-13, 17-19 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.)
The Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 11 (10-11 p.m.) The Donald O'Connor Show,Thompson.
Brewers' Foundation through
J. Walter
Oct. 12, 19 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson. &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Oct. Music
12, 19Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Walter
Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Thompson.
Oct. 13 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 14 (9-10 p.m.) The Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through Edward H. Weiss.
Oct. 15 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 15 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 15 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
sust.Oct. 16 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
Oct. 16 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 16 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
period of fiscal 1959, Victor M. Carter,
president and chairman, announced.
Gross income for the period was $19,946,558 against $18,638,445 a year
ago. Earnings would have been even
better had it not been for the actors'
and writers' strikes earlier in the year,
Mr. Carter said, reporting that all of
the company's properties are now operating inthe black.
Hollywood Television Service Inc.,
Republic tv syndication subsidiary, will
receive about 90% of gross instead of
the former 60% by distributing directly
its 123 Roy Rogers and Gene Autry
pre-'48 films, many of them never
offered to tv before, under a new agreement with MCA-TV, Mr. Carter revealed.
NBC

says

it's victim

of 'planned hoax'
NBC said last week that it and the
Ralph Edwards production organization had been taken in by a "carefully
planned hoax" regarding a This Is Your
Life episode last May 4. The "hoax"
came to light Wednesday (Oct. 5) after
newspapers had printed stories of a
$500,000 suit brought by the husband
of
Hahn.the episode's subject, Mrs. Betty
As NBC related the story Thursday,
Mrs. Hahn had approached the Edwards
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

organization posing as "Elizabeth
Short," a social worker. She suggested
a program on an actress, Pauline Hahn
(her own daughter) and her struggle in
furthering a theatrical career. The
producers, intrigued by the role the
actress' mother played in the story related by "Elizabeth Short," suggested
the program be about the mother instead. Miss Short — or Mrs. Hahn —
then "maintained a dual personality"
in the dealings with the Edwards organization during production of the program.
Abraham Hahn, Mrs. Hahn's husband, filed suit last July, charging that
he had not been living with his wife
for several years, although he was represented on the This Is Your Life program as being happily married to her.
Although instituted in July, the suit was
not filed until last week, when the
newspapers picked it up.
After the press reports Mrs. Hahn
was interviewed by James A. Stabile, '
NBC vice president of standards and
practices, and during that interview admitted the "hoax," it was reported.

'MACBETH'
New
used

FUNDS

financing

method

in its production

A new approach to television programming financing, with the hope of
recouping the investment through forlorExp
er (eks-plor er) n.
eign and perhaps also domestic theatrical distribution, has been developed
1. Columbus;
in the production of "Macbeth," to
be sponsored by Hallmark Cards on
a satellite
NBC-TV on Nov. 20 (Sun., 6-8 p.m.
EST). The film stars Maurice Evans
and Judith Anderson.
2. e. g. the searching
George Schaefer, producer-director
and also associated with Mr. Evans in
Compass Productions, which produces
sound of Wmca's
radio signal
Hallmark's television shows, explained
the concept last week upon his return
to New York from England, where he
which travels
had just completed the filming. He said
it worked this way:
through five states
The cost of filming "Macbeth" for
both television and theatrical showings
was estimated in advance at about
at 186,000 feet
$750,000. Hallmark put up approximately half of this amount. The rest I
per second.
represented the services of Messrs.
Schaefer and Evans and Miss Anderthe straus broadcasting group
son, working on deferred payments,
plus a loan from a British bank. British
Lion will distribute the film theatrically
wmca
throughout the world, except in the
w
NEW
mj n
YORK
U.S. and Canada.
y AM
NtW b
YUKK
A! Radio Sales
Theatrical distribution in the U.S.
and Canada has not been set, and apBUFFALO ■ Jack Masla & Co., Inc.
parently ismore of an eventual possibility than an early probability. "We
hope there will be repeat life in the
rpi
film on television," Mr. Schaefer said,
RADIO PRESS INTERNATIONAL
noting that Hallmark's wishes regard65

ing tv repeats will obviously figure in
the decision to release or not to release itto theatres in this country. He
also noted that theatres are hesitant to
schedule films too soon after they have
had national exposure via television, but
said he hoped that "people may remember the show and in time build up
a desire to see it again."
In any event, he expressed hope that
theatrical showings abroad and/ or in
this country would return the initial
$750,000 outlay — "and more, if we're
lucky"— over a period of perhaps five

RECIPE: Take 4 top stations,
sandwich into one BIG market,
serve with extra helping of
simultaneous merchandising and
promotion effort. It's economical as a one purchase, one film,
one billing dish . . . served in
any combination to fit any appetite.

He said the running time of the film
years.
— 105 minutes — was just right for both
a two-hour television show and theatre
showings. The only thing that need be
added for theatrical release, he said, is
the customary movie credits.
Mr. Schaefer, who with Hallmark
officials received a large share of the
credit for originating and developing
the idea, noted that he had wanted to
try it before but that some of the
arrangements had not come off. If it
works with "Macbeth," he obviously
will want to try it again. And presumably Hallmark will, too.
■ Program notes
New tv series ■ A tv series based on
the history of the Civil Air Patrol is
first of a series of men in uniform projects planned by Jack M. Warner Productions. Others will be a series, The
Blue Team, based on the U.S. Signal
Corps (in which Mr. Warner holds the
rank of lieutenant colonel), a one-hour
special, Dragoons, the story of the U.S.
Cavalry, and a feature motion picture,
"In My Uniform of Blue,*' written by
John Q. Copeland.
Program servicer ■ C.F. Productions
Inc., N.Y., a newly-formed company
created to syndicate and service Dr.
Carlton Fredericks' Living Should Be
Fun radio show, has appointed Dave
Nathan as president. Mr. Nathan will
also continue his present position of
director of radio and tv at Curtis Adv.
Co., New York. Mr. Fredericks' show
is produced by WOR New York.

^west

texas

television
network.
KDUB-TV
KEDY-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS BIG SPRING, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
KVER-TY
ABILENE • SWEETWATER CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENT'VE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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Radio version ■ Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. has converted its American Civil War television series into a
13-week radio series, which will debut
next month over the six WBC radio
stations and also will be made available to all U.S. outlets through syndication in November. Syndicated by
Trans-Lux Tv Corp., N.Y., the Civil
War Centennial television project is
currently seen in 85 markets.
Not for sale ■ Universal Pictures Inc.
has "no present intention of disposing
of its 325 post-'48 pictures to television," Milton R. Rackmil, president of

Universal and Decca Records Inc., said
last Monday (Oct. 3) before the New
York Society of Security Analysts.
Pointing out that it is difficult to determine the value of this library, Mr.
Rackmil stated that all of these pictures
with the exception of those released in
the past
books
foryear
$1. are on the company's
Well born ■ A half-hour documentary
on childbirth by Caesarean section was
produced by WBNS-TV Columbus,
Ohio, and shown in prime time. According to the station, the influx of
congratulatory calls was so great the
station was forced to resort to an
official "thank you" on its 11 p.m.
newscast that evening. According to
Television Research, an independent
research organization, the program
drew 75.4% of the sets in use against
network competition. American Research Bureau supported the findings
through a coincidental telephone survey which reported a 70% share of listeners. The program was filmed at Mt.
Carmel Hospital under the auspices
of the Columbus Academy of Medicine
and was sponsored by Central Hospital
Service (Blue Cross) and Ohio Medical Indemnity (Blue Shield).
ASCAP suit ■ Pickwick Music Corp.
and M. Witmark & Sons, both N.Y.,
members of the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers, have
filed suit for copyright infringement
against KHAT Phoenix. Plaintiffs are
asking U.S. District Court for the District of Arizona to restrain the defendant from future public performances of the songs "May the Good
Lord Bless and Keep You" (Pickwick)
and "The Hanging Tree" (M. Witmark),
and to award minimum damages of
$250 for each unauthorized performance, together with court costs and
attorneys' fees.
On musical's tour ■ V. La Rosa & Sons
Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y., has purchased
radio and tv spots in markets being
visited this season by the road company
of
musical New
"Fiorello,"
as the
wellhitasBroadway
in metropolitan
York
where the play is in its 40th week. V.
La Rosa's major advertising and marketing program features Tom Bosley,
star of "Fiorello," in a special "Fiorello
Award Winning Recipes" promotion of
the advertiser's spaghetti, macaroni and
egg noodles. The saturation radio spot
campaign includes 80 to 200 minutes
weekly for 13 weeks. A lesser schedule
of tv spots will be in conjunction with
children's shows and personality shows,
also for 13 weeks. The tie-in tour markets are in New England, Middle Atlantic States, District of Columbia.
Florida, several midwest states and Wisconsin. Agency: Hicks & Greist, N.Y.
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SOUTH FLORIDA
PACES THE NATION!
POPULATION GROWTH
1950-1960
(new U.S. Census Estimate)
THREE PRIMARY COUNTIES
UP 122%
(Dade, Broward, Palm Beach)
12-COUNTY SOUTH FLA.
MARKET- UP 108.3%
Total Population 1,699,149

In South Florida, the nation's fastest-growing area market,
WTVJ— among all media— delivers the largest daily circulation!
Only WTVJ will give your schedule complete coverage of this
dynamic growth area. Obtain the facts of WTVJ's exclusive,
total coverage of South Florida from your PGW Colonel.

SOUTH

FLORIDA

WTVJ

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

■ Film sales
CBS News and Public Affairs programs
(CBS Films)
Sold to The Australian Broadcasting
Commission, for its national network:
major portion of programs to be produced during 1960-61 season, including
programs to be presented on CBS Reports, Tomorrow, Eyewitness to History, Twentieth Century and specials.
The commission also has purchased
CBS Films' coverage of the Olympics,
Twilight Zone, December Bride and The
Robert Herridge Theatre.
Lock Up (Ziv-UA)
Sold to American Tobacco for
WNBC-TV New York, and to the following stations: KCBD-TV Lubbock,
Tex.; KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N.Y.; WJRT
(TV) Flint, Mich.; KSTP-TV Minneapolis; WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio;

WKTV (TV) Utica, N.Y.; KTBS-TV
Shreveport, La.; WGAL-TV Lancaster,
Pa., and KZTV (TV) Corpus Christi,
Tex.
Now in 195 markets.
"M Squad" (MCA-TV)
Sold to WPIX (TV) New York;
WGN-TV Chicago, and WB RE-TV
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Now in syndication in 3 markets.
AMA

objections

kill

network medical show
Plans to reach a nationwide audience
of physicians with a tv network medical
series (Broadcasting, Sept. 19) have
failed to materialize. The American
Medical Assn., it was learned last week,
objected in principle to the use of open
circuit television for programs aimed at

a medical audience. The lack of support
by organized medicine forced cancellation of the planned This Week in
Medicine series, which was to have
started a 26-week run over NBC-TV on
Oct. 30. Stations had been cleared for
a quarter-hour period on Sunday afternoons.
CIBA Pharmacutical Products Inc.,
Summit, N.J., via Sudler & Hennessey,
New York, the program's sponsor, has
no alternative plan for the series that
was to have been produced by the staff
of the CIBA-sponsored publication
Medical News. Previous attempts at
closed-circuit hook-ups for the dissemination of new advances in the medical
field have not been successful because
of the difficulty in getting busy doctors
together for screenings in hotel rooms
or auditoriums. The cost of regular
closed-circuit telecasts is also said to be
a prohibitive factor.

GOVERNMENT
FCC
Higher

EXPANDS
frequency

may

Plans to make use of a second uhf
channel — in a higher band — in the
New York City uhf test were made
public last week by the FCC.
The second transmitter in the $2 million experiment which may make or
break uhf's future probably will be located in Alpine, N.J., on the tower formerly used by the late Dr. Edwin H.
Armstrong for his fm experiments, the
FCC indicated. The commission said
that discussions with Columbia U.,
which now owns the property, indicate
that the presently idle tower can be
made available.
If arrangements are worked out, it
was said, the second uhf service will
be in the 800 mc band.
The commission's announcement last
week stated that the ch. 31 test would
be from the Empire State Bldg. if a
suitable antenna installation can be designed. There is no way to mount a
uhf transmitting antenna on top of the
existing vhf radiators, it was learned.
Ch. 31 cover 572-578 mc.
Models of different coverage configurations must be tested, the commission
pointed out, to determine not only coverage patterns but also possible interference to vhf antennas already on the
building.
Directional Antenna ■ One of the
proposed antenna designs, the FCC
said, provides a "reasonable" approach
to omni-directional coverage. Other
proposals envisage using a directional
array, it added, including one which
would have two directional antennas
operating simulatneously. This would
68

N.Y.

UHF

be added

TEST

at Alpine,

N J.

provide uptown and downtown service,
the commission said, but would result
in "scalloped" coverage to areas east
and west of the Empire State Bldg.
The FCC announcement also indicated that a study has been made of the
possibility of using an improved uhf
tuner for reception. This would provide
a 3 db improvement in noise limitation, it was said. The consensus was
that this would not be necessary since
this improvement would be noticeable
in only a few locations and can be simu-

lated with a single channel amplifier.
The target date for the New York
uhf experiment, for which Congress appropriated $2million, is next summer.
It is expected to run to June 30, 1962.
Its purpose is to test, once and for all,
the coverage of uhf. New York, it is
agreed, is the most difficult area for uhf
transmission and if it works there it'll
work anywhere.
The project, most of which will be
contracted out, is under the direction
of Edward W. Allen, FCC chief engineer. Mr. Allen has established a special unit to handle this work. It is
headed by Arnold Skrivseth, assistant
chief of the FCC's technical research
division.

It's all over for Oversight
nation of Richard A. Mack from the
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) last
week wrote what is likely to be the FCC.
epitaph of his House Legislative
Rep. Harris, who also is chairman
of the parent House Commerce
Oversight Subcommittee.
Committee and the Communications
The Arkansan
& Power Subcommittee, said oversaid in a televised
sight has concluded its hearings uninterview Oct. 2
less something unforeseen comes up
that he feels the before next January; that the staff
will file reports Jan. 3. And that
oversight unit's
87th Congress will deterpurposes have
and been
ob- while the
^™ .<dl j jectives
mine the future of the oversight
Rep. Harris "fairly well ac- unit, he wants it known before the
complished" and he doesn't think the election that he thinks it should be
3 Vi -year-old subcommittee should
discontinued. The parent committee
be continued next year.
can assume oversight responsibilities,
The interview, ironically, took he said. He said most of the legislaplace on WPST-TV Miami, whose
tion recommended by the subcom1957 vhf grant by the FCC provided
mittee has been enacted, though adthe basis for rocketing the oversight
ditional bills (network regulation, for
unit to sudden national prominence
example) will be heard in the next
in early 1958 and brought the resig- Congress.
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Taking the 5:39 home

to

Westchester doesn't mean a
sales-minded mind has to stop
thinking business. Case in
point: an HR&P

man, traveling home last year, pon-

dered anetwork TV show he'd seen the evening before.
He had an idea for what seemed a better way to handle
the commercial.
ideas

Next day he doodled some
rough sketches, wrote some
^

r .....

, even rougher copy, and then
visited the sponsor's big New
York agency to see if the people there agreed with him.
Indeed they did. So much so
that his new approach was used

can

happen

FALL TV
SPOT
SCHEDULE

on the network in '59 — and on
i
the network plus a spot TV
schedule this Fall. Which shows that fresh (and
rewarding) ideas can happen anywhere and any time

anywhere

if there's a creative mind on the premises.

Resourcefulness like this has a way of translating
itself into two kinds of results in our shop: (1) more
spot TV business generally; and (2) more spot TV
business specifically for HR&P-represented stations.
Doesn't happen every day - but it isn't unusual, either.
That's because the HR&P sales staff is big enough, and
the list of major stations small enough, to give our men

Jack Clark
New York office

time and elbow-room wherein to work creatively. These
same resourceful qualities also make them competent
in handling daily sales and services for their stations.
In short, representing only one medium, we can afford
to be (and are) doubly creative.

HARRINGTON,
NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• DETROIT
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RIGHTER
• ATLANTA
• BOSTON

&

PARSONS,
INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
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SEC

Far - Reaching

unless we find a way
to jam this
unauthorized broadcast

Meanwhile, I suppose
I'll have to watch it.
Everyone is impressed by the
fast, accurate and complete news
coverage on 6. Teamed with
NBC, we make a combination
that spells "Good News" for advertisers, too.
Your Weed TV man has all
the facts.
WCSH-TV
NBC
6

for ^8

PORTLAND
MAINE

MAINE BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

WCSH-TV 6, Portland WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio, Portland
WLBZ Radio, Bangor WRDO Radio, Augusta
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STOP

Suspends

! stock

ORDER
Skiatron

registration

The Securities & Exchange Commission last week issued a stop order suspending a registration statement filed
by Skiatron Electronics & Television
Corp. The subscription tv company had
consented to the issuance of such an
order following a protracted hearing
into its financial status and the adequacy
and accuracy of its registration statement last May.
The findings and opinions of the
commissioners referred to "misleading
statements and omissions" in the company's prospectus. The most striking
omission, in the SEC's opinion, was the
failure to show the large amounts of
money needed to establish a pay-tv
system and to point out that neither
Skiatron nor its licensee, Skiatron of
America, had the resources required
nor anyone willing and able to supply
the necessary funds. It was estimated
that $13 million would be required as
a minimum stake to install a wire system in a densely populated area, not including allowances for programming
costs. The company and Matthew Fox,
license holder, were both in debt at
this time. Other omissions were insignificance of the company's patent coverage, its dependence on the license holder
for development and exploitation of pay
tv programming, and the public distribution of unregistered securities. (For
full details of the charges against
Skiatron, which were cited in the SEC's
decision, see Broadcasting, May 2.)
The stop order prohibits insiders of
the company — such as directors and
officers — from selling stock to the public that had been offered in the voided
registration statement. In the hearing,
however, it was brought out that at
least 75,000 shares of the stock offered
in the suspended statement have already been sold to the public. The order
will cover any of the 172,242 shares in
the statement not sold to the public
previously (and in violation of the Securities Act of 1933). The order specifically prohibits Skiatron President
Arthur Levey and Matthew Fox, holder
of
Skiatron's
franchise,
further
stock pay-tv
sales. These
two from
were
cited frequently in the decision as
having illegally disposed of stock.
Mr. Fox had followed a pattern of
pledging shares of Skiatron stock as
collateral. When he defaulted on payments, the shares were sold in violation of the Securities Act. Mr. Levey
sold personal stock to friends and also
to strangers, receiving letters from
them stating intent to hold the stock for
investment purposes. In several cases
this "investment" stock was sold to the

public within two months of purchase.
The decision states that during 19581959 Mr. Levey sold over 200,000
shares
million. in this manner for more than $1
Technically, anyone who purchased
this stock which was not legally registered with the SEC could bring suit
against the seller or possibly against
the company for the amount paid for
the stock plus interest or for loss incurred in disposing of the stock later.
A SEC attorney disclosed that the commission's decision is not always accepted
as prima facie evidence in such cases
however. Another drawback to such
suits is the fact that Skiatron and Tolvision of America (formerly Skiatron
of America), Mr. Fox' company, is
heavily in debt.
In a related action the SEC announced its decision to lift its order suspending trading by the public in Skiatron stock which had been issued
originally Dec. 18, 1959 and renewed
every 10 days. The order was issued
on grounds that the public was given
misleading information in the registration statement making it impossible to
properly evaluate the stock. The SEC
has announced intention of letting the
order expire at opening of business
Oct. 13 since information relating to
the true status of the company will be
publically disseminated through its decision.
Tv

film

seek

producers

Sec.

317

delay

Television film producers have asked
the FCC for a breathing spell before
the new sponsor identification law applies to them. The plea was made in a
petition filed with the FCC last week
by the Alliance of Television Film
Producers.
ATFP asked that the FCC put out
a notice that it does not intend to apply
the new law to films produced before
Sept. 13. It also asked that the commission issue a waiver of the requirements of the new law for films produced between Sept. 13 and Jan. 1,
1961.
The legislative history of the new
sponsorship law, ATFP said, makes it
obvious that it is meant to apply to
future film production. Since the new
law became effective Sept. 13, it is only
fair that the FCC make known that it
does not apply to present tv films,
some of which were made a year or
more ago.
Because there will be a hiatus between the effective date of the new law
and the date the FCC issues its rules,
ATFP asked that the Sec. 317 waiver
be issued to cover films produced in the
Sept. 13-Jan. 1, 1961 period. This would
retain the present regulation, ATFP
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

New RCA
Camera Tube

provides
superior
successive
recordings

RCA-7389-A 414*
Image Orthicon
makes possible good
broadcast-quality pictures
even after a series
of successive
If successive recording quality is a major problem with you, a
4/2" camera equipped with an RCA-7389-A Image Orthicon
will give you the initial picture quality you need to overcome it.
The picture signal provided by this new 4M" camera tube is of
such excellent quality that it permits a series of successive high
quality recordings. The large target area makes possible a much
higher signal-to-noise ratio, greater resolution and better halftone values than any 3-inch tube can produce.
For live broadcasting, however, or making copies from a
single master, you need look no further than RCA's regular line
of performance-proved 3-inch Image Orthicons. Whether you're

recordings

programming in color or black-and-white, there's a standard
RCA camera tube to do the job— and give you better picture
quality than that provided by the best TV receiver. The new
RCA-7513 Image Orthicon, for instance, can be used either for
color or black-and-white, and provides sharp, noise-free pictures
remarkably
from "halo" and edge effects and having excellent cornerfree
resolution.
Your local RCA Distributor of broadcast tubes carries a complete line of RCA Image Orthicons. Get in touch with him for
full information on any type you may need, or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section J- 13-0, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
® RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

King consistent in fight on consistent red-tape
Freshman FCC Commissioner
an issue which it has determined prea "competent staff of experts whose
Charles H. King may be tilting at responsibility it is to review each
viously on a policy basis to be immaterial in such cases.
windmills, but he seems determined
Last
week
Commissioner
King
to continue his attack on some of the
This involved a protest by WTVI
decision."
told the commission that the purpose
(TV) Fort Pierce, Fla., against the
commission's most tradition-bound
of the 10% rule is to promote the grant of a microwave relay seeking
red tape.
best
use of the spectrum. Because
The forthright law school dean
to bring outside tv to a catv system
the FCC turned down a request for in
Fort Pierce. In setting the protest
has taken on three campaigns. They
of this rule — which pro- for hearing, the commission included
are pointed at (1) FCC action in a waiver
hibits a radio station grant when
one issue on the potential adverse
uncontested initial decisions, (2)
10% or more of the prospective
impact of this action on WTVI.
against literal imposition of the 10%
audience in the primary service area
Commissioner King dissented
rule and (3) the inclusion of an
will receive interference from other
issue in a microwave case which the stations — Mr. King noted that at strongly. He pointed out that the
FCC sometime ago ruled that the
FCC itself has said was immaterial.
night the frequency will not be used economic
issue was immaterial.
at all in the locality concerned. This,
Steadfastly holding his ground,
In
answer
to the argument that
Mr. King has dissented in several
he said, "is hardly putting it to its this issue had always been made a
instances where the commission has most efficient use." The commission
part of the hearings in microwaveofficially made final an initial de- denied a request of WPET Greenscable company cases, Mr. King
cision which would have become
boro, N.C., for a waiver of the 10%
effective without FCC action in a rule in order to boost its 950 kc op- coined the following:
eration from 5 kw daytime only to 5
matter of days or weeks (Broad"I appreciate . . . that consistency
is sometimes a jewel, but not, I
casting, Aug. 1). This is a waste
kw fulltime with a directional antenna.
of manpower and time, the Detroit
think, when the consistency serves
Law College dean has said. And, in
Earlier Mr. King admonished the merely to perpetuate a previous
his cool opinion, the commission has commission for including in a case
pointed out, which requires a broadcaster to identify as commercial any
product or service given to him in the
course of a program, but does not
apply to third parties.
The ATFP petition came three weeks
after tv film producers and FCC staffers
met to discuss how the new Sec. 317
rules should be framed to apply to tv
film (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
Whiteside
as

Mack

tried

alone

fails to show

The retrial of the government's criminal conspiracy charges against Miami
attorney Thurman A. Whiteside began
in Washington last week.
U.S. District Judge Alexander Holtzoff severed the case and began to try
Mr. Whiteside separately after former
Commission Richard A. Mack, who is
in a Fort Lauderdale, Fla., hospital,
failed to appear to face similar charges.
A preliminary diagnosis by Mr. Mack's
physician indicates pernicious anemia
or cirrhosis of the liver, it was stated.
Messrs. Mack and Whiteside were
tried together last year on the conspiracy charges but the trial ended in a
hung jury.
A jury of seven men and five women was selected on Tuesday and on
Wednesday heard Charles R. Escola,
FCC assistant general counsel, testify
that Mr. Mack was present but did not
participate at meetings when the FCC
ordered its staff to prepare documents
looking toward granting ch. 10 in Miami to Public Service Tv Corp., a National Airlines subsidiary. But Mr.
72 (GOVERNMENT)

Mack did vote in later instructions to
draft a final decision and voted again
when the FCC adopted the order.
The Justice Dept. on Thursday introduced copies of checks, some signed
by Mr. Whiteside, which it said were
paid to Mr. Mack to corruptly influence him in the ch. 10 award. FCC
logs also were introduced showing 30
telephones calls and letters between
Messrs. Mack and Whiteside from Sept.
27, 1955, to Oct. 30, 1957, and a visit
by Mr. Whiteside in December 1955.
JudgebailHoltzoff
ordered but
Mr. reserved
Mack's
$1,000
bond forfeited,
to the bonding company the right to
appeal this ruling.
He also accepted a motion by defense counsel Nicholas J. Chase that
the government appoint three physicians to examine Mr. Mack to determine if he is capable of standing trial.
He said he would hold in abeyance the
issuance of a bench warrant for Mr.
Mack's appearance.
Judge Holtzoff denied a request by
Mr. Whiteside's
venue
to Miami. lawyer for a change of
Both Mr. Mack and Mr. Whiteside
are charged with conspiring to influence
the FCC to grant ch. 10 in Miami to
National Airlines. Their first trial last
year ended in a hung jury.
FCC,

Wilson

argue

against Miami stay
An FCC engineer has told National
Airlines that it can mothball its WPSTTV Miami equipment and use it six
months to two years later with little

economic impairment.
In this way, National Airlines cannot
error."
claim it will suffer so severely from having to go off the air that a stay of the
FCC's July 14 revocation order is necessary, the commission said in filing with
the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington its opposition
petition
for a stay. to National Airlines'
The point was made by Donald A.
Saunders,
of thein FCC's
technical
research division,
an affidavit
attached
to the FCC's opposition revocation
order. The July 14 order voided the
1957 grant for ch. 10 in Miami to
National Airlines. The grant was then
made to L.B. Wilson Inc. as the only
one of the four applicants untarnished
with the ex parte taint.
The FCC's document, filed last week
with the U.S. Court of Appeals, said no
stay is necessary. The commission has
stayed its revocation order until 15
days after the court acts on the stay.
More details of L.B. Wilson's attempt to buy or lease the ch. 10 facilities were recounted by CH. Topmiller,
president of L.B. Wilson, in a similar
opposition to the stay request.
In other Miami ch. 10 activities:
■ The FCC instructed its staff to
prepare a document denying the petition of North Dade Video Inc., one of
the applicants, for reconsideration.
■ The commission denied a petition
for reconsideration by Elzey Roberts,
former St. Louis broadcaster, seeking
to open the Miami ch. 10 case to new
applicants. Commissioner Lee dissented;
Commissioners Craven and King did
not participate.
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With the farm issue up for grabs in the
coming election, and with both the
Democrats and the Republicans going
all out for the all-important farm vote,
millions of listeners all over Hometown
and Rural America will be tuned in
with new intensity to Keystone stations.
Never before has this vast radio audience been such a prime market for

Keystone advertisers . . . and never before has this audience had such a powerful purchasing potential.
And here's your tip: No matter who
wins the election — you can win in
Keystone markets. Call Keystone right
now and jump on the band-wagon!
This is THE TIME to sell YOUR campaign to all or part of Hometown and
Rural America. They'll be listening!

CHICAGO
111 W. Washington St.
STate 2-8900
NEW YORK
527 Madison Ave.
ELdorado 5-3720
DETROIT
612 PenobscotBuilding
WO 2-4595
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LOS ANGELES
3142Wilshire Blv
DUnkirk 3-2910
SAN FRANCISCO
57 Post St.
SUtter 1-7440

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, inc.
THE VOICE ^or HOMETOWN

AND RURAL AMEBIC
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TAKE

YOUR

TIME

Vhf drop-in reply
deadline extended
The intensive activity involving vhf
drop-ins was eased slightly last week
when the FCC extended the time for
filing reply comments by 45 days.
It extended the deadline for reply
comments in its major rulemaking proposal to drop-in vhf channels at less
than minimum mileage separations
from Oct. 14 to Nov. 28. This followed alarge number of first comments
filed Sept. 30 (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Meanwhile, comments were submitted to the commission on adding a
vhf channel to Grand Rapids and
Providence, R.I. Earlier reply comments were filed regarding the proposal to delete ch. 12 from Fresno and
ch. 10 from Bakersfield, both California.
AMST Opposes ■ Commission proposals to add an additional vhf channel
to Grand Rapids and to Providence
were rejected by the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters. AMST said
action should be withheld in both cases
until the FCC resolved its interim
policy on vhf drop-ins.
ABC supported proposals to move
ch. 13 into Grand Rapids. Storer's
In Roanoke
the

Selling

in '60
Signal

is Seven...
You in
won't
rich selling
bongo
drums
thegetRoanoke
Television
Market, but there are nearly
2,000,000 people who are willing
and able to help you turn a neat
profit on foodstuffs, toiletries,
pharmaceuticals, gasoline, household products and other items.
The magic number for reaching
these heavy-spending, non-Calypso
folks is seven. In Roanoke, seven is
WDBJ-TV . . . which will beat the
drum for your product in over
400,000 television homes of Virginia, N. Carolina and W. Va.
WDBJ-TV has maximum power,
highest tower, superior service and
programming ... to help you sell
like sixty on seven.
ASK YOUR
PGW COLONEt
FOR CURRENT AVAILABILITIES

Roanoke, Virginia
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WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio, also on ch.
1 3 said it would have no objection to
moving ch. 13 into Grand Rapids, but
warned that proper transmitter placement was necessary to meet mileage
separations. It suggested moving ch. 11
into Grand Rapids, since this would
bring a second service to Muskegon, a
third service to Grand Rapids and a
fourth service to Kalamazoo. Favoring
the ch. 11 move also was WWTV-TV
Cadillac, Mich.
The ch. 13 move into Grand Rapids
was also favored by Atlas Broadcasting
Co., the firm which initially asked for
the move.
Providence filings ■ Favoring the
FCC's proposal to move ch. 6 from
New Bedford, Mass., to Providence
were ABC and ch. 16 of Rhode Island
Inc., which previously operated WNET
(TV) in the Rhode Island capital.
Rhode Island State Board of Education
also favored the move, but urged that
it be reserved for educational use.
Ch. 30 WHNB-TV New Britain.
Conn., suggested that ch. 3 be moved
from Hartford to Providence. Supporting this was Springfield Television
Broadcasting Co., owner of uhf stations WWLP (TV) Springfield and
WWOR-TV Worcester, both Massachusetts, and WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass.-Keene, N.H.-Brattleboro, Vt.
WHIM New Britain suggested that

ch. 6 be moved to Providence at less
than minimum 170-mile co-channel
spacing.
The deadline for reply comments to
both the Grand Rapids and Providence
proposals was also extended to Nov. 28
instead of Oct. 14.
The FCC had before it more than
700 comments and a more modest number of reply comments in its proposal to
move Fresno's ch. 12 to Santa Maria,
Lompoc-Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo
or Santa Barbara. Fresno was made an
all-uhf market in July, and the commission proposed to make Bakersfield
an all-uhf market also by moving ch.
10 out of that city.
In the reply comments varied suggestions were made. These ranged from
making the vhf channels educational,
to a warning by ch. 17 KLYD-TV
Bakersfield that the FCC might want
to hold things up for a while until it
considers new engineering data which
may require co-channel spacing to be
260 miles.
A request by Fresno officials that the
commission reconsider its July order
making Fresno an all-uhf market was
turned down by the FCC last week.
Commissioner John S. Cross dissented
to this.
NLRB

examiner

finds

union guilty of charge
Radio & Television Engineers
(IBEW) was guilty of illegal secondary
boycott activities against WOGA Chattanooga, Tenn., according to an examiner's report and recommended
order to National Labor Relations
Board.
Early in 1960, according to the examiner, the union picketed Fields &
Sally Motor Co. while WOGA was conducting remote broadcasts from the
showroom. Pickets were described as
carrying a sign, "WOGA unfair Local
662; do not patronize; local union 662,
IBEW." And last May, the report
added, the union picketed the showroom, pickets walking between it and
WOGA's "Musicmobile" remote auto.
These activities were described by
the examiner as violations of the labor
act.
In addition IBEW was found to have
violated the act by distributing "do not
patronize" leaflets listing names of
WOGA clients. "The object of such
conduct was to force or require the
listed persons (secondary employer) to
cease doing business with Middle South
Broadcasting Co. (WOGA), the primary
employer.
held.order
Issuance . of. ."a the
ceaseexaminer
and desist
to halt these activities was recommended by Louis Libbin, the examiner.
In addition he recommended the union
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960
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HENRY

WATTERSON

could
Because WPTR

have
been
the"Col.
Henry
"of WPTR
and clients, too. According to Pulse it is the dominant station
creates the kind of exciting, independent
in this 2,000,000 plus market. Local sponsors give it more
radio that would have fit Watterson's temperament like a
local advertising than the next three stations combined. At
glove. The "Colonel", as he was affectionately called, saw
the national level it carries more total advertising than the
the news not as news alone but as an obligation to take a
position on it as well. In the process, like WPTR, he lit a lot
next two stations put together. In every way— people buy
what it has to sell.
of fires.
Yet this very dissemination of news (48 broadcasts every
day) and the independent thinking about that news (editorials whenever and as often as necessary) has made WPTR
the outstanding radio voice it is today . . . and the Number 1
public service station in its area as well.
In the process WPTR

has lit a lot of fires with both audience
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Represented nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co. In New
England— by Foster and Creed.
•eoplei^L -B-^V. 50,000 WATTS
ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan Mounsey, Exec. V.P. — A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES.
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u
By Tom Chauncey
Pres. KOOL Radio-TV
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
SCRIPTS FOR TV
Accusations that lack of vividness and
innovation in the TV industry is due to
lack of vision on the part of networks,
agencies and sponsors are charges which
ignore the fact that
American TV management is comprised of
men of prior proven
ability in the business I
world. No other industry has developed
so fabulously within the
past fifteen years, which
refutes the charges of
myopia against broadcasters. There is another reason.
There is a shortage
of skillful authors. Of TOM CHAUNCEY
100 annual Broadway plays, perhaps ten
are good; of over 2.000 published novels
per year, a dozen are sordid and 95%
are poor; of over 200 annual Hollywood
features, 80% are mediocre and 10%
are re-hashed, and of several thousand
magazine stories each year, a dozen are
worth remembering.
Outside TV, authors have as much time
as they need, and their work is re-written
spiced with piquant phrases, imbued with
urgency and graced with a felicitous proclivity. But the need for compression in
the w7ork of TV authors attempting a
superlative product has stunned the pro's
and the tyros. TV's troubles are bad
scripts — not time-buyers and networks robbing scripts of their significance. Predicprograms
will
sharpentions that
theCBS
public
interestforin'60-'61
television
may be largely due to a successful search
for craftsmanship.
REPRINTED FROM ARIZONA REPUBLIC AND PHOENIX GAZETTE MONDAY, OCTOBER 3rd, 1960.
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In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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circulate copies of a notice embodying
the examiner's recommendations.
In another finding George J. Bott,
also an examiner, recommended that
WEEK-TV Peoria, 111., offer reinstatement to two employes (James Palmer
and John Jordon) and cease any acts
discouraging membership in IBEW
Local 1292 or interfering with the right
of employes to organize.

in the operating log of an am station
of the frequency monitor reading be
made at the beginning and close of
the broadcast day rather than every
30 minutes as is now required. Cited
was the improvement in modern equipment which made frequency drift rare.
The commission, however, noted that
enough stations are still using older
equipment to warrant the continuation
of the 30-minute reading rule.

Community

program

needs:

decides?

Renewal okay ■ WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C., has been renewed by the
FCC after its application had been temporarily held up because of alleged
payola involvement. Such involvement
was subsequently cleared up, paving the

who

A charge that FCC failed to determine the program needs of a community provoked spirited argument in the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last week.
Involved was the FCC's 1958 Toledo ch. 11 decision, which granted the
vhf facility to Community Broadcasting Co. (WTOL-AM-TV) and denied
two other applicants.
The appeal was taken by Great
Lakes Broadcasting Co., which claimed
that it was the FCC's responsibility to
determine the program needs of the
community and then to "articulate" a
judgment among the applicants as to
whom, qualitatively and quantitatively,
best would meet those needs. The FCC
argued that details of programming for
a community were best left to the
licensee.
The argument was closely followed
by Circuit Judges David L. Bazelon,
Charles Fahy and retired Supreme
Court Justice Harold Hitz Burton, all
of whom participated actively in the
questioning.
■

Government

notes

Stay denied ■ The U.S. Court of Appeals turned down a request by Philco
Corp. for a stay of any FCC action in
NBC-RKO General transfers involving
the network's Philadelphia stations
(WRCV-AM-TV). The denial was issued by Circuit Judges E. Barrett
Prettyman and Henry W. Edgerton,
week after argument. Philco wanted a
stay order to prevent the FCC from
granting any change in ownership of
WRCV-TV until outcome of its court
appeal against the FCC decision last
July which denied the Philco protest
at renewal of the WRCV-TV license.
Philco also has applied for the ch. 3
facility there. The FCC in arguing
against Philco's motion in court said
no action yet had been taken which
would jeopardize Philco's rights.
Petition out ■ A request by the NAB
to change FCC rules concerning the
reading of a station's frequency monitor was vetoed by the commission last
week. The NAB had asked that entries

way for the commission's action. At the
same time, the commission approved the
sale of WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111., and
WRUL Scituate, Mass. (international
station), to Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp., owner of WTTG. Commissioner
Robert Bartley dissented in the renewal
for WTTG while Commissioner John
Cross voted for one-year renewal only.
Metropolitan was also told by the commission to continue "vigilance" over its
present and future controls and policies
with respect
to payola and
the "proper"
selection
of broadcast
material.
Commission

affirms

common
carrier order
The FCC has affirmed its order
of more than a year ago that it would
no longer consider whether common
carrier facilities are available in granting applications for private microwave
relay facilities. Implementation of the
Aug. 6, 1959 order had been stayed
by a subsequent FCC action taken
Oct. 5, 1959.
Last year's order had held there are
enough frequencies above 890 mc to
take care of both common carrier and
private users.
The FCC however, made two exceptions to its August 1959 order:
It provided for use of frequencies in
the 6575-6875 mc band for intercity
educational tv systems on a case-bycase basis.
It also held that it will make no
specific allocations for space communications now, taking into account comments and testimony received after an
order of last May 16 reopening the record for new data. The FCC noted that
comments are due next March 1 on its
separate rulemaking inquiry on space
communications need on a longer
range basis and this information will
help the position of the United States
in future international conferences on
the subject.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
concurred in part and Commissioner
T.A.M. Craven dissented.
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climbing

into

TOP

says:

the

"100"

NEW!
1293 ft. tower blankets Georgia's second
largest market*! More than twice the height
of former tower!
• NEW!
Total Grade "B" Audience increase of over
72%. Now more than 193,000 television homes
in 55 Georgia and Alabama counties!
• NEW!
Ampex Videotape facilities, both live studio
and on-location remote equipment.
RENEWED!
Georgia's second largest market ---the
Columbus Metropolitan Area with the highest per-family income in the state.
RENEWED!
Established prestige of continuous seven
year dominance in ratings, homes delivered,
public service and lowest CPM.
RENEWED!
The same "personal" service from management, along with balanced programming, client contact and community trust!

*1293' above average terrain
Jim Woodruff , Jr., Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
George "Red" Jenkins, Dir. of Nat' I Sales
-^COLUMBUS

GEORGIA

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Company
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NAB
First

FALL
of eight

CONFERENCE
two-day

NAB's annual fall conference series
opens Thursday (Oct. 13) in Atlanta
with a headquarters squadron joining
guest speakers in the first of eight
two-day meetings designed to cover
current industry problems (see schedule in Date Book).
The list of outside speakers to appear during the series schedule includes
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
(Washington, Nov. 15); Will C. Grant,
president of Grant Adv. (Dallas, Oct.
19); George Romney, American Motors chairman-president (Chicago, Nov.
22) ; Arthur E. Motley, U.S. Chamber
of Commerce and Parade Publications
president (New York, Nov. 29).
The association enters the conference series with an all-time record
membership — 1,689 am stations; 540
fm; 362 tv; 102 associates; seven networks, for a total of 2,700 members.
At Atlanta, setting the pattern for the
series, the conference will open Oct.
13 at the Biltmore Hotel with Howard
H. Bell, NAB vice president for industry affairs, presiding. He will speak
on "The Importance of People." Following him will be James H. Hulbert,
NAB economist-broadcast personnel
manager, discussing "Money and ManJohn M. Couric, public relations
power."
manager, will speak on the topic, "Ambas adors tothe Community"; William
Carlisle, station relations manager, on
"The Engineering of Agreement," including afilm on how to complete a
sale; Mr. Hulbert on '^Managing the
Salesman." John W. Jacobs Jr.,
WDUN Gainesville, Ga., will speak on
development of trained personnel at
colleges. He is a board member of
Assn. for Professional Broadcasting
Education.
Luncheon Speakers ■ G. Richard
Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C.,
member of the three-man NAB Policy
Committee, will address opening-day
luncheons in Atlanta, Dallas and San
Francisco. In the past the opening-day
luncheon has featured an address by
the NAB president. Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur. 111., also a
committee member, will take the conferences at Denver and Omaha. Clair
R. McCollough, Steinman Stations,
chairman of the committee, will speak
in Washington and New York.
The Friday luncheon speaker at Atlanta will be Dr. Noah Langdale Jr.,
president of Georgia State College of
Business Administration. Another edu78

meetings

kicks

off this week

cator, Prof. Charles M. Hulten, head
of the U. of California journalism department, will speak at San Francisco.
Dr. William L. Whitson, vice president
of the Martin Co., Denver, will speak at
the luncheon in that city and delegates
will inspect the Martin missile plant.
At Omaha delegates will inspect the
Strategic Air Command headquarters.
The opening afternoon at Atlanta
will be built around a panel discussion
on "Broadcasters and Politics." Vincent
T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations vice president, will preside. Participants include John F. Meagher,
radio vice president; Charles H. Tower,
tv vice president, and Mr. Bell.
Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta, NAB
board member, will preside at the
Thursday luncheon. Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La., also a
board member, will preside at the Friday luncheon.
Friday, the second day, will include
separate morning and tv panels, a pattern to be followed throughout the
series. All conferences are scheduled
to conclude with the second-day
luncheon.
Report From TIO ■ Tv delegates will
have a continental breakfast in the
meeting room before Mr. Tower opens
A

BROAD

NAB

tv code

includes

ads

SERIES

SET

in Atlanta

the session. Speakers include Louis
Hausman, director of Television Information Office, discussing "The Image
Asset." Robert W. Ferguson, WTRFTV Wheeling, W.Va., member of the
NAB Tv Code Review Board, will discuss code topics along with Edward
H. Bronson, tv code affairs director.
The future of television will be explored by Norman (Pete) Cash, president, and William MacRae, station relations director, Television Bureau of
Advertising. A discussion will follow.
Mr. Meagher will preside at the
parallel radio session. Speakers include
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering
manager, on stereophonic broadcasting;
Messrs. Walker and Meagher on engineering efficiency; Mr. Couric on radio
public relations; Elmo Ellis, Atlanta,
NAB Radio Code Board member with
Messrs. Meagher and Wasilewski,
speaking on "Self-Regulation, Selfinterest,"
structure. based on the new radio code
C.L. Thomas, KXOK St. Louis, will
wind up the panel with a talk, "Observations of a Practitioner."
William L. Walker, assistant treasurer, is in charge of conference arrangements. Dan W. Shields will handle
program production.

INTERPRETATION
board
which

NAB's tv code ban on liquor adveralso applies to induce
products
in theirtisingpresentation
the "which
use of
An liquor."
interpretation issued Oct. 5 by
hard
the NAB Tv Code Review Board, meeting in Washington, is designed to clarify the status of cocktail and highball
mixes. The mixes became involved in
code troubles in late September when
WPIX (TV) New York, a code subscriber, dropped a Holland House commercial at the code board's request
(Broadcasting, Sept. 26, Oct. 3).
When WPIX dropped the Holland
House business to permit code office
study, the commercials were shifted
by the sponsor to WNTA-TV New
York (not a code subscriber).
E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, code board chairman, said
WPIX displayed "a highly commendable sense of responsibility" in rejecting
a commercial showing the actual mixing

says

ban

on

liquor

induce liquor's use
of a whisky sour from a prepared cocktail mix and liquor. He said such cooperation "can help the industry solve
its own problems and thus head off
restrictive government regulation."
A spokesman for WPIX commented
after the code board's action: "WPIX
accepts the decision. We subscribe to
the code; we believe in it." The spokesman said he felt the board interpretation does not mean commercials for all
cocktail mixes would be forbidden,
since each commercial must be evaluated individually.
After accepting the Holland House
commercial for a nonalcoholic mix, a
WNTA-TV spokesman said, "There
was nothing wrong with it." He added
that other spots are accepted by stations which do not show liquor but in
essence proclaim, "This helps make a
good cocktail." WNTA-TV started the
Holland House spot Oct. 2 in prime
and late evening time, seven times a
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

FCC gets code report ■ Three members of the FCC heard
King; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., a member of the NAB Policy Committee; E.K. Hartenbower,
a review of NAB tv code developments at a luncheon with
the Tv Code Review Board, held Oct. 6 in Washington. L
KCMO-TV Kansas City, code board chairman; Commisto r, around table: Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver;
sioner Rosel H. Hyde; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley; Robert W. Ferguson,
Seattle Wash., and George Whitney, KFMB-TV San
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; Commissioner Charles H.
Diego, Calif.
week, until year end. It is a $27,000
account.
NAB
BOARDS
MEETING
TODAY
David Sheinker, Holland House president, told Broadcasting WPIX had
Main topic is to be Gov. LeRoy Collins
breached a contract but he was not
certain whether a suit for damages
would be filed. The firm had notified
the trade about the proposed spot on
WPIX, he said, insisting there was
nothing wrong with the commercial.
He said it is too early to comment on
effectiveness of the campaign on
WNTA-TV but added he considers tv
"a very good medium" and the television effort may be extended to other
stations. Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan is agency for Holland House.
The NAB tv code contains this
liquor language: "The advertising of
hard liquor should not be accepted."
The code board's interpretation of
the code language is as follows: "This
restraint applies also to the advertising
of products and/ or services in themselves not hard liquors, but which in
their presentation induce the use of hard
liquor."
Stanton the author
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of
CBS, is evaluating the long-range
significance of advances in broadcast journalism for a book to be
published in 1961, Alfred A.
Knopf, publisher, announced last
week. The current Nixon-Kennedy debates will be discussed as
"a major breakthrough both in
broadcast journalism and in the
evolution of the electoral process."
The growth of radio and television news services and their role
in a free society during crises will
be explored "historically and analytical y" inthe book, as yet untitled.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Gov. LeRoy Collins, of Florida, is
slated to become president of NAB at
the end of his term next Jan. 3. Final
details are to be worked out today at
a special meeting of the NAB combined boards (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Board members were converging on
Washington at the weekend for today's
meeting, set for 1 1 a.m. at the Statler
Hilton Hotel.
Selection of Gov. Collins by a committee headed by C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., and details
of his contract await board action. A
figure in the neighborhood of the salary
paid the late Harold E. Fellows ($75,000 a year plus expense allowances) has
been mentioned. Mr. Fellows served
both as president and board chairman.
Appointment of a separate board
chairman has been considered during the
negotiations with Gov. Collins. The
chairman presides at meetings of the
combined boards. The component Radio and Tv Boards elect chairmen and
vice chairmen from their separate memberships.
Facing the combined boards today
may be a proposal to continue the threeman Policy Committee that has guided
association affairs since death of Mr.
Fellows last March.
After the combined board meeting
and luncheon, the separate radio and tv
boards are slated to hold afternoon sessions. Radio directors, it is indicated,
will discuss progress of the new Radio
Code. Tv directors have a tentative
agenda that includes the FCC's pay tv
hearing in the Hartford case; community antennas and their impact on tv
stations in small markets, and jurisdic-

tion of the Federal Aviation Agency
over 3).
radio-tv towers (Closed Circuit,
Oct.
At a Tallahassee, Fla., news conference Oct. 6 Gov. Collins said that if he
becomes NAB president he will stop
campaigning for the Kennedy-Johnson
ticket and will resign as chairman of the
Democratic party's speakers bureau.
NAB

finds

increase

in editorializing
Three out of five (61.8%) NAB member radio and tv stations broadcast
editorials, according to a survey by the
NAB Research Dept.
NAB found that 12.2% of stations
do so regularly and 49.6% occasionally,
according to Richard M. Allerton, research manager. The survey was part
of a general radio news study conducted
by
June the
6, 27).department (Broadcasting,
In an editorializing survey for the
1960 Broadcasting Yearbook, now in
distribution, 2.7% of am radio stations
reported they editorialize daily, 26.8%
weekly or occasionally; 3.7% of tv stations editorialize daily, 28.1% weekly
or occasionally.
NAB found editorializing by stations
"on the increase." Other findings:
Stations generally confine the editorial function to top management or
the person in charge of news.
Sixty-five percent of stations editorializing regularly report they broadcast each editorial only for one day.
Of stations editorializing occasional-79
ly, 60% report use of each editorial

with more frequency and often for
more than one day.
Only 1 % reported they do not seek
opposing views; 15% offer time if it is
requested; 80% actively seek opposing
viewpoints.
There was almost complete agreement
by station managers that editorializing
is "a decided plus" in its effect on the
station.
The survey showed specific pleas for
action are made in editorials by 50% of
small stations that editorialize, 55.7%
of medium and over 80% of large stations.
NEGRO
Community Programming
+

SPANISH/PUERTO RICAN
Programming

24
HOURS DAILY

of Whirl-Wind sales action

WWRL
NEW YORK DE 5-1600
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AID

TO

AWRT

Weather watch
The radar weather unit of
WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee proved
useful to a sports promoter who
wanted to know if weather would
permit a sports event to be completed. Widely scattered heavy
showers were falling in the Milwaukee area as time trials for
a 250-mile stock-car race were
beginning. The promoter contacted the station, which kept
careful check on the unit for two
hours, relaying the information
to Wisconsin's State Fair park,
scene of the race. More than
14,000 fans were on hand at 2:30
p.m. when WTMJ reported weather conditions were deteriorating
and that storms would increase in
intensity and frequency. As a result of this information the race
was postponed.

EDUCATION
group

sets

up

national projects
A nationwide program of educational
projects and specialized broadcast studies was set as the goal of the Educational Foundation of American Women
in Radio & Television at a trustees'
meeting Sept. 16-19 in Washington.
The foundation is sponsoring training work with college credit at Northwestern U., providing AWRT contributing teachers. Expansion of training
work to other areas is planned, with
sponsorship of courses at the Boston U.
communications school by the New
England AWRT chapter among projects
to be explored.
Services for adults and a proposed
summer seminar were considered at
the
meeting.
of the
boardtrustees'
of trustees
is Chairman
Nena Badenoch,
Chicago. Other members (not AWRT
officers) are Robert D. Swezey, formerly of WDSU-TV New Orleans and now
special assistant to the Secretary of
Labor; Mrs. Dorothy Bullitt, King
Broadcasting Co., Seattle; Dr. Kenneth
Bartlett, vice president of Syracuse U.,
and Mrs. Alice Leopold, director, U.S.
Women's Bureau.
AWRT members on the board include Esther Van Waggoner Tufty,
NBC, president of AWRT; Montez
Tjaden, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
president-elect; Elizabeth Bain, United
Artists Associated; Martha Bohlson,
Tidy House Products Co.; Gloria Bremkamp, Oklahoma City; Gloria Chandler,
King Broadcasting Co.; Margaret Mary
Kearney, WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia;
Ruth Talley, WLAC-TV Nashville,
Tenn.; Marion Annenberg, New Orleans; Lucile Bush, Johnson's Wax;
Muriel Fox, Carl Byoir & Assoc.; Helen
Jensen, Western Beet Sugar Products;
Mary Pearl, WJOY Burlington, Vt.,
and Margo Anderson, New York.
First annual meeting of the foundation will be held at the time of the
1961 AWRT convention at the StatlerHilton, Washington, scheduled May

4-7. All AWRT members automatically
are members of the foundation.
The AWRT board, which also met
over the weekend, heard reports of
committees and reviewed plans for the
national convention. Patti Searight,
WTOP Washington, is general chairman
of the convention, which will mark
AWRT's 10th anniversary. Funds for
a memorial honoring Frieda B. Hennock Simons, one time FCC commissioner, have been contributed by the
AWRT Washington chapter. The association isparticipating with the AdvertisCouncil in the "Contribute, Work,
Vote"ing campaign.
A

problems

course

A course on "Current Problems in
Radio and Television" will be offered
this fall by the Practicing Law Institute,
New York, in six class sessions on Mondays, 7-9 p.m., starting Oct. 24, at
NBC studio 6A. The cost is $20.
Registration is now open at the institute,
20 Vesey St., New York 7.
Topics to be covered include problems in radio and tv liability insurance,
music copyright, acceptability of material for broadcast, problems of program packagers, clearing radio-tv
program titles, negotiation and preparation of a talent contract and others.
Lecturers will include Joseph J. Jacobs,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.; Robert J. Burton, Broadcast Music Inc.;
Omar F. Elder Jr., ABC; Stockton
Helffrich, NAB Tv Code Board; Robert
V. Evans, CBS; Elisha Goldfarb, Regan,
Goldfarb, Powell & Quinn and Joseph
A. McDonald, Smith, Hennessey &
McDonald.
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Texas

leaguers

Under construction ■ A television
center to house KFDM-TV Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., is now being built on a two-acre tract in the
northwest section of Beaumont. The
center, which will house studios and
offices, occupies 16,000 square feet
— more than double the space the
CBS affiliate uses in its present location. Studios will be 20 feet tall with
a working area of 7,500 square feet.
A Japanese rock garden and pool

will adjoin the L-shaped wing (left)
containing the executive and programming offices. The building will
be constructed mainly of glass, masonary screens and a series of low
gables under supervision and planning of Ingram & Harris, architectural firm. Cost of the new project
is estimated at $200,000 and occupancy is planned for Jan. 1, 1961.
The KFDM-TV transmitter and
tower remains at Vidor, Tex.

m

Lavish quarters ■ Construction has
begun on the new home of KTRKTV Houston. The new building is
40,000 square feet with a circular
studio area. Completion is expected
by next summer. It was designed by
Lloyd & Morgan; Tellepsen Construction Co. is general contractor.
The ultra-modern broadcasting
center is located on a four-acre site
on Bissonnet between Buffalo Speedway and Westchester. Construction
cost is unofficially estimated at more
than $1 million for plant and equipment.
The office area, in an L shape
around the patio and pool, is all on
one floor, 281 feet long on one side
and 191 on the other. The structure
is of brilliant white with pure color
in glass tile and mosaic work. One
82
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side features a pierced masonry
wall. The studio area is enclosed in
a circular wing, 140 feet in diameter
and 42 feet tall. Its outside walls are
surfaced in crushed white onyx embedded in concrete, with a white
dome composition roof. Inside the
half-acre circular structure will be
a studio area 53 feet across with
luxurious public and client viewing
rooms on the ground level, engineering installations and studio control
rooms on the second floor. This will
more than double KTRK's present
studio space.
Behind the control rooms on the
second level, will be the engineering
department. Immediately adjacent to
the studio areas will be an air-conditioned workshop area for storing
and construction of sets.

Five

new

affiliates

sign

with

Mutual

MBS last week announced the signing of five new affiliates, giving the network occasion to claim it now has outlets in more of the top 100 markets {
and in more of the top 50 markets than
any other radio network. MBS said it
shares honors with NBC for representation in all of the top 25 markets.
Mutual's new affiliates include:
KQBY San Francisco and KBUZ Mesa,
Ariz. (Phoenix), both Sherwood Gordon stations; KRAK Sacramento, Calif.,
headed by Manning Slater, and from
the Harold H. Thorns' group, WISE
Asheville and WAYS Charlotte, both
North Carolina.
KOY Phoenix, which at present carries both Mutual and ABC, on Oct. 30
becomes an exclusive ABC outlet. It
will make full ABC programming
available to its affiliated stations of the
Arizona Network.
New industry award
Awards of $1,000 and a citation each
are offered to the producer or author
of a radio script and of a tv script which
exemplifies "outstanding reporting in
the
field of
physical& recreation"
by
American
Machine
Foundry Co.
The awards were announced at the
42nd National Recreation Congress in
Washington, D.C., by Mansfield D.
Sprague, vice president and director of
AM&F. He said the awards would
be given annually in five media categories (newspapers, magazines, college
publications too) for works published
or broadcast during the calendar year.
The awards for 1960 will be presented
in June 1961 during National Recreation Month; deadline for submitting
works is Jan. 15, 1961. The sponsoring company is a leading manufacturer of consumer products for leisure
use. For nominator's card, entry blank
and detailed rules, write AMF Awards,
261 Madison Ave., New York, 16.
Shadel

sues

arena

Willard F. (Bill) Shadel. ABC commentator, has filed suit for $100,000
damages in Los Angeles for injuries
suffered July 14 during the Democratic
convention. Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum Commission has been named as
defendant. The suit charges Mr. Shadel
tripped on a pile of placards while walking in the arena, fell on a broken chair
and cut his right hand on a broken soft
drink bottie. Nerve and tendon were
severed, suit charges, resulting in loss of
employment earnings. The suit asks
$5,000 medical-hospital expenses, $25,000 for loss of earnings and $70,000
for pain and suffering.
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WJAR-TV

SCORES

AT NEWPORT

JAZZ

NEWS

BEAT

FESTIVAL

On TV news programs throughout the nation, a startled
nation watched the explosive riot at the Newport Jazz
Festival last July — thanks to a crack camera crew of
WJAR-TV. WJAR-TV filmed this major news event, and
supplied NBC, CBS, TELENEWS and other New England
stations with film. At the same time, WJAR RADIO fed
NBC's "Monitor". Major scoops like this are another
reason why the Peabody-Award-winning News Department of WJAR-TV dominates the Providence market!
WJAR-TV
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The

Rises

Sun

Also

in

Tulsa

"Please stop saying 'A-a-a-ah-h-h-h!' when
you drink your Cain's coffee. You're teaching
grandpa bad habits."
So wrote a little girl to KOTV's local Helios,
whose enthusiastic coffee breaking on "Sun-Up"
prompted the bit of sponsor identification quoted
above.
KOTV's sun chariot rolls across the Tulsa sky
every morning from 7 to 8. For half that time a
long-established early morning network program
tries to make a race of it on another channelbut our program out-rates it two- or three-toone. We think we know why.
There's the program's spontaneity. (If someone goofs, corrections are made on camera. It's
not unusual for a cameraman to shout, "What
do we do next?" The audience usually sees the
behind-the-scenes answer.)
But the most significant reason for the program's success is its happy blend of local service
and entertainment. It is indigenous. Without the
unlimited budget of its network competitor,
without the pick of the nation's brain power or
talent — although visiting national personalities
frequently
in an
neverthelessputfresh
andappearance—
informative. "Sun-Up"
It does notis
offer the academic charm of national weather
reports — it tells how to dress the kids this morning. It presents conversation-making neighbors,
not headline-making global celebrities. And,
while it is important to keep up with world
affairs— as "Sun-Up" does through newscasts —
what the viewer really sees is a reflection of life
in his own community.
"Sun-Up" interprets Corinthian's basic programming philosophy. Through the unequalled
CBS eye, we bring our viewers entertainment and
information from the outstanding network. In
addition, regional needs and tastes are met by creative local programming. This, we believe, builds
audience loyalty, wins viewer respect, and helps
make friendly prospects for our advertisers.

Ike praises broadcasters
Broadcasters of the American naprecious they are and how essential
they are to the survival of popular
tions were praised on Continental
government and to human dignity.
Broadcasting Day, Oct. 4, by President Eisenhower for their role in
"Among the most important rights
preserving human freedoms and help- of free men is the freedom to talk
and write and communicate openly.
ing the cause of popular government.
A dictatorship destroys this freedom
The President's taped message was
supplied 1,337 NAB member sta- by censorship, by closing down the
tions that requested it and was
newspapers, by taking over the radio
broadcast over the American nations.
and television stations. Then, after
these sources of truth have been
The President praised Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters. Herbert
cut off and any public discussion of
E. Evans, Peoples Broadcasting Co., the issues has been forbidden, a dictator turns his country into a desert
is American delegate to IAAB. Text
of ignorance. The people become
of the message follows:
fearful, isolated, and uninformed as
"On Continental Broadcasting Day
I extend greetings to the members of to the issuse of the day.
"On Continental Broadcasting Day
the Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters and to their audiences
I congratulate those broadcasters in
North and South America who help
throughout the hemisphere.
"The purpose of this day is to defend their neighbors' right to
speak, to discuss, and to think for
honor the work done by the radio
and television industry in defense of themselves. By broadcasting the news
with freedom and courage, they perhuman rights and liberties. Too
form an essential service for us all.
many, too often, take these basic
freedoms for granted. Only those
They are the eyes and ears of dewho have lost them realize how

Commercial

KOTV
Tulsa (H-R)
KHOU-TV
Houston (H-R)
KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (H-R)
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

tv rescues

fire-damaged etv
Commercial telecasters in Philadelphia came to the aid of an educational
colleague (WHYY-TV, that city) when
its facilities were put out of commission by a five alarm fire Oct. 4.
Moments after the blaze broke out,
general managers Raymond W. Welpott (WRCV-TV), George Koehler
(WFIL-TV) and John Schneider
(WCAU-TV) offered aid to the Philadelphia public school system, enabling
the following day's instructional programming to be aired on schedule.
The move (affecting operational
schedules of over 500 public schools)
was performed flawlessly and drew
strong praise from Superintendent of
Schools Allen H. Wetter who said, "this
is typical of the sense of responsibility
so often demonstrated by the local commercial television stations to the needs
of the Philadelphia community."
WHYY-TV resumed full operation
by the weekend.
WDBJ

wins

again

WDBJ-AM-FM-TV Roanoke, has
been awarded, for the third straight
year, the Douglas Southall Freeman
Award for public service through radio
journalism by the Virginia AP Broadcasters Assn.
Coverage — spot news and interpretive analyses — of the 1960 Virginia Leg-

mocracy."
islature was the effort that gave WDBJAM-FM-TV its fourth victory in the
six years of the annual contest.
The award is named for Douglas
Southall Freeman, a Richmond historian and editor and pioneer radio commentator who died in 1952.
Does

television

freedom

enjoy

of speech?

Will the U.S. supreme court be asked
someday to rule on a test case involving
freedom of speech on tv?
A Chicago attorney thinks it will —
in the face of a ruling by the Illinois
Supreme Court Sept. 29. The state
body upheld a Chicago Superior Court
decision that found tv personality Tom
Duggan guilty of contempt of court in
1955. Mr. Duggan, now associated
with KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, was
convicted for alleged television remarks
involving a child custody case in which
he figured, while employed by WBKB
(TV) Chicago.
Sol R. Friedman, his attorney, has
served notice he will appeal the Illinois
ruling and, if necessary, carry the case
to the U.S. Supreme Court. He held
the state decision ignores previous rulings on free speech and press and that
the nation's highest court never has
been asked to rule on the free speech
issue as it involves television.
Mr. Duggan has been sentenced to
10 days in jail and fined $100 because
of the alleged remarks made on his
WBKB program.
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THE

UPSURGE

IN

TV

SPORTS

Football helps ABC-TV
to catch up
NBC-TV estimated last week that
Roughly 1,000 ■ There are now 30044.5 million people watched the World
350 hours of sports on each of the netSeries opener Wednesday (Oct. 5).
works depending on how the schedule
This is more than half the number who
is computed, or a rough total of some
1,000 hours devoted to telecasting
watched Nixon-Kennedy on all three
sports events. Advertisers are buying
tv networks at a prime evening hour on
national sports telecasts on a scale not
Sept. 26.
realized in the past. For example, the
These millions dramatize what's
new American Football League on
been building up in network sports.
This season advertisers will place an
ABC-TV was organized with tv in mind
estimated $60-62 million worth of (the league obtained $3,240,000 for
sports programming on the three tv rights, or $205,000 for each of the
networks, or at the least a few million
eight franchised cities). The AFL deal
accommodates national advertisers as
dollars more than the preceding season.
Yet sports programming is costly for opposed to split, regional sponsorships
the advertiser who, while he pays class and hookups.
Gillette, World Series advertiser on
C time rates in most instances, is obliNBC-TV along with All-Star games, is
gated usually to foot the investment —
the grandaddy sports advertiser. Even
or at least share the bill — for pickups
and rights to the sporting event. Netit has been surprised by tv's growing
impact. Toni, a Gillette division for
works are high on sports programming,
though profit return is low and there's women's products, had a startling sales
little to no chance to recoup as in film response to advertising carried on boxresiduals. What they enjoy are the
ing telecasts (now on ABC-TV). The
audiences and the competitive edge in top sports are baseball, football, boxing
the network race for viewers and ad- and basketball in that general order acvertisers.
cording to hours of coverage set aside
ABC-TV this season, for the first for them at the networks. CBS-TV
covered the Olympics last winter and
time, is on the CBS-TV and NBC-TV
level in sports billing.
in the summer. Golf, bowling and tennis coverage and programming have
become commonplace. Such advertisers
as Reynolds Metals, Colgate-Palmolive,
TRADE
UP TO AN
Renault, General Motors, Kemper Insurance and General Mills can be found
sponsoring sports along with the usual
AMPEX
PR10
beer, oil and cigarette companies.
A minimum of 40% of all network
The newest design advance
in professional recorders
sports coverage is devoted to baseball,
nearly 22% to football, and another
18% to boxing and basketball combined. The other 20% is split up among
■B
%
i
a number of other sports events.
Networks

' * It

PR-10-2: Stereo/mono recorder
with portable case: $995.00
TRADE
HARVEY

IN AT
RADIO

Call collect for details on trade-in deals
■
Harvey has a complete stock
on Ampex equipment and parts
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
103 W. 43rd ST., N.Y.C. 36, JU 2-3680
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indifferent

to sports billings?
A reminder that pay television could
siphon the $62 million worth of billing
the networks now enjoy from sports
was implied at a sports panel at a Radio
& Television Executives Society meeting in New York.
Ned Irish, president of Madison
Square Garden, whose organization now
feeds live hockey to International Telemeter in Toronto and hopes to deliver
other sports to subscription tv, delivered
the warning. He charged the networks
(with the exception of ABC-TV which
telecasts the Saturday night fights in an
arrangement with Mr. Irish's organization) and independent stations in multichannel markets, of ignoring sports in
prime
placing not
themcorn"in
hours time
whichandarewith
otherwise

Batter up ■ An estimated 44.5 million
fans sat in via tv on this opening
World Series game Oct. 5 in which the
Pirates (shown above at bat) outscored the New York Yankees, 6-4.
mercially
accused
tv stations profitable."
of beating He
downalso
rights
fees
while rates continue to rise. He said
there will be no alternative but for
closed circuit tv and toll tv to provide
the outlets for sports revenue other than
collected at the gate.
He suggested commercial tv consider
placing sporting events on tape and
condensing coverage so as to provide
entertainment fare for "prime winter
KTTV

(TV) trying

new sports approach
time."
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles has come
up with a long range approach to sports
programming. Robert W. Breckner, vice
president and general . manager, announced that the station has lined up
a sports package of 37 events, amounting to 100 hours of air time between
now and the end of lune 1961.
The entire package is sold with four
advertisers sharing the sponsorship.
They are: Morris Plan Co. of California,
through Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
Holden, San Francisco; Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York; Plymouth
Div. of Chrysler Corp., through N.W.
Ayer & Son, New York, and ColgatePalmolive Co., through Ted Bates, New
York.
The KTTV Sports Special starts with
the weekly football games of the teams
of the U. of Southern California and
the U. of California at Los Angeles and
includes basketball (both collegiate and
pro), golf, track and sports car races.
All events are to be televised live except the USC and UCLA football
games which will be taped when played
on Friday night or Saturday and broadcast on Sunday of the same weekend.
"Experience has shown," Mr. Breckner
said, "that collegiate football games, unlike other sports events, get good audiences for taped delayed broadcasts.
That's why we're doing them again this
year for the third time." Basketball
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ALL

NEW

FROM

AMPEX

In sound quality, in operating principle and in features, this is the compact
recorder

that will set the standards

throughout the PR-IOis
Ampex

for all others. New

professional

in every detail and Ampex

all you expect of the name. It is a worthy companion

recorders that make

of the big

the master tapes of nearly all the recorded performances

sold in the world today. To a heritage of excellence, the PR- 10 adds the completely
new

electrodynamic

quality performance

friction less tape handling system
in a compact

machine.

that makes

possible studio-

Your dealer has it. See it operate soon.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR- 10-2 stereo/monophonic model records and plays back stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue-track, selective track and mixed or unmixed two-microphone sound • PR-10-1
monophonic available full track or half track • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type ♦ Full remote control provisions and accessory remote unit • New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact
electronics • Professional monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, phone jacks and output circuits • Separate erase,
record and play heods • 4-track stereo playback optional on open fourth head position • Two speeds with options: 15 and
7V2 ips or 7V2 and 33A ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Electrodynamic tape handling for lowest flutter ever in a
portable/compact recorder • Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack
mount • Dimensions for both models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders.

PR-10

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write Dept. B-1.
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • AUDIO PRODUCTS
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DIVISION • 934 Charter St. • Redwood City, Calif.

Outstanding
Values in
Properties
Broadcast

^

Good 250 watt facility in trading center
for a rich agricultural area. Station is
new in its market. Cash only.

WEST COAST
'55,000

Fulltime station that needs owner-operator. Ideal for young man who wants to
get into ownership with only $25,000
cash down.

DAKOTAS
'125,000

Top fulltimer in growing market. Minimum competition. New transmitter.
!Owner-manager
opportunity. $60,000
cash down. Liberal terms.

CENTRAL
CALIFORNIA
'215,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H.William
W. Cassill
Calif. Bank Bldg.
B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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games did not attract much of an audience when taped and broadcast subsequent to the time of play, so they
were not continued after the first experimental season.
To augment the 37-event lineup,
KTTV has prepared an auxiliary schedule of events which could be added to
it or used to replace one of the scheduled contests which might be cancelled
for some reason. This supplementary
list includes basketball, football, tennis,
swimming, gymnastics, track, golf, softball and bowling.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
b WFPG Atlantic City, N.J.: Sold by
Jerome Sill and associates to Daniel
and Milton Diener for $262,500. The
Dieners, who are Washington, D.C.,
businessmen, own WUST and WJMD
(FM) in the nation's capital. WFPG is
250 w on 1450 kc. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
a WCUB Manitowac, Wis.: Sold by
Joseph Clark to a group of Madison,
Wis., businessmen associated at one
time with WKOW in that city for $87,500. Buying group includes John Severson, account executive with Nathanson
Agency, Milwaukee; E.C. Severson and
Otto Sanders, former stockholders in
WKOW, and Ben Hovel, general manager of WKOW. WCUB is 1 kw daytimer on 980 kc. Transaction was handled by Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
AFTRA
negotiations
The radio and television networks
and other signatories to a contract with
the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists are expected to offer
their proposals for a new pact with
AFTRA during the second session of
current negotiations in New York tomorrow (Oct. 11). AFTRA made its
proposals at the first session ten days
ago (Broadcasting, Oct. 3). The
Screen Actors Guild for the first time
is participating with AFTRA in significant areas of negotiation. The present
AFTRA contract expires Nov. 15.
Anello

lauds

waiver

The broadcasting industry received a
"deserved vote of confidence" from
Congress when the equal-time requirement was waived for this presidential
campaign, Douglas A. Anello, NAB
chief counsel, told a Nashville meeting of American Women in Radio &
Television. He added that many legislators had strong reservations about giving
too much discretion to individual
broadcasters and said all must show
this confidence had not been misplaced.
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NAB
FALL

CONFERENCES

OCTOBER

13-14

. .

(This Coming
Thursday & Friday)

ATLANTA— HOTEL BELTMORE

Emmyforhandshake
NBC-TV's
new
deal
the Emmy ■ awards
telecasts
was worked out by Thomas W. Sarnoff
(third dentfrom
right), NBC'son vice
for administration
the presiWest
Coast, and ATAS executives (1 to r)
Thomas
Freebairn-Smith, executive
Emmy

to stick

to NBC

for five more years
NBC-TV last week extended its hold
on the Emmy Awards telecasts through
1965. It paid dearly for the privilege.
The network and the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences renegotiated
their existing 5-year contract — which
would have expired in 1962 — in favor
of a new 5-year pact which starts with
the 1961 awards. Under the existing
contract NBC-TV would have paid a
total of $400,000 for the Emmy rights;
under the new deal it will pay $1.1
million.
Breaking it down on a per-year basis,
the old contract cost NBC-TV an average $80,000 per telecast. The new one
will cost an average $220,000. Figuring
it another way, the network will pay
a premium of $910,000 for the extra
three years it gets through the renegotiation— or something over $300,000 for each of the extra three.
In addition to the new pay scale,
NBC-TV agreed to provide a substantial increase for promotion and public
relations activity for the awards. Harry
S. Ackerman, ATAS president, who
handled the renegotiation with NBC
Vice President Thomas W. Sarnoff
(head of administration on the West
WANTED: ANNOUNCER
1st class ticket, all night trick. For
top adult audience station, Florida
metropolitan market.
Also regular d.j. announcer. Prepared to pay for right man. Send
tape,Boxpicture,
to
509-C resume'
BROADCASTING
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secretary Los Angeles; Loren L. Ryder
legal committee; Harry S. Ackerman,
ATAS president; Henry S. White, president of the New York chapter, and
Martin Leeds, member of the negotiating committee. The new contract extends
NBC's Emmy option through 1965.
Coast), congratulated the network for
what he called "appreciation of the
growth in prestige and added signiawards. ficance" of the Academy and the
ABC-TV had indicated it was interested in bidding for the Emmy telecasts after 1962, as had CBS-TV.
Stewart

sues

KRAK

William A. Stewart, former program
director of the Storz and Star station,
has filed suit in California Superior
Court for $70,227 damages against
KRAK Stockton-Sacramento, Calif.,
and Manning Slater, station executive,
charging he had been wrongfully discharged as director of operations, a
post he assumed last Feb. 1.
The suit alleges Mr. Stewart was
to receive a salary of $15,000 per year
for the first nine months and $17,500
for the next 27 months plus 500 shares
of stock in Hercules Broadcasting Co.
In addition it is charged the station
owes Mr. Stewart $853 for money he
had advanced. The suit stated the employment contract was partially written
and partially oral.
Code

adherence

urged

Industrywide compliance with NAB
Radio and TV Codes was urged Oct. 1
by G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C, in an address to Alabama
Broadcasters Assn. (see Broadcasting,
Oct. 3). Mr. Shafto is a member of
NAB Policy Committee. He suggested
broadcasters step up contacts with local,
state and national leaders.

Ray V. Hamilton, Washington,
D. C. office, who handles the East
and Joe A. Oswald, who covers
the South and Southeast, will be
registered at the Biltmore Hotel
and at the NAB Atlanta Fall
Conference Meetings.
We look forward to seeing all our
old friends.
OCTOBER

18-19

(Week from tomorrow
and Wednesday)

DALLAS— HOTEL SHERATON-DALLAS
DeWitt (Judge) Landis, Dallas
Office, who handles the Southwest, and Joe A. Oswald, who
covers the South and Southeast,
will be registered at the New
Sheraton-Dallas and at the Dallas NAB Fall Conference.
We will enjoy seeing you at the
meetings
at our markets
nearby Dallas Office or
to discuss
and
radio-television facilities.

^enedk)of Next
OCTOBER 20-21
SAN FRANCISCO— MARK HOPKINS
John F. Hardesty, San Francisco Office, who handles all the
West, has some excellent radio
and television investments to discuss.
I will appreciate your calling me
at the Mark or at our office at
One Eleven Sutter.
Let's all make the most of these
meetings.
WASHINGTON, D.C
DALLAS
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W. 1511 BRYAN ST.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RIVERSIDE 8-1 175
RAY
V.
HAMILTON
DEWITT
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
JOHN D. STEBSINS JOE
A. OSWALD
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE
7-275-1
RICHARD
A. SHAHEEN

SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & ASSOC., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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International

tv

festival planned
Tentative arrangements have been
ThQt ''Stefan <jfcs\
made by the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences to sponsor an international television festival in New
York City in either the spring or fall of
$/t/es - an/y
1961.
The plan was the unanimous decision
of the academy's trustees at their meeting in Phoenix, Ariz., the weekend of
Sept. 24. Los Angeles was named the
site of the second annual international
television festival in 1962.

If having a solid adult
audience is square, we're
the squarest!
WSUN has the greatest peru
centage (97.2%) of adult
listeners of any station on
Florida's west coast. Furthermore this adult
leadership is
throughout the
entire 24-hour
broadcast day. and
to the entire 29
county Sun coast
area
with 1,404403
ii
people. In WSUN
radio homes the
adults control
the listening . . .
they control the
purse strings, too !
For top results use
the grown up s station

The imminence of "truly international television" and the exchange of
live programs among all nations of the
world via satellite reflection point up
the significance of holding a festival
that will herald the theme of "greater
world understanding through international television," declared Harry S.
Ackerman, president of the national
academy. Purposes of the festival are
three-fold: (1) the presentation of program entries from all nations, stressing encouragement of greater international exchange; (2) the presentation of
speeches and papers on cultural and
technical subjects, setting the groundwork for exchange in these areas, and
(3) the opportunity for delegates to
study all phases of American tv and for
U. S. delegates to inquire into programs
and methods which may be useful to
them. The first festival director is to be
announced shortly.
■

Media

reports

Equipment
KRLD Electric
Dallas
has
installedchanges
a new ■General
50-kw am transmitter and has relocated
its 10-kw fm transmitter to increase
its effective radiated power. The am
transmitter has been installed at the
site at Garland, Tex., 15 miles northeast of its Herald Square studios in
downtown Dallas. The 50-kw transmitter it is replacing will go on a standby
basis. The GE fm transmitter, in operation since 1948 at the Garland
site, is being moved to the station's
tv plant at Cedar Hill, Tex., 20 miles
southwest of the studio. Its antenna is
being placed atop the tv antenna platform, increasing the effective height
from 465 to 1,680 feet. The ERP is
being raised from 40 kw to 59 kw.
Radio aids tv ■ WYSL Buffalo has
conducted an intensive campaign to
help WNED-TV Buffalo, New York
State's only operating educational tv
station. WYSL reports it cleared its
schedule of all other public service
announcements to give saturation treatment to the etv drive. Testimonials by
the city's mayor and other civic leaders
were featured.

Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL 8. McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS

Blair branch moves ■ The St. Louis
office of The Blair Co. moves to larger
quarters today (Oct. 31). It will be located in the Paul Brown Building at 818
Olive St., with 50% more space. The
new phone number is Garfield 1-5262.
Many thanks ■ WDBO-AM-FM-TV
Orlando, Fla., was so swamped with
mail congratulating the Cherry Broadcasting outlets on their service during
Hurricane Donna, that the stations took
an ad in the Orlando papers proclaiming "Our thanks for your thanks." The
newspaper advertisement quoted letters
of praise received from listeners and
Wins injunction ■ KQBY San Franviewers'.
cisco has won an injunction against
KABL Oakland, Calif., preventing the
latter from using such phrases as "I Q
Radio," and "America's First Family of
Fine Music Stations." The preliminary
injunction was issued by Alameda Superior Court fudge Cecil Mosbacher. It
enjoins KABL from using these phrases
until the outcome of a trial in KQBY's
$1 million suit against KABL. The suit
charges that KABL is using KQBY's advertising slogans developed to announce
the change of call letters from KOBY
to KQBY.
RPI clients ■ Four additional stations
have signed for Radio Press International's voiced news service. They are
WRFD Columbus, Ohio; WFBL Syracuse, N.Y.; WWNH Rochester, N.H.,
and KSTT Davenport, Iowa.
Etv gift ■ WOR-TV New York made
a gift of $10,000 to New York U. for
use in the completion of a closed circuit
tv operation at the College of Dentistry.
At the same time, it was announced that
WOR-TV will create and produce a
series of dramatic, documentary programs relating to the history of dentis-

'Come and get me'
WHEN
assistant
news
director Syracuse's
Richard Horstmann
scored a scoop when a friend,
former Syracuse policeman Raymond Rogers, telephoned him
and said, "Come and pick me
up,
I want
to surrender."
Rogers
was sought
by police Mr.
for
questioning in a local law enforcement probe and had been
the object of a 13-state police
search for several days. Mr.
Horstmann sped to the hide-away
scene outside of Syracuse and
drove Mr. Rogers back to the
city. Mr. Rogers was taken into
custody
— and story
Mr.
Horstmann byhad police
his exclusive
for the WHEN audience.
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NEW

Look!

. . . the

NEW

First

Picture

All-New

TV

Quality!
Studio

NEW

4Va

Camera

inch
in

I.O.

8 Years!

RCA's new monochrome television camera Type TK-12 is new in every sense of the word
. . . including startling new improvements in picture quality, significant new savings in
operating costs and manpower, new features that help you sell !
4!/2 INCH IMAGE ORTHICON. This new camera uses a larger image orthicon picture
tube — 4? 2 inches in diameter. The 50 per cent greater tube size makes it possible to obtain
far better picture detail than has been possible before.
FUNCTIONAL STYLING. A "new look" to identify this camera with the "new
picture" has been given the TK-12, in the form of a distinguishing keystone shape.
Functional in advantage, too, it provides space for an 83^ inch view finder instead of
the usual 5 or 7 inch.
NEW SAVINGS IN OPERATION. High stability and reliability coupled with a
brand new control concept, permit a single video operator to handle as many as six cameras.
For the normal run he need be concerned with only two operating controls per camera.
ONE MINUTE WARM-UP. Camera set-up is the easiest ever! Turn it on and in one
minute the picture is there. Quality pictures "snap in" each time you turn on camera.
THE BEST PICTURE IN TOWN! The extremely sharp picture, the beautiful rendition
of gray scale and freedom from halo effect make this camera ideal for both "live" broadcast
and TV tape recording.

Ask your ECA Representative for complete
information. Or write to ECA, Broadcast
and Television Equipment Division, Dept.
MB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

This mark identifies modern, dependable steel.
Look for it on consumer products.

The

world's
radio

biggest
telescope

This is an artist's concept of
telescope will use radio waves
out in space. The dish-shaped
size of Yankee Stadium. It will
has ever known.

the world's biggest radio telescope. This giant
to locate objects that are billions of light years
mirror will be 600 feet in diameter— about the
be the biggest movable radio telescope the world

As you'd imagine, it is going to take a lot of material to build an instrument
this size. The American Bridge Division of United States Steel, as a major
subcontractor, is fabricating and erecting 20,000 tons of structural steel for the
framework alone. The U. S. Navy, through the prime contractor, is supervising
the entire job. When it's completed, there'll be a power plant, office buildings
and personnel facilities for a permanent 500-man crew. The site is near Sugar
Grove, West Virginia.
United States Steel produces many materials that are essential for construction: structural carbon steel; high strength steels; alloy steels; stainless steels;
steel piling; steel drainage products; cements; slag; reinforcing bars; welded
wire fabric; wire rope; steel fence; electrical cable; and other allied products.
The most important building projects in our nation depend on steel.
USS is a registered trademark

UsS) United

States

Steel

and the addition of five new disc
To
J

WITHIN A STONE'S THROW
OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW!

s
York'ions
Newe locat
ofrabl
Onedesi
most
MADISON
AT

52nd

AVENUE
STREET

tell the

truth

During a hassle over who had
released secret expense account
figures to the press, one of the
Toronto Transit commissioners
involved offered to take a lie detector test. Neil Thomas, newsman with CHUM Toronto, offered a free test to all commissioners who wished to submit to
it. Only one accepted. Mr.
Thomas accompanied him to a
private detective's office. Interviews with the principals and
reports on the test were carried
hourly on CHUM while staff
members kept the story exclusive by misleading newspaper
reporters who trailed the commissioner and the newsman. The
commissioner passed the lie test
and the story was carried only
on CHUM.

■«ii»«rf* till

A Bigger and Better

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere . . .
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

The magnificent new

17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well..-,
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.

try, which would be telecast by WORTV and other RKO tv stations, and
eventually will be offered to other stations as a public service. The series
would also launch the full operation of
the closed circuit tv system serving 650
dental students. The opening program
of the series is expected to go on the air
early in December.
On to Pago Pago ■ There is no tv in
the seven-island territory of Samoa, but
its 20,000 population will see their first
tv shows this fall through a request by
M. T. Hollingsworth, superintendent of
education for the government of American Samoa at Pago Pago, for films of
the Our American Heritage, NBC-TV
series of historical dramatizations starting its second season Oct. 21. Films of
two of last season's programs, "Divided
We Stand" and "Shadow Of a Soldier,"
have been supplied by the Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the U.S. in
cooperation with its agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding; NBC-TV, and Milberg
Enterprises Inc. Mr. Hollingsworth is
showing the films in the schools of each
island,tion with
territory's adult populainvited the
to attend.
Student service ■ News Assoc. Inc.,
Washington, audio news service, will
cooperate with the U. of Maryland for
the third consecutive year to give senior
journalism students a chance to spend
an average of two hours weekly getting
practical experience. Special radio-tv
news techniques will be covered as well
as those which parallel news needs of
other media.
From KFBI to KIRL ■ KFBI Wichita,
Kans., next Monday (Oct. 17) will
change its call to KIRL with the inauguration of a new program format
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jockeys
the station's
KIRL's
owners, to
Charles
(Buddy) staff.
Rogers
and
his wife, Mary Pickford, will hold a
reception at the station 5-8 p.m. with
Gov. George Docking, classmate of
Mr. Rogers at the U. of Kansas, and
Wichita city officials among the 300
invited guests, along with executives of
national advertising agencies.
New handle ■ Radio-Tv Reports Inc.
is the new name of the national monitoring firm formerly known as Radio
Reports Inc. founded in 1936. David
Fins, president, making the announcement at company headquarters in New
York, said Radio-Tv Reports has set up
a department of advertising services under Miss Dawn Ruby. Radio-Tv Reports has eight branches across the
country offering photo-texts of commercials, kinescopes in 100 markets, program and commercial photographs, film
conversions from kine and a commercial library. Home offices are at 16 W.
46th St., New York 36.
West

Coast

merger

Day- Wellington Inc., radio-tv representative in the Seattle-Tacoma area,
and H.S. Jacobson & Assoc., radio-tv
representative in Portland, Ore., area
have become associated for combined
representation in the Pacific Northwest. According to the firms, this
affiliation will make possible complete
representation of their respective lists
of radio and tv properties in both
markets.
KBTO's

coverage

KBTO El Dorado, Ark., has drawn
praise of spokesmen in government and
local circles and from other radio-tv
sources for its method in reporting the
recent Moscow trial of U.S. pilot Francis Powers. Throughout the proceedings, KBTO presented Viewpoint: the
Powers Trial, based largely on taped
pickups from Radio Moscow, British
Broadcasting Corp., Voice of America,
U.N. Radio, Radio Australia, Radio
French Africa and the Armed Forces
Radio Service. On the day of the verdict, the 90-minute program included a
30-minute segment recorded in the
courtroom by Radio Moscow.
According to KBTO, Henry Loomis,
director of broadcast services for the
U.S. Information Agency, has sugother stationsvery
"could
educategestedtheirthat countrymen
usefully
and clearly by this technique." Roy
Harlow, of BMI, said that Viewpoint
"was a forceful and important service
to your listeners." Newspapers in
KBTO's area were equally complimentary in reporting on the series.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

What

a
A company like Standard Oil
has many chemical formulas,
but none of these is the one
single formula that makes a company
great. That formula is people— men who
view obstacles as a challenge, who see
opportunities where others see problems,
who create something of value out of
adversity, who give more than a full
measure of themselves.
Charles E. Quinn is an outstanding
example. Matter of fact, he was making
his own living when he was 13 years old.
Then in 1925 he joined Standard Oil and
soon after attended one of Standard's
early training schools for salesmen.
From the beginning, Charles Quinn
clicked at Standard. Company training
helped him to learn sound business practices. To this, he contributed ingenuity
and enthusiastic hard work — a formula
for progress that is difficult to beat.
As you might expect, his superiors
kept an eye on a young fellow who was
doubling, tripling, and quadrupling former sales records. Soon he was made
an assistant division manager.

company

makes

GREAT?

It was a new challenge for Charlie.
He had little formal education, but this
did not stop him. Through his work at
Standard Oil and by studying on his
own, he acquired knowledge of law,
financing, real estate, labor relations,
distribution, marketing— every phase of
business. He showed a remarkable grasp
of creative management techniques that
was to serve him well in years to come.
Today, Charles Quinn, as Manager of
the Central Region with headquarters
in Chicago, supervises 1700 people and
is responsible for a sales volume running into many millions of dollars.
We are proud that Standard attracts
and holds so many men of Mr. Quinn's
caliber. You'll find them in research,
sales, refining, production . . . throughout the company.
Their formula is ingenuity, hard work,
customer service and the desire to forge
ahead. This is the formula that brings
success. It is the reason why you— our
customers — get unsurpassed products
and service. For Charlie Quinn, and all
the others like him, know that well-satis-

STANDARD
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formula

OIL
COMPANY
(INDIANA)

Charles E. Quinn started at Standard in the
sales department 35 years ago. His pride in
his company and his desire to give customers better service are typical of Standard
employees.
Theytoo.are the secret of his success and ours,

fied customers are the most important
element in any formula for greatness.
That is why we can say — You expect
more from Standard ... and you get it!

THE SIGN OF PROGRESS...
THROUGH RESEARCH
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KEZI-TV

target

date

KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore., expects to
go on the air Nov. 15, according to
Mervin A. Krenk, general manager.
The station will be represented nationally by the Meeker Co., in Oregon by
H.S. Jacobson & Assoc. and in Washington byDay-Wellington. An ABC-TV
affiliate, KEZI-TV will be on ch. 9
with 316 kw video and 158 kw audio
from an antenna 1,570 feet above average terrain, 252 feet above ground and
2,302 feet above sea level. Its studio-

offices will be located at 2225 Coburg
Hills, Eugene. KEZI-TV is owned by
Liberty Tv, whose president is Donald
McDonald, an orchard operator.
Etv in Kansas City
An educational tv station is slated
to begin this fall on ch. 19 in Kansas
City. KCSD-TV, operated by the Kansas
City School District (whose educational telecasts have been carried by the
city's three commercial stations for
the past three years), will begin with

EQUIPMENT
GLOBAL
Three
over

TV

stationary
equator

and

IN

FOUR

satellites
act

Before last week's Courier I-B was
even calculated to be in orbit, there
was talk of the U.S. Army's Project
Advent. This is the plan to put into
22,300-mile-high orbit in four years,
three active repeaters which would sit
"stationary" over the equator.
This would bring, it was emphasized,
true instantaneous global communications, including broad-band capabilities
for television and other wide-band services.
A fourth such "stationary" satellite,
in a polar orbit, would complete a
world-wide space radio relay network
unmatched by any earthbound facilities,
it was pointed out (Broadcasting, Oct.
3).
The 51 -in., 500-lb. Courier I-B went
into 602-752 mile-high orbit on Oct. 4.
It was launched from Cape Canaveral,
Fla., using a Thor-Able-Star rocket
as the vehicle. It is the same payload
which was destroyed last August when
the rocket exploded in the air (Broadcasting, Aug. 22).
The Courier satellite, being used as
a delayed voice and teletype repeater,
is given an expected life of about one
year. It is different from the Echo balloon satellite which works as a passive
reflector in that Courier receives and
transmits as much as 340,000 words in
every five-minute pass over a ground
station. Ground stations are at Fort
Monmouth, N.J., and at Camp Salinas,
Puerto Rico.
Courier is traveling at the rate of
18,000 miles-per-hour.
When the orbiting message station
comes within line of sight of a groundfacility, a coded command signal triggers one or all of the five miniaturized,
transistorized tape recorders on board.
It spills its traffic at the rate of 68,000
words per minute. The satellite can sim96

&

the district's 68,000 students, according
to the head of the etv project.

ENGINEERING

YEARS?
would

4V2 hours of programming daily. Plans
are to build to seven hours. General
Electric has been awarded the contract
for transmitting and broadcasting equipment. It calls for installation of an
antenna and transmission line, onekilowatt transmitter and associate equipment and control-room facilities including two image-orthicon cameras,
two 16-mm film projectors and one
slide projector.
Thewillnewbe station's
cational telecasts
availableedu-to

sit

as active repeaters
ultaneously receive messages at the
same rate.
The sphere is covered with 19,200
solar cells to recharge the nickel cadmium batteries from the sun's rays. Its
electronic equipment, totaling 300 lbs.,
includes four uhf transistorized transmitters and receivers as well as the five
tape recorders.
In its first two days of life, the
repeater was used to transmit messages
by President Eisenhower, Secretary of
the Army Wilber M. Brucker, and the
Associated Press and United Press International.
Courier's electronics payload was
built by Philco Corp.; ground stations
by IT&T.
Echo meanwhile continues in its
1,000-mile-high orbit, but its life expectancy has been calculated at about
one year. This is due to the slight pressure of the sun's rays, it was explained,
which forces the 10-story-high aluminized radio reflector towards the earth
at the rate of 7>Vi miles per day. Echo
was launched by the National Aeronautics & Space Administration last
August (Broadcasting, Aug. 15).
■ Technical topics
New addition ■ Collins Radio Co. is
constructing a $1.4-million addition to
its Cedar Rapids, Iowa, manufacturing
plant. It will reportedly occupy 80,000
square feet on the ground level and
more than 20,000 feet on the upper
level. Target date for occupancy is
April 1, 1961. The new facilities will be
used primarily for manufacturing operations. The addition will bring the
ground area of Collins' manufacturing
building to nearly 10 acres. Alpha
Corp., Dallas, a wholly owned subsidiary of Collins, is handling the construction. Construction was begun in

August on a 38,000-square-foot addition
to the company's engineering building
which will serve as a data processing
and equipment display center.
Compendium ■ Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc. has issued a 200-page
handbook on power transistor theory,
design and application. The book contains over 200 drawings and charts,
plus numerous design problems and solutions. Mechanical, electrical and
thermal characteristics are comprehensively covered. Motorola recommends the book as either an introduction to power transistors or as a reference work on them. Copies are available
for $2 each from any of the Motorola
Semiconductor Products distributors in
major cities or from the Technical Information Center, 5005 E. McDowell
Road, Phoenix, Ariz.
Automatic Conelrad programmer ■
Rust Industrial Co., Manchester, N.H.,
announces availability of a new automatic Conelrad programmer that provides a complete alert cycle for radio
stations by either push button or remote control. Called the Rust Automatic Conelrad Programmer, the unit
functions via a five-second interval onoff mechanism with a 1,000 cycle
tone for 15 seconds. It operates with
little or no maintenance, having no
vacuum tubes or transistors. Size: 3V£
inches high, 19 inches wide.
Luxury 'liner' ■ International Video
Tape Recording & Production Inc.
(IVT), Beverly Hills, Calif., has
launched its first $350,000 video tape
"Liner" mobile unit. Equipped with
four new 41/2-inch image orthicon Marconi tv cameras, the 50-foot vehicle will
also carry two intersync-equipped compact Ampex vtrs, complete audio facilities, acustombuilt video switching
system and special effect picture processing equipment. A 50-kw stabilized power
generator permanently installed aboard
makes the Liner completely self-sustaining, capable of shooting video tape
productions while in motion, on locaBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

tion or at various studios. Eight tons of
air conditioning has been incorporated
in it for the comfort of clients and
personnel.

ard Clark of GE in finding commercial
application for a supersensitive camera
tube which GE had been researching
for the military.

SMPTE award ■ A paper on "Synthetic Highs, an Experimental Tv Bandwidth Reduction System," has won the
1960 journal award of the Society of
Motion Picture & Television Engineers.
The award, a certificate given annually
for original papers published in the
SMPTE Journal, has been offered to
Dr. William F. Schreiber, formerly with
Technicolor Corp., Hollywood, and now
an associate professor at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology; Christopher F.
Knapp, and Norman D. Kay, both
Technicolor researchers. Presentation is
to be made at the SMPTE's Fifth International Congress on High-Speed Photography Oct. 16-22 in Washington,
DC.

New plant for RCA ■ RCA has opened
a new plant in Mountaintop, Pa., capable of producing several million transistors and other semiconductors a
month. Its product line will include
both germanium and silicon devices in
the low, medium and high power ranges
for use in navigational equipment, industrial controls, mobile communications, space satellite and ballistic missile instrumentation and electronic
power supplies, among others.

Honored ■ Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
Cincinnati, was awarded a plaque by
General Electric for its contribution to
the development of the supersensitive
color camera tube which permits low
light level telecasting. The image orthicon tube, which won a 1960 Emmy
Award, makes possible colorcasting
with no more light than is needed for
black and white. Howard Lepple, Crosley's chief engineer, worked with How-

Now-EASTERN'S

Airborne etv exhibit ■ Adler Electronics Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y., plans
an action display showing how educational tv programs beamed from the
Stratovision aircraft can be received in
fringe areas and beyond for its exhibit
at the National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters convention in San Francisco Oct. 18-20. The display will show
the expected coverage area of the airborne transmitters which employ translators to broaden the midwest etv receiving area. The plane will circle at
22,000 feet in the area of Lafayette,
Ind. The translators, which will also be
on exhibit, pick up tv signals off the

air and convert or translate them to a
different channel for rebroadcast.
Sustained space voice ■ RCA, Harrison, N.J., says innovations in its "pencil
tube" triode should keep earth satellites
"talking" more than 25,000 hours. The
pencil tube program, under development for several years by the RCA
Electron Div. microwave tube department, is sponsored by the U.S. Army
Signal Research & Development Lab
at Fort Monmouth, N.J.
RCA's Schade honored ■ The Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engineers' Progress Medal Award for 1960
will be presented this month to Otto H.
Schade, staff engineer at Radio Corp. of
America, Harrison, N.J. Mr. Schade is
being honored for his technical contributions to the progress of engineering
phases of the motion picture and tv industries. The medal will be presented
to Mr. Schade during the Fifth International Congress on High-Speed Photography, Oct. 16-22 at the Sheraton Park
Hotel in Washington, D.C. The Congress is sponsored by SMPTE.
RCA equips ■ Five tv tape recorders
have been shipped by RCA, four are
black-and-white — one each to WTVD
(TV) Durham, N.C.; WTEN (TV)
Vail Mills, N.Y. (Albany) ; WAFB-TV

Flying Freighters offer

OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY
New York— Miami— San Juan
New York— Atlanta— New Orleans— Mobile— Houston
Chicago— Atlanta— Miami— San Juan
•
•
•
•

Reserved space on every Freighter flight.
Pressurized and temperature-controlled.
Flights daily except Saturday and Sunday nights.
Pickup and delivery service available.

In addition, Eastern offers freight space on over 400 daily passenger
flights-including DC 8-B Jets and Prop-Jet Electras-to 128 cities
in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your
Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.

easternJair
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WESTERN

ELECTRIC

AND

TEAMING UP on the production line, these employees help turn out modern crossbar dial switching equipment at Western
Electric's new manufacturing plant in Columbus, Ohio. Production began here in April, 1960, and in September, 1960, the
Columbus Works — with nearly 4,000 employees on the payroll — shipped its 8,000th frame of crossbar equipment.

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

Today a little more than a year old, Western Electric's new manufacturing plant in Columbus
is already an important producer of dial telephone switching equipment for the Bell System.
Western Electric has discovered Columbus! And its new
plant located on a 250-acre tract at the eastern edge of
the city attests to the importance of that discovery. For
this is a major plant with 1.6 million square feet of space
and a total of almost 37 acres under roof.
The people of Columbus bring to us many highlydeveloped skills and talents to help us make dial telephone
switching equipment for the Bell System. And Columbus
—a widely recognized educational and cultural centeraffords our employees the fullest opportunity to advance
in their work and in their aesthetic, social and civic lives.
Columbus, too, is benefiting from our discovery —
through the many jobs our work here creates, the payrolls
spent with local merchants, the taxes we pay, and the
many ways we and our employees have become an integral part of the community.
Columbus is enjoying a dynamic period of economic
vitality and industrial growth. We at Western Electric are

W.E. RESIDENT PURCHASING AGENT,
Donald L. Stone (right ), discusses hydraulic Multipress ready for delivery to W.E. with Edwin L.
Fouse, Vice President, Denison Engineering Div.,
American Brake Shoe Co. . . . just one of our more
than 2,000 suppliers throughout the State of Ohio.

honored to be one of its new neighbors— and we're looking
forward to many rewarding years of progress together.
Besides Columbus, Western Electric has 12 other principal manufacturing locations, where we also make
hundreds of different telephone products for the Bell
System and a variety of other products for the Government, principally for national defense. Last year
we purchased over a billion dollars' worth of raw
materials, products and services from our more than
35,000 suppliers located in every State of the Union.
Of these, 90% are "small businesses." The things
we make and buy are distributed to the Bell telephone companies through Western Electric distribution centers in 32 cities.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (Columbus Area)
president, Paul L. Jones, sums up the community's
attitude
plant:
"We
consider toward
Western W.E.'s
ElectricnewoneColumbus
of our most
valuable
industrial citizens. Its important economic, social,
and civic contributions to our area are most welcome."

NEW WORKS of the Western Electric Company in Columbus,
in a nation-wide competition, was named one of the top ten plants
built in 1959. The citation reads, in part: "A progressive example of
conservative
Western
planttheis challenge
a marvel of
planning
for design,
the present
and Electric's
future ... huge
It meets
of
providing a dynamic working environment for a giant workforce."

UNITED APPEAL FUND Executive Director,
Robert C. Hicks (right), presents plaque to W.E.
United Appeal committee members, Dorothy Neely
and Jack Gibbons, in recognition of the third conColumbus
employees
have had secutive
overyear that
90% Western's
participation
in the U.A.
drive.

Baton Rouge, and to Brigham Young
U. in Provo, Utah — and a fifth, a color
recorder, to Walter Reed Hospital in
Washington. A 50-kw transmitter went
to WLBW-TV Miami.
Ampex distributor ■ Harvey Radio
Co., N.Y., distributor of electronic
products, has been appointed exclusive
distributor of Ampex Professional and
Instrumentation Tape and Ampex
Videotape in Metropolitan New York,
lower Connecticut and northern New
Jersey. A new sales department has
been organized, which is headed by
Thomas B. Aldrich, formerly industrial
sales manager of Presto Recording
Corp. Harvey Radio is located at 103
W. 43rd St.
Boiling Spring project ■ Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp., NY.,
has purchased for $780,000 the 16,000acre Boiling Spring Lakes recreational
and residential land development project located between Wilmington and
Southport, N.C. The property includes
ocean frontage as well as 50 spring-fed
natural lakes. Construction has started
on a dam that will create the first of
five deepwater lakes. The 20 million
gallon-daily flow of water from Boiling
Spring will provide water for the entire
community. Building lots for recreational and residential development will
be offered on a national basis.
Army

man

advantage

sees

no

in tint tv

There's no "significant" difference in
the advantages of color versus blackand-white television for instructional

The
New

YorU

PhilhARMONk
Possibly there is no program anywhere on the
air about which the audience feels more deeply
than this one. The Philharmonic, under Leonard
Bernstein, is in its 31st consecutive year on
CBS Radio. The 31st year in which listeners
hear what many believe to be the world's greatest orchestra. In all radio the New York Philharmonic ithe
s kind of company you keep . . .
onIy

on

CBS

RAdio
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purposes, the Army pictorial division's
audio-visual applications office has concluded after analyzing the results of a
test begun about a year ago.
Dr. Joseph Kenner, psychologist and
head of the audio-visual unit, told an
Army-sponsored educational tv conference in Arlington, Va., that findings
from prolonged comparisons in the use
of color and black-and-white between
two groups of soldiers do not warrant
additional Army expenditures on color
tv for instructional purposes.
Dr. Kenner also ventured the personal opinion that, based on his findings, he is not convinced that color television can be more effective in tv commercials than black-and-white. "I wish
I had $25,000 to pay to someone who
can prove to me that color television is
more effective than black-and-white in
advertising," he said.
The Army psychologist reported the
experiments were carried out at Fort
Monmouth, N.J., and Redstone Arsenal,
Ala., in equipment maintenance schools
over periods of around 90 days at each
place. An Army mobile tv unit trans-

mitted instruction courses in color tv
and black-and-white by closed-circuit
simultaneously to two groups of equipment maintenance trainees of about 40
men, each group evenly matched as to
aptitudes. The 50-minute instructional
periods covered equipment maintenance
courses of 10-12 hours each and were
repeated three times at 90-day periods
at both Fort Monmouth and Redstone
Arsenal. The trainees received the tv
instruction
courses two to three times
weekly.
Where wires, instruments and other
important parts of equipment were of
different colors the instructors told the
trainees watching the black-and-white
transmissions their true color, Dr. Kenner said. Tests on the instruction
courses were of the multiple choice type.
After the instruction tests on maintenance of Signal Corps equipment at
Fort Monmouth, the Army decided to
hold the second tests at Redstone Arsenal because color is used to a greater
extent to distinguish the various parts of
missiles and rockets. In both cases it
was found the differences in color tv
and back-and-white were too small to
justify the use of color, Dr. Kenner
said.
He acknowledged, however, that the
Army Medical Corps is sold on color
tv for instruction purposes and has been
using color for nearly 10 years.
Dr. Kenner received his doctorate in
psychology at New York U. in 1951
and has served as a psychologist, testing
audio-visual services, in the Air Force
and in the human resources research
office at George Washington U., Washington, D.C.
Set

sales,

production

running ahead of '59
Production of television and radio receivers climbed back to normal levels
in August, following July factory vacacation shutdowns. Retail sales in both
categories moved forward also, with
radio sales taking a sharp leap upward
to
794,608, the highest figure since
January.
Production and sales figures for eight
months of 1960, as released last week
by the Electronic Industries Assn., are
as follows:
PRODUCTION
Period
Television Radio
Jan. -Aug., '60
3,694,184* 10,463,285"
Jan. -Aug., '59
3,680,520
8,946,044
SALES
5,246,329t
Jan. -Aug., '60
3,479,731
4,357,421f
3,126,981
Jan. -Aug., '59
Includes 286,297 tv with uhf, compared with
234,312 year previous.
Includes 3,991,961 auto radios and 573,367
fm radios, compared to 3,434,345 auto radios
290,862
radios year previous.
' and
Excludes
auto fmradio.
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Advertising

Ralph E. Keller, president of Zimmer, Calvert & Keller, Detroit advertising agency, named board chairman.
He has been president since 1949 and
has been with agency for nearly 40
years. Harry W. Calvert succeeds Mr.
Keller as president and A.H. Ritter,
agency vp, promoted to executive vp.
Hubert M. Tibbetts, vp and general
manager, Salada-Shirriff-H o r s e y, N.Y.,
joins Lennen & Newell, that city, as senior
vp and management
account supervisor.
Mr. Tibbetts, who will
Mr. Tibbetts
head Best Foods Div.Corn Products Co. account, was formerly with advertising and marketing
division of Lever Bros., as product
group marketing manager.
Charles M. Skade, senior vp of administration atFuller & Smith & Ross,
N.Y., elected treasurer.
Ruth Downing, Helen Klintrup and
Harriet Rex, copy group heads, J. Walter Thompson Co., N.Y., elected vps.
Emery E. Dobbins, senior vp and
Eastern Div. manager of The Buchen
Co., with headquarters in South Orange,
N.J., appointed managing vp of division, with headquarters in New York.
Agency also announces change of
name to Buchen Adv.
Robert C. Jamrozy, formerly media
buyer at Kenyon & Eckhardt, Detroit,
joins N.W. Ayer & Son, that city, as
media representative on Plymouth-De
Soto-Valiant.
Stanley Kohlenberg, formerly account executive at L.W. Frohlich, N.Y.,
joins Smith/ Greenland, that city, as
account and marketing executive.
Raymond L. Simmons to Grant Adv.,
Chicago, as account executive.
Michael Sloan, formerly vp and account
supervisor at Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Francisco,
joins Ogilvy, Benson &
d . 3fljL Mather, that city, as
fk MpM
account executive.
New account execuMr. Sloan
tives in Ogilvy N.Y.
office are: Walter Stone, formerly
with Compton, and Henry P. Bernhard, from Life magazine. Al Loomis,
formerly of McCann-Erickson, joins
agency as traffic and production manager.
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FORTUNES
Larry H. Rubin, formerly merchandising director at Gordon Best Co., Chicago, to Burton G. Feldman Inc., that
city, as vp.
Robert Penninger and George McLaren join Chicago office of Compton
Adv. as media buyers. They held similar
positions at Kenyon & Eckhardt & Wade
Adv., respectively.
James A. Dearborn, account supervisor at Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N.Y., appointed assistant to
agency president, D.C.
Stewart. Mr. Dearborn, who will assist
Mr. Stewart in activiMr. Dearborn
ties of company offices
and on special account management
operations, joined K&E in 1956. and
was elected vp in 1957. Burt Avedon,
managing director of K&E's Mexican
operations, appointed vp in charge of
west coast operations. William Miller,
formerly manager of J. Walter Thompson Co., Mexico City, succeeds Mr.
Avedon as managing director of Mexican activities.
James C. Shelby, formerly tv-radio
director at Joseph Katz Co., N.Y.,
joins Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, as tvradio account supervisor. He will service General Motors, Firestone, United
Motors, National Bank of Detroit and
Goebel accounts.
Arthur Stangby, formerly media
manager for S.C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wise, joins Ted Bates, N.Y., as
account executive. Paul G. Indorf,
formerly copy chief at Street & Finment. ney, NY., joins Bates' copy departWalter O. Briggs, formerly account
executive at Cunningham & Walsh, Detroit, joins MacManus, John & Adams,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., as assistant
account executive in consumer products
group.
Donald Halstead,
vp and group supervisor, J.M. Mathes
Inc., N.Y., named secretary of agency. Mr.
Halstead, who joined
Mathes in 1936, became account executive in 1947. He will
Halstead
continue current activities in addition to his new responsibilities.
William G. Lee to farm group copy
staff at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &
Hodgson, Chicago.
James Cerbone, formerly advertis-

Garry

Moore
Moore fun. That's just what happens every
Monday-through-Friday when Garry and
Durward Kirby blend their special brand
of informality and wit. Millions of listeners
find Garry Moore immediately and immensely likable. No wonde. sponsors find
any friend of Garry's is a friend of theirs!
In all radio O
Garry Moore is the kind of
nly
company you keep

on

CBS

Radio
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ing director and associate publisher of
Modern Bride magazine, appointed
executive secretary of League of Advertising Agencies.
Alfred B. Rosman, Bette Boyle and
Charles W. Feinstein join I.M. Kipnes
Adv., Phoenix, Ariz., as account executive and head of market research and
sales promotion, creative director, and
member of copy department, respectively.
Donald Murray Jr., formerly with
The Kudner Agency, N.Y., as account
executive on Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co., to Howard H. Monk & Assoc.,
Rockford, HI., as account executive.
Champ C. Humphrey and William
L. Spencer elected executive vps at
Gardner Adv., St. Louis. Messrs. Humphrey and Spencer, board members,
currently are in charge of account services and creative director, respectively.
Other new vps: Mrs. Josephine Walsh,
Theodore O. Simpson and Robert R.
Riemenschneider.

Mr. Humphrey

A little gold filling ■ Robert J.
Leder (I.), vice president and general manager of WOR-AM-TV New
York, presents a $10,000 check to
Dean Raymond J. Nagle of the
New York U. College of Dentistry,
as Hathaway Watson, vice president
in charge of broadcasting for RKO
General, tribution
watches.
WOR-TV's
conwill be used
to complete

construction of a closed-circuit tv
operation at the dental college.
WOR-TV and the college also are
co-producing a series of educational
programs, tracing the history of dental practice, which will appear initially on WOR-TV in early December
and then will be made available to
other television outlets that wish to
run the series.

Mr. Spencer

George Kalfain, account assistant
at Fuller & Smith & Ross, N.Y., promoted to associate account executive.
Harvey M. LaTerre, formerly of
NBC, joins Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N.Y., as media supervisor and Robert
Crozier and William Hogan join
agency as art directors. Mr. Crozier
comes from Kudner, Mr. Hogan from
Compton.

Marley & Hodgson, that city, as business manager.
Dick Ward, formerly with Compton
Adv., N.Y., to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Los Angeles, as producer in
radio-tv department.
Robert C. Howard, formerly with
General Mills, Minneapolis, to Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, as research
supervisor.

Raymond V. Kimrey appointed
regional sales manager for Pillsbury
Co.'s Midwest Grocery Products Div.,
succeeding Frank Joyce who transfers
to West Central Div. as assistant
regional manager.
John F. White Jr. and Ed A. Leary
join Grant Adv., N.Y., as account supervisors on Monarch wine and Landers, Frary & Clark, respectively.
Joe Havens, formerly art director at
BBDO, Boston, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, in similar capacity.
Gordon F. Buck, previously consultant for Roth Bros, and its subsidiary
agency, Roth Adv., and formerly vp
in charge of media at Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, to Aubrey, Finlay,
102 (FATES AND FORTUNES)

Paul J. Greenfield, formerly marketing director at the Simoniz Co., Chicago, to Edward H. Weiss & Co., that
city, as vp and account supervisor on
Purex account.
Thomas Hoy joins Nemer Adv., Minneapolis. He had been advertising and
pr director of Sherman and Ambassador hotels in Chicago.
Don Ross, formerly producer at KHJTV Los Angeles, to Anderson-McConnell Adv., that city, as writer-producer
in radio-tv department.
The

Mr. Faulk

Mr. Federico

Gunnard Faulk and Gene Federico,
art group heads at Benton & Bowles,
N.Y., elected vps. Mr. Faulk joined
agency in 1952 as art director; became
art group head in 1957. He was with
Grey Adv. and Federal Adv., both
N.Y., before his association with B&B.
Mr. Federico came to agency in 1959
after art director's posts with Douglas
D. Simon Adv. and Doyle Dane
Bernbach.

Media

James T. Fawcett, sales manager of
WPDX Clarksburg, W.Va., appointed
general manager.
Ward Glenn, director of sales promotion at WIRE Indianapolis, joins
Broadcast Time Sales, as manager of
San Francisco office.
Daniel R. Kelly, assistant research
manager at CBS-TV Spot Sales, named
manager of sales presentations.
Bob Garrity, formerly of WOR New
York, joins WFYI Garden City, L.I.,
as program director.
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Mr. Sailors
Iowa.

Donald F. Sailors,
sales manager of
WING Dayton, Ohio,
elected vp. He retains
sales position in addition to new title. Before joining WING,
Mr. Sailors was national sales manager
of KIOA Des Moines,

James Thompson appointed sales
manager of KERN Bakersfield, Calif.
Seldon Karlan named news editor.
C. Greg Van Camp, formerly promotion manager at WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, becomes coordinator of educational broadcasting at West Virginia U.
Mr. Van Camp will organize and operand atetv university's
stations. new closed circuit radio
Don Hedman joins KAYO Seattle,
Wash., as program director. He was
formerly air personality in that area.
Bob Slater becomes music director.
Joseph R. McKinney, formerly with
WFAA Dallas, to KJIM Ft. Worth, as
news director. Jim Ridgeway, formerly
air personality at KXOL, that city, to
KJIM in similar capacity.

Mr. Hart

William J. Hart,
formerly manager of
WPON Pontiac,
named general manager of WILX-TVLansing - Jackson - Battle Creek, all Michigan. He had been with
WPON since 1958.

James F. Combs appointed to newly
created position of director of weather
service at WSAZ-AM-TV HuntingtonCharleston, W. Va.
Robert A. Jelinek, formerly with
legal department of Young & Rubicam,
N.Y., joins CBS-TV business affairs
department.
Donald Wayne, formerly with
WMOD Moundsville, to WETZ New

TO A NEW YORK CITY
ADVERTISING AGENCY
Do you need a Radio-TV Account
Supervisor?
This man has had 22 years in Radio-TV. He has been a WriterDirector-Sales Executive, and
Station Owner.
His ability can spell "profits" for
you!
Box 482-C, BROADCASTING

Martinsville, both West Virginia, as
program director, succeeding Don Hartline who joins WWOW Ashtabula,
Ohio, as air personality.
Ray Williamson, announcer at
WKTG Thomasville, Ga., promoted to
program director. Bob Tibbies, formerly announcer at WDSR Lake City, Fla.,
joins WKTG, succeeding Dan Cook
who becomes announcer at WBHB
Fitzgerald, Ga.
Sheldon Storrier named local sales
manager at WKTV (TV) Rome-Utica,
N.Y. Floyd Eckerson named salesman.
John S. Hughes
named assistant sales
manager for radio at
Avery-Knodel, N.Y.
Mr. Hughes, who has
been with A-K for 5
years, formerly was
with Paul H. Raymer,
W.R. Hearst Adv.
Mr. Hughes
Service and Ruthrauff
&Wasey).
Ryan (before merger with Erwin
Ken Carey, manager of AM Radio
Sales, San Francisco, resigns. He is succeeded by Frank A. Tessin Jr.

toad/tig
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Jerry Goodwin, on announcing
staff of KFDA Amarillo, Tex., promoted to program director.

A

James E. Brunelle appointed program manager of WCSH Portland, Me.
He formerly was with WBCW Boston.

O
E
V

Ben Talbot appointed program director of WTXL West Springfield, Mass.
He
ment.was head of station's copy departPat Francois, copy chief and announcer at KFIV Modesto, Calif., promoted to program director.
Perry J. Brown, formerly of WADO
New York, joins WVOX New Rochelle,
N.Y., as sales manager.
Ben Park appointed
executive producerprogram development
for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. He
is producer of Closeup Europe — 1960,
documentary series
that began on six
Mr. Park
WBC radio stations
last month. Before joining WBC, he
was with NBC Chicago and New York
in various capacities.
Stanley LeVine, previously account
executive at WDAF-TV Kansas City,
to sales staff at WBBM Chicago.
Dick J ungers, formerly account executive at WMAQ Chicago, to WGN
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STAINLESS
Supporting this multiple repeater is one of several guyed towers recently built by Stainless for
a large oil refining company. Note the design
simplicity — for least wind loading — and the guy
to tower attachments for finite twist and sway!
When your need is for a guyed or self-supporting tower — designed to any specs — let Stainless
experienced engineering staff assist you.
Ask today for your free
booklet describing many
Stainless installations.

Stainless

inc.
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Inc. as member of WGN-TV
staff, that city.

sales

William H. Aaron Jr., freelance
writer for NBC's Monitor, joins WDTM
(FM) Detroit as salesman.
Mace West, formerly associated with
West's Display Service in Champaign,
to staff of WKID Champaign-Urbana,
111., as sales representative.
Dick Stone, formerly of AveryKnodel, N.Y., joins WABC, that city,
as account executive. Donald Huber,
formerly account executive at Curtis
Adv., also joins station's sales staff.
Harvey Hauptman, director of programs, public affairs and special events
at WCTC New Brunswick, N.J., joins
WCBS N.Y., as assistant to director
of special features.
Jack Meyers, program director of
KABC Los Angeles, named director of
community affairs in addition to current duties.
Zeldon E. (Zeke) Rose, publicity
writer at ABC, promoted to assistant
magazine editor, press information
department. Clark Tyler resigns as assistant magazine editor to devote full
time
to
Flair. special writing for ABC Radio's

EW!
The Gates Catalog of
Broadcasting, Communications and
Electronic Equipment.

Paul E. Freygang, formerly sales
manager at KHOL-TV Kearney-Holdrege and KHPL-TV Hayes Center,
both Nebraska, to KRSD-AM-TV Rapid
City, S.D., as general sales manager.
Thomas B. Shull, director of film operations for Storer Broadcasting Co.,
elected chairman of U.S. Broadcasters
Committee on World Affairs, succeeding late Frederick A. Kugel, publisher
of Television magazine. William Kaland, national program manager for
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., succeeds Mr. Shull as chairman of organization's program committee.
Sherod F. Rouser, formerly sales
manager at WWIL Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., to WLOD, that city, as account
executive.
Gordon H. Lund, formerly sales
manager at WLOD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
to KOME Tulsa, Okla., as account
executive.
Paul L. Cooksey, advertising account
executive at Asheville operation of
WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., reassigned
to sales staff of station's Greenville,
S.C. studios. Rick Phillips joins WLOSTV as announcer.
Hubert A. (Mike) Madden joins
WLAM Lewiston, Me., as account
executive.
Jim Hill joins sales staff of KMTV
(TV) Omaha, Neb., as account executive.
Todd Harker joins CBS-TV press
information department, Hollywood, as
unit publicist.
Nadine Hill, formerly head of own
advertising agency in Hollywood, appointed promotion manager of KPRO
Riverside, Calif.

Quality
Collection N
of the Best ^p^^
Equipment for Broadcasters . .

King H. Robinson, formerly managing vp of KATL Miles City, Mont.,
named national pr director of Sisters
of Charity of Incarnate Word, hospital
operating order with headquarters in
Houston. He will direct pr activities for
13 hospitals and institutions in seven
states.

The new 236 page Gates Catalog
is a handy reference manual of all
broadcast and communications
equipment that is available from
Gates.

John Thompson, manager of news
and special events for NBC Pacific Div.,
elected president of Radio & Television
News Club of Southern California, succeeding Hugh Brundage, news director
of KMPC Los Angeles.

Free for the asking, let it assist you
in your new equipment planning.
WRITE FOR YOUR CATALOG TODAY ON YOUR LETTERHEAD!

Alex Runciman appointed producer
of special public affairs projects for
KMOX-TV St. Louis.

RADI
S PAN
GATE
Y O ■ '
COM
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINC Y, ILLINOIS

Mort Garren joins WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul as staff announcer. He
had been with WLOL, that city.

GATES
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Harvey Siders named night news

editor of WNAC-TV Boston. He formerly was copywriter at Friedmann &
Central, advertising agency in that city.
Arthur Clark, freelance broadcaster
in New York to narrate Priceless
Water series segments for Dana Productions, that city.
Charles H. Finney, formerly with
WINN Louisville, Ky., to announcing
staff of WKRC Cincinnati.
Rolfe Peterson joins KGO San Francisco as air personality.
Bill Carter, formerly air personality
at KOL capacity.
Seattle, to KAYO, that city, in
similar
Charles R. Dougherty, formerly assistant manager of WKWK Wheeling,
W.Va., to WIP Philadelphia as air
personality.
Don Kidwell, formerly disc jockey at
WCOL Columbus, to WONE Dayton,
both Ohio, succeeding Bob Montgomery who resigned.
Programming
Kurt Blumberg, formerly manager of sales
and operations, United
Artists-Tv Inc., joins
Robert Lawrence Productions, N.Y., and
Hollywood, as vp in
charge of sales. Mr.
Blumberg also held
Mr. Blumberg
positions as vp in
charge of sales coordination at Television Programs of America, and assistant to vp-sales, Ziv Television.
Carl Lindemann Jr., formerly vp of
program sales for NBC-TV, named vp
of programs for California National
Productions, Los Angeles.
Madelyn Pugh Martin and Bob
Carroll Jr., original scriptors of / Love
Lucy and Tom Ewell Show, form own
company for creation and production
of new tv series.
Joe Cramer,
in chargeofofParamount
client relations for tv division
Pictures, named director of business
affairs.
Arthur Greenfield appointed NorthCentral area manager of Screen Gems'
syndication sales force with headquarters in Detroit.
Jacob H. Karp elected second vp of
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and
Sciences filling vacancy in officer ranks
created by death of B.B. Kahane, academy president.
Melvina
Pumphrey,
formerly
executive with Esther
Williams
Enterprises,
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

joins Todon Productions, Los Angeles,
as assistant to Tony Owen.

eral sales manager of Admiral Corp.,
Chicago.

Frank Brill, manager of New York
office of MCA-TV, promoted to vp of
MCA-TV Film Syndication Div. Ed
Aaronoff, publicity director of MCATV, named director of advertising, promotion and publicity.

Lynn E. Greeley named district manager in Charlotte, N.C., for General
Electric Co.'s replacement sales of electronic components. Arthur F. Dickerson appointed manager of advanced
planning operations in Schenectady,
N.Y.

Richard Brill former CBS producer
joins ABC subsidiary, Selmur Productions, N.Y., as producer and general
programming executive.
Ronald S. Klein, formerly producerdirector-writer at Cinefonics, Chicago,
appointed assistant to vp in charge of
production at Fred A. Niles Productions, Chicago-based film firm.
Aaron Nathanson, formerly of
Everest Records, joins Sound Makers,
Inc., N.Y., as chief engineer.
William Kaufman, formerly of
NTA, joins Screen Gems', N.Y., publicity department.
Allied

Fields

Joseph F. Zias, formerly of Loucks, Zias
& Jansky, Washington, D.C., attorneys,
has opened own office
that city for practice
before FCC, administrative agencies and
Federal courts. Mr.
Mr. Zias
Zias, in practice before FCC since 1936, is graduate of
U. of Michigan and George Washington U. He has been active as officer
of FCBA and as editor of Bar Journal.
New offices will be located in Colorado
Bldg., 1341 G St. N.W., Washington,
D.C.
Rene Merlander, previously account
executive at Harshe-Rotman, national
pr firm, appointed pr director and assistant national advertising director of
Filon Plastics Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.
Morton H. Kaplan, account supervisor at Herbert M. Kraus & Co., appointed assistant to president of Chicago pr firm.
Equipment & Eng'ring
Frank C. Bumb Jr. appointed vp of
engineering for American Concertone
Inc., Culver City, Calif., producer of
magnetic tape recorders and tape
equipment.
L.H. Neimann, semiconductor sales
manager for CBS Electronics, Danvers,
Mass., appointed director of government relations with headquarters in
Washington, D.C.
Bodie L. Stahlschmidt appointed genBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

William S. Carley joins Jansky &
Bailey, Washington, D.C, research and
development organization, as project director in research and engineering department.
A.A. Emlen named assistant sales
manager for Peerless Electrical Products Div. of Altec Lansing Corp., Anaheim, Calif. He was division's chief
engineer.

W
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International
Danny Roman, formerly air personality at CKSW Swift Current, Saskatchewan, to CKEY Toronto in similar position.

jchenectady
j^LBANY

Ted Lindsay, formerly all-time great
professional hockey player with Detroit
Red Wings, joins CKLW-TV Windsor,
Ont. -Detroit as sportscaster.

market
Jroy
\f^J
J-\:^J
j"
Lucky
Channel
is the
ONLY area TV station posting 13,
consistent
and considerable day and nighttime audience gains.

Deaths

SELL Where People BUY

Jacob (Jay) Paley, 75, died Oct. 2
of heart attack. Among survivors are
brother Sam, retired senior director of
CBS and nephew William S., current
board chairman of CBS Inc.

call your

Lord Simon, 80, formerly chairman
of British Broadcasting Corp., died
Oct. 3. He was chairman of BBC from
1947-1952 after which he became active in politics.
Milford E. (Joe) Wesp, 60, daytime
news editor for WBEN-TV Buffalo and
veteran of 20 years as newsman on
WBEN Radio, died Oct. 2, following
year-long illness. He had been affiliated
with stations since 1 930, primarily in
news capacities, but also was host and
personality.
William
D. (Farmer Bill) Click,
farm director of WSAZ Huntington,
W.Va., died Sept. 25 of heart attack.
He had been with WSAZ for eight
years and before that was county agricultural agent for 37 years. He was long
active in National Assn. of Television
& Radio Farm Directors.
Al Cohan, 39, MGM publicist, missing and presumed dead after Eastern
Air Lines crash in Boston Harbor
Oct. 4.
Jerry Siref, 31, member, radio-tv
commercial production department at
N.W. Ayer & Son, N.Y., died Sept. 28
of encephalitis at South Nassau Community Hospital, Oceanside, N.Y. .

"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? . Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
SLANDER
INVASION OF PRIVACY
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
COPYRIGHT.
For these and related hazards
you need our EXCESS POLICY to
hold your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
carry the
yourself
cover
excess.— INSURANCE to
WE ORIGINATED THIS
SPECIAL COVER
AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE
and is SATISFACTORY
AND INEXPENSIVE.
Write for details and rates.
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
York, Chicago
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INTERNATIONAL

THE

WORLDWIDE
$1.9

billion tv billing in 10

RADIO-TV
countries;

$1.5

MARKET

billion in U.S.

Television and radio are a multibillion-dollar business in 13 of 19 freeworld countries where the International
Advertising Assn. has completed pioneering research in all-media expenditures. Of a total somewhere around $15
billion, broadcast advertising accounts
for $2.8 billion — tv in 10 countries at
$1.9 billion and radio in 13 at $870
million. The U.S. alone does three-quarters of this business.
These are rough dollar translations,
based on current exchanges, of IAA
figures collected from the best sources
in each country and reported in domestic currencies for 1959. Seven of
the 13 commercial-broadcasting countries included production costs in the
radio-tv billing totals. Others did not,
so exact comparisons are impossible.
Starting with the 19 nations below,
the IAA hopes to fill in additional ones

on next year's report, working on a verse media, research and overhead excontinuing basis to report advertising
penditures, listing sources and in some
cases covering years before 1959. The
expenditures throughout the free world.
format follows that recommended by
Twenty-two countries on the original
the International Chamber of Comlist were left out this year because data
was unavailable.
merce. Expenditures by product categories also are listed for some countries
The Research Cast ■ The first report
in a report that covers 3 1 pages and has
on international advertising expendibeen published in the International
tures was completed in less than a year
Advertiser. It was edited by Henry R.
by the research committee under chairWebel.
manship of New York researcher Monroe Mendelsohn with seven committeeOf the 13 countries reporting broadmen. Sylvan M. Barnet, president of
cast billings, commercial television had
Barnet & Reef Assoc., New York, and
not yet come to Belgium, Turkey and
Curacao in 1959. Without broadcast
second vice president of the internabillings altogether: Austria, Denmark,
tional association, made original contacts. The committee commissioned the Finland, Sweden, France and Norway.
The dollar conversions below were
Foundation for the Advancement of International Business Administration
figured by Broadcasting at current exunder Dr. John Fayerweather, executive
change rates, based on numbers
director, to follow up and complete the extracted from the IAA study, "Interproject. The finished report covers dinational Advertising Expenditures."
INTERNATIONAL BROADCAST.
ADVERTISING— 1959
3.7]
(In millions of U.S. dollat-s,cut-rent exchange, translated from domestic
money data collected by International Advertising Assn.)
% of Total Tv % of Total Total Adv.
Radio % of Total Tv % of Total Total Adv.
Radio
11.7
10.7
20.6
300
57.16
7.9
Germany
Argentina*
12.4
(Press-409)t
6.1
20)t
8.8
22.5
265.5
20.25
13.5
18
Australia*
40.1)t
2.8
France*
2
Austria
100.6
286
1.6
32.4
(Press1
16
16.5
Norway
11.3 23.8
Belgium*
6
23.1
60.5
Brazil
13.5
389.8
12.8
64
3.4)t
607
79.95
Canada
75.85
.59
50.4
(PressTurkey
.29
28.8
Curacao
28.9)f
1.04 excluding
Denmark
Union
Finland
pan*of Africa
168
JaSouth
3.2
ii.i
L retail
Sweden
Ir
Unitedan**Kingdom
81.2
15
13.7 11,090
(Press1,106
5.8 1,525.5
638
(PressIncludes production costs, as gathered by IAA from various sources.
prepared byof McCann-Erickson
(Robert
J. Coen).
" Inclusion
costs
uncertain.
U.S. production costs added to FCC figures by use of factors developed
production
t Where no total
is available, press (newspapers, consumer and trade
from expenditure patterns of McCann-Erickson Adv. clients, included
magazines) is listed for purposes of comparsion.
in full media analysis, Printer's Ink, Oct. 30, 1959, and Jan. 29, 1960,
USA*
work stations. The account was placed
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and
■
Abroad in brief
Canada Packers Ltd., Toronto, for a through Cockfield Brown & Co., Ltd.,
50-minute noon time musical radio Toronto.
Big deal ■ The largest single radio contract since the advent of television in network program Monday, Wednesday,
Canada has been signed between the and Friday on 52 Trans-Canada NetNippon approves ■ The Japanese government has approved the first American tv station for U.S. troops stationed
in Japan, according to a spokesman for
the Postal Ministry. Telecasts will be
Jtore tk an a decade of Constructive Service
beamed from Misawa Air Base, located 310 miles north of Tokyo.
to ^Broadcasters and tke ^3roadcasUnq industry

HOWARD
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Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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Radio network expands ■ Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will expand its
Trans-Canada Radio Network to subartic areas in 1962 with completion of
communication services now under construction inNorthern Alberta and the
Great Slave Lake area of the Northwest Territories. CBC now operates
CFYK Yellowknife, CFHR Hay River,
and CBXH Fort Smith, all in Northwest Territories, as community stations.
When the network system is completed
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

CFYK will become regional network
station with the other two as unattended relay transmitters.
CBS-Mestre combine ■ Proartel, Buenos Aires production company formed
by CBS Television Stations Div. and
Goar Mestre, dedicated its television
studios Oct. 1 with ceremonies attended
by Merle S. Jones, president of the
CBS division, Mr. Mestre, Argentine
dignitaries and a group of U.S. entertainers. Proartel is supplying live, film
SECOND
New

uhf

GERMAN

system

will be

A second tv network, primarily financed by advertising revenue, will go
into operation in West Germany Jan. 1,
1961. It has been authorized by the
Bonn government.
A government broadcasting company
has been established which, according
to its charter, can either produce programs for the second network or transfer the right for production of such
programs to any other company. Freies
Fernsehen G.m.b.H., a private company owned by German newspapers,
magazines, industrial interests and various other groups, is the only serious
applicant for the production license.
Only Freies Fernsehen has a complete
production staff and several weeks'
programs on film. The company will reportedly be a potential buyer of large
quantities of film product from the
U.S. and Great Britain, since there is
no national quota for filmed tv programs in effect in Germany.
The second tv network will have a
potential audience of 1 million when
it goes on the air, according to latest
estimates. This compares with some
5 million viewers currently for the first
network. The reason for the discrepancy is that the first network has a
monopoly on the vhf bands and the
second network will operate exclusively on uhf. The supply of uhf tuners,
converters and completely equipped uhf
receivers is still far below the demand.
For this reason the government will
partially subsidize the new network,
ON THE SPOT RECORDING *
■ TAP
Where you go. Minitape goes, with its
own power
and precision recording
unit
in
one
compact
alu\ minum case. Sports,
i ...
crime,
special
events
no other recorder
can do the job of
Minitape. Quality
equal to units.
finest Get
ACoperated
• FULLY TRANSISTORIZED
all the facts about
• LIFETIME BATTERY
Minitape today!
• FLAT TO 10,000 CYCLES
STANCIL-HOFFMAN CORP.
921 N. Highland Ave. • Hollywood 38, Calif.
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and tape programs to ch. 13 Buenos
Aires, operated by the Rio de la Plata
Corp., and other Latin markets. Proartel also plans to extend television
service in other Argentine markets.
ABC Films agreement ■ ABC Films
Inc. has appointed R.I. Films Ltd., London, as the company's sales representative through most of Europe's major tv
markets. R.I. Films service also will include dubbing ABC Films' series in
German, French, Spanish and Italian.
TV

NETWORK

advertiser

supported

until it gets on its feet, with a portion
of the license fees collected monthly
from German set-owners. The fee is
roughly $1.20 per month, of which
73 % now goes to the first network's regional stations. When the new network
signs on, this revenue will be split between them.
The first network will remain noncommercial (except for its present 10minute commercial period each day)
but the new one will accept commercial
backing. If the advertising money
builds to sufficient revenue, the new
network will no longer receive the
license-fee subsidy. In the meantime,
each network will have an annual net
budget of approximately $20 million.
Canadian

stations

changing

hands

CFRB Toronto, has agreed to purchase for an undisclosed amount all issued shares of CJAD Montreal, on approval of the Board of Broadcast Governors and the Dept. of Transport. The
transaction will be on a cash basis with
no new financing needed. CFRB was
an unsuccessful bidder for a Toronto
television license earlier this year.
Under the agreement signed by W.C.
Thornton Cran, president of CFRB,
and J. Arthur DuPont, CJAD president,
Mr. DuPont will continue as a director
and consultant. CJAD has been in operation since 1945, CFRB since 1927.
In another sale announced last week,
Raoul Landriault, Ottawa merchant
and part owner of recently licensed
CJOH-TV Ottawa, has bought radio
stations CHLT and CKTS and CHLTTV, all of Sherbrooke, Quebec, and
the French language daily Sherbrooke
La Tribune for about $6 million. Sale
of the radio and tv stations awaits approval of the BBG and the Dept. of
Transport. The sale is one of the
largest on record in Canada. Mr.
Landriault plans to move to Sherbrooke. Alphee Gauthier, CHLT general manager, will retain his post.

BRISTOLCITY—
JOHNSON NG
SPORT
KI
Sales Hub for a
$ Billion-Plusby Market
Dominated
WCYB-TV
The Tri-Cities sales complex is Tennessee's most active market area. Retail
sales per household range from $6,025
to $9,434-$2,400-$5,800 above state
average — swelled by dollars pouring into
this sales
center for a $1.2 billion* income market.
Antenna 2,219 ft. above average surrounding terrain on 4,360 ft. mountain,
low band channel (5) and an integrated
antenna create a 37-county tv viewing
area sold only by WCYB-TV. Within this
market, WCYB-TV delivers twice as
many
quarter-hour
reached"average
. . . reaches
132,000 tv"homes
families, 59% more net weekly circulation
than the only other competitive station
(ARB, 3/60).
Get all the facts on this rich southern
market
LEY-REEDserved
or . "on
. . a platter" call HEAD-

WCYB-TV
Channel 5 NBC
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
*SRDS Consumer Market Data, July '60
BEST WAY TO EMBRACE THE NEW YORK
NEGRO COMMUNITY...

When it comes to reaching the enormous Negro Community of greater New
York, time buyers sum up their strategy in three little words: "LIB IT UP"
The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can do
the effective job.

Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue, New York 27 N. Y
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK
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FANFARE

Cooperation ■ Houston, Tex., is now the sixth largest
city in the U.S. To tell the story of the city's population
growth, 11 major Houston advertising media (three tv
stations, seven radio stations and one newspaper) have
banded together in a cooperative ad campaign. Contributing funds for the effort are the Houston Post, KCOH,
KHOU-TV, KILT, KNUZ, KPRC-AM-TV, KTHT,
KTRH, KTRK-TV and KXYZ.
In addition to ads in newspapers and trade publications,
the group has purchased a 62-foot bulletin board in New
York's Times Square, for the month of October. Pictured

Arizona

radio

guide

Avery-Knodel Inc., New York, representative for the Phoenix Metropolitan
Group Stations (KTAR Phoenix, KTAN
Tucson and KYUM Yuma,) has prepared a complete market and radio
guide for release to all national advertisers and their agencies. The study,
entitled "For Sales Success in Arizona
Take the Direct Route — The Phoenix

1735

above, signing contracts for the campaign are (seated,
1 to r) lim Richdale, KHOU-TV; Leon Jaworski, president, Houston Chamber of Commerce; W. Howard Baldwin, Houston Post; Hal Vester, KTHT; (standing 1 to r)
Seymour Cohen, Gulf State Advertising Agency; Robert
C. Meeker, KCOH; Cal Perley, KXYZ; Frank Stewart,
KPRC; Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV; Tom Jacobs,
KTRH; Kirt Harris, KPRC-TV; Bill Weaver, KILT;
Dave Morris, KNUZ; and Adie Marks, Gulf States Advertising Agency (agency for the campaign). All media
will be used during the campaign.

Metropolitan Group," calls attention to
the state's increased population and
wealth, and analyzes radio coverage,
cost efficiency, merchandising, station
facilities, programming and includes a
county-by-county sales breakdown of
consumer goods. PMG was formed to
offer maximum market coverage with a
single buy through the three stations
located strategically across the state.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDER
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name
address
city
Send to home address
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Pulse winners
The Pulse Inc., N. Y., has announced
the 20 winners of its 20th anniversary
national contest, in which agency staffers were invited to write letters on "How
I Use Pulse Data to Solve a Specific
Problem." Winner of the $500 cash
grand prize was Ann Jacknowitz, of
Young & Rubicam's New York media
department. John P. Curran, of McCann-Erickson, New York, copped the
second prize of a $350 RCA television
console, and John H. Newell, media
director of Johnson & Lewis, San Francisco won the third prize — a $275
Zenith all-transistor portable. Seventeen
other winners received Bulova pocket
radios.
Lovely lawns
KTRE-AM-TV Lufkin, Tex., lent
its full cooperation to the civic improvement council of the Angelina
County Chamber of Commerce in a
"Yard Beautiful" campaign this summer. Each week a home was designated
winner and a sign was placed in the
owner's yard beautiful. The Lufkin
newspaper ran a picture of the winning homesite which was also shown
on KTRE-TV five times daily six days
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

a week. During the promotion 16
homes were chosen and many entries
were received by the chamber of commerce, which lauded the stations for
their part in the city-beautifying effort.
Homes were selected from all income
brackets on the basis of neatness and
care demonstrated by the homeowner.
Comic

book

promotion

WJRT (TV) Flint, Mich., has provided hours of fun for kiddies, as well
as stimulated their interest in its children's programs, through a 16-page
comic and coloring book offered free
on area newsstands. Stars of the comic
strip are WJ and Artie (WJRT). They
introduce mazes, puzzles, quizzes and
other features built around such WJRT
performers as Deputy Dawg, the Flintstones, the Three Stooges and Bugs
Bunny. Program times are included.
The art in the comic book was provided
by the station's art director Dave Sikora
and its promotion director Dee Logan.
Its initial printing was 25,000 copies.
A

new

world

record?

Tv watching may yet be elevated to
the status of a sport. WHYN-TV
Springfield, Mass., took the first steps in
this direction when it installed a 20year-old model in a store window with
instructions that she establish a world's
record for continuous viewing (needless
to say on what channel).
Miss Rita LaFay, the model, watched
for 45 hours over a consecutive threeday period from WHYN-TV's sign-on
at 8 a.m. to sign off at 1 a.m. In addition to promoting the station's switch to
ABC-TV, she drew hordes of the curious to the store, where she appeared. A
window sign mentioned she wore
clothes from that store. Other signs
drew attention to various ABC-TV programs and a scoreboard recorded the
number of hours she had been watching.
New York station consultant Dave
Gordon is running the campaign which
will go sometime into December. He
says the station is spending $50,000 on
the promotion to acquaint viewers with
its affiliation switch.
■

during the entire 2^ -hour performance, WLOF-TV reports.

Charity aid
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash., will
back that city's United Good
Neighbor Fund drive by donating
advertising time to each company
that meets its UGN quota. The
advertising will match, dollar for
dollar, the gift of each company's
employes. Washington's Sens.
Henry Jackson (D) and Warren
G. Magnuson (D) have praised
the station for its constructive use
of public service time.

Fancy specs ■ During the celebration
of Ed Meath's 10th anniversary on
WHEC Rochester, N.Y., he was presented a custom made pair of glasses
by Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., that
city. The award was made in appreciation for his getting B&L employes to
work on time the past 10 years through
his morning broadcasts.

p.m., in addition to contest entry blanks
for a number of valuable prizes.
'Worst movie' ■ Dubbing a 1928 movie
spectacular "the worst movie ever
shown on tv" and telling people to
wake their friends because "this show is
too bad to miss," announcer Andy
Wilson, host of The Late Show on
WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla., drew enough
response to convince him central
Floridians do not go to bed early. He
interjected humorous comments during
the movie and superimposed the station's telephone number over the film
while inviting comments. Some listeners helped identify actors in the ancient
film and the switchboard was buzzing

boys' home.
Autorama ■ As the release date of each
auto manufacturer's 1961 model rolls
around, WFBM Indianapolis carries a
full description of the car. The station
broadcasts a two-minute description of
the new models in the morning,
inpthe
e
"ta
early afternoon, during the commuting
hours and in the evening.

with
• 50 hours playing time
on 4 flashlight batteries
• Uses standard 3" tape
—gives up to 90 minutes
recording time
• Weighs 5 pounds;
size.-9"x5"x4V4"
AS PORTABLE aAS
lAeCAMERA
t b
portape
Greatest idea since
recording was
invented — a precision machine that's
truly toportable!
No waiting— —indoors
you're orready
record instantly
out.
Play back anytime. Use Phono Trix in
office,students,
home or professional
car. It's idealmen,
for
businessmen,
servicemen, clergymen — and for family
fun. Quality-built for years of pleasure.
FASCINATING ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE
Telephone pick-up and amplifier $8.95
Stethoscope ACearphones
8.95
adapter 19.95

Drumbeats

VIP treatment ■ Toy parachutes signal
the start of weekly one-day salutes to
cities in the WSJS-TV Winston-Salem,
N.C., coverage area. The 16-city promotional series consists of saturation
announcements on the city being saluted, interviews with its leading citizens, history of the city and coverage
of the cities' various activities and
functions. The parachutes dropped on
each city carry promotion matter on
WSJS-TV's new adventure strip at 6
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Hot-dog host ■ KAPE San Antonio
was host at a hot-dog party to some
80 citizens of Boysville, a farm and
ranch home for victims of broken
homes. With the cooperation of soft
drink bottlers, a bakery and meat market, the station treated the youngsters
to a picnic. The afternoon was topped
off by rides on the "Eagle", a miniature
railroad in Brackenridge Park. Sam Rilkin, president of KAPE, is a former
member of the board of directors of the

MATTHEW STUART
CO., INC.,
Dept. & B10
156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.
GENTLEMEN:
Please send me full details on Phono Trix, and (
Name.
the name of my nearest dealer.

In luxurious scotch-grain
leather case complete with
microphone, reels and tape

Zone
Ill

jI Address
City

State
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting
September 29 through October 4. Includes data on new stations,
changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules &
standards changes and routine roundup.
clude Sheldon A. Engel, 51%, Lou SilverAbbreviations:
stein, 29%, LeGrande A. Simmons and Robert
Tryon,
each. Messrs.
Engel Phoenix,
and SilDA — directional antenna, cp — construction
verstein are10% employes
of KRIZ
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf Ariz. Mr. Simons is in advertising. Mr.
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre- Tryon is in public relations. Ann. Oct. 5.
Camden, Ark. — Camden Community
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
Bcstrs., 1420 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 2400
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megaTexarkana,
concycles. D— day. N — night. LS — local sunset, Locust St.,struction
cost $13,926, Ark.
first Estimated
year operating
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl. cost $30,000 revenue
$42,000.
Principals
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
clude Charles Mathis Jr. and Thomas in-E.
subsidiary communications authorization.
Dillahunty, equal partners. Messrs. Mathis
SSA — special service authorization. — STA —
and Dillahunty are employes of KOSY
snecial temporary authorization. SH — speci- Texarkana. Ann. Oct. 3.
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
Maplewood, Minn. — Ramsey Bcstg. Co.,
1010 kc, 250 w D. P.O. address 1712 Rosewood Ave. S., St. Paul, Minn. Estimated
New Tv Station
construction cost $22,995, first year operAPPLICATION
ating cost $26,000, revenue $40,000. Gerald
H. Bell, sole owner, is automobile dealer.
Ann. Oct. 3.
Sierra Broadcasting
Amendment
to change Inc.,
stationTulare,
locationCalif.
from—
Kalispell, Mont. — Voltage, Inc., 980 kc, 1
Tulare, Calif, to Visalia, Calif.; frequency
kw D. P.O. address % John J. Lyon, Shelby,
from
ch.
27,
548-554
mcs.
to
ch.
43,
644-650
Mont.
Estimated construction cost $19,855.
mcs; and main studio location from Tulare. first year
operating cost $48,000, revenue
Calif, to (to be determined.) Visalia, Calif. $70,000. Principals
include John J. Lyon,
99.98%, and others. Mr. Lyon has interest
in
KSEN
Shelby
and
KANA Anaconda, both
Existing Tv Stations
Montana. Ann. Sept. Oct. 3.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Maple Shade, N.J.— Charles Shapiro, 1510
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 89 University Ave.
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Colo. —
N.J. Estimated construction cost
Waived sec. 3.652(a) of rules to permit sta- Bridgeton,
year operating cost $60,000,
tion to identify itself as Colorado Springs- $21,174, first
$90,600. Applicant owns furniture
Pueblo station. Comrs. Bartley and Lee dis- revenue
company.
Ann.
Oct. 5.
Comr. Bartley
"In Pueblo
view ofI
fact thatsented;there
is not stating:
studio in
Central Bcstg.
Co., Carrington, N.D. to
—
Amendment
to
would
not (TV)
grant Washington,
application." D.C.—
Ann. Granted
Oct. 5. change frequency cpfrom(for1470newkc station)
to 1600 kc,
WTTG
renewal of licenses. Comrs. Bartley and decrease power from 1 kw to 500 w, change
Craven dissented; Comr. Cross voted for 1- type trans, and changes in ground system.
(Request waiver of sec. 1.354(h) (1) of
year renewal only. Ann. Sept. 29.
WCSC AM-FM-TV Charleston, S.C.— rules). Ann. Oct. 3.
Granted waiver of sec. 4.603 of rules to inBryan,
County
Bcstg.
Sysstall and operate second sub-carrier on its
tem, 1520Ohio
kc, —250Williams
w D. P.O.
address
% John
tv STL station for transmission of fm pro- G. Greene, 2700 Ritchie St., Portsmouth,
fm studio totofmnottransmitter
Ohio. Estimated construction cost $26,243.
til Dec.grams1,fromconditioned
degrading un-tv first
year operating cost $33,600, revenue
video and sound chs. Ann. Oct. 5.
$52,000. Principals include Mr. John G.
Green and Mrs. Joseph S. Klarke, 24V2%
each, and Messrs. George and Harry WorNew Am Stations
stell, 23% each, and others. Messrs. Greene
and Klarke are employes of WIOI New
ACTIONS BY FCC
Boston,
Ohio. Messrs. Worstell own a home
Clinton,
Clinton
Granted
1380
kc 1 Tenn.
kw w— D.
P.O. Bcstg.
addressCo.Box
3062, furnishing company. Ann. Sept. 28.
Clarkston, Wash. — Clarkston Bcstrs. 1480
Greeneville, Tenn. Estimated constuction
P.O. address
Blvd. first
St. Esticost $21,850, first year operating cost $36,000, kc, 1 kwmatedD. construction
cost 746
$13,367,
year
revenue $45,000. Applicants include Paul
operating
cost
$34,800,
revenue
$40,800.
PrinMetcalfe, Clifford Spurlock (42% each) and
cipals include Donald M. Heinen and Howard
others. Mr. Metcalfe is majority owner
is em-is
WGRV Greeneville, and Mr. Spurlock is Roup, ployeequal
of KFLYpartners.
Corvallis,Mr.Ore.Heinen
Mr. Roup
minister. Ann. Oct. 5.
Washington State Senator. Ann. Oct. 5.
APPLICATIONS
Hinton, W.Va.— David B. Jordan, 1380 kc,
Mesa, Ariz. — Maricopa County Bcstrs. Inc., 1 kw D. P.O. address Grundy, Va. Estimated
construction
cost $13,300. first year operating
1510 kc, 10 kw D. P.O. address 2826 E. Highland Ave., Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated con- cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Mr. Jordan has
interests in WNGR Grundy, Va., and Hazard
struction cost $38,985, first year operating
cost $84,000, revenue $120,000. Principals in- Bcstg. Corp., Harzard, Ky. Ann. Oct. 5.

.

NEW YORK
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& COMPANY,
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1
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Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WHYS Ocala, Fla. — Designated for hearing
application
to increase
poweronfrom
kw D;to
5 kw, continued
operation
1370 1 kc,
made WAXE Vero Beach, party to proceeding. Ann. Oct. 5.
WGAW Gardner, Mass. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1340 kc, 250 w-N; remote Ann.
controlOct.permitted;
engineering condition.
5.
WCRB Waltham, Mass. — Granted increase
of nighttime power from 1 kw to 5 kw,
continued operation on 1330 kc, 5 kw-LS,
DA-2; engineering conditions. Ann. Oct. 5.
WCMB Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted change
from DA-2 to DA-N, continued unl.
time operation on 1460 kc, 5 kw; engineering conditions. Ann. Oct. 5.
WWRIcrease of daytime
West Warwick,
R.I.—250Granted
inpower from
w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering conditions. Ann. Oct. 5.
APPLICATIONS
KSRT Sandpoint, Idaho — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kwOct.and5. install newpower
trans. from
(1400 250kc).w Ann.
WKKS Vanceburg, Ky. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1570 kc). Ann. Oct. 5.
WPOR
Portland,
Me. w— Cp
daytime power
from 250
to 1tokwincrease
and install
new trans. (1490 kc). Ann. Oct. 5.
WLEW Bad Axe, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
DA system daytime and new trans. (1340
kc). Ann. Oct. 5.
WEXL Royal Oak, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 w to
1 kwkc).andAnn.
install DApower
systemfrom
daytime.
(1340
Oct. 5.
KYVA Gallup, N.M. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Oct. 5.
KGHS International Falls, Minn. — Cp to
increase power from 100 w to 250 w. (1230
kc). Ann. Sept. 29.
WHHM Memphis, Tenn. — Cp to increase
daytime
w toAnn.
1 kw Sept.
and install newpower
trans. from
(1340250kc).
29.
KTWtime Seattle,
Wash.—
Cp
to
increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw (sharesnightwith
KWSC) (1250 kc). Ann. Oct. 5.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Sioux City, Iowa — Edwin C. Wolff. Granted 96.5 mc, 3.6 kw. P.O. address 1614 Morningside Ave. Estimated construction cost
$14,689, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue $30,000. Applicant is owner of radio
and
equipment business. Ann.
Oct. phonograph
5.
Worcester, Mass. — Waterman Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 107.3 mc, 1.4 kw. P.O. address 34
Mechanic St. Estimated construction cost
$11,145, first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue Worcester.
$21,000. Applicant
fm 5.will duplicate
WAAB
Ann. Oct.
Williamsburg,
Va.
—
Williamsburg
Bcstg.
Co. Granted 96.5 mc, 3.6 kw. P.O. address
3855 N. 30th St.. Arlington, Va. Estimated
construction cost $15,500, first year operating cost $66,000. revenue $70,000. Applicant
fm will duplicate WCBI Williamsburg. Ann.
Oct. 5.
APPLICATIONS
Hamden, Conn. — Southern New England
Bcstg. Corp., 101.3 mc 20 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 134 ft. P.O. address
473 Denslow Hill Rd. Estimated construction cost $18,640, first year operating cost
$20,000, revenue $10,000. Fm applicant will
duplicate WDEE Hamden. Ann. Sept. 29.
Newton, N.J. — Sussex County Bcstrs. Inc.,
103.7 agemc,terrain
1.634144.2
kw. ft.Ant.
above
P.O.height
address
P.O averBox
243. Estimated construction cost $13,983, first
year operating cost $6,450, revenue $7,800.
Fm applicant will duplicate WNNJ Newton,
N.J. Ann. Sept. 22.
N.Y. School
— BoardDistrict,
of Education
of *Canandaigua,
Canandaigua City
88.3 mc,
.0065 kw.mated
P.O.construction
address cost
West $4,361,
Gidson first
St. Estiyear
operating
cost Ann.
$200. Non-commercial
educational station.
Sept. 29.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. — Hudson Valley Bcstg.
Corp., 101.5 mc, 4.4 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 850 ft. P.O. address P.O.
Box 410. Estimated construction cost $13,634.
Fm applicant
WEOK Poughkeepsie. Ann. will
Oct. duplicate
3.
Existing Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Dallas, Tex.— W.B. Carver, 106.9 mc. 31.9
kw. Ant. height above average terrain
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

NEWEST IN THE
LINE OF RCA

SUMMARY

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 5
TOTAL APPLICATION!
ON AIR
new
Lie
Cps.
NotCP on air
For 879 stations
86
AM
3,469
55
136
192
FM
722
35
120
TV
479
55
77
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 5
VHF
535
Commercial
454
UHF14
Non-commercial
38
81
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
52
As reported by FCC through Aug. 31, 1960
TV
AM
721
Licensed (all on air)
3,466
CPs on air (new stations)
28
76
102
190
CPs not on air (new stations)
39
75
655
31
Total authorized stations
3,607
942
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
43
611
35
201
120
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
103
85
Total applications for new stations
812
45
596
36
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
274
14 4791
9
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
57
870
Total applications for major changes
1
0
1
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
CPs deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
3 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
359.87 ft. P.O. address 3229 Monte Carlo Dr.
Estimated construction cost $22,125, first
year operating cost $20,200, revenue $17,650.
Applicant
Ann. Oct. 3.owns fire equipment business.
KHBR-FM Hillsboro, Tex.— Cp to change
frequency from 102.3 mc, ch. 272 to 102.5
mc,
ch. kw.
273 and increase ERP from 830 w
to 3.145
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDCF Dade City, Fla.— Granted assignment of license to Pasco Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $70,000 and lease of land and
building for $150 month. B.L. Boring and
Henry T. Ogle, assignee officials, own WKXV
Knoxville, Tenn. Ann. Oct. 5.
KSAN ofSan
Francisco,
— Grantedto
transfer
control
from S.H.Calif.
Patterson
Norwood J. and Gloria Dawn Patterson
(now 40% owners); involves transfer of
27.7% additional stock to son and wife (who
will own 66.7%) in cancellation of $15,592
notes owed them. Ann. Sept. 29.
WSEL (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted assignment of license and SCA to Plough
Bcstg. Co.; consideration $50,000 in addition
to $19,200 per year for 5 years for lease of
studio and ant. location. Assignee owns
WJJD Chicago; WCOA-AM-FM Baltimore;
WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta; WCOP-AM-FM
Boston,
and voted
WMPS forMemphis.
Bartley
and Cross
inclusionComrs.
of condition
that grant be without prejudice to whatever
action FCC may deem appropriate in light
of any information developed in its pending
inquiry concerning compliance with sec.
317 of Communications Act, as amended.
Ann. Oct. 5.
WTVP
(TV) from
Decatur,
111.—A.Granted
fer of control
George
Bolas, transet al.,
to Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp. (WNEW-AMFM-TV New York.; WHK-AM-FM Cleveland,
Ohio; WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C.; WIPAM-FM Philadelphia, Pa.; WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111., and KOVR Stockton, Calif.); consideration $570,000. Comrs. Bartley and Cross
dissented. Ann. Sept. 29.
WRUL (International) Scituate, Mass. —
Granted (1) transfer of control and (2) assignment of license from Walter S. Lemmon,
Radio Industries Corp., and World Wide
Bcstg. Foundation Inc., to Metropolitan
Bcstg. Corp.: consideration $800,000 plus
$200,000 over period of 7 years to Walter S.
Lemmon for not competing in international
broadcasting.
Comrs.29. Bartley and Cross dissented. Ann. Sept.
WRJW
Picayune,
— Granted
transferO.
of control from H.R.Miss.
Mcintosh
to Hugh
Jones; latter to obtain 87.9% interest for
$73,870 and other considerations. Ann. Oct. 5
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WBVA (FM) Woodbridge, Va.— Granted
assignment of license to WBVA Inc.; consideration $45,000 and 25% stock interest.
Assignee president Howard B. Hayes, has
interest in WOKO Albany, N.Y. Ann. Oct. 5.
WGEZ Beloit, Wis. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Howard Miller Enterprises
and Consultants, Inc.; consideration $123,000. Ann. Sept. 29.
APPLICATIONS
KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license from Radio Phoenix Inc. to Radio
Denver Inc. Merger of two identicallyowned corps, with no financial transaction
involved. Ann. Oct. 4.
KDAC Fort Bragg, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Ardith M. Mertle, executrix of estate of Edward A. Mertle (deceased), to Fort Bcstg. Co. for $55,000.
Charles W. Stone, sole owner, is employe of
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa. Ann. Oct. 5.
KLVC Leadville, Colo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Thomas J. Fitzgerald,
trustee in bankruptcy, to Continental Divide
Bcstg. Co. for $3,625. Principals include
Thomas T. Farley and John H. East, 45%
each, and John B. Farley, 10%. Thomas
Farley is lawyer. Mr. East was formerly
employe of KGHF Pueblo, Colo. John Farley
is surgeon. Ann. Oct. 3.
WAKE from
Atlanta,
— Seeks Inc.
assignment
license
WAKEGa. Bcstrs.
to Bartellof
Bcstrs. Inc., parent corporation. It is proposed that Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. will then assign the license to WAKE Inc. No financial
consideration is involved. Ann. Sept. 29.
WNMP Evanston, ill. — Seeks assignment
of license from Evanston Bcstg. Co. to Semrow Bcstg. Co. for $325,000. Principals involved are Messrs. Harry H. and Otto J.
Semrow, equal partners. Messrs. Semrow
manufacture metal products. Ann. Sept. 29.
KGHS International Falls, Minn. — Seeks
assignment of license from International
Falls Bcstg. Co. to KGHS Inc. for $45,000.
Principals include Messrs. Daniel D. Ganter
and Vernon A. Bue, 25.38% each, and Mesdames Keren E. Ganter and Jacqueline J.
Bue, 24.62% each. Mr. Ganter is employe of
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa. Mr. Bue owns construction company. Ann. Oct. 4.
KYSS Missoula, Mont. — Seeks assignment
of license from Treasure State Bcstg. Co.
to Garden City Bcstg. Inc. for $75,000. Principals include Chester M. Murphy Jr., 38%,
Margaret A. Murphy, 37%, and James C.
Goodrich,
are employes of
KYSS.
Ann.25%.Oct.Applicants
5.
KRAC Alamogordo, N.M. — Seeks assignment of license from Lyman Brown Enterprises to George O. Cory, sole owner, for
$65,000. Mr. Cory owns KSLV Monte Vista,
and has interests in KUBC Montrose, and
KRAI Craig, all Colorado. Ann. Sept. 29.
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Full Fidelity Operation
Only a single PA stage is used
beyond the exciter to assure
true high fidelity performance
while keeping operating costs
low. Distortion and noise are
extremely low even when the
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When combined with the
RCA broadband FM antenna
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This new
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KENNment of license
Farmington,
— Seeks
assignfrom N.M.
Cloyed
O. Kendrick
and Hugh DeWitt Landis, equal partners, to
Kenn-LandformBcstg.
corporate
business
with Inc.
no Change
financial totransaction
involved. Principals involved are Cloyed
O. Kendrick, 46.5%., Hugh DeWitt Landis,
46.5%, and Bob G. Williams 7%. Mr. Williams,
of KENN,
assumes stock interest. employe
Ann. Oct.
3.
WHRW siBowling
Green,
Ohio — Seeks
asgnment of license from Howard
R. Ward
to WHRW Inc. for $200,000. WHRW Inc. is
wholly-owned subsidiary of Memorial
Foundation,
W.Va.
Ann. licensee
Oct. 5. of WPAR Parkersburg,
WKAQ-AM-FM
Juan,of Puerto
Seeks involuntary San
transfer
control Rico
from—
estate of Angel Ramos (deceased), 99.88%,
to Argentina S. Ramos under terms of will.
No financial consideration is involved. Ann.
Sept. 29.
KVNU-TV Logan, Utah — Seeks assignment
of cp from Cache Valley Bcstg. Co. to Utah
State University of Agriculture and Applied
Science for $6,331. Utah State University is
licensee of *KVSC (FM) Ann. Oct. 5
WSWV siPennington
— SeeksBcstg.
asgnment of license fromGap,Lee Va.County
Co. to Lee County Bcstg. Corp. Change to
corporate
businessJohnson,
form from
riel and Arnold
equal Daniel
partners,Gab-to
Daniel Gabriel, Susan Gabriel, Cas Walker,
and Virginia Walker, 25% each, for $15,699.
Mr.
owns grocery business. Ann.
Oct. Walker
3.
WBLU
Salem,
Va. — Bcstg.
Seeks assignment
license from Salem
Co. to Salemof
Bcstg. Corp. Change to corporate form of
business with no financial transaction involved. Ann. Oct. 5.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
Binghamton Press Co., Johnson City, N.Y.
— Granted application for on-channel booster to transmit signal of its station WINRTV (ch. 40), Binghamton; waived provisions
of sec. 4.834 to provide for telephone line
circuit for remote control. This is first authorization pursuant to May 25 report and
order, effective July 5, which provided for
use of tv booster by uhf tv stations to amand retransmit
tionplifyon same
ch. Ann. signals
Oct. 3. of parent sta-

■ Granted renewal of licenses of NTA
Television Bcstg. Corp., Newark, N.J.,
WNTA-TV
withoutmayprejudice
to whateverin
action commission
deem appropriate
light of any determination in (1) United
States v. National Telefilm Associates Inc.,
and Standard Radio & Television Co. v.
Chronicle Publishing Co., et al., and (2)
with ingrespect
to studies
and inquiries
now beconsidered
or conducted
by commission
as part
of
its
study
of
network
broadcasting. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Edwin
R. Fischer,
removedandfrom
consolidated proceeding
in dockets
granted
his
application for new am station to operate
on 610 kc, 500 w, D, DA, in Winchester, Va.
Comr. Bartley abstained from voting. Ann.
Oct. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied May 2 petition by Texas
State Network Inc., for reconsideration of
its March 30 action in rejecting Texas State
Network's
proposal toto Fort
shift educational
tv
ch. *2 from
mercial useDenton
and commercialWorth
ch. for
11 comfrom
Fort Worth to Denton for educational use.
Comr. Hyde
voting
for reconsideration; dissented,
Comr. King not
participating.
At
same time commission vacated show cause
order in July 30, 1959 rulemaking which
looked toFort
Texas
Network's
KFJZ-TV
Worth,State
to shift
from ch.then11
to ch. 2. (This station was later assigned
NAFI Telecasting Inc., and its call letters
changed to KTVT.) Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Elzey Roberts for reconsideration of July 14 decision in Miami tv ch. 10 proceeding. Comr.
Lee dissented with statement; Comrs. Craven and King not participating. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied Aug. 9 petition by City
of Fresno, Calif.; county of Fresno and
Fresno County Unified School District recommission's
report and questing
order reconsideration
of July 7ofwhich
substituted
tv ch. 30 for ch. 12 to make Fresno an alluhf market. (On Aug. 11 commission denied
that part of petition which requested stay.)
Comr. Cross issued dissenting statement;
Comrs.Oct.
Craven
Ann.
5. and King not participating.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Riverside
Bcstg. Co., Bylthe, Calif., and Blount County
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OVER 200 Gates FM Transmitters have been
sold in the past two years. All were factory
tested to the customer's frequency. From 10 to
10,000 watts they are all alike in unusual stability and performances. Also important is that
a complete Gates FM package will enhance your
station by its uniform and matched appearance.
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For the complete FM package it's Gates,
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Bcstg. Service Inc. (WCRL) Oneonta, Ala.,
for reconsideration of commission action of
July
13 instations.
dismissing
for
new am
Ann.their
Oct.applications
5.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commissionsociation ofdenied
petitionforby rulemaking
National As-to
Broadcasters
amend sec. 3.111 of broadcast rules to change
requirement of making entry in operating
log of am station of frequency monitor
reading at beginning and close of broadcast
day rather than every 30 minutes. Ann.
Oct. 5.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By order,
its tv
translator
rulescommission
(sees. 4.750amended
and 4.783)
to
permit, in cases of translators in tandem or
clusters, originating translator to identify all
of translators in system by transmitting call
signs of translators involved. Effective Oct.
10, this amendment does away with present
requirement that each translator be equipped
with automatic device to transmit its call
signal individually. Ann. Sept. 29.
■ Commission invites comments to notice
of proposed rulemaking looking toward addfor involve
educational
use in Milwaukee,
Wis. ingItch. *36
would
substituting
ch. 52 for
ch. 51 in Beaver Dam. Milwaukee Board of
Vocational and Adult Education requested
reservation of uhf ch. in addition to its
present operation of educational station
WMVS-TV
10 inuhfthatchs.city.
It suggested that one onof ch.
unused
in Milwaukee
be reserved for educational use; however,
since there are outstanding cps. on both of
these otherchs.,
believes
that anuhf ch. commission
can be assigned
to Milwaukee
more quickly and without need to disturb
any existing authorization. Ann. Sept. 29.
■ edByits report
order, commission
amendrules
toandprovide
for issuing
renewing broadcast
station license
for lessor than
statutory
three-year
period
in
cases
where
it deems it in public interest to do so. This
action is pursuant to rulemaking initiated
March
2, 1960, and tois Communications
in conformity with
recent amendment
Act
which gives it that express authority.
This rule change will enable commission
to make occasional use of shorter-term licenses in case of any broadcast station (am,
fm and tv, to inclusion of educational)
which requires observation during shorter
period of operation before being considered
for normal-term license. It believes that this
will not only have bettering effect on the
performance of station involved but will
also have beneficial influence on broadcast
stations
generally.
Comrs.29. Hyde and Craven dissented.
Ann. Sept.
■ Commission on Sept. 28 granted request
of Kahn Research Laboratories Inc., Freeport, L.I., and extended from Sept. 30 to
Oct. 31 time to file comments in rulemaking
proposal
amend30. part 3 of commission
rules.
Ann.to Sept.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied Sept. 20 petition by Milwaukee Bcstg. Co. (WEMP) Milwaukee,
Wis., requesting
thatto commission
giveNorth
immediate notification
signatories of
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
and particularly Government of Canada, of
its pending
to changeAnn.
its DA
tem. Comr.applicaton
Hyde dissented.
Oct. sys5.
KQ2XAU
Cincinnati,
Ohio
—
Granted
extension of special experimental international
authorization for one year. Ann. Oct. 5.
Davidnated forI.hearing
Kurtz, application
Philadelphia,forPa.new
— Desigclass
B fm station to operate on 101.1 mc; ERP
9.4 kw; ant. height 128 ft.; made Concert
Network Inc., applicant for new fm station
in
N.J., party to proceeding. Ann.
Oct.Trenton,
5.
■ Commission extended from Oct. 14 for
additional
45 days time
to file reply
comments in rulemaking
proceeding
on interim
policy ments
forand shorter-spaced
vhf
tv
ch.
assignproposed related amendments to
part 3 concerning tv engineering standards.
This action was taken on request for more
time to reply to some 3,000 pages of comceeding.
ments filed by about 150 parties to this proAt sametension oftime,
grantedcomments
like extime commission
for filing reply
in related Grand Rapids and Providence
proceedings. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By memorandum
opinion
and order
commission
granted petition
by Howard
W.
Davis, tr/as Walmac Co. (KM AC and KISS
[FM], San
Antonio,
Tex., toonextent
of enlarging issues
in proceeding
applications
for renewal of licenses to determine manner
in which licensee operates and has operated
stations with particular regard to his reliability and candor as licensee; placed burden of dence
proceeding
eviunder issuewith
two introduction
of hearing oforder
on Broadcast Bureau. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By orderKCOY
commission
deniedSanta
motion
by
interveners
and KSMA
Maria,
Calif., for postponement of Oct. 14 oral
argument in proceeding on application of
Cal-Coast Bcstrs for new am station in
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

JAN SKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Blag.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO ft TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8213
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio ft Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., N.
Washington,
D. C.W.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jonas
19 E. QuineyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2401
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel: JAckson 6-4386 P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

ervice

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D.C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineer*

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increases
209A
LaSalle— FM-TV
Building
1028 Connecticut Ave.. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

JUirectory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
4.M fM TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
lep'i Summit Mo
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

RE 7-0458
SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
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*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Santa Maria. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Kansas
Bcstrs. Inc., for enlargement of issues in
proceeding on its application and Salina
Radio Inc., for new am stations in Salina,
Kan. Ann. Oct. 5.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted joint petition by Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WRAL) Raleigh, N.C., and
Onslow Bcstg. Corp. (WJNC) Jacksonville,
N.C., removed from consolidated proceedingtionsin todockets,
granted
increase and
daytime
powertheir
fromapplica250 w
to 1 kw, continuing operations on 1240 kc,
250 w-N,tached to Onslow
with engineering
condition
grant. Ann. Oct. 5. at■ By order, commission cancelled Oct. 14
oral
argument in and
proceeding
on application
of Entertainment
Amusements
of Ohio
Inc., Solvay, N.Y. Ann. Oct. 5.
■ Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral
argumentAla.,
on and
Nov. MaTshall
4: Walter G. Allen,
Huntsville.
County Bcstg. Co., Arab, Ala.; Sheffield
Bcstg. Co. and J.B. Fait Jr., Sheffield, Ala.;
Radio Americas Corp. (WORA) Mayaguez,
P.R.; and Richard C. Simonton, d/b as Telemusic Co., San Bernardino, Calif. Ann. Oct.
5.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 3 time for filing exceptions to initial decision on applications of
Old Belt Bcstg. Corp. (WJWS) South Hill,
Va.. and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Corp. (WHEE)
Martinsville, Va. Action Sept. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
to Sept.
time forof filing
replies to petition
for 30review
adverse
ruling in proceeding on applications of
Rouge Valley Bcstrs. Inc. (KWIN) Ashland,
Ore. Action Sept. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 13 time to respond to
joint petition to enlarge issues filed by
Coastal Tv Co. and Supreme Bcstg. Co. in
New Orleans, La., tv ch. 12 proceeding.
Action Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued from Oct. 3 to Oct. 18 time
for filing proposed findings in proceeding on
am applications of Brandywine Bcstg. Corp.,
Media, Pa. Action Sept. 27.
■ After prehearing conference, scheduled
procedural dates and continued hearing
from Oct. 17 to Oct. 19 in Reno, Nev., ch. 4
proceeding. Action Sept. 29.
■ Granted petition by Supreme Bcstg. Co.,
of Puerto Rico, Christiansted, St. Croix, V.I.,
for leave to amend its application for new
tv station to operate on ch. 8 to reflect
agreement entered into on Aug. 25 with Radio American West Indies Inc., competing
applicant in dockets. Action Sept. 29.
By Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 4 to Oct. 21 time
for filing proposed findings and from Oct.
21 to Nov. 8 for replies in proceeding on
application of Spartan Radiocasting Co. for
mod. of
of station
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C.cpAction
Sept. 27.
■ Scheduled
hearings
following
ceedings on dates shown:on J.R.
Karban profor
tv translator authorizations in Rhinelander,
Wis., on date to be specified by examiner
after prehearing conference; Nov. 16: am
America's

applications of Western Bcstg. Co., Odessa,
Tex., et al.; Nov. 10: Radio station KMUL
(KMUL) Muleshoe, Tex., Radio Millington Inc., Millington,
Tenn.;
Nov. 7: fmCalif.,
applications of KOMY Inc.
Watsonville,
et al. Action Sept. 27.
■ On notice
of intention
to withdraw,
dismissed application
of Mrs.
Jane Rascoe,
Corpus Christi, Tex., in am proceeding in
dockets. Action Sept. 27.
■ Scheduled
following
proce dings on dateshearings
shown: on
on dates
to be later
specified: East Texas Transmission Co., College Mound, Colfax and Tyler, Tex.; New
England Microwave Corp., Richmond and
Northsion Adams,
TransmisCorp., Palm Mass.;
Beach Southern
Gardens, Stuart
and
Fort Pierce, Fla.; Carter Mountain Transmission
Corp.,
Worland,
Wyo.;
Mesa
Microwave Inc., Pearsall, Cotulla and Encinal,
Tex.; Montana Microwave, Missoula-Helena,
Mont.; Nov. 14. Action Sept. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted request by Miners Bcstg. Service Inc. (WPAM) Pottsville, Pa., for extension of time
fromandSept.from
26 toOct.Oct.18 26totoNov.
exchange exhibits
18 for hearing on am applications in dockets.
Action Sept. 27.
■ Reopened record in proceeding on am
applications of Floyd Bell, Texarkana, and
Belton Bcstrs. Inc., Belton, Tex., and
ordered conference on Oct. 4 to discuss
impact, if any, made on record of this proceeding by amendment
to sec.by311(c)
of Communications Act effected
Public
Law
86-752 effective Sept. 13. Action Sept. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended time from Sept. 26 to Oct. 3
for filing proposed findings in proceeding on
am applications of S&W Enterprises Inc.,
Woodbridge, Va. Action Sept. 27.
■ On request by Floyd Bell, Texarkana.
Tex., continued from Oct. 4 to Oct. 5 conference on his am application and Belton
Bcstrs. Inc., Belton, Tex. Action Sept. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by WPCC, Inc. (WPCC)
Clinton, S.C, cancelled Oct. 3 prehearing
conference, and scheduled hearing on Oct.
17 in proceeding on its am application and
that of William R. Packman, Hendersonville,
N.C. Action Sept. 29.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference on
Oct. 18 in proceeding on application of
29.
KMUL (KMUL) Muleshoe, Tex. Action Sept.
■ Scheduled hearing conference on Oct.
6 in proceeding on am application of group
4 in dockets. Action Sept. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted request by Washington Bcstg.
Co. (WSNT)
and con-to
tinued Sept. Saundersville,
29 prehearing Ga.,
conference
date to be
set
by
subsequent
order
in proceeding on its application and Southeastern
Bcstg. System Inc. (WMJM) Cordele, Ga.
Action Sept. 28.
■ Granted in part petition by Broadcast
Bureau and extended time to Oct. 24 to reply to petition by Ponce de Leon Bcstg. Co.
(WFOY) St. Augustine, Fla., and Indian
River Radio Inc. (WMMB) Melbourne, Fla..
for leavetinued to
amend
applications,
and condates for
exchange
of exhibits
and
hearing to date to be set by subsequent
order in dockets. Action Sept. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On request by Broadcast Bureau, advanced from 10 a.m. to 9 a.m. Sept. 29 prehearing conference in Wausau, Wis., tv ch. 9
proceeding. Action Sept. 27.
■ Corrected transcript of record in pro-
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Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
ULster 2-5600
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27.
on fm Music
applications
of Paul J. Ohio;
Molnar and ceeding
Ohio
Corp., Cleveland,
afforded 5 days for objections. Action Sept.
■ On request by Mercury Bcstg. Colorado
Springs, Colo., continued indefinitely hearing previously
scheduled
for Oct.
3 in Sept.
proceeding on its am
application.
Action
27.
■ Granted request by Valley Telecasting
Co. and ference
continued
29 prehearing
and Oct. 5 Sept.
hearing
to dates toconbe
fixed by subsequent order in Wausau, Wis.,
tv ch. 9 proceeding. Action Sept. 28.
■ Scheduled dates for procedural steps
and continued from Oct. 10 to Jan. 9, 1961
hearing in Wilmington, Del., tv ch. 12
proceeding. Action Sept. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Granted petition by Evelyn R. Chauvin
Schoonfield, Elmwood Park, 111., for reconsideration of previous denial, vacated
that action
and 4,accepted
amendment
tendered with Dec.
1959 petition
with respect
to program
proposals
in
application
for
cense renewal of fm station WXFM whichliis in consolidated proceeding in dockets. On
own motion,
ence on Oct. 7.scheduled prehearing conferBy Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled prehearing conference on
Oct. 27 in proceeding on am applications of
Four States Bcstg. Co., Halfway, Md. Action
Sept. 27.
■ Granted
Bureau
and
extendedpetition
dates byforBroadcast
filing proposed
findings from Sept. 23 to Sept. 30 and for
replies from Sept. 30 to Oct. 7 in proceeding
on am application of United Bcstg. Co.,
Beverly, Mass. Action Sept. 27.
■ Continued hearing from Nov. 1 to Feb.
15, 1961 and set other procedural dates in
am proceeding on applications of WBIZ Inc.
(WBIZ) Eau Claire, Wis. Action. Sept. 27.
■ Dismissed as moot petition by Newton
Bcstg. Co., for continuance of hearing in
proceeding on applications of Consolidated
Bcstg. Industries Inc. Natick. Mass. Action
Sept.
29.
■ Scheduled
prehearing conference on
Oct. 27 in proceeding on am application
of
Radio
Millington
Inc., Millington, Tenn.
Action Sept. 30.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference on
Oct. 13 in proceeding on applications of
J.R. Karban,
Rhinelander,
for 30.tv translator authorizations.
ActionWis.,
Sept.
■ Granted petition by Washington Home
and Farm Radio Inc., Washington, Iowa, for
leave to further amend its am application
to supply
certain additional
data bywithwhich
respect to changes
in agreement
merger
is
to
be
effected
between
Washington Home and Washintgon County Bcstg.
Co. in dockets. Action Sept. 28; closed recWashington
Home's
exhibitord upon
no. receipt
5. ActionofSept.
29.
By Commissioner Charles H. King
■ Granted petition by Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp. for extension of time to Oct. 11 to
reply to oppositions to its motion to amend
issues in ceedings.
Wilmington,
Action Oct. 4.Del., tv ch. 12 proBy Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted motion by Veterans Bcstg. Co.
(KNUZ) Houston, Tex., and Radio New
Orleans, La., to reopen record to receive in
evidence KNUZ exhibit 5 and WJBW exhibit 4, and closed record in docket. Action
Sept.
26.
■ Granted
petition by WJOL Inc. (WJOL)
Joliet, 111.,
Bcstg. Co.
(WSOY) Inc.
Decatur, 111.,Illinois
and Radio
Milwaukee
(WRIT) Milwaukee, Wis., for modification
of prehearing order and changed date for
exchanging engineering and 307(b) evidence
in final form from Sept. 30 to Oct. 18, rescheduled further prehearing conference
from Oct. 11 to Oct. 26, and continued hearing from
18 to 27.
Nov. 8 on am applications. Oct.
Action Sept.
■ Issued order formalizing agreements
reached at Sept. 27 prehearing conference
in proceeding
am (WNHC)
applications
Triangle Publishingon Inc.
New ofHaven,
Conn.;ence group
I
—
second
prehearing
conferNov. 10 and hearing Nov. 15; group II
— second prehearing conference, Nov. 29
and hearing
8; group
III — and
second
prehearingDec.
conference
Dec. 14,
hearing
Jan. 3, 1961; further ordered with respect
to three mutually exclusive applicants in
group III for facilities at Princeton, N.J.,
that biographical data of principals, programming descriptions,
etc., shall
be prepared in exhibit
form, frozen
as of Nov.
30,
and exchanged among counsel (with one
copy of each to examiner) by Dec. 14; and
agreements and understandings set forth in
transcript of Sept. 27 prehearing confergovern future
and conductenceof shall
proceeding.
Action course
Sept. 28.
■ Scheduled oral argument of Oct. 10 on
petition
Crystal Bcstg.
Co. amfor station
leave
to amend by
its application
for new
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

in Crystal, Minn., which is in consolidated
hearing in dockets. Action Sept. 30.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted
petitionInc.,
by for
WDUBextension
Inc., andof
Concert
Network
time from Sept. 26 to Oct. 31 to file proposed
findings and to Nov. 15 to reply findings in
proceeding on their applications for new
fm stations in Trenton, N.J. Action Sept. 26.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted in part joint petition and continued from Oct. 3 to Nov. 18 date for exchange of exhibits constituting direct cases
of parties and from Nov. 21 to Dec. 30 for
exchange of rebuttal exhibits in proceeding
on applications of Montana-Idaho Microwave
cps for new
fixed Pass,
radio both
stationsInc.,nearforPocatello,
Monida
Idaho,
and
Armstead,
Whitehall
and
Bozeman Pass, all Montana. Action Sept. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ In ment,
accordance
with ruling
argu-to
granted motions
to quashat oral
notices
take depositions given on behalf of SunVal
Bcstrs. and James E. Walley, respectively,
in Oroville, Calif., am proceedings. Action
Sept. 27.
■ Granted
petitionBarbara,
by Western
Radio (KIST) Santa
Calif, States
for leave
to amend its am application to reflect fact
that control of licensee has been transferred
pursuant plto
commissionretained
consentin and
apication as amended
hearing
status in consolidated proceeding in dockets.
Action Sept. 28.
■ Granted request by Ralph J. Silkwood,
Klamath Falls, Ore., and continued hearing
on his application from Oct. 4 to Nov. 28.
Action Sept. 29.
■ Granted motion Radio Gainsville Inc.
(WGGG) Gainesville, Fla., and continued
Oct. 3 prehearing conference to date to be
fixeding inbydockets.
subsequent
Action.order
Sept.in29.am proceedBROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
■ Technical Research Division of Office
of Chief Engineer has issued report
T.R.R. 65.1.2—
Analysis
of TASO
Panel
Data"Further
on Signal
to Interference
Ratios and Their Application to Description ofmayTelevision
Service".
Copy toof FCC
report
be obtained
on request
Technical Research Division, Room 2209,
New Post Office Bldg., Washington 25, D.C.
Actions of September 30
WMRO-AM-FM Aurora, HI. — Granted assignment of license and cp to WMRO Inc.
forKGNS-TV
tv station.Laredo, Tex.— Granted license
WTIP Charleston, W.Va.— Granted cp to
change ant.-trans. location ant. (decrease
height) and ground system (same as
WHMS); condition.
KPLB-FM St. Louis, Mo. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit for fm station.
KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aur. 50 kw,
trans, location,
neering changes:type
ant. ant.
1,740 and
ft. make engiGranted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations:
Non-ProfitKirtland,
T. V.
Assn.,
chs. 9 Shiprock
and 12, Shiprock,
Waterflow, N.M., and Chinle, Ariz. (KGGM,
ch. 13 and KOAT, ch. 7, Albuquerque, N.M.;
New Castle Booster Club, ch. 4, New Castle,
Colo.er Area
(KREX,
ch. 5, Grand
Television
Assn., Junction);
chs. 4, 5, Meek7 and
8,
Meeker,
Colo.
(KCPX,
ch.
4, and Upper
KSLTV, ch. 5, Salt Lake City, Utah;
Colorado River Tv Assn., chs. 2 and 5,
Upper
DerbyColo.
Mesa(KOA,
to Dotsero, andColorado
Dotsero River,
to Bond,
ch.
4, Denver); Box Elder T. V. Club of Carter
County,
chs.County,
7, 11, and
Capitol and
and Lower
Eastern Carter
Chalk12, Buttes
Box der,
Elder,
and
Albion
and
Upper
Box
ElMont. (KOTA, ch. 3, Rapid City, S.D.);
Community Club, ch. 8, Mitchell area, Neb.
(KUDH-TV, ch. 4, Hay Springs); Hoven Tv
Club, ch.City);
7, Hoven,
' S.D. Butte
(KDLO,Tv ch.
Garden
Rattlesnake
Assn.,3,
ch. 7, Wakpala, Mahto and Mobridge, S.D.
(KFYR-TV, ch. 5, Bismarck, N.D.); Upton
Tv Club, chs. 7 and 13, Upton, Wyo. (KOTATV, ch. 3, Rapid City, S.D. and KTWO, ch.
2, Casper, Wyo.); Moorcroft Community
Tv Inc., chs. 7 and 11, Moorcroft and community, Wyo. (KTWO, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.,
and KOTA, ch. 3, Rapid City, S.D.
WCTM (FM) Eaton, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 7.6 kw, change
type trans, and type ant. and make changes
in ant. system.
(FM) Chicago,
111. — Granted mod.
of WFMQ
cp to change
type trans.
KEST Boise, Idaho — Granted mod. of cp
to move ant.-trans. location, change type
trans, make changes in ground system and
change studio
location; remote control permitted; condition.
KSTM-FM
Santa
Monica, ant.
Calif—height
Grantedto
mod. of cp to decrease
minus 165 ft., change ant.-trans. and main
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

studio location, type ant. and make changes
in ant. system.
Louis Adelman Hazelton, Pa. — Granted
mod. of cpandto make
changeengineering
ant.-trans. and
studio
location
changes.
WZST Tampa, Fla. — Granted mod. of
cp to change
ant.-trans.
location,
type point;
trans,
studio
location
and remote
control
conditions.
KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa — Granted extension of authority
Dec. 31 Saturdays
to sign-offandat
7:15 p.m.,
Monday tothrough
sign-off
events. 7:30 p.m. Sundays except for special
a Granted extensions of completion dates
as shown: KMUZ (FM) Santa Barbara,
Calif., to Jan. 2, 1961; KFAX San Francisco.
Calif, to March 22, 1961; without prejudice
to whatever further action commission
deems tition
appropriate
in connection
withOther
Pefor Declaratory
Ruling and
Relief dated March 4, 1960, filed by Service
Bcstg. Co„ and related pleadings; WFLI
Lookout Mountain, Tenn. to Nov. 30;
WCIN Cincinnati, Ohio to March 14, 1961.
Actions of September 29
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.— Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Angus D. Pfaff to
First National Bank and Trust Co. of Evanston,
deceased.executor of estate of Angus D. Pfaff.
Kingston, N.Y. — Granted license
forWBAZ
am station.
WKYT (TV), WTVN-TV Lexington, Ky.
and Columbus, Ohio — Granted licenses covering changes in tv stations.
K70AC Kingman, Ariz. — Granted mod. of
license to change primary tv rebroadcast
station
Henderson, Nev.,
to KVAR from
Mesa,KLRJ-TV
Ariz.
KO2XG0 Portland, Ore.— Granted cp for
new
experimental tv translator station; conditions.
WETT Ocean City, Md.— Granted cp to
install new trans, (main trans, location)
as aux. trans.
KYWstall Cleveland,
Ohio— trans,
Grantedlocation)
cp to in-as
new trans, (main
aux. trans.
WWIN Baltimore, Md. — Granted cp to install old trans, (main trans, location) as
aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
WIMS Michigan City, Ind. — Granted cp to
use old main trans, (main trans, location)
as main trans. -nighttime and aux. trans. davtime,
employing
DA-2.Pa.— Granted mod.
WBYO-FM
Boyertown,

of cp to change type trans, and type ant.
KDB-FM Santa Barbara, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
WBRB-FM Mt. Clemens, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 80 kw; change
type
trans,
and type ant. and make changes
in ant.
system.
KCHV-FM Coachella, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.; condition.
KMMK (FM) Little Rock, Ark.— Granted
mod. of cp to change studio location, type
trans,
type ant. and delete remote control
authority.
■ Granted extension of completion date
as shown: KLFM (FM) Long Beach, Calif,
to
to Oct.
Dec. 30,
13. and WFMD-FM Frederick, Md.
Actions of September 28
WBKH
Hattiesburg, Miss.— Granted acquisition of positive control by B. L.
Blackledge through sale of stock by F. M.
Smith to Deep South Radio, Inc.
KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif— Granted
license
location. for tv station and specify studio
WENH-TV
Durham, N.H.—
Granted license for noncommercial
educational
tv
station; ERP vis. 51.3 kw; aur. 25.7 kw;
ant. 970 ft.
KPEC-TV Lakewood Center, Wash.—
Granted license for noncommercial educational tv station; ERF vis. 21.4 kw, aur. 10.7
kw; ant. 210 ft.
WGAN-TV Portland, Me.— Granted license
&covering
ant.). changes in tv station (main trans.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted
license covering installation of aux. ant.
at main trans, site (aux. ant.).
Midwest Radio-Television Inc. Minneapolis, Minn.— Granted license for low power
station.
■ Granted
STA Four
for following
vhf V.tv chs.
repeater stations:
Corners T.
4, 6. 9, 11, Citv of Dolores and Cortez. Colo.
(KOB ch. 4, KGGM, ch. 13, KOAT-TV, ch.
7, Albuquerque, N.M.).
KSYX Santa Rosa, N.M.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit for am station.
WMAQ Chicago, 111.— Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans. Without prejudice to
such action
as commission
deem warranted as result
of its finalmay
determinations
with respect to: (1) conclusions and recom endations set forth in report of NetContinued on page 121

These three Collins dynamic microphones feature the
Dynaflex non-metallic diaphragm. They're handsomely designed, yet rugged enough to take in stride temperature
extremes, shocks and humidity. The Dynaflex diaphragm
gives you a smooth response over a wide frequency range.
DALLAS. TEXAS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

1C0LLINSI
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

M-40 response 40-20,000 cps • output —57 db • 9Vz inches long, I inch in diameter • 1 1
ounces. M-30 response 50-18,000 cps. • output —57 db • 6V2 inches long, 1% inches in
diameter at head • 16 ounces. M-20 response 60-18,000 cps • output —57 db • 4 inches long,
1 inch in diameter • 3'A ounces. For more information contact your Collins sales engineer or write.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — S2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25? per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
WorkingSmall
manager
wanted
daytimer.
market.
Smallmidwest
staff. Good
money. Group station. Should have salesannouncing background. Box 287C, BROADCASTING.
Stationstate,"on
the go"
in top young
marketmanager
in upN.Y. wants
aggressive
with strong sales background. Box 436C,
BROADCASTING.
Business manager wanted by strong newspaper in New England area. Sales backadministrative
desir-to
able.ground
Writeand full
details in training
first letter
Box 441C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or salesman-announcer who will
manage established remote studio in city
of 8,000.west.Compensation
to sales.
MidSend resume andgeared
photo.
Box 475C,
BROADCASTING.
A station manager and a sales manager
wanted for a small, top notch, northwest
market station. Part of a group of six
stations representing one of the finest radio
facilitiesment,inexcellent
the northwest.
All new
equipstaff, fine local
reputation
in the market. Send complete resume to
Box 504C, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious
manager
needed southern
for leading
station in small
competitive
market.
Must be civic minded, sober, dependable.
Will be required to handle most sales and
operate with small staff. Salary and comRight manSend
can full
acquire
part interest ifmission.
desired.
qualifications.
Box 506C, BROADCASTING.
Top - rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has
opening — salesman with management potential— 30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O. favored.
Box 197, Send
Jackson,
Miss.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer the
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Top
excellent
opportunity
for good
producer.
Newark,
N.J. independent,
multiple market, $6,000 plus. Resume Box
348C, BROADCASTING.
Quality 5,000 watt mid- west station wants
experienced farm-account salesman. References. Salary and incentive. Immediate
opening. Write Box 388C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman limited board shift.
Mostly sales.
Top issalary
plus liberal
commission. Station
top rated
in suburban
Pittsburgh market. Excellent opportunity
with unlimited potential for good salesman
with some announcing experience. Send
resume. Box 413C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted who has ideas and is not
order taker for 10,000 watt fulltime station
north Louisiana markets. Box 437C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for Chicago radio
and
tv national rep. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for creative, hardworking local time salesman. FM station,
New York area. Prove you can sell and
you'llBROADCASTING.
own part of the station. Box
498C,
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
35%
commission,
$40
in medium
size midwest market. per
Veryweek,
prosperous
fm
only. agerOpportunity
to
advance
to
sales
manwith considerable salary increase. Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or announcer — sales with first
class. KSPA, Santa Paula, California.
WJSO 5kw #1 Pulse needs top salesmen.
$350
plus 17 y2P.O.
to 25%
confidential.
Box commission.
148, JohnsonReplies
City,
Tenn.
Sell days . . . announce nights . . . make
$$$! Liberal financial setup for idea man.
Send details Phil Ladd, WOND, Atlantic
City area #1 station, Pleasantville, New Jersey.
What proposition acceptable? Phone or write
W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Top grade
professional
salesman
wanted
for Texas
radio chain.time
Security
and
company benefits. No drifters or drinkers,
family
man
preferred.
Give
full
details
in
letter to Box 866, Dallas.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
ad under Management. P.O. Box 197, Jackson, Miss.
Join the successful OK Radio Group and
enjoy wonderful advancement opportunities.
Right now our Memphis station is open for
a top notch salesman with proven success
in radio or tv. You can move into an assistant managership if you show real sales
ability. Start with good base pay guarantee
and a percentage override if you have the
proper qualifications. Stanley W. Ray, Jr.,
505 Baronne Street, New Orleans 12, La.
Announcers
Wanted,
combo Box
men 288C,
for midwest
single station market.
BROADCASTING.
South Florida. Fast paced, format radio,
who istions willing
to workthan
and average
follow instructo make better
money.
Family
man
only.
Box
315C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj experienced — with complete
resume . . . Tape . . . Personal references.
West
Virginia-Ohio area. Box 386C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. Fine opportunity for
good announcer with some sales experience
ready for the big money in sales. Excellent
Pennsylvania market established station
with fine reputation. Salary plus commission
on sales. Potential income unlimited for a
man
ING. who can sell. Box 414C, BROADCASTBoston — dj — top 40 swinger, top rated station. Immediate opening. Tape, resume.
Box 417C, BROADCASTING.
First phone dj -announcer. Enthusiastic air
personality most important. No mainte36 hour Send
week.tape,
Eastern
rated 5nance, kw.
pic, market,
details topand
salary wanted. Excellent opportunity. Box
440C, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, dj, must be capable of
handling
newscasts.
Florida
market. benefits.
Excellent working
conditions.
Company
No
schoolboys,
no
beginners,
no
COD's.
Send tape and resume. None returned. Box
446C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest radio-tv combination has opening
for bright dj anxious for tv opportunity.
Send tape, recent picture and resume. Box
451C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Expanding staff — need airman with news
know-how. Rewrite and leg work essential.
Mostly
CASTING.radio, some tv. Box 479C, BROADOpportunity for first class license to do
local news in small market close to lakes,
ocean, allmountains,
heaven.
Send
first letter.andBoxhunter's
491C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced staff
announcer. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Announcer with first ticket. Send tape, personal data, experience, salary expected to
KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.
<,Habla Usted Espanol? Announcer-salesman,
announcer, with first class for Spanish
language
fornia. stations. KSPA, Santa Paula, CaliAnnouncer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
Home base of 3 station radio chain needs
experienced announcer. Apply Phillip
Brady, WAPF, McComb, Mississippi.
Experienced staff announcer. Immediate
opening. Send tape, resume to WASA,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
5000 watt adult station in medium market
wants announcer with bright, mature delivery. Highest consideration for man with
imagination, experience, versatility. Salary
open. Send tape, photo, resume to Program
Manager, WCSH, Portland, Maine.
Announcer-deejay — Young man, preferably
with experience, full-time position. Send
tapes,
resume
Ellsworth,
Maine.and photo. WDEA Radio,
Experienced staff announcer, established
1,000 watt daytimer, WPDX, Clarksburg.
W.Va.
Florida. East coast ^daytimer needs announcer-salesman, or announcer-copywriter, immediately. Permanent. WRMF, Titusville.
Immediate opening for creative air man who
can stand out as personality with tight,
modern station pace. Not to be confused
with screaming. Must like production work,
and be eager to add own ideas and efforts
to creative programming approach. Tape,
resume at once to Jim Gearhart, WROV,
Roanoke, Va.
Combination man wanted. Announcer-copywriter or announcer-newsman. Experience
necessary. Top money for top man. Contact
G. M. Allen, WSIC, Statesville, N.C.
5 kw prestige daytimer, medium New
England market, building staff for fulltime.
Need announcer, first phone, maintenance
optional. No rock, no scream. Photo, resume, tape first letter. WSMN, Nashua, New
Hampshire.
The Dixie Stations are promoting two announcer-salesmen who are mature, sincere,
hard-working
and caliber
of highas character.
Seek-in
ing men of their
replacements
Texas
and
Louisiana.
Won't
get
rich
quick,
but bright future for right men. Our managers come from within the organization.
Rush resume, photo and phone number to
Ralph L .Hooks, The Dixie Stations, P.O.
Box 46, DeRidder, Louisiana.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer. Responsible, adult midwestern, step up to successful small city
daytimer away from metropolitan frenzy.
Maintain standard equipment, keep good
sound, do some announcing. Take your
place in manent
community.
Real opportunity,
perjob. Send details,
salary expected.
Answer
guaranteed.
Box
297C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer or chief engineercopy tion.
writer
wanted371C,for BROADCASTING.
Charlotte area staWrite Box
First class operator for chain of three stations in West Virginia. Salary open. TransING. mitter and audio. Box 434C, BROADCASTImmediate
openingdaylight
for engineer-announcer
at southeastern
station. Require
first ticket. Good salary, hours, to right
man. Send audition tape and resume to
Box 472C, BROADCASTING.
Combination
Chief engineer-announcer. Wonderfulman.
potential,
pleasant midwest
location, community of 40,000. Adult music
format. Newly
purchased
property
extremely aggressive group.
Box by476C,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer needed immediately for 5
kw located in small friendly southeast
town. Salary plus commission to man who
can sell. Opportunity to become assistant
and possiblySalary
manager.
Can onuseability
engineerannouncer.
depends
and
experience. Box 507C, BROADCASTING.
Top north California station needs top engineer, whosalesman.
can also beTopeither
er or top
pay. topFullannouncdetails
to Box 508C, BROADCASTING.
Qualified chief engineer with announcing
ability forCarlsbad,
one kw New
daytime,
non-directional,
KPBM,
Mexico.
Engineer-announcer.
maintenance. Work 30Perform
hours aengineering
week on
board. KVOZ, Laredo, Texas.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Chief engineer. Supervisory-maintenance
engineer for one thousand watt fm station
and closed circuit television on university
campus. Must have first class radio license.
Excellent working conditions in new studios and with new equipment. Contact immediately D. C. Kleckner, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
Immediate opening for first phone man with
some experience.
position, transmitter duty and Permanent
general maintenance.
Call
Bob Schilling, Michigan City, Indiana, TR
4-5245.
Chief engineer to help build new am station in Delaware, Ohio. Immediate opening. $550 month to right man. Should have
at least four
experience,
part airwithwork.
directional andyears
be able
to do good
This is 3rd station in growing group. Call
C. R. Taylor, Delaware, Ohio. Phone 2-0021.
Production-Programming, Others
Local newsman-gather and announce 250
fulltime-southeast
New York state. Box
786B,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman (midwesterner). Gather, write,
and announce. Incentive and opportunity —
do somemanent jobselling,
earn commissions.
Perfor dependable
adult. Exclusive,
well regarded daytimer, small community.
Good business. Congenial staff. Right living.
Send all details. We'll answer. Box 296C,
BROADCASTING.
Nebraska college community needing girl
Friday with emphasis on production ideas,
continuity and traffic. Previous experience
or training necessary. State salary qualifications with full resume and snapshot.
Write Box 355C, BROADCASTING.
Cub reporter wanted for five-man news
staff in upstate New York metropolitan
market. Journalism background preferred,
but will consider all with ability to learn
radio news. Send tape, resume, and starting
salary
ING. expected to Box 377C, BROADCASTBROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter, experienced and good typist,
who can write saleable production copy.
Contact Leo A. Jylha, WBCM, Bay City,
Michigan.
Excellent opportunity for top-notch, aggressiveencepromotion-production
necessary. Know man.
rock Airandexperiroll.
Knowledge of news writing necessary for
news releases. Must create and produce
publiction service
programs.
rquired. Salary
open. Adequate
Send photo,educaand
personal data to J.W. Collins, Manager,
WGST, lanta,
Georgia
Georgia. Tech Radio Station, AtOpen, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, waukee
Wisconsin.
between
and Chicago.Midway
Call or
write MilBill
Lipman, WLIP.
Girl copywriter with good broadcast voice,
general office work, shorthand preferred
but not essential. WPDX, Clarksburg, W.Va.
Girl Friday for sales, service and copy.
Must be willing to work and accept reponsibility. Top money
right girl. Contact G. M. sAllen,
WSIC,for Statesville,
N.C.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General manager/sales manager for small
or medium market station. Fifteen years in
sales and management. Heavy on local and
regional. Thorough knowledge all phases of
station ences.
operation.
Highest industry referBox 863B, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Tiger for sale. If you are hunting for a
manager with a desire to make money for
you on sound basics and top radio operation. Write or wire Box 308C, BROADCASTING.
Make your station swing with my ideas and
imagination. If you need new management
and new objectives write or wire Box
309C, BROADCASTING.
Manager of booming 5 kw wants management in Mary land- Virginia general area.
Experienced in every radio aspect. Box
400C, BROADCASTING.
Sick station?
don't believe
fresh
ideas
and an Iapproach
based it.
on For
objective
experience write Box 310C, BROADCASTING.
Qualified station manager. Eight years experience in all phases. First class engineer,
announcer, sales, production. Desire station
manager or program director position . . .
some announcing and sales. Now employed
as station manager in small town. Starting
salary $450. Married, dependable. Box 435C,
BROADCASTING.
New sound of radio. Experience and agsales programming
ideasstation
plus positive gressive
thinking
can put your
into
profit. Box 311C, BROADCASTING.
Manager.cials.Heavy
background newsproduction,
and speStrong, administration,
sales. Box 444C, BROADCASTING.
Hardworking manager/sales manager, who
functions
as top "on
the street" salesman,
cost - conscious
administrator,
excellent
broadcaster, handle air work, create, tape
saleable spots, station promotions, programming. Fourteen years experience. Presently
manager small market music and news
chain station, now showing profitable
monthly operation. Desire better location
for
ING. permanency. Box 459C, BROADCASTLeading salesman top station metro market,
experienced all phases radio, interested
sales or management opportunity with
adult station, congenial community. Box
462C, BROADCASTING.
Manager-One man staff (manager, commercial manager, program director, sports director) over 16 years experience all phases.
Know how in economical operation and
sales getting. Prefer single station market
in south (east-west). Married, age 37 (settled-sober) lots of drive. Require salarvpercentaee-permanence.
Box 470C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Station owner: I am a manager who has
the
quality of
leadership —enthusiasm
combination andof
knowledge,
forcefulness,
ether qualities which inspire confidence and
loyalty.
minded
7 years inSales
radio.
Prefer— community
one or two minded.
station
market. Box 478C, BROADCASTING.
Manager with capital to invest due to sale
of present station. Prefer midwest but will
consider other locations. Established track
record. Address Box 492C, BROADCASTING.
Help! tion.
Help!
Help! forradio
the right
radio staTwo seasoned
executives
are
looking for station that has problems . . .
and, if problems are answered, possibilities,
too. One executive now manager office responsible for spot
salesas totaling
seven one
figures; the other
served
radio director
ofavailable
America'sto top
ten
agencies.
Ample
finance
buy interest or for outright
purchase, with reserve for operation. Station desired in $150,000— $300,000 class, with
preference
information will be mid-U.S.A.
treated witharea.
strictAllconfidence.
Principals
only. Box 495C, BROADCASTING.
Desire totensivelearn
management Young,
your way.
Exradio background.
married,
family,
now
working.
Box
496C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, educated, energetic, reputable,
reliable, and ready. Manager. Southeast
only. Box 497C. BROADCASTING.
Sales
Experienced, proven record, family man.
Excellent background all phases radio. Eight
years present major market. Desire sales or
sales management in medium market. Station management ultimate goal. Write Box
349C, BROADCASTING.
Interest? . . . Increasing your Chicagoland
sales. Assets? . . . aggressiveness, top sales
record, marketing degree. 25, Goal? . . .
challenging
position in radio-television. Box
374C, BROADCASTING.
College graduate . . . Degree in broadcast
advertising and sales. Willing to start as
sales trainee immediately. N.Y., N.J., Conn.,
L.I., location. Box 471C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Top-notch, top forty dj, buried in small
market. Digging way out. Ready for bigger
things.tact Not
a youngster.
Family man. Connow. Box
432C, BROADCASTING.
Versatile, mature announcer seeks good
market, good pay. Steady, family man. Experienced al phases. Excellent writing, proCASTING. duction. Will travel. Box 433C, BROADExperienced deejay, newsman and sports
play-by-play. Married, family, presently
employed
news ordirector
mediummarket.
market. Preferasnews
sports inin major
Tape, resume and photo available upon
request. All replies answered. Write Box
438C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, solid experience. Sincere, versatile, adult. Seeks radio/tv opportunity.
Box 443C, BROADCASTING.
When I go on the air in the morning, I have
two objectives. (1) Entertainment. (2) Selling. Like Arthur Godfrey, I have worked
diligently to achieve these goals. Are you
interested in my 15 years experience. Box
450C, BROADCASTING.
Mature, serious minded announcer, seeks
position with high quality station. Excellent
background with large Boston newspaper,
overseas broadcasting, stateside announcer.
Would prefer west coast iob. Reply immediately. Box 454C, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer. Experienced, good, fast
board. Dependable, will travel, will settle.
Box 455C, BROADCASTING.
DJ — began with swinging station. Moved to
smaller market experience. Now wish to get
back to work I like. Desire late night or
twelve-six slot to develop at swinging station in medium market. Will discuss salary.
Address Box 457C, BROADCASTING.
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S ituations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

First phoneperience.swinging
— CollegeBoxand 458C.
exPrefer south djFlorida.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, vet, run own
board, tight format, no floater, prima donna.
Box 477C. BROADCASTING.

Ajockey
first who
phonehas goes
swingin'sound!
disc
the with
bright,a happy
Capable of sparkling board showmanship
. . . and tight
... or a two-man
operation!
Alsoproduction
able to authoritively
report
your five-minute newscasts. A stable family
man of 26 with a good education . . . old
enough
to know,
enough
to go!
ing to work
any young
25 hours
in the
24 Willhour
day. Prefer "Nifty Fifty" or standard pop
programming.
A
plus
factor:
Also
an
excellent copywriter with agency experience
that
you
may
utilize
if
you
choose!
Prefer
no maintenance. An air check is available to
any station, anywhere, that desires such an
air personality. Salary open. Contact Woody
Lester at 670 Hinman, Evanston, Illinois, or
phone DAvis 8-7650 after 7:00 P.M. Available November 1st. Woo 'em with Woody ! ! !
Richard F. Lewis, Jr. Experienced country
jockey. Some sales. Help me take roots with
aggressive c & w operation in Maryland.
Virginia, West Virginia, Pennsylvania or
near. Call days Justice 6-2221, nites Justice
6-2729. Sylva, North Carolina. Shorty King.
Announcer-engineer, in that order. Four
year college
graduate.
phone.Mitchell.
References. Age 23,
married.FirstDennis
1122 West 15th Street, Hutchinson, Kansas.
Phone — Mohawk 5-4012.
Good, versatile announcer. Eight years experience. Available now. Tom Molloy. 6733
Placid
Place, Cincinnati. Telephone Tweed
1-3837.
__
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street. New York City.
Announcer, 1st phone, no maintenance. $85.
no car. Berkshire 7-6721 after 5. Walter
Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Young trained announcer, currently employed educational television. Interested in
news. Strong on any musical format. Will
relocate anywhere. Tape, resume. John
Zach, 82 Rejtan Street. Buffalo, New York.
Technical
Northeast: A mature engineer, thoroughly
experiencedgine ring isin
all phases
of broadcast
enseeking
a permanent
position.
Box 383C, BROADCASTING.
5 years am-fm chief seeks position as transING. mitter engineer. Box 464C, BROADCAST-

First
lookingBoxfor 488C,
start in
radio. Navytrained.
Resume.
BROADCASTING. phone,

Announcer-dj,
single. Some
experience. Graduate 22of and
broadcasting
school.
Box
483C, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, personality, 2 years experience, any typereferences.
program'sBox
including
combo. Reliable
485C,
BROADCASTING.
Capable, intelligent and aggressive young
married dj seeks good time and lots of
sun in Florida. Willing to work until I drop
for the
Please help me, I'm failing. Boxright
486C,deal.
BROADCASTING.
Attention Massachusetts, Connecticut.
Rhode
Islandwith
and beautiful
New York.baritone
Experienced
announcer
voice
desires
position.
Box
490C,
BROADCASTING.
8 years experience — PD, sports, play-byplay, 26, college graduate, family, finest
character and references. Employed and
permanent. Box 499C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Mature voice. Strong personality.
Operate own board. Will travel anywhere.
Tape, resume, photo. Larry Beller, 1745
East 55th Street, Chicago 15, Illinois. Phone:
Butterfield 8-5404.
Negro jazz deejay just out of radio school
desires position. Have tape, 3rd phone, free
to travel. Sol Brown, 1910 N. Ringgold St.,
Phila. 21, Pa., HA 4-6510.
John Burns, Dublin, Ireland, with "Ireland and You" program will present a St.
Patrick's
Day offers.
program
on leading
radio
station. Any
Contact
John Burns,
5448 W. Crystal St., Chicago 51. Phone AU
7-2313 after 6 P.M.
Experienced,
personality,
announcer
- dj.
Good
voice, tight
board. Prefer
New York
state, but will move anywhere. No top
40's
Ed DeBuvitz,
287 East Dominick
St., please.
Rome, New
York.

A

GOOD

MAN

IS HARD

TO

FIND

(in radio programming, that is . . .)
We're one of the top independent stations in the country and we've been scouting
for months for the right kind of Program Manager. Sure, we're hard to please. Our
specifications are tough.
We're not looking for an operations-type, a glorified traffic clerk, or a d.j. who wants
to play executive. We want a man who can creatively and energetically run a Program
Department that includes producers, a public affairs director, a news director and reporters, and some high-priced, introspective on-the-air talent.
He is an expert on pop music, and can build the kind of music-and-news sound that
will get top ratings in a tough, competitive major market. He also has a flair for conceiving and producing programs other than record shows (important as these are to our
success), including documentaries and special events.
The man we want probably has a great deal of independent station programming
experience. Some network affiliate or network programming in his background may also
round out his qualifications; but he isn't the kind of broadcaster who is still yearning
nostalgically for the return of "Just Plain Bill."
If you are this rare paragon of radio showmanship, you'll find the opportunity with
us is great. P.S. We also pay well.
Tell us all about yourself in a letter to Box 510C, BROADCASTING.
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Technical

We have available 5 engineers with a first
class radiotelephone
license
who desire
positions with some radio
or television
station
as engineer.
Cook's Jackson,
School ofMississippi.
Electronics,
203
Duncan Avenue,
Experienced engineer - announcer desires
position in the south. Experienced in engineering, announcing, sales, and copywriting. Contact La.
DalePhone
Genius,HI 2532
Alexandria,
2-1436.Avenue "C"
Production-Programming, Others
After 25 years big time radio and tv, active
energetic and facile-minded world traveler,
just returned from Europe, would like more
relaxed atmosphere of smaller city, either
radio or tv. Extensive writing and foreign
news experience. Top quality news analysis,
narration, interviews, own shows of people
and places, various others, all high ratings,
top sponsors. Warm, friendly, outgiving
personality, unusual background, worldwide experience.
university
tion,
internationalEnglish
voice. Ideal
anchoreducaman
for your station, reliable, competent, loyal.
Box 398C, BROADCASTING.
Program director available in two weeks.
Veteran with varied knowledge entire
broadcast
seeking
position Box
with 439C.
mature,field
dependable
operation.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 28 years experience seeks
change nuitytothat sells.
advertising
agency.
Writes Details
contiPresently
employed.
upon request. Box 442C, BROADCASTING.
Married man with first phone desires position in programming with no maintenance.
Lively
writesjob lively
copy. Notprogramming
a drifter. Wantsideasa —steady
with
chance to move up. Can run own board.
Two years experience. References. West
U.S. preferred. Box 445C, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience — major east coast market— program director-producer-announcer.
Modern, creative, highly skilled in pdmanagement
capacity.
re-location
pd or manager
with Desires
good, major
marketas
operation. Box 449C, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter.
Female, school,
twenty-two,
single.as
College, broadcasting
iy2 years
writer with
5000
watt
midwestern.
NBC
affiliated station. Experience in typing, filing,
sales and modeling. Will consider all areas.
Box 453C, BROADCASTING.
Calling San Francisco bay area! After 3
year absence, wish to re-enter radio or tv
field. Experience as announcer-newscaster dj-sales-pd-manager. Creative sell, copywriter,
agency
ground.radioEven promotion
have first and
phone.
Box back456C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality with proven record
as promotional
est market, now specialist
ready forina nation's
change. toughDesire
position as promotional director for #1 station, or station sincerely interested in becoming #1. Can pull air shift if necessary.
Top 10 markets only! Would consider
slightly smaller market as program director.
Will guarantee audience gains. Box 466C,
BROADCASTING.
News director — associated with major market station. Higher echelon changes force
relocation. Young, but fully experienced in
radio-tv news writing, filming, editing,
audio-recording, news planning, personnel
utilization and adaptation of news theories
to individual market situations. Highly recommended by top broadcasting officials.
Will only consider broadcasting organizations
of
high
Replies kept confidential. Box 480C,caliber.
BROADCASTING.
Beginner disc jockey writes jingles, news
editing, music library, mild cerebral palsey.
Tape resume. Box 481C, BROADCASTING.
Triple threat copy, production, promotion.
Looking for solid position in the east. Tired
of eating peanuts, want bananas, at least.
Experienced. Award winner. Box 489C,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Girl. Trained. Write commercials, type, do
limited air work. Anxious to begin first job.
Modest salary. Good worker. Alice Wireman, Gapville, Kentucky.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
UHF independent station needs aggressive
salesmanager who will call on national
agencies,cellentplus
direct incentive
local salesmen.
Exfuture with
plan. Send
complete
resume
to
Box
365C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Need one tv staff announcer and one on
camera news man capable of writing and
presenting
newscast
we
are adding toan fiveauthoritative
man staff, and
need —man
who knows what he is doing and enjoys
doing it.
you thinkaudio
you can
sendpicture
completeIf background,
tape fit,and
or film clip to: Box 352C, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer for southwest vhf medium
market station. Must be mature and experienced. Send photo, resume, audio and
tape to Box 364C, BROADCASTING.
Major market midwest television station
has immediate opening for announcer who
also directs or is interested in training in
directing. Send tape, resume and picture.
Box 431C, BROADCASTING.
WLEX-TV, Lexington, Kentucky has immediate opening for announcer with television experience. Prefer age 28-35. Send
resume, audio tape, and recent photograph
to Harry
C. Barfield, WLEX-TV, Lexington, Kentucky.
Technical
Maintenance engineer with emphasis on
microwave equipment. First class license
required. Network vhf located in midwest
and member of radio-tv station group. Send
full details of training and experience to
Box 467C, BROADCASTING.
First class engineers for transmitter and
studio workoperation
andmidwest
maintenance.
Netvhf located in
and member
of
radio-tv
station
group.
Send
full
details
of training and experience to Box 468C,
BROADCASTING.
Engineers with some announcing experience
for fm maintenance and operation. Excellent opportunity. Great Lakes area. Give
full
details in letter. Box 469C, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter supervisor for PT 25BH. Applicant should be very strong on transmitter maintenance. Good pay for right man.
Contact Jim Lockerd, Chief Engineer,
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years
experience in maintenance. Jerry E. Smith,
C. E., Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Promotion assistant — midwest CBS affiliate:
Young man or woman with exceptional
writing ability. Send resume, samples and
salary
requirements to Box 411C, BROADCASTING.
Stage manager wanted for south eastern
capital city vhf station. Must have a miniof two of
years'
in all mumphases
studiocommercial
production.experience
Must be
capable of supervising floor crew. Salary
will be commensurate with experience and
potential. Attractive company benefits,
pleasant working conditions at this multiple
ownership station. Please rush resume, including references, and recent photo to
Box 412C, BROADCASTING.
Photographer at southern medium market
station. Require proven ability as newsreel
and commercial photographer. Must be able
to maintain equipment, shoot and process
slides, stills sound and silent motion picture
film. We have a well equipped photographic
department. This is an excellent opportunity
for a man presently in secondary position.
Rush resume, references and recent photo
to Box 421C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Technical
Northeast:
mature
engineer,
thoroughlyexperiencedgine riAng isin
all phases
of broadcast
enseeking
a permanent
position.
Box 383C, BROADCASTING.
Studio technician, first phone, age 43, three
years experience, weak on maintenance, exING. cellent references. Box 461C, BROADCAST5 years am-fm chief seeks position as tv
transmitter
CASTING. engineer. Box 465C, BROADBroad mentexperience
phases. .tv. manage. . . strong all
on sales
creative,
32,
family.
Seek
position
494C. BROADCASTING. with future. Box
Tech school graduate, one year experience,
1st phone, vet. Box 503C, BROADCASTING.
Graduating production trainees available.
Recommendable personnel who handle
equipment like veterans. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
Available January 15, 1961 — Production/direction live/film. Versatile
all phases
commercial/education. 10 years
experience.
Have
Arri—
Passport—
Will
Travel.
Box
640B,
BROADCASTING.
Young,tor with
industrious,
creative
producer-direcseven years
experience
in all
phases of production desires same position
in larger
market.
Excellent
recommendations. Box 473C, BROADCASTING.
Former university instructor in television
and theater desires directing position in
commercial or educational television. Experienced director, scene designer, and
lighting director.
location un-54
limited. Contact:Geographical
James W. Armacost,
Bond St., Westminster, Maryland.
No rip and read. TV newscaster, writer.
Mature, authoritative. Experienced. Jack
Manning, 1441 N. Hudson, Hollywood, California. HO 6-1063.
For Sale
Equipment
Three used 50 kw am broadcast transmitters, two used 5 kw transmitters, one used
1 kw transmitter. Will sell all or part.
Write for details. Box 447C, BROADCASTING.
RCA tion.
66-A
modulation
monitor
condiPanel newly
refinished.
New toplettering.
Price . . . $250.00. Freight prepaid, KNET,
Palestine, Texas.
Gates 250C transmitter with tubes and
690 kc bury,
crystal
and oven,
$825.BigBobSprings,
BradRadio Station
KHEM,
Texas.
Gates remote — Model RDC-10 like new, with
monitors and associated parts — $800.00 cash.
Mr. Martens, C.E., WENN, FA 3-2341, Birmingham, Alabama.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty
with lighting
— dismantled
ready 185'
for shipment.
WOKJ, kitBox
2667, Jack-—
son, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Schafer
automatic program equipment.
Used less than
one $7,500.00.
year. Manufacturer's
guaranteee
4 years.
Call Olean,
N.Y. 2-0161.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast, Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Specialin sale.
We're moving
our used
new
plant
New Brighton,
Minn. to
Several
lab
and
demo
video
monitors.
17"
models
$185.00 (3> new warranty. Miratel, Inc., 1083
Dionne St., St. Paul, Minn.
Microwave
transmission
1%"
and
7/8" teflon
insulated. line-Andrew
Large
quantity,
complete
with connectors,
ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating eauioment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland ?0, California.

FOR SALE
Equipment
— (solid
Cont'dmember
)
Truscon tower,
370 feet,
construction. Self-supporting, insulated, priced
right, immediate delivery. Phillips Tower
Co.,
Texas.124 E. Lachappelle St., San Antonio,
Four legged self supporting tapered tower
185' high. First check for $950 will take.
United Broadcasting Company, Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D.C., CO. 5-4i34.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Responsible broadcaster will lease your
station, buy or finance cp, or buy station.
No market too small. Reply in confidence.
Box 416C, BROADCASTING.
Radio station grossing between $70,000 and
$125,000
per 474C,
year. BROADCASTING.
Prefer southern part of
nation. Box
Michigan station or construction permit. Top
business references. Contact Hudson White
& Company,
ids, Michigan. phone GL 9-4338, Grand RapEquipment
Used uhf transmission
equipment including
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
One kw am transmitter suitable for Conalrad operation only. Please contact George
Carlson,
Engineering
Director,
WDSM-TV
&Minnesota.
AM, 230
East Superior
Street,
Duluth,
Need monitors, law power tv transmitters
(vhf), any commercial test equipment, 10
camera chains and special purpose tubes.
Anything in broadcasting. Anything in
broadcasting field from a tube to a tower
sold or bought. Electrofind, 550 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
Haveready
c.p. toforgo.hotPrefer
spot incomplete
southern California
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue. North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
Need insulated and non-insulated hangers
for 1%" co-ax, good used condition. Four
sections
Andrew Also
type good
451 1%"
good
used condition.
used co-ax,
dehydrator
unit GL2H21 tubes, good used or extra
stock. State condition, price, first letter.
Glasgow Broadcasting Company. P.O. Box
630, Glasgow, Kentucky.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gillham
Road
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved.
Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
MISCELLANEOUS
deejays!
— "Deejaybits,Manual",
aComedy
completeforgagfile
containing
adlibs,
gimmicks, letters, doubles, etc. $5.00 — ShowBiz Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-3), 65 Parkway Ct., Brooklyn 35, New York.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

ZXJCZTl

Major market, top station in east- y
ern part of country wants warm,
friendly sounding dj with life and
vitality who is ready to step up
to the ranks of real pros. Send
rements, *
tape, photo, salary requirements,
and background first letterir. Will ft
hold confidential.
Box 448C, Broadcasti
.i5>i yy- yyvi^1 v5>~- ^>~- -0~' -O^- '*0r'
§
MORNING MAN
§Must be solid personality dj with
good, friendly style. If you have
§ comic approach, so much the better.
§No news. $7500 per annum to start,
KSTT
y
Davenport, Iowa
iy-. <yy. yy. yy. yr yy. -yy. ^yy. y/~. y^
'y> • yyTechnical
ENGINEERS
Experienced in detailing and layout of
studio and transmitter audio facilities,
including familiarity with audio switching equipment. Degree desirable but not
essential.
Permanent position with a leading consulting engineering firm in Washington,
D. C.
Send resume to:
J. P. Gaines, Personnel Manager
Page Communications Engineers, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation
2001 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington,
or call D. C.
FEderal 7-7600
Production-Programming, Others

CONTINUITY

DIRECTOR

Experienced in production spots; able
to write selling copy. Permanent position, salary open. Send complete
resume including starting salary, when
available, etc. To Bob Wiley, P.D.,
WAKR Radio-TV Center, Akron 20,
Ohio, PO 2-881 I.

'.V
§
r
J
§
r
|
y
C.

Situations Wanted — Management
TO A
MULTIPLE STATION

1
OWNER

Do you need a dynamic sales administrator in New York City? This
man has had 22 years in Radio-TV.
He has been a Writer-Director-Sales
Executive — and station owner.
His ability can spell "profits" for you!
Box 493C, BROADCASTING
Announcers
WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO THE
HAPPY, FRIENDLY, WARM PERSONALITIES?
All I ever hear are frantic screamers!
I'm the former. Currently a major, million plus market, traffic time D.J. If you
feel the same, contact:
Box 430C, BROADCASTING

ATTENTION AUTOMATED STATIONS!
(already or about to be)
Available for a limited time — outstanding expert on Automated Programming.
Will set up any format: Good musicTop 40 . . . Will start you with backlog
of tapes: (Intro-outro; drop-ins; breaks;
promo's) Work as Consultant. Tapes
made at your station with your equipment. Tailor made with cu-dots and
tone for Schafer Automation ... 22
years major market radio.
Contact: Johnny Wilcox
Box 5416, Rt. 5
Albuquerque, N.M.
Phone: Axtel 9-2345.
See: Page Get
12, absolute
July 12th maximum
issue "Wall
Journal".
fromStreet
Automation—
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New

York — Wash. Area

WELDON

WALKER
News
Moderator
Host

Commercial Announcer
5 years TV experience
Wash. D.C.
1200 S. Arl. Ridge Rd.
Arlington, Va.
Otis 4-5411
FOR SALE
Equipment
LENSES
"Off-the-Shelf" delivery! Lenses for
Image-Orthican Cameras, Vidicon
and other requirements. Top Quality. Write for list and catalog.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
321 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

i
REMOTE THERMOMETER
(ELECTRONIC)
Outside
temperature
from1 hour.
mike Send
position. Install in less than
for brochure :
ELECTRA-TEMP CO.
Box 6111
San Diego 6, California

JOBS IN THE MIDWEST
SALESMEN — ENGINEERS — ANNOUNCERS
COMBO— PROD|v<— RADIO—
COPY— TVMANAGEMENT
Write NOW for free application
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
83 So. 7th St.
Mpls. 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS

Help Wanted

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS FOR
RADIO/TV SPOT
asFinancial
recommended
Groups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000— with
$6.95,order.
2,000—Delivery
$1 1 .00, within
5,000— 3$24.00.
Check
days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

ASSISTANT PROMOTION MANAGER
Network owned stations in eastern market looking for strong second man in
promotion department, capable of assuming top job in time. Primary responsibilities: Pres and radio sales promotion, should also have some audience
promotion background. Salary $8000.
Resume.
Box 487C, BROADCASTING.

*

Employment Service

TELEVISION

TV/RADIO STATIONS
Continuity writer with background
in audience and sales promotion for
number one station in Philadelphia.
Typing required. Send resume, photo
and salary to Roy Schwartz, Radio
Station WIBG, Philadelphia 3.

Production-Programming, Others

Production-Programming, Others

Production-Programming, Others

WANTED

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
Studio Transmitter Links
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

STATIONS
CALIFORNIA FULLTIME
Located in one of the state's better metropolitan area markets. Ideal low cost
setup for owner-manager. Total price
$195,000 with terms available.
Box 862B, BROADCASTING.

WESTERN MAJOR METROPOLITAN
5 KW fulltime regional in dynamic top
market. Showing profit on gross of
$150,000 but has unlimited potential
with good management. Priced at
$275,000 with unheard of terms. Much
less for cash.
Box 402C, BROADCASTING

TOP 50 MARKET
I kw, daytimer. Exceptional terms. Only
qualified financially responsible principals. No brokers.
Box 452C, BROADCASTING
-A¥Z
FLORIDA DAYTIMER
r
1
500 Watts
Clear Channel \
Located in Growth Area. $58,500.
Terms. Includes Real Estate. For Sale
by Owner.
Box 463C, BROADCASTING
IXiC
mzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzgzzzmmzzzz2zzzzzzttzzz:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL
Fine fulltime facility in good market.
Valuable real estate included in price
of $160,000 with 29% down and long
payout.
Box 501 C, BROADCASTING
^zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzmzzzzzBzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Fulltime
Ariz.
Small
terms
15dn
Small
Calif.
Fulltime $73M
68M
Tenn.
Single Daytimer 62M
cash
15dn
57M
Va.
Single Fulltime
La.
107M
Single 250w
30dn
29%
Ga.
Single Fulltime 175M
25dn
Single Daytimer 80M
Va.
22dn
Ala.
Medium 250w
65M
Fla.
Medium Regional 230M
terms
29%
Medium lkw-D
125M
Wyo.
terms
La.
Medium Fulltime 158M
Texas
Medium lkw-D
225M
29%
Wash. Metro lkw-D
30dn
85M
Texas Metro lkw-D
130M
29%
Metro
FM
49M
Calif.
13dn
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.
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FOR

SALE

THE

PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
— — GUNZEN DORFER
CALIFORNIA. $12,500 down. #300 a
month payout. Price #60,000.
SOUTHWEST.
$10,000 down asking
price #45,000.
NORTHWEST.
Full timer. Asking
#95,000. 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Big market fulltimer.
Asking #275,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Brokers
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Very profitable full
time facility. Doing $200,000 per year.
Sound market economy. Asking $300,000
with 29% down including real estate.
SOUTHWEST. Top one hundred markets.
Daytimer that can go full. Asking
$120,000 with 29% down.
SOUTH. Top market. Asking $350,000
with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Doing
$100,000.
Asking $150,000 with 29%
down.
SOUTHWEST. Daytimer. Absentee owned.
Did $8,100 August. Asking $110,000
with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Old established full time
operation in top one hundred markets.
Asking $275,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar

Dollar

r
fo
you
can't
beatfora
classified
ad
getting top-flight
personnel
fn BROADCASTING
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Continued from page 115
work Study Staff; (2) related studies and
inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission; and (3) pending antitrust
matters.
WKBI St. Marys, Pa.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, for nighttime use
and install new trans, for daytime use; condition.
KIFI-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur.
158 kw. trans.; ant. system, trans, location;
changes in equipment; ant. 1,520 ft.
WBON (FM) Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 38 kw; ant.
height
ft., change
ant. -trans,
studio 450
location,
type trans.,
and and
ant. main
and
changes in ant. system.
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., New York,
N.Y. — Granted authority to transmit via direct relay, air or rail express, CBS television network programs to Canadian tv
stations CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont., CHCH-TV
Hamilton, Ont., CHBC-TV Kelowna, B.C., et
al for broadcast by such stations. All programs to be broadcast by aforementioned
stations will be broadcast in United States
by one or more tv stations licensed to
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. for period
ending Sept. 28, 1961. Without prejudice to
such action as commission may deem warrented as result of its final determination
with respect mendto:
(1) conclusions
and Network
recomations set forth
in report of
Study Staff;
(2)
related
studies
and
inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission;
and
(3)
pending
antitrust
matters.
KLGN Logan, Utah — Granted extension of
completion date to March 22, 1961.
Actions of September 27
WKYT (TV), WTVN-TV Lexington, Ky.
and Columbus, Ohio — Rescinded action of
August 29 granting licenses covering changes
in tv stations.
WDEA Ellsworth, Me.— Granted mod. of
license to change studio location and operate trans, by remote control.
WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw, type
trans,ft. and make changes in ant. system; ant.
480
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.— Granted cp
to install old main trans, (main trans, location) as aux. trans.
WJBWnewNewtrans.
Orleans, La. — Granted cp to
install
WRIVstall oldRiverhead,
— Granted
to inmain trans,N.Y.
(main
trans, cp
location)
as aux.
trans.
KGY Olympia, Wash. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system, (increase height).
WGHN Grand Haven, Mich.— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans.
KCUL Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA system.
KRAE Cheyenne, Wyo.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. -trans, and studio location;
condition.
■ Granted
STADenton
for following
repeater stations:
Tv Assn., vhf
chs. tv
11 and
13, Denton, Mont. KFBB, ch. 5, Great Falls
and KGHL ch. 8, Billings, Mont.; Hettinger
Tv Assn., ch. 10, Hettinger, N.D. (KFYR ch.
5, Bismarck, N.D.).
Newcastle Tv Assn. Inc. Newcastle, Wyo. —
Set aside Sept. 27 action granting authority
for vhf tv repeater station.
KDOL Mojave, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system and
change type trans.; condition.
KRVC Ashland, Ore.— Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
WELF (FM) Glen Ellyn, 111— Granted
mod. of cp to change name to Elizabeth G.
Coughland tr/as Citadel Bcstrs. of DuPage.
■ Following
stations
extensions of completion
dateswereas granted
shown: WOWY
Clewiston,
Fla.
to
Dec.
1;
KCRA-FM
Sacramento, Calif, to April 1, 1961; KBBW (FM)
San Diego, Calif, to March 15, 1961; KFRCFM San Francisco, Calif, to Dec. 15; WLOM
(FM) Chattanooga, Tenn. to Dec. 9; KQRO
(FM) Dallas, Tex. to Nov. 1; WSUR-TV
Ponce, P.R. to Jan. 3, 1961; WLBT (TV)
Jackson,
Miss,to toFeb.
Nov.28,1;1961.
KPAC-TV Port
Arthur, Tex.
Actions of September 26
amWTMB
station.Toman, Wis.— Granted license for
WBKV-FM West Bend, Wis.— Granted cp
to make changes in trans, equipment; condition.
WFNC-FM Fayetteville, N.C.— Granted cp
to increase ERP
to 22.5 kw, decrease ant
height
to 280 ft., install
make engineeri
ng changes.new type ant. and
WKIX
N.C.— Granted cp to install newRaleigh,
trans,
aux. trans.
(DA-N).(main trans, location) as
WCSC
stall newCharleston,
type trans.S.C.— Granted cp to inKMCS (FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted cp
to wea^e ERP to 17.5 kw; remote control
permitted.
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Official U.S. Navy Photograph
Power

for

a

fighting

fish

The atomic submarine U. S. S. Triton, whose underwater
global voyage recently made naval history, is equipped with
Anaconda nuclear reactor cable which provides for the
critical functions of power supply, position indication and
temperature control. Developed in cooperation with United
States Navy engineers, similar cable serves aboard all of
the nuclear submarines thus far built in this country. In
addition, uranium serves as the life-power of these manmade fishes — power enough to propel the Triton approximately 60,000 miles without refueling! Today, Anaconda
is the nation's largest producer of uranium oxide concentrate, from which this super-fuel is made.
But nuclear energy has other vitally important applications, notably for peaceful purposes. Uranium concentrate,
product of Anaconda's uranium ore-processing, is compressed into tiny ceramic pellets, each not much larger than
an aspirin tablet. The energy from one such pellet could run
a TV set for almost a year. Two dozen would furnish as
much electricity as an average home would use in three

years. And it's happening now! At Shippingport. Pennsylvania, the Duquesne Light Company's remarkable power
generating plant utilizes a million of these pellets in a pacesetting operation which creates a bright pattern for the
future. In the meantime, uranium makes life safer for most
of us through radioisotopes which contribute much towards
better products, better health, and which may help to pro-,
vide better food.
Through its millions of tons of uranium ore reserves,
through new copper sources such as the new El Salvador
Mine in Chile, and through constant product research and
development, Anaconda serves the nation in peace — and in
the pursuit of peace.
6018e A

AnacondA

OUR

RESPECTS

Donald

TO

. . .

Dennis

Today's farmer generally has the
same "broad-gauged" interests as his
city cousin. As a result, says Don Sullivan, vice president of Peoples Broadcasting Corp., a station serving agricultural community interests must not only
focus on farm programming but provide a diversified, well-rounded service.
In the wide area regarded by Peoples as "Big Aggie Land," WNAX,
Yankton, S.D., programs bowling with
the same fervor and promotion as it
does plowing matches and other fare
designed to meet the special needs of
farmers and their families. So does
companion KVTV (TV) Sioux City,
Iowa.
The resident vice president of Peoples, Mr. Sullivan rides herd on the
two affiliated properties as general manager. He also maintains an active participation innetwork (CBS-TV) affiliate
and state broadcaster affairs, plus community doings.
Good Business ■ To Mr. Sullivan,
management and staff should become
not only an integral part of the community but leaders of local civic,
charitable, religious and other public
service organizations. "We feel that this
is part of our stewardship and our responsibility, and it is good business as
well," he observes.
This is a cornerstone of the philosophy of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
headed by Herbert E. Evans as president. The group, a subsidiary of Nationwide Insurance Co., also owns and
operates WGAR Cleveland and WRFD
Columbus-Worthington, both Ohio;
WTTM Trenton, N.J., and WMMN
Fairmont, W.Va.
More Oatmeal, Mom ■ Donald Dennis Sullivan's first interest in radio
manifested itself in the crystal set days.
A native of Northfield, Minn, (born
on June 23, 1908), he coupled conventional copper wire with a Quaker Oats
cereal box to produce his own radio
receiving set. While in grade school he
practiced "catching" WGY Schenectady
and KDKA Pittsburgh during the early
'20s.
Young Don was graduated from
Albert Lea High School in Albert Lea,
Minn., in 1926 and from Carleton College at Northfield in 1930. During the
summer months he kept in shape for
basketball by working on paving crews
throughout Minnesota and Iowa, which
helped him defray college expenses. At
Carleton he was campus representative
for the Josten Mfg. Co., selling class
rings, medals, trophies, commencement
BROADCASTING, October 10, 1960

Sullivan

announcements and related items. The
depression brought its financial problems, but he persevered through the
'30s
as territorial representative for the
manufacturer.
Mr. Sullivan began running the Sullivan Bus Lines in 1942 and as ownermanager operated the line from area
points to a Burlington (Iowa) ordnance
plant, transporting shifts of munitions
workers back and forth. A year later he
sold it to his lawyer and cast about for
a fresh career at age 35.
Equipment ■ He nurtured an avid
interest in advertising that started in
school. He had been advertising and
business manager of the school paper
and yearbook at both Albert Lea and
Carleton. He also was fortunate enough
to have friends at WMT Cedar Rapids.
Someone suggested he ask for an interview with William B. Quarton, then
commercial manager and now executive vice president of WMT-AM-TV.
The interview, in July 1943, was brief
(Mr. Quarton also was occupied with
duties as president of the local chamber
of commerce) but Mr. Sullivan went
away with some basic ammunition — a
WMT rate card and copy of a "bible"
(Broadcasting), plus a local sales job.
Mr. Sullivan noted a wartime newspaper article dealing with a shortage of
bottles among local soft drink bottlers
and promptly did something about it:
he pitched a cooperative radio spot
package to 10 participating dealers in

People's Sullivan
Began a new career at 35

Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, urging
listeners to return their empties.
The following year, Mr. Sullivan
moved up to commercial manager,
succeeding Mr. Quarton, appointed general manager. Mr. Sullivan joined
Cowles Broadcasting Co.'s WNAX in
a similar capacity in 1948. Cowles received its ch. 9 grant for KVTV, one
of the first post-freeze stations, in
November 1952, and began operation
in Sioux City in March 1953.
That fall, Mr. Sullivan assumed
duties as advertising director for
Cowles' KVTV and WNAX. He was
elevated to vice president and general
manager of both stations in 1956.
Cowles sold the stations to Peoples in
December 1957 and shortly thereafter,
Mr. Sullivan became resident vice presship.
ident, also retaining general managerWNAX claims to serve part or all of
175 counties in South and North Dakota, Nebraska and Minnesota. It is a
CBS Radio outlet.
A pioneer radio station, WNAX was
founded in 1922. The station emphasizes
community service activities. For the
past 1 1 years it has sponsored a bowling
tournament and last month it was a cosponsor of the annual conservation field
days and national plowing contests.
This big event was held near Sioux
Falls, S.D.
Public Service ■ Like WNAX, KVTV
is heavy on public service programming
(College on Camera, As Siouxland
Speaks and Siouxland Fanner, plus
college courses for credit in cooperation
with Morningside College). Mr. Sullivan
also believes in a strong news operation,
as well as public affairs programs (like
Channel 9 Reports) on community problems. KVTV is affiliated with both
CBS-TV and ABC-TV.
Mr. Sullivan is a member of the
CBS Television Affiliates Advisory
Assn. board, president of the South
Dakota Broadcasters Assn. and a director of the Iowa Broadcasters Assn.
He's also immediate past board member of the Sioux City Chamber of Commerce, past president of the Sioux City
Symphony Orchestra Assn. and a member of Iowa State U.'s telecommunicative arts advisory committee. He also
holds memberships in other local civic
and cultural groups.
He married the former Harriett Sateman Swain (on Aug. 9, 1941), onetime
women's editor of the Cedir Ranids
Gazette. Their children are Dennis 17
and Lynn 13. "My main hobbies are
fishing, bowling and golf," Mr. Sullivan
reports, "but I fear my golf handicap
reflects a severe case of 'broadcastitis.'
With winter bowling and summer golf,
I am usually trying to score over 100
in the winter and under 100 in the
123

EDITORIALS
Sane approach
TWO WEEKS from today the FCC will begin a hearing
on RKO General's application to conduct a test of onthe-air subscription television in Hartford, Conn.
The ground rules the commission has set seem sensible.
The hearing will be confined to one application for one test
in one community and the witness list confined to parties
of immediate interest. With these limitations, the FCC has
at least a chance to prevent the Hartford hearing from
being the kind of emotion-charged event that every other
subscription television proceeding has turned into.
It is hard to treat the issue of pay tv objectively. Those
whom it most concerns have personal stakes in it. The advocates expect to make fortunes if pay tv is authorized. The
opponents fear their own businesses would be destroyed.
So far the issue has been argued on the assumption that
great personal gain for some and great personal loss for
others would be the inseparable results of the creation of a
pay system. It is that assumption that has led to extremes
of propaganda. In efforts to win the public to their sides, the
advocates have made extravagant promises, and the opponents have raised alarms. Neither course can result in a reliable public vote on the issue.
In our view, the FCC's Third Report, establishing the

criteria for a controlled test of subscription tv, was a practical compromise between two unattractive alternatives — a
total government embargo against a new business enterprise
or a wholly permissive policy that might have let pay tv
cannibalize the free system that was still far from maturity.
An embargo had some appeal when the subscription
issue was at its peak several years ago. The commercial
tv system was still in a period of rapid expansion. It seemed
entirely possible that most of the frequencies set aside for
free tv would soon be occupied.
Since then the situation has stabilized. Taken as a whole,
free television is a national institution in robust economic
health. But many of the frequencies reserved for it are still
unoccupied, still unclaimed, and indeed unwanted by free
television operators. If subscription interests want to risk
tests to exploit channels that commercial operators have
rejected, there is less reason now to deny them the chance,
as long as the FCC's criteria for testing are observed.
In the long run it is for the public to decide how much
subscription television and how much free television there
will be. That decision cannot be made until the public can
give both a fair trial under conditions that do not artificially
promote one while destroying another. Conditions of that
kind seem to be promised in the FCC's Third Report and
in the first hearing on a Third Report application.

Reappraisal

a career of the FCC (we're disposed to wish he would).
One of the overdue items on the FCC agenda is a new
renewal form (303). It has been languishing for several
years. The thrust had been to eliminate percentages of time
to be devoted to specific program categories and to throw
out spot counting. But the FCC staff and certain commissioners evidently feel that without those percentages and
commercial countdowns the commission won't be able to
determine whether stations are serving the public interest,
convenience and necessity.
Commissioner King refreshingly observes that after several weeks on the job he hasn't yet found out what that
clause means. This journal begins its thirtieth year of publication next week and we'll confess we have never heard
nor read an authoritative definition of this time-honored
catch-all justification for everything the FCC does.
When the renewal form comes before the FCC some
weeks hence we hope all members will first re-read the
First Amendment and Section 326.

THE FCC, it seems, isn't interested in overcommercialization any more. It is now using a formula based on "program interruptions."
This is an exercise in semantics. It is a distinction without a difference. The FCC is still counting spots. It is still
meddling in programming in defiance of the First Amendment and of the explicit anti-censorship provision of the
Communications Act (Section 326).
There is no accurate figure available as to the number of
stations that have recently received notices from the FCC
advising them that their renewal applications indicate the
necessity of hearing. These stations, it seems, collided with
the new FCC rule-of-thumb on "program interruptions."
It means that, based on their operating hours, they interrupted their programs with announcements in excess of
some predetermined figure. And it also means that they
went beyond the number of "interruptions" (or announcements) they had indicated they would use in filing their
previous renewal three years earlier.
There were two such "indicate-the-necessity-of-a-hearing"
letters a fortnight ago. They provoked a heated debate in
commission meeting. Commissioner T.A.M. Craven, who
is serving his second separate hitch on the FCC, called this
censorship and "persecution." Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde,
with 14 consecutive years on that agency, voted along
with Mr. Craven against the letters. Commissioner Charles
H. King, who began his tenure a few weeks ago, supported
Mr. Craven too. The vote was 4-3.
The majority of the FCC who voted for the letters ought
to take a new look. It should, for example, ponder the position taken by Commissioner King, who is serving an interim appointment while on leave from his deanship at Detroit U. Law School. In a recent off-the-cuff speech before
the Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, he commented:
"There is no question the FCC can't censor broadcasting
and the Commission has no right to interfere with free
speech. But we do."
Commissioner King is an able lawyer. For reasons both
political and personal, he apparently doesn't expect to make
124

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid His
"That program isn't so hot, hut the commercials make
watching it worthwhile."
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NOW
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University

A recently completed survey designed to
measure the impact and impression which
each radio station and its personalities
makes on the Twin Cities population has now
been compiled for use by advertisers and
advertising agencies.
Under the direction of Dr. Roy Francis, Professor ofSociology, University of Minnesota,

of

approved
Minnesota

Impact is also measured
educational levels.

by age, income and

Your nearest Edward Petry office or a
KSTP representative will be happy to give
you further details on obtaining a copy of
the survey. Or, you may write Byron E. Anderson, Sales Manager, KSTP Radio, 3415
University Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

this survey meets the highest possible standards of design, procedure, sampling and
evaluation that modern research can provide.
Among the results which we (for obvious
reasons) find particularly interesting are
the following:
Favorite disc-jockey among
Don Doty

8)©®

©

15 listed —

Favorite radio sports announcerDick Nesbitt
Favorite radio newscaster— Bob Ryan

RADIO
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Gordon

SAN
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Young

Effective
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YOUNG

INC.

where creativity is the catalyst for growth
NEW YORK
3 Seat 64th St.
New
York 22. N. Y.
PL 1-4646

CHICAGO
Prudential Plaza
Chicago 1. III.
Michigan 2-6190

ST. LOUIS
9tS O/ive St
St Louis. Mo.
MAIn 1-5020

LOS ANGELES
$337 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 2-2269

SAN FRANCISCO
755 Montgomery St.
Room 1410
San
YUkonFrancisco
6-5366 S, Calif.

DETROIT
2940 Book Bldg.
Detroit 26. Mich.
vYOodward 3-6919

ATLANTA
1162 W. Peachtree
Atlanta, 6a.
TRInity 3-2564

DALLAS
2lt North trvoy
Dallas Te»o>
Ktvartkh B-f'^^

35 Cents
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Who

Biggest radio station sale in history paces

controls what in tv films? Major

producers tell FCC how they work . .

29

week of heavy trading

52

Magazine regional inserts, doubling billing in a

How

year, may be hurting spot tv

after he takes over next January
54
COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7

WHO-TY

HAS

BUY-

38

Gov. Collins intends to run the NAB

APPEAL!

Thousands of Central Iowa housewives get most of their
shopping and buying ideas from WHO-TV — because this
station reaches more of their homes in 80 of 120 quarter
hours surveyed, from Noon to 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday (NSI — June 20-July 17, I960).
Family Theatre, an exclusive WHO-TV production, reaches
an average of 49% more homes than any other station in the
market — Noon-2 p.m., Monday through Friday !
WHO-TV's "station time" programming is produced with
the state's leading television personalities and studio facilities,
plus one of America's most complete film libraries*.
Sell Central Iowa's housewives, at a low cost per thousand,
on daytime WHO-TV. Ask your PGW Colonel for
availabilities !
*AIGAI Package -k WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard" ~k "Showcase
Package" -fa NTA "Dream," "Champagne," "Lion," "Sunset," "Santa
Monica" * SCREEN GEMS "Su-eet 65" ★ HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" * M and A ALEXANDER "Imperial
Prestige" ^PARAMOUNT LIBRARY and others.

Channel

13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates WHO Radio,
Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
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capture
Datlas

the
Ft.

market

great

Worth

with

KRLD-TV

channel

4

KRLD
TV S Net Weekly Circulation of
586,300* TV Homes is 43,600 more than
Station B, 53,000 more than Station C
and 243,500 more than Station D.
You Don't Reach The Dallas-Ft.
Worth Market EFFECTIVELY
Unless You Use CHANNEL 4.

'ARB, August, 1960

represented nationally by the Branham Company

THE

QAa*mel4,
MAXIMUM

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
Dotted- ft ftfafo
POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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The price of talent
Heated wrangle is said to have developed during negotiating meeting between American Federation of Television & Radio Artists and networks
(see story, page 57) when network
officials charged AFTRA's proposals
on tape programs were "highly unrealistic" and would hike costs beyond
endurance. One AFTRA spokesman
is reported to have made this rejoinder: "The trouble is not with our
rates but with you people. You don't
know how to use tape. Your costs
have risen because you use tape like
film — too much editing, too many retakes. And this means more belowthe-line costs. I know you've exceeded
your budget on every special program
you've put on tape."
Without arguing either side of
AFTRA-network negotiations (see
above), executive at one agency last
week cited this example as indicative
of reason one of its important regional
accounts may drop television: He said
he had "costed" talent's demands in
relation to one specific 13-week spot
campaign and found that, if union
should get all it's asking, production
cost would go from $2,000 to $15,000.
He wondered whether he could recommend that client stand that kind of
gaff.
Budget buildings
FCC is seeking heavy increase in
appropriation for 1962 fiscal year
which will begin July 1 next year, and
substantial amount of it would be earmarked for broadcast activities. Current (1961) budget is $11,789,000.
Agency is seeking nearly $14 million
for new fiscal year to permit it to increase personnel from about 1,200 to
nearly 1,500.
Broadcast Bureau, which includes
new Complaints & Compliance Division, has approximately $2,350,000
for current year and this would be increased nearly $500,000 if Budget Bureau and Congress approve request.
With personnel services and other
benefits, Broadcast Bureau increase
would exceed $550,000.
Debate on debates
Rescheduling of fourth "Great Debate" from Oct. 21 to as late as Oct.
28 was under discussion over weekend
with meeting between GOP committee
executive Fred C. Scribner and Democrats' Leonard Reinsch, Kennedy tvradio co-ordinator, Saturday to try for
agreement on Sen. Kennedy's desire
for debate later in campaign and Vice

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Presidentfourth
Nixon'sdebate
counter-proposal
extend
to two hoursto
(story pageinform
68). Ifnetwork
two agree,
they'll
promptly
people
or
meet with them over weekend, with
possibility fourth debate may be set
Oct. 28, for two hours. Fifth debate
is still very uncertain.
Time bomb

ticking?

It's pretty clear now that networks
are not going to buck FCC on deletion of 30 minutes from option time
segments of broadcast day (Broadcasting, Sept. 19). Thirty-day reconsideration period passed without any
filing last Friday. Networks or interested parties could go to court (they
have 30 more days to do this), but it's
considered unlikely since first step in
appeal is to ask issuing agency to reconsider.
Does this mean end of option time
controversy? Don't bet on it. Justice
Dept. twice has indicated it thinks
option time is antitrust violation. Best
information is nothing planned at moment, but there's more than inkling
that subject is simmering on back
burner — to be served up after presidential elections next month, or early
next year.
Political buying
New York time salesmen in taking
pulse of political spot tv say Democratic spot volume is running ahead
of Republican by 5-1. So far spots
have run in "hinterland;" both parties
are expected now to accelerate plans
and break nationally in major markets.
(Also see story page 68.)
No sign of aging
Programming experts responsible
for new show choices this season
might ponder significance, if any, of
this development: Veteran What's My
Line? which for years has adhered
without change to same format, time
slot and network this fall has broken
into early-season (September) Top 10
Nielsens.
Third-station drop-ins
Although it will be some months before FCC decides on vhf drop-in policy (45-day extension was granted
fortnight ago), there appears to be
some shift in approach. Notion that
table of allocations should be dropped
apparently is winning little favor.

There's tendency in favor of third stations in markets that have minimum of
250,000 families. Under existing allocations there are three exceptions to
existing minimum mileage separations.
Pressing for interim drop-ins at less
than standard separations has been
ABC because of competitive disadvantage in facilities in number of top
markets on demanded list. View is developing that FCC should consider
each case on individual merits rather
than recognize blanket deviations.
Markets most talked about for dropins are Providence, Grand RapidsKalamazoo, Louisville, Syracuse and
Rochester.
New deal in Salinas
Voluntary cancellation of arrangement whereby Paul F. Harron, East
Coast station owner (WKAL-WKTV
(TV) Rome-Utica, N. Y.) would
have acquired Salinas Valley Broadcasting Corp. (ch. 8 KSBW-AM-FMTV Salinas-Monterey; ch. 6 KSBYTV San Luis Obispo, Calif.), resulted
in filing of application last week
in which control is transferred to John
C. Cohan, president-general manager.
Joining Mr. Cohan are Edward S.
Shattuck, Pasadena attorney and Republican National Committeeman, and
two associates. Transaction is subject
to ratification at stockholders meeting
scheduled Oct. 29.

Mr. Harron last February negotiated acquisition of control of Salinas
properties for $3.1 million (Broadcasting, March 21). Under new arrangement, W. M. Oates will sell his
25% to Shattuck group for $534,000,
plus assumption of proportionate
share of liabilities amounting to
$750,000. Mr. Cohan, whose holdings
are 46Vi%, acquires in first phase of
transaction 58%, but will vote 62%
of stock. Eventually he would acquire
78%.
Off limits
Washington communications lawyers, accustomed to free and easy access to FCC personnel, have run into
stone wall in John C. Harrington,
chief of commission G-2 staff. ExFBI lawyer, Harrington feels he's running investigation unit and has nothing to do with decision making. He
won't, therefore, talk to outsiders who
have interest in cases in his shop.
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Most of us in the advertising business, and certainly those of us in Detroit, well remember Theodore MacManus'
"Penalty of Leadership" ad for Cadillac back in 1915, generally regarded as a true classic of admanship. And
we really wouldn't be so presumptuous as to change a word of it. Our intention is merely to point out that in
television there are advantages and benefits as well as penalties and obligations that go with leadership.We at
WJBK-TVdo our best to live up to the obligations— in programming quality, in production facilities, in community
service, in technical improvements. First with videotape in Detroit; first with full color facilities; first with
Ampex's latest improved models, now being installed. The benefits we pass on to our two best friends: Our
audience and our advertisers. Are you getting YOUR share?

Detroit

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE:
6

A
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WEEK

What's it cost to make a television film program? What
are the chances of its getting on a network? How do you
get a sponsor? When you get one, does he try to influence program content? The basic questions of film production are answered by some of the biggest film makers.
See . . .
WHO

CONTROLS

WHAT

IN FILMS-29

How much control do sponsors exert over programs?
Quite a bit, but it comes mostly from must-not suggestions rather than musts. An FCC hearing in Los Angeles
collects four letters from sponsors telling producers what
not to put in programs. It adds up to a lot of taboos.
See . . .
DON'T SPEAK ILL OF INDIANS-30
Regional inserts in national magazines have doubled
their advertising billing in the past year, and there's evidence at least some of their gain has been at the cost
of tv. Some tv station reps are worried. See . . .
THREAT TO SPOT TELEVISION -38
Crowell-Collier pays the highest price ever paid for a
radio station— $11 million for WMGM New York. Two
other big sales in work last week: KFSD-AM-FM-TV San
Diego to WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio for $7 million and
WHTN-TV Huntington-Charleston to Reeves Broadcasting
for $2 million. See . . .
RECORD IN STATION TRADING-52
It's useless for advertisers to complain about television's costs, because costs aren't going anywhere but
up. By 1970 tv's cost-per-thousand will be 38% bigger
than it is now, says TvB. Even so, the medium will still
be a bargain. See . . .
IS THIS TV'S GOLDEN

ERA?-46

The president of Campbell-Ewald says cheap radio is
driving national advertisers from the medium. Agencies
are slowing tonnage buys because "we can't allow our
clients to be lost in the chaos of the top 40." See . . .
THE CASE FOR QUALITY RADIO-48

IN

BRIEF

new job as NAB president that he'll report for work Jan.
4, the morning after his last day as governor. He tells
the NAB joint boards he doesn't intend to be a "presiding officer." He expects to give broadcasters the kind
of vigorous leadership they deserve. See . . .
COLLINS SIGNS THE CONTRACT-54
The Ideal Toy company, a regular user of television,
by-passed networks to place its own spectacular on stations of its own choosing. It wanted selected markets at
selected times. It got record-making orders. See . . .
WHY SPECIALS WORK ON SPOT-46
There'll be a fight over RKO General's bid for pay tv
in Hartford, but it won't involve the masses of antagonists
who bloodied one another at early hearings. Only the
applicant and local theatremen who oppose pay tv will
be allowed full participation. NAB will get 30 minutes
to state its objections to pay tv on the air. See . . .
FCC DUCKS FREE- FOR- ALL-78
Dave Susskind scores a publicity coup with his interview with Premier Khrushchev, but gets a critical drubbing for inexpert questioning. See . . .
DAVID MISSES WITH HIS SLINGSHOT- 72
Three Kennedy-Nixon debates are out of the way, a
fourth is scheduled, and it's possible there'll be still another—if the candidates can agree on time and terms.
See
A FIFTH 'GREAT DEBATE'?-68
Thurman Whiteside, longtime friend and sponsor of
former FCC Commissioner Richard Mack, is acquitted at
retrial on charges he bought Mack's
case. A co-defendant in first trial
jury, Mack is judged too sick to be
JURY ABSOLVES

vote in Miami ch. 10
that ended in hung
tried again. See . . .
WHITESIDE-84

Growing criticisms of television can't be stopped by
networks or national associations of telecasters. It'll take
work by every station on its own. What television needs
most now: better local shows and better local public
relations. See . . .
MONDAY

Florida's Gov. LeRoy Collins is so anxious to start his

MEMO-24
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IF YOUR

CLIENT

IS THINKING

OF

SELLING

FOOD

IN NEW

YORK

(and he should be; it's the biggest market in the U.S.)

START WHERE THE SELLING IS EASY
(easier because the N. Y. market is bigger than the next 3 combined)

START WITH WINSLAND
(the proven path for reaching these people)

WHERE

THE

MARKET IS HAPPILY HOMOGENOUS
(all ages, all interests, all incomes)

1010

WINS
No matter what walk of life they come from, WINSLANDERS

have one

thing in common. They all like to eat. They spend almost a billion dollars
a year on food. Almost every minute of the day and night, WINS is the
No. 1 station in New York. MEDIA MORAL: If you sell something good

NEW

YORK

to eat, sell it on WINS, the station that has the eager eaters.
8
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Desilu avoids

on tv, Arnaz tells FCC
Question of violence in tv programs
was brought to fore in Friday's interrogation of Desi Arnaz, president of
Desilu Productions, at FCC's network
study hearings in Hollywood. (See
early story page 29.)
Mr. Arnaz said he is opposed to unnecessary violence and pointed to majority of Desilu programs which feature
comedy and family life. He said it is
principle not to offend or use anything
in bad taste.
Recounting history of Desilu, Mr.
Arnaz said it was formed with $8,000
loan from General Amusement Corp.
In 1954, CBS was approached for additional financing and put up $1 million
for 24% interest. Included was contract to produce two tv series yearly for
five years. These were Our Miss Brooks
and Lineup.
In 1957, Mr. Arnaz said, he and
Lucille Ball bought back 24% for same
price, but CBS got ownership of / Love
Lucy and December Bride. When ABC
ordered Untouchables, network guaranteed Desilu $3 million for 26 episodes.
Witness Friday afternoon was Curtis
Kenyon, president, Writers Guild of
America (West).
Witnesses for this week include:
Frank Capra, Directors Guild of America; Al Scalpone, former CBS vice president and now independent producer;
Phillip Feldman, former CBS business
manager and now management consultant; Edward Bronson and Frank Morris, NAB tv code officers; Richard
Jencks, Alliance of Tv Film Producers;
Sam Weisbord, William Morris Agency,
and Taft Schreiber, Revue Productions.
Third debate

Bureau

violence

viewers

top second-Arbitron
Tv audience for third Nixon-Kennedy
debate (Oct. 13) was ahead of second
debate but behind first. Special national
Arbitron report found 70 million viewers, 26 million homes per average minute. First debate's audience was 73 million viewers, 29.4 million homes; second
was 66 million viewers, 24.6 million
homes.
By-network breakdown of third debate's tv audience found NBC-TV in
front with 28.1 rating, 41.2 share. CBSTV was second with 18.1 rating, 26.7
share, and ABC-TV (originating net-
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More than meets eye
Nixon-Kennedy debates may be
having different impact on audience that hears them on radio
from that on audience seeing them
on tv. Preliminary tabulation by
Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia,
Friday showed that among those
listening to debates, twice as many
think Mr. Nixon is winning debates as think Sen. Kennedy is
leading. Similar analysis of television audience isn't completed,
but indications are it's more evenly divided in thinking who won.
work) third with 11.6 rating, 17.2
share.
ARB's regular seven-city Arbitron
and Trendex's 25 -city report, meanwhile, placed third-debate tv audiences
at about same as for second. Seven-city
Arbitron put it at 43.9% of all tv homes
in those markets, as against 44% for
second debate and 53% for first. Trendex found 50.7% of tv sets in use in 25
markets covered by its report and said
50.4% of these tuned in debate. Spokesmen for ABC-TV, which produced third
program, projected Trendex findings to
indicate program had about 60 million
viewers nationally.
Lanvin favors tv networks
Lanvin Parfum Inc., N. Y., traditional heavy tv spot user in weeks before
Easter, Mother's Day and Christmas, is
altering pattern, at expense of tv spot,
for upcoming six-week Christmas campaign. Participations in network tv will
reduce advertiser's budget for spot.
It was learned Friday that Lanvin
(Lanvin, Arpege and My Sin perfumes)
via North Adv., N. Y., has teamed with
Thomas J. Lipton Co., Hoboken, N. J.,
through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y. (Lipton Tea), to co-sponsor David Susskind comedy special
Happy Talk, on NBC-TV Dec. 6 (Tues.
10-11 p.m. EST). Program's format,
with half-dozen popular comedians on
deck, stems from Mr. Susskind's recent
Open End show on which several comedians discussed aspects of comedy.
Other Lanvin network sponsorships
include CBS-TV's Person to Person and
NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show. Tv spot
buying has not been completed, but
schedules will get underway about Nov.
1 1 with buys varying according to sales
levels in various markets.

on pay tv issues
RKO General won strong ally Friday
when Broadcast Bureau told FCC it
didn't think pay tv applicant has to
spell out in detail its programming
plans at this time.
Signed by Louis C. Stephens, FCC
counsel in forthcoming en banc hearing,
bureau's document was in response to
petition by Hartford, Conn., theatre
owners and Connecticut Committee
Against Pay Tv, asking for clarification
of programming issues and suggesting
more details are required. Broadcast
Bureau said RKO General obviously
could not make firm commitments until
it has green light from FCC to carry out
three-year test over its ch. 18 WHCT
(TV)
Hartford.Bureau also agreed with
Broadcast
RKO General that commission should
not interpret issue on effect of pay tv on
other programs now available as including such entertainment as movies,
theatres, night clubs, etc. (See page 78).
Commission bureau said other questions raised by Connecticut Committee
could be accepted as clarifying issues.
Hearing before full FCC on RKO
General's application to institute pay tv
test in Hartford — for which it is prepared to spend up to $10 million — is
scheduled to begin Oct. 24 .
WEW

sold for $600,000

Station sales reported Friday, all subject to FCC approval:
■ WEW St. Louis, Mo.: Sold by
Bruce Barrington to William F. Johns
Jr. and associates for around $600,000.
Mr. Johns' group owns WWOM New
Orleans, KOME Tulsa, WLOD Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., and WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul. Mr. Barrington retains
ownership of WKYB Paducah, Ky.
WEW, founded in 1921, operates on
770 kc with 1 kw, daytime. HamiltonLandis & Assoc. was broker.
■ WNVY Pensacola, Fla.: Sold by
group headed by H. W. Holland to Jack
Drees and John C. Smith for $215,000.
Messrs. Drees and Smith own WKAB
Mobile, Ala. WNVY operates on 1230
kc with 250 w, fulltime.
Wesley appoints Amory
Charles M. Amory, formerly board
chairman of U. M. & M. Tv Corp., New
York tv film distributor, named director
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9
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George Gray, formerly Eastern Div. manager of Paramount
Television Productions, appointed vp
and general manager
of WORL Boston.
Appointment was
made by Edward M.
Mr. Gray
Gallagher Jr., president of Pilgrim Broadcasting Co., which
owns WORL. Before joining Paramount, Mr. Gray was New England
representative for Ziv-Tv. His radio
background includes posts with WCOP
Boston, WEIM Fitchburg and WHOB
(now WGAW) Gardner, all Massachusetts.

Mr. Schmick

Mr. Gibson

William M. Schmick, former director
of new products at Colgate-Palmolive
Co., N. Y., and senior product manager
of new products at Procter & Gamble,
joins Donahue & Coe, N. Y., as vp and
director of marketing. Lawrence D.
Gibson, most recently marketing research director at American Molasses
Co., and former assistant to vp and director of marketing research at Corn
Products Co., joins agency as vp and
research director.
Bruce M. Dodge, founding officer and
one of three principal stockholders in
North Adv., named executive vp in
charge of agency's New York office, it

was announced Friday by Bert Goldsmith and Don P. Nathanson, board
chairman and president, respectively.
Before helping found North five years
ago, Mr. Dodge, who has been heading
New York office, was vp in charge of
radio-tv for Weiss & Geller and previously director of Kenyon & Eckhardt's
radio-tv department. He started career
as radio producer at old Biow Co. and
has produced such programs as Toast
of the Town, The Victor Borge Show,
Take It or Leave It and The Milton
Berle Show. Other North stockholders
are Messrs. Goldsmith and Nathanson.
Cyrus H. Nathan, North executive vp
and holder of half interest in agency,
has sold his shares and resigned. (See
Fates & Fortunes.)
Earl Rettig resigns
as president of California National Productions effective at
end of year. CNP is
NBC's film subsidiary.
No decision as to successor has been
reached. Alfred Stern
Mr. Rettif
is CNP's board chairman. Herb Schlosser is vp and general
manager, and Carl Lindemann Jr., few
weeks ago moved from vp of program
sales at NBC-TV, to program vp for
CNP (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Milton H. Raymond, vp and account
group supervisor at Grant Adv., N. Y.,
appointed senior vp and chairman of
newly - formed administrative plans
board. Before he joined agency last
June, Mr. Raymond was vp at Dowd,
Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., and its
successor firm, Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire
(now Cohen & Aleshire).

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE

continued

of tv and radio for The Wesley Assoc.,
that city, as part of expansion of department's activities. Mr. Amory earlier
had been founder and president of
Minot Tv Inc., producer and distributor
of tv series, which merged with M. & M.
WNOK-TV asks ch. 14
Plan to give Columbia, S. C, two
uhf stations was submitted to FCC Friday. WNOK-TV (ch. 67) Columbia
asked commission to move ch. 14 into
10

that city. Veteran uhf broadcaster
(since 1953) said it would apply for
low-band uhf facility. Plan noted that
First Carolina Corp. filed in August for
presently-allocated ch. 25. WNOK-TV
said it would seek that channel if ch. 14
is not moved to Columbia and backed
up its stand by immediately filing application for ch. 25.
Station seeks change of tv channel
assignments for Columbia from channels 10, *19, 25 and 67 to channels 10,
14, 25 and *31. This would involve
deleting ch. 14 and substituting ch. 19
in Camden, S. C, and deleting ch. 31
and substituting ch. 67 in Lancaster.

back,

this time for FTC
Edward K. Mills, 54, New Jersey Republican who once was nominated to
FCC, was given recess appointment Friday to become member of Federal
Trade Commission, succeeding Edward
J. Tait, who resigned Friday effective
Oct. 31.
Mr. Mills, who had been prime candidate to succeed FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey in 1956, was nominated to succeed FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer earlier this year. He asked
that his name be withdrawn when he
learned there was conflict of interest between irrevocable trust of which he is
beneficiary and possible FCC activities.
Mr. Tait, nominated by President
Eisenhower to full seven-year term on
FTC in 1956, resigned for personal
family reasons. He will enter private
practice with Pittsburgh law firm, heading its Washington office. Before joining FTC, Mr. Tait was executive assistant to chairman of Securities & Exchange Commission.
Earlier in week it was announced
President had named Daniel J. McCauley Jr., FTC general counsel, to SEC
as commissioner, succeeding James C.
Sargent, who resigned. Mr. McCauley
was regional administrator of SEC before joining FTC in 1958.
WGBS,

CBS part company

WGBS Miami, affiliated with CBS
Radio since 1947, will go independent
Nov. 28. William E. Rine, vice president of radio for Storer Broadcasting,
which owns station, said decision to disaffiliate was made because new CBS
Radio program format "is not compatiwith WGBS
programnewobjectives."
CBS bleRadio
has adopted
program
policy emphasizing news, de-emphasizing entertainment features (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Business briefly . . .
Ronson Corp. ■ Woodbridge, N. J.,
electric shavers, enters eight key markets
at end of October for eight-week tv spot
Christmas campaign consisting of approximately six prime-time
weekly&
in each. Agency:
Norman,20'sCraig
Kummel, N. Y.
Rootes Motors Inc. ■ Long Island
City, N. Y. (Hillman, Humber, Singer
and Sunbeam automobiles), appoints
Mogul Williams & Saylor, N. Y., as
agency, effective today (Oct. 17), replacing Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y. Budget is expected to total more
than $1 million but media plans are
not set.
BROADCASTING, October 17, I960

SEATING

CAPACITY:

15,172,000

The five Triangle FM Stations cover a vast area of 15,172,000
people. Here's the low-cost way to reach a high-quality, highincome, high-spending audience. One phone call buys all the
Triangle FM Stations and you benefit three ways:
• Large, high-spending audience at low cost
• One high standard of programming creating listener
awareness of your commercials

TRIANGLE

STATIONS

• One standard of commercial acceptance
Source: Sales Management, 1960

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-FM
Philadelphia, Pa.

WNBF-FM
Binghamton, N.Y.

WFBG-FM
Altoona, Pa.

WNHC-FM
New Haven, Conn.

KRFM
Fresno, Cal.

Triangle National Sales Offices: 4 8 5 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York/
3440
Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles
5, Calif. / 6404
Sharon
Rd., Baltimore
12, Md.
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

N.Y.

WSYR-TV
WSYE-TV,
HOMES

AND

ITS

DELIVER
THAN

ITS

SATELLITE,
73,089

MORE

COMPETITOR

NBC
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
12

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

*Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 17-19 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. annual fall meeting. Kentucky Dam Village
State Park, Gilbertsville, Ky.
Oct. 18 — Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters board of directors meeting. Sheraton-Carlton Hotel, Washington, D.C. Jack
Harris, vice president and general manager
of KPRC-TV Houston, will preside.
*Oct. 18-21— National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters annual convention. Jack Tar
Hotel, San Francisco. Among speakers will
be Steve Allen, Dr. Edward Teller, Sylvester
(Pat) Weaver Jr., Dr. Mortimer J. Adler,
Rod Serling, Dr. Frank C. Baxter, Charles
Eames and Dr. S. I. Hayakawa.
Oct. 19 — Radio & Television Executives Society round table, joint affair with American
Women in Radio and Television. Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
*Oct. 20— Broadcasting Executives Club of
New England luncheon meeting in Boston.
Guest speaker will be Dallas Townsend of
CBS News.
*Oct. 20 — Connecticut AP Radio-Tv Assn.
Waverly
12:30 p.m. Inn, Cheshire, Conn. Luncheon at
Oct. 20 — Publicity Club of Los Angeles
seventh annual clinic. Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Los
"Anatomy of Communications"
is theAngeles.
clinic theme.
Oct. 20-21 — Audit Bureau of Circulations
46th annual meeting, Hotel Biltmore, New,
York. Among opening speakers: ABC Board
Chairman William R. Farrell, marketing
services
Co.;''
Warner S.director,
Shelly, Monsanto
president ofChemical
N. W. Ayer.
& Son; Donald S. Frost, vice president of!
Bristol-Myers Co. and chairman of Assn. of
National Advertisers. Thursday luncheon
speaker: James J. Wadsworth, U.S. Representative to UN. Friday morning session
will be devoted to committee reports, resolutions and other business. Concluding speaker: Arthur H. (Red) Motley, president,
Parade Publications and U.S. Chamber of
Commerce.
Oct. 22-23 — Missouri AP Radio-Tv members
meeting. Hotel Missouri, Jefferson City.
Oct. 22-23 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin
fall meeting.
A political
and events
attendance at a football
game forum
are among
planned.
Milwaukee
Inn,
916
E.
State
St.,
Milwaukee, 4 p.m.
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 24 — FCC begins hearing en banc application of Hartford Phonevision Co. (subsidiary of RKO General Inc.) for authority
to conduct trial pay-tv operations over its
newly acquired WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
Oct. 25 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. general
membership meeting in conjunction with
NAB Fall Conference. Hilton Hotel, Denver.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering Section, Central
Canada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward
Hotel, Toronto.
Oct. 26 — Radio & Television Executives Society newsmaker luncheon. Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.
Oct. 27— Los Angeles Chapter, Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences, membership
meeting. 8 p.m., Beverly Hilton Hotel. Local
awards to people, programs and stations in
Los Angeles area will be presented.
Oct. 27-28— Council on Medical Television's
"Teaching with Television: An Institute for
Medical Educators." Tv fundamentals and
application to medical instruction will be
discussed. U. of Florida College of Medicine,
Gainesville. Friday meeting in Jacksonville,
Fla.
♦Oct. 28-29 — UPI Broadcasters of Michigan
meeting. Poplars Motel, East Lansing, Mich.
♦Oct. tan29-31—
of Independent
MetropoliStations Assn.
fall meeting.
Algonquin
Hotel,
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

The
Just
WFAA

restoration
imagine

meticulous

required. These

RADIO obc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

quality

the

quality

care and

ingredients
TELEVISION

of an old master

touch

touch,

infinite patience

are the same

which

...

basic

comprise

and

the

atmosphere

surround

ing today's better television
station operations.

and radio

Represented by
999
The Original Station Representative
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ST0EJE3R
33

years

BROADCASTING
of community

service

PIONEER?

A pioneer pioneers to get out of a
rut. To explore. To open frontiers.
To bring about new concepts. It's
not the easiest calling. Everything
must be learned the hard way. The
risks are large and incessant.
There were few broadcasting guideposts when

Storer started out 33

years ago. What have we learned
from it all? THIS:
You first must make yourself a responsible citizen and a good neighbor to the community as a whole.
Only in this way

can you build

large, loyal audiences who

will

respond to your sales messages.
In short, operating in the public
interest is good for our business
and for yours.

Radio
PHILADELPHIA— WIBG
LOS ANGELES— KGBS
DETROIT- WJBK
TOLEDO- WSPD
CLEVELAND— WJW
MIAMI-WGBS
WHEELING— WWVA
Television
COMPANY
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES:
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1 • FRanklin 2-6498

DETROIT- WJBK-TV
CLEVELAND- WJW-TV
MILWAUKEE-WITI-TV
ATLANTA-WAGA-TV
TOLEDO-WSPD-TV

To

put

it all

in

a

jet pod

'

is the
DELTA
JET
LEADER

to and thru the
DELTA
i

SOUTH

Delta was first with DC-8 or Convair 880
Jets over all routes served . . . and today offers
up to 3 times more jet service than any other airline. Only Delta flies all 3 U.S.-built Jetliners . . .
Convair 880

Douglas DC-8

Boeing 707

lEG EN D

For immediate reservations, see your
Travel Agent or call

i

DELTAS
the air line with
16 (DATEBOOK)

the BIG

JETS

A

New York.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2— Institute of Radio Engineers
radio fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 2— Hollywood Ad Club "Shirtsleeve
Session" on tv sales. David Hopkins, vice
president of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles,
will be moderator. Sesssion will convene at
11 a.m. and run through luncheon until
2 p.m. at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Nov. 3-4— Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention.
lumbus, Ohio.Columbus Athletic Club, Co*Nov. 4-5 — Country Music Festival, ninth annual Jamboree sponsored by WSM Nashville.
Tenn. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) will be
keynote speaker.
Nov. 4 — American Women in Radio &
Television
burg,
Pa. Pennsylvania conference. HarrisNov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Lennox Hotel, St. Louis.
*Nov. 10-11 — North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting. Gardner Hotel, Fargo,
N.D.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers
annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
Nov. 13 — Annual seminar for promotion
managers of radio and tv stations represented by Edward Petry & Co., at 3 p.m. in
Continental Suite, Sheraton-Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Held in conjunction with
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. convention.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
annual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, will be keynote speaker. Among
topics on agenda: color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other probes, audience
surveys and the role of video tape, graphic
arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 15-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, Fresno.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Salem, Ore.
*Nov. 18-19 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th District convention. Holiday
Inn and U. of Wisconsin campus, Madison.
Among the speakers will be: James Fish,
vice president of General Mills and AFA
board chairman and James Beach, ABC
vice president.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Salem, Ore.
*Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of PackagNov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radiorad Hilton
FarmHotel,
Directors
annual meeting, ConChicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
*Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
ing."rulemaking proceeding to drop in vhf
FCC's
channels
at less than present minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of SDX executive council Dec. 4.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting.
All-day
at Mountain
Shadows Resort
near session
Scottsdale,
Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
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POIA/IA/OIA/eRFUL
125,000

ATTEND

WTVW

BIRTHDAY

PARTY!
CELEBRATION

It's no secret that folks in the Evansville area like what they see on channel 7, and
they buy what they see on channel 7. Over 125,000 persons attended our recent
two-day Fourth Birthday Party celebration, and frankly, this tremendous turnout
surprised even us. If you'd like to join our next sell-ebration, now through the end
of the year, contact our national representative for avails.
Pee Wee bouts highlight two day
celebration. Rip Hawk referees bouts.
Contact GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY
National Representative

Clothing worn during actual filming is
exhibited to promote latest Paramount package
now featured on "MILLION DOLLAR MOVIE"

Personal appearance by Jim Brown, Lt. Rip Masters
of'RIN TIN TIN" delights young followers
WTVW
ABC NETWORK

"HONGstirKONG"
DRAW McGRAW"
interestandof "QUICK
both youngsters
and parentsdisplays
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Yogi Bear of Huckleberry Hound fame spins
a few tall tales to spellbound audience.

nLh

17
Southern Indiana's most powWOWerful station

HOT

DAWG

hottest new

cartoon

! Everybody

wants

Deputy

Dawg.

property. Variety reports that Deputy's

He is syndication's

Terrytoons-produced

series "continues to pile up sales, with the 75-market gross now up to $850,000."
The excitement figures. Deputy Dawg and his pals (Vincent Van Gopher,
Li'l Whooper,

Muskie

vision audiences and

and

others) were

advertisers

created

(Lay's Potato

for the special delight
Chips

is sponsoring

of tele-

Deputy

in

dozens of Southern markets). Then there's a merchandising bonanza: Deputy
Dawg apparel, comics, records, games, toys, books available from Grosset &
Dunlap,

RCA

Better
us,he's/io£/

Victor, Dell Publishing,

order your 26 Deputy

Ideal Toy Corporation

Dawg

half-hours

For details, call or write to the nearest

and other licensees.

today. Because^take
office of...® CBS

". . . the best film programs for all stations
Sales offices in NewYork, Los Angeles, Chicago,
San Francisco, St. Louis, Detroit, Atlanta,
Dallas, Boston. In Canada: S. W. Caldwell Ltd. /

it from

FILMS
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DEPUTY

DAWG

I
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City.
Ballroom,
Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters' Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma
cheon meeting. Legislature will attend lunMORE

THAN

HOURS

„ LOCAL

EACH

WEEK

\/\/

PRESIDENT Col. 8. J. Palmer
VICE-PRES. A TREASURER
D D Palme*
EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Evan*
SECRETARY Wm. Ralph
D. Wanner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sandm
sales manager Pax Shaffer

THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT \
BETTENDORF J IOWA channel
ROCK ISLAND 1
MOLINE
V ILL.
EAST MOLINE J
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

programming
This is the PLUS factor that makes
WOC-TV more exciting — more
interesting — more effective than the
competition. Yes, more local
programming for homemakers,
for sports fans, for youngsters . . .
all this in addition to NBC,
top ABC shows and the best of the
syndicated shows.
These are the people that buy
products
the nation's
TV
market.
Morein than
2 billion47th
dollars
in retail sales ring on the
retailer'sTVcashhomes
register.
Over 438,000
are within
the 42
counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.
And to help you get the maximum
number of these dollars WOC-TV
specializes in effectively co-ordinating
and merchandising your buy at
every level — the broker, wholesaler,
direct salesman, key buyer as well as
the retail outlet.
Your PGW Colonel has all the facts,
figures and other data as well as
day by daySeeavailabilities.
him today.

*Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, TJ. of Georgia, Athens. Among
the scheduled speakers: Sam Slate, vice
president and general manager, WCBS New
York; Sig Mickelsoa, president, CBS News;
Edward Stanley, NBC director of public
affairs, and Charles H. Tower, manager of
broadcast personnel and economics, NAB
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4— Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv
programs.
*Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
Feb. 22-23— Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
APRIL
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
MAY
'May 4-14— Brand Names Week.
*May 7-11 — NAB annual convention. Sheraton^Park and Shoreham Hotels, Washington,
AAAA Conventions
Oct. 16-19 — AAAA, western region annual convention. Hotel del Coronado,
Coronado, Calif.
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region anYork. nual conference, Biltmore Hotel, New
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region
annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel,
Detroit.
NAB Fall Conferences
Oct. 18-19— Sheraton-Dallas, Dallas
cisco
Oct. 20-21— Mark Hopkins, San FranOct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

United

Press

Facsimile
United

International

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings
20 (DATEBOOK)

L

24-25 — Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
AAAA Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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Which

—how

is

much

—how
or

on

a

most

ranch

how

Important

you

spend

you

save

you

make

much

Television

Program?

Don't try to answer that question, for these are all equally essential considerations when you purchase the Encyclopaedia Britannica Film Library.
You actually spend far less than you might imagine to acquire this remarkable 700 film library (as low as $40 per week in many markets!).
You save many

thousands of dollars by utilizing films which are far superior

to wasteful and frequently ineffectual remotes or studio set-ups.
You

make

the entire cost of the library plus a handsome

profit as soon as

you bring in your very first sponsor for one half-hour per week
26 weeks per year.

for just

NOW ... if all this is so (and we can prove it!) why don't you have the
EBF Library at your station?

Full particulars from :
TRANS-LUX

TELEVISION

C

625 Madison Ave. • New York 22, N.Y.
PLaza 1-3114-5 • For information contact
RICHARD
CARLTON,
Vice President
In Charge

Of Sales

• newyork • Chicago • Hollywood

6th in
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Broadcasting Publications Inc.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Coivlptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
1IDEWHEELER*
& FLYING
MACHINES

1,433,915

■MIH
BROAD CASTING
THE BUS INESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

Hill*

Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting-Telecasting Bldg., 1735 DeSales
St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone
Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher
Sol Taishoff
Editorial
Vice President and Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Editorial Director (New York)
Rufus Crater
Senior Editors: J. Frank Beatty, Bruce
Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald,
Earl B. Abrams, Lawrence Christopher.
Associate Editors: Harold Hopkins, Dawson
Nail; Staff Writers: George Darlington,
Malcolm Oettinger, Sid Sussman, Richard
Calistri; Editorial Assistants: Bob Forbes,
Patricia
Funk,
Ruth E.Gladys
Armstrong;
tary to the
Publisher:
Hall. Secre-

Don't be detoured. If you
want to move in Metropolitan
New York, you need WPAT . . .
the station that moves millions
throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut. Follow the lead
of the world's leading lines.
They're
in transports
the
effectiveness
of WPAT . over
. . where
transportation and travel advertising has climbed to a stratospheric 2090% increase in three
short years. There's no doubt
about it, commercials get there
faster on WPAT. And for advertisers, getting there is all the fun.
Here are only a few of the world
travelers who've found out how
much faster and how much more
fun it can be to get there on
WPAT: Arosa Steamship Lines,
Braniff, BO AC, Capital, The
French Line, Irish Airlines,
K L M, National, Northeast,
Northwest, Sabena, SAS, TWA
and United. In the past three
years, all of them have advertised
on WPAT ... the station with
the air of success.
WPAT
WPAT-F1MJ
22

Business
Vice PresidentMaury
and Long
General Manager
Assistant to the Publisher
Lawrence B. Taishoff
Sales Manager: Winfield R. Levi (New
York) : Southern Sales Manager: Ed Sellers;
Production Manager: George L. Dant; Traffic Manager: Harry Stevens; Classified AdKelly; John
Advertising
ants: vertising:
MerilynDorisBean,
Henner,AssistAda
Michael.
Comptroller: Irving C. Miller; Assistant
Auditor: Eunice Weston; Secretary to the
General Manager: Eleanor Schadi.
Circulation and Readers' Service
Director of Publications: John P. Cosgrove;
Subscription Manager: Frank N. Gentile;
Circulation Assistants: Charles Browne,
David Cusick, Christine Harageones, Edith
Woo, Burgess Hess, George Fernandez.
Bureaus
New York: 444 Madison Ave., Zone 22, Plaza
5-8354.
Editorial Director: Rufus Crater; Bureau
News Manager: Donald V. West; Associate
Editor:turesDavid
W. Berlyn;
New York
FeaEditor: Rocco
Famighetti;
Assistant
Editor: Jacqueline Eagle; Staff Writers:
Richard Erickson, Diane Halbert.
Sales Manager: Winfield R. Levi; Sales
Service Manager: Eleanor R. Manning; Eastern tising
Sales Manager:
Kenneth
Cowan; Patricia
AdverAssistants: Donna
Trolinger,
Roach.
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
Central 6-4115.
Midwest News Editor: John Osbon; Midwest
Sales Manager:
sistant: BarbaraWarren
Kolar. W. Middleton; AsHollywood: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28,
Hollywood 3-3148.
Senior Editor: Bruce Robertson; Western
Sales Manager: Bill Merritt; Assistant: Virginia Strieker.
Toronto: 11 Burton Road, Zone 10, Hudson
9-2694. Correspondent: James Montagnes.
Broadcasting* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title, Broadcasting* — The News Magazine of
the
Fifth Estate.
was acquired
in 1932,Broadcast
Broadcast Advertising*
Reporter in
1933 and Telecast* in 1953. BroadcastingTelecasting* was introduced in 1946.
*Ree. U.S. Patent Office.
Copyright 1960: Broadcasting Publications.

Negroes in six important Rounsaville
Radio areas know what they like. And
you must aim right or you miss the buying
power of these Negroes . . . consumers with
$824,000,000 to spend— AFTER taxes!
This enormous consumer potential can
influence the national sales picture of any
product. And NEGRO RADIO, and
ONLY Negro Radio, can reach them.
Over 95% of all Negroes listen to radio!
Negroes buy the products they hear about
on their radio— NEGRO RADIO. A
proper part of your advertising dollar
must go to Rounsaville Radio, or you
miss this market! Call Rounsaville Radio
in Atlanta, John E. Pearson, or DoraClayton in the Southeast.
Personal Letter
Everyone in the world apCertainly thepreciates
peoplerecognition.
to whom
we program, the American
Negro,
no isexception
this
rule.isThat
why we, toat
Rounsaville Radio, program exclusively for the
Negrolent usewith
talent. Yousellcanyourmake
excelof ourNegro
Know-Howto
products.
We'll be happy to help you. We are one of the
oldest and the largest broadcasters in our
chosen field.
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN

1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WMBM
5,000Negro-Programmed
Watts— Miami-Miami
Beach's
only
full time
Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All— Discounts With Two or More!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
V.P. & Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
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&■

//
£iatit
HAS

THE

GREENVILLE,
and

UNITED

SPARTANBURG

ASHEVILLE...
4

and it's 7th* in the Southeast
larger than Nashville, Raleigh-Durham,
Jacksonville, Mobile or Jackson

"The Giant of Southern
^Tennessee

Skies"

North Carolina
• ASHEVILLE
— ___

^

•SPARTANBURG
GREENVILLE
South Carolina

Georgia

According to
Television Magazine,
March I960
For any "1st 10" markets
in the Southeast, or for any
"1st 50" markets

in the U.S.

you'll want

"The

Giant

of Southern

Skies"

Write, wire or phone the Station
or AVERY-KNODEL, INC. for rates,
availabilities and assistance.

23
Represented Nationally by AVERY-KNODEL,
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INC.

from JAYNE SHANNON

What
Better

television

needs

local shows,

most:

better

Within the sphere of influence of
every television station there is a significant segment of the audience that is
becoming more articulate in its negative
opinions toward broadcasting.
Has the giant of the communication
field failed to communicate effectively
with its audience? In terms of a market
place for goods and services, it has not.
Its sales record has been brilliant. However, the question arises: Are stations
taking the initiative against these negative audience opinions? If so, to what
degree?
There is a very positive story in television's accomplishments that can be
promoted more effectively. For a mass
medium that must also serve minority
tastes it has an admirable record. But,
too often television's good efforts are
buried under growing piles of uninformed criticism.
Evidence of the industry's concern
and its plans for a public relations
counter-attack are illustrated in the recent report issued by the Television Information Office (Broadcasting, Sept.
26). Its efforts certainly are to be encouraged.
But the success of any industry program is, to a large extent, dependent
upon the degree to which stations themselves take an active interest in good
community relations. It is therefore incumbent upon stations to better inform
their audiences, particularly the vocal
segment, of television's role as both an
entertainment and information medium,
reiterate its accomplishments and put
into perspective the local station's role.
The Local Story ■ There are, of
course, some outstanding examples
among stations today who have seized
this information incentive. Their managements are active in promoting the
industry and local station achievements
to their community leaders in civic,
professional, educational, cultural and
religious groups. And, more important,
they speak from a record of local programming standards that have earned
them recognition as an effective local
social force. They have dramatically
put into perspective the local stations'
contributions. Greater success in this
area will depend upon the participation
of many more stations.
24

of J. WALTER THOMPSON

local

public

relations

No matter how well organized your
local public relations program may be
it will require an extension through
more on-the-air community oriented
programs.
The FCC has presented a challenge
and an opportunity to statons in its recent ruling which returns to stations 30
minutes of time previously optioned to
the networks. It wil be interesting to
watch the use to which this new local
option time will be put.
It is inevitable that we will see greater
use made of the station's privilege to
editorialize. The judicious use of this
power can contribute toward more stimulating programs on important local and
regional issues. More important, it will
be the direct line between station management and the station audience. What
your station stands for will be there for
all to see. This will be mature and responsible local programming in a very
real sense and should result in the general up-grading of the local station
image as an authoritative, reliable and
influential local voice.
Time for New Look ■ On the theory
that the soundest action is based upon
enlightened self-interest and recognizing
that people's tastes, interests and even
their habits are subject to ever-changing
patterns, would not this be an opportune time to re-examine your market,
assess your programming philosophy
and develop what J. Walter Thompson's
senior consultant, James Webb Young,
describes as a "merchant mind — an endless store of daily observations of what

people really want, backed by a real
desire
them"? observations in
Fromto serve
our personal
travelling about the country, we believe
there is sufficient genuine interest on
the part of audiences in good locally
conceived programming to warrant experiment with new ideas. Stations have
long been considered as an important
source for new program ideas. In fact,
every leading television award carries a
special category for the outstanding local program achievements.
In advertising we are steadily trying
to increase the areas of measurable
knowledge with which we work. Vital
and imaginative community relations
programming which strengthens a station's audience acceptance will enhance
its media values and offer an important
qualitative dimension to our media
knowledge. We also firmly believe that
a more authoritative, reliable and influential station image will create a more
favorable environment for advertiser
selling messages.
The community relations task outlined here does not represent an original
concept. The principles have been used
by successful
and the The
rewards are a broadcasters
matter of record.
proposal then is to enlarge the scope of
creative local public interest programming, to develop a willingness to experiment with new ideas and program formats and to show your audiences what
you stand for through better conceived
and better integrated local public relations campaigns.

Jayne Shannon, native of Morristown, N. J.,
began her advertising career in 1943 when
she joined J. Walter Thompson, New York,
as a media buyer. Before that she had
been in fashion merchandising. For the
past seven years she has been broadcast
media supervisor at JWT and active on
accounts like Standard Brands, Scott
paper, Eastman Kodak and Lever Bros.
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AUGMENT

YOUR

SALES

WITH

MUSIC

FOR

MATURE

MINDS

WBAL-RADIO, Maryland's only 50,000 watt station, covers a total population of over 2'/i million people . . . each with different
likes and dislikes. To reach this massive Maryland market, WBAL-RADIO hits a new note in full range programming— MUSIC
FOR MATURE MINDS. No disturbing idle talk. No discordant deviations. Just the big sound of beautiful music . . . music for
people of all ages . . . music for millions of discriminating Marylanders within the 14,000 square mile area that WBAL-RADIO
covers. If you're looking for a captive audience for your client, you can make beautiful music together with WBAL-RADIO. 25
Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc. ^Associated with WBAL FM &TV ^JJ^Jj"
IO^BALTIMORE
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OPEN
Working partners
editor: Congratulations on your new
Yearbook. It's the best and most comyet. I have
two Icopies.
be surprisedprehensivehow
often
find aYou'd
need
to use it at home. Perhaps you should
suggest that to others whose workload
gets into non-office hours and weekends.
To bad you don't have an India paper
edition to carry around on trips. — Carl
Haverlin, President, Broadcast Music
Inc., New York.
editor: Your Broadcasting Yearbook . . . The Pennant winner! —
George W. Bailey, Executive Secretary,
The Institute of Radio Engineers, New
York.
[The 1960 Yearbook & Marketbook is now
available. $4 per copy. — The Editors.]

IN PITTSBURGH
Take
and

TAE
See

. . .

how top production
facilities make hot
adjacencies even hotter
• Pittsburgh's largest studio space: two huge
drive-in studios . . . spacious outdoor facilities
... two in-studio bowling lanes!
• Two dual control rooms, each with customdesigned and built RCA audio boards, transistorized switchers, and the latest RCA
special effects amplifiers.
• Four Vidicon film chains; four 16mm projectors and two 35mm slide projectors. .
• Ampex VideoTape facilities.
• Complete production facilities for 16mm
sound or silent film . . . 35mm slide production equipment . . . fully equipped art department, scenic and prop shops.
• TeleScript production aids . . . TelePro rear
projection units.
• Full 100,000 watt signal power: two transmit ers, two antennas with independent transmission lines, and three power supply sources
at the huge transmitter installation.
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

Radio: banker's mainstay
editor: Just a note of thanks for the
nice mention which we received under
the heading of Monday Memo in the
Oct. 3 issue (page 22 "Radio: mainstay
for Main St.'s Banker," by Gilbert H.
Todd, assistant cashier, Elliott State
Bank, Jacksonville, 111.) We sincerely
appreciate it and especially so since it
was unsolicited.
Is it possible to get a reprint ... approximately 500?— R. Karl Baker, General Manager, WLDS-AM-FM Jacksonville, 111.
editor: . . . send us 50 reprints . . .
— Robert O. Moran, General Manager,
WBEL Beloit, Wis.
[Reprints are available, 5c each. — The
Editors.]
Meaning of modern

radio

editor: If it is possible to obtain reprints of the article "The real meaning
of modern radio" on pages 70 and 71
of the Oct. 3 issue, I would like to order 50 copies for students and members
of our staff. . . I believe this expresses
admirably the philosophy and potentialities of modern radio. . . — Elizabeth
Turnell, Program Director, WGRE
(FM), DePauw U., Greencastle, Ind.
[The story consisted of excerpts from a new
book, Radio Station Management, by J.
Leonard Reinsch, executive director of the
Cox Stations, and Elmo Ellis, manager of
programming
and production
at Cox's
WSB
Atlanta. Reprints
of the article
are available at 5c each. — The Editors.]
Youthful radio owners

wTae
bio niaisioHj^ni Pittsburgh
CHANNEL XAi
26

Frosty3, Mitchell's
Regardin
editor:(Open
claim
Mike,g Oct.
page 20)
that at 27 he is the youngest two-station
owner in the nation, I would like to
welcome him to a rather select circle of
"young" station owners.

MIKEi
I bought my first station, KMHT
Marshall, when I was 23, built KBCL in
Shreveport when I was 25 (sold in
1958) and now also own KLUE in
Longview. My age now is 28.
While Frosty manages only one of
his stations, I manage both of ours.
— H. A. (Tony) Bridge Jr., KMHT
Marshall, Tex.
Mr. Bassett and Forjoe
editor: In the interest of factual reporting, we will appreciate your kindly
correcting the current publicity story released by Broadcast Time Sales for
Mort Bassett in which it is stated that
he was "a partner" of Forjoe & Co. Inc.
(At Deadline, Oct. 26, page 10). For
the record, Mort Bassett, who was formerly employed by us, is not and never
was "a partner." Inasmuch as this
designation creates a misleading and
non-existent legal relationship, which
may possibly involve our company in
serious legal matters, we will appreciate your kindly correcting any such
statements now or in the future, sent in
to your fine publication. — Joseph
Bloom, President, Forjoe & Co., New
York.

release said
TimemostSales'
[Broadcast
recentnewsconnection was
Bassett's
"Mr.
as executive vice president and a partner
of Forjoe." — The Editors.]
BOOK

NOTES

■ "Yours Truly . . . Hugh Downs" by
& WinHugh stonDowns,
Inc., New Holt,
York, Rinehart
Oct. 17, 201 pp;
$3.95.

tv personality and anThis popular
nouncer writes an entertaining review
of the minor and major incidents that
helped to shape his life. He mingles
within it some succinct observations
about the professions of broadcasting
and advertising. Example:
"If ever there was a middleman, it
is the ad agency. It stands between
the arts and the purse strings. It is
the buffer between creative pride and
mercantile ruthlessness. And it gets
bruised on both sides. It may well be
the most pressured business in the world,
constantly trying to effect a marriage
of incompatible outlooks. . .
"I believe if all ad agencies closed
for one month, and let business concerns work out their advertising problems directly with media, that at the
end of that time, both media and the
corporations would be so glad to see
the agencies back that loud rejoicing
would break forth. Maybe even a book
or two would appear in praise of Madison Ave."
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Druggists

45°
the

make

fastest=drawing

W-I-T-H

W-X-T-H's

Spotlight

Merchandising

in

Drug

Baltimore

Plan
!

is first in Baltimore with more drug-store product advertisers than any other station . . .

and no wonder! W-I-T-H's drug advertisers get their products featured in 450 top-volume drug
stores in Metropolitan Baltimore by shelf talkers, window streamers, price tags and cash-register
strips ! These 450 druggists are set to push your product ... so buy time where you get space.
^
RADIO

'W

IT

H
PERSONALITY
Baltimore

Tom Tinsley, President, R. C. Embry, Vice President
representatives: select station representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington
and Philadelphia; adam young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis. San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Pittsburgh and Seattle; JIM ayers company in
the South and Southwest.
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WHO
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Hollywood

■

But

■

Hearing

they

admit
reveals

WHAT

probe

hears

sponsors

do

TV

big tv producers
have

cost, talent, other

"Don't call me, I'll call you."
This old shoe, popularly attributed
to the big Hollywood film producer,
wound up on the other foot last week.
FCC did the calling. And the big
Hollywood tv film producers did the
answering.
The big names behind the big names
were called to the witness stand as the
commission opened the film capital
phase of its overall, continuing investigation of network and programming
practices in television. The Hollywood
hearing continues into this week.
Asked by FCC counsel whether sponsors "control" the tv programs which
they make, the producers appeared to
answer in one voice: "no."
However, they admitted that as a
practical matter, and as common business sense or courtesy, they do accede
to some policy wishes of the advertisers.
In fact, exhibits introduced by the
FCC counsel tended to show sponsors
have exercised rather extensive "control" in certain instances (see story
page 30).
Control: Yes & No ■ Last week's key
testimony was given by top tv officials
of Warner Bros., Screen Gems, 20th
Century-Fox, MGM, Toreto Films
(Loretta Young), Four Star (Dick
Powell) and Stage Five Productions

IN

some

say

program

production

(Ozzie Nelson) among others. The
producers, in essence, said:
■ They (the producers) control the
content of the programs they produce.
■ But that control is mitigated some
by the necessity to abide by rules of
network continuity acceptance and by
the practical policy (usually a contractual obligation) to give the sponsor the
right to a final say on matters that
might affect the sale of his product.
■ They denied that these mitigating
conditions present any ' real problem
since most of the "suggestions" were
matters of common programming or
business sense. An example: a cigarette sponsor wanted characters in his
program to smoke cigarettes instead
of cigars or pipes or chewing tobacco.
■ They work hard to eliminate violence and offensiveness from their films.
They adhere to NAB's Television
Code.
■ They have never talked to a television station manager although FCC,
under the law, holds the station licensee
responsible for what goes on the air
and not the network, the advertiser,
the agency or the producer.
The hearing will continue this week
in the U.S. Court of Appeals courtroom on the 16th floor of the U.S. Post
Office and Court House in Los Angeles.

FILMS

they

do

influence

factors

It is a continuation of the inquiry ordered by the commission Feb. 26,
1959, into the broad aspects of tv network programming. Hearings were
held in May 1959 in Washington and
in July of that year in New York. In
November 1959 the scope of the inquiry was enlarged to include radio and
tv programming and advertising matter.
Realistic Regulation ■ "In initiating its
broad inquiry, the commission sought
to determine whether the regulatory
pattern for broadcasting is realistic
and adequate in the light of modern
programming methods and practices in
the industry,'" Harold Cowgill, chief
of the FCC Broadcast Bureau, said
in an opening statement read into the
record by Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief
counsel of the Broadcast Bureau.
Although the law places on the
broadcaster the responsibility for his
program schedules, Mr. Cowgill
pointed out that "in reality the station
licensee has little part in the creation,
production, selection and control of
network programming. Licensees place
'practical reliance' on the networks for
the selection and supervision of network programs which constitute the
principal broadcast fare of the vast

majority of television stations throughout the country.
"Many if not most of the most popular television programs presently on the
air are created and produced by the
film industry . . . which has made and
is making a major contribution to the
broadcast structure of the U.S. Indeed,
that contribution is recognized by our
very presence here and points to the
fact that no intelligent and informed
appraisal of broadcasting and its relation to the government can be made
without a thorough knowledge of the
operations of the film community in
the creation and production of broadcast matter for television."
James D. Cunningham, chief hearing
examiner of the FCC and presiding
officer at the hearing, said at the outset
that the proceeding is not judicial but
"investigatory or fact finding." The
objective is to make an official record
for use by the commission.
Questioning was conducted by Mr.
Bryant and FCC Attorney James Tierney. They paid considerable attention
to the matter of crime and violence
on tv, citing numerous criticisms to
the effect that there is far too much
of both in the programs fed into the
American home by the tv networks.
The producers admitted that this is a

Never

say

a

problem, but one of which they are
well aware. Each testified that his
firm is making every effort to meet it
head on so that the programs will entertain and not corrupt the viewing

it may ask the producer to prepare a
script or even to make a pilot film.
As to financing, Mr. Orr said that
"we put up the money and at a later
date collect from the network, who, we

public.
Warner Bros.' Policy ■ The first witness was William T. Orr, vice president
of Warner Bros. Pictures and executive producer of the tv division. He
said that all Warner tv programs produced under his supervision were for
broadcast on ABC-TV. (Cartoons,
commercials and the Bell science programs made by the company are in
another division).
He said the main difference between
producing films for theatres and for
television is that there is an established
budget for tv while in theatrical motion pictures one starts with a subject
and perhaps a star and estimates what
the box office potential is and then
begins to set up a budget, which is
much more flexible.
Warner's tv procedure is to start
with an idea, usually developed internally but sometimes suggested by the
network program department, expose
it to advertising agencies to see if it
evokes any interest and if it does to go
ahead and create a format and characters. If the network likes the format,

presume,
collects
from the sponsor."
In
exchange
for underwriting
the cost
of the pilot, ABC shares in the syndication and merchandising rights, he said.
Obligation to pay for the pilot does
not guarantee that the network will
broadcast the series, he said, and if
they don't by certain specified dates
the rights revert to Warner.
Warner prefers to develop its own
programs and its own stars, using permanent studio employes under long
term contracts. "We've laid down a
policy that we're not interested in outside packages and we've not formed a
program partnership with any packager. We own
said.
Warner
Bros,allisourin shows,"
constanthe touch
with ABC about a new series right
up to the final production of the pilot,
Mr. Orr said, but he insisted that the
creative control of the program belongs to the producer, subject only to
the network's continuity acceptance
department. Scripts also are sent to
the sponsor's advertising agency and
Mr. Orr said "we are mindful of the
advertiser's desires, although we are

bad

word

about

an

Indian

THAT'S ONE OF MANY SPONSOR TABOOS TURNED UP IN FCC HEARING
How much control do advertisers form shall not be cast as heavy villians group of customers of the company. . .
exert over the contents of programs
or portrayed as engaging in any crimi- For obvious reasons, it is essential that
no sentiments be made on any of our
nal activity. . .
they sponsor?
shows which could be construed as
"We will treat mention of the Civil
Not very much, according to producers who testified last week at the War carefully, mindful of the sensi- being unfavorable to any special group
tiveness ofthe South on this subject. . . of the company's customers or which
FCC's program hearings in Los Angeles
No written material may be used that would favor one type of customer
(see accompanying story).
over another.
Quite a lot, according to exhibits might give offense to our Canadian
"For example, no reference should
entered in the hearing. Ashbrook P. neighbors for any uniquely national
be made to any difference in the prices
reason. . .
Bryant, chief of the FCC's network
charged by supermarkets as compared
study staff, introduced four letters that
"There will be no material that may
sponsors sent to producers to guide give offense either directly or by in- to independents. . .
"It must be borne in mind that Genthem in the production of shows. Three
ference to any organized minority
eral Mills has been a longtime sponsor,
of the letters were to Screen Gems
group, lodge or other organization, in- both on radio and television. Referfrom General Mills, Liggett & Myers
stitutions, residents of any state or secences to western 'heroes' of other shows
and Miles Labs. The fourth was from
tion of the country, or a commercial
should therefore be handled in the best
Coco-Cola to Ozzie Nelson.
organization of any sort. This shall be of taste and references to other cowboy
The General Mills letter was the taken to include political organizations,
stars such as Gene Autry, Hopalong
longest— a 22-point statement to guide fraternal organizations, college and Cassidy et al should not be used in
the production of Tales of the Texas school groups, labor groups, industrial, General Mills programs.
business and professional organizations,
Rangers which General Mills sponsored
"The above paragraph pertains also
religious orders, civic clubs, memorial
a few years ago. Among its points:
to the horses used by those personaliand
patriotic
societies,
philanthropic
ties. References should not be made to
>"In general, the moral code of the
characters in our dramas will be more
and reform societies (Anti-Tobacco
other
'competitive' horses such as
or less synonymous with the moral
League, for example), athletic organicode of the American middle class, as
zations, women's groups, etc., which
Trigger, Silver, et al. . . ."
it is commonly -understood. . .
are in good standing. . .
Smokers' Guide ■ Liggett & Myers,
then
sponsoring the Ed Wynn Show for
"Special attention shall be given to
"Ministers, priests and similar representatives ofpositive social forces shall any mention, however innocous, of the Chesterfields, told Screen Gems how to
not be cast as villains. . . Men in uni- baking business, as well as any other handle smoking in its productions. The
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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not obligated to follow them."
Sponsor Suggestions ■ Asked for examples of advertisers' suggestions, Mr.
Orr said that a glass company sponsoring one program series asked that
characters not be shown falling or
walking through glass not knowing it
was there or being hit by pieces of flying glass. When a cigarette company
became a sponsor of Maverick, traditional y acigar smoker, the new sponsor did not ask this to be changed, Mr.
Orr reported, but it did ask that a new
character being introduced into the
series not be a cigar smoker. Warner
complied with both requests, he said.
"Control of program content has
never been a major problem for Warner," Mr. Orr stated. "As respectable
long time motion picture producers,
we took it on ourselves to make these
decisions. No one ever told me what
sort of subject matter advertisers might
object
to." Told had
by Mr.
Bryant
some advertisers
issued
liststhat
of
do's and don'ts for producers, he said
he'd never seen one.
Warner Bros, watches the NAB code
because it affects the acceptance of the
company's programs, but there is no
contact at all with individual stations,
he said.

"portrayal of pipe or cigar smoking or
chewing" was prohibited, and "shots
of messy ashtrays crammed with cigarette butts" were to be avoided. "Use
king-size Chesterfields only. Take Cellophane off pack."
Cigarette smoking was to be included in the programs. "While we do
not want to create an impression of one
continual smoke filled room, from time
to time in the shows we feel 'natural'
smoking action is a requisite by the
cast. . . Do not use cigarette cases or
boxes. . . The Chesterfield package
[should be shown] in 'natural' use taken
from side pocket or purse or the normal place where pack is carried. . .
"There are many incidental ways the
show can help . . . background shot
of cigarette machine in restaurant,
train or bus station . . . poster or display piece in drug store . . . the end of
a carton sticking out of a shopping
bag. . .
"Smoking age ... is a problem of
'looks' rather than actual age .... An
actual age limit cannot be fixed; we
don't want public criticism in encouraging the too young or 'too young looking' to smoke. On the other hand, the
high school and college market is extremely important to Liggett & Myers
as future long time customers."
Prescriptions ■ The Miles Labs inBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

The parent company has an arrangement with Ford for a fleet of cars
which are used by the tv division as
well, he said, but he expressed no
knowledge of the details. Asked about
attempts to introduce trade names or
items for the purpose of publicity or
advertising into the tv programs, he
said he had learned of this practice
only a few months before and is completely opposed to it.
Screen Gems ■ Screen Gems, with
shows on all three tv networks, starts
out with an idea which may come
from "the fertile minds of our own
producers" or from the agent of a
writer or producer or sometimes from
a writer directly, said William Dozier,
vice president in charge of west coast
activities for Screen Gems, a Columbia
Pictures subsidiary.
If the idea seems good, a script is
ordered and if the script is satisfactory,
a pilot is produced, either alone or in
cooperation with a network, he said.
Then Screen Gems tries to sell the pilot,
either alone or with a network, and if
a sale is made the series is put into
production.
Dan Raven is a co-production deal
with NBC, he said, which means that
the network finances the pilot, works

with Screen Gems in the development
of scripts, casting the continuing roles,
etc., and shares in the profits all the
way down the line, first run, second
run, overseas sales and merchandising.
The network's share is never more than
50%, often less.
Screen Gems financed the pilot of
Route 66 itself, Mr. Dozier reported,
and sold the program to CBS, which
"took a large sized gamble and ordered
26 shows at $125,000 apiece before
they'd sold the series." The network's
participation in the profits of this series
is much less than 50% and covers
only the network run and first syndication in the U.S.
Mr. Dozier said Screen Gems has
been offered packages by William Morris and has "run them down," but this
has not affected dealings with the
agency for stories or talent. MCA
made only one offer and "we didn't
like it, so we didn't get far enough to
learn whether it was for a package or
not." But Donna Reed and Elaine
Stritch,
stars
two Screen
Gems'
series, are
MCAof clients,
and Shirley
Jones, also starred by Screen Gems, is
a William Morris client, so "our position as a packager hasn't stopped us
from
talent,"
he stated,
adding
that thegetting
fees for
the MCA
actresses
are

structions toScreen Gems were short:
"There should be no reference to headaches, upset stomach or the taking of
remedies to relieve same ... no statement or situation in conflict with OneA-Day Multiple Vitamins ... no taking
of bromides or sedatives for which
Nervine might be used ... no use of
disinfectants for wounds or abrasions —
such as mercurochrome, iodine — which
might be in conflict with Bactine . . .
no representation of doctors, dentists,
druggists (or drugs or remedies) in a
derogatory manner or in situations embar as ing tothem as a group."
Pause that Refreshes ■ The Coca
Cola letter to Ozzie Nelson was also
short and confined to a "few helpful
hints" on the presentation of the product in the program. Mr. Nelson said
he asked for it when Coca Cola became
a co-sponsor of The Adventures of the
Nelson Family.
Among other "helpful hints" were
these: Children under 13 ought not to
be shown drinking Coca Cola. The
product should be served like beer, with
bottle and glass tilted rim to rim and
"ice should always be in the glass."
Half-consumed bottles of Coke should
not be left sitting around. "We do not
have to see them finish drinking, but
we would like to have it appear as if
they did so."

Indians got a special break when
Screen Gems was producing "Tales
of the Texas Rangers" for General
Mills. Among the many instructions the advertiser gave the producer was this: ". . . any material
dealing with Indians should be
scrutinized carefully to insure its
presentation of the Indians themselves, their life, customs and costumes in a true light. . . . Any
scripts dealing with Indians . . .
must present them in an impartial
light . . ."
31
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the same as those paid by Revue, the
production firm owned by MCA.
Advertiser Control ■ Screen Gems
retains artistic control of its programs,
but its contracts with advertisers give
them control over "policy and taste,"
Mr. Dozier said. (For some lists of
cautions received by Screen Gems from
advertisers, see story page 30.)
Pilot films for a half-hour series will
cost $65,000 to $100,000, he testified,
and for an hour program from $100,000 to twice that amount. Other segments of a half-hour series will run
$45,000-$50,000 each and for hour
shows, $85,000-$ 115,000. Asked if it
is true that a producer fails to get his
costs back from the sale of the first run
of a series, he said not at Screen Gems,
which usually does recover costs.
Columbia Pictures has trade deals
with Ford for a fleet of cars, which are
used by Screen Gems as well, and with
various manufacturers for refrigerators,
radio and tv sets, office machines, boxes
of Kleenex, dummy boxes of cigars,
dummy cakes of soap, furniture and
other items, which, unlike the autos,
are used only on sets and returned when
the scene is filmed.
Screen Gems has a definite policy
against surreptitious plugs, he stated,
and eliminates them from scripts, from
dailies (unedited film screened as soon
as developed) and, if necessary, will reshoot a scene.
Even more stringent measures are
taken to keep excessive crime and violence out of Screen Gems' films, Mr.
Dozier declared. One man is employed
as a watch dog and reads every script.
The company has no relations at all
with individual stations, he said.
20th Century-Fox ■ Peter B. Levathes,
president of 20th Century-Fox Television and vice president of the parent
20th Century-Fox Film Co., first witness on Tuesday, was making his second appearance before the hearing ex32

George Shu pert

continued

aminer. He first appeared more than a
year ago when he was an executive at
Young & Rubicam. At that time he told
of the difficulties of getting prime network time for Y & R clients' programs.
Last week, as a producer, he testified
that selling a pilot to a network is no
guarantee that it will get on the air.
He stated that the best way to get a
program on the networks is to make it
a good program. Two pilots made by
his company last year and sold to networks didn't get on the air, he reported.
A network wants a good show as much
as a sponsor does, he said, and to put
on one that doesn't measure up is to
endanger the audience for following
periods as well as at that time. "I can't
imagine a network putting on a poor
program just because it has an interest in it," he declared.
In creating a program, 20th CenturyFox Television starts with an idea that
may originate within the organization
or come from a writer or producer engaged to develop one, or perhaps the
company will buy a package with several of the essential program elements.
In any case, a treatment is prepared, a
detailed description of plot, characters,
kind of action, etc. This is usually taken
to a network to see if there is any interest in it, he said, although sometimes
his company makes a pilot itself to show
what it has in mind and sometimes the
sale is to an advertiser rather than to
a network.
Audience Challenge ■ The real difference between tv and theatrical films, he
commented, is in the kind of audience.
A theatre audience is a multitude of
people gathered together under almost
compulsory viewing conditions. A home
audience is 2.6 persons subject to all
sorts of distractions that present artistic
and technical problems to the producer.
Before he joined 20th Century-Fox
Television, Mr. Levathes said, William

Don Fedderson

Morris handled all its sales activities,
getting 10% of gross receipts under a
two-year contract (May 15, 1958, to
same date of this year), except for national network. The agreement was not
renewed.
William Morris also was to furnish
the company with packages for 20th
Century-Fox to produce and William
Morris to sell, Mr. Levathes said. He
assumed that the writers, directors, producers and actors in the packages would
include people represented by the Morris
organization, although Gardner McKay,
star of Adventures in Paradise, which
Morris brought to Fox Tv, is not a
Morris client.
An advertiser is sure to be concerned
about program content as this is the atmosphere inwhich the commercials take
place, Mr. Levathes noted. He gets
scripts of the programs and can suggest
changes. If they concern taste and
policy, "we're bound to make the
changes." If it's a matter of program
creativity, "we'd consider his suggestions but we'd have the final say."
There are no agency representatives on
the 20th Century-Fox Television sets
nor has there been any attempt to get
them there, he reported.
As to trade deals, he said the parent
company has them, including one with
Chrysler for a fleet of 50-60 cars which
the television company can draw on if
it wishes. The motion picture company
has other trade deals, but "in television
we avoid them and mask trademarks
as we never know who the sponsor of
the program is going to be."
MGM Experiences ■ MGM has
financed its own pilots and sold them
to advertisers or networks and has sold
program ideas to networks and sponsors
who put up the money to make the
pilots, said George Shupert, vice president in charge of television for MGM.
Advertiser financing is not too common,
he said, but occasionally a property is
especially appropriate for a certain dompany, so by being selective in offering
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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Voice of Government
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Washington 16, D. C.
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the right program to the right advertiser
a deal can be made.
Rexall, through BBDO, financed the
pilot of National Velvet, "which was
was just what they wanted — a family
show with no violence, suitable for airing between 7:30 and 8 : 30 p.m. and with
a good chance of being successful
enough to continue for a long time, so
they could merchandise it." Rexall,
however, could sponsor the program
only every other week, so it turned its
rights over to NBC, which agreed to
sell the other half sponsorship and in
exchange got a limited property participation.
Artistic control of all programs remains with MGM, Mr. Shupert said,
subject to advertiser authority over matters affecting commercial policy, such
as a cigarette company not wanting one
of its programs to show a fire started
by a cigarette carelessly thrown into
the brush. To his knowledge, MGM has
never received any written do's and
don'ts from a sponsor.
MGM has directors, writers and producers under contract, he said. Actors
are usually hired on a per-program basis. The company buys no programs
from packagers and has no selling arrangements with any outside firm.
MGM has a trade deal with Chrysler,
he said, and the tv division also has its
own "small deal" with General Motors,
for five or six autos. He knows of surreptitious product plugs through hearsay only, he stated, adding that scripts
and dailies are carefully watched to
prevent this sort of thing.
Mr. Shupert said MGM is an associate member of NAB and a subscriber
to the Television Code and "we have
never had a program rejected by the
continuity department of any network."
Loretta Young, president of Toreto
Films and whose Loretta Young Show
is starting its eighth year on NBC-TV,
said she got interested in tv early and
wanted to be a part of it as an actress.
She went to her agent, William Morris,
but they didn't come up with any tv
offers for her, so after two years she
and her husband, Tom Lewis, developed
a program idea and took it to the Morris organization which took it to NBC
which financed the pilot. NBC participates in the show's profits and handles
syndication and she is now employed
by the network as executive producer
of the program, with full creative control.
'Too Catholic' ■ Miss Young said
that she thinks that under her contract
she has to submit scripts to the sponsor
or his agency in advance, but that in
eight years on the air she has had only
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two scripts questioned. However, her
sponsor, Procter & Gamble, told her
they had received a lot of mail suggesting she was too much of a Catholic on
the air and asked her to stay away from
certain subjects. She refused. Meanwhile, they wanted to change the program's time from Sunday to Wednesday. She refused and won the argument and NBC took over the contract
and she's still on at the old time but
with a new sponsor. However, when
the daytime program started, P & G
bought into it right away, she stated,
although it was the same program content they'd objected to before.
Four Star Television generally finances its own pilots, then sells the series
to either a network or a sponsor, president Dick Powell testified Wednesday
morning. For example, he said that
CBS has a 50% interest in all profits
on Wanted, Dead or Alive, which it got
by a firm order for 26 films and agreeing to get a sponsor. "It was a good
business deal for us," Mr. Powell said,
"as the pilot was a segment of another
series,
cost usthatanything."
He saidsohe itdiddidn't
not think
the deal
had anything to do with getting time
for the series on CBS-TV. Zane Gray
Theatre, Black Saddle, David Niven
Show, June Ally son Show, Law and
Mr. Jones and Peter Loves Mary were
financed by Four Star and sold directly
to their sponsors, with no network interest, yet they all got good network
time too.
Facts of Life ■ Asked why, in some
of its deals with networks, Four Star
was willing to "trade away" valuable
syndication rights, Mr. Powell said that
in one case, Four Star's selling agent,
William Morris, had been unable to
sell the program to sponsors or to other
networks, so he was more than willing
to give up these rights in exchange for
a firm order for 26 programs.
Morris has been the Four Star sales
agency for four years, in which the producing company has grown from no
shows on the networks to 12 at present
and a 13th in preparation, Mr. Powell
testified. In some cases the Morris
agency has provided Four Star with
stars or other package elements, but its
principal service is to sell Four Star
shows, he stated.
Asked if the use of the Morris agency
as its sales arm had kept Four Star from
getting talent from MCA, Mr. Powell
said no, that Four Star gets a lot of
talent from MCA. Under Mr. Bryant's
questioning, however, he admitted that
he'd had difficulty getting Joan Crawford to do a show she'd promised and
that the producer had told him that
he'd been told that Revue was going to
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
—daily high school
credit course in
cooperation with the
University of N. C.
FARM & HOME
—daily information and
instruction in cooperation with N. C. Dept.
of Agriculture
CONTINENTAL
CLASSROOM
—college credit
course, network

HARLOTTE

1

TODAY ON THE FARM
—network, weekly

They'll tell you about it in Carolina classrooms,
in farm homes of the fertile Piedmont. WSOC-TV's worthy
and practical public service features are another
facet of the program structure that changed viewing
habits in America's 25th largest tv market.
Viewers get more, advertisers get more on Charlotte's
WSOC-TV-a great area station of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
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CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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use her and therefore Four Star
couldn't have her. The matter was
straightened out by a personal Powellto-Crawford arrangement, Mr. Powell
said, and Miss Crawford was doing the
show that day.

san

francisco

10,000 Watts
FULL TIME

BY
AND FM
tiinmii KiptmiMm: Petehs. Gnu-tim. Woodward, inc.
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
9Hi
KQBY Son Fronciico * KSDO San Diego * KBUZ Motflix
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Violence Denied ■ Mr. Powell
denied that most of his programs involved crime and violence or that any
of them contain excessive violence,
stating that scripts and dailies are
watched carefully to prevent it.
Another entertainer turned producer,
Ozzie Nelson, president of Stage Five
Productions, said his firm has a contract to produce The Nelson Family
for ABC-TV which finances the show
completely. If the show is syndicated,
ABC will get 40% of the selling price
and the Nelsons (Ozzie and Harriet and
their two sons, with each of whom ABC
has a talent contract) 60%. MCA,
which negotiated all the contracts, gets
10% of the sales price of the program
for "going into the marketplace and
selling the show to sponsors," Mr. Nelson stated, adding, "we don't pay the
commission to MCA; ABC does."
Stating that he has the right to make
the final decision on all artistic elements
of the program, Mr. Nelson declared
that in his opinion, all the talk about
sponsor domination is grossly exaggerated. "I've never once had an agency
or sponsor make an unreasonable demand," he said. "We are now sponsored
by Eastman and Coca Cola and it
would be downright rude of us on the
show to walk into a malt shop and order a Pepsi-Cola."
Mr.
Nelson said that tv has done an
excellent job of policing itself and he
urged that there be as little government
interference as possible. "I'm afraid of
the socialistic tendencies in government," he stated. He also pointed out
that with television competitive to
movies, magazines and newspapers,
"there's too much said about what's
bad about tv and not enough about
what's good. Television has a built-in
control. If people stop watching, the
advertiser stops sponsoring and the program goes off the air. We entertainers
live by the realistic standard of public
viewing, not by what some group thinks
theFrank
public Cooper
wants to of
see." Frank Cooper
Assoc., who described his talent agency
as representing "authors, actors, producers, directors and composers for all
branches of entertainment," said that
his chief competitors are William Morris, MCA and Famous Artists, "although they won't like my saying so."
Frank and Dinah Did ■ Questioned
about reports that when talent becomes

continued

well known it tends to leave smaller
agencies and go to MCA or William
Morris, he said that Frank Sinatra and
Dinah Shore had done just that. His
own agency, he said, had been trying
to sell The Real McCoys for the producer, Irving Pincus, and had created
an interest in the show but felt it needed Walter Brennan, under William Morris management, as the leading player.
Mr. Pincus talked to the Morris people,
then told Mr. Cooper that he could get
Mr. Brennan, but only if the Morris
agency became agent for the program
as well as the lead. It did.
Testifying Thursday were three
officials of the Screen Actors Guild:
George Chandler, president; John L.
Dales, national executive secretary,
and Chester Migden^ assistant secretary.
Also testifying were three producers:
Don Sharpe and Don Fedderson, each
head of his own production company,
and James A. Schulke, vice president
of Paramount Television Productions,
a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures.
The SAG executives presented a
count of the union's members represented by four talents agencies, as requested by Mr. Bryant. The count
showed that William Morris represents
635 SAG members, MCA 544, General
Amusements Corp. 388 and Jack Pomeroy 157. Questioning brought the
admission that the Morris, MCA and
GAC clients include a "substantial
number" of top stars, but Mr. Dales
stressed that many top stars are represented by other agencies and that actoragent relationship is a fluid thing.
"Actors change agents like women
change hats," he said.
Reviewing the history of SAG franchises with agents, the guild executives
reported a provision that an agent cannot also be a producer. From time
to time SAG permits exceptions for
specific programs, they said, but Revue
Productions, owned by MCA, is the
only blanket waiver the guild has
issued.
The Independents ■ Messrs. Sharpe
and Fedderson described the operations
of independent tv program producers.
Both said they have no creative control
problems with sponsors or networks.
Neither Mr. Sharpe, who puts together,
sells and finances his own program
packages, nor Mr. Fedderson, who
employs MCA as a selling agent, admitted to any difficulty in obtaining
talent because of their packager status.
Mr. Schulke gave a detailed description of PTP's production of programs
on video tape. "Tape gives more quality for less
film,"
he said.
"We're
able money
to getthan
studio
quality
on
location with tape."
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rom Egypt, Caesar went to Syria and Pontus, and in quick order, routed Pharnaces II, sending back his
ow famous message. Balaban Stations haven't taken to wearing the victor's laurel wreath around their
rows, but it's a fact Balaban advertisers are conquering their markets. Balaban directs their messages,
ke Caesar's, straight to the point ... the selling point. Balaban programming, stimulating personalities and
et-up-and-go appeal gets listeners and keeps listeners - keeps 'em listening and keeps 'em buying! Let
le Balaban Stations carry your message, straight to the buyer. Balaban Stations - couriers par excellence!

I"HE

BALABAN

STATIONS

■

in tempo with the times • John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
'
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The shadow of a new and potentially
powerful competitor was cast over spot
television last week, causing uneasiness
among
men. some of television's leading salesThe shadow was that of a relatively
new medium — regional inserts in national magazines — which according to authorities has zoomed in billings from
$48 million in 1959 to an estimated
$100 million this year.
Among television sales authorities
opinion was divided over the seriousness
of the threat, how much money the
regionals have taken from television already and how much they're apt to take.
TvB, taking a calmer approach than
some station representatives, noted that
it had called attention to the potential
competition of regional or split-run editions, or "fragmentation," almost a year
ago and had also pointed up some of
this "medium's" inherent drawbacks at
that time.
Study Under Way ■ But in response
to the latest hubbub, TvB, President Norman E. Cash asserted, the bureau has
asked tv salesmen to report any instances of tv advertisers said to be
swinging television money into regional
editions, so that TvB can follow up and.
by direct contact, determine exactly

Record

fourth

10% INCREASE PREDICTED
A record fourth quarter tv gross billing is expected this year. According to
estimates now current, network and spot
volume will total more than $375.4 million, or $34 million ahead of OctoberDecember last year.
Those three months in 1959 generally are regarded by tv time salesmen as
having registered more spot business
than any other fourth quarter. Most
time sales executives and many of their
customers at the agencies concede a
high volume quarter now underway.
But there's a cautious note voiced by a
minority — an inference that the economy is getting sticky and a feeling
(based on first-hand knowledge of the
situation in many instances) that some
stations are failing to get as much busi38

ADVERTISING

SPOT
increase

TELEVISION?

100%

in a year

period

tv salesmen over impact it will have
what inroads the sectionals have made.
same markets which were covered by
Mr. Cash said it is not possible yet to last year's spot tv compaign." Thirteen
provide documentation that will show
pages are scheduled in Life and the Post
whether the regionals are attracting new
and 10 in Look. These will be supplemented bypages in the New Yorker and
money, siphoning money from television, or taking it from other media — or in the Sunday Rotogravure sections of
to show the degree in which any of these three newspapers. Council spokesman
possibilities, or a combination of them,
said the campaign "will be supported
may be responsible for the growth of by an aggressive merchandising and
regional editions.
public relations drive." Leo Burnett
He said with one exception he knew
Co., Chicago, is agency for the council.
of no specific case where television
Threats to Spot ■ There were other
money had been switched to regional indications that spot television was
inserts.
suffering, though not necessarily to the
benefit
of regionals in all cases.
That "one exception" contributed to
On the West Coast, for example,
the uneasiness evidenced by a number
of station representatives last week: the where regional editions flourish most
Tea Council of the USA announced on
extensively, an official of the HonigCooper & Harrington agency told
Oct. 1 1 that its November-to-March
Broadcasting that C & H Sugar, a
hot-tea campaign would shift emphasis
from spot television to print. The regional advertiser, had switched from
television to print because television
council's $1.4 million budget, up from
$1.2 million last year, will go into
"got so expensive that we didn't feel
black-and-white pages in regional edi- we could justify recommending it to
tions of Look, Life and Saturday Evethe client." C & H reportedly was putning Post, the announcement said.
ting $600,000 into television, but increased its total budget to about $1
Robert B. Smallwood, council chairmillion — of which about $250,000 is
man, said after a meeting in Hollywood.
Fla., where the new strategy was de- in radio — with the transfer of primary
cided upon, that these regional editions, emphasis to print almost a year ago. The
covering 18 major markets, would en- agency executive said regional editions
Continued on page 40
able the council "to cover in depth the

quarter

for

television?

OVER LAST YEAR'S RECORD FIGURES
was changed to daytime, early evening,
ness as they might expect in prosperous
tv times.
prime nighttime and late night. The
The biggest billing boost this quarter revision thus reflected "early evening
comes from network advertisers who
averageeralrates,"
genreduction and
in subsequently
the overall adollar
will be responsible for an expected
estimate.]
10% hike over last quarter '60 (from
$176 million to about $193.5 million).
$60 Million Ahead ■ On the basis of
It's anticipated that spot will bring in TvB's estimates this year, the first six
$181.8 million, also a near 10% in- months' gross billing alone showed tv
crease.
nationally to be at least $60 million
ahead
of last year (Broadcasting, Oct.
[Editor's note: Spot's $181.8 million
3).
is estimated on the same basis as the reTrouble points in the tv business are
ports which prevailed before issuance
of the second quarter spot report. The
in the spot area. Station representatives
latter report reflected a new TvB policy
are chagrined at what they call "inwherein N. C. Rorabaugh Co. revised
creased netwok sale this fall of particiits method of estimating spot. In earlier
pations in shows" on a basis they say
is comparable to spot selling. Assert
reports, average spot rates were based
on dividing the broadcast day into day- the reps: "This is business that normalContinued on page 44
time, nighttime and late night. This
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part of the profile of a great radio station . . .

MORE

OWN

In the WFBR

WFBR

ONE

OR

LISTENERS

MORE

audience, there are proportionately 12%

CARS

more car owners and 82%

more two car

families than in the total sample, which includes listeners to all Baltimore stations.*
When you advertise on WFBR,

you reach the people who have the spendable income and who spend it.

* In a recent Qualitative Survey in the metropolitan
Baltimore area, The Pulse, Incorporated, matched
certain socio-economic factors with radio station
listening habits.

Represented by John Blair and Company
B A LT IMORE,
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MARYLAND
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE

RETAIL

SALES

ARE

RUNG

UP

LONG

ISLAND

THAN

ON
IN

CLEVELAND,
CHARLOTTE

AND

CHATTANOOGA...
PUT

TOGETHER!

s2,718,971,000
(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

►10,000

WATTS
AM 1100
FM 98 3

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD ih ww of
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Represented by Gill-Perna
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were being considered and might be
used in 1962 but probably would not be
in 1961.

toring firm. The newsletter devoted
three
of
lined: its four pages to an article head-

He did not challenge television's effectivenes as an advertising medium.
"I like it," he said. "It has more impact." But he expressed gave concern
over its cost — especially rising talent
costs — in relation to the ability of regional advertisers to pay.
The Honig-Cooper executive and officials at other agencies stressed the
"prestige
advertising.value" of regional magazine

"Regional Magazines Grabbing Spot

"Say a client can't afford to buy the
national edition of Life," one official
explained. "He can buy a four-color
page in a regional edition, one time;
then he has it reprinted and merchandises it to all his dealers, distributors
and the public — 'as advertised in Life.' "
Oil companies, local breweries, banks,
insurance companies and travel agencies
were said to be starting to make wide
use of the new concept, which enables
many of them to become "magazine advertisers" for the first time.
Reps Worried ■ Several station representatives expressed concern over splitrun's potential effect. They said that
spot business on many major West Coast
stations has dropped in the past few
months to levels below last year's marks
for the same period. Some authorities
estimated the West Coast drop-off at
as much as "about 20%" for recent
months, whereas they said business on
stations in the East is up, in some cases
dramatically. The first step, they said,
is to find out why West Coast business
is off, and to what extent, if any, the decline is a result of the growth of regionals.
Other reps, in contrast, reported no
noticeable dips and said they had seen
no cause for concern.
Last week's sudden interest in the
effects of regional editions apparently
was touched off by publication of the
September-October issue of BARometer,
a house newsletter put out by Broadcast
Advertisers Reports, tv and radio moni-

Tv Billings
Dollars."Going Up ■ The article cited
Leading National Advertisers, an advertising reporting firm with which BAR
is associated in preparing network television billing figures for TvB, as source
of its information on the growth of
regional inserts.
Last year, BAR said, LNA reported
more than 3,000 brand campaigns totaling $48 million in regional and split-run
advertising in 45 magazines. "Judging
from activity to date," the article continued, "1960 total billing for regional
advertising in magazines should go well
over 100 million." It speculated that "A
percentage of this growth" is probably
being culled from current or prospective
spot tv budgets.
The BARometer said regional magazine advertising in 1959 started slowly,
with Life, Look and Post accepting
some split runs. Several other magazines followed suit and "by the end of
the year 45 major magazines were accepting split run."
The article
continued: "The initial
dollars to fuel this new exposure tool
were probably new money, but our contact with stations indicates that at least
some of its present momentum is
coming from spot budgets. This fact has
been particularly noticeable on the West
For Instance ■ BAR cited three exCoast . . ."
amples:
( 1 ) Bank of America had 55 tv spots
a week in Los Angeles and 36 a week in
San Francisco during the first quarter of
1 959, but by the fourth quarter was placing no spots in these markets but had
boosted regional magazine spending to
$63,930, and in the first quarter this
year was still out of television but spendzines.ing more than ever in regional maga(2) Scott Paper cut its television in

arbitron's daily choices
American Research Bureau. These
Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, ChiRating
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
week Oct. 6-12 as rated by the multiticity Arbitron instant ratings of the Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Network
Date
Program and Time
Thur., Oct. 6
The Real McCoys (8:30 p.m.)
23.7
22.6
ABC-TV
Fri., Oct. 7
Twilight Zone (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sat., Oct. 8
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
30.0
Sun., Oct. 9
Jackie Glaason (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Mon., Oct. 10
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
20.8
30.0
CBS-TV
22.2
CBS-TV
Tue., Oct. 11
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Wed., Oct. 12
Circle Theater (10 p.m.)
25.1
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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CAPITAL

TYPES

#5

REFORMER
Making a career of
a misnomer. For motherhood— in a
non-clinical way. Against sin—
and other popular institutions. People
hang (literally) on his every
word. He hangs (figuratively)
on every word over WTOP

Radio,

the important station for
reaching the 20-County Greater
Washington area.

WTOP
RADIO
Washington, D. C.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
Operated by
THE WASHING TON POST BROADCAST DIVISION:
WTOP RADIO Washington. D. C.
WTOP-TV Channel 9, Washington. D. C.
WJXT Channel 4. Jacksonville, Florida

Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle
from 89 spots a week to 20 a week between the first and fourth quarters but
had billed $168,983 in regional magazines by the end of 1959 and was billing
faster than ever in the first quarter this
year.
(3) Lever Bros.' All detergent was
running one spot in San Francisco and
one in Seattle in the first quarter of this
year but was buying full pages in a
regional magazine, while Lever's Wishbone dressing was spending $4,000 in
regionals at the same time but was not
on television at all.
Rebuttal ■ Spot television salesmen
tended to dismiss the Lever Wishbone
dressing example as not involving enough
money to have significant implications.
An official of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, agency for All, said
the detergent is continuing in television
(primarily in network but with some
spot) and is advertising in Sunset, a
West Coast magazine, but not in regional editions of national magazines.
Bank of America, a California chain
recognized as one of the biggest banks
in the country, was reported — though
unofficially — to have shown signs that it
is thinking of returning to television.
An executive at J. Walter Thompson
Co., agency for Scott Paper, was reluctant to discuss the client's media
strategy but indicated the purchase of
regional print did not imply a threat to
television but related to considerations
other than straight advertising, presum-

ably meaning such factors as the promotion and merchandising of magazine
ads through reprints, etc.
MagazineaminationStudy
■ TvB's
of sectional
insertsearlier
was inex-a
massive study, "The Changing Face of
Magazines," published in December
1959. As one of the magazine medium's
moves to capture advertising revenues,
the presentation noted, "regional editions of nationally circulated magazines
have been offered with the ostensible
purpose being to make their coverage
coincide with regionally distributed
products, or national products with a
need for extra regional support."
TvB concluded that "The idea unquestionably has some merit," but raised
two questions: "First, do the regions
really coincide with anyone's marketing
patterns? And what does it cost?"
The answer to the first question, TvB
said, varies according to the degree of
flexibility any magazine is able to offer,
but "It is difficult to imagine that a
several-state magazine edition would fit
precisely the requirements of any advertiser— national or regional. Where circulation becomes a major consideration."
desired advertising support, waste circulation coverage does not correspond to
To answer the cost question, TvB
compared regional circulations of a
number of magazines with their respective costs to advertisers. "There is a
considerable premium to be paid for less
than full national circulation," the study
asserted. It reported that the circulation

of the western edition of Life, for example, amounts to 17.5% of Life's total
circulation, whereas its cost to advertisers is21 % of theForcostLook
of buying
Life's
total circulation.
the western
circulation was put at 13.9% of the
total, its cost at 18.1%.
Other major magazines publishing
West Coast regional editions include
Time, Reader's Digest, Better Homes &
Gardens, McCalls, Everywoman's, Family Circle, Woman's Day, Parents,
American Legion, Argosy, Sports Illustrated, True, Newsweek, Esquire and
Farm Journal.
Agency appointments . . .
■ Gold Seal Vineyards Inc., N.Y., has
appointed Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford & Atherton Inc. A $200,000 budget has been set for the coming year to
advertise Gold Seal's wines and champagnes in radio, tv and newspapers.
■ The Wholesale Plumbing Institute of
Southern California, L.A., appoints
Coleman-Parr Inc., that city, to direct
its advertising and public relations program. The institute is a new advertiser
and Coleman-Parr is its first agency.
Charles Parr, C-P president, announced
that a radio schedule will initiate its
campaign.
No budget figure was announced.
■ The Skod Co., Oslo, Norway, and
Greenwich, Conn., importers of Swedish
steel cutting tools and "Sea-Born" Norwegian organic minerals for feed supplements and fertilizers, names Allston,
Smith & Somple Inc., Greenwich. Media plans for the balance of 1960 include radio in selected markets.
■ Cunningham & Walsh announces it
has resigned the national advertising account of Sears, Roebuck & Co., which
it has handled since 1956. Account
bills less than $ 1 million compared with
nearly $70 million at local dealer level.
■ Electric Autolite Co., Toledo, Ohio,
appoints BBDO, Detroit, to handle national, Canadian and export advertising
for its spark plug, battery and other
electrical equipment products. Account
formerly was handled by Grand Adv.
Inc.

You

get a lot to like in a Marlboro

A 40-ft. cigarette is on its way to
a production date at Griffith Stadium, Washington, D. C, for Marlboros. The giant prop, engineered
to glow and smoke at the tip, is on
the gridiron set of a series of commercials on National Professional
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Football League games over CBSTV. The Griffith Stadium spots,
tentatively set to debut Sunday (Oct.
23) star the Washington Redskins'
marching band in commercial formations. Agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.

■ The Regina Corp., Rahway, N. J.,
manufacturer of household cleaning appliances, appoints Hicks & Greist, N. Y.,
effective Nov. 1. Marshall Murphy will
be account executive.
■ American MARC Inc., Redondo
Beach, Calif., appoints Cunningham &
Walsh, Los Angeles, to direct advertising, promotion and marketing activities
for pleasure boats, diesel engines and
electro-dynamic components divisions.
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MANY

FIRSTS

MAKE

A

TREND?

Since July 27, the Nielsen 50 -Market TV Reports have been issued for
ten consecutive weeks. Two of the ten weeks were political convention
'weeks. The remaining eight times ABC -TV took first place.* In both
ratings and share of audience. This is more than a trend — it's an
established fact that where viewers have a choice of three networks
they choose ABC-TV

first. And to keep it that way, we are now offering

the season's most exciting line-up of new shows, both entertainment
and public service. Controversial shows like the Bell & Howell series
of specials. Important

shows like the Churchill Memoirs.

Fast-paced

shows like Hong Kong, The Roaring 20's, Surf Side 6, The Islanders.
Top sports coverage like NCAA and American League Football, Fight
of the Week. All of which makes ABC -TV the network to watch ... as
millions of viewers know.
♦Source: Nielsen 50-Market Report covering 10-week period. July 27— Sept. 4, 1960. Mon.-Sun. 8-10:30 P.M.

ABC
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ly There
we couldarehave
would have areas.
had."
otherand troublesome
Of concern is the alleged siphoning or
diverting of monies which might ordinarily have been earmarked for spot
to regional editions of national magazines (see story page 38).
Spot sellers express anxiety over the
economy, as well as over a noticeable
"hold back"
in advertiser pre-Christmas
season
allocations.
Economic Signs ■ Inventory cutbacks
and a weakening of "general business
conditions" are cited as economic danger signals, one executive in the broadcast business expressing this as a "sideways movement of the economy in
which advertising could receive the first
slap on the nose."
A media vice president with a major tv agency echoed this sentiment,
noting flatly there's a "question of
whether we are entering a slump" and
that his agency believes there will be a
big spurt in spot in preparation of
Christmas once the elections are over.
He suggested that many advertisers psy-

PREVIEW:

Royalty

TV?

-continued from page 38

chological y are holding back until after the "political business" is put away,
and "things are settled."
Another rep pointed up spot advertiser patterns this fall of "later buying
and on short-term schedules" which
serve to soften an otherwise firm volume.
Among the reps — and this is reflected in part by some of the major
agencies — predictions divide this way:
the pessimists who find business conditions unsettled think the fourth quarter
might "compete" with last year's record
high and the optimists who see clear
sailing ahead and hence a new record
high in billing.
A few of the "straws in the wind"
the optimists point to: continuous new
product flow, an expectation that the
fall tempo will increase with preChristmas buying, an expected strong
use of tv by toy manufacturers (see
Ideal Toy story, page 46) and the
plus of political timebuys.
The pessimists note that July and
August this year have been poor months
for spot, that network sale of minutes

speaks for Carnation
A pixy-like king, whose initial ad- and produced by Edwin T. Morgan
from a script by Rubye M. Griffith,
ventures involve a "royal secret,"
will be the key protagonist in a new
head of EWR&R's tv copy depart60-second tv commercial created by
ment in Los Angeles. It's part of a
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan for
general campagin theme, "The milk
its client, Carnation Co. The ani- you can use like cream with onemated cartoon will debut shortly in half the fat calories." James T. Vandiveer, EWR&R vice president, is
national television, including CBSaccount
supervisor on Carnation
TV's new Pete & Gladys series.
The commercial was animated by Evaporated Milk, a long-time user
of broadcast media.
Playhouse Pictures of Hollywood
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

within programs to accommodate spot
advertisers has been "tearing down tv's
structure" and that while the overall
total of business may be up in tv, it's
misrepresentative because an increase
in the number of stations in the U.S.
have meant that "more stations are
sharing the slightly larger pie."

INCREASED

TV BUDGETS

TvB report says coffee, tea,
insurance ads set new records
Coffee, tea and insurance companies
have increased their television advertising budgets to record levels during
1960, according to tv usage reports released last week by the Television Bureau of Advertising. Coffee and tea tv
expenditures are up 19% while insurance companies' investments in the medium (gross time billings) in 1960 will
top $16 million, or 2 million more than
in 1959, TvB estimated.
In the first six months of 1960, network, national and regional tv gross
time investments by coffee and tea companies were $27,220,905, compared
with $22,795,977 in the same period of
1959. Spot tv gross time in the same
period this year was $21,016,820, TvBRorabaugh reported. Network gross
time represented $6,204,085, TvB/
LNA-BAR figures showed. Coffee companies spent the greater amount with
network and spot tv gross time investments of $21,807,054 while tea advertisers accounted for $5,413,851.
Leading tv coffee advertisers in the
first six months of 1960: General
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House, Sanka
and Yuban), $9,320,900 for network
and spot; Standard Brands (Chase and
Sanborn), $2,184,215 in network and
spot, and J. A. Folger & Co., spot billings of $2,125,420. Top tea advertiser
on tv was Lever Bros, for Lipton with
network and spot billings of $2,001,726.
Standard Brands' Tenderleaf followed
with
$1,123,570 in network and spot,
advertising.
Mutual Benefit leads ■ In the first
six months this year, insurance companies had gross time billings of $7,264,611 in national tv, including $5,584,611 in network and $1,680,000 in
spot. Prudential Life Insurance Co.'s
sponsorship of CBS-TV's Twentieth
Century is reported to have resulted in
more than one billion viewer impressions through its commercials during
the first six months of 1960.
Leading insurance company on network television in the first seven months
of the year was Mutual Benefit Health
& Accident Assn. with billings of $3,036,436. Runner-up was Prudential
with network billings of $2,369,634.
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IN CHATTANOOGA,

TENNESSEE
CHANNEL

B

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir.— AT. 2-6265
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

YOUR
A N N E L
PRODUCT'S
BEST

28% taller and 29%
and sells 152,000 TV
million annually. The
Plus Shopper Topper

12

more powerful. Tells
homes who spend 750
best of CBS and ABC.
Merchandising.

0. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
FRIEND
IS

CHANNEL.

The

FRIENDLY

Group's

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee. Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars.
Harry Burke, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-R

CHANNEL
More

to see

on channel

3 with NBC

IN CHATTANOOGA:
Harry D. Burke-OX. 8-1505
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor-OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally: H-R
*FIRST CHOICE of more people, more times
than any other Chattanooga TV station. That's why
you'll tell more and sell more on WRGP-TV in
Chattanooga, dominating 40 counties in Tennessee,
Georgia and Alabama where over a million people
spend 800 million dollars annually.
1960, N.C.S.3
Member The FRIENDLY Group
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ohn J. Laux, Exec. Vice-President

3

12

Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS, NBC and
ABC Networks.
Robert E. Metcalfe, Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc

•
CHANNEL

12

A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS,
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Roger Garrett, General Manager— MAin I
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc
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IS THIS
TV'S
GOLDEN
ERA?
Pete Cash says it may be in low advertising cost;
NAB meeting also given retailer's tv use details
The cost of television advertising is
■ Results of a survey by the National
Retail
Merchants Assn. on its members'
going up: "It may never again be as in- use of television.
expensive or as efficient as it is right
now," Norman E. Cash, president of
■ Results of a Pulse study showing
TvB, warned bluntly in an address prepared for delivery Friday at the NAB
that television improves a store's image,
regional conference in Atlanta (see which in turn increases frequency of
shopping and buying.
story, Media section) .
In his speech Mr. Cash observed that
He predicted that by 1 970 television's
cost-per-thousand will be 38% higher total advertising expenditures, currently
than it is now — but that the people it totaling about $11 billion or $61 per
reaches will have much more money to person per year, are expected to reach
spend then. Economists, he noted, ex- $22 billion or $110 per person by 1970.
pect that by 1970 people will have 45%
If television holds its current share of
more disposable income and enjoy a the total, he said, audience gains will
69% increase in discretionary dollars. hold the increased cost to the advertiser to about 38% .
Moreover, he added, "television has a
very long way to go before its cost efficiency is reduced to the low levels of
Up to now, he asserted, television audience has grown rapidly and cost-perother major media."
thousand has declined. But, he said,
Mr. Cash's forecast was one part of
three presentations by TvB at the At"We can't expect much further growth
based upon new tv homes. From here
lanta meeting.
The other parts, as presented by Mr.
on, we'll have to count more upon inCash:
creased viewing from homes that own

sets . . . television, while far from the
critical cost efficiency of newspapers
or magazines, is going to get more exThe TvB head said that television has
followed the growth patterns of newspapers, magazines and other media in
pensive."
their
early stages. "When the medium
is near saturation," he said, noting that
tv's is now nearing 90%, "its audience
growth slows but its costs do not." Since
1950, he continued, television's CPM
has dropped 40% while newspapers' increased 33% and magazines' 36%.
"Television," he said, "is the cheapest of
major media when it comes to reaching
people, no matter which expert meaThe NRMA report showed that 94
membersures it." stores, out of a total of 235,
used television last year (the study was
made in January 1960). This represented a gain of 76% since 1955. Of all
responding stores, 60% said they had
used television at some time; of these,
two out of three were still using it when
the survey was conducted. Of the 40%
who had never used tv, the majority —
53% — said they could not use it because they had no local stations or because they were suburban outlets which
could not afford major-market televi-

Marcy was a "guest'" on the show).
Ideal s advertising has been breaking into main drives in the spring and
IT CLEARS ITS OWN STATION LIST, SAVES COSTS
tail-winter. Tnis year, Ideal has been
Ideal Toy Corp., New York, has musical comedy revue. Ideal and running this "spectacular" and will coadopted the policy of doing its own
agency Grey Adv., New York, super- sponsor with another, non-competitive
vised production and cleared stations toy advertiser (Lionel Train Corp.,
show production and station clearance
(25 thus far). The program was aired New yoric, aiso handled by Grey), the
on a spot basis. The toy advertiser
three separate dates, Sept. 18 and colorcast on NBC-TV Thanksgiving
also has a $2.5 million budget that's on
25, and Oct. 2.
Day oi tue Jviacy s Parade (Nov.
twice what it was a year ago.
The toy company cleared in Sunday
24, 11 a.m.-noon). Last spring it ran
These two related facts have a sigafternoon periods for the most part. a 35 major market spot campaign for
nificance. For example:
■ Ideal now has joined the ranks of Chief reasons: this keeps time costs plastic dog kits.
While tne toy manufacturer sought
advertisers who have tried "spot spec- down (mostly Class C time), and it is
the
attention of children (and through
on
the
air
at
a
time
when
jobbers
taculars." Once a rarity, this type of
(wholesalers) and dealers can watch.
show now has become proven precethem, parents) with Shari Lewis' revue,
dent.
By placing the schedule on a spot basis it
also had its eye on jobbers and reand
clearing
stations
through
the
■ Ideal over the past few years has
tailers. To get Ideal's message fully
been the leader among toy advertisers agency, Ideal was able to exercise a across, the hour-long show was a carin television. The firm reflects the at- control over the schedule (avoiding
rier tor its main toy products (in all, 12
titude of the whole toy manufacturing
opposition and highly-viewed pro- filmed commercials each one-minute
gramming that could compete for long were aired). This served to catabusiness which has accepted tv as a
Ideal's audience).
must advertising medium.
log tor the toy retailer a complete
Own Format ■ In producing the inventory of filmed commercials availOther advertisers (and their shows)
show independently of packager or netwhich recently have cleared a program
able. The toys included Mr. Machine
work, the toy advertiser was in a posi- (toy robot), Astro Base (a space toy),
on stations and thus by-passed the nettion to dictate format and also keep pro- Fighter Jet (toy cockpit game) and
works: Shulton's Race for Space placed
duction costs to a minimum. (Credits:
in more than 100 markets through
count down (rocket launching base),
Marshall
Stone directed production; the life-size Patti Playpal, the Saucy
Wesley Assoc., New York; GambleSkogmo's anniversary show (starred Jim Sommers of Grey produced the
"name"
Herb Shriner) in some 70 markets,
walking
Walker
dolls
— Betsy
Wetsy,doll,
Bye other
Bye Baby
and
show and bought the time; Lan O'Kun
contributed some original music and Shirley Temple — a diving sub and
through BBDO, Minneapolis.
kits).
Ideal's program was Christmas in lyrics and collaborated with Stan Tay- Battling Betsy toy tank (both model
September with Shari Lewis. It was
lor on writing the show's book; scenic
taped at Videotape Productions Sept. design was supervised by Marvin
Though the show primarily presented
9-10 in New York as a one-woman
Chemsky
and dancer-singer George Miss Lewis' singing-dancing-puppeteer46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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Ideal Toy

bypasses

networks

with

own

show

sion; 11% said they planned to get into
tv and 36% said they did not.
Other highlights:
■ Most (71%) of the stores which
quit television did so on the basis of less
than one year's experience in the medium; another 23% gave it up after a
two-to-three-year try, and 6% used it
for three years or longer before stopping. One-fourth of the group said they
planned to get back into the medium.
■ On the average, two stores start
using television for every one that stops:
between 1950 and 1954, 10 stores
dropped tv and 25 started; between
1955 and 1959, 27 dropped and 53
started.
■ The average store using television
put about 10.5% of its advertising
budget into the medium: 44% put 1 to
5%; 29% put 6 to 10%; 19% put 11
to 20% and 8% put over 20% into
television.
■ More than three out of four used
"saturation" television. One-minute and
10-second announcements were their
favorite commercial lengths; slides and
live presentations their favorite commercial forms; sales events the most frequent object of tv promotion, with promotion of specific items and general
image in second and third places; early

programs.
■ Local personalities (used by 37%),
newscasts (19%) and movies (15%)
were the most favored program forms.
■ Once a week was the favored frequency for program sponsors. Exactly
half said they were represented in tv
programs weekly, but 42.5% said they
were on more often, while 7.5% were
on less frequently.
■ A half-hour was the most popular
program length, favored by 38% as
against 24.2% preferring quarter-hour
shows, 10.4% for live-time programs
and another 10.4% for 10-minute
shows.
■ As between promotion of specific
items and building a store image, 44%

ventriloquist talents as entertainment
for the family, there were frequent toy
references (and displays) in various
numbers.
Costs Cut ■ Ideal and Grey were
able to keep down production costs

(though the advertiser feels quality
came up to network standards) because
they had a format already prepared,
rehearsals were not long and production chores were easily assigned. It's
estimated by the advertiser and agency

evening their favorite commercial times,
followed by afternoon, late night and
morning, in that order.
■ The "saturation" stations for the
most part (56%) used one tv station in
their campaigns; 27% used two, 16%
three, and 1% four.
■ A total of 44% of the tv-using
stores bought programs in addition to
or in place of announcement campaigns.
Most of these (61%) were participating
sponsors, but 23% said they used both
full and participation sponsorships, and
16% said they were sponsors of full tv

said they found television equally effective for both; 32% preferred to use tv
for institutional selling, 24% for selected-item selling. Advertisers predominantly (88%) promoted only one item
in each commercial. They found that
"the range of successful promotions
covers almost every item handled by
While
the NRMA study found that
these
stores."
many stations preferred to promote
their images rather than specific items,
another survey reported by TvB showed
that item-promotion can build image
and at the same time encourage more
frequent shopping. This was a survey
conducted by The Pulse, on commission
from
market.TvB, in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
As reported at the Atlanta meeting
in a new TvB film and booklet, the survey sought to evaluate the buying habits
and store attitudes of customers of five
stores in the area, including Montgomery Ward, a year-round television user.
It was found that viewers of the Montgomery Ward commercials gave that
store a higher rating (image) than nonviewers, and that more of them
(15.6%) reported shopping — and buying— there during the preceding month
than did non-viewers (10.3%).

that except for talent costs, which are
comparable whether or not this is network or non-network, Ideal was able
to bring in the program at about half
of what an outside packager would
have budgeted.
While Ideal has yet to compile ratings on the show, the advertiser reports
they "were better than network shows."
The response: favorable reviews; audience mail; and most importantly, jobber and dealer orders and re-orders for
Ideal toys advertised on the show have
been placed earlier this Christmas season than in the past.
Also in advertising

. . .

Name change ■ Revill J. Fox & Co..
Denver, has changed its name to Fox
& Chenoweth Inc. The name of William B. Chenoweth, vice president of
the agency for the past four years, is
thus added to that of President Revill
J. Fox. The agency was founded in
1956 and serves as advertising representative for Adolph Coors Co. (beer).
Colorado Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
and Meadow Gold Dairies.

In the finale of Shari Lewis' program Puppy and Lamb Chop join in a
taped for Ideal Toy Co. friends Hush
"Santa" sequence.
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

D'Arcy expands ■ D'Arcy Adv., N. Y..
has acquired Armstrong, Fenton & Vinson, San Diego advertising agency, as
its office there. Gladstone Vinson,
AF&V's president will head the office
as vice president and manager. This is
D'Arcys eleventh office.
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QUALITY

RADIO

PRAISED—

BUT

Campbell-Ewald's Adams says bad taste of many
stations is driving national spot business away
ingly good and increasingly responThree agency executives appeared before 28 broadcasters of the Quality
sible." He congratulated stations like
Radio Group in New York last week.
those in the QRG group for leading
They came to sing the praises of qual- the trend, and observed: "On the better stations, everything is getting better
ity, radio— and to express some reservations about other kinds.
— including business."
The forum was a two-day meeting of
In "too many cases," Mr. Adams dethe 19-station organization, called to
clared, agencies "don't dare to use radio,
low cost-per-thousand or no low costexchange and discuss ideas on programming, promoting and selling their brand
per-thousand, because we can't allow
our clients to he lost in the chaos of
of radio. The speakers were Richard
P. Jones, vice president and general
'the top forty.' "
manager of the media department, J.
He said that "big, dignified, national
Walter Thompson, New York; Harold
clients" want to appear on dignified
Simpson, timebuyer, William Esty Co.,
("not stuffy") programs in the company
New York, and Thomas B. Adams,
of other dignified advertisers. He told
president, Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit.
the group that Campbell-Ewald and
Among the praises the agency men
probably other major agencies are "in
process of developing not only a quantihad for "quality" radio:
■ Mr. Jones: "We are dedicated to
tative analysis of stations but a qualitathe proposition that our client's advertising will be listened to with greater reone."
Hetivepredicted
that, "once it becomes
spect and acceptance in [a quality ra- known to a thousand radio stations that
dio] climate."
■ Mr. Simpson: "The standards you
gentlemen adhere to are high on the
list of requirements which we feel are
essential for good station operation, and
hence are an important part of any station evaluation."
■ Mr. Adams: "The quality advertiser needs and will seek out . . . the
stations that can give him a solid atmosphere."
Among the reservations:
■ Mr. Jones: "Better programming
alone is not the answer . . . you've got
to help us convince more advertisers of
the merits of your medium for their
specific marketing problem.'
■ Mr. Simpson: "We recognize that
maintaining a quality operation costs a
great deal of money, and that one of
the logical places to secure this money
is from the advertisers. May we caution you to use discretion in passing on
increased costs indiscriminately to the
advertisers."
Tonnage Buying Fading ■ "The downright cheapness and bad taste of so
many radio stations" is driving national
spot business away, President Tom
Adams of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit,
told QRG's luncheon session on
Wednesday. He promised that "in due
time" agencies will know and deliberately avoid buying stations whose program ing ischeap or in bad taste. The
day of "tonnage" as a key consideration in spot buying is about over, he
asserted.
Already, he said, "there is a resurgence of responsibility that translates itself into programming that is increas48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Mr. Adams

talking to listeners — and having them
listen. Mere numbers of noses, supposedly pointed in the direction of their
radio set, is not enough. It's what they
hear; what they retain; what, in the
selling message, moves them to act.
They'll never move if a station's program ing islistened to as a more or
less subliminal background to which
they
pay the
no attention."
What
advertiser wants to reach,
he said, is "attentive audiences" who
are made attentive by stations presenting "music that has to be listened to,
news that has to be listened to, discussions so provocative they have to be
He said
listened
to."he was not advocating that
stations "throw out profits" by abandoning d.j. shows which produce steady
local business or "that the character of
a station be changed overnight." But,
he urged,
"please
continueprogramming.
to move in
the
direction
of quality
The quality advertiser needs and will
seek out — and use — for dollars in your
pockets — the stations that can give him
a solid
Show atmosphere."
Me ■ Mr. Jones made plain

Mr. Simpson

a hundred agencies are looking at them
through a qualitative microscope, there's
going to be some pretty fancy footwork.
Program schedules will be revamped —
but fast — once they know that we
Mr. Adams maintained that the most
successful
know." stations in programming show
good taste in selection of music, give
adequate coverage to local and regional
news, are mindful of their educational
and cultural obligations "and are, all
in all, behaving like respectable, responsible citizens" — and, as a result,
are "the most successful money-makers
He told the QRG broadcasters that
"I'm sure you're all perfectly aware
that the purchase of spots by the ton,
by too."
so many fifties or hundreds of rating
points per week — that day is about over
for national advertisers. There is an
increasing awareness of the need for

Mr. Jones

that while he was in accord with the
policies of Quality Radio members, it
was up to stations to convince advertisers that radio should be a part of
their media mix to begin with. He
wants proof that radio can move products off the shelves, which he said was
the advertiser's only interest. Beyond
selling the medium, stations should also
be more specific in relating their stories
to the advertiser's specific needs — "Apply the same kind of creative thinking
to selling the national advertiser that
you already apply to selling local accounts," Mr. Jones advised.
The JWT executive said radio must
face the fact that its competition is
primarily tv, newspapers and magazines— not other radio stations. Those
competing media have an edge over
radio, he said, in that "we know or can
estimate with relative ease just how
they perform in distributing our mesBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

FILMS...RECORDS...TAPES...SCRIPTS
□

Don't miss air-dates ! Remember : it's there in hours
. . . and costs you less . . . when you ship by Greyhound
Package Express! Even packages going hundreds
of miles can arrive the same day they're sent!
Whatever the destination of your shipment, chances
are, a Greyhound is going there anyway . . . right to
the center of town. Greyhound travels over a million
miles a day! No other public transportation goes to
so many places— so often.
You can ship anytime. Your packages go on regular
Greyhound passenger buses. Greyhound Package
Express operates twenty-four hours a day... seven
days a week. . .including weekends and holidays.
What's more, you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid
... or open a charge account.
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sages. It is more difficult with radio."
Mr. Jones asked for better quantitative and qualitative information about
the radio audience, with special emphasis on the out-of-home audience.
Beyond that, he said, stations should
work out for advertisers "the most
economical buying pattern" to obtain
the same kind of blanket coverage with
radio that can be provided by one or
two insertions in newspapers and a minimum schedule of tv spots.
Mr. Jones discussed the possibility
that mid-day listening (between the favored driving times) might be the best
times to reach women, yet noted again
that "for lack of proof" advertisers are
still bidding for the crowded driving
times and passing up mid-day availabilities. He also suggested that some
JWT advertisers might be willing to
cooperate with radio stations in establishing research to prove- — or disprove
— this point.
Mr. Jones congratulated the Quality
Radio members on the standards they
are setting, and said that if others would
emulate them radio would rid itself of
the image of "a wholesale house selling

cut-rate advertising tonnage."
Deeds and Words ■ "It is not enough
to say that you are a quality operation.
It is necessary for you to demonstrate
thisThat
factwas
to us."
the sentiment Mr. Simpson
expressed after cautioning the Quality
Radio members about indiscriminate
price hikes. He echoed Mr. Jones
about the need for qualitative research
to prove stations' sales arguments. He
stressed that "a prohibitive premium
for quality — particularly undemonstrated quality — might prompt advertisers to think twice about using your
Mr. Simpson briefed the meeting on
facility."
Esty's policy of checking commercial
logs for over-commercialization and
multiple spotting. He said that the
problem had not proved as widespread
as the agency anticipated, but that it's
still there. Esty will continue the program, he said, in belief that periodic
self-appraisals are beneficial both to
the advertiser and the medium.
The Quality Radio meeting was directed by Ward Quaal, president of
QRG and vice president and general

manager of WGN Inc., Chicago, who
expressed the hope that the group's
policies would "separate us from the
flock" in radio. Mr. Quaal said that
the organization's annual stockholders
meeting will be held at the Drake Hotel
in Chicago Nov. 1.
Holland

House

head

scores NAB ruling
Holland House Sales Co., New York,
whose non-alcoholic cocktail mix was
refused television exposure over WPIX
(TV) New York at the suggestion of
NAB Tv Code Board, last week protested "both the double standard and
the sanctimonious role in which the
NAB and the station cast themselves."
David Sheinker, president of Holland
House, last week pointed out that carbonated soda, quinine mix, vermouths
with about 12% alcohol, beer and wines
in general are advertised on tv and "the
NAB
is doing
nothing
it." Mr.
Sheinker
also noted
thatabout
only after
the
Holland House issue developed did the
NAB amplify its code (Broadcasting,
Oct. 10). He commented: "In other
words, their code didn't cover something to which they felt they should
object,
they amplification,
went and amplified
it."
Beforeso the
the code
prescribed that hard liquor advertising
be prohibited. The ban now also applies
to products "which in their presentation
induce the use of hard liquor."
The application
of the codebeverages
board's
amplification
to carbonated
that currently are advertised on the air
has not been determined. It is believed
that the NAB will decide each case individually but the key point will be
whether a commercial makes "a more
or less overt" appeal for mixing a beverage with hard liquor. The degree of
the appeal will be a criterion, according to an NAB source.
The Holland House commercial currently is carried on WNTA-TV New
York. According to Mr. Sheinker, "no
protests
heardandtoWNTAdate."
WPIX is ahave
code been
subscriber
TV is not.

An old saw

to sell a new

It's an old saw that "a picture is
worth a thousand words." McCulloch
Corp. is using a thousand pictures to
give the word on its new saw.
In a tv commercial the stroboscopic
figures of a chain saw operator going
through a series of cutting operations
are designed to indicate the free and
easy flow from position to position
in operating the McCulloch chain
saw. The campaign, which will use
50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

one on tv
the strobe images in magazine stills
as well as in motion on tv, was created by Fuller & Smith & Ross, New
York, McCulloch Corp. agency. The
pictures were made in a natural setting by Don Flagg of Flagg Films.
The tv version will be supplied to
McCulloch distributors for individual
use in their own areas. The company is one of the largest manufacturers of chain saws in the world.

Rep appointments . . .
■ KSWO-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.:
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.
■ KFOX Long Beach, Calif.: Robert
E. Eastman & Co.
■ KSDO San Diego: Adam Young Inc.,
N. Y.
■ KXEN Festus, Mo. (St. Louis);
WMNI Columbus, Ohio: Broadcast
Time Sales, N. Y.
■ KICN Denver: H-R Representatives,
N. Y.
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New research concept, measuring significant audience in seven areas, shows more families spend more time
listening to WBZ than any other Boston radio station! Get the full Pulse report from your AM Radio Salesman.
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MILLION

SAN

high:

DIEGO

Multi-million dollar station sales
were signed or under varying degrees of
completion last week.
A record high price for an individual
radio station was set last week when
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. revealed it was buying the 50 kw
WMGM New York (on 1050 kc) for
$11 million.
This is exactly $1 million more than
Storer Broadcasting Co. is paying for
WINS New York (Broadcasting, Aug.
1). This was the most recent high in
radio station ownership sales.
In various stages of negotiations were
two other multi-million dollar transactions, involving both radio and tv properties:
■ Considered imminent was the sale
of KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego, Calif.,
to Hugh Halff Jr. and family (WOAIAM-TV San Antonio, Tex.) for approximately $7 million. KFSD stations are
owned principally by Newsweek Magazine and Fox, Wells & Rogers investment firm, Newsweek paid $1.5 million
for its 46.22% in 1957; KFSD outlets
were tentatively sold several months
ago to Triangle Publications Inc. (Annenberg) but the transaction subsequently was cancelled. KFSD operates with
5 kw on 600 kc; KFSD-TV is on ch. 10.
Both are NBC affiliated.
Arrangements for financing, it was
learned last week, are taking more time
than anticipated, but the transaction
should be closed within the next two
weeks.
■ A contract was being drawn late
last week for the sale of Cowles Broadcasting Co.'s WHTN-TV HuntingtonCharleston, W. Va., to Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp. for approximately $2 million. The Reeves
company, which is headed by Hazard
E. Reeves, real estate developer and
sound tape manufacturer, owns WUSNTV Charleston, S. C, and only last
week received FCC approval for its
acquisition of ch. 29 KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif, from the San Francisco
Chronicle (KRON-TV). Reeves paid
$850,000 for the Bakersfield outlet,
including assumption of $381,366 in
indebtedness.
Cowles acquired the ch. 13 station
and its am and fm adjuncts in 1956
from S. J. Hyman and family for
$535,000 plus assumption of $100,000
in obligations. The radio properties subsequently were sold off.
Cowles, which retains KRNT-AM52
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TV Des Moines, is understood to be
seeking other broadcast properties, primarily tv. Members of the Cowles family have interests in WCCO-AM-TV
Minneapolis and KTVH(TV) Hutchinson (Wichita), Kan.
Accepted by boards ■ The agreement
between Crowell-Collier and Loew's
Theatres Broadcasting Corp. was ratified by the respective boards of directors last Tuesday. This followed negotiations for several months.
The sale announcement followed by
a flat assertion by Laurence A. Tisch,
board chairman of WMGM, that the
station
was not for
(Broadcasting,
Sept.sale
26)."at any price"
Arthur M. Tolchin, executive vice
president of the Loew's station, said
that the price offered was so favorable
"it was impossible not to give it considMr. Tolchin said that Loew's was ineration."
terested in acquiring other broadcast
properties; that as late as last week it
was investigating possible acquisitions.
The transfer involves $8 million in
cash, with the remaining $3 million to
be paid out over a period of 18 months.
An application will be submitted to
the FCC in a week or two, it was said.
It must be approved by the FCC.
Robert M. Purcell, director of the
broadcasting division of Crowell-Collier,
said no personnel changes were planned
at WMGM.
Crowell-Collier already owns three
radio stations — KFWB
Los Angeles,
Breadth of a salesman
As Radio Advertising Bureau's
series of eight regional management conferences came to a close
last week in Omaha, Neb., RAB
reported results of a nationwide
survey of member stations. It
reveals that radio time salesman
average 10.4 sales calls daily and
turn 1.9 of them into sales. The
average number of calls and sales
increases as the market size gets
smaller, it's noted. In large markets, salesmen average 9.1 calls
daily and make 1.4 sales. In
medium-size markets, salesmen
average 10.1 calls daily and make
1.6 sales. In small markets,
salesmen average 10.9 calls daily,
netting 2.4 sales.

WMGM

TRANSFERS

KEWB
KDWB
It has
AM-FM
General
transfer

San Francisco-Oakland and
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
also contracted to buy WGMSWashington, D. C, from RKO
Inc. for $1.5 million. This
is contingent on the FCC approval of the NBC-RKO General exchange of stations in Philadelphia and
Boston and NBC's $7.5 million purchase of KTVU(TV) San Francisco. As
part of this package, RKO General is

buying the network's
WRC-AM-FM-TV
Washington,
D. C, for
$11.5 million.
Because FCC regulations prohibit
any one entity from owning more than
one broadcast property in a single market, RKO General must sell its WGMS
stations.
Crowell-Collier, at one time publisher
of national magazines {Collier's Weekly, American and Woman's Home Companion), contracted in 1956 to buy the
Consolidated Television & Radio Broadcasters Inc. (Bitner) group of radio-tv
stations for $16 million. This fell
through when the publishing company
could not negotiate a bank loan on
terms it felt proper. The Consolidated
group (Indianapolis-Grand Rapids-Minneapolis) was later sold to Time Inc.
for $15% million.
The publishing companv paid $2.47
million for KFWB; $750,000 apiece
for KEWB and KDWB. At one time it
agreed to pay $1 million for KULAAM-TV Honolulu, but this was cancelled by mutual consent.
Last July Crowell-Collier acquired a
controlling interest in the Macmillan
Co., book publisher. It had sales of
$35.5 million last year, with net earnings over $5 million.
WMGM was founded in 1922. It
used the call letters WHN until 1948
when Loew's and Metro-GoldwynMayer Productions were divorced in the
famous motion picture antitrust case.
Wometco's income up 51.6%
Wometco Enterprises Inc., Miami,
has reported an increase of 51.6% in
its net income after taxes for the 12
weeks ended Sept. 10, 1960 over the
same period in 1959. Net income after
taxes for the 12-week period was $210,702, compared to $139,019 in 1959.
Among Wometco's holdings are the
following broadcast properties: WTVJ
(TV) Miami; WLOS - AM - FM - TV
Asheville, N. C; AlVi% oi WFGATV Jacksonville, Fla. The company's
stock is traded over-the-counter.
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Gov. LeRoy Collins of Florida was
elected NAB president by the NAB joint
boards at a quick session Oct. 10 in
Washington. He will take office Jan. 4
as the fourth paid president in NAB
history.
Gov. Collins had been picked by a
special selection committee headed by C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-AM-TV Portland,
Ore., after a thorough scanning of national figures (Broadcasting, Oct. 3,
10).
Although the NAB did not announce
contract terms, it was understood he
will receive $75,000 yearly salary plus
$12,500 for expenses. This is close to
the salary paid the late Harold E. Fel-

media, takes NAB
lows. The contract is for three years,
but at the end of the second year it will
be reviewed by the NAB board. An
extension of perhaps five years will be
considered, assuming the new president
meets the expectations of those who
picked him for the post (see exclusive
interview with Gov. Collins below).
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of the NAB Policy
Committee, presided at the joint board
meeting. He reviewed the intensive
search by the selection committee and
answered a number of questions. In
less than an hour a notification committee was named to inform Gov. Collins,
waiting in a sixth floor room of the

gainful

office Jan. 4
Statler Hilton, that his selection had
been unanimously approved by the directors.
The contract was officially signed and
the new president was led into the meeting room. Directors applauded as he
entered. After greetings, the new president was guest at a board lunch with
NAB staff executives participating. He
thanked the board for its selection and
told the staff he was anxious to sit down
and talk individually with each member.
The next day he visited NAB headquarters in Washington, going from
office to office. He was accompanied
to Washington by James F. Southerland,
his administrative assistant.
Gov. Collins sat in during part of the
afternoon Tv Board session. The tv
directors reaffirmed NAB's stand against
use of the airwaves for pay television,
instructing the staff to ask FCC for permission to participate in the approaching Hartford pay tv hearing, beginning
Oct. 24. At this hearing Hartford
Phonevision Co. seeks authority to conduct trial pay tv operations over its
Hartford, Conn., ch 18 station, WHCT
(TV).
The board voted to continue NAB
support of legislation designed to regulate community antenna systems. It
instructed the NAB staff to continue
support ofof the
jurisdiction
location
tallFCC's
antenna
towers. over
The
Federal Aviation Agency also claims it
has authority in the field.
The Radio Board was told by John
F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president,
that 845 stations now subscribe to the
Radio Code, which became a paid, selfregulatory structure last July 1. Enforcement procedure is being set up to
replace the honor system. The code is
now open to non-member as well as
NAB member stations. Mr. Meagher
told the board sample recordings of
proposed audio symbols will be ready
soon and one will be selected for subscriber use.
He's 'Roy' to Friends ■ Roy Collins
figures
he's goingwhen
from heonewinds
publicupservice to another
his
term as governor of Florida next Jan. 3
next takes
day. over NAB's presidency the
and

Here's LeRoy Collins (r) being escorted to meet the members of the NAB's
radio and tv boards after they had
elected him president. Leading the
54 (THE MEDIA)

escorts were W. D. (Dub) Rogers (I),
of K DUB-TV Lubbock, Texas, tv board
chairman, and Thomas Bostic, KIMA
Yakima, Wash., radio board chairman.

After 2V2 decades as legislator and
governor, the 51 -year-old executive
turns to private industry as head of the
broadcasting trade association.
"I can't think of any service in industry more closely related to the public
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

interest," he told Broadcasting in an
exclusive interview Oct. 10 after the
NAB joint board had ratified his appointment.
There'll be no rest for Roy Collins.
(Actually his name is Thomas LeRoy,
but it was shortened many years ago
by his friends; he signs his name LeRoy
without the Thomas.) Instead of the
traditional vacation he will head directly for 1771 N St., N.W., Washington,
where he will take over the fourth floor
office previously occupied by the late
Harold E. Fellows and Judge Justin
Miller, former presidents of the NAB.
Familiar Issues ■ The setting will be
strange, but many of the problems will
be familiar. During his official life, and
in his earlier practice of law, the governor was in close contact with broadcasting and public regulation. In recent
weeks he has been keeping in touch with
industry news. And he has laid out a
broadcast briefing routine for the rest
of his Tallahassee term. This won't interfere with official duties as governor.
Last Monday after an hour of congratulations, greetings and hand-shaking
at the NAB board meeting, he joined
the afternoon session of the Tv Board
where he heard a discussion of pay tv.
Then he moved to the Radio Board,
spending another hour listening to directors as they reviewed the code and other
problems.
"I enjoyed the free exchange of
views," he said. "It showed the industry
is alive, vital and vigorous." These are
traits that appear in every move by Gov.
Collins, long known for a forceful manner blended with a feeling for fairness
and a cheerful sense of humor.
"I want to be a vigorous and active
president," he added. "I approach this
job not as a referee but as an advocate.
That's
the kind
of president I think the
broadcasters
want.
"This isn't a presiding-officer sort of
proposition. I'm not interested in merely
giving face to an organization. I want
creative opportunities and I will have
them at NAB. I will be responsible, as
head of the staff, for the administration
of a wide range of functions. From
what
I've heard,
coordinated
staff Iatexpect
work. to find a well"Broadcasting has many problems but
they are not insoluble. It's a clean industry, dedicated to the public. By doing a good job of serving the public,
broadcasting will serve its owners. All
my ambitions are wrapped up in this
challenging opportunity."
Folksy, but Dignified ■ Broadcasters
will like Roy Collins. He's folksy, but
maintains an air of relaxed dignity. His
dress is conservative, leaning to oxford
gray suits and plain ties and socks. "I'm
as rag-tag as the next one when I'm
taking it easy," he explained.
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

There's a touch of crow's-foot fanning out from each eye but it generally
goes with a smile and twinkle. His
love of the outdoors and the bright
Florida sunshine have given him a bit
of a squint. After he moves to Washington, he'll miss the handy bass ponds
around Tallahassee, where he could
catch his supper between desk and kitchen. He likes hunting, too. The family
has a summer place on the Gulf Coast.
40 miles from Tallahassee. He likes to
water ski with the children but hasn't
learned to navigate on one ski in the
juvenile manner.
Congress, investigations, hearings.
These don't faze Roy Collins. He's accustomed to trouble. "I've sat in some
rough
meetings,"
smiling when
he was reminded he
of said,
the national
fame
that came with his taming of the Democratic convention in Los Angeles where
he served as permanent chairman.
He's inclined to let dissident groups
boil for a while and then placate them,
a talent that will have ample opportunPledge to the members
Here is a telegram to the NAB
membership from Gov. LeRoy Collins, new president of the association
effective next Jan. 4, which is to be
read to those attending each of the
NAB's regional fall conferences:
I AM EXTREMELY PROUD OF MY
SELECTION AS PRESIDENT OF NAB AND
I AM DETERMINED TO MAKE THE
INDUSTRY A GOOD LEADER.
THE HIGH CALIBRE OF THE PRESENT
STAFF IS REASSURING AND I GREATLY
APPRECIATE THE WARM SPIRIT OF
COOPERATION WHICH THE BOARD HAS
SO GENEROUSLY AND ENTHUSIASTICALLY OFFERED.
THE GREATNESS OF THE BROADCASTING INDUSTRY AND OF AMERICA
ARE INSEPARABLE. NO INDUSTRY HAS
A GREATER POTENTIAL FOR SUPPORTING AND ENRICHING OUR FREE ENTERPRISE SYSTEM THAN BROADCASTING
IN ALL ITS PHASES AND MEDIA.
IT WILL BE OUR PURPOSE, YOURS
AND MINE, WORKING TOGETHER.
FURTHER TO STRENGTHEN THE INDUSTRY FROM WITHIN AND TO PROTECT IT FROM ANY EFFORT FROM
ANY QUARTER TO WEAKEN THE BASIC
PRINCIPLES WHICH ARE ESSENTIAL
TO ITS SUPPORT AND DEVELOPMENT.
MY CONTINUED DUTIES AS GOVERNOR MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE PERSONALLY TO JOIN IN THE REGIONAL CONFERENCES THIS YEAR, BUT I LOOK
FORWARD WITH HAPPY ANTICIPATION
TO NEXT YEAR WHEN MY WORK WILL
BE YOUR WORK, WHOLLY AND WITHOUT RESERVATION.

ity for expression in his role as leader
of the broadcasting industry.
Known for Fair Play ■ The governor's devotion to fair play is almost a
religion. Since his new work will be
non-partisan, he has resigned as chairman of the Speaker's Bureau of the
Democratic National Committee, feeling this political work wouldn't fit into
his role as NAB president-elect.
The Collins family — all six of them —
has kept radio and tv sets busy. Two
television signals are available in the
Florida capital. "I like the discussions
and interviews," he said, adding that he
generally can get away from Sunday
afternoon visitors to take in Meet the
Press and similar programs.
Gov. Collins long has been an advocate of open conduct of state business.
He has appeared regularly on radio
and tv stations in Florida. Early in his
governship he opened all cabinet sessions to media, putting an end to executive meetings. He had the cabinet
room lighted for television. "Government should be run in the sunshine,
not the shade," he explained. His policy quickly attracted newsmen to Tallahassee, the reportorial corps rising
from a small group to around 30 correspondents as Tallahassee became a
Florida news center.
Last year as chairman of the National Governors Conference, meeting
in Puerto Rico, he wiped out the traditional policy of closed sessions. This
year at -Montana the conference sessions
were open again. "I'm right proud of
this," he said. As governor he set up
a policy of regular "news conferences,"
using the all-embracing term instead of
"press conference."
'Fulltime President' ■ Roy Collins
saidNAB
he will
"fulltime
president"
of
and bewilla open
a Washington
home about Feb. 1 . He will retain "The
Grove," his historic home in Tallahassee, across This
the street
from the
mansion.
landmark
wasgovernor's
built by
Mrs. Collins' great grandfather, Gen.
Richard Keith Call, a Florida pioneer.
While his legal address will be Tallahassee, his residence will be Washington. At first he likely will take an apartment, giving the family time to go
house-hunting. It's likely he'll be where
he can get the feel of the outdoors and
take walks.
Gov. Collins said he owes much of
his political progress to broadcasting.
For years he had served in the Florida
Legislature but was not well known
throughout the state.
"In 1954," he recalled, "I ran against
Acting Gov. Charley Johns. His campaign managers ran a series of advertisements in newspaper after we were billed
for a debate on television and radio.
"The evening of the debate they had
55

an ad in the early edition of the Miami
a competitive maneuver into reverse, a
Herald, which was on the street before
knack that will come in handy in his
we went on the air. 'You asked for it; new job. It's a spot that takes diplomacy, acumen, a long memory, underyou got it,' my opponent's ad said, anstanding of intricate problems, adminnouncing that Gov. Johns had won overistrative skill and a convincing manner.
whelmingly although the debate hadn't
Gov. Collins has these attributes plus
even taken place."
When the two candidates met in the a temperament ideally suited to the
studios of WTVJ (TV) Miami, Roy popping pressures of one of Washington's hotter seats.
Collins asked the moderator, Ralph
Renick, if he could make a statement.
Gov. Johns assented and he received Changing hands
a go-ahead from the moderator.
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
"I pulled out the Herald," Candidate
station interests were reported last
Collins said. "Bring the camera up week, subject to FCC approval:
close," he asked, continuing, "I want
everybody to see this ad. Since I've al- ■ KXLF-AM-TV Butte and KXLJready lost and it says I have my tail AM-TV Helena, both Montana: Sold
between my legs, is there any point in by Ed Craney to Joseph S. Sample, son
going on with the debate? This demonof John G. Sample, former president
strates how shoddy their campaign is." of Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc. (now
Big News ■ The unexpected flare- Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) and wife
back befuddled Gov. Johns and gave for a total consideration in excess of $1
media the local political story of the million (Closed Circuit, Oct. 10).
year. A statewide radio hookup carried
Mr. Sample owns KOOK-AM-TV Billthe debate live and kinescopes were
ings, Mont., and 50% of KUEN
made for placement on other Florida
Wenatchee, Wash. He will sell the
tv stations. The effect was devastating Helena stations to Helena Tv Inc., opand Roy Collins won easily.
erator of the local community tv system for an estimated $250,000-350,000.
"That was the turning point in the
campaign and my political career," he Mr. Sample and his wife will acquire
said.
Mr. Craney's 90% interest in Z Bar
NAB's new president frequently turns Corp. It is this company which holds
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The hazards of buying or selling on your own provide
the best lesson in the value of a broker.
Why risk negotiating without our deep
knowledge of the market, of actual sales,
of responsible contacts?
BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
Jomei W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Robert M.Whitaker
Baird
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey
Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-434!
JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
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varying interests in the Butte and Helena stations. KXLF is 5 kw on 1370
kc; KXLF-TV is ch. 4. KXLJ is 250 w
on 1240 kc; KXLJ-TV is on ch. 12. The
radio stations are affiliated with NBC;
the tv with CBS. Broker was Blackburn
& Co.

■ KGMS Sacramento, Calif.: Sold by
A. C. Morici and associates to A. J.
Krisick for $650,000. Mr. Krisick
owns KFIV Modesto, Calif. KGMS
is on 1380 kc with 1 kw power.

■ WKYN Rio Piedras, P.R.: Sold by
Julio Morales Ortiz to Supreme Broadcasting Corp. for $300,000 including
assumption of $80,000 in obligations.
Supreme Broadcasting owns WJMRAM-FM and is 40% of WVUE (TV)
New Orleans plus 28% of WORA-TV
Mayaguez, P. R. WKYN is 1 kw daytimer on 630 kc.
■ WKTL Sheboygan, Wis.: Sold by
William E. Walker to Richard P. McKee for $150,000. Mr. McKee is former owner of KOWB Laramie, Wyo.,
and of WBNC Conway and WMOU
Berlin, New Hampshire. WKTL is a
500 w daytimer on 950 kc. Broker
was Blackburn & Co.
■ WEAS College Park, Ga.: Sold by
Robert A. Corley to F. Richard CoughIan for $125,000. WEAS is a 1 kw
daytimer on 1570 kc. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.
■ KPON Anderson, Calif.: Sold by
Universal Electronics Inc. to group
comprising Frederick Van Dyke, Raymond Golden, William Enis and Ted
E. Randal for $55,000. Mr. Van Dyke
is a California rancher; Mr. Golden, a
former program director of KAYO
Seattle; Mr. Enis, program director of
KEWB, San Francisco; and Mr. Randal, owner of T. R. Productions, San
Francisco radio programming service.
KPON is 1 kw on 1580 kc. Broker
was Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 102).
■ KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.: Sold
by San Francisco Chronicle (KRONTV) to Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp. for $468,634 and cancelation of $381,366 indebtedness. Reeves
ovvns WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C.
■ KGHF Pueblo, Colo.: Sold by Gifford Phillips to TV Colorado Inc., licensee of KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, for $120,000. TV Colorado is
headed by James D. Russell, president.
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NAB Tv Code Board to review post-'48 films
Code Review Board, told subscribers
NAB's Tv Code Board has offered
to help stations and networks as well post-'48 films provide "a rich new
source of television programming
as film distributors if they're worried about the moral aspects of post- and undoubtedly are in great demand among stations. As in all pro'48 theatrical films (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 10).
gramming, there are instances when
While the board won't admit it interpretation of the code may be
officially, the code staff has stepped
required.
in because subscribers have asked
"This was one of the subjects reviewed by the code board at its Oct.
help in buying and editing the newer
4 meeting in Washington. When
films. Many of the requests show
such occasions arise, the board and
concern over daring costumes, borits staff will be available to assist
derline dialogue and so-called adult
code subscribers and film distributors
themes.
Since the tv code is voluntary, the as we have done since the code was
code board serves in an advisory role adopted almost nine years ago."
Chairman Hartenbower reported
and as a clearing house for informato the tv industry last week on code
tion on questionable films and what
developments in the last year, speakindividual stations are doing. It reviews films and monitors air performing by film over network closedances but the responsibility is that circuit facilities. The number of subscribers has increased from 271 to
of code subscribers. In one case the
380 in a year, now embracing over
board issued a special bulletin deal70% of tv stations. Hollywood and
ing with a foreign film deemed unNew York offices have been opened,
suitable for broadcast.
he said, providing code service in
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV
Kansas City, chairman of the Tv the film and advertising capitals.

Ratings battle lands
In Providence courts
The battle of ratings took a new turn
last week in Providence, R. I., when one
radio station filed suit against another.
WICE Providence filed a 10-point bill
of complaint against WPRO Providence
and C. E. Hooper Inc. It charged that
the August-September Hooper ratings of
share of audience in Providence were
"false, deceptive and misleading." It
claimed that the survey "does not accurately measure the share of audience
of the stations it refers to."
The August-September Hooper
showed WPRO leading in share of
audience. WICE claimed that its share
of audience was larger and WPRO's
smaller than that shown in the Hooper
survey.
A hearing on the request for temporary injunction was scheduled to take
place today (Oct. 17) in Providence
Superior Court. A temporary restraining order was issued Oct. 6 when the
complaint was filed. This enjoined
WPRO from circulating the AugustSeptember Hooper.
In asking damages for "false disparagement against its business," WICE
asked the court to order an accounting
to be made of WPRO's profits gained
from the circulation of the Hooper rating and that WICE be awarded compensatory and punitive damages.
Daniel P. Weinig, general manager
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

of WPRO, said last week that he could
not understand the purpose of the suit.
He said WPRO had issued no promotion on the survey, although it had been
shown to 14 or 15 advertisers and agencies at their request. He said Hooper
was a reliable rating service which enjoyed high standing in the field. The
only reason he could think of for the
suit, Mr. Weinig said, was that Mr.
Elliott's move was based on sour grapes."
Negotiators

tackle

live-film-tape issue
The American Federation of Television & Radio Artists and networks and
producers start negotiations today (Oct.
17) on the live-tape-film commercial
area of a new contract. They will discuss AFTRA's revolutionary proposal
for a unit system of payment dependent
on the population of cities [Broadcasting, Oct. 3]. The present pact expires
Nov. 15.
The Screen Actors Guild will negotiate with AFTRA for the first time, and
SAG officials were expected to arrive
in New York from Hollywood over the
weekend for the talks. SAG is not involved in network program discussions.
Management and the union met last
Tuesday (Oct. 11) and the networks
turned over their counter-proposals. It
was reported they had scaled down the
union's demands in the areas of network
commercials and programs, particularly
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MIDWEST
Highly successful fulltime station
with wide coverage. Substantial physical assets go with sale. Price is
$450,000 with terms to be negotiated.

NAB
FALL

CONFERENCES..

OCTOBER 18-19

(Tomorrow
Wednesday) and

Dallas — Hotel Sheraton-Dallas
DeWitt (Judge) Landis, Dallas
Office, who handles the Southwest, and Joe A. Oswald, who
covers the South and Southeast,
will be registered at the New
Sheraton-Dallas and at the Dallas NAB Fall Conference.
We will enjoy seeing you at the
meetings or at our nearby Dallas Office to discuss markets and
radio-television facilities.
Friday)
(Thursday and
OCTOBER 20-21
San Francisco — Mark Hopkins
John F. Hardesty, San Francisco Office, who handles all the
West, has some excellent radio
cuss. television investments to disand
I will appreciate your calling me
at the Mark or at our office at
One Eleven Sutter.
Let's all make the most of these
meetings.
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C
1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
1511 BRYAN ST.
EXECUTIVE
3-3456
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
RAY V. HAMILTON
DEWITT 'jUDGE' LANDIS
JOHN D. STEBBINS
JOE A. OSWALD
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
111 SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
DELAWARE A. 7-2754
RICHARD
SHAHEEN
JOHN F. HARDESTY
Hamilton-Landis & ASSOC., INC
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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SOUND

TAPE

RCA Sound Tape is a premium quality
magnetic recording tape designed specifically for critical broadcast recording
applications. Essentially flat response
throughout the entire audio frequency
spectrum, uniformity from reel to reel,
and high tensile strength minimize worry
over drop-outs, distortion, tape breakage, and the loss of air time.
Splice-free
Mylar"
baseand
tapes4800
are available in 2400,
3600,
foot
lengths, and splice-free acetate base tapes
are supplied in 2400 and 3600 foot
lengths, on hub or reel. For the name of
your local RCA Distributor, write RCA,
Electron Tube Division, Harrison, N. J.
DuPont Registered Trademark
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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audience

in non- prime time
audience composition figures, for
example, were shown only this
month in presentations to national
composition in the non "prime"
advertisers and their agencies.
hours 9 a.m.-3 p.m. inclusive.
This is one of the side products
PGW executives explained last
week that data on spot radio in the
developed by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, from spot radio findings pro- , 9 a. m.-3 p. m. period has been lackduced for the station representative
ing in detail such as that presented
by Nielsen in the accompanying
by A. C. Nielsen Co. (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
table. The composition into male
Results of the Nielsen findings
and female audience, the undupliwere given wide circulation by cated reach and frequency of impressions along with the number of spots
Thomas Wright, media vice president, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, in and approximate rating points gained
a speech at a Louisiana Assn. of each week (including costs) are
shown for the advertiser on the basis
Broadcasters meeting in New Orleans. Since then PGW has been
of three-station use in the top 100
markets.
busy compiling off-shoot data. The
AM-3 PM
SPOT RADIO'S PENETRATION— 9
Average
- 3 STATIONS Rating Weekly
Audience
4 Wks.
Weekly Weekly
Approx.
Points
Cost
Cost UnlupliMins.
Mins.
cated
Freq. of cated Freq. 9f
#Per Spots
Per Mkt.
Wk. 13 Wks. 13 Wks. Reach Impression UndupliMkt. Per
Reach Impression M F
position
1 throuoh 5 Markets
22 63
70
22.4
3.0 40-43
102
160
$11,600.
13.3
38
$26,300.
32.0
5.0 48-54
6.7
Com6 through 12 Markets
5.5
70
26
17 72
160
26.8
2.5
48-51
11.4
70
$ 9,700.
38.0
4.3 57-64
,300.
13 through 20 Markets
21 69
11.8
5.3
70
24
27.2
2.4 49-52
160
62
38.5
4.4 57-65
5,600. $14,800.
21 through 100 Markets
18 60
5.1
24
10.9
29.0
2.3 52-55
70 $20,500.
160
66
$57,400.
38.2
4.1 57-65
An important
radio's
penetration:
its measure
average ofaudience

"drop-outs",
tape

Radio's

the union's proposals for a strengthened
re-use formula. Negotiators were set to
discuss the radio codes at a meeting last
Friday (Oct. 14). AFTR A reportedly is
not seeking an increase in radio fees,
except for sportscasters and for transcriptions.
WICE surveys listener tastes
WICE Providence, R.I., has inaugurated a continuing postcard survey of
the listening habits and tastes of the 1 .5
million residents of southern New England. Recipients of the double jumbo
postcards are asked to answer 14 questions and return the self-addressed,
postage-paid survey cards to the station.
Among the 14 questions on the cards
are: a ranking of best-liked types of
programs; preferred music types:
amount of time spent listening to radio
daily, and place and hour of listening.
There is also space for the respondent
to tell the station how radio might improve its service. To serve as a doublecheck on accuracy, two sets of cards

are mailed by the station. One set
identifies WICE as the sender; the second "control" set bears the name of a
fictitious survey firm with a special
address.
Hayes names CBS committees
CBS Radio
Affiliates Ass-n.'s
new
executive
and convention
committees
for 1960-61 were announced Thursday
(Oct. 13) by John S. Hayes, WTOP
Washington, D. C, chairman of the
association's board of directors. Mr.
Hayes will preside over the executive
committee, while J. Frank Jarman,
WDNC Durham, N. C, heads the convention committee.
Members of Mr. Hayes' committee
are: E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, secretary-treasurer of the
board; Jay W. Wright, KSL Salt Lake
City, vice chairman of the board; Robert McConnell, WISH Indianapolis, and
F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville,
Ky. Serving under Mr. Jarman will be
Joseph K. Close, WKNE Keene, N. H,
and F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville.
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A copywriter is questioning a WMAL-TV

executive.

Copywriter: "You say that station 'C was 27 steps
(their steps) ahead of us when we began pursuit."
Exec: "That's right."
"And they take eight steps to our five."
"True."

"Then how on earth did we catch them?"
"Bigger steps.*
Your experience
you to compute
catch them. In

Two of our steps equal five of 'C's'.
with those puzzle ads should enable
exactly how many steps we took to
fact, you might be able to make an

ad from this."
Our copywriter produces the correct mathematical solution. Duplicate his feat and win a copy of Dudeney's
"Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications,
Inc., N. Y.

Repeat winners will receive an unre-

pealed prize.

'■'First-rate local personalities, first-run movies, ABC programing and a number of other big WMAL-TV steps that
an H-R representative will be happy to discuss.

v
Washington,
D.t
C.
lwma
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,
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Washingto

, D. C; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.
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The
'about
face'
in government
control
NAB CONFERENCE TOLD OBLIGATIONS GO WITH THE NEW FREEDOMS
The government is slightly loosening
its control over broadcasting, the openNAB Fall Conference was told at its
Oct. 13-14 session in Atlanta.
G. Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV
Columbia, S. C, a member of the
NAB's three-man Policy Committee,
called attention to this shift in the regulatory trend. But, he cautioned, the
new freedom requires broadcasters "to
make certain they are conversant with
the needs of the communities they
serve."
He spoke at the Oct. 13 luncheon.
Mr. Shafto was one of two-dozen
speakers and panelists who took part in
the Atlanta meeting, attended by broadcasters from all over the Southeast.
The next NAB meetings will be held in
Dallas (Oct. 18-19) and San Francisco
(Oct. 20-21). The eighth and final
meeting of the series will be held Nov.
21-22 in Chicago.
These steps have somewhat eased
regulation of the industry, Mr. Shafto
said:
■ Shifting of FCC emphasis from
program formulas based on fixed percentages to programming on the basis
of specific community needs.
■ Modification of the Communications Act to give broadcasters more latitude in handling candidates for President and Vice President. Congress set
aside the equal-opportunity rule for the
presidential campaign to permit the
joint debates.
■ Withdrawal of an FCC policy statement implying broadcasters should announce the source of records received
free of charge and used only for broadcast purposes.
Mr. Shafto found it encouraging that
the commission had concluded "it is
the obligation of the licensee to pursue
a diligent, positive and continuing effort
to discover and fulfill the taste, needs
and desires of his service area." He
added the commission "will revise its
application forms to require of the applicant a narrative statement of the
measures he has taken, and the effort
he has made to determine the taste,
needs and desires of his community or
service area — and the manner in which
he is meeting them.
"What this means in essence — assuming final favorable FCC action — is that
a broadcaster will be able to forget
about percentages or most of them and
organize his programming structure to
meet the needs and desires of his community in light of other services that
are being provided to the community.
These other services, as I interpret the
60 (THE MEDIA)

expressed sentiment of the commission,
would not be limited to other commercial broadcasting stations, either radio
or television.
"Educational radio and television stations, wired music systems, theatres,
educational institutions — these and
other forms of entertaining and informing the public would make their respective contributions to community life, as
indeed they now do — and a broadcaster,
intent upon designing an original and
useful program service, would not be
required to duplicate these contribuMr. Shafto recalled that broadcasters
have
tions."long complained the fixed percentage requirements on license application
and renewal forms are meaningless
since they prevent flexible service reflecting community changes and often
result in duplication in many programming areas while other areas are neglected.
He paid tribute to Gov. LeRoy Collins, of Florida, who last week was ratified as president of NAB to take office
Jan. 4 (see page 54). James F. Southerland, Gov. Collins' administrative assistant, attended the Atlanta meeting as
an observer.
Political Problems ■ Problems of
broadcasters during the presidential and
local campaigns were reviewed at a
political-regulation discussion by NAB
staff executives.
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government affairs vice president, said both

Sarnoff predicts
Television set circulation in the
U.S., now more than 52 million,
will increase by another 25 million, aside from replacement sets,
during the next 10 years, NBC
Board Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff predicted last week. He also
foresaw for the next decade "a
sharp upturn in color set circulation, which will really come into
its own in the sixties"; international transmission via space satellites,
and mural television whose screen
is hung like a painting "and operated from a small box beside your
chair." Mr. Sarnoff made the
forecasts in a speech on "Prosperity: Sin orconvention
Salvation?" of
before
the annual
the
American Gas Assn. last Wednesday at Atlantic City.

friends and antagonists of broadcasting
on Capitol Hill "recognize the great
potential for political power inherent
in this industry and practically all are
concerned about this force which, as
has so often been said, can be harnessed
for evil as well as for good."
He suggested tb*s concern of legislators isdue to their realization of the
role newspapers have played in shaping
public attitudes. "In the minds of many
legislators, the print media do not have
a great tradition of fairness," he said.
He explained some legislators figure
radio and tv also are unfair, adding,
"This is the root of a lot of our problems in maintaining freedom under license." As to the last session of Congress,
said, this
"The Congress
legislationis which
resulted hefrom
95%
acceptable,
even desirable."
John F. orMeagher,
NAB radio vice
president, reviewed announcement requirements for phonograph records and
the FCC's procedure.
Charles H. Tower, NAB tv vice president, felt tv stations were harder hit
than radio by the FCC's March 16 order requiring stations to divulge the
source of records. "One area of particular concern was that of the furnishing of props to be used on a particular
program — especially in the case of
kitchen equipment used in the sets for
cooking shows," he said. "It is clear
under the new law that no announcement is required. And, of course, no
announcement is required for animals
furnished by a zoo, nor do you have
to identify the university supplying a
professor. On the other hand, if a refrigerator isfurnished for the kitchen
scene with an understanding for a
brand-name identification on the air,
an announcement would be required."
As to politics, Mr. Tower said broadcasters should broadcast campaign news
because of their role as citizens, their
self-interest through public interest in
campaigns, and besides political programs are interesting and fun, competitive and absorbing." He referred to polgymnasium.'
Theitics as "life's
Offensive
■ Howard H. Bell,
NAB vice president for industry affairs,
said broadcasters can best preserve their
freedom by establishing wider contacts
and mutual understanding among public officials. He urged them to take the
offense in seeing to it that broadcasting
"remains free and unfettered by government. The mutual understanding and
additional contacts you establish are
the essential ingredients of a formula for
improved government relations and for
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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the preservation of our freedom."
Mr. Meagher observed that the state
broadcaster's association "is no longer
simply a defensive mechanism concerned only with combating adverse
measures that might crop up in the
legislature." He said all states but two
have active associations that provide
"positive programs of benefit to both
the public and state governments.' '
Mr. Bell added that NAB alone can't
perform "the government relations job"
for the broadcaster since "it can only
act as agent in counseling, coordinating,
focusing attention on issues. As agents
we can be effective only if you have
established the contacts and developed
understanding of what we do."
James H. Hulbert, manager of broadcast personnel and economics, warned
during a discussion of operations that
overstaffing and overpayment of employes can destroy profits. He analyzed
in depth a case history involving a programming change that increased costs,
showing how expenses were finally
brought down. He urged stations to
compare their own profits and costs
with NAB and FCC analyses.
Community Acceptance ■ Management must impress staff members that
the station's future and their own livelihood "depend on community acceptance, support and good-will," according to John M. Couric, public relations
manager. He listed 10 ways staff members can serve as ambassadors to the
community. These included a card file
of civic and community groups and
organizations, with affiliations of employes as well as other outside activities. The file can serve as a guide to
placement of speakers at community
events.
Broadcasters must be "successful
convincers" if they hope to manage
people and build better profits, delegates were told by William Carlisle,
NAB station relations manager. In a
talk and film demonstration he discussed the art of getting people to accept an idea or product and described
new sales techniques.
John W. Jacobs Jr., WDUN Gainesville, Ga., and a member of the board
of Assn. of Professional Broadcasting
Education, suggested the industry offer
scholarships and summer jobs to exceptional students to encourage them
to train for careers in radio and television. Speaking on behalf of APSE,
which works with NAB to improve professional courses in the broadcast field,
he said membership now includes 55
schools which have over 2,000 students
who hope to work in broadcasting. He
said a U. of Kansas study shows 52%
of fulltime announcers in Kansas stations hold college degrees.
62 (THE MEDIA)

Automation
GROWING

in radio

NUMBER

termed

OF OUTLETS

Delegation of jobs that are archaic,
unnecessary and futile in the face of
automation in broadcasting "is a criminal waste of manpower," according to
C. L. (Chet) Thomas, a 30-year broadcaster and manager of KXOK St. Louis.
"The explosion in the number of
radio stations has stretched the number
of skilled workers dangerously thin,"
Mr. Thomas told the opening NAB
Fall Conference at Atlanta. He spoke
Oct. 14 at a radio session.
"Automation will require greater
skill and knowledge, more people who
can think and then turn over the heavy
work to a machine," he said. "Until education can catch up, we must depend
upon semi-skilled minds and hands. In
an industry as sensitive as radio, this is
unsatisfactory. The worthy man and
woman must be free to develop skills
without being confined to tasks which
a machine can do better."
Mr. Thomas said automation "is the
inevitable solution to meet the needs
of this nation. Automation is equally
inevitable in the radio business. The
challenge of the 60s and beyond will
require the best efforts of everyone in
the industry.
"The engineer twirling knobs is on
the way nouncer
out,"
he aadded.
"Theset anwho has
beautiful
of
vocal chords, but no creative ability,
is doomed. The salesman who sells
time instead of ideas had better look
for another job. The station manager
who does not recognize the direction in
which the industry is headed is stupidly contributing to his own demise."
Praising NAB's annual management
seminar at Harvard business school,
Mr. Thomas said it was one of "the
most rewarding experiences" of his life.
He urged NAB to make this type of
executive training available "to other
than the management group so that the
managers of the future will become
better able to meet the increasing demands for knowledge and skill."
Last month's hurricane Donna destroyed property worth millions but
few people were killed or hurt, Mr.
Thomas said, because of radio warnings and broadcast reports of the
storm's progress. He listed these advantages of radio:
It is indispensable as a communications medium to advise, inform, warn,
direct and instruct people; it reports
news while it happens; it is the only
form of communication that can instantly reach over 96% of the American people; it delivers more advertising
impressions for less money: it contributes more free time to charities, com-

CUTS

Inevitable'
MANPOWER

SUPPLY

munity events, state and national patriotic campaigns than any other medium; itis local in service to listeners
within signal range; it can pinpoint an
audience and minimize unproductive
listeners through programming techniques; itcontrols its programming; it
is personal, intimate and an untiring
companion; it is flexible, dependable,
powerful.
John M. Couric, NAB public relations manager, reported "a snowballing
acceptance" by member stations of
NAB's "Build Radio With Radio" campaign. He said the association will
soon offer radio members prepared announcements on such specialized programming as sports results, popular
music, editorializing and farming. During National Radio Month last May,
he
better
thanmembers
90% ofused
NAB's
2,000said,
radio
station
the
special recorded jingles supplied by the
association. A speech text, "Careers in
Radio,"
is to
being
prepared for early
distribution
members.
Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta, a member
of the NAB Radio Code Board, took
part Friday in a review of the expanded
code program, taking the theme "SelfRegulation
Equals Self-interest."
radio
code membership
has passed The
the
800-mark since it was placed on an enforcement structure similar to the tv
code. In the past it had been operated
on the honor system. Non-members
may now subscribe to the radio code.
Hausman

Describes

TIO's first year
Television is growing as a community
force as well as an effective advertising
medium, the NAB Fall Conference in
Atlanta was told Oct. 14.
Two top figures who are leading the
industry image and sales activities of
television related in detail the progress
being made by the visual medium. They
were Louis Hausman, director of Television Information Office, and Norman
(E.) Pete Cash, president of Television
46).
Bureau of Advertising (see storv page
Mr. Hausman said TIO is observing
its first anniversary. He listed what has
been done in the year to raise program
standards and meet criticism of the television industry. He also described a new
TIO publication. Interaction. This 288page book describes over 1,000 programs and program series broadcast by
264 stations in 162 cities "in an effort to
provide an exchange of ideas that will
assist stations in planning and producBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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- Battle Creek

WKZO

Radio!

There's no doubt about it . . . WKZO Radio has once
again proved to give greater audience penetration in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan
than any competitor!
7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA — JULY, 1960
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
29
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio19n "B" Statio9n "C"
8
28
12 NOON -6 P.M.
17
8
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
32
17

In the new Pulse (see left), WKZO Radio has stretched
its long-standing lead to a spectacular average of 73%
more listeners than Station "B" (6 a.m. to Midnight,
Monday through Friday). WKZO Radio easily holds the
No. 1 position morning, afternoon and evening in all 360
quarter hours surveyed, Monday through Friday.
Ask Avery-Knodel for availabilities on WKZO Radio for
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

%The bathyscaph, "Trieste," recently set a new world's record by diving 36,000 feet below the Pacific Ocean's surface.
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
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WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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everybody's

pleased

with . . .

The giver is pleased because Select-A-Gift
eliminates the need for tiresome, time-consuming shopping. He merely designates
the amount ($2 to $500) for each person
on his list. The recipient is pleased because he selects his own gift from an
extensive array of America's most attractive gift items in full color, including a
wide selection of magazine subscriptions.
And everything is handled in a manner
that does credit to your good taste and
thoughtf ulness. No prices mentioned. For
complete details about Select-A-Gift, the
preferred gift plan for all occasions, mail
the coupon today.
To Seled-A-Gift
Dept. «
1st Ave. N. ot 1 3th St.,
Birmingham 3, Alo.,
FAirrax 3-6351
I Please send me complete info
fSelect-A-GLft.
[Title
Firm Name_
Address
City
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-Zone State-

tion of local public affairs programs."
The TIO program of joint intra-city
station cooperation is meeting with good
reaction, he said. Under this project
joint monthly schedules of informational
and educational programs are being
published in Los Angeles, Chicago, San
Francisco, Denver, Norfolk, Boston,
Hartford-New Haven, Fort Wayne, New
Orleans and Indianapolis. Others are in
the works. The joint program schedules
are being sent to over 100,000 community leaders.
Mr. Hausman listed other TIO activities such as institutional advertisements
in national opinion magazines and two
educational, cooperative projects. These
consist of an in-service tv course for
teachers in New York City schools and a
resources book on tv to be published by
the National Council of Teachers of
English. TIO is supported by individual stations, the three tv networks and
NAB.
On the Tv Code ■ In the field of tv
code relations the three most severe
areas of concern are personal product
advertising, movie trailers and post-'48
feature films, according to Robert W.
Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.
Va., a member of the NAB Tv Code
Review
Board (see tv code story page
57).
Improvement in personal products
commercials was noted by Mr. Ferguson. He gave credit to the code's personal products subcommittee headed by
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C, for constructive work in the field.
"Our reception at the agency and advertiser level has improved
he
said. He advised stations to greatly,"
check movie
trailers carefully and advised them to
screen post-'48 feature films carefully.
Edward H. Bronson, NAB tv code
director, presented a film demonstration covering questions raised about
code interpretations.
Media

reports...

Aids etv ■ WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh has
made a cash grant of $2,000 to WQED
(TV), that city, educational tv station.
The grant will be used to buy soundproofing materials for WQED's studios
which will bring the facilities into close
approximation of the technical standards set professionally throughout the
industry, according to WQED's general
manager, William C. Dempsey.
Affiliation ■ WDAS-FM Philadelphia
has affiliated with the QXR network,
which is composed of 27 fm stations
from coast-to-coast. The network's parent station is the New York Times'
WQXR New York. This will greatly
add to WDAS-FM's sources of classical music, according to the stations
president, Max M. Leon, and will en-

able Philadelphia to hear live broadcasts of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the QXR String Quartet and other
concert features. Times newscasts will
also be heard each hour over WDASFM.
Name change ■ Townsend U. S. &
International Growth Fund Inc, which
owns three radio stations, has changed
its name to Townsend Growth Fund
Inc. The name change includes modification of investment requirements
which before required the Fund to have
25% of assets invested in international
companies. Fund principals own
WKDA Nashville and KNOK Fort
Worth. Fund itself owns KITE San
Antonio.
Power raise ■ WIKE Newport and
WTWN St. Johnsbury, both Vermont,
will both boost power from 250 w to
1 kw, effective noon, Oct. 24. The stations comprise the North Country Stations of Vermont.
N.M.'s metro area ■ A new market and
tv station study has been released by
Avery-Knodel Inc., N. Y., on behalf
of its nationally-represented KOAT-TV
Albuquerque, N. M. Titled "Albuquerque ... market
It Grows characteristics
as it Goes," theofguide
details
the
city's position as the country's 56th
most populous city, and examines
KOAT-TV's growth in audience acceptance and circulation.
CBS

Foundations

awards

annual collegiate grants
CBS Foundations Inc., New York,
announced Friday (Oct. 14) its annual
grants to state associations of colleges
and universities. Following the same
general plan as practiced in the past
four years, CBS Foundations, on behalf
of CBS owned stations and other CBS
operations, awarded the unrestricted
grants to 103 colleges belonging to
state and regional independent college
fund-raising associations.
Grants were made to The New
England Colleges Fund Inc. ($9,645.77); The Empire State Foundation
of Independent Liberal Arts Colleges
Inc. ($4,984.42); The New Jersey College Fund Assn. ($6,045.91), and The
Foundation for Independent Colleges
Inc., of Pennsylvania, ($9,553.46).
Five other state associations, two in
California, and one each in Missouri,
Indiana and Illinois, also shared in the
All recipients are located in areas
grants.
served by CBS operations, including
WCBS-AM-FM-TV New York, WEEI
Boston, WCAU-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia,umbia
CBS Electronics,
CBS Films
Labs, Inc.
ColRecords and CBS
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

INTER-SYNC
TELEVISION

HOW

SIGNAL

TO

SYNCHRONIZER

GET

MORE

Ampex provides the perfect answer . . .
Inter-Sync! Now a VTR with Inter-Sync
becomes a smooth part of your production
team. Use it in production as you would
a camera, a film chain ... or any picture
source. Inter-Sync locks the VTR to station sync . . . electronically synchronizes
the recorder with any signal source — live,
film, network or slides. Here's what you
can do —

FROM

YOUR

•

Dotted lines indicate position of Inler-Syhc
in
the electronics
Television
Recorder. rack of the Videotape*

ONE RECORDER? With a furniture store account, for example, pretape a series right in your
studio showing the new fall line. Loan company: tape a location shot of "customer" borrowing cash. Real estate: tape a
tour through a new, development home. Then, during playback with Inter-Sync, you can wipe from tape to price slide
— or lap dissolve to live announcer. No more dead air! No
roll over !
Inter-Sync lets you "host" the late-late movie — and reruns —
with sm-o-o-th lap-dissolve transitions between the film and
your announcer on tape. No loss of mood — no abrupt changes.
TWO RECORDERS? Mix live or film with tape using
key wipes or dissolves, then record on second unit. Use dissolves orspecial wipes between playback of two tapes. Take
it from there . . .

AMPEX

VTR

THREE RECORDERS? Comfortable transitions are difficult to anticipate
in production. Add them later — at your
leisure — with Inter-Sync! Record each
production segment on tape; then put one
segment on one VTR . . . another segment
on second VTR. Lap dissolve for smooth
transition and record on No. 3.
But these are just a few ideas . . . drop us

a line and we'll supply complete details
on all the marvels of Inter-Sync. This important optional feature is only one example of the continuing
flow of major new developments you can always expect from
Ampex tape recorders.
FOR ENGINEERS ONLY:
This Ampex Model 1020 synchronizer provides both horizontal and
vertical locking (line-by-line and frame-by-frame). The speed of
the two-way locking process is particularly noteworthy: a total of
approximately 3% seconds, well within the 5-second roll-in time
most stations use. Vertical framing is speeded up by first using
the sync pulses off the tape control track to reference to outside
sync (subsequently switching to the actual vertical sync pulse).
The capstan servo system resolves the inside and outside sync by
smoothly adjusting the tape speed. Horizontal line-by-line locking
is accomplished by precise readjustment of the head drum speed
about every 5 degrees of rotation. Since the head drum rotates at
14,400 rpm, this means speed adjustments are made 945,000 times
a minute. A unique drum servo system with push-pull action acts
through the head drum motor with almost instantaneous results.
Send for a 12-page Engineering Department Bulletin for complete
details.

Ampex tapes are made and
played around the world
VIDEO PRODUCTS

DIVISION

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street, Redwood City, California
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INTERNATIONAL
No
Helpful, intelligent
programming sets the mood
that means response to
your sales messages on
KOIN-TV, the medium in
Portland, Oregon and 32
hard-buying surrounding
counties. Your customer
tuned to KOIN-TV is in a
receptive mood ... a mood
we've cultivated with a
format
program
tailored
to fit the
needsthat's
and
desires of our community.
Check the latest Nielsen
for proof*.

PERSU3DES
peopiF

color

telecasts

planned in Canada
"The time has not yet come for introduction of color telecasting in Canada," the Board of Broadcast Governors
has announced in a statement from
Ottawa.
BBG will license only for black-andwhite television until color broadcasting
and reception have received wider acceptance in the United States and Canadian border areas.
In reaching its decision, the BBG
reports that after seven years of color
telecasting in the United States, networks this fall plan only a limited number of hours of such telecasts, with NBC
planning l,b64, CBS 27 and ABC none.
It reports that after seven years the
numbec of color receivers in the U.S.A.
is only 500,000, as against 52 million
black-and-white receivers.
"Canada has frequently profited by
technical experimentation in the United
States and from experience there," the
BBG states, "and the progress of color
telecasting in the United States has been
watched closely in Canada. Because of
the changing techniques and the slow
acceptance of color in the United States,
the Canadian Dept. of Transport has
not approved specifications for color
telecasting, and television stations are
not licensed to broadcast in color. The
BBG is not prepared at this time to
recommend to the Dept. of Transport
that it approve specifications for color
telecasting. . . . However, the BBG will
continue
to watch
developments."
A number
of Canadian
tv stations are
equipped to broadcast color, including
CFPL-TV London, Ont.. CHEK Victoria, B.C., and a number of the new
stations licensed this year and soon to
begin telecasting.
BBG

announces

for second

3£ Highest ratings and widest coverage . . .
* 7 of every 10 homes in Portland ond 32
surrounding counties.
KOIN-TV • Channel 6, Portland, Oregon
One of America's Great Influence Stations
Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Soles
B6

deadline

network

bids

Applications for a second Canadian
television network franchise will be
heard at Ottawa Nov. 29 by the Board
of Broadcast Governors. The BBG has
announced applications must be in its
hands by Nov. 10.
The network franchise will cover a
network for the eight stations licensed
as second stations in eight major Canadian markets this year. Rules for the
establishment of a network, announced
in September by the BBG, are likely to
limit the number of applicants. Only
one applicant is expected to apply,
Spencer W. Caldwell of S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., Toronto, film distributor and Canadian operator of TelePrompTer, who
was one of the unsuccessful applicants

for a Toronto tv license last March.
The second tv stations which will
make up the network want to own and
control the network, while the BBG
regulations will only permit the member stations to own 49% of the stock
of the network company. Negotiations
are still underway for an arrangement
which will permit Caldwell or other applicants for the franchise to work with
the stations who combined would have
a minority interest. The stations want
to have a mutual co-operative, open to
any other second stations in Canadian
cities which may be licensed in future.
Canadian radio-tv set
sales gain in August
Radio and television receiver sales in
Canada were up in August over the
previous months. But total sales for the
first eight months of the year were down
from the same period last year, according to figures released by the Electronic
Industries Assn. of Canada.
Radio receiver sales for August totalled 42,554, highest for any month
this year, but lower than last year August at 45,125 units. For the first eight
months radio receiver sales were 205,470
units as against 245,168 units last year.
Television set sales in August at
28,091 were second best for any month
this year, but below the 31,105 sets in
August 1959. For the January- August
period tv sets sold totalled 184,155
units this year, 222,552 units in the
same period last year.
Abroad

in brief...

New rep ■ Paul L' Anglais Inc., is new
station representative firm with headoffice at 1405 Maisonneuve, Montreal.
Que. The firm will represent CFTMTV Montreal, a new French-language
station of which Paul L'Anglais, veteran
program producer, is licensee, and also
CHLT-AM-TV Sherbrooke, Que. Guy
Daviault is manager of Montreal office,
and Gaston Boulanger of an office being opened at Toronto.
CBC-TV

sold out-almost

Only two alternating half-hour
programs are available on the
1960-61 Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. television network, and all
network sponsors have signed 52week contracts, Bill Cooke, CBC
English network sales manager
stated at Toronto.
"This is CBC television's best
commercial year yet," he said.
"Sponsorship comes from all important areas of the economy."
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WBEN1V

6pm-6:30
strip

programming

EASY

STREET

for

advertisers

is

Ivanhoe
spot

WBEN-TV strip programming of
top-rated film shows can put your
products on EASY STREET in
the Western New York market.

SHERIFF

of COCHISE

Viewers find the night-after night
variety of action and adventure
a welcome beginning to their
evenings TV fare.
And you'll find it a welcome
place to spot your product sales
story. Class B rates for the avid,

William

Mackenzie's

Cell

Raiders

WBENTV

adult audience plus WBENTV's outstanding coverage and
penetration of the Western New
York-Canadian Niagara Peninsula
market make these Channel 4
spot-carriers a "best buy" and
an attractive package to smallbudgeted accounts.
National Representatives:
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS

CBS

in Buffalo
Affiliated with WBEN Radio
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The tv and radio networks checked
to two seemingly pat hands last week
in an important subsidiary issue that
has developed between the Democratic
and Republican presidential candidates: whether there will be a fifth
"Great Debate" between the two to be
aired shortly before election day.
ABC, CBS, NBC and Mutual informed the candidates they are ready
to co-operate in setting up a fifth tvradio network simulcast for early November, as Democratic nominee John
F. Kennedy has suggested. They also
said they are willing to talk over a
counter-suggestion by GOP nominee
Richard M. Nixon that, instead of a
fifth debate, the presently scheduled
Oct. 21 hour for the Kennedy-Nixon
appearances be turned over to the two
vice presidential candidates and another date, before Oct. 28, be set for
a full two-hour debating match between
the two presidential aspirants.
The networks as of Thursday said
they were standing on a joint statement
sent to Messrs. Kennedy and Nixon
saying in effect: "We are ready to discuss any modifications of the remaining
network debate periods. We hope you

can agree substantially on something
as soon as possible. We are ready to
meet with your representatives; just
name the time and place."
An earlier offer by the networks of
time for a debate between the Democratic and Republican vice presidential
candidates, Lyndon B. Johnson and
Henry Cabot Lodge, had been rejected
by both. (Broadcasting, Oct. 10).
But Sen. Johnson was reported by
Democratic Committee sources as
agreeable to a meeting with Mr. Lodge
"anywhere." Mr. Lodge was quoted as
saying the idea of a debate with Sen.
Johnson was "something to think
about." He could not be reached for
further comment later in the week, but
a party spokesman said Republicans
would "go along."
Fever Pitch ■ Sen. Kennedy was reported by Democratic spokesmen last
week as hoping Vice President Nixon
would meet him for a fifth debate on
or about Nov. 4, when the campaign
is at its "highest pitch." But he also
indicated that he would be glad to get
any additional tv-radio exposure and
would accept Mr. Nixon's proposal for
a two-hour set-to as a second choice.

AND

ABLE-IF

CANDIDATES

Debate?'
CAN

AGREE

Mr. Nixon's spokesmen said he opposes the fifth debate for the late date
suggested because bis commitments
schedule precludes any such meeting
after Oct. 28. Although his opposition
to the fifth debate was in the form of
his counter-suggestion, his aides took
his statement to mean he is firmly
against an early November debate.
Neither the networks nor the candidates would speculate last week on the
possibility that viewing and listening
might fall off appreciably during a full
two-hour round of politics.
The idea for a fifth debate — the networks have indicated all along that
they were ready to provide more time
if the candidates can agree on it—
had been proposed over the previous
weekend by Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate
Commerce Committee, Chairman John
O. Pastore (D-R.Subcommittee
I.) of the committee's
ommunications
and Sen.
A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), a
member of both groups. Sens. Magnuson and Pastore are considered the
architects of the congressional resolution which suspended the equal time
provisions of Sec. 315 for presidential
candidates this year.
Networks Approve ■ The networks
were prompt to accept the proposal
and Sen. Kennedy quickly placed his
approval on it. After Vice President
Nixon's counter-suggestion, the networks wired that the debates had been
held to four by "the expressed wishes
of the representatives of the candidates." They thought exchanges about
continuing the debate indicate a "critical need" for another meeting between
party and network representatives.
Sen. Kennedy reportedly favors a
fifth debate because he feels he has
made a better impression on tv than
Vice President Nixon; because there is

The panel for the second of the "Great
Debates" got some split-second instruction from Julian Goodman (r),
NBC director of news and public affairs and producer of the Oct. 7 simul88

cast. The panel (I to r) consisted of
Paul Niven, CBS; Edward P. Morgan,
ABC; Alvin Spivak, UPI and Hal Levy,
'Newsday' (Long Island). Director was
Frank Slingland.

Democratic fear of a "tv blitz" of purchased time by Republicians during the
last days of the campaign which the
Democrats can't match.
Last Thursday's debate was carried
off with only one opening shot of the
much-heralded split-screen technique
ABC-TV had announced would be
used to show the two candidates — Mr.
Nixon in Los Angeles and Mr. Kennedy in New York — on the screen toThe scant use of the split-screen was
gether. upon despite extensive treatdecided
ment by ABC-TV's promotion departBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

before Senator John F. Kennedy took the stage. In HollyThe ABC-TV "Great Debates" set in New York received
wood, a separate but identical set was constructed for
careful last-minute checks before Thursday's broadcast.
David Eschelbacher (I), Ken Palius and Rolf Drucker (r),
Vice President Nixon. Each set measured 35 ft. wide by
12 ft. deep and was wood paneled in a soft brown color.
all of ABC-TV, reviewed the set from every vantage point
The Oct. 21 debate will have somescheduled, although preparing also to
ment — and the newspaper columns —
on the pains the network planned to make whatever changes may be necesthing new — "cottages" for the two
candidates.
take to see that the physical facilities
sary if representatives of Messrs.
Last week, to make it unnecessary
afforded both candidates would appear Nixon and Kennedy reach a suitable
to viewers to be "equal." Bill Shadel, agreement on their alternative pro- for the candidates to leave their respective studios after they arrived for the
ABC newsman, moderated the program. Panelists were Charles Von posals.
The fourth debate, under the origi- telecast, ABC authorities set aside inFremd, CBS news; Frank McGee,
nal agreement, is slated for Oct. 21 studio quarters in Los Angeles for Mr.
NBC news; Roscpe Drummond, New
(10-11 p.m. EDT) at the ABC studios Nixon's use but, lacking similar builtYork Herald-Tribune, and Douglas S. in New York. Quincy Howe of the in facilities in New York, had to construct the equivalent. They built a
Cater, Reporter magazine. Mr. Shadel ABC News staff has been designated as
and the panel of newsmen were in moderator and John Edwards as ABC
two-room cottage, consisting of an office and drawing room.
Hollywood, but in a different studio News' representative on the panel of
questioners. CBS, NBC and Mutual
Another Cottage ■ For the Oct. 21
from Mr. Nixon's. The control room
will also name one panelist each. broadcast they are building a second
was also in Hollywood.
Production Crew ■ Donald G. Coe
Messrs. Coe and Diskin will again pro- cottage in the New York studio. It
duce and direct, respectively.
will be identical to that used by Mr.
produced and Marshal Diskin directed
Kennedy last week. But they expect
the program for ABC. Mr. Coe also
to dress them up — with picket fences,
served as timekeeper for both candishrubs and other plantings (identical,
Kennedy: no ad tax
dates. In a last-minute switch, repreof course).
sentatives of the candidates agreed to
Based on what he knows about it
The sets were designed by George
return to the format used in the Oct.
now,
Sen. John F. Kennedy would
7 debate, with each candidate allotted
Corrin of ABC-TV, New York. Engioppose a tax on advertising. The
2Vi minutes to answer each direct
neering facilities were arranged by
presidential
candidate
took
that
stand
question and his opponent given IV2
Robert
Trachniger,
manager of tv enlast week at a conference of the Asminutes for rebuttal. Originally it had
gineering operations, ABC-TV, Hollysociated Business Publications in
wood. Jack Sameth was the director in
been planned that each candidate
New York. He said he had not diswould have three minutes to give his
New York, under Mr. Diskin in Hollycussed such a tax, never proposed it
answer and no time would be allotted
wood. Frederick Schuhmann, director
and would oppose it unless someone
for rebuttal, although each candidate
of production service for ABC-TV,
advances better reasons than he's
would have been permitted to use part
was in charge of arrangements of production and security.
of his three minutes, if he wished, to
heard "superficially" to date. The
question was motivated by critical
Meanwhile, spot tv buying by both
answer points previously made by his
remarks about advertising, and sugopponent.
parties began accelerating last week.
gestions for a tax on it, by Arthur
The Republicans, through Campaign
Meanwhile ABC, which will also
Schlesinger Jr., a Kennedy adviser.
Assoc., New York, have purchased the
produce the fourth debate, was proceeding with plans for that as originally
9:30-10 p.m. period on CBS-TV for
69
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Advertisement

e vision
u lew 5
By Tom Chauncey
Pres. KOOL Radio-TV
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
YOUTH, MATURITY & TV
Librarians know that younger people are
reading better books years earlier than
ever before. One report shows youngsters
borrowed eight times as many books in '58
as in '54. While Lincoln,
Nebraska's population
had increased 30% in
ten years, the book borrowing has increased
100%. Shallow literature
is now less read, with
New York's 75 branch
system reporting up to
half of last year's adultbook readers were between the ages of 13 and TOM CHAUNCEY
18, whereas a national survey indicates teenagers of 1960 read two years ahead of their
counterparts of '35.
The capacity for responsible and penetrating thinking now develops earlier in life.
Maturity in the United States has a continuing trend toward a younger common denominator. In refutation of the darkest predictions, Margaret Scoggin, co-ordinator of
Young Adult Services for New York Public
Libraries says, "Any story which appears on
television creates an instant demand for the
book in the libraries." Television encourages
more reading and earlier maturity.
For a good story turn to "Witness" on
KOOL-TV, CBS, Channel 10, at 9:30 P.M.
Thursday.
REPRINTED FROM THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC AND PHOENIX GAZETTE,
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1960.
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Oct. 31. The GOP also is ready to go
ahead with a national tv spot campaign
in the top 100 markets, starting later
this month.
The Democrats, too, were busy with
tv spot purchsaes, but Democratic
headquarters, though acknowledging
buying was in progress, said purchases
have not been definitely confirmed.
Nixon

notes

Kennedy's notes
Vice President Richard Nixon, who
said during last Thursday's debate that
a man in the public eye ought to keep
his temper under control, allowed his
own to desert him briefly immediately
after the telecast when he charged his
opponent, Sen. John F. Kennedy, had
used notes during the debate although
there was a prior agreement no notes
would be used by either candidate.
"Somebody fouled up in New York,"
he said after the telecast, observing he
had seen Sen. Kennedy shuffling papers
immediately before debate. "I think
the moderator should have done something about it." Herbert Klein, Mr.
Nixon's news secretary, seconded Mr.
Nixon's views, saying the original agreement among candidates and network
spokesmen prohibited the use of notes.
ABC-TV newsman Bill Shadel, who
moderated the debate, said he saw Mr.
Nixon after the telecast but no mention
had been made of the notes.
Pierre Salinger, Sen. Kennedy's news
secretary, said there had been no original agreement prohibiting notes and that
Sen. Kennedy merely read verbatim
statements quoting President Eisenhower
and others.
John Daly, ABC vice president of
news and public affairs, said the original agreement did prohibit use of notes.
When ABC officials saw Sen. Kennedy
reading the documents they presumed
verbatim texts of public statements were
not included in the ban, he said.
"This is obviously an area for further
study," he added.
Mr. Nixon said that at one point in the
debate he attempted to summarize Sen.
Kennedy's views on one subject from
a public statement the latter had made.
A copy of the statement would have
been helpful, he said, but because of the
no-notes
memory. ban he had to depend on his
Election coverage

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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plans

arranged by CBS News
State-by-state vote reporting procedures for election night coverage are
currently being finalized by the CBS
News Div. in a series of meetings
with news directors and other reporters

of major network affiliates throughout
the country.
Arrangements were completed in
Chicago Tuesday for midwest feeds
from 13 states to CBS News headquarters in New York on Nov. 8. Attending
were network representatives and news
directors from 12 key affiliates. The
feeds will include state results on the
presidential, senatorial, gubernatorial
and key congressional races and be telephoned directly to New York.
Key CBS reporters in each state will
be responsible for the feeds and also
for setting up satellite operations in
their respective areas. Commentary
and interpretation will be supervised
out of " CBS-Chicago by Bernard Eismann, Chicago bureau manager and
staff correspondent. States included in
the midwest periphery are Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Tennessee, Missouri,
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, Michigan and Ohio.
Attending the meeting for CBS were
Sam Zelman, director of tv news; Paul
Levitan, special events director and
executive producer of election night
coverage; Mack Johnson, assistant on
political coverage, commentators Stuart
Novins and Bill Downs, and Mr. Eismann among others. Meetings also are
being held on the east and west coasts
and in southern regions.
DEBATE

NOSE

COUNT

3.7 million more
tuned second round
The combined tv-radio audience for
the second Nixon-Kennedy debate (Oct.
7) was 4% larger than the first, according to Sindlinger & Co. The comparative totals: 89,909,000 for the second
go, 86,261,000 for the first.
Sindlinger's research counted 70,241,000 tv viewers (against b9, 142,000
for the first debate), and 19,668,000
radio listeners (against 17,119,000).
These figures include sizable out-ofhome audiences.
Another audience count on the second debate, released last week by ARB,
found a drop-off in tv viewing compared to the first meeting (61 million
against
million).
But ARB's On
counts
do
not 75include
out-of-home.
an
in-home basis, Sindlinger's tv count of
62,977,000
ARB's figures.corresponded closely with
The bigger bonus of out-of-home
viewing came to radio, Sindlinger reported. The 9,588,000 who listened
in cars, at work and in public places
was almost as big an audience as the
10,080,000 who listened at home.
Tv's out-of-home audience was 7,264,000.
Sindlinger's study, conducted by
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

3,251 telephone interviews Oct. 8 and
9, also asked for opinions on who won
the debate. Mr. Nixon had the edge
in the second debate, gaining 31% in
the number of viewers who thought
he'd won the debate, compared with
those who thought he'd won the first.
Sen. Kennedy, too, gained in numbers
in the second time, but by only 11%.
After the first debate 22,740,000
(26.4% of the audience) thought Sen.
Kennedy had won, compared to 20,239,000 who gave the edge to Mr.
Nixon. After the second debate, 27,205,000 (30.5%) said Mr. Nixon had
won; 25,216,000 (28.2%) thought
Sen. Kennedy had won.
In analyzing results of the second
telecast on a regional basis, Sindlinger
concluded that Sen. Kennedy had lost
ground in the East, gained in the South
and held steady in the Midwest and
West. Mr. Nixon made gains in all
sections of the country except the West.
Political sidelights . . .
Loophole ■ Republicans in Texas
have served notice that since Democratic vice presidential candidate Lyndon B. Johnson also is running for reelection to the Senate they're going to
demand equal time for the Republican
senatorial candidate for every Johnson
appearance free on a Texas tv or radio
station. Equal time for GOP senatorial aspirant John G. Tower will be
asked for Sen. Johnson's appearances
on Presidential Countdown (CBS-TV,
Sept. 26) and Face the Nation (CBSTV, Oct. 2), GOP Chairman Thad
Hutcheson said. He added: ". . . We
cannot agree to any theory that Sen.
Johnson can wear his vice presidential
candidate's hat on some appearances
and his senatorial hat on others. He is
a candidate for . . . the U.S. Senate and
will be viewed in this role in every
broadcast appearance in Texas between
now and election day. . . ."
Handicap ■ President Eisenhower
thinks Vice President Nixon is giving
away odds to appear in the televised
"Great Debate" programs, according to
attorney John Dempsey Jr. of Wellesley, Mass. Mr. Dempsey said the
President told him as much during a
conversation last week in Washington.
Although Mr. Eisenhower thinks Mr.
Nixon has done an excellent job in the
first two debates, Mr. Dempsey said he
was told, the President said in effect he
doesn't think tv debates are a sound
idea politically for the man in office,
who is in position to be criticized and
second-guessed by a man not in office.
Mr. Dempsey didn't explain, but apparently the President distinguishes between acandidate holding office in the
executive branch and in the legislative,
as does Sen. Kennedy.
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

Political barbs ■ WGMS

Washington,

not carrying last Thursday's Great Debate, nevertheless arranged for a Mort
Sahl demi tasse at 8:30 p.m. The
comedian, currently gaining attention
for his political barbs, held a news conference on arrival in Washington Thursday afternoon. WGMS taped the entire
proceeding for use immediately after
the latest Nixon-Kennedy bout.
Campus coverage ■ KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles is doing live remote telecasts
of one-hour talks by both presidential
candidates on the U. of Southern California campus. Mr. Nixon's address to
area college students and answers to their
questions were telecast Oct. 14 from
10:30-11:30 a.m. from the university's
Alumni Memorial Park and a talk by
Sen. Kennedy on Nov. 1 will be carried
at the same hour. Robert D. Wood, vice
president of the CBS-owned station, said
the telecasts are being made in association with the university.
Late for lunch ■ The face-to-face debate technique will be utilized by WGNTV Chicago Oct. 20 for Illinois senatorial candidates. Democratic incumbent Paul H. Douglas and Republican
nominee Samuel W. Witwer will speak
at a luncheon of the 42d annual meeting of the Illinois State Chamber of
Commerce in that city. The debate,
first face-to-face encounter of the candidates during the current election campaign, will be carried by WGN-TV that
evening (10:15-11:30 p.m.) and by
WGN radio (8:15-9 p.m.).
State debate ■ Two hour-long debates
were carried in prime time by KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City on Sept. 8 and
15 on three proposals by Gov. J.
Howard Edmondson for changes in the
state constitution. The debates were of
the formal type, with Gov. Edmondson
and attorney W. J. Holloway teamed
against opponents Martin Hauan of
Oklahomans for Local Government and
state Sen. Ed Berrong. Bruce Palmer,
news director, organized and produced
the debates, and Gene Linder, production chief, produced them. The proposer! changes were defeated in a
Sept. 20 vote.
Potluck ■ A series of eight 15-minute
segments called What's Cooking With
the Stars?, featuring tv and screen stars
discussing Democratic candidates with
well-known Democratic political figures,
is being carried on KABC-TV and
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles up to election
day under sponsorship of "Teas for
Tv," women's division of the California
Democratic Central Committee. The
series was produced by Mobile Video
Tapes Inc., L.A., and moderated by
Mercedes McCambridge.
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sponsor only
air until 12:45 a.m. Monday.
The telecast had extensive newspaper coverage. More than 100 reporters viewed the show on monitors in the press room of the United
Nations in New York, where Open
End originated that night. The program was given page one treatment
by several New York newspapers
the next day, and, according to
WNTA

Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev's appearance on WNTA-TV
New York's Open End program on
Oct. 9 touched off a chain of events,
including cancellation by Sutro
Bros, of its portion of the program.
Also the station was criticized for
inserting Radio Free Europe spots
during station breaks. Widespread
critical reaction approved the airing of the program but questioned
David
capabilities in the
role of Susskind's
the interviewer.
Sutro Bros., New York, an investment company, which had been
the sponsor of the first half of
Open End for two years, announced
it was withdrawing from the program because the station had declined to carry a message during
the telecast, stating that Sutro was
not sponsoring that particular program. Sutro held a news conference on Monday (Oct. 10) pointing out that it considered its contract
broken because WNTA had refused
to carry the disclaimer message. A
spokesman said the company's wish
to "disassociate" itself from the
Khrushchev program rested on the
belief that the Soviet premier would
use the telecast as "a propaganda
platform."
more
weeks The
to run.contract had 12

Film sales...
Big 10 Football (Sportlite Inc.):
Half-hour series sold in 30 midwest
markets, with Prudential Insurance Co.
of America purchasing program for
WGN-TV
Chicago,
WCIA (TV)
72

In ratings, the program emerged
third in New York, behind WCBSTV and WNBC-TV between 9 p.m.
and 12 midnight, according to
Arbitron. For example the Jackie
Gleason special on WCBS-TV between 9:30-9:45 p.m. scored 35.2,
as compared with 7.6 for Open
End and Candid Camera on WCBSTV achieved a 34.7 between 1010:15 p.m., as against 8.7 for the
Khrushchev telecast. The American Research Bureau reported that
the Khrushchev show reached an
average of 360,000 homes in the
New York area between 9-11 p.m.
The audio portion of the program
was carried on more than 200
radio stations and the tv show was
carried live on six educational tv
stations and four commercial stations; WNTA-TV; WHCT (TV)
Hartford, Conn.; KPLR-TV St.
Louis; and WIBW-TV Topeka,
Kan. On a delayed basis, it was
carried on the BBC, the CBC, the
Australian Broadcasting Commission outlets and the NHK network
in Japan.
The program ran for more than
two hours — from 9 p.m. to 11:10
p.m. At the conclusion, a panel of
well-known newsmen discussed the
show. The panel continued on the
Champaign, WICS (TV) Springfield,
WREX-TV Rockford, KHQA-TV
Quincy, all Illinois, and WTVW (TV)
Evansville, WISH-TV Indianapolis, and
WKJG Fort Wayne, all Indiana. The
series has also been made available to
the Armed Forces Radio & Tv Service.

spokesman, attracted "considerable newspaper space in metropolitan newspapers throughout the

The newspaper reviews the next
country."
day
(Oct. 9) largely defended the
station's right to carry the program
but were critical of Mr. Susskind's
role as interviewer and the station's
decision to insert free plugs for
Radio Free during station breaks.
The other regular sponsor of
Open End, Thermo-Fax Sales Corp.,
San Jose, Calif., also withdrew from
the Khrushchev telecast but plans
to remain on the program.
A WNTA spokesman said the
program resulted in "more than
5,000
telephoneandcalls"
on the
of the telecast
the next
two night
days
but said it "is impossible to evaluate
them." Some calls objected to the
Soviet premier's appearance on the
show and others voiced approval.
The spokesman said: "The calls
came in so furiously that our switchboard operators could not keep up
WNTA officials
reported they had
a running
tabulation."
received
"highly stations
favorable"
reports
from educational
which
had
carried the program live. KQED
(TV) San Francisco said an appeal
for new subscribers at $10 each resulted in 187 new subscriptions. An
appeal for donations by KVIE
(TV) Sacramento brought in a total of $675. Some of the educational tv outlets, WNTA officials
said, chev
planned
telecast. to repeat the KhrushWTTG (TV) Washington, and
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles which air
Open End on a delayed basis, last
week announced they would not
telecast the Khrushchev appearance.
Sea Hunt (Ziv-UA) : Renewed by
Bristol-Myers for WCBS-TV New York
and by Standard Oil of California for
stations in Los Angeles; San Francisco;
Salt Lake City; Sacramento; Fresno;
Spokane; Seattle-Tacoma; San Diego;
Portland; Yakima; Bakersfield; Phoenix;
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"HOPE IS A THING WITH FEATHERS" STARS ELI WALLACH, BERT WHEELER, CARMEN COSTI-PRODUCED FOR CBS FILMS BY ROBERT HERRI DGE

Entire

new

produced

TV

on

series,

Live

"The

Robert

Herridge

Action

"The Robert Herridge Theater" is an unusual halfhour television series offering special treatments of
dramas, jazz and ballet. Produced for CBS Films
Inc. by Mr. Herridge, all 26 shows have been recorded exclusively on "Scotch" brand Video Tape.
Why video tape? Because it reproduced the "live"
feeling of the original performances, eliminated fluffs,
cut production costs sharply and made schedules
more flexible. People throughout the television in-

Theater/'

"Scotch"
brand Video
dustry are turning to video tape for incomparable
fidelity, speed and economy in recording TV specials,
location and commercial programming.

Tape

Order your copy of "The Show Is On Video Tape,"
booklet of three television case studies in planning
and production of a network commercial, a drama
program and a local "spectacular." Send 25<^ in coin
to cover mailing and handling to 3M Co., Box 3500,
St. Paul 6, Minnesota.

J^JlNMESOTA JOINING AND J^ANUFAtlURINO COMPANY
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW ^^EQZ&O^
"Scotch" is a Registered Trademark of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. ©1960 3M Co.
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Eugene-Roseberg; Medford; Salinas;
Monterrey; Boise-Nampa; Eureka;
Klamath Falls; San Luis Obispo, and
Honolulu.
Lock Up (Ziv-UA) : Sold to R. J.
Reynolds and Italian Swiss Colony
Wine for KRON-TV San Francisco;
Pioneer Hi-Bred Corn Co. for KELOTV Sioux Falls, S. D.; and to WMCT
(TV) Memphis; KTVO (TV) Kirksville, Mo.-Ottumwa, Iowa, and KMJTV Fresno, Calif. Now in 191 markets.
Assignment Underwater (NTA) :
Sold to American Hardware & Supply
Co. for KDKA-TV Pittsburgh and undisclosed stations in following cities:
Rochester, Buffalo, Huntington-Charleston, W. Va., and Harrisburg, Pa.
CBS Newsfilm (CBS Films) : Sold to
WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.; KRCG
(TV) Jefferson City, Mo.; WREX-TV
Rockford, 111.; WTOL-TV Toledo, Ohio,
and KOLO-TV Reno, Nev. New foreign subscribers are Fuji Telecasting
Co., Tokyo, Japan; CFCN-TV Calgary,
and CHAN-TV Vancouver, both Canada, and Productores Television Assoc.,
Montevideo, Uruguay.
M Squad (MCA-TV) : Sold to KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles; KPLR-TV St.
Louis; WMAL-TV Washington, D. C;
WALA-TV Mobile; KOOL-TV Phoenix; KTSM-TV El Paso, and KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls, Tex. Now in over 20
markets.
R. C. M. P. (California National
Productions) : Sold to Ford Motor Cd.
for WWTV-TV Cadillac, Mich.; KID-

TV Idaho Falls, Idaho, and KOOKTV Billings, Mont., and to KRBB-TV
Great Falls, Mont.; WTTV (TV) Indianapolis; KYTV (TV) Springfield,
Mo.; WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; WSBATV York, Pa.; KPIX (TV) San Francisco; WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me.;
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., and WDBJTV Roanoke, Va. Now in 83 markets.
CHRISTOPHER

AWARDS

Nine programs chosen
for exceptional merit
A total of 37 producers, directors
and writers, representing four NBC-TV
programs, three CBS-TV programs and
two on ABC-TV, were named winners
today (Oct. 17) of the annual Christopher Television Awards for the year
ended Sept. 25. Winners were cited
by Father James Keller, founder of
The Christophers, who said their programs "exemplified the great potential
of television to inform, inspire and
Recipients of the bronze medallion
entertain."
inscribed with the Christopher motto,
"Better to light one candle than to
curse the darkness," are:
Producer Harry Ackerman, director
Norman Tokar and writers Joe Connelly and Bob Mosher for "Teacher
Comes to Dinner" on Leave It to Beaver (ABC-TV,
.
Nov. 28).
Executive producer Bob Banner,
producer Joe Hamilton, director Julio
Di? Benedetto, choreographer Ernie
Flatt, music arranger Irwin Kostal and
writers Vincent Bogert, Doc Simon,
Coleman Jacoby and Arnie Rosen for

New show ratings aren't spectacular
For the most part, the new fall Eisenhower on NBC-TV. The followtelevision shows making their first
ing table shows the American Reappearances on the networks last
search Bureau Arbitron National ratings
for
new series started during the
week didn't fare spectacularly well in
ratings. One exception was CBSperiod Oct. 6-Oct. 12, along with
TVs Bringing Up Buddy, which
the ratings for the programs opposoutdistanced Surfside Six, an earlier
ing them on other networks. New
new entry on ABC-TV, and a po- programs, including some that started
litical special featuring President
earlier, are shown in bold face.
ABC
CBS
NBC
Thurs. Oct. 6
10.7
9-9=30
Angel
Bachelor Father 17.8
21.8
My 3 Sons
Fri. Oct. 7
14.0
18.3
Route 66
Westerner 17.8
Flintstones
8:30-9
11.3
9-9:30
Route 66
E. Roosevelt
77 Sunset
18.1
Special 26.3
20.4
Mr. Garlund
77 Sunset
14.9
E. Roosevelt
9:30-10
Special 20.9
Mon. Oct. 10
Bringing
Buddy Up
14.6
Surfside
Six
Eisenhower
Special 7.7
8=30-9
19.5
Wed. Oct. 12
9-9:30
Hawaiian Eye 12.6
Perry Como 22.9
MyEileen
Sister
14.8
9.4
Armstrong
Naked City
Peter Loves Mary 17.1
10-10:30
24.3
Theatre
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The Garry Moore Christmas Show \
(CBS-TV Dec. 22).
Producer Ed Sullivan, associate pro- i
ducer Mario Lewis and director John
Ray,
Sullivan
24 andEd Aug.
28). Show (CBS-TV, Jan.
Producer-director Clark Jones and
writers Herbert Baker, Billy Friedberg
and
Glickman, Perry Como's
16). Will
Kraft
Music Hall (NBC-TV, March
Producer Burton Benjamin, writer
James Dugan and musical composer
Franz Waxman,
"The
Mysterious
Deep"
on
Twentieth
Century
(CBS-TV,
March 27 and April 3).
Producer Frederick Heider, director
Jack Sameth and writer Draper Lewis,
Music
March For
30). a Spring Night (ABC-TV,
Producer-writer Lou Hazam

j
I
i
i

and

photographer Joe Vadala, "Way of the
Cross" on World Wide 60 (NBC-TV,
April 16).
Producer-director Donald B. Hyatt,
writer Richard Hanser and musical
director Robert Russell Bennett, "Mark
Twain's America"
on Project 20 I
(NBC-TV, April 22).
Executive producer Julian Goodman,
producers Reuven Frank and Elmer !
Lower, supervisor William R. McAndrew and anchormen Chet Huntley and
David Brinkley for coverage of the
national political conventions (NBC->
TV, July 11-15 and July 25-28).
L. A. Emmy's

to be given

over manager's protest
Despite opposition from managers
of the seven Los Angeles television
stations, the Los Angeles chapter of
the Academy of Television Arts & j
Sciences is going ahead with plans to
give Emmy awards on the local level
at its Beverly Hilton Hotel membership
meeting on Oct. 27.
Stressing that there is no feud betweenn station managers and the academy, Elton Rule, KABC-TV manager, j
said that there was unanimous objection to the method of voting and to the
categories and station managers as result will have no part in it.
The managers, in a three page signed
statement, declared they are not officially endorsing or cooperating as stations in these awards. They suggested
"the local awards be postponed until
such time as the stations can meet and
work out with the academy a procedure
for local awards which would better \
suitGail
the Patrick
community."
Jackson, Los Angeles
chapter
in reply said
"the
mandate president,
of our membership
compels
us to proceed with this year's local
awards as planned." She pointed out
that the nominating ballots are in and
have already been tabulated and further
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL

-TV.

Here's how to make
Shrimp Creole:
Put 3 tbsp. shortening in
heavy pot; heat. Chop 1
large onion, 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato paste, 2 bay leaves,
1 lb. peeled and deveined
shrimp. Cook 45 minutes to
1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed until light & fluffy.)
Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.

. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:
Mon.
thru
Fri.
jaj
Sun.

15 minutes of news 8:00-8:15 a. m.
45 minutes of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
1 5-minute news final nightly 1 0:30-1 0:45
30 minutes of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
15-minute news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
15-minute Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.

Ask Katz

about WWL-TV's

big new

news

lineup.

-TV
WLORLEANS
NEW
W
75
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stated the awards will be presented at
the general membership meeting as
scheduled.
Local Emmy awards were discontinued two years ago because of dissatisfaction by the Los Angeles station
managers with categories and methods
of selection.
Court

rules against

post-'48 sale restraint
New York Supreme Court Justice
Saul S. Streit last week denied an application for an injunction by Triangle
Publications to restrain the Seven Arts
Associated Corp., New York, from
selling the post-'48 Warner Bros, features in the five areas in which Triangle
owns and operates tv stations.
Triangle had contended that it had
an option from P.R.M. Inc. and Associated Artists Productions, which marketed the pre- '48 features, to buy the
post-'48 films and further claimed that
Seven Arts was in essence, a successor
company to P.R.M. and Associated
Artists. (Broadcasting, Sept. 26). In
denying Triangle's application, Judge
Streit asserted "there is no proof whatsoever that Seven Arts is a dummy corporation controlled by P.R.M. or Associated Artists."
Yogi to go solo in January
Screen Gems Inc., New York, has
concluded the sale of its third animated
tv program from Hanna-Barbera Productions to the Kellogg Co., via Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago. One of the comic
characters in the Huckleberry Hound
tv series, "Yogi Bear," has been deleted from future episodes to head a
new show of his own this season. The
half -hour Yogi Bear Show will be sponsored by Kellogg on more than 130 tv
stations, starting in January 1961.
With the sale of Yogi Bear, HannaBarbera Productions, through Screen
Gems, will have four animated shows
telecast on a national basis. Besides
Huckleberry and Yogi, Quick Draw
McGraw is sponsored by Kellog on
over 180 stations and The Flintstones
show is on ABC-TV, under sponsorship of Miles Labs and R. J. Reynolds.
A personality building series
Commercial Recording Corp., Dallas,
has developed a series of announcements
and jingles designed to give a radio station its own personality in sound. Mel
Blanc, Hal Peary, Sterling Holloway.
Marjorie Main and others have recorded
20 comedy vignettes, each less than one
minute in length, to brighten station
formats. Don Elliot, jazz musician
and composer, has recorded 20 musical
bridges of various lengths. The two
76 (PROGRAMMING)

Program
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Oct. 17-21, 24-26 (6-6=30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry, sust.
Oct. 17-21, 24, 26 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math),
sust.
17-21,part.
24-26 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
YourOct.Hunch,
Oct. 17-21, 24-26 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Oct.Be17-21,
24-26 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Oct. 17-21, 24-26 (2-2r30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Oct. 17-20, 24-26 (11:15 p.m.-l a.m.)
The Jack Paar Show, part.
Oct. 19, 26 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Oct.Music
19, 26Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 20 (9.-30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 22 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 22 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 22 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 23 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Oct. 23 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 23 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. 24 (9:30-11 p.m.) The Hallmark
Hall of Fame, Hallmark through Foote,
Cone & Belding.

series are part of a complete station
personality package called "Radio
U.S.A.," which provides an overall
sound which cannot be duplicated by a
competing station, according to CRC.
Michaels returns to KTLA (TV)
Pat Michaels, who was suspended
from newscasting on KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles Sept. 28, has been reinstated
on his own half-hour weekly program
following a study by the station. Mr.
Michaels had been cited by a grand
jury for refusing to reveal his news
sources in connection with a documentary on anti-Semitism in Elsinore, Calif.
Mr. Michaels had been part of the
KTLA Monday-Friday newscasts, The
Big Three at 6:45-7 p.m. and Big Three
Final at 11-11:15 p.m. Suggesting that
his news programs had "tended toward
sensationalism," KTLA suspended him
"to engage in a detailed study to determine .. . whether [his] newscasts . . .
can be integrated into the news programming andthepolicies
KTLA."
After the study,
station of
decided
Mr.
Michaels'
ability
to uncover
newsbetter
features of local
interest
made him
suited to a half-hour weekly format.

notes...

Mobile tape ■ Magna Film Productions Inc., Boston and Watertown,
Mass., is reported to be ready to meet j
expanded programming requirements
in New England with its new mobile j
television tape recording unit. The
company has acquired an Ampex
1001 A compact Videotape recorder,
, mounted in a walk-in panel truck,
which may be used for on-location recording or connected to studio facilities
at Magna's new film and tv operations
center at 55 Berkeley St., Boston.
Faster tempo ■ Video Tape Unlimited j
Inc., N.Y., increased its activities with
the addition of a completely custombuilt video tape bus, which was built
in Hollywood at a cost of $350,000.
Henry R. Alexander, president of Video
Tape Unlimited, invites interested producers and agencies to set up appointments by phone and he will drive the
air-conditioned, 40-foot unit to the |
"front door" of their offices for a com- |
plete 15-minute demonstration.
Moral values ■ The Hour of St. Francis, acontinuous series of inspirational
dramatic radio programs for the past
14 years, will be available Nov. 13 in
a tv version free of charge to stations
which will offer a favorable time segment. The series of 13 half-hour tv I
programs will feature professional direction and acting with such hosts as
Raymond Burr, MacDonald Carey,
Danny Thomas and Jane Wyman. The
programs are financed by The Third
Order of St. Francis, L.A., as a missionary effort.
Religious feature ■ The Protestant \
Radio & Television Center, Atlanta, has
produced a new series of two weekly
15-minute radio programs entitled
Take Time for Thought which it offers
gratis to stations for Monday-Wednesday or Tuesday-Thursday scheduling.
Sponsored by the Presbyterian Church,
U.S., the series features speakers who
have
previously
on The
the Protj
estant appeared
Hour radio
network.
new
program is being used on over 150 stations, according to the center.
Yearend reviews ■ Hearst Metrotone
News Inc., New York, announces the
availability of its annual yearend wrapup tv programs News Review of 1960
and Sports Review of 1960. The programs have been offered for the past
12 years. Last year, Gillette sponsored
Sports Review on Christmas Day over
the full NBC-TV network. This year,
both programs are offered on an exclusive basis in each market, to be used
separately or combined back-to-back
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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THIS
IS
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RACE
ALWAYS

RIGGED

!

Wherever the federal government gets into business,
it starts with built-in advantages— subsidies and
various kinds of exemption from taxes.
Thoughtful
who have to
wonder if this
destructive of

people— and particularly businessmen
compete on a handicapped basis—
is constructive in any way— or simply
American business enterprise.

your costs, prices and profits. And how unnecessary
it is, when the hundreds of independent companies
are able and ready to fill the nation's ever-growing
power needs. Please send the coupon below for your
free copy. It will be mailed promptly.
AMERICA'S INDEPENDENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES

An example is the federal government's venture
into the electric light and power business. Proponents
of federal "public power" boast that its rates are
lower than those of the independent electric companies. And at the same time, they insist on preserving the special status that makes those rates possible.
Federal power systems pay no federal income
taxes and little or no state and local taxes— contrasted with investor-owned systems, which produce
23 cents in taxes out of every dollar of revenue.
In fact, federal "public power's" plants and lines
were paid for by more than $5,000,000,000 in taxpayers' money. And the spending of many billions
more is proposed !
THE STORY

IS IN A NEW

BOOKLET

Published specially for businessmen, this booklet has
facts and figures showing how such spending affects
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POWER COMPANIES
Room 1130-U, 1271 Ave. of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send promptly the
material checked below,
without charge:
□ "How Federal
Government Electricity
A 4¥~~A —
T> :
ft

CliXTBiUT,

□ Names of the companies that sponsor this message
NAME.

(Please print)
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for a full hour one-shot, for national,
regional or single market use.
Tv Classics ■ Six two-hour dramatic
programs based on classical works, are
being distributed to 48 educational tv
stations this fall by the National Educational Television & Radio Center,
New York. The series, called NET
Drama Festival, was compiled from
various sources, including the BBC,
CBC and WQED (TV) Pittsburgh. The
productions are: The Tragedy of Julius
Caesar, Henry IV, Lower Depths, The
Master Builder, She Stoops to Conquer
and The Death of Socrates.
'Shrimp' set ■ Four Star Television has
signed contracts for Format Films to
produce a half-hour animated tv series,
The Shrimp, created by Sy Gomberg
and
based on Mr. Gomberg's magazine
stories.
Film series sold ■ Herts-Lion International, Hollywood, tv and motion picture producing company, reports the
sale of two tv programs to ABC Films
Inc., N.Y. The first still in script stage,

is a half-hour series entitled Famous
Ghost Stories, starring Vincent Price,
and is planned for network use. Production starts on the 39 episodes in
early December, and the release date
will be sometime in January. The second, afive-minute interview series called
The Inquisition, was bought for syndication. Herts-Lion is scheduled to make
200 episodes, starring Paul Frees of The
Millionaire series. Its format consists
of "interviews" with infamous people in
history, such as Nero, Hitler and Pancho Villa.
Mexican soap opera ■ KHJ-TV Los
Angeles has arranged to telecast a soap
opera produced in Mexico daily at 9:30
a.m. in Spanish without English subtitles. KHJ-TV has signed a contract
with Tele-Programas of Mexico, a subsidiary of Mexico's tv network, Televicentro. Each story runs for 10 weeks,
after which a new cast and story are introduced.
Miami locale ■ Ziv-United Artists has
offered a new "suave-action" mystery
adventure tv series for sale. Titled

Miami Undercover, the program stars
Lee Bowman and marks the sixth syndicated release by Ziv-UA this year. Sales
meetings to launch Miami Undercover I
were held simultaneously in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles and Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Kids, kids ■ Programs for Television
Inc., N.Y., has acquired distribution
rights to Art Linkletter and the Kids,
a new quarter-hour filmed tv series. The
78-program John Guedel productionpresents Mr. Linkletter in ad-lib interviews with four youngsters.
Fore! ■ Martin Enterprises Inc., Chi- i
cago, has purchased the national television rights to the Palm Springs Golf
Classic (Feb. 1-5, 1961). Martin Enterprises isnow offering the rich 90hole tournament coverage to sponsors.
It has also made a similar arrangement
with the promoters of the Los Angeles
Open golf tournament. The company
says sponsorship, network and number
of hours to be televised will be announced prior to Jan. 7, 1961.

GOVERNMENT
FCC
DUCKS
It restricts witness
Leland

Hayward

FREE-FOR-ALL
list in pay tv hearing;

to direct Phonevision

Next week's subscription tv hearing
before the FCC shapes up as one of
the thinnest proceedings thus far on
this 10-year-long controversial issue.
Only two groups have been authorized to fully participate as parties.
They are Hartford Phonevision Co.,
licensee of ch. 18, WHCT (TV) Hartford and the Connecticut Committee
Against Pay Tv. In previous hearings
and proceedings on this subject, the
FCC has been flooded by hordes of
witnesses and pleadings for and against
the pay-to-see tv idea.
Approved as a non-party participant
last week was NAB. Charles H. Tower,
NAB tv vice president, was told he
would have about 30 minutes to testify
as a public witness, subject to cross
examination.
The NAB television board last week
reaffirmed its opposition to the use of
the airwaves for pay tv.
Hartford Phonevision is owned by
RKO General Inc. and has asked
the FCC for permission to try out the
Phonevision system of toll tv in Hartford. It proposes to spend $10 million
in the three-year test. Associated with
RKO General are Zenith Radio Corp.
and Teco Inc. Zenith is the developer
of Phonevision. Teco is licensed by
Zenith to promote the system, and last
78

programs

week announced the appointment of
theatre and motion picture producer
Leland Hayward as director of programming for Phonevision. (Closed
Circuit, Oct. 10).
Included in the opposition Connecticut Committee's group are five Hartford theatre owners: Stanley-Warner,
Loew's, Connecticut Theatres, Manchester Drive-in and Outdoor Theatres.

Leland Hayward
Phonevision P. D.

The hearing, scheduled to begin Oct.
24 before the full FCC, was ordered
two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Oct.
3).
The Hartford application was filed
in response to an FCC notice and order which stated that the commission
would accept applications for test dem- ;
onstrations of various pay tv systems.
This was issued last year. The RKO
General application is the first and
only application filed so far.
Teco to Furnish Programs ■ In announcing Mr. Hayward's association,
Teco President Pieter E. van Beek said
that this would permit Teco to become
one of the program suppliers for the
Hartford test.
Hayward
declared:
"There
are
50 Mr.
million
American
families
waiting
to have box office entertainment delivered at home. If it is good enough,
they will buy it. And if it is not, they
will spend their money on some other
recreation. It is as simple as that."
Subscription tv, Mr. Hayward said,
is in essence the largest theatre ever
built. If the Tight- programs are presented, he added, it will "give us the
largest number of box office customers
the entertainment industry has every
had." This may mean a new era in
entertainment, he stated, and called for
the support of "everyone who belongs
in show business."
Mr. Hayward currently is represented on Broadway with "The Sound
of Music" and "Gypsy." He has been
identified with such stage productions
as "A Bell for Adano," "State of the
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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TELEGRAMS-FOR-PROMOTION

SERVICE!

Want to reach everybody, everywhere, all at once? Western
Union's Telegrams-For-Promotion Service is the one quick,
sure, efficient way of doing just that. Your message is
delivered to all your prospects simultaneously . . . with the
importance only a telegram can provide. Read and remembered with real impact! How to do it? Just give us one copy
of the message and your list. We do the rest.
Wire us collect for information and action. Address: Western
Union, Special Service Division, Dept. 10-B.New York, N. Y.

WESTERN
SPECIAL
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FOR
Union," "Mister Roberts," "Call Me
Madam," "South Pacific," and such
Hollywood films as "Mister Roberts,"
"Spirit of St. Louis," and "The Old
Man and the Sea."
Mr. Hayward's producing successes
have also included the Ford 50th Anniversary Show, The Fabulous Fifties
and other specials.
Opposing a request by the Connecticut Committee that the hearing should
require more specific information on
programming plans, RKO General last
week told the commission that it cannot outline in detail a schedule of
programs because first it must have
FCC authority to begin the test before it can make firm commitments
with program suppliers.
RKO General also objected strenuously to a suggested issue which the
Connecticut Committee had recommended regarding the effect of the
proposed pay tv programming on other
program services. If this is meant to
refer to television programs available
without charge in Hartford, RKO General said, it is already contemplated
in the FCC order. But if this is meant
to apply to theatre programs or other
services available in other media (night
clubs, sports, educational institutions),
"we strongly object to such an expansion of the issues," RKO General said.
KTWO-TV

seeks waiver

of multiple owner rule
The licensee of KTWO-TV (ch. 2)
Casper, Wyo., has asked the FCC to
waive its multiple ownership rule to
permit it to operate a second tv station
in Casper. The rule says that a licensee
may not own more than one station of
the same kind, serving a particular area.
There is no similar commercial operation in the country at this time, although the commission now has pending an application from WEAU-TV
(ch. 13) Eau Claire, Wis., to operate
another station on ch. 25 in Eau Claire
(Broadcasting, April 4). Educational
stations have, in the past, been awarded
waiver of the multiple ownership rule.
The request for rule waiver was
made by Rocky Mountain Tele Stations,
which is also the licensee of KTWX-TV
Sheridan, Wyo., and KLFM (FM)
Long Beach, Calif. The firm told the
commission that ch. 6 in Casper has
been idle since its operation by Donald
L. and Georgiabelle C. Hathaway was
discontinued in 1959.
Rocky Mountain said that the Wyoming area cannot support two independently-operated tvstations at the
present time. This means that network
service in the area is sharply curtailed,
the company claimed.
The firm asked the commission to
80 (GOVERNMENT)
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1081 Mission
St. Inc.
Lang Electronics
Southern Radio Supply Co.
SAUGUS
507 Fifth Ave.
1112 North Blvd.
Sonocraft
Corp.
Sylmar
Electronics
115 West 45th St.
ORLEANS
26000 Bouquet
Canyon Rd. NEW
South Radio Supply Co.
Visual Electronics
356 West 40th St.
1909 Tulane Ave.
iCOLORADO
ROCHESTER
Rochester Radio Supply
MARYLAND
OENVER
Davis So.AudioGrapeVisual Inc.
BALTIMORE
600 East Main St.
2149
SYRACUSE
High
Fidelity
House
Electric Accessories
5127
Roland
Ave.
W. G. Brown Sound
1260 Blake
521 East Washington St.
TUCKAH0E
MASSACHUSETTS
•CONNECTICUT
BOSTON
Boynton
Studio Ave.
De Mambro Radio Supply
10 Pennsylvania
NEW HAVEN
Radio
Shack
Corporation
1095
Commonwealth
Ave.
NORTH CAROLINA
.230 Crown St.
Radio Shack Corporation
730 Commonwealth Ave.
WINSTON-SALEM
CAMBRIDGE
Dalton-Hage
Incorporated
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Hi Fi Lab
938 Burke St.
1071 Massachusetts Ave.
WASHINGTON
NEEDHAM
Shrader
Sound, N.W.
Inc.
2803 M Street,
Industrial HEIGHTS
Electronic Supply OHIO
CINCINNATI
Wilson Gill, Inc.
150 A Street
Customcrafters Audio, Inc.
1 Thomas Circle, N.W.
SPRINGFIELD
2259 Gilbert Ave.
Del Padre Supply Co.
COLUMBUS
999
Worthington
St.
Electronic Supply Corporation
FLORIDA
WELLESLEY
134 E. Long St.
INDIALANTIC
Music
Box
DAYTON
McHose Music
58 Central Ave.
Custom Electronics Incorporated
145 Fifth Ave.
WORCESTER
1918 S. Brown St.
De
Mambro
Radio
Supply
JACKSONVILLE
Srepco,
222 Summer St.
314 Leo Incorporated
St.
Fidelity
Sound
Inc.
TOLEDO
1427 Landon Ave.
MICHIGAN
Southeast Audio Co.
Warren
Radio
1125 Roselle St.
ANN ARBOR
Wedemeyer Electronic Supply 1002 Adams St.
MIAMI
215 N. 4th Ave.
East
Coast
Radio
of
Miami
OKLAHOMA
1900 N. W. Miami Ct., N. W. DETROIT
NORMAN Sound Systems
Thomson
K-L-A Laboratories, Inc.
Flagler
Radio
Co.
315 W. Boyd
7375 Woodward Ave.
1068 W. Flagler St.
ORLANDO
East Coast Radio of Orlando
1012 Sligh Blvd., S.W.
PENSACOLA
Grice Electronics Inc.
300 E. Wright St.
TAMPA
Burdett Sound
3619 Henderson Blvd.

OF

THE

DEALER

OREGON
SALEM
Cecil Fames Co.
440 Church N. E.
PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA
Austin Electronics Inc.
1421 Walnut St.
Radio Electric Service Co. of Pa.
7th and Arch Sts.
R0SLYNEnterprises
Grove
1383 Easton Rd.
RHODE ISLAND
PROVIDENCE
De Mambro Radio Supply
1292 Westminister St.
SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA
Dixie Radio Supply Co.
1700 Laurel St.
SOUTH DAKOTA
SIOUX FALLS
Warren Supply Co. of So. Dakota
115 S. Indiana Ave.
TENNESSEE
wMEMPHIS
& W Distributing Co.
644 Madison Ave.
NASHVILLE
Nicholson's
High Fidelity
113 - 19th Avenue
So. Center
TEXAS
ARLINGTON
Audio Acoustic Equipment Co.
130 Fairview Drive
DALLAS
Audio
5645 N.Acoustic
Central Equipment
ExpresswayCo.
EL PASO & Associates
Sanders
1225 East Yandall St.
HOUSTON
Busacker Electronic Systems Inc.
1216 W. Clay St.
Gates Radio Co.
2700 Polk Ave.
MIDLAND Camera Co.
Midland
317 N. Colorado St.
SAN
ModernANTONIO
Electronics Co.
2000 Broadway
UTAH
SALT
LAKE Supply
CITY Co.
Standard
225 E. 6th Street South
VIRGINIA
NORFOLK - RICHMOND - ROANOKE
Radio Supply Co. Inc.
RICHMOND
J. M. Stackhouse Co.
5803 Patterson Ave.
WASHINGTON
SEATTLE
Electricraft. Incorporate*
1408 - 6th Ave.
Western Electronics Supply Co.
717 Dexter St.
20th Century Sales Inc.
SPOKANE
West 1621 First Ave.
WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
BeaconN. Milwaukee
Electronics St.Division
715
Steffen Electro Art Company
5101 W. Lisbon

AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, California
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ALL

NEW

FROM

AMPE

X

In sound quality, in operating principle and in features, this is the compact professional
recorder

that will set the standards

for all others. New

in every detail and Ampex

throughout, the PR- 10 is all you expect of the name. It is a worthy companion
Ampex

recorders that make

of the big

the master tapes of nearly all the recorded performances

sold in the world today. To a heritage of excellence, the PR- 70 adds the completely
new

electrodynamic

quality performance

friction less tape handling system
in a compact

machine.

that makes

possible studio-

Your dealer has it. See it operate soon.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-2 stereo/monophonic model records and plays back stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue-track, selective track and mixed or unmixed two- microphone sound * PR- 10-1
monophonic available full track or half track • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and accessory remote unit • New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact
electronics • Professional monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, phone jocks and output circuits • Separate erase,
record and play heads • 4-track stereo playback optional on open fourth head position • Two speeds with options: 15 and
7 V2 'PS or 7 V2 and 33A ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Electrodynamic tape handling for lowest flutter ever in a
portable/ compact recorder • Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack
mount • Dimensions for both models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders.

PR-10

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write Dept. B-1.
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION • 934 Charter St. • Redwood City, Calif. BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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waive the rule in this instance to permit it to operate on ch. 6 in Casper as
well as on ch. 2. Such an operation, it
said, could be carried at an operating
cost of no more than $36,000 per year
and would provide for twice the amount
of network programming now available.
Court

issues

in Boston

stay

ch. 5 case

A general stay against the FCC's
July 14 order setting aside its 1957
grant of ch. 5 Boston to WHDH Inc.
has been issued by the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington.
The order told the FCC to report in
30 days its recommendations on what
it intended to do with respect to the
Boston ch. 5 ex parte case. Meanwhile,
it stated, the commission should do
nothing.
Issued per curiam by Circuit Judges
Henry W. Edgerton, John A. Danaher
and Warren E. Burger, the Oct. 7 order
referred to the court's instructions in
1958 to maintain the status quo pending a new hearing on the allegations of
off-the-record contacts. The 1958 order,
the court said, also directed the commission to file findings and recommendations.
The July 14 order by the FCC has
TRADE

UP

TO

AN

AMPEX
PR10
The newest design advance
in professional recorders

"altered" the status quo, the court said.
In its July 14 order the commission rescinded its grant of ch. 5 to WHDH
Inc. {Boston Herald-Traveler-WHDU)
and ordered briefs to be filed by all
original parties to determine whether a
new grant should be made. The FCC
authorized WHDH Inc. to continue
broadcasting on ch. 5 on a temporary
basis.
More Argument ■ The court also
said that the stay and instructions "shall
be deemed to be without prejudice to
such further action as to the court shall
seem desirable." Possibility of further
argument before the court was raised
by the court's final words indicating
that the court "may wish to specify
issues for briefing and oral argument
or to make such other disposition as
may be deemed appropriate."
Although the order did not specify
that the court was acting on any particular pleading, an appeal by the Boston
Herald-Traveler from the FCC's July
14 order took the same approach — that
the commission exceeded its authority
when it voided the ch. 5 grant and
ordered further proceedings on the case.
The filing of briefs in the renewed
Boston hearing was scheduled for Oct.
12, but this was postponed following
the court's order.
Plea that it be permitted to continue
as an applicant in the Boston ch. 5
case was filed with the FCC last week
by Fairchild Camera & Instrument
Corp., as the successor to Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc. Fairchild and DuMont merged in 1959. The pleading
was filed in opposition to a petition by
Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc.
that the DuMont application be dismissed since that company was no
longer in existence (Broadcasting,

NBC
SOME

PR-10-2: Stereo/mono recorder
with portable case: $995.00
TRADE

IN AT

HARVEY
RADIO
Call collect for details on trade-in deals
■
Harvey has a complete stock
on Ampex equipment and parts
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
103 W. 43rd ST., N.Y.C. 36, JU 2-3680
B2 (GOVERNMENT)

Praise from FTC head
Broadcast stations and newspapers can "bell the cat" of business rackets, Federal Trade Commission Chairman Earl W. Kintner told the Washington Advertising Club last week. Speaking
of media campaigns against misrepresentations ithe
n Washington
area, Mr. Kitner singled out for
praise the WWDC Washington
campaign last year against tricky
tv repairmen. He also commended Washington newspapers for
their exposures.

Oct. 3). This position was also taken
by the Broadcast Bureau of the FCC,
which pointed out that DuMont had
not participated in oral argument. The
Broadcast Bureau said it would be difficult to evaluate the DuMont application since the company had merged
with Fairchild.
Love is denied
Although "Dove" and "Love" have
specificially different meanings, they
are associated in spelling and sound
and in their use as terms of endearment, aPatent Office appeal board held
last week in a battle between two detergent manufacturers over trade name
rights. Dove is a bar and powder form
toilet detergent manufactured by Lever
Bros., New York. Love is a liquid
dishwasher and laundry detergent made
by Texize Chemicals Corp., Greenville,
S. C. The board found against Love,
concluding that "confusion, mistakes or
deception of pur;hasers is likely."

appeals FCC tv network rep order
REPRESENTED STATIONS ALSO DECRY DECREE

Relief from the FCC's ban on network representation of non-owned tv
affiliates in the spot advertising field
(Broadcasting, Nov. 9, 1959), is being
sought in the U. S. Court of Appeals.
Briefs were filed with the court last week
by NBC and a number of stations which
are represented by NBC Spot Sales.
The commission's order last year held
that spot sale representation by the networks gives them the power to curb
competition and creates an inherent
conflict of interest. The commission
turned down earlier appeals in April
(Broadcasting, April 18).
In its filing with the court last week,
NBC stated that the ruling divests NBC
of a valuable and proper business enterprise without evidence of impropriety or

"even of any threatened harm or danger
to the public interest." KOA-TV Denver, Colo., and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N.Y., reiterated the network position and said that the ruling is invalid
because it was not predicated on an
evidentiary hearing, oral argument or
approprite findings of fact.
WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky., and KSDTV St. Louis, Mo., also filing against the
ruling, said that the commission should
have sought a rule which would not
destroy existing private rights. "Where
there is no harm to the public interest,"
the station said, "the commission cannot disregard
rights."
The
Stationprivate
Representatives
Assn.,
which also filed a brief with the court,
upheld the commission ruling.
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

The FCC

last week . . .

■ Told KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb.,
and WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan., both on
ch. 13, that their applications for change
of transmitter sites would be consolidated for a commission hearing. Relocation of transmitters would place the
stations 182 miles apart, eight miles
short of the 190-mile minimum for the
area. Commisisoner Robert E. Lee dissented to the inclusion of a waiver of
the mileage separation rule as an issue.
■ Heard from Comstock Telecasting
Corp., whose application for Reno ch. 4
is in hearing with five others, that it
will seek a cp for ch. 2 in place of ch. 4.
The tv table of assignments was amended by the commission last May to give
Reno ch. 2. Comstock Telecasting is
headed by Robert L. Stoddard, owner
of KBET Reno.
■ Learned that the three applicants
for Medford, Ore., ch. 10, have reached
an agreement which will leave only Radio Medford Inc. seeking the facility.
Medford Telecasting Corp. (C. E. Wilson, president) and TOT Industries Inc.
(John F. Williams Jr., president) will be
compensated for "out-of-pocket" expenses incurred in filing their applications. It is expected that they will ask
the commission to dismiss their applications within a matter of days. Radio
Medford, the remaining applicant, is
licensee of KMED Medford.
■ Was asked by TBC Inc., a firm
owned by WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.,
to dismiss its application for ch. 13 in
Panama City, Fla. Cited as the reason
for the request was recent improvement
in WTVY's coverage area which now
creates a definite overlap with the service area of ch. 13 in Panama City.
TBC's withdrawal leaves only Bay
Video Inc. (John S. Thompson, president) as applicant for the Florida channel.
■ Was told by its Broadcast Bureau
that it will need more time to file pleadings in the New Orleans ch. 1 2 proceeding. The Bureau said that all parties
involved had agreed to an extension of
time to Oct. 24. Applicants are Coastal
Tv Co., which holds an interim authorization to operate WVUE-TV New Orleans, and Supreme Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WJMR-TV seeking change
of operation from ch. 20 to ch. 12.
■ Granted more time for filing comments in proposed rulemaking to permit am stations to operate with full carrier and single sideband. The new filing date is Oct. 31. A request for the
extension was filed by Kahn Research
Laboratories Inc., Freeport, N. Y.
■ Gave permission to WINR-TV
Binghamton, N. Y., to use an on-channel booster and a telephone line circuit
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

for remote control. This was the first
such authorization under a rule change
made in May which authorized the use
of tv boosters by uhf station to amplify
and retransmit its signals on the same
channel.
■ Was asked by the Bi-State Co.,
licensee of KHOL-TV Kearney and
KHPL-TV Hayes Center, both Nebraska, to initiate rulemaking to add ch. 4
to Superior, Neb. Bi-States will file for
ch. 4 in Superior to duplicate KHOLTV. The firm believes that the locality
can only support a satellite to an existing station.
■ Dismissed a petition filed by WATE
Knoxville, Tenn., to have the commission reconsider its grant of call letters
WROL to nearby Fountain City. The
WROL call was formerly used by the
Knoxville station.
Grand jury complains
about Mobile stations
Charge that Mobile, Ala., radio stations are playing records that "are suggestive, vulgar, vile and sometimes
downright obscene" was made last week
by a Mobile County grand jury. No
stations were identified. The jury's report, a complete surprise to Mobile
broadcasters who had had no inkling
it was considering the matter, did not
namethese
any records
records and
but said,
"the wordsof
on
the methods
delivering those words are deliberately
given double meanings." The 15-man
grand jury asked that its report be forwarded to the FCC and that the federal
agency be asked to take steps "to see
that suggestive and vulgar records be
removed from the broadcasts in this
community." Late last week the FCC
had still not received this request. Of
Mobile's seven radio stations, two are
considered rock and roll stations.
Philly deejays sign
payola consent decrees
All but four Philadelphia radio disc
jockeys charged with accepting payola
when they worked in that city signed
consent decrees agreeing to cease the
practice, Philadelphia District Attorney
Victor H. Blanc announced last week.
The judgments were entered in the
city's common pleas court, and involved 11 record distributors and 58
deejays, of whom 35 had left Philadelphia and had to be reached by mail.
The four who did not sign were unreachable, Mr. Blanc said. The case
resulted from an eight-month investigation of the under-the-counter practices of record sellers and disc jockeys
and resulted in the charge of violating
the state's commercial bribery law
(Broadcasting, Oct. 3).

sells

in WICHITA

The KTVH branding iron is always hot.
Just get the brand on your goods or
services, and sales will begin to
sizzle. Meanwhile, back at the
ranch .. .you'll round up increased
profits from new customers and lasso
repeat sales, as well; for KTVH is a
brand of confidence. As sure as the
good guy wears the white hat, you'll
protect your profits from slow-sale
rustlers
... and who
you'llknow
spur from
on prospective customers
experience they can rely on the
KTVH brand. Buy KTVH with unduplicated CBS coverage in Wichita and 14
other important Kansas communities.

KANSAS
■ WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON ■
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The
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Club
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for
news

and

information
— ARB Survey

•Membership in The Million Dollar
Club is restricted to advertising agency executives responsible for allocation
of over $1,000,000 yearly in broadcast
advertising. (See page D-61 for Top
Advertising Agencies — 1952-59)
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WHITESIDE

FOUND

Ex-Commissioner

Mack ruled too ill to stand trial now

Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside was acquitted last week of charges
he conspired with former FCC member
Richard A. Mack to obtain the FCC
grant in 1957 of ch. 10 in Miami for
National Airlines.
The not guilty verdict in Federal
District Court in Washington was returned by a jury of seven men and five
women four hours after Judge Alexander Holtzoff turned the case over to
the group Thursday, advising that evidence should be strong enough to point
inescapably to guilt before they voted
for conviction.
Earlier in the week Judge Holtzoff
postponed trial for Mr. Mack upon a
finding by government-appointed physicians that he is a chronic alcoholic,
too ill to stand trial. Messrs. Whiteside
and Mack were tried jointly on the conspiracy charges last year, but the trial
ended with a hung jury. Mr. Mack
failed to appear for the retrial after
collapsing and being hospitalized in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Question of Definition ■ In charging
the jury Thursday, Judge Holtzoff said
the only question is whether money advanced by Mr. Whiteside to Mr. Mack
amounted to ordinary loans or was
bribes. Last year's joint trial ran from
April
7 to
10. Oct.
Mr. Whiteside's
separate
trialJuly
began
4, running
little more than a week.
Judge Holtzoff described the jury's
verdict as "entirely reasonable."
The two doctors, who examined Mr.
Mack at a hospital in Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., said that for many years he has
drunk a half-pint to a pint of liquor a
day; that he probably has anemia and is
suffering from cirrhosis of the liver and
malnourishment.
Judge Holtzoff, who read part of the
physicians' report in court last week,
said Mr. Mack's condition is "selfinflicted" and that when it's found safe
for him to travel the court will issue a
bench warrant and set his case for trial.
Mr. Mack collapsed at Fort Lauderdale
shortly before the joint retrial with Mr.
Whiteside was to start and Judge Holtzoff severed the case and ordered the
Whiteside trial to go ahead separately.
Mr. Whiteside took the stand voluntarily Tuesday and testified that Mr.
Mack was under psychiatric treatment
Wz years, beginning in September 1951
while on the Florida Railroad Public
Utilities Commission, and that he paid
all Mr. Mack's bills for treatment. He
also provided Mr. Mack's bond and
paid his fine after he was arrested for
driving under the influence of liquor
in December 1952, Mr. Whiteside said.

NOT

GUILTY

Denies Allegations ■ Mr. Whiteside
denied conspiring to defraud the government or to corrupt Mr. Mack in the
Miami ch. 10 case and said he only
gave a "character recommendation (to
Mr. Mack) regarding National Airlines." Testimony by the defendant and
other defense witnesses was adduced
to show that Mr. Whiteside had helped
Mr. Mack financially since 1951. One,
a certified public accountant, detailed
the Whiteside-Mack financial transactions and said of more than $13,000
loaned by Mr. Whiteside to Mr. Mack,
all was paid back but $250. Other defense witnesses included John L. FitzGerald, FCC general counsel, and
Herbert Sharfman, who wrote the examiner's decision in the ch. 10 case.
New

issue

in Miami

raised

ch

10

case

A new element has cropped up in the
Miami ch. 10 case. Five of the six applicants for ch. 10 Largo, Fla., have
asked the FCC to reconsider its September grant to L. B. Wilson Inc.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12).
The commission granted Wilson temporary authority to construct tv station
WLBW-TV on ch. 10 Miami. It waived
the milage separation rules and permitted
WLBW-TV to construct its antenna site
nine-tenths of a mile less than the required 220 miles co-channel separation
between the Miami station's antenna site
and that proposed by the Largo ch. 10
According to the Largo applicants,
applicants.
ch. 10 is assigned to Tampa-St. Petersburg but the mileage separation requirements with co-channel 10 Miami has
forced them to specify transmitter sites
from which it is impossible to obtain
principal service in those cities. Because of this, the Largo applicants implied that they, too, should be granted
such a mileage separation waiver. They
told the commission that the grant to
WLBW-TV does not give them proper
consideration and they asked that the
grant be set aside.
Joining in the request to the commission last week were WSUN-TV;
WTSP-TV; Suncoast Cities Broadcasting
Corp. (Hurley W. Holland, president);
Tampa Telecasters Inc. (Kenneth R«
Giddens, president) and Bay Area Telecasting Corp. (Louis Fried, principal
stockholder). The sixth applicant for
the channel is Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc., a firm headed by Nelson
Poynter.
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MICROPHONES

- a type for every requirement
Check your microphone requirements, today. Do
you

FINEST QUALITY MICROPHONE
Standard microphone of the industry, the
RCA 77-DX offers full range frequency response
with a choice of three pickup patterns. Available in a satin chrome finish for radio and a
low gloss gray for TV, it will offer years of
rugged dependable service. $180

have one for each purpose — remotes, announce, interviews, boom, general purpose? Use

the handy

order coupon

to order any microphones

you need.

PERSONAL MICROPHONE
Ideal for Remotes
Wherever a small inconspicuous microphone is
needed the BK-6B can be used. This 2.3 ounce
unit offers excellent reproduction for every
speech application both in the studio and in
the field.
$82.50

HIGH-FIDELITY UTILITY MICROPHONES

NOISE-REDUCING BOOM MICROPHONE

General purpose BK-11A microphone is the
modern version of the very famous 44-BX. It
is ideal for every studio use, especially live
music pickup. The BK-11A is an economical
high performance unit designed for years of
rugged service.
$125

Here is the highly directional BK-5A microphone for TV boom use. Its pickup pattern
effectively reduces noise while offering full
range highest quality pickup of the desired
source. The BK-5A is also an excellent choice
for control room use.
$155

ORDER

NOW

BY

Order any of these five microphones
Send check or money
COMMENTATOR MICROPHONE
The BK-1A is a fine microphone for interviews,
panel shows, and all general announce work.
Its rugged construction and insensitivity to
wind and mechanical vibration make the BK-1A
ideal for outdoor remotes.
$75

MAIL!

for prompt

delivery.

order with your order and micro-

phones will be shipped prepaid. Mail your order to RCA,
Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment
Building 15-6, Camden,

Division,

N.J. Use coupon below.

RCA, Audio Sales, Broadcast and Television Equipment Division, Dept. MC-22
Building 15-6, Camden, N.J.
Please send the units checked. Check enclosed □
The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

□ 77-DX
□ BK-6B
□ BK-11A
□ BK-1A
□ BK-5A
Send to
AddressCity
-State-Zone_
Enclose remittance with order and save shipping charges.

BOSTON
SEVEN

ARTS

"FILMS

OF

FIFTIES"
THE
MARKETING

KTVI (TV) case may be linked
to Boston ch. 5 court action
The future of ch. 2 KTVI (TV) St.
Louis may be wrapped up in the Boston
ch. 5 case.
This was the tone of the oral argument before the FCC en banc last week
on the ch. 2 case. It was expressed in
varying ways by the commissioners as
they heard counsel argue the St. Louis
ex parte case.

comners'
commissio
The gist
lawyers,
of the
ments, andofthethereplies
was whether the FCC can take any
action in the St. Louis case in the light
of the court ordered stay in the Boston
ch. 5 case (see page 82).
The Boston stay was ordered by the
U. S. Court of Appeals on the ground
that the court retained jurisdiction and
had ordered the status quo maintained
pending the FCC findings and recommendations. The commission voided the
Boston decision and ordered new proceedings in the case. This is what the
court stayed.
The St. Louis ch. 2 proceeding was
remanded back to the FCC last year to
look into allegations of off-the-record
conversations with FCC commisioners

TEAM
W. Robert Rich
Vice President
and General Sales Manager
270 Park Ave. N. Y. 17, N.Y.
Telephone: YUkon 6-1717 I

Donald Klauber
Vice President
and National Sales Manager
270 Park Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
Telephone: YUkon 6-1717
Lloyd Krause
Eastern Division Manager
270 Park Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
Telephone: YUkon 6-1717

by
principal KTVI owner Harry Tennenbaum.
Special FCC Hearing Examiner Horace Stern recommended last March that
the move of ch. 2 from Springfield, 111.,
to St. Louis be voided because of KTVI's
activities, but held that no disqualification accrued to that station. He also
suggested that no commissioner disqualified himself by talking about the case
while it was in rulemaking status, and
that Mr. Tennebaum ceased seeing commissioners after the cutoff date for submission of comments in the rulemaking
proceeding. He recommended that the
FCC reconsider the whole question of
the move.

George Mitchell
Southwest Division Manager
6710 Bradbury Lane
Dallas, Texas
Telephone: ADams 9-2855
Robert Hoffman
Midwest Division Manager
8922-D LaCrosse
Skokie, Illinois
Telephone: ORchard 4-5105
Norman C. (Buck) Long
Western Division Manager
11358 Elderwood Street
Los Angeles, California
Telephone: GRanite 6-1564
This marketing group will confer with TV station
executives on the release of 40 Warner Brothers
"Films of the 50's." Among these top films from
Warner's treasury of great pictures are: "Springfield Rifle" starring Gary Cooper; "Prince and the
Showgirl" {Marilyn Monroe, Lawrence Olivier);
"Rebel Without a Cause" (James Dean); "Star is
Bom" (Judy Garland); and Alfred Hitchcock's
"Strangers on a Train."
SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
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IN ST. LOUIS

Move Made in 1957 ■ Ch. 2 was
moved from Springfield, 111., to St. Louis
in 1957. KTVI, then operating on ch.
36 there, was authorized to use the vhf
channel, pending the outcome of a contested hearing for ch. 2. This was obviated when the opposing applicant. Newhouse Broadcasting Corp., agreed to
merge.
Originally ch. 2 was assigned to
WMAY Springfield. The grant forbade,
however, construction pending the outcome of the deintermixture proceeding
then underway. The losing applicant,
Sagamon Valley, appealed this grant.
WMAY, the original grantee, has
dropped out. This is still pending before
the court — awaiting the outcome of the
ex parte case.

Six of the FCC's seven commissioners
sat at the oral argument. Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven did not participate.
Monroe Oppenheimer, counsel for
KTVI, argued that conversations with
commissioners in rulemaking proceedings were not prohibited by any rules or
practice until recently. He said the other
parties could rebut these contacts, but
ceeding.
that the case was still a rulemaking proJames T. Brennan, FCC counsel,
agreed that there was no bar to commissioners talking to parties in a rulemaking proceeding at that time, but expressed the feeling that Mr. Tennenbaum went too far. He urged a review
of the rulemaking case.
Duke Patrick, representing Sagamon
Valley, insisted that the court had
vacated the ch. 2 move out of Springfield and that the commission should
adhere to this ruling.
Vernon K. Wilkinson, representing
WICS (TV) Springfield and ABC,
warned the commission that if it decided
to open the St. Louis case wide, it would
be imperiling other pending cases, such
as Peoria, 111. The Peoria case was also
remanded with the St. Louis case under
the same ex parte cloud. Both WICS
and ABC favor keeping ch. 2 in St.
Louis.

Supreme
review

Court

refuses

of baseball

suit

A minor league baseball club's
$250,000 damages suit against the
major league ball teams ended last week
when the U. S. Supreme Court refused
to review a lower court dismissal of
the suit.
By denying a petition for review, the
Supreme Court upheld the decision of
a federal district court in New York dismissing the suit filed by the Portsmouth
(Va.) Baseball Club against Baseball
Commissioner Ford C. Frick, the National and American Leagues and their
clubs. The suit was filed in 1954 and
charged that the broadcasting and telecasting of major league ball games into
the Portsmouth area violated one of the
provisions of the Major-Minor League
rules. This provides that no major
league team will invade the territory
of a minor league team without compensation. The Portsmouth club claimed
that the broadcasting of major league
games tory.
intoThe district
its area court
"invaded"
held its
thatterrithe
rule (1-A) did not contemplate broadcasting. This view was upheld last May
by a federal appeals court also in New
York.
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EQUIPMENT
TALKS,

TAPE

Developments
shown

and

& ENGINEERING
&

TUNERS

and techniques

discussed

in tape recording

by Audio

Tape-recorder competition is brisk,
it was apparent last week in New York,
as more than 700 engineers gathered
for the 1 2th annual convention and professional exhibit of the Audio Engineering Society Oct. 11-14. Other items on
the exhibition floor showed microphones, disc cutters, tape, headphones,
tuners, etc.
The AES heard a record number of
technical papers, elected new officers
headed by Dr. Harry F. Olson of RCA
Labs, gave out annual awards and
named some of the group's 2,500 members as society fellows.
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
chose the event to introduce a new compact tape recorder with self-threading
reels. The machine, Model PR- 10, is
engineered to professional standards
and designed for both field and rack
use, weighing 44 pounds unmounted,
53 pounds portable, priced at $895 monophonic or $995 stereo/mono. Electrodynamic frictionless clutches practically
eliminate the possibility of tape damage,
even with thin base tapes, the manufacturer says. Head assembly has four positions for erase, record, playback and
space for extra head. All functions can
be remotely-controlled and design features include front access to electronic
alignment controls, pushbutton operation, locked head alignment and others.
The no-hands automatic threaders takes
two seconds, Ampex says. Recording
speeds and track arrangements are optional.
Preview ■ RCA, Camden, N. J., was
previewing at the AES show a transistorized professional tape recorder slated
for the market the first of the year.
Called the RCA RT-21A, it is designed
for dependable, low-cost, low-maintenance operation and is as yet unpriced.
The RT-21A is for rack or console
mounting, utilizing a flexible two-panel
design for tape transport and control.
Monaural or stereo versions are available with modular space left on the
former for later incorporation of stereo.
The RT-21A tension adjusts for varying tape reels and speeds. Other features are continuously variable cue control, tape lifters and sapphire tape
guides, optional track arrangements and
DC remote control.
Newest equipment in the AES exhibit
for the Gates Radio Co., Chicago, was
:its "Cartritape," which was beginning
shipments last week. The Cartritape is
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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an automatic cartridge assembly especially suited to announcements, effects,
themes and record lineups. Units can
be stacked and connected for automatic
programming with switch operation to
manual. A single Cartritape ($520 for
playback unit and $345 for recording
amplifier) plays up to 46 minutes at
IV2 inches per second at NAB standards. Tapes are cued and rewound automatically after play and remote operation ispossible by switching. The Cartritape is 7 inches high by 14% inches.
Gates also showed its ST- 101 spot tape
recorder, which puts 101 spot announcements upto 90 seconds long on
a single tape 13 inches wide. This unit,
on the market earlier this year, sells for
$995.
The Nagra III portable tape recorder
from Switzerland was among equipment
exhibited by Electronic Applications,
Stamford, Conn. This is a flashlight
battery-electric unit weighing 20 lbs.
with case and sells for $1,045, engineered to broadcast and recording
standards.
GE Audio ■ General Electric had on
display custom audio consoles it has
completed for WTIC Hartford, Conn.,
and WERE Cleveland, Ohio, where it is
installing complete audio systems, and
a radio-television audio job for WFAAAM-TV Dallas. In the GE BC-21-A
audio console, transistors have completely replaced tubes and expandable,
modular construction is emphasized.
The GE Communications Products
Dept. of Lynchburg, Va., also showed
its transistor portable amplifier ($845),
type BA-26-A, which weighs \9Vz lbs.
with batteries and measures 7x15x12
inches. With four microphone inputs
and a high-level input, it boasts studio
quality for am, fm and tv.
Mcintosh Laboratory Inc., Binghamton, N. Y., showed a radio receiver of
broadcast monitor quality for broadcast
relay. It works to quiet noise in fm
intervals, has automatic frequency control and claims the precision equivalent
to a crystal-controlled receiver. The
Mcintosh MR66 am-fm receiver is
$325 and the MR65 fm is $225.
Gimmickry ■ Audio Instrument Co.
of New York reported broadcast interest
in a piece of equipment not sought by
many broadcasters before — a reverberation chamber. This was attributed to a
need for "more sophisticated gimmicks."
The Audio Instrument Co. reverbera-
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j
o
for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
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tion unit 44A sells for $1,485 and is in
use by both television and radio stations. Itis a multiple-head tape loop device that fits on a 19x18% inch panel.
Bogen-Presto, Paramus, N. J., showed
its professional tape and disc gear and
gave a hint of things to come later this
year in a somewhat simplified professional tape unit. The educational electronics division of Thompson Ramo
Wooldridge Inc., New York, showed a
compact tape duplicator that handles
three duplicates simultaneously at 30
inches per second. The MR1 Model 10
sells for $4,950, user's price.
Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich.,
had a full range of microphones on exhibit, and several microphone papers
were read in AES technical sessions.
L. R. Burroughs, vice president of
Electro- Voice, described use of polyester
foam to reduce wind noise and told engineers how to make their own. R. J.
Tinkham, marketing director of Vega
Electronics Corp., Cupertino, Calif., described development of the Vega-mike
wireless system in lavalier and handheld styles, which was used in television
network convention coverage. Willard
C. Merrill, sales engineering director of
the Port-O-Vox Corp., New York, described advantages of his company's
lavalier rf microphone in television production, live and taped, where pre-recorded sound otherwise must be used.
ENGINEERING

CONFABS

Told of manpower shortage
and intercity tv channels
A new method for doubling existing
intercity tv channels, plus talks on the
technical manpower shortage and the
Midwest's apparent lag as a creative
production center, highlighted electronics and electrical engineering conventions in Chicago last week.
Approximately 12,000 engineering,
science and electronic specialists attended the two forums — the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers' fall
general meeting (Oct. 10-14) and the
16th annual National Electronics Conference (Oct. 10-12).
The use of interstitial channels on
TD-2 microwave routes, normally utilized for telephoning as well as tv, will
increase intercity channels from 6 to
12, it was reported in a joint paper delivered Wednesday by H. E. Curtis and
T. R. D. Collins of Bell Telephone Labs
and B. C. Jamison, American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
The system (frequency band 37004200 mc) has been in use for the past
10 years and when it became apparent
in 1958 that six radio channels were
not adequate, the interstitial type provided the answer. Nearly all main TD2 routes will have additional channels
88 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

in the next few years, they predicted,
operating on a route as a system separate from existing regular channels.
Field tests have proven satisfactory
in the Midwest (between Chicago and
Mishawaka, Ind., and between Indianapolis and Terre Haute, Ind.) and plans
are underway for additional installations "in many portions of the U. S.,"
they reported. Also described at an
AIEE radio communication symposium
was Lenkurt Electric Co.'s 57A microwave protection system, designed to
guard the quality of up to three broadband (1200 kc) transmission channels
per protection channel. The system is
claimed to transfer a communication
traffic load from a failing regular channel to a normally unassigned channel.
Technical manpower was explored in
a paper given by S. B. Ingram, Bell
Telephone Labs., and J. R. Weir, CaliPrivate satellites may

fornia Institute of Technology. Mr.
Ingram scored the Selective Service
System's drafting of young scientists
and likened the practice to "trench warfare." He felt the Soviet Union's approach is"more
realistic."
ed a new
Selective
Service Helawsuggestunder
which engineers and scientists could
discharge their obligations through
either civilian or military service. He
recommended increasing the number
of graduates in those ranks, more efficient use of their talents and improvement in quality of scientists and engineers at the highest level.
Mr. Weir felt the technical shortage
"will be with us from here on," possibly
for centuries, because of the growing
importance of technical brainpower.
Dr. Frederick E. Terman, vice president and provost of Stanford U.,
charged that the Midwest is lagging as

soon

be reality

The door to commercial privatelyowned and operated global space
communications including tv relaying was opened for the first time last
week by the federal government.
Dr. T. Keith Glennan, administrator of the National Aeronautics &
Space Administration, said that the
government would furnish launching
rockets and facilities at cost to commercial companies interested in orbiting
ellites. their own communications sat-

to the policy of the United Nations.

The NASA chief, speaking in
Portland, Ore., to the Oregon Department of Planning and Development, also made known that NASA
was planning an early demonstration
of an active relay communications
satellite.
The announcement immediately
brought a comment from the giant
AT&T which said it was "all ready
to pay its way" in a space communications system in cooperation with
other communications companies and
governments.
AT&T previously had reported its
planning for establishment of a $170
million space communications system, using 50 satellites in random orbit about the earth at 3,000 miles
high.
IT&T officials said they too were
interested in participating in such a

In discussing NASA's projected active-repeater satellite, Dr. Glennan
described it as a lightweight active
communications satellite to be orbited 3,000-5,600 miles above the
earth.
The Echo passive relay satellite,
launched August 12 by NASA, is
still in orbit 1,000 miles above the
earth. The Army's Courier active
satellite, launched Oct. 4, is orbiting
600-750 miles above the earth. In
the Defense Dept.'s planning is Project Advent — a plan to orbit three
active satellites 22,300 miles above
the earth. Because such an orbit

system.
The offer of government aid to
private companies is expected to open
a basic policy debate in Congress
which undoubtedly will involve the
FCC. Related to this will be the

spots.
Up to now it was assumed that
NASA was experimenting with passive radio space reflectors and the
Department of Defense with active
communications satellites. Dr. Glennan's remarks last week were the first
indication that NASA too was experimenting with active sky relays.

government's position in relation to
the policy of other countries, and

Got to Be Promising ■ Dr. Glennan made it clear that the government's aid will be based on proposals
by private
that are technicallycompanies
promising.
He emphasized that the policy of
permitting
private companies
fur-a
nish communications
facilitiesto is
basic U. S. position. He said he saw
no reason to change it because of the
use of space for relays.

would
keepthe
stepsatellite
with the would
earth's seem
daily
rotation,
fixed in space. Thus it would cover
virtually the entire earth and would
be supplemented with a single satellite in a polar orbit to cover blank
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a creative electronics production center
and could become a '"peon group" in
the industry, while there has been spectacular development in the Boston and
San Francisco peninsula areas, particularly in terms of graduates with adRadio
GIVES

stereo
FINDINGS

group
TO FCC

vanced degrees. The Midwest has been
more concerned with making money
from established products and activities
than with the "the man with a Ph.D.
and what he can contribute," he asserted.

completes
FOR

The way for FCC action on stereophonic broadcasting was cleared of a
major obstacle Oct. 1 1 when the National Stereophonic Radio Committee,
an all-industry group, completed tests
and analyses of field work on stereo.
The report was to be submitted by
weekend to the FCC.
A commission decision on standards
for stereo seems feasible to NSRC because of the thorough field work and
the comprehensive data developed by
the group, according to A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager.
Addressing the NAB Fall Conference at Atlanta Oct. 14 (see Media),
Mr. Walker described in detail the field
tests conducted by NSRC's Panel 5, of
which he is chairman. The panel con-

MILWAUKEE?

DECISION

its study
ON

STANDARDS

ducted field tests of six systems in July,
taking extensive measurements in the
Pittsburgh area and around Uniontown,
50 miles out.
Panel 5 found that all six systems
will produce stereo on a compatible basis. One system, however, would not
permit both stereo and a subsidiary
background service such as functional
music or storecasting, Mr. Walker said.
Costs of the systems vary, with General
Electric found to have the cheapest
set adapter. The EMI system was described as "not true stereo" but was said
to produce an illusion of stereo. The
other four systems were those submitted
by Calbest, Zenith, Halstead and Crosby.
The FCC may adopt any of the six
systems or come up with a hybrid, he

NEW

HAVEN?

i?

D"
LAN
OE-South
15 "KN
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,
Arkansas,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789.000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo
: International
Paper Company's Natchez Mill, Natchez, Mississippi, which produces
dtesnhinp
and paper pulp.
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explained. He said the future of stereo
depends on how broadcasters use and
promote the service, quality of transmission and the system adopted.
If fm stations want to recapture the
hi-fi audience which they are losing to
home tape and records, he said, they
should embrace stereo when it becomes
available, promote it and provide quality service. He demonstrated latest
Ampex stereo equipment and some of
the
ments.test tapes from the field experiMr. Walker listed 12 types of technical citations by the FCC, noting that
the commission has intensified its
checking of stations. Violations stem
from this increased activity and from
shoddy operations due to lack of attention to technical operations, he said.
He added that NAB is completing its
long-range automation program for radio and will ask the FCC to amend its
rules in November to provide automatic logging of transmitters and anvision. tenna perameters. He said the program has initiated automation for tele-

New warning method won't
replace Conelrad system
A Civil Defense attack warning system which can utilize power lines to
carry a signal to every home in the nation in one minute was demonstrated
at Charlotte, Mich., Tuesday (Oct. 11).
The proposed warning device, the
National Emergency Alarm Repeater
(NEAR), receives a signal within a
power system and converts a portion
of the normal 60 cycle current to the
240 cycle warning signal. The device
itself is a buzzer that plugs into an
1 1 0 AC outlet in the home to warn the
homeowner of an impending disaster.
Initial cost to the homeowner was said
to be between $5-15.
Since it uses a power system, the
NEAR signal can be sent throughout
the nation from one power company
into adjacent systems. In addition, special coded devices are contemplated
which would allow for warning only
key Civil Defense personnel.
While the NEAR system proposes an
inexpensive device for every homeowner, itdoes not contemplate replacement of the Conelrad system. The radio
warning system would still be necessary
to provide information and instructions
relative to an imminent attack or disaster.
Last week's demonstration of NEAR
was made before an audience of Civil
Defense officials, power company executives and broadcasters. Tests of the
system have been in progress in Michigan during the last two years.
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Parker Adv., Saginaw, Mich., promoted
to vp of pr and made member of board
of directors.

ADVERTISING

Samuel B. Vitt, vp and associate
media director at Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., appointed
media director.
Charles R. Weaver, general manager
of export division of Studebaker-Packard Corp., South Bend, Ind., promoted
to vp. He will retain present duties in
addition to new title.
Vincent J. Daraio elected vp of Hicks
& Greist, NY. Mr. Daraio, account
supervisor since 1959, retains that position in addition to new duties.
Richard N. Risteen, previously member of merchandising
plans board and merchandising account executive at Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N.Y., appointed vp and marketing
Mr. Risteen
director at Needham,
Louis & Brorby, that city. Appointment
highlights continued expansion of
agency's client services activities in New
York. Mr. Risteen formerly was associate marketing director at BBDO and
on advertising-promotion staff at Standard Brands Inc.

Mr. Murphy

Mr. Going

Clayton G. Going and Charles P.
Murphy of BBDO, elected vps. Mr.
Going, who is account executive on
Western Airlines in agency's Los
Angeles office, joined company in 1949.
Mr. Murphy came to BBDO in 1952
as assistant account executive. He was
appointed account executive in 1955
and transferred to Detroit in 1959 to
work on Valiant. He is now account
supervisor for Pittsburgh Plate Glass in
agency's Pittsburgh office.
Jack Denney, former creative group
supervisor at Gardner Adv., N. Y.,
joins The Wesley Assoc., that city, as
copy director. Mr. Denney, who handled Jo-Lo Corp., MCA-TV and Ann
Page and coffee divisions of A & P
while at Gardner, was previously senior
writer at Ted Bates. He was also associated with Grant Adv., and Warwick
& Legler, both N. Y.
Harry B. Smith, account executive at

John E. Stoller appointed broadcast
media manager of The Rumrill Co.,
Rochester, N.Y. He formerly was advertising account executive.
Robert M. Rehbock, formerly head
of Hedon Productions, NY., joins The
Wesley Assoc., that city, as production
supervisor for radio-tv department.
John Tully, formerly account executive at Kane Adv., Bloomington, 111.,
to Batz-Hodgson-Neuwoehner, St. Louis
advertising and marketing agency, as
member of account service staff.
Perry Schofield,
formerlyrectorcreative
at Bozell di-&
Jacobs, N. Y., joins
Friend-Reiss Adv.,
that city, as vp in
charge of creative
serviecs. Mr. Schofield
was, at one time, copy
Schofield
vp atell, Lennen
Newas well as& executive
vp of Joseph
Katz Co.
J. M. F. (Bud) Taylor and Milton
Jones from Taylor-Jones Assoc., Palm
Springs, Calif., advertising and pr firm.
Location: Penthouse 27, The Plaza,

Alfred E. Cox, treasurer and vp at
J. M. Mathes, N. Y., named director.
John W. Berch, formerly vp at Transfilm-Caravel, N.Y., joins Robert C.
Durham Assoc., that city, as senior vp
in charge of special services in communications field.
Jane Haeberly, assistant producer in
radio/tv department at Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, NY., promoted
to producer.
Lawrence Butner appointed manager
of radio-tv department of Albert FrankGuenther Law, N.Y. He joined agency
in 1956 as chief timebuyer.
Marian Crutcher and Mary Hardin
join Compton Adv., Chicago, as copy
group heads. Miss Crutcher formerly
was creative group supervisor at Grey
Adv. and Miss Hardin was with Clinton
E. Frank.
Dugald F. Gordon, formerly with
Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit, to
The McCarthy Co., Los Angeles, as
member of creative department.
Gene E. Stout, veteran pr specialist
in Philadelphia area for past 25 years,
opens own pr-publicity firm in Jenkintown (suburban Philadelphia), Pa. She
formerly was with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and NBC.
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Palm Springs, Calif. Phone: Fairview
4-1386.
Gladstone Vinson, president of Armstrong, Fenton & Vinson, San Diego,
Calif., becomes vp and manager of
D'Arcy Adv. which absorbs AF&V.
Ray Keith, formerly vp and manager of
Lennen & Newell's Beverly Hills office,
also appointed vp in D'Arcy's new San
Diego office.
Cyrus H. Nathan, executive vp at
North Adv. Inc., announces resignation
and sale of his one-half interest to Donald P. Nathanson, president and cofounder of Chicago-based agency.
John C. Guenther, previously executive to vp at Chrysler Corp., appointed
advertising and sales promotion director
of the Plymouth-DeSoto-Valiant Div.
of Chrysler Corp. Formerly he was executive assistant to the general manager of division. Mr. Guenther succeeds Jack W. Minor, resigned.
Robert J. Lyon, account supervisor on
Wallace Laboratories
at Ted Bates, N. Y.,
elected vp. Before he
joined agency last
year, Mr. Lyon was
director of advertising
and related activities
for more than 12

Lennen

Chicago, as tv producer, assistant research director and art director, respectively.
appointed vp at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y. He is account
executive on General
Mills. Mr. Biggers is
veteran in advertising
field, having served in
various capacities.
MEDIA

Charles E. Shull, news director of
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va., appointed
general manager and public affairs director of KRMU(FM) Los Angeles.
Nat Bailen, regional sales manager
of WOWI Louisville, Ky., appointed
general manager, succeeding William
P. Perry who is leaving that city.

ORDER
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Mr. Biggers

Sheldon Engel appointed general
manager of KXIV Phoenix, Ariz. He
has been broadcasting executive in that
area for 10 years.

SUBSCRIPTION

city
Send to home address ■

three to vp

zone

stat

Larry Paulus, with CBS-TV, appointed assistant program director of WCBSTV New York.
Dan Vaughn, announcer at KWTO
Springfield, Mo., promoted to program
director, succeeding Joe Slattery.

W. Watts Biggers

mmm^M b ro adcasti n g
THE BUSINESSWEEK!- Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

promotes

Max D. Johnson, Arnold Nodiff and Beverley
G. Ellis, art directors at
Lennen & Newell, N. Y.,
elected vps. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nodiff, who
joined agency in 1957
and 1958, respectively,
Mr. Ellis
are on P. Lorillard acJohnson
Mr. Nodiff
count. Mr. Ellis, former
art director at Geyer, Newell & on Cluett-Peabody and ColgateGanger, came to Lennen & Newell in Palmolive (Lustre-Cream Shampoo)
accounts.
June of 1952. He is art director

THE
Maurice Bosquet, president and general manager of Renault Inc., also assumes direction of company's sales policy, following resignation of Jack C.
Kent, general sales manager.
Leon Michel appointed creative director of Conklin, Labs & Bebee, Syracuse, N.Y., advertising agency. Others
joining creative department: Walt
Chipperfield, Jim Flaherty, Gordon
Briggs, and Calhoun Sterling.
James Harkey, Fred Zechman and
Eugene Mandarina join Compton Adv.,

& Newell

Jack Coppersmith, formerly commercial manager and program manager
of KSIR Wichita, Kans., rejoins KIRL,
that city, as station manager, succeeding Howard 0. Peterson. Mr. Coppersmith had been member of sales staff
of KFBI (now KIRL) for three years
before moving to KSIR. Tom Leahy
appointed news director.
Glenn W. Maehl, with KTVU(TV)
Oakland-San Francisco since it began
in 1958, appointed local sales manager.

Smock

is elected

Jack W. Smock, Young & Rubicam vp in charge of Los Angeles
office, elected 1960-61 western
region chairman of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies today (Oct. 17). Mr. Smock, formerly vice chairman, succeeds John
H. Hoefer, president of Hoefer,
Dieterich & Brown, San Francisco.
John W. Davis, Honig-Cooper &
Harrington, San Francisco, elected vice chairman. Gaybert Little,
Little & Co., Los Angeles, is secretary-treasurer. Mr. Hoefer continues as member of board of
governors
year. Others
ed to thefor board:
RobertelectP.
Heintz, Heintz & Co., Los Angeles; Walter Fitzsimons, BBDO,
Seattle; Hal Stebbins, Hal Stebbins Inc., Los Angeles; John F.
Greenlee, Cline Adv. Service,
Boise, Idaho.
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Donna Butler, formerly assistant to director of advertising of NTA, joins
KTVU as assistant to audience promotion director and Michael James, from
U. of California's Graduate School of
Business Administration, becomes assistant to sales promotion director.

Fetzer buys Tigers
John E. Fetzer,
president
Fetzer of
Stations
TV
Kalamazoo,
(WKZO
- AM WWTV (TV)

Edward R. Rooney joins sales staff
of WKRC Cincinnati. He had been
with Bell Telephone Co., that city.
Webb Hunt named program director
of new KQUE (FM) Houston.
Howard Green, WOND Pleasantville,
elected president of New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Frank Martangola of WCMC Wildwood. Glenn
C. Jackson, resident vp and general
manager of WTTM Trenton, elected
vp.
Ted Nielsen, formerly with WTTW
(TV) Chicago (educational tv), to
WHA-TV Madison, Wis., etv, as producer-director.
Ray Grandle, formsrly with Paul H. Raymer Co., New York,
and eastern representative for WGN-TV
Chicago, appointed
general manager of
WLUK - TV Green
Mr. Grandle
Bay, Wis.
James P. Hensley, executive director
of KROY Sacramento, Calif., resigns.
Future plans not available at this time.
Before joining KROY, Mr. Hensley was
was with CBS, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Chicago for seven years in
various capacities.
Floyd Fletcher, WTVD (TV) Durham, elected president of North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding
Robert R. Hilker, WCGC Belmont.
Other officers: Dick Dunlea Jr., WMFD
Wilmington, vp for radio; Earle Gluck,
WSOC-TV Charlotte, vp for tv; Cecil
Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, secretary;
Edmond H. Smith, WIRC Hickory,
western director; Frank Lambeth,
WMFR High Point, central director;
William S. Page, WELS Kinston, eastern director; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, tv director.
Richard L. Freund,
director of labor relations at ABC, elected
vp in charge of labor
relations, ABC Div. of
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. Before joining
ABC, Mr. Freund
Mr. Freund
was attorney for labor law at NBC.
Mrs. Shirley M. Ott, office manager
and sales manager of KRIB Mason
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Cadillac,
AM-FM VVJEFGrand
Rapids, all
Michigan, and
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.) has
purchased an additional one third
interest in the Detroit Tigers and
announced that he would take
over the club presidency. Mr.
Fetzer previously was board chairman of the team. He now controls an estimated two thirds of
the stock following his purchase
from the Kenyon Brown group of
stockholders. The Tigers finished
in sixth place in the American
League, their worst record since
1954. Attendance also had sagged
Mr. Fetzer

by 61,000.

WILL THE SONY
CONDENSER

C-37A

MICROPHONE
EVER
BE

EQUALLED?

Probably. Within the next 5 to 6
years other manufacturers may
learn the Sony technique of
producing the remarkable gold
membrane used in the C-37A
diaphragm capsule.
Until then, the Sony must be
considered the only perfect
microphone in the industry. $295
(Complete with power supply.)
For information or literature write :
Superscope, Inc., Dept. 3,
Sun Valley, California.

City, Iowa, promoted to general manager.
Judith Lawton, formerly assistant to
director of radio and tv at VanceFawcett Assoc., Honolulu, to KNDI,
that city, as station manager, succeeding Dotty Abbott, who resigns to return
to mainland.
Joe Oswald, owner
of WBOX Bogalusa,
La., appointed area
(Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia,
Florida) representative for HamiltonLandis & Assoc., brokMr. Oswald
erage firm, with headquarters inDallas. He
retains ownership in WBOX along with
new responsibilities.
Gaines Kelley, general manager of
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, has returned to his home after being hospitalized more than month, following
heart attack.
William Clark, vp of Communications Inc., assigned station supervisor,
WCUE Akron, Ohio.
Norton Bloom, director, joins NBC
as production supervisor on creative
projects for NBC News and Public
Affairs.
Douglas Smith, WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C, elected governor, third district, Advertising Federation of America. Otis H. Segler, sales manager,
WDEF-TV Chattanooga, elected governor, seventh district.
Peter Theg (Pete Winters Assoc.,

SONY
SUPERSCOPE
The Tapeway to Stereo

advertising-sales promotion) retained
by Broadcast Time Sales in new business development capacity; Paul
O'Brien, formerly sales executive at
WNTA-AM-TV Newark, named director of Philadelphia branch, and Ward
Glenn, formerly sales manager of
KCBH-FM Los Angeles, appointed
manager of San Francisco office.

Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (KDKAAM-TV Pittsburgh, KYWAM-FM -TV
Cleveland,
Mr. McGannon
WO WO Ft .
Wayne, Ind., WIND Chicago,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, WJZTV Baltimore, WBZ-AM-FM-TV
Boston and KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore.) to be named "Man of
The Year" by The Pulse Inc., in
ceremonies Wednesday (Oct. 19).
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of
The Pulse, cited Mr. McGannon
for . . . "dedication to the industry
and enlightened leadership of the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
and of the NAB Tv Code Review
Board which set industry goals
and was instrumental in raising
public service programming and
industry commercial standards."
Previous winners: Robert Kintner, president of NBC; Marion
Harper Jr., board chairman and
president of McCann-Erbkson;
Dr. Allan B. DuMont, formerly
head of DuMont tv network; and
personalities Arthur Godfrey and
Ed Sullivan.

John Rossiter, formerly New England sales representative for Screen

Gems, to WJAR-TV Providence, R.I.,
as member of sales staff.
Willard S. (Bill) Smith named director of promotion for WJBK-TV Detroit. He was in station's sales department. Prior to joining station in 1955,
he was with Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles.
Joseph J. Sands joins KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles as associate producer in
public affairs department.
James B. Faichney, award-winning
producer-director-writer for tv and motion pictures, joins creative projects,
NBC News and Public Affairs, to develop programs in new Victory series
on U.S. defense activities.
John F. Falcetta, formerly assistant
director of promotion at H-R Representatives, N.Y., joins The Boiling Co.,
that city, as director of promotion-publicity. He was with H-R for four years.
Art Kevin, formerly news and public
affairs director of KEZY Anaheim,
Calif., moves to Los Angeles to handle
promotion and publicity of morning
block of foreign language programming
on KMLA(FM) and as afternoon-evening announcer on KFI, both that city.
Herbert D. Seiter, producer at
KQED (TV) San Francisco educational station, named to one year appointment as assistant professor of
journalism at Montana State U., Missoula, Mont.
Harry Hughey, news director of
WBSR Pensacola, elected president of
Florida United Press International
Broadcasters. Don Miller, news director of WDAE Tampa, named vp.
Jack Gartland, news director of
WTTM Trenton, re-elected president of
New Jersey United Press International
Broadcasters Assn. Don Hart, news director of WSNJ Bridgeton, elected vp,
and Gar Kaganowich, Newark manager
of UPI, elected executive secretary.

Art Roberts, formerly air personality
at WKBW Buffalo, to WLS Chicago, in
similar capacity.
Eddie Clark, formerly air personality
at WHB Kansas City, to WHK Cleveland in similar capacity.
PROGRAMMING
Mauri H. Goldberg,
formerly director and
production manager
at Transfilm-Caravel,
N.Y., joins Robert
Lawrence Productions, New York and
Hollywood, as senior
Mr. Goldberg
producer-director. In
addition to this assignment, Mr. Goldberg will serve on creative plans board.
Joseph Greene, William Finkeldey,
and Karl von Schallern, all formerly
with Crosby/Brown Productions, join
Peter M. Robeck & Co., N. Y. Messrs.
Greene and Finkeldey will headquarter
in New York and Mr. von Schallern in
Chicago.
John Wilson (Jack) Berch, formerly
vp at Transfilm-Caravel, N.Y., joins
Robert C. Durham Assoc., that city, as
senior vp in charge of special services
in communications field.
Lester S. Tobias appointed director
of special feature sales for Seven Arts
Assoc., N.Y. Herbert G. Richek named
director of operations and services.
Norman C. (Buck) Long named western sales manager with headquarters in
Los Angeles.
Melvin Ligon, formerly continuity director at WDNC Durham, N.C., joins
Radio Press International, N.Y., as associate editor.
James A. Jurist, director of accounting at NBC, appointed director of business affairs, California National Productions, NBC film subsidiary.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Arthur W. Randall appointed Chicago
district manager for Raytheon Co.'s
distributor products division. He has
been with company for eight years.
Harry Geise, administrative operations manager for applications engineering section of Nortronics, Div. of Northrop Corp., appointed assistant to manager of marketing for Nortronics, responsible for sales promotion activities.
Dr. Remo Pellin joins Semiconductor
Products Div. of Motorola Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., as product manager.
J. Ray Topper named product sales
manager for industrial and military
tubes in receiving tube department of
General Electric Co., Owensboro, Ky.
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AIEE annual

award

winners

Rudolph Kompfner, radio and
electronics research director of Bell
Telephone Labs., was named recipient of the David Sarnoff award at
the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers' fall general meeting in
Chicago last week (see story page
19).
Mr. Kompfner, one of five AIEE
award ative
winners,
was incited
for "creachievements
research
and
development of electronics and for
his leadership in this field." The
award is named after David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman and is now being offered annually by the institute.
Other winners: Dr. Ernst Weber,
president of Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn — Medal in electrical engineering education for "excellence"
as a teacher, creative contributions in
research and development, broad
professional and administrative leadership and a "considerate approach
to human relations." Prof. Perry

are announced
Borden, electrical engineering department, U. of Dayton — Morris E.
Leeds award
"for outstanding
contributions to electrical
measurements

in . . . recording, control and telemetry . . ." Dr. Seldon B. Crary, system analysis engineer, Electric Utility Engineering Section, General
Electric Co. — William M. Habirshaw
award for contributions involving
bulk power transmission systems and
international leadership. Dr. Mervin
J. Kelly, retired board chairman of
Bell Telephone Labs — for "outstanding contributions in the technology
of telecommunications . . ."
The concurrent National Electronics Conference, also meeting in
Chicago, doled out awards jointly
to Dr. David K. Cheng and Mark T.
Ma of Syracuse U.'s electrical engineering department, for best original
paper and to Dr. Glen Wade, Raytheon Mfg. Co., for the best tutorial
work.

Reed V. Bontecou, formerly vp of
marketing at CBS Electronics, Danvers,
Mass., to Pacific Semiconductors, Los
Angeles.

Co. Mr. Wi'hycomb had not been active
in broadcasting in recent years. Survivors include his wife, former Mathilde
Harding, pianist well known in radio
some years ago.

INTERNATIONAL

Hector Fraser Dougall, 62, president
of CKPR and CFCJ-TV Port ArthurFort William, Ont., died Oct. 5 of
heart seizure. He started CKPR in
1930.

Ken Campbell, formerly with Ed
Sullivan Show production staff, named
director of operations in Europe for
Intercontinental Television, S.A., with
headquarters in Paris.
W. Hugh Clark named vp of Englishlanguage radio and tv of Young &
Rubicam Ltd., Toronto, with Gaby
Lalande to similar position with
French-language radio and tv in Montreal office.
Charles Baldour, formerly of KFSDTV San Diego, Cal., and NBC Hollywood, to station manager of CFTO-TV
Toronto. Donald B. Williamson, president and general manager of CHUC
Cobourg, Ont., named chief engineer
of CFTO-TV.
DEATHS
Donald Withycomb, 63, widely known
former network and station executive,
died suddently Wednesday night at his
home in New York. He had been in
poor health for several years. Mr.
Withycomb headed station relations for
NBC in the early 1930s and subsequently was manager of WFIL Philadelphia
and represented Voice of America in
Germany. He served as assistant to
president of NBC and later was with
multiple-owner Meredith Broadcasting
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

Ralph L. (Roy) Harlow, 75, vp of
BMI, music licensing organization, died
Oct. 7 in Framingham, Mass. Mr. Harlow, long time industry veteran, began
career in 1912 as manager of Marconi
wireless station in Boston. Later, he
organized and became president of
Knickerbocker Attractions, booking
agency. He was vp and program manager of Yankee Network from 19281943 and also served as vp of Colonial
Network and Yankee Network News.
He joined BMI in 1943 as director of
station relations, advancing to vp in
1945.
Basil Ruysdael, 72, motion picture
actor and former "voice" of Your Hit
Parade, died Oct. 10 in Hollywood.
Mr. Ruysdael, voice teacher of late
opera star Lawrence Tibbett, also was
announcer on several NBC and CBS
shows.
Frederick Dietrich, 80, retired manufacturer of radio equipment, died in
New York Oct. 10, following brief illness. He was member of Engineers
Club and Fellow of Institute of Radio
Engineers.
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WNAX

three-day

MADE

FOR

IT'S 'PLOWTOWN

How can you measure the success of
a major promotion by a radio station?
For instance, 160,000 farm folks
turned out for the annual soil conservation field days and national plowing
contests staged by WNAX Yankton,
S. D., Sept. 21-23 on Burton Ode's
farm near Sioux Falls, S. D.

human endurance records set by the
WNAX staff as the event arrived. The
spirit of getting on with the show despite unexpected obstacles. And, not
least, the major investments in both
time and money by the other principal
participants, the big commercial exhibitors.

That's one measure. A good attendance.
In this case the head count was unusually significant and probably overlooked in many news stories. It rained
most of the time. Yet 160,000 people
turned out anyway at "Plowtown
U.S.A." They sloshed through the
quagmires of mud to watch the plowing
matches, listen to presidential candidates Nixon and Kennedy and inspect
a 100-acre display of farm equipment
worth more than $5 million. Co-sponsors with WNAX were the Sioux Falls
Chamber of Commerce and the South
Dakota Assn. of Soil Conservation Districts.

In essence, the measure of success
depends upon the measure of planning
and execution — the patient attention to
infinite detail by many people over a
long period of time. In this sense, the
WNAX event was typical of the many
big promotions that broadcast stations
undertake every year.
The Pay-Off = For just a three-day
event, were the months of headaches
and heartaches really worth it? "They
certainly were," said Don Sullivan, general manager of WNAX and its area
affiliate KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa.
"I can't imagine engaging in that much
activity without leaving a good corporate image.
"We've established better rapport
with our advertisers than ever before.
We've broken bread together and solved
the common problems involved in putting onwin
this big
event.
helped
new national
customers
for We've
them.

But attendance isn't the only measure. It doesn't begin to tell the real
story behind the story. The two years
of meticulous planning by WNAX officials. The months of coordination with
several hundred local citizens and dozens of regional organizations and
groups. The round-the-clock super-

Robert Grieser (I) of Springfield, Ohio,
tells "Plowtown Mayor" Rex Messer96

promotion

And we've had a wonderful opportunity
to prove again to the folks in this

smith, WNAX Yankton, S. D., what it
takes to win contour plowing match.

U.S.A.'

region that WNAX

is a good citizen

andWNAX,
a friendly
neighbor."
a CBS
Radio affiliate, is a
Peoples Broadcasting Corp. outlet. On
570 kc with 5 kw, directional night,
WNAX
service. emphasizes its "five state radio"
Germination Period ■ How did a
major promotion such as this come to
birth? For WNAX it began more than
two years ago when Mr. Sullivan and
WNAX Business Manager Clair Giles,
after investing $3,000 and considerable
time in preparation of the initial prospectus, flew to Houston where the National Assn. of Soil Conservation Districts was holding its annual convention.
NASCD, which headquarters in
Washington, D. C, and represents 2,900
conservation districts throughout the
U.S., sets the rules and selects the sites
for the annual plowing contest. The
national event stems from the regional
contest first staged in 1939 by Herb
Plambeck, farm service director of
WHO Des Moines, but interrupted by
World War II. It was resumed in 1945
and became linked with national conservation efforts in 1946. Mr. Plambeck covered the WNAX promotion for
WHO.
Once NASCD accepted the WNAX
prospectus, the endless routine of detailed work had to begin. Broad regional participation was necessary, so
the Sioux Falls Chamber of Commerce
and the state association of conservation districts were invited to participate.
Both steering and executive committees were named to coordinate the work
of 16 committees. All met frequently.
Careful minutes were kept, published
and circulated. Comprehensive "work
to be done" lists and "how to do it"
manuals were prepared and circulated
among the committees. Check lists followed. Precise committee budgets were
estimated to keep the work on a business-like basis.
Where? ■ The first big job was to
find the farm site. It had to be done a
year before the event dates so the crops
to be used could be planted and grown
and the necessary conservation demonstrations put into practice. Basic factors
such as public access, electric power,
water and communication facilities also
were involved. Sioux Falls, at the edge
of the Great Plains, which were ravished by dust storms during the 1930s,
was a logical geographical area in view
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of the successful soil conservation that
since has been accomplished in that
area.
The site selection committee inspected nearly two dozen farms over a period
of several months. Finally, the farm of
Burton Ode was chosen. Mr. Ode had
long practiced soil conservation and
had participated in the plowing contests,
so he knew just what would be involved.
All of these decisions and agreements
involved legal contracts. Mr. Ode, for
instance, received seed for his planting,
fencing, construction of certain buildings and stock water dams, plus cash
rentals of $2-10 per acre for the 540
acres of his farm which were involved.
County officials cooperated by pushing up a year the paving of the main
road to the site, completing the hardtopping just before the event.
Another typical example of the
thousands of details: a special license
had to be obtained to cross a train track
of the Chicago Northwestern. The track
ran between the fields used for parking
the thousands of autos.
The Planners ■ Coordination of this
planning fell to Rex Messersmith,
WNAX farm service director, while
Nick Bolton, commercial manager, was
responsible for selling the commercial
exhibit space which would help recover
the $60,000 out-of-pocket expenses
which WNAX, chiefly, and the other
sponsors incurred. These expenses didn't
include the considerable trade-out and
co-op arrangements which all of the
principals were able to negotiate.
Mr. Bolton's salesmen worked on the
exhibit space while making their regular
calls, selling it out almost completely
within two months. Their efforts were
supported by a heavy mail campaign,
both advance and follow-up.
The 100 acres of exhibit area were
divided into 122 lots, each 40 ft. wide
by 100 ft. deep. These were rented for
$180 each. Additional small tent sites
for the little exhibitor were rented for
$100. In other areas 25-machine demonstration plots were developed and
crops grown on them. Each plot measured 60 x 500 ft. and rented for $360.
A total of 82 exhibitors was signed,
some taking multiple lots.
At the eastern end of the exhibit
area a huge outdoor stage was erected.
Here WNAX stationed its studio trailer
and VIP hospitality trailer (rental, $200
each). To solve the critical water problem, a gasoline distributor steamed out
one of his big tank trucks, filled it with
water and parked it by the WNAX
trailers. Rubber hose made the link.
Tent Village ■ Three big tents also
were erected in this area. One was for
the contest headquarters. The second
was for newsmen. (It was furnished
with several dozen typewriters, telephone switchboard, eight Western
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

Broadcasters unite for retail promotion
All the broadcast stations in the
The simulcast opened with KBEShighly competitive Medford, Ore., TV feeding the radio network, featuring community leaders, officials of
market forgot their differences last
month to present a joint two-hour the Retail Merchant's Committee
retail promotion kicking off the and managers of the broadcast stations. It switched to a radio studio
Greater Medford Fall Festival.
for the rest of the program. Special
Cooperating as the Medford Broadcast Media Assn., the five radio and program segments saluted communities in the marketing area. Retailers
single tv station presented the rebought commercials calling attention
tailers with a simulcast resembling
to values available during the fall
in aural form the daily newspaper
festival. The stations pooled persontype of special-event retail promonel to handle sales, programming
tion. Medford retailers serve as a
and
engineering
involved in the joint
merchandising hub for southern Oreeffort.
gon and northern California.
Station principals in the promoFor three days preceding the protion were (1 to r) : Edward P. Barmotion, participating stations crossplugged each other, urging listeners nett, KBES-TV; Tom McLeod,
to listen to their competitors during KYJC; Winston K. Marks, KBOY;
the simulcast. Stations were KBOY,
Henry Peck, KWIN, and Ray Johnson, KMED. Not in photo, James
KMED, KDOV, KWIN (Ashland),
Silkwood, KDOV.
KYJC and KBES-TV.
Union transmitters and AP photo wire.
UPI used motorcycle relay to its city
office.) The third tent was used for
program originations by Wynn Speece,
"Your Neighbor Lady" on WNAX. It
blew down during a rain and wind
storm Sept. 21 while several hundred
people were inside watching Miss
Speece record interviews for her show.
The men in the crowd sprang into action, holding up the poles and sides as
their womenfolk escaped. Not a single
person was injured. After repairs the
next day, the tent was put up again.
To protect itself in such emergencies,
WNAX spent $1,000 for a $1 million
liability insurance policy for three days.
Contracts with individual exhibitors
specified each would be liable for his
own space, an important factor not to
be overlooked when large crowds are
involved.
Several weeks before the event the
local rural electrical cooperative began
installing the power lines — supplying
enough power for 14 big farms. The
phone company ran in 36 lines for official phones, public phones and pro-

gram lines. Since the site crossed into
two different telephone franchise territories, aspecial agreement had to be
negotiated between the two companies
involved.
Champlin Oil & Refining Co., Fort
Worth, Tex., supplied oil drums for
trash containers. As for human comfort, six country-style structures were
dug and built around the grounds
(cost: $750).
Royalty, Too ■ In the months leading up to Plowtown, WNAX conducted
regional contests to find the "Queen
of the Furrow." Finalists competed at
Plowtown. During the same period
WNAX worked into a steady on-air
promotion and sent frequent news releases to a list of 1,000 radio-tx stations, newspapers, magazines and advertisers in the Midwest. Billboards, posters, handbills, auto stickers and other
material were used. This phase was
handled by Pete Peterson, WNAX promotion manager.
WNAX Production Manager Jack
Bruce and Chief Engineer Cliff Todd
invested as much time and planning to
97

the remote broadcasting details as
might be necessary for getting a new
station on the air. Farm news remotes
from Plowtown began Sept. 19. All
WNAX programming between 6:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. originated there on
the three event days.
A total of 15 stations took feeds
from the WNAX program line. KELO
Sioux Falls originated shows from its
own trailer on the grounds. A number
of other stations also were represented
during the promotion. CBS and NBC,
both radio and tv, covered the political
candidates and the plowing contests.
Aside from the cold and the rain,
other little obstacles helped make life
interesting for WNAX News Director
Bob Hill. It was his job to get things
off the ground in the morning with
news, weather and market reports. Arriving at the WNAX studio trailer at
6 a.m. Sept. 22, he found that the news
wire, for the previous three hours, had
been crumpling up its paper. No news.
But fast leg work and the open phone
to Yankton studios saved the show.
Governor Leads VIP List ■ Gov.
Ralph Herseth and other dignitaries
turned out for the big occasion. Some
local schools closed for all three days
and students and their bands came by
the busload.
The National Guard and state highway patrol supplied dozens of men,
equipment and communication facilities
for traffic control and public security.
Plowtown hired its own force of policemen (off-duty regulars) for night protection. Although many cars and busses
got mired in the mud, there were always
tractors handy to pull them out.
The high spirit of cooperation was
in evidenre everywhere. Pioneer HiBred Corn Co. sponsored three dozen
tractor-wagon trains to haul spectators
over the long muddy routes from parking lots to exhibits and conservation
demonstrations. McCall Corp. and the
National Cotton Council supplied
dresses for local s'rls to model during
some WNAX feature programs. Champ-

I
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How to make hay
Major exhibitors at the WNAX
Yankton plowing contest promotion "made hay" even though the
sun didn't shine very much (see
story this page). For example,
tractor manufacturers capitalized
on publicity breaks involving contest winners using their particular
machines. Champlin Oil & Refining Co., Fort Worth, used contest film clips on two dozen tv
stations in its market area. Jamieson Film Co. did filming under
direction of L. E. DuPont, vice
president and tv-radio director of
Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas, agency
for Champlin.

lin supplied all fuels and oils for the
contest vehicles. Local auto dealers
provided courtesy cars for official use.
So the list continued.
Adjacent to the commercial exhibits
a large area was devoted to the "Conservation Wheel of Cooperation," a circle of exhibits by 14 public and private
agencies, national and local, interested
in conservation.
The plowing contests themselves involved months of preparation and the
cooperation of hundreds of people in
many states across the nation. Contest
arranger was Lyle Hansen, WNAX associate farm director. Farm equipment
firms usually assist state winners using
their tractors to enter the national event.
Winners of the national level land and
contour plowing contests will be flown
to France next year by WNAX to enter
the international competition.
Just how much did the commercial
exhibitors have at stake in a promotion
of this kind? Some had planned for it
for a year. They showed off equipment
worth more than $5 million and in three
days they spent an estimated $250,000
in out-of-pocket expenses, not counting
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CO.,
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CINCINNATI ' 0. ' Paul
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1-7775 Fifth Third Bank Bldg.,

Republic
Steel Corp.'s
fencing
exhibit, for example,
gave away
5Vz tons
of farm-help brochures and 16,000 wire
splicers, together worth $10,000. The
three-day participation cost Republic
about $17,000.
"This is sound business for us," said
Robert
E. Taylor, editor of Republic's
Farm Spokesman.
After a 20-year hiatus, Republic is
back in radio this year, using 28 stations in eight states this fall for its
fencing products. Agency is Meldrum
& Fewsmith, Cleveland.
International-Harvester spread its big
exhibit over a dozen lots, much of it
under canvas in a huge circus-size tent.
Inside, grandstands held 1,800 people
for each showing of a fast-paced halfhour entertainment show that featured
exciting acts using I-H tractors and
other equipment. Finale was a stirring
"square dance" performed by eight
I-H baby crawler tractors. The show,
backed by a country-music band, was
narrated by Jim Hill, radio-tv personality from WCCO Minneapolis.
International-Harvester gave five of
these shows daily and enjoyed a packed
house each time. The show involved 60
men. For the kiddies, the exhibitor featured junior peddle-tractor races.
Big Task ■ It took 20 men nine days
to set up the International Harvester
exhibit. Some 150 tons of crushed rock
had to be spread for groups foundation.
Out-of-pocket expenses for this exhibitor; more than $60,000.
John Hansen, sales promotion supervisor for International-Harvester's Sioux
Falls district, felt WNAX had done an
excellent job of promoting the event.
Of his own firm's participation: "We
either
it right
or we lots
don'tfordo ait."huge
Alsodousing
a dozen
display-type exhibit was Ford Motor
Co. Bright, red sawdust walks lured
passersby out of the mud to inspect machines and talk to salesmen. Without
the expense of an entertainment show,
Ford's cost ran only $10,000-15,000.
"Three days here are better than 10
days
at most
fairs," for
saidFord
A. L.
Lawson,
districtstate
manager
at

WEST COAST

Lincoln Dellar
& Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.
WOodland
9-0770

Hopkins, Minn. He said 95% of the
visitors could be considered prospects.

OMAHA, NEB.

Paul R. Fry, P.O. Box 1733 (Benson), TErrace 9455

He also complimented WNAX's role,
noting, "we invest big in an event like
this, and we expect to get people."
Another major exhibitor, MasseyBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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wages, traveling and housing expenses.
Most of the bigger exhibitors have been
regular broadcast advertisers and expressed high appreciation for the value
of an event sponsor such as WNAX.
Used to exhibiting at major out-of-doors
events, they seemed to take the weather
in stride, seldom complaining about the
thousands more who might have come
if the weather had been brighter.

41 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill 7-8437

Saga of the missing K
For KQV Pittsburgh it has
been touch-and-go for the past
few weeks following what it calls
"one of the most daring robberin thatK city
in the
decade
when ies" the
of its
call past
letters
was
pilfered. Last week, after an intense area-wide search, the K
was located by a KQV listener
who received a $500 reward for
his efforts. Station Manager John
Gibbs (pointing in photo above)
and Dick Drury, KQV's program
director (with Mr. Gibbs in
photo) explain their plight to the
investigating officers. Because of
sentimental reasons the station
did not replace the original K
while it was missing but simply
operated as QV.
Ferguson Ltd., featured an entertainment show that headlined Tex Ritter.
A major tv advertiser in both the U.S.
and Canada, Massey-Ferguson spent
$20,000 for its three-day Plowtown participation. This included a helicopter
which was used for VIPs and publicity
impact.
A veteran in putting on its "Jubilee"
tent shows and exhibits, the big manufacturer carefully ties in its shows with
its tv programs in both countries.
"We plan 18 months ahead," according to E. N. Everett, exhibit and display
supervisor from Toronto headquarters.
Company trucks carrying exhibit and
show materials fan out from Toronto
across Canada and the U.S. to meet exhibit schedules. This pre-packaging
helps trim costs. Another simple economy: to soak up ground moisture and
give solid footing, the company buys
corn cobs from local farmers. They're
easier to clean up after show, too. "The
firm actually is able to keep per-head
costs down to less than a dollar," Mr.
Everett said. Needham, Louis & Brorby
places the advertiser's tv business.
Deere & Co., another major manuBROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

facturer, used five lots for an economical display exhibit. "WNAX has been
very helpful to us," said R. E. Windland, Omaha branch advertising manager. Deere likes to keep its exhibit
simple, providing chairs so visitors can
rest, and the equipment that they can
climb upon, turn the switch and try out
for themselves. "We like to stick to the
solid things," Mr. Windland said.
Solid is the word for Deere in national promotion. The firm uses radio
through Gardner Adv., St. Louis, and a
few weeks ago spent $2 million to fly
5,000 dealers to Dallas for the unveiling of the new line of John Deere tractors with four and six cylinders. Deere
had been making two-cylinder tractors
since the end of World War I.
Allis-Chalmers representatives felt
the sponsor role of a station like
WNAX was significant in the success of
such a major
event.
tremendous interest
here "We've
in our had
$12,000
combine picker-sheller for corn," A.
Parkes Howard, Sioux City branch
manager, said.
Allis-Chalmers spent about $3,0004,000 on its display-type exhibit.
"A show like this gives us an opportunity to show what's new," Mr. Howard said. "That's what's important.
Your customers also stop by, because
they're proud of what they have, of
the equipment they've already bought
and made a big investment in."
Another big manufacturer, J. I. Case
Co., went heavy for educational-type
displays at its exhibit. "We spent $3,000
alone for our signs and displays," R. B.
Harris, Sioux Falls assistant branch
manager, said. A dozen sales and farm
service representatives were involved in
the Case exhibit. Farmers were invited
to register and prizes later were drawn.
This permitted follow-up personal letters to each.
Case costs ran about $30,000, including personnel expenses.
How did the farmers rate the big
event? Of those interviewed, nearly
every one said he came because he
heard about it on the radio or television.
WNAX personalities reported constant
greetings from the visitors who told
them they came because their favorite
radio neighbor had invited them. A
Nebraska farmer brought his young
son, "because it's better than three
weeks in school."
And then there was the WNAX shuttle to the airport — to pick up the farmers who flew cross country in their own
planes.
'Huck for President'
A decision has been made in smokefilled rooms that will change the complexion of the presidential race. Huckleberry Hound will withdraw his hat
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from the ring and throw his weight to
the other candidates.
It has been an open secret in the
trade but closely guarded from the public. In fact, there's another Huck-forPresident rally scheduled by Rich's department store and WSB-TV in Atlanta
next week. Only last week the tv hound
addressed more than 5,000 at a Freedomland rally in New York after
stumping other cities across the country. His campaign assistant, Quick
Draw
Busch McGraw,
Stadium. led a rally at St. Louis'
The presidential bandwagon got rolling last summer (Broadcasting, Aug. 8)
and inspired local promotions in many
of 180 markets where HuckleberryHound is on the air for Kellogg's
(through Leo Burnett Co.). Screen
Gems spearheaded the drive. Stations
and department stores carrying Huckleberry Hound merchandise rallied
around with their own tub-thumping.
Now more than a third of the stations have received a series of recorded
announcements containing the political
secret that will swing the child vote in
two other directions. Actually it is a
public-service campaign to pressure
parents and other fans of age to register and vote.
The first in the series of transcriptions isa standard "Vote for Huck" appeal. The second, planned for use during local registration season, urges fans
to register for the vote. In the last,
containing the political bombshell, the
candidate announces he is quitting the
race ("a joke's a joke"), but he asks
all voters to report to polls election day.
This is for release shortly prior to Nov.
8. All run behind the standard Huckfor-President slide.
The Freedomland appearance was
the last of the season for the paid act
packaged by Screen Gems. The gate
Oct. 8 was 11,000, up 2,500 (on a
World Series dav) from the Saturday
before, with the heln of promotion by
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WPIX (TV) New York, where Huckleberry Hound appears, and Macys department store. Performer Eddie Alberian, who plays the hound part on
the amusement park-fair circuit, will
take to the road with the cartoon company again next spring promoting also
Quick Draw McGraw (he's on the same
Kellogg lineup) and The Flintstones,
which just debuted on ABC-TV. All
are
tions. Hanna-Barbera Cartoons producThere are 25 more department store
promotions between now and December using local talent, tieing in with
stations at football games and local special events, but the race for the White
House has been conceded by one of the
politicians' best friends.
A STACK

OF

ACES

'Hole-in-One Club' registers
323 winners in golf contest
WNEW New York had a bag-full of
"aces" to show for its successful summer promotion. Golfers on the 250
public and private courses in the metropolitan New York area were prospective members of the WNEW "Hole-InOne Club," which was in session between July Fourth and Labor Day. The
Metropolitan Broadcasting station offered apersonal transistor radio to any
player who scored an authenticated
hole-in-one. Plaques attached to the radios attested to each winner's ace and
names were also announced on the station's Kyle Rote Sports Show.
Before the club was activated,
WNEW asked area golf pros for estimates on how many aces might possibly be scored during the two-month
period. Guesses ranged from three to
3,578, but the actual number reported
totalled 323. Among those scoring holesin-one were several advertising agency
executives, including Raymond Sullivan,

board chairman, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; William Bancroft, BBDO,
and William Mahu, Lennen & Newell.
The WNEW club was promoted by a
few on-air announcements before July
4, nightly announcements of winners
and display cards in area golf clubs. A
transistor radio also was awarded to the
golf pro whose guess came closest to
the final tally of aces.
After feeding all the figures into
computing
department machines,
revealed WNEW's
that the research
average
hole-in-one was 153 yards and it was
scored on the ninth hole with a sevenand-a-half iron.
Meet Mr. Bear, fund solicitor
Yogi Bear has been named chairman
of the 1960-61 fund raising drive of
Radio-Television-Recording & Advertising Charities of Hollywood, a united,
once-a-year drive among members of
the broadcasting, recording and advertising operations. The cartoon character, featured in the Huckleberry
Hound series created and produced by
Hanna-Barbara Productions, announced
that the 1961 RTRA goal will be
$325,000. Last year, RTRA raised
$287,000.
RTRA President J. Neil Reagan, vice
president of McCann-Erickson, in announcing the appointment of Mr. Bear
as chairman of the new fund drive to
begin this month, said that as in previous years the money raised by RTRA
will be distributed among eight major
causes. Community Chest (which embraces70
1 individual welfare and health
agencies) , American Red Cross, American Cancer Society, American Heart
Assn., City of Hope, Crippled Children's
Society, United Cerebral Plasey Assn.
and the YMCA.
WSBT's prize-winning float
WSBT-AM-TV South Bend came
away with first-place float honors in
a recent parade honoring StudebakerPackard Corp. in that Indiana city.
The stations' float was intended to
highlight the role played by radio and
television in telling the world about
S-P through the years. The parade was
sponsored by Time magazine as a tribute to South Bend citizens for their
support of the company and its new
car preview.
Adorning the float were Miss Radio,
Miss Television and Miss Newspaper,
representing the South Bend Tribune,
which had been "Telling the World
About Studebaker since 1872" (its first
publication date). WSBT-AM-TV are
Tribune properties. Highlight of the
float was a 1902 Studebaker electric
auto.
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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Win, place and show

at Wheeling

NBC-TV's fall programs led all the
way at Wheeling Downs race course
when each of the nine races was
named after one of the programs to
be carried by WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W.Va. Shown lined up at the starting
gate are the station's "Starsview Starlets," local girls who served as jockey-dressed hostesses for the special

Radio in Southern California
Radio is particularly suited to Southern California's indoor-outdoor living
pattern, Robert M. Light, president,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
said in previewing the 1960 fall edition
of "The Sound of Selling," slide-film
presentation of SCBA at a meeting of
the Los Angeles Ad Club. On Oct. 23
Mr. Light leaves for an Eastern trip
during which the market and radio data
will be presented to top advertisers' organizations inNew York, Philadelphia,
Detroit, Cleveland and Chicago.
Southern California Radio reaches
98% of Southern California homes at
a lower cost than in other areas, he
said, stating that an analysis of station
rates revealed that the amount of time
that can be purchased for $1 in Los
Angeles would cost $1.37 in Chicago.
$1.42 in Philadelphia and $1.50 in
Detroit.
Drumbeats...
Academic reference work ■ WWDC
Washington invited school superintendents in the capital area to accept an
educational packet on radio for free
distribution to libraries in more than
200 secondary schools. The booklets
had been prepared by the NAB and
purchased by WWDC through its president, Ben Strouse. Each packet conBROADCASTING, October 17, 1980

Downs

"NBC-Starsview T night-at-the-races
promotion. More than 10,000 people,
reportedly the largest crowd of the
season at Wheeling Downs, were admitted free. How many lost money
later will never be known, but one
person was lucky enough to win the
station's giveaway of a 1961 sports
car.
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tains nine fact-filled publications, including the Code of Good Practices, the
Code of Conduct for Broadcasting Public Proceedings, a nine-page bibliography on radio and tv and other valuable background material.
News on views ■ WREX-TV Rockford,, 111., took large sections in The
Rockford Register, Freeport (111.) reel,
reel
Journal-Standard, The Beloit (111.)
Daily News and The Janesville (111.)
Daily Gazette to celebrate its seventh
anniversary and to announce its fall reliable!
season shows. Several sections were
20 pages or more. Included were stills
from some of WREX-TV's ABC and
CBS programs as well as from local
shows. Ads and show schedules were
also run in the special sections.
Magoo at Mugu ■ World premiere of
the new Mister Magoo series of fiveminute tv films which UPA Pictures is
producing and syndicating was held
Sept. 30 at Point Mugu, Calif., headquarters of the Pacific Missile Range.
Films were shown during the following
weekend (Oct. 1-2) when the post held
a space fair, open to the public, to inaugurate the 1960 Navy Relief campaign. UPA and KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, which will broadcast the Mr.
Magoo series in that market, drove a
busload of tv editors to Point Magu for
the initial showing.

see
For answers to your tape problems,
your 3M representative or write:
3M
Company, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
Minn.
]y£lHHISOTA JOINING AND J^AN U f ACTOB I HO COMPA
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE RET TO EOMORR'
"SCOTCH" is a registered trademark ot the 3M Co., St.Paul 6
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
president, HarriScope Inc. Ann. Oct.
As compiled by Broadcasting: Oct. 6 Harris,
12.
through Oct. 12. Includes data on new
Existing tv station
stations, changes in existing stations,
ACTION
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules
WEEK-TV,
Peoria,
111.— By letter, denied
& standards changes, routine roundup.
"petition
commission actionforof reconsideration"
July 7 dismissing ofapplication
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp for mod. of cp to change operation to ch 25.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
Comr. Lee voted for grant; Comr. King not
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
participating. Ann. Oct. 12.
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts,
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
WICD (TV) Danville, 111.— Plains Tv
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — ■ Corp.
Changed from WDAN-TV.
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
New
am
stations
authorization. SSA — special service authoriACTIONS BY FCC
zation.— STA — special temporary authorizaSH — specified hours. * — educational.
Kailua, Hawaii — Egal Radio, granted 1130
Ann. — tion.
Announced.
kc, 1 kw. P.O. address 155 Montgomery St.,
San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction
New tv stations
cost $39,300, first year operating cost $66,000,
revenue $78,000. Applicants are Roger and
ACTIONS BY FCC
Alice Cooke Kent, 50% each. Mr. Kent is
attorney. Ann. Oct. 12.
Anchorage, Alaska — Radio Anchorage Inc.
Terrytown, Neb. — Terry Carpenter Inc.,
Granted ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 1.26 kw
granted 690 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box
vis., 63 kw aur.; ant. height above average
170, Terrytown. Estimated construction cost
terrain -2 ft., above ground 174 ft. Estimated
$18,500, first year operating cost $40,000,
construction cost $117,957, first year operatrevenue $50,000. Terry Carpenter Inc. is
ing cost $104,000, revenue $120,000. P. O. ad- owned
by Terry (61%), Gary (14% ), Michael
dress Box 1960, Anchorage. Studio location
(14%), and Hazeldeane Carpenter (8%).
Spenard Rd., Anchorage. Geographic coordiTerry Carpenter is state senator in Nebraska
nates 61" 11' 20" N. Lat., 149° 54' 35" W. Legislature. Hazeldeane Carpenter is his
Transmitter Gates, antenna GE. Legal counwife, Gary and Michael are sons. Ann. Oct.
sel John Dunn, Anchorage. Consulting en- 12.
gineer Grant R. Wrathall, Oakland, Calif.
Medford, Ore. — Medford Bcstrs., granted
Applicant is licensee of KBYR Anchorage
860 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address c'o Alexander
and
owns
51%
of
KFRB
Fairbank,
both
&
Co., 223 Sansome St., San Francisco,
Alaska. Ann. Oct. 5.
Calif. Estimated construction cost $27,131,
first year operating cost $45,000, revenue
APPLICATIONS
$52,000. Applicants are (25% each) Diana
Crocker Redington, William H. Crocker II,
Terre Haute, Ind. — Fort Harrison Telecast- Alexander
M. Casey and Genevieve deDaming Corp. vhf ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP 316 phiere Casey.
has previous broadcast
kw vis., 168 kw aur.; ant. height above averinterests. Ann. None
Oct. 12.
age terrain 946.8 ft., above ground 988.2 ft.
APPLICATIONS
Estimated construction cost $567,900, first
year operating cost $500,000 revenue $725,000.
La Mesa, Calif.— Helix Bcstg. Co. 1520 kc,
P.O. address 600 Sycamore Bldg. Studio lo- 1 kw-D,
500 w-N. P.O. address c/o Cliff Gill,
cation Terre Haute, Ind. Transmitter locaHotel, Anaheim,
tion Route U.S. 150, 14 miles S. of Terre Disneyland
mated
construction
cost $50,093,Calif.
first Estiyear
Haute. Geographic coordinates 39° 13' 27.5" operating cost
$120,000.
revenue
ST30.000.
N. Lat., 87° 23' 43.5" W. Long. Trans. RCA
Principals
include
Cliff
Gill,
30%,
Ira
TT-25CH, ant. TW-15A10P Legal counsel
27.5%, David Drubeck and Daniel
Spearman Roberson, 1023 Munsey Bldg., Laufer,
Russell,
12.5%
each,
and
others.
Messers.
Gill.
Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer GautLaufer, and Russell have interests in KEZY
ney & Jones, Warner Bldg., Washington,
and KEZE (FM), both Anaheim. Calif. Mr.
D.C. Fort Harrison Telecasting Corp., is Drubeck
is in real estate. Ann. Oct. 7.
group headed by H. Ralph Johnston, presiAustell, Ga. — Five Cities Bcstg. Co. 1520
dent, who is attorney. Ann. Oct. 7.
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 667. Estimated
Casper, Wyo. — Rocky Mountain Tele Sta- construction cost $26,183, first year operattions, vhf ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP 1.586 kw
ing cost $41,000. revenue $52,000. Principals
vis.. 793 w (.793 kw) aur.; ant. height above
include Sid Williams and Charles W. Emeraverage terrain 1386 ft., above ground 69 ft.
son, equal partners. Mr. Williams owns
Estimated construction cost $66,000, first year newspaper.countant.Mr.
Emerson
is public acAnn. Oct.
11.
operating cost $36,000 revenue $40,000. P.O.
address 1122 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los AngeNormal,
111.
—
McLean
County
Co.
les, Calif. Studio location 3900 E. Second St., 1440 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 210 Bcstg.
WashingCasper. Trans, location Casper, Wyo. Geoton St., Beardstown, 111. Estimated construction cost $56,651, first year operating
graphic coordinates 42° 45' 29" N. Lat., 106°
19' 25" W. Long. Trans. RCA TT-500A, ant. cost $54,000, revenue $60,000. Principals inGE
TY-60-C.
LegalConsulting
counsel engineer
Sher, OppenRobert W. Sudbrink, 51% , and Marheimer
& Harris.
Silli- gareta clude
S. Sudbrink, 49% (husband and
wife). Mr. and Mrs. Sudbrink own WRMS
man, Moffett & Rohrer Rocky Mountain
Tele Stations is group headed by Burt I. Beardstown, 111. Ann. Oct. 7.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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Oakland, Md. — Oakland Radio Station
Corp. 1050 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address c/o
Thomas B. Butscher, Berkeley Springs,
W. Va. Estimated construction cost $23,320,
first year operating cost $32,000, revenue
$48,000. Principals include Thomas B.
Butscher, Gary L. Daniels, Kenneth E.
Robertson, Richard D. Brooks, 13.75% each,
and others. Messrs. Butscher, Daniels, Robertson, and Brooks are employes of WCST
Berkeley Springs, W. Va. Ann. Oct. 12.
Chisolm, Minn. — Gabriel Bcstg. Co. 980
kc, 5 kw. P.O. address 1667 Conway St.
Paul, Minn. Estimated construction cost
$67,897, first year operating cost $50,000,
revenue
include partners
Nicholas and$72,000.
Victor Principals
Tedesco, equal
(brothers). Messrs. Tedesco own WISK
St. Paul, Minn., and KFNF Shenandoah,
Iowa and
in KCUE Redwing,
Minn.
Ann.have
Oct.interest
12.
Belpre,
Ohio address
— Tri-Citv
910 kc.
1 kw.
D. P.O.
122 Bests.
Elm St.C".
Estimated
construction cost $17,750, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $44,000. Principals
include Russell Starner and Robert Benson,
equal partners. Mr. Starner is employe of
Olin Tice Jr. Stations. Mr. Benson is employe of oil company. Ann. Oct. 7.
Myrtle Beach, S.C. — Grand Strand Bcstg.
Co. 950 ks, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 196,
Ocean Drive Beach, S.C. Estimated construction cost $20,500, first year operating
cost $54,000, revenue $60,000. Principals
include Frank P. Larson Jr., 50%, Charles
T. Tilghman and John H. Nye, 25% each.
Mr. Larson has interests in electronics companies. Mr. Tilghman has interest in real
estate company. Mr. Nye owns real estate
company. Ann. Oct. 7.
Buena Vista, Va. — Jesse J. Goodman 1590
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 209 W. Broad St.,
Falls Church, Va. Estimated construction
cost $24,000. first year operating cost $48,000,
revenue $54,000. Mr. Goodman owns clothing stores. Ann. Oct. 7.
Charlottesville. Va. — Colan L. Poore. 1580
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 8502 Greenwood
Ave., Takoma Park. Md. Estimated construction cost $16,825, first year operating
cost $28,000, revenue $39,500. Mr. Poore is
10.
employe of sporting goods store. Ann. Oct.
Crystal
City,w Tex.
Crystal
City Box
Bcstrs.
1470
kc, 500
D. —P.O.
address
36.
Estimated construction cost $18,773, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $65,520.
Principals include Dr. Charles H. Haggard,
75%, and Kenneth R. Rogers, 25%. Dr.
Haggard has private medical practice. Mr.
Rogers
Tex. Ann.is employe
Oct. 12. of KITE San Antonio,
CORRECTION
TO APPLICATION IN
OCT. 10 ISSUE:
Bryan, Ohio — Williams County Bcstg. System. 1520 kc, .25/.5 kw D. P.O. address c/o
John G. Greene, 2700 Ritchie St., Portsmouth, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$26,243, first year operating cost $33 600,
revenue $52,000. Principals include John G.
Greene and Joseph S. Klarke, 24%% each,
George E. and Harry E. Worstell. 23% each
(father and son), and Gladys R. Worstell,
5% (wife
George
Greene
and ofKlarke
are Worstell).
employes ofMo-s>-s.
WIOI
New
Boston,
Ohio.
Messrs.
home supply business. Mrs.Wo-ste'l
Worstellownis
sales director in that business. Ann. Sept.
28.
above was printed incorrectly in
Oct. The
10 issue.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDIG Dothan, Ala. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to
1 kw-LS,
continued
operation
with
250 w:
remote nighttime
control permitted;
engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 12.
Ark.—
Waivedto
sec.KDXE
3.30 North
of rulesLittle
and Rock,
modified
license
move studio to Little Rock. Ann. Oct. 12.
KSUE Susanville, Calif. — Granted increased daytime power on 1240 kc from 250
w to tion1 with
kw-LS,
opera250 w.continued
Ann. Oct.nighttime
12.
KCID Caldwell, Idaho — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to 1
kw-LS, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; remote control permitted; engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 12.
WCFV creased
Clifton
Forge,on Va.—
indaytime power
1230 Granted
kc from 250
w to tion1 with
kw-LS,
continued
nighttime
opera250 w. Ann. Oct. 12.
APPLICATIONS
KSYC Yreka, California — Cp to
davtime
250 wAnn.
to 1Oct.
kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1490kc)
BROADCASTING, October
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 12
ON AIR
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
For new stations
Not CP
on air
88
AM
3.455
50
886
133
FM
729
34
192
78
TV
479
55
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 12
Til
VHF
14
UHF
535
81
Commercial
454
Non-commercial
38
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
bl
As reported by FCC through Aug. 31, 1960
TV
FM
AM
Licensed (all on air)
721
CPs on air (new stations)
190
3,466
76
28
CPs not on air (new stations)
39
31
102
942
Total authorized stations
3.607
655
85
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
611
75
35
201
43
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
120
103
812
Total applications for new stations
36
596
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
9
14
274
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
57 4791
45
870
Total applications for major changes
1
1
0
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, Dut retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
WEZY from
Cocoa,500 Fla.
daytime
power
w —toCp1 tokw.increase
(1350kc)
Ann.
Oct. 11.
KRUS Ruston, La. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 to 500 w and install
new trans. (1490kc) Ann. Oct. 12.
WSTR
Strugis,
Cp 1tokwincrease
daytime power
from Mich.
250 w— to
and install
new trans. (1230kc) Ann. Oct. 7.
WTCM Traverse City, Mich.— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and install new trans. (1400kc) Ann. Oct. 7.
KOVC Valley City, N. D.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1490kc) Ann. Oct. 11.
KGRO Gresham, Ore. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
nighttime power from 100 w to 250 w and
install new trans. (1230kc).
WVEC Hampton, Va. — Cp to increase daydaytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
new trans, change ant. -trans, location, operate trans by remote control and make
7.changes in ant system. (1490kc) Ann. Oct.
CALL, LETTERS ASSIGNED
KHVR
ley Radio(FM)
Corp. Bijou, Calif.— Heavenly ValKCUF
(FM)
Redwood City, Calif.— Frank
James.
WCME-FM Brunswick, Me.— Westminster
Bcstg. Co.
WXTC (FM) Annapolis, Md.— Annapolis
Bcstg. Corp. Changed from WANN-FM.
WYOU (FM) Baltimore, Md.— United
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WSID-FM.
WUPY (FM) Lynn, Mass.— Harvey Sheldon.
KSYN (FM) Joplin, Mo.— William B. Neal.
•KTXT-FM Lubbock, Tex.— Texas Technological College.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Eatontown,
N. J. — Harold
M. Gade.
Granted 105.5 mc, 1 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 210 ft. P.O. address WHTG
Route 1, Asbury Park, N.J. Estimated construction cost $11,450, first year operating
cost
revenue Ann.
$2,000.Oct.Mr.5. Grade owns
WHTG$2,000,
Eatontown.
Goldsboro, N. C. — Eastern Carolina Bcstg.
Co. Granted 96.9 mc, 25.5 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 385 ft. P.O. address
P.O. Box 1024. Estimated construction cost
$13,153. Eastern Carolina Bcstg. Co. is group
headed by A. T. Hawkins, president. Ann.
Oct. 5.
North Wilkesboro, N. C— Wilkes Bcstg.
Co., granted 97.3 mc, 4.5 kw. P.O. address
P.O. Box 950. Estimated construction cost
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960
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$16,106, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $12,000. Applicant fm has same
ownership as WKBC North Wilkesboro, N. C.
Ann. Oct. 12.
Odessa, Tetx . — Audiomnialtifldelity,
granted 99.1 mc, 3.4 kw. P.O. address 1316
39th St.,
Tex. year
Estimated
construction costLubbock.
$10,385, first
operating
cost
$24,000, revenue $26,000. Principals include
Eldon
Ray
Cox,
90%,
and
others.
Mr.
Cox
is in electronics. Ann. Oct. 12.
Yakima, Wash. — David Z. Pugsley, granted
mc, 890 w P.O. address Rt. 1, Box 268, Tieton, Wash. Estimated construction cost
$6,700, first year operating cost $2,000, revenue $7,500. Applicant
is employe
TV Yakima,
Wash. Ann.
Oct. 12. of KNDOAPPLICATIONS
Ann
Arbor,
Theodore
Jr. and Michael Mich.
Rice.— 94.3
mc, .260W.kw.Gibson
Ant.
height above average terrain 160 ft. P.O.
address c/o Mr. Gibson, 2285 W. Stadium
Blvd. Estimated construction cost $13,941,
first year operating cost $26,500, revenue
$47,200. Principals include Theodore W.
Gibson ners.Jr.
and Michael
Rice, equal
partMr. Gibson
has interest
in weather
forecasting service. Mr. Rice is in recording
business. Ann. Oct. 11.
Sumter, S. C— WFIG Inc. 101.3 mc, 2.89
kw, Ant. height above average terrain 242.5
ft. P.O. address P.O. Box 30. Estimated
construction cost $10,741, first year operating
cost $1,200, revenue $4,500. Fm applicant
will duplicate WFIG Sumter, S.C. Ann. Oct.
11.
Hampton, Va. — Peninsula Radio Corp.
101.3 mc, 28.2 kw. Ant. height above average
377 ft.cost
P.O.$29,551,
Box 481.
matedterrain
construction
first Estiyear
operating cost $50,000, revenue $65,000. Fm
applicant
will
duplicate
WVEC
Hampton.
Ann. Oct. 7.

1 KW

Existing fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
WFMK(FM)
Grand
Rapids, Mich.—
Granted cp to move to Holland, Mich., and
decrease ant. height from 235 ft. to 215 ft.,
continued operation on 94.5 mc with 37 kw;
engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 12.
APPLICATION
WAYL Minneapolis, Minn. — Mod. of cp
(which authorized new fm broadcast station)
to change frequency from 96.3 mc ch 242 to
96.1 mc, ch 241, change from 3.515 ERP to
10.101 kw and make changes in ant. system.
Ann. Oct. 7.

RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA Tmk(s) ®

FM

Transmitter
for

Full Fidelity Operation
Only a single PA stage is used
beyond the exciter to assure
true high fidelity performance
while keeping operating costs
low. Distortion and noise are
extremely low even when the
transmitter is multiplexed.
When combined with the
RCA broadband FM antenna
the BTF-1D is capable of producing1ERP'sKWup transmitter
to 12 KW.
This new
can easily be expanded to 5,
10, or 20 KW by adding higher
power amplifiers.
Before you buy get complete information on FM's best value, write
RCA,
Bldg. 15-1,
Camden,Dept.
N. J.MC-22,
In Canada,
RCA
VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal.
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CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WOWW Naugatuck, Conn. — Naugatuck
Valley Service Inc. Changed from WNTE.
WSOR Windsor, Conn. — Tobacco Valley
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WIPI.
WRIZ Coral Gables, Fla.— Sioux Bcstg.
Corp.
WSFR Sanford, Fla.— Sanford-Seminole
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WIOD.
WZST from
Tampa,
Fla. — Dixieland Bcstrs.
Changed
WEDA.
WERX Anderson, Ind.— Radio WBOW
Inc. Changed from WCBC.
KIRL Wichita, Kan.— Jayhawk Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from KFBI.
WRKB Kannapolis, N.C.— Foy T. Hinson.
KPBC Forest Grove, Ore.— Triple G Bcstg.
Co. Changed from KGGG.
Newport
Co.WTID
Changed
fromNews,
WYOU.Va.— United Bcstg.
KOQT Bellingham, Wash.— A. V. Bamford.
Co.KYCN Wheatland, Wyo.— KOWBoy Bcstg.
Ownership changes
ACTION BY FCC
KBAK-TV
Bakersfield,
Calif.— Granted
transfer of control
from Chronicle
Pub.
Co. to Reeves B/cg & Development Corp.;
consideration $468,634 and cancellation of
$381,366 indebtedness. Transferee is licensee
of
12. WUSN-TV, Charleston, S. C. Ann. Oct.
KFMH(FM)assignment
Coloradoof license
Springs,and Colo.
Granted
cp —to
KFMH, Inc., wholly owned by Tv Colorado
Inc. (KKTV Colorado Springs); consideration $35,000. Ann. Oct. 12.
KGHF
Pueblo,to KGHF
Colo. — Inc.,
Granted
ment of licenses
100% assignowned
by Tv Colorado Inc. (KKTV Colorado
Springs);
consideration
$120,000.
Ann.
Oct.
12.
KEST Boise, Idaho — Granted assignment
of cp to John M. Bryan and Reid W. Dennis
d'b as KEST B/cg Associates; consideration
$7,089 for expenses. Ann. Oct. 12.
KFLW ofKlamath
Ore.—
transfer
control Falls,
from Joe
D. Granted
and Lois (1)
A.
Carroll as individual stockholders to same
as joint tenant stockholders and (2) assignment of license to David F. Snow; consideration $95,000. Ann. Oct. 12.

Tex. Kelley
— Granted
of KURV
control Edinburg,
from Rogers
to W.transfer
Lloyd
Hawkins, Norman E. Loomis and D. A.
Benton; consideration $150,000. Ann. Oct. 12.
KPKW Pasco, Wash. — Granted assignment
of license
to and
Century
B/cg Corp.;
consideration $3,000
assumption
of liabilities.
G. Robert M. Stacey, assignee president,
has
in KAGT Anacortes, Wash.
Ann. half
Oct.interest
12.
APPLICATIONS
KINK Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Harold Lampel and Dawkins
Espy, equal partners, d/b as Phoenix
Bcstg. Co. to Harold Lampel, sole owner.
Partnership
is being dissolved with no
11.
financial
consideration involved. Ann. Oct.
KDON ofSalinas,
Seeks Richard
transfer andof
control
KDON Calif.
Inc. — from
Sherley Bott (husband & wife), sole owners,
to John B. Rushmer, for $350,000. Mr. Rushmer was formerly employed as Dean of the
School of Business Administration at UniAnn. Oct.versity of12.Kansas City, Kansas City, Mo.
KSBW-AM-FM-TV Salinas, Calif., KSBY
San Luisof Obispo,
Calif. — Bcstg.
Seeks transfer
control
Salinas Valley
Corp. fromof
William Oates, total of 8.4%, to John Cohan
for $42,000. After FCC approval, Mr. Cohan,
54%. will have control. Ann. Oct. 12.
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from WTVJ Inc. to Wometco Enterprises Inc., parent company. No
financial transaction involved. Ann. Oct. 12.
WYNK Baton Rouge, La. — Seeks transfer
of control of Vox Inc. through sale of
70.84% of stock of parent company, Capital
Bcstrs. Inc., by Victor E. Coursey Jr.,
Donald E. Smiley, Ronald J. Gomez, Hunter
Barrilleaux, Rolfe H. McCollister and Elmo
Harelson to Airco Bcstg. Co. for $14,166.
Airco principals include Prior A. McCallum,
50%, and A. Prince Hernandez and W. J.
Keown, 25% each. Mr. McCallum owns
plumbling company. Mr. Hernandez owns
ice company. Mr. Keown is employe of
WAIL Baton Rouge, La. Ann. Oct. 4.
KOKO Warrensburg, Mo. — Seeks transfer
of control of Johnson County Bcstrs. Inc.
from Leslie and Ruth Ware, 99% (husband
and wife), and C. Willard Max (deceased),
1% beneficially owned by Mr. Ware, to
William Tucker, 50.5%, and Avis Tucker,

NEMS-CLARKE, a division of Vitro Corporation of America, has produced the
finest in precision electronics for industry and defense since 1909. Now, this
equipment will be produced and
marketed by Vitro Electronics under the
Nems-Clarke brand name. In broadcasting, remember Vitro Electronics,
producers of Nems-Clarke equipment.

ar

ye

For Free Catalog, Write Dept. M.

i//fra ELECTRON ICS
A DIVISION OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
producers of NEMS-CLARKE
eouipment
919 JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND ■ 2301 PONTIUS AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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49.5%
for $57,000.
Mr.
and Mrs.(husband
Tucker and
own wife),
newspaper
publishing
company. Ann. Oct. 11.
KTNMment of license
Tucumcari,
N. M. — D.Seeks
from Robert
Houckassignand
Hoyt Houck d/b Tucumcari Bcstg. Co. to
Tucumcari Bcstg. Co. Change from equal
partnership
corporate form
of business.
No
financialto transaction
involved.
Ann.
Oct. 12.
WALY
Herkimer,
N.
Y.—
Seeks
transfer
of control from Richard K. Thorman and
Georgeard K.A.Thorman,
Baker, equal
to Rich-A.
53.1%,partners,
and George
Baker 46.9%. Transfer of four shares of
stock in payment of debt. Ann. Oct. 7.
WHUN Huntington, Pa. — Seeks assignment of license from Joseph F. Biddle
Publishing Co. to Huntington Bcstrs. Inc.,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Joseph Biddle
Co. Formation of corporation business with
no financial transaction involved. Ann. Oct.
7.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.— Seeks involuntary transfer of control of El Mundo
Inc. from estate of Angel Ramon (deceased), 74%, to Jose Oviedo and Pablo
Badillo, 74%
terms
of will. NoAnn.financial under
consideration
is involved.
Sept. 29.
KEAG ofAlcoa,
— Seeks
control
Blount Tenn.
County
Bcstg.transfer
Co. fromof
Louis Chiles, Fred Atchley, Ronald Ingle
and Herman Petre, 25% each, to Herman
Petre, 62.5%, and Haywood C. Brinegar.
37.5%, for
Mr. Oct.
Brinegar
surance$20,000.
business. Ann.
12. is in inWBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.—
Seeks assignment of license from Taft
Bcstg. Co. to WMRC Inc. for $3,250,000.
WMRC Inc., group headed by R. A. Jolley,
president,
WFBC-AM-FM-TV
Greenville, S. C. owns
Ann. Oct.
10.
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Texas Telecasting
Inc. to Texas Key Bcstrs. Inc., on ten year
lease agreement with purchase option, for
$799,440. Principals include James M. Isaacs,
48.5%, Albert R. Elam Jr., 50%, and Albert R. Elam Sr., 1% (father & son). Mr.
Isaacs is vice-president of Texas Telecasting and general manager of KPAR-TV.
Messrs.ness. Elam
Ann. Oct.are12.in trucking & oil busiWLLI Highland Springs, Va. — Seeks assignment of cp from Charles E. Springer,
sole owner, to Henrico Radio Corp. Owners
will be Kenneth L. Wood, 60%, and Charles E. Springer, 40%. Mr. Wood, employe
of WEAM Arlington, Va., is paying $3,000
for 60% interest
plus7. $25,000 loan to corporation. Ann. Oct.
KVAN Camus, Wash. — Seeks assignment
of license from William B. and Cathryn C.
Murphy, equal partners (husband and
wife), to Cathryn C. Murphy, sole owner,
according
to terms No
made in property
settlement agreement.
transaction
is involved.
Ann. Oct. financial
12.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By decision, commission granted (1) application of W. D. Frink, tr/as Jefferson Radio Co., for new station to operate on 1480
kc, 5 kw, D, in Irondale, Ala., and (2) petition by Bessemer B/cg Co., to dismiss withoutitiesprejudice
to change
of WEZB.its application
Bessemer, Ala.,
from facil1450
kc, 250 w, U, to 1480 kc, 5 kw, D. Bartley
abstained from voting. Supplemental initial
dicisionOct.of 12.
Feb. 9 looked toward this action.
Ann.
■ Bytion of Dodge
decision,Citycommission
B/cg Co., denied
for new applicastation
to
operateKans.
on 600
500 dissented;
w, U, DA-2,
Liberal,
Comrkc,Lee
Comrin
King not participating. Dec. 16. 1959 initial
decision
looked
toward granting application. Ann.
Oct. 12.
■ Commission granted following five fm
stations SCA to furnish background music
cn multiplex basis to subscribers: KHVR
Bijou. Calif.; WFMA Rocky Mount. N.C.;
WLRJ Roanoke. Va.: WTOS Wauwatosa.
Wis. and KIOO Oklahoma City, Okla. Ann.
Oct. 12.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on Oct. 12 directed preparation of document looking toward granting application
of entertainment
amusements
of Ohio
Inc., for new and
am
station to operate on 1320 kc, 500 w, D. DA,
in
Solvay,
N.
Y.
March
11
initial
decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Oct. 12.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
issued initial decision looking toward grantof Suburban
for new
classingA application
fm station
to operateBcstrs.
on 103.1
mc;
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bidg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Corr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
Ceorge M. Sklom, Robert A. (ones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. (Ackson 6-4386
P.O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D.C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course.
Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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ERP 1 kw; ant. height 146.6 ft., in Elizabeth,
N.J. Ann. Oct. 6.
■ Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Brandywine Bcstg. Corp.
for new class B fm station to operate on
100.3 mc; ERP 2.788 kw; ant. height 433 ft., in
Media, Pa. Ann. Oct. 6.
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of North Suburban Radio
Inc., for new class A fm station to operate
on 103.1 mc; ERP 1 kw; ant. height 118.2
ft., in Highland Park, 111. Ann. Oct. 7.
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Associated Enterprises for
new am station to operate on 1410 kc, 1
kw, DA, D, in Brockton, Mass. Ann. Oct. 7.
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Independent B/cg Co., for
new class A fm station to operate on 95.9
mc, ERP 720 w, ant. height 160 ft., in Darien,
Conn., and denying application of High Fidelity Music for similar facility with ERP
740 wson, and
256 ft. in Port JefferN. Y. ant.
Ann. height
Oct. 11.
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision
looking
application of WPGC
Inc., toward
for mod.granting
of license
to change main studio location of station
WPGC (1580 kc, 10 kw, DA-D) from Morningside, Md., to Washington, D. C. Ann.
Oct. 12.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission
grantedA. petition
ing filed by Harry
Eppersonfor Jr.reconsider(WPVA)
Colonial Heights-Petersburg, Va., to extent
of modifying May 18 grant to Petersburg
B/cg Co. for increase of daytime power of
station WSSV Petersburg, from 250 w to
1 kw, continued operation on 1240 kc, 250
w-N to add condition that WSSV shall take
appropriate steps as may be necessary to
prevent cross-modulation with operation of
WPVA resulting from use of increased operating power by WSSV and to submit proof
of such curred
accomplishment.
Comr. Bartley
in part; Comr. Craven
dissentedcon-in
part; Comr. King not participating. Ann.
Oct. 12.
■ By decision, commission (1) granted application of Macon County B/cg Co. for new
am station to operate on 1050 kc, 250 w. D,
in Montezuma, Ga., and (2) retained in
hearing status application of Garden City
B/cg Co., to increase power of station
WAUG Augusta, Ga., from 1 kw to 5 kw,
continued daytime operation only on 1050
kc, and held application in pending file
without final action pending ratification and
entry caninto
force ofComrs.
the United
Agreement.
BartleyStates/Mexiand Cross
dissented as to action on Garden City. April
1 initial decision looked toward granting
both applications with condition that WAUG
be retained in hearing pending ratification
and entry
into force
United12. States/Mexican agreement.
Ann.of Oct.
■ By order, commission granted petition
of Association of Federal Communications
Commission Engineers for mod. of March
16 order revising sec. V-A of FCC Form
301, "Application
for Authority
to Construct
New
Broadcast Station
or Make
Changes
in
Existing
Broadcast
Station,"
of
extending from Oct. 25, 1960 toto extent
Jan. 10,
1961 deadline for submitting amendments
to am applications awaiting processing, but
denied alternative request for deletion of
requirment to amend such applications prior
to their "cut-off" date. Ann. Oct. 12.
America's

Valley Tv Cooperative Inc. Moorefleld,
W. Va. — Granted cps for two new tv translator stations; one to operate on ch 70 to "translate programs of WTOP-TV (Channel 9),
Washington, D. C. and other on ch 80 to
translate programs of WJAC-TV (ch 6),
Johnstown,
Pa.; engineering condition. Ann.
Oct. 12.
KHOL-TV Kearney, Neb., WIBW-TV
Topeka, Kans. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications to relocate trans, sites
182 miles apart,
less than
190-mile
minimum
for thiswhich
zone. isComr.
Lee dissented
to inclusion of waiver issue. Ann. Oct. 12.
M and W Co., Bethany Bcstg Co., Yakima,
Wash — Designated for consolidated hearing
new daytime
am 250
stations
Mapplications
and W to for
operate
on 940 kc,
w and—
Bethany
on
930
kc,
1
kw.
Ann.
Oct.
12.
Pinkham Mountain TV Club Fortine,
Mont. — Granted temporary authority to
operate vhf tv repeater station to serve
Tobacco River area by repeating programs
of KREM-TV (ch 2), Spokane, Wash.; by
letter advised applicant of provisions of
sec. 4.732 (d) of rules concerning translator
operation. Ann. Oct. 12.
Ochoco new
Telecasters
Inc. Prineville,
Ore.for
—
Granted
cp to replace
expired cp
tv translator station, to serve Prineville and
Redmondgrams ofbyKPTV
using (Channel
ch 76 to 12),
translate
proPortland.
Ann. Oct. 12.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
■ Denied
motion
WHDHin the
Inc.,Boston
to post-tv
pone date for
filing bybriefs
ch 5 proceeding pending commission action
on
petition toInc.,eliminate
B. DuMont
T ahoratories
as party Allen
applicant.
Action.
Oct.
5.
By Commissioner Charles H. King
■ Granted petition by Rogue Valley B/crs
Inc. (KWIN) Ashland, Ore., and extended
to Oct. 7 time to respond to petition for
review of adverse ruling filed by Medford
B/crs Inc. (KDOV) Medford, Ore., in proceding
on their am applications. Action.
Oct. 4.
■
Granted
petitionFla.,
by Florida-Georgia
Co., Jacksonville,
and extended Tvto
Oct. 10 time to respond to opposition of
Jacksonville
Corp. to
Florida-Georgia
statement as B/cg
to hearing
order
and petition
for modification of issues in Jacksonville,
Fla., tv ch 12 proceeding. Action. Oct. 4.
■ Granted petition by Biscayne Tv Corp.
and extended
Oct. 31 time
to fileFla.,
excep-tv
tions to initialto decision
in Miami,
ch 7 proceeding. Action. Oct. 7.
■ Granted petition by Coral Tv Corp.
and extended to Nov. 14 time to file exceptions to initial decision in Perrine-South Miami, Fla., ch 6 proceeding. Action. Oct. 7.
■ Granted petition by Tenth District B/cg
Co., McLean, Va., and extended to Oct. 14
time to file its opposition to petition to enlarge issues filled by Seven Locks B/cg Co.,
Potomac-Cabin John, Md., in proceeding on
their am applications. Action Oct. 7.
Bureauto
and■ Granted
extendedpetitions
to Oct. bv7 Broadcast
time to reply
petitions to enlarge issues filed by WKAP
Inc., Allentown, Pa., and Windber CommunitysolidatedB/cgam System,
Windber,
Pa., inAction
conproceeding
in dockets.
Oct. 7.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.

■
and
10.
am

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
extended to Nov. 1 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
applications
of Caro
and Tuscola B/cg Co., both
Caro, B/cg
Mich. Co.Action.
Oct.
■
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and extended to Oct. 14 time to file replies
to petition
to withhold
am application of Sunbury
B/cg action
Corp., on
Sunbury,
Pa.
Action Oct. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Pursuant to ruling of hearing examiner
at July 27 hearing, reopened record and
scheduled
hearing
and continued
from conference
Oct. 18 to for
dateOct.
to be28
specified at conclusion of further evidentiary
hearing, time for filing of proposed findings
in proceeding on am applications of Brandywine B/cg Corp., Media, Pa. Action Oct.
5.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 12 in proceeding on am application of
Stephens
County
Ga. Action.
Oct. B/cg
5. Co. (WNEG) Toccoa,
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled
for Nov.
14 in B/cg
proceeding on am hearing
application
of Dunlea
Industries
Inc.
(WMFD)
Wilmington,
N.
C.
Action. Oct. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Upon request of applicant made at Oct.
3 prehearing conference, and with consent
of all parties, scheduled hearing for Dec. 5
in proceeding on am application of W. R.
Frier (WBHF) Cartersville, Ga. Action.
Oct. 4.
■ Granted
joint Mich.,
petitionandbyPeoples
Inter-Cities
B/cg
Co., Livonia,
B/cg
Corp. (WGAR) Cleveland, Ohio, and
changed missionfrom
Oct. 3 engineering
to Oct. 17 date
for subof rebuttal
exhibits
by
Inter-Cities B/cg Co. in proceeding on its
am application. Action. Oct. 4.
■ Granted petition by Clackamas B/crs
(KGON)questsOregon
insofar as itfrom
reremoval ofCity,
its Ore.,
am application
hearing;
application
returned
to
processing
line. Action. Oct. 6.
by 3Broadcast
Bureauto
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Oct.
to Oct. 6 time
file proposed findings of fact in proceeding
on am applications of S&W Enterprises Inc.,
Woodbridge, Va. Action. Oct. 6.
by Broadcast
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Oct.
6 to Oct. 11Bureau
time
to file proposed findings and to Oct. 26 for
replies in proceeding on am applications of
S&W
Enterprises
et
al. Action.
Oct. 11.Inc., Woodbridge, Va.,
■ Granted motion by Benjamin C. Brown,
Oceanside, Calif., and continued Oct. 17
hearing to Oct. 27 in proceeding on his am
application, et al. Action. Oct. 11.
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on
applications
of Floyd
Bell, Texarkanaam and
BeltonOct.B/crs
Texas.
Action.
7. Inc., Belton, both
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted motion by KLIX Corp., protestant, and continued Oct. 4 prehearing conference to Oct. 20 in proceeding on applications of Idaho Microwave Inc., for cps for
new fixed radio stations at Kimport Peak,
Rock Creek and Jerome, all Idaho. Action.
Oct. 4.
■ As result of agreements reached at
Oct. 5tain
prehearing
conference,
scheduled
cerprocedural dates;
continued
without
date hearing on am applications of Henry
Perozzo (KAYE) Puyallup, Wash., KBKW
hearing for Nov. 22 on application of ColumInc.
Aberdeen,
CarlDek (KBKW)
Inc., Kirkland,
Wash.;Wash.,
and and
scheduled
bia River B/crs Inc., Mount Vernon, Wash.
Action. Oct. 5.
■ Granted motion by South Shore B eg
Corp.,10 party
from
Oct.
to Oct.respondent,
24 time toandfile extended
reply findings
in proceeding on am applications of Voice
of
Dowagiac, Mich., et al. Action.
Oct.Dowagiac,
10.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted joint motion by Dixie B/cg
Co. (WCCP) Savannah, Ga., and WMFJ
Inc. (WMFJ)
Daytona
tended from Oct.
10 to Beach,
Nov. 10Fla..
timeandto exfile
proposed findings and from Oct. 21 to Nov.
21 for replies in proceeding on their am
applications. Action. Oct. 5.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 13 in proceeding on applications of Mesa Microwave Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.. for cps for new fixed tv
video radio stations at Pearsall, Cotulla and
BROADCASTING, October 17, I960

Encinal, Tex. Action Oct. 6; Oct. 20, Lake
City, Madison, and Monticello, Fla. Action.
Oct. 5.
• x•
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 7 to Oct. 14 date for
notification concerning certain exhibits in
renewal of license of KWSC and aux., et
proceeding
on am applications
Washington State University,
Pullman, ofWash.,
for
al. Action. Oct. 7.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 21 in proceeding on fm
application
N.
J. Action.of Peoples
Oct. 11. B/cg Corp., Trenton,
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 28 in proceeding on applications of Southern Transmission Corp.
for cps for new fixed video stations at
Palm Beach Gardens, Stuart and Fort
Pierce, Fla. Action. Oct. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 26 in proceeding on am application of
Dunlea B/cg
Wilmington, N. C.Industries
Action. Inc.
Oct. (WMFD)
6.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Sept. 30 to Oct. 31 time
to file proposed findings and from Oct. 17
to Nov. 14 for replies in proceeding on am .
application of Service B/cg Co., Concord,
Calif. Action. Oct. 4.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Oct. 20 in proceeding on fm applications
of KOMY Inc., Watsonville, Calif. Action.
Oct. 3.
■ Dismissed as moot request by Clearwater Radio Inc. (WTAN) Clearwater, Fla.,
for extension of scheduled dates in proceeding on its application. Action. Oct. 4.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 15 time to file proposed findings in proceeding on am applications of Washington County B/cg Co.,
Washington, Iowa, et al. Action. Oct. 7.
■ Granted request by all parties except
Grundy B/cg
Co.,andAirextended
Capitol from
Inc. Oct.
and
Broadcast
Bureau
14 to Nov. 4 time to file proposed findings
in consolidated am proceeding in dockets.
Action. Oct. 7.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and scheduled further prehearing conference for Oct. 14 in proceeding on am apof Booth B/cg
komo, Ind. plicationsAction.
Oct. Co.
5. (WIOU) Ko■
Granted
petition
by
Broadcast
Bureau
and extended from Oct. 7 to Oct. 17
time
to file proposed findings and from Oct. 21
to Oct. 31 for replies in proceeding on am
applications of Hub City B/cg Co. Inc.
(WHSY) Hattiesburg, Miss. Action. Oct. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 3 to Oct. 7 time to
file proposed findings and replies, if any, to
Oct. 17 in proceeding on am applications
of Zephyr B/cg Corp., Zephyrhills and
Myron A. Reck (WTRR) Sanford, both Fla.
Action Oct. 3.
■ Cancelled, set aside and held for naught
order entered on Sept. 26 granting motion
to reopen record for purpose of receiving
supplement to Martin Karig, Johnstown,
N. Y. exhibit no. 4; reopened record and
denied opposition to motion by WENT
B/cg Co.; granted motion by Karig and
received in evidence Karig exhibit no. 4,
page 2, and closed record in proceeding on
his am application. Action Oct. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Ordered resumption of hearing for Oct.
17 in matter of order directing Douglas H.
McDonald, trustee, permittee of WTVN(TV)
ch 7, Evansville, Ind., to show cause why
authorization for station WTVN, Evansville,
Ind., tionshould
be ofmod.
specifyOct.
operaon ch 31 not
in lieu
ch 7.to Action
7.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Closedplicationrecord
proceedingInc.on (KSGM)
am apof Donze inEnterprises
Chester, 111. Action Oct. 3.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and continued Oct. 6 hearing to Oct. 27 in
proceeding on am applications of Robert L.
Lippert,
Fresno,SanandFrancisco,
Mid-America
Inc. (KOBY)
both B/crs
Calif.
Action Oct. 5.
■ Granted
request
by
Northwest
Publications Inc., intervenor, and continued Oct.
18 hearing to Nov. 28 in proceeding on application of WDUL Tv Corp., Duluth, Minn.,
for mod.
Oct.
6. of cp of station WHYZ-TV. Action
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

■ Granted request by WSTV Inc. (WBOYW. Va., protestant, and
TV) Clarksburg,
without
objection by other parties, further
extended from Oct. 12 to Oct. 26 time for
filing initial proposed findings of fact and
from Oct. 26 to Nov. 9 for replies in proceeding on application for relinquishment
of positive
control ofchWJPB-TV
mittee of WJPB-TV,
5, Weston,Inc.,
W. perVa.,
by
J.
P.
Beacom
through
sale
of
stock
Thomas P. Johnson and George W. Eby.to
Action Oct. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to agreement reached at Oct.
4 prehearing conference, continued Oct. 26
hearing to Jan. 4, 1961 in proceeding on am
application of S & S B/cg Co. (WTAQ) La
Grange, 111. Action Oct. 4.
■ Scheduled further hearing for Oct. 13
in proceeding on am applications of Finley
ActionB/cgOct.Co.5. (KSRO) Santa Rosa, Calif.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
■ Commission has revised its list of trans,
and monitors considered acceptable, as of
Aug. 24, for use in aur. broadcast services
(am and fm). List, "Radio Equipment List,
Part B," includes those trans, which had
been type-approved under rules existing
prior to June 30, 1955. Under present rules,
type-acceptance is required for trans, listing; for monitors, type-approval require"F9"
Designation
applicable.
ments continue
in emission
column
indicates
fm broadcast
equipment type-accepted for multiplex operation.
It is not possible for commission to print
list in sufficient quantity to premit general
distribution. However, copies are available
for
inspection
offices
Washington
and atat commission's
each of its field
offices.in
Industries and other interested parties may
reproduce list in whole or in part if they
so desire. Arrangements may be made
through
technical
research
division
of Office of Chief
Engineer
for loan
of copy
for
this purpose.

Actions of October 7
WINAcense to Charlottesville,
Va.— Granted
use presently licensed
alternatelimain trans, as alternate main trans, night,
and aux. trans, day.
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Basalt Community Tv Asso.,
chs 9 and 7, Basalt and adjacent area, Colo.
(KREX, ch 5, Grand Junction, Colo.) Rifle
Community Services Inc., ch. 4. Riflle, Silt,
New Castle & South Rifle, Colo. (KREX, ch
5, Grand Junction); Roan Creek Recreation
Assn., ch 7, Upper Roan Creek — rural area,
and
— rural
area,
Colo. Upper
(KREX, Kimball
chs 5 and Creek
7, Grand
Junction);
Troy Non Profit Tv Assn., ch 8, Troy, Mont.
(KREM-TV, ch 2, Spokane, Wash.); Wolf
Point T.V. Club, chs 10 and 13, Wolf Point,
Mont. (KUMV, ch 8, Williston, N. D., and
KDIX, ch 2, Dickinson, N. D.); Antenna
Booster Assn., ch 6, Sheridan and Big Horn,
ch 13; Sheridan and Big Horn, ch 4, Story,
Little Piney, Lower Piney, Wyo. (KTWOTV, ch 2, Casper, Wyo. KGHL-TV, ch 8,
Billings, Mont., KTWO-TV, ch 2, Casper,
Wyo.); Ismay Tv Club, ch 11, Ismay, Mont.
(KDIX, ch 2, Dickinson, N. D.
WRIO Rio Piedras, P. R. — Granted cp to
install new trans, (main trans, location) as
alternate main trans.; remote control permitted.
KGFF Shawnee, Okla. — Granted cp to
make
height).changes in ant. system (lower ant.
WSM Nashville, Tenn. — Granted cp to install new trans.
WLLI Highland Springs, Va.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ant. -trans, and studio
location.
Actions of October 6
WHEYment ofMillington,
— Granted
license to Tenn.
Shelby
County assignB/crs.
Inc.
WNTA-AM-FM WNTA-TV Newark, N. J.
— Granted
control
from National Theatrestransfer
and Tv.ofInc.
to Gerald
Cantor,
(Continued on page 113)

Collins — the perfect answer to automatic tape programming
and a first step toward complete station automation. Just insert
the tape cartridge, push one button, and the program is on the
air, on cue. Automatic tape programming with Collins equipment means perfection in recording and playback. Its quality is
absolutely unmatched by any cartridge tape unit — anywhere.
DALLAS. TEXAS
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

syllable-separating start and stop time of less than 0.1 second • 7'A inch per second tape speed *
frequency response ±2 db, 70-12,000 cps ' less than 0.2% rms wow and flutter • programming
segments from I second fo 31 minutes ' remote control of three playback units and record/playback system available. For information contact your Collins broadcast sales engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20$ per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25$ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1 .00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Station "on the go" in top market in upstate, N.Y. wants aggressive young manager
with strong sales background. Box 436C,
BROADCASTING.
Business Manager wanted by strong newspaper in New England area. Sales backadministrative
desir-to
able.ground
Writeand full
details in training
first letter
Box 441C, BROADCASTING.
A station manager and a sales manager
wanted for a small, top notch, northwest
market station. Part of a group of six
stations representing one of the finest radio
facilities in the northwest. All new equipment, excellent staff, fine local reputation
in the market. Send complete resume to
Box 504C, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager, Texas kilowatt. Strong
sales-announcing experience required. Good
salary, bonus. Box 552C, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity? — This is it! A versatile, experienced professional broadcaster is wanted
for the building of a greater quality image
for KAAB, the CBS and ABC station now
operating 24 hours a day in Hot Springs,
Arkansas, where the living is good. Qualifications must include a complete willingness
to be involved in every phase of this little
station's
and, particularly,
acceptanceoperation
of responsibility
for program-an
ming, traffic, promotion, public relations,
and publicity. The man must be active in
civic affairs, and occasional (if not regular)
church-goer,
active member
a fraternal order, andan possess
a good ofeducational
record. Above all, he must be well adjusted,
completely ethical, and morally astute. After
a reasonable proving period the man chosen
will become KAAB's general manager and
be
part ownership;
meanwhile
pay given
regularly
and reasonably
well. we'll
Why
don't you write, call, or — even — better — come
to see "Pat" Moseley?
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has opening— salesman with management potential —
30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume-photo
first letter. P.O. Box 197, Jackson, Miss.
Sales
Experienced salesman for Chicago radio and
tv national rep. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer the
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for creative, hardworking local time salesman. FM station,
New York area. Prove you can sell and
you'll own part of the station. Box 498C,
BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. Opportunity to advance to sales manager with considerable salary increase. Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman to take over establishedthree
territory. months.
Commission
basis,can
guarantee first
Worker
earn
$7,000 first year. Small market 200 miles
from Chicago. Box 518C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or announcer — sales with first
class. KSPA, Santa Paula, California.
1C3

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sales
Immediate opening for experienced staff
Salesman-announcer, excellent opportunity
announcer. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
with growing station 50 miles from New
York
metropolitan
area.
WBNR,
Beacon,
New York.
K-EZY— Disneyland Hotel— Anaheim, California. Ideal living. Auditioning experiTop-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
enced announcers with 1st phone. Anad under
Management.
P.O.
Box
197,
Jacknouncing strong, technical light. Air mail
son, Miss.
tape, photo, resume, references, salary exWalkering. Write
Employment
wait-2, pected.
Walker, 83hasSo.midwest
17th St.,jobs
Mpls.
Wanted: Working
no anMinn. For application now!
nouncing required.chief
5 kw. engineers
Contact — Wendell
Elliott, KGNO, Dodge City, Kansas.
Announcers
Usted Espanol? Announcer-salesman,
South Florida. Fast paced, format radio, Habia
announcer, with first class for Spanish
who istionswilling
workthan
and average
follow instruclanguage
fornia. stations. KSPA, Santa Paula, Calito make to
better
money.
Family
ING. man only. Box 315C, BROADCASTAnnouncer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona
Boston — dj — top 40 swinger, top rated sta- Experienced staff man for fulltime 5 kw.
tion. Immediate opening. Tape, resume.
AM station near Philadelphia (with other
Box 417C, BROADCASTING.
applications pending) capable of growing
First phone dj-announcer. Enthusiastic air with us. Good salary, profit-sharing plan,
other benefits. Personal interview required.
personality most important. No maintenance 36 hour week. Eastern market, toprated 5 kw. Send tape pic, details and WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa. Dudley 4-2100.
salary wanted. Excellent opportunity Box
Rare opportunity in east Tenneseee — Some440C, BROADCASTING.
where in the interested
southeast
there'slooking
a goodforan-a
in sales
Negro announcer dj, must be capable of home in nouncer
progressive small town of 20,000.
handling
newscasts.
Florida
market.
ExcelHe can project a happy modern sound with
lent working conditions. Company benefits.
east and flawless production. He wants
security of a sound operation — challenge of
No
schoolboys,
no
beginners,
no
COD's.
Send tape and resume. None returned. Box
above
average small market radio (money
446C, BROADCASTING.
too). Send complete details, tape, salary
requirements
to Howell, Ashford, WCRK,
Midwest radio-tv combination has opening
Morristown, Tennessee.
for bright dj anxious for tv opportunity.
Send tape, recent picture and resume. Box
5000 watt adult station in medium market
451C, BROADCASTING.
wants announcer with bright, mature delivery. Highest consideration for man with
Opportunity for first class license to do imagination,
experience, versatility. Salary
local news in small market close to lakes, open.
Send tape, photo, resume to Program
ocean,
mountains,
and
hunter's
heaven.
Manager, WCSH, Portland, Maine.
Send all first letter. Box 491C, BROADCASTING.
WCSI, Columbus, Indiana has immediate
Ohio station wants a reliable announcer or opening genialfor
announcer.
staff, experienced
modern equipment,
plus Connew
first class announcer-operator with emphasis
studios and adult programming.
on announcing,er-salesman.will
consider
good
announcBox 526C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-deejay — Young man, preferably
with experience, full-time position. Send
It's as simple as this: We want a morning
tapes, resume and photo. WDEA Radio,
man that's every bit as good as Read Wilson,
Ellsworth, Maine.
who's at WWNC, Asheville; Art Roberts, in
Indianapolis; Ted Springman, in the suburbs
Wanted: Combination announcer-chief engineer for radio station WHBB in Selma, Alaof KATV
St. Louis;
and Rock.
Bill Mitchell,
now
on
in Little
You gottawho's
be happy
bama. Starting salary $85.00 a week. Call or
and charming, boy, and leave those top-50 write Dave Rigdon, General Manager,
WHBB,
Selma, Alabama.
screamers
alone
if
you're
going
to
live
in
our
resort city where the scenery is beautiful,
the fishing and boating wonderful, and the Miami, Florida, WINZ, 50.000 watts needs
top grade adult personality disc jockey
"Special Entertainment" rivals Vegas.
production experience. Must have
Solidity of character is a must. We'll pay with
photo and resume fast. Ned Powers.
5%
more
than
every
cent
you're
worth
to
us. Send your tapes, references, and tape,
Program
Director.
reasons why you want another job to Box
527C, BROADCASTING.
5 kw prestige daytimer, medium New
market, building staff for fulltime.
Announcer, top flight with first phone for England
Need announcer first phone, maintenance
medium size growth market central Calioptional.
No rock, no scream. Photo, resume,
fornia. Top station with new sound, adult tape first
letter. WSMN, Nashua, New
music, strong local news. Wonderful op- Hampshire.
portunity for right man. Send complete
resume,
picture
tape cut at 7],2 ips first The Dixie Stations are promoting two anletter. Box
553C.andBROADCASTING.
nouncer-salesmen who are mature, sincere,
hard-working and of high character. SeekSwinger. For Number 1 Pulse. Metro N.E.
ing men of their caliber as replacements in
Top
40. Tape, resume. Box 554C. BROADTexas and Louisiana. Won't get rich quick,
CASTING.
but bright
right the
men.organization.
Our managers comefuture
from for
within
Expanding operations creates need for two
Rush
resume,
photo
and
phone
number
experienced, creative announcers for top Ralph L. Hooks, The Dixie Stations P.O.to
paying tions.
position
progressive radio-tv
sta- Box 46, DeRidder, Louisiana.
We offerin opportunity
for outlined
advancement and responsibility for stable
Announcer-engineers experienced with first
family men. Have pension, bonus, vacation,
class ticket for new station in Delaware,
insurance and other fringe benefits. Please
Ohio. Third station in growing group. Send
send complete resume with references to tape
and full details to C. R. Taylor, 14
Robert E. Schmidt, General Manager,
Campbell St., Delaware, Ohio.
KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Professional announcer with a thorough
knowledge of the entire standard classical
repertory; a real speaking knowledge of at
least French, German, Italian and a familiarity with other languages. Experience in
general production. Top pay. Send audition
and resume to International Good Music,
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Top 50 station No. 1 in eight station market
needs experienced dj. Call Bob Ritter,
Taylor 2-3579, Augusta, Georgia.
Walker Employment has midwest jobs waiting. Write Walker 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2,
Minn. For application now!
Technical

Chief engineer-announcer or chief engineerarea staCharlotteTING.
wanted
writer
copv tion
371C, forBROADCAS
Write Box
er
for engineer-announc
Immediate opening
Require
at southeastern daylight station.
to right
first ticket. Good salary, hours,
man. Send audition tape and resume to
Box 472C, BROADCASTING.
needs top enTop north California station
top analso be either
gineer, who cansalesman.
Top pay. Full denouncer or top
NG.
CASTI
tails to Box 508C, BROAD
Q&A
If you got your ticket through aBut
if
—
want you.
we don't
cramminag thorough
pro
ced
ly experien through with
you're
love
came
a first class ticket that hamming
, then you
of radio and, maybe,
life.
for
boy"
"our
be
might
lust
here,s
doneThere
be
to
not a helluva lot of work
with
.
.
.
right
done
be
to
got
sure
but it's
and understanding of why and what for . . .
NonEE.
owner isd,an no remote
the station's
because
partly automate
fulltime,
DA
control, custom built recording equipment
not
that's used every day. Becausewe you'll
need for
ring" ng else—
"engineesomethi
not staybebusy
like
do
to
you to or able
some announcing — to help us
selling
pay you a good salary. Our city is a resort
mid-south; it's 'big enoungh
upper
the
in
you're tobigtheenough
anything
to docheck
you We'll
for
you almost
do.
to
the
youpoint
and give
of a Wasserman test
can
you
if
have
ever
happies job you'll
you're
you know
meet
.
ASTING
528C, IfBROADC
to Boxents.
writerequirem
good, our
Wanted: First class engineer-announcer.
Ideal year round climate. Send tape, resume and references. Box 563C, BROADCASTING.
Qualified chief engineer with announcing
ability
one kw New
daytime,
non-directional,
KPBM, for
Carlsbad,
Mexico.
Engineer— Minimum 3 years experience, 1
year in production. Edit tape, operate auto
maintenance. Retape equipment,
quires 1st phone, some
transportation. Morning
shift — $425 to start. Send resume to Chief
Engineer, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Engineer-announcer. Perform engineering
maintenance. Work 30 hours a week on
board. KVOZ, Laredo, Texas.
Engineer-announcer, first phone, wanted
immediately,
salary open WBNR, Beacon,
New
York.
Engineer for fulltime 5 kw AM only, with
other applications. Experience desirable
but secondary. Must be capable of growing
with us. Personal interview only. Call or
write Chief Engineer, WCOJ, Coatesville,
Pa. DUdley 4-2100.
Control
room stations.
engineer Large
for onestaff.
of nation's
outstanding
Interesting and varied programming. Excellent
facilities. Good pay and company benefits.
Contact Don Parker, Chief Engineer,
WHAM, Rochester, New York.
Are you an engineer (first phone) know
Gates equipment, have a flair for production?— We need you! No announcing!
WOKB, Orlando, Florida.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer. Supervisory-maintenance
engineer for one thousand watt fm station
and closed circuit television on university
campus. Must have first class radio license.
Excelient working conditions in new studios and with
equipment.
ContactGreen
immediately D. C.newKleckner,
Bowling
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
Chief engineer to help build new am station in Delaware, Ohio. Immediate opening. $550 month to right man. Should have
at least four
experience,
part airwithwork.
directional andyears
be able
to do good
This is 3rd station in growing group. Call
C. R. Taylor, Delaware, Ohio. Phone 2-0021.
Walker Employment has midwest jobs waiting. Write Walker, 83 So. 7th St., Mpls. 2,
Minn. For application now!
Production — Programming, Others
Attention, Texas: A young man who walks,
talks, and sleeps modern radio wanted to
add his spark and fire to solid but sleepy
network station in midwest. Send tape,
resume and salary expectation to Box 516C,
BROADCASTING. Come grow with us as
production manager.
News director with minimum three years
radio news experience for established operation. Send resume (no tape) including experience,starting
background, salary
availability,
telephone number,
requirement
and any
other
information
deemed
important. Your application will be acknowledged
Applicants must reside within 150 miles of
Chicago-Peoria
area. Box 531C, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, experienced and good typist,
who can write saleable production copy.
Contact
Michigan. Leo A. Jylha, WBCM, Bay City,
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.
Wanted: Copywriter for Florida east coast
station: Must be fully acquainted with production. Good pay, top station. Call Dick
Clark, WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Opportunity for good, experienced local
news man on 3 man news staff in midwest.
Good future for news man who can gather,
write and deliver local news. Starting salary $400.00 per month if you are not afraid
of work. Send tape, resume now to Ted
Thorne, WWCA, Gary, Indiana.
Experienced newsman wanted as part-time
assistant in radio news, beginning February.
Can take graduate work. School of Jouralism, University of Iowa, Iowa City.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Tiger for sale. If you are hunting for a
manager with a desire to make money for
you on sound basics and top radio operation. Write or wire Box 308C, BROADCASTING.
I'll give you a P&L we both can be proud
of
consistent
within FCC's
commercialization
policies.
Strong
programming
and sales.
References. Box 309C, BROADCASTING.
Your sound of the Sixties will ring the cash
register more
withprofitable
a new manager,
native, selling
programsimagiand
promotion
ideas.
Box
310C,
BROADCASTING.
Do you sound like MacLendon? Storz?
Pough?
manage
your Imaginative
station to make
you soundI'll like
yourself:
programming, profitable promotion coupled
with sound and sincere sales approach.
Make sense? Box 311C, BROADCASTING.
Manager with capital to invest due to sale
of present station. Prefer midwest but will
consider other locations. Established track
rp^-ord.
Address Box 492C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Experienced, educated, energetic, reputable,
reliable, and ready. Manager. Southeast
only. Box 497C, BROADCASTING.
Manager — Hard working, experienced radio
executive
five figure
bracketon may
available November
1st. Strong
sales, beprogram
ming, promotion,
personnel
Currently running station
rated handling.
first in large
western market. Best industry references
and reputation. Will make you top management. Seeking longevity. Box 517C, BROADCASTING.
Employed
seeksand change
in midwest. Big onmanager
promotion
administration.
Box 530C, BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Experienced
large tion
and acounting.
small markets
in sales,
First phone.
Boxproduc535C,
BROADCASTING.
Profitable, expanding operation can be built
fromed. economical
start. Interview requestBox 539C, BROADCASTING.
I've served over two years as general manager this profitable operation. I personally
bill over 50% of gross. I earn in five figures,
and this in a depressed area. I know I
can earn more (and you too) where greater
potential exists. I'll substantiate my capability
and value
P&L's.
accredited
references.with
If you
seek Top
and are
willing to pay for valued capable management— let's exchange confidential. If yours
is a oneway proposition — skip it. Box 546C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
First phoneperience.swinging
— CollegeBoxand 453C,
exPrefer south djFlorida.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, vet, run own
board, tight format, no floater, prima donna.
Box 477C, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, personality, 2 years experience, any typereferences.
program'sBox
including
combo. Reliable
485C,
BROADCASTING.
Network type announcer seeks chance to
relocate inemployed,
east. No best
rock references.
'n roll or format.
Presently
Details
CASTING^
and tape upon request. Box 519C, BROADAnnouncer, mature. Authoritative news.
Smooth
dj. Multi-station markets only. Box
520C. BROADCASTING.
Sports play-by-play. New York City area.
College grad. Now in graduate school. 4
years college experience. Strong on basketball. Box 523C, BROADCASTING.
Carolinas-Virginia; mature announcer-djcontinuity writer; 10 years experience. Box
524C, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive, broadcasting graduate,
jazz musician and arranger, desires position
as announcer, or jazz disc jockey. Full
resume and tape on request. Married. Box
525C, BROADCASTING.
Capable, intelligent and aggressive young
married dj seeks good time and lots of
sun in Florida. Willing to work until I drop
for the
Please help me, I'm falling. Boxright
486C,deal.
BROADCASTING.
Presently rated #1. Four station market.
Tight catetop
forty production
— wish voice,
to re-loin Florida.
Deep, mature
23,
college. Box 537C, BROADCASTING.
Attention — Philadelphia stations. 15 years
as personality dj, announcer, news, P.D.
Top ratings, best references. Now major
market. Box 544C. BROADCASTING.
Announcer for good music station. 15 years
all phases. Now in major market. Box
545C, BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer, 31, married, 5',2 years
radio, some tv booth, available first of year.
2 years with present radio-tv operation
which is changing ownership.. Reference
from employer available. Box 547C,
BROADCASTING.
Radio or tv announcer, beginner. College
degree in broadcasting. Managed Armed
Forces station. Have excellent background
for
news and sports. Box 548C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Available immediately. First phone announcer. Desires position in Oklahoma.
Strong on
commercials. Experienced. Boxnews
550C,andBROADCASTING.
First phone. Relaxed morning show. Authoritative news. Experienced. State salary, please! Box 560C, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, 3 years, staff disc
jockey, married, reliable, east only. Joe
Baum, TRemont 2-2895, N.Y.C.
Announcer dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Creative. Mature voice. Strong on
personality.
board.
Will Larry
travel anywhere.Operate
Tape, own
resume,
photo.
Beller, 1745 East 55th Street, Chicago 15,
Illinois. Phone: BUtterfield 8-5404.
All-night
jockey and
wanted. 8 yearsdisc
experience.
B.A.news
Jim shift
Dougherty,
103 Middle Road, Muscatine, Iowa. AmHerst
3-6600.
Announcer, three years experience, college,
family.
Informal,
resonant1860,
voice,
— good
music. Phone
Ted Ebrite,
Wewoka,
Oklahoma.
Need a ticket?
Physically
handicapped
announcer with first
class license.
Limited
announcing and board work. Have car.
Byron Keunzel, 817 3rd St., Havre, Montana.
Phone 265-7345.
D-Js experienced. Good ad lib personalities.
Fast board. Good sell. Contact New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Broadcaster,
not aMarried,
floater, will
announcer, experience,
sales, disc jockey.
settle, Edward Shaw, 120-25 180th Street, St.
Albans, New York. LA 8-6545.
Announcer-dj-copywriter. 5 years experience. Free lance "Platter Parade" 3 years
suncoast Florida. Can handle French language programming. Will relocate. Write or
phone. George Vallee, 735 14 Ave., South,
St. Petersburg, Florida. #754723.
Technical
Metropolitan announcer with first phone,
saies experience. Prefer west, or southwest.
Box 536C, BROADCASTING.
Technical director or chief engineer, 17
years experience. Experienced in am-fm-tv
construction. Can handle engineering application to FCC on new construction.
Presently engineer with electronics firm.
Prefer
mid-west
area. Box 529C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced on 1 kw directional, first fone
with one year experience. Prefer Illinois
or nearby. Want light board work. Box
565C, BROADCASTING.
West far west, first phone, second, telegraph.
Married,
29. Any
phase communicationsage
considered.
Strohmeyer,
238 N. 13
St., Kansas City, Kansas.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director available in two weeks.
Veteran with varied knowledge entire
broadcast
seeking
position Box
with 439C,
mature,field
dependable
operation.
BROADCASTING.
Married
man with firstwith
phone
desires position in programming
no maintenance.
Lively programming ideas — writes lively
copy. Not a drifter. Wants a steady job with
chance to move up. Can run own board.
Two years experience. References. West
U.S. preferred Box 445C, BROADCASTING.
News director — associated with major market station. Higher echelon changes force
relocation. Young, but fully experienced in
radio-tv news writing, filming, editing,
audio-recording,
news planning,
utilization
and adaptation
of news personnel
theories
to individual market situations. Highly recommended by top broadcasting officials.
Will only consider broadcasting organizations ofBoxhigh
Replies kept confidential.
480C,caliber.
BROADCASTING.
Beginner disc jockey writes jingles, news
editing, music library, mild cerebral palsey.
Tape resume. Box 481C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
FM stations: AM refugee desires to use
creative energies in production, programming and writing for fm. Wide background.
Box 515C, BROADCASTING.
Englishman, 31, Oxford graduate, author
over fifty radio and television scripts;
dramas, documentaries, comedies, networked
B.B.C., C.B.C., has lived in Canada two
years, able, versatile, presentable, seeks
responsible position with local radio station, anywhere U.S.A. or Canada. Possibility
investment reasonable capital for share of
business. Box 541C, BROADCASTING.
Top flight broadcaster. 17 years radio-tv.
Exciting sportscasts, always top-rated. National reputation major league baseball,
football, basketball, all sports. Highly successful tv: bowling show, commercials, daily
sportscasts. 35. Family man. Stable. Tired
of extensive circuit travel, not seeking
play-by-play.
MuchBROADCASTING.
in demand as mc,
speaker.
Box 543C,
Mature, dedicated newsman, ready for news
directorship in growing organization. 7
years experience all phases radio-tv news.
Available shortly after personal interview.
Currently
employed major market. Box
559C,
BROADCASTING.
Currently well situated major market newscaster and experienced program director
desires position as program and/or news director in large Florida market. A well
rounded background includes 13 years of
radio and television with the finest references. Familiar with production, personnel,
and budgeting. Interested in building adult
appeal programming for metropolitan station. Complete details available by contactMich.ing "Director, 18681 Washburn, Detroit 21,
Girl. Trained. Write commercials, type, do
limited air work. Anxious to begin first job.
Modest salary. Good worker. Alice Wireman, Gapville, Kentucky.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
UHF independent station needs aggressive
salesmanager who will call on national
agencies,cellent
plus
local salesmen.
Exfuture direct
with incentive
plan. Send
complete
resume
to
Box
365C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Major market midwest television station
has immediate opening for announcer who
also directs or is interested in training in
directing. Send tape, resume and picture.
Box 431C, BROADCASTING.
WLEX-TV, Lexington, Kentucky has immediate opening for announcer with teleexperience.
age 28-35.
Send
resume, vision
audio
tape, Prefer
and recent
photograph
to Harry
C.
Barfield,
WLEX-TV,
Lexington, Kentucky.
Wanted, announcer-director, salary plus top
talent rate. East coast Florida tv station.
Send complete resume, pictures, sf or video
tape
Florida.to Clark Davis, WPTV, Palm Beach,
Announcer-director. Live programming expansion in new, million-dollar plant creates
opening for versatile man who is a proven
professional announcer as well as capable
director. Send complete resume, tape, picture. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.
Technical
Maintenance engineer with emphasis on
microwave equipment. First class license
required. Network vhf located in midwest
and member of radio-tv station group. Send
full details of training and experience to
Box 467C, BROADCASTING.
First class engineers for transmitter and
studioworkoperation
maintenance.
Netvhf located inandmidwest
and member
of
radio-tv
station
group.
Send
full
details
of training and experience to Box 468C,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineers with some announcing experience
for fm maintenance and operation. Excellent opportunity. Great Lakes area. Give
full
details in letter. Box 469C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest vhf has vacancy for maintenance
and operation engineer. Prefer one or more
years maintenance experience. Send photograph, experience resume and expected
salary
to J. H.
Seide, C. E., KNOP-TV,
North Platte,
Nebraska.
Transmitter supervisor for PT 25BH. Applicant should be very strong on transmitter maintenance. Good pay for right man.
Contact Jim Lockerd, Chief Engineer,
KSWO-TV, Lawton, Oklahoma.
Television transmitter engineer, strong on
maintenance, hunting, fishing, skiing. Contact Marion Cunningham, Chief Engineer,
KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years
experience in maintenance. Jerry E. Smith,
C. E., Box 840 Corpus Christi, Texas.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Broad experience all phases tv management
. . . strong on sales . . . creative, 32, family.
Seek
position with future. Box 494C,
BROADCASTING.
Management
or sales
management.
Can increase billings.
Personal
meeting desired.
Box 540C, BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Thoroughly experienced
and successful in competitive broadcasting
administration — sales management — sales —
programming — 19 years (TV — 8 years). BA
degree; 37; high-type. For past year, CBS
station manager — sales manager in IV2 million market. Present opportunity for advancement too limited. Can produce efficient, quality, profit-making operation in
larger or small market — radio or television.
Have
done it; am doing it. Box 557C,
BROADCASTING.
Program — production manager. Qualified,
not thru
thrus and
actual workfriends
history orin ambition,
every tv but
capacity,
recent agency head. Only 26. Family of
five. Box 561C, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. 17 years broadcasting. 7 at same tv station. Established and
manage sales department producing among
top medium market stations. College grad,
veteran, married, family, civic worker.
Finest national and local references. Personal interview possible. Valid reason for
this ad. Box 567C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Studio technician, first phone, age 43, three
years experience, weak on maintenance, exING. cellent references. Box 461C, BROADCASTTech school graduate, one year experience,
1st phone, vet. Box 503C, BROADCASTING.
Stop gambling on new employees. Duds and
hot-shots never complete our comprehensive studio production and operations program. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHSTV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
Young,tor with
industrious,
creative
producer-direcseven years
experience
in all
phases of production desires same position
in larger
Excellent recommendations. Boxmarket.
473C, BROADCASTING.
Number 2 position in photo department.
Some graphic art. 1st phone. Box 551C,
BROADCASTING.
Ready for program manager slot. 8 years
diversified o&o experience. Can tighten up
procedure, air-time. Believe ratings begin
at station. Box 558C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director with meaning! Four
years television. Two years agency. Desires to re-enter broadcasting. Not a prima
donna, but a consistent hard working family
man. Box 562C, BROADCASTING.
Former university instructor in television
and theater desires directing position in
commercial or educational television. Experienced director, scene designer, and
lighting director.
location un-54
limited. Contact:Geographical
James W. Armacost,
Bond St., Westminster, Maryland.
No rip and read. TV newscaster, writer.
Mature, authoritative. Experienced. Jack
Manning, 1441 N. Hudson, Hollywood, California. HO 6-1063.
For Sale
Equipment
Three used 50 kw am broadcast transmitters, two used 5 kw transmitters, one used
1 kw transmitter. Will sell all or part.
Write
ING. for details. Box 447C, BROADCASTTrailer for video tape unit or mobile control room. 18'x7'x7' two-room, corrugated
steel-aluminum, rockwool lined, AC generators installed, heating, ventilation, storage,
cable, electric brakes, new tires. Should be
seen.
Details
available. Box 538C, BROADCASTING.
Schafer automatic program equipment.
Used
less 4thanyears.
one $7,500.00.
year. Manufacturer's
guarantee
Call Olean,
N.Y. 2-0161
RCA 66-A modulation monitor top condition. Panel newly refinished. New lettering.
Price . . . $250.00. Freight prepaid, KNET,
Palestine, Texas.
Towerall— 180'
3 post Equipment
"Windchanger,"
insulated
base
lighting.
good condition.
$750 WBKH, Box 1499, Hattiesburg, Mississippi. JU 2-1986.
Gates remote — Model RDC-10 like new, with
monitors and associated parts — $800.00 cash.
Mr. Martens, C.E., WENN, FA 3-2341, Birmingham, Alabama.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 550
Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Best offer takes RCA B.T.F. 250A fm transmit er, 4sectional
Pylon antennaCompany,
(4-131,/2
sectional).
United 54'Broadcasting
Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D. C, CO
5-4734.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Specialin sale.
We're moving
our used
new
plant
New Brighton,
Minn. to
Several
lab and demo video monitors. 17" models
$185.00 @ new warranty. Miratel, Inc., 1083
Dionne St., St. Paul, Minn.
Truscon tower, 370 feet, solid member construction. Self-supporting, insulated, priced
right, immediate delivery. Phillips Tower
Co.,
124
E.
Lachappelle St., San Antonio,
Texas.
Microwave transmission line-Andrew lVs"
and Vs" teflon insulated. Large quantity,
complete with connectors, ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating equipment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
Four legged self supporting tapered tower
185' high. First check for $950 will take.
United Broadcasting Company, Hotel Shoreham, Washington, D.C., CO 5-4734.
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WANTED

TO BUY

WANTED

Stations
Radio station grossing between $70,000 and
$125,000 per year. Prefer southern part of
nation. Box 474C, BROADCASTING.
Will buy all or controlling interest in am
station, small Ohio market. Reliable, finanCASTING.cially, confidential. Box 532C, BROADExperienced broadcaster wants to buy all
or part of station or cp from owner. Box
556C, BROADCASTING.
Daytimer in western states or part interest
in fulltimer or daytimer. Send particulars
to J. Wallace Gutzler, Attorney, Woodburn,
Oregon.
Equipment
One dual channel consolette, used and in
good condition. Two RCA 70C turntables.
S. Hawes, KPFK, Los Angeles 38, California.

YOUR

HANDY

TO BUY

Equipment —equipment
(Cont'd) including
Used uhf transmission
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
One kw am transmitter suitable for Conalrad operation only. Please contact George
Engineering
Director,
WDSM-TV
&Carlson,
AM, 230
East Superior
Street,
Duluth,
Minnesota.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
Haveready
cp. toforgo.hotPrefer
spot incomplete
southern California
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
Scully recorder, W.E. mixing board, broadcast microphone, jack panels and cords
Super Recordings, 369 St. Charles Rd., Glen
Ellyn, 111.
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INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics.
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road. Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering
1150 West Olive Avenue. Burbank,School,
California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Broadcasting — The National Academy of
Broadcasting,
3338new16thclasses
St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C, starts
November
1st.
Be an announcer, disc jockey, writer or
producer. Phone DE 2-5580 for catalog and
job list.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite if-216.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
l\ Sales Executive Wanted
Bl Community
Clubfirm
Awards,
Radio-in
TV promotion
addingprestige
executive
territories, E.C., W.C., Mid-West. Full
time, travel, home weekends. S15-S20,000
B« plus, $10,000 draw against expenses. CCAB" Station Experience a pre-requisite.
Available all NAB district meetings. For
■g personal interview by appointment. Resume,
Hg pix first letter.
John C. Gilmore
P.O. Box 537
Westport, Connecticut
I*
Phone, Capital 7-0841
Sales
EXECUTIVE RADIO SALESMEN
IF YOU ARE NOT THE NUMBER
ONE CLOSER IN YOUR MARKET,
DO NOT READ FURTHER!
IF YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN
A MINIMUM
INCOME OF £25,000,
STOP
NOW.
IF YOU thoroughly understand integrated
advertising and are capable of developing
creative campaigns for all media, THEN
YOU ARE OUR MAN! . . . You will
work with top executives in the radio and
advertising industry. You must be free to
travel five days weekly and be available
for interview in New York City in the
very near future.
IF YOU HAVE SOLD OR ARE NOW
SELLING LIBRARY OR JINGLE SERVICE TO RADIO STATIONS THIS
COULD BE YOUR BIG CHANCE TO
RAPIDLY ASSUME EXECUTIVE
STATUS.
WRITE FULL PARTICULARS,
BOX 521C, BROADCASTING.
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TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — Management
g::iBiiiiHiiiiBiiiiaiiiiBiiiia!iiiBiiiiBiiiianiisiiiisiimii
H STATION MANAGER, SALES
§
EXECUTIVE, FILM BUYER
H Have executive ability in telegj vision administration, production,
= programming, sales. 15 years exB perienee. Now employed in major
B market. Available after January

ANNOUNCER
Top flight with first phone for medium
size growth market central California.
Top station with new sound, adult
music, strong local news. Wonderful
opportunity for right man. Send complete resume, picture and tape cut at
7'/2 ips first letter.
Box 553C, BROADCASTING

MORNING MAN
Must be solid personality dj with
good, friendly style. If you have
comic approach, so much the better.
No news. $7500 per annum to start,
KSTT
;
[i Davenport, Iowa
Production-Programming, Others

CONTINUITY

DIRECTOR

Experienced in production spots; able
to write selling copy. Permanent position, salary open. Send complete
resume including starting salary, when
available, etc. To Bob Wiley P.D.,
WAKR Radio-TV Center, Akron 20,
Ohio, PO 2-881 I.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
MORNING PERSONALITY
Radio people, television people, advertising people, my wife, creditors,
etc., everybody here tells me my show
is big time. It is amusing, it is entertaining, it is DIFFERENT. Nielsen
rates it the #1 morning show in this
metropolitan
area. hear
So I'm
Mr.
Big Market,
my convinced.
tape and
enjoy yourself.
Box 566C, BROADCASTING

1
Box 564C, BROADCASTING
rJI!iailllBIII!BIIIIB|illBIIIIBIIIIBIIIiBI!lflllllfliBIIIIB

first.
H Production-Programming,
Others

tj
>
'
'
I
A
'/

PRODUCTION

MANAGER

Experienced in all phases of highest
quality of graphic arts. Letterpress
printing, black and white and color
off-set, 4-color process, extensive knowledge of handling newspaper and magazine engravings, electrotypes, and
media. Wishes to relocate with television network or. agency. Write:
Box 533C, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Equipment

(Do a
IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTM ASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
queing record-playback combo unit.
IWJ
For details or demonstration, write
|f UJ VISUAL
ELECTRONICS
ft
356 W. 40th STREET,
NEW YORK IS, N.Y. CORP.
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

JOBS IN RADIO & TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent
the station— you're
looking for scouts
— freeforregistration
confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineers-Salesmen
Announcers-N
ewsmen-D J $
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.

Production-Programming, Others
AGGRESSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
Young (35), experienced (17 years)
ingenious (Idea Man).
★
* *
Tremendous background: Former Major League Sportscaster. Management,
Sales, Programming, Promotion . . .
handled individually or in tandem.
Family man. Opportunity paramount.
Box 542C, BROADCASTING.

MISCELLANEOUS
S pecializing
in 'Broadcast
Radio Remote
Control Telemetry
and
Multiplex Systems
For
STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California
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(Continued from page 107)
STATIONS

FOR

PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGIONAL
Fine, fulltime facility in good market.
Valuable real estate included in price
of $160,000 with 29% down and long
payout.
Box 501C, BROADCASTING
^llllll|[]|lllllllllll[]llllllillllK]||||||||||||[]l!lllllllll|[]||||||||||||[]||lllll^
|
UPPER MIDWEST
|
|
1 KW Daytimer
§
3 Medium market. Grossing $75,000. 5
| Full price $120,000 29% down, §
= balance 10 years.
=
|
Box 522C, BROADCASTING 1
plllllHIUIIIIIIIllllitllillllllllllUlllllllllllltlllllllllllllEllllllllllllltjllllllll
NEVADA

FULLTIME

Largest southern Nevada city,
asking $90,000. Low Down payment. Long terms. Perfect for
owner-manager.
Box 555C, BROADCASTING

Ariz. Small
Calif. Small
Tenn. Single
Va.
Single
La.
Single
Single
Ca.
Va.
Single
Ala.
Medium
Medium
Fla.
Medium
Wyo.
Medium
La.
Texas Medium
Wash. Metro
Texas Metro
Calif. Metro
And Others

Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
Fulltime
250w
Fulltime
Daytimer
25Cw
Regional
lkw-D
Fulltime
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
FM

PAUL H.
CHAPMAN

68M
$73M
62 M
57 M
107M
175M
80M
65M
230M
125M
158M
225M
85M
130M
49M

terms
29%
15dn
cash
15dn
30dn
29%
25dn
22dn
29%
terms
29%
terms
30dn
13dn

COM P A N Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS

Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca

5000 WATT DAYTIMER
Fabulous Central Florida
Billing #5500 monthly, low overhead.
Unlimited
potential — Price ? 100,000.
#40,000 down, 10 year payout.
W. B. GRIMES &. CO.
1519 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
DEcature 2-2311

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Management team desires to lease,
buy all, or control of Eastern radio
II station in or near metro area. Presv ent financial condition of property
no concern. Will consider all propositions.
u
Box 5^JC,JJRa4DCASTING
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SALE

GUNZENDORFER
CALIFORNIA. $12,500 down. Asking
$60,000. Easy payout.
IDAHO. Fulltime earner asking $95,000.
10 year payout.
ARIZONA.
$8,000 down. Asking $45,000. Long payout.
CALIFORNIA. Big station $275,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630
W.
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
To buy or sell a Radio-TV property:
patt Mcdonald co.
Box 9266, Austin 17, Texas. GL 3-8080
Or:
Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd, N.Y. 17, N.Y.,
MU 2-4813
Dick Watts, Box 701 So., Houston
Texas, HU 6-7400
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Contultonti — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
No f ion-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
- — STATIONS

FOR SALE —

NORTHWEST. Full time. Fine market.
Doing $50,000. Asking $45,000 with 29%
down.
CALIFORNIA. Exclusive. Full time. Asking
$125,000 with 29% down.
SOUTH. Exclusive daytimer. Absentee
owned. Asking $40,000 with $10,000 down.
SOUTHWEST. Old established full time
operation in one of the top one-hundred
markets. Asking $275,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Very profitable full
time facility. Doing $200,000 per year.
Sound market economy. Asking $^00,000
with 29% down including real estate.
SOUTHWEST.
markets.
Daytimer that canTopgo one-hundred
full. Asking $120,000
with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar

for

Dollar
you can't beat
a
classified
ad for
getting top-flight
mrr personnel
i broadcasting
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et al (all stockholders of NT&T, Inc.);
without mission
prejudice
whatever action
com-of
may deem toappropriate
in light
any determination in (1) United States v.
National Telefilm Associates, Inc., C. A.
119-287 (U.S.D.C., S. D. of New York) and
Standard Radio & Tv Co. v. Chronicle Publishing Co., et al (Sup. Ct., California, Santa
Clara Case; and (2) with respect to studies
and inquiries now being considered or
conducted by commission as part of its
study of network broadcasting.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations;Va.;WFLS,
Star Harry
B/cg Corp.,
Fredericksburg,
WLES,
A. Epperson
Sr.,
Lawrenceville,
Va.;
WKWS,
Radio
Franklin Inc., Rocky Mount, Va., and specify
trans's.;
WHEO,
Henry B/cg
Stuart, Va.;
WBCI,Patrick
Williamsburg
B/cgCorp.,
Co.,
Williamsburg, Va.; WBUC, Upshur County
B/cg Co., Buckhannon, W. Va.
■ Granted licenses for following am staVa., arid
specifytions:
studioWKNA,andCharleston,
remote W.
control
location;
WFMM-FM, Baltimore, Md.; WAQE-FM,
Baltimore, Md. and specify type trans.;
WCCV-FM,
Va.; WASAFM,
Havre DeCharlottesville,
Grace, Md.
WRFK(FM)
Richmond,
Va.— Granted license covering
change tofrom
educational
fm station
fm noncommercial
station, change
in ant. -trans, location and installation new
ant. and trans.
— Granted
to WMVA
use old Martinsville,
main trans, asVa.aux.
trans. license
WGH
Newport
News,
Va.
—
Granted
covering installation new trans, aslicense
aux.
trans.
KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted
license covering changes in tv station.
KSANto use
SanoldFrancisco,
— Granted
license
main trans,Calif.
as aux.
trans,
(present
main
trans,
location)
and
operation by remote control; and installation
new trans. (BL-7898); without prejudice
to whatever action commission may deem
appropriatevelopedinin pending
light of any
information
deinquiry
concerning
compliance
with
sec.
317
of
Communications Act.
WILD Boston, Mass. — Granted mod. of
license to change remote control point.
KSJB Jamestown, N. D. — Granted mod.
of license to operate trans, by remote control; conditions.
Actions of October 5
KAFY Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted assignment of licenses to Tullis and Hearne
Inc.
■ Granted
for following
stations: WXTClicenses
Annapolis,
Md. and fmspecify
studio location and deletion of remote
control point; WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.
Evening Star B/cg Co. Washington, D. C.
— Granted license for low power station.
■ Granted
STABert
for Williamson,
following vhf
repeater stations:
chs tv7 and
11,
Belt,
Mont.
(KFBB-TV,
ch
5,
KRTV,
ch 3, Great Falls, Mont.); Boyes T. V.
Club, Ch 13, Hammond and Boyes, Mont.
(KRSD and KDSJ, chs 7 and 5, Rapid City
and Lead,
D.); Harlowton
T. V. Montana
Association, chs S.
7 and
10, Harlowton,
Community, Mont. (KOOK, ch 2, KGHL,
ch 8, Billings, Mont.; Lodgepole Tv Inc.,
ch 13, Lodgepole Village and Community,
Neb. (KHPL-TV, ch 6, Haves Center, Neb );
Merrill Rotary Community T. V. ch 7;
Lyman, Henry and Merrill Communities,
Neb. (KUDH, ch 4, Hay Springs, Neb.);
Cimarron T. V. Club, ch 11, Cimarron and
Dawson, N. M. (KOB-TV, ch 4, Albuquerque, N. M.
WACO Waco, Tex. — Granted mod. of
license to operate main trans, by remote
control, using DA-N; conditions.
KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.— Granted cp to
utilize interim tower and one bay ant. as
aux. ant. at main trans, location.
WBBB-FM
N C. —
Granted
cp to Burlington-Graham,
install new type trans.
Memphis, Tenn. — Granted cp
forWDIA-FM
new fm station.
License renewal
■ alFollowing
granted renewof license:stations
KFRO were
Longview,
Texas:
WSYE-TV Elmira, N. Y.; WBTM Danville,
Va.; ton,WICO
Salisbury,
Md.;
WVEC
HampVa.; WRVA Richmond, Va.; WPIXiTV)
New York,Philadelphia,
N. Y.: WOTR Pa.;
Corry,WELC
Pa.; WIBGAM-FM
W. Va.; KYA San Francisco,
Calif. Welch,
WNEWnewal of New
York,
N. Y—
licenses.
Comr.
CrossGranted
voted refor
1-year renewal only. Ann. Oct. 12.
(FOR THE RECORD) 113

Precision
A French word that means the same thing in English :
quality or state of being precise; accuracy; definiteness. It's a precise description of an Air France pilot.
Exacting. Accurate. Definite. An alert mind guiding
skilled hands to precise action. Everyone expects it.
Everyone who's ever flown Air France finds it. They

find something else, too. The same quality of precision in everything. Food that is prepared in the great
French tradition. Service that is accurate, and attentive to every detail. Atmosphere that is friendly, enjoyable, and authentically French. Precisely what
you want . . . precisely what you get . . . every time!

AIR
FRANCE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE/WORLD'S
MOST
114

JET
PERSONAL
SERVICE
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Lewis

Berkley

Davis, president

He's made
a national reputation
The new president of the Electronic Industries Assn. is
one of the few top-echelon executives in American business
to spend a whole career within 15 miles of his birthplace.
Lewis Berkley Davis was born in Lewisport, Ky., Oct. 27,
1911.
He started his business life in the neighboring Owensboro,
Ky., in 1934, and he hasn't moved his headquarters since.
Mr. Davis, called "Berk" by his friends, got started in
electronics by playing basketball. He was center on championship teams at the U. of Kentucky.
At the time the president of Ken-Rad Tube & Lamp Co.,
of Owensboro, was a red-hot basketball fan. When Mr.
Davis graduated in 1934 with a degree in engineering, the
Ken-Rad boss saw a chance to get a fledgling engineer and,
more important, a piece of polished talent for the company's professional basketball team.
Big Break ■ During the early stages of his association
with Ken-Rad, then a well-known manufacturer of radio
receiving tubes, Mr. Davis played basketball and simultaneously advanced in engineering. He got his first important
executive break when the U.S. Navy asked Ken-Rad to set
up facilities for manufacturing transmitting tubes.
The job of putting Ken-Rad in the transmitting tube busi-

of EIA

without leaving home
ness was given to Mr. Davis and with it the title of chief
engineer. By Dec. 7, 1941, when the Japanese struck Pearl
Harbor, Mr. Davis had Ken-Rad turning out Navy tubes on
schedule.
From then on Mr. Davis took on more and more responsibility. He was manager of Owensboro operations for KenRad when the company was acquired by General Electric in
1945. In December 1949 he was made general manager of
all of GE's receiving tube operations, responsible for a whole
complex of plants in Owensboro, Tell City and Huntingburg,
Ind., and in Anniston, Ala.
In 1956 Mr. Davis was named general manager of the
newly-formed Electronic Components Div., the job he still
holds, and in 1960 was elected a vice president of GE.
The division that Mr. Davis heads produces in the whole
range of tubes and semi-conductors. It makes television picture tubes, radio receiving tubes, power tubes, transistors,
rectifiers and specialized components.
The Big Problems ■ As the new president of the electronics association (he succeeded David R. Hull, formerly of
Raytheon and now of Hoffman Electronics, last May), Mr.
Davis sees two vital problems facing the electronics industry.
The first is the growing volume of imports, especially
from Japan. Last year, Mr. Davis noted recently, 50% of
all small transistor radios sold in the United States were
Japanese.
The second problem is the fear of lost markets because of
fast changing technology. "Things happen so fast today,"
Mr. Davis said, "that unless a manufacturer keeps up with
new developments and research, he's likely to wake up one
morning and find his market pre-empted by another and
better
Mr. item."
Davis is optimistic about radio and television in this
decade. He expects manufacturers to break out of their
present sales plateau with new products like wall television
sets and wrist-watch radios.

ElA's Davis
The 60s look big for electronics
BROADCASTING, October 17, 1960

He is a firm believer in EIA's position on the need for a
broad study of uses of the radio spectrum to find out if
more efficient allocations to various services can be made.
He also joins EIA in opposition to proposals that manufacturers be required by law to produce all-channel tv sets
capable of receiving both uhf and vhf transmissions.
Mr. Davis believes that another major problem of the day
is keeping costs in line. "The achievement of cost reduction
in the face of constantly necessary and expensive technological improvement on the one hand and ever stiffer competition on the other will continue to be the single most important objective within the industry," he said.
Activity Man ■ Mr. Davis has been active in community
as well as business affairs.
He served as a member of the Owensboro Board of Education for three years and as a city commissioner for two
two-year terms. He is past president of the Owensboro
Chamber of Commerce and of Associated Industries of
Kentucky. He is chairman of the Owensboro-Daviess County
Industrial Foundation and president of the alumni association of the U. of Kentucky. He is a member of the Institute of Radio Engineers and of Alpha Sigma Phi, college
social fraternity.
Mr. Davis married Elizabeth Miller of Rumsey, Ky., in
1942. They have two children, a 16-year-old son and 10year-old daughter.
For relaxation, Mr. Davis plays golf in the low eighties
("sometimes
the high
seventies"),
on
the Ohio Riverin which
is near
his home.and he water skis 115

EDITORIALS
Spirals and statistics
WINS New York is sold for $10 million. A week later
WMGM New York is sold for $11 million. And once
again conversations turn to the spiral of station prices.
Is there no limit in sight? Are station prices inflated?
Can the buyer who pays $10 million or more for a radio
station hope to make a reasonable return?
The answers to those questions, in order, seem to be:
yes, no and probably. At least those answers seem sensible
in the light of forecasts by Arno Johnson, J. Walter Thompson's respected economist.
Mr. Johnson, at the annual conference of the Advertising
Research Foundation, predicted that total advertising expenditures would rise to $13 billion in 1961 and to $25
billion in 1971 (Broadcasting, Oct. 10). If he turns out
to be anywhere near right, it means that television and radio
revenue will more than double in the next 10 years, even if
neither takes a proportionately bigger share of total advertising than it has been taking.
Total advertising volume in 1959 was about $11.1 billion,
according to McCann-Erickson's estimates for Printers' Ink.
Television took $1.5 billion, or 13.5% of the total, and
radio took $643 million, or 5.7%.
Assume that Mr. Johnson's predictions are correct. Television volume will increase by some $250 million next year
and radio volume will increase by nearly $100 million, if
both do no more than hold their present percentages of the
total advertising economy. In 10 years television will increase by $1.8 billion over its 1959 record and radio by
$782 million — both more than doubling in volume.
With projections like these, it is possible to believe that
a few years from now the purchases of WINS and WMGM
may look like bargains.
Nyet

THE appearance of Premier Khrushchev on David Susskind's syndicated Open End on WNTA-TV New York
and other tv and radio stations a week ago raises questions
which, perhaps fortunately, do not arise very often. In
reviewing them we find ourselves in accord with the station
on basic principles but not, regrettably, on the end result.
The first question is whether Premier Khrushchev should
have been invited in the first place. Note that we say
"should have been." Under the Constitution, any station's
or network's right in inviting him is not open to question —
a fact that State Dept. officials flagrantly ignored when they
asked the tv networks (but not, apparently, WNTA-TV or
Mr. Susskind) to forego special programs that would give
Mr. Khrushchev a platform for his propaganda.
We do not buy that "platform" argument for a moment.
WNTA-TV and the other stations no more provided a platform than did the newspapers that stationed men under Mr.
Khrushchev's Park Avenue balcony and reported in endless
columns whatever propaganda he cared to mouth whenever
he cared to come out and mouth it. A studio is no more a
platform than is a balcony when both are used for the same
purpose, but if the State Dept. asked newspapers to lay off,
they were sensible enough to ignore the suggestion.
Our complaint is with the handling of the "interview" —
with what came out on the screen. Mr. Susskind's talents
as a showman are well known; his credentials as a newsman
are negligible if not nonexistent. Despite what we are sure
were commendable efforts to bone up for the performance,
he was woefully overmatched against the Russian premier.
His first mistake, then, was not in inviting Mr. Khrushchev
but in deciding to take him on himself.
His second and perhaps equally disastrous mistake was
116

his decision, conscious or not, to turn the interview into a
debate. Mr. Susskind acted as if the whole free world were
depending on him. The free world is exposed to many
hazards, but this should not be one of them. We would hate
to think that the free world suffered from Mr. Susskind's
performance, but we cannot think it gained anything. The
substitution of an accomplished newsman would have given
the program far more weight, balance and authority.
There was one other mistake that was regrettable from
the standpoint of good taste if nothing more serious. This
was the decision to insert anti-communist plugs for Radio
Free Europe in place of the commercials for the Open End
sponsors who wanted no association with this program. The
roundtable discussion by newsmen immediately following
the program was an excellent and effective method of putting Mr. Khrushchev's remarks into perspective. But interrupting the program to present what amounted to disclaimers
was distasteful, quite apart from whatever propagandistic
value it may have for the communists.
Fortunately, as we suggested, broadcasters do not have
to decide every day whether to present the likes of the
Russian premier. If there is a lesson in the Open End episode, itis that in broadcast journalism as in anv other kind
there is no substitute for trained and talented newsmen.

Pun'shment

enough
TIE tragic case of former FCC Commissioner Richard
A. Mack lingers. Since his forced resignation from the
FCC two and a half years ago, during which he has been
under indictment for conspiracy in the Miami tv cases, he
has been in and out of hospitals. When the thrice postponed
conspiracy trial was called in Washington two weeks ago,
he was in the Broward County Hospital in Fort Lauderdale
and, according to physicians, in serious condition.
There is no plausible defense for the actions of the former
FCC member while he was in office. Judge Alexander
Holtzoff, of the Federal District Court, has commented on
his intemperate use of alcohol. Court appointed physicians
last week reported that he is a chronic alcoholic, too sick
to be tried. They said he probably has anemia and cirrhosis
of the liver.
The career of Richard Mack ended with his forced resignation. He has not been gainfully employed since. The
conspiracy case against him ought to be quashed. He has
paid his debt. No useful purpose can be served in an agonizing trial of a man who already has arranged his own
punishment.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Now with this model, refrigerator raiders won't miss the
commercials!"
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RTNDA
Cites

WOOD-TV

Judges

WOOD

Editorials

Best,

Documentary

RADIO

Last week, the Radio and Television News Directors Association gave top award to WOOD-TV
editorials during 1 959.

for its series of

At the same time, RTNDA awarded a special citation to
WOOD

Radio for its documentary of a community skid

row problem, "THE WASTED
WOOD

and WOOD-TV

WORLD."

editorials are the work of News

Director Dick Cheverton. His News Department turns up
leads and helps on research. Station management approves all material prior to broadcast, but WOOD and
WOOD-TV

editorials are essentially Dick's. He has a

fine writing ability and a believable air personality. He's
honest and fair but has the ability to get hot under the
collar over a situation that is cockeyed. We're grateful
to RTNDA for the recognition given our editorials and

DICK CHEVERTON

awfully glad we've got a fellow like Dick working for us.
WASTED

WORLD

is the work of WOOD

reporter Del

Blumenshine. For one week of a Michigan winter, he
lived as a bum named "Doc Bennett" on skid row. He
slept in the two-bit flop houses, ate mission food, drank
cheap wine and sterno with his new-found buddies — all
while recording on a miniature tape machine. The result
was an extremely accurate picture of a community problem that has since been much improved. We're equally
proud of Dels recognition by RTNDA and of his enterprise, perceptiveness and disdain for comfort that led
to his citation.

a ret Scliroeder
PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER
DEL BLUMENSHINE

WOOD

TV

lichigan
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids,
WOOD-TV — NBC Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD-Radio — NBC.
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Stories of the man
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"KEEP

OUT

hired to

TROUBLE

OF

MIAMI!"

IN MIAMI!

Against a background of luxurious hotels, exotic nightclubs
. . . interesting people seeking fun and excitement! A gay carefree resort that must be kept free of undesirable guests, embarrassing scandal, crime of any sort!
Here is superb television entertainment destined to be the
season's
most is
unusual
success. The Ziv-UA man can tell you
if your market
still open.

ZIV

ZIV-UNITED ARTISTS, INC.
488 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.
Produced by
SCHENCK-KOCH ENTERPRISES, INC.

35 Cents
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For first time: a calculation of the values of

The official word : radio income

tv network political broadcasting

had healthy rise in 1959

Now

a new spot contract form that agencies

say will make buying much

JL

27

JL

A

easier

52

and profits
57

FCC Commissioner Lee urges freeze on vhf
and move of all tv to uhf
72
fCOMPLETE INDEX PAGE 1
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NATIONAL

Too late to be included
within the body of the
advertisement to the left.
"WCCO Television's
annual $1200 four
year scholarship, to an
outstanding student
entering the school of

. . . presented to us by the Radio Television
News Directors Association for outstanding
reporting of a community problem. This is the
second citation awarded WCCO by this great
group . . . the first coming in 1955 for being
Ihe Outstanding News Operation of the nation.
Last year we were honored by being named
News-film Station of the Year, an award presented by the University of Missouri school of
Journalism and the Encyclopedia Britannica.
We accept these honors with pride. They
signify that we have achieved and are
maintaining our fundamental goal of
excellence in our news coverage. They
symbolize the recognition WCCO Television receives everyday from the
vast number of people who depend
on this station for the finest in television news coverage. This is the difference between Good and Great in Minneapolis, St. Paul Television.
Represented by
ERS, GRIFFIN AND WOODWARD

journalism at the
University of Minnesota,
IS THE FIRST MAJOR
EFFORT OF ITS SIZE,
BY AN INDIVIDUAL
STATION TO PROVIDE
HELP AND
LEADERSHIP TO
POTENTIAL

JOURNALISTS."*
BETWEEN GOOD AND
GREAT in MinneapolisSt. Paul Television is
WCCO TELEVISION.

to the RTNDA Convert i,
October 6, ) 960,

WNAX-570

PLOWING
TO

NATIONAL

CONTEST

PRESIDENTIAL

Focal point for the attention of 160,000 visitors to
the 1960 National Plowing Contest and Soil Conservation Field Days was the assembly area where
presidential candidates, Vice-President Richard
Nixon and Senator John Kennedy delivered major
farm policy addresses.
Despite rain, mud and inclement weather, huge
crowds of midwesterners visited Plowtown, U.S.A.
near Sioux Falls, South Dakota to hear the presidential aspirants, tour the 100 acres of farm exhibits and watch contestants from 14 states compete for the national plowing titles.

WNAX-570
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF CBS
ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Katz

- - HOST
CANDIDATES
Most of the major farm machinery manufacturers
were represented in the exhibit area, displaying and
demonstrating over $5,000,000.00 worth of the latest
farm equipment.
WNAX-570's co-sponsorship of this national farm
event is a part of a continuing program of service
to agriculture, reflecting the long record of leadership in farm broadcasting in WNAX Big Aggie
Land where the farmer is King.
WNAX-570, the nation's 40th Radio Market is the
only single medium that reaches and delivers this
rich agricultural area.

RADIO

PEOPLES BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX, Yankton, S. Dak.
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
WCAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, VVorthington,
Columbus- Ohio
WTTM, Trenton, N.J.
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.

LANSING

JACKSON

The best shot in
outstate" Michigan
pockets three . major
markets ranking
11th* in retail sales
gives you more
Grade A coverage of
Central Michigan
population and TV
households. Nationally,
26th**
ket.the Your
cuemarto
call Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell, Inc
"SROS Consumer Market Data
■Television
11/30/59 Age 100 Top Markets
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WILX

BATTLE

C H IG A

S E R V
GOLDEN

is associated with WILS

CREEK

TRIANGLE

- Lansing WPON

- Pontiac

3

ITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL PHOTO
tomorrow
is here
HOME
OF
THE FUTURE
First moon house is designed, ready for
construction and lunar occupancy. Made of

IT Y

T V

today

in the LANCASTER

aluminum, man's moon house has heavy
canopy to shield occupants from continuous dust-fall and scorching 214° heat.

MULTI-C

s selling

HARRISBURG

j YORK

j

market

M A R K E T

This station with its multi-city
coverage
V
T
WGALlooks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

316,000 WATTS
Representative: The- MEEtCtR-Ccrrrrparry, inc.

' New York

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
^ Chicago

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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UA buying KFSD
United Artists' initial venture into
station ownership will be through acquisition of KFSD-AM-FM-TV San
Diego for about $7 million. Negotiations were being concluded last weekend after Southland Industries Inc.
(WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio) had
dropped option because it could not
get satisfactory financing at less than
6V2 % interest (Broadcasting, Oct.
17). Transaction being negotiated
through Howard Stark, with Paul A.
O'Bryan, partner of Dow, Lohnes and
Albertson, Washington, representing
United Artists.
Both ch. 10 KFSD-TV and KFSDAM (5 kw fulltime on 600 kc) are
NBC affiliates. Sellers include Newsweek Magazine (46.22%) and Fox,
Wells & Rogers, investment firm.
Newsweek paid $1.5 million for its
interest in 1957. United Artists, which
intends to seek full quota of tv stations, is headed by Robert Benjamin,
chairman; Arthur Krimm, president,
and Herbert Golden, vice presidentoperations.
Labor worries
Not only regional advertisers
(Closed Circuit, Oct. 17) but also
national spenders, including some of
television's
biggest,
are showing
grave
concern over
outcome
of current
AFTRA-SAG negotiations with networks and producers (Broadcasting,
Oct. 3 et seq.) One advertiser whose
spot tv investments ran deep into multiple millions last year has been quoted
as speculating that it could not afford
spot tv at all if talent unions achieve
their demands. Number of other spot
users are reported to be equally fearful, though observers speculate that
doom-calling may be partly political,
hopefully aimed at stiffening networks'
and producers' resistance to union demands. Number of agencies and advertisers reportedly are stepping up
production of commercials against possibility of strike about Nov. 15, when
current agreements expire.
Agencies as angels
It now appears certain that several
advertisers are working toward reversal of network trend in controlling
shows through program financing. Advertisers' weapon — to be wielded via
agency — is same as that of networks:
pilot financing. There's concrete report
of one agency so engaged and there's
speculation about others. Irrespective
of how it's planned, advertiser action
is sure to be resisted by networks.
Agency executives say "a typical tv

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

season" this year would help their
cause for advertiser-owned shows.
Reasoning: If 1960-61 season has usual number of failures, networks must
dig into program backlogs for replacement; but fewer failures would mean
more reserve shows carried over from
this season to 1961-62, with result that
advertiser-owned programs would have
more network-controlled shows to
contend against.
More stations, bigger rates?
Would increasing number of uhf
stations similarly lead to increased
rates to advertisers? That was poser
put informally to FCC Commissioner
Robert E. Lee by agency executive at
WNDU-TV Notre Dame football party
in South Bend Oct. 15. Representative
of agency (among nation's top 25 in
broadcast billings) contended that because of coverage aspects, clients
would face stiffer rates to get desired
market spreads if total number of stations grew and individual coverage
areas decreased. Commissioner Lee
disagreed, however, adding that with
greater number of stations (u's), individual rate cards would not necessarily be higher and probably would
be lower. Few Chicago agencies contacted by Broadcasting last week expressed similar misgivings, while
others declined comment for lack of
familiarity with subject. Last week
Mr. Lee in San Francisco speech advocated freeze on vhf and move of all
tv to uhf (story page 72).
Latest pitch of FCC Commissioner
Lee to shift tv allocations to uhf hasn't
changed posture of tv set makers in
opposition to mandatory manufacture
of all-band receivers. EIA has opposed
legislation on grounds of it would
interfere with free enterprise and force
public to pay higher price for sets even
in areas where no uhf is available.
EIA's position was supported by Commerce Dept. last session, but commission will make another effort next
year for legislation. It costs $15-$25
more to make all-band receiver.
ABC -IV vs Jack Paar?
Late-night programming was focus
of attention at quiet meeting of ABC
brass and
managers
owned
television
stations oflastnetwork's
week in
New York, and if plans work out, new
policy may emerge soon. ABC-TV
already is on record with its affiliates
that it plans to start late-night net-

working in October 1961. One plan,
contemplating possibility that film
rather than live programming may be
used, would give affiliates substantial
chunk of that time for local sale
— 25% is figure some authorities use,
thought others say probably more —
and in addition would pay them regular rate on whatever network sells.
Border station conference
At invitation of Mexican government, FCC delegation will meet in
Mexico City beginning today (Oct. 24)
to consider possible change in tv allocations along border in interest of
maximum spectrum use. There have
been no basic changes since original
agreement with Mexico was reached
in 1952.
Tiger by the tail
Although John E. Fetzer has increased his holdings in Detroit Tigers
from one-third to two-thirds ownership and has taken over club's presidency, he will not relinquish his active
direction of Fetzer Stations from his
Kalamazoo headquarters. Mr. Fetzer,
who bought his initial one-third interest in Tigers four years ago, plans to
spend more time in Detroit until he
installs new business and field management but will not move his headquarters there.
Tigers franchise is regarded as one
of most valuable in baseball (group
paid $5.5 million for it four years
ago). Mr. Fetzer is also chairman of
Radio-Television Committee of American League. Fetzer stations are
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, WWTV
(TV) Cadillac, WJEF-AM-FM Grand
Rapids, all Michigan, and KOLN-TV
Lincoln, Neb.
Boorom

leaving RAB

Radio Advertising Bureau's second
best known executive (next to president Kevin Sweeney) is leaving. Warren J. Boorom, vp and director of
member service, will join growing Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. (WNEWAM-TV New York, WTTG (TV)
Washington, WHK Cleveland, WIP
Philadelphia, WTVH (TV) Peoria,
KOVR (TV) Stockton, WTVP (TV)
Decatur and World Wide Broadcasting)
as director of advertising and promotion, effective Nov. 1. Formerly in
station promotion (WTOP Washington), he joined RAB six years ago.
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I sure have to be
shown before I buy
time,
Spot Television
And KOMU-TV,
Channel 8, Columbia,
has me sold solid
on Mid-Missouri as
a market which
must not be missed.
3 REASONS

WHY:

• No
distantCitySt.station
Louis'
or
Kansas
can sell
Mid-Missouri.
• KOMU-TV
covers this market
of half million
people best of all.

• Nielsen Documents |
big
audiences in
KOMU-TV's
Columbia,
Jefferson City
and all the important
Mid-Missouri
trading centers.
If you too,
have to be shown . . .
National
Call
KOMU-TV's
Representative
AVERY-KNODEL,
effective
October 1, 1960

KOMU-TV
Channel 8
NBC -ABC
Columbia, Mo.
www
AVERY- KNODEL

cNew York • Atlanta • Dallas - Detroit * San Francisco * U>s Angeles

WEEK

For the first time the value of
television networks is calculated.
lion, of which more than half is on
eve, the four principal candidates
36 hours of national network time.
METERING TV POLITICAL

IN

political broadcasts on
It adds up to $4.5 milthe house. By election
will have appeared on
See .. .
EXPOSURE ... 27

In last-ditch attempt to find evidence of unfairness in
political broadcasting, Sen. Yarborough asks broadcasters
to send him every complaint they get. His demand throws
radio-tv into startled confusion. See . . .
WATCHDOG LOOKING FOR A BITE ... 29
One of broadcasting's big customers says broadcasting
doesn't know how good it is. Will Grant, chairman of the
Grant agency, says radio and television are the "magic
catalytic agent" that caused the economic upswings of
recent years. He looks for international radio-tv hookups
as great advertising buys soon. See . . .
COMING:

GLOBAL

BOOM

FOR RADIO-TV..

50

Spot tv buyers and sellers have long been troubled by
the paperwork involved in making spot buys. Now the
station reps association has figured out new contract
forms that also serve as confirmations of orders. Ad
agencies say the new forms will save "thousands of hours"
of clerical work and should stimulate spot buying. See . . .
CLEARING OUT THE PAPER JUNGLE ... 52
FCC Commissioner Lee thinks television ought to be
moved to uhf in five to seven years and that right now
the vhf system ought to be frozen where it stands so the
conversion to uhf can begin. He claims he has support
both in government and industry. See . . .
ANOTHER ICE AGE FOR TELEVISION? ... 72
The official FCC figures confirm earlier reports: In 1959

BRIEF

radio set new records in gross business. Network business
continued to slide, but spot and local took big jumps
that built the record total. See . . .
RADIO

BOOSTS

INCOME,

PROFITS

... 57

For its Sandran floor covering, the Sandura company has
figured out how to get maximum mileage out of its sponsorship ofoccasional tv special shows. It builds a massive
merchandising campaign that makes the tv broadcast
work for weeks before and after it is aired. See . . .
STRETCHING

THE TV ONE-SHOT

... 60

The last act of the sad story of television quiz shows
begins in New York. Some of the biggest winners, including Charles Van Doren, are arrested for perjury, and others
may be charged. See . . .
FOOTNOTE TO A FRAUD ... 60
It's no longer possible to judge a television show only
by its ratings. It's not so much a question of how
many people a show attracts as what effect it has on
them. This is the year, says one leading agencyman, that
advertisers will begin to look beyond the ratings for
the fundamentals of good broadcasting. See . . .
MONDAY MEMO ... 24
Before-and-after-tv surveys show how children turned
their attentions to tv and away from other media. What
do they prefer to watch now? Entertainment rather than
information, and they like violent action. See . . .
HOW TV CAPTURED THE YOUNG ... 90
Agencymen are still worried about advertising's image,
and they have a lot of ideas about how to improve it.
Image-making is the No. 1 topic at AAAA conventions
during the week. See . . .
HARD LOOKS AT SELF-DISCIPLINE ... 42
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Late newsbreaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 n I

Schreiber, MCA, defies
FCC examiner at probe
MCA vice president, subpoenaed as
witness in FCC program hearings in
Los Angeles, walked out Friday under
threat of contempt. He refused to produce list of tv programs in which MCA
has had financial interest, (early story
page 70).
Taft Schreiber, MCA vp, was asked
to submit information on all shows
packaged by MCA or providing revenue to MCA. He refused on grounds
information was confidential. FCC
Chief Examiner James Cunningham
ordered him to answer questions of
FCC counsel. At that point, in company of his lawyer, Mr. Schreiber got
up from witness stand and left room.
Ashbrook P. Bryant, FCC network
study counsel who had been trying to
conduct questioning, said he would recommend that FCC ask federal district
court to order Mr. Schreiber to produce
disputed list. If court issues order and
it is not obeyed, court can declare Mr.
Schreiber in contempt. FCC hearing
examiner has no authority to issue contempt citations.
Mr. Bryant said that MCA had refused to cooperate in FCC program
investigation, although other big talent
agents and producers had.
Today (Oct. 24) Los Angeles hearing will turn to subject of free product
mentions on tv and radio, and halfdozen specialists in art of getting free
plugs are under subpoena. One of
foremost in field, Adolph Wenland,
was to testify at special session Saturday (Oct. 22).
Space relay service
proposed by AT&T
Establishment of privately-owned
space relay service for tv or telephone
calls announced Friday by AT&T.
In filed application AT&T asked to
construct test receiving station at Holmdel, N. J., site of its present space
center. It proposes full-scale commercial service using four 100 mc bands
in full 6425-6925 mc range, accommodating two-way tv or 600 telephone
circuits.
Test service will be between U. S.
and terminals in United Kingdom,
France and West Germany, company
said. Company plans, within year to
put up 175 lb. sphere four feet in diameter. Outside of sphere will be 60%
covered by solar cells, to power trans-

Aid to Yarborough
Two-score stations have promised to send political complaints
to Yarborough "watchdog" committee, Creekmore Fath, majority counsel, told Broadcasting
Friday. "Several sent in some
complaints," he said.
Mr. Fath said letter from committee (see page 29) is merely
designed to get complaint data
quickly so committee can make
fast inquiries during rest of campaign. "It's a matter of timing,"
he said, "and will provide a spot
indication of how campaign coverage is going."
mitter, amplifying and receiving equipment. Power will be 2 w, using traveling wave tube. Satellite will be in
2,200-mile high orbit. It will receive,
amplify and re-transmit signals received from ground. It would be lineof-sight for transmitting and receiving
terrestrial stations for about 35 minutes each pass.
Initial one-way tv circuit will be reversible, but not simultaneous.
Sen. Magnuson

lauds

radio-tv, plans bill
Permanent exemption for broadcasters from equal-time requirements of
Sec. 315 in national elections was
promised Friday by Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
Commerce Committee.
He said he will introduce bill when
Congress convenes. Discussing broadcasting industry performance under
present temporary campaign exemption.
He said, "I think it has worked out fine.
The Nixon-Kennedy debates have been
of great value in bringing the campaign
before the public." In case of lesser
offices it should be up to each state.
Bay City ch. 19 proposed
FCC has asked for comment on
proposals to add tv ch. 19 to Bay City,
Mich., by substitution of ch. 25 for
ch. 19 in Midland and ch. 21 for ch. 25
in East Tawas, both Mich. Change
was asked by Delta College, new school
located between Midland and Bay City,
and WSWM (FM) East Lansing. They
propose to apply for station to operate
on joint basis, partly commercial, partly
educational. Station would serve Bay
City, Midland and Saginaw.

nETIir^l IMP
UiLfIlU LJ 1 1 1

Hope for fifth debate
now appears slight
Chances for fifth "Great Debate"
appeared slim Friday as Vice President
Nixon gave no indication he would
heed latest challenge issued by Sen.
Kennedy. Vice President was urged to
state on fourth debate that night why
he wouldn't
appear
bate story page
34). in a fifth (early deCampaign became heated Friday as
California Democrats charged President Eisenhower had made "openly
partisan" attack on Sen. Kennedy on
West Coast and asked equal radio and
tv time for reply.
Maurie Webster, general manager
of KCBS San Francisco which carried
delayed broadcast of speech, said it
was debatable whether equal-time provision was applicable since President is
not candidate. He said question is
whetherancedissue
coverage.was given fair and balNixon forces were indignant Friday
at Democratic paid tv commercials using
excerpts from first Nixon-Kennedy debate. Unfair clipping from context was
claimed.
WOR-TV New York announced it
would rebroadcast all four debates in
closing days of campaign. One will be
rebroadcast twice each day.
Listener sentiment on holding fifth
debate is running 25-1 in favor, according to WMCA New York. Station
President R. Peter Straus broadcast 14
one-minute editorials Tuesday through
Friday last week recommending fifth
encounter nearer election day and asking for listener opinions. Mr. Straus
said mail response would be forwarded
to candidates.
Station transfers
Station sale reported Friday, subject
to FCC approval:
■ KYME Boise, Idaho: Sold by Keith
E. and Ellen D. Patterson to Publix
Broadcasting Co. (Samuel B. Nissley,
president) for $116,000. Mr. Nissley,
with wife, owns 69% of KLOR-TV
Provo,
KYME is 500 w daytimer onUtah.
740 kc.
Among station sales approved by
FCC and announced Friday were:
■ KWIP Merced, Calif.: Sold by HDH
Station Inc. (Maxwell Hurst, president) to Yosemite Broadcasters Inc.,
firm headed by Ellsworth Peck, for
$170,000.
Mr. Peck formerly had interests in
KNBA Vallejo and KNGS Hanford,
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Lee Currlin, vp
and associate media
director at Benton &
Bowles, named vp and
manager of media department. He succeeds Karold Miller
1 who resigns to join
Grey Adv. (see headMr. Currlin
liner below). Also in
Benton & Bowies' shift: Rudy Maffei,
assistant media director, becomes associate media director and Mr. Currlin's
successor. Mr. Currlin joined B & B in
1953 as media buyer, later became assistant media director, then associate
media director in 1958 and was elected
vp in May of this year. Mr. Maffei was
media buyer with Fuller & Smith & Ross
and also Maxon, went to B & B in 1955
as media buyer and became assistant
media director in 1957.

Mr. Miller

Mr. Accas

Gene Accas, vp and associate media
director at Grey Adv., named vp for network relations in radio-tv department,
and Harold Miller, formerly with Benton & Bowles (see headliner above),
elected vp and associate media director
succeeding Mr. Accas who has been
with Grey since summer of 1958. He
started at Foote, Cone & Belding in
1950, worked successively for NBC and

HEADLINERS

ABC, joining Television Bureau of Advertising as vp in charge of operations in
February, 1956, and rejoining ABC-TV
in February, 1957, as administrative vp.
Mr. Miller was placed in charge of media department at Benton & Bowles in
May, 1960. He had been associate
media director since 1956 and was
elected vp in 1959. Before then he was
media research manager of old Biow
Co. and joined Benton & Bowles in 1954
as manager of media analysis.

Mr. McKelvey

was said to be "the first in a series of
moves designed to expand the activities
of the company." Mr. Huggins, who
has been motion picture and magazine
writer, is credited with having created
and developed such Warner Bros, properties as Cheyenne, Maverick and 77
Sunset Strip.
David R. Fenwick, vp of Grant Adv.,
Los Angeles, since merger of Grant
and Robinson, Fenwick & Haynes last
August, named senior vp and creative
supervisor. Mr. Fenwick was partner
and creative director of RF&H. Appointment issecond major change in
Grant's over-all network this month.
Paul R. Smith (Broadcasting, Oct. 10)
was named executive vp in charge of all
creative services for agency's entire
network.

Mr. Standart

Randolph T. McKelvey, vp in charge
of Detroit office of Young & Rubicam,
appointed senior vp and transferred to
New York headquarters. Joseph G.
Standart, vp and account supervisor at
Y & R, Detroit, named to succeed Mr.
McKelvey. Y & R association of Mr.
McKelvey started in 1944, and 11 years
later he was elected vp and account
supervisor, moving in 1959 to Detroit
to head office. Mr. Standart headed his
own merhandising operation before
joining ageny in May, 1958, being
elected vp in 1959.
Roy Huggins, tv producer-writer for
Warner Bros.' tv operation for past five
years, named vp in charge of production for 20th Century Fox-TV, in what

Mr. Stapleton

Lawrence Stapleton, formerly vp and
manager of New
York office of Grant
Adv., appointed to
newly-created post of
vp in charge of client
services and marketingliamsfor& Saylor,
Mogul N.WilY.

In new post, Mr. Stapleton will implement MWS' plans for expanded client
service on management level and accelerated new business program. He
had served Grant for 10 years, including posts of account executive and manager of agency's Miami office. For three
years, he was with Lippincott & Margulies, N. Y., industrial designers, as
marketing director and executive vp.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE continued
both Calif. HDH purchased station
in 1958 from Joseph Gamble Stations
Inc. for $141,000. Commissioner
Robert T. Bartley dissented in present
approval.
■ WCRK Morristown, Tenn.: Sold by
Cherokee Broadcasting Corp. (Herbert S. Walters, president) to WCRK
Inc., group headed by John P. Hart,
for $130,000. Mr. Hart is general
manager of WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.

ing tv and other advertising for Rybutol
is false and misleading. Key example
cited by FTC is tv spot which hails
Rybutol as beneficial in treatment of
tiredness, loss of sense of well-being,
loss of happiness, and appearance and
feeling of aging. FTC said even if
these claims were true, use of preparation will not provide pep, strength and
energy overnight. Company has 30
days to reply.

FTC cites Rybutol

NAB, 'Watchdog' group
set for early meeting

Rybutol dietary supplement tv advertising has come under attack by
Federal Trade Commission. FTC today is to announce complaint against
Lanolin Plus Inc., Newark, N. J., charg10

Conference between NAB and Creekmore Fath, majority counsel of Yarborough "Watchdog Committee," over
surprise demand that all stations file

complaint
reports
about
broadcasts due soon
(early
storyelection
page 29).
NAB protested committee letter, asking immediate conference. Victor Russell, of Sen. Yarborough's staff, said
late Friday Mr. Fath would contact
NAB.
Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of NAB Policy Committee, said Friday he was awaiting
definite word from Sen. Yarborough's
office.
Booster extension
FCC gave existing vhf boosters another 60 days in which to apply for
temporary authorizations to continue
operation. Extension applies to boosters constructed before July 7. Original
deadline was Oct. 31.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Everywhere

people are NOW

I'm

buying

Keystone
by

THE

NEW

saying .

Market

the

KEYSTONE

the

NEW

served

Keystone

BEST

U's

So are Ayer, Bates, McCann,

MARKET.

Thompson,

Y & R and others.* Why don't you, too, get
more homes

HARRISBURG

WSBA-TVYORK

READING '
WLYH-TV
LEBANON

for less money in the Harrisburg-

Lebanon-Lancaster-York

area?** Buy the

Keystone U's, now available as a group buy
with one billing .. .
LANCASTER

W

__v..
ABC- CBS- NBC
SERVED

BEST

BY THE KEYSTONE

HP-TV

WLYH-TV
U's

Check these facts for yourself. Send for fully documented
brochure, "Keystone Market in the Keystone State."

WSBA-TV
•Full list available on request
**ARB, Harrisburg-Lancaster-Lebanon-York, March 1960

Contact Keystone National Sales Office, 485 Lexington Avenue, New York, OXford 7-9737, or any of the following
representatives: Boiling Co. for WHP-TV, Blair-TV Associates for WLYH-TV, Jack Masla & Co. for WSBA-TV.
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House

Undivided

Family get togethers in our town are happening
every night.
Nothing since the popcorn bowl has provided so
much for families to share and enjoy as the evening
television programs on WBNS-TV. This catalyst for
family fun and entertainment works wonders with
dimples and sends the freckle faces off to bed glowing with good humor. Then Mom and Dad remain
happy captives for the rest of the evening.
Conversation at next morning's Kaffee-klatsch and
coffee break quite often is concentrated on the startling telementaries made by WBNS-TV. These spotlight the problems afoot in the community where
we were born and raised. They range from the
role played by Columbus's giant Lockbourne Air
Base in the Strategic Air Command to an inquiring
look into the emergency
pital; from a searching
schools to a report on
what Columbus is doing

room of Children's Hosview of Franklin County
juvenile delinquency and
about it.

Reaction to our "made in Columbus" public
service programs has been, in a word, overwhelming. Sometime we'd like you to thumb through
our newspaper publicity scrapbook and see the
reams of favorable editorial comment. Mail from
the opinion-forming members of the community
has been coming in as never before.
The rare combination of wholesome fun for
the family and down-to-earth community reports
to adults solidifies our standing with 2,000,000
neighbors. That's why sales-minded a/e's insist:
"// you want to be seen in Central Ohio —
WBNS-TV."
WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV. 316 kiv

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications

NO.

1

ANSING
The latest Hooper
proves that

is the markets'
NO.

1

STATION

with

5000

WATTS

*Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 23-26 — Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting, Montreal, Que.
Oct. 24 — FCC begins hearing en banc application of Hartford Phonevision Co. (subsidiary of RKO General Inc.) for authority
to conduct trial pay-tv operations over its
newly acquired WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
Oct. 25 — Colorado Broadcasters Assn. general
membership meeting in conjunction with
NAB Fall Conference. Hilton Hotel. Denver.
*Oct. 25 — Federal Communications Bar Ass i.
luncheon meeting. FCC Chairman Frederick
W. Ford will talk about the new amendments to the Communications Act. CongresD. C. sional Room, Willard Hotel, Washington,
*Oct. 25-26 — American Tv Commercials Festival & Forum, sponsored by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles for Southern California agency
executives and clients. The film and tape tv
commercials selected by 50 top agencymen
will be shown. Held at KTTV.
Oct. 25-26 — Engineering Section, Central
Canada Broadcasters Assn., King Edward
Hotel, Toronto.
*Oct. 26— Radio & Television Executives Society newsmaker luncheon. Hotel Roosevelt,
New York. Laurance S. Rockefeller will
speak on "Use of Leisure Time In America
— What Broadcasters Are Doing About It."
Oct. 27 — Los Angeles Chapter, Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences, membership
meeting. 8 p.m., Beverly Hilton Hotel. Local
awards to people, programs and stations in
Los Angeles area will be presented.
Oct. 27-28 — Council on Medical Television's
"Teaching with Television: An Institute for
Medical Educators." Tv fundamentals and
application to medical instruction will be
discussed. U. of Florida College of Medicine,
Gainesville. Friday meeting in Jacksonville,
Fla.
Oct. 28-29 — UPI Broadcasters of Michigan
meeting. Poplars Motel, East Lansing, Mich.
Oct. 29-31 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations fall meeting. Algonquin Hotel,
New York.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2— Institute of Radio Engineers
radio fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2 — Hollywood Ad Club "Shirtsleeve
Session" on tv sales. David Hopkins, vice
president of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles,
will be moderator. Sesssion will convene at
11 a.m. and run through luncheon until
2 p.m. at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
*Nov. 3-5 — Public Relations Society of
America's 13th national conference. Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
*Nov. 4-5 — Country Music Festival, ninth annual Jamboree sponsored by WSM Nashville,
Tenn. Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) will be
keynote speaker. Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville.
Nov. 4 — American Women in Radio &
Television Pennsylvania conference. Harrisburg, Pa.
*Nov. 5 — Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn.
Meeting. U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Nov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Lennox Hotel, St. Louis.
*Nov. 9 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting
electionof ofWBZ
officers.
Paul will
O'Friel,
general and
manager
Boston,
be
guest
speaker.
Steckine's
Restaurant,
107
Middle St., Lewiston, Me.
*Nov. 10 — WSB Radio-Tv News Broadcasting
Conference, held in association with Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of

Georgia. Creative contests will be a feature
of
the broadcast-news
educational session.
WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta studios.
Nov. 10-11— North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting. Gardner Hotel, Fargo,
N.D.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers
annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
Nov. 13 — Annual seminar for promotion
managers of radio and tv stations represented by Edward Petry & Co., at 3 p.m. in
Continental Suite, Sheraton-Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Held in conjunction with
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. convention.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
annual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, will be keynote speaker. Among
topics on agenda: color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other probes, audience
surveys and the role of video tape, graphic
arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 15-18 — Television Bureau of AdvertisYork.ing annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, Fresno.
*Nov. 18 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
membership luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York. Speaker will be Leslie B.
Worthington, president of U. S. Steel.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Salem, Ore.
Nov. 18-19 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th District convention. Holiday
Inn and U. of Wisconsin campus, Madison.
Among the speakers will be: James Fish,
vice president of General Mills and AFA
board chairman and James Beach, ABC
vice president.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Salem, Ore.
Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of PackagNov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radiorad Hilton
Farm Hotel,
Directors
annual meeting, ConChicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's
proceeding to drop in vhf
ing."rulemaking
channels
at less than present minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of SDX executive council Dec. 4.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting.
All-day
at Mountain
Shadows Resort
near session
Scottsdale,
Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak
City. at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York
*Jan. 13— New York Chapter, Academy of
Televisian
Arts &Ballroom,
Sciences "Close-Up"
1961
dinner. Grand
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
Jan. 21-22— Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters' Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma
cheon meeting. Legislature will attend lunJan. 26-28— Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
BROADCASTING, October 24, 19S0

valuable

new

in

minutes

radio

Now, these and all other KBIG minutes are
new . . . and more valuable. The big reason?
Southern California's positive reaction to 3 talented
personalities: Joe Niagara (6-10 a.m.), Jim
O'Leary (10 a.m.-2 p.m.), and Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.).
This dynamic threesome adds new freshness,
new vitality to radio selling.
Result: Better sound for listeners . . . more
profitable climate for advertisers.
IW" Get the facts! New file-folder now available
from your KBIG or Weed rep.

Radio Catalina 740 kc/10,000 ivatts
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed-Brown Radio Corp

adventure

CANNONBALL
Already renewed
in cities like New
York, Los Angeles
and Detroit on
basis of first-year
success . . . riproaring
high-gearof two
adventures
long-haul truckers.

HAWKEYE
fS LAST THE
MOHICANS
Dramatization of
James Fenimore
Cooper's famous
"Leatherstocking"
stories... John Hart
and Lon Chaney
play Hawkeye and
Chingachgook
in
this
stirring
"Eastern."

RAMAR

OF

THE JUNGLE
Louisville, Dallas
and Boston are
just a few of the
cities where repeats
—sometimes the
10th or llth-of
this series have
consistently won
larger
audiences—
and completely
trounced competition!

COUNT

OF

MONTE CRISTO
Another distinguished
dramatization of a
famous classic, this time
Alexander Dumas'
dashing "Count of
Brings
the full
Monte alive
Cristo."
spectacle of one of the
world's most thrilling
adventure stories.

mystery
MYSTERY

IS

MY BUSINESS
Mysteries are
again the show of
the moment and
this one, relating
the tremendously
popular adventures
of Ellery Queen,
master detective,
is among the best
of them all.

NEW

YORK

CONFIDENTIAL
location
series,
This filmed-onabout
New stars
York's
8,000,000,
winning
new who's
kudos
Lee
Tracy,
for his role in
"The
Best Man."
Broadway's

comedy

THE ADVENTURES

HALLS

OF TUGBOAT

Sophisticated and
so very funny, this
delightful series
tells about the head
of a small college,
his wife and his
rather large family
of teachers and
students. Stars
Ronald Colman
and Benita Hume.

Norman Saturday
Reilly Raine's
beloved
Evening
Post characters Annie
and Capt. Bullwinkle
come hilariously alive
in this series that is
tickling funny bones
all across America.

OF IVY

award
winning

E
S
'
I
F
L
F
L
E
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J
C
The most watched dog in America is available
as your watch dog, offering you the best
sales protection a sponsor can have to win
blue ribbon ratings for you. JEFF'S COLLIE
has won the Emmy and Peabody Awards,
as well as a host of others and is among
the most popular TV shows in America.
Three wonderful years of
JEFF'S COLLIE are now available. Each
of them or all of them offer you the best
safeguard we know for increased profits
in the coming season.

©Lassie Programs, Inc. '60

general

drama

STAGE-STAR

ACTION

SHOWCASE
From Stage 7 and
Your Star Showcase,
two of the best general
drama series, comes
this specially selected
group of non-violent,
all-family stories.
Entertainment's the
keynote. Thomas Mitchell,
Peter Lawford, Diana Lynn
are among the stars.

THEATER

PACKAGE
For adventure, for
romance and all-round
entertainment, these
feature films from a
major Hollywood studio
star Barry Sullivan,
Rhonda Fleming,
Rory Calhoun, June Havoc
and many other luminaries.

public

service
.

bellringer
DING

|

DONG

SCHOOL
"Miss Frances" Horwich
leads this TV classroom
for young children and
their parents. All-new
edition of the
show which won
Emmy and Peabody
Awards and many more
have been praised by
critics and audiences.

Here are |£J ways to convert
sporadic spot users into sponsors.
Find out today which ITC series
is available in your market.

|

spendent Television Corporation . 488 Ma

Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Among
the scheduled speakers: Sam Slate, vice
president and general manager, WCBS New
York; Sig Mickelson, president, CBS News;
Edward Stanley, NBC director of public
affairs, and Charles H. Tower, manager of
broadcast personnel and economics, NAB.
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv
programs.
Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.

Businesses that want star billing in Metropolitan New York
advertise on WPAT . . . Metropolitan New York's leading good
music station. We can't quite
promise that all the world will
be your stage, but 31 counties
throughout New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut will be and that's a potential
audience of more than 17,000,000 people in more than 5,000,000 radio homes. Two-a-day or
eight-a-day, commercials get results on WPAT. That's why
amusement and entertainment advertising alone has increased
1 9 1 % in three short years on our
station and that's only one, count
it, one, of many advertising categories that has shown record
breaking
gains. Advertisers
We say that's
show
business!
like
these seem to agree: Allied Artists, Buena Vista, Columbia
Pictures, David Merrick Productions, Freedomland, Loew's Theatres, MGM, The. Museum "of
Modern Art, The New York City
Ballet, Paramount Pictures, Radio
City Music Hall, Twentieth Century Fox and United Artists. They
are only a few of the many who,
in the past three years, have advertised on WPAT ... the station
with the drama of success.
WPAT
&
WPATflFM
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Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
APRIL
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
* April 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel,
Topeka.
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.

OPEN
Mr. Keck draws a crowd
editor: It was a pleasant task to put
together a few thoughts for the Monday Memo in the Oct. 10 issue of
Broadcasting (page 26). I have been
both surprised and pleased at the number of comments I have received from
your readers.
Thanks for the opportunity to express an opinion on matters which
concern many of us 365 days of the
year. — John Scott Keck, Vice President,
Director of Television-Radio Programming, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

College radio 'graduates'
editor": From the tone of his letter
in the Oct. 10 Broadcasting (page
22), David Baseler could stand some
encouragement against the Philistines
who tell him college radio is only a
"playground."
He is right and they are wrong.
Let him cite, for example, the radio
station at Columbia University — CURC,
now WKCR — which in just its first
two years of operation "processed,"
among others, Steve Krantz (of Screen
Gems), Jim Sondheim (of WNTA),
Elliot Sanger (of WQXR), Martin
Scheiner (of Electronics for Medicine),
Arthur Shimkin (of Little Golden Records), Diana Hansen
(of BBDO),

MAY
May 4-14— Brand Names Week.
May 7-11 — NAB annual convention. Sheraton Park and Shoreham Hotels, Washington.
A AAA Conventions
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region anYork. nual conference, Biltmore Hotel, New
Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region
annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel,
Detroit.
NAB Fall Conferences
24-25— Denver-Hilton, Denver
27-28— Fontenelle, Omaha, Neb.
14-15— Statler Hilton, Washington
21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
AFA 1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid- winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31— AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

MIKE®
Bill Grauer and Orrin Keepnews (of
Riverside Records), Mike Broun, Hank
Burger, Ernie Kinoy, the late Nan Edwards, etc.
They all have shown how valuable
that initial and very professional college
radio experience can become. — Lincoln
Diamant, Vice President in Charge of
Tv-Radio, Daniel & Charles Inc., New
York, and Ex-President of CURC, Columbia U.
Apple polish, too
EDITOR: THANKS SO MUCH FOR WONDERFUL WRITE-UP IN BROADCASTING MAGAZINE (Oct. 10 issue, page 50). mailing
YOU CARTON OF SAMPLES FOR YOUR
STAFF TO PROVE THAT BRAND X IS BETTER THAN REST. PLEASE SHIP COD ONE
DOZEN OF YOUR MAGAZINES WITH
WRITE-UP. IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET RELEASE FROM YOU AND HAVE GEORGE
PALMER READ THIS ARTICLE IN ITS
ENTIRETY ON HIS 7 TO 8:30 NEWS AND
INFORMATION SHOW ON WCPO-TV CHANNEL 9? . . . HARRY CHAFVIN, 223
EAST 8TH ST., CINCINNATI.
[Permission to quote is granted, provided
nothing is quoted out of context and source
credit is given. — The Editors.]
On campaign trail
editor: Thanks for the Broadcasting
Yearbook. Already it has that well
used look of a veteran traveler as it has
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

No significant difference!
This was the verdict of
the A. C. Nielsen Company
following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences

independent

of two New York TV stations
-the leading Network station

network

and wpix, the prestige
independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison
of the audiences of both stations
during the hours 7-11 PM,
6even nights a week:
FAMILY
HOME

INCOME

OWNERSHIP

AUTOMOBILE
OWNERSHIP
SIZE OF FAMILY
AGE

OF HOUSEWIFE

OCCUPATION, HEAD
OF HOUSEHOLD
Nielsen states: "None of
the comparisons yielded a
significant difference."
Saying it another way, the
"content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading
Network station is the same!
(Details upon request)
where

are

your
60~$econd
commercials
tonight?

audiences!

with

logged more than 12,000 miles with me
on the Kennedy campaign trail.
I cannot begin to thank you for its
inestimable value as a ready reference
to all the radio and television stations
in the multitude of areas we have appeared in.— Jack F. Christie, Radio-Tv
Director, Democratic National Committee, Washington, D. C.
'Basic reference'
editor: Congratulations! The 1960
Yearbook is the most comprehensive
and informative yet. It remains the
one basic reference volume that broadcasters depend on. — John F. Box Jr.,
Executive Vice President, The Balaban
Stations, WIL St. Louis.

MEANS
LISTENER
LOYALTY
. . . and 30 years of KTRH
programming has developed a pattern of listener
loyalty blanketing over 80
counties, serving over
1,087,100 radio households
and extending over 60,000
square miles. Comprehensive news reporting,
tasteful music, sports, farm
information and variety
give KTRH the popular balanced programming that
benefits over four million
people.

50,000 WATTS -740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
20 (OPEN MIKE)
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Pulse Special Survey, Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31-Jufle 15, 1%0

WWDC

FIRST. Greater

first in preference

Washington,

over

D.C. radio listeners tune us

the 16 other

stations

Let us help transfer this instinctive preference

life.

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

in the

market.

to your product.

Radio Washington

BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."
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And in growing Jacksonville, Fla— it's WWDC- owned WMBR
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ACCEPTANCE:

Bette Davis, Anne Baxter
"ALL ABOUT EVE"

Gregory Peck, Hugh Marlowe
"TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH"

RATING BY ARBITRON . for
New York Premiere Week on WNTA/TV, Channel 13

Loretta Young, Celeste Holm
"COME TO THE STABLE"

Have you been waiting to see the public's reaction to the big and important post-'48
movies? Well, don't wait any longer.The first rating results are in...on NTA's"61 for'61"
group of 20th Century-Fox's masterpieces. Hold on to your hats, in a strong breeze.
An unduplicated rating of 33... reaching 2,728,766 adult viewers... sweeping ahead
of all competing independent stations and the third ranking network station from
Monday through Friday, from 11 p.m.... and only 6/10 of 1% behind the leading
network station in the area on Premiere Night in the time period... was registered.
Station: WNTA/TV, Channel 13, New York. Program: The Picture Of The Week. Time:
Week of Sept. 19 to 25, 1960 from 11 p.m. on. Source: Arbitron

Jeanne Crain, Linda Darnell, Ann Sothern
"A LETTER TO THREE WIVES"

That should answer any question you might have on the terrific audience pulling
power of these 61 fabulous feature films that won 42 Academy Awards and nominations... contain more of today's big stars and titles than you will find in any network special... and cost over $75,000,000 to produce. They're among the biggest
box-office grossers of all time, and they're proving their great attraction power on TV
right now.
What are you waiting for- when you've got a sure thing, everywhere they're still available. Already, they've been sold in 26 markets in the first three weeks. For the others,
today contact your nearest NTA Sales Office, orE. JONNY GRAFF, V.P. in Charge of Sales, Eastern Div., 10 Columbus Circle • JUdson 2-7300
BERNE TABAKIN, V.P. in Charge of Sales, Western Div., 8530 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, Calif. • OLympic 5-7701

Gregory Peck, Anne Baxter
"YELLOW SKY"

NTA

10 Columbus

Circle New York 19, N.Y. • JUdson

2-7300

roup

or

posies

SPONSOR

from

zutn

uentury-rox!

ACCEPTANCE

Jack Palance, Richard Widmark
"PANIC IN THE STREETS"

Marlon Brando, Anthony Quinn
"VIVA ZAPATA"

BLUE CHIP ADVERTISERS
on WNTA/TV, Channel 13, New York

DentyneGum
Ivory Liquid Soap
Philip Morris
Yuban Coffee
Prestone
Dove Soap
Tide
Anacin
Dash
Rambler
Noxema
Premium Duz
Wisk
Bufferin
Gleem

Comet
Lux Liquid
Imperial Margarine
El Producto Cigars
VicTanny

Burt Lancaster, Dorothy McGuire.
"MR. 880"

Pillsbury Mills
Realemon
Avon
Duncan Hines
Hotel Bar Butter
Castro Convertibles
Democratic Party
Ocean Spray Cranberries
Ivory Soap
Scott Paper
Holland House Cocktail Mix

tne stations that already own this package (listed according to popuA C U ■■ Here
CI
lation):areNew York-Newark, WNTA; Philadelphia, WRCV, Washington, D.C, WRC;
rLAdn
ProviSt. Louis, Mo. (Belleville, III.), KTVI; Cincinnati, Ohio, WLW-T; Miami (Ft. Lauderdale), Fla„ WCKT; Hawaii,
dence, R.I., WJAR; Birmingham, Ala., WAPI; Phoenix, Ariz., KPHO; Syracuse, N.Y., WSYR; Honolulu,
KHVH; Hartford, Conn. (New Britain-New Haven), WHNB; Omaha, Neb, W0W; Springfield, Mass. (Holyoke), WHYN; Knoxville, Tenn, WATE; Salt Lake City, Utah, KUTV & KSL; Harrisburg, Pa. (Lancaster, Pa.),
WTPA; Kalamazoo, Mich. (Grand Rapids), WKZO; Wichita Falls, Texas, KSYD; Las Vegas, Nev„ (Hendersont
Nev.), KLRJ; Fort Smith, Ark., KFSA; Boise, Idaho, KTVB; Spartanburg, S.C, WSPA; Rock Island, III. (Davenport.'lowa-Moline), WHBF; Twin Falls, Idaho, KLIX; Alaska-Anchorage, KENI; Fairbanks, KFAR.

Cary Grant, Ann Sheridan
"I WAS A MALE WAR BRIDE"

Edward G. Robinson, Susan Hayward
"HOUSE OF STRANGERS"

from GEORGE W. ALLEN, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli

Look

beyond

the

ratings

This seems to be the year when advertising agencies and sponsors will begin to "look beyond the ratings," to
re-evaluate the fundamental principles
of good broadcasting as well as good
advertising.
After several years of network control of programming, many agencies
and sponsors have begun to feel like
pawns in the desperate scramble for
audience ratings and to resent the role.
In some cases the sponsors have accepted network-produced programs
which, through lack of creative distinction and imagination, have failed to
build a corporate picture for the sponsor or customer friendliness for his
product.
Within 60 days some sponsors will
be notified by the networks that because
the ratings of their particular programs
are not high enough to assure first audience position, there will be a change of
program after the first 13 weeks, regardless of whether the program is doing a good job of selling for the sponsor. Other sponsors will find that their
vehicles are not selling the product even
though their shows receive high ratings.
New Goal Needed ■ So, I feel that
some day ratings will cease to be the
ultimate goal and a "look beyond the
ratings" will reveal the effectiveness of
broadcast advertising campaigns.
I am one who believes that it is still
possible, even for sensible budgets, to
have the same wonderful rapport between sponsor and viewer-customer
which made television such a miracle
selling medium before the battle of the
ratings began.
The fundamental principles of television programming are still the same.
The program must have some basic
personal appeal for the viewer, a recognizable purpose, must establish an identifiable corporate image, make friends
for the sponsor and create a compatible
climate for the commercials. When
these qualities are present, one doesn't
need a 30-rating show to sell merchandise.
One of the early shows possessing
these qualities was You Asked For It.
It really used the new "window on the
world" approach to bring fascinating
material from all over the globe, mingling the strange customs of foreign
lands with the unusual of our own land.
The show had a direct appeal to the
viewer, was presented in a friendly
manner and the episodic nature of the
program created an ideal opportunity
24

for the presentation of commercials
without tension. Of course, it was up to
the commercial to be sufficiently creative and entertaining to hold the attention of the viewer. The sponsor of You
Asked For It, using this program for
a period of eight years as its sole advertising vehicle, became the largest
marketer of peanut butter in the world.
Sales, Not Ratings ■ The travel-adventure show has proven to be one of
the most effective selling vehicles on
television. Bold Journey, a travel-adventure show, for three years the major
advertising effort of a cereal company,
had such strong appeal for viewers and
provided such splendid teaching aid to
public schools that over 150,000 classrooms, with seven million students,
made the program a weekly home assignment. In a five-year period, without blood on the floor and without big
ratings, this cereal company tripled its
share of the market and its rate of sales
growth is double the industry average.
One of the strongest program types
is the show built around an artist, such
as Dinah Shore and Red Skelton. The
Chevy Show has as its purpose the
presentation of the finest of variety entertainment. It has the qualities of
making friends, establishing an association between Dinah and Chevrolet (and
the audience) and creating a perfect
climate for the Chevrolet comercials.
Program Basics ■ Fundamental television isnot old-fashioned. It's simply
a matter of good taste, good showmangood programming and compatibleship,
commercials.
Good programming avoids the evils
inherited from the motion picture industry, such as the cliff-hanging technique of breaking the show for a commercial at a point of violence, leaving

the viewer in no mood to adjust to the
blandishments of a commercial, let
alone be receptive or sympathetic.
Program Obligations ■ Good programming recognizes its obligation to
be a constructive influence and does
not permit the portrayal to a gullible
and impressionable young generation of
a violent mode of life (western or otherwise) discarded by a growing society
several generations ago.
In all fairness, I must say that the
majority of advertisers observe the rules
of good taste.
One broadcasting official told me,
however, "The public determines what
it wants in entertainment and, if they
want violence and crime, we are going
to
andout
crime."
This
is give
like them
taking violence
your son
of public
school and letting him educate himself
with comic books just because he prefers comic books.
This same official admitted, when
asked about the proprietary medicines
having forced their commercials into
living rooms at dinner time in such an
unwelcome manner, with cold sufferers
dominating our formerly sacred news
programs, "All the industry knows of
these problems but no one broadcasting
can afford to refuse the busicompany
ness and stay in competition. Everyone
that 'it' will go away."
hopes
just"It"
is going away, but "it" is going
in the direction of the FCC where bureaucracy isvery willing to take on the
responsibility of controlling programs
and ads "in the public interest."
A "look beyond the ratings" to determine the results of the fundamentals
of good programming and selling principles will keep broadcast programming
control where it belongs — in the hands
of the broadcasting industry.

George Allen started in radio in 1925 as
manager of WOK Chicago; joined J. Walter
Thompson there in 1930, worked for Benton & Bowles and J. Sterling Getchell in
New York before CBS hired him as program director of WABC (now WCBS) in
that city. In 1944 he moved to Hollywood
as western program director of CBS. For
the past decade he's managed the Hollywood office of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
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Few things resist the exposure of TIME. So, if
EXPOSURE for your sales message is your certain
goal, then it follows that the wisest use of TIME
will accomplish your purpose more directly.
WBAL Television 11 in Baltimore provides you with
a direct line of communication with the Maryland
market and to the people you want to reach at the
TIME you need to reach them. Our fine NBC and
local programming, our excellent record of Public
Service, our constant effort to integrate our station
*THE WISEST THING IS TIME . . . Thales
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

with the life of our community . . . assure you of a
large and loyal audience at any TIME.
"The wisest thing is time ..." so the philosopher
says. In the Maryland Market, a WISE TIME BUY
is WBAL Television 11.
NBC Affiliate/Channel 11/Associated with WBAL-AM

& FM.

WBAL-TV
BALTIMORE
Nationally represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Spend your time more

profitably

in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of more

<:=

S>tT>

7"

/

people

than any other station *

television
Winston-Salem/

Greensboro

CHANNEL 12

PETERS, GRIFFIN. WOODWARD-REPS.
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Metering
TICKET LEADERS

the
candidates'
exposure
WILL LOG 36 HOURS ON NATIONAL NETWORKS

The tab for politicking on the three
television networks over a nine-week
period this fall will come to an estimated $4.5 million.
More than half is on the house, the
networks absorbing at no charge gross
time costs valued at nearly $2.8 million.
A first-time compilation of political
programming, paid and unpaid, from
Sept. 11 through Nov. 7 on the networks reveals that:
■ The candidates (Kennedy, Nixon,
Lodge, Johnson) in total will have been
on network tv view HV2 unpaid hours
by Nov. 7 (election eve). This presupposes the networks will not schedule additional appearances, beyond those already planned, of any one of these men
by election day.
■ These same men can be expected
to be on most — if not all — the network time purchased (or ordered) by
the political parties. The cumulative
total in this area (including all fiveminute segments) will come to 14 hours
35 minutes.
Assuming that the candidates themselves appear on all of this time, the
total unpaid and paid time in which
they are on view to the public over
national television facilities would come
to 36 hours 5 minutes.
■ The networks have been careful
to offer equal facilities to both political
slates. A half-hour difference between
Democrats and Republicans in unpaid
time (see chart this page), for example,
is explained in Vice President Nixon's
having failed thus far to accept a
standing offer that he appear on CBSTV's half-hour Face the Nation. (The
other candidates including the vice presidential aspirants accepted). .
■ The Democrats and Republicans
are spending nearly the same ($865,000 and $787,000 respectively) for network time. This nips the notions that
one political party is vastly outspending the other, or has more opportunity
to buy time on the networks. In terms
of time paid: Democrats, 7 hours 50
minutes; Republicans 1 hour 5 minutes
less, or 6 hours 45 minutes.
The difference in dollars between
GOP and Democratic spending is even
less. The Democrats bought 9 fiveminute segments on NBC-TV's Today
show, but each of these periods costs
approximately one-third of the average

daytime five-minute period, thus tending to provide a built-in weighting
factor.
In the compilation, 12 hours in unpaid time were credited for the Kennedy-Nixon discussions — four hours
for each of the three networks. Two
hours of each network's four (or a total
of six hours in all) were credited to
each party. In all other cases, compilations were made on the basis of program information on file at the networks.
Five-minute Segments ■ The Democrats, for example, favor the five-minute form of network program compared to the Republicans — at least in
their purchases on NBC-TV and CBSTV. The figures: on NBC-TV— Democrats, 9five-minute segments on Today,
13 additional in the daytime and 14
prime, nighttime; Republicans, 5 fiveminute segments in the daytime, 3 in
the nighttime. On CBS-TV— Democrats, 7in the daytime and 9 in nighttime; Republicans, 6 in the daytime

Political broadcasts

on
tv
ALONE

and 3 in night periods. On ABC-TV —
Democrats, 6 in the daytime; Republicans, 8 in the daytime and 2 in the
night periods.
These computations point out an
emphasis on daytime by the buyer of
five-minute segments. Sought here are
housewives who are attracted particularly to an informal, program-format
used as opposed to the straight-fromthe-hip political speech at night.
The Democrats as opposed to Republicans appear to be buying more time
on NBC-TV; the situation differing on
CBS-TV where the GOP is outspending
the Democrats slightly and on ABCTV where the Republicans are ahead of
the Democrats in both time and billing.
Per network, this is the program information showing the purchased time
and unpaid or free time in addition to
the five-minute
segment totals compiled
above
:
ABC-TV ■ A half-hour Democratic
program purchase pre-empted Wyatt
Earp on Sept. 20 (8:30-9 p.m.), and

on the television networks

This chart shows free and paid time, Sept. 11-Nov. 7.
It assumes only four "Great Debates" of one hour each.
10 11
Democratic
Paid Time
$865,000

Republican
Paid
Time
$787,000

KennedyJohnson
Free Time
$1,439,000
Lodge
Free Time
Nixon$1,334,000
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These five symbols indicate political appearances, either
paid or free, on at least one tv network. Solid green blocks
are free appearances by Nixon or Lodge; striped green
blocks free appearances by Kennedy or Johnson; donkeys
are paid appearances for Democrats; elephants paid appearances for the GOP; Kennedy-Nixon caricatures indiTHE NETWORK
RECORD
cate debates.
The 1960 presidential campaign,
fies his party to lead the nation. This
voluntarily joined in the so-called
thanks to tv and radio and to the
"Great Debates."
exposure has been offered without
The parties have bought national
broadcasters who persuaded Congress
charge by the tv networks on such
tv time, too, but in lesser amounts
to liberalize Sec. 315, the political
programs as ABC-TV's Campaign
than in past campaigns. The chart
broadcasting law, is unique in hisRoundup and College News Confershows that most of that buying (of
tory. The chart above shows why.
ence;
CBS-TV's
Presidential
CountOn each date marked in color
30 minutes or more) is concentrated
down, Face the Nation and Person to
in the weeks after the bulk of the free
above, one or more of the principal
Person,
NBC-TV's
contenders has had or will have the
and the and
Candidates
and Campaign
Meet the
time has run — primarily after the
Press. In addition, all tv networks,
chance to expose, and his audience
fourth bate"and
Oct. 21.so-far final "Great Deplus the four radio networks, have
to absorb, the stand he thinks quali28 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)
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there are two GOP-sponsored programs, one on Oct. 20 (Lodge) and the
other on Nov. 7 (11 p.m.-midnight).
In addition, there was a regional buy on
ABC-TV by the Democrats in the New
York State area (not included in the
compilation). Free time includes Henry
Cabot Lodge on College News Conference, Nov. 6 (1:30-2 p.m.) and Sen.
John F. Kennedy on Campaign Roundup, Oct. 29 (7-7:30 p.m.) and the four
hours of "Great Debates."
CBS-TV ■ Republican buys include
three programs: Mr. Lodge on Oct. 3,
8:30-9 p.m.; Mr. Nixon on Oct. 25, 99:30 p.m. and a GOP program on
election eve, 10-11 p.m. Democrats
bought 9:30-10 p.m. on Nov. 5, and
11-11:30 on Nov. 7. (The latter is a
new change, the Democrats originally
had from 11 through midnight. CBSTV spokesmen said the network has released the 11:30 to midnight time for
station programming. A Democratic
order for a regional hookup Oct. 29 at
10:30-11 p.m. of 106 stations on CBSTV encompassing the southern region
of the U. S. was canceled last week). A
late order last week scheduled a Democratic National Committee program for
Nov. 2 at 3-3:30 in the afternoon on
CBS-TV.
Free time on CBS-TV includes the
four hours of "Great Debates"; Sen.
Kennedy and Vice President Nixon on
Person to Person on Sept. 29 and Oct.
27 respectively; Mr. Lodge on Oct. 9,
Sen. Johnson on Oct. 2 and Sen. Kennedy on Oct. 30 on Face the Nation
(Mr. Nixon's date hasn't been set yet);
Mr. Nixon on Sept. 12, Sen. Kennedy

Hungry
YARBOROUGH

ON NETWORK

on Sept. 19, Mr. Johnson on Sept. 26
and Mr. Lodge on Oct. 10. All appeared also on Presidential Countdown
(half hour Westinghouse sponsored
program) .
NBC-TV » The GOP bought two
programs — Oct. 10, 8:30-9 p.m. and
Nov. 2 at that same hour — and the
Democrats purchased three: Oct. 31,
8:30-9 p.m., Nov. 4, 9:30-10 p.m. and
Nov. 6, 10:30-11 p.m.
Free time on NBC-TV other than
the four hours of "Great Debates" includes two half-hour programs, Meet
the Press and The Campaign and the
Candidates. Each of the candidates —
presidential and vice presidential — had
appeared on both of these shows in a
period from Sept. 18 through Oct. 15,
thus presenting a total of 4 hours for
each candidate's slate.
Network Totals ■ Summarized in the
following listing are totals for each
network of paid and unpaid time (costs
all approximate and averaged at estimated gross rates) :
ABC-TV — paid, Democrats, 1 hour
($92,000), Republicans, 2 hours 20
minutes ($236,000); unpaid, Democrats, 2hours 30 minutes ($291,000),
Republicans, 2 hours 30 minutes
($258,000).
[Editor's note: In the preceding
cumulative total for unpaid time, hours
and minutes are comparable though
the dollar value is not. Such discrepancies are due to wide rate differences in
network time classifications. In all
cases, estimates attempt to reflect the
differences.]
CBS-TV — paid, Democrats, 2 hours

watchdog
ASKS

BROADCASTERS

The most trouble-free political
broadcasting season of history suddenly
developed a crisis last week.
Broadcasters all over the country
got a letter from the chairman of a
special Senate watchdog subcommittee
requesting them to forward all complaints they got about political broadcasts. Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough
(D-Texas), chairman of the subcommittee, said he wanted the complaints
forwarded "within 24 hours" of receipt.
Couched in gobbledygook, the letter
led to these developments:
■ NAB, startled by this unexpected
demand, called on Sen. Yarborough
for an immediate conference.
■ Surprised stations swamped Washington communications attorneys and
NAB with frantic requests for guidance in handling the official request.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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20 minutes ($294,000); Republicans, 2
hours 45 minutes ($341,000); unpaid,
Democrats, 4 hours 30 minutes ($610,000) ; Republicans, 4 hours ($538,000) .
(The half hour difference here is Mr.
Nixon's pending acceptance for an appearance on Face the Nation).
NBC-TV — paid, Democrats, 4 hours
30 minutes ($479,000); Republicans, 1
hour 40 minutes ($210,000); unpaid,
Democrats and Republicans, each 4
hours ($538,000 for each party).
For purposes of compiling comparable time and gross costs with a direct
reference to the campaign, it was necessary to confine unpaid political programs to appearance of any one of the
candidates for President and Vice President. Paid political time was considered in all cases on the purchaser's identification.
Spot Patterns ■ Not included in the
network summary are the various regional purchases for the candidates or
parties, though a few are mentioned
where a partial network lineup was
used.
Spot purchases by both parties are
likewise excluded. An unusual development in this election year has been the
hold-back of spot buying by the national parties until the last minute.
Only in the past few days has spot
become a factor in the national campaign. The Republicans have just begun to break spots in the top 100 markets. The Democratic National Committee so far has bought no spots. It
has plenty of spot plans on paper, but
allocation of money is awaited before
spot buying can begin.

nothing
HIM

■ Sen Hugh Scott (R-Pa.), minority member of the Senate group,
angered by the letter, protested he had
not been consulted by the chairman
or Creekmore Fath, majority counsel.
Baffled broadcasters simply could not
figure out what was going on, knowing
that the FCC at the Senate Commerce
Committee's
has and
sent networks
questionnaires to allrequest
stations
calling for detailed political reports
(Broadcasting, Aug. 15).
Hidden Meaning ■ Fanning the confusion was the inability of experienced
political observors and attorneys to
figure out what the Yarborough letter
meant. Evidence was developing Oct.
20, when the chairman's 5,000 letters
were arriving at stations, that the senator might have caught his foot in a
rhetorical bucket.

to

bite

SOME MORSELS
A 103-word sentence in the Yarborough letter was one word short,
judging by an unofficial comment at
the subcommittee's office (text of letter
page 30). This lengthy sentence called
on stations to send in complaints "by
any candidate, political committee or
The word "individual" left the field
individual."
open to everyone in the United States.
It was interpreted by some broadcasters to mean that every frivolous or
pouty phone call had to be documented; every letter and spoken complaint had to be listed and described.
A source close to the subcommittee
reported that Richard Yarborough, the
chairman's son and administrative aide,
had decided maybe the word "indivi-29
dual" actually should be "individual
candidate." But this suggestion, lacking

WATCHDOG

SIMAP3 AT BROADCASTERS

any official color, offered no relief to
harrassed station managers and program
executives.
Out of the Blue ■ What surprised
NAB and individual stations was the
appearance of this demand after weeks
that have been almost free from major
charges by candidates or parties that
stations or networks are being unfair
in their handling of politics. (Broadcasting, Oct. 10).
Around Capitol Hill there were
minority suggestions the subcommittee
was taking a last desperate step to find
evidence of prejudicial broadcasting,
having received only one "legitimate
complaint" since the presidential nominees and local candidates started campaigning.
The only person willing to be quoted
on the subject was Sen. Scott, who as
minority member of the watchdog subcommittee was unhappy over the whole
mess.
"I knew nothing about the letter
or the news release put out by the subcom it e ," he said. "I was not consulted. Actually, I knew nothing about
the letter until two days after it had
been disseminated."
NAB, too, was caught by surprise,
its key executives being in Dallas for
the NAB fall conference when stations
received the letters. Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government affairs vice
president, conferred in Dallas with G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S. C, a member of the NAB
Policy Committee.
They conferred by phone with Clair
R. McCollough, Steinman stations, committee chairman, who wired Sen. Yarborough asking for an immediate conference.
Mr. McCollough said NAB was "at
a complete loss to understand the reasons" for the Yarborough request: He
reminded Sen. Yarborough the industry
had spent large sums to provide a free
forum for candidates and added broadSec. 315 suspension may
A court test may be looming on
the legality of the suspension of Sec.
315 of the Communications Act. Sec.
315 was suspended for this election
year to give presidential and vice
presidential candidates of the major
parties broadcast time without being
hampered by splinter and minority
party demands for equal time.
Rev. C. L. Naugle an Evangelical
Lutheran minister, has complained to
the FCC that he should be given
equal time with candidates Kennedy
and Nixon. Rev. Naugle claims to
be the presidential candidate of the
30 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)
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casters have long been proud of their
fair presentation of issues (see McCollough telegram page 32).
The Trouble in It » Here are some of
the specific complaints made by stations and attorneys after studying the
Yarborough letter:
■ It's broad enough to raise charges
of censorship.
■ The request is vague.
■ It greatly increases the work load
imposed on stations that follow what
they consider a literal reading of the
requirements.
■ The prompt 24-hour requirement
is completely unrealistic.
■ It could include routine complaints
over alleged improper lighting, setting,
makeup or such minor things as inadvertent stage noise.
Chairman
Yarborough's
office conceded there had
been communications
from the industry but would not be
specific about their source or contents.
A plea for clarification was sent to
the subcommittee by Edgar W. Holtz,
on behalf of the Hogan & Hartson law
firm. Observing that station clients
had voiced "great concern over the
myriad of practical problems which
will be involved in any bona fide effort
at literal compliance," the letter asked
for "a realistic extension" of the 24hour protest period.
The Holtz letter observed that many
complaints are caused by the heat of
a controversial campaign, especially
complaints
madeconcern
by telephone.
"Your
letter indicates
with complaints
made either by a candidate, a political
committee or an individual," he said,
adding, "It is doubtful if the purposes
of the committee will be substantially
served by voluminous information concerning listener criticisms and complaints which are frequently frivolous
and for the most part partisan."
Duplicated Detail ■ While the industry seethed, the FCC found no reason
face court test
American Party.
The commission has informed
Rev. Naugle of the suspension of
Sec. 315. Taking his case to the
courts, Rev. Naugle was turned down
Thursday (Oct. 20) for a writ of
mandamus to force networks to give
him equal time with the major party
candidates.
will appeal
action todayHe (Oct.
24) to the
the court's
U. S.
Court of Appeals.
Rev. Naugle has been a presidential candidate for several elections.
He claims he had 83 pledged delegates at 1952's GOP Convention.

Sen. Yarborough
A last effort to find trouble
to take action. Last August it had
sent all radio and tv stations and networks a five-part questionnaire covering political broadcast practices during
the campaign, specifying the period
between Sept. 1 and Nov. 8. Stations
were told to maintain logs and to send
in completed questionnaires by Dec.
5. Among items covered are details
of all requests for time which were
denied.
FCC's action grew out of a comment
last May by Sen. Mike Monroney (DOkla. ) at the Senate subcommittee hearing on suspension of Sec. 315 (equaltime clause) for presidential and vice
presidential candidates of major parties
during the campaign. Three days later
FCC sent all tv stations a letter asking
them to answer questions covering
political broadcast policies. During the
closing days of the 86th Congress,
Chairman Warren Magnuson (DWash.) of the Commerce Committee
named Sen. Yarborough chairman of a
new election watchdog unit.
The subcommittee was denied a request for $150,000 to do its watchdog
chore, receiving only $35,000. This
limited fund was deemed adequate by
the Senate to finance "a study" of the
way stations handle election coverage.
The subcommittee is to file its report
in lanuary.
The Letter ■ Text of the Yarborough
letter to broadcasters follows:
"As you know, on June 14, 1960,
Senate Resolution 350 was passed
establishing a Subcommittee to its Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce charged with the duty to
examine, investigate and make a comBROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

W SB -TV is first choice
in Atlanta, a market of
1,000,000 served by 3
stations. Its dominance
is not new, but has been
proved by survey after
survey of the market.
The latest surveys show:
first— WSB/TV leads
in number of counties
FIRST_WSB/TV
reached.*

leads

in net weekly circulation.*
first— WSB/TV leads
in quarter-hour ratings.!
first— WSB/TV leads
in metro area share of sets in
use, Sunday thru Saturday.f
first- WSB/TV leads
in local and network news
show audiences. t
first— WSB/TV leads
in feature film audience. f
first- WSB/TV leads
in audience delivered for
syndicated shows. f
first— WSB/TV leads
in kid show audiences
including the top rated
Popeye Club.f
MRS 1960 Coverage Study, Atlanta, Go.
jARB, Atlanta, Go., August, 1960

tv
wsbchannel
2 Atlanta
Re presented by

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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plete study of any and all matters

WSYR

Delivers

Radio

Homes

No.

2

85%
Than

More
The

pertaining
to —
"(1) Federal
policy on uses of
government licensed media for the
dissemination of political opinions,
news, and advertising, and the presentation of political candidates, and
"(2) A review and examination of
information and complaints concerning the dissemination of news by such
media.
"This bipartisan subcommittee attaches great importance to the purpose
for which it was created and in order
to better assure fulfillment of the national policy of fairness and impartiality
in the use in political campaigns of
communications media operating under
government license in these last three
crucial weeks prior to our national
election, you are requested to report
to the subcommittee within twentyfour hours of your receipt of any complaint made directly to you by any
candidate for public office, political
committee or individual alleging discrimination byyou in the handling of
political opinions, news, and advertising and the presentation of political
candidates.

Station

18 Counties, 471,290 Homes, 1.6 Million People,
$3 Billion Buying Power . .

"Following this immediate notification to the subcommittee of any complaint received by you, we would further request that you advise us of your
action and disposition in the handling

Ed Murphy

Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC
NEW rOWC • BOSTON • CHICAGO
DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO
NSC

Deacon Doubleday
FARM

MUSIC

in Central New York

WSYR

5

KW

•

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

•

570

KC

*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
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of said complaint."
One Response
■ Mr. McCollough's
telegram
to Sen. Yarborough
follows:
"The radio and television broadcasting industry of the United States has
provided at great expense a forum for
the free exchange of viewpoints between our two leading candidates for
the presidency. The industry has received from practically all sources
complimentary and laudatory comments
on both its achievements and its demonstrated fairness. The industry has
long prided itself in its fairness in the
presentation of issues and candidates.
"The FCC has directed all stations to
maintain complete files on the handling
of requests for time for political purposes during the campaign, and to file
with the commission by Dec. 5 a lengthy and detailed report on these activities. Against this background, and
your prior request to all candidates and
the public as well to inform your subcom it e of charges of discriminatory
treatment and our belief that broadcasters in their treatment of candidates
have been eminently fair, we are at a
complete loss to understand the reasons
for your request of Oct. 14.
"We have effected cooperation with
your subcommittee and the FCC in
its survey, and would appreciate the
opportunity of having representatives
of our association meet with you immediately to discuss the matter."
BROADCASTING, Octobsr 24, 19:0
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FIFTH

DEBATE

STILL

UP

IN AIR

Fourth is kept to an hour on subject of foreign affairs
The fourth "Great Debate" was
broadcast Oct. 21 in the originally
scheduled one-hour format, with broadcasters and the public still wondering as
the weekend approached if there would
be a fifth debate between the two presidential candidates.
An afternoon of conferences last
Thursday ended with the definite decision the Oct. 21 debate wouldn't run
an extra hour, as earlier proposed.
Network and candidate spokesmen did
not rule out a fifth debate in a statement that included this enigmatic line:
"Representatives of the candidates will
give further consideration to a type of
format which would allow public participation inthe questioning."
Sen. Kennedy had announced beforehand his willingness to extend the
fourth debate to two hours, which had
been Vice President Nixon's counter to
a Kennedy request for a fifth debate.
Mr. Nixon contended his campaign
schedule could not accommodate a fifth
meeting. In agreeing to an extra hour
for the fourth program, Sen. Kennedy
contended this should not be a substitute for another debate closer to election
day.
Addition of an hour to the fourth
meeting apparently foundered on the
"public participation" question, which
Vice President Nixon had suggested.
The statement issued by the networks'
and candidates' representatives reported
that incame clear
the that
Thursday
meeting
"it bein the time
involved
an
acceptable program with participation
in the questioning of the candidates
could not be developed. It was agreed

that on Friday night (Oct. 21) the program should be the one-hour program
on foreign affairs as originally planned
in Attending
August." the meeting were Fred
Scribner representing Mr. Nixon; Leonard Reinsch of the Cox stations representing Mr. Kennedy; John Daly, ABC
News; Sig Mickelson, CBS News; Joe
Keating, Mutual News, and William R.
McAndrew, NBC News.
It was understood Mr. Nixon's "public participation" proposal envisioned
questions telephoned by viewers and
listeners for answering on the air. There
also were reports that some type of
"man-in-the-street" format had been
discussed.
Close Quarters ■ The most striking
departure in arrangements for last Friday night's debate was that, for the first
time since the series started, the candidates would be in striking distance of
each other — literally. Their podia were
set up six feet apart, in contrast to the
20 feet or so that separated them in the
first two debates and, of course, the
3,000 miles between them in the splitscreen third.
Heightening the head-to-head atmosphere, the "neutral zone" between them
was eliminated by moving the moderator to a seat among the panelists and,
in addition, cameras were set up so that
the candidates would be talking almost
face-to-face.
ABC officials, who produced the
show, said these arrangements had been
approved earlier in the week by representatives of Messrs. Nixon and Kennedy.

on his opponent's reply. Donald G.
Coe, ABC director of special events
and operations, who produced the show,
also was timekeeper.
For the first time in the debates
cameras were to be mounted on Houston crane dollies that could lift them
10 to 15 feet above the floor, providing

111

1

1

Equal facilities such as the framers of Sec. 315 never
thought of were provided by ABC for Messrs. Nixon and
Kennedy for their fourth debate last Friday. To make
them comfortable while waiting for air time, ABC constructed identical "cottages" in its New York studio Tv-1.
If they differ in any way, it'll be in the temperature. Each
cottage has two rooms, one 12x14 feet (at left) to serve as
reception and conference room and one 10x12 (at right)
for the candidate's private sanctum. Both are paneled in
Philippine mahogany and carpeted, have five telephones,
34 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

There was another departure from
the arrangements used in the first two
debates. ABC said monitors, not set
up for the candidates in the first two
but necessary in the third because of
the split-screen, had been requested by
both Sen. Kennedy and Vice President
Nixon so each could watch the other's
on-screen appearance if not his own.
The monitors were arranged so either
candidate's image could be kept off his
own screen.
The set for the fourth debate, constructed under the supervision of ABCTV scenic designer George Corrin, was
of wood-grain texture and stood 12 feet
high. Messrs. Kennedy and Nixon were
at right and left, respectively, on a
platform 12 inches high. They sat on
stools behind waist-high, L-shaped podia. Moderator Quincy Howe, ABC
commentator, and the panel of four
newsmen, were ranged in a semi-circle
in front of them. Panelists on the program were John Edwards, ABC News;
Walter Cronkite, CBS News; Frank Singiser, MBS News, and John Chancellor,
NBC News.
Standard Format ■ The format was
similar to that used in the first debate,
with opening and closing statements by
the candidates and the rest of the time
devoted to questions by the panelists
and answers by the nominees. Each
candidate was allotted two-and-a-half
minutes to answer a direct question
and one-and-a-half minutes to comment

* S

?

a television set, private washroom, Italian Empire and
American modern furniture, two typewriters, prints of van
Gogh and Prohaska, and air-conditioning which each candidate may set to suit himself. Bob Bright, ABC scenic
designer who supervised construction of the side-by-side
cottages at a cost which ABC hesitates to reveal, says
they're so complete that "you could set them outside and
live in them in perfect comfort the year round." ABC
hoped to have picket fences and green plantings — identical, of course — surrounding the cottages by airtime.
BROADCASTING, Octeber 24, 1960

Are you keying your marketing activities to the greatest area
of richness and development in the nation?
This area is the eight-state region of the Southwest,
based upon the facts of economic and industrial expansion, coupled
with availability and high caliber of labor.
And the Greater Oklahoma City Market is right in the center.
Thus, there is another important factor that is compounding the industrial
and economic development of the Greater Oklahoma City Market.
It is the importance of Oklahoma City as a center of distribution!
WKY

RADIO

AND

TELEVISION,

as prime communicators

in a coverage area of 56 counties, is closely allied to the distribution of
products to people enriched by the market's great
and growing advantages.

tahzing

on

Geographical
Good

Fortune!
51
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Distribution is an important industry in Greater Oklahoma
products are manufactured

City. Whether

elsewhere, or here, they find their way to whole-

salers, retailers and consumers

more easily and more economically than almost

any other market anywhere in the nation. A look at the map will explain why.
Oklahoma

City is practically equidistant to everywhere!

FACTS:
The distribution industry employs about 40,000 people in the Greater
Oklahoma City market.
The market is served by 1 1 railroads, 5 airlines, 44 motor freight carriers.
The market is the hub of the federal interstate highway system. Two
main highways from the East Coast come together near here to form the
one main highway to the West Coast. Crossing this route is the main highway
from Canada and the Great Lakes, to Mexico.
The excellence of distribution benefits the marketer of products in
several ways. First, of course, the distribution industry has a big payroll,
pouring money into the hands of people you want to sell.
In addition, you can get your products through the distribution channel
to your Oklahoma customers more easily, and in most cases, more
economically.
More customers . . . with more dollars . . . reached more easily. And
reached more effectively through use of WKY RADIO AND TELEVISION, the
prime communicators in the market. Another of the "reasons why" is
on page 4.

One of many new traffic intercha

I

Measure

Market

MINUTES

Miles

We are the prime communicators to over half of
Oklahoma. You cover 56 counties on WKY RADIO
...54 counties on WKY-TV.
This is more than just coverage. Because in these
counties, people look toward us as the center of communication, entertainment, news, weather . . . and
commercial information.
Naturally, we're dominant in the Greater Oklahoma
City market itself, or we couldn't afford to be selling
the market. We'd have to talk about the stations.
But outside of Oklahoma City, there's a rich area
of prosperous, growing communities with names like
Shawnee, Seminole, Duncan, El Reno, Enid, Chickasha. And each of these towns is closer by minutes to
Oklahoma City than the Battery is to the Bronx!
Best of all, they watch WKY-TV and listen to
WKY RADIO. They always have, because we were
first on the air . . . and haven't stopped running ahead
since! So, you're only a split second away from ableto-buy customers in 56 counties, when you're on the
air with us. That's why we're . . . GOOD STATIONS
ON WHICH TO DO MORE BUSINESS.

RADIO

and TELEVISION
OKLAHOMA CITY
The WKY Television System, Inc.
WTVT, Tampa- St. Petersburg, Fla.
Represented by The Katz Agency

listened . . . tuned out while the two
Lodge preempts

Lodge

A political preemption with a
twist occurred last week. GOP
vice presidential candidate Henry
Cabot Lodge had been slated to
appear on ABC-TV's Campaign
Roundup on Oct. 20 (Thur.,
10:30-11 p.m. EDT). But last
week the Oct. 20 Campaign
Roundup was preempted — for a
speech by Henry Cabot Lodge.
The National Republican Congressional Committee placed the
order that converted Mr. Lodge's
time from free to paid.
greater flexibility of camera angles.
There were seven cameras — three
trained on the candidates, two on the
moderator and panel, and two used as
stand-by.
There also was a standby control
room, in case anything happened to
put the regular control room out of
operation.
Marshal Diskin, who directed the
third debate, was also director for the
fourth. Jack Sameth, who directed the
New York portion of the third appearance, was stand-by director in the standby control room for the fourth.
In addition to constructing in-studio
"cottages"
the and
convenience
the
candidates for
before
after airof time
(see pictures), ABC also arranged for
their arrival and departure in style. Ared carpet 100 feet long was laid from
the 66th St. entrance ramp into the
studios, permitting the candidates limousines to deposit them at the doors of
their respective "cottages."
NBC Seeks Reaction ■ NBC scheduled a series of sidewalk interviews
Oct. 22 on the way voters felt about the
influence of "Great Debates" on their
decision Nov. 8. The program was
scheduled 9:30-10:30 p.m. EDT. Nine
cities were selected for interviews. Other
features include excerpts from debates,
evaluation of nominees' crowds and results of an NBC news survey estimating
strength of the candidates. Frank McGee was to be anchorman on the program.
Debate audience size drops
The third Nixon-Kennedy debate on
Oct. 13 reached a combined radio-tv
audience of 76.4 million, the Sindlinger
& Co. research organization reported
last week. There were signs that it not
only attracted fewer persons than either
of its predecessors, but also that it
bored more.
"For the first time since we have been
measuring the debate audience," President Albert E. Sindlinger reported last
week, "38% of those who watched or
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

were on the air." The Sindlinger estimate for the third debate was 61 million watching on tv and 15.4 million
listening on radio, a total decline of
15% as compared with the second debate's combined audience of 89,909,000.
Sindlinger's estimate for the first debate
was 86,261,000.
LBJ'S

TEN-GALLON

HAT

Which one he's wearing, when,
causes equal-time controversy
In medieval times they argued about
how many angels could dance on the
edge of a pin.
Now they're arguing about how
many hats Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) can wear and still claim
exemption from the equal time provisions of Sec. 315.
The "they" are Texas Republicans,
whose candidate John G. Tower of
Houston, is opposing Sen. Johnson's
bid for re-election as a U.S. senator.
The LBJ brand is not only on the
Democratic national ticket for vice
president, but the Senate majority leader is also running for re-election to
his senate seat.
Mr. Tower's position, which he has
made clear to both CBS and NBC —
and to all Texas stations — is that Sen.
Johnson can't have it two ways. He
can't, Mr. Tower has told the broadcasters, be the vice presidential candidate exempt from Sec. 315 and still
be the Democratic candidate for the
U.S. Senate and also be exempt from
Sec. 315.
"We cannot agree to any theory
that Sen. Johnson can wear his vice
presidential candidate's hat on some
appearances and his senatorial hat on
others." This is what Thad Hutcheson, Texas GOP chairman, and Albert
B. Fay, Texas GOP national committeeman, told Texas broadcasters earlier
this month.
At issue were Sen. Johnson's appearances on CBS' Face the Nation
and Presidential Countdown, and
NBC's Meet the Press and The Campaign and the Candidates.
Both networks have "respectfully"
denied Mr. Towers request for equal
time. And both made two similar
points:
That Sen. Johnson when he appeared
on these programs appeared as the
Democratic vice presidential nominee.
Or, that these programs are considered bona fide news interview programs, exempted from Sec. 315 provisions by the congressional amendments
this past summer. CBS did not exactly make this claim for Presidential
Countdown.
Both also pointed out that neither
own stations in Texas and they cannot
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32

hour

political show

KTSM El Paso, Tex., staged a 32hour political "Partython" Oct. 1516, providing coverage of candidates
for local, state and national offices.
The week-end of politics was donated
as a public service, with no paid commercials during the period, according
to Karl O. Wyler, president-general
manager.
An average of 25 phone callers an
hour provided listeners with a chance
to voice their political opinions on
the air. Interviews with local candidates and state candidates from the
area were carried plus taped speeches
by leading national campaign figures.
One-minute segments on party platforms were read.

proves public interested in politics
Paine and Madison still alive in the
Jack Chapman, KTSM station
manager, said after the program,
average American of 1960? The an"We entered into this program as an
KTSM offered to make available
experiment. Could radio, in 32 hours,
swer is yes."
free of charge a complete resume of
or one weekend — provide a public
forum, larger and more important
the program and the way it was hanthan any that could be held in a
dled to any interested radio station.
It referred requests to: KTSM Radio,
single meeting under one roof? Could
Partython, 801 N. Oregon, El Paso,
men gather together around thousTex. In the picture (below), Rudy
ands of radios to discuss the election
of the men who will govern them for Tellez, KTSM program director, gets
ready to cue a station break. At the
two to six years to come? Were Americans too complacent, too soft to give table (from 1 to r), Republican Allan
Rash is being interviewed by Conrey
their real support and interest to such
a program ... to make use of it Bryson, Ted Bender, County Commissioner Dick Davis and County
... or was the spirit of Jefferson
Treasurer Pierce Atwater.
and Washington and Adams and

Keynoted "The Sound of Good
Government," the program brought
hundreds of phone calls to Conrey
Bryson and Ted Bender, on-the-air
moderators. Nearlv 600 calls were
heard on the air. Besides a jammed
s'-vitchboard, the station said, congratulations came in the form of telegrams, flowers, cakes and cookies.
Calls were evenly divided between
lo~al and national issues and the parties. The citv is traditionally Democratic. Hundreds Dhoned in to pledge
a total of $1,093 for party campaigns. Discussion topics ranged from
the party platforms to the QuemoyMatsu issue and party attitudes toward
welfare and education. Many callers
said the religious issue was unimportant. around
The only a"rough"
calls were
centered
local race.
therefore speak for Texas licensees.
Both Mr. Tower and the Texas Republican organization have kept the
FCC advised of their requests — but up
to Thursday night neither had made a
formal complaint for an FCC ruling.
Roper to poll debates'
influence upon voters
This week's national polling by the
Elmo Roper organization is out to pin
down more information about how the
candidates' televised "debates" affect
voters. In answer to a question at a
meeting of the New York chapter of
The American Marketing Assn., last
week, Mr. Roper said he was putting
a study in the field Oct. 22 to cover
this point, along with other questions
in the regular polling on political preferences, attitudes and dominant issues.
Results will be announced by Mr.
Roper on the CBS-TV Presidential
Countdown program Monday (Oct. 31,
10:30-11 p.m. EST), according to preliminary plans.
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So far, the pollster said, he had only
concluded, as did others, that voters
who were already in the Kennedy camp
thought he "won" all three debates and
that Nixon supporters said their man
won the second two and would have
taken the first if it hadn't been for bad
lighting and makeup. (The fourth debate had not yet taken place at the
time of the American Marketing Assn.
meeting Oct. 20.)
Last week's AMA program starred
the pollster being interviewed by Mike
Wallace on the nature, functions and
dangers of election polling. One of the
big dangers, Mr. Roper said, is too
much reliance on pre-convention polls
when experience has shown that a
significant part of the electorate reserves judgment up to election day.
Political sidelights...
Daley
Daley
office
"Great

speaks ■ Mayor Richard J.
of Chicago used his political
last Tuesday to champion the
Debates" on tv as the "greatest

thing that
happened."
The on
Democraticever
mayor, who
rode herd
the
controversy to admit electronic journalists with radio-tv equipment into the
local city council, said he felt political
candidates of the future will be "compelled" to debate their opponents. He
based his opinion on the reception given
the televised debates involving Vice
President Richard M. Nixon and Sen.
John Kennedy.
Debate planned ■ KIRO-AM-TV Seattle plans an Oct. 29th debate between
gubernatorial candidates in which a
moderator will ask all the questions.
Candidates will be queried on an alternating basis, with a time limit set on
each answer. Don Brice, radio-tv news
director, will be moderator.
'Sound off' ■ Besides polling on sidewalks, WTOL Toledo, Ohio, invites
listeners to "sound off" on their favorite
political subject. The ballot shows
Kennedy leading. WTOL-TV plans four
news
didates.conferences for congressional canBROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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REVERE

5 when the two signal lights gleamed from the ol[i 1 1 Hi i I iMtl ill If m Ih iTh B
fry, Paul Revere rode like a firebrand into the quiet night to warn all waiting
Middlesex County that the British were coming. And .-. . when the British
came, the Minutemen

were waiting for them, muskets cocked ... the

message got through. Balaban stations travel like a firebrand, too, with
your message . . . riding straight to win for you on the Balaban poli
original programming, exciting personalities and real selling "know-h
The news of your product, or your service is carried straig
the buyer with the Balaban

THE

BALABAN

WIL-ST.

Stations . . . couriers par excelle

STATIONS:

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

LOUIS
WRIT-MILWAUKEE
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Nationally by Robert
E. Eastman & Co., Inc.
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wife
like Caesar's
advertising
Keep
4A SESSIONS ANALYZE SELF-DISCIPLINES THAT ARE IN ORDER
Advertising's image and the expedi- America opened its Washington office which one example is the "legal action
encies necessary to keep it untarnished
to report on legislative developments
being taken to stop Procter & Gamble
to the advertising industry. The latest from acquiring and assimilating Clorox.
were again explored last week by some
constructive step is the committee for One major basis for the legal action is
of the nation's leading agency men.
the improvement of advertising content
They met Oct. 16-19 at the western
the contention that P&G's potent proregion convention of the American
motional 'know how' makes their action
organized jointly by the AAAA and the
Assn. of Advertising Agencies in Cor- Assn. of National Advertisers (Broadautomatically 'unfair competition.'
casting, Oct. 10), replacing the former
onado, Calif., and re-echoed concerns
"If this action is upheld, the antiexpressed at the 4A's central region unilateral AAAA interchange of opin- advertising forces will have landed and
ion on objectionable advertising.
meeting in Chicago the previous weeksecured a beachhead," he declared. "An
end.
The volume of anti-advertising bills extension of the line of reasoning behind this attack on P&G can only lead
The western convention, however,
introduced during the 86th Congress is
came away with the assurances of 4A not as frightening as it has been made
to far more regulation than we now
President Frederic R. Gamble that out to be, Mr. Gamble asserted. Many
of the 130 bills were duplicates. Only
advertising was continuing to prosper
The "publication at this time of the
and grow.
15 were of major importance and only
latest
book off Vance Packard's assembly
Health Report ■ Despite the quiz and two of these finally became law: the line ... at precisely the time when
payola scandals and other unhappy pub- Magnuson Bill to impose penalties for some . . . are lambasting the present
have."
licity, the financial state of advertising payola and the Mills Bill amending the administration
for policies attributed to
is surprisingly healthy, according to Internal Revenue Code so as to exclude
the President's friendships with big
the figures for AAAA agencies reported local advertising charges from manubusiness executives . . . frankly scares
by Gamble. For the year ended in
facturers' sales taxes. Neither of these me to death," Mr. Crisp declared, noting
March, the total volume of AAAA
bills,
he said, can be considered anti- that this attack comes when the country
advertising.
members hit a record high of $3,625
is trying to decide on the kind of leadbillion, a 12% gain over the year beership itwants for the next four years.
Despite Mr. Gamble's encouraging
fore. Total employes of these agencies words, others who addressed the reThe third attack is not yet launched,
is 41,000.
gional agency meeting warned that ad- but 'it has been telegraphed unmistakThese figures include $275 million
vertising has a long way to go before
ably by the economic plans and policies
in advertising handled by the agencies' it can get out of the dark woods of of one of the two major parties. What
branches in foreign countries, almost as adverse public opinion.
is needed is to restrain action in the
much as the U.S. volume of 20 years
'Voice of Advertising' ■ "There is 'private' sector of the economy and to
ago, Mr. Gamble stated. The 7,000 today no strong authoritative voice
personnel abroad are almost as many
raised to explain and sell advertising to stimulate the 'public' sector."
Mr. Crisp suggested that "the bigpeople as there were in all AAAA
the American public," Richard D. Crisp, and-getting-bigger advertisers and the
domestic offices in 1939.
consultant in advertising and marketing big-and getting-bigger large agencies
Advertising has made progress on management and research, declared.
should pool just a little of the brainthe public relations front too, he said,
power and financial power and address
Perhaps in the past, advertising's failure
starting a year ago with the establish- to explain itself was not especially im- themselves to the task of a constructive
ment of an advertising committee of
portant. But today, when advertising interpretation of advertising to the
the national distribution council within
is under attack, the lack of an adequate
the Dept. of Commerce. This gave defense is of vital importance, he said. American public."
Selling Ad Image ■ Or, if the coadvertising a voice inside the executive
There is not just one, but three difapproach doesn't appeal, he
branch of the government. At the same
ferent attacks, Mr. Crisp stated. First asked, "whyoperative
can't one agency, just one,
time, the Advertising Federation of there is the governmental attack, of any big agency with a real confidence
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Mr. Strouse
Don't fight the label
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Mr. Gamble
Billings keep growing

Mr. Hoefer
Advertising rates a gold star

Mr. Harding
Be 'proud persuaders'
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Cleveland's

#1 station :

RST:

WHK

And the change is not infa
WHK

is the proud papa of Cleveland's largest* audience,

thanks to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation's
new concepts of service, news and showmanship. When
preparing your Cleveland marketing formula, stir in the right
quantity of WHK.

Consult Dr. Blair, or V.P. & General

Manager Jack Thayer, (EXpress 1-5000)
Cleveland
A station of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

•Hooper Audience IndeK. 79.7%. July- Sept.. 195* ) a. f p.m., Mon.-Fn
Pulse Metro Area. 20.9%— avg . total ahere ol audience
in and out of home, 6 a.rm.-lZ mid.. Sun. -Sat.. June. IMC,
Hooper Business Establishment Survey, 22.1%, Mon.-Fn., 9 a.m.-i p.m.

THE

REVIEWERS

THEY'RE BUSY WRITING RAVE REVIEWS OF ABC-TV'S NEW SHOWS.
DOCUMENTARIES
CAST THE FIRST STONE (BELL & HOWELL CLOSE-UP): "Direct and uncompromising. A sound treatment of a subject unfortunately still regarded as
controversial." J. Gould, N. Y. Times
EXPEDITION: "Superlative. We were intrigued." Nick Kenny, N. Y. Daily Mirror
COMEDY & VARIETY
FLINTSTONES: "A chipper satire." Atra Baer, N. Y. Journal-American
"... the program uses first-rate animated cartoons! The series has the sort
of talent behind it that seldom fails!" Time Magazine
MY THREE SONS: "Very funny— give it a look. " John Crosby, N. Y. Herald-Tribune
"My Three Sons is an amazingly unexpected television program — an
intelligent domestic situation comedy." N. Y. Journal-American
GUESTWARD HO: "It achieved an entertainment level well above that reached
by most of its rivals." N. Y. Times
"It is a slick, amusing little caper." AT. Y. Herald-Tribune
BING CROSBY SPECIAL: "Bright and winning!"
Harriet Van Home, N.Y. World-Telegram and Sun
"Bright, blithe musical party." iV. Y. Mirror
VICTOR BORGE SPECIAL: "A blithesome hour of brittle foolery and lilting
music!" Ben Gross, N. Y . Daily News
"It was a dandy!" Jack O'Brien, N. Y. Journal-American
ADVENTURE
HONG KONG: "Tautly written and deftly acted. Here is a winner."
N. Y. Daily News
"A first rate adventure show with a sense of humor."
T. V. Key, N. Y. Journal- American
STAGECOACH WEST: "Well acted and directed . . . fine for the long haul."
Jack O'Brien, N. Y. Journal-American
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VIEWERS:

THEY'RE BUSY WATCHING
The

ultimate

critics— the customers— have

ways of reviewing
And, even

ABC -TV... MORE THAN ANY OTHER NET!

though

the networks.
the new

With

season

their own

the twist of a dial.

is not yet set, their

dials already are . . . on ABC -TV. The first 27- Market
Trendex of the season, covering the first seven days of
October, shows ABC FIRST IN AUDIENCE. Quite a performance, when you consider these facts: the report covers 24
of the 27'^ hours
course we know

(over 87%) of new

one or two winning

programming.

surveys don't make

Of
a

season; but they're sure a nice way to start!
ABC

TELEVISION

Q

*SOURCE: Trendex, Oct. 1960 Report, all evening sponsored half-hour & hour programs.
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in its own creative powers, perhaps in
cooperation with a handful of its own
clients, do this job?"
Not only the consumer, but also top
business management needs to be sold
on advertising, Mr. Crisp declared. "I
sense a growing resistance on the part
of company presidents and directors to
your repeated recommendations that the
appropriation be increased," he told the
agency executives. "I see rising skepticism as to whether advertising is really
sensible and necessary. ... A major
force behind this attack is a lack of
knowledge, on their part, as to how
well or how poorly the advertising program you prepare is working. . . .
"The people whose confidence in advertising ismost important to you are
precisely the people most likely to be
exposed to and influenced by attacks on
advertising. In a cold war, we would
not think of letting the other side have
the ears of the world to itself. We have
created a Voice of America. Why not
a Voice of Advertising?"
Advertising's current bad reputation
stems from our unprecedented prosperity, John H. Hoefer, president of Hoefer,
Dieterich & Brown, San Francisco, and
AAAA Western Region chairman,
stated. Having more material wealth
than our ancestors ever dreamed of,
with the problem not of how to get the
next m§al but "whether to buy that
second tv set or make a down payment
on a boat," we have developed a guilt
feeling and, to absolve ourselves, we
have made advertising our scapegoat.
Voodoo ■ "The people say: We are
guiltless. It's the old voodoo of advertising that makes us behave like this,
against our pristine nature. Advertising
is what makes us want that second car,
the second tv set, the whitewall tires,
the larger, frost-free refrigerator ..."
Advertising can claim some credit
for the success of American business,
Mr. Hoefer noted, and perhaps another
"gold star" for the public service contributions of advertising, nationally
through the Advertising Council and
individually and locally. "The question

becomes," he went on, "how many
Smokey Bears does it take to atone for
the puritan-induced feelings of 170 mil-

answered himself. "If we don't, the
folks on the other end of the tube just
won't respond.

persons?"
"Iflionadvertising
is to attract better
brains from colleges, two conditions are
essential," Daviel S. Warner, associate
professor of the U. of Washington
school of communications, told the
agency conclave. "First, the students
should get a realistic picture of the importance ofadvertising — that it is something they can learn about. Second, if
better brains are to be attracted, advertising itself must show a real interest in these better brains."
Commercial Consciousness ■ The
homes of tv advertising men are like
no other in the block, Kenneth T. C.
Snyder, vice president and tv-radio
creative director of Needham, Louis
& Brorby, told the Coronado sessions.
"At our houses," he commented,
"you talk during the programs and
get shushed for the commercials — all
the commercials, good and bad, ours

"But, aside from earning our bread,
it's a pretty exciting and rewarding
thing, when the set is on, when you
know your neighbors and thousands
and thousands of others may have
shushed, and on comes something that
you wrote or produced or one of your
gang did, or you approved it, or you
paidticfor
you were
aboutit,theor idea
of it just
whenenthusiasa little

and the competitors.'
"There have been commercials that
everybody shushes for," Mr. Snyder
stated. "There have been many but
there should be more. . .
"We know of the great things that
can happen when we sell well in the
medium. We know of instances in
which the product can't be kept on the
shelf; it's snapped up so after good
tv exposure. We know of production
capacity not keeping pace with the
pipeline-filling pace, because the trade
we sell has such faith in what the medium can do with a good product and
a good selling proposition. We see
ads in a metropolitan daily newspaper
urging dealers to stock up on Crayolas
because three kids shows are going to
be pitching them during the holiday
season.
"So here we've got a great medium
— and how is it used?" Mr. Snyder
asked. To produce shushworthy commercials, it's got
to be
than
to fill it with
what
has used
beenbetter
described
as "chewing gum for the eyeballs," he

ARBITRON'S

DAILY CHOICES
American Research Bureau. These
Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
week Oct. 13-19 as rated by the multiC.
city Arbitron instant ratings of the Philadelphia and Washington, D.Rating
Date
Thur., Oct. 13
Fri., Oct. 14
Sat., Oct. 15
Sun., Oct. 16
Mon., Oct. 17
Tue., Oct. 18
Wed., Oct. 19
Copyright 1960 American

Program and Time
Nixon-Kennedy (7:30 p.m.)
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
Andy Griffith (9:30 p.m.)
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Perry Como (9 p.m.)
Research Bureau
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Network
all networks
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

22.4
30.3
43.9
26.7
32.5
18.9
22.3
24.7

enthusiasm was needed — and on comes
a message that you know is going to
move the goods and you're proud to
have been a part of it, because it's a
gasser
of a commercial."
In Chicago
■ Key speakers at the
AAAA central region meeting Oct. 1314 included Norman H. Strouse, president of J. Walter Thompson Co.; Peter
C. Peterson, executive vice president of
Bell & Howell; Dr. Paul Lyness, director Gallup & Robinson, plus Mr. Gamble and Harry Harding, AAAA board
chairman and executive vice president
of Young & Rubicam.
Mr. Strouse discussed what agencies
can do to improve advertising's image.
He suggested that advertising should
a more favorable connotatry totion apply
to the Madison Avenue label, rather than rebel against it, "or attempting
to shed or disown it." He called for
connotations to "fit the positive facts
rather than the negative fictions."
Whereas a publicity or special advertising campaign might not be helpful, Mr. Strouse asserted, a change in
attitudes might be effected by "positive
actions, an abiding sense of responsibility for our action and the willingness
to forego the 'fast buck' in the interests
of generating and protecting a favorable attitude toward the forces of advertising. We should honestly recognize
the practices which contribute to the
negative connotation of Madison Avenue and try to eliminate them."
Noting the "permissive" characteristics of advertising — the "right to intrude"— Mr. Strouse said that television "makes it possible for advertisers
to impose rudely upon the viewer with
every practice in the industry — hard
sell, bad taste, driving repetition, domination of single product categories. A
few do, but most do not. We in the
agency business, however, are the ones
held responsible for these practices,
and the strongly negative impressions
these practices generate with the public
spread broadly across the entire spectrum of the advertising business."
Adopt the Persuasion Role ■ A similar
tack was taken by Mr. Harding, who
urged those in advertising to be "proud
persuaders" if they discharge their first
responsibility — to move merchandise.
"Creating the kind of advertising that
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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Most Fresno farmers wouldn't let any chore keep them
from watching their favorite farm program, TODAY
IN AGRICULTURE. KMJ-TV sends reporters and
photographers into the field to gather this farm news
direct. And with approximately 30,000* farms in the
KMJ-TV area, the program's popularity is easy to understand. Just another reason why KMJ-TV has such a
high degree of viewer loyalty.
*Sales Management's 1960 Survey of Buying Power
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Will persuade people to buy is the foremost responsibility of agencies," he
asserted, adding that advertising "not
only makes people want but it also
helps them get." People in the profession ought to be proud of the part
advertising plays in helping consumers
lead a better life in terms of better
products and lower prices, he held.
Mr. Peterson expressed hope that
clients will exercise less emphasis "on
inhibiting the agency and give much
more direct positive encouragement."
He suggested agency executives give
creative and skilled people "all the
status and significance" possible.
Mr. Peterson felt that as many managements spend more time with advertising, they have begun to "lose some
of their sense of insecurity about it."
They are beginning to understand that
no one can really know very much
about advertising or what really sells
products and that "the sum of a really
integrated marketing effort is a great
deal more than the sum of its parts,"
he contended. As an example of something "new" and "exciting" in marketing programs, Mr. Peterson cited Bell
& Howell's venture into network public
service tv programming in prime time.
Among such practices he included
bad taste, bad manners, untimely intrusion of advertising, false implications, excessive ballyhoo at the expense
of adequate buying information and
meretricious appeals.

ANOTHER 'BRAND X'
This one is a cigarette that
claims to be second best
Three admen, happy with their agency
jobs but anxious for some direct experience in marketing, have entered the
Brand X sweepstakes. Their cigarettes
branded "X," chastely packaged and
aiming "for the man who is satisfied
with
nothingcounters
less thanin second
best,"area
go
on tobacco
New York
markets this week.
There may be some money for radio
in the introduction, but partner Martin
Solow emphasizes a tight budgetary situation (Brand "X" Enterprises Inc. had
to pay in advance to manufacture the
cigarettes) and asks stations, "Don't
call us; we'll call you."
Test marketing and advance publicity
on the second-best smoke stirred up enthusiastic reaction around New York, including reminders that at least one other
"Brand X" was on the market. That
doesn't worry the partners because it's
another product category entirely, window cleaners (Broadcasting, Oct. 10),
and besides, they copyrighted their
name last spring.
Brand "X" cigarettes grew out of a
of "blue-sky" lunches
weekly
shared byhabit
Mr. Solow, executive vice
48- (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Jack Frost IDs all sweetness and light
A first-time tv user, National Sugar York, will be oh stations in 21 key
Refining Co., New York, has dropped cities in the sugar company's major
its Jack Frost sugar newspaper ad- distribution area. The ID is humorous, animation used for both product
vertising in favor of 10-second IDs identification
and for a little old
that extoll the product's sweetness.
For years the advertiser placed space lady character who proclaims, in the
in papers and display on outdoor bill- only audio used: "I prefer Jack
boards. Billboard ads continue but tv Frost sugar because it's so . . .sweet."
Agency executives said the spot
will run four weeks in flights with
the outdoor campaigns in progress will be placed in daytime and late
evening periods with flights continuduring the off-tv periods.
ing through 1961. An evaluation
The television for Jack Frost,
will be made next year.
through Young & Rubicam, New

president of the Wexton Co.; David
Diener, vice president-creative director
of Monroe Greenthal Co., and Ed
Handman, Wexton's copy chief. The
"presentation" at the fateful
winning
meal
last May was made by Mr. Solow
and before long the project was down
from the sky, the partners were sloganizing and trying out tobacco blends to
one, 'a cigarette conright
get ust the
taining all of
the tars, nicotines, etc.,
that make a cigarette taste good."
Now they've test-marketed, fought to
cigarette conright one, 'apublicity
get just intheinternational
basked
(Canada wanted the story last week, too)
and are ready to tap a market of "millions of people who don't want to be
first, who believe that first place is too
crowded," "I believe we've touched a
nerve," Mr. Diener said, as newepaper,
radio, tv and magazine stories broke
around him. Partner Solow, speaking
seriously (all three mean business about
their investment), thinks a lot of people "are saturated with some of the
stuff that goes on in the advertising busines." These may be the smokers of a
brand expected to sell itself at the
store, at 39 cents a pack.
None of the clients of Monroe Green-

For the Man Who Is Satisfied With
Nothing Less Than Second Best

BRAND

CIG

ARETTES
Why be first?

thai or Wexton is in the tobacco business.
None of the creators of Brand "X"
smokes.
FULL

MARKET

PROGRAM

Product research and testing
offered by new Midwest firm
New product research and testing
facilities may prove a vital shot in the
arm for broadcast and other media
located in the "heart" of the U. S. A.
Already, marketing-merchandising
services offered by newly-formed Product Acceptance and Research Inc. are
starting to pay dividends for radio-tv
stations in Evansville, Ind. PAR is
offering a complete market program for
grocery and drug products in cooperation with broadcast, print and outdoor
media.
Stations report they are getting time
buy commitments from six already introduced in product centers — Fireside
Egg Coffee (H. H. Hixson & Co.—
handled by Keyes, Madden & Jones);
LaGrande Salad Dressings and LaGrande Coffee (Columbia Foods Div.
of Consolidated Foods Corp. — North
Adv. Inc.); Crosse & Blackwell Barbecue Sauce (Crosse & Blackwell Co. —
VanSant, Dugdale & Co.); Nestle's Zip
(The Nestle Co. — McCann-Erickson).
Evansville, which ranks about 121st
in U. S. metropolitan population and
claims to be well balanced between
farm and industry, is regarded as a
promotion-minded market. Some
months ago media joined with PAR on
a test market booklet describing market advantages for testing new and
redesigned products. The stations:
WGBF; WJPS; WEOA and WIKY, and
WTVW (TV); WEHT (TV) and WFIETV.
Hixon Buys ■ Hixon bought saturation schedules on the four radio outlets for a 5-6 week period, with the
initial campaign concluded and another
expected to start shortly. One station
reported a gross of $1,395 and Hixson
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

market

TAMPA

on

-ST.

is really

the

move

PETERSBURG

moving

up!

86%
A WHOPPING
...that's the population increase (1950-1960
census) * of the Tampa Bay area, comprising
Hillsborough and Pinellas Counties, Florida,
now 28th in the nation in total retail sales.
To reach this zooming, booming area—
as well as nineteen additional surrounding
counties with a total population of 1,439,165
—you need only WTVT, the dominant and
progressive "station on the move"!
^Preliminary census figures
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
49.1% . . . Latest ARB 9:00 AM - Midnight
CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS!
ARB
NIELSEN
WTVT
42
WTVT 39
Station B 7 Station B 11
Station C
1
Station C 0

station

on

the

move

CHANNEL

13

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC. • WKY-TV/WKY-RADIO • Oklahoma City • Represented by the Katz Agency
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Broadcasters don't know own strength
WILL GRANT SEES WORLDWIDE RADIO-TV BOOM
Broadcasting has increased U. S.
industrial activity "as if by a magic
catalytic agent," according to Will C.
Grant, board chairman of Grant
Adv., Chicago.
The appeal of the electronic message is shown by a Grant-conducted
survey, he told the NAB fall conference Oct. 19 at Dallas (conference
story on page 62).
This survey, he said, asked people
whether, given a choice, "they would
rather give up radio and television
result: 58% said they would
or The
penicillin."
prefer to give up penicillin despite
its medical importance in conquering
disease and infections.
"The importance of the broadcasting industry is very easily missed
even
by those
Mr. Grant
said. concerned with it,"

r. Grant

supplemented the program with buys
on WAOV Vincennes, Ind., and part
of Kentucky. Fireside Egg Coffee also
is being advertising with 10-second
IDs on WTVW over a 5-week period
(still running).
While no figures have been disclosed,
it's estimated that Hixon, through K M
& J, has spent perhaps $10,000 on
broadcast media alone, plus more for
print during the test campaign. Newspapers are sharing in most all client
schedules.
PAR claims to offer complete research, introduction and testing facilities
to advertisers of food products. Services
include immediate distribution in chain
and independent stores with 70% of
total commodity volume, stock control,
guaranteed retailer cooperation and
weekly reports on product performance.
During the basic test period of 13
weeks, PAR assumes control of product
in billing, delivery and in-store servicing. The manufacturer's product appears in centers for a guaranteed five
weeks.
PAR is headed up by R. Craig Campbell as president and the market is
described as the new "Test Tube for
All America." Evansville-Henderson
(Ky.) was one of 80 multi-station maramong
$25,000kets from
or "more
in tvthose
time reporting
sales for
50 (BROADCASTING ADVERTISING)

Medium Is Undersold ■ He contended the industry can do a better
job of selling "from the standpoint
of value and audience," noting for
example that "25% of the radio
audience is composed of listeners
who listen to car radios."

1959 (radio figures have not been released yet by the FCC). The breakdown showed national-regional advertisers contributing over $688,000, local
over $700,000 and networks over halfmillion dollars.
If PAR proves successful, advertisers
may find it profitable to make greater
use of the market when planning to
pretest new product introduction acceptance and media strategy.
Agency appointments...
■ American Brewery Inc., Baltimore,
appoints Newhoff-Blumberg, that city.
The agency is planning an extensive
campaign
in the District
brewery's
marketing
area of Maryland,
of Columbia,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, West Virginia,
Virginia and North Carolina.
■ Textron Inc., N. Y., has appointed
McCann-Marschalk, that city, as agency
for its corporate advertising, according
to Rupert C. Thompson Ir., chairman
of Textron's board. The company operates divisions in automotive, consumer, defense, industrial and fabrics
manufacturing. Sales volume is $450
million yearly.
■ Continental Oil Co. (Conoco products), Houston, Texas, appoints Clinton
E. Frank, Chicago, to handle its ac-

Broadcasters tend to brush off that
auto radio figure, he said, though
60% of radios sold are for out-ofhome listening. His suggestion: a
careful study to ascertain the facts
and a campaign to impress broadcasting circulation on advertisers.
"When radio began 40 years ago,"
Mr. Grant said, "the largest advertising medium probably was the Saturday Evening Post with a circulation of about 2 million a week. Radio and television have dwarfed figures such as this."
Self-Policing
■ As to quality, Mr.
Grant claimed it is the industry's
responsibility to police commercials,
adding, "The ad agencies tried to do
this job and failed, but broadcasters
can and should do it." Since the
advertising industry can't improve
the quality of commercials and the
FCC is unable to do it, he said, the
broadcasting industry should assume
full responsibility. "If broadcasters
continue to improve their codes and
standards and recognize the responsibility coming from their growth,
they will not find it too hard to improve commercial quality," he said.
Mr. Grant proposed that broadcasters charge more for commercials
instead of shoe-horning more of

tising. count, estimated to bill about $3.5 million. Company uses radio and tv adver■ Squirt-Chicago Bottling Co. (soft
drinks) appoints Gordon Best Co., that
city, to handle its advertising effective
Ian. 1, 1961.
■ Wynn Oil Co. (radiators, crankcase,
other friction-proofing automotive
chemical products), Azusa, Calif., appoints Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L. A., to handle its national and overseas advertising. The 1961 advertising
budget will exceed $500,000. While
media plans will be announced at later
date, past campaigns have used radio
and tv. Robert Byars, agency vice president, will be account manager.
■ Regina Corp., Rahway, N. J., manufacturer of Regina floor polisher, Electrikbroom and Electrikmop, appoints
Hicks & Greist Inc., N. Y, effective
Nov. 1. The account executive will be
Marshall Murphy. Mogul, Williams &
Saylor,
agency. N. Y., has been the advertiser's
■ White King Soap Co., Los Angeles,
appoints Donahue & Coe, that city, as
advertising agency for two of the company's products, White King let Starch
and White King Soft 'N Fluff. The account will be handled by the agency's
grocery products group under the superBROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Business
them into their schedules. He urged
the use of fewer spots, taking the
position that lumping of large numbers of spots may reduce the proportionate value of any given commercial to an advertiser.
"Advertisers will be able to utilize
large international radio and tv audiences in the not too distant future,"
he predicted, referring to the "shrinking world" and population growths.
He said the U. S. is expected to grow
perhaps 300 million within 40 years
and the world population will grow
to perhaps 5.5 billion in the next 50
years.
With continued pressures to break
down international barriers, he said,
Coca Cola might want to reach 2
billion people instead of 20 to 30
million radio homes with its programs. He added that Colgate might
buy 1 to 2 billion people. With
these potentials in the international
marketing picture, development of
commercial radio in South Africa
and growth of commercial tv in
South America, he said there "is
certain to be heavy growth in the
use
of worldwide
broadcasting."
He
estimated
the total
audience for
Princess Margaret's royal wedding in
Great Britain at 300 million people.

vision of James M. Loughran, vp.
Bowling rolls on with
local radio advertising
The nation's bowling lanes are turning to radio as a prime advertising
medium, but radio's revenue from this
source can be increased, Radio Advertising Bureau declares.
In 1960, more than 25 million Americans will spend an estimated $450 million on the sport of bowling, or approximately 22 times the amount paid to
watch major league baseball, RAB
points out. With some four out of 10
stations reporting bowling lanes as local
sponsors, according to a recent RAB
survey, the bureau has prepared a presentation that relates case histories, promotion ideas and advertising copy techniques which "demonstrate radio's
unique effectiveness for bowling operators and equipment makers."
Radio success stories involving more
than 30 lanes comprise the second half
of RAB's new study. Among the examples: One lane, which stays open 24
hours a day, doubled its business in two
years by running seven 30-second announcements every post-midnight for
the last 18 months. In a midwest market, five independent lanes co-sponsor a
daily, five-minute bowling news show.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

briefly . . .

Quaker City Chocolate and Confectionery Co., Philadelphia, will spearhead what it describes as the "heaviest
sales drive in its history" this fall with
buys on "20 of the most powerful television stations in the country." The
campaign for Good & Plenty candies is
geared to reach 65 million candy customers each week, according to Quaker
City's President Lester Rosskam Jr.
"Choo-Choo Charlie" will star in the
tv commercials — he is a smiling moppet
with two obsessions: railroading and
Good & Plenty candy. The campaign
will be handled through Quaker City's
agency, Adrian Bauer & Alan Tripp
Inc., Philadelphia.
The American Dairy Assn. plans to
spend about $3,734,000 on 1961 consumer advertising, while continuing in
network tv. On the basis of recommendations approved by its board in
San Antonio last month, the organization is expected to spend about $500,000 on participations in The Dave Garroway Today Show and reportedly will
also study re-entry into nighttime network tv. Also tabbed is another
$266,000 for trade and public relations
advertising out of an over-all association budget of $6.2 million.
Citroen Cars Corp., N. Y., U. S. sales
subsidiary of S. A. Andre Citroen,
Paris, purchased a spot radio advertising schedule for election night, Nov. 8,
over the full QXR Network. The oneminute spots will be aired four times
that night, starting at 7:05 p.m. The
schedule is a highlight of the advertiser's
current three-month campaign on the
19-station network (Oct. 1-Jan. 1,
1961). Agency: Shevlo Inc., N. Y.
Elgin National Watch Co., Elgin, 111.;
Electric Auto-Lite Co., Toledo, Ohio;
Crest

holds

onto

American Luggage Works Inc., Warren, R. I.; Berkshire Knitting Mills,
Reading, Pa., and Retail Clerks International Assn., N. Y., have signed
sponsorship of NBC-TV's Dave's Place,
a full-hour special variety show starring Dave Garroway on Nov. 18 (Fri.
9-10 p.m. EST). Agencies: Elgin (J.
Walter Thompson) ; Auto-Lite (Grant) ;
American Luggage (John C. Dowd);
Berkshire (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather),
and Retail Clerks (The Leonard Shane
Agency) .
General Foods Corp., N. Y. (Instant
Yuban coffee) continues to increase spot
tv for introductory areas. Coffee now
is being introduced in key midwest and
southern markets and Dallas in the
Southwest. Product was introduced 15
months ago in California, central Ohio
and parts of New York State. With tv
goes door-to-door sampling. Agency:
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Pepsi-Cola Bottlers in West Virginia,
Maryland and Pennsylvania will sponsor on a 31 -radio station network a
total of 38 West Virginia U. football and
basketball games — in full or in part —
during the 1960-61 season. In keeping
with the name of the athletic teams, the
station lineup is dubbed the "Mountaineer Network." Thirteen of the 15
participating bottlers are from West
Virginia. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
Corn Products Co., Best Foods Div.,
N. Y., will launch a spot television
campaign over outlets in New England
and the New York, Los Angeles and
Chicago metropolitan areas on Oct. 30
to introduce a new product, Mazola
margarine, which provides nutritional
benefits of liquid corn oil. The company plans to expand its advertising
program as distribution of the product
widens. Agency: Lennen & Newell,
.N. Y.

its ADA

recognition

RESOLUTION TO RESCIND 'ENDORSEMENT' DEFEATED
For a while last week it looked as if
B, comprising
"lackaccepsufProcter & Gamble would have to change
ficient evidenceproducts
to justifywhich
present
tance . . . but offer reasonable evidence
its Crest slogan to read -"Look, ma, no of usefulness and safety. They usually
American Dental Assn. recognition."
But the threat disappeared when the are undergoing further clinical dental
trials to clarify final status. Group B
ADA meeting Oct. 17-20 in Los Angeles, rejected a resolution to resind the does not suggest inferiority but is rather
so-called endorsement of Crest by the
a method
for early valuation."
The Connecticut
representatives in
ADA Council on Dental Therapeutics
(Broadcasting, Aug. 8).
of Delegates,
The resolution, introduced by the the House
tive and governing
body,ADA's
arguedlegislathat
Connecticut State Dental Asso., did not
the widespread use of words like "endorsement" and "approval" of Crest had
attack the recognition of Crest's decay
"resulted in confusion and loss of prespreventing properties. The • complaint
was with the way that recognition was
tige to the dental profession." As one
announced, which led to virtually uni- of the Connecticut delegates put it,
versal reporting that ADA had "en- "Once a statement like the one issued
dorsed" Crest. Actually the Council on by the council gets into the hands of the
Madison Ave. crowd it will be perfectly
Therapeutics had classed it in Group

written to say what they want it to say."
Proponents of the resolution also disapproved of the publication of the
council action on Crest in the journal of
the ADA without any advance notice to
the association's members. And they obthe council's
permitting
P&G to
mail thejected toADA
news releases
to dentists,
so that they received "various forms of
advertising along with the release." The
council explained that P&G's offer to
buy reprints and mail them to the dentists was accepted because it saved the
association between $7,000 and $9,000.
As to the wording of newspaper stories, the council pointed out that its own
announcement did not include the words

hoo of advertising has had the unfortunate effect of focusing the dental attention of the public entirely and exclusively on caries (decay). And it has
constantly offered the panacea of the
miracle drug. The fantastic claims encourage neglect and inadequate hygiene
SRA

eliminates

andDentists
invite periodontal
disease."
have been trying
to tell their
patients about the disease, Dr. Goldhaber said, but "the voice of the dentist
has been all but drowned out by the
daily flood of misinformation in adver-

some

timebuying paperwork
tising."
NEW CONTRACT ALSO IS CONFIRMATION-OF-ORDER FORM
A big step toward clearing up the
Easier Buying ■ The big gain for
paper jungle surrounding the buying of stations and their reps, in addition to
spot television and radio time is being reducing paper work, will be in making
it easier for agencies to buy spot time.
announced today (Oct. 24) by Station
Representatives Assn.
Seven SRA member organizations
will start using the new forms on Nov.
"a majorof breakthrough,"
"endorsement" or "approval" and that theDescribed
1. SRA said a number of other memadvance asconsists
new contract
it had no control over the semantics embers plan to change over as soon as
forms
which
also
serve
as
confirmationployed byothers. "The council evaluates
they
can re-gear to the new system.
or classifies a product; it does not enter
of-order forms, and new contract-modiIt is SRA's hope that all reps, whether
fication
forms
which
similarly
serve
a
into the promotion of a product."
SRA members or not, will adopt the
dual purpose. They were developed in
The debate raged for several hours.
When it was over and the time came to cooperation with the American Assn. of new forms. AAAA's announcement
Advertising Agencies.
suggested that agencies "may well wish
vote, the ADA House of Delegates,
to encourage representatives with whom
by a vote of 279 to 94, decisively upheld
The big gain for agencies is not only you deal" to do so. SRA has set up a
the action of the council on Crest and
in cutting the volume of papers to be central printing supply source.
defeated the resolution to rescind it.
passed back and forth, but in eliminatSRA officials pointed out that under
The dentists also charged advertising
ing altogether the need for agencies to current procedures reps submit availwith contributing to the spread of perio- type up contracts. Typing will be done
abilities, the agency makes its purchase
dontal (gum) disease, which they called
by station representatives under the new
and confirms by letter or telephone, the
the major cause of the loss of adult
rep fills out and submits a confirmation
system. "This," AAAA said in a notice
teeth. "Over the years," said Dr. Samuel
of
and the agency in time fills
to member
agencies,
"should
save
thousands of hours of clerical work for all out order,
Goldhaber, captain in the dental corps
and returns a contract. Under the
concerned . . . and reduce . . . errors."
new system, the order confirmation,
of the U. S. Navy, "the constant ballywhen signed by the agency, becomes a
contract.
Network television gross time billings
Step-Saver ■ "Sometimes business is
placed and is on and off the air and
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
has been billed before the signed conAUGUST
JANUARY-AUGUST
tract for it is issued under the old
%
%
1959
1960 Change
1959
1960 Change
system," SRA Managing Director Lawrence Webb explained. "The new sys$ 8,205,520 $11,366,100 +38.5 $ 78,019,560 $100,846,330 +29.3
ABC-TV
tem makes it much simpler by reduc21,137,261 21,442,482 + 1.5 174,154,590 183,229,196 + 5.2
CBS-TV
ing the paper work and eliminating the
17,298,527 18,067,503 + 4.4 150,662,789 158,865,358 + 5.4
NBC-TV
time-consuming part of it so far as the
TOTAL
$46,641,308 $50,882,085 + 9.1 $402,836,885 $442,940,884 +10.0
MONTH BY MONTH 1960
agency
is concerned."
The simplified
forms represent a revision of those recommended by SRA
TOTAL
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
January
in 1958. The revision is designed to
$13,260,010
$23,477,358
$20,980,897
$57,718,265
February
22,977,171
12,677,110
overcome drawbacks which kept the
19,923,712
55,577,993
March
13,487,460
24,043,799
58,603,423
21,072,164
1958 forms from gaining wide accept12,701,240
22,580,032
20,642,038
55,923,310
April
May
ance among representatives.
b
12,876,050
19,414,264
23,209,917 y
**June
55,500,231
July
11,948,700
18,959,323
The new forms will carry the mast22,049,440
52,957,463
head of the individual representation
19,805,457
12,529,660
23,442,997
55,778,114
18,067,503
August
11,366,100
21,448,482
50,882,085
firm issuing the contract. AAAA stand* June and July 1960 fi| lures revised as of September 29, 1960
ard contract conditions for spot broadcasting will be carried on the back.
NETWORK TELEVISION GROSS TIME BILLINGS
The new forms were developed by
DAY PARTS
AUGUST
Daytime
Mon.-Fri.
Sat.-Sun.
Nighttime
TOTAL

1959
$14,151,463
11,990,307
2,161,156
32,489,845
$46,641,308
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JANUARY-AUGUST
%
- %
1960
Change
1959
1969 Change
$15,288,154 + 8.0 $132,436,324 $131,528,244 - 0.7
13,318,998 +11.1 113,495,980 109,560,448 - 3.5
1,969,156 - 8.9
18,940,344
21,967,796 +16.0
35,593,931 + 9.6 270,400,561 311,412,640 +15.2
$50,882,085 + 9.1 $402,836,885 $442,940,884 +10.0

a special SRA committee headed by
Jones Scovern of Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
First Users ■ Sample copies have
been distributed by AAAA to its members along with a bulletin explaining
their use. Representation firms, whether
SRA members or not, may secure details concerning supply and use of the
forms by contacting SRA, 366 Madison
Ave., New York 17.
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eliminates

these

Broadcasters

n

SCRIPTS?

L^T

Hard to write — easy to lose

ETs?
^
Hard to handle

COMMERCIALS?

^
LPs?skipVT
Grooves
— pickups bang

Fluffed any lately ?

SWITCHES?

FADERS?

IK

4

Sometimes it's the wrong one

Too fast? Too soon ?

TURNTABLES?

MICROPHONES?

— easy to scratch

V.U.?
(
Gotta watch it i
all the time

]

Rumble — fumble — bumble

Adjust — adjust — adjust

PROGRAMATIC

takes these

headaches out — puts
the profits in

"soun

d

of

succes

Programatic is practical automation come
to radio.

Programatic gives you superior adult music
programming.
Programatic is available— exclusively— one
station per market.
See it! Hear it! Profit from it!
Programatic will be at all the
NAB Regional Meetings.

s"

work

• •••••••

for

•

can

you!

•••••••••••••#».

PROGRAMATIC BROADCASTING SYSTEM, DEPT. A
229 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.
I am interested in Programatic, exclusive for my market. Give mi
the facts — fast.
NAME.
STATION
CITY

STATE.

How

Sandran

stretches

a

tv

ELABORATE TIE-INS PROLONG EFFECTS OF SPECIAL
No politician is running any harder
ing to Carroll
Sandura's marthan Sandran this fall. The floor-coverketing assistantF. toJacobs,
the president.
ing campaign has been underway since
Pistol-Packing Sales ■ Olympic sponpolitical convention time last summer,
sorship was built on the "1960 Floor
an intensive push to put Sandran not Covering Decathlon," an event in which
necesarily in the White House but in Sandran was to win first place. Distributor sales kits were loaded with
a winning
athletic starter pistols (to open the store
The
months plurality
of work of
all voters*
lead up homes.
to one
sales call), samples of nine color vernight's commercials in NBC-TV's covsions of the Olympia pattern, ribboned
erage of election returns Nov. 8.
This is how the Sandura Co. of Jen- gold medals to decorate the store owner
kintown, Pa., insures a network buy, on closing the sale, all kinds of pointof-purchase cards, placards, pennants
making a special-event sponsorship
work for weeks before and after the and streamers hitting the Decathlon
commercial.
points ("best" in the ink test, wear test,
The technique for making the net- stain, lye, dirt, beauty, color, lemon,
care and grease tests) and telling the
work dollar count was developed some
years ago by Sandura President J. world that the store and Sandran were
Stokes Clement and had its most spec- bringing the Olympics from Rome to
the U. S. home. The retailer also was
tacular results so far after the CBS-TV
Olympics coverage last summer. That provided with local advertising materials, network coverage map, copies of
one is still proving a sales winner, with
Sandran's floor-trade advertising and
the special Sandran "Olympia" pattern
continuing to move out of stores at a tune-in ads by CBS-TV.
Prior to this, intensive sales briefings
steady rate. (Many stores doubled and
tripled sales after this promotion.)
went on, ranging from factory to distributor to store. There was an incenIt's show business all down the martive contest for distributors and another
keting line, and Sandura doesn't buy
tv unless it's merchandisable with plenty for retailers. Distributors got a per-roll
bounty on sales and the store people
of opportunity to motivate managers,
competed for a $500 cash prize by
distributors and retailers before the conmonitoring commercials. Working from
sumer ever gets the tv message, accord-

one-shot

SPONSORSHIP
advance scripts, they had to tune the"
message to fill in a line missing from the
printed copy and add a 25-word essay.
The detailed Decathlon strategy beat
just about anything Sandran has ever
done in a career of heavy promoting^
Samuel D. Pollock, director of advertising, said. The criterion: displays
went up in windows and on floors of
nearly 10,000 dealers, and Olympia isstill leading the sales parade.
On to Washington ■ This is the sort
of thing Sandura likes to do several
times a year to "re-enthuse" the dealers.
Now Olympic displays have long sincegivenretail
way floor.
to "Presidential" hoopla on
the
Before starting calls for this promotion last summer, distributors got a
supply of sales materials that would
give pause to any but the most ardent
ward-heeler.
The grass roots work is over now.
After all the dedicated bush-beating,
it's left to television to get out the
Sandran vote after the commercials
Nov. 8. Sandura and its agency, Hicks
& Greist,
are certain
they've hammered
out
a winning
platform.
Then Sandura will be shopping the
networks for something new to hurrah
about in 1961.

1© . . . SANDfta
*

j *'
> 1 1 '• 1* %

Soon after party conventions, distributor Bill Calhoun
calls on Howard Smith, partner in the Liberty Carpet
Exchange, Ozone Park, N. Y., with "Presidential" patterns
and his television sales kit (left photo). He explains the
NBC-TV election schedule and what it will mean to sales.
By spiel's end, the store is full of cards, picket signs,
pennants, banners, streamers and buttons.
Meanwhile Minnie (c), is put through her paces by
her trainer in a New York film studio where agency Hicks
54 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

& Greist is supervising the Nov. 8 network commercials.
Elephants, in election years and out, are frequent demonstrators of Sandran durability on television, live and animated, and in street stunts by hometown stores. Of course,
another party (right) enters the commercial set to compound the mess with a roller. The animals are working
on the new Monticello pattern from Sandran's "Presidential" series of new special-occasion designs. The commercials will be seen during NBC-TV's elections coverage.
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Color
Pickup

"ft ^Ji

with Scene Illumination
of 40 Footcandles
to Broad Daylight

New
Image

RCA-4401
Orthicon

High sensitivity and high signal output of RCA-4401
make possible quality color pictures at black-andwhite light levels.
Now every TV studio can be made into a color
studio. RCA-4401 eliminates the need for extra lighting and air conditioning. It produces high-quality
color pictures with a scene illumination of 150 footcandles. Satisfactory color pictures can be obtained
with a lens opening of f/5.6 at scene illumination as
low as 40 footcandles.
A single color camera equipped with RCA-4401 's
can put you in business. It can be used in the studio
or taken to remote locations and operated as light
levels change from daylight through dusk to artificial

lighting. These versatile tubes have been successfully
used to colorcast night sports events at light levels,
once adequate for black-and-white pickup only.
Designed to fit color cameras using 3-inch image
orthicons, the 4401 is unilaterally interchangeable
with RCA types 6474 or 7513. RCA-4401 's are provided in factory-matched sets of three, including one
tube preselected for the blue channel. Availability is
no problem; the RCA-4401 is in full production.
Get in touch with your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor today for more details on how RCA-4401
can broaden your colorcasting capability— and cut
costs at the same time. RCA Electron Tube Division,
Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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HIGH

SCHOOL

FIGHT SONGS!

. . . with a ring-a-ding beat! Each one customized

with your high school's NAME
I

. . . COLORS

. . . MASCOT

. . . etc. When

the kids hear these, their ears perk up . . . and ... so will your
ratings! . . . Each and every high school in your area with
%
its own
\

YOUR
\

•
short, original theme!!!
station!!!

like Kookie
\

will you

The

kids

digs combs!
. . . when

And

dig

And

-ill

only on

these

A

so

you

find out the price
like.
XaMS

PRODUCTIONS
3123
56

KNOX

ST.,

DALLAS

OF

5, TEXAS

•

DALLAS
PHONE
LA 6-7721
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Radio

income

Radio broadcasters had a cheery 1959
in both revenues and profit.
The only sadness in that bright year
were the revenues and profits of radio
networks. Both went down again.
Moving upwards by 7.1% over the
previous year, the four networks, their
19 owned and operated stations and
3,509 independently owned stations
took in total revenues of $560 million.
Better still, net profits before federal
income taxes rose 13.7% to $42.4 million.
In 1958, radio's overall revenues were
$523.1 million, up only a bare 1% over
1957. Profits in that year reached a sad
$37.3 million, a 31.7% drop from the
1957 figures.
Total 1959 broadcast revenues, both
radio and tv, hit $1.7 billion, up 11%
over 1958. Total profits before federal
taxes reached $264.7 million — up
26.5% over 1958.
These figures were reported last week
by the FCC. Details of the television
industry's financial state in 1959 were
announced two months ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 5).
The radio networks, including their

and

profits

show

owned stations, suffered a 6.4% drop
in total revenues in 1959 — $60.4 million compared to $64.5 million in 1958.
Network losses continued in 1959, but
were less than in 1958. Losses last
year were $4.5 million, compared to
1958's $4.9 million.
Non-network-owned stations continued to boom along. The 3,509 am, amfm and fm-only radio stations reported
total revenues of $499.6 million, up
9.3% over 1958. Profits for this group
reached $46.9 million, up 11.9%.
Other highlights of the FC's report:
■ The sale of network radio time declined to $35.6 million, or 23.4% below
1958 sales.
■ The sale of station time to national
spot advertisers continued upward;
$188.1 million, a 9.4% increase over
1958.
■ Station time sales to local advertisers continued to rise; $359.1 million,
up 11.1%.
■ Almost one-third of the 3,380 am
stations that reported showed an operational loss in 1959. The exact number
reporting a loss was 1,174 — 34.7% of
all stations. In 1958, 34.6% of the am

gains

stations reported operational losses.
■ There were 3,248 am stations operating for the full 1959 year, and
2,174 reported profitable operations.
The median profit of these stations was
$10,300
comparedfor tostations
1958'soperating
median
profit
of $10,600
for the full year. The median loss for
the 1,074 full year stations reporting a
loss in 1959 was $7,200 compared to a
median loss of $7,500 in 1958 for
those stations operating for the full year
then.
■ Average per station revenues of the
3,248 stations operating full year was
$161,034 and profit before federal tax
$16,833.
■ Total revenues of 148 independent
fm stations (those not operated in conjunction with am) were $4.3 million;
total losses were set at $1.6 million. Fm
stations operated by am licensees reported fm revenues from 153 stations
$1.4 million. The other 361 fm stations, all connected with am operations,
reported no specific fm revenue.
The table of revenues, expenses and
profits for the more than 200 individual
markets is on page 109.
((■■■■■■■■■■■■■■BHHBMHMl

The total 1959 broadcasting report and radio's part of it
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF NETWORKS AND
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND INCOME OF RADIO BROADCAST
SERVICES
STATIONS OF RADIOi AND TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICES
1958-1959
1958-1959
($ millions)
($ millions)
Percent increase
Percent increase
or (decrease)
or (decrease)
Item
Service
1959
1958
1959
1959
1958
in 1959
Total
broadcast
revenues
Total broadcast revenues
4 nationwide networks
Radio
7.1
9.3
$ 560.0
13.0
(including owned and
$1,030.0
523.1
Television
1,163.9
(6.4)
operated
stations)1
$
60.4
Industry total
11.0
$1,723.9 $1,553.1
Other radio stations2 499.6
457.2
Total
$560.0
Total broadcast expenses
$ 64.5
Total broadcast expenses
6.5
Radio
517.6
$521.7
% 485.8
9.7
Television
941.6
858.1
4 nationwide networks
' 7.3'
8.6
(including
owned
and
Industry total
$1,459.2 $1,343.9
(6.5)
operated stations)1 $ 64.9
415.3
Broadcast income (before federal income tax)
9.0
Other radio stations2 452.7
$
69.4
Radio
42.4
13.7
29.3
Total
' $517.6
222.3
% 117.9
37.3
Television
Broadcast income (before federal income tax)
$484.7
$ 264.7
$ 209.2
Industry total
26.5
4 nationwide networks
1 Incudes am and fm broadcasting.
(including owned and
NOTE: 1959 radio data cover the operations of 4 nationwide networks,
operated stations)1 ($ 4.5)
11.9
3,380 am and am-fm and 148 independent fm stations. Excluded are
OtherTotal
radio stations2 46.9
($41.9
4.9)
38 am and am-fm stations and 9 independent fm stations whose reports
$42.4 $37.0
14.6
were filed too late for tabulation. 1958 data are for 4 nationwide net1 1958 and 1959 data cover the operations of the four nationwide networks, 3regional networks, 3,197 am and am-fm and 93 independent
works and their 19 owned and operated stations.
fm stations. 1959 tv data cover the operations of 3 networks and 519
stations. 1958 tv data cover the operations of 3 networks and 514
2 Includes 3,271 am, am-fm and independent fm stations in 1958 and
stations.
3,509 in 1959.
57
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Outstanding
Broadcast

Values in
Properties

This single-station market daytimer is a
real money maker with a fine 5 year record. $42,500 down. Balance will be easily
payable out of earnings.
Good full time 250 watt facility. Has a
good earning record in a smaller metropolitan market, and is a real sleeper. A
Blackburn exclusive.
Profitable daytimer near a large metropolitan market. Ideal for owner-operator.
$45,000 down and balance on liberal
terms. A Blackburn exclusive.

^

EAST
$145,000

SOUTH
$150,000

CENTRAL
$185,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whilaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441 vVihhire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Heaiey
Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1 576
STerling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770

PUT
YOUR
FINGER
HERE!

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN MILWAUKEE
. . . bigger than Baltimore
and Toledo combined
Before you buy any television time
in the rich and growing Pacific
Northwest, ask your WEED
TELEVISION man for the complete story about the prosperous
Puget Sound Market and how
KTNT-TV blankets this area of
IV2 million people . . . this area of
$3 billion in Spendable Income.

Qw
kE
CHANNEL
II
CBS Television for Seattle, -Ta<;oma
and the Puget Sound Area
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Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KGMS Sacramento, Calif.: Contract
signed for sale of station by A. C.
Morici to A. J. Krisick, Ted Wolf and
Judd Sturtevant for $650,000 (Broadcasting, Oct. 17). Messrs. Krisick,
Wolf and Sturtevant own KFIV Modesto and KFAX San Francisco, both
California, and KAGO Klamath Falls,
Ore. Station is 1 kw on 1380 kc. Broker
was Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KIMN Denver, Colo.: Sold by Cecil
Heftel to Kenneth E. Palmer, Bob Donnor Jr. and John Hunter for $402,000
exclusive of real estate, plus $205,000
for other considerations including a
covenant with Mr. Heftel not to compete in the Denver area for seven years.
Mr. Palmer was general manager of the
Intermountain Network's Denver office
and more recently president of KYSN
Colorado Springs, Colo., which has been
sold. Mr. Palmer will be general managre of KIMN under the new ownership. Mr. Hunter formerlv owned
KOWB Laramie, Wyo. KIMN, which
got into trouble earlier this year with
the FCC when one of its disc jockeys
used language and sound effects a little
strong for home consumption, operates
on 950 kc with 5 kw. It is affiliated
with MBS. Broker was Edwin Tornberg & Co.
■ KMGM Albuquerque, N. M.: Sold by
T. I. Moseley to Holiday Broadcasters
for $200,000. Holiday Broadcasters is
a partnership composed of I. E. Shahan,
owner of KNDE Azetec, N. M., and
Victor B. Siman, present manager of
KMGM. Station is a 1 kw daytimer
on 730 kc. Broker was Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
258

affiliates clear

time for ABC's 'Flair'
Station clearances for ABC Radio's
new Flair show, a 55-minute strip
mixing short features with popular
music (Broadcasting, June 6 et seq),
already have reached record proportions for a sustainer on that network,
Robert R. Pauley, vice president in
charge of ABC Radio, reported last
week.
He said 258 of the network's 316
affiliates had cleared the program — a
total which even in the sponsored category is topped only by occasional championship fights and the veteran Breakfast Club (currently on 267 stations).
Clearances cover all top markets, Mr.
Pauley said. In addition, he reported, a
number of the uncommitted affiliates
have indicated orally that they plan to
clear.
The program, with Dick Van Dyke
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

as host and presenting other name talent
in the short features, went on the air
Oct. 3. It's fed to the network Mondays through Fridays at 1 p.m. and
again at 2 p.m.; stations may carry it
then or tape it for broadcast at any
time during the afternoon. At ABC's
request about 35 stations, including the
network o&o's, are breaking it into fiveminute segments which are dropped into
their regular local programming, "making awhole afternoon of Flair."
The title "sustainer" is a little short
of complete accuracy. Flair currently
has one sponsor, Hudson Vitamin Products, which through Pace Adv., New
York, is buying five minutes across the
board.
NAEB STILL ON TARGET
As usual, speakers aim words
at commerical tv programs
Commercial television and its program content were frequent targets for
speakers at the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters in San Francisco
last week. The Oct. 18-21 meeting also
heard FCC Commissioner Robert E.
Lee suggest a new tv freeze to help get
tv moved into the uhf band (see story
page 72).
Dr. Edward Teller, professor of
physics at the U. of California, drew
the loudest applause when he said tv
executives should pay less attention to
listener ratings and more to what they
think is good.
Sylvester (Pat) Weaver Jr., former
NBC president who now is board chairman of McCann-Erickson Corp. (international), contended that "the problem of creativity stemmed from our
collective immaturity." He said that the
human mind now works at only one
to two percent of its capacity and contended that people in broadcasting and
advertising today need professional
skills and knowledge "as much or more
than the ability to be creative."
Mr. Weaver told the NAEB meeting
that commercial television in the U. S.
"is inexcusable and mediocre." At a
news conference he indicated that this
was the reason he left NBC and went
into the international agency field.
Questioned whether NBC had asked
him him to leave the network, he answered "no."
Dr. Harry J. Skornia, NAEB president and who is retiring to teach at the
U. of Illinois starting Nov. 1, called
upon educational broadcasters to keep
the channels open to new ideas. He
said there is today "so little opportunity for these voices to be heard above
the roar of the commercial mass media." He guessed that what is needed
"will come from modest scholars, small
groups,
queer characters
. . ." as the
Dr. Skornia
said that NAEB,
electronic voice of American education,
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

CONTINUING
WICC

WITH

THE

meets magic figure

On reaching a national spot
billing goal of $50,000 a month,
a magic figure decided upon
about two years ago, WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., last week
volunteered to sign a new fiveyear, non-cancellable representative agreement with Adam Young
Inc., New York. The goal, which
was set by the WICC management and the Young organization, will be exceeded this month,
according to Stephen A. Machcinski Jr., executive vice president, Adam Young Inc.
"must dissent" and its members must
have the "courage to disengage ourular orselves
not.from prevailing opinion," popLife and Tv Drama ■ Tv author Rod
Serling
observed:
tv season unfolds
there "As
seemseach
to new
be less
and
less meaningful drama. If we have a
singular function of pleasing people by
walking a narrow path down the middle
of the inoffensive road, then our present
programming is adequate. While there
is no doubt Elliot Ness, My Little
Margie and, yes, even the outlandish
oddballs who people a place called the
Twilight Zone appeal to certain and
sizeable groups, there is a minority who
like their drama considerably more related to life. All three networks and
agencies must retain their creative domain in programs and not let sponsors
interfere."
Washington attorney Harry Plotkin
said FCC should encourage network activities in the controversial area and it
must also live up to its duty to protect
the industry against undue pressure
from Congress or other groups.
William G. Harley of the U. of Wisconsin, who opened the NAEB Washington office on Sept 1, will succeed
Dr. Skornia as NAEB president Nov. 1.
In turn, he will be replaced as NAEB
Region III director by Richard Hall,
Ohio State U. Mr. Hall also becomes
a member of the NAEB board of directors and has been elected chairman.
Richard Heffner, director of special
projects, CBS, New York, suggested
that television critics should do a more
positive job of promoting what is good
rather than panning what is bad. Defending the columnists' position, Terrence O'Flaherty, San Francisco Chronicle, countered with the opinion that
reviews have no effect on program producers anyway. Mr. Serling sympathized
with the job of tv critics who face volumes and volumes of shows to be reviewed in contrast to the Broadway
critics who have to see only a few shows
a season.

NAB
FALL

CONFERENCES...

OCTOBER

24-25

(TODAY AND
TOMORROW)
DENVER — DENVER HILTON
DeWitt (Judge) Landis, Dallas Office
of Hamilton-Landis & Associates, Inc.,
and who handles the Southwest will be
registered at the Denver Hilton on Sunday Evening, October 23 and will stay
on through the Denver meeting. May we
suggest that you give him a call and
review the new listings. There might be
some properties that you would be interested inpurchasing.
OCTOBER

27-28

(THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY)

FONTENELLE
HOTEL
OMAHA—
Richard A. "Dick" Shaheen, Chicago
Office will register in at Omaha's Hotel
Fontenelle on Wednesday Evening, October 26 and stay through the entire
Regional Meeting of NAB. You might
want to talk to him about the Midwestern VHF and other AM listings that
he has with him. Give him a call and
get together.
STATIONS
FOR
ONE OF MANY
WEST

SALE
NEW

LISTINGS-

FULLTIME RADIO STATION IN
ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL,
FASTEST GROWING MARKETS IN
THE WEST. CURRENTLY GROSSING $12,000.00 TO $14,000.00 MONTHLY AND CONSTANTLY INCREASING. A MONEY-MAKER THAT CAN
BE PURCHASED FOR A TOTAL OF
$300,000. WITH ATTRACTIVE
TERMS. Please contact our San Francisco Office or the nearest office to vou.
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C
1511 BRYAN ST1737 DE SALES ST., N.W.
EXECUTIVE
3-3456
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
RAY V. HAMILTON
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
JOHN D. STEBBINS
A. OSWALD
CHICAGO
SAN JOEFRANCISCO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
111 SUTTER ST.
DELAWARE A. 7-2754
EXBROOK 2-5671
RICHARD
SHAHEEN
JOHN F. HARDESTY
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., inc.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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FOOTNOTE

TO

A

FRAUD

Perjury arrests begin in tv quiz investigation
A sad little band of one time televi- on. Other complaints followed. In the
sion quiz winners surrendered last week
fall of that year Mr. Hogan began presenting witnesses to a grand jury. In
on indictments charging them with perall some 200 witnesses testified.
jury.
A year or two ago several of them
In August 1959, the grand jury minutes, then under lock and key by order
were national celebrities. Last week they
of a judge, were turned over by petition
were accused of misdemeanors carrying
maximum penalties, upon conviction, of to the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, which climaxed its case
a year's
$500 fine.was
when Mr. Doren confessed that his 14
At theimprisonment
head of the and
defendants
Charles Van Doren, whose confession
appearances on NBC-TV's Twenty-One
a year ago killed the big-money quiz as were rigged. The Harris subcommittee
heard 152 witnesses in 21 days.
a television staple. His testimony Nov.
2, 1959 before the House Oversight
On the basis of the testimony delivered in Washington, a new grand
Subcommittee, ended the quiz era.
jury in New York this year took testiSixteen quiz participants surrendered in the office of New York Dismony from many of the same contestants the original jury had heard in
trict Attorney Frank S. Hogan last
1958. This testimony convinced Mr.
week. They were indicted for secondHogan that some contestants had lied
degree perjury, accused of lying when
they denied knowledge of quiz rigging to the first grand jury.
Several of the top money winners
during a New York grand jury investiwhen quiz programs were at their peak
gation in 1958-59.
were arrested last week. Among them
Others were expected to be arrested.
were Elfrida Von Nardoff, Mr. Van
The grand jury reportedly has returned
Doren, Mrs. Vivienne Nearing, Hank
more than 20 indictments (BroadcastBloomgarden and David Mayer.
ing, Oct. 10).
All defendants were paroled last
Long Investigation ■ The arrests last
week came 2Vi years after District At- week. Cases have been set for pleading
torney Hogan began investigating re- except that of Morton Harelik, a salesman who won $500 on Tic Tac Dough
ports that tv quizzes were rigged.
In the summer of 1958 a contestant
and pleaded not guilty. His trial was set
on Dotto, Edward Hilgemeier Jr., for Nov. 3.
notified the FCC and the New York
The grand jury that charged the dedistrict attorney that cheating was going
fendants was to expire Oct. 28 but its

Most famous of the quiz winners,
Charles Van Doren, was arraigned
along with a dozen others by a New
York grand jury that charged perjury
by contestants. Offense carries $500
maximum fine and one-year in prison.
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Three feminine quiz winners were
among group held by grand jury. Here
they are being booked in a New York
police station. L to r.- Ruth Miller,
New York (Twenty-One); Mrs. Patricia
Sullivan, White Plains, N. Y. (Tic Tac

life may be extended to permit further
probe into perjury, subornation of perjury and conspiracy to obstruct justice.
An unconfirmed report was that names
of prominent lawyers had been mentioned in the grand
jury's investigation
of subornation
of perjury
(urging a
witness to testify falsely).
The Defendants ■ The list of contestants who surrendered last week :
Charles Van Doren, 34, former
NBC-TV personality, winner of $129,000 on Twenty-One and later a $50,000-a-year NBC performer (fired after
his confession); Elfrida Von Nardoff,
35, winner of $220,500 on TwentyOne; Hank Bloomgarden, 31, winner
of $98,000 on Twenty-One; Mrs.
Vivienne Nearing, 35, winner of $5,500
on Twenty-One; Paul Bain, 43, winner
of $2,500 on Twenty-One; Mrs. Henrietta Dudley, 51, winner of $4,100 on
Tic Tac Dough; Richard Klein, 41,
winner of $1,000 on Twenty-One and
$2,000 on Tic Tac Dough; David
Mayer, 39, winner of $47,500 on
Twenty-One; Ruth Miller, 50, winner
of $2,500 on Twenty-One; Joseph
Rosner, 46, winner of $1,700 on Tic
Tac Dough; Mrs. Patricia Sullivan, 37,
winner of $14,300 on Tic Tac Dough;
Dr. Michael Truppin, 34, winner of
$13,000 on Tic Tac Dough; Morton
Harelik, 37, salesman, winner of $500
on Tic Tac Dough; Timothy Horan,
39, winner of $4,800 in Tic Tac Dough.
Mrs. Patricia Nance, winner of $5,800
on Tic Tac Dough; Mrs. Ruth Klein
winner of $2,200 on Tic Tac Dough.

Dough); Elfrida Von Nardoff, New
York (Twenty-One). Miss Von Nardoff
was the biggest winner of those
booked, getting a $220,500 prize for appearing to sweat out answers to questions during the program.
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Oh,

boy!

45%

—

my

MORE

Pulse

says

WIMMIN!

Yes, the latest 55-county Pulse Area Report (March
| ,

1-28, 1960) again proves WDAY Radio to be the
most-listened-to station in, around, or near Fargo!
45%

j^*"

more women!

Monday

Radio has 166,400 women

thru Friday, WDAY

listeners!

67% more men, too (though we really don't care
nearly so much about them) ! WDAY Radio has
114,660 men listeners!
But don't think there's anything unique about this
situation. It's been going on for years and years and
years. Ask PGW for all the facts!

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
JjjiL^PETERS,
WOODWARD,
"^^^
Exclusive GRIFFIN,
National Representatives
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POLITICS

TROUBLE

NAB

MEET

Yarborough letter seeking reports of complaints
baffles broadcasters at San Francisco conference
Wasilewski met with G. Richard ShafTroubles on the political scene confronted several hundred broadcasters
to, WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S. C, memwho last week at two fall conferber of the NAB three-man policy comences— Dallas (Tue.-Wed.) and San
mittee. They contacted Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, who heads
Francisco (Thurs.-Fri.).
the policy group.
With three of the eight autumn meetBoth conferences covered a range of
ings out of the way, the NAB headquarters squadron moves to Denver to- station operating problems, following
the format of the opening conference
day (Oct. 24) and Omaha (Oct. 27)
in Atlanta (Broadcasting, Oct. 24). A
for the fourth and fifth two-day conferences.
tribute was paid the late Alex Keese,
WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, at the Dallas
Receipt of Yarborough "Watchdog
Subcommittee" letters calling on sta- meeting (see photo). At the Oct. 25
tions to submit reports of complaints
luncheon, W. D. Rogers, KDUB-AMabout political partiality came up as the TV Lubbock, Tex., NAB Tv Board
chairman, called for a moment of
San Francisco meeting opened Thursday. The letters had been mailed Oct.
silence as a gesture of respect to Mr.
25. .
Keese and the late NAB President
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB vice Harold E. Fellows.
Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Avalon,
president for government affairs, said
he was baffled at the contents of the Calif., an NAB board member, urged
letters, adding that NAB has asked Sen.
radio broadcasters at the Dallas meetYarborough (D-Tex.) for an early coning to sell advertising itself on a coference (see political story page 29).
operative, organized basis as in RockThe political discussion at Dallas was
ford, 111., and Medford, Ore. (Broadcasting, Oct. 17). He said they should
held prior to receipt of the Yarborough
request. After the conference Mr.
sell their market in cooperation with

other media, with radio and tv stations
combining in their promotion.
He pointed to advantages of promotion by a medium, as in the case of
NAB, Radio Advertising Bureau and
the San Francisco radio station group,
recalling achievements of Southern California Broadcasters Assn. in the last
two decades.
Having taken these steps, he said,
broadcasters
"get disorganized"
and sell their should
own stations
by creating
and promoting individuality.
Radio and television play important
roles in meeting the needs of society
for current information, Prof. Charles
M. Hulten, chairman of the U. of
California journalism school, said.
"First is the job of watching the
horizon, of keeping people informed
about what is going on around them,"
he said. "Tension is reduced if people
can be reasonably sure their need to
know is being met. The evidence is
that radio, particularly, is the medium
they look to for this tension-reducing
resource. This means simply that people look to radio as the place they can
get the facts they need to make up their
minds on issues, candidates and the like.
"The second social function of news
is called the counseling function, helping people get the facts they need to
make up their minds on issues, candidates and the like. Here, I would think,
television plays an especially important
role. Tv seems to have gotten more
people interested in politics, and in
voting. Tv undoubtedly has dominated
the scheduling and staging of national
conventions. Tv, at least potentially,
can help understand the complex issues
of our times — water, school needs, Castro's Cuba, the race for space — more
clearly than non-visual media. The
'Great Debates' now going on may have
incalculable impact on our presidential
elections.
"People are looking to you for help.
Your role will be accepted, your rights
assured, if you meet this need. I have
seen some excellent local programming
in the public affairs field during the past
year, and I hope this will continue."
Bombs explode at KXTV (TV)

Industry tribute to Alex Keese
A memorial plaque awarded the to his profession. L to r: W. D.
late Alex Keese, WFAA-AM-TV
Rogers, KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock,
Dallas executive and former NAB
Tex., NAB tv board chairman; G.
director, was presented to his widow
Richard Shafto, WIS-AM-TV Colat the NAB Fall Conference Oct. 19.
umbia, S. C, member of the NAB
Policy
Committee;
Mrs. Keese, and
The plaque cited Mr. Keese's service to fellow broadcasters, his NAB
A. Boyd Kelley, KRRV Sherman,
Tex., member of the NAB Radio
committee and board assignments,
his nobility of purpose and loyalty Board.
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Two "bomb" incidents were reported
last week at KXTV (TV) Sacramento,
Calif., where announcers and technicians have been on strike since Sept. 26.
A policeman was said to have suffered hand injuries Oct. 15 when a
small paper-wrapped object found in
the car of a non-striking employe exploded as the policeman prepared to
investigate it. The employe, John Katz,
was quoted as saying he had found a
similar object in his car two days
earlier and that it blew up when he
threw it out.
A sticker reading: "This payment is
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

IN ALL

AN HOUR

SPECTACULAR

MARKETS

OIRECT FROM

ABC Films happily offers, for immediate showings, the most
talked about musical spectacular of the summer. Seen by
millions of New Yorkers when presented by Rheingold Beer
over Channel 4 (N.B.C.) from 8:30 to 9:30 P.M. Tuesday,
August 9th, the show won the enthusiastic praise of audience and critics— AND of delighted officials of Rheingold
who quickly rescheduled the program for a second showing
on September 18, 10:30 to 11:30 P.M. (same station).
WHAT THE CRITICS SAID:
VARIETY:
"... a tour de force . . . the show was excellent . . .
one of the better song exhibits of the summer."
NEW YORK TIMES:
"The soothing musical technique of Nat King Cole
brightened a one-hour telecast over channel 4 last
night ... a joy to hear."
For complete information see your ABC Films Sales Rep or call:
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

NOW AVAILABLEITS SENSATIONAL PREMIERE

NEW

YORK

DAILY

IN N. Y.

NEWS:

"... a musical treat . . . something to shout about."
THE RATING STORY:
"A Cool Evening with Nat King Cole" topped all competition with an impressive 38.3% of the audience !
"A Cool Evening with Nat King Cole" drew an
average 20.9 rating over the entire hour, compared
with average ratings of its network competition of
14.0 and 7.9 !
"A Cool Evening with Nat King Cole" more than
doubled
averagedrew.
rating
of 8.0
the previous
week's
Channel the4 show
This
means
an increase
of
161.3% !
"A Cool Evening with Nat King Cole", in its second New
York showing, won an astonishing 18. U average hour rating
plus a fabulous 35.2 average hour share of the audience ! ! !
ALREADY SOLD IN OVER FIFTY MARKETS!
ABC
FILMS
INC.
1501 Broadway • New York 36, N. Y.
Telephone LA4-5050
G3

1

Our

Altruism
Backfired

Our stations were 100% successful in selling
coverage of both political conventions in every
Corinthian market.
We fielded a 14-man team— complementing
CBS's superb national coverage— to achieve local and regional coverage, to tell an intensive
story of our respective state delegations, and to
view national events with local eyes. We did this
with our eyes open, hardly daring to hope for
extensive sponsorship, fully prepared to underwrite the expense in the interest of service. The
fact that we didn't have to is a tribute to the
enlightened local, regional and national sponsors
who saw the prestige— and commercial— value of
our local coverage.
Among the comments:
"Countless compliments attest that convention programs gave us a prestige vehicle for primarily institutional messages. We feel that other advertisers throughout the country should watch this sort of thing carefully
and evaluate its possible future value to themselves."
—Texas National Bank (Agency: Goodwin-Dannenbaum) on KHOU-TV, Houston.
"Purchase
both conventions
gave complete
tion of our ofmarket
. . . KOTV spending
lot of saturamoney
and effort bringing local angle to our public. Excellent
opportunity for advertising."
—Safeway Stores (Agency: Perry Ward Associates), co-sponsor with Conoco Gasoline (Benton & Bowles), on KOTV, Tulsa.
"Corinthian's convention coverage gave us saturation
with dominance, intense audience interest— and lots of
family audience per dollar."
— Bonsib, Inc., agency for meat packer Peter Eckrich & Son, on WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne.
"Through KXTV's locally oriented convention coverregularareanewscaster,
Hankto Thornley,
peopleage with
of Shell's
Sacramento
will continue
associate
Shell with important news presentation. This is an ideal
combination of audience service and commercial im—Shell Oil Co. (J. Walter Thompson, San Francisco) on KXTV, Sacramento.
pact."
It is heartening to prove that good public affairs programming is also good business. Each
Corinthian station will continue to explore opportunities tobring such programming to the
attention of sponsors who recognize that service
and commercial effectiveness go hand in hand.
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made possible
by union
reportedly was found
in Mr. labor"
Katz car
after the second incident. Striking
employes denied any knowledge of or
responsibility for the incident and
offered a $100 reward for information
leading to arrest of the culprit. State
as well as city officers were reported
investigating.
KXTV, a Corinthian Broadcasting
Co. station, has continued on the air
with executives filling in for striking
employes since the walkout by members of the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists and of the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
& Technicians. The unions charge
"unfair it
labor
station
claims
has practices."
asked the The
unions
for
nothing except contract conditions
equivalent to those in force at other
Sacramento stations, and toward that
end has offered wage increases to both
unions.

Mayes given Texas'
Pitluk service award
The Pitluk Award for outstanding
community service in Texas was presented Oct. 17 to Wendell Mayes,
KBWD Brownwood, during the fall
meeting of Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.
Jack Pitluk, president of Pitluk Adv.
Agency, San Antonio, made the presentation.
In an address to TAB Mr. Pitluk
predicted radio-tv advertising will total
$2V2 billion in 1960. This has been
developed without appreciably affecting other recognized media, he said. He
reminded TAB there are 235 am, 20 fm
and 43 tv stations in the state plus 15
on the southern border "which compete
TAB's
you."first annual awards for outwith
standing work in seven categories were
made by Mr. Mayes, as chairman of the
TAB awards committee, which are separate from the Pitluk award. They follow:
Cities under 10,000— KWED Seguin,
best local news; KCLW Hamilton and
KSST Sulphur Springs, tied for best
special event; KSST best editorial;
KPAN Hereford and KSOX Raymondville, tied for best community discussion; KPAN, best announcement; KSST
best local program and best local musical spot.
Cities 10,000 to 25,000— KMHT
Marshall, best local news; KGAF
Gainesville, best editorial and best local
announcement.
Cities 25,000 to 100,000— KTBB
Tyler, best local news; KCRS Midland,
best local musical spot.
Cities over 100,000— WACO Waco
won all four awards, for best local news,
community discussion, local announce-

ment and local musical spot.
A review of fm progress in Texas
and prospects for multiplex and stereo
were given by Ray Unrath, Continental
Mfg. Co., and Lynn Christian, KHGMFM Houston. The co-op fm project,
Assn. of Houston Fm Broadcasters, was
described by Mr. Christian. The cities'
eight stations join in an annual Fm
Week, cooperative newspaper and outdoor campaigns on an exchange basis;
shopping center displays including giveaways and merchandising of fm sets;
on-the-air coordinated promotion and
research projects. Mr. Christian said
fm gets more space in Houston newsthan amof radio.
New papers
slate
officers elected at the
TAB meeting included James M. Hairgrove, KBRZ Freeport as president for
complete list, see Fates & Fortunes,
Page 104).
A tv panel moderated by Walter
Windsor, KCMC-TV Texarkana, discussed pay tv, community antennas,
minute spots, research and rate cards.
Mr. Hairgrove directed a radio discussion. Taking part were Lee Glasgow,
WACO Waco; Dave Morris, KNUZ
Houston; Bob Hicks, KSOX Raymondville, and Al Mason, KERV Kerrville.
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations vice president, discussed
FCC regulatory questions.
WOW's studios completed
WOW-AM-TV Omaha moved into
its lavish new quarters over the weekend of Oct. 15-16. The move of the
Meredith stations was made possible
by the completion of a new building
addition at the present television studio
site at 3501 Farnam St. (Broadcasting, July 27, 1959). All broadcasting
and administrative functions of both
operations will be carried out in the
same plant with the addition of 28,000
square feet of floor space to the former
18,000 square feet. WOW began
broadcasting from the new site Sunday
morning (Oct. 16). Leo Daly was
architect for the new structure and
Rorick Construction Co., was general
contractor. Exterior materials of the
new building are described as white
glazed brick with a subtle gold fleck,
accented by panels of antique bronze
glass mosiac tile at each window location.
Eastman opens Atlanta office
Robert E. Eastman & Co., New
York, has announced the opening of a
new sales office in Atlanta. William P.
Marseilles, formerly on the company's
New York sales staff, has been appointed manager. The addition of the
Atlanta office, brings to eight the number of Eastman sales bureaus.
(THE MEDIA) 65
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Ad people could offer U. S.
creative aid, McGannon says
A proposal that broadcasting and advertising offer their professional knowhow to the government to help tell the
American story to the world was advanced last week by Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.
He called for the creation of a special "Communications Committee" to
assist the government in "developing
and implementing the international
communications
of proposal
the U. S."
Mr. McGannon policies
made the
in

SAN

DIEGO

CALIFORNIA
FOOD

STORE

SALES

in San Diego County totaled $287,586,000*
last year, giving San Diego 20th place among the
nation's 200 leading counties in that category.
Two metropolitan newspapers sell
and serve the market:

Wnt San

$iejga Union

Evening Tribune
♦ COPYRIGHT 1960 SALES MANAGEMENT "SURVEY OF BUYING POWER"
"The Ring of Truth"
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA •
GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS - AND NORTHERN
ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY WASHINGTON BUREAU AND THE
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLIDAY CO., INC.

a speech accepting the Pulse Inc.'s 1960
"Man of the Year Award." (Broadcasting, Oct. 17) presented at a
luncheon attended by some 300 last
Wednesday (Oct. 19) in New York.
Committee Described ■ He noted that
there have been all-industry committees
for all sorts of purposes in broadcasting
advertising, and said: "The times now
call upon us to form a committee on
our own initiative, selecting in its membership outstanding imaginative people
in our business who are recognized for
their skills as communicators, to go to
the leadership of the U. S. and offer our
tremendous strength and willingness in
this particular serious aspect of our nation's future — this aspect of communiSuch a committee, he said, would
deal
with the "method and technique"
ofcations."
dissemination rather than with formulating the "substance" of propaganda.
"We have hundreds of thousands of
competent, imaginative, creative people
who know how to light the torch of
freedom and do so daily — in our public
press and on our public broadcasting
facilities," he declared. "There is a
reservoir of strength here for the Presithe U. S." lashed out at critics
Mr.dent ofMcGannon
who have proposed greater controls over
broadcasting. "This," he said, "is a dangerous thesis, for control, to the extent
exercised, becomes a restraint upon
imagination, ingenuity, creativity, inventiveness and energy" and in time
"will drive from the industry those venturesome personalities who do give it
promise of a glorious and productive
The Debates ■ Of the Nixon-Kennedv
debates he said: "The introduction of
television
into the political arena has
future." remarkably
altered
the whole elective
process, so that now it is almost impossible for a candidate for the presidency
to avoid coming face to face with his
opponent or for this matter with all of
the electorate. Sham is sone. Strict
party lines have been seriously fractured. The man and his platform mean
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more today."
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SALES

IN

CINCINNATI

Next time you have to do a big job-a fast job- in Tri-State Cincinnati,
turn that big WCKY

loose. Regional merchants -the bankers, bakers,

beverage-rs-will tell you that WCKY's sound new sound of radio is leapfrogging sales up and down the Ohio River Valley at a cost-per-sale even
they can't quite believe. Stands to reason then that if you want to keep
in step in Big Cincinnati -all billion dollar's worth of it- it'll pay you to
step right up to WCKY. Nielsen says the circulation is high: Standard
Rate says the cost is low. No wonder the salesmen from AM Radio Sales
say that in Cincinnati that WCKY

is some big buy!

WCKY-RADIO

IS

50,000

• CINCINNATI

WATTS

SOME

BUY
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Tallest

tv tower

begins operation
KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo., last
Wednesday (Oct. 19) began telecasting
from its much-heralded 1676-foot new
tower, described as the tallest man-made
structure on the earth. The switch-over
took place about 6:15 p.m.
The tower, years in the planning stage
but built in the rapid time of 2Vi
months, features staggering statistics. A
few of them: weight (estimated from the
downward pull of its guy cables):
2,000,000 pounds; foundation: 30-foot
triangular sections, most weighing
around 14,000 pounds; support: 18 guy
cables if stretched end-to-end would
measure five miles. (The cables are said
to be able to support the tower in winds
of 150 miles per hour); Ingredients:
over 2,250,000 pounds of steel and concrete; comparisons: 204 feet taller than
the Empire State Building in New York
and 692 feet higher than the Eiffel
Tower in Paris; travelling time: 20 minutes by elevator, a long, long time by
foot.
Metropolitan financial report
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp's
cash flow in 1 960 is expected to amount
to $3.50 a share, or about $5,750,000,
John W. Kluge, Metropolitan's chairman-president, told a meeting of the

Financial Analysts of Philadelphia last
Tuesday (Oct. 18). He forecast that by
1960 Metropolitan would be earning
$12 million a year before interest, depreciation and taxes, a cash flow of
$4.50 per share and net after taxes of
$2.70 a share. He noted that WIP
Philadelphia has increased its overall
revenues by 20% since last February
when it was acquired by Metropolitan.
WICE

wants

industry

survey group started
Establishment of an industry survey
organization was called for last week by
Tim Elliott, president of WICE Providence, R. I.
Mr. Elliott, whose station is in a legal
battle with WPRO of the same city over
the validity of share-of -audience ratings,
said that if broadcasters do not get together to set up their own survey firm,
the government may feel obliged to step
in. "It's time to move in force," Mr.
Elliott asserted. "Individual broadcasters are at the mercy of powerful survey firms which come into our markets
and
'measure' ourdoaudiences."
Yet, purport
he said,tobroadcasters
not know
who the interviewers are, who the supervisors are, and under what principles the
interviewers operate.
Mr. Elliott's remarks were made following the latest moves in his suit

The old order changeth yielding place to new*

* "The
AlfredComing
Tennyson
oj
Arthur
From December '55 to January '59 KROC-TV gained 44% in audience,
top Lord"
competition lost 55%.
RETAIL SALES PER FAMILY: #6,137 (1ST IN U.S.)
KROC-TV

CHANNEL
10

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
G. David Gentling, gen'l. mgr.
NBC
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ROCHESTER
MINNESOTA

against Capital Cities' WPRO. State
Superior Court Judge Patrick P. Curran,
acting on a motion by WPRO, vacated
the temporary restraining order against
WPRO circulating the August-September Hooper ratings. The judge said that
the WICE complaint had not stated
the extent of the difference in share of
audience between what the Hooper survey showed and what WICE claimed it
was.
An amendment to the complaint was
filed late last week. Still to be argued
is WICE's request for a regular temporary injunction.
WICE
claimed the Hooper ratings
were "false, deceptive and misleading."
The Elliott station also asked for damages for "false disparagement of its busi-

Radio-tv wage level
climbing steadily
ness."
Wage levels are up 10% in tv and
6% in radio over a two-year period, according to a survey conducted by the
NAB Broadcast Personnel-Economics
Dept. The figures were compiled on
a national basis.
James H. Hulbert, NAB economicslabor relations manager, said the figures
include overtime, fees and commissions
but are not a measure of the fairness of
individual wage progress. He reminded
that wage scales vary by size of market and geographic location. The tv
figures are based on a 50% sample of
the industry; radio on a 40% sample.
The samples are deemed representative
of the entire industry.
Average gross weekly compensation
(nationwide) for tv jobs follows: Sales
manager $254; chief engineer, $184;
program director, $179; salesman $172;
news director $150; staff announcer
$136; producer-director $128; technician $116; film department head $108;
traffic manager $85; continuity writer
$79; floorman $67.
Average gross weekly compensation
(nationwide) for radio jobs follows:
Sales manager $170; salesman $125;
program director $117; chief engineer
$113; news director $106; staff announcer $95; technician $83; traffic
manager $67; continuity writer $66.
Harry Newman pleads 'guilty'
Harry Newman, 74, first president
and one of the founders of what is now
the Columbia Broadcasting System
Inc., pleaded guilty last week of failure
to pay an income tax on $7,764 he
earned in 1956. Similar charges involving 1954 and 1955 income taxes
were dismissed by a federal judge in
Alexandria, Va. Mr. Newman lives in
Winchester, Va.
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BEST

WAY

TO

EMBRACE

THE

NEW

YORK

Here's hard solid proof.
If audience is your yardstick, WLIB consistently, year after year,
has the highest ratings in the Metropolitan New York Negro
Area Pulse. If merchandising is your meat, WLIB offers more
merchandising extras than any other station programming to
this 1,494,000 plus market. If you go by other advertisers —
more national advertisers consistently place more business on
WLIB than on any other competitive facility in New York.

THE

ENTIRE

COMMUNITY...

That's why we say "LIB UP YOUR SCHEDULE". It's the fastest,
surest and most economical way to embrace the entire Negro
audience in the largest single Negro Community in the world.

WLIB is first in Negro news . . . first in Negro public service . . .
first in Negro programming ... and overwhelmingly first in the
hearts of the vital Negro Community of greater New York.
EMBRACES
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Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue, New York 27, N. Y.
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IN GREATER

NEW

YORK
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How

the

big

talent

agencies

WILLIAM MORRIS TELLS FCC; TV CODE IN FILMLAND
sharing in the program ownership in
Two major talent agencies, William
Morris Agency and Music Corp. of any way, he said.
With Morris Stoller, head of business
America, frequently accused of domioperations in the West for William
nating television programming through
Morris, Mr. Weisbord reported that the
ruthless representation of top performing and creative talent, had their day agency represented at least one individual for each program, as perin court last week as FCC's overall netformer, writer, producer or director,
work and tv programming inquiry went
in addition to representing the package
into its second week in Hollywood.
Top executives of William Morris
itself. The list of 1960-61 programs
represented by William Morris includes
gave testimony Thursday before James
12 series produced by Four Star TeleD. Cunningham, FCC's chief hearing
vision, with which William Morris has
examiner. On Friday it was MCA's
turn to take the witness stand and ex- an exclusive agreement as selling agent
for all programs. Of this dozen, Four
plain its operation under the questionStar is producing 1 1 in cooperation
ing of the FCC counsel Ashbrook
with one or more other production
Bryant and James Tierney.
Earlier in the week, NAB officials companies and William Morris also has
explained how the broadcast industry
exclusive arrangements with two coproducers as well as the half dozen
trade association, through its television
code review board, looks after the in- others whose programs appear on the
Morris tv list for this season.
terests of the individual licensees who
are held responsible for all broadcast
One of the programs for which William Morris is sales agent is the Real
programming under the law but seldom
if ever are directly consulted by the McCoys, starring Walter Brennan and
creators and producers of the programs
produced by Brennan-Westgate Productions. FCC counsel Ashbrook
they broadcast.
The Los Angeles hearing is expected
Bryant showed the William Morris executives the transcript of testimony
to close early this week.
given the week before by Frank
William Morris Story ■ William Morris Agency currently represents as sell- Cooper, also a talent agent. Mr. Cooper
had said that he had been exclusively
ing agent 25 of this season's network
sales agent for this series until its
programs, all broadcast during prime
evening time, Samuel Weisbord, head
owner, Irving J. Pincus, had gone to
of the talent agency's west coast tele- William Morris to try to get Mr. Brenvision department, testified. The agency
nan as the program's lead. He had
been told that he could have Mr. Brenacts solely as a sales agent, collecting
its 10% of the package price but not
nan's services but only if he made the

operate
ALSO AIRED
Morris agency sales representative for
the series. He did and Mr. Cooper
testified that he lost the right to handle
17).
the property. (Broadcasting, Oct.
Rest of Story ■ That is true but it's
only part of the story, Mr. Weisbord
said. It began when the RisenbergCoryell Agency was package agent for
the Real McCoys, then under contract
to NBC, he said. They asked about
getting Mr. Brennan for the lead and
Mr. Weisbord was enthusiastic about
the idea, but Mr. Brennan wanted to
share in the ownership of the series
and NBC said no to that, so nothing
came of it. When Mr. Cooper became sales agent for the Real McCoys,
his contract with Mr. Pincus explicitly
excluded him from participating in any
deal involving Mr. Brennan. NBC's
contract expired, Mr. Pincus went back
to William Morris and this time the
deal was made for Mr. Brennan to
star in the series and also become part
owner of it with the Morris Agency
becoming sales representative at the
same time.
William Morris' television department "is mainly in the business of managing and guiding our clients and helping them put together tv packages,"
Mr. Weisbord stated. The agency represents about 600 individual actors,
writers and directors, etc. in the West
and about as many in the East, he
estimated, including a number of top
names but many in the lower brackets
as well. Assisting young people to develop their talents properly is an impart of the people
agency's
Helpingportant creative
put business.
packaees
together is another major facet of William Morris service, Mr. Weisbord
stated. "A package can have its genesis in an idea or a property or the

Comparing observer reactions during
FCC's Hollywood hearing are (I to r):
Thomas K. Fisher, assistant secretary,
CBS; Richard Jencks, president, Alli70

ance of Television Film Producers, and
Harry Warner, counsel for Paramount
Television Productions. The hearings
are expected to wind up this week.

availibility
of aor star,"
he noted,
"and
when
the idea
property
is presented
it is our function to evaluate its salability." In the decision that it is salable
the agency proceeds to put together as
many creative and performing elements
as it can. Once the package is ready
for showing, "we try to find a home
for it," a place for the physical production for the series, and also financing,
if that is needed.
Business Phase ■ "Once the creative
people have put the package together," Mr. Stoller said, "we get into
the business aspect, deciding what kind
of corporate structure is best for the
particular package. We might wind up
with five or six corporations to take
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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• PORTLAND
OREGON!

IN

9 SALEM

A NEW

THREE

STATION

CALLED

"OREGON

NETWORK

TRIANGLE

TELEVISION" THAT DOMINATES
THE ONLY MAJOR MARKET
BETWEEN

PORTLAND,

AND

FRANCISCO,

SAN

OREGON
CALIFORNIA

That brings the only clear picture to
over 100,000* TV homes with an
estimated buying income
of $685,062,000.*

Easy to buy! One order, one
billing to your Hollingbery man
or Art Moore & Associates
(Portland-Seattle)

*A very conservative estimate
if you have looked at other
ratings and surveys.

KPIC-TV Ch. 4
• ROSEBURG
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LEE PROPOSES PERMANENT
FREEZE ON VHF, MOVE TO ALL-UHF
the New York City uhf test. While
Is another "freeze" in tv's future?
■ Press for legislation for all-chanthe ultimate conclusions of the test
nel receivers.
FCC Commissioner Robert E.
■ Move to de-intermix markets
are not known, the commissioner
Lee proposed one last week. Comnoted, the outcome will be that uhf
missioner Lee believes the commiswhere
uhf development
"is ripe."
■ License
new uhf stations
to the will either work or not work in a
sion should impose a permanent
freeze now on new vhf stations or lowest channels available.
metropolitan area. He added that
where uhf is not in competition with
■
Permit
vhf
stations
to
operate
changes by v outlets. That's what
both in the vhf and uhf bands until
he told the National Assn. of Eduvhf, the service of the u is "excellent
cational Broadcasters convention in
because the stations in a given marthe
time
it
"appears
appropriate"
to
discontinue vhf service.
San Francisco Wednesday (Oct. 19).
ket are prosperous and therefore
The idea of a freeze is his own,
■ Examine the reasons why netexcellent."
works refuse affiliation to small sta- programming
Room at theisTop
■ Commissioner
he said. It's part of an 11 -point proLee
also
mentioned
that
he proposed
gram he would recommend to the
marketsofbeyond
"normalIt
commission for action. The actions
servicetionarea
another the
affiliate.
last year that the commission move
he advocates, he told his audience,
may be that refined rules or . . . all tv to uhf and "thus give the tired
are designed to move tv into uhf
channels to mobile services."
legislation
are recommendations
necessary."
■ If these
are vhf
and to make vhf spectrum space
He predicted that the present econavailable to the mobile and common
adopted, put a short freeze on new
omy "would easily support 750 comcarrier services.
mercial stations and ultimately
uhf operations to permit existing staTaking no pride in the authorship
many more instead of the 560 odd
tions to apply for the best uhf channel available.
of the program (and trusting that it
now on the air. The future will supwill not become known as the "Lee
The sweeping content of this proHe told the educators that they
gram, which Commissioner Lee said
plan"), the ommended
commissioner
also recmore." interest in these
that the commission:
have port
a many
substantial
"is a compendium of ideas that make
matters from several viewpoints and
■ Put aside the idea of squeezing
a great deal of sense to me," does
not ignore the future outcome of that "you must adjust your viewin sub-standard vhf assignments.

care of all the various elements. We
are also ready to negotiate the studio
contract, prepare the budget, set up
an accounting system, negotiate music
rights, to do whatever is needed on the
business end. We're there to help and
counsel and perhaps to perform some
of the actual operations in all areas
of business."
William Morris gets into a wide
variety of business activities in addition
to its primary sales function, the executives stated. For example, the agency
handled all negotiations for the leasing
of studio space for Four Star Television, atask that took many months
to complete. All such services are
provided without any charge beyond
the regular 10% sales commission,
they said.
Asked why an agency is entitled to
10% of packages owned in whole or
part by networks, which presumably
are equipped to do their own selling
to sponsors, the William Morris executives explained they handled the negotiations for the financing of the pilot
for the networks, then work with the
network to sell the series to a sponsor.
The Loretta Young Show is now owned
by NBC and the network employs the
star as executive producer, but William
Morris earned its 10% by negotiating
the original contract with the network,
they said. Subsequently the agency
sold the series to its sponsor and, when
72

that deal came to an end, negotiated
a new one with NBC, each agreement
requiring months of negotiating on the
agency's part. And when Miss Young
was ill, they added, the William Morris
office virtually took over production
of the program and kept it going until
her return.
When Mr. Bryant referred to testimony given earlier in the hearing that
top stars tend to become clients of
William Morris and MCA, Mr. Weisbord admitted that there was some
truth to this, but added "we gain clients
and we lose them. It's a most bitterly
competitive business." Talent agencies
are constantly trying to acquire clients,
he said, but his firm has a rule of not
attempting to woo them away from
smaller talent agencies.
Writers and Directors ■ William Morris and MCA are as much preferred by
writers as by actors, according to testimony of Curtis Kenyon, president of
the Writers Guild of America West,
and Michael Franklin, WGAW executive director. Of members with agents
(and the union's executives said that the
majority of the more than 3,000 members are represented by agents) approximately 20% are represented by MCA,
14-18% by William Morris and the
same percentage by Famous Artists,
with 10 other agencies representing 5%
or more of the WGAW membership.
Earlier, Screen Actors Guild officials

had reported that William Morris and
MCA had by far the largest number of
SAG members of clients among all
17).
talent
agencies (Broadcasting, Oct.
And as with actors and writers, so too
with directors. William Morris is agent
for 82 of the 1,200 directors belonging
to Directors Guild of America and
MCA for 59 of them, Frank Capra,
DGA president, and Joseph Youngerman, national executive secretary, told
the FCC hearing examiner. The third
ranking agency has only 26 director
clients DGA's total membership of
about 2,200 includes 1,000 assistant directors, stage managers and associate
directors as well as the full directors.
Like the Screen Actors Guild,
WGAW has an approved list of agencies for its members, sets the maximum
commission at 10% and has a generally
adhered-to policy that an agent who is
representing or acting as a producer
may not collect commissions from writers he also represents who are employed
for the programs the agent produces or
represents. He is also required to notify
his writer clients of his production status, so they may seek other representation if they wish. Also like SAG.
WGAW has granted the only blanket
waiver for dual producer-agent status
to MCA and its production subsidiary,
Revue Productions.
DGA, while not franchising agents as
BROADCASTING, October 24. 1960

proximately 125 tv films prior to their
release to stations, while another 300
programs, network and local, live and
film, were monitored on the air. "Scores
of scripts and films have been revised
and edited in compliance with our

point on the suitability of the uhf
for [educational] purposes." He told
them they were in an enviable position with plenty of uhf space now
available.

suggestions,"
he stated.month, his office
In the previous
received 39 scripts for evaluation, Mr.
Morris reported, of which 21 were

"There need not be disappointment
in your ranks ten years from now if
you
said. chart a course of action now," he
Of his proposed 11 -point program, Commissioner Lee said, "If
the commission chooses in its wisdom to follow these principles in
whole or substantial part, I have no
doubt that shortly its objectives
would become a reality."
In another section of his speech,
Mr. Lee chided broadcasters for
following what he called the "thou
shalt not"borrowed
approach
standards
fromto theprogram
movie
industry.
He spoke of the inadequacy of
limiting crime and violence on the air
to "some arbitrary number or set of
circumstances."
He said he questions whether
"some of the broadcasters serving
some of the public some of the time

SAG does, has an agreement with the
Artists Managers Guild that bars collection of commissions from directors
working on programs which the agency
either produces or acts as a selling
agent. The terms do not apply to agencies which are not members of AMG,
but most DGA members are represented
by AMG Unlike
agencies,SAG
the guild's
officials
testified.
and WGAW,
DGA has not been asked for and has
not given any waiver to MCA, they
said.
Double Complaint ■ Mr. Capra registered atwo-pronged complaint about
the exhibition of theatrical pictures on
television. One prong was economic:
that the time which tv devotes to the
showing of old movies might have been
used for new tv films employing the
services of DGA members and that the
old classic movies should not be shown
on tv to keep people away from theatres
showing current pictures directed by
DGA members.
His chief complaint was an "artistic
beef," the DGA president stated. If
television is going to show theatrical
pictures, he said, it should show them as
they were made to be shown and not
cut them to ribbons. He complained
that the movies are indiscriminately cut
to fit tv time slots, without regard for
mood or character or plot. A letter to
Eric Johnson, president of the Motion
Picture Assn. of America, brought a
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Comr. Lee
Get out your overcoat
is an adequate discharge of their responsibilities and results in public
betterment."
The test as to "whether certain
programs or stations may disserve the
public is clearly not adequate as a
standard," Comr. Lee said.

reply of sympathetic agreement but
"with all the impact of a falling leaf,"
Mr. Capra commented.
From the early days when film programming on tv was chiefly theatrical
motion pictures, many of them of
"somewhat early Pleistocene" vintage,
the NAB Television Code Review
Board was cognizant of the necessity
to obtain the same sort of cooperation
from the film producers that the code
was getting from the producers of live
tv program material, Edward H. Branson, director of television code affairs
for NAB, told the FCC hearing.
Efforts to "bring broadcaster influence to bear on filmed programming"
resulted in an agreement in January
1957 with the Alliance of Television
Film Producers pledging them to the
same voluntary observance of code provisions as the broadcast subscribers
give, Mr. Bronson said. Today, the 18
member companies of ATFP and five
independent tv film producers are affiliated with the code and entitled to use
the code seal on their films. To aid them
in observing code standards in their
production, NAB in July of last year
opened a code board office in Hollywood, headed by Frank Morris, previously in the CBS-TV continuity acceptance department there.
Code Gets Workout ■ Mr. Morris
said that he has reviewed approximately
350 tv scripts before filming and ap-

found to comply to code rules and "18
prompted suggestions for changes or
deletions in dialogue and actions. The
most frequently recurring objections
were to excessive or sadistic violence,
sexual suggestiveness and profanity.
"During this same period, we prescreened 18 telefilms at the producing
studios, most of them made from the
foregoing 38 scripts, and found all of
them acceptable under the code," He
said. "Thus, while nearly 50% of the
original scripts submitted were found
to contain one or more elements at
variance with the television code, the
films themselves were 100% in conformity with minimum standards of
code acceptability. This bespeaks the
results of the self-regulatory efforts being exerted by the cooperating film
In the three
or four instances where
production
companies."
tv films have been found unacceptable
— and he called the infrequency of this
situation in itself testimony to the
value of the pre-production script review— Mr. Morris reported that the
producers
were "agreeable
to making
cuts and revisions
in the film
itself,
even to the point of recalling actors and
reshooting scenes and dialogue, at extra
expense to themselves," to comply.
Not concern
Acceptable
of
code
in the■ While
average"matters
script are
relatively few and are normally disposed of bysaid
simple
revisions,"
Mr. Morris
that script
once in
a while
a story comes along that calls for either
complete rejection or an almost as
complete revision. One such script, he
said, "in its own remarkable way encompassed dope addiction, gang warfare, Lesbianism, blatant vulgarity,
murder by stabbing with a knitting
needle and a blanket condemnation of
the Puerto Rican element of New York
City." Another, designed for use on
Day in Court, dealt with a mother who
was
prostituting herself to her son's
schoolmates.
The latter was one of two network
programs he has dealt with during his
15 months as head of the tv code's
Hollywood office, Mr. Morris said. Each
network has its own continuity acceptance department to deal with such
matters, he said, so that most of his
work concerns syndicated tv film shows.
The 23 Hollywood film companies
which are affiliate code subscribers
represent more than half of all regular
tv film producers in Hollywood and ac73
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A day in Hollywood with the tv code
What does the NAB Code Review
gestions for script revision or correction of the problem, if I can, or
Board actually do at the operating
level? How are its rules and regu- counseling caution or restraint in
lations put into effect? How does it scene direction in order to assist the
cooperate with the producers of pro- studio in producing an acceptable,
saleable product.
grams for television?
The answers were given by Frank
"I then send a 'script report' to
J. Morris, assistant director of tele- Bronson at code review headquarters,
vision code affairs, West Coast, Washington, synopsizing the story,
NAB, at the FCC hearing on pro- giving a code evaluation of it, and
indicating any recommendations or
gram ing inLos Angeles:
"Studio A sends me a script, repre- editing request I might have made
senting an episode in a film series in connection with it. It has been
currently being produced. I read the an almost invariable experience of
mine that when the picture is finscript immediately and that same
ished and I am called to the studio
day, or not later than the next day,
to see it, I find that all of my sugI send a report to the executive who
gestions have been adopted and that
is my administrative contact at that
studio, along with carbon copies to the picture confirms to at least the
the producer of the series and any minimum requirements of the code.
"After I have seen the picture, I
others who might be designated. If
send another report to the studio,
there are potential or actual code
violations either in the theme of the advising them of its acceptability.
story of in its treatment, meaning in A final 'studio viewing report' then
its dialogue or action, I state what goes to Mr. Bronson, indicating that
they are, usually quoting the section the picture has been cleared. The
of the code involved, and offer sug- file on that episode is then closed."
count for around 75% of all film for
tv produced there.
Questioned closely by examiner Cunningham as to his views on tv programming and what could be done by
the tv industry, by the FCC and by
Congress to improve it, Mr. Morris
came out strongly for voluntary selfregulation by broadcasters and producers. He affirmed, "It will work. I've
seen
it
Asked work."
how many of the programs he
had reviewed involve "physical violence
and crime at all, whether moderate or
excessive," he replied that physical conflict of some kind was probably present
in 75-80% of them. He expressed the
opinion that there is no increase in this
kind of programming in the current
season, but on the contrary, the comedy and domestic situation shows seem
to be replacing westerns and perhaps
crime shows as well.
When Mr. Cunningham continued to
question Mr. Morris and Mr. Bronson
as to their views on programming and
the proper balance of shows of violence against other types of tv program
fare, Douglas A. Anello, NAB chief
counsel, objected that they were not the
ones to answer such questions. After
a sharp interchange with the hearing
examiner, Mr. Anello was permitted to
say that Charles H. Tower, NAB vice
president for television, was in the room
and would testify if the FCC officials
wanted him to.
Volume of Violence ■ Taking the
stand, Mr. Tower said that he is re-

sponsible for all NAB television activities, including staff activities in connection with the tv code. Asked about the
volume of crime and violence on tv, in
terms of programs, he cited a survey
of programs broadcast by the four tv
stations in Washington, D. C, between
4 and 10 p.m., the Monday-Friday period of Jan. 10-14, 1960. The 470 hours
of tv programming encompassed in the
survey period were divided as follows:
variety and comedy, 16%; drama,
12.5%; adventure, 10%; western, cultural and young children's programs,
9% each; sports, 8%; dance parties,
6%; news and weather, 4%; private
detective, police and courtroom shows,
3% apiece; musical and mystery, 2.5%
each; audience and quiz, 2%, and
others 1.5%.
"This does not indicate a lack of
program balance to us," Mr. Tower
commented. "To some people, two
or three shows involving violence are
too many, but there is a genuine demand for this kind of program fare and
it's nothing new. Much of fiction is
based on conflict situations. We don't
agree
that this isare
imbalance."
Broadcasters
very much aware
of the problem of violence on the air
and have it under constant study, Mr.
Tower reported. "When we feel a
change
stated. is needed we'll make it," he
Noting that critics of violence on tv
usually base their objections to it on a
belief that there "is an insidious effect
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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FCC

politely tells FAA

where

"Sorry," said the FCC to the Federal Aviation Agency last week, "but
we think we, not you, are the one
who must finally decide whether or
not a broadcast station gets built."
This, in essence — and in amicable,
government legal phraseology — is
what the FCC said last Thrusday
when it filed a statement with the
FAA. The commission's comments
were aimed at the FAA proposal to
regulate the site and height of broadcast towers (Broadcasting, Sept.
19).
The FCC statement, signed by Ben
F. Waple, acting secretary, by direction of the commission, made two
points:
■ The FCC is charged by law to
determine whether or not it is in the
public interest to grant a radio or tv
station license.
■ Where allegations have been
raised that a broadcast tower may be
an air hazard, the commission hasi

on some segment of the population,
usually juveniles," Mr. Tower cited
authoritative studies indicating that "tv
leaves children psychologically just
about where their parents place them,"
neither disturbing the normal child nor
curing the already disturbed one. [The
FBI's J. Edgar Hoover, however, seems
to disagree. See story page 102. — The
Editors.]
Mr. Cunningham read a letter from
the mother of three children objecting
to programs of violence and sadism
being readily available to school children. He asked Mr. Tower if he was
satisfied that this criticism is unfounded.
The NAB tv vice president replied that
"as a father of three" he is very much
concerned. But he stressed the responsibility of parents to keep their
children away from tv programs they
feel might be harmful just as they keep
the youngsters away from other potential sources of harm.
"The television fare available for
children, under proper parental control, will not be harmful and can be
very enriching," he declared. "Broadcasters believing their programs were
harmful would be the first to get them
off the air," he said.
FCC's Disputed Role ■ Mr. Tower
praised the fine job of policing tv programming being done by broadcasters
and tv film producers, working together voluntarily to improve television
in the public interest. He noted that
the question had been asked about
what the FCC might do and com76 (GOVERNMENT)

to go

always set up a hearing to permit the
full development of all the facts so
that it can make a qualified judgment.
In fact, the FCC said, "less than
10 cases" involving the question of
possible air hazards ever have been
involved in a formal hearing.
The FCC said that over the years a
procedure was worked out with the
predecessor FAA agencies (Civil
Aeronautics Agency and the Air Coordinating Committee). This practice
worked out well for all concerned,
the commission said.
Grant and Denial ■ The two government agencies should coordinate
their policies, the FCC asserted, not
be at odds. It would be possible that
if the FAA persisted in its proposal,
the commission noted, that an applicant for a radio or tv station would
be authorized to construct a station
by the FCC, but denied authority to
build a tower by the FAA.

mented that "there is substantial disagreement among responsible people"
as to the proper role of the commission.
He referred the hearing examiner to
the record for the report of the discussion on this subject between FCC
counsel Bryant and Whitney North
Seymour, NAB special counsel, at the
hearing in Washington last winter
(Broadcasting, Feb. 1).
Enlargement
of the NAB's
code
review officeof isstaff
contemplated
both
in Hollywood, where program preview
and review is the major activity, and
in New York, where attention is focused on commercials. The goal in
New York is 100% pre-check of tv
spots, Mr. Tower said.
The Alliance of Television Film
Producers was formed primarily to
represent its members in collective
bargaining negotiations with unions
and guilds, Richard W. Jencks, ATFP
president, testified. He said collective
bargaining is still a major function.
But "among its other functions, the
Alliance participates in administrative
hearings and procedures affecting the
television film industry as a whole,
organizes Alliance task force committees to investigate and make recommendations concerning new developments and problems, maintains liaison
with the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and other trade associations involved in the television field
and endeavors to improve public
recognition and understanding of the

The FCC concluded its comments
with this paragraph:
"Since both the FAA and the FCC
are agencies of the United States
Government with large responsibilities in the public interest, any action
by either agency which might indicate anything other than harmonized
policy on the part of the government
appears to be detrimental to the proof bothproposals,
agencies."in the form of
The grams
FAA
a rule-making notice, were issued
early last month. They would establish rules governing criteria and procedures for any structure 500 ft.
above the ground, or 170 ft. above
ground within the geographical limits
of any control zone or area, or within five miles either side of a visual
flight flyway. They also provide for
a "final" determination by the administrator ofthe FAA, following a
course of conferences at regional and
headquarters level.

television film production industry."
The agreement of the Alliance with
NAB's code authority indicates the
awareness of the Alliance and its
individual members of their program
responsibilities to the American public.
Mr. Jencks stated. The problem has
two aspects, he commented: from the
purely negative point of view "we can
sit on programming to eliminate anything we feel is offensive or excessive";
affirmatively,
"we other
can encouraee"
writers, directors and
creative program
people "to do the best they can."
Open Market ■ As to program balance, Mr. Jencks said the producers
"have done all they can do when they
provide an assortment from which the
buyers can choose. An individual
producer is not in the position to tell
the buyer who says 'I like that program' that You can't have it. You've
tooMr.
manyJencks
of those
said already.'
he feels "that there
is no increase in the amount of crime
and violence in tv programming this
season. Rather, he believes that we are
seeing a return of situation comedy.
He said he is not qualified to testify
as to whether programs of crime and
violence are more saleable than other
shows, but he noted that many of the
programs produced by ATFP members
are not of that type. Reminded of Mr.
Morris's statement that 75-80% of the
programs he had gone over had contained violence in one form or another, Mr. Jencks responded that those
programs were not typical. Comedies,
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programs of family life and such programs as these are the least likely to be
reviewed by the Hollywood code office,
which in general selects or is given
programs that may present a problem
to consider, he said, so that the group
referred to by Mr. Morris is a misleading sample.
Philip Feldman, executive vice president of Broadcast Management, a
talent management firm, and formerly
director of business affairs and a vice
president of CBS in Hollywood, gave
the hearing this definition of a program
package: "A group of creative elements
which when put together in aggregate
will make the program or series which
includes them a marketable commodity."
A package may be less than the
total number of elements needed for a
program or series, Mr. Feldman testified. For instance, he noted that packages seldom include the physical
production facilities. As a minimum,
a package might be a single element,
he said, such as a unique talent of
sufficient stature to make the program
salable by itself.
The 10% Catalyst ■ The agent who
puts the package together is entitled
to a commission on the package, and
not only on the talent he represents,
because he's the catalyst that puts his
property together with other elements
to make a salable package, Mr. Feldman said. If he contributes whatever
it takes to make the package salable,
he's entitled to a commission on the
whole package, he said.
The normal packager's fee is 10%,
he said, although at CBS there "was no
rule of thumb" and the arrangement
might be for a flat fee or a percentage
of 10% or less, but never over that
percentage.
A second former CBS executive,
Alfred J. Scalpone, now president of
La Mesa Productions, an independent
tv program producing company, said
that when he was Hollywood vice
president of CBS-TV in charge of network programs, he dealt with many
individuals who brought in program
ideas. Sometimes they came in alone,
he said, but usually with an agent. If
the idea was attractive the network
might develop it in cooperation with
the creator or might buy it outright
and develop it with its own staff personnel. Or the whole thing might be
an inside job, such as Playhouse 90
which was created and developed entirely by CBS-TV in Hollywood, he
reported.
A talent agent can come in representing a man with an idea, or an idea plus
a script or other elements such as a
writer or director, or he may just represent the actor, Mr. Scalpone said.
Even if the network sold the show, the
talent agent might have done a lot

of preliminary selling, he said. When
he was an advertising agency executive, at McCann-Erickson and Young
& Rubicam in his pre-CBS days, talent
agents would keep them up-to-date on
the people and programs available.
In answer to a question from Mr.
Tierney, he said he had never known
of an advertising agency to package
a program. Agencies produced shows
for their clients, particularly in radio,
he said, but they never charged package fees for this service.
'Race for Space' ■ Another independent producer, David A. Wolper, described in detail his experiences in
trying to interest a tv network, any
tv network, in his Race for Space hourlong special program. Working with
the U.S. Defense Dept. and also with
the cooperation of the Russian authorities, Mr. Wolper put together the show
on U.S. and U.S.S.R. space rivalry.
When it had been cleared by the
Defense Dept. and other government
agencies, he took it to the networks
and put on repeated screenings for
various top executives, Mr. Wolper
testified, getting many expressions of
interest, but no order. Then a friend
at MCA wanted to see it and after
he had, he asked for a sales contract.
Mr. Wolper gave it and MCA sold the
program to Shulton Inc., toiletries company, for network broadcast.
But when Wesley Assoc., the Shulton agency, tried to buy network time,
they were turned down by all three tv
networks, Mr. Wolper recalled. The
reason was the same at each network:
it would only broadcast public affairs
programs produced by its own people.
Asked
why,thatMr.theWolper
that he'd
been told
networkssaidfeared
any
exception to that rule would open the
door to individuals and groups who
might have an axe to grind and would
use a purported straight documentary
as a carrier of their own propaganda.
Mr. Wolper then proposed that the
program be offered to individual stations. Frank Carpenter, Shulton vice
president, "who fortunately had some
courage," agreed. With the help of
the top men at two of the nation's
top independent stations, Richard A.
Moore of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
and Fred Thrower of WPIX (TV)
New York, who sent telegrams to other
stations, Race for Space was broadcast
by 105 stations, Mr. Wolper said. Of
the total, 40 were CBS affiliates, 34
NBC, five ABC and six with no network affiliation.
Mr. Wolper said that the networks
had told him their policy against
broadcasting public affairs programs
created and developed outside of their
own organizations was of long standing, but when he inquired, he found
no one at Shulton or MCA or Wesley
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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Assoc. or at a number of other advertising agencies he checked had ever
heard of it. He conceded that the networks have the ultimate authority on
what goes out over their facilities, but
he said the attitude in regards to public
affairs programs seemed to him one
that would discourage independent
producers from making anything but
trivial comedies or westerns.
Listing a number of other public
affairs programs he has in preparation,
Mr. Wolper admitted that the negative
network attitude had not discouraged
him. But he said that he didn't know
of any other independent producer
who is active in this field.
Salant Explains ■ Richard S. Salant,
CBS Inc. vice president for corporate
affairs, who has sat in the Los Angeles
courtroom throughout the hearing as
an observer, became a witness Thursday to read into the record pertinent
parts of a letter written March 14 by
Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, to
Sen. John Pastore (D.-R.I.). The letter,
a detailed explanation of the rejection
of the Shulton offer to buy time on
CBS-TV to present Race For Space,
stated in part:
"The CBS Television Network declined
the order on the ground that it conflicted with the long standing policy . . .
requiring that programs in the news
and public affairs areas be produced
by and be under the exclusive supervision and control of CBS News.
"This basic policy," the Stanton
letter continued, "has evolved as a result of our concern that there be adherence to certain important standards
in news and public affairs programming. One such fundamental standard
is, of course, the standard of fairness
and balance. Another fundamental
standard is that there be no sponsor
interference with, or participation in,
the process of shaping our programs in
the news and public affairs areas — a
standard which is impracticable to enforce as to independent production.
Still a third standard is that our news
and public affairs personnel be insulated from the business of on-the-air
selling and not deliver commercials —
a practice which we believe to be inconsistent with journalistic function. . .
"Since Race for Space was not produced by CBS News and used a newsman not on the CBS News staff, our

& Tv Corp. after banning trading by
company insiders (Broadcasting, Oct.
10), American Stock Exchange, where
stock was formerly listed, has imposed
trading ban of its own. Suspension will
hold until Skiatron clarifies its financial
status, an ASE spokesman said.
Evansville

issue:

can uhf match vhf?
Can a uhf station give a particular
area the same coverage as a vhf? This
seemed to be the major argument last
week when WTVW (TV) Evansville,
Ind., now operating on ch. 7, appeared
at an FCC hearing to explain why it
should not be shifted to ch. 31.
The commission has proposed making Evansville an all-uhf market and
shifting ch. 7 to Louisville, Ky.
From the outset, WTVW has contended that it could not properly service its audience with a uhf allocation
and that the change would not, therefore, be in the public interest.
In a prolonged hearing before Examiner Jay A. Kyle, however, lengthy
evidence was presented by WEHT
(TV) Evansville, which operates on
ch. 50 with power of 155 kw, to demonstrate the contrary point of view.
WEHT has filed an application with
the commission, contingent upon the
deintermixture of Evansville, to increase its power to 900 kw and raise
its antenna to 1,000 ft. This, the station says, will give the Evansville uhf
outlet coverage comparable to that
offered by a vhf allocation.
WEHT's engineering evidence was
admitted over the objections of
WTVW. However, WTVW did succeed
in having admitted to the record the
fact that the application was contingent
upon the market's becoming all-uhf.
After hearing such engineering evidence on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of last week, Examiner Kyle
recessed the hearing for the taking of
new depositions by WTVW.

agencies.

Electrons flow cheaper
when westward bound
Do tv electrons flow only in one
direction? Does it cost more to make
them reverse their course? These
seemed to be the principal arguments
aired during the FCC hearing of a
WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., complaint against the tv service tariff
charged by the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co.
The WSAZ complaint, involving over
$5,000 in tariff fees stemmed from

Exchange bans Skiatron
Although the Securities & Exchange
Commission has lifted its ban on public
trading in stock of Skiatron Electronics

charges made by AT&T's Long Lines
Dept. during the summers of 1958-59.
At that time, Huntington was a point
on the NBC network service between
Clarksburg, W. Va., and Columbus,

policy
Askedrequired
about this
the rejection.
description. ."of this
CBS policy as long standing, Mr. Salant
said it was first announced Oct. 17,
1939, in a letter addressed to advertising
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Ohio. Service on this line of transman Oct. 11 that tv program service
mission was paid for by the network.
is single-directional, for the most part,
However, when WSAZ ordered pro- and that service from Clarksburggrams in the opposite direction, from
CRAY TELEVISION
Huntington-Columbus is not the same
Columbus to Huntington, it was told as service from Columbus to Huntington. This is contrary to the WSAZ
NETWORK
| that it would have to pay for such servview
that
the direction of transmission
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
ice on what AT&T termed the "ocshould
not
be taken into account in
casional" rate. NBC gave its affiliate,
WSAZ, a rebate for the Columbuspricing.
Mr. Eastmond testified that if NBC
WALB-TV
WJHG-TV [ Huntington service, but the rebate was
Albany, Ca.
Panama City, Fla. j based on an airline distance which did had ordered its service during the 1958not cover all of the costs.
59 period
with Huntington
as a "leg"
Provides the Only NBC Pro- j
from
Columbus,
then there would
have
The station's complaint, in essence,
gramming Between Atlanta § says
that AT&T has asked that it be been no additional charges. But such
and the Cult
§ paid for service for which the network
was not the case, he noted.
had already paid. But L. E. Eastmond,
The one-day hearing recessed after
DOMINANT SALES POWER FOR I administrator of rates and tariffs for Long Lines agreed to furnish WSAZ
Albany-Thomasville-Tallahas- § AT&T's Long Lines Dept., testified with additional information by Nov. 1.
No new hearing date was set.
see-Panama City and 57 South j before FCC Examiner Herbert SharfGeorgia and Florida Counties! |
Grade B Population: 928,534 |
(1960 Census)
| A
FULL
HEARING
ON
PAY
TV
TV Homes: 187,270 1
(ARB, January 1960)
|
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM | That's what the FCC promises as it considers
WALB-TV | delivers: iI RKO General's application for a three-year test
iiiiimiiiniiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiri
■ Summations by counsel for appliFCC talk and speculation about what
it should do about pay tv is at an end.
cant, for respondents and for Broad• 92.9% dominance of Albany metro au- | Today the federal agency comes face
cast Bureau, 30 minutes each.
dience (9 AM-Midnight, ARB, March j
In actions last Thursday, the FCC
I960)
| to face with an out-and-out application
denied
two petitions involving on the
for permission to institute a three year
• 60.5% dominance of Albany-Thomas- I trial. The commission now has a solid one hand intervention as parties and
ville-Tallahassee metro audience (Mon- §
on the other requests that the program
day through Friday, 6 AM-6 PM, Niel- | proposal into which it can sink its issue be enlarged.
sen, March I960)
j teeth.
The hearing before the full FCC is
Asking to be made parties were Zen• 53% dominance of Albany-Thomas- |
ith Radio Corp. and Teco Inc. Zenith
on the application of RKO General
ville-Tallahassee metro audience (Sat- =
urday through Sunday, 6 PM-Midnight, | Inc. for authority to begin subscrip- is the Chicago radio-tv manufacturer
Nielsen, March I960)
|
which developed the Phonevision systion tv programming over WHCT
tem of subscription tv. This is the
(TV) Hartford, Conn. WHCT, on
• Albany is one of the 10 best business I
system proposed to be used in the
cities in the nation (Forbes, March | ch. 18, is owned by RKO General.
1960)
| RKO General proposes to spend up Hartford test. Teco holds the license
to $10 million to prove one way or the for Phonevision, granted by Zenith,
• Albany is Georgia's fastest growing j other whether pay tv can make the and is planning to aid in the programCity
|
ming and technical aspects of the Hartjiiiiiiiiiiraniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiini 1
ford test.
grade.
Opposing the grant is the ConnectiThe petition to enlarge or clarify
cut Committee Against Pay Tv and
WJHG-TV J
|
luniiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiE
i five Hartford theatre owners.
the issues was submitted by the theatre
located in fast growing Panama g
The full-panoplied hearing will begin groups. The most significant request
was that RKO General be required to
City on the Florida Miracle Strip
at 10 a.m. this morning in Hearing
detail in more particular the programs
Room
B
of
the
Interstate
Commerce
Retail Sales per household average $6,533 I
it plans to broadcast for pay from its
Commission.
It
will
run
to
Oct.
28.
— considerably above the top ranked |
Hartford station.
metro area of the United States |
An order of procedure was issued
O'Neil Only Witness ■ Only one witAsk today for availabilities and combination § by the commission last week. This
rate (One rate card-local and national) =
ness initially will be called by RKO
that —
■ The Broadcast
Bureau counsel will General, W. Theodore Pierson, counsel
provides
for the company, said last week. This
make an introductory statement.
be TomIf O'Neil,
president
of RKO
■ RKO General will present its af- will
General.
additional
witnesses
are
firmative case. •
■ An NAB witness will testify as a needed for rebuttal, Mr. Pierson said,
public witness, for not exceeding 30 they will be presented.
Assisting Mr. Pierson at the counsel
Time spent in cross-examinaCRAY TELEVISION INC. § minutes.
table will be two members of his firm,
tion of this witness will not count
James H. Gray,
Raymond E. Carow, I
Pierson, Ball & Dowd. They are Veragainst the 30-minute limitation.
President Director
non C. Kohlhaas and William S. Green.
■ Affirmative case against grant will
Represented Nationally by
§
The
theatre group also plans to present
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc. | be presented by the Connecticut Comwitnesses, Marcus Cohn, counsel for the
mittee and Stanley-Warner,
Loew's,
In the South by James S. Ayers Co. | Connecticut
opponents, said last week. Mr. Cohn,
Theatres, Manchester
imimiimimiimiiiiiimiimiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiii iuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii| Drive-In Theatre Corp. and Outdoor
of the Washington law firm of Cohn
& Marks, will be assisted by Martin J.
Serving a Billion Dollar j Theatres Corp.
■ Rebuttal will be allowed RKO
Gaynes of his office.
Market!
§
The FCC's Broadcast Bureau team
General.
iwimmiiiwmwuimimiimimmiimimiimii i minimum minimi milium ml
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NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety,
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series,

STRESS: HOW DOES IT
AFFECT YOUR BODY?
Stress — physical, mental or emotional
— can be either good or bad for you.
In fact, a normal amount of stress is
actually a good thing. For example, if
you get "keyed-up" over an interesting
or challenging job, you may do your
work more effectively.
But prolonged or intense stress —
caused by too much work or worry or
anxiety — can threaten health.
That's because continued stress upsets some of the body's chemical processes. In particular, severe or persistent
stress causes overactivity of certain
glands that produce hormones.
If this glandular overactivity is continually triggered by stress, it may upset almost every system of the body.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase of its public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health and safety.

And this may lead to illness.
If you find that it's difficult to relax
or "take things easy" or get a good
night's sleep, chances are you're under
too much stress. And it's up to you to
learn how to handle your tensions.
Here are some ways to help you:
When your work load seems overwhelming, remember that some things
can almost always be set aside until
later. Concentrate on one particular
job. That way your work will go faster
and you'll be under less strain.

Metropolitan

When tense and upset, try physical
activity. It helps relieve tenseness so
that you can come back and tackle irritating problems more calmly.
Talk out your troubles — with your
clergyman or family doctor or with an
understanding friend. Getting things
"off your chest" prevents a lot of unnecessary emotional stewing.
Have regular medical check-ups. If
you
more keep
zest forphysically
living andfit,
be you'll
able to have
take
stress and handle tensions more easily.

Life

INSURANCE COMPANY®
A MUTUAL COMPANY, 1 MADISON AVE., N. Y. 10, N. Y.

THE LIGHT
THAT
NEVER FAILS
HI
§11
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will be led by Louis C. Stephens who
will have the following at his side:
Sol Schildhause, attorney; H. H. Goldin, economist, and John Taff, engineer.
NAB's witness will be Charles H.
Tower, television vice president of the
broadcasters association. He will be
accompanied by Douglas A. Anello,
chief attorney for NAB.
Tv

stations

protest

catv initial grants
The controversy between tv stations
and community tv systems has taken a
new tack. This involves a number of
applications for microwave relays to
carry tv signals from big cities to catv
systems in smaller communities. The
FCC currently has scheduled for hearings applications for construction permits filed by six microwave companies.
All of the applications were protested
by tv stations following initial grants.
In each case, the microwave firms
have proposed carrying the signal of a
"foreign" tv station to a community
antenna system to furnish additional tv
service to individual towns and cities.
And, in each case, these propositions
have been protested by tv stations
which serve these towns and cities.
The tv stations involved have protested to the commission on several
issues. Their arguments, however, are
common in one major respect — the
aspect of what impact the microwave
relay system will have on the economy
of the station.
Currently in the commission's hearing hopper is the case of Idaho Microwave Inc., Kimport Peak, Idaho, which
is seeking to build a relay system to
transport the signals of Salt Lake City
tv stations to Twin Falls, Idaho. The
protestant in this proceeding is KLIXTV Twin Falls. A prehearing conference was held Thursday (Oct. 20).
Another prehearing conference was
held Thursday, this one involving Mesa
Microwave Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla.,
which proposes a relay system to carry
the signals of Jacksonville, Fla., tv stations to Tallahassee, Fla. Protesting
such a grant is WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga., which serves Tallahassee.
This is set for further prehearing Thursday (Oct. 27).
In Texas, too ■ The East Texas Transmission Co., Tyler, Tex., is scheduled
for hearing tomorrow (Oct. 25) on its
application to carry the signals of Fort
Worth and Dallas stations into Tyler,
Jacksonville and Palestine, all Texas.
The party in this hearing is KLTV
(TV) Tyler. On Thursday (Oct. 27)
a prehearing conference will be held
concerning the application of Carter
Mountain Transmission Corp., Cody,
Wyo., to take the signal of KTWO-TV
Casper, Wyo., into Riverton and
Lander, both Wyoming. KWRB-TV
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ALL

NEW

FROM

AMI*

EX

In sound quality, in operating principle and in features, this is the compact professional
recorder that will set the standards
throughout, the PR-W
Ampex

for all others. New

in every detail and Ampex

is all you expect of the name. It is a worthy companion

recorders that make

of the big

the master tapes of nearly all the recorded performances

sold in the world today. To a heritage of excellence, the PR- 10 adds the completely
new

electrodynamic

quality performance

friction/ess tape- handling system
in a compact

machine.

that makes

possible studio-

Your dealer has it. See it operate soon.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-2 stereo/monophonic model records and plays back stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue-track, selective track and mixed or unmixed two-microphone sound • PR-10-1
monophonic available full track or half track • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and accessory remote unit ■ New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact
electronics • Professional monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, phone jacks and output circuits * Separate erase,
record and play heads • 4-track stereo playback optional on open fourth head position • Two speeds with options: 15 and
7 V2 ips or 7 V2 and 33/4 ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Electrodynamic tape handling for lowest flutter ever in a
portable/ compact recorder • Plug- in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack
mount • Dimensions for both models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders.

PR-10

Riverton is the protestantSouthern Transmission Corp., Palm
Beach Gardens, Fla., is set for a prehearing conference Friday (Oct. 28)
on its proposal to move the signals of
Palm Beach and Miami tv stations to
Fort Pierce and Vero Beach, Florida.
WTVI (TV) Fort Pierce is the interested party in this instance. The case
of New England Microwave Corp.,
North Adams, Mass., to take the programs of WPIX (TV) New York into
Richmond and Athol, both Massachusetts, will have Springfield Television
Broadcasting Corp. on hand as a party.
Springfield is the licensee of WRLP
(TV) Greenfield, Mass., and holds a
cp for a translator in Athol. This case
will be heard Oct. 3 1 .
Springfield Television, in addition,
has protested to the commission concerning the application of Claremont
TV Inc., Claremont, N.H., for a vhf tv
repeater station. Asking that the application be designated for hearing,
Springfield said that a vhf repeater
should not be allowed to invade a market that is almost wholly a uhf operation. WRLP (TV) has a translator in
Claremont and told the FCC that "reintermixture" of the area would cause
grave economic harm to its translator,
to other uhf translators in the area, and
to other tv stations.

TRADE

UP

TO

AN

AMST
restates its opposition to drop-ins
CALLS FOR INCREASED USE OF UHF AND MORE VHF SPACE
Strong opposition to any change in
mileage separation between tv stations
was voiced once again by the Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters.
Pending a long range television allocations policy, it would be premature
to reduce mileage separations, the
AMST board said last week.
The board, meeting in Washington
Oct. 18, adopted a formal resolution
which calls on the FCC to maintain
existing vhf station service areas and
to press for the increased use of uhf
"side by side with, but not in substitufor, vhf television."
Thetion resolution
also called on the FCC
to obtain additional vhf spectrum space
for television "from some source."
In discussing the future of uhf,
AMST stated that uhf television has
the potential of operating effectively, on
a long range basis side by side with existing vhf television. AMST said it
"vigorously supports" (1) enactment of
legislation to require that all tv receivers be equipped to receive both
vhf and uhf signals; (2) the New York
City uhf experiment; (3) all other programs for the development of uhf alongside vhf.
If despite these protestations the FCC
decides to issue grants at less than present minimum co-channel and adjacent
channel mileage separations, AMST
urged that such drop-ins be made under

a pre-planned policy.
The station organization suggested
again what it had proposed earlier this
month in its comments on the FCC's
vhf drop-in rulemaking — that the FCC
designate the drop-ins and the markets
where the extra vhf channels are to be
allocated. This will circumscribe the
number of drop-ins to those cities
which absolutely require this move, it
said.
The AMST board also voted to take
a strong stand in opposition to the implied jurisdiction over radio and tv
towers assumed by the Federal Aviation
Agency. The board authorized its staff
to file comments in the pending FAA
rulemaking
upholding
the FCC's
primary and final
jurisdiction
over radio
and tv towers. AMST expressed the fear
that a non-FCC agency might impair
the tv allocations table if it took over
the right to say whether or not a tv
tower's site or height was proper.
A report was also made to the board
on AMST's participation in a number
of technical projects, including: joint
propagation studies with Iowa State U.,
uhf studies using its own mobile test
units, and, through member stations,
its cooperation with committees working on the New York uhf test.
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston,
Tex., presided over the meeting of the
AMST board.

AMPEX
PRW
The newest design advance
in professional recorders
FCC requested to change
several tv assignments

PR-10-2: Stereo/mono recorder
with portable case: $995.00
TRADE
HARVEY

IN AT
RADIO

Call collect for details on trade-in deals
■
Harvey has a complete stock
on Ampex equipment and parts
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
10 3 W. 43rd ST., N.Y.C. 36,. jU 2-3680
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Requests to amend the tv table of
assignments hit the FCC last week from
many quarters. One such request came
from ch. 10 KERO-TV Bakersfield,
Calif., asking that city be made all- vhf.
The commission is presently considering
rulemaking to deintermix Bakersfield as
an all-uhf market.
KERO-TV told the commission that
chs. 8 and 12 are now available for assignment in the Bakersfield area and
that they should be given to Bakersfield
stations KBAK-TV (ch. 29) and
KLYD-TV (ch. 17). Such action, the
station said, would eliminate the need
for a public hearing and would provide
the city with a full compliment of tv
channel service.
Also from California came a request
from KVIQ-TV Eureka to add ch. 11
to Fort Bragg Calif. Fort Bragg has no
tv allocation, the station reminded the
commission, and receives little tv service
from the surrounding area because of
mountainous terrain. If ch. 1 1 is added

to Fort Bragg, KVIQ-TV said it would
apply for a station there.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., asked
the commission to add ch. 15 to that
city in place of ch. 33. Such a move,
the station said, would entail deleting
ch. 15 from Richland, Wis., and substituting ch. 40. WMTV presently
operates on ch. 33 in Madison and
wants to move to a low-band uhf frequency.
The Newark Public Schools, Newark,
Ohio, also asked the FCC for a channel
change. As an educational allocation,
the school district wants ch. 28 reassigned toNewark from Lancaster, Ohio,
substituting ch. 68 in Lancaster. If the
change is made, the Newark Public
Schools will apply for a uhf translator
to rebroadcast programs of the Ohio
State U. station, WOSU-TV Columbus.
Ch. 60 is presently assigned to Newark,
the request noted, but ch. 28 is a more
desirable allocation.
Meanwhile, three oppositions to
putting ch. 9 into Redding, Calif., have
been filed with the FCC.
Under proposed rule-making issued
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Sylvania
cathode

ray

(tubes
monitor

mm

..without

Juggling camera shots with nary a fumble calls for experience, quick reaction and the reliable quality of Sylvania
Cathode Ray Tubes in your video monitoring equipment.
Sylvania C. R.T.'s feature high resolution, sharp, brilliant
pictures— let you see the scene just as the camera picks it
up. What's more, Sylvania C. R.T.'s resist the toll of time,
retain youthful electrical and phosphor characteristics for
extended useful service . . . offer lower costs per hour of
tube operation.

Subsidiary of GENERAL
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the act

dropping the "ball"

Your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor has Cathode
Ray types from 8" to 24" for video monitors . . . over 168
Cathode Ray types for industrial requirements. Call him
for prompt service on all Sylvania Tubes for Broadcasting
— C. R.T.'s, large and small power tubes, mercury vapor
rectifiers, image orthicons, vidicons. See how fast he gets
into the act. Ask him, too, for your copy of the Sylvania
Industrial Tubes Booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Division, Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 1210B,
1100 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

TELEPHONE

& ELECTRONICS'

ADULTS
OF

ALL

LISTEN
AGES*TO
WOC

RADIO

BECAUSE...

Traditionally, they have expected
— and received — from WOC the
area's most complete coverage of
local, farm, sports and weather
news . . as well as NBC's excellent coverage and analysis of
national and international headlines.
Traditionally, WOC has programmed for the family, providing entertainment and changing
when change is desired. 1960
programming will feature music
to all tastes.
Traditionally, WOC personalities
have been the friendliest of people — known on the streets . . .
welcome in the homes.
Traditionally, advertisers have
used WOC to move merchandise
from display to the home.
'Adults from 18 to ? spend 95% of fhe notion's EBI
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other
pertinent information are at the fingertips
of your PGW Colonel. See him today.
PRESIDENT
Col. B. }. Palmer
VICE-PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evans
SECRETARY
Wm. D. Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER Pax Shaffer

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

JIM

PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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| FM

last month, KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.,
proposed assigning ch. 9 to Redding,
and replacing it with ch. 13 at Alturas,
Calif. KSUE Susanville, Calif., filed
a counter-proposal to put ch. 9 there.
All three filing comments urged
the FCC to put ch. 9 into Susanville
instead of Redding. Submitting comments were KSUE, ch. 7 KVIP-TV
Redding and ch. 12 KHSL-TV Chico.
Proposed

rule change

wording 'ambiguous'
The FCC's proposal to allow tv and
fm stations to measure their power output directly has won tentative approval
from several sources.
Electronics Industries Assn., which
originally asked for such rulemaking,
told the commission that it supports
the proposals but asked that "ambiguous" language be cleared up. EIA, as
well as RCA, complained that the standards set for the direct measurement
method proposed "unduly severe requirements" and asked that they be
somewhat relaxed.
CBS, also commenting on the commission's proposed rulemaking, stated
that it agreed with the EIA stand and
added that the indirect method of measuring power output now used should not
be excluded in favor of the direct
method.
The commission also proposed amending the rules relating to color tv transmission to clarify the specifications for
the frequency response in the vicinity of
the color pass band. In this instance,
EIA again told the commission that its
language was ambiguous. RCA, also
commenting on the color tv proposal,
again said that the standards were too
restrictive and should be relaxed.
FTC's payola consent
decrees now total 81
Ten more record distributors have
signed consent orders with the Federal
Trade Commission, promising to give
up This
payola.
brings to 8 1 the number of companies which have signed consent judgments in the FTCs campaign against
under-the-table payments to disc jockeys
to get their records played on the air.
The consent orders prohibit the practice, unless such payments are made
In the latest batch — seven were
public.
signed last week and three the week
before — three are New York firms and
three Detroit. The agreements are for
settlement purposes only and do not
constitute admissions of violations.
The companies are: Rank Records
of America Inc., Malverne Distributors
Inc. and Mayfair Distributors Inc., all

New York; S&S Distributing Co., ARC
Distributing Co. and Cadet Distributing
Co., all Detroit; Joseph M. Zamoiski
Co., Baltimore; Hit-Record Distributing
Co., Cincinnati; Peacock Record Co.,
Houston, and Starday Recording & Publishing Co. and Starday International
Sales Co., Madison, Tenn.
The FCC

last week...

■ Saw Hearing Examiner Thomas H.
Donahue turn down a request by Interurban Broadcasting Corp., an applicant
for a new am in Laurel, Md., to amend
its application to show a merger agreement with rival applicant Laurel Broadcasting Co. (Milt Grant and James R.
Bonfils, equal partners). Examiner
Donahue said that a new amendment
to the Communication Act. (Sec. 311)
makes it unlawful for such applicants
to reach an agreement without prior
commission approval of the terms. Interurban, one-third owned by Robert
Blum, proposed giving Milt Grant a
10% interest in the firm. Also involved
in this docket are S&W Enterprises Inc.
(Carroll W. White, principal stockholder), applicant for a new am in
Woodbridge, Va., and WJWL Georgetown, Del., seeking new facilities on
900 kc, the frequency applied for by
the other applicants.
■ Amended its order requiring that
applications awaiting processing include
the engineering showing required by
some new revisions in the application
form (Sec. V-A of form 301). After a
request by the Assn. of Federal Communications Engineers, the deadline
date for amending these applications
has been extended to Jan. 10, 1961.
Originally, the applications were to have
been changed by Oct. 25.
■ Continued in hearing two applications for ch. 8 in Christiansted, St.
Croix, V. I. The firms involved are
presently working out a merger agreement. Involved are Radio American
West Indies Inc., headed by Hazel M.
Higdon, and Supreme Broadcasting Co.
of Puerto Rico, Alfredo R. de Arellano,
president. A new firm resulting from
the move, of which Supreme will own
60% and Radio American 40%, will
applv for the available channel. The
firms have petitioned the commission
to dismiss the application of Radio
American and approve the consolidation.
Government

brief...

New law book ■ Federal Legal Publications Inc., N. Y., announces the publication of "Copyright and Antitrust,"
by Joseph Taubman, member of legal
department of Columbia Pictures Corp.,
as Vol. No. 4 of its Trade Regulation
Series. The book considers the role of
copyright
relation$8.50.
to American antitrust law. inPrice:
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WHY

IS

MADE

VIDEO

ONLY

TAPE

BY

3M?

When the first video recorders were introduced in 1956,
there was a big "if." Video recording would revolutionize
the television industry IF someone could make a magnetic
tape that would meet its fantastic demands for quality
and durability.
This meant a tape with an essentially perfect oxide
coating that would hold up under tremendous operating
pressures, heat and tension under repeated use. This, then,
would result in cutting production costs for TV commercials
in half, provide perfect rehearsal conditions, eliminate
fluffs and insure a "live-looking" finished product. In short,
it meant doing the nearly-impossible.
3M did it . . . and when the daylight saving time deadline
of April 27, 1957, brought demands for video tape in
quantity, 3M did it again.
What made the difference? Experience and research.
3M had 50 years of experience in precision coating processes. 3M pioneered in magnetic tape manufacture.
After three years, 3M remains the only commercial
manufacturer of video tape. While others try to make a
workable video tape, 3M can concentrate on further
advances in "Scotch" brand, the tape that is already
time-tested.
MINNESOTA

]\/[lHIMG AMD MANUFACTURING
COMPANY l-^TTT^l
...WHERE RESEARCH 15 THE KEY TO TOMORROW t%33ZEK»

"Scotch" and the Plaid Design are Registered Trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. © 1960 3M Co.
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How

tv

captured

the

young

BEFORE-AND-AFTER-TV SURVEYS SHOW THE SWING
Television is the No. 1 mass medium
that entertained to content that informed.
of young people in Des Moines, ac■ Of content that entertained, precording to a newly-released study of
the mass media preferences of public
ferred action and violence, light or huschool children there.
morous material, music and sports.
■ Indicated that since 1950 their inThe study, a State U. of Iowa docterest in sports content had declined
toral thesis by William S. Baxter, associate professor of journalism at Ohio
and their interest in "horror" content
had increased. In many cases they
U., Athens, Ohio, is based on a comprehensive survey of pupils in grades stayed up later than their usual bedtime
5, 7, 9 and 1 1 and their parents in Des
to
watch "horror movies" on Shock
Theatre.
Moines that he made in February 1958.
It parallels and makes comparisons of
■ Ranked the printed media (newsfindings with a similar doctoral study
papers and news magazines) relatively
made there in February 1950 (before low as far as accuracy and their preferred-news sources were concerned.
television) by Paul Lyness now president of Gallup & Robinson, Princeton,
The Baxter report found that televiN. J.
sion was responsible for an over-all increase in the attention given to the mass
The Baxter report found that Des
media by the school pupils in the 1958
Moines young people:
study as compared to the 1950 study.
■ Spent a major part of their uncommitted time with the mass media.
Television occupied approximately 26
■ Spent a major part of their time de- of the 36 hours a week the typical 1958
voted to mass media with tv.
pupil devoted to the three chief mass
■ Gave less attention to most of the media — tv, radio and newspapers. Raother mass media since the advent of
dio rated 8% hours, newspapers IVi
tv.
hours.
In 1950 the typical pupil devoted 15
■ Overwhelmingly preferred content
How

young

people rated mass

media

before and after tv in Des Moines
(Figures are percentages)
Grade in school:
Five
Seven
Nine
Year of survey:
1950 1958 1950 1958 1950 1958
Medium rated by respondents as being most accurate
Television
43.6
41.8
36.6
Radio
50.3
19.4
37 4
17.1 28.2 17.0
Newspapers
27.4
21.0
24.1
23.5 19.4 19.8
Movie newsreel
21.0
13.5
37.4
15.0 50.8 21.1
News magazine
1.3
2.5
1.1
2.6
1.6 5.5
Medium respondents preferred to keep if they had to give up all but one
Television
68.0
56.0
45.8
Radio
46.6
8.8
39.9
12.7 55.9 23.9
Books
8.4
10.0
9.2
15.8
8.8 13.5
Movies
29.5
7.9
36.8
8.3 24.5 10.4
Newspapers
4.3
1.8
4.4
3.1
7.5 2.2
Magazines
2.8
0.9
2.8
2.4
1.0 2.5
Comic books
8.4
2.6
6.9
1.7
2.3 1.6
Preferred sources of news
Television
57.0
52.0
45.2
Radio
51.9
19.2
44.9
20.6 45.9 27.5
Newspapers
29.2
18.3
33.4
24.4 35.8 22.4
Movie newsreels
16.4
4.1
20.6
2.1 16.6 3.0
News magazines
1.9
1.2
0.8
0.7
1.0 1.9
Where respondents got most of their news about national politics
Television
42.0
54.7
53.7
Radio
47.2
12.7
44.0
12.4 43.4 17.0
Newspapers
26.9
13.4
28.6
19.7 30.0 19.5
Movie newsreels
14.1
2.4
15.5
1.4 16.1 1.8
News magazines
0.7
1.5
1.8
0.9
2.4 1.4
Where respondents got most of their news about Des Moines
Television
54.4
48.8
37.5
Radio
59.0
22.9
51.0
23.8 49.0 38.4
Newspapers
39.4
22.1
48.4
26.9 50.3 24.1
Note: Sample in 1950 was 1,200-plus,- 1958, 2,300-plus.

Eleven
1950 1958
20.1
12.7
63.2
4.0
13.3
61.0
13.0
6.0
5.0
1.7
46.5
33.3
2.7
16.8

47.1
37.1
10.0
1.7
41.5
57.1

12.0
32.5
24.1
22.0
9.4
37.7
29.1
8.0
15.4
6.7
2.4
0.7
42.8
22.1
31.7
2.1
0.9
14.8
47.2
1.3
27.5
1.8
29.3
37.2
32.1

audience
FROM OTHER MEDIA
hours a week to radio and 2 hours 50
minutes to newspapers. Movie attendance dropped from once a week in 1950
to once every three weeks in 1958,
Prof. Baxter said. The number of magazines read regularly dropped from approximately 1.5 in 1950 to 0.8 in 1958.
Magazines read once in a while dropped
from 1.3 to 0.9 in 1958. The number
of comic books read dropped from 4-6
a week in 1950 to 2-4 a month in 1958.
Culture Rates Low ■ The proportions
of students in both studies who indicated apreference for serious entertainment and information content were so
small in many instances that it was
difficult to determine whether there had
been any significant increase or decrease
since 1950, Prof. Baxter said.
Proportions of those who preferred
books about art, literature and music
were found to be smaller in 1958 than
they were in 1950. The same trend was
evident with respect to those who preferred news, talks, forums and religious
programs on radio and news content in
newspapers.
Television's prestige rated high in all
categories of the Baxter study. Not
only was tv the medium the typical
student placed the most credence in, but
it was the medium from which he preferred to get his news and the medium
he preferred to retain if he had to give
up all mass media but one, Prof. Baxter
said. "However, as the respondents got
older, television's prestige declined while
newspaper's
prestige
increased," he reported (see table
this page).
Prof. Baxter's study was based on
completed questionnaires returned by
2,306 students, almost equally divided
by sex and grade, and by 1,633 parents. The student questionnaire was
designed to obtain information concerning the amount of attention paid to the
mass media, preference for media content, evaluation of the media and demographic data. The parent questionnaire
was designed to obtain additional information concerning the children's tv
behavior, including parental control
overbehavior
tv, information
about thedata.
parents'
tv
and background
Dr.
Lyness' study in 1950 was based on
1,200-plus completed questionnaires of
pupils in the same four grades, he said.
The typical young person spends approximately 30hours a week in school,
Prof. Baxter said, another 56 hours
sleeping and about 15 hours at meals.
This leaves only 67 hours a week "uncom it ed," he said, of which tv, radio
and newspapers account for 36 hours.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

The Baxter study found that of the
students who completed questionnaires,
97.6% came from television homes and
24. 1 % had two or more tv sets in their
home. Of all student respondents,
96.9% had one or more radios in their
homes (75% were multi-set homes),
while 58.4% had their own personal
radios.
Parental Responsibility ■ The young
person of today is growing up more a
spectator than a participant, Prof. Baxter noted. But through the mass media,
and especially tv, his awareness of the
world around him has expanded far beyond the knowledge horizon of the
youngster of 1900 who never saw a
political convention, an opera or a
presidential inaugural and who had only
a vague idea of how hard a great prize
fighter could hit. However, "parents
have the ultimate responsibility for the
mass
of young people,"
Prof. media
Baxter behavior
said.
Parents "are responsible for what the
child views, hears or reads in the media, and, to a certain extent, for the
content of the media," he claimed.
"Giving a child the chance to develop
properly so that he will come with a
healthy appetite to the mass media is a
grave responsibility for parents," Prof.
Baxter said. "However, they also have
the responsibility for what he selects
from the mass media. Parents should
take the trouble to point out to their
children some of the better programs
they can see or hear on television and
radio, the better books and magazines
they can read, better examples of reporting by the press.
"This should be done so the young
people can find out that television is
not all western or detective shows, all
radio is not rock and roll music, all
magazines are not pulps, or all books
are not based on violence and sex.
"Parental example is very important.
If parents are indiscriminate and nonselective in their viewing, reading and
listening, then their children are likely
to view, read and listen indiscriminately," he argued.
Let Media Know ■ Prof. Baxter contended parents also have the responsibility of letting the executives of the
mass media know their preferences in
media content. He agreed with other
educators in the communication field
that there are hundreds of men and
women in important positions in media
who are hungry for encouragement
when they push standards up a little or
try something new at a higher plane.
Prof. Baxter said all media must join
in a cooperative effort to show young
people how each medium works, what
each can be expected to accomplish and
what "the impact of each medium is on
the individual and his role as a citizen."
He felt closer cooperation between media and the schools would help provide
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Prof. William S. Baxter has been active
in Ohio U.'s radio-tv and news instruction since 1955. School has operated
its own closed-circuit tv system for
four years; has radio station (WOUB)
on air 17 hours daily. His closeness to
both students and broadcasting led to
the study.
a start toward these goals.
"The television industry should assume more responsibility in both the
information and entertainment process
better to earn the esteem it now enjoys," he asserted.
"The Baxter study showed that the

typical Des Moines student in 1958
spent from 3 to 3% hours a day viewing tv on weekdays and Sundays and
from 5 to 53A hours on Saturdays, for
a total of nearly 26 hours a week. (He
noted this survey was made in February, when the young people probably
spent more time indoors, but it was
done then to be comparable with the
1950 Lyness survey.)
Respondents in the lower grades
watched tv more than those in the upper
grades. On schools days the typical
pupil in grades five, seven and nine
watched tv from 3 to 33A hours a day
while the typical pupil in grade 11
watched only 2 to 2Va hours.
Radio listening was still a daily habit
with students in 1958, but less than in
1950, the study showed. In 1958,
56.2% said they listened seven days a
week. In 1950, 83% said they were
seven-day-a-week listeners. Respondents
in the upper grades, however, spent
more time with radio than those in the
lower grades. The median time all respondents said they listened to the radio on school days was between 1 and
\-Va hours, rising from about 30 minutes in grade five to betwen 2 and 2Vk
hours in grade 11. In 1950, the typical
student listened about 7.XA hours in all
four grades.

TV'S OWN
ANSWER
TO TV COMPLAINTS
New syndicated series grew from protests over old one
Go to the Source ■ The WEWS projYou can ignore criticism, but it
ect was born one day last winter when
doesn't always go away. Sometimes you
can quiet it down and even turn it in WEWS General Manager James C.
Hanrahan had seen just enough Stooges
your favor if you face it.
mail to know what had to be done. Don
This is how it turned out when
WEWS (TV) Cleveland reacted sensi- Perris, his assistant general manager,
was dispatched to New Haven with a
tively to parents' complaints about The
Three Stooges. The syndicated series cameraman for a Gesell report to
anxious parents. There he sat down
has been amusing young WEWS viewers since January of last year and still with Louise Bates Ames (PhD.), the
is, with a dozen participating sponsors
institute's director of research and coauthor with Frances L. Ilg, M.D., of
in the late afternoon strip.
When parents wrote to protest the the syndicated column, "Child BeStooges' rough-housing and other tv same title.havior," and the parents' manual by the
"offenses," WEWS picked up the comMr. Perris went back to Cleveland
plaints and put authoritative discussions
of them on the air. From these has with five 8-10-minute filmed conversations with Dr. Ames. The reports dealt
evolved another syndicated series soon
with specific complaints and queries
to be put on the market by UPI MovieWEWS had received covering violence,
tone, a26 quarter-hour tape series made
by WEWS and the Gesell Institute of sex, morals, viewing discipline, eyeChild Development, New Haven, Conn.
sight and other topics, with no attempt
The project started last February as to "whitewash" tv. The films were inserted in regular shows during the day
Your Child and Tv, answering criticism
and early evening.
of the Stooges, but it picked up momentum and broadened in scope until
One entire segment deals with The
it became Your Child and You. In its Three Stooges. Mr. Perris prefaces
this interview with a statement that
present form the series will be UPI
WEWS
had more than 200 letters on
Movietone's first venture beyond the
news and sports staples syndicated regthe subject in recent months from worularly to stations. Both UPI and WEWS
ried parents and groups. Mr. Perris
and the child expert spent the session
are part of Scripps-Howard sphere.

"Perris (I), assistant general
manager of WEWS (TV) Cleveland, and
Dr. Louise Bates Ames of Gesell In-

stitute discuss topics of tv's influence
on children for new series being syndicated by WEWS and UPI.

developing the question, "Are they
[Stooges] harmful?" Dr. Ames gives a
basic "no" and goes on to specifics
about children imitating Stooges antics
and what to do about exceptionally impressionable viewers. She observes that
"television fortunately is its own corrective, in a way, because it offers a
gorgeous punishment. You can just
say, 'If you're going to keep making
those sounds, you can't watch The
Three Stooges for another week.' "
In the course of the original tv conversations, Dr. Ames voices criticism
of her own. She counsels against making television the scapegoat where parental responsibility has lapsed. On the
other hand, she asks television not to
sacrifice program quality for popularity.

disquieted Stooges sponsors were reassured. Dr. Ames went to Cleveland
for more interviews, co-produced by the
station and the institute, broadening
the subject to general child psychology.
Your Child and You covers drinking,
divorce, career guidance, toys, problem
children, reading, working mothers,
sex education, discipline, adolescence,

Reaction ■ The tenor of WEWS' mail
changed. Plaudits replaced complaints.
Newspaper critics were enthusiastic and
MITCH
MILLER
Joining Mitch Miller and guests at
his table can be a pleasant and profitable move for an advertiser. Listeners find the combination of Mitch,
music, glittering guest stars and a
no-holds-barred discussion of the
entire entertainment world fascinating fare. This special "inside show
business" flavor gives sponsors the
inside track to a large and interested
audience. In all radio, Mitch Miller
is the kind of company you keep . » .
ONLY
CN

CLS

CALIC
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Lawyers

give producers

etc. Each program treats the day's
topic in depth and then goes on to a
shorter "pepper session," covering a variety of topics. Ernest Sindelar, operations director of WEWS, handled production and Earl Keyes, station program
supervisor, directed.
WEWS showed the tapes to advertisers before entering Your Child and
You on the schedule at 10:45 a.m.
each Friday. UPI will offer the 15minute format nationally as a threecommercial vehicle (60-seconds each)
or for use in shorter takes.

some

welcome

news

SPONSOR ID RULES DON'T APPLY TO THEATRICAL FILM
Television film producers were given Act, the law firm told its clients that:
■ Tv films begun before Sept. 13 and
some good news last week. They were
finished after that date do not fall
told that the new sponsor identification
under the new statutes.
laws do not apply to film production
■ Feature films made for theatrical
begun before Sept. 13.
exhibition
do not come under the bans,
They were told also the new laws do
even
though
they may subsequently be
theatrical
for
films
not apply to feature
sold to tv.
exhibition, notwithstanding that at some
future date these motion pictures might
■ The penalties are not retroactive.
be shown on tv.
Props Okay If ■ The legal opinion
These guidelines were submitted to also maintained that the use of props
or services by producing companies do
eight Hollywood tv film production
companies by their Washington counsel
not require adherence to the identification laws — unless they are shown or
last week. They came to light when
the law firm, Haley, Wollenberg & used as an advertising plug.
Bader, submitted them to the FCC in
The opinion was sent to Allied
Artists, Columbia Pictures, MGM,
line with the requests made by the FCC
staff when it met with tv film pro- Paramount Pictures, Twentieth Century-Fox, United Artists, Walt Disney
ducer representatives las,t month
Productions and Warner Bros.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
In a 23-page legal opinion on the
They
were Assn.
also submitted to the Motion Picture
effect of the revised Sec. 317 and the
The revision of Sec. 317, and the
new Sec. 508 of the Communications
BROADCASTING, October 24, I960
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adoption of Sec. 508, were made by
the Congress this past summer and became effective Sept. 13 after being
signed by the President.
The new Sec. 317 broadened the
sponsorship identification laws by requiring broadcasters to make every
effort to determine payola and plugola
practices by program suppliers.
Sec. 508 instituted a criminal penalty
($10,000 or one year or both) against
providers of programs for broadcast
purposes who failed to disclose to the
broadcaster the information required in
Sec. 317.
The FCC has indicated that it plans
to solicit suggestions from film producers and other program suppliers before it adopts rules to implement the
new laws.
IATSE

makes

for wages

demands

and royalties

A wage increase of 25% for all below-the-line workers employed by producers of films for theaters or television
has been asked by the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
(IATSE) and other basic craft unions
in advance of negotiations for a new
contract to succeed the one that expires Jan. 31, 1961.
The unions are also asking the producers to agree not to make any films
outside the continental United States
during the term of the new contract
which is proposed to run for 21 months
or until October 1962. Other demands
include a substantial boost in the employers' present contribution of 9Vz
cents per man hour to the motion picture industry's health, welfare and pension fund and royalties for all post-'48
theatrical motion pictures released to
television. Negotiations will be conducted jointly by the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers and the Alliance of
Television Film Producers with the
union. The first meeting is expected to
be held early next month.

UPI syndicates
documentary

UN

program

UPI Movietone, New York, picked
the lively United Nations General Assembly meeting as the subject of its
first U.S. spot documentary, being distributed starting today (Oct. 24). It's
titled "The 15 th General Assembly —
the First 25 Days."
The 16 mm, half-hour film is scored
and narrated in English and Spanish.
The Spanish-language feature represents
another first for the syndicator, which
has been distributing its regular English
track news-sports features in Spanishspeaking countries. The UN crisis
documentary is being sold at rates made
possible, UPI says, by its worldwide
circulation; They start at $50 for areas
up to 100,000 population and range up
to $100 for areas over 500.000.
UPI has done spot documentary work
before in foreign bureaus, but this is
the initial domestic effort beyond the
weekly news and sports staples. The
service also is adding a Spanish track
this year to its yearend reviews in
news and sports.
Best historical programs
Broadcast Music Inc., New York, and
the American Assn. for State and Local
History are offering a $500 prize to
the radio or tv station that produces
the best program with dealing with state
or local history.
The competition is open to any station in the U. S. and its possessions
and a cooperating state or local historical society. The historical agency
that works with the winning station will
also
a $500
award.
Last year's
winnerreceive
was WSB
Atlanta
in cooperation
with the Atlanta Historical Society for
"so well remembered." Entries for the
1960 contest should be submitted to the
American Assn. for State & Local History, 816 State St., Madison 6, Wis.,
no later than Jan. 15, 1961.

Metropolitan's 'Operation White Tiger'
sent the tiger to Dr. Theodore H.
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
New York, is nearing the end of a Reed, director of zoo. To insure the
"big game" mission, which will result animal's safe transportation from
in the gift of a rare white tiger to India, Dr. Reed left Oct. 18 for the
the children of America. The White
summer palace of the Maharajah
Tiger of Rewa, one of a total of of Govindgarh in India's Rewa State
four in captivity in the world, will where the tiger is caged. He will accompany the animal to New York,
be given by Metropolitan Broadcasting to the National Zoological Park where it will be exhibited on
in Washington, D. C. President Eisen- WNEW-TV's Wonderama program,
hower is expected to accept the ani- and then to Washington. WTTG
mal on behalf of the children of (TV) Washington is preparing a
America. The President and John
special children's program in connection with the renowned white, blueW. Kluge, president and board chairman of Metropolitan, will then pre- eyed tiger's arrival there.
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CROSBY

&

CLOONEY
When Bing and Rosemary signed for their weekday
program, Variety wrote: "CBS Radio Still Makes Like
Show Biz." It's this network's tradition, of course.
One that attracts audience... sells for sponsors.
Here, Bing and Rosemary join personalities like
Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter and Garry Moore to
offer personal salesmanship unequalled elsewhere. Inall radio, this is the kind of company
you keep.
ONLY
ON

CBS

RADIO
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Advertisement
Twentieth

^Jelevidion
\Jiew5
By Tom Chauncey
Pres. KOOL Radio-TV
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
THE RIGHT MAN

The geographical magnitude of the land
mass of the United States was from the outset an impediment to the comprehensive
election of presidents of the country. With
the population explosion
outracing technology,
even the completion of
the transcontinental railroad in 1869, or the earlier patenting of the
Morse telegraph in 1837,
failed to provide adequate candidate-exposure
to the voting public in
America.
Notwithstanding the TOM CHAUNCEY
colossal growth of the
television industry in the post capital World
War II years, with TV antennas bristling
across the continent like a butch haircut,
presidential candidates remained inanimated
and enigmatic in many of the far spread
hamlets and communities within the U. S.
The addition of the territories of Alaska and
Hawaii, in the political complex, extended
the perimeter of interest by thousands of miles,
and the intelligent assessment of qualifications of presidential candidates by the national electorate was therefore more remote
and unlikely.
had its "Right Man", inEach eradividuallyhas
and courageously stepping forward
in the national interest in politics, science
and social progress; Lincoln at Gettysburg,
Dr. Edward Teller at Los Alamos, and the
Fireside Talks of Franklin Roosevelt. In
this critical year of decision, the vision of
another "Right Man" Dr. Frank Stanton of
CBS, has substantiated the mysticism of
providence through the establishment, with
the consent of Congress, of the free-time
presidential debates, a goal tenaciously
CBS' Dr. Stanton and his asfought for
sociatesbysince 1955.
Today's presidential candidate, with credit
to Dr. Stanton, is no longer inanimate or
enigmatic. Every mannerism and overt attitude, every intonation and implication . . .
free from editorial predjudice or committed
... is revealed for the voters'
interests
personal assessment.
Dr. Stanton's successful fight for free TVtime for presidential candidates will inform
more people, and more people will vote than
ever before.
We strongly urge that both presidential
candidates now go on record, that if elected,
the incumbent will debate in the presidential campaigns of 1964.
Turn tonight to KOOL-TV, CBS CHANNEL
10, at 8:00 P.M. for "THE CANDIDATES
MEET."
REPRINTED FROM THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC AND PHOENIX GAZETTE, FRIDAY OCTOBER 21, 1960.
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style football player
Sam Huff, star linebacker of the the remaining eight will be historical
in nature. In a program entitled
New York Giants, has been wired
"Sub Killers," (Nov. 13) which shows
for sound.
group 'hunts'
and
The burly football player's shoul- how
'kills'a Navy
enemytasksubmarines,
Walter
der pads were wired with microphone and transmitter to pick up his Cronkite, Twentieth Century narrator, gives an on-the-scene report
in-game comments for the kickoff
from a U. S. sub.
episode of CBS-TV's The Twentieth
Prudential complements each proCentury series, "The Violent World
gram with a free film-lending service,
of Sam Huff" (Sun., Oct. 30, 6:30-7
used mainly by educators and stup.m. EST).
dents, and a "Television Teaching
Most of the programs scheduled
for this fourth season of Twentieth
Aid" pamphlet in connection with
each program. The booklets list
Century will be keyed to the contemporary. The series, which has suggested activities, recommended
reading, additional visual aids and
been sponsored by the Prudential In- background information on each
surance Co. of America since its
for use in school classrooms
inception, will devote 18 of its 26 program
across the country.
programs to newly-filmed episodes;

AFM

Century'

is certified

Certification of the American Federation of Musicians as bargaining agent for
a unit of sideline and recording musicians, arrangers, librarians and proofreaders in Los Angeles was announced
Oct. 5 by National Labor Relations
Board. AFM received 473 votes to 408
for the intervening Musicians Guild of
America, NLRB said. Involved were
member companies of Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers (Allied Artists Productions, Columbia Pictures, Walt Disney Productions, Metro-GoldwynMayer, Paramount Pictures, Twentieth
Century-Fox Film Corp. and Warner
Bros. Pictures). The election was held
Sept. 7-8.
Frank acquires Ullman

The Peter Frank Organization has acquired all stock of Richard H. Ullman
Inc., Buffalo, N. Y., radio program sales
organization.
Mr. Ullman will continue with the
firm as consultant for the next five
years. Marvin Kempner, executive vicepresident and general sales manager for
Ullman, continues in that capacity and
new main
in Frank's
will
sales headquarter
offices in Time
& Life Bldg.,
New
York City. The Ullman Buffalo office,
formerly headquarters, will become a
branch. Another branch office is maintained in Hollywood at 5420 Melrose
Ave.
The Peter Frank Organization is the
former RPF Enterprises Inc. of Hollywood. The name change takes place
today (Oct. 24) with Peter Frank represident and chief execumaining asof
tive officer
the successor company.
Other holdings of The Peter Frank
Organization: 100% of Stars Interna-

tional, producer of The Big Sound and
VIP Radio program services; 100% of
Omar Music Co., Hollywood music publishing and music library organization,
which specializes in providing themes,
background music, music cues and
bridges to feature film and tv film producers; controlling interest in Del Wood
Assoc., New York-based advertising
agency specializing in the broadcast field
(which has separate management, even
though Peter Frank holds controlling
interest) ; substantial interests in HigsonFrank Radio Enterprises, radio management and consulting organization, and
Broadcast Electronics Inc., manufacturer of Spotmaster cartridge equipment.
NBC public affairs series
A new series of public affairs programs
on the nation's defense activities is
planned for presentation by NBC-TV in
the fall of 1961. Entitled Victory, the
series, covering space, land, sea and air,
will be produced with the cooperation of
the U.S. Dept. of Defense. The weekly
half-hour filmed shows will explore
military, scientific and technological
developments.

MEN WHO READ
BUS I NESS PAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

MGA

suit against AFM dropped

An anti-trust suit for approximately
$11 million dollars filed by the Musicians
Guild of America against the American
Federation of Musicians, its Local 47,
the television networks, television film
producers and record companies one
year ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 21,
1959) was dismissed last Wednesday by
Federal Judge Fred Kunzel in Los Angeles. He declared there was not merit
to the action filed a year ago by MGA.
The charge was that AFM, Local 47,
NBC, ABC, CBS, RCA, Capitol Records, MCA, Revue and Desilu Productions had violated anti-trust laws
through their collective bargaining
agreements.
A new syndication film trend
Producer-sold sponsors now outnumber station-sold sponsors of Ziv-UA
syndicated films, according to a report
compiled last week by the firm's research department in New York.
The study shows national, regional
and local sponsors signed by the ZivUA sales force account for at least
53% of the firm's total sales on current
first-run syndicated offerings, while stations have individually purchased some
47% of the company's present programs. More than 51% of advertiser
contracts were sold by stations in 1959.
The production company's research
staff finds the largest single factor contributing to the new sales proportions
is the increased inflow of national spot
advertisers, a process that has been
steadily developing over the past three
years. Sea Hunt, a Ziv-UA property
that went on the air almost four years
ago, had virtually no national advertisers. But the current Case of the Dangerous Robin is entering the field with
more than 31% of its markets consigned to national sponsors, and at least
56% of all its sales made direct to advertisers.
'Mr. Magoo' selling fast
The cartoon series Mr. Magoo, is a
hot commodity with station sales of
some $750,000 in the first week of
selling reported by Hank Saperstein,
president of Television Personalities
Inc. With TPI Vice President Al Unger,
Mr. Saperstein started a two-man selling campaign with each of them meeting a quota of a sale per day for the
first week.
Cities in which the series will appear
are: New York; Los Angeles; Chicago;
Washington; Cleveland; Seattle; Buffalo; Salt Lake City; Phoenix, Ariz;
Boise, Idaho; Miami; Jacksonville, Fla.;
and Nashville, Tenn.
Television Personalities new distribution office is located at 527 Madison
Ave., New York. Its Dick Tracy carBROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

toon series sales will start approximately Dec. 1, Mr. Saperstein reports,
with some Magoo stations offering to
buy it sight unseen on the strength of
that
tation.series and UPA Production's repuFilm sales...
Case of the Dangerous Robin (ZivUA) : Sold to KXTV (TV) Sacramento; WDEF-TV Chattanooga; KMSOTV Missoula, Mont.; KOLD-TV Tucson; KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex.; WJRT
(TV) Flint, Mich.; KOOK-TV Billings,
Mont.; WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.;
KALB-TV Alexandria, and KPLC-TV
Lake Charles, both Louisiana. Now in
173 markets.
The Latest 62 (Lopert Pictures
Corp.): Sold to WGR-TV Buffalo;
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WCKT (TV)
Miami; KRCA (TV) Los Angeles;
WAVY-TV Norfolk; KPLR-TV St.
Louis; WNBF-TV Binghampton;
KFRE-TV Fresno; WFBG-TV Altoona,
Pa; WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.; WWLTV New Orleans, and WWLP (TV)
Springfield, Mass. Now in 12 markets.
"Ranks #1" (Programs for Television Inc.): Sold to KTVU (TV) San
Francisco; CKLW-TV Windsor-Detroit;
WTVJ (TV) Miami, and WFGA-TV
Jacksonville.
Debbie Drake Show (Banner Films) :
Sold to WWJ-TV Detroit; WDSU-TV
New Orleans; WLOS-TV Asheville;
WDAU-TV Scranton; WSB-TV Atlanta;
WLBW (TV) Miami; KCRA-TV
Sacramento; KOTV (TV) Tulsa;
WNEW-TV New York; WISH-TV Indianapolis; WANE-TV Fort Wayne,
and KATV (TV) Pine Bluff, Ark.
The Jim Backus Show — Hot Off the
Wire (California National Productions) :Sold to American Tobacco for
WHIO-TV Dayton; WISH-TV Indianapolis; to Southwest Public Service for
KSWS-TV Roswell, N. M.; Kerns
Bakery Co. for WLAC-TV Nashville,
and to the following stations: KGMBTV Honolulu; WDAU-TV Scranton;
KFBC-TV Cheyenne; WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo., and KID-TV Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
UAA Features (United Artists
Assoc.): WOR-TV New York; KHJTV Los Angeles; WVEC-TV Norfolk,
Va.; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;
WRGP-TV Chattanooga; WTVR (TV)
Richmond; WTAP-TV Parkersburg,
W. Va.; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich, and WSIX-TV Nashville.
Halls of Ivy (Independent Television
Corp. of Canada) : Sold to Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. (CBC Network).
UAA Popeye and Warner Bros. Cartoons (United Artists Assoc.): KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles; WTOP-TV Washington, D. C.j WFAM-TV Lafayette,
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Ind.; WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.;
WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., and
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C.
Best of the Post (Independent Television Corp.): Sold to P. Lorillard and
Bristol-Myers for alternate sponsorship
on WABC-TV New York; KRCA
(TV) Los Angeles; KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont.; Assoc. Investors for
WISH-TV Indianapolis; Fairway Foods,
WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D., and KCMT
(TV) Alexandria, Minn.; Progresso
Foods, WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.;
and to KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo.
Also sold to KTVA (TV) Anchorage;
KTVF (TV) Fairbanks; WKJG-TV
Fort Wayne, and station, yet to be announced, in Spokane for Binyon Optometrists. Now in 1 1 7 markets.
Tightrope (Screen Gems) : Sold to
Hamm's Beer for Los Angeles; San
Francisco; San Diego; Seattle; Spokane;
Portland, Ore.; Honolulu; Reno; Las
Vegas, and Fresno. Also sold to WTVR
(TV) Richmond, Va.; KPLR-TV St.
Louis; WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.;
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.; WBIRTV Knoxville; KG UN-TV Tucson;
KCPX Salt Lake City; KKTV (TV)
Colorado Springs, and WNEW-TV
New York. Now in 48 markets.
Twentieth Century-Fox Features
(including post-'48s) :
(National Telefilm Assoc.): Sold to
WISH-TV Indianapolis.
Dr. Hudson's Secret Journal (MCATV): Sold to WALA-TV Mobile;
WJW-TV Cleveland; WGAN-TV Portland, Me.; KCMC-TV Texarkana;
WPRO-TV Providence; WNCT (TV)
Greenville, and WFMY-TV Greensboro, North Carolina; KPHO-TV
Phoenix; KSL-TV Salt Lake City, and
WDAF-TV Kansas City.
Program

notes . . .

'Voice' offered ■ The Catholic Voice,
a weekly taped 15-minute program
sponsored by St. Mary's Seminary &
University, Baltimore, is being offered
to radio stations. The program cur-

rently iscarried by 10 eastern stations.
Each program consists of a variety of
capsules, including music, commentary
on the Catholic Church, the Bible, lives
of the saints, a short religious lecture
and a question and answer period on
Catholic teachings and practices.
Religious travelogue ■ A new halfhour weekly religious series, entitled
Face of the World, will be "one of three
major projects in religious programming" scheduled for production this
season by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. The series, which will debut in
January 1961 on the five WBC tv stations, will be produced in cooperation
with the National Information Center
of the Jesuit Missions, New York, with
Robert I. Gannon, S.J. Superior, Jesuit
Missions House, as program host.
Two-year script ■ In a broadcast project that will take approximately two
years to complete, WOR New York
personality Galen Drake began reading
the entire standard version of the Bible
on Oct. 17 (Mon.-Fri. 11:45 p.m.midnight). Programmed as a public
service, the nightly readings are expected to bring forth donations from
listeners, but all proceeds from the
broadcasts will be turned over to various churches in the city.
Sole distributor ■ Durham Telefilms
Inc., N. Y., will be sole domestic distributor of three WPIX (TV) New
York documentaries — The Russian Revolution, The Cold War, and The Secret
Life of Adolf Hitler.
On medical front ■ Goodson-Todman
Productions, N. Y., has concluded a
production agreement with producer
Howard Erskine and writer Larry Marks
for a new half-hour suspense tv series,
Medical Detectives. Filming is planned
for a Nov. 15 start at Paramount Studios. Episodes will be based on a series
of published stories by Berton Roueche
dealing with the work of the nation's
public health services, with the assist-
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Here are the next 10 days
of network
color shows (all times are NYT).
NBC-TV
Oct. 24-28, 31, Nov. 1-2 (6-6:30 a.m.)
Continental Classroom (modern chemistry),
sust.
Oct. 24-28, Classroom
31, Nov. 1-2 (contemporary
(6=30-7 a.m.)
Continental
math), sust.
Oct. 24-28, 31, Nov. 1-2 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Play Your Hunch, part.
24-28,
31, Nov.
TheOct.Price
Is Right,
part.1-2 (11-11:30 a.m.)
31, part.
Nov. 1-2 (12:30-1 p.m.)
It Oct.
Could24-28,
Be You,
Nov.part.
1-2 (2-2:30 p.m.)
TheOct.
Jan 24-28,
Murray 31,Show,
Oct.The24-27,
11:15 p.m.-l
a.m.)
Jack 31,
PaarNov.
Show,1-2part.
Oct. 26, Nov. 2 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Oct. Music
26, Nov.Hall,2 (9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraft p.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Oct. 27 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 29 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 29 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Oct. 29 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 30 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Oct. 30 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Oct. 30 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Oct. 24 (9:30-11 p.m.) The Hallmark
Hall of Fame, Hallmark through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Oct. 28 (9-10 p.m.) The Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Nov. 1 (10-11 p.m.) The Dean Martin
Show, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel.
ance of the Los Angeles City Dept. of
Public Health and the U. S. Dept. of
Public Health.
New short segment series ■ Official
Films, N. Y., has announced the availability of three new short segment program series for network sales. The
shows are Profile, a five-minute series
dealing wtih the lives of great people;
Do You Remember?, a one-minute segment featuring newsreel footage testing
an audience's memory of people and
past events, and Animal Land, a fiveminute children's show.
Shooting pilot ■ Quinn Martin, former executive producer of The Untouchables, has created and is producing a
pilot film for a new one-hour weekly
series on ABC-TV. Entitled The New
Breed, the program is based on the activities of the select 75-man Metropolitan Squad of the Los Angeles Police
Dept. The series is the first created by
Mr. Martin and his QM Productions
under his recently-signed contract with
ABC-TV to develop new series.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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RCA'S INCOME
UP; PROFITS
DOWN
Big investment in data processing causes 12% profit drop
While RCA's sales in the first nine
months of 1960 rose 8% over the same
period in 1959, setting a record high of
$1,061 billion, net profits after federal
income taxes declined 12%, falling from
$27.3 million to $24.1 million, it was
announced Wednesday (Oct. 19). Common share earnings for the nine-month
period are down 340 from the same
period a year ago.
It's the first time in RCA's history
that sales have surpassed a billion dollars for the first nine months of a calendar year, the company said. Had it not
been for substantial investments to meet
demands for its data processing systems,
profits for the first nine months would
have been at a near record level because
of the performance of other major

operating units of the corporation, RCA
explained.
For the nine-month period of 1960,
earnings per common share totaled
$1.46 on 14,882,000 average shares outstanding, compared with $1.80 for the
1959 period on one million fewer
shares. Sales during the third quarter
of 1960 totaled $354 million, compared
with $344.5 million in the comparable
1959 period. Net profit after federal
income taxes amounted to $6 million,
compared with $7.9 million for last
year's third quarter.
Below is the consolidated statement of
income for RCA and subsidiaries for
the first nine months and for the third
quarter of 1960 with comparative figures for 1959.

January-September
1959
1960
1960July-September1959
{(million)
$(million)
$(million)
$(million)
Products and services sold
978.2
1,061.0
354.0
344.5
Cost of products and services sold and
923.9
329.0
other operating costs
11.4
342.6
1,014.2
Profit before federal taxes on income
46.8
54.3
15.5
5.4
Federal taxes on income
22.7
27.0
27.3
24.1
6.0
2.4
Net profit
7.6
2.4
0.8
0.8
Preferred dividend
7.9
21.7
5.2
7.1
Balance for common stock
24.9
Earnings per share of common stock as
0.32
1.80
1.46
computed on average number of shares
0.51
Average number of shares for nine months
14,882,000
13,873,000
Net profits reported above are necessarily based in part on approximations and are subject to
audit and year-end adjustments.
Gen.

Sarnoff

praises

Japan's tv advances
A policy of increased worldwide expansion ofelectronic research combined
with broader exchange of scientific
knowledge is the "wisest" policy to
bring about fulfillment of the "astonishing" potential of science in the Sixties,
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board chairman of Radio Corp. of America, told
a Japanese audience last Thursday (Oct.
20).
In a Tokyo address before the Japanese Federation of Economic Organizations, Gen. Sarnoff called for the
"widest and swiftest dissemination of
knowledge so that all may benefit." The
electronic field, he said, "is broad
enough to offer unlimited opportunities
to anyone who can contribute to its
advance." He said that despite its accomplishments to date, "science has
barely arrived at its threshold of
achievement."
Japan's rise in the electronics industry, where electronics production over
the past five years has increased sevenfold to a level in excess of $1 billion
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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a year, won praise from the RCA chairman. He noted that one of every five
tv sets installed throughout the world
last year was in Japan. "I am delighted,"
Gen. Sarnoff said, "that Japan is pioneering in color television on a national
basis,"
referring
reports have
that eight
stations on three tonetworks
been
authorized to begin colorcasting.
Gen. Sarnoff welcomed the competition of Japan with the U.S. in world
markets. The competition is "beneficial to both of us," he said, "because
of the stimulus it gives our own efforts,
and because of the economic strength
it provides to us both as principal ramparts of the free world."
Tv low-light techniques
boon to all photography
The versatility of television pickup
tubes is increasing at such a rate that a
major breakthrough in low light level
photography and data recording is near.
This is the estimate of Bernhard A.
Bang, Friez Instrument Division, Bendix
Corp. Mr. Bang made this observation
in a paper read at the Fifth International
Congress on High Speed Photography

James V. Sanderson
Chief Engineer
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE
of Stainless towers

COSTS
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Smile pretty, please
This is the original model of
the new Space Tele-Make-Up
Console, which Space Communications Corp. of New York hopes
to be showing producers in other
parts of the country by the first of
the year. Behind the mirror is a
Ling camera, which puts the performer's picture on an eight-inch
monitor to preview makeup effectiveness. The invention of tv
systems designer Sol Cornberg,
the console sells for $1,550 stationary and $1,650 portable. It
measures about six feet from the
floor by four feet wide.
last week in Washington. The meeting
was sponsored by the Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers.
The quality, sensitivity and versatility
of pickup tubes is improving at a rapid
rate, Mr. Bang said. Major emphasis
is being placed on improving resolution
at low light levels and at low values of
contrast. Expected in the near future
are improved storage capabilities and
reduced beam noise. When that occurs,
a major breakthrough looms.
Mr. Bang made these comments in
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a presentation on "High Sensitivity
Television As An Aid to Low Light
Level Photographic Recording."
Three papers were presented on the
use of electronic image intensifiers which
have a distant possibility for improving
tv receivers. These were by A. E. Anderson, Westinghouse; R. A. Chippendale and J. R. Folkes, Associated Electrical Industries Ltd., and Martin L.
Perl and Lawrence W. Jones, U. of
Michigan.
In other activities at the Congress:
■ Otto H. Schade Sr., RCA Electron
Tube staff engineer, was named as the
recipient of the I960 SMPTE Progress
Medal. The citation called attention to
his development of the sine wave response technique for evaluating and
specifying the several elements of a television or motion picture system to determine its over-all performance.
■ Among the fourteen members of
SMPTE raised to fellow membership
were Robert C. Rheinbeck, chief engineer, Film Production Department,
CBS, New York; Edward P. Ancona Jr.,
color coordinator, Color Television
Films, NBC, Burbank, Calif.; Richard
S. O'Brien, director, Audio and Video
Engineering, CBS Television, New
York; Richard E. Putnam, Studio and
Industrial Tv Engineering, GE, Syracuse, N. Y.
Technical topics...
Power booster ■ General Electric has
developed a new 35-kw vhf high-channel amplifier which it claims will make
it economically feasible for more stations to increase their effective radiated
power to the 316 kw limit. The amplifier has a driving power requirement
of less than 5 kw. According to GE's
broadcast sales manager, John Wall,
stations can save money by putting the
amplifier into operation while retaining
their present transmitter for driving
power and still attain the maximum
coverage areas. The air-cooled amplifier, Type TF-14-A, is equipped with
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advanced electronic devices. For further information write Communication
Products Dept., General Electric Co.,
Lynchburg, Va.
Gets control ■ General Telephone &
Electronics International Inc., international subsidiary of General Telephone
& Electronics Corp., N. Y., has acquired
a majority interest in the Radio Communications Div. of Magnetti Marelli,
Milan, Italy. A new company, Marelli
Lenkurt, S.p.A., Milan, has been
formed.
A TV

EXTENSION

PLAN

Dresser-ldeco unveils method
to make present towers taller
The company that put up what is
billed as "the world's tallest structure,"
the 1,676-ft tower of KFVS-TV Cape
Girardeau, Mo., (see page 68) also has
something for the television station that
wants to extend its tower but would
rather build on what it has than pay
for a brand new structure.
The Dresser-ldeco Co., Columbus,
Ohio, has a tower conversion plan for
existing structures. It was designed to
save steel and money. The company is
pitching it to middle-aged stations, those
that erected Dresser-ldeco guyed towers
in the post-freeze rush and now want
to try for wider coverage.
The modification system, evolved by
Dresser-ldeco engineers and managers,
can save a station at least 20% of a
new tower's cost, the company says.
Sample specifications show grade A
coverage can be increased by almost the
same degree, federal authorities willing.
It takes eight weeks to go from 1,000
to 1,500 ft. The station stays on the
air, with service reduced for 20-35 days
of that period. Part of the deal is a
standby
inal steel.tower remaining from the origThis is the increased coverage comparison Dresser-ldeco has figured out
for a sample case, modifying an existing tower:
736-ft. 1,236-ft.
tower tower
Grade A: area (in square miles) 4,850 7,220
population 253,402 300,177
Grade B: area (in square miles) 9,920 14,050
population 367,673 490,276
Rural: area (in square miles) 13,000 17.200
population 470,304 569,502
Prices vary by height change, wind
load and type of antenna. The company
has figured one job as low as $59,000
to raise a 1,000-ft. structure to 1,675
ft. (one foot short of the Missouri record), and leaving a 400-ft. standby
tower.
Originators of the modification idea
were Orville Pelkey, chief engineer;
Jess Rodriguez, sales engineer; Roger
Hayden, sales manager, and Joe Hogan,
manager, all of the Dresser-ldeco tower
Div.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

FANFARE
Networks

turn to film

for promotional spots
The television networks have improved the quality of their on-the-air
promotion over the past two years,
emphasizing action spots on film. CBSTV and NBC-TV have just completed
the production of more than 40 announcements at Gerald Productions,
New York, to herald their upcoming
election coverage.
The networks' move toward film
"trailers" has played a significant role
in the growth of Gerald Productions, a
little-known production company which
handles virtually all of CBS-TV's and
NBC-TV's film promotion work on
the East Coast and some of ABC-TV's
(ABC-TV produces the large bulk of
its programming on the West Coast and
promotion spots generally are filmed
at the producer's studio there).
Gerald Auerbach, 33-year-old president of Gerald Productions, formed his
company five years ago after a five-year
stint with NBC as a film editor-producer-writer. The company functions
in the general area of film production,
including industrial films and commercials. This year it will produce almost
400 promotion announcements for the
networks.
^ Both CBS-TV and NBC-TV said that
film spots have been found to be more
effective and dramatic than telops and
simple live announcements that were
utilized a few years ago. Their affiliated stations, they added, also prefer
the film spots. The networks note that
they do not have facilities on the East
Coast for film production and must
rely, therefore, on an outside organization.
Gerald produces 10-, 20- and 60second promotion spots for the networks. The 20-second versions are
sent to affiliates for use at their discretion. The spots fall into three classifications— film excerpts from the series,
stills with simulated animation, and
specially-produced film segments. The
networks provide the script and work
together with the production company
on the spots. Mr. Auerbach serves as
director.
Gerald maintains a completely-equipped studio at 421 W. 54th St., New
York, and keeps creative personnel on
his staff. He engages free-lance cameramen, technical crews and actors.
A promotion spot, Mr. Auerbach reported, costs from $600 to $3,000,
depending on its length, the number of
optical and special effects required, and
the degree of animation. He is convinced that a ready market exists among
tv stations throughout the country for
filmed spots pointing up the stations'
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On the road to Hong

Kong

The latest in program promotion?
Taking the client for a ride — in a
rickshaw, that is.
At least that's what Metropolitan
Broadcasting's WTVH (TV) Peoria,
111., did to stir public interest in its
ABC-TV show Hong Kong. Each
day for two weeks, a prominent
client or agency man was picked up
at his place of busines by a WTVH

(TV) account executive and jogged
to a local Chinese restaurant in an
authentic oriental rickshaw.
The campaign, which had feted
10 guests before its end, was backed
up by Chinese restaurants in the
area, who featured the "WTVH
Hong tionKong
Special."
was devised
by DonTheR. promoColee,
vice president and general manager.

Tom Lindenfelzer (I), advertising
manager of Cohen Furniture Co.,
Peoria, and Clyde Dutton, WTVH

(TV) account executive, are trotted
to an Oriental lunch by midwest-

programming and personalities and
promoting stations along institutional
lines.
Gerald also has been expanding from
its production base into other areas of
the film business and has set up companies to handle distribution and servicing of tv film series, including pro-

em "coolies."
duction of prints and the delivery of
them to stations.
A new third party?
"Don't Be The Goat— Get Out &
Vote," urges
Club its
of
Boston.
The the
clubAdvertising
has illustrated
theme with posters, stamps and mailing
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pieces featuring an elephant on one side,
a donkey on the other and a hapless
goat in the middle. The theme is also
used on radio and tv. The campaign
theme was thought up separately from
that of The American Heritage-Advertising Council, but has been endorsed
by that group as well as the Advertising
Federation of America, both national
party committees and others. The Boston club sells the posters and reminders,
using the money to spread the word
further. If any money remains after
election day it will go into a special
scholarship and public service fund.
The goat, symbol of the third (or nonvoting) party was dreamed up by Richard M. Mason, president of the Boston
advertising agency bearing his name.
Copy and layout were turned into finished art by William Zorigian of Zorigian Studios, that city.

Saturation

campaign

promotes advertising
William M. Savitt, Hartford, Conn.,
jeweler, believes in radio. That much
has been a matter of public record ever
since he went into the radio business
with WCCC Hartford 13 years ago, ad-

Coiumbus

charts a new

The explorer arrived by an inland
route last Columbus Day in New
York
City.
"Christopher
had his
voyage
financed Columbus"
by WCOL
Columbus, Ohio, and was able to report to his patron that this part of the
world is not square but warmly receptive to him and a fellow emissary,
"Miss WCOL," who also was navigator on the trip. The mission is expected to help keep traffic running
freely on east-west trade lanes.
Actors Walter Moulder and Betty
Webb got official credentials from
Mayor Ralston Westlake of Columbus before setting out for the eastern
part of the New World. On arrival
cing WCCC-FM this year and meanwhile going on to advertise his jewelry
business regularly on other stations
around town. Now he's proving his
faith in advertising generally with an
"image" campaign supported by national and local Hartford agencies alike.
WCCC and the separately programed WCCC-FM are carrying nearsaturation minute schedules explaining

A final fling, before strategic retreat
One of the major rallies for'
"Huckleberry
shortly
before the canineHound,"
candidate
for the
presidency withdrew from the race
(Broadcasting, Oct. 17) was this
monster rally at St. Louis Busch
Stadium. The demonstration was arranged by KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
which not only managed the campaign, but also gave Candidate Hound
a weekly half-hour of tv time, spon100

sored by Kellogg's.
Leading a parade of over 100
children was "Quick Draw McGraw"
(far right), another KTVI personality. During the rally, KTVI released
gas-filled balloons containing coupons redeemable for 24-inch Huckleberry Hound dolls. The station reports balloons were returned from
as far away as Granite City, 111. The
rally was held before a ball game.

route
Oct. 12 they marched down Fifth
Avenue with Columbus Day paraders, held a kev-to-the-city ceremony at Columbus Circle shook
hand and gave goodwill messages to
Mayor Robert F. Wagner, Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller, presidential candidate John F. Kennedy and other
dignitaries. Nor did they neglect to
pay their respects to merchantile interests. Officials of Robert E. Eastman & Co., national sales representative of WCOL, took the costumed
Columbus and Miss WCOL on the
rounds of advertising agencies,
where they gave honorary citizenship
certificates from Columbus, Ohio.
the "why" of the advertising business.
Agencies supply the copy talent,
WCCC-AM-FM the time. A sample,
from Mogul Williams & Saylor, New
York:
"How would you like your next car to
be a hand-cranked model that gives you
up to 20 miles an hour, that is, with the
wind behind it?
"It's a pretty good buggy, runs nicely
when you can get it to run, but the price
may be a bit stiff for most of us. Well,
that horseless carriage is just about
where the automobile would be today
if it weren't for advertising. Advertising
created the great market for automobiles that made possible modern mass
production, so the car has become a
a part of our lives along with lots of
other products that advertising helped
to bring you: frozen food in refrigerators, packaged cereal and soap, readyto-wear clothes in wash-and-wear fabrics. The fact is, advertising has made
your life easier and happier in a thousand ways. Next time you hear some
cranking about advertising, remember
that it was advertising that helped take
theReaction
cranking from
out of
50 cars."
national and 10
local agencies approached by Mr. Savitt
on the idea has been such that the announcements probably will go on for
some time, and the president of the
Hartford stations hopes to start the ball
rolling for a national plan similar to the
Hartford promotion. WCCC and
WCCC-FM between them program an
agency's minute a minimum of 30
times a week, each announcement
taggedsage with
a statement
that "this name
meswas prepared
by (corporate
of agency) and broadcast in the public
interest by WCCC." As the plan got
rolling this month, the per-day total of
announcements has gone as high as 60.
Everett Seltzer, am manager, and Russ
Norton, fm manager, are handling the
campaign.
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As outlined in his initial letter to
agencies, the Savitt idea to "sell advertising in general without regard to particular media." Accordingly, copy
covers direct mail, newspaper classified
and the whole advertising spectrum.
CBS

o&o's

WARDS

distribute

tv 'Election' Guide
The five CBS owned television stations have prepared "Election Guide"
booklets for distribution to viewers in
their respective coverage areas. A
group project, which was conceived at
a promotion meeting in New York last
June, the guides to the 1960 elections
contain material of interest to voters in
the coverage areas of WCBS-TV
New York, WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
KMOX-TV St. Louis, KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles and WBBM-TV Chicago.
Each station's booklet starts with a
mesage headed "The freedoms we enjoy . . ." from the various station general managers. Other sections of the
guides include historical background
on the two major political parties; voting requirements; biographical sketches
of the incumbent and opposition candidates for congress in all congressional
districtsin within
the station's
which
most cases
involves signal
more area,
than
one state; sketches on the candidates
for President and Vice President; maps
to show the location of congressional
districts, and an electoral vote scorecard for viewers to tabulate returns on
election night (Nov. 8). Distribution
of the guides began last week through
the League of Women Voters, the
American Heritage Foundation, Republican and Democratic State Headquarters, party workers and through congres men totheir constituents.
Drumbeats,..
Halloween characters ■ WFLA-TV
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., has gone
tv in its upcoming Halloween party
for its young viewers. The gimmick:
Those attending must come dressed as
his or her favorite WFLA-TV television personality, ere it be Huckleberry
Hound or the Lone Ranger. Tampa
department stores report a splurge in
costume buying, indicating a good time
is in store for the young set.
Flashback 44 ■ One way to learn
"who's listening," WQTE Monroe-Detroit discovered, is to lift your programming bodily from 16 years ago.
Motor City residents awoke to news
broadcasts dealing with World War II
and announcements by Gen. Eisenhower, President Roosevelt and others.
The top hits were all from 1944 and
reference was made to "current" movies
—all of that vintage. The station played
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

She said he didn't have a chance
3V2 hours they waited in line, while
Miles of members of the "Key
being regaled with music provided
Klub" of WKY Oklahoma City stood
in line Oct. 16 to try their luck at by the station. WKY personalities
were on hand and free records and
winning $50 or $100 in silver dollars
individual silver dollars were handed
or a 1961 Oldsmobile. Over 16,000
listeners wrote WKY for a free numout. The station reports that the
eventual winner of the car had stood
bered key— one to a person — which
in line an hour listening to his wife
might fit one of the two treasure
chests or the automobile. When lis- tell him he didn't have a chance to
teners had lined up, the line was es- win. This is the second year the protimated at 5V2 blocks long. For
motion has proved successful.
the entire day's programming straight
with occasional disclaimers letting the
listeners know what was up, but warning them that war could come again
and that they should get out and vote
for the candidates of their choice on
Nov. 8 (1960). The station reports
hundreds of phone calls "complimenting" it on the stunt.
News jury ■ WSAI Cincinnati invited
the country sheriff, the Highway Patrol
district officer, the city's fire chief and
police chief to judge the over 1.509
news tips the station had received
during the year ended Oct. 1, 1960.
The winner of the annual news tip
award got $136 (WSAI's dial position
is 1360) and an engraved trophy from
the station.

'Chick' winner ■ KCSJ-TV Pueblo,
Colo., successfully stole a page from
This Is Your Life when it participated
in the climax of the national Bon Ami
"Name The Chick" contest conducted
through the Jack Paar Show. The
winner, a Pueblo housewife, was invited to the KCSJ-TV studios as a
chaperon for a children's show. Actually, she was to be the star of the
show a few moments later when Colorado Gov. L. R. McNichols presented
her with
mond ring.a $10,000 platinum and dia-

Among

Major Southern

TV Markets

. .

BRISTOL
JOHNSON
CITY
KINGSPORT
is served
"on a platter"
A Tri-City Sales Complex . . . Hub
of a 37-county tv market encompassing:
• Population— 1,257,100
• Income— $1,209,699,000
• Sales— $850,594,000
SRDS Consumer Market Data, July '60
WCYB-TV Offers
Twice as many average quarter-hour "homes
reached" . . . 59% more net weekly circulation (ARB, 3/60) than the other competing station.
NBC

WCYB-TV
Channel 5
Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Represented by: Headley-Reed
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QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
PLAYBACK*
Code 'hypocrisy' hit
/. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, included
television programming offenses among
his social culprits of the day when he
addressed the American Legion in Miami Beach last Tuesday (Oct. 18). Violence on tv was ranked with pornographic literature and the current flood
of degrading movies as the chief contributors to the rising crime rate involving minors. He told the Legion:
There is another marching column
attempting to attack our country by
taking advantage of an era of materialistic selfishness. Our country is recording an alarming new crime rate and society's lack of progress in reducing this
scourge has been indeed disheartening.
. . . The crime problem, particularly
involving our youth, clearly remains an
acute danger to national survival. Our
nation's moral strength has slipped seriously when we find our youngsters substituting idolatry of hoodlums and thugs
for admiration of heroes, patriots and
sports.
The teachings of God, if followed,
will prevent criminality. The stabilizing
force of religion is needed more today
than ever before. A child who has been
taught to respect the laws of God will
have little difficulty respecting the laws
of man.
Typical of the social viruses which attack our society and thrive on public
apathy and ignorance is the infamous
pornographic literature racket which
each year continues to make profits of
a half billion dollars. Law enforcement
officers constantly report on the direct
relation of pornographic materials to
sex offenses. . .
'Diet of Mayhem' ■ Another factor
in the alarming crime picture can be
observed by tuning in to almost any
television channel. The private citizen
can see for himself what dangers he
faces today at the hands of the criminally inclined. The continuous diet of
mayhem, murder and violence served
daily to our television audiences constitutes a monumental insult to the
genius that developed this medium of
mass communication.
The students of a California college
reported findings of a study made early
this year of television programs in their
area. In one week, 3,696 acts of violence were recorded, including 1,261
agonizing deaths through shootings,
beatings, stabbings and other violence.
The explosive danger to societv from
excessive television violence is obvious.
Many seriously concerned authorities
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feel that brutality and violence are becoming accepted as normal behavior by
young impressionable minds. Correction of this problem can begin with
each citizen informing his local television station of his displeasure over
flagrant incidents of bad taste. Sponsors
and advertisers, who are also acutely
sensitive to the good will of the public,
will likewise act promptly to curtail the
repetition of offensive programs when
contacted by the public.
The motion picture industry, as well
as the television industry, owes a tremendous responsibility to the American
public in its effect on the moral upbringing ofour youth. It is not surprising to any thinking citizen that youthful criminality continues to skyrocket.
Examine the daily newspaper movie
advertisements. You can rarely find a
motion picture suitable for family consumption. When adultery, abnormality
and adultation of criminals compose
such a substantial segment of today's
film offerings, the society mirrored on
the screen is dangerously close to national disaster.
Code 'Mockery' ■ While codes of
proper conduct are claimed for both
television and movies, their application
is too often a complete mockery. It is
open hypocrisy to fool the public with
a so-called code which even the industries in question do not live up to.
Tv is public utility'
Argument that television is a public
utility and must be regulated as such is
made by syndicated columnist John
Crosby in the November issue of the
Ladies' Home Journal in an article
titled "What you can do to make poor
tv better." The New York Herald Tribune's tv critic also supports an advisory
board of famous names to help the
FCC improve programming and says
the U. S. should have a governmentsubsidized tv network of its own, a la
BBC. Mr. Crosby writes in part:
Five years ago was television's golden
age. Network television then boasted
11 hour-long live dramatic programs a
week. These were producing tv plays
of such quality they were being made
into Broadway plays. . .
. . . the advertising industry should
not be permitted to dictate program
content. The advertising message should
not come first. The drama, the jokes,
the performer, the production should
not come second. . .
I think television's ills are deeply embedded in the present system of com-

mercial sponsorship. The cure: drastic
but thoroughly workable revisions in
the system. First, I think sponsorship,
per se, should be outlawed as it is in
Britain, where advertisers insert advertisements ontelevision as they do in
magazines and are forbidden by law
from trying to exert any influence on
program content. Second, having
dumped program responsibility completely into the laps of the networks,
the networks should be genuinely accountable tothe public through a Program Advisory Board of the FCC,
which would be empowered to insist on
balanced programming and prevent
from ever arising such monstrosities as
the schedule one network offers. Third,
I think this country is rich enough to
afford its own BCC, designed genuinely
to inform and educate, to uplift our
tastes, rather than to debase them. . .
The Oren Harris committee has recom ended abill licensing networks as
stations are now licensed. It ought to
have been passed, but it wasn't. Frank
Stanton, president of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, trumpeted that
this was government regulation and
that the newspapers would come next.
This is hogwash. Newspapers are private business. Television is a public
utility. It has to be regulated just as the
telephone, the telegraph, the electric
companies and the railroads have to be
regulated, because they are in a privileged position to mulct the public or to
service it. The question is not whether
or not television will be regulated — of
course it will be regulated — but whether
it will be well or badly regulated. . .
This [FCC] Advisory Board should
have the power to have Oliver Treyz,
president of ABC, called on the carpet
and told his program schedule is a disgrace and to fix it. It would hardly reknows what's
Treyz
quire explanation.
the matter
with his
schedule.
Every
network should be asked what it is
doing for children, for scientists, for
the church, for music, for drama, for
education, for experiment. If a law
were passed, preventing sponsors from
influencing programming, Mr. Treyz
could adjust his programming to a true
conception of the public welfare. . .
We should not shrink from the idea
of subsidizing the National Network,
as the BBC is subsidized. After all, the
schools, the universities, medical research, libraries, even the churches are
all subsidized. Why not this great
means of communication? ... [It would
cost] less than it costs to support the
Coast Guard.
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FATES
BROADCAST

ADVERTISING

Robert H. Ellis and James J. Jordan
Jr. elected vps of BBDO. Mr. Ellis,
account supervisor in Minneapolis office, joined agency in N. Y. in 1958 as
account executive. Mr. Jordan, N. Y.
office copy supervisor, started with
agency eight years ago as copy cub. He
was named group head in 1959 and
supervisor early this year.

Mr. Ellis

Mr. Jordan

Walter H. Johnson Jr., formerly
senior vp for marketing at Capital Airlines, joins McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
as vp.
Edward P. Gallagher, formerly of
Norman, Craig & Kummel, N.Y., joins
Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, as account executive on Beecham Products'
Macleans Toothpaste. Peter Johnson
of McCann-Erickson, N.Y., joins K&E
as tv commercial writer.
Roy Passman, director of radio, tv,
motion picture department at J. M.
Mathes, N. Y., named vp.
Charles Lewis, 10-year veteran with
Aylin Adv., Houston, promoted to executive vp. Other changes: Jack
Dahmer, formerly sales promotion manager of KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex.,
named manager of agency's new office
in that city; James F. Anderson, manager of San Antonio office, named vp
in charge of all central and west Texas
operations; James W. Moorefield becomes art director and E. T. Nicolaou
production manager, both in Houston
office; Mrs. Nikki Beam named secretary-treasurer ofcorporation.
Jim Pratt, formerly with White &
Shuford, El Paso, Tex., advertising
agency, to Taylor-Norsworthy, Dallas
as director of radio-tv.
Robert S. Wheeler, formerly advertising vp at Boyle Midway Div., American Home Products Corp., N. Y., joins
Corn Products Sales Co., that city, as
vp and marketing director in charge of
new products.
Dirk Content, formerly of Young &
Rubicam and J. Walter Thompson, both
N. Y., joins Kenyon & Eckhardi, that
city, as tv producer.
Radford Stone, formerly of NBC,
joins Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y.,
as broadcast supervisor. Kenneth Shaw
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& FORTUNES

Helen Wood promoted from director
of radio-tv timebuying to radio-tv
media manager and Jan Van Eekeren
David H. Haughey, formerly assisappointed timebuyer at Gordon Best
tant broadcast media director at D'Arcyl Co., Chicago. Howard Medici named
Adv., Chicago, and all media buyer at| promotion and merchandising manager.
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., appointed asWilliam A. King, formerly producer
sociate media director at J. Walter
with William Esty Co., N. Y., joins
Thompson Co.
Lynn Baker Inc., that city, as assistant
Raymond Brophy, formerly of Colto radio-tv director.
gate-Palmolive, N.Y., joins Ogilvy, BenLou E. Sargent joins R. Jack Scott,
son & Mather, that city, as market reChicago, as director of marketing and
search group head. Jack Hill, previmerchandising.
ously with N. W. Ayer, N.Y., and
of J. Walter Thompson, transfers tO|
Ogilvy as senior producer.

Stephen Salonites, from Television
Personal Interviews Inc., N.Y., join
agency as media research supervisors.
Fran Shaw, formerly of C. J. LaRoche,
N.Y., joins OB&M as copy supervisor.
Suzanne Mac Lachlan, who was with
Lambert & Feasley, N.Y., joins Oglivy
as senior copywriter. Donald Gordon
and Louis Owen, from W. Alec Jordon
Assoc. and Kudner, respectively, join
agency as copywriters.

Michael S. Way, account executive at
Glastris Adv., St. Louis, appointed manager of agency's new Kansas City office.

Oscar L. Westgate, vp in charge of
advertising at R. T. French Co., (spices,
herbs) Rochester, N. Y., retires. He
joined firm in 1928, promoted to advertising manager in 1929, vp of Atlantis Sales Corp. (then sales organization
for French, now consolidated) in 1947
and advertising vp in 1958.
Roeland Jan van
Emmerik joins Geyer,
Morey, Madden &
Ballard, N. Y., as associate director of

Mr. Worster
Mr. Flor
William L. Worster, media director at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los
Angeles, appointed senior account executive on Friskies Dog Food account.
Albert W. Flor, who previously held
latter post, appointed to similar capacity on Wynn Oil Co.'s Friction Proofing
account. Mr. Worster's successor as
media director will be appointed shortly.
Yolanda R. Tini, formerly with Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., to Zubrow
Co., Philadelphia, as media buyer.
Donald F. McCarty, formerly account
executive at S. E. Zubrow Adv., Philadelphia, joins Avery-Knodel, N.Y., in
sales capacity.

media. He held similar post at Lennen &
Newell. Mr. van Emmerik proviously was
Mr. van Emmerik associated with A. C.
Nielsen Co. (Australia), as assistant
production manager; with N. W. Ayer,
as radio-tv analyst, and with TVQ Div.,
Home Testing Institute, as general
manager.

Leonard Shannon, formerly publicist
for Walt Disney, joins Blowitz-Maskel
pr agency.
Jon Ross, formerly vp of Miller, McKay, Hoeck & Hartung, Los Angeles,
trig Business
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to Tilds & Cantz Adv., that city, as account supervisor.
George A. Welch, vp, Fuller & Smith
& Ross, Pittsburgh, named manager of
Pittsburgh office, succeeding Hugh Redhead, who joins Mellon Bank, client of
F&S&R.
Robert H. Braun,
formerly assistant director of advertising
of Pepsi-Cola Co.,
joins Best Foods Div.
of Corn Products
Sales Co., as advertising manager. In his
new assignment, he
Mr. Braun
will report to Albert
Brown, advertising vp for Best Foods.
THE

MEDIA

R. L. (Bob) Bowles, formerly manager of WFTL Lauderdale, to WHYS
Ocala, both Florida, as general manager.
Cal Culver, formerly station manager
of KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D., to KBOM
Bismarck-Mandan in similar capacity,
effective Nov. 1.
Eugene Kissinger, formerly engineer
at KZIX Ft. Collins, Colo., to KNCO
Garden City, Kan., as chief engineer.
Other changes announced at KNCO:
Joe Taylor, program director, assumes
additional duties as assistant manager.
Pete Charlton, member of sales staff,
promoted to commercial manager. Art
Wilson, anonuncer, assumes additional
responsibilities as news director.
Gene R. Liggett named staff engineer
in home office of Taft Broadcasting
Co., Cincinnati.
Lewis P. Johnson named manager of
eastern office of NBC Radio Spot Sales,
N.Y. He formerly was sales manager
of WRCV Philadelphia. Previously, he
was general sales manager for Storer
Broadcasting Co. in Philadelphia.
Richard Jacobson appointed national
sales manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles
and will headquarter in New York. He
formerly was sales development manager of RKO General, which owns
KHJ-TV.
Harry Harkins joins Clarke Brown
Co., Atlanta rep firm, as account executive.
Robert L. Schuessler, formerly account executive with George P. Hollingbery Co., to Edward Petry & Co.,
Atlanta as member of tv sales staff.
Irving Stevens, formerly with KEX
Portland, Ore., to KFMB-AM-FM-TV
San Diego, Calif., as director of sales
development and promotion.
Bill Dickey appointed in charge of
sales for El Centro office of KICO
Calexico, Calif.
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E. C. Hughes, formerly with KIEV
Glendale, Calif., to sales staff of KLAC
Los Angeles.
Guy Tiller joins sales staff in Greenville, S.C., office of WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.
Martin Giaimo, formerly general
sales manager of WILX-TV LansingJackson-Battle Creek, Mich., appointed
general manager, WPON Pontiac, Mich.
Jack Knell, radio-tv director of Leland Powers School, Boston, elected to
board of directors with Ken Ovenden
of WEEI, that city.
J. Robert Martin and Fred Chitwood, formerly with KUSN St. Joseph,
Mo., to WKEE Huntington, W. Va., as
program director and news director, respectively.
Herbert E. Evans, president of Peoples Broadcasting Corp., will be U. S.
delegate to Nov. 3-6 meeting of InterAmerican Assn. of Broadcasters directive council. Session will be held in
Santiago, Cuba.
George Booker,
formerly production
manager
at WPSTTV Miami,
joins
WLBW-TV, that city,
in similar capacity.
Mr. Booker began his
career as d. j. and announcer at WIVY
Mr. Booker
Jacksonville, Fla. Later, he served with WMBR-TV, there as
announcer, director, producer; with
WJHP-TV, same city, as production
and program director. In 1954, he and
his brother formed Florida Films Inc.,
tv commercial producers.
Robert L. Bradford, assistant night
station operations manager at WGN
Chicago, appointed production supervisor.
Harry Kaplan, formerly with KOOO
Omaha, Neb., to KOIL, that city, as
account executive.
Francis N. Fitzgerald, president and
general manager of WGIV Charlotte,
N. C, elected president of new National Negro Radio Assn. Other officers:
Robert W. Rounsaville, president of
Rounsaville Stations, vp; John M. McLendon, McLendon Ebony Stations,
secretary; Samuel E. Feldman, executive vp and general manager of WEBB
Baltimore, treasurer.
Herb Taylor promoted from tv
writer to director of expanded public
affairs department at KDAL Duluth,
Minn.
Andrew J. McCaffrey, formerly ABC
press officer in charge of tv network,
joins WPIX (TV) New York, as pr
director.

Stan Richards, personality at WINS
New York, appointed national chairman of Disc Jockey Cancer Crusade for
1961.
Doug Moore, formerly newsman with
KFSD San Diego, Calif., to Pacific
Telegraph & Telephone Co., as pr area
staff assistant.
Julius Hernandez, president of Community Better Business Agency, N. Y.
(Spanish merchant organization), appointed Spanish market consultant at
WHOM New York.
Harold D. Lasswell, professor of law
and political science at Yale, elected to
board of directors of National Educational Television & Radio Center, N.Y.
Ronald Hickman, manager of WNNJ
Newton, elected president of New Jersey Associated Press Radio Assn., succeeding James Donahue, news director
of WKDN Camden.
Harold Springer, KGGF, Coffeyville,
elected chairman of Kansas Associated
Press Broadcasters, succeeding Bruce
Karns, KJCK Junction City. George
Doyle, KFH Wichita, elected vice chairmittee.man and head of continuing study comTed Prevatte, WPCC Clinton, elected
president of South Carolina Associated
Press Broadcasters. Dennis Waldrop,
WCOS Columbia, elected vp.
Margaret Scott and Leo T. Batt join
publicity staff of ABC-TV Hollywood.
Mr. Batt has been with Los Angeles
Herald Express; Miss Scott, formerly
with Young & Rubicam, Hollywood,
has been with ABC-TV publicity since
July on temporary basis.
James M. Hairgrove, KBRZ Freeport, elected president
of Texas Assn. of
Broadcasters, succeeding Joe M. Leonard
Jr., KGAF-AM-FM
Gainesville. Other officers elected: Gene

Mr. Hairgrove
Hendryx, KVLF Alpine, vp; Leo Hackney, KGVL Greenville, secretary-treasurer. Elected to
board: Mr. Leonard; Jack Roth, KONO
San Antonio; Marshall Formby, KPAN
Hereford, and Ed Lovelace, KOGT
Orange. Elected chairmen and board
member for their respective divisions
were George D. Cowan, KGBC Galveston, am radio; Walter Windsor, KCMCTV Texarkana, tv; Lynn Christian,
KHGM-FM Houston. For story on
TAB, see page 65.
Morton Hochstein, member of NBC
colsenior
press umndepartment,
editor in Newsappointed
and Public
Affairs
department.
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Ervin F. Lyke, president of Veterans
Broadcasting Co. (WVET-AM-TV
Rochester, N.Y.), also becomes president of Home Broadcasting Co. (KTVE
[TV] El Dorado, Ark.-Monroe, La.)
which has been taken over by Veterans.
Other new officers: John B. Soell, vp
and general manager of KTVE; William
H. Simmons, vp; George Claffey, treasurer; Grant Neville, secretary. All were
elected to board of directors along with
Fred Finucane.
Sidney Goldstein, secretary-treasurer
of Consolidated Sun Ray Stations
(WPEN Philadelphia, WALT Tampa,
Fla., WSAI Cincinnati), named secretary of parent company.
John Fulton, formerly vp of Rounsaville Stations (WQXI
and WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WLOU and
WTAM-TV Louisville, Ky., WCIN-AMTV Cincinnati ;WTMP
Tampa, Fla., WVOL
Nashville, Tenn., Mr- Fulton
WYLD New Orleans), to WGUN Decatur, Ga., as president and general
manager. He is a veteran of 25 years in
broadcasting and past president of the
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters.

Dj "dean" to retire
Martin Block, widely regarded
as the dean of radio deejays, announced his retirement, effective
this week (Oct. 29), after 27 years
on the air. He said he would close
close up his Make-Believe Ballroom, on ABC-owned WABC
New York since 1954 and currently broadcasting some 25 hours
a week. He has been credited
with "discovering" some 6f the
entertainment field's brightest
musical stars (Frank Sinatra, Benny Goodman, Dinah Shore, Glenn
Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Woody
Herman and Harry James) since
he began his career in Tijuana
in the early 1930's. He moved to
KMPC Hollywood and then to
WNEW New York in 1934. There
he won acclaim as creator of the
deejay format as well as "ballroom" when, during the trial of
Bruno Hauptmann in the Lindbergh kidnapping case, he used
popular records to fill in airtime
between bulletins from the courtroom.
In 1954 he moved to WABC
and was also heard for an hour
and a half daily on the ABC
Radio Network.
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And all that jazz...
Dave Brubeck, renown exponent of modern jazz, joins new
all-jazz WJZZ (FM) Bridgeport,
Conn., slated to make its air debut
today (Monday), as musical director. He will continue his collegiate concerts in addition to station affiliation. WJZZ, which will
operate from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
with 24-hour service to follow
shortly, presented a special inaugural ceremony last Friday
with a two-hour program that was
repeated for more than 60 hours.
Produced by Mr. Brubeck, the
broadcast featured his selection
of top jazz recordings.
Jack Hauser, formerly assistant commercial manager of KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla., to sales staff at WNBQ (TV)
Chicago. He will be responsible for
client relations and new business development for national and local sales.
Bill Spangler, news director at
WFRX West Frankfort, 111., elected
president of Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn., succeeding John Rhodes, WRRR
Rockford. Bill Miller, WTAX Springfield, named vp; Richard L. Wright,
WCIA (TV) Champaign, re-elected treasurer and Donald E. Brown, U. of Illinois, executive secretary.
Walter Clancy named news director
of WTSV-AM-FM Claremont, N.H.
Dave Bringham, newsman with
WGBS Miami, promoted to news director.

Lundin. Robert Debrodt and Fred
Steingold to production staff positions.
Jane Butler, WGBS Miami, appointed Community Club Award director.
She will direct fund raising campaign
conducted by station.
Gregory Reeser named sales manager of WLAV-AM-FM Grand Rapids,
Mich. He formerly was commercial
manager of KFRU Columbia, Mo.
Before that, he worked in station relations with NAB as representative for
RCA Thesaurus and as ASCAP representative.
Henry C. Cronin, formerly northeast
representative for Sarkes Tarzian,
Bloomington, 111., to Mohawk-Hudson
Council on Educational Television,
Schenectady, N.Y., as engineering consultant.
Richard A. Horstmann appointed director of news, sports and special
events for WHEN Syracuse, N.Y., succeeding late Joe Cummiskey. He has
been station's news director.
Don Cunningham appointed sports
director of KPLR-TV St. Louis. He has
been with station as host on sports programs and specials.
John J. Jordon named news director
of WEZL Richmond, Va.
Don Doolittle, formerly news director of KLAC Los Angeles, joins KBIG

Tom Ryan, formerly with WSNY
Schenectady, joins WVET Rochester,
both New York, as daytime news director.
Andy Anderson, formerly of WGSM
Huntington, Long Island, joins WFYI
Garden City, there, as assistant to news
director.
Murray Westgate, news and program
director of KUMA Pendleton, Ore., to
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., as newscaster-reporter.
Mrs. Marilyn Schlampp
ess for womens' show on
neapolis-St. Paul.
Tony James appointed
tor of WGBB Freeport,
N.Y.

named hostWTCN Minsports direcLong Island,

Bill Bransome, formerly air personality atWCAU Philadelphia, to WRCV,
that city, in similar capacity.
Harry Welliver appointed music director of WUOM U. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, Mich., succeeding Marjorie
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Avalon (Catalina), Calif., as newscaster, succeeding late Bud Baker who
died last month.
Duane (Dewey) Dow named newscaster for WCSH-TV Portland, Me.
Kay Hinman joins WRCV-TV Philadelphia as weathercaster.
Bob Hassey, formerly with WHOT
and WBBW, both Youngstown, Ohio,
to WKBN, that city, as announcer.
Dan Birin, formerly program director of KIHO Sioux Falls, S.D., to announcing staff of WDBQ Dubuque,
Iowa.
T. V. Waber, formerly news commentator on WXYZ Detroit, appointed manager of WTVS (TV) , educational, that
city.
Donald W. Parker, formerly with
WJPG Green Bay, Wis., to WHAM
Rochester, N.Y., as chief engineer, succeeding Raymond Lucia, who joins
Voice of America, Washington, D. C.
Dorothy Gray, continuity director at
WHAM, named publicity director.

Guy retires; will become
Raymond Guy,
with RCA-NBC
for nearly 40
years, retires to enter field of engineering consulta. Guy
tion and representation in am-fmtv and international broadcasting. He
will headquarter at 264 Franklin St.,
Haworth, N. J. Mr. Guy, senior
staff engineer for NBC, previously
was director of radio and allocations
engineering with responsibility for
planning and building all NBC transmitting facilities.
He began career as engineer-announcer at old WJZ New York in
1921. He has participated in RCA's
research in international broadcasting since 1925, tv since 1928 and fm
since 1936. He was director of NBC

Jim Strong promoted from press director to news staff of WBBM-TV Chicago. He is succeeded in former post
by Jim Stevenson.

sule radio features), that city. She will
be responsible for sales, sales promotion and station relations.

Joe Slattery named permanent announcer on NBC-TV's Today on the
Farm series.

Edward K. Cooper, sales service manager at CBS Films, N. Y., named manager of domestic sales service. Stanley
Moldow, former film co-ordinator, becomes manager of international sales
service.

Don Franklin joins WTVJ
Miami as announcer.

(TV)

Stanley G. Witter Jr. joins KREM
Spokane, Wash., as member of news
service.
Stuart C. Burr, formerly salesman
for Edwards Co., manufacturer of electrical signaling equipment, joins local
sales staff of KRLA Los Angeles.
PROGRAMMING
George Gruskin, head of tv programming for Paramount Pictures, resigns.

s
E. Roger Muir resigns as senior member of NBC's program department and
executive producer of children's programs for network, to form new production firm specializing in film and
live tv shows, as well as theatrical offerings. New Firm is New Merritt Enterprises, N. Y., with Mr. Muir as president and Nick Nicholson, former NBC
producer, actor and arranger as vp and
treasurer. Location: 500 Fifth Ave.,
Room 529. Telephone: BR 9-4288.
Milton Mitsak and Walter Shean
join Romper Room, as regional sales
executives.
Olga Blohm, formerly general manager of Standard Radio Transcription
Services, Chicago, appointed managing
director of Creative Services Inc. (cap106 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Robert L. Glaser, formerly mid-western
representative for ABC Films, Chicago,
joins CBS Films, that city, as account
executive.
Cy Howard has been signed to new
five-year contract with Desilu Productions. His old contract still has four
years to run. He will continue as executive producer on two series he
created, Guestward Ho! and Harrigan
& Son, as well as develop new programming.
Larry Finley resigned from his daily
morning show on KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles to devote his time to independent tv and motion picture production.
He will continue to host special KTLA
programs, as well as his weekly Music
Is My Beat series on KABC-TV Los
Angeles.
Hal Goodman and Larry Klein sign
with 20th Century-Fox Television to
write pilot for new series, Margie,
based on theatrical film starring Jeanne
Crain some years ago. William Self,
executive producer, plans to put pro
gram into production before end of
this month.
Phil Rapf becomes executive producer of Tab Hunter Show.
Milton Merlin named associate pro-

engineer consultant
field test of fm in 1939-40 and its
uhf test in Bridgeport, Conn.
In recent years he has been treasurer and president of IRE, secretary
and president of Broadcast Pioneers,
president of De Forest Pioneers and
president of Veteran Wireless Operators Assn. He is fellow of IRE,
AIEE and Radio Club of America.
He also is recipient of Marconi Gold
Medal of Veteran Wireless Operators Assn. Most recent honors came
from Radio & Television Executives
Society who cited him for "having
the longest continuous experience as
broadcast engineer of anyone in the
world," and the Broadcast Pioneers
"for the distinguished services he has
rendered to his country, his industry
and his profession as a true pioneer
in the establishment of broadcasting
and as a leader in its technical development for 39 years."
ducer and story editor of newly planned
tv series, Tramp Ship, being produced
by Don Fedderson Productions, Hollywood.
John Leo, formerly of United Artists
TV, N.Y., joins Programs for Television as midwest sales executive.
Robert Hoffman and Lloyd Krause
appointed midwest and eastern sales
managers, respectively, for Seven Arts
Assoc. Corp., N.Y. Both formerly were
with United Arts Assoc.

Mr. Reiner
Mr. Katz
Manny Reiner joins United Artists
Associated as vp in charge of foreign
operations, succeeding Norman Katz, director of foreign operations, who resigns March 1961 at expiration of his
contract. Mr. Reiner was executive vp
of Galaxy Attractions, film distributor.
At UAA, he will be responsible for
worldwide (excluding U.S.) sales of
all company's products.
Jerry Zigmond, Paramount Theatres
executive, division manager of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
West Coast, appointed director of promotional activities for Academy Awards
"Oscar" presentation on April 17.
James H. Knox, formerly of NTA,
joins Modern Teleservice, N.Y., as account executive.
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Clarence H. Hopper, vp — facilities
at CBS, appointed president of CBS
Electronics, Danvers, Mass., succeeding
Arthur L. Chapman, who joins headquarters staff in N.Y., as vp, CBS Inc.
James M. Toney, vp of RCA Sales
Corp., named to staff of W. Walter
Watts, chairman of board and president
of company. C. Richard Johnston,
manager of marketing research, corporate staff, appointed manager of product planning and development. Wendell
R. Smith, director of marketing research and development, appointed staff
vp of marketing development.
Edward C. Buurma appointed northwest regional manager of Philco Corp.,
Philadelphia, with headquarters in Palo
Alto, Calif.
Edward Schmidt, former vp in
charge of manufacturing at Reeves
Soundcraft Corp., N. Y., joins Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Conn., as vp
of new product development. Charles
D. Aikman joins Soundcraft as vp in
charge of engineering.
Paul R. Bunker named sales manager of Magnecord products, subsidiary
of Midwestern Instruments Inc., Tulsa,
Okla.
C. Fred Parsons, previously merchandising manager for Motorola's consumer products div., appointed general manager of company's Chicago factory
branch, responsible for its complete operation. Robert G. Farris will handle
his advertising and merchandising duties
and Harry Chrabot dealer development
work. George F. O'Brien appointed
consumer products eastern regional
manager, succeeding James Haley, recently named field sales manager.
J. Russell Graves, president of J. R.
Graves & Assoc., Washington, D. C,
retained by Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, as sales consultant.
Richard J. Bambery, formerly general sales manager of Admiral Corp.,
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Chicago, to American Concertone, division of Astro-Science Corp., Culver
City, Calif. Mr. Bambery will be vp
and director of marketing.
Channing Dichter named manager
General Electric Co.'s newly-created
advanced project operations with headquarters in Syracuse, N.Y.
George W. Westfall, formerly manager of sales for Hotpoint Div. of General Electric Co., appointed marketing
research director of Electronic Industries Assn.
Alfred Strogoff named vp and general manager of Adler Electronics, New
Rochelle, N.Y. He formerly was vp of
marketing. Gilbert Sussman appointed
advertising administrator and Sheldon
Newberger named director of operations.
Chester C. Phillips, formerly engineer with Melpar, Falls Church, Va.,
to Smith Electronics, Brecksville, Ohio,
as project engineer.
A. N. Brown joins Magnasync Corp.,
North Hollywood, as marketing manager of Nomad Div. Firm manufactures magnetic recording systems and
instrumentation systems.
INTERNATIONAL
Stewart Griffiths, previously of
CBLT (TV) Toronto, and lately with
Granada Television, London, England,
to general manager of CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont., new second English-language
station in Canada's capital, scheduled
to go on air early next year.

borough, Ont., in similar capacity.
Ralph Snelgrove, CKBB and CKVRTV Barrie, Ont., elected president of
CKPT Peterborough, Ont., with Allan
Waters, CHUM Toronto, as vp.
David A. Gourd, with CKRN Rouyn,
Que., elected president of French-Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Jean Nadon of CJMS Montreal.
Aurele Pelletier, CHRC Quebec City,
elected vp.
Tom Tonner, CKCW Moncton, N.B.,
elected president of Atlantic Assn. of
Broadcasters. Marvin Nathanson,
CJCB-TV Sydney, N.S., elected first vp,
with Jack Fenety, CFNB Fredericton,
N.B., second vp, Hugh Dunlop, CKDH
Amherst,
N.S., elected secretary-treasurer.
ALLIED FIELDS
John Boesel, account executive at
A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, elected vp
in broadcast division.
Lionel S. Wishneff becomes vp and
scientific director for Institute for Motivational Research, Croton-on-Hudson,
N.Y. He joined firm earlier this year.
Conrad Nagel, entertainer, elected
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Herbert S. Stewart, formerly manager of CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta., to
general manager of MCA-TV International Ltd., Toronto. He recently
chaired committee which developed
code of ethics for Canadian tv stations.
Carl H. Heydeman, chief engineer
for U. S.-TelePrompTer exhibit, World
Agriculture Fair, New Delhi, India,
named director of international sales
for company.
Richard L. McDaniel, formerly of
CKDA Victoria, B.C., to station manager of CHEK-TV, that city.
John Loader, manager of CJAT
Trail, named manager of CKDA Victoria, both British Columbia. Keith
MacKenzie, sports director of CKDA,
appointed
director. assistant manager and sports
Mike Doyle, formerly of CJSS Cornwall, Ont., to sales representative of
Radio Times Sales Ltd., Montreal.
Fred G. Sherratt, formerly manager
of CFRS Simcoe, Ont., to CKPT Peter-
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"Our GEL Model FMT-10A has been operating as though
it were the 100th produced rather than the first!"

Mr. W. L. Dunbar
Radio KQAL-FM,
Omaha, Neb.

GEL Model FMT-10A Transmitter

president of Theatre Authority, NY.
Reelected were Harold Hoffman, Screen
Actors Guild, 1st vp; Donald F. Conaway, AFTRA, 2nd vp; Angus Duncan,
Actors Equity Assn., 3rd vp; Margie
Coate, American Guild of Variety
Artists, 4th vp; Elizabeth Morgan,
AFTRA, recording secretary; Hyman
Faine, American Guild of Musical Artists, treasurer, and Beverly Roberts is
executive secretary.
Edwin R. Schneider, formerly attorney with Washington law firm of
Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler, joins
law firm of Segal & Marmet, that city.
He is graduate of George Washington
Law School and U. of Michigan.
James S. Bacharach named vp in
charge of marketing services for
Trendex Inc., New York.
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It is news when a manufacturer becomes first in the industry to introduce a
high power FM Transmitter whose very first production unit operates perfectly and without additional factory modifications and associated lost engineering time.
"Our new GEL 15 KW Transmitter, Serial Number 1, has been operating at full power . . . and is rock-steady!" wrote Mr. W. L. Dunbar, Director of Engineering of Radio KQAL-FM, Omaha, Nebraska. "It is a pleasure to work with such fine equipment!"
The GEL 15KW FM Broadcast Transmitter, Model FMT-10A, is
equipped with GEL Model FME Exciter which has been field-proven to
be reliably stable and trouble-free. The GEL Multiplex System permits
integration of the main channel and one or two sub-channels into an allocated FM channel. Interchannel cross-talk and spurious output signals are
virtually eliminated. Tuning is non-critical, adjustments stable, permitting
unattended operation in remote locations.
Intermediate and Final Power Amplifiers are conservatively designed
to attain a high degree of reliability. Forward and reflected power can be
read directly at any time. Power tubes are of the latest all-ceramic-andmetal design. Frequently consulted meters are mounted three feet from
the floor and tilted at a slight angle to facilitate reading. GEL makes
available a complete FM Line including 15KW and 1KW Transmitters,
and Exciters for converting conventional FM Transmitters to Multiplexing use.
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for GEL FM Technical Bulletins
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Arch McDonald, 59, sports director
of WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and
member of sports staff for 26 years,
died of heart attack Oct. 16 while returning from broadcast of New York
Giants-Washington Redskins football
game. Mr. McDonald, in broadcasting
for nearly 30
years, forwas22 "voice"
Washington
Senators
years. of
Donald Mitchell Jr., 56, international telecommunications specialist and
radio frequency engineer with FAA
and for 19 years member of FCC, died
Oct. 17 of heart attack while attending
aviation meeting in Mexico City.
Edmund L. Cashman, 53, vp in charge
of Hollywood office of
Foote, Cone & Belding, died Oct. 15 of
a heart attack in
his North Hollywood
home. In radio, tv
and advertising for
Cashman
35 years, he started
as announcer on Yankee Network in
Boston, later moving to New York as
CBS producer. While with then Lord
& Thomas (Later FC&B) he caught
attention of late George Washington
Hill, then head of American Tobacco
Co. and spent several years as account
executive for all Lucky Strike shows.
Mr. Cashman later joined The Kudner
Agency and several years later came
to Hollywood as head of radio and tv
for FC&B.
David S. Harvey, 45, director for 12
years at KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
died at Sawtelle Veterans Hospital,
West Los Angeles, Oct. 16 following a
long illness.
Harold Safford, retired program director of WLS Chicago and past president of Illinois Broadcasters Assn. died
in Springfield Oct. 18.
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THE
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RECORD
for 1959

From FCC compilations released last
week. See page 57 for story.

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF 4 NATIONWIDE AM RADIO NETWORKS AND 3,380 STATIONS
1958-1959 ($ thousands)
Amount 1959
19 owned and
Total 4 nation4 nationwide operated 3,361 wide networks
networks stations stations and 3,380 stations
A. Revenues from the sale of time :
1. Network time sales:
a. Sale of network time to advertisers
$32,659
....
....
....
Total network time sales
32,659
....
....
....
2. time
Deductions
from
network's
revenue
from
sale
of
to advertiser:
a. Paid to owned and operated stations
796
....
....
....
b. Paid to affiliated stations
5,124
....
....
....
Total participation by others (excluding commissions) in revenue from sale of network time
5,920
....
....
...
3. Total retentions from sale of network time
26,739
$796
$8,098 $35,633
4. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
23,035 165,108 188,143
b. Local advertisers
10,551 348,587 359,138
Total non-network time sales
33,586 513,695 547,281
5.
Total time sales
26,739
34,382 521,793 582,914
6. Deduct — commissions to agencies,
representatives, etc
4,897
6,665
51,303
62,865
7.
Net time sales
21,842
27.717 470,490 520,049
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
a. Talent
6,709
2,045
13,525
22,279
b. Sundry broadcast revenues
1,477
601
11,326
13,404
Total incidental broadcast activities
8,186
2,646
24,851
35,683
Total broadcast revenues
30,028
30,363 495,341 555.732
C. Total broadcast expenses
39,931
24,952 446,860 511,743
D. Broadcast income (before federal income tax)
($9,903) $5,411 $48,481 $43,989
NOTE: Data for 1958 also cover the operations of 4 nationwide networks and their 19 owned and operated stations.

Percent
increase of
(decrease)

(23.4)
9.4
10.5
11.1
7.6
5.4
7.9
(9.9)
(3.1)
(7.4)
6.0
18.8
6.7

SELECTED REVENUE
ITEMS AND AREAS
BROADCAST
EXPENSES
3,380 RADIOS STATIONS
BY STANDARD
METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL
AND BYREVENUES,
COMMUNITIES
NOT AND
IN ENCOMEi
STANDARD OF METROPOLITAN
STATISTICAL
AREAS
1959
reTime sales:
No. of No.
porting
national and
stations
in
or$25,000
more
Total
Total
Total
regional Local
Total
broadcast
time
advertisers advertisers
stations
broadcast
broadcast
Networks
tion
Item
operaand sponsors4 and sponsors4
expenses
reporting5
revenues6
sales3
1205
United States
income1
1183
1218
metropolitan areas
$161,537,670
$6,626,991
$216,070,061
$42,574,075
Non-metro, areas of
297
$312,460,602
$355,034,677
308
306
28,952,808
3 or more stations
5,196,247
23,551,621
559,814
764,411
29,512,622
Non-metro, areas of
1836
1859
19,632,727
less than 3 statns
1679
118,072,126
127,593,711
137,919,455
1,155.337
10,325,744
3385
3159
Total U.S.
357,693,808
186,366,644
522,466,754
8,546,739
3347
469,007,121
53,459,633
Commonwealth &
432.530
33
30
347,672
1,776,645
2,804,943
1,444,196
poss.
3418
3380
3,237,473
3189
$188,143,289
Grand total***
$359,138,004
$8,894,411
$471,812,064
$53,892,163
$525,704,227
33
United States metropolitan areas9#
417,766
4
4
539,208
Akron, Ohio
1,507,190
34,419
1,205,942
1,745,150
Albany-Schenectady7
7
1,126,874
Troy, N.Y.
68,467
2,238,599
1,345,431
17,305
2,379,542
286,171
8
1,005,886
Albuquerque, N.M.
14,191
1,193,688
1,176,383
Allentown125,783
311,448
8
8
Bethlehem
••
1,143,463
9,300
552,359
140,943475,878
380,975
1,432,130
1,306,347
5
5
73,478
5
Altoona, Pa.
249,398
5,193
6
6
596,277
6
906,448
Amarillo, Tex.
818,411
**
2
9,947
2
2
Anderson, Ind.
16
Ann
404,156
59,869
282,396
3
3
Mich.Arbor-Saline,
338,536
1534
121,284
358,578
45#
4
2,647
Asheville, N.C.
497,110
76,481555,304
16
88,0371,849,545
659,600
84,809
Atlanta, Ga.
4,060,647
2,587,726
145,215
320,218
3,401,047
4
4
4
452,714
Atlantic City, N.J.
396,461
134,045
766,368
56.253
819,358
4,974
7
7
8.234
7
601,623
Augusta, Ga.
712,557
218,624
4
5
Austin, Tex.
759,718
571,247
4,317
541,108
196,019
47,161
8
26,407
8
8
989,074
Bakersfield, Calif.
58,194—
727,927
709,892
113,273
14
14
Baltimore
1,952,264
142,900
3,620,307
905,616
4,971,141
4,261,249
6
6
65,6">o—
11,484
6
16,383
Baton Rouge, La.
14
1,019,256
52,990—
1,007,772
«•
**
2
2
2
Bay City, Mich.
261,147—
Beaumont-Port
744,030
859,337
871,159
7
7
166,516
7
Arthur, Tex.
4,088
11,822
167,466
778,971
**
514,154
4
4
4
700.705
Binghamton, N.Y.
817,660
2,211,685
28.494
9,152
11
1,358,490
11
11
Birmingham, Ala.
**
2,366.814
17
Boston
104,417
17
4,687.096
5,119,990
831,176
9,037,386
692,509
144,046
1,529,084
390,829
3
7,508,302
173
16,316**
3
975,222
Bridgeport, Conn.
**
**
1
1
Brockton. Mass.
1
155.129208,440
2,260,300
78,26611
2,209,204
Buffalo, N.Y.
53.323
4,127,157
397,161
535,007
3,918,717
957,466
874,533
115
Canton, Ohio
5
34,416
82,933
1035
137,194
482,163
1,123,649
3
811,240
1,260,843
3
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
2,572•*
Champaign-Urbana,
•*
2
2
111.
2
11.503
623,203
178,153
456,843
5
5
5
632,785
Charleston, S.C.
215,039
29.953
23
6
6
667.005
Charleston, W.Va.
6
898,480
737,785
843.672
9.582
23#
1.495,686
872,689
7
7
1,523,556
Charlotte, N.C.
7
9,493
54,808
14,264
184,931
1,202,056
8
8
8
1,261,839
Chattanooga, Tenn.
1,101.728
11,976,097
59,783
485,266
23
10,169,291
Chicago
22,122,627
14.425.646
2,028,357
8
2,874,872
86#
Cincinnati
589.125
7,696,981
8
3,816,990
5,078,014
9
3,124,807
9
142,662
Cleveland
27,870—
9
3,027,130
238,887
634,628
6,082,879
1,261,024
683,085
5,448.251
7
7
934,618
Columbia, S.C.
7
8,905
147,813
57,477109
522,811
877,141
6
Columbus, Ga.
6
708,723
8,640
681,072
1,868,667
6
6
13,050
Columbus, Ohio
6
211,525
2,522,477
3,163,989
1,533,700
641,512
3
167,134
3
Corpus Christi, Tex.
3
23,626
354,924
331,298
3,050
27,651—
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Item
Dallas
Davenport-Rock
Is.,
M.
Dayton. Ohio
Decatur, 111.
Denver, Col.
Des Moines, Iowa
Detroit
Dubuque, Iowa
Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis.
Durham, N.C.
El Paso, Tex.
Erie, Pa.
Evansville, Ind.
Fall River, Mass.
Flint, Mich.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Fort Worth. Tex.
Fresno, Calif.
Gadsden, Ala.
Galveston, Tex.
Gary-Hammond-East
Chicago, Ind.
Grand Rapids Mich.
Green Bay, Wis.
Greensboro-High
Point, N.C.
Greenville, S.C.
Hamilton-Middleton,
Ohio
Harrisburg, Pa.
Hartford, Conn.
Honolulu
Houston
Huntington,
W.Va.Ashland, Ky.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Jackson, Miss.
Jackson. Mich.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Johnstown, Pa.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Kenosha, Wis.
Knoxville, Term.
Lancaster, Pa.
Lansing, Mich.
Laredo, Tex.
Lawrence-Haverhill.
Mass.
Lewiston- Auburn,
Me.
Lexington, Ky.
Lima. Ohio
Lincoln, Neb.
Little
Rock Rock-N. Little
Lorain-Elyria. Ohio
Los Angeles-Long
Beach
Louisville, Ky.
Lowell, Mass.
Lubbock, Tex.
Lynchburg, Va.
Macon, Ga.
Madison, Wis.
Manchester, N.H.
Memphis
Miami, Fla.
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Mobile, Ala.
Montgomery, Ala.
Muncie, Ind.
Muskegon-Muskegon
Heights, Mich.
Nashville
New Bedford. Mass.
New Britain, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Newport
Hampton,NewsVa.
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Ogden, Utah
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha N"eb.
Orlando.
Fla.
Pensacola Fla.
Peoria, 111.
Philadelphia
Phoenix, Ariz.
Pittsburgh
Pittsfield, Mass.
Portland, Me.
Portland, Ore.
Providence, R.I.
Pueblo, Col.
Racine, Wis.
Raleigh, N.C.
Reading,
Richmond Pa.Va.
Roanoke. Va.
Rochester, N.Y.
Rockford, 111.
Sacramento, Calif.
110 (FOR THE RECORD)

reNo. of No.
porting
stations
in
or$25,000
more
time
tion
opera11
sales3
5
5
2
li ^#
S
108#
2
4
5
2
6
4
4
7
9
3
3
3
6
3
7
Q
2
ii#
5
5
n
6
6
6
2
11537#
9
1
9
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
8
2
29#
9
2
6
3
7
3
3
10
13
8
11
7
6
1
3
8
2
2
3
30#
10
1
3
7
3
88#
9
5
205#
13
20
26#
1612#
2
5
3
8
6
6
2
5

115
5
2
17
6
10
2
8
4
7
5
5
2
6
4
4
7
8
3
3
3
6
3
7
7
2
5
5
8
11
5
6
6
2
10
4
3
9
1
9
6
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
8
2
29
9
2
6
3
7
1033
13
8
1167
1
3
8
2
2
3
• 29
101
3
7
2
8
7
8
2056
20
12
1624
11
5
2
5
3
8
6
6
2
5

Networks
53,605
140**
13,549
151,023
84,498
213,899
**
14 823
5,319
7,105
13,776
9,369**
21,297
197.641
209
47,581
39,527
4 210
13,036
9,873
2.888
6,908**
17,234
63,883
61.902
116,860
8,456
22.455
7,385
23,836**
5.271
955
57,174**
24,854
6,286**
**

Time sales:
national and
Local
Total Total
Total Total
regional
advertisers
stations broadcast broadcast broadcast
advertisers
expenses income1
and sponsors1 and sponsors1 reporting5 revenues6
1,709,803
365,764
**
755,813
1,269,711
1,500.390
6,196,002

2,920,503
652,879
1,733,998
**
**
2,871,816
1,009,511
5,380,676

269.052
*•*
145,714
212,803
197,279
215,349
316,883
**
78,009
587,143
755,833
647,931
40,073
62,502
105,079
593,993
182,263
205,347
210.297
**
359,202
1,754,084
571.341
1,932,679
190,077
1,595,457
391,742
**
666,225
133,466
**
337,897
2,044,554
417,313
254,642
**
**

648,279
369,456
687,869
473,092
519,206
**
861.666
324,780
973,615
1,541,374
1,105,717
233,811
227,511

289,313
61,694
9.785**
613
3.050
14.563
16,821
39 520
59.135
69 565
44,443
9,404•*
11,205
1.783
75,858****
42076
3.410
414,011**

46,002
**
154,660
**
58,163
416,117
9*
*•
8,174,782
1,523,325
111,877
77,820
211,879
253,145
92.804
1,050,310
1.745.521
1.998,781
2,625,052
170,188
304,143
129**** 429
969,749
**
479 331
261.230,172
597.178

8,336
**
?9
3321 330
355
179
7,165
13,995
68.580
126,704
98.592**
37,287
59.574
57.254
11,294**
57,808
11.360
52953
17 871
42,237•*
13,457

249
31 8
480.592
706,497
1,021,452
205 227
80.437
406.388
5,240,245
446 373
*•
J., (UU,4<i4
242.338
1,349,015
1,076,868
**
83,759
616,858
161,210
813.419
166,987
**
1,092,912
788,940

**
4,733**
52,453**

563,129
898,796
444,346
719,420
712,746
560,008
579,087
**
1,380,750
2,634,605
452,886
2,175,611
485,719
**
1,001,194
353,624
545,617
2,737,754
**
999,818
512,285
**
•*
341,307
**
555,902
**
553,271
600,002
**
12,519,338
1,706,976
862,274
225,544
523,939
624,779
501,462
21,707,573
764,881
2 439.083
3,174.000
665,534
412,546
281.662
1,646,958
**
*#
747,336
1,630.866
11,510,626
#*
391 815
1,363,102
1.385,828
1,532,202
871.070
521.942
812.883
6.365.432
i no 7n7
1,764.389
**
448,234
**
1,805,374
1,376,030
380,603
432,330
512,745
1,031,040
587,651
977,154
**
1,155,140

11
5
5
2
18
6
10
2
8
4
7
5
5
2
6
4
4
7
8
3
3
3
6
3
7
8
2
5
5
11
1056
6
2
11
4
3
9
1
9
7
2
1
3
2
3
1
3
8
2
29
9
2
6
3
107
133
3
8
11
7
6
1
3
1082
?
3
30*>n
1
3
7
2
8
7
9
ZU85
20
16
2
125
6
2
5
123
8
6
6
2
5

4,083,524
1,011,959
2,368,565
**
3,960,665
2,313,351
10,294,887
**
914,521
516,502
848,518
644,179
718,063
**
1,131,993
398,738
1,582,098
2,147,920
1,625,775
266,629
287,628
747,622
1,382,811
614,386
924,872
960,561
**
933,952
2,107,655
1,880,336
*•
4,080,222
641,604
3,453,946
850,765
1,556,732
475,141
855,559
**
4,164,242
1,441,115
770,991
**
**
379,029
698,561
619,557
*•
963,634
****

3,677,426
994,729
1,823,947
3,790,081
2,224,053
7,236,054
****
965,554
479,170
887,855
698,598
**711,156
1,187,909
400,722
1,219,293
1,972,600
1,469,935
240,691
270,214
670,596
1,301,970
542,496
810,859
840,831
**
750,106
1,711,671
1,823,900
3,498,988
576,904
2,725,604
722,561
**
1,578,375
468,972
765,431
****
3,126,526
1,372,636
670,038
372,593
****
*;*
704,327

406,098
544,618
*•17,230
170,584
89,298
3,058,833
**
37,332
**51.033—
6,907
39,337—
54,419 —
362,805
175,320
155,840
25,938 —
55,916
17,414
77,026
1,984—
80,841
71,890
114,013
119,730
183,846
395,984
**56,436
581,234
64,700
728,342
128,204
**
90,128
1,037,716
** 6,169
21,643—
100,953
* 68,479
*
**
6,436

**
613,462
* *6,095
1.067,514
**
15 108,384
5,766—
18,183,121
103,880—
3,074.737
2,961,689
2,969,373
**
*«
**
978,950
177,121
327,397
801,829
285,582
41,815
19 566
699,090
93.156
679,524
874,779
781,623
27 289
613,601
586.312
2.532.451
237.517
2,344934
7,684 —
4,057.149
3,357,205
699,944
956.808
4,364,648
1,109,967
4,249,472
3,407.840
5,359,439
916.127
729,665
806,274
744,415
**14,750
**
**
109.893—
410,047
392,326
2,422,024
**
**
**20,620
2,401,404
**
**
**
71,015
1,087,106
124,681
2.389,101
1,016,091
17,721—
2,513,782
25,947,887
33,816,354
7,868,467
**
**
**
546.230
616,554
167,006
1,724,437
1,557,431
**
**
70,324
320,406
137,097
1,644,649
1,965.055
2,133,831
2,270,928
1,100,539
1,203,663
**30,308
634,290
603,982
1,211,557
1,146,634
9,999,797
816,420
10,816.217
29,671
ccioi
7=
2,215,107
103,124—
2,244,778
0 ,D**1 - , 1 1 D
c 4 CO con
**
729,268
721,271
64,923—
3,035,609
3,092,927
2,233,688
2,433,524
478,211
•*470,140
•*
*»
•
*8,071
46,748
974,994
199,836—
124,556
1,021,742
514,790
57,318—
639,346
7,997—
216.280
1,832,528
1,616,248
759,229
803,327
2,033,939
•*
1,885,037
180,290
1,766.510
1,586,250
148,902—
44.098—
1960
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No. of No. restations porting
in
or$25,000
more
time
Item
tion
operasales33
3
Saginaw, Mich.
3
3
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
14
13
St. Louis
9
Salt Lake City
4
San Angelo, Tex.
9
San Antonio, Tex.
San Bernardino- Riverside20
Ontario, Calif.
20#
9
San Diego, Calif. 9
18
SanOakland
Francisco18
6
San Jose, Calif.
6
6
Santa Barbara, Calif. 6
6
Savannah, Ga.
6
6
Scranton, Pa.
17
186
Seattle, Wash.
8
89#
Shreveport, La.
3
3
Sioux City, Iowa
4
4
Sioux Falls, S.D.
3
3
South Bend, Ind.
8
Spokane, Wash.
3
3
Springfield, 111.
Springfield-Holyoke,
Mass.
10
9
4
4
Springfield, Mo.
2
2
Springfield, Ohio
1 8#
1
Stamford, Conn.
Steubenville, Ohio —
2
2
Weirton, W.Va.
5
5
Stockton, Calif.
7
Syracuse, N.Y.
14#
4
4
Tacoma, Wash.
Tampa-St. Peters13
burg, Fla.
3
3
Terre Haute, Ind.
4
4
Toledo, Ohio
48#
4
Topeka, Kan.
2
3
Trenton, N.J.
9
8
Tucson, Ariz.
6
6
Tulsa, Okla.
7
Utica-Rome,
2
2
Waco,
Tex. N.Y.
17
17
Washington, D.C.
3
3
Waterbury, Conn.
3
3
Waterloo, Iowa
7
6
W. Palm Beach, Fla.
4
5
Wheeling, W.Va.
3
3
Wichita Falls, Tex.
6
6
Wichita, Kan.
Wilkes Barre6
6
Hazleton, Pa.
4
4
Wilmington, Del.
4
4
Winston-Salem,
N.C.
4
4
Worcester, Mass.
4
4
York, Pa.
Youngstown, Ohio
11835
12185
more stations
3
Anniston, Ala.
3
Decatur, Ala.
3
Dothan, Ala.
43#
Huntsville, Ala.
3
Selma, Ala.
5
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Flagstaff, Ariz.
Prescott, Ariz.
4
Yuma, Ariz.
3
Hot Springs, Ark.
3
Pine Bluff, Ark.
3
Eureka, Calif.
3
Modesto, Calif.
5
Redding, Calif.
Colorado Springs,
Col.
5
Grand Junction, Col. 3
Daytona Beach, Fla. 3
Gainesville, Fla.
3
Lakeland, Fla.
3
Ocala, Fla.
3
Tallahassee, Fla.
4#
Albany, Ga.
3
Athens, Ga.
3
Gainesville, Ga.
3
Rome, Ga.
3
Valdosta, Ga.
4
Boise, Idaho
4
Idaho Falls, Idaho
3
Pocatello, Idaho
3
Twin Falls, Idaho
3
Mason City, Iowa
3
Bowling Green, Ky.
3#
Paducah, Ky.
3
Alexandria, La.
3
Lake Charles, La.
3
Monroe, La.
3
Bangor, Me.
3
Salisbury, Md.
3
Greenville, Miss.
3
Hattiesburg, Miss. 4
Laurel, Miss.
3
Meridian, Miss.
5
Joplin, Mo.
3
Billings, Mont.
5#
Butte, Mont.
3
Great Falls, Mont.
4
Missoula, Mont.
4#
Las Vegas, Nev.
5
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3
3
3
4
3
5
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4

Networks

Time sales:
national and
regional
advertisers

Local
advertisers

**
12,925
38,406
7,803
11,286
570
20.344
4,137
**
41,528
62,996
•*14,309

144,986
137,474
3,791,141
416,308
41,630
1,130,893
420,354
983,959
4,834,062
182,605
84,194
177,894
276,095
1,364,457
590,304
89,101
90,457
259,003
618,970
98,991
224** 394
193!868
**
**
270,381
926,532
93,974
884.636
96,760
813,612
421,693
168.206
614,715
205,961
**

393,631
370,048
3,825,150
1,309,742
264,880
1,531,641
1,429,390
1,547,173
4,907,539
956,270
637,231
510,643
659,513
2,587,738
625,419
328,836
407,588
418,541
1,048,136
652,636
864,136
520,636
**
**
**
681,157
1,334,295
404,351
1,600,484
276.407
966.783
608,732
753,972
1,064,001
592,837

63,672
16,071
2,415
2,974
8,521
3,049
2,645
35,865
10,815
8,249
49,355
54,203
8,971
6,626,991

3,322.733
75,459
126,450
46.745
459,561
259.068
519,180
129,469
189,097
134,078
543.099
134.662
518,846
161,537,670

4,481,831
287,745
394,641
537,349
516,536
365,942
1,046,013
597,158
778,608

744
3,743
614
9,798
**1,432
**
20,95136

25,973
21,568
51,258
51,617
**
34,546
**6,870

13,932
1,608
68,635
120,490
2,664
97,978
8,708
49,530
145,754
18,570
9,356
11,105
9,760
72,864
47,84460
1,326
5,299
22,326
3,402
34 192
**7^590

4,594
10,621
34,915
736
3,189
25,380
4,405
1,000
57,424
13,808
22,138
24,224
**1,735
4,421
9,401
1,298
2,786
42,600
551
1,619
1,425
1,726
1,532
24,338
70.018
43,551
13,978
5,837

51,288
40,380
32,480
80,196
91,463
65,698
30,756
55,713
46,713
23,551
33,991
15,757
52,878
40,077
40,872
56,316
64,594
58,663
82,189
63,105
43,969
24,255
107,853
59,062
85,430
66,104
73,742
88,250
106,500
33,547
30,546
10,715
36,646
41,548
117,898
22,374
65,453
22,187
77,349

647,722
631,533
471,668
817,021
216,070,061
200,508
130,111
159,665
277,311
124,143
357,361
**
**
178,709
135,211
200,719
276,684
451,472
198,586
498,859
291,365
225,107
228,786
186,297
211,778
248.137
224.583
278,751
329,124
287,548
177,165
368,374
238,049
214,178
217,801
353,666
**
195.431
387,580
307,091
227,481
219,653
223,083
184337
250.081
255.850
287,027
256,988
399,028
126,131
372.076
224,338
430,431

Total
stations
reporting^
3
3
13
9
4
8
20
9
6
6
6
6
17
8
1834
3
9
3
9
4
2
1
2
14
3
4
4
2
2
17
3
3
7
4
3
6
6
4
4
4
4
12055

Total
broadcast
revenues6
525,897
465,124
6,720,646
1,858.984
297,924
2,492,441
1,781,865
2,456,062
8,894,576
1,234,736
726,817
664,185
900,488
3,878,837
1,111,858
402 315
COC
QQO
498^834
Doo,yo4
1,539,222
751,452
678,053
1,094,057
**
933 895
2,042,797
508,875
2,316,973
353,374
1,683,327
**
989,541
907,412
1,596,341
816,076
7,248,893
510,926
358,010
574,922
923,882
589,029
1,451,252
797,052
970,965
805,210
1,067,371
588,762
1,321,311
355,034,677
225,074
154,086
209,079
127,825
326,841
417,301
*
*
251,537
171,803
233,271
374,668
549,757
257,575
577,056
344,564
264,371
275,966
218,485
223,148
306,629
257,046
353,613
406,454
368,670
231,866
469,706
271,796
303,191
272,567
445,840
253,886
475,734
381,960
299,417
346,150
314,273
211,774
306,637
275,284
322,337
289,588
544,677
274,646
542,389
294,695
490,216

Total
broadcast
expenses
479,517
467,783
6,185,408
l,895,o8o
,500,29b
2,o05(07o
2,055,170
2,489,991
8,1,138,931
861,
817
715,693
666,828
A 900,
t OA OA099A
4,120,204
1,277,344
354,873
464,239
731,157
1,469,377
1,038,995
**648,858
**
*#
964,694
1,786,868
508,838
2,075,392
363,269
1,300,308
869,741
961,186
1,643,765
865,297
347,585
6,590,646
486,215
572,379
773,778
650,826
1,436,944
794,755
868,426
791,871
1,153,763
527,914
1,186,518
312,460,602
204,868
150,921
160,219
288,987
121,005
388,005
*
264,291
217,463
200,661
344,636
585,924
270,458
677.308
335,997
289,953
302,195
273,561
228.237
321,753
241,386
325,859
392,836
345,623
237,933
515,385
259,010
308,628
275,761
409,094
*
272,934
399,950
347,779
293,484
326,990
316,102
197,442
305,259
269,819
309,689
308,617
628,217
281,410
485,492
316.917
509,717

Total
broadcast
46,380
income1
535,238
no coo
orjo one
2,659 —
112,
So,Oo2 —
32,759
€\a95,805
i2,372
oan —
11,124
oo,929 —
389
241,
SO i —
34,595
47,442
165,486
9769i845
333
2,643——
20,295
55,062
* 29,195
*
**
255,929
241.581
30,799—
119,80037
383,019
9,895—
658,247
53,774—
47,424—
10,425
24,711
49,221—
150,104
14,308
102,539
2,297
2,543—
61,797—
13,339
134,793
60,848
42,574,075
86,392—
20,206
3,165
48,860
37,854
29,296
*
6,820
15,808
30,032
12,754—
28,858—
36,167—
8,567
12,883—
100,252—
25,582—
15,660
26,229—
27,754
55,076—
13,618
15,124—
23,047
5,089—
44,181
36,746
45,679—
*
6,067—
75,784
36,832—
34,181
3,194—
19,048—
5,933
19,160
14,332
1,378
5,465
12,648
1,829—
56,897
19,029—
111
83,540—
22.222—
6,764—
19,501—

No. of porting
restations No.
in
or$25,000
more
time
Networks
tion
opera53# sales35
10,984
3
3
3
3
5,537
3
3
#*10,609
2
4
4
9,495
3
3
190
8,673
3
3
3
3
3,340
3
3
3,509
3
3
2,101
4
4
8,779
3
3
9,518
4
4
7,617
3
3
33#
3
3,698
3
3
3
3
8,134
1,995
3
3
3
3
3
5,754
3,392
3
3
1,154
3
3
4,539
3
3
1,512
3
3
7,773
3 4#
3
8,495
4
4
456
4
4
1,942
3
3
26,137
3
3
540
1,836
3
3
3
3
3
98150
3
3
3
1,214
4
4
1,424
4,892
3
3
3,039
3
3
2,039
3
3
i 5,892
n q^q
3 '
3off
3
3
**2,829
3
3
5,576
2
3
2
**
3
3
297
34,222
308
764,411

Time sales:
national and
Total
Total
Total
Local
Total
regional
broadcast
broadcast
advertisers
stations
advertisers
broadcast
Item
and sponsors4 and sponsors1
expenses
revenues*
322,142 reporting*
5
Reno, Nev.
400,450
407,441
84,066
319,935
income1
3
265,113
Farmington, N.M.
84,995
12,835
350,108
245,361
258,196
3
Roswell, N.M.
36,900
215,279
46,254
321,865
303,128
47,655
3
Elmira, N.Y.
*
*
*
3
Watertown, N.Y.
359,214
37,349
466,387
441,162
4
467,579
Fayetteville, N.C.
22,630
247,943
280,490
245,564
3
Goldsboro, N.C.
**
21,147
235,775
32,547
1,192
246,613
6,991—
3
Kinston, N.C.
180,354
10,83$
210,296
70,539
234,418
3
Rocky Mount, N.C.
238,019
25,092
3
236,404
Wilmington, N.C.
12,400
295,711
62,842
274,257
Minot, N.D.
3
327,770
308,111
70,809
308,749
578,915
602,084
413,489
4
3,601
Eugene, Ore.
276,379
226,465
154,576
19,021
3
Klamath Falls, Ore.
283,668
279,170
340,131
4
Medford, Ore.
54,543
346,411
7,289
145,068
68,843
3
Pendleton, Ore.
202,117
40,718
156,548
183,972
177,088
6,280
3
21,996
Roseburg, Ore.
179,225
23,169—
228,654
3
Williamsport, Pa.
295,743
308,672
12,929
42,996
224,467
183,608
Florence, S.C.
3
239,079
68,161
216,519
3
20,197
Orangeburg, S.C.
223,900
415,158
10,622
234,522
3
Spartanburg, S.C.
325,213
105,925
18,145—
449,212
263,344
22,706
328,489
2,367
225,083
3
Rapid City, S.D.
34,054
85,187
351,195
169,432
Jackson, Tenn.
3
227,450
62,567
442,446
2,137—
14,612—
Abilene, Tex.
3
369,965
67,763
452,000
222,798
3
24,955
230,682
Big Springs, Tex.
194,346
48,879
410,639
361,760
Corsicana, Tex.
3
285,040
164,013
315,006
9,554
Midland, Tex.
3
384,269
72,221
311,012
42,494
69,263
Odessa, Tex.
4
350,580
389,936
347,442
279,138
Tyler, Tex.
4
50,922
79,899
343,402
2,539
13,898
345,941
Provo, Utah
220,919
3
268,985
266,238
410,790
276,305
Burlington, Vt.
3
76,677
381,478
2,747
3
Charlottesville, Va.
264,562
275,616
344,014
7,884—
53,263
68,398
34,684
409,231
Danville, Va.
4
46,409
385,950
443,915
284,809
Bellingham, Wash.
3
339,858
67,710
331,469
223,987
172,910
Walla Walla, Wash.
3
226,690
58,793
2,703
234,945
Wenachee, Wash.
3
29,312—
329,197
301,862
440,983
Yakima, Wash.
4
70,424
440,525
213,416
243,977
27,926
3
Clarksburg, W.Va.
278,391
253,034
178,760
J.'±U,OOU
41,133
226,789
Parkersburg, W.Va.
3
'inn
qqc;
Q KCJ
Eau Claire, Wis.
3
404,051
339,311
275,163
La Crosse, Wis.
3
62,474
64,740
227,165
27,335—
256,669
_>o!>
1
Wausau, Wis.
3
100,496
8,389—
310,463
207,358
216,791
23,454
Casper, Wyo.
3
182,891
26,245—
34,414—
53,794
Cheyenne, Wyo.
3
**
**
**
**
2
Anchorage, Alaska
152,335
145,508
Hilo, Hawaii
180,725
3
4,568
28,390
306
23,551,621
28,952,808
5,196,247
Commonwealth &
29,512,622
559,814 458—
poss.
3
or
more
**
stations
342,455
5
137,687
5
5
68,669
186,232
355,980
Mayaguez,
Puerto
13,525
9,433—
195
Rico
232,731
118,023
5
4
433,545
99,301
340,589
92,956
148,063
9
9
Ponce, Puerto Rico
9
268,657
859,190
796,165
18
1,591,958
19
1,323,301
SanRicoJuan, Puerto
316,033
1,229,608
375,138
798,598
1,100,420
2,381,483
2,006,345
14
855,990
547,037
343,776
Other Communities
14
31,639
432,530
33
33
347,672
1,776,645
1,444,196
57,392
3,237,473
2,804,943
12
30
before Federal income tax.
talent and program sales.
#Not all stations in this market operated a full year during
2Excludes
148 independently
operated
stations with
less than $25,000
time FM
salesstations.
report only total
1959.
revenues and total expenses. Stations with total time sales of
*Data
because
tion for withheld
short period
duringthird1959.station in this market in opera$25,000 or more, however, accounted for over 99% of the broadcast revenues of the 3,380 reporting stations.
** Data not published for groups of less than 3 stations.
*** The station totals on this line differ from those given in
♦Before
Table 5 since that table excludes data for 19 network owned
Note : — Commissions
denotes loss. to agencies, representatives and others.
stations while this table includes the data for such stations.
BExcludes data for 38 stations whose reports were filed late.
6Total revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF 3,36P AM RADIO STATIONS
1958-1959
($ thousands)
Percent of
Amount Percent
increaseof
Amount
increase
Item
1959 (decrease)
Item
1959 (decrease)
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
C. Total broadcast expenses of stations
446,860 9.1
D. Broadcast income (before federal income
1. Network time sales:
tax)
$
48,481 16.5
a. Nationwide networks
$ 5,113
(40.5)
6.9
b. Regional networks
2,026
Note:
Excludes
148
independently
operated
fm
stations.
10.0
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations 959
13,174 stations reported in 1958.
(28.8)
Total
8,098
2. Non-network time sales:
!Some small amount of network and national non-network time
a. National and regional advertisers and
sales may be included here since stations with less than $25,000
10.3
sponsors
165,108
time
sales for the year do not report detailed revenue breakdown.
11.8
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
348,5872
11.3
Total revenues from non-network
BROADCAST
EXPENSES
OF 4 NATIONWIDE NETWORKS.
time sales
513,695
THEIR 19 OWNED AND OPERATED STATIONS AND 3,361 OTHER
10.4
Total revenues from time sales . . . 521,793
AM STATIONS
3959
3. Deduct — commissions to regularly established agencies, representatives, brokers
11.0
($
thousands)
and others
51,303
19 network
Net revenues from time sales . . . 470,490
4 nation- owned and 3,361
10.3
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast
wide
operated other am
2.3
activities :
Type of expense
networks stations stations Total
Talent
13,525
Technical
$3,612 $4,913 $60,661 $69,186
(1.0)
Sundry broadcast revenues
11,326
Program
24,235 11,015 133,662 168,912
Total revenues from incidental
Selling
84,428 179,386
94,259
broadcast activities
24,851
General
and administrative 5,434
6.650 4,397
4,627 168,109
Total broadcast revenues
495,341
Total broadcast expenses $39,931 $24,952 $446,860 $511,743
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
first year operating cost $52,000, revenue
As compiled by Broadcasting: Oct. 13 $68,000.
Oct.
19. Mr. Bookstein is attorney. Ann.
through Oct. 19. Includes data on new
Columbus,
Neb. — City and Farm Bcstg.
stations, changes in existing stations,
Inc. — Amendment for new standard best,
station
to
change
frequency from 1590 kc
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules to 1510 kc.
& standards changes, routine roundup.
Fayetteville, N. C. — Fran-Mack Bcstg. Co.
1450 kc, 250 w. P. O. address 325 Hay St.
Abbreviatiens: DA — directional antenna, cp Estimated construction cost $28,542, first
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
year operating cost $18,000, revenue $24,000.
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
Principals are Michael Meiselman, 55%, and
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Maurice Fleichman, Charles Rose Jr., and
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts
Tildon Walker, 15% each. Mr. Meiselman
owns theatre. Mr. Fleishman has interests
mc
—
megacycles.
D
—
day.
N
—
night.
LS
—
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
stores and real estate comtransmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilo- in mens pany.clothing
Mr. Rose is attorney. Mr. Walker
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
owns
oil
company
and glass and mirror
authorization. SSA — special service authoricompany. Ann. Oct. 13.
zation.— STA — special temporary authorizaBettie, Tex. — Center Bcstg. Co. — Amendtion. SH — specified hours. * — educational.
ment for new station to change ant. trans,
Ann. — Announced.
and studio location and change station loOct. 19. cation to Pittsburg, Tex. (1510 kc). Ann.
New tv stations
APPLICATIONS
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Binghamton, N. Y. — Alfred E. Anscombe.
KSNB
Santa Barbara,
son and Lester
Spillane. Calif —Bert WilliamUhf ch. 56 (722-728 mc) ; ERP 211.45 kw vis.,
105.73 kw aur.; ant. height above average
KSNA Santa Rosa, Calif. — Santa Rosa
Bcstg. Co.
terrain 129 ft., above ground 248.42 ft. Estimated construction cost $191,195, first year
KMSL Ukiah, Calif.— Jack L. Powell and
operating cost $192,820, revenue $288,000. Alyce M. Powell.
P. O. address 246 Wallace Ave., Buffalo.
WRHT Ocilla, Ga.— Ocilla Bcstg. System.
Corp.
Studio and Trans, location Arlington Hotel.
KWRA Idaho Falls, Idaho— Wester Radio
Chenango and Lewis Sts. Geographic coWHUT Anderson, Ind.— Radio WBOW Inc.
ordinates 42° 06' 10" N. Lat. 75° 54' 32" W.
Changed from WERX.
Long. Trans. RCA TTU-12A, ant. TFUInc.
27DH. Legal counsel James E. Greeley,
KGMT Fairbury, Neb.— Great Plains Bcstg.
Washington. Consulting engineer Silliman,
Moffet & Rohrer, Washington. Mr. Anscombe
WNOH Raleigh,
N. C— North Carolina
Electronics
Inc.
has
Ann. interest
Oct. 11. in WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
WJMG Washington, N. C.-WOOW Inc.
KBBR
Northfrom
Bend,
Ore.— Big Bay Radio
Columbia, S. C. — Palmetto Radio Corp.
Changed
KFIR.
Uhf ch. 25 (536-542 mc); ERP 13.4 kw vis., Inc.WTHT
Hazelton, Pa.— Louis Adelman.
7.3 kw aur.; ant. height above average terWNCGCo. North Charleston, S. C. — KTM
rain 632 ft., above ground 541.4 ft. Estimated
Bcstg.
construction cost $49,300, first year operating
cost $180,000, revenue $205,000. P. O. address
Box 5307. Studio location 1811 Main St. New fm stations
Trans, location RFD #5, Cushman Rd. GeoAPPLICATIONS
graphic coordinates 34° 02' 41" N. Lat., 80°
59' 51" W. Long. Trans. RCA TTU-1B, ant.
Turlock, Calif. — House of Music. 98.5 mc,
TFU-21DL. Legal counsel Covington & 1.441
kw. Ant. height above average terrain
Burling, Washington. Consulting engineer
75 ft. P. O. address 125 N. Broadway Ave.
Jansky & Bailey, Washington. Principals
Estimated
construction cost $12,000, first year
include Irwin Kahn, 32.38%, J. W. Lindau
operatingcipals arecost
$18,000,D.revenue
PrinIII, 10.70%, Samuel Litman, 10.06%, W. Croft
Gordon
Olson $24,000.
and Gordon
Jennings, 6.36%, and others. Palmetto Radio
Bonander, 15 % each, Eldon Erickson, Roy F.
Corp. are present owners of WNOK-TV
Stalians, Donald E. Johnson, Oscar GustafColumbia, and are proposing transfer from
son, Walter G. Pankratz, John H. Boswell,
ch. 67 to ch. 25. Filed with application was
and
Dewey nessmen.W.Ann. Green,
petition for rulemaking. (See petitions for
Oct. 19. all 10%. Local busirulemaking,
WNOK-TV
Columbia,
S.
C.)
Chillicothe, Ohio — Shawnee Bcstg. Co.
Ann. Oct. 14.
93.3 mc, 2.68 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain
205 ft. P. O. address Box 244. EstiNew am stations
mated construction cost $11,457, first year
operating cost $15,000, revenue $17,000. Fm
ACTIONS BY FCC
applicant
Ann.
Oct. will
13. duplicate WBEX Chillicothe.
Boise,
Idaho
—
Treasure
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted 1010 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 145
Knoxville, Tenn.— WKGN Inc. 99.5 mc,
27.53 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
Warm Springs Ave. Estimated construction
173 ft. P. O. address Box 1750. Estimated
cost $26,000, first year operating cost $35,000,
revenue $38,000. Ralph F. W. Frazer, sole construction cost $23,550, first year operating
owner, has interest in KBOI Boise, Idaho.
cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Principals inAnn. Oct. 12.
clude Abe D. Waldauer, 41.18%, George P.
Mooney, 17.65%, Don Lynch, 17.65%, and
Poplar
Bluff,
Mo.
—
Don
M.
Lidenton.
Granted 1340 kc, 250 w, unl. P. O. address others. Messrs. Waldauer, Mooney, and
Lynch have interests in WKGN Knoxville.
701 Popular St., Poplar Bluff. Estimated
construction cost $7,030, first year operating Ann. Oct. 19.
cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Sole owner
Mr. Lidenton is in tv-radio sales and service.
Ann. Sept. 15.
State College,
Granted
1390 kc, Pa.
500— wSuburban
D. P. O. Bcstg.
address Corp.
4201
Jefferson St., Hyattsville, Md. Estimated
construction cost $18,173, first year operating
cost employe
$36,000, revenue
Leon will
Pamphilon,
of U. S. $48,000.
Government,
own
approximately 53%. Ann. Oct. 19.
West Allis, Wis. — Suburbanaire Inc., granted 1590bert L.kc,Mount,
1 kw D.
O. address
c/o Ave.,
Her2040P. W.
Wisconsin
Milwaukee. Estimated construction cost
$54,815, first year operating cost $78,200,
revenue $88,090. Owners are Herbert L.
Mount, attorney and Neil K. Searles, former
general manager of WFOX Milwaukee, each
32%, and others. Ann. Oct. 19.
APPLICATIONS
Paragould, Ark.— Greene County Bcstg.
Co. 1440 kc, 500 kw D. P. O. address 214
Washington Ave., Memphis, Tenn. Estimated
construction cost $13,600, first year operating
cost $33,000, revenue $38,400. Roy M. Scott Jr.,
sole owner, has interest in WHER Memphis,
Tenn. Ann. Oct. 9.
Lompoc, Calif. — Stanley R. Bookstein. 1410
kc, 500 w. P. O. address 90 State St., Albany,
N. Y. Estimated construction cost $42,603,
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Dallas, Tex.— Charles H. Meeks. 107.9 mc,
24.6 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
491 ft. P. O. address 3000 N. Harwood. Estimated construction cost $35,013, first year
operating cost $12,000, revenue $6,000. Mr.
Meeks
has
Tex. Ann. interest
Oct. 18. in KVIL Highland Park,
Fort Worth, Tex.— KXOL Inc. 99.5 mc,
26.77 rainkw.
ter144 ft. Ant.
P. O. height
address above
3004 W.average
Lancaster.
Estimated construction cost $23,540, first
year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000.
KXOL Inc. is licensee of KXOL Fort Worth,
Tex. Ann. Oct. 13.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KEBJ (FM) Phoenix, Ariz.— E. Edward
Jacobson.
KOZE-FM Lewiston, Idaho— Lewis Clark
Bcstg. Co.
WCMR-FM Elkhart, Ind.— Clarence C.
Moore.
WJCD-FM Seymour, Ind.— Dr. Azra C.
Baker.
KSHE Ceries.
(FM) Crestwood, Miss.— Rudolph
Edward
WTFM (FM) Babylon, N. Y. — WGLI Inc.
Changed
from WGLI-FM.
Co.WVOT-FM
Wilson, N. C— Wilson Radio
WBCB-FM
Hills, Pa.—
O'Keefe
Bcstg.Levittown-Fairless
Co.
WPBS
(FM)
Philadelphia,
Pa.—
Bulletin
Co.
KBMF-FM Pampa, Tex.— Coy C. Palmer.
KVOP-FM Plainview, Tex.— KVOP Inc.
Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
KATV
(TV)
Little
Rock, South
Ark.— Seeks
transfer of control
of Central
Sales
Co. from Bryan Mathes, 10%, James C.
Leake and John Griffin, 45% each, to Messrs.
Leake
and Oct.
Griffin,
000. Ann.
17. equal partners, for $45,KAFE (FM) San Francisco, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of license from Joseph Hallowell
Cox, sole owner, to Fine Music Bcstrs.
Change to corporte
form ofinvolved.
business Ann.
with
no
transaction
Oct. financial
14.
WNVY Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks transfer of
control of Florida Radio and Bcstg. Co. from
Ronald C. Tuten, H. R. Playford, Ed C.
Wright, and H. W. Holland, 25% each, to
Radio Pensacola Inc. for $215,000. Principals
are Jack Dress and John C. Smith, equal
partners. Messrs. Dress and Smith own
WKAB Mobile, Ala. Ann. Oct. 17.
WRMS Beardstown, 111. — Seeks assignment
of license from Robert and Margareta Sudbrink, equal partners d/b as Beardstown
Bcstg. Co., to Beardstown Bcstg. Inc. Change
to corporate form of business with no financial transaction involved. Ann. Oct. 14.
KJAY
Kans.from
— Seeks
control ofTopeka,
KJAY Inc.
Dale transfer
S. Helmersof
and Edwin V. Schulz Jr., 21.58% each, J. W.
McCoskrie Co., 21.05%, D .William Overton,
10.53%, and Howard Helmers, 5.26%, to Dale
S. Helmers, 54.74%, J. W. McCoskrie Co.,
40%, and Howard Helmers, 5.26% (uncle to
Dale S. Helmers), for $9,510. Ann. Oct. 13.
KREB (formerly KENT), Shreveport, La.
— Seeks transfer of control of Radio Shreveport Inc. from Gervase Stafford, 50%, Edwin
J. Charles, 30%, and Arthur P. Rykken, 20%
to Gervase Stafford, sole owner. No financial
consideration is involved. Ann Oct. 19.
WPTX Lexington Park, Md.— Seeks assignment of license from WPTX Inc. to Key

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242.
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7 8531
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NEWEST IN THE
LINE OF RCA
FM TRANSMITTERS

1 KW
FM

Transmitter
for

Full Fidelity Operation
Only a single PA stage is used
beyond the exciter to assure
true high fidelity performance
while keeping operating costs
low. Distortion and noise are
extremely low even when the
transmitter is multiplexed.
When combined with the
RCA broadband FM antenna
the BTF-1D is capable of producing ERP's up to 12 KW.
This new 1 KW transmitter
can easily be expanded to 5,
10, or 20 KW by adding higher
power amplifiers.
Before you buy get complete information on FM's best value, write
RCA,
Camden,Dept.
N. J.MD-22,Bldg.
In Canada, 15-1,
RCA
VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal.
RAD tO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Complied by BROADCASTING Oct. 19
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
CP
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
103
216
AM
3,472
60
101
823
113
FM
731
52
1 nfi
TV
477
13
STATIONS
OPERATING TELEVISION
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 19
UHF
14
535
VHF
TV
Commercial
454
81
Non-commercial
38
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
FM
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
52
53
AM96
TV
Licensed (all on air)
723
113
111
CPs on air (new stations)
3,469
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
980
657
611
66
29
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,618
16
813
202
34
75
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
104
Total applications for new stations
577
25
34
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
100
280
7
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
857
Total applications for major changes
50
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
0
0
2
Cps deleted
32
air,
but
retain
their
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the
licenses.
are no
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
SUMMARY

Bcstg. Corp. for $69,000. Key Bcstg. Corp.
is licensee of WBMD Baltimore. Ann Oct.
19.
WLEC-AM-FM Sandusky, Ohio — Seeks assignment of license from Lake Erie Bcstg.
Co. to Cleveland Bcstg. Inc., parent company.
No financial transaction involved.
Ann. Oct. 14.
WBTN
Bennington,
Seeks transfer
control of CatamountVt. —Bcstrs.
Inc. fromof
James G. Keyworth, 76.75%, to Belva C.
Keyworth (husband and wife). Mr. Keyworth is giving his shares of stock to Mrs.
Keyworth as gift. No financial transaction
is involved. Mrs. Keyworth is employe of
WBTN. Ann. Oct. 14.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By decision,
commission
cations of Suburbanaire
Inc.,granted
for newappliam
station to operate on 1590 kc, 1 kw, D, DA,
in West Allis, Wis., and Watertown Radio
Inc., to increase power of WTTN Watertown, Wis., from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation on 1580 kc, D. Chrm. Ford not
participating; Comr. Bartley abstained from
voting. March 15 initial decision looked
toward this action. Ann. Oct. 19.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
Long Island's
First Stationdenied
Inc. petition
(WGBB) byFreeport,
N.Y.,
for
reconsideration
of
commission's
May
memorandum opinion and order which re-18
moved from consolidated proceeding in dockets et al., and which granted application of
Petersburg Bcstg. Co. to increase daytime
power of station WSSV Petersburg, Va.,
from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on
1240 kc, 250 w-N. Comr. King not participating. Ann. Oct. 19.
■ By order, commission dismissed application of Cleveland Bcstg. Inc., for extension of completion date of cp for WERE-TV
(Ch. 65), Cleveland, Ohio. In its petition
to dismiss, WERE-TV stated that there is
no reasonable
expectation
of constructing
station.
Ann. Oct.
19.
■ By decision, commission granted application of Suburban Bcstg. Corp. for new am
station to operate on 1390 kc, 500 w, D, in
State College, Pa. Comr. Bartley abstained
from voting. Feb. 1 initial decision looked
toward this action. Ann. Oct. 19.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted supplemental petition
by Palmdale Bcstg., terminated proceeding
in docket and granted its application to increase power of KUTY Palmdale. Calif.,
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued operation on

1470 kc, D; engineering condition. Comr.
King not participating. Ann. Oct. 19.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on Oct. 14 directed preparation of document looking toward grantapplication
of Cal-Coast
am ing
station
to operate
on 1480Bcstrs.
kc, 1forkw,newD,
in Santa
Maria,
Calif.
April
25
initialOct.decision looked toward this action. Ann.
14.
■ Commission on Oct. 19 directed preparationmandingof todocument
toward
reexaminer looking
for further
hearing
on merger
agreement
prceeding
on
application of Audiocasting of Texas Inc., for
new am station to operate on 1580 kc, 500
w-N, 1 K.kw-D,
DA,Sr.inforWaco,
Horace
Jackson
new Tex.,
station and
on
same
frequency
with
250
w-D,
in
Gatesville.
Tex. Ann. Oct. 19.
■ Commission on Oct. 19 directed preparation of document
ing application
of Whitelooking
River toward
Valley grantBcstg.
Inc., to increase daytime power of KBTA,
Batesville, Ark., from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1340 kc, 250 w-N, and
denying
of new
Cecilstation
W. Roberts
and Jane application
A. Roberts for
of 1340
kc, 250 w, unl. inital decision looked toward
this action. Ann. Oct. 19.
■ Commission on Oct. 19 directed preparation of document looking toward granting application of Pasadena Presbyterian
Church
for
B fm stationCalif.,
to operate on 106.7newmc class
in Pasadena,
and
denying
application
of
Armin
H.
Wittenberg Jr., for same facilities in Los Angeles.
Oct. action.
2, 1959 Ann.
initialOct.
decision
this
19. looked toward
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Charles H. King
■ Granted petition by Rogue Valley Bcstrs.
Inc. (KWIN) Ashland, Ore., and extended
to Oct. 21 time to respond to petition for
review of adverse ruling filed by Medford
Bcstrs. Inc. (KDOV) Medford, Ore., in proceeding on11.their am applications, et al.
Action Oct.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Oct. 24 time to respond to
petition by Coastal Tv Co. to enlarge issues
in
New Oct.
Orleans,
Acton
13. La., tv ch. 12 proceeding.
■ Granted request by Cosmopolitan Bcstg.
Co., New Orleans, La., and extended to
Oct. 14 time to file its oppositions to petitions by Springhill Bcstg. Co., and Northwest Mississippi Bcstg. Co., to enlarge issues
in proceeding on applications of Cookeville
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386 P.O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

Service

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
-TV
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM
•8520
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate
Member
Institute
of Radio
Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study115

the

Bcstg. Co., Cookeville, Term., et al. Action
Oct. 13.
■ Granted petition by Howard Wasserman
and extended to Nov. 15 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on his
application
those offorAlkima
Co.
and Herman andHandloff
new amBcstg.
stations
in
West
Chester,
Pa.,
and
Newark,
Del.
Action Oct. 13.

all new —

BROADCASTING

*
YEARBOOK
MARKETBOOK
"One-book library of television and radio information"
A A separate directories indexing the world of
broadcasting

Designed to meet your specialized needs, the allnew BROADCASTING Yearbook is the largest and
most complete encyclopedia-type book ever published for the business of broadcasting. The information in this book is massive (more than half
a million words), and it is organized for speedy
reference. It's a desk-top book. You'll use it constantly throughout the year for facts and figures,
names and addresses — for data available in no other
single source.
Compiled, edited and written by the same staff
that produces BROADCASTING — The Businessweekly of Television and Radio. Serving the business
side of broadcasting since 1931.
* Published every September
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C

□ New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $11.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□ New Yearbook only — $4.00
name

title j position

company name
address
city
Please send to home address
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zone

state

By Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
■ Scheduled hearings on following proceedings: Nov. 22 — am applicatons of Jesse
Frank Carter.
Calif.; Nov.
Associated Bcstrs.Eureka,
Inc. (WHYS
Ocala,23 —Fla.);
Nov. 29 — fm application David L. Kurtz,
Philadelphia, Pa. Action Oct. 11.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 14 on
petition by Nevada Bcstrs. Fund. Inc. to
dismiss without prejudice its application in
Reno, Nev., tv ch. 4 proceeding. Action
Oct. 11.
petitionwithout
by William
R. of
Packham■ Granted
for dismissal
prejudice
his
application for new am station in Hendersonville, N. C, and retained in hearing
status am application of Radio Station
WPCC Inc. (WPCC) Clinton, S. C. Action
Oct. 12.
■ Granted petition by Clearwater Radio
Inc. (WTAN) Clearwater, Fla., for dismissal
without prejudice of its am application and
retained in hearing status remaining applications in am consolidated proceeding —
York County Bcstg. Co. (WRHI) Rock Hill,
S. C, et al. Action Oct. 12.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Oct. 21 on
petition by Laurel Bcstg. Co. to dismiss
without prejudice its apolication for new
am station in Laurel, Md., which is consolidated for hearing with am applications
of S & W Enterprises Inc., Woodridge, Va.,
et al. Action Oct. 13.
■ Granted
petition
by TBC
for dismissal without
prejudice
of itsInc.
application
and retained in hearing status application
of Bay Video Inc., both for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 13 in Panama City, Fla.
Action Oct. 13.
■ Granted petiton by Uvalde Bcstg. Inc.
to accept late filing of written appearance
in proceeding on its application and that of
Lewis O. Seibert for new am stations in
Port Lavaca, Tex.; dismissed portion of
petition by Seibert to dismiss Uvalde application for failure to prosecute and dismissed
as moot portion of Seibert petition seeking
to
dismiss
of Mrs. Jane Rascoe.
Action Oct.application
13.
■ Granted petition by Earl McKinley
Trabue to accept his written appearance
filed late in proceeding on his application
and that of Skyline Bcstrs. Inc., for new
am stations in Myrtle Creek and Klamath
Falls, Ore. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Rex O. Stevenson,
Ojai, Calif., and continued Oct. 10 hearing
to Dec.tion. 12Actionin Oct.
proceeding
on his am applica7.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
Oct. 12 prehearing conference, continued
evidentiary hearing from Nov. 3 to Nov. 21
in proceeding on am application of Stephens
County Oct.
Bcstg.
Action
12. Co. (WNEG) Toccoa, Ga.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by College Park Bcstg.
Co., and continued Oct. 12 hearing to Nov.
14 intersproceeding
on station
assignment
of callPark,
letWEAS to its am
at College
Ga. Action Oct. 12.
■ Granted petition by Central Bcstg. Co.,
Valdese, N. C., insofar as it requests leave
to amend its am application to show engineering changes; application removed from
hearing
and 12.returned to processing line.
Action Oct.
■ Denied petition by Interurban Bcstg.
Corp., for leave to amend its application
for new am station in Laurel, Md., to reflect agreement between Interurban and
Laurel Bcstg. Co., under terms of which the
latter's
am Oct.
application
would be dismissed,
etc. Action
14.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
by 17Broadcast
Bureau
and■ Granted
extended petition
from Oct.
to Nov. 18
time
to file proposed findings of fact and from
Nov. 21 to Dec. 20 for replies in Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
La., tv ch 3 proceeding.
Action
Oct. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
Oct. 12 prehearing conference, scheduled
certain
dates ofgoverning
proceeding on procedural
am applications
Altus Bcstg.
Co.
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(KWHW)
Altus,23,Okla.,
scheduled
ing for Jan.
1961 etinal;lieu
of Oct.hear17.
Action Oct. 12.
■ On own
scheduled
hearingmotion,
conference for
2 p.m.,further
Oct. 26pre-in
proceeding on am applications of Rogue
Valley Bcstrs. Inc. (KWIN) Ashland, Ore.,
et al. Action Oct. 12.
■ Scheduled certain procedural steps, including hearing for Nov. 2, in proceeding on
applications of Mesa Microwave Inc., for
new
fixed
radio Tex.
stations
nearOct.
T3^.-'"'=all>
Cotulla andvideo
Encinal,
Action
13.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 27 in proceeding on
application of Carter Mountain Transmission
Corp., to install additional trans, to transmit
on 6387.5 mc at Copper Mountain, 40 miles
south of Worland, Wyo. Action Oct. 14.
■ Granted joint request of parties and
scheduled further hearing for Oct. 19 in
proceeding on applications of Washington
State U. for renewal of license and mod. of
license of KWSC Pullman, and First Presbyterian Church of Seattle, Washington for
renewal
of license
of KTW Seattle, Wash.
Action Oct.
14.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 31 in proceeding on
applications of New England Microwave
Corp. for new fixed video radio stations in
Richmond
Oct. 14. and North Adams, Mass. Action
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Upon agreement by parties, scheduled
hearing session for 9:30 a.m., Oct. 26, in
proceeding on am applications of Berkshire
Bcstg. Corp. and Grossco Inc., Hartford and
West Hartford, Conn. Action Oct. 13.
■ Scheduled hearing for Oct. 25 in proceeding on applications of J. R. Karban to
change ERP, trans, site, transmission line
and ant. system of two existing tv translator
stations and for two new tv translator stations in Rhinelander, Wis. Action Oct. 13.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ Granted motion by Northside Bcstg. Co.,
Jeffersonville, Ind., and continued from
Oct. 10 to Oct. 17 date for exchange of
further exhibits and from Oct. 25 to Nov. 2
for further hearing in proceeding on its am
application. Action Oct. 11.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Crystal Bcstg. Co.,
Crystal, Minn., for leave to amend its am
application to extent of revising its FCC
form 301, sec II, paragraph 19, to reflect
recent acquisition of broadcast interest by
Jack I. Moore, one of its principals; rejected
that portion of petition seeking engineering
amendment. Action Oct. 11.
■ Rescheduled further prehearing conference now scheduled for Oct. 25 for Oct. 19
in proceeding on am applications of FredCounty14.Bcstrs., Winchester, Va., et al.
Action erickOct.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted request by Hirsch Bcstg. Co.
(KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo., and further
extended from Oct. 17 to Nov. 22 date for
furnishing engineering exhibits by Hirsch
and continued Oct. 25 hearing to Dec. 1 in
am proceeding. Action Oct. 12.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Denied motions by James E. Walley,
Oroville, Calif., to quash notice of taking
of deposition of Victor M. Ives by SanVal
Bcstrs., Oroville, and for stay of this order
pending appeal to commission and scheduled Oct. 31 to take deposition of Ives in
lieu of date specified in notice in proceeding
on
am
Oct. 14. applications of Walley, et al. Action
■ Granted petition by Earl McKinley
Trabue for leave to amend his application
for new am station in Myrtle Creek, Ore.,
to show reduction in power from 5 to 1 kw,
using NON-DA ant. Action Oct. 14.
■ Granted petition, as supplemented, by
Lake Cumberland Bcstg. Co. for leave to
amend its application for new am station in
Jamestown, Ky., to show change in partnership, name of applicant, and in other related particulars; application is consolidated
for
14. hearing with dockets et al. Action Oct.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 14
— Granted
of KRIZ
licensesPhoenix,
to RadioAriz.Denver
Inc. assignment
WKAQ-AM-FM San Juan, P. R.— Granted
involuntary transfer of control from Angel
Ramos to Mrs. Argentina S. Ramos, Jose
Oviedo and Pablo Vargas Badillo, executors
of estate of Angel Ramos, deceased.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from Angel
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Ramos to Mrs. Argentina S. Ramos Jose
Oviedo and Pablo Vargas Badillo, executors
of estate of Angel Ramos, deceased.
K02XGO Portland, Ore.— Granted license
for experimental tv translator station.
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations : Hinsdale County Chamber of
Commerce Inc., ch. 5, Lake City and vicinity,
Hinsdale County, Colo. (KREX, ch. 5, Grand
Junction) Ark Valley Tv Inc., ch. 7, Lamar,
Colo. (KRDO-TV, ch. 13, Colorado Springs);
Basin
Tv, ch.
9, Basin,
Mont. (KXLF-TV,
ch. 4, Butte;
Ekaiaka
Community
T. V. Club,
Ekaiaka, Mont. (KDIX-TV, ch. 2, Dickinson,
N. D.)tem; Inc.,
Forsyth
Tv Relay Mont.
Syschs. Community
6, 9, 11, Forsyth,
(KGHL-TV, ch. 8, KOOK-TV, ch. 2, and
KGHL-TV,
ch. 8,System
Forsyth);
Community Tv Relay
Inc., Forsyth
ch. 9, Forsyth,
and Thurlow, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings); Hot Springs Community T. V., ch.
5, Hot Springs, Mont. (KMSO-TV, ch.
13, Missoula); Snake Creek T. V. Assn.,
Inc., ch. 9, Snake Creek vicinity, Mont.
(KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls); Richland
Tv
ch. 10, N.Sidney,
Mont. (KDIX-TV,
ch. 2.Club,
Dickinson,
D.); Pinkham
Mountain
Tv Club, ch. 9, Tobacco Valley area, Mont.
(KREM-TV, ch. 9, Spokane, Wash.); Winnett
Community T. V. System, ch. 10, Winnett,
Mont. (KOOK, ch. 2, Billings) ; Village of
Center, ch. 7, Village of Center, Neb. (KTIV,
ch. 4, Sioux City, Iowa); Citizens Group, ch.
13,
of Wood
ch. Village
6, Reliance,
S. D.)Lake,
; Hot Neb.
Springs(KPLO-TV,
Tv Club,
chs. 3, 5 and 7, Hot Springs, S. D. (KOTA,
ch. 3, Rapid
S. D., KSTF,
10, Scotsbluff,
Neb., City,
and KRSD,
ch. 7, ch.Rapid
City,
S. D.) ; Spearfish Tv Club, chs. 10 and 12,
Spearfish, S. D. (KDSJ, ch. 5, Lead, S. D.
and KOTA, ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.) ; Jeffrey
City Community Tv Assn., ch. 7, Jeffrey
City, Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.) ;
Hanna-Elmo Tv Assn., ch. 7, Hanna and
Elmo, Wyo. and Medicine Bow, Wyo.
(KTWO, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.).
WGBH-FM
Boston,
Granted
increase
ERP to
50 kw Mass.
and —install
new cptypeto
trans.; ant. 550 ft.
WINY
Conn. — trans,
Grantedlocation)
cp to install newPutnam,
trans, (present
as
aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
WSRW fmHillsboro,
Granted
cp to sidemount
ant. on Ohio—
am tower;
conditions.

Richmond,
Ind.—
mod.
ofWGLM(FM)
cp to decrease
ERP to
32 Granted
kw; increase
ant. height to 200 ft; change type ant. and
make changes in ant. system.
WMRT(FM) Lansing, Mich.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 92 kw and change
type
trans.
KEFW(FM)
Honolulu,dateHawaii—
extension
of completion
to Dec.Granted
15.
Actions of October 13 .
WBVP-FM
cense for fm Beaver
station. Falls, Pa.— Granted liWJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location, make changes in
ant. system (increase height) and ground
system; remote control permitted; condition.
New toYork,
Granted ant.
cp
to WBAI(FM)
decrease ERP
10.3 N.
kw;Y.—increase
height
to
650
ft.;
change
ant.
-trans,
location,
main studio location, install new type trans,
and new ant. and make changes in ant.
system; remote control permitted; conditioned that this authorization does not constituteresolved
findingmatters
by currently
commissionunder
concerning
unstudy with
respect
to
qualifications
of
WBAI
Inc.
and
Pacifica Foundation.
WPTT(TV)
Augusta, date
Maine—
Granted
extension of completion
to May
1, 1961.
Actions of October 12
KNDI Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted license
for am station and specify studio location
and remote control point.
— Granted
to WSLB
use oldOgdensburg,
main trans, N.as Y.aux.
trans. license
WHBF-TV
Rock
Island,
111.—
covering decrease in aur. Granted
ERP (mainlitrans. cense
& ant.).
KCRG-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa— Granted
license covering changes in tv station.
WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted license
covering
changes
in tv
scribe studio
location;
ERPstation
vis. 91.2andkw, redeaur.
53.7 kw, ant. 1,420 ft.
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Texas— Granted license for aux. ant. system.
WJXT(TV)
Fla.—
Granted
cense coveringJacksonville,
changes in tv
station
(mainlitrans. & ant.); and aux. trans, and ant.
system. (Continued on page 123)

There's the modern look of long, low styling and a
simplified, uncrowded control panel on the Collins
212G-1 Speech Input Console. And in operation, you
have absolute control over simultaneous broadcasting
and auditioning — from 9 of 13 inputs. The Collins
212G-1 offers the versatility and ease of operation necessary in every audio installation — plus attractiveness.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DALLAS. TEXAS

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

conventional wiring throughout • low operating temperature • response of ±1.5 db at 50-15,000
cps • output level at program line +18 dbm, at monitor line + 39 dbm • input level at microphone
line — 50 dbm nominal, at net/ remote line 0 dbm, at medium level line — 10 dbm • 41 inches
long, 814 inches high • weight 75 lbs. For more information, contact your Collins broadcast sales
engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
A station manager and a sales manager
wanted for a small, top notch, northwest
market station. Part of a group of six
stations representing one of the finest radio
facilities in the northwest. All new equipment, excellent staff, fine local reputation
in the market. Send complete resume to
Box 504C, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager, Texas kilowatt. Strong
sales-announcing experience required. Good
salary, bonus. Box 552C, BROADCASTING.
We have
problem
market Florida
radio station.
Have small
you courage
and ability
to solve our problems and be rewarded with
ownership? Box 602C, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman to launch new station in
Winchester, Virginia. Send resume and
references to Box 636C, BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted for radio station employing 15 people town of 25,000. Must be good
business man. Send complete resume to
Box 637C, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has opening— salesman with management potential —
30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area letter.
applicants
resume-photo
first
P.O. favored.
Box 197, Send
Jackson,
Miss.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for Chicago radio and
tv national rep. Box 484C, BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. agerOpportunity
to advance
sales manwith considerable
salary toincrease.
Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Southern Arizona station has opportunity
for easy-sell salesman with proven sales
record. After trial period can offer sales
managership.
Gooddetails,
salaryreferences,
plus commission. Give full
and
snapshot. Box 580C, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding
mid-west
independent
munity of 25,000
requires
experiencedin comsales
manager. Excellent opportunity. Box 607C,
BROADCASTING.
Money-Opportunity. Salesman-announcer or
announcer-salesman. Experienced only. KW.
est. Pa. to do air trick — sell. Excellent active account list: salary, commission, bonus.
Box 612C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman to take over established20%
accountscommission.
in Wisconsin Insurance
city. Guarantee with
and
other benefits. Box 625C, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for Iowa single station market. Must have good sales record and be
able to do some air work. Salary open.
Send resume, tape and picture to Box
626C, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. See our
ad under
son, Miss. Management. P.O. Box 197, JackSales managers wanted — Nationwide radio
program syndication firm wants regional
sales managers. Some choice territories still
open.
Call or
wire MU
"Minit-Mats,"
38 East
57th Street,
N.Y.C.
8-6380.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
South Florida. Fast paced, format radio,
who istionswilling
workthan
and average
follow instructo make to
better
money.
ING.
Family man only. Box 315C, BROADCASTFirst phone dj-announcer. Enthusiastic air
personality most important. No maintenance 36 hour week. Eastern market, toprated 5 kw. Send tape pic, details and
salary wanted. Excellent opportunity Box
440C, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer dj, must be capable of
handling
newscasts.
Florida
market. benefits.
Excellent working
conditions.
Company
No
schoolboys,
no
beginners,
no
COD's.
Send tape and resume. None returned. Box
446C, BROADCASTING.
Ohio station wants a reliable announcer or
first class announcer-operator with emphasis
on announcing,er-salesmwill
consider
good announcan. Box 526C,
BROADCASTING.
Swinger. For Number 1 Pulse. Metro N.E.
Top 40. Tape, resume. Box 554C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, at least one year tv, to do staff
work, news, weather, movie host. Must be
mature in appearance and manner. No
characters. Warm, sincere personality. Station is leader in 3-station market, resort
area, part of aggressive chain. Excellent
opportunity.
Write Box 592C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted announcer with first class ticket
for eastern radio station in small town.
Delightful living conditions. Send resume
to Box 599C, BROADCASTING.
Established Virginia station has opening for
experienced announcer. Box 633C, BROADCASTING.
Southern Oregon. Sparkling dj/proven salesman for medium market. No frantic 40;
rhythmic sweet format. Monthly base plus
commission. Give salary, tape, photo. Dry
vacationland. Box 646C, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for mature radio announcer
seeking permanent position. Exceptional
benefits in return for resonant voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
basic radio-tv, outstanding community. Send
tape and photograph immediately. All inING. quiries answered. Box 652C, BROADCASTExpanding operations creates need for two
experienced, creative announcers for top
paying tions.
position
progressive radio-tv
staWe offerin opportunity
for outlined
advancement and responsibility for stable
family men. Have pension, bonus, vacation,
insurance and other fringe benefits. Please
send complete resume with references to
Robert E. Schmidt, General Manager,
KAYS, Hays, Kansas.
Announcer-salesman with 1st from southwest. Letter now. A good deal for the
right
Bowie,man.
Texas.Jack F. Sims, Manager, KBAN.
Immediate opening for experienced staff announcer. KBUD, Athens, Texas.
K-EZY— Disneyland Hotel— Anaheim, California. Ideal living. Auditioning experienced announcers with 1st phone. Announcing strong, technical light. Air mail
tape, photo, resume, references, salary expected.
DJ with good sound and first ticket. No
maintenance unless you wish. KGHM,
Brookfield, Missouri.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona
Experienced staff man for fulltime 5 kw.
AM station near Philadelphia (with other
applications pending) capable of growing
with us. Good salary, profit-sharing plan,
other benefits. Personal interview required.
WCOJ, Coatesville, Pa. Dudley 4-2100.
Announcers, here is the opportunity you
have been waiting for! If you have been
announcing at least 2 years or more, take
pride in your work, love announcing, production and everything that comes with a
first class station, there is a job available
for you. Work with permanent type fully
capablemodern
radio people,
of the South's
most
stations ininonea growing,
progres ive 2station market. Station is expanding to F.M. Must be versatile, experienced!
Top Carolinas
pay for right
man . . . preferably
from
the
or surrounding
area. Personal
interview required. Contact Clay Cline,
WDBM, Statesville, N.C. Telephone TR 22455.
Announcer with first ticket. Send tape, experience, salary expected. WEZJ, Williamsburg, Kentucky.
DJ-newsman wanted for top-rated station
in Finger Lakes region of New York state
. . . midway
between
cuse. Please rush
tape Rochester
and resumeandto SyraJerry
Sherwin, Program Director, WGVA, Geneva,
New York.
Miami, Florida, WINZ, 50,000 watts needs
top grade adult personality disc jockey
with production experience. Must have
tape, photo and resume fast. Ned Powers.
Program Director.
At once! Announcer with first phone. Maintenance amust. $100 weekly. Tape, resume
to WRUM, Rumford, Maine.
Professional announcer with a thorough
knowledge of the entire standard classical
repertory; a real speaking knowledge of at
least French, German, Italian and a familiarity with other languages. Experience in
general production. Top pay. Send audition
and resume to International Good Music,
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Announcer-engineers experienced with first
class ticket for new station in Delaware,
Ohio. Third station in growing group. Send
tape and full details to C. R. Taylor, 14
Campbell St., Delaware, Ohio.
Technical
Immediate opening for engineer-announcer
at southeastern daylight station. Require
first ticket. Good salary, hours, to right
man. Send audition tape and resume to
Box 472C, BROADCASTING.
Top north California station needs top engineer, who can also be either top announcer or top salesman. Top pay. Full details to Box 508C, BROADCASTING.
Studio supervisor for one of nations outstanding 50 kw stations in northeast. Large
staff. Interesting and varied programming.
Excellent facilities. Good pay and company
benefits. Box 575C, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer wanted New
York state. State full particulars including salary wanted. Box 598C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

for 5000 watt direcengineer station,
Wanted: tionalChief
West Virginia
capable of
Permae.
maintenanc
and
charge
complete
position.
Send qualifications, salary
nent
.
ts,
643C,
Box
photograph
and
requiremen
BROADCASTING.
Southern Oregon. Recently purchased adult
station, medium market. Wants good sounding chief. State monthly salary, experience;
send tape. Permanent family man. Dry mt.
area. Box 645C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — Minimum 3 years experience, 1
year in production. Edit tape, operate auto
tape equipment,
maintenance.
Requires 1st phone, some
transportation.
Morning
shift — $425 to start. Send resume to Chief
Engineer, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Engineer for fulltime 5 kw. AM only, with
other applications. Experience desirable
but secondary. Must be capable of growing
with us. Personal interview only. Call or
write Chief Engineer, WCOJ, Coatesville,
Pa. DUdley 4-2100.
WRMF, Titusville, Florida, next door to
Cape Canaveral. Chief-engineer-announcer.
Gates equipment.
Daytime.
Twenty
hours
board
work.Non-directional.
Good salary.
Permanent.
Immediate.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Chief engineer. Supervisory-maintenance
engineer for one thousand watt fm station
and closed circuit television on university
campus. Must have first class radio license.
Excellent working conditions in new studios and with new equipment. Contact immediately D. C. Kleckner, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.
First class engineer for transmitter duty.
No announcing. Contact L. E. McKinney
after 7:00 p.m. Atlas 3-8906, Waycross,
Georgia.
Production-Programming, Others
News director with minimum three years
radio news experience for established operation. Send resume (no tape) including experience, background, availability, telephone number, starting salary requirement
and any
other
information
important. Your application
will bedeemed
acknowledged
Applicants must reside within 150 miles of
Chicago-Peoria
area. Box 531C, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced, to handle
key air work, supervise program department. This is a sound adult local operation.
Box 608C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Newsman — central California regional station is looking for expert allaround man to gather, write and air news
in authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
71/2
and reference to Box 629C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Continuity writer with background
in audience and sales promotion for number one station in Philadelphia. Typing required. Send resume, photo and salary to
Roy Schwartz, Radio Station WIBG, Philadelphia 3.
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.
Wanted: Copywriter for Florida east coast
station: Must be fully acquainted with production. Good pay, top station. Call Dick
Clark, WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Gal copywriter
— Mustandb that
abl two
copy
thats
ezy too reed
sells!right
Kontact
Lou Skelly, W-WOW, Conneaut, Ohio.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Announcer
Situations Wanted — Managementand sports.
Plus, sadult music and
production. Versatile. Responsible. Box
Experienced manager. Ten years present
571C, BROADCASTING.
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Country dj — 14 years experience, music,
Manager with capital to invest due to sale sports, news, wanted solid position with
organization. Box 582C, BROADof present station. Prefer midwest but will solid
CASTING.
consider other locations. Established track
record.
Address Box 492C, BROADCASTWest coast announcer wishes to relocate.
ING.
Currently employed. Will go anywhere.
One year commercial experience, two years
Staff level broadcasting executive. 26 years
educational.
Experienced with most types
experience in all phases of broadcasting.
programming, some network. Reliable
Capable of planning future expansion or of
and
conscientious.
Three years of college.
solving the immediate problem. Very
Box 589C, BROADCASTING.
strong in sales and organization. Excellent
record available for inspection. Can offer Announcer Experienced, Young, ambitious,
top industry
references.
for interveteran, professional school background,
view any place
any Available
time. Box
579C,
looking for larger market, fast paced format
BROADCASTING.
preferred. Box 590C, BROADCASTING.
Age 45. 15 years radio. Last five managing
Experienced announcer seeks California
in small market. Average annual gross
job. 1st phone. Bright approach to air
$52,000. Not spectacular. Just hard worker.
work and production. Will add humor and
No great gift to radio. Like to manage and
sell in Georgia, Florida or Alabama. Those
good 594C,
copy BROADCASTING.
to your "swingin" operation.
Box
wanting miracle man do not contact me.
Box 583C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced. Family man.
Sales. Bright sound. Want to settle down.
Experience,
success,
stability.
Small
marBox
597C, BROADCASTING.
ket manager with eight years of success.
Experienced
in
all
phases
of
radio
operaCapable,
intelligent disc jockey, Negro
tion. Have first class license. Adult, family
available,
juststudios.
completed
man. Ready to move up. Would consider
cer
training
Tops8 months
in news.announWork
second spot in major market. A five figure
own
board.
Box
600C,
BROADCASTING.
man. Presently employed. Prefer south
or west. Box 586C, BROADCASTING.
Tennessee stations: Young, married native
son seeks position in home state. Two
Yes . . . Young, experienced, satisfaction
years
present station. Good
guaranteed. Twelve successful years in all sound, experience
reference, schooling. Box 604C,
phases. Presently managing number one
BROADCASTING.
operation in market. Seeking change to
urban area in east. Be positive. Answer
Young,references
experienced
dj,
yes. Box 587C, BROADCASTING.
good
can "personality
promote with plus"
appearING. ances and hops. Box 605C, BROADCASTEmployed manager; $160,000 gross profitable
operation; six radio three tv markets; 12
years successful executive and sales record;
Swinger available for station desiring numexcellent reputation; personally selling over
ber one ratings. Currently Pulse and
50%; seeking more desirable association.
Hooper
rated number one. Married, college
Box 601C, BROADCASTING.
graduate. Desire P.D. or D.J. slot in or
around
Indiana. $550 minimum. Box 610C,
Successful television sales executive desirous of management in Florida television or BROADCASTING.
radio station. Six years of national and
Do you onneednews.
a goodThengospel
local sales experience — Chicago market.
strong
writeannouncer
me. Shortthat's
on
Capital to invest for good station. Early experience
but professionally trained and
thirties — family man. Familiar with netwill work hard. Box 613C, BROADCASTwork and independent operations. Also
ING.
familiar
with programming. Box 614C,
BROADCASTING.
Idea man. Now announcer-news director,
looking for creative position. Will travel
Selling sales manager ready for station manfor
genuine opportunity. Box 617C, BROADagement. Presently,
smallabove
competitive
CASTING.
ket, California.
Income
average marand
worth it. Complete inquiries, who-whereEnergetic morning personality known for
what-why-when-how much, will merit comideas-gimmicks-ratings desires permanent
plete reply. Box 618C, BROADCASTING.
spot with live wire major market station.
Responsible
Experienced, sober, family man, former
CASTING. family man. Box 619C, BROADowner, desires management small market
station,
always
in
the
black.
Box
621C,
First phone sports director, top dj personalBROADCASTING.
ity. Top 40 or Good Music. Eight years
play-by-play
and di with same chain. ExProductive sales record, good administrator,
ING. cellent references. Box 622C, BROADCASTmarried, veteran, with first ticket. Box
635C, BROADCASTING.
First phone professional dj -swingin' but not
Station sick? Top level executive available
screamin'ployed—in large
tight market.
productionEight
— presently
emweekends as consultant. Write P. O. Box
years with
35381,
S.
Post
Oak
Rd.
Sta.,
Houston
35,
same
chain. Box 623C, BROADCASTING.
Texas.
Announcer, experienced, want to settle
down. Operate own board, dj highly experiSales
enced in country, western music. Box
630C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman, announcer: Background small market, mature voice, news,
Swingin'ence,dj,wantcollege
iy2 years
music, commercials. Married, family, lookoutsidegrad,
events.
Box experi631C,
ing for permanent spot, decent wage, no BROADCASTING.
drifter.
Now
employed.
Box
632C,
BROADCASTING.
Attention northeast — Announcer, 2 years
with 10,000 watt top 40, wants to discover
Announcers
real radio again. Likes extensive commercial production. Tape, resume available.
Announcer, experienced, vet, run own
Box 638C, BROADCASTING.
board, tight format, no floater, prima donna.
Box 477C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Replies confidential. Box 642C, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, personality, 2 years exFemale,
employed
in radio air work wishes
perience, any typereferences.
program'sBox
including
combo.
Reliable
485C,
to
relocate. Tape on request. Box 647C,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Available immediately. First phone announcer. Desires position in Oklahoma.
Strong on
commercials. Experienced. Boxnews
550C,andBROADCASTING.

"The Great Debate." Should I move? Promsecurityvoices,
and more
take
it. ise7 of years,
will money!
sell. BoxI'll 648C.
BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

O.K. Used D.J. Early morning model with
3 years experience and built in promotion
direction. All the extras. Looking for convertible climate and salary to match. For
facts Box 650C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj, copywriter. Ambitious, hard
worker. Creative. Mature voice. Strong on
personality. Operate own board. Will travel anywhere. Tape, resume, photo. Larry
Beller, 1745 East 55th Street, Chicago 15,
Illinois. Phone: BUtterfield 8-5404.
Negroel. S. Brown,
announcer
will41,trav5950 desires
N. 16thposition,
St., Phila.
Pa.
Experienced
"country"
dj, fast
board,in good
ad-lib
personality
desires
position
station with future. Dependable, married. Bob
Dean, Rt.-l, Box 73, McGaheysville, Virginia.
General staff announcer, limited experience.
Prefer work within 150 mile radius of Chicago. Bob Edwards, 22 W. 455th Winthrop,
Glen Ellyn, Illinois, HO 9-2498.
Announcer-dj vet, single, 6 years sales
musician, midwestern broadcasting school.
Pleasant voice, midwest preferred. Gary
Gray, 217 Duane St., Battle Creek, Michigan.
Announcer. 5 years here, six last station.
Air salesman, promotion minded, would
move to larger midwest market $625.00 start.
Family man, Gibraltar solid, background
copy, sales, management, programming.
Jack Larkin, 1214 Franklin Street, Moberly,
Mo., AM 3-3711.
First phone deejay available now to any
swinging station,
stationavailable.
seeking anEducated,
air personality. Air check
stable family man of 26. Woody Lester,
Phillipsburg, Kansas. Phone 936 now.
D-Js board.
experienced.
ad lib personalities.
Fast
Good Good
sell. Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Announcer with very light experience desires position. Broadcasting school and
privately tutored in speech. Some college,
third
c/o Falconnet, 255phone.
West 84William
St., NewO'Toole,
York City.
Disc jockey town and country experienced.
John Indiana.
"Zig" Porter, 506 S. Union St., Kokomo,

THERE

MUST

BE

Announcer — DJ. Dependable, swinging deejay, ambitious hard worker, strong on commercials, news, tight board work. Good
voice, looking for opening. 3rd class ticket.
Graduated broadcasting school. Tapes on
request. Contact Stan Tuman, 961 Eastern
Parkway, Brooklyn 13, N. Y.
Desire announcing position with opportunity in sales. Degree, University of Wisconsin,gradradio-tv
major, advertising
minor, Army
poststudy Northwestern
University.
television. Commercial experience. Sincere
soft sell. Uncle Sam need not reply. Once
was enough! Jim Young, Pleasant Street,
Portage, Wisconsin.
Riverside 2-3684.
Technical
Transmitter engineer, first class ticket,
limited operating experience. Permanent
position in California desired, willing to
learn maintenance. Box 584C, BROADCASTING.
Combo — First phone; trained announcer.
Married, vet, college, needs start. Box 595C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
CE-announcer
seeking "pop"
station
requiring
personality
sonable morning or
afternoon toairhandle
shift reaand
technical duties. Construction, remodeling
experience. Prefer west-midwest. Consider
other good offers. Box 603C, BROADCASTING.
Have lot of experience both radio and tv,
some as chief. South, southeast only. Box
606C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced Box
first phone
good engineer, fair
announcer.
616C, —BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced, creative, with
good personality and references. No announcing. Prefer south or southwest perCASTING.
manent position. Box 639C, BROADExperienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31391, Los Angeles 31, California.
West far west, first phone, second, telegraph.
Married,
29. Any
phase communicationsage
considered.
Strohmeyer,
238 N. 13
St., Kansas City, Kansas.

SUCH

A

MAN!

(a well qualified News Director . . .)
We're the top independent station in our area and we've been on a month-long expedi-for . a. really
powerful News Director. We do wonderful things with music,
news tion
andsearching
service.
.
Our standards are extremely high. We want to maintain our reputation as one of the
nation's finest examples of modern news coverage. We're not the least interested in a "rip and
read" expert. It is our firm belief that a News Director should be provided with an
excellent staff, Washington Bureau, overseas reporters, major wire services, on-the-scene
reporters with radio equipped mobile units and then, that he assume direction. The man
we want is an expert, completely experienced in the operation of a newsroom.
Our 50,000 watt station spends a great deal of money on news and devotes over 12 per
cent of its schedule to its broadcast. We do public service programs on a regular basis
(over two hours a day) and take strong editorial positions on issues vital to our community.
The man we want probably has a great deal of independent radio news experience. He
may have traveled throughout the world . . . headed a Washington Bureau . . . produced
award winning documentaries in addition to several years as director of a major station
news operation. He shares with us a belief in the importance of news in modern radio.
He demands perfection in coverage, reporting, writing and airing news twenty-four
hours a day. He appreciates the fact that our station currently is the one surveys prove
most people tune to for news.
If we allareabout
talkingyouabout
the association
with us most rewarding. Let us
read
in a you,
letter you'll
to BoxfindMIC,
BROADCASTING.
P.S. We believe you get what you pay for.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Married man with first phone desires position in programming with no maintenance.
Lively programming ideas — writes lively
copy. Not a drifter. Wants a steady job with
chance to move up. Can run own board.
Two years experience. References. West
U.S. preferred Box 445C, BROADCASTING.
FM stations: AM refugee desires to use
creative energies in production, programming and writing for fm. Wide background.
Box 515C, BROADCASTING.
Newscasting with that authoritative tone.
Announcer with many years experience
seeks opening in news department. Presently employed. Details and tape upon request. Box 570C, BROADCASTING.
News director, presently heading a staff at
major market independent. Excellent voice,
delivery, college graduate, excellent references. Seeking position with aggressive,
responsible organization. 7 years experience in all phases broadcast news. Box
574C, BROADCASTING.
Ace production gal, desires position with
king-pin
Washington,
D. C. It's
your
deal. station
Box 576C,
BROADCASTING.
Help! Let me help you. Married, dependable, with top business and character references. Experience includes air work, production, news, sales, sales promotion, programming, programming ofpromotion,
"and
ownership. Programming
present station
gained No. 1 Hooper (43.3%) from last place
(4.8%) in 4 radio, 1 television market. Am
human dynamo. Must be big advancement.
BROADCASTING.
Write-wire-send
carrier pigeon. Box 628C,
Colorful award winning news director and
newscaster
seeks BROADCASTING.
lively metropolitan operation. Box 640C,
Newsman, radio-tv ... 10 years major markets, legman, newsfilm, airman. Box 651C.
BROADCASTING.
Currently well situated major market newscaster and experienced program director
desires position as program and/or news director in large Florida market. A well
rounded background includes 13 years of
radio and television with the finest references. Familiar with production, personnel,
and budgeting. Interested in building adult
appeal programming for metropolitan station. Complete details available by contactMich.ing "Director," 18681 Washburn, Detroit 21,
Newsman-photographer-pilot seeks position
with medium-market radio or television
station. Resume and tape on request.
Write: Joe McDonough, 136 Rinne Street,
Pittsburgh 10, Pa.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Hard-hitting salesman for aggressive local
tv selling. Good guarantee — commission
plan and opportunity. Radio or tv experience required. ABC station — top homes
6:00 p.m. to midnight — best coverage. Send
photo and background to Lee Colee, 621
Main Street, Peoria, Illinois.
Technical
Television transmitter engineer, strong on
maintenance,
hunting, fishing,
skiing.
Contact Marion Cunningham.
Chief
Engineer,
KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years
experience in maintenance. Jerry E. Smith,
C. E., Box 840 Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
South Florida tv station needs aggressive
man to gather and write local news. Must
have previous experience in newspaper or
radio-tv. Prefer young man, married or
single, who is willing to settle down and
stay with the job. Salary commensurate
with ability with an opportunity for extra
income from stories filed with the wire
service. Please send full particulars including photograph and references first
letter. State salary wanted. Address all
replies to Box 577C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management
Need an assistant manager? Offering 5
years salesduction; 2 years
and promotion;
5 yearsexecutive
tv proagency account
experience. Married, 33, college grad, now
in mid-east, will relocate. Finest references. Box 588C, BROADCASTING.

Equipment
Three used 50 kw am broadcast transmitters, two used 5 kw transmitters, one used
1 kw transmitter. Will sell all or part.
Write
ING. for details. Box 447C, BROADCAST-

Sales
Ex-Marine officer. 27, family, seeks sales
career. Over three years experience in production, distribution and sales in the motion picture-television industries, plus a
bachelor's
degree and Outstanding
graduate work
mass communications.
scholas-in
tic background. Will relocate. Box 620C,
BROADCASTING.
Young medium market radio station manager with first phone seeks medium-major
market television, radio sales job. Management record good. Two stations managed in
past two years are in black for first time in
several years. Seek to get out from behind
desk and strengthen actual sales experience
under uate.
a good
saleslocation
manager.open.
College
Salary and
Box grad644C,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
TV transmitter operator. First ticket, presently employed midwest tv station. Wish
permanent
coast. Interested
in
learning position
all phaseswest
transmitter
operation
and maintenance. No drifter. Box 585C,
BROADCASTING.
Have lot of experience both radio and tv,
some as chief. South, southeast only. Box
606C, BROADCASTING.
Television perience,
studio
ThreeExperienced
years exone year engineer.
supervisory.
all phases. First phone, RCA graduate. Desiretion.position
withBROADCASTING.
progressive eastern staBox 634C,
Florida stations hire graduates of our comprehensive studio production and operations training program. For equal satisfaction
contact
Intern Supervisor, WTHSTV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
TV art and creative director. Extensive experience and professional background in
art direction, advertising and promotion.
Creative skill in all phases of production,
including set design, staging, graphic arts,
special effects, photography and film. Familiar with live, tape and color characteristics. Over 7 years of local, network
and agency experience in production design, storyboard conception and station
promotion. Top references, married, early
thirties. Desires responsible position with
either rural or urban station. Write Box
572C, BROADCASTING.
Eighteen years major network news reporter. Want metropolitan only, reporter
or director-reporter. TV and/or radio. I
won't work
"cheap"
and I'lland
make
you
money.
Excellent
references
sponsor
record. Write Box 581C, BROADCASTING.
TV production-direction. 9 years of solid
experience in television and film production, including local and network operations. Qualified background and proven
creative potential in script and visual development of program
formats
and and
commercials. All-round
direction
budget
staff
coordination. Excellent references. Age
33, married. College graduate. Seeks responsible position with progressive station
in USA or Canada. Phone NOrmandv
1-4923, Los Angeles, or write Box 573C,
BROADCASTING.
Director . . . Four years. No residue. Show
productions, 26, 4 dependents. Box 611C,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, October 24, 1960

Ampex-A122 in case $195.00; Presto T18
turntable with 16 inch Gray arm and Fairchild SM-1 cartridge and 21/2 mil stylus all
for $75.00. Box 624C, BROADCASTING.
Five kilowatt a.m. transmitter. Modified
WE5C excellent operating condition. Fully
depreciated on our books. Make offer.
CHVC, Niagara Falls, Canada.
Microphones: 2 Shure 556 multi-impedance;
1 RCA 77DX polydirectional; 1 RCA 88A
pressure; 1 RCA 44BX junior velocity; all
now in use. Also, 2 Clarkstan arms, 2 RMC
arms (lateral & microgroove heads) with
equalizers. Best offer for any or all. WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.
G.E. 250 watt transmitter complete with
tubes and crystals. $600. WJBW, New
Orleans, La.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Motorola 60 watt mobile and base, high gain
antenna, remote control, antenna matching
unit. New, cost $4,000, now $1200. Enterprise, Bastrop, Louisiana.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Specialin sale.
We're moving
our used
new
plant
New Brighton,
Minn. to
Several
lab and demo video monitors. 17" models
$185.00 @ new warranty. Miratel, Inc., 1083
Dionne St., St. Paul, Minn.
Microwave transmission line-Andrew \W
and Vi" teflon insulated. Large quantity,
complete with connectors, ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating equipment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
Best offer takes RCA, B.T.F. 250A fm transmit er, 4sectional
Pylon antennaCompany,
(4-13%
sectional).
United 54'Broadcasting
Hotel
5-4734. Shoreham, Washington, D. C, CO
WANTED

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
October 26, 1960. January 4, March 1, 1961.
For information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
Broadcasting — The National Academy of
Broadcasting, 3338 16th St., N.W., Washington, D. C, starts new classes November 1st.
Be an announcer, disc jockey, writer or
producer. Phone DE 2-5580 for catalog and
job list.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
MISCELLANEOUS
Would share excellent single tv scrint idea
with first class scripter. Box 596C, BROADCASTING.
Would like to locate Robert D. Clifton, 29,
white, single.
announcer.
information pleaseRadio
send to
Box 669,Any
Culpeper,
Virginia.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers
Large Florida Market wants
top all nite man — no first
phone required.
Box 649C, BROADCASTING

TO BUY

Stations
Will buy all or controlling interest in am
station, small Ohio market. Reliable, finanCASTING.cially, confidential. Box 532C, BROADEquipment
Used uhf transmission equipment including
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
Fast-rising, quality college radio station
desperately needs speech input equiDment.
Your gift tax deductible. Box 593C, BROADCASTING.
Used fm transmitter 500 to 1,000 watts with
antenna. No studio equipment. Box 609C,
BROADCASTING.
Want I.O. camera, stl, consoles, lo band/lo
power tv trans and freq/mod monitors. Anything in broadcasting field from a tube to a
tower soldN.Y.C.
or bought. Electrofind, 550 Fifth
Avenue,
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment. Have c.p. for hot spot in southern California ready to go. Prefer complete
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.

|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIM
MORNING MAN
I To carry on program with highest area
I rating for over 15 years. Tight producI tion, a warm personality, bright friendly
1 style and ability to put on distinctive
I program is required. Preference given
I to applicant now doing successful
I morning show. Unusual opportunity for
I right party. Send complete resume,
I salary expected and when available.
I Rush air check and snapshot to
Bob Wylie, PD
WAKR
Radio-TV Center
Akron 20, Ohio
PO 2-8811

I
I
|
§
|
I
I
|
§

Technical
'glllllllllClllllllllllllHllllllllllllEJIIIIIIIIIIIKllllMlllllimilllllllllllHIIIIMg
I CONSULTING ENGINEER |
5 Broadcast experience or degree. I
s Will train qualified beginner. AM- =
I FM-TV allocation and field work. |
5 Resume to: Walter F. Kean, 19 E. i
E Quincy St., Riverside, Illinois. =
FcillllllllllllClllllllllllllMlljlllllllllClllllllllllllClllllllllllllOIIIIIIIIIIIICU^
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
fjV.W.W.V.W.W.V.W.W
WANTED
Newsman — Central California regional
station is looking for expert all-around
man to gather, write and air news in
authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
7/4 and reference to:
Box 629C, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted

Stations

Production-Programming, Others
U iW.WAVAV.V.V.'.W.WAV •:
l*
:
BJj
.J
CHIEF PRODUCER-DIRECTOR -J
"a J* Now with large West Virginia station.
■J »J Desires same position in larger market.
Ji Young, industrious, creative with seven Ji
A
«■ years experience in all phases of production. Excellent recommendations from \
Ja present employer. Resume and salary
»■ m* requirements upon request. ■*
^
Box 627C, BROADCASTING >

RADIO

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
1 1 : 1 1 n ii 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 m ii
BRAINS 8c TALENT_
Some say I have both. I think you will
too. Consistently high-rated disc-jockey
.best. . programming
who has originated
ideas. some
Now ofwithradio's
top
chain, but want to make change to program director.
second number
station onein
market,
which wePrefer
can make
together.
Box 578C, BROADCASTING
M 1IIII1I1IIIIIIIIIIIIII
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
NEWS DIRECTOR
South Florida Television Station wants
experienced on Camera News Director.
Must have at least two years experience in
News Department, with knowledge of
photography, silent and sof, video and
audio tape. Applicant must have knowledge on how to set up and manage News
Department personnel, stringers, etc.
News Director will do one daily newscast
per day exclusively.
Salary open, commensurate with background and ability.
Please do not apply unless you are an
experienced News Director meeting the
above qualifications with none to come.
This is not a job for beginners in news
or broadcasting.
Send full information in first letter with
Videotape, SOF, pictures, etc., prior to
personal interview.
confidential
materials All
and replies
brochuresstrictly
will
be returned.
Send all information to Chet Pike, P. O.
Box 510, Palm Beach, Florida.
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

OVER 500 STATIONS
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for FREE application NOW
WALKER EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
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Equipment
:„
.
.
*•
»
"~
:
1

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
queing record-playback combo unit,
i&jgj For details or demonstration, write
IWJ VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
1 356 W. 40th STREET, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.
UIIIIBII
MISCELLANEOUS

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS
FOR RADIO/TV SPOT
as
recommended
Financial
Croups by SPONSORS, Agency
5,000— 3$24.00.
$1 1 .00, within
2,000—Delivery
$6.95,order.
1,000— with
Check
days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.
Specializing in 'Broadcast Telemetry
Radio Remote Control and
MultiplexFor Systems
STUDIO TRANSMITTER LINKS
John A. Moseley Associates
Box 3192
Woodland 7-1469
Santa Barbara, California
FOR SALE
Stations
^iiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiicin iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiimiiiiinuii tinning
1
UPPER MIDWEST
|
1
1 KW Daytimer
§
| Medium market. Grossing $75,000. |
| FUn price $120,000 29% down, §
| balance 10 years.
|
1
Box
522C,
BROADCASTING
;illllllll[]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC]IIIIIIIIIIIIE]IIIIIIIIIIIIE]llllllllllll[]llllllirn3

NEVADA FULLTIME
Largest southern Nevada city,
asking $90,000. Low Down payment. Long terms. Perfect for
owner-manager.
Box 555C, BROADCASTING
29%
Small
Single
Small
Single
Single
Single
Single
Medium
Medium
Medium
Wyo. Medium
Texas
Texas
Wash. Medium
Calif. Metro
Metro
Metro
And Others
Ariz.
Calif.
Tenn.
Va.
La.
Ala.
Va.
Ca.
Fla.
La.

Fulltime
Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
Fulltime
250w
Daytimer
250w
Regional
Fulltime
lkw-D
FM
lkw-D
lkw-D

68 M
62M
107M
$73M
175M
80M
57 M
65 M
230M
125M
225
158MM
BOM
49M
85M

terms
29%
29%
15dn
cash
29%
30dn
15dn
22dn
25dn
terms
terms
30dn
13dn

PAU L_ H .
CHAPMAN

COM P A N Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ga.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations ManagementAppraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
■ CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS "
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
1519 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311
Southern major, regional. Making money,
owns real estate. $350,000 Midwest fulltimer, big profits, medium market. $150,000 Texas single regional. In black.
$47,500— Southwest Major nice profits.
Real estate incl. $225,000 — Southern
single. In black. $45,000 with $12,500
down. Southern medium fulltimer. Profitable. $130,000 Southern regional, medium market. $90,000 Texas fulltimer,
medium market. $190,000.— —Texas Commercial Wired Music Business, $45,000.
PATT McDONALD CO., Box 9266, Austin
17, Texas. CL. 3-8080; or, Jack Koste,
60 E. 42nd., N.Y. 17, N.Y. MU. 2-4813.
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FOR SALE
Stations
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Notion-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS

FOR SALE

NORTHWEST. Full timer. Doing $5,000 per
month. Asking $45,000 with 29% down.
Exceptional buy.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Large and growing
market. Asking $85,000 with 29% down.
SOUTH. Daytimer. $40,000 with $10,000
down.
SOUTHWEST. Full time. $150,000 with 29%
down.
SOUTHWEST. Powerful daytimer. Asking
$105,000 with 29% down.
SOUTHWEST. Full time. Network. Asking
$75,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

%

(Continued from page 117)
WCTV(TV)
Granted license coveringThomasville,
changes in tvGa.—
station.
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La— Granted license covering changes in tv station.
KYOS Mercede, Calif.— Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control,
using DA-N; conditions.
WYCA(FM) Hammond, Ind.— Granted cp
to replace expired permit for increase in
ERP and change in type trans.
WDJR(FM)
City, Pa.— Granted cp to
install
new typeOil trans.
KQFM(FM) Portland, Ore.— Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, and studio location.
WCRB-FM Waltham, Mass.— Granted cp
to install new type trans.
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La. — Granted extension of authority through Oct. 31 to
remain silent.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KGGK(FM)
Garden Grove, Calif, to March 1, 1961;
WEGA-TV Savannah, Ga. to April 17, 1961.
Actions of October 11
KUTT Fargo, N. D.— Granted assignment
of cp to D. Gene Williams and Delbert Bertholf d/b under same name.
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C— Granted assignment of license to James F. Flanagan
and Robert G. Currin, d/b under same name.
KUTT
Fargo,
N. D.— Granted license for
am station.
■ Granted ST A for following vhf tv reH-K Idaho
Tv Assn..
ch. 10,ch.Sal-4,
monpeater
and stations:
Carmen,
(KXLF,
Butte, Mont.); Meeker Area Tv Assn., ch.
2, Meeker, Colo. (KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake
City, Utah).
WSLB Ogdensburg, N. Y. — Granted license
covering increase
in daytime power and installation new trans.
KXIC Iowa City, Iowa— Granted mod. of
license to operate main trans, by remote
control using DA-D; conditions.
KJOY Stockton, Calif.— Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control;
conditions.
KASL Newcastle, Wyo.— Granted authoriat 6 p.m.,
Saturdays
for period
of ty90to sign-off
days except
for special
events.

MORE

THAN

KLUB-FM Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted
extension of completion date to April 11.
Actions of October 10
KIDD Monterey, Calif. — Granted cp to replace expired permit which authorized
change of trans, location, installation new
trans, and changes in ant. and ground
system.
KCDA(TV) Douglas, Ariz.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit for tv station.
KFOY-TV
Hot Springs,dateArk.—
Granted
extension of completion
to Jan.
15, 1961.
Actions of October 7
■ Granted following stations authority to
operate by remote control: KTBC. LBJ Co.,
Austin, Tex.; WRMN-FM, Elgin Bcstg. Co.,
Elgin, 111.; KYCN, KOWBoy Bcstg. Co.,
Wheatland, Wyo.; WRDW, Radio Augusta,
Inc., Augusta, Ga.
Petitions for rulemaking
National Association of Bcstrs. Washington, D. C. — Petition requesting institution of
rulemaking looking toward amendment of
sec. 3.111 of rules so as to require entry in
operating log of frequency monitor reading
only at beginning and close of broadcast day
instead of every thirty minutes as is now
required. Petitioner proposes that present
sec. 3.111 be amended as follows: (a) Change
present sec. 3.111(b)(4) to sec. 3.111(b)(5)
and delete therefrom (iii); (b) Add new
sec.
3.111(b)(4) monitor
to read reading
as follows:at "An
entry
of frequency
beginning
and close of broadcast day or, in case, of
continuous operation, once in each twelvehour period";
and 3.111(6).
(c) Change
3.111(b)(5)
to sec.
Add. present
Denied sec.
by
memorandum opinion and order adopted
Oct. 5, 1960 and released Oct. 10, 1960. Ann.
Oct. 14.
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C— Requests
amendment of rules with respect to tv
allocations at Columbia, Camden and Lancaster, South Carolina, as follows: Columbia,
S. C. 10-, *19+, 25-, 67+, at present; 10-,
14, 25—, *31— , proposed; Camden, S. C. 14,
pres. 19+, pro.; Lancaster, S. C. 31—, at present, 67+, proposed. Further requests that
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, be ordered to
show cause why its authorization for ch. 67
should
not Ann.
be modified
on ch. 14.
Oct. 14. to specify operation

GOOD
REASONS

WHY.

far

Dollar

the
5

you can't
beat a
classified ad
for getting
top-flight
personnel
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GATES
KW

FM

Transmitter
is Your BEST
BUY
Is the fact that more than 50 Gates 5 KW
FM Transmitters are now in use giving
total dependability . . . impressive testimony to the quality of Gates FM?
Gates FM transmitters are noted for their
stability and extended frequency response to15,000 cycles. Years of continuous design and manufacture of FM
broadcast equipment has enabled Gates
to add reliability that only experience
can assure.
Your installation time will be speeded up
because Gates broadcast transmitters are
always factory tested on your frequency.

GATES RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary
of Hnrris-Jnlerty'pe
Corporation
QUINCY,
ILLINOIS
Officei in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

E*port Soles: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
(FOR THE RECORD) 123

ALL

STUMPS

All

adhesive

are

not

ARE

bandages

TRADEMARK AID
BAND-

Adhesive

Bandages

The registered trademark BAND-AID' is one of the
most widely known in the world . . . recognized in
more than 75 countries. It is an adjective indicating Johnson & Johnson as the source of a product
and is never the name of a product.
It is used in connection with a whole family of
124

NOT

IN

FORESTS!

products made only by Johnson & Johnson and
is always followed by a product name as — BANDAID Adhesive Bandages, BAND -AID Clear Tape,
BAND -AID Sheer Strips, BAND -AID Moleskin
Adhesive, etc.
We appreciate your mentioning our trademarks
along with our products and we hope you will
continue to do so. But when you do, won't you
please use both correctly?
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Felix Jackson,

NBC-TV

programs

vp, West

Coast

If I don't like it, I leave it... and try something else'
Universal Pictures. In 1940, he moved
to help launch the new Four Star Play"I generally like what I'm doing,"
house half -hour filmed anthology series.
Felix Jackson, vice president, NBC Tele- to MGM, "but things were too slow
vision Network Programs, West Coast, there and after 10 months I decided not
Agency to Network ■ Back in New
said last week. "If I don't like it, I leave to write any more movies and quit." He York, he found a trend in the making.
rejoined Mr. Pasternak at Universal, this Agencies were beginning to buy tv
it alone and try something else."
shows from program packagers instead
That throwaway statement is prob- time as a producer.
Movies to Television ■ "After four of creating and producing them themably a better expression of Mr. Jackselves. The outcome of this trend
son's personal philosophy than any one years of producing I felt I was getting seemed obvious to Mr. Jackson, so he
he might more carefully prepare. Cer- stale in the picture business. I wanted
tainly itis an apt summary of his career to get away from Hollywood and try left the agency and went to work on a
as a writer of plays, novels, movies and my hand at writing again. So I went to novel. In 1953, he joined CBS as producer of the Studio One dramas and
tv programs, as a producer for stage, New York to freelance and for two
screen and television and as a network
years I was tremendously unsuccessful.
stayed in that post for four years. Then
Then I got interested in this new thing another trend arose as television disand advertising agency program execucovered the economic advantages of
television. I got a set and I sat
tive. Wherever he has gone it's been called
and watched and wondered if I could
doing programs on film and Mr. Jackbecause that's where he wanted to go;
son left CBS to go back to Hollywood.
whenever he has left it's been because write for tv."
He proved he could by writing and
It was not as a tv producer, however,
he felt he could no longer do there what
he wanted to do.
selling a number of dramatic programs
but as a writer of movies for his old
Music to Law ■ Since his birth in for tv anthology series such as Robert boss, Mr. Pasternak. After one picture,
Hamburg, Germany, on June 5, 1902, Montgomery Presents. "In those days, Mr. Pasternak's deal with Columbia Pic$500 was the top price for a full hour
tures collapsed and when he left Mr.
Felix Jackson's moves have been many
and varied. The death of his parents in drama and after I'd talked to the adver- Jackson also left and returned to tv as
1913 ended his boarding school life in
a producer at Revue Productions. Six
tising agency
program
he'd take
Switzerland and took him to Berlin to me across
the street
to thehead
drugstore
for months later he moved to National
live with relatives. For a while he a sandwich. Three years later, televi- Telefilm Assoc. to produce the Third
sion had grown up. The prices were Man series.
studied music, but his guardians felt he
should learn something more practical, much better and we'd lunch at '21.' "
After producing the first 20 episodes
As in the movies, so in tv. The writ- in Hollywood, Mr. Jackson went to
so he agreed to try law for a year on a
er became a producer, for Young & England to produce the remaining 19.
trial basis. He did, but it proved only
Rubicam, where he started with The It was while he was in London that he
that he didn't want to become a lawyer.
received a phone call from David Levy,
Then, at 21, "I accidentally got into Paul Whiteman Show, a musical-variety
for whom he had worked at Young &
program,
and
progressed
to
such
prowriting," he recalled. It was a happy
grams as Schlitz Playhouse, then an Rubicam. Mr. Levy was now NBC
accident for writing has been a major
part of his life ever since. But at the hour-long series produced live in New
vice president in charge of television
York with such stars as Helen Hayes
time it seemed merely a chance to work
and Margaret Sullavan. In 1951, Mr. programs and he wondered if Mr. Jackat a new job. Felix had a friend who
son would like to head the network's
had a friend who was an editor of a Jackson organized a tv production unit program
operation in Hollywood. The
Berlin newspaper. The editor sent Felix at Y&R and subsequently became head answer was yes and last March Mr.
to cover a board meeting of UFA, then of dramatic tv for the agency, where his Jackson assumed his present post.
last assignment sent him to Hollywood
Today's Shows and Tomorrow's ■ His
Germany's largest motion picture proareas of responsibility are few but large:
ducer. "I was lucky," Mr. Jackson said.
supervision of all current NBC-TV pro"I happened to discover something that
escaped the other reporters and played a
grams (except news) coming from the
hunch, so what had begun as a routine
Coast and the development of new proassignment became a big story."
He sees every outline, every script,
Newspapers to Theatres ■ Before the
grams. rough cut of all new programs
year was out, he was city editor of anevery
other Berlin daily. But his meteoric
"until they're safely off the ground,"
journalistic rise did not impress him. He
and goes to New York at least once a
month to report.
wanted to write about things he knew
something about, so he traded his edi"My job is very simple," he comr torship for the job of music critic. Later
ments. "It's to get the maximum effort
' he became drama critic, a post which
out of the best creative manpower available.
enabled him to get out of newspaper
work once and for all bv becoming
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson (nee Ilka
Windisch, a Vienese actress) and their
manager of three Berlin legitimate theatres. This inevitably led to writing a
four-year old son, Lawrence Felix, live
play; the play was a hit and for the next
in Sherman Oaks, easy commuting to
five years he contributed a show a year
NBC's headquarters in Burbank. Hobto the Berlin stage.
bies? "I love to play the piano and to
Then, in 1933, Hitler came to power
garden. But when? One of my duties
and young Mr. Jackson left Germanv.
is to watch quite a lot of tv, our own
He went first to Vienna, then to Budashows and the competition, and that
pest, working as a screen writer for
doesn't leave much time for anything
NBC-TV's Jackson
Joseoh Pasternak, who brought him to
else. The hours of this job are very
America in 1937 as a contract writer for
A long quest for perfection
125
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EDITORIALS
Debate postlude
THE great debates are over. Both Vice President Nixon
and Sen. Kennedy demonstrated that they are able, articulate and well-informed, as was to be expected of the standard bearers of the two great parties.
Who won? The answer won't be known until the electorate responds two weeks from now. Even then it is unlikely
that either side will admit that the on-the-air encounters in
themselves tipped the balance.
There is unanimity, however, on the electorate's tremendous interest in these debates. Whatever the outcome, the
1960 innovation is bound to become the pattern for all future presidential elections and probably for lesser elective
offices too. The only complaints have been in regard to
format. The demand is for face-to-face, give-and-take confrontations rather than the interview technique. This is interesting because the networks originally proposed this method, which the candidates flatly rejected.
Yet in all the discussion engendered by the debates there
has been one glaring oversight. What does the public think?
There are the usual share-of-audience breakdowns and the
sporadic telephone surveys made by newspaper groups on
whether the debates swayed voters from one candidate to
the other. But there has been no serious sounding of public
opinion on the debates.
Stations and networks, we suggest, should move now in
the remaining two weeks of the campaign. They should solicit comments from listeners and viewers on their reactions.
They should suggest that copies be sent to their congressmen and senators.
There remains the unfinished business of coping with the
remnants of the political broadcasting law — Section 315 —
guaranteeing equal time to all qualified candidates for the
same public office, on all programs except regularly scheduled newscasts, news interviews and coverage of news
events. That provision was merely suspended for this election and only in regard to the presidential and vice presidential candidates, so that splinter party candidates could
not elbow in.
Broadcasters need the documented reaction of the public
now, while the voices of thas;t:andidates are still ringing in
their ears. They need this record, not merely to assure suspension of Section 315 in future presidential elections, but
to get the outright repeal of the whole provision — an opportunity they bungled two years ago.
Broadcasters have proved in this 1960 campaign that they
are mature journalists, competent to exercise editorial judgment in elections, at whatever level they occur.
The remaining task
D ROADCASTERS have another task to perform for their
own future well-being. Candidates are utilizing their
facilities to a greater degree than ever before.
Have owners and managers taken advantage of the opportunities thus afforded to become personally acquainted
with the candidates? Have they indoctrinated them on the
caprices of regulation and the problems of station operations? Have they sought to answer the slurs of detractors?
In each campaign there will be a winner Nov. 8. First
termers should be briefed. They should know that their
home town or home state stations will carry their recorded
or filmed reports to their constituents.
This should be standard operating procedure. But it
isn't. A couple of years ago, all too many broadcasters had
to be introduced to their own congressman at a banquet in
Washington at which they were hosts.
126

Man without a cause
IF THE 100 members of the U. S. Senate were ranked according to importance, Ralph M. Yarborough (D-Texas)
would appear in about the same position he occupies on the
alphabetical
roll. He can't be blamed for wishing to enhance his status.
Unfortunately, he is trying to advance at the expense of
someone else. He figures he can attract attention by clobbering broadcasters.
In the final session of the 86th Congress he jockeyed himself into the job of chairman of the Senate Subcommittee
on Freedom of Communications, which is supposed to keep
on eye on political broadcasting. He made a pitch for
$150,000 to monitor radio and television during the current political campaigns. The Senate kept his appropriation
to $35,000, a sum that makes about the same impression on
most senators as a dime tip on a waiter at Twenty-One.
After that Sen. Yarborough issued an appeal to the public
to send him complaints — any kind of complaints — about the
broadcasting of political news, opinion or comment. As his
own staff counsel admitted (Broadcasting, Oct. 10), the
appeal
been a thundering
Last "has
week notbroadcasters
all over success."
the nation got a letter
from Sen. Yarborough asking them to send him every complaint on political broadcasting "within 24 hours" of receipt. The letter betrayed Sen. Yarborough's frustration.
We suggest that broadcasters suppress their natural inclination totell Sen. Yarborough to crawl back in his pen.
In a polite way they ought to remind him that they are
already compiling detailed reports on the same subject, by
order of the federal body charged with regulating radio and
television — the FCC.
In his preoccupation with his own struggle for recognition Sen. Yarborough may not have noticed that the FCC
ordered stations to submit these reports as a consequence
of a request from the Senate Commerce Committee, of
which Mr. Yarborough and his subcommittee are a part.
There would seem to be little need for a duplication of reporting. Like other members of the parent committee, Sen.
Yarborough will have access to the FCC's reports.
If complaints are so sparse that Sen. Yarborough has to
resort to national solicitations to find some, chances are the
FCC's reports will show what everyone but Sen. Yarborough acknowledges — that the broadcast coverage of the
1960 campaign has been the best in history.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"By golly, those Nixon-Kennedy debates have really
started something!"
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CREATIVITY.
sales

in

the

This ancient Indian pottery is a product
of someone's innate ability . . . creativity.
Here in the Industrial Piedmont the one
station with the proven ability to create
sales is WFMY-TV.

.

wfmy-tv

nation's

44th

creates
market*

To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities in all) ... where 2.3 million
customers have $3.2 billion dollars to spend
. . . call your H-R-P rep today.
♦ Source: Television Magazine, 19SO Data Book
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TTC — A symbol of service...
service that earns loyalty and
acceptance from an audience
...service that offers a high
degree of cooperation and
guarantees integrity to its
advertisers. In program planning, in daily operation, in
creative public service, Transcontinent stations give depth
to this symbol of service
as they constantly strive
to fulfill the finest objectives of broadcasting today.
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WROC-FM,

WGR-TV,

WGR-AM,

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
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(QfQ^^
KFM B-FM, San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn. ™"»w>'*™«> «™,a.ive
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Spot tv is threatened; talent unions' demands
may force advertiser retreat
29

Battle waged for pay tv's future as FCC hears
RKO General Hartford bid
70

Do agencies care if stations merchandise?

The race for space relays; it may be only a

NBC

matter of time for global tv
80
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Philadelphia
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Portland
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Millions of- voters will listen to election returns on
radio next month, and they'll hear your message and
vote for your product, too, when you schedule Spot
during Radio's election coverage.
Radio Division
Edward

• DALLAS ♦ DETROIT

Petry
&
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Representative

Co.,

Inc,

• LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS
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Lighting
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Detroit,
were
designed and produced by 300 craftsmen of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics, in Wheeling,
West Virginia.
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Represented Nationally by George P. Holljngbery Company
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BALTIMORE
WCBM programming
level. It pays off for
listeners with the desire
to buy ! You can reach
the huge audience in

is aimed at the adult
advertisers who want
to buy — and the ability
this important part of
the Baltimore Metro-

politan area quickly and easily— because they'll
be listening to the station with adult -level
programming !
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BY...

31.2%
33.8%

AND

151.9%
The August, I960, ARB Market Report shows KRLD-TV's Average Quarter-Hour
Homes Reached from 9:00 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday thru Saturday, 312% more
than Station B, 33.8% more than Station C and 151.9% more than Station D.
YOU
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MORE

WITH

CHANNEL

FOUR

represented nationally by the Branham Company
(J)
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

^ w. Rembert, fnMm»
Channel, 4, DqMqa^- Ft tt/Mfti
MAXIMUM
POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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Political broadcasters
There'll be at least one practical
broadcaster in White House if Democrats win Nov. 8. Myer (Mike)
Feldman, administrative assistant to
Sen. Kennedy for past three years, is
co-owner of KLAD Klamath Falls,
Ore. (acquired April 7, 1958) and
WADK Newport, R. I. (acquired last
June). Mr. Feldman, native of Philadelphia and attorney with wide experience in government, is regarded
as sure bet for high-level White House
administrative post under Mr. Kennedy.
Certain to be at high-policy level
but not in formal assignment in event
of Kennedy victory is J. Leonard
Reinsch, executive director of Cox
radio and tv stations, who has devoted
practically full time to Democratic
Party since last February when he
assumed executive directorship of
Democratic National convention.
Since then he has been top tv-radio
adviser to Democratic nominee and
has handledtiations.all
"Great Debate"
nego-to
Mr. Reinsch
will return
his Cox headquarters in Atlanta after
elections despite speculation that he
would wind up in government. Both
Presidents Roosevelt and Truman
offered him federal appointments (including FCC), but he declined, preferring station management.
In case of strike
Concern over outcome of pending
talent union negotiations with networks, agencies and producers (see
page 29) has advertisers — as well as
those represented directly in bargaining— pondering alternatives in case
worst happens. Aside from sentiment
that spot tv spending would drop
heavily if unions get their demands,
there are at least two possibilities
which one expert described this way:
"There's still a lot of non-union production being done in this country,
and there would be a lot more if
these demands went through. In
addition, a union contract based on
these terms would force far more
production abroad in order to keep
costs down."
Secret f m report
Newly-prepared measurement of fm
by Young & Rubicam has been kept
so quiet that few outside agency are
aware of report's existence. Study,
begun six months ago, led to Chrysler
Corp.'s $ 1 25,000 fm purchase last September for Imperial car. That purchase entailed sponsorship of five-minute newscasts across-board on 27 stations of QXR network (Broadcasting,
Sept. 26). Check of QXR principal in
contract negotiation disclosed no
knowledge of report.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Scouting trips
Interest in international expansion
in tv by U. S. entities is mounting
steadily. Among well-known officials
now abroad are Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA chairman (in Orient);
Merle Jones, president CBS Stations
Division, who left last week for fiveweek trip which includes Japan and
Australia; and John Blair, president of
John Blair & Co. and its subsidiaries,
who is on his first European trip.

They said they were thinking (but
had not finally decided) about transferring station relations headquarters,
effective around first of year, because
Washington had become mecca for
broadcasters on government business.
This would mean transfer of stations
relations vp Charles Godwin. Even
if he moved, they said, station relations director Charles King would
continue to work out of New York —
along with rest of network's head-

Although few countries allow "foreign" licensee ownership, partnerships
in programming and management are
not only permissible but sought after
to acquire U. S. know-how. Time Inc.
Broadcasting Division actively is entering field. U. S. research and rating
firms have already established widespread services abroad and even reps
are now eyeing field. Blair Television
has taken on U. S. representation of
Associated Rediffusion, one of Great
Britain's prime contractors in commercial operation.

quarters.
Not enrolled

International business
Another indication of international
tv's future commercial growth: ABC
International is expected soon to announce new multiple-buy by international advertisers for telecast over Latin American tv facilities in which
ABC's parent, AB-PT, has interest.
More Yarborough trouble
Networks were unhappy last week
because they weren't invited by NAB
to take part in private huddle with
Creekmore Fath, Senate election subcommittee's majority counsel. Terms
of subcommittee's demand for complaints of election unfairness were discussed. But networks were seething
over NAB's later statement because it
accepted mandate from Sen. Yarborough, subcommittee chairman, that
stations
"must"
within 24 hours. send in complaints
Legal position widely expressed in
Washington is that senator has no authority to demand anything from stations. It's contended NAB abandoned
industry's basic First Amendment
rights by yielding to subcommittee.
Advice of some lawyers to stations:
Ignore Yarborough letter. Incidentally,
many stations
ceived letter. say they've never reStaying put
Word was circulating last week that
Mutual would move headquarters
from New York to Washington, but
top officials said it wouldn't happen.

NAB's energetic effort at FCC hearing to oppose RKO General's pay tv
project in Hartford involved no danger of strained relations with member
stations. Reason is simple: None of
RKO General's properties is member
of industry association, nor do tv stations subscribe to television code.
Seemingly timed to break during
FCC's consideration of Hartford pay
tv proceedings are depth articles on
subject in November issue of Pageant
and upcoming December issue of Fortune. These are in addition to current
breaking feature pieces in a number
of newspapers.
Extended tour
Edgar G. Shelton Jr., who has been
on leave since Oct. 15 from his vice
presidency of ABC Washington at
request of Vice Presidential Nominee
Lyndon B. Johnson as consultant on
special public relations projects, will
continue on that assignment until after
elections. Mr. Shelton was originally
asked to serve only on Sen. Johnson's
whistle-stop tour of South, but request
was made for his assignment for
"duration," to which ABC, through
Washington Vice President Al Beckman, readily assented.
Amateurs

in space, too?

Those "California kilowatts" whose
electronic industry connections have
given them tinkering luxuries that are
the envy of ham radio world, now are
working all possible sources to get active communication satellite of their
own in space. They want to put regular 2 or 20 meter amateur bands into
orbit by piggy-backing on some regularly scheduled NASA or Air Force
firing, even considering making their
own sphere out of spare hardware
contributed by manufacturers. Core
of enthusiasts reportedly is at Lockheed, but other big firms also are
represented. For growing competition
in satellites, see story page 80.
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WEEK
A formidable threat to spot tv is developing. Demands
of talent unions for increased pay scales bring adverse
reaction from some of television's biggest customers
who hint they'll slash or abandon spot tv. Talent asks
1,000% increase, and up. See . . .
TALENT'S

THREAT

TO

SPOT

TV ... 29

Sooner than you think the world will have an operating
television network based on sky-stationed satellites. Martin Co. is the latest to divulge its plans, hinting it may
have an 'Advent' missile aloft some time next spring,
if all goes well. AT&T and IT&T also are in the race.
See . . .
THE RACE FOR SPACE RELAYS ... 80
A perennial question is back again: Should stations
merchandise and how much? NBC study shows that promotional aids by stations frequently are important factors
in timebuyers' decisions, especially among smaller agencies. See . . .
AGENCY MERCHANDISING DEMANDS ... 40
To pay or not to pay for tv? FCC holds a week-long
hearing on proposal of RKO General to conduct a threeyear experimental pay tv service in Hartford, Conn.
Theatre owners and NAB violently oppose the project.
See . . .
HARTFORD'S

PAY

TV BATTLE

... 70

Where does journalism end and entertainment begin?
Harry Ashmore, distinguished journalist, analyzes place
of mass media in the modern world and suggests the
deficiences of the press (in which he includes radio and
television) are matters of public concern. See . . .
WHERE MASS MEDIA ARE FAILING ... 52
Networks are nearing completion of extensive plans to
provide the fastest coverage of election returns in history.
They'll tell the nation who's ahead in the voting and,

IN

BRIEF
sooner than any other media, who's the winner. See . . .
REPORTING THE ELECTION RETURNS . . 62
It'll be a furious week in the political world as the
major parties intensify their paid broadcast coverage of
candidates and issues. New money flowing into parties
brings pickup in local purchases of tv time. See . . .
SPURT IN POLITICAL SPOT ... 60
Yarborough election subcommittee spends week looking for complaints of election handling by networks and
stations. See . . .
DETERMINED SEARCH FOR TROUBLE ... 66
An oldtime sponsor, General Mills, plans to finance
development of a film series. Advertiser proposes an
initial investment of $75,000 to produce Father of the
Bride for the 1961-62 television season. See . . .
A SPONSOR TAKES CONTROL ... 32
The right of FCC to apply mathematical formulas to
its evaluation of a station's program service is challenged
by mountain area broadcasters at NAB conference in
Denver. First leg of fall conferences completed. See . . .
OBJECTION TO FCC FIXED FORMULA . . 50
It's only two months until a new Congress goes to
work, but already there are portents of a rash of probes
centered on assorted proposals to amend the Communications Act. Sen. Magnuson foresees 'lot of amendments'
and thorough study of the way federal regulatory agencies
operate. See . . .
THE OUTLOOK ON CAPITOL HILL ... 76
It's time advertising quit taking a critical licking lying
down. The truths about advertising are big enough to
stop the criticism, but the truths need to be told. Some
are told by the chairman of Wade Adv. See . . .
MONDAY MEMO ... 20
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Late newsbreaks on this page and on page 10 II T
Complete coverage of week begins on page 29 H I

HARTFORD

PAY

TV

FCC full-week hearing ends
with details on programs
Investment opportunity as well as fee
is included in contract between Teco
Inc., pay tv programming company, and
Broadway-motion picture-tv producer
Leland Hayward.
Details were made public when his
contract was put into record Friday at
windup of five-day subscription tv hearing before FCC en banc on RKO General application for permission to run
three-year trial in Hartford, Conn,
(earlier story page 70).
Hayward's contract, with dollar figures
cut out of exhibit copy, provides he can
buy into potential Teco subsidiary,
Phonevision Programming Co., at par
value and up to \2Vi% total, or enter
into Phonevision franchise for tv market (with limitation factor also cut out)
or participate in other investment opportunity that comes to Teco's attention
before Sept. 22, 1964.
Hayward's contract runs for one year.
It also sets out he will, within six
months, furnish recommendations for
-establishment of Phonevision program
schedule for Hartford trial.
Background ■ Mr. Hayward also discussed his 1956 contract with CBS,
which still has 1 8 months to run. He is
obligated to provide one spectacular
and one pilot film to network each year,
he said. He saw no conflict between
his duties to CBS and those to Teco, he
•declared.
Earlier Friday, Pieter van Beek, Teco
president, stated that Teco board had
authorized expenditure of $100,000 for
options on program material for Hartford pay tv operations. These will be
offered to RKO General — franchise
holder in Hartford — he said, but it is
under no obligation to take them.
Mr van Beek said Teco will provide
•encoding equipment worth $50,000-$100,000 to RKO General's WHCT
(TV) Hartford. Only return on this, he
explained, is \2Vi% royalties on Phonevision gross revenues.
These two points caused Marcus
Cohn, attorney for Hartford movie interests, to charge that Teco stands to
.make two profits in its arrangements
with RKO General — from sale of programs and also from royalties.
National Potential ■ It's possible, Mr.
van Beek said, that Teco might sell
program at loss to RKO General in

nCAHl
IMP
LsDMLsLIIM d

Parties
Television' Purchased
Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
publisher of Broadcasting, has
contracted to acquire Television
magazine.
The agreement was announced
Friday by Mrs. Frederick A. Kugel, president of the company now
owning Television, and Sol Taishoff, president of Broadcasting
Publications. Mrs. Kugel is the
widow of the founder of Television. Mr. Kugel died last month.
Mr. Taishoff said that Television will continue publication
from its present headquarters in
New York with no immediate
changes in personnel or format.
After completion of the acquisition, an editorial expansion program for the magazine is contemBroadcasting and Television
plated.
will have separate operating staffs,
under the policy direction of
present officers of Broadcasting
Publications Inc.

hope of helping to establish pay tv on
national basis.
Mr. van Beek acknowledged he is
still employe of Zenith, as well as president of Teco. Teco is due to pay
Zenith 33%% of its profits.
Teco will, Mr. van Beek stated, make
its product available to wired pay tv
operations; it is not limited to over-air
subscription tv. He also said Teco might
sell programs for conventional tv broadcast, although there are no such plans
now.
Joseph S. Wright, president of Zenith,
was on stand Thursday night and early
Friday. He related history of establishment of Teco, agreed that substantial
ownership was vested in heirs of late
Eugene F. MacDonald Jr.
Mr. Wright acknowledged he by-lined
(but did not write) article appearing in
Aug. 26 Hartford Times. This stated
that WHCT would continue to operate
mostly as regular station and to carry
such programs as Open End, Piano
Pops, etc. These programs, according
to Thomas F. O'Neil, RKO General
president, will be eliminated if Phonevision grant is made.
During last part of hearing, when
lawyers were entering and objecting to
exhibits, Mr. Cohn made charge that
Zenith will make 25% profit on sale of
each of its decoders to RKO General.

seek

accord

'debate'
negotiators
were still locked in
onPartyfifth
conference over fifth campaign debate
late Friday, with belief chances were
bright for Kennedy-Nixon radio-tv
meeting tonight (Oct. 31).
Origination in Washington at WTOPAM-TV Broadcast House by CBS-TV is
strongly indicated, CBS having won in
draw with NBC (early debate coverage
J. Leonard
Reinsch, communications
page
60).
consultant to Sen. Kennedy, and Fred
C. Scribner Jr., for Vice President
Nixon, exchanged sharp statements
Friday in which they hinted bad faith
and doubted if other party really
wanted debate. Statements also raised
question of vice presidential candidates'
participation.
Sen. Kennedy got into act Friday by
wiring Vice President Nixon he had
been advised Mr. Scribner refused to
make final commitment of time and
place and stating "this reluctance is
incomprehensible
to me."
He demanded GOP acceptance
by night
of
Oct. 29 "or the American people will
know where to place the blame."
Democratic
candidate
for Congress
his 'bite'
dog gets
Watch
from First District in Kansas, Marshall
T. Gardiner, wired protest to Senate
watchdog subcommittee Friday about
appearance of Thad Sandstrom, general
manager, WIBW-TV Topeka, as unidentified announcer on paid political
spots for incumbent Rep. William Avery
(R.-Kan.). Wire charged Sec. 315 violation on ground appearance implied
endorsement by "Sandstrom, WIBW-TV
and the entire monopolistic Stauffer
Publications," station owner. Mr. Sandstrom said station made spot film for
both candidates and he would be willing to introduce either on spots or programs as no endorsement was intended.
He said station newsman Don Harrison
announced Gardiner spot and also was
unidentified. No endorsement was implied there either, he said, claiming
Sec. 315 was not violated.
Metropolitan earnings
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
New York, made $30,303,176 in gross
revenues first 39 weeks of this year,
John W. Kluge, chairman and president, told stockholders in third-quarter
report Friday (Oct. 28). Income from
operations was $5,208,040 and net inmore AT DEADLINE page 10
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Stuart D. Watson,
chairman of McCannMarschalk Co., N.Y.,
becomes president,
succeeding William E.
McKeachie who retires, effective end of
1960, after 31 years
with McCann Erick/lr. Watson
son Inc (corporate
parent). Ralph E. Koser, senior vp of
McCann-Erickson Adv. (U.S.A.), Chicago, becomes executive vp of creative services, McCann-Marschalk, and
executive since July, elected senior vp,
Maj. Gen. Harlan C. Parks, (U.S. Air
Force, Ret.), M-E general corporate
administration, McCann-Marschalk. Mr.
Watson joined M-E in 1956 as chairman of marketing plans board after
having served in adertising-merchandising at Johnson's Wax. He later advanced to executive vp of Marschalk &
Pratt, and chairman of newly formed
McCann-Marschalk early this year. Mr.
McKeachie joined H. K. McCann Co.
in 1929, year before its merger with

Erickson Co. He was creative director
and in 1952 was named vp for agency's
nine European offices and chairman of
London office. Mr. Koser joined M-E
in 1937 as creative director in Cleveland, later advancing to senior vp in
Chicago.
Warren J. Boorom,
vp and director of
member service of
Radio Advertising
Bureau, N. Y., resigns
to join Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp.,
as director of advertising and promotion
r. Boorom
(Closed Circuit,
Oct. 24). Mr. Boorom, who was with
RAB for six years, became vp 18
months ago. Patrick Rheaume, manager of RAB member service department, succeeds Mr. Boorom. He joined
RAB in Jan. 1958 as regional manager
of member service, after affiliation with
WCHN Norwich, N. Y.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE

continued

come after taxes, charges and amortization of goodwill was $1,035,247 (61<f
per share on 1,699,137 shares). Report cited "continued growth" but made
no comparisons with previous earnings
because of interim acquisitions and
operational changes.
Figures for third quarter: $11,125,281 gross revenue, $1,695,109 income
from operations and $287,323 (17^ per
share) net income. Metropolitan properties are WNEW-AM-FM-TV New
York; WTTG (TV) Washington;
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland; WIP-AMFM Philadelphia; WTVH (TV) Peoria, 111.; WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.;
KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., and
shortwave WRUL New York. Corporation also owns Foster & Kleiser, outdoor advertising agency.
MCA

asks FCC

to reverse

Cunningham's order
Music Corp. of America asked FCC
Friday to revoke order of Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, issued
during FCC's Hollywood hearings, requiring firm to furnish list of tv programs for which MCA acts as selling
agent.
Taft Schreiber, MCA vice president,
offered list provided it would be kept
10

confidential; left hearing when no such
promise was forthcoming (At Deadline, Oct. 24).
Firm told commission Friday that
information called for is beyond scope
of hearing and jurisdiction of commission.
According to networks, MCA is
selling agent for some 17 tv shows
including Laramie, Leave it to Beaver,
and The Ed Sullivan Show.
GE, Zenith give nod
to fm stereo systems
FCC's proposal to permit fm stations to broadcast stereophonic programs
on multiplex basis won support from
both General Electric and Zenith Radio
Corp. Friday, deadline day for comments.
Proposal, augmented by Electronic
Industries Assn. Panel 5 study, included
consideration of seven stereo systems
analyzed by National Stereophonic
Radio Committee plus one proposed by
Philco Corp. Both GE and Zenith, in
Friday's comments, favored NSRC system #4. Multiplex Development
Corp., developer of a system tested,
favored NSRC #2B.
Others filing in the rulemaking proposal were KRCW (FM) Santa Barbara, Calif., Moseley Assoc., manufacturer of remote control equipment,
WCRB-AM-FM Waltham, Mass., and
WHFS (FM) Bethesda, Md.

EIA submitted report of completed
stereo system study to FCC without
recommendations.
Capital Cities income up
Nine-month earnings of Capital Cities
Broadcasting Corp., New York, increased torecord net income after taxes
of $566,508 as against $134,666 in
same period of 1959. Net sales amounted to $5,311,362 compared with $3,478,251 in like period year ago; earnings
per share were 49 1 compared with 12^
for nine-month period in 1959.
Capital Cities reported net income
before taxes in first nine months reached
$1,106,102 compared with $142,504 in
same period last year. To point up
company's net gains over last year, it
was announced, income taxes in first
nine months of 1959 amounted to
$7,838 while in 1960 income taxes for
like period amounted to $539,594. CapWROW-AM-FM
Cities operates
and ital
WTEN
(TV) Albany, N. Y.,
WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, and
WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence, R. I.
DuMont wants out
of Boston ch. 5
Allen B. DuMont Labs., applicant
for ch. 5 Boston, asked FCC Friday to
dismiss its application for channel. If
granted, move will leave only three
applicants for facility.
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.,
which now owns DuMont since merger last July, told commission it has
no interest in pursuing application
further. Massachusetts Bay Telecasters
Inc., another ch. 5 applicant, asked
FCC to dismiss DuMont's application
in September (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Applicants, in addition to DuMont,
still in contest for ch. 5 are Greater
Boston Tv Corp., Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters and WHDH Inc.
FCC voided 1957 grant of ch. 5 to
Boston Herald-Traveler on grounds of
off-record representations and has reopened case.
Business

Briefly . . .

Ocean Spray Cranberries Inc., Hanson
Mass., starts revised tv spot campaign
today (Oct. 31) in some 30 top markets
with average of 30 spots weekly in each.
Earlier plan was to enter 50 top markets
this month with flight schedules (Broadcasting, Sept. 5) , but seasonal push now
will run straight through to Christmas
holidays. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
Lever Bros., New York, appoints BBDO,
N. Y., as agency to handle advertising
for new product, Nifty, first liquid scouring cleanser to be introduced. BBDO
already is working with Nifty in test markets, including spot tv, mainly Madison,
Wis., and Wichita, Kan.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

FRONTIERS

OF

KNOWLEDGE

Mother space station launches instrumented "probes" to investigate Mars. Illustration courtesy of General Electric Company, MSVD.
WFIL-TV

and the University of Pennsylvania

proudly present "Frontiers of Knowledge"

. . .

will roam the world in search of scientific achievements that are changing the course of civilization.

America's most ambitious local TV documentary

Sponsorship available to community

series. Guided by the University faculty, includ-

minded advertiser. Call Blair-TV.

ing Nobel Prize Winners, WFIL-TV's
SOME

UPCOMING

PROGRAMS

service-

cameras
:

"Sick Minds in Sound Bodies"
"The Eve of the Atom"
"Will Cancer be Cured?"
"To the Moon and Back, Safely"

WFIL-TV
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
ABC-TV
CHANNEL 6 BLAIR-TV

Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WFBG-AM • FM • TV, Altoona -Johnstown, Pa.
WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / WLYH-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa. / KFRE-AM • TV • KRFM, Fresno, Cal.
Triangle National Sales Offices: 485 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York/
3440
Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles
5, Calif. / 6404
Sharon
Rd., Baltimore
12, Md.
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"WDSU-TV has established itself as
an integral part of the area which it
serves by voicing responsible editorialopiniononimportant local issues.
We have never been content to be
identified as merely an entertainment showcase, but have rather
sought and won an identity as an
influential public force in the community. The respect and integrity
which have accrued to the station
are certainly important to the advertisers whose messages we carry."
A. Louis Read
Executive Vice President
Station WDSU-TV

MAKING

TELEVISION

A COMMUNITY

FORCE

Close study of programming is basic to
our work as station representatives. Such
study has deepened our admiration for the
fine productions developed through creative talent, initiative and leadership of individual stations, from coast to coast.
Prime examples of community leadership are the daily editorials on WDSU-TV
— a Peabody Award- winning feature scheduled in evening time.
Developed through intensive research
by WDSU-TV's 12-man news department,
these editorials provide an informed commentary on key events and issues affecting
community problems and progress. They
translate, into positive action, the profound
desire of station management to be an influential publiG force in the community.
In New Orleans and throughout the station's entire area, Gulf Coast viewers look
to WDSU-TV to give not only the news in
pictures but also the full picture behind the
news, through thoughtful interpretation
and incisive informed opinion.
At Blair-TV, watching the impact of
creative programming by great stations
like WDSU-TV is a constant source of
satisfaction. For more than a score of such
stations, we are proud to serve as the
national sales arm.

BLAIR-TV

Televisions^ first exclusive
national representative, serving:
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV— Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
KFRE-TV— Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WllC-Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV— Providence
KGO-TV— San Francisco
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing.
OCTOBER
Oct. 29-31 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations fall meeting. Algonquin Hotel,
New York.
Oct. 31-Nov. 2 — Institute of Radio Engineers
radio fall meet, Syracuse, N.Y.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 1— Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences,
YorkHotel.
Chapter, luncheon. Terrace Room,NewPlaza
Nov. 2 — Hollywood Ad Club "Shirtsleeve
Session" on tv sales. David Hopkins, vice
president of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles,
will be moderator. Sesssion will convene at
11 a.m. and run through luncheon until
2 p.m. at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Nov. 3-4 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall
convention. Columbus Athletic Club, Columbus, Ohio.
Nov. 3-5 — Public Relations Society of
America's 13th national conference. Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 4-5 — Country Music Festival; ninth annual Jamboree sponsored by WSM Nashville,
Tenn.
Oren Harris
be
keynoteRep.speaker.
Andrew(D-Ark.)
Jackson will
Hotel,
Nashville.
Nov. 4 — American Women in Radio &
Television Pennsylvania conference. Harrisburg, Pa.
Nov. 5 — Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn.
Meeting. U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Nov. 5-6 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Lennox Hotel, St. Louis.
Nov. 9 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting
electionof ofWBZ
officers.
Paul will
O'Friel,
general and
manager
Boston,
be
guest
speaker.
Steckine's
Restaurant,
107
Middle St., Lewiston, Me.
Nov. 10 — WSB Radio-Tv News Broadcasting
Conference, held in association with Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia. Creative contests will be a feature
of the broadcast-news educational session.
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta studios.
Nov. 10-11 — North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting. Gardner Hotel, Fargo,
N.D.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers
annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
Nov. 13 — Annual seminar for promotion
managers of radio and tv stations represented by Edward Petry & Co., at 3 p.m. in
Continental Suite, Sheraton-Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Held in conjunction with
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. convention.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
annual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Robert W. SarnofT, NBC board
chairman, will be keynote speaker. Among
topics on agenda: color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other probes, audience
surveys and the role of video tape, graphic
arts and news in promotion.
*Nov. 15 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's premieres
timebuying atandHawaiian
selling luncheonseminar
Room in
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m. Details for first program to be announced.
Nov. 15-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
*Nov. 16 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's
luncheon. Roosevelt
Hotel,
New newsmaker
York.
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.

*Nov. 17-18 — Freedom of Information cenference. Jay H. Neff Auditorium, U. of
Missouri School of Journalism, Columbia,
Mo.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, Fresno.
Nov. 18 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
membership luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York. Speaker will be Leslie B.
Worthington, president of U. S. Steel.
*Nov. 18 — Tennessee AP Broadcasters meeting. Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Salem, Ore.
Nov. 18-19— Advertising Federation of
America, 8th District convention. Holiday
Inn and U. of Wisconsin campus, Madison.
Among the speakers will be: James Fish,
vice president of General Mills and AFA
board chairman and James Beach, ABC
vice president.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Salem, Ore.
Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of Packag*Nov. 22 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheon
seminar. Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, McCannErickson, will moderate, and Art Durham,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, and Rodney Erickson, Erickson Assoc., will discuss whether or
not network tv can have both quality and
quantity.
ing." Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television Si
Radiorad Hilton
Farm Hotel,
Directors
annual meeting, ConChicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's
rulemaking
to drop
in vhf
channels
at less proceeding
than present
minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
*Nov. 29 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Maury Long, Broadcasting magazine, will moderate, and Bill Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, and Bob Bordley, WTOP
Washington, will discuss how trade paper
advertising helps them. Hawaiian Room,
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity
cil Dec. of4. Sigma Delta Chi executive counDECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. faU
meeting.
All-day
at Mountain
Shadows Resort
near session
Scottsdale,
Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
*Dec. 6 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., are among participants.
Hawaiian Room. Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
City. at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
speak
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences "Close-Up" 1961
dinner. Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria13
Hotel.
Jan. 21-22— Ninth annual Retail Advertising

Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan.
23-24Hotel,
— Oklahoma
Biltmore
OklahomaBroadcasters'
City. MembersAssn.of
the Oklahoma
Legislature
will attend luncheon meeting.
Jan. 26-28 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Among
the scheduled speakers: Sam Slate, vice
president and general manager, WCBS New
York; Sig Mickelson, president, CBS News;
Edward Stanley, NBC director of public
affairs, and Charles H. Tower, manager of
broadcast personnel and economics, NAB.

Why

Do

Folks

SO

Stay

FEBRUARY
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv

Up

LATE

In Rochester,

N.Y.

?

programs.
Feb.
5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town — sort
of complacent — a place where you'd hardly expect
to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every evening, far into the night, the home lights shine in thousands of Rochester's neat residential areas! — It's not
the flight life that accounts for this — it's the right life!

It's those

APRIL
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
April 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel,
Topeka.
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by
Radio-Television,
Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.

Wonderful

FEATURE

MAY
May 4-14— Brand Names Week.
May 7-11 — NAB annual convention. Sheraton Park and Shoreham Hotels, Washington.

FILMS
EVERY

NIGHT

AAAA Conventions
Nov. 2-3 — AAAA, eastern region anYork. nual conference, Biltmore Hotel, New

AT

11:

Nov. 30 — AAAA, east central region
annual meeting. Statler Hilton Hotel,
Detroit.

Never — no never— has there been such a brilliant, star-studded
array of late-evening entertainment as that offered by our Fall
Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great stars! Great
entertainment! — And a great opportunity for smart buyers who
grab up the golden spots within this super-selling program
structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

CHANNEL

lO

9 N ■ Y«
(WVET
TV
EVERETT McKINNEY INC.

WHEC

TV)

THE BOLLING CO. INC.

NAB Fall Conferences
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
AFA 1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29— Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7— AFA 1st district convention.
Hotel, Providence, R.Sheraton-Biltmore
I.
April tion.
13-16Dupont
— AFA
district
convenPlaza4thHotel,
Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31— AFA 5th annual conventon,tion.
D.C. Sheraton Park Hotel, WashingBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

WPEN

RADIO

MAKES

THINGS

HAPPEN

IN

PHILADELPHIA

As Part of Our
Continuing Efforts in
Community Service
Richardson Dilworth, Mayor of Philadelphia (center) and a group of distinguished citizens comprised the Board of Judges.
wpen

AWARdS

fOUR

college

Ageneral view of the audience at the WPEN "Teenage Salute Award Dinner'

schoURShips
WPEN
awards four college scholarships each year to students throughout the Philadelphia area, selected
in cooperation with WPEN, by the
Mayor and Superintendents of the
Public and Parochial School Systems. Education is our responsibility
— and it is also good business. In
Public Service ... In Sales . . . And
In Exciting Listening, WPEN Makes
Things Happen In Philadelphia.

WPEN
PHILADELPHIA

Represented Nationally by gill-perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WPEN— Philadelphia; WSAI— Cincinnati; WALT— Tampa
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RS
than

all other

stations

combined

The Big Chief can always attract a big,
attentive audience . . . but nothing like
WCCO Radio with more listeners than
all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations
combined!
Besides, WCCO Radio has top acceptance with a tremendous tribe . . .
1,022,610 radio families in a 114-county
basic service area.
Watch

your Big Chief smile when

you add WCCO Radio's lowest cost per
thousand . . . less than one-third the
average cost of all other Twin Cities
stations. It's a powerful way to take
command of a major market.

WCCO
RADIO

Minneapolis
St. Paul
1 Northwest's only
50,000-Watt
Clear Channel1-AStation
< Source:
Nielsen Station Index,
July-August,
1960
6 AM-Midnight,
7-day week.
Represented by
CBS
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

RADIO

SPOT

SALES
17

PLAYBACK
A

BILLION

SILVER!

DOLLARS

ON

A

PLATTER

QUOTES WORTH

REPEATING

Students and faculty of Olivet College, Olivet, Mich., heard a professional
broadcaster candidly evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of television
earlier this month, and they learned just
how much service they were receiving from the medium, too. Willard
Schroeder, general manager of WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., told
them Oct. 6 in part:
I think those of us who have been in
television the last 10 years did the jobs
that were most pressing. We installed
the physical plant, sold our services to
an initially skeptical market. We put
our businesses on a sound financial
basis. I see absolutely no reason for not
being proud of it in television.
But, now we come to the second
decade of television, and it's going to
be
lot tougher
the first.
We've
builta this
wonderfulthanfacility
that pumps
out sight and sound 17 or 18 hours a
day, seven days a week, 52 weeks a
year. It delivers this service to over
90% of the public — not just singly but
offering 94% of all Americans the
choice of three stations.

WSFA-TV
NBC / ABC
MONTGOMERY
- CHANNEL
12
Broadcasting Co. of the South
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. The
W1S-TV Columbia, South Carolina

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
13

the

DIAL 1110 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

we are affiliated, or, we ourselves, have
tried just about every kind of program
form in the last 10 years. And, some of
it, if I do say so myself, has been pretty
good. Unfortunately, a television program isn't like a Broadway play. A
successful Broadway show can run without alteration for years.
A return to live television is not the
answer .... Television's abundant
troubles are caused by bad scripts, not
by networks, agencies and sponsors taking beautiful scripts and reducing them
to rubble. When a beautiful script appears— an occurence almost as frequent
as Halley's Comet — it not only gets produced, but the author is embraced and
feted and signed for six more s;ripts —
all of which will be bad. . . .
I don't agree at all . . . that our problems are hopeless. If we realize that
effort, in any direction, is characterized
by success and failure, we need only
to exert more effort. The end result
will, at least, be a parallel increase in
success — in this case — in worthwhile
BROADCASTING, October 31. 1960

"

A billion dollars . . . yours for the asking . . .
when you ask for WSFA-TV. This one buy
blankets Montgomery and Central-South
Alabama, where a million people have a
billion dollars to spend.

In plain language, we're stumped. We
have an acute shortage of creative talent in the television industry. Our problem is only made tougher by the fact
there are equal shortages of the same
kind of talent in the theatre, in the
movies, in radio, the newspaper, magazine and book publishing fields.
Compromise ■ The result, of course,
has
beenthat
compromise.
I'm with
reasonably
certain
the networks
which

ERIC HARTMANN — MAGNUM PHOTOS

—

VOTE

TUESDAY

EDMUND

BURKE

NOV.

—

8

This message was created in our agency to remind our people that voting is not a right, not a privilege, but a responsibility of citizenship. It appears
here in the belief that others will also find these words a timely reminder of a basic principle. YOUNG & RUBICAM, INC. Advertising, New York.
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from ALBERT G. (JEFF) WADE of Wade Adv. Inc., Chicago

MONDAY

MEMO

A few

advertising

simple

to answer

the

rantings

One thing that I learned a long time
ago is that generalities are dangerous.
Whereupon I will now proceed to state
one. It appears to me that many of the
more vocal critics of advertising and all
its works are those who know the least
about it.
Some of these pontificate from the
cloistered halls of learning, from which
privileged sanctuaries they berate the
tawdry commercial processes which produce the grants for endowments and the
taxes which support them. Others, having failed to reach the eminence in
industry to which they feel they are
entitled, take their limited experience
and proceed to fashion a platform on
which to do the same thing.
Neither of these types will stop their
ranting just because I raise my voice
in this forum of the electronic media.
But a few constructive truths published
here may reach some of those independent souls who like to hear both sides of
a question.
What I say will be well known to
most readers of Broadcasting, for most
of them have learned, as I did, the
hard way.
We all know that there are areas in
advertising which can stand improvement, for in this business we have our
quota of jerks, slick operators and incompetents. But one of the great things
about advertising is the speed with
which these phonies are found out. The
economics of the business usually take
care of that.
Challenge the Insults ■ Now, regarding these shallow criticisms of the business which allege that advertising is
uneconomic; sells people things they
don't want; creates false-obsolescence
and all the rest of that tiresome drivel
that we all have heard so many times
before.
I'm not going to dignify these rantings with a factual rebuttal because
the readers of Broadcasting don't need
it, but I am going to appeal to those
readers who get this far in the page not
to let all these insults go unchallenged.
Of late, Leo Burnett and (Fairfax)
Cone [board chairman of Leo Burnett
Co., and chairman of the executive
committee of Foote, Cone & Belding,
respectively] have taken the critics to
task
devastating
ways. I'mwith
proud
be inin the
same business
theseto
20

truths,

of the

critics

hard-working practitioners.
Marketing Facts ■ To what they have
said I would add some self-evident
truths.
(1) Any company president who authorizes advertising expenditures knows
that well-thought-out advertising can
sell almost anything once. But he also
knows that only the product can sell
itself the second time. And if there is
no repeat business there won't be any
company or any president.
(2) Any pseudo-economists who
maintain that advertising sells the American public things they don't want (or
need) obviously has never tried selling.
Most of us know that it's hard enough
to sell people on things that they do
want and need.
(3) What is "false" obsolescence,
anyway? Should we conspire to prohibit people from buying new and
better motor cars with the better engineering and performance that have been
developed since they bought their present cars? Must we say: "Drive the old
ones until they fall apart like the onehorse shay"? Should the consumer not
buy new foods, new medicines, new
clothes, new houses, new appliances?
Well, this is ridiculous. I say that
whenever a better product comes along,
the old product is truly obsolete and
there's nothing false about it.
Voice of Progress ■ This attitude
comes naturally to us in the Wade
Agency.
grandfather's
biography
relates that My
in 1902
(seven years
before
he founded the company) he wrote the
first copy at N. W. Ayer on the revolu-

tionary new packaged crackers, Uneeda
Biscuits, that brought obsolescence to
the cracker barrel pretty quickly. And
some recriminations too, I suppose.
This is too old a lesson not to have
been learned by now. If the critics want
to display their lack of grasp by criticizing the voice that heralds the new
and better things, then that's the kind
of criticism I would like to have directed my way, and often.
Every successful manufacturer recognizes that from the fires of obsolescence
come the ashes which give birth to

When the anvil chorus gets going on
progress.
some of the examples of bad taste in
our business, I'm with them. So are
most of the thinking people in every
is still
segment of advertising. There
a lot of work to be done on this, from
inside the business, by people who
know what they are talking about because they work at it.
I can say all this proudly, because
in our agency we have something of a
record for producing commercials that
the
don't insult
taste;thethatpublic;
good of
in gence
are
that are
intelli
they
e
becaus
ful
economically success
sell merchandise. And when a better
product comes along we try very hard
to make old products obsolete.
While we're doing this, and our firm
has been at it for 51 years, we don't
imagine that we're getting people to
Whoever
they
buy things
s and
shrewdnes
the need.
matesdon't
underesti
thus
just
public
American
the
of
ce
intelligen
all.
That's
facts.
doesn't have the

Albert G. (Jeff) Wade II, board chairman
of Wade Adv. Inc., Chicago, was literally
born into the advertising business — the
son of executive Walter Wade and grandson of the agency founder. Young Wade
was born in Oak Park, III., in 1918. He
became a writer-producer for shows in
radio's heyday and later agency president.
He recently became board chairman.
Major radio-tv advertisers serviced by
Wade include Miles Labs and Toni Co.
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These

are the hands

of a billiard

champion. Hands that reflect the experience of the years . . . the dedication of the mind . . . the desire of the
heart. These are the elements which
produce that quality touch! You'll find
them, too, in that which sets great
television and radio stations apart
from the rest!
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

MORE

AUTOMOTIVE

SALES

OPEN

MIKE^

The new look
ARE

WWTV

IN

TEN

MADE

IN

AREA

ENTIRE

THE

THAN

STATES!

Consumers in Northern Lower Michigan buy more
automotive products than the total population in
ten entire states* !
WWTV, Cadillac, covers all of Northern Lower
Michigan (see coverage map) and reaches most of
its households. NSI (June 6- July 3, 1960) for
Cadillac-Traverse City gives WWTV more homes
than Station "B" in 433 of 450 quarter hours
surveyed, Sunday through Saturday. You would
need 13 daily newspapers and 16 radio stations to
come close to WWTV's coverage and penetration
of this large market!

NCS No. 3 shows that WWTV has
daily circulation, both daytime and
nighttime, in 36 Michigan counties.

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having. If you want it
all. give tcs a call!
*Combined automotive and filling station sales in the WWTV
area {$239.8 million) exceeds those in Nev., S.D., N.D., N.H.,
R.I., Hawaii, Del., Alaska, Wyo. and Vt. {Source: SRDS)

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-K AUMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO- BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

WWW
316,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL
13 • 1282' TOWER
CBS and
ABC in CADILLAC
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
A very- Kn ode/. Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
I 1.00
□ Please Bill
□ Payment attached
title/ position*
company name
addr
city
Send to home address
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As a former publishing man, I am
particularly aware of how important
this occasional re-stylizing is for a
magazine. Congratulations on doing
an excellent job of keeping Broadcasting as vital in appearance as it is in
content and on keeping it in step with
the times via modern designing techniques. Robert L. Hutton Jr., Vice President, Edward Petry & Co., New York.
editor: We certainly like the new type
face which appeared in your Oct. 17
issue. When you operate a clipping
as neat and easy-toanything
service,
read
as the
new Broadcasting is really
welcome. — Pauline Mahoney, PubliciTips, P. O. Box 8761, Denver 10, Colo.
Susskind & Khrushchev
editor: Your editorial (page 116, Oct.
Susskind's
concerning
17 issue) of
interview
Premier David
Khrushchev
was
an excellent commentary on the sad
state of journalism in broadcasting today. We carried the program on
WYSO and shared your dislike for the
manner in which Mr. Susskind provoked the Russian leader. The end
result was a shabby propaganda duel
which shed little light on the basic problems that divide America and Russia.
— Jonathan Wallach, Assistant Director
of Radio, WYSO (FM) Yellow Springs,
Ohio.
Alert to developments
editor: We wish to thank you for the
Ideal Toy article in your Oct. 17 issue

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

editor: The new layout approach to
Broadcasting's pages deserves loud
applause. The rearrangement of such
sections as the Week in Brief and
Fates & Fortunes makes your good
publication even more attractive and
readable. In fact, the new look, typereading.
wise, throughout the book, adds zest to

our children's
46). Theandstory
(page
obits ofcommercial
spectacular
tv
jectives was clearly and accurately remagazine's
and attests
alertnessportednot
only tototheyour
importance
of
tv advertising to the toy industry but
to all developments within the tv medium.— Boris Holtzman, Publicity Director, Ideal Toy Corp., New York.
Tv impact in Nigeria
editor: [Here are] some of the highlights ofcelebration
my experience
at the
independence
in Lagos,
Nigeria.
..
Of natural interest . . . was the vivid
curiousity which the Nigerian leadership and the people show in television.
It is commonplace in Lagos to see
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

MOST
NATION'S
OF THE
ONE
SUBURBAN
RADIO
STATIONS

WH
'THE VOICE

OF LONG

HONORED

ISLAND"

Pioneer in Public Service Programming

in the Major Long Island Market . . . WHLI

offers

sponsors and their products a Prestige Atmosphere and an influential Long Island Audience . . . unmatched for quality and quantity . . .by any other independent or network radio
station covering this market!

For over 13 years, WHLI has dominated listening on Long Island
with programs designed to serve the needs and interests of the
ever-growing Long Island community . . .
• Familiar Good Music
• School-Factory Closings
• L I. News and Weather Reports
• Community Activities
• Traffic-Road Conditions • Editorial Opinion

Our WHLI "Hall of Fame" attests to the wide-spread acclaim achieved by our high standards of programming "in
the public interest." Prominent from wall-to-wall are dozens of awards and citations from civic, religious, youth,
community, veterans groups and from trade and industry
for programming of exceptional merit and service.
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If king-size billings are your
aim in America's largest market,
you need WPAT . . . Metropolitan New York's reigning good
music station. The long and the
short of it is simply this: WPAT
gets results. That's why tobacco
products advertising alone has increased more than 348% in only
three short years on our station
and that's only one of the many
advertising categories that has
shown record-breaking gains on
WPAT. The reason? We smoke
out listeners in 31 counties
throughout New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut ... an area where more than
17,000,000 people live, work and
buy in more than 5,000,000 radio
homes. America's leading tobacco men know it. Among them,
count the men who make and
market Benson & Hedges, Camels, Chesterfields, Dukes, General
Cigars, Hit Parades, Rents, L &
M's, Lucky Strikes, Newports,
Oasis, Old Golds, Pall Malls, Parliaments, Tareytons and Winstons. In the past three years, all
of them have found out that
Greater isNew
York's...best
station
WPAT
the drawing
station
with the aroma of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT°FM
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(OPEN MIKE)

groups of 50 to 100 people crowded
around the windows of a residence
fortunate enough to possess a television
set.
In discussions with Mr. Soawokoya,
principal of emergency science training; E. S. J. Moses, chief officer of the
Ministry of Education, and H. D.
Omenia, under-secretary of the Ministry of Finance, I observed their intense interest in television as an inductive instrument for education. There
was a common and penetrating perception by these leaders that television for
mass consumption had to provide
mass-appeal programming, programming of universal appeal, so that the
purchase of sets would be stimulated
and the interlarding of entertainment
with academic material would become
an escalator for a higher common denominator of intellect, without the
almost impossible approach through
government operated facilities.
These leaders were deeply interested
in the cost of radio and television
broadcasting stations with particular
reference to the campus facility found
in the U.S. They also asked thoughtful questions concerning the construction and use of public halls for community tv watching. . .
Television in Lagos, aired from 6 to
10 p.m., has suggested to the Nigerian
leaders the key to amalgamation of the
200-odd languages spoken by the 40
million people inhabiting 340,000 sq.
mi. Public interest in education is
robust, with books of any kind whatsoever going like hot cakes out of the
libraries of Lagos. These people show
a voracious appetite for information. . .
— Tom Chauncey, President, KOOLAM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
[Mr. Chauncey was special ambassador and
representative of President Eisenhower during the independence celebration of Nigeria and on his return to the U. S. reported
this radio-tv aspect. — The Editors.]
Business-education

day

editor: A few days ago WBTW concluded its first presentation in the annual Business-Education Day sponsored
by the Florence Chamber of Commerce.
We had 1 1 teachers as our guests for
the entire day and a copy of Broadcasting formed an essential part of the
information packets which we made up
for each of them. Certainly I'm most
grateful to you for making available 1 1
copies of the current issue. The teachers
were most impressed — each promised
faithfully to read it from cover to cover
over the weekend— and to place it in
the school library.
. . . thanks for helping to make our
Business-Education Day a successful
one. — J. William Quinn, Managing Director, WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C.
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Intent on pleasing, while posing challenges that are fresh, vital and memorable ... a "Metropolitan"
personality like each member of our media family. . .Television, Radio and Outdoor- Advertising.
METROPOLITAN

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
205 East 67th Street, New York 21, New York

TV STATIONS: WNEW-TV, New York; WTTG, Washington, D.C.; WTVH, Peoria/111.; KOVR, Stockton-Sacramento/Calif.
RADIO STATIONS: WNEW, New York; WIP, Philadelphia; WHK, Cleveland
OUTDOOR: Foster and Kleiser— operating in Arizona, California, Oregon and Washington.
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TALENT'S
■

Union

demands

THREAT
would

blast

TO
costs

up

SPOT
as much

■

Big advertisers say they'd have to pull out
any position. Participants said that no
The prospect of paralyzing cutbacks
advertiser had indicated a willingness to
in the $650 million spot television business hung like a wet cloud last week
pay
the unions' price in order to avoid
a strike.
over talent union negotiations with networks, agencies and producers. The
"We couldn't take these proposed
unions are the American Federation of prices," one advertising executive said.
Television & Radio Artists and the
"We would have to take a strike."
Screen Actors Guild.
The demands, according to sources
close
to the negotiations, would send
Some of spot television's oldest and
talent costs soaring as much as 1,000
steadiest customers were quoted as taking the position that they would have
to 1,400% or more above those currently paid for typical spot campaigns.
to slash ruthlessly — and perhaps abanThese sources said network commercial
don completely — their spot tv advercosts also would rise, but not so drastictising ifthe unions' demands were met.
At least 30 major tv advertisers were
ally. Thus they expected that retrenchments would fall principally on spot.
said to have indicated in a private poll
The increase in talent costs for scale
that they were "ready to take a strike"
rather than acquiesce in the union de- performers on network television programs, itwas estimated authoritatively,
mands. This also was reported to be
would vary between 91% and 227%.
the attitude of virtually all other leadStrike Effects ■ A strike presumably
ing spot spenders who had expressed

TV
as

1,400%

of television
would knock out live network programming for the duration, limiting shows to
those that are on film or tape and, if it
lasted long enough, reducing network
tv to re-runs. Commercials would be
limited to those already in the can.
Some step-up in commercial production
has been noted among agencies as a
hedge against the possibility of a strike.
There were almost constant sessions
last week, either actual negotiations or
separate meetings of the parties individually to review developments and
plan strategy. They were conducted in
tightest secrecy.
"I don't think television stations have
yet realized that the most critical effect
of these negotiations could be on them,"
one advertiser told Broadcasting between meetings. "I personally know a
number of advertisers, and they are all
ment with Internatioanl Telemeter
Co. covering performers in video
tape programs produced for pay tv.
Others present at the signing of the
document — the first of its kind —
were (1-r in photo) Mortimer Becker, AFTRA's general counsel; Leslie
Winik, vice president of International Telemeter, and Leonard Kaufman,
Telemeter's general counsel.
Under the contract, the scale performer will be paid one and onehalf times the applicable basic minimum fee. Telemeter also will pay
AFTRA 5% of the producer's gross
receipts for each showing on pay tv,
with the additional one-half of the
basic minimum serving as an advance against the 5% of the producer's gross.
A taped version of Gian Carlo

AFTRA puts its foot in a new door
The American Federation of Teletract with another medium — subscription television.
vision & Radio Artists, heavily involved as it is in negotiations with
Donald
F. Conway,
national executive
secretaryAFTRA's
(seated left
tv-radio networks and producers,
took time last week to make a conin photo above), signed an agreeBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Menotti's operetta, "The Consul,"
was produced earlier this year with
AFTRA performers and will be
shown on Telemeter's Toronto wired
toll tv system in a few months. Telemeter officials said they planned to
tape Broadway plays, original dramas
and other productions, with AFTRA
performers, later this year.
29
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upset over the unions' proposals and
think — as I do — these prices could drive
us out of television, especially spot television. Obviously it is the stations who
would suffer most."
The reluctance and more often refusal of negotiators to discuss the negotiations kept the rate of progress — or
lack of it— beclouded throughout last
week.
Union Demands ■ The estimates of
increases up to 1,400% or more in spot
talent costs were based on the unions'
original demands for a new re-use or
residual payment formula and for establishment ofa unit system that would
weight talent payments according to
size of markets used in spot campaigns
(Broadcasting, Oct. 3). There were
reports that the unions had since modified these demands "somewhat," but
these reports were not officially confirmed and there was nothing to indicate, even in speculation, that the union
requests have been eased materially, if
at all.

The

history

of the

AT FIRST A MINOR

movement

PROBLEM;

The ordinary meaning of the word
"residual" is "left-over." But today
the connotation of hand-me-down
would be challenged sharply by
broadcast management that is locked
in negotiations with the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists and the Screen Actors Guild
over a new contract (see story beginning page 29).
Among actors, writers, musicians
and directors, residual is a beloved
word. It means millions of dollars in
their pockets. The broadcasting industry, reluctantly at first, has accepted the concept but has resisted
its expansion.
In broadcasting terms, residual
means that a craftsman is paid not
only for the original broadcast or
telecast in which he participated, but
also for the subsequent replay of the
presentation or the commercial.
Man vs. Machine ■ The concept
of the residual arose with the advent
of mechanization in entertainment —
phonograph records, electrical transscriptions, sound tape, video tape,
film and kinescopes. The performer
and talent unions were prompted to
devise an approach that would enable them to cope, at least to some
degree, with the so-called "technological unemployment."
In the early 1900's many performers became displeased with the
30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Similarly there was no official word
on the proposals of the networks and
producers. It was not certain even that
they had officially submitted a counteroffer. The consensus among usually
informed sources, however, was that
they had at last made their general
objectives known to the unions and
that these were far short of what the
unions wanted.
The soundest report from the conference table was that the networks,
whatever their counter-offer might be,
had made plain that although they were
willing to talk about higher re-run or
residual payments, they would fight to
eliminate the proposed new unit system.
There also were indications that, as
of last week, the two sides were nowhere
near Agreement on this question. They
reportedly decided Thursday that they
would let this issue rest for a while and
turn this week to the question of pay
scales for local announcers. Negotiations on the national level resume Nov.
9.

NOW

to residuals

A TROUBLE

SPOT

use of recordings of their voices for
which they were not reimbursed. The
stars of that period, starting about
1910, insisted upon and, in many
instances, received royalties, based
on the sale of records. The singer,
Alma Gluck, is reported to have
earned about $200,000 a year between 1910 and 1920 from the sale
of records alone.
The union that has railed perhaps
the longest and loudest against "mechanical monsters," the American
Federation of Musicians, appears to
have been the first broadcast union
to insist upon residuals. AFM officials last week recalled that as early
as 1932, in their radio network contracts, there were provisions for rebroadcasts of radio programs, with
initial pacts calling for 100% of the
original fee, later scaled down to
about 75%. A former official of the
American Federation of Radio Artists (now AFTRA) remembers that
the first radio network code in 1937
stipulated re-use fees and this arrangement was extended several
years later to the early-day radio
transcription companies.
Another version of the residual
concept was also invented by the
AFM: the collection of royalties
from the recording and electrical
transcription industries for distribution to unemployed musicians per-

One Slight Hope ■ Some sources, in- 1
eluding advertisers, speculated that the
eventual settlement might be "something on the
orderThis
of atalk
cost-of-living"
raise for
talent.
mentioned
10, 15 or 20% as indicative of the
maximum increase that the networkagency-producer group might ultimately
agree to give. But this speculation was I
entirely unofficial and came not from
participants but from sources who
readily acknowledged that it might not
represent the negotiators' viewpoint.
Union sources acknowledged that
the terms they had proposed would
hike talent costs as much as 500% in
at least some cases. Given a hypothetical spot campaign using four actors in a commercial to be shown in the
nation's top 15 markets for a 13-week
cycle, they said the talent cost would
rise from $1,620 under the existing
contract to $6,392 under the unions'
terms.
other increases,
side came "examples"
of From
even the
greater
comparing

forming at free concerts. This approach was resisted fiercely by the
record companies in the 1930's and
early 1940's. The AFM's position
was (and still is) that records played
on radio and on jukeboxes put musicians out of work and that therefore
some assistance to musicians was
an obligation of the recording companies. A year-long strike started in
1942, but the record companies fell
into line, and by 1944 the major
manufacturers had agreed to the
AFM approach. Later, producers
who made films for tv and radio and
tv jingles were included in the arrangement. The Music Performance
Trust Funds, the organization that
receives and disburses the royalties,
reports that as of last June almost
$41 million had been contributed, of
which more than $7 million came
from broadcasting sources.
Film Precedent ■ The big breakthrough in residuals is traceable to
the growth of film on television, particularly programs and commercials
made specifically for the medium.
The Screen Actors Guild was in the
forefront of the battle to adopt this
principle and, in fact, waged two
strikes — one against producers of
filmed commercials in late 1952 and
another against producers of tv film
entertainment. The latter had endeavored to set out from under a
provision that had granted actors rerun rights in a five-year contract that
expired in the summer of 1955.
SAG's gains in filmed commercials and programs led to similar
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

the
unions' proposals with the existing
contracts.
Cost Projections ■ A spot commercial
using two on-camera performers and
placed in about 155 markets, for instance, was said to involve a talent cost
of $520 for each 13-week period now,
whereas the proposed contract would
| hike this to $7,500 plus 5% for the
union pension and welfare fund, making a total of $7,895— a 1,400% increase— for each 13 -week period of use.
The talent cost for a commercial
using two on-camera performers, one
off-camera performer and five singers
would rise from $940 (for 140 cities)
to $11,143 including 5% for the pension fund, according to another example
from users of commercials.
Another advertiser who said he had
been paying between $70,000 and $80,000 a year in residuals to talent estimated that for the same campaign
under the proposed contract he would
pay $350,000 to $400,000.
Here are other examples, said to rep-

j

j

residual payments to members of
AFTRA, the Radio & Television Directors Guild (now the Screen Directors Guild of America) and the
Writers Guild of America. The
American Federation of Musicians,
meanwhile, won residual formulas
for musicians employed in tv films,
tv spots and network programs (payments now are made directly to
musicians although networks also
make a contribution to the musicians
performance trust fund).
Though currently residuals are
being paid only to members of the
so-called talent unions — AFTRA,
SAG, WGA, and SDG — other labor
organizations in "below-the-line" activities (stagehands, scenic designers,
technicians) have made overtures for
similar gains, but management to
date has rebuffed them.
In the past two years, talent unions
also have won gains on another residual front — the international market— and many contracts stipulate
the payment of certain fees to participants in programs sold abroad.
Further concessions will be sought by
unions in this area.
The System ■ The residual payment is usually tied to the original
fee (unless the contract with the
union makes a different arrangement)
and the performer receives a percentage of this fee. On network and
local programs, the re-use fee is applicable after the original presentations. But in spot commercials actors are paid what is called a use
fee for a 13 -week cycle and the reBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

resent actual campaigns now on the air.
■ A brand using spot tv only, employing four commercials in the course
of a year, now pays $12,480 for talent
but under the proposed terms would
pay $141,620.
■ Another brand, sponsoring three
commercials in network shows each
week, now pays $32,000 a year for
commercial talent, but in the future
would pay $55,692. Talent cost on spot
tv commercials used to fill gaps in his
network coverage would rise from
$19,440 a year to $220,543.
■ Another brand now pays $54,000
a year for talent in five network commercials aweek and $16,000 for talent
in spot commercials; under the proposed contract he would pay $92,820
on the same network commercials and
$ 1 7 1 ,000 on the same tv spot messages.
The Unit System ■ Management
spokesmen reportedly are voicing their
strongest objection to AFTRA's proposal for a new approach to a formula

sidual payment accrues only if the
spot is signed for an additional period. In most cases residuals start at
75% of the original fee and are
scaled downward for reuses.
An AFTRA spokesman capsulized
the view of the talent unions toward
residuals this way: "A repeat of a
program or a commercial means the
producer is saving money, the network is saving money and an advertiser is saving money. They are saving on new production costs. The
actor or announcer, who is helping
everybody else to make money, is
entitled to get a portion of all this
money that is floating around. It is
as simple as that. Where would
everybody
be without
Figures on
residual talent?"
payments are
not easy to compute, because some
talent unions claim their bookkeeping
systems are not designed to keep
close tabs on this source of revenue.
But a perusal of AFTRA's financial
reports shows that residuals to its
members have grown from approximately $117,000 for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1953, to more than
$2.5 million for the fiscal year ended
last June 30. And the Screen Actors Guild estimates that more than
$5 million will be paid out for replay fees on tv entertainment programs alone this year, as compared
with $170,000 paid out in 1954. Another revealing statistic: In 1954
SAG had one part-time employe
handling residual processing; today
the staff consists of a supervisor and
six full-time employes.

in the spot commercial area and local
tv programs.
This is called the unit system and
attempts to arrive at the cost of talent
fees on the basis of the population of
the city in which the spot or program
is being carried. An AFTRA official
said: "It is like a station's time card.
An advertiser pays more for time on a
station in Cleveland than he does in
Des Moines. He should pay talent
more, too, when a commercial in which
he is appearing is carried in a larger
This is a revolutionary departure
from the formula in the current AFTRA
and SAG pacts. Under those contracts,
all cities except New York, Los Angeles
and Chicago are weighted evenly. For
instance,
city." an advertiser would pay no
more for a spot campaign in the 15
markets below the top three than for one
in 15 other markets of a smaller size.
Under the proposed system, cities are
given a certain unit, depending on their
size. They range from 21 units in New
York to 13 in Los Angeles, 12 in Chicago, 7in Detroit, 5 in Pittsburgh, and
down to one unit for a city under
500,000 population. To this unit a rate
of $15.60 is applied. A spot campaign
in five markets totaling 20 units would
result in a fee to on-camera performers
of $312 each for a 13-week cycle (the
figure is computed by multiplying 20
by $15.60).
A similar formula is proposed by the
union in the area of local tv programs,
with $17.50 as the basic yardstick.
Management's obvious objection to
the unit system is that spot campaigns
in larger markets (outside of the top
three) would rise tremendously, while
no
saving would be effected in smaller
markets.
Double Barrel ■ This is the first time
that AFTRA and the Screen Actors
Guild have negotiated at the same
table, and is the outgrowth of a policy
agreed
uponsummer.
by theTheir
two joint
performers'
unions last
negotiation in television will be in the areas
of commercials and local programs but
does not extend to network programs,
which is AFTRA's domain alone.
In radio, AFTRA is reported to have
sought increases only in the area of
sports announcers.
Participants in the negotiations for
management include the three tv networks, the four radio networks, the
Film Producers Assn. of New York and
independent producers. The American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies has official observers at all sessions. Member
advertising agencies sign letters of adherence to contracts. An unofficial observer of the Assn. of National Advertisers also has attended the negotiating
meetings.
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of film series;

American Chicle's gross billing in tv
totaled $2,496,540 in spot and $3,331,580 in network. Dentyne's share was
$1,010,720 in spot and $1,152,961 in
network. "Basic disagreement over
marketing and advertising policies" was
given as the reason for the Dentyne
switch. The Bates agency also handles
Rolaids, Clorets, Certs, Chiclets and
Beeman's chewing gum.

Plan follows BBDO's like venture for Rexall
General Mills will finance the devel- a co-sponsor, should he wish one, and
opment of a film series, Father of The in finding the best network time period
for the show.
Bride, as an entry for the 1961-62
season. As explained last week by
Mr. Polk said the agency's "creative
George Polk, BBDO's vice president in unit" worked closely with Mr. MaxBulova to use television
charge of programming, General Mills
well's production group at MGM-TV in
intends to make an estimated $75,000
preparing a presentation on the series to to introduce new watch
initial investment.
General Mills. The presentation inThe General Mills move follows
Long-time broadcast advertiser Bulcluded a statement on the premise of
ova Watch Co. has a new timepiece
earlier reports of advertising agencies the series, a "writer's manual" to guide
product headed toward the tv medium.
and their clients giving consideration to authors whose scripts will supplement
future advertiser-financing of tv film those supplied by Mr. and Mrs. Eunson,
Described by its creators as a "microseries (Closed Circuit, Oct. 24).
week un"one-line story lines" for the first 26 sonic timepiece,"'
veiled 12 models Bulova
of a last
transistorized
Advertiser agitation on this front is installments, scenes from five other episignificant in that financing is an obsodes, and a pilot script for episode
electronic watch called "Accutron" — a
name coined from the words accuracy
vious key to profit share arrangements
No. 11 entitled "The Wedding."
Father of the Bride has a history of and electronics. Although no advertisand subsequent "controls" on a show.
ing figures or media plans have been
The trend in the past few seasons in its own. It originally was a novel by
tv film properties has been more to- Edward Streeter and a motion picture
announced, tv will share in Accutron's
ward network participation in profits produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in pre-Christmas ad budget which is to be
"more than all of our competitors comthrough the avenue of financing pilot 1950. About four years ago, General
bined will be spending on their estabfilms (Broadcasting, May 16).
Foods had a working financial agreement (via Benton & Bowles) for a tv
lished conventional products," said R.
Past Experience ■ BBDO is depicted
as having been encouraged to pursue
pilot. This initial pilot produced was
Harvey Whidden, Bulova's executive
vice president of marketing, in a closedadvertiser-financing of filmed series as unacceptable to Benton & Bowles and
a result of its experience with National
eventually (in the spring of 1959) the circuit presentation beamed from New
York to 13 major cities last Tuesday
Velvet now on NBC-TV Sunday, 8- venture was dropped.
(Oct. 25). Accutron will have distribu8:30 p.m. Rexall Drug, a BBDO client,
tion in 32 markets by Christmas, with
financed the pilot that was created and
Dentyne switches agencies
prices
of the wrist models ranging from
filmed at MGM-TV and then joined
with General Mills in alternate week
$175 to $395. McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Dentyne Chewing Gum, a $2 million
New York, is the agency.
tv account, has been switched from
sponsorship.
The development of the Accutron,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc. to join
Father of the Bride also will be creother American Chicle Co. products at which runs from a year to 18 months
ated by MGM-TV. Robert Maxwell
Ted Bates & Co., New York. Ranked
on a tiny, inexpensive ($1.50) power
will be executive producer. Writers are
the husband-wife team of Katherine
40th among tv advertisers in 1959, ac- cell, will lead to advances in miniature
and Dale Eunson, who worked on GE
cording to LNA-BAR figures released
timing devices for space age communications, Bulova said.
by Television Bureau of Advertising,
Theatre, Rifleman, Leave It to Beaver,
Ford Theatre and others, and wrote the
pilots for Band of Gold and Angel.
Leon Ames has been cast as the father.
Joe E. Brown sells 'goof-proof pens on tv
In announcing the arrangement, Mr.
Paper Mate Co. has hired comic
Polk offered four arguments for advertiser-financing:
Joe E. Brown to promote its "goof(1) Only a handful of the 200 or
proof" gift pens in network and spot
tv campaigns
more pilots made each year can be conmas season. during the pre-Christsidered "plums," but with General Mill's
The commercials emphasize that
financing a property "we would hope
Paper Mate pens can be selected as
thereby to preempt one of the 'plums.' "
gifts without error in "size, color and
(2) Such financing makes for "more
practicality." They will appear in 20intelligent and less chaotic" show buy40 key spot markets from Nov. 15
ing, avoiding the "snap decision when
to
Christmas, as well as on six netpilots are thrown into the market." Inwork programs. The spot drive will
stead, Mr. Polk asserted, "the advertiser
run about two weeks. Agency:
becomes completely familiar with the
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
background and all the elements of the
Paper Mate is also utilizing singer
property with which it will be involved."
Nellie Lutcher and a jazz trio on a
(3) The advertiser "figures much
radio jingle backing a "big deal"
more strongly" in program control if
price cut offer for its Capri Mark III
"he has financed the creation of the
pens.
The jingle, based on her 1947
series." Mr. Polk said this was a particularly important factor for an adrecording of "Hurry on Down," made
its debut on the World Series broadvertiser such as General Mills "where
casts and is now being used on netgood taste is essential."
work radio.
(4) Advance planning gives the advertiser more flexibility in the choice of
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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DES

MOINES

is the heart of Iowa. It is the

state's largest city. But its Metropolitan Area
accounts for only about 9% of Iowa's retail sales.
In addition to Des Moines, there are seven other
important metropolitan areas in the state. Together,

This means approximately 62% of Iowa's retail
sales are made outside of any metropolitan area.
WHO

Radio serves more than 800,000 radio

11%

homes in 96 of Iowa's 99 counties {plus a number
of counties in neighboring states) . 75% of all retail
spending in Iowa is done in the areas you reach

Sales
36%
State's
% of

with WHO Radio. This remarkable area is WHO's
"Iowa PLUS" . . . Americas 14th largest radio
market!

these eight metropolitan areas account for approxiIOWA POPULATION-DOLLAR DISTRIBUTION
9%
Retail
Sales
12%
% of State
CSI
Population Population
%CSIof ($000)
State's
Des Moines
Metro Areas
284,200
581,160 38%
401,903
33%
Iowa's 8 Leading
62%
Metro Areas in67%
1,259,097
cluding Des Moines
943,600
1,832,792
Remainder
of Iowa
1,904,400
2,975,489
2,286,754

mately 38% of Iowa's consumer spendable income.

44%

WHO Radio is alert, alive, aggressive! It belongs
on any list designed to cover as much as the 14
largest radio markets. Ask PGW for all the
supporting data. (Source: SRDS — Oct. 1, I960)

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
• Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatives
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Focus on Hazel Bishop's tv advertising
IT'S PART OF SEC STOCK REGISTRATION CHARGES
Hazel Bishop Inc., New York cosvide for substantial growth" for the
metic merchandising and distributing
company. Mr. Fox had acquired the
spot time by bartering his library of
company, which in 1958 launched what
RKO feature films to tv stations in exwas up to then the biggest tv spot camchange for the time.
paign in history (Broadcasting, Sept.
During fiscal 1959, Hazel Bishop paid
1, 1958), was slated last week for a
$100,000 on account for the time. When
hearing on the adequacy and accuracy
sales did not justify the expenditure and
of its registration statement by the Securities &Exchange Commission. From
company profits did not soar, a new
the SEC charges it is expected that its management arrangement was undertaken in which 350,000 shares of comtv spot expenditures and the company's
dealings with Television Industries Inc.
mon stock and options to buy additional
stock were sold to a group of investors
(formerly C&C Television Corp.) will
be brought to bear in the hearing. Telefor approximately $1.4 million. In connection with this transaction, Hazel
vision Industries' president is entrepeneur Matthew M. Fox, no stranger to Bishop was released from payment of
SEC proceedings, who at one time held
its obligation to Mr. Fox' company for
the $1,110,619 in spot tv time. The
controlling interest in Hazel Bishop
statement says the company did not
(Broadcasting, May 19, 1958).
make any payment or give any conThe commission's complaint against
HB charges among other things that
sideration for such release. Mr. Fox'
company returned the shares he had
the statement is false and misleading
(1) for including among shares being
bought from Mr. Spector and was reimbursed for all payments it had made.
registered some which had already been
sold to the public in violation of the When Hazel Bishop was released from
Securities Act for which the company
its obligation to Mr. Fox' Television
Industries, it gave that company 150,000
may be liable to any buyers for any
shares of common stock.
losses incurred (2) for the expenditures
The SEC proceedings will determine
for advertising (mainly $1,110,619 in
whether
a stop order should be issued
tv spot time acquired from Mr. Fox'
company) should have been charged
voiding the effectiveness of the registration statement. The hearing does not
as an expense against the $102,258 net
halt trading of Hazel Bishop stock,
profit HB reported for fiscal 1959; (3)
which is listed on the American Stock
failure to disclose the identities of persons who own shares included in the
Exchange. The hearing has been set
for Nov. 1.
statement, the number of shares held
by each and the facts concerning their
acquisition.
Station-break practices
In 1958 Matthew Fox made an agreecriticized by Matthews
ment with Raymond Spector, then
William E. Matthews, vice president
board chairman of Hazel Bishop, to
purchase 542,553 shares of the comand director of media, Young & Rubicam, last week called for a revision of
pany's common stock (slightly over
50% of all shares outstanding) and all commercial periods between programs
to avoid "a profusion of advertising
HB's outstanding
bentures for about 6%
$3.8convertible
million. Inde-a resented by the viewers and disruptive
separate deal, the company agreed to
of good programming." He spoke to
purchase over $1 million worth of tv the
Texas Assn. of Broadcast Executives meeting in Dallas Oct. 26.
spot time from Mr. Fox' company. At
Mr. Matthews for some time has been
that time he stated the improved adassociated with a position that additional
vertising expenditure ratio would "proARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
American Research Bureau. These
Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of the
ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chiweek Oct. 20-26 as rated by the multicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
Rating
city Arbitron instant ratings of the
Philadelphia and Washington, D.
C.
Date
Program and Time
Network
27.0
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
Thur., Oct. 20
ABC-TV
all networks
Fri., Oct. 21
Nixon-Kennedy (10 p.m.)
22.4
42.0
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
27.8
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Oct. 22
CBS-TV
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
Sun., Oct. 23
25.6
20.5
CBS-TV
The Right Man (8:30 p.m.;
Mon., Oct. 24
CBS-TV
Tue., Oct. 25
Garry Moore (10 p.m.)
25.5
CBS-TV
Wed., Oct. 26
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
26.9
NBC-TV
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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Skelton 'on location'
S. C. Johnson & Son (Johnson's wax products), Racine, Wis.,
will play host to comedian Red
Skelton Nov. 4-8 as a kickoff to
the company's 75th anniversary
celebration next year. Mr. Skelton
will video tape his CBS-TV program in Johnson's research and
administration center. The program will be taped Nov. 4 for
telecast Dec. 27. The comic will
bring his regular cast from Hollywood, plus a 50-man technical
crew including cameramen, sound
men and lighting experts. Mr.
Skelton has been on tv the past
seven years for Johnson's wax.
time between programs (at station
breaks) would permit advertisers time
to get across their messages while
counteracting charges of "over-commercialization" made against broadcasters.
"Meeting the advertising demands . . .
in television or providing enough announcement units to secure a profitable
revenue ... in radio, has often taxed
the ingenuity of station owners beyond
the restraints of conscience," he explained.
FCC rulings and industry codes governing the number of commercials in
a broadcast segment are "evaded all too
frequently," he charged, noting that
"triple spotting at station breaks has
become quadruple, and with closing
and opening commercials a sequence of
five or six announcements are fired at
the audience without explanation or
apology." He asked for a study of
lengths and location of station breaks,
finding the 10 and 20-second commercial proximity as confusing competition
for attention and destroying the effect
of both advertising and programming.
Ayer president suggests
'truth' audit for print
The Audit Bureau of Circulations
ought to consider auditing "truth" as
well as newspaper and magazine circulations, the president of N. W. Ayer &
Son,thePhiladelphia,
suggested.
in
written and hasspoken
word "Truth
is the
heart and soul of advertising," Warner
Shelly told the Audit Bureau of Circulations meeting Oct. 20 in New York.
The A.B.C. has "established methods
for giving us assurance of truth," the
agency president said, and "one of our
industry's greatest needs today is for
assurance of truth in advertising mesAn A.B.C. spokesman said later
there was little chance the bureau would
go beyond its circulation auditing function, but that it could serve as a model
forsages."
a truth-auditing organization.
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It took weeks to find a time when this busy crew could be assembled for this picture. Shown
are the eight men, the two news cars, and the remote truck — all in the news department of
WHIO and WHIO-TV.

Four and One-half hours Of news is the daily average of WHIO
and WHIO-TV as these stations meet their obligations to keep listeners and viewers
fully and factually informed about local, na tional, international, and space news. Shown
are the men and equipment used daily — the men, highly trained and experienced — the
-ask
equipment, the most modern obtainable. Together, they have accustomed the big Dayton
market (3rd in Ohio) to tune to WHIO when they want to hear the news, and to turn
to WHIO-TV when they want to see the news. All the news — skillfully, truthfully,
and objectively reported.
For further news about these stations, and their stature in the rich market they coverGeorge P. Hollingbery.

Aloft at traffic-heavy morning and evening hours, the WHIO AIR SCOUT,
manned by an off-duty police traffic
sergeant, keeps motorists informed, and
expedites the flow of traffic at these
vital times.

WHIO-TV
AM
1290 KC WHIO
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FM
99.1 MC

Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and
WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina

Channel

Dayton
Ohio
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Business briefly . . .
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago, has
completed shooting 45-second live-action spot commercials at Fred A. Niles
Productions, that city for placement in
tv markets sometime next spring. The
spots will be used initially at boat and
motor shows during December and January, promoting Ward's Sea King boats
and motors. Later, store managers
throughout the country will buy time on
local stations for the films, providing
for 15-second local inserts. Business
will be placed direct by dealers.
Texaco Inc., N.Y., sponsor of NBCTV's Texaco Huntley -Br inkley Report
since June 29, 1959, renewed full
sponsorship of the Monday-throughFriday news program to the end of
1961. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh
Inc., N.Y.
Revlon Inc., N.Y., will sponsor NBCTV's two-hour colorcast of Peter Pan,
starring Mary Martin, on Dec. 8 (Thur.
7:30-9:30 p.m. EST). The James M.
Barrie classic was previously telecast
by NBC-TV in 1955 and 1956. Most
of Miss Martin's original Peter Pan
company will be re-assembled for the
third viewing, which will be taped. Cyril
Ritchard stars as Captain Hook in the
Richard Halliday-Edwin Lester production. Agency: Grey Adv., N.Y.

bought co-sponsorship of the "Triple
Crown" series of horse racing events
on CBS-TV in 1961. Anticipated dates
are May 6 or 13 for the Kentucky
Derby, May 20 for the Preakness and
June 10 or 17 for the Belmont Stakes.
Pabst currently co-sponsors American
Football League telecasts on ABC-TV.
The account is handled by Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Chicago.
American Tobacco Co., N. Y., will
sponsor Remember How Great on NBCTV, Feb. 9, 8:30-9:30 p.m. (EST).
The musical-variety revue will feature
all-time hit songs, appearances of recording stars and Jack Benny as the
host. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

Adam Hats Inc., N. Y., launches a preChristmas network television drive tonight (Oct. .31) on the Jack Paar Show
over NBC-TV. Commercials, scheduled
on a weekly basis were prepared by
Mogul, Williams & Saylor, N. Y.
Monarch Wine Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
this week launches an 80-market broadcast campaign with emphasis on the visual. Copy sells product quality and wine
sociability. The schedules run until Dec.
23, mostly minutes at a heavy rate,
breaking on varying dates up to Nov.
15. All commercials feature a new
"mellow-mood" jingle, "time for wine,"
ending on this year's ad theme, "the
pleasure is all wine." Changing this
year's emphasis from radio to tv, Manischewitz also is trying another new tack,
supporting the broadcast campaign with
four-color Sunday supplements in three
markets. Agency: Grant Adv., N. Y.

How tv turns on the
Stoking up sales to a new fever
reading through use of local television, adealer in furnaces and appliances in Traverse City, Mich., reports that if his advertising is off tv,
even for a couple of weeks, he can
see the dip in sales right away.
George LaRoche, sales manager

of Harry's Service Center, dealer for
Iron Fireman Mfg. Co., Cleveland,
has concentrated on tv as the best
means to demonstrate the Custom
Mark II residential and commercial
oil furnace. The center sponsors a
half-hour weekly wrestling program
on WPBN-TV Traverse City and

Harry Domine, Iron Fireman dealer
in Traverse City, Mich., demonstrates the efficiency of the Custom
Mark II furnace on a tv commercial.
Mr. Domine plunges his white glove

into the flue and brings it out spotless while the furnace operates.
The reflector above the furnace
shows it in operation for the benefit of tv viewers.
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Pabst Brewing Co., Milwaukee, has

General Sportcraft Co., Bergenfield,
N.J., "Orient" game, plans to enter six
markets for pre-Christmas campaigns
on radio with live commercials by radio
personalities. WOR New York launched
the drive Oct. 29. Other markets for
"Orient," which is described as a combination of chess, checkers and ticktack-toe ($4.95), are Chicago, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Dallas. Orders are being placed by General Sportcraft.

heat

for furnace

FSR International formed
International marketing and advertising services of Fuller & Smith & Ross
Inc., New York, will be handled through
a newly-formed unit of the agency
effective Jan. 1, 1961. The formal establishment ofFSR International, which
will offer expanded services for the
agency's clients via 71 affiliated agencies in 58 countries, was announced
last week by Robert E. Allen, president
of F&S&R. FSR International will be
a service division responsible for supervision of and communication with the
affiliates.

sales
WTOM-TV Cheboygan, both Michigan. The spots are written and
delivered by Harry Domine, owneroperator of the dealership, who demonstrates the cleanliness of the furnace's operation (wiping the surfaces
with a white glove which remains
spotless), uses detailed charts to explain how the furnace works and
then shows how easy it is to operate
the furnace. Mr. Domine has had no
professional announcing training, but
discusses the product's qualities with
a straightforward, folksy manner
which, judging from the increased
sales, must be highly effective.
Harry's Service Center uses other
advertising media — print, fairs, home
and flower shows and a five-minute
newscast on local radio. But the
big push for the Mark II is made
on tv. Mr. LaRoche says customers
from as far as 150 miles from Traverse City have requested further information and that contractors say
people are demanding that Mark II
furnaces be installed in their homes.
Mr. LaRoche gives the credit to tv.
Iron Fireman, the Mark II's manufacturer, said it also is much impressed with the accelerated sales in
this local dealership.
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[Those were Putnam's

words at the battle of Bunker

Hill, June 17, 1775. Those

muskets

had a

message for the British ... and it was a message that got through! We think there's a lesson here.
First, aim your fire and then get the best dispatcher you know to carry it, be it muskets or a radio
station. Balaban

Stations are famous

for carrying messages

Station, your message rides on top-flight programming,
!'know-how",

[FHE

Day in, day out, the message

BALABAN

direct to the buyer. On a Balaban

strong, popular personalities and keen selling

gets through with Balaban -couriers

STATIONS

par excellence.

in tempo with the times. John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director

The

first Nielsen

IN

Report*

covering

all the new

COMPETITIVE

MOST

HOMES

ABC-TV

MOSJ

shows

of the season

proves this

MARKETS

WATCH

OF

THE

TIME!

THESE

SHOWS

ALL

HAVE

IT:

Here's a list worth looking at. It's a list of favorite shows, all
broadcast on ABC-TV and all placing first in their time
periods. Six of them are brand new: Bell & Howell Close-Up !,
Bugs Bunny, Flintstones, The Law & Mr. Jones, My Three
Sons, SurfSide 6. One is new on ABC: Peter Gunn. And
eleven are established winners: Cheyenne, Hawaiian Eye,
Lawman, Maverick, Real McCoys, Rebel, Rifleman, Robert
Taylor's Detectives, 77 Sunset Strip, Untouchables, Walt
Disney Presents. What pleases us most about these shows is
that they please the viewers. And, we trust, the sponsors, too.
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THIS

SHOWS

THEY

HAVE

SHARE OF
AUDIENCE

RATING

33.7

19.2

IT:

HALF HOUR
FIRSTS
25

ABC-TV

mm m ■ %9
♦Source: Nielsen 24-MarketTV Report covering all commercially sponsored evening programs,
week ending October 16, 1960. Sunday, 6:30 to 11 PM, Monday-Saturday, 7:30 to 11 PM.

ABC
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TELEVISION

The

agency

TIMEBUYER

SURVEY

demand
SHOWS

Station mechandising is a valuable
advertising support that frequently figures (and sometimes predominates) in
a timebuyer's selection of stations for
his client's campaigns. Smaller agencies
look for it more often than the bigger
ones, and they find it more often in
radio than in television. Big or small,
they think stations would be smart to
put a full-time merchandising specialist
on staff.
These views are not unanimously
held, but they represent majority opinions in a timebuyer study being released today (Oct. 31) by NBC Spot
Sales. The seventh in a continuing
series of questionnaire surveys of the
"NBC Spot Sales Timebuyer Opinion
Panel," the study brought replies from
200 buyers in agencies throughout the
U.S. Some 62% of the respondents are
with agencies billing more than $1
million a year; 38% are with agencies
billing less than that. Here are highlights:
■ Three out of four buyers from

Some

comment

from

IT FIGURES

merchandising
IN THEIR

smaller (under $1 million) agencies
said they "always" or "frequently" consider merchandising when picking stations for a spot schedule. Among larger
agencies, three out of five buyers do.
■ Almost two out of five panelists
said that at one time or another they
have given merchandising priority over
audience in buying radio time. One
out of five said they had put merchandising ahead of audience in buying television.
■ Almost three out of five thought
stations would be justified in asking an
advertiser to share the cost of an "exceptional" merchandising campaign.
Half that number thought the advertiser
should pay nothing.
■ In-store displays were by far the
merchandising form most favored by
the panelists. Runners-up: Trade calls
and trade mailings.
■ Panelists agreed that radio stations offer "considerably more" merchandising assistance than tv stations
do. The majority did not think that

influential buyers

Next to a signed contract, there
are few things that radio and television time salesmen like better than
to know what influential agency
people think about specific station
projects and policies. Here is what
some key figures in agencies across
the country think about merchandising bystations, as quoted by NBC
Spot Sales in its survey report on
that subject (see story above) :
■ Paul G. Gumbinner, vp and
radio-tv director, L. C. Gumbinner
Adv., New York: "When the merchandising help winds up as ordinary, conventional mailings, or omnibus calls designed to sell the station rather than the campaign, it
hasn't much value — though it's better than nothing. But even conventional approaches (postcards or bulletins) should be fresh and attractive.
. . . Recipients of this merchandising are bombarded with a lot of it,
and are impressed only by the outstanding stuff."
■ Arthur S. Pardoll, associate
media director, Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York: "With few exceptions broadcast merchandising
does not involve strong support.
Usually it consists of mailings and
few calls upon local retail outlets.
40

HOW

for

. . . The function of media is to
provide a channel of communication for an advertiser at the most
reasonable cost and under the most
favorable conditions. Many stations
are prone to stress merchandising
services at the expense of media
» Sam B. Vitt, vp and associate
values." director, Doherty, Clifford,
media
Steers & Shenfield, New York: "It
is our opinion that almost all broadcast merchandising support has
some desirable effect upon a product's success. It would seem to be
in a station's best interest to concentrate its efforts more sharply in two
principal areas. The first and most
important would be that of merchandising itself to its immediate market.
The second area would be in concentrating inactivities which advertisers have found to be of greatest
value to them. This would mean,
for example, more in-store displays
as opposed to more jumbo postcards.
It would also mean, let me quickly
add, more problems for the station
unless it was exceptionally careful
in its handling of the program."
■ Don Heller, timebuyer, N. W.
Ayer of &service
Son, falls
Philadelphia:
"This
type
into the category

PLACEMENTS

merchandising is increasing in television; almost half thought it is increasing in radio.
■ Slightly more than half said radio
stations do an adequate job of letting
agencies know about their merchandising assistance; slightly less than half
said television stations keep them adequately informed. The information that
agencies do receive is passed along, nine
times out of ten, to the agencies clients
and/ or account executives.
■ Almost four out of five thought a
station would gain by hiring a full-time
merchandising specialist to make trade
calls — but two out of five definitely
would not want that specialist to contact their clients direct (about half
would not obect to direct contact).
"Dilemma" ■ In releasing the study,
Richard H. Close, vice president in
charge of NBC Spot Sales, called merchandising "a dilemma for both the
broadcaster and the buyer." He said:
"It is [a dilemma] for the broadcaster
because he is in competition for adof a little effort going a long way.
I know of specific cases where stations have endeared themselves to
an account's advertising manager because they took the time to make
personal dealer and/or broker contacts and reported their efforts. Certainly this costs very little in terms
of out-of-pocket expense [but] it
lets the client know that local media
are really concerned with his advertising efforts. Some stations adopt
the smug attitude that they are selling advertising and being paid only
to deliver audience. This makes as
much sense to me as an advertising
agency insisting that it will only prepare an account's creative work and
place
the business."
■ Jeremy
D. Sprague, media supervisor, Cunningham & Walsh, New
York: "The most effective merchandising isthat which relates the consumer to the dealer. Next in value
is that which convinces the dealer
that he is getting strong advertising
support. Much of what is called
merchandising is merely station promotion in disguise. Although this
can help build audiences for programs, itis of little help in a spot
■ David I. McDonald, account
executive, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
&believe
Ryan,that
SananyFrancisco:
do not
advertising"I medium
buy."
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Big
vertising dollars with other media, all
of whom use merchandising as one
weapon to help create sales for advertisers. And merchandising, properly executed, can certainly help in this respect. The dilemma arises, I believe,
in determining how much merchandising support a station can provide and
still make a reasonable profit. On the
other hand, the buyer is caught in a
dilemma because he must equate merchandising support with advertising
value — and these two factors change
with each of his clients."
Mr. Close expressed hope that the
study "will help both buyer and seller
to better understand the problems common to both groups." He cautioned
against construing the results as representative of the opinions of everybody
engaged in buying time, but said they
"do offer an interesting reflection of
current opinions among a very important and articulate section of the timebuying fraternity."
Opinions in Conflict ■ Individually,
panelists offered widely divergent views
of station merchandising: It is helpful,
it is not necessarily helpful, it is a form
of rate cutting, it is useless to the station, itis more useful to the station than
to the advertiser — and so on (see separ-

— radio, tv, newspaper or magazine
— should provide merchandising
services on the basis currently being
offered. The reality of merchandising services in most cases is that
they are in effect a form of rate
cutting. I think it is fine for a station to offer merchandising in local
markets; this augments not only the
agency's facilities but the advertiser's
promotional facilities as well. However, these services should be offered
on a flat fee basis and not as a
bonus on a purchase of time or
space."
■ Max Tendrich, executive vp,
Weiss & Geller, New York: "We
subscribe to the theory that if you
don't ask, you don't get. We find
that many advertisers do not take the
trouble to work with individual station managers. Those who do, get
the advantages. Stations should be
more active in volunteering certain
merchandising services."
■ Robert J. Smith, media supervisor, W. B. Doner Co., Chicago:
"Merchandising can be an effective
aid to any campaign if it is done
properly. By 'properly' I mean well
thought out as to the advertiser's
needs, as opposed to just a bunch of
material thrown together to make
the station look as though it is really
going to do spectacular things for
the client."
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

ate story across spread below).
Although smaller agencies showed
greater interest in merchandising that
larger ones, more merchandising success
stories came from large-agency panelists
(67%) than from small (60%). Some
buyers reported product sales gains up
to 30% with merchandising support.
The importance of merchandising in
terms of its impression on dealers and
customers, also was noted.
The NBC report concluded that merchandising is"a far greater factor in
radio than in television," judging from
answersto toincrease
the following
question:
order
distribution
(or "In
for
any reason) have you ever bought on
the basis of merchandising first, audience second?" The answers:
All
Big
Small
agencies
agencies*
agencies*
Radio
Yes
38%
40%
35%
No
61%
60%
63%
No opinion
1%
.... 2%
Television
Yes
19%
19%
21%
No
80%
81%
77%
No opinion
1%
.... 2%
*ln this table and tables below "Big Agencies"
are those billing more than $1 million and
year
less. and "Small Agencies" are those billing

■ Paul E. Morgan, vp and general
manager, Campbell-Mithun, Los
Angeles: "We know from experience
that the best merchandising assistance is obtained from a three-way
meeting of client, station and agency
in which the client explains his goals
and problems in the market. It never
fails that the station will create merchandising solutions, or tell us that
they■ haven't
answer." president,
Aubreythe Williams,
Aubrey Williams Adv., New Orleans: "lust as agencies are doing
more and more merchandising, stations will be forced into more and
more of it. As a matter of fact, in
markets where stations can trade
spots for preferred display positions
(and there are many such markets)
I believe you'll find the stations in
favor of merchandising. After all,
it gets their call letters in front of
extra thousands just as it gets the
client's product there. The stations
may even benefit more than the advertiser because just about everybody sees their displays, whereas
not everybody buys the product dis■ Hilly Sandeas, vp, HonigCooper & Harrington, Los Angeles:
"Aplayed."
well-planned merchandising program can mean additional business
for the client which, in major markets, can sometimes assume carload

Costs ■ Not many panelists thought
advertisers should be asked to pay the
full cost of station merchandising, but
more than half thought the cost might
be shared by the advertiser for "exceptional and costly" services:
Small
9%
10%
10%
All
agencies agencies
agencies
Pay at cost
cost
Share
57
66
Neither
29
35
21
4
3
4
No opinion
52
Radio vs. Tv ■ Two-thirds of the
panelists in both agency size groups
agreed that radio stations offer considerably more merchandising aid than
television stations — probably, the report
pointed out, because there are many
more radio stations in each market and
thus much more competition in radio.
NBC cited this comment by Edward
Papasian, radio-tv media director of
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia, as expressing of
the panel's
on the merrelative merits
radio feeling
and television
chandising:
"On the whole, radio does a good job
of merchandising. Also, I believe that
radio stations are right in asking for
contracts of 13 weeks or more in order
to give the merchandising a chance to

proportions. In addition it may, under certain conditions, afford entre
to retailers which would not norm■ E. Clay Scofield, vp, Liller, Neal
ally exist."Atlanta: ". . . Too many
& Battle,
stations promise the moon and deliver only a small piece of cheese.
We buy advertising on the ground
of coverage, penetration and influence of the medium in the market. Merchandising is a plus. If
stations are not going to follow
through, they should not offer the
extra merchandising in the first place.
In most cases it would not affect our
decision
to buy."
■ Larry
Hoge, media director,
Doremus & Co., San Francisco:
"Biggest problem is that merchandising isbecoming a real expense to
stations in competitive markets. Station managers, reps or such do not
bring up merchandising in pitches;
but later the timebuyer is in trouble
if he finds a competitor was given
a merchandising budget — especially
if the competitor had a smaller
budget. Stations could use a fulltime merchandising man primarily
for new ideas, investigating better
ways to merchandise. Too much of
it is done without thinking — sort of
a 'me too' approach, or 'whatever
the other station comes up with,
we'll come up with the same.' "
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work. Tv on the other hand has been
lax in not giving enough in the past.
We hope the situation changes in the
future."
Trends ■ More buyers were inclined
to feel that merchandising is increasing
in radio than in television,
Dig as shown in
the following table:
Riir
Small
ollldU
All
agencies agencies
agencies
Radio
45%
47%
Increasing 46%
13
11
Decreasing 12
Remaining
same
384
382
386
No opinion
Television
30%
Increasing 30%
20
30%
16
10
Decreasing
Remaining
48
47
48
same
3
6
No opinion
12
Letting Agencies Know ■ The report
speculated that one reason so many
panelists did not think merchandising
is increasing is that many stations do
not take pains to let agencies know what
assistance they do offer. This conclusion was based on the following table
summarizing answers to the question:
"On the whole, do you feel that stations
do an adequate job of reporting merchandising assistance to you?"
Big
Small
All
agencies agencies agencies
Radio
Yes
56%
55%
57%
43
43
No
43
2
No opinion 1
Television
Yes
46%
49%
42%
50
56
No
52
1
2
No opinion 2
Singing champions
A pair of 1960's World Series
champions, with musical talents
besides, appear in a new singing
commercial prepared for Miles
Labs' One-A-Day vitamins, which
will be seen on ABC-TV's Fight
of the Week series (Sat. 10 p.m.
EST), beginning Nov. 5. Catcher
Hal Smith and pitcher Elroy Face
of the Pittsburgh Pirates sing hillbilly style in the commercial,
which marks the first time Miles
has used personalities to advertise
its products. The idea was developed by Wade Adv., Chicago.
Durwood Kirby, regular commercial announcer for Miles on the
fights, introduces the guitar-plucking singers in the commercial.
Messrs. Smith and Face formed
an act at the close of the World
Series this month. They were
hired for the Miles commercial
after their opening five-day stint
at a Pittsburgh night club.
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Routing Reports ■ When stations do
submit merchandising reports, at least
nine times out of ten the reports reach
the people that the stations presumably
want to impress: 91% of the buyers
said they turn the reports over to
clients; 98% pass them on to account
executives.
Minimum Requirements ■ Seven out
of ten buyers reported that stations —
both radio and tv — do make it clear to
them "what the minimum expenditure
or requirements are before they will
offer merchandising support." One out
of four said stations do not. "This," the
report observed, "certainly is an area
which can cause much grief for both
buyer and seller." The answers varied
as between large and small agencies, as
shown in the following table:
All
Big
Small
agencies agencies
agencies
Requirements Clear:
Radio
76%
62%
Yes 70%
22
32
No
26
2
6
No opinion 4
Television
Yes 70%
72%
67%
No
25
24
27
4
6
No opinion 5
Staff Specialist ■ Despite divergent
views on the benefits of merchandising
generally, as revealed in individual comments, buyers voted heavily in favor of
stations having merchandising specialists on staff. Almost eight out of ten
(78%) checked "yes" to a question asking whether they would "recommend
that stations employ a full-time merchandising man (contacting brokers,
distributors, dealers)." When asked
whether they would "object if he [stational specialist] contacted your client
with regard to a schedule," only about
five out of ten (55%) said they would
not object. Four out of (43%) definitely would object.
AT&T engineers forsee
new instant rating plan
Instant ratings using existing telephone wires and the Bell System DataPhone are a possibility envisioned by
AT&T engineers as horizons of the data
transmission system expand. The idea
was mentioned by Robert F. Landry,
assistant vice president of AT&T, at a
conference announcing Data-Phone installation by the Hardware MutualsSentry Life insurance group in New
York last week.
Equipment for Data-Phone rating
doesn't exist. It would require an adaptation of the device that transmits machine "talk" to telephone lines. The
Data-Phone adaptation would be a
meter attached to television or radio
receivers in the home.
Since its introduction two years ago

Data-Phone has been adapted to needs
of several hundred different customers,
Mr. Landry said, including airline traffic
bookkeeping
andand
"teleticketing,"
bank
branch reports
central computer
service for factories. For the future,
Mr. Landry sees, besides automatic
ratings, possibilities of Data-Phone shopping, paying, billing, utility metering,
alarm
systems
andby other
possibilities
offered
Bell in"blue-sky"
an effort
to anticipate needs of industry and
consumers.
The instantaneous systems employed
in a few markets now by American
Research Bureau and A. C. Nielsen Co.
require special wiring in addition to the
set meters and receiving machines.
AN 'ADVERTISING
AFA-AAW map plans

YEAR'

for public relations push
They don't have a name yet for "advertising year," but there is a theme:
"Advertising
is a Growth
This will be central
to what Ingredient."
is shaping
up as a major public relations project by
the Advertising Federation of America
and the Advertising Assn. of the West.
The slogan was picked last week by
the AFA-AAW Advertising Week committee from recommendations by McCann-Erickson, task-force agency for
both "week" and "year." The symbol
will be three arrows racing in a circle,
labeled Advertising, Mass Demand and
Mass Production.
In a separate announcement earlier
in the week, the AFA said the annual
mid-winter Washington conference
would take a "bold, positive approach"
to answer critics of advertising. Thus
the Feb. 1 conference fits into the larger
public relations picture as the opening
of a one-two-three attack. Advertising
Week isfollows
Feb. 5-11
and the
then
inaugurated
to drive
the "year"
point
home.
Arthur C. Fatt, president of Grey Advertising and chairman of the Washington conference, said the program would
cover these areas:
■ What are we up against? A study
of the attackers of advertising and an
analysis of why they are attacking.
■ Advertising's contributions to our
society. The committee has suggested
these subjects: "Is private initiative at
war with public welfare?" "The pace
makers — America's great new middle
class," "Needed — closer rapport between government and business"; "The
American philosophy of growth," and
"How abundance promotes culture."
■ A call to action. Specific examples
by AFA and other groups and a comprehensive new plan.
AFA President C. James Proud,
commenting on the third Capital conference, referred to a subject high on
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960
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the adman's worry list when he said,
"Never has it been more important to
stress America's priceless opportunity
for freedom of choice, a freedom
which is epitomized by advertising itself. To tax or restrict such an indispensable tool as advertising would be
sheer insanity on the part of our government officials — whichever party is
in power after November — and the
federation's mid-winter conference will
leave no doubt in governmental minds
as to where advertising stands on this
Committeemen working now on condetails are Max Banzhaf , adissue." ference
vertising director of Armstrong Cork
Co.; Ralston H. Coffin, advertising vice
president, RCA; Barton A. Cummings,
president, Compton Adv.; Fred H.
Dettmar, public relations manager,
Dayton Power & Light Co.; Albert N.
Halverstadt, advertising manager, Procter & Gamble Co.; Gov. Arthur Langlie, publisher, McCall Corp.; Robert
H. Marriottan, vice president, Climalene Co., and Donald H. McGannon,
president, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.
What-You-Call-It ■ The Ad Week
committee expects to have a name for
its year-long effort by the end of this
week. Meanwhile copy is being developed around the "growth" motif and
exploitation is being worked out. In
their determination to put the message
over, planners are thinking of passing
the hat around the trade in order to
provide all copy materials free to
media, who heretofore have had to
defray production costs themselves in
addition to giving time and space for
Ad Week messages.
The continuing project will be aimed
at schools, labor, business, general-consumer and all the "publics," including
foreign-languages publics. The AFAAAW will make use of all p.r. techniEmerson Foote, president of Mcques.
Cann-Erickson
Adv. (USA), is national
plans chairman and George W. Head,
advertising manager of National Cash
Register Co., chairman of the Advertising Week committee. Author of the
Slogan, "Advertising is a Growth Ingredient," isAlton H. Ketchum, McCann-Erickson vice president, who was
active in the "Confidence in a Growing
America" campaign for the Advertising
Council with McCann and Grey Adv.
as volunteer agencies.
Rep appointments...
■ KTVE (TV) El Dorado, Ark.—
Monroe, La.: The Boiling Co.
■ KICO Calexico, Calif: SandeburgGates Co.
■ KNBS-TV Walla Walla, Wash.:
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.
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Wade-Kastor

merge;

to bill $27 million
Broadcast-oriented Wade Adv. will
combine shop with H. W. Kastor & Son
in Chicago effective Dec. 1, boosting its
overall billings to nearly $27 million.
Part or all of Kastor 's accounts
ternational(InMilling
Co., Campana
Sales, Fannie May
Candy, others) are
expected
shift
to
Wade, toalong
with about 26 employes.
currentlyWadehandles
Miles Labs,
Deep
Magic,Toni's
Dot
Records, UnexMr. Harms celled Chemical
Corp., Zurich- American Insurance, Mohawk Petroleum and other products.
Kastor has been billing approximately
$3 million.
As part of the consolidation, Marvin
Harms, Kastor president, joins Wade
as senior vp. Other shifts from Kastor
include John T. Urice as vp, Ashley
Belbin as vp and creative director, and
James West, W. O. Yocum and Dean
Snow as vps. Mr. West has been vp
and radio-tv director at Kastor.
Advertising credited
for Rambler success
An American Motors Corp. spokesman last week gave credit to advertising for its major role in raising the
Rambler compact car to third place in
new car sales — from 104,000 units sold
to 1957 to 435,000 sales in 1960— and
added that "the Rambler firm is spending a record amount in all media in
Rambler has also moved up from
21st place in 1958 to third place in
1960 in the rankings of all types of
product names advertised in news1961." papers, Fred W. Adams, automotive
sales manager of AMC, said at the second annual National Newspaper Advertising Seminar in New York Thursday (Oct. 27). "But we have not overlooked the importance of all media,"
Mr. Adams said, referring to American
Motors' heavy use of magazines, network radio and television. He pointed
out, for example, American Motors
now is marking its fifth anniversary as
a sponsor each
of NBC
Radio's
Monitor
newscasts
weekend,
and said
that
spot tv commercials are running on 125
stations in leading markets.
The seminar on newspaper advertising is held by the American Newspaper
Publishers Assn. in conjunction with
the Assn. of National Advertisers and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.
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Top 25 spent more on advertising in 1959
BUT THERE WAS DECLINE IN RATIO TO TOTAL REVENUE
Though the 25 top advertisers among
companies listed on the New York
Stock Exchange spent more to advertise in 1959 than in 1958, the relationship of ad outlays to total sales or
revenues for the 25 firms shows a decline.
An analysis released last week by the
stock exchange's official magazine
found the budgets represented a smaller
proportion of total sales or revenues
than in the previous year (2.8% in
1959 against 2.9% in 1958). The ratio
of advertising spending to net income
was smaller for the 25 companies,
33.2% in 1959 compared to 40.2% the
year before; to common dividend payments, the figures were 55.7% in 1959
and 56.3% in 1958.
In the aggregate, the 25 largest advertisers listed on the exchange boosted
their national advertising budget by
nearly 10%: from $1,216 million in
1958 to last year's $1,332 million.
Kellogg Co., which increased its national advertising budget nearly 23%,
showed this increased proportion of
sales or revenues spent on national advertising: 10.9% in 1958 to 12.2%.
Bristol-Myers Co. also had a near 23%
increase in advertising, its proportion of
sales or revenues spent on national advertising showing a slight increase, from
27.2% in 1958 to 28.9% in 1959.
Procter & Gamble, television's No. 1
advertiser, spent 12.7% more in advertising. Its proportion of sales or revenues to national advertising remained
equal, 8.5% in each year, but its ratio
of national advertising spending to net
income declined from 141.9% in 1958
to 125.4% in 1959.
Smallest "proportion" percentage was
recorded by American Telephone &

Telegraph (14.6% increase in advertising budget) : an 0.4% proportion of
sales or revenues to advertising in both
years, and 2.5% ratio of ad spending to
net income in both years.
The exchange's analysis was based on
estimated total expenditures for national
advertising in 1959 prepared and printed
in Advertising Age. The study found
Bristol-Myers to have the highest proportion of sales or revenues spent on
national advertising. In the ratio of advertising spending to net income, E. I.
duPont de Nemours, which increased
10.7% in its ad budgeting, had the highest percentage (418.7). DuPont, however, showed a 1.6% proportion of sales
or revenues spent on national advertising in both years. Top advertiser
General Motors (12.7% increase) had
a 1.4% proportion of sales-revenues
spent on national advertising with a
ratio decrease from 21.7% in 1958 to
17.8% in 1959.
Also in advertising...
New ad agency ■ New Los Angeles
advertising agency, Guerin, Johnstone,
Gage Inc., has been formed by a
merger of two former LA. agencies —
Gage/Booth & West and Guerin, Johnstone, Jeffries Inc. Paul Guerin is president of the new agency; Raymond B.
Gage is vice president and Jack Johnstone is secretary and treasurer. The
staff comprises all members of both
prior agencies. Its headquarters are at
1900 Beverly Blvd., LA., 57. Telephone is Dunkirk 7-5451.
Merger planned ■ The Condon Co.,
Tacoma, Wash., advertising agency,
has announced it will become a divi-

Is beer overtaking the martini?
A beer advertiser and its agency
beverage three or more times weekdoused the widely-held conception
ly. There's hardly an hour of the
day or any occasion when at least a
that admen are known by the marfew admen don't hoist the hops.
tinis they consume. There's evidence
Cooking with beer is practiced by
now to prove otherwise. Beer drinking has tapped a goodly share of 16% of the admen or their wives
the ad fraternity, according to a sur- (among the suggestions was "shrimp
vey released by The Wexton Co., boiled in beer instead of water and
New York, in behalf of its Carlsberg
add spices to suit"). A hefty 93%
beer account.
drink beer "sometimes" alone or in
company, which ranks admen with
More than 45% of the admen anthe Master Quaffers throughout hisswering the Carlsberg survey, covertory, Wexton claims.
ing presidents of over 50 top ad
agencies and executives of some 200
Physical exertion also results in
U.S. agencies, "regularly drink beer heavier beer consumption, with a
with lunch." Better than 50% re- substantial 62% having a beer after
ported drinking beer with dinner, it an hour of their favorite sport — to
goes on. Over one-fourth of the which Wexton added a discreet "no
lunchtime beer drinkers consume the
comment."
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sion of Cole & Weber Inc., Portland,
Seattle, Tacoma, effective Feb. 1, 1961.
Until that time it will continue to service clients from headquarters in the
Perkins Bldg. On the effective date
of the merger, the combined organizabuilding.
tion will occupy enlarged offices in that
Combined forces ■ Hunter & Staples,
Sacramento advertising agency, and
Kae/Alger Adv., L. A., have joined in
a reciprocal agreement where each
agency will service the other's accounts
in its respective region. Agency principals emphasized that each agency will
remain autonomous with no change in
personnel or policy.
700 volumes ■ The Advertising Federation of America-Advertising Club of
New York Reference Library, located
in AFA's new offices at 655 Madison
Ave., N. Y., was dedicated Oct. 21.
The library of more than 700 books on
advertising and marketing will be mainAFA's Bureau
of Educationtainedandby the
Research,
with Miss
Mae
Keenan, assistant director of the bureau,
as librarian.
JWT's 37th ■ J. Walter Thompson's
37th office outside the continental U. S.
has been opened in Vienna. Manager
is Jens von Leutzendorf. Address is
J. Walter Thompson G. m. b. H.,
Niederlassung fur Osterreich, Borse,
Wien 1, Austria.
Affiliation agreement ■ Brown & Rowland, N. Y., has signed an agreement
with Parker Adv. & Public Relations
Inc., Saginaw, Mich., under which the
Michigan firm will be midwestern representative for the New York public
relations agency. Parker personnel will
serve as liaison and handle regional
publicity in Michigan and Ohio for
B&R's national accounts.
On the move ■ Dunwoodie Assoc.,
N. Y., has moved to larger quarters at
292 Madison Ave., Suite 1202, according to Sy Richman, company vice president. New telephone is Oregon 9-2488.
Direct mail award ■ A direct mail advertising piece, reporting the results of
a survey conducted for WRVA Richmond, Va., won a first-place award in
the National Direct Mail Advertising
Assn.'s contest for Richard Kline & Co.,
that city. The piece featured blue chips
and a poker motif and was sent to
1,000 agencies and national advertisers.
Parker Pen drops Tatham-Laird
Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wis., has
announced withdrawal of its $3 million
account from Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
effective Feb. 28, 1961, after five years.
Separation was attributed by the company to "basic differences in philosBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960
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THIS IS THE NEWS. WTCN-TV
HAS BEEN NAMED CO-WINNER
OF A TOP NATIONAL AWARD...

...BY THE RADIO-TELEVISION
NEWS DIRECTOR ASSOCIATION.
WTCN-TV SHARES THE AWARDFOR TELEVISION REPORTING

HONORS
WTCN-TV
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
FOR REPORTING OF COMMUNITY
PROBLEMS BY A
TELEVISION STATION

. . . OF A COMMUNITY PROBLEM FOR 1960-WITH A LEADING COMPETITIVE STATION...

WTCN-TV is rolling in "gopherland. " Powering
ahead. Gaining in the national rankings. Perhaps
nothing points this up so eloquently as the recent
RTNDA national award— shared equally by WTCNTV with a local station that has been quite alone
on its throne for years.
The odds are changing. Much of the smart money
is going on the WTCN-TV "gophers" to win. Why?
New team, new strategy, new impact in the Twin
Cities market.
It's time to re-assess the relative strengths. Make
sure you've got a winner in the important Twin Cities
market. Get your money down on WTCN-TV while
the odds are still in your favor.
Your Katz man will be glad to book you.

STATION MANAGER

AND RADIO
. . . THIS IS THE FIRST TIME
IN HISTORY THAT 2 STATIONS
IN THE SAME MARKET HAVE
SHARED THE TOP AWARD.
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wtcn-tv
ABC STATIONS FOR MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency
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NBC Radio's case
for the older listener

.* GROWTHMANSHIP
IS

A

SOMETIME
THING...

The figure-filberts at the census bureau say that after ten years
of grinding by those monster machines they keep on the leash up in
Washington, the golden answer has poured forth:
Columbia, South Carolina, is the
state's biggest metropolitan area
word for it, old nose-counter. Ask Lemuel K. Crasswinder,
my
take
Don't
assistant bureau chief in charge of hobbles for wandering IBM
machines. He'll tell you Columbia's up 257,961 people, an
increase of 38.1%, and that this makes Columbia also the
second biggest metropolitan area
in both the Carolinas, as well
second only to Charlotte, with 270,951. Well, as old Wade Hampton used
to say, people is power— buying power, I say, nearly a billion and a
half dollars in disposable income, all reached by that 1,526-foot
tower— close to the whole state for one easy buy. That's WIS-TV:
the major selling force of South Carolina

NBC/ABC
TV
WISCOLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA
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a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-TV, Channel 10, Columbia, S. C.
WSFA-TV, Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
WIS, 560, Columbia, S. C.
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Advertisers' biggest band of prospects, with the most money to spend, is
not the much-heralded "young household" group but the 35-to-49 age group.
This contention — which runs counter
to a favorite argument of ABC-TV — is
the theme of a new sales presentation
unveiled last Thursday (Oct. 27) by
NBC Radio. The presentation contends
not only that people in the 35-to-49
bracket are the "key group" for the purchase of "most products," but that NBC
Radio is the way to reach them.
The presentation uses A. C. Nielsen
Co. figures to show that with 60 million
members the 35-49 age group is 50%
larger than any other and is represented
in 14,390,000 homes with $103.6 billion to spend each year, as against 8,753,000 homes with $52.5 billion for
the 16-34 or so-called young-household
group and 10,038,000 homes with $77.3
billion for the "working housewife"
group. The fourth category, aged 50
and over, is represented in 16,269,000
homes with $84.6 billion to spend.
The presentation also reports that the
35-49 or "key" group accounts for 34
to 35% of sales of such products as
coffee, facial tissues, margarine, cigarettes, desserts and puddings as against
23 to 28% bought by the next heaviest
consumer of these products, the 50-plus
group.
The study claims eight of the ten advertisers reaching the largest weekly
audiences via network radio do so on
NBC Radio.
The presentation was shown to newsmen by William K. McDaniel, vice
president in charge of NBC Radio, who
called it a study designed to promote
the radio network industry generally as
well as NBC Radio specifically; George
A. Graham Jr., vice president and general manager of the network, and Howard Gardner, manager of sales development.
Lorillard plans to move
two brands

to Grey Adv.

In the first split-up of its brands since
1957, P. Lorillard Co., New York, last
week announced that Grey Adv., New
York, has been named advertising
agency for its Old Gold Spin Filter and
Spring cigarettes, effective Jan. 1. For
the past three years, Lennen & Newell,
New York, has been agency for all
Lorillard brands, and will continue to
handle the advertising for Kent, Newport, and Old Gold Straights cigarette
brands.
Lewis Gruber, Lorillard board chairman, said that the two products being
moved are directly competitive with
Kent and Newport.
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PACESETTER
RADIO
Northwest
WSAI

Orient
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in Cincinnati to promote
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Donald
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used

only

a Hawaiian
Area

Sales

Representative for Northwest: "This is
the most successful radio tour ever generated from the area. I think it is significant that your station was able to
generate over $20,000 worth of business for us with just two One-minute
spots a day for two months in the Jack
Reynolds show. No other advertising
media

were used on this tour." In Promotion ... in Productivity . . . WSAI is
The PACESETTER Station in Cincinnati.
Represented Nationally by gill- pern a New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia; WALT - Tampa
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FCC's QUESTIONS
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NAB CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION
COMMISSION ACTION
Broadcasters in the Mountain States
last week challenged the FCC's right to
use a "fixed formula" in judging a station's service to the public.
This open demand for clarification
of
the FCC's
program
control
was policy
made inatareas
the ofNAB
Fall
Conference held Oct. 24-25 in Denver,
marking the first instance in the current
conference series of an open stand by
an NAB group.
The first leg of the autumn series was
completed Oct. 28 as the NAB headquarters traveling troupe moved from
Denver to Omaha. Conferences will be
resumed Nov. 14-15 in Washington,
moving Nov. 21-22 to Chicago and
winding up Nov. 28-29 in New York.
Attendance at the first five conferences
ran nearly 20% ahead of the 1959
sessions.
Adoption of the Denver resolution
dealing with FCC program control took
place at a meeting called by George C.
Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City, director
of NAB's 14th district (Mountain
States). Fall conferences normally are
not limited to specific areas, NAB members having the option of picking any
conference on the schedule.
Back of the District 14 action, first of
its kind during the 1960 conference
series, was issuance by the FCC of a
McFarland letter to a broadcaster indicating ahearing was necessary on his
renewal application because of the excessive number of program interruptions on the station. There was fear
also that the FCC might set up a
numerical limit on weekly announcements as a factor in determining a
licensee's qualifications for renewal.
No Fixed Formula ■ District 14 went
on record as "unalterably opposed to
Goodbye

District 14 adopted other resolutions
control."the NAB Policy Committee to
asking
seek commitments for broadcast debates in the 1964 national elections;
commending FCC Chairman Frederick
W. Ford and NAB for advocating an
extension of FCC authority over community antenna tv systems; recommended possible inclusion in the NAB
Radio Code of commercial time standards providing "a realistic standard of
good practice in the minutes of commercial content in each quarter-hour
participating program, with appropriate
exemption of public service information
programs such as classified, auction and
legal notice programs."
Another highlight of the Denver conference was a forecast of communications miracles through space progress
by Dr. William L. Whitson, vice president of the Martin Co., Denver (see
details page 80).
Radio's Problems ■ Radio must face
three basic problems in the next decade,
according to Thad M. Sandstrom,
WIBW Topeka, Kan., who spoke at
the Denver radio session. He listed the
problems as rates and sales; programming depth, and government regulation.
Their solution, he said, will require
broadcasters to rise to new heights.

to all that

John Crosby, who in 14 years parlayed his "Behind the Screen" tv
commentary in the New York
Herald-Tribune to a syndicated column carried in an estimated 75-80
papers around the country and reaching some 24 million readers, was
scheduled to write his "hail and
farewell" to radio and television in
Friday's (Oct. 28) column. From
radio-tv, Mr. Crosby will move on
to other, more general fields, his column continuing to be syndicated.
Mr. Crosby told Broadcasting
last week that the Herald-Tribune
50

the use of any fixed formula, whether
by rule or otherwise, by which the FCC
shall render judgment of a licensee's
performance in the public interest, convenience or necessity."
The resolution asked NAB "to institute immediate and positive action to
challenge the validity of any such
method and to seek a clarification from
the FCC as to its policy in this and
other related areas of programming

had no plans to replace him with
another tv columnist. Reason, he
explained, was the ample coverage
and program reviews provided by
Marie Torre (who is by-lined on
the paper's radio-tv page) and Sid
Bakal. The desire of Mr. Crosby to
leave the field of radio-tv criticism
after so many years of active interest
had been indicated in previous columns and in private talks with people in the radio-tv field. His aim: a
column written about general topics
of interest — the "newspaperman's
dream newspaper job."

Mr. Sandstrom said radio rates are
generally too low and too flexible, leading to confusion among agency buyers.
He cited rate-cutting, with regionals in
medium-sized cities "selling spots for
50 and 75 cents and even less" and
urged adherence to rate cards.
Stations should dig up new clients in
neglected areas and trades, he suggested. As to programming, he said,
"Radio must do something more than
program hot headlines and phonograph
records." He described "the rating
craze" as one of the basic faults of
radio, reminding quality is important.
He spoke critically of radio news
based on "fender benders and AP or
UPI headlines," deprecating the shouting about trivia and crime. "We are
not doing a good job of making our
own community leaders conscious of
what we are doing and how we are
serving," he said, urging stations to use
more 15-minute and even 30-minute
newscasts.
Mr. Sandstrom said he believed the
good operator in the 60s will include a
place for regular religious programs on
his schedule. "If we do a good job of
programming depth, I think we will
have a lot less problems with government," he said. He quoted Rep. Peter
F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.) as saying overindulgence in escapist programming
such
as westerns,
rock 'n'
roll does
not meetwhodunits
the broadand range
of
listener demands.
Promotion Points ■ He proposed these
promotional steps to managers: Make
up a monthly public service news bulletin; tell churches and charities how
many announcements were given and
what they would have cost; tell congressmen and senators when their material is broadcast; make news stories
out of talk or panel programs; tell special interests about specific programs.
F. Ernest Lackey, WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky., said at Omaha that future
radio research "will deal in terms of
radio-equipped people rather than in
the outmoded radio-homes base." Research will be directed more to qualitative analysis than ratings, he added.
In his peek into radio during the next
decade Mr. Lackey said, "A crosssection of opinion of leading broadcasters from across the nation leads me
to believe that the technical improvements in both transmission and types of
reception will open new avenues of
communication currently unheard of.
"It is my fond belief that the fastBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

The prestige of your station never undergoes a more
severe test than on election night when the returns begin
to roll in.
Thousands of men and women, aided by the latest electronic equipment, make up the unmatched Associated
Press election organization that will bring listeners the
fastest returns.
And, as usual, AP returns will be the standard for accuracy. That's because AP NEVER guesses, NEVER estimates, NEVER projects.
A comfortable feeling, isn't it?
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A distinguished

editor

leaves

in information— but

big gaps

Journalist Harry Ashmore, writing
in the Oct. 25 issue of The Saturday
Evening Post, finds that the press (he
includes radio-tv in that definition)
refuses to admit there is any need
for internal reform in order to fulfill its "historic obligation to guard
our democratic institutions." He suggests, that this inadequacy of the
mass media becomes "an issue of
great urgency for the public at
large." Here are excerpts from his
lengthy examination of this problem
in an article titled "Has Our Free
Press Failed Us?", a part of the
Post's
series: "Adventures of the Mind"
In February of 1815, reflecting
upon the scars he had earned as second president of the United States,
John Adams wrote:
"If there is ever to be an amelioration of the condition of mankind,
philosophers, theologians, legislators,
politicians and moralists will find
that the regulation of the press is
the most difficult, dangerous and important problem they have to resolve.
Mankind cannot now be governed
without it, nor at present with it."
In February of 1960 Dr. Frank
Stanton, of the Columbia Broadcasting System, told a committee of
Congress that regulation of the press
is not only difficult and dangerous,
but unnecessary. So saying, he expressed the view held by virtually the
whole of the communications industry. . .
There is a considerable distance in
time and technology between the
founding fathers and Charles Van
Doren. I suspect, however, that in
the end Doctor Stanton and his colleagues will be able to demonstrate
to the satisfaction of the beleaguered
FCC and the agitated congressmen
that the First Amendment spans the
buck operators will find the going
rougher in the decade ahead as good
stations tend to expand their services
to the listener, while the TNT — time,
news, temperature — rock 'n' rollers
fade from the scene." He predicted the
decade "should see many changes in
the personalization of radio, with services to the listener being the principal
aim of the better station operators."
Dr. Bruce A. Linton, chairman, radio-tv-film, U. of Kansas and president
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says

the

ARE

press,

FAILING

including

there

gap between early journalism and
tv. . .
Definition ■ The beginning fact is
that after almost 200 years of cataclysmic change we still don't know
what to do about the press. We don't,
as a matter of fact, even know precisely what the press is. . . But this
is more than a problem in semantics.
We don't know, and haven't known
for a long time, where journalism
ends and entertainment begins. We
never could figure out a way to draw
a line between that part of the press
which claims the rights and immunities of a public institution and that
part which is a private, profit-making
enterprise. We have simply rested on
the
we —couldn't
one proposition
without thethatother
that tohave
be
free the press must be self-supportting. I do not myself dissent from
the theory. Yet we cannot blink the
fact that in practice the proposition
has never been entirely satisfactory,
and often has been downright alarming. . .
The odds against preparing a reasonably accurate and complete first
draft of the day's history are long
and are still mounting. The new technology has reduced one essential ingredient: time. Rising costs have
compressed the other: space. The
new electronic competition for the
advertising dollar has forced competition for the maximum audience;
dancing girls attract more television
viewers than commentaries on world
affairs, and horoscopes have a higher
readership than editorials . . .
... I don't think any thoughtful
person would argue that we are being
adequately girded to survive in a
perilous world when we are served
up 16 columns on the trial for murder of a Carol Tregoff and four paragraphs on Khrushchev's visit to In-

of Assn. for Professional Broadcasting
Education, told the Denver conference
how universities and NAB are cooperating in developing professional
broadcast training courses. W. Earl
Dougherty, KXEO Mexico, Mo., APBE
vice president, covered the same subject
at Omaha.
A report on NAB activities and current problems facing broadcasters was
given at Denver and Omaha by Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111., a mem-

radio-tv,

is no simple cure
dia. . . Millions of words have been
devoted to what amount to cries for
vengeance and countercies for mercy
in the Chessman case — but how
much rational discussion has there
been of the real and compelling
question that underlies this bizarre
business: Did he get a fair trial? . . .
Out of Date ■ Most of the common
complaints brought against the media
are as out of date as the hand press.
There is good enough reason for this.
In a sense the proprietors of the
press set the terms of the argument;
placed on the defensive they still try
to sound like Tom Paine; ... It derives from the great libertarian tradition that was the honored product of
the eighteenth-century revolt against
the authoritarian state, which sought
to control the minds of men by regulating the means
municated. . by which they comBut there has since been another
revolution, and the end is not yet.
It is the revolution in technology
which has changed the face of America and the bounds of our daily
lives . . . old freedoms and immunities have vanished or have been
seriously eroded; . . . Only in the case
of the press and the church has the
doctrine of laissez faire remained
firmly imbedded in the law of the
land — and even here the pressures
are mounting. . .
... By every index the electronic
tube is on the ascendant, and movable type is on the decline. In theory
this should make no difference. In
practice it makes a great deal. . .
Broadcasting has been a corporate
entity since its recent birth, with a
diffusion of responsibility so advanced itwould be a physical impossibility for an outraged viewer to find
anyone to horsewhip in the RCA
Building. If the tradition is still there
ber of the NAB Policy Committee.
Joseph Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver,
called for support of the NAB Tv Code
structure at the Denver meeting. He is
a member of the code board. Chairman
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas
ing. code board chairman, spoke on
City,
code enforcement at the Omaha meetThey stressed the need for adherence
to code provisions and updated members on recent changes in the document.
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at all it is, I suspect, largely because
the broadcasters find it useful protective coloration. . . It is clearly subordinate tothe other traditions which
have shaped broadcasting — those
that came over from advertising and
show business.
The new condition, in my view, is
more the product of technology and
economics than of the absence of
heroes. The libertarian tradition survives as a protection against the incursions of the state; but nothing in
the new technology provides anything approximating the free marketplace of ideas which the fabricators
of the tradition conceived as its concomitant. .
. . . Competition in broadcasting
has been arbitrarily and permanently
limited by the boundaries of the frequency spectrum — a physical circumstance that, despite the First Amendment, has required a kind of public
regulation from the inception of the
medium.
Economic Limitations ■ But the
real inhibition is economic ... I can
see no way that commercial broadcasting, operating on an economic
base that makes it completely dependent on advertising revenue, rationally can be expected to provide
a substantially greater proportion of
the distinguished programming than
now occasionally delights the eye but
does nothing to enrich the coffers.
The advertisers quite naturally want
the biggest possible audience; the
biggest possible audience wants the
Dinah Shore Chevy Show; and those
of us who want something else can
always read a book. I agree . . .
that this is not good enough, but I
nevertheless hesitate at the edge of
government control.
The reason is practical, not philosophical; Isimply have little faith
in the ability of the American people
to set up a public agency that will
not be more subject to pressures toward blandness and conformity than
are the advertisers; if this is the only
choice, I am inclined to take my
chances with Madison Avenue rather
than with the FCC — and besides, I
had just as soon read a book. . .
Newspapers

chided

stale research

for

approach

Newspapers have developed "no fresh
approaches" toward researching their
own problems in the past 10 years,
Leonard Kent, vice president and research director of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, asserted last week.
What's more, this points up a "sharp
contrast" to strides in audience analyses
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

uct I am convinced that it is not
good enough. . .
Most of the complaints about television are [uninformed, petulant,
partisan]. I don't believe, for example, that television is leading our
children astray . . . every set has a
little switch, and if we spare it and
spoil the child we have no right to
abdicate parental authority and transfer responsibility to the fellow who
sits behind the big switch at the station. ..

Photo by Jacob Lofman. Reprinted by special
permission of The Saturday Evening Post.
Copyright 1960 The Curtis Pub. Co.
Harry S. Ashmore won a Pulitzer
prize in 1958 for his editorials during the integration crisis at Little
Rock, Ark. He was executive editor
of the "Arkansas Gazette" there.
Now he is with the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions,
Santa Barbara, Calif., but soon will
become an executive of the Encyclopaedia Brittanica.
. . . Wilbur Schramm of Stanford
University . . . sees emerging in [the
place of old laissez-faire libertarianism] something he calls a doctrine of
social responsibility — that is, the voluntary acceptance of certain obligations of public service by the proprietors of the press in return for
their guaranty of freedom.
There is some evidence to sustain
the view. Certainly, as newspapers
have become fewer the survivors
have displayed a more conscious effort to obtain objectivity. . .
But if there is less biased reporting
than there used to be, there is also
less effective advocacy — less shaking
and moving of the kind we have always believed a healthy society required ... as I survey the end prodfor tv through commercial researchers
and the Television Bureau of Advertising and magazines, he told the National
Newspaper
Promotion Assn. in Chicago
Monday.
Mr. Kent dwelt mainly on recommendations for raising research standards and making their results "even
more acceptable and useful to advertisers and media buyers in advertising
agencies." Newspapers should be concerned because they have a definite

The Cutting Edge » We have got
to insist that, in addition to what they
want, the people have got to get what
they need . . . the free press was conceived not only as the protector of
the verities but as the cutting edge
of change.
Collectively, the press, may, as it
has come close to doing, abdicate
these functions and not only survive
but prosper. But what of the republic? The rights and immunities conferred upon the press were not rewards for past probity, but a supposed guarantee of future service in
the public interest. . . The press can
be forgiven its sins of commission;
. . . But its sins of omission are surely a matter of public concern.
It is evident by now, I think, that
the press is not capable of reforming
itself, for the good reason that it will
not admit collectively that there is
any need for reform. . .
I am not ... so much concerned
with what the press is doing as with
what it is not doing. There is too
little diversity, and there are too
many total gaps of information and
of advocacy. There is no single, simple way to effect a cure — not by law,
or subsidy, or organized pressure, or
by artificially induced competition.
But I am convinced that we cannot
any longer rely solely upon those
within the press. . .
We must begin, I think, with recognition of a proposition the press
rejects — that the inadequacy of mass
communications in our threatened
society is not a matter of internal
concern for the press alone, but an
issue of great urgency for the public
at large.
"problem," he claimed.
Available local market information,
newspaper performance data and local
audience characteristics represent the
common failings of most papers in all
but a few of the largest markets, Mr.
Kent said.
Another drawback: estimates of newspaper advertising dollars are available
only once a year, while network tv
provides monthly and spot tv quarterly
figures.
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air Oct. 15 on 102.5 mc with 2,730 w
ERP. The new station is owned and
operated by Multitone Music Inc. with
studios and offices located at 1373 5th
St., Sarasota. It is programming big
band and top vocal music with some
classical music scheduled for Sundays,
operating from 6 a.m. to midnight seven
days per week. The transmitter tower
is 285 feet tall. WYAK announces that
it will use one rate card for both local
and national advertisers. WYAK is
Sarasota's first fm station.
Early November is the target date for
KFRC-FM San Francisco to begin operations, according to General Manager
Richard E. Nason. The station's facilities, in a building housing the transmitter and offices, will be located on
San Bruno Mountain. The transmitter
there will rise 1,430 feet above sea
level. Effective radiated power will be
70 kw with all equipment remote-controlled from the main KFRC studios at

New fm's: 3 start,
fourth ready to go
New fm outlets in Houston, Barberton, Ohio, and Sarasota, Fla., have gone
into operation this month. Another, in
San Francisco, reports it will commence
early next month.
KQUE (FM) Houston, signed on the
air Oct. 4 on 102.9 mc. The station's
format features "radio personalities experienced in good music, professional
production and up-to-the-minute newscasts," according to David H. Morris,
general manager of KQUE and KNUZ
(its am companion). Broadcasting with
64.24 kw from an antenna placed on
the U. of Houston's tv tower 595 feet
above mean sea level, KQUE claims to
be the most powerful fm station in
Houston. The station operates daily 6
a.m. to midnight.
WDBN (FM) Barberton, signed on
the air Oct. 9 on 94.9 mc with 118 kw.
The station reports a coverage area
which includes Cleveland, Canton and
Akron. Licensed to Independent Music
Broadcasters Inc., WDBN operates 17
hours per day. George B. Hanna is
president and Ted A. Niarhos is general manager. Station headquarters and
executive offices are at R. D. # 1 , Seville, Ohio.
WYAK (FM) Sarasota, went on the

you

When

415 Bush St. KFRC, the new station's
am companion, has been operating
since 1924.
Changing

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sale of
station interests was reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.: Negotiations underway for sale by H. U. Gar-

serious,

thru

sell

Blackburn,
revealed

hands

you

only

are

to

financially

responsible

buyers!

We do not send out lists. Every sale is handled on an individual
basis. A deep knowledge of the market, combined with a strong
feeling that eur reputation is too valuable to risk for any commission,
provide a professional service of the greatest reliability.

& Company,
BLACKBURN
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Silrick
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341
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MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicogo, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whilaker
Robert M. Baird
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1 576

Inc.

WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank B/dg.
944 1 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

rett, Tom E. Foster, and others, to
Edwin G. Richter Jr., Henry S. Hilberg, and others, for $1.4 million Mr.
Richter and associates are owners of
WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind. KGUNTV operates on ch. 9 with power of
63.1 kw visual and 31.6 kw aural.
WSPA studios near completion
Reconstruction of the radio center of
WSPA Spartanburg, S. C, is nearing
completion. Its plant was ravaged by
fire May 16 and almost completely destroyed (Broadcasting, May 23).
Hardly any air time was lost following the fire and since then the station
has been broadcasting from studios at
the transmitter near Interstate Highway
85. Radio news and business headquarters have been at 123 N. Converse
St. in the new WSPA-TV building. Both
facilities were severely damaged by fire
at the old Main St. combined headWalter J. Brown, president of WSPAquarters.
AM-FM-TV, estimates the cost of reestablishing the downtown quarters at
$50,000. The new building is entirely
air-conditioned with new studios and
equipment. The facade consists of
aluminum mesh and tile front covering
both the first and second stories.
Target date for WSPA to operate
from the new building is Nov. 28.

N.Y. quiz grand

jury

gets new lease on life
The life of the New York Grand Jury
that has charged a group of one-time
tv quiz winners with perjury was extended last week to Dec. 1. The jury's
sitting was to expire Oct. 28.
Action by District Attorney Frank
Hogan in extending the jury's life will
permit further probing into charges of
perjury, subornation of perjury and
conspiracy to obstruct justice. It had
been reported that names of prominent
lawyers had been mentioned in the
grand jury's investigation of subornation
of perjury
— that is, urging a witness to
testify
falsely.
The 17th and 18th quiz participants
to
surrend
Mr. Hogan's
were
booked
lasttoweek.
Sixteen office
defendants
had been arrested on charges of perjury
a week before (Broadcasting, Oct.
24.). The arrests last week: Mrs.
Terry Curtis, 31, who identified herself
as a film producer and winner of
$2,800 on Tic Tac Dough and $78,000
on Hi-Lo, both former NBC-TV shows,
and Neil Wolf, 22, student and winner
of $13,400 on Tic Tac Dough. Both
defendants were paroled. More than
20 indictments charging perjury were
said to have been issued. Identification
of Hi-Lo in connection with a quiz
show contestant charged with perjury
was believed the first made in the overall quiz investigation.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

AB-PT

NET

PROFITS

HIT

NEW

HIGH

Billing for tv network was up 40% in 1960's 3rd quarter
Net operating profits were the highest $23,000 capital gains).
in company history for American
Mr. Goldenson recapitulated proBroadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
gram developments in the broadcast
the first nine months of this year, 44%
division of AB-PT and said the comabove that period of 1959, President
pany acquired interests in additional
Leonard H. Goldenson told stockholdforeign tv properties last quarter. They
ers in his quarterly report last week.
include minority holdings in stations in
and Beirut and a network in
The third quarter exceeded last year's Ecuador
Venezuela.
by 40% and gross billings of ABC-TV
The theatre business this quarter was
were up 43% for the quarter despite
losses of political convention coverage
about equal to last year, he said. AB-PT
in July (the tv coverage was about 80%
during the nine months got rid of 22
sold, Broadcasting reported at the theatres and added two. Am-Par Rectime). Highlights of the report:
ords has several discs among the "best
Estimated net operating profit the sellers," the president reported, adding
that
the
Command label accounted for
first nine months of 1960 was $7,522,000 or $1.80 a share. Capital gains more than 10% of all stereo sales since
(after income tax) brought this to the first of the year.
$8,873,000. Third quarter profit was
Earnings were not listed for the separate AB-PT divisions.
$1,869,000 or 45 cents a share (plus
1960
Third Nine
quarter months

Net operating profit before federal income
tax and capital gains below
$3,970,000 $16,173,000
Less: Provision for federal income
tax
2,101,000 8,651,000
Net operating profit before capital
gains (net)
$1,869,000 $ 7,522,000
Add: Capital gains (net) after applicable income tax
23,000 1,351,000
Consolidated earnings
$1,892,000 $ 8,873,000
Preferred dividend requirement
$ 16,982 $ 52,048
Common shares outstanding
4,149,737 4,149,737
Earnings per share common
(excluding capital gains)
$ .45 $ 1.80
Earnings per share common
(including capital gains)
$ .45 $ 2.12

Media reports...
Self criticism ■ Station owners and
managers of the Florida Defense Network will hold a critique of the network's functions Nov. 9 at the DuPont Plaza Hotel in Miami. Expected
to be on hand are: Gov. LeRoy Collins,
NAB president-elect (official commitments permitting); FCC Commissioner
Robert E. Lee; A. Prose Walker, NAB
engineering chief; Robert Heald, attorney; Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer, chief of
U.S. Weather Bureau. The FDN, established in 1958 under the auspices of
the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, is a
pioneer in emergency communications.
Spot limitation ■ WRFM (FM) New
York is initiating, effective immediately,
a sales policy of limited commercial announcements, itwas announced last
week by Edith Dick, station manager.
Under the new formula, WRFM will
sell two one-minute spots at each quarter hour station break. The half-hour
will carry one commercial break to be
followed by a sponsored five-minute
newscast. Between 8 p.m. and signBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

1959
Third Nine
quarter months
$2,811,000 $11,219,000
1,471,000 5,993,000
$1,340,000 $ 5,226,000
182,000 181,000
$1,522,000 $ 5,407,000
$ 19,612 $ 179,832
4,149,362 4,149,362
$

.32

$ 1.22

$

.36

$ 1.26

off, one commercial spot will be available on the hour — at 8, 9, 10 and 11
V.I. tv on CBS ■ WBNB (TV) Charp.m.
lotte Amalie, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, will join CBS-TV under the Extended Market Plan as a non-interconnected station when the ch. 10 outlet goes on the air on or about Jan. 1,
1961. WBNB is owned by Island Teleradio Service.
Triangle-WBC interchange ■ University of the Air, a prize-winning series
produced by Triangle Stations in cooperation with more than 27 colleges
and universities in Pennsylvania, New
Jersey and Delaware, will be shown on
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. tv stations. This amounts to "a cultural exchange program" between the two companies since Triangle is presently carrying WBC's tv science series Lab 30.
WBC stations presenting University of
the Air are WBZ-TV Boston; WJZ-TV
Baltimore; KYW-TV Cleveland and
KPIX (TV) San Francisco. The first
subjects to be telecast by WBC will be

STATIONS
FOR

NAB

SALE

NEW LISTINGS
obtained at the
FALL CONFERENCES

EASTERN
Florida money-maker. Good power
radio station in fast growing medium
size market. Total price is $265,000.00 with $70,000.00 down and
the balance on terms.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1737 DE SALES STREET, N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwest daytimer in diversified
farming and manufacturing city —
single station market of 12,000.
Priced at $100,000 with terms to be
negotiated.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
' DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
TEXAS MAJOR MARKET
DAYTIMER
This is a medium power, regional
frequency daytimer and is about the
only thing available in a major
Texas city. The price is $300,000.00
with 29% down. Owns valuable
transmitter site and has favorable
downtown studio lease.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1 175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
JOE A. OSWALD
WEST
Excellent power, good frequency, fulltime radio station in warm western
state. This single station market
facility will gross $80,000.00 this
year. Can be purchased for $105,000.00 cash or $135,000.00 on terms
of 29% down and balance out at
$1,000.00 monthly.
SAN FRANCISCO
III SUTTER ST.
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & ASSOC., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS » NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS • APPRAISALS • HNANriMG55

the

"American Civilization," presented by
the U. of Pennsylvania, and "Contemporary Economics," presented by Rut-

all new —

Meredith
gers U. buy ■ Meredith Publishing
Co., magazine publisher and multiple
broadcaster, is acquiring the venerable
Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc., New
York publishing house which specializes in textbooks. Total consideration
for the acquisition of 17,000 shares of
common stock of the publishing company was estimated at $7 million.
Meredith, which publishes Better Homes
& Gardens and Successful Farming,
owns KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City,
Mo.; WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.;
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; WOWAM-TV Omaha, Neb., and KRMG
Tulsa, Okla.

BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK
MARKETBOOK
"One-book library of television and radio information"

directories inseparate the
Aft dexing
world of
broadcasting

Bar award ■ KGW-TV Portland, Ore.,
was presented with a special award by
the Oregon State Bar for World Court
in Action, an hour-long telecast. It was
the first such award given by that organization inits 26-year history. Produced by KGW-TV in cooperation with
the Oregon State Bar and presented on
May 1— Law Day — the program dramatized atrue story from the files of the
World Court with bar members taking
the various roles. Since then the American Bar Assn. has edited the program
to nearly a half-hour and has made it
available to legal organizations throughout the U. S.

L/esigned to meet your specialized needs, the allnew BROADCASTING Yearbook is the largest and
most complete encyclopedia-type book ever published for the business of broadcasting. The information in this book is massive (more than half
a million words), and it is organized for speedy
reference. It's a desk-top book. You'll use it constantly throughout the year for facts and figures,
names and addresses — for data available in no other
single source.
Compiled, edited and written by the same staff
that produces BROADCASTING — The Businessweekly of Television and Radio. Serving the business
side of broadcasting since 1931.
"Published every September

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C

□ New Yearbook and the next
52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $11.00
□ 52 issues of BROADCASTING Businessweekly — $7.00
□ New Yearbook only — $4.00
name

title /position

New MBS

company name
address
city
Please send to home address-
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Farmers' friend ■ WNCT (TV) Greenville, N. C, has been honored by an
award from the North Carolina Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
State Committee for its "outstanding
public service to farmers and the genCarolina."
eastern North
public inemploys
The eral
station
a fulltime
farm
director and schedules two farm programs daily. Presentation of the plaque
from the agricultural organization was
made to General Manager A. Hartwell
Campbell on the noon farm news program. During the past year WNCT
scheduled an 8-hour Farm-A-Thon,
which included nine panels composed
of over 60 farmers and farm experts
with each panel devoted to a specific
kind of crop, farming or service. The
station has offered scholarships in "farm
income" contests and maintains membership inmany farm organizations.

zone

state

news bureaus

Mutual Broadcasting System will
open news bureaus in San Francisco
and Los Angeles Jan. 1, Robert F.
Hurleigh, president, announced last
week. He said they will provide renews broadcasts
for MBS'
50station gional
six-state
Pacific lineup,
as well
as originating material for the network's
36 daily, five minute-newscasts.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Crazy, Man — No, Boy, don't be a square— it's true . . . Baton
Rouge as a market ranks just below Ft. Worth-Dallas, Houston
and New Orleans. It's the 4th largest market in the Gulf South —
an area made up of the states of Louisiana, Texas and Mississippi. The Baton Rouge market, with a population of 1,561,000
and retail sales of $1,285,000,000.00, is served completely
by television station WBRZ.
Baton
market to be overlooked on any list.

Rouge

NBC

—

WB
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R

Z

is truly too BIG
ABC

—

a

What

about

women

in the broadcast

THEY'RE MAKING GAINS EVERY
The Radio & Television Executives
Society and New York Chapter of
American Women in Radio & Television shared a roundtable lunch and
came away with an idea of women's
evolving place in broadcasting and
broadcast advertising. Some highlights:
There has been a shift away from
microphone and camera by women
during the past five years, Jayne Shannon of J. Walter Thompson said. This
talent is being assimilated behind the
scenes and program credits are carrying more and
women's
names as producers,
directors
researchers.
Daytime programs are due to open
up more opportunities, Miss Shannon
thinks. "We have only to look at the
wide editorial perspective that is being
taken by the leading women's magazines to give us some clues as to what
daytime television and radio will have
to do to court the viewer and the listener." The broadcast media supervisor
went on to commend the Purex specials
for women on NBC-TV and to quote a
prediction by Irving Gitlin, executive
producer of NBC News and Public
Affairs, that non-fiction shows, "more
or less serious and direct in tone, will
account for 50% of the daytime television schedule in about five years
time."
Pauline Frederick, NBC United Nations correspondent, sees changes in
"the face and figure of informational
broadcasting" with increasing recognition that "news is not naturally segregated by sex."
The Agency Woman ■ The advertising agency woman is three to five
years older than her male counterpart
in any given job and paid $3,000-$5,000
less for it, Mary Harris, director of production services, M-E Productions Div.
of McCann-Erickson, reported. The
woman spends longer apprenticing in
the mail room and at a secretary's desk,
starting lower and working harder than
the agency man, according to the agency
producer.
Jayne Shannon gave a rundown on
women in some of the departments at
J. Walter Thompson:
A third of the media buyers are women. In other areas of broadcast advertising, acasting director for commercials directs a group of six; a fashion
expert and group of five consult with
artists and tv producers; a tv contract
specialist supervises union-talent bookkeeping; the women's copy group, with
group heads — seven of them vice presidents— is active in the creation of tv
commercials; women are represented
among associate media directors, one
a supervisor of media estimates, the
other an expert on tv and radio ratings.
58 (THE MEDIA)

industry

WHERE-EVEN MANAGEMENT
Air Talent ■ Virginia (Ma Perkins)
Payne, president of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists,
said that about a third as many women
as menmembership,
are performers.
total
onlyFrom
aboutAFTRA's
a third
earn the $1,000 a year necessary to
qualify for the union pension-welfare
Albert B. Shepart, sales manager of
plan.
Select Station Representatives and moderator of the roundtable, said there
were 1,448 members of AWRT and
cited their contributions to the business,
important, not because they were by
women but by qualified persons.
Quality Radio Group
to meet tomorrow
Stockholders of Quality Radio Group
will meet in Chicago tomorrow (Nov.
1 ) to elect new directors and officers
and reappraise the progress made by the
organization the past year.
Ward L. Quaal, vice president of
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, will preside
over the one-day meeting at the Drake
Hotel, to include breakfast, luncheon
and election sessions. Mr. Quaal is expected to step down as QRG president.
Quality currently claims about 20
member stations and has received several expressions of interest from other
stations desiring to join, according to
Mr. Quaal. QRG activity this past year
has been highlighted by two New York
programming promotion clinics, designed to help regenerate the group as
an industry entity (Broadcasting, Oct.
17, June 13). Similar clinics are anticipated in 1961.
New rep firm to handle
southwest radio sales
A new radio rep firm, The Stuart
Co., has been established in Dallas, to
serve the Mid-South and Southwest. It
will represent the following stations:
KUNO Corpus Christi, XEK Nuevo
Laredo, KTOD Corpus Christi, KASE
Austin, KJIM Fort Worth, KTFS Texarkana, KFSA Nacogdoches, KALT Atlanta, KCAR Clarksville, KCLE Cleburne, KADO Marshall, KSPL LufkinDiboll, KVLG La Grange, KBUD
Athens, KWFR San Angelo, KEPS
Eagle Pass, KVOU Uvalde, KINE
Kingsville, KOYL Odessa, KB EN Carrizo Springs, all Texas. KBCL Shreveport, WWOM New Orleans, KPEL
Lafayette, all Louisiana. KFFA Helena,
KAMD Camden, KBHS Hot Springs,
all Arkansas. KJEM Oklahoma City,
Okla. and KBIM Roswell, N. M.
Temporary offices are at 1135 Ferndale, Dallas.

No place to go but up
In this era of superlatives —
"the greatest," "spectacular" and
"number one" — WICC-TV
Bridgeport is relatively modest.
The station reported last week
that it has completed its first
month as a daytime only tv station— "the first and only daytime
tv station in the country" — and
is "the only commercial television
station without commercials." The
station has a staff of one. It is
the only uhf station in a nine station vhf market (signals come in
from New Haven, New Hartford
and New York). But Kenneth
Cooper, president of ConnecticutNew York Broadcasters Inc., owner of WICC-TV, is optimistic:
"However, we are hopeful of selling one commercial in the very
near future."
WKAT takes CBS in Miami
CBS Radio's basic network affiliate in
Miami, Fla., will be WKAT Miami as
of Nov. 28, the date when the network's present affiliate, WGBS that city,
goes independent (at deadline, Oct.
17). WGBS decided to disaffiliate when
it found CBS Radio's modified Program
Consolidation Plan, which also goes
into effect Nov. 28, "not compatible
with WGBS program objectives."
WKAT, owned and operated by Mrs.
A. Frank Katzentine, president of
WKAT Inc., operates on 1360 kc with
5 kw-day and 1 kw-night. Sidney Levin
is general manager. The affiliation
contract was signed in Miami by Mrs.
Katzentine and William A. Schudt Jr.,
vice president in charge of affiliate relations for CBS Radio.

'Life Line' winner announced
Grocery Manufacturers of America
named Helen Delich Bentley of WMARTV Baltimore as top award winner of
the GMA Life Line of America trophy
competition for 1960. The presentation of a sterling silver Tiffany bowl to
Mrs. Bentley, who was honored for her
tv series entitled The Port That Built
a City, was a highlight of the Life Line
luncheon last Wednesday (Oct. 26)
during the 52nd annual meeting of the
GMA in New York.
In addition to the top tv award, certificates of honor were presented to
Josephine McCarthy, WNBC-TV New
York; Rozell Fair Fabiani, WRBL-TV
Columbus, Ga., and Mildred Alexander,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va. Since 1948,
Life Line of America awards have
saluted the women of press and broadcasting who do the most outstanding
job of reporting and interpreting the
Life Line story.
BROADCASTING, October 31, I960.

America's modern way of doing business
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Men and machines of AIR EXPRESS

Priority

service

makes

deliver vital missile component with jet speed to Convair test site

Air

Express

today's

best

way

to ship

At Convair 's big Sycamore Canyon Test Facility in California, an Atlas missile stands ready for a
static test firing. An eleventh-hour engineering refinement brings AlR EXPRESS service into the picture.
Air EXPRESS is constantly called on to speed new parts. It's all in the day's (or night's) work for this
skilled shipping team. Here's what you get when you call A/R EXPRESS: Priority service— firston, first off
—on all 35 scheduled U. S. airlines • Kid-glove handling every mile of the way • Door-to-door pickup
and delivery via 13,000 trucks (many radio-dispatched for
maximum speed) • Teletype confirmation of receipt on
_ _
request • Service to 20,000 American communities coast to f\§
CjMi
coast* It pays to think fast . . . think Air Express first!
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
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SPECIAL

Spot
FIFTH

buys

DEBATE

PLANS

spark
STILL

Broadcast coverage of the national
campaigns spurted to new heights over
the weekend as the two major parties
started pouring new money into intensive spot purchases.
This upswing in paid political time
developed as the two parties were working on final plans for a fifth "Great
Debate," a free public service feature
that might draw the largest audience
since the first of the Kennedy-Nixon
debates, due to the heat of the final
campaign days.
Both Democrats and Republicans
were completing their spot buying plans
at the weekend, leading up to their premidnight paid network features on Nov.
7, campaign eve.
The date most mentioned for the
fifth debate was Monday, Oct. 31.
Meetings were held during the week by
J. Leonard Reinsch, communications
adviser to Sen. Kennedy, and Fred
Scribner, Undersecretary of the Treasury and adviser to Vice President Nixon.
Networks Annoyed ■ Major networks
became restive last week as the party
advisers failed to reach an agreement.
A statement to the parties, Oct. 25,
signed by all national networks, showed
the three tv and four radio groups were
annoyed at public complaints charging
them with responsibility for the strict
rules limiting time and using panels to
question the candidates (see text of
statement below) .
The Reinsch-Scribner talks ran all
day Thursday and then into the night.
In all they held five sessions as the
networks maintained watches at party
headquarters, hoping to utilize every
possible minute in juggling schedules
and setting up facilities. The party
planning dealt with program formats,
length of the debate and similar important details. Time discussions ranged
from one hour to one-and-a-half and
two hours. It was anticipated networks
and party spokesmen could wrap up
the package Oct. 28.
The prospect of no fifth debate was
present during the Reinsch-Scribner discussions and at one point it appeared
the whole thing was off.
Networks had found party political
buying curtailed during the autumn because of the appeal of the free debates.
They had faced the loss of revenue from
expropriated sponsors' time as well as
the cost of producing the debates and
setting up facilities.
Debate Costs High ■ At the weekend
the networks said they had little idea
of the final debate bills and won't have
60

REPORT

final

IN WORKS

campaign
AS

PARTIES

definite figures for another three or
four weeks. One estimate, concededly a
guess, placed the total network bill for
production alone between $400,000 and
$500,000. Costs are split among the
four radio and three tv networks on a
2-2-2-1 basis, Mutual paying a seventh
and the others two-sevenths each. Some
costs, such as expense accounts of debate personnel, will not be lumped into
production costs since each network is
likely to pay these bills and charge them
off to hospitality.
Chance of a sixth debate featuring
the vice presidential candidates was discussed frequently last week.
The parties' spot strategy had a side
feature last week as Republicans
claimed the Democrats were outspending them 3 to 1 and the Democrats
claimed the GOP was outspending them
in many major areas by 2 to 1. There
was no way to find out which party
was right, if either, since official information was sporadic and hard to obtain
in the last-minute pressure at party
headquarters.
In any case, the GOP was doing its
heavy spot tv spending during the last
week of the campaign, with placement
by Campaign Associates, the GOP special campaign agency.
Spots for 200 Stations ■ Basic plans
for network coverage were substantially
those outlined in the Oct. 24 BroadDewey

on debates

Thomas E. Dewey, ex-GOP
presidential candidate, believes
broadcast debates provide the
most logical way for a candidate
to present a true picture of himself to the public.
Appearingshow
on on
the KTTV
Paul Coates'
syndicated
(TV)
Los Angeles Oct. 25, he suggested
a two-hour format with only candidates and moderator appearing
would provide better debates. He
recalled the whistle-stop drives
and their exhausting speeches and
strategy sessions, explaining they
left the candidate exhausted and
unable to think clearly.
Asked by Mr. Coates if he felt
the networks were obligated to
provide the candidates with more
time, he said, "Not at all. The
networks are not obligated to do
anything for us. What they have
done has been more than fair."

BUY

days

MORE

TV

casting. Democrats, for example, will
have half-hour CBS-TV broadcasts
Nov. 2 (CBS-TV 3-3:30 p.m.); Nov. 5
(9:30-10 p.m.) and Nov. 7, election
eve (11-11:30 p.m.). The party will
use 16 five-minute segments on the tv
networks in the Nov. 1-7 period.
Well over 200 tv stations, maybe
more, will be included in the final spot
campaign sponsored by Citizens for
Kennedy, wing of the Democratic organization. Spots will range from 20
seconds to a minute, with placement by
Reggie Schuebel, vice president of
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigii.
Spot purchases by the Democratic
committee and Citizens for Kennedy
had not been heavy earlier in the campaign but picked up with a rush as the
flow of money into party coffers speeded up with what were called signs of
a Kennedy victory.
Similarly some GOP spokesmen reported an increase in contributions as
the end of the campaign approached.
The GOP placed a five-minute spot
tv announcement around the country in
which President Eisenhower lauded the
record of Vice President Nixon and
endorsed the Nixon-Lodge ticket. The
President was scheduled on a paid
ABC-TV telecast Oct. 28 (10-10:30
p.m.).
CBS-TV had planned to carry Vice
President Nixon on its Oct. 30 Face the
Nation but when he was unavailable
the network substituted Sen. Barry
Goldwater (R-Ariz.).
Election Eve Buys ■ On election eve
the GOP has purchased the 11 p.m.midnight period on NBC-TV for a lastminute appeal to voters. Democrats
have 11-11:30 p.m. on CBS-TV. Sen.
Kennedy declined an offer to appear as
a guest on the Jack Paar Show. Vice
President Nixon was a Paar guest in
late August.
A number of regional hookups have
been booked. NBC-TV will carry a
GOP paid telecast Nov. 3 on a New
York state hookup, with Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey featured. Similarly Sen. Kennedy was heard Oct. 27 from the New
York City garment center on a state
hookup, 11:15-11:30 p.m. Other NBCTV regionals include an Illinois-St.
Louis telecast preceding the 9:30-10
p.m. paid Kennedy telecast from Chicago Stadium Nov. 4.
Philip Morris Commander cigarettes
sponsored Oct. 27 the second program
in the CBS Reports series, "Money and
the Next President" (CBS-TV, 8:309:30 p.m.). The first CBS Reports proBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960
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RCA

MORE,
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WE
— says

TAPE

RECORDER

WOULD
Stanley

Says Stanley Hubbard, "After a careful study for over
a year, our Engineering Staff decided that the RCA
Television Tape Recorder was the best on the market.
It was obvious to us that RCA advantages make all
the difference in picture clarity and realism.
"Since that time, we have purchased three TV Tape
Recorders— one color and one monochrome for
KSTP, and a monochrome for KOB-TV Albuquerque.
Today's increased sales are keeping our facilities
humming. Our advertisers are sold on the consistently high quality of our taped commercials."
The value of installing RCA TV Tape Equipment is

E.

STILL
Hubbard

COST

BUY
of

RCA"

KSTP-TV

being proved at more and more stations where
nothing less than the best will satisfy. Superb pictures, outstanding convenience in operation and unequalled service during and after the sale are advantages that only RCA with its years of television
experience can promise and produce.
Discover for yourself all the values of owning the
RCA TV Tape Recorder. Check Stanley Hubbard
and other enthusiastic users . . see your RCA representative. He can give many reasons why this
advanced Tape Equipment is the best buy for you.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment— Camden, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

in Television

gram, sponsored by Philip Morris for
Marlboro, dealt with the Polaris missile. The presidential feature included
a "debate" constructed from speeches
by the two candidates, with Howard K.
Smith, of CBS, as reporter. A panel of
economic experts included Secretary of
the Treasury Robert B. Anderson; Gabriel Hauge, former economic adviser
to President Eisenhower; Leon Keyserling, former economic adviser to President Truman; Dr. Colin G. Clark, of
Oxford U., research director of Econometric Institute, and J. Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard economist and author
of The Affluent Society. Leo Burnett is

the Philip Morris agency.
The joint network statement about
the proposed fifth debate asked party
spokesmen to "consider reverting to the
original format proposed by the networks— that is, a face-to-face appearance without panel but with a moderator to preside and to provide for fair
division of time." After reviewing history of negotiations leading to the debates, the statement reminded that networks had suggested the candidates
make statements on agreed-on subjects
and then have a chance to refute each
others' statements. The parties claimed
this would lead to "static" discussion

and insisted on panel procedure.
Audience for Fourth ■ A total of 65.5
million people in 25.7 million homes
tuned the fourth tv-radio debate, according toAmerican Research Bureau's
overnight National Arbitron. ARB put
the three-network tv rating at 57.6.
Relatively similar figures were reported
by Trendex on the basis of its 27-city
report: 62.5 million people, 25 million
homes, 54.0 rating.
A. C. Nielsen Co. meanwhile reported
its national rating for the first debate,
held Sept. 26, showed a total audience
of 30,013,000 homes and an averageminute audience of 26,894,000 homes.

Reporting
the
winner,
radio-tv
style
MOST EXTENSIVE ELECTION REPORTS EVER PLANNED BY BROADCASTERS
Radio and tv stations and networks
Each state headquarters will have its
7 W. 66th St. ABC-TV affiliated staare planning the most extensive covtions will present state and local elec- own sub-network in key population
tion returns at five minutes before and centers, and every change will be teleerage ever given a national election.
An estimated 500 election contests will twenty-five minutes after each hour.
phoned directly to Studio 65. Returns
be covered the night of Nov. 8 by netOn the equipment side, ABC-TV will also will be received by teletype over
such conventional channels as the
works, with several thousand staffers use 30 cameras — eight in election headand newsmen gathering and narrating
quarters, three at UNIVAC, three at leased wires of AP and UPI. Instead
the returns with the help of electronic
of using copy boys, as in the past, to
Hyannisport and eight each in Washcarry the returns across the studio, a
computers.
ington and Los Angeles. Twenty-four
The network effort climaxes months
teletypes and 30 telephones will bring conveyor belt will deliver returns to
of preparation. Pre-election political returns to headquarters from staffers keypunch operators who will type returns directly into the IBM RAMAC
reporting has been more thorough than in 50 states. Special tv circuits have
in any past election. Similarly radio been ordered to key cities for special 305 computer.
and tv stations all over the nation have
reports. Tallies on the special election
A special "Six Key States" electronic
total boards will be in large size figures board will be presided over by Douglas
provided intensive coverage of camEdwards. A bank of some 200 indivipaign developments through news re- on speedometer-like counters, which
dual tally boards will be divided into
ports, forums, debates and other spe- will be scanned directly by a tv camera.
cial features.
four
regional
groupings of states, from
Donald Coe is producer of ABC News'
Election night returns have proved Election Night Report.
which periodic reports will be handled
popular with sponsors, both on a naA special ABC News Election After- by correspondents Charles Collingwood
math, featuring discussion by a group
(East); Stuart Novins (Midwest);
tional and local basis. Consumer goods,
of ABC commentators and comments
Grant Holcomb (Far West), and
banks and public utilities are among
the advertisers signed for coverage of from political leaders, will be telecast Charles Kuralt (South).
returns from the polls.
Other special coverage areas include:
Nov. 13 (Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.). A
ABC-TV ■ Election Night Report is second ABC News post-election look "Composition of Congress" board, with
at the next president and the action he George Herman reporting; the analysis
to get underway at 9 p.m. and will continue until the outcomes of the major can be expected to take in foreign section, with Edward R. Murrow, Eric
Severeid and Elmo Roper, advisor; live
races are known. More than 1,000 and domestic affairs will be presented
the following Sunday (Nov. 20) in the remote unit to report projections and
people will participate in the overall
analysis of the new 7090 computer at
same 10:30-11 period. Entitled Man
production, which will be fully sponand the Mandate, the special report IBM headquarters in New York, hansored by Continental Oil through Benton & Bowles in the Mountain Time
will originate in Washington and New
dled by Howard K. Smith, and reports
Zone and in much of the Central Time
York.
from a half dozen remote units stationed with the major candidates and
CBS-TV ■ From CBS News Election
Zone, in addition to one-sixth sponsorHeadquarters at Studio 65 in New
at Democratic and Republican headship by Union Carbide Consumer Prodquarters in Washington. A group of
ucts through William Esty. The net- York, CBS-TV will go on the air with
work said last week that more orders
its Election Night 1960 at 9 p.m. Pro- CBS News correspondents will form a
round-table discussion of prospects
gramming will revolve around anchorare expected. ABC Radio's coverage
when the presidential outcome is finally
man Walter Cronkite. Directly behind
will not duplicate the tv coverage.
him, viewers will be able to see latest clear.
ABC-TV will use a Remington Rand
Presiding over the Central News
UNIVAC computer, which has pre- presidential vote totals continually
Desk in Studio 65 will be an executive
dicted the outcome of all major elecposted by the RAMAC 305 on an elections since 1952. An ABC remote unit
tronic tally board.
team headed by Sig Mickelson, president of CBS News, and John Day, vice
To
speed
up the flow of returns to
will
pick
up
UNIVAC's
forecast
from
the UNIVAC Service Center in New
president-news, CBS News. There will
the network, CBS News has conYork about every half-hour on a special
structed a "network" consisting of a be 170 people in Studio 65 and more
than 500 in the field. Westinghouse
telephonic
system that ties individual
typewriter. The network's staff of 300
in New York will be located with the CBS News election headquarters in Electric Corp. through Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove will sponsor the election
team of commentators headed by an- every state capital to a battery of field
night broadcast, which will be produced
chor man lohn Daly at Studio TV-1 at phones at Studio 65.
62 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)
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CLEAR

CHANNEL

PROBLEM

Take our channel number (seven). Use it four times with
arithmetical signs so that the total comes to a perfect score
(100)*.
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of Dudeney's
"Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc.,
N^Y. (If you've already won it, say so in your entry and
we'll provide a different prize.)
■

''Current perfect score in D.C.: ARB Metro Area Survey (August)
shows WMAL-TV first, Sunday through Saturday, 6 p.m. to
midnight.

-t
al
wm
Channel
7, Washington,
D. v
C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL

and

WMAL-FM,

Washington,

D. C, WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.
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by Paul Levitan and directed by Vern
Diamond.
NBC-TV ■ Coverage will be bolstered
with predictions from the new RCA
501 electronic data processing system,
which will be used for the first time on
television and in politics. Network
coverage will switch periodically to the
RCA Electronic Systems Center at 45
Wall St., New York, for forecasts of
the popular and electoral vote. Tv
coverage will begin with The Texaco
Huntley -Brinkley Report (6:45-7 p.m.)
and will continue after 7 p.m. as developments warrant until 8:30 p.m.,
when continuous coverage will start.
William R. McAndrew, vice president, NBC News, will supervise the
entire coverage from NBC Election
Central, which is being set up in Studio
8H in Radio City. Mr. McAndrew
will be assisted by Julian Goodman,
director, news and public affairs. Elmer
W. Lower is operations manager in
charge of NBC's own election news
service. Reuven Frank is producer of
election night coverage. Significance

of the returns will be explained by
NBC News correspondents Sander
Vanocur (East); Frank McGee
(South); John Chancellor (Midwest)
and Merrill Mueller (West). Anchormen are Chet Huntley and David
Brinkley. Richard Harkness will be
stationed with the RCA 501, which will
be fed returns from NBC Election
Central via RCA's DaSpan, the first
digital communications system designed to integrate electronic data processing with remote operations. Coverage also will include trend analysis
by Samuel Lubell and reports from
correspondents stationed with the leading candidates.
NBC-TV's sponsor lineup include
one-sixth purchases by Thomas J. Lipton (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles); Brown & Williamson (Ted Bates);
B. F. Goodrich Co. and its dealers
(BBDO); Sandura Co. (Hicks &
Greist) and Cowles Magazines (McCann-Erickson) and a one-half purchase by Field Enterprises (Keyes,
Madden & Jones). Approximately 1/12

It'll be a field day for the electronic
Television networks will rely on electronic computers
for help in toting the millions of ballots voters will cast
on Nov. 8. ABC-TV (right, top) will use the Remington-Rand UNIVAC, which Dause L. Bibby ( 1 ) Remington-Rand president is explaining to Oliver Treyz,
ABC-TV president, to predict the election's outcome.
CBS-TV (below, left) will furnish an up-to-the-minute
picture of returns with the aid of an IBM RAMAC 305,
which Dr. G. Truman Hunter (1) of IBM discusses
with Sig Mickelson, president CBS News (r) and Paul
Levitan, producer. NBC-TV (below, right) expects to
know the results of the election early in the evening
with the aid of the RCA 501 data processor. Shown
with the unit are (1 to r) : Dr. John Mauchly, president,
Mauchly Assoc.; Dr. Jack Moshman, vice-president,
C-E-I-R Inc.; Arthur A. Katz, RCA manager of the
project, and (seated) Carol Guthrie, who will operate
the 501 for NBC.

of the coverage remained available last
week.
The exclusive NBC-BBC trans-Atlantic cable film system will provide
Britishers with their first look at the
U.S. president-elect sometime between
6 and 9 a.m. (London time) Nov. 9.
A two-minute segment of NBC news
film, which will take about 200 minutes
to transmit, will be televised by the
BBC.
ABC Radio ■ Election Night Report,
with anchorman Bill Shadel heading a
staff of analysts and correspondents
reporting exclusively on the network,
will begin at 8 p.m. Coverage will be
sponsored by The Mennen Co. through
Warwick & Legler Inc., and Philco
Corp. through Maxwell Assoc. Inc.
Twice every hour (at 25 and 55 minutes
after) affiliated stations will offer upto-the-minute returns of state and local
elections.
John Daly, ABC News chief, and
commentator Quincy Howe will be
heard on both ABC Radio and ABCTV with reports and analyses of the

computers

ABC's Remington-Rand UNIVAC

CBS' IBM RAMAC
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NBC's RCA 501
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When a man buys shares in a company, he
is investing his money to work for him,
to earn an income.
When an employee works for a company,
he invests his mind and his muscle to earn
an income. This he agrees to do: so much
investment of his skills for so much money.
The man who invests his money invests
his whole doUar— he cannot hold back part
of it. The man who invests his skills has a
natural instinct to deliver a full day's
work for a full day's wages. However,
conditions have been developing in many
industries that virtually encourage an
employee to hold back part of what he has
agreed to deliver.
These conditions are weakening the ageold American tradition of a pound for a
pound. Correcting them can go a long way
toward strengthening the moral fiber of
the whole national character.

REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND

1, OHIO

It is the responsibility of management to use
both invested dollars and invested man-hours
to the most rewarding advantage of shareholders and employees.
One way to do this is through the manufacture of dependable products for which
there is a wide public need. One of Republic
Steel's most widely used products is Electro
Paintlok9 Steel Sheets for such things as
garage doors, vending machines, mobile
homes, and exterior panels for scores of appliances and cabinets. This electro-galvanized
steel is given a special chemical treatment to
make paint stick through bumps and scrapes
and to keep these products new-looking longer.
These rigid steel sheets— strong as only
steel is strong— resist corrosion even when
painted surfaces are scratched through.
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broadcasts, with MBS commentator
returns. Don Goddard will report
Mutual ■ More than 140 persons
have
been
assigned
to
handle
various
Taylor Grant assigned as anchorman.
UNIVAC's evaluations and projections
of the changing vote totals. Statistician tasks on Election Day. Mutual's pro- Earliest returns are expected to be
gramming, timed to begin at 8:50 p.m.,
Louis Bean and correspondent Julian
broadcast at 6 a.m. during Claude
Anthony will report trends and fea- is to be presented by the Liggett & Mahoney's first newscast. These would
Myers Tobacco Co. (Oasis cigarettes)
tures. Other assignments include:
be scattered reports from rural areas
Edward P. Morgan (with Sen. Kennedy
which open the polls after midnight
and is part of the conventions-elections
news and special programming package
at Hyannisport, Mass. ) ; Virgil Pinkley
and announce results in pre-dawn
hours. Throughout the day results will
sponsored since mid-July by the tobacco
(with Vice President Nixon in Whittier, Calif.); Al Mann (with Sen. Lyn- firm. Stephen J. McCormick, MBS
be carried on Mutual's twice-hourly
news vice president, will be in charge
don Johnson in Texas) ; Charles Ashley
Operation Newsbeat newscasts.
The Associated Press announced its
of the coverage operations, which will
(with Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge
be on the air until the election pattern
election coverage will involve some
in Washington); Ed Silverman (Demois clearly established.
cratic headquarters, Washington), and
70,000 election workers who will collect and compile results for the news
John Edwards (GOP headquarters,
Mutual's own staff of newsmen will
Washington). The entire radio-tv pro- be complemented by 43 members of service's 2,042 radio and tv stations and
the Mutual Affiliates Correspondents
gram will be coordinated from ABC
1,778 newspapers. Sixty extra wires
Corps, Newsweek magazine byliners and hundreds of extra teletype printers,
News Election Headquarters control
installed in stations and newspapers
unit in New York, where more than and the network's overseas correspondents. Each is assigned to a specific around the nation, will report the White
300 persons will tabulate and summarHouse race and the battles for 34
ize returns. More than 700 other ABC
area of the nation. The network's
Washington headquarters will be the Senate seats, 437 House seats and 27
personnel will be on duty in ABC News
bureaus in Washington, Chicago, De- central control point for the Nov. 8 state governorships.
troit, Los Angeles, San Francisco and
at key affiliated stations.
STALKS
STATIONS
CBS Radio ■ Lead-off man for the WATCHDOG
team of newsmen reporting the election
returns on CBS Radio will be Eric
NAB interprets Yarborough letter as being
Severeid, whose News Analysis prointerested mainly in equal time complaints
gram will be broadcast Nov. 8 at 7 p.m.
EST, the time when polls close in some
The Senate watchdog subcommittee
Chairman Warren G. Magnuson (Dparts of the East. Robert Trout, anchor
spent last week investigating complaints
Wash.) of the Senate Commerce Comman for the team, will take up the all- charging campaign prejudice by broadmittee described the Yarborough letter
night vigil at 7:05 p.m. and work until
casters but did not find any examples of as an irritant and minimized importance
the conclusion of the contest. Others
unfair treatment of candidates.
of the request for complaints. He made
Hundreds of stations sent files of his remarks Oct. 25 in a panel session
on the team include Blair Clark, Bill
Downs, George Herman, Allan Jackson,
complaints they had received to the sponsored by the Seattle Chapter, AcadBill Leonard, Edward R. Murrow,
subcommittee, headed by Sen. Ralph W.
emy of Television Arts & Sciences
Howard K. Smith, Robert Trout and Yarborough (D-Tex.), according to (story on page 76).
Dallas Townsend. CBS Radio's Elec- Creekmore Fath, majority counsel.
Equal Time Issue ■ Clair R. McColtion Night 1960, produced under the
They responded in an atmosphere of
lough, Steinman Stations, chairman of
confusion as NAB, networks, stations the NAB Policy Committee, announced
over-all supervision of CBS News' Robert A. Skedgell, assistant director of and attorneys tried to interpret a letter after an Oct. 24 conference with Mr.
news, radio, will be sponsored by Westsent to all broadcasters by Sen. Yar- Fath that the watchdog subcommittee
inghouse Electric Corp.
borough (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
was mainly interested in campaign comThis letter was widely construed as a
NBC Radio ■ Coverage begins with
plaints based on requests of candidates
sweeping subcommittee demand for all for
equal
time (see text of McCollough
the broadcast of returns on hourly newsletter below).
campaign complaints received from
casts throughout the day and a comThis was construed by some industry
plete summary of latest returns on candidates or the public. The letter
News of the World from 7:30 to 7:45
sources as a major backing away from
called for transmission of complaints
the demands of the original Yarborough
p.m. Later developments will be re- within 24 hours.
NAB announced, after conferring letter, which appeared to make sweepported on the hourly newscast from
with Mr. Fath, an interpretation of the
ing demands to tell the subcommittee
8 to 8:05 p.m., when continuous coverage will start. Radio anchormen will be Yarborough letter. Tone of the NAB
about all complaints dealing with time
Morgan Beatty and Robert McCormick.
requests and discrimination in handling
statement indicated the subcommittee's
Russ Tornabene is radio coverage pro- demands bore little relation to the con- of
political news, opinion and candidates.
ducer. Correspondents and their assignstruction placed on the letter by atments include: Frank Bourgholtzer
torneys and networks.
Mr. Fath, it was felt, made another
But Mr. Fath made this observation
(East); Peter Hackes (South); Martin
important concession by requiring recAgronsky (Midwest); Elmer Peterson
ords of phone complaints only if a staafter reading the NAB statement, "Our
tion already is using a system of logging
(West); Roy Neal (San Francisco);
letter speaks for itself and needed no
calls.
Louis Lyons (Boston) ; Leif Eid (Democlarification in the first place."
cratic headquarters, Washington), and
Accompanying Mr. McCollough at
Hundreds of stations "found no diffiNed Brooks (Republican headquarters,
culty in understanding the letter and in the conference were Douglas A. Anello,
NAB chief counsel, and Hollis Seavey,
Washington) .
complying with its request for informaassistant to the vice president.
tion,"
Mr.
Fath
said.
Sponsors of NBC Radio's election
While this conference was described
night coverage will be the same as
"In every case, with one exception,
the station and complainant were able as clearing up a number of points of
during the network's political conventions coverage. The Mennen Co. and to get together and resolve the difficulty.
confusion, the watchdog subcommittee's
S. C Johnson Co. each bought oneWe've investigated a slew of complaints.
original letter was described by one atquarter, while the remaining half goes After hearing from stations, we contorney as going beyond the scope of its
to the affiliates for local sale.
authority.
The subcommittee is emtacted them by telephone or telegraph."
66 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)
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powered to examine, investigate and
make a complete study of election handling by broadcasters. However, the
subcommittee letter to all stations contained this phrase, to better assure fulfillment of the national policy
of fairness and impartiality in . . . these
last three crucial weeks prior to our
national election." This was construed
as subcommittee assumption of punitive
powers never intended when it was created. Mr. Fath said the subcommittee
merely intends to investigate complaints.
Notes & Angles ■ ABC networks last
week supplied Mr. Fath with copies of
a number of complaints received from
viewers. They dealt mainly with such
matters as bad camera angles on a candidate and the use of notes by Sen.
Kennedy in a debate with Vice President Nixon.
NBC and CBS had not yet responded
to the Yarborough letter as the weekend approached, according to subcommittee sources.
Among complaints being investigated
by the subcommittee was one from
Roger Kent, Democratic chairman, who
charged unfair allocation of time. He
specified television stations KPIX (TV),
KRON (TV), and KGO-TV and educational KQED (TV) and radio stations
KGO and KCBS. All are in San Francisco. Mr. Kent, who sent his complaint
to the FCC as well, demanded free time
for a Democratic reply to an Oct. 20
address by President Eisenhower, charging it was partisan, an attack on the
Democratic presidential nominee and
endorsement of the Republican nominee.
KQED offered equal time for a reply,
specifying either Adlai Stevenson or
ex-President Truman as speaker.
Mr. Fath said the subcommittee had
asked Mr. Kent for documentary support and the stations for their answers
to the complaint.
Around the industry the opinion was
expressed by several attorneys that stations were not required to comply with
the Yarborough demands, contending
the letter went far beyond the subcommittee's study powers.
After the conference with Mr. Fath,
Mr. McCollough issued this statement:
"Members of the NAB staff and I
met this morning with Creekmore Fath,
counsel for the Subcommittee on Freedom of Communications. The meeting
was held as requested in a wire sent to
Sen. Yarborough last week, for the purpose of securing clarification of some
of the items contained in his letter of
Oct. 14 to all broadcast licensees.
"Mr. Fath indicated at the outset that
the interests of the subcommittee center
primarily upon requests for equal time
on behalf of candidates and requests for
availability of time for political spokesmen and parties. All oral and written
complaints regarding the availability of
time on the air made since the receipt of
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Sen. Yarborough's letter that fall within
these two categories must be reported to
the subcommittee within 24 hours. While
some of this information comes within the scope of the FCC questionnaire
issued last August, Mr. Fath said that
he is interested in receiving this information now so that any irregularities
can be corrected before election day.
"With respect to telephone calls —
anonymous or otherwise — raising questions of discrimination, if no record is
kept there is no obligation upon the
licensee to set up a method of logging
calls and forwarding them to the subcommittee. However, if a record of
these calls is presently being kept, the
subcommittee expects this information
to be forwarded to it.
"We assured Mr. Fath that the industry was most anxious to cooperate
and that he would find little, if any,
evidence of industry discrimination."
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KENNEDY

Endorses Democratic slate
in broadcast editorials
What is believed to be a precedent
in broadcast editorializing was set last
week by the Straus broadcasting group
stations (WMCA New York, WBNY
Buffalo), which declared their advocacy
of Sen. John F. Kennedy for president.
Although a number of stations have
taken stands on local candidates and
issues in recent years, it was difficult to
recall an instance of broadcast editorial
support in a presidential campaign.
The stations offered equal time to
Vice President Richard Nixon or his
running mate, Henry Cabot Lodge, for
"any commentary they might care to
make at any time or any place that
most suits their convenience." There
had been neither reaction nor acceptance from them by last Thursday.
The editorials, broadcast Wednesday
and Thursday nights at 10:35 p.m.,
were presented by Nathan Straus, chairman of the Straus group. He preceded
his stand for Sen. Kennedy with a
description of the FCC's earlier positions on editorializing and the efforts
broadcasters had made to earn the
privilege of airing opinions. Mr. Straus
noted the "Mayflower decision" held
that stations could not editorialize without jeopardizing
theirwould
licenses.
"This
an editorial
which
have
beenis
illegal a decade ago," Mr. Straus said
during the broadcast, adding that "the
edict seemed unreasonable and unjust.
Thus, WMCA determined to broadcast
editorials — even though it might risk
loss of its license. The problem seemed
sufficiently crucial to make an issue of
it." WMCA began editorializing in
1954.
The 1941 Mayflower decision was
directed against WAAB Boston, owned
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by Mayflower Broadcasting Corp.
WAAB had taken an editorial stand on
candidates in various elections and on
controversial issues. Hesitating to renew the station's license, the commission held that "in brief, the broadcaster
cannot censebewas renewed
an advocate."
liafter it WAAB's
assured the
FCC it would discontinue editorials.
The decision was never challenged.
FCC Reversed Course ■ In 1949,
however, the FCC overturned the Mayflower decision after lengthy hearings.
It said then that editorials within reasonable limits and subject to fairness
(by seeking out and presenting opposing arguments) would not be contrary
to the public interest, but adding that
"the opportunity of the licensee to present such views as they may have on
matters of controversy may not be
utilized to achieve a partisan or onesided presentation of issues."
Despite the 1949 decision, broadcasters were generally reluctant to venture into editorializing until the mid-
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50's, believing that the FCC had not
voiced sufficient approval of editorials
to warrant risking their licenses. Activity in this area has accelerated in recent
years, encouraged by (1) an increasingly favorable FCC attitude as reflected invarious actions and comments,
and (2) the fact that those stations
which editorialized have not yet gotten
into serious trouble.
The Straus editorial last week was
broadcast only on the two occasions,
and will not be repeated. R. Peter
Straus, president, said that to continue
broadcasting the editorial would make
it impossible for the opposing viewpoint
to "catch up." He noted also that newspapers customarily make but one announcement oftheir support for a candidate, although their general editorial
policy may repeatedly favor one position.
Nathan Straus has long been a prominent Democrat. He was a New York
state senator in the 20's, administrator
of the U.S. Housing Authority during

They've been at it eight months
An eight-month series of election
year coverage by WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn., Triangle station, has
been sponsored by The Union & New
Haven Trust Co. By election day,
the station will have carried more
than 30 specially produced programs.
The series is entitled Election 60
Spotlight.
The idea of a wide-range election
series was evolved last April by
Howard W. Maschmeier, WNHCTV general manager, with emphasis
on what the average man feels about
the issues and candidates. Contracts
were signed in late April by John
Cundiff, WNHC-TV sales manager,
and Edward M. Gaillard and Ogden
Ross, respectively president and assistant vice president of the bank.
Programs have included debates,
quizzing of politicians, man-in-street
interviews, news conferences, historical background, pre-convention features, special reports from the na- Man-in-street interviews were intional conventions and coverage of
cluded in Union & New Haven
state conventions. A 10-man Tri- Trust Co.'s eight-month political
angle Station group fed film and series on WNHC-TV New Haven.
audio reports during the national
Here a construction worker is interviewed on the job.
conventions. Over 1,200 service information promos were scheduled.
The bank prepared counter cards
for its branch banks. The cards have tinue until a President is deemed
changeable sections for weekly in- elected, winding up the bank's series.
serts. Thousands of presidential WNHC-TV will operate two election
handbooks were distributed at bank headquarters to report on state and
offices. Special commercials were national returns. They will be located at the station and at the Statler
written by Dan Hodges, of Merrell
Hilton hotel in Hartford. Each will
Anderson Co., the bank's agency.
They were produced by WNHC-TV.
be completely
staffed
and two cameras will be sent
to Hartford.
Election night returns will conBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

the Roosevelt administration and chairman of the Mayor's advisory committee
in New York under Democratic Mayor
Robert Wagner. He has been a delegate to every Democratic convention
from the 20's through 1956. Peter
Straus, his son, was a Democratic delegate this year.
Political sidelights . . .
Setting record straight ■ WTEN (TV)
Albany, N. Y., and WROW, its radio
affiliate, were asked by Vincent O'Brien,
Henry Cabot Lodge's news secretary,
to submit Mr. Lodge's actual remarks
dealing with possible appointment of a
Negro as cabinet officer. The stations
supplied an audio transcript which was
said to have revealed that Mr. Lodge
was misquoted by a wire service. Feeds
were given CBS and other stations. The
New York Times asked for a transcript,
and both AP and UPI heard playbacks
of the tape. The audio recording showed
Mr. Lodge used the word "predicted"
ratherthethan
"promised"
with
cabinet
statement.in connection
'Voter-Cade Day' ■ WBZ-AM-TV Boston will hold a day-long get-out-andvote promotion Nov. 5. Three separate
Voter-Cades will travel a total of 220
miles, visiting 22 communities. Each
Voter-Cade will have a police escort,
WBZ news wagon, sound truck, fleet
of convertibles with station personalities, Dixieland band on a float and a
bevy of models who will distribute
stickers and balloons. A live telecast
is scheduled 4-4:30 p.m., with the public invited to the studio, and a radio
program is planned 6: 15-7 p.m. Mayor
John Collins of Boston is to sign a proclamation designating Nov. 5 as WBZAM-TV Voter-Cade Day. He will present the city's symbolic key (a bean
pot) and scroll to Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. A grand finale will consist
of a torchlight rally in downtown Boston.
CBS scoop ■ CBS Radio's World News
Roundup program Oct. 24 revealed information contained in an unreleased
U.S.
on America's
abroad.report
CBS News
said it learnedprestige
from
unimpeachable sources in Europe that
secret American government reports
show overwhelming belief that Russia
will be militarily stronger than the U.S.
in 1970. The network said this is the
U.S. Information Agency report which
Sen. J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.) contended the government was surpressing.
The CBS broadcast was picked up by
the wire services and was mentioned
frequently in the press and on other
newscasts last week.
Even dozen ■ Presentation of the six
Democratic incumbents and their Republican opponents for the six conBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

gressional districts in Philadelphia
County began on WIBG Philadelphia
yesterday (Oct. 30) and also will be
heard Nov. 6, from 1-2 p.m. Newsmen
of the Storer station are contacting
constituents in Pennsylvania Districts
1 through 6 to obtain questions which
they'll ask the candidates on the program, Philadelphia Speaks Out: The
Election, according to John C. Moler,
WIBG managing director. WIBG is
offering the programs for rebroadcast
to other area stations.
Across the board ■ Debates between
Democratic and GOP candidates for
several public offices are being carried
Sundays by WHEC-TV Rochester via
video-tape, with audio portions carried
on WHEC later in the day. Formal
debates are carrying candidates for
Districts 1 through 4 of state assembly
and Districts 51 and 52 of state senate.
Over the line ■ Two half-hour debates
by GOP challenger Charles Mathias
Jr. and incumbent Democrat John Foley
for 6th congressional district in nearby
Maryland are being carried by WWDC
Washington, D.C. First meeting was
Oct. 10, second is today (Oct. 31).
Corinthian

seeks

views

of its political news
A survey conducted by Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp. among approximately 1,000 opinion leaders in Texas,
Oklahoma and Indiana points up the
value of local television coverage of national political conventions and the need
for expanded local tv programming on
a variety of state and local issues.
Corinthian's survey was conducted
early this month to gauge the impact of
its local coverage of the political conventions last July. The major findings
of the project were: opinion leaders
want to see local tv coverage of national
events from their state viewpoint; the
localized convention story not only
heightened a feeling of personal political
participation but also influenced the
views of many about the role of their
state delegates and about national issues
relating to their community; an overwhelming majority of the respondents
favored additional local tv programming
on state and local issues, ranging from
housing to schools to old-age problems.
The results of the study were announced last week by C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian president, during a
news conference in New York. An
evaluation of Corinthian's coverage,
which was favorable, was presented by
a panel of speakers including Leo
Cherne, executive director of the Research Institute of America, New York;
Gilbert Seldes, head of the Annenberg
School of the U. of Pennsylvania, and
Bruce Felknor, executive director, the
Fair Campaign Practices Committee.

id
Flu(floo'id)
adj.
1. free to change
in form
2. e.g. adaptability

of wmca's
programming

to keep up with
changing

times.
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except Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde who is in Mexico
on official business. From I to r are Commissioners
John C. Cross, Robert E. Lee, Chairman Frederick W.
Ford,
H. King.Robert T. Bartley, T. A. M. Craven and Charles

The sumptious chamber of the Interstate Commerce Commission was borrowed last week for the FCC's hearing
on the first application for pay tv — RKO General's for
Hartford, Conn. RKO General counsel W. Theodore Pierson is at the lectern; on the bench are all commissioners

SHOULD
Yes,

says

RKO

HARTFORD
General,

at FCC

PAY

hearing

on

FOR

its proposed

three-year fee trial,- theatre owners and NAB
mount Pictures consent decree.
The battle of pay tv over the air was
The testimony, including stormy
joined last week in Washington. The
contestants were RKO General, seeking
squabbling between W. Theodore Pierson, counsel for RKO General, and
FCC permission to conduct a three-year
Mr. Cohn, took place before the full
trial in Hartford, Conn., and ConnectiFCC. Commissioner Rosell H. Hyde
cut theatre owners backed by fellow
exhibitors throughout the country, op- was absent. He is in Mexico City on
commission business. Louis C. Stephens
posing this request.
acted as commission counsel.
The broadcast industry was barely
Three-year Plan ■ RKO General is
permitted to express its views in opposiasking the commission to approve a
tion due to the technical legal limitations set on the hearing.
three-year trial of the Phonevision system of subscription tv over its ch. 18
The five-day hearing — which included
two night sessions, one Thursday night
WHCT (TV) in Hartford. RKO General bought WHCT earlier this year.
and one scheduled for Friday — was
The FCC last year agreed to accept
highlighted by the merciless, two-day
pay tv applications on a trial basis.
grilling of Thomas F. O'Neil, president
RKO General is the first and, so far,
of RKO General, by Marcus Cohn,
counsel for the Connecticut Committee
only such applicant.
Allied with RKO General in the
Against Pay Tv and five Hartford theatre owners.
proposed Hartford test is Zenith Radio
Corp., developer of Phonevision, and
In an aggressive, slashing attack,
Teco Inc., the company holding the
Mr. Cohn charged:
■ Pay tv would spell the death of license to promote Phonevision. Zenith
free tv.
began plumping for pay tv in 1948.
Teco only recently announced the
■ The public would be forced to pay
for programs it now gets free over the
employment of Broadway motion picair.
ture-tv producer Leland Hayward to
produce Phonevision productions.
■ Prices to be charged for toll tv are
Hovering in the wings is Congress.
"outrageous."
There were intimations throughout the
■ If RKO General goes into Phonevision it may be violating the Paralast few years when the FCC was con70

TV?

are

opposed
sidering pay tv that Congress would
oppose any sanction of subscription tv.
This happened in 1958 when Rep. Oren
Harris (D-Ark. ), chairman of the powerful House Commerce Committee,
caused the commission to back down
from its first tentative decision to permit tests. There have been public statements by other congressmen and senators opposing fee tv.
Last week, Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.), chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and of its antitrust subcommittee, bluntly told the FCC it
should not authorize the Hartford test.
Let Congress handle this, he said (see
Authorize
Phonevision or We Give
page
75).
Up ■ The principal witness for RKO
General was Thomas F. O'Neil, president of the company. He was on the
witness stand three days, including two
days of cross-examination by Mr. Cohn.
Mr. O'Neil made two major points at
the outset of his testimony:
■ RKO General will have to surrender its license for WHCT unless it can
engage in pay tv. The station has lost,
or will lose on a projected basis to
Sept. 30, 1961, a total of $679,479.
This includes losses of $338,057 from
Jan. 1, 1959 to June 30, 1960 under its
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

previous owner, and $62,745 from July
1 to Sept. 30 of this year under RKO
General ownership.
■ The three-year subscription tv test
will result in a loss of $1 million — -even
though an estimated $15 million in
revenue is projected.
This estimate is based on 50,000
Phonevision subscribers, with each subscriber spending at least $2.50 per
week.
About $2.6 million will be spent on
procuring programs; the remainder on
operating and other expenses.
The pay tv operation, Mr. O'Neil explained, will run from 7 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.
every night of the week. From 5 p.m.
to 6 p.m., Mondays through Fridays,
educational programs for a fee will be
presented.
Also reserved for Phonevision operation will be a three-hour period, from
2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturdays and
Sundays, and a 30-minute segment,
from 5 p.m. to 5:30 p.m., on Sundays.
This adds up to 40 hours of subscription tv weekly, Mr. O'Neil said.
He emphasizel, however, that only 17
of these hours are what he called "unduplicated." The other time, he explained, was allocated for duplication
of programs.
WHCT will continue to operate as a
conventional tv station for 30 hours a
week, he said.
Films at Night ■ The basic program
fare for the 7-1 1 p.m. period each night,
Mr. O'Neil testified, will be motion pic-

ture feature film. Also to be presented
in these hours will be legitimate stage
plays, opera, ballet and symphony orchestras.
The motion picture segment will be
operated like a conventional theatre, he
said, with three changes of the bill each
week. Each attraction will have two
showings an evening.
Sports events will mostly be carried
on Saturday afternoons or Friday evenings. Children's programs will be presented
on Saturdayafternoons.
afternoons and "art"
films on Sunday
Among educational programs, Mr.
O'Neil suggested, might be a medical
presentation beamed for physicians and
surgeons but closed to the general public.
$10 Installation Fee ■ A maximum
fee of $10 will be charged for the instal ation of each decoder, Mr. O'Neil
declared. Each subscriber will be required to pay up to 75^ a week as a
rental or maintenance charge. The installation will be cancellable virtually
at the will of the subscriber, Mr. O'Neil
stated, but if there is no rental fee there
may be a minimum of 75< weekly required of the customer.
The per program charge will run
from 25^ (for a children's show) to
$3.50 (for a legitimate Broadway play),
Mr. O'Neil disclosed.
Movie prices will run from 75^ to
$1.50, he said.
Hartford viewers spend 1.5 billion
hours yearly watching tv, Mr. O'Neil

Tom O'Neil last week came close to
losing his temper several times under
cross-examination but didn't. The
RKO General president testified for
three grueling days on his company's
application to start pay tv.

Zenith, the company which developed
the first pay tv system, has a great
stake in its future. Joseph S. Wright
(I), Zenith president, religiously attended every moment of the five-day
hearing before the FCC last week. He
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stated in submitting a study of that
market. If all 50,000 subscription customers watched all Phonevision unduplicated programs, he explained, this
would mean that subscribers would
watch 44.2 million hours a year. This,
he said, is a ratio of 2.85% — less than
the usual statistical error published for
many rating services.
Impact Explained ■ Excluding WHCT,
there are 29,675 hours of telecasting
in Hartford
Mr. O'Neil
pointed out. If per
the year,
maximum
number
of
hours of pay tv telecasting is 2,080, he
said, the ratio would be 7%.
This would mean, he stressed by
implication, that there should be no
discernible difference in regular tv viewing in Hartford even with a pay tv
operation underway.
Only three present WHCT programs
would disappear from the Hartford tv
scene, he pointed out. These are Open
End, Harness Racing and Piano Tops.
Programs comparable to those blacked
out on WHCT are carried by other
Hartford tv stations, he explained. The
bulk of these are feature films, he said.
The basic premise determining whether a program will be acquired for pay
tv, Mr. O'Neil stated, is whether it is
a "box office" attraction.
This means, he said, that it must be
the kind of an attraction which is not
carried on conventional tv broadcast
stations and for which an admission
price is charged.
This refers, he said, to such programs

was called to testify late Thursday
and was on the stand Friday also.
Seated with Mr. Wright is John B.
Poor, RKO General vice president,
whose company wants to institute
Phonevision in Hartford.

as current, first-run movies, concerts or
sporting events.
Won't Buy Programs From Tv ■ RKO
General will not negotiate for any program or sporting event generally on
conventional tv, Mr. O'Neil pledged.
Nor will it take a program ordinarily
available for tv, but withheld in the
Hartford market because its entrepreneurs hope to sell it to Phonevision, he
added.
"It is not our intention," the RKO
president said, "to deprive the area of
regular, normal tv programs by outbidding conventional tv for the rights.
We do not intend to deprive the Hartford viewer of what he can see ordinarily on advertising tv."
Mr. O'Neil developed this point later
in his testimony. He said:
"Weconventional
are not going
into competition
with
tv broadcasters
for
program material. We will be in competition with movie theatres, legitimate
stage theatres and sports arenas."
Mr. O'Neil made it clear RKO General has entered into no commitments
for programs but said there have been
discussions with program suppliers.
After a sharp controversy among the
lawyers, FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford ruled that Mr. Cohn had the right
to delve into this subject to a limited
extent. Mr. Pierson then entered in the
record a list of contacts made by, or in
behalf of, RKO General with motion
picture producers and other program
suppliers. These explorations began
June 23, when Mr. Pierson contacted
a number of officials of MGM, Columbia Pictures and Warner Bros, in New
York.
There were 28 such meetings from
that time to the present, the list disclosed. Many were made by Joseph S.
Wright, president of Zenith; or by
Pieter van Beek, president of Teco.
Visits to various educational institutions (Yale U., Harvard U., MIT,
among others) were made by Paul
Mowrey, tv consultant hired by RKO
General. In addition Mr. Mowrey contacted such other organizations as the
New York Philharmonic Society, the
Metropolitan Opera Assn., the Theatre
Guild, David O. Selznick Organization.
No Commercials ■ There will be no
commercials on Phonevision. Mr.
O'Neil declared. Programs may be interrupted, however, for special news
bulletins or for special public service
announcements, he added during questioning by counsel.
Mr. O'Neil agreed to survey the Hartford audience both before and during
his Phonevision operation.
He stated unequivocally he would
give other Hartford tv stations permission to engage in Phonevision operation "on fair terms."
He said RKO General would prohibit the resale of programs by cus72 (GOVERNMENT)

They didn't look like men whose
business was threatened with death,
but these movie exhibitors were intent on every word spoken at the FCC
hearing on pay tv last week. They

are (I to r): Morris Keppner, General
Theatres Inc.; Bernard Menschell,
Outdoor Theatres Corp., and Philip F.
Harling, chairman of the national
Joint Committee Against Pay Tv.

tomers. There are no plans for color
subscription tv at present, he said, although he understands there is a decoder for this. He expressed the hope
that WHCT could start operating its
pay tv service within six months after
the FCC granted the application.
Operations would begin, he noted,
when the system had 2,000 subscribers.
Attack On Application ■ The attack
by Mr. Cohn centered on two targets:
■ Publicity about the nature and programs to be presented on Phonevision.
■ The possible violation of the 1948
Paramount Pictures consent decree
which forbids movie producers from
owning exhibition theatres.
Mr. Cohn introduced an advertisement in the April 4 Hartford Times that
referred to the charge for installation of
the decoders as "a few dollars."
Mr. O'Neil and the RKO General
application indicated that the charge
for decoder installations might run as
high as $10.
The same advertisement, Mr. Cohn
pointed out, stated that subscription tv
programs on WHCT "will occupy only
a few hours of the broadcast day."
How, he asked, can this be reconciled
with testimony that WHCT would turn
to pay tv 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. daily?
A brochure issued by WHCT and
sent to Hartford viewers, Mr. Cohn
noted, speaks of feature films on pay
tv such as Ben Hur and other current
first run movies. How, he asked, can
this be true when Mr. O'Neil has said
no commitments have been made for
programs and the application specifically refrains from naming any pictures
or titles?
Mr. O'Neil answered this by stating
RKO General intended to provide mo-

tion pictures of the calibre of those
mentioned in the brochure. Therefore,
he said, this was not misrepresentation.
In his questioning Mr. Cohn implied
that WHCT had promised the Hartford public that Open End, Harness
Racing and Piano Tops would be continued. Mr. O'Neil said he knew nothing of this.
Mr. O'Neil had testified that these
three programs would be the only ones
on WHCT which the public would not
receive from other stations in the market.
Paramount Case ■ Mr. Cohn elicited
from Mr. O'Neil that RKO General
still had some interests and income from
motion pictures made by the now defunct RKO Pictures Corp. RKO Pictures was owned by RKO General from
1955 to 1957.
At one time RKO had 1 ,000 pictures
under
license,inMr.
O'Neil
said.added,
It nowof
has interests
about
50, he
which only 12 or 14 are good for Hartford.
This line of questioning caused Mr.
Pierson to object. Mr. Cohn stated he
was inquiring into the subject because
there seemed a possibility RKO Genentry into payconsent
tv mightdecree.
violate the
1948 eral's
Paramount
He
also stressed that because of RKO General's interest in some of the old RKO
Pictures features, this would give RKO
General a monopoly position in Hartford vis-a-vis local theatres.
Mr. Pierson, attacking the admissibility of the Hartford Times advertisement, remarked that these representations must be weighed against the "climate" in Hartford at the time. He implied that motion picture exhibitors
were sowing misrepresentations about
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WHCT and Phonevision around Hartford.
Mr. Cohn asked whether Mr. O'Neil
was acquainted with the activities of
Ted Leitzell in Hartford. Mr. O'Neil
said he was not. Mr. Leitzell is public
relations director for Zenith.
Cost of Decoders ■ Terming "outrageous" the charge that is proposed to
be made for decoders — up to $10 for
installation and 75^ per week for maintenance— Mr. Cohn claimed that five
years ago Zenith told the FCC that the
decoder could be manufactured for $50.
Mr. O'Neil previously had said the
decoder cost could run about $125 each.
If RKO General is now planning to
charge 75^ a week for rental of the
decoder, Mr. Cohn stated, this means
the decoder cost will be amortized within 18 months. Because of this, Mr.
Cohn charged, the cost of the decoder
was doubled to "sustain the reasonableness" of the weekly charge.
Mr. Pierson challenged Mr. Cohn's
reference to the 1955 Zenith statement's.
In 1955, Mr. Pierson said, Zenith stated
that decoders produced on a mass basis
would cost about $50. The 50,000 decoders for the Hartford test, he said,
could not be called mass production.
Mr. Pierson called attention, also to
Zenith's proposal in 1955 to sell the decoders at $1 per week.
RKO General, he said, has based its
arrangement with Zenith on a 50,000decoder formula. Mr. O'Neil amplified
this by stating the cost of decoders to
RKO General would be at cost plus
12.5%. Thus, he added, the unit cost
could be less than $125, "maybe even
$50."
Sex Is A Four-Letter Word ■ No motion picture without the seal of approval
will be considered for Phonevision, Mr.
O'Neil stated categorically. "I assume
that any picture without a seal would be
of such questionable nature," he said,
"that we wouldn't want to look at it."
This observation was prompted by
questions from Mr. Cohn dealing with
sex and offensive scenes in many of
today's top box-office motion pictures
as well as the common use of "four
letter words" in many popular stage
productions.
Current films referred to were "On
the Terrace," "Suddenly Last Summer,"
"The Apartment," and others.
At one point Mr. Cohn asked Mr.
O'Neil whether there was a correlation
between sex and box office attractions.
"I'm not an expert on that!", the
RKO president snapped.
Motion pictures would be edited to
eliminate such improprieties, Mr.
O'Neil promised.
The language of stage plays could be
overcome in two ways, Mr. O'Neil said.
The plays could be taped, and edited, or
the play could be "cleaned up" for the
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

performance that was being telecast.
In any event, Mr. O'Neil stated, "the
criterion is our obligation as a broadcast licensee . . ."
Both Sides ■ Quizzed about policy respecting the showing of controversial
movies or plays, Mr. O'Neil expressed
momentary surprise that there might
be need to consider presenting an opposing viewpoint. He recovered quickly, however, and stated that WHCT
Phonovision would follow FCC regulaand policy.
There was much discussion about the
relationship of RKO General and Teco
and Zenith.
Zenith will manufacture the decoders
and other equipment for the Phonevision test, Mr. O'Neil explained. Teco
will help with planning, promotion and
programs, he said.
Mr. O'Neil agreed that RKO General's contracts with Zenith provide that
that company will receive one-third
of RKO General's
net profits
from
Phonevision
under certain
conditions.
He also identified that the arrangements with Teco call for l2Vz% of
gross revenues to go to Teco.
He emphasized that contracts with
program suppliers will be made directly
by RKO General and stressed it retains the right to accept or reject any

program offered, or time scheduled, by
Teco.
At might
one point,
O'Neil
agreed
there
be someMr.merit
in offering
volume discounts to subscribers. At
another period of the hearing, he discussed the question of rebates where
the tv set goes bad during a Phonevision program. Although he did not
want to make a blanket promise, he
said, refunds might be in order but this
would have to be determined on a case
by case basis.
NAB Limited ■ Heavily constricted
in what he could say, Charles H. Tower, NAB vice president for television,
told the FCC the Phonevision trial in
Hartford would be directly in competition with regular tv broadcasting for
programs and for audience.
Competition for product, Mr. Tower
stated, will certainly have an effect on
what services are available to the public
over free tv.
If regular tv broadcasters lose their
audiences to pay tv, he said, this will
mean a reduction in revenue which in
turn will mean a reduction of service to
the public.
Mr. Tower's testimony came after
vigorous protest by Mr. Pierson against
his appearance and the reading of a
prepared statement. Mr. Pierson argued
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that Mr. Tower was not an expert on
the impact of subscription tv on regular
broadcast tv because there had been no
real test of pay tv over the air.
He also charged that the NAB executive's statement was argumentative, eonclusionary and not relevant to the issues
in the hearing. In this he was joined
by Mr. Stephens.
Chairman Ford permitted Mr. Tower to take the stand, but denied him
the right to read his statement. Mr.
Tower was questioned about Hartford
programs by Douglas A. Anello, NAB
chief attorney. He was cross-examined
by Mr. Pierson and Mr. Stephens.
Phonevision, Mr. Tower said, seems
to be aimed at the largest audience.
Thus, he stated, to the extent it will
take audience from free tv and inflict
economic injury on broadcasting tv.
The NAB television vice president
read a list of high-quality dramatic programs that had been telecast in Hartford over the last year, including such
tv hits as What Makes Sammy Run?
Turn of the Screw and Moon and Sixpence. He also listed a group of sports
events carried by Hartford tv stations
in a typical September weekend.
RKO General is not a member of
NAB, or of the Tv Code.

Brooding at the pay tv drama was
Leland Hayward, famed theatrical producer who has been named Phonevision director of programs. Mr. Hayward was hired by Teco Inc. to produce plays for pay. He attended several of last week's sessions on the RKO
General pay tv application.
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Now comes a plan
for toll tv on credit
With Trans-Canada Telemeter's experimental pay tv in Etobicoke planned
for half of the homes in the area
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19), a second
wired subscription television company
has entered the field in Canada.
General Instrument-F. W. Sickles
Canada Ltd., Waterloo, Ont., plans to
have its new "See Now, Pay Later"
system in operation by Christmas, the
company reports. A pilot installation
of the system in about 2,000 homes on
the Canadian side of the border, at
Sault Ste Marie, Ont., is being set up in
conjunction with Superior Community
Television System. A city-wide survey
was held in selecting the site. The system will use a Canadian-developed unit
which can be connected to any tv set,
which is distributed by Charge-A- Vision
International Ltd., Toronto. The unit
will have three metered channels, one
for $1 per hour, another for 50 cents
per hour and the third free for special
programs and sports events.
C. Ray Harnett, president of ChargeA- Vision, explains that subscribers will
pay drop charges customary with community antenna systems and will pay
for programs every two months as recorded on their unit's meter. He said
his organization will license catv system
operators to use units.
In the early stages the company plans
to book post- 1948 and second-run films
at a flat or block-booking rate for all
license installations. Film companies
have promised an ample supply of material, according to Mr. Harnett.
The company also plans installations
next year at Guelph, Kitchener and
Waterloo, all served by community antenna systems and adjacent to General
Instrument factory producing units.
Mr. Harnett returned from England
Wednesday morning. Under discussion
were plans for installations by Rediffusion Ltd., London. John McLean is
vice president of Charge-A-Vision and
general manager of General Instrument
operations in Canada. He reported that
the parent company, General Instrument Corp. of New Jersey, is interested
in Charge-A- Vision for the U. S.
Progress in Etobicoke ■ Trans-Canada
Telemeter last week announced it will
have 6,000 sample installations completed in the suburban Toronto community by mid-November. William O.
Crampton, operations manager, said installations have been purposely slowed
up during the past month because, most
of them are now going into apartment
blocks where people are moving. TCT
aspires to have subscribers representative of all income groups in the Etobi-

coke area in proper sample proportions.
The apartment dwellers will round out
the distribution. Mr. Crampton says
the 6,000 installations will represent
just over half the homes in the area,
covering all facets of the middle-income
group.
Mr. Crampton explained that certain
sections of the area could become heavily saturated but that this would not
provide the steady sample needed to
show the viewing habits for pay television development. There is a waiting
list of Etobicoke residents who want
the service, he said.
What Tower couldn't say
"Pay tv promoters are after the nickels, the dimes and the dollars of the
"Pious references to 'motion picture
film, legitimate theatre plays, operatic
performances, educational programs
many."
and sports events' are extremely mis". . . if pay tv comTes the public is
likely
to have less choice and will pay
leading."
a substantial premium to get it."
"Pay tv will be mass, not class enterPay tv promoters and performers
tainment."
who want to appear are "so eager . . .
to get their hands directly into the
public's
pocketbook
thattvthey
may refuse to deal
with free
in order
to
encourage the development of pay tv.
A temporary economic sacrifice may
seem to them to be worth what they
believe will be the long-term personal
These, and other equally strong sentiments opposing the Hartford subscription tv trial, would have been expressed
gain. . ."
to the FCC last week had NAB's television vice president Charles H. Tower
been permitted to read his statement.
Challenged by counsel for RKO General, and in some respects by the Broadcast Bureau, Mr. Tower was permitted
finally only to testify as a public witness
and then only with respect to facts
about the Hartford television situation
(see main story, page 70). Although
NAB chief counsel Douglas A. Anello
strove mightily to get Mr. Tower's opinions into the testimony, repeated objections by RKO counsel were sustained.
Supreme Court refuses
to review Guterma case
An appeal for review of his conviction, filed by Alexander L. Guterma,
was turned down by the U.S. Supreme
Court last week.
Mr. Guterma, former president of
the Mutual Broadcasting System, was
convicted of conspiring to defraud the
U.S. government and of failing to file
financial reports of the F. L. Jacobs
Co. with the Securities & Exchange
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Celler: toll tv will obliterate free tv
If pay tv is authorized, free tv
will disappear. This is the view of
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), who
last week asked the FCC to refrain
from approving the Hartford trial.
Mr. Celler, who is chairman of the
House Antitrust Committee, suggested that the commission refer the
whole matter to the Congress. There
are many congressmen, he said, who
oppose the introduction of pay tv but
have been unable to submit their
views because they are busy in the
election.
The Newin Yorker's
contained
an Oct. position
26 letterwasto
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford.
". . . the profit potential of these
new techniques," Mr. Celler said, "is
such that their introduction may reCommission.
He was sentenced to four years and
11 months in prison. He was also fined
$160,000, but the U.S. Court of Appeals in New York in July reduced the
fine to $40,000.
Mr. Guterma was convicted along
with Robert J. Everleigh, a business
associate, in January (Broadcasting,
Feb. 1). An appeal filed with the
Court of Appeals upheld the original
conviction while reducing Mr. Guterma's fine.
MBS is no longer* under the ownership of the Guterma interests; it is now
principally owned by Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Corp.
The Supreme Court handed down
no opinion in denying Mr. Guterma's
plea for review.
Another approach
in the catv battle
The battle between tv stations and
community tv systems took another new
turn last week. This time, a station has
charged that a microwave firm is not a
"common
tion stated. carrier" at all, as its applicaThe current battle raging before the
FCC in the form of hearings (Broadcasting, Oct. 24) involves applications
for microwave relays to carry tv signals
from big cities to catv systems in small
communities. Microwave relay firms apply for such construction permits as
common carriers.
The latest move by tv station tacticians, along with a charge of "piracy,"
was made to the FCC last week by
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan. It was made
against the commission's grant of cps
to Mid-Kansas Inc. to carry tv signals
to Manhattan, Junction City, Salina and
other Kansas communities. Mid-Kansas
Inc. is owned by Ralph L. Weir Jr. and
Robert K. Weary who, WIBW claims,
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

suit in the total disappearance of
advertising - supported, free-to-theviewer programming. Indeed, mere
experimentation in these techniques
is likely to start a trend that will be
impossible
Pursuing to acontrol."
favorite theme, Mr.
Celler predicted that under toll tv
the networks would secure greater
and greater control of broadcasting.
Mr. Celler has for several years led
a fight for tighter network control
by the FCC, and for the abolition of
option time practices on the ground
they violated the antitrust laws.
He estimated that under pay tv the
cost to the average television family
for receiving "traditional" program
fare would be increased by "at least"
$130.

PHOENIX

control a franchise for a catv system at
Manhattan, Kan.
WIBW's protest to the commission included the usual issue of economic impact. The station also said that the
term "common carrier" denotes a lawful, as well as a legal, status and that
this status cannot "be accorded to a
carrier engaged in dealing in converted,
or misappropriated, or 'pirated' property. For this reason, it is submitted that
the commission cannot recognize as a
common carrier any enterprise which is
known to be engaged in dealing, or
proposing to deal in, purloined property." WIBW contended that Mid-Kansas proposes to transmit programs which
are not legally owned by the firm.
The station further stated that the
term "common carrier," in the sense of
point-to-point communications, is relatively modern and its use in the Communication Act is "unique and still in
a state of development and interpretation. . ." The commission, WIBW
averred, should consider the end use of
the microwave system and determine
that the proposed operation of MidKansas would not serve the public interest. Itmust realize that it is dealing
with a "unique situation" for the reason that the end use of the "intelligence
transmitted affects the public interest. . ."
Mid-Kansas has been granted cps to
transmit the signals of Kansas City, Mo.,
tv stations to the Kansas towns.
Aviation agency outside
its bailiwick, NAB says
The National Assn. of Broadcasters
told the Federal Aviation Agency last
week that its claimed jurisdiction over
antenna towers is based on an erroneous
interpretation of the FAA Act. NAB
made this statement in comments filed
in the FAA's rulemaking which would
require radio and tv broadcasters to
submit proposals for antenna heights
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Outlook
for an
The Federal Communications Act
will be facing a "lot of amendments"
during the next session of Congress.
And the administration of the federal
regulatory agencies will be the object
of a "thorough" congressional inquiry.
These were two of the predictions
made by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash) in a talk to 60 broadcasting executives Tuesday (Oct. 25).
The chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee was the keynote speaker and
the target of comments by seven
panelists at a two-hour session sponsored by the Seattle chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
The official question of the evening
was: "Is governmental control destroying the American broadcasting
industry?" In direct answer to this
question, Sen. Magnuson gave the
broadcasters a "no . . . but" answer
when he said, "I don't think public
regulation has gone so far yet as to
hamper the industry . . . but I think
I speak for every member of my
committee when I say the real responsibility rests with the holder of
theNolicense."
Love for FCC ■ He also said
that he is very critical of the FCC
and cited the commission's delays
and avoidance of the problem of allocations. He observed that the pattern of allocations is now pretty well
set, "at least until the military see fit
to release part of the spectrum." He
said that the next session of Congress
would see an inquiry (and he repeatedly emphasized the word "thorand locations to the aviation agency for
"determination" as to whether they constitute an air hazard or not.
Deadline for comments in the rulemaking is today (Monday).
NAB reiterated its earlier comments
to the FCC concerning this same subject (Broadcasting, Sept. 19). It added
that the possibility of a broadcaster facing both an FCC hearing and an FAA
hearing on an application was exhorbitant in both time and money. The FAA
has, in the past, indicated that the FCC
has the right to make a final decision
on broadcast matters and has even acknowledged FCC jurisdiction over
towers, NAB commented.
Comments filed by aviation interests
all reported in favor of the FAA rulemaking. The National Business Aircraft
Assn. said that it supported the petition
submitted by the Air Transport Assn.,
which petition is sometimes credited
The FCC had already told the avia76 (GOVERNMENT)

even
busier
Capitol
ough") of the regulatory agencies
and predicted a number of changes
in the Communications Act.
Referring to the Harris hearings
in Congress, Sen. Magnuson said they
became a "public spectacle." The
American people, he said, gained the
impression that the abuses cited were
widespread, although such was not
the case. However, he added, "I
think the industry has come out of it
with grace and dignity."
During the panel discussion following his speech, Sen. Magnuson
was asked questions concerning the
Oct. 14 letter from Sen. Ralph W.
Yarborough (D-Tex) to all tv and
radio
24). stations (Broadcasting, Oct.

Hill

The Witch Hunt ■ Specifically,
Lincoln W. Miller, vice president of
KIRO-AM-TV Seattle, asked, "Do
you think the witch hunt will subside after the election?" Sen. Magnuson, in answer, minimized the significance of the Yarborough request
for prompt reports of complaints, but
agreed that the letter was an "irritant." When Mr. Miller asked
whether the request was not "walking into the province of the FCC,"
Sen. Magnuson replied, "We created
them. The FCC is an arm of ConThen he observed, "I've never
known the FCC to stand up yet to
a politically controversial issue."
Members of the panel, in addition
gress."
to Mr. Miller, included Frank Rosenquist, broadcast counsel for KOMOTV Seattle; Andrew G. Haley, Washington attorney for KING-AM-TV
Seattle; Kenneth Cox, Seattle attion agency that the commission alone
holds the responsibility to decide
whether or not a broadcast station is
built (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
with the present rulemaking.
Appeals court backs
clear channel edict
The U. S. Court of Appeals last week
affirmed a 1959 FCC order designed
to protect clear channel stations from
excessive interference during the hours
immediately following sunrise and preceding sunset.
A request for review and a petition
to set aside the FCC's order was made
to the court by the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service and WSM Inc.,
licensee of WSM Nashville, Tenn.
WSM and the Clear Channel Service
contended that the commission's order
tended to increase "skywave" interference rather than reduce it. Such inter-

torney and special counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee in charge
of tv inquiry; Max Bice, manager of
KTNT-TV Tacoma; Otto Brandt,
vice president of KING-AM-TV, and
Nick Zapple, counsel to the Senator's congressional committee.
ference is that produced when radio
waves radiated into space are refracted
back to the earth by the ionosphere.
The commission's 1959 order established the maximum interference that
less powerful radio stations, operating
on a clear channel frequency, may accord to a Class I station.
In the appeal, the commission denied
that its order increased such interference. Instead, the FCC claimed that
the order gave Class I stations a measure of protection they had not previously enjoyed. A unanimous opinion
by a three judge panel of the appellate
court in Washington agreed.
Clear Channel Service stations which
carried the case to court were, in addition to WSM, KFI Los Angeles; WFAA
Dallas; WHAS Louisville, Ky.; WHAM
Rochester, N. Y.; WJR Detroit; WOAI
San Antonio; WBAP Fort Worth; WHO
Des Moines; WSB Atlanta; WGN Chicago and WLW Cincinnati.
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L. A. hearing ends with balky witnesses
MCA VP AND PLUGOLA SPECIALISTS REFUSE TO TALK
The FCC California hearing on network programs and who controls them
ground to a slow halt last week. Final
witnesses, acting on advice of counsel,
refused to answer the commission's
questions or to produce documents demanded by FCC subpoenas.
For nearly two weeks, the hearing
had gone swimmingly. Witnesses had
testified freely, or relatively so, swelling
the FCC record with detailed descriptions of the manner in which the producers of filmed programs for tv network exposure operate. (Broadcasting, Oct. 17).
Then, on Friday, Oct. 21, came an
abrupt change. Taft Schreiber, vice
president of another top talent agency,
MCA, refused to answer the FCC's
questions and to produce a list of the
tv network programs for which MCA
has acted as selling agent since Sept. 1,
1958. His attorney, Allen Susman, repeatedly attempted to speak for the record in direct contradiction to the rules
laid down for the hearing by its presiding officer, FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham. Mr.
Schreiber declared that these rules deprived him of "the effective and knowledgable assistance of counsel" and left
the witness stand and the hearing room
(At Deadline, Oct. 24).
For Monday (Oct. 24), the FCC had
issued subpoenas for a group of persons
whose business involves getting radio
and television exposure for products
and services of companies other than
those sponsoring the programs including
free plugs. Some of the subpoenas the
U. S. marshal had been unable to serve.
Contrast ■ The three witnesses who
did appear in response to the subpoenas
(Dick Fishell of Dick Fishell & Assoc.,
Mary Rothschild of Promotions Unlimited and Betty Langley) were accompanied by an attorney, Oliver B.
Schwab, who asked that the subpoenas
be quashed.
Mr. Schwab argued that his clients
are public relations practitioners, engaged neither in programming nor advertising, and so are outside the scope
of the FCC inquiry. He said that to put
on the record the information asked by
the FCC would reveal competitive information and violate the confidential
relationship of these public relations
people and their clients, and that the
ground rules of the hearing procedure
(and of all such administrative hearings) are unfair and perhaps illegal.
On the last point, Mr. Schwab stated
that under the administrative procedures
act a witness is entitled "to be accompanied, represented and advised by
counsel," whereas the rules of the FCC
hearing limit the witness to being "acBROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

companied and advised, but not represented, and that's not enough." He
suggested that this is a matter to be settled by the courts, perhaps the Supreme
Court, and offered to prepare a written
brief for the FCC to consider before insisting on calling his clients to the witness stand.
Mr. Cunningham rejected that proposal and stated that he would not have
even commenced the present hearing if
he had had the slightest doubt as to the
propriety of the ground rules.
Ashbrook P. Bryant, chief counsel of
the FCC broadcast bureau, replied to
Mr. Schwab's other arguments, stating
that no witness had at any time during
the proceedings been asked to reveal
any information which "he might legitimately claim to be confidential or comBroad Vista ■ As to the relevance
ofpetitive."
this information to the hearing, Mr.
Bryant asserted that the scope of the
FCC inquiry was broad enough to cover
any and all types of broadcast material.
Mr. Cunningham reserved decision
on Mr. Schwab's motion to quash the
subpoenas until the following day. On
Tuesday morning he denied the motion
and ordered the hearing to proceed.
Mr. Schwab said he has the right to
appeal to the full FCC within five days,
adding that "I feel the appeal should be
made and I intend to make it." After
a discussion with Mr. Bryant as to the
proper procedure, he permitted Mr.
Fishell, Miss Langley and Miss Rothschild to be sworn in and then to decline
to testify on advice of counsel.
One witness who did appear to testify
on the matter of free air plugs was
Adolphe Wenland, at one time known
as "king of the giveaways." Mr. Wenland was subpoenaed for Monday. But
because he was to be out of Los Angeles that day he was permitted to testify at a special session on Saturday (Oct.
22). He gave his present business as
Fairfax Productions, producer of tv
commercials. This company was formed
in August 1959, Mr. Wenland said.
For the preceding 12 or 14 years he
had been engaged, as Wenland Enterprises and Adolphe Wenland Assoc., in
public relations, chiefly in providing
prizes and props for radio and tv shows.
Before that, he had his own advertising
agency, he stated.
Publicity ■ Beginning by providing
prizes for radio audience participation
shows like Bride & Groom, Queen for
a Day and Stop the Music and subsequently moving into television, Mr.
Wenland said his activities were largely
confined to providing things that would
get publicity for his clients, who paid
him for his work. Usually, those things
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The reasons are simple. Whether you
sell a LIBation or appeal to the LIBido
only WLIB can dothe effective job.
MM
Hotel Theresa, 125th Street & 7th Avenue, New York 27, N. Y.
EMBRACES THE ENTIRE
NEGRO MARKET IN GREATER NEW YORK.
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were products manufactured by his clients, he said, but not always. Once he
gave away Abbott and Costello (to
make a benefit appearance for a charity
selected by a Stop the Music contest
winner) to publicize their new motion
picture at that time. For another movie
he gave away a trip to the North Pole.
Asked if he hadn't attempted to get
oral plugs for his accounts inserted into
scripts of radio shows, he replied, "We
welcomed any opportunity to get exposure and if there was a chance in a
script to get favorable mention for a
product we naturally grabbed it." In
television, he furnished props of merchandise aswell as prizes, he said, with
the manufacturers paying the cost to
get the exposure of their products. He
generally was engaged on a retainer
basis, although sometimes for a particular program.
Much of his business came from advertising agencies who came to him to
get this type of publicity for their accounts, Mr. Wenland testified. He also
let his many motion picture set decorator and art director acquaintances know
that he could supply props at no expense to them, so he had a flow of demands for this service from a number
of independent producers operating on
low budgets and glad to save on prop
costs. As television developed the rerun
pattern, he noted, the demand for recognizable articles of merchandise declined,
because of possible sponsor conflict.
Asked about the practice of paying to
get a product mention into a broadcast,
Mr. Wenland said he knew of the practice which was called by "various names
such as 'payola' or 'plugola'," but he
did not say whether he had ever engaged in it himself.
Thank you ■ At the conclusion of the
Los Angeles hearing on Tuesday, Mr.
Bryant thanked all of the witnesses who
had voluntarily testified and provided

exhibits which will aid the FCC and
Congress in their efforts "to create a
pattern of regulation of the broadcast
industry which is fair and equitable all
around
and inCunningham
the public interest."
Examiner
said that on
his return to Washington, he will prepare a memorandum proposing "that
the FCC forthwith start court proceedings to compel
Schreiber
to testify."
He added
that Mr.
it will
also mention
the
other witnesses who had declined to
answerthose
the who
commission's
questions
that
had not been
servedand
to
appear would be, either in Los Angeles
or Washington.
The next phase of the hearing is expected to be held in New York, where
the producers of live programs, such as
David Susskind and Hubbell Robinson
and Robert Saudek, will be questioned
about their operations and their relations to networks, advertising agencies,
talent agencies and others. Following
this, the networks will be invited to
testify in Washington at what is expected to be the final session of the
casting.
FCC's investigation into network broadCourt upholds NLRB

decision

Review of a National Labor Relations Board decision that found Wichita
(Kan.) Television Corp. (KARD-TV)
had committed unfair labor practices
was denied Oct. 24 by the U. S. Supreme Court. The board had held
KARD-TV threatened and questioned
employes about activities on behalf of
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes & Moving Picture Machine Operators, Local 414. KARD-TV
contended in its appeal to the court that
NLRB prevented it from asking striking
employes if they had participated in
admittedly serious acts of misconduct.
The Supreme Court issued no opinion
in refusing to review the NLRB ruling.

A period of 'reasonable ed leniency1
will be only after all interested
The FCC is going to be "reasonparties have had an opportunity to
ably lenient" in enforcing new laws
governing sponsorship identification.
heard. "Indeed," he said, "the
That is, the commission is going to be
Congress was so informed by the
be "reasonably lenient" until it can
commission prior to the enactment
adopt rules implementing the recent
of
the bill." Until the rules are
amendments to Sec. 317 of the Communications Act.
finally set, the commission will interpret the new law in light of the
Chairman Frederick W. Ford told
a Federal Communications Bar explanation and examples set forth
in the House Report (Broadcasting,
Assn. luncheon in Washington TuesSept. 26).
day (Oct. 25) that until such rules
Chairman
Ford's
are adopted, the commission's best FCBA
last week
was aspeech
review to
of the
the
guide in dealing with specific situations affected by the law will be a significant sections of the recent
"common sense" application of the amendments and an indication of
some of the things the commission
law's underlying principles.
He told the FCBA he anticipates
is doing "to carry out its new rethat the basic rules ultimately adoptsponsibilities."
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PROGRAMMING
Tv writers union

ousts

officers, board members
Six members of the board of the
television-radio branch of Writers Guild
of America West, including President
Kay Lenard and Vice President Joel
Kane, were recalled by their constituents ata general membership meeting of the branch last Wednesday (Oct.
26). Ousted with the officers were
board members Stanley Niss, Richard
Collins, Sterling Silliphant and Fran
Van Hartveldt.
Action to recall these officials, long
in the making, stems from a general
dissatisfaction by tv writers with the
way the board operated during the
five-month (January-May) writers'
strike against the producers of filmed
programs for tv. On two occasions the
board attempted to dismiss the negotiating committee, only to have it reinstated by the membership. The tv
writers also protested the appointment
of an outsider to represent them in the
fact-finding committee. The committee's
function is to meet with film producers
to work out a royalty payment plan for
writers of films for television. The
outsider was appointed contrary to a
recommendation of a July membership
meeting that Sam Newman, a writer,
be named a permanent fact-finding
commissioner.
Remaining on the WGAW tv-radio
branch board are five of the 11 members: Hi Freedman, secretary-treasurer;
Fenton Earnshaw, David Harmon, Phil
Leslie and Nate Monaster. Acting in
accordance with the WGAW by-laws,
these five board members will immediately appoint three additional members,
bringing the total to eight. They will
then call for an election, to be held
within 30 days, to elect three more
board members, restoring it to its full
strength.
Jack Benny, et al, sued
A sketch entitled "Dragon-Net," or
"Charlie Chan Strikes Back," which
was part of the Jack Benny Show on
Nov. 1, 1959, resulted last week in a
suit against Jack Benny, Jack Webb,
CBS, Lever Bros., J. Walter Thompson
Co., J & M Productions Inc., and Don
Wilson, the show's announcer. Mrs.
Eleanor Biggers Cole, widow of Earl
Derr Biggers, creator and author of
IF YOU CAN'T USE A GOOD
HUMOROUS WRITER . . . don't
answer this ad.
As everyone knows, television
couldn't
be improved
on.
BOX 7I3C,
BROADCASTING
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the Charlie Chan novels and stories,
charged in New York Federal Court
that the Charlie Chan material used on
the tv show constituted copyright infringement and unlawful use and appropriation. Mrs. Cole sought an accounting of the defendants' profits and
asked damages to have the defendants
restrained from making use of the show
or Charlie Chan materials without
proper authority.
WMCA expands public service
WMCA New York has started the
first in a series of one-hour programs on
such topics as crowded hospitals, venereal disease among the young and
growing boredom among the aged.
WMCA for years has carried halfhour public service programs but R.
Peter Straus, president, said the change
had been adopted because "WMCA feels
it will be able to reach more people
more effectively through carefully-prepared, widely-publicized radio specials"
that can explore a subject in depth. The
opening broadcast was The Time Is
Now, dramatizing the integration process
in a southwestern city. The series will
not be presented on a regular weekly
basis, but as issues arise.
COLORCAST
I NG
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry),
sust.
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math),
sust.
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Play Your Hunch, part.
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (11-11:30 a.m.)
The Price Is Right, part.
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (12=30-1 p.m.)
It Could Be You, part.
Oct. 31-Nov. 4, 7-9 (2-2:30 p.m.) The
Jan Murray Show, part.
31 (11=15
PaarOct.Show,
part. p.m.-l a.m.) The Jack
Nov. 9 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
and Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel.
Nov.Music
2, 9Hall,
(9-10Kraftp.m.)
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 3 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 5 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 5 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 5 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 6 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Nov. 6 (7-8 pm.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Nov. 6 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

Advertisement
e vision
u lews
By Tom Chauncey
Pres. KOOL Radio-TV
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
PHOTOJOURNALISM
Candid statement of a national magazine
editor about the recent use of pictures in
magazines: "We must be dull, safe and noncontroversial in a profound way."
Nothing is further from
dullness in the field of
photojournalism
television. TV newsthanis
cogent, unslanted and
dramatic; the are
eyewitness'
impressions
valid !
Whereas, the editor of
printed circulations may
omit pictures offensive to
various subscriber groups,
the TV camera tells all TOM CHAUNCEY
that it sees.
On-the-spot telecasting is imbued with the
significance and truth of situations which
otherwise would be vapid. The eyewitness is
the interpreter before TV's photojournalists,
unswayed by any editor's partisan opinion or
ineptitude.
The older an incident, the less it is newsT
Only immediacy can give validity to news.
No ink ever dries on television news. The
1960 political conventions were household
experiences before the first stick of type
came off the linotype machines. No misinterpretations ortypographical errors distort
the telecast. The competence of the paid
subscriber to assess the significance of
eventsthemaylensbe ofunseated
'editorial policy',
but
the TVby camera
heeds no
one's whim or fancy.
Turn to KOOL-TV, CBS CHANNEL 10 at
6 P.M. tonight for DOUGLAS EDWARDS
NEWS, and First National News at 6:15 P.M.
REPRINTED FROM THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC AND PHOENIX GAZETTE
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11th, I960.

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies for
membership in Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications

EQUIPMENT

Tv

space

satellites:

NEW NASA POLICY WHETS
The race for space with experimental
intercontinental television relay satellites
appears to be turning into a typicallyAmerican free enterprise scramble. Cooperation among private industry, government and military now seems well
spiced with competition.
The race now is being discussed in
terms of months instead of years, but
predictions of actual operational orbiting are highly speculative and subjected
to sharp criticism by others who profess
inside sources too.
The door to competitive private industry entry into the space communication field was opened by the National
Aeronautical and Space Agency in a
new policy Oct. 12. NASA said it will
cooperate in such projects and provide
launching components at cost (Broadcasting, Oct. 17).
Promptly, American Telephone and

&

ENGINEERING

months

or

years?

COMPETITION; PREDICTIONS, CAUTION CLASH
channels between the U. S. and other
Telegraph Co. said it is going into space
parts of the world.
and asked FCC to permit actual commercial tv relay testing (At Deadline,
Speaking before the Denver regional
Oct. 24). International Telephone and conference of the NAB (see story page
Telegraph Co. also is known to be in50), Dr. undoubtedly
Whitson saidwould
Martin'sbeTitan
terested in such space systems and rocket
the
British experts on the subject now are booster vehicle to put the new satellite
touring the U.S.
into orbit. But he didn't disclose the
How optimistic are the predictions
name of the satellite, who is producing
it, or who would order its launching and
running? Here's one example:
Dr. William L. Whitson, vice president of Martin Co., maker of the new
payWhich
the bill.
Way Up ■ Conversely, AT&T,
Titan intercontinental rocket that bewhich
on Oct. 21 announced plans for
comes operational for the military in
1961 as a nuclear warhead missile, pre- its own communication satellite system
to provide regular commercial tv and
dicted last week that an economical,
telephone space relay, did not disclose
"sophisticated" active communication
how it planned to get its satellites up
satellite would be in orbit "not too
there. It's leaving that part to the
manycle months
fromabove
now."
would incir-a National
Aeronautics and Space Agency
22,000 miles
the Itequator
relative fixed position and would be which last week didn't know either.
capable of handling two television
It's too early,
NASA
rockets
that will
do it.said, but there are
There's no connection between the
Martin project and that of AT&T, however, and Martin points out it is not
going into the communication satellite
field in competition with AT&T. Its
business is rockets, it said, not satellites.
Although Dr. Whitson did not give
more specific details about the Martin
timetable or the new satellite involved,
another company source placed the date
possibly as early as next spring and
identified the satellite component as the
Advent, a communication satellite now
under development by the U. S. Army.
But a few weeks ago, when the Army's
storage-repeater communication satellite
Courier (manufactured by Philco) went
into orbit, it was reported that the
Advent project was based on a fouryear timetable (Broadcasting, Oct.
10). Other sources also claim the Martin estimate is "exaggerated."
If the Martin estimate proves accrate, it would pre-date the initial experimental statellite planned by AT&T.
The telephone company has asked FCC
approval for its new "mobile" space
station and has petitioned the commission to allocate frequencies for regular
commercial relay service to England
and Europe.

This tiny traveling-wave tube is heart
of AT&T satellite that late next year
will get boost into orbit by NASAsupplied rocket (at cost). Tube will
amplify very broad band (100 mc) signals as much as 10,000 times. Tube's
output is 2 w. For reversible one-way
tv service, the terrestrial terminal will
80

transmit to the satellite in the 67756875 mc band. Satellite repeater will
shift incoming signal by 350 mc and
transmit back to earth on 6425-6525
mc band. Horn-reflector antennas and
low-noise maser amplifiers at earth
stations will make it possible to pick
up faint signals from the satellite.

Networks Prepare ■ Are the tv networks ready for the big transoceanic
leap? They are planning, but their outlook iscautious, a check of network representatives disclosed last week. By the
time such satellite systems become operative, the networks probably will use
them for some spot news or special
events programming.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

There are hurdles in language and
time differentials however, but video
tape storage will help meet the problem. There is little expectation at present that entertainment shows would go
intercontinental via the satellite relay.
Film and jets serve too well just now.
The significance of communication
satellites for intercontinental tv has been
emphasized by leading authorities for
some time. "The tv satellite is mightier
than the ICBM," according to Arthur
C. Clarke, English scientist. He predicted the impact of tv-in-the-sky upon
the illiterate masses of Africa and Asia
"may well determine whether Russian
or English is the main language of the
future" (Broadcastng, Feb. 9, 1959).
"Satellites are of almost immediate
commercial utility," predicted Dr. Lloyd
V. Berkner, president of Associated
Universities Inc., the organization of
major universities which are involved
in top scientific projects.
Martin's Titan ■ Dr. Whitson pointed
out that the Thor rocket that placed
NASA's Echo (10-story aluminum balloon, passive reflector satellite) and
Army's Courier into orbit, "a most excellent one of its type, uses a single
engine with 150,000 lbs. of thrust plus
an upper stage. Titan produces 300,000
lbs. of thrust in its first stage engines,
plus 80,000 lbs. in the second stage."
He envisioned "the tremendously greater
satellites" that will be placed into orbit
by the Titan, which also will have a
guidance system "more accurate" (completely internal) even than the Atlas,
"which is now the nation's heaviest
space
Dr. booster."
Whitson said the Titan soon
will be in the space program (it made
its 18th successful test launching at
Cape Canaveral Oct. 24) and "one of
Titan's tasks probably will be that of
placing large, sophisticated communication satellites in orbit. This is a certainty because Titan I and Titan II are
simpler and more reliable than any
large rocket systems so far devised."
Noting how crowded the two U. S.Europe ocean telephone cables and radio frequencies (5-20 mc band) have
become, Dr. Whitson observed it will
be imperative soon to transmit more
and more information throughout the
world. He said "intercontinental television isa pleasant dream, but 19 telephone cables would be necessary to provide two television channels, not to
mention complex signal separation and
synthesizing equipment at the cable
terminals.
"Now here is what can be accomplished with one sophisticated satellite
placed in orbit 22,000 miles over the
equator. This can be done with the
Titan booster and the Lockheed Agena
B third stage which would carry the
satellite," he continued "At this altitude,
the speed of the satellite would match
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

the rotation of the earth, so that from
the ground the satellite would appear
motionless, hovering over one selected
region of the earth.
Three such satellites would cover the
entire earth's surface, observers note.
Cost Factors ■ "This satellite would
provide the relay of two channels of
tv, or one tv channel and 600 or more
voice channels between the U. S. and
Europe. This plan is assured of an immediate commercial market, it is comparatively simple and inexpensive and
it could be placed in operation within
a short time," he said.
Dr. Whitson pointed out that the
AT&T system encompasses 50 satellites
and 26 ground stations, to cost about
$170 million, but the single 22,000 mile
high satellite "would cost only $37 million, including operation costs for two
years."
he said. Ocean cables cost $500 million,
The Martin official concluded, "We
are on the threshold of reliable, swift,
almost limitless and distortion-free communication ... the techniques exist
now for putting that satellite into orbit.
I predict such a system will be up there
revolving around the earth not too
many months from now."
AT&T's Satellite ■ AT&T hopes to
get its first of many satellites into orbit
sometime late next year. The project
would be financed and operated by
AT&T in coordination with telephone
administrations abroad in the same
manner that cable and radio facilities
have been handled for many years.
Once under way, the AT&T satellites
would cost about $1 million each to
construct and launch.
The AT&T satellites each would
weigh about 175 lbs. and would be 4
ft. in diameter. About 60% of the
surface would be covered by solar cells
to power the internal gear. The initial
ground station will be at Bell Telephone
Labs' Holmdel, N. L, installation.
AT&T said the satellites will help
answer the growing demand for overseas circuits. Overseas phone calls this
year alone will total some five million,
double the number handled five years
ago. AT&T estimates the overseas
traffic will hit 100 million calls 20
years from now.
The satellites will orbit at about
2,200 miles. Each satellite would be
capable of transmitting for periods up
to about 35 minutes three to four times
a day. Each could handle one tv service
(one-way) or 25-100 telephone circuits.
FCC Petition ■ AT&T in its petition
to FCC said that its research has
"reached a point where commercial
service trials of space communication
between the United States and the United Kingdom and western Europe should
be initiated." Space in the 6425-6925
mc band is sought. AT&T predicted
that requirements for overseas services

Here's Martin's big Titan rocket that
"soon" is predicted will transport
"sophisticated" communication satellite into position 22,000 miles above
equator, enable twin-channel intercontinental tvrelaying. AT&T's satellites may ride up on Thor or Atlas
rockets to be supplied by NASA.
by the year 1980 "justify provision of
a minimum of four blocks of frequencies each 500 mc wide, or alternately,
16 bands of about 125 mc." AT&T
said it probably would petition for addtional frequency assignments later.
International experts at the three tv
networks are optimistic on the technological progress indicated in proposed
tv satellite operations but are cautious
as to the practical application over
these facilities.
Intercontinental television ought to be
in the experimental stage within two
years, according to Don Coyle, vice
president in charge of ABC International, while William Lodge, CBS-TV
vice president in charge of affiliate
relations and engineering, noted that
predictions of international live tv considered "absurd a year or two ago"
appear
at
state
whereat now
able peoplea are
looking
this as"reasona real
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possibility." Mr. Lodge has been in
contact with AT&T which he said appeared to be making "tremendous
Both men, along with Clifford Slaybaugh,
director of international enterprogress."
prises at NBC, find the greatest drawback for international tv use — so far
as networks are concerned — is in the
time differential and the differences in
tv
standards
(along with the language
barrier)
.
No Space Cowboys ■ While these
limitations might be mitigated in cases
of major news and/or a special presidential speech, an Olympic game telecast, an inauguration or coronation
etc., they are nearly prohibitive in
entertainment programming. Simply
stated: there's no point in telecasting
an entertainment program instantaneously overseas or reciprocally from
overseas points to this country when
fast jets can get film or tape to a foreign country in nearly the same time
lag. (The lag period is necessary because it is assumed an entertainment
show would be "stored" and then
played back — Europeans would receive
prime-time U.S. telecasts in early morning hours if beamed direct).
ABC, Mr. Coyle explained, has been
concentrating in Latin America for this
reason (there is no serious time differential and thus no major "storage"
problems).
He does envision the possibility that
in time to come the networks might
find it feasible to lease satellite-feed
facilities in order to guarantee coverage
to certain countries for specialized international advertising firms. (For
example, all English-speaking countries.) But this, he admitted, is far
in the future.
Technical

topics...

Center under construction ■ Emporium, Pa., is the site of a lavish new plant
being built to house the electron tube
research and development center of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., a subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics Corp. Included will be a 42,000square-foot facility to accomodate research activities on Sarong cathode coating
and
various
types
"stacked-tubes."
A portion
of the
newof building
will be
made available to the division's chemical research branch, which is currently
in three separated buildings there. Occupancy isplanned for mid- 1961. The
plant was
by Sylvania's
Facilitiesdesigned
Planning Office,
Williamsport,
Pa. John H. Eisele Co., N. Y., is constructing the first stage. Additional
buildings, still in the planning stage, are
scheduled for completion in 1963.
Sales picture ■ Foto-Video Electronics
Inc., Cedar Grove, N. J., tv operational

'Orbiting' the U.S.
Team of United Kingdom communication experts currently is
touring the U. S. to discuss communication satellite problems with
government agencies and private
firms. They met at FCC Tuesday,
NASA Wednesday. Other stops
will include AT&T, IT&T, RCA,
MIT and Stanford.
The British team is headed by
Maj. Gen. L. de M. Thuillier
(Ret.) and includes: Capt. C. F.
Booth, W. J. Bray, H. Leigh and
F. J. D. Taylor, all of the Post
Office; J. R. U. Page, Office of the
Minister for Science; F. E. J.
Girling, A. G. Earl, C. Williams,
Group Capt. A. Foden and C. F.
Sutton, all of the Ministry of Aviation, and F. A. Kitchen, of the
Admiralty.

and test equipment and related electronic equipment, reports a new sales,
record for the fiscal year ending Sept.
30, with net sales reaching $364,000
compared to $339,000 for the like period in 1959. The month of September
was the company's best single month,
with net sales of $75,000. Foto-Video's
backlog of unfilled orders as of Sept. 30
totaled $500,000, contrasted to approximately $100,000 on the same date in
1959. A sales volume of $700,000 is
predicted in 1961.
New plant ■ Adler Electronics Inc.,
New Rochelle, N. Y., has constructed
a new plant at Pelham, N. Y., which
will more than double the company's
production capacity. The 55,000-squarefoot facility will open Nov. 1 with a
pilot force of 150 employes. It will
house a major
of Adler's
facturing portion
operations. The
companymanuis a
leading supplier of transportable communications systems, low power tv
transmitters and repeaters and missile
ground support systems.
Zenith breaks ground ■ Zenith Radio
Corp. will break ground in November
for a new manufacturing plant in Paris,
111., for production of radio receivers
and electronic components. The onestory structure will be built by Central
Electronics Inc., Zenith subsidiary, for
completion by June 1, 1961. Zenith
Sales Corp. also announced the company's entry into the miniature radio
field, with an all-transistor, shirt-pocket
model, the Royal 50.
Emerson Dividend ■ The board of directors of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N. J., has
voted a 3% stock dividend payable on
Dec. 15, 1960 to stockholders of record
on Nov. 14. Cash will be paid in lieu
of fractional shares.
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INTERNATIONAL
Canada's BBG has
political problems
Political interference has been
charged against the Canadian Board
of Broadcast Governors by members of
the Liberal Party at Peterborough, Ont.
The charge was lodged on Oct. 21, following the use of filmed commercials
for an Oct. 31 federal by-election at
Peterborough.
Liberal candidate C. Donald Munro
has demanded the resignation of Dr.
Andrew Stewart, BBG chairman, on the
basis that
construed as his
an conduct
admission"canthatonlythebeboard
has lost its independence due to clearcut political pressure." The charges
were backed by the National Liberal
Federation, which demanded an investigation following the showing on Oct.
20 of the first of 19 dramatized commercials on behalf of Progressive Conservative candidate Harold Matthews.
Mr. Munro claims he asked CHEXTV Peterborough, if films could be
shown of his meeting with workers at
different factories in the area. This was
turned down by the station as being a
dramatized program, not permitted under BBG regulations for political candidates.
The Conservative candidate was also
turned down for a similar film commercial. A ruling was obtained by CHEXTV from the BBG, and BBG counsel
William G. Pearson rejected both applications.
Then, it is charged, CHEX-TV salesman Sam Lee, a member of the Conservative campaign committee, approached Allister Grossart, Progressive
Conservative national organizer at Ottawa, and he took the matter up with
the BBG. He received a letter from
Dr. Stewart approving the film commercial as outlined by Mr. Grossart,
and this letter was forwarded to CHEXTV.
The result of the airing of the film
commercial, besides the charges of political interference by the BBG, is a
notification by the BBG to all Canadian
tv stations that they are free to use the
same kind of films in future political
campaigns without fear of breaking the
non-dramatized and non-theatrical regulations of the BBG regarding political
broadcasts.
Canadians can expect
higher license fees
Canadian independent radio and television stations are expected to begin
paying higher transmitter fees to the
Canadian government in the coming
fiscal year, starting April 1. The increase is expected to be substantial as
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

no change in fees has been made for a
number of years. The increase will be
based on gross revenue.
Canadian stations have been paying
transmitter license fees to in part defray
expenses of the Dept. of Transport licensing organization, at one time the
fees helped pay for the operations of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Now
the government is understood to have
considered the fee increase to help pay
for the operations of the independent
regulatory body, the Board of Broadcast Governors, and part of the operations of the telecommunications section of the Dept. of Transport.
Fees are not paid by the governmentowned CBC, but by the 58 tv stations,
201 radio stations and 29 fm stations
owned by independent operators.
The increase is expected to be 1 Yi %
of gross revenue, as recommended by
the last Royal Commission on Broadcasting, which made its report three
years ago. It will most affect major
city stations, who have been paying a
maximum of $6,000 annually on gross
revenue of $400,000 and up. Minimum
present fee is $100 for stations grossing
$25,000 or less a year.
SECOND

TV

BBG announces

NETWORK
how it will

regulate its operations
Applications for a second Canadian
television network in competition to the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., will be
heard at Ottawa by the Board of Broadcast Governors on Nov. 29. The BBG
has announced that it favors a wholly
Canadian-owned company and that nonCanadian interests are limited to 25
percent interest under the Canada
Broadcasting Act.
The BBG has ruled that the CBC,
being designated in legislation to carry
on a national service with its own stations and affiliated independently-owned
stations, needs no permission from the
BBG to operate a network. But all
others desiring to operate a television
network require BBG permission.
BBG regulations define a network as
any two or more stations with agreement to broadcast a minimum of eight
hours weekly on the network in reserved time. In practical application
the BBG has announced that it will
give preference to a company which is
prepared to assure some microwave or
coaxial cable connection between affiliated stations, which has the largest
number of affiliates and plans to seek
additional affiliates, and uses a minimum of 10 hours weekly in network
broadcasting with provision for further
growth.
BBG will give preference to a com-
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pany which provides the opportunity
for participation, without control, by
affiliated stations. The BBG has stated
at various times it does not want stations to own and control a network, but
that station affiliates could own up to
49% of the network company"s stock.
The BBG has pointed out that there
is no provision in the Broadcasting Act
which gives the BBG authority to require licensees to operate as part of a
network other than a network of the
CBC. The BBG states it has no authority to intrude into the negotiations
between a private network and licensees.
A private network can thus be formed
only through the voluntary affiliation
of licensees on terms acceptable to them
and consistent with the Broadcasting
Act and its regulations. The BBG is
prepared to adjudicate disputes between
network operators and affiliates during
the terms of the affiliation agreements.
The network operator is responsible for
the programs carried on the network.
To permit temporary networks the
BBG will grant permission for such networks for periods not exceeding 30
days. Applications for video network
company license must be received, with
a minimum of 20 copies, by Nov. 14 at

BBG head-office at 48 Rideau Street,
Ottawa, Ont.
CHAN-TV begins operations
CHAN-TV Vancouver, B. C, ch. 8
station, is scheduled to become the second newly licensed tv station to go on
the air as a second station in a Canadian city today (Oct. 31). The station
has eight newscasts scheduled from
sign-on at 4:30 p.m. until it closes at
12:30 a.m. Besides the newscasts
CHAN-TV will have a number of daily
live local programs for children, people
behind the headlines, a show about
happenings in the Vancouver area, and
a variety show.
Today's The
opening
is 18isdays
of
schedule.
station
not ahead
affiliated
with any network, but will be part of
the second Canadian tv network when
it begins operation.
Montreal tv plans announced
CFCF-TV and CFTM-TV Montreal,
Que., English and French-language
stations, will go on the air in January
as second stations in those languages
in Canada's largest city. CFCF-TV on
ch. 12, will feature local news, weather
FATES

BROADCAST

Jeffrey Fine, formerly broadcast
timebuyer at Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N. Y., joins The Wexton
Co., that city, as chief timebuyer.

Mr. Chartoc

Shepard Chartoc,
formerly vp and radio-tv director of Gordon Best Co., Chicago, to Helene Curtis
Industries, that city,
as radio-tv coordinator with responsibilities for creation and

production of all firm's
commercials and time and program
purchasing.
Louis E. S. Santamaria, former president of Revlon International Corp.,
joins Vick International Div., Richardson-Merrell Inc., as vp.
Donald C. Graves and Richard W.
Long appointed vps at Zimmer, Keller
& Calvert, Detroit. Both are account
managers.
84

Canadian billing outlook
Advertisers this year will spend $90
million on Canadian television and $72
million on Canadian radio, according
to an independent forecast made by
Maclean-Hunter Pub. Co.'s research
department at Toronto. The survey
shows total to be spent in advertising
in Canada for 1960 to be $278 million,
with daily newspapers accounting for
$156 million, or slightly less than radio
and television combined.
The survey, covering advertising expenditures inall media in the post-war
period, shows both radio and television
climbing at more rapid rate than other
media. Last year the survey estimates
the total was $270 million, with radio
accounting for $67.3 million and television $80 million.

& FORTUNES
Charles G. Brown, formerly director
of marketing research for Carnation
Co., Los Angeles, joins Purex Corp.,
South Gate, Calif., in similar capacity.

ADVERTISING

Jack Henry named administrative vp
of eastern region for McCann-Erickson
(U. S. A.), including N. Y., Detroit,
Boston, Atlanta, and Houston. Thomas
J. King, who succeeds Mr. Henry as
manager of Detroit office, continues as
vp and management service director on
Buick.

and sports programs up to 15% of program content. Station anticipates supplying close to 55% Canadian content
programs from the start, with some
programs to come from other Canadian
stations.
CFTM-TV on ch. 10. is expected to
start with 60% live programming.
Canadian content is expected to be 70%
of total programming.

Mr. Hummel
Jack Cantwell, formerly vp and management supervisor on Procter & Gamble at Compton Adv., N. Y., joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, that
city, as vp and account supervisor on
Lever Bros, products. He had been with
Compton for 10 years. Martin H. Hummel, Jr., account supervisor on Lipton
Instant Tea at SSC&B, elected vp. Mr.
Hummel joined SSC&B in April, 1957
as account executive.
Miguel H. Martinez, manager of
Young & Rubicam Inc., Caracas, Venezuela, named vp and manager in Mexico City. Jack G. Hardy, international
division account supervisor, N. Y., appointed manager of Caracas office.
Joseph H. Vaamonde, formerly in
charge in Mexico City, returns to N. Y.
office.
William M. Wood Jr., formerly account executive at J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y., and also president-general
manager of Rockwood Motors Ltd.
(car leasing service), to Needham,
Louis & Brorby, N. Y., as account
executive.

George Ouellette, formerly account
executive at Grey Adv., N. Y., to
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
that city, in similar capacity.
William F. Balthaser, formerly director of news for WDEL-AM-FM
Wilmington, Del., to William Becker
Agency,count Philadelphia
pr firm, as acexecutive.
Wilfred S. King,
director and vp at J.
M. Mathes Inc., NY.,
elected executive vp.
Mr. King, who joined
Mathes when agency
was founded in 1933,
Mr. King
became vp in 1940.
was elected director
in 1945. Before his
service with Mathes, Mr. King was
with BBDO.
Joel Stivers, formerly account executive at Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to
Best Foods Div. of Corn Products Sales
Co., that city, as media supervisor.
C. M. (Bud) Robinson joins HonigCooper & Harrington, San Francisco,
as assistant media director.
Carl J. Short, senior account executive for Carnation milk and ice cream
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L. A., to same activity for Carnation
instant milk.
Don McKenzie, vp of Fuller & Smith
& Ross, Los Angeles, resigns Nov. 30
to establish his own organization. Mr.
McKenzie in 1953 helped to found
Stromberger, Lavene, McKenzie, Los
Angeles agency which merged with
F&S&R earlier this year.
Herbert L. Berger, former production
manager of Guy Lombardo Enterprises
and Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
named director of advertising for The
Meadow Brook National Bank, West
Hempstead, N. Y.
Robert W. Tannehill, formerly vp and
account supervisor at
Compton Adv., N.Y.,
joins Smith/Greenland, that city, as vp
and marketing director. Mr. Tannehill,
who
will
also serve as
Mr. Tannehill
account executive in
his new position, had been marketing
director with Benton & Bowles for 10
years, as well as account executive on
General Foods and Best Foods accounts.
John J. Robinson, account supervisor at Farson, Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati, named vp. Other changes:
J. E. Wagner, formerly account executive, to account supervisor; Barry E.
Raut, formerly assistant account executive, to account executive; Walter A.
Reese, assistant account executive to
account executive.
George L. Vales, formerly program
supervisor at NBC, to Leo Burnett Co.,
N. Y., as program producer.
Charles
Wo ram,
formerly advertising
manager and marketing coordinator for
Sorensen & Co., Norwalk, Conn., subsidiary of Raytheon Co.,
joins Grant Adv.,
Stamford, Conn., as
Mr. Woram
marketing and planning assistant to J. Nelson Clifford.
Robert H. Spencer, formerly account
supervisor at Ted Bates, N. Y., joins
Lambert & Feasley, that city, as account supervisor on Warner-Chilcott
Div., Warner-Lambert.
Bernard llson, account executive in
tv department of Rogers & Cowan,
N. Y., named publicity director.
THE MEDIA
John Tyler, sales manager of KFDATV Amarillo, Tex., promoted to general manager.
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Lane elected president
C. Howard
Lane, executive
vp and managing director of
KOIN-TV Port1 an d , Ore.,
named dentpresiof Mt.
Hood Radio &
Lane
Television
Broadcasting
Corp. (owner of
KOIN-AM-TV). He succeeds
late Ted R. Gamble. Other officers elected: E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
first vp; Harry H. Buckendahl,
vp and managing director of
KOIN Radio; Clyde E. Phillips,
secretary-treasurer; Harvey S.
Benson, assistant secretary. Mr.
Lane, broadcasting veteran, is
president of Astoria Broadcasting
Co. (KAST Astoria, Ore.), member of board of directors of NAB
and just recently completed assignment as chairman of presidential selection committee which
chose Gov. LeRoy Collins as
NAB president.
Charles R. Thon, formerly general
manager of WEEX-AM-FM Easton, to
WGPA Bethlehem, both Pennsylvania,
as manager, succeeding Arthur McCracken who leaves broadcasting to
become pr director of First National
Bank & Trust Co. of Bethlehem.
Robert D. Hanna appointed station
manager of KWHK Hutchinson, Kan.
He formerly was regional sales manager of KTVH (TV) Wichita, Kan.
Edward F. McLaughlin Jr., formerly
of KEWB San Francisco, joins Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, that city, in charge
of radio sales.
Thomas Y. Gorman, vp of CBS Radio and general manager of WEEI Boston, elected president of Massachusetts
Broadcasters Assn. He was group's vp.

Larry Shushan, KPRI (FM), named
chairman of new San Diego (Calif.)
Assn. of Fm Broadcasters. Ray Baker,
KFSD-FM, named vice chairman.
Frank B. Erwin named general manager of WQXI Atlanta. Other changes:
Lee R. Smith, station manager; Bob
Watson, commercial manager; Willard
Shimski, chief engineer.
Perry J. Brown, WVOX New
Rochelle, N. Y., sales manager, named
station manager.
Bert Martin, formerly salesman for
KRUX Glendale, to KRIZ Phoenix,
both Arizona, as general sales manager.
Harry

H. Averill

appointed sales manager of WOKY
Milwaukee. He formerly
was with CKLW
Windsor, Ont. -Detroit.
Previously he was
general manager of
WSNY Schenectady,
Mr. Averill
N. Y., and KORN
Mitchell, S. D. He also was radio-tv
director of W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit.
Grady Jackson (Jack) Burney, Jr.,
research manager of WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, elected chairman of
research advisory committee of Television Advertising Bureau, N. Y.
Robert C. Diefenbach, in studio operations department of WRC-TV Washington, named coordinator of press and
promotional activities.
M. L. Plessner, account executive at
KPLR-TV St. Louis, appointed director
of advertising, promotion and pr.
Wilton C. Haff, formerly account executive with BBDO, to WKRS Waukegan, 111., as pr director in charge of
research, marketing and merchandising.
Wally Gunderson, formerly with
Huffman & Associates, North Platte,
Neb., to KNOP-TV, that city, as sales
manager.
Frank Maruca, formerly with KQV
Pittsburgh, to KYW Cleveland as sales
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Harold Winslow, director at WOWTV Omaha, Neb., becomes member of
sales staff. Bob Kerr and Howard
Gregory appointed directors.
Bob Christain, formerly with Atlanta
Journal, and Joseph T. Starr, formerly
with WCIN Cincinnati, join WGUN
Decatur, Ga., as account executives.
Hope Reeves and Martha Bowman,
both formerly with WQXI Atlanta, to
WGUN as copywriters.

promotion manager, succeeding Janet
Byers who joins KFWB Los Angeles.
James E. Fox, assistant sales manager of KFMB San Diego, named station manager of KFMB-FM, that city.
He has been in radio since 1941 in
various capacities.
Edward J. Deane joins WTVJ (TV)
Miami as national sales representative.
He formerly was with Ziv-United
Artists as account executive.
Craig Rogers, account executive at
KNX Los Angeles, promoted to Pacific
Coast network sales manager, CBS
Radio.
Ross McCarthy, formerly sales manager of KLIV San Jose, rejoins KXOA
Sacramento, both California, as commercial manager and assistant station
manager. He was in sales department
of KXOA before joining KLIV.
Don Freeman joins WTOR Torrington, Conn., as chief engineer.
Jim Hansen, farm director of
KOMO-AM-TV Seattle, Wash., elected
president of northwest region of National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors. Others elected: Tom Leach, CBC,
Vancouver, B. C, Canada, vp; Bill
Dripps, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., secretary-treasurer.
Anthony C. Fairbanks named general manager of WIBC-FM Indianapolis which is scheduled to go on air
Nov. 14. Mr. Fairbanks, member of
news department of WIBC, previously
was account executive at WLOF Orlando, Fla.
Richard Marsh, operations supervisor at KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, promoted to operations manager and will
establish separate operations department. John Gemma, present KNXT operations manager, is tranferring to CBSTV Network, to head its operations department in Hollywood.

Esquire in broadcasting
Robert W. Rounsaville, (1)
head of Rounsaville Stations, and
A. L. Blinder, president of Esquire
Broadcasting Co. of Atlanta,
herald Esquire's entry into broadcasting with its purchase of
from Mr. RounsaAtlanta
WQXI ville
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
The move marks the company's
first step as a multiple owner.
Other officers of the new corporation: John Smart, board chairman; Barry Sherman, executive
vp.

Chet Huntley, NBC-TV newsman,
selected to receive U. of Southern California's first annual journalism award
for broadcasting industry.
Phil Lewis, producer-director at
KYW-TV Cleveland, promoted to news
director.
Al Newman named production coordinator ofKSFO San Francisco.
Ann Sternberg, formerly assistant to
director of publicity and promotion at
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, joins The
Zakin Co., N. Y.
Larry Finley resigns from KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles to become independent tv and motion picture producer.

Paul L. Shore, on engineering staff
of WWDC Washington since 1952,
promoted to engineering supervisor.
Lawrence J. Brodersen named
graphic arts manager of WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C. He formerly was assistant promotion manager. Larry M.
Harding named promotion manager of
WBT, that city. He was publicity supervisor of WBTV.
Norma Gauhn, formerly with Associated Press in Detroit and New York,
to CBS-TV press information staff,
Hollywood, as unit publicist.
Edgar B. Stern Jr., president and
director of WDSU Broadcasting Corp.
(WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans),
named to board of administrators of
Tulane U., New Orleans.
George Etkin, formerly of Allen B.
DuMont Labs Div. of Fairchild Camera
& Instrument Corp., joins Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co., N. Y., as assistant
general counsel.
Henry C. Cronin joins Mohawk-Hudson Council on Educational Tv as engineering consultant.
Anthony Verdi, formerly with CBS
Washington and WBAL-TV Baltimore,
to WNBQ
ant director.(TV) Chicago, as an assistJoseph H. Rainey named director of
news and community relations for
WDAS Philadelphia. He formerly was
managing editor of The Philadelphia
Tribune.
Gary Franklin, formerly news director of KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, to
WPRO-TV Providence, R. I., as news

a smart
■fco
any
addifion
UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL
newsroom
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Parkhurst nouncingappointed
to WHEN's
staff.
Jack McCoy joins KHVH
as air personality.

an-

Honolulu

John B. Meyer joins KTVI (TV)
St. Louis as week end announcer.
n.
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supervisor.
Donald Folsom joins news staff of
WHEN Syracuse, N. Y. Deane C.

Carol Frost joins KGUN-TV
Ariz., as weathergirl.

Tucson,

John Blanchard, catcher with New
York Yankees, joins WCCO-AM-TV
Minneapolis as member of sports staff.
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of hour-long tv series with bigtime circus background.

Howard Luttgens retires after 34 years
Howard C.
gineering career with Marconi Co.
in 1917 and joined WEAF New
Luttgens, technical operations
York in 1924. He came to Chicago
director of
in 1927 and set up engineering staff
WNBQ (TV)
and studios for NBC. He was apand WMAQ
pointed chief engineer in 1929 and
Chicago and
technical operations director and
veteran of NBC
later helped set up WNBQ as world's
for some 34
first "all color" station. Mr. Prather
Mr. Luttgens
started with WMAQ in 1941 and
years, retires
Nov. 1. He will be succeeded by transferred from radio to tv as masW. C, (Bud) Prather, member of
ter control engineer in 1948. He
NBC Chicago engineering staff for subsequently became tv technical dinearly 20 years. Pioneer in broadrector and finally tv technical supervisor and color coordinator in 1955.
casting, Mr. Luttgens started his en-

Jack Limpert, with United Press International, appointed regional representative for wire service with headquarters in St. Louis.
Dick (Reggie) Tobin named sales and
promotion manager of new southern
division of Warner Bros. Records,
Hollywood.
Guy Zwahlen named Miami and
south Florida representative for Wass
Inc., Philadelphia, radio and tv creative
and commercial production agency.

EQUIPMENT
Mary Jane Stevenson, in program
and pr departments of WKBN-TV
Youngstown, Ohio, for past five years,
promoted to coordinator of special programming asstation begins emphasis on
community service programming.
Donald R. Quayle, formerly with
WOSU Columbus, Ohio, to WGBH
Boston (educational station) as assistant
general manager. Mr. Quayle, winner
of several programming awards, is member of National Assn. of Radio & Tv
Programming Executives.
Mike Verges, formerly account executive atWTIX New Orleans, appointed sales manager of WWOM, that city.
Allen Collier, announcer at KOME
Tulsa, Okla., promoted to program director. Hal O'Halloran named account
executive.
John Burk, in sales department at
WJZ-TV Baltimore, appointed national
sales coordinator. Claude Taylor, account executive, promoted to assistant
sales manager.
Norton Bloom joins NBC-TV as production supervisor, creative projects,
for NBC News and Public Affairs.

Gems, N. Y., as associate producer on
Naked City, tv series.
Roslyn Karan, formerly promotion
director at TV Junior magazine, joins
Trans-Lux Television, N. Y., as special
coordinator of programming, promotion and merchandising for company's
Encyclopaedia Britannica film library.
Jack Sobel, formerly of GAC-TV, joins
Screen Gems, N. Y.,
as national sales manager. Mr. Sobel, who
was with GAC-TV for
his entire 1 0-year
business career, will
work with lohn H.

Mr- b0™sales
ge setting
in char
vp Screen
Mitchel
of
salesl, for
Gems,
plans for company's new program expansion, including development of live
shows, animated formats, and filmed
series.
Sol Baer Fielding, film producer for
13 years with MGM, has become executive assistant to Herbert B. Leonard
for Route 66 and Naked City, hourlong
ducing.series which Mr. Leonard is proWilliam Hawks, former motion picture producer, has been signed by 20th
Century-Fox Tv to produce pilot film

PROGRAMMING
John F. Becker joins On Film Inc.,
Princeton, N. J., as producer-directorsales representative. Previously, he was
with both NBC and CBS.
Alan W. Livingston named vp of
Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood. Voyle
Gilmore named director of singles
artist and repertoire.
Sam Q. Weissman, advertising design
specialist, appointed creative advertising
art director for all Warner Bros, pictures.
John Barnwell, previously director
and associate producer at Louis deRochemont Productions, joins Screen
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

America's

& ENGINEERING

Bernard Wise elected board chairman of Industrial Transmitters & Antennas, Lansdowne, Pa. He also continues as firm's president.
Harrison C. Reader, managing director of Telescript CSP Inc., elected to
board of directors. Charles Krumm
named director of staging division. Appointment is in line with company's
introduction of new light-weight portable staging equipment which has increased sales and developed need for
separate department.
Jack M. Williams, director of RCA
Victor Home Instrument advertising,
named vp of advertising and sales promotion for RCA Sales Corp.
Robert Swain named semiconductor
product planning manager for CBS
Electronics, Danvers, Mass. Previously
he was eastern regional sales manager
for semiconductors. Richard Saxton
ment and industrial sales with headquarters inDayton, Ohio.
James R. Weiner named vp of engineering for Philco Corp.'s governmental and industrial group with headquarters inPhiladelphia.
Capt. William I. Bull (USN, Ret.)
appointed assistant to president for
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semiconductor operations at Hoffman
Electronics Corp., Los Angeles.
Edward J. Hart appointed manager
of RCA Microwave Dept., N. Y. He
has been with company since 1953 as
microwave sales coordinator.
Dr. Harry F. Olson, RCA Labs,
Princeton, N. J., elected president of
Audio Engineering Society. Others
elected: Harmon H. Scott, H. H. Scott
Inc., Maynard, Mass., executive vp;
L. R. Burroughs, Electro-Voice, Buchanan, Mich., central vp; Pell KruttSChnitt, Capitol Records, Hollywood,
western vp; C. J. LeBel, Audio Instrument Co., N. Y., secretary; R. A.
Schlegel, RKO General, WOR Div.,
N. Y., treasurer.
John Kok named director of new
Palo Alto, Calif., facility of Technology
Instrument Corp., manufacturer of precision electronic components.
Davis B. Oat, formerly vp of Wind
Turbine Co., West Chester, Pa. (designers and manufacturers of radio antennas and towers), to D. S. Kennedy
& Co., Cohasset, Mass., as manager of
commercial microwave sales.

in

dreams,

George C. Wetmore appointed broadcast consultant coordinator of Collins
Radio Co. with offices in Washington,
D. C. Mr. Wetmore has been in broadcasting since 1936 when he was announcer at WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
John M. Callanan appointed sales
specialist for power tube department of
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y.
He succeeds E. T. Chace who becomes
proposal specialist in same department.
INTERNATIONAL
Bill Stephenson, sportscaster at
CKWX Vancouver, B. C, to similar
position at CFRB Toronto, effective
Dec. 1.
Jack A. C. Lewis, manager of CKEN
Kentville, N. S., and president of the
Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, named
manager of CKLB Oshawa, Ont.
Jim Armstrong, formerly of CKEY
Toronto, Ont., to new business sales
manager of CHUM Toronto, Ont.
Joe King, formerly of CJCB-TV
Sydney, N.S., to news director of
CJCH-AM-TV Halifax, N.S., which
starts operations next February.

i run...

Gene Ross, formerly manager of
CFCW Camrose, Alta., to assistant
manager of CJOC Lethbridge, Alta.
Johnny Esaw, sports director of
CKRC Winnipeg, Man., named sports
director of CFTO-TV Toronto.
Brian MacFarland, sportscaster at
CFRB Toronto, to sports director of
CFCF-TV Montreal.
GOVERNMENT
Earl J. Ko lb, veteran of 22 years with
Federal Trade Commission, 13 of them
as hearing examiner, named director of
FTC hearing examiners. Mr. Kolb succeeds Everett F. Haycraft, who has retired after 43 years service. Walker W.
K. Bennett, senior trial attorney in Department of Justice, named FTC hearing examiner.
Walter P. North named general counsel of Securities & Exchange Commission, succeeding Thomas G. Meeker
who resigns to enter private practice.
Mitchell S. Rieger appointed associate
general counsel, succeeding Mr. North.
ALLIED FIELDS
C. Braxton Valentine Jr., formerly
staff attorney of Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation, joins Washington law firm of Weaver & Glassie.
Louis Schwartz,
formerly assistant
general counsel of
National
tionsLabor
Board, Relajoins
Washington law firm
of Krieger & Jorgensen. Prior to joining
NLRB, Mr. Schwartz
Mr. Schwartz
was with U.S. Patent
Office. He is 1947 graduate of George
Washington U. Law School.
DEATHS
John J. Remilett Jr., 43, vp and account supervisor at D. P. Brother &
Co., Detroit, died Oct. 16 of heart attack. Previously he was account executive at both Benton & Bowles and
Grant Adv.

It's only in dreams that this little girl is able to run. In life, she's confined
to her wheel chair, as are the thousands upon thousands of other young
children stricken by muscular dystrophy. There is, at present, no
effective treatment for this progressively crippling and ultimately fatal disease.
But there js hope. It lies in the massive research program sponsored
by MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATIONS OF AMERICA, Inc.
Please back medical science in its race against time. Support the
MARCH FOR MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSCULAR
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George E. Cadenas, 55, publicity account executive in merchandising services department, Grey Adv., N. Y., died
Oct. 23 in Bedford, N. Y., following
heart attack.
David Smiley, 81, board chairman
of Smiley Properties (owner of WDAE
Tampa, Fla.) died in his sleep Oct. 26.
Mr. Smiley, veteran in broadcasting,
controlled Smiley Properties since 1933.
Among survivors are sons David Jr.
and Joseph, president of WDAE.
Harry P. Somerville, 71, retired vp
of Broadcast Music Inc., NY., died
Oct. 25 from effects of fall suffered
last month.
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FANFARE
WAGA-TV

polls audience

on favorite tv programs
Viewers of WAGA-TV Atlanta have
been invited to compete for $13,555 in
prizes by picking the shows on that
channel each night they think will be
most popular (those the majority of
other contestants will pick). Entries
in the copyrighted contest will be transferred to Remington Rand Univac
cards and judged electronically. Each
contestant picks his choice for the most
popular new show and gives his reason
in 50 or less words in case of ties.
Entry blanks were distributed by cooperating merchants, in buses and included as a four-page insert in the
Georgia edition of TV Guide. Exploitation includes a group of nine college
students garbed as CBS stars roaming
shopping centers and downtown streets
to distribute the blanks. WAGA-TV
personalities have taped spots in front
of billboards displaying the prizes.
Newspaper and magazine ads are also
used.
Prizes include a 1961 Ford Falcon
(first prize), 10-day vacation trips to
Hollywood and New York, 10 Philco
portable tv sets, $2,000 worth of Bell
& Howell camera equipment and
$5,000 worth of Universal appliances.
Advertisers and agency executives can
get into a special contest matching
their choices against the viewers' to
win a prize. The station has arranged
to send all agency people who enter a
summary of results plotted against rating service results for the same time
periods.
Take your pick
Some took the bus and some took the
train, as WNDU-TV and WSBT-AMTV conducted rival football excursions
for Chicago agency representatives Oct.
15.
WNDU-TV, highlighted its fifth anniversary byplaying host to about 70
midwestern timebuyers at the Notre
Dame-Michigan State football game on
the Irish campus.
Buyers from 25 Chicago, Detroit and
Indianapolis agencies and some clients
were transported by bus from the
Windy City and entertained as part of
the stations' annual football party.
Buyers saw a short video-tape market
presentation, lunched in Notre Dame's
faculty dining room, saw the game, and
attended a reception and buffet dinner
during the 14-hour day.
Special guest at the luncheon was
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee, who
reiterated his position on uhf. Commissioner Lee also addressed students of
the WNDU-TV Notre Dame telecommunications classes. He discussed the
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Now it's 'Pieola'
Pie from the sky is delivered to
Richard Lane (r), president of the
Kansas City advertising agency
bearing his name, by Barbara Hart,
Queen of the Airline Ball in that city.
Ozark Airlines flew the pie from St.
Louis, where it had been baked at
commission's plans for expanding the
New York uhf test (Broadcasting,
Oct. 10).
The buyers
at Chicago's
Prudential
Bldg. gathered
at 8 a.m., with
Howard
B. (Howdee) Meyers, vice president in
charge of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell's Chicago office, WNDU-TV's sales
representative, and various station executives as hosts. They were greeted on
the ND campus by W. Thomas Hamilton, general manager of WNDU-AMTV, and other station personnel.
Inent terms
of longevity,
WSBT'sclaims
parSouth Bend
Tribune probably
the record, with the station hosting
such parties for 25 years. But in this
instance, the buyers took the South
Shore Lines, were met at WSBT-AMTV by chartered busses and taken to the
WSBT-TV Broadcast Center for cocktails and lunch, with Neal Welch, general manager, in charge.
In both cases the score came out the
same — Michigan State 21-0 over Notre
Dame. This year, WNDU radio inherited the radio rights to Notre Dame
football coverage. WNDU-TV enjoys
the local and syndicated (by video tape

behest of KCFM (FM) St. Louis.
Advertisers and agency people in
both cities received the pies which
each had a slice missing. The explanation: "The missing piece of
the buyers pie — plus the upper crust
is KCFM."
recording on the following day) rights.
WSBT lost radio rights following the
recent death of its sports director Joe
Boland.
What the ladies think
WGBF Evansville, Ind., drew 25,693
responses from women in its listening
area in a survey polling their taste in
radio. The questionnaires were part of
buyers' guides distributed to women participating in the station's Community
Club Awards campaign. Incentive was
$100 in CCA credit for their organizations to each lady answering each questionnaire on the specified date.
The profile of the Evansville distaff
market revealed: that 68.5% dial specific programs at specific times; that
51.4% listen to the radio primarily for
music; that the kitchen is the most popular spot to listen (59.9%); that if theladies could keep only one they would
chooses television (42.7%), radio
(38.9%) and newspapers (18.3%);
that over 30% spend more than four
hours per day listening to radio.
The survey findings have been issued
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by the station in a brochure to give
timebuyers a look at this specialized
market. Questions and responses on
all phases of programming, attitudes
towards commercials and commercial
recall are included.
Nebraska corn pickers
A crowd estimated at 9,000 attended
the ninth annual Nebraska State Mechanical Corn Picking Contest, sponsored
by WOW-AM-TV Omaha. Spectators
came from five states to view the contest between man and machine, standing for five hours while 24 contestants
reaped the corn harvest.
'Joe sent me'
The Roaring 20's were revived by
WHNB-TV New Britain, Conn., at a
party thrown for some 150 guests Oct.
13 to promote the ABC-TV show, The
Roaring 20' s. Antique autos were parked
in front of the studio and a gas light
burned outside. The 30 hostesses were
dressed as flappers; no one was admitted
who did not know the password — "Joe
sent me." The studios had been transformed into a speakeasy with appropriate props and decorations. As guests
left they were given program information sheets and promotion kits.

'Miami Undercover': new adventure in sales
A retail action promotion plan
shore" which offers a trip to Miami
for two and (2) a retail action kit
designed to strengthen sponsor-show
ties in connection with Miami Un- featuring various display and advertising aids including signs, price
dercover, Ziv-United Artists' new adventure series, is being hailed as an cards, tags, stickers and large lapel
pins. Michael Kievman (in photo),
industry first by its originators. The
division sales manager for Ziv-UA,
plan, a twin-pronged affair, features
points out some of the material.
( 1 ) a contest, "Two-for-the SeaFOR
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
uhf ch. 51 (692-698 mc); ERP 14.4 kw vis.,
As compiled by Broadcasting: Oct. 21
7.6 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
through Oct. 26. Includes data on new
251.2 ft., above ground 336 ft. Studio trans,
location 903 E. River Rd., Louisville. Geostations, changes in existing stations,
graphicRCA.
coordinates
15' 15.3"Welch,
W. Long.
Trans, ant.
Legal38° counsel
Mott
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules
&
Morgan.
Consulting
engineer
John
H.
Mul& standards changes, routine roundup.
laney. Principals include George E. Egger,
Holman R. Wilson, William S. Cutchins and
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp Ferris E. Traylor, 16.5% each, and others. Mr.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
Traylor has interest in Evansville Tv Inc.,
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
former
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Ind. Ann.licensee
Oct. 20.of WTVW (TV) Evansville,
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
APPLICATIONS
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
Erie, Penn. — Alfred E. Anscombe uhf ch.
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilo66 (782-788 mc) ; ERP 196.29 kw vis., 96.15
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
authorization. SSA — special service authori28.17 ft., above ground 185.92 ft. Estimated
zation.— STA — special temporary authorizaconstruction cost $190,542, first year opertion. SH— specified hours. * — educational.
ating cost $188,920, revenue $265,500. P. O.
Ann. — Announced.
address 246 Wallace Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
Studio and trans, location State St. between
New tv stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
34th N.& Lat.,
35th. 80°
Geographic
21"
04' 11" W. coordinates
Long. Trans.42°RCA06'
Louisville, Ky. — Kentuckiana Tv Inc. Granted
TTU-12A, ant. TFU-27DH. Legal counsel

EDWIN
&

TORNBERG1

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
I
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
/
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

James E. Greeley, Washington. Consulting
engineer ington.
Silliman,
Moffet &hasRohrer,
Wash-in
Mr. Anscombe
interest
WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
Existing tv stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Chico, prejudice
Calif. — Granted
of KHSL-TV,
license; without
to suchrenewal
action
as commission may deem warranted, if any,
as result of final determination in rulemaking proceedings
relatingCalif.
to tvBytable
assignments in northern
letter,of denied motion by KSAN-TV (ch. 32), San
Francisco,
designategrant
application
for hearing or maketo renewal
conditioned
that
commission may, without further proceedings, substitute any other vhf frequency
which may pending
be allocated
to Chicoproceedings.
upon conrulemaking
Ann. Oct.clusion of21.
WWTV(TV),
Cadillac,
Mich.— Waived
3.652(a)
of rules
to permit
identity sec.as
Cadillac-Traverse City station without modifying license,
changing station
location by
or
obligation
to principal
city, Cadillac;
letter, denied objection by WPBN-TV (ch.
7), Traverse
Ann.
Oct. 21. City. Com. Bartley dissented.
WPBN-TV, Traverse City, Mich.— Granted
application to change vis. ERP from 53.7 kw
to 151 kw, aur. ERP from 32.4 kw to 75.9 kw,
ant. height from 760 to 1,350 ft., and change
ant. site from 3 miles west of Traverse City
to 2 miles south of Henrietta, 33 miles south
of Traverse City. Ann. Oct. 21.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KEFS-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— Fort Smith
TclGcsstcrs Inc
WLPACorp.(TV) Alpena, Mich.— Lake Huron
Bcstg.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Honolulu, Hawaii — Casey Bcstg. Asso.
Granted 1090 kc, 5 kw. P.O. address c/o
Alexander & Co., 233 Sansome St., San
Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$23,660, first year operating cost $68,000.
revenue $75,000. Principals are Alexander
and Genevieve
equal has
partners
(hus-in
band and wife).Casey,
Mr. Casey
interest
insurance companies. Ann. Oct. 21.
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Las Vegas,
Electronics.
Granted
970 kc,Nev.500— Las
w D.Vegas
P.O. address
460
Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost $27,286, first year
operating cost $45,000, revenue $56,000. Forrest Tancer, sole owner, is attorney and director of insurance company. Ann. Oct. 21.
Taos, N.M. — Art Capitol Bcstg. Co. Granted
1340 kc, 250 w. P.O. address Box 1718, Cortez,
Colo. Estimated construction cost $16,150,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$42,000. Equal owners are Donald Boston,
half owner KBLT Big Lake and general
manager KCMR McCamey, both Texas, and
Jack M. Hawkins, who has interest in
KVFC Cortez, Colo.. KIUN Pecos, KFST
Fort
Ann. Stockton
Oct. 21. and KVLF Alpine, all Texas.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Entertainment Service
Inc. Granted 1220 kc, 1 kw. P.O. address
3627 Hudson Dr., Youngstown, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $29,738, first year
operating cost $67,500, revenue $79,700. Principals include Jacob J. Bolotin, 33.3%, Albert
Pezzuto, 15.1%, Myron H. Bolotin and Frederic D. Bolotin, 13.7% each (brothers), Hanna
Oblonsky, 9%, Barbara C. Bolotin, 7.6%,
(wife of Myron H. Bolotin) and May E.
Wallen, 7.6%, (mother of Barbara Bolotin).
Jacob Bolotin is president of furniture company. Mr. Pezzuto is accountant. Frederic
Bolotin is in engineering. Mr. Oblonsky is
jeweler. Ann. Oct. 20.
APPLICATIONS
Camden,
Ark.
Community
Bcstrs.
1420 kc, 1 kw —D.Camden
P.O. address
Locust
St.,
Texarkana, Ark. Estimated construction cost
$13,926, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $42,000. Principals include Charles Mathis Jr. and Thomas E. Dillahunty, equal
partners. Messrs. Mathis and Dillahunty are
employes of KOSY Texarkana, Ark. Ann.
Oct. 26.
Wabash, Ind. — Wabash Valley Radio Inc.
600 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 3, Goshen,
Ind. Estimated construction cost $27,618, first
year operating cost $65,000, revenue $72,000.
Principals include Chris L. Graber, Clifford
H. Carpenter, and Glen E. Yoder, 20.51%
each, and Rollin R. Rheinheimer, H. Brooks
Dawson, and William S. Miller, 12.82% each.
Mr. Graber is president of gas company.
Mr. Carpenter owns hardware store. Mr.
Yoder is employe of grain company. Mr.
Rheinheimer is student. Messrs. Dawson and
Miller are employes of WCMR Elkhart, Ind.
Ann. Oct. 26.
Milton-Freewater,
Myron J.308Kilburg.
1370
kc, 500 w. D. P.Ore.O.— address
N. W.
5th Ave. Estimated construction cost $17,165,
first year operating cost $25,000, revenue
$36,000.
Oct. 24. Mr. Kilburg owns market. Ann.
Tullahoma, Tenn. — Queen City Radio Station. 1540 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 701 E.
Lincoln St. Estimated construction cost $31,221, first year operating cost $50,000, revenue
$72,000. Principals include Warren E. Angel
and Jack T. Farrar, equal partners. Mr.
Angel formerly owned real estate business.
Dr.
is practicing physician. Ann.
Oct. Farrar
19.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif. — Designated
for hearing application to increase daytime
power onto 1240
from KPPC
250 w Pasadena,
to 1 kw-LS,is
reduced
250 kc
w when
operating, continuing nighttime operation
with 250 w; made KRKS Ridgecrest, and
KSON
Ann. Oct.San21. Diego, parties to proceeding.
WBSR Pensacola, Fla. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 21.
WIKC Bogalusa, La. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 21.
KCILtime Houma,
La. — kcGranted
increased
power on 1490
from 250
w to 1 daykw,
continued nighttime operation with 250 w;
engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 21.
WLOX Biloxi, Miss. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; engineering condition. Ann. Oct. 21.
KFRN Forney, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp
to change location of international broadcast
station to Glenpool, Okla., about 14 miles
south of Tulsa. Ann. Oct. 21.
WBTH Williamson, W. Va.— Granted increased daytime power on 1400 kc from 250
w to tion1 with
kw-LS,
opera250 w. continued
Ann. Oct. nighttime
21.
APPLICATION
KRUS
Ruston,
daytime
power from 250 wLa. to— Cp500 tow increase
and install
new
trans. (1490 kc). Ann. Oct. 21.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KHAR Anchorage, Alaska — Sourdough
Bcstrs.
KLID Poplar Bluff, Mo.— Don M. Lidenton.
KWAY Forest Grove, Ore.— Triple G.
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KPBC.
WKFDCo. Wickford, R. I.— South County
Bcstg.

NEWEST IN THE
LINE OF RCA
FM TRANSMITTERS

New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Little Rock, Ark. — Tanner Bcstg. Corp.,
granted 100.7 mc, 22.5 kw. P.O. address 604
E. Capitol Ave., Litle Rock, Ark. Estimated
construction cost $22,666, first year operating
cost $9,000,
revenue
$14,000.
Principals
clude H. Glenn
Tanner,
99.8%,
owner in-of
Little Rock Muzak franchise. Ann. Oct. 21.
*San Francisco, Calif. — U. of San Francisco, granted 90.1 mc, 1.4 kw. P.O. address
c/o Rev. F. J. Spieler, S.J., U. of San Francisco, San Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction cost $1,250, first year operating cost
$1,000. Non-commercial, educational. Ann.
Oct. 21.
Cambridge, Mass. — WTBS Foundation Inc.
Granted 88.1 mc, 10 w. Overall height above
sea level 140 ft. P. O. address Box 3, Ames
St. Estimated construction cost $30,750, first
year
operating
cost Ann.
$1,800.Oct.
Non-commercial
educational
station.
21.
Worthington, Minn. — Worthington Bcstg.
Co., granted 94.9 mc, 26.5 kw. P.O. address
Worthington, Minn. Estimated construction
cost $25,772, first year operating cost $21,000,
revenue $14,000. Principals include R. W.
Olson 87% and others. Mr. Olson has interests in KWOA Worthington, Minn. Ann.
Oct. 21.
Stevens Point, Wis. — Stevens Point Bcstg.
Co. granted 97.9 mc; 15 kw. P.O. address 414
Main St. Estimated construction cost $23,716.77, first year operating cost $15,000, revenue $18,000.
Applicant
is licensee
of WSPT
Stevens
Point.
Ann. Oct.
21.
Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KUDE-FM Oceanside, Calif ,—Dolph-Pettey
Bcstg. Co.
KSRF (FM) Santa Monica, Calif.— Santa
FM.
Monica Bcstg. Co. Changed from KSTMKCUI (FM) Pella, Iowa— Central U. of
Iowa.
KNEB-FM
Bcstg.
Corp. Scottsbluff, Neb.— Platte Valley
Co.WMER (FM) Celina, Ohio— Celina Bcstg.
WDGO& Son
(FM) Inc.Cleveland, Ohio— Douglas G.
Oviatt
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KWIP
Merced,
Calif. —Bcstr.
Granted
of license to Yosemite
Inc. assignment
(Ellsworth
Peck, president) ; consideration $170,000.
Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann. Oct. 21.
KAJS(FM) Newport Beach, Calif.— Granted
assignment
cp toD. Newport-Costa
Mesa
Bcstg.
Inc. of
(James
Higson, president);
21.
consideration $3,000 for expenses. Ann. Oct.
KRKSment ofRidgecrest,
license to Calif.
Israel— Granted
Sinofsky,assigntr/as
Ridgecrest
Bcstg.
Co.;
consideration
$48,000.
Ann. Oct. 21.
KBLR Goodland, Kans. — Granted assignmentchased
of license
to KFBI, at
Inc.,bankrupt
which purstation equipment
sale
for $50,000. Ross Beach Sr., assignee president, has controlling interest in KAYS-AM
TV Hays, Kans. Ann. Oct. 21.
KLOS Albuquerque, N. M.— Granted (1)
renewal
and (2) totransfer
control fromofE. licenses
Boyd Whitney
George ofOliver,
latter to increase his interest from 30% to
68%%; stock and other considerations. Ann.
Oct. 21.
H and R Electronics Inc. Greenville, N. C.
— Granted acquisition of positive control by
Wilbur B. Reisenweaver (who, with wife,
now owns 50% interest) through purchase of
remaining 50% from Philip and Elizabeth
Hedrick for $1,150. Ann. Oct. 21.
WCRK siMorristown,
Tenn. — Granted
asgnment of license to W.C.R.K.
Inc. (John
P.
; consideration $130,000.
Ann.Hart,
Oct.president)
21.
APPLICATIONS
WILZ St. Petersburg Beach, Fla. — Seeks
involuntary transfer of control from Edmund A. Spence, 58.1%, deceased, to Mrs.
Edmund
Spence.
involved. A.Ann.
Oct. No
19. financial transaction
KYME
Boise,
Idaho
license from Keith E. —andSeeks
Ellenassignment
D. Pattersonof
to Publix Bcstg. Co. for $116,000. Principals
include Samuel and Jeanette Nissley, 48.91%

1 KW
FM

Transmitter
for

Full Fidelity Operation
Only a single PA stage is used
beyond the exciter to assure
true high fidelity performance
while keeping operating costs
low. Distortion and noise are
extremely low even when the
transmitter is multiplexed.
When combined with the
RCA broadband FM antenna
the BTF-1D is capable of producing1ERP'sKWup transmitter
to 12 KW.
This new
can easily be expanded to 5,
10, or 20 KW by adding higher
power amplifiers.
Before you buy get complete information on FM's best value, write
RCA,
Dept.
Bldg. 15-1,
Camden, N. J.ME-22
In Canada,
RCA
VICTOR Company Ltd., Montreal.
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(husband & wife), and Vernon and Lucille
Kloepfer, 48.43% (husband and wife). Mr.
and Provo,
Mrs. Nissley
haveKloepfer
interest was
in KLORTV
Utah. Mr.
former
employe of KLOR-TV. Ann. Oct. 24.
WINS,
New
York,
N.
Y.
—
Seeks
assignment of license from Gotham Bcstg. Corp.
to WINS Inc. for $10,000,000. WINS Inc. is
wholly-owned subsidiary of Storer Bcstg.
Co., headed by George B. Storer, 52.23%.
Storer agrees to sell one of its existing am
stations in order to comply with multiple
ownership rules of FCC. (See WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., below.) Ann. Oct. 21.
WRKM
Carthage,
— Seeks
assignment of license
fromTenn.
Sidney
L. Martin,
Reggie L. Honey, and James T. Watts, 33V3%
each, to Reggie L. Honey and James T.
Watts,
equal partners, for $10,000. Ann. Oct.
20.
KRBE
Houston,
— Seeks
transfer
of control(FM)
of Texas
FineTex.Music
Bcstrs.
Inc.
from Ellis W. Gilbert, 621/3%, Edward J.
Bates Jr., 21%, and W. Scott Red and
Louise Ware, 8%% each, to Roland A.
Baker, 50%, J. Paul Pomeroy Jr. and Victor
F. Branch 20% each, and Ellis W. Gilbert,
10%, for about $30,000. Messrs. Baker and
Branch are attorneys. Ann. Oct. 19.
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— Seeks
assignment of license from Storer Bcstg. Co.
to WWVA Inc. for $1,300,000. WWVA Inc. is
group headed by Ira and Bernice Herbert,
16 % % each. Principals involved in WWVA
Inc. also hold same stock interests in WAKE
Atlanta, Ga. and WYDE Birmingham, Ala.
See WINS New York. Ann. Oct. 20.
WCUB Manitowoc, Wis. — Seeks assignment
of license from Business Management Inc.
to Eastern Wisconsin Bcstg. Corp. for $87,500. Principals include John E. Severson,
33.3%, Edwin C. Severson, 10% (father and
son), Ben F. Hovel and Otto Sanders, 15.9%
each, Donald W. Reynolds, Emmett S.
Jaques, and Nick G. Takton, 8.3% each.
Messrs. Edwin Severson, Hovel, and Sanders
formerly had interests in WKOW-AM-TV
Madison, Wis. John Severson is with advertising agency. Mr. Reynolds has interest
in fruit growing company. Mr. Jaques is
employeploye ofof
Mr. company.
Takton is Ann.
emoil brewery.
and refining
Oct. 20.
Wis. States
— SeeksBcstg.
assignment
of WiSTL
license Sheboygan,
from Central
Co. to
More

Richard P. McKee, sole owner, for $150,000.
Mr. McKee is licensee of WKCB, WKCQ
(FM) Berlin and WBNC Conway, both New
Hampshire. Ann. Oct. 20.
KOWB Laramie and KYCN Wheatland,
both Wyoming — Seeks assignment of license
and cp (respectively) from KOWBoy Bcstg.
Co. to KOWBoy Radio Inc. Sale is from
John C. Hunter, 60%, Patricia R. Hunter,
less than 1% (husband and wife), Charles
R. Bell, 20%, and WiHiam B. Davis, 20%, to
Charles R. Bell, 80% minus 1 share, William
B. Davis, 20%, and James F. Davis, less than
1% (father-in-law to Charles Bell), for
$65,000.
Oct. 26. James Davis manages hotel. Ann.
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By order, commission, on request by
Kentuckiana Tv Inc., made effective immediately Sept. 8 initial decision and (1) granted application of Kentuckian for new tv
station to operate on ch. 51 in Louisville,
Ky., and (2) dismissed without prejudice
competing application of United Electronics
Laboratories Inc. Comr. Bartley abstained
from
voting;
King dissented with
statement.
Ann.Comr.
Oct. 20.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Sept. 9 initial decision and
granted application of High Fidelity Stations
Inc., to change facilities of KPAP Redding,
Calif., from 1270 kc, 1 kw, D, to 1330 kc,
5 kw, D.ment. Comr.
Ann. Oct. King
20. dissented with state■ By order, commission made effective
March 11cation ofinitial
decision and
appliEntertainment
and granted
Amusements
of Ohio Inc., for new am station to operate
on 1320 Oct.
kc, 500
Action
20. w, D, DA, in Solvay, N. Y.
■ By drawal
order,
commission
accepted
of exceptions
by WIAC
San withJuan,
P. R., and cancelled Nov. 4 oral argument
in proceeding
on
application
of
Radio
Americas Corp. to change facilities of WORA
Mayaguez, P. R., from 1150 kc, 1 kw, unl.,
to 760 kc, 5 kw, unl., DA. Ann. Oct. 20.
■ By separate memorandum opinions and
orders, commission denied following petitions involving application of Hartford
Phonevision Co. to conduct trial subscription-tv operations over tv station WHCT
Hartford,mitteeConn.:
(1) Tv
by Connecticut
Against Pay
and 5 ownersCom-of
motion picture theatres in that area re-
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Nothing speaks so authoritatively as the fact
that there are more than 70 Gates 1 KW FM
transmitters now in use giving total dependability.
''It does
what you
claim"extended
. . . users
report,
and
that means
stability,
frequency
response to 15,000 cycles, economical operation and reliability.
Your installation time will be speeded up
because Gates broadcast transmitters are
always factory tested on your frequency.
GATES RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harrislntertvpe Corporation
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questing clarification or mod. of hearing
issues with respect to programming, and
(2) petitions by Zenith Radio Corp. and Tv
Entertainment Co., (TECO) to participate
as parties. Ann. Oct. 21.
■ Reconsidered Oct. 19 order and readopted that order which, on request by Kentuckiana Tv Inc., made effective immediately Sept. 8 initial decision and (1) granted
application
of Kentuckiana
new tv Ky.,
station to operate
on ch. 51 in for
Louisville,
and (2) dismissed without prejudice competing application of United Electronics
Laboratories Inc. Comr. Bartley abstained
from voting. Ann. Oct. 21.
■ By order, commission extended for 60
days from Oct. 31 period in which existing
tv
vhf repeaters
(boosters)
which
constructed
before July
7, 1960 can
applywere
for
temporary
authorizations
to
continue
operation pending their compliance with new vhf
translator rules.
This is being done as convenience to many
repeater operators who are experiencing
delay in receiving required approval of
regular tv stations whose programs they
pick up
repeat.is Application
for temporary and
authorization
made on special
form
provided for that purpose. Over 400 such
applications
have
so
far
been
received
by
commission.
Operators
of have
temporarily
authorized
repeater stations
until February
1, 1961
to apply
to
Commission
for
mod.
of
equipment or for new construction to meet lowpower tions
vhf translator
rules. Such applicaAnn. Oct. should
21. be made on FCC form 346.
■ By order, commission set aside its Sept.
20 designation for hearing order in dockets
and returned to processing line for further
consideration following applications for new
am stations to operate on 1550 kc: Western
Bcstg. Co. and R. L. McAlister, Odessa,
Tex.; W. J. Harpole, Canyon, Tex.; Oklahoma Bcstg. Co. and Sapulpa Bcstrs., Sapulpa, Okla.; Courtney Bcstg. Co. and Winfield
Bcstg. Co., Winfield, Kans.; and Seward
County
Bcstg. Co.,Ann.
DodgeOct.City,
Cross dissented.
26. Kans. Comr.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of (1) Zephyr Bcstg. Corp. for
new am station in Zephyrhills, Fla., to
operate
on
1400grant
kc, 250
with tocondition that this
willw, beunl.,
subject
any
interference received from grant of application of Myron A. Reck and (2) application
of Mr. Reck to increase daytime power of
WTRR Sanford, Fla., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continuing
Ann.
Oct. 20.operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward grantUnited onBcstg.
new ing
am application
station toofoperate
1570 kc,Co.,
500 for
w,
D, DA, in Beverly, Mass. Ann. Oct. 26.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission invites comments to Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking looking toward
amending the tv table of assignments to add
ch. 19 tuting
plus
by and
substich. 25
25 toin
forBay
ch. City,
19
in Mich.,
Midland
ch.
21 for ch.
East
Tawas.
Delta College,
new institution to be located halfway between Midland
Bay of
City,
and (FM)
MidState Bcstg.
Corp.,andlicensee
WSWM
East Lansing, who jointly petitioned for
assignment, propose to apply for station to
operate on joint basis, partly commercial
and partly educational, to serve Bay City,
Midland and Saginaw. Ann. Oct. 21.
H-K Tv Assn. Salmon, Idaho — Granted
temporary
operate programs
vhf repeaterof
station on authority
ch. 10 toto repeat
KXLF-TV (ch. 4), Butte, Mont., to serve
Salmon and Carmen; reminded of sec.
4.732(d) of rules. Ann. Oct. 21.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Charles H. King
a Granted petition by Taft Bcstg. Co. and
extended to Oct. 25 time to file exceptions
to initial
decision
on and
application of WHAS
Inc., into proceeding
change trans,
ant.
location
Oct. 17. of WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky. Action
■ Granted petition by Washington State
U., Pullman, Wash., and extended to Oct. 18
time to natiofile
opposition
to petition
for design of hearing
filed by
First Presbyterian
Church of Seattle (KTW) Seattle, Wash.,
in proceeding on am applications of Washingtonof State
for renewal
and Presbyterian
mod. of license
KWSC
and First
Church for renewal of license of KTW.
Action Oct. 17.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N
w.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
-TV
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2 8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
{A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386 P.O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

PETE JOHNSON

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Ritdio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, DC.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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■ Granted petition by Telemusic Co. and
extended to Nov. 8 time to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on application of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
Inc.Oct.(KABC-FM)
Los Angeles,
Calif. Action
19.
■ Granted
petition
by
Bay
tronic Associates and extended Area
to Nov.Elec-30
time to file exceptions to initial decision in
proceeding on its application for new am
station in Santa Rosa, Calif. Action Oct. 21.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ On own motion, cancelled Oct. 21 oral
argument on petition by Laurel Bcstg. Co.,
to dismiss without prejudice its application
for new am station in Laurel, Md. which
is consolidated
Action
Oct. 20. for hearing with dockets.
■ Scheduled following hearings on dates
shown: Nov. 29 — applications Bi-States Co.
(KHOL-TV) Kearney, Neb. and Topeka
Bcstg. Association Inc. (WIBW-TV) Topeka,
Kans. for cps for new trans, sites; Dec. 1 —
am applications of M & W Co. and Bethany
Bcstg. Co., both Yakima, Wash. Action Oct.
17.
■ Scheduled resumption of hearing for
Oct. 20 in matter of order directing Douglas
H. McDonald, trustee, permittee of tv station WTVW, ch. 7, Evansville, Ind., to show
cause why authorization for station WTVW
should not be modified to specify operation
on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7. Action Oct. 18, and
on
Oct. 20to continued
hearing to date in
November
be determined.
■ Issued order formalizing ruling on Oct.
14 record, pursuant to oral argument on
petition by Nevada Bcstrs. Fund Inc., to
dismiss without prejudice its application
for new tv station to operate on ch. 4 in
Reno, Nev.; denied petition and dismissed
application with prejudice and retained in
hearing
tion Oct.status
20. remaining applications. AcBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted motion by A. S. Riviere, Barnesville, Ga., and extended from Oct. 20 to
Nov. 3 date for exchange of exhibits m
proceeding
Action Oct. on
13. his am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted joint petition by Inter- Cities
Bcstg. Co., Livonia, Mich., and Peoples
Bcstg.
extendedCorp.
from(WGAR)
Oct. 17 Cleveland,
to Nov. 24Ohio,
date and
for
submission of rebuttal engineering exhibits
of Inter-Cities and continued Oct. 25 further
hearing to Dec. 12 in proceeding on am apOct. 17. plication of Inter-Cities Bcstg. Co. Action
■ Granted motion by Pioneer Bcstg. Corp.
(WOPI) Bristol, Tenn., and continued Oct.
18 further prehearing conference tq Dec. 19
in
on its am application. Action
Oct.proceeding
18.
■ Granted petition by Belton Bcstrs. Inc..
and continued Oct. 21 hearing to Nov. 4 in
proceeding on its application and that of
Floyd Bell for new am stations in Belton
and Texarkana, both Texas. Action Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
18 prehearing conference scheduled certain
proceduralplicationdates
proceeding
am apof Radio inStation
KMULon (KMTJL)
Muleshoe, Tex.; hearing to take place as
scheduled on Nov. 10. Action Oct. 18.
■ Granted petition by Idaho Microwave
Inc., and rescheduled Oct. 20 prehearing
conference for Oct. 31 in proceeding on its
applications for new fixed radio stations in
Kimport
Peak, Oct.
Rock 19.Creek, and Jerome, all
Idaho. Action
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 4 in proceeding on applications of
M and W Co., and Bethany Bcstg. Co., for
new am stations in Yakima, Wash. Action
Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of record in proceeding
on am applications of Voice of the New
South Inc. (WNSL) Laurel and Mid- America
Bcstg. Co. (WGVM) Greenville, both Mississippi. Action Oct. 18.
■ Granted request by Mesa Microwave
Inc., Oklahoma City, Okla. and continued
Oct. 20 prehearing conference to Oct. 27 in
proceeding on its applications for cps for
new fixed video radio stations at Lake City,
Madison and Monticello, all Florida. Action
Oct. 17.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Oct. 25 in proceeding on applications of East Texas Transmission Co.,
for cps for new fixed video radio stations at
94 (FOR THE RECORD)

AM
FM
TV

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 26
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations .
3,472
57
105
824
731
52
221
98
478
12
114
106

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Oct. 26
VHF
UHF
TV
Commercial
454
81
535
Non-commercial
38
14
52
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
3,469
723
4751
CPs not
on air
stations)
53
40
14?
CPs
on (new
air (new
stations)
96
217
113
Total authorized stations
3,618
980
657
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
611
66
29
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
202
34
75
Total applications for new stations
813
100
104
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
577
25
34
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
280
7
16
Total applications for major changes
857
32
50
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
Cps deleted
0
0
2
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.

College Mound, Colfax and Tyler, all Texas.
Action Oct. 14.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by all
conference,
21 prehearing
Oct. for
parties
scheduledat dates
procedural steps which
of
shall govern proceeding on application
for new fm station in
Corp.,continued
Peoples
Trenton, Bcstg.
N. J., and
Nov. 4 hearing
to Dec. 20. Action Oct. 21.
■ Granted petition by Rollins Bcstg. Inc.,
for leave to amend its application for new
tv station to operate on ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del., to reduce the height of its proant. from
882 ft. Oct.
above21. average terrain toposed718.3
ft. Action
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Issued
memorandum
ruling
formaliz-in
ing ruling made
followingof oral
argument
proceeding on application of M & M Bcstg.
Co. (WLUK-TV) Marinette, Wis., granting
nunc pro tunc motion filed on Oct. 13 by
Aeronautical Intervenors for postponement
from Oct. 13 to Oct. 27 for intervenors to
file motion to reopen evidentiary record and
from Oct. 18 to Nov. 1 for oral argument
on any suchtervenors.
reopening
Action Oct. 17.motion filed by in■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 2 in proceeding on am application of
Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (WHYS) Ocala, Fla.
Action Oct. 19.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Williamson County
Bcstg.
(WAGG)
extendedCo.from
Oct. 17Franklin,
to Oct. Tenn.,
24 time andto
file reply pfindings
in
proceeding
on am aplication of Tri-State
Summerville,
Ga. ActionBcstg.
Oct. Co.
17. (WGTA)
■ Granted petition by Community Bcstg.
Co. (WHPB) Belton, S. C, to withdraw
motion to dismiss application of Elberton
Bcstg.
Co. (WSGC)
Elberton, Ga.,
for failurein
to
appear
in consolidated
proceeding
dockets et al; Granted petition lay Radio
Station WMGA (WMGA) Moultrie, Ga., and
continued Oct. 24 prehearing conference
without date pending filing and resolution
of proposed
jointwithout
petitionhearing
for reconsideration and grants
of various
applications in this proceeding. Action Oct.
20.
■ Granted petition by United Bcstg. Co.,
for leave to amend its application for new
am station in Beverly, Mass., to correct
geographical coordinates. Action Oct. 21.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Pursuant to schedule agreed upon at

Oct. 20 prehearing conference in proceeding
on fm applications of KOMY Inc.. Watsonville,
Calif.,
al., cancelled
Nov. at
7 hearing
and new
dateet will
be established
second
prehearing
conference
to
be
held
on
Dec.
16.
Action Oct. 20.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted petition by Connellsville Bcstrs.
Inc. (WCVI) Connellsville, Pa. (applicant
in group 1) for change in scheduled dates to
extent that previously scheduled dates for
group I hearing
are conference
changed;continued
Nov. 10tosecond
Dec. 1 preand
Nov. 15 hearing to Dec. 6 in consolidated
proceeding in dockets et al. Action Oct. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McOenning
■ Scheduled further hearing for Oct. 31
in proceeding on am applications of Beacon
Bcstg. System Inc., Grafton-Cedarburg and
Suburbanconsin.Bcstg.
Action Oct.Co.,17. Jackson, both WisBy Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Pursuant to Oct. 18 informal conference
in proceeding on am application of Donze
Enterprises Inc. (KSGM) Chester, 111., ordered that Broadcast Bureau may file commentsand
upon Donze's
proposed findings by
Oct.
28,
Action Oct.
18.replies by Donze bv Nov. 7.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Oct. 24 to Nov. 2 time
to file proposed findings and conclusions
and from Nov. 3 to Nov. 14 for replies in
proceeding on application of Mark Twain
Bcstg. Co. for renewal of license of KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo. Action Oct. 24.
■ On tended
request
furtherto exfrom Oct.of 26alltocounsel,
Nov. 2 time
file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions
and from Nov. 9 to Nov. 18 for replies in
matter of consent to relinquishment of
positive control of WJPB-TV Inc.. permittee
of WJPB-TV, ch. 5, Weston, W. Va.. by J. P.
Beacon through sale of stock to Thomas P.
Johnson and George W. Eby. Action Oct. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Pursuant to consent of counsel, continued Oct. 31 hearing to Nov. 17 in Panama
City, 14.Fla., tv ch. 13 proceeding. Action
Oct.
■ Granted petition by Skyline Bcstrs. Inc..
Klamath Falls, Ore. for leave to amend its
am application to show change in stock
subscribers,
officers and directors. Action
Oct. 14.
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BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 20
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Better Community Tv Assn.
Inc., chs. 7, 10, 12, Malott, Riverside, Tonasket, Omak & Okanogan, Farmington Community, Wash. (KHQ, KREM, KXLY, chs.
6, 2, 4, Spokane, Wash.); Apache Gas. Co.,
ch. 6, Reserve, N. M. (KGUN, ch. 9, Tucson,
Ariz.); Lander Valley T.V. Assn., ch. 12,
Lander Valley, Wyo. (KTWO, ch. 2, Casper,
Wyo.); Dupree Community Club, chs. 11,
13, City of Dupree, S. D. (KPLO-TV, ch. 6,
Reliance, KOTA-TV, ch. 3, Rapid City,
S. D.) ; Sundance Community Tv Assn., chs.
7,
Sundance,
vicinity
TV,9, ch.
3, Rapid Wyo.,
City, and
S .D.,
KTWO,(KOTAch. 2,
Casper, Wyo.; Peoples Tv Inc., chs. 5, 7, 11,
Bisbee, Ariz. (KVOA-TV, ch. 4, KOLD, ch.
13, Tucson, Ariz.; Carleton Currier, ch. 7,
15 miles South Rifle, Colo. (KREX-TV, ch.
5, Grand Junction, Colo.); John D. Miller,
ch. 2, Philipsburg, Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4,
Butte, Mont.); Gardiner Community T. V.,
chs. 7, 9, Gardiner, Mont. (KID, ch. 3, Idaho
Falls, Idaho; KXLF, ch. 4, Butte, Mont.);
Hilger Tv Club, ch. 10, Central Fergus
County, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings,
Mont.); Park Non-Profit Tv Inc., chs. 13, 11,
9, City of Livingston, Mont. (KGHL, ch. 8,
KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, KXLF-TV, ch. 4,
Butte, Mont.); Osage Tv Associates Inc.,
ch. 9, Osage Community, Wyo. (KTWO-TV,
ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.); White River Tv District No. 1, ch. 7, Lund & Preston, Nev.
(KSL-TV,Tv ch.
5, Salt
City, Utah);
Dodson
Assn.,
ch. Lake
11, Dodson,
Mont.
(KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Puerco
T.V. Repeater Assn., ch. 11, Lupton, Houck,
Sanders, Chambers, Navajo, Ariz. (KOB, ch.
4, Albuquerque, N. M.); Clayton Community
Tv, ch. 7, Clayton, Idaho (KID, ch. 3, Idaho
Falls, Idaho) ; Kamiah Valley T.V. Inc., ch.
5, Kamiah,
(KXLY-TV, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.)Idaho
.
Actions of October 19
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Baker Tv Booster Inc., chs.
12,
10,
Baker,
Mont. ch.
(KDSJ-TV,
ch. 5,N.Deadwood, S. D.; KDIX,
2, Dickinson,
D.) ;
Aztec Non-Profit Tv Assn. Inc., ch. 10, Aztec and vicinity, N. M. (KOB-TV, ch. 4,
Albuquerque, N. M.); Cokeville Community
Tv System, ch. 7, Cokeville, Wyo. (KCPX,
ch. 4, Salt Lake City, Utah) ; Green Mountain Tv Assn. (Inc.), ch. 4, Bureau of Reclamation Camp, Only Green Mtn. Dam,
Kremmling, ch. 11, Blue River, Troublesome
Valleys,
Colo. (KOA-TV,
ch. 12,
4, Howard
Denver,
Colo.); Howard
Tv Club, ch.
Community, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Browning Tv Club, ch. 11,
Browning,
Mont.; Buena
(CJLH-TV,
bridge,
Canada)
Vista ch.
Tv 7,
Inc.,Lethch.
10, Buena Vista and immediate area, Colo.
(KOA-TV, ch. 4. Denver, Colo.); City of
Ainsworth, ch. 13, Ainsworth, Neb. (KPLO,
ch. 6, Reliance, S. D.); B and W T.V. Assn.,
ch. 13, Windham and Benchland, Mont.
(KFBB-TV,
ch. 5, Great
Falls, Mont.);
Chamber
of Commerce
T.V. Committee,
chs.
8, 2, 13, St. George, Utah (KLAS-TV, ch. 8,
13, LasChamber
Vegas, KLRT-TV,
ch.
2,KSHO-TV,
Henderson,ch. Nev.);
of Commerce
T. V. Committee, ehs. 6, 10, 4, Santa Clara &
Washington, Utah (KLAS-TV, ch. 8, KSHOTV, ch. 13, Las Vegas, KLRJ-TV, ch. 2,
Henderson, Nev.) ; Hot Springs Booster Tv
Inc., ch. 5, Lucerne farming district and
Town of Kirby, and Town of Thermopolis,
Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.);
Tongue River Translator Assn., chs. 10, 13,
Tongue River Valley West of Acme & North
East of Acme, Wyo.) (KGHL -TV, ch. 8,
KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Spotted
Horse T. V. Booster Club, ch. 10, Spotted
Horse, Recluse and Wildcat communities,
Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.);
Story Banner Community T. V., ch. 5, Story
and Banner,
Wyo. (KTWO-TV,
Casper, Wyo.) ; Coaldale
Community ch.Tv2, Club,
ch. 5, Coaldale area, Colo. (KCSJ-TV, ch. 5,
Pueblo, Colo.) ; San Miguel Power Assn.
Inc., ch. 3, Paradox Valley, ch. 2, Naturita,
ch. 12, Uravan, ch. 8, Nucla, ch. 6, Norwood,
Colo. (KREY-TV, ch. 10, Montrose, Colo.);
Aspen Tv Committee, ch. 11, Aspen, Colo.,
and surrounding areas (KOA-TV, ch. 4,
Denver, Colo.); Chief Joseph Community
Services Inc., chs. 2, 6, 4, Bridgeport, Wash.
(KREM-TV, KHQ-TV, KXLY-TV, chs. 2, 6,
4, Spokane, Wash.) ; Aspen Tv Committee,
chs. 6, 3, Aspen, Colo. (KREX-TV, ch. 5,
Grand Junction, KOA-TV, ch. 4, Denver,
Colo.); Seminoe-Kortes Tv Assn., ch. 7,
Seminoe Dam, Kortes Dam and Leo community, Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2, Casper,
Wyo.); Pahranagat Valley Tv District, ch. 8,
Pahranagat
Valley,; Marshall
Nev. (KLRJ-TV,
Henderson, Nev.)
Tv Inc., ch.
ch. 2,6,
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Marshall. Minn. (KELO-TV, ch. 11, Sioux
Falls, S. D. ) ; Hot Sulphur Springs Community Tv Assn., ch. 11, Hot Sulphur
Springs, Colo. (KOA-TV, ch. 4, Denver,
Colo.); Mobridge Tv Assn., ch. 10, Glenham
and Mobridge,
D. (KFYR-TV,
ch. 5. Bismarck, N. D.); S.Enterprise
T.V. Assn.,
chs.
7,
9,
11,
Enterprise,
Utah
(KCPX-TV,
KSL-TV, ch. 5, KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake ch.
City,4,
Utah); Millard County, chs. 8, 10, 12, Holden,
Utah ch.(KUTV,
2, KCPX-TV,
4, KSLTV,
5, Salt ch.Lake
City, Utah) ch.
; Chamber
of Commerce T. V. Committee, chs. 11, 7,
Eureka, S. D. (KFYR-TV, ch. 5, Bismarck,
N. D., KDLO-TV, ch. 3, Garden City, S. D.);
North Fork T. V. Assn., ch. 10, North Fork
North to Huges Creek (not a town), ch. 6,
Mathew Ridge North to North Fork, Idaho
(KID-TV, ch. 3, Idaho Falls, Idaho); Valier
Community Club, ch. 11, Valier, Mont.
(KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls, Mont.);
Chambers T. V. Booster Committee, ch. 13,
Chambers and immediate vicinity, Neb.
(KHAS-TV, ch. 5, Hastings, Neb.).
Albany,andN. for
Y. — aux.
Granted
for
newWAST
tv station
trans,license
at main
trans, site.
Clinton
Bcstg.
Clinton,
— Granted
mod.
of cp
to Inc.
change
typeTenn.
trans.,
studio
location; remote control permitted.
■ Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WOCTV Davenport, Iowa, to Feb. 25, 1961; WJZZ
Bridgeport, Conn., to Jan. 1, 1961.
Actions of October 18
■ Granted
STA Clifton
for following
vhf ch.
tv repeater stations:
Tv Corp.,
10,
Clifton, Idaho (KCPX-TV, ch. 4, Salt Lake
City, Utah)
of Valentine,
Valentine, Neb.; City
(KPLO-TV,
ch. ch.
6, 12,Reliance,
S. D.); Twodot T.V. Repeater Assn., ch. 13,
Upper
Big Elkof Valley
and Wheatland
Lebo ValleyCo.,—
6 mi. South
Two Dot,
Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont. ) ;
Village of Taylor, ch. 7, Taylor and surrounding area, Neb. (KHAS-TV, ch. 5.
Hastings, Neb.); Stacey Tv Club, ch. 6.
Volborg, Mont. (KGHL-TV, ch. 8, Billings,
Mont.); Scobey Tv Corp., ch. 12, Scobey,
Mont. (KUMV-TV, ch. 8, Williston, N. D.);
Chico Tv Booster Club, ch. 10, Yellowstone
Valley, Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4, Butte,

Mont.); Collbran T.V. Assn., ch. 4, Town of
Collbran, Colo.
Grand8,
Junction,
Colo.);(KREX-TV,
Cliff T.V. ch.
Club,5, ch.
Cliff-Gila Community, N. M. (KROD-TV,
ch. 4, El Paso, Tex.); Upper Willamette Tv
Reflector System Inc., ch. 3, Oakridge —
Westfir, Ore. (KVAL-TV, ch. 13, Eugene,
Ore); Shelby Tv Club Inc., chs. 11, 13, City
of Shelby, only, Mont.) (KFBB-TV, ch. 5,
Great Falls, Mont., CJLH-TV, ch. 7, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada); Fort Benton Tv
Club.ch.ch.5, 13,
Benton,
Mont.
(KFBBTV,
GreatFortFalls.
Mont.);
United
T.V.
Assn., ch. 13, Paoli-Holyoke, ch. 12, Haxtun,
ch.
8, Fleming-Crook,
(KOA-TV,
Denver,
Colo.); Raton Colo.
Community
Tv ch.
Club,4,
chs. 2, 9, 6, Raton and Trade area, N. M.)
(KRDO-TV, ch. 13, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
KOB-TV, ch. 4, Albuquerque, N. M., KGGMTV, ch. 13, Albuquerque); Kevin Tv Assn.
Inc., ch. 9, Kevin and Toole County, Mont.
(KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls, Mont.); Clifch. 13.City,
Clifton,
TV. tonch.T.V.5,Corp.,
Salt Lake
Utah).Idaho (KSLWBLU Salem, Va. — Granted assignment of
license to Salem Bcstg. Corp.
WALY Herkimer, N. Y. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Richard K. Thorman and
Margaret
ThormanInc.through purchase of stock
fromS. WALY
WHUNment of license
Huntingdon,
Pa. — Granted
to Huntington
Bcstr. assignInc.
KALV Alva, Okla. — Granted request for
extension of authority to sign off at 7 p.m..
for period ending January 6, 1961 except
for special events.
Chadron,
of KCSR
authority
to signNeb.
off —atGranted
6 p.m., extension
MST, for
period
events. ending Feb. 1, 1961, except for special
WABQ Cleveland, Ohio — Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location, ant. system (inheight), ground
trolcrease
permitted;
condition.system; remote conActions of October 17
■ Granted
STAFrying
for following
vhf tv
peater stations:
Pan Tv Assn.,
ch. re13,
Upper
Frying
Pan
River
area,
Colo.
(KREXTV, ch. 5, Grand Junction, Colo.); Choteau
Junior Chamber of Commerce, chs. 7, 9,
City of Choteau and adjacent rural area,
(Continued on page 101)

Collins — the perfect answer to automatic tape programming
and a first step toward complete station automation. Just insert
the tape cartridge, push one button, and the program is on the
air, on cue. Automatic tape programming with Collins equipment means perfection in recording and playback. Its quality is
absolutely unmatched by any cartridge tape unit — anywhere.
DALLAS. TEXAS
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

syllable-separating sfarf and stop time of less than 0.7 second • 754 inch per second tape speed '
frequency response ±2 db, 70-12,000 cps • less than 0.2% rms wow and flutter • programming
segments from 1 second to 31 minutes ' remote control of three playback units and record/playback system available. For information contact your Collins broadcast sales engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20(Z> per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— 5 TAT IONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
A station manager and a sales manager
wanted for a small, top notch, northwest
market station. Part of a group of six
stations representing one of the finest radio
facilities in the northwest. All new equipment, excellent staff, fine local reputation
in the market. Send complete resume to
Box 504C, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager, Texas kilowatt. Strong
sales-announcing experience required. Good
salary, bonus. Box 552C, BROADCASTING.
We have
problem
market and
Florida
radio station.
Have small
you courage
ability
to solve our problems and be rewarded with
ownership? Box 602C, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman to launch new station in
Winchester, Virginia. Send resume and
references to Box 636C, BROADCASTING.
Station manager wanted. Proposed N.W.
lOkw daytimer. Expect action soon. Base
$750 plus commission. Must have background successful management in competitivemedium,
area. Be growing.
dependable,
ket
Fine,sober.
clean This
placemarfor
family, schools, college. Owners proposed
station have businesses of 25 years standing.
Strong tunityfinancial
backing.
Wonderful
for permanent,
aggressive
familyopporman
who
knows
his
business.
Box
691C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has openwithGuarantee
management
potentialex-—
30-40ing— salesman
— married.
— moving
penses—rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O.favored.
Box 197,Send
Jackson,
Miss.

Swingin' dj wanted for station in the nation's 20th market. Good looking for teen
age appeal with mature approach. Strong
personality. Good voice. Send resume, tape
and photo. Box 656C, BROADCASTING.

WGH-FM, soon to increase power to 100 kw,
has opening
for ambitious,
alert,desirable.
experienced FMer. Proven
sales record
This is an unusually good opportunity for
an aggressive, ambitious salesman. Write
or call: Ambert Dail, WGH Radio, P.O. Box
98, Newport News, Virginia. CHestnut 4-7333.
Excellent opportunity now for experienced
radio salesman in Madison, Wisconsin with
top ful
rated
and news
station.andWondermarketmusic
for sales,
earnings
family
life. Write Phil Fisher, Sales Manager,
WISM, Madison, Wisconsin.

Are you sick of format rock and the big
city? We need a good, mature announcer
for an excellent, midwest, small-market,
old-fashioned radio station. Send full details. Box 662C, BROADCASTING.

New England radio salesmen . . . only major
leaguers
for top
5 kw in draw
major (based
market, new wanted
ownership.
Lucrative
on experience) against 20% commission. Apply inager,
complete
confidence Mass.
to General ManWTYM, Springfield,
Salesman-announcer to handle two to three
hour remote show from top night club in
200,000 population area. Name your own
terms. Qualifications and air check to:
Harold Gann, Holiday House, 2300 So. Union,
Bakersfield, California.
Representative wanted in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written contactsticulars
with andyour
clients!
for parfurther
details Write
to VKK-office.
Vienna 66, P.O.B. 128, Austria.

35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. agerOpportunity
to advance
to sales manwith considerable
salary increase.
Box
502C, BROADCASTING.

Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Southern Arizona station has opportunity
for easy-sell salesman with proven sales
record. After trial period can offer sales
managership.
Gooddetails,
salaryreferences,
plus commission. Give full
and
snapshot. Box 580C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted announcer with first class ticket
for eastern radio station in small town.
Delightful living conditions. Send resume
to Box 599C, BROADCASTING.

Station in growing southeastern market has
openingager.forSplendid
localopportunity
and regional
sales manfor experienced
salesman who has executive ability to organize department. Salary with override.
Company has profit sharing and retirement
plan, hospitalization and life insurance. Box
675C, BROADCASTING.

Money-Opportunity.
announcer-salesman. Salesman-announcer
Experienced only. KW.or
est. Pa. to do air trick — sell. Excellent active account list: salary, commission, bonus.
Box 612C, BROADCASTING.
Established Virginia station has opening for
experienced
CASTING. announcer. Box 633C, BROAD-

Top-rated station in Little Rock, Arkansashas opening
salesman
management
potential. 30-40,
married.withGuarantee
moving
expenses, rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume, photo,
first letter. Box 704C, BROADCASTING.
California full power fm plus Muzak multiplex operation needs qualified salesman executive. Unlimited potential. Address inquiries to Box 725C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Experienced salesman or sales
manager for 5000 watt top-rated western
Pennsylvania radio station. Great opportunity for right person. Write, giving backand experience to Box 10960, Pittsburghground36, Pa.
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Announcers

Southern
man for Oregon.
medium Sparkling
market. dj/proven
No franticsales40;
rhythmic sweet format. Monthly base plus
commission. Give salary, tape, photo. Dry
vacationland. Box 646C, BROADCASTING.
Station in top 20 market wants top rated
morning man. Must be strong personality,
good voice. Send resume, tape and photo.
Box 655C, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for mature radio announcer
seeking permanent position. Exceptional
benefits in return for resonant voice and
highly professional style. Midwestern CBS
basic radio-tv, outstanding community. Send
tape and photograph immediately. All inING. quiries answered. Box 652C, BROADCAST-

Expanding staff — Dallas station, not top 40,
has opening for top notch announcer with
bright mature delivery. Also production
man with announcing experience. Send
tape, sonal
picture,
complete
resume,
and perreferences.
Box 664C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted by middle Tennessee fulltimer experienced early morning announcer who
would like to do some selling. Good opportunity
for worker. Box 668C, BROADCASTING.
Where is the above average announcer with
first phone?
Solid man.
northwest
station needs combo
No network
maintenance.
We expect the best and pay accordingly.
Box 697C, BROADCASTING.
Eastern fulltimer in metropolitan suburb
has opening for experienced announcer.
Adult programming, sound operation, and
fine local reputation in the market. No
engineering and no copy writing. Box 709C,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in south Florida for ambright personality
deter-in
minedbitious,
by initiative.
Must dj.
be Future
interested
m-o-n-e-y. No beginners. Rush tape, resume. Box 714C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wanted by Illinois
kilowatt independent adult music station for
dj work plus news gathering and writing.
Excellent starting salary. Many extra benefits for mature man with proved ability. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, family status, detailed experience. Box
718C, BROADCASTING.
K-EZY — Disneyland Hotel — Anaheim, California. Ideal living. Auditioning experienced announcers with 1st phone. Announcing strong, technical light. Air mail
tape, photo, resume, references, salary expected.
DJ with good sound and first ticket. No
maintenance unless you wish. KGHM,
Brookfield, Missouri.
Need good young man with experience for
staff announcing. No rock and roll. Good
quality station nice town. Lowell Jack,
KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Announcer-salesman and announcer with
first class license. Contact Bob Ingstad,
KOVC, Valley City, N. D.
Wanted. Announcer with experience and
good voice that can do news, sports, and
record Montana.
program. Send
tape to KVCK. Wolf
Point,
Pay good.
Announcer daytimer. Mail tape, photo
KVWM, Showlow, Arizona.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

East Texas negro-programmed station has
opening for disc jockey; mature, dependable
negro announcer with on-the-air personality. $65 weekly plus commissions. KZEY,
Box 1331, Tyler, Texas.
Announcers, here is the opportunity you
have been waiting for! If you have been
announcing at least 2 years or more, take
pride in duction
your
work, lovethat
announcing,
and everything
comes withpro-a
first class station, there is a job available
for you. Work with permanent type fully
capablemodern
radio people,
the South's
most
stations ininonea of
growing,
progres ive 2station market. Station is expanding to FM. Must be versatile, experienced!
Top pay for right man . . . preferably from
the Carolinas or surrounding area. Personal
interview required. Contact Clay Cline,
WDBM,
Statesville, N.C. Telephone TR 22455.

Engineer for fulltime 5 kw. AM only, with
other applications. Experience desirable
but secondary. Must be capable of growing
with us. Personal interview only. Call or
write Chief Engineer, WCOJ, Coatesville,
Pa. DUdley 4-2100.

Employed manager; $160,000 gross profitable
operation; six radio three tv markets; 12
years successful executive and sales record;
excellent reputation; personally selling over
50%; seeking more desirable association.
Box 601C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced commercial manager. Excellent
salesman, supervisor. 37, married, college
graduate. Box 661C, BROADCASTING.
16 years experience is ready to be applied
to a daytime
radiothis
station,
a manager. But more,
same seeking
individual
also
guarantees sobriety, industrious application,
integrity.
Not available
for "rock"
"top
40"
stations.
midwest
city salary
inor 9,00020,000
bracket.Prefer
Interested
in any
in
ING.
the same bracket. Box 670C, BROADCAST-

Open now — job for capable announcer with
first class ticket. Some knowledge of engineering helpful. Pay good. Congenial staff.
Southern station. Contact WERH, Hamilton, Alabama. Phone WA 1-3481.

Chief engineer for 250 watt station expecting kilowatt grant soon. Announcing ability
of interest but not required. Good pay,
good working
munity. WJOY,conditions,
Burlington,beautiful
Vermont. comChief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Chief engineer. Supervisory-maintenance
engineer for one thousand watt fm station
and closed circuit television on university
campus. Must have first class radio license.
Excellent working conditions in new studios and with new equipment. Contact immediately D. C. Kleckner, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.

Announcer with first ticket. Send tape, experience, salary expected. WEZJ, Williamsbur g, Kentucky.

First class engineer for transmitter duty,
No announcing. Contact L. E. McKinney
after
Georgia.7:00 p.m. Atlas 3-8906, Waycross,

At once! Announcer with first phone. Maintenance amust. $100 weekly. Tape, resume
to WRUM, Rumford, Maine.

Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Professional announcer with a thorough
knowledge of the entire standard classical
repertory; a real speaking knowledge of at
least French, German, Italian and a familiarity with other languages. Experience in
general production. Top pay. Send audition
and resume to International Good Music,
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Announcer-engineers
with first
class ticket for new experienced
station in Delaware,
Ohio. Third station in growing group. Send
tape and full details to C. R. Taylor, 14
Campbell St., Delaware, Ohio.
Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Immediate opening for engineer-announcer
at southeastern daylight station. Require
first ticket. Good salary, hours, to right
man. Send audition tape and resume to
Box 472C, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer-announcer wanted. New
"York
including
salary State.
wanted.State
Box full
598C,particulars
BROADCASTING.
Southern Oregon. Recently purchased adult
station, medium market. Wants good sounding chief. State monthly salary, experience;
send tape. Permanent family man. Dry mt.
area. Box 645C, BROADCASTING.
"Wanted — Chief
engineer-announcer.
nouncing secondary.
Must have car Anand
ability to maintain equipment at a well
equipped 250 watter soon to be one kilowatt.
Box 666C, BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer with top 40 experience to
handle maintenance and production. Need
top flight man for top station in the gulf
area. Apply Box 677C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Working chief engineer — no announcing required. 5 kw. Contact Wendell
:Elliott, KGNO, Dodge City, Kansas.
Chief engineer — Must be mature, experienced, with directional operation. Position
is executive, supervisory-maintenance, no
transmitter duty, familiarity with modern
equipment essential, salary excellent and
commensurate
with ability. KSTT-Davenport,
Iowa.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

Production-Programming, Others
News director with minimum three years
radio news experience for established operation. Send resume (no tape) including experience, background, availability, telephone number, starting salary requirement
and any other information deemed important. Your application will be acknowledged.
Applicants must reside within 150 miles of
Chicago-Peoria
area. Box 531C, BROADCASTING.
Small California market has opening for
chief engineer-announcer and program diCASTING.rector. Send resume to Box 690C, BROADExpanding news staff in medium midwest
market. Mostly radio, some tv. Send tape
and full details first letter. Prefer experience, but will consider beginners with B.A.
Box 726C, BROADCASTING.

Management

Top ratings and adult radio are compatible!
Fresh approach to adult radio. Excitement,
impact, integrity. Proven sales record in
5-station market plus program background
(p.d., d.j.) in major and medium markets.
Box 672C, BROADCASTING.
Eight years successful radio management,
consultant, business experience. Proven
operational methods will guarantee profit
increases. Box 678C, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience small market radio. 2
years salesmanager, 4 years manager, 28
years old. Presently general manager.
Would want personal interview states of
Oregon, Washington, Idaho or Montana.
Box 689C, BROADCASTING.
If
a go-gettingin station
managerof
withyoulotsneed
of experience
every phase
radio-tv
write
fully.
In
present
position
several years. Box 694C, BROADCASTING.
General manager— Successful experience in
large and small markets. Can make your
station pay. Know sales, programming engineering, administration and all other
phases for profitable operation. Early thirties, family, stable and responsible. Box
708C, BROADCASTING.
Station sick? Top level executive available
weekends as consultant. Write P. O. Box
35381,
Texas. S. Post Oak Rd. Sta., Houston 35,
Sales

Experienced salesman (3 years), 29, degree,
will work straight commission in live market. Box 693C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Aggressive newsman with strong voice needed for expanding midwest operation. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Send
tape and complete details including salary
requirements to Bill Clark, WCUE, Akron
8, Ohio.

Negro announcer, personality, 2 years experience, any typereferences.
program'sBox
including
combo. Reliable
485C,
BROADCASTING.

Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.

West coast announcer wishes to relocate.
Currently employed. Will go anywhere.
One year commercial experience, two years
educational. Experienced with most types
of programming, some network. Reliable
and conscientious. Three years of college.
Box 589C, BROADCASTING.

Gal copywriter— Must b abl two right copy
thats ezy too reed and that sells! Kontact
Lou Skelly, W-WOW, Conneaut, Ohio.

Young,
experienced
"personality
dj,
good references
can promote
with plus"
appearING.
ances and hops. Box 605C, BROADCAST-

RADIO

Energetic morning personality known for
ideas-gimmicks-ratings desires permanent
spot with live wire major market station.
Responsible
CASTING. family man. Box 619C, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — Management
Experienced manager. Ten years present
successful operation. Seventeen years radio.
Box 899B, BROADCASTING.
Experience, success, stability. Small market manager with eight years of success.
Experienced in all phases of radio operation. Have first class license. Adult, family
man. Ready to move up. Would consider
second spot in major market. A five figure
man. Presently employed. Prefer south
or west. Box 586C, BROADCASTING.

Attention northeast — Announcer, 2 years
with 10,000 watt top 40, wants to discover
real radio again. Likes extensive commercial production. Tape, resume available.
Box 638C, BROADCASTING.
For sale, one progressively promotional
minded
3 years
promotion"morning
directorman."
and a.m.
d.j. experienced
looking for
warm climate and hot salary. Tape and
resume. Box 657C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Reliable communicator. Responsible news.
Adult music. Mature, persuasive, colorful.
Box 659C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Inventive young top tune specialist. 22, college, major market experience, excellent production. Box 667C,
BROADCASTING.
Young announcer wants work in the west
or midwest. Two years of experience. Can
do any type of operation, please state your
type
of operation in reply. Box 673C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, young announcer, good fast
board, dependable, will travel, will settle.
Box 679C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

WE AW, Evanston (Chicago suburb), due to
changes in staff arrangement, has one qualified staff announcer. Radio-tv major, BS
degree. Experience — chief announcer, program director, music librarian, production
manager. Prefers midwest or east. Contact
George Kapheim.

Award-winning young newsman seeking
responsible position preferring midwest.
Complete references from present employers
and contacts. Excellent writing, editing,
gathering and organization. College education, steady experience. All details upon
request. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced all phases. Fine
voice,
experience.
DitmarsNYC
Blvd.,
Astoria 5, Dick
L. I. Martin, 31-21

TELEVISION

Announcer, well experienced. Excellent
news. Sales and pd experience, family man.
Bob
Millsap, 907 Southeast Jackson, Idabel,
Oklahoma.

Help Wanted — Sales

Currently employed morning man desires
sports job. Sports background, limited
play-by-play
experience. Box 686C, BROADCASTING.

D-Js board.
experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.

Announcer — wants
pleasant,adult
mature
voice,Excellent
2 years
experience,
station.
news,
commercial,
ad
lib.
Box
688C,
BROADCASTING.

Young, sincere, photogentic dj — ten years
experience. Would like to join adult radio
and/or television operation. Attention — Long
Island, North Jersey, Philadelphia, Norfolk.
Jacksonville, Daytona Beach or Miami. Will
make the trek west if San Diego, LA or San
Francisco call. For tape, film, letters and
resume — contact Bruce Parsons, 12 Washington Park, Maplewood, New Jersey. Phone
South
live. Orange 2-5912 anytime. Will audition

DJ with 5 years combo work desires work
in midwest, Indiana or Ohio if possible.
Perhaps you can't find the right sound;
now's your
to soundto like
radio again.or
Station
mustchance
be willing
go half-way
further. Presently employed having worked
at this position nearly 4 years. Excellent
references. Will be available Dec. 20. Come
an' get it!! Box 695C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone, 4 years experience. Florida preferred, all considered.
Box 696C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced — can handle all formats dj shows — excel as newcaster, and both
hard and soft sell commercial copy. Prefer
east coast. Salary $85 minimum. Box 703C.
BROADCASTING.
Sports and pd play-by-play, staff. 8 years
experience, 26, college graduate, family,
finest character and references, employed.
Box 710C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
goodgood
experience, much anyone?
potential, Light
preferbutnight
pop
or modern jazz format, strong news, smooth
dj,
vet,
single,
tape,
travel.
Box
711C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, format or relaxed, announcer,
dj, single, 26, veteran, personality, some sales
experience,
background.
Prefer New Yorkshow
state.business
Will relocate
anywhere.
Box 7I5C, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, industrious, young announcer
seeks long term association with high caliorganizationBox
in Florida.
Tape and resumeberon request.
717C, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive Pennsylvania disc jockey.
Top-rated, no shouter, interested in progressive operation. Married, presently employed.
Box 720C, BROADCASTING.
DJ, strong sell, news, combo work, will
relocate. Box 721C, BROADCASTING.
DJ, negro, versatile, sales-minded, tight
board,
available immediately. Box 722C,
BROADCASTING.
Gal dj, strong copy, run board, good sell,
will travel. Box 723C, BROADCASTING.
Morning man, available now. Warm, friendly style. Sales, anywhere. Telephone HE
7-4199, Carolina.
302 West Union Street, Morganton,
North
Announcer and dj, radio school graduate,
no experience. Willing to do any type show.
Prefer within a 50 to 60 mile radius of
Springfield, Mass. only. Age 20. Telephone
after 12 noon JEfferson 2-9333. Wilfred E.
Fontaine, 50 Richview Avenue, South Hadley, Mass.
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Announcer,
1st phone,
$85, 2219
no car.
7-6721
after 5. Walter
Piasecki,
N. BE
Parkside,
Chicago.
C&W dj — salesman. 7 years experience.
Dependable, good references. Had year
basketball play-by-play experience. Now
employed at KTCN. Write: Jack Reno,
phone GA 3-2148, Berry ville, Arkansas.
Like a good morning team, willing to work
reasonable, plenty of humor and originality?
Contact Raymond Simes, Kingston, N. H.
Technical
Transmitter engineer, first class ticket,
limited operating experience. Permanent
position in California desired, willing to
learn
ING. maintenance. Box 584C, BROADCASTCombo
phone;needs
trained
Married,— First
vet, college,
start. announcer.
Box 595C,
BROADCASTING.
Have lot of experience both radio and tv,
some as chief. South, southeast only. Box
606C, BROADCASTING.
First phoneperience. engineer
years exFive years aswith
chief.sixExperienced
in directional and all phases of control room
transmitter
CASTING. maintenance. Box 663C, BROADExperienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31391, Los Angeles 31, California.
First class engineer with some radio and tv
experience desires position in south. Con1235 Isla, Stephenville, Texas.tactTel.RayWOLoper,
5-3357.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director with creative, adult program ideas. 15 years experience. Wide
background. Box 665C, BROADCASTING.
Continuity head at number one station in
top 50 market desires to relocate. Prefer
deep south, but will consider all offers.
College graduate, ambitious, sober, hardCASTING. working, references. Box 681C, BROADTop 50 market radio-tv promotion director
wants bigger market. Excellent background:
college, ambitious, dependable, creative.
Box 682C, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — Now with metro eastern tv. Top
delivery
and writer.
yearscoastin radio
broadcasting. Interested
in good 8 east
news
operation. All replies answered. Box 702C,
BROADCASTING.

Hard-hitting salesman for aggressive local
tv selling. Good guarantee — commission
plan and opportunity. Radio or tv experience required. ABC station — top homes
6:00 p.m. to midnight — best coverage. Send
photo and background to Lee Colee, 621
Main Street, Peoria, Illinois.
Virginia's
one tomarket
offers radio
challenge and number
opportunity
experienced
or television
salesman with
desire to become
associated with top local television sales
department. Excellent salary and commission
arrangement. General
Write fullSales
details.
Edward J. Hennessy,
Manager,
WAVY-TV, Norfolk, Virginia.
Announcers
Announcer, at least one year tv, to do staff
work, news, weather, movie host. Must be
mature in appearance and manner. No
characters. Warm, sincere personality. Station is leader in 3-station market, resort
area, part of aggressive chain. Excellent
opportunity.
Write Box 592C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Transmitter
engineer,
strong inon California.
maintenance. Network
uhf located
Send full details of training and experience
to Box 706C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer with first class license. Experience
not necessary. Contact Brian Cox, KCNDTV, Pembina, North Dakota.
First phone to operate switcher, transmitter.
Edward Davenport, KDUH-TV, Hay Springs,
Nebraska.
Experienced studio engineers. Must be tech.
school graduate. Send complete information
to Chief Engineer, WYES-TV, 916 Navarre
Avenue, New Orleans 24, Louisiana.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years
experience in maintenance. Jerry E. Smith,
C. E., Box 840 Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production — Programming, Others
South Florida tv station needs aggressive
man to gather and write local news. Must
have previous experience in newspaper or
radio-tv. Prefer young man, married or
single, who is willing to settle down and
stay with the job. Salary commensurate
with ability with an opportunity for extra
income from stories filed with the wire
service. cluding
Pleasephotograph
send and
full references
particulars first
inletter. State salary wanted. Address all
replies to Box 577C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, creative producer-director
needed tional
nowtelevision
for top
quality inin school
educaproduction
midwest.
Up
to $6500. Permanent position with excellent
opportunity for advancement into other
educational television program production.
Give experience, details, references, salary
requirements. Box 719C, BROADCASTING.
Film editor, television experienced required.
Send resume and salary requirements with
first letter attention Art Michaud, WTOL-TV,
604 Jackson St., Toledo. Ohio.
BROADCASTING, October 31, 1960

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Broad mentexperience
all sales
phases. .tv. manage. . . strong on
creative,
32, family. Seek position with future. Box
494C, BROADCASTING.
Need an assistant manager? Offering 5
years sales and promotion; 5 years tv production; 2years agency account executive
experience. Married, 33, college grad., now
in mid-east, will relocate. Finest references. Box 588C, BROADCASTING.
Program-production manager. Qualified, not
thru friends or ambition, but thru actual
work history in every tv capacity. Recent
agency head. Only 26. Family of 5. Box
701C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

For Sale

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman. Writer-editor, wide televisionradio experience, major network, top references, married, will relocate. Salary must
be realistic. Box 727C, BROADCASTING.
Local problems? Ten years experience, seven years local as production manager, traffic manager, operations manager, and programming.BROADCASTING.
Presently with network operations. Box 724C,
FOR SALE
Equipment
Three used 50 kw am broadcast transmitters, two used 5 kw transmitters, one used
1 kw transmitter. Will sell all or part.
Write
ING. for details. Box 447C, BROADCAST-

Equipment (Cont'd.)
Midgetape, Mohawk pro 500, hardly used,
3 lb. transistorized
b'cast
qual'ty all accesrys
charger,
steno-transcriber,
mike,
case, batt.
use for
remotes
and office dictation.
New cost $500. Best offer over $350. Box
671C, BROADCASTING.
Gates remote RDC-10 and M-5144 RF amplifier. Perfect condition with manuals
$600.
Mexico. KCHS, Truth Or Consequences, N.
Magnecord PT6J amplifier and PT6A mechanism. Good operating condition and appearance. $225.00. WFMB, Nashville, Tennessee.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.

Good all around tv announcer. Specialized
in news, variety. Any area. Six years tv
experience.
CASTING. Six radio. Box 676C, BROADAnnouncer with light but good radio experience getting back in bizz. Might fit on
tv. Box 712C, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer, dj, former entertainer,
seeking promising television future. Box
716C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Tv transmitter operator. First ticket, presently employed midwest tv station. Wish
permanent position west coast. Interested
in learning all phases transmitter operation
and maintenance. No drifter. Box 585C,
BROADCASTING.
Have lot of experience both radio and tv,
some as chief. South, southeast only. Box
606C, BROADCASTING.
Recommendable personnel completing regid
internship seeking studio operations jobs,
technical or production. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.
Production — Programming, Others
Director . . . Four years. No residue. Show
productions, 26, 4 dependents. Box 611C,
BROADCASTING.
Tv writer, network show credit. Top idea
man. Experienced in program development.
Box 658C, BROADCASTING.
Tv cameraman with experience of NY
broadcasting school seeks work. Desire start
in tv or radio. Willing to work and learn.
Prefer New
England
but all replies considered. Box 660C,
BROADCASTING.
Young man now in radio wishes to take up
behind
CASTING.the scenes tv. Box 674C, BROAD-
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Radio newsman currently employed in top
50 market wants to move into tv news in
top 100 market. Single, sober, ambitious,
reliable, authoritative delivery; ready to
move now. Box 680C, BROADCASTING.
Top
marketmarket.
radio-tv
promotion
director
wants 50bigger
Excellent
background;
college, ambitious, dependable, creative.
Box 682C, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director with meaning! Four years
tv. Two years agency. Desire to re-enter
broadcasting. Potential paramount. Rush.
Box 698C, BROADCASTING.
Don't titleof it!
Program
producer
top Exercise
rated localmeaning.
shows. Film
production experience. News and merchandising background. Six years. Immediate. Box
699C, BROADCASTING.
Newsfilm commercial film. Major company
credits. Family, college. $7200 guarantee.
Box 700C, BROADCASTING.
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For Sale

INSTRUCTIONS

Equipment — (Cont'd)
RCA 3-bay, Channel 3 (or 2) tv antenna.
150-ft., 40-lb. heavy-duty Ideco tower. 320ft. 3->'8" Com. Products coaxial line, elbows,
hangers, fittings, etc. All in excellent condition. Bargain price. WSAV-TV, Savannah, Georgia.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.

Will buy or trade used tape and disc recording equipment — Ampex, Concertone,
Magnecord, Presto, etc. Audio equipment
for sale.
Boynton
nia, Tuckahoe,
N.Y. Studio, 10B Pennsylva-

Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.

Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service— Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Broadcasting — The National Academv of
Broadcasting,
3338new16thclasses
St.. N.W..
Washington, D. C, starts
November
1st.
Be an announcer, disc jockey, writer or
nroducer. Phone DE 2-5580 for catalog and
job list.
TV tape corder.
recorder.
Build your own course
video and
reComplete corresDondence
construction details. $18.75. C. Carrier Co.,
5880 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.

Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Specialin sale.
We're moving
our used
new
plant
New Brighton,
Minn. to
Several
lab and demo video monitor. 17" models
$185.00 @ new warranty, Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul, Minn.
Microwave transmission line- Andrew 1%"
and Vs" teflon
insulated. Large
quantity,
complete
with connectors,
ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating equipment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Management
pllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllUW
|
HIGHLY REGARDED
j= Desires
BROADCASTING
challenging post EXECUTIVE
as GENERAL
| MANAGER of Radio and/or TV property.
H This man has 15 years experience in staH tion management, sales and brokering. His
jj bona fide references include the top names
= in the industry. A working executive, he
desiresEast
ownership
options. Location prefer=f ence,
of Mississippi.
Box 684C, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Production — Programming, Others
NEWS DIRECTOR
South Florida Television Station wants
experienced on Camera News Director.
Must have at least two years experience in
News Department, with knowledge of
photography, silent and sof, video and
audio tape. Applicant must have knowledge on how to set up and manage News
Department personnel, stringers, etc.
News Director will do one daily newseast
per day exclusively.
Salary ground
open,
commensurate with backand ability.

FCC license. Resident class or correspondence.in five
First class
pleted
or sixlicense
weeks.instruction
No added comcost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard. Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
Electronics by sleep teaching. Get your FCC
license. The thorough way to train. Catalog 25c. Electro-Sleep, 8959 Wonderland Ave.,
Hollywood 46, Calif.
MISCELLANEOUS

Please do not apply unless you are an
experienced News Director meeting the
above qualifications with more to come.
This
is not a job for beginners in news
or broadcasting.

Will buy all or controlling interest in am
station, small Ohio market, Reliable, finanING. cially, confidential. Box 532C, BROADCAST-

Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual."
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
RADIO

Midwest non-metropolitan am by financially
qualified party. Confidential. All replies
answered.
CASTING. No brokers. Box 705C, BROAD-

Send full information in first letter with
Videotape, SOF, pictures, etc., prior to
personal interview. All replies strictly
confidential materials and brochures will
be returned.
Send all information to Chet Pike, P. O.
Box 510, Palm Beach, Florida.

Help Wanted — Announcers

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

Equipment
Used utaf transmission equipment including
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
Want to
GatesTell
"NiteWatch"
equipment, lessbuy
Seeburg.
when purchased,
condition and price. WJRD, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment. Have c.p. for hot spot in southern California ready to go. Prefer complete
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
Instructions
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
100
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Employment Service

MORNING MAN
To carry on program with highest area
rating for over 15 years. Tight production, a warm personality, bright friendly
style and ability to put on distinctive
program is required. Preference given
to applicant now doing successful
morning show. Unusual opportunity for
right party. Send complete resume,
salary expected and when available.
Rush air check and snapshot to
Bob Wylie, PD
WAKR
Radio-TV Center
Akron 20, Ohio
PO 2-8811

JOBS IN RADIO 8c TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent
the station— you're
looking for scouts
— freeforregistration
confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineer-Salesmen
A n nouncers-N ewsmen*DJ / s
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
FOR SALE

RADIO

Equipment

Situations Wanted — Management
MANAGER BASIS
— COMMISSION ""7/
Capable-proven California operator
now available to manage station
straight commission basis. No
salary or guarantee desired. 15
years in radio. Far west preferred
but all areas considered. Write,
wire
P. O. Box 1352, Santa Monica,
California.

Z
5
9
y

******
"Off-the-Shelf"
delivery!
for**J
ES Lenses
LENS
Image-Orthican
Cameras,
Vidicon 2
and other requirements. Top Qual- J
ity. Write for list and catalog. 2

|
BURKE & JAMES, INC. *
| 321 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111. «
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STATIONS
JTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTX
~
MINNESOTA FULLTIME ~
_ Located in good market-Ideal low cost
— set-up for owner manager. Total price
Z 135,000 with terms available.
Box 669C, BROADCASTING
"L I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 I I I I 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 t I I t 1
y!;!]||||||||lllK]|IIIIIIIIIIK]|||||||IIIIIHIIIIIIIIIII|[]|||liilii!!!t]l!l!llll!IIIM
|
5 KW REGIONAL DAYTIMER |
§ Important Southern Commercial Center ||
=
Music, News, Sports Format s
|
Established • Profitable °
=
$235,000; terms to qualified buyer S
|
Box 683C, BROADCASTING i
^illll[]|||||||||||IC3llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC!ll[llllll|[|[]||l!!|||!i.
Will sell 25% to 40% Interest CP 1
in Midwest town of approximately
40,000 people. Two station market.
Want progressive minded live manager type personality. Salary
$8,000 to $9,000 plus % station
profit. Send full resume and experience in first letter. All inquiries held confidential.
Box 692C, BROADCASTING

290/o
terms
Fulltime
Calif
Small
50M 29%
75M
Fla
Single Daytimer
175M terms
Single 250w
Calif
125M
Ca
Single
Daytimer
Tenn
Single Fulltime
Daytimer
300/0
53 M terms
La
Single
57 M 29%
85M
15dn
Va
Single Daytimer
28M
TVA
Sdn
Single 250w
73M
Single Fulltime
Texas
22dn
Medium 250w
Ariz
65M 29%
25%
Ala
Medium Fulltime
230M
cash
60M terms
Medium Regional
Calif
70M
Fla
Medium Regional
Calif
Metro Fulltime
330M
Va
175M
ferms
Metro
Daytimer
.85M terms
Calif
Metro
lkw-Dfreq
low
700M low dn
Wash
Large
terms
Midwest Single Fulltime
$ 150M
And Others
PAUL H .
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1 182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

FOR SALE
Equipment

®*
a
i
IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTM ASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
queing record-playback combo unit.
iHJ
For details or demonstration, write
kjfj VISUAL. ELECTRONICS CORP.
I 356 W. <0th STREET, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

i
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FOR

SALE

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Broken — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
Southern major, regional. Making money,
owns real estate. $350,000 Midwest fulltimer, big profits, medium market. $150,000— Texas single regional. In black.
$47,500— Southwest Major nice profits.
Real estate incl. $225,000 — Southern
single. In black. $45,000 with $12,500
down.— Southern medium fulltimer. Profitable. $130,000 Southern regional, medium market. $90,000 Texas fulltimer,
medium market. $190,000. Texas Commercial Wired Music Business, $45,000.
PATT McDONALD CO., Box 9266, Austin
17, Texas. GL. 3-8080; or, Jack Koste,
60 E. 42nd., N.Y. 17, N.Y. MU. 2-4813.
Dick Watts, 130O Taylor, Amarillo, Texas,
DR. 4-2236.
—

STATIONS

FOR SALE —

CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Serves trade area
of 50,000. Absentee owned. Asking $50,000.
Easy terms.
NORTH
WESTProfitable.
CENTRAL.
tee owned.
AskingDaytimer.
$100,000Absenwith
29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer serving large and
prosperous market. Asking $175,000 with
29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Full time. Doing
$100,000. Asking $150,000 with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Exclusive. Asking
$75,000 with 29% down.
SOUTH. Top market. Asking $350,000 with
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

FOR SALE
Equipment
High performance Low Cost
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
Model SCG-2
For FM multiplexing, complete with automatic
muting,anddeviation
regulated plate
filamentmeter,
powerand supply.
Write for Bulletin #203.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

(Continued from page 95)
Mont. (CJLH, ch. 7, Lethbridge, Alberta,.
Canada; KXLF-TV, ch. 4, Butte, Mont.);
City of Ord, chs. 8, 12, Corporate limits of
City of Ord and about two mile radius
thereof, Neb. (KHAS-TV, ch. 5, Hastings,
KOLN-TV, ch. 10. Lincoln, Neb.); Broadus
Tv Club, chs. 10, 7, 6, Broadus, Mont.
(KOOK-TV, ch. 2. Billings, Mont., KDSJ-TV,
ch. 5, Lead, S. D.); Belle Fourche Tv Club,
ch. 13, Belle Fourche, S. D. (KRSD-TV, ch.
7, Rapid City, S. D.); Bitter Root Tv Club,
ch. 11, Mont.)
Hamilton,
(KXLF-TV,
Butte,
; BasinMont.
Tv Assn.,
ch. 12, ch.
Basin4,
and 5-mile radius within, Wyo.) (KOOKTV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Upper Bitter
Root Tv Club, ch. 2, Darby & Conner, Mont.
(KXLF-TV, ch. 4, Butte, Mont.); Ark Valley TvPueblo,
Inc., ch.Colo.);
9, Lamar,
(KCSJ-TV,
ch. 5,
City Colo.
of Butte,
ch. 7,
Butte,
Mont.
(KMSO-TV,
ch.
13,
Mont.; Chipita Park TV. Club, chs.Missoula,
9, 2, 6,
Chipita Park, Colo. (KCSJ-TV, ch. 5, Pueblo,
KKTV-TV, ch. 11, Colorado Springs, KRDOTV, ch. 13, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Allison
Tv Assn., ch. 11, Allison, Tiffany, and
Arboles, Colo. (KOB-TV, ch. 4, Albuquerque, N. M.) ; Antenna Booster Assn., ch. 11,
Sheridan and Big Horn, Wyo. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Crow Peak T.V.
Club, ch. 8, farming communities of Beulah,
Wyo., Bear Creek, Beaver Creek, Crow Peak
and Red Water, S. D.) (KOTA-TV, ch. 3,
Rapid City, S. D.) ; Hinsdale Tv Club, ch. 7,
Hinsdale, Mont. (KUMV-TV, ch. 8, Williston.
N. D.); Long Pine Fire Dept., ch. 12, Long
Pine and area. Neb. (KPLO-TV, ch. 6, Reliance, S. D.) ; Paonia Community Tv Assn.,
ch. 6, Paonia, Colo. (KREY-TV, ch. 10,
Montrose, Colo.); Silverton Tv Assn. Inc.,
ch. 10. Silverton, Colo. (KREX-TV, ch. 5,
Grand Junction, Colo.); Troy Non Profit Tv
Assn., ch. 10, Troy, Mont. (KXLY-TV, ch. 4,
Spokane, Wash.); Upper Bitter Root Tv
Club, ch. 6, Darby & Conner, Mont. (KMSOTV, ch. 13, Missoula, Mont.).
WGTA Summerville, Ga. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to J. Bradley
Haynes, temporary receiver.
WNNJ Newton, N .J. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (increase height) and
side mount proposed fm ant.
WNBC New York, N. Y.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type of aux. trans, without
prejudice to such action as commission may
deem warranted as result of its final determinations with respect to: (1) conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report of
Network Study Staff; (2) related studies and
inquiries now being considered or conducted
by
commission;
(3) pending anti-trust
matters,
and otherandconditions.
KZFM Cortez, Colo.— Granted mod. of cp
to increase ERP to 3.6 kw, ant. height to
61 ft., change ant. -trans, location; remote
control permitted; correct coordinates.
KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158
kw, reduce ant. height to 1,570 ft., change
type trans., ant. system and make other
equipment changes.
WFAB Miami-South Miami, Fla. — Granted
extension of completion date to Jan. 31,
1961.
Petitions for rulemaking
California Northwest Broadcasting Company Television Station KVIQ-TV Eureka,
Calif. — Requested amendment of rules so as
to allocate ch. 11 to Fort Bragg, Calif.
Newark Public Schools Newark, Ohio —
Requests amendment of rules so as to reassign uhf ch. 28 from Lancaster, Ohio, to
Newark,
and to reserve
that assignment for Ohio,
noncommercial
educational
use. by
making following proposed changes: Lancaster, Ohio 28—, at present; 68—, proposed;
Newark, Ohio, 60—; *28— , 60—, proposed.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis.— Requests allocation of ch. 15 to Madison, Wis. by making following proposed changes: Madison,
Wis., 3, *21, 27, 33, at present; 3, 15, *21, 27,
proposed; Richland Center, Wis., 15, *66, at
present;
*66, proposed.
Further 40,
requests
that petitioner be ordered
to showzation cause
why
its WMTV
outstanding
for operation of
shouldauthorinot be
modified to specify operation on ch. 15.
License renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., WROV
Roanoke, Va.; WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va.;
KAGR Yuba City, Calif.; WHAW Weston.
W. Va.; KSFO San Francisco, Calif.; WMBS
Uniontown, Pa.; WTAR Norfolk, Va.; WTIP
Charleston, W. Va. Ann. Oct. 21.
KBYE Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted renewal of license. Comm. Bartley and Cross
dissented. Ann. Oct. 21.
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following
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free
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countries,

cast
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votes:

'o voted

(1958)

voted

(1957)

voted

(1959)

voted

(1958)

voted

(1959)

voted

(1958)

voted

(1956)

88.2%
82,8%

77.4%
UNITED

STATES

It is no credit to our democracy when four out of
every ten persons forfeit the privilege of expressing
their convictions about the candidates and the issues
of a national election.
Your vote counts! Victories in many elections are
often determined by the barest of margins. For example, one Senator won the post he now occupies by
a margin of only 87 votes, with 988,295 cast.
To vote is a right and a privilege. To cast your
vote intelligently is a duty.
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60.4%
60.4%

See to it that you and every eligible member
of your family vote on November 8th.

Metropolitan
Life

THE LIGHT
THAT

INSURANCE COMPANY©
A MUTUAL COMPANY
1 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N.Y.

NEVER FAILS
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OUR

RESPECTS

They've

taken

to Alfred

unfair

Nothing is more irritating to Al Hollender than critics who constantly carp
about the "mediocrity of television."
And he has an idea: let television fight
back!
Mr. Hollender, executive vice president in charge of broadcast activities
for Grey Adv., New York, is a slender,
soft-spoken individual who peels off his
characteristic mildness when he sails
into television's critics.
"They've taken unfair slams at television too long," he asserts. "Why
can't the tv industry do something about
it? My idea is that each of the three
networks, probably on a rotating basis,
run programs in which new tv shows
would be reviewed and developments
in the industry evaluated and criticized
— but fairly.
"I think a panel of critics could be
found — well-known persons of considerable stature who are not tied down
to any medium — television or otherwise. This method would not mean
that tv never would receive brickbats.
But it would mean that bouquets would
be tossed at tv when the medium deserved it."
Dedication ■ Mr. Hollender grew up
in the broadcast media, having spent
his entire business career in various
phases of radio and television, including station management, production and
agency supervision. This may explain
his dedication.
Alfred Leo Hollender was born in
Chicago Sept. 29, 1912. His early ambition was to become a newspaperman.
He studied journalism at the U. of
Illinois, where he received a B.S. degree in journalism and served as editor
of the daily Mini.
After graduation, young Hollender
made the rounds of Chicago news organizations and was offered a job as a
cub reporter with the City News Bureau at $15 per week. He accepted.
But on his way out, he started a conversation with one of the older newspapermen inthe office. Disenchantment
set in — he discovered that this veteran,
who had been in the profession for
more than 30 years, was earning $35
per week.
Big Decision ■ That evening Mr.
Hollender decided newspaper work did
not offer much opportunity for growth.
He notified the City News Bureau he
would not accept the job. He decided
instead to look for work in radio which
he heard was a growing medium.
Mr. Hollender was to learn that
broadcasting did offer promising opportunities, although the-start-at-the-bottom
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was rock-bottom indeed. He obtained
a job with the Atlass stations in Chicago— WIND and WJJD — as a typist
in the continuity department at a salary
of $12.50 per week.
His rise at the Atlass stations was
rapid. Mr. Hollender became a continuity writer, sports announcer, news
editor, salesman, program director and,
finally, assistant to the president.
In 1943 he left the stations to join
the overseas branch of the radio outpost
division of the Office of War Information. Later he served on Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower's psychological warfare
staff in Europe and subsequently became chief of radio communications for
the American zone in Germany under
Gen. Omar Bradley.
On to New York ■ Mr. Hollender
elected to go to New York after the
war where he joined Louis G. Cowan
Inc., package producer of radio-tv programs, as a partner. In the early days
of television, Mr. Hollender recalls
proudly that the company had as many
as 13 hours of programming on the air,
including such shows as Cosmopolitan
Theater, Stop the Music, Bert Parks,
What's My Name? and Quiz Kids.
A high
point inof 1951
Mr. Hollender's
career occurred
when he was
appointed head of radio and television
activities for the Eisenhower campaign.
He remained with the General from his
return from Paris through the Chicago
Republican Convention and his first
nomination and election. Among the

Grey Adv.'s Hollender
Broadcasting offered a future

York

long'
many conversations with Mr. Eisenhower, Mr. Hollender's favorite is one
during which the General told him:
"Al, Hollender
you talk just
like a that
Democrat."
Mr.
remembers
he answered: "General, you do too." (Mr.
Hollender says today: "And he did!")
Following the 1952 presidential election, Mr. Hollender joined Grey Adv.,
New York, as vice president and director of radio and television. At that
time Grey's radio-tv billing was about
$750,000. Mr. Hollender's area of responsibility included broadcast media,
programming, research, copy and production.
"It's a far cry today from those days,"
Mr. Hollender notes. "Today our radiotv billing is more than $26 million and
represents slightly more than 50% of
ourProgress
billing."
Grey's growing
involvement with the■ broadcast
media between
1952 and the present helped raise Mr.
Hollender's stature at the agency. In
August 1959 he was elected executive
vice president. He also serves as a
member of the executive committee and
of the board of directors.
Mr. Hollender's primary preoccupation today is to select and develop for
Grey's list of clients the suitable program ing to carry the advertising messages. The most active broadcast accounts are Block Drug, General Electric Photo Lamp Dept., Mennen Co.,
Procter & Gamble and Revlon.
Mr. Hollender married the former
Lucille Marsh of Chicago, an actress,
on Nov. 5, 1952 — the day after election day. He recalls fondly that Mr.
Eisenhower, a few days before the Hollender nuptials, took Miss Marsh aside
and talked to her for more than a half
hour about "life and marriage." The
Hollenders live with their two children,
Jeffrey 6 and Peter 4, in an apartment
on Park Ave. They also have a home
in Westhampton, L. I.
Active Club Man ■ Mr. Hollender is
a member of the Radio & Television
Executives Society, the standing committee on television and radio administration for the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and the Friars Club.
He also is a member of the executive
committee of the U. S. Committee for
the United Nations.
For relaxation, Mr. Hollender enjoys
oil painting, water skiing and theatregoing. His work, of course, keeps him
on the hop between New York and
Hollvwood for weeks at a time, but he
looks forward to more leisurely travelling with his wife and the children.
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EDITORIALS
Globecasting
IA# ITHIN a year, it now seems probable, facilities for international television will be available, with satellites
orbiting in space as way stations.
At that point the scientists will have given television the
last technological dimension it needs to become a communications force superior to all others. That is as much as the
scientists can do. From then on the communicators must
take over.
What is to be programmed on international television?
That is not an easy question to answer. Its difficulty
may be gauged by the observation that coast-to-coast networking has been in operation in America for nine years,
and there is still considerable doubt about what should be
programmed on domestic television.
Yet plans for international programming must be drawn
— and soon — if the marvelous equipment that scientists
devise is not to be wasted by thoughtless users.
Whose responsibility is it to draw the plans?
We would be surprised if the government did not try
to assume it. Certainly the State Dept. will be sensitive
to the projection of America's image abroad, and other
elements of government, for other reasons, will wish to
exert at least a measure of control over the export of American programming.
The natural inclination of government to assume authority over the content of international transmissions must be
resisted. With government in command, television would
inevitably be perverted into an instrument of propaganda.
The burden of international programming must fall where
the burden of domestic television now reposes. It will be
up to the television broadcasters of America to give meaning to the instruments whirling through space.
This assignment is the most complicated American broadcasters have faced. It is infinitely more complicated than
the business of fashioning a domestic network schedule.
If we seem premature in suggesting that the planning for
international tv programming begin at once, we must point
out that the planning for the 1961-62 domestic network season— which will not begin for another year — was started
last July.
Lee tide
W HF Move to Uhf ?
" Does it sound familiar? That headline appeared in
Broadcasting more than 10 years ago — on April 10, 1950.
The suggestion came from the late Wayne Coy, then the
FCC's chairman, in the middle of the freeze of 1948-52.
Today another member of the FCC is doing the bongobeating. Commissioner Robert E. Lee has enunciated an
11 -point plan for transition to all uhf operation. It would
impose a couple of new freezes — one on new and improved
vhf stations and the other on new uhf stations (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
In were
1950, 108
Chairman
Coy'son proposal
there
vhf stations
the air. got
The nowhere
tv receiverbecause
count
was around 11,000,000 sets sold up to that time, having a
value of about $4 billion at retail. The outcry from Congress,
from broadcasters and from the manufacturers was that the
tremendous investment in facilities by both public and broadcasters was too great to be disrupted.
Today there are 592 vhf stations on the air, plus 95 uhfs.
There are an estimated 55,000,000 tv receivers in use. The
overall public and industry investment in vhf alone is probably in the area of $20 billion.
Congress has authorized a rigid test of uhf service in New
York City and has appropriated $2 million for it. Commissioner Lee was largely instrumental in marshalling this proj104

ect through the Bureau of the Budget and Congress.
This New York test is a necessary prelude to future consideration ofa full-scale move to uhf. Uhf seems to function
effectively in low, flat areas. The New York test is for the
distinct purpose of evaluating its efficiency technically in the
canyons of our largest city, on the assumption that if it
works there it will anywhere. The test will take two years.
For his Oct. 19 address in San Francisco, at which he
laid down his 11-point plan to shift all tv to uhf, Mr. Lee
chose the title: "Put the Show on the Road." In the light
of the circumstances, we think a more appropriate slug
would have been "Jumping the Gun."
Robust

radio

I OOKING at the radio financial report put out by the FCC
*~ (Broadcasting, Oct. 24), we are reminded of the performer who found it amusing when critics constantly poked
fun at him. He found it so funny, in fact, that he laughed
every day as he lugged another sack of money to the bank.
Radio's balance sheet may not justify hilarity, but it certainly shows who is entitled to the last laugh. Broadcasters
who kept selling radio even when they could scarcely be
heard above the noise of critics calling it dead — and the
advertisers and agencies who stayed with it through those
difficult times a few years back — must be excused if they
smile a little as they study the FCC's 1959 report.
The figures are encouraging because, for one thing, they
show a dramatic reversal in the profit trend. In 1958 radio's
profits plummeted a sharp 31.7%. During the past year
they did not regain the pre-1958 level, but they stopped
sliding and started back up with a 11% gain. Equally important, revenues
7.1%,
faith in radio
is alsorose
on the
rise. indicating
Moreover, that
there advertisers'
were signs
that broadcasters may be getting their costs of operation
under better control.
The one pessimistic column in the report dealt with
networks. As a group they continued to lose money. They
did not lose quite as much as they did the year before, but
it is obvious that, as of 1959, they had not found all the
answers to their problems. Changes most of them have
made since then may help turn the tide by both reducing
expenses and attracting more advertisers. They obviously
hope so. They may also hope that some of the progress
made by radio as a whole — which is even more impressive
in view of the network lag — may rub off on them, too.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"// you think she can appear in a tv commercial in her
Maidcnjorm bra, you're the one who's dreaming!"
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• Modesto, home of KBEE, is a peach of
a farm market. The gross income of the
average farm around Modesto is $18,186
— almost 161% higher than the national
average.* The home county (Stanislaus)
is:
first nationally in peach production
first nationally in milk exports
second nationally in turkey production
ninth nationally in total farm income
The most effective way to beam your
radio message into the prosperous Mo-

desto area is on KBEE, the Beeline station in Modesto.
As a group the Beeline stations cover
a market whose retail volume exceeds
that of Vermont, Maine, New Hampshire
and Rhode Island combined. The five
Beeline stations deliver more radio
homes here than any combination of
competitive stations ... at by far the
lowest cost per thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
* Sales Management's 1960 Survey
of Buying Power
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WGA1-TV
This station with its multi-city coverage
looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.
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FUTURE

Now in planning stage for Chicago's
Loop is world's tallest apartment
house. 60-story twin circular towers
are to contain 896 units; 900-car
parking ramp to spiral first 1 8 floors.
MULTI-CITY
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MARKET

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

TVl
1

316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
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Clair McCollough, Pres.
• Chicago

• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Ad agency stock
Don't look for action right away,
but McCann-Erickson, one of advertising's most organization-conscious
agencies, reportedly is thinking of becoming publicly owned. That at least
is substance of reports coming out of
Wall Street (agency is now employeowned). If decided upon, move presumably would be made primarily for
usual reason — additional capital for
long-range expansion — but officials reportedly are not overlooking subsidiary
effect of helping to improve advertising's public image by getting more
people interested in, and aware of,
what advertising does and how it
works.
Dalton heads NCTV
Slated for appointment as first paid
president of National Community Television Assn., at reported $50,000 per
annum, is William Dalton, president of
American Rayon Institute-Tyrex, New
York, and 1959 president of American
Society of Assn. Executives in Washington. He's to take over next January,
fighting catv battles in Washington and
at state and local levels.
Mr. Dalton's reported selection
three weeks ago by NCTA board in
Denver, culminated long search for
top level spokesman and Washington
contact head. Formerly with National
Assn. of Manufacturers, he became
head of Rayon Institute-Tyrex in 1958.
AFTRA relaxes demands
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists is reported to have reduced its demands considerably in
crucial "wild spot" area, but management thinks this is still far too high
initial
54). AFTRA's
(story, page
demands
(Broadcasting,
Oct. 3 et.
seq.) were calculated to raise talent
fees as high as 1,400%; its latest proposals still will hike fees to more than
300% — even if advertiser launches
extensive campaign and obtains package discount rate.
Sources close to negotiations said
AFTRA's latest proposals are still tied
to its new unit system, based on populations of 22 major cities, but dollar
rate has been cut. In its original demands, AFTRA stipulated $15.80
would be dollar rate on all buys: now
it is seeking rate of $15 each for first
10 units; $7.50 for each unit above
first 10 and up to 100 units, and $1
per unit for all subsequent units. If
sponsor bought spot schedule in 160
markets, his cost for each principal
performer would rise from present

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

$312 to $950. AFTRA's theory: tie
talent fees to number of viewers in
market — just like station rate cards.
From Capitol Hill
Jolt of week from Sen. Yarborough's election subcommittee was unpublicized request to ABC network
for explanation of way it handles program libel insurance. Creekmore Fath,
subcommittee counsel, said letter was
based on incident in which columnist
Drew Pearson was offered $500 to
sub for ill Walter Winchell on Oct.
23 Hazel Bishop election forecast program. He said Pearson would have
been forced to pay $1,500 for insurance to collect $500 fee. Network is
noncommittal on subject.
Rating raids
Files of rating companies are getting close scrutiny by Federal Trade
Commission, engaged in look at way
stations use ratings in their promotion.
Special attention given correspondence
between companies and subscriber stations.
Border bonus
Stemming from conference in Mexico City during week of Oct. 24 will
be exchange of notes between two
governments within next fortnight
making available three dozen additional vhf tv assignments in border
zones of both countries. Assignments
would be in accord with standards
heretofore agreed to which are consistent with U. S. separations. No
changes in present channel assignments either in Mexico or U. S. are
indicated, since assignments will merely earmark new locations available for
future allocation. Of three dozen new
locations for v's, dozen would be on
U. S. side — most of them in areas in
which station operations now would
not be regarded as economically attractive.
Members of U. S. delegation to conference were FCC Vice Chairman
Rosel H. Hyde, James E. Barr, assistant chief, Broadcast Bureau, and Hart
S. Cowperthwait, chief, Rules & Standards Division. While delegation was
in Mexico City, Mexican Senate held
hearings on U. S.-Mexican standard
broadcast agreement, ratified by our
Senate last Feb. 23. Testimony was
generally in favor of ratification by
Mexico and it was predicted that
agreement would be approved.

After it's all over
Post-election activity at FCC will
include consideration of two vexatious
problems — license renewal requirements and vhf drop-ins on short separations. FCC Chairman Ford has
placed these topics on agenda next
week (Monday, Nov. 14) presumably
to remain unfinished business until
conclusive actions are taken.
Whole question of promise vs. performance isinvolved in license renewal
forms, revision of which has been
under consideration for two years. It's
known emphasis will be placed on
narrative presentations in seeking renewal, based upon station's appraisal
of its community requirements, but
there's no assurance that FCC will
drop onerous program category requirments (percentages of time to be devoted to each) or counting of spots as
indicated by so-called "program interTab for broadcasters
ruptions."
Committee arranging Jan. 20 Presidential inaugural wants to force network news departments to help pay
for cost of high stands across street
from White House, where tv cameras
work on upper deck. It's meeting stiff
resistance however. Networks point
out that seats in stands are sold to
public; that newsreel and still photographers as well as reporters are
perched at same spot; that independent stations also use facilities. Lewis
Shollenberger, head of Radio-Tv
Correspondents Galleries, told committee this stand is expensive to build
because of large number of seats sold,
not because of tv. He added tv won't
put up with unfair treatment. Networks, incidentally, donate to inaugural guaranty fund.
State Dept. aloof
Despite continuing repercussions to
the Khrushchev-Susskind performance
of Oct. 9 originated by WNTA-TV
New York, U. S. government intends
to keep its hands strictly off public
interviews with visiting chiefs of state.
Suggestions that State Dept. supervise
such public interviews have been met
informally with observation that freedom of ourfor public
media shouldn't
be
sacrificed
any temporary
advantage
that might be gained in attempting to
control
visitors. public appearances of foreign
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A question that will be asked long after the election,
Who won the 'great debates?' now yields to extensive
research by Sindlinger & Co. The main finding: Kennedy
gained, Nixon lost prestige and following. Also what the
candidates think of debates. See . . .
WHO

W0N

THE

'GREAT

DEBATES'?

... 27

It's costing the average family 80 cents a week to get
movies on pay tv in Etobicoke, Ont; at least. two-thirds
of subscribers use toll service at least once a week. A
look into wired Telemeter in Toronto suburb. See , .- .
WHAT CANADA PAYS FOR PAY TV . , . 62
The serious charge of "fraud" was directed at KWK St.
Louis last week by the FCC. Station ordered to revocation
hearing because of complaints centering around conduct
of contests. Station flatly denies charges. See ....
KWK CALLED TO FCC WOODSHED ... 70
Broadcasters enter final hours of the political campaign
with elaborate preparations to feed returns to public.
Parties pour last-minute money into timebuys in effort to
sway the uncertain and hold the certain votes. See . . .
POLITICS DOWN HOME STRETCH ... 46

BRIEF
Pattern of labor negotiations between talent unions and
networks following traditional lines — employes asking too
much, employers offering too little. National discussions
held up as parties touch local aspects. See . . .
WHERE DO YOU START FROM? ... 54
An answer to: research problems — more careful interpretation, less emphasis on conclusions. This formula is
advanced by Kenneth E. Runyon, of Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, -in an article dealing with the proper use of research. Questions, too, should be improved. See . . .
MONDAY MEMO ... 18
The latest in tv advertising techniques occupied last
week's meeting of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, in New York. Greater skill in processing and planning of tv commercials advocated. Need of cooperation
between agencies and producers stressed. See . . .
SEARCH FOR NEW TV METHODS ... 30
Savings and loan associations are finding television an
effective advertising medium, buying more programs and
announcements, according to Television Bureau of Advertising. TvB starts campaign to bring more of these institutions into the tv fold. See . . .
TV ADS

CAN

SELL

MONEY,

TOO

... 36

Voters are becoming highly aware of balanced presentation of political issues. An FCC official in the know says
news exemption and suspension of Sec. 315 during campaign have created a new climate. And FCC handed down

A case for Perry Mason, or the tribulations of a station
that changes format. Intricate details of a promotion by
KRLA Pasadena, Calif., heard by FCC in renewal case

an opinion in the case of Ike's California speech, which
drew Senate subcommittee queries. See . . .
SEC. 315-1960 STYLE ... 48

growing out of "Find Perry Allen" contest designed to tell
Southern California about new format. See . . .
KLRA OFFERS ITS DEFENSE ... 80

Congress has been out of town but a new Washington

All eyes are on the ionosphere. Dreams of generations
are materializing as newest Explorer missile with sophisticated instrumentation sends down the secrets of the sky,
Seventy-seven types of data are being transmitted. See . . .
EYE -VIEW OF THE IONOSPHERE ... 86

figure probing deep into broadcasters' problems is operating on Capitol Hill. He's Creekmore Fath, Texas lawyer
investigating election activities. See . . .
NEWEST MAN ON A HOT SEAT ... 50
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Wading through stockyards, feedlots, attending county farm meetings and dealer sales
meetings, KCMO Farm Director George Stephens and Farm Reporter Paul Pippert
gather the news where it happens ... when
it happens.
By objectively analyzing, interpreting and
reporting all agricultural events, farmers
within our 200-mile-wide area gain greater
insight on markets and new farm developments.

A.

P.

Too

That's why farm folk (and thousands of
decision-making absentee farm owners living in Metropolitan Kansas City) consider
KCMO-Radio and KCMO-TV "musts" for upto-the-minute farm coverage.
Beaming out at maximum power, KCMORadio (50,000 watts, reaching 800,070
homes) and KCMO-TV (100,000 watts, invited into 616,940 homes) give you our entire area potential of 2,320,499 cash customers at low cost-per-thousand.
♦ AREA POTENTIAL

LMJ

E. K. HARTENBOWER,

TV-Radio-FM
V. P. and Gen. Mgr., R. W. EVANS, Radio Sta. Mgr., SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Katz Agency

A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes and Gardens" & "Successful Farming" Magazines.

Late newsbreaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 r\ I

KRLA

renewal

probe

hears log details
Edwin V. Schulz was solely responsible for adding Thought for the Day as
daily two-minute religious program to
program logs of KRLA Pasadena, Calif.,
for week of Oct. 18-24, 1959, according
to affidavit made by Mr. Schulz on Feb.
5, 1960, FCC hearing on license renewal
of KRLA was told Friday (earlier story,
page 70). Question as to whether
additions to program logs were made
contrary to fact and for purpose of deceiving FCC was raised in letter to Mr.
Schulz, then general manager of KRLA,
by commission on Dec. 16, 1959.
Donald Cooke, owner of KRLA, testified that he had not known there was any
question about KRLA logs prior to commission letter. In Jan. 1960 he went to
Los Angeles to investigate this and other
questions raised by commission with Mr.
Schulz and Herb Hieman, production director. In Mr. Schulz' affidavit, in section read into record by Thomas B.
Dowd, KRLA counsel, Mr. Schulz accepted "full responsibility" for adding
Thought for the Day to Oct. 1 8-24 program logs.
Section said:
"There was no intention to mislead
the commission by the addition of these
notations, but in fact the additions were
made to reflect what had actually taken
place . . . the broadcast of Thought for
the Day as a regular feature commenced
during the second week of Oct. 1959.
Unfortunately the traffic department did
not receive instructions to schedule announcements onthe program logs. When
the analysis was completed it was noted
that that analysis did not reflect any
religious programming which we knew
to be contrary to the actual facts. Pursuant to my instructions the notation with
respect to Thought for the Day was
added to the program logs . . . my decision was. made without instruction from
or advice to Donald Cooke."
Four days later, Mr. Cooke testified,
he accepted Mr. Schulz' resignation. Suit
filed by Mr. Schulz against KRLA for
breach of contract is pending.
WMCA,

GOP

over Kennedy

at impasse
editorial

Stations all over nation were wrapping up extensive plans for coverage of
election returns as weekend approached.
Assembled facilities and personnel were
well ahead of past elections (election
coverage starts page 27).

Epitome of equality
Rex Howell, KREX-AM-FMTV Grand Junction, Colo., has
come up with new technique designed to maintain high level of
broadcast influence on electorate.
"In order that we may not contribute to any post facto influence
from eastern states bearing upon
the outcome of the election,
KREX-AM-FM-TV will not
broadcast predictions of election
based on electronic computers as
released by networks prior to the
closing of the polls in our time
zone," he said.
Late Friday Straus Broadcasting group
(WMCA, New York, WBNY, Buffalo)
had failed to reach agreement with GOP
on spokesman
station's
editorial endorsing to
Sen.answer
Kennedy
(see page
52). GOP had proposed Sen. Jacob
Javits of New York to answer editorial
for Nixon-Lodge ticket. Negotiations
broke down when GOP refused to accept station's condition that Javits appearance would be full and complete
satisfaction of stations' fairness obligation.
Cancellation by GOP
creates net problem
Four advertisers over weekend were
resolving potentially political-charged
network problems into which they'd
been forced. As consequence, CBS-TV
was left dancing jig with GOP (early
story page 46). This was action as of
late Friday evening:
General Foods and P. Lorillard retracted initial positions of refusing to
reinstate Hennessey in regular time period (10-10:30 p.m.) Nov. 7 to permit
half-hour reduction in Republicans'
initial 10-11 p.m. preemption. They did
so only after special appeal from GOP
with CBS-TV up to that point sticking
to its commitment. (GF and Lorillard
had known of order, verbally in April
and confirmed in August and thus had
not
show.)budgeted for Nov. 7 half-hour
GOP, in meantime, reserved 11:30midnight on CBS-TV hoping to bracket
election eve telecast of Sens. Kennedy
and Johnson (Kennedy-Johnson have
11-11:30). This Republicans abandoned when they began negotiating
with CBS-TV for preemption of General
Electric's Theatre (Sun., Nov. 6, 99:30) but there GOP ran into cost
snag — because of lateness in order, such

preemption costs as promotion and advertising of show (was to star Gene
Tierney that night) had been included
and half-hour period had gone up reportedly to more than $125,000 in
costs. As of late Friday (Nov. 4), GOP
hadn't decided whether to preempt.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. suddenly asked to withdraw from its Nov. 4
Eyewitness to History program (CBSTV) tion
because
of program's
concentra-is
on election
format (Firestone
52-week sponsor of series).
It appeared that on election eve
GOP's 10:30-11 p.m. show on CBS-TV
will be taped and then played on ABCTV and NBC-TV against KennedyJohnson's 11-11:30 program on CBSTV.
Broadcasters,

FCC

study payola rules
Attitude of broadcasting industry toward new laws covering sponsorship
identification and payola was made
known to FCC Friday at meeting between network and NAB representatives
and FCC Broadcast Bureau staff.
This was second such fact-finding exploration on subject of revised Sect. 3 17
and new Sec. 508 of Communications
Act, passed by 86th Congress last August. First was with motion picture film
producers
two months ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
Gist of meeting was broadcasters'
feeling that new regulations do not cover filmed and taped programs begun
before Sept. 13; that they do not embrace feature films made for theatrical
exhibition and that rules should, perbe madeup.simple so "body of cases"
can behaps,built
Broadcast representatives were asked
to submit written statements on their
viewpoints in three weeks, leading to belief that proposed rules may be forthcoming within month.
FCC staff was headed by Harold G.
Cowgill, Broadcast Bureau chief, and
included Joseph N. Nelson, Dee Pincock, Ashbrook P. Bryant, among others.
FCC

vacates

initial

grant on N. Y. fm channel
Grant of last fm facility available in
New York City hung in balance last
week when FCC vacated its 1958 initial
decision awarding construction permit
to New Broadcasting Co., licensee of
WLIB New York. Commission sent
three original applications back to hearing examiner to determine what efforts
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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WEEK'S

John B. Burns, director of national sales
for MGM-TV, promoted to newly-created position of general sales manager.
Mr. Burns, who will
supervise all MGMTV sales divisions in
Mr. Burns
his new post, joined
company in April, 1959, after serving
as vp and director of national sales for
ABC Films Inc. Announcement was
made simultaneously with resignation
of vp George Shupert.

Mr. Graetzer

Petersburg, WNOR Norfolk and with
21% interest in WLVA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va.
Announcer sues KXTV (TV)

HEADLINERS

Mr. Goodwillie

John S. Graetzer Jr. and John Goodwillie elected executive vps of C. J. La
Roche & Co., N. Y. Mr. Graetzer, contact supervisor on Norelco, joined

agency in 1952 as member of contact
department. Elected vp in 1958, he
will now head contact department. Mr.
Goodwillie became account supervisor
in 1956 and vp two years later. In addition to his new post of executive vp,
he has been named vice-chairman of
plans board.
Sam Pierce, Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli
consultant on programs, named director
of tv programming.
Agency last year had
$13 million in spot
and network tv programming. Mr. Pierce,
Mr. Pierce
who will be sole executive intv department responsive .or
programming, started in radio in 1933
as staff announcer. He joined Lennen
& Newell in 1940 as manager of west
coast in charge of radio. He went to
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hollywood, in 1941.
He was elected vp following year.
Later, on free-lance basis, he wrote and
produced radio and tv programs. In
new position, Mr. Pierce headquarters
in GB&B's Hollywood office.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
were made by applicants to discover
tastes, needs and desires of listeners in
station's proposed service area.
Applicants are: New Broadcasting;
Herbert Muschel, president of PR News
Assn. Inc., and Independent Broadcasting Co., firm headed by Richard W.
Braham, former employe of WQXR New
York. New Broadcasting Co.'s programming plans included duplication of
the WLIB format — 100 hours of Negro
programming weekly. Mr. Muschel
planned all-news format and Mr.
Braham would aim his programming at
small, independent businesses.
In 1958 initial decision, Examiner H.
Gifford Irion stated case "poses unique
problems involving theories as to specialized broadcast service."
Am

processing line set

New processing list of standard
broadcasting applications was announced
by FCC Friday. List will be ready for
processing Dec. 1 3 and applications
which should be considered must be
filed with commission no later than
Dec 12. First application on list, BP13035, was filed by WPD Inc. for new
am on 1490 kc with 250 w in Danbury.
10

Plea filed to reopen
Petersburg,

Va., ch. 8

FCC was asked Friday to reopen sixyear old Petersburg, Va., ch. 8 case.
Petition for reopening was filed by
Southside Virginia Telecasting Corp.,
unsuccessful applicant in 1954 case. Request to reopen hearing was based on
alleged ex parte representations by
Petersburg Telecasting Corp. (WXEXTV) principal Thomas G. Tinsley Jr.
with FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
as reported in 1956 before House Small
Business Committee. Mr. Tinsley owns
also WITH-AM-FM Baltimore and
WLEE Richmond, Va.
Petersburg Television Corp. won
grant Oct. 1, 1954, by vote of 3 to 2,
with two commissioners abstaining.
FCC decision omreversed
examiner's
endation infavor of
Southside.recThis is second move by Southside to
recapture Petersburg ch. 8. Early in
September it filed application for
Petersburg vhf channel on top of
renewal application by WXEX-TV
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12).
Southside is owned principally by
Louis H. Peterson, owner of WSSV

Tv announcer Bob Stone has filed
$100,000 damage suit in Superior Court
at Sacramento, Calif., against strikebound KXTV (TV) there. Mr. Stone
claims Corinthian station is using previously-made video tape without his approval and without pay, thus forcing
him into "involuntary servitude" and
"strike breaking against myself." Besides
damages for "unfair competition, breach
of contract and libel," suit asks for injunction to stop use of tape. Strike of
10 AFTRA and 32 NABET employes
began Sept. 26. Corinthian headquarters
in New York declined comment Friday.
Sign payola decrees
Three more record distributors have
agreed to stop engaging in payola, Federal Trade Commission announced Friday. Signing consent judgments were:
Scepter Music Inc. and Old Town Record Corp., both New York, and B&H
Distributing Co., Detroit. This brings
to 83 the number of payola complaints
settled. There were 102 issued by FTC
during its campaign
the-counter
activity. against this underZenith earnings off
Zenith Radio Corp. Friday reported
estimated net consolidated earnings of
$8,577,752 ($2.88 per share) for itself
and subsidiaries during first nine months
ended Sept. 30, compared with $9,319,921 ( $3.50 per share) for like period
last year. Consolidated sales (for almost exclusively civilian products)
reached $183,952,012, rising AVi%
over $175,990,037 in 1959. Decline in
profits was attributed to continuation of
"unrealistic pricing and liquidations" on
part of "several principal competitors,"
plus August strike and high starting
costs and delays in producing new cathode ray tubes at Rauland plant. Third
quarter profits and earnings were
tively.
$3,268,287 and $65,688,191 respecBusiness

Briefly . . .

Probable touch of spot ■ Stations that
backed up Esquire tv network promotion of "no odor" and "brighter than
bright" shoe-polish improvements appear likely bets for more business as
Esquire aggressively adds to and upgrades line. President Irving J. Bottner
has unveiled Touch of Magic, plasticpackaged liquid polish with self applicator that will sell for A9t. More innovations are to come, but Esquire's
Lewin & SayMogul
agency,
lor, is not ready Williams
to disclose plans.
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications

NO.

1

The latest Hooper
proves that ...

is the markets'
NO.

1

STATION
STATION
B

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

leads
power

WATTS

Station
by

B in
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. . . all of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the Lansing markets' 313,000 residents
represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
associated with W I L X - T V
NBC • CHANNEL 10
studios in LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
and WPON - Pontine

"Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 7 — Hollywood Advertising Club luncheon meeting. Robert J. Bauer, president of
the Better Business Bureau of Los Angeles
will discuss his organization and the way in
which it works to promote truth and good
taste
advertising. Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel atin noon.
Nov. 9 — Maine Assn. of Broadcasters annual
meeting
electionof ofWBZ
officers.
Paul will
O'Friel,
general and
manager
Boston,
be
guest
speaker.
Steckine's
Restaurant,
107
Middle St., Lewiston, Me.
*Nov. 9 — Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. informal round table discussions on
"Solving New Problems of Agency Operations."Angeles,
Nikabob Restaurant,
Ave., Los
6 p.m. 9th and Western
Nov. 10 — WSB Radio-Tv News Broadcasting
Conference, held in association with Henry
W. Grady School of Journalism, U. of
Georgia. Creative contests will be a feature
of the broadcast-news educational session.
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta studios.
Nov. 10-11— North Dakota Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting. Gardner Hotel, Fargo,
N.D.
Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers
annual meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
Nov. 13 — Annual seminar for promotion
managers of radio and tv stations represented by Edward Petry & Co., at 3 p.m. in
Continental Suite, Sheraton-Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Held in conjunction with
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. convention.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
annual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
chairman, will be keynote speaker. Among
topics on agenda: color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other probes, audience
surveys and the role of video tape, graphic
arts and news in promotion.
Nov. 15 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's premieres
timebuying atandHawaiian
selling luncheonseminar
Room in
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m. Details for first program to be announced.
Nov. 15-18 — Television Bureau of AdvertisYork.ing annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New
Nov. 16— Radio & Television Executives
Society's newsmaker luncheon. Roosevelt
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 17-18 — Freedom of Information conference. Jay H. Neff Auditorium, TJ. of
Missouri School of Journalism, Columbia,
Mo.
Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, Fresno.
Nov. 18 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
membership luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York. Speaker will be Leslie B.
Worthington, president of U. S. Steel.
Nov. 18 — Tennessee AP Broadcasters meeting. Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Salem, Ore.
Nov. 18-19 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th District convention. Holiday
Inn and U. of Wisconsin campus, Madison.
Among the speakers will be: James Fish,
vice president of General Mills and AFA
board chairman and James Beach, ABC
vice president.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Salem, Ore.
*Nov. 19 — South Carolina TJPI Broadcasters
fall meeting. Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, S. C.
Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of Packag-

Nov. 22— Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheon
seminar. Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, McCannErickson, will moderate, and Art Durham,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, and Rodney Erickson, Erickson Assoc., will discuss whether or
not network tv can have both quality and
quantity. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radiorad Hilton
FarmHotel,
Directors
annual meeting, ConChicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's
rulemaking
to drop
in vhf
channels
at less proceeding
than present
minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
Nov. 29 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Maury Long, Broadcasting magazine, will moderate, and Bill Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, and Bob Bordley, WTOP
Washington, will discuss how trade paper
advertising helps them. Hawaiian Room,
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 30 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies east central region annual meeting.
Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of Sigma Delta Chi executive council Dec. 4.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting.
All-day
at Mountain
Shadows Resort
near session
Scottsdale,
Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
Dec. 6— Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., are among participants.
Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
Television
Arts & Sciences "Close-Up" 1961
dinner.
Hotel. Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters' Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma
cheon meeting. Legislature will attend lunNAB Fall Conferences
Nov. 14-15— Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29— Biltmore Hotel, New York
AFA 1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22 — AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington. D.C.
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ing."

There are plenty of sad little Cinderellas in television

far. . . . We at Ayer believe that the three minutes that se

today . . . almost all of them commercials. It may be
human nature to be carried away by the glamour and

the product should be among the most exciting and com

glitter of a network show, but don't get carried too

is the coach and four. We have no place for pumpkin"

The commercial is the payoff.

pelling of the program. In our book, the only profit vehicl

IS. W. AYER

& SO/V, J/VC.
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STATIONS

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Operating WCBS-TY New York, KNXT Los Angeles, WBBM-TY
Chicago, WCAU-TY Philadelphia and KMOX-TY St. Louis.

MONDAY

Do

your

MEMO

research

from KENNETH E. RUNYON

results

TV/fur-.^* of
r,f the
tY\& disagreement
Hicciorpompnt over
r*v*=»r the
thf*
Much
findings of media research could be
eliminated if those who deal with these
results would be a little more circumspect in interpreting findings and less
emphatic in drawing conclusions.
Research is a tool that must be used
properly. In reality it is simply an approach to answering questions.
Because of this characteristic, it follows that the definition or framing of
the question also defines the research
needed. If a question is framed properly and clearly, 90% of the research job
is over. There remains, then, only the
detail of selecting or devising a research
technique and applying it to the solution of the question at hand.
I would hazard that most of the
frustration, controversy and dissatisfaction that arises around research arises
because the initial question is ill defined.
Vital Question ■ Corollary to this
problem of definition is the fact that the
type of research employed depends upon
the question which is being asked. A
mistake that is made too often in advertising and media research is the
failure to recognize that a specific research technique may be well adapted
to one question but poorly to another.
A case in point is in the field of
broadcast ratings. National magazines
publish articles on what's wrong with
our rating measurements; big name entertainers blame ratings rather than the
mediocrity of their programs when their
contracts aren't renewed. Let's face it.
The rating services aren't that bad. The
only thing that is really bad is the way
they may be misused.
For instance, if I wanted to take a
critical look at programming on the
basis of program popularity, I would
prefer to use some form of the coincidental method. If I wanted to determine the socio-economic characteristics
of my audience, perhaps I should turn
to the roster method. If I wanted to
observe audience composition and audience flow, I'd use a diary. And, if I
wanted to study audience duplication
over a period of time, I would like to
have data from some electronic gadgets.
This may be a over-simplification, but
the point is that I wouldn't expect to
get each of these different measures
with the same research technique, and
further, each technique has something
which it does better than the others.
Choosing Media ■ Perhaps the outstanding example of expecting too much
from media research lies in the area of
attempting to qualify or disqualify a
medium as an advertising vehicle be18

beg

for an

of Gardner Adv., St. Louis

argument?

pancp

it it does
Hrvoc or
r\r does
Ar\e*c not
nr\t sell
c£»ll goods.
frr\r*rlc There
1
cause
is no magic in statistics. But
sometimes
people in our business seem
I don't know how many millions of
research dollars have been spent in try- to become enamored with statistics. The
ing to solve this problem; a fortune
underlying philosophy seems to be that
has been spent by network broadcasters
can be expressed in numalone. The results of all of the studies if something
bers it must be so. We should be less
conducted — and there have been some
concerned with numbers and more concerned with how these numbers were
excellent ones — indicate that every medium examined from this point of view
obtained and what they represent.
More Than Results ■ There is more
does sell merchandise, but I've never
seen the study that has, without quali- to research than results. This is simfication, proved this point.
ply a corollary to everything I already
The one thing that we must keep in have said. It merely means that before we can use the results of research
mind at all times is the tremendous
properly, we must know something
complexity of the factors with which
we are dealing when we work with ad- about the method used to get those results. The Advertising Research Founvertising, with media, or with the effecdation outlines eight criteria by which
tiveness of either in selling a product.
The factors that can affect the sale of research should be evaluated. Each of
these criteria themselves deserve serious
an advertised product range all the way
consideration. ARF suggests that these
from the product itself to the weather,
questions
be asked about each piece of
with dozens of intermediate steps in beresearch:
tween. A research study which controls
1. Under what conditions was the study
all of these variables — and these variThat is, why was it made, who did
ables must be controlled to prove the made?
it, who paid for it and what are they trying
to
prove?
case — is a virtual impossibility.
2. Has the questionnaire been well-deWhat to Expect ■ I am not questionsigned?
3. Has the interviewing been adequately
ing the value of studies conducted by and reliably done?
4. Has the best sampling plan been followed?
media and private research organiza5. Has the sampling plan been well
tions. Each has helped in giving more
executed?
insight into the whole problem of media
6. Is the sample large enough?
7. Was there systematic control of editand advertising effectiveness. The point
tabulation? forthright and
8. ing,
Is coding
the and
interpretation
I am trying to make is simply that the
results of these studies are indicative,
logical?
These are penetrating questions, and
not definitive, and that we are unrealistic when we expect more than that.
obviously, they cannot be answered
The whole course of advertising and without a thorough study of the research job in question. Further, very
media research is one of successive approximation; bythat I mean no single few laymen have the knowledge and
study gives us the whole answer, but skills that are necessary for such an
evaluation. Nonetheless, this evaluation
each gives us another bit of evidence
which, when weighed, evaluated and needs to be made, and anyone who
uses the findings of a research study
tempered with judgment and experience,
adds to our sophistication and increases
without answering these questions systematically and honestly, is not only
our competence. If we keep this point
kidding
himself
but is begging for an
in mind, I don't think that we will
expect too much from media research.
argument.

Kenneth E. Runyon has been vice president and director of marketing of Gardner
Adv., St. Louis, since 1956. He also is
chairman of plans board. A native of
Oklahoma (born 1921), he spent most of
his youth in Independence, Kan., and received his A.B. and M.A. (psychology)
from U. of Kansas. He served in Air Force
in World War II, was instructor in psychology at U. of Kansas before joining agency
in 1950. He started in media department,
was named director of research in 1952.
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OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL-TV.
Here's how to make
Shrimp Creole:
Put 3 tbsp. shortening in
heavy pot; heat. Chop 1
large onion, 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato paste, 2 bay leaves,
1 lb. peeled and deveined
shrimp. Cook 45 minutes to
1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed until light & fluffy.)
Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.
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. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite

Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:
Mon. 15 minutes of news 8:00-8:15 a. m.
thru 45 minutes of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
Fri.
1 5-minute news final nightly 1 0:30-1 0:45
Sat
^ minutes of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
1 5-minute news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Sun. 15-minute Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Ask Katz about WWL-TV's

big new

news lineup.

-TV
NEW
WLORLEANS
W

19

OPEN MIKE(
College radio not 'play'
editor: We sympathize with David J.
Baseler who says in the Oct. 10 issue,
page
that someradio
"people
with 22,
commercial
tendconnected
to look
down on college radio stations." And
I'm delighted to see the response on
page coln
18 Diamant.
of the Oct. 24 issue of Lin-

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

Adding to who
Diamant's
list of
college
broadcasters
are now
successful
in the commercial playground I send
you the names of these former staff
members at the Harvard College undergraduate station, now called WHRB:
Kim Kirchwey, WBCN (FM) Boston;
Andrew Sihler, WBCN; Dick Kaye,
general manager, WCRB Waltham,
Mass.; Duncan Pirnie, WQXR New
York; Preston Townley, WNAC Boston; Bill Hahn, WNAC; Ed Hinshaw,
KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul; Ben Dawson, KISN Vancouver, Wash. (Portland, Ore.); Mathew Rubin, WCRB.
To show you that we mean what we
say, we can point to the newly-appointed assistant to the manager, Tracy
Coudert, who last year was sales manager of WHRB. — Robert S. Kievey
General Manager, WBBF Rochester,
N.
Y., and formerly President of Harwork).
vard College station (Crimson NetComr. Lee: 'misinterpreted'
editor: I am deeply concerned that

'All figures NCS

WS
NBC
Affiliate

YR

•

T

V

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
20

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

your editorial this week ("Lee tide,'r
page 104, Oct. 31 issue) refers to me
as "jumping the gun" on the New York
City uhf project by allegedly proposing
an immediate move to uhf.
In my speech before the National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters I
outlined an 11 -point program which
would stimulate the health of uhf
broadcasting. You will note that the
program would invite vhf stations to
operate simultaneously on uhf channels,
would give stations the lowest frequencies available and would deintermix
such cities when such actions are ripe.
I am sure you will agree that this is
not an all uhf proposal.
[A reading of my NAEB speech] will
show at a glance that as your reporter
puts it I "would not ignore the outcome
of the New York City test" (Oct. 24
issue, page 72). You will note . . .
that I enumerate some of the possible
outcomes of the uhf test. Conclusions
B and C are on the point and I repeat
them:
"B. It may demonstrate that the uhf
will not work well within the metropolitan area and we will have to continue use of vhf in such locations. (Emphasis supplied).
"C. It may demonstrate that it will
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

don't

buy

jewelry...

If you're impressed by facts and figures, we
can show you plenty-ARB

and Nielsen both

put W J AC -TV in the Number

1 position in

the Johnstown- Altoona market.
But there's more to our story than mere statistics! Sales results-that's where WJAC-TV
really shines. Mr. Leonard

Fischler, Man-

ager of DeRoy's Jewelry Store in Johnstown,
puts it this way:
"We're interested in people . . . people who
will buy our merchandise. WJAC-TV

draws

people into our store like a magnet, and turns
them into customers!"
!NG MILLIONS FROM
ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES

Looking for customers? In the JohnstownAltoona market you'll get them by advertising on WJAC-TV!

for full details, get in touch

HARRINGTON,
AND
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PARSONS,

with

RIGHTER
INC.
21

"'nrV well but because of the economic
factors relative to making it work well,
it might not be practical in large metro-

HENRY

FREDERICK PRINCE OF WALES
— unknown English Painter — 1603

K-NUZ
is the
NO.
1*
at the lowest cost per thousand!
'See latest Pulse or Nielsen

MEMBER OF
TEXAS QUADRANGLE
22 (OPEN MIKE)

BUY

You will note also that ... I empolitanphasized
areas."my views in this regard by
stating, "If our New York City test
shows that uhf signals do not provide
an adequate service, of course, we would
have to turn to other alternatives."
It is hard for me to understand how
I could have given the impression that
I want to jump the gun. Perhaps you
consider that the commission should
not help the uhf generally until the
results of the New York tests are obtained. Ifthis is the point of your editorial, itis not clear nor could I agree
with it.
As to the cost of a conversion to uhf,
it is appropriate to observe that the 50channel vhf system proposed by the
commission, had it been possible, would
have cost the taxpayers and the industry
an amount far greater than conversion
to uhf.
It is indeed unfortunate that your
editorial was not based upon what I
actually said. I appreciate your right
to your own opinion, but I do feel you
have misinterpreted my remarks and I
should like to correct false impressions.
— Commissioner Robert E. Lee, FCC,
Washington.
[The record shows that Commissioner Lee
did
not always
advocate
a full-scale
moveof
to uhf.
(In 1955
he urged
reduction
mileage separations and directicnals as an
immediate
means
of weaving Ofmore
vhf itsta-is
tions into the
allocations.)
course,
his prerogative to alter his view based on
what he may regard as new developments.
We contend the FCC should not move precipitously and impose freezes on new and
improved
stations Itand'
stations,
as Mr. Lee vhf
proposes.
willnewbe uhf
remembered
that in 1948 the FCC imposed a freeze that
was to have lasted only a few months. It
wasn't lifted until 1952— 4i'2 years later— to
the chagrin of the public, Congress and the
FCC itself. — The Editors.]
Audience, market facts
editor: In planning marketing strategy
for one of our clients we have encountered aquestion concerning television peneration and tv set ownership
which I hope you will be able to help
us answer.
We want to know what the trend has
been over the past five years concerning
tv set ownership (percentage of tv
homes) and, if possible, tv viewing
habits in rural and farm homes? . . .
— Len Larson, Marketing Research
Dept., Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Minnea-

[The 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook ■ Marketcontains an-tv
in September,
published
book, swers
questions concerning
to almost all
polis.
viewing habits,
ownership and
n,
penetratio
n . ....n to county-by-county retail market data, it also contains number of tv
homes and both Nielsen and ARB percent
tv homes.
Editors.] Copies are available, $4 each.
—of The
editor: In your 1960 Broadcasting
Yearbook ■ Marketbook you quote
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

The "network atmosphere" of WPIX-11
extends also to our advertisers,
98% of which are national. You're
with the best company ... and
companies ... on wpix-11, New York's
Prestige Independent. Here is one
station, that can guarantee you
will never be near "mail order"
pitches, over-long commercials and
other types of high-pressure selling.
Add the "network atmosphere" of
WPIX advertisers to the "network
look" of our programming and the
Nielsen-proved quality of our
audience and you have at least
three reasons why your selling
messages count more on wpix-11.

the

prestige

independent

with

network

advertisers!

GENERAL MILLS, INC.
COCA-COLA COMPANY
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
KELLOGG COMPANY
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.
MILES LABORATORIES, INC.
WANDER COMPANY
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
DEL MONTE FOODS
BORDEN COMPANY
STANDARD BRANDS, INC.
WARNER-LAMBERT
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
BRISTOL MYERS COMPANY
F & M SCHAEFER BREWING COMPANY
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
TEXAS COMPANY
REVLON, INC.
P. BALL ANTI NE & SONS
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC COMPANY
CONTINENTAL BAKING COMPANY, INC.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
RALSTON PURINA COMPANY
FORD DEALERS
SIMONIZ
MINNESOTA MINING
AND MANY MORE

where

are

your
60~second
commercials
tonight?

4m J new yorh

1958 retail sales figures. Is this correct? Should not that read 1959? —
Joe Lobaito, Sales Manager, WHRV
Ann Arbor, Mich.
[The 1958 figures are correct. The market
data was provided by the 1958 national
census of business conducted by the U. S.
Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
These figures, released in late summer, 1960,
represent the most up-to-date analysis of
the U. S. commercial spectrum available.
They should be distinguished from the
unofficial estimated figures which appeared
in the 1959 Yearbook. — The Editors.]
editor: In past years you have published radio and television financial
data in the Broadcasting Yearbook ■
Marketbook, but this information does
not appear in the 1960 edition. Why?
—Gid Klein, Sales Manager, KWWLTV Waterloo-Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
[Mr. Klein refers to the annual financial
reports by the FCC which were carried in
the weekly Broadcasting as released. The
1960 Broadcasting Yearbook ■ Marketbook
has a summary of annual tv financial report on page A-20, but the detailed story
appeared in the Sept. 5 weekly issue. The
radio
— The report
Editors.]appeared in the Oct. 24 issue.
BOOK

'&

Assure yourself of complete"
coverage
in America's
richest
market: advertise
on WPAT.
Throughout 31 counties in New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania
and Connecticut interest in our
station is compounded daily, and
companies who spend time on
WPAT know it. Time is money
on WPAT and you can count on
it. That's why insurance and financial advertising alone has increased nearly 40% in three short
years on our station thanks to
advertisers like these: Allstate Insurance, The Bank for Savings,
The Bowery Savings Bank, The
Chase Manhattan Bank, Eastman
Dillon Union Securities Company, The Greenwich Savings
Bank, Goodbody & Company,
The B. P. Morton New York Corporation, The New Jersey Bank,
The First National Bank of Jersey
City, Seaboard Finance Corporation and The Williamsburg Savings Bank. These are only a few
of the many blue chip insurance
and financial firms that have
banked on WPAT ... the station
with the jingle of success.
WPAT
WPAPFM
24 (OPEN MIKE)

NOTES

■ "The Effects of Mass Communication" by Joseph T. Klapper, The Free
Press of Glencoe, III., 302 pp; $5.
This survey of published research is
the third volume in the series on
"Foundations of Communication Research" edited by Paul F. Lazarsfeld
and Bernard Berelson. Mr. Klapper
prepared much of the book while he
was research associate and project
director at the Bureau of Applied Social
Research at Columbia U. It was made
possible by a grant from CBS Inc. Mr.
Klapper now is conducting communication research programs in the Behavioral Research Service of GE.
The book collates and integrates the
findings of published research and
offers some "provocative conjecture regarding certain social and psychological
effects of mass communication."
Among these the ordinarily
author offers:
communication
does"Mass
not
serve as a necessary and sufficient cause
of audience effects, but rather functions
among and through a nexus of mediating factors and influences. These mediating factors are such that they typically render mass communication a
contributory agent, but not the sole
cause, in a process of reinforcing the
existing conditions."
Mr. Klapper reports that communication research "strongly indicates that
media depictions of crime and violence
are not prime movers" toward juvenile
delinquency. "The content seems
rather to reinforce or implement existing and otherwise induced behavioral
tendencies." He concludes the problem
must be attacked on more basic levels:
family, school, church etc.
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we

keep

ourselves

putting

on

the

spot

. . .
And this kind is a highly rewarding
spot to be on — or in. It's the home
grounds of the stations we represent. To gain a better understanding of these and their markets, our

HR&P salesmen made 107 on-the-spot visits in the past
12 months, traveling 91,310 miles to do so.
All this mobility is no one-time hoopla performance.
Studying markets and stations at firsthand is a continuing process that goes on month-after-month, yearafter-year, at HR&P.
Although indoctrination is the
main purpose of these trips, they
sometimes lead to surprisingly
direct sales. (Take the case
when a visiting salesman saw an
angle on a woman's show that resulted in selling a good
schedule to a shotgun manufacturer!)
2ZQ
We believe you can't sell spot
TV effectively unless you really
know the personality of the station and market you're selling.
It helps keep the station image to the fore and pushes
the "numbers" back into proper perspective. That's
why we have our salesmen go to such lengths (and
distances) to get the "feel" of each HR&P

station.

Such trips more than justify the time and effort
invested. We like the idea, the stations like it, and so
do the buyers we call on when we return. This all ties
in with our specialty of representing television only —
and brings more truly creative results for both the
stations we represent and the entire spot TV industry.

HARRINGTON,
NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• DETROIT
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RIGHTER
• ATLANTA
• BOSTON

&

PARSONS,
INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
• LOS ANGELES
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WKBW

LEADS

THE

NATION

.#

FIRST)

* *

• •

...in

Buffalo

...in

New

...in

the

By a 2 to 1 Marg

York

United

State

States

The August 1960 Metropolitan Area Pulse
shows that WKBW

has a larger total share of audience

than any other radio station in the top twenty
markets in the United States.

WKBW
50,000

-

BUFFALO

WATTS

• Clear

-

1520

Channel

Represented by
AVERY

- KNODEL
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Debate
SINDLINGER

score:
STUDY

Kennedy

SHOWS

It may never be known for sure who
won the "Great Debates," no matter
who wins the presidency tomorrow.
But it appeared from evidence that
came to light last week that if Richard
Nixon is elected, it will be despite his
four face-to-face appearances with John
Kennedy on television.
The charts on this page tell part of
the story. In five surveys made by the
research firm of Sindlinger & Co. during
the debate period Mr. Nixon's stock fell
while Mr. Kennedy's rose.
More of the story is told in tables
on the following two pages. It adds up
to this: If the debates were themselves
causes of shifts in voter allegiance, Mr.
Kennedy was helped and Mr. Nixon
was hurt by their joint appearances.
Before and After ■ The trends can be
read by comparing the survey taken
before the first debate with that taken
the day after the last one.
Of those interviewed in the first survey 37.3% thought Mr. Nixon would
win while only 23.4% were betting on
Mr. Kennedy. By the day after the
fourth debate Mr. Nixon's vote of confidence had fallen to 29.1% and Mr.
Kennedy's had risen to 33%.
A similar switch in voter allegiance
also took place. Before the first debate
39.3% said they would vote for Mr.
Nixon and 31.2% for Mr. Kennedy.
After the last debate Mr. Kennedy had
pulled ahead in preference, 40.5% to
38.1%.
The Uncommitted ■ If the research
may be trusted as a guide to the thinking of the whole electorate, several
million voters made up their minds in
the weeks that the debates were aired.
Before the first debate 29.5% of those
polled were unable to or refused to state
a preference for either candidate. After
the last debate the uncommitted or noncommittal had decreased to 21.4%.
That still left many millions of votes
in a state of uncertainty — enough to
swing the election either way. It will
take more research to find out whether
the debates had a long enough effect
to be a factor in decisions that were not
made the day after the last debate
but will be made by the time the polls
close tomorrow.
Idea Favored ■ The one thing on
which a clear majority of respondents
in the surveys agreed was that the deBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

SWITCH

up,

IN SENTIMENT

bates themselves were a good idea. And
that majority increased with each debate. By the time the fourth debate was
over 75.8% of all men and 79.1% of
all women who had been in the radio
or television audience approved the
principle of face-to-face appearances.
Most of the members of the minority
who thought the debates were a bad
idea were supporters of Mr. Nixon.
Radio vs. Tv ■ Kennedy supporters
may be grateful that television was in-

Nixon
TOWARD

down
CANDIDATES

vented before the "Great Debates" took
place. The Sindlinger research showed
that Mr. Kennedy was routed by Mr.
Nixon on radio.
In answer to the question who won
the debates, 48.7% of the radio audience named Mr. Nixon and only 21%
picked Mr. Kennedy. Among those who
watched the debates on tv, 30.2%
named Mr. Kennedy the winner and
28.6% picked Mr. Nixon.
According to Sindlinger projections,

Who people thought would win the presidency
BEFORE
DAY AFTER
DAY AFTER
DEBATE
DAY DEBATE
AFTER
3RD DEBATE
2ND
1ST DEBATE

This chart shows the percentage of
people answering "Nixon" or "Kennedy" when asked, on the dates shown:
Who

people wanted

BEFORE
DEBATE

DAY AFTER
4TH DEBATE

"If our presidential election were being held today, who do you think

would win?"
to win the presidency

DAY AFTER
I ST DEBATE

DAY AFTER
2ND DEBATE

This chart shows the percentage of
people answering "Nixon" or "Kennedy" when asked, on the dates shown:

DAY AFTER
3RD DEBATE

DAY AFTER
4TH DEBATE

"If our presidential election were being held today, who would you,
yourself,
to win?"
Source:want
Sindlinger
& Co.. Philadelphia
27

Vice President Nixon listed a few
of the impacts of tv on the campaign:
"Television makes it easy for voters
to hear and see candidates and thus become interested in studying the campaign issues.
"The voters get a chance to hear and
see the candidates in the relaxed surroundings oftheir own homes.
"The voters have a better chance to
size up the mettle and the character of
the candidates — their temperament,
poise, and maturity, and their grasp of
the issues. . . . Seeing a candidate from
afar in a crowded rally is quite different
from the close-up, penetrating view afforded by television. And seeing a candidate as he is interviewed in his office
or in his own home gives the viewer
additional insights that he could not
have otherwise. So does a panel interview, or an interview in depth."
Another Aspect ■ But tv brings its

How

problems, Vice President Nixon told
Mr. Clare, especially "one new and
massive problem, cost." In comparison
to traditional political expenses the cost
of a national tv circuit is "phenomenal,"
he said, but " the scope and impact of
television makes its use mandatory and
worthwhile." He described the donation of time by major networks for the
four joint debates as "a public service of
the highest order, and the networks are
to be commended for setting aside this
valuable time. . . . This is a real service
to our democratic form of government.
For I believe firmly that our election
system is the guarantor of our republic
and the protector of all our freedoms,
and I believe further that an informed,
interested electorate is a vital necessity
to that election system."
Sen. Kennedy's Views ■ The Democratic candidate told Mr. Clare television "has made a tremendous difference in political campaigning, particu-

people changed their minds about the winner

Question: If our presidential election were being held today, whom do you
think would win?

DEBATE SCORE continued
the total television audience was about
4Vi times the radio audience — 270 million viewers of tv to 61.4 million listeners to radio.
What Candidates Think ■ Whatever
their eventual views on the effects television had on their own political fortunes, both the presidential candidates
last week went on record in favor of
the "Great Debates" and of television
in general.
Both candidates submitted statements
to the "On the Air" column published
in the Catholic Transcript, Hartford,
Conn., Nov. 3. The statements were
obtained by John Clare, who writes the
column. Both Messrs. Nixon and Kennedy described tv as the primary communications medium of the I960 campaign.
The Vice President ■ Mr. Nixon stated
television provides "a notable advancement in voter education and enlightenment, for it gives every citizen more information on which to make his choice
of leadership for our country." He explained: "Our words are heard, our
actions are seen and our every expression and gesture discerned by millions
and millions of people located in every
state."
The GOP candidate said tv "has not
changed political ideas or programs, but
it has changed the ways of presenting
those ideas and programs. The changes
have proved enlightening and beneficial
for our voters."
28

Population
(12 and over)
Think will win:
Kennedy
Nixon
Undecided or
refused to say

Before Day After Day After Day After Day After
1st Debate 1st Debate 2nd Debate 3rd Debate 4th Debate
100.0%

100.0%

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

23.4
37.3

22.4
30.7

39.3

46.9 44.5 49.0 37.9
Source: Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia

25.6
29.8

21.3
29.7

33.0
29.1

How the radio audience scored the debates

Total
Kennedy won
Nixon won
Draw or
no opinion

Fourth Debate
First Debate
Second Debate
Third Debate
Number
Number
Number
Number
Percent (Millions) Percent (Millions) Percent (Millions) Percent (Millions)
100.0
100.0
9.0
17.2
22.8
100.0
19.7
15.5
20.3
100.0
7.4
4.5
2.9
2.0
3.5
18.7
10.3
2.1
54.4
7.0
4.9
22.2
43.0
52.3
23.4
45.2
5.6
4.9
6.3
24.9
36.7
Source:36.1Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia

How people changed their minds about 'Great Debates'
Question: Do you think these face-to-face meetings between Nixon and
Kennedy are a good idea, bad idea or just what do you think?
Day After Day After Day After Day After
1st Debate 2nd Debate 3rd Debate 4th Debate
Opinion among males
who watched or listened:
Good idea
Bad idea
Other ideas or no opinion
Opinion among females
who watched or listened:
Good idea
Bad idea
Other ideas or no opinion

60.1%
20.4
19.5
70.4%
6.1
23.5

66.7%
10.2
23.1

70.3%
9.3
20.4

75.8%
6.7%
17.5

72.3% 75.9% 79.1%
5.3
5.1
4.2
22.4
19.0
16.7
Source: Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia
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larly because it is now possible for candidates to speak directly to large numbers of people."
He said voters can weigh the content
of what is being said and judge more
easily by tv than by a radio broadcast
the character and personality of the
candidate.
The Democratic nominee declared
there still are many cities and towns
where newspapers don't "give a fair
break to candidates." But he said the
press in this election "has been fairer in
the coverage of political news than in
several earlier campaigns." He added:
"Where our party candidates have
difficulty in getting their views carried
in newspapers, they can now, thanks to
television, reach people directly." He
referred to the high cost of paid political
broadcasts and the lack of funds for
media purchases.
"The network television debates between Mr. Nixon and myself have been

How

a great service by the television industry to the American people," Sen. Kennedy said. "More than 60 million Americans have had an opportunity through
each of these debates to hear extensive
discussion of the major issues.
"While it might have been better to
have had a somewhat freer give-andtake, and an opportunity for Mr. Nixon
and myself to develop our thoughts
more fully on some of the major and
more complex problems, we did discuss
a wide-ranging number of matters. And
we did it while facing one another."
The Graphic Way ■ Sen. Kennedy
commented on "the use of documentaries or shorts which illustrate some of
the problems a candidate may be talking
about." He mentioned land erosion,
slum areas, overcrowded and dilapidated
schools as examples of graphic portrayals.
"When tv interviews people in a
natural way, perhaps on the issues of the

people changed their minds about their votes

Question: If our presidential election were being held today, whom
would you, yourself, want to win?
Population
(12 and over)
Want to win:
Kennedy
Nixon
Undecided or
refused to say

Before Day After Day After Day After Day After
1st Debate 1st Debate 2nd Debate 3rd Debate 4th Debate
100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

31.2
39.3

33.2
37.5

35.6
36.4

35.4
36.4

40.5
38.1

29 5

29.3 28.0 28.2 21.4
Source: Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia

the television audience
First Debate
Second
Number
Percent (Millions) Percent
Total
100.0
100.0
69.1
19.2
27.8
29.5
Kennedy won
Nixon won
12.8
18.5
24.1
Draw or
53.7
46.4
no opinion
37.1

How

scored the debates
Fourth Debate
Debate
Third Debate
Number
Number
Number
(Millions) Percent (Millions) Percent (Millions)
100.0
100.0
70.3
26.3
70.2
24.3
60.4
20.7
14.7
22.9
37.4
32.6
16.9
23.6
39.1
22.1
21.1
32.6
30.0
Source:36.6Sindlinger & Co., Philadelphia

big a tv audience the 'Great Debates' drew
Viewers
Time
Homes
75,000,000
1. Sept. 26, 9:30-10=30 p.m. NYT
30,000,000
61,000,000
2. Oct. 7, 7:30-8:30 p.m. NYT
24,000,000
70,000,000
3. Oct. 13, 7:30-8:30 p.m. NYT
26,000,000
63,000,000
4. Oct. 21, 10-11 p.m. NYT
25,500,000
NOTE: There are discrepancies between these dental telephone calls in what ARB calls a
total audience measurements — made by the true national sample of U. S. tv homes.
American Research Bureau— and the esti- Sindlinger makes his national projections
from personal interviews in selected counmates made by Sindlinger & Co. as shown
ties
figin the table headed: "How the television
ures arethroughout
confinedtheto nation.
persons Sindlinger's
12 years of age
ARB's figures
debates."
the
scored
audience
are national Arbitron ratings, obtained by a and older. ARB's include persons of all ages.
combination of metering devices and coinciSource: American Research Bureau
How
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campaign, reaching them on their way
to work, or while shopping, or working
on their farms the results are often interesting and informative," he said.
"I place the highest value on television in any campaign, whether for the
presidency or for a county or city."
The new President's debut
The new president-elect of the U.S.
will be heard Wednesday (Nov. 9)
opening the first broadcast of a fourpart study of freedom prepared for the
CBS-owned radio stations, CBS Radio
officials announced last week. They
made the announcement with some assurance, having already taped "openings" by both candidates.
The four 25-minute broadcasts will
present statesmen, educators, clergymen
and leading figures in the creative arts
in an examination of the concepts and
practices of democracy.
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc. will participate in the first program.
The series, narrated by CBS news correspondent Robert Trout, will be introduced by the managers of the CBSowned outlets in their respective markets: Samuel J. Slate, WCBS New York;
E. H. Shomo, WBBM Chicago; Thomas
Y. Gorman, WEEI Boston; Thomas J.
Swafford, WCAU Philadelphia; Robert
F. Hyland, KMOX St. Louis; Maurie
Webster, KCBS San Francisco, and Fred
Ruegg, KNX Los Angeles. The pro29
and 30. grams will be carried Nov. 9, 16, 23

BROADCAST
Unending
AAAA

MEET

HEARS

search
CALL

The selling aspects of television —
as seen through a commercial's power
to attract and influence — dominated
last week's annual eastern conference
in New York of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies.
But the broadcast-oriented agency
man during the two days of meetings
also could brush up on latest copy testing planning and methods and on current media research in the field.
In summary, this is what the meeting
at the Biltmore Hotel contained for
broadcast agency executives in attendance:
Gail Smith, director of tv advertising for General Motors, served as "keynoter" of Thursday morning's meeting
on tv commercial production. Mr.
Smith's theme was that the advertising
commercial ought to continue to be the
area in which skilled hands and creative minds are at work.
Don't Play it Safe ■ Mr. Smith suggested this four-point philosophy: The
most dangerous thing possible in tv
commercial production is to "play it
safe" ("take some chances in the area
of ideas"); commercials ought not be
created nor recommended which give
"aid and comfort" to stereotyped antiMadison Ave. views; the influence on
the buying public has to be remembered
and acted upon; and the client cannot
be expected to execute these while the
agency can.
In emphasizing the importance of the
commercial message at a time when, he
said, "advertisers are finally sharpening
their pencils in earnest in comparing
investment versus return," Mr. Smith
asserted "I hope the time comes when
the commercials you create are so good
that the reservoirs throughout the
country will feel their greatest strain
during the program and never during
the commercial."
In discussing advertising malpractices,

FOR

ADVERTISING

for
HONESTY

new
AND

ad

ACCURACY

Mr. Smith noted that "no one ever
failed to do a proper selling job because
he confined himself to honesty and accurate representation. How ingenious
he was in presenting his sales message
is another matter.
"But when misrepresentation, direct
or even by innuendo, is employed, then
aren't you forcing governmental regulator bodies to step in and do what you
should be doing on your own initiative?
And how can you complain if they do?"
Freshness ■ Gordon Webber, vice
president and director of tv at Benton
& Bowles, told the AAAA session that
it isn't enough for a tv commercial
producer to have technical knowledge.
He also must have talents that'll bring
"freshness and creativity." Mr. Webber
pictured the ideal tv producer as one
having nine "attributes": he must be
an advertising man; have imagination;
see things in terms of pictures; be technical y-skil ed infilm and video-tape
techniques; have knowledge of music
(how it can add extra dimension to
commercials); be an administrator who
understands budgeting; a "diplomat"
("says the right word at the right time
and never misses an air date"); a "constitutional worrier" (takes "nothing for
granted, hopes for the best, expects the
worst"); and has taste ("taste makes
the difference").
The producer, noted Mr. Webber,
ought toinbethemade
a "close
partner
creative
trinityand
of equal
copy,
artJack
and production."
Sidebotham, vice president of
tv art and production, Young & Rubicam, demonstrated commercial tv ideas,
some of which never got on the air and
some experimental, but all dramatizing
his point that the better commercials
are primed to "beautiful" ideas. Needed, said Mr. Sidebotham, are "diligence and dedication" — and "not neces arily to your job or your client, but

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking the American Research Bureau. These
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chiweek Oct. 27-Nov. 2 as rated by the cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Date
Program and Time
Network Rating
Thur., Oct. 27
Date with Debbie (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
29.2
Fri., Oct. 28
77 Sunset Stno (9 D.m.)
ABC-TV
25.0
Sat., Oct. 29
Gunsmoke (10 o.m.)
CBS-TV
24.9
Sun., Oct. 30
. Danny Kaye (8 p.m.)
CBS-TV
30.5
Mon., Oct. 31
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
20.6
Tue., Nov. 1
Dean Martin (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
26.4
Wed., Nov. 2
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
29.4
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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tv

methods

IN COMMERCIALS

A panel of tv film and tape producers
to your idea."
explored the area of cooperation between them and agency producers. The
most often expressed view was the desire of film producers to be included
early
in plans,
that they'd
like their
ideas indicating
to get a hearing
and
not be treated solely as servicers. A
tape problem that came up: agencies
often compel tape firms to submit competitive bids on a commercial job based
on a given number of work hours, a
figure which becomes unrealistic when
the agency is tempted to do various
scenes over repeatedly and thus push
up the budget.
Acceptance ■ In another part of the
session, Don Tennant, vice president in
charge of Leo Burnett's tv commercial
department, said that while there are
"new worlds to conquer in tv commercials," there's an "old one" to conquer first: to get the viewer to accept
the commercial not as a "necessary evil
but as a welcome piece of product information and salesmanship."
"Americans," Mr. Tennant said, "are
not against the idea of selling things —
but they are against being talked to as
though
werecommercials
retarded children."
Whilethey
many
are liked
and are in good taste, Mr. Tennant continued, "too many ... go at the viewer"
as if he were obligated to watch and
listen, which "demand rather than ask
. . . abuse rather fhan disarm." He implied that the latter commercials are
representative of canned, stereotyped
selling
approaches
— "a nice,
safe bunch
of
formats
and dramatic
situations
that
can be used over and over again."
His hope for the future: A fresh
point of view, a theme he embellished
with a film he especially prepared for
the AAAA. The film included a running in of various tv commercials which
attempt to get a sales message across
but which obviously had a choice of
making them with either good or bad
taste.
Warned Mr. Tennant, the way to
"new worlds" in tv commercials is not
in the direction of "bigger and more
opulent commercials," more singing,
dancing or more cartoons, but through
the means of talking to people "in
friendly, realistic terms they understand, respond
to and enjoy."
Tv Code
■ Stockton
Helffrich, director of NAB's New York tv code office,
directed his talk at the AAAA session
on the tv code, the functions of his
office and a discussion in general terms
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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With thanks to
LE. CAR HOT RENAULT Dauphine

of good taste in tv advertising, of advertising or selling without hitting out
at competing products and their claims,
and of greater responsibility in the
matter of tv plugs.
Bufferin's old "mechanical man" was
invoked at the AAAA's research meeting Thursday morning. Research Vice
President Peter Langhoff of Young & '
Rubicam, answering the question in his
speech topic, "Should the agency test
copy?" predicted the mechanical man's
effectiveness and history confirmed the
findings — "ad nauseum." (Bufferin
changed its art last spring.)
This is the area where an agency's
copy-testing resources should be concentrated, Mr. Langhoff feels, developing the creative approach. Post-tests
might better be left to the client, for if
"air technology had concentrated on the
speedometer, we'd never have arrived at
the jet age."
Young & Rubicam and McCannErickson expect to pick up more syndicated support for the new tv rating
service they commissioned Audits &
Surveys to establish, thus lightening one
of the "post" testing chores for the

agency. He also mentioned client-supported Gallup & Robinson auditing of
tv as well as magazines.
Picking up the Ball ■ Speaking as
chairman of the AAAA standing committee on research, Dr. Langhoff said
the group has taken up the challenge
flung down by Darrell Lucas of New
York U., Donald Kanter of TathamLaird and others who have questioned
certain testing techniques including
measures of recall and noting. A subcommittee under Paul Gerhold, national
media and research vice president of
Foote, Cone & Belding, has drafted a
report and the group on standards for
these measurements and the parent
AAAA committee is reviewing it now.
Copy testing has come into fashion
again, Dr. Langhoff said. It is an ingredient of an agency's creative process
and is going to improve in quality and
administration.
William M. Weilbacher, introducing
the morning's program on "Researching the creative product: the state of
the art," said that researchers hold a
good many meetings but generally neglect the state of the art. Donald Kanter

of Tatham-Laird reviewed
lum swings in research
where today "we realize
sumer isa whole man and

some penduto the point
that the connow we study

him as search
a person
a market."
man todayin is
recognizedThein rean
agency
"the consumer's
and the asagency
values the advocate'"
consumer
viewpoint.
Mr. Kanter has been reading Stanislavsky's An Actor Prepares in his quest
for the consumer viewpoint and has
found some help in the "method" actor's manual in understanding the consumer. As actors switch roles to gain
understanding, the researcher can
switch roles with the consumer and
come up with some new insights, he
has found. Much of the look-alike
work in advertising is directed to people
who do not exist, Mr. Kanter is convinced. It's time to go back to the consumer and find out who he really is.
Clark L. Wilson, research vice president of BBDO, in a review of copytesting methods, put his finger on a flaw
in tv testing. Work done in groups with
viewers filling out their own questionnaires, he finds, yields less than satis-

Manischewitz flows again on television screens
Manischewitz is playing a new so- happy, happy time again / Time for vary through the middle of the
month in a national pattern that has
ciability theme on television, but in wine / Time for Manischewitz wine
one of the commercials not a sodates and schedules tailored to individual markets with the assistance
The celluloid improvisation is part
ciable soul is in sight. Other spots
again. . . ."
of a heavy six-week schedule that of Grant's branch offices. The comin the series, prepared by Grant Admarks renewed emphasis on tv by an
vertising, New York, for Monarch
mercials, in60-second and 20-second
Wine Co. of Brooklyn, show a old spot stalwart (Broadcasting,
versions, have alternate endings introducing anew gift package.
young-married set playing at ping Oct. 31). Debuts of the commercials
pong, darts and puppeteering at home
parties. "The pleasure is all wine,"
the jingle says. In the lone, unpopulated commercial, the action perforce
is all wine, too. This one relies on
the product to sell itself without benefit of cast, beyond a bottle-pouring
or glass-holding hand.
A 60-second montage of flowing
wine, it looks like a studied appeal
to thirst. Actually, it was almost an
afterthought in a campaign that in
all must be costing Monarch around
$750,000, according to one informed
guess (advertiser and agency won't
say). The all-wine minute was done
without benefit of storyboard and is
a good example of the film cutter"s
art, using footage from the other
spots. All the happy young couples
are filtered out, leaving for this one
an essence of wine commercial.
Visual drama, pace and movement
are provided by bottles, their berry
and grape distillations, the way they
are served, whether traditionally, onthe-rocks, as coolers or frappes. The
picture is backed by announcer, orchestra and jingle-singers with the
refrain, "Time for wine / It's that
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

The commercials with the broader
action and couples, as typified by
the top two stills, are excerpted for

the montage showing flowing wine
alone, as typified in the bottom
two stills.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE
—daily high school
credit course in
cooperation with the
University of N. C.
ihhi mm

HARLOTTE

FARM & HOME
—daily information and
instruction in cooperation with N. C. Dept.
of Agriculture
CONTINENTAL
CLASSROOM
—college credit
course, network
TODAY ON THE FARM
—network, weekly

They'll tell you about it in Carolina classrooms,
in farm homes of the fertile Piedmont. WSOC-TV's worthy
and practical public service features are another
facet of the program structure that changed viewing
habits in America's 25th largest tv market.
Viewers get more, advertisers get more on Charlotte's
WSOC-TV-a great area station of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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factory information. BBDO found it
could get 50% more by interviewing
the viewer personally, even on the telephone, than in the group situation.
Research Perspective ■ A panel of
four media experts met Thursday afternoon to discuss "How to put media research into proper perspective in media
planning."
Speakers were Larry Deckinger, vice
president in charge of media strategy,
Grey Adv., who described "The magnitude of the media problem and what
to do about it"; Paul E. J. Gerhold, vice
president and national director of media
research, Foote, Cone & Belding, who
corrected "Seven fallacies in audience
measurements"; G. Maxwell Ule, senior
vice president for marketing, Kenyon
& Eckhardt, who examined "New approaches in the use of audience measurements," and Leonard S. Matthews,
vice president, marketing services, Leo
Burnett, who stressed "The role of
judgment in media planning." Francis
X. Brady, executive vice president,
Cohen & Aleshire, presided over the
media buying meeting.
Looking at the media problem from
the standpoint of "inside media," Mr.
Deckinger said the importance of media
selection can be understood when it's
considered that 85 cents of every advertising dollar goes to the medium and
only 15 cents to the agency. The basic
problem in facing a media problem -is
to reach an agreement on terms, he
said. "We have to agree on what it is
we're talking about;" objectives must
be clear and conditions must be determined for each of the components
involved in a media selection.
Mr. Gerhold asserted that more and
better audience information is needed.

network

billing figures

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
OF
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR Jan.-Aug.
1 1 U LJ O L
1960
1959
<r 1960
pc epic $ 1,405,313 $
Jan.-Aug.-^
Agriculture & farming
$ OHO,/
00,jUo
.p
1,144,540
0/
rtpparei, Tootwear & accessories
5,061,612
3,275,739
~i 1 17 CQ9
Automotive, automotive accessories
33,805,362
& equipment
CCC ocn
29,343,826
Beer, wine
5,294,125
3,980,557
Building materials, equipment &
fixtures
1,504,811
709 RA R
1,785,171
Confectionery & soft drinks r
9,816,699
o-aV zio-3
7,476,990
consumer services
2,374,243
C CI O 07C
2,072,070
urugs ot remeuies
53,939,692
46,682,972
842,467
Entertainment & amusement
Q 007 7A0
260,383
rooa ot iooq proaucis
74,219,765
74,854,065
0,00 / ,OHl
rreignt, industrial & agricultural
247,530
development
235,587
1 971 1/1Q
Gasoline, lubricants & other fuels
10,020,119
1,^/1,143
■309 90Q
Horticu Iture
4,643,918
371,250
240,016
9
9M 7DQ
Household equipment & supplies
20,565,885
20,605,531
nousenoiu Turnisnings
3,942,596
2,324,634
13.320,216
Industrial materials
15,960,430
Dot, ODD
Insurance
"
36,792
9,139,035
6,600,546
jeweiry, opucdi guuus ot udineids
JJJjOU /
7,165,491
7,662,929
Office equipment, stationery &
188,744
writing supplies
' 2,055,164
3,625,530
2,571,500
Publishing & media
1,648,939
31,747
Radio, tv sets, -phonographs,
musical instruments, accessories
3,082,087
Retail or direct by mail
8,684
51,119,428
Smoking materials
6,253,957
50,468,726
45,544,573
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
44,548,240
5,619,125
opui LI11J5 5UUU0 oc Luyo
154,860
1,597,652
1,467,154
Toiletries & toilet eoods
75,142,722
68,112,483
10,275,627
765,173
Travpl hotpls Ri rpsort^
715,062
MiqppI
p n i i c:
IVI 1 oLC 1 I1cmp n icuuo
845,872
5,688,840
5,401,539
$50,882,085 $442,940,884 $402,836,885
TOTAL
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES

OF
TOP 15 NETWORK
COMPANY
ADVERTISERS
C/iiii-^q. TwB /I MA RAP
bource: ivd/linm-dak
AUGUST 1960
1. Procter & Gamble 3,937,955
2. Amer. Home Prod. 2,862,096
3. Lever Bros.
2,687,039
4. Colgate-Palmolive 1,948,079
5. General Foods
1,514,360
6. Sterling Drug
1,309,466
7. R. J. Reynolds 1,278,578
8. General Motors
1,223,315
9. Brown & Williamson 1,207,606
10. Alberto-Culver 1,144,091
11. Texaco
1,098,748
12. American Tobacco 1,007,433
13. Bristol-Myers 942,365
14. General Mills
905,603
15. National Biscuit 889,631

TOP 15 NETWORK
BRAND
OF
ADVERTISERS

_1 \ 1 1

/ \La/V !

■ \\J

"Audience measurements are the yardsticks of our business . . . they are the
great levelers . . . and the basic rationale
for most media solution, but they are
good only to the point where you use
good sense and experience."
Mr. Ule stated that the use of "media
numbers" requires discipline, understanding and judgment. The proper
use of numbers "separates the really
creative agency thinkers from the
hacks," he said. The role of the media
planner was defined by Mr. Matthews,
who said "I don't believe there is any
other man in the advertising business
who must consider, weigh, sort, discard, subtract and add up as many different facts, half facts, opinions and
individual judgments and weld them
into a homogenized whole as the media
planner." Mr. Matthews said "judgment is the catalyst, the homogenizer,
which creates a media strategy out of
an everglades of fact and opinion. Good
judgment is the prime requisite for a
good problem solver, and a good problem solver is a good media planner."
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

August

Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
AUGUST 1960
1. Anacin tablets
725,173
2. Texaco
$863,741
3. Winston cigarettes
570,328
4. Bayer aspirin
558,037
5. Pall Ma 1 cigarettes
523,878
tablets
6. Dristan
519,085
7. Kent cig
513,365
8. Bufferin ;arettes
476,866
450,240
9. Alberto
10.
Colgate VO-5
dental cream
448,881
11. Gleem tooth paste
436,317
12. Tide
425,011
13. L & M c
412,190
14. Phillies igarettes
378,764
cigars
15. Salem cigarettes
375,426
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CENTERS OF ATTENTION: The whole nation's watching Philadelphia's bold, comprehensive re-development plan, which began with Penn
Center (background). Mr. & Mrs. Metrodelphia are not ignoring re-developments. They're getting the word via WIP.
Into the 21st
Century
goes Philadelphia, determined to be free of slums
and traffic jams. First came Penn Center, downtown, where eight years ago stood a monstrous,
smoke- and soot-blackened

train-carrying viaduct called, with some affection, the "Chinese

Wall." Almost complete: $26 million restoration and landscaping project around Independence
Hall. On the boards: Washington Square East — $55 million residential re-development. Already
helping relieve traffic congestion are 14 of 100 new expressway miles planned for inside city
limits. Another

Philadelphia center of attention, WIP,

the big changes, and helped mobilize understanding
consciousness which has helped differentiate WIP
And

has kept Metrodelphians

informed of

and support. This is typical of the publicfrom its opposite numbers for 39 years.

with the added impact of Metropolitan's new concepts, WIP

foremost audience position ... in Philadelphia. "VVIP,

is growing rapidly to the

]VIetrodelphici,

Pa.

Television

ads

can

sell

money,

AND THEY DO A BETTER JOB FOR BANKS, CHEAPER
Here are some of the visible factors
In the major markets, more banks
found by TvB of a growing tv use by
and savings and loan companies are
financial groups:
using television. They are buying more
In 52 markets alone, a total of 361
programs and increasing their purchases
of announcements.
companies use television, an average of
seven companies in each market. An
During the first quarter of this year,
319 financial institutions bought 339
analysis shows 57% of the financial
programs and 1,822 spots per week in organizations use spot tv only, 29%
52 markets alone.
buy programs only and 14% purchase
These are but two points in a new
both. News and weather reports account for 82% of programs sponsored
Television Bureau of Advertising platform with which the bureau is stepping by financial organizations. Advertising
schedules on tv are spread throughout
up its campaign to attract more financial
the broadcast day.
institutions to tv advertising.
TvB President Norman E. Cash and
In the first quarter of 1960, TvB
found 319 financial institutions in 52
Vice President-General Manager George
markets alone buying 339 programs and
G. Huntington opened the new drive
1,822 spots a week.
today (Nov. 7) by unveiling a firsttime presentation on the use of tv by
Among long-term users of tv, all use
financial institutions at the 45th conventhe medium-year-round with a wide
tion of the Financial Public Relations
range percentage (10-80%) of their
Assn. in Boston.
advertising budgets allocated to teleTvBs approach:
vision, 58% expect to keep the same
rate of tv advertising and 42% plan to
Television is abetting the "humanization" of financial institutions which is increase tv activity.
In nine major markets where data is
a new phenomena in modern day bankavailable for 3V2 years, a 181 % increase
ing. The firms include commercial
banks, saving banks and savings and
can be traced in the number of anloan associations, finance, loan and
nouncements used by banks and savings
mortgage companies and investment in- and loan companies.
stitutions, al of which are depicted to
Much of the detail presented by TvB
be a major effort "to court the general
came from the bureau's own surveys
and Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
public."
But

many

too

THAN OTHER MEDIA
TvB noted that the humanizing of
banks began in 1954 when the Bank of
America promoted "instant money" on
tv and people asked for it by name. The
bureau's look at banking today:
"No longer is the banker on a foreboding pedestal, no longer is the bank
a hallowed hall to be entered silently.
Now the banker is a jolly good fellow
and advisor to all, the bank a light,
pleasant open place which is fun to drop
Test Survey ■ In addition to the formal presentation, TvB disclosed results
of a survey conducted by Benton &
Bowles and TvB for the Savings Bank
Assn.
into."of New York using Buffalo as
the test market. The bank in the past
had used the regional edition of Saturday Evening Post, Sunday supplements
and daily newspapers, but for test purposes added equal dollars to tv spots
adjacent to the Jack Paar Show (NBCTV) and in sponsorship of a local tv
news program.
Results: people's ability to recall
having seen the advertising was W2
times greater for tv than for all print
combined. Ability to correctly cite two
or more differences between savings
banks and commercial banks showed tvs
superiority to be 2V2 to 1 over print.
Said TvB; "The instrusive nature of

financial

institutions prefer radio
survey shows that there was some
still gives the advertiser the largest
There's still plenty of big money
audience per dollar.
in radio advertising. This was the evi- resultful haggling on rates. Only
about 10% replied that the rate card
dent result in a survey made by CleveBiggest problems in radio adverwas completely ignored.
tising, according to those polled, were
land's Union Commerce Bank in conA
further
breakdown
revealed
that
junction with the annual convention of
(1)
weak
station-agency-bank relathe Financial Public Relations Assn.
63% advertised on more than half
tionships (2) scheduling problems
held last week in Boston.
of the stations serving their areas.
(3) validity of ratings and audience
surveys.
One-minute spots and sponsorship of
Raymond F. Blosser, Union Comnews programs generally prevailed as
mercial's director of public relations
Alluding to weak relationships between all concerned, the feeling was
and advertising, who handled the surthe "best" buy with a solid 81%
vey, reported that of the 125 leading
preferring "straight" commercials as that advertisers are not particularly
compared to gimmicks, sound ef- making the best use of radio accordU.S. banks (all among the nation's
fects or jingles.
150 largest) sampled, nearly 80% of
ing to their needs but rather what staThe rush hours (morning 89%,
those replying (74 of 125) said they
tions offer in the. way of "plans" and
use radio advertising.
evening 65% ) were far and away the "packages.'.'
Scheduling (excluding
The theory in surveying leading
choice time segments. Fm-only ad- rush hours) still remains a battle of
vertising found some favor among
banks was that large bank users of
how to effectively reach the female
the advertisers but it generally was
radio have more advertising resources
audience; how to reach upper income
and dollars than do smaller banks,
considered as something for the fu- people on am; radio vs television in
and presumably should represent the ture.
prime evening time. Evaluating and
highest skills in the effective use of
Strongest selling point for radio
comparing results (from other meradio, according to Mr. Blosser. All was in the area of savings, checking
dia) is the problem in ratings. How
banks surveyed are FPRA members
to determine if advertising pays and
and/ or installment loans, Least effective was for trust services.
and all large population centers were
how to prove it to management.
All in all the banks felt radio is a
Overall
media preference, howincluded except Union Commercial's
home city of Cleveland.
ever, went to newspapers with tele- "very effective medium" but must go
vision second and radio solidly in
Stations generally (70% ) are holdto better things to erase its "present
ing on to "the card," although the third. Reasoning: . . . (newspapers)
transitional headaches."
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'46 advertisers now in their 2nd to 21st continuous year
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The Music Stations for Southern California
24-hour simultaneous AM-FM at one low cost
Represented by The Boiling Company, Inc.
SQUARE-LOS

ANGELES
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most

of

the

watch

ABC-TV

time:

In major markets where all three networks have facilities — the markets where people can really express their
preferences — ABC-TV is the number one network, week after week! Moreover, as these current Nielsen Reports
show, ABC has a dominant lead 4 nights a week. And ABC-TV was number one in 21 half hours for each of two
consecutive weeks. If you have something to say in these markets, doesn't it make
more sense to say it on ABC-TV?
Friday
Sunday
Half hour wins, two weeks ending Oct. 23, 1960*
Saturday
Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday Thursday
6:30-7:00

a

7:00-7:30

a

7:30-8:00

a

8:00-8:30

a

8:30-9:00

a

a
9
}

9:00-9:30

9:30-10:00

a

10:00-10:30

a

10:30-11:00

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

9

a

9
'. ■ $ i,

a

r

a

a

*Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Reports, Week ending Oct. 16, 1960 & Week ending Oct. 23, I960; 7:30-11:00 P.M.
Mon.-Sat., 6:30-11:00 P.M. Sun.
Note: ? indicates 1/2 hrs. where no network led both weeks. First place ratings for time periods of Great Debates were
credited to networks winning in similar periods for previous or following week.
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Summary of 1 /2 hr. wins
for two consecutive weeks.
21
ABC

Net

-TV
1 }

Y

:

4
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television took the association's story
to people who were not interested, who
would not read, but who should know."
Bank of America, TvB explained, had
figures developed for it which disclosed
144 people were reached in 12 markets
for each dollar spent in newspapers but
513 people were reached for each dollar allocated to tv. The basis was the
delivered audience of an actual newspaper campaign as against a tv spot
campaign.
Still another example: Onondaga
County Savings Bank of Syracuse, N.Y.,
which was the largest financial advertiser in terms of amount of time on the
air in the first quarter of 1960. A study
at Syracuse U. found 91% of families
in the area recalled seeing or hearing
some bank advertising. Of this amount,
40% associated this with tv, 23% with
radio and 14% with newspapers.

MRA:

'We're unhappy,

but

we pay for ads anyway'
Moral Re-Armament, worldwide organization promoting democratic ideology and opposing communism, has
discriminated against radio in Jamestown, N. Y., by asking free time while
paying for newspaper space, according
to a complaint made to the organization by Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown.
In a letter to William J. Edwards,
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich., volunteer
MRA worker, he said MRA paid
perhaps $300 for an ad in the Jamestown Post Journal but asked free time
from WJTN. Paying tribute to MRA's
high ideals (Broadcasting, Sept. 12),
Mr. Goldman said MRA "should practice their ideals in their dealings with
means of mass communication."
Replying to Mr. Goldman, Garrett
R. Steady, director of the MRA Mackinac Island (Mich.) training center,
said the work is supported entirely by
voluntary contributions. He said about
25% of newspapers have given MRA
free space, 50% have cut their rates
substantially, "and a few have been
adament." He added, "We have been
especially grateful to the radio and tv
stations who have almost without exception cooperated through their public
service programs in this drive to wake
America . . . We are not at all happy
to pay newspapers for space."
Mr. Stearly said the question had
been discussed by Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters. He offered this solution:
"It strikes me the best thing for us to
do is to lay our cards down frankly
so that you all know what our aims
are; then perhaps together we can work
out the right procedures and instill into
our newspapers, at least the self-cen40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

tered ones, the necessary insight and
Replying to Mr. Stearly, Mr. Goldpatriotism."
man said MRA can't get away from
the fact it's paying money to buy newspaper while radio and tv give up "their
more valuable service at no cost." He
said he can prove "that the coverage
by radio and tv is far more important
for this type of project than any advertising in any newspaper in the United
States."
Tv
campaign

for toys

to use kids' movies
An advertising campaign, tied in directly with children's tv fare, is being
launched later this month by General
Toy Co., New York, on behalf of its
Remco Industries (boys' toys) and
American Doll & Toy Co. (dolls). It
includes full sponsorship of three feature films with children's appeal in the
27 top markets of the country. The
cost of this effort, designed to stimulate
Christmas trade, is estimated at $500,000.
Bernard Shiff, tv director of Webb
Assoc., agency for the client, explained
that the sponsor will merchandise and
promote these well-known pre- 1948
Paramount features as spectaculars under the title of "Children's Film Classics." The project involves the purchase
of late afternoon time periods on Saturday and Sunday for a single presentation of each film in each market. The
kick-off, Mr. Shiff said, will be on
WCBS-TV New York on Nov. 19
(4-5:30 P.M.) with the feature, "Tom
Sawyer," followed on that station on
Nov. 26 by "Huckleberry Finn" and
on Dec. 10 by "Alice in Wonderland."
In other markets this pattern will be approximated,abut substitute
"Hansel and
will be used as
if theGretel"
other
features are not available.
This special campaign will supplement a $1.2 million spot tv campaign
in top 50 markets of the country, started by Remco and American Doll &
Toy in mid-September and continuing
through the end of the year. In addition the advertiser is spending about
$400,000 for segments on CBS-TV's
Captain Kangaroo and NBC-TV's Shari
Lewis Show for a 13-week campaign
that ends in late December.
Ruppert shifts agencies
The Jacob Ruppert Co., New York,
will transfer its account from Norman,
Craig & Kummel, New York, to Warwick & Legler, New York, on Jan. 1,
1961. The account bills about $3 million and is active in spot radio and television. The account had been at Warwick & Legler in 1956, shifted to
Compton Adv., New York, in 1957 and
subsequently to NC&K last January.

Is advertising

losing

its believeability?
The public is losing confidence in
advertising because of the fantastic
claims and lack of a fresh approach,
according to Wendell D. Moore, director of advertising and sales promotion
Corp.the Dodge Division of Chrysler
for
Addressing the Washington Ad Club,
Mr. Moore said a national sampling
of 5,000 persons showed 56% do not
believe cigarette advertising, 52% do not
believe toothpaste claims, 49% do not
believe what they read about headache
remedies and 28% do not believe automotive advertising.
Sales promotion should be based on
economic facts, he said, adding that
people are becoming "harder to please
and easier to bore" as they are exposed
to advertising. He criticized Firestone,
Lux and especially auto dealers in their
use of "nonsensical superlatives." Mr.
Moore called for more integrity and
ingenuity in advertising, emphasizing
points he brought out in a Sept. 13
address to the Los Angeles Ad Club
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
New production firm opens
Bob Klein and Alan Barman, formerly general manager and chief writer, respectively, forFreberg Ltd., Hollywood,
have opened their own creative, production and consulting firm, Klein,
Barzman, with offices at 706 N. La
Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles. Telephone
is Oleander 5-6565. The new firm will
specialize in freelance creation of humorous commercial campaigns and all
phases of radio and tv live-action and
animation production.
Rep appointments...
■ WKMH Detroit: Everett-McKinney
Inc., N. Y.
■ WBNB-TV St. Thomas, Virgin
Islands: Caribbean Networks Inc.
■ KSFE Needles, Calif.: Torbet, Allen
& Crane.
■ KNBS-TV Walla Walla, Wash. : Torbet, Allen & Crane, S.F., for 11 western states; Venard, Rintoul & McConnell for the East Coast; Day- Wellington
for Seattle and H. S. Jacobson for
Portland, Ore.
■ KUPD Phoenix, Ariz.: Torbet, Allen
& Crane.
■ KANS Kansas City; WCRT Birmingham, Ala., and WGTM Wilson, N. C:
Weed Radio Corp.
■ WICD-TV
vision Corp. Danville, 111.: Young Tele■ WSAF
Sales.

Sarasota, Fla.: Spot Time
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Just
in

San

which

radio

Francisco

station

is

Number

One

? Oddly enough, at least three radio stations claim to be Number

On

in San Francisco. By "Number One" each means, of course, that it is the most popular station in the city.
Understandably enough, KSFO suggests that it is Number One because the rating
services — Pulse, Hooper and Nielsen — insist that KSFO
in San Francisco, but in the entire Bay Area.

is the most popular station, not only

Agreeably enough, you can get the full details of KSFO's audience dominance
9-county market by simply calling the station or your nearest AM Radio Sales office.

in this bi<

KSFO
San
GWB

A Golden
KMPC

feources: Pulse, August, 1960; Hooper, June through September, 1960; Nielsen, July-August, 1960.

West

Los Angeles

Francisco

— Oaklan
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I
CRAY

I GMM&B

THE
TELEVISION

GETS

CAPLES

CO.

Combined

agencies expect $35 million billings,
Caples
will
operate as a division of GMM&B
I
NETWORK
J
|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii 111111111 iiiiiiiini|
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
dent in charge of the Caples division in
Inc., New York, has acquired the ad- the Chicago office. The New York
vertising business of The Caples Co., executive lineup remains unchanged
| WALB-TV
WJHG-TV j
a
Chicago-based
agency, it was an- with Richard J. Farricker as executive
j Albany, Ca.
Panama City, Fla. §
nounced today (Nov. 7) by Sam M. vice
president and Mr. Ballard as presi| Provides the Only NBC Pro- j Ballard, president of GMM&B, and dent.
|
gramming Between Atlanta | Ralph N. Hartsing, president of Caples.
Free of Conflict ■ Both agencies serve
and the Gulf
j Combined billings are expected to ex- a diversified list of national, internaceed $35 million.
tional and regional advertisers. GMM&B
1 DOMINANT SALES POWER FOR I
The statement added that while the has concentrated largely on accounts in
| Albany-Thomasville-Tallahas- j advertising business of Caples will be the consumer and industrial fields;
| see-Panama City and 57 South i incorporated in the GMM&B organizaCaples, while serving many consumer
tion structure, its principal office in
| Georgia and Florida Counties! §
accounts, is particularly strong in trans|
Grade B Population: 928,534 | Chicago and other offices in Los Anportation and travel. Three of the acgeles, Omaha, New York and Portland,
|
(1960 Census)
|
counts which came to Caples in the
TV Homes: 187,270 I Ore., will function as The Caples Div.
first year — Union Pacific Rail|
(ARB, January 1960)
of the parent GMM&B agency, with agency's
road, Illinois Central Railroad and Seaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiig | all personnel being retained intact.
board Railway — are still being served.
GMM&B has branch offices in Detroit
"It
was
because of the complete freeand
Dayton,
Ohio.
I WALB-TV I delivers: I
dom of conflict between our two account
|iiiiiumiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiins |
Key posts in the enlarged agency will lists that we have viewed this consolida| • 92.9% dominance of Albany metro au- j be held by B. B. Geyer, Sylvester M.
tion with growing satisfaction since
|
dience (9 AM-Midnight, ARB, March | Morey and Ralph Hartsing, all of whom
|
I960)
| were founders of their respective agennegotiations
Hartsing said.began last summer," Mr.
cies. Mr. Morey, founder of Morey,
| • 60.5% dominance of Albany-Thomas- j
I
ville-Tallahassee metro audience (Mon- | Humm & Warwick which was merged
|
day through Friday, 6 AM-6 PM, Niel- | with Geyer two years ago, continues as Also in advertising . . .
|
sen, March I960)
| chairman of the board of directors. Mr.
B & B abroad ■ Benton & Bowles' international operation has been expanded
| • 53% dominance of Albany-Thomas- | Geyer, who established the Geyer
1
ville-Tallahassee metro audience (Sat- S agency in 1911 in Dayton, Ohio, re- to Australia, New Zealand and Italy,
|
urday through Sunday, 6 PM-Midnight, f
mains chairman of the executive comworking affiliations made respectively
|
Nielsen, March I960)
|
with Jackson, Wain & Co., Sydney;
mittee. Mr. Hartsing, who founded The
| • Albany is one of the 10 best business | Caples Co. in 1921 with the late Ralph
Goldberg Adv., Wellington, and Itam
I
cities in the nation (Forbes, March | C. Caples, will be executive vice presi(Italian American Agency), Milan.
|
1960)
|
§ • Albany is Georgia's fastest growing |
|
City
|
|lllllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH|| |

I WJHG-TV I
piiinnuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiRl
1
located in fast growing Panama
I
City on the Florida Miracle Strip
I Retail Sales per household average $6,533
| — considerably above the top ranked
1 metro area of the United States
§ Ask today for availabilities and combination
rate (One rate card-local and national)

i|
= 1 WALB-TV
Albany, Georgia
HI
|I

II KB
Q II WJHG-TV
Panama City, Florida
■
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J
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|
j
§
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CRAY TELEVISION INC. |
1 James H. Gray,
Raymond E. Carow, §
President Director |
1
Represented Nationally by
|
I Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc. §
I In the South by James S. Ayers Co. j
^3tiiniiniiiiiiiiiiiiujjiiiitiiiiiifiitfirmiiiiiiiJiiiJtiiiJtiiiiiiiiriiiitiiiJiiiTiiiiuiitdiirifinifiifriiiiiiiiMtrTiiiHi B
Serving a Billion Dollar §
Market!
|
3 ituimutniiujiiuiixuiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiif niJiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiriiimiiiriiiiriiEiiHrfiiiiiiiiJiiiriiitiB
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NETWORK RADIO'S LEADING ADVERTISERS
Based on Four Weeks Ending Sept. 4, 1960
Ranked by total home broadcasts delivered and by total commercial minutes delivered for
individual advertisers by all programs and participation on all radio networks used.
b'dcsts
HOME BROADCASTS
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
Total
Total
home
No.
min.
No.
delivered
mins.
(000)
Rank Advertiser
aired
(000)
Rank
Advertiser b'dcsts
1
588
1 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors 202
of
218
186,386
128
94,177
Pepsi-Cola
2 Chevrolet-Gen.
2 Midas
197
109,350
Motors
224
comm'l
72,811
3 Midas
170
3
Pepsi-Cola
89,566
co105mm'l
4 Liggett & Myers
4 Liggett & Myers
303
63,351
57,034
88,926
5 Seven-Up
5 R. J. Reynolds
269
Metropolitan Life Ins.
83,378
50,481
6 Kellogg
6
102
125
Metropolitan Life Ins.
62,911
del'd
49,496
7 Ex-Lax
J. Reynolds
168
136
1078 R.Kell
46,938
46,910
og
g
8 Frito
66
Sylvania Electric
44,514
29,099
9
9 Oldsmobile-Gen.
155
Ex-Lax
Motors 63
28,676
10 General Foods
84
79
38,574
80
Time
Inc.
27,808
37,296
11
11 Grove Div.-Bristol-Myers
71
35,705
113
13
27,599
12 Time, Inc.
12
81
35,462 13
14
15 Hudson Vitamin Products 56
26,399
Hudson Vitamin Products 146
85
Sterling Drug
35,456
25,743
16
Seven-Up
68
25,622
34,368 14
15 A. E. Staley, Mfg.
165
44
64
25,575
Grove
Div.-Bristol-Myers
18 A.
33,629
E. Staley
Mfg Co.
68
16 American Tel. & Tel.
34
24,780
18
32,783
Foods
17 General
17 Automotive-Amer. Motors
54
24,744
Bristol Myers
26,416
87
Nylonet Corp.
26,160
20
21,359
19
19 General Mills
Nylonet
Corp.
68
82
25,473
21,302
Bristol Myers
63
19,590
22,201 20 General Mills
32
78
32
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food

MUST

chains

be

right

about

WD

AY-

TV!

Every important food chain in Fargo uses big
time on WD AY-TV — on a year-'round basis !
This does more than confirm the judgment of

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

the large national advertisers who use WDAY-TV.
Because these big local advertisers don't have to
depend on ratings, coverage maps or other printed
material that may or may not tell the whole story
of any station's effectiveness. These local advertisers know their market and its preferences. They

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in
their very heavy spot schedule on
WDAY-TV

just simply can't be wrong.
PGW

has all the facts. Ask your Colonel!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL
Affiliated with NBC

Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super
Fair in the Phil Silvers Show on
WDAY-TV

6

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
A

Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly
on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV

43
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Columbia's
tv capsules
subtly sell sound
A national tv format is taking
ages Playback itself through CBS
count of letters but does hear reguTelevision
Production Sales, which
larly
from
viewers
and
is
delighted
shape and it's hard to define. Intertapes
the
show on both coasts,
with
this
complaint,
the
only
one.
estingly, itis a firm that sells rewherever President Lieberson and
corded sound that is doing new
When the disc company went to
stations for a rate there was a bit
the artists happen to be.
things with the tv picture. Is ColOn the commercial vs. program
of consternation. The ordinary rate
umbia Records Playback a commercard doesn't make much allowance
cial or a program? Perhaps a hyquestion,
Lieberson
"it's
a mistake Mr.
to think
of our says,
program
brid? The five-minute breed does
for five-minute orders. Columbia
not fit easily into the old television
and agency Wunderman, Ricotta &
as a commercial. It's a five-minute
show which has a little commercial
molds. Perhaps, as some producers
Kline, New York, found and negoat the end. Now, if it turns out to
tiated the spot they wanted on
say of Person to Person, it is one of
be a five-minute commercial, so
those innovations representing a
WNTA-TV New York, following
the two-hour Play of the Week at
much the better, and we'll have to
"pure television form."
Playback runs seven nights a
10:30 p.m. Monday-Friday. Weekadmit that that's subtle." Columbia's
week in New York (they change
ends they try for a different audience
president regards his show as adat 6:55 p.m. Saturday and 4:55
vertising, advertising of "a very high
the taped "record" once a week),
Sunday afternoon. The coast outlet
three in Los Angeles and will start
calibre" which practices "soft sell
for
Playback
is
KCOP
(TV)
Los
after the first of the year in Chicago.
to Columbia
the point uses
of being
some gelatinous."
orthodox naAngeles, where it runs Thursdays
It is a spontaneous exchange betional
spot
announcements
on am
and
Fridays
at
9:55
p.m.,
Saturdays
tween the president of Columbia
and tv (the company is thinking
at 10:25.
Records, Goddard Lieberson, and his
about fm too) but Playback is a
album artists, drawn from the whole
W.iat ta charge » Playback is a
chance to add sound and movement
stable, Igor Stravinsky to Johnny
special case and can't be shoehorned
into the standard rate card concepts
to
special "personality"
ad series
Cash. Sometimes they don't even
thata heretofore
has been confined
to
of announcement rates vs. program
bother to play or sing, just talk. The
print. These advertisements introrates, WNTA-TV says. Nobody
only semblance of a script is a short
duce the artists and tell something
wants to say what it costs but Debalbums commercial read by an anabout them. To do this on tv, you
nouncer at the end of the show.
orah Ishlon, Columbia's creative
need five minutes, Miss Ishlon
This takes 20 to 30 seconds.
services vice president (she handles
thinks.
advertising, sales promotion, design
Columbia Records thinks of Playback as a show. Apparently, so do
and packaging, literary and informaBut Does It Sell Records ■ It's
viewers in New York and Los
hard to pinpoint sales impetus, Miss
tion services), admits that tv reIshlon says, but sales people and
presents an important part of her
Angeles who write to say it's too
distributors are enthusiastic in the
company's budget. Columbia packshort.
Columbia doesn't keep a

TEXACO'S
NEW
RADIO
CONCEPT
SET
Special network of 108 stations to carry Met Operacasts
With some of the leading affiliates of and a half hours each.
Although no figures were released,
all four traditional networks participatthe total cost to Texaco — for station
ing, Texaco Inc.'s new radio-network
concept — a 108-station lineup specially
time, lines, rights to the opera performput together to carry the New York
ances, talent and other personnel payments and all other expenses — was exMetropolitan Opera broadcasts this winpected to come to about $1 million, or
ter— emerged last week and was pronounced ready to go.
"just a little more" than Texaco had
There were indications that it was not been paying CBS Radio.
only ready to go, but ready to expand.
95% Coverage ■ Creation of the special lineup was attributed to failure of
Other advertisers were reported to have
shown interest in buying time on the many CBS Radio stations to clear for
live broadcasts of the opera. After
same lineup, and one, it was learned,
already has done so. Although the purTexaco's plans to build its own "netchase has not been announced, Stromwork" were disclosed last spring
(Broadcasting, June 6), CBS Radio
berg-Carlson Co. was reported unoffisaid it had offered live clearance on 144
cially to have signed to sponsor a newsstations
representing 81.5% coverage of
cast on the same lineup, live, immediatethe U.S. Spokesmen for Texaco reported
ly following the opera broadcasts each
last week that the 108 stations in the
Saturday.
special lineup reach 95% of U.S. radio
The opera series, sponsored by Texhomes.
aco on CBS Radio for the past two years
A breakdown of the Texaco station
and on ABC Radio for 18 before that,
will be carried live on the special lineup
list shows CBS Radio affiliates predominate by better than 2 to 1 over
each Saturday from Dec. 3 through
those of the three other networks comApril 15, starting at 2 p.m. EST. The
bined. The list consists of 47 CBS Radio
20 programs will average about three
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

outlets, (including one o&o, KMOX St.
Louis), 18 NBC Stations, 17 ABC, 2
Mutual and 24 non-network stations.
In its recent modifications of weekend
programming CBS Radio explicitly revised its requirements to accommodate
stations carrying the opera, baseball or
football because "we fully realize the
value of these programs to your community and we want to cooperate with
youG. inH.every
way." New York, a radio
Johnston,
program packager who was associated
with the Texaco account when Kudner
agency had a portion of it, organized
the special lineup and will produce the
broadcasts. The project was negotiated
with representatives of the stations involved and did not clear through the
Texaco agency, Cunningham & Walsh.
A total of 32 station representation
organizations was involved. The Henry
I. Christal Co. was generally credited
with a key role in the project.
Although Cunningham & Walsh presumably will not receive commission on
Texaco's expenditure for the opera lineup, it was understood that the Stromberg-Carlson newscast purchase on the
same lineup was handled through
DArcy Adv. and is commissionable.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Conductor Eugene Ormandy (I) and Columbia Records
President Goddard Lieberson record one session of
"Playback." This particular segment was shot on location at the Philadelphia Academy of Music.
markets covered by Playback. Here
Mr. Lieberson adds that a good part
of the Columbia dollar is spent in
building a picture of Columbia
Records
and you can't audit this
kind of effort.
Columbia has no idea of its
audience seven days in New York
and three a week in Los Angeles.
Originally the company was looking

Business briefly. ...
Nestle Co. distributors in Central
America will sponsor 52 weekly halfhour programs on the five-station Central American Television Network,
starting the first week in December.
The first 26 weeks will be programmed
with Panic, a suspense drama series.
Nestle's "Nido"' powdered milk and the
"Maggi" line of dehydrated soups are
among the products to be advertised by
Productos Nestle, S.A., Nestle distributors in Guatemala, El Salvador and
Costa Rica.
Shulton Inc., N.Y., toiletries, will support its five tv specials between Thanksgiving week and Christmas with heavily
increased schedules in all media. A spot
radio campaign will run in all major
markets for three weeks prior to Christmas, in addition to a heavy concentration of tv spots. The Shulton Holiday
Playhouse, five dramatic half-hours, will
be televised over 85 network-affiliated
and independent stations beginning the
week of Nov. 20. Agency: The Wesley
Assoc., N.Y.
Philco Corp and Owens-Corning Fibreglas, have purchased Latin American
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Composer C. Strouse (c) and his lyricist collaborator
Al Adams (r), creators of "Bye Bye Birdie," talk about
their work with Columbia Records' president on "Play-

for people with cultural interests,
and that's why it chose
back."to follow
the Play of The Week crowd last
April. Actually, Columbia wants
any kind of viewer it can get and
over the weeks offers a smorgasbord
that stands to broaden a lot of tastes.
Mr. Lieberson tries to put Playback
talk on a broad base, offering something "extra-musically interesting."

coverage of the U.S. election returns on
WRUL New York (international shortwave station). Philco will sponsor 15minutes each hour in English, OwensCorning 45 minutes each hour in Spanish. Coverage will begin at 8:45 p.m.
EST and continue until all results are
in. The Philco business was placed direct, the Owens-Corning business by
Foreign Advertising & Service Bureau,
New York.
Parfums Corday Inc., N. Y., importers of Fame, Toujours Moi, Trapeze,
Zigane and Jet Perfumes from France,
is making its first use of both spot radio and tv in a campaign that runs
until Christmas. Advertiser's Fame fragrance is featured in saturation spot
schedules in key markets. Agency:
Philip J. Lane Adv., N. Y.
Agency appointments . . .
■ Glenbrook Labs, (Div. of Sterling
Drugs, N.Y.) to N. W. Ayer & Son,
Phila., for unnamed new product.
Client has a handful of agencies for a
large array of drugs and toilet products.
■ Renault Inc. (automobiles) appoints
Needham, Louis & Brorby, N.Y., to

The credit crawl shows how the
tv package fits into the Columbia
art picture. Miss Ishlon, whose
responsibilities cover design and
packaging is producer; Bob Cato is
creative director of art and design;
Bill Hallahan produces and Tim
Kylie directs for CBS Television
Production Sales. Stewart Metz announces.

handle its radio and tv, giving the
agency its entire national advertising account. NL&B was named in January
1959 and Kudner inherited the broadcast portion last year. Plans for Renault's 1961 campaign are now being
formulated, according to Maurice Bosquet, president of Renault.
Soft drinks' tv ads
reach an all-time high
Soft drink bottlers' tv advertising expenditures in the first six months of
1960 reached a new high of $7,594,301,
Television Bureau of Advertising reported last week. Spot tv gross time
billings for the period were $6,047,800,
according to TvB-Rorabaugh, while network gross time expenditures were
$1,546,510, TvB said. Four soft drink
companies, with Coca-Cola's gross time
billings of $2,202,860 during the January-June period heading the list, accounted for the major portion of tv
expenditures in the soft drink category.
Other top spenders were: Pepsi-Cola,45
$1,563,100; Seven-Up, $934,490, and
Canada Dry Corp., $930,380. TvB
noted that television is the leading advertising medium for soft drink bottlers.

SPECIAL

Politicians

come

REPORT:

down

POLITICS

home

stretch

CANDIDATES WILL FIRE THEIR FINAL SALVOS ON TELECASTS TONIGHT
Thus for the second time in a fort- in parts of the schedules. The highThe most-viewed and most-heard
night the subcommittee stirred station
presidential campaign in history comes
lights last week:
to a close tonight, election eve, with resentment over what was felt to be
■ Republicans, through Campaign
signoff broadcasts by both political unwarranted meddling in their busi- Assoc., New York, accelerated spot,
placing time on more than 400 stations.
ness. In mid-October Sen. Yarborough
parties.
While the broadcast pace speeded had sent out 5,300 letters directing sta- Telecasts included minutes and 20-sections to submit reports of all their ond spots. In New York State both
last week in line with the general intv and radio buying increased. All
tensity of presidential campaigning, the election complaints within 24 hours.
At the weekend it appeared the San
week passed without what was to have
availabilities on Negro-oriented WLIB
been its star show — a fifth Nixon-KenFrancisco stations would take the posi- New York were purchased late last
tion the Yarborough watchdog group
week, and were to continue through
nedy debate.
As late as Saturday morning, Oct. had no right to demand reports on until this evening.
Democrats filled the tv air with net29, the networks were confident a fifth steps they had taken in the presidential
debate would be held Oct. 31 with case. One position was based on the
work programs, five-minute shorties
tagged on the end of clipped programs
WTOP-TV Washington as the site and premise it's purely a matter between
CBS as the producer. Networks had the licensee and the FCC. The Yar- and spots carried on more than 200
tv stations (Broadcasting, Oct. 31).
borough subcommittee is authorized
top news officials in Washington that
■ Networks continued to expedite
morning. Tickets for studio guests to review broadcast election performance
with
a
viev
toward
possible
legishad been printed, telephones ordered
paid
political time while making revisions for telecasts which the parties
and other arrangements made. Later lation.
Two other cases attracted industry dropped or reduced in length. Late
in the day, after nearly 48 hours of
in the week it was apparent the politiname-calling and hard feelings, the attention. WMCA New York drew
cal dollar volume on network tv in
whole idea was dropped, each party Republican protests and demands for
time and promotion after taking an election year 1960 would be only
blaming the other for its failure.
The four broadcast debates were
editorial stand for Sen. Kennedy. The
slightly less than in election year 1956.
FCC held in the case of a protest Chief reasons it didn't double, triple
credited with a profound influence on
against WNTA-TV New York that the or quadruple were two: (1) Exposure
the campaign (see analysis of debate
of the two standard bearers and their
impact page 27).
station had met its equal-time responsirunning mates on all three tv networks
bility
(story
page
52).
During the post-convention campaigning both radio and tv stations and
Last-minute events ■ In late pre- at no charge (including the "Great
networks encountered few serious
election drives, the Democratic and Debates") and (2) less money at the
charges of bad faith or failure to pro- Republican parties poured money and disposal of the two parties.
■ A heated fall-out developed bevide equal time to candidates.
a last-ditch effort into timebuys on
tween CBS-TV and the Republican
San Francisco Story ■ High spot of radio and television. Conspicious were
the broadcast regulatory scene was the spot campaigns by both the GOP and National Committee (via Campaign
the Democrats. Paid political telecasts Assoc.) over a GOP request that time
FCC's Nov.
telegram in
to the
Demobe cut back on one program tonight
cratic state 1chairman
California.
on the networks went off as planned
This ruling held that San Francisco
except for some pruning and additions
(Nov. 7, 10-11 p.m.). The hour ordered by the Republicans last April
stations carrying President Eisenhower's
and
confirmed
in August suddenly beOct. 20 address were not required to
One foot in heaven
came a half-hour, the GOP stating it
give the party equal time to answer
would program 10:30-11 p.m. only.
Sen. John F. Kennedy, Demothe
President's
purportedly
CBS-TV officials retorted the time was
remarks
since he
was not anonpolitical
candidate.
cratic candidate for the presidensold to the Republicans and the netThe ruling then noted stations are recy, has gone the congressional rework expected to be paid in full 48
quired to afford reasonable chance for
formers one step better.
hours in advance of program time (adopposing views to be heard, but this
He would bar the member of
vance payment is standard procedure).
does not mean any particular person
any regulatory agency from havhas the right to advance these views
Republicans
also cut back an elecing ex parte contacts not only
tion eve hour on ABC-TV where it
on the station involved (see story page
with interested parties, but with
had ordered 11 p.m. through midnight,
48).
congressmen or the White House.
and instead will sponsor a 11-11:30
The San Francisco case brought a
Sen. Kennedy made these rep.m.
telecast. Democrats cancelled a
quick request from the Senate election
marks during a political tour of
half-hour Sunday night (Nov. 6), and
watchdog subcommittee, headed by
Ohio. Speaking to students at WitThis Is Your Life was reinstated in its
Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Tex.).
tenberg College, Springfield, Ohio,
10:30-1 1 p.m. period.
the Democratic candidate set out
Creekmore Fath, subcommittee majorActual political spending totals were
ity counsel, wired San Francisco staeight principles of ethical conhard to come by but it was possible
tions involved in the incident as follows,
duct. He also pledged to reform
to make rough estimates. NBC-TV re"In view of FCC directive Oct. 31 in
and streamline the regulatory
portedly could add up its political time
re Roger Kent (Democratic) comagencies.
plaint, please advise station action to
sold
to
some $900,000 including reSen. Kennedy did not name
provide opposing viewpoints on issues
gional telecasts, CBS-TV had about $1.1
any
of
the
agencies
or
any
of
the
million while ABC-TV had $350,000.
discussed by President Eisenhower
cases which have involved promiThese compared with '56 as follows:
Oct. 20 over your facilities." (See
nent government officials.
NBC-TV had a little over $1 million,
Fath story page 50).
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S^LIVE
S?
PT
COMMERCIALS?
SCRI
Hard to write — easy to lose

ETs?
^
Hard to handle

^ bang
Grooves
— pickups
LPs?skipVS

Fluffed any lately ?

Sometiw.es it's the wrong one

FADERS?
Too fast? Too soon ?

TURNTABLES?]

MICROPHONES?

Rumble — fumble — bumble
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m
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of
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# Programatic is practical automation come
to radio.

work

for

can

you

!

% Programatic gives you superior adult music
programming.
# Programatic is available— exclusively— one
station per market.
See it! Hear it! Profit from it!
Programatic will be at all the
NAB Regional Meetings.

PROGRAMATIC BROADCASTING SERVICE, DEPT. B
229 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.
I am interested in Programatic, exclusive for my market. Give me
the facts — fast.
NAME.
STATION.
CITY

STATE

CBS-TV about $1.4 million and ABCTV some $515,000.
At late week, Democrats were spending at about a ratio Of 3 to 2 over
Republicans on NBC-TV, but the GOP
was spending 2 to 1 over Democrats
on CBS-TV, the same on ABC-TV.
GOP vs. CBS ■ The full hour in
dispute with the GOP at CBS-TV will
cost some $150,000 including preemption costs. Republicans initially
had planned also to use remotes to
pick up Messrs. Nixon, Lodge and
President Eisenhower, all in different
parts of the country on election eve.
Sponsors of Hennessey, which would
have to be reinstated at the 10-10:30
p.m. period, are General Foods and
P. Lorillard. Officials at both the
network and the agencies involved appeared certain the advertisers would
have no desire to pick up the time since
initial funds had been allocated elsewhere. The GOP, however, stood pat
in its position by stating it would sponsor only one half-hour.
Radio programs in nine foreign tongues were bought by American Nationalities for Nixon-Lodge, repeating
a campaign conducted in 1956. Pan
American Broadcasting Co., New York,
prepared and placed the programs,
aimed at the 5 million voters who speak
in a foreign language.
Starting Time ■ All three television
networks last week had second thoughts
on what would be the best time to
start election night coverage. As matters stood Nov. 4, ABC-TV will have
a half-hour head-start over CBS-TV
and NBC-TV, both of which moved
up their starting times to 7:30 p.m.
As previously announced (Broadcasting, Oct. 31), ABC-TV and CBS-TV
were going to wait until 9 p.m., and
NBC-TV had decided on 8:30 p.m.
Last week, after CBS-TV switched to an
8:30 start, NBC-TV thought 7:30
would be the proper time, a belief
suddenly shared by CBS-TV as well.
Then ABC-TV made its big move.
ABC-TV also, expected to be first
with an electronic prediction of the
next President. The network said he
will be named by its Remington Rand
Univac computer shortly after 6 p.m.,
on the John Daly and the News program. The computer will base its
projection on early returns from scattered voting districts.
Sig Mickelson, CBS News president,
said by 7:30 p.m. there will be approximately twice as many votes already
reported as in the previous presidential
election at the same hour; a full 2%
of the total vote will be tallied, and
by 8:30 p.m. 5% will have been reported, he declared. Because of speeded
up reporting and increased capabilities
of the IBM 7090 computer, Mr. Mickelson stated, it is anticipated a preliminary forecast of the election can be
made on the Douglas Edwards with
48 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

the News program 7:15-7:30 p.m.
EST) or earlier, depending on the
course of the closeness of the voting.
CBS Radio last week assigned CBS
news correspondent Blair Clark to be
stationed with CBS-TV's Howard K.
Smith at the IBM 7090 to report and
analyze the voting trend during the
radio network's coverage.
John Daly, who heads ABC commentators covering the election, said
last week that "it's the votes of the
electoral college, not the popular vote,
that elects a president. Therefore,
our ABC coverage is going to be concentrated on that essential part of the
election. We, of course, will be giving the popular vote frequently, too

SEC.

315-1960

— With
about exactly
every five
one minutes."
week left to sell
its final one-twelfth sponsorship of election night coverage, NBC-TV last Tuesday found a buyer in the Remington
Rand Electric Shaver Div. of SperryRand Corp., through Young & Rubicam, New York. ABC-TV last week
failed to land several expected advertisers for its remaining time.
NBC-TV announced the Dave Garroway Today Show will originate in
Studio 8-H on the morning of Nov.
9 (7-9 a.m. EST) with a summary of
late morning election results from far
western states, updating of congressional and gubernatorial races, and final
tally of the presidential vote.

STYLE

'Fairness' is the guideline-not equal time
as FCC rules on political broadcast complaints
"Today there is a greater sensitivity
to political balance on the part of
viewers than ever before."
This observation by an FCC staff
official who has reason to know sums
up the commission's experience with the
1960 political campaign — the first under two significant revisions of the
equal time provisions of Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act.
The two changes which are responsible for the new climate, as exemplified
in the quote above, were (1) the exemption from Sec. 315's provisions of
news, news interview and discussion
programs, and (2) the suspension of
Sec. 315 as it applied to the presidential and vice presidential nominees of
the major parties. Both changes were
enacted by the 86th Congress.
Last week the FCC issued two rulings
pointing up the new outlook on political
campaigns and Sec. 315. Four years
ago the bulk of the political complaints
involved the question of one candidate
appearing and his opponent not receiving the same benefits. Today the problem is one of fairness.
■ The California Democratic State
Central Committee was told last week
that President Eisenhower's speech Oct.
20 in San Francisco did not require the
invocation of Sec. 315 because the
President is not a candidate and Sec.
315 applies only to candidates.
As to the question of fairness, the
commission said this is up to the individual stations, who are not required
to present tit for tat, but may reconcile
their responsibilities to present both
sides of a public controversy in their
own way in the light of their programming as a whole.
Unanimous ■ This position was taken
by all six FCC commisioners who voted
on it Oct. 31. Only Commissioner Rosel

H. Hyde was absent. He was in Mexico on official business.
The California complaint was lodged
by Roger
chairman. HeKent,
askedstate
thatDemocratic
the commission
force KRON-TV, KPIX (TV), KGOAM-TV and KCBS, all San Francisco,
to grant the Democratic Party time
comparable to that given President
Eisenhower in his address to the Commonwealth Club in that city.
The FCC quoted replies from the
stations to its letter of inquiry which
held generally that coverage of the
President's speech was a news coverage
in the judgment of the stations and that
since the president termed his speech
non-political it would be presumptous
for the stations to question this.
In discussing
the broadcaster's
sponsibility to present
all sides ofre-a
controversial issue, the FCC pointed
out that "this does not mean that any
particular person or persons have the
right to advance these viewpoints on
the station involved. The question
whether other available groups or individuals might be appropriate spokesmen for the particular points of view
is a matter for the exercise of reasonable
discretion by the station. It is not the
commission's policy ... to direct a station to discuss specific issues or to provide its facilities to specific individFair is Fair ■ An even more direct
answer to a complaint was included in
uals. .." answer to George A. Katz,
the FCC's
a New York attorney representing
James N. Fazio, Democratic candidate
for election to the New York assembly.
Mr. Katz complained that WNTA-TV
New York refused to give Mr. Fazio
comparable time on the station used by
Mr. Fazio's Republican opponent,
Joseph F. Carlino. Last July 17 Mr.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

. . . others like chocolate, strawberry,
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Walnut
Chocolate Pineapple
Cherry-Van.
Strawberry
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Ra&pberrv
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Apricot"
Oral
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'

black walnut ... in fact, that's the reason for 28 flavors . . .
something to suit every possible taste!
Good, sound programming comes in many
flavors, too. At KSLA-TV

the flavors of programming are

as many and varied as are the tastes of our 755,000 viewers.
And each flavor . . . news, variety, public affairs,
comedy, drama, action . . . has all the richness and
taste appeal that keeps the viewers coming back for more.
Our advertisers keep corning back, too,
for the "double-dip" of KSLA-TV's audience loyalty.
Ask your Harrington, Righter &■ Parsons man to scoop up
your flavor of availabilities for you today.
We've got 'em all . . . even plain vanilla!

hannelM^Si

shreveport,

la.

How to build your own hot seat in one easy lesson
Meet the newest man on a Washington hot seat — Creekmore Fath.
He's majority counsel of the Senate
watchdog subcommittee, which recently set up an industry tumult by
sending out 5,300 letters to radio and
tv networks and stations. These letters called for reports within 24 hours
of all complaints about the way they
are covering the election (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
As investigator for Sen. Ralph W.
Yarborough (D-Tex.), chairman of
the watchdog subcommittee, Mr.
Fath is operating in an environment
of jangling phones, heaped-up mail
and controversy. His job — to find an
answer to any legislative problems
created by the 1960 national campaign with its suspension of Sec. 315
equal-time provisions.
Over 800 radio and tv stations
have already sent in complaints. Mr.
Fath at this point must answer a key
question, "Just what is a complaint?"
Is a request for reply time a complaint? Or must there be a station
refusal of time and facilities before
Complaint reports about radio-tv
subcommittee. Subcommittee's letan actual complaint arises?
election coverage are stacked all
ter to all stations asking for comA Classic ■ He considers the San
around Creekmore Fath, majority
plaints has brought responses from
over 800 licensees.
counsel of the Senate watchdog
Francisco incident "a classic case."
In that city several stations carried a
Dallas lawyer, went back home be- pealing to the public. Finally it sent
partisan speech by President Eisencause Congress allowed only a puny
the famed complaint letter to every
hower (see FCC advisory ruling this
station. Mr. Fath spearheaded the
page) and Mr. Fath contends these
$35,000 for what had been envisioned as a nationwide monitoring
complaint letter. Though stations are
stations "must let the other side disconfused and irked over its shotgun
cuss the issues raised by the presiproject.
dent." Several of the stations, how"If you won't take it, I'll have to aspects, he insists it is merely "a reever, contend that as a result of the drop my campaign activities and
quest" though an NAB interpretation
FCC ruling the incident is purely a spend the fall in Washington," Sen.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31), held licenmatter between licensees and the Yarborough told him. The chairman
sees "must" submit the complaints
commission. A station-attorney view
they receive within 24 hours.
recalled Mr. Fath's seven-year Washis that licensees are only required to
ington record prior to, during and
The Family Tree ■ The "Creekafter World War II when he held
show a balanced performance record
more" is a family tag: "There are
down committee, White House and
during the campaign.
Creekmores
all over the South."
The man who runs this probing
war mobilization-reconversion funcAs the workload mounts — 115
tions.
operation is a quiet, baldish attorney
stations sent in complaint reports on
from Austin, Tex., where he has his
Nov. 2 — he calmly puffs his pipe,
Lacking money to monitor broadown law firm. He was inveigled into
answers telephones and contemplates
cast election coverage, the subcomthe job by his friend, Sen. Yarbormittee last August contacted candithe day he can wind up his assignough, after Joe Bailey Humphrey,
ment and return to his practice.
dates all over the nation, later apCarlino appeared over WNTA-TV's
Between The Lines program, discussing
the Democratic convention, FCC noted.
One week later, former Democratic
New York Gov. Averill Harriman was
interviewed on the same program and
gave his views of the Republican convention.
This program, the FCC stated is a
bona fide news program and thus exempt from the provisions of Sec. 315.
Not only that, the commission added
— the station appeared to have adhered
to the usual fairnes doctrine by presenting a Republican to discuss the Democratic convention and a Democrat to
50 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

discuss the Republican convention.
Staff Churning ■ During the month
of October, the last full month before
the Nov. 8 election, the FCC has received 129 election "complaints." These
have been handled by a staff of six
attorneys, several of whom have put in
Saturday and Sunday work in the last
few weekends. This staff is part of the
Renewal & Transfer Division of the
Broadcast Bureau and is under the direction of division chief Joseph N. Nelson, and renewal branch chief Edward
J. Brown.
Although the number of complaints
has not dropped extensively, it was ex-

plainted (four years ago the same office
was handling about the same number),
the work has been simpler because of
the general understanding that Sec. 315
does not apply to news programs and
because of the suspension of Sec. 315
for the presidential candidates.
The communications have, however,
indicated a greater knowledge of Sec.
315's provision — inserted in September
1959 when the clause was changed —
that the exemptions for news programs
did not relieve the stations of their responsibilities topresent fairly all sides
of a controversial issue.
During the month of October, these
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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For the buyer or seller of broadcast time NCS '61 is
the master key that unlocks new opportunities . . .
provides fresh solutions to recurrent problems in . . .
coverage should you buy,
ing
Marketbroadcast
(£^z> What
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ibution allocations match your sales
advertising
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Management
you reaching
the right prospects at a
reasonable price?
NCS '61, now polling 375,000 radio homes, is timed
to coincide with release of 1960 U.S. Census figures.
Nielsen Coverage Service alone will give authoritative answers on radio and television coverage and
circulation . . . current information from every
county in the U.S.
FOR ALL THE FACTS CALL ... WIRE ... OR WRITE TODAY
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS, 360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK, 575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA, 70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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Sharp lad that Brawnski . . . he'll join the agency schooled in basic marketfacts. Obviously he knows that South Bend has a higher per household income ($7,553*) than any other Indiana Metro Area . . . that it ranks $1,426*
above the state average.
While a rich market by itself, South Bend is part of a total 15-county area
with buying power in excess of $1.7 billion*! You can't afford to penalize
your sales efforts in a market of this scope ... it calls for an all-out aerial
offensive! And no station reaches South Bend aerials like WSBT-TV!
The nation's oldest UHF station, WSBT-TV has dominated this market since
its opening day. Year after year it delivers 45% share of sets in use with top
CBS programs and popular local shows.
Don't fumble sales potentials in the big South Bend market. Get the latest
signals from your Raymer man.
'Sales Management 1960 Survey of Buying Power

V
SOUTH BT
BEND,
INDIANA
-T
WS
Channel 22
ONE

OF

CBS'

HIGHEST-

RATED

Ask Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
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STATIONS

illustrative cases were processed by this
Broadcast Bureau office:
■ A Mrs. Jay Stoner of Minot, N.D.,
complained that KXMC-TV there carried Kennedy, Nixon and Johnson on
the CBS-originated Presidential Countdown, but did not carry the network
feed when Mr. Lodge was on the program. In response to the FCC's inquiry
on this the station said it planned to carry
the Lodge show on a delayed basis.
■ The New York Republican Committee explained that it had not been
granted time to respond to the WMCA
New York editorial favoring Sen. Kennedy for President. The station told the
FCC that before using the editorial it
had wired Vice President Nixon, offering its facilities for anything he wanted
to say, but that he had never replied.
This offer is still open, the station said.
It also pointed to appearances on its
programs of such Republicans as Gov.
Rockefeller, State Attorney General
Louis Lefkowitz, and Assemblyman
Joseph F. Carlino.
■ The Missouri Seventh District Republican Committee charged that a five
minute political broadcast in behalf of
Democratic congressional candidate
Charles H. Brown was not sufficiently
identified as a paid political broadcast.
The FCC wrote to the station and a
more careful identification was made in
the continuity. This still did not satisfy
the GOP group, because it wrote a second letter of complaint.
■ The Socialist Labor Party in New
York complained that the networks and
WNTA-TV New York refused to give
it time to present its views on the issues in the current election. The complaint was denied by the FCC because
of the lack of specific details of what
the Socialists asked for, how they were
refused and what viewpoint the group
wanted to present.
'Equal promotion'
sought from WMCA
A new "equal" has been added to
the broadcaster's problem in dealing
with political candidates — "equal promotion." That demand was made of
the Straus Broadcasting group stations
(WMCA New York, WBNY Buffalo)
after they broadcast an editorial supporting Sen. John F. Kennedy for
president, and promoted the editorial
through paid newspaper space and onthe-air announcements (Broadcasting,
Oct. 31).
Two Republican groups protested to
the FCC about the Straus editorial,
demanding equal time to answer it
on the air and also demanding that
the Straus stations pay for newspaper
space (five one-page ads which cost
about $20,000 in New York City newspapers) and furnish an equal number
of on-air promos (41 on WMCA, 30BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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Like, Leave Us Have No Doubts About It
"The People's Choice" is the greatest success story
in daytime stripping! From coast-to-coast, smart
station's have won the smart money (P&G, Lever
Bros., General Mills, Jergens, Lestoil, Anahist,
etc., etc.) AND results with this top-rated 104stanza laugh series.
In market after market— NOW on the air in 16
out of the top-20 markets !— "The People's Choice"
is the audience's choice, the advertiser's choice
AND the station's choice.
Good reason for it, of course. Situation comedy
is HOT . . . R-E-D HOT ! And "The People's
Choice" is BOTH the best AND the most recent
off-the-network-into-syndication addition to the
too-too small list.
Look into it today, hey.
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starring
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ggop!
PATRICIA
AND CLEO
BRESLIN
For complete information, see your ABC Films
Sales Rep., or call
ABC
FILMS, INC.
1501 Broadway • LA 4-5050
New York 36, N . Y.
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35 on WBNY) to promote the reply.
The editorial itself ran 9 minutes, 10
seconds, and was broadcast twice on
both WMCA and WBNY.
The complaints and demands came
from Chairman Thruston Morton of
the Republican National Committee
and from L. Judson Morehouse, chairman, and Lyle W. Hornbeck, campaign
manager, of the New York Republican
State Committee. The FCC wired the
Straus stations for an explanation.
R. Peter Straus, president of the
stations, told the FCC and the GOP
groups that an offer of equal time had
been extended to Vice President Nixon
and Henry Cabot Lodge before the
editorial was aired, and that no reply
had been received through Wednesday,

Nov. 2. On Thursday, however, a
telegram was received from Robert
Finch, Mr. Nixon's campaign manager,
advising that the schedules of both
GOP candidates precluded their accepting the offer personally and requesting
that Sen. Jacob Javits of New York
be designated to reply on their behalf. Mr. Straus indicated the stations
would consider the request, but no
decision
had been reached late Thursday.

Gov. Nelson Rockefeller and Attorney
General Louis Lefkowitz of New York

Mr. Straus indicated the demand for
equal promotion would not be met,
although he said that if Mr. Nixon
or Mr. Lodge should personally accept
the equal time offer the stations would
of course promote their reply.
Mr. Straus also pointed out that

Although the equal time requirements of Sec. 315 apply only to appearances ofthe candidates themselves,
the FCC's doctrine of fairness in regard to editorializing requires stations
to seek out and broadcast opposition
viewpoints.

appeared on the stations' Barry Gray
Show for 1 hour, 10 minutes immediately following broadcast of the first
editorial, devoting 23 minutes, 3 seconds of that time to comments about
the editorial. Two days later the stations
presented comments on the editorial
bly.
by Joseph F. Carlino, Republican
speaker of the New York State Assem-

THE MEDIA
WHERE

DO

YOU

START

FROM?

That's the big question as network negotiations
with AFTRA and SAG are resumed in New York
Network negotiators resume contract
talks today (Nov. 7) with the American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists
and the Screen Actors Guild on national agreements with both sides still "far
apart" and the deadline of Nov. 15
rapidly approaching.
A hiatus in talks in the significant
area of national agreements < was taken
last week to permit negotiators to confer on local contracts for their owned
and operated facilities, but the direction
of national agreements undoubtedly will
shape the pattern for local pacts.
AFTRA, which is spearheading the
talks, is reported to have relaxed its
demands considerably from the "highly
excessive" rates it sought in its original
proposals (Broadcasting, Oct. 3 et.
seq.). But the networks, in true bargaining fashion, offered counterdemands
which are said to be less than are contained in the present AFTRA pact but
are slightly higher than those in the
current SAG agreement with film producers. In other words, the management gambit appears to be to negotiate
on the basis of SAG's lower rates.
A Comparison ■ A perusal of AFTRA
and SAG's present contracts reveals the
issue of "where do you start from" can
be paramount. The most crucial and
disputatious area of talks is in national
spot. A comparison of the present
AFTRA and SAG contracts shows that
the session fee for on-camera performers under AFTRA is $93, while it is
$80 under SAG. If a commercial is
used in more than 125 markets, the
13-week use fee under AFTRA is $312
currently, while it is $260 under SAG.
If a commercial is used in 21-125 markets, the fee is $225 under AFTRA.
54

Under SAG, there is no direct comparison, but if a commercial is used in from
61-125 markets, the use fee for 13
weeks is $220. The SAG rates are
obviously lower. Accordingly, the base
from which you talk is most significant.
Both SAG and AFTRA, as is customary in these negotiations, are making
strike preparations. Both unions have into membersSAGthat
"impasse"
has been dicatedreached.
lastanweek
started
to distribute more than 14,000 ballots
to members asking for strike authorization. AFTRA has scheduled a meeting
in New York on Thursday (Nov. 10) to
brief its members on the progress of
negotiations and to obtain their guidance on the future course of action, insary.
cluding astrike authorization if necesThe networks, which are facing a

Labor

round of negotiations this winter with
other unions, are seeking to hold the
line. Representatives of advertising agencies and advertisers, who have been sitting in on the negotiations as observers,
are reported to have insisted to management negotiators that costs are spiralling
and increases can be modest only.
Petry pushes

local live

spots to beat wage

hikes

As a consequence of "vastly increased
payments"
for talent ofsought
by the&
American Federation
Television
Radio Artists and the Screen Actors
Guild for spot tv commercials, (see
story this page), Edward Petry & Co.,
New York, is preparing a major presentation for advertisers and agencies that
will dramatize the advantages of live
commercials as delivered by local talent.
The presentation will stress that live
commercials delivered by local talent
will be "considerably lower" in cost than
film or taped commercials; will provide
flexibility of message to fit changing re-

negotiators

have busy time ahead
the International Alliance of TheatriThe networks, already in strenuous negotiations with the Screen
cal Stage Employes at all networks
(covering stagehands) ; National
Actors Guild and the American FedAssn. of Broadcast Employees at
eration of Television & Radio Artists
(see story, this page), are heading for ABC and NBC and the International
Brotherhood of Electricians at CBS
a "busy beaver" season in labor ne(covering technicians).
gotiations with four other contracts
DGA said its negotiating team is
expiring by Jan. 31, 1961.
The Directors Guild of America
in the process of drawing up demands. One demand will be for the
last week expressed hope that its nesame pension provisions for live
gotiating team could start holding
discussions with the networks by television and radio directors as now
mid-November to frame a pact to exist in film contracts. A spokesman
replace one that expires on Dec. 30. said that fee increases would be
Subsequently, pacts with the various
sought but declined to specify a pertechnical unions loom — Local 1 of
centage atthis time.
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quirements; will command "a longer and
stronger sell"; will build strong sponsor
identification for the client. The presentation also will detail sponsor success
stories by product classifications and
geographical areas and outline the use
of video tape by local stations.
To expedite this project, Petry has
sent wires to all the tv stations it represents, asking them to provide additional
data that may strengthen its presentation.

IN RADIO
Now, every KBIG minute is new...
and more valuable! The big reason:
3 talented personalities who are adding new freshness, new vitality to radio selling. That's Joe Niagara (6-10
a.m.), Jim O'Leary (10 a.m. -2 p.m.),
and Bob Gage (2-6 p.m.). KBIG
never sounded better. ..and your
advertising never had a better sales
opportunity.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28. Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed-Brown Radio Corp.

WCOL
has
SOUND
INFLUENCE
in
Columbus,
Ohio
Advertising is a true investment. It must be based on
sound judgment. In Columbus, you get maximum returns on your investment
when you advertise on the
New WCOL!
The New WCOL offers the
largest listening audience
at lowest cost*. Don't speculate with your dollars. Invest in New WCOL Blue
for greatThe New Chipest advertising
returns.
*(You invest in the largest
share of audience for less
w
than half the cost per
thousand listeners of other
media. Ratings and CPM
figures on request.)
c
24 hours a day broadcasting
1230 AM
92.3 FM
The
Capital
o
Station
Columbus 15,
Ohio i
Represented by:
robert e. eastman * co., .,
55 (THE MEDIA)

CBS wins plagarism suit
A verdict in favor of CBS and Frank
Cooper Assoc., program packager, was
returned by a Los Angeles Superior
Court jury Nov. 1 in a $3,750,000
plagarism suit and implied and expressed contract damage suit involving
the tv program The Verdict Is Yours.
Ludwig H. Gerber, attorney; Homer
Canfield, producer, and John E. Miller,
law researcher, claimed they originated
the courtroom format for the show in
1954 and had a verbal contract with
the network. They contended CBS
started the show three years later.
Mr. Cooper testified the network
show was based on the Chicago program They Stand Accused, authored by
William Wines. Besides kinescopes,
CBS introduced testimony to show the
courtroom-drama idea went back to
1948. The jury found for the defendants.
KPDQ surveys its audienca
KPDQ Portland, Ore., is tabulating
results of a poll of its listeners which
it expects will give definitive figures on
the average age, income, sex, listening
habits, tv viewing habits and church
affiliation of its audience.
The survey was conducted by Dr.
Robert E. Dodge, marketing director of
Portland State College. He selected at
random 2,250 names from all listeners
who had written the station within the
past year. Questionnaires were returned
by 977 people or 43%. Since those surveyed were chosen from a group who
had expressed interest in radio, the percentage of return was high and the station expects an accurate profile.
Fn Briefly Frost on exchange
The parent company of WGLI-AMFM Babylon, N. Y., is now listed on
the American Stock Exchange. Friendly Frost Inc., Westbury, N. Y., which
operates a chain of 20 appliance and
housewares stores under the trade name
"Friendly Frost Stores," and of which
WGLI Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary, also signed an agreement with the
Norge Div. of Borg-Warner Corp. as
exclusive sales agent for Norge's newlydeveloped coin-operated dry cleaner
units in six Northeastern states. Trading under the ticker symbol FF, Friendly Frost opened on 300 shares at 8V4.

116 WGR-AM-TV

employes

join NABET walkout
WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.,
was struck at 8:30 a.m. Nov. 2 by 116
employes represented by National Assn.
of Broadcast Employes & Technicians.
The union and management sat Nov. 3
with a federal mediator.
The station management said it had
given
threebe hours'
that
abeen
strike
would
called.notification
It announced
operations would continue uninterrupted
with local and national programs and
advertising. Administrative personnel
took over staff duties and other Transcontinent stations supplied personnel.
Edward M. Lynch, union representative, said the company insisted on the
right to automate without making adequate provision for displaced employes.
He said the company was adamant in
refusal to offer a shorter work week,
(37V2 hours) as granted recently by
WBEN-AM-TV Buffalo and cited these
other complaints — elimination of the
Christmas bonus for employes, elimination of cost-of-living provisions of four
years' standing and inadequate employment security for seven NABET performing personnel.
Management said the company had
offered an immediate increase in salaries
now set at $166.95 per week to $175.50
with automatic increase to $182 in 18
months, a total increase of $15; 10%
increase to those making under $166.94,
5% now and 5% in 18 months; immediate payment of $150 bonus to all employes; liberalized severance payments;
increased medical-surgical benefits, and
increased payments to talent.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED 'The following sales of
station interests were reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ WHTN-TV Huntington-Charleston,
W. Va.: Sold by Cowles Broadcasting
Co. to Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp. for approximately $2 million. The Reeves company, headed
by Hazard E. Reeves, owns WTJSNTV Charleston, S. C, and KBAK-TV
Bakersfield, Calif. Cowles owns
KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines. WHTNTV operates on ch. 13 with 316 kw
visual and 200 kw aural. The sale
was handled by R. C. Crisler & Co.
(Broadcasting, Oct. 17).
■ WTAC Flint, Mich.: Sold by Leonard and Philip Chess to group of
Philadelphia businessmen for $550,700. Buyers' group includes Marvin
Orleans, builder; Sol Krugman, steel
supply; Louis Tose, trucking executive;
Gene Milner, WIP Philadelphia disc
jockey and sportscaster; Tom Reddy,
WRCV Philadelphia disc jockey.
WTAC was bought by the Messrs.
Chess in 1959 for $278,000. Station
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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Outstanding
Broadcast

Values

in

Properties

FULLTIME AM-FM in a single-station
market. Needs owner-operator. Excellent
facilities. $25,000 cash down and easy
terms on the balance.
Good daytimer in single-station market.
Absentee owner enjoys good volume but
station needs owner-operator. Low down
payment and good terms.
This fulltime facility in a capital city is
now available. Station will support a good
two-man team plus payout after $100,000
cash down.

SOUTHWEST
$125,000

WEST
$75,000

MIDWEST

$350,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford 8. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whilaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441
Wilshire Blvd.
333
N.
Michigan
Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
C/wcago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5- 1 576
STerling 3-4341
CReslview 4-2770

PUT
YOUR
FINGER
HERE!

SEATTLE

TACOMA

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN BALTIMORE
. . . bigger than Cleveland
and Louisville combined
You can't overlook a market of
1 V2 million prosperous people with
$3 billion in Spendable Income.
Such a market is the rich Puget
Sound area blanketed by KTNTTV, a CBS affiliate. Learn how
and why this station has achieved
such wide listener acceptance and
popularity . . . ask your WEED
TELEVISION man for full details.
Talk to him before you make promotional plans in the Pacific
Northwest.

CHANNEL II
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area
58 (THE MEDIA)

is on 600 kc with 1 kw day and 500
w& Assoc.
night. Broker was Hamilton-Landis
■ WRIB Providence, R. I.: Sold by
Rhode Island Broadcasting Co. (Frank
Rao, president) to Springfield Broadcasting Co. for $225,000. The station
will be managed by Arthur Tacker,
Springfield Broadcasting vice president
who formerly had an interest in
WTYM East Longmeadow, Mass.
WRIB is a 1 kw daytimer on 1220 kc.
Transaction was handled by Edwin
Tornberg & Co.
■ KCHY Cheyenne, Wyo.: Sold by
Robert S. Pomrher to Y T Corp. for
$1 10,000. Y T Corp., newly organized
to acquire small service businesses in
West, comprises Otto J. Feucht Jr.,
president and Carl E. Isaacs, vice president. Mr. Isaacs is former Stanford
U. football end and played with Oakland Raiders this season until sidelined
with knee injury. Headquarters of
KSHY, which began operating in
Y T Corp. is Menlo Park, Calif.
September 1959, is 1 kw daytimer on
1590 kc. Broker was Paul H. Chapman Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last wek (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 100).
■ KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Tex.: Leased
to Texas Key Broadcasters Inc. by
Texas Telecasting Inc. for 10 years
with option to buy, for total consideration of $799,440. Texas Key is owned
by James M. Isaacs, Texas Telecasting
vice president and general manager
of KPAR-TV, 48.5%; Albert R. Elam
Jr., 50.5%, and Albert R. Elam Sr.,
1%. The Elams are in trucking and oil
businesses. Texas Telecasting (W. D.
Rogers and associates) own KDUBAM-TV Lubbock, 50% of KVER-AMTV Clovis, N. Y. and hold lease on
KEDY-TV Big Spring, Tex.
■ WBNX New York, N. Y.: Sold by
WBNX Broadcasting Inc. (A. L. Haskell, president) to Richard Eaton for
$680,000 plus $60,000 not to compete
within 5 miles of New York for three
years. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross dissented. Sale
to Mr. Eaton is subject to condition
that he dispose of enough broadcast
interests to make present grant consistent with commission rules (not more
than seven radio stations to be owned
by one person). Mr. Eaton operates
WMUR-TV Manchester, N. H; WJMO
Cleveland Heights, Ohio; WINX Rockville, Md.; WOOK and WFAM-FM
Washington, D. C; WCUY-FM Cleveland, Ohio, WSID Baltimore, Md. and
WANT Richmond, Va.
■ KROY Sacramento, Calif.: Sold by
John T. Carey Inc. to Sacramento
Broadcasters Inc. for 427,500 plus
agreement not to compete for five
BROADCASTING, November 7, 19S0

years. Lincoln Dellar, president of
Sacramento Broadcasters, has interests
in KLYD-AM-FM-TV Bakersfield and
KACY Port Hueneme, both California.
■ KYSN Colorado Springs, Colo.:
Sold by Kenneth E. Palmer, John C.
Hunter and Robert Donner Jr. to
KYSN Broadcasting Co. for $300,000.
KYSN Broadcasting owners comprise
Donald Harding, formerly with CBS
Chicago; William Firman, eastern sales
manager, CBS Radio Network; Robert
Meskill, general manager, WKID Urbana, 111., and Jerry Glynn, vice president, AM Sales Co., Chicago. Same
group owns WKID.
■ KOL-AM-FM Seattle, Wash.: Sold
by Mrs. Archie Taft Sr. to her son,
Archie Taft Jr., for $250,000. Mr.
Taft has interests in KBKW Aberdeen
and KLYK Spokane, both Washington.
Mrs. Taft retains 20% interest.
■ WNMP Evanston, 111. : Sold by estate
of the late Angus D. Pfaff to Harry and
Otto Semrow for $325,000. Messrs.
Semrow manufacture decorative grillwork for household appliances.
■ WKYN Rio Piedras, P. R.: Sold by
Julio M. Ortiz and Clement L. Littauer to Supreme Broadcasting Co. of
Puerto Rico for $220,000 plus agreement not to compete for 10 years.
Supreme Broadcasting owns WJMRAM-FM and is 40% owner of WVUE
(TV) New Orleans plus 28% of
WORA-TV Mayaguez, P. R.
■ KBLR-TV Goodland, Kan.: Sold by
Max Jones, trustee in bankruptcy, to
Standard Electronics Corp., equipment

CBS

Radio

10 MINS. HARD

reveals
NEWS

manufacturer, for remaining unpaid
equipment debt amounting to about
$200,000 plus $275 monthly for lease
of transmitter building. Standard is
subsidiary of Dynamic Corp. of America, which also is parent company for
Radio Electronics Lab.
■ WARK-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md.:
Sold by Richard Eaton to group headed
by Henry Rau for $200,000 plus $67,000 not to compete within 25 miles
of Hagerstown. Mr. Rau and his
associates own WOL Washington,
D. C; WNAV Annapolis, Md., and
WDOV Dover, Del. Commissioners
Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross
dissented.
■ WTID Newport News, Va.: Sold by
Richard Eaton to Twelve Seventy Inc.
(Max Reznick, president) for $130,000.
WTID was formerly assigned call letters WYOU. Commissioners Robert
T. Bartley and John S. Cross dissented.
■ WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.: Sold by
Anna Stenger to group headed by Paul
H. Phillips, president of P.A.L. Broadcasters Inc., for $145,000. Sale was
conditioned by commission that P.A.L
.executive Ernest G. C. Lewis, terminate his present employment with
WBRE-AM-FM-TV Wilkes-Barre.
■ WFAB South Miami, Fla.: Sold by
Harold E. King to Richard Eaton for
$40,000 plus agreement with Mr. King
to pay him $10,000 per year for three
years to act as consultant. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and John S.
Cross dissented. Sale subject to conditions listed under WBNX (above).

details

ON HOUR,

The specifics of the new information
features CBS Radio plans to offer starting Nov. 28 were announced last week.
The five-minute broadcasts represent
one phase of the network's program
realignment which, effective on the
same date, will eliminate daytime serials, cut back on other entertainment
programming and put greater emphasis
on news (Broadcasting, Aug. 22, et
seq).
Featuring CBS News correspondents
primarily, the information series will
number 19 a week, with six to be presented each day Monday through Friday, seven others on Saturday and six
on Sunday. All will be presented daytime, always on the half-hour. They
will cover such diverse subjects as offbeat stories from Paris, stories of the
marriages of famous people, Washington from a woman's viewpoint, a travel
guide, news background, a report on
new inventions and ideas, developments
in various fields of science and profiles
of people in the news.
While these programs deal with feaBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

of news

PLUS

format

FEATURES

ture material, the national and international "hard news" will get greater
play through the introduction of 10minute newscasts on the hour. These
will run every hour from 10 a.m. EST
through 10-10:10 p.m. EST with one
exception: the quarter-hour report currently scheduled at 8 p.m. will continue
to be heard nightly and also on weekends (as will the quarter-hour report
at 8 a.m. each morning).
CBS Radio also has signed Jerry
Coleman, former New York Yankees
baseball player, to do Coleman on
Sports on weekends as replacement for
Dave Camerer's Camerer on Sports.
Mr. Coleman will present five-minute
reports 10 times each weekend (four
on Saturday, six on Sunday. In addition, the five-minute It's Sports Time
at 6:55 p.m. EST Monday through Saturday will continue.
The new informational series will be
heard on the half-hour from 1 1 : 30 a.m.
EST through 4:30 p.m. EST Monday
through Friday; from 9:30 a.m. through
1:30 p.m. and again at 4:30 and 5:30

NAB
FALL

CONFERENCES

STARTING
NOVEMBER

14-15

AGAIN

. . .

(This
coming
Monday
and Tuesday)

WASHINGTON -statler hotel
Ray V. Hamilton and John D. Stebbins of
the Washington office will be registered at
the Statler Hotel and at the NAB Washington, D. C. Fall Conference Meetings.
We look forward to seeing all our old
friends.
NOVEMBER

21 -22

CHICAGO -EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
Richard A. Shaheen of our Chicago office
who handles the Midwest and Ray V. Hamilton, Washington, D. C. office who covers the
East will be registered at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel in Chicago and at the Chicago
NAB Fall Conference.
We will enjoy seeing you at the meetings or
at our nearby Chicago office to discuss
markets and radio-television facilities.

SOUTHWEST
TEXAS FULLTIMER — $160,000.00
This is a 250 watt station in a Texas
small market. Application for 1000 watts
pending. TKis is a money-maker, extremely clean operation. Unusually well
equipped. Well in the black, gross over
$100,000. Price $160,000 some terms.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1 175
DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
JOE A. OSWALD
WEST
Pacific northwestern regional fulltimer,
isolated market, price $160,000 less than
\Vl times gross. 29% down, long terms,
right party.
SAN FRANCISCO
III SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & ASSOC., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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p.m. on Saturday, and at 9:30 and
10:30 a.m. and 12:30, 1:30, 4:30 and
5:30 p.m. on Sunday. They will be
produced by a special unit under the
overall supervision of John W. Kiermaier, director of public affairs for
CBS News, with Joel Heller as executive producer. The sports programs as
well as the news-on-the-hour reports
also will be produced by CBS News.
Have

the N.Y. critics

been

to Dubuque,

too?

Television programming was characterized as "bad to mediocre" and "uninspiring" bya panel of newspaper and
magazine television critics last week at
a luncheon meeting of the New York
Chapter of the Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences.
The critics generally condemned entertainment programs but pointed to
one "good sign" — the increasing number of public service shows. But the
consensus was there should be more of
this type of program, and they could
be improved by injecting showmanship
into such telecasts.
Marie Torre, New York Herald
Tribune, acknowledged that networks
face a problem in attempting to program to a mass audience but this view
was challenged by the other panelists.
Robert Paul Smith, a magazine writer
who contributed to a critical article on
tv in Esquire recently, summed up the
attitude of the panel when he asserted:
"Agencymen seem to turn down programs of quality with an adult appeal
by using this argument: 'It wouldn't go
over in Dubuque.' Now, how would
they know what would go over in Dubuque? They've never been there or
met people from Dubuque. If they did
go there and to other towns and cities
throughout the country, they'd find that
these people enjoy serious as well as
popular music, high-caliber dramatic

shows, the opera and good books.
These people would enjoy programs
that are not 'mass-oriented,' if television
gave
them panel
the opportunity."
Other
members were Bert
Burns, New York World-Telegram and
Sun; Marya Mannes, The Reporter, and
Kay Gardella, New York Daily News.
Media

reports...

New concept ■ Peters, Griffin, Woodward is premiering its latest market concept: selling the area from northern
Virginia to the Georgia line as a contiguous marketing territory. The station representative's radio division is
using the term "Car-Va" (Carolinas and
Virginia) to dramatize the concept to
advertisers and agencies. Population,
business and station coverage data in
the region are compiled in a new PGW
sales presentation.
New and large ■ United Spot Sales Inc.,
with headquarters in New York, announced that the firm's Los Angeles
office has been moved to new and larger quarters in the Palmer Bldg., 6352
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28. Telephone isHollywood 2-1397.
Moving ■ KFPK(FM) Los Angeles,
non-commercial station, is moving to
new quarters at 3729 Cahuenga Blvd.,
North Hollywood, as soon as remodeling is completed.
Crafty captions ■ WERE Cleveland
won three top awards in the advertising competition conducted by the Art
Directors Club of Cleveland. Prizewinners were three full-page ads the
station had run in radio and advertising
publications. They were the brainchildren of Len Trostler, WERE's local
sales manager and featured archaic
steel etchings with inane captions and a
sales pitch (with the light touch) for
the station. For example: one old cut

of Napoleon standing alone on a ship
while naval officers across the deck conferred was captioned "He thinks he's
Columbus," and went on to say that he
hadn't actually discovered WERE but
that national advertisers have been using it "since almost 1492." WERE reports itwas the only radio station represented inthe club's awards.
Heart winners ■ KMOX St. Louis and
WOSH-TV Portland, Me., have been
designated winners of the 1960 Howard
W. Blakeslee awards for outstanding
reporting on heart and circulatory diseases. KMOX was chosen for a program on a heart operation of a fiveyear-old boy and WOSH-TV for a film
on progress in heart research and surgery. Winners received $500 each during
the awards luncheon of the sponsor, the
American Heart Assn., on Oct. 22 in
St. Louis.
Appoints agency ■ WINS New York
has named The Wesley Assoc., that city,
as advertising agency for all media.
L. L. Redfield will serve as account
executive.
New office ■ KWKW Pasadena-Los
Angeles, Spanish language radio station, has opened offices and studios in
Hollywood's Pantages Theatre Bldg.,
6233 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone is
Hollywood 5-6171. KWKW manager
Bill Beaton is in charge of the new
office.
It's the fourth ■ Spot Time Sales Inc.,
announced the opening of its fourth
office, in Los Angeles. The bureau, with
Miss B. J. Hamrick in charge, is located
at 1615 Cherokee Ave., Hollywood.
Telephone is Hollywood 4-7497.
New York office ■ WMMM Westport, Conn., has opened offices at 510
Madison Ave., New York City with
John Newhouse, vice president in charge
of sales for the station, in charge.

PROGRAMMING
AFM, FILM MAJORS
REACH
ACCORD
New 3V2 year contract includes provisions on tv films
American Federation of Musicians
January 1958, AFM made demands
and the Assn. of Motion Picture Pro- for residuals but they were rejected by
the AMPP. A five-month musician
ducers after one week of negotiation
late Wednesday (Nov. 2) agreed to a strike followed and culminated in
Musicians Guild of America being
new 3 ^ -year contract covering employment of musicians in major moformed and getting briefly AMPP jurisdiction.
tion picture studios. The agreement
was to have been ratified by member
Although scale figures in the new
musicians at a Hollywood meeting last agreement were not revealed, it is preSaturday.
sumed they will be the same held by
The agreement, which also covers
MGA when it had jurisdiction at the
tv films produced by the majors, runs
majors. AFM in a recent jurisdiction
battle won back the majors in an
from Nov. 1, 1960 to May 1, 1964.
However, no provisions were disclosed
NLRB
election (Broadcasting, Sept.
12).
regarding post- 1948 films sold to tv.
In negotiation talks with majors in
The principal items in the new
60

agreement as announced by Herman
D. Kenin, AFM president, and Charles
Boren, AMPP executive vice president,
are: (1) Any film produced in the U.S.
or Canada will be scored in the U.S.
or
"canned
thatCanada.
is, music(2)notNoscored
by music,"
persons
covered by the agreement, will be used
in tv films on which production started
on or after June 1, 1961. Additionally
there is a guarantee of a minimum of
18 hours of scoring time for each 13
half-hour episodes of a tv series. (3)
Re-use payment of 1 % on all theatrical
films whose principal production began
after Jan. 31, 1960, and which are
released to free television, was agreed
upon. (4) Rates of pay will be increased by 5% on Oct. 1, 1961, and
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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"he outstanding service rendered to
lients by Everett-McKinney for the
our KNORR "out-state" Michigan
tations has been extended to the
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What
AVERAGE

they
pay
for pay-tv
FAMILY IS SPENDING ONLY 80 CENTS

The average family subscribing to the
pay tv Telemeter service in Etobicoke,
Ont., is spending 80 cents weekly for
motion picture feature films.
About two-thirds of the subscribing
families use the toll tv service at least
once a week — and their average weekly
expenditure is $1.22.
These, and other vital statistics of the
wired Telemeter operation in the Toronto suburb, are given in a special survey
made by the Canadian rating firm of
Elliott-Haynes Ltd. for three days last
month.
It is believed to be the first survey on
the Telemeter operation made public
by a non-partisan rating service.
The survey, released exclusively to
Broadcasting last week, was conducted
through telephone calls to 286 housewives on Oct. 17, 18 and 19.
It showed that 44.1% of the Telemeter families viewed only one show in
the previous week; 19.1%, two shows,
and 2.5%, three shows. A substantial
34.3% of the families did not see any
of the Telemeter attractions during the
week.
This figures to about one family in
seven watching a Telemeter program
during the average weekday evening,

by an additional 7% on Nov. 1, 1962.
Same rates will apply to tv film as to
theatrical film. (5) Pension contribution of 3% of scale begins immediately
into the Musicians Pension Fund. (6)
Standard AFM soundtrack regulations
are made applicable to all pictures produced since 1958.
Universal International, no longer a
member of AMPP, will conduct its own
negotiations with AFM.
Film sales...
Susie (ITC): Sold to WBKB-TV
Chicago; WPTV (TV) West Palm
Beach, Fla., and WMAR-TV Baltimore.
Case of the Dangerous Robin (ZIVUA) : Sold to Fels & Co., for WBALTV Baltimore, and WXEX-TV, Richmond, Va.; and to WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111., and KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs. Now in 181 markets.
The Latest 62 (Lopert Pictures
Corp.) : Sold to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
UAA Features (United Artists
Assoc.) : Sold to WKRC-TV Cincinnati;
WBIR-TV Knoxville; WEAU-TV Eau
Claire, Wis.; KCTV (TV) San Angelo,
62 (PROGRAMMING)

in Canada
A WEEK FOR MOVIES

according to Myles Leckie, ElliottHaynes vice president.
When the Telemeter service was used,
Mr. Leckie noted, the average time
ning.
spent viewing was 2.4 hours per eveFamilies with Telemeter, Mr. Leckie
figured, watch regular evening tv programs 18% less than do those without
Telemeter.
Only 42 of the 286 families contacted
during the survey, it was reported,
watched a Telemeter performance "last
Disney Most Popular ■ There were
evening."
eight motion picture features available
to Telemeter families in the previous
week. The most popular performance
was a double feature — Disney's Sleeping Beauty and Grand Canyon. This
was watched by 20.1% of the 65.7%
families which viewed at least one show
in the previous week. The movie with
the least audience — Edna Ferber's Ice
Palace — had only 2.4% of this number
watching.
The Canadian toll tv operation, sponsored by Famous Players Canadian, was
initiated Feb. 26. As of the middle of
September it had 5,500 installations. It
expects to have 6,000 tv homes hooked

up by the middle of this month.
The Elliott-Haynes estimates of the
Telemeter box-office were slightly lower
than those turned up in a Broadcasting survey several months ago. At that
time Telemeter subscribers checked by
Broadcasting said they had averaged
about $2 a week during the early period
of Telemeter development last spring
and about $1 a week last summer
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
Telemeter is a development of Telemeter Inc., a subsidiary of Paramount
Pictures Corp. Famous Players Canadian Ltd. is 50% owned by Paramount
Pictures.
The 80 cents weekly spent by the
average Telemeter family is close to the
minimum which will be required in the
RKO General Hartford, Conn, over-theair trial. RKO General President
Thomas F. O'Neil told the FCC two
weeks ago that there probably would
be a weekly 75 cents rental or maintenance charge for Phonevision decoder
installations. If no charge is made, he
emphasized, it might be necessary to set
this amount as the minimum for continued subscription.
The FCC sat en banc for five days
last month in a hearing on the RKO

Tex.; KTVO-TV Ottumwa, Iowa;
WTAP-TV Parkersburg, W. Va.;
KFYR-TV Bismarck, KXMC-TV Minot, both North Dakota; KODE-TV
Joplin, Mo.; KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.

New York Confidential (ITC): Sold
to KMSP-TV Minneapolis.

Popeye and Warner Bros, cartoons
(United Artists Assoc.): Sold to
WNEW-TV New York; WTTG (TV)
Washington, D. C; KTVO-TV Ottumwa, Iowa; WMT-TV Cedar Rapids;
KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N. M.;
WSBA-TV York and WHP-TV Harrisburg, both Pennsylvania.

Your Star Showcase (ITC): Sold to
KTVE (TV) Eldorado, Ark.

Miami Undercover (Ziv-UA) : Sold
to KABC-TV Los Angeles; WLBWTV Miami; KOA-TV Denver; WLWA
(TV) Atlanta; KTSM-TV El Paso;
WAVY-TV Portsmouth, Va.; KDIXTV Dickinson, KMOT (TV) Minot,
KUMV-TV Williston, KFYR-TV Bismarck, all North Dakota, and KTVK
(TV) Phoenix. Also sold to Household
Finance Corp. and Burger Beer for
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and to
Texas State Optical Co. for KPRC-TV
Houston. Now in 21 markets.
The Four Just Men (ITC) : Sold to
KTVE (TV) Eldorado, Ark.

Stage (ITC) : Sold to Marine-Midland
Bank on WBEN-TV Buffalo.

Best of the Post (ITC) : Sold to KPARTV Abilene-Sweetwater, Tex.; KOB-TV
Albuquerque, N. M.; KCMT (TV) Alexandria, Minn.; WFBG-TV Altoona,
Pa.; KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.; KTVA
(TV) Anchorage, Alaska; WLWA
(TV) Atlanta; WNEM-TV Bay CitySaginaw, Mich.; KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash.; KGHL-TV Billings, Mont.;
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.; KTVB
(TV) Boise, Idaho; KCRG-TV Cedar
Rapids-Waterloo, Iowa; WCHS-TV
Charleston, W.Va.; WGN-TV Chicago;
WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga.; WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio; KTVC (TV) Ensign,
Kans.;KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.; WFIETV Evansville, Ind.; KTVF (TV) Fairbanks, Alaska; WDAY-TV Fargo,
N. D.; WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.;
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif.; KFBB-TV
Great Falls, Mont.; WISH-TV Indianapolis; WLEX-TV Lexington, Ky.;
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General application for a three-year iT
The Elliott-Haynes findings
Phonevision trial in Hartford. The
grant was opposed by Hartford and
Did you or members of your family watch a
Connecticut theatre owners (Broadtelemeter program last evening? 286
casting, Oct. 31).
100%
Total completed interviews
Multiplying 80 Cents ■ The Telemeter
42 14.6
Watched Telemeter program
244
subscription television system in Did not watch Telemeter program
85.4
Toronto's suburb of Etobicoke stands to
take in about $250,000 a year if it continues its present operation.
(If Yes) What show did you watch?
26
That figure is calculated by multiply- Total watching Telemeter
42 100%
ing the average weekly spending of
61.9
"Killers" and "Gidget"
Telemeter homes as surveyed by Elliott10 23.8
"Ice Palace"
4.8
Haynes (see main story this page by the "Let's Make Love"
2
4.8
total of 6,000 subscribing homes that
2
"Hollywood"
Telemeter has said would be connected
2
4.8
Don't Remember show
by the middle of this month. Telemeter
officials have said that once the 6,000
During what time periods did you watch Telemark is reached, they intend to taper
meter programs?
off expansion.
24
100%
Total watching Telemeter
Whether $250,000 a year is enough
7-7=30 p.m.
57.1
to operate the Telemeter wired pay tv
42
29 69.0
7:30-8 p.m.
system at a profit is not known. Tele- 8-8:30
p.m.
meter has never revealed any income or
76.2
8:30-9 p.m.
expense figures.
9-9:30 p.m.
32 83.3
34
81.0
But the rate of 80 cents per television
35
32
9:30-10 p.m.
family does take on significance when
76.2
10-10:30 p.m.
11 26.2
2.4
applied to the current circulation of free 10:30-11 p.m.
2
tv in the U.S.
1
After 11 p.m.
4.8
If the 46 million U.S. free tv sets
In these 42 viewing homes, a total of 101 hours
were hooked to a subscription system
of Telemeter viewing was recorded (2.4 hours
drawing a weekly average of 80 cents
per family).viewing
Compared
the average
per home, the revenue would add up to television
of 2 tohours
between family's
7 p.m.
$1.91 billion per year. Total revenue
and 11 p.m., this would indicate that in these
homes the Telemeter programs were watched
taken in by all U.S. tv networks and
over longer periods than is the customary viewstations in 1959 was $1.16 billion —
ing of regular television programs. Based on the
$750 million Jess than the pay tv projec- total 286 homes, however, these 101 hours reption.
resent about 22 minutes per home on the aver-

KTVH (TV) Little Rock, Ark.;
WAVE-TV Louisville; WALA-TV Mobile; WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.;
WWL-TV New Orleans; WROC-TV
Rochester, N. Y.; KSL-TV Salt Lake
City; KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo.,
and WPTV (TV) Tampa, Fla.
Festival Package (Flamingo Films) :
Sold to WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh and
WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.
Post '48 Features (NTA): Sold to
WFAA-TV Dallas; WKBW-TV Buffalo:
WISH-TV Indianapolis; WFLA-TV
Tampa; WAPI-TV Birmingham, Ala.;
WTPA (TV) Harrisburg; KROD-TV
El Paso; WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and
WATE-TV Knoxville, Tenn. Also
KFYR-TV Bismarck, N. D.; KBOI-TV
Boise, Idaho; KSYD-TV Wichita Falls,
Tex.; KHVH-TV Honolulu; KENI-TV
Anchorage; KFAR-TV Fairbanks;
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, and
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C.
Jeffs Collie (ITC) : WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C; WXYZ-TV Detroit;
WALA-TV Mobile; KTSM-TV El Paso,
Tex., for Paul's Pet Shop; WRC-TV
Washington,
D. C; WAGM-TV
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Presque Isle, Me.; KMTV (TV) Omaha,
and KTVE (TV) Eldorado, Ark.
Cannonball (ITC): Renewed by
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; KMSP-TV Minneapolis; KBLR-TV Goodland, Kan.,
for Consumer's Co-ops, and WAGMTV Presque Isle, Me. Film was sold to
KTVE (TV) Eldorado, Ark.
Interpol Calling (ITC): sold to
WAGA-TV Atlanta and General Electric in Louisville.
100 Encyclopedia Britannica Films
(Fremantle International, N. Y.): Sold
to the Japanese Government network,
NHK.
Brave Stallion (ITC) : Sold to Drake
Bakeries for WPIX (TV) New York;
WBZ-TV Boston, and WPRO-TV Providence, and to KYTV (TV) Springfield,
Mo.
Program

notes

. . .

Antidote to 'Untouchables'? ■ The
Corrupters, a new hour-long series
based on actual crimes of this decade,
is now under production at Four Star
Films, Hollywood. The series is being

in Toronto
age. This means that regular television programs between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. are likely
viewed 18% less in Telemeter homes than they
are in homes not equipped with Telemeter.
During the past week, the following programs
were on Telemeter . . . which ones did you or
70
members of your family watch?
90
Total respondents
204 100%
No shows
34.3
One show
44.1
Two shows
39 19.1
Three shows
5
2.5
Which shows did you or your family previously
watch?
100%
Total respondents
204 20.1
22
"Sleeping Beauty" & "Grand Canyon" 41
"Oscar Wilde"
34 16.7
29
16 10.8
"Hollywood"
14.2
"Let's Make Love"
10.3
7.8
21
7.4
"Killers" and "Gidget"
"Les Girls"
2.4
"Daddy Long Legs" & "Carmen Jones" 15
5
"Ice Palace"
Total shows seen
183 89.7
Money spent on Telemeter shows 204
183
Total respondents (families)
Total shows seen
Total dollars spent
Average weekly expenditure
$163.50
(all families)
Average weekly expenditure
$ .80
(viewing families)
$ 1.22
filmed for ABC-TV with Leonard Ackerman and John Burrows co-producers.
Don Medford is directing the first segment. This brings to 13 the number of
series Four Star is producing — five for
ABC and four each for NBC and CBS.
Fight, team, fight! ■ PAMS Productions, Dallas, producer of musical
jingles, now offers individualized high
school and college fight themes. The
theme is tailored to include school
colors, slogans, mascot, etc., of any
specified area.
schoolPrices
in a range
radiofrom
station's
coverage
$75
to $250 each, according to station size
and market coverage. The plan is arranged to enable a station to salute its
area schools. Further plans are being
made by PAMS to make musical band
arrangements available to schools
through stations purchasing the series.
Specials ■ Two big-scale tv specials,
to follow He Reached For Eternity, the
Albert Einstein story, have been set by
Allied Artists Productions' information
films division, according to executive
producer Jack L. Copeland. One is a
90-minute program George Washington
Carver, based on dramatic events in
63

the life of the American Negro educator-scientist, with Sidney Poitier in
negotiations for the title role. The other
90-minute special has working title of
The Day the Sky Fell and revolves
around the Chicago utilities tycoon
Samuel Insull and the fall of his empire
in the 1929 stock market crash.
New Young vehicle ■ After seven successful seasons of Father Knows Best, a
new tv comedy role for Robert Young
is in development for presentation on
CBS-TV in 1961-62. Mr. Young will
star in a half-hour weekly series to be
produced by team of Robert Young
and Eugene Rodney, who together produced the Father series, according to
terms of agreement with CBS-TV. Roswell B. Rogers, principal writer of
Father Knows Best will be associated
with the new series, which Mr. Rodney
described as a "warm, human comedy
Legal
Relationship ■ E. G. Marshall
program."
and Robert Reed will star as a father
and son team of lawyers in a one-hour
dramatic program entitled The Defenders which CBS-TV will produce as
a possible entry in its 1961-62 schedule. The series is to be filmed in New
York with Herbert Brodkin as producer
and Reginald Rose as writer of some
episodes. Full-scale production is expected to start early next year.

west
texas
television
network

NATIONAL REPRESENTEE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. 0. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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New film show ■ Fred A. Niles Production Inc., Chicago-Hollywood firm
active in tv commercials, is expanding
further in program packaging-syndication and feature film field. It will syndicate Ed Allen Time, exercise show
originating at WWJ-TV Detroit and also
running on Storer stations. Advertisers
will be given an opportunity to integrate
personalized commercials. Niles also
plans to distribute new Bridge With the
Masters series, packaged by Harlen Productions, and currently is producing
39-week Light Time, sponsored by National Lutheran Council.
NBC public affairs series ■ A new
series of public affairs programs on the
nation's defense activities is planned
for presentation by NBC-TV in the fall
of 1961. Entitled Victory, the series,
covering space, land, sea and air, will
be produced with the cooperation of
the U.S. Dept. of Defense. The weekly
half-hour filmed shows will explore
military, scientific and technological
developments, with special emphasis on
new concepts and pioneering attempts
of the defense effort. Irving Gitlin,
executive producer, creative projects,
NBC News and Public Affairs, is the
production supervisor.
Danny Kaye's tv company ■ Dena Pictures, Hollywood, production company

■oKr1as»n1
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 7-11, 14-16 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry),
sust.
Nov. nental
7-11,Classroom
14-16 (contemporary
(6:30-7 a.m.) math),
Contisust.
7-11, part.
14-16 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
YourNov.Hunch,
Nov.Is 7-11,
Price
Right, 14-16
part. (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Nov.Be 7-11,
14-16 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Nov. 7-11, 14-16 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Nov. 9, 16 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Nov.Music
9, 16Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 10 (9-.30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 11 (7-9 a.m.) The Dave Garroway
Today Show, part.
Nov. 11 (10-10:30 a.m.) Dough Re Mi,
Nov. 11 (11:30-12 noon) Concentration,
Nov. 11
Malone,
part.(3-3:30 p.m.) Young Doctor
part.
Nov.part.
11 (3:30-4 p.m.) From These
Roots,
part.
Nov. 11 (4:30-5 p.m.) Here's Hollywood,
Nov. 11 (6:45-7 p.m.) Texaco HuntleyBrinkley
Report, Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh.
Nov. 11 (9-10 p.m.) The Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
part.
Nov. 12 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 12 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 12 (Noon-12:30 p.m.) True Story,
Sterling Drug, through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample.
Nov. 12 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 13 (1:30-2 p.m.) The Eternal
Light, sust.
Nov. 13 (2-5 p.m.) Professional Football,
General Motors through Campbell-Ewald
& Gillette through Maxon.
sust.Nov. 13 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
Nov. 13 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson
and Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Nov. 13 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. 13 (10:30-11 p.m.) This is Your
Life, Block Drug through Grey Adv. &
Pillsbury through Leo Burnett.
for Danny Kaye and his wife, Sylvia
Fine, announce the formation of Belmont Television, which will produce
films for tv in which Mr. Kaye will not
appear. Robert Forrest, west coast diof program has
planning
for to
NBC's
tv film rectorsubsidiary,
resigned
join
Belmont Tv as vice president and executive producer.
Migrant workers' woes ■ A documentary
telling of the living and working conditions facing over 50,000 migrant workBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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THE

STATE

GOES
MICHIGAN

FAIR

The nation's oldest state fair. Recordbreaking crowds. And WWJ-TV was
there to entertain and to capture all
the zestful excitement of fairtime for
the more than seven million persons

From band shell to barnyard , WWJ-TV cameras covered
the lot during Michigan's 111th annual harvest festival.

in its coverage area.
Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network
Service in the people's interest is always
paramount at WWJ-TV— service

WWJ-TV

that creates a viewing climate that is good
for everyone : the audience, the industry,
the advertiser, too.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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Ask today for free
literature and information.
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NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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ers who trek annually to the Pacific
Northwest to pick crops has been filmed
on the scene by the Crown Stations
(KING-TV Seattle; KGW-TV Portland, Ore., and KREM-TV Spokane).
Bitter Harvest shows the hovels in
which these workers must live, the neglect of children, the lack of sanitation
and the community indifference to
them. The three stations have scheduled the hour program for prime time
in mid-November. A preview will be
shown in Washington, D. C, before
representatives of several government
agencies concerned with this social
problem at the request of the President's Committee on Migratory Labor.
The film was six months in the making,
and was written by Bob Schulman,
KING-TV director of special features,
with Oregon sequences reported by
Doug Baker of KGW-TV and Spokane
sequences by KREM-TV News Director
Dick Hoover.
The newest ■ WQXI Atlanta, WREB
Holyoke, Mass., and WMTR Morristown, N. J., have become subscribers
to Radio Press International.

TEST

MARKETING

SHOWS

United Artists cartoons
get successful Ohio tryout
One correspondent confessed, "My
teacher told us all to write a letter."
Another youngster in writing her approval of the television program, added
parenthetically, "This is what my mom
letters and a few hundred
toldThese
me totwosay."
other replies were directed to United
Artists Associated (through a box number) after the one-shot telecasting (Oct.
27) in a 15-minute period of two cartoons on WSPD-TV Toledo. The two
cartoons, "Waltz of the Flowers" and
"Rumpelstiltskin," were shown as representative ofa UAA cartoon package,
Mel-o-Toons, acquired from New World
Products and now offered for sale to tv
stations.
UAA and advertising agency Monroe
Greenthal Co., New York, moved into
Toledo and on to WSPD-TV Toledo
for 15-minutes (5:30-5:45 p.m.) during a regularly scheduled children's
show (5-6 p.m.) as a method of "test

The Bible gets hard-sell in Los Angeles
!4-inch audio tape will get back a
"Ever get a haircut that was too
reel of tape filled with the Bible
short?
A
little
embarrassing,
wasn't
it? There was once a man whose
spots. There is no charge for the
service.
haircut not only embarrassed him
... it cost him his happiness and his
The announcement format was developed by John Hart of the KPOL
life. Read the story of a young man's
first and last haircut ... in chapter
news staff. They follow the news
16 of the book of Judges in the bulletin approach, a sure-fire means
Old Testament. The Bible is inter- of getting listener attention from the
first word. They are read, incidentRead it soon."
Five esting.
times
a day, from early
ally, by Mr.KPOL
Hart's has
father,
a Baptist
minister.
accumulated
morning to late night, KPOL Los
Angeles broadcasts spots like the more than 150 of them, ranging in
one quoted above, urging listeners to length, some as short as the one at
get out their Bibles and read them,
the start of this story, others somesoon. Presented directly, with no
what longer. The average length is
preceding organ music or other aural
45 seconds. Here's another example:
religious setting, these public serv"To most of us, a lion doesn't
ice announcements have drawn
seem very fierce. What lions we have
enough response from KPOL lis- seen were trained and easily hanteners to insure their continuation
dled by a circus trainer ... or
for the foreseeable future. They have
they've been in dramatic films where
also attracted favorable comment
we know the lion didn't really hurt
from broadcasters in other cities who
actor. But if you've tracked
have heard them while in Los that
and shot a lion on a safari, you have
Angeles and who have asked for per- an idea of how fierce this magnificent animal can be. It takes a
mission to use them on their stations.
lot of courage to face one ... on
a hunt or even in a cage. But think
KPOL's owner, Hugh R. Murchison, financier and philanthropist,
of the courage it took for one man
who conceived the plan of using
to face a wild lion, empty handed
modern radio commercial techand with no one around to help him.
niques to persuade listeners to go This man did it, and he even manback to reading their Bibles, is only
aged to kill the lion. Read this adventure story in chapter 17 of the
too happy to have the messages used
book of First Samuel in the Old
on other stations. Any station writTestament. The Bible is a thrilling
ing to KPOL for permission and
sending KPOL a standard reel of
book. Read it soon."
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says "a healthy justification for public service." 20 local sponsors on a
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BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

»5,000 Nights

marketing" the cartoon product. The
film distributor sought various data and
chief among the questions it had in
mind was the all-important one of:
would parents welcome a cartoon series
that has a "cultural" flavor? (each cartoon animates a children's record, using
the original sound track of top-selling
children's discs manufactured by such
companies as RCA Victor, Capitol,
Young People's Records, Pickwick,
Children's Record Guild and still others). Voices of such performers as Jane
Pickens, Stan Freberg, Norman Rose
and Ed Herlihy appear on some of the
records (there are 104 six-minute cartoons in all).
In newspaper advertisements preced-

ing the program's
UAA asked
announced what it wastelecast,
doing and
parents to accompany their children in
viewing the cartoons. The "commercials" were live announcements before
and after the running of the cartoons,
asking specifically for comments and
giving a box number. Total cost for the
"test": under $2,000.
Not only parents but children (particularly in the 7-14 age bracket) ananswered the mail call. Many writers
asked for "more of the same." UAA
that only for respondhappily
ents didobserved
not like the cartoons out of
some 400 write-ins. A sample of titles:
"Pinocchio," "Treasure Island," "Cinderella," "Hansel & Gretel," "Paul Bun-

'GE Theatre' buys award winning 'feature'
An unusual purchase by General
Oz,"
Wizard yof (also
"The seasonall
motion
been shown
has picture,
that
Electric of a feature film — "The Red
Balloon"
— for network showing has on CBS-TV). A decision is yet to
been announced.
be made on whether the film will be
shown in color.
Though classified as a "feature,"
the film runs 32 minutes long. This
will permit GE to program the motion picture in the half-hour General
Electric Theatre time slot (Sunday
night) on CBS-TV after 6 minutes
of footage is deleted.
The color film has neither voice
nor dialogue. The "fantasy" is told
entirely by the camera, street sounds
and music. The storyline centers on
a "love affair" of a boy and a toy
balloon. Pascal Lamorisse, son of
Albert Lamorisse, who wrote, produced and directed the movie which
takes place in Paris, is in the role of
the little boy. His adventures were
photographed with a unique "roving
camera" technique that attempts to
"capture the color and excitement of
Paris and its people."
The deal for GE was negotiated
with Lopert Pictures Corp., New
York, the distributor, by BBDO in
New York. The agency said GE has
a policy of seeking programming
that is "different" and not necessarily
tailored for the half-hour format.
When the film — an Academy Award
winner as the best original screenplay and a special first-prize winner
at the Cannes Film Festival — was
offered to BBDO as a "possibility,"
the picture was screened and the
deal made 24 hours later.
Still to be worked out is the placement of the program in the GE
Theatre schedule. The agency has
been thinking in terms of a showing
sometime in 1961, though if telecast earlier a pre-Christmas date is
likely. Plans also are being made
to consider the feature as an annual
tv event much in the manner of the
68 (PROGRAMMING)

yan," "Tom Sawyer" (all RCA Victor) ;
"Peter & the Wolf" and "The Ugly
Duckling" (Pickwick) ; "Hiawatha" and
Records)Symphony"
.
"Toy
(Young People's
Frieberg forms new firm
The establishment of Major Pro-

Mr. Frieberg Bernard L. Schubert
Inc., to organize MPI. The first series
to be placed into distribution by MPI
is a five-minute program, Believe It Or
Not, of which 104 segments will be sold.
Headquarters of MPI is at 136 E. 57th
St., New York, N. Y.
Los Angeles Emmy

winners

The Los Angeles chapter of the
National Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences has awarded a series of
local Emmies to outstanding area programs during the period July 1, 1959
to June 30, 1960. The list of winners
with categories:
Discussion, documentary, education
Literature —
of American
—Dr.Harvest
Frank Baxter,
KRCA (TV).

Music and/ or variety — Debut —
three special youth symphonies, KRCA
Travel-adventure — Golden Voyage,
(TV).
KCOP
(TV).
Children's programming — Cartoon
Express — Engineer Bill Stulla, KHJTV.News— Jack Latham, KRCA (TV).
— Dodger
of sports
CoverageKTTV
baseball,
(TV). events

personality — Martha Tilton,
Female(TV).
KRCA

personal
Male
. — Dr. Frank Bax(TV) ity
ter, KRCA
MCA's record set

General Electric will telecast a motion picture that tells the story of
his balloon. "The
boy and has
littleBalloon"
aRed
no dialogue,
music and street sounds only on
the soundtrack. Featured in the
movie that is photographed on the
streets of Paris is Pascal Lamorisse, the son of the writer, producer and director.

MCA Inc. reported last week that its
unaudited net income (before taxes) for
the first nine months ended Sept. 30 was
"the greatest in its history," amounting
$7,212,to $9,251,346 as compared withperiod
of
033, for the corresponding
1959. Earnings after taxes were listed
at $4,484,073 for the current period,
equal to $1.11 per share, as against
$3,496,333, or 86 cents per share for
the period last year. Jules C. Stein,
MCA board chairman, reported earnings before taxes in the third quarter of
1960 rose to $2,735,799 from $2,230,059 in the 1959 third quarter and earnings after taxes jumped to $1,354,626
from $1,039,025 in last year's third
quarter.
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^^

Orion Samuelson, newly appointed farm service director
of WGN. Born and raised on a 200 acre dairy farm in
Wisconsin, Orion has worked in radio and Farm Service
broadcasting since 1952. Most recently he was farm service director of WBAY, Radio and Television, Green Bay.

Introducing-

Serving

the

nation's
farm

Midwest farmers depend on WGN

Radio. They tune

richest

market

to 720— WGN— for a lively and comprehensive blend
of national, regional and local farm news, current

Easy to find on any radio, WGN's powerful clear
channel signal blankets 276 counties in nine midwest
states. The farm product value of this area is four

exclusive market reports from Chicago's Union
Stockyards, on-the-farm features and important
weather information. Plus top entertainment — sports
and people, music and features— radio at its best.

billion dollars. Within this area— the nation's richest
farm market — today and every day, 480,000 farm
families listen to WGN for the kind of radio programming they need and want most.

WGN

RADIO

ONE OF THE NATION'S GREAT CLEAR CHANNEL STATIONS SERVING THE FARMERS OF AMERICA
441 N. Michigan Avenue • Chicago 11, Illinois
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FCC

invites

REVOCATION

HEARING

KWK
TO STUDY

into

its

COMPLAINTS

woodshed

ABOUT

One of the most serious charges ever
leveled at a broadcaster — that of fraud
— was placed against KWK St. Louis
last week by the FCC.
The commission issued a "show
cause" order to the St. Louis station
ordering it to hearing on revocation of
its license.
At issue are complaints received by
the commission concerning the "conduct of contests" held over the KWK
facilities. The commission, in the
couched terms of its public documents,
charged "fraud."
The charge was categorically denied
by A. M. Spheeris, president of KWK
Radio Inc. "Every human effort was
taken," he said, "to conduct these contests in an honest and equitable manBut the commission has asked KWK
ner."
to tell it why, in the light of those
contest complaints, its license should
not be revoked.
Impossible Contests ■ The FCC
charges stem from complaints made to
the commission by KWK listeners and
contest participants. Such complaints
were investigated by the commission's
Office of Complaints and Compliance,
a staff of investigators established last
May (Broadcasting, May 16), following the payola and rigged quiz disclosures, to inquire into alleged misconduct
by licensees.
The commission told the station that
"it appeared" that during two periods
between June 24 to July 18 and July 25
to Aug. 15 the station conducted a
"treasure hunt" for hidden prizes. Prizes
in these contests, said the FCC, were
not hidden until late in the contest
period and "consequently it was impossible for any person to find the prize
during a substantial portion of each
period."
Again, the commission stated that
KWK Bonus Club contests required the
holder of a winning number to call a
special telephone number within 60 seconds. But that number "was busy approximately half of the time on regular
station business," the FCC alleged, and
thus it was not "unusual" for a Bonus
Club winner to fail to complete the call
in the allotted time.
The commission further charged that
it "appeared" that prizes of vacation
trips and merchandise offered by KWK
to Bonus Club winners were not as
represented in broadcasts and "that
despite knowledge of such misrepresentation Station KWK continued to deal
with the same advertiser, a travel
70

STATION

CONTESTS

was not serving the public interest and
that it was "perpetrating a fraud on its
listeners," the commission told the station. Consequently, since these complaints constitute conditions under
which the commission could revoke the
station's license, the FCC asked KWK
to appear in hearing to explain why
such action should not be taken.
The hearing will be held in St. Louis
no later than Dec. 3.
Complaints received by the commission were not made public. KWK, also,
has not seen the complaints. Mr.
Spheeris, in a statement to Broadcasting, said, "The specific and detailed
complaints, which have come to the
FCC, have not as yet been received by
us, but upon their receipt will be answered in due course and we believe,
upon hearing, to the satisfaction of the

KWK's Spheeris
Contests were 'fair and proper'

He further stated that the station had
commission."
spared no effort to assure the "fair and
proper administration of these contests.
We have, at all times, realized our responsibility tothe community and to
the various contestants and we have

agency."
in
several Winners
instances,were
as ainconvenienced,
result of such
"misrepresentations," the commission
said.
Long Way to St. Louis ■ All of these
complaints, which were investigated by
the FCC, made it appear that KWK

made awards to the proper winners."
Mr. Spheeris and associates also own
WEMP-AM-FM Milwaukee. They purchased the St. Louis outlet in 1958.
Complaints against KWK are the first
investigated by the Office of Complaints
and Compliance which have resulted in
direct commission action.

KRLA

OFFERS

ITS

Canadian

broadcaster

Cooke

DEFENSE
explains

his help;

local organizations attest to station service
The troubles involved in audience
broadcaster (CKEY Toronto), Mr.
promotion contests and the problems of Cooke told the FCC hearing Thursday
(Nov. 3).
programming and staff when a station
Mr. Cooke is the brother of Donald
changes format were aired before FCC
Cooke, owner of KRLA.
last week during a Los Angeles hearing
on the license renewal of KRLA PasaThe "Find Perry Allen" contest is a
dena, Calif.
particular target of the commission's
(For KWK St. Louis' FCC troubles
inquiry into KRLA's operations since
over
audience
promotion,
see
story
its debut in the early days of Septemabove.)
ber 1959.
At
that time, Jack Cooke testified, he
The "Find Perry Allen" contest designed to incite Southern California to was acting as program director of
look for a disc jockey who was in KRLA as a favor to his brother, who
was in New York during the period his
Buffalo, N. Y., at the time — by broadcasting hints where he might be found
station was making its debut as a new
and offering a reward that started at modern music station in the Los Angeles
area. The contest to locate the absent
$10,000 but was supposed to dwindle
Mr. Allen was his own idea, Jack
to $ 1 ,000 by the time Mr. Allen reached
Los Angeles — was the brainchild of Cooke said, designed to turn the drawJack Kent Cooke, veteran Canadian
back of the new announcer's inability
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

to get to KRLA in time for its grand
opening into a promotional asset.
Ballyhoo ■ Another ballyhoo gimmick employed by Mr. Cooke was a
"Golden Key Hunt," he testified, with
a prize starting at $50,000 and listeners
guided by clues written by a man who
himself did not know where the key
was hid. By the time the writer did get
this information and his clues lead to
discovery of the key, the prize had
shrunk to $5,000.
For two days preceding the start of
KRLA's new top forty programming,
the station broadcast nothing but contests, Mr. Cooke said. Perry Allen announcements and golden key clues were
augmented by names read at random
from telephone books with cash prizes
for those who called the station (and
the sooner they called the more money
they won) and more prizes for others
who responded to telephone calls from
the station by saying "KRLA 1110" instead of "hello." For 48 hours straight
there was nothing on KRLA but contest spots, live and taped. Then, on
Sept. 3, KRLA's popular music programming began.
Under cross examination by FCC
counsel, Jack Cooke testified that when
he told Mr. Allen to tape spots to keep
people looking for him and listening to
KRLA until he arrived at the station,
he "may have" told him to say that he
was to be looked for in Los Angeles
restaurants and at the ball park.
Asked if he had advised the other
KRLA announcers who were handling
Mr. Allen's early morning air shift to
ad lib along with the tapes to give the
impression that the new disc jockey was
in Los Angeles at the time, Mr. Cooke
answered, "I suppose I did."
James D. Cunningham, chief hearing
examiner of the FCC, presided over the
hearing. Argument as to why the
KRLA license should be renewed was
presented by Thomas N. Dowd of the
Washington law firm of Pierson, Ball &
Dowd. He was accompanied by William S. Green of the same firm and by
Peter Campbell Brown of the New York
law firm of Manning, Hollinger & Shea.
Robert J. Rawson, chief of the FCC
hearing division, and Lewis Cohen
were the FCC attorneys.
In setting the hearing, the FCC posed
four points to be determined as basis
for a decision whether or not the license
should be renewed: whether the program proposals contained in the application for assignment of the license
were made in good faith; whether the
way in which the "Find Perry Allen"
contest was conducted constituted operation "for improper purposes contrary
to the public interest"; whether the station's program logs for the week of
Oct. 18-24, 1959, "were altered with
the intent and purpose of deceiving the
commission," and whether "Jack K.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Jack Cooke's citizenship problems
U. S. law says a foreign national
law? It's really academic, Mr. Cooke
told the FCC hearing, because he
may not own a broadcast station.
may sell CKEY before the Canadian
This is why Canadian-born Jack
Board of Broadcast Governors has
Kent Cooke can't have an interest
opportunity to rule on the situation.
now in KRLA Pasadena, Calif., subject of a license renewal hearing before
It's a point that's never been put to
the BBG before, he said.
FCC on issues including a question
President Eisenhower on Sept. 14
of whether or not Mr. Cooke has exsigned
House bill 8156 which waives
ercised unlawful "control" over the
the five-year immigration waiting
station headed by his U. S. -citizen
brother (story this page).
period for the Canadian multi-millionaire. He said the FCC hearing
But Jack Cooke is taking steps to
become an American citizen and,
on KRLA, however, has delayed his
when he does, must he give up his appearance before immigration officials to complete the citizenship proownership of CKEY Toronto under
ceedings.
some similar provision in Canadian
Cooke, a Canadian citizen, has exercised control with respect to the operations of said station" in violation of
the Communications Act and the FCC
rules.
The Case Background ■ Mr. Rawson,
in a thumbnail history, said that on
Dec. 21, 1958, application was filed by
Eleven Ten Broadcasting Corp. for the
transfer of KXLA (now KRLA) from
Pacific Coast Broadcasting Co. Donald
Cooke, owner of Eleven Ten, had secured the majority of the money for
the station from his brother Jack, who
received a seven-year option to buy the
station, subject to his acquiring U. S.
citizenship, for which he had not at that
time applied. After the FCC questioned
this arrangement, Don Cooke replied
that his brother could not participate in
the station management as long as he
was a Canadian citizen. On March 15,
1959, a new arrangement was reported,
with Don Cooke's Eleven Ten proposing
to operate the station without any option to sell and to use equipment leased
from Broadcast Equipment Co., a company owned by Jack Cooke. On March
25, 1959, the FCC granted a license to
Eleven Ten to operate KXLA (now
KRLA).
Hearing opened with KRLA presenting adozen witnesses, representing
as many religious, civic and social organizations, who testified to the cooperation they receive from KRLA. In
most cases, KRLA approached them
with offers of help, they reported, reflecting pleased surprise at this; reversal
of the normal procedure. Most of them
also reported unusual cooperation from
KRLA in comparison to other broadcast stations. "It's Number One at
Boys' Republic," Lawrence J. Sullivan,
field secretary, stated. "KRLA came to
our rescue," declared Msgr. Joseph J.
Truxaw, by picking up the Sunday
morning high mass broadcasts carried
by KLAC Los Angeles for the previous
15 years. "KRLA gives us more time
than the other stations — $5,445 worth

in July alone," said Patricia Hull, Los
Angeles area public relations director,
YWCA.
Others
attested to KRLA's
public servicewhocontributions
were: Lillian
Doty, National Foundation; Joseph
Micciche, Civil Defense; Rabbi Kleinman, Union of American Hebrew Congregations; Bill Lindsay, Custom Recorders (producing and placing spots
for a number of civic organizations);
Rev. Clifton E. Moore, Federation of
Presbyterian Churches; Harold Muntz,
LA. probation dept.; Rev. Raymond C.
Ortlund, Lake Ave. Congregational
Church; Ted James, National Safety
Council; Don Foltz, administrative assistant to State Senator Richard Richards; Luis Hayes, student manager of
Loyola U. educational station, KXLU
(FM).
In his cross examination of these witnesses Mr. Rawson asked particularly
about the date of their first contact by
KRLA, presumably to reveal whether it
preceded or followed the FCC letter of
Dec. 16, 1959, notifying KRLA that its
renewal application would not be granted until doubts in the Commission's
mind regarding its operation had been
disspelled. Replies ranged from September 1959 (month that KRLA began
operating with its new call and new
program format) to June or July 1960,
including three definitely before midDecember 1959, one "last year," three
in "December or January," two in
January, one "last winter," one in
March, one "about eight months ago"
and one "three or four months ago."
Speedy Newscasts ■ Bill McMillan,
KRLA's director of news and public
affairs, who joined KRLA last November, said that the station's news policy
is "responsible reporting," essentially of
local news. Newscasts of AVi -minutes
each are broadcast every hour on the
hour at a speed of 180-220 words per
minute, "a fast pace but not shouted."
There have been no listener complaints
of inability to understand the news be71

cause of the speed of delivery, he said.
Taped interviews or voice comments
by newsworthy individuals are sought
by KRLA's news staff of five fulltime
employes and two stringers, Mr. McMillan stated, commenting "I want them
on the station so it's up to me to go to
them, wherever and whenever it's most
convenient for them."
Questioned about public affairs programming, he differentiated this from
public service by commenting that
"public service would be spots urging
people to get polio shots; public affairs
would be a talk on polio by a medical
authority." He further testified on the
number and origination of many public
service shows carried by KRLA.
One witness was on the stand all day
Tuesday (Nov. 1), Bill Wheatley, program director of KXLA-KRLA from
July 1 to Sept. 11, 1959, and now in a
similar position at KGBS Los Angeles.
He heard from Don Cooke in May
1959, when he was employed at WKY
Oklahoma City, he said, and at his
invitation and expense had gone to New
York and talked to him and his brother,
after which Don Cooke had hired him
as program director.
Mr. Wheatley testified that he started
at KXLA July 1, 1959, taking over
management from Loyal King, former
owner. Mr. Wheatley said he served
as station manager as well as program
manager until mid-July when Edwin V.
Schulz took over as general manager.
Preparations for the new "top 40" program format, listening to audition tapes,
employing new announcers, disc jockeys
and newsmen, continuing the station's
previous western and country music
programming, kept him on the job 14
to 18 hours a day, Mr. Wheatley said,
leaving him no time to work on the
public service programming planned
for KRLA.
Sustaining Basis Only ■ However, he
testified, on arrival at KXLA he canceled all commercial religious broadcasts, notifying the sponsors that in the
future the station would program religion on a sustaining basis in cooperation with local church groups. Aug. 1
was the scheduled date for the change
from KXLA to KRLA, from country
and western music to "top 40" and
from 10 kw to 50 kw, but the new
transmitter was not ready at that time
so the target date was postponed, he
recalled.
After Mr. Schulz arrived, Mr. Wheatley saw him only late evenings when
the general manager would come to
the Pasadena Studios from his sales
office in Hollywood. At no time did
Mr. Schulz interfere with program activities nor did he ever overrule a decision of the program manager, Mr.
Wheatley said. Jack Cooke at the time
was in Los Angeles working with Mr.
Schulz to get the sales department op72 (GOVERNMENT)
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...FEATURES

Here in an Ampex
combined

YOU

under $1000 are all the features broadcasters

in a professional recorder so compact

The Ampex

NEED

PR -10 offers complete remote

have requested—

it fits just 14 inches of rack space.

control, full monitoring facilities, two pro-

fessional speeds, optional self-threading, all -electric pushbutton
frictionless clutch system for gentle tape handling. Alignment

controls, and new

controls are all acces-

sible from the front panel, permitting simple installation and adjustment
have been thoroughly life-tested to give broadcasters
performance

and low maintenance

assurance

over a long life of continuous

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-1 Monophonic model ($845) available full track or half trackPR-10-2 Stereo/Monophonic model ($945) records and plays stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue track, selective
track and two-microphone sound • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and
accessory remote unit • New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact electronics • Professional
monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, and 600 ohm output circuits • Separate erase, record and play heads on individual
mounts • Open fourth head position for optional 4-track or other playback head • Two speeds: 15 and 71/; ips or 7 '/2 and 3%
ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Proved electrodynamic clutch system for lowest flutter ever in a portable/compact recorder
• Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack mount • Dimensions for both
models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders • Associated equipment includes a fourposition stereo/mono mixer (MX-10J and a new 40 watt speaker-amplifier system (SA-10).
ASK YOUR AMPEX

PROFESSIONAL

DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

All parts

of studio quality
daily operation.

» I » \

SOON.
PR-IO

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write dept. B-2
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. • Ampex of Canada, Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario
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The newest design advance
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.
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N«w
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107 William
175 W. Son 100Francisco
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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erating, Mr. Wheatley reported. Don
Cooke, he said, arrived in town sometime during the week of Aug. 10 and
he saw him briefly during a recording
session at a commercial studio in Hollywood, but Don Cooke did not come
to the KRLA studios until Aug. 20,
when he and Jack Cooke joined Mr.
Wheatley and Mr. Schulz for a dry run
rehearsal of the new program format
prepared by Mr. Wheatley.
The recording session, Mr. Wheatley
said, was for a series of promotional
jingles which he had ordered from a
Dallas production firm that had made
a similar series for WKY. He had written Don Cooke about the series and
had sent an audition tape to him in
New York, he said, then had ordered
the spots on a cash-barter arrangement
involving the payment of $2,000 cash
and $15,000-$20,000 worth of announcements which the jingle firm could
resell. The jingles were never broadcast, he stated, because Jack Cooke
found them unsuitable. What subsequently happened to the contract with
the jingle company, he said, he does
not know.
At the Aug. 20 dry run, Jack Cooke
was outspokenly critical, Mr. Wheatley
testified, ejaculating, "That man has
got to go," "This man is no disc jockey,"
"Bill, you must have been out of your
mind when you hired him," and similar
comments. Don Cooke had little to say
during the afternoon session, Mr.
Wheatley testified.
Review of Tapes ■ That evening, he
stated, the Cooke brothers, Mr. Schulz
and he went through the complete collection of audition tapes, discussing the
various disc jockey applicants and selecting 8or 10 to be contacted. Jack
Cooke led the discussion and made the
decision of whom to call, he said. Then
each man took two or three names to
call.
About this time, Mr. Wheatley said,
he began to feel that his usefulness at
the station had dwindled and that Jack
Cooke had pretty much taken over the
duties of program manager. Closely
questioned, he was unable to cite any
facts to support that impression but he
said his feeling was strong enough to
make him tender his resignation.
Both Mr. Dowd directly and Mr.
Rawson on the cross examination delved
into Mr. Wheatley's responsibilities at
the station, who instructed him, to
whom he reported and the like, starting
with his visit to New York in May
1959. Mr. Wheatley responded that he
had discussed program philosophies
with both Cookes, particularly the kind
of programming he had done at WKY;
the top 40 plan which seemed to be
the kind desired for KRLA, but had
spent more time on this subject with
Jack Cooke than with Don. It was
Don who employed him, however, and

Don from whom he got his instructions,
up to the Aug. 20 preview of the new
programming he had prepared, he
stated. Even after that, at a staff meeting on Aug. 23, he said that Jack Cooke
had answered a question about who was
in charge of programming with the
statement, "You take your orders from
Bill Wheatley."
Mr. Wheatley said that he had prepared aproposed program schedule for
KRLA in connection with its application for a renewal of license which, in
essence, was the same as that in the
original application of Eleven Ten,
with minor changes. In preparing this,
he said, he could not state definitely
but he "presumed" he had used the
table in the original application as a
Taking the stand on Wednesday, Jack
Kent
guide. Cooke generally corroborated
Mr. Wheatley's account of their relationship at KRLA. He had met Mr.
Wheatley in New York in May 1959 at
the invitation of his brother, he stated,
had discussed programming with him
and told Donald Cooke he thought Mr.
Wheatley had good experience in the
type of programming he was expected
to do at KRLA. In Los Angeles during July 1 959 he saw Mr. Wheatley two
or three times and asked how things
were going but gave him no instructions.
It was only after the Aug. 20, 1959,
dry
run,lack
he said,
when "I was
shocked
at the
of intelligent
preparation,
the lack of intelligent selection of disc
jockeys," that he took over direction
of program operations to try to get
them in line with the ideas of his brother, who had to return to New York.
Jack Cooke's Holdings ■ Estimating
his net worth at between $15 and $20
million, Jack Cooke reported his U. S.
holdings include 100% of Broadcast
Equipment Co. and Strand Records; a
half interest in Donald Cooke Inc., his
brother's station representative organization, and a small interest in Carlon
Plastics, perhaps 4% . He said he is
one of eight men interested in the
Continental Baseball League created by
Branch
Rickey
at all defunct."
In
Canada
he and
owns"notCKEY
Toronto,
Liberty Magazine, Saturday Night
Magazine, Microplastics Ltd., Robinson
Plastics Ltd. and Guild Radio Features
(program services, scripts, transcriptions) outright and holds 76% of the
stock of the Toronto Maple Leaf Baseball team, winner of the 1960 pennant
in the International League. He is also
a consultant to CKOY Ottawa, he said,
but he has no interest in the station.
In 1944 he bought CKEY in cooperation with a group of Toronto businessmen and shortly thereafter bought
them out to become sole owner of the
station, he said. In 1950 he talked to
Theodore W. Pierson of Pierson, Ball &
Dowd, his Washington attorneys, about
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

WBF*.
WHITE
would
have
relished
running
station
WPTR
The sage of Emporia was one of the heroes who made communications what it is today. He'd have relished running WPTR.
Its informal, individualistic spirit, its up and go, its entire modus
operendi would have suited him to a T. Like White, WPTR
believes that the primary function of any media of communications isto communicate. That's why (tho music is an integral
part of our programming) news comes first.
To cover the news WPTR receives reports from correspondents
around the world. The amount of contributors is fantastic —
almost a million! At the local level 5 mobile units work round
the clock. When it's helpful there's even a helicopter available
which broadcasts traffic and highway road conditions and covers
other important events. The quality of this news is evident 48
times a day. That's how often newscasts are scheduled. News
in depth is on the hour. Commentary— at least 12 times a day.
Editorials when necessary.

When you couple this with a public service drive for every
worthwhile cause that comes along, you've got responsible
broadcasting at its very best. And from an advertising standpoint
—responsive listenership second to none in this 2,000,000 plus
market.
Perhaps that's why local sponsors give it more advertising than
the next three stations combined— and why it carries more total
advertising than the next two put together. Represented nationally by Robert E. Eastman & Co. In New England— by Foster &
Creed.

.eoplej. J.^.

50,000

WATTS

ALBANY-TROY- SCHENECTADY
Duncan Mounsey, Exec. V.P. — A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES.
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the possibility of investing in U. S.
broadcasting properties but, he said, he
was told this was impossible as long as
he was a Canadian citizen. In the winter of 1957-58 he again raised this subject with Thomas Dowd of the same
firm, he said, and this time he was told
of a way in which this might be
achieved. Basically, the plan was to
acquire the physical plant and facilities
of a broadcast station and to lease them
to a company owned by his brother
Donald (a U. S. citizen since 1947),
with an option to buy the station from
Don after he became a U. S. citizen
himself (and of course getting FCC
approval). If fully disclosed to the
FCC, this plan would be workable, his
attorneys had advised him. Mr. Cooke
testified.
Assistance to His Brother ■ During
the interim period before he would acquire U. S. citizenship, Mr. Cooke testified, the benefits of such a deal to him
would be the opportunity to make another investment in U. S. property with
an acceptable return and at the same
time to help his brother Donald.
The transaction would be valuable
to his brother too, he stated, since Don
would have the benefits of station ownership for five years at least and when
the option was exercised he'd have a
capital gains benefit. Donald Cooke Inc.
would benefit by representing the station, he added.
So, Jack and Donald Cooke began
looking for suitable broadcast properties
— in Philadelphia (where a deal with
Ben Gimbel to buy WIP fell through
when Mr. Gimbel organized a syndicate
which bought the station), in St. Louis,
Louisville, Miami and Los Angeles.
But nothing developed until September
1958, Jack Cooke related, when he was
in Los Angeles and learned that KXLA
might be available and that it was a
good buy because its 10 kw could easily
be raised to 50 kw. He called on Loyal
King, president, general manager and
"a senior stockholder" of the Pasadena
station, introduced himself and explained his mission. When he left Los
Angeles on Sept. 20, 1958, the deal was
set, he stated, and on Oct. 10 a contract was signed by Mr. King and Vernon Dobson, secretary of Pacific Coast
Broadcasting Corp., then the licensee of
KXLA, to transfer the license to Donald Cooke as an individual, subject to
FCC approval.
The documents filed with the application to the FCC disclosed all the facts
of the transaction, including his Canadian citizenship and the proposed facilities leasing arrangement, Mr. Cooke
stated. The FCC questioned the plan
and, although Don Cooke replied with
reasons why his license application
should be granted as filed, the plan was
modified to eliminate the option for
Jack to purchase the station from Don,
76 (GOVERNMENT)

Eaton sells two, buys two
Richard Eaton, who is the
owner of several broadcast faciliwas "out
at theties,FCC
last again-in
week. Inagain"
one
fell swoop, Mr. Eaton sold two
stations and acquired two more
— all with FCC approval (see
Changing Hands). The commission told him, however, that
he would have to get rid of some
of his holdings in order to comply with the commission's multiple ownership rules. Commissioners Robert T. Bartley and John
S. Cross dissented to all four
transactions. Mr. Eaton bought
WFAB South Miami, Fla., and
WBNX New York while selling
WTID Newport News, Va., and
WARK-AM-FM Hagerstown,
Md. He also owns WMUR-TV
Manchester, N. H; WJMO Cleveland Heights, Ohio; WINX Rockville, Md.; WOOK and WFAMFM Washington, D. C; WCUY
Cleveland, Ohio; WSID Baltimore, Md. and WANT Richmond, Va.
at the same time increasing the rental of
facilities from $50,000 to $90,000 a
year. (Jack Cooke explained that Don's
option to buy KXLA would have expired Aug. 31, 1959, and he feared that
if the application for transfer went to a
hearing, approval might be delayed
beyond that date and he might not be
able to have the option extended.) With
the modification, the FCC approved
the transfer on March 25, 1959, and
Donald Cooke's company, Eleven Ten
Broadcasting Co., assumed control of
KXLA on May 1, although Mr. King
remained as manager until Mr. Wheatley's arrival on July 1.
Added Investment ■ Since then Jack
Cooke said he has put an additional
$375,000 into the station to provide
working capital. He received demand
notes with 5l/i % interest but no collateral from his brother, he stated. The
loans were made partly because of the
belief that KRLA would shortly become
a profitable operation, partly because
"Don had reached the point of no return" and Jack had to go on helping
him. Under cross examination he said
he had helped his brother previously in
March 1946 by putting up the capital
to launch Donald Cooke Inc. and that
he owns 50% of that firm, although he
has never derived any income from it.
During his visit to Los Angeles in
July 1959, Jack Cooke said that two
or three times said he saw Mr. Schulz,
whom he'd met in New York at the
request of his brother who hired Mr.
Schulz as general manager. He also
asked Vernon Dobson (former KRLA
accountant) to handle the bookkeeping

of Broadcast Equipment Co. (a "miniscule task") and at that time explained
to him the accounting system Donald
Cooke wanted used at the station.
Otherwise, he had no contract with
the staff, except for Jack Reeder, chief
engineer, who was having problems
in connection with the power increase,
Mr. Cooke said. This concerned him
because his company, Broadcast Equipment Co., was owner of the transmitter
and obligated to deliver power to the
station.
Need for Change ■ At the end of
July Jack Cooke went home to Toronto
and when he returned to Los Angeles
on Aug. 19, Don told him things were
a mess. The dry run the next day verified this, he testified. Between Aug. 22
and Sept. 1, new target date for the
change of call, power and program format, he spent most of his time at
KXLA trying to recruit, instruct and
train a new program staff. Although
religious, educational and other public
service programs were supposed to be
included in the new schedule, he did
nothing to prepare them, he said, bedidn'tinstructed
have time.
Askedcause heifsimply
Don had
him to
ignore these programs, Jack Cooke replied that on the contrary his brother
"kept reminding me of them until I
told him it was a case of first things
first and we've got to get on the air
before
Then,wehe do
said,anything
on Aug. else."
28 (a Friday)
he got a wire from the FCC denying
KRLA the right to begin using the new
power 50 kw, so he called Mr. Dowd
who told him the FCC met on Wednesday, but Mr. Cooke said a big promotion campaign had been planned
to inaugurate the new program format
and the increase in power. He said
they were having a big cocktail party
on Monday (Aug. 31), with all the
important Los Angeles advertisers and
agencies invited, to announce the new
operation and it would be too embarrassing to have to postpone it. On
Monday, he said, he got permission
for temporary operation with 50 kw.
He said the new programming started
Sept. 3 after a final rehearsal that ran
until 2 a.m. of that day.
Questioned about the "Find Perry
Allen" contest, Mr. Cooke recited a
saga of the troubles involved in contacting Mr. Allen, getting good audition
tape and engaging him as a morning
disc jockey only to find that Mr. Allen
could not leave WKBW Buffalo without two weeks' notice. After trying without success to get somebody else for the
6-9 a.m. shift, Jack Cooke said he
called Mr. Allen and explained the
situation and the need for a strong promotion to compensate for the delay in
his arrival. That was on Sunday, Aug.
30, 1959. The next day he suggested
a "Find Perry Allen" contest, with a
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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Overtime for the bookkeeper
The FCC is proposing changes in to owners and officials of all stations
filing the reports.
the annual financial report due from
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
all broadcast stations. The commission announced last week that it was
dissented to the proposal, without
seeking comments (by Dec. 9) on issuing a dissenting statement. He
its proposal.
said that it appeared that the comChanges in the form are designed
mission was "on its way" to interfering in the internal business affairs
to give the commission fuller information on station finances. It would
of broadcast stations with the proask for a condensed balance sheet,
posed changes. He stated that he
could not see that such detailed inan analysis of notes payable, a new
income statement and a new breakformation concerning a station's
down of revenues. These would be financial operation
was necessarily
added to schedules currently appear"in the public interest."
ing in FCC Form 324.
The commission's proposal would
add
new and more detailed informaThe
commission's
rulemaking
would also add a new breakdown of
tion to nearly every section of the
form.
sales for tv stations, and payments
prize starting at $10,000 and dropping
by $1,000 a day until the day of Mr.
Allen's arrival in Los Angeles, when the
prize would be $1,000 and would stay
at that point until he was discovered.
Mr. Cooke asked Mr. Allen to prepare tapes, emphasizing KRLA's 1110
kc spot on the dial and KRLA along
with his name, and rush them to the
station. He listened to the first two
spots on the tape, then sent it to be
broadcast along with live spots ad libbed
by the other disc jockeys. On Friday
morning, Sept. 4, at about 6:30 a.m.,
he heard one of the spots "which led me
to believe that Perry Allen might be in
LosBack
Angeles,"
stated. was not
East ■Mr.
But Cook
Mr. Allen
in Los Angeles. He was in Buffalo and
soon he had called Mr. Cooke to report
that he had been located by two men,
a Mr. Arlington and a Mr. Zingelli.
They also calledJand claimed the $ 1 0,000
Mr. Cooke asked them to get to Los
Angeles as soon as possible so the contest might be concluded with the best
publicity results. They replied they'd
been up all night, driving to Buffalo, but
would call him back after they'd had
somesaid.sleep. "They never did call again,"
he
KRLA immediately began broadcasting an announcement that Mr. Allen
had been found and that Messrs. Arlington and Zingelli had won $9,000 thereby (the prize having dropped $1,000
overnight). When the public relations
man of KRLA's advertising agency notified him that the men were employes of
Crowell-Collier (Owner of KFWB Los
was added to the anAngeles), this nouncements.
But after two or three
hours the announcements were stopped
KFWB's public relarequest of Cooke
at the tions
testified, who
man, Mr.
said that he was told Robert Purcell,
manager of KFWB, had been up monitoring KRLA and wanted to catch up
reon his sleep. When no word was
cived from Mr. Purcell, Mr. Cooke
78 (GOVERNMENT)

said he asked his agency's public relations man to keep after him and reported to Donald Cooke what had occurred. The matter subsequently was
referred to counsel, he said, Mr. Purcell later was paid the $10,000 prize
(Broadcasting, Nov. 2, 1959).
Jack Cooke left KRLA on Sept. 14,
1959, returned a week later for an hour
to introduce Herb Hieman to the staff as
the new production manager and that
was his last appearance at the station
until last week, he said, stating that
since Sept. 21, 1959, he has not given
any instructions to any one at KRLA.
Gila stations go silent
for a 90-day period
A station which has been in operation since 1938 went off the air Oct. 29
at midnight. KZOW Globe, Ariz., and
its fm companion, KWJB-FM, both
owned by Gila Broadcasting Co., "went
dark"
at that time along with four other
Gila stations.
The FCC received a request from the
Gila company to allow the stations to
cease operations for a 90-day period.
Other stations included in the request
are KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton,
KGLU Safford and KVMC Winslow,
all Arizona. The stations in these four
communities are the only local broadcast facilities. KGLU Safford has also
been on the air since 1938.
The request to the commission came
because Gila has been beset with troubles for some time. For the fiscal period
ending June 30, 1958, the company lost
a total of $7,200. A year later that loss
was pegged at $36,992, and this year it
was computed at $20,600.
It addition,
the Gila
stations'
cations for license
renewals
have applibeen
set for FCC hearing since June 23. The
company also has applications pending
for sale of the stations to the Earl Perrin
Co., a Chicago advertising firm. A
spokesman for the firm stated that the

hearing order and procedure, coupled
with the stations' financial losses during
the past few years, gave rise to the request to go off the air for 90 days.
Gila Broadcasting is headed by Lewis
F. Long, president.
Rapid Shave really
works on sandpaper
A man's beard may feel like sandpaper, but that rough surface is not
really
a
representation
of a man's
face.
That was
the contention
of Federal
Trade Commission attorneys in a hearing before FTC Hearing Examiner
William L. Pack in New York Oct. 25
as the commission presented its case
against Palmolive Rapid Shave and its
advertising agency, Ted Bates & Co.
The FTC alleged that both firms enadvertising.
gaged in "deceptive and misleading"
Colgate-Palmolive, maker of Rapid
Shave, has used tv ads showing the
product successfully shaving sandpaper
mounted on Plexiglas.
FTC attorney Edward H. Dowd
showed the examiner tv commercials
and shooting scripts and even a sandpaper-shaving attempt by Kyle Rote,
New York Giants football star who has
appeared
in Rapid Shave tv commercials.
Attorneys for both Colgate-Palmolive and the Bates agency objected to
the FTC's line of attack and the charge
that Rapid Shave claimed to shave
sandpaper "forthwith." They said that
the
first had to be "soaked"
with sandpaper
the product.
To prove this point, Brantz Bryan
Jr., Bates agency executive in charge
of the Rapid Shave account, stated that
he could shave all kinds of sandpaper
and, forthwith, proceeded to demonstrate by shaving a fresh sheet of sandpaper without prior soaking.
Examiner Pack gave Colgate-Palmolive and the Bates agency 30 days in
which to file a motion for dismissal or
present witnesses of their own.
FCC

asked

to reverse

Cunningham's orders
The balky
witnesses
at theprograms
FCC's
California
hearing
on network
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31) have asked
the commission to rescind the orders
of Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham to produce lists of clients.
Dick Fishell & Assoc. and Promotions
Unlimited, two California public relations firms, told the commission that
its examiner went beyond the scope of
the hearing in asking for lists of clients.
During the hearing, they offered to
make such lists available to the examiner
on a confidential basis but this offer was
refused, the two firms stated. They, in
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

turn, refused to supply such lists on any
other basis.
The Music Corp. of America, and
Taft Schreiber, MCA vice president,
also refused to supply Examiner Cunningham with a list of tv programs for
which the firm acts as selling agent.
MCA has also petitioned the commission for relief of the examiner's order
to make such a list publicly available
(At Deadline, Oct. 31).
All three firms have asked the commission to clear up the hearing examiner's refusal to allow their respective
attorneys to take an active part in the
hearing. Such a refusal meant that they
could not be properly represented by
counsel, they said.
Three tv grants
Grants for three new tv stations have
been made by the FCC. They include
one new vhf and two uhf facilities.
The v goes to Twin Falls, Idaho. The
grant was made to Sam Bennion, a
petroleum distributor, for ch. 13. The
station will operate with 562 w visual
and 282 w aural with an antenna height
of 30 ft.
Ch. 27 was granted to Christian
Broadcasting Network Inc., Portsmouth,
Va. Christian Broadcasting is a nonstock, non-commercial corporation and
will operate the station with visual power of 17.4 kw and aural power of 9.33
kw. The new station's antenna will be
380-ft. high.
Turner-Farrar Assn., licensee of
WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111., was granted
a construction permit for ch. 15 Poplar Bluff, Mo. The station will be
operated with power of 229 kw visual
and 115 kw aural with an antenna
height of 620 ft.
The

FCC

Tighten

Up

GATES

Your

Programming

SPOT

TAPE

Format

with

the

RECORDER

last week...

■ Granted more time for the filing of
comments in its rulemaking to permit
am stations to operate with full carrier
and single sideband. The request for
more time was filed by Kahn Research
Laboratories Inc., which requested the
rulemaking in the first place. This is the
second extension granted in the proceeding. The new deadline is Nov. 30.
■ Received reply comments in rulemaking involving tv channel assignments for Alturas, Redding and Susanville, all Calif. California-Oregon Tv
Inc., licensee of KIEM-TV Eureka,
maintained that ch. 9 should be assigned
to Redding and a uhf channel be given
to Susanville. Cal-Ore will apply for
ch. 9 if it is allocated to Redding.
KHSL-TV Chico stated that the channel
should be given to Susanville, a city without a tv allocation and poor reception
KVIP-TV Redding, which operates on
ch. 7, stated that ch. 9 should be assigned to Susanville and the owners of
KVIP-TV will apply for the facility if
such rulemaking is adopted.
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A tight, on-the-nose format means more sales appeal for your station.
With the Gates Spot Tape Recorder, control room operations are greatly
simplified and perfect program continuity is maintained. You stop wasted
motion! Operation is simple and exact . . . you simply move the index lever to
the spot your log calls for, push the play button and let Spot Tape do the rest.
On one tape 13" wide are 101 announcements, jingles, themes, station breaks or
any other program content up to 90 seconds duration each. This is versatility !
Through planned rehearsals using multiple voices, background effects and themes,
each announcement is aired with professional perfection. When complete, the
tape automatically reverses and then cues up for split-second airing of the
next spot. Erase any track not needed and record a new one as schedules
change. The adjacent track is not affected.
Spot Tape Recorders are now available for immediate
Place your order today.

delivery.

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

GATES
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Delinquents

Are
Texas
and

Chicken,
Is Broke,

Other

Trauma

Before you cancel all your Texas time we hasten
to add that the headline refers to the state of
state finances, as seen by the searching eye of
a KHOU-TV camera. Chicken-hearted juvenile
delinquents are microscoped by KOTV. Some
other trauma: WISH-TV takes a hard look at
local school problems, WANE-TV examines
woman's place in the local economy, and KXTV
x-rays Sacramento's new gold rush.
This collective community commentary is a
sampling of work in progress on the local Corinthian television front, a variety of riches folks
don't have to get up at five in the morning to
see. The programs are set for evening viewing
in time made available every third week by
enlightened Face the Nation scheduling on the
part of CBS.
Each Corinthian station is mining this primetime nugget in its own way. Local staffs, confronted with the stimulus of a programming
opportunity in evening time surrounded by network competition, are responding creatively. Instead of a canned package designed largely to
keep one half-hour from rubbing against another, we have exciting explorations of community life, well-budgeted, lovingly planned,
carefully produced, and interesting to area
audiences.
They may even be interesting to advertisers
—but, sponsored or not, they'll be presented
with pride and confidence as local productions
mirroring local conditions, in keeping with the
Corinthian group's emphasis on individual
programming.
m

Responsibility in Broadcasting
mm

mm
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Broadcasters
THEY

SAY ONLY

tell FAA

where

its power

ends

FCC HAS POWER

The Federal Aviation Agency does
not have the power to forbid the construction of radio and tv stations. This
is what broadcasters and broadcast associations told the FAA last week in
comments filed in that agency's rulemaking to require radio and tv stations
to submit proposals and locations to the
FAA for "determination" as to whether
or not they constitute air hazards.
In a lengthy and documented report,
the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters told the FAA that only the FCC
has "exclusive jurisdiction" to grant or
deny applications to construct broadcast towers. An examination of the
Federal Aviation Act of 1958, AMST
said, does not reveal that the FAA was
ever given such power. While stating
that AMST and its member station are
vitally concerned with aviation safety in
the broad public interest, the association
asked that the rulemaking be withdrawn
in favor of further study between the
FAA and the FCC.
This stand was iterated by the Federal Communications Bar Assn. and the
Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers. The FCBA recommended the establishment of a joint
industry/government committee to study
the entire situation and recommend a
new procedure.
The FCC already had told the aviation agency that the commission alone
holds the responsibility to decide
whether or not a broadcast station is
built (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
Broadcasters React ■ American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres and
the National Broadcasting Company
both stated that the Federal Aviation
Act of 1958 did not modify the powers
of the FCC or grant to the FAA the
power to forbid construction of radio
and tv stations. The end result of the
rulemaking, they said, would be to establish a"double-headed" procedure involving both federal agencies which
would prove too costly in both time
and money.
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., echoed the network sentiments, but Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing, principal
owner of the Mutual Broadcasting System, approved the FAA rulemaking.
The 3M comment was filed by the chiefof 3M's aviation department.
Storer Broadcasting told the agency
that as long as the FCC has the authority and responsibility for the allocation
of broadcast facilities, it must also have
jurisdiction of placement and height of
antenna structures. However, Storer
also said that the FAA should be notified of proposed antenna construction
and has a clear authority to demand
such notification.

TO REGULATE TOWERS
The National Assn. of Broadcasters,
which had filed comments earlier
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31), said that the
agency should withdraw its proposed
rule since it "would result in wasted
time, energy and money for both the
government and broadcast applicants. .."
Aviation Interests File ■ A large number of aviation and pilots associations
filed the
in favor
of the
FAA's Trades
rulemaking.
But
National
Aviation
Assn.
said that it was apprehensive that the
rule would excite major opposition from
a number of other "public interests," including broadcasters. While in favor of
the proposal, the association suggested
that the agency keep its procedural requirements assimple as possible.
It also suggested that the rule's "notice
criteria" should be limited to encompass
only those constructions which might
constitute a hazard.
The Aeronautics Commission of the
State of Wisconsin found the rule objectionable since it "does not provide for
the State's role in the regulation of tall
structures."
Stations
case

vs catv

to be argued

First argument in the broadcast industry's legal suit against community antenna systems will take place Thursday
(Nov. 10) in a San Francisco court.
Argued will be a motion for summary
judgment submitted by three Salt Lake
City tv stations, KSL-TV, KCPX-TV
and KUTV (TV). The three stations
brought their suit last year against Cable
Vision Inc., a Twin Falls (Idaho) community antenna system and its affiliated
Idaho Microwave Inc. The latter plans
to bring Salt Lake City tv signals to
Twin Falls. It received permission to
begin construction Dec. 22, 1959, but
the grant was protested by KLIX-TV
Twin Falls. This protest has been set
for hearing and the grant stayed by the
FCC.
The oral argument on the motion will
be made before federal district Judge
William Sweigert in San Francisco.
Arguing for the Salt Lake stations will
be Harold Cohen, Washington. Representing the Twin Falls catv operators
will be A. Stratford Smith, Washington,
and George Schiffers, New York.
In the suit filed against the Twin Falls
catv system, the three Salt Lake tv outlets ask that Idaho Microwave Inc. be
enjoined from bringing their signals and
programs to Twin Falls. Involved are
the rights of tv stations in their signals
and programs. The Twin Falls cable
company and the microwave firm are
principally owned by W. L. Reiher.
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'EX PARTE' CASES
DRAG
ON AND
ON
Miami ch. 7 protests filed, FCC rejects other petitions
The FCC hearing examiner erred in
his initial decision in the Miami ch. 7
ex parte case, three of the four parties
to that case told the FCC last week.
At the same time, the commission
turned down two petitions for reconsideration on two other off-the-record
cases: by the Boston Herald-Traveler to
reconsider the July 14 decision in the
Boston ch. 5 case, and by North Dade
Television Corp., to reconsider the July
14 Miami ch. 10 decision.
Examiner Erred ■ Three of the four
parties in the reopened Miami ch. 7 case
told the Commission last week that the
hearing examiner erred in finding they
were disqualified from further consideration because of alleged off-the-record
contacts with commissioners.
Only one of the original four Miami
ch. 7 applicants favored Examiner
Horace Stern's initial decision. This was
Sunbeam Tv Corp. Sunbeam was the
only applicant found untarred by the
ex parte brush.
The other three applicants, filing exceptions to the examiner's September
recommendations, were Biscayne Television Corp., whose WCKT (TV)
Miami was the successful grantee in
1956; East Coast Television Corp. and
South Florida Television Corp.
In his initial decision (Broadcasting,
Sept. 19), Judge Stern recommended disqualification ofthese three applications
on the grounds they had made behindthe-scenes approaches to then FCC
Commissioner Richard A. Mack. This
left only Sunbeam in the clear for a
new grant. Judge Stern also recommended voiding of the 1956 grant to
Biscayne.
The initial decision determined that
Biscayne principals enlisted the aid of
Ben A. Fuqua, vice president of the
Florida Light and Power Co. and that
Niles Trammell, former president of
NBC; James M. Cox Jr., president of
the Miami News, and John D. Pennekamp, associate editor of the Miami
Herald, spoke to Mr. Mack about the
case at various times while it was pending before the FCC.
The examiner found that South
Florida used Perrine Palmer Jr. and
Thurman Whiteside, both friends of Mr.
Mack, to intercede with him in its behalf and that East Coast had engaged
Miles H. Draper, Tampa attorney and
Republican political figure to bring pressure on Mr. Mack.
Biscayne is owned equally by principals of the Miami News (Cox) and
Miami Herald (Knight), with Mr.
Trammell holding the controlling 15%.
South Florida is owned by a group
headed by Jack Stein, and East Coast
by Richard Mead.
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Sunbeam is principally owned by Sidney D. Ansin, Miami businessman who
has large real estate holdings in the state.
Indiscretions Are Not Disqualifying ■
Biscayne told the FCC that Judge Stern
erred in establishing an indiscretion as
a disqualifying impropriety "of awesome
consequence." The WCKT brief stated
that "it may be said that Biscayne's acceptance of Fuqua's assistance was unwise," but the initial decision improperly evaluated the weight of the evidence
in describing the Fuqua incidents and
erroneously omitted critical facts.
East Coast maintained that the examiner failed to take into account the fact
that Mr. Draper went beyond his instructions. It also stressed that the
initial decision was based partly on
"unreasonable inferences."
South Florida claimed that there is
no evidence in the record that any
principal of South Florida spoke to any
commissioner while the case was in an
adjudicatory "posture," that Mr. Whiteside's contacts with Mr. Mack were for
the purpose of obtaining information
about irregular pressures by other applicants, and that Mr. Palmer was not
asked to speak to Mr. Mack by South
Florida.
Sunbeam seconded the findings of
Judge Stern.
WHDH Plea Denied ■ The request of
the Boston Herald-Traveler that the
FCC reconsider its July 14 decision
which voided the 1957 Boston ch. 5
grant to the newspaper's WHDH
Welcome

Inc.

to the lodge

The FCC's newest member and
his wife were guests of honor Oct.
21 at a reception given by the
Broadcasters Club of Washington.
Here Commissioner Charles H.
King and Mrs. King pose with a
cake presented at the party. About
100 club members and wives and
all members of the FCC attended.

was turned down last week.
The commission said it was not persuaded that its findings about purported
WHDH off-the-record contacts with
then FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey were in error.
"We do not agree," the FCC said,
"that the record here creates no more
than
a mere that
suspicion
It added
it saw ofno wrongdoing."
merit in the
contention that additional findings about
the activities of other applicants were
needed. It also chided the Boston HeraldTraveler for implying that commission
counsel suppressed evidence which
would have cast discredit on Allen B.
DuMont Labs., Greater Boston Television Corp. and Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Corp.
The FCC decision held that WHDHTV must give up its grant because of the
conversations of Robert B. Choate,
Herald-Traveler publisher, with then
FCC Chairman McConnaughey. Also,
the commission determined, Massachusetts Bay must receive a black mark
because of the activities of Forrester A.
Clark, Massachusetts Bay vice president,
with man
political
figures and with ChairMcConnaughey.
The commission voided the WHDHTV grant, and ordered the four applicants to submit briefs so it could make
a new decision. WHDH and Massachusetts Bay were not disqualified, but the
impression was strong they had one
strike against them.
The Boston ch. 5 decision has already
been stayed by the U.S. Court of Appeals
(Broadcasting, Oct. 17). Early last
month, the court told the FCC that it
was wrong in issuing a final decision
since the case was still under the jurisdiction of the judiciary. It told the
FCC that it wanted its recommendations
only, in 30 days.
This point was the basis for Commissioner Robert E. Lee's dissent to last
week's denial. He said he would not
have ruled on the petition until the
court's order was clarified.
Commissioners T. A. M. Craven and
Charles H. King did not participate in
last week's ruling.
North Dade Turned Down ■ The
FCC last week denied a petition by
North Dade Video Inc. which sought
of the commission's July
reconsideration
14 decision in the Miami ch. 10 case.
Commissioner Robert E. Lee dissented, and Commissioners T. A. M.
Craven and Charles H. King did not

participate.
In its July 14 decision the commission
found all except one of the four applicants in the Miami ch. 10 case tainted
because of ex parte representations to
commissioners. The only one cleared
of this was L. B. Wilson Inc., which
was awarded the channel in place of

WPST-T
National
WKAT Airlines'
Miami was
the V.
fourth appliBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

cant for the ch. 10 facility.
North Dade Video asked the FCC to
reconsider, rehear and to set for oral
argument the July 14 opinion.
National Airlines has asked the U. S.
Appeals in Washington to reCourt viewofthe decision.

an annual salary of $37,000. Harry
S. Sylk, chairman of the board of the
corporation, holds a similar position
with WPEN. Wiiliam H. Sylk is corporation president and president of
WPEN.
Net sales for the year ended Jan. 31,
1960, were $63,414,647. A net loss
of $792,652 before special item deductions was reported, equal to a net loss
of 12c per share. The corporation
operates a large retail drug store chain,
women's and children's apparel stores
and recently acquired Dollar Vitamins
Co., in addition to broadcasting interests.

New sentence ■ Alexander L. Guterma,
one-time president of MBS, was sentenced by federal court in Washington
last week to 8 to 24 months in prison
and fined $10,000 for failing to register
as foreign agent. Case involved 1959
charge that he had accepted $750,000
from Dominican Republic to carry political propaganda on air under guise of
news. Sentence goes on top of term he
now is serving for withholding information from the SEC.

Reno ch. 4 fight may
narrow to three bids
Applicants for ch. 4 in Reno, Nev.,
are dropping like flies.
Latest to ask the commission to disrTLRB and WJIM ■ A trial examiner's
miss its application is the Electron
ruling that Gross Telecasting Inc.
(WJIM-AM-FM-TV) Lansing, Mich.,
Corp., doing business as Reno Telecasting Co. Electron told the commission
had
engaged in unfair labor practices
Government briefs . . .
that its recent grant of a construction
was upheld Nov. 4 by National Labor
Relations Board. The board recompermit for ch. 3 in Douglas, Ariz., proHow much mileage? ■ The Federal
hibits the firm from spending further
Trade Commission has announced that
mended Gross Telecasting cease certain
time in Reno. Electron is a whollyGeneral Motors Corp. has agreed
practices listed as unlawful questioning
to cease misrepresenting the results of of employes about membership in Naowned subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics, Inc. (James J. Ling, chairman).
tional Assn. of Broadcasting Employes
gas tests in advertising of the 1960
Earlier, the Nevada Broadcasters
Corvair. The commission said GMC
& Technicians or other labor groups;
Fund, Inc., headed by Alex Gold, asked
agreed to stop representing that the threats of economic reprisals or offers
for dismissal of its ch. 4 application be- Corvair would deliver 33 miles per of economic benefits in connection with
cause it was unable to find a suitable
gallon of gas under normal driving, or
union activity. NLRB dismissed a comtransmitter site. Hearing Examiner Jay that it would deliver any gas mileage
plaint that an employe, Lester Garten,
A. Kyle dismissed the application with
had been illegally discharged.
figure not in accordance with the facts.
prejudice. The Broadcast Bureau pointed
out, in a hearing Oct. 14, that a transREGULATION
& STATION
SALES
mitter site should have been found prior NETWORK
to the filing.
Another ch. 4 applicant, Comstock
Harris says next session of congress will study these areas
Telecasting Corp., has asked that its apThe door was opened slightly last which American broadcasting is based,
plication be amended for ch. 2 rather
Mr. Harris said. It must look into such
week
on what the next session of Conthan ch. 4. Comstock is a firm headed
varied questions as:
gress
may
have
in
store
for
broadcasting
by Robert L. Stoddard, owner of KBET
"What happens to the opportunity
— and according to one legislator, it
Reno.
for local self-expression on radio and
will
deal
with
the
regulation
of
netIf all of the drop-outs are granted by
television stations? What happens to
works and the possibility of imposing
the FCC, only three applicants will re- limitations on station sales.
the need for developing and using local
main for the Reno channel. They are
talent in radio and tv programming?
The
congressional
doorman
was
Rep.
Circle L Inc. (E. L. Cord, owner of
What happens to programs designed to
KFAC Los Angeles); Sierra Tv Co. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the serve minority groups and special
House
Commerce
Committee.
It
is
this
(owned by Chronicle Publishing Co.,
committee which oversees radio and tv
licensee of KRON-TV San Francisco)
Congress, Mr. Harris continued, does
legislation.
and Rocky Mountain Tele Stations
Mr. Harris made his comments at a not want to hand over to the FCC con(Harriscope Inc., owner of KTWO-AMtrol over radio and tv programming —
TV Casper, Wyo.).
breakfast meeting at the 35th Annivertastes?"
sary celebration of Grand Ole Opry in or to any other government group.
Nashville, Tenn., on Friday.
"... I certainly do not believe that
Consolidated Sun Ray
the American people would want us to
The next Congress, he said, will have
give such a mandate to any group of
registers with SEC
to determine "whether the networks
government officials no matter how adshall be held accountable as co-trustees
Consolidated Sun Ray Inc., Philamirable their background and how
delphia, which among its subsidiaries
together with individual broadcast licenbenevolent
their intentions might be."
operates WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia.
sees in serving the public interest.
But the Commerce Committee chairWSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati and WALT
"Congress will further have to decide
man, who also was chairman of the
Tampa, has filed a registration state- what limitations should be placed on
Legislative
Oversight committee which
ment with the Securities & Exchange
the transferability of broadcast station
dug into the rigged quiz and payola
Commission for 1,012,750 outstanding
scandals, added:
shares of common stock. According
licenses."
Network programming is more im"On the other hand, the airwaves beto the prospectus these shares may be
portant to stations than local programlong to the American people and they
offered for sale by the holders from
ming, Rep. Harris stated. Also, he are not licensed to individuals and
time to time on the American Stock
added, many radio and tv stations have
corporations to be used exclusively for
Exchange or in private transactions at
become
"speculative" properties and
their own personal financial gain, but
market prices current at the time of
"capital gains rather than public service
offering.
to the community has become the they are licensed so that the American
people may receive the benefit of an
The prospectus does not detail broadwatchword for some speculators who
cast earnings separately. William B.
important public service. I know some
are broadcasters in name only."
broadcasters have been outstanding in
Caskey, a director of the corporation,
New Look ■ Congress will, therefore,
is executive vice president of WPEN
rendering service to their commuand president of WSAI and WALT at have to re-examine the promises on
83
nities. .. ."
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FTC

seeks

court order

on plugola specialists
The Federal Trade Commission,
which has had the same difficulty trying
to get testimony as to how "plugs" get
on the air and who pays whom for getting there as the FCC had last month
(Broadcasting, Oct. 24), has gone to
court for help in getting the answers to
its questions.
Last week the FTC asked the U.S.
District Court in Los Angeles to order
Fred Kline and Walter D. Kline &
Assoc., Dick Fishell and Dick Fishell
& Assoc., Mary Rothschild and Promotions Unlimited, along with Martin
Hersh, president of Universal Recorders, to tell the FTC what they have
refused to say at closed hearings on advice of counsel. Several of these indiiduals and firms refused to testify at
the FCC hearing in Los Angeles on the
advice of their attorney, Oliver B.
Schwab of Beverly Hills, who argued
that their activities as public relations
counselors put them outside the scope
of the FCC hearing on programming
practices and also that the ground rules
of the hearing left them without proper
right for representation by counsel.
Mr. Schwab has filed an appeal with

the FCC in Washington, D. C, asking
that the subpoenas issued by Chief
Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham for his clients be dismissed. The
issues are the same with the FTC, he
said. Its proper concern is with unfair
competition in trade and advertising,
not the public relations field, and the
FTC's refusal to permit him to testify
at its hearing is just as wrong as the
similar action of the FCC examiner.
This is an issue which should be fought
through the courts, to the Supreme
Court if necessary, he said.
Argument on the FTC request for
court action will be heard by U.S. District Judge Harry C. Westover, probably
before the end of the year.
The catv shouting dies
as protesters back down
The squabble between microwave relay firms and tv stations, now in hearing procedures before the FCC, seems
to be ending in an area of mutual agreement. Petitions to have protests and
applications dismissed have been pouring into the FCC with certain regularity.
The protest filed by WTVI (TV)
Fort Pierce, Fla. (Broadcasting, Oct.
24), against Southern Transmission
Corp. has been withdrawn, subject to

EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC
New

AGE

uses for consumer

with production

upped

A 30% to 40% rise in electronics
consumer product production in five
years was foreseen last week by E. R.
Taylor, executive vice president of consumer products for Motorola Inc., and
chairman of the committee of the same
name of Electronic Industries Assn.
Tv unit production, he predicted, will
move from 6 million to 8 million . . .
home radios, from 3.5 million to 4.8
million . . . clock radios from 2.8 mil-

United

Press

Facsimile
United

in five years

lion to 3.9 million . . . portable radios
from 4.6 million to 6.5 million . . .
stereo from 3.0 million to 5.5 million.
And that's not all, Mr. Taylor estimated. The future growth of consumer
products in the electronic field will be
in the field of increased miniaturization
(wrist radios for transmitting and receiving are "fast approaching," he said) ,
and increased reliability.
Mr. Taylor was the principal speaker

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

f

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings
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DUE

predicted

International

L_

seeking to carry Phoenix, Ariz., tv signals into Yuma, has filed a joint petition with KIVA (TV) Phoenix to dismiss the KIVA protest. Antennavision
recently purchased KIVA (Changing
Hands, Sept. 19).

ENGINEERING

SOON

electronics
by 40%

&

FCC approval. The station and the
microwave relay firm have gotten together to settle differences. They filed
a joint petition to have the protest dismissed. Southern Transmission is seeking to carry Palm Beach and Miami tv
station signals into Fort Pierce and
Vero Beach, Fla.
KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex., has also informed the commission that it will not
further pursue its prosecution of a protest against Mesa Microwave Inc. Mesa
is seeking to carry Dallas and Fort
Worth tv signals into Laredo. Reason
for the backdown, while not yet officially filed, is reported to be an amicable
agreement between KGNS-TV and
Mesa Microwave.
Mesa Microwave has also been seeking to carry tv signals to a catv in Tallahassee, Fla. It has asked that its application be dismissed since the catv
operator in Tallahassee now has no
need for the tv signals. WCTV (TV)
Thomasville, Ga., had protested a cp
grant
to Mesa.
Antennavision
Service Co., which is

at the annual fall meeting of the EIA in
Syracuse, N. Y.
Electronic Home ■ New uses for
electronics for the home will spark a
continued expansion of the consumer
market, Mr. Taylor said. He visualized
the entrance of the radio-tv manufacturer into such fields as fire and burglar
alarms, home video tape recording,
newspapers delivered by facsimile,
closed circuit tv for watching children,
invalids and answering door bells, the
commercial refinement of the electronic
oven and tv in every room.
He also foresaw new uses for electronics inthe automobile (heating, windshield wiper, brake adjustment, anticollision devices), and for leisure time
activities (an electronic golf ball which
contains a tiny transmitter to signal its
location, reduction in swimming and
boating accidents, and safety in the
hunting season.)
In the more common radio and tv
field, Mr. Taylor called on manufacturers to move forward with multiplex
radio, color tv, and improved speakers,
antennas, pictures and stability.
Among discussions in the technical
sessions, the more than 200 engineers
heard reports on:
■ Stereo for the aural channel of tv
systems, by Robert B. Dome, GE, and
in the am band, by J. Alvins, RCA
Labs.
■ A proposal that the present aspect
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Seven

'live

quality"

commercials

wrapped

up

in one

BRAND Video Tape!
day with "SCOTCH"
done on the spot and combined with other portions
While the stage manager cued the jockeys down the
stretch and the cameraman caught the action from
of the commercial. And each complete commercial
the roof, a complete production crew inside a Mobile
was "in the can" while the whole crew was still on
location.
Video Tapes, Inc. truck directed and recorded seven
race track commercials in one day for Union Oil Com"Scotch" brand Video Tape has revolutionized
pany.
the industry. For hard sell commercials or big budget
Such a production schedule was possible only
specials, tape cuts production costs to the bone,
eliminates fluffs, makes schedules more flexible and,
with "Scotch" brand Video Tape . . . first choice
for lifelike reproduction! The director was able to
most importantly, gives the production a "live" look.
Its uses are limited only by your imagination.
monitor the action while it was happening, and see a
playback immediately after each take. Editing was
BOOKLET— Send for "The
Tape,"
aShow
seriesis ofon6 Video
case histories
j^rJlNNESOTA MINING AND J^Ja N U F ACTUR I NG COMPANY
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW ^
of tapeclude 25cproductions.
Inin coin for each
copy and mail to: 3M Co.,
"SCOTCH" is a Registered Trademark of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York; Canada: London, Ontario. © 1960 3M Co.
Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minn.

A satellite's eye-view

of the ionosphere
Man is taking a close-up look at 1 1 3 minutes, also contains equipment
to register and measure microthe ionosphere — that body of charged
gasses which make possible intermeteorite
"hits."
This experiment
will
be turned
on later.
continental radio communications —
as well as DX broadcasting.
All the information is being telemetered back to earth stations over
The dream of two generations of
radio scientists is being brought to six channels, carrying 77 separate
reality through Explorer VIII — a pieces of data. Only one transmitter
is being used, on 108 mc and 138
satellite expressly designed to probe
mc, with an average radiation of
the ionosphere through direct measurement.
100 milliwatts from a cloverleaf antenna.
Explorer VIII, with eight separate
90-Day Wonder ■ The expected
experiments inside its 90-lb toplifetime of the experiments will be
shaped casing, shot aloft last Thursday from Cape Canaveral, Fla. It from two to three months, but the
satellite is expected to continue in
was put into its 258-1, 423-mile
orbit via a Juno II rocket.
orbit for several years, National
Aeronautics & Space Administration
A "scientific dream," the alumisaid.
num satellite was put into space with
NASA said a special payload
a payload that is intended to measure such secrets of the ionosphere as equipped with a number of radio
transmitters operating on different
positive ion and electron composition
and temperature. The satellite is frequencies and levels of power will
be launched in the future to further
measuring the upper portion of the
explore the Heaviside Layer via
ionosphere. This layer of ionized
radio propagation techniques. This
particles begins about 50 miles above
is the use of transmissions, which
the earth and extends several hunare known, through the ionosphere
dred miles into space.
Explorer VIII, which makes a and a comparison of received signal
strengths and other factors with what
complete pass around the earth every
ratio for tv pictures (4:3) be revised in
order to better utilize present bandwidth
and to produce improved resolution and
contrast at the receiver, by E. D. Schuster, Sylvania, and C. E. Torsch, Rola.
■ The use of the Nuvistor triode tube
in uhf television tuners, by C. Gonzales, RCA.
■ The processing of picture displays
at the receiver location for a narrow
bandwidth tv system in order to enhance geometrical contours, by J. R.
Hefele, Bell Labs.
UN satellite system
urged by Philco head
International space communications,
including intercontinental relay by satellites, should be provided by a system
operated through the United Nations,
James M. Skinner Jr., president of Philco Corp., said last week. Philco made
the Courier satellite now in orbit under
Army sponsorship.
"We will shortly have the technical
capability to establish an entirely new
and economical way of providing all
kinds of communications between all
the countries of the world," Mr. Skinner
said. Just how soon, however, seems to
be in dispute among the satellite and
rocket experts, but the National Aeronautical and Space Agency has invited
private industry participation in the satellite program and American Telephone
86 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

and Telegraph Co. has filed with FCC
for approval of an experimental satellite
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31).
"It seems almost essential" that the
satellites "be under control of some
world body to avoid the opportunity
for unscrupulous people to play on the
fears and superstitions of less-informed
peoples of the world," he said. "These
worries, concerns and possible misunderstandings could best be avoided by having the United Nations provide the
service, be responsible for the satellites
and
guarantee
their 3innocence."
Mr.
Skinner
spoke Nov.
at Palo Alto,
Calif., before the Peninsula Manufacturers Assn. on the occasion of an announcement byPhilco of a $5 million
expansion
programlaboratory
for the firm's
ern development
there. westTarzian
Sarkes
Ind., has
recording

making recording tape
Tarzian Inc., Bloomington,
established a new magnetic
tape division. The new professional quality high fidelity tape will
be available through selected electronic
parts distributors immediately, the company announced.
Sarkes Tarzian is a leading producer
of semiconductor devices in production
quantities and manufactures tv and fm
tuners, fm radios and broadcast equipment. The company's initial tape offering is a general purpose 14 -inch tape

they theoretically should be.
One significant facet of the present
experiment is to find out what effect
there might be on radio propagation
through the passage of the satellite
through the ionosphere.
Other space activities:
■ Tv signals have been bounced
1,800 miles from a tv station in
Recife to Porto Alegre, both Brazil,
via the passive communications satellite Echo, it was reported last week.
The report said that each time Echo
passed over the area, both pictures
and sound of the Recife station were
received "clearly" in Porto Alegre.
■ The sensitivity of tv over a photographic plate was utilized last week
at the Kitt Peak National Observatory near Tucson, Ariz., when the
light from the M-15 globula cluster
of stars, tens of thousands of years
away, came through the observatory's 36-in. telescope and became
visible on a tv screen. Dr. William
Livingston who has been working on
the tv system for the last 1 8 months,
explained that tv is more sensitive
than a photographic plate "by a factor of 50 to 100."
with U/2 mil acetate base, available in
150, 600 and 1,200 foot lengths on
3-inch, 5-inch and 7-inch reels. The new
tape features special coating, priming
and binding techniques to improve resistance to temperature and humidity
and high tensile strength to minimize
breakage. Uniformity without distortion is held for all recording frequencies, according to the manufacturer.
3M sales up $40 million
in first nine months
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. reports net sales of $140,133,725 for the
third quarter and $403,146,898 for the
first nine months of 1960 in an interim
report released to shareholders last
week.
Reflected in the statement are sales
for the Mutual radio network and Revere Camera Co. since their respective
acquisitions April 1 and Aug. 1 this
year. Sales figures otherwise are on a
fully consolidated basis, including all
domestic and foreign companies, for the
entire nine-month period.
Nine month sales, with net income
of $50,134,365 equal to 98 cents per
share, compared with sales of $363,332,469 and income of $45,698,317, or
89 cents a share, for the same period in
1959.
Sales for three months ended Sept.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

30 exceeded the $125,973,824 racked
up for that quarter last year, with quarterly earnings rising from $16,101,243
(32 cents a share) to $17,768,363 (35
cents per share) in 1960.
Low bids on new VOA

station

Two Texas electronic companies,
Alpha of Texas Inc. and Continental
Electronics Mfg. Co. of Richardson,
Tex., have submitted low bids to the
U. S. Information Agency for construction of the Voice of America east coast
radio station at Greenville, N. C. Low
bid was $12,173,000.
USIA estimates the total cost of the
station at $25,345,850 and says it will
be the most powerful long-range broadcasting station in the world. It will give
the Voice of America stronger signals
to Europe, Africa, the Mideast and
South America. Target date for completion islate 1962.
Technical

topics...

Price cut ■ Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., St. Paul, maker of Scotch brand
video tape, has announced the fourth
price reduction in two years on that
tape. The price will decrease 10% in
all sizes and price brackets. For example, the price of a roll of standard
hour-long tape has dropped $22.84 —
from $228.41 to $205.57 — when
bought in lots of 48 or more. Along
with previous cuts, this represents a
Now-EASTERN'S

reuujtion of nearly 33% under the
price of the first video tape marketed
in 1956. A 3M spokesman cites improved methods of making the tape as
the reason that the company can now
sell an hour-long roll for $100 less than
two years ago.
New office ■ Raytheon Co. has opened
a commercial sales office in Detroit and
has expanded its Dallas office. Edward
J. Kukula, district manager for the
company's
and RobertDistributor
Broderick, Products
district Div.,
sales
manager for the Semiconductor Div.,
will headquarter in the new offices in
the New Center Bldg., Detroit. The
newly expanded Dallas office, now located at 3511 Hall St., will be headquarters for Robert W. Goedjen, district manager for semiconductor sales,
Charles B. Douglas, Distributor Products Div. district manager, and Buddy
J. O'Toole, industrial components sales
engineer.
E & E news ■ Joe Cunningham, freelance engineering and science writer,
announces formation of a news operation to service radio stations. The service plans to supply a weekly file of engineering and science news for broadcasters' use in daily newscasts, with the
offer made to non-conflicting radio subscribers. Address is P. O. Box 7482,
San Diego 7, Calif.
Closed circuit camera ■ Tele-Tronics

Corp., Garden Grove, Calif., is introducing a high-resolution type television camera, with the option of builtin sound channel for intercom and
educational tv applications requiring
crisp voice communications. The camera is portable and can be installed
merely by plugging it into an outlet.
TV

set sales

hold

up

but production drops
Radio and tv set sales for the first
nine months of 1960 continued above
the comparable period in 1 959, but production slumped somewhat in tv and
gained in radio. Production of fm radio sets were almost double the number
produced in the same January-September 1959 period.
Production and sales figures for the
January-September periods, as reported
by the Electronic Industries Assn. last
week, were:
TELEVISION
Production
Sales541
Period
4,100
Jan.-Sept. 1960
Jan.-Sept. 1959
3,811.754
RADIO
Jan.-Sept. 1960
6.348,421t
4 373.121*
Jan.-Sept. 1959
4,488,857*
5,285,878t
* includes 332,458 tv with uhf tuners in I960;
285,867 in 1959.
12,408 377**
** Includes 4,780,922 auto,25radios
and 677.410
927 2**auto radios and
fm radios in I960; 10,
4,151,846
367,804 fm radios in 1959.
tExcludes auto radio sales.

Flying Freighters offer

OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY
New York— Miami— San Juan
New York— Atlanta— New Orleans— Mobile— Houston
Chicago— Atlanta— Miami— San Juan
•
•
•
•

Reserved space on every Freighter flight.
Pressurized and temperature-controlled.
Flights daily except Saturday and Sunday nights.
Pickup and delivery service available.

In addition, Eastern offers freight space on over 400 daily passenger
flights-including DC 8-B Jets and Prop-Jet Electras-to 128 cities
in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your
Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.
EASTERN!
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INTERNATIONAL
BBC
sales
CHANGED
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Lucky Channel 13, is the
ONLY area TV station posting consistent
and considerable day and nighttime audience gains.

to push

overseas

of its tv shows

The BBC, the non-commercial broadcasting service in Britain, is expanding
a commercial area of its activities: the
sales in foreign countries, especially in
the United States, of popular tv program
series.
Ronald Waldman, general manager of
BBC-TV's promotions department,
which encompasses all of the unit's commercial and business operations, said
in New York last week that BBC-TV is
preparing two new series to supplement
three that already are in or are headed
for distribution in various countries
throughout the world. The reason: the
BBC believes it has the know-how and
the facilities to produce "some of the
best" programs in the world and wants
the tv industry outside of Britain to view
its popular, as well as its cultural-public
service programming.
Mr. Waldman noted that such program series as The Third Man (produced in cooperation with National
Telefilm Assoc.) and the Royal Canadi-

an Mounted Police (produced in cooperation with the CBC) already have
been sold in the U.S., while the
Churchill Memoirs (produced in association with ABC-TV) will begin on
ABC-TV in January. Two other programs that are designed for the international market, Mr. Waldman said, are
Zero One that will be produced with
MGM-TV and centers around the exploits of airline security forces throughout the world and Inspector Maigret, a
BBC-TV production that currently is
being made in Britain and France on
film and tape.
Various BBC television programs
have been available in the U.S. for
several years, including individual
dramas and documentaries, but Mr.
Waldman pointed out that these were
conceived primarily for the British market. The current BBC approach, he
said, is to mount some series that will
find an international marketplace.
As an indication
of the BBC's
globalmindedness,
Mr. Waldman
said that
in
the BBC fiscal year ended last April,
550 individual programs were sold in
28 markets.

SELL Where People BUY
rail your dtiflti^H'R man

J
REGIONAL
TV

POWER
with one buy!
one rate card!

kelQland
Total coverage of 103 counties in South
Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and North
Dakota.
KELO-LAND is a fantastic 73,496square mile market. You merely
nibble at the fringes of it from
Minneapolis or Omaha. Only ONE
tv facility blankets all 103 counties — completely, simultaneously,
no gaps! That's KELO-tv SIOUX
FALLS, S. D. and its KELO-LAND
booster hookups. And all with one
rate card. No tv buy is a national
buy without KELO-LAND.
CBS - ABC
KELO-tv SIOUX FALLS; and boosters
KDLO-tv Aberdeen, Huron, Watertown
KPLO-tv Pierre, Valentine, Chamberlain
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Cen. Mgr. — Larry Bentson, V.P.
Represented nationally by H-R
in Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Assoc.
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An international agreement
1959 which broadcasts throughout
Discussing terms of an agreement
between The Hashemite Kingdom of the Middle East from Cairo to Baghdad and from Beirut to Kuwait.
Syracuse
&Jordan
RadioandCenter
are U.'s
(1 toTelevision
r) King
Headquarters are in Jordan's capital,
Hussein of Jordan, Dr. Eugene Fos- Amman.
ter of Syracuse U. and George
University personnel will operate
the station while training Jordanians
Hamilton, manager in Amman from
until 1962 when the Jordan governSyracuse.
ment will take over operations. Wasfi
Under the new contract the uniEl Tell, director-general of the
versity will supervise initial commerHashemite Broadcasting service
cial operations of the national Hashemite Broadcasting Service for two
stated in connection with the agreement that commercial operation
years. It became effective Oct. 1.
Station advertising representatives
would be a means of making the station "even more effective because it
have been employed by the university in New York and London to will be more responsive to the needs
sell time on the radio service.
of our people in the Middle East
and will have more funds with which
Jordan has been operating a powerful radio transmitter since March
to operate."BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Rogers protests Canada
ban on color television
"The vested interests are trying to
stop the development of color television," Ted Rogers, vice-president of
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont., told the Aurora, Ont, Board of Trade. "No board,
no governmental agency and no organization of any sort in the history of the
world ever stood long against progress.
You cannot stop technological progress."
Mr. Rogers was lashing out at the
recent ruling of the Canadian Board
of Broadcast Governors and the Dept.
of Transport against color telecasting at
present. No Canadian tv station has
been given permission to telecast in
color, though a number of stations are
ready to do so.
Mr. Rogers stated that the station
had only been told it could not telecast
in color after it had ordered equipment
to do so. The station is to go on the
air on Jan. 1 as Toronto's second tv
station. He said that no objection was
raised by the BBG or the Dept. of
Transport when the station received its
license, though the use of color equipment has been dealt with in its application for a license last March. He
said the BBG showed little confidence
in Canadian ability in ruling against
color telecasting until it had been further developed in the United States.
A number of other Canadian tv stations have also prepared for telecasting
in color, including CFPL-TV London,
Ont., CFTM-TV Montreal, CHCH-TV
Hamilton, Ont., and CHAN-TV Vancouver, B. C. The BBG ruled against
color telecasting due to the slow development in the United States and the
high cost of color receivers in Canada,
where the cheapest is $750.
Swiss announce plans
for television festival
The European Broadcasting Union
has endorsed
for an "International Festivalplans
of Television
Arts &
Sciences" that will be Swiss-sponsored
and held May 15-27 at Montreux (Switzerland)..
The EBU action, which holds
weight in broadcast matters on the
European continent, was taken at a
meeting in Trieste in mid-October. The
world festival — which expects to draw
participation and attendance from electronics and broadcast firms from all
over the world — features a trade fair for
exhibition of tv equipment and developments. Another highlight planned includes a judging of the best variety
television program (EBU in working
with festival officials asked for the
single category limitation). The city
of Montreux along with the Swiss Tv
Authority are sponsoring the event.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

high'-
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it

popular.

You couldn't call the people who live in
the some 448,000 TV homes in our area
highbrows, for we have always been
popular. So the best way to reach all of
the non-highbrows in this market is thru
non-highbrow WSLS-TV. Now if you are
a non-highbrow and want a station that
has been popular for years, and always
will be.. .then, try WSLS-TV in Roanoke,
Virginia.
"WSLS

ROANOKE,
NATIONAL

- TV

VIRGINIA

REPRESENTATIVES,

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

the

greatest

market!

BLAIR TELEVISION

ASSOCIATES

DIAL 1110 1 50,000 WATTS

RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented
by A
RL
K/
DONALD COOKE INC.

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
wsm
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Harold P. Gerhardt, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., appointed
vp and associate executive director for
tv art.
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ber f velopm iveal-lmaag epartamc
of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
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N. Y. He has been with agency since
ning gr
March.
William M. Ennis Jr., account executive on International Latex Corp. for
Kenneth Mason, formerly with KenTed Bates, N. Y., elected vp. Mr. Ennis
yon & Eckhardt and Earle Ludgin &
joined Bates as account executive in Co., Chicago, appointed vp and chairman of executive committee at Cun1959, after six-year association with
ningham &Walsh, that city.
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as account
supervisor.
George Weissman, executive vp and
director of Philip Morris Inc., N. Y.,
John Murphy appointed executive
elected chairman and chief executive
producer for commercial and industrial
officer, Philip Morris Overseas. Ross R.
divisions of Filmaster, N. Y. He formerly was vp of radio-tv production at
Millhiser, vp and assistant chief of opKenyon & Eckhardt, that city.
erations, named to director of marketing, Philip Morris Inc.; John E. CookWilbur E. Dewell elected board chairman, vp-diversification, elected treasurman of Lanolin Plus (hair dressing),
er. Hugh Cullman, previously treasurer,
Newark, N. J.
elected vp and assistant chief of operaAlvin Griesedick Jr. and Bruce
tions; Clifford H. Goldsmith, assistant
Wightman elected vps of Falstaff Brewto vp-subsidiaries, becomes vp-subsidiing Corp.
ary relations.
Louis A. De Cesare, former general
William Ziegler Jr. and Roland
sales manager, Ruppert Brewery, N. Y.,
Lesser join New York office of Del
named vp and director of marketing.
Wood Assoc., advertising agency, as account executive and media research
Harlan Davis, formerly of Fuller &
manager, respectively. Mr. Ziegler was
Smith
& Ross, N. Y., joins Kudner
with J. Walter Thompson and Mr.
Agency, that city, as producer in tv
Lesser formerly was advertising mandepartment.
ager of Longines-Wittnauer watches.
Ernie Simon, formerly radio, tv and
Lloyd W. Durant, former vp and
motion picture personality, joins Adler
radio-tv director at Parkson Adv., N.Y.,
Ltd., Washington, D. C, advertising-pr
joins Lennen & Newell, that city, as acagency, as director of radio and tv.
count executive on Best Foods Div.,
Corn Products Co. account.
Fred Norman, previously account exNew

officers elected by Quality Group Radio
William 0. Wiseman, station manScott McLean, general sales manager of WOW Omaha, Neb., and
ager of Crosley's WLW Cincinnati,
elected president of Quality Radio
Charles Gates, general sales manager of WGN Radio, plus Messrs.
Group, succeeding Ward L. Quaal,
McLean
and Kettler. Elected for
vp and general manager of WGNthree-year
terms (expiring Nov.
AM-TV Chicago. Others elected:
Stanton P. Kettle r, executive vp of 1963) were John L. Vath, manager
of WWL New Orleans; Donald McStorer Broadcasting Co., vp; Daniel
D. Calibraro, assistant to Mr. Quaal
Gannon, president of Westinghouse
and pr manager of WGN Inc., as Broadcasting Co.; Robert Cooper,
station manager of WSM Nashville,
secretary-treasurer. Mr. Quaal had
headed QRG since its formation in Tenn., and Robert S. Smith, program manager of WOR New York.
1954. Named directors for two-year
QRG met last week in Chicago.
terms (expiring Nov. 1962) were
90

ecutive at Paul H. Raymer Co., station
rep, Chicago, to broadcast media group
at J. Walter Thompson Co., that city.
Walter H. Nelson, formerly publicity
and pr director of Reach, McClinton &
Co., N. Y., and more recently vp and
general manager of CandyGram Inc.
and assistant to president of Stevens
Candy Kitchens, Chicago, appointed operations director at Herbert M. Kraus
& Co., Chicago pr firm.
Chester MacCracken joins creative
staff of Remington Adv., Springfield.
Mass.
Donald F. Clemens, formerly account
executive at BBDO, N. Y., joins General Time Corp., Westclox Div., as product manager.
Ken Mahler, James B. Coiborne and
William C. Schaefer join Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati advertising and pr agency, as copywriter, assistant account executive and assistant production supervisor, respectively.

Mr. LaVene

Norval LeVene appointed manager of
Los Angeles office of
Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Mr. LaVene was one
of founders of Stromberger,
McKenzie, LaVene,
Los Angeles,
which merged with
FSR last January.

Edward Tabibian, formerly merchandising manager, household products division of Colgate-Palmolive Co., N. Y.,
joins Frank B. Sawdon Inc., that city,
as account executive on new business
development.
Barbara Rumbaugh Johnson, columnist for San Fernando (Calif.) Valley
Times, joins pr staff of Enyart & Rose
Adv., Los Angeles.
William F. Sherry, formerly general
manager of WVOX-AM-FM New
Rochelle, N. Y., to S. E. Zubrow Adv.,
Philadelphia, as media director and account supervisor.
Herbert H. Strauss, previously commercial producer-director of program
development at Ben Sackheim Inc., appointed radio-tv production manager in
New York office of North Adv.
THE

MEDIA

Charles W. Stone appointed general
manager of KIOA Des Moines, Iowa.
He formerly was vp and general manager of WAMS Wilmington, Del. He
also is owner of KDAC Ft. Bragg, Calif.
Ed Bonham appointed local sales
manager of WAVY-AM-TV NorfolkPortsmouth-Newport News, Va. Allan
G. McLellan, formerly with McCurry,
Henderson, Enright, Norfolk advertisBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

IMPACT TT- 1 1 AH TRANSMITTER
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it easy to operate and improve performance)

1. UP TO 180,000 WATTS E.R.P.— when combined with an
RCA high-gain antenna. Channels 7-13. Or can be used as a
driver to obtain higher power.
2. WALK-IN DESIGN ACCESSIBILITY- Improved walk-in
design, introduced with the TT-2BL and TT-6AL Transmit ers, isan invaluable feature of the TT-11AH. A wide
aisle is provided inside the enclosure between the front-line
racks and power supply components to the rear. All components are readily accessible from this aisle.
3. TUNING SIMPLICITY— All tuning adjustments can be made
from the front of the transmitter with power applied. Power
amplifier cavity has been greatly simplified, and no change
in frequency-determining components is required to tune to
any high-band VHF channel.
4. WIDE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE- Operation over
a wide ambient temperature range is provided by thermostatically controlled cooling of all mercury-vapor rectifier tubes.
5. QUIET OPERATION— All tubes and components, other
than the mercury-vapor rectifier tubes, are cooled by one
main blower in a sound-insulated enclosure.

6. OVERLOAD PROTECTION prevents extensive damage in
case of circuit fault. If overload is momentary, operation is
immediately restored while light remains on to indicate
point of overload.
7. DESIGNED FOR REMOTE CONTROL-Provisions have
been made for remote metering and control of all necessary
functions from a remote point. These facilities may also be
used to control the transmitter from a central point in the
transmitter building.
8. FEWER TUBES AND COMPONENTS TO STOCK -Fewer
spare tubes and components need be stocked since the same
tube types are used in both aural and visual rf chains.
9. ILLUMINATED METERS— A row of large illuminated meters,
mounted on a sloping-front panel for ease of reading, shows
all important currents and voltages.
10. IMPROVED COLOR PERFORMANCE— Built-in linearity
correction, accurate intercarrier frequency control, and dc
on power amplifier filaments are features included for outstanding color performance.

Get the complete story from your RCA Broadcast representative ; or write for descriptive literature io
RCA, Dept. N-gg, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
RCA
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Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden,
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By Tom Chauncey
Pres. KOOL Radio-TV
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
SEASONING OUR SALAD
Gasoline would be a disconcerting substitute for dressing such as vinegar on a
tossed salad! Reverberations proposing that
American broadcasters adopt European practices are quite as impractical. Observing European experience we
can perceive, however,
things we do not want.
The Soviet policy controlling radio and TV is
"Support the basic ideologies of communism,
of the Communist Party."
Government boards of
both the British Broadcasting Corporation and tom chauncey
the Independent Television Authority are
appointed by the government and may be
dismissed at will, while the BBC's license
requires the corporation to broadcast any announcement which any department of the
government requests.
With two separate broadcasting systems,
the case for commercial television seems
proven, in Britain, as a scant 30% of the
viewers watch BBC's non-commercial programs while a robust 70% of the British au
dience watches the commercially operated
system.
Superior programming for broadcasts in
Europe or America demands the financial
support of business. The fabulous CBS programs of today are evidence of the endorsement of commercial TV by American business and by the American public. Turn to
KOOL-TV, CBS CHANNEL 10 at 6:30 P.M.
THURSDAY for "LIPPM ANN ON LEADERSHIP."
REPRINTED FROM THE ARIZONA REPUBLIC AND PHOENIX GAZETTE,
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12th, 1960.
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In trie Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications

ing agency, to WAVY-TV as account
executive, succeeding Bill Eure who resigned.
Dick Sherman, formerly general
manager of KISN Portland, Ore., to
KICN Denver in similar capacity.
Thomas P. Duggan appointed sales
manager of KICN.
J. M. McDonald, in broadcast management for 18 years, appointed manager of KIRT Mission, Tex. He was
first president of Texas Assn. of Broadcasters.
George Wallace,
manager of KTKT
KCUB, that city, as
ager. Jack Trustman
count executive.

formerly assistant
Tucson, Ariz., to
general sales manjoins KCUB as ac-

Earl W. Steil promoted from sales
staff to sales manager at WJJD Chicago.
He formerly was with CBS, New York,
WBBM Chicago, WLW Cincinnati and
KMOX St. Louis.
Fred C. Maltz appointed general sales
manager of KFBB Great Falls, Mont.
Glenn Flynn, with WOW Omaha for
25 years, named supervisor new facilities of WOW-AM-TV, now merged.
Albert L. Harmon, on engineering
staff of WTTG (TV) Washington, provisor. moted to technical operations superVictor Camerucci joins sales staff of
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.
Harry Ager joins WOL
as time salesman.

Washington

M. B. (Bud) Johnson appointed film
director of KTRK-TV Houston, succeeding Hugh Pickett who becomes
member of station's commercial sales
staff.
Jack W. Hartig promoted from assistant to chief engineer at WABX (FM)
Detroit. Other changes: Mike Wilton,
program director; Kenneth T. Hanson,
chief
announcer; Frances le Clair, personality.
Peter B. Wolcott named program director of KPRK Livingston, Mont. He
has been station's director of engineering.
Jim Palmer, formerly air personality
at WMBD Peoria, to WCVS Springfield,
both Illinois, as program director.
Thomas W. Brookmyer, formerly on
sales staff of Look Magazine, joins
WIBK-TV Detroit in similar capacity.
Harold Hirschman and Bill Jones
join sales staff of KELP -TV El Paso,
Tex. Tom Burnett joins KELP Radio in
similar capacity.
Tom Sullivan, formerly with WJW
Cleveland, to NBC Radio Spot Sales,
Chicago, as account executive.

92 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Mr. Barton

r. Romine

T. K. Barton, executive vp of KARKAM-TV Little Rock, Ark., promoted to
president. Douglas Romine, vp and station manager, becomes executive vp.
Mrs. Virginia Pate, general manager
of WASA Havre de Grace, Md., appointed chairman of education committee of Maryland-District of Columbia Broadcasters Assn. Thomas S. Carr,
vp and general manager of WBAL
Baltimore appointed chairman of political committee.
Norman Knight, formerly president
of Yankee Network and currently president of Knight Management Corp.,
Boston, appointed co-chairman of national committee of leading Americans
to establish new American Freedom
Center at Valley Forge, Pa.
William E. Clark, formerly program
director at WLEU Erie, Pa., to WEEP
Pittsburgh as promotion director.
Jack Mahoney, formerly on sales
staff at WIBG Philadelphia, to WRCV,
that city, in similar capacity, succeeding Joe Frazier who joins NBC Radio
Spot Sales staff, New York.
Jerry Lee Morrow,
writer and reporter for
WSPD Toledo, Ohio,
awarded The Earl
Godwin Memorial
Fellowship
1960-at
61 academicforyear
Columbia U. GraduMr. Morrow lismate School
Fellowship
of Journa-is
provided annually by NBC in memory
of Mr. Godwin, who was Washington
correspondent
for NBC before his death
in 1956.
Bob Lyte appointed advertising director and film buyer for WLBW-TV
Miami. At one time he was promotion
director of WWL-TV New Orleans.
Ed Robbins, program director at
WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y., named network coordinator, Herald Tribune Radio
Network, with headquarters at WFYI
Garden City, Long Island.
Dave Dary, formerly managing news
editor of KTSA San Antonio, Tex., joins
CBS News, Washington, effective Nov.
15.
Johnny Canton, formerly chief announcer-music director at KOKO WarBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

On

the

moon

. . . and

Sometime soon a man will thrust to the vast regions of outer
space in an effort to reach the moon.
On the day of the moon-shot certain other things will also
happen. A woman will telephone her grocer. A man will
sail a boat. A boy will play a trumpet.
Anaconda takes part in both worlds. For example, we
manufacture radar and special communications cables, nuclear reactor cables and guided missile cables. They are
made to exceedingly rigid specifications and close tolerances.
They are dependable.
Anaconda also makes telephone wires and cables — the
kind you'll find in your own local phone system. We develop
and produce strong, rustproof marine metals for boat screws,
fittings and fastenings. Many fine trumpets play better be-

under

it

cause their bells and tone chambers are electroformed with
our "Plus-4"® Phosphorized Copper Anodes. Through these
products as well as through constant development of new
copper sources, Anaconda keeps pace with today's needs — ■
big or little.
We like to think that our spaceman will land safely on
the surface of the moon. But we're not forgetting that people
will continue to live and work in their accustomed ways —
under the light of that same moon. Anaconda will be there.
On the moon . . . and under it.
eoi86 a

AnacondA

rensburg. Mo., to KZIX Ft. Collins.
Colo., as news director-disc jockey.
Charles Arlington appointed news director of KFWB Los Angeles. He has
been member of station's news staff.
Tom Franklin joins KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles as member of news staff.
Bryant Brosche, musical director of
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla., transfers to news and public affairs department as co-producer of Project 4.
Lee Whitehead, formerly air personality at KROD El Paso, Tex., to WCMS
Norfolk, Va., as news director.
Malcolm Gentry joins Hollywood
office of KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.,
as newscaster.
Mrs. Dorothy Mugford appointed
manager of promotion and community
antenna system liason for WNEP-TV
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa. She formerly was with WDAU-TV Scranton.

American tourists-Radio
American broadcasters on an inspection tour of Radio Free
Europe's facilities take time out to
huddle with West Berlin Mayor
Willy Brandt (center in photo
above). They are: (I to r) Herbert
C. Ohrt, vice president and general
manager of KGLO-TV Mason City,
Iowa; Esther Van Wagoner Tufty,
president of American Women in

Don Deems joins KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., as assistant art director.
Ron Leppig, formerly with WGNTV and WIND, both Chicago, to WGEZ
Beloit, Wis., as promotion director-air
personality.
Morton J. Wagner,
executive vp and director of Bartell Stations and general manager of KYA San
Francisco, resigns to
head newly - formed
group of prominent
industry leaders who
Mr. Wagner
will enter broadcast
ownership field. New firm will headquarter atsuite 800, 111 Sutter St., San
Francisco. Lee Bartell, managing director of Bartell group, assumes supervision of KYA in addition to similar
duties at KCBQ San Diego.

Wore tk an a decade

Les Keiter, WMGM New York
sportscaster, named sports director and
director of special events.
Pat Michaels, newscaster at KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, to KABC, that city,
as head of Candid Session, nightly discussion program.

Hart Jenks, formerly newscaster at

C^-onstrwctive Service

E.

STARK

Brokers — Consultants
50 EAST 58TH STREET
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KXRX San Jose, Calif., to KETV (TV)
Omaha, Neb., as air personality.
Mark Flanagan, formerly with WEEP
Pittsburgh, to WERC Erie, Pa., as air
personality.
John E. Bandy II,

Don McNeill, m. c. of ABC Radio's
Don McNeill's Breakfast Club, on the
air
for 28 years, signs new five-year
contract.

to <)5, •oadcaiteri and the (J3roadcaslina J^nduitr

HOWARD

Free Europe style
Radio & TV; E. K. Hartenbower,
vice president and general manager of KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City; Mayor Brandt; John H. Pool,
president of KBIG Hollywood; Herbert B. Cahan, program manager of
WBZ-TV Boston. The tour was in
connection with Radio Free Europe's 10th anniversary of broadcasting behind the Iron Curtain.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

ELDORADO 5-0405

Mr. Bandy

formerly air personality at WUST Washington, D. C, appointed assistant to general
manager of WDAS
Philadelphia. He will
be responsible for programming and public
service activities.

Jack F. Miller joins KPLR-TV St.
Louis as personality. He will handle
puppet show and appear in commercials.
Richard B. Ullman joins KYA San
Francisco as local account executive.
Arthur Eisenstat named director of
merchandising and marketing of KPLRTV St. Louis. He was in charge of station's advertising and promotion.
Steve May and Ray Rice join announcing staff of WALK Patchogue,
Long Island, N. Y. They formerly were
with WMMW Meriden, Conn., and
VVICC Bridgeport, Conn., respectively.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1980

PROGRAMMING

Mr. Adler

Jerome H. Adler,
formerly legal representative in international commodity and
book publishing fields,
joins American Federation of Musicians,
N. Y., as New York
counsel.

John R. Allan, Client Service supervisor at M-E Productions, Chicago,
named vp.
Peter G. Robinson named vp in
charge of programs, and Leon I. Mirell,
vp in charge of administration and
business affairs, for Selmur Productions, N. Y.
Albert Chance and Howard Grafman
join Fine Music Hi-Fi Broadcasters Inc.,
N. Y., as representatives in San Francisco and Chicago, respectively.
Casper Chouinard, formerly with
Independent Television Corp., and
Charles M. Richter, formerly with
MCA-TV, form Tele-Talent Inc., Minneapolis. New firm will act as sales
agent for independent producers and
distributors of tv programming. Address of company is 1513 Forshay
Tower, Minneapolis. Telephone: Federal 5-4245.
Fenton Earnshaw elected president
of tv-radio branch of Writers Guild of
America West. Hy Freedman was
named vp with Phil Leslie elected secretary-treasurer. Action follows recall
election at general membership meeting
of branch on Oct. 26 (Broadcasting,
Oct. 31). Mr. Earnshaw replaces Kay
Lenard, ousted in recall battle.
Tom Merriman,
formerly president of
Commercial Recording Corp., Dallas, and
founder of KVIL,
that city, forms Tom
Merriman Productions. New firm will
specialize in producMr. Merriman
tion of music for radio and tv commercials, motion pictures, sales meetings and stage presentations. Firm's address: 3101 Routh St.,
Dallas, Tex. Telephone: Riverside
8-2130.
Terri Brady, media director of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, Los
Angeles, resigns to join Queen For A
Day Inc., that city, as assistant to president.
Hal Hudson, formerly with Four Star
Productions, Hollywood, and head of
own production company to produce
for tv wing of Paramount Pictures, joins
Ralph Edwards Productions, that city,
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to supervise development and production of several new tv series.
Mort Green, tv and radio writer, joins
Jerry Lewis Productions, Hollywood, as
creative assistant in planning of future
motion pictures and tv film properties.
James Moore, formerly supervising
film editor at Warner Bros. TV, joins
20th Century-Fox-TV as executive assistant in charge of post production.
Bob DeVinny, formerly with KYA
San Francisco, establishes own film rep
company, that city, to handle west coast
representation of major film companies.
New firm is located at 1736 Stockton
St., San Francisco.
Jack

H e i m appointed director of
feature sales for Seven
Arts Assoc., N. Y. He
will have charge of
eastern U. S. sales. Mr.
Heim formerly was
account executive with
United Artists Assoc.
Marshall E. Ormond, formerly district
sales supervisor for Kaiser Aluminum
Co., Chicago, and Thomas P. Miles,
formerly with Ziv-TV, to NBC-TV Film
Sales as account executives on Chicago
staff of California National Productions.
Mr. Ormond will headquarter in Minneapolis, covering Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Iowa and North and South Dakota; Mr.
Miles in Kansas City, covering Kansas,
Nebraska and Oklahoma.
Charlotte Lee, formerly in commercial tv film department of Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., to Keitz & Herndon.
Dallas producer of tv commercials and
business films.
Ed Scannell appointed northwestern
sales representative for Screen Gems
with headquarters in Seattle, Wash.
Stephen C. Trivers, WHRB-FM Boston, appointed director of New England
operations for American Radio News.
Jack Gibson named Boston bureau
chief.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Richard G. Vanlnwagen appointed
manager of engineering administration
of General Electric Co.'s tv receiver department inSyracuse, N. Y. Morris E.
Boyles named manager of components
engineering.
Orphie R. Bridges, vp of Arvin Industries, named chairman of new radio
section of Electronic Industries Assn.'s
consumer products division.
Fred Lucas appointed sales manager
of magnetic tape division of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Bloomington, Ind. He formerly was assistant sales manager of semi-
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conductor division.
Joseph H. Roberts, formerly project
engineer with RCA broadcast department, to Industrial Transmitters & Antennas, Lansdowne, Pa., as chief engineer.
Frederick G. Ramback appointed national sales manager
of Ampex Professional Products Co., Redwood City, Calif. He
formerly was with Pacific Telegraph & Telephone in charge of
Mr. Ramback
private lines for broadcasters. In new position he will be in
charge of all sales for professional audio
and tv equipment manufactured by
Ampex.
Walter C. Byrne Jr., formerly of Hallicrafters Co., appointed manager for microwave marketing at RCA, communications and controls division. Haddon S.
Wilson named custom microwave project manager, and Norman E. Edwards
ing.
becomes
manager, microwave engineerOtto Fried, formerly chief engineer at
Knight Electronics Corp., Chicago, appointed manager of electronics circuits
section at Shure Bros, (hi-fi equipment,
electronic devices), Evanston, 111.
GOVERNMENT
Daniel J. McCauley Jr., formerly
general counsel to Federal Trade Commission, named commissioner at Securities & Exchange Commission, succeeding James C. Sargent who resigned Oct.
21.
Edward K. Mills Jr. appointed member of Federal Trade Commission. Mr.
Mills, former deputy administrator of
General Services Administration, was
given a recess appointment to fill unexpired term (to Nov. 1, 1963) of
Edward T. Tait who resigned last month
to enter private law practice.
A legend in his oivn time. A personality without peer. Philosopher,
story teller, news maker, catalyst,
he brings to each listener an immediate sense of personal participation. As if that iveren't enough, he
just happens to be the greatest
salesman in broadcasting history.
In all radio, Godfrey is the kind of
company you keep . . .
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INTERNATIONAL
R. E. Misener, CFCF-TV Montreal,
elected president of Central Canada
Broadcasting Assn. John Moore, CHLO
St. Thomas, elected first vp, with William T. McGregor, CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., second vp; Gordon Keeble,
CHIC Brampton, Ont., secretary; Gordon Garrison, CKLB Oshawa, Ont.,
treasurer; and Al Bestall, CKCY Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont.; and Karl Monk, CHOK
Sarnia, Ont., both directors.
C. Warren Reynolds, president of
Ronalds-Reynolds & Co. Ltd., Toronto
and Montreal, elected president of Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
whose 45 members place 92 per cent of
all national advertising in Canada. D. R.

McRobie, president of Cockfield, Brown
& Co., Ltd., Toronto and Montreal,
elected first vp of CAAA, with J. E.
McConnell, president of McConnell,
Eastman & Co., Ltd., London, Ont., as
second vp. R. C. Baker, vp of Baker
Adv.
Ltd., Toronto, elected secretarytreasurer.
Hal E. Cooke, station manager of
CKEY Toronto, appointed general manager, and Don W. Insley, program director, named station manager.
Don MacDonald, director of information services of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., named pr officer for Toronto
area. Robert S. Bryden, CBC national
supervisor of publications, to director of
information services at Toronto.
ALLIED FIELDS
Robert J. Dubin joins The Center
for Research in Marketing (research
firm), Peekskill, N. Y., as director of
research.
DEATHS
Harold G. Murphy, 49, market research supervisor at Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Chicago, died in automobile
accident Oct. 27 in that city which also
claimed lives of Leslie M. Miles, 63,
commercial artist at Waldie & Briggs,
and Carl Berggren, 38, head of advertising art studio bearing his name.
Harold P. Danforth,
55, formerly president
and general manager
of WDBO-AM-FMTV
Orlando, Fla.,
died Oct. 31 following brief illness. Mr.
Danforth, broadcastMr. Danforth

ciated withwasWDBO
ing pioneer,
assosince its founding in 1924. He was
president until May 1957 when Cherry
Broadcasting Co. became licensee but
remained as general manager until September of 1959. Mr. Danforth was
member of board of CBS Radio Affiliates, former president of Florida Assn.
of Broadcasters and member of Broadcast Pioneers.
Dr. Charles F. Lindsley, 66, educator and radio supervisor of The Div. of
Adult Education for California State
Dept. of Education in early days of
radio, died Oct. 31.
Lloyd Maxwell, 81, chairman of executive committee at Roche, Rickerd &
Cleary, Chicago, and regarded as dean
of that city's advertising fraternity, died
in Swedish Covenant Hospital Nov. 3.
He joined agency field in 1916 as vp
of Erwin Wasey & Co. and in 1924
bought controlling interest in Williams
& Cunningham, serving as president
until 1932. Agency later became Roche,
Rickerd & Leary.
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Dr. Baker, scientist- broadcast pioneer, dies
radio division in 1920, Dr. Baker
was appointed designing engineer in
charge of transmitters. He directed
the establishment of GE's pioneer
radio station WGY Schenectady,
N. Y., which in 1922 broadcast over
the world's first high-powered transmitter. WRGB, Dr. Baker's initials,
are the call letters of GE's tv station
in Schenectady.
In 1930, he shifted to RCA as vp
and general manager of its radio
line. He remained five years and
then returned to GE as manager of
radio and tv operations in Bridgeport, Conn. He was appointed vp
in 1942.
For his work during World War
II, Dr. Baker was honored by the
Army and Navy. The War Department cited him for contributions to
the development, design and production of complex Signal Corps radar
Funeral services were held last and radio equipment. He was also
week for Dr. Walter R. G. Baker, 67, cited for services to the military durnoted electronics engineer and outing the Korean conflict, receiving
standing radio-tv pioneer, who died
the
in Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 30.
1953.Army's Medal of Freedom in
Dr. Baker was chairman of the
Other offices and honors held or
National Television Systems Comreceived by Dr. Baker: fellow and
mittee (NTSC), which in 1941 recommended engineering standards for former president of Institute of Radio Engineers; Medal of Honor wincommercial television and in 1953
ner of Radio-Electronics-Television
for color television. Both were
Manufacturers Assn. in 1953; fellow
adopted by the FCC.
of the American Institute of ElecMost of Dr. Baker's 40 year catronics Engineers; president of Rareer was spent with General Electric
dio-Electronics-Television ManufacCo. from where he retired in 1957
turers Assn.; member of the Amerias vp in charge of research. He held
can Standards Assn.; member of the
a similar position with Syracuse U.
U. S. National Committee of Interat the time of his death.
national Electrotechnical CommisJoining GE in 1917 after graduation from Union College, Dr. Baker
sion; member of the American Ordfirst began his radio career working
nance Assn.; member of the American Physical Society.
on test equipment in 1918. When
His widow, Naomi, survives.
the company established a separate

The Rev. Dr. Percy Crawford, 58,
pioneer in radio evangelism and founder and president of King's College,
Briarcliff Manor, N. Y., died Nov. 1 of
heart attack.
Ewing Cole Kelly,
59, president and general manager of
KRCA - AM - FM TV Sacramento,
Calif., died in that city
Oct. 29 following
heart attack. He was
national
advertising
Mr. Kelly
manager for Oakland
(Calif.) Tribune before moving to Sacramento in 1936 to open his own advertising agency. He started KCRA in
1945, added KCRA-FM in 1947 and
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

KCRA-TV in 1957. Past president of
California Broadcasters Assn., he had
also chairmaned various NAB committees. Among survivors are sons, Robert E., KCRA-TV station and commercial manager and J on S., local tv sales
manager.
William L. Bijur, 46, vp of Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N. Y., died Oct. 29
in that city following long illness.
Robert J. Drain, 45, formerly program director at WSBT-TV South Bend,
Ind., and pioneer broadcaster at WSBT
Radio, died of heart ailment in St.
Joseph's Hospital there Oct. 26.
Elisha R. Lawson, disc jockey on
WELS Kinston, N. C, since 1953, died
Oct. 23 following brief illness.

BACKGROUND
Edward R. Murrow presides over
a major innovation in news programs. Every Sunday he and crack
CBS News correspondents abroad
examine the week's most significant news in a 25-minute international "conference call." The objectivto
e : impart fresh insight into
the meaning of the news. In all
radio, Edward R. Murrow is the
kind of company you keep . . .
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FANFARE
running 1.1 minutes, is being offered to
WRC-TV goes international
The American observance of Halloween took on an international flavor this year, when WRC-TV Washington played host to children from
20 foreign embassies and over 1,500
costumed youngsters for a Halloween
Eve party. The small spooks ranged
from children of ambassadors to
wards of the D. C. Junior Village.
The kids and their parents mobbed
the station's grounds for two hours of
games, prizes, free candy and apples.
Entertainment was provided by more
than a dozen clowns, headed by
WRC-TV's "Bozo" and "Captain
Cupcake." Ten-year-old Mythili
Chari, daughter of the assistant cultural attache of the Indian Embassy
(see picture), won a walking doll almost as big as herself. The youngster
has been in this country only five
months.
How

WLOL

twentieth

celebrated

its

anniversary

The number "20" was the number in
Minneapolis and St. Paul the third week
in October. The occasion was the 20th
anniversary of WLOL there and prizes
and promotions keyed to the doubledecade number were plentiful.
Twenty girls toured the Twin City
streets passing out WLOL anniversary
handbills. Numbers from the handbills
were read on the air at 20 minutes to
the hour and 20 minutes after the hour;
the first person to turn up with an announced number received 20 pounds of
money (in silver, assaying at about
$90). The second number announced
produced a winner, but since each city
had a 20-pound contest, interest was
kept alive in Minneapolis for the remainder of the week.
Top tunes of the past 20 years were
played at 20 minute intervals and listen-

for Halloween

tv
"61 stations
for '61" buying
package.National
After theTelefilm's
trailer is
played, a viewer is picked at random
from the local telephone book, phoned
from the studio, and asked questions
about the star or the part he plays in
the film. At the end of the show, five
different questions about the films are
posed for the benefit of viewers who
would like to write in their answers.
Goodies for all from KFSD
KFSD San Diego cast a mystifying

ers competed for an Emerson hi-fi
stereo combination by identifying the
tune, the artist and the year of its popularity. During the four days of the contest 1,327 correct answers were submitted, meaning that each winner had
to have listened to WLOL for a minimum of 18 hours.
News headlines and taped excerpts
of major events in the past 20 years
were aired regularly along with manin-the-street interviews on events of the
same period. Zany contests connected
with the number 20, such as a prize to
the first listener who had 20 striped
bowties that lit up, were scheduled
regularly. Orchids were awarded to
wome.i celebrating their 20th wedding
anniversaries.
Take your pick

A promotional one-hour "post-'48
movie quiz" program kit, including
script, quiz questions and trailer reels
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gypsy spell over timebuyers in San
Diego, Los Angeles and San Francisco
last month. Packages of ginger snaps,
Lifesavers and other goodies were delivered to the agency desks without
identification of the sender. Shortly
thereafter another such sample arrived
with a message telling timebuyers that
"The Happy Medium — KFSD" was the
donor and that the goodies makers
were among their national advertisers.
Illustrating the news was a three-color
picture of a smiling gypsy medium with
crystal ball. Models dressed as mediums smilingly distributed the messages
and gifts in San Diego. The Katz
Agency,
uted toKFSD's
the Losnational
Angelesrep,anddistribSan
Francisco lists. In all 150 agency timebuyers and major advertisers were
treated to seances by the happy mediums.
A contest for agencies
Agency people have been invited to a
round of "Mental Tv Golf" by WRDWTV Augusta, Ga., to compete for a
Valiant sedan and 1 1 other prizes. Contest equipment consists of a rate card
and market factbook and a golf-type
scorecard for 12 holes (or questions).
Since most of the answers to questions
about WRDW-TV and its market are
included in the book, a tie-breaker is
provided — naming date and hour the
station will increase its power in November. The station said it was limiting contestants to agency personnel because they are the ones who create most
contests but seldom have the fun of
participating in them.
Drumbeats...
Anniversary in tobaccoland ■ WRVA
Richmond, Va., celebrated its 35th anniversary Nov. 2 with a special halfhour broadcast from 9:30 to 10 p.m.
recreating parts of the first program
originated from that station in 1925.
Mention was made of the fact that the
original broadcast originated from
studios located in the Larus & Bros,
tobacco factory in Richmond. The toBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

YOUR
UP

TO

B.R.F.
DATE?

Here's the latest on WFBR coverage,
programming, air personalities, merchandising support, special features,
and market data. WFBR Brochure
includes results of a Pulse qualitative
survey of the Baltimore audience.
Write direct or ask your John Blair representative

Fanfare-circa 1920
KDKA Pittsburgh celebrated its
40th anniversary last week with a
return to the "K" building at Westinghouse Electric's east Pittsburgh
plant. It was there that KDKA
signed on the air Nov. 2, 1920 to
broadcast the election returns.
bacco company has owned WRVA
its beginning.

since

Hail to the Dean ■ When the "Dean
of Disc Jockeys," Martin Block, retired
in mid-October after 27 years of broadcasting, WFLA St. Petersburg-Tampa
prepared a salute to him. The NBCaffiliated station called Mr. Block at
ABC New York and asked him for
tapes to play during the day. He responded by sending seven three-minute
tapes and 15 minutes of reminiscing
about what he referred to as "the good
old days of radio." In its all-day salute WFLA aired the tapes as well as
recordings of tunes Mr. Block had
helped make famous on his Make Believe Ballroom.
Saturation effort ■ CHLO St. Thomas,
Ont., has a short story competition
underway, with the winning story to be
presented on Christmas Day. Prize is
$100. With this as an incentive at
least one schoolteacher in the area,
Mrs. Irene Neil at Beal Technical- Vocational School, London, Ont., has entered all 40 of her pupils in the contest.
Get the point? ■ Spiral-bound leatherette-covered "Ford Program Reminder
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

The picture above, from KDKA
files shows how the station tried to
win listeners for radio back in the
early, early days. In the past 40
years, the approach hasn't changed
much — though cheesecake clothing
styles have.

for Television Editors" contains pages
dated Nov. 1, 1960, to April 30, 1961,
each lined for times from 7 to 10:30
p.m. (Sundays, 4-10:30 p.m.), with
room for notes below. Across each
Wednesday page "Watch Wagon Train
— Robert Horton, Ward Bond" is printed in red and the Thursday pages carry
a similarly red-lettered injunction to
"See the Ernie Ford Show — Tennessee
Ernie Ford." Booklets were sent to tv
editors by J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Ford agency.
Barrels of apples ■ WABC New York,
will salute a favorite school teacher each
day for the rest of the school year, by
presenting him or her with a barrel of
apples. Beginning Nov. 10, listeners
will be asked to write the station stating
why his or her teacher deserves the
award. The best entry wins a box of
apples for the teacher and an apple for
each member of the class, compliments
of the A & P.
Birthday ■ WEMP Milwaukee celebrated its 25th birthday with a cocktail
party for 500 well-wishers, all advertisers, agency and community leaders.
On hand, too, was Glen D. Roberts,
original founder of the station.
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^STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
Don Scarbrough, sole owner, prints and
As compiled by Broadcasting: Oct. 27
publishes newspapers. Ann. Oct. 28.
through Nov. 2. Includes data on new
San Antonio, Tex. — D and E. Bcstg. Co.
1540 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 102 Baity Ct.
stations, changes in existing stations,
Estimated construction cost $12,342, first
operating cost $52,200, revenue $60,000.
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules year
Principals include Manuel G. Davila, 80%,
& standards changes, routine roundup.
and Willie G. Egerton, 20%. Mr. Davila was
formerly employe of KEXX San Antonio.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp Mr.
Egerton is consulting engineer. Ann.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
Oct. 28.
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf—
ultra high
— antenna,w — aur.
Existing am stations
aural,
vis. —frequency,
visual, kw —ant.kilowatts,
watts—
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
APPLICATIONS
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloWMBH
Joplin,
daytime power from Mo.
250 —w Cpto to
1 kwincrease
and install
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
new trans. (1450kc). Ann. Oct. 27.
authorization. SSA — special service authorization.— STA — special temporary authorizaKCSR quency
Chadron,
Cp 610
to change
frefrom 1450 Neb.
kc,— to
kc, change
tion. SH— specified hours. * — educational.
Ann. — Announced.
hours of operation from unl. to daytime
using power of 1 kw, make change in ant.
system Ann.
(increase
New tv stations
trans.
Nov. 2.height) and install new
APPLICATION
New fm stations
Eau Claire, Wis. — Chippewa Cable Co. uhf
ch. 25 ( 536-542 mc) ; ERP 4.77 kw vis., 2.58
ACTION BY FCC
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
Waukegan, 111. — Edward C. Fritz Jr. Granted
559 ft., above ground 412 ft. Estimated con102.3 mc, 1 kw. P. O. address 2308 S. Highstruction cost $72,754, first year operating
land, Berwyn, 111. Estimated construction
cost $50,000, revenue $35,000. P. O. address
cost $14,650, first year operating cost $40,000,
19 W. Spring St., Chippewa Falls, Wis. Sturevenueness. $50,000.
is in record busidio and trans, location N.W. corner of ChipAnn. Nov. Applicant
2.
pewa Falls. Geographic coordinates 44° 57'
06" N. Lat., 91° 25' 14" W. Long. Trans.
APPLICATION
RCA TTU-1B, ant. TFU-6A. Legal counsel
Robert M. Booth Jr., Washington. ConsultCorvallis, Ore.— Mid-Land Bcstg. Co. 99.7
ing engineer Ralph J. Bitzer, St. Louis.
mc, 2.82 kw. Ant. height above average
Principals include T. Keith Coleman, Paul
terrain 100 ft. P. O. address Box 689. Estimated construction cost $11,438, first year
W. Glasener, W. Thomas Devine Jr., Frederick E. Miner, and John J. Sazama, 20%
operating cost $900, revenue $2,000. David E.
each. Mr. Coleman has interest in WAXX
Hoss, sole
is licensee of KFLY CorvaUis.
Ann.owner,
Oct. 27.
Chippewa Falls, Wis., WIZZ Streator, WRAM
Monmouth, and WVMC Mount Carmel, all
Illinois. Mr. Glasener is vice president of Ownership changes
canning company. Mr. Devine is attorney.
Mr. Miner owns theatre properties rental
ACTIONS BY FCC
company. Dr. Sazama is practicing physician
KJNOment of Juneau,
— Granted
and surgeon. Ann. Nov. 2.
licenses Alaska
to South
Eastern assignAlaska
Bcstrs Inc. (71% owned by Radio Anchorage
New am stations
Inc., licensee of KBYR-AM-FM Anchorage,
and 86.2% owner of KFRB Fairbanks) ; conACTIONS BY FCC
sideration $50,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
KDACment ofFort
Bragg,from
Calif.Ardith
— Granted
assignSanta Maria, Calif. — Cal-Coast Bcstrs.
license
M. Mertle,
Granted 1480 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address c/o executrix,
to
Charles
W.
and
Josephine
R.
Edward E. Urner, 1709 30th St., Bakersfield,
Stone, d/b as Fort Bcstg Co.; consideration
Calif. Estimated construction cost $26,478,
$55,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
first year operating cost $72,000, revenue
KGGK(FM) Garden Grove, CaUf.— Granted
$96,000. Applicants are Mr. Urner, sole owner
assignment of cp to Jeannette B. Banoczi;
of KLYD Bakersfield, and Bryan J. Coleman,
$3,163 for expenses. Comr.
who is financier, each 50%. Ann. Nov. 2. consideration
Bartley dissented.
Canandaigua,
N.
Y.
—
Canandaigua
Bcstg.
KROY
Sacramento,
Calif. — Granted
Inc. Granted 1550 kc, 250 w D. P.O. address
fer of control to Sacramento
Bcstrs transInc.;
51 N. Main St. Estimated construction cost consideration
$427,500
and
agreement
not to
$16,893, first year operating cost $41,454,
compete in area for 5 years. Lincoln Dellar,
revenue $47,282. Applicants are Charles H. transferee
president,
has interest
in KLYDand Anne A. Keeney, 22y2% each, Westley
Bakersfield,
and KACY
Port
G. and Marion L. Kimble, 20% each, and AM-FM-TV
Hueneme,
both
California.
Robert P. Kennedy, 15%. Mr. Kimble is
KATT(FM)
Woodland,
Calif.—
Granted
asgeneral manager of WPAM Pottsville, Pa.
signment of cp from Melvyn E. Lucas to
Mr. Keeney is general contractor. Mr. Kensame
plus
George
W.
Kristoff,
d/b
under
nedy is assistant district attorney, Ontario
same name; latter to contribute $10,000 to
County, N. Y. Ann. Nov. 2.
partnership. Ann. Nov. 2.
KYSN Colorado Springs, Colo.— Granted
APPLICATIONS
assignment of license to KYSN Bcstg Co.
Georgetown,
Tex.—
Georgetown
Bcstg.
Co.
(WKID
Urbana-Champaign, 111.); considera1530 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 1318 East 12th.
tion $300,000 and agreement not to compete
Estimated construction cost $19,790, first within 100 miles for three years. Ann.
Nov. 2.
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $35,000.
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KDGO Durango, Colo.— Granted transfer
of control from Henry M. Long et al to
Jimmie D. Gober, Robert W. Tobey, and
Edwin E. Merriman; consideration $60,000.
Transferees own KOBE Las Cruces, and
KWYK
dissented.Farmington,
Ann. Nov. 2.N. M. Comr. Bartley
KLVC LeadviUe, Colo.— Granted (1) involuntary assignment of license to Thomas J.
FitzGerald, trustee in bankruptcy and (2)
assignment of license from latter to Continental Divide Bcstg. Co.; result of public
sale by court order. Thomas T. Farley is
assignee president. Ann. Nov. 2.
WFAB
South Miami,
Fla. — Granted
trans-to
fer of control
from Harold
E. King
United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern Virginia Inc
(Richard Eaton); consideration $40,000 and
King to be paid $10,000 year as consultant
for 3 years
sented. Ann.Comrs.
Nov. 2. Cross & Bartley disWSNTment of license
Sandersville,
— Granted
to RadioGa.Station
WSNTassignInc.;
consideration
$77,075.
James
R.
assignee president, has interest Denny,
in WJAT
Swainsboro, and WBRO Waynesboro, both
Georgia,
Nov.
2. and KOOO Omaha, Neb. Ann.
WNMP Evanston, HI. — Granted assignment
of license from estate of Angus D. Pfaff to
Semrow Bcstg. Co. (Harry H. Semrow, president) ;consideration $325,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
KBLR-TV Goodland, Kan.— Granted assignment of license to Standard Electronics
Corp. (partly owned by Dynamics Corp. of
America); stock transaction. Court had
ordered equipment turned over to Radio
Engineering Laboratories Inc. (subsidiary of
Dynamics
Nov.
2. Corp.) to satisfy mortgage. Ann.
WLOC
MunfordviUe,
Grantedet transfer of control
from H. Ky.
T. —Parrott
al (20
stockholders) to Maher Speevack et al (50
stockholders)
;
consideration
$49,573
for
63.5%
interest.
KCIJ Shrev«port,
Grantedto transfer
control
from Samuel La.R.— David
Robert N.of
Hobgood; consideration $91,319. Ann. Nov. 2.
WARK-AM-FM Hagerstown, Md. — Granted
(1) renewal of licenses and (2) assignment
of licenses from United (Richard Eaton) to
WARK Inc.; consideration $200,000 plus $67,000 not to compete within 25 miles of Hagerstown. Assignee group (Henry Rau, president) owns WOL Washington, D. O; WNAV
Annapolis, Md., and WDOV Dover, Del.
Comrs. Bartley & Cross dissented. Ann.
Nov. 2.
KGHS International Falls, Minn. — Granted
assignment of license to KGHS Inc. (Daniel
D. Ganter,
Ann.
Nov. 2.president); consideration $44,000.
KXLO
Lewistown,
Mont. —T. Granted
fer of control
from Marlin
Obie to transDavid
L. Sather, William J. Yaeger and Lewis G.
Boucher;
Sather
to
pay
$28,000
for
addition51% interest Ann.
and Nov.
sell portions
to Yaeger
andal Boucher.
2.
KRAC Alamogordo, N. M. — Granted assignment of license to George O. Cory; consideration $65,000. Cory owns KSLV Monte
Vista, and has interest in KUBC Montrose,
and KRAI Craig, all Colorado. Ann. Nov. 2.
WBNX New York, N. Y.— Granted assignment of license to United Bcstg. Co. (Richard Eaton); consideration $680,000 plus $60,000 not to compete within 50 miles for 3
years.
Comrs.
Ann. Nov.
2. Bartley & Cross dissented.
WE YE Sanford, N. C— Granted assignment
of licenses to Gale P. Lewis; consideration
$75,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
WBAX Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) assignment of licease to P. A. L. Bcstrs. Die. (Paul H. PhiUips,
president)tioned;that consideration
condiErnest G. C. $145,000;
Lewis, assignee
official, terminate present employment with
WBRE Inc., Wilkes-Barre.
WKYN Rio Piedras, P. R. — Granted transfer of control from Julio M. Ortiz and Clement L. Littauer to Supreme Bcstg. Co., of
Puerto Rico; consideration $220,000 and
agreement not to compete in area for 10
years. Transferee and subsidiaries are licensees of WORA-AM-FM-TV Mayaguez,
P. R., and WJMR, WRCM (FM) New Orleans,
Orleans, La.and permittee
Ann. Nov. of
2. WJMR-TV New
WDJD(FM) Warwick, R. I.— Granted assignment of cp from Joseph A. DeCubellis
to Providence Radio Inc. (WICE Providence);
Ann. Nov. 2. consideration $3,000 for expenses.
WEAG Alcoa, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of licenses from Louis Chiles, Fred Atchley,
Dr. Ronald
IngleHaywood
and Herman
Petred/bto under
Herman Petre and
Brinegar,
same name; consideration $60,000. Ann. Nov.
2.
KFYN Bonham, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license to Ralph L. Hooks and Cyril W.
and C. Winsett Reddoch, d/b as Bon-Tex
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Radio;ners consideration
have interest in $75,000.
KDLA Assignee
DeRidder, partand
KREH Oakdale, both Louisiana, and KSTV
Stephenville, Tex.
KPAR-TV Sweetwater, Xex. — Granted assignment of license to Texas Key Bcstrs Inc.
(James M. Isaacs, president); consideration
$799,440 for 10-year lease with opportunity
to purchase half interest. Ann. Nov. 2.
WTID (formerly WYOU) Newport News,
Va. — Granted (1) renewal of license and (2)
assignment of license from United (Richard
Eaton) to Twelve Seventy Inc. (Max Reznick,
president); consideration $130,000. Comrs.
Bartley & Cross dissented. Ann. Nov. 2.
WEER Warrenton, Va. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Laurens M. Hamilton through purchase of 28%% additional
interest from Thomas H. and Georgette E.
Strothman for $4,300. Ann. Nov. 2.
KOL-AM-FM
Wash.—
(1)
renewal
of am Seattle,
license and
(2) Granted
assignment
of am license and fm cp to KOL Inc.; consideration $250,000. Archie Taft Jr., assignee
president, has interest in KBKW Aberdeen,
and KLYK Spokane, both Washington. Ann.
Nov. 2.
APPLICATIONS
KIVA
(TV)
Yuma, Telecasting
Ariz.— Seeks Co.
transfer
of control of Valley
from
Electro Investors Inc. to Bruce Merrill, sole
owner,pany for
$500,000.
Mr.
Merrill
owns
comthat operates common carrier service,
and has interest in company that produces
CATV systems. Ann. Oct. 27.
KNBA from
Vallejo,
— Seeks Reid
assignment
license
MaryCalif.
Elizabeth
to KNBAof
Inc. for $70,000 plus assumption of notes.
Louis J. Ripa, sole owner, is employe of
KNBA. Ann. Nov. 2.
Fla— W.Seeks
of WWPF
license Palatka,
from George
Hall assignment
to George
W. Hall, 75%, and Mrs. Georgie H. Tumlin, 25%
and daughter), for $25,000.
Ann.
Nov.(father
1.
WHOW Clinton, 111.— Seeks transfer of
control of Cornbelt Bcstg. Co. from J. R.
Livesay, 33.72%, R. O. Looper, 33.14%, and
James C. Williams (now deceased), 33.14%
to J. R. Livesay, 33.72%, Leffel E. Livesay,
16.51% (wife of J. R. Livesay), and R. O.
Looper, 49.77%, for $6,200. Ann. Nov. 1.
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind.— Seeks transfer
of control of Civic Bcstg. Corp. from Great
Commission Schools Inc. to Alfred B. Smith,
66%%, and Loren F. Bridges, 33%%, for
assumption of depts amounting to $75,000,
according to agreement made Dec. 4, 1958.
Ann. Nov. 1.
Helen,Frank
Mich. Tefft
— Seeksto assignment
of WMIC
licenseSt.from
Robert L.
Greaige, sole owner, for $10,000 plus assumption of mortgage amounting to $4,037.
Mr. Greaige is employe of WBGU Bowling
Green, Ohio. Ann. Nov. 1.
KWEB Rochester, Minn. — Seeks assignment of license from Olmsted County Bcstg.
Co. to Northland Radio Corp. for $179,000.
Principals involved are Kingsley H. Murphy
Jr. and Carroll E. Crawford, equal partners.
Messrs. Murphy and Crawford own KOTE
Fergus Falls, Minn. Ann. Nov. 1.
KQEO Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks transfer of control of KQUE Corp. from Robert
Sharon, Merritt Owens, and Kenneth R.
Greenwood, 22% each, Lee Vaughan, 5%
(now deceased), Richard Harris, 12%, J. E.
Tobin, 13%, Bernard Koval, 4%, to Robert
Sharon, Merritt Owens, and Kenneth R.
Greenwood, 21.5% each, J. E. Tobin, 19%,
Una O. Vaughan, executrix of estate of Lee
Vaughan, 9.5%, and Richard Harris and
Bernard A. Koval, 3.5% each. Ann. Oct. 28.
KRNM-TV
Roswell,
M.— Evans
Seeks toassignment of cp from
WilliamN. Sam
New
Mexico Telecasting Co. for $10,000. Principals include Perry C. Maxwell, Penrod Toles,
and Clarence E. Hinkle, 33y3% each. Mr.
Maxwell is investor. Mr. Toles and Mr.
Hinkle are attorneys. Ann. Oct. 28.
WPEG Winston- Salem, N. C— Seeks assignment of cp from Wilbur B. Reisenweaver
to WPEG Inc. Change to corporate form of
business, with no financial transaction involved. Ann. Nov. 1.
WCUE-AM-FM Akron, Ohio— Seeks transfer of control of WCUE Radio Inc. from
E. B. Estabrook Jr. and John T. Valdes,
equal partners, to Communications Industries Corp. Principals will include E. B. Estabrook Jr. and John T. Valdes, 43.75% each,
and Lazar Emanuel, 12.5%. Mr. Emanuel has
been issued 7,000 shares of stock with par
value of $1.00 a share. (See WKST-AM-TV
New Castle, Penn.) Ann. Oct. 27.
WKST-AM-TV
Castle,
transfer
of control New
of WKST
Inc. Pa.
from— Seeks
S. W.
and Wanda Townsend, sole owners, to
WKST-TV Inc. for $975,000. WKST-TV Inc.
will buy 82.2% of stock now, with option
agreement to purchase remaining 18.8% at
later
date. WKST-TV
Inc. is wholly
owned
subsidiary
of Communications
Industries
Corp.
(See
WCUE-AM-FM
Akron
Ohio)
Ann.
Oct. 27.

WDARment of license
Darlington,
C— Seeks
assign-to
from S.
Walter
P. Pearce
Robert C. and Thomas C. Mottern (father
and son respectively), equal partners, for
$87,750. Robert Mottern is employe of building supply company. Thomas Mottern is emNov. 1.ploye of WFNC Fayetteville, N. C. Ann.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by WHDH Inc.
(WHDH-TV, ch. 5) Boston, Mass., for rehearing of July 14 decision in Boston tv ch.
5 proceeding.
Comr. Lee
sued separate views.
Ann. dissented
Nov. 2. and is■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Pioneer
Bcstg. Co. for review of chief hearing exwith prejudice
Pioneer'sof
applicationaminer'stodismissal
increase
daytime power
KNOW Austin, Tex., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N.
Applicant
dice. Ann. sought
Nov. 2. dismissal without preju■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission, on request by applicant, reconsidered and granted without hearing application of Edward C. Fritz Jr., for new
class A fm station to operate on 102.3 mc,
ERP 1 kw in Waukegan, 111. Comrs. Bartley
and Cross dissented in part. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By order, on request by permittee, dismissed
of extension
Northwestern
Tele-to
vision
Bcstg.application
Corp. for
of time
complete construction of WTLE(TV) (ch.
32), Evanston, 111. Ann. Nov. 2.
B By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted
joint petition
for reconsideration by following
five applicants,
removed from consolidated hearing in dockets and granted applications for increased
daytime tinued
power
250 w with
to 1 250
kw, w:con-E.
nighttimefrom
operation
Anthony & Sons Inc. (WOCB) West Yarmouth, Mass., on 1240 kc; Twin City Bcstg.
Co., (WCOU) Lewiston, Maine, 1240 kc;
North Shore Bcstg. Corp. (WESX) Salem,
Mass., 1230 kc; Woonsocket Bcstg. Co.
(WWON) neering
Woonsocket,
R. I.,England
1240 kc, Bcstg.
engicondition, and New
Co. (WNEB) Worcester, Mass., 1230 kc.
Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
petitionch.by11),
Standard Radio and(1) Tvgranted
Co. (KNTV,
San
Jose, Calif., to dismiss its protest and (2)
reinstated Jan. 21, 1959 grant of application
of United Bcstg. Co. for new class B fm
station (KEEN-FM) in San Jose to operate
on 100.3 mc; ERP 3 kw; ant. height minus
150 ft. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by North Dade
Video Inc., for rehearing, reconsideration
and oral argument of July 14 decision in
Miami tvsentedch.
10 proceeding.
Comr.
Lee diswith statement;
Comrs.
Craven
and
King not participating. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By decision, commission granted application of Cal-Coast Bcstrs. for new am
station to operate on 1480 kc, 1 kw, D, in
Santa Maria, Calif. Chrm. Ford not parApril 25 Ann.
initialNov.
decision
looked
toward this ticipating.
action.
2.
■ By second supplemental decision, commission affirmed existing grant of application of Beaumont Bcstg. Corp. for new tv
station (KFDM-TV) to operate on ch. 6 in
Beaumont, Tex., and denied competing application of Enterprise Co. Comr. Bartley
dissented; Chrm. Ford and Comrs. Cross and
King not participating. (On April 29, 1959,
commission reopened record and designated
proceeding for further hearing pursuant to
U. S. Court of Appeals remand, and on
Oct. 30, 1959, Supplemental initial decision
looked toward instant action.) Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Muskingum
Bcstg. Co., Zanesville,
partialorder
reconsideration of JulyOhio,
13 for
hearing
wherein engineering amendment to its am
application was dismissed. Comr. Lee disNov. 2. sented; Comr. King not participating. Ann.
■ By order, commission corrected and
made effective immediately Sept. 20 initial
decision
andStations
granted Inc.,
application
of American Bcstg.
to increase
power
of KWMT Fort Dodge, Iowa, from 1 kw to
5 kw, continued operation on 540 kc, D, DA;
engineering conditions and without prejudice to whatever action commission may
deem appropriate in light of any information developed in pending inquiry concerning compliance with sec. 317 of Communicationssented.
Act. Ann.Comrs.
Nov. 2.Bartley and King dis■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Sept. 14 initial decision and
granted application of Canandaigua Bcstg.
Co., for new am station to operate on 1550

/
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SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 2
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
3,473
56
107
824
731
56
218
98
478
12
114
107

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 2
VHF
UHF
TV
Commercial
454
81
535
Non-commercial
38
14
52
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
3,469
723
4751
CPs
stations)
53
40
14s
CPs on
not air
on (new
air (new
stations)
96
217
113
Total authorized stations
3,618
980
657
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
611
66
29
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
202
34
75
Total applications for new stations
813
100
104
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
577
25
34
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
280
7
16
Total applications for major changes
857
32
50
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
Cps deleted
0
0
2
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
kc, 250 w, D, in Canandaigua, N. Y. Comr.
Bartley abstained from voting. Ann. Nov. 2.
s By decision, commission granted application of KGB Inc., to change trans, location and increase daytime power of KGB
San Diego, Calif., from 1 kw to 5 kw, conon 1360
kc, 1 kw-N,
and
denied tinued
as inoperation
default
applications
for new
am stations of M.V.W. Radio Corp. (1360
kc, 5 kw, DA, D), San Fernando, Robert S.
Marshall (1360 kc, 500 w, D), Newhall, and
Wilson Bcstg. Co. (1370 kc, 1 kw, DA-2, U),
Oxnard.cision May
10 supplemental
delooked toward
this action. initial
Ann. Nov.
2.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on Nov. 2 directed the
preparation of document looking toward
denying petition by Veterans Bcstg. Co., for
reconsideration of July 13 decision which
granted application of Capitol Cities Tv
Corp. for new tv station to operate on ch. 10
in Vail Mills, N. Y., and which denied Veter2. ans application for same facility. Ann. Nov.
■ Commission on Nov. 2 directed the
preparation of document looking toward
denying petition
reconsideration of July by27 Bcstrs.
decision Inc.,
whichfor granted
application
of
Tri-County
Bcstg.
Corp.
new am station to operate on 1280 kc, for
500
w, DA, D, in Plainfield, N. J., and which
denied applications of Bcstrs. Inc., for same
facilities in South Plainfield. N. J., and
Eastern Bcstg. Co., to increase daytime
power to WDRF Chester, Pa._, from 1 kw
to 5 kw, continued operation on 1590 kc,
1 kw-N, DA-N. Ann. Nov 2.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman Issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Morton Bcstg. Co. for
new am station to operate on 1590 kc. 500
w, D, tioninof Clarence
Morton, Tex.,
and denying
E. Wilson
for new applicastation
on same frequency with 1 kw, D, in Hobbs,
N. Mex. Ann. Oct. 27.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Tri-State Bcstg. Co. to
increase power of WGTA Summerville, Ga.,
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued operation on
950 kc,
Oct.
28. D; engineering condition. Ann.
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward granting application or Radio Station WPCC Inc..
to increase power of WPCC Clinton, S. C,
from 5U0 w to 1 kw, continued operation on
1410
Ann. kc,
Oct. D,31. using ant. site now licensed.
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■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting apon of Ionia Ionia,
Bcstg. Mich.,
Co. to on
change
erationplicofatiWION
1430 opkc,
D,
from
500
w
NON-DA
to
5
kw
DA.
Ann.
Oct. 31.
■ Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
-'ssued initial decision looking toward grantBabylon-Bay
Bcstg.
Corp.ing toapplication
increaseof power
of WBABShoreBabylon,
N. Y.,tion from
1 kw, Nov.
continued
operaon 1440 500
kc. wD.to Ann.
1.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ By tional
order,
commission
directed
Good Music
Inc., San
Diego,InternaCalif.,
and Lawrence W. Felt, Carlsbad, Calif., to
submit briefs or other documents within 30
days in connection
with agreement
for re-in
imbursement of expenses
to be incurred
prosecution
of
Felt's
amended
application
for new fm station; pending receipt of such
documents,
further
on International's
application for
new action
fm station
will be held
in abeyance. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Norman A.
Thomas, Greenville, Tenn., for enlargement
of issues
Nov.
2. in am proceeding in dockets. Ann.
■ By memorandum opinion and order, commission vacated Oct. 13. 1958 initial decision and remanded to examiner for further hearing proceeding on applications of
Herbert Muschel. Independent Bcstg. Co.,
and New Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations in
New York,
N. toY. revised
for adduction
new evidence limited
issue toof determine
what efforts applicants took to discover the
tastes, needs, and desires of their proposed
communities or service areas, for type of
broadcast service proposed, and, in light of
that evidence which, if any, of applications
should
granted; ordered
examiner
then issuebe cumulative
initial decision.
Comr.to
Lee dissented; Comrs. Hyde and King not
participating. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Donald M.
Donze. Festus, Mo., for enlargement of issues to include sec. 3.35 overlap determination regarding application of Robert D. and
Martha Rapp, Festus, in am consolidated
proceeding in dockets et al. Ann. Nov. 2.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission reopened record on application
of James J. Williams for new am station in
Williamsburg. Va., and remanded proceeding
to examiner to take evidence to determine
whether circumstances exist to warrant
waiver of coverage rules in view of failure
of proposed operation to provide adequate

nighttime coverage of Williamsburg, and
ordered examiner to prepare supplemental
initial decision. Chrm. Ford not participating. Ann. Nov. 2.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Charles H. King
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 10 time to respond to
joint petition for leave to amend and for
other relief filed by Catskills Bcstg. Co.,
Ellenville Bcstg. Co., and Ulster County
Bcstg. Co., all Ellenville, N. Y. in proceeding
on their am applications. Action Oct. 24.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 10 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on am
applications of Caro Bcstg. Co. and Tuscola
Bcstg.
Oct. 25. Co., both Caro, Michigan. Action
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 3 time to file petition
for review of memorandum opinion and
order of hearing examiner granting petition
for leave to amend am application of Earl
McKinely
tion Oct. 25.Trabue, Myrtle Creek, Ore. Ac■ Granted petition by Illiway Tv Inc. and
Moline Tv Corp., and extended to Oct. 28
time to file reply to pleading by Community
Telecasting Corp. (1) opposing request to
reopen record; and (2) moving to strike
petition to reopen record on grounds that it
contained false and defamatory matter in
Moline,
Oct. 26. 111., tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended
Nov. 3 time
to file exceptions to initialto decision
in proceeding
on
application of WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV, ch.
11), Louisville, Ky., to change trans, and
ant. location. Action Oct. 27.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 15 time to respond to
petition by Gila Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration andcations
grant
withoutofhearing
applifor renewal
licensesof ofits KCKY
Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford,
KVNC Winslow, KZOW Globe and KWJBFM Globe, all in Arizona. Action Oct. 28.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 21 time to respond to
petition by M. Earlene Stebbins, Skokie, 111.,
for reconsideration
cations. Action Oct. and
28. grant of fm appliBy Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
■ Granted
applicants,
tended frompetition
Oct. 31 by
to Dec.
14 timeandto exfile
proposed findings and to Jan. 6, 1961 for
replies in proceeding on fm applications of
WBUD Inc., and Concert Network Inc.,
Trenton, N. J. Action Oct. 26.
■ On own motion, continued from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. October 31 prehearing conference
in
proceedingCo.,
on am application of Hopkinsville
ActionBcstg.
Oct. 28. (WHOP) Hopkinsville, Ky.
■ Granted petition by Mercury Bcstg. and
dismissed without prejudice its application
for new am station in Colorado Springs.
Colo. Action Oct. 28.
■ Granted petition by Rex O. Stevenson
and dismissed without prejudice his application
tionforOct.new
28. am station in Ojai, Calif. Ac■ Scheduled
for Dec.
5 in proceeding on am hearing
application
of KRNO
Inc.
(KRNO)
San
Bernardino,
Calif.
Action
Oct. 28.
■ Granted joint petition by Medford
Bcstrs. Inc. (KDOV) Medford, and Rogue
Valley Bcstrs. Inc. (KWIN) Ashland, both
Oregon,tion;for
dismissal
of Medford
applicadismissed
application
with prejudice,
and retained in hearing status remaining
applications
involved in proceedings. Action
Oct. 28.
■ Pursuant
to Nov.
Oct. 3114 prehearing
ence, continued
hearing to conferDec. 2
in proceeding
on
am
application
of Hopkinsville Bcstg. Co., (WHOP) Hopkinsville.
Ky. Action Oct. 31.
■ Pursuant to request for oral argument
on petition to intervene filed by the Earl
Perrin Co., scheduled oral argument for
Nov. 2 in proceeding on applications of Gila
Bcstg. Co. for renewal of licenses of stations
KCKY Coolidge, et al. Action Oct. 31.
■ Granted joint motion by Gene T. Dyer,
protestant, and Southern Transmission
Corp., applicant, and dismissed protest by
Dyer ern
in proceeding
on applications
of SouthTransmission for
cps for new
fixed
videoartstations
Palm Beach
Gardens,Action
Stuand Fort atPierce,
all Florida.
Nov. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Comstock Telecasting Corp. for extension of time to file
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGGE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2
8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFGGE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON -TV6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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Oct. 25 prehearing conference, scheduled
certain procedural dates governing hearing
in proceeding on applications of East Texas
Transmission Co. for cps for new fixed radio
stations at College Mound, Colfax, and
Tyler,
Texas;
scheduled for
Dec. 12. all
Action
Oct. hearing
25.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by all
parties atference,
Oct.scheduled
26 further
hearing prehearing
for Nov. 17con-in
proceeding on am applications of Rogue
Valley Bcstrs. Inc. (KWIN) Ashland, Ore.,
et al. Action Oct. 26.
■ Granted joint motion by applicants and
scheduled prehearing conference for Nov. 10
in proceeding on applications of Valley
Telecasting Co. and Central Wisconsin Tv
Inc. for new tv stations to operate on ch. 9
in Wausau, Wis. Action Oct. 26.
■ Continued indefinitely Oct. 28 prehearing conference in proceeding on applications
of Southern Transmission Corp. for new
fixed video stations at Palm Beach Gardens,
Stuart, and Fort Pierce, all Florida. Action
Oct. 26.
■ Pursuant to rulings made at Oct. 27
prehearingplicatioconference
in proceeding
on apn of Carter Mountain
Transmission
Corp., for cp to install additional trans., to
transmit on frequency 6387.5 mc at Copper
Mountain, 40 miles south of Worland, Wyo.,
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
scheduled hearing for Nov. 28 and other
■ Granted petition by Interurban Bcstg.
27.
procedural
steps in proceeding. Action Oct.
Corp., Laurel, Md., and extended from Oct.
26 to Nov. 25 time for filing reply findings
■
Granted
request by Southwestern Opin proceeding on its am application, et al.
eratingdefinitely
Co., protestant,
continued inAction Oct. 26.
Nov. 2 hearing and
in proceeding
on
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
of Mesa Microwave Inc., for
■ Continued Nov. 22 hearing to Dec. 15 in applications
new
fixed
video
radio
stations
at
Miguel,
15
proceeding on am applications of Columbia
miles east of Pearsall, 7 miles east of
River Bcstrs. Inc., Mount Vernon, Wash.,
Cotulla,
and
at
Hilltop,
12
miles
west
of
et al. Action Oct. 25.
■ Received in evidence exhibit #3 of Encinal, all Texas. Action Oct. 27.
Radio Station WPCC Inc. (WPCC) Clinton,
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
S. C, in proceeding on its am application
■ Pursuant to agreement of parties at
and closed record. Action Oct. 25.
Oct.
26 prehearing conference, continued
■ Granted petition by KODY Bcstg. Co.
hearing
Nov. 14 to Dec.
13 in proceed(KODY) North Platte, Neb., and North
ing
on from
am application
of Dunlea
Bcstg.
Platte Bcstg. Inc., and substituted latter as Industries
Inc.
(WMFD)
Wilmington,
N. C.
applicant
and
accepted
amendments
includAction
Oct.
26.
ing financial and program information.
■ Issued memorandum of ruling finalizing
Action Oct. 28.
announcement of ruling made by hearing
■ Granted motion by KLIX Corp. (KLIXexaminer in proceeding on application of
TV) Twin Falls, Idaho, and rescheduled
Oct. 31 prehearing conference for Nov. 9 in M & M Bcstg. Co. (WLUK-TV) Marinette,
Wis.,
granting nunc pro tunc Oct. 26 moproceeding
on applications
of Idaho
Micro-at
wave Inc. for
new fixed radio
stations
tion by Aeronautical Interveners for further
postponement from Oct. 27 to Nov. 21
Kimport Peak, Rock Creek and Jerome, all to file motion
to reopen evidentiary record
Idaho. Action Oct. 31.
and from
Nov. such
1 to reopening
Nov. 28 formotion
oral argument on any
filed
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
by intervenors. Action Oct. 31.
■ Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and further extended to Nov. 15 time to By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
reply to joint petition for leave to amend
■ Upon agreement of parties at Oct. 27
filed by Ponce De Leon Bcstg. Co. (WFOY)
prehearing conference, continued Nov. 10
St. Augustine and Indian River Radio Inc. hearing to Jan. 4, 1961 in proceeding on application of Radio Millington Inc., for new
(WMMB) Melbourne, both Florida in pro27.
am station in Millington, Tenn. Action Oct.
Oct. 24. ceeding on their am applications. Action
■ Pursuant to agreements reached by parties atvided
Oct.applications
27 prehearing
conference,
diBy Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
into three
groups and
■ On own motion, continued Oct. 31 predesignated
various
procedural
steps
in
prohearing conference to Nov. 1 in proceeding
ceeding on am applications of Four States
on applicatons of New England Microwave
Md., than
et al.;engineering,
Group I—
Corp. for cps for new fixed radio stations at Bcstg.
hearingCo.,on Halfway,
issues other
Richmond chusetts.
and ActionNorth
Adams,
both
MassaJan.
30;
Group
II
and
III
—
further
prehearOct. 24.
ing conference, Nov. 21. Action Nov.
1.
■ Granted motion by Service Bcstg. Co.,
■ Continued indefinitely Oct. 27 prehearConcord, Calif, and extended from Oct. 31
ing conference in proceeding on applications
to Nov. 30 time to file proposed findings of
of Mesa Microwave Inc., for cps for new
fixed radio stations at Lake City, Madison,
fact and from Nov. 14 to Dec. 15 for reand Monticello, all Florida. Action Oct. 25.
plies in proceeding on its am application.
■ Pursuant to rulings made on record at Action Nov. 1.

petition for leave to amend its application;
denied petition by Circle L Inc. opposing
petition by Comstock for extension of time
and granted petition by Comstock for leave
to amend its application to specify, among
other things, operation on ch. 2 in Reno,
Nev., in lieu of ch. 4 in Reno, Nev., tv ch. 4
proceeding;
application
removed
from hearingComstock's
and returned
to processing
line. Action Oct. 24.
■ Denied petition by Rocky Mountain
Tele tion
Stations
leave totoamend
applicafor new for
tv station
operateits on
ch. 4
in Reno, Nev., to show change of equipment
to be used and method of financing proposed station; granted opposition to petition
by Sierra Tv Co., and dismissed as moot
other pleadings relating to petition. Action
Oct. 26.
■ Granted petition and supplement by
Supreme Bcstg. Co., of Puerto Rico for leave
to amend its application to furnish correct
technical description of tv station proposed
and to respond in all particulars to all engineering issues affecting its application which
are not ceived
covered
by exhibits
offered and rein evidence
in Christiansted,
St.
Croix, V. I., tv ch. 8 proceeding and closed
record. Action Oct. 27.
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By Hearing Examiner H. Gi fiord Irion
■ On
own motion,
continuedOre.,
Nov.tv 7 ch.
hear-10
ing to Nov.
28 in Medford,
proceeding (TOT Industries Inc., et al).
Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Upon request by Hennepin Bcstg. Associates and with concurrence of other parties,
1:30 p.m. which
Nov. 7 furtherrescheduled
prehearingforconference
was
scheduled for 10 a.m. that date in proceeding on its application for new am station
in Minneapolis, Minn., et al. Action Oct. 26.
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at Oct.
26 prehearing conference, continued Nov. 8
hearing to Nov. 10 in proceeding on am aps of Booth
Bcstg. Oct.
Co. 26.
(WIOU) Kokomo, Ind.,plicationet
al. Action
■ On own motion, corrected in various
respects transcript of prehearing conference
in proceeding
on am applications of FredOct. 27.erick County Bcstrs., Winchester, Va. Action
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 15 in proceeding on application of
David L. Kurtz for new fm station in
Philadelphia, Pa. Action Oct. 27.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 15 in proceeding on application of
Jesse Frank Carter for new am station in
Eureka, Calif. Action Oct. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Upon oral request of Broadcast Bureau
and without objection by other parties,
further extended from Nov. 1 to Nov. 21
time for filing initial proposed findings and
from Dec. 2 to Dec. 20 for replies in proceeding on am applications of Cookeville
Bcstg.
Oct. 25.Co., Cookeville, Tenn., et al. Action
■ Upon oral request by Mountain Empire
Radio Co., Clinton, Tenn., and without objection by other parties, continued Oct. 26
hearing toplicaNov.
2 in proceeding
on am Co.,
aption of Mountain
Empire Radio
Clinton,
Tenn.
Action
Oct.
25.
■ Granted petition by Midland Bcstg. Co.
(WMDN) Midland, Mich., for leave to
amend its am application in consolidated
am proceeding in dockets et al by specifying new trans, site about 4,500 feet westsouthwest from the site now proposed. Action
Oct. 26.memorandum of ruling taken
■ Issued
following discussion by counsel at Oct. 27
hearing
Mid-America
Bcstrs. concerning
Inc. and petition
Gordon byBcstg.
of San
Francisco Inc., for leave to amend MidAmerica's
application
to reflectKOBY
the assignment of license
of station
(now
KQBY) stituted
from Gordon
Mid-America
to
Gordon;
Bcstg. of San Francisco subInc.
(KQBY) San Francisco, Calif., as partyapplicant
in
docket
in
place
of
Mid-America.
Action Oct. 27.
■ Issued statement to make clear that
Francishibit 9 was
C. Morgan
Kans.,on exreceivedJr.,in Larned,
proceeding
its
am application, et al. Action Oct. 28.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 1 to Nov. 22 time
to file initial proposed findings and from
Nov. 14 to Dec. 2 for replies in proceeding
on am applications of M-L Radio Inc.
(KMLW)
and Taft
ton, Tex. Marlin,
Action Oct.
28. Bcstg. Co., Hous■
Upon
request
by
Broadcast
Bureau Inc.
and
with consent of Donze Enterprises
(KSGM) Chester, 111., extended from Oct.
28 to Nov. 4 time for Broadcast Bureau to
file comments
Donze's and
proposed
ings of fact andupon
conclusions
from findNov.
7 to Nov. 14 for Donze to file replies to
comments plication.
in proceeding
Action Oct. 28. on Donze's am apBROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of October 28
WFGM-FM
Fitchhurg, Mass. — Granted asCorp.
signment of cp and SCA to Music Service
N. M. — Granted asInc.KENN Farmington,
signment of license to Kenn-Land Bcstg.
WRMSment of license
Beardstown,
111. — Granted
assignto Beardstown
Bcstg.
Co.
WLEC-AM-FM Sandusky, Ohio— Granted
Inc.
assignment of license to Cleveland Bcstg,
KGUC Gunnison, Colo. — Granted license
for ammotestation
and specify studio and recontrol point.
KATL Miles City, Mont. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation new trans.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

KBOWeringButte,
Mont.
license
covinstallation
new— Granted
trans, and
increase
in daytime power.
KLEI Kailua, Hawaii — Granted license
covering changes in ant. system (increase
height) and changes in ground system.
KFSA Fort Smith, Ark. — Granted license
covering change of type trans.
WEST-FM Easton, Pa.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and type ant.;
ERP 2.65 kw.
KLFM(FM) Long Beach, Calif .—Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 350 w, decrease ant. height to 380 ft., change type
trans, and new ant. and make changes in
ant. system.
WGGC(FM) Glasgow, Ky.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 4.3 kw, change
type trans, and make changes in transmitting equipment.
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — Remote control permitted.
KEOS Flagstaff, Ariz.— Remote control
permitted.
■ Following stations granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: KSRF(FM)
Santa Monica, Calif., to April 1, 1961 and
WSLM-FM Salem, Ind., to Nov. 30.
Actions of October 27
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: R.V.T.V. Repeater Assn.,
chs. 6, 2, 10, Round Valley, Ariz. (KGUN,
ch. 9, Tucson, Ariz., KGGM, ch. 13,
and
KOB-TV,
4, both Albuquerque,
N. M.)
; Whit ch.
Engineering,
chs. 3 and
7, Glenwood Springs, Colo. (KREX-TV,
ch. 5, Grand Junction, Colo.); Four Corners
Tv Club, chs. 13, Dolores, 4 and 7, Dove
Creek, 7, Dolores and 13 Dove Creek, all
Colorado (KGGM-TV, ch. 13, KOB-TV ch.
4,
and Ferdinand
KGGM-TV, Tv ch.
13,
all KOAT-TV,
Albuquerque,ch. N.7, M.);
Service, chs. 7, 13 and 9, Ferdinand, Idaho
(KXLY-TV, ch. 4, KHQ-TV, ch. 6, and
KREM-TV,
ch. 2,Club,
all Spokane,
Townsend Tv
ch. 10, Washington);
Townsend &
vicinity, Broadwater County, ch. 8, Townsend and vicinity, Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4,
Butte, Mont., and KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great
Falls, Mont.); Wyola Community Tv Assn.,
chs. 13 and 10, Wyola, Mont. (KGHL-TV,
ch. 8 and KOOK-TV,
Billings,
Montana);
Thompson ch.
Falls2, Tboth
V Boosters
Inc., chs. 4, 2 and 6, Thompson Falls, Mont.
(KXLY-TV, ch. 4, KREM-TV, ch. 2, and
KHQ-TV,
ch. 6, chs.
all Spokane,
Town
of Powell,
5 and 12, Washington);
Powell, Wyo.
(KGHL-TV,
ch.
8
and
both Billings, Montana). KOOK-TV, ch. 2,
WRAL-FM Raleigh, N. C— Granted cp to
increase ERP to 250 kw. ant. height to 990
ft., change trans, location, install two new
trans, and new ant. and make changes in
ant. system.
KOSU-FM Stillwater, Okla.— Granted cp
to change ant. -trans, and main studio locatype trans, and type ant.; ERP 220 w,
ant. 63tion, ft.
WAYL(FM) Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 10 kw; change
frequency to 96.1 mc; type trans., make
changes in ant. system and change type ant.
WGIV Charlotte, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to operate trans, by remote control while
using Non-DA ant.
WATN Watertown, N. Y.— Granted extension of authority to Dec. 15 to remain silent.
WVLD Valdosta, Ga. — Granted temporary
authority to Jan. 2, 1961 to operate unl. time.
WKBX Kissimmee, Fla. — Granted authority to Jan. 31, 1961 to remain silent.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: WDJD(FM)
Warwick, R. I. to March 30, 1961; KUGN
Eugene, Ore., to Dec. 26 and *KCSD-TV
Kansas City, Mo. to Jan. 24, 1961.
Beach,
— Granted
to WMFJ
install Daytona
new trans,
(mainFla.trans,
location)cp
as aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
WTOS(FM) Wauwatosa, Wis. — Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 3.5 kw; decrease ant. height to 105 ft.; change ant.trans. and main studio location and change
type trans.
WTAB Tabor City, N. C— Remote control
permitted.
Actions of October 25
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Burlington Chamber of
Commerce Inc., chs. 13 and 2, Burlington,
Colo. (KHPL-TV, ch. 6, Hays Center, Neb.,
and KOMO-TV, ch. 8, McCook, Neb.); Roy
Tv Club, chs. 6, 2 and 11, Roy, N. M.
(KGGM-TV, ch. 13, KOAT-TV, ch. 7 and
KOB-TV, ch. 4, all Albuquerque, New Mexico); Lincoln
Bob's RadioBeach
& Tv toService,
chs. Ore.
3, 2
and 4,
Oceanlake,
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

(KOIN-TV, ch. 6, KPTV, ch. 12 and KGWTV, ch. 8, all Portland, Oregon); Lemmon
Community Tv Association, ch. 8 and 11,
Lemmon and surrounding area, S. D.
(KFYR-TV, ch. 5, Bismarck, N. D., and
KDIX-TV,
ch. 2, Dickinson,
ville
Tv Translator
Co., chs. N.13,D.);
10 Wellsand 8,
Wellsville,
Utah
(KSL-TV,
ch.
5,
KCPX-TV,
ch. 4 and KUTV, ch. 2, all Salt Lake City,
Utah): Escalante TV., chs. 2, 10 and 13,
Escalante, Utah (KUTV, ch. 2, KCPX-TV,
ch. 4 and KSL-TV, ch. 5, all Salt Lake City,
Utah) ; Chesaw Tv Association, chs. 2, 6 and
4, Chesaw, Wash. (KREM-TV, ch. 2, KHQTV, ch. 6 and KXLY-TV, ch. 4, all Spokane,
Washington); Peoples T. V. Assn. Inc., chs.
8. 10 and 13, Stratford, Warden, Othello,
Soap Lake, Ephrata, Moses Lake and Larson
Air Force Base, all Washington (KREM-TV,
ch. 2, KXLY-TV, ch. 4, and KHQ-TV, ch. 6,
all Spokane, Washington).
KATV(TV)
Little Rock,
Ark.—by Granted
acquisition of negative
control
each John
Griffin and James C. Leake through sale of
common voting stock by Bryan Mathes to
Central- South Sales Co. to be held as treasury stock.
*KCSD-TV Kansas City, Mo. — Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans, and make
minor equipment change; ERP vis. 17.4 kw,
aur. 9.55 kw.
WIBF Jenkintown, Pa. — Remote control
permitted. Actions of October 24
■ Granted
STA Cotopaxi
for following
vhf tv repeater stations:
Community
Tv
Club,
ch.
9,
Cotopaxi,
Colo.
(KCSJ-TV,
5, Pueblo. Colo.); Ark Valley Tv Inc., ch.ch.3,
Lamar, Colo. (KKTV, ch. 11, Colorado
Springs, Colo.); Yampa Valley Tv Assn.,
chs. 11, Yampa Valley above and below
Steamboat Springs, 8, Hayden, 6, Hayden,
8 and 6, Steamboat Springs, 8 and 2, Craig
and rural area, 6 and 8, Oak Creek, 13,
Yampa Valley above and below Steamboat
Springs, and 6, Craig, all Colorado (KOATV, ch. 4, Denver. Colo., KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., KOA-TV Denver, Colo., KFBCTV Cheyenne, Wyo., KOA-TV Denver, Colo.,
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., KOA-TV Denver, Colo., KOA-TV Denver, Colo., KFBCTV Cheyenne, Wyo., KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo., and KOA-TV Denver, Colo.); Virginia City T. V. Repeater Club, ch. 7, Virginia City, Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4, Butte,
Mont.); Kalispell Booster Club, ch. 11, Kalispell Area, Mont. (KMSO-TV, ch. 13, Missoula, Mont.); Big Flat Tv Assn., ch. 11.

Hogeland-Turner area, Mont. (KFBB-TV,
ch. 5, Great provement
Falls,Assn.,Mont.);
Imch. 6, Chadron
Chadron,Tv Neb.
(KSTF, ch. 10, Scottsbluff. Neb.); Free
Community Tv, ch. 7 Tv, ch. 7, Scottsbluff,
Gering, Minatare and Bayard, all Nebraska
(KDUH-TV, ch. 4, Hay Springs, Neb.);
North Platte Tv Inc., chs. 11, 9, 10, 9, and
11, Mullen, Broken Bow, Curtis, Ogallale
and Grant, all Nebraska. (KNOP-TV, ch. 2,
North Platte, Neb.); White Pine County Tv
District No. 1, chs. 11, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9, Mill
and Murray Street Canyon Area, Ely and
Ruth, both Nevada. (KSL-TV, ch. 5, KUTV,
ch. 2, all Salt Lake City, Utah); Scottsburg
T. V. Assn., ch. 3, Scottsburg, Ore. (KVALTV, ch. 13,
Community TvEugene,
Inc., chs.Ore.);
11, 9,Green
4, 2, 5,River
13, Green
River, Utah (KCPX-TV, ch. 4, KUTV, ch. 2,
KCPX-TV, ch. 4, KUTV, ch. 2, KSL-TV,
ch. 5, KSL-TV, ch. 5, all Salt Lake City,
Utah); E. R. Fowler, chs. 7 and 6, Nile
Community, Wash. (KIMA-TV, ch. 29 and
KNDO-TV, ch. 23, both Yakima, Washington.)
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. St. Louis,
Mo. — Granted cp for new low power station;
without mission
prejudice
to such action
as ofcom-its
may deem warranted
as result
final determinations with respect to: (1)
conclusions and recommendations set forth
in report of Network Study Staff; (2) relatedsidered
studies
and inquiries
now being conor conducted
by commission;
and
(3)WEAR-TV
pending anti-trust
matters.
Pensacola, Fla.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; ERP vis. 100
kw, aur. 50 kw.
WIPM-TV
Mayaguez, date
P. R.—
Granted
extension of completion
to Feb.
28, 1961.
Petitions for rulemaking
WERE and WERC Cleveland, Ohio and
Erie, Pa. — Requests amendment of rules so
as to permit standard broadcast stations to
operate
with compatible
single-sideband
tem of modulation
(CSSB).
Ann. Oct. 28.sysCommunity Bcstrs. Association Inc. Hopkinsville,1.354(a)
Ky. — Requests
amendment
sec.
0.241;
(2); 3.24(g);
3.28(c);of 3.37;
3.87(a) (4); 3.182(a) (4); 3.182(w); 3.188(d)
and 3.189(a) (i) of rules so as to permit
expeditious processing of applications of
class IV stations for increases in power
above 250 w. In alternative, issuance of
public notice indicating intention to waive
provisions
Ann.
Oct. 28.of necessary rules, is requested.

AMCI

...

• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
A
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25(Z> per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
We have problem small market Florida radio station. Have you courage and ability
to solve our problems and be rewarded with
ownership? Box 602C, BROADCASTING.
Station manager wanted. Proposed N.W.
lOkw daytimer. Expect action soon. Base
$750 plus commission. Must have background successful management in competitive area. Be dependable, sober. This market medium, growing. Fine, clean place for
family, schools, college. Owners proposed
station have businesses of 25 years standing.
Strong financial backing. Wonderful opportunity for permanent, aggressive family man
who
knows his business. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.
Working general manager. Must be willing
and able to invest in minority ownership.
Box 751C, BROADCASTING.
Manager for Pittsburgh area station. Fine
opportunity in interesting city. Box 768C,
BROADCASTING.
Leading AM regional in major eastern market wants sales manager to head up local
selling staff. Must have solid record in an
important metropolitan area. Starting compensation open and substantial. Can advance
financially and in executive responsibility.
Multiple operation comtemplated. Will be
available for interview at NAB Washington
meeting Nov. 13 thru 15. Wire for appointment, Box 800C, BROADCASTING.
Manager, dependable, sober Milwaukee
County, new FM, strong sales programming
as AM, well financed opening 90 days, real
opportunity.
References. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Second salesman in Great Lakes 100,000 two
station
market.to Opportunity
for small
ket salesman
step up. Security
and marhelp
given. Box 804C, BROADCASTING.

Station with Schafer automation upstate NY
wants alert professional announcer-newsman. Oportunity for pd job. No teenage
idols, prima donnas need apply. Good
salary, benefits. Box 733C, BROADCASTING.

Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has opening— salesman with management potential —
30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O.favored.
Box 197,Send
Jackson,
Miss.

We want a top morning dj. One who knows
how to project great personality and yet
remain within the confines of a popular
musical format. This is a metropolitan area
station rated #1. We will pay for a top
man, so send air check and complete background resume to Box 748C, BROADCASTING.

Wanted. Experienced salesman or sales
manager for 5000 watt top-rated western
Pennsylvania radio station. Great opportunity for right person. Write, giving backand experience to Box 10960, Pittsburghground36, Pa
Experienced time salesman — Salary and
commission. Excellent conditions and opportunities. Top station
marketGoddard.
— KXRO,
Aberdeen, Wash.
Contactin Fred
Excellent opportunity now for experienced
radio salesman in Madison, Wisconsin with
top ful
rated
and news
station.andWondermarketmusic
for sales,
earnings
family
life. Write Phil Fisher, Sales Manager,
WISM, Madison, Wisconsin.

South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C. BROADCASTING.

What proposition acceptable? Phone or
write W-RIP, Chattanooga.
New England radio salesmen . . . only major
leaguers
for top
5 kw in draw
major (based
market, new wanted
ownership.
Lucrative
on experience) against 20% commission. Apply in complete confidence to General Manager, WTYM, Springfield, Mass.
Salesman-announcer to handle two to three
hour remote show from top night club in
200,000 population area. Name your own
terms. Qualifications and air check to:
Harold Gann, Holiday House, 2300 So. Union,
Bakersfield, California.
Announcers

35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. Opportunity to advance to sales manwith considerable salary increase. Box
502C, agerBROADCASTING.

Expanding staff — Dallas station, not top 40,
has opening for top notch announcer with
bright mature delivery. Also production
man with announcing experience. Send
tape, picture, complete resume, and perING. sonal references. Box 664C, BROADCAST-

Top-rated station in Little Rock, Arkansashas opening salesman with management potential. 30-40, married. Guarantee moving
expenses, rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume, photo,
first letter. Box 704C, BROADCASTING.

Where is the above average announcer with
first phone?
Solid man.
northwest
station needs combo
No network
maintenance.
We expect the best and pay accordingly.
Box 697C, BROADCASTING.
Eastern fulltimer in metropolitan suburb
has opening for experienced announcer.
Adult programming, sound operation, and
fine local reputation in the market. If you
are a good, experienced, small market announcer on the way up, this attractive job
is for you! Box 709C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in south Florida for ambitious, bright personality dj. Future determined by initiative. Must be interested in
m-o-n-e-v. No beginners. Rush tape, resume.
Box 714C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wanted by Illinois
kilowatt independent adult music station for
dj work plus news gathering and writing.
Excellent starting salary. Many extra benefits for mature man with proved ability. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, family status, detailed experience. Box
718C, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Radio time salesman with drive and imagination. Guarantee plus top commission. San
Diego market. Box 739C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Commercial manager for run-down
daytime station, good section south. Must
be southerner, or worked in south. Want
man looking for challenge. Possibilities
good.
Right769C,
man BROADCASTING.
work into manager later.
Write Box
National sales manager. 5000 watts regional
station, serving eastern agricultural market, wants agency contact-man, also to
supervise regional sales. Box 778C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Top St. Louis independent. Unlimited opportunity for right man. $6000
plus. Exceptional sales ability required.
Boom market. Box 788C, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

We have much to offer a friendly adult
type
morning
who can working
double
in sales.
Goodpersonality
income, pleasant
conditions,
college
town
and
well
established station in Virginia. Send complete
resume including starting salary and tape,
to Box 764C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first ticket. Send tape,
experience. P.O. Box 307, Vestal, Broome
County, New York.
K-EZY— Disneyland Hotel— Anaheim, California. Ideal living. Auditioning experienced announcers with 1st phone. Announcing strong, technical light. Air mail
tape, photo, resume, references, salary expected.
Announcer. With sports ability preferable.
Will settle for really solid, steady, reliable,
dependable staff man who has friendly,
sincere presentation. We will investigate
past performance
records.fullSend
tape, Mason
snapshot, salary expected,
details.
Dixon, KFTM, Fort Morgan, Colorado.
Announcer with first phone. New Gates
maintenance necessary. Tape, resume, and
salary
Colorado.requirements to KGUC, Gunnison,
Need good young man with experience for
staff announcing. No rock and roll. Good
quality station nice town. Lowell Jack,
KM AN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Immediate opening staff announcer. Send
tape and reference Paul Rahders, Program
Director, KSDN, Aberdeen, South Dakota.
Announcer, salesman. Immediate opening,
strong on sales: some board time. KSUE,
Susanville, California.
Wanted. Announcer with experience and
good voice that can do news, sports, and
record
program. Send
tape to KVCK, Wolf
Point, Montana.
Pay good.
Announcer, morning. Experienced. Tape,
resume, salary requirements. WHLT, Huntington, Indiana.
DJ capable
handling
fast pace,
tight production format.
Experience
necessary.
Air
checks, WISH,
background
and photo to Bill
Frosch,
Indianoplis.
Fulltimer needs a daytimer on "The 10 to 3
place to tainingbe."
Must havewhile
a yen
the housewife
dad foris enteraway.
WNCO, Ashland, Ohio.
WNLC, New London, Connecticut. Staff position. Start $85. week. Commercial experience
tape, resume. Bill Hoffman,required.
Program Send
Director.
Announcer. Mature voice, tight production,
stable worker. Good salary. Send complete
resume, references, photo and tape to Merrillland,
Smith,Florida.
Program Director, WONN, LakeBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Opening for morning staff announcer — experienced-mid land
e road music
policy.
Send
tape, photo, resume
salary
expected.
WRIG, Wausau, Wisconsin.
At once! Announcer with first phone. Maintenance amust. $100 weekly. Tape, resume
to WRUM, Rumford, Maine.
Immediate opening top announcer for fine
music station. Send tape and resume to
WSKY, Asheville, North Carolina.
Creativity. The sounds that build your
rating. Offering specially taped one liners
unique and professional. Over 100 original
wild tracks successful in major markets.
$10.00 cash or money order buys entire
package. First come basis. Samples one
buck and your tape. Eastman Productions,
1836 Jackson Street, Hollywood, Florida.
Professional announcer with a thorough
knowledge of the entire standard classical
repertory; a real speaking knowledge of at
least French, German, Italian and a familiarity with other languages. Experience in
general production. Top pay. Send audition
and resume to International Good Music,
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.

Newsman with good authoritative voice for
500 watt daytimer. Experience secondary.
KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.
News editor
shift of 24-hour
operation. Must for
be one
experienced
in telephone
coverage and rewrite from legmen. Ability
to plan work, turn out first-rate copy, and
offer dynamic air presentation are essential
in addition to news sense. Above average
pay with starting rate based on experience.
Ten-man news staff. Resume, photo, and
tape to News Director, WCOL, Columbus 15,
Ohio.
Aggressive newsman with strong voice needed for expanding
operation. Send
Excellent opportunitymidwest
for advancement.
tape and complete details including salary
requirements to Bill Clark, WCUE, Akron
8, Ohio.
Newsman
"first
news
operation. who
Must canbe fitable
to person"
handle tapes,
beeper phones, rewrite. Send air checks,
complete background, photo to Bill Frosch,
WISH, Indianapolis.
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.

Announcer — Inventive young top tune specialist. 22,excellent
college,production.
major market
ence,
Box experi667C,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer-engineers
with first
class ticket for new experienced
station in Delaware,
Ohio. Third station in growing group. Send
tape and full details to C. R. Taylor, 14
Campbell St., Delaware, Ohio.
Technical
Immediate opening for engineer-announcer
at southeastern daylight station. Require
first ticket. Good salary, hours, to right
man. Send audition tape and resume to
Box 472C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Chief engineer-announcer. Announcing secondary. Must have car and
ability to maintain equipment at a well
equipped 250 watter soon to be one kilowatt.
Box 666C, BROADCASTING.
Studio engineer with top 40 experience to
handle maintenance and production. Need
top flight man for top station in the gulf
area. Apply Box 677C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced technician for directionalized
5 kw northeast regional major market.
Permanent job with opportunity for advancement. Car required. Reply in confidence. Box 741C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Must be mature, experienced, with directional operation. Position
is executive, supervisory-maintenance, no
transmitter duty, familiarity with modern
equipment essential, salary excellent and
commensurate
with ability. KSTT-Davenport,
Iowa.
Transmitter
engineer.
#1 station,
second market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
excellent working conditions. Opportunity
to share mobile equipment maintenance and
facilities development. Write R. D. Schneider, WIRL, Peoria, 111.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Production-Programming, Others
Small California market has opening for
chief engineer- announcer and program diCASTING.rector. Send resume to Box 690C, BROADMajor Iowa station will employ aggressive,
news-conscious news reporter, capable of
gathering, re-writing, airing. Prefer area
applicants. Please send resume, pertinent
information, starting salary requirement,
references. Applications will be acknowledged. Box 736C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Eight years successful radio management,
consultant, business experience. Proven
operational methods will guarantee profit
increases. Box 678C, BROADCASTING.
12 years experience small market radio. 2
years salesmanager, 4 years manager, 28
years old. Presently general manager.
Would want personal interview states of
Oregon, Washington, Idaho or Montana.
Box 689C, BROADCASTING.
If you need a go-getting station manager
with lots of experience in every phase of
radio-tv
write Box
fully.
present position
several years.
694C,In BROADCASTING.
Potential is good but a proven record of
accomplishment is better! Family man with
fifteen years in radio, all phases, seeks improvement. Presently employed at five figures. Have first phone. Second spot in
major market considered. Prefer south or
west. Box 734C, BROADCASTING.
Top market salesmanager ready for general
managership or sales manager with definite
future! Hard driving, excellent administrator. Likes to sell and help men. Good selling is answer to most station problems. 35,
married, one child, college degree, well
seasoned. Prefer east or middle Atlantic
states. Box 754C, BROADCASTING.
Experience includes radio station operation.
Appliance sales both retail store ownership
and factory rep. Drug sales-wholesale and
factory rep — Knowledge and contacts that
are valuable in station operation. Interested in opportunity. Box 756C, BROADCASTING.
Manager, salesman. Experienced, including
ZIV-TV. ergetic.
Married,
college. 37. Creative, enBox 758C, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic small-medium market manager
with sales, program, tech experience wants
firm station. Box 766C, BROADCASTING.
Need an aggressive manager or sales manager. Proven record, small or large market.
Now employed. Penna. broadcaster. Box
791C, BROADCASTING.
Station sick? Top level executive available
weekends as consultant. Write P. O. Box
35381, S. Post Oak Rd. Sta., Houston 35.
Texas.
Sales
Graduate of radio and tv school seeking
start in radio or tv as salesman or announcer. Edwin Brady, 6019 E. South St., Lakewood, California.

Young announcer wants work in the west
or midwest. Two years of experience. Can
do any type of operation, please state your
type
of operation in reply. Box 673C,
BROADCASTING.
DJ with 5 years combo work desires work
in midwest, Indiana or Ohio if possible.
Perhaps you can't find the right sound;
now's
to soundto like
radio again.or
Stationyour
mustchance
be willing
go half-way
further. Presently employed having worked
at this position nearly 4 years. Excellent
references. Will be available Dec. 20. Come
an' get it!! Box 695C, BROADCASTING.
Sports and pd26, play-by-play,
staff. 8family,
years
experience,
college graduate,
finest character and references, employed.
Box 710C, BROADCASTING.
DJ, strong sell, news, combo work, will
relocate. Box 721C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, family man, experienced,
will settle. Salesman. TR 6-1291, NYC. Box
743C, BROADCASTING.
DJ, negro,
versatile,
sales-minded,
tight
board,
available
immediately.
Box 722C,
BROADCASTING.
Gal dj, strong copy, run board, good sell,
will travel. Box 723C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, record man, newsman, television
experience, with interesting adult ideas for
record show. Currently employed as newsmanried,in desire
metropolitan
permanent southwest
position. city.
Box Mar732C,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer or working pd, experienced
all phases, married, vet, now working. Box
735C, BROADCASTING.
Experience will do it every time! Mature
network-type announcer wants to relocate.
Everything from Monster of Ceremonies on
TV Shock Theatre, panel show moderator,
friendlyauthoritative
dj (oops, no
format oractor
rockwith'n'
roll!),
newscaster,
10 dialects, convincing commercial delivery
and
continuity
that sells
— I've
done writer
'emfloater
all! of
Presently
employed.
No prima
donna,
or lush. Reliability
my
motto
— permanency my goal. Interested? Write to
Box 738C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced. Family man. Sales.
Bright sound. Want to settle down. Box
740C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer experienced, familv man, dj, fast
ad lib. board. TR 6-1291, NYC. Box 744C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young, realistic, ambitious.
Cheerful style. Tape available. Also copy.
Box 746C, BROADCASTING.
Basketball perience,
play-by-play
seven Box
years 747C,
exfinest of references.
BROADCASTING.
Presently working at #1 station in Dayton,
Ohio. Experienced, personality disk jockeytight
mindedwants format-swinger-promotional
markets with personal appearances
and hops. Prefer Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana,
or state where warm weather prevails but
will
consider
ready totapes
relocate
and make
you others.
#1. HaveI'm contacts,
will
travel. Box 749C, BROADCASTING.
DJ — Experienced, young, ambitious. Presently
top 40.Box
Pennsylvania,employed.
Maryland, Desires
New Jersey.
750C,
BROADCASTING.
Top announcer skilled all phases broadcasting. PresentlyFlorida
in major
market.
Desires to relocate,
or New
Orleans,
quality station, no top 40. Married, early
thirties. Box 752C, BROADCASTING.
If you're looking for an announcer strong
on
and experience
news, let's get
together.
Ninecommercials
years proven
in sell.
Now
working
in
200,000
market.
Box
755C,
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Capable, intelligent disc jockey, negro,
available, completed 8 months announcer
training studios. Tops in news. Work own
board. Box 759C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, will travel, handles news, commercials, disc jockey and own board. Audition tape available. Box 760C, BROADCASTING.

Radio, tv announcer, performer. Michigan
and Ohio area. Lite radio experience. Heavy
stage, compatible
performer.
Smooth only.
delivery. Pics available.
Live auditions
Age 35, write The Sad Sack, 29536 W. Chicago, Livonia, Michigan.
Technical

Virginia's
one tomarket
offers radio
challenge and number
opportunity
experienced
or television
salesman with
desire to become
associated with top local television sales
department. Excellent salary and commission
arrangement. General
Write fullSales
details.
Edward J. Hennessy,
Manager,
WAVY-TV, Norfolk, Virginia.

Adult announcer experienced in own engine ring of commercials, news, recording
desires full time opportunity in small immediate
south or midwest station. Box 763C
BROADCASTING.

Negro first phone. Some experience. Can
also announce. Box 775C, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter position wanted, no announcing,
2 years experience, 1st radiotelephone. Box
776C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,maintenance,
experienced to
50kw, am-fm.
Construction,
directionals
and
proofs.
No
announcing.
Box
782C,
BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Experienced announcer, dj, mature voice
good personality. Five years experience
m one ofsistently
Ohio's
important
markets.
ConExcellent
references
top rated.
married. Box 765C, BROADCASTING
Solid radio. Nine years,
references.
Knows formula and standardwith
radio.
with college. Best of background.Veteran
Tight
production. Box 767C, BROADCASTING.
Poor man's Don McNeil wants south, seventy-five, sunshine (days). Box 770C, BROADCASTING.

Suburban Chicago personality desires midwest station with W-I-N-D music-news
formula allowing deejay creativity
. Must
arrange
interview. Box 771C. BROADCA
STING.

Announcer, 5 years experience, all phases,
beeks position midwest. State salary benefits etc., 1st letter. Box 772C, BROADCASTING. XJXVWrtU
Hot
In the red? Let's go black. Pulse
rated.tip!Audience
Money
Ready to go now. builder.
Top references. maker
32
years, midwest. Box 773C.
BROADCASTING.10
Morning man of exceptional ability and
experience Fifteen years at
of nation's
nnest 50,000 stations. Friendlyone
, sober easygoing jocular adult with adult
approach
No rock and roll. Equally acceptab
late night personality. Tape, picturele andas
resume waiting. Available in December
CASTING Experienced " Box 780C, BROADGood home wanted for a Discopolis Jockoromos. This specie loves easy style money
good music. Allergic to R'N'R, hard-sell
triple spots and newscasts. Can be recogvoice and simple ad-libs.
Slzedr
Box
781C,„^X.
BROADCASTING

Deejay— half million market. Looking for
smaller market
with opportunities in news
and sports. Five years radio,
phases.
Top ratings. Box 783C, BROADCall
ASTING.
Announcer, chief engineer, production, program director. Directional, major market
experience.
Box 784C, BROADCASTING.
Seasoned veteran of morning disc work
looking for market facing competition. Married—family man, sincere middle-of-theroad
ING. personality. Box 787C, BROADCASTAnnouncer, experienced newspaper backVirginia. ground.
9897. College graduate, Fairmont, West
Versatile radio-television announcer. Seven
years. All phases. Available now. Jim
SS1,?11'
9.400
YEllowsto
8-5178. Boundary, Gary, Indiana.
ne Indian
Major midwest markets: air salesman worth
morebest
thanstation
he's asking wants to work hard
for
in your
help
better. Five
years here,city,
six last make
station.it
Check qualifications. Jack Larkin,
Franklin, Moberly, Mo. AMherst 3-3711. 1214
D-Js experienced. Good
lib personalities
New York.
Contact
Fast board. Good sell. ad
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
C&W dj— salesman. 7 years experience.
Dependable, good references. Had year
basketball play-by-play experience. Now
employed at KTCN. Write: Jack Reno,
phone GA 3-2148, Berryville, Arkansas.
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First class engineer for transmitter duty in
radio or tv. Experienced. No announcing.
Box 789C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. Sixteen months on 4 tower directional wants steady transmitter job. Box
727, Logan, West Virginia.
Experienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31393, Los Angeles 31, California.
First phone beginner — desires immediate
employment. Willing to announce. Fair
voice. Clint Scott, 3118 Carlson Drive, Dallas
35, Texas.
Young engineer, 21 with first class license,
wife one child. Believes in working for
security, wants to get into broadcasting.
Write Howard Tolley, R#3, Eaton, Ohio.
Production-Programming, Others
Award-winning young newsman seeking
responsible position preferring midwest.
Complete references from present employers
and contacts. Excellent writing, editing,
gathering and organization. College education, steady experience. All details upon
request. Box 707C, BROADCASTING.
I am an excellent secretary. Offer high skills
and executive capacities. Valuable experience: radio, tv, advertising, entertainment.
Interested in industry executive willing pay
better than average wage for seriousminded, intelligent conscientious secretary
unafraid of work load or responsibility. Box
731C, BROADCASTING.
Program director now available. 15 years
broadcast
veteran now
in major
tion. Professional
voice,
know market
music staand
good production. No top 40. Best references
from
present employer. Box 753C, BROADCASTING.
Top caliberperience inprogram
director!
13 years The
exmajor east
coast market.
pd
you've
been
searching
for.
Creative
highly skilled. Available now for good—
major
market operation! Box 762C, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, experienced traffic
supervisor, tv-radio, married, 2 children.
Redwood 1-4997, Euclid, Ohio or Box 774C,
BROADCASTING.
Production-manager, announcer, newsman.
Seven tiveyears
radio-tv.
voice. 31,
family.First
Adultphone.
musicDistinconly.
Great morning
or
late
evening.
$150.00
mum. Now metropolitan tv director. miniBox
792C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Energetic, persuasive salesman large Texas
market. Box 796C, BROADCASTING.
One
of America's
stations
is expanding
its localfinest
salestelevision
staff on January
1st. Now
reviewing
applications
of
experienced tv account executives who desire
an
opportunity with the number one station
in a top market. Send resume and photo
first letter to Box 803C, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer-switcher for south
Texas station. Box 794C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Transmitter
engineer,
strong inon California.
maintenance. Network
uhf located
Send full details of training and experience
to Box 706C, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer for Texas vhf. Box
795C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer with first
phone. Write Box 314, Elmira, New York.
Engineer with first class license. Experience
not
ContactDakota.
Brian Cox, KCNDTV, necessary.
Pembina, North
Chief engineer needed for vhf station KFOYTV soon to go on air in Hot Springs, Arkansas. Write to Hammett & Edison, Consulting Radio Engineers, Box 68, International
Airport, San Francisco 28, California.
Experienced studio engineers. Must be tech.
school graduate. Send complete information
to Chief Engineer. WYES-TV, 916 Navarre
Avenue, New Orleans 24, Louisiana.
Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer. Salary open. Prefer 2 to 3 years
experience in maintenance. Jerry E. Smith,
C. E., Box 840 Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Major west coast station wants top flight
production manager. Man we seek will work
directly under program director. He will
take full responsibility for directing day
to day operations, including film editing,
live studio, video taping, lighting, set design, directors,
A realman.
opportunity for a announcers,
hard workingetc.creative
Experience is essential. Send full details
first letter, including salary desired. Box
737C, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer with speed and creativity
for vhf in large Texas city. Box 793C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, dependable traffic manager
Texas vhf. Box 797C, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Siiiistions Wanted — Sales
As a sales representative for KSEW, I
secured one million dollars business for the
year
ending 1959,andacquiring
break
announcements
programstation
sponsorship
while maintaining a contented client relaFor theBROADCASTING.
conclusion of this story —
write Box tionship.
779C,
Technical
1st phone, available immediately, good tv
background and potential, single. Box 745C.
BROADCASTING.
Man, 21 wants to relocate in Kansas, ColoNebraska,
Oklahoma,
Dakotas. rado,
Others
considered,
first Texas
phone, or1 year
experience radio engineer. Would like start
in tv, radionowledged.considered.
All replies ackBox 777C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Competent studio operations interns completing comprehensive production training
seeking employment. Recommendable personnel. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHSTV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
Tv cameraman with experience of NY
broadcasting school seeks work. Desire start
in tv or radio. Willing to work and learn.
Prefer New England but all replies considered. Box 660C, BROADCASTING.
Young man now in radio wishes to take up
behind
CASTING.the scenes tv. Box 674C, BROADRadio newsman currently employed in top
50 market wants to move into tv news in
top 100 market. Single, sober, ambitious,
reliable, authoritative delivery; ready to
move now. Box 680C, BROADCASTING.
Continuity head at number one station in
top 50 market desires to relocate. Prefer
deep south, but will consider all offers.
College graduate, ambitious, sober, hardCASTING. working, references. Box 681C, BROADFOR SALE
Equipment
Limiter amplifier (Western Electric type)
$125.00. Tape recorders: Ampex 910 $195.00;
Norelco $160.00; battery Phonotrix $70.00.
Box 3022, Philadelphia 50.
Gates remote RDC-10 and M-5144 RF amplifier. Perfect condition with manuals
$600.
Mexico. KCHS, Truth Or Consequences, N.
G.E. BC-l-A two studio consolette in service until September. In operating condition
now. Best offer over $325.00. FOB KLIV,
Box 995, San Jose, Calif.
One calmodel
78-U, is150offoot
Wincharger
vertitower. Tower
uniform
cross section,
guyed and series feed. Dismantled and
ready lators
for andshipment
withRaytheon
all guy wires
lights. Also
tuning insuunit
model Rt-1000, Antenna diode unit model
RCM-10 and model RLC lighting transformer. Contact General Manager, WMNB, North
Adams, Mass., Mohawk 3-6567.
FM transmitter, Collins 3.5 kw, model 733.
Best offer takes. WMOH, Hamilton, Ohio.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FLi 4-4096.
Two
Iconoscope
film camera
chains RCA
with TK-26
usable tubes,
less camera
cables,
master monitors and power supplies. Two
GE 4-PF 16mm Syncrolite film projectors.
One
Make GEus PF-3C
an offer.3x4-inch
Contact slide
W. J.projector.
Kotera,
WOW-TV, Omaha, Nebraska, phone 346-3400.
Wanted: MT-1 Presto-Splicer (Prestoseal
Mfg. Co.) The Language Laboratory, The
Catholic University, Washington 17, D. C.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K. holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also A.M. monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service, Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31 Temple, Texas.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Video
We're Minn.
movingSev-to
our newmonitors-demo
plant in New units.
Brighton,
eral used lab and demo video monitor. 17"
models $185.00 @ new warranty, Miratel,
Inc., New Brighton 12, Minnesota.
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

WANTED

For Sale
Equipment — (Cont'd)
Microwave transmission line- Andrew 1%"
and %" teflon insulated. Large quantity,
complete with connectors, ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating equipment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Michigan radio station— Management talent
available, prefer to buy with down payment
but will pay cash. Hudson White and Company, 101 F. Waters Building, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.

YOUR

HANDY

TO BUY

Equipment
Used uhf transmission
equipment including
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Used Devry 16 mm motion picture
projector model 11000 CD (Navy type AQ2) or tion.
equivalent
goodhasoperating
condiDesire unit in
which
been modified
with electromagnetic change over mechanism. Contact E. M. Tink, Director of Engineering, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.
Wanted, one Western Electric 702 A ocsillator in good condition for cash. Write or
phone WABB, Radio Voice of Mobile, P.O.
Box 1476, Mobile, Alabama.
Twin 500 watt tower beacon assembly with
flashing unit. Write or call Claude Jones,
WCFV, Clifton Forge, Virginia.
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RADIO

TO BUY

Help Wanted (Cont'd.)
Technical

Help Wanted — Announcers

Equipment — (Cont'd)
3-5 fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Compass Electronic Supply, 75 Varick Street,
New York 13.

FM
TOP PERSONALITIES WANTED

Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a eras
tower
or bought.
Want 1.0 camand 10 sold
kw AM
trans. Electrofind,
440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Box 799C, BROADCASTING

INSTRUCTIONS

Box 790C, BROADCASTING.

FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood.
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.

Production-Programming, Others

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

FOR SALE

Latin America !
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For Unusual Person !
Fast
moving1
operation
affiliated with Radio-TV
ABC International
with solid U. S. and Latin American hacking'
wantsstation.
Radio Program
Director
for new
Must tions : have the following" qualifica*Speak FLUENT Spanish.
*Solid
in inTOF-;40
music &experience
News format
U. S. andor
have ideas on how to make same
swing* in Spanish.
An
in a outstanding1
fast growing career
Centralopportunity
American
Market is offered to the person who
can meet our qualifications.
Write full resume.
Box 785C, BROADCASTING

Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.

FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.

Equipment
TV Equipment. Excellent condition used
as demonstrator units. One Holmes I.T.P.
16mm TV projector with remote control
unit and spare parts S750.0O. One Dage
Model 635A master monitor, §1,350.00.
One Dage Model 520 switcher fader, SI,150.00. One Dage 320F film camera less
vidicon, S8SO.OO. One Model 330B Twin
Selectroslide slide projector, S65O.0O. Call
or write Gene Edwards, Gates Radio Company, Quincy Illinois.
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NEWSMAN

Power station in large market,
Great Lakes area, has excellent
opening for high-grade newsman.
State full details and send tape
first letter.

1
I
3
1
3
I

MISCELLANEOUS
| Box 798C, BROADCASTING
Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Court, Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
Have puppet show — will travel! Four animal characters, flexible children's format.
Hurry
— theFor
offerinformation,
expires at write
the drop
of a
contract.
Puppets,
832 Myra Ave., Yeadon, Pa.
MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS
FOR RADIO/TV SPOT
as recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Croups
1,000— with
$6.95,order.
2,000—Delivery
$11.00, within
5,000— 3$24.00.
Check
days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.
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EQUIPMENT SALES
Chance of a lifetime to join leading
manufacturer of broadcast equipment. Responsible management position with complete company benefits including profit sharing and relocation assistance. Must have strong
technical background in FM and
TV equipment. Mail complete resume and photo today.

for top market station. Good bright
voices and be able to handle tight production. Send complete resume, photo
and tape at once.

Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
spot incomplete
southern CaliforniaHave
readyc.p.toforgo.hotPrefer
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.

AND

|
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TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
Major electronics corporation has immediate
opening for thoroughly capable and exchief engineer
for Man
new selected
experimentalperienced
television
installation.
will have complete responsibility for transmitters, video chain, tape recorders and all
other associated equipment. All new equipment and liberal operating budget.
Prefer man with engineernig degree and
five to eight years television experience, at
least two of which must be as chief of operating station.
Send complete
resume and salary requirements to:
Box 801C, BROADCASTING
lllllllllillilllllillll

SUFFERING FROM MOUNTAIN TOP
FASCINATION?
Cure your problems with the M0SELEY
Model RRC-10 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM. Complete control, telemetering and
main aprogram
for toFM transmitters
with
950 mc channel
STL. Write
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, Calif.

a
IN CARTRIDGE®«
TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
queing record-playback combo unit.
For details or demonstration, write
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
ffl356 W. 40th STREET, NEW YORK 18. N.Y.
<nwHwn»HHHB!!iiw:rBinwin(Hin:MniiBiini«sin»niB
W.WAV.ViV.W.W.W.S'.Vi
ATTENTION!
\
TV STATION MANAGERS
AND SALES MANAGERS
"THE HOUSE DETECTIVE" is TV's oldest
and most successful real estate program.
The 7 stations we are now working with
like "THE HOUSE DETECTIVE" show bein revenue
from from
"fringea
time" cause
and(a) it(b)brings
it brings
in revenue
virtually
untapped
source
—
real
estate.
are now in a position to expand intoWea
limited number of new markets. The program costs you nothing. We get no guarantee. We'd like to discuss it with you.
Call or write Cy Newman
H. D. PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
P. 0. Box 3107, Bon Air, Virginia
-.".'v.ww.s'uw;
Phone Bridge
2-0200
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Stations

Stations
FREE

anyone for a
TRIP TO HAWAII?

managers, dj's, pd's . . .get
facts from KNDI RADIO
"HAWAII'S
ALL GAL STATION"
write Kini Rice, Box 1516
CANDY RADIO
Honolulu 6, Hawaii

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

I

OKLAHOMA FULLTIME
S Showing goodd profit, other
other interest
interest
forces sale. 68M. Terms available. No
2 brokers.
Box 742C, BROADCASTING

TWO STATION PACKAGE
Serving contiguous choice market area
of the Pacific Northwest. Combined
growth $200,000. Valuable real estate
included in price of $300,000 with
20% down and long payout.
Box 786C, BROADCASTING
29%
29%

SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT
Service for Men
In The
RADIO-TV INDUSTRY
# Station Manager
# Commercial Manager
# Program Director
# News Director
# Copy Writer
A Announcers
# Engineers
Our service confidential-rapid-effective —
forward us a resume — or if you have not
prepared
one — mail
your name and address for further
information.
EARL WOOTON
DRAKE PERSONNEL, INC.
29 E. Madison Chicago, Illinois
Tel— FI 6-8700

ON THE
FINGERpersonnel
. . . PULSE "~i
' Experienced
. . . Opportunities in many markets.
PAUL BARON, BROADCAST MANAGER
Maude Lennox Personnel Service, Inc. (Agcy)
630 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. 20, N.Y.
Circle 6-0276
Send tapes, resumes before calling.
PLAY IT SAFE!
Insist that all new personnel register
with:
Radio-TV Employee Reference
Bureau
1520 East Main, Puyallup, Wash.
PLAY IT SAFE!

RADIO-TV JOBS
All broadcast personnel placed all
major U. S. markets. Middlewest saturation.
Write for FREE application NOW!
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
BROADCASTING, November 7, I960

Calif
Single
Small
Fla
Calif
Single
Single
Ca
Single
Tenn
La
Single
Va
Single
Single
TVA
Single
Single
Texas
Ariz
Ala
Medium
Medium
Calif
Fla
Medium
Calif
Va
Metro
Calif
Metro
Large
Metro
Wash
Midwest
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN

Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
250w
Daytimer
Daytimer
Fulltime
Daytimer
250w
Fulltime
250w
Fulltime
Regional
Fulltime
Regional
Daytimer
low freq
lkw-D

terms
30%
terms
29%
terms
terms
29%
15dn
53 M 25%
857328 MM
3dn
57M 22dn
65 M
60M
230M
70M terms
cash
330M
175M terms
85M terms
700M
low dn

75M
$ 125M
150M
50M
175M

£
^
\
5
J:

STATIONS FOR SALE —
SOUTHWEST. Daytimer. Top 100 markets.
Asking $90,000 with 29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. $6,500 down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytime. 50,000 market.
$8,000 down.
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Daytimer. Profitable. Cross $70,000. Asking $90,000 with
29% down.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Excellent market.
Doing $100,000. Asking $150,000 with 29%
down.
FAR WEST. Full time. Crowing market.
Doing $100,000. Absentee owned. Asking
$150,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

far

COM PAN Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1 182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

u acan't
yoat
be

classified ad

for getting
Southern major, regional. Making money,
owns real estate. $3S0,OO0— Midwest fulltimer, big profits, medium market. $150,OOO Texas single regional. In black.
$47,500^— Southwest Major nice profits.
Real estate incl. $225,000 — Southern
single. In black. $45,000 with $12,500
down. Southern medium fulltimer. Profitable. $130,000 Southern regional, medium market. $90,000— Texas fulltimer,
medium market. $190,000.— Texas Commercial Wired Music Business, $45,000.
PATT McDONALD CO., Box 9266, Austin
17, Texas. CL. 3-8080; or. Jack Koste,
60 E. 42nd., N.Y. 17, N.Y. MU. 2-4813.
Dick Watts, 1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Texas,
DR. 4-2236.

top-flight

personnel
WK£m BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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A

well-balanced

moderate

low-fat
breakfast

teen-age

Teen-age girls comprise the most poorly fed group in
our population today according to nutrition researchers.
During this critical growth period, well over half of them
skip or skimp on breakfast, the most important meal of
the day. As a service to those advising teen-age girls and
their parents, this well-balanced, moderate low-fat basic
cereal and milk breakfast shown in the chart below merits
consideration. Its moderate low-fat content of 10.9 gm.
Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances*
and Milk Moderate Low-Fat Breakfast

Nutrients
Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast
Recommended Dietary
Allowances — Girls, 13 to 15
Years (49 kg.— 108 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

Calories

Protein

503

20.9 gm.

2600
19.3%

80
26.1gm.
%

for

girls

provides 20 per cent of the total calories. This is in
keeping with the modern trend toward a moderate
reduction of dietary fat for all ages. For "Girls, 13 to 15
years," it is well-balanced and provides about one-fourth
of the recommended daily dietary allowances! The Iowa
Breakfast Studies demonstrated that a basic cereal and
milk breakfast was nutritionally efficient for the young
and old alike.

and the Nutritional Contribution of a Basic Cereal

Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — 1 oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — / teaspoon;
Toast {white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. {about I teaspoon) ;
Nonfat Milk— 8 oz.
Niacin
Vitamin
Riboflavin
A
Iron
Thiamine
Calcium
mg.
0.80 mg. 7.36
2.7 mg.
equiv.
588 I.U. 0.46 mg.
0.532 gm.
1 43
7 .3
mg.%
H.8%
40.0
%
1
.3
mg.
35
2.0
mg.
.4
%
1 5 mg.
40.9gm.
%
18.0%
5000 I.U.
1.3

Cereal Institute, Inc. : Breakfast Source Book.
Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1959.
Food & Nutrition Bd.: Recommended Dietary Allowances, Revised 1958.
Natl. Acad. Sci.—Natl. Research Council Publication 589, 1958.
Watt, B. K.y and Merrill, A. L. : Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed, Prepared. U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

Ascorbic
Acid
65.5 mg.
81.9%
80 mg.

*The allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age,
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3
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A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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RESPECTS

to Frederick

'Radio is here to stay'
If it hadn't been for the stock market
crash in the fall of 1929, Fred Ruegg
might today be skipper of an ocean
liner instead of a CBS Radio vice president and general manager of KNX Los
Angeles.
In 1930, he was graduated from the
Oregon Institute of Technology in Portland, having learned enough about
radio to have earned an operator's license. Had U.S. ships been sailing the
seas, carrying American-made products
to lands around the globe, young Mr.
Ruegg undoubtedly would have been
aboard one. But the market had
crashed; U.S. firms were doing little
shipping; few ships were needed and
there were few jobs for ship radio operators.
So he left Portland and went back
home to Nampa, Idaho, where he got
a job with KFXD. He was listed on the
payroll as an operator-technician, but
his duties also included announcing,
playing records, writing commercial announcements for local advertisers, emceeing a kiddies' show and mowing the
lawn. ("I suppose you could say that I
was learning radio from the ground
up," he remarked last week.)
Basic Training ■ By the fall of 1934,
Mr. Ruegg felt he had finished basic
"broadcasting training and was ready for
bigger and better things. So he moved
to KGIR Butte, Mont, (now KXLF).
As at KFXD, his duties combined engineering, announcing and commercial
copy writing, but in Butte he was given
a crack at selling as well. ("There was
no lawn mowing at KGIR; I'd graduated
to higher things, like running the mimeograph and licking envelopes on Sundays when Ed Craney [KGlR's owner]
was getting out a letter urging other station owners across the country to join
his anti-ASCAP crusade.")
Three years later, young Mr. Ruegg
was back in Portland, this time not in
search of a ship operator's berth but as
.an announcer at KGW-KEX, where he
also did a little program writing. But,
as before, his stay in Portland was short
and 1938 found him working at KQW
San Jose, Calif., as an announcer, technician, writer and record librarian.
When KQW moved to San Francisco in
1942, he moved with it and concurrently moved up the ladder to the post
of production manager. In 1 945 he
was promoted to program director and
before CBS bought the station in 1 949
he also became assistant manager.
He stayed on at KCBS, as KQW
had been renamed under the network
ownership, as program director. ("Art
Hayes had come out from New York
to manage the station and Art didn't
need an assistant manager," he reBROADCASTING, November 7, 1960

Fernando

Ruegg,

vp, CBS

called.) But Mr. Hayes did need Mr.
Ruegg'slems athelp
handling
laboronprobKCBSin and
in 1953,
his
recommendation, CBS Inc. asked Mr.
Ruegg to move to its New York headquarters as assistant director of labor
negotiations.
Up CBS Ladder ■ Mr. Ruegg stayed
in this job for nearly four years ("I
enjoyed it even though the frustrations
of
the job 1956,
gave when
me an
ulcer"),
until
December
he was
appointed
general manager of KNX Los Angeles
and the CBS Radio Pacific Network.
In June 1959 he was named a vice
president of CBS Radio, while continuing as operating head of KNX and
CRPN, posts he still holds.
Unlike some other radio broadcasters, Mr. Ruegg casts no envious glances
at the green fields of television across
the fence. Radio, he asserts, is not
merely here to stay, but is in for
changes as tremendous as those which
occurred in the 30's when the then new
medium was developing a basic format
or in the early 50's when it was changing that format to conform to a new
era of which tv was also a major force.
Radio's Here to Stay ■ "Radio is far
too important not to survive," he declared, "but to do so it's got to become
more than a music-and-news medium.
Today, people turn to radio first for
news and radio is beginning to serve
them with other kinds of information as
well. I'm sure that the radio format of
the future will include entertainment
o'aer than music, but what and when

Fred Ruegg
High

seas' loss — radio's gain

Radio

and how are questions we don't have
the answers for as yet."
Known throughout Southern California and at CBS Radio headquarters
for his down-to-earth approach to radio's problems and for his straightfrom-the-shoulder delivery of his decisions as to how they should be handled,
Mr. Ruegg makes no bones of his
opinion that radio is being sold short by
people who ought to know better, people in the broadcasting business as well
as the buyers on agency row. "The surveys, the mail, the phone calls keep
telling us that the audience is there,
listening to the music we play and the
words we say, but some of us sometimes overlook what a potent sales
medium
we have."
Mr. Ruegg
is particularly proud of
the KNX editorials, which he broadcasts himself. "We started them only
a little over a year ago," he said, "and
we've put only about 25 editorials on
the air in that time, but I believe that
they've done more to enhance our public image than anything else KNX has
ever done. We're noticed now at City
Born Oct. 17, 1911, in Gresham,
Ore., Frederick Fernando Ruegg
(named for his two grandfathers),
spent his boyhood on a ranch near
Nampa, Idaho, attending country grade
school
Hall."and Nampa High School, from
which he was graduated in 1928. Then
came OIT, no jobs afloat and, from
casting.
1930 to date, a career in radio broadIn 1933 Fred married Connie Christiansen inBoise. They have two daughShari, 26 and theand
mother
of Fred's
two ters,
grandchildren,
Michele,
13.
The Rueggs live in Sherman Oaks, a
fast 40 minutes on the freeway from his
offices in Columbia Square at Sunset
and Gower in Hollywood.
Like many broadcasting executives,
Mr. Ruegg says work occupies far too
many hours to leave him time for
hobbies, which would be gardening and
woodworking if he were free to pursue
them. Reminded that he was reputed
to be the best read man in radio, he
admitted to "doing a fair amount of
reading," but seemed surprised that
this should be considered a hobby
rather than a normal part of everyday
life, like eating and working and brushing your teeth.
Fred Ruegg is past chairman and a
present board member of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., comprising some 65 radio stations; board member of the Hollywood Ad Club and a
member of the Los Angeles Ad Club,
the Greater Los Angeles Press Club
and the Jonathan Club.
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EDITORIALS
Win or lose
%A# HATEVER the outcome of the elections, tv will get the
" credit or the blame.
A Kennedy victory will be ascribed largely to his performance inthe "Great Debates" in which he torpedoed the
GOP arguments that he lacked maturity and experience
before the eyes of some 70 million Americans.
A Nixon victory will be cited as proof that, despite his
disadvantage in physical appearance and appeal to women
voters, his sincerity and statesmanship broke through to
convince a plurality of the voters.
Senator Kennedy had the most to gain in the tv confrontations. Political scientists would interpret a Kennedy victory
as largely ascribable to a collossal tactical blunder by the
Vice President in agreeing to the debates in the first instance. Mr. Nixon had the advantage of eight years in the
nation's second highest office. Mr. Kennedy, in contrast,
was virtually unknown internationally and not even a recognized party leader in the Senate.
Both Candidates Nixon and Kennedy, in statements written for the Catholic Transcript of Hartford and published
last week, commended the major networks for donating
their time for the debates. They agreed that this was a
public service of the highest order and they attached great
value to television exposure in political campaigning.
But, perhaps significantly, neither said he would want
to engage in similar debates in future elections.
It had been the view of many, including ours, that the
tremendous public acceptance of the tv debates this year
would establish a precedent that would be followed in all
future presidential elections.
We now recede from that view, irrespective of the outcome of this week's election. And for a very practical
political reason. Why should an incumbent President, running for a second term and with the momentum of four
years in the world's most important office, provide for his
opponent exposure before the kind of audience only a
President can command in a series of oratorical jousts in
which he could not hope to gain?
Boomerang
I T is the nature of negotiators to begin their bargaining by
' asking for more than they expect to get. But even with
this tradition fixed firmly in mind, the proposals which the
American Federation of Television. & Radio Artists and
the Screen Actors Guild submitted at the outset of their current contract discussions with the networks, agencies and
producers are both unbelievable and frightening.
As reported in this journal a week ago,' knowledgeable
and gravely concerned advertisers estimate that the unions'
proposals would boost the talent costs on their spot television campaigns by amounts ranging up to 1,400% or more.
Network commercials and live or taped programs would
command talent payments less extravagantly increased but
still astronomically above the present level.
The consequences of such exhorbitance are easily but
not pleasantly imagined. Many advertisers say flatly that
a contract based on these terms would drive them out of
spot — possibly from spot to network but in many cases
from spot tv to other media altogether. The $650 million that
advertisers are spending annually in spot indicates both their
reliance on the medium and the medium's stake in these
negotiations.
It is unthinkable that networks, agencies or producers will
acquiesce in anything approaching demands like these.
114

Actually union sources now say they have reduced their
demands and claim that management, at the other extreme,
made offers amounting to little more than SAG members
already get and less than existing AFTRA contracts provide. The position of both sides has been unnecessarily
clouded by their unwillingness to discuss it outside the bargaining room, making precise assessment impossible. But at
last report the advertisers— who are following developments
more closely than ever before, knowing the outcome may
be vital not only in itself but in its bearing on upcoming
negotiations with other unions — were still expressing grave
concern and saying they were ready to take a strike if it
came to that.
We hope it doesn't come to that, but if the unions push
it that far their members might win more by losing. For to
the extent that the unions are allowed to drive advertisers
out of television they will reduce job opportunities for their
members. We would hope, therefore, that the unions will
realize that the welfare of their own people is at stake, too,
and come back to reality before an impossible impasse
reached.

Concerning

Television

magazine

SINCE the announcement last week of our acquisition of
Television magazine we have received many communications from well-wishers, to whom we extend our appreciation.
Now about our plans and aspirations. The first issue of
Television to be published under our direction will be the
January 1961 number. The present staff and management
of Television will produce the December issue, now in work.
We feel that as a monthly, Television complements the
weekly Broadcasting. We intend to expand its editorial
content and its staff, which will function entirely apart from
Broadcasting, except for policy direction. And we will
maintain our practice of continued improvement of Broadcasting, which is now in its 30th year. Television will continue to be headquartered in New York.
Television was founded by the late Frederick A. Kugel in
1944. We hope to achieve the level of editorial competence
and acceptance that he envisioned for this publication.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Let's switch to the state cheering section. They're doing
one of their clever card stunts!"
BROADCASTING, November 7, 1960
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new

creates

"Oh,

Young

Creativity

. . . my

new

business."

you

have

Young,

too?"

creates business

which didn't exist previously.
Young Creativity thrives on problem
situations. Give us a
call about yours.

ADAM

YOUNG

COMPANIES

where creativity is the catalyst for growth
Adam
NEW YORK
3 East 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y.
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What

happens

to broadcasting

regulation

after Jan. 20? A special report
Inside story of how

Kennedy

won

of television debates

BUY

THE

29

because
32

CHOICE

Iowa has 25% of all the Grade A farm land in America —
has 63 of the nation's top-income farm counties as against
40 for Illinois, 29 for California, 28 for Minnesota.
There are many more top-income farm counties in
WHO-TV's 57-county area than in any other U. S.
television-coverage area. In these 57 counties, the average
farm income is more than $14,000 per year!
When you buy WHO-TV, you can figure that you're
buying Metropolitan Des Moines, Iowa's largest metropolitan center, plus a iy2 billion-dollar farm and smalltown market bonus in Central Iowa!
No matter how you slice it, WHO-TV gives you the nation's most important farm market in which there is also
a large metropolitan center. Ask PGW for all the facts.
Source: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, July 10, 1960, and
SRDS, October 75, 1960.

WHO-TV
Channel 13 * Des Moines
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates WHO Radio,
Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

14, 1960

Talent strike may be called this week against
all the networks
New

survey shows

54

that fm set circulation is

growing in New York
62
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HERE
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WOKY
People

IS

VOICE

MILWAUKEE

is a current
and
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events

history
are

of Milwaukee

broadcast

from

in natural

the

scene

voice

to metro

and

sound.

Milwaukee

and 54% of Wisconsin's population. WOKY
is proud of its complete
integration into community
life, a development of thirteen years in
devoted service.
Good

for advertisers too, since such
sults and prestige to any campaign.

WOKY
— pronounced
"waukee"
by John Blair & Company.

—

penetration

means

gives

Milwaukee.

increased

re-

Represented
i

ew York
ilwaukee
inFrancisco
Diego
BARTELL
4 4 4
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CHANNEL

FOUR
in

the

LEADS

AGAIN

Dallas- Ft

Worth

market

The September, I960, ARB Market Report shows KRLD-TV
again No. 1 in both Metro Share of Audience and Average
Quarter-Hour Homes
thru Saturday.

Cover

ffie Dallas-Ft.

Worth

Reached from 9 a.m. to Midnight, Sunday

Market

EFFECTIVELY

with

Channel

4

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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Color breakthrough?
One of America's biggest industrial
corporations reportedly is on verge
of announcing development of compatible color television receiver that
could give big boost to color sales.
Set is said to be thin enough to hang
on wall and cheap enough to be within buying power of mass market.
Company is one of most respected
names in U. S. plastics industry and
plastics are said to be used for many
components of new color set. Prototype may be exhibited in weeks.
Meanwhile, cheap system of converting tv stations to color is ready
for showing at experimental engineering station of Iowa State U. System
uses two color tubes in camera, instead of present three. With it, blackand-white camera can be converted to
color for about $10,000. Cost of new
color camera now runs to $60,000.
In Iowa State system black-and-white
film chains and video tape recorders
can be worked into color setup with
little or no change. System will be
demonstrated in early December.
Chairman

McCollough?

Now that NAB has settled its leadership problem with selection of Florida's Governor Leroy Collins as president, next organizational move in
trade association may be to settle
chairmanship of combined board of
directors. Late Harold E. Fellows
served both as chairman and president. Sentiment, however, has developed in favor of outstanding broadcaster as board chairman, with position to be rotated annually as is done
in such trade groups as Assn. of National Advertisers and American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies. Moreover
it's felt that since Governor Collins
has no broadcasting background, he
should have guidance of broadcaster
in chairmanship post.
Mentioned most frequently for first
year's chairmanship is Clair R. McCollough, president of Steinman stations and chairman of three-man policy committee that has supervised
NAB since Mr. Fellows' death last
March. Proximity of Lancaster, Pa.,
Mr. McCollough's home, to Washington (100 miles) also is construed as
extremely favorable factor, particularly during breaking-in period for Governor Collins, who formally will assume his post Jan. 4.
Deterrent to sales
It's good bet FCC, prior to convening of new Congress in January, will
issue rule-making on proposed new

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

regulation to prohibit transfers or sales
of radio and television stations during
regular three-year license period, unless there are extenuating circumstances (death, incapacitation, bankruptcy). Support for such restriction
at last session motivated FCC consideration ofproposal last week. Purpose would be to discourage speculators and "trafficking." Action was
deferred, however, for two weeks.
Question arises whether Commission by regulation can place limitation
on right to transfer properties when
Communications Act specifically provides for assignments of licenses under Section 310. Despite this, however, chances are better than even
that proposed rule will come out.
Bowles to USIA?
There's at least outside chance that
Chester Bowles, once half of Benton
& Bowles, later ambassador to India,
now ending term as Democratic congressman from Connecticut, will become director of United States Information Agency in new administration.
Mr. Bowles is among those most prominently mentioned as possible choice
for secretary of state. If that assignment does not pan out, he's considered strong candidate to succeed
George V. Allen who resigned Friday, effective Dec. 1, as director of
USIA (see At Deadline).
Seasoned

performer

It's certain broadcasting will have
adept performer in White House after
Jan. 20. President-designate Kennedy's last campaign assignment election eve showed how he had developed professional ease in studio. Few
know that in 11 p.m. telecast from
Boston's Fanuiel Hall he had to do
difficult walk-on down 13 steps and
handle demanding narration assignments with scant 20 minutes preparation. Performance was marked by
only one flub from which he quickly
recovered.
New

entry

Filmways may well become early
entry in serious bidding for station
ownership — either outright acquisition or minority interest. For some
time, Rod Erickson, newly-associated
with
Filmways
(see Week's
Head-of
liners)
has advocated
principle
"ideal diversification" which would include production of tv film, feature

movies and commercials as well as
ownership of stations and possibly
rep firm.
Negro persuasion
Activities of radio stations programming for Negro audience may have
been important factor in swing of
Negro vote to Sen. Kennedy. Political experts say Dr. Martin Luther
King's public statement favoring Mr.
Kennedy bore great weight. Statement came in interview with news director of WL1B New York.
In addition special transcriptions
aired on Negro radio in big cities
throughout country are credited with
turning Negro votes toward Democrats. Produced by M. S. Novik,
radio consultant of AFL, transcriptions featured Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
and other white Democratic leaders
who have strong Negro following.
They talked not about civil rights but
about Mr. Kennedy's pledge to raise
minimum wage — issue of direct economic appeal to many Negroes.
Diplomat from radio-tv
Herbert E. Evans, president of
Peoples Broadcasting Corp. (WRFD
Worthington, WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland, Ohio; WMMN Fairmont, W.Va.;
WTTM Trenton, N. J.; WNAX Yankton, S. D., and KVTV [TV] Sioux
City, Iowa) and U. S. delegate to
Inter- American Assn. of Broadcasters,
will be
that United
organization's
tive before
Nations.representaHe was
unanimously elected to post last week
by IAAB in Santiago, Calif.
Look in the ledger
Spectre of common carrier regulation is feared by some broadcasters
following issuance of FCC proposal
to expand information called for in
annual financial reports (Broadcasting, Nov. 7). Particular object of
this apprehension is standardized condensed balance sheet, never before required of broadcasters.
There's one hidden reason for
FCC's call for more financial details
— sortie of which were required in
pre-1952 annual reports. Staff has
long wanted more complete financial
"profile" of licensees for use in processing transfer applications. This is
true particularly in notes payable
analysis,
would
be ofused,
it's
understood,which
to learn
extent
interest
in station by past Qjvners.
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The election's over, but what will it mean to broadcasting and to the legislative-regulatory situation in Washington? Television made the Kennedy victory possible,
but will broadcasting suffer even stricter regulation under
a . new administration? Answers to some of the industry's
toughest problems are discussed in a series of analyses
covering the FCC, Congress and other agencies. The highlights of the late campaigning and record election coverage by radio-tv are reviewed. See . . .
WHAT HAPPENS AFTER JAN. 20 ... 29

BRIEF
Evidence of fm radio growth continues to mount. A
new survey in New York finds 60% of the homes in the
nation's biggest city now have fm sets. See . . .
FM CIRCULATION BUILDING ... 62
FCC's super sleuth has come out of hiding. John C.
Harrington, head of new intelligence unit of the commision, tells how his staff of 19 has processed nearly a
hundred complaints, ranging from clipped baseball reports to log error. See . . .

For the first time in eight years a Democrat will head
the FCC, and the likely, if reluctant, candidate is Bob
Bartley. It's expected that Fred Ford will stay on as a
commissioner, but another Republican, Charles King, is
marked for departure. See . . .
TOUGHER REGULATOR TO HEAD FCC?... 30
A talent strike that could reduce network television programming to re-runs and old movies may be called tomorrow, if negotiators aren't closer together than they
were last week. Officials of the performer unions call the
outlook "gloomy." See . . .
TALENT MAY WALK OUT

THIS WEEK

... 54

A professional broadcaster, flanked by station and
agency executives, directed the electronic campaign that
the President-designate agrees made his victory possible.
How J. Leonard Reinsch, Kennedy's communication advisor, directed the buildup that led to the White House.
See . . .
|
ARCHITECT OF A TV TRIUMPH ... 32
The non-network national coverage of Shulton Inc. has
been so successful that the sponsor plans a dramatic
series to start Nov. 18 on 97 stations. Shulton is delighted with the 105-station "Race for Space," bought on
a spot basis by its agency, Wesley Assoc. See . . .
SHULTON'S

NEW

SPOT

SPECIAL

... 44

WHAT

THE

FCC'S

G-2 IS UP TO ... 72

NAB's fall conference series resumes today (Nov. 14)
in Washington with Chairman Frederick W. Ford, of the
FCC, as guest speaker. Two more meetings— Chicago and
New York— will wind up annual eight-conference series.
See . . .
NAB

MEETS

IN FINAL

ROUNDS...

66

The troubles involved in launching a new radio program format continue to fill the bulky record of FCC's
Los Angeles hearing on KRLA's license renewal. See . . .
KRLA'S RENEWAL HEARING ... 76

U. S. Appeals Court finds CBS innocent of conspiracy
charge based on its 1955 purchase of tv equipment from
Lou Poller's WCAN-TV Milwaukee and purchase by network of WOKY-TV there. See . . .
COURT DENIES WCAN SUIT ... 70
Key vacancies loom in Dept. of Justice and Federal
Trade Commission as result of election. Earl W. Kintner,
FTC's chairman, is serving beyond actual expiration of
his term and Commissioner Edward K. Mills Jr. is a recess designee. Robert A. Bicks, top antitrust figure at
Justice, is serving under recess appointment. See . . .
WHO WILL REPLACE KINTNER, BICKS?. ..31
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IF YOUR

CLIENT

IS THINKING

OF SELLING

DRUGS

OR

COSMETICS

IN N.Y.
c.

fond he should be; it's the biggest market in the U.S.)

5
«« s

START WHERE THE SELLING IS EASY
(easier because the New York market is bigger than the next 3 combined)

START WITH WINSIand
(the proven path for reaching these people)

WHERE

THE

MARKET IS HAPPILY HOMOGENEOUS
(all ages, all interests, all incomes)

ioio

WINS
WINSLANDERS are all alike in one respect. They buy and use drug and cosmetic
products at a rate undreamed of in any other market. They are health and beauty
conscious to the tune of over half a billion dollars a year. Almost every minute of
the day and night, WINS is the station in New York. MEDIA MORAL: If you sell
drugs or cosmetics, sell it on WINS, the station with the listeners who take care of
themselves.
.8

For complete information call: WINS JUdson 2-7000

NEW

YORK

Nationally Represented by The Katz Agency
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 29 §\ |

Legislative liaison
formed in Md.-D. C.
Grass-roots move by broadcasters to
educate congressmen on role of broadcasting in national life and effect of
laws, regulations and proposed legislation was proposed Nov. 11 at fall
meeting of Maryland-D.C. Broadcasters
Assn. in Washington.
Lloyd W. Dennis Jr., vice presidentgeneral manager of WTOP Washington
and president of association, said group
adopted his proposal to name special
political committee to arrange two
luncheon or dinner meetings yearly
with Maryland legislators. He named
Tom Carr, WBAL Baltimore, as chairman.
Meetings will have organized agenda
and prepared statements, followed by
discussion. Northern Virginia legislators also will be invited. In addition,
each member will call on legislators
when they are in home area and visit
them on Capitol Hill.
While new administration and Congress will be new, Mr. Dennis said,
same committees will be there. He reminded Congress "is not going to be at
all disposed to let our industry continue
to regulate itself."
Adherence by radio and tv stations
to NAB codes is important to industry's
Washington image, delegates were told
by NAB staff officials, including John
F. Meagher, radio vipe president;
Charles M. Stone, radio code director,
and Edward H. Bronson, tv code director.
Present association officers continue,
in 1961, with Lloyd W. Dennis Jr.,
WTOP Washington, president; Robert
B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore, vice
president, and Joseph GoodfellowWRC-AM-TV Washington, secretarytreasurer.
Scranton
as GOP

elected
congressman

William W. Scranton, holder of minority interest in WNEP-TV Scranton,
Pa., was elected to Congress from 10th
Pennsylvania district, according to
National Republican Congressional
Committee. (See early congressional
story page 42.)
Mr. Scranton resigned last Feb. 3
as special assistant to Secretary of State
Christian A. Herter when he decided to
run for Congress on Republican ticket.
He resigned last March 26 as board

Added

touch

Title of CBS-TV's Mr. Garlund
series (Fri. 9:30-10 p.m. EST)
was changed, effective with Nov.
11 program, to The Garlund
Touch. Starring Charles Quinlivan, dramatic series had network
debut Sept. 30. It's sponsored by
Liggett & Myers and Plymouth
Div. of Chrysler Corp.

chairman-director of WNEP-TV, which
is 60% owned by Transcontinent. He is
banker and member of boards of several corporations. While serving with
Secretary Herter he attended many international conferences and had been
slated to attend ill-fated summit conference inParis last spring.
Numerous

bids for shorter

separation

noted by AMST

Analysis of comments filed in FCC's
proposed rulemaking concerning interim
vhf policy (Broadcasting, Oct. 3)
was mailed last week to members of
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
by Lester W. Lindow, executive director
of association. Analysis contains review
of all comments filed with emphasis
placed on number of proposals involving short mileage separations.
According to AMST, broadcasters
and other interested parties filing in
rulemaking asked approximately 65
new or relocated assignments involving
short mileage separations. These involve
more than 100 individual instances of
short co-channel separations and some
15-20 instances of short adjacent-channel separations, report stated.
Analysis also noted that comments
asked for co-channel shortages as great
as 90 miles with shortages of 20 to 80
miles fairly common. It also noted that
comments asked for adjacent-channel
shortages as great as 20 miles.
At least 100 different existing stations are threatened by at least one
short separation, according to AMST
report. Some stations would be affected
by two or more proposed shortages and,
report stated, it was not unusual to find
single proposal involving short spacings
from two or more existing stations.
AMST, which did not approve of
commission's proposals, asked its members to file individual reply comments.
These are due on Nov. 28.

NAB, educators study
labor survey findings
Joint NAB-university project designed
to provide basic information about station employment and attitude of staff
employes is entering analysis stage.
Survey among radio-tv stations is
described by NAB and Assn. for Professional Broadcasting Education as most
comprehensive of type ever undertaken
in broadcasting industry.
James H. Hulbert, NAB broadcast
personnel-economics manager, said survey will provide valuable information
aiding broadcasters in deciding where
and how to recruit employes for radio
and tv careers, type and temperament of
employe most likely to achieve success
and educational requirements for specific types of jobs.
Questionnaires were sent to crosssection of employes holding various
positions ranging from general manager
to salesmen and from chief engineers
to continuity writers.
L. A. engineers drop IBEW
Engineering employes at KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles voted Thursday to
decertify International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers as collective bargaining agent. Vote was 47 to 29 in NLRB
election.
KCOP technicians are expected to
form independent union to negotiate
new contract with station. Present
IBEW contract expires Dec. 15. IBEW
has represented KCOP technicians for
12 years.
Winchell quits ABC
Walter Winchell, New York columnist, ended contract with ABC Nov. 1 1
because of lingering jaw infection, according to network. He had told network day before he wanted to be freed
from contract, having been away from
his tv shows for some time. He said he
did not know when he would be able
to resume.
Quizzers question legality
Legality of second-degree perjury
charges lodged against defendants — all
former tv quiz winners — is headed for
court argument. Pleading has been adjourned to Dec.
New Justice
York's John
Special Sessions
court1 inwhere
M. Murtagh has permitted lawyers for
defendants to enter motions attacking
imh
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WEEK'S
Alan D. Courtney,
formerly vp of program administration
at NBC-TV, joins
MCA-TV, N. Y., as
vp of national sales
for MCA-TV Ltd.,
effective Nov. 22.
Since 1947, when he
joined NBC, Mr. Mr- Courtney
Courtney held positions as vp of nighttime programs, administrator for network's participating programs and executive producer of The Steve Allen
Show.
Roy Danish, former advertising agency
and network executive, named assistant
director of Television
Information Office,
New York. He has
been partner in Smith /
Greenland Adv., New
Mr. Danish
York, and before that
was vp at Marschalk & Pratt Div. of
McCann-Erickson, N. Y. He also
served as project director in office of
President Marion Harper Jr. of McCann-Erickson before moving to Marschalk & Pratt (now McCann-Marschalk). Mr. Danish entered broadcasting in Mutual's research department.
He subsequently was MBS station relations director and, when he left network in April 1956, was vp and associated with general programming planning operations of Mutual and of RKO
General stations, which at that time
were associated with Mutual ownership.

HEADLINERS

William H. Trevarthen, director of tv
network operations at
NBC-TV, elected vp
of tv network operations. Mr. Trevarthen,
who has been with
NBC since April
1959, formerly was
Mr. Trevarthen
in charge of studio
and theatre operations, maintenance
and plant facilities, and administration
and scheduling of all engineering personnel. He had been vp of production
services at ABC, after 16 years with
that network. He joined ABC in 1943
as staff engineer; promoted to operations supervisor in 1947; national director of technical operations in 1950;
director of engineering in 1950. He
was maintenance engineer at NBC between 1938-42.
Ralph Brent, corporation vp of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., New York,
since last March,
named president of
Worldwide Broadcasting, newly-created
ternational Div.Inof
Mr. Brent Metropolitan. Earlier,
for eight years, Mr. Brent had been vp
of WIP Philadelphia, which was acquired by Metropolitan in 1959. He
began in radio in 1938 as disc jockey
with WTNJ Trenton, N. J., and later
worked as an account executive with
WBBM Chicago and as manager of
WGYN-FM Philadelphia. Walter S.

Lemmon, founder-owner of Worldwide
Broadcasting, will remain as consultant
to operations, which broadcasts commercial y tovarious parts in world.
Rodney Erickson joins Filmways
Inc., New York, as president, it was
announced last week by Martin Ransohoff, who yields that title and becomes
chairman of board and chief executive
officer. Mr. Erickson's principal field
of interest will be all phases of programming and company diversification including station ownership. At same
time Milton R. Dubin, vp in charge of
sales, becomes senior vp, reporting to
chairman for tv commercial sales activities. Mr. Ransohoff co-founded Filmways in 1952 with Edwin Kasper who
left firm five years later. New president
brings with him Rodney Erickson Enterprises Inc., which will be absorbed
into Filmways. Part of Erickson Enterprises is 50% of Cantel Ltd., Toronto
program firm, and interests in WaltonOn-Thames Studios and Sapphire Films
Ltd., London. Mr. Erickson was worldwide sales vp of Warner Bros, before
forming his own firm and was with
Young & Rubicam, New York, as vp
and general manager of tv when he
left in 1958.

Mr. Ransohoff

Mr. Erickson

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
AT DEADLINE continued
legality of grand jury informations.
Group of top winners, including several who became national celebrities
(Charles Van Doren, Elfrida Van Nardoff, Hank Bloomgarden, among them),
surrendered in October on indictments
charging them with perjury. Grand
jury that charged defendants has had
its life extended (Broadcasting, Oct.
31, 24).
Color plans aid sales
NBC-TV's expanded schedule of
more than 18 hours of colorcasting over
Nov. 11-13 weekend was opportunity
for RCA Victor promotion of color tv
receivers in dealer showrooms. Original
promotion was set as "Color Tv Day —
U.S.A." (Broadcasting, Aug. 29),
when NBC-TV announced some nine
hours of colorcasts for Friday (Nov.
10

11). But dealer-distributor enthusiasm,
RCA said, was so great network increased color programming to cover
Saturday and Sunday with 10 color
shows. Many local stations also added
more tint. R. W. Saxon, vice president,
marketing, RCA Sales Corp., said RCA
Victor distributors had pledged to sell
7,060 color sets during special weekend.
RCA ran 1,100-line advertisements announcing event in 127 daily newspapers.
Allen to leave USIA
Resignation of George V. Allen, director of U. S. Information Agency
who for time was under consideration
along with Florida Gov. Leroy Collins
to head NAB, was accepted by President Eisenhower Friday. Mr. Allen,
who spent 30 years in government
diplomatic service, leaves Dec. 1 to become president of Tobacco Institute.
USIA is Voice of America parent.

Pr unit named

for Ad Week

Advertising Week task force picked
name for its "year" Friday (Nov. 11),
subject to final committee approval over
weekend. It is "Advertising Keeps Us
Rolling Campaign," defining big public
relations effort to be kicked off by Ad
Week Feb. 5.
Today (Nov. 14) Advertising Federation of America and Advertising Assn.
of West, co-sponsors of project, are announcing appointment of volunteer pr
counsel for Advertising-Keeps-Us-Rolling: Daniel J. Edelman & Assoc., N. Y.
Mr. Edelman, accepting "challenge,"
said campaign is vital because "dynamic
force of advertising is diluted when it
is not understood." Edelman firm will
execute only one phase of campaign
formulated by McCann-Erickson, taskforce agency, and Ad Week committee.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

PROBLEM

IN

MATERNITY
Two ladies, timebuyers both, were harassed by a small but
pressing $13,000 spot-buying project. "We need help,"
said Sue to Eve. Said Eve to Sue, "I'll get my daughter."
Said Sue to Eve, "Good idea. I'll call on my daughter too."
The daughters, Marjorie and Karen, after careful briefing*,
performed valiantly. When the smoke cleared away it was
discovered that each person paid for each spot a number of
dollars that was equal to the number of spots she purchased.
Each mother-and-daughter combination spent the same
amount. Sue bought ten more spots than Marjorie. Karen
bought only ten spots.
Who is Karen's mother?
Answer this (with your reasoning) and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. (If you've already won it, say so in your
entry and we'll provide a different prize.)
* Said mothers to daughters: "WMAL-TV should he on all sheds. ARB Metro
Area Survey shows it first from 6 p.m. to midnight, Sun. thru Sat."

al-tv
wm
Channel 7, Washington, D. C.

Affiliated with WMAL

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C, WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

ITSE

Highest

with

Women:

More women were reached more often by The Play of the Week
than any top-rated network program in the: New York area,
according to survey data by the A, C. Nielsen Company for a
typical hcight-of-the-season eight-week period, ending February
7, 1960. It topped all network programs, bar none, with a total of

CAN

IT

Highest

SELL

with

CIGARETTES?

Adults:

When .you examine the figures for adults — the ones with the real
purchasing power, not possessed by the juvenile set — you have the
real clincher. The audience for The Play of the Week is 98% adult.
Its delivered audience of adult viewer home impressions totaled

CAN

No.

IT

2

in

homes

SELL

reaching

in

the

f36,01 2,173 women viewer home impressions - fully 12,306,101
more than were attracted by the second-ranking Wagon Train,
Can The Play of the Week sell soap, cosmetics, household goods,
or anything else aimed at the feminine contingent? Put that down
as the most academic question of the year.

59,439,469 - the highest of any top-rated network program, in the
New York area, for the eight-week period studied. Reach the peopie with the dollars to spend. ..for higher sales and profits on the
most economical basis. . .through The Play of the Week.

EVERYTHING?

more

New

York

Television's foreniost dramatic series, The Play of the Week, ati tracted more different homes than any other top-rated network
program in New York except Gunsmoke, according to the Nielsen
data for the period studied. It attracted more different homes

different
area:

(2,780,860) than these highest rated television programs in the
New York area: The Untouchables, Maverick, 77 Sunset Strip,
Father Knows Best, U.S. Steel-Circle Theatre, What's My Line?,
Have Gun .Will Travel and Ed Sullivan show.

(Based on a study of the A. C. Nielsen Company for a cumulative eight-week
broadcast period ending Feb. 7, 1960. ..on WNTA/TV, Channel 13, New York.)
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OR WIRE:
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NEW YORK: 10 Columbus Circle • JUdson 2-7300
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CHICAGO: 612 N. Michigan Avenue • Michigan 2-5561
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It is later than you think, Mr. Station Manager, and people
(in 1960) are brighter than you think. A new wave is sweeping the land. A wave expressing the hunger and clamor for
finer television entertainment that will stimulate people's
minds, nourish their souls, prevent them from being reduced
to pablum.
Dreamers, are we? Hopeless idealists and utopianists, too?
Weil, Mr. Station Manager, perhaps you're, the one that's
in that Ivory Tower—put of touch with the mainstream
and pulsebeat of the nation. Want figures? We've got them!
Read them (at left) and rejoice, not weep. Read them —
and you'll discover that if you want the vehicle to sell soap
or cosmetics to women . . . cigarettes or cars to adults, or
anything — from soup to nuts — you can do it... via The
Play of the Week.
It's the vehicle that delivers for you class-in-the-mass ... on
the most economical basis possible. And it will deliver, too,
a vast audience with a plus no other television program, can
claim — a loyalty and responsiveness from Play Of the Week
viewers that translate themselves into extra sales and extra
profits. Take a good look at the 56 stations which are presently alive . . . and kicking up their heels for joy . . . for being
associated with television's most spectacular dramatic series,
The Play of the Week!

The 56 STATION HONOR
ROLL:
)
MARKET
STATION
MARKET
MARKET
STATION
STATION
STATION
KTHV
KPRC
WKfJ
KONO
HOUSTON,
TEXAS
SAN
ANTONIO,
TEXAS
, WDAF
WKRC
WNTA
WDAtf
LIHIE
ROCK,
ARK.
CINCINNATI, OHIO
EUCMART-SQUTH
BEND,
INC.
FORT
WORTH,VA. TEXAS
WSJV
CITY, MO
KCOP
NORFOLK,
PA. TEXAS
WSB
PCfSD
WTAS
;!*. WAPB
ksoi
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KTVU . KANSAS
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PHOENIX, ARIZONA
SAN DIEGO,GA,CALIF.
WROC
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LA,
SYRACUSE,
N.
Y.
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WBZ ATLANTA,
WHEN
WTIC
■
;».
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MIAMI, FIA.
ROCHESTER,
N.
Y.
CONN.
N. C.
EVANSVUIE, INO.
. WDSU
KGW
. WFMY
KOA •HARTFORD.
COLO. LA.
WTOL GREENSBORO.
TOtEDO, OHIO
WIIC DENVER,
NEW
ORLEANS,
WPST
AMARIllO.
TEXAS
McCORMACK
AOVftflSWG
SACRAMENTO,
CAtlF.
WHAS
PORTLAND, 0«t„
WfHT
WTOP
NASHVILLE, TENN.
WSM , BILLINGS,
KPLR LOUISVILLE,
MONTANA
WRGB
QUINCY,
ILL.
SALT
LAKE MICH.
CITY, UTAH
WJW
KUTV
DAYTON, OHIOKV.
WJIM
BOISE,
IDAHO
.
>(HOA
. ' WHIO
WBNS
LANSING,
WBAl
AlBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY
AME5. IOWA
KVOS
WIOF
OHIO
ORLANDO,
FLA.
KMSP COLUMBUS.
REDDING,
. •
KREM
SPOKANE, WASH.
NGHAM,CAUF.WASH.
INDIANAPOUS-BIOOMINGION, INO. WTTV
KCRA BELLI
WBEN
KVIP
WOl
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DATEBOOK
GET

THAT

EXTRA

A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER

PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference
between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."
You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV.
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level — the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.
This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on
the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are
within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.
PRESIDENT Col. B. J Palmer
VICEPRES. & TREASURER
D D. Palmer
w
To the National Advertiser,
EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evans
SECRETARY »« D Wagner WOC-TV offers the greatest
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernesr C. Sanders amount of local programming —
SALES MANAGER Pax Shatter over 33 hours each week — and
the finest talent in the area put
THE QUINT CITIES
these programs across.
DAVENPORT "1
Your PGW Colonel has all the
BETTENDORF / 'OWA channel
facts, figures and other data as
MOLINE
ROCK ISLAND ")> ILL.
well as day by day auailabdities
EAST MOLINE J
See him today.
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC
EXCLUSIVE NATION A' REPRESENTATIVES

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

greatest

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
14 (DATEBOOK)
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DIAL 1110 1 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
DONALD COOKE INC.

Nov. 13-16 — Assn. of National Advertisers
annual
meeting. The Homestead, Hot Springs,
Va.
*Nov. 14 — Cleveland Sales Executives Club
annual meeting. Speaker will be Wilmot
(Biil) Losee, general manager of AM Radio
Sales.
Nov. 14-16 — Broadcasters' Promotion Assn.
annual convention. Sheraton Charles Hotel,
New Orleans. Robert W. Samoff, NBC board
chairman, will be keynote speaker. Among
topics on agenda: color tv, budgets, merchandising, FCC and other probes, audience
surveys and the role of video tape, graphic
arts and news in promotion.
*Nov 15— Advertising Club of Washington
luncheon. Speaker will be James S. Fish,
General Mills vice president and director of
corporate advertising. Presidential Arms,
1320 G St., N.W., Washington. 12:30 p.m.
*Nov. 15 — Chicago Broadcast Adv. Club
monthly luncheon, Sheraton Towers, Chicago. Guest speaker:
O'Connor,
commentator
at WNBQ Len(TV),
WMAQ, news
that
city. Subject:
The
"reluctance"
of
advertisers and agencies to support commercial
broadcasting's efforts in the field of news,
public affairs and controversial issues.
Nov. 15— Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar premieres at Hawaiian Room in
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m. Details for first program to be announced.
Nov. 15-18 — Television Bureau of Advertising annual meeting. Waldorf-Astoria, New
York.
Nov. 16— Radio & Television Executives
Society's newsmaker luncheon. Roosevelt
Hotel, New York.
Nov. 17-18 — Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Peabody Hotel, Memphis.
Nov. 17-18 — Freedom of Information conference. Jay H. Neff Auditorium, U. of
Mo.
Missouri
School of Journalism, Columbia,
*Nov. 18 — California Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting and election of officers. Hacenda Hotel, Fresno. Principal speaker will
be Lee Nichols, associate press secretary
for California Gov. Pat Brown's office. Other speakers include Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, reporting on progress of new NAB
Radio Code, and Walter Kaitz, CBA legislative counsel, who will discuss past and fucasters.ture California legislation affecting broadNov. 18 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
membership luncheon. Waldorf-Astoria HoNAB Fall Conferences
Nov. 14-15 — Statler Hilton, Washington
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29 — Biltmore Hotel, New York
Advertising1961Federation
Conventionsof America
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22 — AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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Any Other
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Philadelphia

TO

A
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Station

STAR

Represented Nationally by gill- perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WPEN - Philadelphia WALT- Tampa; WSAI - Cincinnati
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Brand new: Lively, five-minute features every day, 43 programs aweek. These combine intriguing ideas and people,
like "Your Man in Paris" with David Schoenbrun, "A
Woman's Washington" with Nancy Hanschman. Others
present Charles Collingwood, Douglas Edwards, Zachary
Scott, Myrna Loy, Alan King and many more. Long-time
CBS Radio information and cultural programs continue,
of course, including "Capitol Cloakroom," "Invitation to
Learning," "New York Philharmonic," "Face the Nation.

More good company

than anywhere else

in radio. There's just one place to find
a regularly scheduled all-star lineup that
includes Arthur Godfrey, Art Linkletter,
Garry Moore, Bing Crosby, Rosemary
Clooney, Mitch Miller, the colorful new
"In Person" program nightly featuring
Ron Cochran and people in the news.
They're all on the CBS

Radio Network.

I

( he

for

CBS

the

Radio

'60s:

structure,

Network

an

new

expanded
audience

celling

opportunities

week—

all

starting

CBS

Radio becomes

appeal

November

the first network

9

to present te% minutes' of news on the hour.
by the
cqmplete coverage,
mpre
This neme
wsansteam
in broadcasting. In addition:
top
I
Edward R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Allan
Jackson, Howard K. Smith, Robert Trout,

"World News Roundup;"'World Tonight"
on a regular schedule, plus the unrivaled
coverage of special events by CBS News.

i
i

program

seven

i
fi
dgi Now

announces

and

days

a

28th.

Only the CBS Radio Network offers advertisers such a range of selling opportunities, morning to night, seven days a
week. From a single segment of Arthur
Godfrey to a full-scale saturation campaign. For years, this network has been
first in programs and audiences. Now the
expanded schedule means even greater
leadership. And more reason than ever
to use the tremendous selling power of
THE
CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

tel, New York. Speaker will be Leslie B.
Worthington, president of U. S. Steel.
Nov. 18 — Tennessee AP Broadcasters meeting. Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Salem, Ore.
Nov. 18-19 — Advertising Federation of
America, 8th District convention. Holiday
Inn and U. of Wisconsin campus, Madison.
Among the speakers will be: James Fish,
vice president of General Mills and AFA
board chairman and James Beach, ABC
vice president. .
Nov. 18-19 — Oregon Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting. Salem, Ore.
Nov 19 — South Carolina UPI Broadcasters
fall meeting. Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia, S. C.
Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of Packaging."
Nov. 22 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheon
seminar. Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, McCannErickson, will moderate, and Art Durham,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, and Rodney Erickson, Erickson Assoc., will discuss whether or
not network tv can have both quality and
quantity. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radio Farm Directors annual meeting, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 26 — Utah-Idaho Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. convention. Twin Falls, Idaho.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's
rulemaking
to drop
in vhf
channels
at less proceeding
than present
minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
*Nov. 28 — Deadline for nominations for 8th
annual Brotherhood Awards, sponsored by
the National Conference of Christians &
Jews. Competition's 12 categories in media
include separate categories for radio programs and television programs. Further
information and entries can be had from
Media Awards Committee, NCCJ, 43 W.
57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Nov. 29 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Maury Long, Broadcasting magazine, will moderate, and Bill Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, and Bob Bordley, WTOP
Washington, will discuss how trade paper
advertising helps them. Hawaiian Room,
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m.
•Nov. 30 — New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to permit am stations to operate with full carrier and single sideband
transmission. Docket 13506.
Nov. 30 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies east central region annual meeting.
Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3 — Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of Sigma Delta Chi executive council Dec. 4.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. All-day session at Mountain Shadows Resort near Scottsdale, Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
Dec. 6— Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., are among participants.
Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
♦Dec. 9 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
revise annual financial report (Form 324)
due from all broadcast stations, including
condensed balance sheet, analysis of notes
payable, a new income statement and a
new breakdown of revenues.
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JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12— National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 13— New York Chapter, Academy of
Television
Arts & Sciences "Close-Up" 1961
dinner.
Hotel. Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan| 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members oi
the Oklahoma
cheon meeting. Legislature will attend lunstitute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens.
♦Missouri Broadcasters Assn. meeting scheduled ofr Nov. 5-6 in St. Louis was cancelled
and will be rescheduled early in January
1961.
FEBRUARY
*Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety.
Nine awards to be made for sustaining acfor commercially-sponsored
activitiestivitiesinand six
various
classifications of radio
and television operations. In addition, new
cash awards to be made to producer and
writer of radio and television programs.
Entry blanks and explanatory brochure
available from The National Safety Council,
425 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111.
*Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4— Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and filmw tv
programs.
Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington. D. C.
APRIL
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
April 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel,
Topeka.
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
MAY
May 4-14 — Brand Names Week.
May ton7-11
annual Hotels,
convention.
SheraPark —andNABShoreham
Washington
*May 15-27 — International Festival of Television Arts & Sciences. Montreux, Switzerland. Schedule includes an international tv
equipment trade fair and a contest judging
of the best television musical variety program. The fair is being held under patronage of the Swiss Television Authority and
the city of Montreux.
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LUMBER —
BUILDINGHARDWARE STORE SALES
in San Diego County rose to $83,465,000*
last year — a total which gave San Diego
11th place among the nation's 200 leading
counties in this category.
Sell San Diego through the advertising columns
of the market's metropolitan newspapers:
t Bnn
Evening

Jlurja Union
Tribune
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The spectacular shot is not always the bread
and butter shot. It's that ability to sink putts
consistently inside 6 or 8 feet which separates the pros from the amateurs. And so it
is in business, too. The real pay-off comes
when television and radio stations also
possess that"quality touch". . . a touch which
is evident in day in and day out practices so
vital in producing a winner. May we put this
winner to work for you?
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

MONDAY

Agencies

MEMO

exercise

from GRANT TINKER of Benton & Bowies, New York

more

A little more than a year ago, the
television quiz show investigations hit
their highly publicized peak. In the
aftermath came official and unofficial
dicta to networks to "be responsible"
for their programming. The implications were, and have been since, that
whatever blame was attached could be
laid on the doorstep of advertisers and
their agencies. The networks were naturally delighted to be dissociated from
these "evils." "We will assume responsibility from now on," they promised.
It turns out they didn't mean just "be
responsible." They meant "control."
They now want to license the programs
they disseminate, which, in effect, is
tantamount to owning them. In fact, in
many cases they do have ownership and
they would like to increase it. Why?
Because ownership does mean control.
A program a network controls is a program that cannot be moved to another
network (where its sponsor may feel it
would bring a better audience return).
The Metamorphosis ■ Unfortunately
in their pell-mell rush to turn program
"responsibility" into the bigger prize,
program "control," the networks have
lost sight of the first word entirely.
True, they have done a little housecleaning here and there, creating program practices or "police" departments,
but these are mostly extensions of already existing continuity acceptance departments, with broader powers in the
areas of policy and taste. And they
have heavied up public service efforts.
But the big point is: in the realm of
entertainment programming — the bulk
of their output, seen by the greatest
number of viewers — they are no more
able to discharge their assigned (and
accepted) "responsibility" than they
were last year, or two years ago, or the
year before that.
Responsibilty for programming means
supervision of programming. Day in.
day out, episode by episode supervision.
The networks can't provide it. They
just plain don't have enough people. On
all the occasions I have to be on Hollywood lots in connection with the several filmed shows produced for clients
of Benton & Bowles, I never see any
network program supervisors. To be
sure, sometimes a program department
executive (frequently out from New
York ) will be there to screen a finished
film or talk to a producer about next
year, but never a local network representative on the scene by assignment
for the purpose of contributing to the
production or quality of the product.
Agencies on the Scene ■ Meanwhile.
22

effective

program

responsibility

how about the advertising agencies?
Where are their program representatives? They are right there on those
same lots and sets, perusing scripts, attending readings and rehearsals and
shootings, helping to hold the line
against violence and banality and other
shortcomings the public and the critics
and the networks decry — in short, creatively contributing in every way they
can to upgrade the end product — not
the commercial — but the program.
For every moment in the progress of
every episode of every program, live or
film, for every television client we have,
there is a Benton & Bowles program
department representative on hand from
the first draft of the script through every stage until the final moment of air
time. Benton & Bowles supervises all
its shows. Probably other agencies can
make this claim. I know of no network
that can.
Picking the Show ■ And, lastly, what
about program selection in the first
place? Are the networks more qualified
than the advertising agencies? I'm not
talking about program suitability vis-avis the advertiser. Obviously we, as the
advertisers' designated representatives,
are better equipped and oriented and,
yes, motivated to achieve the best possible climate, the optimum compatibility between our clients' products and
services and the programs with which
we associate them.
I mean program judgment, per se. A
number of people have it. Some work
for networks; more work for advertising
agencies as a matter of numerical fact.
The programming leopards in our business may be peripatetic, but the spots
linger on. There are erstwhile agency
men toiling in network program departments, just as there are refugees from
networks peopling many agency television departments. The truth is that

there are men both at the networks and
agencies who are .equally qualified as
program judges and selectors.
Where the agency programmer has
an obligation to his individual client,
his network counterpart has an obligation to all the advertisers on the networks. Both have an obligation to the
viewer. Failure to meet the latter reflects discredit on both; therefore, it
should not be unilaterally discharged.
Open Market ■ At Benton & Bowles,
we cannot afford to make distinctions
between the various sources from whom
we can buy television shows. Ours is
an open-door purchasing policy; we will
buy whenever the show is right,
whether directly from a producer or
from a network. All we insist on is the
right to supervise any program we buy,
not only for
the client's
mercialreasons
association,ofbut
becausecomwe
know we can be (and are) constructive
creative members of the producing
group.
One thing is certain: an agency-selected and supervised program is not an
item of irresponsibility. In fact, it looks
more responsible each passing day of
the current season, with its high incidence of network control.
Until this is not the case, until the
networks evidence a truer objectivity
in the selection and scheduling of programs, until they have sufficient and
sufficiently qualified people to supervise
their programs in the real sense of the
word, until their interest in programs is
less commercial and more academic
and
the good
of all"
—
until positively
all of these"forcriteria
are met,
I for
one will hold out for the cumulative
influence on programming of advertisers and their agencies, for that influence isbased on real responsibility,
honestly arrived at, willingly accepted
and conscientiously implemented.

Grant Tinker, with Benton & Bowles, N. Y.,
since November 1959, is vice president
and programming director. Previously he'
was vice president in charge of tv-radio
programming at Warwick & Legler and
before that director of program development and tv account executive at McCannErickson. At one time he was associated
with Radio Free Europe and NBC. He is
Dartmouth graduate. Mr. Tinker and his
wife and 4 children live in Darieri, Conn.
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I WBAL-TV
gratefully
acknowledges
this

GOVERNOR'S
CITATION
with a

pledge
to uphold
and advance
the standards of
community
service
for which
it was
awarded.

Serving with
Quality Television
Since 1948 '
Selling with
Integrity Those
We Serve
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OPEN
A Media

Without
Radio

Plan

Negro

Is Like Ham

Without

Eggs!

No matter what other media you're
using, if you haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio's six Negro markets you are
overlooking an 824 million dollar consumer group. That's what 1,433,000
Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio area
have ready to spend AFTER taxes each
year. More than 80% of their money is
spent on consumer items alone. Incomes
are up 1 92% since World War II ! To make
sure
you'redollars,
gettinguseyour
share of Radio!
nearly
one billion
Rounsaville
All six Rounsaville Radio stations are
Number-One Rated by BOTH Pulse and
Hooper. Get the facts! Call Rounsaville
Radio in Atlanta, John E. Pearson, or
Dora-Clayton in the Southeast today!
Personal Letter
An Advertiser's dream is a
captive audience pre-conditioned to buy his product.
The nearest thing to this is
Rounsaville Radio— 1 00%
programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or you miss this market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broadcasters inNegro Radio. HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. & Nat'l Sales Mgr.
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WON 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All — Discounts With Two or More!

SfB
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
R08ERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
V.P.DORA.
t Nat'l CLAYTON
Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
Southeastern
Rep.
Nat'l Rep.
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Reporting the election
editor: Your editorial (Nov. 7 issue,
page 114) is correct. The broadcast
industry will be blamed for the defeat
of certain candidates and commended
for the victory of others. However, as
a broadcaster, I feel that the race to
be No. 1 reached an unbelievable low
during the election night coverage on
the three networks. It appeared to me
that NBC, CBS and ABC took it upon
themselves, individually, to name the
next President of the United States.
I have always believed that the
people's
countis should
determine
who the vote
President
and that
one of
America's great customs is to listen to
the returns come in as they are officially
tabulated by the various voting precincts. It appeared to me that this
year's election was reduced to a combination ofwho
"monster
machine"
tions as to
was slated
to dopredicwhat
to whom, backed up by the continuous
claims of No. 1, i.e., "as this network
told you over an hour ago," "again first
with the prediction" etc . . . In fact,
while the networks were making these
statements, they were giving the impression that they were speaking of
actual official facts. Unfortunately this
was not the case. It was only the network awarding something to a candidate, whereas I have always been of
the opinion that broadcasters should
merely report the results of the official
election bureaus.
It could have been a pleasure to
listen to the actual reports come in,
and to watch the tabulation, without
all the confusion and counterclaims
as to which broadcasting network was
first to name our new President . . . —
Ed Win ton, Vice President and General Manager, WQMR WashingtonSilver Spring.
editor: My compliments to Broadcasting for an excellent and enlightening article on the presidential candidates' exposure on television (Oct. 24,
page 27).
This information does great service
to the entire tv industry in letting them
know their contribution to this presidential campaign. Nowhere else to my
knowledge have these statistics been
made available and the equality of treatment that the candidates have been
given should still a lot of chatter about
unfair distribution of time.
You showed splendid judgment in
publishing the article at such a propitious time. — Albert Mark, President,
Mark Assoc. Inc., New York.
Audience basics wanted
editor: In working out plans for 1961
media expenditures in many markets
across the country, I am interested in
developing trend curves for several

MIKE
factors affecting television and radio
viewership and listenership.
The presentation of figures showing
radio and television ownership over
the past ten years is the kind of information am
I seeking for the following factors:
Weekly radio and television audience;
homes using radio by county size;
homes using radio by territory; listening in radio only versus listening in tv
homes; radio listening per home per
day; number of homes tuned to radio;
looking-listening, summer versus winter; tv viewing per home per day; tv
audience composition; types of tv shows
and their audiences. — John A. Dillingham, Associated Coca-Cola Bottling
Plants Inc., Daytona Beach, Fla.
[Much of this information is presented in
the new 1960 Yearbook. Data for earlier
years may be found in Yearbooks then current and also may be available from the
professional
The Editors.] audience survey companies. —
Bedside companion
editor: One of the brightest spots in
the week during my lengthy stay here
(Ross General Hospital, Ross Calif.)
has been the arrival of Broadcasting
Magazine ... it allows me to keep on
top of things . . .
. . . hope to get out of here the end
of this month . . . — Ray Rhodes,
KFAX San Francisco.

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 14-18, 21-23 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry),
sust.
Nov. nental
14-18,Classroom
21-23(contemporary
(6:30-7 a.m.) math),
Contisust.
Nov.Hunch,
14-18, part.
21-23 (10=30-11 a.m.) Play
Your
Nov. 14-18, 21-23 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Nov.Be14-18,
21-23 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Nov. 14-18, 21-23 (2-2:30 p.m.) The
Jan Murray Show, part.
Nov. 16, 23 (8=30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Nov.Music
16, 23
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,(9-10
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 17 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 19 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 19 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 19 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 20 (6-8 p.m.) The Hallmark Hall
Fame, Hallmark through Foote, Cone
&of Belding.
Nov. 20 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
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...not
braggin'
but
in

we

picked

up

all

the

marbles

The September
ARB
shows that
KLZ-TV
is tops
every category!
HIGHEST
• Network

in

ATtfD
Show

• Local Program
» Network
News
» Local

News

• Local
1 Local

Sports
Weather

^ 10 of Top

15 Shows

KLZ-TV
HAS
THE
O VE RWHE
LMING
SHARE
A.M.
DAYS

CBS

OF AUDIENCE FROM 9:00

UNTIL
MIDNIGHT SEVEN
A

^

WEEK!

DENVER

TELEVISION

Channel
Represented, by the KATZ
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Saving paper work
editor: We are anxious to secure a
copy of the issue in the fall of 1959
which contains an article on Royal
McBee Keysort cards. If you have a
copy available we would be obliged if
you could airmail it. — P. G. Gleeson,
General Manager, Business Equipment
Pty. Ltd., Sydney, Australia.
[The story,in "Money
appeared
the issueSavers
of Oct.for 5,Paper
1959. AWork,"
copy
is enroute. — The Editors.]
South Africa up to date
editor: Enclosed money order is for
two copies of the new Broadcasting
Yearbook ■ Marketbook. Please send
one to South African Information Advisor in Ottawa and the other to The
Director, South African Information
Service, Pretoria, Union of South
Africa. — Office of the High Commissioner for the Union of South Africa,
Ottawa, Canada.
[Copies of the 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook
are available, $4 each. — The Editors.]
Pitluk Award

Candidly, can you think of anything sweeter than a 952% increase in business? That's how
much candy and confections advertising alone has increased in
only three short years on WPAT.
What a comfit we are to the men
who make and market America's
finest confections! Or any other
product, for that matter. Our music, so sweet, so low, provides the
perfect setting for your sales message. Dexterously designed to delight listeners throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut, it's the most mellifluous
soundket.inAnd America's
largest sales!
marhow it sweetens
Ask the makers of America's
leading confections. Ask Fanny
Farmer, Ferrara Candy, Loft
Candy, The Roxo Candy Company, Schrafft's (Frank G. Shattuck Company) and William
Wrigley. In three short years, all
of them have advertised on
WPAT ... the station with the
flavor of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT-FM
26 (OPEN MIKE)

to KCRS

editor: The Pitluk Award for outstanding community service in Texas
was not presented to Wendell Mayes,
KBWD Brownwood, as you stated in
your Oct. 24 issue (page 65). The
trophy is not presented to any individual, but rather is awarded to a radio
station for outstanding community service. Furthermore it was KCRS Midland, Tex., another Wendell Mayes
station, which was awarded the Pitluk
trophy and not KBWD Brownwood.
I think it would be an injustice to
the employes of KCRS, whose hard
work made it possible for KCRS to win
the Pitluk Award, to allow this error
to go uncorrected. — Wendell Mayes Jr.,
KCRS Midland, Tex.
[In the absence of other references during
the presentation ceremony at the Texas
Assn. of Broadcasters Oct. 17, our reporter
assumed the award was made to Mr. Mayes
as an individual. — The Editors.]
'Pathetically low salaries'
editor: I've never written a letter to
the editor in my life, but this one is
prompted by the asinine excerpt from
a speech by Willard Schroeder in "Playback" in the Oct. 31 issue, page 18 . . .
In three dreary years in live radio
and television broadcasting I could not
make a decent living. By quitting the
broadcasting business and swapping it
for a gray flannel suit I increased my
yearly income 20% in one day. How?
By simply crossing the street from the
station where I was employed and going into the agency business. What am
I doing now? The same things I did
on the station level: writing and producing tv and radio commercials.
If the small and medium-market sta-

tions would come down out of the
clouds and see how their own personnel
manage to live on sweat-shop salaries,
perhaps industry standards would improve, especially on the station level.
To rebut Mr. Schroeder's comments
about "television's abundant troubles
being
caused
by bad
..."
let
him look
to his
own scripts
backyard
where
pathetically low salaries are tv's biggest
problem. As has been said for centuries: you get exactly what you pay
for. — R. W. Colon, Broadcast Director,
Beeson-Reichert Inc., Toledo, Ohio.
BOOK

NOTES

.

■ "The Impact of Educational Television," edited by Wilbur Schramm, U.
of Illinois Press, Urbana, III., Nov. 21,
1960, 247 pp.; $5.
The serious student of the potential
and progress of educational television
in the U.S. since its debut in 1953 will
find much to occupy his interest in this
collection of research studies. "What
programming, when, where, for whom,
and with what effect?" are the topics
with which this report is concerned,
according to the foreword by Robert B.
Hudson, vice president, National Educational Television and Radio Center.
The book's chapters are based on
studies supported by research grantsin-aid made by NETRC during the
period 1956-59. Areas covered by the

|

book
include
tv in the
munity,
etv ineducational
the classroom,
etv comand ''
children, plus a proposed theory for
the effect of etv by Lionel C. Barrow
Ir., now assistant professor in the Communications Research Center of Michigan State U. Mr. Schramm is director,
Institute for Communication Research,
Stanford U.
■ "Chases' Calendar of Annual Events i
— 1961" by Harrison V. and William D. :
Chase, Apple Tree Press, 2322 Mallery
St., Flint, Mich., 49 pp; $1.
Sales managers, promotion managers
and program executives will find this
booklet helpful in planning sales campaigns or tie-in events during 1961. A
total of 852 special days, weeks and
months are chronicled in this reference
booklet that also provides a complete
daily calendar which may be used for
memoranda or appointments.
The special events listed are commercial aswell as historic and civic. For
example,
is "Break-a-Cold
Month" andJanuary
Nov. 24-30
is "National
Indigestion Week." Both are soda bicarbonate promotions by Church &
Dwight Co. through its public relations
representative, Theodore R. Sills & Co.,
Chicago. And then there is always Oct.
21-28. It will be "International Whale
Watchers Week." Gerald B. Burnett,
5369 Kalanianaole Highway, Honolulu
16, is chief watcher.
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Today's housewives respond
most favorably when COLOR
television enters the picture.
COLOR television warms all
the senses with sight, sound,
demonstration and all the gorgeous hues of merchandising.

^

Watch Perry Como in
gorgeous color for Kraft
Fine Foods every
Wednesday night
over NBC-TV.

WBAP-TV

now

Make

your next commercial

live local shows in living color

color and telecast at no addi-

and also offers the New

tional charge on WBAP-TV.
Let WBAP-TV color be your

Pop-

eye Color Theatre, plus special color movie spectaculars

supermarket

NBC-TV

FORT WORTH

color programs.

FIRST IN PROGRAMS

- 3900 BARNETT

GRIFFIN,

WOODWARD,

ST. *
INC.

super salesman

in the Dallas-Fort Worth area,
6th U. S. market.

and the complete schedule of

FIRST IN TEXAS ^

PETERS,

telecasts all

FIRST IN COLOR!

DALLAS - 1900 NORTH
*

Exclusive

AKARD

Notional Representatives

W-l-T-H
WITH

THAN

ANY

OTHER

BALTIMORE

RADIO

STATION!

is First in Baltimore with more local advertisers than any other

station. Can you find better proof of a station's effectiveness than the day-in,
year-out confidence of the local businessmen who expect their cash registers
to record every commercial? Follow the lead of the local advertisers ... men
who really know the market: buy WFFH and Baltimore buys you!
^

RADIO

5

WITH
PERSONALITY
Baltimore

Tom Tinsley, President; R. C. Embry, Vice President; national representatives: select station representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington
and Philadelphia; ADAM young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, I.os Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; james s. ayers in the South and Southwest.
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AFTER

have

history

administration

A presidential campaign that made
television history also set electronic
precedents for the political future.
Television emerged from last week's
election as the indispensable campaign
medium, so labeled by the Presidentdesignate, John F. Kennedy.
His words were voiced at a Nov. 10
news conference in answer to the question: "In view of what your brother
[Robert] said yesterday about the debates, do you feel you might have been
able to win without debates?"
The terse answer, typical of the winning candidate's fast response to questions: "I don't think so."
And the comment of Robert Kennedy,
general campaign manager, was an even
more powerful tribute to the face-to-face
broadcasts. Without the debates, he
said, "it wouldn't have been close."
A dramatic legislative step — suspension of the Sec. 315 equal-time language
that might have prohibited debates — had
opened the way for this new form of
campaigning. Temporary relaxation of
the section has a good chance of be-

lost if it hadn't

of tight
give

JAN.

broadcast

radio-tv

the

coming permanent when the new Congress meets. Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash. ), of the Senate
Commerce Committee, stated recently
he planned to introduce legislation to
this effect.
Here are some of the election aftermaths:
■ First compilation of network time
purchases (gross) amounted to an estimated $2.7 million, with Republicans
outspending Democrats. Regional, state
and local hookups plus spot radio-tv
can't be estimated at this point. (See
story page 36).
■ The major parties had a tough time
getting audiences against the competition of established programs, judging by
ratings. (Analysis of ratings, page 35).
■ Electronic computers provided exciting program material election night
but the "scanty returns" of the early
evening hours pointed to a Nixon victory. Later statistical findings gave Sen.
Kennedy odds as high as 333 to 1, reflecting more optimism than post-midnight developments might have indi-

Conceding defeat on television: Herbert Klein, news secretary to Vice President Richard Nixon, reads the Republican candidate's wire of congratulations to Sen. Kennedy
during televised news conference in Los Angeles.
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20?

been

for tv

regulation

break

it earned?

cated. (Computer story page 41).
■ The FCC held that American
Forum of the Air (Westinghouse stations) isnot a news program within the
exemption provisions of Sec. 315, the
equal-time law (story page 42).
■ Washington is going to see some
changes next year, particularly at the
FCC and Federal Trade Commission.
President-designate Kennedy plans to
shift the FCC balance from Republican
to Democratic. At stake are the FCC
chairmanship of Frederick W. Ford and
the interim term of Charles H. King.
(See story page 32).
■ There will be familiar faces missing
on Capitol Hill, including several legislators having broadcasting interests
(story page 42 ; .
Broadcasters were on the congressional and FCC spot during the campaign
as their presentation of candidates and
campaign information came under
equal-time scrutiny. The FCC some
weeks ago sent stations detailed instructions on what they were to tell it about
campaign and political activities. A spe-

Victory statement on television: Sen. John F. Kennedy
accepts congratulations during news conference at Hyan29
nis Port, Mass. A day later, answering reporter's question, he said he could not have won without tv debates.
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AS LIKELY, IF RELUCTANT,

There'll be a new chairman of the
FCC after John Kennedy takes office
as President next January. There'll
also be a replacement for Republican
Commissioner Charles H. King to
give the commission a Democratic
majority.
The man who has been considered
the most likely candidate for the
chairmanship in a Democratic administration isRobert T. Bartley,
senior Democratic member of the
commission. If he winds up in the
chair, broadcasters can expect
tougher regulation than they have
been accustomed to.
Since his appointment to the FCC
in 1952 Mr. Bartley has made a reputation for dissents. In them and in
his speeches he has built a pattern
of advocacy of stronger federal control. Here are some excerpts:
■ From a 1954 speech in Athens,
Ga.: The FCC has a congressional
mandate "to inquire into the qualifications of an applicant, the type of
programming proposed ... bis
financial qualifications . . . the question whether the applicant has the
requisite character qualifications so
that he could be entrusted with a
license in the public interest, and the
question as to whether or not the
grant of a license to a particular applicant would enhance the diversification of ownership of the media of
mass communication and, consequently, prevent the development of
monopolistic control of the means
of communication."
■ From a 1957 speech in Washington: "The commission must itself
represent the public interest in its
deliberations. It must, in fact, be an
cial watchdog subcommittee headed by
Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough (D-Tex.)
added heat to the final campaign weeks
by directing all stations to report to it
within 24 hours whatever complaints
were received. The Yarborough demand
brought resentment and confusion,
though hundreds sent in reports (Broadcasting, Oct. 31, Nov. 7).
Subpoena Threatened ■ The watchdog
call turned into a snarl on election eve
when Creekmore Fath, subcommittee
majority counsel, called a news conference to announce he had sent a subpoena threat to John W. Boler, president of the North Dakota Broadcasting
Co. station group.
Mr. Fath had wired Mr. Boler for
scripts and other matter involved in a
taped documentary on a state tubercu30 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

FCC?

CANDIDATE

afhrmative defender of the public's
right to the best possible communications service in carrying out the
mandate of the Congress in this
branch of commerce." The commission spends too much time "spining
wheels" over private rights. ". . .
Over the years we have seen a whittling away of the powers of the commission in providing expeditious
service to the public."
On the FCC's right to look at
programming, Mr. Bartley has used
some strong language:
" I think it can be validly stated
that the commission not only has the
authority to concern itself with program service, but that it has an
affirmative duty, in its public interest
determinations, to give full consideration to the use to which broadcast
licenses
are put." (Italics from original speech).
Particularly direct are Mr. Bartley's feelings about the right of the
FCC to bear down heavily on program ing asit involves sponsor identification and fairness in presenting
news and controversial issues.
Brake on Sales ■ Possibly the
strongest position Mr. Bartley has
taken has been in the realm of station sales and transfers involving
multiple owners. Invariably it will
be his position that a McFarland
letter of inquiry be sent looking toward a hearing.
Here, Mr. Bartley is specific and
unyielding. Underlying this position
is his long-standing concern about
the possible ill effects of absentee
ownership or of concentrated control
of mass media.
He has explained that these dislosis sanitarium and an interview program. Before Mr. Boler had time to
answer the wire, Mr. Fath sent a follow-up warning to this effect, "If it is
a subpoena you want, rest assured I
can provide a subpoena and a federal
marshal to serve it." He told newsmen
that if Mr. Boler "wants us to do it the
hard
way we will he
do was
it."
Mr.way,
Bolerthat's
told the
Broadcasting
"not inclined to accept threats and intimidation." He was assembling material for a complete report to the FCC
on the incident, which he said grew out
of demands by State Sen. Charles L.
Murphy, Democratic candidate for attorney general. Mr. Murphy lost the
election. By weekend the Fath-Boler
controversy had developed into a series
of telegraphic exchanges.

sents in transfer approvals involving multiple owners do not indicate he would veto all of them. He
just wants all the facts brought out
on a record so there will be no mistake about the commission having
considered all the dangers he sees inherent in these combinations.
Big Money Bugaboo ■ Mr. Bartley particularly has looked askance at
big money coming into broadcasting.
He fears, he has said, "the entry by
people more interested in the 'fast
buck' than they are in assuming the
responsibilities of a licensee; those
who don't even know what their obligations are and care less. . ."
During the 1955 controversy over
the NBC-Westinghouse stations
swap, he led a long and unsuccessful
battle within the commission for a
complete hearing on the allegations
of network pressure, as well as the
possibilities of undue concentration.
Political Ties ■ Speculation on Mr.
Bartley's
appointment President
as chairman
under a Democratic
has
been built partly on his seniority
among Democrats on the commission
and partly on his strong political ties
to party leaders.
Mr. Bartley is a nephew of Speaker
of the House Sam Rayburn and is
close to Vice President-elect Lyndon
Johnson.
Mr. Bartley says that he does not
particularly want the top job. "I
am
not seeking
the chairmanship,"
he told
Broadcasting
last week.
"No one is urging me to take it."
Mr. Bartley thinks the chairmanship ought to be rotated among all
members. "I think each commissioner should be willing to serve his
Thein rotation
system appeals to
trick
turn."
him because it would tend to remove
the FCC, an independent agency,
from "too much executive departIt was that kind of a campaign for
broadcasters — volumes of minor complaints by highly partisan and disgruntled elements but few incidents of
consequence. The equal-time performance will be reviewed by the Yarborough subcommittee on the basis of its
material and by the FCC on the basis
of formal station reports.
Debates Did It ■ The Kennedys had
ready agreement in their tributes to tv
from a group of professional broadcasters who drew the electronic plans
and directed their execution.
At the President-designate's side from
late July to election day was J. Leonard
Reinsch, executive director of the James
M. Cox station group. "The first debate did it," Mr. Reinsch commented.
He was top tv strategist in his role as
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

ment influence."
During Dwight Eisenhower's administration four Republicans have
served as chairman of the FCC:
Rosel H. Hyde, still a commissioner;
George C. McConnaughey, who left
at the expiration of his term; John
C. Doerfer, who resigned under investigation bythe House Oversight
Subcommittee, and Frederick W.
Ford, the incumbent. Mr. Ford presumably would remain as a commissioner. His term continues to 1964.
Hartley's Background ■ The Texas
Democrat was born in 1909. He attended Southern Methodist U. before
moving to Washington in 1931 to be
executive secretary of a House Commerce Committee special staff investigating public utility holding companies. It is from that experience
that he now draws his belief that the
FCC got a sterner set of rules than
it has been observing.
He takes credit for having helped
prepare reports, while on the House
staff, that became the basis for legislation including the Communications
Act that governs the FCC and the
law establishing the Securities & Exchange Commission.
From 1934 to 1937 he served in
the FCC as chief of its Telegraph
Division. Later he joined the Yankee
Network and became a vice president. In 1943 he went to work for
the NAB as director of government
relations, later becoming head of the
association's
department.
In 1948 he fmbecame
administrative
assistant to Speaker Rayburn and left
that job to take the appointment to
the FCC.
Mr. Bartley is married to the former Ruth Adams of Washington.
They have two boys and a girl. They
maintain their voting residence at
Bonham, Texas.
King's Way ■ What of the future
communications advisor to the candidate (see Reinsch campaign story page
32).
Leonard H. Marks, Washington communications attorney who served Sen.
Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.) in a similar role, put it this way, "It wasn't bad
lighting of Nixon. The election was won
in the first debate when Kennedy personally disposed of the phoney GOP
charge that he was immature and
showed the result of 14 years in public
life."
And Mr. Marks added that Democrats used extensive local, state and
regional television. These telecasts
reached large numbers of viewers, built
interest in Sen. Kennedy and helped
bring out the crowds.
Other industry figures prominent in
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

skilled building of special hookups and
selection of national network and spot
facilities for much of the overall broadcast impact.
The coverage by radio and tv stations and networks during the campaign
weeks plus the unprecedented effort and
skill devoted to coverage of returns
provided a dramatic example of effective programming, fair presentation of
candidates and issues, and service to
the public.
New techniques were developed by
stations as cartridge tapes, portable
gear and electronic computers were
pressed into service. Reporting was fast
and efficient, with the uncertainties of
the presidential vote holding record
audiences far into the night.
Who
Commissioner Bartley
Will he turn his back on top job?
of Commissioner Charles H. King?
The Republican Detroit Law School
dean, who was drafted by the Eisenhower administration to fill the FCC
vacancy caused by the resignation of
John C. Doerfer last spring, is now
filling the remainder of Mr. Doerfer's term, which runs out June 30,
1961, by recess appointment. He
took office last July.
Come Jan. 20, Mr. Kennedy can
do three things:
He can withdraw the King appointment.
He can withdraw the King appointment and name a Democrat to
fill the unexpired portion of the
Doerfer term.
Or, he can wait until the vacancy
opens up and submit the name of a
Democratic candidate for a full,
seven-year term.
Just what Mr. Kennedy will do is
not known. Until then Mr. King is
officially a commissioner and can
continue to be one until June 30.
the campaign were: John S. Hayes,
president of the Washington Post Broadcast Division, who helped produce Sen.
Johnson's tv programs; Edward G. Shelton, ABC network vice president, Washington office, who took an active role
in publicity and promotion in Lyndon
Johnson's campaign; Gilbert L. Burton,
vice president-account executive, and
Reggie Schuebel, vice president-Democratic timebuyer, both of Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, advertising agency for the
Democratic campaign; Jack Christie,
radio-tv director of the Democratic National Committee; Jack Denove, Hollywood film executive, advertising manager of the Kennedy campaign; Pierre
Salinger, Kennedy's news secretary who
will be White House news secretary.
Party leaders credited Miss Schuebel's

will replace

Kintner

and

Bicks?

President-elect Kennedy will have
three vacancies of interest to broadcasters to fill in one regulatory agency
and in one department when he takes
office Jan. 20. These are the Federal
Trade Commission and the Dept. of
Justice.
■ The chairman of the Federal Trade
Commission, Earl W. Kintner, is actually serving beyond the expiration of
his term. This ran out in September.
The Federal Trade Act, however, specifies that a commissioner may continue
in office until his successor is named
and confirmed.
Mr. Kintner was nominated for a full
seven-year reappointment by President
Eisenhower last spring, but the Senate
refused to act on this nomination.
Two Vacancies ■ The new president
will have two vacancies to fill on the
five-man FTC. Mr. Kintner's and the
office held by Republican Edward K.
Mills Jr., given a recess appointment to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Edward M. Tait. Mr. Mills at
one time was nominated for appointment to the FCC, but had his name
withdrawn when a conflict of interest
developed.
Senior Democrat on the FTC is
Robert T. Secrest, whose term expires
in 1961. The other FTC Democrat is
William C. Kern, whose term expires in
1962. The remaining member of the
FTC is Republican Sigurd Anderson,
whose term expires in 1966.
Actually, Mr. Kennedy will have
only one Democratic vacancy to fill.
The other opening must be filled by a
Republican since the FTC, like the
FCC, is a bipartisan commission.
■ Another vacancy will take place
Jan. 20 when a new Attorney General
takes over at the Dept. of Justice and
presumably names new Democratic assistant attorneys general.
Robert A. Bicks,
the Republican
Continued
on page in35

architect

of a triumph

on

television

BROADCASTER REINSCH PLANNED KENNEDY'S USE OF TV
broke down the Republican charge
If Sen. Kennedy could not have
won the Presidency without tele- that Sen. Kennedy was immature.
Second, we solidified Democrats who
vision, as he said last week, it may
be added that he could not have won
had wondered if Sen. Kennedy was
without the skillful advice he got the right choice to defeat the Vice
President.
from his television consultant.
"That debate convinced campaign
Late last Thursday the man behind the television triumph of the workers, governors and others that
President-elect wearily packed his we had a strong, fighting candidate.
It scared and shocked Republicans.
bags in a Washington hotel and headed for the Atlanta home he has sel- Our people were inspired.
dom seen during nine months of
"I had been flattered in July when
the senator asked me to serve as his
intensive political work for the Democratic party and Jack Kennedy. J. communications consultant, having
greatly admired his campaigning
Leonard Reinsch, executive director
of the Cox stations, was winding up
ability last spring as well as his ina tour that began last Feb. 15 when
tellectual depth. I, too, was convinced after the opening debate that
he moved into the Los Angeles Biltmore to manage the Democratic
we had a great candidate."
convention.
Traveling Men a During the threemonth campaign Mr. Reinsch went
It was right after Sen. Kennedy
won his party's nomination that he with Sen. Kennedy on the 49-state
itinerary, criss-crossing the nation on
asked Mr. Reinsch to join his stratgruelling trips and taking side jaunts
egy team. As Mr. Reinsch recalled
to Washington and other cities when
the conversation last week, the canditv debate conferences and planning
date said: "Television may be the
required. He kept in constant touch
most important part of the campaign.
with his Washington office through
It may decide the election. Will you
Gloria Coe, his campaign secretary.
handle tv arrangements?"
Mr. Reinsch suggested that Sen.
Often he hopped ahead of the candidate to serve as communications adKennedy make the request of James
M. Cox Jr., president of the Cox
stations.recalled.
"Jim said, 'Fine,' " Mr.
Reinsch
Plan Is Formed ■ The campaign
strategy was drawn up at the Kennedy home in Hyannis Port, Mass.,
while the Republican convention
was under way in Chicago.
"I had lunch with the senator,"
Mr. Reinsch said last week. "He
showed me a wire from Bob Sarnoff
[NBC board chairman] suggesting a
series of debates between the candidates. I recommended unqualified
acceptance, leaving details of the
programming format to a later date."
Sen. Kennedy conferred with Sen.
Henry M. Jackson (D-Wash.), the
party chairman, and Pierre Salinger,
the candidate's news secretary. "After talking with them," Mr. Reinsch
said, "Sen. Kennedy wired his acceptance toBob Sarnoff and released
the wire to the news media. He suggested that Republican representatives get in touch with me. They did,
and we started a long series of debate
meetings."
Why Debate Worked ■ Mr. Reinsch
agrees with other party leaders that
the debates were the turning point
in the Kennedy campaign.
"The first debate was the big one,"
Mr. Reinsch recalled. "First, we
32
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vance man.
That Washington office bore little
likeness to the plush quarters occupied by government
and
businessmen.
It was a officials
bare, dingy
room in an old building at 1 8th & K,
just off the Connecticut Avenue
business district. Furnishings consisted of a beatup desk with a
chipped glass top several sizes too
large, a telephone, a desk chair and
three straight chairs.
Rating Fan ■ Sen. Kennedy was
interested in tv arrangements and in
ratings. "With a few exceptions, the
senator had higher ratings than the
Republican candidate," Mr. Reinsch
said. "He always wanted to see the
latest
reports."
Mr. rating
Reinsch
clams up when asked
about his professional role in the
campaign, but his associates give him
credit for the effective way Sen. Kennedy played the microphone, addressed both live and broadcast audiences, and met the demands of tv
production people. His voice was
alive, his delivery fast and dynamic.
The impression was good, surpassing
early hopes that he would be a good
campaigner.
"One of the most effective telecasts took place in Houston," Mr.
Reinsch said. "His appearance before the Protestant ministers' meeting
was impressive and we gave it wide
tv In
circulation."
his appearances with the vice
president the Democratic nominee
debated as though his political life
depended on television. It did, and
the debates stirred interest in his
personal visits around the country.
Mr. Reinsch sidestepped a question about 1964 debates, but appeared to reflect a belief it was too
soon to take a position. So there's
a good chance the idea of face-toface debates will get serious Democratic consideration in 1964.
As to Mr. Reinsch: "I'm ready to
go back in the broadcasting business,
after a few days rest. That's where
I belong. I'm only interested in government or party work if my services
areThe
desired
a consulting
Cox on
stations
are partbasis."
of a

J. Leonard Reinsch
Home after nine months in hotels

broadcasting-newspaper group founded by James M. Cox, onetime governor of Ohio who ran unsuccessfully
as the Democratic presidential candidate in the 1920 election that Warren Harding won. The Cox group
now comprises WSB-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta, WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton
and WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte,
N. C. The Cox interests and Mr.
Reinsch also hold minority ownership in WCKR-WCKT(TV) Miami.
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BLAIR-TV

"Programs like 'Juvenile
Judge' filling
areour responsibility
important in fulfor
community leadership, a responsibility we atFrom
WBNSTV feel keenly.
the
rapport such programs help
to establish with all of Central Ohio, substantial benefits accrue both to us and to
our advertisers."
Robert D. Thomas
Director of Sales
Station WBNS-TV

TRAINING

GROUND

for Better Citizens
One of Television's most vital values
—too frequently overlooked— is the impressive scope and effectiveness of public information programming.
Especially fortunate are those communities where station-management
devotes the full power of a carefullydeveloped Television series to spotlight
the problems and further the progress
of the areas they serve.
Splendid example of such programming leadership is "Juvenile Judge"—
developed and presented by the staff of
WBNS-TV, Columbus. In the words of
local authorities, it is a series of "invalue" in helping
younger
Americans calculable
to understand
and shoulder
their responsibilities as junior citizens
of a great nation.
As a vehicle for commercial communication, theeffectiveness of "Juvenile
Judge" may well be gauged from continued sponsorship for the third year.
At Blair-TV, watching the impact of
creative programming by great stations
like WBNS-TV is a constant source of
satisfaction. For more than a score of
such stations, we are proud to serve
as the national sales arm.

BLAIR-TV
Televisions'' s first exclusive
national representative, serving:
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN-Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
KFRE-TV— Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC— Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KGO-TV— San Francisco
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Continued from page 32.
cumbent heading the antitrust division,
will, as is customary, submit his resignation. Itis not believed he will remain
in the antitrust division, although there
have been some reports that he may
connect with another government department. Mr. Bicks' name was one of
those also submitted to the Senate by
President Eisenhower but was not acted
on before Congress adjourned. He is,
therefore, also acting as antitrust chief
under a recess appointment.
How political shows rated
against entertainment
If the television ratings of the major
political speeches proved anything, it's
that the politicians had a hard time
drumming up audiences against established entertainment programming.
Of all the half-hours of paid political time on the networks in the hectic
last three weeks of the campaign, only
two clearly dominated the entertainment shows they were up against. Both
of these featured not Sen. Kennedy the
winner but Vice President Nixon the
loser. And in both cases Mr. Nixon
was appearing in time periods normally occupied by high-rated programs.
In other instances the politicians
came off a poor second if not a poor
third. This was especially evident in
three appearances by President Eisenhower.
These generalizations are based on
the American Research Bureau's multicity Arbitron reports on nighttime network viewing in seven major cities from
the middle of October until the election
eve windups last Monday night. The
analysis is generally confined to evening
programs of 30 minutes or longer, thus
disregarding the five-minute political
inserts frequently tagged on to regular
tv programs that had been bobbed to
make room. Omitted also are daytime
political programs, including Mr.
Nixon's four-hour "telethon" on ABCTV (see page 36).
Nixon's High Ratings ■ The clearest
dominance of the ratings by paid political broadcasts occurred on Wednesday Nov. 2 and Saturday Nov. 5. On
Nov. 2, preempting The Price Is Right
on NBC (8:30-9 p.m. EST), Mr. Nixon
scored a 19.2 in the multi-city Arbitron
against a 14.1 for Ozzie and Harriet on
ABC and a 14.0 for Wanted Dead or
Alive on CBS. Nov. 5, appearing in the
Gunsmoke spot on CBS (10-10:30),
he drew a 20.0 against a 14.4 for
NBC's weekly political roundup, The
Campaign and the Candidates, and a
5.2 for boxing on ABC.
Mr. Nixon also forged ahead in the
recorded measurements for 10:30-11
on election eve with a 13.9 on CBS
against 11.8 for the Milton Berle bowling show on NBC. The Arbitron report did not show a rating for his ABC

opposition, Peter Gunn, which normally
draws large audiences. The night before, appearing at 9-9:30 on CBS, he
came in last with 11.4 against 22.6 for
ABC's Rebel and 19.0 for NBC's
Dinah Shore. On Oct. 25 at 9-9:30,
his other major nighttime network
appearance during the three weeks, his
15.3 edged out Stagecoach West's 13.4
on ABC
on
NBC. but fell short of Thriller's 21.6
Sen. Kennedy's highest half-hour
rating during these weeks was a 10.9
on NBC at 7-7:30 on election eve
(the other networks were not programming at the time). Earlier that evening, in a quarter-hour broadcast on
CBS, he scored 12.1 to challenge the
Huntley-Brinkley newscast's 13.4 on
NBC (ABC was not providing network
service). And still earlier that same
evening, at 6-6:30, against no network
programming by the competition, he
racked up a 6.8 on ABC.
On Nov. 4, at 9:30-10 on NBC, Mr.
Kennedy
edged
Countdown,
9.3 out
to CBS'
8.8, Presidential
but trailed
ABC's 77 Sunset Strip (24.5). On
Oct. 31, on NBC at 8:30-9, he was low
man in the time period, 11.3 against
14.6 for Surf side Six on ABC and 13.4
for Bringing Up Buddy on CBS.
Ike Draws Poorly ■ President Eisenhower suffered worst in these ratings,
however.
On aOct.
at 10-10:30_on
ABC he had
11.128 against
16.3 for
Michael Shayne on NBS and 18.4 for
Twilight Zone on CBS. On Nov. 1 at
8- 8:30 on CBS he rated 8.0 against
20.0 for NBC's Laramie and 20.9 for
ABC's Rifleman. And on Nov. 4 at
9- 9:30 on NBC he came off with 7.7
against 14.8 for CBS' Route 66 and
23.4 for ABC's 77 Sunset Strip.
The television audience for the 1010:30 p.m. EST period of three-network coverage of election returns was
the largest ever to witness a single
event, American Research Bureau said
last week. The peak audience: more
than 83 million viewers in 33 million
homes.
The previous record, according to
ARB, was 75 million viewers in 30 million homes tuned to the first KennedyNixon debate, on Sept. 26.
The tional
figures
basedreports.
on ARB's
NaArbitronarerating
Average
election-night tune-in for the 7:30-11
p.m. period was placed at 27,350,000
homes per average minute as against
the peak half-hour's average of 30 million per average minute. ARB did not
measure the audiences beyond 11 p.m.,
its normal nighttime shutoff hour.
NBC-TV Wins ■ In ratings the report
placed NBC-TV first (29.2), CBS-TV
second (21.7) and ABC-TV third
(10.1). Homes viewing per average
minute were broken down thus: NBCTV 13,260,000; CBS-TV 10,050,000;
ABC 4,040,000. It also was estimated
(SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS) 35

The last minute Nixon push almost worked
A surprise feature of the closing
campaign hours developed Nov. 7
when Republicans sponsored a fourhour telethon on ABC-TV. A program that ordinarily would have
taken weeks to prepare was blueprinted, organized and telecast in
a two-day period by the originating
station, WXYZ-TV Detroit, ABCowned outlet.
John Pival, station president, was
notified at 5 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 5,
the program would go on the air at
2 p.m. the following Monday. Besides the complex engineering,
WXYZ-TV arranged a 150-telephone bank, a studio for 100 telethon operators, a studio for Vice
President Nixon, accommodations for
75 working newsmen, space for a
dozen teletype machines and clerical
facilities.
Michigan Bell Telephone Co. and
Western Union started immediate
installation of lines and instruments
They received 3,000 more calls than they expected
to handle the anticipated 8,000
phone calls and news dispatches.
Actually the total was in excess of ready, including hamburger and
telecast 6-6:45 p.m. The station
11,000 calls. Station personnel
relayed the program to Boston
pineapple milk shake for the candidate.
where it was rebroadcast by the
worked Sunday rearranging offices
three tv networks.
Another example of broadcast
and studios, accumulating over 350
Several stations around the counhours of overtime. The publicity
legerdemain developed in New
staff set up facilities that turned out
England at WMUR-TV Manchester,
try took editorial stands on candidates or issues. They offered reply
N. H., after the ABC-TV telethon.
hundreds of copies of a 121-page
account of the telecast.
time
but nevertheless drew comSen. Kennedy's aides called the staThe Vice President arrived Montion Monday afternoon, asking the
plaints that reached the FCC and
station to clear time for a special
the Yarborough subcommittee.
day at 1:45 p.m. Everything was
there were 91,698,000 home hours of
election coverage viewing, divided as
follows: NBC 51%, CBS 38%, ABC
11%.
The record figure at 10-10:30 p.m.
EST was partially attributable, ARB
said, to the fact that the networks were
feeding the West Coast live rather than
on the normal delayed basis. Between
8:30 and 9 p.m. EST the report showed
an audience of 75 million viewers in
28 million homes, but that was before
heavy viewing hours had been reached
on the West Coast.
The ARB multi-city rating for Mr.
Nixon's four-hour afternoon telethon
Nov. 7 was 4.9. By quarter-hours it
started at 3.0 and built fairly steadily
to 5.4 and then jumped to 7.5 for the
last quarter-hour. The average rating
for the network and local programs
opposing him on CBS stations was 7.0;
on NBC stations, 6.3.
Election night sponsors
got their money's worth
Nearly nine-tenths of the tv-radio
network coverage election night was
sponsored. Out of a total of 36 hours
23 minutes of election reporting, nearly
36 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

32 hours was sponsored.
It's hardly likely any of the network
advertisers could complain about lack
of exposure above and beyond the
minimum contract terms. For example,
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp.'s numerical breakdown
of commercials
on
CBS-TV: Between 7:30 p.m. and midnight there were 18 Westinghouse commercials totaling 27 minutes; between
midnight and 7 a.m. Wednesday, 22
commercials totaling 33 minutes, and
from 12:45 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Wednesday, one commercial of 90 seconds. In
addition, the Westinghouse identification symbol was shown a total of 77
times — 32 times before midnight, 44
times after midnight to 7 a.m. and once
during the Wednesday afternoon election wrapup. On CBS Radio, Westinghouse one-minute commercials were
aired 61 times between 7:05 p.m. Tuesday and 5:30 a.m. Wednesday signoff.
Westinghouse had been guaranteed a
minimum of three hours of election
coverage, after which CBS broadcast
the commercials at will as long as coverage was uninterrupted. Betty Furness
presented her last live commercial for
Westinghouse at 7 a.m. Wednesday
(see separate story).
ABC-TV's coverage was continuous

from 8:30 p.m. Tuesday to 4:30 a.m.
Wednesday, resulting in eight Remington Rand commercials on the East
Coast; seven Colgate commercials and
eight Union Carbide commercials in
both the Eastern and Pacific time zones,
and a total of 46 commercials for Continental Oil Co. in the Mountain and
Central zones. President-elect John F.
Kennedy's victory statement in Hyannis,
Port, Mass., was carried live on Wednesday by ABC-TV and ABC Radio from
1 : 39 to 2:06 p.m., 13 hours and 48 minutes after ABC News chief John Daly
had, on the basis of returns from key
states, declared Sen. Kennedy the victor.
ABC-TV actually started its election coverage at 7 p.m., but at 7:30 p.m. the network returned to regularly scheduled
programming until 8:30 p.m.
Big Payoff ■ NBC-TV'S 12 hours of
continuous coverage in which advertisers reaped extra dividends (7:30 p.m.7:30 a.m.) resulted in a total of 72
commercials. Five sponsors with onesixth purchases got 12 commercials
apiece. They were Thomas J. Lipton,
Brown & Williamson, B. F. Goodrich,
Sandura, and Cowles Magazines. Field
Enterprises and Remington Rand Electric Shaver Div. of Sperry-Rand, each
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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SOMETHING SPECIAL

THOSE RAGTIME YEARS
THE

ammm:

SAME

VITALITY. . .

NBC TELEVISION

provides

substantially more

hours

of program service than
any other network, from
"The Dave Garroway
Today Show" in the morning to "The Jack Paar
Show" at night. And the
same vitality which has
won

NBC its clear and decisive leadership in News

and Public Affairs audiences characterizes this

THE CHEAT IMPERSONATION

THE MUSIC OF ROMANCES

THE WORKING MOTHER

M 4. ■ ' it

CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD

THE COMING OF CHRIST

season's wealth of NBC entertainment programming.
Summarized on these
pages are programs

that

et the standards of quality
br all of television. Note
hem well. In combination
Iwith the rest of the NBC
[television schedule, this
ide-rangihg variety of
rograms helps to show
you why 125 million people
watch NBC every week.
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THE JACK PAAR SHOW

f

"THE DAVE GARROWAY TODAY SHOW"
— the start of NBC's full service day.
Mon.-Fri., 7:00-9:00 A.M.
"the trapped housewife" Based on case
histories and taped interviews. On the
"Purex Special For Women."
Thurs., Nov. 10, 4:00-5:00 P.M.
"Omnibus" "He Shall Have Power," a study
of the Presidency. Sun., Nov. 13, 5:00-6:00 P.M.
"THE RELUCTANT DRAGON" — on the
"Shirley Temple Show." In Color.
Sun., Nov. 13, 7:00-8:00 P.M.
"Story of A family" War, depression and
technological change during three generations.
Mon., Nov. 14, 7:30-8:30 P.M.
"THE GREAT IMPERSONATION"
Oppenheim's classic thriller, on the
"Dow Hour of Great Mysteries."
Tues., Nov. 15, 10:00-11:00 P.M.
"DAVE'S place" Dave Garroway roams at
large over all of NBC. Fri., Nov. 18,
9:00-10:00 P.M.
"MACBETH" Starring Maurice Evans and
Judith Anderson. On the "Hallmark Hall of
Fame." In Color. Sun., Nov. 20, 6:00-8:00 P.M.
"THOSE RAGTIME YEARS" The rise of a
uniquely American kind of music. A "Project 20"
event. Tues., Nov. 22, 10:00-11:00 P.M.
"THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE" In Color.
Thurs., Nov. 24, 11:00 A.M.-12:00 Noon.
"NO place like home" A lighted-hearted
musical revue. In Color.
Thurs., Nov. 24, 5:30-6:30 P.M.
"the music of romance" Drama and music
from the life of Tchaikovsky. Special guest
Helen Hayes. On the "Bell Telephone Hour."
In Color. Fri., Nov. 25, 9:00-10:00 P.M.
perry como on "Perry Como's Kraft Music
Hall." In Color. Wed., Nov. 30,
9:00-10:00 P.M.
"BORN A giant" The early years of Andrew
Jackson. On Equitable's "Our American
Heritage." Fri., Dec. 2, 9:00-10:00 P.M.
"something special" — under the auspices
of the American Child Guidance Foundation.
Sun., Dec. 4, 10:00-11:00 P.M.
"THE WORKING MOTHER" On the
"Purex Special For Women."
Thurs., Dec. 8, 4:00-5:00 P.M.
MARY MARTIN STARS AS "PETER PAN" and
Cyril Ritchard is Captain Hook. In Color.
Thurs., Dec. 8, 7:30-9:30 P.M.
"golden child" An original Christmas
opera on the "Hallmark Hall of Fame."
In Color. Fri., Dec. 16, 8:30-10:00 P.M.
"THE COMING OF CHRIST" Based on the
world's great religious art. In Color. A
"Project 20" event. Wed., Dec. 21, 8 :30-9 :30 P.M.
" 'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS"
on the "Bell Telephone Hour."
In Color. Fri., Dec. 23, 9 :00-10 :00 P.M.
"AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS" By the
NBC Opera Company.
Sun., Dec. 25, 4:00-5:00 P.M.
"CHRISTMAS AROUND THE WORLD" On
"The Dinah Shore Chevy Show."
In Color. Sun., Dec. 25, 9:00-10:00 P.M.
"victory at SEA" Highlights from the
famous "Project 20" presentation.
Thurs., Dec. 29, 9:30-11:00 P.M.
THE NBC OPERA COMPANY'S
world
premiere
of "Deseret."
In Color.
Sun., Jan.
1, 3:00-5:00 P.M.
"the jack paar show" completes NBC's
full service day. Mon. through Fri.,
11:15 P.M.-1:00 A.M.

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

morrow
is here

TEACHER
OF THE FUTURE
Electro-mechanical tutor tests student nurse,
offers congratulations for right answer,
gives information to correct wrong answer,
makes lesson assignments, explains errors.

MULTI-CITY
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s se
today

in the LANCASTER
HARRISBURG

/ YORK

/

market

MARKET

This station with its multi-city coverage
V
WGAL-T
looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.
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o

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
40

Company, Inc.

• New York

Chicago

• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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with a one-twelfth order, got six commercials each. NBC-TV continued its
coverage through the Today program
(7:30-9 a.m.), making a total of 13 Vz
hours of continuous coverage. NBC
News rounded out its election story with
a special broadcast that began at 12:45
p.m. Wednesday and ended at 2:11
p.m. It included full remarks of Herbert Klein, press secretary for Vice
President Nixon, conceding the election
to Sen. Kennedy. It also included the
President-elect's acceptance remarks in
a remote broadcast from Hyannis. Port,
Mass.
The RCA 501 was the only computer
used by the networks that did not
project a Nixon victory (see separate
story). One of NBC co-anchorman
David Brinkley's quips during the night
concerned the RCA 501 : "We have just
given our electronic brain its twoo'clock feeding of warm election returns."
NBC Radio's uninterrupted election
coverage lasted from 7:30 p.m. to 7:30
a.m., while CBS Radio began at 7:05
p.m. and ended at 5:30 a.m. During
the mid-morning hours of Nov. 9, all
networks continued their vigil for later
developments in the uncertain states of
California, Minnesota and Illinois.
Mutual Radio led all the networks in
continuous election reporting, going
from 7:30 p.m. Tuesday until 12:30
p.m. Wednesday. After two hours of
regular programming, Mutual resumed
coverage at 3 p.m. to keep on top of
the critical California situation until
5 p.m. Brief reports were also inserted
in regular newscasts. Mutual's anchorman, Taylor Grant, emphasized
throughout the night the necessity of
being cautious in analyzing returns,
trends and in deciding on the victor —
whom Mutual didn't name until confirmation ofthe Minnesota vote to Sen.
Kennedy at noon Wednesday. Mr.
Grant said the influence of the broadcast debates between the candidates was
made clear in the split ballot situation
that developed in many states, where,
for example, voters crossed party lines
to vote for Sen. Kennedy, but at the
same time voted for a Republican
governor or congressman. Mutual's
sponsor for the network half of the
coverage was Oasis cigarettes, which
had a total of 80 half -minute and minute commercials.
A fine point in political terminolgy
was brought out by Mutual on Wednesday. MBS newsmen were instructed to
call Sen. John F. Kennedy the President-designate until on or after Dec. 19,
when electors of the electoral college
meet in their respective state capitals.
Only after they formally cast their vote
will they be making the man they represent the President-elect. It's all in the
Constitution, Norman Baer, MBS news
director, points out.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

Will computers

replace

Huntley-Brinkley in '64?
All three television networks kept
electronic computers whirring, stirring
and forecasting throughout election
night. Just about the only things they
didn't predict were how long it would
take to find out who won — and which
forecast would prove most accurate.
Viewers interested more in the odds
than what the final margin would be or
ARB
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for September
Rank
Ratings
1. Miss America Pageant 56.5
2. Wagon Train
34.2
3. 77 Sunset Strip
33.6
4. Ed Sullivan
29.8
5. I've Got a Secret
29.2
6. Price is Right
29.1
7. Real McCoys
28.9
7. What's My Line?
28.9
9. Have Gun, Will Travel 28.3
10. Perry Mason
28.2
No. viewers
Rank
(000)
1. Miss America Pageant 55,603
2. Wagon Train
36,290
3. 77 Sunset Strip
32,890
4. Ed Sullivan
30,910
5. Have Gun, Will Travel 28,910
6. Perry Mason
27,975
7. Real McCoys
27,850
8. Dennis the Menace
26,520
9. Price is Right
26,180
10. I've Got a Secret
25,200
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
NIELSEN
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for two weeks ending
Oct. 16, 1960 (t) Rating
TOTAL AUDIENCE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
6.
8.
10.9.

1.
2.
4.
3.
5.
6.
8.
7.

%
No.
U.S. Tv homes
homes
(000)
Rank
World Series (Sun.)
48.6 21,967
World Series (Sat.)
44.0 19,888
Wagon
Train
41.5 18,758
Gunsmoke
39.7 17,944
Bob Hope Show
17,040
37.7
36.0 16,272
World Series (M.-F.)
Have Gun, Will Travel
34.9 15,775
Untouchables
32.6 14,735
77 Sunset Strip
13,967
30.9Rating
Checkmate
30.8 13,922
AVERAGE AUDIENCE (t)

Rank
Gunsmoke
Wagon Train
Have Gun, Will Travel
World Series (Sun.)
Bob Hope Show
Untouchables
Price is Right
World Series (Sat.)
77 Sunset Strip

U.S. Tv
homes
37.0
34.1
32.5
31.2
29.8
27.2
26.7
26.5
25.7

No.
homes
(,000)
16,724
15,413
14,690
14,102
13,470
12,294
12,068
11,978
11,616

when the outcome would be known
could have turned off their sets at
7 p.m. with the assurance that the
chances were 10 to 1— for Vice President Nixon. If they had returned to
their sets for a quick check two or
three hours later they might have been
surprised to hear that things had turned
around quite a bit and that, at the same
moment, Sen. Kennedy was now favored by (a) 5 to 1, and (b) 332.2 to 1.
Before they could have put any money
down at either price, however, the
10. Real McCoys
(t) Homes reached by all or
the program, except for homes
1 to 5 minutes.
(t) Homes
ute of the reached
program. during the

25.5 11,526
any part of
viewing only
average min-

Copyright 1960, A. C. Nielsen Co.
Background: The following programs, in
alphabetical
this week'sInBROADCASTINGorder,
tv appear
ratings inroundup.
formation isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Checkmate (CBS-164): Brown & Williamson,
(Bates), Lever (K&E), Kimberly-Clark (FCB),
Sat. 8:30-9:30 p.m.
Dennis the Mennace (CBS-167): Kellogg
(Burnett), Best Foods (GBB), Sun. 7.30-8
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever (JWT),
American Home Products (Bates), Sat.
9:30-10 p.m.
p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-169): Buick (M-E),
Mon., Oct. 3, 8:30-9:30 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (C3S-197): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Bristol-Myers (DCSS), Wed. 9:3010 p.m.
Miss America Pageant (CBS-174): Philco
(BBD0), Oldsmobile (Brother), Toni (North),
Sat, Sept. 10, 10 p.m.-12 midnight.
Perry Mason (CBS-150): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Drackett (Y&R), H. C. Moores
(B&B), Philip Morris (B&B), Sterling Drug
(DFS), Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Price
Is Right
8:30-9
p.m. (NBC-180): Lever (BBD0), Wed.
Real McCoys (ABC-171): P&G (Compton),
Thur. .8:30-9 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American Chicle,
Whitehall (both Bates), R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Beecham Products (K&E), Fri. 9-10
p.m.
Untouchables (ABC-179): L&M (M-E), Armour
(FCB), Whitehall (Bates), Beecham Products (K&E), Union Carbide (Esty), Sunbeam
(FCB), Thur. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Wagon
p.m. Train (NBC-186): R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
Ford
(JWT),p.m.National Biscuit (M-E), Wed.
7:30-8:30
What's My Line (CBS-147): Sunbeam (PerrinPaus), Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:30-11
World" Series (NBC-209): Gillette (Maxon),
Wed., Thur., Sat., Oct. 5, 6, 8, 1 p.m. to
conclusion, Sun. Oct. 9, 2 p.m. to concl.,
Mon., Wed., Thur., Oct. 10, 12, 13, 1 p.m.
top.m.conclusion.

9.
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odds moved to 250 to 1, then to 100 to
1, 90 to 1, 6y2 to 1 and then to 333 to 1,
According to logs kept by Radio Tv
Reports Inc., a monitoring organization
retained by RCA for an election night
study, a viewer could have gone to bed
at 10:33 p.m., 1:22, 3:14, 5:46, 6:29 or
7:02 a.m. (EST) having just been assured— in each case — that the odds for
Mr. Kennedy were 333 to 1. If he
had trouble with his shoe laces and was
delayed a few minutes, however — getting to bed at 10:40, 11:02, 11:45 or
12:11, for example — he could have
carried with him the equally firm assurance that the odds were 331 to 1,
90 to 1, 6y2 to 1 or 100 to 1.
During one 64-minute span early in
the evening, from 8:14 to 9:18 (EST),
viewers with quick wrists could have
learned that the odds favoring Sen.
Kennedy were (in chronological order)
11 to 5, 6:3 to 1, 3 to 1, 7 to 5, 22 to 1,
49 to 1, 22 to 1 and 15 to 1, depending
on which network they were watching
at which moment.
As it turned out, the weight of the
odds didn't matter — after momentary
lapses very early in the evening they
ran uniformly and, as bookmakers regard such things, heavily in favor of
Sen. Kennedy. Moreover the predictions regarding the final votes, popular
and electoral, never fluctuated widely
despite the erratic variations of the
odds.
Nixon Predictions ■ Feeding the first
smattering of returns into their computers, both ABC (using a Univac computer) and CBS (IBM 7090) reported
early projections of victory for Mr.
Nixon. At 7 p.m. ABC said, but with
some qualifications, the odds favored
the Vice President 10 to 1. Less than
a half-hour later CBS said the trend at
that point indicated Mr. Nixon would
be elected and might get a whopping
459 electoral votes, although CBS noted
that its projection was based on "completely inadequate information." At
8: 14 the CBS computer got on the winning side, reporting odds 1 1 to 5 favoring Sen. Kennedy. At 8:44 ABC reported the odds at 7 to 5 favoring Mr.
Kennedy.
NBC, using an RCA 501 computer,
withheld its first projection until 8:23
p.m., at which time it reported the odds
as 6.3 to 1 favoring Sen. Kennedy and
projected his popular vote to 51.1%
and Mr. Nixon's to 48.9%.
The first electoral-vote projections
which put Sen. Kennedy over the required 269 were as follows, according
to the radio-tv reports log:
8:14 p.m.— CBS: Sen. Kennedy 297;
Mr. Nixon 240. (Popular vote projection: Sen. Kennedy 51%, Mr. Nixon
49%.)
9:03 p.m.— NBC: Sen. Kennedy 349;
Mr. Nixon 188. (Popular vote: Sen.
Kennedy 51.4%, Mr. Nixon 48.6%.)
42 (SPECIAL REPORT: POLITICS)

10:33 p.m. — ABC: Sen. Kennedy to
have more than 307 electoral votes.
time.)
(No popular vote projection at that
Which of these "first" forecasts came
closest to being right? With or without
electronic brains, the tally-keepers still
couldn't tell two days later. They were
still splitting decimals and waiting for
final returns. Sen. Kennedy was ahead
by less than one-half of one percent of
the popular vote and the electoral count
stood at 300 for him, 185 for Mr.
Nixon and 52 still undecided.
FCC

makes

last minute

rulings on Sec. 315
The American Forum of the Air is
not a news program, the FCC stated
last week, and is not exempt from the
equal time provisions of Sec. 315.
This decision stemmed from a complaint lodged against WBZ-TV Boston
by Herbert W. Hill, the New Hampshire Democratic candidate for the
Senate running against Sen. Styles
Bridges (R-N. H.). Mr. Hill complained to the commission through
Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough's election
watchdog subcommittee concerning
Sen. can
Bridges'
appearance on the AmeriForum show.
In his complaint, Mr. Hill charged
that WBZ-TV had informed him, following a query, that the station considered the program exempt from Sec.
315 equal time provisions and offered
him 15 minutes of free time on Oct. 12.
However, asserted Mr. Hill, the station
also gave Sen. Bridges another 15 minutes of free time on Oct. 19.
WBZ-TV, according to Mr. Hill,
reaches two-thirds of the homes in
New Hampshire.
Mr. Hill's complaint to the Yarborough committee was forwarded to
the commission for review. Last week,
the commission said that it did not
consider the American Forum of the
Air exempt from the Sec. 315 equal
time provisions.
Vermont Hook-up ■ The commission
also acted last week on a complaint
from the Democratic campaign headquarters in Burlington, Vt. The complaint charged that WCAX-TV Burlington refused its services, facilities
and cooperation for a proposed visit
to Burlington by Sen. Kennedy. The
station, with several Vermont radio
stations connected to its microphone,
had broadcast an earlier local speech
by Vice President Nixon.
The complaint stated that the station
was not cooperative in obtaining the
same radio connections for Sen. Kennedy's
told all
the ofcommissionspeech.
that it WCAX
had made
its
own services available for the Democratic candidate's appearance, but that
it could not be responsible for other

stations in the area.
The commission told the Burlington
Democratic campaign headquarters that
WCAX did not refuse its services, that
it had taken care to provide equal opportunities for the use of its facilities.
"No further action is warranted," the
commission said, since WCAX could
not be held responsible for soliciting
other stations to connect with it for
the broadcast.
A challenge to the FCC's primacy in
ruling on the equal time provisions of
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act
was successfully turned back last week
by educational WGBH-TV Boston in
the U.S. District Court in Boston.
The educational tv station had been
attacked by David Franklin, a write-in
candidate for election to Congress from
Massachusett's
FifththeCongressional
trict. He claimed
station failedDisto
afford him equal time on a news interview program on which had appeared
his Democratic and Republican opponents. The news interview programs had been scheduled by WGBHTV early in the campaign and had
consisted of interviews with representatives of Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Nixon,
Massachusetts candidates for the U.S.
Senate, governor, attorney general,
secretary of state and for Congress in
five congressional districts.
Last Monday's argument was heard
on a WGBH-TV motion to dismiss the
complaint because Mr. Franklin had
not first asked the FCC for relief. This
was granted by federal district Judge
Francis Ford. Washington attorney
Ernest W. Jennes represented WGBH.
Four broadcasters won't
be in the new Congress
Four members of Congress associated
with broadcasting will be missing from
the 87th Congress lineup next year as
a result of last week's elections.
Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.),
Senate majority leader whose wife
Claudia T. (Lady Bird) Johnson is
board chairman and controlling stockholder of KTBC-AM-TV Austin and
KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, both Texas,
will resign his Senate seat in January
to assume the vice presidency, the nation's second highest office.
Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (DWyo.), honeywhose
wife Agnes
V. O'Ma-in
owns minority
stockholdings
Cheyenne Newspapers, which in turn
owns stock in KFBC-AM-TV Cheyenne
and satellite KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff,
Neb., did not seek re-election this year.
Rep. Alvin M. Bentley (R-Mich.),
president and one-third owner of
WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich., which
also is permittee for ch. 9 at Alpena,
Mich., did not seek re-election to the
House. He ran for the Senate but lost
to incumbent Sen. Pat McNamara (DBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

Music?

Make

mine

Cha-Cha-Cha

As long as people are human they will continue to
change their minds, their interests, their needs and
tastes. And from this gem of wisdom we've arrived
at the conclusion that the radio station that stays in
tune with the times is bound to get the lion's share
of the listeners' time. Right now there is a keen
desire for enlightenment. In keeping pace with this
trend, WJR emphasizes enlightening programs. The
audience response has been overwhelming.
For example: a large group of housewives formed
the "Don't Call Between 10 A.M. and 11 A.M."

... TCHAIKOVSKY!

Club. That's when WJR's "Adventures in Good
Music" is on the air. Cha-Cha-Cha-inclined listeners have not been abandoned, but good music
and its equivalent in informative programs are receiving more and more time. Our listeners demand
a finer grade of entertainment and they get it. We
never could buy that ridiculous "12-year-old mentality" bit. If you don't either, call your Henry I.
Christal representative and see what WJR . . . the
station that's in tune with the times . . . can do for
you in this enlightened area.

760 KC^^ 50,000 WATTS
ro,t
RADIO WITH F
ADULT tAPPEAL
1 ^de
W
Fine Arts programming is a part of complete
range programming — something for everyone.
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Mich.) for the latter's seat in the upper
chamber.
Rep. Dean P. Taylor (R-N.Y.), minority stockholder in Capital Cities Tv
Corp., did not seek re-election. Capital
Cities includes WPRO-AM-FM-TV
Providence, R. I.; WROW-AM-FM and
WTEN (TV) Albany and WCDB (TV)
Hagaman, all New York; WCDC (TV)
Adams, Mass., and WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C.
Republican Donald C. Bruce, business manager of WIRE Indianapolis,
was elected Congressman from Indiana's 11th district, unseating Democrat
Joseph W. Barr. Mr. Bruce has been
in broadcasting 19 years, holding the
positions of program director, business
manager and general manager. He
joined WIRE in 1948 as a news commentator, was elevated to program director in 1957 and became business
manager last year.
Salinger, Landis named
in first Kennedy moves
President-elect John F. Kennedy last
week said he will carry Pierre Salinger
with him into the White House as his
official presidential news secretary. In
his first White House appointments, he
also named Andrew Hatcher, a Negro
and California state labor department
official on leave, as associate news secretary.
Sen. Kennedy also disclosed he has
asked James M. Landis, New York attorney who represented Skiatron Elec-

tronics & Tv Corp. in pay tv proceedings before the FCC, to make a study
of federal agencies, including the FCC,
and report his findings by Dec. 15. Mr.
Landis is a former dean of the Harvard
Law School and former chairman of
the Civil Aeronautics Board and Securities & Exchange Commission.
What

the politicans paid

for television programs
The political parties placed an estimated gross time billing of $2,698,191
on the television networks during the
national campaign. This does not include various pre-emptions or out-ofpocket expenses payment for which the
parties are responsible. The $2.7 million, however, also is subject to future
revisions (stations failing to clear on
network line ups or overestimated production charges). Billing and payment
of political time are in advance, with
rebates made as indicated in revisions.
This is how the Democrats and Republicans split in time and in charges on
each of the networks: ABC-TV — Republicans, 6hours, 45 minutes ($420,650); Democrats, 2 hours ($137,650).
CBS-TV — Republicans, 3 hours, 45 minutes ($772,200); Democrats, 2 hours,
25 minutes ($429,200). NBC-TV— Republicans, 3hours, 45 minutes ($451,531); Democrats, 5 hours ($486,460).
The time includes all network programs
paid for by the parties including the
5-minute format.
The biggest chunk of time was Vice
BROADCAST

Shulton

Inc.

does

a

President Nixon's 2-6 p.m. telethon
Nov. 7 on ABC-TV (estimated at some
$160,000). Also on ABC-TV that day:
a Democratic purchase of 6-6:30 p.m.
featuring Sen. Kennedy and an election
eve half-hour telecast by the Republicans (Mr. Nixon, Mr. Lodge and President Eisenhower) at 11 p.m. Election
eve on CBS-TV featured the GOP half
hour followed by the 11-11:30 Democratic rally (Sen. Kennedy in Boston)
telecast. CBS-TV also fed stations a 15minute telecast featuring the Democratic
candidate at 6:30-6:45 p.m. if they
could clear the time then, if not in a
period close to it. NBC-TV telecast Sen.
Kennedy's 1 5-minute answer to the Nixon telethon at 7 p.m., followed with a
Republican telecast (taped repeat of the
CBS-TV program) at 11 o'clock.
An expensive purchase by the GOP
on Sunday (Nov. 6) was its preemption
of GE Theatre at 9 p.m. on CBS-TV.
That program cost the Republicans an
estimated $130,000 including repayment
of out-of-pocket expenses.
Variations exist in preemption costs
charged to political parties. Costs usually are kept to a minimum by the
advertiser extending the run of the new
programs and cancelling one repeat.
This means in effect that the preempted
period is placed on the books as one
which would have had a repeat show.
In some cases — as in the GE Theatre
program preemption — the time element
interfered and out-of-pocket expenses
had to be absorbed by the political party
buying the period.

ADVERTISING
repeat

performance

SETS UP ANOTHER 'FOURTH NETWORK' FOR SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERIES
They star Lloyd Nolan, Eddie Hodges,
Shulton Inc., encouraged by its sucplicated aslast spring's Race For Space,
when Shulton and Wesley worked out
Gregory Ratoff, Sam Levene, Margaret
cess in sponsoring Race For Space on
105 television stations after being
O'Brien, Chuck Connors and others.
the prime-time "fourth network" plan
(Broadcasting, March 28 et seq.). The
turned down by the three networks, is In addition to this phase of holiday adspace show cost Shulton around
going ahead with bigger plans in navertising for Old Spice men's and Destional spot programming.
ert Flower women's products, there will $300,000, it was reported then, includbe
spot radio schedules in major marA five-part, half-hour Shulton Holidoesn't
kets three weeks prior to Christmas and
want ingto$92,000
say for
whattime.
it is Shulton
paying for
the
day Playhouse will go on the air on 97 tv announcements
between the two
Playhouse,
but
one
item
that
runs
up
stations in prime time beginning Fri- holidays. The advertising campaign,
the bill is buying separate prints for
day, Nov. 18, and continuing between
announced by Frank N. Carpenter, vice nearly simultaneous showing in each
the Thanksgiving and Christmas seapresident of Shulton, includes stepped
market.
sons. The big time-clearing job was
up schedules in all media to support the
Unlike Race For Space, the Shulton
five tv shows.
handled by the toiletry manufacturer's
Holiday
Playhouse contracts include no
agency, Wesley Assoc., New York,
Clearing Affiliates ■ All stations in
re-run deals. Last spring stations got
which is busy now with more ambitious
the Playhouse lineup are network affil- one-time rates for Race and then could
plans for next year. What Shulton has
iates except WPIX (TV) New York,
in mind for later is seven hour-long
have replay rights in exchange for comKTTV
(TV) Los Angeles and WGNmercial announcements. For this seaspecials, but it is still too early to tell TV Chicago.
All
are
big
markets
outmore.
son's five shows Shulton is paying whatlets. Charles Amory, vice president of
ever ratecards specify, Mr. Amory said,
The five half-hours of the Shulton
Wesley Assoc., visited nearly half of
and is getting promotional support by
Holiday Playhouse are unshown pro- them personally to contract for the time.
the stations.
gram pilots from the shelves of Desilu,
Working with a number of assistants,
Publicity resulting from the space
Bernard Shubert Inc. and Cy Howard.
he said the job was five times as comBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
44
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spanisn-American war, it was vitally important that

President McKinley dispatch a message to Garcia, the Cuban
revolutionist. Today, 61 years later, it's still a mystery how
the American courier, traveling on foot
through hostile, unknown

country, de-

livered the message. There's no mystery

MESSAGE

about the way Balaban stations get your message through.
Alert, lively programming

and interesting personalities make

Balaban the message-bringer of 1960. The word on your product

ro

or your service gets through to prospective buyers and
sells consistently day after day, week after week with
the Balaban stations

THE

couriers par excellence.

BALABAN

GARCIA

STATIONS

in tempo with the times
JOHN F. BOX, Jr., Managing Director
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largest market, the largest audiences stay tuned
REPRESENTED BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES • CBS OWNED

to . . .

WCBS-TV

client's field men "what depth of exposure we will have in a market as
local merchandising and promotion is
correlated to our planned advertising
weight." He told OAB delegates, "If
we cannot guarantee or at least approximately anticipate audience, how can we
successfully coordinate a total sales

Frank N. Carpenter, vice president of
Shulton and one who created the
"Race For Space" prime-time lineup
last spring, shows Eddie Hodges, star

of one show in the "Shulton Holiday
Playhouse," an upcoming cover story
in the "New York Journal-American"
tv section.

documentary resulted in 300 million
free editorial consumer impressions in
different media, Shulton said, including
front-page, editorial-page, column and
other coverage in New York newspapers and papers across the country.
The sponsor had tried to place the
David Wolper production on all networks and was turned down by all, who
said it was policy to produce their own
news and public affairs programming.
It was then that Shulton and Wesley

set about fitting together their own
"custom-tailored" lineup of stations.
Shulton is on the networks from time
to time and cites as some of its tv
"firsts" through the years a Victor Borge
special, the Rogers & Hammerstein
"Cinderella" musical and others. Two
of the manufacturer's other products,
Good Aire and Bridgeport Insecticide,
have used ABC-TV daytime programs
and the NBC-TV Jack Paar Show this
year, also placed by Wesley.

THE

UPS

AND

DOWNS

OF

RATE

CARDS

Ohio broadcasters hear agency complaints and suggestions
The problem of deciphering station
a higher freight, only to get a lower one
rate cards to assure a fair buy for the because a third or fourth rated station
national advertiser was put before Ohio
in that market was willing to reduce its
rates to get the business.
broadcasters by several agency spokesmen last weekend. Appearing before the
But in the end, she suggested, the
Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters fall convenresponsibility for defining the single
tion in Columbus Nov. 3-4 were Harrate in terms of national, regional and
local advertisers and, of course, the
vey Mann, media manager at H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago and Ruth
term "retail" must inevitably fall on the
broadcaster. She led a discussion of the
Leach, associate group supervisor, Mcproblems of radio rate cards.
Cann-Erickson, Chicago.
Harvey Mann, media manager at
Ruth Leach, associate group superH. W. Kastor & Sons Adv., Chicago,
visor at McCann-Erickson, Chicago,
told OAB that while the idea of a single claimed that perhaps the most important
rate
cardreceive
can't beserious
done over
night, it aspect of current rate structures lies in
should
consideration
"the inequalitities of charging equal rates
from broadcasters. It hardly seems fair, for unequal audiences." The problem
"needs primary consideration and begs
she pointed out, that a national advertiser should pay a higher rate than a for an early solution," he asserted.
local client. In some instances, she
Mr. Mann cited certain major problems faced by clients and agencies in
pointed out, a national advertiser and
any decision to use broadcast media.
its agency have been known to seek out
a market with a test campaign and face
An agency must be able to tell the
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

He also singled out a "mushrooming
trend" in tv in which, under certain
circumstances, announcements are ofeffort?"fered with pre-emptible provisions.
Thus, at no time, Mr. Mann claimed,
does an advertiser know where his message is being exposed or is he able to
determine his total audience.
An agency today is asked nearly
every day to approve announcement
schedules "where the cost per thousand
fluctuates with differences in cost per
thousand, ranging all the way up to
300%," he reported, citing certain examples in network tv.
In order to advance the objective of
equal audience for equal charges, Mr.
Mann suggested, programming responsibility would have to rest solely with
network and station management and a
universally accepted rating service
would have to be evolved.
Mr. Mann recommended a "summit
meeting" of various industry groups for
the purpose of setting standards that a
rating service would utilize and that
the industry would adopt.
Selling,

buying

I
'

tv

ideas on TvB agenda
Ways to sell television and ways to
make it easier to buy — along with some j
case-history support for both objectives \
— will be spelled out this week in a
series of speeches at the sixth annual
meeting of the Television Bureau of
Advertising. The meeting will be held
Thursday and Friday at the WaldorfAstoria in New York.
A new major sales presentation by
TvB,
"The
Progress
also will
be shown
for of
the Discontent,"
first time at
a breakfast meeting for some 2,000 '
agency and advertiser executives and
TvB members preceding the Friday
morning business session. Leslie B.
Worthington, president of U.S. Steel,
will discuss "Diagnosis: Economic
Myopia," at the Friday luncheon.
The opening meeting, at 2:30 Thursday afternoon, will hear Dwight Shirey,
president of Patterson Fletcher, specialty store in Fort Wayne, Ind., submit a
long-awaited report on his store's use I
of television in a "laboratory" test conducted in cooperation with TvB.
Other Thursday afternoon speakers
will include Thomas A. Wright Jr., vice
president of Leo Burnett Co., on billing
discrepancies; Harry McMahan, television advertising consultant, on "A
New Approach to Selling the Potential
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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CHANNEL

9

The lowest cost television bridge to the
Upper Ohio Valley's Five Billion Dollar retail
market. The best of CBS and ABC. Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
John J. Laux, Managing Dir.— AT. 2-626$
Represented By Avery-Knodel, Inc.

YOUR
CHANNEL

PRODUCT'S
BEST

1 22

28% taller and 29% morns powerful. Tells
and sells 152,000 TV homes who spend 750
million! annually, The best of CBS and ABC,
plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
0. T. Knight, General Manager — MA 3-7260
Represented by Av«y-Knodei, inc.

FRIEND

IS
CHANNEL

he

FRIENDLY

Group's

More to see on Channel 3 with NBC. Dominates the key corners of Tennessee, Georgia
and Alabama where over a million people
spend 600 million dollars.
Harry Burke,, General Manager — OX 8-1505
Represented by H-S

C H A N N E L

IN JOPLIN:
D. T. Knight - MAyfair 3-7260
IN NEW YORK:
Lee Gaynor - OXford 7-0306
Represented Nationally:
Avery-Knodel, Inc.
Want increased sales in this rich industrial and agricultural Four
State Market? Then count on KODE-TV - 28% taller and 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition to deliver the goods.
Ford
General
Electric,
House,
Macy'sDuncan
Dept.
Store, Motor,
Tastemark
Dairies,
LocalMaxwell
Chevrolet
Dealers,
Hines Cake Mix, Bunny Bread, Procter & Gamble and Falstaff
Brewery are just a few of the national and local advertisers who
buy KODE-TV to tell and sell 152,000 TV homes who spend
over 750,000 MILLION DOLLARS ANNUALLY.
bltOUP /
V^jtl }John J- Laux» Exec. Vice-President
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Newest member of the FRIENDLY Group serving over a million people with 721 million
dollars to spend. The best of CBS, NBC and
ABC Networks
Robert E. Metcalfe. Managing Dir.— TA 4-5432
Represented by Avery-Knodel, inc.

C H A N N E
L
1 2
ill*
A captive audience of 150,000 TV homes with
a spendable consumer income of almost One
Billion Dollars. The best of NBC and CBS.
Plus Shopper Topper Merchandising.
Bob Runnerstrom, Gen. Manager—MAin 4-7573
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE
FURNITURE,
HOUSEWARES
& APPLIANCES
ARE SOLD
ON
LONG

ISLAND

THAN

IN

NEWARK
AND

NEW

PUT

HAVEN..,

TOGETHER!

'140,682,
000
(Sales
Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)
M 0,000

WATTS
AM 1100
FM 96 3

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD \k ww of
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
Represented by Gill-Perna
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of the Medium"; Eugene Accas, vice
president
tions CanofDoGreyto Adv.,
Help on
an "What
Agency Stain
Buying More Television Time," and
E. B. Brogan, advertising manager of
American Motors, on television's impact in the automotive field.
Otto P. Brandt of KING-TV Seattle,
TvB board chairman, and Norman E.
Cash, president of the bureau, will preside over the afternoon session, which
will be followed by cocktails, a reception and a special tv tape demonstration at TvB's
Rockefeller
Plaza.new headquarters, 1
After the breakfast meeting and presentation Friday morning in the Waldorf's grand ballroom, officers' reports
will be submitted and Terry H. Lee,
vice president and managing director of
WAGA-TV Atlanta, will discuss "Ediand Saleswill
Influence."
new board torializing
members
be elected Six
in
the closing business session Friday
afternoon. The six whose terms expire
this year are Mr. Brandt; Alexander W.
Dannenbaum Jr., Westinghouse Broadcasting; Donald Dwight Davis, KMBCTV Kansas City; Payson Hall, Meredith
Pub. Co.; A. Louis Read, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, and Robert Tincher,
WHTN-TV Huntington, W.Va.
The new presentation, "Progress of
Discontent," shows how public discontent with existing products and ways of
doing things leads to new products and
services, and points up advertising's
role in finding and exploiting this discontent.
Heineman

agency

merges

with Kastor, Hilton
Personnel and accounts of Heineman,
Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph Inc., New
York, will be merged with Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton Inc.,
New York, effective Dec. 1. The
merger was announced Thursday (Nov.
10) by the principals of both advertising agencies. Mort Heineman, president of HKS&J, will be a senior vice

president, member of the management
committee and serve on the plans board
of the Kastor, Hilton Company.
Founded in 1934, and originally
known as Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.,
the Heineman agency's major clients include E. Regensburg & Sons (Admiration cigars), Roosevelt Raceway, Antoine de Paris cosmetics and Lane Bryant Inc. (Over Five-Seven shops). Active accounts in the direct selling field
include Fashion Frocks Inc., Cort Cosmetics Inc., Signet Club Plan and
Charles Chester Shoe Co. Key Heineman executives and personnel will assume comparable positions with
KHCC&A, the announcement stated.
Agency appointments...
■ All of the advertising money of the
First Bank Stock Corp. literally will be
deposited on Jan. 1, 1961, with a single
advertising agency — at BBDO in Minneapolis-St. Paul. First Bank Stock
Corp. includes a number of banking
institutions in the Ninth Federal Reserve District. The principal institutions
are the First National Bank of Minneapolis, formerly handled by Olmsted &
Foley, that city, and the First National
Bank of St. Paul, previously serviced
by Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan in
that area. Also coming under the
BBDO wing: 16 other affiliates in the
Twin City area as well as 70 additional
banks in the district which make up the
First Service Corp. (no previous
agency) .
■ Banner Tire Co., Chicago, appoints
M. M. Fisher Assoc., that city, to
handle its account. A heavy schedule
of radio, including sports coverage, will
be used.
■ Western Pine Assn., Portland, Ore.,
said to be the nation's largest lumber
manufacturing organization, appoints
McCann-Erickson to handle its entire
advertising and public relations program effective Jan. 1, 1961. R. A.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking the American Research Bureau. These
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, ChiRating
week Nov. 3-9 as rated by the
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
Philadelphia
and
Washington,
D.
C.
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of
Date
29.4
Network
Program and Time
Thur., Nov. 3
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Fri., Nov. 4
24.0
ABC-TV
21.9
Sat., Nov. 5
Perry Mason (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Sun., Nov. 6
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
28.2
27.7
Mon., Nov. 7
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
all
networks
CBS-TV
Tue., Nov. 8
*Election coverage (8:30 p.m.)
60.5
tRifleman (8 p.m.)
27.7
16.9
ABC-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
WedJ, Nov. 9
NBC-TV
*Rating is for highest half-hour period during election result coverage.
tHighest half-hour rating for programming other than election coverage.
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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"White Columns," The home of WSB radio, Atlanta
For 38 years WSB

Radio has been the overwhelming favorite of Georgia listeners.

The latest Nielsen Station Index (July-August) for Atlanta shows WSB

led in 213

of 216 rated quarter-hours. This is a direct result of WSB's imaginative programming devoted to the public interest. Melodic tunes and fanciful games are combined
with coverage of community activities and programs devoted to farming, religion and
news. Get the most out of your promotional dollars in Atlanta by advertising on
WSB Radio. A member of the Quality Radio Group, Inc.

WSB
radio
'The Voice of the Soittli"
ATLANTA

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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In

Chicago

. . . the Northwest Expressway brings the world's busiest jet airport, O'Hare Field, within eighteen minutes of the Chicago Loop.
This new link in Chicago's vast network of superhighways not only
speeds airport traffic, it provides access to all interstate toll roads.

In

Chicago

WGN

RADIO
reaches more homes
than any other
Chicago advertising medium.

Winner of the Alfred P. Sloan
Highway Safety Award for 1958 and 1959

WGN

IS

CHICAGO

Quality • Integrity • Responsibility

executive in M-E's
Brown,
office, will direct all agency
Portland account
services for the association.
■ Hertz Rent-All, new div. of Hertz
Corp. (hospital and party supplies),
Chicago, appoints Needham, Louis &
Brorby, N.Y., to handle its account.
■ American Luggage Works Inc., Warren, R. I., American Tourister Luggage,
appoints McCann-Marschalk Co., N. Y.
The account, formerly with John C.
Dowd Inc., Boston, is active in broadcast media.
Wilkins appoints Doner
Wilkins Coffee Co., Washington,
D. C, last week announced appointment of W. B. Doner & Co., Baltimore,
effective Dec. 1. Wilkins markets tea
and decaffeinated coffee along with its

regular coffee brand in the MarylandDistrict of Columbia- Virginia area and
has been a heavy regional spot advertiser. M. Belmont Ver Standig Inc.,
Washington, has been handling the
Wilkins account.
Television

polish and wax

AFTRA,

SAG

QUESTION HANGS HEAVY
Union and management negotiators
were closeted for weekend talk sessions
in an effort to reach a new agreement
between the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists and the
Screen Actors Guild on one hand and
networks and producers of commercials
on the other before the deadline at
midnight tomorrow (Nov. 15).
Union sources conceded that the outlook was "gloomy" for reaching a
settlement by tomorrow, claiming that
management negotiators, at the insistence of advertisers and agencies, were
refusing stubbornly to offer even moderate increases over present AFTRA
scales. Management spokesman declined to discuss the progress of discussions but acknowledged that "we are
still far apart."
Officially no one would speculate
whether AFTRA and SAG would call
a strike. But an AFTRA official observed: "The atmosphere is much more
strained that it was two years ago, when
we negotiated our last contract. At that
time, management at least offered increases. Itwas the amount and certain
fringe benefits that were at stake. At
the moment management even wants to
take away some of the benefits we have
in the present pact, such as our international replay fee on programs, under
which the performer gets 45% of his
fee when a program is carried throughout the world."
A complicating factor in the negotiations is that for the first time AFTRA
and SAG are negotiating jointly in the
area of filmed and tape commercials.
In an attempt to equalize fees, the
54

business

Makers of floor and furniture polishes and waxes had gross time billings
on network and spot television in the
first six months of 1960 of $10,406,922,
compared with $4,049,000 in the same
period of 1958 and $6,133,000 in 1959,
Television Bureau Advertising said last
week.
While three companies accounted for
more than nine out of ten dollars spent
in tv advertising two years ago, nearly
a dozen wax and polish firms are makTHE

Will

shines with

ing major use of the medium today,
TvB notes.
S. C. Johnson, which pioneered succes ful y inthe use of television, is still
the pacesetter, the bureau said. In the
first half of 1960, S. C. Johnson led
with gross time billings of $4,751,055.
Simoniz Co.'s $2,710,759 and American Home Products' 952,797 for Aerowax ranked second and third, respectively, according to figures from Leading National Advertisers-Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
Rep appointments...
■ WRR Dallas: Gill-Perna Inc., N. Y.
■ WHYN-AM-TV Springfield, Mass.:
Fosterland rep.
& Creed, Boston, as New Eng■ KPAL Palm Springs, Calif.: Torbet,
Allen & Crane.

MEDIA

call

contract

strike?

AS NEGOTIATION OUTLOOK APPEARS 'GLOOMY'
unions decided last summer on this ap- made several offers that would reduce
proach and management agreed to sit their demands even further, but mandown with both talent unions. AFTRA
agement still regards them as excessive.
Management, on the other hand, still
holds jurisdiction for live and tape commercials at the networks and stations, insists upon bargaining on the basis of
while SAG represents performers in the lower SAG rates in the spot commercial field. Union sources contend
tape and film commercials made at film
studios. This circumstance has resulted that the industry "is not bargaining in
goodstarting
faith" point.
in using the SAG base as
in the unions' insistence on bargaining the
on the basis of the present AFTRA pact
As is customary in national negotiatwhich has a higher fee basis; management, on the other hand, has offered
ing, both AFTRA and SAG have sought
counter-proposals that would raise the strike authorizations from their memberships. AFTRA held a meeting in
present SAG fees but, the unions contend, still fall short of the current New York last Thursday (Nov. 10) and,
AFTRA rates (Broadcasting, Nov. 7). as expected, received a vote of confidence from its members to call a strike
Offer Criticized ■ Management is reif necessary. Other meetings were
ported to have offered modest increases
over the present SAG rates but since scheduled in Chicago Friday and in Los
these are from 10-15% lower than Angeles yesterday (Nov. 13) and it was
AFTRA'S current fees, the unions have a foregone conclusion that AFTRA
would receive the strike weapon. SAG
termed them "highly unsatisfactory."
In turn the unions have sought to started a mail referendum of its membership almost two weeks ago and a
introduce a new concept in the crucial
vote for strike authorization is expected.
spot tv area, called the "unit system,"
originated by SAG, under which the
Agency Consent ■ SAG's contract is
population of the city in which the with the Film Producers Assn. of New
commercial is to be carried will be a York, which acts on behalf of producers
key factor in determining the cost of tv film and tape commercials at
studios in the East. Agencies sign
(Broadcasting, Oct. 3 et seq.). Manageletters of adherence to the contract.
ment to date has rejected the concept
AFTRA's
will be with the three
completely though union sources in- tv and fourcontract
radio networks and covers
sist: "It's not the concept that actually
their owned and operated stations. The
is at stake; let's face it— it's the pact wtih AFTRA covers live and tape
The unions initially asked for a for- commercials, live and taped programmoney."
mula that would raise national spot rates
ming and radio programs and transcriptions.
as high as 1,400%, but subsequent reductions brought their demands to about
Though the national spot ("wild
300% above the present AFTRA fees. spot") is the principal area of contention in talks that began six weeks ago,
It is understood that the unions have
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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The negotiators: labor's Conaway, management's
Fitts
Sound with his wife and son, John, 3y2.
What kind of men are the respecschool of "fire-eating" labor leaders,
His daughter, Victoria Ann, 21, is
though his dedication to the welfare
tive "Mr. Negotiator" for labor and
married and lives in Texas. Like
industry in the talent contract talks?
of his members is unswerving. He
dresses conservatively in clothing of many executives, Mr. Conaway
A casual visitor meeting talent's
Donald F. Conaway for the first dark hues and speaks with a culticomplains mildly that he is "away
vated baritone voice that can be from
time might guess that he is a successhome too much." In the past
ful lawyer or an army colonel. His
year he has flown more than 75,000
gentle as well as authoritative. Mr.
miles on union business.
guess would close.
Conaway projects an image of solidA tall, solidly-built man with a
Management's Man once
■ A struck
colleague
ity and, like many business execuup
friendly but
tives, he commutes from New York
a
conversation
commanding
to his home in Stamford, Conn.,
with William
manner, M r .
carrying a well-stocked attache case.
C. Fitts Jr.,
Conaway rose
He appears typical of the growing
from private to
vice president
coterie of lawyer-trained executives
and director
lieutenant coloin the talent field, which also innel during
cludes such officials as Herman
tions for CBS,
of labor
relaWorld War II
Kenin of the American Federation
and now is a
of Musicians; Hy Faine of the Ameriabout an
obfull colonel in
can Guild of Musical Artists and
scure episode
in
U.S.
history
the U.S. Air
John Dales and Harold Hoffman of
Force Reserve.
concerning the
the Screen Actors Guild. Mr. ConFrom 1948 to
Mr. Conaway
away believes a background in law
Know-Nothing
1956 he served as an attorney with
was flored when
Mr. Fitts
is highly useful in coping with the Party. Mr.He Fitts
discoursed
for
half
an
hour about
the Chicago law firm of Hensley,
deepening complexities of broadcastMonik & Murray.
advertising contracts and contract
the incident, weaving in detailed
administration.
background information to the event.
But for the past five years, as naHe credits Prof. Willard Wirtz of
It was understandable that his astional executive secretary of the
sociate was overwhelmed because
American Federation of Television
the Northwestern U. School of Law,
an authority on labor law, with
& Radio Artists, Mr. Conaway has
(1) Mr. Fitts does not flaunt his
whetting his interest in that field.
knowledge willy-nilly; (2) he is
been "father confessor" to more than
Armed with a law degree in 1948,
usually taciturn, and (3) he had
16,000 performers in radio and telenever before given an indication that
he joined Hensley, Monik & Murray
vision, including the star personalities
and soon was named to handle legal he was so knowledgeable about
as well as the beginners and veterans.
American history. His colleague
activities for one client, the BrotherAs chief union negotiator, Mr. Conahood of Railroad Trainmen. In
way has maintained an arduous
pointed out: "Mr. Fitts rarely talks
1955 when AFTRA was combining
schedule for the past six weeks as
that long — unless the subject really
AFTRA and SAG attempt to win a the country to find a successor to the
late George Heller, who had been
interests
him."
new two-year contract with networks
The adjectives
that both managea co-founder and national executive
ment and union officials use to deand producers.
Mr. Conaway continues hopeful
secretary of the union, Mr. Conscribe Mr. Fitts include "unpretenthat an amicable settlement will be
tious," "closed-mouthed," "unapaway's employer wrote this recomreached but warns: "We have never
mendation: "For the past seven
proachable," "deliberate," "tough,"
struck the networks, but there
"fair," "self-controlled."
years Don Conaway has demonNewsmen
who
have been trying
strated outstanding ability as a trial
is always a first time. We think
talent has been shortchanged for lawyer and labor negotiator and has to pry information from him about
years, and when you think of it, acquired a searching knowledge of the progress of negotiations with
AFTRA and SAG are likely to be
talent costs are only a minute perlabor law." He got the job.
Mr. Conaway, 41, was born in greeted politely but briskly and the
centage of an advertiser's overall
sum of his conversation will be:
Newton, Kan., and attended Bethel
cost in a program or commercial."
College
there
and
the
U.
of
Southern
No Stereotype ■ It is fair to say
"There isn't much we can say. It's
that Mr. Conaway is a distinct de- California for his pre-law work. He
too early to tell. That's all I can say
parture from the Samuel Gompers
enjoys boating on Long Island
AFTRA also is seeking increases in
program fees on television and for
sportcasters on radio.
The American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies has an official observer at the
negotiating meetings and the Assn. of
National Advertisers is represented by
an unofficial observer.
In the event that a strike should materialize, itwould affect actors, singers,
dancers, announcers and models who appear on radio and television networks
and on filmed, tape and live tv commercials and on transcribed commercials. There was no estimate as to the
58 (THE MEDIA)

number of performers who may be involved as many are on a casual basis.
Industry Reaction ■ In Chicago, Ward
L. Quaal, vice president and general
manager of WGN-AM-TV, that city,
and chairman of NAB's Labor Relations Advisory Committee, said Thursday the unions' demands would, if met,
bring an "astronomical increase" in the
cost of producing tv commercials for
spot use. He charged they constitute
"a grave disservice to both the television industry and to many members
of both AFTRA and SAG."
Mr. Quaal claimed the increases

would "seriously reduce" tv's ability to
compete with other media and lead advertisers to buy fewer stations, make
fewer
now." commercials and utilize less talent. Hetheseurged
the demands
unions toand"reconsider
extreme
make
new proposals which will not upset the
delicate balance among advertisers, the
television broadcasting industry, and the
AFTRA-SAG relationship."
Text of Mr. QuaaFs statement follows:
"If the demands of AFTRA (American Federation of Television and Radio Artists) and SAG (Screen Actors
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

"goes
to
and
the
people
We asked the people of the Dayton
Area what they watched on television
. . . what they wanted to see . . . what
they thought of television programming generally . . .
They told us in more than 50,000
words!

the
speak

people"
for
themselves

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT, and at
the top of the list Detective/Adventure, Musical/Variety, Westerns . . .
FACTUAL NEWS . . .
INFORMATIONAL PROGRAMS
when timely and unbiased . . .
BETTER DAYTIME PROGRAMMING FOR WOMEN . . .
IMPROVED PROGRAMMING FOR
CHILDREN, with wholesome, family
programs in the early evening hours.

Ask George P. Hollingbery for details
Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and
WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina

No serious criticism of television programming as a whole, but plenty of
pithy, constructive comments.
For WHIO-TV, this survey will be a
guide to the kind of balanced programming most wanted by viewers
in Ohio's third largest market.

WHIO-TV
Channel

J Dayton
Ohio
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Guild) in the present negotiations are
forced on the broadcasting industry, the
result would be an astronomical increase
in the cost of producing television commercials for spot use. The demands are
of such magnitude that they constitute
a grave disservice to both the television
industry and to many members of both
AFTRA and SAG.
"First, such increases would seriously
reduce television's ability to compete
with other media by making it a less
attractive buy. If these enormous increases in expense are imposed upon
the industry, our cost-per-thousand will
skyrocket. Advertising money will flow
from television to newspapers, magazines, direct mail and all other forms
of advertising with which television
competes. This obviously would be a
blow to the industry, as well as to those
AFTRA and SAG members who earn
their living through television. It is also possible than many small advertisers
in television would halt use of the medium.
"Second, fewer stations would be
purchased by the advertiser, because it
is extremely unlikely that he would increase his advertising budget by the
same amount as these projected increases. A substantial drop in national
spot advertising on those stations which
are cut from the list will cause economic
hardship and may well result in a considerable reduction of AFTRA people
employed in all but the largest markets.
"Third, the advertiser, in an attempt
to reduce talent cost, would make fewer
commercials and run them more often.
AFTRA is thus proposing changes
which will permit a few of its select
members in New York and Hollywood
to grow wealthier, while the great majority of its members may not be as well
off as is true today.
"Finally, the advertiser will use less
talent on commercials. Where he has
used five AFTRA or SAG members before, he is likely, under the proposed
exorbitant increases, to use only two or
three. This will mean additional reduction in employment of both AFTRA
and SAG members.
"What justification
for these
demands?
The currentis there
contracts
were
consummated after lengthy bargaining
and were accepted by both parties as
reasonable and fair. No developments
since this contract was negotiated would
justify AFTRA's and SAG's attempt to
depart radically from the pattern developed over the years.
"For these reasons, it is strongly
urged that the unions involved reconsider these extreme demands and make
new proposals which will not result in
upsetting the delicate balance among advertisers, the television broadcasting industry, and the AFTRA-SAG membership.
"A healthy and growing television in60 (THE MEDIA)

dustry isobviously the major interest of
all the parties concerned. Increases of
the magnitude demanded can only damage the growth of our industry and
lessen substantially employment opportunities for the members of both
AFTRA and SAG. Let us work together on a sound, business-like basis
that will stimulate greater potential for
all persons who gain their livelihood
through television."

CBS

Inc. sales

up,

but income is down
CBS Inc. net sales for the first nine
months of 1960 rose by more than $18
million over the corresponding period
of last year, but net income dipped by
more than $2 million from the corresponding 1959 earnings, according to
a report issued last week by William
S. Paley, CBS board chairman, and Dr.
Frank Stanton, president.
Net income for the first nine months
of this year totaled $15,496,000, as
against $17,497,000 for the comparative
1959 period, and net sales amounted to
$336,582,000, up from $318,291,000

for the first nine months of 1959. The
reason for the decline in income despite the increase in sales, the report
showed, was that the cost of sales, and
selling, general and administrative expenses increased by almost $22 million
this year over those for the 1959 period.
Current earnings were said to be equivalent to $1.85 per share, compared with
$2.09 per share (adjusted for stock dividend) for the first nine months of 1959.
The CBS board of directors declared
a stock dividend of 35 cents per share
on its common stock, payable Dec. 9,
1960, to stockholders of record at the
close of business on Nov. 25. The
board also declared a stock dividend of
3 % . No fractional shares will be issued
in connection with the stock dividend,
but stockholders will receive non-transferable order forms for their interest
in fractional shares. The stock dividend will be paid on or about Dec. 19,
1960, to holders of record at the close
of business No. 25.
Clarence H. Hopper, recently appresident
of the
CBSboard
Electronicspointed
Div. was
elected
to the
of
directors at last week's meeting.

Television' magazine purchase completed
Broadcasting's purchase of Teleand managing editor; Irving C. Millvision magazine was formally efer, comptroller, and John P. Cosgrove,
fected last week. The purchase agreedirector of publications, circulation
ment had been announced two weeks
readers' service.
earlier (Broadcasting, Oct. 31), andMr.
Taishoff also announced last
subject to customary audits.
week the promotion of Winfield R.
Television was
purchased from
the estate of
Frederick A.
Kugel, publisher
and founder of
the magazine,
by Broadcasting
Publications
Inc., the
ration thatcorpoowns
Broadcasting.
Upon comMr Levj
Mr. Cowan
Larry Taishoff
pletion of the
purchase, Sol Taishoff, president of Levi, sales manager of Broadcasting
Broadcasting Publications and of the in New York, to a vice presidency.
Ken Cowan, who has been eastern
subsidiary corporation formed to own
Television, announced that a program
sales manager of Broadcasting in
of editorial expansion of Television
the magazine's New York office, will
move to Television as vice president
was put into effect immediately. The
and
business manager.
January issue of the monthly Television will be the first to be published
Larry Taishoff, assistant secretaryunder the new ownership.
treasurer of Broadcasting PublicaBoth Broadcasting and Television
tions Inc., was named assistant publisher of both Broadcasting and
will be published under the policy
Television.
direction of the executives of BroadThe present staff of Television will
casting Publications Inc. These are
Mr. Taishoff, who is editor and pub- be retained.
lisher as well as president; Maury
Except at the policy level, there
will be separate staffs for both magazines.
Long, vice president and general manager; Edwin H. James, vice president
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

WHICH

MEANS

THE

MOST

GiSJ)

The answer is number 3. We recognize that without advertisers we'd go broke. And that without top-rated news shows, we wouldn't have the audience that pulls advertisers.
But to keep top ratings in a market where two other channels compete, we believe you have to
serve the personal needs of your listeners . . .the everyday problems, big and little. Meeting them
makes the difference between a community you enjoy living in, and one you simply put up with.
We've met them... as shown by the Thomas Alva Edison, Alfred P. Sloane Safety, and Freedoms Foundation awards... as well as special recognition from the District Attorney, the Commonwealth ofPennsylvania and many, many other civic groups.
A r^

That, we think, is what prompts people to turn to KDKA-TV ^^^^fVi^^V
more consistently than to any other station. It builds confidence * lTTS01XI*glX
in the products advertised on KDKA-TV,

too.

©©©^n^^^

(@|

Survey

shows

fm

set ownership

increasing

60% OF NEW YORK HOMES ARE EQUIPPED TO RECEIVE FM
Fm set ownership is on the rise, both
the greater proportion in major markets.
inside and outside the home.
Eighteen percent report less than
20% fm saturation; another 18% beThat's the gist of a survey conducted
by FM Broadcasting System Inc. among
tween 21% and 30%; 29% from 31%
its 61 affiliated stations and announced
to 40%; 34% from 41% to 50%, and
the past fortnight by Sidney J. Wolf,
1% over 50% saturation. Highest fm
president of the national fm network
penetration: 60% for New York, with
and sales representative firm. FMBS is WRFM (FM) estimating a total of 2.5
million households. Other cities: Los
a subsidiary of Keystone Broadcasting
System, sales and transcription organi- Angeles — 1 ,066,753 ; Chicago — 900,zation also headed by Mr. Wolf. All 000; Philadelphia— 800,000; Baltimore
FMBS affiliates also belong to the Na—650,000; San Francisco— 404,000;
tional Assn. of Fm Broadcasters.
Boston — 366,955; Houston — 163,310;
The study shows that ( 1 ) two out of San Diego — 137,557; Kansas City —
136,000.
every three FMBS stations report between 31% and 50% of families in
The survey showed average tune-in
their markets have fm receivers, and
of between six and seven hours per
(2) that the number of fm receivers
household per day, though many station
outside the home is rising rapidly as managers reported some listeners with
business concerns install single or multifm sets on "all day." Stations also
ple fm units. Mr. Wolf described the their
noted sizable gains in the installations
of fm receivers in hospitals, industrial
findings as "representative of national
and business offices, motels and other
fm Other
patterns."
findings:
establishments.
Most of the FMBS stations are located in areas where nearly one-third
Changing hands
to one-half of homes have fm receivers,
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
with 63% reporting between 31% and
50% homes as fm-equipped. The 61 station interests were reported last week,
FMBS stations are located in 28 states,
subject to FCC approval:

As

a

own

seller,

mean

buyer

as

as

ours

to

a

!

Our knowledge of actual sales, our experience and our reputation
for reliability naturally lend greater weight to our opinion
than any seller can reasonably expect to be given to his own.
Selling ... or buying . . . you would be wise to put your confidence
in Blackburn. Hundreds of satisfied clients have.
BLACKBURN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Jeseph M. Sitrick
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341
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MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Aye.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

■ KNEZ Lompoc, Calif.: Application
filed seeking assignment of station from
Thomas B. Friedman to South Coast
Broadcasting Co. for $225,000, with
$130,000 in cash. South Coast comprises M. D. Buchen, 33VS%; Gerald
F. Hicks, 19% and others. Mr. Buchen
is general manager of KFSG and
KG LA (FM) Los Angeles and is president of KLUK Evanston, Wyo. KNEZ
is 500 w daytimer on 960 kc. Broker
was Wilt Gunzendorfer & Co.

Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 106).

cannot

much

■ WIWL Georgetown, Del.: Sold by
Rollins Broadcasting to Scott Broadcasting Co. for $400,000. Scott Broadcasting isowned by Herbert Scott, principal owner of WPAZ Pottstown, Pa.
Rollins owns WAMS Wilmington, Del.;
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.; WPTZ
(TV) Plattsburgh, N. Y.; WNJR Newark, N. J.; WBEE Harvey, 111.; WRAP
Norfolk, Va., and WGEE Indianapolis,
Ind. Only last month Rollins received
FCC approval in its $2.5 million purchase of WCHS-AM-TV Charleston,
W. Va. WJWL is 1 kw daytimer on
900 kc.

■ WDAR Darlington, S. C. Sold by
Walter Pearce to Robert C. and Thomas
C. Mottern, father and son, for
$87,750. WDAR is 1 kw daytimer on
1350 kc. Broker was Paul H. Chapman

your

opinion

■ KHOW Denver, Colo.: Sold by Robert Howsam and associates to Townsend Corp. of America for $545,000
plus consultation agreement of $80,000.
Townsend already owns or controls
WKDA Nashville, KNOK Fort Worth
and KITE San Antonio. KHOW is 5
kw on 630 kc.

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whiiaker
Robert M. Baird
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1 576

Inc.

WEST COAST
Colin M. Se/ph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

■ KVNU-TV Logan, Utah: Construction permit sold by Cache Valley Broadcasting Co. to Utah State University of
Agriculture and Applied Science for
reimbursement ($6,331) of expenses
involved in obtaining the cp. Cache
Valley Broadcasting (Hefschel Bullen,
president) is licensee of KVNU Logan.
Utah
KVSC State
(FM). operates non-commercial
■ WKTL Sheboygan, Wis. : Sold by William E. Walker to Richard P. McKee
for $150,000. Mr. McKee is former
owner of KOWB Laramie, Wyo., and
of WBNC Conway and WMOU Berlin, N. H.
■ KXOK St. Louis, Mo.: Sold by Elzey
Robert Jr. and C. L. Thomas to Todd
Storz for $1.5 million cash. KXOK
Broadcasting Inc. will be liquidated and
Storz purchases all assets, including
real estate. Commission approval of
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

SOUTH

WMGM

sale contract

signing

Arrangements were completed in
New York last week by three principals involved in the $10.95 million
purchase of WMGM New York by
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. The
buy is considered a record price for
an individual radio station (Broadcasting, Oct. 17). The principals
(1 to r) : Robert M. Purcell, presi-

dent, Crowell-Collier Broadcasting
Corp., wholly owned subsidiary of
the publishing firm, who will supervise the station's operation; Arthur
Tolchin, vice president and general
manager, WMGM, and Lawrence
Tisch,
chairman
Loew's
Theatres board
that sold
through ofsubsidiary

LOUISIANA DAYTIMER —
$80,000.00
This
one-kilowatt daytimer, low on
the dial, is in a town of 30,000 with
290,000 in a radius of 45 miles.
Good equipment, attractive land option, high potential. 29% down, six
year payout. Longer terms at slightly
higher price. One of our better buys.
SOUTHWEST
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AM-FM COMBINATION
This is a 250 watt AM with application for a kilowatt plus 3kw FM in
a fine little market. Owner needs to
sell and will take less than property
is worth. Station is in the black,
has high asset value and owns very
attractive building. Priced $80,000
to $90,000 depending on terms.
On both of these properties please
DALLAS
contact —
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1 175
H. DEWITT JOE
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
A. OSWALD

NAB

Loew's Theatres Broadcasting Corp.
FALL

the sale, with Commissioners Rosel H.
Hyde and Robert T. Bartley dissenting,
was conditioned on the outcome of the
FCC's Sec. 317 (payola) investigation
involving KXOK. Other Storz stations
are WHB Kansas City; WTIX New
Orleans; WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul;
WQAM Miami and KOMA Oklahoma
City.
Affiliates' convention
agenda set by NBC
Final program plans for the annual
convention of NBC radio and television
affiliates, to be held Wednesday and
Thursday (Nov. 16-17) in New York,
were being put into shape late last week.
The meeting opens with a session for
radio affiliates Wednesday morning, followed by a tv affiliates meeting Wednesday afternoon. The television session
will continue Thursday morning with a
programming and sales presentation by
Don Durgin, sales vice president, and
David Levy, programs and talent vice
president.
An address by Robert W. Sarnoff,
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

NBC board chairman, at the Thursday
luncheon is expected to be one of the
convention highlights. Another will be
the Wednesday luncheon, with reports
by Mr.
NBC'sSarnoff,
newsmen.President Robert E.
Kintner and Walter Scott, executive vice
president in charge of the tv network,
and William K. McDaniel, vice president in charge of the radio network, will
head the network participants in the
respective tv and radio meetings.
A question-and-answer session with
both affiliates and network executives
participating is slated to wind up the
convention Thursday afternoon. The
meetings will be held at the Plaza Hotel.
KIFI-TV to join NBC-TV
KIFI-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho, new station operating on ch. 8, becomes an
NBC-TV affiliate effective Dec. 15, according to a joint announcement by
James M. Brady, president of Eastern
Idaho Broadcasting & Television Co.,
owner of station, and Harry Bannister,
vice president, station relations for
NBC.

CHICAGO

CONFERENCES
(one week from today)

NOVEMBER 21-22
EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL
Richard A. Shaheen of our Chicago office
who handles the Midwest and Ray V. Hamilton, Washington, D. C. office who covers the
East will be registered at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel in Chicago and at the Chicago
NAB Fall Conference.
We will enjoy seeing you at the meeting or
at our nearby Chicago office to discuss
markets and radio-television facilities.
WEST
Pacific northwestern regional fulltimer,
isolated market, price $160,000 less than
1 \ 2 times gross. 29% down, long terms,
right party.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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NETWORK
where

people

can
for

they

64

elect

vote
all

ABC-TV

19.8
RATING*

26
1/2 HR. WINS*

3,

ABC

*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report covering all commercially sponsored evening programs, week
ending October 30, 1960. Sunday, 6:30-11 PM, Monday— Saturday, 7:30-11 PM.
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Where

the 3 networks

have

equal facilities, where

the people have a

3-way choice, most homes watch ABC-TV most of the time. The chart on
the left nails that proposition down beyond quibble. But it doesnt give
you the whole story. For the time in question (week ending October
ABC

had 26 firsts out of 51 half hour periods, more

30)

than the other two

combined. Network Y had 14, Network Z, 11. In the nights-of-the-week
department, ABC led with 4 out of 7. Network Y took 2, Network Z, 1.
On

a program

basis ABC

had the highest rated program

the top 5. It's smart to do business with
ABC
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and 3 out of

TELEVISION

NAB
FCC

MEETS

chairman

headlines

series will conclude

NIEL

SENw

/ir1
/
I
Ci
REPORTS: TTCIM

FIRST

IN

ATLANTA
THE BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
WITH A MILLION PEOPLE

THE NIELSEN
SPECIAL
REPORT

FOUR WEEK
PROVES

THE DOMINANCE

OF

IN

FINAL
Washington

in New

NAB starts the final leg of its Fall
Conference series today (Nov. 14) at
the Statler Hilton Hotel, Washington,
with Chairman Frederick W. Ford of
the Federal Communications Commission as guest speaker.
A Republican appointee, Chairman
Ford's address may have post-election
overtones. He speaks at the Nov. 15
luncheon, last event of the Washington
meeting.
The conference series began Oct. 13
in Atlanta, followed by similar meetings for the NAB membership in Dallas, San Francisco, Denver and Omaha.
The two final meetings of the series
will be held Nov. 21-22 in Chicago and
Nov. 28-29 in New York.
Keynote address of the Washington
conference will be delivered at today's
luncheon by Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, chairman of the
three-man NAB Policy Committee. The
committee has been represented at all
five earlier conferences.
Opening the meeting will be a joint
radio-tv session titled "People — and
Profits." Howard H. Bell, NAB vice
president for industry affairs, will preside. On the program are William
Carlisle, NAB station relations manager;
John M. Couric, public relations manager, and James H. Hulbert, broadcast
personnel-economics manager. Dr.
Bruce A. Linton, president of Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education,
will discuss joint NAB-APBE efforts to
try. qualified employes for the industrain
More Politics ■ Monday afternoon
will be devoted to a "Broadcasters and
Politics" session, with Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government affairs
vice president, presiding. Others taking
part in the discussion will be Mr. Bell;
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president, and Charles H. Tower, tv vice

Call KATZ
ATLANTA
the STORER

station

*}* Over-all share of audience for period ending
^ August 7 39.1. Station B 36.6; Station C 24.3
(NSI Special 4-Week Report August 1960
Metro Area Average Day Part Station Shares
M-F6am-6pm Sun-Sat 6 pm-mid.)
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president.
Separate radio and television meetings will be held the morning of Nov.
15. Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore, a member of the NAB Radio
Code Board, will discuss the expanded
radio code program. Robert Hyland,
KMOX St. Louis, will give a forecast
on radio in the next decade.
At the separate tv session Louis
Hausman, director of Television Information Office, will discuss the "image asset" of television. E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City, chairman of the Tv Code Review Board,
will join Edward H. Bronson, tv code
director, in a review of code activities.
A Television Bureau of Advertising

York

and

ROUNDS
conference,
Chicago

presentation will cover the future of
television.
The Chicago meeting Nov. 21-22, to
be held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
will have E. C. Quinn, sales vice president of Chrysler Corp., as guest speaker at the closing luncheon. The similar
spot at the New York meeting, to be
held Nov. 28-29 at the Biltmore Hotel,
will be filled by Arthur E. Motley,
president of Parade Publications as well
as the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
NAB's new president-elect Gov. LeRoy Collins of Florida, is not taking
part in the conference series. He will
send a message to each meeting. Gov.
Collins takes over at NAB Jan. 4 after
his gubernatorial term ends.
Media reports . . .
Gavel time ■ The American Bar Assn.
has announced that the deadline for its
annual Gavel Awards is April 1, 1961.
Materials published, broadcast or produced during the one year period ended
Feb. 15, 1961 will be considered for
this year's awards. Detailed information is available by writing to the ABA,
1155 E. 60th St., Chicago, 111.
NLRB orders vote ■ An election to be
held by Nov. 26, covering film editors of
Hartford (Conn.) Phonevision Co.,
WHCT (TV), has been ordered by National Labor Relations Board. The station is owned by RKO General Inc.
Film editors will vote for or against
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers as bargaining representative.
Out of print ■ The Detroit Times ceased
publication Nov. 7. The Times plant,
printing equipment and other physical
assets were sold to the Detroit News.
The newspaper was one of the Hearst
publications and had been in business
for 60 years. Hearst broadcast interests
include WBAL-AM-FM-TV Baltimore;
WISN-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee; WCAEAM-FM and WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh.
Detroit News, purchaser of the Times
plant, is published by the Evening News
Assn., licensee of WWJ-AM-FM-TV
Detroit.
New discount rate ■ KROY Sacramento, Calif., has announced a new advertising agency cash discount (on rate
card No. 5) of 2% it the account is
paid by the 20th of the month following billing. The plan goes into effect
Dec. 1. The idea is the brainchild of
KROY's general manager Bill Weaver
who felt that agencies were not being
compensated properly.
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New

Image

RCA-4401

Orthicon

High sensitivity and high signal output of RCA-4401
make possible quality color pictures at black-andwhite light levels.
Now every TV studio can be made into a color
studio. RCA-4401 eliminates the need for extra lighting and air conditioning. It produces high-quality
color pictures with a scene illumination of 150 footcandles. Satisfactory color pictures can be obtained
with a lens opening of f/5.6 at scene illumination as
low as 40 footcandles.
A single color camera equipped with RCA-4401 's
can put you in business. It can be used in the studio
or taken to remote locations and operated as light
levels change from daylight through dusk to artificial

lighting. These versatile tubes have been successfully
used to colorcast night sports events at light levels,
once adequate for black-and-white pickup only.
Designed to fit color cameras using 3-inch image
orthicons, the 4401 is unilaterally interchangeable
with RCA types 6474 or 7513. RCA-4401 's are provided in factory-matched sets of three, including one
tube preselected for the blue channel. Availability is
no problem; the RCA-4401 is in full production.
Get in touch with your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor today for more details on how RCA-4401
can broaden your colorcasting capability— and cut
costs at the same time. RCA Electron Tube Division,
Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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HAUSMAN

WIBG

INFLUENTIAL

IN

PHILADELPHIA

ISSUES

CALL

Community Service. Latest*
Pulse and Hooper total
rated time periods:

*Pulse 8-county area, Aug.,
1960; Hooper R.A.I., JulyAug., 1960; Hooper Bus.
Estab., March, 1960.

Another Great
STORE R Station
Represented by the KATZ Agency, Inc.
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ACTION

Says public, advertisers have duty to help improve tv
The public can do something about
It is this which has given them their
television programming aside from just wide circulation and their opportunity
griping about it. So can advertisers. In to broaden the base of our culture. . . .
fact, they have a responsibility.
"It is because Life magazine provides
On this theme Louis Hausman, direca steady diet of movie stars, athletes
tor of the Television Information Office,
and human interest stories that it can,
told members of the Rotary Club of from time to time, publish a story on
Baltimore last Tuesday that they and
the origin of species or color photos of
the great masterpieces of Western art.
other "citizens at the community level"
might do three things "to encourage
. . . Likewise, it is the steady bread-andbroadcasters in doing what they think
butter programming which has created
useful and discourage those programs
the almost universal television set ownership in this country and which has
they think not useful":
■ "You can cultivate discrimination
built the pattern of viewing that keeps
and discipline for yourself and your
the television sets in working order. It
family." This, he said, means taking a is because some 50 million people
positive attitude by finding out what
watch Gunsmoke that six to seven milprograms are going to be available for
lion people watched Walter Lippmann.
viewing, and by developing in children
It is this habit of attention that brought
certain "standards of evaluation and
73 million people to watch and listen
criticism." Parents and school board
to Vice President Nixon and Sen. Kenmembers, he said, should encourage
nedy in their joint discussions."
schools to use tv programs as an adjunct to teaching and thus also help NABET
withdraws
raise the critical level of students.
■ "As an advertiser you can support
by sponsorship public affairs programs
which contribute to understanding of
current issues and problems." He told
the Rotarians that "you will find, as [a
number of national advertisers] have
found, that there is an identity and a
value to sponsorship of such programs
among people who could be your most

Leader in Quantity, Quality
and Business Establishments Audience. Leader in
news and new ideas in

TO

important customers."
■ As advertisers, "if you have any
say-so on the subject of commercials
you can employ the very taste and restraint which you would like to see exercised in the programming itself." He
warned that ads acceptable in print media are not necessarily acceptable in
television. "You can't take advantage of
the greater impact of television advertising without realizing that it has a
greater capacity to offend or annoy
than print advertising, which can be
passed
moreMr.readily."
In hisover
speech
Hausman, who was
introduced at the meeting by E. K. Jett,
vice president and television director of
WMAR-TV Baltimore, took issue with
critics who contend that television programing is aimed too much at the
masses and that in fact viewers have
little choice of fare.
"I submit that the discriminating
viewer does have quite a wide choice if
he will only exert the smallest fraction
of effort to find out just what is on television," Mr. Hausman declared, ticking
off some 60 hours of "better" programming available to Baltimore viewers
during the rest of this month. He continued:
"The value to our society of popular
media such as Life magazine and television is based on their broad appeal.

Corinthian charge
An unfair labor practice charge
against KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif.,
has been withdrawn by National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers & Technicians,
according to announcement Nov. 10 by
Herman castingW.Corp. Land, Corinthian BroadA notice of the NABET withdrawal
was received by Robert Salk, acting general manager of the Corinthian station.
He was sent this message by Gerald
Brown, regional director of National
Labor Relations Board: "This is to advise you that the charge on the above
matter has, with my approval, been
withdrawn
without
Both union
and prejudice."
station met Nov. 9
before a federal conciliator but no settlement was reached in the dispute. KXTV
has continued on the air since a Sept.
26 walkout by NABET and American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists.
The unions charged unfair labor practices. Two bomb incidents have been
reported (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
31 stations join RAB
Radio Advertising Bureau announces
three prominent radio station groups
were among the 31 stations to become
RAB members during October. The
addition of the Star Stations (KICN
Denver, KISN Portland and KOIL
Omaha); the Stanley Hubbard Stations
(KSTP Minneapolis-St. Paul, WGTO
Cypress Gardens, Fla., and KOB Albuquerque), and the Buckley- Jaeger group
(WDRC Hartford, WHIM Providence
and KG1L San Fernando, Calif.) will
add
$29,000 to the bureau's annual
income.
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Metro

Markets

Within

1
X City Grade

Coverage

KSWO-TV
ONLY

TV STATION
Wichita

WITH

CITY GRADE

IN BOTH

141,100

Population

Lawton, Oklahoma
89,320
(The 3rd Metro Market in Oklahoma)

Population

CHANNEL

Falls, Texas

COVERAGE

7 - MAXIMUM
POWER
- 316,000
Tower Height 1,051 Feet Above Average Terrain
Almost

200,000

TVon Homes

Watch

CITIES

WATTS

ABC

KSWO-TV
(KSWO-TV

B area completely free of ABC duplication)

VENARD

MAXIMUM

RINTOUL

POWER

&

HIGHEST

McCONNELL

TOWER
LOWEST

Inc.

COST

NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

D
AN
per

S
OU

TH

In the South:
Clarke Brown Co.

*City Grade
Coverage

a

KSWO-TV
CITY GRADE COVERAGE IN 2 METRO MARKETS
Wichita Falls, Texas
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Lawton, Oklahoma
69

GOVERNMENT
COURT

DENIES

WCAN

SUIT

AGAINST

Not guilty of conspiracy or trade restraint in 1955
A 2-1 decision by the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington last week found
CBS innocent of conspiracy in restraint
of trade and of monopolistic practices
in the network's 1955 purchase of television equipment from Lou Poller's
WCAN-TV Milwaukee (ch. 25) and
transfer of CBS-TV affiliation to the
network's
WOKY-TV
Milwaukee newly-purchased
(ch. 19).

K-

B
WJ
IS

the STORER station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
70

CBS
deal

a corporation. He thought the CBS
action was "highly damaging" in a competitive sense. CBS, he said, by its
action eliminated both Mr. Poller and
Bartell from uhf telecasting in Milwaukee, thus reducing competition.
Discouraged uhf ■ CBS also could
have scared and discouraged potential
uhf operators elsewhere by waiting for
Mr. Poller and Bartell to develop uhf in
Milwaukee and then using its economic
and contractual power to establish itself
there in their stead, he said.
Judge Washington felt the case against
CBS, if proved, would be even stronger
than the charges against RCA-NBC in
the Philadelphia-Cleveland station swap
with Westinghouse Broadcasting.
"Certainly," he said, "there are substantial indications that CBS had monopoly power over uhf in Milwaukee at
the time it cancelled Poller's affiliation."

The court thus denied Mr. Poller's appeal of a 1959 order by the U.S. District
Court in Washington granting a summary judgment and dismissing his triple damage suit for $1,450,000 against
CBS.
Chief Judge Wilbur K. Miller and
Judge E. Barrett Prettyman held CBS'
purchase, at Mr. Poller's request, of
WCAN-TV equipment for $500,000
was brought about, not by illegal means,
but because Mr. Poller unwisely contracted for the equipment with the unreasonable expectation that CBS would
continue its affiliation with him; that the
network insisted on a six-month cancellation clause and legally exercised its
right of choice in switching affiliation to
WOKY-TV, which it had bought from
Bartell Broadcasters.
There was no conspiracy between
consultant Thad Holt, who obtained an
option from Bartell to buy WOKY-TV,
and Bartell, since Bartell didn't know
Mr. Holt was acting for CBS, the appeals court held. Neither was there any
conspiracy between CBS and its owned
CBS-TV, since a corporation cannot
conspire with itself, they said. Since Mr.
Poller's straintaction
voluntary, no reof trade was
was involved.

order

Position Irrelevant ■ The judges saw
no monopoly in CBS' purchase of
WOKY-TV for $335,000; its purchase
of WCAN-TV equipment for $500,000,
which included transfer of Bartell equipment to WCAN-TV; and its subsequent
attempt, and failure, to make a go of
uhf in Milwaukee with WOKY-TV
(later WXIX-TV) against vhf competition. They said Mr. Poller had indicated
he would operate with the Bartell equioment, though he didn't. Even if CBS
were monopolizing, Mr. Poller's loss
was
caused by for
his own
"improvidence"
in contracting
equipment
to use a
network affiliation "he knew he did

reverse a special hearing examiner's
proposal
FCC'sBoston,
April
1957 granttoofreaffirm
ch. 5 tothe
WHDH
set aside the grant to WHDH, chalk
up black marks against WHDH and another applicant (Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters),
cants on the "re-evaluate"
record up to the
now appliand

have."George T. Washington in his
notJudge
dissent said the lower court erred in
giving summary judgment and that a
jury trial should have been ordered. He
said Mr. Poller is entitled to a trial,
though his case might be hard to prove
if allegations made by CBS were true.
He felt there can be conspiracy within

FCC

bows

to court

on Boston

case

The FCC yielded last week to an
order by the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington which puts the court in
the position of reviewing the commission's action in the Boston ch. 5 case.
Most observers had expected the
agency to appeal the court's order of
Oct. 7 — staying the agency's July 14
decision in the case and directing the
FCC to make no disposition of the case
without first telling the court its intentions— on grounds such court supervision makes a mockery of the commission's supposedly
"independent"
role in government
regulation.
What it all boiled down to last week
was that the FCC told the court it
plans sion
to ordered
do exactly
what14;thenamely,
commis-to
last July

"make a new determination." The other
applicant is Greater Boston Tv Corp.
(Allen B. DuMont Labs,, a fourth
applicant has withdrawn.)
In its Oct. 7 order the FCC was reby the31,court
the latter's
order of minded
July
1958,that
remanding
the
case for rehearing also directed that
the court be advised of findings and
recommendations in the ch. 5 case;
the FCC's July 14 order "altered" the
status quo, the court said (Broadcasting, Oct. 17).
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What
the
FCC's
G-2
unit
is
HERE'S THE RUNDOWN
ON INVESTIGATIONS IT NOW
The out
FCC's
intelligence
came
from new
behind
the beardagent
for
the first time last week to talk about
what he and his staff have been doing.
One example of their work had come
to light a week before when the FCC
filed a license revocation proceeding
against KWK St. Louis, on charges of
conducting fraudulent contests (Broadcasting, Nov. 7). Last week a wider
look at the operations of the Complaints
& Compliance Division was provided by
its chief, John C. Harrington.
To judge by Mr. Harrington's description of his caseload, the FCC's
G-2 division of 19 persons is amply
staffed. In the two months that the
division has been operating it has received agrand total of 95 complaints,
many of them on subjects over which
the FCC has no authority and some of
them plainly from the lunatic fringe.
Trickle of Business ■ Complaints
serious enough to warrant investigation are in the minority, Mr. Harrington said last week. Most are like the
letter from a man who testily demanded
that the FCC put the quiz shows back
on television.
Several baseball fans complained
when a Chicago station cut away from
a game in the 10th inning to honor a
commitment to broadcast a horse race
feature sponsored by a beer distributor.
Later, when the station cut into a symphony program to play a tape of the
10th inning, several music lovers sent
objections to the FCC.
When CBS Radio announced it was
eliminating daytime serials, a few housewives asked the FCC to keep the
weepers on the air.
A scattering of protests came in when
David Susskind interviewed Nikita
Khrushchev.
One woman complained to the commission that a station failed to carry a
program at the hour it was listed in a
newspaper log.
The Caseload ■ Right now, Mr.
Harrington said, his Complaints & Compliance Division has 12 cases under active investigation.
One was started after receipt of a
complaint, accompanied by a tape recording of a disc jockey on a western
station saying: "If you don't like my
choices [of records] you can kiss my
ass. It's tied up outside the studio."
Another was based on a complaint
that a station was carrying a program
using records provided by a local record distributor. The program is entitled
The [distributor's name] Parade of Hits.
The question under investigation there
is whether the show ought to be identi72 (GOVERNMENT)

Prober Harrington
fied as a sponsored program in accordwith the FCC's sponsor identification
rules.
Mr. Harrington would not identify
the sources of these complaints, but he
said, speaking generally, that his division had found that complainants divided into three main categories — the
public, disgruntled employes of stations
and rival broadcasters.
Contest Problems ■ Among the dozen
cases now actively in work are some
resulting from complaints about rigged
contests. The KWK action, which was
the first to result from the investigations of Mr. Harrington's division, arose
that way. The FCC has charged that
KWK misrepresented contests in several ways. In a treasure hunt featuring
a prize of diminishing value, the station
did not hide the prize until late in the
contest, the FCC alleged. In other contests requiring that winners telephone
the station within 60 seconds of an
announcement, participants found the
switchboard busy until the time limit
had passed. In still other contests, according to the charges, the station misrepresented prizes. KWK has denied all
the allegations.
The rest of the cases now under investigation involve payola, Mr. Harrington said. In addition, his division inherited astockpile of payola information that had been collected by the

up
to
HAS IN WORK
FCC's Broadcast Bureau before the
G-2 division was formed. Gradually
Mr. Harirngton's staff is sifting through
the stockpile and disposing of cases
that seem unworthy of pursuit.
At one time the FCC had some 600
stations on temporary license, the bulk
of them because of payola questions
raised by investigations at the House
Oversight Subcommittee and the Federal Trade Commission. Mr. Harrington says that there are now "between
100 and 200" payola cases left to be
screened.
G-2 Setup ■ The Complaints & Compliance Division, with Mr. Harrington
at the top, is divided into two branches,
one screening complaints and the other
carrying out investigations. Each
branch has six professional staff members, mostly lawyers, in the $9,000-peryear-and-up pay bracket. The whole
division has six stenographers and
clerks.
All broadcasting complaints the FCC
gets — except those dealing with political
broadcasting — now are directed to Mr.
Harrington's division. There they are
screened by the complaints branch.
Many never get beyond that stage. If
complaints deal with matters outside
FCC jurisdiction, the complaints branch
tells the complainants so and suggests
they write the station or the advertiser.
If the complaints strongly suggest
that irregularities have taken place —
say, a listener complains that he sent
money for merchandise that he never
received — the complaints branch asks
the station for an explanation. In most
instances, the station replies are enough
to settle the matter. The explanations
are sent to the complainants and nothing more is done, unless the complainants challenge the explanation.
If the complaints branch thinks a
case is worthy of deeper inquiry, the
investigation branch goes into action.
Thorough Search
■ Mr.
Harrington's
investigators
are under
orders
to check
all logical sources on any case. Thoroughness has exonerated some suspects.
One case, which the investigators
thought was built on airtight evidence
of a fradulent contest, was abandoned
when careful checking of the key witness turned up a history of crackpot
acts.
After an investigation is completed on
a case that the G-2 division thinks is
sound, the results are submitted to the
full FCC. It is the responsibility of the
commission, not Mr. Harrington's division, to decide whether punitive proceedings ought to be begun.
Mr. Harrington said that several inBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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The most important minute in radio is, naturally, your commercial. And KBIG's
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vestigations will be submitted to the
FCC before Christmas.
Two Worlds ■ In his two months of
intelligence work Mr. Harrington has
decided that broadcasters divide into
two groups. One deserves the name
"broadcasters," he says. The other he
calls "licensees."
The broadcaster is a station owner
who is sincerely interested in doing a
professional job.
The licensee "is the Joe who's got a
piece of paper, who's out to make some
bucks quick and who is looking for a
buyer for his station, all at the same
time."
In FCC records broadcasters outnumber licensees nearly 50 to 1 . That measurement can be calculated, says Mr.
Harrington, by a survey of station
folders in the commission's "complaint
file."
About two-thirds of the some 4,800
stations on the air are represented by at
least one complaint in the commission's
complaint file. Most of the representations are innocuous. But about 100 station folders in the file are bulging.
When Mr. Harrington's division gets
a complaint, it checks the station folder.
If the folder is fat, the division's interest is immediately aroused. It assumes
it is dealing with one of the 100 "bad
actors," as Mr. Harring describes them.
Things to Come ■ What of the future
of the Complaints & Compliance Division? Obviously some members of the
FCC would like to see its work expanded. In its present form it is a
smaller operation than they would like.
When FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford submitted his budget request, he
asked for $300,000 for the unit. Congress gave him half that amount.
Mr. Harrington spoke last week of
hopes for eventual development of intense investigation of major subjects
like trafficking in station licenses, unauthorized transfers of station control,
hidden ownerships. Ultimately, he said,
the division might even survey listeners
to find out what they think of stations.
Meanwhile, he is contenting himself
with projects within his budget. One
is an attempt to effect a working relationship with the NAB.
New

alert system

keyed to AP, UPI
A new and instantaneous Conelrad
alerting system which will tie virtually
every radio and tv station in the United States directly to the North American Air Defense Command at Colorado
Springs, Colo., was announced last
week by FCC Commissioner Robert
E. Lee.
The heart of the new system is the
use of AP and UPI teletype lines to
transmit a special tone signal. This
74 (GOVERNMENT)

will automatically trigger the Conelrad
alert mechanism at each station which
subscribes to either of these two news
services. The alert signal will be initiated at the Colorado Springs command post.
Equipment to establish the new system is officially to be supplied to each
station by the Office of Civil & Defense
Mobilization. The special receiver
equipment is expected to cost less than
$200 when it is put into mass production; FCC engineers fabricated a prototype from spare parts for $180.
Contract signing betwen the news
services and the Air Force will take
place Nov. 21, Mr. Lee said. The hot
line from Colorado Spring to the AP
and UPI offices will be paid for by
the Air Force.
The news of the new hookup was
made by the FCC's defense commissioner at a meeting of the Florida Defense Network in Miami last week.
The meeting reviewed the experiences of the network of fm stations
which played a major role in relaying
Weather Bureau information during
the Hurrican Donna blow. The meeting also saw the establishment of a
Greater Miami Industry Advisory Committee, with Gene Rider, WCKRWCKT (TV) Miami as chairman.
WAVZ

ANSWERS

FCC

Cites public service record
in 'McFarland letter' case
A broadcaster defended himself last
week against the FCC's "get tough"
policy on programming and spot announcements bysaying that his station's
public service programming has been
accomplished by means of, not in spite
of, what the commission refers to as
"constant
WAVZ and
Newlengthy
Haveninterruptions."
answered the
commission's "promise vs. performance"
inquiry (McFarland
letter) with a lengthy
report on its spot announcement policies.
The station had been
told in September
that it was using
more commercial
spot announcements
per week than it had
promised and, conMr. Kops
sequently, this indicated that its application for license renewal would have to go to hearing
(Broadcasting, Oct. 3). At that time,
the FCC stated that WAVZ had promised in a previous application for license
renewal to broadcast 1,052 commercial
spots per week but had, in performance,
used as many as 2,369.
Daniel W. Kops, president of WAVZ
and of WTRY Troy, N. Y., pointed

out to the FCC in his letter of last week
that the station's earlier estimate of the
number of spots was filed shortly after
the station changed from a daytime
only operation to a 24-hour operation.
The station, he said, had little experience on which to base an accurate
forecast.
He further noted that operating costs
at WAVZ continued to rise over the
three year license period. "Nevertheless," he said, "we considered it in the
public interest to increase our news, announcing and program staffs . . . and
purchase new mobile equipment." He
noted that competition for local advertising in the area also increased with
four new independent stations moving
into the market.
A reduction in the number of spot
announcements, he said, would not only
"fail to serve the public interests but,
in Could
fact, would
be harmful
Cut Service
■ A thereto."
reduction in
spots could very well require a cut in operating costs, Mr. Kops told the commission. He listed the various ways in
which operating costs could be cut as
elimination of one of the two news
services the station employs; a reduction in the WAVZ four man news department; elimination of the post of
Community Service Director; dropping
post-midnight operations; cutbacks
which might force elimination of onthe-air and off-the-air public service
activities "over and above simple pro"We do not believe that it is in the
ductions."
public
interest for us to curtail or elimistated.nate any of these [public] services," he
WAVZ's current application for license renewal proposes 975 non-commercial spot announcements per week.
These non-commercial spots, Mr. Kops
noted, "are not interruptions to programming but rather an integrated part
of the programming as well as the
journalistic activities and the community service of WAVZ." In analyzing
the public service spots broadcast by
the station, he pointed out that 310
spots were broadcast in behalf of the
United Fund and 372 safety announcements were used, and in these two areas
alone the station has received commendations for its service.
The station's current application also
proposes broadcasting 1,850 commercial spots per week along with a new
and stricter control system to maintain
and carry out the proposal. "In fact,"
he said, "our more recent logs reveal
that we have been broadcasting less
than the maximum number of spots
Proud Service ■ Mr. Kops further
told the commission that "WAVZ has
achieved a reputation not only in its
proposed."
community but nationally as a community-interested, community-oriented
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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station. WAVZ is proud of its operation in the public interest, of how it
has analyzed the wants and needs of its
community and of what it has done
about those wants and needs. This has
been done in large part by means of,
not in spite of, what the commission
refers to as 'constant and lengthy interuptions.'"
He also protested the commission's
procedures "which permitted a delay of
a week between the commission's release to the press and the licensee's receipt of the actual letter." Advance
notice to the press, he said, put the
station in the position of not being able
to acquaint its own community with
the facts and its side of the story.
WAVZ did not receive the commission's McFarland letter until Oct. 5 and
stories appeared in various publications
prior to that time.
In reaching its decision to send the
letter to WAVZ, the commission was
originally split 4-3 (Closed Circuit,
Oct. 3). Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
asked that the minutes show he regarded the letter as an attempt at censorship
in violation of Sec. 326 of the Communications Act and that it was "persecution" ofsmall stations. Other commissioners dissenting were Rosel H.
Hyde and Charles H. King. The commission sent a similar letter to KORD
Pasco, Wash., at the same time.
NLRB appeals television
case to Supreme Court
Can a union call a strike to force an
employer to assign a specific type of
work to its own members? This question will be argued before the U. S.
Supreme Court this week. The argument is on the national Labor Relations
Board's appeal of a court reversal of
NLRB's rinding against Radio & Tv
Broadcast Engineers Union Local 1212.
The NLRB finding followed the union's
1 957<, strike which forced CBS-TV to
cancel itsi scheduled telecast of the Toni

Awards
1957).

(Broadcasting, April 29,

NLRB issued a cease and desist order
against IBEW Local 1212 in New York
after the union called a strike of its
technicians upon CBS-TV's decision to
turn the task of remote lighting over to
another union, International Alliance of
Theatrical & Stage Employes. The U. S.
Court of Appeals in New York reversed
the decision, holding NLRB should not
have issued such an order without first
"affirmatively" allocating the work to
one union or the other. The court held
that it'sminenot
to deterthat aenough
union foris NLRB
not entitled
to
work, but that it also should "impose
settlement" of the jurisdictional dispute.
NLRB had held the remote lighting
work was not covered in the Local 1212
contract with CBS-TV.
The FCC

last week...

■ Dismissed petitions filed by KGUNTV Tucson, Ariz., for a review of a
hearing examiner's rulings involving
field strength measurement data concerning KOLD-TV and KVOA-TV, both
Tucson. Latter stations proposed power increases and moving their towers
to a common site on Mt. Bigelow, the
same location used by KGUN. Protesting the move, KGUN was not allowed by the hearing examiner to
introduce evidence showing a Grade
A overlap of KOLD with KOOL-TV
Phoenix, Ariz. Both stations are Gene
Autry stations. KGUN protested the
hearing examiner's ruling but was overruled by the commission.
■ Received a joint petition from
WGUN Decatur and WEAS College
Park, both Georgia, asking that the
WEAS call be changed. The call was
formerly used by WGUN and both
communities are suburbs of Atlanta.
WEAS also filed an application for
sale of the station from Robert A.
Corley to F. Richard Coughlan, an
employe of WGN Chicago.

KRLA'S
RENEWAL
HEARING
Donald Cooke, present and past employes, try
to reconstruct 1959 format change troubles
More of the trials and tribulations at- tion, was being transformed into KRLA,
tendant upon the launching of a new
with its modern musical programming.
That period having passed into history
radio program format in a major market were recited last week in Los An- well over a year ago, their recollections
geles as the FCC hearing continued on frequently tended to produce confusion
the application of KRLA Pasadena,
rather than clarification, adding to the
Calif., for its license renewal.
burdens of James D. Cunningham, FCC
Second week witnesses, all present or chief hearing examiner who presided,
former employes of KRLA starting with and the FCC and KRLA counsel in
the station's owner, Donald Cooke, and trying to keep the record straight.
including both programming and ac- Thomas N. Dowd and William S.
counting personnel, reported on what
Green, both of the Washington law firm
went on during the turbulent time when
of Pierson, Ball & Dowd, represented
KXLA, country and western music sta- KRLA.
Federal Communications' at76 (GOVERNMENT)

torneys were Robert J. Rawson and
Lewis Cohen.
As during the previous week, the
testimony was focused on four major
questions: Were the program proposals
in the original application for assignment of license of the station to Mr.
Cooke made in good faith? Was the
conduct of the "Find Perry Allen" contest contrary to the public interest?
Were the KRLA logs for Oct. 18-24,
1959, altered to deceive the FCC? Has
Jack K. Cooke, Donald's brother and
a Canadian citizen, actually controlled
KRLA's
Nov. 7). operations? (Broadcasting,
Donald Cooke Testifies ■ Donald
Cooke, on the witness stand Monday
morning (Nov. 7) as he had been the
preceding Thursday afternoon and all
day Friday (Nov. 3-4), strove hard to
prove he was licensee of the station in
fact as well as in title. Mr. Cooke declared that despite maintaining his residence and station representation business in New York, he had exercised
control of KRLA by means of continuous correspondence with the KRLA departmentand
heads in
the station's
dena studios
Hollywood
sales Pasaoffice
(and introduced a staggering pile of
copies of letters, memos and reports to
and from the station to prove his statement), augmented by frequent telephone calls and seven visits to the station, ranging in length from five days to
as many weeks, in the 18 months since
he assumed control of KRLA on May
1, He
1959.had been interested in acquiring
ownership of a radio station for many
years, Mr. Cooke stated, but lacked the
capital to purchase a station outright
and so had looked for a chance to get
an interest in one, but without success
up to the time (late 1957 or early 1958)
that his brother Jack, owner of CKEY
Toronto, proposed the deal that eventuated in the purchase of KXLA Pasadena
(now KRLA). In brief, this plan was
that Jack Cooke set up a company
(Broadcast Equipment Co.) to acquire
the physical plant and facilities of a
broadcast property and to lease them
to a broadcasting company (Eleven Ten
Broadcasting Corp.) owned by Donald
Cooke. The plan was conceived by
Jack Cooke's Washington attorneys,
Pierson, Ball & Dowd.
Spelling out the financial details of
the transaction, Mr. Cooke said that of
the $900,000 paid to Pacific Coast
Broadcasting Co. for KXLA, Broadcast
Equipment Co. put up $551,000 and he
contributed $110,000, the balance being
accounted for by cash and securities
owned by Pacific Coast and acquired
by Broadcast Equipment and Eleven
Ten. The $110,000, he testified, included $10,000 in cash and a loan of
$100,000 from the Empire Trust Co.
at 5% interest. "I'm personally responBROADCASTING, November 14, 19S0
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sible for this loan and it would take
morestated.
than I'm worth to pay it back,"
he
Everything ■ To protect his station,
which he reported as losing a lot of
money, Mr. Cooke said he had to put
up his home, his car, his 50% interest
in his station representation business
and all of the stock (10,000 shares) of
Eleven Ten Broadcasting. The balance
owed on the Empire Trust loan is between $40,000 and $50,000, he said.
Asked by FCC counsel how he could
have made the quarterly payments on
the loan if KRLA has consistently lost
money, he replied that he did it by borrowing from Broadcast Equipment Co.
Empire Trust can foreclose, he said, but
until it does it has no power to vote the
stock in Eleven Ten, so that KRLA remains under his exclusive control.
Even when his brother Jack was acting as program head of KRLA during
the difficult period when the station was
trying to get started with its new sound
in the Los Angeles market, Donald
Cooke retained complete control of the
station, its programs and its promotions,
he averred. He authorized the expenditure of$50,000 for inaugural promotions, he said, adding that most of
that sum was spent for contests and
advertising. The contests included the
Golden Key contest, with $50,000 originally offered and $5,000 eventually
paid to the finder of the key (the
amount of the prize decreasing as the
clues got plainer) and the "Find Perry
Allen" contest for which $10,000 was
expended.
After reading Broadcasting's report
Are government agencies
Will more informal procedures in
certain areas of government agencies
speed up their work? Judge E. Barrett Prettyman, head of President
Eisenhower's scissors-wielding Conference on Administrative Procedure,
thinks that the regulatory agencies
need less of a judicial atmosphere.
He discussed this viewpoint following the first meeting of a 16-man
committee set up by the President in
August (Broadcasting, Sept. 5).
The conference was set up to work
out methods of cutting through the
red tape of the regulatory agencies.
Critics of the regulatory agencies
most frequently contend that they
should cloak themselves in the judicial mantle. Judge Prettyman, however, opposes this view and stated
last week that many of the problems
confronting the agencies are "not
necessarily judicial problems." He
said that in certain areas the agencies are "too technical."
He stated that the conference
78 (GOVERNMENT)

of the contest in September 1959, Mr.
Cooke said, he called Edwin V. Schulz,
general manager of KRLA, for an explanation. Mr. Schulz told him that the
impression that Perry Allen was in Los
Angeles when he was really in Buffalo
had been given by the ad lib remark
of an announcer. On his next visit to
the station he had attempted to listen
to the tapes Mr. Allen had prepared
for broadcast, but he had been unable
to locate them.
Questioned by Mr. Rawson about the
proposed program schedule submitted
with the application tor transfer of
KXLA's license from Pacific Coast
Broadcasting to Eleven Ten Broadcasting, Mr. Cooke said that it had been
patterned after the schedule of CKEY
in accordance with his desire to follow
a format that had been successful elsewhere. Public service programming
formed an important part of the proposed schedule, he stated, because a
station "has to be of service to its community to win an audience." From the
beginning he had ruled out commercial
religious programs, he said, planning
to replace them with sustaining programs put on the air on Sunday morning with the cooperation of various religious groups, plus a daily inspirational
spot.
Sales Slump ■ Shown a copy of a letter written Oct. 15, 1959, by Mr. Schulz
to Donald Cooke Inc., sales representative of KRLA, stating that "KRLA has
gone to the trouble of duplicating our
Monday-Saturday schedule on Sundays," Mr. Cooke admitted this had
been done with his approval. Sales

too formal?
should discuss such problems as the
selection and powers of hearing examiners codes of ethics for the agencies; ex parte proceedings and the
mixture of legislative, judicial and
regulatory procedures by the agencies. Another key question to be
discussed, he said, is the evaluation
of the work done by the agencies.
Judge Prettyman, a member of the
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington stated that the committee expects
to have its recommendations ready
by Nov. 21, when it is scheduled to
meet again. The committee includes
William C. Kopolovits, Washington
communications attorney who is
secretary of the group; Donald C.
Beelar, another Washington radio
lawyer; John L. FitzGerald, general
counsel of the FCC and Earl W.
Kintner, chairman of the Federal
Trade Commission. The committee
is an organizing group preparing for
the establishment of a continuing
conference on federal procedures.

were so bad "I would have done almost
anything to stop the disastrous losses,"
he said, adding that Mr. Schulz felt a
seven-day popular music schedule
would help ratings. However, he refused to sell time for commercial religious programs, he stated, although
he was told he could increase KRLA's
income by $150,000 a year that way.
In November 1959 and again in January 1960, Mr. Cooke's visits to KRLA
were designed to get public service programming going in accordance with the
schedule originally proposed, he said,
and in January he set up a crash program to get this accomplished by Jan.
30, completing
the task already well
under
way.
Asked about a letter he wrote in
April to Herb Heiman, in charge of
programming at KRLA, stating that no
changes were to be made in Sunday
programming until after the FCC had
approved the station's license renewal
and then that no change was to be made
without the "full approval of Pierson,
Ball & Dowd," Mr. Cooke said that
this was in response to an inquiry from
Mr. Heiman.
When he visited KRLA in JanuaryFebruary of this year to investigate the
FCC's charges of false entries in the
station's logs, he was given an affidavit
by Mr. Schulz in which the station manager assumed full responsibility for the
alteration, Mr. Cooke testified Nov. 4,
explaining that Mr. Schulz had blamed
the omission of a daily religious twominute program on a traffic department
oversight and had authorized it inserted
in the log "to reflect what had actually
taken place" (At Deadline, Nov. 7).
On Nov. 7 Mr. Cooke testified that only
a few weeks ago he had learned that
the insertions were wrong and the religious spots had not been broadcast
during the Oct. 18-24, 1959, week covered by the log. Mr. Heiman had been
present when Mr. Schulz told Mr.
Cooke that the broadcasts had been
made, but had said nothing to correct
him then, the station owner reported.
Log Changes ■ Following Mr. Cooke
to the stand, Mr. Heiman testified that
on the last weekend of October 1959,
he and his wife, Mr. Schulz and his
wife and Janice Crosby, then traffic
director of KRLA, had worked on the
analysis of the programs broadcast during the week of Oct. 18-24 for the FCC.
Late Sunday night, he said, Mr. Schulz
was double checking the report and
noted there was no religious programming in either the analysis or the logs
and "we ought to have some." He
turned to Mr. Heiman and "with a
wink" said, " T did tell you, didn't I,
Herb, to put Word for the Day on,
starting that week?' " Mr. Heiman
stated that his reply was, "If you say
so," and before he left the room he
heard Mr. Schulz instruct Miss Crosby
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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to type in Word for the Day or Thought
for the Day into the logs.
Asked if the program was broadcast
during those days, Mr. Heiman replied,
"No, it was not."
Mr. Heiman said that he had been
hired as production manager by Jack
Cookehe at
KRLA's
debut,
but
hadthenottime
seenof him
or received
any instructions from him since Sept.
21, 1959, when Mr. Cooke introduced
Mr. Heiman to the rest of the station
staff. Only a few days after his arrival,
however, he received written instructions from Donald Cooke about the
way the station should be programmed,
including public service programming.
In November Donald Cooke visited
KRLA and, meeting Mr. Heiman for
the first time, prodded him about public
service areas that should be developed,
he said. Then he got to work on this
in earnest, conceiving Spirit of Today
as a program to present the contemporary relevance and importance of religion to KRLA listeners and talking to
religious leaders about it. It started on
the air in December and is still on.
About this time he also made his first
contact with a member of the Lake
Ave. Congregational Church which led
to KRLA's broadcasting its morning
service each Sunday, beginning in January and continuing to the present.
Mr. Rawson questioned Mr. Heiman
closely about KRLA's public service
programs from Seminar, discussions of
intellectual topics presented through
the cooperation of a group of southern
California colleges, to the summertime
beach weather reports, phoned in hourly by life guards. Asked about agricultural programming, Mr. Heiman cited
Best Buy of the Day (which he admitted
"was addressed to housewives but insisted its audience includes many farm
wives) and Farm Roundup, broadcast
formerly at 5 a.m., currently 6-6:30
a.m. Mr. Rawson asked about the
names of agricultural authorities listed
in the recapitulation of KRLA programming compiled by Mr. Heiman as participating in this program, drawing
from the witness the admission that he
had not actually heard them but had
taken their names from literature provided by the transcription service supplying the station with recorded farm
talks to be used on Farm Roundups
Farm Shows ■ After Mr. Heiman
had testified that the program also includes three or four news items of interest to farmers, each 30 seconds to
Wo minutes in length, every 15 minutes,
Mr. Rawson asked if in fact the program is not just another disc jockey
show and if it consists mostly of music,
why is it classified as agricultural?
Pressing the witness, he inquired as to
precisely how much of Farm Roundup
is news and information, how much
music, and when Mr. Heiman said he
80 (GOVERNMENT)

FTC throws a hard stroke
The Federal Trade Commission has challenged a tv commercial for Mennen Sof Stroke aerosol shaving cream. The tv spot
claims the product is so rich it
"holds up even under water."
The FTC charged it shows a skin
diver under water, first demonstrating acompeting shave cream
which quickly dissolves in the
water, then applying the Mennen
product, which clings to his face
for underwater shaving. The
FTC charged the Mennen shaving cream demonstrated actually
was a mixture of toothpaste and
shaving cream and that the diver
cupped his hand closer to squirt
the advertised cream. The FTC
also charged the tv commercial
falsely disparaged competing
brands.

cast Equipment's holdings is used by
Jack Cooke when he's in town, but
otherwise Mr. Fry did not know who
uses it.
Mr. Fry said he keeps the books for
Broadcast Equipment as well as for
Eleven Ten, but receives no pay from
Broadcast Equipment for this work,
which he estimated takes about an hour
a month of his time. Vernon E. Dobson, Mr. Fry's predecessor at KRLA,
later testified that he also had kept
Broadcast
financial records withoutEquipment's
pay.

Signatures ■ Mr. Fry testified that he
had notarized the signature of Mr.
Schulz on the affidavit given by Mr.
Schulz to Donald Cooke in February.
He did not see Mr. Schulz sign the
document, he said, but when Mr. Cooke
asked him to notarize the signature he
did so because he recognized it as Mr.
Schulz's. Company checks not signed
by Mr. Cooke require two signatures — at that time those of Mr. Schulz and
Mr. Fry — and Mr. Fry had put his signature below that of Mr. Schulz often.
did not know but there was enough
Mr. Dobson, who had been controller
agricultural content to justify the classification, Mr. Rawson declared that "just and secretary of KXLA for 15 years
good plain common sense would dictate
and had assumed the controller's post
that out of 50 minutes if you had five at KRLA, said he had been discharged
minutes of agricultural programs, it by Mr. Schulz on Sept. 24, 1959, with
no reason given. Since then he has
would be misleading to say that the enbeen controller of Imperial Broadcasttire hour or 50 minutes was agriculing System, Riverside, Calif., he said.
Mr. Dowd immediately asked perQuestioned about the "Golden Key"
tural." mission to note for the record "that I contest, Mr. Dobson recalled that "the
only want to say that common sense has
wasthesupposed
to have
been found"
never controlled the application of the key
during
Labor Day
weekend
and as
he
was
going
to
be
away
then,
he had
commission's definition of program
asked Mr. Schulz if he shouldn't sign
FCC counsel asked Mr. Heiman
a check on Friday. Mr. Schulz told
content."
about Strand Records, owned by Jack . him that wasn't necessary, he said, and
on his return on Tuesday (Sept. 8,
Cooke, and whether he had been offered
1959) he found a voucher for a check
exclusive broadcast rights to them. He
replied he had, but no more than by for $5,000 signed by Jack Kent Cooke.
This was in accord with testimony given
all other record companies, including
by Jack Cooke the previous week that
such major concerns as Columbia Records, RCA Victor and Decca. He also when the key was found on Labor Day
he had signed the check at the request
explained that such exclusive rights are
of Mr. Schulz so that the*winner would
limited usually to a day or two before
the record has been released to dealers,
pose with it for publicity pictures and
as after that time it is available to any that the check had cleared the bank,
station that wants to buy and play it. although his signature was not authorized for checks of Eleven Ten.
Actually, Mr. Heiman said, he uses very
few Strand Records on any basis, as
Check Dispute ■ Mr. Dobson said
he found another voucher when he
they don't usually conform to KRLA
returned to KRLA on Sept. 8, 1959,
specifications.
also signed by Jack Kent Cooke, covDonald Fry, KRLA controllers-identiering a check made out to cash for
fied financial statements showingithe in$200 and dated Sept. 11 or 12. Mr.
vestments of Broadcast Equipment Co.
in KRLA's physical equipment and of Dobson admitted it was very unusual
Eleven Ten Corp. in its other assets, a to find a voucher dated three or four
days ahead and said he had no idea
list of notes owed by Eleven Ten and
similar data, which he had prepared at who prepared it.
Shown the check for $5,000, Mr.
the request of the FCC. Asked how he
allocated items bought for the station
Dobson noted that it had two signabetween Broadcast Equipment and
tures, Mr. Schulz's as well as Mr.
Eleven Ten, he said on instructions
Cooke's, but the voucher had only the
from Donald or Jack Cooke. In resignature of Mr. Schulz, with the appearance that something else had been
sponse to another question he said that
erased. The second check also showed
an automobile included among BroadBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960-
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the two signatures, with no signature
at all on the voucher.
Jack Cooke had testified that he
could not recall what he had written
the $200 check for. Mr. Dobson did
not know either. He said that he did
not post the voucher in his ledger, but
could not explain why as normally it
would have been entered immediately
and he was at the station until Sept. 24.
He denied altering the vouchers or receiving any instructions to alter them
and said he did not know whether Mr.
Schulz's signature could have been
added to the checks at some later date,
since he did not remember seeing it
there originally.
Contests ■ Back on the stand on
Wednesday (Nov. 9), Bill Wheatley,
former KRLA program director who
testified the previous week, identified
the station's program logs for Sept. 1-4,
1959. The first two days, he said, were
programmed with continuous clues to
the "Golden Key," interrupted twice
each quarter-hour with the reading of
names at random from telephone directories, offering prizes if the owners of
those names called the station within
stipulated times, the amount of the
cash prize diminishing as the time
lengthened. Then, at 6 a.m. on Sept.
3 regular programming began with The
Perry Allen Show, which he described
as a disc jockey show with two contest
promotion announcements — the telephone quiz and the golden key — in
each 15-minute segment. Other KRLA
programs at the time were similar, he
said.
He had learned about the "Golden
Key" contest from Jack Cooke, Mr.
Wheatley said. Mr. Cooke had told
him that FCC approval of the start of
operation with 50 kw power seemed
likely to be delayed and the search for
a "Golden Key" to unlock the new
transmitter had been devised to fill the
interval. The key would be hidden,
clues broadcast and when the key was
found the finder would receive a cash
prize, starting with $50,000 and decreasing as the clues got more explicit.
Mr. Wheatley reported that he had
written the clues that were broadcast,
many of them before he knew where
the key was hidden. He was given
this information a few days before
Labor Day, the date on which Mr.
Cooke wanted the key to be found, Mr.
Wheatley said. The key was buried
across the highway from Marineland,
sure to be crowded on the holiday, and
Mr. Wheatley was instructed to make
his clues clear enough so that someone
would find the key that day.
The size of the award was $20,000
when the first Labor Day clue was
broadcast at 8 a.m., he testified, and
was down to $6,000 at 2:30 p.m. when
Mr. Cooke altered the original plan
to let it sink to $2,000 if it hadn't been
located before that point was reached

and ordered $5,000 as the minimum.
Cecil H. Goodwin, disc jockey who
worked at KXLA-KRLA Aug. 24Sept. 15, 1959, testified that on Sept. 2
Jack Cooke had called him into his
office and told him he was to handle
the Perry Allen Show at 6-9 a.m. each
day, starting the next morning, until
Mr. Allen arrived in Los Angeles. Mr.
Cooke told him to listen to the tapes
Mr. Allen had prepared so that he could
amplify what Mr. Allen said on the
tapes. The substance of this, he recalled, was to urge listeners to go out
into the streets, into restaurants and
business places and ask for KRLA's
Perry Allen.
At a meeting of program personnel,
Mr. Goodwin said, Mr. Cooke assigned
the various disc jockeys to regular hours
of on-the-air duty and explained the
way in which records to be broadcast
were selected. He said he also explained
the "Find Perry Allen" contest, with
the prize starting at $10,000 and dropping $1,000 a day until Mr. Allen had
been found. Mr. Goodwin recalled that
Frank Pollack, one of the disc jockeys,
had remarked that Chuck Blore and
Bob Purcell, program director and general manager respectively (of KFWB
Los Angeles), knew where Mr. Allen
was, but Mr. Cooke said only he and
a few others had this information.
On Sept. 3, Mr. Goodwin stated,
he did handle the Perry Allen Show
and did play some of the tapes prepared by Mr. Allen and did augment
them by his own solicitation to listeners
to go out and look for Perry Allen.
Another disc jockey, Bob Cole, employed at KRLA from Aug. 23, 1959,
to Oct. 4, 1960, similarly testified that
Jack Cooke had announced the "Find
Perry Allen" contest at a staff meeting
on Aug. 28, 1959, and a couple of days
later, Mr. Cole said, Mr. Cooke had
given the details of the contest. He said
that Perry Allen tapes, saying "I'm
Perry Allen" and describing his physical characteristics and clothes and urglisteners
"come look
wereing to
be tobroadcast,
withfora me,"
Los
Angeles restaurant mentioned as a
likely place to look.
Objection ■ Mr. Cole said he objected
to the plan on ground that if any one
should find out that Perry Allen was
not
LosheAngeles
"we'dinstead
be in trouble."
He insaid
suggested
that the
contest be built around Mr. Allen's
cross-country trip from Buffalo to Los
Angeles, with the prize going to the
person who guessed most nearly the
time of his arrival. Mr. Cooke's reaction, he recalled, was in substance,
"Don't you worry. I'll take care of
On Sept. 3 all the KRLA disc jockeys were given fact sheets about
Perry Allen, from which they were to
make their own ad lib remarks, Mr.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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I'd like you to meet
my
new
helper— a new
mail
Here! The first fully automated U.S. Post Office-in Providence, postal things stand now, much of the more than 65 billion pieces of
R. I. Its immediate objective: To speed up handling of mail and mail yearly must be picked up by human hands, its addresses read by'
parcels right now! Its long-range objective: To handle all the far human eyes, its bulk put somewhere or other on an average of \2 Itol
bigger mountains of mail anticipated in the not-too-distant future! times! No wonder that love-letter or that check was late! It's all a<
And— as the pilot project in modern mail handling— it is the fore- big job. And a dull one, by and large. A job that calls, indeed shrieks!1
runner ofother such installations for speedier mail delivery all over for automation. A job that demands the resources, and experiences^' «
the U.S., and for greater and more efficient postal service to the pub- in similar Communications challenges, of ITT, the worldwide com
lic. In the postal past, all operations were carried on by hand. As munications and electronics organization. For the Providence job lion

iller,canceler,

sorter

and

Parcel

- says a recent Barron's article — ITT "was a logical candidate since
t can furnish more of the basic paraphernalia than anyone else." If
ve (ITT) had written the article, we'd have added that we were
tlso chosen for this job because of our success with semi-automated
post offices in the U.S. and fully automated ones in Europe . . . beause fully automated delivery is basically a challenge in over-all
lommunications — not just isolated mechanization. And Communi:ations (via telephone or cable or letter or interstellar satellite) is

Post

engineer.

ITTs business. ITT is 7,200 idea-exchangers exchanging ideas in
24 countries — a total of 101 plants and 130,000 employees. Happy
thought: Just think of our friend up there on the left. Soon to be
relieved of all that culling and squinting and endless reaching into
endless boxes! His ITT friend (on the right)
is going to free him for more productive
postal work. International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y. 4, N.Y. I
i

Cole said and on Sept. 4, at Mr. Cooke's
request, he conducted the 6-9 a.m.
Perry Allen program, using the taped
clues and adding his own comments.
The details of the contest and the
negotiations preceding it once more
and finally, so far as the Los Angeles
hearing was concerned, were recited
by the hearing's last witness, Mr. Allen,
or, as he identified himself, Perry Allen
Gerstein. Mr. Allen said that a friend
in Los Angeles had given an audition
tape of his to KRLA (which Mr.
Wheatley had rejected as "too frantic
for the sound he wanted") and that he
had also contacted Hal Cooke (brother
of Jack and Don) at CKEY.
Sometime during the last week in
August 1959, Jack Cooke called him
from Los Angeles, Mr. Allen related,
and told him he was interested in hiring him as the morning disc jockey at
KRLA and could he be there that
weekend. "I was very excited and said
I'd had
like atocontract
try," Mr.with
Allen
recalled,
but
he
WKBW
Buffalo
and said he'd have to talk to the station
management and see what could be
worked out. Mr. Cooke told him to
do that and call him back.
WKBW refused to release Mr. Allen
until he had found a satisfactory replacement, he said, and he did, but the

replacement had to give notice at the
station he was then with, so Mr. Allen
had to stay at WKBW, which threatened
him with a lawsuit if he left without
permission. All of this had been relayed to Mr. Cooke in numerous long
distance conservations, Mr. Allen recalled, and after a Buffalo attorney he
had
consulted
Mr. Cooke's
request
had told him hisat contract
with WKBW
was binding, it was agreed that he
would join KRLA as soon as possible,
which would be about Sept. 12, 1959.
How It Began ■ Mr. Cooke said that
a promotion was needed to compensate
for his late arrival at KRLA and suggested a cross-country tour contest,
then said that he had a better idea and
outlined the "Find Perry Allen" idea,
Mr. Allen related. He prepared the
tapes suggested by Mr. Cooke and the
next day received a call from him to
say they were fine but too long and
could he cut the spots down to 30 seconds. Mr. Allen agreed and taped
more announcements.
His next conversation with Mr.
Cooke was on Sept. 4, when he called
to report he had been found (in a
WKBW studio during a newscast) and
to ask what he should do now. Mr.
Cooke's first reaction, Mr. Allen stated,
was "Good God, Perry, do you know
EQUIPMENT

Two-way
radio value
to newsmen
stressed
Two-way radio is helping radio and
tv stations to bring on-the-spot coverage
of news events to audiences faster than
ever before. In a roundup on its instal ations oftwo-way radio equipment,
Motorola Inc. reports that such equipment, coupled with its "Handie-Talkie"
portable radiophone, was enabling at
least three stations to cover fast-breaking stories with speed and thoroughness.
The report cited the WFBR Baltimore, Md., coverage of a fire aboard an
oil tanker in the Baltimore harbor. The
station employed two shortwave
ground units and a portable airborne
unit to report on the scene from several vantage points.
The report also noted that WPROAM-TV Providence, R. I., were able to
more than double the amount of onthe-spot news coverage with the twoway radio system. During a recent
New England manhunt, the stations
broadcast on-the scene accounts of the
final moments of the manhunt by the
use its two-way system and portable
radiophones.
The two-way radio system also
played an important part in a big story
for WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y. It
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was used first in getting WVET staffers
to a tragic fire and was later used to
relay news bulletins to the station.
The two-way system is being used
by an increasing number of stations,
the Motorola report states, including
WISN Milwaukee, WCOM Parkersburg, W. Va., WCPO and WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio, and KSFO San Francisco.
All stations report faster coverage of
news events by using the system.
Admiral

how much $10,000 is?" but later he
said perhaps the unexpectedly early
discovery of Mr. Allen could be turned
to KRLA's advantage. Cross examined
by Mr. Dowd, Mr. Allen said he had
first tried to reach Mr. Wheatley but
had been uable to do so, and later he
had talked to Mr. Cooke.
Asked about his first broadcast on
KRLA, Mr. Allen said that his first
regular broadcast was on Sept. 14, but
on the 13th, a Sunday, he had made a
brief announcement to end a write-in
contest KRLA had conducted on the
exact time of his arrival. KRLA reimbursed him for his fare from Buffalo
to Los Angeles, he said, but he could
not recall when this payment was made.
He is a little vague as to details, he
stated, because the excitement of arriving in Los Angeles was intensified when
he was handed a bunch of dollar bills
and told to join other KRLA personalities inselling them at 50 cents apiece.
This unexpected remark seemed to
Mr. Dowd to offer a possible explanation of the $200 cash check signed by
Jack Kent Cooke and on his urging
that "Mr. Allen's vague memory not
be allowed to impeach Mr. Cooke's
earlier testimony," Mr. Cunningham
ordered the hearing continued in Washington, D. C, at a later date.

reaffirms

fears

about Japanese imports
Japanese electronic imports continue
to harass Chicago suppliers, rising 75%
the first six months this year, and threatening to put some firms out of business
in the next 12 years, an Admiral Corp.
spokesman asserted Thursday.
Martin Sheridan, its public relations
director, told the Electronics Electrical
Commodities Group of the Chicago
Purchasing Agents Assn. that shipments
in second quarter alone were "41 million
higher than those for the entire year of
1958. He based the report on U.S.
Government statistics. Unless restrictions are imposed on the current free
flow of low cost Nipponese products, he
declared, a lot of firms in Chicago and
elsewhere will go under. Already their
business has shrunk sharply, he pointed
out.

Long distance
developed

tv system

for U. S. Army

Development of a long-distance, interference-free television system for
the U.S. Army was claimed last week
for Colorado Research Corp. by its
parent company, Bell & Gossett Co.,
Morton Grove, 111.
The system is capable of transmitting
clear tv pictures over several miles regardless of intereference from "radio
noise activities," sunspots, lightning,
aircraft and other sources, according to
R. E. Moore, president of B & G,
manufacturer of hot water heating
systems and pumps and heat exchangers. The system is called digital television transmission and can even
transmit signals from outer space.
Mr. Moore stated the system may
have application in space technology,
military communications, reconnaissance and, finally, in private industry.
Colorado Research Corp., Broomfield, Colo., received a $376,000 contract from the Army signal supply
agency to manufacture the system, following contracts for research.
The system breaks a signal into millions of "off-on" impulses every second
and, though they may be distorted by
interference, they can be recognized
by a special receiver capable of rearranging them into a perfect picture.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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WBEN-TV strip programming of
top-rated film shows can put your
products on EASY STREET in
the Western New York market.
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Viewers find the night-after night
variety of action and adventure
a welcome beginning to their
evenings TV fare.
And you'll find it a welcome
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adult audience plus WBENTV's outstanding coverage and
penetration of the Western New
York-Canadian Niagara Peninsula
market make these Channel 4
spot-carriers a "best buy" and
an attractive package to smallbudgeted accounts.
National Representatives:
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER AND PARSONS

:
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ASCAP

explains

drop

in quarterly payments
Sharp reduction in performance rights
payments to ASCAP members for the
third quarter of the year was due in
part to the new consent decree, but
there were also other non-related reasons, President Stanley Adams and Special Counsel Howard Millman told a
west coast membership meeting Thursday (Nov. 10) at the Beverly Hills
Hotel, Beverly Hills, Calif.
The third quarter, a time of summer
replacements, is always the low quarter
of the year, the speakers explained to
the sparsely attended afternoon meeting,
and this one looks particularly bad when
compared to the exceptionally-good
second quarter. ASCAP revenue
dropped 4.6% in comparison with the
third quarter of 1959.
The deduction of 5% off the top for
special awards for serious composers
and to writers of special material for
night clubs and other places not measured by the performance surveys
brought the drop in payments to members to almost 10% "under any system," they pointed out. Finally, an in-

AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE
J
YOU LOOK
AT CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S
TV RATES AND RATINGS,
THE MORE YOU
LIKE

KJEOTV

channel 47

for Fresno, California
(2
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H'R-^^ representative
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crease in performance credits from $28
million for the year ended Nov. 30,
1959, to $35 million in the year just
ended reduced the cash value of each
credit from 22£ to 16<£.
Mr. Millman described in detail
ASCAP's negotiation with the Dept. of
Justice. He said Justice had first insisted
that all distribution to members be made
on the basis of current performance,
but had agreed to permit each member
to choose for himself whether he wanted to change to that system or to remain on the previous four-part distribution plan (involving calculations based
on recognized works, continuity of
membership, a five-year performance
average and current performances).
"We didn't go to Washington. The
Dept. ofclared,Justice
to us," he
denoting thatcame
the ASCAP
board,
faced with a choice of trying to negotiate the best terms possible or going to
court and taking its chances of being
dissolved, decided to negotiate. The
government charges were very fair, he
said, and the original time limit of a
few weeks was extended many months
while the compromise was worked out.
If the present terms prove too much
of a hardship, they can be modified, he

WNTA-TV lampoons its own business
a harrassed floor man with these
WNTA-TV New York is poking
puppets: M. Ingmar Megaphone,
fun at itself twice a day, Monday
hot-tempered
director; David Summthrough Friday. It's tv within tv on
kind, a producer; Fuzzy Focus,
Studio 99V2, daily at 5:30-6 p.m.
myopic cameraman; Herman Hush,
and repeated the next morning
at 9:30. The cast of characters gives sound man who can't stand noise;
Flash, a stagehand, very tolerant of
a fair indication of what goes on:
Ventriloquist Jimmy Nelson plays show people; J. Bannister Flagpole,
advertising-agency account executive;
Six-Gun Sidney, cowboy star, and
Bentley Hinkley, newscaster-weather
man. Mr. Nelson's established characters of Danny O'Day, Humphrey
Higsbye the actor, Farfel the dog
and Ftatateeta the cat all take part,
too.
Crew and talent mix it up on a
set equipped with prop flats, microphones, audio consoles and weather
maps, producing quiz shows, interviews, drama and all the staples of
the television day, including commercials, real and fake. The real
ones are for a group of food, toy and
other
who've
joined participating
Studio 99Vi sponsors
since it went
on
the air this fall.
Budd Getschal (head of the New
York advertising agency, bearing his
Producer Summkind holds harried
conference with his director, Ingmar Megaphone, over impending
resignation of Mr. Hinkley after
audio trouble.

name
and a an
man occasional
who gets his
producing
tv "kicks"
show)
created Studio 99V2 and produces it.
Lee Polk directs and the two share
the writing.
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Middle

\ Tow

Western

Spread

THAT the frost is on the pumpkin

^ and ducks are writing V's overhead, Eastern Iowans have a choice of fall spectaculars:
the farm-, or town-, or city-born availability of
near-by nature, or cosmopolitan entertainment,
bought with the twist of a television dial. We

Iowa with about 400,000 tv homes — more than
half of all tv homes in all Iowa.
WMT-TV. Cedar Rapids— Waterloo. CBS Television
for Eastern Iowa. Affiliated with WMT Radio, KWMT
Fort Dodge. National Reps: The Katz Agency.

compete with the changing seasons. Fortunately,
it rains — and the nights grow frigid.*
Middle Western Eastern Iowa is east of the
West that has been described as the place where
it's always a long way from here to there. In
WMT-land it's always a middle way from here
to there. The scale is comprehensible. Distances,
compressed by train and car and four-lane highway, have yielded to the march of mechanization
and electronics. Yet Iowan's live spread out.
The top six metropolitan centers account for only
31% of Iowa's population — and WMT-TV
home-town station for three of those centers.

is

In this spread-out market you need the coverage WMT-TV provides : 51 counties in Eastern
*Sets-in-use figures are often in the seventies. WMT-TV
has the largest Eastern Iowa audience of all tv stations. ARB
Metro Area Reports, Feb. '57— Nov. '59; NCS 1, 2, 3.
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WHDH-TV scheduled it in late
morning time on Fridays and established ahabit with kaffee-klatschers
that showed up in post-show sales,
ratings and attendance at promotional events, according to results
files prospects are screening along
with the new pilot.
The format is patterned on a
fashion magazine, extending to control by an executive editor. But the
tv features, unlike some of the periodical's, stress average appeal rather
than high fashion. These features,
gathered here and abroad, alternate
with variety entertainment and segments on decorating, beauty and
other women's-interest topics. The
production corps includes two mistresses of ceremonies, models, announcers, singers, dancers and musicians, besides executive and technical staff. They work in color facilities of WHDH-TV, where Frith
between seasons has been producing
local fashion specials.
Color fashion

show

hits syndication trail
tisers. Based on its three-cycle sucIt's metic
a now
matter
of advertising
arithto determine
the future
of
cess last season in Boston and subsequent tv fashion developments in
a syndicated half-hour, Fashion
Firsts. The numbers above decorate
other markets (Broadcasting, Sept.
the set of one edition last season
19), Frith is confident its time is
here. There is a four-market deal in
from a show that had a 39-week,
sponsored run on WHDH-TV Bos- progress, covering the first leg of the
ton. Now the producers are ready syndication route. Another pending
to take it on the road via color tape, sales to Naygay hoji Krisha, Ltd. of
with New York, Philadelphia, Chi- Japan for network showing and local
cago and Detroit on the early itinerresolution
show's
U.S. awaits
distribution.
Firthof istheshooting
ary, other markets to be added as sale,
for a November airdate here.
orders come through.
Fashion Firsts went on the air
Ironically, for a program that anticipated anational tv fashion trend,
Sept. 2, 1959, for a group of particiFashion Firsts has had to delay its
pating sponsors selling air and ship
airdate this fall while the Frith Corp.,
fares, books, women's wear, men's
Boston producer, gathers the signa- wear and all kinds of apparel, banktures that will make it a national
ing, hotel accommodations, house
show. The selling effort is being
furnishings, optical goods and photography.
aimed both at stations and adver-

said, urging members to give the new
system a fair chance. A change in the
weighting of network performance
credits to provide a better balance with
credits for performances for individual
stations will aid in stabilizing performance credits at about a $25 million
mark, eliminating the year-to-year situations of the past.

Legion Auxilary 'mikes'
awarded best tv shows
Awards for outstanding television
programs have been announced by the
American Legion Auxiliary. The organization will make the presentations of
90 (PROGRAMMING)

the "Golden Mike" awards at the preference of the recipients.
Winners were determined by a poll
of the auxiliary's nearly I million members. The Huntley -Br inkley Report,
NBC-TV, was chosen best current
events program; Father Knows Best,
CBS-TV, best family entertainment;
The Loretta Young Show, the program
with the greatest women's appeal, and
The Theo. Hamm Brewing Co. for the
most appealing commercial spot announcements. Father Knows Best and
Hamms Beer won similar awards from
the American Legion Auxiliary in 1959.
There were no radio awards this year.
The Junior Golden Mike award,
voted by members under 18 years old,

Frith, an organization of television, advertising and money men,
is offering Fashion Firsts on a test
lineup for 13 weeks in four cities at
$780 for a sixth of a show. This
covers production and talent, time
(day availabilities have been scouted
in metropolitan markets), live-ontape production of one commercial
and all insertion costs. The plan
lends itself to national co-operative
advertising as well as straight spot
and local selling. If a group of advertisers wants the same markets,
they can ask for program rates for a
further saving. Frith provides promotion kits to station and sponsor.
There are many numerical possibilities inthe complicated marketing
exercise Frith is working out according to national, regional and local
formulas. The company is counting
on a winning combination this fall.

went to The Man and the Challenge,
TV.
produced by Ziv and shown on NBCHeritage productions
becomes unit of ITC
Heritage Productions Inc., New York,
has been acquired by Independent Television Corp., New York, tv film distribution firm. Arthur (Skip) Steloff,
Heritage's president has joined ITC as
the general manager of a new division
that will produce and distribute programs now under the Heritage banner
and will prepare and distribute new
programming.
Full details of last week's acquisition
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

YOU
RITE
W
NSI SURVEY— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
AREA
NEVER
MAY
June 6-July 3, 1960

Quarter Hours in Which Stations Deliver Most Homes
Per Cent of Total
11%
STATION
STATION
B
42% B
WKZO-TV
89%
WKZO-TV
7%
58%
Mon thru Fri.
10
80
7:30 a.m.-Noon
70
50
19%
Noon-6 p.m.
93%
81%
Sun. thru Sat.
79
5
6 p.m. 9 p.m.
76
8
9 p.m.-Sign off
No. of Quarter Hours

MUSICAL*
MIUIONPopularity
A '35 WKZO-TV's
BUT...

In Kalamazoo

- Grand

Rapids

Will Be Music To Your Ears!
The latest facts about Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids are
that, according to Television Magazine, each is among the
55 fastest-growing markets in population and households.
WKZO-TV is your most effective selling medium in
this important market — delivers far more viewers than
any other station. (See NSI box.)

Keep pace with the growth in Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids on WKZO-TV.
And if you want all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to
your WKZO-TV schedule!
% 10 million people have paid a record $35 million to see the Rodge and Hammerstein musical, "Oklahoma."
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

WKZO
TV
100,000 WATTS
* CHANNEL 3 * lOOO' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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were not made public, though the agreement is understood to include assumption of assets and commitments for future production. Heritage produces and
distribute programs which feature sports
personalities primarily (Roy Campanella, Dow Finsterwald and Leo
Durocher among them). Programs
developed have include] Campy' s Corner (distributed also for radio), Golf
Tip of the Day and Magic Moments in
Sports. Distribution rights included in
ITC's acquisition include Willie Wonderful, a puppet cartoon; Pulse of the
City, a 15-minute film series; Animal
World, also a 15-minute program series,
and Call the Play, a one-minute film
that is designed to run back-to-back
with a one-minute commercial.
Safety

Council

lists

radio-tv winners
NBC Radio and the California Farm
Network, plus the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and CBS-TV, emerged with
network public interest awards announced bythe National Safety Council
Friday (Nov. 11).
The council also cited eight tv and 30
radio stations for "exceptional service
to farm safety" in connection with the
17th annual National Farm Safety Week
this past July and during the preceding
12-month period.
Television stations honored were

WKJG-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.; WIBWTV Topeka, Kan.; WHDH-TV Boston;
KOMU-TV Columbia and KFEQ-TV
St. Joseph, both Missouri; WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N. Y.; KGW-TV
Portland, Ore., and WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa. WIBW, WHDH, KFEQ,
WGY and KGW also won companion
radio honors. Additionally, 12 farm
magazines were receipients of awards.
Serving as judges were Preston J.
Foster, information service director,
American Farm Bureau Federation;
William Mason, farm program director
of WBBM Chicago; Jim Thompson,
managing editor, Prairie Farmer, Chicago, and Maynard H. Coe, farm safety
director of the council.
List of the winners follows by states:
California — California Farm Network,
Berkeley; Colorado — KUBC, Montrose; Illinois— WBBM, Chicago; WDZ, Decatur;
WLBK, DeKalb; Indiana— WKJG-TV, Tort
Wayne;man, WHO,
IowaDeMoines;
— Iowa Farm
SpokesKXGI,Bureau
Fort Madison;
Kansas — "Kansas Farmer," "Missouri Ruralist," WIBW-AM-TV,
Topeka; KentuckyKentucky
Farmer, allTennessee
Farmer &
Homemaker, Middletown; Massachusetts —
WHDH-AM-TV, Boston; New England Homestead, Springfield.
Michigan
— WHFB,
Michigan Farmer,
WKAR,Benton
both Harbor;
East Lansing;
Missouri — KOMU-TV, The Missouri Farmer,
Columbia; KLIK, Jefferson City; KCMO,
WDAF, both Kansas City; KMMO, Marshall;
KFEQ-AM-TV, St. Joseph; KMOX, WEW,
both St. Louis; KWTO, Springfield: Nebraska— WJAG,New
Norfolk;
York WRGB
— NBC Radio
Network,
York;NewWGY,
(TV),
Schenectady (Albany); WHAM, Rochester;
North Carolina — WSJS Winston-Salem; Ohio
— WLW. Cincinnati; Republic Farm Spokesman, Cleveland: Ohio Farm Bureau News,
Columbus; WRFD, Worthington; Oregon —

KOAC, Corvallis;
KGW-AM-TV,Philadelphia;
Portland;
Pennsylvania
— WCAU-TV,
WEJL, WGBI, both Scranton; South Dakota
— Dakota Farmer, Aberdeen; WNAX, Yankton; Tennessee — WNOX, Knoxville; Virginia
— Southern Planter, Richmond; Canadian
Broadcasting
Corp., radio & tv networks,
Toronto.

Name change ■ WOR
Div.,
"
*Recording
es has
m not
Progra
RKO
General
Inc.,
changed its
corporate name to RKO Sound Studios,
according to John B. Poor, vice president and treasurer of RKO General.
The recording division's name is being
changed to "identify it more closely
with its corporate structure and its
client
services." ■ Snip and Snap and
New cartoons
Foo Foo, two new animated film series,
will be distributed by Interstate Television Corp., New York, according to
an announcement from Lloyd Lind,
general sales manager of the firm. Snip
and Snap, containing 26 episodes, is designed forwith
the children's
Foo
Foo, also
26 shows,market.
is an adult
cartoon series.
More movies ■ Jayark Films Corp.,
N. Y., has acquired ownership of five
motion picture features produced by
Cagney Productions Inc., Hollywood,
and will place them into tv distribution
in this country immediately and in
theatrical re-issue abroad. The films
are "Bugles in the Afternoon" (1952);
"Kiss Tomorrow Goodby" (1950),
"Only the Valiant" (1951), "Blood on
the Sand" (1945) and "Johnny Come
Lately" (1943). Reub Kaufman, Jayark president, said the company now
has more than 50 post-'50 features in
its library and plans to augment the
number by negotiating with independent
American producers.
'Diver Dan' debut ■ Diver Dan, a new
children's fantasy tv series featuring animated puppets, live fish and two live
characters (Diver Dan and Minerva the
Mermaid) is scheduled to make its
debut in 25 cities tomorrow (Tuesday).
The program, a product of Young Productions, Philadelphia, is being produced by Brian Cartoons, that city.

IS "KNOE
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,-LAND
South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: Grambling College, Grambling, La.; one of nine 4-year colleges in our coverage area.
This college has an enrollment of nearly 3,000 and a staff of 236 persons.
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Language broadcasts ■ KMLA (FM)
Los Angeles has added international
flavor to its programming by inaugurating foreign-language programs from 6
a.m. to noon daily. The languages include Yiddish, French, Spanish, German, Italian and Hungarian with each
show hosted by a leading figure from
the communities represented.,
Home thoughts from abroad ■ Local
stations can get exclusive overseas taped
reports from local citizens who are
visiting in Great Britain through a
newly established programming service.
In addition to interviewing servicemen,
students or businessmen, etc., located
in Great Britain, the service will supply
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

Get
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Tape

System

Program

with

Production

a "Matched"
Equipment

With an RCA TV Tape System you get equipment that is designed for incorporation into a complete package. You get everything you need from one reliable
source of supply— from cameras to TV tape recorders, including audio, switching,
and special effects. You obtain equipment with a background of experience that
is without equal in the film and television industries. You get the finest pictures—both color and black-and-white . . . Why risk the chance of failure with
unmatched equipment when you can get equipment from RCA that is matched —
both electrically and mechanically— to work in a system.
WHY NOT LET AN
"OLD HAND" ASSEMBLE
YOUR TV TAPE
PRODUCTION PACKAGE ?
Free Brochure on RCA
Customised TV Tape
System, is available. See
your EC A Representative.
Or write to RCA,
Dept. NB-22,
Building 15-1,
Camden, N.J.

Broadcast

and

Television

Equipment

• Camden,

New

Jersey

RCA TV Tape Recorder • RCA Video Equipment • RCA TV Film Equipment •
RCA Audio Equipment • RCA Switching and Special Effects • RCA Film
Recording Equipment (Studio or Mobile — Monochrome or Color)

The Most Trusted Name in Television
®

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

a series of programs on towns in Britain
having the same names as those in the
United States. For rates and further
details write Michael Gore, 7 Elmwood
Crescent, Luton, Beds., England.
Pray together ■ The worldwide Family
Communion Crusade, in conjunction
with the Blessed Sacrament Fathers,
offers at no cost to radio stations a
series of one-minute inspirational shorts,
five-minute interview and commentary
shows and a 30-minute dramatic documentary program. The crusade's primary objective is to encourage families
to attend church as a unit. It collects
no dues and solicits no funds. Some
350 radio stations currently carry these
features. Distribution is by Empire
Broadcasting Corp., 480 Lexington
Ave., New York 17.
Anchors aweigh ■ The U. S. Coast
Guard is offering a 28-minute color
sound film to any tv station desiring to
use it. The film won top honors at the
International Film Festival in Salerno,
Italy, this year as well as several other
awards at other film festivals. Titled
Coast Guard Cutters Around the Continent, the film is a true documentary of
how three Coast Guard cutters discovered the Northwest Passage, climaxing
a 450-year search by navigators of
many nations. The Coast Guard also
offers 23 other films to any tv station
desiring them. For details, contact
Chief, Public Information Div., U. S.
Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington 25, D. C.
Sampler ■ Tele Features Inc., N. Y., is
applying the merchandising practice of
distributing free samples of its product

to help sell the company's Comedy
Carnival package. During the month
of October, Tele Features sent six assorted slapstick sound comedies free to
any station willing to pay print costs.
The distributor believes that once the
samples are telecast, the "public will
clamor for more." The comedy package includes such stars as Shirley
Temple, Harry Langdon, Andy Clyde,
Buster Keaton, West and Patricola and
Howard and Shelton.
Cuban close-up ■ WCKT (TV) Miami
sent reporter-photograph Dick Lobo
a short way geographically but a long
way politically to visit Cuba for a fiveday look at the controversial American
naval base at Guantanamo Bay. Mr.
Lobo interviewed Naval officers and enlisted men, their dependents and Cuban
workers at various sites on the base for
a documentary which was shown on
WCKT Oct. 9 and repeated by request
on Oct. 15. Mr. Lobo spent a day
watching anti-aircraft missiles being
launched from the deck of a cruiser
based at Guantanamo and noted the
presence of a Soviet freighter following
the maneuvers in international waters
for more than an hour. Although much
of the reporter's footage was restricted
by the Navy, the news show was hailed
as providing "a penetrating look at the
grimness of America's present position
in
Cuba."
Latest
52 ■ The release of 52 additional half-hour episodes of The Pioneers
into syndication has been announced by
Peter M. Robeck & Co., N. Y., bringing the total number of available units
to 104. The Pioneers, is selected episodes from the Death Valley Days
series. It is placed in 65 markets.

Film sales...
Ten CBS Films series: Sold to VITV
(TV) Virgin Islands.
Pony Express (California National
Productions) : Sold to KREM-TV Spokane; WLBZ-TV Bangor, Me.; KDALTV Duluth; WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh;
KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho; WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C; KCKT (TV)
Great Bend, Kan.; WCYB-TV Bristol,
Va.; KOOK-TV Billings, Mont.; KNDO
(TV) Yakima, Wash.; KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore., and WMCT (TV) Memphis. Now in over 150 markets.
40 Warner Bros. Features (Seven
Arts Assoc.): Sold to KSD-TV St.
Louis; WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.;
WBEN-TV Buffalo; KONO-TV San
Antonio; WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa;
WTVH (TV) Peoria; WTVP Decatur,
111., and WTVT (TV) Tampa-St.
Petersburg. Now in 8 markets.

Space and Challenge (Ziv-UA) : Sold
to KRON-TV San Francisco; WIW-TV
Cleveland; WHDH-TV Boston; CKLWTV Windsor-Detroit; WAGA-TV Atlanta; WAVY-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth;
WNDU-TV South Bend, and WGANTV Portland, Me.
/ Led Three Lives (Ziv-UA): Sold
to WCBS-TV New York; WNBQ (TV)
WISNWHBQ-TV
Chicago;
(TV) Denver;
; KBTVMemphis;
Milwaukee
TV
WMAL-TV Washington, D. C; KSLTV Salt Lake City; WOI-TV Ames-Des
Moines, and WCTV (TV) Tallahassee.
The Jim Backus Show — Hot off the
Wire (California National Producto WRCV-TV Philadelphia
tions) Sold
:
for Lincoln-Mercury Dealers Assn.

INTERNATIONAL
AUSSIE

TV

OUTLETS

NEARLY

Grant of 13 licenses brings Commonwealth
Australian Broadcasting Control
Board on Nov. 8 allocated commercial
tv station licenses to 13 companies,
nearly equal to the number (16) of
tv stations currently in operation there.
The vhf channel awarded to each will
be determined in perhaps two weeks,
according to Australian News & Information Bureau, New York.
The new licensees by area are:
New South Wales — Newcastle Broadcasting & Tv Corp. Ltd., NewcastleHunter River; Television Wollongong
Transmissions Ltd., Illawarra Richmond Tweed Tv Ltd., Richmond-Tweed
Heads; Country Television Services
Ltd., Central Tablelands.
Victoria — Ballarat and Eastern Victoria Television Ltd., Ballarat; Bendigo

DOUBLED
total to 29

& Central Victoria Telecasters Ltd.,
Bendigo; Eastern Victoria Television
Pty. Ltd., Latrobe Valley; GoulburnMurray
Television Pty. Ltd., Goulburn
Valley.
Queensland — Darling Downs Tv
Ltd., Darling Downs; Rockhampton
Television Ltd., Rockhampton; Telecasters (North Queensland) Ltd.,
Townsville.
Tasmania — Northern Television Ltd.,
North Eastern Tasmania.
There were 45 license applicants for
the 13 country areas, including five
companies applying for the one commercial license for Canberra, which has
a population of about 45,000. Lengthy
hearings were held by the Australian
Broadcasting Control Board to deter-

mine which companies would receive
licenses.
Television was introduced into Australian urban areas in 1956, and there
are presently approximately 1,250,000
tv sets in the nation of 10.3 million
population.
Abroad

in brief-

changing hands ■ CHFI-FM Toronto,
Ont.. has been sold to Aldred Rogers
Ltd., Toronto, subject to approval by
the Board of Broadcast Governors and
the Dept. of Transport, Ottawa, Ont.
Joel Aldred is president of new television station CFTO-TV Toronto, and
Ted Rogers is also an officer of the
company owning CFTO-TV. Don
Wright, vice-president and general manof CHFI-FM,
becomes president
of theagernew
owning company.
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NEW BOOKLET FOR WRITERS,
BROADCASTERS, EDITORS

That isn't the wisest way to buy— not knowing what
you must pay.
But these days most all Americans are paying for
one thing without having any idea of its great cost—
putting the U. S. government in the electric light
and power business in certain parts of the country.
So far, more than $5,000,000,000 has been spent on
these so-called "public power" projects. Billions more
are proposed for the future.
The cost has been coming out of federal taxes. So
would much of the cost of expansion. But such costs
are not itemized in anyone's federal tax bill. No one
knows how much of his money federal government
power takes, or might take.
In fact, most of the American people don't even
realize that the government is using their tax money

BILLIONS NEED

AMERICA'S INDEPENDENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES

POWER COMPANIES
Room 1125-U,
1271 Ave. of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send me, without
charge, the material
checked below:

e

□ "The Story Behind
the Electric Power

for "public power."
MORE

A special free booklet on federal "public power"
spending has been published for newspaper, TV and
radio people. It discusses costs, and trends, in a situation which is unfamiliar to much of the reading and
broadcast public. Please fill in the coupon below.

NOT BE SPENT

All of the electric power that America will conceivably need can be supplied by America's independent
electric companies.
They will use investors' money to build the
facilities. Taxpayers' money will not be needed. And
the independent companies will produce taxes, to boot.
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| ' If having a solid adult
is square, we're
audience
| the
squarest!
' I WSUN has the greatest perI | centage (97.2%) of adult
| | listeners of any station on
coast. Further.| I| more
thiswest
adult
Florida's
• | leadership is
I | throughout the
I | entire 24-hour
broadcast day, and
I to the entire 29
I I county Sun coast
' . area with 1,404,403
|l people. In WSUN
11 radio homes the
IJ adults control
I the listening . . .
I they control the
|l purse strings, too !
|| For top results use
the grown up's station

620 KC
TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
& McCONNEU.
RINTOUL
Natl. Rep: VENARD,
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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Canadian satellites to duplicate U. S. tv
BBG GETS APPLICATIONS FOR NEW TV, POWER BOOSTS
A number of satellite tv transmitters
Pointe Claire, Que., from 1 kw to 5 kw
for U. S. border tv stations will be ap- on 1470 kc.
CKSL London, Ont., is applying for
plied for at the Nov. 29 public hearings
of the Canadian Board of Broadcast
an fm station with 909.6 watts on 94.3
Governors at Ottawa, Ont.
mc to duplicate programs of the am
Horace M. Card is requesting a tv station.
station at Saddle Mountain, B.C., to
Change of ownership through share
transfers is being requested for CJET
rebroadcast KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.,
on ch 4.
Smith Falls, Ont.; CHFI-FM Toronto,
Ont.; and CJAD Montreal, Que.
Mount Sentinel Television Co-Operative wants a ch. 5 station at Mount
Set sales dropping in Canada
Sentinel, B. C, to transmit KXLY-TV.
Sioux Lookout Chamber of ComRadio and television set sales conmerce, atSioux Lookout, Ont., is asking
tinue to drop in Canada according to
for two satellites on ch. 9 to retransmit
figures released by the Electronic Industries Assn. of Canada. In September tv
WDSM-TV Superior, Wis., and on ch. 7
set sales totaled 46,944 against 48,670
to retransmit KDAL-TV Duluth, Minn.
H. Blakeborough is requesting a ch. in the same month last year. Radio set
sales dropped to 56,270 for September
5 station at Keremeos, B.C., to retranscompared to 68,328 last year.
mit CHBC-TV Kelowna, B. C.
In the first nine months of this year
CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta., is apply231,099 tv sets were sold against
ing for a power increase from 6.6 kw
video to 13.2 kw video and from 3.3 371,222 in the same period last year,
kw audio to 6.6 kw audio on ch. 6, and while radio set sales amounted to
is also applying for satellite stations at 361,740 in the January-September 1960
Coronation, Alta., on ch. 10, and at period compared to 413,496 last year.
Banff, Alta., on ch. 10.
New Tv Stations ■ CJNB North Battle- Syndicate buys CJSS-AM-TV
CJSS-AM-TV Cornwall, Ont., will be
ford, Sask., is applying for a ch. 3 tv
station there with 3.9 kw video and 2 sold, if approval is obtained from the
kw audio power and antenna 155 feet Board of Broadcast Governors, to a
above average terrain.
syndicate composed of Bushnell BroadCanadian Broadcasting Corp., Ottacast Assoc., Ottawa; Granada Telewa, Ont., is requesting a tv station at
vision Ltd., London, England; Canadian Marconi Co. Ltd., Montreal; and
Mont Laurier, Que., on ch. 3 with 4.64
kw video, 2.32 kw audio power and an- Beaver Products Ltd., Montreal. Stantenna at 573 feet. This will be a satelley R. Shenkman, president and majorilite at Mont Tremblant, Que., for which
ty stockholder of Cornwall Broadcasting Co. Ltd., Cornwall, Ont, announced
CBC is applying to rebroadcast CBFT
sale of the station, which is represented
(TV) Montreal, Que. The Mont Tremblant station is to be on ch. 1 1 with 600
by Stovin-Byles Ltd., Toronto. Bushnell
Broadcast Assoc. is shareholder in new
w video and 300 w audio power and
antenna 1,779 feet above average ter- CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont., and new
rain.
CHOV-TV Pembroke, Ont., while Canadian Marconi owns CFCF-AM-TV
CKMI-TV Quebec City, is requesting
Montreal.
a power boost from 5.6 kw video to
13.85 kw video and 2.8 kw audio to
6.77 kw audio power on ch. 5.
Back to school
CFCM-TV Quebec City, Que., wants
A four-year training course in
a power boost from 12.7 kw video to
advertising has been started this
100 kw video and from 6.35 kw audio
year at a cost of $700,000 by the
to 50 kw audio on ch. 4.
Canadian Assn. of Advertising
New radio stations are being applied
Agencies. Held at the Ryerson
for by CFSL Weyburn, Sask., at EsteInstitute of Technology, Toronto,
van, Sask., with 1 kw on 1280 kc as a
Ont., it has 75 Toronto agency
satellite; by James Alan Stewart at Otemployes enrolled. The first year
tawa, Ont., with 10 kw on 1250 kc; by
will cover the broad field of busiJean Claude Lefebvre for a Frenchness. The second year will cover
language station at Valleyfield, Que.,
marketing, the third advertising
with 1 kw on 1370 kc; by CBC at
and the last year agency manageFrobisher, Northwest Territories, with
ment. The CAAA at its annual
40 w on 1200 kc.
convention at Montebello, Que.,
Power increases are being asked by
decided to establish advertising
CFRB-FM Toronto, Ont., from 600 w
courses at major universities so
to 200 kw and antenna height from 100
advertising men can have the same
feet to 441 feet on 99.9 inc.; by CKOY
professional status as lawyers, etc.
Ottawa, Ont., from 5 kw day and 1 kw
night to 50 kw on 1310 kc; by CFOX
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Money is— despite its popularity— a
widely misunderstood subject.
As a tool of business, money must be
sound. It must be as dependable as any
other tool, in order to provide predictable performance from year to year.
Sound

money

is indispensable for

lasting, genuine prosperity; for national
strength, and for economic

integrity

in this country. Unnecessary spending
schemes make money unsound. Spending more than we earn now means ability
to buy less later. Remember,

the man

who has to pay the Piper is you ... if
you earn a living, if you pay taxes.

REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

Industries need money to work with— just as
much as individuals do. Republic Steel is
continuously replacing worn out equipment;
continuously planning for increased facilities;
continuously developing new processes and
new products. These are the seeds of future
production, future jobs.
One of Republic's newest products is
X-TRU-COAT* plastic coated steel line pipe.
This pipe eliminates the most severe problem facing utility and petroleum companies
—underground corrosion.
Recently completed facilities at Youngstown, Ohio, now make it possible for Republic
to produce X-TRU-COAT in sizes up through
8-5/8" O.D. Maximum size previously was
5-9/16" O.D. Only Republic applies plastic
to
steel pipe toof serve
transmission
fluids.customers' needs in the
* Produced Under the Dekoron® Process
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FATES
WITHIN A STONE'S THROW
OF COMMUNICATIONS ROW!
s s
York'
Newe loca
ofrabl
Onedesi
tion
most

MADISON
AT

52nd

AVENUE
STREET

11 *i
A Bigger and Better

HOTEL
Just steps from anywhere . . .
now with 500 individually decorated rooms and suites — and
completely air conditioned.

The magnificent new
Barberry
17 E. 52 St.
Your rendezvous for dining
deliberately and well . . .
open every day of the week
for luncheon, cocktails,
dinner, supper.
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& FORTUNES

BROADCAST ADVERTISING
E. Dean Land is, general manager in
Chicago office of Compton Adv., elected
senior vp and member of agency board
of directors.
Charles D. Dunkin, vp in charge of
client research at Ted Bates, N. Y., assigned to Colgate-Palmolive account
group as vp and account executive on
Colgate Dental Cream.
Al Sarasohn, vp at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named creative group
head.
Kurt Weihs, formerly art director of
CBS-TV advertising department, joins
Papert, Koenig, Lois, N. Y., in same
capacity. He was with CBS for 12
years. Rita Wagner Selden joins
agency as copy supervisor. She had
been with Doyle Dane Bernbach on
Colombian Coffee, and previously with
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather. Edward J.
Rohan, formerly of Kudner Agency,
N. Y., becomes production manager at
PKL.
George Emerson Cole, formerly of
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., joins Mogul
Williams & Saylor, that city, as associate
creative director. Previously, he was
broadcast copy chief at Bryan Houston
Co.
John B. Lyman appointed director of
Hollywood broadcast
services for Foote,
Cone & Belding. He
assumes responsibilities held by late Edmund L. Cashman.
Mr. Lyman is veteran
Mr. Lyman
of 23 years in radio
and tv.
James M. Charlton named merchandising manager at American Home
Foods, Div. of American Home Products Corp., N. Y. Mr. Charlton, who
succeeds Jack Conrad, promoted to
sales manager of grocery sales, joined
company in 1945 as sales controller
in N. Y.
Mildred Farren, Charles A. Ventura
Jr., Dorothy Adamick and Robert W.
Anderson join media department of
N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia. Mrs. Farren,
timebuyer, had been with Al Paul
Lefton Co., Philadelphia, since 1954;
Mr. Ventura, assistant timebuyer, was
with WWBZ Vineland, N. J., as time
salesman. Miss Adamick, who was assistant to advertising director at H.
Daroff & Sons, Phila., becomes radio-tv
estimator at Ayer. Mr. Anderson, formerly of Chrysler Corp., is assigned to
radio-tv selection. Elwyn R. Walshe,
producer-director, joins agency assigned
to executive commercial production.
Stuart Gray of NBC, will assist tv program analyst.

Mr. Bullen
Mr. Bronner
Maurice H. Bronner, executive vp of
Olian & Bronner, Chicago, elected president, succeeding late Irwin 0. Olian.
Other changes: Robert C. Bullen, to vp
in charge of account supervision, planning and creative functions; Elmer
Silha appointed vp; Sheldon Riskin
named account executive.
Denny Sargent, formerly associate
copy director at Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., joins McCann-Erickson, that
city, as vp and associate creative director. Mr. Sargent, who was with Y & R
for 14 years, was, at one time, head of
agency's San Francisco tv commercial
production department.
Robert S. McNamara elected president and chairman of board and chief
executive officer of Ford Motor Co.
Richard L. Goodwin, former advertising manager for De Soto, named manager of truck advertising for Dodge.
Herbert H. Strauss, former commercial producer-director for program
development at Ben Sackheim Co.,
N.Y., joins North Adv., that city, as
radio-tv production manager.
Joseph Battaglia Jr., formerly of
Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y., joins tv
and radio department of Ben Sackheim
Inc., that city, in charge of broadcast
programming and tv/radio production.
Arnold Smoller and Donald M.
Zuckert appointed account executives
on Wallace Labs account at Ted Bates,
N. Y. Mr. Smoller was formerly with
Thayer Lab Div., Revlon, as product
manager, while Mr. Zuckert had been
assistant to director of medical research
at Bates.
Dennis Altman and Martin Cohen
join North Adv., Chicago, as writers.
Mr. Altman, one-time creative director
on Simca automobiles for Richard N.
Meltzer Adv., San Francisco, was last
with McCann-Erickson, Chicago. Mr.
Cohen was formerly copywriter for
Montgomery Ward.
THE

MEDIA

Buck Emory, formerly announcer
and program director of KFRB Fairbanks, to KJNO Juneau, both Alaska,
as station manager.
Richard Bremkamp Jr., sales manager at WCMW Canton, Ohio, promoted to assistant station manager.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

SYLVANIA

SMALL

POWER

POPULAR SYLVANIA SMALL POWER TUBES
MAXIMUM PLATE DISSIPATION (CCS) WATTS
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65

JL
No magic, no secrets, no foolin'. Conservatively rated,
Sylvania small power tubes have plenty in reserve. For
one thing, there's the outstanding Sylvania reputation
for providing quality. The kind of quality that means
long-life expectancy, lower tube costs per hour of operation, reduced maintenance time. For another, there's
Sylvania power tubes' high reliability for maximum
assurance of on-air continuity.
Call your Sylvania Industrial Tube Distributor for
prompt service. He has plenty up his sleeve — one of the
widest lines of tubes for broadcasting available. Ask
him, too,
Industrial
Division,
1100 Main

O

for your copy of the informative "Sylvania
Tubes" booklet. Or, write Electronic Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Dept. 1211
Street, Buffalo, New York.

1

2E22
2E24
4-65A
2E30
801A
807
811A
812A
826
815
829B
832A
837
5763
5933
6146
Values given are for Class C oscillator, RF power amplifier

L

subsidiary of GENERAL
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TUBES

TELEPHONE

&ELECTRONICS\B.

Murrow

WSYR
More

Delivers
Radio

85%

Homes

Than The IMo. 2 Station
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top
Top facilities^
Top programming
personalities make
the difference.
* All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.. INC.
NEW TOBK • OOIiON • CHICAGO

SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 570 KC

missing

A familiar voice during virtually every significant political
broadcast during the past 20 years
was conspicuously missing during
last week's presidential coverage.
Edward R. Murrow, CBS commentator, suffered a slight case
of pneumonia and was confined
to bed. He is expected to return
this week.
Thorn Sherwood, formerly with WHLO
Akron, Ohio, joins WCMW as program
director.
Jerry M. Landay
appointed national
news editor for Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. with headquarters
in Washington, D. C.
He formerly was news
supervisor at WBZ
Boston. He will report to James L. Snybureau chief.
Don Balsamo, account executive at
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, promoted to
sales manager. A. J. (Tony) LaFrano
appointed director of news and special
events.

Jack Yeager appointed general sales
manager
at KHOLTV Kearney-Holdrege
and KHPL-TV Hayes
City, both Nebraska.
He formerly
was ac-at
count executive
WOW Omaha, Neb.
Mr. Yeager
He will be in charge
of all sales for both stations.
Doug Walker, formerly sales manager at KAGO Klamath Falls, Ore., to
KLIV San Jose, Calif., in similar capacity, succeeding Ross McCarthy who
becomes commercial manager and assistant general manager at KXOA Sacramento, Calif.
David L. Doughty, staff attorney at
NAB, promoted to assistant to manager
of NAB's department of broadcast personnel and economics, succeeding James
H. Hulbert recently named department
manager.
Lila Lambert, promotion and merchandising director of WKRC Cincinnati, appointed promotion and publicity
director for Taft Broadcasting Co.
(WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati and
WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus, both
Ohio, WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn., WKYT [TV] Lexington).

Martin L. Nierman, executive vp at
Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., elected to
board of directors of Television Bureau
of Advertising.
KRNT-TV
very
Des

big

is
in

Moines

Big in total audience —
see all surveys
Big in total adult audience —
see all surveys
Big in service to the community —
see Central Surveys
Big in news — five years of
dominance — see all surveys
Big in personalities — see
Central Surveys
Big in
believability — see Central
Surveys
Big in local business — see
FCC figures
Big in the lives of people in the
community — see the people
Big in sales impact— see Katz
KRNT-TV
Des

is

Moines

Television
A COWLES OPERATION

100 (FATES & FORTUNES)

Glen Akins appointed assistant manager of tv operations for ABC-TV
Hollywood. Donald C. McCroskey succeeds Mr. Akins as supervisor of tv
engineering maintenance.
Vic Ludington joins WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, as local and regional
sales manager. He formerly was sales
manager of WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.
Earl Baldwin, air personality at
KXIV Phoenix, Ariz., promoted to program supervisor.
Ted Sax appointed program director
at KORL (formerly KKAA) Honolulu.
ality.
Ken Cotler joins station as air personJ. Arthur Stober appointed director
of special events for WNHC-TV New
Haven, Conn. He has been station's
production manager. Robert E. Terra
succeeds Mr. Stabler. Jim Burnes
named associate news director.
Norman Wain joins WDOK
land as program director.

Cleve-

Bill McRae of H-R Representatives
elected president of Atlanta Station
Reps Assn. Dick Hunter, Hollingbery,
elected vp and Joe Sierer, Edward
Petry Co., secretary.

Mr. Kingsley Mr. Beerbower
Ralph J. Kingsley, technical director
of WBEN-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y.,
retires. He had been with stations for
30 years. Previously, he helped to build
original WBAL Baltimore. He will be
succeeded by Glenn Beerbower, assistant technical director. Irving C. Shugardt appointed assistant technical director.
Gene Trace, vp and general manager
of WBBW Youngstown, elected presi-

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESS PAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publicafions
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dent of Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding Thomas A. Rogers of WCLT
Newark. Other officers: Joseph BradShaw, vp and general manager of
WRFD Worthington, vp-radio; James
Hanrahan, vp and general manager of
WEWS Cleveland, vp-tv; Walter Bartlett, general manager of WLWC (TV)
Columbus, director-tv; Sandy Dresbach, vp and general manager of
WPAY, director-radio. Carlton S.
Dargusch Jr., Columbus attorney, reelected secretary-treasurer.
Tom Lawrie, formerly account executive at KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., to
KLIN, that city, as regional sales manager.
William B. Colvin,
formerly advertising
and sales promotion
manager at WBZ-TV
Boston, joins Television Bureau of AdverWfi tising, N. Y., as direcd
H
tor of member servIj7 «„■ ■
ices. Prior to his assoMr- C0lV'n ciation with WBZ
-TV,
Mr. Colvin was director of station relations for TvB from 1956-58.
James U. Sweeney, assistar:: sales
manager at WNHC New Haven, Conn.,
promoted to regional and local sales
manager.
Pat Patterson, formerly with KSTT
Davenport, Iowa, to WAMS Wilmington, Del., as program director. Other
changes: Jay Gilbert to news director;
Jim Reilley to news staff; Dick Dobbyn
as air personality.
Edward G. St. Clair, formerly with
WIBC Indianapolis, to announcing staff
of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Jackie Oblinger joins WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va., as host of daily
womens show.
Brent Hill, formerly air personality at
WDIX Orangeburg, S. C, to WSB-AMTV Atlanta as staff announcer.
Robert S. Wilson,
formerly general sales
manager of KHOUTV Houston, named
vp and general manager of KXTV (TV)
Sacramento, Calif.
Mr. Wilson, w ho held
gk^BEL
WM
ms previous position
Mr. Wilson
since 1954) was? at
one time, sales executive with Edward
Petry & Co., and The Katz Agency Inc.
Symon B. Cowles, formerly director
of advertising and promotion for WTTG
(TV) Washington, to WNEW-TV New
York in similar capacity.
James A. Gleason, formerly with
RCA as engineering administrator at
company's Burlington, Mass. plant, to
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

Don't

Just

Sit On

That

Console!

Old

;1

Trade

it in for a New

'Gatesway"..

JL.

The Best Selling Audio

System

in its Class in America

Rising costs constitute quite a problem in most broadcast
stations — so your cost control efforts should be concerned
with old equipment that's not paying its way.
What about that old console in your station? Is it operating at peak
efficiency? Or are you continually replacing parts and spending
unnecessary money on engineering time to keep it in shape?
Are you plagued with loss of air time?
Why not trade for a brand new Gatesway audio system, engineered
and manufactured to help you cut costs, increase profits and save
you money for years to come! The Gatesway gives your station that
extra sales appeal — that clean, crisp, clear sound that means
more listeners at the other end of the line. You will also have
flawless programming through ease of Gatesway operation,
plus constant on-air reliability.
.
r
How much is your old console worth on the purchase of a new
Gatesway? Find out right now! Call the Gates Audio Products
Division — BAldwin 2-8202. You may be pleasantly surprised.
As you read this, more than 500 Gatesway consoles
are in operation across the nation.
GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
HARRIS
INTERTYPE
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Officei in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
In Conodo: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Soles: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

GATES
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WPRO-AM-TV Providence, R. I., as
business manager.
Ella Harllee, director of radio and
tv department of Council of Churches
National Capital Area, appointed director of religious film and tv production office of American University,
Washington, D. C.
William Henning, formerly with
WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich., leaves radio to produce educational travel films.
Leo Derrick, promotion manager for
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, resigns
to enter oil business.
Richard L. Bing, formerly with
WN EM-TV Bay City, Mich., to
WBCM, that city, as program director.
Edward P. Harvell,
former broadcast media supervisor for
Shell Oil Co., joins tv
sales staff of AveryKnodel, N. Y. Mr.
Harvell, who went to
Shell in 1953 in sales
Mr. Harvell
capacity, later assumed responsibility
for development and direction of radiotv advertising.
Marshall A. Pite, account executive
at WAVZ New Haven, Conn., promoted to local sales manager.
Charles E. Haddix, formerly western
manager for Forjoe radio and tv rep, to
Heritage Stations (fm stations) rep in
similar capacity with headquarters in
San Francisco.
William Travis and Jack Hughes
named account executives at The Branham Co., N. Y.
Wes Potter, formerly with WPSD
Paducah, Ky., joins WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111., as assistant to program director.
Harry Hughey, news director at
WBSR Pensacola, elected president of
Florida United Press International

Broadcasters. Don
Tampa named vp.

Miller of WDAE

Joel Sebastian, formerly air personality at KLIF Dallas, to WXYZ Detroit
in similar capacity.
Ray Mann joins WBIC
N. Y., as air personality.

Bayshore,

PROGRAMMING
Mr. Doty
Mr Eicher
Howard Eicher, vp and general manager of WSAI Cincinnati, announces
resignation. C. L. (Chick) Doty, in
charge of national and regional sales
for station, succeeds Mr. Eicher as station director in addition to his current
responsibilities.
Ray Barnett appointed account executive for KNX-CBS Radio Pacific
Network Sales Department. He formerly was Los Angeles salesman for Independent Television Corp.
Jere Witter, news director at KPIXTV San Francisco, promoted to public
affairs director. Deacon Anderson,
producer
and member
of station's news
staff, succeeds
Mr. Witter.
Harry R. Lapham appointed promotion manager at WIBF (TV) Augusta,
Ga. Other changes: Larry D. Bennett
to producer; Art M. Malendoski named
production manager; Joe L. Henderson
to art director; Frank Starr named announcer.
Edward G. St. Clair, formerly with
WIBC Indianapolis, to WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., as member of announcing staff.
Fahey Flynn, newscaster at WBBMAM-TV Chicago, elected president of
Chicago Unlimited, organization devoted to promotion of local radio-tv and
other talent. Mason B. Coppinger,
Universal Recording Corp., elected first
vp and John Weigel, freelance announcer, second vp.

WANTED!
REPRESENTATIVES TO SELL
WELL ESTABLISHED, RELIABLE,
AUTOMATED BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
1. Exclusive Territories
2. Lucrative Markets
3. Adequate Commission Basis
4. Supported by National Advertising & Promotion
5. Multiple-Territory Organizations WiSI Be Considered
■ Meet These Specifications? Interested? Then
Write Vs IMMEDIATELY!
Box 853C Broadcasting Magazine
1735 DeSales St., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
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Jerry Gordon, formerly with WBUD
Trenton, N. J., to KXOA Sacramento,
Calif., as air personality.

Peter G. Robinson and Leon I. Mirell
named vps at Selmur Productions, subsidiary of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres. Mr. Robinson will be
in charge of programs and Mr. Mirell
in
tion.charge of business and administraWilliam E. Huston,
formerly director of
international sales at
Filmways, NY., joins
Transfilm - Caravel
Inc., that city, as vp
in charge of tv commercial sales. Previously, Mr. Huston was
Mr. Huston
for three years sales
and promotion manager at MPO Productions, N. Y. From 1952-54 he was
sales manager for tv commercial films
at Screen Gems Inc.
Fletcher Markle signed to 20th Century-Fox TV producer contract and assigned to produce several segments of
Hong Kong.
Milton Perlman, theatrical producer,
joins
ducer. Dynamic Films, N. Y., as proHarold Cranton, formerly director of
advertising and promotion at Metropolitan Broadcasting Co., N. Y., joins National Telefilm Assoc., that city, in same
capacity, for NTA owned and operated
stations and spot sales.
Jim Belcher, formerly of WWJ-TV
Detroit, joins Artie Fields Productions
Inc.,
ment. that city, as head of sales departJohn Murphy, formerly with WQED
(TV) Pittsburgh, establishes own film
production firm, Eastern Film Productions, Atlanta, Ga. Firm will produce
radio recordings and film commercials.
Address: 420V2 8th St., Atlanta, Ga.
Antony Ellis, formerly producer of
Black Saddle tv series for Four Star
Productions, Hollywood, appointed proseries. ducer of company's Michael Shayne
Edward C. Simmel, recently appointed western account executive for Major
Productions
on series,
tv filmed
lieve It Or Not
also Ripley's
continues Beas
Simmelof
representative
sales
regionalProductions,
Webb
representing various
independent producers.
Dixon Q. Dern, resident counsel since
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

September named assistant secretary of
Desilu Productions Inc. Prior to DP
he was in CBS Hollywood legal department.

"We have received many fine compliments on
the sound of WCRB-FM and we attribute much
of this to the quality of the performance of our
GEL 1 KW Transmitter."

E. L. De Patie, vp of Warner Bros.,
elected vp of Assn. of Motion Picture
Producers, filling vacancy left by death
of B. B. Kahane.

Mr. R. L. Kaye,
Station
Manager,
WCRB-FM,
Boston, Mass.

Sy Marsh, executive agent in tv department of William Morris Agency,
Beverly Hills, has resigned effective
end of this year, to become executive
general manager of Knickerbocker
Hotel, Milwaukee.
Ted Wescott, formerly with Wilding
Inc., Chicago, to St. Louis office of
Alexander Film Co. as vp in charge of
films and merchandising for that area.
Stan P. Ferguson and Mel H. Townsend join American Radio News Service as correspondents in Los Angeles
and San Francisco, respectively.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Theodore Rossman and Irving Rossman elected chairman and president,
respectively, of Pentron Electronics
Corp., Chicago. Pentron produces magnetic tape recorders.
Leonard Murchison named national
accounts manager, semiconductors, for
CBS Electronics, Danvers, Mass. He
formerly was west coast regional manager.
Robert L. Shaw, former president,
Sylvania Home Electronics Corp., joins
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.,
Jersey City, N. J., as executive vp in
charge of sales, merchandising and advertising.
Raymond W. Saxon, vp — sales, RCA
Sales Corp., appointed to new post of
vp, marketing.
Louis G. Pacent rejoins Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Corp., Jersey City,
N. J., as vp, manufacturing subsidiaries.
Mr. Pacent was vp of engineering and
manufacturing prior to his leaving company in 1958.
Niles P. Gowell named engineering
manager for Raytheon Co.'s industrial
components division, Newton, Mass.
He had been chief engineer in company's receiving tube operation.
George D. Plowloff named advertising manager and pr director of Superscope Inc., Sun Valley, Calif. Company
markets Sony monaural and stereo tape
recorders and wireless microphones.
Charles L. Spenser appointed special
engineering advisor for systems evaluation at Deco, Washington, D. C. Company deals in communications systems
and antenna design and development.
John C. FitzMaurice appointed New
York sales manager for electronic comBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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FM

TRANSMITTER

GEL's Multiplex Transmitter, Model FMT-1B, produces dependable
performance with reliable stability of adjustment and minimum maintenance because of its high quality components and superior engineering.
Original purchase price becomes minimal when compared with its troublefree operating characteristics and steady day-in-day-out level of performance. Designed for unattended local and remote operation.
As in all GEL FM Transmitters, its fundamental unit is the GEL Exciter
Model FME. This field-proven assembly has won the approval and confidence of broadcast station owners, operators, and engineers from coast
to coast. The Exciter was designed especially for Multiplex operations,
with characteristics providing the optimum main channel, a design feature
followed in succeeding stages.
Either one or two sub-channels can be installed at any time without
modification of the basic transmitter. Sub-channel quality closely approaches that of the main channel. Consistently low cross-talk is effected
by complete RF shielding, separate Power Supplies, and other design
features.
Model FME Exciter, consisting of main channel audio, oscillator-modulator, frequency multiplier, and 10-watt output units, each mounted on
separate panels high, is installed in a standard 19" Rack. Layout is
vertical with components mounted so as to provide ready accessibility to
circuitry and tubes for signal tracing and maintenance.
Exciter output is fed to the Power Amplifier. Power Amplifier cabinet also
houses associated power supplies for plates, screens, and grids. Screen
and bias supplies use silicon rectifiers saving space and reducing undesirable heat.
GEL makes available a complete FM Line including 15KW and 1KW
Transmitters, and Exciters for converting conventional FM Transmitters
to Multiplexing operation.
Write to Broadcast Sales, Dept. 1,
for GEL FM Technical Bulletins
General

Electronic

Lrborrtories,

Inc.

18 AMES STREET, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS
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ponents for General Electric Co.'s distributor sales components, Clifton Park,
N. J.
John Tait appointed eastern division
sales manager of American Concertone,
Culver City, Calif.
Wesley E. Wood appointed distributor sales manager for Electronic Tube
Div., Allen B. DuMont Laboratories,
Clifton, N. J. Richard J. Sparnon
named advertising and sales promotion
manager.
Gerald F. Rester, formerly with Ampex Professional Products, Redwood
City, Calif., leaves broadcasting to join
Lockheed Aircraft Co., Palo Alto, Calif.
INTERNATIONAL
Mrs. K. B. Lehman joins Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Ltd., Toronto, as media
supervisor. M. C. Folkard appointed account executive and George E. Coles
assistant account executive.
Herb Manning, formerly of news
staff at Toronto Daily Star, to chief of

news department at CKGM Montreal.
Joe Crysdale, sportscaster at CKEY
Toronto,
that city. since 1942, to CFTO-TV,
DEATHS
Arthur C. Kyle, 78, president of Syracuse Broadcasting Co. (WNDR Syracuse, N. Y.) and St. Lawrence Broadcasting Co. (WPDM Potsdam, N. Y.j,
died in Monticello, N. Y., Nov. 5.
Mrs. Margaretta Cox, 70, widow of
late Gov. James M. Cox, former head
of Dayton Newspaper chain and president of Cox Stations (WHIO-AM-FMTV Dayton, Ohio; WSB-AM-FM-TV
Atlanta; WSOC-AM-FM-TV Charlotte,
N. C; WCKR and WCKT [TV] Miami) died Nov. 6 in fire at her home in
Dayton. Among survivors is James Jr.,
current head of Cox Stations.
W. B. Geissinger, 64, board chairman and president of W. B. Geissinger
& Co., Los Angeles advertising agency,
died in that city Nov. 7 of coronary

thrombosis. Before establishing his own
agency, Mr. Geissinger was executive
of BBDO, that city, and of old Lord &
Thomas (now Foote, Cone & Belding).
Prior to that he was director of advertising, merchandising and promotion
for Sunkist Growers Assn.
Lee Jupiter, 39, account executive
at The Pat McDermott Co., pr agency,
died Nov. 3 of heart attack at his home
in Syosset, N. Y.
J. Edward White, 34, sales service
representative at NBC-TV Central Div.,
died Nov. 5 after a prolonged illness.
He had been a network employe for
over 13 years, serving first in communications and later in sales.
Johnny Horton, 35, ballad singer and
former star of Louisiana Hayride, national radio show originating from
Shreveport, La., died Nov. 5 in automobile crash in Milano, Tex.
Ward Bond, 55, star of Wagon Train
and movie veteran of 32 years, died
Nov. 5 in Dallas of heart attack.

FANFARE
A radio spectacular
Chattanooga's five fulltime stations
have combined forces to present a fivehour intra-city campaign in behalf of
the TB Assn.'s Christmas Seal drive to-

• 50 hours playing time
on 4 flashlight batteries
• Uses standard 3" tape
—gives up to 90 minutes
recording time
• Weighs 5 pounds;
size:9"x5"x4V4"

day (Nov. 14) from 7 p.m. to midnight.
Two daytime stations, WNOO and
WR1P, will also give time separately to
the campaign. Each of the five participating fulltime stations (WAPO, WDEF,
WDOD,
WDXB
and WOGA) will

$8m

How to cover a fair

ABLE
PORT
E A CAMERA
TAPAS
AS PORTABLE
ER. was
ORD
iECtape
Greatest idea since
recording
invented — a precision machine that's
truly toportable!
No waiting— —indoors
you're orready
record instantly
out.
Play back anytime. Use Phono Trix in
office,students,
home or professional
car. It's idealmen,
for
businessmen,
servicemen, clergymen — and for family
fun. Quality-built for years of pleasure
FASCINATING ACCESSORIES ALSO AVAILABLE
Telephone pick-up and amplifier $8.95
Stethoscope earphones 8.95
AC adapter 19.95
Dept. Bll
MATTHEW STUART & CO., INC.,
156 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N.Y.

In luxurious scotch-grain
leather case complete with
microphone, reels and tape.
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prepare four 15-minute programs, featuring their disc jockeys. These will
be fed, in rotated order, straight on
through midnight from a master source.
Stations plan to cut in and out during
this period to allow for pre-sold newscasts, other commercial features, networks, etc. To insure a smooth fivehour program, one of the stations was
designated to select the music and other
stations will program their segments in
accordance with this. The Hamilton
County Tuberculosis Assn. has commended the stations for this public service effort.

GENTLEMEN:
Please send me full details on Phono Trix, and
the name of my nearest dealer.
City
Address

Zone

State

Getting shot from a cannon is hardly
the normal way for a broadcaster to
look for a story, but that was one of
several unusual techniques used by
Harvey Dinkins, farm director at
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, in
covering the Dixie Classic Fair in that
city. To gather material for his daily
On the Farm program during the recent fair, Mr. Dinkins did his initial
show from a helicopter hovering over
the Midway to describe the various
offerings. He followed this up with a
broadcast from the top of the Midway's
Sky Wheel ride, and later joined his
earthbound listeners for a more conventional tour of all the exhibits including livestock prize shows and farm
product displays. But his feat of the
week was to be bodily loaded into the
muzzle of the Thrillcade Cannon and
taking off on a non-scheduled solo
flight. Bouncing up from a successful
firing, WSJS-TV's version of Superman
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

thought it would be best to keep both
feet on the ground in the future, but
added, "for once I was a real big shot."
Drumbeats

BIGGEST

Plugs competition ■ WLOD Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., has its competition
happily confused. A quality music
daytimer, WLOD is repeatedly plugging good music shows on other Ft.
Lauderdale stations — after WLOD signs
off, of course. Those enjoying WLOD's
spots are WFTL, WWIL-FM and
WFLM (FM), all in Ft. Lauderdale.

FM

A goose a day ■ That's what WINS
New York is giving away from now
until Thanksgiving. The station is distributing the birds on the basis of the
most unusual letter received each day,
telling in 110 words or less "Why My
Goose is Cooked."
■ San Francisco's four
squared
Four
tv
stations
cooperated this year in the
United Bay Area Crusade. Each station produced a series of four video
tape spots promoting the campaign.
The resulting 16 spots were rotated on
all four stations— KGO-TV, KPIX
(TV), KRON-TV and KTVU (TV).
Anti-litter effort ■ WIL St. Louis cornered the market on old political posters last week, is it offered a penny each
for post-election signs.
Spooks' friend ■ Charleston, W. Va.,
"trick or treaters" had sound effects to
aid them on their Halloween activities
— courtesy of WCHS. The station pro
grammed 90 minutes of weird sounds
(haunted castles, black cat howls, etc.)
for the use of transistor radio-equipped
ghosts and goblins. WCHS billed itself
as the "best fire friend of spooks, goblins, witches, Frankensteins and Draculas everywhere."
Halloween march ■ Instead of the usual
"trick or treat," many Richmond, Va.,
youngsters joined the "WLEE-Christian Children's Fund Halloween
March." The children rang doorbells
equipped with a handful of pledge
cards for the fund, instead of the usual
bagfull of tricks. WLEE Richmond,
which originated the idea, provided
"march kits" with appropriate badges
to youngsters requesting them after a
spot campaign explaining the "march."

FM broadcasters: high receiver cost —
the big drawback to expansion of potential FM audiences — has been licked.
NOW you can boost your FM audience
with this dynamic . . . Drift- Free . . .
quality FM receiver from Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. If you have AM too, and go
on reduced power at night, why not
take advantage of this special offer and
really promote FM to maintain, or innatural. crease, your night time audience. It's a
Exceptionally low priced — as low as
$16.95 in quantity orders! Direct factory
distribution makes it possible to offer

gift. Here's an inexpensive way of providing aservice for your listeners —
where else could they buy a set like this
for less than $20 — and, at the same time,
you're building your local audience.
Put this high quality — low cost receiver towork for YOU — today — building more FM listeners.
Specify Model Number when ordering
from these four attractive color combinations:
Model 501 : White Cabinet, White Front
Model 502: Grey Cabinet, Charcoal Front
Model 503: Grey Cabinet, White Front
Model 504: White Cabinet, Charcoal Front
YOUR COST
50 or more sets
$16.95
25-49 sets
17.25
10-24 sets
18.00
1-9 sets
19.95
(FOB Bloomington) We must have credit information, orshipments will be made CCD.
To
expedite shipment, send check or money
order.

this set at a fraction of the cost you'd
expect to pay for such quality and perKDWB's treasure hunt
formance.
KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul staged
Ideal for premiums, prizes, program
a $7,000 treasure hunt for media and
give-aways
— and the perfect Christmas
agency executives in the Twin Cities
and everybody came away a winner —
some bigger than others, however.
Order on your station letterhead from:
Fifty contestants took part in the
hunt which started in a St. Paul restaurant and continued zanily around
SARKES
TARZIAN
INC
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION
the area to pick up such other clues as
east hillside drive • bloomington, indiana CONSUMER' PRODUCTS SECTION
a blindman, a beachcomber, a profesedison 2-7251
sional basketball player and a trip to |
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CBS Films honors WSB-TV
Forte of Jean Hendrix, assistant
to the general manager and program director of WSB-TV Atlanta,
is the promotion and merchandising
of syndicated programs aired by the
station.
At height of her prenaratorv work
for the Oct. 29-31 WSB-TV Fall
Festival, which was spotlighted by
personal appearances of syndicated
program stars, Miss Hendrix received a trophy for outstanding
achievement in creative merchandising and promotion for CBS Films'
programs in the past year.
Sam Cook Digges, CBS Films'
administrative vice president, traveled from New York to present the
trophies (one to Miss Hendrix and
the other to the station) at a luncheon Oct. 28 at the Capital City Club
a haunted house (with corpse).
The four-member winning team was
composed of Art Lincoln, Bolen-Smith
Agency; Eric Foralin, John W. Forney

promotion

girl

in Atlanta. The station now has a
few CBS Films' shows on its schedule. Last year's trophy winner:
Inc.; and Connie Bleyer and Betty
Hitch, both of BBDO. All received
RCA stereo sets except Mr. Lincoln,
the grand prize winner, who got an
FOR

THE

&

TORNBERGl

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
]
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RCA combination stereo and television
set for his troubles. The losers received assorted smaller prizes but
agreed they all had a good time.

RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
22 ft., above ground 164 ft. Estimated
As compiled by Broadcasting: Nov. 3 terrain
construction cost $54,985, first year operating
cost $159,250, revenue $172,453. P.O. address
through Nov. 9. Includes data on new
Box 2436, Idaho Falls, Idaho. Studio location
stations, changes in existing stations,
237 4th Ave., S., Twin Falls. Trans, location
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules 237
4th N.Ave.,
Geographic
42°
03' 4z»
Lat.,S. 114°
12' 39" W.coordinates
Long. Trans.
& standards changes, routine roundup. .Gates BT1A-H, ant. Gates TV-500-H. ConRobertpetroleum
J. Myers. distributor.
Sole ownAbbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
Samsulting
H. 3.engineer
Bennion,
Ann.er,Nov.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
Popular Bluff, Mo. — Turner-Farrar Assn.,
ultra
—antenna,w — aur.
granted uhf ch. 15 (476-482 mc) ; ERP kw vis.,
aural, high
vis. —frequency,
visual, kw —ant.kilowatts,
watts—
115
kwrain 620aur.;
ant. height
average
termc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
ft., above
ground above
555.4 ft.
Estimated
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
construction
cost
$42,000,
first
year
operating
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilocost $25,000 revenue $12,000. P. O. address
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
21 y2 West Poplar St., Harrisburg, 111. Stuauthorization. SSA — special service authoridio location Poplar Bluff, Mo. Trans, locazation.— STA — special temporary authorization Poplar Bluff, Mo. Geographic coordition. SH — specified hours. • — educational.
nates 36° 46' 38" N. Lat., 90° 27' 42" W. Long.
Ann . — Announced.
Trans.
TTU-12A,
ant. TFU-24DL.
Legal
counsel RCA
McKenna
& Wilkinson,
Washington,
New tv stations
D. C. Consulting engineer Silliman, Moffat &
ACTIONS BY FCC
Rohrer,clude O.Washington,
D. C. O.Principals
inL. Turner, Charles
Farrar, 25%
each, Ethel M. Turner, 45%, and Harry R.
Twin Falls, Idaho — Sam H. Reunion, grant-■ ;
ed vhf ch. 13 (210-216 mc) ; ERP 0.562 kw Horning, 5%. Turner-Farrar Assn. is licenvis., 0.282 kw aur.; ant. height above average
see of WSIL-TV Harrisburg, 111. Ann. Nov. 3.

EDWIN

Carling Brewing Co. for its promotion-merchandising ofThe Phil Silvers Show.

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

Portsmouth, Va. — Christian Bcstg. Network
Inc.,
uhf kwch. aur.;
27 (548-554
mc); above
ERP
17.4 kwgranted
vis., 9.33
ant. height
average terrain 380 ft., above ground 410 ft.
Estimated construction cost $29,840, first year
operating cost $28,600, revenue $30,000. P.O.
address 1318 Spratley St., Portsmouth, Va.
Studio and trans, location 1318 Spratley St.,
Portsmouth.
50'
40"
N. Lat., Geographic
75° 18' 57" coordinates
W. Long. 38°
Trans.
RCA TTU-1B, ant. TFU 21BLS. Applicant is
non-stock,
Ann.
Nov. 3. non-commercial corporation.
APPLICATION
Hanford, Calif. — Gann Tv Enterprises. Uhf
ch. 21 (512-518 mc); ERP 12.5 kw vis., 7.5
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
273 ft., above
ft. year
Estimated
construction costground
$45,000,300first
operating
cost $52,000, revenue $65,000. P. O. address
2300 dioS.and Union
Stutrans, Ave.,
locationBakersfield,
Highway 99Calif.
at Kings
River.
Geographic
coordinates
36°
29'
40"
N. Lat., 119° 31' 48" W. Long. Trans. RCA
TTU-12A, ant. TFU-24DL. Principals include
Harold D. Gann, 50%, George L. Naron and
Louis Maccagno, 25% each. Mr. Gann owns
radio-tv
productions
company.owns
Mr. bakery.
Naron
is accountant.
Mr. Maccagno
Ann. Nov. 4.
TV TRANSLATORS
Palm Springs Translator Station Inc., Palm
Springs, Calif. — Granted application for new
uhf tvlatetranslator
ch. 6),
77 toTijuana,
transprograms of station
XETV on(ch.
Mexico; by letter denied request by Palm
Springs Community Tv Corp., Palm Springs,
to designate
application for hearing. Ann.
Nov.
3.
Translator Systems, Trancas, Calif. —
Granted
new uhf programs
tv translatorof station
on
ch. 72cp tofortranslate
KRCA
(ch. 4), Los Angeles, Calif. Ann. Nov. 3.
Pagosa Springs Tv Assn., Pagosa Springs,
Colo. — Granted application for new uhf
tv translator station on ch. 80 to translate
programs of KOAT-TV (ch. 7), Albuquerque, N. M.RosaAnn.Chamber
Nov. 3. of Commerce, Santa
Santa
Rosa, N. M. — Granted cp for new uhf tv
translator station on ch. 78 to translate programs of KOAT-TV (ch. 7), Albuquerque,
N, Fort
M. Ann.
Nov. Translator
3.
Mason
System, Mason,
Tex; — Granted cps for two new uhf tv transBROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 9
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
3,480
49
114
823
736
56
220
94
479
13
115
105
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 9
VHF
UHF
454
81
38
14

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
AM
Licensed (all on air)
3,469
CPs not
on air
stations)
53
CPs
on (new
air (new
stations)
96
Total authorized stations
3,618
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
611
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
202
. Total applications for new stations
813
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
577
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
280
Total applications for major changes
857
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
0

FM
723
40
217
980
66
34
100
25
7
32
0
0

/
NOW

AVAILABLE

IN THE RCA LINE OF
NEW

TRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIERS

TV
535
52

TV
4751
142
113
657
29
75
104
34
16
50
0
2

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.

OR ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
for reduced
maintenance

lator stations — one on ch. 77 to translate programs of KTBC-TV
7), Austin,
and theof
other on
ch. 80 to (ch.
translate
programs
KONO-TV
(ch.
12),
San
Antonio.
Ann.
Nov.
8.
CALL, LETTERS ASSIGNED
KEFS-TV
Fort Smith, Ark— Fort Smith
Telecasters Inc.
KSLN-TV Salina, Kan.— Prairie States
WLPA (TV) Alpena, Mich.— Lake Huron
Bcstg. Co.
*KOAP-TV Portland, Ore.— State Board
of Higher Education Portland, Ore.
New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Ashburn, Ga. — Emory L. Pope. Granted
1570 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 582, Moultrie, Ga. Estimated construction cost $19,359,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$36,000. Mr. Pope is in insurance business.
Ann. Nov. 8.
Chicago Heights, HI. — Seaway Bcstg. Co.
Inc., granted 1470 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
William S. Martin, 825 East Drexel Square,
Chicago. Estimated construction cost $29 266.
first year operating cost $42,000, revenue
$50,000. Owners are William S. Martin,
Charles D. Buford and Eugene H. Dibble
III. Mr. Martin is deputy coroner. Dr. Buford is dentist. Mr. Dibble is account executive, with Straus, Blosser & McDowell.
Ann. Nov. 8.
Lansing, Mich. — Herbert T. Graham, granted 1010 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box 965,
4215 Glenwood Ave., Lansing. Estimated construction cost $37,530, first year operating
cost $62,900, revenue $84,240. Mr. Graham,
sole owner, is contractor. Ann. Nov. 8.
Valentine,
Neb.5 —kw Valentine
Bcstg. Co.
Granted
940 kc.
D. P.O. address
c/o
Robert Thomas, station WJAG Norfolk, Neb.
Estimated construction cost $23,114, first year
operating cost $33,000, revenue $35,000. WJAG
Inc. owns 62.5% of applicant. Ann. Nov. 3.
Colonial Village (S. Knoxville). Tenn.—
Morgan Bcstg. Co. Granted 1580 kc, 250 w
D. P. O. address Box 85, Etowah. Tenn.
Estimated construction cost $12,355, first
year operating cost $18,536, revenue $27,428.
Harry J. Morgan, sole applicant, owns all
of WCPH Etowah. Ann. Nov. 8.
BROADCASTING. November 14, 1960
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Houston, Tex— Taft Bcstg. Co. Granted
1010 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 3419 Mercer
St. Estimated construction cost $86 923, first
year
operating
$120,000,
revenue
000. Sole
owner cost
is Paul
E. Taft,
owner$120,-of
KHGM
(FM)
and
minority
owner
KGUL-TV,
both Houston. Ann. Nov. 8.
Clinchco, Va. — Dickenson County Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 1430 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address c/o Lundy A. Wright, Clintwood, Va.
Estimated construction cost $24 490. first year
operating cost $25,000, revenue $30,000. Group
headedNov.
by 3.Lundy A. Wright, president, 2%.
Ann.
Sheridan, Wyo. — Sheridan Bcstg. Co..
granted 930 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 130 S.
Main, Buffalo, Wyo. Estimated construction
cost $16,007, first year operating cost $31,200,
revenue $48,000. Owners are Sam J. Rosenthal, motion picture exhibitor, 35%; Lee R.
Johnson,
coinNov.
machine
operator, 33%, and
others. Ann.
3.
APPLICATIONS
Westgate, Fla.— Royal Palm Bcstg. Co. 740
kc, 500 kw D. P. O. address 246 Baldwin St.,
Bloomfield, N. J. Estimated construction
cost $34,750, first year operating cost $65,000.
revenue $70,000. Principals include Homer
Akers, 62.5%, and Herman A. Youngman,
37.5%. Messrs. Akers and Youn<?m=m have
previously had interests in WHFI-FM West
Paterson, N. J. Ann. Nov. 3.
Lewiston Orchards. Idaho — Robert O. Edwards. 1480 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 450
Thain Rd. Estimated construction cost $12,314, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$36,000. Mr. Edwards is employe of KLEW
(TV) Lewiston, Idaho. Ann. Nov. 8.
Buffalo, Minn.— Wright County Bcstg. Co.
1360 kc, 500 kw D. P.O. address Buffalo,
Minn. Estimated construction cost $15,500,
first year operating cost $22,000, revenue
$40,000. James P. McDonnell Jr., sole owner,
is in newspaper business. Ann. Nov. 9.
Spring Valley, N. Y.— R-C Bcstg. Co. 1300
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 90 Riverside Dr.,
N. Y„ N. Y. Estimated construction cost
$66 544, first year operating -ost $70,000,
revenue $84,000. Principals inch, ie Richard
3. McCutchen, Dan M. Reback. Joseph
Michaels, 33 '4% each. Mr. Michaels is employe of N.B.C. Mr. McCutchen is employe
of C.B.S
Nov.
9. Mr. Reback is pharmacist. Ann.
Spring
1300
kc, 500Valley,
D, 1 kwN. N.Y. —P.Rockland
O. addressBcstrs.
1511
K St., N.W., Washington, D. C. Estimated

low-noise

and

level

Here's a compact new unit
featuring complete transistor
design. This, plus stabilized
feedback has greatly reduced
noise level and distortion.
Cool operation, achieved bylow power dissipation, results
in virtually trouble-free performance and long life. Self
contained power supply. Plugin chassis for shelf mounting.
Excellent frequency response.
With added bridging volume
control, unit may be used as
a bridging
isolation amplifier. Onlyor$135.
Write to RCA, Dept. NB-22,
Building
15-1,RCA
Gamden,
N.J.
In
Canada:
VICTOR
Company Ltd., Montreal
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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construction cost $185,624, first year operating cost $90,000, revenue $110,000. Principals
include Anthony T. Winn and Arthur L.
Winn Jr. (father of Anthony T. Winn) equal
partners. Anthony T. Winn is employe of
WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va. Arthur
L. Winn Jr. is attorney. Ann. Nov. 8.
Spring
Inc.
1300
kc, 1Valley,
kw D.N. P.Y. —O.Rockland
address Bcstrs.
46 Gilbert
Ave., Pearl River, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $47,209, first year operating
cost $55,000, revenue $70,000. Principals include
Joseph
and and
Dora others.
Perillo, Mr.
71 % Perillo
(husband and wife),
owns travel agency. Ann. Nov. 8.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTUR Turlock, Calif. — Granted increased
power on 1390 kc, unl. from 1 kw to 5 kw,
change
fromAnn.DA-N
conditions.
Nov. to8. DA-2; engineering
WARN Fort Pierce, Fla. — Granted change
on 1330 kc from day to unl. time operation
with 500 w-N, DA-N, continued daytime
operation
Ann. Nov. with
3. 1 kw; engineering condition.
WTVM(TV) Columbus, Ga. and WRBL-TV
Columbus, Ga. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications of WTVM to increase
ant. height from 1,160 to 1.660 ft. and WRBLTV to increase ant. height from 1,290 to 1,790
ft.; made Federal Aviation Agency party to
proceeding; denied applicants request for
conditioned grants or expedited hearing.
Ann. Nov. 8.
WALD Walterboro, S. C. and WBGR
Jesup, Ga. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications
frequency from 1220 kcof toWALD
1370 tokc,change
continued
daytime operation with 1 kw and WBGR to
increasetinued
power
from 1 kwon to13705 kw,
condaytime operation
kc. Ann.
Nov. 3.
WCYN Radio Inc. (WCYN) Cynthiana, Ky.
Paul F. Braden (WPAY) Portsmouth, Ohio
Elizabethtown Bcstg. Co. (WIEL) Elizabethtown,ingKy.
— Designated
for consolidated
hearapplications
to increase
daytime power
on 1400 kc— WCYN from 100 w to 250 w,
continued nighttime operation with 100 w;
WPAY and WIEL 250 w to 1 kw, continued
nighttime operation with 250 w; made WCYN
and WPAY parties to proceeding with respect to their existing operations, WEOA
Evansville, Ind., with respect to its existing
and proposed operations, and WHUB Cookeville, Tenn., with respect to its proposed
operation. Ann. Nov. 8.
WCHS-TV Portland, Me— Designated for
hearing, on air hazard considerations, application to change trans, location from
about 8 miles northwest of Portland to 11
miles northwest of city and increase ant.
height from 590 to 1,000 ft.; made Federal
Aviation
Nov.
8. Agency party to proceeding. Ann.
WDON Wheaton, Md— Granted increased
power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operaon 1540
Ann. tionNov.
3. kc, D; engineering condition.
WBET Brockton, Mass. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1460 kc from 1 kw to 5
kw, continued nighttime operation with 1
kw, DA-N. Ann. Nov. 3.
KBUN Bemidji, Minn.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; engineering conditions. Ann. Nov. 8.

R.

C.

WEVE Evaleth, Minn. — Granted increase
of daytime power on 1340 kc from 250 w to
1 kw; continued 250 w night operation; engineering condition. Ann. Nov. 3.
KFAM St. Cloud, Minn. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; engineering conditions.
Bernalillo Bcstg. Co. Albuquerque, N. M.,
Belen Bcstg, Co. Belen, N. M., Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co. Santa Fe, N. M., KARA Inc.
(KARA) Albuquerque, N. M. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications of Bernalillo, Belen and Cosmopolitan for new
daytime am stations on 860 kc, Bernalillo
and Belen with 1 kw and Cosmopolitan with
250 w, and KARA to change frequency from
1310 kc to 860 kc, continued operation with
1 kw, D; made KPAN Hereford, Tex., party
to proceeding. Ann. Nov. 3.
KKID Pendleton, Ore.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1240 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with 250
w; engineering condition. Ann. Nov. 3.
WLAT Conway, S. C— Designated for
hearing
application
500 w 5DA-N
operation on 1330
kc, with for
continued
kw daytime
operation. Comm. Lee and Cross dissented;
Comm. King not particinating. Ann. Nov. 3.
WDXL creasedLexington,
indaytime power Tenn.
from —250Granted
w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1490 kc, 250 w-N; remoteAnn.control
engineering condition
Nov.permitted;
3.
KLVT Levelland, Tex. — Is being advised
that application for assignment of license to
Levelland Bcstrs. indicates necessity of hearing on sec. 3.25 overlap issue.
Western Bcstg. Co. Odessa, Tex., W. 3.
Harpole Canyon, Texas, R. L. McAlister
Odessa, Tex. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new daytime am
stations to operate on 1550 kc — Western with
50 kw, Harpole 1 kw and McAllister 5 kw;
applications were consolidated for hearing
with 5 others by order of Sept. 20 which was
revoked on Oct. 26 upon reconsideration of
interference problems involved. Ann. Nov. 8.
WSNO
Barre,
Vt. — kcGranted
increased
time power
on 1450
from 250
w to 1 daykw,
continued nighttime operation with 250 w;
engineering
mittpH.
Ann. condition;
Nov. 8. remote control perWTIP Charleston, W. Va.— Granted increased daytime power on 1240 kc from 250
w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with 250 w; engineering conditions; remote
control nermitted. Ann. Nov. 8.
WSWW Platte ville. Wis.— Granted change
on 1590 kc from day to unl. time operation
with 500 w-N, DA-N, continued daytime opAnn. Nov.eration3.with 1 kw; engineering conditions.
■ Designated for consolidated hearing following applications to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation
on 1340 kc with 250 w-N: WKRM Columbia,
Tenn.; WBAC Cleveland, Tenn.; WJOI Florence, Ala.; WKUL Cullman. Ala.: WGRV
Greeneville, Tenn.; WKGN Knoxville, Tenn.,
and WCDT Winchester, Tenn.; made applicants and WNBS Murray, Ky.; WGAA Cedartown. Ga.; WFEB Svlacauga. Ala.; WNVA
Norton, Va., and WMSR Manchester, Tenn.,
parties to proceeding with respect to their
existing operations and WJRI Lenoir, N. C,
party posed
withoperation.
respectAnn.to Nov.
its existing
and pro3.
APPLICATIONS
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 wAnn.
to 1Nov.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1240kc).
8. in-
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WFMW Madisonville, Ky. — Cp to Increase
power from 250 w to 500 w and install new
trans. (730kc). Ann. Nov. 8.
WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.— Cp to increase daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw.
(1230kc). Ann. Nov. 8.
WAPF -McComb, Miss. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (980kc). Ann. Nov. 2.
WEMJ Laconia, N. H. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 w Ann.
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans.from
(1490kc).
Nov.and8. inWJLK Asbury Park, N. J. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
DA system for daytime use, install new
trans, and operate trans, by remote control
nighttime only. (Request waiver of sec.
3.28(c) of rules) (1310kc). Ann. Nov. 9.
WATN Watertown, N. Y. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 w towaiver
1 kw and
install newpower
trans.from
(Requests
of sec.
3.28(c) of rules) Ann. Nov. 9.
WHPB
Cp to increase
pow-9.
er from 500Belton,
w to 1S.kw.C. —(1390kc).
Ann. Nov.
WEMP Spartanburg, S. C. — Cp to increase
daytime
500 w Ann.
to 1 Nov.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400kc).
8. inKIJV Huron, S. D. — Amendment (for increase in daytime power, install DA-D, and
install new trans, to make changes in ant.
system increase height), changes in ground
system
(1340kc). and delete request for DA-D.
KZEE Weatherford, Tex. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w to 500 w and install new
trans. (1220kc). Ann. Nov. 3.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KLBS Los Banos, Calif. — Los Banos Bcstg.
Co.KTWL Golden, Colo. — Norman Bcstg.
Changed from KXXI.
KORL
Honolulu,
Hawaii — Radio Hawaii
Inc.
Changed
from KKAA.
KATN Boise, Idaho — Treasure Valley
Bcstg. Co.
KDLS Perry, Iowa — Perry Bcstg. Co.
KBEAKBKC.
Mission, Kan. — KBKC Inc. Changed
from
WYSH Clinton, Tenn.— Clinton Bcstrs. Inc.
WRNE Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.— Bill S.
Lahm.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Tucson,
Ariz.
— E. P.O.
Edward
Jacobson.
Granted 96.1 mc, 25 kw.
address
6907 Melrose
Ave., Los struction
Angeles
38,
Calif.
Estimated
concost $30,000, first year operating
cost $29,000, revenue $9,600. Applicant is licensee of KJLM-FM San Diego and KGLA3.FM Los Angeles, both California. Ann. Nov.
Denver,
Colo.kw.
— Multi-Casting
101.3
mc, 18
P. O. addressInc.c/oGranted
A. L.
Herzog, 720 U.S. Grant Hotel, San Diego,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $18,915,
first year operating cost $38,400, revenue
$48,000. Principals include E. F. Weerts.
51%, and A. L. Herzog, 49%, owners of
KLRO San Diego, Calif. Mr. Weerts is also
permittee of KARO Houston, KQRO Dallas,
both
Nov. 3.Texas, and KEFW Honolulu. Ann.
St. Louis, Mo. — George Caleshu, granted
104.1 mc, 76 kw. P.O. address 3025 Watson
Rd., St. Louis 36, Mo. Estimated construction
cost $11,380, first year operating cost $18,500,
revenue
Applicant
is in dry cleaning
business. $25,000.
Ann. Nov.
8.
Dover, N. J. — Drexel Hill Assoc., granted
105.5 tion,
mc,N.J. Estimated
675 w. P.O.construction
address Convent
Stacost $20,083,
f r*t year operating cost $28,184, revenue $30,576. Sole owner, Peter L. Arnow, owns
sound recording studio. Ann. Nov. 8.
Cincinnati,
Ohio —92.5Greater
Cincinnati
dio Inc., granted
mc, 82.66
kw. P.Ra-O.
address WZIP, 400 Oak St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Estimated construction cost $28,500. first year
operating cost $12,500, revenue $12,500. Applicant fm will duplicate
of
WZIP Cincinnati.
Ann. Nov. programming
8.
Houston, Tex.— KXYZ Inc., granted 96.5
mc, 14.6 kw. P. O. address 915 N. La Brea
Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. Estimated first
year operating cost $9,320. Applicant is
owned by NAFI Corp. which also owns
KXYZ Houston, Tex. Applicant fm will
duplicate am. Ann. Nov. 4.
Waco, Tex. — Waco Bcstg. Corp., granted
99.9 mc, 3.9 kw. P.O. address P.O. Box 3158.
Estimated construction cost $16,068, first year
operatingplicant fmcost
$24,000, revenue $24,000. ApAnn. Nov.
3.will duplicate WACO Waco, Tex.
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APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — Aztec Radio Inc. 102.5 mc,
1 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
1 ft. P. O. address 545 W. Highland Ave.
Estimated construction cost $12,533, first year
operating
$12,000.
Prin-J.
cipals cost
include $4,000,
John P.revenue
Karshner,
Donna
Karshner (husband and wife), James D. G.
Lindsay, and Jeanette Lindsay (husband
and wife), 25% each. Mr. and Mrs. Karshner own farming operation. Mr. Lindsay is
employe
of electronics
teacher. Ann.
Nov. 4. firm. Mrs. Lindsay
Hutchinson, Kans. — Norman Kightlinger
99.1 mc, 112 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 493 ft. P.O. address 1301 E. 4th St.
Estimated construction cost $69,317, first year
operating cost $45,910, revenue $46,400. Mr.
Kightlinger has interest in lumber yard and
real estate companies. Ann. Nov. 8.
Moorhead, Minn. — KVOX Bcstg. Co. 99.9
mc, 4.34
kw. P.Ant.
height above
terrain 178 ft.
O. address
Box 437.average
Estimated
construction cost $4,558, first year operating
cost $4,000, revenue $4,000. Principal is E. J.
McKellar, president of KVOX Bcstg. Co.,
62%. Ann. Nov. 2.
Existing fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGMJ(FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted license for fm station. By letter, reminded
licensee of station operator requirements of
sec. 3.265. Comr. Bartley abstained from
voting;8. Comr. King dissented to letter. Ann.
Nov.
KATT Woodland, Calif.— Granted cp to
change from class A on 95.3 mc with ERP
750 w to class B on 102.5 mc, ERP 33 kw,
ant. height 180 ft. Ann. Nov. 3.
APPLICATION
Tanner Bcstg. Corp., Little Rock, Ark. —
Mod. of cp (for new station) to change
frequency from 100.7 mg., ch. 264 to 104.7
mg„ ch. 284. Ann. Nov. 3.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WFMI
sic Inc. (FM) Montgomery, Ala.— Fine Mu*KSCMCollege
(FM) San
Mateo, Calif.— San Mateo
Junior
District.
KDWC (FM) West Covina, Calif.— PacificSouth Bcstg. Co. Changed from KSGV (FM).
WARN-FM
Fort Pierce, Fla.— South Jersey
Bcstg.
Co.
WKLS
(FM)
Marietta, Ga.— Kenco Bcstg.
Co.
KDVR (FM) Sioux City, Iowa— Edwin C.
Wolff.
KAFM (FM) Salina, Kan.— Salina F-M Inc.
WJBL-FM Holland, Mich.— Ottawa Bcstg.
Corp.
KISA
Caldwell. (FM) Kansas City, Mo.— Walter D.
KBEY (FM) Kansas City, Mo.— KBKC Inc.
Changed from
KOLL. (FM).
KANG
(FM)
St. Louis, Mo.— Gateway
Bcstg. Corp.
WHTG-FM
Eatontown,
N.J.— Harold M.
Gade.
WCNO (FM) Canton, Ohio— Dover Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WAND-FM.
WCRF (FM)
Cleveland, Ohio— Moody Bible
Institute
of Chicago.
WRFD-FM Columbus-Worthington, OhioPeoples Bcstg. Corp.
KMCP (FM) Portland, Ore.— Market-Casters Inc. of Oregon.
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WLBG-FM Laurens-Clinton, S.C.— LaurensClinton Bcstg. Co.
KQIP (FM) Odessa, Tex.— James F. McCubbin.
WMEV-FM
Bcstg.
Corp. Marion, Va. — Mountain Empire
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KDXE
North
Little
Ark.—Carpenter
Granted
transfer of control
fromRock,
Claude
Jr., to Sim C. Callon; consideration $47,000
for 100%. Ann. Nov. 8.
WGHN Grand Haven, Mich.— Granted (1)
acquisition of positive control by Hilbert F.
Wulf through purchase of 15.39% additional
interest from Robert L. Smith and (2) transfer of control from Wulf and Homeport Co.,
etc., to Richard D. and Cecil H. Gillespie;
consideration $110,000. Ann. Nov. 8.
KXOK St. Louis, Mo. — Granted assignment of license to Storz Bcstg. Co.; consideration $1,500,000; without prejudice to
whatever action commission may deem appropriate in light of any information developed inpliance
pending
comwith sec. inquiry
317 of concerning
Communications
Act. Comrs. Hyde and Bartley dissented.
Storz is licensee of 5 am stations — WTIX
New Orleans; WHB Kansas City; WDGY
Minneapolis; WQAM Miami, and KOMA
Oklahoma City. Ann. Nov. 8.
KRBE(FM)
Granted ettransfer of control Houston,
from EllisTex.
W. — Gilbert
al to
Roland A. Baker, J. Paul Pomeroy Jr., Victor F. Branch and Ellis W. Gilbert; consideration $3,030 and relieve Messrs. Gilbert
and ersW.of bank
Scott note
Red for
of any
liability
endors$17,500.
Ann. asNov.
8.
KVNU-TV Logan, Utah — Granted assignment of cpriculturetoand Utah
State
University
of
AgApplied Science, licensee of
*KVSC(FM),
$6,331 for
expenses. Ann.Logan:
Nov. consideration
8.
WBTN
Bennington,
Vt.—
Granted
transferto
of control from James Gordon Keyworth
Belva Chase Keyworth (wife) through gift
to latter of 76.75% interest. Ann. Nov. 8.
WLLI Highland
Springs,
Va. — Radio
GrantedCorp.
assignment of cp to
Henrico
(Kenneth L. Wood, president); consideration
40% of stock to assignor for expenses and remaining 60% to Mr. Wood for $3,000 and
other considerations. Ann. Nov. 8.
WKTL Sheboygan, Wis. — Granted assignment of license to Richard P. McKee; consideration $150,000. Ann. Nov. 8.
APPLICATIONS
KXIV Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks transfer of
controlward J.ofChurchill,
Camelback
Bcstg.
Inc. Churchill,
from Ed49.94%,
Michael
.03%, Robert B. McWilliams, 35%, and Lee
P. Mehlig, 15%, to Edward J. Churchill,
99.4%, Michael Churchill, .03%, and Thomas
Churchill, .03%, for $42,500. Ann. Nov. 2.
Calif. Inc.
— Seeks
assignment
of KNEZ
license Lompoc,
from KNEZ
to South
Coast
Bcstg. Co. for $130,000 plus $95,000 note, 12
years at 6%. Principals include M. D.
Buchen, president, 33%%, Gerald F. Hicks,
vice president, 19%, and others. Mr. Buchen
is general manager of KFSG and KGLA
(FM) Los Angeles, Calif, and is president of
KLUKter. Ann.
Evanston,
Nov. 9. Wyo. Mr. Hicks is minisKDUO (FM) Riverside, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Western Bcstg. Co.
to Southeastern California Bcstg. Co. for
assumption commercial
of financial
obligations.
Non-2.
educational station.
Ann. Nov.
KIMN Denver, Colo. — Seeks assignment of
license from Mile High Stations Inc. to
KIMN clude
Bcstg.
for $402,000.
inJohn C.Co.Hunter,
RobertPrincipals
Donner Jr.,
and Kenneth E. Palmer, 33%% each. Messrs.
Hunter, Donner, and Palmer own KYSN
Colorado Springs, Colo. Mr. Hunter also has
interests in WCMP Pine City, Minn, and
KOWB Laramie, Wyo. Ann. Nov. 9.
WEAS College Park, Ga.— Seeks transfer
of control of College Park Bcstg. Co. from
Robert A. Corley, sole owner, to F. Richard
Coughlan, sole owner, for basic purchase
price $29,111. Mr. Coughlan is employe of
WGN Inc. Chicago, 111. Ann. Nov. 8.
KLEO Wichita, Kan.— Seeks transfer of
control
of Radio
Active Bcstg.
Inc. through
transfer of stock
by Dandy
Corp., parent
company, from Merritt Owens, Kenneth R.
Greenwood, and Robert Sharon, 21.5% each,
J. E. Tobin, 19%, estate of Lee Vaughan,
9.5%, and Richard Harris and Bernard Koval, 3.5%
each, to J. E.andTobins,
Kenneth R. Greenwood
Robert50%,Sharon,

21.5% each, and Richard Harris, 7%, for a
total purchase price of $38,000.
This application is dependent on FCC
action on previous application of transfer of
control of Dandy Bcstg. Corp., from Merritt
Owens, Kenneth R. Greenwood, and Lee
Vaughan (now deceased) 33%% each, to
Merritt Owens, Kenneth R. Greenwood and
Robert Sharon, 21.5% each, J. E. Tobin, 19%,
estate of Lee Vaughan, 9.5%, and Richard
Harris and Bernard Koval, 3.5% each. Dandy
Bcstg. Co. is parent company of KQUE
Corp., licensee of KQEO Albuquerque, N. M.
Ann. Nov. 3.
WCME-AM-FM Brunswick, Me .— Seek
transfer of control of Westminster Bcstg.
Co. from Roger H. Strawbridge, 53.3%, and
William N. McKeene, 46.7%, to Roger H.
Strawbridge and William N. McKeene, equal
partners, for $4,160. Ann. Nov. 3.
WTVB-AM-TV Coldwater, Mich. — Seeks
transfer of control of Twin Valley Bcstrs.
Inc. from E. Harold Munn Sr., 19.48%,
Luella M. Munn, 5.63% (husband and wife),
Mr. and Mrs. Munn Sr., 2.4% (jointly
owned), E. Harold Munn Jr., 17.05%. C. Ella
Munn, 4.27% (wife of E. Harold Munn, Jr.),
Lewis E. Munn, .18% (brother of E. Harold
Munn Jr.), Karl E. Kaellner, 1%%, and
others, to E. Harold Munn Sr., 20.1%, Luella M. Munn, 5.63%, Mr. and Mrs. Munn
Sr., 2.4% (jointly owned), E. Harold Munn
Jr., 17.72%, C. Ella Munn, 4.27%, Lewis E.
Munn,
Nov. 3. .18%, and others, for $1,250. Ann.
WFSC Franklin, N. C. and WTYN Tryon,
N. C. — Seeks assignment of license of Macon
County Bcstrs. from Henry G. Bartol Jr.
and Gertrude S. Taylor, (executrix of estate
of Graves Taylor), equal partners, to Henry
G. Bartol Jr. and Gertrude S. Taylor (as
individual), equal partners. Ann. Nov. 4.
WHEY Millington, Tenn.— Seeks transfer
of control of Shelby County Bcstrs. Inc.
from Robert C. Whitley Jr. and John M.
Latham, equal partners, to Eugene P. Vance
and John M. Latham, equal partners, for
$3,000. Mr. Vance owns railroad salvaging
companies. Ann. Nov. 2.
KDET from
Center,
Seeks
assignment
license
Tom Tex.—
E. and
Tolbert
E. Fosterof
d/b as Center Bcstg. Co. to Center Bcstg.
Inc. Change to corporate form of business
with
Nov. no
2. financial transacton involved. Ann.
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KASY ofAuburn,
— Seeks
control
Auburn Wash.
Bcstrs.
Inc. transfer
from Johnof
W. Mowbray and Edward J. Garre, equal
partners, to Edward J. Garre sole owner,
for $45,000. Ann. Nov. 2.
KGA Spokane,
Wash. and
— Seeks
assignment
of license
STA involuntary
from Gran
Bcstg. Co. to Bankers Life and Casualty Co.
for $100. Bankers Life and Casualty Co.
own
2. KCSJ-AM-TV Pueblo, Colo. Ann. Nov.
WQMN Superior, Wis. — Seeks transfer of
control of Quality Radio Inc. from Eugene
A. Halker, Kenneth R. Paterson, and Richard F. Wartman, 23% each, Wilson C. Woods,
8%, Garmen S. Casperson, Gerald A. Larson,
and Theron P. Pray, 6.2% each, and James
S. Brandser (Brandser Bcstg. Co.) 4.4%, to
William H. Whitsitt, sole owner, for approximately $63,600. Mr. Whitsitt is accountant.
Ann. Nov. 8.
Wyo. —S. Seeks
assignment
of KCHY
licenseCheyenne,
from Robert
Pommer
to Y T
Corp. for basic purchase price of $110,000.
Principals include Otto J. Feucht Jr. and
Carl E. Isaacs, equal partners. Messrs.
Feucht and Isaacs formerly manufactured
electronic circuits. Ann. Nov. 2.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By letter, denied request by Rossford
Bcstg. Inc., that its application for new am
station to operate on 1520 kc, 1 kw, unl.. in
Rossford-Toledo, Ohio be given comparative
consideration with application of Community
Service Bcstg. Inc., for new station on 1520
kc, 500 w, reduced to 250 w during critical
hours, D, in Ypsilanti, Mich. Ann. Nov. 3.
■ Commission granted following four fm
stations SCA to furnish background music
on multiplex basis to subscribers: WDODFM Chattanooga, Tenn.; WRAL-FM Raleigh,
N.
KACE-FM
KXQRC; Fresno,
Calif. Riverside,
Ann. Nov. 3.Calif., and
■ By letter, modified outstanding cp to
Patchogue Bcstg. Co., for new am station
(WACP) to operate on 1570 kc, 1 kw, DA,
D, in Riverhead, N. Y. to include condition
that before program tests are authorized,
permittee shall submit sufficient data made
with appropriate equipment and in cooperation with RCA to establish that harmful
cross-modulation interference will not occur
to the RCA receiving operations at Riverhead; withheld action on WAPC applications
for program test authority and station license pending receipt of additional engineering data. Ann. Nov. 3.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied request by Karl Kegley
for reconsideration of a July 13 order
which dismissed, without prejudice, application to increase power of his daytime
station, WKKS Vanceburg, Ky. (1570kc)
from
250
Ann. Nov. w3. to - kw. Comr. Cross dissented.
■ By letter, denied petition by petition by
Rockland Bcstrs., applicant for new am station in New York City, for reconsideration
of Aug. 8 grant to Columbia Bcstg. System
Inc., to move trans, site of WCBS New York
City,
Sound.from
Ann. Columbia
Nov. 3. Island to High Island
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition for reconsideration by Seaway Bcstg. Co., removed from
consolidated proceeding in dockets, and
granted its application for new am station to
America's

operate on 1470 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in
Chicagolated filings
Heights,
ILL, dismissed
mootWest
reby Broadcast
Bureauas and
Bend
Bcstg.
Co.
(WBKV)
West
Bend,
Wis.
Ann. Nov. 8.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition for reconsideration by Taft Bcstg. Co. to extent of granting
(1) its application for new am station to
operate on 1010 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in Houston,
Tex., and (2) application of M-L Radio Inc.,
for change of trans, site and increase power
of KMLW Marlin, Tex., from 250 w to 10
kw, DA,
operation on 1010 kc, D.
Ann.
Nov.continued
8.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted joint petition by Pioneer
Bcstg. Corp. (WOPI) Bristol, Tenn., and
Central Bcstg. Co., Valdese, N. C, insofar
as reconsidering and granting without hearing application of WOPI to increase daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw, with engineering
condition, continued operation on 1490 kc,
250 w-N, and terminated proceeding in docket. (On Oct.
Central's and
application
new
station
was 13amended
removedfor from
hearing
Ann. Nov.and8. returned to processing line) .
■ By titionorder,
joint pe-T.
by Triadcommission
Tv Corp. granted
and Herbert
Graham
dismissto former's
new
am tostation
operate onapplication
1010 kc, for
500
w, DA, D, in Lansing, Mich., which was in
consolidated hearing with Graham application forstained
same
facility.
abfrom voting.
Ann.Comr.
Nov. Bartley
8.
■ By separate memorandum opinion and
order in above proceeding, commission
granted Graham's application. Ann. Nov. 8.
■ Commission addressed following telegram denying request by Gila Bcstg. Co.,
for permission for am stations KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford, KVNC
Winslow, and KZOW Globe, all Arizona, to
remain
silent for
period31, of1960.
90 days: financial
"Relets
Atty
October
and
statement
or 25
other
informationNooffered
to
support allegations financial distress or show
money not available meet current aperating
expenses. Absence of other broadcast servicetionraises
questioninterest.
whetherRequest
cessawouldserious
serve public
for permission remain silent 90 days behalf
standard broadcast stations KCKY, KCLF,
KGLU,
KZOW will
therefore
denied.
Failure KVNC
maintainandservice
be considered
in connection with pending and future applications. silent
KWJB-FM (Globe)
current
authority remain
through has
January
20,
1961." Comrs. Hyde and King dissented.
Gila's license
are in
hearing
status. renewal
Ann. Nov.applications
8.
■ By decision,
commission
(1)
granted
application of White River Valley Bcstr. Inc.,
to increase daytime power of KBTA Batesville, Ark., from 250 w to 1 kw, with engineering condition, continued operation on
1340 kc, 250 w-N, and (2) dismissed application of Cecile W. Roberts and Jane A. Roberts for new station on 1340 kc, 250 w, unl.,
in Poplar Bluff, Mo. July 5 initial decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Nov. 8.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission
Nov. 4 directed
tion of documenton looking
toward preparagranting
application of Marshall County Bcstg. Co.,
for new am station to operate on 1380 kc,
1 kw, tionD,of Walter
in Arab,G. Ala.,
applicaAllen and
for denying
similar facilities
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in Huntsville, Ala. March 30 initial decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Nov. 7.
■ Commission
Nov. 4 directed
tion of documenton looking
toward preparagranting
application
of
Sheffield
Bcstg.
for D,newin
am station to operate on 1290 kc,Co.1 kw,
Sheffield, Ala., and denying application of
J.
Nov.B. 7.Fait Jr., for similar facilities. Ann.
■ Commission
Nov. 8 directed
tion of documenton looking
toward preparagranting
application of Radio Americas Corp. to
change facilities of WORA Mayaguez, P. R.,
from 1150 kc, 1 kw, unl., to 760 kc, 5 kw, unl.,
DA. May 26 supplemental initial decision
looked toward this action. Ann. Nov. 8.
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of Hub City Bcstg. Co.
(WHSY) Hattiesburg, Miss., Veterans Bcstg.
Co. (KNUZ) Houston, Tex., and Radio New
Orleans Inc. (WJBW) New Orleans, La., to
increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N,
engineering conditions, and Price Bcstg.
Corp., for new station to operate on 1220 kc,
1 kw, DA, D, in Fairhope, Ala. Ann. Nov. 7.
Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
8. ■ Hearing
initial
decision looking toward denying for
failure to prosecute application of Bunkie
Bcstg. Co. for new am station to operate on
1540 kc, 250 w, D, in Bunkie, La. Ann. Nov.
■ Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward (1) granting
petition by Radio American West Indies
Inc., to dismiss without prejudice its application for new tv station to operate on ch 8
in Christiansted, St. Croix, Virgin Islands,
and (2) granting application of Supreme
Bcstg. Co. Inc., of Puerto Rico, for same
facility. Applicants entered into merger
agreement. Ann. Nov. 8.
■ Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Lewison O.1560Seibert
am station
to operate
kc, 500forw,newD,
in Port Lavaca, Tex. Ann. Nov. 8.
■ Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of Voice of New South Inc.
(WNSL) Laurel, Miss., with engineering
condition, and Mid-America Bcstg. Co.,
(WGVM)
Miss.,1 kwto increase
er of their Greenville,
stations from
to 5 kw, powcontinued operation on 1260 kc, D. Ann. Nov. 9.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission ordered KWK Radio Inc., to
show cause why license for KWK (AM) (1280
kc, 5 kw, DA-N, unl.) should not be revoked
and to appear at hearing to be held in St.
Louis at time to be designated later. This
action is result of commission inquiry into
complaints about conduct of contests over
KWK. Ann. Nov. 3.
■ Commission invited comments by Dec. 9
to proposed rulemaking to revise its annual
financial report form for broadcast stations.
Following new schedules would be added to
obtain fuller information on station finances:
condensed balance sheet to schedule 1;
analysis of notes payable to schedule 2; total
cost item to schedule 3; income statement to
schedule 4; further breakdown of revenues
to schedule 5; further breakdown of sales
for tv stations only to schedule 6; broadcast
expensements toadditions
scheduleto 7schedule
and pay-8.
owners andto officials
Comr. Craven dissented. Ann. Nov. 3.
■ Commission granted request by Capital
Cities Bcstg. Corp., WTEN(TV) ch. 10, Vail
Mills,tionN.Y.,
staKE2XZJto atoperate
Albany itsin experimental
conjunction with
WTEN at such times as may be necessary,
including
hours, during
next
three regular
months toprogram
obtain additional
data.
On March 30, 1959, commission authorized
this
operation
(on improve
WTEN's
ch.) toexperimental
determine whether
it would
reception from WTEN (35 miles west of
Albany)
Albany,Tests
Troyshowed
and adjacent
Hudson valleyin areas.
improvement
of signal strength in portions of Albany and
Troy but created potential interference in
some areas along river. WTEN now wants to
determine extent of this interference and
willingness of affected viewers to permit it
to adjust their receiving ant. to minimize it,
subject to restoring them to their present
condition,sented.ifAnn. need
Nov. be.
8. Comr. Bartley dis■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Service
Bcstg. Co., Roseville, Calif., for declaratory
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

ruling and, in consequence, dismissed its
petition asking reconsideration of July 22,
1959 grant to KJBS Inc. (now Argonaut
Bcstg. Co.) for latter to increase daytime
power of KJBS (now KFAX San Francisco)
on 1100 kc from 1 kw to 50 kw with coninued 1 kwthatnighttime
Commission truled
increasedoperation.
interference
from
KFAX
will
not
bar
consideration
of
Service's
application for new station at Roseville
to operate with 500 w, unl., on same frequency. Chrmn. Ford dissented. Announced
Nov. 8.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Tucson Tv
Co. (KGUN-TV) Tucson, Ariz., protestant,
for
review
examiner's
rulings which
(1)
denied
field ofstrength
measurement
data for
overlap purposes and (2) admitted interference-free contours for overlap purposes
in proceeding on applications of Alvarado
Tv Co. (KVOA-TV) and Old Pueblo Bcstg.
Co. (KOLD-TV) both Tucson. Arizona, to
increase power and relocate their ant. to
common site on Mt. Bigelow. Announced
Nov. 8.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by WENT Bcstg.
Corp. (WENT) Gloversville, N. Y., for reation of June dismissed
2 memorandum
ion and order considerwhich
as mootopin-in
part and denied in other respects its petition
for enlargement of issues in proceeding on
application
of Martin
Karig N.forY. new
am station to be in
Johnstown,
Announced
Nov. 8.
■ Commission requests that all applicants
eligible to use FCC Form 316, short form
for assignment of license or transfer of control of broadcast stations, use the January
1960 edition
this are
form.outAllofprevious
editions of thisofform
date. Short
form is used in cases when transfer or assignment involves no substantial changes of
interest. Ann. Nov. 8.
Routine roundup of FCC actions
released last week by Commission
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
■
petition Hendersonville,
by Radio HendersonvilleGranted
Inc. (WHKP)
N. C,
and extended to Dec. 7 time to file responses
to petition by Wilkes Bcstg. Co. (WATA)
Boone, N. C, to sever from consolidated
proceeding
Action Nov. and
7. grant its am application.
By Chief Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Denied pleading by WENT Bcstg. Corp.
for leave
to file
findings of fact
andaddendum
conclusionsto proposed
in proceeding
on application of Martin Karig for new am
station in Johnstown, N. Y. Action Nov. 1.
■ Granted request by Uvalda Bcstrs. Inc.,
for dismissal of its application for new am
station in Port Lavaca, Tex., but dismissed
application
with prejudice;
retainedO. inSeibert
hearing status application
of Lewis
for am facilities in Port Lavaca. Action
Nov. 3.
■ Denied joint petition by Southeastern
Enterprises, Inc. (WCLE) Cleveland, Tenn.,
and Mitchell Melof, Smyrna. Ga., for dismissal without prejudice of WCLE application; denied application with prejudice; application was consolidated for hearing with
Cookeville Bcstg. Co., Cookeville, Tenn.,
et al. Action Nov. 2.
■ Denied petition by Earl Perrin Co. for
leave to cationsintervene
in proceeding
on appli-of
of Gila Bcstg.
Co., for renewal
licenses
of
stations
KCKY
Coolidge,
Ariz.,
et al. Action Nov. 4.
■ Upon request of Hopkinsville Bcstg. Co.,
(WHOP) Hopkinsville, Ky., ordered that exchange of its affirmative engineering case
shall be on or before Nov. 28 and exchange
of WTCJ Tell City, Ind., rebuttal engineering, if any, on or before Dec. 12; continued
Dec. 2 hearing for Dec. 19 in proceeding on
Hopkinsville
's am application. Action taken
Nov.
4.
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
and Spartan Radiocasting Co. (WSPA-TV)
Spartanburg, S. C, and extended from
Nov. 8 to Nov. 29 time to file replies in
proceeding plication.
on Action
Spartan
Nov. 4.Radiocasting's ap■ Scheduled hearing for Dec. 14, in St.
Louis, Mo., in matter of revocation of license of KWK Radio Inc. for am station
KWK, St. Louis before Examiner Forest L.
McClenning. Action Nov. 7.
■ On own motion, scheduled further hearing for Nov. 16 on order directing Douglas
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

H. McDonald, trustee, permittee of WTVW
(TV), ch. 7, Evansville, Ind., to show cause
why authorization
WTVWto specify
Evansville, should not for
be station
modified
operation on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7. Action
Nov. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted pleading by Stephens County
Bcstg. Co.
tinued from(WNEG)
Nov. 7 toToccoa,
Nov. 21Ga.,
dateandfor conexchange of written affirmative case, and from
Nov. 21 to Dec. 1 date of evidentiary hearing on its am application. Action Nov. 3.
■ Granted motion by Radio Georgia,
Thomaston, Ga., and continued from Nov. 3
to Nov. 10
neeringdate
exhibitsfor
in exchange
proceedingof onnon-engiits am
application, et al. Action Nov. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion, continued to date to be
determined at Nov. 15 prehearing conference hearing scheduled for that date in proceeding onD.applications
Bcstrs. and
D. Cameronof forNansemond
new am
stations in Suffolk and Portsmouth, both
Virginia. Action Nov. 3.
■ Issued memorandum in proceeding on
applications for new am stations of Floyd
Bell, Texarkana. and Belton Bcstrs. Inc.,
Belton, both Texas, reversing and deleting
that part of his Oct. 5 conference ruling
which stated that, in instant and all future
"pay-off" cases coming before him, he
would require "no rebate" affidavits as
proof from
and applicants.
engineeringAction
consultants forcounsel
dismissing
Nov. 3.
■ Granted motion by Shenandoah Life
Stations Inc. (WSIS) Roanoke, Va., and continued hearing on its am application from
Nov. 8 to Jan. 9, 1961. Action Nov. 4.
■ Granted petition by Belton Bcstrs. Inc.,
and continued further hearing from Nov. 4
to Nov. 22 in proceeding on its application
and that of Floyd Bell for new am stations
in Belton
tion Nov. 4.and Texarkana, both Texas. AcBy Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
a Continued prehearing conference from
10 a.m., Nov. 9, to 2 p.m., that date in proceeding on applications of Idaho Microwave
Inc., for new fixed radio stations at Kimport
Peak, Rock Creek and Jerome, all Idaho.
Action Nov. 3.
■ Issued order following prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of
M & W Co. and Bethany Bcstg. Co., for
new am stations in Yakima, Wash., scheduled certain procedural dates and continued
hearing4. from Dec. 1 to Jan. 9, 1961. Action
Nov.
■ Granted motion by Columbia River
Bcstrs. Inc., and continued date for exchange of exhibits from Nov. 8 to Dec. 1 in
proceeding on its application for new am
station in Mount Vernon, Wash., et al.
Action Nov. 4.
Upon a.m.,
request
rescheduled
for■ 9:30
Nov. by10 applicant,
hearing scheduled
for
10 a.m., that date, in proceeding on am
application of Radio Station KMUL (KMUL)
Muleshoe, Tex. Action Nov. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Pursuant to agreements reached at
Nov. 1 prehearing conference, scheduled
hearing for Jan. 16 and other procedural
steps in proceeding on applications of New
England
for new
fixed
video radioMicrowave
stations in Corp.
Richmond
and North
Adams, both Massachusetts. Action Nov. 1.
■ Commission on Nov. 1 granted request
by Kahn Research Laboratories Inc., Freeport, L. I., and further extended from Oct.
31 to Nov. 30 time to file comments in response to notice of inquiry in matter of
part 3 of rules and technical standards to
permiteratestandard
broadcast
stationssideband.
to opwith full carrier
and single
Action Nov. 1.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Nov. 15 in proceeding on
applications
of Montana
Microwave
extend its present
microwave
system tofrom
Missoula to Helena, Mont. Action taken
Nov. 2.
■ Granted motion by WMFJ Inc. (WMFJ)
Daytona Beach, Fla., and established certain
procedural dates and extended from Nov. 10
to Dee. 19 date to file proposed findings and
from Nov. 21 to Jan. 5, 1961 for replies in
proceeding on its am application, et al.
Action Nov. 2.

THE

REMARKABLE
SONY

RADIO

WIRELESS
MICROPHONE
The convenience and variety of uses for
this remarkable instrument are almost
beyond the imagination. The Sony CR-4
mike and radio transmitter can be
slipped into a coat pocket for completely
wireless on-the-street interviewing,
studio audience interviewing or on-thespot broadcasting from awkward places.
It gives complete freedom to active
singers, dancers, comedians, performers
with electric instruments and actors,
eliminating the need for cumbersome
mike booms and entangling wires.
Microphone, transmitter, receiver and
carrying case, $250. For information or
literature, write: Superscope, Inc., Dept.
3, Sun Valley, California.

(J 5*

SONY
SUPERSCOPE The Tapeway to Stereo
111

■ Granted request by Paul J. Molnar and
extended from Nov. 8 to Nov. 15 time to file
proposed findings and from Nov. 18 to
Nov. 25 for replies in proceeding on his application and that of Ohio Music Corp., for
new fm stations in Cleveland, Ohio. Action
Nov. 3.
■ On own motion, scheduled further prehearing conference for Nov. 16 in proceeding on newalapplications
Walmac KMAC(AM)
Co., for reof licenses ofof stations
and KISS(FM) San Antonio, Tex. Action
Nov. 3.
■ Granted request by Radio Carmichael,
Sacramento, Calif., and extended from
Nov. 7 to Nov. 17 date for exchange of
preliminary drafts of engineering exhibits
and from Nov. 21 to Dec. 5 for further prehearing conference in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action Nov. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Issuedferenceorder
followingcertain
prehearing
conand formalized
agreements
reached in proceeding on am application of
Associated Bcstrs. Inc. (WHYS) Ocala, Fla.;
continued Nov. 23 hearing to Dec. 8. Action
Nov. 3.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Grundy Bcstg. Co.,
applicant in consolidated proceeding on am
applications of Rollins Bcstg. Inc. (WBEE)
Harvey, 111., et al., and extended from Nov.
4 to Nov. 18 to file proposed findings in
proceeding. Action Nov. 2.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 18 in proceeding on am application of
KRNO Inc. (KRNO) San Bernardino, Calif.
Action Nov. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ Granted joint request by Montana-Idaho
Microwave Inc., and Tv Montana for continuance of designated procedural dates and
date for hearing in proceeding on applications of Montana-Idaho for new fixed radio
stations near Pocatello, Idaho, and Monida
Pass, Armstead, Whitehall, Bozeman Pass,
all Montana; dates for exchange of exhibits
constituting direct cases, for exchange of

rebuttal
hearing
Jan.
without9,

exhibits and for commencement of
scheduled for Nov. 18, Dec. 30 and
1961, Action
respectively,
date.
Nov. 3. are continued

By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled
conference for group further
I for Nov.prehearing
22 in proceeding
on am applications of Mid-America Bcstg.
System
tion Nov.Inc.,
4. Highland Park, 111., et al. AcBROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 4
Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater
stations : York-Sheldon Tv Assn., ch. 6, York
and Sheldon, both Arizona. (KGUN-TV, ch. 9,
Tucson, Ariz.); Otis Tv Booster Station, ch.
12, Otis Community,
Colo. T.(KOA-TV,
Denver,
Colo.); Telluride
V. Assn., ch.
ch. 2,4,
Telluride, Colo. (KREX-TV, ch. 5, Grand
Junction, Colo.); Rex M. Shirts, chs. 13 and
7, Hailey, Idaho (KLIX-TV, ch. 11, Twin
Falls and KID-TV, ch. 3, Idaho Falls, both
Idaho); Abilene Chamber of Commerce Tv
Committee, ch. 7, Abilene, Kans. (KARD-TV,
ch. 3, Wichita, Kan.); Marvin I. Schield, ch.
4, City of St. Francis, Kan. (KOMC, ch. 8,
McCook, Neb.); Stuart Community Club, ch.
Stuart,
Neb.County
(KPLO-TV,
ch. 6, No.
Reliance,
5.13,D.);
Lincoln
Tv District
1, ch.
7, Caliente, Pioche and Panaca, all Nevada
(KLRJ-TV, ch. 2, Henderson, Nev.); Wagon
Mound Tv Club, chs. 9, 2, and 6, Wagon
Mound, N. M. (KOB-TV, ch. 4 KOAT-TV,
ch. 7 and KGGM-TV, ch. 13, all Albuquerque,
New Mexico); Birney Tv Club, ch. 11, Birney, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings,
Mont.); Straw-Buffalo Tv Assn., ch. 9,
Straw and Buffalo, both Mont. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Roy T. V. Club, ch.
9, Fergus and Roy and 6, Roy and Valentine,
both Montana (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls,
Mont.);
Valley Nashua
T. V. ClubandInc.,Fort
chs. Peck,
12, Frazer,
Glasgow,
10,
Glasgow, all Montana (KUMV-TV, ch 8,
Williston, N. D.); Straw-Buffalo T. V., ch.
9, Straw-Buffalo area, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch.
2, Billings, Mont.); P & P Tv Inc., chs. 13

Eight of the nation's top markets choose
the
GATES
lOKW

FM

Transmitter
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Detroit
Houston
Seattle
Portland
Buffalo
The newest of the GATES FM
Transmitters, the FM-10A is
already field tested. Outstanding features include:
• One long-life 6166 tube as
final amplifier
• Response to 15,000 cycles
• Built-in single or dual multiplexing optional
• Completely self-contained
• Built-in power transformer
All FM-lOA's are factory tested
to your operating frequency.
For the complete FM package it's GATES.
quincy. Illinois
RADIO COMPANY
Subiidiaru ol Harrit-lntertvpe Corporation
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C. In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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and 4, Plains and Paradise, both Montana
(KMSO-TV, ch. 13, Missoula, Mont, and
KXLY-TV, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); Lame
Deer Community Tv Club, chs. 5 and 13,
Lame Deer, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, and
KGHL-TV, ch. 8, both Billings, Mont.); Glasgow T. V. Club Inc., ch. 5, Glasgow, Mont.
(KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Big Sandy TV. Club, chs. 10, 8 and 12, Town of Big
Sandy, Mont.
ch. 5, GreatAlberta,
Falls,
Mont.,
CJLH, (KFBB-TV,
ch. 7, Lethbridge,
Canada, and KBTV, ch. 3, Great FaUs,
Mont.); Commercial Club, ch. 8, Orchard,
Neb. (KTIV, ch. 4, Sioux City, Iowa); Village
of Clearwater, ch. 13, Clearwater, Neb.
(KTIV, ch 4, Sioux City Iowa); North Platte
Tv Inc., ch. 8, Lexington, Neb. (KNOP-TV,
ch. 2, ford,
North
Platte,
Neb.); Nelson
A. Crawchs. 2 and
6, Hanover,
Lebanon,
N. H.
and White River Junction, Vt. (WEHN-TV,
ch. 11, Durham, N. H., and WMTW-TV, ch.
8, Poland Spring, Me.); Raymond Baca,
ch. 4, Mora and vicinity, N. M. (KOB-TV,
ch. 4, Albuquerque, N. M.); Community Tv
Club, chs. 2 and 11, Springer area, N. M.
(KOB ch.querqu4e, N. M.);
and Eagle
KGGM-TV,
13, AlbuNest Tvch. Assn.,
chs.
10 and 13, Eagle Nest, N. M. (KOB-TV, ch 4
and KGGM-TV, ch. 13, both Albuquerque,
N. M.); Lead TV Coop., ch. 11, City of Lead,
5. D. (KOTA-TV, Ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.);
Edgemont Tv Booster Club, chs. 8 and 13,
Edgemont, S. D.; Utahn Tv Corp., ch. 5,
Utahn, Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5, Salt Lake City,
Utah); City of Hurricane, chs. 6, 13 and 2,
Hurricane, Utah (KLAS-TV, ch. 8 KSHO-TV,
ch. 13, Las Vegas and KLRJ-TV, ch. 2, Henderson, al Nevada); Norris Community T.V.
Inc., chs. 11, 7 and 9, Randolph, Utah (KUTV,
ch.
2,
KCPX-TV,
ch. Utah);
4 and KSL-TV,
all Salt Lake City,
Duchesnech.Tv.5,
Corp., chs. 10, 8 and 13, Duchesne, Utah
(KUTV, ch. 2, KSL-TV, ch. 5 and KCPX-TV,
ch 4, Salt Lake City, Utah); H. M. Thomason,
chs. 4 and 6, Entiat, Orondo, and Ardenvoir,
all Washington (KXLY-TV, ch. 4 and KHQTV, ch. 6, Spokane, Wash.; A. Z. Wells
Orchards, chs. 6, 2 and 4, Azwell, Wash.;
Saddle Mountain T. V. Assn., ch. 7, Smyrna
area, Wash.; Oroville Tv Assn. Inc., chs. 7,
6. 4, 11, and 9, Oroville and Molson (KREMTV, ch. 2, KHQ-TV, ch. 6. KXLY-TV, ch 4
Spokane, Wash.); Grand Coulee Tv Inc., chs!
2 and 6, Grand Cloulee and Electric City,
both Washington (KREM-TV, ch. 2, KXLYTV, ch. 6, Spokane, Wash.; Powder River
T. V. Assn., ch. 9, Weston Community, Wyo.
(KOTA-TV, ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.); Clear
Creek T. V. Booster
Assn., ch. 13, Clearmont
Community. Wyo. (KTWO-TV,
ch. 2. Casper
Wyo.; Mt. Pisgah T. V. Assn., ch. 12, Osage
and Four Corners, Wvo. (KOTA-TV ch 3
Rapid
City,Wyo.
S. D.)(KTWO-TV
; Buffalo, Tv
ch'
7.
Buffalo,
ch. Assn.
2, Casper
Wyo.).
WWPF Palatka, Fla.— Granted assignment
of
Halllicenses
Bcstg. to
Co. George W. Hall et al d/b as
WPEG Winston-Salem, N. C— Granted assignment of cp to WPEG, Inc.
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind.— Granted transfrom Great Commission
control
fer
of
Schools
BridgesInc., to Alfred B. Smith and Loren
F.
Granted licences for following
stations :
KAPE San Antonio, Tex.; KLANam Lemoore
Calif.,
and
specify
studio
location;
KTEE
Idaho Falls. Idaho.
Granted licenses for following fm stations: KFMX-FM San Diego, Calif.: WRMNFM
Calif. Elgin, m.; KQBY-FM San Francisco,
KEBS San Diego, Calif.— Granted license
for noncommercial education fm station.
KGRT La Cruces, N. M. — Granted license
covering increase in power, installation new
trans, and changes in ant. system.
KIMN Denver, Colo.— Granted license covering change from DA-N D to DA-D only
RGBS toLosDA-N).
Angeles, Calif .—Granted licensey
(DA-1
covering
increase in power, installation new
trans, and installation of DA-1; condition.
WJBC-FM
III.— Granted license coveringBloomington,
increase in ERB.
KGBS Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux. trans.
WSFM(FM) Birmingham, Ala.— Granted license covering increase in ant. height to 340
ft. and change studio and ant. -trans, location.
KAZZ(FM) Austin, Tex.— Granted license
covering decrease in ERP and installation
new trans.
KDEN-FM Denver, Colo.— Granted license
covering increase in ERP and ant. height
and installation of new type trans.
WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.— Granted cp
to change ERP to vis. 166 kw; aur. 83.2 kw;
trans, location, install new trans., new ant.
system, and make changes in equipment;
ant. 870 ft.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. Cv
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 AFCCE
Executive 3-5851

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
Ceorge M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100
MERL SAXON

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE
PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, DC.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course.
Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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KBLA Burbank, Calif. — Granted cp to
change
ant. -trans,
trans., remote
control location,
permitted. install new
WMRO-FM Aurora, 111. — Granted mod. of
cp
95.1 tomc.change frequency from 107.9 mc to
WLBT(TV) Jackson, Miss. — Granted extension of completion date to December 1.
Actions of November 3
Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater
stations: Glenwood T. V. Club. chs. 13 and
6, Glenwood, N. M. (KROD-TV, ch. 4, El
Paso,
and Tv
KGUN-TV,
9, Tucson,
Ariz.; Tex.
St. Johns
Committee,ch. chs.
11 and
6, St. Johns, Ariz. (KOB-TV, ch. 4, Albuquerque, N. M., and KGUN-TV, ch. 9, Tucson, Ariz.);
Duncan
Valley Tv Ass'n.,
ch. 2,
Duncan,
(KGUN-TV,
Ariz.);
Tv Anz.
Booster
Club, chs. ch.
7, 6,9,13,Tucson.
8, and
4, Prescott, Ariz. (KTVK-TV, ch. 3, KVAR,
ch. 3, KVAR, ch. 12, KOOL-TV, ch. 10,
Phoenix, Ariz.; Lake George Volunteer Fire
Dept., ch. 4, Lake George-Florissant, Colo.
(KOA-TV,
4, Denver,
Colo.);Colo.
Community
Tv
Club, ch.ch. 11,
Canon City,
(KKTV,
ch. 11, Colorado Springs, Colo.; Creede Tv
Assn., chs. 9, Masonic Park, South Fork and
6, Creede, both Colorado (KCSJ-TV, ch. 5,
Pueblo, Colo.); Durango Tv Translator,
Durango Junior Chamber of Commerce Inc.,
ch. 6, Upper Animas Valley, near Durango,
Colo. (K72AN, ch. 72, Durango, Colo.); Grand
Valley T. V. Booster Assn., ch. 2, Grand
Valley, Colo.; South Platte Valley Assn.,
ch.
Julesburg,
ch. 12,2,
North4, Platte,
Neb.; Colo.
T. V. (KNOP-TV,
Committee, ch.
Wray, Colo. (KOMC, ch. 8, McCook, Neb.;
Aspen Tv Committee, ch 13, Roaring Fork
Vahey, tion,
Colo.
5, Grand JuncColo.);(KREX-TV,
Sweetwaterch. Community
Tv
Assn., ch. 4, Sweetwater, Idaho and adjacent
vicinity,
Idaho
(KXLY-TV,
ch.
4,
Spokane,
Wash.); Central Idaho Rod & Gun Club,
Inc., ch 7, Challis and surrounding community, Idaho (KID-TV, ch. 3, Idaho Falls,
Idaho); Banner Tv Club, ch. 3, Banner District, Idaho (KLEW-TV, ch. 3, Lewiston,
Idaho); Leadore Community Tv Assn., chs.
7 and 9, Leadore, Idaho (KID-TV. ch. 3,
Idaho Falls, Idaho and KTLE, ch. 6, Pocatello, Idaho); Harpster T. V. Assn., ch. 4,
Harpster, Idaho (KXLY-TV, ch. 4, Spokane,
Wash.); Madison Tv Ass'n., ch. 11, Ennis,

Mont. (KXLF-TV, ch. 4, Butte, Mont.); Stanford T. V. Assn., chs. 11 and 7, Stanford,
Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, and KRTV, ch. 3,
Great Falls, Mont.); Saco Tv Club, ch. 9,
Saco and Hinsdale, both Mont. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Roundup Tv Assn.
Inc., chs. 10 and 13, Roundup, Mont. (KGHLTV, ch. 8 and KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings,
Mont.); Russell Creek T. V. Club, ch. 7,
Town of Ekalaka, Mont. (KDIX-TV, ch. 2,
Dickinson, N.D.); Noxon Community Center,
Inc., ch. 6, Noxon, Mont. (KHQ-TV, ch. 6,
Spokane, Wash.; Swan Hill Tv Club Inc.,
ch. 9, Swan Lake, Swan River, Ferndale and
Lake Blain, all Montana (KMSO-TV, ch. 9,
Missoula, Mont.); Sula T. V. Booster Club,
ch. 9, Sula, Mont. (KMSO-TV, ch. 13, Missoula, Mont.); Circle Tv Booster Club Inc.,
ch. 10, Circle, and Brockway, both Montana
(KUMV-TV ch. 8, Williston, N. D.); Glacier
County T. V. Club, chs. 11 and 13. Cut
Bank, Mont. (K76AG, ch. 76, and K72AM,
ch. 72, Shelby, Mont.); Mountain Translator
Club Inc., chs. 12 and 7, Lewistown, Mont.
(KRTV, ch. 3 and KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great
Falls, Mont.); Bear Spring Tv, ch. 12, Bear
Spring, Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls,
Mont.); Hobson Community T. V. Assn.,
chs. 11 and 6, Hobson, Mont. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, and KGHL-TV, ch. 8, Billings, Mont.);
Merle Starkey, ch. 12, Oshkosh and Lewellen, Garden County, Neb. (KNOP-TV. ch. 2,
North Platte, Neb.); Lewellen Tv Booster
Ass'n.,
ch. 8,ch.Lewellen
and Oshkosh,
Neb.
(KHOL-TV,
13 and KHPL-TV,
6, Kearney and Hay Center, Neb.); Bloomfield Nonprofit T. V. Assn., chs. 2, 10 and 6, Bloomfield, N. M. (KOAT-TV, ch. 7, KOB-TV, ch.
4, and KGGM-TV, ch. 13, Albuquerque, N.M.);
KGGM-TV, ch. 13, Albuquerque, N. M.);
Rockville-Springdale Tv., chs. 2 and 8,
Virgin, Zion National Park, Rockville and
Springdale,
2, Henderson, all
Nev.); Utah
Piute (KLRJ-TV,
County Tv,ch.chs.
4, 2,
and 5, Marysville and Kingston, 5, 4, 2,
Circleville. 10, 8. and 12, Junction, 10, Angle,
Utah (KCPX-TV, ch. 4, KUTV, ch. 2, KSLTV, ch. 5, Salt Lake City. Utah); Twin WW
Orchards, chs. 2, 4 and 6, Twin WW Orchards
Community, N. of Orondo, Wash. (KREMTV, ch. 2, KXLY-TV, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.);
Pateros Brewster Tv Assn. Inc., chs. 6, 7,
11, 9, 4, Brewster, Chelan Falls, both Washington (KHQ-TV, ch. 6, KREM-TV, ch. 2,

Originate programs away from the studio with a Collins
Remote Pick-Up Transmitter and Receiver. Transmitter,
power supply and associated equipment are easily installed or carried in the car. A built-in audio amplifier allows
one man operation without danger of over-modulation.
DALLAS. TEXAS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

B URBAN K, CALIFORNIA

transmitter features: frequency response ±3 db, 75-7,500 cps • RF output 15 w,* frequency 752172 mc • 2 audio inputs adjustable for 50, 150, 250, 600 ohms • input level — 70 db • noise level
better than — 45 db ' distortion less than 3% ' power requirement 720 v ac, 140 w • receiver
features: frequency stability ±0.0005% with crystal oven • audio output -\-4 dbm at 600 ohms *
sensitivity 0.6 microvolts or less for 20 db quieting ' spurious response attenuated at least 100 db.
For further information contact your Collins broadcast sales engineer or write direct.
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KXLY-TV, Tvch. Club,
4, Spokane,
RivertonFremont
ch. 7,Wash.;
Riverton,
Wyo.
(KTWO-TV,
ch
2,
Casper,
Wyo.);
Hole Translator Corp., ch. 12, JacksonJackson
Hole
area, Teton County, Wyo. (KTLE-TV, ch. 6,
Pocatello, Idaho); Rawlins Free Tv Assn.,
ch. 7, Rawlins, Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2,
Casper, Wyo.); Ranchester Tv Assn., chs. 6
and 12, Ranchester, Wyo. (KTWO-TV, ch. 2,
Casper, Wyo., and KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.); Dayton Tv Assn., chs. 5 and
10,. Dayton, ch.Wyo.
(KOOK-TV,
KGHL-TV,
8, Billings,
Mont.). ch. 2, and
KJAY Topeka, Kan. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Dale S. Helmers
through
purchase
of stock from Edwin Victor Schulz,
Jr.
WSOQ North
Syracuse,
N. Y.—
signment of license to WSOQ
Inc.Granted asKTNM Tucumcari, N. M. — Granted assignment of license to Tucumcari Bcstg. Co.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
KCLU Rolla, Mo.; KADL Pine Bluff, Ark.,
and specify studio and remote control location; KAKA Wickenburg, Ariz.
WREO-FM Ashtabula, Ohio— Granted license
in frequency,
instal-in
lation newcovering
trans,change
and new
ant., increase
ERP and ant. height.
KILT Houston, Tex.— Granted mod. of license to operate
trol:
conditions. main trans, by remote conWHECnewRochester,
N. Y.— Granted cp to
install
main trans.
KIDO Boise, Idaho — Granted cp to install
new trans, (main trans, location) as aux.
trans.; remote control permitted (DA-2).
WHOA San Juan, P. R.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit which authorized increased power, installation of DA-1; new
trans.; changes in ground system and facilities.
WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa. — Granted
mod. of cp to increase ant. height to 1,270
ft., change type trans, and make changes in
ant. system; remote control permitted.
Granted extensions of completion dates for
following stations as shown : WRUL Scituate,
Mass., to November 30, and WRAN Dover,
N. J. to April 19, 1961.
Actions of November 2
KCPX Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted mod.
of license
location
and operate trans,to bychange
remotestudio
control;
conditions.
Times Herald Co. Port Huron, Mich. —
Granted authority to transmit play-by-play
account
footballCanada.
games
on
Nov. 5oftosemi-professional
CFPL London, Ontario,
WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich. —
Granted authority to remain silent Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 24.
Hot Springs,
Ark. —forGranted
request
forKAAB
cancellation
of license
aux. trans.
Actions of November 1
KREB Shreveport, La. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Gervase Stafford
through
purchase
from Edwin J.
Charles and
Arthur ofP. stock
Rykken.
WROLcense forFountain
am station.City, Tenn. — Granted lifmWAJP(FM)
station. Joliet, 111.— Granted license for
WROL Fountain City, Tenn. — Granted
mod.
Inc. of license to change name to WROL
KVNU-TV Logan, Utah— Granted extension of completion date to April 12, 1961.
Actions of October 31
Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater
stations: Usibelli Coal Mine Inc., ch. 6,
Usibelli, also Suntrana, Healy and Cripple
Creek, all Alaska (KTVF, ch. 11. Fairbanks,
Alaska) ; Goose Lake Valley T. V. Club Inc.,
ch. 4, Lakeview and Goose Lake Valley
Oregon and North Calif. (KVIP-TV, ch. 7,
Redding, Calif.); Glenwood Tv Committee,
chs. 10, 6 and 12, Glenwood Springs, Colo.
(KOA-TV, Denver, Colo., and KFBC-TV, ch.
5, Cheyenne,
Wyo.);
Divide Creek Av(KREXAss'n.,
ch.
communities,
TV, 10,ch.Silt5, and
Grand
Junction, Colo.
Colo.); T. V.
Committee of Carbondale. ch. 2, Communitv
of Carbondale, Colo. (KREX-TV, ch. 5,
Grand Junction, Colo.); Battle Mountain Tv
Assn., ch. 7, Minturn and Gilman, both
Colorado (KFBC-TV, ch. 5, Cheyenne,
Wyo.); Juliaetta T. V. Assn., chs. 6 and 2,
Juliaetta,
(KHQ-TV,
ch. 6Superior
and KREM-Tv
TV,
ch. 2,Idaho
Spokane,
Wash.);
Booster Club, chs. 4 and 13, Superior, Mont.
(KXLY-TV, Spokane, Wash., and KMOS-TV,
ch. 13, Missoula, Mont.); Martinsdale Lennep T. V. Ass'n., chs. 12 and 6, Martinsdale,
Lennep and Two Dot Communities, all Montana (KXLJ-TV, ch. 4, Butte and KGHL-TV,
Continued on page 121
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ADVERTISEMENTS

preceding publication date.)
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE— Monday
250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word— $4.00 minimum.
6, D.C.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington
please) All transcriptions, photos,
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
etc sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcastino expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Help Wanted — Management

Sales

Station manager wanted. Proposed N.W.
lOkw daytimer. Expect action soon. Base
. Must have back$750 plus commission
in competimanagement
groundBesuccessful
sober. This mardependable,
tive area.
ket medium, growing. Fine, clean place for
family, schools, college. Owners proposed
station have businesses of 25 years standing.
Strong financial backing. Wonderful opportunity for permanent, aggressive family man
•who
knows his business. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.
Working general manager. Must be willing
and able to invest in minority ownership.
Box 751C, BROADCASTING.

Opportunity for energetic salesman of good
character for network station in Texas
resort city. Box 891C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer.
Top$6000
St. Louis
independent,
ple market.
plus resume
to Box multi904C,
BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station — Jackson, Miss. — has opening— salesman with management potential —
30-40 — married. Guarantee — moving expenses— rapid advancement for producer.
Area
applicants
resume-photo
first letter.
P.O.favored.
Box 197,Send
Jackson,
Miss.

Leading
AM sales
regional
in major
eastern
ket wants
manager
to head
up marlocal
selling staff. Must have solid record in an
important metropolitan area. Starting compensation open and substantial. Can advance
financially and in executive responsibility.
Multiple operation comtemplated. Will be
available for interview at NAB Washington
meetingment,Nov.
thru 15. Wire for appointBox 800C,13 BROADCASTING.

What proposition acceptable? Phone or
write W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Salesman-new radio station-leading to sales
management. WSOR, Windsor, Conn.
New England radio salesmen . . . only major
leaguers
for top
5 kw in draw
major (based
market, new wanted
ownership.
Lucrative
on experience) against 20% commission. Apply inager,
complete
confidence Mass.
to General ManWTYM, Springfield,

Manager, dependable, sober Milwaukee
County, new FM, strong sales programming
as AM, well financed opening 90 days, real
opportunity. References. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.

Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.

California — Progressive manager for new
AM station. Rapidly growing market. Box
862C, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. Opportunity to advance to sales manager with considerable salary increase. Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station in Little Rock, Arkansas —
has opening salesman with management potential. 30-40, married. Guarantee moving
expenses, rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume, photo,
first letter. Box 704C, BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman with drive and imagination. Guarantee plus top commission. San
Diego market. Box 739C, BROADCASTING.
Second salesman in Great Lakes 100,000 two
station market. Opportunity for small market salesman to step up. Security and help
given. Box 804C, BROADCASTING.
If you want to live in Honolulu, Hawaii,
and are interested in making money, we are
interested in you. Station has competitive
ratings and good reputation. All information confidential. Write Box 812C BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for fast growing Vermont
station. Salary and commission. Salary determined only by your experience. Many
advantages for the right man. Our staff
knows
of
this ad. Resume Box 836C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesmen who can sell, country and
western
board work optional, salary.
Box 852C,station,
BROADCASTING.
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Eastern fulltimer in metropolitan suburb
has opening for experienced announcer.
Adult programming, sound operation, and
fine local reputation in the market. If you
are a good,
experienced,
smallattractive
market announcer on the
way up, this
job
is for you! Box 709C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in south Florida for ambright personality
deter-in
minedbitious,
by initiative.
Must dj.
be Future
interested
m-o-n-e-y. No beginners. Rush tape, resume.
Box 714C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer wanted by Illinois
kilowatt independent adult music station for
dj work plus news gathering and writing.
Excellent starting salary. Many extra benefits for mature man with proved ability. Personal interview necessary. List age, education, family status, detailed experience. Box
718C, BROADCASTING.
We have much to offer a friendly adult
type
morning
who can working
double
in sales.
Goodpersonality
income, pleasant
conditions,
college
town andSendwellcomplete
established station
in Virginia.
resume including starting salary and tape,
to Box 764C, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania station in city of 25,000. At
least 2 years commercial experience. Must
be good board
news andstarting
commercial work, man,
have good
car. onExcellent
salary with
regular
pay
increases.
Opportunity to advance in chain. Tape and
resume to Box 826C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:tion. Must
Morning
announcermature
for Ohio
stahave pleasant,
delivery
and be able to sell a commercial. We have
a good music format and do not want a
"top forty" dj. Experience essential. Send
tape
and resume to Box 827C, BROADCASTING.
1st phone man limited experience and voice
beginner can fit this bill. Get your engineerand voice
at a top Illinois.
flight poweringstation.
Manyexperience
extras. Located
Box
856C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer-salesman to help launch new station in Winchester, Virginia. Salary plus
commission. Send resume and references to
Box 872C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, strong on news and good music.
Rush tape, resume to Box 882C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, live top 40 all night deejay with
first phone license by top southwest independent. SendBROADCASTING.
tape and resume immediately. Box 885C,
Experienced, well-educated announcer for
south Texas network station. Box 888C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first ticket. Send tape,
experience. P.O. Box 307, Vestal, Broome
County, New York.
K-EZY— Disneyland Hotel— Anaheim, California. Ideal living. Auditioning experienced announcers with 1st phone. Announcing strong, technical light. Air mail
tape, photo, resume, references, salary expected.
Newsman
with good authoritative voice for
500 watt daytimer. Experience secondary.
KGHM, Brookfield, Missouri.
Announcer with first phone. New Gates
maintenance necessary. Tape, resume, and
salary
Colorado.requirements to KGUC, Gunnison,
WDLR, Delaware, Ohio needs announcer and
announcer-engineer. New station, third in
group. New building, all new Collins equipment. A real oportunity. Rush tape and details to C. R. Taylor, 14 Campbell Street.
SwingingMedium
dj wanted
minimum
for of
32
hours.
metro$80-?5 kw
in heart
Dixie. Phone or write Ed Morgan WETURadio, Amherst 5-5000. P. O. Box 453, Montgomery, Alabama.
Announcers — First phone — non maintenance.
New, 500 watt daytimer needs two good men
for music, news programming; salary open.
Excellent working conditions. On air early
December. — Rush resume to WMHI, Route
#5, Frederick, Maryland.
Top forty disc jockey needed. The right
man for the right job. Rush resume and tape
to Mel Bernam, WNOW, York, Penna.
Announcer-dj with good music NBC midwest affiliate. Must have experience. Work
days. Good salary plus benefits. Send photo,
tape and resume to Ed Hout, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.
Creativity. The sounds that build your
rating. Offering specially taped one liners
unique and professional. Over 100 original
wild tracks successful in major markets.
$10.00 cash or money order buys entire
package. First come basis. Samples one
buck and your tape. Eastman Productions,
1836 Jackson Street, Hollywood, Florida.
Professional announcer with a thorough
knowledge of the entire standard classical
repertory; a real speaking knowledge of at
least French, German, Italian and a familiarity with other languages. Experience in
general production. Top pay. Send audition
and resume to International Good Music,,
1151 Ellis Street, Bellingham, Wash.
Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer for eastern Ohio radio • station. Starting salary $110. Reply to Box
830C, BROADCASTING.
Qualified
for midwest
Class 4to station. Mustoperator
be energetic
and willing
do
some
announcing.
Box
838C,
BROADCASTING.
Single market west Texas station has immediate opening for first class ticket to help
announce, write copy or sell. Engineering
ability
is
CASTING. not important. Box 854C, BROADHave neerimmediate
openingwork
for for
qualified
engito do maintenance
good single
market station. Some travel required. Box
855C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for new 500 watt DA station
in Winchester, Virginia. Some announcing.
Send resume and references to Box 873C,
BROADCASTING.

— Must be mature, experiChief engineer
enced, with directional operation. Position
supervisory-maintenance, no
executive,
is
transmitter duty, familiarity with modern
equipment essential, salary excellent and
KSTT-Davencommensura
Iowa. te with ability.
port,
#1 station,
engineer.
Transmitter
second
market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
excellent working conditions. Opportunity
to share mobile equipment maintenance and
facilitiesWIRL,
development. Write R. D. Schneider,
Peoria, 111.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Placement in over 500 radio-tv stations. Nationwide major-market, midwest saturation.
Free application. Walker Employment, 83
So. 7th St., Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted: Newsman — central California relooking
allaround gional
manstation
to isgather,
writeforandexpert
air news
in authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
7l/2
and reference to Box 629C, BROADCASTING.
Small California market has opening for
chief engineer-announcer and program diCASTING.rector. Send resume to Box 690C, BROADNewsman.
Prefer
collegebuteducation.
Editorial writing
desirable,
not necessary.
Give
full
particulars.
Box
839C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted
by aa top
regional
ing agency
creative
copy Atlanta
writer advertisunder 35
years of age. Must be able to contribute
ideas and write copy for a variety of clients
appealing to both trade and consumers. Experience in broadcast and print copy necessary. Salary open. Send complete resume
which will be held in strict confidence. Box
850C, BROADCASTING.
Radio promotion manager wanted for major
market west coast station. Must be strong
on writing ability plus exploitation ideas
and follow through. Send complete resume
including starting salary, when available,
etc. Box 863C, BROADCASTING.
Sports director,
play-by-play
basketball,
football,
baseball.
Opening ofimmediately.
Also
copy-girl
from
N.
C.
area.
Box 883C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, persuasive copywriter for network Texas resort City. Box 889C, BROADCASTING.
Texas station needs experienced dependable
traffic manager. Box 890C, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production — Pragramming, Others
Newsman to set up and operate intensive
local news coverage for central Ohio station.
Send belldetails
and tape
CampSt., Delaware,
Ohio toor WDLR,
call C. R.14 Taylor,
Delaware 2-0021.
A creative copywriter who has a systematic
approach to traffic would fit well into WISM,
Madison, Wisconsin, call Chuck Mefford now
AL 6-3167.
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.
Excellent copy opportunity. Number one station in Lakeland, Florida looking for imaginative copy writer to take over copy department. Excellent pay for right person. Send
samples, background, and references, first
letter. WONN, Lakeland, Florida.
Program director — New radio station-advancement possibilities. WSOR, Windsor,
Conn.

Management
Own metropolitan station but losing money?
Would you
purchase
percentageconsider
arrangement?lease
Definite
provenor plan
of operation. Box 876C, BROADCASTING.
FM. Two large market radio men, one in
programming,
one is your
sales fm
management
interested in running
station. Fair
basic wage and commission. Have proven
fm promotion and programming ideas. Box
878C, BROADCASTING.
Manager — over ten years experience station
operation. Capable of handling any problem
situation, building sales and ratings. Stable,
responsible
radioimmediately
rnan with outstanding
ord. Available
for work in recany
market. Write Box 900C, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Potential is good but a proven record of
accomplishment is betterl Family man with
fifteen years in radio, all phases, seeks improvement. Presently employed at five figures. Have first phone. Second spot in
major market considered. Prefer south or
west. Box 734C, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic small-medium market manager
with sales, program, tech experience wants
firm station. Box 766C, BROADCASTING.
Manager radio and/or tv. Sales, programming, administration. Production. Capable.
Box 811C, BROADCASTING.
Presently sales manager with local sales
average $12,000. Also have first phone and
previous management experience. Family.
Prefer
group ownership. Box 824C, BROADCASTING.
Station not doing all it should? Change
managers.
CASTING. Write me. Box 825C, BROADMr. Manager do you need relief? My record
will show I work well with others, am good
at details, and have 6 years solid experience.
Currently operating own business but want
to return to radio. Seek opportunity as
assistant to manager in south or midwest.
Box 834C, BROADCASTING.
Licensed professional engineer over 25 years
broadcasting experience desires active management
in am
and/or Northtv operation
south,participation
southwest
or Pacific
west. Can make substantial cash investment
inCASTING.
attractive proposition. Box 835C, BROADExperienced sales manager. Know why radio is good medium, can convince prospects.
37,
married, college. Box 840C, BROADCASTING.
Station owner: Do you have fulltime facility
with great potential top 25 market, yet have
not attained goal? We have knowhow, if you
have tion
right
to offer.
Initial Box
staanalysispercentage
free. Replies
confidential.
851C, BROADCASTING.
Presently managing competitive medium
market. Top salesman, first phone, full
knowledge all aspects radio. Expert operating at lowest overhead. Sell managers
desk, lock office, don't use them. Box 859C,
BROADCASTING.
Successfully started, operated kilowatter.
Now have $5,000 to invest or to join others in
starting or buying am station. Box 861C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager /management or possibility
of same. Mature, long experienced, no financial or personal problems. Top references.
Southeast, Carolinas or Virginia preferred.
Box 875C, BROADCASTING.
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I'm it!
The station
swinging
program
who
took
a sick
and made
it #1director
in 6 months
and kept it there for two years. Have top
sales record and am also doing my own
#1 rated show on the air as well. Jack of all
trades. I'm readyAvailable
to move. now.
State Box
full details
immediately.
903C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Top-billing salesman in seven station market— young, family man, degree, looking
for bigger and better things. Box 896C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experience will do it every time! Mature
network-type announcer wants to relocate.
Everything from Monster of Ceremonies on
TV Shock Theatre, panel show moderator,
friendlyauthoritative
dj (oops, no
format oractor
rockwith'n'
roll!),
newscaster,
10 dialects, convincing commercial delivery
and writer
continuity
that sells
— I've
done
all! of
Presently
employed.
No prima
donna,'emfloater
or lush. Reliability
my
motto
— permanency my goal. Interested? Write to
Box 738C, BROADCASTING.
Basketball perience,
play-by-play
seven Box
years 747C,
exfinest of references.
BROADCASTING.
Morning man of exceptional ability and
experience.
at onesober,
of nation's
finest
50,000 Fifteen
stations.years
Friendly,
easyjocular roll.
adult Equally
with adult
approach.as
No rockgoing and
acceptable
late night personality. Tape, picture and
resume waiting. Available in December.
Reply
to "Experienced." Box 780C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, chief engineer, production, program director. Directional, major market
experience. Box 784C, BROADCASTING.
Pcrsonality-dj.
Bright, cheerful,
enced. Creative showman.
References,experitape
available. Box 810C, BROADCASTING.
Happy
sounding,
fast paced,
top 40 djTops
wishes
:
to relocate
in south
or southeast.
in
medium market. Six years. Experienced
production, promotion, and news director.
Come and get me. Box 813C, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey-tv personality. Nine years in
top ten market. Traffic slot top rated for
last three tinuously
years.
Movie Agency
host sponsored
connine years.
programming
background. Interested in permanence with
aggressive station or chain. Prefer personal
interview
CASTING. and audition. Box 814C, BROAD"Night beat" dj, back from world travels,
looking for midnite spot southwest or west.
$125 minimum. Will also sell on good deal.
1st phone. Box 815C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/dj news. Can swing or play
adult music, strong on news, young, single,
experienced, college, operate own board.
Prefer Ohio, seriously consider others. Box
820C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Announcers

Announcers

Production — Programming, Others

Top flight announcer with quality voice.
Very
experience
but professional
sound. light
Box 829C,
BROADCASTING.
Top announcer
all phases
ing. Presently inskilled
New York
area. broadcastDesire to
remain in general east coast area. Married,
early
thirties.
No
top
40.
Box
831C,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, young, ambitious, presently employed.
Desires swinger. Top 40. Tired of dead
radio. Looking for modern sound. Box
832C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer; employed, wants to advance,
experience, college, veteran. Box 833C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with
phone
available
immediately.first
Professional
school
graduate.
Three years experience as dj with top 40,
standard and jazz music stations. Musician,
young, family man, veteran. Strong in
sports.
Have many references. Box 841C,
BROADCASTING.
Presently employed at #1 station. 600,000
population. Polished announcer. Desires
midnight
CASTING. record show. Box 844C, BROAD-

$$$
Majorratings,
market,wants
five years
#1
PulseTopandjock!
Hooper
to make
change. Fast paced tight show. Remotes,
record able
hops.
ServicingState
accounts,
etc. Availimmediately.
full particulars.
Box 902C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, juvenilia, news, commercials.
Rewriter. Ex-Plonk student. SF Bay area
woman. JOrdan 7-6229.
Morning man, available now. Warm, friendly style, sales anywhere. Telephone HE
7-4199, 302 West Union Street, Morganton,
North Carolina.
Novelty
ducer-mc. programs.
Unlimited Announcer-writer-prosource of fun material
for radio-tv. Box 1228, Harrisburg, Pa.
Announcer-dj, excellent voice, veteran 21,
single, limited experience but quick to learn,
will
anywhere. N.Steve
tree relocate
Dr., Farmingdale,
Y. Irwin, 8 Pine-

Experienced
program indirector
disc jockey. Now employed
mediumandmarket
but
ready to move to larger market. Two weeks
notice
and
I'll
be
there.
Box
870C,
BROADCASTING.
Music librarian or director. Do you value
rich experience more than youth? Mature
woman — wealth of background, music and
radio. Box 871C, BROADCASTING.
Family man desires news in power station,
southwest. Twelve years experience. Good
voice, delivery. Dependable. Box 877C,
BROADCASTING.
College and announcing school graduate
seeks trainee
in radio and/or
television news.position
Any location.
Box 880C,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for program director, production
manager, announcer-dj. Several years experience. Have worked Chicago 50kw. Presently employed Chicago market. Box 895C,
BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive PD currently employed.
Seeking new horizons with top 100 markets.
Modern radio is my speciality. If you have
the bright, tight modern sound, I am ready
to move. Station currently employed with
recently sold. Best of references. Call Bob
Allen, Peoria, Illinois, 6824655 or 6749249.
Your African correspondent. Young free
lance writer, BA Degree and two years news
writing
experience,
for be
African
tion spots
December leaving
first. Can
your acon
the scene reporter. If interested write:
David A. O'Connor, 3405 Carpenter St.. S.E.,
Washington,
Washington. D. C. or call LUdlow 4-0256 in

Attention Florida-Ohio. Experienced deejaypromoter, ambitious-leading references. Employed 845C, BROADCASTING.
DJ
entertainer.
with gimmics. Several Humor
voices. approach
Love commercials.
Wish to relocate in east. Family man. Box
846C, BROADCASTING.
Qualifications? Excellent. Thirteen years
radio-television. Announcer-director producer. Appearance, experience, executive caliber.
Now in top market, desire more freedom of
movement in middle sized market. Box 858C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-newscaster, linguist, age 23, B.A.
Degree, military completed. Present newsdirector western town 20,000. Looking for
larger challenge, adult station. Send for tape
and resume today. Box 860C, BROADCASTING.
After six years of tiny town radio — have a
heart! Good announcer. NBC wanted me,
(National Biscuit Company). Might make
good pd.
If you'reHire
in east
my
kind
of people.
me! prove
Family,you're
college,
first phone. Box 864C, BROADCASTING.
Denver, Arizona, California — AM, FM, TV
experienced announcer prefer classical and
other quality programming. BA in languages
and mathematics. Available December 21,
Box 865C, BROADCASTING.
Young,
experienced
dj.
Good references.
Will "personality
promote withplus"
appearances
and
hops.
Box
866C,
BROADCASTING.
College grad, radio school grad, sexy voice,
run board, some experience. Box 867C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality dj desires midwest,
fast paced, top forty. Will consider all. Tape,
resume
CASTING.upon request. Box 868C, BROADAnnouncer-dj wants bigger market, more
money. Relocate anywhere. Box 869C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcing school and college graduate.
Light experience. Hard working. Ambitious.
Will locate anywhere for position with potential. Box 879C, BROADCASTING.

1st phone dj. Metro market experience,
family, bright,
modern
immediately. Tapes,
photos,sound.
resume.Available
Fred Lane,
15 N. Ferndale St., St. Paul, Minnesota, Tel.
SPring 9-0041.
D-Js
lib personalities.
Fast experienced.
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Radio, tv announcer, performer. Michigan
and Ohio area. Lite radio experience. Heavy
stage, compatible
performer.
Smooth only.
delivery. Pics available.
Live auditions
Age 35, write The Sad Sack, 29536 W. Chicago, Livonia, Michigan.
Announcer — Strong news, mature, family
man. Some experience. Don Sattell, c/o
Midwestern Broadcasting School, 228 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
Broadcasting school graduate would like
start at slow pace station. Good reading
ability. Strong on commercials. Low, smooth
voice. Prefer Michigan, Ohio or Indiana but
will consider other locations. Norman Swenson, 3741 Dukeshire, Royal Oak, Michigan,
Liberty 9-4159.
Technical
First class engineer for transmitter duty in
radio or tv. Experienced. No announcing.
Box 789C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Desires California, Oregon or
Washington. Dir. and remote experience,
licensed amateur. 12 years electronics background. Box 849C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31393, Los Angeles 31, California.
Engineer — Radio,
manufacturing and
Available at once.
Hollywood, Florida.

television broadcasting,
construction experience.
6449 S.W. 19th St., W.
YUkon 9-3966.

West ory,coast,
First phone,
good thetechnicalplease.
background.
Dependable,
age
30.
Francis.
3546
Monserat,
Belmont,
California.
Production-Programming, Others

First-phone-announcer,
33, single,
experienced, wants re-enter
smallcompetent,
town radio anywhere. Box 884C, BROADCASTING.

News director and play-by-play announcer
with deep sports knowledge looking for
permanent job with a station that wants
and needserage.excellent
newstown.
and sports
covPrefer college
Box 816C,
BROADCASTING.

Play-by-play . . . baseball, basketball, football. Tops in baseball. Mature, family man.
Seven years experience with college coverage. Would like pro baseball. Box 897C,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced,
hard working
program-production man operating
own business
wants to
put
his
talent
and
energy
back into record.
radio.
Prefer south or midwest. Excellent
Box 821C, BROADCASTING.

Rock em back negro disc jockey-announcer.
Tight format, versatile, years experience,
will travel,1Boxbest898C,
offer,
prefer night shift
necessary.
BROADCASTING.
-

Southern California newspaperman, 11 years
experience, seeks radio or tv news. Two
children, 34, j-grad, vet. Now making $145.
Box 842C, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Energetic, persuasive salesman large Texas
market. Box 796C, BROADCASTING.
One of America's finest television stations
is expanding its local sales staff on January
1st. Now
reviewingexecutives
applications
experienced tv account
who ofdesire
an
opportunity with the number one station
in a top market. Send resume and photo
first letter to Box 803C, BROADCASTING.
TV salesmen wanted (2) for growing California chain. Must be creative, ambitious
and have good management potential. Top
salary, commission and car allowance. Must
be available immediately. Write, Director
Local Sales, KSBW-TV, P.O. Box 1651,
Salinas, California.
TV film salesmen, all regions of USA, selling
new
children's
animal series,
commission.
Associates.
62 Pinehurst
St., Lido
Beach, TV
LI,
New York.
Announcers
Experienced
for south
Texas
station. announcer-switcher
Box 794C, BROADCASTING.
Leading integrated radio-tv operation expanding live programming in new milliondollar plant
opening
for versatile
announcer ofhas
proven
professional
caliber.
WSAV Radio-Television, Savannah, Georgia.
Immediate openings — Announcer-director,
broadcast
engineer,
west locations.
Write:andE. copywriter.
M. Sears, BoxMid62,
Bloomington, Indiana.
Technical
Transmitter engineer for Texas vhf. Box
795C, BROADCASTING.
Major west coast market has opening for
technician.
Reply Box 843C, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

For Sale

Chief engineer needed for vhf station KFOYTV soon to go on air in Hot Springs, Arkansas. Write to Hammett & Edison, Consulting Radio Engineers, Box 68, International
Airport, San Francisco 28, California.

2Y2 years experience radio and tv. 1st phone.
Prefer studio operation in New England,
New
York or Florida. Box 881C, BROADCASTING.

Equipment — (Cont'd)
Microwave transmission line-Andrew 1%"
and
1's" teflon
insulated. Large
quantity,
complete
with connectors,
ells, hardware,
cables and dehydrating equipment. New.
Unused. Bargain. Sierra Western Electric
Cable Company, 1401 Middle Harbor Road,
Oakland 20, California.

Experienced studio engineers. Must be tech.
school graduate. Send complete information
to
Chief New
Engineer.
916 Navarre
Avenue,
OrleansWYES-TV.
24, Louisiana.

Graduating technical and production interns,
trained in modern fully equipped studios by
commercial minded instructors, now availMiami.able. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV,

Continuity writer with speed and creativity
for vhf in large Texas city. Box 793C,
BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others
Available January 15, 1961 — Production/direction live/film. Versatile all phases commercial/education. 10 years exoerience.
Have
Arri—
Passport— Will Travel. Box 640B,
BROADCASTING.
Production or news. Experienced both.
Broadcasting degree, 26, married, veteran.
Potential is here, position there? Prefer
southeast
CASTING. or southwest. Box 822C, BROAD-

Experienced, dependable traffic manager
Texas vhf. Box 797C, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE

Assistant chief engineer or studio operations
engineer.
open. Prefer
yea^s
experience Salary
in maintenance.
Jerry2 toE. 3 Smith,
C. E., Box 840 Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Prepared
for bestation
management.
Your interest would
appreciated.
Now employed.
Reasonably good references. Box 848C,
BROADCASTING.
Under 30, desire management position.
Finest three year record film industry. Prior,
lead salesman major CBS-TV affiliate. Fine
appearance,
Presently
employed. Seekgenuine
refined,ability!
permanent
position.
Box 893C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
High operation cost with poor results can
be overcome
. Offering and
14 years
experience as chief. . engineer
management
assistant. Box 819C, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer experienced — presently pd at
5kw radio station, eager to enter tv. 28,
married, with mature voice and good appearance. Box 828C, BROADCASTING.

$$$ Top jock! Currently doing bandstand
e
type show
magazinesunbelievabl
tionalwith
covering itresponse.
weekly.Na-If
you're looking for a "Mr." personality—
I'm onyour
man. work.
Well Can
rounded
in all
of
camera
also sell
on phases
or off
the air like a pro. Available immediately.
Qualified
to
produce
bandstand
or
view show. Full particulars first letter.interBox
901C, BROADCASTING.
First phone, experienced as morning dj,
newsman, news director. University degree.
Trained
television.
Want modern operation. Boxin905C,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
1st phone, available immediately, good tv
background and potential, single. Box 745C,
BROADCASTING.

High operation cost with poor results can
be overcome . .engineer
. Offering and
14 years
experimanagement
ence as chief
assistant. Box 819C, BROADCASTING.
Studio technician, five years experience.
effects
and special
lights, cameragraduate.
Superb on TV
Sorry no
school
creation.
ticket. Box 837C, BROADCASTING.

transmitter mainCan you use well qualified
tenance and operations man and pay reasonable salary? Box 847C, BROADCASTING.
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Equipment
Midgetape, Mohawk pro 500, hardly used,
3rys.
lb. transistorized
b'cast
quality all acces'charger,
steno-transcriber,
mike,
case, batt.
use for
remotes
and office dictation.
New cost $500. Best offer over $350. Box
671C, BROADCASTING.
Ampex
601, U-47
low impedance
— $450.00.—
Telefunken
microphone,inputcomplete
$225.00. Presto disc recorder, 6D, 16 inch —
$150.00.
Presto
recordingdiscamplifier
$75.00. Two
sets disc
Rangertone
recorder—
and amplifier — $375.00/set. Box 818C,
BROADCASTING.
RCA 70D turntables, BA-2C amplifiers, N
and D meter 69-B, audio oscillator 68-B, GE
BA10A amplifier,
633A blocks,
microphones, audio and 639A
power and
terminal
etc., sell cheap. Box 823C, BROADCASTING.
Mobile studio 27 foot custom built. Fully
equipped for remotes and P.A. Exceptional
bargain. Write for photo and details. Box
892C. BROADCASTING.
FM antenna — Andrew 1304-2 4-bay, 101.3 mc,
two years551old,
Also nine
20' lengths
Andrew
1% $700.00.
transmission
old, to highest
bidder.
KPEN,line,1231one-yearMarket
Street, San Francisco.
1 model S-36B Magnerecorder in case 8
months corders
old $50.00$250.00,
model 6N90 with
Roberts
reeach, 12 Presto
ID head
console mounted $325.00, 2 Gates turntable
preamplifiers with common power supply
$65.00, 1 Gates 6C line amplifier $120.00, 5
RCA 44BX microphone $65.00 each. Prices
F. O.B. Texas City, Texas. Write to: Luke
Stripling, KTLW, Texas City, Texas.
G. E. 250 watt transmitter complete — tubes
and crystals. Now operating WJBW, New
Orleans, La.
FM transmitter, Collins 3.5 kw, model 733.
Best offer takes. WMOH, Hamilton, Ohio.
Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit — dismantled —
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Need 950, 2,000 &
7,000mc STL I. O. cameras. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Video
We're Minn.
movingSev-to
our newmonitors-demo
plant in New units.
Brighton,
eral used lab and demo video monitor. 17"
models $185.00 @ new warranty, Miratel,
Inc.. New Brighton 12, Minnesota.

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Michigan radio station — Management talent
available, prefer to buy with down payment
but willpany, 101pay
cash. Hudson White and ComMichigan. F. Waters Building, Grand Rapids,
Equipment
Used uhf transmission
equipment including
transmitters, filtrexers and antennas. Give
full particulars including type numbers,
location of equipment, channel number and
price. Box 420C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Used Devry 16 mm motion picture
projector model 11000 CD (Navy type AQ2) or tion.
equivalent
goodhasoperating
condiDesire unit in
which
been modified
with electromagnetic change over mechanism. Contact E. M. Tink, Director of Engineering, KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.
Used 1 kilowatt AM broadcast transmitter.
Contact Charlie Chrismon, WHOO, Orlando,
Florida.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
spot incomplete
southern CaliforniaHave
readyc.p.toforgo.hotPrefer
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray. 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9. Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, and
March
1, 1961. For
references
reservations
writeinformation,
William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School,
1150
West
Olive
Avenue,
Burbank.
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School
Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, ofGeorgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence.in five
First class
pleted
or sixlicense
weeks.instruction
No added comcost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs.
gim-a
mix. letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy Service (Dept. DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Court. Brooklyn 35, N. Y.
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

MISCELLANEOUS
Have puppet show — will travel! Four animal— characters,
flexible
format.
Hurry
theFor
offerinformation,
expires children's
at write
the drop
of a
contract.
Puppets,
832 Myra Ave., Yeadon, Pa.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

TOP PERSONALITIES WANTED
for top market station. Good bright
voices and be able to handle tight production. Send complete resume, photo
and tape at once.

Help Wanted (Cont'd.)
Production-Programming, Others
Latin America !
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For Unusual Person!
Past moving' Radio-TV operation
affiliated -with ABC International
with solid XT. S. and Latin American backing wants Radio Program
Director for new station.
Must tions : have the following- qualifica-Speak FLUENT Spanish
♦ Solid experience in TOFt40 or
Music & News format in XT. S. and
have ideas on how to make same
swing in Spanish.
An
in a outstanding'
fast growing career
Centralopportunity
American
Market is offered to the person who
can meet our qualifications.
Write full resume.
Box 785C, BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others
ATTENTION WESTERN
STATES CHAIN OPERATIONS
W. Coast major professional jock —
PD, et al. 16 years success in sound,
personnel and administration. Rigs
not right???? Give me challenge!
I'll givekets.you
best stations
your ImarYou demand
success.
require autonomy, money and/or
stock. This man you'll be proud to
have as friend and right hand. Personal interview and contract only,
Box 886C, BROADCASTING
please.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales

WANTED

Box 799C, BROADCASTING

Newsman — Central California regional
station is looking for expert all-around
man to gather, write and air news in
authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
7Vi and reference to:

BIG OPPORTUNITY!
FOR TOPNOTCH
NEWSCASTERS ONLY

Box 629C, BROADCASTING

Radio Station CKGM in Montreal is looking for two first rate
newscasters to augment its expanding news staff. If you are
interested in becoming a part of
the Number One station in Canto:

Situations Wanted — (Con'd)

t

Sales manager for No. 1 tv station
in important Midwest market. We
seek man who has proven he is
ready to tackle bigger responsibility
by his success in local sales, national
sales and management of salesmen.
Good salary plus commission.
Box 906C, BROADCASTING
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TV SALESMEN
WANTED (2)

For growing California chain. Z
Must be creative, ambitious and Z
"WANTED"
RECORD LIBRARIAN
grad, 5
College ambitious,
DESCRIP
station :experience,
small TION
years
company-man.
IDENTIFYING
MARKS:
taste,
all-around
showmanship,
abilityGood
to select
proper sequence, change of pace, thorough
knowledge
essential. of recording artists and records

ada's largest city, send particulars, references and tape RUSH
The Manager,
Radio Station CKGM
1455 Drummond Street
Montreal, Que.
Canada

have good management potential. Top salary, commission
and car allowance. Must be
available immediately.
Write,

*
California.
l-n n 1 1 n 1 1 n 1 1 n 1 1 i i i 1 1 1 1 f
Technical

FM
50,000 WATT
CHANNEL

Experienced individual, enthusiastic air personality. Better than
average money. Send immediately tape, resume and photo.
Box 909C, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
TV OR RADIO MANAGEMENT
Seven years TV, eight radio program
and sales planning experience, much as
part of ownership team. Young, aggressive, with excellent administrative ability. Prefer west, but will go anywhere
for right situation. Agency and public
relations posts also considered.
Box 894C, BROADCASTING

~
Z
"

TV,
P. O.Local
Box Sales,
1651, KSBWSalinas, I~
Director

REWARD
* Outstanding
opportunity in Major
Midwestern career
radio station.
Excellent salary and working conditions.
If you fit the description of this man,
write.
Box 908C, BROADCASTING

This is a top job with a top salary
for newscasters of outstanding
ability only.

SOUTHERN
CLEAR

:
:

AND

TV

EQUIPMENT SALES
Chance of a lifetime to join leading
manufacturer of broadcast equipment. Responsible management position with complete company benefits including profit sharing and relocation assistance. Must have strong
technical background in FM and
TV equipment. Mail complete resume and photo today.
Box 790C, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

WANTED

Production-Programming, Others

TO BUY

Stations
WFMY-TV
GREENSBORO, N. C.
Has excellent opportunity for a
smart promotion-public relations
man to head its promotion department. This job must have a man
with broad experience. He must
be familiar with layout, be a capable writer and research minded.
Submit application with full information on experience, samples
of work and photograph to General Manager, WFMY-TV

PROMOTION

DIRECTOR

y Idea man wanted by WICU-Television
h to take charge of Promotion-Public
y Relations Department. Will handle
li space layout, create ideas for station
\\ and sales promotion including on-air
), identification, direct mail liaison with
\i station sales manager. Everything the
V promotion department handles must
f| be geared to sales. Call or write:
h Ben McLaughlin, General Manager,
\\ WICU-Television, Erie, Pennsylvania.
) GLendale 4-5201.

NEWSMAN

For Sale

WANTED
A member of our WDBJ-TV
News staff has moved on to CBS
News.
His replacement should have the
following qualifications (in addition to sound character) :
• Dedication to the profession of
journalism
• Practical experience — either
TV, Radio, or Newspaper reporting.
• College degree — preferably
J ournalism
• Some wording knowledge of
still and motion picture photography
• Well-groomed appearance
• Clear enunciation, pleasant
voice
If you are interested, write us a
letter as full of information about
yourself as possible, particularly
with reference to experience. State
salary requirement. Do not include audio tape.
Although we can be classed as an
elderly Company, we also believe
we are classed as soundly progressive— -and pretty aggressive, too.
We invite your inspection.
Address your letter to:
John D. Schumacher
Personnel Manager
Times- World Corporation
P. O. Box 2491
Roanoke, Virginia

Equipment — (Cont'd)
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STATION LEASE
Will lease under management agreement radio and/or television operations. If you have an unprofitable
or low profit
operation,
or are interested in retiring,
a discussion
of
a lease agreement may be most
satisfactory.
More than
twenty-five
years
of experience
will be
working
in your interest and for your profit,
without headaches to you.
Box 817C, BROADCASTING
Miscellaneous

WILL BUY FROM OWNER
Will pay reasonable price for AM
station, anywhere U. S. Need not
be in black. No brokers, please.
Box 874C, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
queing record-playback combo unit.
Wj VISUAL.
For details
or demonstration, write
iWJ
ELECTRONICS
CORP.
k'ifl 354 W. 40th STREET. NEW YORK 18, N.Y.
lllllBmiBllinillHIIIEBIIinilllBllimilHIIIIHIIIHIIIIHII
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FOR

TOWER
SALE

Wind-Turbine #3600. Triangular in shape with 36" sides.
Erected in 10' sections quickly.
Equipped with 24 steel guy
cables. Maintained in excellent
condition. $950.00 F.O.B. Boston, Mass. . . . Write:
Robert Marr
25 D Street
South Boston, Mass.

SERVICE

SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT
Service for Men
In The
RADIO-TV INDUSTRY
# Station Manager
# Commercial Manager
# Program Director
# News Director
# Copy
Writer
# Announcers
# Engineers
Our
eonfidential-rapid-effective
—
forwardservice
us a resume
— or if you have not
prepared
one — mail
your name and address for further
information.
EARL WOOTON
DRAKE PERSONNEL, INC.
29 E. Madison Chicago, Illinois
Tel— FI 6-8700

ENGINEERS-ANNOUNCERS
COMBO
5 immediate openings (2) in Florida, (1)
in North Carolina, (1) in New Jersey
for straight engineering with minimum
5 years experience. (1) in Georgia.
Please rush replies. Free registration.
Also many
openings throughout
the southeastneers,
for announcers
sales and copy radio
writers.and tv, engiPROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Broadcasting School in middle Atlantic major market. Doing tremendous business. Great opportunity as owner has other interests.
Present management available. 50M
cash required.
Box 899C, BROADCASTING
120

Stations
MULTIPLEX with MOSELEY
Sell a high performance MX CHANNEL to
the background music operator the easy
way with the MOSELEY SCC-2 Subcarrier
Generator. Fits transmitters having mx inputs. Low cost featuring AUTOMATIC
MUTING. Write for Bulletin #203.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, Calif.

TWO STATION PACKAGE
Serving contiguous choice market area
of the Pacific Northwest. Combined
growth $200,000. Valuable real estate
included in price of $300,000 with
20%Boxdown
and BJtO
long ADtASTLNG^^
payout.
786C,

})

|
^'1
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Stations

Stations

CALIFORNIA
J
■J Single station market daytime. $60,000
Ji with 29% down, balance 7 year. 7%
^ interest on declining balance. Contact:
\
Box 887C, BROADCASTING

FLORIDA

in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
1519 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311

DAYTIMER

One station market. Priced
for quick sale. $44,000— $12,000 down.
Box 907C, BROADCASTING

Calif
Single
Small
Fla
Single
Calif
Ca
Single
Tenn
Single
La
Single
Va
Single
TVA
Single
Texas
Single
Ariz
Single
Medium
Ala
Medium
Calif
Medium
Fla
Medium
Calif
Va
Metro
Metro
Calif
Metro
Wash
Midwest Large
And Others
PAUL H .
CHAPMAN

J
«J
\
ip
«*

-CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS ~
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS

Fulltime
Fulltime
Daytimer
250w
Daytimer
Daytimer
Fulltime
Daytimer
250w
Fulltime
250w
Fulltime
Regional
Regional
Fulltime
Daytimer
lkw-Dfreq
low

29%
terms
29%
terms
terms
30%
terms
29%
15dn
8dn
29%
22dn
25%
cash
terms

$ 150M
75M
50M
175M
125M
53 M
85M
57M
28M
73M
65 M
60M
230M
70M
330M
175M terms
terms
85M low
700M
dn

COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS

Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

STATIONS

FOR SALE —

CALIFORNIA. Full time. Serves a market of
100,000. Competitive. $15,000 down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. One of the top operations in this area. Profitable. Full time. Top
staff. Doing $200,000 per year. Asking
$300,000
with 29°/_ down. Includes real
estate.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Market of 50,000.
Too small for present absentee ownership.
Asking $50,000 with $8,000 down.
SOUTHWEST. Powerful regional daytimer.
Absentee owned. Serves large and growing
market. Asking $105,000 with 29°/_ down.
CALIFORNIA. Small market. Full time.
$8,000 down.
SOUTHWEST. Top market. $275,000 with
29°/. down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

Texas Single regional. Profitable.
#47,500 — Southern major regional.
In the black. #350,000^-Rocky Mt.
Single regional. Making money.
#40,000 — Texas semi-major regional.
Nice profits. #149,500. Southern
single daytimer. In black. #45,000 —
Texas Single Regional. Profitable.
#30,000 — Several others. PATT McDONALD CO., Box 9266, AUSTIN
17, TEXAS. GL. 3-8080, or Dick
Watts, 1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Texas.
DR. 4-2236, or Jack Koste, 60 E.
42nd., N.Y. 17, N.Y., MU. 2-4813.

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't
beat a

classified ad

for getting

top-flight

personnel
B ROADCASTI N G
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

Continued from page 114
ch. 8, Billings, both Montana); Trout Creek
Booster Club, ch. 4, Trout Creek, Mont.
(KXLY-TV, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); West
Daniels Tv, ch. 10, Peerless and Richland,
both Montana (KUMV-TV, ch. 8, Williston,
N. D.); Upper Rosebud T. V. Club, ch. 11,
Upper
Rosebud Mont.);
Creek, Community
Mont. (KOOK-TV,
ch. 2, Billings,
Tv Inc.,
chs. 2 and 10, Sutherlin and Winchester,
both
(KPTV, ch.Ore.);
12 andTerry
KOIN-TV,
ch. 6,Oregon
both Portland,
Peak
Translator, ch. 9, Lead, S. D. (KRSD-TV,
ch.
7,
Rapid
City,
S.
D.);
Graybull
Free
Tv.
Assn., ch. 12, Graybull and surrounding area,
Wyo. (KGHL-TV, ch. 8, Billings, Mont.);
Mammoth Community Tv, ch. 6, Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo. (KID-TV, ch. 3,
Idaho Falls, Idaho); Rocky Point Tv
Club, chs.munity,
6 Wyo.,
andand11, Alzada
Rocky Point
comcommunity,
Mont. (KOTA-TV, ch. 3; Rapid City, S. D.);
Green River Tv Co-op., chs. 5, 2. 4, 9,
7, and 11, Several Ranchers and UP Railroad Sections & Green River. Wyo. (KSLTV,
ch. 5. City,
KUTV,
ch. 2, KCPX-TV, ch. 4,
Salt Lake
Utah).
WJRT(TV Flint, Mich. — Granted license
for tv station; ant. height 940 ft.
KFVS-TV Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Granted
cp
presently
as aux.
ant. toat install
new main
trans, licensed
and ant. ant.
location.
KRMD-FM Shreveport, La. — Granted extension of authority to remain silent through
Nov. 22.
Action of October 20
American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.
New York. N. Y. — Granted extension of permited to Feb. 1, 1961, to supply tv programs
broadcast in United States over tv stations
licensed to American Bcstg. -Paramount
Theatres Inc. to Canadian Tv stations to include CFTO-TV Toronto, Ontario.
■ Granted
following
tv translator stations:licenses
K70BX, for
K77AR.
Windom
Area
Tv. Inc., Windom, Minn.; K77AS. K83AM,
WinterSprings
GardenandTranslator
System
Carrizo
Crystal City,
Tex.;Inc..
K70BT,
Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce. Santa
Rosa, N. M.; K76AG, Shelby T. V. Club
Inc., Shelby, Mont.; K75AR, K81AG, Minnesota Valley ,Tv Improvement Corp.. GranitenityFalls,
Minn.;
K79AM,and Manson
Tv Co.,
Manson
Chelan, CommuWash.;
K72BD, K78AP. K82AK, Miami Translator
System Inc.. Miami, Tex.; K81AI, Honor
Svstem Tv Assn.. Alpine and Marfa. Tex.;
K71AW.
K77AQ,
tor System
Inc., K80AU,
Memphis,CapTex.Rock TranslaPetitions for rulemaking
Electronic Industries Association, Washington, D. C.15.68(b)
— Request
for rulemaking
amend sec.
to extend
to Decemberto
31,
1962
temporary
limit
of
1000
uhf tv receivers. Ann. Nov. 4. uv/m for
License renewals
■ Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WBBL Richmond. Va.; WCBG
Chambersburg, Pa.; WRNL Richmond. Va.;
WHAI Greenfield, Mass.: WHAI-FM Greenfield, Mass.; KPAPW. Redding.
WKEEFM Huntington,
Va.; WABZCalif.:
Albemarle,
N. C; WALD Walterboro. S. C; WAYN
Rockingham, N. C; WBAG Burlington,
N. C; WCGC Belmont, N. C; WCNF Weldon, N. C: WEGO Concord. N. C; WGAI
Elizabeth City. N. C; WHIT New Bern. N. C;
WMFR High Point, N. C; WNNC Newton,
N. C.;WREV Reidsville, N. C; WRNB New
Bern.
C; N.
WSOC
Mount N.Airy,
C. Charlotte, N. C; WSYD
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Candian broadcast
stations attached to Recommendations of
the North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
590 kc
VOCM St. John's, 630Nfld—
kc 10 kw DA-N unl.
DA-2
CHLTunl.Sherbrooke, P. Q.— 10 kw D, 5 kw N
1310 kc
CKOY Ottawa, Ont.— 50 kw DA-2 unl.
(P.O.: 1310 kc, 5 kw D/l kw N, DA-N)
1370 kc
Valleyfield, P. Q.— 1 kw DA-1 unl.
1470 kc
CFOX Pointe Claire, P. Q— 5 kw DA-2 unl.
(P.O.: 1470 kc, 1 kw. DA-2).
(FOR THE RECORD) 121

TB

STRIKES
EVERY
SEVEN
MINUTES!
If You Have "THE TIME"
Will You Help Fight TB?

RADIO:

15-minute transcribed programs starring:
HARRY BELAFONTE, BOBBY DARIN,
ROSEMARY CLOONEY, ERNIE FORD,
CONNIE FRANCIS, KINGSTON TRIO,
PEGGY LEE, TONY MARTIN,
MITCH MILLER, KAY STARR
5-minute transcribed programs starring:
PERRY COMO, KINGSTON TRIO,
TONY MARTIN, MITCH MILLER
Transcription of 20 Celebrity Spot Announcements
Transcription of 20 Recording Artists' Announcements
for Disc Jockey Shows
NEW CHRISTMAS
FRANK SINATRA

Seal Song recorded by
"MISTLETOE AND HOLLY"

1-minute and 20-second film spots featuring:
CHARLTON HESTON, ROCK HUDSON,
TAB HUNTER, JO STAFFORD
and American Artist STEVAN DOHANOS
plus TB documentary spots
8-second ID
produced by FREEDOM FILMS, GOLDWYN STUDIOS,
HOLLYWOOD, CAL. plus SLIDES, TELOPS, FLIP CARDS
and POSTERS, GREYED AND COLOR

54th ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS

SEAL CAMPAIGN

NOVEMBER

14th through

DECEMBER

For network use: Contact Frederick C. Wieting, Director,
Radio and Television — National Tuberculosis Association,
1790 Broadway, New York, N. Y. - Circle 5-8000
For local use: Contact Your Local Tuberculosis Association in your
own community.
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OUR
He

RESPECTS
scuttled

to Lester Richard
a network

The first regularly scheduled broadcast by KDKA Pittsburgh Nov. 2, 1920,
was an historic event of no interest to
12-year-old Les Rawlins, a farm boy
who lived some hundreds of miles away
in Byer, Ohio, a rural community most
map makers haven't bothered to chart.
But the 40th anniversary of KDKA
is a big event in his life, and will be
until the end of November when a
month-long celebration closes. As general manager, Les Rawlins presides over
one of the best-known radio call letters
in the world.
A favorite souvenir in his office is a
pen stand made from the wood in the
desk of the late Dr. Frank Conrad,
whose pre- and post-World War I experiments at Westinghouse culminated
in KDKA's formal debut Nov. 2, 1920,
with the broadcast of the Harding-Cox
presidential election returns.
Going to Town ■ Les left Fairfield
Township High School with a diploma,
an intimate insight into the niceties of
farming and an urge to be an accountant. In lieu of college he took the more
economical way into his chosen field — a
correspondence course operated by the
International Accountants Society. He
had an affinity for figures and in 1927
landed a job with the Frigidaire Corp.
His work soon drew front office attention and he moved up from accounts
receivable clerk to office manager of
the Cincinnati and Dayton retail offices.
In 1932 he left the company to become
auditor for a Frigidaire dealer in the
area. In six years he was manager of
the company.
His move to Westinghouse came early
in World War II when he accepted a
job as supervisor of employment at the
Louisville (Ky.) ordnance division of
the company. He kept moving forward
at Westinghouse, rising to supervisor of
industrial relations where he spent three
years, 1943-46, in charge of the division's labor relations. In this post he
left a lasting monument — a record of
no lost time from strikes.
In 1946 Westinghouse closed down
the ordnance plant and Les moved to
Philadelphia as industrial relations manager for Westinghouse radio stations.
Promoted to manager of KYW radio in
1950, he began his station management
career. Thus, the 40th anniversary of
the first KDKA broadcast is also his
10th anniversary in Westinghouse station management. He moved to the
KDKA management post in 1952.
No tampering ■ This 52-year-old executive (born March 30, 1908) has followed definite management patterns.
First, he is careful in hiring key personnel. Second, having hired, he lets
BROADCASTING, November 14, 1960

and

Rawlins, general manager,
welcomed

the

Pirates

the individual do his job with minimum
interference.
"Each department head is charged
with the responsibility of operating his
department as though it were his own
business," he said. "The overlapping cooperation between department heads
helps to achieve the overall objectives
of the station."' Weekly meetings of department heads are held so each has a
full picture of what's going on at the
station. Managers of sales, programming, engineering, promotion, publicity
and auditing departments join the
meetings.
At KDKA Les Rawlins has made
some of the most important changes in
the
station's
amongin
thesepioneer
was the
breakhistory.
from First
tradition
1956 when he became convinced
KDKA would be more successful if it
dropped its NBC affiliation and operated as an independent. "Six months
after the independent programming policy was inaugurated our audience had
more than doubled," he recalled. Ratings mounted steadily and the 1960 billings will reach an alltime high.
Buildup ■ With the transition to independent operation he signed a number
of top personalities in the market and
built them up via promotion, publicity
and participation in community projects. In addition he brought in others
from out-of-town. He won't have any
part of anonymous, formula radio for
these on-the-air entertainers. "It's our
thinking our talent should have a sense
of balance toward programming besides
functioning as convincing salesmen and
participants in community activities."

KDKA's Rawlins
From Byer to seller

KDKA

Pittsburgh

aboard

Another step in the Rawlins formula
was expansion of the news department,
with modern communications and
transportation facilities and techniques
utilized to get the news quickly, accuand from
usually
the firstratelyone
withthea scene.
word ofHe's
praise
for
a scoop or an especially thorough news
report. A plaque was given Mike Levine when the newsman gained an exclusive interview with Nikita Khrushchev in Pittsburgh.
One of the Rawlins nifties was acquisition of rights to Pirate baseball broadcasts four years ago. At that time the
team's main asset was the loyalty of
faithful fans who stuck with the club
during dismal years. The step was a
fortuitous one, it developed early this
year, as the ball club moved into first
place in the National League. Share-ofaudience, KDKA claims, passed the
75% mark at times during game broadcasts. And finally, when the club won
the pennant and World Series, the station figured it completely dominated the
audience during games. Baseball-angled
shows with Pirate figures as talent are
boosting revenues and audience long
after the wild end of the World Series.
High Time ■ Another Rawlins step
was to start editorializing just two years
ago. "Our experience in editorials indicates radio should long ago have started
taking a stand on public issues. Marked
interest has developed in the editorials
and positive action has resulted in such
matters as mass transit," he said.
Les Rawlins is on the quiet side and
gets results without shouting or armwaving. Around Pittsburgh he has been
active in all sorts of community projects. He's past president of the Pittsburgh Advertising Club and has been
active in promoting an overhaul of the
city's somewhat elderly industrial area.
KDKA sits in the heart of the magnificent new Gateway Center.
Away from the office he pursues two
hobbies — gardening and golf. His skill
in the latter has slipped from a zero
handicap to an eight. Thanks to golf
and gardening, his six-foot frame stays
at a trim 185 pounds. He has a ruddy
complexion and brown hair.
He and Mrs. Rawlins live near Pittsburgh Field Club, his home course. He
has scored three holes-in-one and is a
past champion of Shawnee Golf Club
in Louisville.
Decorating his office is a huge golf
trophy given by the Pittsburgh Sales
Executive Club, where he has twice
held the club championship.
His gardening interest dates back to
the Byer,cializes inlilies
Ohio, and
farmroses.
but he now spe123

EDITORIALS
A campaign for advertising
IT HAS become a cliche to say that advertising ought to
do something about improving its image. Pick an agenda
from almost any advertising convention held in the past
two years, and you will find at least one speech or panel
session devoted to a discussion of image-building.
So far it has been mostly talk. A few companies are
individually working on public relations plans; advertising
and media associations have taken steps to elevate standards; television broadcasters have organized the Television
Information Office. But nowhere is there any serious plan
for a public education campaign conducted on behalf of
advertising in general.
The individual projects will no doubt have a cumulative
effect from which all advertising will benefit, but the advertising business needs more help than that. Advertising
needs to be explained through a professional program of
public education, to which the whole advertising community
would contribute. The instrument for that program already
exists.
In more than a decade of service The Advertising Council has had conspicuous success in winning public support
for useful causes, through voluntary contributions of advertisers' agencies and media. It seems to us that the techniques the council has used to get out the vote or reduce
forest fires could also be used to tell people how advertising
works and why it is essential to our economy.
Why not make an advertising campaign for advertising
a major project for the council in 1961?
Post-mortem & prognosis
MOW that the sound and fury of the elections have sub1 ^* sided, a and
post-mortem
and a advertiser.
prognosis are timely for the
broadcaster
the broadcast
The tide turned for John F. Kennedy on Sept. 26. That
was the day of the first of the four debates with his Republican adversary, Vice President Richard M. Nixon. It gave
the less-known man maximum exposure before the electorate that he otherwise could not have had. It gave the
voters the opportunity to appraise the two candidates as
they appeared face-to-face.
What's ahead under President Kennedy and his Democratic-controlled Congress — the first time in six years that
both the executive and the legislative branches will be of
the same party? The congressional pattern is established.
But President-elect Kennedy is an enigma vis-a-vis broadcasting.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who was elected to an unprecedented four terms largely through his magic with the
microphone, was disposed to love the radio to death. He
looked with deep suspicion upon newspaper ownership of
radio because the press was preponderantly against him.
He spoke of radio as the medium that overtook the "innuendoes and the half-truths" of the press.
Senator Kennedy, whom some see as a sort of junior
FDR, must know that television provided his biggest gun in
this
strenuous
in hisyear's
role as
the chiefcampaign.
of state. He isn't likely to forget it
As a senator, Mr. Kennedy has made no significant
statements concerning broadcasting. During the campaign,
his observations were confined to the importance of the tv
debates, and to the need for reappraisal of the functioning
of the independent agencies, of which the FCC has been
the most controversial.
But the observations of some of those surrounding Mr.
Kennedy have sent cold chills down the spines of advertising and marketing men. They have written and talked
about taxes on advertising to discourage purchases of un124

needed goods and services. Mr. Kennedy, however, has
disclaimed any such notions.
Of immediate concern is what President-elect Kennedy
will do about appointments on the FCC. Practical politics
dictate that Fred W. Ford will be called upon to relinquish
his chairmanship. Mr. Ford's term runs until 1964 and he
unquestionably will revert to a commissionership — one of
the new three-man GOP minority.
An FCC vacancy will exist for a Democratic replacement
since Commissioner Charles H. King of Detroit is a recess
appointee. Barring the unexpected he will step out when
his Democratic successor is qualified.
It has been assumed that Commissioner Robert T. Bartley,
who has served for eight years and is the ranking Democrat,
would succeed to the chairmanship. He is the nephew of
Speaker Sam Rayburn and close to Vice President-elect
Lyndon B. Johnson. But this isn't necessarily so. President-elect Kennedy may have other ideas. He may want
to infuse new blood in the agency through a new chairman
named from the outside.
What President-elect Kennedy may lack in communications expertise is offset by the first-hand knowledge of his
vice president, Mr. Johnson. Mrs. Johnson, for more than
a decade has been the owner of broadcast properties in
Texas, with which Mr. Johnson is not entirely unfamiliar.
Broadcasters in the Kennedy camp include J. Leonard
Reinsch, Cox radio and tv station executive director, and
Myer (Mike) Feldman, an administrative assistant of Senator Kennedy. Mr. Feldman is co-owner of stations in Klamath Falls, Ore., and Newport, R. I. (Broadcasting, Oct.
31). He will sell his interests however, since he is slated
for the white House secretariat.
At the new vice presidential level are three men who
know the vicissitudes of broadcasting. John S. Hayes,
president of the Washington Post Broadcast Division, has
been Mr. Johnson's television consultant. Leonard H.
Marks, Washington communications attorney, handled
finance and broadcast matters for Senator Johnson. Edgar
Shelton, an ABC Washington vice president on leave, has
worked with the Johnson entourage.
It is thus evident that there's no dearth of broadcasting
know-how available to the incoming administration. The
hope is that this reservoir will be tapped, instead of the
reservoir of economic theorists who think advertising is a
waste and broadcasting an intellectual blight that ought to
be taken over by government.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Just a minute! How do 1 know this isn't one of those
Candid Camera stunts?"
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ONLY

DENVER

WHERE
MINUTE

TV

YOU

SPOTS

STATION

CAN

IN

BUY

PRIME

TIME!

Look up the facts. Run down the figures. You'll find KTVR is your best,
most efficient, most economical spot TV buy in the Denver market.

ONLY

DENVER

WHERE
EVERY

YOU

SEGMENT

TV
CAN
OF

STATION
REACH

THE

MARKET!

Look at the programming. See why. Now on every day from 7:00 A.M.
to 12:30 A. M. with the live, filmed, movie, sports, weather, commentary,
music, teen, children and interview shows that appeal to every member
of the market sooner or later.

ONLY

DENVER

WHERE

THE

TV

NEW

STATION

IDEAS

ARE!

New ownership. New management. New shows. New first-run-in-Denver
movies. New first-in-Denver film shows. New morning show. New late
night Saturday show. New personalities. New, new, new approaches
right now— and more coming soon!

KTVR

•

KEYSTONE

CHANNEL
4-8281

2 •
•

550

LINCOLN

REPRESENTED

ST.,
BY

DENVER

YOUNG

3, COL
TV

CORP

Yes, 8,886 modern programming and production aids in THE BIG SOUND. That's why over
250 U.S. stations and stations in Canada and
Australia use this monthly service to spark
their schedules... to give them their own, distinctive image, exclusive in their markets...
the dynamic sound that rockets ratinj
packs sales power.

Only The Big Sound gives you an unmatched supplyin-depth of spots — time, weather, single and album
intros, news and sportcast intros, interviews — spots
covering every station need, exclusively made for you
by 1,200 of the most famous stars in show business.

Only The Big Sound gives you original music tracks
created for today's radio, recorded each month,
shipped each month, fresh off the recording head.
Themes, separators, commercial beds, lead-ins, leadouts, stings, tags, bridges, musical effects. Original
music to make money by.

Only The Big Sound gives you power-house, dollar producing commercial aids. . ."Terry's Kitchen!' "Memo
from Mary" "Your Hollywood Reporter!' Tailored for
peak commercial value... so versatile you can program them for 10 seconds to half an hour. Plus
"Space Age" sound effects . . . attention-getters ... intros, sound i.d!s, and radio's first all-comedy sound
effects library.

Only The Big Sound's stars customize exclusively for
you. Your i.d., your special events, your star-sparked
promos, your every important occasion.

Only The Big Sound gives you a monthly bonus. ..special seasonal promotions, log-worthy public service
announcements spoken by the stars. . .a free surprise
bonus to add lustre to your sound-image.

Only The Big Sound gives you
new cuts every month, 8,886
Ullman-man can give you the
Sound, tell you how it pays for

all this, 370 or more
in all. And only your
big facts on The Big
itself one month after

you subscribe. He'll tell you too about the IMN Jingles,
most exciting library of its kind available anywhere.
He'll tell you too about Spotmaster, the low-cost, hi-fi,
tape cartridge unit. Call your Ullman-man or
RICHARD
#
ULLMAN.
INC.
1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20. N. Y.
PLaza 7-2197/8

IIG SOUND

i.s V
\ I ION.
hoih l)i

35 Cents
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Thompson again leads list of biggest broadcast agencies in 1960
27

What does promotion mean to radio-tv? Life
or death, promotion men say
74

Big advertisers say that if tv costs keep rising, something has to give
48

Reorganization of FCC may result from Landis study now in work
96
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Seize
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of excited
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KPRC-T.V.

DIVINE

CONTENT,

AND

I.D.'S. C.B.'S., PARTICIPATIONS AND PROGRAM AVAILABILITIES TO SELL WITH!
9?
The
expert's
T. V. station
OFFICIALLY
APPROVED
AT MORE
THAN

500 ADVERTISING

represented

nationally

AGENCIES
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PETRY
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AS

MORE
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SIOUX
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ADVERTISED
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ON
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Statistics can be manipulated to say most anything you
want them to say. And certainly, we have a whole
rate card full of pertinent, and favorable statistics.
But in the final analysis only one thing is important
— did we move the goods? And this is where KVTV
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excels — in moving goods in the Sioux City market.
And Sioux City is a potent market — over 3/4 million customers with over a billion dollars to spend.
It's KVTV every time for Audience, Action and Sales.
For complete information, see your Katz man.

*ARB SURVEY; MARCH, 1960
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CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA
CBS • ABC

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION
KVTV
Sioux City, Iowa
Yankton, South Dakota
WNAX
Cleveland, Ohio
WGAR
WRFD
Columbus-Woithington,
WTTM
Trenton, New Jersey Ohio
Fairmont, West Virginia
WIHMN

BUS
OF
THE FUTURE
Hydroair Vehicle, now being tested
on land and water, rides on a

in the LANCASTER

self-generated cushion of air 5"
above ground, has 32' x 24'
passenger deck, is expected to
move 1 00 miles per hour over water.

MULTI-CITY
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HARRISBURG

/ YORK

j

market

MARKET

This station with its multi-city coverage
WGAL-TV
looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

CAcuutd

316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

<f

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
• Chicago

• Los Angeles

• San Francisco
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No deal
Exploratory offer of $30 million
for ABC's owned and operated radio
stations in six major markets was rejected by AB-PT board at its regular
monthly meeting last week. Letter
seeking reaction was received from
Clair Stout, partner in Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson, Washington law firm,
and was understood to be in behalf of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Gene
Autry-Bob Reynolds group (KOOLAM-FM-TV Phoenix; KOLD-AMTV Tucson; KMPC Los Angeles;
KSFO San Francisco and KVI Seattle) and Loew's
has
contracted
to sell Theatres,
its WMGM which
in New
York for $10.9 million to CrowellCollier.
It was learned, moreover, that another proposal, from an unidentified
group, was for $39 million for ABC
radio network plus o&os. Board
majority, however, reiterated radio
properties are not for sale. ABC's
owned and operated radio stations
are: WABC New York, KQV Pittsburgh; WLS Chicago; WXYZ Detroit;
KABC Los Angeles and KGO San
Francisco.
Interim talk
Will veteran FCC Commissioner
T. A. M. Craven be called upon to
take over interim chairmanship of
FCC? That report received currency
last week, particularly in light of
study of independent agencies now
under way at President-elect Kennedy's behest by attorney James M.
Landis (story page 96). Mr. Landis,
former head of SEC and CAB, based
on his track record, is believed in
favor of major reorganization of all
independent agencies on ground that
they're not effective.
Commissioner Craven, 67, is internationally known as top engineering
executive. He's serving his second
tour as FCC member (1937-1944;
1956-) and has been station executive
as well as in private consulting engineering practice. Notion is that as
Democrat he could take over chairmanship for six months or so, until
FCC's future is determined. He's
top-flight administrator and is highly
regarded on Capitol Hill. Commissioner Craven plans to retire when
his current term expires June 30,
1963. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley, 8-year veteran, is regarded as
front-runner for regular chairmanship.
Looking for results
There's
reawakening
advertiser
interest
in results
obtained offrom
media
budgets, with signs that demand for

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

consumer research will expand. Both
Assn. of National Advertisers and
Television Bureau of Advertising went
into improved research techniques at
their meetings last week, with ANA
most concerned at moment over
mounting cost of producing commercials and what many advertisers feel
is exorbitant cost of talent and production.
WAVE

rolls north

Interest in ownership expansion by
George Norton station group has led
it northward. To be announced tomorrow isacquisition of ch. 5 WFRV
(TV) Green Bay, Wis. Price believed
in excess of $1.5 million. NBCaffiliated Green Bay station, which
went on air in 1955, is owned by
Clayton Ewing and associates, who
also own WIRM (TV) Iron Mountain, Mich. Norton ownership is
based on WAVE-AM-TV Louisville.
In 1956 WAVE bought ch. 14 WFIETV Evansville, Ind., paying $587,000.
Boring from within

yer. He served as director
National Security Training
sion, 1952-57, during tenure
Chairman David Sarnoff as

of U. S.
Commisof RCA
its head.

Change in administration is likely
to affect more than chairmanship and
new Democratic commissionership at
FCC. Number of top-rated staff positions now vacant or in hands of Republicans probably will go to deserving
Democrats if past practices are pursued in Kennedy administration.
Among positions probably up for
Democratic grabs are: secretaryship,
vacant since resignation of Michigan
Republican Mary Jane Morris last
March; general counselship, now occupied by John L. FitzGerald; associate general counselship, vacant since
recent resignation of Edgar W. Holtz;
chief, Broadcast Bureau, occupied by
attorney Harold G. Cow gill, as well
as chiefs of other bureaus and offices
at FCC. All are in top or near-top
salary brackets ($12,200-$16,500).
Moreover, there's talk of consolidating
housekeeping functions under secretaryship, which would be upgraded.
Ratings game

Though they came to town for NBC
meeting, number of television broadcasters found themselves exposed to
ABC as well as NBC pitches while in
New York last week. "Dual affiliates"
carrying programs of both those networks discovered their hotel mailboxes
had been stuffed — with promotion
material based on ABC-TV's claims to
superiority in ratings. ABC authorities
cheerfully acknowledged they did it,
explaining it seemed appropriate to
update affiliates while they were in
town for TvB meeting (which also
was held in New York last week) and
pointing out that this informational
program was not limited to affiliates
staying at NBC convention hotel. NBC
authorities seemed to consider it a
graceless move, to say the least.

ABC-TV officials decided not to issue formal answer to blast let loose at
them by NBC Chairman Robert Sarnoff (see page 89) — at least not immediately— but their undisguised attitude is "just look at the record." They
cite, particularly, Mr. Sarnoff's claim
that they "manipulated" facts in claiming top program ratings for week
when NBC and CBS were heavy with
low-drawing political preemptions. If
NBC wants to talk about non-political
weeks, they say, then Trendex multinetwork report for Nov. 9-15, after
elections, puts ABC-TV's average evening rating at 17.3 against 16.0 for
CBS-TV and 14.5 for NBC-TV— and
also gives ABC-TV first place in 24
half-hours against 10 for NBC-TV.

Seats open

Gun was jumped

Irrespective of FCC chairmanship,
new administration will be called
upon to nominate Democrat to succeed recess appointee Charles H. King
after first of year. Only name of substance thus far heard is Edgar G.
Shelton Jr., 40, ABC vice president
in Washington who, on leave, served
as Lyndon B. Johnson aide in preconvention and convention activity in
Los Angeles and during campaign.
Mr. Shelton is Austin native and law-

Word two weeks ago that major
U.S. manufacturer was on verge of
demonstrating compatible color tv set
at mass market price (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 14) turns out to be premature.
It's true that manufacturer — specialist
in chemical products and one of biggest U.S. firms — is working on new
materials for color tv, but it's supplying them to another company engaged
in set development. It may be some
time before prototype set is produced.

Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September, by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
1735 DeSales St., N. W.. Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C, and additional offices.

What

station do you first tune to for news of the Washington area?*
*Pulse Special Survey, Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31— June 15, 1960 •

WWDC
FIRST- by a big margin. When it comes to "hometown" news,
nobody beats us in delivering it to the big metropolitan Washington
audience.

We

deliver

the sales

REPRESENTED

big, too. Is your

NATIONALLY

schedule

ready?

BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.—it's WWDC- owned WMBR
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WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Again J. Walter Thompson is the No. 1 agency in broadcast billings. Radio-tv billings of $126 million took the
agency to its third straight year of leadership, according to a BROADCASTING compilation. Young & Rubicam,
McCann-Erickson and Ted Bates rank next in 1960 survey. See . . .
50 BIGGEST BROADCAST AGENCIES ... 27

Broadcasters demonstrated outstanding fairness in the
way they handled election returns and will be freed from
Sec. 315 equal-time handicaps, according to a forecast
by Clair R. McCollough at NAB fall conference in Washington. Editorializing right, however, may face a fiight.
See . . .
HOW ROUGH THE ROAD AHEAD? ... 92

A major sponsor, Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., has come
up with a well-documented series of findings that demonstrate the power of tv to move merchandise. Westinghouse, Climalene and Purex have too. See . . .
A TELEVISION SALES DOCUMENTARY ... 58

The importance of promotion in broadcast operation
must be recognized, Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention istold at New Orleans meeting. It may mean
the difference between growing influence or more regulation. NBC board chairman, Robert W. Sarnoff, and Joseph
Epstein Sr., of Fitzgerald Adv., are among key speakers.
See . . .

Mostly because of the higher cost of producing television commercials, the nation's major advertisers are
starting to take a fresh look at their media budgets. Cost
is a major topic at ANA convention. See . . .
BIG SQUEEZE

IN TV ADVERTISING

... 48

FCC is coming under the penetrating gaze of James M.
Landis, former top federal official, who is conducting a
study for President-designate Kennedy. He'll take up
such matters as the ability of the commission to process
cases — and he's been critical in the past. See . . .
REORGANIZATION FOR FCC? ... 96
A summit shot at ABC-TV is delivered at NBC affiliates
convention by Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC chairman, but he
said nice things about CBS. He called ABC-TV a narrowguage network. NBC-TV officials explain plans to upgrade network's programming. See . . .
SARNOFF BURIES HATCHET— IN ABC ... 89
NBC Radio affiliates show most confidence in
as network officials say they are out of the
woods and are talking in terms of expansion.
NBC RADIO IS OPTIMISTIC

a decade
financial
See . . .
... 88

PROMOTION:

KEY

TO THE

FUTURE

... 74

The option-time controversy is back in court again.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles ask U. S. court to set aside FCC
order reducing network option time. The station still
feels that option time should be abolished altogether.
See . . .
OPTION TIME GOES TO COURT ... 99
A year-long test of tv shows the medium really pays
off, but it must be used consistently, Television Bureau
of Advertising membership meeting is told. Tv's importance as an advertising medium is stressed at New York
session. See . . .
TVB

SEMINAR

ON

ADVERTISING

... 30

The feud between FCC and Federal Aviation Agency
over granting of stations with high towers is simmering
down. Now Elwood R. Quesada, FAA head, concedes FCC
has final word though FAA hazard warnings must be
heeded. See . . .
FAA

YIELDS

ON

TALL

TOWERS

... 94
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Ironically it was Station
WTIC-TV in Hartford, Conn.,
which outdid all the fancy
network computers. On the
basis of returns collected with
almost incredible speed, the
combined staff of the station
and The Hartford Coutent
predicted at 7:30 P. M. the
victory of Kennedy in the
state and reported that he
would be a 10-to-l favorite in
the nation. By analyzing key
precincts in the state, the
staff also detected the major
trends that were to appear
later on a national basis.
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/*' But one point did stand out
'in connection with the Connecticut race, the results of
which gave the first hint of
the strong Democratic sweep.
Station WTIC in Hartford ran
far ahead of the networks and
other New York stations in

1
rc

fo
w
I
f
a
r
e

giving details. Since at that
early hour in the evening
there wasn't much other news
to report, it seemed odd that
no network picked up the
WTIC account.
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 My
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 f\ \

Two

AFTRA

regions

reject network offers
American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists announced last Friday
(Nov. 18) its eastern and western regional boards had voted unanimously
to reject network's "final offer" (see
story, page 85) and had authorized
AFTRA's executive director and strategy committee of four local executives
to call strike whenever they deemed
it necessary.
Similar vote was slated by central
board Friday night (Nov. 18) and it
was foregone conclusion that similar
action would be adopted there. AFTRA
headquarters was preparing "fact
sheet" Friday for distribution to press
tomorrow (Nov. 22), indicating that
decision to strike would be made tomorrow unless changing developments dictated switch in plans.
Action adopted by AFTRA also
would include Screen Actors Guild,
which conducted negotiations jointly
with federation in area of "wild commercials."
Guild's strike
be against
Producers
Assn.would
of New
York Film
and
member producers of tv film commercials. Networks, meanwhile, speeded
up their preparations for substituting
programming and personnel to fill void
that would be created by walkout of
union personnel.
Hagerty to join ABC
James C. Hagerty, White House news
secretary, is definitely slated to succeed
John Daly as ABC vice president in
charge of news and public affairs after
President Eisenhower leaves office Jan.
20. This move, anticipated in frequent
speculation over past few months, appeared definitely set Friday although
network officials continued to decline
comment. It was understood Mr. Hagerty's title and executive responsibilities
would be same as Mr. Daly's but that
plans were to withhold announcement
until time nearer Mr. Hagerty's departure from White House job in January (see stories pages 10, 87).
TvB income rising
Television Bureau of Advertising
spending will go from about $820,000
this year to $1,042 million next year,
TvB retiring treasurer Payson Hall reported Friday at New York session.
He said income is expected to run about
6.5% ahead of spending and that TvB
management had been asked to set aside

at least 5% of dues revenues each year
until backlog equivalent to about 40%
of one year's dues had been built up.
Current payroll is $500,000 and covers
44 persons. About one-fifth of Bureau's
spending is for production of sales
presentations, Mr. Hall said (early TvB
story page 64).
Pepperidge

farm

bought by Campbell
Union of two sizable broadcast
spenders was made known last week
when Campbell Soup Co., Camden,
N. J., announced it had acquired Pepperidge Farm, Norwalk, Conn., for
357,413 shares of Campbell common
stock (closed at 77s/s on New York
stock exchange on day deal was announced). W. B. Murphy, Campbell
president, said Pepperidge would continue functioning much as now.
Campbell said Pepperidge sales were
$32 million in last fiscal year, up from
$25 million previous year, and profits
last year were $1.3 million. Campbell
sales were $516 million and profits
$39.9 million.
Agency sources in New York said
product lineup would be unaffected by
move. BBDO handles heat processed
Campbell soups; Leo Burnett tomato
juice and frozen soups; Needham, Louis
& Brorby pork and beans, and TathamLaird Swanson products. Ogilvy, Benson & Mather has been Pepperidge
agency since September 1955.
KYNO

Fresno sold

Sale of 30% of KYNO Fresno, Calif.,
to General Manager Lester E. Chenault
for $135,000 was filed with FCC Friday
(Nov. 18) for approval. Mr. Chenault,
who presently owns 20% of station, is
purchasing additional interest from
Amelia Schuler, who now owns 65%.
Under proposed new partnership, Mr.
Chenault will own 50% of KYNO; Miss
Schuler, 35%, and Bert Williamson will
retain 15% he now owns.
CBS radio adds sports
CBS Radio will schedule 10 new
weekend sports broadcasts beginning
Dec. 3. Under general title of Coleman
on Sports with Jerry Coleman, former
New York Yankee second-baseman as
reporter and analyst, sportscasts will be
heard in four time periods on Saturdays (11:05 a.m., and 12:05, 1:05 and
7:55 p.m. EST) and in six on Sundays
(11:30 a.m., 12:05, 1:05, 6:05, 7:05
and 9:05 p.m.)

Shell oil switches
budget

Shell Oil is putting all its advertising
in newspapers, company is announcing
today (Nov. 21). Account, estimated
currently to be worth $16 million, will
be placing business through Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N. Y., next month,
when agency switch announced last
summer becomes effective.
Shell tv for 1959 has been put at
approximately $2.5 million, about on
par with newspaper allocation, and radio billed perhaps million less. Most
of tv money was in spot. All-newspaper
policy becomes effective presumably at
end of present contracts with other
media, according to Shell spokesman.
Earlier last week company and agency
announced abandonment of commission
payment in favor of fee (see page 54).
H. Leslie Atlass dies
H. Leslie Atlass, pioneer broadcaster
and onetime vice president in charge of
CBS Central Division operations who
retired last Jan. 1, died of cardiac condition in Miami Beach at 3:52 a.m.
Friday. He was serving as general manager of at
WBBM-TV
Chicago
time of
his retirement; his
death came 1 1 days
short of his 66th birthday Nov.Atlass,
29.
Mr.
with
his brother Ralph,
originated WBBM as
Mr. Atlass amateur
spark operation at Lincoln (111.) in 1911 and he
was associated with station (affiliated
with CBS in 1928 and purchased by
network in 1933) through years, taking
over management of WBBM-TV in
1953. He is credited with developing
several executives and performers
(Ben Bernie, Gene Autry, others) and
originating direct church and dance
band broadcasts. Survivors include his
wife Harriet, his daughter Mrs. Don
Dillion (Sis Atlass), two sons Frank
(tv producer) and H. Leslie Jr., and
his brother Ralph, vice president in

charge of Westinghouse's WIND
cago.
Booth heads bar group

Chi-

Robert M. Booth Jr., Washington,
has been nominated to be next president
of Federal Communications Bar Assn.
He is now 1st vice president.
Other nominees: Harold E. Mott,
1st vp; Donald C. Beelar, 2nd vp; James
■■bb
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Mr. Armstrong

Andrew F. H. Armstrong, who directed
all creative departments at Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, until
two years ago, joins
Compton Adv., New
York, as vp, creative
director and member

of agency's advertising plans board. Upon resigning from
Burnett, Mr. Armstrong returned to
college and received bachelor's and
master's degrees from U. of Chicago.
He had been with Burnett for 1 1 years,
and earlier had been with J. Sterling
Getchell Adv. and Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, New York, over period of 16
years.
William Dalton,
president of Tyrex
Inc. and American
Rayon Institute, New
York, appointed chief
executive of National
Community Television Assn., Washington, D. C, effective
Mr. Dalton
first week in January,
1961. He will be NCTA's first paid
president. Mr. Dalton previously was
president of American Society of Assn.
Executives in 1959 and was 1956-57
president of Washington Trade Assn.
Executives.
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston,
unanimously re-elected chairman of
NBC-TV affiliates board of delegates
at annual convention of affiliates in
New York (see page 93). Edwin K.
Wheeler, WWJ-TV Detroit, and Robert
Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va.,
were re-elected vice chairmen; Louis
Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans, was
re-named secretary-treasurer, and Owen
Saddler, KMTV (TV) Omaha, and
Van Beuren DeVries, WGR-TV Buffalo,
were named to affiliates board membership.

HEADLINERS

Hunt Stromberg
Jr., director of program development at
CBS-TV Hollywood,
named vp, program
development, that
city. Mr. Stromberg
joined network in
June 1956 and has
Mr. Stromberg
served as program
executive on West Coast since then.
Formerly, he was program director of
KABC-TV Los Angeles and general
manager
Network. of ABC's Western Regional
Mike Shapiro, manager of WFAATV Dallas, appointed general manager
of all broadcasting properties of A. H.
Belo Corp., parent organization of Dallas Morning News. He succeeds late
Alex Keese who died last August.
Richard E. Drummy Jr., director of
sales for WFAA-TV, becomes assistant
station manager in addition to present
responsibilities. Karl Lambertz becomes
public affairs director for WFAA-AMTV. Mr. Shapiro, who rejoined WFAATV in 1958 after having served as vp
and managing director of KTUL-TV
Tulsa, Okla., and assistant manager of
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., previously
had been with WFAA-TV as local sales
manager and commercial manager. Mr.
Drummy was western sales manager
for ABC-TV before joining WFAA-TV
in 1958. Prior to that, he was head
of Dallas tv sales office of Edward
Petry & Co. from 1950-54.

Mr. Shapiro

Mr. Drummy

George M. Perkins, director of CBS
Radio network programs, appointed
vp in charge of network programs,
effective Nov. 28. He previously was
manager of WROW Albany, N. Y., before joining CBS. Prior to that, he
served as program manager of WHDH
Boston for nine years and as account
executive for Foote, Cone & Belding
and BBDO, both New York.
John Daly resigns
as ABC newscaster
and vp in charge of
news and public affairs in move attributed to policy differences with management. Move brought
affirmation that
James Hagerty, White
House news secretary, will take ABC
post. Pending arrival of Daly successor,
special programs vp Thomas Velotta
named to administer department (story
pages 9, 87).
Glenn Marshall Jr., WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla., was elected board
chairman of Television Bureau of Advertising Friday (Nov. 18) at New York
membership convention. Mr. Marshall,
whose term begins immediately, succeeds Otto Brandt, KING-TV Seattle.
Also elected: Payson Hall, Meredith
Broadcasting, as secretary succeeding
Mr. Marshall, and Gordon Gray,
WKTV (TV) Utica, N. Y., as treasurer
succeeding Mr. Hall.
Four board members were re-elected
for two years: Don Davis, KMBC-TV
Kansas City; A. W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
Westinghouse Broadcasting; A. Louis
Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans, and
Mr. Hall. Newly-elected to board for
two-year terms were W. D. (Dub)
Rogers of KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.,
and Harold P. See, KRON-TV San
Francisco.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE

continued

E. Greeley, secretary; Warren E. Baker,
asst. secretary; Frederick H. Walton Jr.,
treasurer. Reed Miller and J. Roger
Wollenberg were nominated to threeyear terms on executive committee and
Leonard H. Marks to be delegate to
American Bar Assn.
FCBA will hold annual meeting Jan.
13 at Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington.
Frank Fletcher is current president.
!.0

Business briefly . . .
Chanel tv spots ■ Chanel Inc., N. Y.,
perfumes and toiletries, will start fourweek pre-Christmas tv spot campaign
next Friday (Nov. 26), using average
of 12 to 15 20-second spots weekly
in top 14 markets. Agency: Norman,
Craig & Kummel, N. Y.
Quaker gets parade ■ Quaker Oats Co.
(various products), Chicago, buys
Tournament of Roses Parade telecast

on ABC-TV Jan. 2 (approximately
8:30-10:45 a.m. PST) with Robert
Cummings and Bess Myerson as cohosts. Agency is Lynn Baker, N. Y.
Automotive series ■ Studebaker Packard Corp., South Bend, Ind., through
D'Arcy Adv., has budgeted $3 million
for half-hour film, Mister Ed, on 109
stations in January. Show, produced
by Filmways Tv Productions, stars Alan
Young and Connie Hines. Contract is
for 26 weeks.
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"BEST OF THE POST, a series of stories
with a great deal of quality as to acting,

"BEST

writing and production ... a film anthol-

in an impressive fashion . . . indicating

ogy based on fiction from The Saturday
Evening Post, the collection appears to

there's talent being used tvisely in television despite many signs to the contrary

be several notches above

the average

. . .well written, directed and performed

television series."
— Fred Remington, Pittsburgh Press

and, above all else, and quietly, it bore

"...an unusual amount of production
value not often found in a half -hour film
Series ..."

- Radio-TV Daily

OF THE

POST"

arrived Satur-

day evening on Channel 7 (WABC-TV)

the mark of intelligent hands..."
—Jack O'Brian, New York Journal American

"expensive sets, costumes and technical
work and splendid cast ... befitting such
writers as James Warner

Bellah (who

wrote and did teleplay for debut episode
"...made an evening in front of the
television set worthwhile. Such excel-

'Command'

) ." -Cecil Smith, Los Angeles Times

"Superbly

played. . .chalk up another

lence. Judging from the opener, BEST
OF THE

POST is one of the best."
— Barbara Tiritilli, Chicago American

ffW hichever
snubbed

network

executive

One for WGN-TV. ' '

- Chicago Tribune

"BEST

will be a for-

the series is produced if subsequent episodes match the overall excellence of its
initial anthology."

thanks,

too,

fto television

-Hollywood Reporter

to

"one

the

of

POST"

midable competitor in the syndication

this series will have a blushing

face more vivid than the color in which

OF THE

Sweepstakes."

—Variety

"destined to be one of the highlights of
the season ..."

stations

the

-Hollywood Variety

and

highlights

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22 • PLAZA 5-2IOO
ITC OF CANADA, LTD.
100 University Avenue • Toronto 1, Ontario • EMpire 2-1166

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
"Indicates first or revised listing.

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

N.Y.

WSYR-TV
WSYE-TV,
HOMES

WS
N BC
Affiliate

AND

ITS

DELIVER
THAN

ITS

SATELLITE,
73,089

MORE

COMPETITOR

YR

•

T

V

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 K W
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N.Y.
14

Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

NOVEMBER
*Nov.
— Advertising
Council's
awards 22dinner,
Hotel Plaza,
New annual
York.
Neil McElroy, Procter & Gamble board
chairman, will receive the council's 1960
public service award.
Nov. 22 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon at
Hollywood Roosevelt. Jerome Guild, designer, will discuss "Importance of PackagNov. 22 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheon
seminar. Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, McCannErickson, will moderate, and Art Durham,
Fuller & Smith & Ross, and Rodney Erickson, Erickson Assoc., will discuss whether or
not network tv can have both quality and
quantity.
Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
Newing."
York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 25-27 — National Assn. of Television &
Radiorad Hilton
Farm Hotel,
Directors
annual meeting, ConChicago.
*Nov. 26 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., political dinner honoring 1960 election winners,
Columbia Club, Indianapolis. Among those
attending: two governors (incumbent and
elect) two senators and 11 congressmen
and their wives, and 60 broadcasters.
Guest speaker: Sol Taishoff, editor & publisher, Broadcasting Magazine.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's rulemaking proceeding to drop in vhf
channels at less than present minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for nominations for 8th
annual Brotherhood Awards, sponsored by
the National Conference of Christians &
Jews. Competition's 12 categories in media
include separate categories for radio programs and television programs. Further
information and entries can be had from
Media Awards Committee, NCCJ, 43 W.
57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Nov. 29— Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Maury Long, Broadcasting magazine, will moderate, and Bill Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, and Bob Bordley, WTOP
Washington, will discuss how trade paper
advertising helps them. Hawaiian Room,
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m.
'Nov. 30 — Society of Technical Writers and
Publishers, Prince George Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — New deadline for comments on
FCC ateproposal
permit and
am stations
to operwith full tocarrier
single sideband
transmission. Docket 13506.
Nov. 30 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies east central region annual meeting.
Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3— Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
NAB Fall Conferences
Nov. 21-22 — Edgewater Beach, Chicago
Nov. 28-29— Biltmore Hotel. New York
Advertising Federation of America
1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16— AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22 — AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual conventon,tion.
D.C. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washing-
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CAPITAL

TYPES

#6

CLOAK
AND
DAGGER
Operates out of hush-hush
office. Address unknown except
to drug store delivery boy.
Once had secret plans,
but wife found out about it.
Lives in suburbs. Cuts
own grass. Tries to appear like
everyone else: listens
to WTOP

Radio, the

important station in the
20-County Greater
Washington area.
WTOP
RADIO
Washington. D. C.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Salet
■Operated by
THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION!
WTOP RADIO Washington. D. C:
WTOP-TV Channel 9, Washington, D. C.
WJXT Channel 4. Jacksonville, Florida

Permi

t us

to

Postcards! Sure, the customers
Requests! A quiet Sunday
Sponsors! The response of
Eye-opener! "One Deadly
morning program on KCBS
always write . . . but what
sponsors
to
a
program
is
Drink," produced by
S-P
R-Eradio station gets 171,258
WCAU in recognition of
has stirred up more than
not unimportant to a radio
the 25th anniversary of
16,000 people in and
postcards in one week? And
station (or to other adverAlcoholics Anonymous,
from 42 states? In St. Louis, it
around San Francisco.
tisers). As '"The Jack
could only be KMOX. Every
produced an eye-opening
Enough to get them to send
Sterling
response from listeners
its
twelfthShow
year "celebrates
on the air,
year KMOX holds an annual
money. The show was "The
and critics alike. The N.Y.
it's many, many happy
Radio Week during National
Scotch Gardener" with Jim
returns
for
Eastern
Air
Kerr, sponsored by the
Radio Month. This year lisTimes called it "powerteners were asked to send in
ful"; Variety, "intelligent
Lines and the Franklin
Liquinox Company. An
and
their names, addresses and ocoffer was made on the proSavings Bank who have
N. Y.absorbing"
Daily News and
saidtheit
gram to send listeners a
cupations tobe eligible for a
been
sponsors
since
the
"proves that New York
initial broadcast. And for
small packet of seeds for
daily drawing of 7 radios.
and Hollywood need not
10^. Letters and dimes
Pall Mall Cigarettes and
They responded at the rate of
have a monopoly on immore than 24,000 per day! The
poured in for months. The
portant contributions to
Breyer's
Cream ofwho
customers always buy, too.
have been Ice
members
the
sponsor raised the price to
broadcasting. "Audiences,
And
with audience reaction
family for over 5 years.
25? and the requests conactively responsive to protinued to pour in from 33
vocative programming,
like this, it's no wonder that
This long, happy relationalso respond actively to
advertisers get swift, sizable
ship istypical of the way
counties. That's the way
advertising on WCAU.
people respond to KCBS.
results
in response to KMOX.
sponsors respond to WCBS.
KCBS...WCAU...WCBS...KMOX
RADIO SAN FRANCISCO
RADIO PHILADELPHIA RADIO NEW YORK
RADIO ST. LOUIS

tpell it out:

Offer! It isn't a question
of "weather" Chicago's
Showmanship Station gets
results; often it's a question of whether the sponsor
can keep up with the demand. St. Paul Federal,
now in its second year of
garnering new accounts on
WBBM, offered listeners a
booklet, "Weather Whys."
This offer, mentioned once
a morning for five successive days, blew up a storm
of requests running over
1,000 per day. Another
clear indication that the
sales weather in Chicago
is always bright because
listeners respond to the
live, listenable showmanship programs on WBBM.

Newest ! Brand-new on the
Boston scene, "Listen!" a
program on WEEI Radio
from 3:00-6:00 P.M. daily
featuring Paul Benzaquin.
Do people really listen to
"Listen" ? Reprints of 6 wellknown New England scenes
by artist, Jack Frost, were
offered to listeners at fifty
cents a set. In the first couple
of days over a thousand requests and fifty-cent pieces
were received. Mail from the
first program included such
quotes as : " 'Listen !' is what
Boston radio needs today!"
and " 'Listen!' I'm going to
. . ." Around Boston, people
act fast in response to WEEI.

Splendid! "This is a brief
note of appreciation for
the job that Mel Baldwin
is doing for Super M vitamins. This agency has
never experienced such
splendid
cooperation andpersonal
such gratifying
results. Mel has gone
through our laboratory
twice and has a thorough
knowledge of the product.
He even answers inquiries
from listeners personally
and most important — he
has increased our sales. He
is
a credit
KNX."
This
letter
fromto W.
C. Beals
Advertising, Inc. indicates
that ad agencies as well as
listeners respond to KNX.

WBBM...WEEI...KNXL
RADIO LOS ANGELES
RADIO BOSTON
RADIO CHICAGO

Exciting programming!
That is the basic reason
lor the exceptional audi'
ence response to all seven
of the CBS Owned Radio
Stations.
C-0 stations can Only
offer the
listeners
in
their markets CBS Network
programming
in addition to their
successful
local shows. Now these
local programs have added
DIMENSION. This series
of fascinating, entertaining vignettes-in-sound,
conversation
pieces by
the outstanding people
of our time, is yet another
reason why more people
listen to C-0 programming.
When people actively
listen, they are more likely
to hear your advertising
message and respond on
THE CBS OWNED
RADIO STATIONS
REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

ONE

NO.

1
i" V I "

The latest Hooper
proves that . . .

annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of Sigma Delta Chi executive council Dec. 4.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2 — Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. All-day session at Mountain Shadows Resort near Scottsdale, Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
*Dec. 2— Arizona
Radio & Tv Assn.,
Mountain
Shadows APResort.
Dec. 6— Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., are among participants.
Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
Dec. 9— Comments due on FCC proposal to
revise annual financial report (Form 324)
due from all broadcast stations, including
condensed balance sheet, analysis of notes
payable, a new income statement and a
new breakdown of revenues.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
Television
Arts & Sciences "Close-Up" 1961
dinner.
Hotel. Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
OPEN

Is the markets'
NO.l
STATION
TIME
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
2.-00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
2:00 noon
6:00 pm

WILS

STATION
B

63.1

19.9

66.5

14.2

C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., March, 1960
with

5000

WATTS

WILS
leads

Station

power

by

B in
20-1

... all of which makes WILS
the very best buy to serve and
sell the Lansing markets' 313,000 residents
represented by Vonord, Rlntoul & McConnetl
cmorioted with }N | L X " T V
NBC • CHANNEL 10
•tudloi in LANSING JACKSON - BATTLE CREEK
end WPON - Pontiac

Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel. Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma
cheon meeting. Legislature will attend lun*Jan. 24-26 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens.
Missouri Broadcasters Assn. meeting scheduled for Nov. 5-6 in St. Louis was cancelled
and will be rescheduled early in January
1961.
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety.
Nine awards to be made for sustaining activities and six for commercially-sponsored
activities in various classifications of radio
and television operations. In addition, new
cash awards to be made to producer and
writer of radio and television programs.
Entry blanks and explanatory brochure
available from The National Safety Council,
425 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111.
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1-3— Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles neers.
section,
Institute with
of Radio
Register exhibits
ArthurEngi-N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega
Blvd.,in Los
AngelesHotel
35. there.
Convention
will
be held
Biltmore

MIKE
that a number of these organizations
Agency sales shows
are owners and /or operators of comeditor: Broadcasting's Oct. 10 covermercial or educational fm stations, liage (page 46) of Cunningham &
censed by the commission, in addition
Walsh's part
inAssn.thenational
Automobile
to their wired am operations.
facturers
auto Manushow
Because a majority of these stations
[how tv techniques aided C&W to packare extra-curricular activities, not all
age and present $250,000 industrial
campus radio's 2,000 alumni annually
show, "Wheels ©f Freedom," that had
enter the broadcast industry, but those
36 performances there] was clear, conof its alumni who go into broadcasting
cise and right to the point.
have
had invaluable practical experiWe here at Cunningham & Walsh are
ence.— William Malone, Engineering
most happy with the job you did and
Mgr., Intercollegiate Broadcasting Syswant you to know our feelings.
tem, 31 Gray St., Cambridge 38, Mass.
[Our] reprint of your article will get
Susskind and Khrushchev
heavy client distribution. — Thomas De
Huff, Producer, Cunningham & Walsh,
editor: Jonathan Wallach's observation
New York.
on the sad state of broadcasting journalism as it referred to the SusskindCollege radio: final word
Khrushchev interview (Open Mike,
editor: In elaboration upon Robert S. leading.
Oct. 31, page 22), is somewhat misKieve's letter in Open Mike (Nov. 7,
Does Mr. Wallach imply that Susspage 20, "College radio not play"):
kind is a member of the broadcasting
There are well over 200 campuslimited stations now in operation. Most
journalist profession? If our recollection is correct, Mr. S. is recognized in
of them are listed on page B-94 of the
1960 Broadcasting Yearbook. These
broadcasting
circlesofaslive
one programming.
of the trade's
leading
producers
stations operate from 3 to 24 hours
His
reportorial
qualities
may
be many
daily with staffs numbering from 10 to
100.
but certainly not classed with the
While these stations are 100% nonBrinkley - Huntley - Cronkite - Murrow
school of journalism. Mr. S. also has
profit, virtually all carry national and
campus advertising. They must meet
a reputation
of being one of television's
vocal critics.
most of the same programming, sales, more
It would appear the job of tackling
promotion and engineering problems as
the wily and learned Mr. K. should
every free-field broadcaster. Many
boast more elaborate studio facilities
have been left to more experienced
than the average am licensee.
newsmen. — H. J. Snelgrove, Assistant
Manager, CKVR-TV Barrie,
A possible measure of campus sta- General
tion performance is seen in the fact Ont.
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THE

RAILTON

SPECIAL.

IS THE
PACESETTER
IN AUTOMOBILES
It hit an incredible speed of 415 miles per hour

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

is the

STATION

only

radio

station

Cincinnati offering a merchandising
through supermarkets.

in

plan

Our exclusive tie-

up with A & P stores offers you extra sales
promotion

. . . guaranteed

in-store

displays for your client's products. In Programming ... In Popularity ... In Productiv ty . . . WSAI
radio station

is Cincinnati's PACESETTER

Represented Nationally by gill- pern a New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSM-Cincinnati; ViPtR-Philadelphia; WALT- Tampa
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Broadcasting Publications Inc.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff

TEST YOUR MARKETING SKILL
ON THIS FIVE-FINGERED
TELEVISION QUIZ

J BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting-Telecasting Bldg., 1735 DeSales
St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone
Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher
Sol Taishoff
Editorial

A CHANNEL

WHIZ
R
OUR CHANNEL 5 WHIZ IS
BRUCE C. MEYER YOUR
PETRYMAN IN DETROIT

Vice President
Editor
Edwin andH. Managing
James
Editorial Director (New York)
Rufus Crater
Senior Editors: J. Frank Beatty, Bruce
Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald,
Earl B. Abrams, Lawrence Christopher.
Associate Editors: Harold Hopkins, Dawson
Nail; Staff Writers: George Darlington,
Malcolm Oettinger, Sid Sussman, Richard
Calistri; Editorial Assistants: Bob Forbes,
Patricia
Funk,
Ruth E.Gladys
Armstrong;
tary to the
Publisher:
Hall. SecreQ—How can I get the most for
my TV dollar in Eastern Mich-

Q— Given three pills by a Doctor
and told to take one every
half-hour, how long would the
pills last?
Q-Can WN EM-TV sell drugs?

Q—Is it legal in Michigan for a
man to marry his widow's
sister?
Q—Hoiv many buy-minded TV
homes are served by WNEMTV.

Business
Vice PresidentMaury
and Long
General Manager
Vice President and Sales Manager
Winfield R. Levi (New York)
Assistant Publisher
Lawrence B. Taishoff
Southern duction
Sales
Ed Dant;
Sellers;Traffic
ProManager:Manager:
George L.
Manager: Harry Stevens; Classified Advertising: Doris Kelly; Advertising Assistants:
Merilyn Bean, John Henner, Ada Michael.
Comptroller: Irving C. Miller; Assistant
Auditor: Eunice Weston; Secretary to the
General Manager: Eleanor Schadi.
Circulation and Readers' Service
Subscription Manager: Frank N. Gentile;
Circulation Assistants: Charles Browne,
David Cusick. Christine Harageones, Edith
Liu, Burgess Hess, George Fernandez.
Director of Publications: John P. Cosgrove.
Bureaus
5-8354.York: 444 Madison Ave., Zone 22, Plaza
New
Editorial Director: Rufus Crater; Bureau
News Manager: Donald V. West; Associate
Editor: David W. Berlyn; New York Features Editor: Rocco Famighetti; Assistant
Editor: Jacqueline Eagle: Staff Writers:
Richard Erickson, Diane Halbert.
Vice President and Sales Manager : Winfield
R. Levi; Sales Service Manager: Eleanor R.
Manning; Advertising Assistants: Donna
Trolinger, Janet Faranda.
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
Central 6-4115.
Midwest News Editor: John Osbon; Midwest
Sales Manager:
sistant: BarbaraWarren
Kolar. W. Middleton; AsHollywood: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28,
Hollywood 3-3148.
Senior Editor: Bruce Robertson; Western
Sales Manager: Bill Merritt; Assistant: Virginia Strieker.
Toronto: 11 Burton Road, Zone 10, Hudson
9-2694. Correspondent: James Montagnes.

WNEM-TV
serving FLINT • SAGINAW • BAY CITY
EASTERN MICHIGAN S FIRST VHF STATION —
ALL WAYS!

Broadcasting* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
title, Broadcasting* — The News Magazine of
the
Fifth Estate.
was acquired
in 1932,Broadcast
Broadcast Advertising*
Reporter in
1933 and Telecast* in 1953. BroadcastingTelecasting* was introduced in 1946.
*Reg. U.S. Patent Office.
Copyright 1960: Broadcasting Publications.

A— Take 5! Latest ARB confirms
that WNEM-TV is first by far
in all of Eastern Michigan.
A— One hour. You take the first,
half an hour later you take the
second, and at the end of the
hour you take the third.
A— Not only can— but does! The
325 Drug Stores in WNEMTV'S 25 county area sold $50,728,000 worth of drugs last

A— Not illegal— but impossible!
The man would have to be
year!to have a widow.
dead
A— 402,000— with an effective
buying income of more than
$2,225,000,000.00. A market
you can't afford to miss'

WNEM-TV
serving FLINT • SAGINAW • BAY CITY
EASTERN MICHIGAN'S
FIRST VHF STATION ALL WAYS!
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People buy what they see, and they see it on KTBS-TV
in Shreveport. What

these people see are pictures of the

finest quality. What

they hear are sounds of truest tone.

What's more, close-up of KTBS-TV
broad coverage

over four states (1,361,300*

and still growing)
$1,337,264,000*

power reveals a big
people

that brings sales (they spent

in 1959). No wonder time buyers look

to KTBS-TV where people buy. It's the,
bright spot for spots in the Southwest.
* Sales Management, July 10, I960

CHANNEL

3 SHREVEPORT,

LOUISIANA

E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr. Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
21
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IVIVylML/rt

Equal

rates

I

IVIUlVlV/

for unequal

What is one of the most important
facets of current rate structures which
require the closest examination? I submit that the inequalities of charging
equal rates for unequal audiences is
the problem that needs primary consideration and begs for an early solution.
It has been said that timebuyers have
the primary responsibility to make sure
that clients' appropriations; are invested
wisely. But what about their clients'
knowing what their dollars will buy
prior to the placement of a schedule as
they do now in print?
Complex Planning ■ Specifically, here
are the major problems that a client
and advertising agency face if there is
a decision to use the broadcasting
media:
1. From a marketing standpoint, we
must be able to tell our clients' field
men what depth of exposure we will
have in a market as local merchandising and promotion are carefully correlated to our planned advertising
weight. If we cannot guarantee or at
least approximately anticipate audience,
how can we successfully coordinate a
total sales effort?
2. There is a mushrooming trend in
television — that adds further to an already complicated situation — where
under certain rate circumstances announcements are offered with preemptible provisions. Thus at no time
does the advertiser know where his
message is being exposed nor is he
able to determine his total audience.
3. Under the present rate card practices, an agency finds it very difficult to
budget for its clients. A client requests
certain weight in a market and we have
to be able to tell him how much it will
cost. Because of unpredictable cycles
of available time caused by supply and
demand, there is no way we can budget
accurately for an upcoming campaign.
Thus, for the client who desires to make
spot radio and television provis;ons in
his corporate budget, this is a most
difficult chore.
Daily Fluctuations ■ Nearly every
day we are asked to approve announcement schedules where the cost per
thousand fluctuates over a range of as
much as 300%. In the area of network
television, here are a few current examples of varying costs: Disneyland
delivers approximately 9.5 million
homes for $22,000 per commercial
minute. That's a $2.32 cost per thousand. Similarly, Maverick can deliver
at a cost per thousand commercial minute of $2.22. Contrast these with the
NBC bowling show of $5.60 and a pub22

from HARVEY MANN of H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago

audiences

are

unfair

lic service program of $4.40.
Now I should like to pose this question: Is it wrong for an advertiser to
expect equal audience for an equal expenditure? In advancing this objective,
I believe two important goals would
have to be achieved: First, programming responsibility would have to rest
solely with network and station management;., second, a universally accepted
rating service would have to come into
being. Assuming these were achieved, I
envision that it would be possible to
purchase time on a guaranteed cost per
thousand basis with all advertisers assured of equal treatment.
The approach and mechanics in placing a schedule under such conditions
might be seen in a hypothetical example.
For this purpose I shall use a single
market, but its application for network
would be similar. An advertiser seeking, for example, a male audience,
would determine the objectives of a
campaign in terms of frequency and
reach.
Example ■ Rate cards with rates expressed interms of dollars per thousand
would be studied for each station, together with audience data covering the
total broadcast day. One or more stations would then be selected to carry
the schedule on the same basis as print
media are selected today. The station
or stations which would offer the type
of audience with the desired reach and
frequency at the lowest cost would be
given preference.
The advertiser in all probability will
indicate a preference for certain time
periods, but it will be the station that
will exercise judgment as to when and
where the spots are to run, much the
same way as print ads are positioned.
At the end of each month or schedule
period, the station's proof of performance could consist of an affidavit plus

to advertisers
the audience data supporting the
charges.
In addition, I believe the following
added
advantages also will accrue to our
industry:
1. Timebuyers should be able to devote more time to creative buying since
they no longer will operate in a jungle
atmosphere.
2. Time salesmen should enjoy some
of the same advantages and thus greater
selling.
emphasis
could be placed on creative
3. New vitality could be injected
into programming since advertisers no
longer would have to gamble.
4. The burden of costs of limited
appeal programming would be spread.
This, too, is vital if the broadcast media
are to remain dynamic.
5. A greater appreciation of talent
would be possible so that talent would
be more fully utilized. This should
give talent greater tenure and make
the respective media more attractive to
the best talent.
6. The use of television and radio
would be expanded.
7. The problem of product conflict
would be reduced.
8. Multiple spotting would be reduced.
At the Summit ■ One final word on
the idea of a universal rating service:
I should like to advance the thought of
having a summit meeting with representatives from all major segments of
our industry. This would include the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Assn. of National Advertisers,
the NAB and the Advertising Research
Foundation. The purpose of such a
summit would be to set standards that
a rating service would employ and
which then could be adopted by the
entire industry.

Harvey Mann has been media director of
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, since January 1955. Previously he was with Weiss
& Geller, Foote, Cone & Belding and
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. Kastor merges
with Wade Adv. there Dec. 1. Mr. Mann
attended Northwestern U., is married, has
four children. Residence: Morton Grove,
III. He is active in scouting and Little
League plus the Parent-Teachers Assn.
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AUGMENT

YOUR

SALES

WITH

MUSIC

FOR

MATURE

MINDS

WBAL-RADIO, Maryland's only 50,000 watt station, covers a total population of over 2l/i million people . . . each with different
likes and dislikes. To reach this massive Maryland market, WBAL-RADIO hits a new note in full range programming — MUSIC
FOR MATURE MINDS. No disturbing idle talk. No discordant deviations. Just the big sound of beautiful music . . . music for
people of all ages . . . music for millions of discriminating Marylanders within the 14,000 square mile area that WBAL-RADIO
covers. If you're looking for a captive audience for your client, you can make beautiful music together with WBAL-RADIO.
Nationally represented by Daren F.McGavren Co., Inc. ^ Associated with WBAL FM&TV
^^^^Jj- RADIO ~ BALTIMORE

THRU THE MAIL OR ON-THE-SPOT?
much more about his markets by periodical on-the-spot visits
your Rep can possibly sell your station intelligently. McGavren
operations . . . visiting local retailers . . . talking with wholesale
market data in detail. For more sales impact . . . ask the man

24

Obviously, a national spot salesman learns more,
to stations. We feel that this is the ONLY way that
men work at the station level in all phases of station
distributors . . . visiting local industries and studying
who knows . . . Ask the McGavren Man!
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Spend your time more

profitably

in North Carolina where WSJS
television gives you grade A
coverage of a bigger retail sales
market than any other station

television
Winston-Salem/

Greensboro

CHANNEL 12

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD- REPS.
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The

50

THOMPSON

biggest

LEADS

A 1960

J. Walter Thompson for the third
straight year is No. 1 agency in broadcast billings in 1960. Its $126 million
in radio and television is a new record
for the agency and $20 million above
its nearest rival.
The figures were disclosed in Broadcasting's ninth annual survey of the
leading broadcast agencies.
Though JWT is holding firm as No.
1, a scrambling about at the next level
finds Young & Rubicam, McCannErickson and Ted Bates in a near draw.
Y&R won second place by a narrow
margin of $1 million. McCann-Erickson, second in 1959 with $108 million,
this year faltered slightly to slip into a
third place tie with Ted Bates at $105
million each.
The fifth agency in 1960 is BBDO
with $91.5 million, a $3.5 million increase over its broadcast billings in
1959. Ranked next according to total
broadcast billings are these agencies in
1960's top 10: Benton & Bowles, $80.5
million; Leo Burnett, $65.6 million;
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, $62.4 million; N. W. Ayer, $57.8 million; William Esty, $56.25 million.
Effects of Tv ■ It is television that
makes agencies big. Counting tv billings only, J. Walter Thompson was biggest in 1960 with $113 million. Ted
Bates was next with $105 million in tv.
Others in the top 10 television agencies are Y&R, $96 million; McCannErickson, $89 million; Benton &
ilowles, $78 million; BBDO, $75 million; Leo Burnett, $61.3 million; D-F-S,
$53.8 million; Compton, $47.5 million;
Esty, $45 million.
In radio the top 10 billing agencies
were Ayer, $17 million; BBDO, $16.5
million; McCann-Erickson, $16 million:
JWT, $13 million; Esty, $11.25 million; Y&R, $10 million; Cunningham
& Walsh, $9 million; D-F-S, $8.6 million; Grey, $7.7 million, and Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan tied at $7.3 million each.
Four agencies in the 1960 list of the
top 50 in total broadcast billings failed
to make the list in 1959. They are
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford &
Atherton; Lawrence C. Gumbinner;
Hicks & Greist, and Clinton E. Frank.
Not in the top 50 list this year but
included in that company in 1959 were
(with estimated 1960 broadcast billings
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960
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LIST
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SHOWS

TELEVISION

in parentheses) Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden ($6 million); HonigCooper ($6 million); Gordon Best
($6.6 million), and Knox Reeves ($6.3
million).
Because of rising billings the "cutoff" level of the top 50 list rose in 1960.
In the 1959 list the 50th agency billed
$6 million. This year the 50th came
in at $6.9 million.
Following are individual descriptions
of the agencies (and their principal
broadcast activities) in 1960's top 50
list:
J. Walter Thompson Co.: Combined tvradio billing $126 million; $113 million
in television ($89 million in network,
$24 million in spot); $13 million in
radio ($4 million in network, $9 million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 50%.
Said one JWT executive this past
week: "We are too busy handling business to total it up." This comment not
only
typifies
No. 1 as
radio-tv
attitude
but the
its status
well. agency's
Business is up as usual but there's
uncertainty as to how much. Careful
checking, for example, reveals that
J. Walter Thompson's radio-tv business
may have been overestimated for 1959.
The volume in 1960 actually has
jumped as much as 10% over 1959
though
Broadcasting's compilation

The

biggest agencies

In...
...Total broadcast billings
...Total television billings
. . . Tv network billings
. . . Tv spot billings
. . . Total radio billings
...Radio network billings
. . . Radio spot billings

BUILD-UP

shows a much less increase (JWT's
totals were revised to bring them more
1960).
in
line with what's expected by yearend
The basic patterns, however, have
not altered. JWT is in for a new record radio-tv billing year with $126 million in broadcast. Its growth in spot
tv in recent years is remarkable. Network tv is keeping up with past track
records. Radio is in ruddy health.
The broadcast share is about half of the
overall.
JWT's supremacy is seen in still another, or competitive, light. Where a
McCann-Erickson was No. 2 with $108
million in broadcast billing in 1959,
it's now a Y&R in the second spot with
$106 million — the gap is $20 million
wide.
Though pundits may figure otherwise, actually there's no significant
change in JWT's broadcast structure:
tv network is still the gusher, spot continues to provide the impetus to broadcast billing increases and radio stands
at the same revenue-producing level
(as in the past few years).
J. Walter Thompson prime-time clients, if gathered into a group, would
have no trouble programming a full
network evening (counting only shows
on which JWT is agency of record).
Tv buying for 1960 included:
Ford's Tennessee Ernie Ford and

in these categories
Agency
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
J. Walter Thompson
Ted Bates
N. W. Ayer
(Tie) McCann-Erickson
J. Walter Thompson
Young & Rubicam
BBDO

Billings

$126
$113
$89
$47
$17

million
million
million
million
million

$4 million
each
$15 million

i
Wagon Train on NBC-TV, with some
special musical hours on CBS-TV;
Perry Como for Kraft on NBC-TV;
Lever Bros.' Candid Camera and Have
Gun, Will Travel on CBS-TV; EastmanKodak's Ed Sullivan on CBS-TV and
Ozzie & Harriet on ABC-TV; Quaker
Oats' Tom Ewell Show on CBS-TV;
RCA's Shirley Temple and Bonanza on
NBC-TV; Scott Paper's Father Knows
Best and Bringing Up Buddy on CBSTV; Seven-Up's Guestward Ho on
ABC-TV; Mentholatum's Dan Raven
on NBC-TV; Schlitz' Triple Crown
Races on CBS-TV and Douglas Edwards & the News on that network.
Several of last season's buys lasted
through the summer, adding to the
1960 total bill.
U. S. Brewers Foundation again
bought special hours on NBC-TV; Elgin put seasonal money into NBC-TV's
Dave Garroway and Jack Paar shows
and participated in specials by both
stars; the return of Aluminium with
Omnibus added two NBC hours to fall
billings; Shell Oil bought pro football
on CBS-TV. Eastman, Lever, Quaker,
Chesebrough-Pond's, R. T. French and
other Thompson clients again figured
in impressive network schedules in daytime hours.
Standard Brands (Tender Leaf tea,
Chase & Sanborn regular and instant
coffee) moved considerable money into
tv spot this year. Most of the tv network clients also were in spot. For
example, Ford (Ford car and trucks,
Falcon) and Ford Dealer associations,
Schlitz and Seven-Up (handled via
Chicago), Lever, Scott Paper, R. T.
French, Chesebrough-Pond's, Blue
Cross (regional) among them. Biggest
in radio: Ford, Northeast Airlines (also
tv), Champion Spark Plug, Mentholatum (also network radio), and Readers'
Digest (spot tv and radio, network radio). One of the recent spectacular
buys in network radio: a 17-a-week
Kingston Trio five-minute package of
CBS Radio for Seven-Up.
Acquisitions for JWT included two
new Lever products, Starlight shampoo
and Mrs. Butterworth's syrup, and
Quaker Oats' new Quota weight-control
product. All three started with tv spot
in the fall. On the attrition list:
Pharma-Craft early in the year; BoyleMidway in the fall, and Shell Oil, effective in December.
Young & Rubicam: Combined tv-radio
billing $106 million; $96 million in
television ($70 million in network, $26
million in spot); $10 million in radio
($4 million in network, $6 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
50% .
Young & Rubicam's broadcast billing
increased $3.5 million over a year's
time. The agency reached a record
$106 million in 1960, a growth that
was sparked principally in television
28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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All dollar figures are million s
Billing
Combined
Broadcast
1. J. Walter Thompson
2. Young & Rubicam
3. McCann-Erickson
Ted Bates
5. BBDO
6. Benton & Bowles
7. Leo Burnett
8. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
9. N. W. Ayer
10. William Esty
11. Compton
12. Kenyon & Eckhardt
13. Foote, Cone & Belding
14. Lennen & Newell
15. Cunningham & Walsh
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
17. Campbell-Ewald
18.
D'Arcy
19. Grey
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
44.
45.
47.
49.
50.

105
106
105
$126
91.5
80.5
65.6
62.4
57.8
56.25
50
47.6
46
38
32
31.5
26.5
32
26.2
262
25.5
24.1
20.8

Needham, Louis & Brorby
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Tatham-Laird
Wade
Gardner
Maxon
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
Campbell-Mithun
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield
Norman, Craig & Kummel
Parkson
Grant
Fuller & Smith & Ross
Doyle Dane Bernbach
Keyes, Madden & Jones
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
W. B. Doner
D. P. Brother
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard
MacManus, John & Adams
Donahue & Coe
Mogul, Williams & Saylor
Edward Weiss
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton
North
Cohen & Aleshire
Reach, McClinton
Clinton E. Frank
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Hicks & Greist
Warwick & Legler

NOTE: For top 50 rankings of former years see BROADCASTING Year
BROADCASTING, Novem

19.7
18.13
17.2
17
16.8
16.7
14.8
14.7
13.7
13.4
12
11.8
11.5
11.15
9.7
10
9.4
9.6
9
9
8.37
8
8
7.5
7.5
7.2
6.9
book.
ber 21, 1960

1-

....AND

Total
Tv
- -| $113
Z
96
89
] 102
•75
78
61.3
53.8
40.8
45
47.5
40.3
41
37.2
23
26.5
26
19.5
18.5
22.6
18.2
22.1
19.8
16.2
15.03
16
12.5
14.8
15.2
14.5
12
11.1
12.5
10.5
10.2
7
8.5
5.5
6.9
7.6
7.2
8.15
6.66
8.25
4.4
7.2
7.1
6.5
6.5
4.8

THEIR

1960

Tv

Tv
Network
70
$89
68
55
45
41.5
42.9
38.5
23.5
38
23.5
32.4
25.6
23.4
12
20.3
20.5
8
13.2
16.2
12
12.1
13

RADIO-TV

Total
Radio

Spot
26

10
16
$13
3
16.5
2.5

$24
21
47
30

8.1
14.26
8.5
6.5
11.9
7.3
14
103.9
8.5
4.5
7
4.5
8
2.8
5.9
4.2
2.6
7.2
1.66
5.8
1.3
4
5.2
5
1.8
1.3
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36.5
18.4
15.3
17.3
247

4.3
8.6
17
2.5
11.25
7.3

7.9
15.4
13.8
11

5
0.8
9
5.5
5.5
7
7.7
3.6
7.3
2
1
3.5

6.2
5.5
11.5
5.3
6.4
106.2
6.8
8.1
0.77
7.5
6
2.9

3.1
1.2
4.5
2
1.5
0.3

7.9
0.5
8.1

2.7
2.6
0.9
1.5
1.6
2.65
4.5

1.1
4
6
3.2
2.5
0.5
2.7
3.4
4.6
0.95
5
2.45
3.1
3.2
1.9
1.5
4.7
3.5

4.5
2.8

1'

2
2.2
0.85
2.34
0.12
3.6
0.8
0.4 ...
1
0.7
2.1

BILLINGS

Radio
Network

Radio

Broadcast
OlBilling
Id I c Ul
Total

Spot

50%
Agency's

4
4
0.5
1,5
0.5
0.5
$42.4

6
12
2.5
$ 159
2
3.8

3
2
1
1.3

146.2
9.2
1.5
6
4.3
0.8

0.7
1.5
3.5
1
1.55
0.2
2.4
0.4
0.4
0.31
0.3
0.5
0.4
1.4
0.1
0.25
0.5
2
2
1.5
0.3
0.75
0.1
1
0.25
0.09
0.1

7.5
5.5
2
6
6.15
3.4
4.9
1.6
1
3.1
2.79
0.9
4.5
1.5
1.5
0.3
2.3
1.2
1.25
0.8
1.6
4
0.65
2.5
1.3
1.7
2.2
0.1
2.24
2.6
0.12
0.8
0.4
0.75
0.61
2

50%
48%
79%
40%
70%
59.1%
65%
40%
75%
62%
49%
49.5%
44.1%
50%
68%
30%
37%
51%
57.5%
37%
68%
80%
46.4%
58%
58.5%
44%
60%
47%
82%
25%
28%
32%
50%
78%
58%
30%
20%
35%
28%
48%
55%
50%
55%
55%
33.3%
47.3%

Billing
Broadcast
Change ($)
From 1959
+ 3.5
3
+$ 1.5
+ 10
+
+ 4.6
3.5
+ 7
+ 4.4
+ 6
+ 14.75
+ 6.1
+ 0.6
+ 5.7
4.1
+ 2
None
+ 1.5
+ 5.5
+ 4.1
+ 7
+ 8.5
+ 3.9
1
1.3
+ 5.46
2.4
+
+
1
+ 2.3
+ 2.1
+
1.68
+ 2.7
+ 0.1
+ 3.7
+
1.2
+ 2.1
1.7
0.2
+
+ 0.4
+ 3.3
+ 2.1
1.5
0.2
+
1.08
+

1
2
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
12
15
18
21
17
19

25
23
24
22
28
26
29
27

31
30
33
32
35
36
34
40
38
41
39
37
42
45
44

0.7
0.5
*

47

2

49
50

40%
66%

30%
Indicates agency was not listed in top 50 last year.

1960'S BIGGEST BROADCAST
and in both network and spot. The
momentum upward carried Y & R to
the No. 2 spot.
The agency nudged past Bates and
McCann as the result chiefly of additional client activity in television. For
years now, network tv has figured importantly toY & R clients. This sampling in the current season is imposing:
ABC-TV — Such shows as Surf side
Six (Johnson & Johnson has a half on
alternate weeks), Donna Reed Show
(J & J has alternate week), Hong Kong
and Maverick (Kaiser having half -sponsorship in each), and participations by
Bristol-Myers for Bufferin in Cheyenne,
Naked City and Peter Gunn. CBS-TV
— Pete & Gladys (Goodyear Tire &
Rubber has alternate weeks), The Andy
Griffith Show (General Foods participates for Instant Sanka and Tang)
Hennesey (GF for Jello has alternate
weeks), Father Knows Best (third by
Bristol-Myers), I've Got a Secret
(another B-M alternate week sponsorship), The Twilight Zone (Instant
Sanka on alternate weeks), Perry Mason
(Drackett has a third), Gunsmoke
(Remington Rand sponsors one-third),
Candid Camera (B-M is alternating advertiser). There's GF participations in
Ann Sot hern Show and General Electric participations in GE Theatre. NBC-

Network

AGENCIES continued
TV — Singer Sewing Machine has alternate weeks in Dante; Beech-Nut Life
Savers has a third in Tall Man. Other
shows: The Deputy (General Cigar has
two-thirds) and The Rebel (P&G for
Cheer alternates). Beech-Nut also participates in The Lone Westerner, The
Shirley Temple Show, Outlaws, Thriller
and Laramie.
Procter & Gamble, General Foods
and Beech-Nut sponsor or participate in
several daytime network programs.
Other daytime users of network include
Thomas J. Lipton, Johnson & Johnson
and J. H. Filbert (margarine). Drake
Bakeries, Bristol-Myers are active spot
advertisers in programs adding to such
spot stalwarts in tv as The Borden Co.,
General Foods, P&G, GE, Johnson &
Johnson, General Cigar, Kaiser, National Sugar Refining Co. (first time user
of spot tv this year), Internationl Harvester and American Home Products.
American Airlines is in spot radio as
are most of the same blue-chip clients
mentioned above, while Metropolitan
Life Insurance, Time Inc., General
Cigar and American Airlines participate
in network radio.
McCann-Erickson: Combined tv-radio
billing $105 million; $89 million in

television gross time billings

Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
September
January-September
Percent
Percent
1959
1960
Change
1959
1960 Change
ABC-TV $ 8,724,938 $11,875,080 +36.1 $ 86,744,444 $112,721,410 +29.9
CBS-TV
21,196,220 21,114,008 - 0.4 195,350,810 204,356,596 + 4.6
NBC-TV
18,525,685 18,468,276 - 0.3
169,188,474 177,318,634 + 4.8
TOTAL
1,446,843 $51,457,364 + 6.2 $451,283,728 $494,396,640 + 9.6
Month by month 1960
NBC
CBS
ABC
TOTAL
January
$13,260,010
$23,477,358
$20,980,897
$57,718,265
February
12,677,110
19,923,712
22,977,171
55,577,993
March
24,043,799
13,487,460
21,072,164
58,603,423
12,701,240
22,580,032
20,642,038
April
55,923,310
May
19,414,264
12,876,050
23,209,917
55,500,231
11,948,700
22,062,832
18,959,323
52,970,855
July
June*
12,529,660
23,442,997
19,805,457
55,778,114
11,366,100
18,052,503
50,867,085
21,448,482
*
st
gu
Au
11,875,080
18,468,276
September
21,114,008
51,457,364
*June and Au; $ust 1960 fig ures revised as of November 10, 1960
By day parts
September
1959

Percent
1960 Change

January-September
Percent
1959
1960 Change

Daytime $15,384,651 $16,108,436 + 4.7 $147,820,975 $147,636,680 - 0.1
Mon.-Fri. 13,274,004 13,407,548 + 1.0 126,769,984 122,967,996 - 3.0
Sat-Sun. 2,110,647
2,700,888 +28.0 21,050,991
24,668,684 +17.2
Nighttime 33,062,192 35,348,928 + 6.9 303,462,753 346,759,960 +14.3
TOTAL $48,446,843 $51,457,364 + 6.2 $451,283,728 $494,396,640 + 9.6
30
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television ($68 million in network, $21
million in spot); $16 million in radio
($4 million in network, $12 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
48%.
A slight pullback in network tv by
Westinghouse Electric (despite its political coverage) and a temporary pullout by Bulova Watch Co. this year
cancelled out what were tv increases of
other McCann-Erickson clients.
The agency slipped $3 million in
broadcast billing. Network placement
wound up only $1 million behind the
pace of 1959 but radio billing came
down some $2 million though network
radio was up at the agency.
That the agencies are crowding the
top level just behind the J. Walter
M-E's
bulge2 is
Thompson
drop
from No.
to evident
a third in
place
tie
with network-booming Ted Bates, while
Y & R, only $1 million ahead of McCann, squeaked past and nestled in second position.
As one of the Big Four among radiotv agencies, McCann-Erickson is well
fortified in billing from its blue-chips.
Such advertisers as Bell & Howell
{Churchill Memoirs and the Closeup
series on ABC-TV), Colgate-Palmolive
{Twilight Zone on CBS-TV), Derby
Foods (ABC-TV's Maverick, Walt Disney Presents, Hong Kong, Naked City
and Roaring 20's), Liggett & Myers
(Chesterfields, Duke)
(ABC-TV's
The
Untouchables,
Adventures
in Paradise
and The Islanders) continue to contribute to the network and spot columns.
Still others: the long list of Nabisco
participations {Wagon Train on NBCTV, Rawhide on CBS-TV and a group
of daytime programs and syndicated
shows), Corn Products' daytime serials,
Borax' strips, Nestle's continuing Roy
Rogers syndicated show, Buick's Bob
Motors'
GeneralSeries
Hope specialsin and
participation
the World
and
in the Rose Bowl and Blue-Gray games.
Under the M-E umbrella, Brunswick is
associated with Jackpot Bowling on
NBC-TV, Coca-Cola with Adventures
of the Nelsons on ABC-TV, Helene
Curtis with To Tell the Truth, Esso
with Esso Reporter.
Westinghouse Electric moved into
1960 with a cutback Desilu Playhouse
sponsorship on CBS-TV, convention
coverage and election night returns
CBS-TV but is idle from election day
until after the end of this year when it
picks up again with its new Nanette
Fabray Show on NBC-TV. Bulova, on
the other hand, has been out of television entirely in 1960, this alone responsible for at least $5 million loss in
broadcast billing handled by the agency.
Ted Bates & Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $105 million; $102 million in
television ($55 million in network, $47
million in spot); $3 million in radio
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

FIRST

CHICAGO!

. . . reaching more homes per average quarter-hour each weekday, 6:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m., than any other Chicago station!
The WMAQ daytime reach is 13% greater than the second
station's and 16% greater than the third station's. In Chicago,
the "Sound Of The Sixties" is the favorite sound of adult listeners, delivering a bigger buying audience for more advertisers.
WMAQ -NBC Owned* 670 in Chicago 'Sold by NBC Spot Sales
SOURCE: CHI. NSI, AUG. -SEPT., 19(10
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($0.5 million in network, $2.5 million
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 79%.
For the second successive year Ted
Bates & Co. increased its broadcast
billings by at least $10 million. This
year the rise put the agency in a third
place tie with McCann-Erickson and
just short of the No. 2 spot.
With network tv billings up $12 million over 1959, Ted Bates apparently is
the leading purchaser of time on both
ABC-TV and CBS-TV. Tv spot billing
is running equal to last year's figure of
$47 million, but there has been a drop
this year of $1.5 million in radio network billing and a $0.5 million decrease
in radio spot, making radio's loss part
of Whitehall
network tv'sLabs
gain.Div. of American
Home Products, Colgate-Palmolive and
Brown & Williamson comprise a formidable trio of network tv sponsors,
which together have programs on all
networks. Whitehall's ABC-TV programs include Surfside Six, Adventures
in Paradise, Hawaiian Eye, Untouchables and 77 Sunset Strip. Colgate is
concentrated at CBS-TV (Ed Sullivan,
Perry Mason, My Sister Eileen and
Rawhide). Brown & Williamson has
participations in ABC-TV's Surfside
Six, Stagecoach West, Naked City and
Make that Spare, in addition to Wanted
— Dead or Alive and Checkmate, both

How

frequency

pays

On television it pays to keep
hammering the message home. To
back up this theory, NBC went back
through old studies and pulled out
figures to show that repeat exposures
are not wasted effort.
Explained Thomas E. Coffin's research projects division in a bulletin,
"Frequency . . . was one of the
strengths which built radio into a
major advertising force, the added
impact of repeated impressions showing itself in increased effectiveness
of the advertising." To document
the principle in television, NBC had
only to go to past studies where the
sample was sorted according to viewing frequency.
These were the findings, based on
varying samples in the individual
studies:
Testing for identification of Texaco gasoline with the "tower of
power" slogan,
foundbetter
that than
occasional viewers NBC
did 62%
non-viewers and frequent viewers
did 139% better than non-viewers.
A study in nighttime programming
32
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continued

on CBS-TV. Other major tv network
and spot advertisers placing business
through Bates are: Warner-Lambert,
American Chicle, Continental Baking,
Carter Products, Standard Brands and
Boyle-Midway.
BBDO: Combined tv-radio $91.5 million; $75 million in television ($45 million in network, $30 million in spot);
$16.5 million in radio ($1.5 million in
network, $15 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 40%.
As an agency on the receiving end of
some large account shifts during the
year, BBDO showed sudden signs of
spark in 1960 the full billing effect of
which ought to be felt next year. In
1959, themained agency's
renear constantradio-tv
but in billing
1960 the
agency increased broadcast billing by
some $3.5 million.
BBDO's account gains included PepsiCola from Kenyon & Eckhardt and the
substantial billing in Dodge cars and
trucks, the former moving from Grant
and the latter from Ross Roy. With
these accounts came "side" benefits of
regional bottlers as in the case of Pepsi
and dealer funds with Dodge.
BBDO has yet to hit the pace in tv of
a Ted Bates or a J. Walter Thompson
but its client spending "depth" is seen in
the breakdown of network to spot (only
a little better than a four to three edge).

off for the

television

this year, "Advertising Impact With
News and Public Affairs," showed
the advantage is consistently higher
for viewers most heavily exposed to
the advertising.
The same principle holds for daytime, according to an extract on use
of
Pond's
"Daytime
Rendezvous products
With thefrom
Women
Who
Buy," NBC study of last year. This
showed that 41% more frequent
viewers used the cold cream than
non-viewers, with occasional viewers
showing a 14% higher use. Pond's
dry skin cream users numbered 9 1 %
better among frequent viewers than
non-viewers and 13% better among
occasional viewers.
Other comparisons:
Proctor Ironing Boards
(Would consider buying)
% would Advantage
consider over
nonProctor
viewers
Non-viewers 16%
Occasional viewers
26
+ 63%
Frequent viewers 33
+106
Source:
"Selling
appliances on NBC-TV,"
NBC, 1960.
Daytime/Nighttime.

Its mainstay network advertisers and
shows: Rexall Drug's alternate-week
sponsorship with client General Mills of
National Velvet on NBC-TV; Westclox
in The Tab Hunter Show (NBC-TV,
alternate week) ; U. S. Steel's Steel Hour
(CBS-TV);
I. duShow
Pont ofdetheNemours'
June
AllysonE. and
Month,
both CBS-TV; General Electric's GE
Theatre on CBS-TV, and Campbell
Soup's Donna Reed Show (ABC-TV)
and Lassie (CBS-TV). The agency now
bills the alternate-week sponsorship of
Lawrence Welk on ABC-TV by Dodge;
American Tobacco's segments in Bonanza on NBC-TV; continues with Armstrong's Circle Theatre that is on every
other week in its Wednesday time period on CBS-TV, and has Philco Corp.'s
now traditional backing of both the
Miss America pageant and parade coverage on CBS-TV.
Participants
in network shows are not
alien to BBDO which counts du Pont,
Pan American Coffee Bureau and Pittsburgh Plate Glass among advertisers
using these, while GE, Ocean Spray
cranberries, U. S. Steel and New England Mutual Life Insurance Co. are included in the list of advertisers in "specials." Spot activity, considerable at
this agency,
advertisers asincludes
General such
Mills,"name"
GE (Mr.
Magoo commercials, for example),
Ocean Spray, Pan-American Coffee, du
Pont, Dodge and Pepsi-Cola.
Benton & Bowles: Combined tv-radio

advertiser
Opinion of the 1960 Ford
(Rating it "one ofIndex
the best")
Advantage
(non-V. over non= 100) viewers
Non-viewers 100
Light viewers 120
+ 29%
Moderate viewers 229 +129
Heavy viewers 257 +157
Source: "Prospectivity," p. 82, NBC, 1960.
Nighttime.
Interest in Frigidaire products
(Percent exposed to advertising which increased interest in products)
% reporting Advantage
increased
noninterest over
viewers
Non-viewers 27%
Occasional viewers
37
+ 41%
Frequent viewers 52
+ 93%
Source: "Selling Hardgoods on NBC Daytime Television," p. 6, NBC, 1959. Daytime.
Buying
makebuying)
of car
(Percentthe ofsponsored
each group
Advantage
Non-viewers
Total viewers
Frequent viewers
Source:
"Roadsigns to
1958. Nighttime.

%
buying
12.2%
19.4
21.9
Sales," p.

over
nonviewers
+ 59%
+ 80
A6, NBC.
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$80.5 million; $78 million in television
($41.5 million in network, $36.5 million
in radio ($500,$2.5 million
in
000spot);
in network,
$2 million in spot);

THE
BILLION
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MARKET
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50,000" WATTS

RADIO

ONLY 50,000 WATT NETWORK STATION IN AREA
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL BLAIR
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tv-radio share of overall billing: 70%.
Benton & Bowles' radio and television billing primarily comes from four
advertisers: Procter & Gamble, General
Foods, Philip Morris (Parliament) and
S. C. Johnson.
P & G's lineup includes full sponsorships and participations but all of its
nighttime program activity via B & B
falls into these shows: Cheyenne, Rebel,
Rifleman, Tom Ewell, Peter Loves
Mary, Real McCoys, Detectives, Law
and Mr. Jones and Riverboat. General
Foods' network top guns are personalities such as Danny Thomas, Andy
Griffith and Ann Sothern, each starring in a situation comedy show, and
adding to this are situation comedy
Angel, western adventure Rawhide,
deep sea Acquanauts and cartoon Bugs
Bunny.

AGENCIES

continued

bell Soup's Swanson line (about $2 million) Procter & Gamble's Canadian
Camay line ($250,000) and the Sunlion).
kist accounts
(worth nearly $1.5 mil-

Name any of the blue chip network
tv programs (evening and daytime)
chances are that Burnett is represented
from among such clients as Allstate,
Campbell, Chrysler Corp., Cracker
Jack, Hoover, Kellogg, Kendall Co.,
Philip Morris, Pillsbury and P&G. Spot
radio and / or tv clients were Brown Shoe
Co., Campbell, Cracker Jack, Green
Giant, Hoover, Kellogg, Motorola, Pfizer and Philip Morris. Others in selected key cities were Philip Morris, Santa
Fe plus local accounts.
Among the agency's highlights: it inherited Philip Morris new Commander
cigarette (networks and spot) and continued strong with Marlboro and Philip
Morris; it retained the top rated children's parlay of Huckleberry Hound,
Woody Woodpecker and Quick Draw
McGraw with a new Yogi Bear series
Parliament this season is busy help- starting in January for Kellogg; it was
responsible for An Evening With Fred
Edwards'
ingcasts
to support
Perry Astaire on behalf of Chrysler; it bought
and newsRawhide
on CBS-TV,,Doug
Mason on the same network, while S. such new entries as the Aquanauts,
C. Johnson is in Garry Moore, Red Dennis the Menace, Magic Land of AlSkelton, Angel, Zane Grey and Ann lakazam for Kellogg; Dobie Gillis and
Sothern. Other network, aside from Route 66 for Philip Morris; Gillis and
The Shirley Temple Show for Pillsbury
Schick's ap- and
daytime billing, includes Face
The Law and Mr. Jones and Tom
the Napearances in Witness and
tion, and Pream's Mason and Norwich Ewell Show for P&G, and it retained
Pharmacal's Riverboat buys. The spot many of the old staples for its clients or
users follow the same pattern — led by brought them other existing properties.
high broadcast spending P & G, General
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample: Combined
Parliament and S. C. Johnson —
Foods,
as
in network.
tv-radio billing $62.4 million; $53.8
Instant Maxwell House Coffee (Gen- million in television ($38.5 million in
eral Foods brand) only last week noted network, $15.3 million in spot); $8.6
it's in the midst of its heaviest fall ad- million in radio ($2.4 million in netvertising inhistory reaching nearly four
work, $6.2 million in spot) ; tv-radio
out of five U. S. families using network share of overall billing: 65%.
and spot, and reaching an estimated
Bigger spending by DFS's established
40 million homes, a substantial increase clients
pushed the agency's broadcast
over the advertiser's audience reach last billing up more than $4 million over
1959. As in previous years, the bulk
year. Shulton's Desert Dri and a new
of
DFS's business stemmed from such
toand
B
&
B
product are handled by
Shulton advertisers as Liggett & Myers (L & M
new
up
picks
21)
(Nov.
day
hair coloring.
cigarettes), Sterling Drug, General
Mills,eralAmerican
Chicle Co. and GenFoods.
tv-radio
ed
Combin
Leo Burnett Co.:
DFS's clients are substantial spenders
billing $65.6 million; $61.3 million in
,
network
in
million
in
daytime programs on the television
($42.9
ion
televis
$18.4 million in spot); $4.3 million in networks, but also are active in nighttime schedules. L & M, during the
radio ($0.5 million in network, $3.8
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of over- year, invested in such nighttime shows
all billing: 59.1%.
as Rebel, Hotel De Paree and the Garland Touch. Sterling bought into Route
the story 66 and Thriller. American Chicle Co.
Up, up and up. That's (now
celeagain of the Burnett agency
brating its 25th anniversary) which this purchased portions of Hawaiian Eye and
77 Sunset Strip. General Mills particiyear boosted its broadcast business
pated in sponsorship of Flicka, Rocky,
nearly $7 million and its radio-tv share
Rin Tin Tin, The Lone Ranger and
about 7%. Perhaps the only discernible
difference in type of media lay in spot
Wyatt Earp. Fallstaff Brewing invested
tv and radio both were down a bit. substantially in syndicated programs
through the country. These advertisers
During 1960 Burnett picked up CampBROADCASTING, November 21, 19G0

Lady Borden has Victor Borge on a spot ... in fact, on several spots, because spots are good for sales. And Victor
Borge's good for spots — especially Lady Borden Ice Cream
Spots. It's another example of how the Spot Medium has
gone big time. Successful advertisers like Borden's know
the power of spots well placed . . know the wonderful flexibility. Most likely you should be using the spot medium
right now. Call your nearest

H-R salesman. He's an expert
On Spot and Will show you how
spot will work for you.
^

^Telev
ision, inc.
Representatives
W

1960'S BIGGEST
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also were active in spot radio and television.

Toledo
FOR

33

YEARSI

N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.: Combined tvradio billing $57.8 million; $40.8 million in television ($23.5 million in network, $17.3 million in spot); $17 million in radio ($3 million in network,
$14 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billings: 40%.
N. W. Ayer & Son added more automotive billings to those of Plymouth
when Chrysler early in the year assigned Ayer the other two makes in its
Plymouth-DeSoto-Valiant Div. These
used seasonal spot. Plymouth this year
continued to be a heavy tv network
spender, with the old NBC-TV Steve
Allen Show succeeded this fall by Garry
Moore and The Garlund Touch on
CBS-TV. The alternate-week Bell Telephone Hour tradition on NBC-TV is
intact, with an occasional science or
documentary special added to the bill.
AT&T and affiliated telephone companies also use network radio, radio
and tv spot (Illinois Bell is making local
use of the tv documentary). Sealtest
retains NBC-TV's Bat Masterson on a
52-week basis, with Hills Bros, still on
the western leg of that show. Sergeant's
pet care products stepped up expenditures on several ABC-TV shows and the
NBC-TV Jack Paar Show. Yardley
bought ABC-TV coverage of Great
Britain's royal wedding. Whitman's followed its 1959 tv debut on the CBS-TV
Wizard of Oz with the same order for
this December.
Ayer's long list of spot spenders includes United Air Lines; Atlantic Refining, tvweather sponsor in 40 markets
and longtime radio-tv baseball sponsor;
Armour, with considerable tv commitments; Corning, which moved from network to spot tv this year; Hamilton
Watch, a seasonal radio customer; Howard Johnson restaurants and foods, a
52-week tv customer; Ohio Oil (Marathon)Steinway
;
pianos, with year-round
schedules in radio, and others. Johnson
& Johnson's new Arrestin cough medicine made a fall entry with tv spot and
participation in several network shows
on day and night logs. Dapper spray
starch was launched in Philadelphia
last summer and is using tv spot as it
widens its distribution south and westward. DuPont's new Lucite household
paint began on tv in Philadelphia.
There were, in all, 38 Ayer clients in
radio and 33 in tv this year.

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ
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William Esty Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $56.25 million; $45 million in
television ($38 million in network, $7
million in spot); $1 1.25 million in radio
($2 million in network, $9.25 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
75%.

continued

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. historically accounts for a large part of William
Esty cast
billings,
in allbrands.
the broadmedia for spending
the different
This
fall much of the budget goes into 12 tv
network shows. Union Carbide (Prestone, Eveready, other products) is in
seven programs on the tv networks and
also is a spot customer, both television
and radio, as is Nescafe instant coffee,
which also allocates some money to tv
network announcements. Daytime network tv has been significant in budgets
of Chesbrough Pond's Vaseline, Thomas
Leeming's Ben-Gay and Pacquin Silk 'n
Satin lotion. Ballantine beer uses regional tv spot and network. Sun Oil
uses all the broadcast combinations.
Esty's broadcast billings are higher this
year compared with 1959 because of a
revision in estimates, the figures compiled in past years having been too conservative. Aside from this revision, the
billing level has been upped by increased network tv commitments in
1960. A new account, the Veep drink
produced by the New York Coca-Cola
bottler, relied on radio, and to a lesser
extent tv, to build up a following.
Compton Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing: $50 million; $47.5 million in television ($23.5 million in network, $24
million in spot); $2.5 million in radio
($1 million in network, $1.5 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
62%.
Compton's radio-tv billing is estimated to be almost $6 million above
the 1959 level, attributed largely to
increased spending by Alberto-Culver
and Procter & Gamble products. The
large advertisers at Compton are P &
G,
Chesebrough-Pond's
AlbertoCulver,
with P & G, ofand
course,
the
major account.
In addition to a large number of daytime participations, P & G was active
in sponsorship of such nighttime tv programs as Cheyenne, Wyatt Earp, Tom
Ewell Show, Peter Loves Mary , The Real
McCoys, The Detectives and The Rebel.
Alberto-Culver bought into the Barbara
Stanwyck Show and Dante. Chesebrough-Pond's was a substantial buyer
of daytime network tv programs.
Spot business was placed for P & G,
Chesebrough-Pond's, El Producto cigars,
R. T. French Co. (Sauces), Eversharp
Pen Co., Quaker Oats, Shick Safety
Razor, Sterling Drug and Sterling Brewers.
Kenyon & Eckhardt: Combined tv-radio
billing $47.6 million; $40.3 million in
television ($32.4 million in network,
$7.9 million in spot); 7.3 million in
radio ($1.3 million in network, $6 million in spot);
billing:
49%. tv-radio share of overall
K&E's billing fortunes in the broad-
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gives Fargo's Metropolitan County Area as No. 1
in the nation for retail sales per family!
Also — all the Pulse Area Surveys show that
WD AY is the top station among 43 that compete
for audience in our 55-county area.
All this confirms the wisdom of you advertisers
have been choosing WD AY

the

since 1922!

There just ain't no station anywhere else in the
U. S. that does so much — for so many — for so
little! Ask PGW!
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PULSE AREA REPORT (55 COUNTIES)
MARCH 21-28, 1960
SHARE OF AUDIENCE— IN-HOME & OUT-OF-HOME
WDAY
STA. B
STA. C
STA. D
STA. E
STA. F
37 Others

6 A.M.-12 N.

12 N.-6 P.M.

6 P.M. -Mid.

22
16
8
8
6
3
38

21
18
9
8
5
5

22
20
8
7
6
5

34

32

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.,
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WALB-TV
Albany,

WJHG-TV
Panama City, Florida

Georgia
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SALES

Albany -Thomasville
and
WALB

82

South

POWER

-Tallahassee

Georgia

and

FOR

- Panama

Florida

City

Counties!

delivers:
• 92.9% dominance of Albany metro audience
(9 AM-Midnight, ARB March I960)
• 60.5% dominance of Albany-Thomasville-Tallahassee metro audience
(Monday thru Friday 6 AM-6 PM, Nielsen March i960)
• 53% dominance of Albany-Thomasville-Tallahassee metro audience
(Saturday thru Sunday 6 PM-Midnight, Nielsen March I960)
• Albany is one of the 10 best business cities in the nation
(Forbes, March I960)
• Albany is Georgia's fastest growing citv

WJHG-TV

located in fasr growing Panama
on the Florida Miracle Strip.

City

Single station market

Retail sales per household average $6533 — considerably
above the top ranked metro area of the United States
Ask today for availabilities and combination rate.

James H. Gray, President

(One rate card — local and national^

Raymond E. Carow, Managing Director

Represented Nationally by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,
In the South by James S. Ayers Co.

SERVING

Inc.

A
II w
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ONLY

NBC

ATLANTA
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Vl »»n,,„M/lAlBOT
e WoodlarHj o ^ WRt>berta0
. MAftois vvaveny ! T^bo'to" / TAYLOR ~\

sr. owner i

Grade

B

Population:
(I960 Census)

L

928,534

TV

Homes:

187,270

(ARB January I960)

The Gray Television Network is bigger than Chattanooga, Tenn.;
Columbia, S. C; Augusta, Ga.; Peoria, 111.
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cast media steadied during the year despite some account attrition, notably
Pepsi-Cola which moved to BBDO. The
agency's network tv activity on behalf
of clients was on an even keel buttressed by such prime-time program
advertisers as Max Factor (Shirley Temple on NBC-TV), Lincoln-Mercury (Alfred Hitchcock on NBC-TV), Lever
(Checkmate and The Price is Right on
CBS-TV and NBC-TV, respectively),
Beecham Products (participations in
ABC-TV's Hong Kong, Hawaiian Eye,
The Untouchables, The Roaring 20' s
and 77 Sunset Strip), and Nabisco's
daytime Shari Lewis and Fury sponsorships on NBC-TV. Nabisco and Lever
are heavy in daytime network shows,
while Ford institutional bills through
K&E on Leonard Bernstein's concerts
on CBS-TV (with Shell corporate sponsoring the young people concerts).
Aside from spot billing by these advertisers there are also Max Factor, H. P.
Hood & Sons and A. S. R. Products
under the K&E umbrella.

If king-size billings are your
aim in America's largest market,
you need WPAT . . . Metropolitan New York's reigning good
music station. The long and the
short of it is simply this: WPAT
gets results. That's why tobacco
products advertising alone has increased more than 348% in only
three short years on our station
and that's only one of the many
advertising categories that has
shown record-breaking gains on
WPAT. The reason? We smoke
out listeners in 31 counties
throughout New York, New Jerand Connecticutsey,
... anPennsylvania
area where more than
17,000,000 people live, work and
buy in more than 5,000,000 radio
homes. America's leading tobacco men know it. Among them,
count the men who make and
market Benson & Hedges, Camels, Chesterfields, Dukes, General
Cigars, Hit Parades, Kents, L &
M's, Lucky Strikes, Newports,
Oasis, Old Golds, Pall Malls, Parliaments, Tareytons and Winstons. In the past three years, all
of them have found out that
Greater New York's best drawing
station is WPAT ... the station
with the aroma of success.
WPAT
Br
WPAT-FM
40
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Foote, Cone & Belding: Combined tvradio $46 million. $41 million in television ($25.6 million in network, $15.4
million in spot); $5 million in radio
($700,000 in network, $4.3 million in
spot);
49.5% tv-radio share of overall billing:
Broadcast billing climate at Foote,
Cone & Belding is favorable. Total
dollars are up $5.7 million, most of
it coming from spot television. Network actually showed a $3 million-plus
drop, while radio maintained a good
level. The top FC&B broadcast users
include Kimberly Clark (in Checkmate
and Wanted — Dead or Alive on CBSTV), Armour (Untouchables and
Naked City participants on ABC-TV),
Sunbeam (also Untouchables and Naked
City), S. C. Johnson (Red Skelton,
Comedy Spot and Garry Moore Show,
all CBS-TV) and General Foods (American Bandstand) .
FC&B's showcase shows: Hallmark
Hall of Fame (Hall Bros.) on NBC-TV
and Our American Heritage series
(Equitable Life Assurance Society) on
the same network. Spot advertisers include among others Armour (also in
daytime network), Kimberly Clark,
General Foods (also in daytime network), Sunkist Growers, Angostura Wupperman, Savarin Coffee, Clairol,
Stauffer Foods, Lever, Halo, Hawaiian
Pineapple, Paper-Mate, Purex, TransWorld Airlines, Zenith Radio and B. F.
Goodrich.
Lennen & Newell: Combined tv-radio
billing $38 million; $37.2 million in
television ($23.4 in network, $13.8 million in spot); $0.8 mililon in radio (all
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 44.1%.

I GENCIES

continued

L&N's billing in the broadcast media
dipped by almost $4 million, explained
largely by a shift out of radio into the
print
by several
the agency's
clients.media
Its radio
businessof decreased
by
$3 million in 1960 compared with 1959.
L&N clients continued to place a substantial business in tv, particularly in
network. Lorillard, on behalf of several
of its brands,Aquanauts
was sponsor
CBS-TV's
Hennesey,
and ofZane
Grey
Theater and NBC-TV's Groucho Marx
Show and Tab Hunter Show. For Colgate, L&N bought participations on
various daytime network shows and for
the American Gas Assn., the Barbara
Stanwyck Show on NBC-TV.
Spot business was placed for Colgate,
Lorillard, the Best Foods Div. of Corn
Products Co., Armstrong Rubber Co.
and the McCormick Co. (tea and
spices).
Cunningham & Walsh: Combined tvradio billing $32 million; $23 million in
television ($12 million in network, $11
million in spot) ; $9 million in radio
($1.5 million in network, $7.5 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 50%.
It's an about even split in network
and spot television at Cunningham &
Walsh, while tv and radio billings break
out at a more than two to one ratio.
The network tv comes principally from
Texaco (52-week Huntley-Brinkley news
show on NBC-TV, Captain Kangaroo
on CBS-TV and in specials) ; American
Cyanamid, Johns-Manville, Smith Corona and Watchmakers of Switzerland
(all in Dave Garroway's Today show
on NBC-TV), and Boyle-Midway's
participations in American Home Products' programs; American Machine &
Foundry's three-telecast sponsorship of
Tomorrow, public information specials
on CBS-TV; and Andrew Jergens' participation indaytime network.
Spot tv users include Automobile
Mfrs. Assn., American Cyanamid,
Boyle-Midway, AMF, F. A. Folger,
Jergens, with spot radio advertisers
made up of American Cyanamid, Folger, Texaco and the AMA.
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles:
Combined tv-radio billing $32 million;
$26.5 million in television ($20.3 million in network, $6.2 million in spot);
$5.5 million in radio (all spot); tvradio share of overall billing: 68%.
SSC&B gains most of its radio-tv billing strength through network tv activity.
This season, for example, SSC&B clients
are represented as follows: Lipton Tea
(Jack Benny on CBS-TV, a special on
NBC-TV and election night sponsorship on NBC-TV); Block Drug (This
Is Your Life and Riverboat on NBC-TV
and Jack Paar Show on that network);
BROADCASTING, November 21, 19 0
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(or, how you've changed your viewing
Any computer, no matter how marathon the range of its
"intellect," subsists on the facts fed into it by human choice.
Many computers strut their electronic stuff in what is familiarly known as "Video Land." But only one computer really
counts — that's the one that starts the count rolling. The one
who starts the count rolling.
Who?
You.
The Dial Twister.
You are the only computer that ever really created anything. You created another network (see our signature
below). You created a network second to none (see the chart
to the right). You kept twisting and twisting that little dial
on your living-room set and you twisted us right up there...
where we now have 7 of the 10 most popular shows and are
first 4 nights and tied for a fifth. Not since 1957 has Net Y, and
not since 1954 has Net Z, had so high a Share of Audience
as ABC-TV has today.
You (along with millions of other Dial Twisters) have
made ABC the network most people watch most of the time.
That pleasing result came from your computing of certain
facts fed into you. Take such bold new facts as The Untouchables, 77 Sunset Strip, The Real McCoys, The Flintstones,
My 3 Sons, SurfSide 6, The Roaring 20's. You digested them,
computed them and reported those so highly pleasing (to us)
Top Ratings.
When you were in a mood (other computers are incapable
ofbeingin oroutofmoods)forevenmoresubstantial fare, ABC
fed you such responsible Public Service documentaries as
those in the Bell & Howell Close- Up! series and Expedition.
Etc. We confidently expect many more dials to be twisted
our way as you start (next week) computing the intense
significance and inspiring excitement of the forthcoming 26part series, Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years. (Music
background by Richard Rodgers.)
When you were in a mood to compute Sports facts, we
fed (and will continue to feed) you the most Sports hours of
any network: NCAA Football, American League Football,
Fight of the Week, All Star Golf.

Computer

preferences over the last 8 years^
And in Specials: Remember how quickly you computed
such extra-special Specials as The Bing Crosby Show,
Maurice Chevalier's Invitation to Paris, Elvis Presley's return
to our Frank Sinatra shores, Debbie Reynolds' TV debut.

*Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV report week ending November 6, 1960, vs. multi-network
area reports for similar periods previous years. 6:30-11 PM Sun., 7:30-11 PM Mon.-Sat.
Sample Special coming up: David the Outlaw, two-part
Biblical epic starring Jeff Chandler and Israel.
Obviously, no human computer can be told what to watch
and compute in this land of 180 million human computers.
There is no arm-twisting in this land.
There is, however, dial-twisting a-plenty.
We owe our existence as a network to it. We owe our
phenomenal growth in Client Acceptance to it. Against last
year, ABC's billings are up 30% and give every evidence of
continuing to out-pace the growth of any other element in
the TV industry.
So, whether you are an advertiser dialing-in the public...
or whether you are a Dial Twister dialing in for Television's
best . . . ABC-TV is now your first choice.
ABC

TELEVISION

A

BILLION-DOLLARS
SILVER!

ON

A

PLATTER

Whitehall (Sunday News Special, Have
Gun Will Travel and To Tell The
Truth, and the alternate week of Doug
Edwards & The News, all CBS-TV);
Noxzema (in Maverick, Adventures in
Paradise and the daytime American
Bandstand, all ABC-TV); Carter (in
news and in football on CBS-TV, in
Aquanauts on CBS-TV and Hawaiian
Eye and Roaring Twenties on ABC-TV.
The agency is involved in Have Gun
Will Travel also for Lever Bros., in
Wells Fargo and Thriller on NBC-TV
for American Tobacco (Pall Mall). In
addition, Lipton and Whitehall are in
daytime shows. The radio-tv spot, advertisers include Lever, Vick Chemical,
Pall Mall, Noxzema, Lipton, Whitehall,
Carter, Sterling Drug (Calorid), S & H
Green Stamps and Duffy Mott among
others.
Campbell Ewald Co.: Combined tvradio billing $31.5 million; $26 million
in television ($20.5 in network, $5.5
million in spot); $5.5 million in radio
($3.5 million in network, $2 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
30%.
CE jumped its broadcast business a
bit, but radio-tv share was down, with
little variance in network and spot
figures from last year. Chevrolet continued with the Dinah Shore Chevy
Show and bought My Three Sons and
Route 66 plus spot campaigns. Parent
General Motors sponsored the Danny

A billion dollars . . . yours for the asking . . .
when you ask for WSFA-TV. This one buy
blankets Montgomery and Central-South
Alabama, where a million people have a
billion dollars to spend.

WSFA-TV
NBC / ABC
MONTGOMERY
- CHANNEL
12
Broadcasting Co. of the South
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. The
WIS-TV Columbia, South Carolina

Kaye torspecial,
while GM's
United Stage
MoService Div.
underwrote
Coach West and The Islanders. Goebel
Brewing Co., long active in sports
(baseball, pro football) dropped out
while GM's Delco-Remy Products was
active in spot radio running as high as
30 markets. Firestone Tire and Rubber
Co. continued with its Eyewitness to
History series on CBS-TV.
D'Arcy Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$26.5 million; $19.5 million in television ($8 million in network, $11.5
million in spot) ; $7 million in radio ($1
million in network, $6 million in spot) ;
tv-radio share of overall billing: 37%.
D'Arcy's rising in billing this year was
attributed largely to expansion of activities by old-line clients such as Anheuser-Busch, Studebaker-Packard, Colgate (Halo), Gerber Baby Foods and
Standard Oil (Indiana). New clients,
such as Breast O' Chicken Tuna and
Lufthansa Airlines helped swell the
spot radio-tv business.
A striking
Anheuser-Busch's
purchase
of buy
the was
syndicated
half-hour
program, The Third Man, on a marketto-market basis throughout the country,
said to represent an investment of almost $2 million. Other heavy investors
were Gerber baby foods with sponsorship of various daytime tv programs;
Colgate and Studebaker-Packard, which
invested in various nighttime filmed
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GRAND

SLAM

WINNER

Pha!
4. Best
ments Local Announce5. Best Local Musical
Spot Production
6. Special Merit Citation
from Governor Price
Daniel

1. Best Local News
Coverage
2. Best Community Discussion Program
3. State-wide Advertiser's
Award

WACO
wins every award
in her category
Yes, Radio Station WACO at Waco, Texas, won all five of
the Awards offered to Broadcast outlets serving cities of more
than 100,000 population by the Texas Association of Broadcasters. Then, to cap the climax, WACO was (for the fourth
time!)
a Special Merit Citation from Texas'
Governorawarded
Price Daniel.
THE AWARD WINNING STATION
WACO is, traditionally, the Award Winning Station.
Beginning in the thirties, WACO has been winning
meaningful Awards, year after year. And now, the
Grand Slam! In competition with all other Texas radio
stations
serving cities of more than 100,000. That's
really something!
BIGGEST AWARD OF ALL
The Biggest Award of all is the Listener's Award! ,
This one comes from the People in WACO's area
of coverage. By the hour, by the day, by night,
year after year. It is reflected in every "rating"
(check 'em) that measures audience share in
the WACO area. And WACO is tops every
time, all the time.
Listeners love WACO.

LEE GLASGOW
WACO CO-OWNER
It is more than poetic that the name Glasgow rhymes with
WACO. Lee Glasgow is WACO. He owns it. Lee came with
the Station fresh out of college (TCU) in 1935 as a time
salesman. Now he is the co-owner of WACO with Wendell
Mayes. He also owns KAND-Corsicana and WTAW- Bryan College Station. He has watched WACO grow. He has made
it grow. He is one of those now rare individuals, a working
owner. Comes to work early, stays late, works hard. Leads
his people. Drives himself. Dedicated to broadcasting as a
human service. Loves the City of Waco. Gives willing
hands to every civic chore and challenge: industrially,
culturally, financially. Glasgow has made WACO a First
in every possible way: in Popularity, in Coverage, in
the hearts and ears of the People. (WACO is even the
First name gramminginwith the
phoneis book
under He"W".)
Glasgow
a religion.
sleepsProit,
eats it, dreams it, plans it, and he makes it work.
Not anything is left to chance on WACO. Glasgow
surrounds himself with people who, likewise, share
his dedication to perfection. Witness: Mary Holliday, one a of
beloved program
personalities,
conducts
dailyGlasgow's
WACO featured
that
has attained national recognition, and is now
in its 25th year! Lee believes that People
love People. That is the secret that unlocks
the favor for WACO.
BIGGEST

YEAR

IN WACO'S HISTORY
WACO's
Award Winning at WACO goes hand in hand- with business volume.
This year, 1960, brings WACO its biggest volume of sales in
its 38-year history. This means that WACO is right in the
middle: People give it the audience; advertisers
give it the business; everybody gives it Awards.
How about you? Got something to sell?
Get on the Station (WACO)
that gets to the people who
buy. Make this your
biggest year,
too.
CALL
JOHN E. PERSON CO.

New York, Chicago, Dallas

LEE GLASGOW

(collect) PLaza 2-6571, Waco
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serials and Standard Oil Co. (Indiana)
which sponsored the professional football games on CBS-TV. These advertisers also invested substantially in spot
radio and tv, and other spot clients included Bigelow Carpets, Lenox China
and Royal Crown Cola. StudebakerPackard, in an unusual buy, sponsored
15 55-minute jazz programs on CBS
Radio last summer.
Grey Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing
$26.2 million; $18.5 million in television
($13.2 million in network, $5.3 million
in spot); $7.7 million in radio ($1.55
million in network, $6.15 million in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
51.4%.
The acquisition of four accounts active in radio-tv helped boost Grey's
broadcast billing by more than $4 million over the 1959 level. The accounts
are Ivory Shampoo, Downy, Revlon and
Tintex.
A heavy network tv buyer, Grey invested on ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBCTV for various clients. Block Drug
Co. was on NBC-TV in This Is Your
Life, River Boat and Dough Re Mi;
General Electric Photo Lamp Dept. on
ABC-TV's Leave It To Beaver; Procter

AGENCIES

continued

& Gamble (Lilt) on ABC-TV's Wyatt
Earp and Rifleman and specials on various networks for Revlon.
Accounts active in spot radio and tv
included Greyhound, Chock Full O'
Nuts Coffee, Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp., Block Drug and Revlon. Grey
boosted its billing in spot radio and tv
by almost $3 million over 1959.
Needham, Louis & Brorby: Combined
tv-radio billing $26.2 million; $22.6
million in television ($16.2 million in
network, $6.4 million in spot) ; $3.6
million in radio ($0.2 million in network, $3.4 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 57.5%.
NL&B boosted its radio-tv billings
about $7 million and its broadcast share
over 6%, continuing heavy in both network and spot tv, while picking up such
additional accounts as Mas Inc., Renault
(radio-tv, which it originally had) and
Rival lion). Packing Co. (worth $1.25 milLeading network advertisers included
S. C. Johnson & Son (wax products)
with such programs as The Garry
Moore Show, The Red Skelton Show,
Zane Grey Theatre, Johnny Ringo and
various daytime series (plus political

when

football

convention and election coverage on
NBC radio network) and Lever Bros,
(various products) with several network
credits. Kraft Foods Co., signing singer
Perry Como to a new five-year pact,
bought the Kraft Music Hall, Happy
and Tate.
Other clients and their properties:
Campbell Soup Co. with The Donna
Reed Show, Lassie and Thanksgiving
Day Parade; State Farm Insurance Co.,
Game of Week and The Jack Benny
Show; Massey-Ferguson, Jubilee and
Today on the Farm, and others. Active
spot radio and/ or tv clients were Johnson, Lever, Kraft, Campbell Soup,
Morton Salt, State Farm, Household
Finance, Oklahoma Oil (regional, with
newscasts), Monsanto (plastic division), International Minerals & Chemical
counts. Corp., Mars, Rival and local acErwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan: Combined tv-radio billing $25.5 million;
$18.2 million in television ($12 million
in network, $6.2 million in spot); $7.3
million in radio ($2.4 in network, $4.9
in spot), tv-radio share of overall billing: 37%.
EWR&R picked up more than $8
million in radio-tv billing in 1960, attributed byagency officials to expansion
of activity in the broadcast media by

goes

to

th

4

b

mpioni
Hurry,

write,

phone

or win

old-line clients and to new local business handled through EWR&R branch
offices.
Carnation Milk was the pace-setter in
network tv billing with sponsorship of
segments of Pete and Gladys, As the
World Turns, Sugarfoot and The Untouchables. Other network tv billing
came from Dutch Master cigars with
Take A Good Look; Van Camp with
House Party and Rawhide and Staley
Mfg. on various daytime programs.
Spot billing came from such clients
as KLM Airlines, General Electric,
Campana Sales, Carnation and ThermoFax Corp.
Tatham-Laird Inc.: Combined tv-radio
billing $24.15 million; $22.15 million in
television (12.1 million in network,
$10.05 in spot); $2 million in radio
($0.4 million in network, $1.6 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 68%.
A gain of nearly $4 million in broadcast billings was registered by T-L for
its fiscal year ending early in 1961. The
agency was involved in the transfer of
at least half a dozen account switches,
picking up American Home Products'
Aero Shave ($4 million), Coopers
(about $750,000), Mennen Co. (old
and new products worth nearly $1 million) and a new Bauer & Black product

and losing E. J. Brach & Sons ($700,000), Campbell Soup Co.'s Swanson
line (about $2 million), Toni Co.'s
Prom permanent and White Rain shampoo (nearly $2 million), and Parker
Pen Co. ($3 million, but not effective
until March 1, 1961).
High on the network and spot tv
list were Procter & Gamble (various
products), Whitehall Pharmacal and
Boyle Midway Div. of American Home
Products, Formfit Co., Libby, McNeill
& Libby, General Mills, Toni, Wander,
Parker Pen, Paxton & Gallagher for
Butter Nut coffee and the Campbell
Swanson line. The P & G line included
Mr. Clean and American Family products. With such major accounts involved, the list of network shows is
virtually endless.
Wade Adv. Inc.: Combined tv-radio
billing $20.8 million; $19.8 million in
television ($13 million in network, $6.8
million in spot); $1 million in radio
(all in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 80%.
The loss of the estimated $8 million
Alberto-Culver hair dressing account to
Compton didn't prove as serious to
Wade as was anticipated, partly because
of increased activity by Miles Labs and
its other clients. While the agency re-

ported overall billings of $28.1 million
as of Sept. 30 (doubtless reflecting
A-C's $8 million already billed), a
closer estimate would be that Wade's
overall billings will run about $25.1
million by year's end. This also would
reflect a portion of the $3 million in
accounts inherited in the merger with
H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, and the
newly-acquired Toni Deep Magic business (about $1 million).
(Note: projected to year's end, Culver is expected to spend about $12-13
million in 1960, with Compton assuming the account last Sept. 1.)
Miles alone reportedly boosted its advertising $2-$3 million this year, running over $20 million now and putting
the additional monies in broadcast media. Miles dropped The Rifleman and
Man From Blackhawk for Stage Coach
West, also adding The Flintstones and
shifting from Wednesday to the Saturday Night Fights, all on ABC-TV. It
bankrolled 11 daytime shows on NBCTV, bought local participations on 147
kid shows in 100 markets for its Chock
vitamin candy and was active in spot
tv in 100 markets, plus participations on
the Jack Paar Show for Alka-Seltzer.
Before it left the Wade shop, Culver
was highly active in tv, using several
network properties and spot tv (Broad-

Long before the bowl games start, the football
season is over. NOW is the time to fill those
football time slots with a show that even outrates football* — a show that's clobbering competition in market after market — a show that
reaches a cross-section of America, reaches
people with the means to buy!
The brand new series for '60 -'61 is ready
with 26 fast-moving full-hour films,
featuring the worlds' bowling greats.
'Just a few sample ratings:
BUFFALO:
12:45 PM Saturday— (Nielsen)
Championship Bowling 13.4
Football
3.7
NASHVILLE:
2:45 PM Sunday— (Pulse)
Championship Bowling 16.7
Football
6.0
QUINCY-HANNIBAL:
12 Noon Sunday — (Nielsen)
Championship Bowling. ..... 18.2
Football Kickoff
7.2
ST. LOUIS:
5:15 PM Saturday-HARB)
Championship Bowling 10.1
Pro Football
6.9
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CONCERNED

OVER

Television advertisers are starting to
resist the mounting cost of producing
their commercial messages.
The nation's most important advertiser group, Assn. of National Advertisers, showed deep concern over the
problem last week at its national convention in Hot Springs, Va.
The interest of ANA members in rising costs poses a new threat to tv: Advertisers will be driven out of television
into older media unless ways are found
to level off spiraling expenses.
ANA's special target last week was
the anticipated jump in costs involved
in the current labor dispute involving
the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists and the Screen Actors
Guild (see page 85).
The subject was discussed at a Nov.
14 panel session by Philip H. Cohen,

in

PROSPECTS

tv
OF

advertising

INCREASED

radio-tv director of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles.
Mr. Cohen and many other advertiser-agency officials take the position
that television circulation is now leveling off, bringing resistance to higher
costs. In the past the willingness to
adjust tv budgets upward as circulation
increased tended to minimize the impact
of higher expenditures.
Many ANA members indicated they
no longer have escalator provisions in
their budgets to absorb rising television
costs. The usual alternatives are reduce
the size of tv campaigns or shift to
other media.
The only escape from these alternatives lies in production efficiency and
any economies that can be effected.
The Big Cost Squeeze ■ "There is no
one at this meeting who is not con-

1960'S BIGGEST BROADCAST AGENCIES continued
and Chas. Gulden Inc.
casting, Oct. 19, 1959; et seq.).
There also was increased activity at
Pet Milk co-sponsored The Red
Wade from its other accounts, including Skelton Show again and had Keystone
Dot Records, Unexcelled Chemical
Broadcasting System's Grand Ole Opry
Corp., Zurich- American Insurance, Moon about 185 stations and CBS-TV's
hawk Petroleum, Wait-Cahill Co. and Edge of Night, plus Negro and Spanish
radio and other participations in about
Demet's candy.
seven southern markets. Ralston-Purina
In the merger with Kastor which
should bring its billings to around $28 dog chow was on Leave It to Beaver,
million, Wade is expected to inherit Stage Coach West and Cheyenne plus
International Milling Co., Campana
syndicated series. Anheuser-Busch was
Sales, Fannie May candies and other active with Busch Bavarian beer on St.
accounts, about $3 million in all.
Louis Cardinals games over a radio network and KMOX-TV locally, on netIn a comparison with last year's billwork Game of the Week, and on pro
ings, Wade radio-tv business and broadcast share are slightly off, with the basketball and wrestling programs.
agency recouping most of the loss oc- Other spot radio and/ or tv users were
casioned by losing A-C the last four Monsanto Chemical Co. (which dropped
months of 1960. More will be recouped
Conquest) , Procter & Gamble Duncan
when Kastor's $3 mililon business takes Hines mixes (plus network daytime
effect after Jan. 1.
shows), Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
Co., Grove Labs and Southwestern Bell.
Gardner Adv. Co.: Combined tv-radio Maxon Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing
$18,135 million; $15,035 million in
billing $19,786 million; $16.28 million
in television ($8.12 million in network, television ($14.26 million in network,
$8.16 million in spot); $3,506 million
$0,775 million in spot); $3.1 million
in radio ($0,391 million in network,
in radio ($310,000 in network, $2.79
$3.1 million in spot); tv-radio share of million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 58%.
overall billing: 46.47%.
Gardner increased its radio-tv busiMaxon's broadcast business rose little
ness awhopping $5.5 million, reflecting over $1 million (in the process tv spot
stepped up activity in television (and to dropped a bit), radio spot jumped cona lesser degree in radio), though its
siderably with no major account
broadcast share dropped about 7%. It switches. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
gained six accounts (Alitalia, American
dropped The Garry Moore Show after
Zinc, Clark Bros, chewing gum, Dia- the 1959-60 season and picked up
mond National Corp., General Electric Laramie and Michael Shayne.
As usual Gillette Inc. was a prime
(Receiving Tube Div.) and Internationmover with Cavalcade of Sports and the
al Shoe, while dropping Remington
Rand (portable typewriters, Univac)
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. foot48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

PRODUCTION

COSTS

cerned at the rising costs in television,"
Mr. Cohen said. "Time costs have
increased. Talent costs have increased.
Wages to technicians have increased.
"Smaller advertisers are being
squeezed out of television or dare not
even think of entering it. Larger advertisers are wondering even more
strongly if their advertising dollars cannot do more for them in other media.
"I suggest therefore that we cannot
simply consider the cost of producing
tv commercials as a separate item. We
must think of the tv commercial as one
of the costs in television. To be specific, a tv commercial that costs from
$6,000 to $8,000 may often have a million dollars in time and entertainment
placed
its exposure."
Mr. against
Cohen offered
a series of proposals to effect economies in producing

ball schedule plus 52 weeks of disc
jockey kets.
participations
in about
125 Perry
marGillette in Canada
bought
Mason and National Velvet on the CBC.
Other active clients were Heinz Co.
(participations in network daytime
shows), General Electric {College Bowl
Quiz), Pfeiffer Brewing Co. (three syndicated series) and its Jacob Schmidt
Div. (five syndicated shows plus pro
football), D.W.G. Cigar Corp. (syndication shows), Clark candy (participations in kid programs), Chas. Hires
(spot tv) and others.
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing $17.2 million;
$16 million in television ($8.5 million
in network, $7.5 million in spot); $1.2
million in radio ($0.3 million in network, $0.9 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 58.5%.
Tv spot placements continued to
build this year, led by activity of Lever
Bros. (Good Luck, Dove, Lucky Whip
Vim), General Foods' Maxwell House
coffee, Bristol-Myers (Ban, Count
4), Pepperidge Farms and Helena
Rubenstein. Schweppes stuck to its seasonal pattern in spot tv. The agency
shared billings on several tv network
shows apiece for Bristol-Myers, General
Foods and on the CBS-TV Armstrong
Circle Theatre. Berkshire hose bought
tv network participations, a special and
spot tv. Tetley Tea has been and still
is a radio stalwart. Standard Oil of
New Jersey for the first six months of
1 960 underwrote The Play of the Week
on WNTA-TV New York and on an
abbreviated schedule on WTOP-TV
Washington, D. C, for a spectacular
BROADCASTING, Number 21, 1930

tv commercials. First, he said, adequate
time must be provided for client and
agency groups "to think, discuss, plan,
noodle, audition performers, talk to film
producers (and have producers talk
back to them), research their commercials in rough form and do all of the
other homework that should be done
before the day of shooting. When all of
these things are done with sufficient respect for time, tv commercials are generally done well and at a reasonable
cost."
Last-minute decisions, he added, lead
to rising costs. He said the agency
must have an accurate and complete
picture of the client's needs and policies.
Otherwise re-shooting and increased
costs will be encountered.
"When there is sufficient time," he
said, "most of the experimenting and
making of mistakes can take place before we go to the studio and begin paying the inevitable $1,200 to $1,500 a
day minimum — and that's what it costs
to open the doors of a reputable film
producer's
Plan and studio."
Test ■ SSC&B has closed
two-market expenditure. Standard Oil
corporate billings now have been replaced by product advertising for Shell
Oil Co., which appointed the Ogilvy
agency effective in December, bringing
into the house an advertiser that has
been a substantial tv spot customer.
Another significant addition in 1960 was
Bristol-Myers' new antacid, Count 4.
Lever's Vim laundry detergent made a
late summer debut with spot tv. Vick
cold tablets left the agency early in the
year.
Campbell-Mithum Combined tv-radio
billing $17 million; $12.5 million in
television ($6.5 million in network; $6
million in spot); $4.5 million in radio
(all in spot); tv-radio share of overall
billing: 44%.
C-M moved up $1 million, striking
a more even balance between network
and spot tv and picking up the Wilson
meat and sporting goods accounts (an
aggregate of $2.3 million) and Pacific
Gamble Robinson Co. ($300,000), plus
L. P. Gas, North American Life &
Casualty and others.
Among active clients were Theo.
Hamm Brewing Co. (with Green Bay
Packers and other CBS-TV pro football, NBC and CBS Game of the Week
and Baltimore Orioles baseball) ;
American Dairy Assn. (Dave Garroway
Today show) ; Pillsbury Mills (CBS-TV
daytimers and NBC-TV daytime and
nighttime properties) ; Gold Seal Co.
{Wonderland on Ice); Malt-O-Meal Co.
(Shirley Temple series); Top Value
Stamps (Ringling Bros. Circus).
Spot advertisers included Hamm's,
Gold Seal, Malt-O-Meal, Ballard Flour,
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

circuit and 16 mm audition facilities, he
said, to test ways of filming, handling
the product and showing commercials
in rough form before the final shooting
date. It also uses, when time allows,
"living story boards based on extended
drawings and sound track at a cost of
about
$300." survey cited by Mr. Cohen
An ANA
showed six member companies use a
cost-plus basis on commercials, 33 require firm bids and two work on an
estimate plus contingency basis. Since
firm bids are the rule, he said, the
selection of a producer who will spend
the client's funds wisely in producing
good tv commercials is important. He
stressed the importance of the planning
sessions involving client, agency and
producer.
Mr. Cohen said "the actor or salesman who carries or helps carry the
sales message is at the very heart of the
tv commercial." He continued, "I do
not propose that we cut actors when
they are necessary in the telling of our
advertising story but with costs as those
I have outlined and increased costs that

Kroger Co., Top Value Stamps, Northwest Orient Airlines and Scudder Food
Products.
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield:
Combined tv-radio billing $16.8 million;
$14.8 million in television ($11.9 million in network, $2.9 million in spot) ;
$2 million in radio ($0.5 million in network, $1.5 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 60%.
During 1960, DCS&S raised its broadcast billing by $2.3 million over 1959,
resulting largely from the acquisition of
five new accounts — Chunky Chocolate
Corp., Jackson Brewing Co., Narragansett Brewing Co., George Wiedemann
Brewing Co. and the Better Vision Institute Inc. DCS&S has a host of accounts that bought participations in
network tv, led by Bristol-Myers Co.
and including Standard-Triumph Motor
Co., Northam Warren Corp., Eastman
Chemical Products Inc., Better Vision
Institute and Chunky Chocolate. Ascounts that billed in network radio were
Grove Labs, and Bristol-Myers. Spot
business came from accounts already
mentioned, plus Borden Foods Co.,
C. F. Mueller Co., Chemway Corp.,
Shulton Inc. and John Paton Inc.
(honey).
Norman, Craig & Kummel: Combined
tv-radio billing $16.7 million; $15.2
million in television ($7.3 million in
network $7.9 million in spot); $1.5
million in radio (all spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 47%.
Increased television activity by various clients boosted NC&K's billing by
$2.1 million over 1959, and client in-

we face on Nov. 15, we must make sure
that every performer is necessary to the
He reminded that simplicity is still
commercial."
the first rule of a good commercial. He
submitted these rules of thumb for commercials:
"1. Allow time for planning and executing commercials. The rule of thumb
is 7-8 weeks for film, 9-10 weeks for
animation.
"2. Be sure that all of the people
who must finally approve what is done
live, on film or on tape have their say
at the story board and production meeting level, not at the rough-cut stage or
after the film is completed.
"3. Know the various film producers
and their capabilities and limitations in
depth.
"4. make sure that every actor and
every set is important to the commercial. Ask of every commercial: 'Is this
one as simple as it should and can be?'
"5. In short, make sure that the people who do your tv commercials go to
the film, live or tape studio with all
of their homework done."
vestment in radio also rose slightly.
Accounts that were active in network
television included Speidel, Willys Motors, Colgate-Palmolive, Dow Chemical
and Chesebrough-Pond's. Heavy spot
tv advertisers included Colgate, Chanel,
Chesebrough-Pond's, Dow, Hertz RentA-Car and Ruppert Brewery, which
NC&K lost during the year but the loss
of billing will not be reflected until
1961. Spot radio advertisers included
Chesebrough-Pond's, Hertz and Chanel.
Parkson Adv.: Combined tv-radio billing $14.8 million; $14.5 million in television ($14 million in network; $500,000 in spot); $300,000 in radio (all
spot);
82% . tv-radio share of overall billing:
Parkson's client is J. B. Williams Co.
(formerly Pharmaceuticals Inc.) which
has switched its emphasis in network
television from prime time periods to
a flock of daytime shows in which it
participates. It still is in two network
programs this season — as a participant
in Adventures in Paradise and as an
alternate in Lawrence Welk — on ABCTV. Its daytime shows include House
Party, Morning Court, Video Village on
CBS-TV; Queen for a Day, Who Do
You Trust?, Beat the Clock, About
Faces, and Day in Court, all ABC-TV.
J. B. Williams sponsors a few syndicated
shows in specific markets. Because of
the
change
in buying,
Parkson's
billing
is down
nearly
$2 million
this year.
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Grant Adv. Inc.: Combined tv-radio billing (domestic) $14.7 million; $12 million in television ($3.9 million in network, $8.1 million in spot); $2.7 mil-
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KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .
blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than
4,000,000 people as:
• The news and information
station
• The variety station
• The network station
• The family station

50,000 WATTS - 740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
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1960'S BIGGEST BROADCAST AGENCIES continued
lion in radio ($0.4 million in network,
on CBS-TV, and Jubilee, U. S. A. on
$2.3 million in spot); tv-radio share of ABC-TV. Sterling Silver Guild particioverall billing: 25%.
pates in various daytime network tv
Reflecting a state of flux or transition shows. Coats & Clark uses network
year, Grant maintained its radio-tv bill- radio with Arthur Godfrey on CBS,
ings (though not its share, down 8%)
while
AlcoaHercules
participates
on NBC
Monitor.
Powder
Co., radio's
Alcoa,
in a shuffle of accounts and mergers
with other agencies. Overall, Grant
Williamson-Dickie, and Volkswagon are
claims to have offset the loss of the $17 some of FSR's spot tv accounts.
million Dodge domestic account, the $2
million Electric Auto-Lite business and Doyle Dane Bernbach: Combined tvother accounts with about $16-17 mil- radio billing $13.4 million; $12.5 million in television ($8.5 million in netlion in new billings. Gained during the
work, $4 million in spot) ; $0.9 million
year were Universal Coffeematic (Landin radio ($0.1 million in network, $0.8
ers, Frary & Clark), Penick & Ford
million in spot) ; tv-radio share of over(various products), Fiat automobiles
all billing: 32%.
and Monarch Wine Co.'s Manischewitz
Paced by the tv activity of Polaroid
wine. It also lost Jos. Schlitz's Old and Philip Morris, DDB upped its air
Milwaukee beer to Gordon Best ($1.5
billing by almost $4 million in 1960 over
million and Chrysler's Dodge and DeSoto
Canadian
business
(about
$2.5
1959, reflecting largely the agency's
million).
growing investment in tv.
Polaroid was represented on NBCActive airwise in the Grant shop
TV's Jack Paar Show and the Today
were Dodge (with The Lawrence Welk
Show and a sizable spot radio schedule
program and
and the
on Garry
CBS-TV's
Person
Person
Moore
Show.to
for its Dart), Breast O'Chicken tuna Philip Morris was advertised on Doug
(inherited in the merger with Robinson,
Edwards and the News, Dobie Gillis,
Fenwick & Haynes but later lost to Laramie, Trouble Shooters, Rawhide
DArcy), Electric Auto-Lite (with par- and Loretta Young.
ticipations on the Dave Garroway ToDDB's spot billing resulted from
day show but now gone to BBDO), Fiat business
on behalf of Dreyfus & Co.,
(co-sponsored the heavyweight boxing Salada Shirriff Horsey, Thorn McAn
fight on ABC Radio June 2), Comet
Shoes, National Federation of Coffee
Rice (spot radio, Nicholas of America
Growers of Columbia, Philip Morris,
(farm shows), Penick & Ford (choco- American Export Lines, West End
late and syrup products in spot), Swanson Cookie Co. (used Don McNeill and Brewing, Puritron Corp. and others.
Dennis Day on ABC Radio), Dr. Pep- Keyes, Madden & Jones: Combined tvper (Eydie Gorme on ABC Radio, plus radio billing $12 million; $10.5 million
in television ($4.5 million in network,
heavy spot-radio-tv), Warren Petroleum
Co. and KVP Sutherland Co.
$6 million in spot); $1.5 million in
radio ($0.25 million in network, $1.25
Other spot radio and/ or tv users:
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overDip 'n' Sip Inc., Pacific Airlines, Alaska million
all billing: 50%.
Airlines, Packard-Bell, Doric Co., Cain
KM&J increased its broadcast billing
Products, Salte Sea Clam Chowder,
over $2 million with Brown & WilliamLong Island Railroad, Washington
son (for Raleigh cigarettes, Sir Walter
Dairy State Products Commission, LoRaleigh tobacco) accounting again for
ma Linda, Jiffy Products, Narragansett
Racing, Guerlain, Excell Labs, and Blue a major portion. Overall business increased to about $24 million. The
Cross of Washington State.
agency gained the Earle Airways acFuller & Smith & Ross Inc.: Combined
count (about $350,000) but its increased activity came largely from
radio and tv billing $13.7 million; $11.1
present
clients.
million in television ($10 million in
The agency was active for Raleigh
network, $1.1 million in spot); $2.6
million in radio ($1.4 million in network, $1.2 million in spot); tv-radio
share of overall billing: 28%.
FSR's total broadcast billing has
risen $2.7 million since last year. The
agency entered spot radio ($1.2 million;
I FEEL
last year no billing) for 11 accounts,
including Volkswagen Dealers, Peak
THIS IS AN ADVANCEMENT
anti-freeze, Hercules Powder Co., Pennziol and Raytheon Co., among others.
The agency used network television with
Alcoa Presents on ABC-TV; LibbeyTHIS
IS WHAT THEYTVSAID
ABOUT
IN CHILDREN'S
VIEWING
Owens-Ford, NCAA Football and BourMEL O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
bon Street Beat on ABC-TV; WilliamH^^MSEE
PACE 53
son-Dickie, PGA Golf Championships
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(PRESTIGE

QUOTIENT)

in GREENVILLE,
SPARTANBURG '
.
P.Q
and ASHEVILLE
The third "Great Debate" from 7:30 to
8:30 P.M. on October 13, 1960 was one
of those rare occasions when all three

^▼'•SPARTANBURG
GREENVILLE
Georgia

South Carolina

stations serving Greenville, Spartanburg
and Asheville carried the same program
at the same time. WFBC-TV commissioned Western Union to measure the
Giant's P. Q. by making a coincidental
telephone survey in all three metro areas
during the hour-long debate between Kennedy and Nixon. The ratings below were
computed in the conventional manner
from data supplied by Western Union on
a total of 569 telephone calls.
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1960'S BIGGEST BROADCAST
on five network daytime shows, plus
Bourbon Street Beat, Checkmate, The
Texan, Stage Coach West and Naked
City and such syndicated properties as
Tombstone Territory plus other spot
buys. (The daytimers ran out in late
August). For Sir Walter Raleigh it
moved with the ABC-TV fights from
Wednesday to Saturday and bought
Make That Spare, Dan Raven, The
Outlaws and others.
Other staples included Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn. (radio and tv),
National Presto Industries, Revere
Camera Co. (tv test schedules plus
commitments on MBS this December
for the Christmas rush), Congoleum
Nairn, Dr. West's push button toothpaste and H. H. Hixson & Co. for its
Fireside Egg coffee (in selected test tv
markets including the East Coast and
Midwest).
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli: Combined
tv-radio billing $11.8 million; $10.2 million in television ($7 million in network, $3.2 million in spot); $1.6 million in radio (all spot) ; tv-radio share
of overall billing: 78%.
GB&B picked up $1.6 million in
broadcast billing during the year, paced
by the Ralston Purina account which
bought into High Road, Expedition and
Leave It to Beaver. Other network tv
advertisers were Carling beer with
several Phil Silvers specials and the
Jim Backus Show, and Skippy peanut
butter with Riverboat and Dennis the
Menace. Active spot advertisers under
the GB&B banner included Skippy peanut butter, Carling, Ralston Purina,
Mother's Cake & Cookies, Tidy House
Products, Mary Ellen's Distributors
(jams and jellies) and the Democratic
National Committee, for which spot
and some network business was placed.
W. B. Doner: Combined tv-radio billling $11.5 million; $7 million in television ($4.5 million in network, $2.5
million in spot); $4.5 million in radio
($0.5 million in network, $4 million in
ARBITRON'S

AGENCIES continued
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
58%.
Doner's billing dipped slightly from
the $11.7 figure achieved in 1959, off
about $100,000 in both radio and tv.
Timex continued to be the large source
of broadcast business with specials
placed on NBC-TV and ABC-TV. The
agency investment in spot business was
substantial, with National Brewing and
Speedway Petroleum highly active in
regional campaigns. Spot billing also
was built up for campaigns on behalf
of such clients as Hygrade Foods, the
Detroit News, Wilkins Coffee, San
Giorgio Foods and Wilkins Coffee.
D. P. Brother & Co.: Combined tv-radio
billing $11.15 million; $8.5 million in
television ($8 million in network, $0.5
million in spot) ; $2.65 million in radio
($2 million in network, $0.65 million
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 30%.
Brother's billings rose about $1.7
million thanks largely to Oldsmobile
activity (two Bing Crosby specials plus
the Singers golf tournament along with
half of Michael Shayne and Hawaiian
Eye, and the Lowell Thomas strip on
CBS Radio. AC Spark Plug Div. was
active with Naked City, Cheyenne and
a stepped up spot radio budget. General Motors Guardian maintenance program was responsible for a spot campaign too.
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard Inc.:
Combined tv-radio billing $10 million;
$5.5 million in television ($2.8 million
in network, $2.7 million in spot) ; $4.5
million in radio ($2 million in network,
$2.5 million in spot) ; tv-radio share of
overall billing: 35%.
The year 1960 has been one of
steady growth for Geyer. At least 12
new accounts were acquired, besides
the advertising business of The Caples
Co., which merges with GMM & B soon
(Broadcasting, Nov. 7). Among the
major new accounts are B. I. Babbitt
Inc. (household products, Charles An-

DAILY CHOICES

Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of theweek Nov. 10-16 as rated by the
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of

the American Research Bureau. These
ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Date
Program and Time
Network Rating
Thur., Nov. 10
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
30.0
Fri., Nov. 11
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
26.2
Sat., Nov. 12
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
27.3
Sun., Nov. 13
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
26.6
Mon., Nov. 14
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
22 9
Tue., Nov. 15
Thriller (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
20.9
Wed., Nov. 16
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
27.2
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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tell Div., Andrue Labs Div.); Lehn &
Fink Products Corp. (Etiquet, Lysol,
Medi-Quik); Irish International Airlines; Muzak Corp.; several Rambler
dealer groups; Shannon Free Airport,
and Programmatic radio network service. American Motors (Rambler cars)
is heaviest tv-radio user at agency, having weekend news shows on NBC Radio's Monitor and heavy weekend tv
spot schedules. Although no major network programs are sponsored by GMM
& B clients, a number of them participate regularly in daytime network tv
shows. Kelvinator Div. (clothes washers) of American Motors is a consistent
spot tv user.
MacManus, John & Adams: Combined
tv-radio billing $9.7 million; $6.9
million in television ($5.9 million in
network, $1 million in spot); $2.8 million in radio ($1.5 million in network,
$1.3 million in spot); tv-radio share of
overall billing 20%.
MacManus, John & Adams' $3.3 million rise in broadcast billing over 1959
is broken down into a $3 million gain in
network tv, a drop of $500,000 in spot
av, a $900,000 increase in network radio
and a $100,000 decrease in radio spot.
Pontiac and Cadillac divisions of
General Motors and Dow Chemical Co.
(Dowgard automotive lubricant, Saran
Wrap)
the agency'sThemajor
network
and spotareadvertisers.
introduction
nationally of Dowgard this year is the
single biggest reason for the agency's
billing boost in network tv. Dow sponsors NBC-TV's Dow Hour of Great
Mysteries and participates in other network shows. Pontiac bought a total of
seven-long tv specials this year, including two Victor Borge programs, and
also is alternate-week sponsor of Surfside Six on ABC-TV. Cadillac sponsors
ABC Radio's John Daly news program.
Donahue & Coe: Combined radio-tv
billing $9.6 million; $7.6 million in
television ($4.2 million in network, $3.4
million in spot); $2 million in radio
($300,000 in network, $1.7 million in
spot);
28%. tv-radio share of overall billing:
D & C's broadcast billing rose $2.1
million over last year, despite the fact
that the medium's share of the agency's
total billing went down 2% . Bosco, predict of Best Foods Div., Corn Products
Co. sponsors Dennis the Menace on
NBC-TV, while E. R. Squibb Labs uses
that network with People Are Funny.
Burlington Hosiery participated on
Lawrence Welk, Bourbon Street Beat,
Roaring Twenties and Adventure in
Paradise on ABC-TV; Person to Person
on CBS-TV, and Dave Garroway's Today Show on NBC-TV. Scripto, new participation entry, has used Hong Kong
and Walt Disney Presents on ABC-TV;
Person to Person on CBS-TV and Today
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960
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The people of Toledo proved what we've been saying all
along ... Mel-O-Toons are enthusiastically welcomed by
parents and teachers ... as well as children up to 14 and
15. We'll show you the mail to back it up.
Here's what happened: Two of these new cartoons were
shown in a fifteen-minute on-the-air audition over
WSPD-TV. Viewers were asked to send in their opinions,
with no prizes or incentives of any kind. In less than a
week, over 400 replies arrived. All except five individuals were wildly enthusiastic. School principals said,

"Excellent!" Parents said, "The kind of children's program we've been waiting for." Children said, "All of us
loved them." One mother asked us "in the name of the
next
generation" please to keep up the standards set by
Mel-O-Toons.
These delightful cartoons, based on the most popular
children's records, can win the same response from your
community. Integrated into one of your children's shows,
they'll give your programming longer life, and the
strong local support that's so vital today.
Call or write for full details.

FROM
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I
I.
I.
UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
NEW YORK 247 Park Avenue, MU 7-7800
CHICAGO 75 E. Wacker Dr., DE 2-2030
DALLAS 1511 Bryan St.. Rl 7-8553
LOS ANGELES 400 S. Beverly Drive. CR 6 5886
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1960's BIGGEST

BROADCAST

on NBC-TV. Six film companies, including Columbia Pictures, MGM and
Allied Artists, use both spot radio and
spot tv in their campaigns. Also in the
spot field are Tri-Nut Margerine, Bailey
Supreme Coffee, Corn Products Co., E.
R. Squibb and the New York Herald
Tribune, among others. Columbia Pictures, Corn Products, and Dr. Scholl's
Foot Products use various shows in network radio.
Mogul, Williams & Saylon Combined
tv-radio billing $9.4 million; $7.2 million in television ($2.6 million in network, $4.6 million in spot) ; $2.2 million in radio (all spot); tv-radio share
of overall billing: 48%.
Mogul's broadcast billing declined
by $0.2 million, reflected in its lower
tv billing as compared with last year,
and is attributed in large part to the
loss of its portion of the Revlon account. Esquire shoe polish was a leading advertiser with its sponsorship of
CBS-TV's Witness and Face The Nation and with substantial investments
in spot network
radio and tvtv.advertiser
The agency's
other
was only
the
Adam Hat Co., which bought participations on NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show.
Accounts that were active in spot radio
and/ or tv included Rayco, Lite Diet
bread, National Shoes, Howard Clothes,
Bonomo's
macaroni. Turkish Taffy, and Ronzoni
Edward H. Weiss & Co.: Combined tvradio billing $9 million; $8.15 million
in television ($7.2 million in network,
$0.95 million in spot) ; $0.85 million in
radio ($0.75 million in network, $0.10

AGENCIES

continued

million in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 55%.
Weiss jumped its broadcast business
$1.5 million and its broadcast share
from previous 40%, partly through its
series of Purex specials on NBC-TV.
It bought Project 20 with Bob Hope,
Not So Long Ago, Call Me Back with
Art Carney and more recently NBC
News' coverage of the presidential inauguration Jan. 20; for Mogen David
Wine, it bought network nighttime participations and the two-part Sacco
Vanzetti series; for Helene Curtis, tv
daytime shows and nighttime participations for Little Crow Milling, Captain Kangaroo on CBS-TV.
Also highly active during year was
Midas Inc. (mufflers) which allocated
85% -90% of its estimated $5 million
budget to air media (Broadcasting,
June 6). The International Parts Corp.
Division sponsored Laramie, Law of
the Plainsman and People Are Funny
plus a Jack Paar special earlier this
year, and later such special events as
The Derby Review on CBS-TV and
National Open Golf Tournament on
NBC-TV. Midas also was active in
spot tv (in about 35 markets) and on
NBC Radio's News on the Hour for 10
weeks during the summer months.
Weiss gained Orange Crush and
Wishbone dressing, Thomas J. Lipton
Division accounts. The agency also increased its New York and Los Angeles
office staffs.
Kastor Hilton Chesley Clifford &
Atherton InC: Combined radio-tv billing $9 million; $6.66 million in television ($1.66 million in network, $5

million in spot) ; $2.34 million in radio
($0.1 million in network; $2.24 million
in spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 50%.
Kastor Hilton joins the top 50 agencies for the first time this year, with
$9 million broadcast billing. It has 10
clients in spot tv, including Thayer
Lab Div., Revlon; Snow Crop; Regimen; Smith Bros., and Tintair. ManTan, Tan-Perfect, and Drug Research
Co. are in network tv: the first two on
ABC-TV {John Daly and the News
and The Dick Clark Show, respectively), and the latter on NBC-TV (Dave
Garroway Today Show). Smith Bros.,
Grand Union, Seabrook Farms, and
Soilax use spot radio, while Sofskin
hand cream and Carter's Colonaid buy
network
Breakfast Clubradio
on ABC(DonandMcNeill's
Gabriel Heatter
on Mutual, respectively.)
North Adv. Inc.: Combined tv-radio
billing $8,375 million; $8.25 million in
television ($5.8 million in network,
$2.45 million in spot) ; $0,125 million in
radio (all spot) ; tv-radio share of overall
billing 55%.
North's combined tv-radio billings
dipped about $1 million and its broadcast about 8% during the past year, reflecting asimilar $1 million decrease
in overall business. Numerically,
though,countsthe
gained more acthan it agency
lost.
North was active in broadcast, primarily for Toni Co., on ABC-TV's
American
Bandstand,
NBC-TV's
Loretta Young
Show and
its daytime
theatre counterpart, The Groucho
Show, woodPrice
Is Right,
Here's
Hollyand others,
and for
Lanvin
on
CBS-TV's Person to Person and NBC-

Cost-plus-profit fee to replace agency commission?
The historic 15% fee that has had been selected from a group of thousand dollars under the plan, he
four agencies, three of which had
added.
governed advertising agency payments for nearly a half-century is expressed willingness to work on a
Mr. Ogilvy said he had no fear of
due for some changes. An open
cost-plus basis.
an agency price war, feeling combreak in the 15% commission syspetitive pricing would strengthen
"We had come to regard the older
tem developed last week at the commission system as downright ungood agencies and put the poor ones
Assn. of National Advertisers conethical," Mr. Martineau said. "It out of business.
vention in Hot Springs, Va.
was like paying a doctor 15% on
A formula for agency participathe cost of drugs he prescribes or
tion in production and commissions
In place of the traditional comwhere a tv show is handled by more
the hospital bills he makes you run
mission, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
will service the $11 million Shell up. We think it unfair and unrealisthan one agency was described by
Oil Co. account on a flat fee based
Douglas L. Smith, advertising and
tic to expect any agency to be absomerchandising director of S. C.
lutely impartial when their vested
on the agency's actual costs plus a
25% profit.
interest lies wholly in the direction
Johnson & Son. He said the comDavid Ogilvy, agency president,
pany gives the agency of record an
extra 15% of the 15% commission
said his firm is ready to adopt the of increasing the client's commissionable advertising."' He added that earned from both time and talent.
system for all its 20-odd accounts.
total responsibility for Shell advertising will be placed with the agency.
At present it has five shows divided
He called the new formula "a giant
among Needham, Louis & Brorby,
step forward" in agency-client rela- "Why keep a dog and bark yourBenton & Bowles and Foote, Cone
tions. Cyril Martineau, Shell adverself?" he asked. The oil company
&
Belding.
has cut its costs several hundred
tising manager, said the Ogilvy firm
54 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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watching
Fresno women love daytime movies
on TV . . . especially MOVIE
MATINEE on KMJ-TV
through Friday.

Monday

This is Fresno's highest rated
weekday movie (ARB, August 1960 )
so naturally it's a most profitable

THE

KATZ
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spot for advertisers selling to women.
With winter weather coming on,
MOVIE MATINEE audiences will
no doubt be bigger than ever these
indoor afternoons. Tell them the
good news about your product or
service where watching is a habit
- on KMJ-TV I

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVE

in

FRESNO
(California)

1960'S BIGGEST

BROADCAST

TV's The Jack Paar Show. North
placed substantial spot buys for Toni,
Gillette, Lanvin and American Brewing Co.
During 1960 North lost the $1 million Deep Magic cleanser account to
Wade Adv. and the $500,000 Jewel tea
account to Earle Ludgin but inherited
Bobbi permanent and Pamper shampoo
from Clinton E. Frank (about $750,000). Other additions: Lanvin Parf urns
(originally in North shop), Webcor
Inc., American Brewing, Mayfair Industries and James B. Beam Distilling
Co. Lost was Jayson-Excello Co.
Cohen & Aleshire Inc.: Combined radio-tv billing $8 million; $4.4 million in
television ($1.3 million in network, $3.1
million in spot); $3.6 million in radio
($1 million in network, $2.6 million
in spot) ; tv-radio share of overall billing: 55%.
Cohen & Aleshire's broadcast billing
total has gone down from last year's
by $0.7 million. However, three clients
continue to use all broadcast media
regularly. Kiwi shoe polish which has
sponsored Today and The Jack Paar
Show on NBC-TV, also uses spot radio
in its campaigns. Grove Labs uses Today, as well as spot tv and radio and
network radio. Cott Beverages has been
active in both spot radio and tv, while

See the conquering

AGENCIES

continued

Flotill Products, the agency's newest
broadcast account, employs spot tv.
Reach, McClinton & Co.: Combined
tv-radio billing $8 million; $7.2 million
in television ($4 million in network;
$3.2 million in spot); $0.8 million in
radio (all spot); tv-radio share of overall billing: 33.3%.
Broadcast billing stars at Reach, McClinton are The Prudential Insurance
Co. of America {Twentieth Century
on CBS-TV), Breck products (Hair
Mist Set participates in Family Classics
on CBS-TV) and two advertisers, Martini & Rossi and International Latex and
Isodine which are heavy in spot television. Radio spot activity also draws
from these clients. RM at the first of
the year became agency of record on
Breck's Sunday Showcase series of specials (one per month in the latter half
of the 1959-60 season).
Clinton E. Frank Inc.: Combined tvradio billing $7.6 million; $7.1 million
in television ($5.2 million in network,
$1.9 million in spot); $476,668 in radio
($57,120 in network, $419,548 in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
47.38%.
The fast-growing Frank agency,
which started with a handful of billings
six years ago, moves into the nation's

hero comes!

Sound

the trumpets,

beat the drums!*

*Dr. Thomas Morell
"Joshua"
If all the KROC-TV
would be vacant.

viewers were to join the parade over 80% of the homes

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME: #566,859,000
KROC-TV

CHANNEL
10

Represented by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
C. David Gentling,
NBC gen'l. mgr.
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ROCHESTER
MINNESOTA

top 50 radio-tv agencies this year, reaping overall billings of about $16 million. Most recent plum: the estimated
$3.5 million Continental Oil Co. (Conoco) account effective Dec. 1 (which
would bring billings close to $20 million for early 1961). Among other acToni Co.'s
Prom permanent
and White quisitions:
Rain
shampoo
(about $2
million, from Tatham-Laird) and the
Kemper Insurance Group ($1 million,
from John W. Shaw Adv.).
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Inc.: Combined
radio-tv billing $7.5 million; $6.5 million in tv ($5 million in network, $1.5
million in spot); $1 million in radio
($0.25 million in network, $0.75 million
in spot); broadcast share of total
agency billing: 40%.
Gumbinner's broadcast billing has
gone up an estimated $3 million since
last year and enters the top 50 agencies list for the first time. The agency's
network tv billing is mostly for Dual
Filter Tareyton cigarettes {Bachelor
Father, NBC-TV) and Block Drug Co.
{Road to Reality, Day in Court and
Queen for a Day, all ABC-TV; Jack
Paar Show and This Is Your Life,
NBC-TV). American Tobacco Co., for
Dual Filter Tareyton, Roi-Tan cigars
and Herbert Tareyton, buys spot tv and
spot radio. Block Drug, Bourjois and
Whitehall Products also use spot tv,
while Q-Tips, Chapstick and Block
Drug, among others, use spot radio.
Hicks & Greist Inc.: Combined radiotv billing $7.2 million; $6.5 million in
television ($1.8 million in network,
$4.7 million in spot); $0.7 million in
radio ($90,000 in network, $610,000 in
spot); tv-radio share of overall billing:
66%.
HiCks & Greist is a new entry to the
top 50 agencies compilation. The Sandura Co., for Sandran floor covering,
used CBS-TV for the Summer Olympics, and NBC-TV for the Jack Paar
Show and the election returns. Fedders
Co., agency's lone network radio client,
sponsors Monitor on NBC. H & G has
10 clients in spot tv, including V. La
Rosa & Sons: Stahlmeyer Meats, for
Ferris ham; Dixie Cup Div., American
Can Co.; Taylor-Reed Corp.; Sandura
Co., and Milton Bradley Teaching Aids.
La Rosa, Dixon pencils, Q-T Frostings,
and Walter Johnson candies use spot
radio.
Warwick & Legler: Combined tv-radio
billing $6.9 million; $4.8 million in tv
($1.3 million in network, $3.5 million
in spot); $2.1 million in radio ($0.1
million in network, $2 million in spot);
tv-radio share of overall billing: 30%.
The loss of the Bromo-Seltzer account and Revlon's decision to use tv
specials less frequently were the principal factors in a reduction of about
$2 million in broadcast billing at Warwick & Legler this year.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 19:0

MORE

VIEWERS

PICTURE

THE SEASON

THAN

ARE

WATCHING

EVER

BEFORE...

IS EARLY AND ALREADY THESE ARE SOME

THE UNTOUCHABLES

77 SUNSET STRIP

THE NAKED CITY

OF YOUR NO.1 CHOICES:

THE DONNA REED SHOW

THE LAW AND MR. JONES

NCAA FOOTBALL

THIS

MY 3 SONS

WALT DISNEY PRESENTS

THE FLINTSTOKES

PETER 6UNN

Shown each week on Channel 7, these programs consistently top their competition. (According to Nielsen, these
10 shows were rated No. 1 in their time periods at least twice during the four weeks ending November 6, 1960.)
Channel 7's average prime nighttime audience has increased 16 % in the past year* In the same year, competitor network stations have been losing audiences: Station X shows a 5°A> decline; Station Y a 4°/0 decline.
"Monday-Saturday, 7:30-11 PM, Sunday, 6:30-11 PM

WATCH

THESE AND THEY'LL SOON BE YOUR NO. 1 SHOWS:

STAGECOACH WEST, Tuesday, 9 PM

HONG K0N6, Wednesday, 7:30 PM

WABC-TV
Flagship Station
THE

MOST

THE ROARING 20 s, Saturday 7:30 PM

CHANNEL
ABC Television Network

ENJOYABLE

SIGHT

7

IN TOWN
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Pittsburgh

Plate

Glass

SALES
tells ANA

meet

DOCUMENTARY
about

the

success

it had through sponsorship of CBS-TV's 'Garry Moore Show'
The power of television to sell con"We were cultivating a more favor- for the decision to seek better yardsticks as guides in spending advertising
able attitude among our viewing audisumer goods was dramatically documoney effectively.
mented last week before the Assn. of
ence and contributing to their information about our products and our
National Advertisers, meeting Nov. 14- company.
How PPG Knows ■ Put bluntly by
16 in Hot Springs, Va.
Mr.
Batenburg, the PPG advertising
A basic case history showing tele"We were creating a receptivity to
problem
was: "How do we know we
our
products
and,
more
tangibly,
we
vision's power to impel purchasing
was provided by Pittsburgh Plate Glass obtained evidence of intentions or
has a special marketing aspect.
Co. It was centered around the re- plans to buy one or more of our prod- arePPG
right?"
sults obtained by PPG from the Garry
It's name doesn't describe many of its
Those results are desirable and pleas- products — paint (in first three nationMoore Show on CBS-TV during the
wide), fiber glass, flat glass (plate and
ing to a sponsor. But how about
1958-59 season.
actual sales?
window),
mirrors and heavy indusSimilarly three other national sponucts."
trial chemicals.
With the millions of viewers reached
sors told members of the professional
advertiser association how they were
by our show we were registering our
"Thus our problem is to make our
using tv successfully. The three were commercial messages and transmitting
name and the corporate symbol PPG
information to viewers who were
Westinghouse Electric Corp., whose
more meaningful to millions of Americans," Mr. Batenburg said.
successful commercials during cover- actually moved to purchase our products through the stimulus that Garry
age of the national conventions
So PPG decided to put its $3.5 milbrought traceable results; Climalene
lion tv budget with the CBS-TV Garry
Moore had given them."
As the PPG story unfolded, Mr. Moore Show, getting 54 one-minute
Co., using spot tv, and Purex Corp.,
using network tv. (See Westinghouse,
Purvis presented specific research find- commercials over a 38-week period.
Climalene and Purex Corp. resume
ings showing how the tv series had It also got a summer replacement for
influenced plans to buy PPG products
the money but the summer programs
page 60.)
Narrating the Pittsburgh Plate Glass and then had taken them into stores aren't involved in the PPG research
success story to ANA were M. J. to spend the money.
A formula was adopted for the
The documentary evidence was de- project.
Batenburg, PPG director of informaspread of corporate objectives during
veloped from one of the most extention services, and L. E. Purvis, presisive studies ever made by a single the series: One-third of commercials
dent and board chairman of the Gallup
& Robinson market research firm.
sponsor into the results obtained from
(18), corporate objectives; two-thirds
to straight-sell product commercials
Their subject was "PPG Puts the a major advertising campaign. This
evidence was based on the PPG spon(36) featuring consumer glass and
Calipers on Its Advertising Program."
sorship of Garry Moore starting in the paint products.
Addressing the nation's organized ad- fall of 1958.
Mr. Batenburg said PPG decided
vertising executives, they summarized
the tv programs impact this way:
"Our main concern was to find out first, to utilize Gallup & Robinson in
"We were able to document that the if television was really an effective developing effective commercials; secGarry Moore Show was delivering a advertising medium for PPG," Mr.
ond, to obtain benchmarks on public
attitude toward the company and its
large and representative audience of Batenburg explained. And the comthe kind of people we wanted to reach.
pany was concerned about the steadily products, and third, to determine how
was influencing con"We were registering selling ideas increasing size of its advertising budget the advertising
sumer sales.
with the audience about our products.
from year to year. This accounted
To find out how the series of oneminute commercials was influencing
the public, G&R adopted this procedure: Interviewers located viewers
of "last night's program (proof of
viewership required); checked recall
of products advertised and sponsor on
an unaided basis; asked for description of commercials to prove recall;
playback of corporate or product messages; playback of attitudes.
Tv Impact ■ An impact test of a
PPG commercial for mirrors (Oct. 7,
1958) showed 22% of men and
22% of women remembered the commercial.
This 22% figure was 9 percentage
points above the normal 13% message
registration (or a 70% increase above
normal).
The men closest to the tv sales success of Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. disclosed the story at ANA meeting. L to
58 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

r: M. J. Batenburg, PPG informationservices director, and L. E. Purvis,
board chairman, Gallup & Robinson.

Here's the way the sales message
registered (base — remember commerBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960
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COINCIDENCE
Three different network affiliations...yet each of theWBCTV
stations ran "ahead of its
ticket" on election night. Each
drew a greater share of audience than the average of other
local stations on that network
that evening.
This is not coincidence. No more
than it can be called a coincidence
that more local advertisers use
WBC TV stations than any other
TV stations in their markets.
Now, what about ratings? The
WBC TV stations are leaders in
their markets. All five are first or
virtually tied for first place in
share of audience. Again, despite
the fact that one station is ABC,
two are CBS, two NBC*
What makes so many people
tune to the five WBC TV stations ?
We believe the answer lies in the
important identification that our
stations have with community
problems, and in their attempts
to serve the community and the
personal needs of viewers. For

Westinghouse

example, over 400 times in the
last few years, WBC stations have
editorialized on local issues, alerting their audiences to the need
for action and infusing them with
the desire to find solutions. Even
more significant, these editorials
have run in time periods when
there are peak viewing audiences.
Also, recognizing the obvious
need and desire for information,
WBC stations have programmed
special national and international
news coverage of world happenings, supplementing the services
received from the networks. The
intention : to give WBC audiences
a locally-oriented point of view,
and as complete news coverage as
possible.
These facts have earned for the
WBC stations the top awards for
significant and outstanding programming in the public service.
So it isn't coincidence. Audiences, advertisers, ratings, community services, awards. These
are the stimuli that prompt viewers and advertisers to turn to
the WBC television stations.

Broadcasting

Company,

Inc.

|ga WBZ-TV, Boston, WJZ-TV, Baltimore, KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, KYW-TV, Cleveland, CSf
R|p KPIX, San Francisco.
Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc. **S2pf
*Current ARB Reports. And if you're wondering about the stations that are "virtually
tied," one is 1/10 of 1% below its competitor, while the other is 9/10 of 1%. You might call
this difference an area of statistical tolerance.
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ANA

hears

three

Three national sponsors who like
television's power to move consumer
buying told their success stories to
the Assn. of National Advertisers convention at Hot Springs, Va.
The three were Westinghouse Electric Corp., Climalene Co. and Purex.
Westinghouse had a measurement
of results obtained by sponsoring the
1960 political convention telecasts on
CBS-TV, according to Russell H. Colley, management consultant.
The specific objective, he said, was
to persuade 400,000 homemakers to
visit 10,000 dealers in four weeks —
an average of 40 prospects who
would physically cross the threshold
of each dealer's showroom.
Mr. Colley described the results
this way: The two convention telecasts drew a combined audience of
84 million people. Approximately
18%, or 15 million people, could
play back (remember) the commercial messages. Nearly half a million
took immediate action by walking
into a Westinghouse dealer and purchasing the special offer. A special
ice cube tray was offered as an inducement to visit the showroom.
Results ■ "Did they buy appliances?" Mr. Colley asked. "Yes, carloads of them. Of course, advertising was only one factor in the consummation of the sale. But we do
have this further intelligence: 44%
of the people who bought a Westinghouse refrigerator gave advertising as the major factor in choice of
cial, men and women) :
Full length door mirror
Refer to quality of image
34%
Clear image
10
True color
"High Fidelity"
Made of better best quality glass
Mirrors important to women
Good looking beautiful
Easy to install
Twin-double ground
Refer to booklet offer

64%
42
22
30
11
6
6
5
5

"This is high performance," Mr.
Batenburg said in commenting on the
fact that 22% remembered the commercials. The 13% norm is based on
tests of thousands of commercials. Results similar to the mirror test were
obtained during the program season
for three other mirror commercials,
three Twindow, two auto glass, two
miscellaneous glass, four interior paint,
two exterior paint and 12 corporate
commercials.
Research principles from the Gallup & Robinson library of commercial
tests were used in company-agencyresearch seminars in preparing PPG's
60 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

more

tv

success

brand," he told the ANA.
Climalene Co. found the answer
to a sales plateau in spot tv according
to Robert H. Marriott, vice president
of sales and advertising,
In the fall of 1958, he said, the
detergent was promoted in Indianapolis with a schedule of 14 weekly
spot announcements.
"What happened?" Mr. Marriott
asked rhetorically. "For 60 days
nothing important. Then, in December, normally our poorest sales
month, the pot began to simmer. By
early
springgiftit to
wasus boiling.
Christmas
in 1959 Santa's
was a
33%
sales
increase
in
a
45-year-old
market.

"We're currently in eight major
markets with sustained tv programming. No other medium has been
used. There have been no gimmicks
— no coupons, cents-off sales or coop.
"Not all markets have matched the
Indianapolis performance," but:
Other Markets ■ "In Chicago,
where strong spot programming
opened the door to distribution of
the large
package, 100%.
nine-month volume has increased
"In Cleveland, a 50-year-old market, volume is up 40%.
"In Philadelphia, where last spring
sales declined to the point where
loss of distribution was a distinct
threat, major chains have shifted
from warehouse pickups to truckload
quantities.
Some
accounts that
first commercials and then in preparing messages used as the series moved
through the 1958-59 season.
How about trade mark identification?
Mr. Batenburg said a national survey
conducted among 1,800 adults in the
spring of 1959 showed viewers could
more readily identify the PPG trademark than non-viewers. Here are
the results: Correctly identify PPG
trademark — non-viewers 12%; light
viewers 34%; moderate viewers 45%;
regular viewers 56%.
A linkage was shown between viewership and the degree of familiarity
people had with PPG and their attitude toward the company:
■ Know a "fair amount" about PPG
or "know very well" — non-viewers
32% ; light viewers 44%; moderate
viewers 53%; regular viewers 60%.
■ "Very" or "mostly" favorable toward PPG — non-viewers 71%; light
viewers 75%; moderate viewers 85%;
regular viewers 84%.
"PPG made real gains in increased
awareness and interest in PPG" and

stories

threatened to discontinue the product
are now seriously considering a second size.
Mr. Marriott summed it up:
"Each 1960 business quarter has
exceeded the previous one in sales
volume, and September business set
a new high for any single month
since the World War II era . . .
another application of how the rifle
of regional concentration may well
out-perform the shotgun of national
spread in hitting the sales target.
"We like the pattern — not only
for what it has done and is doing for
our business, but because we believe
it will give us a sharper picture of
where we are going in 1961 and
what
it willAdscost■ Purex
to get Corp.,
there." maker
Honest
of household supplies, spends most
of its ad budget in network television
and is getting good results, according
to Leslie C. Bruce Ir., advertising
director.
He told how Purex adopted its own
honest-advertising code. "Our commercials have been shown by GallupRobinson tv impact studies to be on
the whole extremely effective in successfully communicating product
ideas with resultant recall of princiMr.
Bruce
said the "end result" of
points."
pal copy
the strict copy standards "certainly
transcended any presupposed confinement." He said Purex can adequately verify product claims and the
advertising is kept in good taste.
in "knowledge of PPG products," Mr.
Batenburg said (see tables below).
Awareness & interest in PPG
Non- Regular Points
viewers viewers gained
Have talked with
others about PPG 8% 15% + 7
Have recommended a
PPG product to someone
else within last year 7% 17% +10
Have read stories or news
items about PPG 15% 26% +11
Aware of seeing PPG
advertising 50%
90% +40
Knowledge of PPG products
Non- Regular Points
viewers viewers gained
Name mirrors as a
product made by PPG 21% 44% +23
Name paint as a
product made by PPG 18% 37% +19
Give accurate product
description of
Twindow
15%
35% +20
Identify PPG as
manufacturer of
Twindow
6%
24% +18
Identify PPG as
manufacturer of High
Fidelity mirrors 9%
23% +14
It was found in a time study of
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960
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The Birmingham Metropolitan Audit
says "a healthy justification for public service." 20 local sponsors on a
year round basis say "Dave Campbell's People Speak sells merchandise
for us."
50,000
WATTS
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

BY HENRY

I. CHRISTAL CO.. INC.

*5,000 Nights

purchasers influenced by commercials
for PPG mirrors that 15% bought the
same day they got the idea; 31% got
the idea to buy up to a month before
they actually bought; 25% got the
idea one to six months before they
bought; 29% got the idea to buy more
than six months before they bought.
Effect of tv on plans to buy PPG
products was based on a national
probability sample of 4,000 households, Mr. Batenburg said.
"Projecting from the national probability sample of 4,000 households,
we found approximately 2.8 million
households were planning to buy a
mirror," Mr. Batenburg said. Of the
5.6% of U.S. households, 6% of viewers had plans to buy a mirror (any
mirror) within the next few months
compared to 5.1% of non-viewers.
Taking the 0.9% difference, he said
460,000 U.S. households are represented. As to plans to buy a PPG
mirror, he found 0.4% of non-viewers
and 1.5% of program viewers planned
to buy within the next months.
"Where we show viewers versus
non-viewers," he said, "each group
represents about half of the adult population of the United States. In other

ANA

GATEWAY TO
THE HEART
OF SOUTH CAROLINA:
The 257,961 people who make WISTelevision's home market the state's
largest metropolitan area (and a close
second in the two Carolinas after a
38.1 % increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time
and attention, not to say devotion.
This adds up to a 78.5 share of
audience, says ARB (March 1960).
And throughout South Carolina,
WIS-Television's 1526-foot tower,
tallest in the South, delivers more of
the state, more effectively than any
other station. In short, South Carolina's major selling force is
television
WIS
COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA NBc/ABC
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY
OF THE SOUTH
WIS- Television,
Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS Radio,
\>r<
560, Columbia, S.C.
WSFA-TV,
—
Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala. ¥
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ISSUES

words, PPG reached about half of the
adult population with its show. Those
who said they planned to buy a mirror
were asked where they got the idea.
A number projecting to 238,000 attributed their plans to having seen mirrors advertised on television.
"Almost a third (32%) of households planned to buy paint within the
next few months. Of these 16 million
households, 37% of viewers planned
to buy paint (any paint) in the next
few months compared to 28% of nonMr. Batenburg said 1.7% (850,000)
of U.S. households planned to buy
viewers."
PPG's Pittsburgh paint (1.3% of nonviewers, 2.3% of viewers), a difference
he described as "statistically significant." A substantial number, 500,000,
referred specifically to PPG commercials.
Over 113,000 sales of mirrors were
attributed specifically to tv in another
checkup based on six minutes of commercial time, he said. In the case of
paint, almost one-fourth of those who
bought Pittsburgh Paint in the survey
period gave credit to advertising, about
half citing tv and the rest crediting
other media.

CALL

TO

ARMS

Adopts plans to combat industry's critics with
an information project and self regulation plan
The nation's major advertisers are against the anti-advertising movements
convinced they must take drastic action and called for employment of advertising skills and techniques to meet these
to protect both the $11 billion advertising industry and the free enterprise
attacks and to show the public how advertising has led the modern growth of
system. Last week, at the annual Assn.
of National Advertisers convention in the American economy.
Hot Springs, Va., they took first steps
Two guest speakers took part in the
to campaign on behalf of (1) their pro- self-cleansing discussion and urged advertisers tofight affirmatively on behalf
fession and (2) the capitalistic economy.
of their profession.
ANA's specific moves were these:
Oveta Culp Hobby, president of the
■ Its top officials called for a major
information project to document the Houston Post (KPRC-AM-TV), suggested ANA set up an advisory combasic facts- about advertising and its
mittee of impartial businessmen, profesplace in the national scheme. The startsional leaders and advertising statesmen
ling lack of such information was emto help in the self-regulatory function.
phasized.
■ The association took a frank, re- She reminded that the nation did not
vealing look at the way advertising is need a censorship law in World War II
being attacked by politicians, government regulators and people who make
MY BROTHER
WENT
a business of shooting at advertising's
image.
■ A new self-regulation project designed to keep advertising claims honest
and inoffensive was put in motion as
ANA formally joined the long-established copy-review project operated by
the American Assn. of advertising
Agencies.
■ Max Banzhof, Armstrong Cork
Co., head of the ANA's Public & Government Relations Committee, sparked
the opening of an ANA offensive

NUTS
ABOUT
IT!!
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL O TOONS IN TOLEDO!
SEE PACE 53
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

Registration is achieved more easily. Dark corners in
the picture area are reduced. Glaring "halo effects"
are eliminated. The signal current has good purity
and low noise. These are some of the important advantages you can obtain with the new RCA-7513 — the
remarkable Image Orthicon that offers better "photographic" quality.
RCA-7513 precision construction includes accurate
coaxial alignment of all sections of the tube and accurate interelectrode spacings. As a result, the three
images produced within a three-image-orthicon type
color camera can be practically identical in geometry.
However, to take full advantage of the 7513's precision capabilities, the color camera should employ

deflecting yokes and focusing coils having precision
construction and precision axial alignment with respect to each 7513.
A major design feature of the 7513... field mesh...
assures that the scanning beam will strike the target
perpendicularly at all points. This means improved
corner resolution as well as reduced halo and edge
effects. Moreover, the field-mesh defocuses the return
beam, eliminating dynode spots from the picture,
Discover for yourself the new possibilities in color
and black-white quality opened up by RCA-7513. Get
in touch with your local RCA Distributor of broadcast
tubes today for full details... or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section K-13-0, Harrison, N. J,

because radio and the press made themselves a part of the government by
voluntarily safeguarding national defense (see account of Mrs. Hobby's suggestions below).
Good Advice ■ Roger M. Blough,
board chairman of U. S. Steel, advised
advertisers to face up to their critics
and avoid defeatism, accepting graciously the intermittent carping by gloomsters. "Those who seem to make a profession of constantly sniping at advertising," he said, show by their "carping
for cash that they, too, are a part of
our enterprise system. Their monetary
rewards stem from their enterprise. Behind and beyond this criticism is the
basic truth that advertising is a useful
tool in the art of selling — a tool that
is indispensable to those who produce
and to those who buy. Never was
strong, well-motivated imaginative advertising more important than it is to-

vertising fraternity and by asking for
the aid, comfort and vitally needed help
of many other companies who feel as
we do about America's economic bless-

U. S. Steel, Mr. Blough reminded, is
day."
sponsoring a "Watching America Grow"
campaign. He said there already are
signs the program is doing its primary
job of communicating more of the
dramatic facts about the nation's growth.
Mr. Blough added, "How better to
undertake an effort of that kind by enlisting the excellent services of the ad-

Mr. Banzhaf noted AAAA has hired
the Hill & Knowlton public relations
firm
ings."to guide its program to build advertising's image but said ANA "has
been strangely silent."
The Problem ■ He observed "the lack
of knowledge about advertising is perhaps the most significant clue to its
problem." The four elements in the
problem, he said, are advertising's public image, suffering from irresponsible
novelists, amateur economists and "opportunistic politicians who, by turning
Madison Avenue from a street to an
epithet, would willingly destroy an industry to win an election"; public complaints to Washington; educators'
preaching that advertising is an economic waste, and government officials
serving "their constituents, their political philosophy or themselves."
Criticism is merely a means to an
end when people in government, educators and writers attack advertising, Mr.
Banzhaf said.
"The end," he explained, is "the control of business. They seek to control
advertising as a means of shackling pri-

TvB

meet:

seminar

STATION

EDITORIALS

A
AND

A soberly upbeat report on television's ability to move goods for retailers,
based on a year-long "laboratory experiment," was submitted Thursday
(Nov. 17) to some 200 tv executives at
the sixth annual membership meeting
of TvB.
Dwight Shirey, president of Patterson
Fletcher, Fort Wayne specialty store,
said a year of testing television in cooperation with TvB had produced
"good, sound, down-to-earth results,"
plus valuable information on how to
use the medium to best advantage.
Mr. Shirey spoke Thursday afternoon
at the opening session of the two-day
annual meeting, held at the WaldorfAstoria in New York. Other highlights:
■ A report on the dollars-and-cents
value of station editorializing was presented by Terry H. Lee, vice president
and managing director of Storer Broadcasting's WAGA-TV Atlanta, who also
spelled out the ground rules set up by
WAGA-TV to govern its own editorial
operation.
■ The need for new ideas, new techniques and new approaches to make
television commercials even more effective was pointed up by Harry Wayne
McMahan, television advertising consultant.
64
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NEW

on

APPROACHES

vate enterprise and placing greater control in the hands of government. Advertising isunder attack because it represents askirmish which must be fought
in the battle of big government versus
private enterprise — the battle between
the advocates of state socialism and the
advocates of free enterprise, the free
market economy and individual liberty.
It's alic'sbattle
purse. to seize control of the pub"What these advocates of centralized
authority seek is to wrest control from
the people and dictate to them how
their money shall be spent and how
much
The they
job,shall
Mr. pay."
Banzhaf said, is to
gather the facts about the effectiveness
of advertising, the types that are most
effective and the contribution advertising makes to society. This material
must be assembled and brought to the
attention of government, educators,
management and the general public in
a continuing program.
"This is a never-ending project," he
warned. ANA's first step, under guidance of the Public & Government Relations Committee, will be to employ a
"person of real ability" at ANA headquarters and pay him a top-flight salary.
Fraught With Danger ■ "The situation is dangerous," said Edward G.

tv

advertising

HIGHLIGHT

■ Closer cooperation between stations
and agencies to overcome problems in
billing was proposed by Thomas A.
Wright, media vice president of Leo
Burnett Co.
■ Ways to get the most out of tv commercial dollars were discussed by Theodore Grunewald, executive vice president of Hicks & Greist.
■ A major new TvB presentation,
"The Progress
a bigscreen
treatmentof ofDiscontent,"
the idea that
the
public dissatisfaction that leads to the
development of new products and services can best be stimulated by advertising, was unveiled at a special breakfast
meeting attended by some 2,000 agency
and advertiser executives, TvB members
and other guests.
■ Television's importance as an advertising instrument was pointed up by
Leslie B. Worthington, president of
U.S.
in aneconomy.
address on "myopia"
in theSteel,
national
The two-day meeting also included
reports by Otto Brandt of KING-TV
Seattle, TvB chairman of the board;
Norman E. Cash, president; Payson
Hall, Meredith Publishing Co., treasurer
and Glenn Marshall Jr., WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla., secretary. It was
preceded by sessions of the board of

DISCUSSIONS

directors on Tuesday and the sales advisory committee on Wednesday. Election of officers and new board members
wound up the session Friday afternoon.
Tests Pay Off ■ Mr. Shirey, whose
report on tv's effectiveness in the Patterson Fletcher test was backed up by reports that the store plans to continue
television unabated after the trial is
over, led off the Thursday afternoon
session.
He said the year-long test showed that
television advertising can pay off for
stores, but must be used consistently,
not in little bursts. There are both tangible benefits and "staff and prestige
benefits," he reported.
He suggested, however, that lower
local rates may be needed to enable
many stores to include television in
their advertising budgets.
The Patterson Fletcher experiments
used saturation spots, mostly minutes,
with some ID's and a Tuesday-night
news show (the station was WANETV Indianapolis). Mr. Shirey pronounced the test successful in a number
of ways: (1) specific promotions of
hats, ties, coats, suits and other items
(2) improved store promotional planning; (3) enthusiastic response by staff;
(4) prestige and long-range, accumulaBROADCASTING, November 21, I960

Gerbic, Heublein Inc., co-chairman of
the ANA-AAAA Committee for Improved Advertising Content. "There's
too much criticism by the public, government officials, legislators, professional malcontents and frustrated copy
writers," he added.
Robert E. Allen, Fuller & Smith &
Ross, AAAA co-chairman of the joint
group, said the addition of ANA support to the AAAA's 14-year-old review
of objectionable advertising will greatly
strengthen the self-regulatory project.
AAAA has reviewed two types of
copy — misrepresentation of fact, which
is covered by law, and offense to public
taste, a matter of opinion. "Governments are never very successful in legislating matters of taste," he said, with
the ANA-AAAA interchange now dealing essentially with this type of copy
rather than validity of claims. The
validity field is within the scope of
Better Business Bureaus and governmental bodies.
The joint committee is headquartered
at 420 Lexington Ave., New York, 17.
Complaints will be reviewed individually by the 10 ANA and 10 AAAA committeemen. Their decisions and comments are sent to the advertiser and
agency involved. If a majority of the
committee regards the advertising as

"as a joint committee" to promote selfregulation. "The very right to advertise
has been challenged," he warned.
Loss of Confidence ■ In her plea for
self-discipline in advertising and protection of the capitalist system, Mrs.
Hobby said, "Advertising emerges as an
agent which by stimulating our free
economy makes freedom to choose,
freedom to buy, freedom to own, a
natural, taken-for-granted part of our
American way of life."
Loss of public confidence in advertising might lead to the destruction of all
advertising, Mrs. Hobby warned. She
added, "In the interest of free enter-

tive public acceptance.
Mr. Shirey pointed up several tv advantages found in the test: flexibility
permitting quick promotions keyed to
weather changes, arrival of new shipments, etc.; ability to reach specific audiences through choice of the time of day

at which commercials are presented, and
evidence that repetition is not objectionable asin some other media.
Negative findings in the study, he
indicated, were that many items are not
suited to television advertising; items
must have real depth in order to gain

the full benefits of television; a single
television commercial usually means
very little, and television is a costly
medium.
He suggested a realistic approach for

Television
Bureaumetof Nov.
Advertising's
board of directors
15 at the
TvB New York headquarters. Clockwise around table: Craig Lawrence,
CBS-TV; Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio; Glen Marshall Jr.,
WJXT (TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; A. Louis
Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans; John
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

T. Murphy, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati;
Payson Hall, Meredith stations; Lewis
H. Avery (leaning back); Evelyn Finegan, TvB; Otto P. Brandt, KING-TV
Seattle; Norman E. Cash, TvB; partially hidden: Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV
Philadelphia; A. W. Dannenbaum Jr.,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; P. A.

Sugg, NBC; Gordon Gray, WKTV (TV)
Utica, N. Y.; Stephen Riddleberger,
ABC. Attending but not in photo:
John P. Blair, Blair-Tv; Donald D.
Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City; Donald
Kearney, Corinthian Broadcasting
Corp.; Robert R. Tincher, WHTN-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
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"seriously objectionable," the advertiser
and agency will be asked to take corrective action. If they fail to respond
within 30 days, the ANA and AAAA
boards will be notified. The process is
confidential, being based on voluntary
self-regulation. A considerable number
of improvements in advertising, many
having wide circulation, have been
brought about by its project, according
to AAAA, with 151 of 260 cases (58%)
found objectionable (88 bad taste, 44
misleading, 19 unfair or excessively
derogatory).
Donald S. Frost, Bristol-Myers Co.,
retiring chairman of the ANA board,
said all ANA members should serve

prise we cannot permit abuse of this
great economic and social force by an
unethical or irresponsible few. But as
a publisher and radio and tv licensee,
I am interested in advertising as the
supporting power to all media.
"For when advertising fails to sell, it
will disappear. What would happen then?
"For one thing, there would be no
further controversy about pay tv. There
would be no other kind. The only alternative would be television by government subsidy. The free press as a
means of mass communication essential
to democracy would dissappear . . .
Freedom of the press is not a prerogative of newspaper publishers and writers.
It is a right given to the American people by the Constitution — the right to
know. A right that newspapers hold in
trust for the people of this country.
"Similarly television channels are not
the private property of networks or
licensees to be programmed without reference to the public interest. They are
the property of the American people,
to be used in the interest of the American people by those licensed to use
them so long as the licensees prove
themselves to have the integrity and intel igence to operate them in the public
interest. Advertising, too, is a trust held
by you for the American people."

stations inaggerate selling
"Don't then
exto win a retailers:
quick contract,

Candelabra-type

built
to

with

TV

USST-1"

withstand

tower

Steel

legs

hurricanes

This spectacular three-channel television
tower makes it easy for fans in Baltimore,
Maryland, to tune in different stations —
they are all in one spot. Built to withstand
hurricane winds of 165 mph, the tower makes

145 feet. Use of "T-l" Steel saved freight,
fabrication costs and foundation costs.
"T-l" Steel for extra high strength. The
minimum yield strength for USS "T-l" Steel
is 100,000 psi in rounds up to 4 inches in
diameter. This is three times the yield point
of structural carbon steel. For tall towers, the
advantages of reducing leg size and weight
are obvious.

key use of super strong USS "T-l" Steel in
the three 625-foot legs. The total tower
height is 730 feet.
Three 10-ton antennas are perched on top of
a triangular platform, 105 feet on each side.
According to Dresser-Ideco Company, designer and fabricator of the tower, USS "T-l"
Constructional Alloy Steel was selected for

Increase in paint life. "T-l" Steel has four
times the resistance to atmospheric corrosion
of carbon steel. This results in a considerable
increase in paint life.

the tower's main support members because
of the weight problems imposed by the heavy
top. Had structural carbon steel been used,
the legs would have been almost twice as
thick, adding further wind resistance and
stress.
Weight saved. Instead of about 300 tons,
for carbon steel, only 105 tons of "T-l" Steel
were needed for the legs. They are solid rounds,
quenched, tempered, straightened, and stress
relieved in diameters of 7 inches for the first
480 feet and 5% inches for the remaining

Super strong legs of
USS "T-1" Steel support
the tremendous weight
of theer size
tower.Their
reduces smallwind
resistance.

In addition to USS "T-l" Steel, United
States Steel makes three High Strength
Steels, USS Man-Ten, USS Cor-Ten and
USS Tri-Ten Brands with a 50,000 psi minimum yield point. For more information, write
to United States Steel, 525 William Penn
Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.
USS, "T-l", MAN-TEN, COR-TEN and
TRI-TEN are registered trademarks

This mark tells you a product
is made of modern, dependable Steel.

United States Steel Corporation- Pittsburgh
Columbia-Geneva Steel -San Francisco
National Tube-Pittsburgh
Tennessee Coal & Iron-Fairfield, Alabama
United States United
Steel Supply
Service Company
Centers
States -Steel
Steel Export
United States Steel

lose a long program. But at the same
time try not to sell short contracts."
Editorials Pay ■ Editorializing is good
business as well as good public service,
Mr. Lee asserted. He told his fellow
broadcasters: "If you are not now editorializing at your stations, then I say
to you, you are missing a great bet . . .
We have seen concrete, tangible proof,
both in audience response and in dollars-and-cents payoff, that 'WAGA-TV
Editorial' is a welcomed public service
and also a valuable sales tool." The
editorials themselves are not available
for commercial sponsorship.
Mr. Lee presented a set of 15 rules
and policies developed by WAGA-TV
before it started editorializing last May.
Basic objectives, he said, were to "stimulate individual thinking on matters
that affect the people and communities
we serve" and to "inspire comment, interest and action." Among the 15 rules
and policies:
Editorial policy is set by an editorial
board composed of the managing director, program manager and public
affairs director; the managing director
must approve all editorials; they must
be clearly identified as editorials, must
present the facts fully and accurately,
must be written out and the script followed without deviation (aural portion
is taped and the tape retained for three
months).
Questionable subjects must be cleared
by the home office (Storer Broadcasting Co.) and all editorials must have
legal clearance before broadcast. Opposing points of view are actively
sought out (though no one has yet
asked for time to reply). Race, color,
creed and religion are taboo subjects,
and WAGA-TV also does not editorially support or oppose political
candidates or parties.
Commercials ■ Mr. McMahan
sounded a call for new ideas to improve
the effectiveness of tv commercials. Up

to now, he said, almost anything that
has been done has been effective, but
now "we must have more and better
techniques
for commercials."
Mr. McMahan
cited the Duncan
Hines cake mix commercial's use of
full-screen pictures instead of reaction
shots to achieve appetite appeal, and
Maxwell House Coffee's use of visual
and sound effects in combination to
whet the appetite. He said Bell &
Howell's "Zoomatic" commercial and a
Renault-Dauphine film from England
were top demonstration films of 1960.
Prospective tv advertisers at the local level can be sold on the use of the
medium by showing them how other
advertisers use it successfully, Mr. McManan advised. "We're not using the
medium enough to sell the medium . . .
we're not using enough commercials to
sell commercial time," he said.
Billing Problems ■ Mr. Wright considered station-agency cooperation in
tackling billings problems as "nothing
more than good business." He cited
four main problem areas: (1) long-delayed billings, (2) negotiating credit refunds or make-goods; (3) correcting invoices that were prepared improperly,
and (4) properly identifying billing by
brand.
The first problem, he suggested, can
be resolved if stations will give the advertiser the name of the business manager involved, so the advertiser can
check promptly, and if the station will
set a time limit of, say, 72 hours, for
the return of a satisfactory written answer.
Refunds or make-goods can be handled promptly, he said, if stations will
bring schedule discrepancies to the
agency's
attention
within a 24definite
hours offer
and
at
the same
time make
as to refund or make-good.
Incorrect invoices, he said, should be
returned to the station at once, accompanied by an appropriate explanation.
Responsibility for proper brand identi-

fication on billing lies first with agencies,
he asserted, urging that they supply stations with enough information to permit them to log the spot by brand
rather than by parent company titles.
Ted Grunewald, executive vice president, Hicks & Greist, New York, concluded the Thursday afternoon session
by demonstrating how his agency tries
to make tv advertising more effective.
Progressive Discontent ■ The strides
that have been made in creating new
products and new services because people were dissatisfied with the old ones
were emphasized in the "Progress of
Discontent" presentation, conducted by
President Cash and George G. Huntington, TvB vice president and general
manager. Advertising's role is to spread
the "spark of discontent" by showing
people that "there is a better way,
through finer things, for a fuller way of
Although the presentation deals with
advertising generally more than with
television specifically, it does not overlook tv's effectiveness. One example:
For the Savings Bank Assn. of New
York State, Benton & Bowles in cooperlife."
ation with TvB conducted an equaldollar test of television verses a combination ofnewspapers, supplements and
regional
editions. "Consumer
awarenessmagazine
of the advertising
was higher
for television," the presentation reports,
"but more important, ability to cite specific copy points was 156 percent
higher, television over print."
"Economic Myopia" ■ U. S. Steel's
President Worthington, speaking at the
Friday luncheon, dealt primarily with
national economic issues and what he
called "Economic Myopia." But he also
had favorable words to offer about television both as an advertising medium
and as a growing industry.
Noting his company's long associawith "Steel
Hour,"
he in
saidsurvey
"we
have tion
been
gratified
to find,
after survey, that television is one of

TvB
thedepression
annual overcome.
business
'depression'
What charts
does a business
Here is
the commitParticipants in the committee
meeting included Norman E. Cash,
tee's chart, showing changes from
look like? TvB's sales advisory
committee charted one — an annual
TvB president; James Cornell, N.
the second quarter to the third quarter in various media over the past
W. Ayer & Son; Edward Fieri,
one — last week in a session precedfive years:
ing the TvB annual membership
BBDO; James Barnett, Aerosol
Corp. of America; E. B. Brogan,
meeting in New York (see page
American Motors; John Denninger,
64). The chart shows that, as
Spot Newspapers Magazines Network
tv
-29.2%
media people know, business dips
Blair-TV; John Karol, CBS-TV;
1956 -20.6% -24.8% -29.0
- 4.5
each summer, with the third quar-21.7
-21.1
Scott McLean, WLWT TV Cincin-10.3tv
ter almost invariably falling behind
nati; Peter Storer, WSPD-TV Toledo;
1957
-25.5
the second quarter. It also shows
-22.5
Jack McGrew, KPRC-TV Houston;
+ 1.3%
-13.2
that spot television is hurt less — and
Jack Tipton, KLZ-TV Denver; George
1958
- 6.2
-22.5
-18.5
network television much less — than
Henderson, WSOC-TV Charlotte,
-18.5
- 3.4
their print rivals in this annual sag.
1959
-29.7
N.
Jay Heitin,
WNBC-TV
New
-27.3
York;C;Robert
Morrison,
WKBT (TV)
But, the committee said for the
-22.2
good of the industry as well as the
1960
La Crosse, Wis., and George Hunteconomy, this depression must be
ington, TvB.
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With the Gates BC-1T 1000/250 watt transmitter, you efficiently reduce power to 250
watts nighttime operation by changing the
primary voltage of the plate transformer.
In this manner, when operating at reduced
power of 250 watts, the primary power consumption isat a minimum, and the use of
plate voltage dropping resistors, which are
power consuming, is eliminated. The reduced plate voltage at 250 watts power to
both the modulator and power amplifier
tubes results in hundreds of added tube
hours and a great savings in power cost.
The exclusive Gates feature of the inbuilt
dummy antenna will also be appreciated by
the engineer. With two-power operation at
1000 and 250 watts, initial alignment and
periodic proof of performance required at
two power levels is accomplished with utmost
simplicity.
In summary, the BC-1T 1000/250 watt transmitter offers you the convenience of already
having a one kilowatt transmitter installed—
needing only to throw the switch for a
change in power. Power change may also be
remote controlled.

watts

For complete technical information on the
BC-1T 1000/250 watt transmitter, write today for Engineering Bulletin No. 109-D—
yours for the asking.

nighttime

GATES

AM

BROADCAST
TRANSMITTER
FOR

1000/250

1IJ§§
J

WATTS
Br

GATES

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-hxtertypc Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

the most important factors contributing
to the general public's knowledge of the
steel industry."
He doubted that "any industry, anywhere, could offer a more striking example of growth than does television"
— average annual growth rates, over the
past 12 years, of 84 percent in number
of tv stations, 96 percent in number of
tv markets, 311 percent in national tv
billings,
"an But
incredible
721 percent"
in
sets inanduse.
he warned
that no
industry can expect such growth rates
to continue forever.
A man trying to sell an ivory-handled
dorsalruffer* told of its lasting
qualities; who invented it, where to
buy it, and what it cost. At the
end of the day, he hadn't sold a single
dorsalruffer, so he threw it by the
side of the road and went home.

"Neither you nor I believe for a
moment that tv has reached the limits of
of its growth," Mr. Worthington asserted. "None of us will think, though,
that your industry is going to an economic hades in a handbasket if the rate
— or rates — of growth that prevailed in
the Fifties do not continue through the
E. B. Brogan, advertising manager
Sixties."
of
American Motors, who originally
had been scheduled to speak at the
Thursday afternoon meeting, spoke instead at the sales advisory committee
meeting, a closed session.
Agency appointments...
■ National Theatres & Television has
appointed Cole Fischer Rogow, Beverly Hills, Calif., to handle its National
Theatres Div., covering 226 theatres in
16 states, and Cinemiracle Picture
Corp., NT&T subsidiary.

Along came Sam, who knew the
power of demonstration. He drove
his wagon to the nearest junction,
where he could reach the most people.
There he demonstrated the
dorsalruffer and took a tabletful of
orders. Today his dorsalruffer factory
supports him royally on a yacht
* Backscratcher.
near Nassau.
For concentrated impact and undivided attention, demonstrate on TV. To sell in Kansas, buy
KTVH, with unduplicated CBS coverage in
Wichita and 14 other important Kansas communities.
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

KANSAS
WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON
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■ Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, has
appointed Grant Adv., that city, to
handle its corporate institutional advertising effective Jan. 1, 1961. The account, which bills an estimated $250,000, was formerly serviced by Fletcher
Richards, Calkins & Holden, Chicago.
■ The Thomas J. Mahon Co., Englewood, N. J., has appointed Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, as agency for the
firm's new nasal spray. The product,
Phenyl-Drane, is being test marketed
now, and is expected to be distributed
nationally in early 1961.
■ Magne-Tronics Inc., N. Y., names
Peter Zanphir Adv., N. Y., to handle
advertising campaign starting initially
next month in broadcasting trade press
to announce entry into automatic radio
programming field.
■ Shulton Inc., N. Y., names Benton
& Bowles Inc., N. Y., as agency for
Tecnique Color Tone, a hair coloring
product. B&B also handles Shulton's
Desert Dri deodorant and an undisclosed new product.
■ General Electric Co.'s Radio Receiver
Dept., Utica, N. Y., names Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., effective Jan. 1, 1961.
Y&R also represents GE's tv receiver
department at Syracuse, N. Y., and the

audio products operation at Decatur,
111.
■ Procter & Gamble Co., of Canada
account names Grey Adv. Ltd., Toronto, to handle Downy Fabric Softener,
new P&G brand now in test markets
in Canada.
■ American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y., completed realignment of
agency responsibilities (Broadcasting,
Oct. 31) with assignment of Clorets
mints and gum and several new products to Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
effective Jan. 1, 1961. Clorets account
has been at Ted Bates & Co.
Sell the
AFA

grass

roots,

convention

told

All media are "more partners" than
competitors in today's moving marketing picture, but radio and tv provide a
"selling tool unmatched in the history of
human communications," James Beach,
ABC vice president in charge of the network's central division, told the Advertising Federation of America 8th District
convention in Madison (Wis.) this past
weekend.
Mr. Beach spoke on selling broadcast
media "at the grass roots," appearing
with such other speakers as James S.
Fish, General Mills vice president in
charge of corporate advertising and
AFA principal, and Mandall Kaplan,
general sales manager of the Kitchens of
Sara Lee (bakery products), Chicago.
Broadcast media are moving more
products in today's expanding economy
than all combined forms of transportation since the invention of the wheel, he
said. In particular, he cited radio's
"proud history" and tv's "amazing ability" to create the necessary emotional atmosphere for buying. He also emphasized the importance of inter-agency,
medium and client relations, while citing
cases of "grass roots" buying.
Mr. Fish told AFA delegates how
they could cooperate locally with government legislators,
consumers
and others"eggheads,"
in connectioncritics,
with
Advertising Week Feb. 5, 1960. He
called for their cooperation in helping
achieve a better "environment" for ad-
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IS WHATI'VE
THEY SEEN!!
SAID ABOUT
MEL O TOONS IN TOLEDO!
SEE PACE 53
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In the past nine months

INVESTMENT

RADIO'S

alone Programatic

FUTURE

has dramatically underscored its faith in

the broadcasting industry by adding nearly 1,000 new selections to its vast library of
adult radio music. This bold investment is only the beginning. Programatic will continue to build its service not only with more music and improved program techniques
but in other ways you will be reading about soon.
Programatic

is available only to one station per market.

Don't be left out! Move

the

Sound
to

Practical Automation Comes to Radio
• Adult Music Programs
• Commercial Injection
• Fully Automated Equipment
PROGRAMATIC - REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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Programatic Broadcasting Service, Dept. C
229 Park Avenue South, New York 3, N. Y.
I am interested in Programatic, exclusive for my market.
Give me the facts — fast!
Name.
Station.
AddressCity

_Zone_

„State_
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In

TV

Film

too...

does

"impossible
!"
Like to show something that
doesn't happen—really can't happen? Want to show the "No!" —
| thus emphasize the "Yesl'1?
Chemstrand Nylon did it brilliantly
. . . visually squeezed a whole
selling sequence into a few film
frames.
it isAdaptable!
with film ! . . . That's the way

vertising's "truth" campaign. Advertising, he suggested, should not suffer for
the "sins of a few" and not explain for
the benefit of the seemingly many critics
of its image. In this area, he claimed, the
industry
has "failed
miserably."
Mr. Kaplan
stressed
that, at Sara
Lee, advertising is a marketing function
which must project his company's "basic
marketing strategy." National advertising is designed to give the consumer a
"basic sales message . . . most economically conveyed to all markets through the
use of national media." It will spend
over $2 million in 1960, continuing its
emphasis on tv and newspapers. Sara
Lee's growth is generally credited to
selective use of television (network, spot
and local).
Rising costs demand
'better' ads, media
The fact that advertising expenditures
are increasing at a faster rate than the
gross national product "underlines the
need for seeking every possible way for

Film, and film alone, does three
I things for you: (1) gives animation—crisp, exciting; (2) provides
the optical effects you've alwaysrequired for high-polish commercials; (3) assures you the
coverage and penetration which
market saturation requires.
For more information, write
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
j Eastman Professional Motion Picture
Films, Fort Lee, N.J., Chicago, III.,
i
Hollywood, Calif.

making our advertising more effective,"
James S. Fish, vice president and director of advertising of General Mills Inc.,
said Tuesday before the Washington
(D. C.) Advertising Club. He said this
could be achieved by better use of
advertising research, better products,
better media and better ads.
Mr. Fish said creative research "is
still a most inadequate tool." He felt
media research tends "too often to develop only figures of a competitive nature with other media rather than devoting a part of this research investment
toward finding better ways for the advertiser to use the media."
There is a direct relationship between
the effectiveness of an ad and the inherent appeals of a product," Mr. Fish
explained. Advertising specialists have
a responsibility to tell product planners
what they understand to be the "basic
consumer desires and appeals."
Better media, with greater usefulness
to the listener, viewer or reader, implies
a more effective vehicle for advertising,
he indicated.

j ADVERTISER:
The Chemstrand Corp.
ADVERTISING AGENCY:
Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc.
PRODUCER:
Transfilm-Caravel, Inc.

General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N. Y., resumes sponsorship Dec. 3 of
Lunch With Soupy Sales on ABC-TV
(Sat. 12-12:30 p.m. EST). The program had a six-week layoff due to a
time conflict with NCAA football telecasts. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
N. Y.

Business briefly...

Philip Morris Inc., N. Y., has purchased three additional hour-long CBS
Reports programs on CBS-TV this season for a total of five. Added programs
in the public service series include this
Friday's (Nov. 25, 9:30-10:30 p.m.

ANA's new award
A new "Mr. Advertiser" award
will be presented annually to an
Assn. of National Advertisers
member "who has contributed
most to upholding and advancing
the goals and standards of ANA
and the late Paul B. West, former
ANA president." Mr. West was
president of ANA from 1932 to
1960. The first presentation will
be made in 1961.

EST) "Harvest of Shame," the story
of migratory farm workers in the U. S.;
"Rescue With Yul Brynner," an aroundthe-world trip filmed by Mr. Brynner
on behalf of the United Nations International Refugee Organization, scheduled for Dec. 10, and the as yet unscheduled "The Great Holiday Massacre," afilm report on last Labor Day
weekend's highway accidents. Agency:
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Town Photolabs Inc., Bronx, N. Y.,
which recently placed its advertising
account with Frank B. Sawdon Inc.,
N. Y., will start radio spot campaign
Dec. 1 in eight markets. Town Photolabs has not previously used broadcast
media outside of New York.
V. La Rosa & Sons Inc., Brooklyn,
N.
is usingto top
children's
tv shows
in 16Y.,markets
launch
a new macaroni
product called "Mac from Mars X-77."
The oddly shaped macaroni shell reportedly reminded someone at the La
Rosa plant of a "smiling, sprightly
creature
from outer
space." started
A series
of
one-minute
commercials
in
the markets on Nov. 9 and will continue
on an average of three per week until
well into 1961. Agency: Hicks &
Greist, N. Y.
Robert Hall Clothes, N. Y., launched
an extensive spot radio-tv campaign in
Honolulu last week, said to be "one of
the largest for a single account," covering 350 one-minute announcements per
week on four radio stations and 74 10second ID's per week on two tv stations. The campaign will last until Dec.
24 and is tied to the opening of a Robert Hall store in Honolulu. Agency:
Arkwright Adv., N. Y.
International Latex Corp., N. Y., to
began its winter tv spot campaign for its
Isodine cold product on Nov. 14.
Some 124 markets will carry 10- to 15week schedules of prime day and night
minutes and 20-second spots. Starting
dates for the campaign are staggered
over 7-week period, with the last group
of markets to pick up schedules on Jan.
2, 1961. Agency: Reach, McClinton
Inc., N. Y.
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PROMOTION:
BPA
can

convention
have

direct

KEY

told way
influence

Promotion can make the difference
between either growing influence or
growing regulation for the broadcasting
industry. That was the message delivered
to 267 members of the Broadcasters
Promotion Assn. as they concluded a
IVi day convention in New Orleans
last week. The word came from John
Hurlbut, promotion manager of WFBMAM-TV Indianapolis and newly-elected
president of BPA, (See Fates & Fortunes, page 105) who urged the membership to get the industry's story across
to "those key people who influence our
futures."
Warning his audience that the way
they handle their jobs can have an important effect on their stations, he remarked "What shall it profit an owner
if he gains the whole market and loses
his license."
The convention's keynote address by
NBC Board Chairman Robert W. Sannoff called for review of election processes in the mass communication age
(page 84). Other major presentations:
Fitzgerald Adv.'s Joseph Epstein Sr.
(page 90) and RAB and TvB (page 83 ) .
The bulk of the convention was devoted to a series of 16 "how-to" panel
sessions on a variety of promotion subjects. The report on those sessions follows below.
Promotion budgets ■ Advice on managing budgets and money matters in
broadcast promotion was given by John
J. (Chick) Kelly, director of advertising
and sales promotion for Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami, and Alice Koch,
promotion manager of KMOX St.
Louis.
Mr. Kelly told the promotion people
that the matter of what budget to devote to promotion is a management decision. How to administer it is the promotion department's decision. He felt

TO

in which
on

course

THE
stations

FUTURE
handle

of government

promotion
regulation

Mr. Mesibov said that the network
can function in three ways in the exploitation area: (1) create the basic ideas
by analyzing a show in advance, and
determining the direction exploitation
should take; (2) make the basic contacts to carry out the project, and (3)
serve as a clearing house of information,
effecting a constant flow to affiliates.
Mr. Nashick concentrated on showmanship at the local level designed to
draw attention to a particular show. He
presented slides showing a parade of
children on scooters, a plane dropping
leaflets and a lion walking down the
street as examples of how to draw attention to a particular show.

that no promotion man could do this
job adequately if he is not kept informed by management about what's
going on at the station.
He also advised the promotion man
to "romance the auditor." He can be of
great assistance in working out the
financing for the promotions you have
in mind, and, conversely, can make the
promotion man's job impossible if he
doesn't cooperate.
Miss Koch's basic advice on handling
money matters was to "plan it and manage it." This is not as obvious as it
sounds, she said, advising that a basic
budget for the whole year is essential
to a promotion operation.
The best word a promotion man has
at his command is "no," used frequently
and forcefully, Miss Koch said. Having a budget to refer to when a salesman asks you to throw just a few extra
hundred into his latest idea makes life
much simpler, she said. Beyond that,
a budgeted promotion plan also is protection against your own impulses,
which could lead you into using all
your money in May and being broke
in September, she said.
Her other points: know what the station is up to, study the trade press,
watch what your competitors do, explore the sales strategy of your station
account by account, know your printer,
"be businesslike and have more time to

pitches to demonstrate the station's news
impact.
Mr. Day concentrated on the utilization of video tape to both extend station coverage and to hold down costs.
Both panelists agreed that "blowing your
own horn" is an acceptable part of promotion, but cautioned against losing
station dignity in the process.

be
creative." ■ Exploitation is the final
Exploitation
link in the broadcast promotion setup.
Its job is not to sell the show, but to tell
the public where and when the show is
available. That was the position presented at an exploitation panel session
by Sid Mesibov, exploitation director for
ABC, and Robert Nashick, director of
promotion and advertising for KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles.

Radio audiences ■ Promoting radio
audiences was the subject of a session
headed by Harvey Clarke, promotion
manager of CFPL London, Ont., and
Clayton Kaufman, promotion manager
of WCCO Minneapolis. Both placed
major attention on community involvement in a station's promotion.
Mr. Clarke (who will be BPA's second vice president in 1961) advised his

ABC's Mesibov

KTLA's Nashick

Videotape ■ Another advantage of video
tape — using it to promote the station —
was described during a panel headed
by Robert Guy, program director for
WWL-TV New Orleans, and Robert
Day, Ampex Corp. Mr. Guy said that
WWL-TV uses its vtr equipment first to
catch news as it happens, and later uses
the more dramatic material in its sales

WWLTV's Guy
Ampex's Day
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THE

JET

INSPECTION

Jet inspection is a continuous process at Air France. It
starts before a jet takes off. Continues in the air. Begins
again after it lands. Gets progressively more extensive
during regular checkups after every 50, 200 and 2,000
hours of flight. By the time an Air France Jet has flown
5,000 hours, an incredible 200,000 mani-hours will have
been spent on its care.
During this time, every part has been rigorously tested
by expert technicians, using the most delicate equipment.
Accurate records, showing the complete life history of
every part, are constantly examined. Replacements are

THAT

NEVER

ENDS

made automatically, long before the need for such maintenance isever apparent.
This scientifically planned, preventive overhaul is the
thing you never think about. You're too captivated by the
authentic French atmosphere aboard your flight... too
interested in the superb French cuisine, the impeccable
French service.
But continuous inspections and scientific maintenance
are always there behind the scenes. Smoothing the way
every moment for your greater enjoyment of that worldfamous service that is France aloft— Air France!
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AIR»FRANCE
WORLD'S
LARGEST
AIRLINE
/ WORLD'S
MOST
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JET
PERSONAL
SERVICE

CFPL's Clarke

WCCO's Kaufman

audience to stay current with all that's
written and said about image, local
flavor and- community involvements.
He characterized the promotion man as
the agency for the client — the station —
and said he should be concerned with
the future as well as next month's
ratings.
Mr. Clarke also recommended some
grass-roots research — talking with housewives, drug store clerks and the like —
to find the ideas to reach a variety of a
station's audience.
Mr. Kaufman recommended tie-ins
with local events as a way to achieve
maximum audience impact. He cited, in
particular, sports events, state fairs, centennials and the like.
Merchandising ■ A semi-surprise came
out of the merchandising panel. Fred
Wilson, media and promotion field representative for Leo Burnett, Chicago,
told the promotion men that in his
agency's view merchandising should be
a factor only in deciding tossup purchases. The agency holds its main job
to buy the longest reach at the lowest
cost for its clients.
But after stating that position, Mr.
Wilson went on to describe how station should perform in the merchandising area. First, he said they should
initiate the offer of merchandising, not
wait for the advertiser to ask for it.
The contact should be made with the
local representative of the advertised
product. What he called "push-button"
merchandising — automatic mailing
pieces, routine posters — is of little value
to the advertiser, Mr. Wilson said.
In the floor discussion that followed,
Dave Kimball of Grey Adv., New York,
offered a different valuation of mer-

Storer's Baxter
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Balaban's McKibben

Burnett's Wilson

WMT's Bowermaster

chandising. He felt a quantitative measure can be put on such a qualitative
thing as merchandising, and urged this
be attempted by stations. Mr. Kimball
said merchandising has a media value
of its own.
Jim Bowermaster, promotion manager of WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
shared the panel with Mr. Wilson and
led the floor discussion.
Color television ■ Promotion of color
television was the area of interest for
William E. Boss, director of color tv
coordination for RCA, and John T.
Murphy, television vice president of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
"Each color program is an ideal promotional tag for color, and the total
hours of color programming this year
tell
powerful
their own
Mr. a Boss
said.story
He inrelated
that right,"
NBC
has increased its color programming
from 68 hours in 1954 to 724 in 1960.
The current color schedule offers dealers
countless opportunities to demonstrate
the medium throughout the day and
week, he said.
Mr. Murphy said the industry's progress rests ultimately with the success
of color. He described the many color
programs broadcast by Crosley, including the first indoor sporting event in
color and a recent Catholic church ceremony. In Cincinnati Crosley has color
sets installed in key traffic points to
promote the medium.
Radio news ■ Use your station to promote your station, was the advice given
by a radio news promotion panel conducted by Lionel F. Baxter, radio vice
president of the Storer Broadcasting
Co., and Bill McKibben, assistant to
the vice president for the Balaban stations.

Blair's Katz

WPRO's Kavanagh

Crosley's Murphy
RCA's Boss
Mr. Baxter noted that more often
than not radio's facilities are used more
to promote advertisers than the stations
themselves. He presented a series of
taped vignettes to show how different
Storer stations promote radio news.
Mr. McKibben related how mobile units
and airplanes are used both to get the
news and to promote it.
Direct mail ■ Imagination and ingenuity
can be a satisfactory substitute for
money in the use of direct mail, according to Martin Katz, director of promotion for Blair-Tv. He spoke during a
panel session on that subject during
the BPA convention, sharing the platform with Jack Kavanagh, promotion
manager of WPRO-TV Providence,
R. I. Their theme: the first duty of a
salesman is to get himself heard; the
first duty of a mailing piece is to get itself looked at.
Mr. Katz displayed 32 mailing pieces
from stations of various sizes over the
country, commenting as he did so that
the smaller station actually has some
advantages over its big-budget colleague.
For example, the smaller size of the
mailings allow utilization of hand-done,
custom touches that the larger mailings
of the bigger stations do not permit.
Mr. Kavanagh lumped most station
mailings into two categories — "unavoidable" and "special purpose." Under the
first category he listed merchandise mailings of the jumbo post card variety,
and under the second such things as
sales promotion and station image.
Graphic arts ■ A panel session on using
graphic arts in promotion heard the
opinion that everything in tv promotion falls into that category — "from
your slides to your mailings." That
was from Clark Grant, promotion man-

WOOD-TV's Grant WFIL's Schaeffer
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What

FM

makes

RCA

Transmitters

better

. . .

If you want the very best FM Transmitter available,
you need not shop around. RCA FM Transmitters are
the finest built for broadcasting. They are designed
to the highest standards of quality in the industry.

find that all tubes and components operate well
below normal safety factors. This greatly reduces
chance for component failure. It saves on maintenance
costs and helps keep the station on air.

Examine our FM Exciter, for example. Note especially its direct FM system. It is capable of producing
a higher fidelity signal. Also, the RCA Exciter is
easier to tune— and keep tuned— than exciters using
other modulation systems.

Many more of these significant advantages add up
to the kind of quality that proves itself in year after

Why do RCA FM Transmitters cost more ? Because
of our aim at RCA to always build the very best. This
superior quality often shows up in small but vital
features. Take the use of circuit breakers in the 1 KW
RCA FM Transmitter. Fuses could have been used,
but we think of the lost air time when fuses fail . . .
We include a harmonic filter of special design to
assure the reduction of all harmonics to more than
meet latest FCC requirements.
Throughout the RCA

FM

Transmitter line you will

year of dependable operation. In addition, you'll
find that RCA Transmitters usually have higher
resale value . . .
Experience for yourself the quality that makes RCA
famous. There is a full line of RCA Transmitters
to choose from: 1 KW, 5 KW, 10 KW, 20 KW, and
on special order 25 KW or higher. Exciters and
multiplex subcarrier generators are also available —
along with a series of broadband antennas. Get the
complete story before you buy. Call your nearest
RCA Broadcast representative or write RCA Department NC-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, New Jersey

The Most Trusted Name in Radio
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Hooper's Stisser

Nielsen's Churchill

ager of WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., who shared a panel with Mike
Schaeffer, promotion manager of WFIL
Philadelphia. Mr. Schaeffer put the
emphasis on quality control, saying that
WFIL has complete control of art work
from start to finish. This beats farming it out to an agency, he said, because
i he station can do a job over and over
again to get exactly what it wants.
Audience surveys ■ An accent on the
positive in promotion was called for by
three rating service representatives who
addressed a panel on using audience
surveys. They were Frank Stisser, president of C. E. Hooper Inc.; John
Churchill, vice president of A. C. Nielsen, and Roger Cooper, station relations manager for American Research
Bureau.
Mr. Stisser called for a positive stand
by stations, trade associations, the trade
press and the rating companies themselves to end the wild claims he said
many stations have made in their promotion over the past 10 years. These
claims have been notably prevalent in
radio (the field Hooper measures), Mr.
Stisser observed.
Mr. Churchill said the rating services
were in a position to provide reliable
and continuing help in documenting dimensions of station performance. He
suggested that sales promotion should
"make the most of our station's virtues,"
and that therefore audience promotion
should be designed to bring in more of
those virtues. Many special — and promotable — values can be discovered
through research, he said.
Mr. Cooper observed that applying
enlightened use of audience research to
promotion can increase sales.
Image building ■ The matter of station
image was given attention during a
panel featuring Bruce Wallace, promotion director of WTMJ Milwaukee, and
Kirt Harriss, promotion director of
KPRC Houston.
A reverse twist to the problem was
stated by Mr. Wallace: "So often many
of us spend so much time creating the
image and talking about it that there's
no image at all." Station's should first
become the image they desire, then
promote it, he advised. He also urged
attention to the little details which play
78 (THE MEDIA)

ARB's Cooper

WTMJ's Wallace

an important part in station image —
instances such as a telephone call poorly taken by a secretary, or rudeness by
a receptionist to a visitor, can tear down
in minutes the image you've been months
building, he said.
Special attention should be paid to
the promotion of public service programs, Mr. Harriss said. He characterized the broadcaster's life as one "in a
fishbowl," and reminded promotion people to remain conscious of that fact.
Sec. 317 ■ The matter of Sec. 317
(which requires that stations identify and
log as commercial all product mentions
of program material supplied by outsiders) and its effect on broadcast promotion cropped up in a number of the
BPA sessions. It was given the most
exhaustive treatment during a panel on
that subject headed by John Hurlbut,
promotion manager of WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis, and Chris Christianson,
director of promotion for KPIX (TV)
San Francisco.
Their topic: How to live
with
it.
According to Mr. Hurlbut (incoming
president of BPA for 1961), the best
way
live the
with guys
Sec. who
317 iscontrol
to "make
damn to sure
our
fate know our business." He was referring to the legislators, both local and
national, whose actions control the operations of broadcasting. Beyond saying that stations should court these
legislators, he related how the WFBM
stations have done it, primarily through
a series of lunches at which the station
played host to congressmen and other
leaders, explaining the broadcasting
business and answering questions about
it. This program is supplemented by
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THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
SEE PACE 53
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SUCCESS

STORIES

One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation . . . and to the

Northwest Schools graduates who have contributed to their success.

LUBBOCK,

Before the inauguration of television in Lubbock in 1952,
few people in the area had ever seen a television set. When
KDUB-TV went on the air November 13, 1952, it was the first
station in the country to open in a medium-sized market — and
there was some doubt expressed in the "big cities" as to its
success in such a "remote" region. However, when it was announced that KDUB-TV would soon be operating, television
sets began arriving by the boxcar load and in the first two
years of operation, residents of the area spent approximately
$30,000,000 for television sets and equipment.
KDUB-TV serves not only the booming community of Lubbock with over 150,000 in the metropolitan area, but many
smaller towns and a rich farmland region. This surrounding
market area boosts the total population served above the
400,000 mark.
Operation of a television station outside of the big cities is
a kind of community enterprise, and local events are just as
important as network productions. KDUB-TV operates on
this format, is highly informal and is a tremendous hit with
West Texans !

TEXAS

W. D. "Dub" Rogers
President and General Manager
KDUB-TV, Lubbock, Texas

Two Northwest graduates contribute to
the success of KDUB-TV. Program Director
Ray Trent says, "Both these gentlemen have
performed well in their respective assignments, and it is apparent that their training
at the Northwest Schools has given both men
a sound foundation in the Television Industry. Both "A. C." and "Dick" have excellent
attitude and ambitions in their work."

NWS Grad, Richard Knerr
NWS Grad, A. C. Wimberly (left) with Ray Trent, Program
Film Director
Director, discussing better production

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 6-481 1
v'
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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PR-10
SEE YOUR
AMPEX
ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM
Ack Radio Supply Co.
3101 ■ 4th Avenue So.
KPRC's Harriss

KPIX Christianson

monthly mailings to keep these influential people abreast of what the stations are doing in discharging their obligation to the public interest, convenience and necessity.
A lot of the pressure on broadcasting
now is of broadcasters' own making,
Mr. Hurlbut said, because of the past
neglect in telling their story.
Mr. Christianson found many positive
things in the Sec. 317 situation. He
termed it basically good, and especially
insofar as it prods promotion men into
new and more creative techniques and
gets them away from the habit of past
years. He listed four particular advantages: (1) clients are now buying the
broadcast media for their basic purpose
rather than to get in on the fringe benefits of the "free ride" days, (2) it's cut
over-commercialization, making stations easier to listen to and view, (3)
it's tempered broadcasters' tendency to
give away valuable air time in return
for less valuable prizes, and (4) rather
than "clipping the wings" of promotion
men has actually helped them fly better.
Sales promotion ■ The subject of promoting sales was taken up by panelists
Bob Hutton, director of promotion for
Edward Petry & Co., and Judd Coler,
promotion director of KMOX-TV St.
Louis.
Mr. Hutton said the station's representative isset up to contribute a number of sales assistance measures to station management, but too often these
tools do not find their way to the promotion department. He encouraged promotion people to actively solicit this material from their reps, with particular

Petry's Hulton
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KMOX's Coler
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AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
934 Charter Street • Redwood City, California
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...FEATURES

Here in an Ampex
combined

YOU

under $1000 are all the features broadcasters

in a professional recorder so compact

The Ampex

NEED

PR -10 offers complete remote

have requested—

it fits just 14 inches of rack space.

control, full monitoring facilities, two pro-

fessional speeds, optional self-threading, all-electric pushbutton
friction/ess clutch system for gentle tape handling. Alignment

controls, and new

controls are all acces-

sible from the front panel, permitting simple installation and adjustment. All parts
have been thoroughly life -tested to give broadcasters
performance

and low maintenance

assurance

over a long life of continuous

of studio quality
daily operation.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-1 Monophonic model ($845) ovailable full track or half trackPR-10-2 Stereo/Monophonic model ($945) records and plays stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue track, selective
track and two-microphone sound • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and
accessory remote unit • New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact electronics • Professional
monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, and 600 ohm output circuits • Separate erase, record and ploy heads on individual
mounts • Open fourth head position for optional 4-trock or other playback head • Two speeds: 15 and 7V3 ips or 7V2 and 3%
ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Proved electrodynamic clutch system for lowest flutter ever in a portable/compact recorder
• Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack mount • Dimensions for both
models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders • Associated equipment includes a fourposition stereo/mono mixer (MX-10) and a new 40 waft speaker-amplifier system (SA-10).
ASK YOUR AMPEX

PROFESSIONAL

DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

SOON.

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write dept. B-2
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. • Ampex of Canada, Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario
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TRADE

UP

TO

AN

AMPEX
PR 10
The newest design advance
in professional recorders

WIL's Ruppe
WTVJ's Toppan

PR-10-2: Stereo/mono recorder
with portable case: $995.00
TRADE

IN AT

HARVEY
RADIO
Call collect for details on trade-in deals
Harvey has a complete stock
on Ampex equipment and parts
HARVEY RADIO CO., INC.
103 W. 43rd ST., N.Y.C. 36, JU 2-3680

KRNT-TV
very
Des

big

is
in

Moines

Big in total audience —
see all surveys
Big in total adult audience —
see all surveys
Big in service to the community —
see Central Surveys
Big in news — five years of
dominance — see all surveys
Big in personalities — see
Central Surveys
Big in
believability — see Central
Surveys
Big in local business — see
FCC figures
Big in the lives of people in the
community — see the people
Big in sales impact— see Katz
KRNT-TV
Des

is

Moines

Television
A COWLES OPERATION
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A-K's Owen

WSM-TV's Cash

emphasis on analyses of rating reports
and coverage studies, major presentations on the market and station involved, presentations to specific accounts and industry studies.
Mr. Coler said sales promotion at
the local level cannot be separated from
audience promotion, and said that promotion men had two main areas to
search out: finding new prospects and
new ways of selling them.
Tv audiences ■ A number of methods
for promoting audiences for television
were outlined by Burt Toppan, promotion manager for WTVJ (TV) Miami,
and Charles H. Cash Jr., promotion
manager of WSM-TV Nashville.
Mr. Toppan's presentation was concerned primarily with a fall film festival
at WSB-TV Atlanta and several promotion techniques at his own station. He
related how WSB-TV persuaded a number of syndicators to send down stars
— at no cost to the station — for personal appearances at the festival location in a local auditorium. Additionally, the station sold booths at the festival to advertisers. It attracted large
crowds during the festival's duration,
and made a sizable publicity impact
even on those who did not attend in
person. WSB-TV estimated its cost at
$15,000.
Mr. Toppan described how WTVJ
runs a "Nite-Bird" club on its late
movie, giving away prizes (worth at
least $150) to viewers who can answer
questions about the movie they're seeing that night. The viewer is selected
by drawing a card from among 17,000
in a revolving barrel. If the viewer can
answer the question, a wheel is spun to
determine which of several prizes he'll
win. (One problem: getting questions
out of a western. The plots are so
standard that you sometimes have to
ask the number of horses that went
over the hill in a certain scene.)
One of the most ambitious promotion
projects of the convention was described
by Mr. Cash. It is the "King 4" promotion which is WSM-TV's continuing
campaign. The promotion is built
around the figure of a rotund King 4,
with an elaborate series of taped jingles
featuring the four King Sisters. The
station commissioned the music, and
Mr. Cash did the lyrics. After showing

kines of a number of the jingles, Mr.
Cash startled the promotion people by
saying the whole package cost only
$5,000.
WSM-TV carries out the King 4
theme in advertising, blazers worn by
its salesmen, billboards, bus advertising and the like. Audio copies of the
jingles, and instrumental-only versions,
are getting plays all over Nashville, he
said.
Cross-media promotion ■ The use of
cross-media promotion was urged by
Michael Ruppe, promotion manager of
WIL St. Louis, and John Owen, director of promotion for Avery-Knodel,
New York. Mr. Ruppe made the point
that radio and television must practice
what they preach — that is, they must
advertise. Whatever media are used,
he said the basic purpose of the advertising isto make people aware of programming, personalities, news coverage
and service to the community.
Mr. Owen brought to the panel discus ion asampling of the ways the stations Avery-Knodel represents use crossmedia promotion. Examples: WTEN
(TV)
guest onstarsa onradio
that station
night's
Jack promotes
Paar Show
(WROW) (both stations are AlbanySchenectady-Troy). WKBW-TV Buffalo
used outdoor billboards to plug a change
in show time of its Early Show during
the weeks just after Labor Day when
many viewers "could still enjoy outdoors without snowshoes," then shifted
to newspapers as the days grew colder
and the audience went back indoors.
WHBF-TV Davenport-Rock Island, 111.,
used 182 spots on 11 stations to promote its fall schedule. WKZO-TV
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Mich., uses
its call letter slides to promote programs
on its radio companion.
Trade press: An editorial and advertising analysis of trade publications in
the radio-tv field was offered during a
BPA panel headed by Montez Tjaden,
promotion director of KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City, and Paul Woodland,
promotion
caster, Pa. director of WGAL-TV LanMiss Tjaden said "I'm just too lazy
to write all those stories that don't get
published." Accordingly, she offered
her audience the results of a questionnaire survey of leading trade publicaBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

to come in rate increases. "Tv will
be as inexpensive as it is today,"
neverArmsby
declared.
Mr.

KWTV's Tjaden

WGAL-TV's Woodland

tions concerning the types of stories
they and
prefer,
kinds of
use
the the
deadlines
for pictures
various they'll
kinds
no "puff"
the answers:
Among success
of copy. wanted,
stories
stories always
welcome.
Addressing himself to the matter of
advertising in the trade press, Mr.
Woodland set two main criteria for promotion men to use in selecting the
paper they'll use: (1) decide what you
want to say and (2) decide to whom
you want to say it.
MAKING

PROMOTION

PAY

TvB, RAB execs tell BPA how,
why it must be done in '60s
Tips on how the Television Bureau
of Advertising and Radio Advertising
Bureau might be most effectively
utilized were passed along to the
Broadcasters Promotion Assn. Monday
in New Orleans.
Edward H. Armsby, director of
sales promotion and presentation for
TvB, presented that organization's case,
and Miles David, vice president, appeared for RAB.
Mr. Armsby told the promotion
executives that television's big task in
the next 10 years will be first to keep
up its share of advertising billings, and
then to enlarge upon it. Predicting that
the "pie" from which television must
cut its share will double by 1970, he
said tv will have to add another $1.3
billion (twice the current amount) just
to maintain its current 13.6%. Of
this, TvB calculates that $506 million
can be justified on audience growth.
The remaining $824 million will have

WE NEED MANY MORE LIKE
THEM. LESS OF SOME OTHERS!
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
■■M^^MSEE
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These are the reasons why promotion people must accelerate their pace
in the next decade, he said. As to
"how" they can do it, Mr. Armsby
detailed these steps: concentrating on
sales promotion among the retail accounts, who must contribute much of
the necessary increase in tv billings;
instituting new research programs to
prove to advertisers the effectiveness
of their campaigns; encouraging editorializing by their stations, because
the aura of importance created by editorials rubs off on commercials; helping
the national sales rep by providing the
information he needs to close national
sales; pushing color, because color
homes spent more time viewing.
How RAB Helps ■ Radio has been
through both "hell and great growth"
during the 50's, according to Miles
David of RAB. It now stands ready
to move ahead vigorously during the
60's — able
provided
stations
tools of their
tradeusein the
the availmost
effective manner.
While encouraging intensified sales
efforts by the sales promotion specialists, Mr. David sounded a note of
warning — don't go half way. "It's better not to pitch at all than to pitch a
thin, non-knowledgeable presentation."
Among the things he advised radio
to concentrate on is enlarging the number of real, as contrasted to fringe, accounts. At least $50 million in annual
billing is available in the department
store area alone if stations will but develop it,he said.
Relating how RAB prepared a presentation for a supermarket prospect,
Mr. David said it first made a thorough
study of the supermarket business itself, then studied the problems of the
particular division of the chain, conducting research both in the client store
and those of its competitors. Using
that information RAB prepared a
"platform" of needs for the store, and
then — and only then — developed and
pitched a particular radio strategy to
fit that platform.
The recent emphasis in radio promotion is toward audience rather than
sales goals, Mr. David said, citing RAB
statistics which show the average station now puts 53.2% of its promotion
budget into the audience area.
KABC moves Nov. 26
KABC Los Angeles will move Nov.
26 from 1539 N. Vine St., to 3321 S. La
Cienega, with operations to start the
following morning from the new building, which will house six studios plus
offices for the personnel of KABC and
the ABC Radio western division. Frank
Marx, ABC vice president in charge of
engineering, designed the building.
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Sarnoff's forecast: bright horizons ahead
The role of broadcasting, and par- noted. While admitting that it might
ticularly television, as "the major in- be to the candidate's advantage to
deny his opponent the forum, Mr.
strument" in the presidential campaign did more to help erase the stig- Sarnoff said it's to the public's adma of the quiz scandals than any
vantage for both to be as well known
other single achievement of the past as possible.
No Hiatus ■ Broadcasters will not
year. That was the message NBC
Board Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff have the chance to repeat their presbrought to the Broadcasters Promotige-gaining performance of the camtion Assn. in his keynote address.
paign for another four years, he obAnd the development of modern
as theduring
industry's
critics
will not served,
be andsilent
this period,
broadcasting, coupled with modern
broadcasters must concentrate in
transportation and other communications, now dictates a change in the other directions to maintain the posientire manner of choosing a presition they've gained. The area for this
dent, and particularly in campaignpush is news and public affairs proing for that office. Mr. Sarnoff called
gramming, Mr. Sarnoff maintained.
for shortening the campaigns by at Enumerating what NBC-TV alone
least six weeks — "our political time- has been doing in this area, he said
table isas much a relic as the buggy 40 broadcast hours have been devoted to United Nations affairs, 17
whip," he said.
Mr. Sarnoff noted that the "Great hours to the Summit Conference and
Debates" and other campaign cover- the various trips of heads of state
age was the most widely hailed in here and abroad, 98 hours to prethe history of broadcasting, and, convention and convention coverage,
and 40 hours to the campaign and
ironically, "the one for which broadcasters have had to argue longest the election — all in addition to the
regularly scheduled public affairs
and hardest for a chance to present."
He was referring to the long fight for shows. Over 190 hours of prime evea change in the Sec. 315 (equal time)
ning time will be devoted by the three
requirements, amended temporarily tv networks to such programming this
season, he said. Sponsors, too, are
this year to exempt broadcasters from
showing increased interest in these
providing time to splinter candidates
matching that given the two major programs, Mr. Sarnoff observed.
candidates.
The NBC executive called on promotion managers to accelerate this
This temporary relief should now
be made permanent, he said, and also development in the news-public affairs area. He asked them to enbe extended to state and local contests. But its being made permanent
courage management to clear time
is in itself no guarantee that the for such programs, and then to devote as much effort to promoting
"Great Debates" will occur again in
audience for them as for entertain1964. It might be to an incumbent
ment programs. This is an imporPresident's advantage not to give his
tant image-building function, he said.
opponent a platform, Mr. Sarnoff

Moore
Moore fun. That's just what happens every
Monday-through-Friday when Garry and
Durward Kirby blend their special brand
of informality and wit. Millions of listeners
find Garry Moore immediately and immensely likable. No wondei sponsors find
any friend of Garry's is a friend of theirs!
In all radio Garry Moore is the kind of
company you keep

Only
on

CBS

Radio
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AB-PT'S extra stock dividend
Directors of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc. have declared
an extra stock dividend of 2% on common stock in addition to the regular
fourth-quarter cash dividend of 25
cents per share on the outstanding common and preferred stock, payable Dec.
15 to holders of record on Nov. 25.
The stock dividend is payable Dec. 28
to stockholders of record on Nov. 25.
The extra dividend is said to reflect the
44% increase in nine-month earnings
of $7,522,000 from $5,226,000 in the
like 1959 period.

long-range program to revamp higher
education in the state. The report, presented to Gov. Nelson Rockefeller, suggested that private colleges and universities could be included in the proposed
educational tv network, if they so
desired.

MORE
POWER

N.Y. etv network proposed
The establishment of a statewide educational tvnetwork in New York, linking together all state-operated colleges,
last week by a three-man
was proposedwhich
committee
issued a report on a

TO
YOU!!!
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NETWORKS
Talent strike threat

ON
pends

'STAND-BY'
following breakdown

of negotiations with AFTRA, SAG over fees
area. AFTRA and SAG, initially seekThe television and radio networks
ing a new unit formula that would raise
pernon-union
placed supervisory and
sonnel on a stand-by basis over the fees as high as 1,400% over present
weekend against the possibility of a federation rates (Broadcasting, Oct.
strike by the American Federation of 31), reportedly made a final offer
Television & Radio Artists.
Wednesday morning that would increase
AFTRA fees by about 25%. ManageNegotiations broke up early Wednesment countered with an offer of an inconthe
after
16)
(Nov.
day morning
crease that would raise present SAG
tract deadline had expired at Tuesday
fees between 20-25%. The unions remidnight and no further word was
heard from either AFTRA or the Screen
jected this proposal, said to be manActors Guild, which was negotiating
agement's final offer, claiming that this
would not bring fees up to AFTRA
jointly with AFTRA in the crucial area offer
levels under the contract that expired
of "wild spot" commercials. The networks made emergency preparations for last Tuesday. SAG's fees for 13 -week
use of a spot commercial presently are
personnel and substitute programming,
lower 7).than AFTRA's (Broadcasting,
even though there were indications that Nov.
a decision to strike conceivably would
Sources close to the unions said that
not be made until some time this week
— if it eventuates at all.
in other areas of negotiations, including
This view was strengthened by re- network tv commercials, local tv proports that Donald F. Conaway, national
gram commercials and network tv proexecutive secretary of AFTRA, had
grams, the rates offered by the networks
would fall below the old AFTRA scale,
flown from New York to Los Angeles
though would be above the SAG scale.
on Thursday (Nov. 17) and to Chicago
the next day to obtain the guidance
For example, the single use of a commercial on a tv network calls for a fee
of the local union strategy boards. Another factor that tends to mitigate of $95 under the AFTRA contract that
expired last week while management
against a strike call over the weekend
is a meeting scheduled in Los Angeles
offered $93. For the second use, mantonight (Nov. 21) by SAG, which plans
agement reportedly offered $70 as compared with $85 under the old AFTRA
to discuss the progress of negotiations
with its members and announce the re- scale. Similarly, for long-term use of
sults of its mail referendum for strike network commercials, management was
authorization. It was believed that said to have insisted on scaling down
neither AFTRA nor SAG would call a AFTRA's fees and offering raises based
on the lower SAG scale.
strike until the SAG meeting is held.
Jurisdictions ■ AFTRA's contract is
with the networks and covers live and
Advertising Support ■ Representatives
tape programming and live and tape of the American Assn. of Advertising
commercials. SAG's contract is with Agencies and the Assn. of National Adthe Film Producers Assn. of New York,
vertisers sat in on the negotiations,
which began in late September, and
and covers film and tape commercials.
This marked the first time that AFTRA
though they were there officially as
and SAG negotiated jointly in what was
observers, it was repored they influenced strongly the decision to hold the
viewed as an attempt to equalize rates
line on increases.
for performers.
The networks also face the threat of
The "equality" approach proved to be
a key issue in the negotiations, centera "cooperation" maneuver by other
ing largely on the spot tv commercial
union members employed at the networks. Late this summer the various
labor organizations in broadcasting held
a meeting at which they pledged to exSINCE THE ADULTS ARE
plore "areas of cooperation." On
Wednesday (Nov. 16), a fact-finding
FORCED TO WATCH, IT'S
committee of the broadcast unions held
a meeting in New York, at which the
AFTRA-SAG situation was discussed.
NICE
No announcement was made, but presumably the talent unions asked the
TO HAVE SOMETHING
other labor groups to respect their picket
lines. It was reported that the executive
THEY CAN ENJOY J00!
boards of the various unions planned to
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL-OTOONS IN TOLEDO!
discuss the AFTRA-SAG situation and
come to a decision on the extent of
SEE PACE 53
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Sponsors and audiences get their
money's worth from Johnny Dollar.
This solid, successful private-eye
series consistently keeps listeners
on the edge of their seats. That's
why they're attentive to your selling
message, too. Each high-tension
episode is huilt around flash-back
dramatizations of Johnny's expense
account for the case he's just solved.
When you audit this show carefully,
you'll put your O.K. on it, too. In
all radio, Johnny Dollar is the kind
of company you keep
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4

Outstanding
Broadcast

Values

in

Properties

Fulltime operation in a multiple station
market. Area has great advertising potential yet to be realized. Good for an
owner-operator. $25,000 down and balance over 6 years.
Successful daytimer with good ratings
in a top 100 market. Operated in the
black and steadily growing. Engineering completed to go fulltime. 29%
down and liberal payout.
Fulltime facility in exceptionally large
single station market. Good past earnings record with potential for even
greater profits. $50,000 cash, balance
on realistic terms.

MID-ATLANTIC
$75,000
SOUTH CENTRAL
$150,000
EAST
$175,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whilaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
CReslview 4-2770

cooperation, if a strike materializes.
The networks have prepared for
such a contingency, and, in recent
weeks, have speeded up the technical
training of management and other nonunion personnel. Two years ago, these
employes manned cameras and other
equipment when the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
struck CBS and last year non-technical
workers kept NBC on the air when
the National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians struck.
Television networks plan to use
"repeats" of old programs, when necessary, to replace live and tape programming that would be affected by a
strike. For daytime serials, they plan
to use film serials they have in their
libraries. Supervisory personnel would
assume the duties of announcers and
other personalities that would be involved in the strike.
Networks pledged to keep their tv
and radio operations going, even if a
strike developed, and indicated they
had the support of advertisers and
agencies. SAG's strike would be
against tv film producers of commercials in the East and no immediate
pinch would be felt, as advertisers
traditionally produce their film commercials well in advance of presentation.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week,
subject to FCC approval:

PUT
YOUR
FINGER
HERE!

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN PITTSBURGH
. . . bigger than Boston
and Jersey City combined

SEATTLE

TACOMA

The Puget Sound area served by
KTNT-TV includes Wz million
people with incomes greater than
the national average. Besides Seattle and Tacoma, there are four
other major cities within this
station's listening area.
Before you buy TV on the West
Coast, get the complete KTNT-TV
story from WEED TELEVISION.

■ WEZE Boston, Mass. — Application
filed for sale by Charles Sawyer to J. P.
Williams for $340,000. Mr. Williams
is executive vice president of Mr. Sawyer's radio properties (WIZE Springfield, WCOL Columbus, both Ohio, and
WKLO and WEZI (TV) Louisville,
Ky. Mr. Sawyer, Ohio publisher and
Secretary of Commerce in President
Truman's cabinet, bought WEZE in
1957 for $252,500. WEZE is 5 kw on
1260 kc and is affiliated with NBC.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For

CHILDREN

8,7&5

OLD DIDN'T
YEARS THEIR
TAKE
EYES
il'V.
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Kffinw,
CHRNNEL II
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area

OFF THE SET!!!!!!
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The Record, page 107).
■ WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. :
Sold by Taft Broadcasting Co. to
WMRC Inc. for $3V4 million. WMRC
Inc. owns WFBC-AM-FM-TV Greenville, S. C, and is 48.8% owned by
the Greenville News and Piedmont,
9% by Robert A. Jolley and family
and others. The News-Piedmont Co.
also owns the Asheville (N.C.) CitizenTimes (WWNC Asheville). Taft
Broadcasting Co. one year ago paid
$2.1 million for a 70% interest in the

WBIR stations; it owned the other 30%
previously. Taft stations are WKRCAM-FM-TV Cincinnati; WTVN-AMFM-TV Columbus, Ohio; WBRC-AMFM-TV Birmingham, Ala., and WKYT
(TV) Lexington, Ky.
■ KDON Salinas, Calif. : Sold by Richard P. and Sherley E. Bott to John B.
Rushmer for $350,000. Mr. Rushmer
was formerly Dean of the School of
Business Administration, University of
Kansas City.

The expected happens unexpectedly at ABC
JOHN DALY QUITS AS NEWS HEAD IN POLICY SQUABBLE
John Daly, vice president in charge to his executive post. But they said they
did not know when he would be reof news and public affairs for ABC,
placed on the newscasts or by whom.
resigned last week as a result of "fundaHis
resignation
was said to defer the
mental policy differences," immediately
rekindling speculation that White House
effective date by 30 days unless manNews Secretary James Hagerty would
agement wished to make it sooner.
move to ABC in that role or a modified
Mr. Daly indicated to members of his
version of it.
department that he objected to what
Mr. Daly's resignation came as "un- he considered inroads made on the auexpected but not a surprise" to most
thority of his department and that "the
observers. Reports had circulated inter- straw that broke the camel's back" was
mittently for several months nominatABC's decision to hire an outsider, Time
ing Mr. Hagerty as his possible suc- Inc., to co-produce four one-hour documentary programs for the Bell &
cessor. ABC spokesmen declined to
comment on these reports both before
Howell C lose-Up series (see story page
91). He said this decision violated the
and after Mr. Daly's resignation. Mr.
Daly himself appeared to support the traditional concept that news and public affairs shows should be produced by
view that Mr. Hagerty was not inthe network, no outsiders.
volved, reportedly telling staff members
In another instance of so-called enthat "the whole thing," referring to
croachment on the authority of Mr.
events leading to his decision to resign,
happened in 24 hours.
Daly's department, it was pointed out,
responsibility for sports broadcasts some
Shortly after the resignation news
broke on press service wires last time ago was transferred to the general
Wednesday (Nov. 16), ABC announced
programming area.
In addition to his work as nightly
that the resignation had been accepted
newscaster and head of news and puband that pending selection of a succeslic affairs, Mr. Daly has been "anchor
sor, "Thomas Velotta, vice president in
charge of special programs for the ABC
man" in ABC's coverage of such marathon events as the political conventions
News and Public Affairs Dept., takes
over the administration of the depart- and election results. He also is moderator of What's My Line? on CBS-TV,
ment immediately."
Authorities said the resignation ap- one of television's oldest and most popular programs. He said he would conplied to Mr. Daly's evening newscasts
tinue on that program.
on ABC-TV and ABC Radio as well as

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

SOUTH
MISSISSIPPI FULL-TIMER—
$250,000.00
In
one of the most beautiful and
fastest growing markets — grossing
over $150,000.00 yearly and constantly increasing. A good moneymaker, good equipment, valuable
real estate, serving over 200,000
people, well accepted good music
station.
SOUTHWEST
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
AM-FM COMBINATION
This is a 250 watt AM with application for a kilowatt plus 3kw FM in
a fine little market. Owner needs to
sell and will take less than property
is worth. Station is in the black,
has high asset value and owns very
attractive building. Priced $80,000
to $90,000 depending on terms.
On both of these properties please
DALLAS
contact —
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
H. DEWITT JOE
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
A. OSWALD
WEST
Profitable fulltime absentee-owned
radio station in one of the most attractice, extremely fast-growing areas
in California. Priced at $150,000.00
with 29% down and balance over
ten years.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

NAB
FALL

CONFERENCES

CHICAGO (today and tomorrow)
NOVEMBER 21-22
Representatives of Hamilton-Landis & Associates, Inc. are in attendance.
NEW YORK CITY
(one week from today)
NOVEMBER 28-29
This is the final NAB Fall Conference Meeting. John D. Stebbins and Ray V. Hamilton
of the Washington, D. C. Office who cover
the East will be registered at the Biltmore
Hotel in New York. We shall enjoy seeing
you at the New York NAB Conference.
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., inc.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANHNG
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NBC

Far - Reaching

The 5 A.M. slot is the
only one open, professor.

'Six months ago we
never realized — "
We're exaggerating here, of
course, but the far-reaching effect
of Channel 6 has surprised more
than a few people. It covers 2/3
of Maine's retail sales and 1J A of
New Hampshire's.
Your Weed TV man will tell
you more.
WCSH-TV
NBC
6

for 3fi

PORTLAND
MAINE

MAINE BROADCASTING

SYSTEM

WCSH-TV 6, Portland WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor
WCSH Radio, Portland
WLBZ Radio, Bangor WRDO Radio, Augusta
88 (THE MEDIA)
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Affiliates told operation

OPTIMISTIC
out of financial woods

looking for areas of possible future expansion
NBC President Robert E. Kintner
An air of confidence brighter than
joined
Mr. McDaniel in claiming title
any they've displayed in 10 years
marked the presentation put on by for NBC Radio as "the No. 1 radio
NBC Radio officials at the annual connetwork" in terms of business, ratings
vention of their affiliates last week.
and image, "and by any other standThey not only were out of the woods
ard." They contended NBC Radio accounts for approximately 47% of all
and into the sunshine financially, they
the commercial time in network radio
told the approximately 125 radio
and more than 50% of the dollar billbroadcasters on hand, but they were
ings.
talking again in terms of expansion
rather than curtailment.
Both President Kintner and Mr. McNBC Chairman Robert Sarnoff said
Daniel, along with Station Relations Vice
the expansion being considered was an President Harry Bannister, charged that
CBS Radio's new format — eliminating
extension of operations to a round-thedaytime serials and stressing news, news
clock basis. He cited some of the reasons for considering such a move: ra- features and personality programming
dio has flourished in recent years partly — was virtually a carbon copy of NBC
Radio's concept. "The only thing they
because of its "responsiveness to a
haven't copied from us," Mr. McDaniel
whole variety of specialized needs," and
claimed, "is the payment of compensa"night workers and early risers" constitute asizeable "specialized" audience
affiliates." charged that the opMr.tion toBannister
not now being reached by network
radio. In addition, the coast-to-coast
position "leadership" had evidenced ittime differential shortens the night on
self primarily in "price cutting and rea national basis and makes more listenduction of compensation."
A Long Way ■ The NBC officials
ers available: "A network news broadcast for those who stay up late at night stressed the progress NBC radio had
in Los Angeles can also serve the pre- made, economically, from heavy losses
a few years ago — losses then running
dawn risers in New York."
Not Set ■ Whether the network ac- at a rate of $4.5 million a year, according to Mr. Kintner, to a profit situatually will extend its present 18-hour
tion this year for the first time since
day to 24 appeared to be considerably
short of final decision. Mr. Sarnoff television became a dominant medium.
Chairman Sarnoff summed it thus:
called it "a study project." Other in- "We've had to travel a long way
for
formed officials doubted it would happen soon if at all, but they said that, this meeting — not in miles but in years."
even so, the possibility should not be
The network is now "fully in comdiscounted. It is the one way, they
mand of our problems," he added.
Mr. Bannister reported that stations
said, by which NBC Radio operations
could be expanded.
once again — as distinguished from a
If it does happen, they said, the ex- few years ago — actively want a network
tension will be made by running the affiliation. It's a far cry, he said, from
just a few years ago when NBC had
present format — essentially News on
the Hour and Emphasis news analysis to buy a station in Pittsburgh (WAMP)
order to get a radio outlet in that
and features on the half-hour — on in
market.
through the night, rather than by introHe told the group that Storer Broadducing new programming or even Moncasting Co. has only one station still
itor type programming for the lateaffiliated with CBS Radio and "would
night and early-morning hours.
No Cutbacks ■ While the affiliates
likeRole
to get
NBC."
of on
News
■ Chairman Sarnoff,
heard this possibility of network expanPresident
Kintner
and other officials
sion, they also were told that there is
no plan for further curtailment. William K. McDaniel, vice president in
charge of the network, said the format
which went into effect the first of the
year — emphasizing news, special events,
news features, and the weekend Monitor service — had worked well for both
network and stations and that NBC
Radio plans "no further changes or reductions" inthis schedule.
He said NBC Radio, which raised
rates a few months ago, "will continue
to improve its rate structure."

credited NBC News' performance —
Mr. Sarnoff called it "superlative" —
with a big role in NBC Radio's progress, and said the news operation would
continue to move ahead. Mr. Kintner
said "a great part" of the credit also
should go to Mr. McDaniel and George
A. Graham Jr., vice president and general manager of the network; to programs vp Al Capstaff and the concept
of Monitor; to the affiliates executive
committee under George Harvey,
WFLA Tampa, and to affiliates generBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

ally for their clearances and support.
Mr. McDaniel cited several stations
which he said had made notable progress under NBC Radio's current program format. He said that WSPD
Toledo increased audience share 40%
in the morning and 13% in the afternoon and is ranked No. 1 in its market
morning, afternoon and evening; that
WDAF Kansas City increased morning
audience 13% and afternoon audience
62%; that WMAQ, NBC owned station in Chicago, increased its morning
share 60%, its afternoon share 64%,

Sarnoff

buries

After the NBC officials' presentation
the affiliates "unanimously" authorized
Chairman Harvey to issue a statement
commending the network and its officials for cooperating with affiliates in
adapting its programming "to the best
interests" of affiliates, for paying compensation toaffiliates, for "clear leadership in news coverage and public service" and for rising to "the undisputed
No.
1 network
position
during 1960."
Messrs.
McDaniel
and Graham
were

and that WNBC, the network's owned
outlet in New York, boosted its morning share 27% and afternoon share
83%.
Affiliates' Endorsement ■ Another
highlight of the radio convention was
a slide presentation by Mr. Graham on
the "four keys of leadership" report on
NBC Radio's standing in audience,
efficiency, selectivity and advertiser acceptance, and its research identifying
the 35-to-49 age group as the most
profitable sales prospects for advertisers
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31).

the

specifically singled out for commendation.

hatchet—

in

ABC-TV

IT'S THIRD NETWORK' FOR GOOD REASON, HE TELLS AFFILIATES
NBC Chairman Robert Sarnoff
continuing headway NBC has made in — not least — specifically affiliates in twostation markets and any that might be
charged last week that ABC-TV is this competition." In some areas —
inclining
to clear more for ABC than
volume
of
sponsored
programming,
pursuing short-sighted policies that
NBC. He said:
would degrade all of television and hurt news and public affairs — he said NBC
is now ahead of CBS.
". . . Recently, on a scattered basis,
the long-range image and economic
For ABC he said words such as "in- both NBC and CBS have some looseninterests of "every broadcaster" if they
ing of [affiliation] ties as a few affiliates
gain wide acceptance.
complete broadcasting," "manipulation
In one of the most blistering attacks of numbers," "short-range" goals and
have put their chips on short-range opever directed in public by one network
portunities for a larger profit. An af"narrow service," and "actions that tend
filiate who shops around, using as the
against another, Mr. Sarnoff called
to weaken the whole broadcasting economy and the maintenance of quality sole standard the highest-rated program
ABC-TV a "narrow-gauge network"
available to him for each period, deprogramming primarily for mass audi- programming." His speech obviously was
ences; he also accused it, at least by intended not only for general affiliate
stroys hisoffer
ability
and service;
his network's
ability to
a full
and he
implication, of depressing station rates, consumption but also for advertisers and
manipulating audience claims and buying affiliations.
Mr. Sarnoff spoke at the Thursday
luncheon of the NBC affiliates convention (see stories page 88). He was
greeted by applause when he said ABCTV's "spotty efforts" in news and public
affairs programming reminded him of
Samuel Johnson's remark about a
woman preaching: "Like a dog's walkon his hind legs, it is not done well,
Let This Emblem Be Your
but you are surprised to find it done at
Assurance of
all."
Praise for CBS ■ He had good words
to say about CBS as well as NBC:
"There are two networks that compete
fully in all fields of the total
audience
service to which they are both dedicated; except for the field of color,
where NBC is pre-eminent — and alone.
We invite you to compare the Cost and Quality of
We regard CBS as a worthy competitor
and we take deep satisfaction in the
other studio equipment with the complete Tarzian line.
OUR CHILDREN 9 & 5 ENJOYED
THE MEL-0-T00NS

AND WE AS

You, too, will see why so many station operators select
Tarzian equipment . . . known for Quality . . . Excellent Performance . . . and Low Cost.
We'll welcome your inquiry. Write or call

PARENTS
APPROVE
THEM!
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
SEE PAGE 53
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east hillside drive • bloomington, indiana
edison 2-7251
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forecloses from his schedule programs
designed and developed for the special
values they will add to the service in his
community.
"The effects of this practice are, of
course, aggravated in the two-station
markets, where it is more prevalent than
elsewhere — even though these are the
very communities where the public has
limited choices and where a full-service
schedule is particularly important."
Plenty for All ■ Mr. Sarnoff voiced
belief that "we are entering a period in
which a growing economy will enable
three television networks to prosper,
each in its own way. Each of us — and
each of you — must choose his own way,
must determine whether we want to
cash in by watering the stock of broadcasting or to build prosperity on a tradition of broad service, creativeness and
responsibility."
The NBC chief said television had
demonstrated during the past year that
it is a "national information service."
Moreover, he said, this service "depends
on the initiative of the networks," and
a full-service network must (1) program primarily entertainment with
broad appeal, but with different types of
programs appealing to various levels
and groups;
(2) serve
as "the swiftest,
most
vivid medium
of information
ever

What

an

agency

man

One agency man's outlook on
broadcast promotion was laid on the
line during the opening morning session of the BPA convention last
week. That came from Joseph Epstein Sr., executive vice president
of Fitzgerald Adv., New Orleans,
who spoke on "100,000 Whats and
What-Nots."
Although Mr. Epstein came up
with fewer than that, he did list a
number of specifics for consideration
of the BPA members. Among them
was a description of the role promotion can play in affecting an agency's
decision in a particular campaign.
As he related it:
First the advertiser decides to
spend $12 million in a new campaign.
He decides to put it all in spot tv.
Then all stations raise their rates.
Then the advertiser finds it will
cost $25 million to buy all the stations.
Then come the decisions about
which stations to buy.
The stations under consideration
fall into three categories:
Overwhelmingly on top (and therefore included in the buy).
Underwhelmingly on the bottom
(and therefore out of it).
The tossups.
Most of the stations fall into this
90 (THE MEDIA)

devised," in all areas of information (3)
"keep moving ahead not only in the
quality and range of its programming
but in the technical development of
television." he continued:
"Two of the networks pursue these
objectives and this philosophy of maximum service to the total audience. The
third network has a different philosophy
and a different set of objectives, and has
been successful within its own terms.
But this success — and its claim to leadership— has to be judged within the
narrow limits of its terms and objecNo Short Cuts ■ The true measure of
a tives."
network, Mr. Sarnoff continued, "is
not a fleeting thing, and it cannot be
built upon the manipulation of numbers.
We can see the latest example of the
numbers game in this week's claim. It
reflects a period in which paid political
broadcasts were heavily concentrated in
the last weeks of the campaign. The
political sponsors have always been very
shrewd buyers and the bulk of their
evening business was placed on NBC
and CBS, with most of this time bought
on our network. While this was a
tribute to NBC as an advertising and
information medium, these political
broadcasts repeatedly pre-empted our
popular entertainment shows and disthinks

about

station

last category, Mr. Epstein said, "which
is why we have to spend so damn
much money for so damn many timebuyers." It's in this area of the tossup
station that promotion has its biggest
opportunity to play a role in the buying decision.
Speaking of the entire area of

Mr. Epstein

rupted the flow of our regular programming. The resulting rating advantage
given the third network is grist for the
type of promotion that feeds on numbers, them.
but never discloses what lies behind
"As for ratings, we at NBC naturally
want massive audiences for our entertaainment programs, but we also want
to provide — and we do provide — the
many work
other
netservice.ingredients
We would of
not abe full
content
to rest our whole position on mid-evening ratings, because NBC is a round-theclock network, not a 7:30-10:30 p.m.
network; a truly national service, not a
24-market, Nielsen multi-network operThe Penalties ■ There are penalities
he said, for a network that "sets its
sights on the short range and the narrow service. One of them is to remain
ation."
third among the networks in total weekly viewing — the measurement that reflects the audience for a network's total
service. Another is to suffer the embar as ment of a poor third position
even when all three networks are presenting identical programming — as for
example, in the case of the 'Great Debate.' And the same public reaction
to such a network also gives it a poor
third position when all three networks

promotion
broadcast promotion, Mr. Epstein
broke it down into five parts: image
promotion, merchandising assistance
("what you do for the advertiser"),
sales promotion ("what you do on
the advertiser") and that which is "designed to kid the advertiser, the
Why or
theyourself."
Difference ■ As evidence
agency
that he thought audience promotion
played an important part in the success of individual stations, Mr. Epstein cited the disparity in ratings
for the same network show in different markets. At least part of this
difference must be credited to promotion— or lack of it. Network programming byitself will not carry a
station, he said.
Mr. Epstein said that in his opinion
on-air promotion was the least effective method a station could utilize
because it reaches only the people a
station already is reaching. If the station is looking for new viewers he
recommended turning to other media
to find a larger untapped potential.
Mr. Epstein placed emphasis on
the merchandising assistance stations
can give then advertisers, and particularly advised them to report back
to the advertiser in great detail concerning the merchandising they've
provided.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

cover an identical event with their own
productions — as in the case of the conventions and elections. By the same
token, in the field of sports coverage,
the image of the third network is reflected in the loss of audience suffered
by such established events as boxing
and NCAA football when they move to
it from a full-service network."
Mr. Sarnoff said, "NBC's leadership
in news has a very long life expectancy"
because it is "young, vigorous and resourceful," managed by "pros like Bill
Mc Andrew (vp in charge of news) and
Julian Goodman (manager of news and
public affairs)." Moreover, he said,
"its newsmen do not regard their job as
communing with themselves or The
Deity; nor do they ever confuse the
two."
He singled out NBC President Robert E. Kintner for special commendation. Mr. Kintner, he said, is a "managing editor" who "more than any other
man ... is responsible for raising NBC
news to its present position by giving it
imaginative guidance — and then giving
it its head to operate on its own high
professional standards."
Color up 80% ■ Color tv, he said, is
"another bright thread in the pattern of
NBC's leadership." He reported that
this year NBC is presenting more than
1,000 hours of color and is constantly
stepping up the pace: "In the last three
months of the year we are offering
80% more color than during the same
period just a year ago."
Adam

Young

to retreat

from fm rep business
Adam Young Fm Sales, New York,
is in the process of disbanding after six
months of operations. Adam Young,
president of the short-lived fm rep firm
(Broadcasting, June 13), said last
week that am stations represented by
Adam Young Inc. felt the new organization was in competition for the same
advertising dollars. He stated that
"while we didn't consider it direct competition, the am stations did . . . and so
we revised our thinking. After getting
into it [fm sales] with both feet, we
found we could not be in both am and
fm fields." Mr. Young said that the

BY ALL

MEANS

CONTINUE

THIS KIND

OF TV FOR CHILDREN!!
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL O TOONS IN TOLEDO!
SEE PACE 53
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some 20 fm stations involved have been
notified of their severance, which becomes effective about the end of the

MUSIC
all day long to suit every
mood of the day. Freedom from weird sounds

year, and it's hoped in the meantime
that all will be able to find another rep.
TIME

. . . freedom from gimmicks . . . just wonderful
entertainment.

DOCUMENTARIES

Four news specials may mark
increased tv production
ABC-TV will co-produce with Time
Inc. four one-hour documentaries this
season. The first is "Yanki, No!" set for
Dec. 7, 10-11 p.m., as part of the Bell &
Howell C lose-Up series of news specials.

NEWS
More newscasts per day
than any other local station. Local news gathering as well as reporting.
National and international
coverage all through the

"Yanki, No!", dealing with communism in Latin America, was suggested by
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc. The network retains creative and editorial control over production of the series, ABC-TV said, emphasizing later in a supplementary "clarifying" statement that the idea had been
ABC's, that Mr. Goldenson brought it
up last July and was in touch with New
York about it during a Latin American
tour he made. The clarification appeared when the news of John Daly's
resignation from the network's news
vice presidency (see page 87) was being
made known.

day
staff. from NBC's excellent

PERSONALITIES
that are well-known and
welcome in every home
. . . selected to suit the
program . . . and backed
by vigorous promotion.

In Production Race ■ "Yanki, No!"
serves to spotlight what may be Time's
entry into increased production for audiences outside its own broadcasting division (KLZ-AM-TV Denver, WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis, WFBM-AM-TV
Indianapolis and WOOD-AM-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich.) There are no formal
plans, little staff and no sales organization, but activity has been steady the
past year, culminating in the four-hour
network deal (other hours will go on
the air in February, March and April,
ABC said).

plus NBC's on the spot
coverage of events when

Robert Drew, developer of a "candid"
motion-picture technique to be seen in
"Yanki, No!" was reassigned last January from editor's post on Life magazine
to the Time broadcast operation.

fingertips of your PGW
Colonel. See him today.

Media reports...
KTTV (TV) in N.Y. - KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles on Dec. 1 will open permanent New York offices at 420 Madison
Ave. Jack DufReld, account executive
and former merchandising manager,
will be in charge with the title of eastern sales and marketing manager. The
New York office is designed to assist
Blair-Tv, the station's national sales
representative,
serving KTTV's eastern clients and inagencies.
On the move ■ The Los Angeles office
of The Katz Agency Inc., will move
into new quarters at the Lee Tower,
5455 Wilshire Blvd. on Dec. 15. Phone
is Webster 3-8171,

NETWORK
Monitor for the week-end,

they happen — where they
happen.
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other pertinent
information are at the
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McCOLLOUGH, FORD OFFER THEIR VIEWS AT NAB REGIONAL MEETING
promise of broadcasters to the public;
Freedom for broadcasting from the wind up next week, Nov. 28-29 in New
York.
business practices were subject to the
shackles of Sec. 315 in the future was
Edward C. working of the business community
foreseen by Clair R. McCollough, Steinman stations executive director and
and of private lawsuits or government
Quinn, president
agencies which deal with such activities.
chairman of the NAB Policy Commitof Chrysler Motors
tee.
McCollough Looks Ahead ■ BroadCorp., will be the
casters with complete independence in
Mr. McCollough, who has been menprincipal speaker
at the second day the political field is the future seen by
tioned as possible chairman of NAB
Mr. McCollough.
after Jan. 1 when Florida Gov. Leroy
luncheon in ChicaCollins takes over as president of the
Broadcasters, he said, "have every
go. Merrill Lindassociation, hailed the fairness record
to pursue the idea of eliminating
say, executive vice right
all of the restrictions contained in the
of broadcasting in the 1960 political
president of
remaining language of Sec. 315.
campaign. This entitles broadcasters to
WSOY - AM - FM
"If one can be fair at the national
Decatur, 111., and
freedom from the strictures of the equal
a member of the level, does it not follow that he is able
time provisions of the Communications
Mr. Quinn
Act, (Sec. 315), he told more than 250
to apply the same yardsticks of imparNAB's Policy Combroadcasters attending the NAB fall
mittee, will address the first day lunchtiality at the local and state levels?"
regional conference in Washington last eon.
This atwas
Mr. McCollough's
main
week.
theme
the luncheon
speech Monday
Among
other
highlights
of
last
week's
meetings:
Broadcasters also heard FCC Chairin Washington at the NAB fall conference in Washington.
man Frederick W. Ford promise com■ Broadcasters may have to fight to
mission activity soon on station transfers preserve the right to editorialize. This
Speaking on what the national elections mean to broadcasting, Mr. McColand on program forms (see page 95). message came from Howard Bell, NAB
lough hailed the ability of broadcasters
Mr. Ford also lauded broadcasters
vice president for industry affairs, who
in presenting the presidential candidates
for working with the FCC and Congress
urged broadcasters to combat misconover tv and radio. This took place
in drafting legislation respecting sponceptions about this policy in some
under a suspension of Sec. 315 of the
sorship identification and payola.
government circles.
Communications Act, authorized by the
Mr. Ford predicted that the next
■ Legislation which resulted from the 86th Congress last fall.
Congress would be interested in: (1)
last Congress is 95% acceptable or
tv allocations, (2) pay tv, (3) extended
Sec. 315 requires broadcasters to pro"even desirable," Vincent Wasilewski,
vide equal opportunities to all candihours for daytime stations, (4) "traffick- vice
president for government affairs,
dates for a political office where they
ing" in stations, and (5) expedited proc- told broadcasters. He also stressed that have permitted one such candidate to
essing of applications.
The FCC, Mr. Ford said, should be legislators were fearful of the power of use their facilities.
The section was amended early in
taking some action soon to resolve the broadcasting and the use of that power
for
partisan
viewpoints,
as
has
been
the
summer by exempting from these
question of community tv systems dupliequal opportunity provisions appearance
cating programs carried by the local tv true in great measure by newspapers.
station.
Radio and tv, however, said Mr. Wasi- of candidates on bon fide news and
Radio Tomorrow ■ The NAB group
lewski, have never been "painted with news interview programs.
The suspension of the equal opporalso heard Robert Hyland, CBS vice the brush of partisanship."
tunity provision for the national candipresident and general manager of
■ A spirited discussion about the indates applied only to the 1960 election.
KMOX St. Louis tell about the need to
clusion of "business practices" in the
Mr. McCollough called attention to
revivify programming in order to make
radio code occurred during the meeting
radio the force in the community it on that subject. Suggestions that the the fact that there were no widely-noted
of bias or prejudice during
should be.
radio code prohibit the practice of incidents
the campaign.
The regional NAB meetings continue
double billing were debated, with opthis week in Chicago (Nov. 21-22) and
"Fairness in dealing with issues and
ponents stressing that the code was the
candidates is inherent in broadcasting
and
stated.does not need to be legislated," he

lore

an a decade o^ donilructive Service

to $roadcasterS and tlie d^roadcadtin^ *3nduitrfy
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Broadcaster Responsibility ■ In an optimistic vein, Mr. McCollough told the
several hundred broadcasters that he
felt the FCC was on the verge of permitting the broadcaster to run his station
based
broadcaster's knowledge
of
the on
localthecommunity.
He said he felt that the FCC was
ready to accept a narrative statement of
measures the broadcaster has taken to
determine the needs and desires of the
community and the manner in which he
is meeting them.
Mr. McCollough suggested a wide
frame of reference in determining the
needs and desires of a community. This
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

would be, he explained, in relation to
other services being provided to the
community.
By other services, he emphasized, he
was including not only commercial
radio and tv, but also educational radio
and tv, wired music systems, theatres
and educational institutions.
". . . these and other forms of entertainment and informing the public that
make their respective contribution to
community life, as indeed they now do,
would be included in the overall picture
— and a broadcaster, intent upon designing an original and useful program service, would not be required to duplicate
these contributions."

Mr. McCollough expressed satisfaction with other government actions during the past year, including the withdrawal by the FCC of its March 16
order which would have required broadcasters to announce as commercially
sponsored all records received free from
record distributors and record manufacturers.
"At the risk of excessive optimism,"
Mr. McCollough concluded, "I see this
decade as one in which broadcasting
will grow in freedom, grow in influence
both economic and social, and find itself less hampered by unnecessary and
archaic legislative and regulatory con-

trols."
NBC-TV
out to please those who count
ENTERTAINMENT, PUBLIC SERVICE PLANS TOLD
turing community leaders discussing
NBC-TV is charting a course for the
issues
that
arise on the network presennext few years to upgrade its "massentertainment" shows and broaden its tation.
Harry Bannister, NBC vice president,
activity in public service programming.
The network's objective: satisfy the re- station relations, opened the meeting
and summarized topics to be discussed
quirements ofthree significant groups —
the opinion-makers of the country, the by the speakers.
advertisers and the general public.
This motif was enunciated by Robert
E. Kintner, NBC president, and echoed NBC-TV's Durgin takes
by other network executives during the look into crystal ball
annual meeting of NBC-TV affiliates in
Don Durgin, NBC-TV sales vice
New York last Thursday (Nov. 17).
president, last week predicted future
The session was conducted in an at- network sales and programming patmosphere of high-hopes-for-the-future,
terns in the '60s in opening the seawith speakers citing NBC-TV accomson's Radio & Television Executives
plishments inprogramming and adverSociety's
tising over the past few months as a New York.timebuying-selling seminar in
barometer of better-things-to-come.
A highlight was the showing of a 30minute film in color and black-andwhite, titled "Story of a Network,"
which reviewed operations in the various NBC departments, including programming, sales, advertising, promotion,
news and station relations.
Mr. Kintner told affiliates that networks and stations, in the months ahead,
face a "continuing challenge" from the
"opinion-makers" of the nation, the
leaders in education, community affairs,
the press and government. He noted that
under the new administration to take
office in January, the industry can expect "a sharper scrutiny" from the FCC.
Walter D. Scott, executive vice president, NBC-TV, announced NBC-TV is
now the network leader in total weekly
sponsored hours. For November, he
said, NBC-TV had 170 sponsored hours,
"the highest for any tv network."
Irving Gitlin, executive producer, creative projects, NBC news and public
affairs, declared that today, more than
ever before, the networks have a responsibility to alert the public to the "great
issues of our time." He advised affiliates
to tie in with such public service programs as NBC-TV's The Nation's Future by staging their own programs, feaBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

He prefaced his predictions with a
general opinion on what might have
an effect on a diversified and balanced
service of "substance" by forecasting a
"vigorous" three-network approach in
the years ahead.
The Durgin predictions on programming in the
'60s: shows but more inFewer
formula
formational programs though formula
will remain dominant. Mr. Durgin
cited the need to fill a schedule and inability to be "creatively different" every
half hour as the reason for his prediction.
Informational shows, he said, will be
more exciting and entertaining with
less emphasis on being "purely documentary and educational in nature."
"Specials" will be made more so by
the "idea" rather than the "stars or
production
on length,
them."
There will bebudgets
specialslavished
of unusual
more with European backgrounds and
originations but with American performers.
The one-hour form will continue in
immediate importance. Reason: creative people think more entertainment
and production value can be placed in
an hour than in a half hour. Counterprogramming will tempt programmers
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to bridge or get a head-start on competition and changed patterns of network option time may encourage this
even more. In the long-range, however, Mr. Durgin foresees a trend back
to half hours. Because advertisers will
have research to document advantages
and dimensions of "identification" thus
swinging many back to full or half
program sponsorship.
Network Control ■ Mr. Durgin questioned network control in programming
as a reason for programmers to schedule more hour shows. He claimed
few advertisers now wish or are able
to finance a one-hour show. The "selloff" to a "partner" advertiser isn't practical because the partner wants the
same rights and control as the initial
advertiser and so prefers to buy from
a third party (that is, a network).
There'll be more block programming
and less counter programming. There's

evidence that block programming pays
off. Comedies seem stronger when in
a block. Isolated shows often get killed
off but do better when placed in a
block. There'll also be more color
programming.
Mr. Durgin's predictions on selling
in the '60s:
Standard forms of sponsorship
(thirds, half-hours, hours) will remain. Proposals for the 45 -minute
format as a "strategic bridge" appear
to be heading nowhere. The 90-minute
program is dead. This is because it
is too complex to share, too costly to
mount, too difficult to produce well
and too vulnerable to competitive programming.
More shows will be sold by thirds
because there'll be more hour shows
whose large production budgets require
several advertisers. Networks, he said,
may decide to issue rate cards that show

minute costs with a graduated sale
depending on a number of minutes
used in a 52-week period "like the
260-time spot rate cards." But, he
warned, he hoped — and, he thought,
affiliates probably would agree — this
isn't going to come about although "it
is clear that affiliates welcome the big
shows which must typically be sold on
a Product
fragmentized
basis." ■ It will become
Protection
"narrower." The 30-minute protection
that gave way to 15 -minute protection
over the past two seasons, he predicted
will soon become 10-minute protection
and "readily adaptable to thirds as a
basis of sale." Before long, he asserted,
"only in-show nighttime product protection will remain."
Mr. Durgin
said he thought star protection and "same day" protection will
remain in the daytime periods but that
adjacency protection will disappear.
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admits FCC has final say on new stations

Elwood R. (Pete) Quesada, administrator of the Federal Aviation Agency,
acknowledged last week that the FCC
has the final word on whether or not to
grant a tv station, including the site
and height of its tower.
The FAA administrator, who will be
replaced in his post when the Kennedy
administration comes in Jan. 20, made
this observation in answer to a question
at a National Press Club luncheon in
Washington.
"There is an honest difference of
opinion between the FCC and us," Gen.
Quesada stated. "The FAA has control
of airspace. The determination of what
is an aeronautical hazard belongs to the
FAA.
"The FCC must consider this determination among other things when deciding whether or not to grant a permit.
This is its authority. But it must accept
our view that there is a hazard."
The Quesada statement is considered
the nearest thing yet to a resolve of the
conflict which erupted between the
FCC and the FAA over tall towers,
mainly television antennas.
Up to now the seeming deadlock
appeared unable to be broken except
through congressional or Executive
Dept. action.
FAA Tower Rule ■ The problem
came to a head last September when
the FAA issued proposed rules which
would require FAA consideration of
all towers (150 ft. and over near an airport, or 500 ft. and over away from an
airport) and a final determination by
the aviation agency as to whether the
proposed tower represents an air hazard
(Broadcasting, Sept. 29).
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Comments to this proposal were filed
Oct. 31, with FCC and broadcast interests uniquivocally opposed.
Last week NAB, Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters, and the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. asked permission to file reply comments. They
suggested Dec. 3 1 as the deadline.
The FAA does not plan to hold adjudicatory hearings on the subject of
air hazards, Daggett H. Howard, FAA
general counsel said after Gen. Quesada's speech.
"This would be like a Congressional
committee," he told Broadcasting, "an
investigation for facts. We're not trying
to adjudicate between two parties."
Mr. Howard agreed that Gen. Quesada's remarks could be construed to
mean the acceptance by the FAA of
the primacy of the FCC in the field of
radio and tv grants, including where
and how tall their towers should be.
FCC

adopts

rules

on

pre-grant protests
New rules outlining procedures to be
followed for pregrant protests of
broadcast applications were adopted
last week by the FCC. The rule
changes, which become effective Dec.
12, implement Public Law 86-752,
passed by the last Congress (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
In the future, interested parties will
be required to protest an application
before a grant without a hearing is
made by the commission rather than
after the grant. The new law also
repeals the requirement that the FCC
must write Section 309 (b) (McFar-

land) letters of notification prior to
designating an application for hearing.
The pre-grant protest procedure will
apply to broadcast applications, except
station sales, pending on Dec. 12 which
have not been designated for hearing
and future applications. The commission will not act upon these pending
applications for at least 30 days and,
during that period, protests may be
filed but no complaints will be acceptable after a grant has been made.
The new rules also require the applicant to publish local newspaper notices
at least twice a week for two weeks
immediately following the filing of an
application for a major change in an
existing station or for a new station.
In the case of an application for modification, transfer or renewal of an existing station, the new rules also require
that notice of same be broadcast over
the station making the application. In
addition, local publication is required
if the application is set for hearing.
Exempted from the pre-grant protest
procedures and notice requirements are
applications for minor changes in existing facilities and minor amendments
to pending applications. If there is
any question as to whether the proposed change is of major proportions,
the commission will notify the applicant within 15 days. Harold Cowgill,
chief of the Broadcast Bureau, will be
given the responsibility of ruling whether an application constitutes a major
or minor change.
The protest changes incorporated in
Public Law 86-752 were jointly agreed
to by the Federal Communications Bar
Assn. and the FCC prior to final passage by Congress. The new law also
covers sponsor identification, contests,
short-term licenses, sanctions and reBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

munications Act, became effective last
Sept. 13, the day President Eisenhower
signed Public Law 86-752.

peals the right of commissioners to
accept honorariums. These provisions,
entailed in amendments to the ComFORD
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HARTFORD -CONN.

and

issue new program-data forms for applications
Two major moves by the FCC, affect- local programming, (3) programs for
children, religious, educational, agriculing station ownership and programtural, public affairs, (4) editorials, (5)
ming, were promised soon by FCC
Chairman Frederick W. Ford.
political broadcasts, (6) news, weather
and market reports, (7) sports, (8)
The commission is considering reguprograms for minority groups, and (9)
lations involving transfers, Mr. Ford
told NAB members attending the fall entertainment.
In its current study, the FCC has
conference in Washington last week
before it a study paper prepared by its
(see page 92).
Broadcast Bureau staff which highlights
This will involve some restriction on
such items as:
length of ownership before a station
■ A picture of the community, inmay be sold, it is understood. Best esticluding such information as its cultural
mate is that the commission will prohibit the sale of a station unless it has as well as business life, and its ethnic,
been held by the owner for one full educational, religious and recreational
activities.
three-year license period — except for
■ The correlation between commudeath or disability (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 14).
nity needs and interests (and how obThe FCC chairman also said that
tained) and the program schedule.
■ Policy on handling controversial
the commission will be coming out soon
with a new program-data form to be issues — including editorials.
■ The promotion of local talent and
used in connection with applications.
self-expression.
The FCC, it was learned last week,
went over a draft of a statement of
■ What specialities or special audience the station is programmed at.
basic content. It failed to complete this
■ Statistical information, including
review, but is expected to resume decommercial spot announcements, (in
liberations this week or next.
After this review is finished, a draft two categories — 60 seconds and below
and over 60 sec.) by major time periods
of a rulemaking notice will be assembled
(before 6 p.m. and after 6 p.m.);
and submitted for commission approval.
whether live or recorded, local or netThis will be then issued as a proposed
work, commercial or non-commercial.
rulemaking.
Mr. Ford warned that although the
■ Special information, such as procommissioners were in agreement on the
grams promoting business in which station owners may have an interest, how
statement of programming principles
(Broadcasting, Aug. 1), there are complaints are handled, staffing plans
varying shades of opinion on how this and composite week logs.
The key problem at the FCC, Mr.
general expression should be implemented.
Ford stated, is to determine whether
In its statement on programming last a station operates in the public interest.
July, the commission served notice that
"It is his [licensee's] responsibility to
know the community and to serve his
it intends to keep a careful watch on
all broadcasters and their efforts to meet
community," he said.
the needs of their communities.
The function of the broadcaster, Mr.
Ford
said, is to determine the needs of
Key Elements ■ It listed 14 "major
the
community
he serves. The function
elements" that it considered necessary
of the FCC, the chairman added, is to
to meet the public interest. Among
determine how the broadcaster serves
these were: 1) local expression, (2)
that need.
This is sound broadcasting, Mr. Ford
emphasized, because stations operating
on this principle are successful stations.

PLEASE

WPOP

Supreme Court upholds
FCC on Communist issue
The FCC has the right to deny a
license to a radio operator who refuses
to say whether he is a member of the
Communist party. This was the apparent outcome last week of a U. S. Supreme Court refusal to reverse a lower
court ruling to this effect.
The appeal to the Supreme Court

WPOP, Hartford -"The
Liveliest Station in Connecticut"—serving the
booming Hartford market and 1,268,515 people throughout central
Connecticut with music
and news 24 hours every
day!!

Phillip Zoppi I Adam Young, Inc.
General Manager I
Nat'l Rep.
A TELE-BROADCASTERS STATION

CBS

WHBF
RADIO and TELEVISION
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The man who may plan a reorganization of the government when the
new administration takes over Jan
20 doesn't think much of the FCC.
He thinks the commission is diltory, expensive and too deferential
toward Congress.
James M. Landis, former dean of
the Harvard Law School (1937-46)
and ex-chairman of the Securities &
Exchange Commission and of the
Civil Aeronautics Board, is kneedeep in a study of the regulatory
agencies for President-elect Kennedy.
The Landis appointment was one of
the first made by the newly elected
president (Broadcasting, Nov. 17).
His report to Sen. Kennedy is due
Dec. 15.
"I don't intend to get into the substantive questions of the regulatory
agencies, like should the FCC consider subscription tv," he told Broadcasting last week, "but this is not
to say I might not criticize the FCC,
for example, for its inability to deal
expeditiously with cases before it."
The FCC as Target ■ Speaking before the administration law section
of the American Bar Assn. at its
Washington convention last August,
Mr. Landis thrice used the FCC as
a horrible example:
Expressing alarm at the "costliness
of administrative processes," he referred to the 1957 pay tv hearing
before the FCC which ran up to
$200,000. He did not indicate
whether this was the total figure for
all parties or the amount involving
his client. Mr. Landis represented
Skiatron Electronic & Television
Corp. in what he termed that "substantially unsuccessful" proceeding.
Still on the subject of toll telewas made by Morton Borrow, former
employe of WPEN Philadelphia, following aU. S. Court of Appeals ruling
in June which upheld the commission's
action in denying Mr. Borrow's application for license renewal (Broadcasting, July 4).
The FCC denied Mr. Borrow's application for renewal of his first class
permit in December 1959. He refused
to answer questions concerning his possible affiliation with the Communist
Party or with any organization advocating the overthrow of the U. S. government. Subsequent to the commission's denial of his application, Mr.
Borrow was granted a commission
hearing. He later appealed the FCC
96 (GOVERNMENT)
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vision, but discussing the matter of
the independence of regulatory agencies, Mr. Landis in the same speech
expressed unhappiness at the intervention of Congress into regulatory
agencies' privacy:
"Only a short time ago we saw
the extraordinary spectacle of a
committee of Congress seeking to
tell the FCC not to handle a proposed
rule-change pending before the commission which the commision had already concluded was within its jurisdiction to consider."
This was a reference to the intervention of Rep. Oren Harris (DArk.) and his House Commerce
Committee into the pay tv question
then being considered by the FCC.
The commission actually issued a
notice indicating it would accept
applications for a test of the fee tv
principle, but withdrew the notice
when the House committee raised a
fuss.
Vague Standards ■ Again Mr.
Landis used the FCC as an example
when he expressed doubts about
what
lawyers
call the He"expertise"
of thethefederal
agencies.
referred
to this
as a "legend"
and said this
so
because
commissioners
do was
not
write their own opinions.
"This practice more than anything
else has, I believe, resulted in the
lack of development of adequate
standards in various administrative
fields. I refer, for example, to the
lack of any true standards in the
choice between competing applicants
for a television or radio channel. . . ."
In 1958 testimony before the
House Legislative Oversight Committee, Mr. Landis again used the
FCC as an example — this time of

FCC?
FOR

KENNEDY

its inability to delegate authority:
"The FCC, never in its history, I
think, delegates important duties to
a single one of its members. I don't
know why. Maybe it's scared of the
way in which he may act. ..."
Expert on Agencies ■ The 61 -yearold former Harvard Law professor
and early New Deal government
official (Federal Trade Commission,
SEC, ment
CAB,
a host of governboards and
and commissions
under
President Roosevelt) is an acknowledged expert on administrative law.
He wrote the first book on the
subject, "The Administrative Process," in 1938. This is still considered
to be the "bible" in the field.
A study of his writings and statements indicates that Mr. Landis has
a three-pronged approach to bettering regulatory agencies:
■ Improving the quality of personnel both at commission and top
staff level.
■ Making agencies more responsive to public needs.
■ Making agencies more efficient.
A former student recalls that Prof.
Landis used to begin his lectures on
administrative law with what appeared to be a shocking statement:
"Every administrator of a federal
agency should be biased ... in favor
of the act he is administering."
A Washington attorney who is familiar with Mr. Landis' background
and knowledge is convinced that his
first move will be to look over the
Government Reorganization Act to
determine whether President Kennedy has the power to shift agencies,
consolidate functions or establish
new commissions.
This act permits the President to

action to the U. S. Court of Appeals
in Washington.
In last weeks' action, the Supreme
Court, without comment, rejected Mr.
Barrow's request for a ruling on the
lower court's finding. The action left
unchanged the Appeals decision that
the FCC has the right to deny a license
to a radio operator refusing to answer
questions concerning possible affiliation
with the Communist party.

an extension filed by the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers and a number of vhf licensees.
Commissioner Robert S. Cross dissented
to the time extension. The commission
also granted a like extension of time
for filing reply comments in the proceeding involving proposed vhf dropins at Grand Rapids, Mich., and Providence, R. I.

The FCC

■ Granted another extension, to Feb.
28, 1961, for the effective date of the
rules which will require a tv station to
have type-approved frequency and
modulation monitors at the station
whenever the transmitter is in operaBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

last week...

■ Extended to Dec. 30 time to file
reply comments in its rulemaking on
vhf drop-ins. The commission took
this action following requests for such

reorganize government ■ functions
without specific congressional approval. The only bar is for Congress
to specifically object to a proposed
move.
This attitude fits into another element of Mr. Landis' more recent
public utterances on what's wrong
with government agencies. He refers
to this as lack of "creativity."
The need for a "Transportation
Agency" to regulate railroads, trucking and air travel has been known
for 20-odd years, he said, but no one
has done anything about it.
Among other proposals expressed
by Mr. Landis in public statements
or privately are the following:
■ Establishment of a screening
board at the executive department
to handle appointments to federal
agencies on a basis similar to that
by which judges are chosen for the
bench. This will not only upgrade
the calibre of personnel, Mr. Landis
is understood to believe, but might
even relieve the President of the
politics involved. He also believes in
longer tenure for appointments to
government agencies.
■ Use of an Office of Administrative Procedures which would keep in
"day-to-day" touch with agencies
and their processes and which would
make suggestions for the increased
efficiency and the improved operation
of a commission's procedures. Mr.
Landis will attend the meeting
tomorrow in Washington of the
organizing committee of the recently
initiated President's Conference on
Administrative Procedures. This
committe is headed by Circuit Judge
E. Barrett Prettyman, with Washington communications lawyer William
C. Koplovitz as secretary.
■ Formation of a special review
"court" which would sit as an appellate body to consider appeals from
agency decisions. Mr. Landis feels
that too many appeals to the law
tion. The rules were amended to show
the new effective date.
■ Gave Claremont Tv Inc. temporary authority to operate a vhf repeater
station on ch. 9 in Claremont, N. H.
The translator will repeat programs of
WMUR-TV Manchester. The action
also denied a request for a hearing on
the matter filed by Springfield Tv
Broadcasting Corp., which operates
uhf station WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass., and a uhf translator in Claremont. The commission reminded Claremont Tv Inc. of the rules which state
that a vhf translator will not be authorized to serve a market already satisfactorily serviced by a uhf station or transBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

courts are based on factual challenges
which should be examined by admin
istrative experts, not judicial magistrates.
■ Adding stature to hearing examiners. Mr. Landis has expressed
dismay with the length of cases before federal agencies, some as long as
five or ten years. He thinks much
of this is due to "delaying" tactics —
and also the over eagerness of government counsel to prove their cases,
not once but "four times over."
Stronger rules on evidence with
power for hearing examiners to contain a proceeding will help on this,
he has said.
Mr. Landis has said that he doesn't
object to a commissioner's hearing
from a congressman or the White
House, provided the views expressed
have some bearing on "the merits of
theNoproblem."
Ivory Tower ■ He also has expressed himself as opposed to proposals that would insulate commission members from the industry they
are regulating. This is the way members of an agency get educated, he
has indicated.
Neither does he fear executive influences— to a degree. There must
be some agreement with the executive branch, he said, since there must
be a working arrangement with the
administration in power. But, he
adds, the influence of the White
House can go too far; he is opposed
to the extent to which the Budget
Bureau and other executive office
aides can interfere with the proper
functioning of a so-called independent agency.
He feels the same way about the
influence of the appropriations committees of Congress which, he said,
in some cases withhold funds to force
an agency to take a favored action
even in a adjudicatory case. He also
feels committees of Congress charged
with legislation in fields supervised
lator unless it is determined that the
intermixture of v and u is justified.
Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde dissented.
■ Stated that there does not now appear to be any need or demand for an
additional uhf channel in Louisville,
Ky. Consequently, rulemaking to add
ch. 32 to that city was terminated.
■ Told WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.,
that it may identify itself as both Fort
Worth and Dallas. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented, saying "I
would not grant for the reason that the
station does not have studios in Dallas."
■ Instructed the staff to prepare a

James M. Landis
by a government agency require
closer liaison with the commissions
with which they deal.
Mr. Landis, who was born in
Tokyo of American parents in 1899,
is the senior member of two law
firms. The one in New York is
Landis, Riley, Feldman & Akers. The
one in Washington is Landis, Cohen,
Rubin & Schwartz. At one time he
was associated with Telford Taylor,
former FCC general counsel. Among
Mr. Landis' government associations,
following his graduation from Harvard in 1924, were law clerk to
Supreme Court Justice Brandeis;
director, Office of Civilian Defense,
1942-43; director, American Economic Operations and minister to the
Middle East, 1943-45. He was a
member of the SEC when Presidentelect Kennedy's father, Joseph P.
Kennedy, was chairman.
document which would deny a petition
filed by Greater Boston Tv Corp. regarding ch. 5 Boston. The petition
asked the commission to appoint a
trustee to take over the financial operation of station WHDH-TV (ch. 5)
pending its final determination in the
case.
■ Granted a Sunbeam Tv Corp. petition for more time to file replies to
exceptions to the initial decision in the
Miami ch. 7 case. Time for such replies was extended to Dec. 5. The reopened proceeding involves applications filed by Sunbeam, Biscayne Tv
Corp., East Coast Tv Corp., and South
Florida Tv Corp. for the Miami facility.
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Rivals tell FCC they have a hand in too many operations
An alleged plan to subvert the FCC's
licensing policy was brought to the commission's attention last week. The allegations were made by KMON and
KUDI, both Great Falls, Mont., and
KGEM Boise, Idaho, in petitions involving a new am application in Great Falls
and sale of a construction permit in
Boise.
The stations charged that these applications were, in effect, "a subterfuge to
permit certain interests represented principally byGeorge I. Norman and Robert
Sherman to subvert the commission's
licensing
Messrs.policy."
Norman and Sherman are
owners
Norman
Golden,
interests

of KSVN Ogden, Utah. Mr.
also has an interest in KXXI
Colo., while Mr. Sherman has
in KHOE Truckee, and in construction permits in Santa Rosa and
Goleta, all California.
The petition filed last week further
charged that:
■ The applications are part of a "plan
of concerted activity having as its purpose the frustration ... of the commission policies regarding multiple ownership and control of standard broadcast facilities. . . ."
■ The applications should be investigated to determine whether the proposed
weekly program schedules and the statements of programming policies of the
applicants are based on a study or survey of the actual needs of the communities involved.
■ The commission should determine
"whether the applicants have concealed
material facts" concerning either an unfiled option to purchase an interest in
proposed station KEST Boise or, in the
case of the projected station for Great
Falls, "failed to advise the commission
candidly as to their relationships with
other licensees, permittees or applicants
or other parties, and to determine . . .

whether the applicants are legally qualified to be licensees of broadcast facilA spokesman for all of the principals
charged in these petitions told Broadities." casting Thursday (Nov. 17) that the
allegations would be "categorically and
unequivocally denied. We are presently studying the allegations and will file
appropriate responses with the commission in due time." It was further noted
that these charges were a "re-hash" of
earlier charges filed by KIMN Denver
(later withdrawn) against Messrs. Norman and Sherman, "charges which have
already been answered to the commission's satisfaction."
Boise Protest ■ KGEM Boise, an
A. L. Glassmann station, protested the
commission's grant for the sale of KEST
to John M. Bryan and Reid W. Dennis,
who hold a cp for a new am in Louisville, Ky. KGEM told the commission
that the name of Robert Sherman
cropped up as author of the programming section of the application for the
construction permit and that the same
name appears as author of the same section of the application for a cp for a new
am in Salem, Ore., an application in
which Mr. Dennis has a 50% interest.
In support of its allegation that the
sale of KEST is part of a plan to allow
Messrs. Norman and Sherman "subvert
the commission's licensing policy,"
KGEM notes that Mr. Sherman's name
is connected in ownership interests with
six existing or proposed stations and that
his name appears as author of Sec. TV
(programming) of applications involving 18 other stations, either existing
or proposed.
Mr. Norman, who it is alleged, is
associated with Mr. Sherman in at least
two broadcast ventures (KSVN Ogden,
Utah, and proposed sale of WTMT
Louisville, Ky.), is said by KGEM to

W
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have an option to buy an interest in
KEST although this option does not
appear in commission records. In addition, KGEM invited the commission's
attention to a newspaper advertisement
by the "George Norman Broadcasting
Enterprise"
which lists that firm as operating nine stations.
KGEM further notes that the proposed owners of KEST list programming and percentages in their application for purchase of the station which
are "identical with or substantially similar" to figures contained in applications
involved in five existing stations and 11
proposed stations. One of these existing
stations, KXXI Golden, Colo., is 50%
owned by George Norman.
In Great Falls ■ KMON Great Falls,
Mont., also an A. L. Glassmann station,
and KUDI last week made substantially
the same charges in a petition involving an application for a cp for a new
Great Falls am filed by John and Marie
Broad. In this application the name of
Robert Sherman appears as "radio consultant" and author of the proposed programming section.
An exhibit filed with the petition
(both petitions are accompanied with
explanatory and supporting exhibits)
purports to be a verified statement showing that Mr. Sherman "contemplated
exercising control over the hiring policy" of the new station and that he was
"purportedly authorized to negotiate
for the transfer of a significant ownership interest in the facilities."
Mr. Norman's name is linked with
the proposed Great Falls station through
exhibits which the protesting stations
claim demonstrate that Mr. Norman,

!
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also, "contemplated exercising control
over the hiring policies of the station
and also had a "purported proprietary
interest" in the station. None of these
"facts" appear in the commission files,
the protestants claimed.
The programming proposals of the
proposed station are questioned here as
above, and Mr. Sherman's name again J
figures prominently in this aspect of
the petition.
Withdrawn Complaint ■ The petitions
also note that KIMN Denver, Colo., on
March 23 filed a complaint concerning
the sale of KXXI Golden, Colo., to Mr.
Norman and Philip B. Rosenthal. This
petition was withdrawn on March 29 but
commission inquiry brought to light
previously unfiled agreements between
George Norman and applicants for new
stations in Anderson and Crescent City,
Calif., and an option agreement to buy
10% of the stock in KURL Billings,
Mont. Robert Sherman was listed as
having prepared the programming sections for these applicants.
An exhibit attached to both petitions
suggests "a concerted effort by Robert
Sherman, George I. Norman and their
associates to achieve operating control
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

of a large number of standard broadcast
stations. . . ."
The petitions ask that matters be
brought to FCC hearing.
OPTION

TIME

BATTLE

KTTV, long a foe of practice,
asks court rescind FCC order
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles moved its
long-standing fight against network option time into a new arena last week.
The station asked the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington, D. C, to set
aside an FCC order reducing network
option time from three hours per daily
time segment to 2Vi hours, with each
day divided into four segments.
It's not that KTTV is against the
option time reduction — the independent
station still is fighting to have option
time outlawed altogether. "The ultimate and essential finding of the FCC
that option time is 'reasonably necessary' to the preservation of networking
is arbitrary, capricious and contrary to
the evidence," KTTV told the court.
The station asked the court to set
aside and determine unlawful and without force the commission's September
order (Broadcasting, Sept. 19). KTTV
maintained that the order is inconsistent with law and sanctions conduct
which is in violation of the antitrust
laws. The court was asked to remand
the order to the commission with instructions for the agency to consider
a formal opinion of the Justice Department that option time violates antitrust
provisions.
The Los Angeles outlet, which also
produces programs for nationwide distribution, said the FCC erred in "apparently" holding that it does not have
the duty or power to decide whether
the option time practice violates the
antitrust laws. "The FCC's rules affirmatively encourage the networks and
their affiliated stations to employ the
option time practices to the full extent
permitted by the rules ... If the FCC's
rules did not exist, the presently favored sectors of the tv industry would
be likely to abandon the option time
practice . . ." particularly in light of
the Justice opinion, KTTV maintained.

Back To 1956 ■ KTTV and its president, Richard Moore, have been long
and vocal opponents of network option
time practices. Mr. Moore first raised
the issue in 1956 before the Senate
Commerce Committee and later that
same year before the House Antitrust
Subcommittee. The station's president
also participated in the Barrow Network Study, released in 1957, and in
1958 FCC hearings on the Barrow
Report. Each time, he attacked option
time as in violation of antitrust laws.
Tv

film

short

makers

FCC

win

reprieve

Tv film producers were given a reprieve last week from the stringent
sponsorship requirements of amended
Sec. 317 of the Communications Act.
A unanimous FCC announced that it
had waived identification requirements
for filmed or recorded programs which
have been or will be distributed for tv
broadcast, irrespective of the production date of such programs.
The waiver will remain in effect until
the commission adopts rules implementing congressional amendments to the
Communications Act. Excluded from
the exemption are 27 specific examples
where identification is required spelled
out in the House report on Public Law
86-752 (Broadcasting, Sept. 26) and
those already encompassed within the
FCC rules.
The Alliance of Tv Film Producers
had petitioned the commission for a
waiver to include those films produced
between Sept. 13 (when the new legislation was signed by the President) and
Jan. 1, 1961 (Broadcasting, Oct. 10).
The FCC now is working on new rules
to implement the congressional mandate
and has met with various facets of the
tv and film industries.
"It is not the purpose of this waiver
to permit general disregard of the obligation -of broadcast licensees to make
sponsorship identification announcements," the commission said. "Rather,
it is intended to provide a measure of
America's

relief in those cases where a licensee in
good faith is unable to ascertain with
certainty his obligation under Section
317 as amended."
Give WQXR
court

hearing,

tells FCC

The likelihood that a station may lose
even a small part of its listeners through
a grant made by the FCC without hearing is sufficient grounds for a protestant
to obtain a hearing under protest provisions, the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington said in setting aside an FCC
action and ordering a hearing.
The court thus upheld an appeal by
WQXR New York (1560 kc, 50 kw,
directional) of the FCC's July 1959
grant of 1570 kc (1 kw, day) to WAPC
Riverhead, N. Y., without hearing. If
the FCC allowed the loss of a small part
of WQXR's audience through such a
grant, it could, theoretically, allow
WQXR's whole area to be destroyed
bit by bit through similar subsequent
grants,
thetotal
court
said,of adding,
think this
denial
the right"Weto
a hearing cannot be achieved by a
piecemeal
Through treatment."
prior stipulation before the
court last December, all parties agreed
the question at issue was whether
WQXR would be entitled to a hearing
for adjacent channel interference resulting in loss of listeners outside the
WQXR contour normally protected
against adjacent interference, but within
its contour normally protected against
co-channel interference.
The court said its decision also was
made because WQXR cited with "specificity" the likely loss of audience it
would suffer from the grant plus the
fact that WAPC was granted 1 kw. The
same court had upheld an earlier grant
to WBAZ Kingston, N. Y., also protested by WQXR, of 1550 kc with 500
w day. In the WBAZ case, the court
said, WQXR didn't cite with "specificity"
its allegations of audience loss and the
lesser power (500 w) granted to WBAZ
gave WQXR a slimmer case.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?

A

RELIEF

AFTER

ALL

GUNFIGHTS

THE

When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
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Did

NBC

overstep

FCC STUDYING

itself in Lewiston?

AFFILIATE'S

REFUSAL TO TRANSLATOR
commission staff disclosed that the netIs NBC violating the "first refusal"
work and the commission hold different
rights of its affiliates? The FCC asked
that question last week.
concerning the "first reIn a letter to the network and two of interpretations
fusal" clause of the affiliation contract,
the
letter
stated.
its affiliates, KLEW-TV Lewiston,
The clause gives the affiliated station
Idaho, and KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.,
first refusal rights for network programthe commission asked for an explanation of a clause relating to rebroadcastming. NBC, according to the commission, has interpreted this clause to mean
ing rights of translators making off-thethat the network itself can refuse to conair pickups of NBC programs.
sent to the rebroadcast of its programs
According to the letter, KHQ-TV first
gave, and then withdrew, permission to by a translator in a community where
an affiliate is located, even though the
Orchards Community Television Assoc.
to rebroadcast its programs on a tv affiliate may not be carrying those network programs.
translator (K76AH) serving Lewiston.
Wrong View ■ This interpretation,
If the network forced KHQ-TV to withdraw such permission, the effect is the said the commission, is "beyond the
same, the commission said, as enforcing
bounds of the commission rule." The
rule states that a tv broadcast license
the position of the network's Lewiston
will
not be granted to any station which
affiliate, KLEW-TV, "as the sole purveyor of network programs in the Lewishas any sort of an agreement with a netton area and to deprive the listening
work organization "which prevents or
hinders another broadcast station lopublic of many programs that might
cated in the same community from
otherwise be available through other
television facilities."
broadcasting the network's programs not
Questioning of NBC officials by the taken by" the former station. The rule,

according to the FCC, was designed to
prohibit duplication of programming in
a given community but was not designed
to give either the station or the network
"territorial exclusivity" regarding programming.
The letter stated that if NBC has told
KHQ-TV that it cannot allow the Lewiston translator to repeat its programs,
then it is exercising "territorial exclusiviThe network and the stations involved
have been asked by the FCC to explain.
Court upholds Toledo grant
The law doesn't require the FCC to
make detailed comparisons of television
applicants' programming proposals when
the commission finds there are no "significant" differences over-all between
the two proposals, the U. S. Court of
Appeals in Washington ruled last week
in upholding the July 1958 grant of ch.
1 1 in Toledo ty."
to WTOL-TV. Applicant
Great Lakes Broadcasting Co. in its
appeal to the Court had held detailed
comparison is necessary. Judges were
Harold H. Burton, retired Supreme
Court justice, and David L. Bazelon and
Charles Fahy, circuit judges.

PROGRAMMING
ABC-TV

plans

new

public affairs shows
Three new weekly half-hour public
affairs series and the demise of the
eight-year-old College News Conference
were major program developments announced last week by ABC-TV.
The first of the new programs to be
seen will be ABC News Conference,
which goes into the College News Conference Sunday slot on Nov. 27 (1:30-2
p.m. EST). The bumped program,
which is produced and moderated by
Ruth Hagy, reportedly suffered from
station clearance problems. Some 32
affiliated stations carried the student
panel-interview show, which had its network debut in October 1952.
ABC-TV's other new programs are
Roundup USA, starting Jan. 8, 1961,
and Meet the Professor, starting Jan. 29.
Both are in undetermined Sunday time
periods. A new Sunday religious public
affairs program, Directions '61, began
Nov. 13 on ABC-TV.
ABC News Conference, the network
said, is designed to utilize some of the
lessons learned from the recent "Great
Debates" in the presidential campaign
and to meet the obvious reportorial
challenges and responsibilities of the
first months of the new administration.
Whenever possible, the program will
originate in Washington, D. C. Each
week's guest will make an opening declaration, submit to questions by ABC
newsmen, and then make a final sum100

mary. Robert Fleming, ABC's Washingducer.ton bureau chief, has been named pro"Roundup USA," with Bill Shadel as
anchorman, will be the successor to
ABC-TV's Campaign Roundup series
that started last March and concluded
this month. Produced by Sidney Darion,
the program calls for ABC reporters in
key centers across the country to report
the major news of the week on a regional basis. Meet the Professor, which
will be produced by ABC in cooperation with the National Education Assn.
and its Assn. for Higher Education,
will feature a guest instructor from a
different college or university each
week.
The big audience
Over half of the total (180 million) U. S. population saw at least
some part of election night network telecasts between 8:30 p.m.
and midnight, American Research
Bureau reported last week. ARB
said approximately 55%, or over
100 million people (representing
an unduplicated audience) viewed
at least a 15-minute segment.
Of 42 million homes with tv
sets, 89% were tuned at some
point in the evening to election returns. A record 83 million viewers
in 33 million homes were tuned
in during peak viewing time (1010:30 p.m. EST).

Capital Cities to film
Israeli Eichmann trial
Capital Cities Broadcasting Co., New
York, has signed a contract with the
Israeli government for exclusive rights
to produce the television and film record of the Adolph Eichmann trial scheduled for early next spring. The former
Nazi German leader is charged with
responsibility
for the deaths of six million Jews.
Frank M. Smith, President of Capital
Cities Broadcasting, said his company
would make the recordings and films
available at cost to all broadcasting and
motion picture organizations throughout
the world. Milton A. Fruchtman, executive producer of the company,
negotiated the contract in Jerusalem,
and he will be in charge of the project.
Lowell Thomas, a founder and director
of Capital Cities, will narrate a series
of half-hour documentaries on the
Eichmann trial for stations owned by
Capital Cities Broadcasting (WROWAM-FM and WTEN [TV] Albany, N.
Y., WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence, R.
I., and WTVD [TV] Durham, N. C).
Recently developed techniques in
vidio tape and kinescope recording will
be used in the trial coverage, Mr. Smith
announced. Mr. Fruchtman, who is in
charge of the video tape workshop of
the International Screen directors Guild,
said the new technical operation uses
electronic facilities to simultaneously
produce video tape and motion picture
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 21-23, 28-30 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry),
sust.
Nov. 21-23, 28-30 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math),
sust.
Nov. 21-25, 28-30 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Nov. 21-23, 25, 28-30 (11-11:30 a.m.)
The Price Is Right, part.
Nov. 21-25, 28-30 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Nov. 21-25, 28-30 (2-2:30 p.m.) The
Jan Murray Show, part.
Nov. 23, 30 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
Nov.Music
23, 30
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,(9-10
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Nov. 24(11 a.m.-noon) "Macy's ThanksDay Parade,"
Trains, giving
both
through Ideal
Grey Toy
Adv. and Lionel
Nov. 24 (5:30-6:30 p.m.) "No Place
Like Home,"
Maxon
Inc. Mohawk Carpet Mills through
Nov. 24 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 25 (9-10 p.m.) "The Bell TeleAT&T a.m.)
through
W. Lewis
Ayer.
Nov. phone
26 Hour,"
(10-10:30
The N.Shari
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Nov. 26 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Nov. 26 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Nov. 27 (6-6:30 p.m.) "Meet the Press,"
sust.
Nov. 27 (7-8 p.m.) "The Shirley Templeson.Show,"
RCA through
through Young
J. Walter
ThompBeechnut
& Rubicam.
Nov. 27 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Nov. 28-30 (11:15 p.m.-midnight) "The
Jack Paar Show," part.

film of high quality. Mr. Smith said
the company would have to provide
equipment and personnel estimated to
cost $500,000 or more for four months.
The contract provides that the company
is to keep on recording the entire trial,
or forfeit $100,000 as penalty.
Many Seek Entry ■ The Israeli government reportedly received numerous
requests from tv and motion picture
groups for permission to cover the trial
by having cameras within the court
room. In order to maintain courtroom
dignity and to avoid interference with
courtroom procedure, it was decided to
entrust the production and documentation on tape and film to one independent company.
Producer Fruchtman convinced Israeli representatives that the recording
system would not be noticeable or interfere with the dignity of the court. Cameras are to be placed on an overhead
balcony. In addition, a closed-circuit
tv system will be set up for news representatives who are not able to crowd
into the courtroom.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1910

NEW
15
FM

KW

BROADCAST

TRANSMITTER
It is news when a manufacturer becomes first in the industry to introduce a
high power FM Transmitter whose very first production unit operates perfectly and without additional factory modifications and associated lost engineering time.
"Our new GEL 15 KW Transmitter, Serial Number 1, has been operating at full power . . . and is rock-steady!" wrote Mr. W. L. Dunbar, Director of Engineering of Radio KQAL-FM, Omaha, Nebraska. "It is a pleasure to work with such fine equipment!"
The GEL 15KW FM Broadcast Transmitter, Model FMT-10A, is
equipped with GEL Model FME Exciter which has been field-proven to
be reliably stable and trouble-free. The GEL Multiplex System permits
integration of the main channel and one or two sub-channels into an allocated FM channel. Interchannel cross-talk and spurious output signals are
virtually eliminated. Tuning is non-critical, adjustments stable, permitting
unattended operation in remote locations.
Intermediate and Final Power Amplifiers are conservatively designed
to attain a high degree of reliability. Forward and reflected power can be
read directly at any time. Power tubes are of the latest all-ceramic-andmetal design. Frequently consulted meters are mounted three feet from
the floor and tilted at a slight angle to facilitate reading. GEL makes
available a complete FM Line including 15KW and 1KW Transmitters,
and Exciters for converting conventional FM Transmitters to Multiplexing use.
Write to Broadcast Sales, Dept.-l,
for GEL FM Technical Bulletins
Generrl

Electronic

Lrborrtories,
Inc.
18 AMES STREET, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS
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FANFARE
From pills to Dilly Beans
Dilly Beans are selling pills these days.
Leonard Bergman, proprietor of a
drug store on Vanderbilt Ave. in New
York, heard some of the "far out" 60second spots on WQXR New York, and
decided a "Dilly Bean Recital" might
be just the thing to drum up business.
The druggist called the Papert, Koenig,
Lois, agency for the "crisp green beans
politely pickled in vinegar and dill"
(Broadcasting, Sept. 12), and solicited
tapes of the spots. Then he called Park
& Hagna, makers of the beans, and
ordered 30 cases at the wholesale price.
Next he hired four models from the
Rice McHugh model agency to carry
sandwich boards and offer sample Dilly
Beans to passersby.
Success? On Nov. 16, the day after
the "concert" Mr. Bergman estimated
business was 45-50% above normal.
'Romper Room' tours Idlewild
Joan Thayer, star of the daily Romper
Room program on WNEW-TV New
York, expected more than 1,000 preschool age younsters to be on hand at
Idlewild Airport Saturday (Nov. 19)
for a specially-arranged tour of American Airlines' facilities. Educational as-

7 HE SABBATH

Whole lotta drinkin' goin' on in Steubenville
Enjoying their free WSTV java:
The coffee and doughnuts were on
(seated, 1 to r) John J. Laux, WSTV
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, when the
executive vice president and general
station celebrated its 20th anniversary.
manager; Samuel S. McCormack,
Billing the celebration as "the world's
mayor of Steubenville; Roy Lancaster,
largest coffee break" the station made
WSTV sales manager; (standing, 1 to
arrangements to serve refreshments
for all comers at 10 lunchcounters of r) Robert P. Anathan, local department store official and Joseph M.
downtown Steubenville stores and
Troesch,
of WSTV-TV.
restaurants for a one-hour period.

pects of the day's program (2:30-5:30
p.m.) were to be stressed by Miss Thayer. American Airlines planned to take
the children and their parents on a
sightseeing tour of the airport, including
inspection of Boeing 707's, and offered
to contribute photos of the 707 and "doit-yourself" cardboard replicas of the
plane. Autographed photos of the
Romper Room hostess were to be given
away, as were other souvenirs.

is Christian . . .

Seventh-day
Adventists

Drumbeats...
observe the seventh-day Sabbath not
because it is Jewish but because it is Christian.
Christ observed it, stressed its value for His
followers. He is identified as the Lord of
Creation — when the Sabbath was instituted.

Christianity is not a latter-day "religion" —
it spans all the ages

Free: I^S-page,
thumb- indexed,
bound, background
reference leatherettevolume on
the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
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Office
Write: Adventist
WashingtonPublic
12, D.Relations
C.
RAndolph 3-0800

Life in Pa. ■ The Wilkes Barre-Hazelton, Pa., market is surveyed in a new
study prepared by Avery-Knodel Inc.,
New York, for distribution to adverand agencies. Titled
WilkestisersBarre-Hazelton
..."WILK
a newof
look ... a better buy," the report
analyzes WILK as to coverage, faciliciency.ties, programming, personalities, management, merchandising and cost effiStrike ■ When a new bowling alley
offered to turn over all proceeds from
bowling all day for a week to the
United Appeal, CFPL London, Ont.,
helped promote the fund raising by
broadcast all day from the bowling
alley for five days of the week. Special
bowling games were arranged with
teams of politicians and civic officials
of London and nearby communities.
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FATES

& FORTUNES
Louis K. Fuller joins Mathisson &
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
Assoc., Milwaukee, as timebuyer in
Dr. Carl H. Rush,
radio-tv department. Robert P. Geary
in research departappointed radio-tv director, succeeding
ment of Ted Bates &
Jack Severson who becomes ownerCo., N. Y., elected
manager of WCUB Manitowoc, Wis.
vp. Dr. Rush, who
Julian Field resigns as senior vp and
will also serve on
assistant to president in creative development of Lennen & Newell, N. Y.
agency's research policy committee, was
Before joining agency 5 years ago, Mr.
with Standard Oil Co.
Field was vp of William Esty, N. Y.,
Dr. Rush
of New Jersey for
and Grey Adv., that city. He also
four years, before joining Bates in 1959.
served on creative staff of Ted Bates &
Co.
Jerome Cowle, creative director at
David E. Guerrant, executive vp at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago, elected
John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, elected
vp.
president, succeeding Mr. Shaw, who
Edwin F. Wilson, vice chairman of becomes board chairman. George A.
media planning unit at McCann-ErickWilcox, formerly associate media suson, N. Y., retires at end of year after
pervisor at Leo Burnett Co., named vp
40-year career at agency.
and media director; Stuart H. Berg,
formerly radio-tv commercial producer
John M. Cody, manager of Hollyat Kenyon & Eckhardt, radio-tv prowood office of Grant Adv., joins Coleduction director; Frank Zioncheck,
Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills, Calif.,
Keyes, Madden & Jones, assistant proas vp. Joe Denker, account executive
duction director; Maydawn Murray,
on Dodge Dealer account at Grant,
Campbell-Mithun, assistant radio-tv
joins CFR as account supervisor. Both
manager; Aileen Grossman, HarsheMr. Cody and Mr. Denker will work
Rotman, pr director.
on Dodge Dealers of Los Angeles and
Orange counties account recently acNorton B. Leo apquired by CFR.
pointedsupervisor
vp and for
account
Albert Kandall Burwinkle, formerly
Fletcher Richards,
vp and art department head at Grant
Calkins & Holden,
Adv., N. Y., joins Geyer, Morey, MadN. Y. He has been
den & Ballard, that city, as art director.
on Remington Rand
David B. Tolins Jr., formerly manelectric shaver acager of advertising and merchandising
count for past three
Mr. Leo
at Sylvania Electric Products Co.,
years. He began adSemiconductor Div., joins Fuller &
vertising career in 1946 with Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Smith & Ross, N. Y., as account executive on Raytheon Co., Semiconductor
Armando J. Posto and Alex G. DeDiv.
Gurian named vps at Jay Reich Adv.,
Pittsburgh.
David B. Learner, Ph.D., formerly
head of Human Factors Research
Harold B. Miller, pr director for Pan
Group at General Motors Research
American World Airlines, elected presiLabs, joins BBDO, N. Y., as assistant
dent of Public Relations Society of
director of research.
America.
Mrs. Jann Hill, formerly assistant
casting director for NBC Hollywood,
to Foote, Cone & Belding, that city, as
member of production staff of broadcast facilities.

SNEAKY
WAY TO GET OUR CHILDREN
INTERESTED IN THE FAMOUS
STORIES AND CLASSICAL MUSIC
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL O TOONS IN TOLEDO!
mm^ma^m
see pace 53
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Mrs. Jessica Persoff, formerly continuity director and operations manager
at KYA San Francisco, to Cappel, Pera
& Reid, Orinda, Calif., advertising
agency, as copywriter.
Payson Fairchild Jr., and Hayward
Thresher, join Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., as merchandising
account executives. Mr. Fairchild was
formerly account executive with Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield. Mr.
Thresher was executive brand planning
manager for Schering Drug Corp.
Ralph J. Musec, formerly of Farmers Mutual Insurance Co., St. Louis,
joins Gardner Adv., that city, as office
manager.
David L. Eynon, formerly writerdirector at Mel Richman Inc., Philadelphia, joins N. W. Ayer, that city,

X

RADIO
for
New
KBIGadvertisers.
minutes "click"
persuasive
personalities
like Joe Niagara,
Jim O'Leary, and Bob
Gage pack
sales
powermore
into every
commercial.
Quote: Alpine Cooler
campaign on KBIG an
unqualified success . . .
20% sales increase . . .
no other
advertising used.

Quote: Response to
Arrowhead-Puritas Water
campaign
immediate onandKBIG
unmistakable . . . proves
So. Calif, listens
alertly to KBIG.
Use KBIG, Radio Catalina
... the economical
sales force for all
Southern California . . .
740 kc/10,000 watts.
mm

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HollywoodRepresentative:
3-3205
National
Weed Radio Corp.
WHIP THE HAZARD OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU handle
No. our
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after
No. 3 with
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City\ Mo.
New
York. Chicago,
107 William
175 W. San100Francisco.
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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BROADCASTING qualifies for membership in Audit Bureau of Circulations
and Associated Business Publications
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Peter

W.

Allport

elected

Peter W. Allport (at right), formerly executive vice president of
Assn. of National Advertisers, was
elected president Nov. 14 at the
ANA's annual convention in Hot
Springs, Va. He succeeds Paul West,
who died last May.
Roger H. Bolin (center), advertising director of Westinghouse
Electric Corp., was elected ANA
copy department. William G. Taylor
joins agency as director of information
services, while Thomas J. Raser III,
formerly of General Electric Co., added
to Ayer's plans-marketing department.
Toby Sacher joins copy department
of Los Angeles office of BBDO. He
formerly was senior copywriter with
Cunningham & Walsh, San Francisco.
Les Sholty, account supervisor at
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Hollywood, resigns to open his own advertising-pr
firm, Les Sholty Adv., at 1601 N.
Gower St., Hollywood.
THE MEDIA
Robert E. Kelly, station manager,
commercial manager and film buyer of
KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif., elected
president of KCRA Inc., licensee of
KCRA-AM-FM-TV. Jon S. Kelly, local sales manager of KCRA-TV, becomes general manager. Robert and
comes general manager. They succeed
their late father, Ewing C. Kelly
(Broadcasting, Nov. 7).
Edward R. Tabor, general manager
of KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., promoted to executive vp of Bakersfield
Broadcasting Co. which owns station.
104 (FATES & FORTUNES)

president

of ANA

board chairman. He has pioneered
many advertising practices including
the first network tv sponsorship of
NCAA college football in 1951, national sponsorship of pro football in
1953, and Westinghouse sponsorship
of the national political conventions
and the campaign.
John Veckly (left), U. S. Steel
advertising director, was elected vice

Charles F. Mallory, member of station's
sales staff, appointed sales manager.
William Crawford, formerly with
WOR New York, becomes general
manager of WDRC-AM-FM Hartford,
Conn.
Ford Robertson appointed general
manager of KBUY Amarillo, Tex.
Other appointments: Ralph Cercy to
commercial manager; Al McKinley, to
program director.
Bernie Whitaker, regional sales manager at WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C, promoted to national sales manager. Del
Carty succeeds Mr. Whitaker as regional sales manager.
Eric Bose, account executive and
sports director at WSAI Cincinnati, promoted to local sales manager.
McElroy honored
Neil McElroy, board chairman of
Procter & Gamble, has been selected for 1960 Public Service
Award of The Advertising Council. The presentation will be made
tomorrow (Nov. 22) at the annual awards dinner, Hotel Plaza,
New York.

chairman of the ANA board. He
had been treasurer and has served
on the ANA board since 1958.
Mr. Allport joined the ANA staff
in 1945, becoming executive vice
president last May. He edited ANA
news publications, became director
of press relations, served as secretary of several ANA committees and
became secretary of the association
in 1951. He was named assistant
to the president in 1955 and vice
president in 1958.
Five new board members were
elected: G. A. Bradford, General
Electric Co.; Thomas B. McCabe
Jr., Scott Paper Co.; Edward E.
Rothman, Ford Motor Co. and
Gene Wedereit, Chemetron Corp.
K. L. Skillin, Armour & Co., was
re-elected to the board.
Continuing as directors are Max
Banzhaf, Armstrong Cork Co.;
Norbert A. Considine Jr., Blue Bell
Inc.; Melvin S. Hattwick, Continental Oil Co.; Stanley W. Koenig, Olin
Mathieson Chemical Corp.; R. S.
Lowell, U. S. Plywood Corp.; John
T. Morris, F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co.; Harry F. Schroeter, National Biscuit Co.; Douglas L. Smith,
S. C. Johnson & Sons, and R. G.
Stolz, Brown Shoe Co.
Jack Sholar, formerly local and regional sales manager of WSPA-TV
Spartanburg, S. C, named manager of
WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.
Howard Finch appointed program
manager of KTRK-TV Houston. He
has been personality at station. Wayne
Thomas named production director.
Jerry L. Luquire appointed program
director of WKBC-FM North Wilkesboro, N. C. He formerly was news director of WSOC Charlotte, N. C.
Brad Lacey, appointed program director at WMYR Ft. Myers, Fla., succeeding Mark Brooks who accepts similar position at WHEW West Palm
Beach, Fla. (sister station of WMYR).
Joe Buerry, disc jockey at WMYR,
named sales manager.
Bob Fishman, formerly account executive at WCCC Hartford, Conn., to
WAMS Wilmington, Del., as commercial sales manager.
Ralph Dawson, national sales manager of WXYZ-TV Detroit, appointed
manager of station's newly-formed
taped commercial department.
Marvin Gottlieb, formerly sales manager of WOKO Albany, N. Y., to
KQV Pittsburgh as account executive.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

Russ Jondreau joins KDAY Los
Angeles as sales promotion manager.
Ted J. Gray Jr., formerly on sales
staff of WBLT Bedford, to WSLS Roanoke, both Virginia, in similar capacity.

of KARK-AM-TV Little Rock, Ark.,
and Douglas Romine, new executive
vice president for the stations, were incorrectly identified in the photos published in Fates & Fortunes Nov. 7.

Dave Matson joins WFMD Frederick, Md., as announcer. He was cameraman at WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
Stelio Salmona, former newscaster
at WADS Ansonia, joins WAYZ New
Haven, both Connecticut, as assistant
news director.

Michael Blow appointed editorial director, CBS corporate information
staff, New York. He formerly was assistant book editor at American Heritage Publishing Co.
Phil Johnson appointed news director of WCSH Portland, Me. He has
been on staff of WCSH-TV.
Tom Burrows, operations director at
KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted to
staff director.
David T. Dewey appointed promotion
director of WEAV-AM-FM Plattsburgh, N. Y. He was account executive and staff announcer at WJBR Wilmington, Del.
Robert 0. RunnerStrom appointed managing director of
WBOY - AM - TV
Clarksburg, W. Va.
He formerly was vp
of WMBD
Inc.
(WMBD - AM - TV
Peoria, 111.) Before
Mr. Runnerstrom
that, he was vp, secretary and director of WLOK Inc.
(WLOK Lima, Ohio).

Champaign, 111., as newsman. Other
additions: Bob Daniels to weathercaster; Gilbert Sorenson to director;
Daniel Mueller and Philip Brown,
both as cameramen.

Mr. Romine

Mr. Barton

Malcolm M. Burleson, chief engineer of WTTG (TV) Washington,
D. C, named director of engineering
at Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.,
that city.
Frank G. King, national sales manager of KTVU (TV) Oakland-San
Francisco, elected vp of San FranciscoOakland Television Inc., licensee of
KTVU. Stoddard P. Johnston, sales
executive and stockholder, elected assistant secretary.
Connie Kaye appointed director of
pr
and promotions for WXIX-TV Milwaukee.
Donald Scott joins WCHU

(TV)

Gordon Soltau, formerly professional
football star with San Francisco 49's,
joins KFRC, that city, as host of weekly sports program.
Sanford Markey, public affairs director of KYW Cleveland, re-elected
president of Cleveland press club.
Walter Dixon, WABI Bangor, elected
president of Maine Assn. of Broadcasters. Paul Huber, general manager
of WRKD Rockford, named vp. Norman Gallant, general manager of
WFAU Augusta, elected secretarytreasurer.
William Travis, formerly at WJJD
Chicago, and Jack Hughes of KROC
Rochester, Minn., join The Branham

Barry D. Stigers, formerly with
WSET Glens Falls, N. Y., to promotion director of WPIC Sharon, Pa.
George Sperry, formerly with
WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa., to WGRAM-FM-TV Syracuse, N. Y., as manager of promotion.
Paul Battisti, assistant general manager of KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., promoted to general manager, succeeding
James Hayden, who joins KBAK-TV,
that city, as account executive.
Robert Norvet, director of tv film
production for MGM, named director
of film production operations for CBSTv, Hollywood. He will coordinate production currently under way at Paramount, MGM and General Service
Studios.
John Vrba, sales vp of KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, and Russel Woodward,
executive vp of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, N. Y., elected co-chairmen of
Television Bureau of Advertising sales
advisory committee. They succeed
John Dickinson of Harrington, Righter
& Parsons, and H. P. Lasker, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp.
T. K. Barton, newly-elected president
BROADCASTING, November 21, I960

New

officers elected by BPA
TV Grand Rapids, Mich.; Paul
John Hurlbut, promotion manWoodland, WGAL-AM-TV Lanager of WFBM-AM-TV Indianapcaster, Pa.; Doug Duperrault,
olis (center in photo), has been
WFLA-AM-TV Tampa, Fla.; Caley
elected president of the Broadcast
Promotion Assn., succeeding Gene
Augustine, WIIC-TV Pittsburgh.
Godt, KYW-TV Cleveland. FlankTwo year directors: Kenneth Cherning Mr. Hurlbut are (1) Harvey
in, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; Kilt
Clarke, CFPL London, Ont., second
Harriss, KPRC-AM-TV Houston.
One year director: Heber E. Darton,
vp, and Don Curran (r), KTVI
WREX-TV Rockford, 111. (Also see
(TV) St. Louis, first vp. Three year
convention story, page 74.)
directors: Clark Grant, WOOD-AM105

1
I
Co., Chicago, as account executives.
Warner Rush, former general manager of WCRV Washington, N. J., joins
WGHQ Kingston, N. Y., as sales manager. Robert Reinhardt, WGSM Huntington, N. Y., moves to Herald Tribune
Radio Network outlet, WFYI Garden
City, N. Y. Warner Beardow joins
WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y„ sales staff,
while Henry Lienau, former New
Rochelle Standard-Star reporter, joins
WVIP as roving reporter.
Donald E. Lowstuter, former A. C.
Nielsen researcher, joins Mutual Broadcasting as assistant director of research.
J. Merrill Pietila, formerly account
executive at Adam Young Inc., San
Francisco, joins Forjoe & Co., that city,
as manager of western division.
Steve Mills, member of program operations staff of KABC-TV Los Angeles,
promoted to production manager.
Raymond
C.
Simms, senior account executive at
H-R Television, N.Y.,
named director of
sales promotion for
H-R Television and
Radio. Prior to joining rep firm in 1956,
Mr. Simms
Mr. Simms, for three
years, was account executive at NBC
Radio. He also was associate media
director at Erwin Wasey & Co., and
assistant manager in radio-tv timebuying department of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y. John E. Kelley, formerly account executive at CBS Spot Sales,
N. Y., joins H-R Television in similar
capacity.
Henry Schacht, farm broadcaster at
KGO San Francisco, resigns, effective
Jan. 1, 1961, to become director of information atU. of California's Div. of
Agricultural Sciences.
Steve Henry, news director at WECL
Eau Claire, Wis., re-elected president
of Wisconsin AP Radio-Tv Assn. Robert J. Bodden, general manager of
WSWW Platteville, elected vp. Austin
Bealmear, AP Wisconsin bureau chief,
continues as secretary.
Mrs. Mahala Walter joins WLUKTV Green Bay, Wis., as director of continuity.
Robert Miller, director of agricultural activities for WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, and Calvin Pigg, farm director
of WBAP Fort Worth, Tex., currently
accompanying Secretary of Agriculture
Ezra Taft Benson on trade development
tour to Far East.
Tom Ferren joins WSJM St. Joseph,
Mich., as air personality.
Walter D. Guthrie, formerly on news
staff of WPLO-AM-FM
Atlanta, to
106 (FATES & FORTUNES)

AIR elects Evans
Herbert Evans, president of
Peoples Broadcasting Stations,
was unanimously elected representative of the Inter-American
Assn. of Broadcasters (AIR) to
the United Nations at the association's Nov. 5 meeting in Santiago, Chile. (Closed Circuit,
Nov. 14).
Mr. Evans represented the
ing.
United
States at the AIR meetThe association passed a resolution re-affirming its 1959 Declaration ofDemocratic Principles.
The resolution noted the "flagrant
violations" committed against human rights in general, and against
the declaration specifically, by
the governments of Cuba, Paraguay and the Dominican Republic. AIR reiterated the "urgent
need to combat all forms of dictatorship and despotism as exemplified bythe regime which enslaves the Cuban people."
In support of the resolution,
the association affirmed that "it
is the inescapable duty ... of all,
and each, of the broadcasters on
the Continent, to place their respective stations at the service of
the cause to safeguard the principles" of the Declaration of
Democratic Principles. The Declaration was passed by the AIR
at its sixth assembly in Mexico
in October 1959.
Thirteen nations, including
Cuba, were represented at the
Santiago meeting.
WCAO-AM-FM
director.

Baltimore as news

Don Webster joins KCBS Los Angeles as editorial writer and weekend
program producer.
Jess Whipple, formerly with WSTVTV Steubenville, Ohio, to WIIC-TV
Pittsburgh as member of production
staff.
Hank Sperka joins WHLI Hempstead, New York, as announcer.
Squire Dee, formerly with WFBL
Syracuse, N. Y., to WTRL Bradenton,
Fla., as air personality.
Dick Haynes, air personality on
KLAC Los Angeles, assumes additional
duties as host of afternoon movie on
KHJ-TV, that city.
PROGRAMMING
Jonas Rosenfield Jr., supervisor of
Columbia Pictures' publicity and advertising, named vp in charge of advertising and publicity.

Phil Isaacs, formerly of Fruchtman
Theatres, Baltimore, joins International
Telemeter Co., N. Y., as director of
franchise operations, U. S. and Canada.
Arthur A. Garbade, formerly business manager of technical and film operations at NBC, to NTA Telestudios
Ltd., N. Y., as business manager.
Donald Graham, rejoins Warner
Bros. Records from C & C Distributing
Corp., San Francisco, as Western Div.
promotion manager, with headquarters
in San Francisco.
George McElrath, formerly director
of radio-tv technical operations at NBC,
joins TelePrompTer Corp., N. Y., as
manager of engineering planning and
product control.
Bruce Yarnell, singer and dramatic
actor, signed to long-term contract with
NBC-TV.
Lee Cannon appointed midwest division manager
of Television Personalities,
Chicago, in charge of
central sales syndication of Mr. Magoo
animated cartoon tv
series. He formerly
Mr. Cannon
was central division
Corp.
manager for Independent Television
Jack Haley Jr. signs with Wolper
Productions, Hollywood, as executive
assistant to David L. Wolper.
Martin Jurow, after three year absence and upon completion of two motion picture production contract at
Paramount Pictures, returns to William
Morris Agency, Beverly Hills, in executive capacity early next year.
Harry Sosnik and Bud Yorkin named
co-chairmen of 1960-61 Emmy Awards
production committee. Mr. Sosnik was
musical director for Producer's Showcase, Wide, Wide World and other NBC
specials. Mr. Yorkin was writer-director for Fred Astaire and Jack Benny
specials.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
Andrew P. Young joins Raytheon
Co., Waltham, Mass., as director of
international sales and services, relieving Donald A. Mitchell who has
been acting director in addition to his
responsibilities as director of product
and marketing planning.
Maj. Gen. Raymond
(USAF Ret.) appointed
field operations
for Philco
ernment and industrial

C. Maude
director of
Corp.'s
govgroup with

headquarters in Philadelphia.
Roger M. Daugherty appointed general manager of new Farmingdale,
N. J., plant of Reeves Instrument Corp.
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Plant manufactures broadcast transmitting equipment.
Douglas Haynes, appointed production manager of Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Dover, Del. Firm produces
precision potentiometers and resistors
for radio-tv and other electronic equipment.
Chester Jur joins Rutherford Electronics, Culver City, Calif., as sales
manager in communications division.
Previously he was with Packard Bell
Electronics as sales engineer.
J. Gilbert Nettleton Jr., formerly vp,
Northrop Corp., Hawthorne, Calif.,
elected vp, director of marketing, ITT
Federal Div., Clifton, N. J., and ITT
Labs, Nutley, N. J.
Herbert P. Michels, former engineering sales representative, New York
City-N. J., area for Foto-Video Electronics Inc., Cedar Grove, N. J., named
east coast sales manager.
Lloyd V. Berkner, president of Assoc.
Universities, N. Y., elected president
of Institute of Radio Engineers. Franz
Ollendorff, research professor at Technion-Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa, Israel, named overseas vp. J. F.
Byrne, manager of Riverside Research
Lab, Motorola, Riverside, Calif., becomes vp representing North America.
Robert M. Lovell, formerly of press
relations staff at General Electric's

Electronics Div., appointed manager —
press relations, GE Radio and Television Div.
GOVERNMENT
Pansy E. Wiltshire, FCC personnel
division staff, retires end of month after
36 years of government service. Colleagues will honor her at reception
Nov. 28.
INTERNATIONAL
Kenneth Page, general sales manager of
S. W. Caldwell Ltd.,
Toronto, promoted to
vp in charge of sales.
He joined Caldwell in
1953 as production
assistant and later became specialist in
Mr. Page
film sales.
Doc Stone of CKGM Montreal,
named disc jockey at CKEY Toronto.
Sir Ifor Evans becomes chairman of
educational advisory council of Associated-Rediffusion, London. Company
is responsible for overall planning and
guidance of educational tv for schools
in British Commonwealth.
John E. Twomey, promotion manager, information services of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, to coordinator of sales planning at Ottawa
FOR THE

RECORD

CBC headquarters. Anne Bergin, supervisor of commercial acceptance of
CBC, to supervisor of commercial acceptance policy, with headquarters at
Ottawa. Miss Bergin, who has been
with CBC since 1939, will be responsible for interpreting policy and maintenance of standards for all commercial scripts of CBC.
S. Habbersfield, formerly of CHCHTV Hamilton, Ont, to sales staff of
Stephens & Towndrow Ltd., radio station rep, Toronto.
Phil Stone, promotion director of
CHUM Toronto, elected chief barker
of Variety Club of Ontario, first broadcaster to be elected to this post in only
Variety Club in Canada.
DEATHS
Richard (Lord) Buckley, 54, comedy
monologist and tv entertainer, died
Nov. 12 in New York. He was in show
business more than 40 years and had
made many appearances on The Ed
Sullivan Show.
Upton Close, 66, news analyst for
NBC and MBS during World War II,
was killed Nov. 13 when his automobile collided with train in Guadalajara,
Mexico.
Harry H inkle, 56, secretary-treasurer
of Swift-Chaplin Productions, Hollywood tv commercial producer, died
Nov. 10 of heart attack.

_

construction cost $50,644, first year operatSTATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
ing cost $42,000, revenue $49,000. Sole
owner,
Mr. Nov.
Redfield,
is former banker.
By letter, denied petition
Announced
16.
As compiled by Broadcasting: Nov. 10 requirements.
by Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp. (WRLP,
ch. 32), Greenfield, Mass., and tv uhf
APPLICATIONS
through Nov. 16. Includes data on new
translator W74AC, Claremont) to designate
stations, changes in existing stations,
Apopka,
Fla.
Inc. 1520
applicationsented. for
hearing.
kc, 5 kw D. P. —O. Adair
addressCharities
Box 65, Maitland,
Ann. Nov.
16. Comr. Hyde dis- Fla.
Estimated construction cost $75,553,
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted
first year operating cost $60,000, revenue
waiver of sec. 3.652(a) of rules to permit
& standards changes, routine roundup.
$100,000.
Principals
Robert
station
to
identify
itself
as
Forth
WorthAdair,
Richard
P. Adairinclude
(brothers),
AgnesC.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp Dallas station. Comr. Bartley dissented
Kuhn
(sister
of
Robert
and
Richard),
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
stating:
"I would
reasonin Eleanor Adair (wife of Robert), Cristina
that station
does not
not grant
have for
studios
power, vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
Adair (wife of Richard), Fred L. Adair
Dallas." Ann. Nov. 16.
ultra
high
frequency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
(father), 16%% each. Adair Charities Inc.
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts
holds
interest
New am station
Ann. Nov.
16. in WJOB Hammond, Ind.
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
Calhoun,
Ga.— Reliable Bcstg. Co. 1500
ACTION BY FCC
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilokc, 500 mated
w D.construction
P. O. address
Box first
606. Esticycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
cost $6,000,
year
Smethport,
Pa.
—
Hamlin
D.
Redfield.
authorization. SSA — special service authoriGranted
910
kc,
1
kw
D.
P.O.
address
34
operating
cost
$25,000,
revenue
$36,000.
zation.— STA — special temporary authorizaJackson
Ave.,
Bradford,
Pa.
Estimated
Principals
include
Thurman
F.
Chitwood,
tion. SH— specified hours. * — educational.
Ann. — Announced.
New tv station
ACTION BY FCC
NEW YORK
Tulare-Visalia, Calif. — Sierra Bcstg. Inc.
Granted
(644-650
269
kw vis., uhf
186 ch.
kw 43aur.;
Ant. mc);
heightERPabove
60 East 42nd Street
s
average terrain
820 ft.
construction cost $10,000,
first Estimated
year operating
MUrray Hill 7-4242
EDWIN
TORNBERG
cost $250,000,
revenue
$300,000.
P. O.Calif.
adWEST COAST
dress 1111 Market
St., San
Francisco,
Studio and trans, location Tulare, Calif.
860 Jewell Avenue
Geographic coordinates 36° 38' 15" N. Lat.,
& COMPANY,
INC.
118° 56' 35" W. Long. Trans. G. E TT-25-A,
Pacific Grove, California
ant TY-25-C. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington,
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
FRontier 2-7475
D. C. Norwood J. Patterson, sole owner,
has interest in KSAN San Francisco. Ann.
Nov. 9.
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
WASHINGTON
EVALUATIONS
Existing tv stations
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
j
ACTIONS BY FCC
District 7-8531
Claremont Tv Inc. Claremont, N. H. —
Granted temporary authority to operate
vhf tv repeater station on ch. 9 to repeat
programs of WMUR-TV (ch. 9), Manchester, N. H.; reminded of sec. 4.732(d) rule
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STAINLESS
Supporting this multiple repeater is one of several guyed towers recently built by Stainless for
a large oil refining company. Note the design
simplicity— for least wind loading — and the guy
to tower attachments for finite twist and sway!
When your need is for a guyed or self-supporling
tower — designed to any specs — let Stainless experienced engineering staff assist you.
Ask today for your free
booklet describing many
Stainless installatio?is.

Painless,
inc.
NORTH WALES . PENNSYLVANIA
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Vern L. Kuhlman, and Paul J. Smith,
33 y3 % each.
owns manufacturing and Mr.
real Kuhlman
estate companies.
Mr.
Chitwood has interest in drug and dry
goods companies. Mr. Smith has interest
in dye company. Ann. Nov. 14.
Donalsonville,
Radio
Donalsonville.
1500 kc, 1 kwGa. D.— P.
O. address
Box
508, Adel, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$25,650, first year operating cost $27,500,
revenue $36,000. Principals include William
M. Forshee, Esther W. Shepherd, and
Donaldshee H.
Wingate,
33V3% have
each.interest
Mr. For-in
and Mrs.
Shepherd
WAAG Adel, Ga. Mr. Wingate is employe
of WAAG.
Ann. Nov. 14.
Donalsonville, Ga. — Seminole Bcstg. Co.
1500 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 386.
Estimated construction cost $20,029, first
year
operating cost
$42,000,
000. Principals
include
W. F.revenue
Fowler $50,and
John A. Dowdy, equal partners. Mr. Dowdy
owns WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. and has interest in WGRO Lake City, Fla. Mr.
Fowler
employe
Ga. Ann.is Nov.
9. of WMGR Bainbridge,
Louisiana, Mo. — Pike County Bcstrs. 1500
kc, 250 w D. P. O. address Box 72.
Union Mo. Estimated construction cost
$9,587, first year operating cost $35,500,
revenue $42,111. Principals include Leslie
P. Ware and William R. Tedrick, 50% each,
limited partnership. Mr. Ware has interests in KLPW Union, KYRO Potosi, and
KOKO Warrensburg, all Missouri. Mr.
Tedrick owns KWRT Booneville, Mo. and
has interest in KBTO El Dorado, Kan. and
KDKD Clinton, Mo. Ann. Nov. 16.
Co.Columbus,
1050 kc, 1Neb.
kw — D.E. P.G. O.Wenrick
address Bcstg.
North
Side Square, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Estimated
construction cost $39,000, first year operating rick,
cost sole
$62,000,
$71,000. in
Mr. KBOE
Wenowner,revenue
has interests
Oskaloosa,
Iowa,
and
KXFD
Nampa,
Idaho. Ann. Nov. 2.
Hinton, W. Va.— David B. Jordan. 1380
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box V, Grundy,
Va. Estimated construction cost $13,300,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$40,000. Mr. Jordan has interest in WNRG
Grundy, Va. Ann. Nov. 3.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTTR Rolla, Mo.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to 1
kw, continued nighttime operation with
250
16. w; engineering condition. Ann. Nov.
WRNB New Bern, N. C— Granted increased daytime power on 1490 kc from
250 w to 1 kw, continued nighttime operation
with
250 w; engineering condition.
Ann. Nov. 16.
WIGM Medford, Wis.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250
16. w; engineering condition. Ann. Nov.
KATI Casper, Wyo. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1400 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; remote control permitted; engineering condition. Ann. Nov. 16.
APPLICATIONS
KUKItime power
Ukiah,
dayfrom Calif.—
250 w Cpto to
1 kwincrease
and install
new trans. (1400kc). Ann. Nov. 10.
KFLJ Walsenburg, Colo. — Cp to increase
power from 1 to 5 kw, install new trans,
and change
Ann.
Nov. 16.ant. -trans, location. (1380kc).
KGHS International Falls, Minn.— Cp to
increase power from 100 w to 250 w.
(1230kc). Ann. Nov. 8.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Birmingham, Ala. — Chapman Radio & Tv
Co. Granted 96.5 mc, 55.44 kw. Ait. height
above average terrain 584.6 ft. P.O. address
725 S. 22nd St. Estimated construction cost
$18,695, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $24,000 Principals include William
and George Chapman, equal partners, who
own WCRT Birmingham. Ann. Nov. 16.
Visalia,
Calif.kw.
— AirP.O.Waves
Inc. Box
Granted
92.9
mc, 2.89
address
1429
Visalia, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$8,801,nue first
year
operating
cost
$5,000,
reve$8,000. Applicant fm will duplicate its
am outlet, KONG Visalia. Ann. Nov. 16.
Newton, N. J. — Sussex County Bcstrs. Inc.
Granted 103.7 mc, 1.634 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 144.2 ft. P.O. address
Box 243. Estimated construction cost $13,983, first year operating cost $6,450, revenue
$7,800. Fm applicant will duplicate WNNJ
Newton, N.J. Ann. Nov. 16.
Depew-Lancaster,
N. Ant.
Y. — De-Lan
Inc.
Granted
93.7 mc, 58 kw.
height above
average terrain 91 ft. P.O. address 1028

Liberty mated
Bank
Bldg., cost
Buffalo,
N. first
Y. Esticonstruction
$32,000,
year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $30,000.
Ann. Nov. 9.
♦Winston- Salem, N. C— Wake Forest College. Granted 88.1 mc, 10 w. P. O. address
Box 7405 Reynolda
Station.
Estimated
construction cost $1,615,
first year
operating
cost
$4,125.
Noncommercial
educational
station. Ann. Nov. 16.
Oakwood-Kettering, Ohio — Speidel Bcstg.
Corp. of Ohio. Granted 99.9 mc, 32 kw.
Ant. height above average terrain 120 ft.
P.O. address c/o Joe Speidel III, Box 565,
Columbia, S. C. Estimated construction
cost $3,000, first year operating cost $26,000,
revenue $30,000. Principals include Joe
Speidel
III, 90%,
Thomasand D.wife)
and Catherine
B.
Johnson
(husband
5% each.
Mr. Speidel has interest in WOIC Columbia,
WPAL Charleston, WWBD Bomberg,
WYNN Florence, all South Carolina. Mr.
Johnson
Ann.
Nov.is 9.employe of aircraft company.
Oklahoma
Okla.kw.— P.O.
KJEMaddress
Inc.
Granted 102.7 City,
mc, 29.2
515 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Estimated construction cost $11,877, first
year operating cost $6,678, revenue $7,500.
Applicant fm will duplicate programming
of KJEM. Ann. Nov. 16.
OklahomaInc.City,Granted
Okla. — Video
Independent
Theaters
101.9 mc,
3.03 kw.
P.O. address Box 1334, Oklahoma City,
Okla. Estimated construction cost $21,664,
first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$30,000. Applicant is permittee of KIHI
Tulsa, Okla. Ann. Nov. 16.
*Ripon, Wis. — Board of Trustees of Ripon
College. Granted 90.1 mc, 10 w. P.O. address
Non-commercial
educationRipon
station.College.
Ann. Nov.
9.
APPLICATION
Lynn,
Mass.
—
Best.above
Service
Inc.
101.7 mc, 1 kw. Puritan
Ant. height
average
terrain 196 ft. P.O. address 156 Broad St.
Estimated construction cost $9,750, first year
operating cost $15,000, revenue $18,000. Fm
applicant will duplicate WLYN Lynn, Mass.
Ann. Nov. 2.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATION
WNDA
Huntsville, Ala. — Cp to change
frequency
from Nov.
92.9 mc,
ch. 236. Ann.
14. ch. 225, to 95.1 mc,
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
Calif. — P.Granted
transferE.
of KDON
control Salinas,
from Richard
and Sherley
Bott to John B. Rushmer; consideration
$350,000. Ann. Nov. 16.
WPTX Lexington Park, Md.— Granted
(1) license
renewal toof Key
licenseBcstg.
and Corp.
(2) assignment
of
(WMBD
Baltimore,
Md.);
consideration
$69,000.
Ann. Nov. 16.
WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.—
Granted assignment of licenses to WMRC
Inc. (WFBC AM-FM TV Greenville, S. C,
and WORD
Spartanburg,
consideration $3,250,000.
Assignee S.is C);
controlled
by
Peace family, who also has 75% interest
in WWNC Asheville, N. C. Ann. Nov. 16.
KYCN Wheatland, Wyo., KOWB Laramie,
Wyo — Granted (1) assignment of cp of
KYCN and (2) assignment of license of
KOWB to KOWBoy Radio Inc. (Charles R.
Bell, president); consideration $65,000 and
Bell
Nov. to
16. assume $21,230 obligation. Ann.
APPLICATIONS
KPAP Redding, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
control of High Fidelity Stations Inc. from
P. Dalporto and Victor Milnes, 40% each,
and James R. Hampton, 20%, to James R.
Hampton, Paul N. Bowman, and David H.

THIS
IS THE KIND OF CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMING WE
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MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
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SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 16
ON AIR
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Not CPon air
Lie.
Cps.
For new stations
112
829
3,486
46
226
86
740
55
116
479
13

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 16
VHF
14
UHF
Commercial
454
81
Non-commercial
38
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
AM

Licensed (all on air)
53
CPs on air (new stations)
3,469
96
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
3,618
611
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
202
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
813
Total applications for new stations
577
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
280
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
857
Total applications for major changes
0
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
MacLaughlin, 33%% each for $33,589. Mr.
Hampton is station manager of KPAP.
Messrs. McLauglin and Bowman are equal
partners
Ann. Nov.in 16.radio sales promotion business.
WJOEment of license
Ward Ridge,
Fla. — Seeks
assignfrom Martin
J. Begley
Jr.
and Robert D. Sidwell, equal partners, to
Robert D. Sidwell, sole owner, for $5,000.
Involves dissolving of partnership. Ann.
Nov. 10.
WRMN
Elgin,Bcstg.
111. — Seeks
transfer
of control of Elgin
Co. from
J. Richard
Sutter, 34%, Joseph E. McNaughton, 31.25%,
William D. McNaughton, 18.75%, and John
T. McNaughton, 16<#, to J. Richard Sutter,
25%, liamJoseph
E. McNaughton,
40.25%,
D. McNaughton,
18.75%, and
JohnWil-T.
McNaughton, 16%, for $37,125. Ann. Nov. 10.
WEZE ofBoston,
Mass. — Bcstg.
Seeks transfer
control
Air Trails
Inc. fromof
Great Trails Bcstg. Corp. to WEZE Inc.
for $340,000. J. P. Williams, sole owner, is
executive vice president and director of
Voice of Springfield Inc., licensee of WIZE
Springfield, Air Trails Inc., licensee of
WCOL Columbus, all Ohio, and MidAmerica Bcstg. Corp., licensee of WKLO
and WEZI (TV) Louisville, Ky. Ann. Nov.
15.
KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.— Seeks assignment of license from Red River Bcstg.
Co. to Minnesota Bcstg. Co. for $3,300,000.
Minnesota Bcstg. Co. is wholly owned subsidiary of WGN111. Inc,
of WGN-AMTV Chicago,
Ann.licensee
Nov. 15.
WDAM-TV
Laurel,
Miss.
—
Seeks
of control of South Mississippi Tv transfer
Co. It
is proposed that S. A. Rosenbaum buy 50%
of stock from William S. Smylie, Margaret
G. Smylie, and Wiliam S. Smylie III, sole
owners, for $5,250 plus $75,379 debt of
corporation. South Mississippi Tv Co. will
also issue 10 new shares of stock to Marvin
Reuben and 5 new shares of stock to
Jerry P. Keith for total of $1,500. Messrs.
Reuben and Keith are employes of station.
Ann. Nov. 10.
Louis,Barrington
Mo. — SeeksCo.assignment
ofWEW
licenseSt. from
to Radio
WEW Inc. for $450,000. Radio WEW Inc.
is wholly owned subsidiary of Franklin
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WMIN St. Paul,
Minn., and owner of WLOD Pompano
Beach, Fla., KOME Tulsa, Okla., KRIB
Mason
La. Ann.City,
Nov.Iowa,
10. WWOM New Orleans,
KLMS Lincoln, Neb. — Seeks transfer of
control of Lincoln Bcstg. Corp. from Howard A. and M. Marlena Shuman (husband and wife) 38.63%, Beverly J. Gingrich 10.72%, Wilton and Marie Van Sickle
(husband and wife) 1.23%, and others, to
Howard and Marlena Shuman, 39.86%,
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

NOW

AVAILABLE

IN THE RCA LINE OF
NEW

TRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIERS

535
TV
52
FM
723
4U
217
980
66
34
100
25
7
0
320

TV
113
14
657
29
75
16
104
34
50
0 4751
2

air, but retain their
one time but are no

Beverly J. Gingrich, 10.72%, and others,
for $1,833. Ann. Nov. 10.
KMGM Albuquerque, N. M. — Seeks assignment of license from T. I. Moseley to
Holiday Bcstrs. for $190,000. Principals include Victor B. Siman, 28.5%, and Westronics Inc., 71.5%, general co-partnership.
Westronics is group headed by Gene
Schneider, president-director, and has interest in catv system in Casper, Wyo.
Mr.
is employe of KMGM. Ann.
Nov. Siman
10.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Seeks transfer
of control of Carbondale Bcstg. from
William H. Ware and Robert G. Adams Jr.,
37.3% each, and W. Stanley Buehler, 25.3%,
to William H. Ware and Robert G. Adams
Jr., equal partners, for $20,000. Ann. Nov.
15.
WJWR
Palmyra,
— Seeks
assignment of license
from Pa.
William
N. Reichard
to Radio Music Inc. for $77,000. Principals
include L. S. Alspach, E. D. Williams Jr,
Jack L. Williams, Harry M. Williams (brothers), and L. M. Williams (mother), 20%
each. All are employed at lime and gravel
company. Ann. Nov. 9.
KURV Edinburg, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of KURV Inc. from W. Lloyd Hawkins, 44%, D. A. Benton, 23%, and Norman
E. Loomis, 33%, to Magic Valley Radio Inc.
Change
corporate
control Ann.
with Nov.
no financial to
transaction
involved.
4.
KSEL
Lubbock,
Tex.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license from Lubbock Bcstrs. Ltd. to
KSEL Radio Inc. Change to corporate
form of business. Transfer of control is
sought from David R. Worley, 72.5%,
Gerald H. Sanders, 10%, H. Earl Mizell,
C. Fred Chambers, and W. D. Kennedy,
5% each, and Gilbert C. Tompson, 2.5%, to
David R. Worley, 87.9%, and Gerald H.
Sanders, 12.1%, for $40,750. Ann. Nov. 14.
KXLF-AM-TV Butte, and KXLJ-AM-TV
Helena, both Montana — Seek transfer of
control of Z Net from group headed by E.
B. Craney, 43.5% to Joseph S. Sample,
99.98%, Patricia L. Sample, (husband and
wife), .01%, and Jerome Anderson, .01%,
for $1,575,000. Z Net is parent company of
Peoples Forum of Air, licensee of KXLJ
Helena, Capital City Tv Inc., licensee of
KXLJ-TV
Helena,
Inc., licensee
licensee of
KXLF Butte,
Tv KGIR
Montana,
of
KXLF-TV Butte, and Western Montana
Associates, licensee of KXLL Missoula, all
Montana. Mr. Sample is president and
director of Montana Network, licensee of
KOOK-AM-TV Billings, Mont, and has
interest in KUEN Wenatchee, Wash. Ann.
Nov. 14.
KXLF Butte, Mont. — Seeks assignment of
license from KGIR Inc. to Garryowen
Butte Radio Inc.
Principals involved

NEW TYPE
BA-31A
PREAMPLIFIER
OR ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
for reduced
maintenance
low-noise

and

level

Here's a compact new unit
featuring complete transistor
design. This, plus stabilized
feedback has greatly reduced
noise level and distortion.
Cool operation, achieved by
low power dissipation, results
in virtually trouble-free performance and long life. Self
contained power supply. Plugin chassis for shelf mounting.
Excellent frequency response.
With added bridging volume
control, unit may be used as
a bridging
isolation amplifier. Onlyor$135.

Write to BCA, Dept. NC-22,
Building
15-1, BCA
Camden,
N.J.
Tn Canada:
VICTOB
Company Ltd., Montreal
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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ITA...
WORLD
IN EM

LEADER
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTERS
OFFERS

YOU...

ITA FM 1000 B
■ A FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT
transmitters from 10 W to 50 KW are available.
■ ON SITE INSTALLATION SERVICE
on
a "nothecharge"
basisandourtune-up
project engineers
supervise
transmitter
at installation
the site of the
installation.of each ITA
■ PROMPT DELIVERY
shipment
in 30 daysoforanyless.ITA-FM transmitter can be made
OUTSTANDING VALUE
while priced competitively ITA transmitters are
made with the finest quality standard components
and offer these "extras" —
• Remote control • Self Neutralization
• Multiplexing • Accessibility
• Modern Ceramic Tubes • Simplicity
• Reserve RF Drive • RF Power Cutback
For detailed
information
mit ers cal collect
or writeon us.any of our FM trans-

A

TRANSMITTERS
INDUSTRIAL ENN
AND ANT AS, INC.

LANSDOWNE, PA.
110 (FOR THE RECORD)

PHONE: CL 9-8200

Joseph S. Sample, 99.8%, Patricia L. Sample, .1% derson,
(husband
and wife),
An.1%. Change
to newJerome
corporate
business with no financial transaction involved. This application is contingent upon
grant of application for transfer of control
of Z tion
Netfor transfer
to Josephof S.control
Sample.
to Applicabe filed
with FCC. Ann. Nov. 4.
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont.— Seeks assignment of license from Tv Montana to Garryowen Butte T.V. Inc. Principals involved
Joseph S. Sample, 99.8%, Patricia L. Sample, .1% (husband and wife), and Jerome
Anderson, .1%. Change to new corporate
business with no financial transaction involved. This application is contingent on
grant of application for transfer of controltion ZtoNet
to Joseph
S. Sample.
Applicabe filed
with FCC.
Ann. Nov.
4.
KXLJ-AM-TV Helena, Mont.— Seeks assignment of license from Joseph S. and
Patricia L. Sample (99.9%) to Helena Tv
Inc. for $300,000. Principals include W. L.
and Genevieve R. Piehl, 36.76%, and others.
Mr.
ances.Piehl owns company that sells appliThis application is contingent upon grant
of application for transfer of control of
Z Net to Joseph S. Sample, et al. Z Net
is
Air,parent
presentcompany
licensee ofof People's
KXLJ, andForum
Capitalof
City
Tv
Inc.,
present
licensee
of
KXLJ-is
TV. Application for transfer of control
to be filed with FCC. Ann. Nov. 4.
KOOK-AM-TV
Mont.—
Seek
transfer
of control Billings,
of Montana
Network
from Joseph S. Sample, 99.72%. Patricia L.
Sample, .14%, and Jerome Anderson, .14%,
to Garryowen
Joseph S. Sample,Bcstg.
.14%, System,
Patricia 99.58%,
L. Sample,
.14%, and Jerome Anderson, .14%. Change
to corporatesideration
control
coninvolved. with
Ann. no
Nov.financial
4.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Federal Aviation Agency, Department of Army and Department of Navy for clarification or enlargement of issues in proceeding on application of M & M Bcstg. Co., for mod. of cp
to increase ant. height of WLUK-TV (ch.
11) , Marinette, Wis., from 980 ft. to 1,310 ft.,
make
equipment
ERP. Ann.
Nov. 16.changes and reduce vis.
■ By order, commission made effective
May 26 supplemental initial decision, as
modified, and granted application of Radio
Americas Corp. to change facilities of WORA
Mayaguez, P. R., from 1150 kc, 1 kw, unl..
to 760 kc, 5 kw, unl. Ann. Nov. 16.
■ Following stations were granted SCA to
engage in multiplex operation: KMMK Little
Rock, Ark.; KSFR Fresno, Calif.; WRNW
Mount
ville. Pa.Kisco,
Ann. N.Nov.Y., 16.and WPPA-FM Potts■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition for reconsideraby Stevens-Wismer
Bcstg. in
Inc.,dockets
removedet
from tionconsolidated
proceeding
al., and granted its application to increase
daytime power of WLAV Grand Rapids,
Mich., from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on ditions.
1340Ann.kc,
Nov.25016.w-N; engineering con■ By order,mediately
commission
made decision
effective and
imSept. 28 initial
granted applications of Laramie Bcstrs. for
am station to operate on 1490 kc, 100 w, unl.,
in Laramie, Wyo. and Boulder Radio KBOL
Inc., to increase daytime power of KBOL
Boulder, Colo., from 250 w to 1 kw, conoperationAnn.
on 1490
Craven tinued
absent.
Nov. kc,16. 250 w-N. Comr.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission
16 directed
tion of documenton Nov.
looking
toward preparadenying
petition by Greater Boston Tv Corp. requesting Commission to appoint trustee to
take over financial operation of WHDH-TV
(ch. 5),
Boston, Mass.,
pending commission's
16.
final
determination
in proceeding.
Ann. Nov.
■ Commission
on
Nov.
16
directed
tion of document looking toward preparagranting
application
of for
Richard
C. Simonton,
d/b asto
Telemusic Co.
new class
B fm station
operate on 95.1 mc in San Bernardino, Calif.
May
initialNov.
decision
action.26 Ann.
16. looked toward this
INITIAL DECISIONS
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issued initial decision looking toward grantapplicationfrom
of Donze
Enterprises Mo.,
Inc., to
moveing KSGM
Ste. Genevieve,
to
Chester, 111., continued operation on 980
kc,
w, DA-N,
Ann.500Nov.
15. unl.; engineering condition.
■ Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
issueding initial
decision
looking
application
of Mark
Twaintoward
Bcstg.grantCo.,
for renewal of license of KHMO Hannibal,
Mo. Ann. Nov. 15.

OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission amended its rules to implement, as far as broadcast services are concerned,
September 13 changes in Communications
Act which
1. Eliminate present requirement for sec.
309(b) (so-called McFarland) letters of
notification prior to designation for
hearingures, andandestablish
present "protest"
procedpre-grant
cedure for handling new
objections,
and pro2. Require, under new sec. 311(a), applicants for new stations or for major
changes in existing stations to give local
notice of filing of such applications and
similar notice if there for hearing.
Ruleber 12,changes
will become
effective
Decemdate when
amendments
to act
also
become effective.
New rules will apply pre-grant procedure
to broadcast applications, except transfers
and assignments, pending as of December
12 which have not been designated for hearing. This means that commission will not
act on such applications for period of at
least 30 days thereafter and. during that
time, parties in interest may file petitions to
deny such applications but they would not
be subject to protest after grant. Petitions
for reconsideration of grants made without
hearing must show good cause why matters
could not have been raised prior to grants.
Local notice
be required
cations filedwould
beforenotDecember
12. of appliNew cation
rules
require
local
newspaper
at least twice week for two publiweeks
immediately following filing of application
for new station or for major change in existing station, and also if and when such applications are designated for hearing. In
case of application for modification, assignment, transfer, or license renewal of operatingticestation,
also require
that no-in
of samenewbe rules
broadcast
over station
question. Ann. Nov. 16.
■ By notice of proposed rulemaking, commission invites comments to conflicting proby (1) Leo
P. Gorman
"h.
7 from posals
Colais,
Maine,
and assignto itHele+"
to Bangor, and (2) University of Maine to reserve
for educatonal use chs. 10 in Augusta, 7 in
Calais and 10 in Presque Isle, which are now
allocated to those cities for commercial use.
Bates College now controls Pine Tree Telecasting Corp., permittee of station WPTT on
ch. 10 in Augusta, which it intends to operate
entirely as educational station and has no
objection to educational reservation; chs. 7
in Calais and 10 in Presque Isle are not applied for. In their respective petitions, Mr.
Gorman stated that he and associates would
apply for commercial use of ch. 7 in Bangor,
and university asserted that requested reservations, in addition to ch. *12 presently reserved in Orono, will make possible a statewide educational network reaching 98 perof Maine's ofpopulation.
In determining
what centallocation
channels would
best serve
public interest, commission must take into
account likelihood that particular channel
assignment will in fact be utilized, and parties are requested to submit in their comments most specific and detailed information
possibletions forconcerning
their plans
and preparause of channels
in which
they are
interested. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann. Nov. 16.
■ By report and order, commission granted
petition by Alliance of Tv Film Producers
Inc., to extent of waiving, until covering
rules are
adopted,
announcement requirements of sec.
317 of Communications
Act, as
amended September 13, with respect to
filmed or recorded programs which have
been or will be distributed for tv broadcast
use, irrespective of production date of such
programs. Ann. No. 16.
■ By report and order, commission depetitionandby terminated
United Electronics
Labra-on
tories niedInc.,
proceedings
its proposal to add ch. 32 to Louisville, Ky.,

SOMETHING

REFRESHING IN

TV FARE FOR CHILDREN!!!!
THIS IS WHAT THEY SAID ABOUT
MEL-O-TOONS IN TOLEDO!
■H^B
SEE PACE 53
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
Sales
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Service

Directory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

MERL SAXON

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE
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and make other uhf ch. shifts. There does
not now appear to be any need or demand
for additional uhf ch. in that city. Comr.
Hyde absent. Ann. Nov. 16.
■ By order, commission extended for additional three months — from Dec. 1, 1960 to
Feb. 28, 1961 — effective date of rules requiring tv stations
to have monitors
type-approved
frequency and modulation
at station
whenever transmitter is in operation, and
amended sec. 3.690(a) and 3.691(a) of rules
to reflect new date. Comr. Hyde absent.
Ann. Nov. 16.
■ Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Dec. 15 and
16:
Tv application of Fisher Bcstg. Co. and
Tribune Publishing Co., for ch. 2 in Portland, Ore.; WOOD Bcstg. Inc., to change
trans, location of WOOD-TV (ch. 8), Grand
Rapids, Mich.; Suburban Bcstg. Co., (WVIP)
Mount Kisco, N. Y.; Charles J. Lanphier,
Golden Valley, Minn.; Eider C. Stangland,
Shelton, Iowa; and Minnesota Radio Co.,
Hopkins-Edina, Minn.; WJIV Inc. (WJIV)
Savannah, Ga.; Madison County Bcstg., TriCities Bcstg. Co., and East Side Bcstg. Co.,
Granite City, 111.; and Coast Ventura Co.
(KVEN-FM) Ventura, Calif. Ann. Nov. 16.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
■ Granted petition by Telemusic Co. and
extended to Nov. 14 time to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on application of American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
Inc.Nov.(KABC-FM)
Los Angeles,
Calif. Action
10.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 18 time to file reply to
petition by Interurban Bcstg. Corp., Laurel,
Md., for review in proceeding on am applications of S & W Enterprises Inc., Woodbridge, Va., et al. Action Nov. 10.
■ Granted petition by Sunbeam Tv Corp.
and extended to Dec. 5 time to file replies to
exceptions to initial decision in reopened
proceeding on applications of Biscayne Tv
Corp. (WCKT) East Coast Tv Corp., South
Florida Tv Corp., and Sunbeam for new tv
stations to operate on ch. 7 in Miami, Fla.

Action Nov. 10.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 28 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on am
application
of WPGC
side, Md. Action
Nov. Inc.
10. (WPGC) Morning■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 21 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
application of Suburban Bcstrs. for new fm
station in Elizabeth, N. J. Action Nov. 10.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 23 time to file exceptions to initial decision in Perrine-South
10.
Miami,
Fla., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action Nov.
By Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
■ Scheduled following hearings on dates
shown: Dec. 12: am applications of Bernalillo Bcstg. Co., Albuquerque, N. M., et al;
Dec. 13: Walterboro
Radiocasting Co.
(WALD) Walterboro, S. C, and Altamaha
Bcstg. Co. (WBGR) Jessup, Ga.; Dec. 14:
Coastal Bcstg. Co. (WLAT) Conway, S. C;
Dec. 15: Middle Tennessee Bcstg. Co.
(WKRM)
Columbia, Tenn., et al. Action
Nov.
9.
■ Granted petition by Skyline Bcstrs. Inc.
and continued Nov. 14 hearing and further
prehearing conference to date to be determined in proceeding on its application
and that of Earl McKinley Trabue for new
am stations in Klamath Falls and Myrtle
Creek, both Oregon. Action Nov. 10.
■ Denied petition by Mesa Microwave Inc.
to dismiss without prejudice its applications
for fixed radio stations 10 miles NW of Lake
City, 6 miles east of Madison and 2.5 miles
south of Monticello, Fla.; dismissed application with prejudice. Action Nov. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ On own motion, continued Nov. 18 hearing to date to be determined at prehearing
conference to be held on that date in proceeding on am applications of Washington
Broadcasting Co. (WOL) Washington, D. C,
et al. Action Nov. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau

Collins — the perfect answer to automatic tape programming
and a first step toward complete station automation. Just insert
the tape cartridge, push one button, and the program is on the
air, on cue. Automatic tape programming with Collins equipment means perfection in recording and playback. Its quality is
absolutely unmatched by any cartridge tape unit — anywhere.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
• CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA • DALLAS. TEXAS • B URBAN K , CALIFORNIA

syllable-separating start and stop time of less than 0.7 second • 7'A inch per second tape speed •
frequency response ±2 db, 70-12,000 cps • less than 0.2% rms wow and flutter • programming
segments from 1 second to 31 minutes • remote control of three playback units and record/playback system available. For information contact your Collins broadcast sales engineer or write direct.
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and extended from Nov. 18 to Dec. 15 to file
proposed findings and from Dec. 20 to Jan.
13, 1961
replies
in Lake Action
Charles-Lafayette, La.,for
tv ch.
3 proceeding.
Nov. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted requests by Montana Microwave
and protestant Capital City Tv Inc. (KXLJTV) Helena, Mont., and continued indefinitely Nov. 15 prehearing conference in proon applications
Montana
Microwave forceedingcps
to extend of
present
microwave
system
from
Missoula
to
Helena.
Action
Nov.
9.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 22 in remand proceeding on application
of James J. Williams for new am station in
Williamsburg, Va. Action Nov. 8.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 1bertin Muschel,
proceeding
on applications
of HerIndependent
Bcstg. Co.,
and
New Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations in New
York, N. Y. Action Nov. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ On request by counsel, directed that
Cookeville Bcstg. Co., Cookeville, Tenn.,
need not file proposed findings in dockets et
al. Action Nov. 8.
■ Granted motion by Mark Twain Bcstg.
Co. and corrected in various respects tranin proceeding
its application
for
renewalscript of
license of on
KHMO
Hannibal, Mo.
Action Nov. 9.
■ Scheduled further prehearing conference
for group II of consolidated am proceeding
in dockets et al (Mid- America Bcstg. System
Inc., Highland
Action
No. 10. Park, 111., et al) for Nov. 22.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 10
WFAA Dallas, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp
to increase ERP to 47 kw and install new
WRVRof cp(FM)
New York,ant.N.height
Y.— Granted
mod.
to decrease
to 440
ft.; change type trans, and type ant. and
make trolchanges
ant system;
remote
conpermitted; inwithout
prejudice
to such
further action as may be warranted with
respectandto hearing
pendingin petitions
ment
dockets. for rearguActions of November 9
WWML Portage, Pa. — Granted license for
am station.
WAXU Georgetown,
— Granted
license
covering
increase in Ky.
power,
installations
DA-D, changes in ant. and ground systems,
installation
new trans.,
change ant.
-trans,
and studio location
and deletion
of remote
control.
WIZZ Streator, III. — Granted license covering changes in DA patterns.
WTRN
Tyrone,permit
Pa. — Granted
license to
cover expired
which authorized
change
of
facilities,
installation
of new
trans.
■ Granted STA for following repeater
stations: Town of Alma, ch. 8, Alma, Park
County,
Colo.Tribe,
(KOA-TV,
4, Denver,
Colo.); Zuni
ch. 11,ch.Zuni
Pueblo,
N. M. (KOB-TV, ch. 4, Albuquerque,
N. M.); merce,Emmetsburg
Chamber
of
chs. 10 and 7, Emmetsburg Comand
immediate vicinity, Iowa (KGLO, ch. 3,
Mason City and KTIV, ch. 4, Sioux City,
both
Iowa);
ForkAriz.
Recreation
Assn.3,
Inc., ch.
8, AshAshFork,
(KTVK, ch.
Phoenix,
Ariz.);
Flaming
Gorge
Community Tv, chs. 2, 4 and 6, Manila and Dutch
John, both Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5, KUTV,
ch. 2, KCPX, ch. 4, all Salt Lake City,
Utah); Cedar Mountain Tv Assn., chs. 11,
Upper
Southfork,bothandWyoming
13, Cody,(KGHL,
Northfork
and Southfork,
ch.
8,
Billings,
Mont.);
Moapa
Valley
Tv
Maintenance District, chs. 9 and 7, Overton,
Nev.
(KSHO-TV,
ch.
13
and
KLRJ-TV,
ch. 2, both Las Vegas, Nev.; Philip Tv
Assn., chs. 13 and 9, Philip, S. D. (KOTATV, ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D., and KPLOTV, ch.trict,6,chs. Reliance,
D.); Carlin
Dis11 and 9,S.Carlin,
Nev. Tv
(KOLO,
ch. 8, Reno, Nev. and KSL-TV ch. 5, Salt
Lake City, Utah); Meeteetse Community
Tv, ate
chs. 12Wyo.
and (KGHL,
9, Meeteetse
ch. 8 and
and immediKOOK,
ch. 2, area,
Billings, Mont.).
WSTR
Sturgis,
Mich.
—
Granted
covering changes in ant. system. license
WEPM-FM Martinsburg, W. Va. — Granted
license covering installation of new trans.
WHBF-FM Rock Island, 111.— Granted
license covering increase in ERP; ant.
height;tion new
change
installa-in
trans, inandtrans,
ant. location,
and changes
ant. system.
Continued on page 119
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

publication date.)
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20(i per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
transcriptions, photos,
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please).forAlltheir
custody or return.
etc sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility
RADIO

Help Wanted — Management
N.W.
Station manager wanted. Proposed
lOkw daytimer. Expect action soon. Base
backhave
Must
$750 plus commission.
nt in competimanagemesober.
ground successful
mar, clean This
dependableFine,
area. Be growing.
tivemedium,
place for
ket
proposed
Owners
college.
schools,
family, have businesses of 25 years standing.
station
backing. Wonderful opporStrong tunityfinancial
for permanent, aggressive family man
Box 691C, BROADbusiness.
his
knows
who
CASTING.
Manager, dependable, sober Milwaukee
County, new FM, strong sales programming
as AM, well financed opening 90 days, real
opportunity.
References. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.
Manager — heavy on sales — for new eastern
500 watt daytime radio station. State full
background,
CASTING. references. Box 931C, BROADSales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. Opportunity to advance to sales manager with considerable salary increase. Box
502C. BROADCASTING.
Top-rated station in Little Rock, Arkansas —
has opening
salesman
management
potential. 30-40,
married.withGuarantee
moving
expenses, rapid advancement for producer.
Area applicants favored. Send resume, photo,
first letter. Box 704C, BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman with drive and imagination. Guarantee plus top commission. San
Diego market. Box 739C, BROADCASTING.
If you want to live in Honolulu, Hawaii,
and are interested in making money, we are
interested in you. Station has competitive
ratings
good Write
reputation.
All BROADinformation and
confidential.
Box 812C
CASTING.
Wanted: Salesmen who can sell, country and
western station, board work optional, salary.
Box 852C, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for energetic salesman of good
character for network station in Texas
resort city. Box 891C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top St. Louis independent, multiple market. $6000 plus resume to Box 904C,
BROADCASTING.
National sales manager. 5,000 watts regional
station serving eastern agricultural market,
wants manager to contact agencies and suCASTING.pervise regional sales. Box 927C, BROADSouthern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
quaranteePrefer
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
What proposition acceptable? Phone or
write W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Salesman-new radio station-leading to sales
management. WSOR. Windsor, Conn.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sales
Swinging d.j. with 1st ticket for top station
New England radio salesmen . . . only major
excellent Michigan market. Tape, photo, releaguers
wanted
for
top
5
kw
in
major
marsume, recent earnings to Box 970C, BROADket, new ownership. Lucrative draw (based
CASTING.
on experience) against 20% commission. ApSalesman-announcer with first ticket for
ply in complete confidence to General Manager, WTYM, Springfield, Mass.
western Pennsylvania. Short board shift.
$110 persion.week
guarantee
against commis-in
Good chance
for advancement
Announcers
chain. Send resume and tape to Box 971C,
BROADCASTING.
Eastern fulltimer in metropolitan suburb
Immediate opening for announcer interested
has opening for experienced announcer.
in getting
into forsales.
Small market.
WonAdult programming, sound operation, and
derful chance
advancement
to eventual
fine local reputation in the market. If you
managership in expanding company. Prefer
are a good,
experienced,
smallattractive
market anmature man of 25 years or older. Contact
nouncer on the
way up, this
job Mel
Radio Station KSTV, Stephen5-3141.Bennett,
is for you! Box 709C, BROADCASTING.
ville,
Texas. Telephone Number Woodlawn
Immediate opening in south Florida for ambright personality
deter-in 1st class ticket — combo dj needed immediminedbitious,
by initiative.
Must dj.
be Future
interested
ately. No maintenance required. Please
send background resume and tape covering
m-o-n-e-y. No beginners. Rush tape, resume.
Box 714C, BROADCASTING.
dj and news work. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience. Will consider
new entrants to field, since opening is for
Experienced announcer wanted by Illinois night
shift. KWBB, Wichita, Kansas.
kilowatt independent adult music station for
dj work plus news gathering and writing.
Growing southern
versatile
anExcellent starting salary. Many extra benenouncer. Good paychain
and needs
opportunity
to sell
fits for mature man with proved ability. Perwith excellent commission rate. Looking for
sonal interview necessary. List age, educaa job with a future? Contact Wayne Sims,
tion, family status, detailed experience. Box
WARF, Jasper, Alabama.
718C, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced mature
Pennsylvania station in city of 25,000. At
staffer. Announce, write, do news and dj.
least 2 years commercial experience. Must
Must have good voice, be reliable and
be good board
man,
good
on
news
and
comaggressive. vancement
Growing
chain,
admercial work, have car. Excellent starting
opportunities.
Send many
tape and
salary with
regular pay
increases.
resume to WBLF, Bellefonte, Pa.
tunity to advance
in chain.
TapeOpporand
resume to Box 826C, BROADCASTING.
WDLR, Delaware, Ohio needs announcer and
announcer-engineer. New station, third in
1st phone man limited experience and voice
group. New building, all new Collins equipbeginner can fit this bill. Get your engineerment. A real opportunity. Rush tape and deing
and
voice
experience
at
a
top
flight
powtails to C. R. Taylor, 14 Campbell Street.
er station. Many extras. Located Illinois. Box
856C, BROADCASTING.
SwingingMedium
dj wanted
minimum
for 32
metro$80-?5 kw
in heart
of
Announcer-salesman to help launch new sta- hours.
Dixie. Phone or write Ed Morgan WETUtion in Winchester, Virginia. Salary plus Radio,
Amherst 5-5000. P. O. Box 453, Montcommission. Send resume and references to
gomery, Alabama.
Box 872C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted staff announcer. News, record
Experienced,
announcer
for shows, run own board. Daytimer. Send
south
Texas well-educated
network station.
Box 888C,
tape, resume, photo WNIL, Niles, Michigan.
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for announcer with
Southern 50,000 watt clear channel. Experifirst phone license. Light maintenance.
enced
individual,
enthusiastic
air
personalWSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
ity. Better than average money. Send
immediately, tape, resume and photo. Box
Announcer-dj
with good music NBC mid909C, BROADCASTING.
west affiliate. Must have experience. Work
days.
Good
salary
benefits. Send photo,
Mature announcer. Permanent position in tape and resume to plus
Ed Hout, WTRC, Elkhart,
one of southeastern Massachusetts oldest
Indiana.
stations. No rock and roll. Send tape, resume, photo and salary requirements to Creativity. The sounds that build your
Box 919C, BROADCASTING.
rating. Offering specially taped one liners
unique and professional. Over 100 original
Experienced first phone dj for swinging,
wild tracks successful in major markets.
modern northwest station. No maintenance
$10.00 cash or money order buys entire
required. Box 947C, BROADCASTING.
package. First come basis. Samples one
buck and your tape. Eastman Productions,
Florida (gulf coast). Mature top-notch production-minded morning man. Prestige 5 1836 Jackson Street, Hollywood, Florida.
kw. No rock, no belters. Top pay for real
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
air salesman.
check, tape, photo, refor good announcers throughout the S.E.
sume. Box 956C,AirBROADCASTING.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Announcer-engineer — Central Florida east
coast neer,
needs
experienced
announcer
engiemphasis on announcing. Send tape
Ga.
and resume to Box 957C, BROADCASTING.
Technical
DJ-sports.
Must bevoice
youthfully
aggressive,
yet
have mature
and professional
Chief engineer
for eastern
station. Starting salary
$110. Ohio
Replyradio
to Box
combo
CASTING.experience. Box 958C, BROAD830C, BROADCASTING.
113

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Single market
Texasclassstation
immediate openingwest
for first
ticket has
to help
announce, write copy or sell. Engineering
ability is not important. Box 854C, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for qualified engineer to do maintenance work for good single
market station. Some travel required. Box
855C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for new 500 watt DA station
in Winchester, Virginia. Some announcing.
Send resume and references to Box 873C,
BROADCASTING.
An engineer in charge situation for the
right man with three stations supervision.
In northwest. $600.00 a month wage within
8 months and additional increases thereafter. Mustnouncing.beBox 926C,
able to
do emergency anBROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Confd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production-Programming, Others

Management

Experienced, persuasive copywriter for network Texas resort City. Box 889C, BROADCASTING.
Texas station needs experienced dependable
traffic manager. Box 890C, BROADCASTING.
Creative
Copy Writer,
also market.
good in Resume,
production for excellent
Michigan
photo,
recent
earnings
to
Box
960C,
BROADCASTING.

Licensed professional engineer over 25 years
broadcasting experience desires active management
in am
and/or Northtv operation
south,participation
southwest
or Pacific
west. Can make substantial cash investment
inCASTING.
attractive proposition. Box 835C, BROAD-

Western midwest single station market
needs experienced sports-sales combination,
or sports-news director. State's number one
sports
station. Write Box 980C, BROADCASTING.

Transmitter
engineer.
#1 station,
second
market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
excellent working conditions. Opportunity
to share mobile equipment maintenance and
facilities development. Write R. D. Schneider, WIRL, Peoria, 111.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Consulting engineer. Broadcast experience
or degree. Will train qualified beginner.
Am-fm-tv allocation and field work. Resume
to: Walter
F. (See
Kean, Professional
19 E. Quincy Cards).
St., Riverside, Illinois

Newsman to set up and operate intensive
local news coverage for central Ohio station.
Send belldetails
and tape
CampSt., Delaware,
Ohio toor WDLR,
call C. R.14 Taylor,
Delaware 2-0021.
Wanted: Two experienced men. News director and announcer- dj. Mature voices,
tight production. Progressive station in collegesume.
townJohnofHeath,
10,000.WEIC,
Rush Charleston,
photo, tape,111.reOpen, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, waukee
Wisconsin.
and Chicago.Midway
Call orbetween
write MilBill
Lipman, WLIP.
Experienced spot commercial writer to write
continuity
makeyourself,
up book.
Give complete detailsandabout
references
and
samples. WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Program director
— New radio
vancement possibilities.
WSOR, station-adWindsor,
Conn.
RADIO

Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — Management

Wanted: Newsman — central California regional station is looking for expert allaround man to gather, write and air news
in authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
7V2
and reference to Box 629C, BROADCASTING.

Dynamic small-medium market manager
with
sales, program,
experience wants
firm station.
Box 766C,techBROADCASTING.
Station not doing all it should? Change
managers.
CASTING. Write me. Box 825C, BROAD-

Openingencedwith
for experiengineergood
for opportunity
5 kw day timer.
Salary
in line
with
ability.
Good
living
and working conditions in small, progressive
town.
Announcing or sales experience helpful.
Send complete resume to Box 1114, Sylva,
North Carolina.

WE

ARE
Men

LOOKING— ARE
and women

YOU?

are needed

We are one of the best broadcast operations in California and we have been scouting for months
for the right kind of people to fill several vacancies in our expanding radio, tv, fm and Muzak
operations. Sure, we are hard to please. Our standards are high.
We demand mature people with the ability to use discretion and make intelligent decisions. We
want men and women who love the broadcast field and who can creatively andi energetically take
pride in a job well done. The people we now have believe in "Doing a job" — not "Talking about
it." The people we want are always looking for a better way to do things — to improve and to grow.
If you think you are such a person and would like an ideal California medium market, (and you
are positive you want to live in California), then here is what we need: Executive-type women who
can fill positions in promotion, traffic, accounting and continuity; good announcers with 1st class
tickets; a good radio chief engineer who can announce; a hard digging newsman who can gather,
write and announce news; top flight salesmen for radio, TVA and fm. Our people are paid well.
We have many fringe benefits, including the opportunity to grow with an organization which now
includes stations, with more in the future if we can produce. Our plans include a profit sharing
pension trust and our people have security. No politics in our organization.
If you are looking for an opportunity and are willing to work hard, then give us all the information in the first letter, plus a tape if you announce, and a photograph if you want tv. Address all
replies to:
Box 978C, BROADCASTING
114

Manager — over ten years experience station
operation. Capable of handling any problem
situation, building sales and ratings. Stable,
responsible radio man with outstanding record. Available immediately for work in any
market. Write Box 900C, BROADCASTING.
Available January 1st, 1961. Successful seasoned radio and television executive-salesman, mature in thinking, agile in activity.
Former branch manager NBC, Mutual, plus
operating
of well
tive firm. head
Excellent
salesknown
record,representatop level
contacts agencies, advertisers in New York,
Detroit and Chicago. Seeking executive or
top level sales position, located in any of
above centers. Prefer medium salary or
guarantee plus good commission arrangement. Top references, family man. Box
928C, BROADCASTING.
Doubled gross in two months with creative
programming,
production
news. Can
do same for you.
Assistantandmanager,
pd,
c.e. Looking for larger market. Let me
ING. you my story. Box 939C, BROADCASTtell
Take reliability, versatility and stability;
add fifteen years experience plus a high
profit management record; conclude with
the love of mature radio plus the desire to
advance
... (P.S.
if you'd
this
man,
inquire.
first like
classmore
licenseon too).
Box 942C, BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager for small,
medium
station 15 heavy
years onexperience salesmarket
and management,
local,
regional. Thorough knowledge all phases
station operation and time sales. Interested
only in complete responsibility. Highest inING. dustry references. Box 946C, BROADCASTGeneral liever
or speculation
sales-manager.
Experienced.
Besales tapes.
37, college.
Box 954C, BROADCASTING.
Manager, expects to be available. This station had two year 1957-58 $80,000 loss. Under
my management 1959-60 two years profitable operation. My owner considering several good offers
to sell.statements
I'll show underwritfour years
comparative
financial
ing my ability. Ten year background
manager/sales
experience;
endorsement, manager
and strong
industry owner's
references. fidential.
Your interest
appreciated,
held conBox 959C, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern radio station manager permanently employed at solid money making
station, desires make change due to present
remuneration and potential advancement.
Consider
small stationsales.
management,
medium or metropolitan
Prefer partial
ownership. Box 963C, BROADCASTING.
15 years experience general/sales manager.
First class license. References-resume on
request. Box 966C, BROADCASTING.
Interested profit sharing management or
leasing opportunity.
Profit increases guarCASTING. anteed. Confidential. Box 976C, BROAD15 years experience. Station manager, program director, all phases of programming,
announcer, disc jockey. 2y2 years television,
commercial voice. Available immediately.
Family man. Box 979C, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Successful sales manager for 14 years with
one station. Desires to relocate N.Y. metropolitan area; SW; Florida or California.
Box 967C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
salesman.
man, 14no Mount
floater will settle.
SelestaFamily
Graham,
Morris Park West, New York 27, N. Y.
ATwater 9-1029.
7 years radio, which includes 2 years selling in midwest. Good dj. Prefer east. Manexperience 1362,year.
2-1240 Ave.,
after
3 p.m. or agement
Salesman,
Mt. HUProspect
Newark, N. J.
BROADCASTING, November 21, I960

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Basketball play-by-play seven years experience, finest of references. Box 747C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, chief engineer, production, program director. Directional, major market
experience. Box 784C, BROADCASTING.
Happy sounding, fast paced, top 40 dj wishes
to relocate in south or southeast. Tops in
medium market. Six years. Experienced
production, promotion, and news director.
Come and get me. Box 813C, BROADCASTING.

College educated combo man seeks future
with good station. Handle all shifts, reads
well, runs good board, has first phone.
$100.00. Box 953C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experience, married want to
settle down-dj, operate control board, good
ad-lib. Box 968C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, family man. Sales,
bright sound. Want to settle down. Box
972C, BROADCASTING.
13 years experience will be lucky for both
of us. Sports specialist — play-by-play all
major sports. Sales background. Sincere
family man with unlimited potential. No
market too large for ability. Box 974C,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced
desires postionradio-television
with universityengineer
or similar
operation. Would consider good music dj
post as also fluent French and German
speaker holding first class phone license.
For further information write Longyear,
Box L, Teaticket, Mass. or phone Falmouth, Mass. KI 8-2184.

Negro announcer. Can do all phases of
announcing; news, commercials (hardsellsoftsell), records and sports. Married, college graduate. Box 981C, BROADCASTING.
Man Friday — Outstanding announcer and
salesman, 25, single, college grad. Excellent
broadcast background. Seeks diversified
position where.
in Marvsmall
operation
— relocate Drive,
anyBurton,
210 Riverside
Apt. 3D, New York City, RI 9-0196.
Staff announcer, first phone. Experienced,
have car. All staff duties. Tom Cannon,
Suite 216, 5504 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, California. Hollywood 9-7878.
Announcer-dj, excellent voice, veteran 21,
single, limited experience but quick to learn,
will
anywhere. N.Steve
tree relocate
Dr., Farmingdale,
Y. Irwin, 8 Pine-

Southern California newspaperman, 11 years
experience, seeks radio or tv news. Two
children,
j-grad, vet. Now making $145.
Box 842C, 34,BROADCASTING.

Disc
jockey-tv
years forin
top ten
market. personality.
Traffic slot Nine
top rated
last three years. Movie host sponsored continuously nine years. Agency programming
background. Interested in permanence with
aggressive station or chain. Prefer personal
interview
CASTING. and audition. Box 814C, BROADYoung,
experienced
dj.
Good references.
Will "personality
promote withplus"
appearances
and
hops.
Box
866C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, experienced, married family man wants to settle. Box 915C,
BROADCASTING.
Negro, disc jockey, capable of working
board, commercials, news. Versatile, salesminded. One year training announcer training studios. Strong on music. Box 916C,
BROADCASTING.
If you're
a progressive
operating
within
commuting
distancestation
from New
York
and considering operating a full 24 hours
with music and news, a top-notch disc
jockey skilled in this type of operation will
build and/or establish an all-nite show
slated to pacity.
hypoLargeyour
station'srecord
listening
capersonal
library
geared for this type of show comes with me
as well as experience, reliability, references
and good taste. Tape and personal interview upon request. Box 917C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature. Authoritative news.
SmoothBROADCASTING.
dj. Multi station markets only. Box
920C,
Beginner, disc jockey, knows music, writes
jingles, news editing, music library, mild
cerebral palsy. Tape resume. Box 921C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer personality, dj. Experience, will
settle. Not a floater. Box 922C, BROADCASTING.
6 years experience; college degree radiotv; first ticket; presently employed. Desire
news-sports
position west coast. Box 933C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, writer. Seeking employment
with stable operation as writer, announcer.
Consider all markets. Box 934C, BROADCASTING.
Western or Piedmont, Carolina operation
desired, top air personality now employed,
no
rat-race,
but notTendeadyears
on experience
your feet,
weekly
pay please.
all
phases,
try
met
Box
938C,
BROADCASTING.
First phone. Remotes. College. Copywriter.
News. Sales. Opportunity to learn. Box
941C, BROADCASTING.
Personality signmenplus
for permanent
ast. If you looking
are in major
market and
wantty whooutstanding
experienced
air
personaliis dependable and personable, send
for
tape and background now. Box 945C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st class ticket, steady,
versatile.west.Wants
station
midExcellentprogressive
references.
Boxin 948C,
BROADCASTING.
Personable young jockey — Willing to work.
Would like late evening spot, consider others. Details first letter. Box 952C, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

Announcers

See television ad — Dick Landfield.
D-Js experienced. Good ad lib personalities.
Fast board. Good sell. Contact New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Announcer, 1st phone, $85, no car. BE
7-6721 afterChicago.
5 p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N.
Parkside,
Technical
First class engineer for transmitter duty in
radio or tv. Experienced. No announcing.
Box 789C, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey area. Fifteen years experience.
First phoneperience.
— directionals.
Supervisory
exFinest of references.
Box 918C,
BROADCASTING.
Reliable
1st phone
light announcing,
transmitter
maintenance.
No auto.studioBox
936C, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, doubles as top announcer,
newsman, program director. Fourteen years
experience. Box 940C, BROADCASTING.
Young, eager, chief-engineer, announcer desires better paying engineering-announcing
position in east with advancement. Box
955C, BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer 13 years experience.
Family man currently employed at 50 kw
station as announcer. Want back in combo
small station. Prefer east, but will travel
elsewhere.
Box 961C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, 20 years experience,
desire permanent position as engineer or
announcer-engineer in S.E., other sections
considered. Box 964C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31393, Los Angeles 31, California.
Chief engineer, dj, knows engineering,
music. Considerable experience. Now emat $100 week,
have tendered
notice toployedrelocate.
Goodbutreferences.
Write
or -wire: Downie, P.O. Box 403, Owego,
New York.

Production-Programming, Others
News director and play-by-play announcer
with deep sports knowledge looking for
permanent job with a station that wants
and needserage.excellent
newstown.
and sports
covPrefer college
Box 816C,
BROADCASTING.

Editorializing specialist, dynamic radio-tv
newscaster - commentator, writer/producer
news documentaries. Box 929C, BROADCASTING.
Mature metropolitan area award winning
news director considering change. College
graduate, eight years radio, four as news
director, has reached peak progress and salary wise. Strong on local, court and political coverage. Adequate voice, good on commentary andnoeditorials.
checks
able. Please
blue sky Air
offers.
Box avail930C,
BROADCASTING.
Here's a level
who eight
knows years
promotion. headed
Background man
includes
managing good stations, also selling, programming and announcing. Present position
seven
years. Prefer southeast. Box 944C,
BROADCASTING.
Script girl — announcer capable of handling
spot sales, looking for staff position on
progressive outlet in northeast — steady,
reliable,
CASTING. experienced. Box 965C, BROADTELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Energetic, persuasive salesman large Texas
market. Box 796C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
generalin sales
manager
for outstanding tv station
Wichita,
Kansas.
Excellent
opportunity for right man with thorough
knowledge of national and local sales plus
strong selling
Inquiries held confidential. Box ability.
924C, BROADCASTING.
Tv station under new ownership. Expanding sales staff. Need two experienced salesmen. Exceptional opportunity. Send resume
to Jack Walkmeyer, Station Manager, KBLRTV, Goodland, Kansas.
TV salesmen wanted (2) for growing California chain. Must be creative, ambitious
and have good management potential. Top
salary, commission and car allowance. Must
be available immediately. Write, Director
Local Sales, KSBW-TV, P.O. Box 1651,
Salinas, California.
TV film salesmen, all regions of USA, selling sion.
new TVchildren's
series, St.,
commisAssociates, animal
62 Pinenurst
Lido
Beach, LI, New York.
Announcers
Experienced announcer-switcher for south
Texas station. Box 794C, BROADCASTING.
Experiencedtablishedoncentralcamera
announcer,
esCalifornia
station.forMust
be strong air-salesman. Ability to do ad-lib
pitch a pre-requisite. Versatility a must.
Please, nomercial idiot-sheet
3 years
comtv experiencereaders.
plus good
personal
background required. Send picture, resume
and sof (if available) with application. All
replies
CASTING.confidential. Box 925C, BROAD115

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Newscaster
— for and
one street
of the work.
top 10 markets,
for strip show
Must be
experienced in all areas but no disk jockeys
or
announcers
need
apply.
Box
973C,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted rate.
announcer-director,
salarytv plus
top
talent
East coast Florida
station.
Send complete resume, pictures, sof or
video tape
to: Tony Glenn, WPTV, Palm
Beach.
Florida.
Technical
Transmitter engineer for Texas vhf. Box
795C, BROADCASTING.
Major west coast market has opening for
technician.
Reply Box 843C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wtih strong mechanical aptitude
for maintenance of microwave system. Must
have FCC first or second phone and experience necessary to assume responsibility
for system with minimum of supervision.
Good salary with expense allowance while
in field. Contact Chief Engineer, KOAT-TV,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Two engineers with first phone. Consider
tv tech school grad. Prefer man with some
electronic service experience. Send resume
and photo
to John Seide, KNOP-TV, North
Platte,
Nebraska.
Chief engineer needed for vhf station KFOYTV soon to go on air in Hot Springs, Arkansas. Write to Hammett & Edison, Consulting Radio Engineers, Box 68, International
Airport, San Francisco 28, California.
Maintenance engineer needed for maximum
power vhf station. Gulf coast of Texas,
shirt sleeve weather year around. No operating or board shifts. 2 or 3 years maintenance experience with RCA equipment required. Contact Jerry E. Smith, Chief Engineer, Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity writer with speed and creativity
for vhf in large Texas city. Box 793C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, dependable traffic manager
Texas vhf. Box 797C, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced — On camera television — 50,000
watt radio. News director, versatile dj,
tv weather, special events, play-by-play,
continuity, etcetera. Excellent voice, creative,
dependable,
mum $110.00.
Dickcongenial.
Landfield, Weekly
5053 N. miniTroy,
Chicago, Illinois. Keystone 9-5936.
Technical
Studio technician, five years experience.
Superb on lights, camera and special effects
creation. TV school graduate. Sorry no
ticket. Box 837C, BROADCASTING.
Can you use well qualified transmitter maintenance and operations man and pay reasonable salary? Box 847C, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: 14 years in broadcasting, last 3
with top
respon-or
sibleconsulting
position withfirm.
largeSeeking
operation
chain. Box 969C, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
I eat competition for breakfast! Award
winning promotion director. Comprehensive
radio-tv experience. Quality work! College
— 26 — family. Prefer California market.
Consider others. Box 937C, BROADCASTING.
Floor director of leading mid-western station desires position as director. Prefer west
or south. Write Box 982C, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Ampex 601, low impedance input — $450.00.
Telefunken U-47 microphone, complete —
$225.00. Presto disc recorder, 6D, 16 inch —
$150.00.
Presto
recordingdiscamplifier
$75.00. Two
sets disc
Rangertone
recorder—
and
amplifier
—
$375.00/set.
Box
818C,
BROADCASTING.
RCA 70D turntables, BA-2C amplifiers, N
and D meter 69-B, audio oscillator 68-B, GE
BA10A amplifier,
633A blocks,
microphones, audio and 639A
power and
terminal
etc., sell cheap. Box 823C, BROADCASTING.

Major network owned station seeks top
caliber production manager. Excellent opportunity for creative, experienced man.
Send full details and photograph with first
letter. Box 983C, BROADCASTING.

FM 3 kw GE transmitter (BT-3-A). 250 watt
driver in excellent condition. 3kw amplifier
freGE-BM-I-A
$3500.monitor,
needs some
quency and work.
modulation
excellent
condition, $750. Entire package $4000. Box
943C, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

G.E. 250 watt transmitter complete — tubes
and crystals. Now operating WJBW, New
Orleans, La.

Situations Wanted — Management
Under 30, desire management position.
Finest three year record film industry. Prior,
lead salesman major CBS-TV affiliate. Fine
appearance, genuine ability! Presently emSeek refined, permanent position.
Box 893C,ployed.BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Announcer, excellent commercial . . . news
. . . weather . . . gather, write, air. 8 years
in midwest.
now market
35, stable, family,
am-ty.
anyin larger
Want opportunit
where. Best of yreferences
.
Please
write
Box 923C, BROADCAS
TING.
Mature, personable tv staff announcer in
present position seven
seeks to move
into large market. Top years
references. Fifteen
Box 951C,
phases.
all
experience
^aXs.
'
BROADCASTING.
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Tower — immediate delivery — Utility heavy
duty 185' with lighting kit— dismantled—
ready for shipment. WOKJ, Box 2667, Jackson, Miss. FL 4-4096.
Thermometer, remote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike
0-120
deg. F. Installed
in lessposition.
than an Range
hour. Send
for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111,
San Diego 6, California.
Video cast.
monitors.
circuit Inc.,
and broadFoto Video Closed
Laboratories
Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Video monitors-demo units. We're moving to
our new plant in New Brighton, Minn. Several used$185.00
lab and@ demo
monitor.
17"
models
new video
warranty,
Miratel,
Inc., New Brighton 12, Minnesota.

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
5 kilowatt transmitter. Must be top conING.
dition for cash. Box 962C, BROADCASTAnything in broadcasting field from a tubeto a tower sold or bought. Want STL, cameras and high power A.M. trans. Electrofind_
440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Do you have white elephant on your hands?
We are in need of complete fm station
equipment.
spot incomplete
southern CaliforniaHave
readyc.p.toforgo.hotPrefer
station setup. Write, wire or phone Cordell
Fray, 8046 Fulton Avenue, North Hollywood, California, Triangle 3-1967.
Construction permits in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada and California wanted. Will
buy all or majority at top prices. Do not
reply after December 31. Kandel Corp.,
4010 Virginia Ave., S.E., Charleston, W. Va..
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classesGrantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas CTty and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Dallas,.
RadioRoad,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st.
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required.
classes starting"
January 4,Enrolling
March
1,now
1961.forFor
references
and
reservations
writeinformation,
William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering:
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,.
California.
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. GuaranteedAtlanta,
instruction. 1139
ElkinsSpring
RadioSt.,LicenseSchool of
N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence.in five
First class
pleted
or sixlicense
weeks.instruction
No added comcost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,
(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 ParkwayMiscellaneous
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS
FOR RADIO/TV SPOT
as
recommended
Financial
Croups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000— with
$6.95,order.
2,000—Delivery
$1 1 .00, within
5,000— 3$24.00.
Check
days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.
BROADCASTING, November 21, 196Q)

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

Help Wanted — Announcers

CHIEF
J
TOP PERSONALITIES WANTED
for top market station. Good bright
voices and be able to handle tight production. Send complete resume, photo
and tape at once.
Box 799C, BROADCASTING

OUTSTANDING
OPPORTUNITY
For mature

morning

man

with top metropolitan Canadian station. Sincere warmth
essential. Music policy middle-of-the-road.

WANTED

\* Newsman — Central

S

California regional 5

station is looking for expert all-around
t* man to gather, write and air news in
f authoritative style. Good future with
number one station. Rush resume, tape at
£ 7/4 and reference to:

Ji
ji
5
^

f

}

Box 629C, BROADCASTING

Latin America!
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For Unusual Person!
Past
movingoperation
affiliated with Radio-TV
ABC International
with solid XT. S. and Latin American backing"
wantsstation.
Radio Program
Director
for new
Mast tions : have the following' qualifica* Speak FLUENT Spanish
* Solid experience in TOPr*0 or
Music & News format in XT. S. and
have ideas on how to make same
swing1 in Spanish.
An outstanding1 career opportunity
in
a fastis growing1
American
Market
offered toCentral
the person
who
can meet our qualifications.
Write full resume.
Box 785C, BROADCASTING

ENGINEER

Experienced — all phases, AM-FM-TV,
Including supervision. Have proven plan
for low cast AUTOMATED operation.
Will consider assistant chief position.
Box 975C, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
FTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTV SALESMEN
:
WANTED (2)
:
For growing California chain. ►
Must be creative, ambitious and Z
have good management poten- "
tial. Top salary, commission and car allowance. Must be I
available immediately. Write,
Director Local Sales, KSBWTV, P. O. Box 1651, Salinas,
California.
li I I I I I I i i i i i i i i I I I i I I t i i |

*
Z
ir

Apply
RADIO

Production-Programming, Others

Box 932C, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Standards Are High
If you are intelligent —
If you are professional —
If you can measure up to the high standards of a quality station —
WVVJ Radio
has anbothopening
for anrecord
announcer to handle
staff and
show assignments.
Send tape, photo and resume to :
PROGRAM MANAGER
WW.J RADIO
DETROIT 31, MICHIGAN
Production-Programming, Others
"WANTED"
RECORD LIBRARIAN
PTION: College grad, 5
DESCRI
years
small station experience, ambitious,
company -man.
IDENTIFYING MARKS: Good taste,
all-around showmanship, ability to select
proper sequence, change of pace, thorough
knowledge
essential. of recording artists and records
: Outstanding career opporRE WARD
tunity in Major Midwestern radio station.
Excellent salary and working conditions.
If
write.you fit the description of this man,
Box 908C, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

$1,000.00
I earn monthly for being top rated DJ,
top billing salesman in medium size highly
competitive market. I've passed the Tiger
Test in aggressiveness for General Manor D.J.
Sales Manager,
reachedager, top
dollar in P.D.
present
job I've
and
want more money, broader horizons with
that
station
or
group
aggressive
young, honesty, sobriety, steadiness on a
desires
reciprocal
Bright,
tight, degree,
with sellability, I ambasis.
under
30, have
am
'n r at:or
truly professional.
prestige
net, I swing.Gimmick
Specifics r yours
Box 949C, BROADCASTING

WFMY-TV
GREENSBORO, N. C.
Has excellent opportunity for a
smart promotion-public relations
man to head its promotion department. This job must have a man
with broad experience. He must
be familiar with layout, be a capable writer and research minded.
Submit application with full information on experience, samples
of work and photograph to General Manager, WFMY-TV

Production — Programming, Others
FOR SALE
ATTENTION
PRODUCERS — DISTRIBUTORS
WEST COAST REP
TO
AGENCIES— STATIONS
BOB DEVINNY
1736 Stockton
San Francisco
YU 2-9278

Equipment
LENSES
"Off-the-Shelf" delivery! Lenses for
Image-Orthican Cameras, Vidicon
and other requirements. Top Quality. Write for list and catalog.
BURKE & JAMES, INC.
321 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.
117

EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE

SERVICE

FOR SALE
Stations

Equipment — (Cont'd)
SPECIALIZED PLACEMENT
Service for Men
In The
RADIO-TV INDUSTRY
# Station Manager
# Commercial Manager
# Program Director
# News Director
# Copy
Writer
# Announcers
% Engineers
Our service confidential-rapid-effective —
forward us a resume — or if you have not
prepared
one — mail
your name and address for further
information.
EARL WOOTON
DRAKE PERSONNEL, INC.
29 E. Madison Chicago, Illinois
Tel— FI 6-8700

RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM
Model RRC-10
Complete system featuring 950 mc STL for
conveying main channel, mx channel, and
control signals for FM transmitters. Telemetering included. Control units can be
adapted to your existing STL. Write for
information.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, Calif.

(Do a
IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
cueing record-playback combo unit.
For details or demonstration, write
VISUAL. ELECTRONICS CORP.
356 W. 40th STREET, NEW YORK 18. N.Y.
■iiiiniiiBiiiiBiiiwiiiBiiiiniiniiin
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
^llllll|[]||||IIIIIIIIE]llllllllllllt3llllllllllll[]llllllllllll[lllllllllllllUIIIIIII|WANTED
|
=
=
=
=
=
5
|
1

To purchase, from principle only,
radio station grossing #125,000 to
#200,000 per year. Terms to be
negotiated. We have 20 years radio
experience. Successful management.
Will consider
any area.
NO
BROKERS, PLEASE. Write in confidence to:

S
n
{§
=
=
b
|
S

| Box 935C, BROADCASTING j
n]IIIIIIIIIIIIClllllllllllll[]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIE]llllllllllll»IIIIIIIIIIIIC]fl
Eastern Metro-Radio
Owners !
I would like to buy all . . . control
. . . lease or manage your property.
I can make money for eastern metro
property. Young, aggressive, best
references . . . now managing money
maker. Not super man . . . just hard
worker. Consider all offers.
Box 950C, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

118

STATIONS FOR SALE
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Exclusive. Absentee
owned. Asking $65,000 with 29% down. Can
negotiate.
NORTH WEST CENTRAL. Excellent daytime
operation. Absentee owned by top staff.
Doing $70,000
annually.
cluding real estate.
29% Asking
down. $90,000 inSOUTHWEST. Top one hundred markets.
Full time. Old, established station. Asking
$270,000 with 29% down.
NORTHWEST.
excellentAsking
frequency. Serves Daytimer
market of of100,000.
$68,000 with 29% down.
SOUTH. Top one hundred markets. Full
time. Good billing. Asking $350,000 with
29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.

FOR SALE
Stations

Single station market daytime. $60,000
- with 29% down, balance 7 year. 7%
■J interest on declining balance. Contact:
J.
Box 887C, BROADCASTING

j:
J'
J
J
**

J IIIITIII11TTIIIT11TIIIIir
- TV. Alabama new established day- »
I time station. 1410 KCS. Power *
- 500 watts. Five station market — •
"■■ 4 cities. $29,000 cash price. No *
*- Alabama.
brokers. P. O. Box 55, Haleyville, *
31111111111111111111111m r

SERVICE

PLAY IT SAFE!
Insist that all new personnel register
with:
Radio-TV Employee Reference
Bureau
1520 East Main, Puyallup, Wash.
PLAY IT SAFE!

30%
terms
Single
Fulltime
Calif
Small
Fulltime
Fla
175M terms
Single
Calif
Single 250w
125M
Daytimer
75M
50M 29%
Ca
Single
Daytimer $ 150M terms
Tenn
Single
25%
La
terms
Fulltime
Daytimer
Single
Va
28M
15dn
73 M 29°/0
TVA
Daytimer
85M
Single
57M
Ala
Single Fulltime
8dn
22dn
6553 MM
250w
Ariz
Texas
Single
Medium
Va
Fulltime
230M
Calif
Medium 250w
60M
70M
Fla
terms
cash
Medium
Regional
Calif
Medium Fulltime
Metro
Regional
330M
■
Metro
175M terms
Calif
Large
low freq
Wash
Daytimer
700M
Metro
85M lowtermsdn
Midwest
And Others
lkw-D
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

JOBS
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application now
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
BROADCAST DIVISION
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961

CALIFORNIA

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.

29%
29%

Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dallar
far
Dollar

beat a
classified t ad
can'
you getting
for
top-flight
personnel
Ml
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Continued from page 112
WFUR-FM
Rapids, Mich.— Granted
license
for fmGrand
station.
WTON Staunton, Va.— Granted license
covering use of old main trans, as aux.
trans.
KOLE Port Arthur, Tex. — Granted license
coveringstudio
installation
new remote
trans., control
change
main
locationofand
point
and
make
changes
in
trans,
equipment.
KBST Big Spring, Tex.— Granted license
covering change in trans, location, installation of new ant., ground system and trans.
WLOB-PM
cense for fm Portland,
station. Maine— Granted liKBAK-TV Bakersfleld, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 117 kw,
aur. to 60.3 kw, type trans., make minor
change in ant. and equipment ant. height
3,690 ft.
■ Granted following stations extensions
of completion dates as shown: KBAK-TV
Bakersfleld, Calif, to May 25, 1961 and
KJEO(TV) Fresno, Calif, to May 18, 1961.
Actions of November 8
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WMKE Milwaukee, Wis., and WCBMFM Baltimore, Md.
WYSO Yellow Springs, Ohio— Granted license covering installation of new trans.;
increase in trans, power and changes in
ant. system; ant. height 102.5 ft.
WEPS (FM) Elgin, Bl.— Granted license
covering change in frequency, increase in
power, installation new trans, and specify
ant. height as 24 ft.; ERP 364 w.
WOLS Florence, S. C— Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WIAC San Juan, P. R.— Granted mod.
of license
to change
Inc.
of Puerto
Rico. name to Bestov Bcstg.
WSUB Groton, Conn.— Granted cp to
install new trans, (main trans, location)
as aux. trans.; remote control permitted.
KGCA Rugby, N. D. — Granted mod. of
cp
tion.to change ant.-trans. and studio locaKKAR Pomona, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WTIP Charleston, W. Va.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
WRHI-FM Rock Hill, S. C— Granted refor cancellation of license; call lettersquestdeleted.
KUFM (FM) El Cajon, Calif.— Granted
authority to remain silent for period ending March 1, 1961.
WMSA Massena, N. Y. — Granted extenauthority
periodsion ofending
Feb.to 12,sign-off
1961. at 9 p.m. for
KGW
Portland,
Ore.—
for cancellation of license Granted
for aux. request
trans.
WHIO
Dayton,
Ohio—
Granted
cancellation of license for aux.request
trans. for
KKAR Pomona, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to December 31.
Actions of November 7
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WVOM Iuka, Miss., and operation
of remote control: condition; KSYX Santa
Rosa. N. M.; WFCT Fountain City, Tenn.;
WIXK New Richmond, Wis.
WFAU Augusta, Maine— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation of new type trans.
KELK Elko, Nev.— Granted license covering increase
daytime power and instal ation of newin trans.
WENY Elmira, N. Y.— Granted license
covering
in daytime power and
installationincrease
new trans.
WHLF South Boston, Va.— Granted license covering increase
daytime power
and installation
of new in
trans.
WIVI Christiansted, V. I.— Granted license covering change in frequency,
increase in power, installation new ant.
and ground system and new trans.
amWJRL
station.Rockford, 111.— Granted license for
WDUN Gainesville, Ga.— Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and
installation
new trans, and DA for daytime use; condition.
WOTT Watertown, N. Y.— Granted license
covering changes in ant. system to remove
resistor.
KOA Denver, Colo.— Granted license covering installation of new tyne trans, and
ground
system and
changes in ant. system
and ant.-trans.
location.
WVNJ Newark, N. J.— Granted license
covering installation of new type trans.
WOKJ Jackson, Miss.— Granted license
covering change of trans, location.
WJLS Beckley, W. Va.— Granted license
covering use of presently licensed trans,
for day and night operation (one trans.).
WUOT (FM) Knoxville, Tenn.— Granted
license
installation of new type
trans, ascovering
aux. trans.
KMRC Morgan City, La.,— Granted license covering change of trans, location,
BROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

changes
ground system and operation
of remoteincontrol.
WPIK Alexandria, Va. — Granted license
covering changes in aux. ant. system.
WNAD Norman, Okla. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WXPN covering
(FM) Philadelphia,
Pa.—new
Granted
license
installation of
type
trans.
■ Granted
STA Sinai
for following
vhf ch.
tv repeater stations:
T.V. Inc.,
11,
Big Coulee, Mont.; Grass Range Translator
Club, chs. 13 and 11, Grass Range, Mont.
(KGHL-TV, ch. 8, Billings, Mont., and
KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great Falls, Mont.; Poison
TV
and KMSO,
9. Polson, Improvement
Mont. (KXLF, Assn.,
ch. 4, chs.
Butte7 and
ch. 13, Missoula, both Montana); Village of
Spencer, ch. 13, Village of Spencer, Neb.
(KPLO, ch. 6, Reliance, S. D.); Mina Tv
Assn. Inc. ch. 8, Mina and Luning, Nev.
(KOLO-TV,
8, Reno,
Keyesch. Tv7,
Assn., ch. 12,ch.Keyes,
Okla.Nev.;
(KVII,
Amarillo, Tex.); Heart Butte T V Club, ch.
10, Heart Butte, Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5,
Great Falls, Mont.); Iron County Commission, chs. 4 and 9, Parowan, Paragonah
and Summit, all Utah, 12 and 10 Minersville, Utah, 10, 12, 4, 5, Cedar City, Utah,
4 and 5, Kanarraville and New Harmony,
Utah, and 12, Modena and Beryl, Utah
(KCPX, ch. 4, KSL-TV, ch. 5, Salt Lake
City, Utah) ; Bagdad Copper Corp., chs. 9,
2, 7 and 6, Bagdad, Ariz. (KPHO-TV, ch. 5.
KVAR-TV, ch. 12, KTVK-TV, ch. 3 and
KOOL-TV, ch. 10, all Phoenix, Ariz.);
Verde Valley Tv Club Committee, ch. 7,
Lower Verde Valley and Lower Oak Creek,
Ariz. (KVTK-TV, ch. 3, Phoenix, Ariz.);
Aguilar
V. Club, Colo.
chs. 11,(KKTV,
4 and 13,ch.
Aguilar and T. vicinity,
11,
Colorado
Springs,
KOA-TV,
ch.
4,
Denver
and KRDO, ch. 13, Colorado Springs, all
Colorado); Saguache T. V. Booster Assn.,
ch. 7, Saguache, Colo. (KGGM, ch. 13,
Albuquerque, N. M.); Rifle Community
Services Inc., ch. 4, South Rifle Community, Colo. (KREX, ch. 5, Grand Junction,
Colo.); Community Tv Club, ch. 3, Canon
City, Colo. (KRDO-TV, ch. 13, Colorado
Springs, Colo.); Riggins T. V. Assn., ch. 3,
Riggins, Idaho (KLEW, ch. 3, Lewiston,
Idaho); Peck T. V. Club, chs. 4 and 6,
Peck, Idaho (KKLY, ch. 4, Spokane and
KHQ, ch. 6, Spokane, Wash.); Mrs. Edna
Edelman,
ch. 3, (KLEW,
Ford's Creek
near
Orofino, Idaho
ch. 3, area
Lewiston,
Idaho); Clyde Community Tv, ch. 7, Clyde,
Kans. (KHAS-TV, ch. 5, Hastings, Neb.)
WOW mitted
Omaha,
Remote control per(main & Neb.
aux.— trans.)
Actions of November 4
WIXK
New Richmond,
Wis.— Remote
control permitted.
KPFK
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
—
Remote control permitted.
WHYE Roanoke, Va. — Remote control
permitted.
New FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning Dec. 13,
commission has announced. Any new
applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with those
that follow must be filed with FCC by
close of business Dec. 12 in order to be
considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-13035— NEW Danbury, Conn., WPD
Inc. Req: 1490kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13536— NEW Alpenda, Mich., Rogers
City Bcstg. Co. Req: 620kc, lkw, D.
BP-13537 — WBFD Bedford, Penn., Inquirer Printing Co. Has: 1310kc, lkw, D.
Req: 1310kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13543— NEW El Centro, Calif., Dennis
Bcstg. Req: 1150kc, lkw, DA, D.
BP-13544— NEW Boca Raton, Fla.,
Thompson K. Cassel. Req: 740kc, 500w,
DA, D.
BP-13545— WLOU Louisville, Ky., Rounsaville of Louisville Inc. Has: 1350kc, 5kw,
D. Req: 1350kc, 5kw, DA-N, unl.
BP-13548— NEW Reno, Nev., Dennis
Bcstg. Req: 790kc, lkw, D.
BP-13549— NEW Prattville, Ala., Billy
Walker. Req: 1330kc, 500w, D.
BP-13550— KCTS Fort Smith, Ark., United Bcstg.,
1410kc,
lkw,Co.D. Has: 1410kc, 500w, D. Req:
BP-13553— NEW
Watseka, 111., Iroquois

D.
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 1360kc, lkw, DA,
BP-13557— WKOY
Bluefield, W. Va.,
WKOY, Incorporated. Has: 1240kc, 250w,
unl. Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13558— WTCB Flomaton, Ala., TriCity Bcstg.
990kc,
lkw, Co.
D. Has: 990kc, 500w, D. Req:
BP-13560— NEW Bath, N. Y., Bath Bcstg.
Inc. Req: 1380kc, 500kw, D.
BP-13562— NEW Brewster, N. Y., Putnam Bcstg. Corp. Req: 1590kc, lkw, DA,
D.
BP-13563— WGBG Greensboro, N. C,
Greensboro Bcstg. Co. Inc. Has: 1400kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13564
— NEW Req:
Taylorsville,
N. C,
bert B. Brown.
1570kc, 500w,
D. RoBP-13565— NEW Sierra Vista, Ariz., Richard D. Grand. Req: 1470kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13566—
Va., D.Deerfield
Bcstg. NEW
Co. Req:Deerfleld,
1150kc, lkw,
BP-13567— KCEE Tucson, Ariz., Associated Bcstrs. of Tucson, Inc. Has: 790kc,
lkw, DA, D. Req: 790kc, 5kw, DA, D.
BP-13568— NEW Mesa, Ariz., Frank S.
Bare Jr. Req: 1510kc, lkw, D.
BP-13573— NEW Burnet, Tex., Land of
Lakes Radio. Req: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
BP13574 — NEW Grove City, Penn., James
V. Perry. Req: 1600kc, 500w, D.
BP-13575— NEW Hillsville, Va., Carroll
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1400kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13579— WMPT South Williamsport,
Penn., Will-Mont Bcstg. Co. Has 1450kc,
250w,
unl. — Req:
250w, W.lkw-LS,
unl.
BP-13580
NEW 1450kc,
Wheeling,
Va., Radio
Wheeling, Inc. Req: 1470kc, 500w, DA, D.
BP-13583— WATW Ashland, Wis., WATW
Inc. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1400kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,KVIC
unl. Victoria, Tex., KVIC
BP-13585—
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1340kc,
250w,KSID
lkw-LS,Sidney,
unl. Neb., Wm. C.
BP-13588—
Grove Inc. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1340kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13589— KWTC Barstow, Calif., Mojave Valley Bcstg. Inc. Has: 1230kc, 250w,
unl. Req: 1230kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13591— NEW Duluth, Minn., Linton
D. Hargreaves. Req: 1390kc, 500w, D.
BP-13592— WROB West Point, Miss., Bob
McRaney Enterprises Inc. Has: 1450kc,
250w,
unl. Req:
250w, Idaho,
lkw-LS,Snake
unl.
BP-13593—
KXRK1450kc,
Rexburg,
River Radio & Tv Co. Has: 1230kc, 250w,
D.
unl.
Req: 1230kc,
250w, lkw-LS,
unl.
BP-13597—
NEW Bolivar,
Mo., Shepherd
of the Hills Bcstg. Co. Req: 1550kc, 250w,
BP-13599— KWRE Warrenton, Mo., KWRE
Radio Inc. Has: 730kc, 500w, D. Req:
730kc, lkw, D.
BP-13600— WKHM Jackson, Mich., Jackson Bcstg. & Tv Corp. Has: 970kc, lkw,
DA-2, unl.
unl. Req: 970kc, lkw, 5kw-LS,
DA-2,
BP-13602— NEW
Sag Harbor, N. Y.,
Hamptons Bcstg. Co. Req: 1600kc, 500w, D.
BP-13603— NEW Hobbs, N. M., Echols
Bcstg., Co. Req: 1580kc, lkw, D.
BP-13604— WJOB Hammond, Ind., South
Shore Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1230kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1230kc,250w,
WSBC.
BP-13605—
NEW lkw-LS,
Otsego,S-WEDC,
Mich., Dwight
M. Cheever. Req: 980kc, 500w, D.
BP-13607— KMAP Bakersfleld, Calif.,
KMAP Inc. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc.
250w,NEW
lkw-LS,
unl. Calif., Geoffrey
BP-13609—
Blythe,
A. Lapping. .Req: 1260kc, 500w, D.
BP-13612 — NEW Havre, Mon., Havre
Musicasters.
Req: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
BP-13613— WOKE Charleston, S. C,
Weaver Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1340kc, 250w,
unl.BP-13615—
Req: 1340kc,
lkw-LS,
NEW 250w,
Lafayette,
La., unl.
James
A. Noe. Req: 1270kc, lkw, D.
BP-13617— NEW Jonesboro, Ark., Jonesboro Bcstg. Service. Req: 1600kc 500w D.
BP-13620 — KURA
Moab
Utah Moab
Bcstg. & Tv Corp. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl.
Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
Applications
been issued: on which 309(b) letters have
BP-13576— WGEZ Beloit, Wis., Radio
Beloit Inc. Has: 1490kc. 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13581— WTCO Campbellsville Ky.,
Taylor County Bcstg. Co. Has: 1450kc,
250w, unl. Req: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13598— WJJM Lewisburg. Tenn., Louis
D. Lingner. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13618— WDTI Danville, Va., Radio
Danville Inc. Has: 970kc, 500w, D. Req:
970kc, lkw, D.
Application Deleted from Publir Notice of
February 18, 1960 (FCC 60-149) (25 F. R. 1597)
BP-12715— NEW Morro Bay, Calif., Ellkw, bertD.H. Dean & B. L. Golden. Req: 600kc,
Application Deleted from Public Notice of
March 18-1960 (FCC 60-248) (25 F. R. 2440)
BP-12788— WSME Sanford, Maine, York
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1220kc, lkw, D. Req:
1340kc, 250w, 500w-LS, unl.
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1 he seventh annual series of informational luncheon-meetings
for advertising and broadcast
executives seeking specialized
%^
news, views and data on current
time buying and selling
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meetings held in the . ^% A
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^
Hawaiian Room of the
Hotel Lexington
RADIO AND TELEVISION EXECUTIVES
(every Tuesday, 12 noon to 2 pm, November

15 through March
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m

JL
m.
presented by the
SOCIETY, INC.

21).

Some of the issues forthcoming: "How trade paper advertising helps us."
"Quality or Quantity in network TV — can you have both?" "Copy as media."
"Public service programs can pay off . . .in cash." "Local radio in the 60' s."
Some of those who will discuss the issues: ART DURAM, ROD ERICKSON,
WREDE PETERSMEYER, BUCKY BUCHANAN, BILL QUARTON,
GEORGE SKINNER, WELLS BARNETT, FRANK MAYANS.

Register now by calling PLaza 8-2450 or fill in and mail the coupon below.
RTES-515 MADISON
NEW YORK 22

AVENUE -

Please register me for the Time Buying
and Selling Seminar.
Na tn e
Address_
Company
/ enclose a check for $10.
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OUR
A

RESPECTS
reputation

to Lloyd George
built

on

If you know the man behind the title,
you know that Lloyd George Venard,
president of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, does not conform to the
frock-coated picture suggested by a
given name that happened to belong to
a British prime minister more than a
generation
ago.boy
Mr. for
Venard's
parents
named their
two entirely
different people, and the Lloyd George
of today is an unassuming businessman, not at all given to fanfare and
formality in the day's work. His door
is open to all and he makes a career
of personal service.
"Our organization is built on personal relations," Mr. Venard says, explaining: "Station representation is a
personal business, from the station to
the representative, from the representative executive offices to the salesman,
from the salesman to the timebuyer
and agency personnel. Every station
on the company list came through old
clients or personal friendship."
Callers seek out the Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell address from all strata
and all parts of the country. If hoboes
have a system of mapping backdoors
where
sure of
jobseekers they're
have their
owna handout,
list of front
offices where they're sure of help. And
579 Fifth Ave. is one of the first stops
for many a young advertising or media
man after checking his bags in New
York.
Friendly Forest ■ The surrounding
Madison Avenue woods are full of
Mr. Venard's friends. An advertising
woman remembers the day a colleague
got sick and she found herself a timebuyer. She didn't know a kilowatt
from a kilocycle but turned to Mr.
Venard, who briefed her on broadcasting and sent maps, reference material and availability sheets. By the
time the lessons were over she was at
home among call letters and avails.
This is the kind of professional help
gladly given by a man who has been
in advertising all his life.
Turning 21 ■ Lloyd George Venard
started in car-card advertising, selling
for the Barron G. Collier Co. in Cleveland. After seven years he switched
to radio. Beginning as a salesman for
WGAR Cleveland in 1935, he soon
took on the added responsibilities of
promotion manager. In 1937 Mr.
Venard went to WCKY Cincinnati and
was general sales manager there two
years before radio brought him to
New York. He has been there ever
since and this fall came of age in the
representation business, celebrating his
21st year of national selling in October.
His first base in New York was EdBROADCASTING, November 21, 1960

Venard,

the

president, Venard,

person

to

person

ward Petry & Co., where he stayed 11
years. In 1950 Mr. Venard became
president of the old O. L. Taylor Co., a
representative firm no longer in existence. When the first part of this business
was sold in December 1953, a number
of the stations asked Mr. Venard to
take over as their national representative. Venard Inc. opened for business
the first day of 1954 with a staff of
five. Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
now employs 29 in three cities and has
exchange arrangements with regional
representatives in other markets.
In 1954 the firm was expanded, becoming Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,
Inc. The new partners were James
McConnell, who was for many years
national sales manager in radio and
television for NBC and had switched
to repping with John Blair & Co.; the
late Steve Rintoul, station owner and
rep with The Katz Agency, and the
late Abner Lichtman, broker. Now
Mr. Venard and Mr. McConnell are
co-owners. Steve Rintoul Jr. was
elected a vice president after the senior
Mr. Rintoul died last year. The Chicago vice president, Howard B. Meyers,
has been a Venard associate since the
Taylor Co. days.
Strictly Personal ■ The "service" signature of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell is a quality that has remained
personal as the firm grew to embrace
45 stations in all parts of the country
(major radio markets and medium-size
tv). No man for a mimeograph, Mr.
Venard is proud that there has never
been a general letter to stations on the
company letterhead.
It's individual

VR&M's Venard
His hobby is homework

Rintoul & McConnell

contact

contact all the way, and while the emphasis is on selling time, the firm is
used to filling all sorts of other demands. A typical request was one
a few weeks ago from a western station that needed $ 1 00 worth of easternminted pennies for a promotion. The
Madison Avenue bank that got the
rep's order had to requisition a special
supply of one-cent pieces from downtown, and American Express broke a
handcart getting the 70-pound cargo to
the train, but the station got the 10,000
pennies on time.
The service policy works just as
thoroughly in the advertising agency
direction. Venard, Rintoul & McConnell isas close to agency research
departments as to acount executives
and timebuyers.
Twig-bending ■ Mr. Venard brings
to his work a brand of dedication that
was demanded of him by a line of
school-teacher forebears in St. Louis
where he was born Sept. 3, 1904. The
taskmasters at home set goals high
and he has been striving ever since.
Lloyd Venard played high school baseball and basketball, and when he went
to the U. of Missouri to study journalism, he earned expenses as a parttime
Fuller brush man, "the best experience
I ever had," he has concluded since.
After he went to work in Cleveland,
Mr. Venard married Myrtle Hazzard,
a native of St. Louis, and it was she
who encouraged him to make the
switch from car-card to radio when he
was making up his mind 25 years ago.
They now live in Bronxville, N. Y.
He's no joiner, but Mr. Venard has
made a single exception, the Radio &
Television Executives Society.
The representative feeds his weekend hobby all week long. He carries
home trade papers from several fields
— advertising, broadcasting, drug, food,
retail, electric, electronic and others —
andthey
pores
week's end as
if
wereoverthethem
funnyat papers.
After a quarter-century in the business, Lloyd George Venard still sees
an unlimited growth market. The
veteran rep thinks the potential of
broadcasting has been but barely realized, that radio and tv are only at
the beginning of their eventual volume. He looks ahead to a day when
there will be at least a thousand television stations in the country. Television, he thinks, will follow radio's
maturing trend of ever more localized
service, and am-fm will continue to
expand. Venard, Rintoul & McConnell will probably have to add people
and telephones, but mimeograph and
fax-machine salesmen need not call.
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EDITORIALS
Concentrate

the fire

THE Assn. of National Advertisers last week decided to
try to do something about improving public understanding
of advertising. The plan that the ANA discussed at its
annual meeting has the virtue of recognizing that a problem
exists, but it shares the defect of all the other plans that
have been advanced to combat attacks against advertising.
It contemplates a unilateral action by only one element of
the advertising world when the need is for a massive action
supported by everyone in advertising.
The point made at the ANA meeting last week was that
advertising is an essential ingredient in the American economy but that documentation of that fact is lacking. The
ANA is setting out to provide the documentation and then
communicate it, and this indeed is a laudable aim.
But the job is too big for the ANA to handle by itself or
in loose association with other projects and other organizations. It is not the ANA that is under attack. It is the
general practice of advertising.
At this point the attack is being met by defenses that are
fragmentary and largely uncoordinated. Media associations
have been formed or enlarged to advance individual media
points of view. The American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
has engaged a public relations firm to create an imagebuilding program for that association and its members. A
number of corporations, U. S. Steel for one, have undertaken private campaigns.
All these activities represent private enterprise at its most
private. Everyone is digging his own foxhole and storing
his own ammunition, but no one is attempting to relate
one foxhole to another or to make all the guns fire in a
pattern that guarantees anything that is shot at will be hit.
In the Nov. 14 issue of this magazine we suggested that
The Advertising Council was a ready-made instrument that
might be used — with adequate reinforcement, of course —
to create and execute a campaign to educate the public on
the importance of advertising. The council historically has
drawn on all major elements of advertising for support. It
has not represented one kind of advertiser or one kind of
medium. It has been a universal advertising force.
Another universal advertising force is now needed, it
seems to us, to create and execute a comprehensive campaign to enhance the status of advertising. Whether it is a
beefed-up Advertising Council or a new organization, it
must represent the whole advertising community.
It will not be set in motion unless the ANA, the AAAA
and all the other associations in advertising, including those
of advertising media, get together. An early meeting of
their representatives would be in order.

major alterations will come later. He has been critical of
lack of creative thinking in these agencies and of their failure to anticipate problems that should and could have been
seen 10 years ago.
There's no question about the need for expediting the
hearing processes and reducing costs in the prosecution of
cases before the FCC, and possibly before other agencies.
There is also the problem of inducing highly qualified people
to serve. No small part of that responsibility must be assumed by Congress, which through its seemingly endless investigations inwhich reputations have been smeared, has
caused many eminently suited prospects to shy away from
such appointments.
There's widespread belief that these agencies, in addition
to dragging their feet, have become so footy-footy with the
people they are supposed to regulate that they are more
disposed to serve the private interests of the regulated than
the overall public interest. We can't speak for the others,
but we do know that in the past several- years the FCC has
been so cloistered that broadcasters hesitate to call on members or staff even when they have no adversary proceedings
pending.
Whatever Dean Landis may recommend, nothing will
happen automatically. The agencies were created by Congress and it will be up to Congress to determine their ultimate fate. Senate Commerce Committee Chairman Magnuson (D-Wash.) has served notice that he intends to conduct his own investigation of "regulatory lag."
At times we have been sharply critical of the FCC under
both Democratic and Republican administrations. Yet we
wonder what public benefits would accrue through a rash,
ill-considered move to dismember or abolish the existing
commission, whatever its shortcomings. As commissions go,
and we have seen them all, the current body compares
favorably with the best of the past.
A change in administration augurs changes all down the
line. Until the new administration and the new Congress
determine a course of action, it is to be hoped that the
existing FCC structure will be maintained, with the shift in
chairmanship to an incumbent Democrat. There are important matters currently under consideration that should not
be interrupted by stop-gap appointments of patronage-seeking Democrats who may have lost out in the elections.

Fate of the FCC
THERE'S no joy in the ranks of Washington bureaucrats
these days. On the heels of the election, President-elect
Kennedy named Dean James M. Landis to study and report
on the independent regulatory agencies by Dec. 15. The
FCC has been fingered by Congress as one of the agencies
most likely to be reorganized.
The explosive Dean Landis, who has been in and out of
the regulatory agencies during the New Deal, isn't one to
quibble. If he follows the philosophies he has espoused he
won't be in favor of the status quo on the FCC or on any of
the other agencies. He has appeared before the FCC, as
counsel and director of Skiatron Electronics, and has testified before congressional committees on the shortcomings
of these agencies.
Dean Landis, since his appointment by the President-elect,
has said that he foresees no immediate changes but that
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Now, when the forecast is gloomy, we introduce our
little ray of sunshine!"
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CREATIVITY
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wfmy-tv

nation's

44th

creates
market

This fabulous pearl and gem necklace is the

to create greater sales and profits for you.

product of someone's unusual ability . . .
creativity. Here in the Industrial Piedmont, greater sales are the product of the
creativity of WFMY-TV. WFMY-TV is the
one station in the area with proven ability

To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . .
call your H-R-P rep today.
*Source: Television Magazine, 1960 Data Book
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MIAMI!"

CAPTURES
THE ADVENTURE,
EXCITEMENT
AND ROMANCE
of America's fabulous playground!
FILMED ON LOCATION IN MIAMI
Here is superb television entertainment destined to be the season's most unusual success. The Ziv-UA man can tell you if your
market is still open.
ZIV-UNITED
ARTISTS,
488 Madison
AvenueINC.
New York 22, N. Y.
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Produced by
schenck-kochinc.
enterprises,
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Take the client along when filming? Yes, says
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H* Sylvania modern
Lighting
in ultraCobo Hall,Fixtures
Detroit,
were
designed and produced by 300 craftsmen of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics, in Wheeling,
West Virginia.

The Sylvania trademark symbolizes
another proud product known the world over
and manufactured in the flourishing
market that makes WTRF-TV WHEELING a
primary TV BUY! Audience? Two million
people spending over 1% billion
dollars annually in the 7,500
retail outlets here
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WHEELING 7, WEST
Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company
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The September ARB Market Report shows KRLD-TV's Average Quarter Hour Homes
Reached, Sunday thru Saturday, 20.4% greater than Station B, 44.4% greater
than Station C and 272.4% greater than Station D.
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represented nationally by the Branham Company
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Clyde W Rembert, President
DCMOA^- Ft H/Mftl
POWER TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Information show sales
Emerging sales patterns encourage
hope that 1961 not only will see more
information programming on television networks but also will find more
of it commercially sponsored. It's reported, for instance, that CBS News
already can account for close to $46
million in CBS-TV network billings
next year (almost $25 million in time
charges alone). This unofficial estimate
assumes two "ifs" that network salesmen expect to become fact: that rest
of CBS Reports will be sold, and that
Face the Nation will be sold for 13
weeks.
Manhunt
There will be no dearth of prospects
for FCC Democratic vacancy and/ or
chairmanship as change in administration approaches. New names heard last
week included Harry M. Plotkin,
Washington attorney and former assistant general counsel of FCC who resigned in 1951 to enter private practice
in Washington; Kenneth A. Cox,
Seattle attorney, protege of Chairman
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) of
Senate Commerce Committee and special counsel of committee on communications-electronics matters, and Theodore Granik, American Forum of the
Air producer who has maintained
Washington law practice for two
decades.
So far, however, there hasn't been
slightest indication from Presidentelect John F. Kennedy as to his
predilections on FCC or any independent agency. Elevation of Commissioner Robert T. Bartley to chairmanship is still regarded as logical but not
necessarily set. There's abundant support for interim chairmanship in hands
of Commissioner T. A.M. Craven.
Cloudy on clears
FCC may find itself deadlocked 3-3
on ancient clear channel breakdown
case. Seventh commissioner — -Charles
H. King, who has been in Hawaii on
official business — so far has not participated because of lack of familiarity
with case. If deadlock persists, FCC
may have no alternative than to dismiss proceeding, pending since 1945.
Here's how commission is understood to line up: In favor of breaking
down 12 of existing 24 clear channels
(most of them network owned and
operated stations in major markets)
with other 12 to be held status quo
but with potential of 750,000 watts:
Ford, Hyde, Lee. In favor of selective
breakdown of all 24 channels (killing
super power prospects) by controlling
assignments so that they would go to

CLOSED

CIRCUIT-

under-served areas instead of major
markets: Bartley, Craven, Cross.
New voices
Whether presidential news secretary
James C. Hagerty takes over as news
chief of ABC (and prospects are that
he will) there'll probably be influx of
new commentators and analysts on
network. One of basic differences between John Daly, who has resigned as
ABC vice president in charge of news
and public affairs, and top management, was his insistence that basic staff
he appointed in 1953 be retained.
Management wanted some new blood.
Old habit
FCC officials expressed surprise at
concern of broadcasters over so-called
spot announcement numerical count
in renewal form consideration (Broadcasting, Aug. 29 et seq.) in private
meeting with NAB officials. Commissioners cited this as standard practice
for last several years; also that screening occurs only in comparing promise
vs. performance. They emphasized that
spot count is subsidiary to other issues
and that no station has ever been set
for hearing on this matter alone.
One hour meeting to place Nov. 15
with five commissioners (Lee and King
were not present) and following FCC
staffers: Harold G. Cowgill, Broadcast
Bureau chief; Joseph N. Nelson, renewal & transfer chief; Ashbrook P.
Bryant, network study chief, and
James B. Sheridan, special assistant to
Chairman Ford. For NAB: Thomas C.
Bostic, Cascade Stations, chairman of
radio board; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
Decatur, III., vice chairman of radio
board, and John F. Meagher, NAB
radio vice president; Vincent T. Wasilewski, government relations vice president and Douglas A. Anello, chief
attorney.
Policy board
When Florida's Governor LeRoy
Collins takes over as NAB president
Jan. 4, he'll probably have new type
policy committee to steer him until
annual NAB convention in Washington in May. Committee, to replace
present three-man policy group that
has served as regency since death of
President Harold E. Fellows last
March, probably again will be headed
by Clair R. McCollough. As one
prominent board member put it, this
is indicated "because of Clair's ability,
his availability from his organization,

his geography and his work on the
policy committee." At NAB convention, it's likely that provision will be
made for regular chairmanship, to be
rotated among outstanding broadcasters. Mr. McCollough has been
often suggested as first chairman.
First public appearance of Governor Collins after he assumes NAB
presidency Jan. 4 will be in formal
address before Federal Communications Bar Assn. annual meeting in
Washington Jan. 13. Governor Collins hasn't indicated his subject and
it won't necessarily be on communications law or Washington operations.
Breaking ties
First move to eliminate all possibilities of conflict of interest was taken
last week by Meyer (Mike) Feldman,
legislative assistant to President-elect
John F. Kennedy. Mr. Feldman entered into contract to sell KLAD
Klamath Falls, Ore. (see page 56),
and is expected to sell his 30% interest in WADK Newport, R. I., to
his partner, Arnold Lerner. Mr.
Feldman previously has had minority
interests in KOMA Oklahoma City
(15%) and in KITO San Bernardino, Calif. (37%).
There's no legal basis for potential
"conflict of interest" problem due to
ownership
by vice
president-elect's
wife,
Lady Bird
Johnson,
of string of
Texas radio and tv stations. Matter
was raised in some quarters on basis
that Sen. Johnson will be member of
White House official family and President names appointees to FCC, which
issues licenses to applicants. Technically speaking, according to legal
authorities, Mr. Johnson has no official voice in naming commissioners
and exerts no authority over stations.
On the hook
Perennial pre-Christmas problem of
advertisers changing plans after contracts are placed with station reps is
being met firmly. Radio reps report
at least two instances that are current
in which advertisers had decided to
cancel stations after getting clearances. Advertisers — Bayer aspirin
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
and Bulova, via McCann-Erickson —
were held to minimum of two-week
run under standard cancellation
clause. In Bulova's case, advertiser
wound up changing its mind second
time and extending two-week required
duration to six weeks.
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SOUTH FLORIDA ASKED FOR IT! That great, ever-growing, multi-million-dollar market ... with Miami at its
heart... has changed, is changing! Its citizens demanded better radio programming, and only WGBS — the Storer station, with 33
years of responsible broadcasting — could answer the demands!
WGBS ANSWERED
WITH "THE SOUND OF MUSIC"... a new concept of continuous radio enjoyment,
presenting only the best music, from Rodgers and Hammerstein to Stephen Foster ... 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year! It's THE SOUND OF MUSIC as only WGBS could broadcast it— on 50,000 watts— high power, high fidelity, high quality,
and keyed to the mood of each hour.
AND TOTAL INFORMATION NEWS .. .expanded around the clock to include 48 veteran radio newsmen voicing
reports direct from all points of the world . . . local news prepared and aired by the 10 top full-time newsmen at WGBS — the
largest and most experienced radio news staff in Florida!
AN INDEPENDENT NEW WORLD OF RADIO . . . developed after months of discussion, decisions, and
station changes. The final dramatic and independent step was taken as the only possible way to satisfy those thousands of alert
listeners who were asking for this new kind of programming.
INTRODUCED VIA A TREMENDOUS
PROMOTION... the biggest and most dynamic promotional "blitz"
ever carried out by a Florida radio station. The public will be intrigued by words and music in the sky; billboards everywhere;
ads on radio and TV, in newspapers and movie trailers; direct mail! And, to keep the interest high all year, a series of 100 contests will be conducted — with dignity and restrained excitement!
NOW, TODAY, WGBS BECOMES THE FIRST BUY IN SOUTH FLORIDA ... Miami's prestige
station, the one radio station able to offer you a distinctive audience of over half a million families in this fast-growing,
eager-to-buy market !
NOW,

TODAY. . . CALL

KATZ2

WGBS, 710 RADIO MIAMI
• 50,000 WATTS
G

•

1605 BISCAYNE BLVD., MIAMI, FLORIDA
• A STORER STATION
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WEEK
Lots of dust got kicked up when Robert W. Sarnoff of
NBC-TV called competitor ABC-TV a "narrow-gauge" network, but agency executives apparently weren't influenced
strongly enough to change their buying patterns. They're
divided, however, in supporting Mr. Sarnoff and defending ABC-TV. See . . .
AFTERMATH OF SARNOFF BLAST ... 27

How does the advertiser get the most for his tv dollar?
The issue of mass audience versus high-calibre programming was debated last week before New York's Radio and
Television Executives Society by Arthur E. Duram of
Fuller & Smith & Ross and Rodney Erickson of Filmways.
See . . .
CIRCULATION

OR

QUALITY?

... 30

FCC's "get-tough" uhf policy tolls death knell for 26
more uhf permittees who did not construct. Uhf cemetery
is filled with 234 dead authorizations now. See . . .
FCC

DELETES

FARM'S

TV PUSH

... 32

On a cost-per-thousand basis, Sunday afternoon is a
pretty hot buy — one-half evening rates. And it's prime
time, according to Television Advertising Representatives
Inc. See . . .
SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

BRIEF

"Candid Camera" may be watching you. But like others,
you won't know it until the program sequence is completed and the joke is on you. The show now is making
its mark on CBS-TV. See . . .
INSIDE 'CANDID

BONANZA

... 36

CAMERA'

... 74

KWK St. Louis cries "foul" at FCC's method of instituting the revocation proceeding against the station for
alleged contest frauds. KWK demands bill of particulars.
See . . .
KWK'S

'ST. LOUIS

BLUES' ... 58

Improved climate for broadcasting regulation and radiotv code activities produce high interest at NAB's fall
conference in Chicago. See . . .
NAB FOCUS: MIDWEST ... 49
CBS Radio's new format (Nov. 28) exterminates the
remnants of the soap opera. "Ma Perkins" is no more
after 7,065th episode last Friday. Three other serials
fade out too. See . . .

26 UHF'S ... 62

It's no laugh when you sock 60% of your ad budget into
one vehicle. But State Farm Insurance Co. has confidence the laughs produced by Jack Benny and guests
in comic situations will win customers. See . . .
STATE

IN

GOODBYE,

MA

PERKINS

... 68

Status of the threatened talent strike hung in balance
at the weekend as AFTRA, SAG, producer and network
negotiators were to meet in New York Nov. 26 for another
attempt at settling contract differences. Old pact expired Nov. 15. See . . .
NETWORK-TALENT TALKS ... 46
Despite the popular notion, there are advantages to
taking the client along when the agency producer films
his television commercials. Larry DuPont of Tracy-Locke
Co., Dallas, recites the details. See . . .
MONDAY MEMO ... 22

DEPARTMENTS
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9
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THE PIED PIPER WAS A PIKER!
He entranced only the youngsters of Hamelin. KMTV intrigues, attracts and sells to
children in 60 counties in five
states.
For most of the youngsters in
this area, "World's Greatest
Cartoons" and "Popeye Playhouse" are asactivities
much aas part
their daily
schoolof
and peanut butter sandwiches.
All* recent Omaha surveys say
these natepotent
spot carriers
domiall competing
programs
on
all other Omaha and Lincoln
stations.
You, too, can be a Pied Piper in
the Omaha market. Parents in
tow, our young viewers will be
led to your product. Petry will
sell you one of our flutes.
KMTV 3 OMAHA-LINCOLN

t

June '60 ARB, June '60 Nielsen, Feb. '60 Nielsen, Jan '60 ARB

8
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 l| "f"
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 f\ |
Canon

35 aids Reds,

SDX's Newton reports
Though waiver of equal time for
Kennedy-Nixon radio-tv debates was
"gain"
broadcasting,
little access
progressto
has beenformade
for electronic
courtrooms, according to annual report
of Sigma Delta Chi's freedom of information committee submitted yesterday (Sunday) by V. M. Newton Jr.,
chairman and SDX president.
Report said Congress could end
bureaucratic secrecy "almost overnight"
by simply blocking appropriations to
agencies, bureaus and commissions
which "persist" in withholding information from public. But Congress
is slow, it said, because of political
party "worship," hesitancy to "collide
head-on" with President and "preference for political privilege" inherent in
secret government. Mr. Newton charged
there is more federal secrecy today
than eight years ago when he assumed
committee chairmanship.
Discussing American Bar Assn.'s
Canon 35, Mr. Newton, managing editor of Tampa (Fla.) Tribune, said
Soviet Union's widely distributed pictures of U-2 spy trial showed "great
decorum and great dignity in the Russian courtroom." They refute ABA
arguments that cameras would disturb
decorum and dignity of court and abet
Russian propaganda, he said. ABA
thus "denies American press the opportunity of propagandizing the world
on free American justice." Joint committee of media and bar representatives
has failed to obtain funds for thorough
study of Canon 35.
Mr. Newton called on all newsmen
and public to keep "constant pressure
upon the individual congressman" in
interest of informed public opinion and
free government. Report listed 173
cases of federal abridgment of freedom
of information in five years with censorship removed in 95 and continued
in 68 cases and restrictions partly removed in eight and partly continued
in two others. But SDX fight is "now
earning rich dividends in government
information" in various states, he said.
NAB asks delayed date
for finance comments
NAB Friday asked FCC to extend
deadline from Dec. 9 to Feb. 1 for
comments on proposed changes in financial form required yearly from every
licensee of broadcast station.
FCC issued proposed changes earlier
this month (Broadcasting, Nov. 7).

New career
John Charles Daly, tv personality and recently resigned ABC vice
president in charge of news, special events and public affairs, will
marry Virginia Warren, daughter
of Chief Justice and Mrs. Earl
Warren, Dec. 22 in San Francisco,
according to formal engagement
announcement made Friday (Nov.
25)Mr.by Daly
Miss resigned
Warren's hisparents.
ABC post
over policy differences with ABPT President Leonard Goldenson
(Broadcasting, Nov. 21). He is
also known as moderator of CBSTV panel show What's My Line?
They include requirement for condensed balance sheet, analysis of all
notes, itemization of technical and program sales and general administrative
expenses, report of profits and losses
from all sources, and accounting of all
payments made to officers and directors.
NAB request for extension said that
since many broadcasters have not seen
proposals, association sent duplicate
copies to all members. Comments from
individual broadcasters should produce
"more affirmative result," NAB said.
Guterma denies guilt
Alexander L. Guterma and five
others have pleaded not guilty of conspiring to sell $1.5 million worth of
unregistered United Dye & Chemical
Corp. stock.
Trial on this charge was scheduled
Dec. 12. Mr. Guterma, one-time head
of MBS, is serving 59-month prison
term
for violating
He's
also under
sentencesecurities
of 8 to laws.
24 months
and $10,000 fine for failing to register
as foreign agent. This involved 1959
charge he accepted $750,000 from Dominican Republic to air Trujillo propaganda on MBS. None was ever broadcast. MBS is now owned by Minnesota
Mining & Manufacturing Co.
Disc firms sign consents
Three more record distributors have
signed payola consent orders with Federal Trade Commission, bringing to 86
number of complaints settled this way.
FTC issued 102 complaints in yearlong attack on payola problem.
Latest consent judgments were signed
by: General Distributing Co., Baltimore; Triumph Records Inc., New
York; and Jay Kay Distributing Co.,
Detroit.

All three were charged with making
under-counter payments to radio-tv disc
jockeys. General and Jay Kay also
were charged with payments to other
broadcast station personnel.
Barbour

appointed

in ARTS

expansion

As part of its expansion move into
tv program packaging and production,
Advertising, Radio & Television Services
Inc., New York, is announcing today
(Nov. 28) that Oliver Barbour, formerly vice president in charge of radio-tv
for Benton & Bowles, New York, has
joined ARTS as senior vice president
and chairman of plans board.
Gerald Auerbach, ARTS president,
said several tv programs on tape and
film are in planning stage and their titles
ABC-TV

claims No. 1

ABC-TV claimed Friday it had
taken over No. 1 position in
national Nielsen ratings for first
time, with average evening program rating of 18.6 against 17.8
for CBS-TV and 17.5 for NBCTV. Figures were based on Nielsen report for two weeks ended
Nov. 6, which show ABC-TV
and CBS-TV with four programs
each in Top 10 and six each in
Top 15, and NBC-TV with two
in Top 10 and three in Top 15.
ABC announcement, which
came while NBC Board Chairman Robert Sarnoff's attack on
ABC-TV was still echoing (see
page 27), claimed audience
leadership on Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday nights; gave
CBS-TV leadership on Saturday
and Sunday nights and NBC-TV
top place on Wednesday night.
ABC said Nielsen ranked Top 15
as follows (all periods 7:30-11
p.m. Monday through Saturday
and 6:30-11 p.m. Sunday):
Gunsmoke (CBS) 36.3; Wagon Train (NBC) 33.9; Have
Gun, Will Travel (CBS) 32.3;
Debbie Reynolds Show (ABC)
19.7; Real McCoys (ABC) 27.6;
Rawhide (CBS) 27.2; Untouchables (ABC) 27.0; Bonanza
(NBC) 26.9; 77 Sunset Strip
(ABC) 16.8; Danny Kaye Show
(CBS) 26.4; Perry Mason (CBS)
26.1; Price Is Right (NBC)
25.7; My Three Sons (ABC)
25.2; Danny Thomas Show
(CBS) 25.2; Lawman (ABC)
24.1.
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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Mr. Matson

Mr. Trevarthen

Mr. Stone

Mr. Stabile

George D. Matson,
vp, general manager
of NBC-TV, promoted to newly-created post of vp, assistant to president of
NBC, as part of series
of executive changes
at network. Mr. MatJahncke
son joined NBC in
1952 and served in various financial
posts, including that of vp and treasurer from 1958-59. Robert L. Stone,
vp of operations and engineering at
NBC-TV, moves into post of vp and

HEADLINERS

general manager of NBC-TV, succeeding Mr. Matson. Mr. Stone began at
NBC in 1959 as vp of facilities operations, after serving in various executive
capacities at ABC. William Trevarthen,
vp of NBC-TV Network Operations
(Weeks Headliner, Nov. 14), succeeds Mr. Stone as vp of operations and
engineering for NBC-TV. James A.
Stabile, vp of standards and practices
for NBC, advanced to vp of staff of
NBC-TV, and Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr.,
director of standards and practices,
named to head this department as Mr.
Stabile's successor. Mr. Trevarthen has
been with NBC since 1959 and earlier
had been with ABC for 16 years, latterly as vp of production services. Mr.
Stabile joined NBC in 1957 as manager
of talent negotiations, and earlier had
been with ABC as vp and general counsel. Mr. Jahncke started at NBC in
December 1959 and previously had
been vp and assistant to president of
Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., and from
1952-57 held that same title at ABC.
Joel Chaseman, program manager of
WJZ-TV Baltimore, is being appointed
today (Monday) to new post of radio
program manager of Westinghouse
Broadcasting
centralMr.program
operation in NewCo.'sYork.
Chaseman
is being succeeded in Baltimore by
William T. Wagner, now program director of KTRK-TV Houston, effective

Dec. 15. Richard M. Pack, WBC programming vp who announced new appointments, heads staff that has been
augmented with series of recent appointments.
Theodore C. Streibert, formerly director
of U. S. Information
Agency and veteran
broadcasting executive, joins Time Inc.
Broadcasting Div. as.
vp and general manager of WTCN-AMTV Minneapolis.
Appointment iseffective Dec. 1. He fills
vacancy created by resignation of Phil
Hoffman last September. Since 1957,
Mr. Streibert has been with International Basic Economy Corp. (IBEC)
which deals with merger negotiations,
financing and acquisitions of properties;
and new projects. Mr. Streibert, first
director of USIA, began broadcasting
career with WOR New York in 1933.
Following year he helped found Mutual Broadcasting System. In 1937 he
was appointed vp and general manager
of WOR, advancing to president in
1945. From 1949-1951 he was board
chairman of Mutual where he helped
to establish WOIC-TV (now WTOPTV) Washington and WOR-TV New
York. He was appointed to USIA in
1953.
Mr. Streibert

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
l_ :
will be announced shortly. Mr. Barbour,
who was involved while at B&B with
production and purchase of such shows
as The Rifleman, Danny Thomas Show
and Andy Griffith Show, will concentrate on programming activities at
ARTS. Parent company is also active
in production and distribution of film
and in laboratory film processing.
Four Star gross rises
Four Star Television Inc., Hollywood,
reports first quarter gross income of
$4,215,592 during 13-week period ending Sept. 24, which was period just
prior to public issuance of stock.
With net income of $147,266 after
provision for federal income tax, amortization of film costs and profit participation of other ventures, company's
net profit earned 30 cents per share
based on 480,000 outstanding shares
before recent public issue. Based on
present outstanding 600.000 shares, net
profit equals 25 cents per share.
Last year's gross was $15,141,419,
which resulted in net profit of $317,506
10

and earnings per share for year ending
June 30 of 66 cents.
Telenews' Reid dies
Robert H. Reid, 52, general sales
manager of Telenews News Film, division of Hearst Metrotone News, died at
his home in New York Wednesday (Nov.
23). He was considered pioneer in sale
of film and tape news and documentary
programming to tv stations.
Lipton looks ahead
Lipton Tea, after looking back on results of its partial sponsorship of NBCTV coverage of political conventions
and elections returns, is looking forward to more of same. Lipton's agency,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, not only has notified NBC
that it's pleased with results, but added
this note: "This then is a formal request
that in view of Lipton's participation in
the 1960 conventions and elections, they
be given the opportunity to participate
in the 1964 convention and election coverage on NBC."

Tedescos buy KWKY
Station sale announced Friday:
■ KWKY Des Moines, Iowa: Sold by
General Broadcasting Services Inc. toTedesco Inc. for $165,000. This is.
second recent purchase by Tedesco
firm, comprising Nicholas and Victor
J. Tedesco as principal owners; previously it bought KBLO Hot Springs.
Ark. Tedescos have interests in applications for new radio stations in
Council Bluffs, Iowa-Omaha, Neb.;
Chisholm and Hibbing, Minn, areas.
KWKY is 1 kw fulltime on 1150 kc.
WWVA

renews with CBS

WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., last week
renewed its affiliation contract with CBS.
New contract dating from Nov. 28 is
for two years with customary six-month
cancellation clause on either side. Station is earmarked for sale to WWVA
Inc. (group headed by Ira and Bernice
Herbert) for $1.3 million upon FCC
approval
of Storer's
$10 from
million
purchase of WINS
New York
J. Elroy
McCaw.
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Distinguished
award

for

"incisive
Soviet

past

achievement

reporting

Russia

two

over

from
the

decades."

Thus the University of Southern
School of Journalism
honor Henry

Shapiro,

veteran UPI

Moscow

California

and its Alumni

Association

bureau chief.

Shapiro is one of the many

talented UPI

reporters

whose enterprise, ingenuity and professional competence
have won the respect of editors everywhere.

"U"nite

d
A UPI MAN
IS AT THE SCENE

J international

press

network
programming
M SQUAD / AIR POWER / MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE / MIKE HAMMER / MEN
INTO SPACE / HIGH ROAD / TARGET / SAN FRANCISCO
BEAT / THIS MAN DAWSON / DECOY / INVISIBLE MAN
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL / MEET MCGRAW / STATE
TROOPER / YOU ARE THERE / TRACKDOWN / YOU ASKED
FOR IT / SILENT SERVICE / MR. ADAMS AND EVE / THE
HONEYMOONERS / SHOTGUN SLADE / NAVY LOG / BOLD
VENTURE / JEFF'S COLLIE / THE CALIFORNIANS / BOLD
JOURNEY / WHIRLYBIRDS / AND MANY MORE

network

audiences

No significant difference! This was the verdict of the
A. C. Nielsen Company following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences of the leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison of audiences during the
hours 7-11 PM, seven nights a week / family income
HOME OWNERSHIP / AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP / OCCUPATION in
/ other words, the "content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading Network station is the same!

network

advertisers

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. / Procter & Gamble
Company / Colgate-Palmolive Company / General
Motors Corp. / Ralston Purina Company / Bristol
Myers Company / General Electric Company / General
Foods Corp. / American Tobacco Company / Standard
Brands, Inc. / Coca-Cola Company / P. Ballantine
& Sons / Kellogg Company / R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company / Borden Company / General Mills, Inc. / Del
Monte Foods / Texas Company / F & M Schaefer
Brewing Company / And many more.

new york
The only New York independent
qualified
to display
the
SEAL OF GOOD
PRACTICE
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''It's
a great
Selling
tOOl.
I don't
see how
anybody
in business
out it... This
market does
more dollar
volume
of local
business
than stays
a great
many ofwiththe
three-station markets

in the country. A great percentage of that business is on Videotape*

... It gets local business because it absolutely takes the risk out of it. For example, it's awfully
hard for an advertiser to visualize from a piece of copy paper with a video column and an
audio column

just what his commercial

is going to look like on TV. But if the salesman can

say, T've got a spot all recorded for you on your fall coat sale, and I want you to see it,' then
he's sold. This is just so much

better than any other way to sell local television that you just

can't compare it! . . .What do we think of Ampex?

No question but what they're the leaders in

tape. They put tape on the map, and as' far as we're concerned, it's the Ampex

VTR

that's

keeping it there." A single sheet of paper, an envelope addressed to Ampex and a 40 stamp is
all it takes to get the complete profit-potential story about tape. . . and about the Ampex VTR
as a basic sales-building component of any complete TV
Drop us a line today. Write to Ampex, department BT.

operation.

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 CHARTER ST., REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. • AMPEX OF CANADA LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO

MR. JOHN TYLER. GENERAL MANAGER
OF KFDA-TV. AMARILLO. (112. SOO TV HOMES;
151 ST MARKET) .
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DRAW
Ranger

Hoby Oilman

His syndicated

outdraws

series, TRACED

'em all !
OWN,

is

first in its time period in Chicago (27.6
rating), Chattanooga

(34.3 rating), Cr eat

Falls (44.8 rating), Jacksonville
rating), Miami(11.5

rating), New

(21.6 rating), Seattle-Tacoma

(23.9

Orleans

(18.5 rat-

ing), El Paso (36.0 rating) and in other
markets

coast to coast. (Nielsen)

Naturally,

Hoby

TRACIDOWN

draws

advertisers

has scored hang-up

too!
sales

results for such big-timers as American
Tobacco and Mobil Oil (Hoby's sponsors
on the CBS Television Network), Schlitz,
Standard

Oil of Indiana, Anheuser-Busch,

and Guarantee

Savings & Loan (Fresno).

Sponsor Ziegler Sausages

(Birmingham)

sums it up this way: "TRACIDOWN

has

proven

be."

to be all we hoped it would

Produced
Robert

by Four

Star Films, starring

Culp, TEACKDOWN

is the only

television series ever to win the official
endorsement

of both the Texas

Rangers

and the State of Texas. In your area, for
audience

and advertiser

endorsement

"big as Texas"— sign up Hoby Gilman
and TEACKDOWN. For information call

CBS

FILMS

.THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL STATIONS"
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, DETROIT,
BOSTON. ST. LOUIS, SAN FRANCISCO, DALLAS
AND ATLANTA. CANADA: S.W. CALDWELL LTD.

St

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
* Indicates first or revised listing.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 28 — Chicago Area Agricultural Adv.
Assn. luncheon, hosting members of National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors. Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Speaker: Douglas
Graves, assistant vice president of Correspondent Banking at Harris Trust & Savings
Bank, on "Farm Production — Consumer
Market."
Nov. 28 — Deadline for reply comments in
FCC's
rulemaking
to drop
in vhf
channels
at less proceeding
than present
minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13340.
Nov. 28 — Deadline for nominations for 8th
annual Brotherhood Awards, sponsored by
the National Conference of Christians &
Jews. Competition's 12 categories in media
include separate categories for radio programs and television programs. Further
information and entries can be had from
Media Awards Committee, NCCJ, 43 W.
57th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Nov. 28-29 — NAB Fall Conference. Biltmore
Hotel, New York City.
Nov. 29 — Radio & Television Executives
Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Maury Long, Broadcasting magazine, will moderate, and Bill Quarton, WMT
Cedar Rapids, and Bob Bordley, WTOP
Washington, will discuss how trade paper
advertising helps them. Hawaiian Room,
Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15 p.m.
Nov. 30 — Society of Technical Writers and
Publishers, Prince George Hotel, New York.
Nov. 30 — New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to permit am stations to operate with full carrier and single sideband
transmission. Docket 13506.

Nov. 30 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies east central region annual meeting .
Statler Hilton Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 30-Dec. 3— Sigma Delta Chi national
convention, Biltmore Hotel, New York.
Schedule calls for registration and opening
night buffet, convention sessions through
annual evening banquet Dec. 2, closing
morning meeting and afternoon visit to
United Nations Dec. 3, and post-convention
activity of Sigma Delta Chi executive council Dec. 4.
•Nov. 30-Dec. 2 — American Management
Assn. workshop seminar, "Administration
of the Company's Public Relations Program." Co-chairmen: Dan H. Baer, Los
Angeles manager of Harshe-Rotman Inc.,
and Jack Anderson, corporate director of
public relations and advertising for the
Marquardt Corp., Van Nuys, Calif. Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2— Arizona Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting. All-day session at Mountain Shadows Resort near Scottsdale, Ariz. Norman
E. Cash, TvB president, and Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, are principal
speakers.
Dec. 2 — Arizona AP Radio & Tv Assn.,
Mountain Shadows Resort.
*Dec. 5 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon. Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Gen. Charles S.
D'Orsa,
commanding
officer, Army
Combat
Development Experimentation
Center,
Fort
Ord, will discuss how the Army is developing 1970's combat weapons today.
Dec. 6— Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land. Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp.. are among participants.
Hawaiian Room. Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
*Dec. 7 — Advertising Council annual Holly-

wood luncheon, Studio 33, CBS Television
City. Frank Pace Jr., chairman, General
Dynamics Corp., and vice chairman, President's bi-partisan commission on national
goals, will speak.
*Dec. 8— Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, Christmas party. 6 p.m., Empire
Room, Lexington Hotel, New York City.
Dec. 9 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
revise annual financial report (Form 324)
due from all broadcast stations, including
condensed balance sheet, analysis of notes
payable, a new income statement and a
new breakdown of revenues.
*Dec. 31 — Deadline for entries in first International Broadcast Awards competition of
Hollywood Advertising Club.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp.. will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
*Jan. 10 — Deadline for entries for the George
Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards.
The awards give recognition to programs,
stations, networks and individuals. Categories for both radio and tv are: news,
entertainment, education, youth or children's programs,and
promotion
international
understanding
public ofservice.
Entry
blanks and further information may be
obtained from the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter. Academy of
Television
Arts &Ballroom,
Sciences "Close-Up"
1961
dinner. Grand
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertisinr
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting.

Jan. 24-26 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens.
*Jan. 27 — Educational Foundation of American Women in Radio & Television, Board
of Trustees meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel,
New York City.
*Jan. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, board of directors meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel, New York City.
FEBRUARY
*Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's non-competitive public interest awards to radio-tv and other public
information media entries will be accepted
for radio-tv stations and networks, advertisers, daily and weekly newspapers, national news services and syndicates, and
labor organizations; consumer and trade
magazines and outdoor advertising companies. NSC also will administer Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety
from
of council's
public
interestamong
awardsrecipients
in radio-tv
and advertiser
categories. Two new awards of $1,000 each
will be presented to producer and writer
of radio or tv programs selected from Sloan
Award winners. Official blanks may be obtained from the Council at 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. La-

that

broke

iTuesday
now

Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
;,Radio-Television,
Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, BeverMAY
ly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in the*May 3-6 — American Public Relations Assn.
atrical motion pictures, live and film tv 17th annual convention. Hotel Shelburne,
programs.
Atlantic delphia
City,Forge N.
association's
*Feb. 5-6 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
willJ. beThehost.
The themePhilawill
spring convention. Commodore Perry Hotel,
be:
"Analyzing
Public
Relations'
AccomAustin.
plishments Problems, Opportunities
and
Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
*May 4-8 — American Women in Radio &
*Feb. 7 — International Broadcast Awards
Television, national convention. Statler Hilbanquet of Hollywood Ad Club. 8 p.m.,
ton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood. Awards for outMay
4-14 — Brand Names Week.
standing broadcast commercials in interSkills."
national competition will be presented.
May ton7-11
annual Hotels,
convention.
SheraPark —andNABShoreham
Washington.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
May 15-27— International Festival of Telecooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
vision Arts & Sciences. Montreux, Switzerland. Schedule includes an international tv
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of equipment
trade fair and a contest judging
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
of the best television musical variety proShoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
gram. The fair is being held under patron*Feb. 26 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
age of the Swiss Television Authority and
chapter, first of a series of annual salutes to the city
of Montreux.
stations. WLW Cincinnati to be honored. 5
p.m., Latin Quarter, New York City. ProAdvertising Federation of America
tionceeds
Inc. will go to the Broadcasters' Founda1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conferMARCH
ence of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
*March 9 — Radio & Television Executives
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conSociety of New York annual banquet. 7:30
ference and congressional reception.
p.m., Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria HoStatler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
tel, New York City.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district conven*March 17-18 — Professional Advertising Club
tion. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Proviof Topeka workshop and clinic. Washburn
dence, R. I.
U., Topeka, Kan.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
APRIL
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convenApril 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. antion.
Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
nual meeting. Billings, Mont.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convenApril 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadtion. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washingcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel,
ton, D.C.
Topeka.

4:30pm

and

available
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first
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Sunday

time

locally

LUPTON.

The authentically-set story of the U. S. Indian agent
who made peace with and became a "blood brother"
of the Apache chief Cochise. BROKEN ARROW is the
series that changed network history in 2 completely different
time periods. On both Tuesday night at 9:00 pm
and Sunday afternoon at 4:30 pm, BROKEN ARROW
lifted the ABC -TV Network from a weak third position
to a solid second place. Now BROKEN ARROW
is available to repeat its success for you in your market.

A "natural"
for station
programing

needs.

Direct from

its

network

success

to you.

5-2100

OPEN

MIKE

Native foreigners'
editor: On pages F-79, 80 and 81 of
the 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook the
following languages were listed as "foreign": Apache, Cherokee, Chippewa,
Eskimo, Navajo, Thlinget and Ute. If
they are "foreign" to the North American continent, pray tell where in this
world, or any other, are they native? —
Earl TV. Hodges, Chief Engineer, KEF A
Helena, Ark.
AFA's 'Advertising Year'
editor: In reading your estimable magazine of Nov. 14, I am intrigued by
your editorial on "A campaign for advertising" (page 124) ... I couldn't
agree with you more on the fact that
there has been more talk about doing
something to improve the image of advertising than on possibly any other
subject in the last few years and it is
also equally obvious that little has been
done to accomplish that task.
However, I feel that you may have
overlooked a promising program which
is now under way and which deserves
the fullest support of your magazine
and of all other media in the nation. It

is our Advertising Year program to
help create a better climate of understanding for the advertising industry.
This campaign, which will be launched
with a week-long salute starting Feb. 5,
1961, is being created by the famous
McCann-Erickson Adv. (U.S.A.) with
the public relations assistance of Daniel
J. Edelman & Assoc.
It is the desire and has been the demanding purpose of the creators of this
campaign to make it a positive presentation of advertising's indispensable role
in our American economy. The symbol for the campaign will be a concentric circle of arrows in which advertising, mass demand and mass production
all play an equal role. We are not going [to claim] that advertising is the one
and only element which makes America
great. This is pure hogwash and we in
advertising must learn to be moderate
and honest in our claims for it. I think
this is one of the great distinguishing
characteristics of the present campaign.
McCann-Erickson, as its predecessor
task force agencies, has created a complete campaign for all media in this
case. It certainly deserves the fullest
cooperation of all of us because this is
a "bread and butter" educational drive.

For complete

audience

Every time one of us runs an ad or
gives air space to a commercial telling
how advertising is an integral part of
our economy, we help people understand that this is one of the ways by
which they enjoy the finest mass communication system in the world today.
They also understand a little better why
the consumer is king in America and
enjoysday.
a privilege of choice 100 times
each
One piece of information in your
editorial of Nov. 14 needs further
clarification. That is your reference to
the Advertising Council and its responsibility for so many fine public service
efforts. You are absolutely right in that
regard, but it should be pointed out that
it would be an impossibility for the
Advertising Council, of which I am a
director, to assume the role of a partisan pleading the case of the advertising
industry. The very charter of the Advertising Council forbids it from conducting an educational campaign on behalf of a better understanding of our
industry. It is limited only by its resources in serving unselfish public
causes but this unfortunately precludes
such a service to the advertising industry itself . . . — C. James Proud, President and General Manager, Advertising
Federation of America, New York.

and sales adaptability

Entertainment

and

all

whicl

-family

On the network. 67% of the
BROKEN ARROW viewers were
adults (ARB audience study.) It
sold so well for General Electric and
Miles Labs that both renewed... a
sales success repeated for all-familj
sponsors Mars, Inc., and RalstonPurina. In transition time periods,
daytime or nighttime, for adult onlj
or all-family audiences, BROKE]
ARROW fits the widest possible
range of audience and advertiser
in your market.

Invaluable in Massachusetts
editor: The 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook ■Marketbook serves as an invaluable aid to us in our promotional and
publicity work, both in Massachusetts
and in the New England region as well
as across the country. — Tom Hynes,
Dept. of Commerce, Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
[Copies of the 1960 Broadcasting Yearbook
are available at $4 each, so long as the supply lasts.]
Farm and food programs
editor: Does your Broadcasting Yearbook radio and tv station directories
list farm directors and people who have
food program s? — Barbara Kessler,
News and Information Dept., Poultry
and Egg National Board, Chicago.
[The 1960 edition does not list either of
these categories. However, if there is sufficient interest in such additional listings,
we'll gladly
the 1961
Yearbook
to beconsider
publishedthem
next for
September.]
Travelin' 'n' talkin'
editor: I doubt if very many, if any,
other radio stations in the country have
such a widely traveled news editor on
their staffs as our Porter Randall. He is
rapidly gaining the reputation of Texas'
"Lowell Thomas" and is known as the
dean of news commentators in the
Southwest. He has just returned from

nits

home

udiences

)KEN ARROW
is everything!

--

OLO

R

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 5-7 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 5-7 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math), sust.
Nov. 28- Dec. 2, 5-7 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
AS'
Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 5-7 (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Price Is Right, part.
Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 5-7 (12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Be You, part.
Nov. 28-Dec. 2, 5-7 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Nov. 30, Dec. 7 (8:30-9 p.m.lThe Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather;
Speidel through Norman, Craig & Kummel).

an assignment that carried him through
three continents, Africa, Asia and
Europe.
He did broadcasts to KFJZ from the
Valley of the Kings in Egypt, from
Damascus and Jerusalem in the Holy
Land and from Athens, Greece. Besides his regular broadcasts, which are
fed by KFJZ to the Texas State Network, Mr. Randall currently is engaged

both

and

for

Nov. Music
30, Dec.
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,7 (9-10
Kraft p.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 1 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show, Ford
through J. Walter Thompson.
1, 5-7part.(11:15 p.m.-midnight) The Jack
PaarDec.Show,
Dec. 3 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show, Nabisco through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Dec. 3 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo and
His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through DancerFitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 3 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 4 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press, sust.
Dec. 4 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 4 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

in a series of speaking engagements before civic groups, schools and churches.
His lecture dates are a promotion and
public service of KFJZ. He does not
have an open speaking engagement for
the next 30 days. He has filled some
377 speaking engagements since his return from a trip through Russia a year
ago. — Dale Drake, KFJZ Fort Worth,
Tex.

adult

sponsors

authentically-set adventures . . . starring Michael Ansara
and John Lupton . . .
available locally direct from its network success
in which it broke network records, helping
make ABC-TV the second network . . .
reaching just the right audiences . . . 67% adult, drawing
the largest share of viewers in the all-important
Young Housewife homes . . .
fits any time period . . . sponsored and renewed
by both adult and all-family blue-chip advertisers . . .
a "natural" for station programing needs . . .
available now first time locally . . .

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

/ 488 Madison Avenue • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2IOO

MONDAY

Take

the

MEMO

client

along

Whenever he mentions the fact that
he likes to have the client along when
he shoots a television spot, other agency
people look at the writer as though he
has wandered too far from his psychiatrist's couch. After all, why not take
the client along? He's picking up the
tab. He's entitled to know what goes
on when his commercial is being shot.
And
easier. it will make the agency's job
"Easier! the man says!"
"Yes, easier," the man says.
In the first place, too often the client
thinks taking a beauty shot of his product simply means setting a package
down, turning on a couple of lights,
aiming the camera more or less in the
direction of the product and letting
it "fly."
After several hours of this, clients
who have been with me on such a shooting assignment, have squirmed uneasily
in their chairs and turned weary eyes
toward me and asked, "Does it always
take so much time to shoot a simple
scene like this?"
When he notices that the lighting
man will try 10 or 12 different lights
at varying heights and distances; when
he sees that the label has been color
corrected to reproduce it more faithfully on black-and-white tv; when he
observes that the subtle pattern of
shadow in the background is specifically designed to thrust his product more
pleasingly into the viewer's awareness,
he'll
be more
appreci
ative of such things
in future
commer
cials.
Understanding Costs ■ Then, too,
there are the costs — and this is the
hardest thing of all for a client to
understand. Why do location sequences
cost so much?

Take him with you next time and let
him count with amazement the horde
of people required to shoot on location
— the chief camera man, his first and
second assistants, the grips, the prop
man, wardrobe lady, make-up and hairdresser, electricians, transportation personnel, director, assistant director,
script girl, etc., etc. (Yea, even unto
the "honey wagon"!)
Let him sit with you while you call
the weather bureau and Dr. Krick, and
then, on the basis of their conflicting
forecasts, decide with you whether or
not you should issue a call for the next
morning. Let him share with you the
agony of making the decision to com22

from LARRY DUPONT of Tracy-Locke Co., Dallas

when

you

film

your

tv spots

mit yourself for crew costs — only to
find out that the guy who said it would
rain was right.
Clients take a dim view of $1,700
down the drain for a canceled shooting
schedule, generally. But they accept it
with considerably more resignation if
they know why the decision was made.
The same holds true of on-stage production. Let him stand by your side
as you go through thousands of feet of
rear screen projection material trying
to find a "plate" that is just right for
your background. Let him sit in with
you on a casting session to find out that
your selection isn't always based on
measurements and beauty alone. Indeed, it'll be good for him to know
that casting sessions are the cold, impersonal, businesslike operations they
are — usually.
Details Add Up ■ Then, ask him to
go
withtheyou
designer's
to see
sets tohe the
has set
sketched,
and office
note
the minute construction details that are
meticulously specified, like an architect's drawing of a home. Then urge
him to watch them put up a set, the
shoring, finishing, dressing, rigging, etc.
Next, invite him to attend the preshooting planning session you have with
your director and camera man. Let
him discover that not all decisions are
made on set. Let him find out how
much thought you have given this
These are the reasons I like to have
project.
clients come with me when I shoot.
I suspect
that in
themyreason
have
more
company
viewsI don't
is because
many toagency
producers
they breath
don't
want
be inhibited
by feel
the hot

of the client blowing down their necks.
That is a hazard. Personally, I infinitely prefer to have him breathing
down my neck as I shoot than looking
down my throat after.
A producer who knows what he intends to do, who has carefully plotted
out in his own mind how he intends
to handle his assignment, has little to
fear from most clients. I have found
them to be understanding, cooperative
and many times very helpful. After he
gets his feet wet, the client frequently
gets enthused about the whole thing,
rolls up his sleeves and works just as
hard as you do.
Contingencies
I can't
count the
number
of times ■ when
circumstances
have called for deviation from the
storyboard on the spot. Going back
home later and explaining (most of
the time, defensively) why you changed
it, is one thing. Having the client right
there to understand why the change
was advisable, is quite another thing.
There is another hazard: the possibility that his presence along with you
may bring about the condition of too
many chiefs and not enough Indians.
In that case, a tactful discussion of the
expensive confusion that can result
from the cast or crew being bewildered
by directions coming from more than
one source will ordinarily head off this
sort of thing.
Yes, take the client along with you
next time. Chances are you'll come
back
from the trip with a new friend
and ally.
And the incidence of "accepted as
produced" commercials will take a
pleasant rise.

Lawrence E. DuPont has been with TracyLocke Co., Dallas, since June 1954. He is
vice president in charge of radio and television. Before going to Tracy-Locke, he
was with Rogers & Smith, Dallas. Mr.
DuPont began his career in broadcasting
media in 1935. He is a graduate of Fordham Law School in New York. He is married and has one son.
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Get together
ranks

men...

just below

all teams

Ft. Worth

It's the 4th largest market
of the states of Louisiana,
Rouge

market,
WBRZ.

overlooked

NBC
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Baton

Baton

- Dallas, Houston

Rouge
and

as a market
New

Orleans.

in the Gulf South-an area made up
Texas and Mississippi. The Baton

with a population

of $1,285,000,000.00,
station

agree

of 1,561,000

is served

Rouge

and

completely

is truly too BIG

retail sales

by television

a market

to be

on any list.

ABC

but

the

television

\

audience

votes

every

night..

One day, come every four years, the electorate turns
out to choose its President — and, come that same
night, sits down to see how it turned out.
In doing so last week, the vote for the most election
viewing went, convincingly, to Network Z. (It's smart
politics not to name your opponent.)
Now, while in the credit-where-it's-due department,
let us not forget that the television audience votes every
night. And dial twisting, like lever pulling, can shift
the vote from minute to minute.
By Popular Majority
That the dial twisters have, from recent week to week,
shifted to ABC is now a matter of simple, available
record
So, too, went the voting for the week ending November 13. As the chart shows, this Nielsen TV Report*
gives ABC a clear lead in audience. Despite, we repeat,
Network Z's victory on Tuesday night.
Rating Entire
Rating Entire
Week Ending
Week Excluding
Nov. 13
Election Night
ABC-TV

I9.4

20.6

EiT"1
iSI'l
m¥T
7
ft m mimt % mm®
♦Source: 24 Market Nielsen TV Report, week ending Nov. 13, 1960,
Average Audience. Sun. 6:30-11 PM„ Mon.-Sat. 7:30-11 PM.
By nights of the week, if that's your gauge, ABC led
four times (Sunday, Monday, Thursday, Friday). Net Z
took Tuesday (Election Night) and Wednesday.
The Margin Grows
What happens when you look at the numbers uncluttered by the complication of election preemptions?
When you base your rating on how the networks fared
for the five nights following the Election Extravaganza?
The margin grows bigger: ABC leads with 20.5 . . . Net
Y is second with 18.2... Net Z last with 16.4. (Actually
this is a bigger rating for ABC than we rolled up for

the same five nights of the previous pre-election week.)
Enough figures. Whether your measuring standards
are broad or narrow in gauge, one truth emerges unchallenged. Where the 3 networks compete on an equal
facilities basis,* where the dial twister can dial in all 3
networks, most of the time he dials in ABC.
Heritage Recalling
This, despite any pious pronouncements to the contrary,
did not happen by laurel resting or heritage recalling.
It was achieved by hard work, not hard words. By a
belief in pioneering new programming patterns, by
trend-setting, not trend-spotting. By recognizing that
the dial twisters hold the voting and veto-ing power.
By knowing that you have to be there with the right
new twist when they start twisting the dials.
Significant case in point: We were there first with the
Westerns . . . and then, with the right new twist in
Westerns: Maverick. Today, with the noble declarations
about full range programming obligations being tossed
about, it is enlightening to note that Network Z leads
in the number of Westerns on the air (just as it trails
in audience).
This, of course, is their privilege. We're off pioneering again. This time, trend-setting in completely new
television country with The Flintstones . . . TV's first
adult cartoon series... and TV's top-rated show among
all new entries this season.
Coming Events
In the public service area, similar pioneering strides
are in evidence. There is television's most ambitious
visual project — Winston Churchill: The Valiant Years
... 26 chapters of living history. There is also a vital
departure in documenting current events, co-produced
with Time Inc., leading off with Yanki— No! . . . a nonpunch-pulling exposition of the coming showdown in
Latin America.
If any or all of this comes as news to you, we'll be
pleased to fill in the details. For the moment, suffice
it to say we are where we are because of what we are
... a forward-moving network alive to the changing
moves of the dial twisters.
Howelse can a network find and keep favor with them?
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■ Shock
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NBC and ABC appeared last week
to have held their ground without
noticeable gain or loss among leading
agency executives after NBC Chairman
Robert W. Sarnoffs unprecedented public attack on ABC-TV's programming
and business operations (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
Officials of both networks claimed
to have picked up additional clearances
from "dual affiliates" after Mr. Sarnoffs
attack, but neither would give details.
Top agency officials, responsible for
millions of dollars in network billings,
were divided between supporting Mr.
Sarnoff and defending ABC. But in
relatively few cases did they take unconditional positions. A typical reaction: "NBC's right about ABC not
paying enough attention to public
affairs programming. But ABC has
been a growing network, trying to build
audiences and sales, and you can't
blame it for concentrating on massaudience programs until it gets into a
position to afford these other things.
On the other hand it has reached the
point where it had better begin putting
on more of these 'quality' programs
pretty
Mr. soon."
Sarnoff let loose his charges in
an address at the NBC-TV affiliates
convention 10 days ago. He called
ABC-TV
a "narrow-gauge"
network
more interested
in mass audiences
than
"full service" and indirectly accused it
of "manipulating" audience claims, depressing rates and buying affiliations.
ABC issued no formal reply, but officials privately countered that NBC was
"full of sour grapes" and cited latest
ratings reports to back up ABC audience claims (Closed Circuit, Nov.
21).
No Formal Statement ■ In declining
to comment formally on Mr. Sarnoff's
speech, ABC authorities took the position that "We're not competing with
NBC. CBS is our opponent — for ratings, for advertisers and for affiliates."
They also called attention to publicaffairs programming already in their
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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1960-61 schedule and said plans for
expansion in this area were already
under way.
While reactions to the Sarnoff speech
varied, there was no indication that
agencymentofficials'
agreement
or disagreewith it would
affect their
buying
decisions. Here is how some of the

ABC

clearances

speech's

impact

most influential agency executives reacted :
The vice president in charge of radiotv for a large agency voiced the opinion that NBC's criticism of ABC was
"entirely warranted." But he questioned the "time
and place"that
for NBC
such
an action.
He indicated
might have chosen a forum other than
a meeting of affiliates, some of whom
also take ABC-TV, to deliver such a
blistering critique. He took a dim
view, however, of ABC-TV's rating
claims and asserted many of them "are
full of holes." In negotiation for sales
of programs, he found it was his experience that networks rarely downgrade the competition but try to point
up the value of buying into their particular network. He said the incident
"certainly will not affect any buying
decision
I may ■have
'Back-biting'
"It's to
onlymake."
a tempest in
a teapot," according to another highlyplaced media executive. He pointed
out that magazines "sometimes indulge
in this kind of back-biting and nobody
even notices it." He added that obviously NBC was trying to "sell against
ABC," but he said the episode would
not influence him for or against either
ABC or NBC.
Another media official commented:
"It isn't an insane criticism. Where
there's smoke there's fire. Witness the
John Daly incident. But I do think that
Bob Sarnoff colored his remarks for
competitive reasons. It would seem
that there is at least an element of
affiliation
ABC."
But thisweakness
executiveat felt
there was a

It was at a convention of NBC affiliates that NBC Chairman Robert Sarnoff unloaded on ABC-TV 10 days ago.
He called ABC a "narrow gauge" network and implied it was manipulating
audience claims, buying affiliates and
depressing television rates.

partial justification
criticism.
He pointedforoutMr.
that Sarnoff's
the advertising industry sympathized at first
with ABC's plight in the years when
it was clearly a struggling third network
trying to build both audiences and sales.
But, he indicated, the time has come for
ABC to recognize that, like NBC and
CBS, it has an obligation to present
more informational programs.
The radio-tv vice president of another
27

agency dismissed the Sarnoff incident
as "sour grapes." He added: "In fairness, itmust be said that ABC is not
doing as well as it wants you to believe.
Some of the claims the network makes
in ads just aren't true." He thought
the inter-network rivalry for the dollar
had reached the point where there is
no advantage in going to any one network "just because it's CBS or it's
NBC." He indicated that the "present
balance" means that today "the program and the time slot are the important factors to consider — not the network." He said there is, on occasions,
"competitive selling" by the networks
and this is particularly true on daytime
shows.
Wrong Place ■ NBC's blast against
ABC might have been "self-serving," a
tv-radio vice president at another
leading agency ventured, and added:
"If it had to be said, I don't think it
should have been said at an affiliates
meeting. For the good of the business,
the less that is said about these feuds,
the better."
An agency media official expressed
the belief that NBC's criticism was
"justified to some extent." It was his
opinion that networks have an obligation to program in the public interest
and carry shows of a cultural nature —
either sponsored or unsponsored. For
a long time, he continued, NBC and
CBS fulfilled this obligation while ABC
was, understandably enough, concentrating on gathering an audience and
building sales. He remarked: "Today
ABC is in a competitive position. It's
about time that ABC started to carry
a larger share of public service and
cultural programs."
"None of the networks is clean" was
the comment of a media executive at
an agency that ranks among the majors
in radio and television billing.
At the same agency, a programming
executive observed, "If I were in Bob
Sarnoff's position I'd say the same
thing." The programmer felt NBC-TV
was justified in maintaining that with
CBS it shares in "more public responsibility" than does ABC. But, he said,
these two networks are in a "better
position" to do this, because their "entertainment position is established." He
found NBC-TV's coverage record commendable during the political conventions and the election, and, in his opinion, NBC-TV has an "additional right"
to assume the "offensive."
For ABC-TV, he continued, it would
appear to be "realistic" to sell time on
a basis of receiving 50 cents on $1
rather than receiving the whole dollar
if the alternative is no sale at all. Yet,
said this spokesman, "There's no show
on ABC-TV that's cheaper than a
Raven on NBC-TV or an Aquanauts
on CBS-TV on the basis of minutes."
Force of Competition ■ An executive
28 (LEAD STORY)

in media for another large agency found
Mr. Sarnoff's statement before affiliates
a "commercial piety . . . and what can
be expected when anybody gets in a
competitive
situation."
The executive
said he was not praising one network above another, however, because though "ABC-TV has
short sightedness, NBC-TV itself has
short sightedness." Regardless of ABCTV's methods, he saw NBC-TV's statement as indication that "ABC-TV has
worked into the picture." NBC-TV, he
surmised, was tightening up its affiliates
— "If a network must lecture its affiliates, this evidently means affiliations
have been somewhat loosened."
It is true in a sense, he said, that
ABC-TV programs for mass audiences
but that ABC-TV as the third network
had to find a way of "splitting the pie"
and of injecting a programming appeal
to get a reasonable percentage of the
total audience. He thought, too, that
there's much truth in the feeling expressed bymany that ABC-TV has resorted to programming on the "paperback novel level." Asked if it was not
true that some of his own clients bought
into these very same shows, this executive answered in the following way:
Suspicious ■ "There's the advertiser
who deals with mass sales — the advertiser of food packages, drugs, cold
remedies, cigarettes and the like. He
wants to buy two things in volume:
reach or coverage, and frequency. And
some just don't care so long as they
get a rating or obtain belief that an
audience exists."
The charges and counter-charges, he
said do not affect buying — "We are
Close to capacity, but..
A New York office building
has started to advertise on a regularly scheduled radio program on
WNTA Newark-New York. The
building is at 444 Madison Ave.,
which owner-operator Oestreicher
Realty-Freeman & Gerla fondly
refer to as "The Communications
Capital of Madison Ave." The
program is Open End on radio
Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m. According to Gerard Oestreicher, partner
in the realty firm, the 43-story
building is "close to capacity" in
rentals but the objective is to continue "projection of the building's
image to decision makers for
whom we may have space at a
future date." David Susskind,
host on Open End and also a
partner of Talent Assoc. which is
housed at 444 Madison, will deliver one of the two institutional
commercials carried on the radio
show each week. Koehl, Landis
& Landan, is the agency.

suspicous of any charge or statement
that is too strident or too restrictive in
theOne
areamajor
covered."
agency executive brushed
off the whole thing as "ridiculous,"
admonishing broadcast people to "spend
more time" on more productive things.
Mixed Feelings ■ But according to
another top executive: He looks at the
situation with "mixed emotion." Basically, he believes ABC-TV probably is
guilty of what it was charged, and that
although Mr. Sarnoff's statement is
well taken in parts, "50% of it is sour
grapes." This is what he feels ABCTV is guilty of: As a growing third
network, it has thought of "ratings
first
andto respectability
second";
it's
believed
have made higher
payments
to stations in certain markets in order
to improve its competitive position.
In addition he felt ABC-TV also is
"partly guilty of running formula
This procedure by ABC-TV, however, would not affect the agency's
shows." pattern — "these are but general
buying
statements.' They are made, according to this executive, to permit a network to defend itself and to get publicity, though he pointed out that Mr.
Sarnoff "is known to be against deals
and doesn't aprove of them, and when
things get tough and NBC-TV is forced
into a competitive situation and deals
are made, Mr. Sarnoff, if he then knows
of
goes makes
along deals,
begrudgingly."
Eachthem,
network
he said,
"though CBS-TV does it least." He
thinks network rivalry is good on the
theory of "the greater the competition,
the better for us and the industry in
general." He would expect ABC-TV
to increase its quality programing but
points up that at present the network
"tries not to get hurt," placing its
Churchill series, for example, in a nonprime-peak period of 10:30-11 p.m.
The executive vice president of a
medium-sized agency expressed the
opinion that Mr. Sarnoff's action was
"ill-advised." He observed: "It certainly sounds that
as ifABC
NBC will
is desperate."
He
believes
expand more
and more into public service programming as that network continues to gain
in financial strength. The incident, he
said, will not play any part in his buy"Anydecisions
agencyman
worthing decision,
his saltadding:
makes his
in a
hardboiled way, though I must say that
Mr. Sarnoff's remarks left a bad taste
agency partner summed up his
in An
my mouth."
feeling by saying: "NBC must be hurting." He said the networks usually are
circumspect in references to competing
networks during negotiations for the
sale of programs and only when the decision is"close" do they resort to presentations that could be labelled "snipBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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The art of candy dipping! Fewer and fewer
possess this quality touch in a day of
mechanization. And yet, there is no substitute
when it comes to making the finest chocolates.
Nor, can mechanization be the entire answer
when

it comes

to the quality atmosphere

evident in today's better television and radio
station operations. People .. .their skills, their
dedication, their love of the finer things
provide that all-important difference.
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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TELEVISION
RADIO obc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS - FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS
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BROADCAST

LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

CIRCULATION
Whether

ADVERTISING

OR

to buy program

debated by FS&R's Duram
A discussion of buying audience size
compared to program quality in network television last week drew Arthur
E. Duram, senior vice president in
charge of radio and tv, Fuller & Smith
& Ross, and Rodney Erickson, president of Filmways, into opposite camps.
In a so-called "debate" of the issue
at the Radio & Television Executives

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)
<S^i CX5«^ CXS*^ CX5«*} CX3*^ CX3«
MORE

FOOD

IS SOLD
ON
LONG

ISLAND

THAN

IN

PHILADELPHIA,
PEORIA

AND

PENSACOLA
PUT

. . .

TOGETHER!

$704,9959
000
(Sales
Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)
. . . Delivers MORE Daytime Audience than any
other Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)
►10,000

WATTS
AM 1100
f M 98.3

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD w wa of
IONG ISIANO. N. Y.
Represented by Gill-Perna
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Society's timebuying-selling meeting in
New York, Mr. Duram asserted that
advertisers — particularly those which
have the large portion of their budgets
in a single network program — must
reach interested tv viewers. And the
way to do that, he intimated, was for
the advertiser to choose a better program, or negatively, not select the
show that fails to gain his interest or
attention, or otherwise attract the viewer.
Crux of Mr. Duram's talk: better
programming
if the advertiser seeks this isbutpossible
not numbers
alone.
"Your (advertisers') sights will be automatically lifted," he said, "because no
matter how important or how trivial
you consider the viewers' mental altitude, the only possible solution is to
make programs more interesting, more
exciting, stimulating and rewarding —
not routine, nor dull, nor mechanical
copies of the show ahead of it and
Not Pit."& G ■ He admitted, however,
behind
that Procter & Gamble, Lever Bros.,
Colgate and General Foods do not fit
this category. "If they run into a glob
of passive viewers on one show, they
are quite likely to catch those same
women very alert on some other show."
He said: "Neither the very good high
rated programs of television nor the
very good low rated programs present
a basic problem in giving our commercials amaximum response. The viewer
of Huntley-Brinkley is wide awake and
those of Untouchables are very alert
because they are likely to get shot if
they're not.
"But this is not dependably so with
respect to that huge area of middle
mediocrity."
Mr. Erickson's talk began with: "It's
time for plain talk." He then proceeded
by
thatthea way
to get
one's name
and noting
that of
agency
in newspapers
and trade magazines was to publicly
declare oneself in favor of better programming.getAnd, across
he quipped,
it's also
a sure way to
a new business
pitch — it may even bring in new advertisers. Another avenue, he continued,

QUALITY?

quality or audience
Filmways'

Mr, Erickson

size

Erickson

Mr. Duram

was for the agency executive to talk
about financing pilots or of being in
favor of live show originations in New
York (even though you don't have any
at
the agency),
or if
"You that
are ifDavid
Susskind,
you can
decide
you
attack everybody you are bound to
getWhile
some it's
business."
possible "theoretically" for
an agency to get a "better program,"
Mr. Erickson admitted, the agency's,
responsibility
is to great
make toa profit
"anda
hazards
are very
take —such
course." It is the producer that counts.
According to Mr. Erickson, "second
guessing a producer is a waste of time
advice to agency programmers
andHismoney."
and network tv timebuyers: take
chances on numbers ("spread it out on
a few shows"). He also said there's
not enough attention given to commercials ("get one that's attention-getting") .
Mr. Erickson declared that he doesn't
see shows "getting much better." Network tv is "not a selective medium."
There are no signs of flexibility ("You
can't sponsor better shows at lower
costs"). His philosophy in summary
for the
agencyinstead
and client:
"Have time
the
right
medium
of spending
improving it.
RAB pitches for travel ads
A special report issued by Radio
Advertising Bureau, New York, tells
how the nation's 1,300 travel agents
can "educate" prospective customers
throughtagestheoffered
"personal
selling"
advanby radio
advertising.
Nearly 100 million Americans spent
some $22 billion last year traveling in
the U.S. and abroad, RAB claims in
a report on the booming travel industry,
which includes a series of seven reasons
why radio can "book more business for
travel agents." Many people, RAB says,
are not familiar
with realize
the travel
services,
nor do they
that agent's
agents
derive their income from charges to
carriers, hotels, etc.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

MID- DAY NEWS
Monday-Friday 12:30 P.M.
CAROLINA NEWS
SPECIAL
Monday- Friday 6:30 P.M.
11th HOUR REPORT
Monday- Friday 11 P.M.
FARM & HOME
Monday-Friday 6:15 A.M.

'

TODAY IN THE
CAROLINAS
Monday- Friday
:*> 7:25 A.M. and 8:25 A.M.
THE SPORTSMAN
Saturday 8 A.M.

Thirty-one regularly scheduled news shows
per week originate at WSOC-TV. This is the most complete
local and regional tv reporting in the Carolinas.
That is why viewers of America's 25th largest television
market call WSOC-TV the NEWS station of the Carolinas.
And another reason why your best buy in Charlotte
is WSOC-TV-one of the nation's great area stations.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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The

big

INSURANCE

television

COMPANY

PUTS

Comic Jack Benny not only paid off
in nickels at his New York tux-and-tie
automat party Nov. 10 but apparently
is paying off for State Farm Insurance
Co. and its 7,500 agents across the
country.
This 1960-61 season, as some 23 million nighttime viewers surely must know
by now, the comedian-violinist is appearing every week on CBS-TV under
co-sponsorship of State Farm and
Lever Bros.
Network tv is old hat to the giant
Lever Bros. But the Benny purchase
marks a milestone for State Farm in the
Needham, Louis & Brorby agency shop,
which has handled the account for
about 21 years. The midwest insurance
firm (located in downstate Bloomington, 111.) is pouring an estimated 60%
of its $5 million advertising budget into
Mr. Benny on both network tv and
spot radio.
Well before the first 13-week cycle
expires, State Farm hopes commercials
will catch the fancy of an estimated
40% of the nation's Sunday evening
audience (9:30-10 p.m. EST) and provide nearly 10 million male adult car
insurance prospects.
Walk Before Running ■ State Farm
is not new in broadcast media, for
NL&B has been bringing its client
along slowly in radio-tv, dipping here
and there in scattered purchases {Game
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60%

push

for

OF

BUDGET

ITS AD

of the Week baseball on tv, The Red
Barber Show and White Sox owner Bill
Veeck's sports commentary on WBKB
[TV] Chicago). But State Farm accepted the agency's recommendation
for buying the Benny series with all
the fervor of a teenager accepting a
surprise date with Fabian.
The advantages of such sponsorship
were obvious — capitalization on a durable tv comedian, definitive leads for
the client's agents, merchandising-promotion tie-ins for its agents, integrated
commercials, a full-blown opportunity
to trumpet a common theme to motorists— "Think Smart"— and several other
plusses.
A perfect example is the special
October promotion devised by the agency for State Farm agents and managers
in advance of The Jack Benny Show's
debut Oct. 16. They were invited to
compete
for the "Maxwell
Award"1 and
for
sales excellence
between Oct.
Oct. 31 — on the basis of accumulated
points for selling different types of insurance. The prize: a striking bronze replica of Mr. Benny's celebrated Maxwell,
complete with triple-horn sound.
As part of the tie-in advertising materials, agents and managers also received some 10,000 discs of "Jack
Benny and Music to Write Apps By" —
one side featuring Mr. Benny and his
friends in behalf of the special promo-

Clown Emmett Kelly and pigeon roost
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

State
ON

JACK

Farm
BENNY

tion, the other featuring a State Farm
medley of jazz, classical, Latin and folk
variations on the State Farm theme.
That Horn ■ Responsible for the instrument that plays the infectious theme
is Kenneth C. T. Snyder, NL&B vice
president and tv-radio creative director,
who picked up the orignial one day in
a Chicago surplus store for about $17.
The music was written by Jack Fascinato who, together with Mr. Snyder, is
responsible for other album successes
(including one dealing with music created from items found in a second-hand
surplus store).
Other key agency people are Paul
Belknap, account supervisor; Brad
Wyatt, account executive; Pete Nelson,
assistant account executive; Tom Thomas, agency producer on album and commercials, both live and film on the
Benny show: Joe Creaturo, senior art
director, animation of film commercials;
Willis Davis, senior art director-designer
of billboard with horns, and live action
art direction: Jack Calnan, tv-radio
writer on film commercials. Other
credits: Pantomime Pictures (animation
production house for film commercials) ;
Lou Lilly Productions (live action production house for film commercials),
Parapic Service Corp. (live action production house for billboard) and
Dwayne Tillinghast of State Farm
(promotion) .
Explains Mr. Snyder, who typifies
the fun and enthusiasm that seem to go
hand in hand with production of the
commercials: "You have to think in
terms of what the guy on the other end
of the tube likes. They go for certain
types of music, whether it's corny or
not, and there is immediate communication. The message is simple — it's the
image of the campaign — and it says
something about State Farm."
Variety ■ The State Farm messages
are as varied as they are ingenious —
like the one Nov. 6 when announcer
Don Wilson tried to get Oscar the Seal
to play the State Farm commercial
theme on the three horns, only to be
asked by Mr. Benny to play it himself
("blubber is blubber"); like another
when clown Emmett Kelly confronts a
broken-down jalopy (presumably the
Maxwell) to communicate the message
(see picture); or when a State Farm
agent is shown with members of a Little
League team. Still others feature actor
Dan Duryea and singer Dennis Day
with Mr. Benny in a lunchroom jukebox scene; actor Gale Gordon as the
"shrewd" husband; the "smug" motorist
who got a good State Farm buy; the
"thrifty" Scotchman, and Messrs. Benny
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Strong

sell: how

to build

With a "captive audience" eager
to get the election returns watching,
WDAM - TV Laurel - Hattiesburg,
Miss., provided also a demonstration
of how a shell home could be built
in only six hours.
Starting with the 6 p.m. election
night telecast and every half hour
thereafter, the commercials showed
a live shot of a Jim Walter shell
home being built adjacent to the staand Wilson plus Sportsman Quartet.
At present, State Farm is not buying
spot radio as such. But its agents may
qualify for radio, tv and newspaper cooperative advertising programs as tie-ins
with the network series. They also may
order collateral materials (window banners, counter cards) at cost on a noncoop basis. The cooperative kit includes
10-, 20- and 30-second radio scripts
and tv voice-over slides. Agents are
urged to buy tv adjacencies to the
Benny show "where it will count most"
on the local station carrying it and to
use live announcements on radio.
State Farm agents who sell auto, life
and fire insurance seem to be happy
with a new relationship that ought to
put some nickels in their pockets, too,
while they enjoy the commercials.
Chicago Art Club names
winners of tv awards
Four gold medal and seven merit
awards for tv entries were handed out
last week by the Chicago Art Directors
Club in connection with its 28th annual
exhibition of advertising art. The winners were announced at its banquet
Monday (Nov. 21).
The medal winners: film commercial,
live action, complete unit, State Farm
Insurance Co., handled by Needham,
Louis & Brorby (art director, Joseph
Creaturo; photographer, Lou Lilly Productions); film commercial, limited action, complete unit, Armour & Co.,
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

a house

in six hours

tion. The crew started working at
6 p.m. on a bare foundation (left
picture). By midnight the staff of
16 carpenters, painters and roofing
experts, aided by Ted West, district
manager of the Jim Walter Corp.,
had completed the structure. Mr.
West, donning overalls and taking
tools in hand himself, also explained
to viewers and the many visitors to
the site just what was being done.
through N. W. Ayer & Son (art director Charles Hacker) ; film commercial,
live action, photography, Philip Morris
for Marlboro cigarettes, through Leo
Burnett Co. (art director, Al Samuelson); film commercial, live and animation, art and photography, Montgomery Ward & Co., placed direct (art
director Harry Holt, Fred A. Niles
Productions).
Merit awards were presented as follows: film commercial, live action,
complete unit, S. C. Johnson & Son for
Glo Coat, through Needham, Louis &
Brorby (art director Willis J. Davis,
photographer Jack Denvoe Productions) ;Philip Morris for Marlboro
through Burnett (art director Al Samuelson); Johnson Motors, through J.
Walter Thompson Co. (art director
Art Lunn, photographer John Colburn
& Assoc.) and Quaker Oats Co. for
Ken L Ration, through J. Walter
Thompson Co. (art director Robert
Tucker, photographer Fred A. Niles
Productions); film commercial, live and
animation, complete unit, Massey Ferguson through N. L. & B. (art directors
George Lundy and Thomas Thomas,
photographer Pantomime Pictures);
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. through
Thompson (art director John Walington, photographer Sarra Inc.); film
commercial, animation art, Stewart
Warner Corp. for Alemite through McFarland Aveyard & Co. (art director
Stephen Lehner, photographer Pintoff
Productions) ; Niles also received a

Mr. West pointed out that the demonstration proved before the eyes of
viewers that a Jim Walter home
would be built with extreme speed
and still maintain the company's
standards of quality. Plans for the
commercial format were worked out
by a committee consisting of Mr.
West, Station Manager Marvin Reuben and Production Manager Charles
Shade.
certificate of excellence for its photographic work on Royal Faygo soft
drinks commercial through W. B.
Doner (art director Manny Paull).
Ad Council gives awards
to four ad agencies
Four advertising agencies and three
campaign coordinators were given special awards by The Advertising Council, New York, for distinguished public
service. Awards went to Foote, Cone &
Belding, and to Michael P. Ryan, director of advertising, Allied Chemcial Corp.
FC&B contributed its creative efforts
to producing the "Contribute- WorkVote" campaign, on which Mr. Ryan
served as volunteer coordinator (conducted for the American Heritage
Foundation.)
Other awards: Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Detroit, for volunteer services on campaigns for U. S. Savings Bonds and the
National Safety Council; Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, New York,
Religous Overseas Aid project; G. M.
Basford, New York, National Safety
Council and Savings Bond campaigns.
Citations went to Willard H. Sahloff,
vice president and general manager,
Housewares Div., General Electric, for
coordinating an Aid to Higher Education campaign for the Council for
Financial Aid to Education, and to
Henry Schachte, executive vice president, Lever Bros., for coordinating the
Radio Free Europe Fund project.
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of
research-marketing for the Frank
Agency.
The new corporation is another step
in the expansion of Clinton E. Frank,
which has increased its billings from
$1.8 million in 1954 to a projected total
of nearly $20 million early next year
with about 45-50% in radio-tv. The
Frank agency most recently landed the
$3.5-$4 million Continental Oil Co.
account.
First criticism
O-B-M's

A Charlie Chan who-dun-it commercial
Golden Arrow S.D.C. shirt, claimed
Detective Charlie Chan, assisted
to be a wash-and-wear type that
by Number One Son, tracks down
clues and cracks the case in his first stays wrinkle-free through the spindry cycle of an automatic washer.
tv commercial for the Cluett-PeaCharlie Chan finds such a shirt in a
body Co. (shirts), which appeared
darkened apartment and explains to
on ABC-TV's Surfside Six. Veteran
his Number One Son the virtues of
actor Roland Winters, Hollywood's
third Charlie Chan, stars in the 60- the apparel, concluding: "Honorable
second commercial in which the Father wear Golden Arrow S.D.C.
who-dun-it approach is used to pre- himelf. Make father look handsome
sent each selling point for C-P's new
Ad Council reveals plans
for two new campaigns
Advertisers and advertising media
owners will be asked shortly to contribute time and space to support two
campaigns of The Advertising Council:
(1) to urge citizens to get the full report, "Goals for Americans," to be released by the President's Commisison
of National Goals (which will be published Dec. 12 by Prentice-Hall) and
(2) to back a campaign designed to
correct the present economic sag by
raising public confidence to the point
where consumer spending holds steady.
A third campaign was proposed by
Neil McElroy, chairman, Procter &
Gamble Co., on Nov. 22, when he was
presented with the Advertising Council's Public Service Award for 1960, at
the annual award dinner in New York.
Mr. McElroy spoke on the need to upgrade public understanding of the quality and importance of the people who
make up our government on the local,
state and national levels. "We must
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

develop more and better ways to entoo." courage qualified people to devote
themselves to government service. We
need public support for sound steps to
solve the problems that encumber recruiting efforts for government."
The council's drive to promote
"Goals for Americans," with Young &
Rubicam as the volunteer agency for
the project, will break in national magazines at year-end and broadcast media
in early 1961. The Council's economic
"confidencesearched incampaign,"
has under
been the
rerecent weeks
leadership of Alton Ketchum, vice
president of McCann-Erickson Inc.
Clinton Frank's new arm
Clinton E. Frank, fast-growing Chicago agency, has set up a separate corporation designed to offer clients specialized advertising research and marketing services.
Called Market Measurements Inc., it
is headed by Louis E. Schueler as president and executive officer. He also
continues as vice president in charge

of

Shell

deal
The new fee arrangement of Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather with Shell Oil Co.
along with an accompanying decision to
place all of Shell's some $16 million of
advertising in newspapers (Broadcasting, Nov. 2 1 ) got a couple of licks last
week.
First agency-originated criticism of
the fee (a flat fee based on the agency's actual costs plus a 25% profit in
place of the traditional 15% commission) came from Marion Harper Jr.,
chairman
Erickson. and president of McCannIn a memorandum, Mr. Harper noted
after the first year of a fee arrangement
"subsequent revision annually would
have the effect of making this a costplus contract, however. It is not clear
whether David [Ogilvy] has substituted
the client for the agency in financial
responsibility
to media."
Client's Status
■ Mr. Harper quipped
it was easy for OB&M to become "the
advertising department of Shell. In the
process, of course, this has the effect
of putting the advertiser in the agency
business. History has shown that this
relationship to advertising is not generally tenable." He hinted that OB&M
might have to get Shell's approval in
changing manpower or in making other
key switches at the agency. Mr. Harper
thought also:
"It would seem necessary that each
client of the Shell-Ogilvy agency will
have to re-examine his relationship,
since clearly a portion of the time of
many key employes is, in principle, already charged to and pledged to one
account by Mr. Ogilvy under his 'costplus' arrangement. . . ."
At a timebuying and selling seminar
in New York (see page 30), Rod Erickson, former Young & Rubicam broadcast executive and now president of
Filmways Inc., referred to the Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather arrangement and its
decision to place all of the ad budget
in print.
Mr. Erickson noted the agency had
been doing "a good job" in creating an
image forwhat
its clients
he didn't
"know
Ogilvy but
wasthatdoing
with

Shell entirely in newspapers."
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HOW

TO

TRAVEL

IN

THE

BEST

CIRCLES*

Of course you've heard the long- whiskered riddle in which people
are asked to describe a spiral. They invariably do so with much hand
action and few words. So now let's test your skill. Tell us how to draw
the spiral with only a compass and a virgin sheet of paper. Distance
between lines must be the same at all points.
Tell us and win Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" —
Dover Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you have already copped this prize,
say so in your entry and we'll provide another, equally stimulating.
*Yes, we know its a spiral and not a circle, but it would ruin our pitch if we
passed up such an opportunity; and so would you if you passed up the 7
o'clock and 11 o'clock WMAL-TV News Finals, where you can travel in the
best-selling circles with the Shell Oil Company, Miller High Life Beer, Ford,
The Washington Gas Light Company, Sunoco and National Bohemian Beer.

v
lwma
Washington,
D. t
C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM,
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Washington, D. C, WSVA-TV

and WSVA,

Harrisonburg, Va.

TvAR
AND

says

THE COST

Sunday

afternoon

IS HALF THAT

Sunday afternoon tv is practically a
prime-time buy at less than half the
cost, Television Advertising Representatives Inc., N.Y., is telling prospects.
Using winter 1960 Nielsen research for
five markets served by the Westinghouse stations TvAR represents, it was
found that 68% of families watch tv
on Sunday afternoon (noon-6 p.m.) at
stretches ranging from an average two
hours in San Francisco to three hours
in Pittsburgh and Boston.
It is a family audience, composed of
220 viewers per 100 homes, compared
with 218 week nights between 8 and
9 p.m. It costs $1.31 per-thousandhomes for a 20-second message, compared with $2.70 for a 9 p.m. station
break for all stations in the five markets.
Larry Israel, TvAR vice president
and general manager, and Robert R.
Hoffman, director of marketing and
research, have sent the Sunday afternoon study to advertisers and agencies,
directing their attention to "a real opportunity toreach the vast majority of
television families."
More Males ■ Men in the five-market audience outnumber those at the
8-9 p.m. hour, at a 70-64 ratio per hundred homes, TvAR found. Women at
the set on Sunday afternoon number
83 per hundred homes, compared with
96 at 8-9 p.m. Teenagers are the same
at both times (26 per 100 homes), and
children are more numerous than at the
night hour (41 vs. 32 per hundred
homes).
An advertiser who buys a schedule
of six on-the-hour announcements
starting at noon on Sunday can expect
this kind of an audience on the Westinghouse stations:
Unduplicated No. of
rating times seen
("reach") ("frequency")
WBZ-TV, Boston
27.2
2.2
WJZ-TV, Baltimore
34.7
1.8
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh
37.8
2.2
KYW-TV, Cleveland
32.4
2.0
KPIX (TV) San
Francisco
24.4
1.9

is prime

OF EVENING

HOUR

tv time
BUYS

The study also gives the all-market
Sunday audience, the unduplicated audience for each station between noon
and 6 p.m. with the number of quarterhours viewed, and cost comparisons for
each of the stations with the 9 p.m.
station break CPM.
RAB

study shows

radio

vital in advertising
RAB 's 1 4-month study of retail advertising results is almost over. President
Kevin Sweeney told the Milwaukee Advertising Club on Nov. 22, "Within two
weeks radio will make a vital contribution to mapping advertising's most important but least-known frontier — what
happens at the cash register when a
retailer runs an advertisement." The
bureau has been working with a department store on controlled tests of advertising sales effectiveness.
Mr. Sweeney alerted listeners to the
impending announcement in a speech
criticizing advertising research of the
past 30 years as mostly "irrelevant."
Agencies talk about Gallup-Robinson
scores, Arbitrons, Nielsens, Audit
Bureau of Circulations, Pulse and traffic
counts, "But no one talks about sales
results because no one apparently
knows," he said. "Worst of all," Mr.
Sweeney continued, "the retailer with
easy access to the figures and the power
to control the variables, knows less
about what he sells as the result of his
$4 million advertising investment than
anyone else."
Stop being defensive,
Frank tells agencymen
Advertising agency profits the past
five years have been "consistently too
low" and it's time to stop being defensive about it, Clinton E. Frank, president of the agency bearing his name,
told the Agate Club of Chicago last
Monday (Nov. 21).
"For any business with the risk — 18
telephone calls today could put us out

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking the American Research Bureau. These
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chiweek Nov. 17-22 as rated by the cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Date
Program and Time
Network Rating
Thur., Nov. 17
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
31.7
Fri., Nov. 18
Rawhide (7:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
21.7
Sat., Nov. 19
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
30.1
Sun., Nov. 20
Belafonte: NY 19 (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
29.4
Mon., Nov. 21
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
22.8
Tue., Nov. 22
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
23.3
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
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of business — hard work and late hours
involved such as ours should certainly
earn more than a certain per cent after
taxes on total billings," he asserted. Mr.
Frank added that "most people in business feel this way and, in fact, all of
our clients do about their own business."
The agency executive also scored
"our own self-appointed critics" who
make speeches coast to coast and "will
readily censor you and me and our common business." Using his own client
list of some 18 different businesses, Mr.
Frank said he didn't know of any "who
are so openly self-critical about their
own business and the people in it."
The rising cost of ads
in national magazines
The general overall rise in cost per
page per thousand circulation of national magazines is still high though
there were improvements in 1959 compared to the preceding year.
In 1957 a black-and-white page in
Life magazine had a one-time rate cpm
of $4.02 (compared to $2.04 in 1940
and $3.01 in 1950). A year later the
cpm rose to $4.32 but in 1959 it was
reduced to $4.19, a figure, however,
still above the 1957 level. On the other
hand, a similar breakdown for Look
shows the rate higher in 1959 over 1958
($3.97 compared to $3.90). In 1940,
Look had a $2.06 cpm, but in 1950
that figure was up to $2.73 and in
1956 hit $3.60.
The New Yorker magazine's cpm
last year came to $7.01, a 6-cent reduction from the peak-year of 1958.
That magazine's cpm in 1940 stood at
$6.79, and in 1950 had gone down to
$5.95. The Post came up from $2.46
in 1940 to $2.78 in 1950 and from $3.87
in 1958 to $4.09 a year later.
Cost of four-color pages in all four
magazines show steady increases though
the ratio has jumped noticeably. In
1940 Life had an 84-cent difference for
four-color over black-and-white but in
1959 the difference was $2.10.
The continual move upward of blackand-white page rates (one-time) found
Life with its latest rate change effective
last February: $29,375, an 11% increase over its previous rate change
made in February 1958. Other similar
changes: Look in February 1960 went
to $25,740, a 12% boost; New Yorker
announced a $3,000 rate for January
1958, a 9.1% increase, and the Post
moved up to $28,000, a 7.1% increase.
The rate and circulation information
on national magazines is contained in
a new addition of the Assn. of National
Advertisers' "Magazine Circulation and
Rate Trends" covering the period of
1940 through 1959. The study was produced with the cooperation of the
Audit Bureau of Circulation and Magazine Advertising Bureau.
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THE 13TH ANNUAL AWARDS COMPETITION OF THE
RADIO TELEVISION NEWS DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION
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I whole family 24 hrs. a day^
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NEWS
5 Full Time Local Newsmen
Flying
4 MobileNewsNewsPatrol
Units
AP, AP State, UP, Radio,
Press, ABC
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Seven Favorite DJ's
HAPPY
All
AgesMusic Selected For
Music ofProgrammed
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Time
Day

to advertise

advertising

Destined to become a familiar
sight in 1961, this is the symbol the
Advertising Federation of America
and Advertising Assn. of the West
have picked for the trade's first yearlong campaign on "advertising as a
dynamic force for economic progress." With the art goes the slogan
as finally okayed by the committee,
slightly altered from earlier versions
(Broadcasting, Oct. 31 et seq.) to
bring in other economic forces as
well as the consumer.
Starting with Advertising Week,
Feb. 5-11, and continuing the rest
of the year, the AFA and AAW
planners expect to rack up at least a
half-billion impressions. The previous record for ad week alone was
200 million impressions in 1959.
Broadcast kits are not ready yet, but
scheduling of the free "ads" has already begun in anticipation of magazine deadlines for February.
George W. Head, advertising director of National Cash Register Co.
and chairman of the ad week committee, said the unprecedented campaign
builtof onadvertising
an "assumption
that the was
role
in the
national economy has never been

ORTS
€f Play SP
by Play Ohio State
Football, Cleveland Indians,
Local High School and
College Events . . .
Complete Sports Dept.

y
(jfffjj Communit
e
ic
rv
in
20 YearsSeof continuous
I designed
Public Service
Programs
to fitArea.
the needs
1 of the Akron

RATINGS
First in Hooper *
First in Pulse**
First in ADULTS, TEENS, KIDS

v°
R Akron T
KRd.,
WA
853
Copley
20, Ohio
National Rep: Daren F. McGavren, Inc.
• New York • Detroit
• Hollywood
• Chicago
• St. Louis • San Francisco
*Hooper-July-Aug. 1960

•Pulse-July 1960
Metro Area
Audience Comp.
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Pulse

offers

new

'audience
profile'
The Pulse Inc. last
week announced
a new "audience profile" service that it
will offer to advertising agencies, the
tv networks and others in the tv advertising field.
Called the "Pulse Audience Profile,"
the service will cover any network program on a continuing four-times-peryear basis. First of these reports will be
issued in January of next year with a
time lag of a little less than two months.
The service goes on sale this week with
presentation to agencies. Pricing is set
at $2,000 a year for an advertising
agency, while cost to a tv network is
$10,000.
The personal, in-home interviewing
is nationwide, covering 500 sample
places, or a 50-state sample of 1,750
video families. The quarterly report
will present an audience breakdown
covering at least 30 different characteristics for every network program on the
air. Flexibility permits an advertiser to
obtain extra information through the
"extra-question" technique. Reports in
the future will be coming out in November, February, May and August. A
test run has been made successfully,
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of Pulse,

set

Let's Keep Rolling Ahead
fully understood by the public." By
taking a positive tack, not trying to
answer or match "the sheer volume
abuse and distortion" heaped on advertising byits critics, Mr. Head and
committee hope to "trade up the
image of advertising more effectively than we could by any amount of
defensive explanation." The campaign has been created by McCannErickson Adv. (U.S.A.) under supervision of Emerson Foote, president of the agency.

explained, with various pilot studies
conducted over the past two years.
Pilot studies have indicated that different programs and types of programs
frequently attracted different kinds of
viewers. A 22-market pilot report just
completed by Pulse reveals daytime
serials do a "far better job of attracting
women who buy hair shampoos than
daytime quiz and participation shows."
Confectioners

feed

tv's sweet

tooth
Television advertisers in the confectionery field have had greater sales increases during the past 10 years than
non-tv users in that category, according
to Television Bureau of Advertising.
The current leading tv advertising
confection company is Wm. Wrigley
Jr., which had gross time billings of
$2,749,420 in all of 1959, and spent
$4,130,653 in the first half of 1960.
Showing sales increases of 28% in the
1950-59 period, Wrigley used tv as its
major medium for the first time last
The Sweets Co. of America Inc.,
ranking second in gross time billings,
has had sales increases of 153% in the
year.
past 10 years, and had tv spot and network billings of $1,721,023 in JanuaryBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

WFBR NOW DELIVERS A BETTER THAN EVER
QUALITY AUDIENCE IN BALTIMORE
Baltimore is buzzin' with talk about WFBR. The happy
balance between standards and new releases has been
programmed
without
the extremes at either end. It's a
cascade
of melodic
music.
It blends with WFBR's outstanding news coverage, regular editorializing and meaningful public service to give
Baltimore a delightfully pleasant sound . . . and it's a
superb setting for selling.

Represented nationally by John Blair and Company
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"Television, to us, is a tool
with which we can open
eyes to challenge, as well as
brighten them with diversion. Through prime-time
public affairs reports such
as 'Lost Cargo,' researched
and produced on a continuing tisers
basis,givewenewandimpact
our adverto an
old phrase: crusading jourOtto P. Brandt
Vice President

|^ "J"^
nalism."

Station KING-TV

PUBLIC

SERVICE

that holds public interest
Close study of programming is basic
to our work as station representatives.
Such study has deepened our admiration for the fine productions developed
through creative talent, initiative and
leadership of individual stations, from
coast to coast.
Splendid examples of such leadership
are the Civic Documentaries of KINGTV, Seattle. Prepared by the station-staff
and presented in prime time, these 90minute programs have all the finesse of
television "spectaculars."
The series started in June, 1959, with
LOST CARGO, dealing with the future
of Seattle and the Puget Sound region
as a major port. Subsequent programs
have included studies-in-depth of such
key-problems as "School Levy Crisis"—
"We Like It Here"— and "Civic Center
Crossroads."
Besides their dramatic success in stimulating audience and community response,
Civic Documentaries have also proved
highly effective in traceable results reported by sponsors. The series won a
First Award of the Ohio State Institute
in 1960.
At Blair-TV, watching the impact of
creative programming by great stations
like KING-TV is a constant source of
satisfaction. For more than a score of
such stations, we are proud to serve as
the national sales arm.

BLAIR-TV
Television's first exclusive
national representative, serving:
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN— Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV-Boston
WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV-Cincinnati
WEWS-Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KTVT— Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
KFRE-TV— Fresno
WNHC-TV-Hartford-New Haven
WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV— Los Angeles
WMCT-Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans
WOW-TV-Omaha
WFIL-TV-Philadelphia
WIIC— Pittsburgh
KGW-TV-Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence
KGO-TV-San Francisco
KING-TV-Seattle-Tacoma
KTVI-St. Louis
WFLA-TV— Tampa-St. Petersburg
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June this year. American Chicle Co.,
whose first-half 1960 billings of $1,648,975 rank third, had sales increases
of 96% in the last decade.
Of the $15,593,038 in gross time billings for the first six months $7,969,000
was spent for spot tv advertising and
$7,624,038 was for network. The confectionery industry, with sales of more
than $2.4 billion in 1959, is expected
to spend some $60 million in all media
in 1960, with television getting about
60% of the total.
Other leading users of tv for confectionery advertising in the six-month
period were (gross time billings based
on spot figures of N. C. Rorabaugh and
network figures from Leading National
Advertisers-Broadcast Advertisers Reports) Beech-Nut
:
Life Savers, $1,310,330; Mars Inc., $1,079,490; Food
Manufacturers Inc., $986,190 and Peter
Paul Inc., $717,639.
A bottleneck hampers
the communicators
One problem hampering the production of effective tv film commercials is
a communications bottleneck existing
among (1) the various creative units
at the agency and (2) the agency and
the outside film producer.
A panel raised this problem last week
at the Radio & Television Executives
Society production workshop and suggested a solution: Encourage closer
teamwork among the creative departments (writing, art, directing and producing) and then choose a strong
leader who would be invested with the
power to make the final decisions during the actual film production.
Participants in the panel were: David
Strousse, Warwick & Legler; Don Smith,
Donahue & Coe; Bill Duffy, McCannErickson; William Van Praag, Van
Praag Productions and Pierre Garai,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
BBDO adds Dodge groups
BBDO Detroit announced it has been
appointed to handle accounts of three
more Dodge dealer retail selling assns.,
bringing its total of regional advertising
groups to 21. The dealers: in Portland,
Ore.; Denver, Colo., and Norfolk-Newport News, Va. The agency handles all
national car and truck advertising for
the Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp.
Rep appointments...
■ WAIT Chicago: Gill-Perna Inc.
■ WYDE Birmingham, Ala., and
WAKE Atlanta: H-R Representatives,
N. Y.
■ WOCB West Yarmouth; WNBH New
Bedford, both Massachusetts: WalkerRawalt Co. as both national and regional representative.

Agency appointments...
■ Virginia State Apple Commission appoints Houck & Co., Richmond. The
account reportedly spends about $100,000 annually in newspapers, radio and
other media.
■ KSFR (FM) San Francisco has apKennedy-Hannaford Inc. its
advertisingpointed
agency.
■ The Evangelical Foundation, Philadelphia, appoints Wermen & Schorr,
that city, for the Bible Study Hour
radio program and Eternity magazine,
effective Dec. 1 . The Bible Study Hour,
now in its 12th year, is heard on the
NBC Radio network Sundays at 8:30
a.m. and on nearly 100 independent
radio stations. The agency estimates
annual billing at over $250,000.
■ MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., has been appointed by
Standard Oil Co. (of Indiana) to handle
its corporate (institutional) and financial advertising and by American Oil
Co., Standard's marketing subsidiary,
to handle its institutional account, both
effective after their reorganization Dec.
31. D'Arcy Adv. Co. named to handle
product advertising for American Oil
effective Jan. 1. (It formerly handled
Standard product account.) BBDO continues as institutional agency for Standard of Indiana until the reorganization
and has handled Standard of California,
which now becomes competitive. Standard-Indiana reportedly bills about
$600,000 annually.
■ The Lewyt Corp., N. Y., appoints
Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, that
city,
as its advertising agency, effective
immediately.
■ Wilson Manufacturing Co., Sunbury,
Pa., appoints Kastor Hilton Chesley
Clifford & Atherton, New York, as advertisingand
agency for
the hair
firm'saccessories.
Bob-pins,
hair curlers
other
Wilson's newly expanded budget will
be allocated mainly to television.
Business

briefs...

Hertz Systems Inc., Chicago, has set
an all-time high budget of approximately $7.5 million for advertising in
1961, of which $2 million will be allocated to TV. The major portion of
the tv budget will be for an expanded
52-week, regional spot tv campaign in
key markets. An undisclosed amount
will be spent on spot radio. Agency:
Norman, Craig & Kummel, N. Y.
William Wrigley Jr. Co. (chewing gum),
Chicago, buys spot participations on
ABC-TV nighttime and daytime programs, starting after Christmas for 52
weeks. Emphasis will be on frequency,
circulation and the "proper program
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41

REACH

THE

BUYING

climate," mostly on weekends. The program adjacencies: nighttime, plus public
affairs shows and sports features (basketball, football, golf and bridge (Championship Bridge). Expenditure: A projected $4 million. Agency: Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
Carling Brewing Co., Cleveland, and
Benton & Bowles, New York, have
terminated an 11 -year relationship. A
joint statement said the parting was
mutual and quoted R. C. Garretson,
Carling's marketing vice president, as
noting that the account servicing for
Red Cap Ale (some $500,000 in billing)
recently had not been profitable because
of the account's limited size. He indicated a new agency would be appointed
within 60 days and stressed the move
had been made "with the utmost good
will." Carling's Black Label beer is
handled by Lang, Fisher & Stashower,
Cleveland.

HOUSTON
LOWEST

AUDIENCE
COST

PER

*See KATZ for the August, 190)

AT

THE

THOUSAND

McGarvey-Atwood Coffee Co., Minneapolis, has opened a saturation spot radio
campaign using 10 Minneapolis and St.
Paul stations and up to 400 spots per
week. The commercials are all 60second spots positioned around the clock
with emphasis on daytime radio. Knox
Reeves Adv., that city, is handling the
campaign. The spots feature actors portraying Mr. McGarvey and Mr. Atwood
in humorous situations. The campaign
started Oct. 3 1 and will run through the
winter.
Gillette Co., Boston, and Miles Labs,
Elkart, Ind., co-sponsors of Saturday
Night Boxing on ABC-TV (10 p.m. -conclusion), will sponsor Year end Sports
Review in that time period on Dec. 24.
The program is an annual Telenews
production of Hearst Metrotone News
Inc., N. Y. Telenews is also continuing
to book single stations and regional
sponsorship
ordersReview,
for the which
one-halfwillhour
Yearend News
be
released the week of Dec. 19.
B. F. Goodrich (BBDO), Wynn Oil
(Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan),
Colgate-Palmolive (Ted Bates), Schick
Safety Razor (Compton) and Whitehall Labs (Ted Bates) have purchased
sponsorship of the annual Sugar Bowl
game at New Orleans on NBC-TV Jan.
2, 1961 (Monday). It will be the fourth
straight
year classic.
that NBC-TV has televised
the
football
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Revlon Inc., N. Y., will sponsor The
Bobby Darin Show on NBC-TV Jan.
31, 1961 (Tue. 9-10 p.m. EST). The
special music-variety program, featuring guest stars Bob Hope and Joannie
Sommers, will be produced by Tandem
Productions and Ferrion Productions.
Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
Lanvin Parfums Inc., N. Y., purchased
full sponsorship of two motion pictures
to be shown before Christmas on
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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YOU'RE SURE to emerge with big
audiences
and big sales...
with NTA's
exciting adventure
series, ASSIGNMENT
UNDERWATER. For example:
IN NEW YORK, with an 11.2 rating and
19.8% share of audience, it out-performed
AQUANAUTS (with a 7.6 and 13.4% share)Arbitron, 10/30-11/5, 1960. What's
more, it's scoring the highest Monday-toFriday rating of the week in the same period
(7-7:30 PM) for its independent station,
lifting the outlet from an average
sixth
to photo-finish leadership
in the position
time strip.
IN DETROIT, the series is NUMBER ONE in
its time period, according to the latest
four-week rating report (October), with a
16.0 rating and a 32.5% share of audience.
RIGHT NOW, 39 pulse-tingling half-hours
have
beenofcompleted.
And there's a built-in
audience
8,000,000 underwater
enthusiasts waiting to spear profits for you
...the minute they surface with their
snorkels. Thar they blow... so what are
YOU waiting for?
A PARTIAL LIST OF SPONSORS & STATIONS:
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Kroger Food
Stores, Coca-Cola Bottling (Louisville), Fiat
Motors, Pilsener (P.O.C.) Beer, Armstrong
Tires and...KNXT, Los Angeles,
WGN, Chicago, WNEW, New York, WTTG,
Washington, D.C., WJBK, Detroit, WLW-C,
Columbus, WISN, Milwaukee and 50 other
leading markets. For availabilities, phone,
call or write:

FEATURING SWIMMING CHAMPION
Bill Williams and appealing 8-year-old
Diane Mountford as his daughter.

NTA
NEW YORK:
10 Columbus Circle JUdson 2-7300
LOS ANGELES:
8530 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills •
OLympic 5-7701
CHICAGO:

WABC-TV New York. First of the two
Lanvin "specials," "The Greatest Love,"
starring Ingrid Bergman, is set for Nov.
25. "The Third Key," starring Jack
Hawkins, will be shown at a later date.
Both are premier television presentations, the station said. Agency: North
Adv., N. Y.
Yolande Corp. (lingerie), N. Y., may
funnel some of its estimated $600,000$750,000 advertising account into radio-tv, it was indicated Nov. 11 with
the appointment of Cohen & Aleshire,
N. Y., as new agency. Client formerly
had Ashe & Engelmore Adv., N. Y.,
but did not use broadcast media.
Advertiser cited Cohen & Aleshire's
"track record" in fashion field, noted
appointment was step in new expansion
program. C&A, with some $8 million
in radio-tv this year, has indicated it
might consider broadcast for its new
client.

ILLISMINANTS
Advertisers who want to kindle
interest among Metropolitan New
York's millions and ignite sales
in
America's
know
that
all roadslargest
lead market
to WPAT.
Serving listeners throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut is the business of our station
and the men who make and market America's leading gasolines
and oil products know this kind
of service means sales. That's
why there's been a cracking
477% increase in this category
alone in only three short years
on WPAT. Motor oil, fuel oil,
gasoline, by-product or any product, WPAT gets results. Drive
the direct route to America's
most densely populated market.
Follow the signs. Follow the lead
of advertisers like these: American Oil, Atlantic Refining, Cities
Service, Crown Petroleum, Esso
Standard Oil, Gulf Oil, National
Carbon, Oil Heat Council of New
Jersey, Shell Oil, Sinclair Refining, The Texas Company and
Tidewater Oil. They're only a few
of the many leading makers who,
in the last three years, have advertised on WPAT ... the station with the spark of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT-FM
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Also in advertising...
Creative list ■ Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. is compiling a list
of both company and freelance radio
commercial writers for dissemination
to advertising agencies. Professional
writers interested in information regarding this list may contact Ira Laufer,
sales manager of KEZY Anaheim and
chairman of the SCBA Creative Development Committee. Phone Hollywood 3-5621 or write to 1213 N. Highland, Hollywood 28.
Cost index ■ The Katz Agency, station
representative, last week issued an updated version of its spot television advertising cost summary which is issued
to agencies and advertisers semi-annually. The summary is designed for quick
estimates of spot tv costs in as many as
230 markets and includes formulas
that can be applied to rates in the market-by-market cost summary.

The wolves win out over 'true love'
ESMERELDA: (hopefully) Unless. . .
A series of cliffhanging commerVILLAIN: (villainous laugh) unless you marry
cials — The Perils of Esmerelda —
me.
have radio listeners frantically teleESMERELDA: Never!
VILLAIN: Then. . .
phoning radio stations to learn how
they turn out. The suspenseful spots
SOUND: DOOR OPENS
VILLAIN: (continuing) ... get out— and
for Durkee's Fresh Egg Mayontake your Durkee's Fresh Egg
naise were turned out by CunningMayonnaise with you.
ham & Walsh, San Francisco, for
SOUND: HOWLING WOLVES IN DISTANCE
the Durkee Div. of Shedd-Bartush
ESMERELDA: But there are wolves outside
Foods and are heard in the major
— they might eat the Durmarkets of the states of California
VILLAIN: I know— care to reconsider?
and Washington.
ESMERELDA: kee's.
Never! I shall flee to my true
Each of the four commercials
love.
finds mayonnaise-loving Esmerelda
SOUND:
DOOR
SLAMS . . . SNARLING
waiting for her true love only to be WOLVES GETTING CLOSER
surprised by the villainous Simon
ESMERELDA: (breathlessly) Oh, dear . . .
Viper. The wily Viper wants the
the wolves are already snapfrail heroine to marry him instead.
ping at my heels. If only I
can reach my true love in
She inevitably refuses this proposal
time to save me and my
and forthwith he hustles her to the
Durkee's Mayonnaise.
rapids, a buzz-saw or the railroad
SOUND:
SNARLING
WOLVES UP AND OUT
tracks and doom — unless her true ABRUPTLY
love can rescue her. The spots leave
LOCAL ANNOUNCER: Did Esmerelda reach
Esmerelda in this perilous situation
True Love in time to
save
herselfFresh
and Egg
the
and the announcer advises the listenDurkee's
ers to bestir from the edge of their
Mayonnaise? To find
seats and call a certain phone numout,
callDialTuxedo
ber. A recorded announcement from
6-5400.
Tuxedo
6-5400 now.
Esmerelda's true love tells them how
it all turned out. Sample:
TRUE LOVE: This is Esmerelda's true love,
your friendly neighborhood
MUSIC: LIGHT, GAY MOOD . . . SILENT
grocer. As you know, Simon
MOVIE MELODRAMA-TYPE THROUGHOUT
Viper had forced Esmerelda
ESMERELDA: Oh, I am so happy with all
out into the night. She was
my ON
Durkee's
SOUND: KNOCK
DOOR Mayonnaise . . .
case of Durkee's
carryingEgga Mayonnaise,
Fresh
while
ESMERELDA: (almost singing) Come in. . .
trying to outrun a pack of
SOUND: DOOR OPENS
snarling wolves. Meanwhile,
inside the store, I was so busy
ESMERELDA: (aghast) Simon Viper!— why
are you here?
selling Durkee's,
idea
VILLAIN: To collect the mortgage.
Esmerelda
needed I had
help.noLater,
when I reached the scene, I
ESMERELDA: But I just spent my last penny
noticed the wolves had eaten
on this case of Durkee's Mayonnaise.
up all her
— EsVILLAIN: Then, Esmerelda, I shall be forced
merelda andmayonnaise.
Durkee's always
to foreclose. . . unless. . .
did go well together. . .
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This

is Chet

Long:

The contents of Chet Long's wallet are written in
fourteen languages. In fifteen years of gathering and
giving the news for WBNS Radio, Chet has visited
twenty countries, and traveled 120,000 miles outside the
continental United States. His cards identify him in
press clubs from Tokyo to Reykjavik. In good old
Americanese, Chet's cards also show he's an annual visitor
to the Circleville Pumpkin Show, a member of the
local Charity Newsies, the Buckeye Boosters, Humane
Society and forty other organizations.
Chet joined WBNS in 1945, after making more than
5000 broadcasts for the Fifth Joint Service Command during
World War II. His news scoops range from an insidethe-walls coverage of the Ohio Penitentiary riot and fire
in 1952 to a continuous 48-hour stretch reporting the
flood in January, 1959. His most recent honor came this
month when his documentary on Korea received the
Headliners Award from Press Club of Ohio for best news
story presented on radio or television. He has been a
commencement speaker in most high schools in Franklin
County, and somehow always seems to work a 26-hour day.
On the occasion of his fifteenth anniversary with
WBNS, we acknowledge Chet's unique place of affection
in Central Ohio. As the man says about men like
Chet — "They don't come along every day."
WBNS-RADIO
COLUMBUS,
OHIO

THE

Cost

is

major

NETWORKS, PRODUCERS,
The tv-radio networks and tv film
commercial producers scheduled a meeting with the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists and the
Screen Actors Guild last Saturday (Nov.
26) in an effort to reach an agreement
on a new contract. The old pacts expired on Nov. 15 and the session was
the first serious attempt to revive negotiations.
Spokesmen for the networks and the
unions declined to be drawn into a
discussion of the implications of the
meeting. The unions reported they were
proceeding with preparations for a
strike, if necessary, and the networks
continued to keep their personnel on
call in the event a walk-out was ordered
by the labor organizations. Both SAG
and AFTRA have received strike authorizations from their memberships.
Negotiations came to a standstill Nov.
15 after almost two months of talks

factor

MEDIA

in

talent

UNIONS HOLD NEW YORK
(Broadcasting, Oct. 3 et seq.) Though
Federal Mediator J. R. Mandelbaum
met . with both sides for less than ten
minutes on Monday (Nov. 21), it was
reported that both management and the
unions decided there was no need for
the services of the mediator at that time.
'Wild Spot' Issue ■ The most serious
area of disagreement is said to be in the
rates and conditions for the so-called
"wild spot" commercials on film and
tape. For the first time, AFTRA and
SAG are negotiating jointly in commerwith
AFTRAcials (the
andnetworks'
the Film contract
Producersis Assn.
of New York's is with SAG).
The joint negotiation has led to complications. SAG's Nov.
rates under
contract that expired
15 werethe about
20% lower than AFTRA's. Whereas
the unions have sought increases on the
basis of the AFTRA rates, management, in turn, has offered raises on the

WCBS will be floating on air this week
Some 400,000 people a day will wide, 12 feet high, with transparent
be seeing WCBS New York at work
plastic windows at each side and one
this week. Starting today (Nov. 28)
end (see picture).
WCBS will be testing a new type of
Divided into two sections by a
portable radio studio set up on the transparent soundproof curtain of
main rotunda of Grand Central
twin trolplastic
the a studio's
Terminal in New York.
room willplates,
contain
remote conconConstructed by Airshelters Inc.,
sole panel, turntables and tape equipment, while the program section will
Akron, Ohio, the vinyl-coated nylon fabric remote studio will be in house microphones, music stands,
use by WCBS from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
instruments, chairs, tables and other
daily. Usng no interior supports, the appurtenances to be found in any
studio is a low pressure, air supportstudio originating five different proed structure 30 feet long, 20 feet
grams, WCBS said.
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WEEKEND MEETING
basis of the lower SAG rates. The
unions were asking for an approximate
25% increase over the latest AFTRA
rates, while management offered about
20% over the SAG rates (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
Sources close to the tv film producers
pointed out that between 90-95% of
the "wild spot" commercials have been
on film. They point out that a 20%
increase over present AFTRA fees
would mean about a 50% increase over
the SAG fees. They commented: "In
the past, a premium fee was paid for
commercials taped at a network or a
station because there were so few commercials made there. But you must
remember that a raise based on the
AFTRA rate would apply to 90-95%
of the national spot commercials, which
have been largely on film."
Swing to Tape ■ A union official re"We want
equalize
the rates.
There plied:
is no
doubtto in
our minds
that
more and more agencies and advertisers
will swing to tape, once they learn to
use it, because tape can be more economical than film over the long pull."
In other phases of the contract negotiations, there were reports that the
networks were insistent upon gaining
concessions from AFTRA in rehearsal
time; the use of kinescopes as promotions at educational and civic organization meetings and in the use of edited
versions of a network program for
subsequent re-use.
It was said that management offered
no raises to performers on network tv
or radio programs or in radio transcriptions with one exception — a modest increase would be granted to sportscasters
of baseball and football games.
Management negotiators were reported to have a mandate from advertisers
and agenciesof tothe"hold
costs down."
Representatives
American
Assn.
of Advertising Agencies and the Assn.
of National Advertisers were present
at all negotiating sessions as observers.
SAG Meeting ■ SAG members authorized the union's national board to
call the new strike by an 89% majority
vote in a mail referendum, SAG President George Chandler told a mass membership meeting Monday evening (Nov.
21) at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in Beverly Hills. Just prior to the membership meeting and just after receiving
certification of the strike authorization,
Mr. Chandler reported, the SAG board
voted unanimously to reject the latest
counter-offer of the employers and to
call a strike.
The union's executive committee,
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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composed of the officers, has been given
the authority to set the time for the
start of the walkout, Mr. Chandler told
the guild's members. All indications at
the meeting were that the strike would
start very shortly after the results of the
membership vote and board action are
formally presented to the negotiators
for the networks, agencies and commercial producers.
John L. Dales, SAG national executive secretary, reported in detail on the
contract negotiations which had gone on
in New York for several weeks. President Chandler stated that on receipt of
the 89% membership vote, the board
had unanimously decided to reject the
"final" offer of the employers and to
call a strike "in order to get a fair contract that the negotiators and the board
can recommend to the membership."
Monday's meeting was dominated by
the strike threat, but also included these
other highlights:
■ Report of President Chandler that
for the 1 2-month period ending Oct. 3 1 ,
1960, SAG collected and distributed to
members an all-time record sum of
$6,512,607 in residuals on tv entertainment programs, payments on theatrical
pictures sold to tv and claims against
producers for contract violations. Of
that sum, program residuals amounted
to $5,316,307, also a new high, which
brings the total of residuals since they
began in December 1953 to $17,386,425.
■ Election of the full unopposed slate
of SAG officers: George Chandler,
president; Dana Andrews, first vice

president; James Garner, second vice
president; John Litel, third vice president; Ann Doran, recording secretary;
Frank Faylen, treasurer.
■ During the SAG fiscal year ended
Oct. 31, 1960, the guild's income was
$634,341, its expenses $738,679, with
a deficit of $104,338, Treasurer Leon
Ames told the membership. Both he
and President Chandler pointed out that
even though the guild still has a surplus
of $678,562, the figure was $820,184
two years ago. Mr. Chandler announced
the appointment of a special committee
to study the guild's financial situation
and make recommendations for "a long
overdue overhaul" of the dues structure.
■ SAG membership as of Oct. 3 1 was
at the all-time high of 13,685 paid up
performers, 9,396 in the Hollywood
area, 3,481 at New York and 808 in
other cities.
■ Through the strike against the motion picture
producers,
SAGplan
"won,
the first
time,
a pension
andfora

next 10 years and $375,000 is being
paid immediately into the health and

health and welfare plan for motion picture actors, to be paid for entirely by
the producers," President Chandler told
the meeting. The agreement for the
employer to make a contribution equal
to 5% of actors' total earnings "means
a payment by the employer — in theatrical pictures alone — of more than
$1,650,000 a year." To get the fund
started, he noted, "we persuaded the
producers to give us a little something
over and above the 5 % contribution, an
amount totalling $2,625,000, of which
$2,250,000 will be paid into the pension plan in 10 installments over the

major
of doctors'
and hospital
bills of portion
SAG members
and their
families,
will be paid for them, with substantial
life and accident insurance coverage as
well. Any actor who has earned as little
as $1,000 a year in pictures is eligible
to participate.
In response to a question, Mr. Segal
revealed that it is expected that the
AFTRA and SAG pension, health and
welfare plans will be merged so that
an actor's performances in radio and
live tv may be combined with those in
filmed
cials. and taped programs or commer-

'Quality Control'
Storer Broadcasting Co. is wondering how it ever got along without the
Quality Control self-regulation plan
it installed eight months ago.
The idea, announced last winter
during the black days of government
investigations, is providing unexpected benefits
to Storer's five tv and
seven radio
stations.
Another surprise— it's quite
inexpensive, and
well below original cost estimates.
Quality
trol was setConup
by George B.
Storer and his
executive staff to
r. McCarthy

provide "a cont i n u i n g safeguard against repeated violations of
FCC, Federal Trade Commission,
NAB and company rules or policies
by any Storer station."
48 (THE MEDIA)

■ Negotiations
with producers to tv
welfare
fund."
entertainment films resulted in an extension of the pension and health and
welfare plans to television and "that's
at least another
million
dollars a year,'1
President
Chandler
reported.
■ Producers of theatrical pictures
also agreed to pay a percentage of tv
receipts in perpetuity on all pictures
made since Jan. 31, 1960, and released
to television, he said. And the contract
can be opened at any time after 15
months from now, he noted, to deal with
pay tv, should it become commercially
successful. And of course the new contract for theatrical movies included
substantial increases in minimum scale,
he said.
■ Martin E. Segal, authority on pension, health and welfare plans and consultant for the SAG program, told the
performers that starting Jan. 1, 1961, a

a must
item
for erStorer
headquarters in Miami Beach,
The plan finds violations of these
with the director making contacts
rules but naturally can't correct them.
That's up to management. Instead of through top management. He has a
serving as a sort of unwelcome spy television monitor in Atlanta, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Detroit and Tolesystem, it has developed enthusiastic
do. Each monitor reports directly to
approval at all operating levels.
Weekly cost amounts to about one
Mr. McCarthy and under no circumstances is permitted to contact the
20-secOnd spot per tv station; five to
station.
And
station managing direc10 spots per radio station.
Storer executives describe Quality
tors don't know the name or address
of the local monitors, none of whom
Control as "the most comprehensive
have any other jobs or connections in
self-monitoring system in American
broadcasting.
broadcasting." Its impact On overall
Ewald Kockritz, Storer vice presistation operation is expressed this
dent and national program manager
times itsthecost."
"Worth three
way,
Autonomy
» Directing
tv and for tv, calls on monitors and keeps
them briefed on company policies as.
radio monitoring is Dean McCarthy,
former Storer station manager and well as NAB and FCC rules.
"The purpose of Quality Control is
once producer of The Catholic Hour
(Broadcasting, Jan. 18). He reports to improve the end product," Mr.
to Stanton P. Kettler, Storer operaKockritz said. "It hasn't been instituted just to catch violations, although
tions vice president, and has absolutely no direct contact with anyone at everyone breathes easier knowing
that it will spot quickly any irreguany Storer station.
larity. We regard quality control as
To insure complete autonomy, the
a
systematic
sampling of the product
Storfrom
away
based
is
department
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CODE

INTEREST

Government

HIGH

AT

NAB

MEET

and community

relations top agenda at Chicago
■ A reminder by Edward C. Quinn,
NAB's series of fall conferences
moved into the stretch run on a high president of Chrysler Motors Corp.,
note of optimism in Chicago last week,
and vice president of Chrysler Corp.'s
with broadcasters radiating confidence
sales divisions, that broadcasters face a
over the improved climate of broad"real challenge" in programming because more viewers- and listeners have
casting regulation.
Attendance at the Chicago meeting
become "more selective" (see page 50).
Broadcasters evidenced more than
Monday and Tuesday reflected conpassing
interest in the Tuesday morning
tinued gains over last year's figures,
with approximately 275 registrants on
radio session on the code, stereo broadhand. Attendance was running about
casting, engineering efficiency, public
10% over last year as the conference
relations and other topics, with particucircuit moves to New York for the final
lar emphasis on self-regulation.
round today and tomorrow (Nov. 28Liquor Advertising ■ One station
29).
manager wondered aloud why the radio
Interest in radio and tv code activities
standards of practice prohibit liquor adran high in Chicago, with emphasis, too,
vertising when "there's plenty of free
on government and community rela- liquor advertising on tv?" John Meagher,
tons and the need for better fulfilling
NAB vice president for radio, acknowlpublic service responsibilities to viewers
this was a "sorevice
point"
and Vinand listeners. The prospect for less
centedgedT. Wasilewski,
president
for

government regulation and "more reliance" on broadcasters' ability to operate in good faith and the public interest was raised by NAB staff members
and other speakers.
Broadcasters heard:
■ A plea by Ben Strouse, president
of WWDC Washington, D. C, and
WMBR Jacksonville, Fla., for more
experimentation in programming formats and ideas, more "depth research,"
the "brains and guts" to editorialize and
a richer fulfillment of responsibilities to
the public — 178 million Americans, all
"program directors."
— just as has long been the practice
in manufacturing."
Monitors are directed to report objectively on what went on the air,
serving as reporters rather than
critics. They supply Mr. McCarthy
with a record of what was broadcast,
including video-only material and
exact timing of all video copy. These
timings are compared with station
logs. Audio times can be taken from
stations' tapes.
Tape Monitor System ■ A Storer
station managing director can have
a complete monitoring and evaluation of his local competition within
48
hours,
a list of competitors'
advertisers even
if needed.
Each Storer radio station is
equipped with a Soundscriber tape
machine recording 24 hours on a
single roll. Tapes are kept for the
entire broadcast output and monitored in the Miami Beach office on a
selected-day basis. The advance monitoring schedule is staggered and secret.
Tv monitors are notified a month in
advance of monitoring days. All
radio and tv station tapes are moniBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
1
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government affairs, conceded there
mightdio andbe tv"inequalities"
between the racodes.
Another broadcaster urged strict
compliance with the radio code instead
of letting it serve as mere "window
dressing," while another wondered
whether NAB might not be in effect
penalizing non-code subscribers. Mr.
Meagher pointed out that the support
of subscribers is needed and claimed
broadcasters "have to stand up and be
counted." Provisions of the code on
multiple sponsored public service shows
(shopping, market, similar types) were
tored by Mr. McCarthy, who checks
each item against the logs. Radio stations submit approved music lists.
Mr. McCarthy reports to Storer headquarters, including a recapitulation of
promotional and public service spots.
At least twice a year a week's logs
and tapes are analyzed, including a
complete spot count.
Tv monitors describe what they
see on the screen, using 8 y2x 14-inch
ruled sheets. They supply comments
on visual material, note crooked
slides and other flubs, and keep a
running
tations. account with stopwatch noMr. McCarthy reported a full day's
tv programming can be monitored
in four hours, a 24-hour radio operation in eight hours. Naturally musical selections aren't heard in full.
Stalking the Networks ■ Mr. McCarthy gives special attention to network programming, especially at tv
stations. In one case a network was
found to be giving opening and closing sponsor billboards in quarterhour participation shows contrary to
Storer rules and the NAB tv code.

reviewed by George J. Volger, KWPC
Muscatine, Iowa, and member of the
NAB Radio Code Board.
Mr. Strouse told NAB delegates that
178 million Americans are, in effect,
all "program directors" and suggested
broadcasters "have the courage to try
new formats and ideas, to experiment
with new program patterns.
"Let's be a force for good in our
communities, a strong force in this
mixed-up world. . . Let's get to know
our senators, governors, congressmen,
state legislators better and keep them
informed about our stations and our
progress,"
"Let's
do the kindMr.of Strouse
job for suggested.
the 178 million
program directors that will keep them
informed,
enlightened
and entertained."
Men elected
or appointed
to public
office often make "the very human and
understandable error" of deciding that
178 million Americans share their likes
and dislikes or of letting a "pressure
group" persuade them as to what the
public purportedly wants, Mr. Strouse
pointed out. Any government official
has the right to be a program director,
too, as long as he doesn't confuse "that
personal
right and his official position,"
he asserted.
"Depth studies" of a station's audience are essential in determining the
type of programming that will best
serve the public's needs and desires, he
noted. WWDC maintains strong telephone contact with listeners to keep
apprised of these needs and wants, Mr.
Strouse said, adding that on the basis
of the station's audience, Washington is
The network promptly corrected the
violation. And monitoring has led to
better placements for the announcements.
Grady Edney, national radio program manager, said poorly-spotted
announcements can be just as irritating to listeners as hard-sell commercials. The monitoring system shows
bad scheduling, he said, adding,
"Thanks to our continuous taping of
everything broadcast we can now
demonstrate, not remonstrate. The
result has been better broadcasting."
Cost for tapes and machines for
all 12 stations and headquarters ran
under $10,000. Salaries and operating expenses are under $3,000 a
month. Storer officials believe an
average radio or tv station can set up
a similar checking system for less
than $10,000 a year per station. Storer stations are WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, Ohio; WJBK-AM-TV Detroit;
WAGA-TV Atlanta; WJW-AM-TV
Cleveland; WITI-TV Milwaukee;
WGBS Miami; KGBS Los Angeles;
WIBG Philadelphia and WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.
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Why

Do

Folks

SO

Stay

the "toughest place in the country in
which to operate." WWDC's audience
comprises senators, congressmen, FCC
commissioners and two million other
people in the market area, he noted.
"If the day arrives when the people
cease to have opinions about us, we've
lost our souls," he told NAB delegates.
"When people no longer care enough to
criticize, it's time to turn off the transmitter and retire." Accordingly, he
stressed, radio must be used as a force
for good.
Better Relations ■ The improved regulatory picture provided the theme of
Monday's luncheon address by Merrill
Lindsay, executive vice president of
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111., and member of NAB's policy group, and a talk
by Mr. Wasilewski during the Monday
afternoon session on "Broadcasters and

Up

LATE

In Rochester,

N.Y.

?

Mr. Lindsay noted recent FCC and
congressional
actions tend in the "direcPolitics."
tion of emancipating broadcasters from
too rigid controls." But, he emphasized,
these also "enlarge" the responsibilities
of broadcasters to meet community
needs. He discussed FCC plans involving programming on the basis of specific community needs, congressional
action waiving the equal time rule for
the 1960 campaign and withdrawal of
the commission policy statement on the
announcement of recording sources
over the air.

Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town — sort
of complacent— a place where you'd hardly expect
to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every evening, far into the night, the home lights shine in thousands of Rochester's neat residential areas! — It's not
the night life that accounts for this — it's the right life!

It's those

Wonderful

Quality program

rising, Quinn tells NAB
The desire for quality programming

FEATURE

poses a "real challenge" to broadcasters because an increasing number of
viewers and listeners have become "far
more selective" about programs, Edward C. Quinn, president of Chrysler
Motors Corp. and vice president of
Chrysler Corp.'s sales divisions, told the
Tuesday.regional conference in Chicago
NAB

FILMS
EVERY

NIGHT

AT

11:

Never— no never — has there been such a brilliant, star-studded
array of late-evening entertainment as that offered by our Fall
Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great stars! Great
entertainment! — And a great opportunity for smart buyers who
grab up the golden spots within this super-selling program
structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

CHANNEL
ROCHESTER,

lO

N.Y.

(WVET
TV
• WHEC
TV)
EVERETT McKINNEY INC.
THE BOLLING CO. INC.
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need

Addressing a luncheon session, Mr.
Quinn noted that broadcasters are
"constantly besieged by internal and
external pressures to get better quality
into
tinued:your programming." He con"I realize that ratings may be a
matter of life or death in your business
and that the listeners and viewers who
now prefer what are sometimes irreverently called 'shoot-em-ups' and
'who-dunnits' and 'give-aways' must be
served. I also realize, as Dr. Frank
Stanton (president of CBS) has
pointed out — that 'if we are going to
trust ... a democratic society in shaping the evolution of expression in
books and theatre, we must trust it
also in the shaping of television — and,
one might add, radio. But I also know
that you are aware of the increasing
number of listeners and viewers who
are being far more selective about the
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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CONSTITUTION PLAZA. AN EXCITING FACET OF URBAN
HARTFORD. IS CURRENTLY ABUILDING.
FIRST STRUCTURE, SCHEDULED
HOME OF WTIC TV-AM-FM.

FOR COMPLETION

WITH
FACILITIES WHICH
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STANDARDS OF QUALITY. PERENNIALLY
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Chief
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programs they tune in than they used
to be. I know that you are not waiting
passively for some kind of slow shaping of your media to occur. You help
it occur by taking bold steps in the
Quality
Programs ■ Mr. Quinn cited
right
direction."
"a new surge of quality programming"
in the areas of news, public affairs and

Paramount
Television
Productions:

special documentaries, plus "fresh
drama and musical shows." He expressed belief these programs are not
aired "because of any tremendous ratings theywomen
may pull"
but and
because
"you
men and
in radio
television
management have recognized your obligation to introduce quality into your
programming
concepts."
Discussing the
"importance of aggressive marketing" for economic
growth, the Chrysler executive acknowledged that both television and radio
have been
to automotive"especially
manufacturers valuable
as a vehicle
for

In planning the new control
room for their famous Stage 6,
Paramount Television specified
only the best equipment manufactured. Included in this choice,
naturally, were Conrac video
monitors. Why Conrac? "Because of their unfailing ability
to display all the information
just as it is, without distortion,
and do it dependably day after
day after day," is the way John
Silva put it. Whether you're
building a new facility or expanding your present operation,
it will pay you, too, to select
Conrac — the finest in video
monitoring equipment.
EVERY CONRAC MONITOR
OR UTILITY includes these

FROM

"For

introducing new car models. He pointed
out that 84 out of every 100 cars (or
over 50 million) are equipped with
radio today and "to the extent that
you make your radio programs attractive, then t« that extent you help make

our

control

new

room,

AP

CONRAC
MONITORS
were

the

natural

choice..."
8" THROUGH

27" BROADCAST

important features :
if Video response flat to 10 megacycles
if DC restorer — with "In-Out" switch
if Provision for operation from external
sync — with selector switch
if Video line terminating resistor and
switch

Conrac Monitors Are Distributed by — rca
GENERAL ELECTRIC
AMPEX and
VISUAL ELECTRONICS
CONRAC.
IMC
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems
i
Dept. K, Glendora, California
TELEPHONE:
52 (THE MEDIA)

COVINA,

CALIFORNIA,

EDGEWOOD

motoring attractive."
5 broadcasters

5-0541

news

get

awards

Five broadcast news departments
took honors at the Associated Press
Managing Editors Assn. annual convention in Williamsburg, Va. Citations for
outstanding participation in news coverage went to eight newspapers and
these broadcasters:
General Manager Verne Paule and
newsman Bob Wilson of WJPS Evansville, Ind., for consistent protection to
the AP, including outstanding on-thespot help covering an airliner crash at
Tell City, Ind., and the sex killing of
11 -year-old Avril Terry at Boonville,
Ind.
News Director Mike Morgan of
WELM Elmira, N. Y., who telephoned
AP with a hunch that police proved
out, linking a former Elmira reformatory inmate to a double murder.
News Director Eddie Barker of
KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas for a series
of exclusive interviews with Mrs.
Frances Spears, wife of a Dallas naturopath questioned about the possible bombing of an airliner which crashed, taking
42 lives.
News Director Al Crouch of KNUZ
Houston, Tex., who with his staff gave
AP members a 42-minute beat on the
Amoco tanker explosion at Houston.
John Columbus, manager of WPUV
Pulaski, Va., who covered for the AP
two days last April when a man barricaded himself in his father-in-law's
home with his wife's sister as hostage
and stood off police for 30 hours.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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Jim Lucas' popular BROADWAY AFTER DARK
is the sort of show people have come to
expect from WAPI . . . entertaining, imaginative. It's a typical example of the way WAPI
delivers the programs that deliver the audience!

BIRMINGHAM
ALABAMA
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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*5,000 Nights

BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
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The

Rises

Sun

Also

in

Tulsa

"Please stop saying 'A-a-a-ah-h-h-h!' when
you drink your Cain's coffee. You're teaching
grandpa bad habits."
So wrote a little girl to KOTV's local Helios,
whose enthusiastic coffee breaking on "Sun-Up"
prompted the bit of sponsor identification quoted
above.
KOTV's sun chariot rolls across the Tulsa sky
every morning from 7 to 8. For half that time a
long-established early morning network program
tries to make a race of it on another channel —
but our program out-rates it two- or three-toone. We think we know why.
There's the program's spontaneity. (If someone goofs, corrections are made on camera. It's
not unusual for a cameraman to shout, "What
do we do next?" The audience usually sees the
behind-the-scenes answer.)
But the most significant reason for the program's success is its happy blend of local service
and entertainment. It is indigenous. Without the
unlimited budget of its network competitor,
without the pick of the nation's brain power or
talent — although visiting national personalities
frequently
in an
neverthelessputfresh
andappearance—
informative. "Sun-Up"
It does notis
offer the academic charm of national weather
reports— it tells how to dress the kids this morning. It presents conversation-making neighbors,
not headline-making global celebrities. And,
while it is important to keep up with world
affairs— as "Sun-Up" does through newscasts —
what the viewer really sees is a reflection of life
in his own community.
"Sun-Up" interprets Corinthian's basic programming philosophy. Through the unequalled
CBS eye, we bring our viewers entertainment and
information from the outstanding network. In
addition, regional needs and tastes are met by creative local programming. This, we believe, builds
audience loyalty, wins viewer respect, and helps
make friendly prospects for our advertisers.
54

Responsibility in Broadcasting
m
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Okla.

Supreme

Court

affirms radio-tv ban
The Oklahoma Supreme Court last
week reaffirmed its ban on news cameras, including tv.
The action came
virtually a year after
state broadcasters, led
by KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, petitioned
the court to reconsider
its 1959 order and
permit a hearing on
Mr. Palmer
the prohibition.
Last week's short-order ruling was
written by Chief Justice Denver Davison. It stated: "All petitions for rehearing and motion for oral arguments
The original Supreme Court order
denied." without hearing or argument a
adopted
request of the Oklahoma Bar Assn. that
its Canon 35 be accepted as a rule of
the court (Broadcasting, Oct. 12,
1959).
Motions for reconsideration and an
oral hearing were filed with the court
by the Oklahoma Television Assn.,
Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. and the
Oklahoma Press Assn., as well as
KWTV.
Bruce B. Palmer, KWTV news director, who is also president of the Oklahoma chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, expressed astonishment that the court
"arbitrarily refused" to rehear the case
in view of the fact that there never had
been any formal hearing whatever on
the issue.

KOTV
Tulsa (H-R)
KHOU-TV
Houston (H-R)

^

Sacramento
(//-/?)
KXTV
WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-TV
Indianapolis (H-R)
WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)
WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

A division of opinion in the state's
two highest courts results from the state
supreme court ruling. Holding parallel
jurisdiction is the Oklahoma Court of
Criminal Appeals which, since 1958,
has permitted radio and tv the same
rights in its courtrooms as the press.
This position was reaffirmed last year
when the supreme court announced its
ban.
Switch from u to v pays off
It was a happy anniversary this
month for WVEC-TV Norfolk-Hampton, Va., as the seven-year-old station
celebrated its first year of operating as
a vhf. The extent of management's happiness was dramatized in President
Thomas P. Chisman's fiscal report. After one year on ch. 13 WVEC-TV
showed a profit exceeding $100,000.
The previous year's operation on ch.
15 ended with a red-ink entry of $172,000. (There are two other vhf stations
in the market.)
U.N. radio-tv coverage awards
WNTA-TV New York has won the
American Assn. for the United Nations' top television award for outstand-
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ing news coverage of the 15th General
Assembly of the United Nations.
Awards, which were the first to be
presented by the AAUN to the radio-tv
industry, were made at a luncheon in
New York last Monday (Nov. 21) as
part
of theceremonies.
AAUN's second biennial
convention
Other broadcast winners were: Pauline Frederick, NBC; John McVane,
ABC; Richard McCutcheon, CBS, and
WNYC New York, winner of AAUN's
only radio award.
Crowell-Collier

net

up 27% for 9 months
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co., New York,
had a record nine-month financial report last week, with net sales of $34,012,353, a 27% increase over the same
period last year. Consolidated earnings
after federal income tax were $4,665,055, or $1.82 a share.
The interim report includes income
for three radio stations but gives no
breakdown. Last year they accounted
for nearly $2.5 million of a $35.5 million total. But two of the stations were
acquired during that period. CrowellCollier stations are KFWB Los Angeles,
KEWB San Francisco-Oakland and
WISK St. Paul, Minn. Awaiting FCC
approval are acquisitions of WGMSAM-FM Washington and WMGM New
York.
The current nine-month statement
lists $188,725 in dividends from the
Macmillan Co. The company began
buying Macmillan shares in 1959 and
acquired a majority interest last July.
C-C publishes Collier's Encyclopedia,
Macmillan principally textbooks.
Media reports...
Honors WBC stations » The National
Assn. for Mental Health has presented
an award to Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. "for its devoted service over the
years
to thewas
cause
of mental
health."
The award
presented
by Mrs.
A.
Felix duPont Jr., association president,
to Richard M. Pack, vice president-protheDenver
annual Nov.
conference ofgramming
thefor WBC,
NAMH at in
18.
WE0L appeals ■ Notice of appeal was
filed last week by WEOL Elyria-Lorain,
Ohio, in its $1 million civil antitrust
suit against the Lorain (Ohio) Journal.
The appeal was taken in the Sixth Circuit court in Cincinnati against the
district court ruling last May denying
the radio station's suit against the newspaper (Broadcasting, May 30). The
suit, filed in 1953, was an outgrowth of
practices whereby the newspaper refused
to accept advertising from merchants
who also advertised on WEOL. This
was the basis for a successful government antitrust suit in 1951.
(THE MEDIA) 55

Tenn.

Broadcasters

told

strong points of "spot"
Three outstanding characteristics of
spot radio and television are selectivity,
flexibility and efficiency, Ed Fieri, associate media director of BBDO New
York, told the Tennessee Assn. of
Broadcasters at its 14th annual meeting in Memphis Nov. 18.
Radio campaigns have increased in
total weekly frequency, he pointed out,
and more thought is being given to
broadcasting's selective audience in the
cumulative overall performance of a
campaign. Network radio and network
television both offer a large degree of
flexibility, Mr. Fieri said. He also stated
the belief that network television was
more flexible than it had been two years
ago through short-term commitments,
confirmations of schedules months in
advance of starting dates and availability of prime nighttime minutes.
Efficiency, Mr. Fieri said, applies to
both radio and tv. But he cautioned stations to be prepared to justify rate increases. "While rates increase due to
greater performance," he said, "there
are very few instances I can recall where
rates have decreased because of decreased performance."
Seven Deadly Sins ■ Ernest B. Cummings, president of Cummings Adv.,

Nobody

story each time, Mr. Cummings insisted, but to avoid boring the customer
a different aspect of the story should be
emphasized. Try to tell your sales story
in such a way as to persuade the buyer
rather than merely thinking of the
seller's angle, he suggested.
For election of TAB officers, see
Fates & Fortunes page 84.
Bay Area stations
settle promotion fight
KQBY San Francisco, which sued
KABL Oakland (San Francisco) for
damages last September on charges of
"malicious intent" to injure and deception of the public (Broadcasting, Sept.
5), said the two stations are jointly announcing a financial settlement and
KQBY's dismissal of its suit.
KQBY said the settlement gives that
station exclusive use of the promotional

knows

value

of

better

than

haven't

Memphis, spoke of the "seven deadly
sins of advertising,"
to the
broadcasters.
He named
too Tennessee
little advertising asthe greatest and most wasteful of advertising sins. Lack of repetition or "failure to plant impressions,"
lack of coordination in ad campaigns
and the failure to utilize each medium
for its own special effective purpose also
came
Mr. Cumming's
fire. sales
An under
ad should
tell the essential

our

used

the

who

The hazards of buying or selling on your own provide
the best lesson in the value of a broker.
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MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Slonley Whilaker
Robert M. Boird
Healey Building
JAckson 5- 1 576

get bill

for Inauguration seats
A tentative proposal that the networks be required to help underwrite
the costs of viewing platforms for events
attending the 1961 presidential inauguration in Washington — on the ground
that some people who would normally
pay for seats on the stands stay home
and watch the ceremonies on television
instead — ran into skepticism, if not resistance, from the networks last week.
The tentative proposal, not yet definitely decided upon by Inauguration
Committee officials, was discussed during a meeting of representatives of the
various news media Wednesday with

Uppermost in the minds of the network spokesmen last week was the question of whether Mr. Foley would carry
out the proposal, and, if so, whether
similar money deposits would be required from other media.

Why risk negotiating without our deep
knowledge of the market, of actual sales,
of responsible contacts?

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jock V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341

may

required to put up $10,000 apiece for
the platforms along the parade route.
Seat and souvenir sales have been more
than enough in the past few inaugurations to repay those costs, it was understood.

it!

BLACKBURN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

Networks

Sam Brightman, the Democrats' public
relations director, and Jack Christie, tvradio director.
Mr. Brightman promised network
news and special events representatives
Robert Fleming (ABC), Lew Shollenberger (CBS), Steve McCormick (Mutual) and Elmer Lower (NBC) that he
would find whether Edward H. Foley,
newly-appointed general chairman of
the Inauguration Committee, plans to
follow through on that
a preliminary
group's
recommendation
the networks
be

service
men

slogans "I. Q. Radio" and "America's
First Family of Fine Music Stations."
KQBY, which had sued KABL for
$1,328,000 and also complained to the
FCC, said it obtained a court injunction restraining KABL from using slogans KQBY claimed to be its own.
The dispute had centered about promotion involving KQBY's change of
call letters (from KOBY) on Sept. 12
and its charge that KABL, before the
change, inaugurated a teaser ad campaign using the letters "I.Q." and made
announcements that "intelligent quality
programming" would be on KABL as
of Sept. 12, date of the KQBY call
letter change.

Inc.

WEST COAST
Colin M. Se/ph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.: Sold
by Rogan Jones and associates to
Wometco Enterprises Inc. for $3 million cash. Wometco, which is based
on WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., is borrowing $2 million from the Prudential
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Insurance Co. for this transaction. In
addition to WTVJ, Wometco owns
WLOS-AM-FM-TV Asheville, N. C;
and 47.5% of WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; theatres in Miami, Tampa
and West Palm Beach; the Miami Seaquarium, and vending operations in
South and Central Florida and the
Bahamas. KVOS-TV, on ch. 12 with
a CBS affiliation, earned over $400,000 after taxes in 1959, the sale announcement reported. Mr. Jones is a principal owner of the International Good
Music Stations group of fm stations in
Washington, California and Oregon.
Transaction was handled by Blackburn & Co.
■ WFRV (TV) Green Bay, Wis.: Sold
by Clayton Ewing and associates to
WAVE Inc. for $1,091,000 (CLOSED
CIRCUIT, Nov. 21). WAVE Inc.
owns WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.,
and WFIE (TV) Evansville, Ind., and
is principally owned by George W.
Norton Jr. Remaining with the Green
Bay station will be Jack Gennaro, vice
president and general manager of
WFRV, and staff. WFRV, on ch. 5,
began operations in 1955 and is affiliated with NBC. Mr. Ewing and associates own also WIRM (TV) Iron
Mountain, Mich.
■ WEBC Duluth, Minn.: Sold by
George H. Clinton and associates to
WMT-TV Inc. for over $400,000.
WMT-TV Inc. is the licensee of WMTTV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and is 60%
owned by American Broadcasting Stations Inc. (WMT Cedar Rapids and
KWMT Fort Dodge, both Iowa), 31%
by William B. Quarton and others.
Richard Hustead, vice president and
general manager, will remain at WEBC
under the new ownership. No staff
changes are contemplated, it was announced. The sale price includes a
five-year consultancy for Mr. Clinton.
WEBC is 5 kw on 560 kc. Broker
was Blackburn & Co.
■ KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.: Sold by
Meyer Feldman and Joseph Lerner to
Ogden Knapp, formerly with NBC station relations, for $175,000. Mr.
Feldman is legislative assistant to Sen.
John F. Kennedy, and has a 30%
interest also in WADK Newport, R. I.
KLAD is 5 kw daytimer on 960 kc.
Broker was Blackburn & Co.
■ KNEZ Lampoc, Calif.: Application
filed seeking assignment of station from
Thomas B. Friedman to South Coast
Broadcasting Co. for $130,000, with
$35,000 cash and balance on 12-year
note. South Coast comprises M. D.
Buchen, 33V* %; Gerald F. Hicks, 19%
and others. Mr. Buchen is general
manager of KFSG and KGLA (FM)
Los Angeles and is president of KLUK
Evanston, Wyo. KNEZ is 500 w day
on 960 kc. Broker was Wilt Gunzendorfer & Co. (corrected version).
■ KASL New Castle, Wyo.: Sold by
William Fisher and associates to Jack
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Rosenthal and group for $40,000. The
Rosenthal group owns KBBS Buffalo,
Wyo. KASL is 250 w on 1240 kc.
Broker was Blackburn & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 89).
■ WHHM Memphis, Tenn.: Sold by
Thomas W. Shipp to Mercury Broadcasting Inc. for $225,000. Mercury
is headed by William H. Grumbles,
west coast vice president of RKO General Inc., 51%, and includes Mr.
Grumbles' sister, Marie G. Cobb,
49%. Payment is $65,000 cash and
the remainder to be paid out over a
four-year period. WHHM is 250 w
on 1340 kc with ABC affiliation.
■ KOTN-AM-FM Pine Bluff, Ark.:
Sold by B. J. Parrish to Joellen Broadcasting Corp. for $112,500. Joellen is
headed by Winston Joe Deane. Station
is 250 w on 1490 kc.
Shift of WNAC-TV

to ABC

may be on interim basis
WNAC-TV Boston will join ABC-TV
as an affiliate on Jan. 1, 1961, according to Julius Barnathan, ABC vice president for affiliated tv stations, and William McCormick, president and general
manager of WNAC-TV.
The affiliation may be on an interim
basis, however, since RKO General and
NBC have agreed to swap stations
whereby the network would acquire
WNAC-TV in return for WRCV-TV
Philadelphia. The proposed transaction, which also involves NBC buying
KTVU (TV) San Francisco, has been
challenged by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., owner of WBZ-TV, the
present NBC affiliate in Boston, and
by KRON-TV San Francisco, also an
NBC affiliate.
If the exchange is finally effectuated,
WNAC-TV will become the NBC-TV
outlet in Boston. CBS-TV, which now
has WNAC-TV, is set to switch in January to WHDH-TV in Boston, now an
ABC-TV affiliate. ABC-TV presumably
will affiliate with WBZ-TV.
KTHS, WMAS to CBS
KTHS Little Rock, Ark., and WMAS
Springfield, Mass., are joining CBS
Radio as affiliates today (Nov. 28),
according to an announcement by
Arthur Hull Hayes, president of the
network. KTHS, which left CBS Radio
in January 1959 and has been operating since as an independent outlet, operates with 50 kw on 1090 kc. The
station is owned and operated by Radio
Broadcast Inc., of which W. H. Bronson is president. WMAS operates with
250 w on 1450 kc. It is owned by
WMAS Inc., of which Gerald Harrison
is president.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

MIDWEST
Midwest daytimer in rich agricultural
market. 1960 gross $140,000.00;
price $180,000.00. Terms to be
negotiated.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
TEXAS FULLTIMER — $160,000.00
In a medium-sized Texas market,
will gross in excess of $100,000 in
1960 and will make substantial
profit. Extremely good operation,
tip-top equipment, highly rated, very
little competition, one of the best
buys we have had. Station owns land,
rents studios downtown. Remote
transmitter operation. Terms to
qualified buyer.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
H. DEWITT JOE
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
A. OSWALD
WEST
Excellent power, good frequency, fulltime radio station in warm western
state. This single station market
facility will gross $80,000.00 this
year. Can be purchased for $105,000.00 cash or $135,000.00 on
terms of 29% down and balance out
at $1,000.00 monthly.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY
FINAL

NAB
FALL
NEW

CONFERENCE

YORK

CITY

Biltmore Hotel

NOVEMBER 28-29 (today and tomorrow)
This is the final NAB Fall Conference Meeting. John D. Stebbins and Ray V. Hamilton
of the Washington, D. C. Office who cover
the East will be registered at the Biltmore
Hotel in New York. We shall enjoy seeing
you at the New York NAB Conference.
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
NEGOTIATIONS

• APPRAISALS

• FINANCING
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KWK

seeks

early

hearing

on

FCC

charges

ALSO WANTS 'BILL OF PARTICULARS' TO LIFT SHROUD OF 'MYSTERY*
KWK asked the commission to list
KWK St. Louis charged last week
ing the licensee of the matter under
commission
scrutiny^
KWK
continued:
". . . the specific facts relied upon . . .
that the FCC's revocation proceeding
"Not only was the licensee not ap- in concluding that a fraud was perpeagainst the station ". . . has thus far
been shrouded in mystery to an extent
prised of the facts in advance of the
trated upon KWK's listeners [and] the
specific provisions of the KWK license
which is most, most unusual in comdesignation for hearing, but the comwhich are alleged to have been violated
mission's order to show cause contains
mission practice."
and set forth the facts relied upon by
In asking the commission for a "bill only the vaguest and most general
allegations
as
to
the
nature
of
the
the
commission in reaching its concluof particulars" to substantiate charges
sion that the alleged violation . . . was
against which the licensee of
that it was "perpetrating a fraud on its charges
KWK must defend itself. The licensee
listeners," KWK claims that the prowillful
repeated."
If theandbill
of particulars is supplied
knows only that the commission proceeding was "initiated in a . . . most
ceeded on the basis of some unspecified
as requested, KWK asked that it be reunfair fashion."
ceived by Dec. 4 so that it will have
complaints regarding contests which
KWK also entered a strong protest
against a Broadcast Bureau request that were run by the station. It has no in- time to prepare for the hearing scheduled 10 days later.
the scheduled hearing be postponed
formation as to the time, place or conAdverse
Effect ■ In urging that the
from Dec. 14 to Jan. 16, 1961, in St.
test incidents upon which the commishearing
be
held
when scheduled, KWK
sion
relied.
It
is
impossible
to
prepare
Louis with these words: "This unprecedented proceeding has subjected Station
said
that
"each
day the commission's
to defend against unknown charges."
KWK and its owners, employes and
Specific Facts ■ KWK said that the unknown and undocumented charges go
unanswered, the greater is the adverse
commission has proceeded in error and
sponsors to the most adverse publicity
that,
if
afforded
a
reasonable
opporeffect upon KWK." The station said
ever inflicted upon a broadcast station."
that under the circumstances it is entunity to present the true facts, it can
On Nov. 3, the FCC instituted revocation proceedings against KWK on the demonstrate this error. Specifically, the
titled to an immediate hearing. "Fairness and equity, which have not been
basis of complaints received by the embattled St. Louis station asked the
commission for (1) a list of all of the accorded as yet in this proceeding, recommission concerning the "conduct of
complaints which formed the basis for
quire the commission to proceed with
contests" over the station's facilities
the hearing without the delay requested
the show cause order, (2) the name and
(Broadcasting, Nov. 3). An investigation of the charges was made by the address of each complainant, (3) the by the Broadcast Bureau," KWK stated.
The bureau, on the grounds other
date and time of each program or other
FCC's
ance. Office of Complaints & Compliincident complained of.
pressing business did not give it time
Also, (4) the date, time and place of to adequately prepare for the St. Louis
Unknown Charges ■ In its petition
hearing, earlier last week asked for a
for a list of specific charges, KWK said the commission inquiry into each complaint and the name of the commission
that the first and only official notice of
month's delay. KWK countered that
the revocation proceeding has been the employe who conducted such inquiry,
"it is impossible to believe" that the
(5) a summarization of the facts ob- Broadcast Bureau has not had time to
commission's order to show cause.
tained by the commission as a result of prepare its case. "If the commission
"Thus, the long-established custom of
the commission to forward copies of its investigation, (6) copies of all docunow needs more time to 'adequately
any complaints received by it to the
ments, affidavits, statements and evi- prepare for hearing,' it is obvious that
the
commission did not and does not
dence
obtained
by
the
commission,
(7)
licensee, with an opportunity ... to
have facts adequate and sufficient to
reply thereto, was not observed in this facts relied upon for charge that KWK's
case," the station maintained.
telephone number was busy "approxisupportfullyits
conclusions failed
that KWK
'willand repeatedly
to operate
Moreover, it was pointed out, the
mately half of the time" during contests
FCC did not issue a Section 309 (b) urging listeners to call, (8) particulars
substantially as set forth in its license,' "
(McFarland) letter, as required by the concerning vacation trips and prizes KWK charged.
At an informal conference two weeks
which
allegedly
were
not
as
represented.
Administrative Procedures Act, advisago, KWK said commission counsel expressed concern over the possibility that
the hearing might not be concluded by
Christmas. The station suggested that
FCC urges 'read before
Please follow the instructions.
if this is the real reason for the reinconsistencies,
such
as
larger
figures
e' which applies to only
writ
inu one
box
This was the urgent request of yo
quested delay, the hearing date be advanced or that evening, Saturday and
the FCC last week to station li- certain candidates than in another
Sunday sessions be scheduled.
box which applies to all candidates.
censees in replying to the commis"KWK already has been severely and
"It
is
clear
that
the
station
execusion's political questionnaire of last
August. A commission spokesman
tives are not reading the instructions
unjustly injured by the unprecedented
procedures followed by the commission
said that a large number of the 300
carefully," an FCC official said.
and by the unwarranted conclusions of
replies received to date have been
All of the replies to date have
the order to show cause which were
returned to the stations because of been from small radio stations and
supported only by vague and sweeping
incomplete replies and various in- none have been received from tv
statements unsupported by a statement
consistencies.
stations or the networks. Deadline
Principal errors cited were (1)
for the questionnaires to be returned
of a single specific and relevant fact,"
lack of a proper signature by a to the FCC is Dec. 5. The FCC,
the St. Louis station charged. "A delay
in
turn,
has
a
mandate
to
report
in the hearing will compound the adstation executive; (2) failure to anverse publicity and injury which KWK
swer all questions, and (3) obvious
to Congress by March 1.
already has suffered. . . ."
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add

"atmosphere"
RCA

French chef sprite is electronically . . .

fitted into a backyard scene
One of a series on
"how advertisers
ARE SOLD"

to

the

sales

Special

pitch

. . .

Effects

!

Products of your local sponsors can be given that "distinctive" appeal with intriguing traveling matte effects. Using RCA Special Effects equipment, exciting slide
or film backdrops can easily be inserted into commercials. You can place an
animated figure into a moving background or add "atmosphere" details that
give results, very simply. The system will accept signals from several sources to
produce a variety of effects.
In addition to traveling matte backgrounds, RCA can provide modules for 154
special effects, including wipes, split screens, block, wedge, circular and multiple
frequency patterns. Any ten effects may be preselected — simply plug ten modules
into the control panel. You get the right effect to add that extra sell to your programs and commercials every time !
Your RCA Special Effects will sell itself to
advertisers and give your station a competitive
edge. See your RCA Representative. Or write
to RCA, Broadcast and Television Equipment,
Dept.
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
for descriptive booklet. In Canada: RCA
VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N. J.
RCA Special Effects Panel
The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Another
SENATE

group

HEARING

aims

at regulatory

TOMORROW

The federal regulatory agencies,
which have been shot at and hit individually byyou name it on Capitol Hill,
are going to get it collectively next year,
from a growing group of snipers, both
on and off the Hill.
The latest to issue itself a shooting
license is the Senate Administrative
Practice & Procedure Subcommittee,
which last week announced it will hold
a hearing tomorrow (Tuesday) through
Friday
on the regulatory agency problem.

One strand piled on another makes a becoming
picture.
Take the Harrisburg ARB's for
example. Since 1957 they've
been piling up a "hair raising"
story of how our powerful station (One Million Watts) has
consistently dominated the
Capital City area. (In March
1960 our share of audience in
prime time was 38.6)
Indisputably,

Harris-

burg's Number
Station with:

One

The full ABC Network
8 out of 10 top ranked syndicated shows
Paramount movies
Outstanding public service
"Brush up" on all the lads — call
Harrington, Righter & Parsons.

HARRISBURG, PA.
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Increasingly apparent is that the entire concept of government by regulatory agency is at issue, though complaints center on such well-worn phrases
as backlogs and "regulatory lag" and
their causes, executive versus congressional control of the commissions, split
decisions or opinions, administrative
versus judicial functions of members,
fairness of statutes and regulations and
expenses as compared to efficiency.
The witness list announced by Chairman John A. Carroll (D-Colo.) for this
week's hearing practically guarantees
some blue air over the hearing room on
the regulatory agency question. It includes James M. Landis, who's making
a study of the federal regulatory agencies at the behest of President-elect
John F. Kennedy, with a view to possible reorganization of the commissions
(Broadcasting, Nov. 21); Judge E.
Barrett Prettyman, who heads an organizing committee named by President
Eisenhower to form an administrative
practice conference for long-range planning to cut down government red tape
and improve agency efficiency; and
Louis J. Hector, former Civil Aeronautics Board member who resigned his
post in 1959 with a denunciation of
antiquated and outmoded practices
among the agencies.
Mr. Landis, former dean of Harvard
Law School and former chairman of
the Securities & Exchange Commission
and the CAB, represented Skiatron
Electronics & Tv Corp. in pay tv hearings before the FCC in 1957.
Mr. Landis' report and recommendations, which may call for a reorganization of government regulatory agencies,
are
Dec. due
15. in Sen. Kennedy's hand by
Principles ■ The group headed by
Judge Prettyman met last week to set
up operating principles for a prospective
administration conference which in five
or ten years would be operating actively
to snip government red tape and improve regulatory agency efficiency.
But the conference's birth may have
to await the official sanction of the incoming Kennedy administration.
This is the position taken by the or-

agencies

BOASTS ALL-STAR LINEUP
ganizing committee set up by President
Eisenhower several months ago, which
met last week and disbanded after recom ending a group of operating principles for the prospective conference.
Besides chairman Prettyman, William
C. Koplovitz, Washington communications lawyer, is secretary.
The conference, to be composed of
top level government regulators, practitioners before the various agencies,
and representatives of Congress and the
White House, will be set up on a continuing advisory basis to look into and
recommend changes in procedures — all
for the purpose of reducing the present
long delays and expense of cases before
federal agencies. The body would be
made up of 65 delegates, it was recommended, and would use the Office of
Administrative Procedure at the Dept.
of Justice as a secretariat.
Support for the idea is expected to be
forthcoming from President-elect Kennedy. Mr. Landis is known to be sympathetic to the idea.
The fourth study of regulatory agencies, by the Senate Commerce Committee, was announced last summer by
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman, who termed it a long-range,
"Hoover-Commission"-type undertaking. Sen. Magnuson, as chairman of
the Senate Commerce Committee, has
jurisdiction over the regulatory agencies. As chairman of the Independent
Offices Appropriations Subcommittee he
exercises control over their fiscal budgets. He has announced the General
Accounting Office has agreed to make a
"pilot" study of the Interstate Commerce Commission, largest of the regulatory agencies. The ICC study will be
used as a basis for committee studies of
the other agencies.
FCC delays robots
Robots will just have to get along
for awhile without their own exclusive
frequency allocation, the FCC decided
last week. The commission turned down
a request by Hughes Aircraft Co. that
100 mc in the 13000-to- 15000 mc band
be reserved for the use of radio-controlled robots — called "Mobots."
Because of the domestic and international frequency situation, the agency
said that it cannot provide exclusive
frequencies for such specialized use at
this time. However, the commission said
it recognizes the importance of robot
operation and will entertain an application in the future for such operations
on an experimental basis.
In its request for the reservation
filed last summer, Hughes said the Mobots could be used in places dangerous
to or unlivable for humans.
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AIR EXPRESS

Air

speeds newly created parts to assembly site in time for car to bow at international auto show

Express

takes

priority

on

all scheduled

U.

S.

airlines

AlR EXPRESS is in the auto business, now! This crew is just finishing off the latest model. Hours from
now, it will bow at a glamorous auto show. Many new parts were completed just in time, and flown
to this assembly point with jet speed. All 35 scheduled U.S. airlines pampered them with priority
treatment. AlR EXPRESS trucks (13,000 . . . many radio-dispatched) rushed them door-to-door at both
ends of their flights. As each part arrived, the shipper got
a teletype receipt. That's service! AlR EXPRESS is in
^
_ ^
other businesses, too. It should be in yours. There's no ^\jf Jf^_ Ejf£^^n%mE*^<S>
finer partner and rates are lo w. One phone call is all it takes.
CALL AIR EXPRESS DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY
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was

your

Fortunately
the mantle of prophecy
is not needed for
basic
business decisions
requiring accurate
measurable information
in television and radio.
Subscribers don't guess
— with Pulse they know.

730 Fifth Ave.
New York 19
ULSE,

Inc.

INTERVIEWS
IN
FAMILIES
THEIR
HOMES
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FCC deletes 26 uhf construction permits
FAILURE TO CONSTRUCT CITED; DEAD UHPS TOTAL 234
Twenty-six permittees for uhf tele- WFOX-TV Milwaukee; J. D. Wrather
vision stations who had not constructed
Jr., ch. 44 WJDW (TV) Boston;
WKAP Inc., ch. 39 WQCY (TV)
their proposed physical plants were
denied extension of their construction
Allentown, Pa.; Cornell U., ch. 20
permits by the FCC last week. This WHCU-TV Ithaca, N. Y.; Woodward
means that the grants have been wiped Broadcasting Co., ch. 50 WBID-TV
off the commission records and the Detroit and ch. 79 WTOH-TV Toledo;
Tri-Cities Telecasting Inc., ch. 29
station permits no longer are outstanding..
WTLC (TV) Canton, Ohio; Ajax Enterprises, ch. 38 WXEL (TV) Boston;
With last week's action, by a 4 to
2 vote, the FCC closed its books in Philadelphia Broadcasting Inc., ch. 29
(TV) Philadelphia; Stevensrather spectacular fashion on the "get WSES
Wismer Broadcasting Co., ch. 34
tough" policy instituted last February
against the idle uhf permittees. At that WHLS-TV Port Huron, Mich.; Peoples
time, the agency ordered 54 grantees
Broadcasting Co., ch. 21 WLAN-TV
to explain why they had not started Lancaster, Pa.; WGAL Inc., ch. 36
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.; Malco
construction of the proposed stations
Theatres Inc., ch. 48 WAMT (TV)
(Broadcasting, Feb. 22).
Memphis, ch. 54 WTMV (TV) Utica,
As a result, 21 construction permits
were cancelled early last spring N. Y., and ch. 19 KMPT-TV Oklahoma City; Sherrill C. Corwin, ch. 34
(Broadcasting, May 2) and those
stations which were deleted last week
KMYR (TV) Los Angeles and ch. 27
were among 28 which pleaded their KFMX-TV San Diego; O'Neill Broadcasting Co., ch. 14 KTRB-TV Modesto,
cases for extension in an oral argument before the FCC en banc two
Calif.
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
months ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 26).
They had argued that failure to build
Robert E. Lee both issued strong dissents to the deletions on the ground
was due to reasons beyond their conFCC still is undecided what it plans
trol,
citing
the
commission's
indecision
to do with uhf. They generally agreed
on allocations and resultant confusion
that the commission should devise
over deintermixture as the principal
reasons.
overall allocations policy before proIn addition to the stations deleted,
ceeding to remove the 26 grants in
question from the records.
the FCC granted to WELI-TV New
Haven, Conn. (ch. 59), an extension
With last week's action, there now
of time to complete construction. A have been 234 uhf permits deleted for
one reason or another since that porcommission majority said that WELItion of the frequency was opened to
TV has shown an intention to go on
tv in 1952.
the air and has expended over $70,000
toward that objective. Commissioners
Tv cited in report by
Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross
dissented, with the former stating he National Goals group
could see no distinction between the
New Haven station and those deleted.
Television has been given two chalBecause of pending rulemaking to
lenges as one of the means of comadd additional vhf channels in Grand
municating traditional goals to the public. The challenges are contained in
Rapids, Mich., and Birmingham, Ala.,
the commission deferred action on exthe report
of the Goals,
President's
sion on National
issued Commistoday.
tension applications by ch. 23 WMCN
The
video
medium
has
improved in
(TV) Grand Rapids and ch. 42 WBMG
its mission of informing the public,
(TV) Birmingham.
Sans Permits ■ The following per- Clinton Rossiter, Cornell U. educator
mittees were denied extensions of
and writer, said in a chapter on "The
completion dates or replacements for Democratic Process." But, it can do
expired permits and had their call better, he added.
letters deleted: Thames Broadcasting
"Improvement of the democratic
process requires a constantly better
Corp., ch. 26 WNLC-TV New London, Conn.; Star Broadcasting Co., ch.
informed public," he wrote. "Televi15 WCBF-TV Rochester, N. Y.; Ajax
sion, although it has improved, can do
better still in communicating serious
Enterprises, ch. 23 WPHD (TV) Philadelphia; David E. Mackey, ch. 52
WOCN (TV) Atlantic City; Hazleton
Newspapers,
according
Mr. toRossiter, have an even
longer toway
go.
Tv Corp., ch. 63 WAZL-TV Hazleton,
Pa.; Robert W. Rounsaville, ch. 54
"In far too many communities," he
WCIN-TV Cincinnati; WHFC Inc., ch. said,
ideas.""newspapers are inadequate in
their coverage of significant public
26 WEHS-TV Chicago, 111.; Air-Pix
Corp., ch. 48 WTVX (TV) Gastonia,
N. C.
The .second
affairs
. ." mention of television
Business Management Inc., ch. 30
occurred in the chapter on "American
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Culture," written by August Heckscher
of the 20th Century Fund. Referring to
the need to raise critical standards and
widen the area and depth of public appreciation inthe arts and sciences, Mr.
Heckscher said:
"Thus far, television has failed to
use its facilities adequately for educational and cultural purposes, and reform
in its performance
is urgent."Goals
The Commission
on National
was established by President Eisenhower last February. It was headed by
Henry M. Wriston, president of Brown
U., with Frank Pace Jr., chairman of
the General Dynamics Corp., as vice
chairman. Among the "national goals":
safeguarding the rights of individuals,
equality, economic growth.
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TV'S 'GREAT DEBATES'
Make them permanent, says
Sarnoff in monthly letter
A proposal that the "Great Debates"
between presidential candidates on tv
become a "permanent institution" was
offered last week by Robert Sarnoff,
NBC board chairman, in his monthly
letter to radio-tv editors throughout
the country.
Mr. Sarnoff indicated that some politicians might oppose this suggestion,
and added:
"The public's right to this knowledge
(about both candidates) must take precedence over any party's jockeying for
political advantage, or the reluctance
of one candidate to give his opponent
the benefits of such a forum."
Mr. Sarnoff devoted his letter entirely to the "Great Debate" theme and
praised the project warmly. He touched
upon criticism made about the debates
and replied in this fashion:
"It has been objected that the exchanges were not on a lofty intellectual
plane, that the candidates resorted to
sloganeering and emotional appeals.
To the extent that this was true, I
believe it was far less true of the televised encounters than of other forms
of campaign expression.
"It has been objected that the broadcasts left it mainly to newsmen rather
than to the candidates themselves to
determine the issues for discussion. Yet,
a study of the debates will show they
covered every issue that the candidates
raised in their own barnstorming all
over the country; the only exception
was the religious issue, on which both
had made their positions clear repeatedly beforeobserved
the debates
Mr. Sarnoff
too began."
that some
critics claimed that the broadcasts
provided "a test of personality and
physical appearance, of quick memory,
articulateness and debater's skill, instead of such far more important presidential attributes as wisdom, judiciousness and patience." Mr. Sarnoff counBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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FARM
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*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
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. . . 1580 kc Top of the Dia!

tered by saying that voters always have
had to base their judgments not only
on candidate's record and what it suggests of his qualifications, but on what
he says and how he says it.
"Of all the public appearances
through which a candidate seeks votes,"
Mr. Sarnoff asserted, "none offers the
opportunity for as much insight into
the man, his mind and his character
as the appearance before the sharp eye
of the television camera under the pressure of face-to-face exchanges with his

Ft. Lauderdale,
opponent."
FCC
SAYS

Florida

'NO' TO GILA

But the company's
Top

Radio in
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Nation's

Top
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Area*

NOW,..
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Total Audience

SOON
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Radio

. . .

Watts!!!
(And

WWIL-FM
Covering a]l
of
South Florida)
Contact:
Weed

Radio

Corporation

or
Dick Doty, General Manager
WWIL, WWIL-FM
600 Riverland Rd.
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
*Ft. Lauderdale area — Number I in U. S.
Growth Rate according to latest Budget
Bureau statistics.
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Arizona

stations 'go dark' anyhow
The Gila Broadcasting Co. stations
in Arizona are off the air (Broadcasting, Nov. 7) despite an FCC telegram
denying the company's request to "go
dark." The stations involved are KZOW
and KWJB-FM Globe, KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford and
KVMC Winslow. KZOW and KGLU
first started operating in 1938.
Gila had asked the commission to
allow the stations to go off the air for a
90-day period because of financial difficulties. The commission told the firm
that it had not submitted a financial
statement or information to support its
claim of financial distress. "Absence of
other broadcast service," the commission told the firm, "raises serious question whether cessation would serve public interest." Failure of the stations to
maintain service will be considered in
connection with pending and future applications filed by them, the commission stated.
Applications for license renewals and
sale of stations to the Earl Perrin Co.
of Chicago are already in the commission hearing process.
"We will substantiate our financial
difficulties for the commission's benefit
as soon as we can," Gila General Manager Bryon Powell told Broadcasting.
"We have waited 1 1 months for an FCC
decision on our applications. We are
losing money each and every day that
we wait. We had no choice but to go
offEmployes
the air." Drifting ■ Mr. Powell noted
that the insecurity involving the stations' financial operations had led many
employes to quit their jobs prior to
Gila's request to go off the air. "Even
if we could afford it, it's doubtful that
we could go back on the air right
away," Mr. Powell said, "We have no
staff. They have been drifting away for
some time and there is no one left."
Under commission rules, a station
may go off the air for a 10-day period
during an emergency without prior notification. After that time, the station is
off the air "illegally" and may be sub-

ject to revocation proceedings.
Gila asked the FCC for permission
to go off the air on Oct. 25. The station actually ceased operation at the
close of the broadcast day Oct. 29. The
FCC
wired8. its refusal of Gila's request
on Nov.
Since Gila's license renewal applications are already in hearing status, it is
not known just what action the commission will take concerning revocation.
Some Dissent ■ In its wire to Gila,
the FCC noted there are no other broadcast services in some communities
served by Gila stations. KCKY Coolidge, KCLF Clifton, KGLU Safford
and KVMC Winslow are the only stations in those communities.
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
Charles H. King, while issuing no statements, dissented in the FCC's action.
They both maintained that all of the
communities involved were able to obtain broadcast service from other area
stations.
The stations'
"go dark"in
stemmed
from arequests
loss ofto $36,992
fiscal 1959 and a loss of $20,600 this
year.
The have
firm'sbeenapplications
license
renewals
set for FCCfor hearing
since June 23. These applications were
set for hearing by the commission to
determine if they contained technical
"misrepresentations" and if the firm had
actually relinquished control of the
chain to a buyer without reporting that
fact to the FCC. The company filed
for transfer of control of the stations to
the Earl Perrin Co., a Chicago advertising firm, in December 1959.
Mr. Powell said last week, "We have
been serving the public interest in Arizona for 22 years. We want to continue
to serve it in one capacity or another.
We cannot keep these stations operating at a loss. We do not want to be
punished financially any longer. We
sincerely hope that the commission will
review the case."
Tv repeaters get fast
action from the FCC
While many applicants and licensees
complain about the delay in FCC processing, no such complaints have been
voiced by the operators of vhf repeater
stations.
Last July, the President signed legislation authorizing vhf boosters, translators or repeaters, whichever term is
used. The commission immediately set
up machinery to recognize repeater stations that had been operating "illegally." To date, 927 applications for special temporary authorization have been
accepted with 839 granted by the FCC's
Broadcast Bureau. Another 40 applications have been tendered for filing but
problems are involved with them, an
FCC spokesman stated.
After the vhf repeaters were authorBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

ized by Congress, the commission immediately set up "corner-cutting" procedures to facilitate licensing procedures. Five staffers have been working
on the project full time under the direction of Allen Cordon, who reports to
Martin Levy, chief of the Tv Applications Branch of the Broadcast Bureau. Several hundred more applications for the STA's, which are valid
until Oct. 31, 1961, are expected by the
FCC. Just exactly how many of the
"grandfather" boosters were operating
outside the good graces of the commission is not known, however.
One problem facing the commission
is getting word to the repeater stations
in remote areas to file their applications.
Mr. Cordon said his branch still gets
occasional letters from vhf booster operators saying they have heard "rumors" that their operations now can be
officially sanctioned. Requests for the
STA permits must be filed by Dec. 30.
Also, Mr. Cordon stressed, applications
for regular licenses must be filed by the
booster stations on FCC Form 346.
Current deadline for filing of these
applications is Feb. 1 but this probably
will be extended because there still is
no type-approved equipment for the
booster operators.
Networks
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io station operator
why astute broadcasters
e new automated radio
ng by Magne-Tronics.

seek

to save option time
The ironic sight of the three television networks defending the FCC's
order lopping 30 minutes from option
time loomed last week following the
appeal by KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
against the commission's order (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
KTTV asked the court to set aside
the FCC's September order which reduced the current practice of optioning
three-hours per daily broadcast segment to two-and-a-half-hours (Broadcasting, Sept. 19). The order is effective Jan. 1, 1961, and was promulgated
on a close, 4-3 vote.
Filing petitions to intervene — as
parties most affected by the order and
as participants in the proceeding before
the FCC— were ABC, CBS and NBC.
Also joining in these petitions on an
individual basis were the ABC and
NBC affiliates groups. It is presumed
the CBS affiliates committee will seek
to intervene.
The gist of the KTTV appeal is that
the FCC has no right to determine that
option time is "reasonably necessary"
for network tv operations. It urged
the court to order the FCC to submit
the question of option time legality to
the Dept. of Justice. The Dept. of
Justice at one time said the option
time
of the practice
antitrust was
laws.a "per
Later se"
the violation
antitrust
chief of the Justice Dept. said it appeared to violate the Sherman Act.
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For Magne-Tronics top quality programming, on tape,
consists of outstanding "name" musical productions from both
sides of the Atlantic. Almost 80% of the music is popular
and popular-concert, pleasingly balanced with symphonies, vocals
and, of course, seasonal and holiday numbers.
PROGRAMMING

WITH INFINITE VARIETY

Magne-Tronics music comes in ten 8-hour reels. A new reel added
each month keeps the schedule fresh and exciting . . .
continually builds your library. The interspersing system in the
equipment enables stations to achieve infinite variety
in the sequences of the numbers.
PROVED, FAMOUS-MAKE

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

Specially designed, famous-make equipment (available, if
required, through Magne-Tronics) provides continuous, trouble-free
automated radio programming — including commercials
and announcements.
Yes, with Magne-Tronics you get all the economies of automated
broadcasting, plus radio programming that gives a lift to your schedule.
And priced for economy-minded budgets!
Write today for full details
rights in your market.

audition tape — and exclusive

Be sure to look into the Magne-Tronics background music
service which broadcasters are finding a valuable station asset.
Exclusive franchises in preferred markets still available.

INC.
gne-Tronics,
49 West 45th Street, New York 36 '

In Canada:
Instantaneous
Recording
42
Lombard Service.
St.,
Toronto 1, Ont.
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NLRB

rules d. j. work

is easy-technically
The technical tasks performed by disc
jockeys require little technical knowhow and can be learned in a short time,
a three-member panel of the National
Labor Relations Board ruled last week
in ordering that disc jockeys at four
Portland, Ore., radio stations vote for
either of two unions or neither as their
separate bargaining agent.
The board thus upheld a petition by
American Federation of Tv & Radio
Artists for inclusion of the disc jockeys
with straight announcers for labor bargaining purposes. The four stations —
KPOJ, KGW, KOIN, KXL— had asked
that announcers, disc jockeys and engineers be included in the same bargaining unit, while the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers had requested the disc jockeys be included
with engineers.
NLRB ruled that a three-year contract between the stations and IBEW,
effective July 1, 1958, may not serve to
bar AFTRA's petition any longer than
the first two years. The disc jockeys are
included in this contract.
The board rejected the position of
IBEW and the four stations that a fifth
station, KWJJ Portland, should be included in the four-station, multi-employer bargaining group.

Editorials on the air
Robert Lewis Shayon, writing in the
"Audio /Video" column of the Nov. 12
issue of Saturday Review, briefly scans
the problems of broadcasters and editorials on the air. Citing WTOP-AMFM-TV Washington as the station which
he personally feels does the best editorializing, Mr. Shayon notes WTOP has a
fulltime editorial writer, Jack Jurey, and
that editorial policy is directed closely
by a board of station executives and
stockholders. Mr. Shayon concludes:
. . . One reward for WTOP's courage
and responsible effort is prestige in the
Capital. Congressman, ambassadors and
government officials have become aware
of the station; doors are open to it; it
has been repeatedly mentioned in the
Congressional Record. On the very doorstep of the FCC, WTOP has shown how
broadcasters can usefully editorialize.
The
others.station's example should encourage
Editorializing in the WTOP fashion
is costly: it requires a new kind of
broadcaster, the full-time editorialist. It
demands participation by station executives who must become professionals,
akin to newspaper editors and publishers, not just announcers or time sales66

NLRB ruled that operating turn
tables and tape recorders, cueing records, attending potentiometers and making log entries of meter readings are
easily learned and require no formal
technical education. Disc jockeys also
differ from engineers in hours, promotional structure and supervision and
their interests in general are more akin
to those of announcers, NLRB found.

by each of the applicants. WHYY is
seeking the channel for educational
purposes while other applicants, Rollins
Broadcasting Inc., Wilmington Tv Co.,
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp., and
National Telefilm Assoc. Inc., all seek
commercial operation. Commissioners
Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross
dissented. Commissioners Robert E.
Lee and Charles King did not partici-

The FCC

■ Asked for comments by Dec. 26 on
rulemaking to eliminate 1955 requirement that tv stations employ type-appate. proved frequency monitors while on the
air. Although the rule was adopted over
five years ago, date for compliance has
been continually postponed, the latest
coming two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
Nov. 21). The commission said it believes that improved transmitting equipment no longer makes frequency monitors necessary and that stations can use
simpler means to check their operating
frequencies.
■ Was asked by the National Council
of Churches of Christ to issue a declaratory ruling that radio and tv spots and
programs of the council would be exempt from sponsorship identification
requirements of Sec. 317. In the alternative, the council asked for waiver of
the rule before Dec. 1 as it plans to
film and tape general assembly sessions
for radio and tv.

last week...

■ Granted a protest by WIBW-TV
Topeka, Kan., and stayed a Sept. 16
grant of microwave stations to provide
signals of three Kansas City stations
(KCMO-TV, WDAF-TV and KMBCTV) for catv systems in Manhattan,
Junction City and Salina, all Kansas.
A hearing will be scheduled on grant
for microwave to Mid-Kansas Inc. but
petition for reconsideration filed by
WIBW-TV was denied.
■ Denied a petition by losing applicant Veterans Broadcasting Co. for reconsideration ofa July 13 grant of ch.
10 Vail Mills, N. Y., to Capital Cities
Tv Corp. (WTEN [TV]). WTEN had
been operating with special temporary
authority since 1957.
■ Granted a petition of WHYY Inc.,
one of five applicants in comparative
hearing for ch. 12 Wilmington, Del.,
and enlarged issues in proceeding to
include programming service proposed

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
BACK8men. PL
More AY
broadcasters will have to
get into the editorial act in the future,
if only for marginal differentiation. If
enough stations editorialize responsibly,
viewers and listeners may begin to discern the image of portentous boxes of
sound and vision which are more than
entertainment machines.
Damand

for consistency

Marion Harper Jr., president and
chairman of the board of McCannErickson Inc., New York, examined
some of advertising's "neuroses" before
the Adcraft Club of Detroit earlier this
month. One of these illnesses, "hit or
miss advertising," operates in all media
and there is a need for consistent high
performance, he said. Concerning television, Mr. Harper related:
We are currently engaged in an extensive study of factors which make tv
commercials effective. In a sample of
more than 700 commercials, the highest
rated was recalled by four limes as many
respondents as the lowest rated.
You can even find major differences
in commercials for the same product —
with one getting a noting of almost 60
%, and another of less than 30%.
Television programming, as we all

know, is heir to all the disparity in ratings you find in advertising. In cost-perthousand television viewers, the average
program in the lowest rated 25% costs
the advertiser twice as much as the
average program in the top rated
25%. The most expensive program
costs more than six times as much as
the least expensive. Many of the lower
rated programs, of course, may reach
an audience otherwise difficult to reach.
Nevertheless, these results of observation and impact should demonstrate
that what's wanted in television programs, as in print advertising, is a consistent record of high performance. The
occasional solo is not good enough.
Radio's exciting future
Radio's future is more exciting than
its past, Wilmot (Bill) Losee, general
manager of Am Radio Sales Inc., New
York, stated at the Nov. 14 meeting of
the Cleveland (Ohio) Sales Executives
Club. In an address titled "Radio: A
Forgotten Dominance," Mr. Losee said
in part:
Life begins at 40 and radio as a medium today has as much excitement
and potential as it did at birth. This is
a feeling shared by broadcasters, eduBROADCASTiNG, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

cators, advertisers and, judging from
all the rating reports, the listening public. And yet there are voices referring
to radio in the past tense and nightclub
comedians can get a laugh by saying
"Whatever happened to radio?"
In this television era it is understandable to confuse radio's health with radio's image. The fact is radio has never
been healthier — from all points of view,
new programming ideas, new advertisers, larger schedules from old advertisers, more stations on the air for more
hours per day, more radios being
bought and more people listening.
Radio's image, however, is another
matter. A lady from the PTA can talk
very persuasively about the effect of
"Mack the Knife" on our children.
And there are a lot of articulate ladies
and a lot of PTA's to cloud radio's
image. But even as they criticize, they
support the tremendous reputation of
radio as the most powerful communications medium yet invented. For speed,
for impact, for saturation, there is
nothing like it.
Perhaps I sound as if I am comparing radio to a boy scout, since radio
is brave, clean, loyal, helpful and trustworthy. It is certainly as reflective of
the American way of life as the boy
scouts are. And of course, it is big
business. When a man plunks down
$11 million for a radio station, as

AMF

*1,000

Serious, dedicated citizens
Lionel F. Baxter, vice president and
director of radio operations for Storer
Broadcasting Co., assured the 30th
annual convention of the National
Council of Catholic Women in Las
Vegas Nov. 2 that the average broadcaster is a serious, dedicated citizen,
vitally interested in his community and
his nation:

ANNOUNCES

AWARDS

FIELD

someone did last month for WINS
[New York], you know there is faith
aplenty in radio's future.
I dare not trumpet the virtues of radio without a word of warning. An
advertiser needs a radio specialist in his
own office or in his agency. You can't
borrow the copy from your newspaper
ad or the voice track from your television commercial and expect it to do a
job on radio.
Communications is a dynamic art.
The broadcaster and the advertiser play
vital roles in it. We need every weapon
at our command because the art of
listening also must be trained and developed and everyone is not a good
listener in the sense of ability for detail. .. . We ask for the chance to serve
you because we know that we can help
them listen to what you as an advertiser would like them to hear.

OF

FOR

State-controlled broadcasting operates
under the philosophy which says in
effect to the listener and viewer: "This
is not necessarily what you want; it is
what we believe you should have."
Under the American system broadcasters annually spend millions of dollars on audience research, seeking to
establish what our listeners and viewers
like. We are above all things realists.
We do not sit in ivory towers — as do
a great many of our contemporaries in
the medium of the printed word — and
wring our hands in despair, viewing
with horror the scientific fact that the
most popular television program in the
country is a western adventure show
and the most popular radio stations
are
day. those which primarily present the
50 to 100 best-selling records of the
On the other hand, this information
does not lead us to the conclusion that
all television programs should be westerns or all radio programs should be
popular records. The program schedules of the 12 Storer radio and television stations offer service and entertainment to a great variety of tastes
and interests. We believe that the tastes
of a whole people cannot be dictated
by ourselves, the government, or anyone else.

CREATION

BROADCASTING
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RECREATION!

Established by AMF, in cooperation with the National Recreation Association, "The AMF
Awards for Outstanding Reporting in the Field of Physical Recreation" will honor journalists and
broadcasters who help create better public understanding of programs in physical recreation, and
who help focus attention on individuals or groups active in this area.
These new, $1,000 awards highlight the importance of physical recreation to the strength and
well-being of the United States and the world. The first presentation of these annual awards will
be made in June, 1961 — National Recreation Month.
HERE'S HOW TO ENTER YOUR WORK OR A COLLEAGUE'S: To get your nominator's card
and personal entry blank, with details, write to AMF today. All entries for work published or
broadcast in 1960 must be received by January 15, 1961.

AMF

Awards
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(Afl)F) American Machine & Foundry Company
261 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
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Life will have to go on without Ma Perkins
court case has come to a satisfactory
The soap operas are no more.
post formerly held by Dr. Jerry Malone. The latter refuses to accept the
Last Friday (Nov. 25) the surclose, even though the missing witness had not been found. Carolyn
viving four of a legion that went
board's offer to reinstate him. Ted's
first reaction is that of relief. But,
and Lee faced the future with assurback to the early days of network
radio made their last stands on CBS
ance, the events of the past few
after Molly West makes him see the
truth about his untenable position,
weeks having brought them closer
Radio. Beginning today (Nov. 28)
the network embarks on a schedule
he calls on Jerry, asking him to go
together than ever. Carolyn's last
back to his old job. When Mason
of 10-minute news programs on the line: "Happiness depends upon our
relationship with those we love. I tells him that he is leaving immedihour, 5-minute informational proately for a destination somewhere
grams on the half-hour, plus a cluslike that. The best of all."
ter of entertainment shows such as
out West where he can think out his
Young Dr. Malone, leaving the
air after 5,075 broadcasts, ended
Arthur Godfrey and Garry Moore.
many problems, Jerry agrees to return as head of the clinic. MeanHappy endings were the order of with this story line: During a hospiwhile, plans for the wedding between
tal board meeting, Judge Allen atthe day as the four serials — Ma
tempts to force Dr. Ted Mason to Scotty and Jill proceed, despite the
Perkins, Right to Happiness, Young
Dr. Malone and The Second Mrs.
resign as director of the clinic, a open antagonism of his possessive
mother. In a last effort to effect a
Burton — wound things up. (Three
reconciliation, Dr. Malone calls upon
other daytime strips — Whispering
Mrs. Scott and makes her realize
Streets, Best Seller and The Couple
Next Door — also died last Friday
that her son's love must be shared.
but none of these was in the classical
Finally, she tells her son and future
soap formula.)
daughter-in-law that she will attend
Oldest of the shows that went off
the wedding
last
line, in after
answerall.toDr.a Malone's
question,
Friday was Ma Perkins, which presented its 7,065th broadcast. Virgives his antidote for trouble: "Love
ginia Payne, who played Ma, has
[pause, quizzically]. Is there any
handled the role since its start on
Dec. 4, 1933. In the concluding
The Second Mrs. Burton, a relaother tive
one?"
newcomer with only 3,823 epiepisode, listeners heard that Charlie
sodes under its belt, ended on this
Lindstron had accepted a job in the
note: Terry Burton realizes that
East and that he and Mary would
Mother has gotten herself into a trap
take leave of Ma Perkins and Rushville Center. As the family gathered
by agreeing to take her young artistprotege, Fenno, to Paris. Arranging
for Thanksgiving at Ma's house, she
to send Fenno abroad with a young
foresaw happiness ahead, primarily
friend in her place, Terry gets Mothbecause Anushka and Ma's grander out of that predicament, much to
son, Junior, were to be married next
the relief of the rest of the family.
month. Ma's last line: "I give thanks
that I have been given this gift of
As for Mother Burton, she now conlife, this gift of time, to play my
centrates all her energies into preparing
for an ambitious Christmas
little
in it."to Happiness ended
bazaar. Thanksgiving Day dinner at
ThepartRight
her house is highlighted by the rescript No. 5,430 and a story line
turn of Lew and Marcia from their
that found Dick Braden paroled from
prison, his parents reconciled and
Caribbean vacation. Terry Burton's
the Braden family united again.
last line: "Oh, life is pretty nice,
Ma Perkins
Grace has assured Skip that he is
Music: Up and out.
Her last cup of tea
the only boy in her life, and Lee's
isn't it?"
Film sales...
Q.T. Hush, Private Eye (M & A
Alexander Productions Inc.): Sold to
XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego;
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.; WABC-TV
New York; KSD-TV St. Louis; KSTPTV Minneapolis-St. Paul; and WIIC
(TV) Pittsburgh.
Jingle Bells (Medallion TV) : Sold to
KPIX (TV) San Francisco; WKRCTV Cincinnati; KSHO-TV Las Vegas;
KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho/ KSL-TV
Salt Lake City; KPRC-TV Houston;
WWL-TV New Orleans; WHBQ-TV
Memphis; KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho;
68

KUAM-TV Agana, Guam; KXLY-TV
Spokane, Wash.; WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.; KLYD-TV Bakersfleld,
Calif.; KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San Diego, and Prescott
& Pilz Agency, Denver, Colo.
Bold Journey (Banner Films) : Sold
to WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C;
WNBQ (TV) Chicago; KTVR (TV)
Denver; WJ AC-TV Johnstown; WHIOTV Dayton, Ohio, and KHQ-TV Spokane; resales to WWJ-TV Detroit and
WNEM-TV Bay City.
/ Search For Adventure (Banner
Films) : Sold to WDEF-TV Chattanoo-

ga; KTVU (TV) San Francisco; WTTV
Diego.
(TV) Indianapolis, and KFSD-TV San
Danger Is My Business (CNP) : Sold
to KTVR (TV) Denver; WCHS-TV
Charleston, W. Va.; WJ AC-TV Johnstown, Pa.; WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.;
WGN-TV Chicago; WROC-TV Rochester; KSD-TV St. Louis; WCSH-TV
Portland, Me.; WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.; WRGB-TV Schenectady,
and WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C.
61 for '61 Post-'48 Package (NTA) :
Sold to WBBM-TV Chicago, and
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
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NOV. 8 POSTMORTEM
Network computers
performance assayed
Savants of the computer industry
have snapped back at critics of their
election night projections.
Spokesmen for IBM (on CBS),
RCA 501 (on NBC) and Remington
Rand's Univac (on ABC) swapped success and problem stories within the
ranks of their own organization, the
Assn. for Computing Machinery. The
scene was a Nov. 17 meeting of the
ACM Washington chapter.
They explained why two sets of
computers pointed to a Nixon victory
as first scattered returns came in and
then switched to Kennedy where they
stayed.
NBC waited until it had 1% of the
vote and then at 8:25 p.m. came out
with a Kennedy forecast. CBS switched between 8:09 and 8:16 from Nixon
to Kennedy, according to an ACM log
of network projections.
Dr. Eugene E. Lindstrom, who directed computing for the IBM-CBS
team, took a dim view of the network's
insistence on rounded percentage figures. He said this explained why CBS
came out with 50-50 or 51-49 projections, insisting that fractional points
were highly important. "Television is
panic squared," he observed. CBS took
odds for each state, combining them
into national projections. The voting
curves were placed over 1956 curves.
Dr. Lindstrom described the elaborate precinct analysis system set up
in advance with the aid of state universities. "The criticism by the mathematically illiterate is hard to understand," he said. As to network use of
the data, he said graphic presentation
could be improved.
Dr. Jack Moshman, of CEIR Inc.,
whose firm was part of the RCA-NBC
team, outlined the sociological factors
used to devise mathematical equations
with high predictive powers. Hundreds
of indicators were studied, he said, including urbanization, population increase, religion and educational level in
carefully selected key precincts.
The influence of absentee ballots
was not taken into consideration, he
said. "With an elaborate NBC-RCA
communications system, the entire machine operation after punching of tape
took only 40 seconds," he said. "A
few seconds made a big difference in
the odds."
Steve Wright, of Applied Data ReUnivac search,
was Princeton,
limitedN.toJ.,APsaid
andABC's
UPI
data. "The lack of information affected
us adversely," he said. He explained
the 7:04 p.m. projection giving odds
of 10 to 1 for Nixon by saying that
early returns came from Tennessee,
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Kansas and Kentucky where the Nixon
vote was heavy.
"We made new predictions every 20
minutes after the first projection," he
said, "but the second and third were
never put on the air." The ACM log
showed no broadcast projection in
Washington between 7:04 and 8:46
p.m. He recalled the trend toward Kennedy after the first projection, explaining Univac swung to Kennedy at 8:29
p.m.
The probable state vote pattern
created another problem, Mr. Wright
said, citing the early returns from upstate New York that ran well ahead of
New York City. "We overestimated
the mental age of the tv audience," he
said. Another problem, he added, was
the confusion arising from a formula
calling for three probabilities — Democratic, Republican and undecided. "We
were almost 100% right in the House
and Senate predictions but they received little attention," he said.
The scientists predicted the next generation of computers should accept
data from teletype lines.
New U.N. tv series announced
The U.S. Broadcasters Committee
for the United Nations announced Nov.
16 a new public affairs tv series of 13
half-hour programs entitled International Zone, starring Alistair Cooke. For

the past two years, the committee has
been responsible for the Dateline U.N.
tv program. Programs in the new
series will be produced at UN headquarters in New York. Opening in
mid-December with "Assignment Children," starring Danny Kaye, programs
will be presented every three weeks.
Financial problems

rock

Hagerstown's etv boat
The bellwether, closed circuit educational tv system — that in Washington
County, Md. — is having weaning
troubles.
Supported for virtually five years
by Ford Foundation grants and donations of equipment by tv manufacturers, the full scale etv operation becomes a ward of its own taxpayers
beginning July 1, 1961.
Some taxpayers are already beginning to protest.
The experiment — which covers the
entire school system of Washington
County, including the cities of Hagerstown, Hancock, Williamsport, Boonesboro and Clear Spring — is being used
in dozens of courses in the 18,200pupil school system. Actually, some
16,700 students are tied into the etv
program. The etv operation originates
from a control center in the Board of
Education Bldg. in Hagerstown and
pipes classroom instruction to 640 21-

in. tv receivers in more than 550 classrooms. Instruction runs the gamut
from elementary arithmetic to advanced mathematics for gifted high
school students. It includes virtually
all subjects in the high school and junior high school curriculum as well as
an evening course for adults.
The Ford Foundation, it is estimated, has invested more than $1
million in underwriting the operation
of the education by tv system. Equipment donations are valued at $300,000.
There are 28 teachers used annually.
In order to continue the program for
the six months after June 30, County
School Superintendent William M.
Brish has included $90,000 in his 1961
budget request of $6.7 million. He
estimates that it will cost about $180,000 a year thereafter.
The bulk of this cost is the $115,000 yearly to be paid for telephone
coaxial lines to the schools. The
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co.
donated the lines in the first two years
of the program, but has had to institute regular charges in the last two
years. These have been covered by
the Ford Foundation grants.
Balky Commissioners ■ The county
school board has approved this budget,
but some of the county commissioners
have reared back.
Commissioner John Easterday charg-
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H-R is proud
to be associated with
the great management team of
Ira Herbert
and Bernice Judis Herbert —
builders of great independent
stations.
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the same creative touch
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in the one
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is WORKING in Atlanta!
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ed that the television program is being
"rammed" down the throats of Washington County taxpayers by the local
newspapers.
"I understand that when some of
these teachers are supposed to be planning next year's lessons, they are out
pitching
the commissioner hashorseshoes,"
said.
If the etv operation is dropped,
Superintendent Brish said, nothing will
be saved, since the county will have
to hire 25 more secondary school teachers at a cost which would equal, if
not exceed, the saving. He also stressed
the above-average achievement levels
scores received by pupils who received
their instruction via the tv screen as
compared with similar groups who were
taught in the conventional manner.
The County Commissioners had
scheduled a full-scale poll of parents
and teachers, but acceded to a PTA
request that the matter be postponed
until more facts can be gathered. The
commissioners, however, said they
planned to poll the teachers on their
opinions.
The entire program is scheduled to
be evaluated this spring by a team
from the Ford Foundation.
New

vtr remote

unit

has its Hollywood debut
International Video Tape Recording
& Production Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
displayed its new $350,000 custom-built
video tape liner to advertising agency
and tv production people last Tuesday
(Nov. 22) at an open house in Hollywood. Equipped with four Marconi
image orthicon cameras, two Ampex
tv tape recorders equipped with Intersynchronizers, the "liner"
signalconvert
Sync easily
can
any stage into a vtr
production center, according to William
F. Wallace, executive vice president.
Location taping can be done anywhere, with running shots as readily
made as fixed location shooting, Mr.
Wallace said. An eight-ton air conditioning-heating system and a 50 kw
stabilized power generator enable the
"liner" to perform in any location at any
temperature, regardless of the availability of an outside power source.
Joint stereo venture
airs Philly orchestra
In an unusual programming venture,
WNCN (FM) New York and WORAM-FM New York have banded together to present over the stations a
stereophonic concert each week featuring the Philadelphia Orchestra with
Eugene Ormandy conducting.
The concerts are taped at the Philadelphia Academy of Music at the actual
performances.
WNCN
(FM) is asBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Amateur

night

Utilizing the amateur radio operators of the Radio Amateur
Civil Emergency Service, WSAUTV Wausau, Wis., was able to
provide
speedy
and returns.
accurate One
local and area
election
ham operator stationed himself
at each of the 19 county clerk
offices. They sent the tabulation
results every half hour to a second operator via a two-meter
band radio. The second operator,
using the 10-meter band, would
relay the information to a third
group of radio amateurs located
on Rib Mountain, site of WSAUTV's transmitter. By phone the
figures
were sent to The
the station's
news department.
returns
flowed smoothly and quickly,
thanks to three months of careful
preparation for election night.
The RACES members were happy to cooperate because it gave
them a good opportunity to test
equipment and check their service as a Civil Defense communications system.
signed the left channel and WOR-AMFM the right channel when the tapes
are broadcast on Sunday, 2:05-4 p.m.
The broadcasts began on Nov. 6 and
will continue for a 13 -week cycle.
The stations are working jointly too
on obtaining a sponsor. The total cost
for each program is estimated at $ 1 ,500
for broadcast on both stations. The
stations are suggesting commercials in
stereo. Plans are being formulated to
extend the series after the completion
of the first 13-week cycle, but this move
will be contingent upon sponsorship
interest.

1. the first or early

KM PC, KNXT

part of the day

(TV) news

called 'most outstanding'
Managements of KMPC and KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles were given special
awards Nov. 18 for "support of the
most outstanding news operation" in
radio and tv, respectively, by the Radio
and Television News Club of Southern
California. KMPC also got a top
award for its coverage of the Los
Angeles visit of Nikita Khrushchev and
an honorable mention in the radio documentary category for Story Without
Ending.
Other radio honors went to Orval
Anderson, ABC, for the best newscasting; Tom Harmon, KNX Los Angeles,
for the best sports reporting; William
Winter, ABC, for the best commentary;
KLAC Los Angeles for its series on
Caryl Chessman as the best news reporting by an independent station;
KNX for Blackboard Dilemma as the
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Talk that pays: what CBS' KMOX
found out Radio now represents about 6% of
What happens when a radio sta- the program, from salesmen setting
tion revises its format, deletes all their route so they can tune in the the annual advertising dollar, Mr.
music for seven hours and schedules
broadcasts, and from office workers
Hyland said. There's no reason why
nothing but talk — news, news fea- who make it a "radio break" as well this shouldn't be increased to 20% in
the coming decade.
tures, entertainment vignettes, cul- as a coffee break.
The discussion of the KMOX
tural items, listener phone calls to
He foresaw the rise of "special
city officials, to local authorities, pro- afternoon format emphasized one
interest" stations, in the next decade,
vocative interviews?
point Mr. Hyland made in his speech
and a change in radio's position toThis is what happened at KMOX
to the NAB radio session: The ra- become more a voice of the comdio
listener
is
better
educated
than
is
St. Louis, according to Robert Hymunity. This includes "getting your
land, KMOX general manager, when
hands dirty" in community affairs.
realized. He's far likelier, Mr. Hythe CBS-owned radio station changed
"Progressive radio of the future,"
land said, "to be a high school graduate than his father, far likelier to Mr. Hyland stated, "will play the
over eight months ago to nothing but
same role in its community that
be a college graduate than his older
talk from noon to seven o'clock:
brother, and far likelier to be an newspapers have traditionally played
■ Ratings up by almost 85%.
■ Schedule was sold out commeractive, vocal citizen regardless of the as fighters against corruption and incially.
number of diplomas. And likewise,
justice and against the kind of
Not only that, Mr. Hyland told the
Mrs. Radio Listener today is not lim- strangle-hold on information that perited to a world of home and children.
NAB fall meeting in Washington
and injustice."
KMOXpetuates
is corruption
following
this advice
(Broadcasting, Nov. 21), but —
She's aware of the problems of her
community,
her
nation
and
the
right now, Mr. Hyland reported. It is
". . . it has created more interest
airing an editorial campaign urging
and excitement for radio in our city world. She wants to be informed,
that St. Louis city and county grand
to express herself, to take part as an
than any program in the past twenty
juries not be impannelled without
active
citizen."
Muscle
and Thought ■ Mr. Hyland
years."
The program is called "At Your
a full airing of each juror's qualificaurged
his
listeners to stimulate radio
tions, including the broadcast media.
Service," and has actually increased
Editorializing does not end with
the percentage of radio listening in by stimulating ideas. And the cost is
St. Louis. The new radio audience,
the broadcasting of an opinion, Mr.
not beyond the reach of any station
Mr. Hyland suggested, comes from
— big market or small market. ". . . Hyland warned. "You'll soon discover there is no half-way approach to
previous non-listeners, from after- you will find often that it requires
noon tv viewers, from housewives
more effort than money, and more
being involved — really involved in
who plan their home activities around
ideas than staff," he stressed.
community affairs."
best documentary.
In television, KNXT's Hellflower,
dealing with the narcotics problem, won
the award as the best documentary and
Irwin Rosten of KNXT for the best
newswriting. KRCA (TV) Los Angeles
also won three of the club's "Golden
Mike" trophies: '59 Final as the best
special news program on tv; Jack Latham, of the KRCA news staff, for the
best tv newscasting; LeGene Sage
Barnes of KRCA for the best tv newsfilm coverage. Award for the best reporting by an independent tv station
went to KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
News directors of San Francisco
radio and tv stations served as judges
in selecting the winners in the various
news categories. The special awards to
station managements for overall news
excellence were decided by the bureau
chiefs of AP, UPI and City News in
Los Angeles.

42 post-'48 movies
put on the tv market
A package of 42 post-'48 theatrical
feature pictures, including 14 Roy Rogers westerns never before offered to
television, has been assembled by Hollywood Television Service (a division of
Republic Pictures). They will be mar72 (PROGRAMMING)

keted to stations under the name of
"The Saturn Group."
In announcing the package, Earl R.
Collins, vice president and general
manager of its tv operations, said that
approximately 75% of the films were
released
1957, movies
'58 or ever
'59, making
them theinnewest
offered
to tv as a group. David Bloom, newly
appointed syndicated sales director, is
enlarging the sales staff to handle the
new Saturn package as well as some
800 other theatrical pictures and tv
half-hours which the company is now
distributing.
Program

notes...

Taxing problems ■ The IRS Mailbox,
a series of 13 five-minute programs
answering the questions most often
asked about federal income taxes, is
available in script form to southwestern
stations only from the Internal Revenue
Service district offices in Dallas, Austin,
Little Rock, Albuquerque, New Orleans
and Oklahoma City. During the last filing period, more than 150 southwestern
radio and tv stations carried the show.
What Florida needs ■ WCKT (TV)
Miami, Fla., has launched a series of
hour-long documentaries, scheduled on
an irregular monthly basis, on the
needs of the south Florida community.
The first telecast of the series, on Nov.

20,
Yankee
Dollar"
and was
dealt entitled
with the"The
tourist
problems
on
the Florida Gold Coast. Subject matter for the series was suggested by civic
leaders in replies to questionnaires sent
out by the station last spring.
Christmas specials ■ WBZ-TV Boston
will televise two special Christmas programs that will stress Anglo-American
ties. Film is being prepared of eleven
English towns that have New England
namesakes, such as Plymouth, Manchester, etc. The programs will show
Christmas customs, preparations, and
exchanges of greetings between the
same-name towns.
Grows and grows ■ Independent Television Corp., N. Y., which recently acquired Heritage Productions, has applied the assets of that company to
form Javelin Productions, according to
Arthur (Skip) Steloff, general manager
of the new ITC division, and former
president of Heritage. Mel Schlank,
formerly general sales manager of
World-Wide Tv, is Javelin's sales head.
'Sing along' series ■ Sing Along With
Mitch, with Mitch Miller as star and
host, will return to NBC-TV as a regular colorcast program on alternate Fridays starting Jan. 27, 1961 (9-10 p.m.
EST). The series, which will alternate
with Bell Telephone Hour, was deBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

veloped from a program with the same
title seen last spring on NBC-TV as a
Ford Startime special. Bill Hobin will
produce and direct the series originating in NBC's Brooklyn studios.
'Our Town' series ■ Filmaster Inc.,
Hollywood, has acquired tv rights to
Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize winning play, "Our Town,*' which will be
produced by Filmaster as a half-hour
film series, starting in January. Negotiations for the rights to the play, which
has been seen full-length on network
tv, were conducted by Robert Stabler,
president of Filmaster; Sy Weintraub,
president of Banner Productions, iprevious
owner of the rights, and Harold Breacher of the William Morris Agency. Banner Films will participate in the series
as a joint venture with Filmaster, but
full production responsibility will be
with Filmaster, it was announced.
Civil War dramas ■ NBC-TV has scheduled a full-hour drama series marking
the Civil War centennial year. Titled
The Americans, the filmed weekly program will replace Riverboat on Jan. 23,
1961 (7:30-8:30 p.m. EST). Darryl
Hickman and Dick Davalos will co-star
in the NBC-TV production filmed at
MGM studios in Hollywood. Frank
Telford was named producer, and author Henry Steele Commager will serve
as historical consultant. Riverboat's
last run on the network will be Jan. 16.
They didn't ask for this ■ Alphonso
Woodall, known as the "Human Kite,"
was awarded $135,000 for injuries sustained March 25, 1959, while filming
his act for the You Asked For It tv
show by a Los Angeles jury. The suit
was brought against Wayne Steffner
Productions and four individuals: Cran
Chamberlain, producer of the program;
Don Henderson, director; Jerome
Whello, tow car driver, and Ken Carlson, also in the tow car at the time of
the accident. An appeal is expected.
"Hush" toys ■ National merchandising
of a variety of items associated with the
children's tv cartoon series Q.T. Hush,
Private Eye has been announced by
M&A Alexander Productions, distributor of the five-minute programs. Paste
up and coloring books are being produced by the Saalfield Publishing Co.,
Akron, Ohio. The Leslie Henry Co. is
manufacturing "Q. T. Hush" guns,
holsters, rifles and badges, according to
the JAC Agency, L.A., which is handling the merchandising. New items
will be introduced next spring at the
New York Toy Fair.
Consuming half-hour ■ Consumers
Union Film Library is distributing a
new 30-minute 16mm film, "Consumers Want to Know," telling the story of
the union and its monthly magazine,
Consumer Reports. Richard de Rochemont produced the film at Consumers
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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Developed and manufactured exclusively by Gates, l¥nnTniTnno
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entirely new tape cartridge system. Matching the quality of the
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This
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a remote unit. Storage cabinet for tape cartridges is optional.
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Since Candid Camera joined the
CBS-TV Sunday night lineup on Oct.
2, the program has garnered some 500
letters weekly — with a typical letter
starting off this way: "You think that
lunch counter scene with Martha Raye
was funny . . . wait until you hear what
happened where I work. . . ."
The flow of viewer suggestions coming into the New York offices of Bob
Banner, executive producer of Candid
Camera, and Allen Funt, creator of the
program, provides clues as to what the
audience likes to see and offers an endless source of ideas to be followed up
by Mr. Funt's busy film crews. Candid
Camera's well-filled film library has
grown at a steady clip through two decades of exposure as movie theatre short
subjects, as a radio feature and from
previous runs in other tv programs such
as the Steve Allen Show and Jack Paar
Show in the past decade. The library
keeps growing.
Headed by Mr. Funt, film crews are
on location five days a week, often
wandering far from home base. Upcoming shows may utilize film from last
summer's European trip, a recent shooting session in the Midwest, or from
many other widely-separated points.
Candid Camera has a permanent technical staff of two cameramen, two assistant cameramen, two film editors

with assistants, a production manager,
a production coordinator and a film
coordinator. A three-to-four-minute
film segment on the show ordinarily requires two full days of shooting. Editors then cut down the two hours or
more of film to a running time of 15
minutes or so, which is run off for Mr.
Banner, producer-director Julio Di Benedetto and others on the production staff.
Further cutting gets the film down to
proper length for one of the three or
four filmed portions of the otherwise
live show. Each program is video taped
for possible future use in syndication or
as summer re-runs.
Air of Distinction ■ The film segments
are not shot for any one particular
show. Decisions as to which "acts"
will be included in one show, Mr. Banner said in a recent interview, may be
delayed until right up to the day the
show is taped, to be sure of having the
strongest possible production for that
particular week and night. In telling
how the veteran feature is being handled
as a prime-time network program hosted by Arthur Godfrey, Mr. Banner said
Candid Camera was developed as "a
distinctive tv comedy program in which
the film segments are treated as acts in
a variety show." The present format
was polished on The Garry Moore Show
of last season, when Candid Camera

Union offices and laboratories. Requests are being taken by the library
at 267 W. 25th St., New York 1, N. Y.

Disaster documented ■ Boston citizens
are still mindful of the catastrophe that
took place in November 1942 — the
Cocanut Grove fire in which 490 persons were killed. Last year WBZ Boston
presented an hour-long documentary
interviewing people connected with the
tragedy, people in the nightclub at the
time of the fire who survived, fire department officials, hospital attendants
and relatives of victims. The program
had sufficient impact that there were
numerous requests for a repeat. The
program, Night of Panic, was repeated
as a public service this year.

Recent history ■ NBC-TV has staked
a claim on "The Eisenhower Years"
as the subject of a Project 20 program
for next season. Donald B. Hyatt, director of NBC special projects, said it
would be a human story, not political
analysis, and the show will select a
leading figure of the time as narrator.
Richard Hanser will write the script
and Robert Russell Bennett the music
for "The Eisenhower Years."
Turning the spit ■ Jack Hurdle has
been named by the New York Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences to produce
"The Roast of the Town," lampoon
show honoring Ed Sullivan at the
ATAS "Close-Up" dinner Jan. 13.
Herb Sussan is executive producer,
heading an advisory committee staffed
by Ted Fetter, ABC-TV vice president
and director of programs; Hal Graham,
vice president of M-E Productions;
Jerry Danzig, NBC-TV vice president,
participating programs, and Martin
Kummer, vice president, MCA.
74 (PROGRAMMING)
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Chance company expands ■ The Albert
Chance Co. of San Francisco, fine
music stations representative, has acquired two new fine music radio stations and opened a New York sales
office. The stations are KWME Walnut
Creek and KITT San Diego, both California. The new sales office, being
headed up by Joel B. Fairfax, is at 8
West 40th St.
Sermons on tape ■ Taped messages by
outstanding Protestant clergymen are
now being offered by "The Churchmen's
Recorded Library," a cooperative ven-

tv

IS PRODUCED

was a regular weekly feature. Mr. Banner, also executive producer of Mr.
Moore's
show, theandstart
Mr.ofFunt
had it in variety
mind from
last
season to make Candid Camera a 196061 contender on its own merit.
Viewers sometimes get the idea that
Mr. Funt*s victim must know he is oncamera because it seems the person is
looking directly at it. In most instances,
Mr. Funt has learned through the years,
little effort is needed to disguise either
the camera or the microphone. The
reason for this, Mr. Banner explained,
is that people are so intent on what they
are doing at the time that they fail to recognize, until they are told, that all is not
normal. Their preoccupation, 49 times
out of 50, stops them from questioning,
or even spotting the presence of a
microphone attached to an object next
to them. It's much the same way, Mr.
Banner said, as when movie stars go
unrecognized in places not generally associated with them. One other point in
this connection, he said, is that few
people pass up the opportunity to
check on their appearance when a mirror is conveniently placed.
Favorite device ■ When it is not possible to have the camera in the same
room with the subject, it may be necessary to cut a hole in a wall. Arrangements for repairs are made when that
ture of Sermons and Pictures Inc. and
the Protestant Radio and Television
Center, Atlanta, Ga. The library is said
to fill a need felt by ministers looking
for reference material in preparing sermons and by church study groups. Nonchurch groups have also expressed an
interest in the service, according to the
library.
A catalog of the library's offerings is available.
World-wide correspondent ■ Point of
Origin Inc., Washington, is offering
local radio and tv stations full-time
roving-news-correspondent service for
less than a cub reporter's salary. According to Jeff St. John, president and
director, Point of Origin's roving correspondent will provide on-the-spot
news reports, side bars and interviews
with news makers from all parts of the
globe, at rates starting at $22.50 weekly.
The service becomes available Jan. 3.
Hearty congratulations ■ The Heart
Assn. of Maryland has awarded its 1960
Communications Award to WBAL-TV
Baltimore, citing the station for "its outstanding contribution to public understanding ofthe nature of heart disease."
The prizewinning program was a 65BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

happens, but most often the camera is
hidden behind a two way mirror. A
common device used is a three-fold
screen with a mirror installed in the
middle panel. Among the details at
most filming sessions is the matter of
payment and contract signing. If people
involved in a scene are not inconvenienced, they may be thanked for their
trouble or they are given a small
amount. But if the film is expected to
be shown, a minimum fee of $25 is
paid and the person must sign a contract giving Bob Banner & Assoc. and
Allen Funt Productions full claim.
Without specifying what changes are
in the offing, Mr. Banner indicated a
few small problems remain to be ironed
out, but for the most part "the show
has settled
down a nicely."
He's on
confident itwill have
second season
tv.
Sponsors this season are Lever Brothers
and Bristol-Myers.
Period of doubt ■ Messrs. Banner and
Funt are indebted to Lever Brothers
and Dan Seymour, vice president, director of J. Walter Thompson, Lever's
agency, for landing the program in the
Sunday 10-10:30 p.m. slot on CBS-TV.
The time period had been claimed by
Bristol-Myers, via Young & Rubicam,
for its new Pete & Gladys series after
Lever gave up title to the slot — preferring instead to buy the 9:30 p.m. Sunday slot for Jack Benny. (Near the end
of the 1959-60 season, Mr. Banner approached Mr. Seymour with the idea
for a Candid Camera weekly half-hour.
Mr. Seymour became convinced and
his client, Lever, approved.) They
tried to reclaim the half-hour disposed
minute documentary called The Living
Heart, a video-taped presentation of an
open-heart operation with heart-lung
machine. During the telecast cameras
were focused on a surgeon's hands as
he performed the delicate task of locating and correcting a heart defect in a
22-year-old patient. The program was
uninterrupted for 49 minutes. Station
Manager Brent O. Gunts received the
engraved award on behalf of the station.
Castro documentary « WPIX (TV)
New York announced the completion
last week of its fourth hour-long documentary, Cuba, Castro and Communism
(subtitled "Danger on Our Doorstep"),
which is expected to be syndicated for
other markets as was done with the station's previous documentaries (Russian
Revolution, Secret Life of Adolf Hitler
and Berlin Crisis). WPIX plans to telecast itsometime before the new year, a
spokesman said.
President's biography ■ United Press
Movietone, N. Y., has announced a halfhour film, "The Kennedy Story," covering the life of Sen. John F. Kennedy
from boyhood to his election victory.
W. R. Higginbotham,
manager of
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

"Candid Camera" guest Phil Silvers
played the part of a barber in this
scene from the Oct. 30 program. The

innocent man on the right points disbelievingly to Allen Funt as he starts
to realize that this laugh is on him.

of a few weeks earlier, only to find it
sold to Bristol-Myers. Lever and JWT
persisted with the plan to have Mr.
Benny as a lead-in to Camera until acceptable terms were met. Pete & Gladys
was shifted to Monday nights (8-8:30)
and sold to other advertisers after Lever

made several concessions: Lever sold
half of Candid Camera to Bristol-Myers
and agreed to do no dentifrice advertising on the program; and it relinquished all rights to shift the series to
another network without the express
consent of CBS-TV.

UPMT, said the film had been planned
some time, using footage from the
service's library. Sequences show the
subject with his father, the ambassador
to Great Britain before World War II,
Sen. Kennedy tilting with James Hoffa
and others in Washington investigations,
Kennedy activity at the 1956 Democratic convention, scenes at home and
shots of other members of the family.

the center, headquarters for the National Assn. of Home Builders, describes its five floors of permanent exhibits, some of which have already been
used as television backdrops. Anyone
interested may contact the National
Housing Center, 1625 L St. N.W.,
Washington 6, D. C.

Religious series ■ WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia has announced a new public
service project, One Nation Under God,
which went on the air Thanksgiving
day, will continue through Brotherhood Week in February. The campaign
will emphasize the religious basis of
America's foundation and growth.
Representatives of the Protestant, Jewish and Roman Catholic faiths have
suggested areas that could be emphasized in the project.
Free prop ■ The National Housing
Center, Washington, D. C, has announced the availability of a $2 million "prop" to tv and radio producers and packagers — free. In a letter to
film studios and broadcast producers,

Seven more ■ Carlton Fredericks' Living Should be Fun radio program, syndicated in 22 markets, has been sold to
seven more. They are WTUX Wilmington, Del.; WFMD Frederick, Md.;
WLAK Lakeland, Fla.; KGB San
Diego; WDEF Chattanooga; WDXR
Paducah, Ky.; and KFH Wichita, Kan.
Celebrities visit ■ Three noted public
figures appeared for an hour each during a two-day period recently on the
afternoon At Your Service program of
KMOX St. Louis. On Oct. 3 1 Jackie Robinson, the first Negro in major league
baseball, discussed racial relations. Charles P. Taft, chairman of the Fair Elections Practices Commission, was heard
on politics Nov. 1. The same day Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt was a guest on the
talk program to discuss the United Na75

tions and the world situation in relation
to the presidential candidates. Each
guest was interviewed for the first 15
minutes by host Jack Buck with the remaining 45 minutes devoted to answering questions phoned in by listeners. KMOX reported peak listener response.

by Greater Washington Industrial Investments Inc., that city, for an investment of $80,000. This will be in
5-year 8% debentures carrying detachable warrants of up to 16% of Norwood's total common stock. Norwood
Studios was established in 1951 by
Philip Martin, president. It has a permanent staff of 40.
African series ■ A one-hour adventure
series, Safari, to be filmed in Kenya,
will be produced for 1961-62 season by
Screen Gems Inc., according to William
Dozier, vice president in charge of west
coast activities for the company.

Book rights ■ Screen Gems Inc., and
Freddie Fields Assoc., both New York,
have acquired the television rights to
"Grand Deception" by Alexander Klein.
The book, a volume of hoax stories
gathered by Mr. Klein, will be developed into a one-hour television series
for 1961-62.

New ABC-TV series ■ Directions '61,
a weekly series of 36 religious programs, began Sunday, Nov. 13 (11:30 p.m.). Theodore Bikel, George
Kicks and John Alcorn will represent

Operations fund » Norwood Studios
Inc., Washington, D. C, producer of
nontheatrical films, has been selected

EQUIPMENT

When it comes to money-saving
do-it-yourself projects, few things
can top the ingenuity of WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C, which converted abus it bought for $750 into
a remote unit that the station
wouldn't trade now for a $35,000
custom-built job. It was utilized last
year in 79 on-the-scene programs
for a remote telecast total of 64
hours for public service in addition
to a number of other remotes for
promotion and commercial programs.
According to WSJS-TV, despite
the fact that the bargain bus has
more equipment and operating facilities than any custom remote unit,
the over-all cost of equipment in the
76

the Jewish, Protestant and Catholic
faiths, respectively, as hosts of the programs. The show is produced by Wiley
Hance.
Around the world ■ NBC News' worldwide film coverage has been made available to Reuters, independent international news agency, which has become
a shareholder in the British Commonwealth International Newsfilm Agency
(BCINA). During the past two years,
NBC has made available the resources
of its tv network to provide the core of
the BCINA U.S. report for world distribution. With the entry of Reuters into BCINA's ownership, the world resources of BCINA will be expanded
and Reuters will be linked with the
rapidly developing realm of visual news
reporting, a Reuters announcement said.

& ENGINEERING

station-built unit is far under the cost
of a "store-bought" remote. It's estimated that in its present condition
the WSJS-TV bus contains $18,000
worth of equipment, while a custombuilt unit with none of the extras
installed on the bargain bus, would
cost approximately $35,000. With
materials they had on hand, WSJSTV's staff adapted their gasolinedriven bus into their own version of
what a remote unit should be. The
bus was purchased from a used bus
company that was about to ship it
abroad.
The not-so-wayward WSJS-TV bus
is a complete air-conditioned tv
studio on wheels. Live tv programs
can be created within the bus, which

seats eight passengers besides the
driver. It has operating positions for
a full crew including a producer and
a Telco representative. The bus has
its own multiple-tape transformer,
allowing the unit to be connected to
almost any normally encountered
power source, and it has complete
communications facilities via an external-opening termination panel
which offers multiple audio and
Telco connections for business
phones, PL lines, PA feed lines,
radio loops, etc. It's equipped with
two DuMont field camera chains,
and another is to be added. Camera
accessories include tripods, video
control and switching equipment, a
complete assortment of lenses, four
14-inch video monitors and audio
input and control equipment system.
Motor driven reels in the baggage
compartment of the bus carry 215
feet of standard camera cable for
each camera. There are 450 feet of
extra cable for emergencies.
Among the many occasions when
the remote unit has been shown off
in public was an appearance in the
auditorium of a local school during
a special career series for students
(see picture). The bus served as
both a display piece and an actual
operating tv studio.
WSJS-TV's satisfaction with the
bus is expressed in the comment of
Harold Essex, president and general
manager of WSJS-TV, who said:
"It's not the cost factor, but the fact
that there are still men in radio and
television who can use their own
creative skills and imagination to develop something like this that makes
me feel as though we've really accomplished something."
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

New

RCA transistor

RCA Semiconductor & Materials
Div., Somerville, N. J., has announced
a new type, low-cost, transistor that
makes possible for the first time production of all-transistor high fidelity
sound equipment on an economically
practical basis. Now being sampled in
the home-instrument industry, transistor
will sell for less than $2 when it's commercially available early next year. The
device is described as a developmental
"driftfield" power type of transistor
which incorporates special processing
techniques and can deliver high audio
power for monaural and stereo sound
equipment when operated either from
car battery or house current.
Texans get USIA contract
The United States Information Agency has announced that it has awarded a
$12,173,000 contract to Alpha of Texas
Inc., Richardson, Tex., and Continental
Electronics Manufacturing Co., Dallas,
for construction of a new Voice of
America radio station near Greenville,
N. C. (Broadcasting, Nov. 7).
Total cost of the project, expected to
be completed by the end of 1962, has
been estimated by USIA at $25,345,850.
The agency says it will be the most powerful long-range broadcasting station in
the world.

New sync ■ A new system for the automatic and instantaneous synchronization of audio and video tapes has been
announced by the Skelton & Luftig
division of Skelton Studios, Hollywood.
Described by its creators as a major
breakthrough in television recording,
the system consists of a multiple channel tape recorder which runs in lip
synchronization with video tape machines. The new system is being used
for the first time in current taping from
Disneyland of Bell Telephone Hour's
upcoming "The Sounds of America,"
by Red-Eo-Tape units.
Expansion plans ■ The General Electric electronics plant at Palo Alto, Calif.,
will be expanded and renovated beginning next month. A new 8,000-squarefoot single story addition will be constructed on the present plant at 601
California Ave. The addition will be
used by the engineering section for research and development work, releasing
another 10,000 square feet of floor space
in another part of the plant, which will
be used for manufacturing.
A new type of tetrode ■ General Electric Power Tube Dept. has developed
a new high-power microwave tetrode,
designed for CW service, which produces 40 watts of useful output at 3,000
mc, with a gain of 7.5 db. The Type
Z-5267 planar tetrode is designed pri-

marily for grounded-grid cavity circuits,
but can be used as a radio-frequency
power amplifier for telemetry and other
communications systems. It was developed under the sponsorship of the U. S.
Army Signal Corps. A new design feature is a combination of small interelectrode spacings with a thermally
stable electrode structure, giving the
Z-5267 high operating efficiency of 25
to 30% in the 3,000-mc region. The
tube is available in sample quantities at
an original equipment manufacturer
price of $275.
SSB receiver ■ Kahn Research Labs,
Freeport, N. Y., announces a new fixed
tuned Model RSSB-59-1A Single-Sideband Receiver for am broadcast use.
Applications include off-the-air relay
broadcasts, high quality monitoring in
difficult reception areas and Conelrad.
Completely transistorized, the unit permits upper or lower sideband reception
and operates on 110 volts AC or selfcontained automatic emergency DC
supply. Price: $2,200.
Mike catalog ■ Vega Electronics Corp.,
Cupertino, Calif., has issued a six-page
color brochure describing its wireless
microphone. The brochure also carries
specifications of the complete line of
Vega-Mike accessories and illustrates a
number of suggested applications. It is
available free of charge:

Technical topics...
Enlarged quarters ■ Broadcast Electronics Inc., producer of Spotmaster
tape cartridge recording and playback
units for the broadcasting industry, has
moved into new and larger quarters at
8800 Brookeville Road, Silver Spring,
Md. (suburb of Washington). The new
facilities will provide more than triple
the company's original floor space, according to President Ross Beville, who
added that further expansion is planned.
National sales and distribution of the
Spotmaster equipment is handled by
Visual Electronics Corp., New York.
For recording engineers ■ Pickering &
Co., Plainview, L. I., N. Y., announces
its new 381 A Stereo Pickup, intended
for recording engineers requiring "highly accurate pickups for calibrating recording channels in order to reproduce
accurate records." In describing its
separation characteristics, Pickering
President Walter O. Stanton says the
381 A will track at two grams without
any peaks at any frequency.
New Boston office ■ DECO (Developmental Engineering Corp.), Leesburg,
Va., announces opening of a new Boston
division to carry out theoretical and
experimental studies in communications
theory and information processing. Firm
is a leader in advanced communications systems and antenna design and
development.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960
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JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise
$ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: Louisiana Tech at Ruston, Louisiana
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BEG CONSIDERING LIMITATIONS ON SPOTS, PROMOTIONS
The Board of Broadcast Governors
which figure importantly in the operations of Canadian television stations
begins its public hearings at Ottawa tomorrow (Nov. 29). Included on the may also be inserted in content of Canadian commercials on tv. The Assn.
agenda are proposed changes in radio
broadcasting regulations. On Nov. 17 of Motion Picture Producers and LaboDr. Andrew Stewart, BBG chairman,
ratories of Canada at their semi-annual
announced that the board is considermeeting at Montreal late in October
ing placing limits on radio station pro- reported having discussed the matter
with the Board of Broadcast Governors.
motions, timing of spot announcements,
changes in program requirements to No decision was reported to have been
give listeners more choice, more Ca- reached. Canadian tv stations must
nadian content and separate regula- have 45% Canadian program content
tions for fm stations.
by April 1, 1961, 55% the following
Dr. Stewart stated the board feels
radio station contests are harmful to
the stations and the money could be
Commercial
tv
better spent in improving programs.
year.
The BBG is of the opinion that stations
planned for Ireland
are making too many spot announceRadio Eireann has announced plans
ments, leaving insufficient time for stations to properly perform other funcput Ireland's first television station, a
tions. Some stations are airing as to
state-owned, commercial operation, on
the
air in November 1961.
many as 300 spots a day.
On the matter of program choice, the
It was also announced that a former
BBG stated that in multi-station metroNBC international employe, William J.
politan areas the variety of radio servRoth, has been appointed directorice seems to fail most conspicuously.
general of the government-controlled
It was felt that many stations were
Radio Eireann in Ireland.
The new tv station will be subsidized
making little effort to build up proat the start by the Irish government with
grams of Canadian content and character. On tv, the BBG has ruled that a grant of $3 million. Eventually, it will
stations must have 45% Canadian pro- be supported through advertising revegram content by April 1, 1961; 55%
nues and $12 annual license fees to be
by April 1, 1962. The BBG felt that paid by set owners. Radio Eireann,
there should be greater use of live or
which has a monopoly on radio broadsyndicated Canadian programs.
casting in Ireland, plans to build five
Dr. Stewart said that not enough
transmitters to provide coverage for
95% of Ireland from its tv station. The
provinces have changed their regulations regarding advertising of beer and
first transmitter will be built on Mount
liquor. As a result BBG regulations in
just outside Dublin.
this regard will not be altered at pres- Kippure,
At the outset, the Irish station will
ent. In Ontario and Quebec, beer, wine
program six minutes of commercials in
and liquor advertising are now per- each hour. All advertisements will be
mitted by provincial authorities, and
spots with the sponsors having no conthus on radio and television.
trol over placement or programming.
As far as fm is considered, separate
daily.
The station will program four hours
regulations are to be devised to limit
advertising and maintain the present
It was reported that Mr. Roth requality of programming. Fm is expandceived afive-year contract from Radio
ing in Canada, with a number of sta- Eireann at $15,000 annually, plus a
tions now programming separately
from their am affiliates. Until a few
allowance. Boston-born,
yearly
$7,500Roth
Mr.
served several years with
years ago this was not permitted by
NBC's overseas operations. He arrived
the BBG.
in Dublin last week to assume his Radio
At the Nov. 29 meeting only one
Eireann duties.
applicant is expected to be heard for a
second Canadian television network.
British company acquires
The BBG has announced that Spencer
W. Caldwell, Toronto program pro- Telemeter pay tv rights
ducer and film and equipment distributor, is the only applicant. Currently
Paramount Pictures has announced
only the government-owned Canadian
that the British rights to the TeleBroadcasting Corp. has a tv network
meter pay tv systems developed by its
across the country. Second stations in International Telemeter Co. division
eight Canadian cities now make a sechave been granted to British Telemeter
ond network necessary.
Home Viewing Ltd., a new company
Canadian
program
content rules
representing entertainment, communiBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

cations and financial interests in Britain.
Louis A. Novins, president of International Telemeter, said that the new
British company has an authorized capital of one million pounds (approximately $2.8 million), of which more than
10% is being taken up initially, principally by British interests. He added that
the original subscribers include British
Lion Films Ltd., an independent film
producer-d i s t r i b u t o r, The Financial
Times, a financial journal ; Granada Group
Ltd., motion picture theater operator
and program contractor for commercial
tv; The Manchester Guardian and Evening News; Schlesinger Investments Ltd.,
film producer, and N. M. Rothschild &
Sons, investment banking firm.
A spokesman for the British company
said: "It is important to note that British
Telemeter Home Viewing Ltd. will be
British-controlled, with Paramount having aminority interest. At such time as
the government should approve pay television, equipment for Telemeter systems
will be manufactured in the United
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Kingdom."
Canadian

agencies

report radio-tv rise
Final figures of the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa, for 1958 and
1959 show that 122 advertising agencies
in those years reported television billings of $48,719,078 and $52,216,081,
respectively. Radio billings were $24,953,674 in 1958 and $25,985,467 in
1959.
Television billings accounted for
21.3% of total billings of the agencies
in 1959, as against 20.5% in 1958.
Radio accounted for 10.6% in 1959
and 10.5% in 1958 of total billings.
Final figures on agency profits
showed that 89 had an average net
profit in 1959 of $37,887 as against
93 in 1958 with an average of $33,232.
Losses were sustained in 1959 by 33
agencies with a net average of $14,206
as against 30 in 1958 with $12,668.
Canadian

broadcasters

want pay-tv, catv rules
Community antenna tv systems and
pay-tv should be regulated and licensed
by the Board of Broadcast Governors.
This is the contention of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
The CAB plans to present a brief to
this effect before the Broadcasting Committee of the Canadian Parliament soon.
It is supported in its stand by the government-owned CBC.
The CAB view, as expressed by its
lim Allard, executive vice-president, Ottawa, is that catv systems and pay-tv
serve the same ends as the independent
broadcasters and the CBC, namely, putBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

As low as

in quantity orders

FM broadcasters: high receiver cost —
the big drawback to expansion of potential FM audiences — has been licked.
NOW you can boost your FM audience
with this dynamic . . . Drift-Free . . .
quality FM receiver from Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. If you have AM too, and go
on reduced power at night, why not
take advantage of this special offer and
really promote FM to maintain, or innatural. crease, your night time audience. It's a
Exceptionally low priced — as low as
$16.95 in quantity orders! Direct factory
distribution makes it possible to offer
this set at a fraction of the cost you'd
expect to pay for such quality and performance.
Ideal for premiums, prizes, program
give-aways — and the perfect Christmas

gift. Here's an inexpensive way of providing aservice for your listeners —
where else could they buy a set like this
for less than $20 — and, at the same time,
you're building your local audience.
Put this high quality — low cost receiver towork for YOU — today — building more FM listeners.
Specify Model Number when ordering
from these four attractive color combinations:
Model 501 : White Cabinet, White Front
Model 502: Grey Cabinet, Charcoal Front
Model 503: Grey Cabinet, White Front
Model 504: White Cabinet, Charcoal Front
YOUR COST
50 or more sets
$16.95
25-49 sets
17.25
10-24 sets
18.00
1-9 sets
19.95
(FOB Bloomington) We must have credit information, orshipments will be made C.O.D.
order.
To
expedite shipment, send check or money

Order on your station letterhead from:
SARKES

TARZIAN

INC

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION
east hillside drive • bloomington, Indiana CONSUMER PRODUCTS SECTION79
edison 2-7251

ting a picture on the viewer's home tv
set. Therefore they should come under
the same regulations.
Should the Parliamentary Committee agree with the CAB's submissions
it would mean that catv systems would
also have to produce programs with a
high Canadian content, as do the Canadian tv stations. Most community
antenna systems now feed their subscribers with U. S. programs. Few relay Canadian tv stations.
It is estimated that there are currently 164 catv systems in operation in
Canada, with 108 rebroadcasting U. S.
stations.
Nielsen goes to Germany
Continental Europe will soon have
meter-based measurements of television
audiences.
The A. C. Nielsen Co., New York,
in cooperation with the Attwood Group
of London, has concluded an agreement with Infratest of Munich, principal German audience research firm, to
form Infratam GmbH & Co., which
will conduct continuous quantitative
television audience measurements in
West Germany.
One-third of the capital of Infratam

will be held by Infratest, while twothirds goes to Attwood and Nielsen in
a new continental holding company,
Eurobar Nb, which is being formed in
Holland.
Abroad

Combo ■ More Canadian stations are
announcing group rates. Latest is the
group of three northern Ontario stations, CFCH North Bay, CJKL Kirkland Lake, and CKGB Timmins, which
now have a combined group rate under
a "Trinor" rate card. The rates are
for programs varying from 15 seconds
to 30 minutes, and for one minute saturation spot announcements in early
morning, morning and afternoon time
periods.
International interest ■ To accommodate sports fans overseas, NBC arranged aphone relay from New York
to Paris to carry a description of the
Washington (D.C.) International horse
race from Laurel, Md. Leon Bendersky,
commentator for Europe No. 1 Network and turf writer for Paris-Soir,
gave the call during the race and postrace comments. Clive Graham of the
London Daily Express taped the call
FATES

BROADCAST

ADVERTISING
Sanders Maxwell
appointed vp and director of creative
services for Fletcher
Richards, Calkins &
Holden, N. Y. He
formerly was copywriter and associate
copy
director for
Mr. Maxwell
Young & Rubicam,
that city, for 17 years. Wolfgang
Lieschke appointed executive art director and B. D. Putnam named copy
chief.
Henry Flarsheim, formerly vp and
senior account executive at The Biddle
Co., Chicago, to Robert Haas Adv.,

in brief . . .

that city, in similar capacity.
Coleman R. Cody, account executive
with Doremus & Co., N. Y., promoted
to vp. He continues to headquarter in
Boston office.
Arthur J. Newfield appointed vp of
marketing for Larrabee Assoc., Washington advertising and pr firm.
Keith B. Shaffer, formerly media
group supervisor at Young & Rubicam,
to McCann-Marschalk, Cleveland, as
media director.
Andrew A. Lynn resigns as vp and
director of Chesebrough-Pond's Inc.
He
was Matchabelli
also president
corporation's
Prince
Div.of and
had been
in charge of firm's domestic marketing

4 Offices To Better Serve You . . .
CINCINNATI ' 0. " DUnbar
Paul E. Wagner,
1-7775 Fifth Third Bank Bldg.,

80

Combination ■ CKMI-TV and CFCMTV Quebec City, Que., respectively
English and French-language stations,
are now selling time on a combined
basis. Both stations are owned by Television de Quebec, Ltd. (Canadian
Famous Players Corp. and others). Announcements will be used on both stations at the same time. All time availabilities will be submitted on this basis,
A. P. Fitzgibbons, assistant general
manager and sales manager, announced.
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and comment for British radio broadcast on a delayed basis. A delayed
broadcast for Radio Eireann, Ireland,
was provided by the Irish journalist
Michael O'Hehir.
It doesn't pay ■ James K. Ross, 33, a
former television producer of McCannErickson Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,
was sentenced to three years in the
Kingston, Ont., penitentiary on 17
counts of fraud over a three year period
totalling $65,000 from the agency. He
was accused of giving checks as false
talent payments to George Cuttell, a
radio-tv announcer, and Gordon Roda.
Messrs. Cuttell and Roda were each
sentenced to two years less a day in
the reformatory.

41 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill 7-8437

for past three years.
Robert L. Haag,
senior vp of Kastor,
Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton,
N. Y., elected to executive vp of organization. Mr. Haag has
been senior vp since
Mr. Haag
1957. Prior to joining agency, he was
president of Every woman's magazine.
W. Gary Davis, director of promotion
and publicity at WHK Cleveland, promoted to director of national sales development. He also will continue current duties.
Mrs. Josephine Durham, vp of Gardner Adv., St. Louis, honored as Advertising Woman of the Year in that city.
Jeremiah C. Harmon, formerly with
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, to
Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y., as creative
executive.
Lisle Shoemaker, vp of Teawell &
Shoemaker, San Diego, Calif., named
to board of directors of Western States
Advertising Agencies Assn.
Maurice Silverman joins Burton G.
Feldman,
Chicago, as account executive.
John L. Albright, previously copy
supervisor and assistant to creative director on Alberto-Culver account at
Wade Adv. Inc., Chicago, to copy deBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Compton

elects three new

vps

Marion Forster, associate director of research;
Rupert Witalis, art director, and James Sage, account supervisor, elected
vps of Compton Adv.,
N. Y. Mrs. Forster, who
has been with Compton
Mr. Sage
for over 10 years, came
Mrs. Forster
Mr. Witalis
to agency as statistical
clerk in research department, then son Agency. Mr. Sage joined Compbecame interviewer, field supervisor,
ton in 1944 as copywriter, was promoted to account executive in 1953.
and research account supervisor.
In 1959 he was transferred to Los
Mr. Witalis joined agency in 1954,
Angeles office as account supervisor.
was previously art director for Robert W. Orr Assoc., and Lester Harripartment at John W. Shaw Adv. Inc.,
that city.
Otis L. Wiese, formerly editor-publisher of McCall's magazine, appointed
vp in charge of pr at Leo Burnett Co.,
effective Jan. 1, 1961. He will headquarter in Chicago, succeeding Allen
H. Center, who rejoins Motorola Inc.
(electronics firm), that city, as pr director. Ned R. McDavid, also formerly
with McCall's, named manager of pr
section in New York, succeeding Harold
W. Gully, transferred to Chicago as pr
manager. Donald Vogt, formerly pr
account executive at Needham, Louis
& Brorby, joins Burnett-Chicago in similar capacity. Mr. Wiese has been member of agency's creative review committee since 1959 and Mr. Gully formerly
was European Newspicture manager
for United Press International.
E. Lowell Sanders, senior marketing
account executive at Doyle Dane Bernbach, N. Y., named marketing director.
Sherburne C. Brown appointed vp
of D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit. He
will serve as account supervisor on Harrison radiator, Rochester products,
Guide lamp and New Departure Div.
accounts. He joined agency in 1952 as
account executive.
Howard Morgens, president of Procter & Gamble Co., N. Y., receives annual award of Advertising & Allied InFirst CARTA award
The first annual CARTA award
was presented to Ben C. Duffy,
vice chairman of BBDO. The
award, established by the Catholic
Apostolate of Radio & Television,
was made to Mr. Duffy during
the organization's annual communion breakfast at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York and
cited his "outstanding contributions" through the years in the
fields of radio, tv and advertising.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

dustries, Nov. 30, in N. Y. Award is
presented to leading business executive
"for distinguished service on behalf of
human rights."
Zachary Schwartz,
supervisor of tv creative coordination department at Ted
Bates, N. Y., elected
vp. Mr. Schwartz
joined Bates in 1957
as tv creative supervisor on commercial
Mr. Schwartz
production. He was
reviously associated with Life magazine and The Biow Co.
Charles G. Mortimer, chairman of
General Foods Corp., N. Y., elected
director of American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
James M. Charlton, former midwest
regional manager of American Home
Foods, Chicago, named merchandising
manager.
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Gerald A. Brown, former copy group
supervisor at Foote, Cone & Belding,
Los Angeles, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt,
that city, as creative director. Robert
H. Black, formerly president of Valley
Farm Foods, Detroit, joins Kenyon &
Eckhardt, there, as account supervisor.
Sanford H. Margalith named creative
director of Zimmer,
Keller & Calvert, Detroit. He has been
with agency for past
five years in various
creative capacities. Be-

Paul
he was with AlPtk
C
fore ia.j°ini.nS
Mr. nMargal
Co.,ithPhiladelph
Lefto
William G. Rolley and John Jakes
join The Rumrill Co., Rochester, N.Y.,
as account executive and coypwriter,
respectively. Mr. Rolley formerly was
general sales manager of Theatre Network Television Inc., N. Y., and Mr.
Jakes was product promotion manager
81

of Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago,
111.
Dennis Altaian, formerly with McCann-Erickson, Chicago, and Martin
Cohen, previously with Montgomery
Ward, that city, to creative department
of North Adv., Chicago, as copywriters.
Felipe Cantu appointed director of
new Latin American department of
Cusick, Schwerke & Wild Adv., San
Antonio, Tex. Agency now offers full
time bilingual advertising, marketing
and research counsel.
Bob Holmes joins Cappel, Pera &
Reid, Orinda, Calif., advertising agency,
as member of writing staff.
Grace Mathias and Matt Grass join
Werman & Schorr, Philadelphia, as
timebuyer and copywriter, respectively.
David E. Hartman joins Howard H.
Monk & Assoc., Rockford, 111., as account executive.
Gene Seehafer, formerly of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, joins
CBS Radio, that city, as account executive.
Jack Baxter, president of Creative
House, chosen "Copywriter of the Year"
by the Chicago Copywriters Club.
Other recipients: Jane Zimmerman,
Foote, Cone & Belding, best tv commercial; Jay Levinson, Edward H.
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Harold Black,
formerly assistant

Weiss & Co., best radio commercial,
and Don Dickenson, Needham, Louis
& Brorby, best magazine ad. Mr. Baxter was cited for best newspaper ad.
John Amodeo appointed radio-tv
production manager for White & Shuford Adv., El Paso, Tex. He had been
with KELP and KROD, both El Paso.
Carl Gylfe, formerly account executive at Tatham-Laird, Chicago, appointed advertising manager for Armour
Foods Div. at Armour & Co., that city.
He succeeds Noel C. Peltier, resigned.
C. D. Rod-Riguez appointed art director at Beckman • Koblitz Adv., Los.
Angeles.
William Gebhardt, formerly account
executive on Sunbeam bread and Fabro
pet food at Bearden-Thompson-Frankel
Inc. & Eastman-Scott, Atlanta, joins
Hicks & Greist, N. Y., as account executive on Metropolitan Broadcasting
Co.
THE MEDIA
James F. Simons,
national sales manager for KFWB Los
Angeles, promoted to
station manager in addition to current responsibilities. Before
joining station in
1959, he was director
. Simons
of operations for Mutual Broadcasting System and before
that was in Chicago office of John
Blair & Co.
Richard W. Schultz, vp and sales
manager of WARU Peru, Ind., appointed manager, succeeding Denver I.
Dever who joins WTAP Parkersburg,
W. Va., as sales manager. Ron Cook
named program director of WARU.
Fred Moegle appointed general manager of KWIX-FM St. Louis. He is
former radio personality in that area.
John A. Mitchell, formerly with
WJCW Johnson City, appointed program director of WSIX Nashville, both
Tennessee.
Mrs. Evelyn Woolston appointed
merchandising, promotion and publicity
director for Knight Broadcasting Stations of New England. She formerly
was continuity director for WHEB
Portsmouth, N. H., and had served as
merchandising manager of WSCS-AMTV Charleston, S. C.
Ray E. David, formerly manager of
Williston, N. D., chamber of commerce, named commercial and promotion manager of KEYZ, that city.
Tom Burkhart appointed regional
sales manager of WLOS-TV Asheville,
N. C. He joined station in May 1959
after three years with Ziv-TV.

sales promotion-production manager at
CBS-TV, named production manager, advertising and sales
promotion
department, CBS tv stations
division. Mr. Black,
who left CBS briefly earlier this year
to become a free-lance writer, started
with network in 1956. Herman Aronson, member, tv stations advertising department, becomes production supervisor.
Mr. Black

Abbott London, appointed general
manager of new KKAR Pomona, Calif.
He formerly was manager of background music service at Harriscope Inc.
which owns KKAR. Charlie Powers,
formerly on sales staff of KDAY Los
Angeles, joins KKAR as station manBill Bennett, formerly program diager.
rector of KHUL (FM) Houston, to
KQUE (FM), that city.
Gerald F. Maulsby, manager of network broadcasts for CBS Radio, named
director of network programs. Mr.
Maulsby served as assistant director of
CBS public affairs for one year before
joining the radio network as manager
of network broadcasts in 1949.
Steve Shepard, vp and general manager of KOIL-AM-FM Omaha, Neb.,
promoted to national sales manager of
all Star stations. Steve Brown appointed program director for Star stations
(KOIL-AM-FM Omaha; KICN Denver; KISN Portland, Ore.).
Al Heacock, formerly national program manager for all Bartell stations
(WOKY Milwaukee; WAKE Atlanta;
KCBQ San Diego, Calif.; WADO New
York; WYDE Birmingham, Ala.; KYA
San Francisco), appointed program
manager of WBZ Boston and WBZA
Springfield.

Frank G. King, national sales manager
of KTVU (TV) Oakland -San Francisco,

elected
vp Francisco
of Oakland -San
Television Corp.,
which owns station.
Mr. King
Stoddard P. Johnson,
sales executive for
station, elected assistant secretary.
Richard C. Johnson, KBOM Bismark, elected president of North Dakota Broadcasters Assn., succeeding
John Boler, KXGO Fargo.
Gene Lieberman, formerly sales service liaison between NTA and WNTATV New York, named manager of sales
service of WNTA-TV.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Del Gore named
general sales manager
of KGO San Francisco. He has been account executive at
KGO-TV for past two
years. Prior to that,
he was general manager of KARM and
Mr. Gore
sales manager of
KJEO-TV, both Fresno, Calif.
Loren C. Smith, formerly newscaster
at WTSA Brattleboro, Vt, to WACE
Chicopee (Springfield), Mass., as news
director. Dean Scott and Ken Gaughran, air personalities at WACE, promoted to music director and pr director,
respectively.
Donald E. Hardin appointed advertising-merchandising director of WKRCTV Cincinnati. Peggy Rogers named
promotion director.
Don Weller, chief engineer at WISN
Milwaukee (WISN Radio Div. of
Hearst Corp.) for past 26 years, resigns to become consulting engineer
with Charles E. Brennan & Assoc., that
city. He has been active in engineering field since 1921 and helped install
WMAQ Chicago following year before
joining Western Electric Co. in 1929
and WISN in 1934.
Ralph Mann, formerly NBC director
of talent and programming contract administration, named vp of Broadcast
Management Inc. (tv production firm),
N. Y., effective Dec. 5.
R. Alan Campbell, formerly announcer at WTTG (TV) Washington,
to WBAL Baltimore in similar capacity.
Ken Courtright, formerly staff announcer at WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla.,
to KYW Cleveland as newscaster.
Mrs. Pat Tannehill, formerly copywriter at Willis S. Martin Adv., Fort
Wayne, Ind., to WPTA (TV), that city,
as director of continuity.
Robert 0. Paxon
appointed general
sales manager of
KHOU-TV Houston.
He formerly was sales
manager of KETV
(TV) Omaha, Neb.,
for past three years.
Prior to that, he was
Mr. Paxon
sales manager of
KTVH (TV) Hutchison-Wichita, Kan.
Stanley S. Milton joins sales staff of
WCSH Portland, Me.
Gene Seehafer rejoins CBS Radio
Network as account executive in Chicago after six years with Needham,
Louis & Brorby. He first joined CBS
Radio in Chicago in 1952 and spent
two years as director of research and
sales promotion.
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Art Smith Jr., WMTS Murfreesboro,
elected president of Tennessee Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Charles
Brakefield, WREC-AM-TV Memphis.
William A. Potts, WDKN Dickson,
elected vp, and Carter M. Parham,
WDEF-AM-TV Chattanooga, elected
secretary-treasurer. Elected to board:
F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Franklin Brown, WMBC McMinnville; and
Mr. Brakefield.
Robert Peel, formerly production
director and promotion manager at
WIND Chicago and recently head of
his own audio-visual production-consultant business in that city, appointed
promotion manager of WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Corky Cartwright named local sales
manager of KTVT (TV) Fort Worth,
Tex. He was member of sales staff.
Ray Menefee joins sales staff.
Ken Carey, formerly San Francisco
manager of AM Radio Sales Co., appointed assistant manager of KSAY
San Francisco.

Leif Brush appointed head of public
affairs programming at WNAK Nanticoke-Wilkes-Barre, Pa. He formerly
was with WJNC Jacksonville, N. C.
John D. Gillman appointed head of
newly created promotion, merchandising and advertising department of
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla.
John MacGuire joins KFJZ Fort
Worth, Tex., as member of news staff.
Alan Douglas, formerly announcer
at WEWS (TV) Cleveland, to KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles in similar capacity.
Carl Ide joins WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh as newscaster. He formerly was
with KDKA, that city.
William H. Stevens appointed production director of KFSD-TV San
Diego, Calif., succeeding Jim Wade.
Mr. Stevens was staff director.
Richard K. A'Hearn named producerdirector at WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
He has been with station since April
1959.

Dick Drury, program director of KQV
Pittsburgh, promoted
to operations manager and community
services director. He
will be in charge of
all programming and
r. Drury
production for station.
Cal Kolby, formerly news director of
WPOP Hartford, to WINF Manchester,
both Connecticut, as air personality
and regional sales representative.
Thomas Hagner appointed account
executive for WJZ-TV Baltimore.
Joe McGinley, formerly salesman at
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C, to WRGPTV Chattanooga, Tenn., in similar capacity.
Jonathan Schiller, formerly with information department of CBS Radio,
to WROW Albany-Troy-Schenectady,
N. Y., as music director.
Richard Femmel, news director of
WXYZ-TV Detroit, appointed director
of community affairs.
Dick Minton and Darrell Edwards
join WKBN Youngstown, Ohio, as news
reporter and host, respectively.
Budd Weeding rejoins KNX Los
Angeles as member of program department. He had been with station in
1949 when he left to join Leo Burnett,
Los Angeles-New York-Chicago, where
he has been since.

Scott Beach, formerly with WCCO
Minneapolis, joins KCBS San Francisco as writer-producer.
Al Collins, formerly personality on
NBC-TV's Tonight, joins KSFO San
Francisco as personality.

Patricia Lyon Wright joins KHJ-TV
Los Angeles as director of research.
She has been with KPOP, that city.
Blaine Littell, producer for CBS
News, N. Y., appointed news correspondent.
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Hollywood, Calif., and New York,
joins WBIC Bay Shore, Long Island, as
air personality.
John F. Williams, formerly with Associated Publishers, N. Y., joins
WMCA, that city, as account executive. James A. Karras of Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co., joins station as program assistant.
William B. Decker,
station manager of
WMAQ Chicago, to
general manager of
KNBC San Francisco.
Before becoming manager of WMAQ last
November, he was
sales director of
r. Decker
WNBQ (TV) Chicago
and WBUF-TV Buffalo. Mr. Decker
joined NBC in 1952 after serving in
sales capacities with WMAL-AM-TV
Washington.
Ken Stuart, d.j. with KTNT-AM-FM
Tacoma, Wash., joins KTNT-TV as announcer-film editor.
Donald Davis promoted from program
director to manager
of KAFP Petaluma,
Calif. Before joining
station in November
1959, he was with
KFRC San Francisco
and other stations and
Mr. Davis
has been active in industry for past 23 years.
John Mahan, formerly program director of WPEN Philadelphia, to
WIBG, that city, as production director.
Bill Payne and Dave Crane join news
department of WCKT (TV) Miami as
weekend news editors. They both
formerly were with WPTR Albany,
N. Y.
John R. Heiskell appointed farm director of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington,
W. Va., succeeding late William D.
(Farmer Bill) Click. He formerly was

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio
%
\
;
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greatest

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
(FATES & FORTUNES)

the

TvB's new board of directors
Officers of the new TvB board of
Hall, president of Meredith Broadcasting Co., secretary. Back row
directors shown following their elections Nov. 18: front row (1 to r) : (from left) : Norman E. Cash, TvB
president, and Otto Brandt, vp of
Gordon Gray, president, WKTV
KING-TV Seattle, Wash., retiring
(TV) Utica, N. Y., treasurer; Glenn
board chairman. The elections took
Marshall Jr., president, WJXT (TV)
Jacksonville, Fla., chairman; Payson
place in New York.

with Ohio Farm Bureau Federation.
Art Schreiber appointed news director of KYW Cleveland, succeeding
Gary Franklin who resigned. He formerly was with WERE, that city, in similar capacity.

DIAL 1110 50,000 WATTS
KRLA
RADIO LOS ANGELES
Represented by
V DONALD COOKE INC.

Jack Carroll named senior producer,
public service programming production,
at WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio. He
has been with station since 1949.
Charles R. Angeletti, joins WLWC as
member of sales staff.
Paul M. Butts, formerly assistant national sales director of Don Lee Broadcasting Co., Hollywood, appointed marketing representative for KNX-CBS
Radio Pacific Network Sales Dept., Los
Angeles. Sherril Hops joins sales promotion department.
Bill Jenkins, formerly commercial
manager of WMKE-FM Milwaukee, to
WISN, that city, as account executive.
Previously, he was commercial manager
of WQFM (FM) Milwaukee.
PROGRAMMING
Harry O'Connor, formerly president
and general manager of KGKB Tyler,
Tex., appointed national sales representative for Commercial Recording
Corp., Dallas. Company produces raBROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

IRE announces

awards

Ralph Bown, former Bell Telephone Labs scientist, named to receive "Founders Award, 1961," of
Institute of Radio Engineers, for
"outstanding service to . . . IRE
and . . . contributions to the radio engineering profession. Ernst
A. Guillemin, Wester professor of
electrical engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
receives "Medal of Honor, 1961,"
for "outstanding scientific and engineering achievements."
dio station promotion jingles.
Norman C. Lindquist, previously account executive at United Artists-Ziv
Television Programs, Chicago, joins
Fred A. Niles Productions, that city, as
vp in charge of industrial film sales.
He formerly was with Wilding Pictures
Inc.
Mel Schlank, formerly general sales
manager of World-Wide TV, N. Y.,
joins Javelin Productions Div. of Independent Television Corp., that city,
as sales manager.
S. Robert Rowe of Goodson-Todman
Productions, N. Y., named producer of
Say When, new game show debuting on
NBC-TV, Jan. 2.
Bert Spielvogel joins On Film Inc.,
Princeton, N. J., as director of cinematography.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

John Bylo appointed marketing director for Industrial Electronic Engineers,
Los Angeles. He has been sales manager since 1954.
Martin J. Sheridan, pr director at
Admiral Corp., Chicago, elected vp.
Former newspaperman, he has been
with firm since 1951.

EAD
MEN WHSOSPRAPERS
E
N
I
S
U
B N USINESS
MEA B

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Curtis R. Hammond appointed commercial vp of marketing development
for Raytheon Co., Newton, Mass. He
has been director of commercial sales
development.
John A. Curley, formerly divisional
sales manager for Norge Div., Borg
Warner Corp., promoted to national
field merchandising manager with responsibility for market development
and merchandising programs for dealers.
Charles P. Ginsburg, who led in development ofVideotape tv recorder for
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
has been named recipient of "Vlademar
Poulsen Gold Medal" from Danish
Academy of Technical Sciences. Mr.
Ginsburg is first native-born American
to receive award presented only six
times since its inception in 1939.
INTERNATIONAL
John N. Manson III, vp and general
manager of Screen Gems de Mexico,
S. A., headquarters of Screen Gems'
Latin American distribution organization, resigns effective Feb. 1, 1961 to
head new independent distribution and
production organization.
Gerald E. Nason named manager of
new Montreal office of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan Ltd. located at 1310
Green Ave., Montreal.
Richard B. Bradshaw, account executive at Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, appointed managing director and
chief executive officer of Foote, Cone
& Belding Canada Ltd., headquartering
in Toronto. Pat Freeman, president of
FC&B Canada Ltd., will assume additional duties of plans board chairman.
Mr. Bradshaw has served on Kraft
foods, Hallmark and General Food accounts for past 1 1 years.
GOVERNMENT
Captain Evan P. Aurand, naval aide
to President Eisenhower, cited by FCC
for ". . . meritorious and conspicious
service . . ." to agency in establishing
emergency communications networks.
Capt. Aurand, who has served as White
House liaison with FCC, will return to
sea duty in January.
DEATHS
Robert L. Comstock, 24, program director of KOCW-FM Tulsa, Okla.,
died Nov. 1 1 while undergoing heart
surgery in Tulsa hospital.
Charles Hess, 34, production manager at Lang- Worth Feature Programs,
N. Y., died Nov. 16, as result of chronic
heart condition.
Frank C. Dahm, 57, script writer in
1930's of Little Orphan Annie and Ma
Perkins radio serials, died Nov. 17 in
Valhalla, N. Y., after auto collision.

HIKE

up your ratings with

"CHATTER'S WORLD."
DISTRIBUTED BY
STERLING TELEVISION CO. INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO

KRNT-TV
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Big in
audience —
seetotal
all surveys
Big in
adult audience —
seetotal
all surveys
Big in
service
the community —
see Centralto Surveys
Big in news — five years of
dominance — see all surveys
Big in
personalities
Central
Surveys — see
Surveys
Big in
believability — see Central
Big in local business — see
FCC figures
Big in the lives of people in the
community — see the people
Big in sales impact— see Katz
KRNT-TV
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FANFARE
that 73% of them serve ice cream for
dessert (most homes have three radios),
and one home in five has cottage
cheese on hand (radio completely covers the market, while newspapers miss
8-30%).
13-60% of families and tv misses

A physique contest
in reverse at KSFO
The fat man has come into his own,
with the help of KSFO San Francisco.
Believing that under many a paunch
and bulge lies the physique of a Greek
god, KSFO d.j. Jim Lange conducted a
"Fat Atlas" contest. Bay area listeners nominated their favorite Fat Atlas
for a list of prizes which included a
three-month membership at Vic Tanney's
Overgym.1 1 ,000 votes were recorded in
the spur-of-the-moment contest. The
affair was termed "disorganized but
exciting," and entries included newspaper columnists, sports figures, students from every major school, as well
as fathers, brothers, sweethearts and
acquaintances.
Letters of nomination were signed
by at least ten people and had to be
in within three days from the initial
announcement. Voting in the contest took seven days.
Winner of the "Fat Atlas" award
was Don Manoukian, the hulking
guard of the Oakland Raiders pro football team. He garnered 2,912 votes
edging out the runner-up by a mere
250 votes. Mr. Manoukian took home
a long list of prizes including a 76-oz.
steak, a throne, a magnum of champizzashamburgers
and a month's
supply pagne,
oftwo giant
popcorn,
and
milk shakes from a local restaurant
called the Hippo.
All prizes in the KSFO contest were
offered by listeners.
RAB courts dairymen
It may be a coals-to-Newcastle approach, but the Radio Advertising
Bureau thinks stations can fire up business by sending costumed milkmaids
to serve dairymen their own product
with cookies and a printed sales presentation.

America's

Free rides for listeners
Three hours after the Los Angeles
busses stopped running Wednesday

Winner by a neck
Zsa Zsa, attired in her natural
ostrich-feather plumage, raced last
week against Gina and Bridgette,
likewise attired, in a promotion
staged by KFWB Hollywood,
Calif. The lovely "ladies," in a
long neck-and-neck contest, were
raced by KFWB d.j.s at the Great
Western Exposition and Livestock
show in Hollywood. B. Mitchel
Reed, using the only means of
guiding an ostrich, wielded a
broom to bring Zsa Zsa into line.
Linking Zsa Zsa and a broom is
hard on the imagination . . . and
the ostrich doesn't seem to care
for it either.

The study on the snack tray, "Radio
Delivers
More
Advertisers,"
carries the
kindforofDairy
information
RAB
thinks dairymen will be glad to swallow. It tells them that 97% of families
use milk (96% of them own radios),

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
JARET
CORP.
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(Nov. Gene
16) because
a mechanics'
strike,
Weed ofofKFWB,
started
appealing to motorists for rides to help
citizens left stranded by the breakdown in public transportation. As calls
came pouring in, KFWB set up a special switchboard to handle them. Sports
and headline newscasts were replaced
with the free ride service, telling people
where they could get rides to work or
school. The service will continue until
the strike is ended.
Johnny Grant, KMPC Los Angeles
d.j., whose 3-6 p.m. Freeway Club is
aimed at drivers, urged them to share
their cars with former bus riders, saying, "Remember, the guy you pick up
might
be your
boss."
Peaceful
coexistence
WHEB Portsmouth, N. H, has
proved that radio and newspapers can
get along very well together. The station proved the point with a twist of
the radio dial.
Several months ago, Harold H.
Segal, manager of WHEB, found out
that there was no radio in the offices
of the Portsmouth Herald. To remedy
the situation, he offered to present the
newspaper with a set with the wish that
it be tuned, occasionally, to WHEB.
The newspaper accepted the offer
at a Chamber of Commerce dinner,
and the radio was dispatched, post
haste, to the Herald office. If the radio
is used in that office, it will be turned
to WHEB. It has to be. The gift is
calibrated so that the only station than
can be tuned to is WHEB.
Mr. every
Segal day.
promised to read the
Herald
Drumbeats...
Underwater music ■ When the nuclear
submarine U.S.S. Patrick Henry departs
on its next underwater mission, its
crew will go about their tasks to the
accompaniment of music, courtesy of
WINS New York. In a letter to the
station, the Patrick Henry's "Fire Control gang" explained that one of the
crew's chief sources of entertainment
"during the gruelling underwater trips"
is its tape recorder. If the station would
fill the craft's abundant supply of blank
magnetic tapes with WINS music, it
would be much appreciated, wrote the
crewmen. WINS was happy to oblige.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

presenting the music-filled tapes to four
crew representatives in a New York
ceremony on Nov. 20.

"In my broadcast experience of more than
twenty years, I have never operated a more reliable or better constructed piece of equipment"

Santa calling ■ WTCN MinneapolisSt. Paul and Clover Leaf Creamery Co.
are teaming up to enable area youngsters
to talk, "on-the-air," with Santa Claus.
Children can participate in the Christmas season promotion by filling out
forms provided by the sponsor and mailing them to the station. Every child
who registers receives a letter from
Santa, while as many as possible are
telephoned during the Santa Calling
program, Saturdays, 11 a.m. to 12 noon.
Recordings of the conversations are
presented to the children as souvenirs.

Mr. C. Engineer,
K. Chrismon,
Chief
WHOO Radio, Inc.,
Orlando, Fla.

-vV— ® j

-I

Annual event ■ For the second year,
KABC-TV Hollywood and the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve will team up next
month for the untelevised presentation
of "Chucko's Christmas Show for Toys
for Tots" in the Los Angeles Sports
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GEL's is the oldest, field-proven, successful Multiplex Equipment in operation. Typical of this proud family of fine instruments is the GEL Multiplex
System, Series FMC — a frequency-division multiplex system providing
for the integration of a main channel and one or two sub-channels into an
allocated FM channel.

Bowling spokeswoman
Sharon Ritchie, Miss America
of 1955, has been appointed director of women's activities of American Machine & Foundry Co.,
Bowling Products Group, New
York. She will appear in advertising, atbowling clinics and promotions, making her television
debut for AMF at the World's
Invitational Tournament in Chicago. The company will sponsor
tv coverage by WGN-TV there
Dec. 11, 6-7 p.m. The appointment is evidence of AMF's interest in the women's market, which
it also has been seeking this year
with spot tv tests, using daytime
announcements. AMF sponsors
daily radio sportcasts by Bill Stern
on Mutual and underwrote the
Tomorrow specials on CBS-TV
this season. AMF's agency is
Cunningham & Walsh.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Wrote Mr. C. K. Chrismon of WHOO Radio, Inc. : "In operation the usual
Multiplex difficulties have happily been of no consequence here. We sometimes run three separate programs on our two subchannels and main
channel. Some of our subchannel subscriber accounts are as far out as
seventy miles. Cross-talk has been no problem with our GEL Exciter
although our transmitter is twelve years old. First, the only maintenance
necessary has been an occasional tube change. We have experienced no
component failure whatever."
The only external connections required for the FMC Multiplex System
are those made to existing FM Transmitter, to the main and sub-channel
audio input equipments, and to a 110 volt. 60 cps, single-phase primary
power source.
Ask any user in your area about the GEL Multiplex System. We will be
happy to furnish names on request.
GEL makes available a complete FM line of 15KW and 1KW Transmitters, and Exciters for converting conventional FM Transmitters to
Multiplexing use.
Write to Broadcast Sales, Dept. -3,
'■
for GEL FM Technical Bulletins
General

Electronic

Laboratories.

Inc.

18 AMES STREET, CAMBRIDGE 42, MASSACHUSETTS
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Arena. Admission for the program will
be one new, unwrapped toy per person.
KABC's Chucko the Clown will act as
M.C. to introduce Roy Rogers and Dale
Evans, Gene Barry of Bat Masterson,
Jay North of Dennis the Menace, Peter
Brown of Lawman, Connie Stevens of
Hawaiian Eye, Nick Adams of The
Rebel, and other tv stars. The program
has received the endorsement of Los
Angeles civic organizations including
the PTA, YMCA and Boy and Girl
Scouts. The "Toys for Tots" drive is
an exclusive Marine Corps Reserve activity to provide toys for underprivileged children at Christmastime.

The piano player blues
WBEL Beloit, Wis., cooperated with
Standard Theatres Inc. on a piano-playing marathon promotion, which brought
the station fresh business and drew large
crowds. Purpose of the promotion: to
stimulate box office for the motion picture, "Songhired
Without
End."
WBEL
a Hungarian
refugee,
Leslie Czimber,
to appear
Leath'sto
Furniture
Store window
and in
attempt
break his own claimed world record of
continuous playing — 78 hours, 19 minutes and five seconds. It installed a
broadcast line and each hour switched
FOR

THE

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

88 (FOR THE RECORD)

/

The pianist broke bis own record
playing 79 hours (but with a 10-minute
break each hour). The event drew
large crowds and WBEL and theatre
officials reported the promotion an unqualified success.

RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
first year operating cost $36,000,
As compiled by Broadcasting: Nov. 17 $20,079,
revenue $40,000. Principals include Nathan
through Nov. 22. Includes data on new
Oppenheim
Richard (wife
O'Connor,
48%
each,
and CeliaandOppenheim
of Nathan)
stations, changes in existing stations,
and
Mary
O'Connor
(wife
of
Richard)
2%
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules each. Mr. Oppenheim manages motel. Mr.
O'Connor
is
employe
of
WFLY
Troy,
N.
Y.
Ann. Nov. 17.
& standards changes, routine roundup.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp
New am stations
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
APPLICATIONS
power vhf — very high frequency. uhf —
ultra
— antenna,w — aur.
Tucson, Ariz. — L. G. Gilmore. 830 kc, 1
aural, high
vis. —frequency,
visual, kw —ant.kilowatts,
watts—
kw D. P. O. address 2641 E. 10th St. Estimc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
construction cost $29,080. first year
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. — ■ operatingmatedccst
$45,000, court.
revenueAnn.
$55,000.
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloGilmore
owns
trailer
Nov. Mr.
17.
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
Blythe.
Calif.—
Riverside
Bcstg.
Co.
1380
authorization. SSA — special service authorikc,
500
kw
D.
P.
O.
address
217
Iowa
Ave.,
zation. STA — special temporary authorizaRiverside, Calif. Estimated construction cost
tion. SH — specified hours. * — educational.
$15,000, first year operating cost $30,000,
Ann. — Announced.
revenue $40,000. Principals include James S.
Kipp, Nov.
60%, 22.and James W. Gardner, 40%.
Ann.
Existing tv stations
Saranac,
Grand
Co.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
1520 kc, 250 Mich.
w kw — D.
P. O.Valley
addressBcstg.
Box 233.
Estimated construction cost $16,500, first year
KVLS
(TV)
Flagstaff,
Ariz.—
Saunders
Bcstg. Co.
operating cost $40,000, revenue $64,766.
WayneNov.
Stebbins,
sole owner, owns theatre.
KAIQEducational
(TV) San Antonio,
Tex.— Southwest
Ann.
16.
Texas
Tv Council.
WYAH-TV Portsmouth, Va. — Christian
Kansas
City,
Mo—
Bcstg.
Inc. 1190Center,
kc, 1
kw. P. O. address 140
Woodlawn
Bcstg. Network Inc.
Littleton, Colo. Estimated construction cost
$64,438. first year operating cost $175,000,
New am stations
revenue $200,000. Principals include Robert
ACTIONS BY FCC
B. Martin, 75.25%, Robert A. Rubin, 9.32%,
Brockton,
Associated
M. Fifer,
7.17%,of Timothy
O'Conand Estate
Walter W.D. Miracle,
granted
1410 Mass.
kc, 1— kw
D. P. O. Enterprises,
address 63 Robertnor, 1.08%,
7.17%. Messrs. Martin and Rubin own
Chestnut St., Springfield, Mass. Estimated
construction cost $30,482, first year operating
KMOR ployeLittleton.
Mr. O'Connor
is em-in
of KMOR. Colo.
Mr. Fifer
has interest
cost $71,500, revenue $78,000. Owners are
Alan C. Tindal, Kristian Solberg, Paul J. oil investment and drilling company. Ann.
Monson and John J. Sullivan (each 25%). Nov. 16.
Mr. Tindal is president and 7.2% stockholder
Columbus,
Wenrick North
Bcstg. Side
Co.
1050
kc, 1 kwNeb.
D. — P.E. O.G. address
of WSPR Springfield. Mr. Solberg is 26.6%
Square, Oskaloosa, Iowa. Estimated constockholder
of
WSPR,
Mr.
Monson
is
program director of WSPR. Mr. Sullivan is
struction cost $39,000, first year operating
sales manager of WSPR. Ann. Nov. 22.
cost $62,000,
$71,000.solePrincipals
include Everettrevenue
G. Wenrick,
owner, has
Latham,
N.
Y.
—
Iroquois
Bcstg.
Co.
Granted 1600 kc, 500 kw D. P. O. address
interests in KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa, and
17 Duncan Dr. Estimated construction cost KFXD Nampa, Idaho. Ann. Nov. 16.

TORNBERG"
EDWIN
& COMPANY,
INC.

to the site for a 5-minute program.
The Majestic Theatre, one of several
movie houses owned by Standard in
Beloit and other Wisconsin cities,
bought a schedule of announcements on
WBEL, which in turn sold tie-in spot
packages to 12 other business interests.
Theatre passes were awarded for the
closest
estimate
ber would
play. on how long Mr. Czim-

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
860 Jewell Avenue
Pacific Grove, California
FRontier 2-7475
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

Brownsville, Tenn. — Haywood County
Bcstg. Co. 1230 kc, 5 kw D. P. O. address
Box 71, Columbia.
Tenn.
construction cost $25,100,
first Estimated
year operating
cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Principals includeterestR. M.
McKay Columbia,
Jr., sole owner,
inin WKRM
Tenn.hasAnn.
Nov. 17.
Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
KSLOtime power
Opelousas,
Cp 1tokwincrease
dayfrom 250La.w— to
and install
new trans. (1230kc). Ann. Nov. 22.
KWOC power
Poplar from
Bluff, 1Mo.—
increase
daytime
kw Cpto to5 kw
and
install new trans. (930kc) . Ann. Nov. 17.
Berlinment (forBcstg.
Co.,
Littleton,
N.
H.
—
Amendnew station) to change frequency
from
1230andkcdelete
to 1400kc,
changeclause.
ant. -trans,
location
contingency
Ann.
Nov. 17.
WCTC creaseNew
indaytimeBrunswick,
power fromN.250J. —w Cpto to1 kw
and install new trans. (Requests waiver of
sec. 1.354 of rules.) (1450kc). Ann. Nov. 17.
KRNR power
Roseburg, Ore. — Cp to increase dayAnn. time
Nov. 18.from 250 w to 1 kw. (1490kc).
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBRR Leadville, Colo.— Continental Divide
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KLVC.
WGSB Geneva, 111.— Fox Valley Bcstg. Co.
KLOE from
Goodland,
Changed
KBLR. Kans. — KFBI Inc.
Inc.KTCI Terrytown, Neb— Terry Carpenter
Co.KVSH Valentine, Neb.— Valentine Bcstg.
WILY tronicsGreenville,
N. C— H and R ElecInc.
WJAS
Pittsburgh,
Pa.—
Changed from WAMP. National Bcstg. Co.
WHPL Winchester, Va. — Edwin R. Fischer.
New fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
Media,
Pa.
Corp.
Granted 100.3 —mc, Brandywine
2.738 kw. P.Bcstg.
O. address
315 North Bowman Ave., Merion Station, Pa.
Estimated construction cost $9,152, first year
operating cost $15,000, revenue $17,500. Principals are M. John Boyd (13.48%), Joseph
Seitchik and Alva R. Hopkins, 11.22% each.
Mr. Boyd is chairman of biological chemistry at Hahnemann Medical College and
Hospital, Philadelphia. Mr. Seitchik is doctor at same institution. A. R. Hopkins is
employe of RCA. Ann. Nov. 22.
APPLICATION
Portland, Ore.— KPDQ Inc. 93.7 mc, 49.7
kw. Ant. height above average terrain 981
ft. P. O. address 4903 N. E. Sandy Blvd.
Estimated construction cost $23,617, first year
operating
cost John
$22,512,W. revenue
$45,005.
cipals include
Davis, 51%,
and PrinAria
Z. Davis, 497o. Mr. John Davis is licensee of
KPDQ Portland, Ore. Mr. Aria Davis is
employe of KPDQ. Ann. Nov. 17.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATION
WTFM(FM)
Y. — Cpchange
to change
ERP
from 15 Babylon,
kw to 20N. kw,
ant.
height above average terrain from 120 ft. to
173 ft., install new trans., change ant. -trans,
and studio
location and
station N.loca-Y.
from Babylon,
N. Y.change
to Flushing,
Ann. tionNov.
18.
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r
SUMMARY

AM
FM
TV

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 23
CP
APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
TOTAL
For new stations
Not on air
Lie.
Cps.
833
105
3,494
46
86
226
742
54
1 no
116
477
52

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 23
VHF
UHF
76
453
Commercial
14
Non-commercial
38

Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
WJWL Georgetown, Del. — Seeks assignment of license from Rollins Bcstg. of Delaware Inc. to Scott Bcstg. Corp. for $339,000
(plus $26,000 for property). Herbert Scott,
sole owner, has interest in WPAZ Pottstown,
Pa. Ann. Nov. 17.
WDJK Atlanta, Ga.— Seeks transfer of
control from Joel S. Kaufmann, sole owner,
to Joel mannS.andKaufmann,
80%, Donald 10%
J. KaufJames A. Kaufmann,
each.
Exchange of 20% interest for $960. Ann.
Nov. 17.
KRIB ofMason
City,Bcstg.
Iowa —Co.Seek
control
Western
fromtransfer
Franklinof
Bcstg. Co., parent company, to group headed
by Peter A. Barnard, president. Mr. Barnard
has interest in commercial fishing enterprise. Ann. Nov. 22.
WDOW
Downgiac,
— Seeks
ment of license
from Mich.
William
Kuiperassignand
William Eugene Kuiper, equal partners, d/b
as Dowagiac Bcstg. Co. to Dowagiac Bcstg.
Inc. Change to corporate form of business
with no financial transaction involved. Principals and holdings remain the same. Ann.
Nov. 16.
WKPR Kalamazoo, Mich. — Seeks assignment of cp from William Kuiper and William Eugene Kuiper, equal partners, d/b
as Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co. to Kalamazoo Bcstg.
Inc. Change to corporate form of business
with no financial transaction involved. Principals and holdings remain the same. Ann.
Nov. 16.
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AVAILABLE

IN THE RCA LINE OF
NEW

TRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIERS

TV
529

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV52
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
FM
AM
723
Licensed (all on air)
96
113
40
W
53
217
CPs on air (new stations)
3,469
980
CPs not on air (new stations)
657
Total authorized stations
29
66
611
3,618
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
75
34
202
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
16
104
813
Total applications for new stations
100
25
34
577
280
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
7
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
50 4751
857
Total applications for major changes
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
320
2
0
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KFMA
Bcstg. Corp.(FM) Little Rock, Ark.— Tanner
WTBS (FM)
Foundation
Inc. Cambridge, Mass.— WTBS
WAAB-FM Worcester, Mass. — Waterman
Bcstg. Corp.
WKHA-FM Dover, N. J. — Drexel Hill Associstcs
WZIP-FM
Ohio — Greater Cincinnati RadioCincinnati,
Inc.
WSRW-FM Hillsboro, Ohio — Highland
Bcstg. Co.
WPTW-FM Piqua, Ohio— WPTW Radio Inc.
WAZZ (FM) Pittsburgh, Pa.— Dynamic
Bcstg. Inc. Changed from WILY (FM).
WJAS-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Natonal Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WFMP (FM).
WSEV-FM Sevierville, Tenn. — Smokey
Mountain Bcstg. Corp.
WSGM-FM Staunton, Va. — American Home
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WAFC-FM.
WSPT-FM Stevens Point, Wis. — Stevens
Point Bcstg. Co.

NOW

WFPGment of license
Atlanticfrom
City,WFPG
N. J. —Inc.
Seeks
assignto Eastern
Bcstg. Co. for $262,500 plus $12,500 in promissory
$2,800 inBcstg.
rentalCo.,
fees.90%,
Principals notes
includeandAtlantic
and
H. Theodore Shane, 10%. Atlantic Bcstg. Co.
is owned by Milton Diener, 53%%, Walter
Diener, 20%, Daniel Diener and Jack Diener,
13%% each (brothers). Atlantic Bcstg. Co.
is licensee of WUST and WJMD (FM) Bethesda, Md. Mr. Shane is vice president and
stockholder in advertising agency. Ann.
Nov. 16.
WCHA-AM-FM Chambersburg, Pa.— Seeks
transfer of control of Chambersburg Bcstg.
Co. from Charles M. Cassel, 11.5% and John
S. Booth, 45.7%, to John S. Booth, 51.4%.
Exchange
Holdings of T. ofK. 11.5%
Casselinterest
36.19% for(son$20,000.
of Charles
Cassel), and Harriet D. Booth, 3.3% remain
the same. Ann. Nov. 16.
Pa. — Seeks
assignment
of WGRP
license Greenville,
from Kenneth
B. Anderson
and
Merle G. Anderson, equal partners, d/b as
Greenville Bcstg. Co., to Greenville Bcstg.
Inc. Change to corporate control with no
financial consideration involved. Principals
now include
Merle G.49.5%
Anderson,
50%, Kenneth B. Anderson,
(brothers),
and
Ethel B. Anderson, .5% (wife of Kenneth
B. Anderson). Ann. Nov. 17.
WTIV Titusville, Pa. — Seeks transfer of
control of Crawford County Bcstg. Co. Exof 36%
Robert Z.
rison,change32%,
and interest
Victor D.from
Lindeman
Jr.,Mor4%,
to Robert H. Sauber, 50%, Myron Jones,
49.9%, (Messrs. Saubers & Jones previously
owned 32% each) and Kathryn Jones, .1%
(wife of Myron Jones), for $18,900. Ann.
Nov. 16.
WRIB Providence, R. I. — Seeks assignment
of license from R. I. Bcstg. Co. to Springfield Bcstg. Co. for $225,000. Springfield
Bcstg.
Co.
is groupMr.headed
by Paul J. Perreault,
president.
store. Ann.
Nov. 16. Perreault owns shoe
WESNment of license
North Augusta,
S. C. — J.Seeks
from Shelton
Rimerassignand
Ted R. Woodard d/b as North Augusta
Bcstg. Co. to North Augusta Bcstg. Co.
Change
corporateinvolved.
control Principals
with no financial to
consideration
now
include Shelton J. Rimer, 52%, Ted R.
Woodard, 39%, and Dorothy K. Rimer (wife
of Shelton Rimer) 9%. Ann. Nov. 17.
WHPL Winchester, Va. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Edwin R. Fischer, sole owner, to
Shenval Bcstg. Corp. Change to corporate
form of business with no financial transaction involved. Mr. Fischer remains 100%
owner. Ann. Nov. 22.
KALE Pasco, Wash. — Seeks transfer of
control of D & D Bcstg. Corp. from Harold

NEW TYPE
BA-31A
PREAMPLIFIER
OR ISOLATION AMPLIFIER
for reduced
maintenance
low-noise

and

level

Here's a compact new unit
featuring complete transistor
design. This, plus stabilized
feedback has greatly reduced
noise level and distortion.
Cool operation, achieved by
low power dissipation, results
in virtually trouble-free performance and long life. Self
contained power supply. Plugin chassis for shelf mounting.
Excellent frequency response.
With added bridging volume
control, unit may be used as
a bridging
isolation amplifier. Onlyor$135.
Write to RCA, Dept. ND-22,
Building
15-1, RCA
Camden,
N.J.
Tn Canada:
VICTOR
Company Ltd., Montreal
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA Tmk(s) ®
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ITA...
WORLD
IN FM

LEADER
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTERS
OFFERS

■
■
■
L

YOU . . .

ITA FM 1000 B
A FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT
transmitters from 10 W to 50 KW are available.
ON SITE INSTALLATION SERVICE
on
a "nothecharge"
basisandourtune-up
project engineers
supervise
transmitter
at installation
the site of the
installation.of each ITA
PROMPT DELIVERY
shipment
in 30 daysoforanyless.ITA-FM transmitter can be made
OUTSTANDING VALUE
while priced competitively ITA transmitters are
made with the finest quality standard components
and offer these "extras" —
• Self Neutralization
• Remote control
• Accessibility
• Multiplexing
• Modern Ceramic Tubes • Simplicity
• RF Power Cutback
• Reserve RF Drive
For detailed
information
mit ers cal collect
or writeon us.any of our FM trans-

A

NSMITTERS
INDUSTRIAL TRAAS,
AND ANTENN
INC.

LANSDOWNE, PA.
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PHONE: CL 9-8200

K. Deutsch and L. G. Dix, equal partners,
to Mr. Deutsch, 66%%, and Mr. Dix 33y3%
for $100 plus loan to corporation. Ann. Nov.
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va. — Seeks
assignment of license from Cowles Bcstg.
Co. to Reeves Bcstg. & Development Corp.
for $1,925,000. Reeves Bcstg. & Development
Corp., headed by Hazard E. Reeves, president, 43.4%, owns WUSN-TV Charleston,
S. C, and has recently acquired control of
KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif. Ann. Nov. 17.
Hearing cases
FINAL, DECISIONS
■ By decision, commission granted application of Clifford C. Harris for new am station to operate on 1440 kc, 1 kw, D, in
Oswego, N. Y., and denied application of
Standard Bcstg. Corp. for similar facility
with 500 w. Comr. Bartley not participating; Comr. Lee absent. Oct. 7, 1959 initial
decision
Nov.
22. looked toward this action. Ann.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Veterans
Bcstg. Co., for reconsideration of July 13
decision which granted application of Capital Cities Tv Corp. for new tv station to
operate on ch. 10 in Vail Mills, N. Y., and
which denied Veterans application for same
facility. Chrm. Ford and Comr. Bartley not
participating. Ann. Nov. 22.
■ By order, commission modified and made
effective Oct. 6 initial decision and granted
application of Brandywine Bcstg. Corp. for
new class B fm station to operate on 100.3
mc; ERP 2.738 kw; ant. height 433 ft., in
Media, Pa. Comr. Bartley abstained from
voting; Comr. Lee absent. Ann. Nov. 22.
■ By order, commission, on petition by
applicant, made effective immediately an
Oct. 7 initial decision, as modified by commission, and granted application of Associated Enterprises for new am station to operate
on
1410 Lee
kc, 1absent.
kw, DA-D,
Brockton,
Mass. Comr.
Ann. inNov.
22.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by WBIZ Inc.,
for severance from consolidated hearing
and granted its application to increase daytime power of WBIZ Eau Claire, Wis., from
250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1400
kc,
250
Nov. 22. w-N; engineering condition. Ann.
■ Byof Oct.
order,11 commission
date
initial decisionstayed
whicheffective
looked
toward (1) granting application of Independent Bcstg. Co.,
for mc;
new ERP
class 720
A fm
tion to operate
on 95.9
w, staant.
height 160 ft. in Darien, Conn., and (2)
denying application of High Fidelity Music
Co. for similar facility with ERP 740 w and
ant. height 256 ft. in Port Jefferson, N. Y.
pending further review. Ann. Nov. 22.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing
Examiners
James issued
D. Cunningham and Herbert
Sharfman
initial
decision looking toward granting application
of Kenneth F. Warren for new class B fm
station to operate on 96.9 mc, ERP 10.85 kw,
ant.
Ann. height
Nov. 17.2,495 ft. above average terrain.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission extended from November 28
to December 30 time to file reply comments
in rulemaking proceedings on interim policy
for shorter-spaced
vhf tv channel
assign-to
ments and related proposed
amendments
part 3 concerning tv engineering standards.
This actionsociation owas
taken on
requests
by Asf Maximum
Service
Telecasters
Inc., Association of Federal Communications
Consulting Engineers and number of vhf tv
stations. Comr. Cross dissented.
At the same time commission granted
like extension of time for filing reply comments to related Grand Rapids, Mich, and
Providence, R. I., proceedings. Ann. Nov. 17.
■ Granted motion by General Electric Co.,
and extended from Nov. 8 to Nov. 21 time to
file reply comments in matter of amendment
of part 3 of rules to permit fm broadcast
stations to transmit stereophonic programs
on multiplex basis. Action Nov. 18.
■ By order, commission granted joint motion by parties in Hartford toll-tv proceeding, reopened record for limited purpose of
admitting into evidence Broadcast Bureau
18.
exhibit
no. 6, and closed record. Ann. Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by WENT Bcstg.
Corp. large(WENT)
Gloversville,on N.
Y., to en-of
issues in proceeding
application
Martin town,Karig
for
new
am
station
JohnsN. Y. Comr. Lee absent. Ann. inNov.
22.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by WHYY Inc.,
and enlarged issues in Wilmington, Del., tv

ch. 12 comparative proceeding in dockets.
Comrs. Bartley and Cross dissented; Comr.
Lee absent. Ann. Nov. 22.
■ By memorandum
opinion
commission
denied petition
by and
Oregonorder,
Tv
Inc., to consolidate
its
application
for modification of ant. system of KPTV (TV)
(ch.
2), Portland, Ore. in hearing with its application and that of Willamette-Land Tv Inc.,
for new tv stations to operate on ch. 3 in
Salem, Ore., and to clarify hearing order
regarding
overlap
of KPTV
and Oregon's
proposed Salem
station.
Ann. Nov.
22.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
■ Scheduled hearings in following proceedings on dates shown: Dec. 20: Martin
Theatres of Georgia Inc. (WTVM) and
Columbus
Bcstg.
( WRBL-TV) of Columbus. Ga.; Dec.
21: Co.,
am applications
WCYN
Radio Inc. (WCYN) Cynthiana, Ky., et al;
Maine Radio and Tv Co. (WCSH-TV, ch. 6) ,
Portland, Me. Action Nov. 14.
■ Scheduled resumption of hearing for
Dec. 7 in matter of order directing Douglas
H. McDonald, trustee, permittee of WTVW
(TV) ch. 7, Evansville, Ind., to show cause
why authorization for station WTVW should
not be modified to specify operation on ch.
31 in lieu of ch. 7. Action Nov. 16.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Upon request by College Park Bests.
Co., and WEAS Inc., and without objection
by Broadcast Bureau, continued hearing
from Nov. 14 to Dec. 14 in matter of assignment of call letters WEAS to College Park
for its am station at College Park, Ga. Action Nov. 14.
■ Issuedferenceorder
held on following
Nov. 18 inpre-hearing
proceedingconon
am applications of Washington Bcstg. Co.
(WOL) Washington, D. C, et al.; scheduled
hearing for
7, on parties' direct presentations, andDec.
Action Nov.
18.on Dec. 27 on their rebuttal.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Columbia River
Bcstrs.
to amend
ton for Inc.,
new foram leave
station
in Mountits applicaVernon,
Wash., concerning credit extended applicant
for purchase
broadcast equipment. Action of
Nov.proposed
14.
■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Dec. 19 in proceeding on applications of
Idaho Microwave Inc., for new fixed radio
stations at Kimport Peak, Rock Creek and
Jerome, all Idaho. Action Nov. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Nov. 23 in proceeding on applications of Bi-States Co. (KHOL-TV)
Kearney, Neb., and Topeka Bcstg. Assn. Inc.
(WIBW-TV)
Topeka,Nov.
Kan.,14. for cps for new
trans, sites. Action
■ Granted petition by WAKE Inc. for
leave to amend and substituted WAKE Inc.
as party applicant in place of WAKE Bcstrs.
Inc. (WAKE) Atlanta, Ga., in am proceeding. Action Nov. 14.
■ Received in evidence exhibit 3 of Savannah Valley Bcstg. Co. (WBBQ) Augusta,
Ga., closed record in proceeding on its am
application, et al, and ordered that proposed
findings shall be filed by any party by Dec.
2Nov.and15. reply findings by Dec. 16. Action
■ Granted motion by Ponce de Leon
Bcstg.dianCo.
(WFOY)Inc.St.(WMMB)
Augustine,
and InRiver Radio
Melbourne,
Fla., tiontofor withdraw
their
pending
joint
leave to amend their respectivepetiam
applications which are consolidated for
hearing in dockets et al. Action Nov. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
■ Granted joint petition by Radio Carmichael,
Sacramento,
and Trans-Sierra
Radio, Roseville,
and request
by Golden Gate
Bcstg.
Corp.
(KSAN)
San
Francisco,
and
extended from Nov. 17 to Nov. 28 date for
exchange of preliminary drafts of engineering exhibitsplicationin
on their
s, et al.proceeding
Action Nov.
16. am ap■ On jown
motion,
ordered
that
unless
obection is filed within five days after
release
of this order, transcript of record will be
corrected in various respects in proceeding
on applications of Washington State Univ.
for renewal of license of KWSC (and aux.)
and for modification of license of KWSC
Pullman, Wash., and First Presbyterian
Church of Seattle, Washington for renewal
of license of KTW Seattle, Wash. Action
Nov. 17.
■ Reopenedof record
proceeding
on am
applications
Hartsvillein Bcstg.
Co. (WHSC)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JAKISKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGGE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGGE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFGGE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFGGE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGGE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFGCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES

Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.C St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate
Member
Institute
of Radio
Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, DC.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
Sales
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga
Saratoga Springs,
Springs N.
4300Y.

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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Hartsville, S. C, et al, and scheduled further hearing for Dec. 9. Action Nov. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ On own motion, ordered certain corrections to be made five days after release of
order, unless objection is filed by parties, in
matter of Sunbury Bcstg. Corp. (WKOK)
Sunbury, Pa. Action Nov. 14.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Nov. 30 in proceeding on am
application of Coastal Bcstg. Co. (WLAT)
Conway, S. C. Action Nov. 15.
■ On own motion, continued from Nov. 21
to Dec. 1 date by which the Aeronautical
Interveners may file motion to reopen record in proceeding on application of M & M
Bcstg. Co. (WLUK-TV) Marinette, Wis., and
continued date for oral argument on such
motion17. from Nov. 28 to Dec. 9. Action
Nov.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
a Granted request by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 15 to Nov. 30 time
to file proposed findings in proceeding on
am applications of Washington County
Bcstg.
Nov. 15.Co., Washington, Iowa, et al. Action
■ Granted petition by Des Plaines-Arlington Bcstg. Co., Des Plaines, 111., and extended from Nov. 18 to Nov. 23 time to file proposed findings and to Dec. 7 for replies in
proceeding on its application which is contion Nov. solidated
17. for hearing in dockets et al. AcBy Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Dec. 2 in proceeding on am
applications cf Walterboro Radiocasting Co.
(WALD) Walterboro, S. C, and Altamaha
Bcstg.14. Co. (WBGR) Jesup, Ga. Action
Nov.
■ Dismissed petition by Norwalk Bcstg.
Co., (WNLK) Norwalk, Conn., for exten-

Once upon a time, there was a
mouse called Funnyfoot. He was
given that name because his
hind legs dragged. He had
muscular dystrophy. Now
Funnyfoot and his brothers and
sisters are helping scientists find
the cure for this crippling
sickness. Won't you help, too?
You can do so by contributing
what you can to the
MARCH FOR
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY
ASSOCIATIONS OF AMERICA, Inc.
1790 Broadway, N. Y. 19, N. Y.
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sion of time to exchange engineering exhibits without prejudice, however, to right
of any party herein to contest late exchange
by Norwalk of its draft engineering exhibits
by filing suitable motion; Norwalk application is consolidated for hearing with group
3 in dockets. Action Nov. 16.
■ On own motion, continued Nov. 21 hearing to Dec. 12 in proceeding on am applications of Hennepin Bcstg. Associates, Minneapolis, Minn., et al. Action Nov. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
■ By order, formalized agreements reached
at Nov. ceeding
15 on prehearing
proapplication conference
of David L.inKurtz
for new fm station in Philadelphia, Pa.;
continued hearing from Nov. 29 to Dec. 7.
Action Nov. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Scheduled further prehearing conference for group V for Nov. 30 in proceeding
on am applications of Mid-America Bcstg.
System
tion Nov.Inc.,
17. Highland Park, 111., et al. Ac■ Scheduled prehearing conference for
Nov. 30 in proceeding on am applications of
WCYN Radio Inc. (WCYN) Cynthiana, Ky.,
et al. Action Nov. 17.
■ On request by College Park Bcstg. Co.,
and without
objection
by other parties
cept for counsel
for applicants
KGMO (exand
Noe,
who
were
out
of
town
when
WCPK's
counsel called their offices) further extended
from Nov. 21 to Jan. 4, 1961 time to file
proposed findings and from Dec. 20 to Feb.
6, 1961 for replies in proceeding on its am
application
et al College Park, Ga.
Action Nov. WCPK
17.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted
C. Gunter
extended
frommotion
Nov. by
14 toE. Dec.
5 time and
for
exchange of exhibits and from Nov. 21 to
Dec. 12 for further prehearing conference
in
on its
those
of proceeding
Abilene Radio
and application
Tv Co. andandDornita
Investment Corp. for new tv stations to
operate
Nov. 14. on ch. 3 in San Angelo, Tex. Action
■ Pursuant to agreement of counsel,
scheduled further prehearing conference for
Nov. 18 in proceeding on applications of
Skyline Bcstrs. Inc. and Earl McKinley
Trabue for new am stations in Klamath
Falls tionandNov. 14.
Myrtle Creek, both Oregon. Ac■ Granted petition by James Porter Clark
and reopened record in proceeding on am
applications of Radio Muscle Shoals Inc.
(WOWL) Florence, Ala., et al, for purpose
of amending application of Fayetteville
Bcstg. Co. ( WEKR) Fayetteville, Tenn., to
substitute Clark, an individual, for Fayettepartnership,
closed.villeAction
Nov.as 15.applicant, and record
■ Granted petition by Seven Locks Bcstg.
Co., Potomac-Cabin John, Md., for leave to
amend its am application to show removal
of James A. Gustafson as vice president,
directortion. and
Action subscriber
Nov. 15. to stock in corpora■ Granted motion by applicants, corrected
transcript as proposed, and on own motion
ordered that unless objection is made within 5 days transcript be further corrected in
Greensboro-High
Point,16. N. C, tv ch. 8 proceeding. Action Nov.
■ Granted petition by Radio Muscle Shoals
Inc. (WOWL) Florence, Ala., and extended
to Nov. 18 time to file proposed findings and
to Dec. 5 to file replies in proceeding on its
am application, et al. Action Nov. 17.
■ Pursuant
agreement
of counsel
arrived at duringto Nov.
18 further
prehearing
conference in proceeding on applications of
Skyline for
Bcstrs.
and Earlin McKinley
Trabue
new Inc.
am stations
Klamath
Falls and Myrtle Creek, both Oregon, scheduledNov.hearing
tion
18. to commence on Dec. 19. AcBy Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
■ Granted petition by Taft Bcstg. Co. and
extended to Dec. 16 time to file replies to
exceptions in proceeding on application of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV, ch. 11), Louisville,
Ky.,
change
ActiontoNov.
15. trans, and ant. location.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 18 time to respond to
petition by Gila Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration andcationsgrant
withoutof hearing
applifor renewal
licenses ofofitsstations
KCKY mentCoolidge,
Ariz.,
et
al,
and
for
assignof licenses to Earl Perrin Co. Action
Nov. 17.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled hearing for Jan. 11, 1961, in
proceeding on applications of Western Bcstg.
Co., R. L. McAlister and W. J. Harpole for

new am stations in Odessa and Canyon,
both Texas. Action Nov. 16.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast
Bureau 18
Actions
of November
WTVB-AM-FM Coldwater, Mich.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by E. Harold
Munn Sr., Luella Mae, Lewis Edwin, E.
Harold Jr and C. Ella Munn (a family
group)
through
of from
stock Karl
by E.
Harold Sr.
and E.purchase
Harold Jr.
E.
Kaellner.
WCME-AM-FM Brunswick, Maine —
Granted relinquishment of positive control
by Roger H. Strawbridge through sale of
stock to William N. McKeen.
KAPR Douglas, Ariz. — Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
WRBC
Jackson, Miss.
— Granted
covering installation
of new
type trans.license
KTIM San Rafael, Calif.— Granted license
covering change of ant. -trans, location.
WRJN Racine, Wis. — Granted licenses covering
installation
new as
trans.;
lation of old
main oftrans,
aux. and
trans.instalKYA censeSan
Granted
coveringFrancisco,
installationCalif.
of —new
trans, lias
aux. daytime and alternate main nighttime
with remote control operation.
WLEU Erie,of Pa.
covering
installation
new— Granted
trans, as license
aux. trans.
WEEU Reading, Pa. — Granted license covering installation of new type trans.
WICE Providence, R. I.— Granted license
covering
transmitting equipment andchanges
increase ininaux.
power.
KFSO San Francisco, Calif .—Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WGBS-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted license
covering increase in ERP and ant. height,
type
trans, and
ant.,point.
change trans, location
and remote
control
WELI New Haven, Conn.— Granted licenses covering
-alternatein
main trans,
to aux.change
trans.;ofandaux.increase
nighttime power, make changes in DA and
ground systems.
WSSV Petersburg, Va. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power and instal ation of new trans.; subject to condition
that license of WSSV shall take appropriate
steps as may be necessary to prevent crossmodulation with operation of WPVA Petersburg, Va., resulting from use of increased
operating power by WSSV and shall submit
proof of such accomplishment.
WUTV(TV)
Charlotte,date
N. to
C— May
Granted
extension of completion
26, 1961.
Actions of November 17
KINTcense toElchange
Paso, name
Tex.— toGranted
mod. of
Radio KINT
Inc.liKWCO Chickasha, Okla. — Granted mod. of
license
change
name Valley
to Bayard
chinclosstotr/as
Washita
Bcstg. C.
Co. AuWDMJ Marquette, Mich. — Granted mod. of
license to change studio location and operate trans, by remote control using DA-N;
conditions.
WRUN-FM Utica, N. Y. — Granted cp to
change
to 104.3
mc; ERP
installto new
ant. andfrequency
new trans.;
increase
100
kw, trol
and permitted.
ant. height to 500 ft.; remote conWCUE-FM Akron, Ohio— Granted mod. of
cp
kw. to change ant. and decrease ERP to 13
■ Granted following stations extensions of
completion dates as shown: WCUY(FM)
Cleveland Heights, Ohio, to Jan. 2, 1961;
WYOU(FM) Baltimore, Md., to Jan. 2, 1961;
KRAE Cheyenne, Wyo., to Mar. 31, 1961;
KDES Palm Springs, Calif., to Feb. 9, 1961;
KPLA Plain view, Tex., to April 15, 1961;
KEZE-FM Anaheim, Calif., to Feb. 28, 1961;
WSBF-FM Clemson, S. C, to Jan. 10, 1961;
WCRM Clare, Mich., to Dec 31, 1960; WKBX
Kissimmee, Fla., to Feb. 28, 1961; WJW
Cleveland, Ohio, to Feb. 2, 1961; KUTE(FM)
Glendale, Calif., to Dec. 31, 1960, and WITY
Danville, 111., to Dec. 31, 1960.
Actions of November 16
■ Granted
STA Bowdle
for following
vhf tv
peater stations:
Tv Assn.,
ch. re-7,
Bowdle City, S. D. (KDLO, ch. 3, Garden
City, S. D.); Estes Park Cottage & Motel
Assn.,
Estes Nev.
Park, (KOLO-TV,
Colo.; Imlay ch.
"T"-8,
"V," ch.ch. 8,11,Imlay,
Reno,
Juliaetta,Nev.);
Idaho.Juliaetta Tv Assn., ch. 4,
WDXN Clarksville, Tenn. — Granted license
covering
increase in power and installation
of new trans.
KYJC Medford, Ore. — Granted license covering
in daytime power and installation of increase
new trans.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WCNL Newport, N. H.; KMIS Portageville. Mo., deletion of remote control
operation and specify studio location; WEGP
Presque Isle, Maine; KLIB Liberal, Kans.,
condition.
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KREB Shreveport, La. — Granted license
covering increase
in daytime
instal ation of new trans,
specifypower
use and
of new
trans, for daytime use only and continue
use of Raytheon trans, during nighttime
operation.
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power, change
from DA-2 to DA-N, and installation of new
WATR Waterbury, Conn. — Granted license
coveringlation of new
increase
daytime
power,
trans,in and
changes
in DAinstaland
ground system.
WDEE
Hamden,
Conn.
—
Granted
license
for am station.
KGIL San Fernando, Calif. — Granted license covering increase in daytime power,
changes
in daytime
DA system and installation of new
trans.; condition.
KDET
Center,
Tex.
— Granted
of license to Center Bcstg.
Co. assignment
WCMO(FM)
Marietta, Ohio—
Granted fm
license for noncommercial
educational
station.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stationsKTVA-FM
:
Anchorage, Alaska; KVORFM Colorado Springs, Colo.
*KTCF(FM)
Cedar
Falls, educational
Iowa— Granted
license for noncommercial
fm
station.
KVIC Victoria, Tex. — Granted license covering installation of new type trans.
KOGTering Orange,
— Granted
installation Tex.
of new
trans. license covKVI Seattle, Wash. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
Bellingham,
Wash.as— Granted
to KVOS
use old
main trans,
alternate license
main
trans, nighttime and aux. trans, daytime at
main mote
transmitter
site and operate by recontrol.
KRVM(FM) Eugene, Ore. — Granted license
covering
change
in studio
ant.-trans.
location and
change
in ant.andsystem;
ERP
324 w, ant. height 28 ft.
Actions of November 15
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Art Hibbs, chs. 9, 11 and 13,
Westcliffe, Colo. (KOA ch. 4, Denver, KKTV,
ch. 11 and KRDO, ch. 13, Colorado Springs,
Colo) ; Kooskia Lions Club Inc., chs. 10 and 6,
Kooskia, Idaho (KXLY-TV, ch. 4, KHQ-TV,
ch. 6, both Spokane, Wash.); Conrad Tv
Club, chs. 13, 11 and 7, Conrad, Mont. (CJLH.
ch. 7, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, KFBBTV, ch. 5, and KRTV, ch. 3, both Great
Falls, Mont.); Bear Lake Tv Assn., chs. 10, 8,
12, Bear Lake Valley, 8, 10, and 12, Laketown, Utah and Idaho (KUTV-TV, ch. 2,
KCPX-TV, ch. 4, KSL-TV, ch. 5, Salt Lake
City, Utah); City of Manitou Springs, chs.
8,
6, Manitou
Colo. (KCSJTV,3 and
ch. 5,
Pueblo, Springs,
Colo., KKTV,
ch. 11,
KRDO-TV, ch. 13, Colorado Springs, Colo.);
Stanker Supply Co., chs. 7, 4 and 9, Cripple
Creek, Colo. (KLZ-TV, ch. 7, KOA, ch. 4,
and KBTV, ch. 9, Denver, Colo.); Husum
Tv Assn. Inc., chs. 12 and 6, Husum, Wash.
(KPTV, ch. 12 and KOIN-TV, ch. 6, Portland, Ore.); Miles City Milwaukee Service
Club, ch. 4, Locate, and ch. 13, Miles City,
Mont.; Custer T. V. Assn., ch. 12, Custer,
S. D. (KTWO, ch. 2, Casper, Wyo.); Hulett
T-V Club, ch. 11, Hulett, Wyo. (KOTA-TV,
ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.) ; Valdez T. V. Club,
chs. 7, 2 and 9, Valdez, Colo. (KKTV, ch.
11, KRDO, ch. 13, Colorado Springs, Colo.,
and KCSJ, ch. 5, Pueblo, Colo.); Seligman
Recreation Assn., chs. 10 and 7, Seligman,
Ariz. (KOOL, ch. 10, Phoenix, Ariz, and
KTVK, ch. 3, Phoenix, Ariz.); Junior Chamber of Commerce, chs 2 and 13, Neligh, Neb.
(KOIN, ch. 2, Lincoln, Neb., and KTIV, ch.
4, Sioux City, Iowa); Boyd Erickson, chs. 8
and 4, Beverly, Wash. (KBAS, ch. 16,
Ephrata, and KXLY, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.);
Woodruff City T. V., chs. 12, 8 and 10,
Woodruff, Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5, KCPX-TV,
ch. 4 and KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City,
Utah); Selby Commercial Club, chs. 13 and
7, Selby, S. D. (KDLO, ch. 3, Garden City,
5, D., and KFYR, ch. 5, Bismarck, N. D.);
Seligman Recreation Assn., ch. 6, Seligman,
Ariz. (KVAR, ch. 12, Phoenix, Ariz.); Henry
Prokop, chs. 13 and 2, Verdigre, Neb. (KTIV,
ch. 4, Sioux City, Iowa, and KELO, ch. 11,
Sioux Falls, S. D.); Rangely Area T. V.
Assn., chs. 5, 4, 2, 11, 13, 7, 9, Rio Blanco, Colo.
(KSL-TV,
5, KCPX,
4, KUTV. County
ch. 2,
Salt
Lake ch.City,
Utah) ;ch.Gunnison
Chamber of Commerce, Tv Div., chs. 2,
Doyleville, Colo., 7, 2, 11, Gunnison, Colo.,
6, Sapinero & W. Gunnison County, Colo.,
11, 7, 13, Grace, Idaho, 11, 7, 13, Soda
Springs, Idaho, 11, 7, 13, Bancroft, Idaho
(KREY-TV, ch. 10, Montrose, Colo., KCSJTV,
ch. Colo.,
5, Pueblo,
Denver,
KCPX, Colo.,
ch. 4,KOA-TV,
Salt Lake ch.
City,4,
Utah, KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, Utah,
KSL, ch. 5, Salt Lake City, Utah); Larry K.
Boyd, Melvin Grasmick, ch. 8, Gering, Neb.
(KDUH, ch. 4, Hay Springs, Neb.); Moapa
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Valley Tv Maintenance District, ch. 11,
Overton, Nev. (KLAS-TV, ch. 8, Las Vegas,
Nev.); City of Atkinson, ch. 13, Atkinson,
Neb. (KPLO,
ch. 6, ch.
Reliance,
S. D.); Dunning Tv Booster,
8, Dunning,
Neb.
(KHAS, ch. 5, Hastings, Neb.); City of
Boise City, ch. 13, Boise City, Okla. (KVII,
ch. 7, Amarillo, Tex.); Ramsey Mountain
Tv. Assn., chs. 5-A, 8, 5-B, Lemhi River
Valley, Idaho (KID-ch. 3, Idaho Falls,
Idaho) ; Holly T. V. Inc., chs. 3 and 8, Holly,
Colo. (KGLD, ch. 11, Garden City and
KTVC, ch. 6, Ensign, Kans.); Elk Mountain
Tv Co., chs. 11, Saratoga, Wyo., 12, Elk
Mountain, Wyo., 8 and 6, Encampment,
Wyo.
ch. 5, Community
KTWO-TV, ch.
Casper,(KFBC-TV,
Wyo.); Lakeside
T. V.,2,
ch. 2, Lakeside, Ore. (KOIN-TV, ch. 6, Portland, Ore.); Monument T. V. Inc., ch 10,
Monument, Ore. (KTVB, ch. 7, Boise, Idaho);
merce— TvGunnison
Div.,County
chs. 12,Chamber
Pitkin of
& ComOhio,
Colo.,
12,
Crested
Butte,
Colo.,
6
and
3, Almont & Jacks Cabin, Colo., 4, Doyleville,
Colo., 13, Gunnison and Doyleville. Colo.
(KCSJ-TV, ch. 5, Pueblo, Colo., KREY-TV,
ch. 10, Montrose,
Colo., KOA-TV,
ch. ch.4,
Denver,
Colo.); Warland
T. V. Club,
7, Warland Community, Mont. (KXLY, ch.
4, Spokane, Wash.); Ashland T. V. Club, ch.
5, Ashland, Mont. (KOOK, ch. 2, Billings,
Mont.); Pateros Brewster Tv Assn. Inc.,
ch. 2, Brewster, Wash. (KREM, ch. 2, Spokane, Wash.) ; Village of Elgin, ch. 13, Elgin,
Neb. (KTIV, ch. 4, Sioux City, Iowa); Circle
Tv Booster Club Inc., ch. 13, Circle and
Brockway,
Mont.
(KDIX-TV,
2, Dickinson, N. D.);
Shiprock
Non ch.
Profit
T. V.
Assn., ch. 11, Shiprock, Kirtland, Waterfiow,
and Chinle, N. Mex. and Ariz. (KOB, ch. 4,
Albuquerque, N. Mex.) ; Palisades Employees
Assn., ch. 2, U. S. Government Townsite,
Palisades, Idaho (KID, ch. 3, Idaho Falls,
Idaho) ; Jack E. Reinsch, ch. 11, Ketchum,
Idaho (KLIX, ch. 11, Twin Falls, Idaho);
Greer Community Tv., ch. 3, Greer, Idaho
(KREW, ch. 3, Lewiston, Idaho); Reservation
T. V. Inc., ch. 4, Greencreek, Idaho (KXLY,
ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); Kenneth Marcy,
ch. 13, Scott City, Kans. (KTVC, ch. 6, Ensign, Kans.); Alzada, T. V. Club, ch. 7,
Alzada, Mont. (KOTA-TV, ch. 3, Rapid City,
S D.); Alvin Rovero, ch. 7, Seeley Lake and
Placid soula,
Lake,Mont.);Mont.
(KMSO-TV,
ch. 13,ch.MisGarfield
T. V. Club,
10,

Jordon and Brusett, Garfield County, Mont.
(KOOK, munity
ch. Center
2, Billings,
Noxon Mont.
ComInc., ch.Mont.)
4, Noxon,
(KXLY, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); Plevna
T. V. Booster Club, ch. 7, Plevna and South
of Plevna,
(KDIX-TV,
2, Dickinson, N. D.);Mont.
Sunburst
Tv Assn.ch. Inc.,
ch. 4,
Sunburst, Mont. (CJLH, ch. 7, Lethbridge,
Alberta, Canada); Shields River Free T. V.
Inc., ch. 10, Shields River Valley, Wilsall,
Clyde Park area, Mont. (KGHL, ch. 8,
Billings, Mont.); St. Regis Tv Booster Club,
ch. 4, St.
Mont. (KXLY,
ch. 4,
kane,Regis,
Wash.); Strater
Tv Club,
ch.Spo11,
Strater, Mont. (KOOK-TV, ch. 2, Billings,
Mont.); 3 V's Butte,
T. V. Club,
7, McQueench. and
Meaderville,
Mont.ch. (KMSO,
13,
Missoula, Mont.).
WDOW
Dowagiac,
Mich.—
Granted
license
for am station and specify studio location.
*WBST(FM)
Muncie, Ind.—
Granted fm
license for noncommercial
educational
station.
WYSL-FM
Granted license coveringAmherst,
change ofN.typeY.—trans.
WELM Elmira, N. Y. — Granted license
covering change in facilities, installation DA
for night use, make changes in ground sysant.-trans.,
installation
new
trans, tem,
andchange
delete
remote control
operation.
KROC Rochester, Minn. — Granted license
covering increase in day power, installation
new trans., change trans. -ant. location, instal ation of DA-D, changes in ant. and
ground systems and operate trans, by remote control while using non-DA.
P. R. — Granted mod. of cpto WNEL
change Caguas,
type trans.
WYAL thorityScotland
Neck, N. C— Granted auDec. 1. to remain silent for period ending.
Actions of November 14
■ Granted
STAPilgrim
for following
tv repeater stations:
Creek Tv vhf
Assn.,
ch.
4,
Pilgrim
Creek,
Mont.;
Beaver
Lions
Club
Tv Committee, chs. 5, 4 and 2, Manderfield,
Beaver City, Greenville and North Creek,
all Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5, KCPX, ch. 4,
KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, Utah) ; Elkton
Tv Assn., chs. 2 and 6, Elkton, Ore. (KVAL,
ch. 13, Eugene and KOIN, ch. 6, Portland,
Ore.) ; Silver Lake Community Tv Assn., ch.
4, Silver Lake and Fort Rock, Ore. (KOIN,
ch. 6, Portland, Ore.) Continued
; Wildhorseon Farmers
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Collins Automatic Tape Control is the perfect answer to
automatic programming. Just insert the tape cartridge,
push one button, and you're certain of reliable performance.
More than 500 radio stations own the network-approved,
[COLLINS
internationally - used Collins Automatic Tape Control.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

syllable-separating start and stop time of less than 0.1 second • 7.5 inch/second tape speed •
frequency response ±2 db, 50-12,000 cps • less than 0.2% rms wow and flutter • programming
segments from 40 seconds to 31 minutes • remote control available. For more information
contact your Collins sales engineer or wrife direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager, dependable, sober Milwaukee
County, new FM, strong sales programming
as AM, well financed opening 90 days, real
opportunity.
References. Box 802C, BROADCASTING.
Manager — heavy on sales — for new eastern
500 watt daytime radio station. State full
background,
CASTING. references. Box 931C, BROADLeading 5 kw independent in major eastern
market has opening for general manager.
Experience should include sales and station
management in smaller market. Incentive
pay arrangement. Replies confidential. Box
122D, BROADCASTING.
Southern Group — see our ad under Help
Wanted— Sales.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. agerOpportunity
to advance
to sales manwitn considerable
salary increase.
Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman with drive and imagination. Guarantee plus top commission. San
Diego market. Box 739C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesmen who can sell, country and
western station, board work optional, salary.
Box 852C, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for energetic salesman of good
character for network station in Texas
resort city. Box 891C, BROADCASTING.
National sales manager. 5,000 watts regional
station serving eastern agricultural market,
wants manager to contact agencies and suCASTING.pervise regional sales. Box 927C, BROADSouthern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
quaranteePrefer
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer with first ticket for
western Pennsylvania. Short board shift.
$110 persion.week
guarantee
against commis-in
Good chance
for advancement
chain. Send resume and tape to Box 971C,
BROADCASTING.
Primarily we are looking for an experienced
salesman, but he should be able to do a
good selling job on the air if necessary. Our
adult programmed station has much to offer.
Good income, solid future and pleasant
working conditions in a Virginia college
community. Please send resume and tape,
stating
starting income. Box 150D, BROADCASTING.
Creative
salesman
America's
spot.
142,000
market. for
Salary
based onbeauty
your
record; subsequent adjustments against
nV2%.
This
is
no
place
for
kids.
You'll
a quality popular music format plus sell
the
greatest coverage against four competitors.
If
you're
experienced,
photo,
personal
resume and capable;
past sales airmail
information. J. D. Hill, Box 764, KSSS, Colorado
Springs.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Opportunity
for
the
number for
one experienced
rated Hoopersalesman
and Pulse
radio station, $6,000.00 plus . . . position leading to salesformationmanager
. . Send Radio
complete
into James Psihoulis,
Station
WK.vv.fr.. Wheeling, W. Va.
What proposition acceptable? Phone or
write W-RIP, Chattanooga.
Want togrowing
live in metropolitan
Florida? In the
nation'sIn
fastestmarket?
Florida s most beautiful city? Send background and photo to Dick Doty, General
Manager, WW1L, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
Representative wanted in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written contacts with your clients! Write for particulars and further details to VKK-office.
Vienna 66, P.O.B. 128, Austria.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations.
All major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers
1st phone man limited experience and voice
beginner can fit this bill. Get your engineering and voice experience at a top flight power station. Many extras. Located Illinois. Box
856C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
announcer
for
south Texas well-educated
network station.
Box 888C,
BROADCASTING.
Mature announcer. Permanent position in
one of southeastern Massachusetts oldest
stations. No rock and roll. Send tape, resume, photo and salary requirements to
Box 919C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
morningrhythm
negro and
disc blues
jockey show.
capable of handling
Must be able to conduct record hops and
have first class ticket. Good metropolitan
Florida
location. Box 991C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination newsman-announcer
for good Michigan market. Send tape, picture, resume first reply. Box 992C, BROADCASTING.
Trade your snow shovel for a palm tree!
South Florida calls fast paced format radio
d.j. At least two years experience. Ideal
living,sumeworking
conditions. Rush tape, reBox 102D, BROADCASTING.
Young,ableenergetic
valuexperience, newsman
as No. 2 who
manwants
at strong
midwest station in medium sized market.
Willing to train right man good on city beat
and airwork. Send tape, picture and background. Box 109D, BROADCASTING.
Two good announcers with first class license.
New station,
excellent market,
fine opportunity. State qualifications
and salary.
Write
Box HOD, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class ticket
for well established swinging North Carolina
fulltimer. Rush photo, tape, experience and
salary expected. No maintenance". Box HID,
BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer and announcer, with
first class
announ-in
cing shift.license,
Up andto handle
coming evening
new station
northeast offers excellent opportunity to the
right man. Box 124D, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted: Exerienced staff announcer for
5000 watt Pennsylvania station. Must be good
board man, good on news and commercial
work. Good starting pay with increases.
Many
extra benefits. Box 139D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket for new
station in Winchester. Send resume and
references. Box 140D, BROADCASTING.
#1 rated station, large metropolitan market,
Great Lakes area, looking for swinging d.j.
ready to move up to fast paced afternoon
top 40 show. Formula experience preferred.
Send resume, photo, recent earnings, tape
to Box 143D, BROADCASTING.
Radio announcer-salesman with first-class
phone license ... by top-rated am-fm sta"In sunny
. . . plus
$325 20%
monthon
for 30tionhours
boardCalifornia"
work weekly
sales Write Box 2185 or phone Overland
8-1570, Riverside, California.
1st class ticket — combo dj needed immediately. No maintenance required. Please
send background resume and tape covering
dj and news work. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience. Will consider
new entrants to field, since opening is for
night shift. KWBB, Wichita, Kansas.
Wanted, dedicated, experienced and enterprising radio newsman immediately. Good
oportunity
for hustler
one ofCall
the or
nation's
great stations
in the atsouth.
wire
Frank
Page, La.
KWKH 50,000 watt, SH422-8711.
Shreveport,
Growing southern chain needs versatile announcer. Good pay and opportunity to sell
with excellent commission rate. Looking for
a job with a future? Contact Wayne Sims,
WARF, Jasper, Alabama.
Morning man for station with wall to wall
music, no r&r, no top 40. Work morning
shift tact
andFred sales.
Needed
ConW. Cale,
WDOGimmediately.
Radio, Marine
City, Michigan, Rockwell 5-7944.
Wanted staff announcer. News, record
shows, run own board. Daytimer. Send
tape, resume, photo WNIL, Niles, Michigan.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first phone license. Light maintenance.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Creativity. The sounds that build your
rating. Offering specially taped one liners
unique and professional. Over 100 original
wild tracks successful in major markets.
$10.00 cash or money order buys entire
package. First come basis. Samples one
buck and your tape. Eastman Productions,
1836 Jackson Street, Hollywood, Florida.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Engineer
combo man first phone, 1000
6-1312. Callor collect
watt.
Danville, Illinois, HI
Chief for
directional
in America's
beauty
spot. 1,000
Maintenance
and limited
transmitter shift. New equipment. Salary commensurate with ability. Send photo, personal resume, background to J. D. Hill, Box
764 KSSS. Colorado Springs.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Skier? Young first-class ticket wanted who
can announce or sell. Area is ski-heaven.
Salary open. WBNC, Conway, N. H.
Transmitter
engineer.
#1 station,
second market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
excellent working conditions. Opportunity
to share mobile equipment maintenance and
facilities development. Write R. D. Schneider, WIRL, Peoria, 111.
First class engineer for transmitter duty.
Also need combo dj for number 1 station,
50,000 market. Contact Bill Hudson, Program
Director, WKYB, Paducah, Kentucky.
Engineer for radio. Chance to work into tv.
Some experience preferred, but not necessary. Reply to Glenn Winter, WSBA, York,
Pennsylvania.
Chief engineer or combo chief and announcer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
York.
Consulting engineer. Broadcast experience
or degree. Will train qualified beginner.
Am-fm-tv allocation and field work. Resume
to: Walter F. Kean, 19 E. Quincy St., Riverside, Illinois (See Professional Cards).
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced, persuasive copywriter for network Texas resort City. Box 889C, BROADCASTING.
Texas station needs experienced dependable
traffic manager. Box 890C, BROADCASTING.
Western midwest single station market
needs experienced sports-sales combination,
or
sports-news
State's
number
one
sports
station. director.
Write Box
980C,
BROADCASTING.
Promotion and creative genius wanted by
prominent, adult format, west coast 50,000
watt radio station. Must be able to conceive and handle on and off the air station
promotions. If you have a broad background
in radio programming, and can produce new
and fresh ideas, send resume, photograph,
tape and salary requirements for immediate
consideration. Box 101D, BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for salary and advancement in small but hustling Carolina market
for man with ideas who can write and do
production. Box 130D, BROADCASTING.
Expanding medium midwest market demands expanded new operation. Good
chance for advancement. Salary open. Prefer experience but will consider beginner
with B.A. Send complete data, tape and
salary requirements first letter. Box 133D,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for fulltime experienced
news director. Tell all in letter, include recent photo, professional and credit reference,
salary requirements, etc. Also audition tape.
Send
braska. to Manager, KGFW, Kearney, NeSuffering "Cramped
Creativity"? Mature,
experienced
man to program-air-sell
8 p.m.
to
midnight
program,
"Kaleidoscope,"
days. 142,000 market. Salary
based on ex-5
perience; subsequent adjustments against
VJVz%. Air mail tape, photo, personal resume
and past sales information. J. D. Hill, Box
764 KSSS, Colorado Springs.

RADIO
Situations Wanted-Management
Take reliability, versatility and stability,
add fifteen years experience plus a high
profit management record; conclude with
the love of mature radio plus the desire to
advance
... (P.S.
if you'd
this
man,
inquire.
first like
class more
licenseon too).
Box 942C, BROADCASTING.
Southeastern radio station manager permanently employed at solid money making
station, desires make change due to present
remuneration and potential advancement.
Consider
small stationsales.
management,
medium or metropolitan
Prefer partial
ownership. Box 963C, BROADCASTING.
Interested profit sharing management or
leasing opportunity. Profit increases guarCASTING. anteed. Confidential. Box 976C, BROADSales, general manager. Excellent salesman,
capable supervisor. 37, married, college. Box
989C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sales manager with daytimer
desires to join fulltimer, in midwest. 10 years
radio-television background. Family man, 30,
B.S.
and top references. Box 995C, BROADCASTING.
Manager: Station I'm now managing lost
$35,000—1957; $45,000—1958. 1959, my first
year — fair profit. 1960 — good profit. My
owner
plansI should
to accept
refuse
It
figures,
look"can't
around.
Fouroffer."
year
comparative financial statements available
showing my ability; prior excellent record
manager/sales dorsement;
manager;
present owner's
enbonafide industry
references.
Your contact appreciated. Will hold strictest
confidence. Box 996C, BROADCASTING.
Thank you for the response . . . still considering offer of position as general manager
with definite future) 35, married, one child,
college degree, well seasoned sales manager.
Still answering previous ad response. Box
121D, BROADCASTING.
Owners desiring station manager who can;
maintain stations prestige position, increase
volume and profits, are urged to write fully
to this highly successful sales manager.
Box 126D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, successful manager seeking
urban relocation in east. Right second spot
considered. Best references. Box 136D,
BROADCASTING.
Small or medium market station owners:
Wanting to increase sales, profits, build corporate image? Could you use a manager/
sales manager who, in five months, put a
station at break-even point first time in
three years? Doubled local sales in six
months for bottom rated metro station. Increased sales in metro market station from
$13,000 to $20,000 month average in one year.
15 years experience all phases programming,
promotion, sales management, management.
Broad agency level experience. Highly
recommended as top creative salesman.
Small town boy with big market experience
preferring jovs of smaller market. Box 148D,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Young, experienced salesman desires sales,
small interest in midwest station. Radio
major, journalism graduate. Box 986C,
BROADCASTING.
Go-getter — Young and aggressive. Four years
experiencenouncer.
an Wantannouncer-salesman
and anfulltime sales. 26, married,
college
graduate.
Box
103D,
BROADCASTING.

Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.

Basketball perience,
play-by-play
seven Box
years 747C,
exfinest of references.
BROADCASTING.

Experienced spot commercial writer to write
continuity
makeyourself,
up book.
Give complete detailsandabout
references
and
samples. WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Announcer, chief engineer, production, program director. Directional, major market
experience. Box 784C, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Beginner, disc jockey, knows music, writes
jingles, news editing, music library, mild
cerebral palsy. Tape resume. Box 921C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer personality, dj. Experience, will
settle.
Not a floater. Box 922C, BROADCASTING.
6 years experience; college degree radiotv; first ticket; presently employed. Desire
news-sports
position west coast. Box 933C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st class ticket, steady,
versatile.west.Wants
station
midExcellentprogressive
references.
Boxin 948C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced negro gospel and r&b dj. Also
sports announcer. Box 988C, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, family man, experienced, will
settle,
salesman. TR 6-1291, N.Y.C. Box 112D,
BROADCASTING.
15 years of solid radio experience: looking
for right good music station. Family man,
with excellent references. Well versed in
sports play-by-play, baseball, football, basketball. Program directing and staff announcing. Prefer southwest or west. Might
consider other locations. Minimum starting
salary of $175 weekly. Plan to make right
city my new home. Complete audition upon
request. Box 993C, BROADCASTING.
Young man desires a good start in radio
or television, two years of college and
broadcasting school training. Box 997C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer/program director. Versatile.
News. Adult music. Sports. Quality production. Box 998C, BROADCASTING.
New England only. Seek permanency. Two
years experience. Available for personal
interview. Try me. Box 999C, BROADCASTING.
Morning mercial
dj-newsman
2 yearsTrained
comexperience, has with
first phone.
all phases television production. Prefer modern operation. Box 100D, BROADCASTING.
Mature, friendly sound, eight years experience, reliable, family man, creative, ten
dialect voices. Strong commercial, dj, news,
sports. Box 104D, BROADCASTING.
16 months intensive fast-format dj experience. College, vet, single. Presently emCASTING.ployed, go anywhere. Box 106D, BROADTop sports man, 14 years experience. Best
references. West location. Box 108D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, family man, dj, fast
ad-lib, board. TR 6-1291, N.Y.C. Box 113D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with creativity. Veteran, 25, college
with N.Y. Music
network.andProduction graduate,
with imagination.
news
stations write immediately. Box 119D,
BROADCASTING.
Female, employed in radio announcing,
seeking new location. Tape on request. Box
120D, BROADCASTING.
College grad — 12 years news — production —
staff. Wish to relocate to California or northwest. Box 125D, BROADCASTING.
Thank you for stopping: Mature family
man. Plenty of radio know-how (not a know
it all). Versatile personality, can swing with
the best. Produce production spots which
cause comment. Two years experience as
program director. Nose for news. Large
market only. Now, read the rest and compare! Box 132D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. 6 months in boondocks. College, professional training, veteran,
single. Available January 1961. Box 134D,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Announcers

Announcers

Production — Programming, Others

Young
experienced
d.j.
Good references.
Can "personality
promote withplus"
appearances and hops. Box 137D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st phone. Can do maintenance. Dependable, family man. 2 years
experience. Box 138D, BROADCASTING.
Attention eastern stations — Deejay, young,
experienced, talented, with voice looking
for
growing station. Box 144D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj, qualified pd, 28, family.
Handicapped. No screamer, no drifter. Ray
Poole,
Colorado.c/o KDZA or 306 W. 13th, Pueblo,

Experienced
director wantsMichigan.
new location program
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Available now. Married, family. Box 127D,
BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, employed, 10
years experience, 28, family, desires midwest. Interview required. Box 128D, BROADCASTING.

Available for immediate audition. Experienced in all phases radio, tv, production,
etc. Minimum $150 per week. Write Box
145D, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Adult programming adaptable; cooperative; family man seeking larger
market. Preferably northeast. Box 146D,
BROADCASTING.
Swingin'want
dj, hops,
collegeappearances.
grad, experienced,
24,
single,
Box 147D,
BROADCASTING.
See ad on page 98. "Mature announcer."
Mature, experienced announcer seeks permanent position on eastern seaboard — Personal interview preferred. (Tapes available).
Restricted ticket. Call Monument 2-9126 or
write David Arthur, c/o Gotthelf, 124 W.
93rd St., N.Y. 25, N.Y.
Experienced staff-announcer Single, 29, travel. Minimum $80-85. Bob Cohen, 234 Crescent
St., New Haven, Conn. UN 5-3528.
Negro
— smooth Will
delivery,
sale andannouncer
tight production.
travel.good
Sol
Brown, 5950 N. 16th St., Phila. 41, Pa.
Eight months experience as radio announcer,
good speech, music and sales background.
Request midwest station and good pay.
Write John Fulkerson, 547 West Evelyn,
Freeport, Illinois.
D.J. experienced. Specializing in country
and western music. Morning man. All phases
of morning show. Ad lib. Married. Mature.
Ferris ("Kit")
Valley,
New York.Kithcart, R.D. #1, Newark
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.

WE

ARE
Men

Technical
Experienced first phone. Will travel. Box
31393, Los Angeles 31, California.
New
York network
studio engineer-first
class resume
519 Westchester
Avenue, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
Willing to learn your way. Have first phone,
some tacttechnical
will announce,
conNoel Oatman,ability;
3905 Atlas,
El Paso, Texas.
Experienced am-tv transmitter operator
wants tral,
jobBentonville,
at once.Arkansas.
Jefferson Rice, 708 CenProduction-Programming, Others
Here's a level
who eight
knows years
promotion. headed
Background man
includes
managing gramming
goodand announcing.
stations, also
selling,
proPresent
position
seven years. Prefer southeast. Box 944C,
BROADCASTING.
Available station program director with
years of experience in every field of program planning
references.
Fine and
trackmanagement.
record. WriteExcellent
to Box
994C, BROADCASTING.
Program director now available. 15 years
broadcast
veteran now
in major
tion. Professional
voice,
know market
music staand
good production. No top 40. Best references
from
present
employer.
Box
105D,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director/sports play-by-play/announcer five years experience in sports playby-play of high school and college basketball, football, top notch semi-pro baseball,
all sports directing, and announcing. Thirty
years old, married, three children. Turning
down possibility of managerial position to
stay in this phase of broadcasting. Present
salary $110.00 weekly (40 hours), plus sports
talent. Can furnish good references and air
checks on request. Box 123D, BROADCASTING.

LOOKING— ARE
and women

YOU?

are needed

We are one of the best broadcast operations in California and we have been scouting for months
for the right kind of people to fill several vacancies in our expanding radio, tv, fm and Muzak
operations. Sure, we are hard to please. Our standards are high.
We demand mature people with the ability to use discretion and make intelligent decisions. We
want men and women who love the broadcast field and who can creatively and energetically take
pride in a job well done. The people we now have believe in "Doing a job" — not "Talking about
it." The people we want are always looking for a better way to do things — to improve and to grow.
If you think you are such a person and would like an ideal California medium market, (and you
are positive you want to live in California), then here is what we need: Executive-type women who
can fill positions in promotion, traffic, accounting and continuity; good announcers with 1st class
tickets; a good radio chief engineer who can announce; a hard digging newsman who can gather,
write and announce news; top flight salesmen for radio, TVA and fm. Our people are paid well.
We have many fringe benefits, including the opportunity to grow with an organization which now
includes stations, with more in the future if we can produce. Our plans include a profit sharing
pension trust and our people have security. No politics in our organization.
If you are looking for an opportunity and are willing to work hard, then give us all the information in the first letter, plus a tape if you announce, and a photograph if you want tv. Address all
replies to:
Box 978C, BROADCASTING
96

Newsman. Currently news director at small
radio station. Want to relocate in radio or
tv. 25, single, college grad, vet, excellent
references. Box 131D, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Film salesmen, major U.S. markets, for new
series humorous color tv commercials. Enmaterial specializing
finance. joyable,
Sendsaleablequalifications
to: Box banks,
149D,
BROADCASTING.
One hourly rate is $1,000.00; we cover 466,640
tv homes in the industrial heart of the progressive Piedmont area of North Carolina.
We're a CBS affiliate now in our 12th year.
Need an experienced man to serve as our
local/regional sales manager. Background,
experience and character are important.
Exceptonal opportunity, immediate opening.
Write fully, in confidence, include snapshot,
to
Dick Holloway,
WFMY-TV,
Greensboro,
North Salesmanager,
Carolina.
Pursuasive, energetic, experienced tv time
sales for top 50 local market write or call
Joel
town Leonard,
2, Ohio. 803 E. Indianola Ave., YoungsTV film salesmen, all regions of USA, selling sion.
new TVchildren's
series, St.,
commisAssociates, animal
62 Pinehurst
Lido
Beach, LI, New York.
Announcers
Experienced
announcer
or announcer-switcher for Colorado
tv station
after first of year.
Permanent position. Send complete details,
photo and tape. Box 985C, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, mature announcer with good
commercial
NBC-TVin affiliate
south
Texas. style
We areforinterested
permanentin
addition to our present staff. Send picture,
voice tape and references to Lynn Pentony,
P.O. Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Technical
Major west coast market has opening for
ING.
technician.
Reply Box 843C, BROADCASTWanted, one first-class radio-phone licensed
television engineer capable of maintenance,
transmitter maintenance and video switching duties. Station full power, uhf operation
located in up-state New York. Box 114D,
BROADCASTING.
Two engineers with first phone. Consider
tv tech school grad. Prefer man with some
electronic service experience. Send resume
and photo
to John Seide, KNOP-TV, North
Platte,
Nebraska.
Engineer wtih strong mechanical aptitude
for maintenance of microwave system. Must
have FCCperience
first
or tosecond
and exnecessary
assumephone
responsibility
for system with minimum of supervision.
Good salary with expense allowance while
in field. Contact Chief Engineer, KOAT-TV,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Maintenance engineer needed for maximum
power vhf station. Gulf coast of Texas,
shirt sleeve weather year around. No operating or board shifts. 2 or 3 years maintenance experience with RCA equipment required.
Contact Corpus
Jerry E.Christi,
Smith, Texas.
Chief Engineer.
Box 840,
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Pennsylvania radio sales manager wants tv
offer east only. Employed. Box 987C,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager seeks greater opportunity
larger market.
Exerienced, capable, conscientious. 116D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Experienced sales manager, small market,
interested relocating. Consider all areas.
Box 117D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced, mature broadcast engineer.
AM-FM-TV and microwave. Supervisory
studio and transmitter planning, installation
and
ING. administration. Box 107D, BROADCASTGraduating production trainees available.
Recommendable personnel who handle
equipment like veterans. Contact Intern
Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.
Production-Programming, Others
I960 college graduate desires employment
in production and programming. Write:
Owen E. Bauer, 4341 Blue Rock Road, Cincinnati 39, Ohio.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Ampex 601, low impedance input — $450.00.
Telefunken U-47 microphone, complete —
$225.00. Presto disc recorder, 6D, 16 inch—
$150.00. Presto disc recording amplifier —
$75.00. Two sets Rangertone disc recorder
and
amplifier — $375.00/set. Box 818C,
BROADCASTING.
Remote control system, Gates RDC-10 for
1 kw transmitter. Combined operation after
one year use in daytimer. Available immediately. Excellent condition. Best offer over
$600. Call or write WFRB, Frostburg, Md.
An entire uhf television station— Channel
26 — for leaseWHUT,
or sale.Anderson,
No licenseIndiana.
or cp — just
equipment.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service— Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto Video Laboratories Inc., Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE 9-6100.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Video
We're Minn.
movingSev-to
our newmonitors-demo
plant in New units.
Brighton,
eral used lab and demo video monitor. 17"
models $185.00 @ new warranty, Miratel,
Inc., New Brighton 12, Minnesota.
Attention— AM and FM station owners.
Automate and economize with a Seeburg 200
library unit. Units are in perfect working
order. Available for immediate shipment.
Price $350.00 each, F.O.B. Memphis. Contact
Music Systems, Inc., 407 Madison Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee. JAckson 5-6091.
WANTED

WANTED

Construction permits in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada and California wanted. Will
buy all or majority at top prices. Do not
reply after December 31. Kandel Corp.,
4010 Virginia Ave., S.E., Charleston, W. Va.
BROADCASTING, NOVEMBER 28, 1960

Help Wanted — Announcers

Equipment
Presto 6N or 8N lathe. State condition, lead
screws, head and price. Box 118D, BROADCASTING.

OUTSTANDING

Two Ampex 450B tapers, rack mounted.
Send complete details. Box 135D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted immediately good used 500 watt am
broadcasting transmitter. Must be in good
operating condition. Call or wire Joseph
Brandt, Radio Station KRUX, Sahara Hotel,
Phoenix, Arizona.

OPPORTUNITY
For mature

Box 932C, BROADCASTING

INSTRUCTIONS

Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,
(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Call letter items — Lapel buttons, mike plates,
studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc.
Bro-Tel, Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.
FOR SALE
BROADCASTING SCHOOL
In middle Atlantic major market.
Doing tremendous business. Great
opportunity as owner has other
interests. Present management
available. Asking $110,000 with
$50,000 down. Principle.
Box 141D, BROADCASTING

man

essential. Music policy middle-of-the-road.
Apply

Wanted: 1 television filter plexer, uhf,
preferably Channel 43, RCA. Will consider
other channels. Norwood Patterson, 1111
Market Street, San Francisco, California.

FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offreeElectronics,
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, and
March
1, 1961. For
references
reservations
writeinformation,
William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.

morning

with top metropolitan Canadian station. Sincere warmth

Wanted: Used PT-6P Magnecord amplifier in
good condition. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
General Radio 731-B modulation monitors,
need not
be operating
condition
repairable. Consultant
Associates,
Box but
2, Rutland,
Vt.

TO BUY

Stations

RADIO

TO BUY
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We

Need
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... A Pro

* Primarily for D.J. but with news
I experience.
Crack station in
'. Ohio's third market. No Rock,
I but tight operation. Salary open.
I Interested? Send tape, picture
I and full information to:

:
~
~
~
~
~

j Box 142D, BROADCASTING
'i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r i n
Standards Are High
If you are intelligent —
If you are professional —
If you can measure up to the high standards of a quality station —
WWJ Radio
has anbothopening
for anrecord
announcer to handle
staff and
show assignments.
Send tape, photo and resume to:
PROGRAM MANAGER
WWJ 31,RADIO
DETROIT
MICHIGAN
Production-Programming, Others
OPPORTUNITY
SHARP WRITER for commercial,
promotional and contest copy. Send
samples of your work.
DYNAMIC NEWSCASTER. Send
tape (7%).
Contact:
Jerry White, Program Director
WPEN — 2212 Walnut Street
Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Latin America !
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For Unusual Person!
Fast
movingoperation
affiliated with Radio-TV
ABC International
with solid IT. S. and Latin American backing1
wantsstation.
Radio Program
Director
for new
Mast
have
the
followingqualifications:
*Speak FLUENT Spanish
* Solid experience in TOFr40 or
Music & News format in U. S. and
have ideas on how to make same
swing- in Spanish.
An outstanding- career opportunity
in
a fastis growingAmerican
Market
offered toCentral
the person
who
can meet our qualifications.
Write full resume.
Bos 785C, BROADCASTING
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
MATURE ANNOUNCER
AVAILABLE NOW!
Experienced AM-FM-TV. No clown. Sensible, intelligent delivery. Strong on news
and good music. Run a tight board. No
floater. Married. Desire permanent location. 5108 minimum. Box 1666, Decatur,
Alabama. Telephone EL 3-0429.

EMPLOYMENT

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

OPPORTUNITIES IN
RADIO — TV
• Sales Manager
Must be experienced, capable of
producing personal sales and directing activities of sales staff. Salary,
$6,000
• Engineerplus override.

TV SALES MANAGER
OF REP FIRM
SEEKS STATION POSITION
Presently employed, national sales
manager of well known National
Representative would like station
sales-management. 33 years old,
married, with network sales, production background.
Box 115D, BROADCASTING

First phone, capable of maintaining
directional antennas
and studio
equipment. Salary, $6,500.
© Announcer
Good on news, capable of projecting
air personality and building ratings.
• Announcers
1) Knowledge of classical music,
$6,000.
some news. Salary, $4,800.
2) Knowledge of good music, strong
on news. Salary $5,200.
3) Play-by-play, sportscaster, headup department. Salary $5,500
• plus
Timetalent.
Salesman
Previous sales experience preferred.
$30O-$4O0
commission. per month draw. 20%
Contact: EARL WOOTON
DRAKE PERSONNEL, INC.
29 E. Madison
Chicago, Illinois
Tel — FI 6-8700

FOR SALE
Equipment
Low Cost
High performance
SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
Model SCG-2
For FM multiplexing, complete with automatic muting, deviation meter, and regulated plate and filament power supply.
Write for Bulletin #203.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

JOBSTHROUGHOUT
IN RADIO 8C TV
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent
scouts
the station— you're
looking for — freeforregistration
confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineers-Salesmen
Announcers-N
ewsmen-DJ Ss
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
(Do
WFMY-TV
GREENSBORO, N. C.
Has excellent opportunity for a
smart promotion-public relations
man to head its promotion department. This job must have a man
with broad experience. He must
be familiar with layout, be a capable writer and research minded.
Submit application with full information on experience, samples
of work and photograph to General Manager, WFMY-TV

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
TV OR RADIO MANAGEMENT
Seven years TV, eight radio program
and sales planning experience, much as
part of ownership team. Young, aggressive, with excellent administrative ability. Prefer west, but will go anywhere
for right situation. Agency and public
relations posts also considered.
Box 894C, BROADCASTING
98

a

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and sell
cueing record-playback combo unit.
For details or demonstration, write
VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
3S6 W. 40th STREET. NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

WANTED

SERVICE

FOR SALE
Stations

a

TO BUY

Stations

NORTHEAST— MAJOR
MARKET— DA YTIMER
Best 1 kw signal you ever heard—
Operating profitably but present
gross
Terms. could be tripled — Cash or
Box 990C, BROADCASTING

piiiliiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiilliiiiffl
FOR SALE
ST A TION
I
WANTED
|
5 To purchase, from principle only, s
CP. Daytimer. West.
1 radio station grossing $125,000 to □
Box 129D, BROADCASTING
= $200,000 per year. Terms to be =
=—
negotiated. We have 20 years radio =u
,1 I I I I I I T I I T I I I I I I I I T 1 1 1 I T !„
= experience. Successful management. =
** N. Alabama new established day- ~
5 Will consider
any area.
NO =
Z time station. 1410 KCS. Power ~
| BROKERS, PLEASE. Write in con- | *[ 500 watts. Five station market — ~
= fide nee to:
E
cities. P.$29,000
price. No ~~
" 4brokers.
O. Box cash
55, Haleyville,
| Box 935C, BROADCASTING | — Alabama.
.
11I1II1III1I11I11II1IIIIIf
nillllllllllllCllllllllllllltlllllllllllllClllllllllllllMlllllllllllinillllllllllKJll
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Continued from page 93

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Stations

Stations

29%
Calif
terms
Single Fulltime
Fulltime $ 150M terms
Small
Fla
50M 29%
Single Daytimer
Calif
75M
175M
Ca
Single 250w
125M terms
Single
Daytimer
Tenn
30%
La
Single Daytimer
terms
Va
Single Fulltime
5357 MM 29%
TVA
Single Daytimer
8528MM 15dn
Texas
8dn
Single Fulltime
250w
73M
Ariz
Single
65M 22dn
Medium 250w
Ala
Medium Fulltime
60M 29%
Calif
cash
25%
230M
Fla
Medium Regional
70M terms
Calif
Medium Regional
Va
330M
Metro Fulltime
175M terms
Calif
Metro Daytimer
Wash
85M terms
Metro
Ikw-D
low
freq
700M
Large
low dn
Midwest
And Others
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please Address:
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

VIRGINIA REGIONAL DAYTIMER
Good Market
Consistent Money Maker
$175,000; Terms
W. B. GRIMES & CO.
1519 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
DEcatur 2-231 I

—

STATIONS

FOR SALE —

CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. 50,000 market.
$8,000 down.
SOUTHWEST. Powerful regional daytimer.
Absentee owned. Asking $110,000 with
29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Very profitable full
time facility. Doing $200,000 per year.
Sound market economy. Asking $300,000
with 29% down including real estate.
CALIFORNIA. Daytimer. Excellent market.
Doing $100,000. Asking $150,000 with 29%
down.
SOUTHWEST. Full time. Network. Asking
$75,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

JDallar

far
GUNZENDORFER
■ 11
CALIFORNIA.
Big market station $225,.
000.
NEVADA.
Fulltime number one in market. $375,000. $110.00 down.
ARIZONA. $8,000 down. Asking $45,.
000.
CALIFORNIA. Southern market daytimer
$160,000.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
Licensed Brokers
Financial Consultants

Dollar

you can't
beat a

classified ad
Mid-West major #1,600,000 — Texas
single #47,500 — Texas Single #60,000 — 80% of excellent Southwest
single money-maker #65,000 —
Texas semi-major $147,000 — Southwest high-profit fulltime regional
#200,000 — Rocky Mt. single regional #40,000 — Southern Major
#350,000 — Southern single #45,000
— Texas Commercial Wired Music
Operation #45,000 — Others! PATT
Mcdonald co., box 9266,
austin 17, texas. gl. 3-8080,
or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd., N. Y.,
N. Y., MU. 2-4813, or Dick Watts,
1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Tex., Dr.
4-2236.
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for getting

top-flight

personnel
■K
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Tv Assn., ch. 5, Athena-Weston, Ore. (KEPR,
ch. 19, Pasco, Wash.); Jicarilla Apache
Tribe, ch. 9, buquDulce,
M. (KOB,T. ch.V. 4,Club,
Alerque. N. M.); N.Deadwood
chs. 10 and 12, Deadwood, S. D. (KOTA,
ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.) ; Down River Tv,
chs.
6, 4 and 2,localities,
Koontzville,
and Belvedere
Wash.Seatons
(KHQ, Grove
ch. 6,
KXLY-TV, ch. 4, and KREM, ch. 2, Spokane,
Wash.)
; Citv (KHAS,
of Burwell,
12 and 8, Burwell, Neb.
ch. chs.
5, Hastings,
and
KOLN, ch. 10, Lincoln, Neb.) : Trout Lake
Tv Assn., ch. 6, Trout Lake, Wash. (KOINTV, ch. 6, Portland, Ore.); Ten Sleep Free
Tv, ch. 7, Ten Sleep, Wyo. (KTWO, ch. 2,
Casper, Piney
Wyo.) ;Creek
WillardandGeer,
ch. area,
7, Dutch
Creek,
Story
all
Wyoming (KOOK, ch. 2, Billings, Mont.);
Box Elder T. V. Club, ch. 9, Box Elder,
Mont. (KFBB, ch. 5, Great Falls, Mont.);
Diamond T. V. Corp., chs. 13 and 11. Diamond Valley,
(KTVB-TV,
KBOI-TV,
ch. 2,Ore.
Boise,
Idaho). ch. 7, and
■ Granted
for Ga.;
following
stations: WPEHlicenses
Louisville,
WIRV amIrvine,
Ky.; WHHT Lucedale, Miss.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WHLF-FM South Boston. Va.; KGMG
Portland. Ore.; WELG Elgin, 111.
WSBing changes
Atlanta,
Ga. — Granted
license coverin trans,
equipment.
WJDX Jackson, Miss — Granted license
covering change in ant.-trans. location, DA
system, ground system and installation new
trans.
WKAN Kankakee, III. — Granted license
covering installation trans, at main trans,
locationmote control.
as aux. trans, and operation by reWMUZ(FM)
Detroit, inMich.—
cense covering increase
ERP, Granted
ant. height,lichange ant.-trans. and main studio locations,
installation
new trans, and ant. and changes
in
ant. system.
WKRG
Mobile,
Granted main
license
use old main trans, Ala.
as —alternate
trans.to
KOA
Denver,
Colo.
—
Granted
license
coverine installation new trans, as aux. trans.
WKRGering installation
Mobile, of
Ala.new
— Granted
license covtype trans.
WIMS Michigan City, Ind. — Granted license tothorized
replace
permit
which
auincrease expired
in daytime
power,
change
to DA night
and
day,
studio
location,
installation new trans, and specify use of new
trans, as daytime main and nighttime aux.
WKAN Kankakee, 111. — Granted license
coveringlocation,
change installation
in hours of new
operation,
trans.
trans, ant.and
other engineering changes.
WMVG increase
Milledgeville,
Ga. — Granted
covering
in daytime
power andlicense
new
trans.
KCND-TV Pembina, N. D.— Granted mod.
of cp to change beam tilt of ant. and change
Actions of November 10
type.
WAFG-TV Huntsville, Ala.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 204 kw, aur. to 112 kw,
installmentnew
trans,
changes;
ant. and
1,020 make
ft. other equipWMBS Uniontown, Pa. — Remote control
permitted while using non-DA.
License renewals
Following stations were granted renewal of
license:
KHEN Henryetta, Okla.; KIMO Hilo, Hawaii; KITO San Bernardino, Calif.; KXRX
San Jose, Calif.; WGMS Bethesda, Md.;
WKBI St. Marys, Pa.; WVET Rochester,
N. Y.; WWW Grafton, W. Va.: WBBB Burlington-Graham, N. C; WBUY Lexington,
N. C; WCEC Rocky Mount. N. C; WCOG
Greensboro, N. C; WCPS Tarboro, N. C;
WDBM
N. C;Fayetteville,
WETC WendellZebulon, Statesville,
N. C: WFNC
N. C;
WGNC Gastonia, N. C; WGTL Kannapolis,
N. C; WHIP Mooresville, N. C; WHKY
Hickory, N. C; WIDU Fayetteville, N. C;
WIRC Hickory, N. C; WLON Lincolnton,
N. C; WMDE(FM) Greensboro, N. C;
WNOS High Point, N. C; WPTF Raleigh,
N. C; WQSN Charleston, S. C; WABZ-FM
Albemarle, N. C; WBBB-FM BurlingtonGraham, N. C; WBUY-FM Lexington, N. C;
WCPS-FM Tarboro, N. C: WCSC-FM
Charleston, S. C; WEED-FM Rocky Mount,
N. C; WFBC-FM Greenville. S. C; WFNCFM Fayetteville, N. C; WGNC-FM Gastonia,
N. C; WMFR-FM High Point, N. C; WNOSFM High Point, N. C; WPTF-FM Raleigh,
N. C; WREV-FM Reidsville, N. C; WSJSFM Winston-Salem, N. C; WSOC-FM Charlotte, N. C; WCSC-TV KIZ-23, Charleston,
S. C; WECT(TV) Wilmington, N. C; WFBCTV Greenville, S. C; WIS-TV Columbia,
S. C; WNCT(TV) Greenville, N. C; WNOKTV Columbia. S. C; WSJS-TV WinstonSalem,
N. C;
Ann. Nov.
16. WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C.
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ALL

STUMPS

All

adhesive

are

not

ARE

bandages

TRADEM ARK AID
BAND-

Adhesive

Bandages

The registered trademark BAND -AID is one of the
most widely known in the world . . . recognized in
more than 75 countries. It is an adjective indicating Johnson & Johnson as the source of a product
and is never the name of a product.
It is used in connection with a whole family of
100

NOT

IN

FORESTS!

products made only by Johnson & Johnson and
is always followed by a product name as — BANDAID Adhesive Bandages, BAND-AID Clear Tape,
BAND-AID Sheer Strips, BAND-AID Moleskin
Adhesive, etc.
We appreciate your mentioning our trademarks
along with our products and we hope you will
continue to do so. But when you do, won't you
please use both correctly?
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OUR

RESPECTS

A winner

may

to Harold

Cutliff Stuart, president, KVOO-AM-TV

practice

Harold C. Stuart is the kind of man
you'd like to have with you on a dark
night along the Marseilles waterfront.
Or on your side at a conference
table.
He's that kind of person — vital, alert
and capable in both the physical and
mental sense.
The appearance of the square-visaged, 48-year-old president of KVOOAM-TV Tulsa is matched by performance; he doesn't just look that way.
In his school days, he was captain
of his college boxing team — and never
lost a fight.
In World War II he was an Air
Force colonel, in charge of the Ninth
Air Force's operational intelligence in
the European Theatre.
His great love now is bird-hunting,
mainly ducks, but also quail and pheasant. He shoots golf in the mid80s.
As a lawyer and a citizen, he has
represented major corporations and has
sat in high places. His law firm has
offices in both Tulsa and Washington.
He served as assistant secretary of
the Air Force under President Truman.
Campaigner ■ In the last election,
he was vice chairman of the national
finance committee of the Democratic
Party. He'sanda director
of state
banks asanda
businesses
serves his
highway commissioner.
Harold Cutliff Stuart considers
KVOO-TV the number one station in
his home community. This is stated
simply, without false modesty or braggadocio.
The news department of KVOO-TV
comprises seven men, the largest in the
city, he'll tell you. Its farm department
has six men fulltime, also the largest
in the city, according to Mr. Stuart.
During the recent elections, the
KVOO stations editorialized with hardhitting messages on such local matters
as reapportionment. But beyond taking a stand, the stations explained in
simple but cogent language the pros
and cons of other petitions on the ballot. Like most civic-minded broadcast
stations it ran a sustained campaign to
get out the vote.
For the last six years, the stations
have operated a weekly three-day
seminar for boys of the Tulsa service '
area at their ranch outside the city.
There prominent local and national
leaders have talked to the boys on local
and national matters. The ranch accommodates 75 boys at a time and Mr.
Stuart estimates more than 25,000 have
been exposed to stimulating men and
at the same time to the discipline of
ranch life.
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his game

in several

Experimental Ranch ■ The obligation of KVOO to its audience is not
far from the thoughts of its management. The station has just bought
3,000 acres about 25 miles east of
Tulsa. This will serve as a model farm
and ranch, where experiments will be
undertaken in improving cattle and
raising feed. The land cost $177,000
and Mr. Stuart figures the station will
spend $25,000 to $35,000 a year in
upgrading the facilities and carrying
out the farm and ranch program.
Mr. Stuart represents the interests
of the late William G. Skelly, Oklahoma oil baron, in the ownership and
management of the KVOO stations.
He is married to the former Joan
Skelly. The stations are also owned
partially by the Kerr-McGee interests.
Because he's been busy in a larger
field, Mr. Stuart has not been very
active in broadcaster associations. He
is, however, a founder and a director
of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters. He has been a director of
NBC Affiliates. Some time ago he
worked on NAB's labor committee.
The Stuart antecedents are notable.
His grandfather was the first federal
judge in what was then Indian Territory. His father was an Oklahoma
City banker. Mr. Stuart was born there
on the Fourth of July, 1912. He has
two brothers.
Mr. Stuart attended the U. of Virginia and received his law degree from
that institution in 1936. At college
he was a member of the honor council,
the highest student governing group.

KVOO-AM-TV's Stuart
He considers his station No. 1

Tulsa

fields
He was a member of such select student societies as "The 13" and the
"Imps." He is a Deke fraternity man.
Instead of returning to Oklahoma
City he went northward to Tulsa. He
was a founder of what is now the twocity law firm of Doerner, Stuart, Moreland, Campbell & Saunders.
He was appointed a common pleas
judge in 1941, but resigned when he
enlisted in the Air Force. He was
mustered out as a colonel and wears
the ETO ribbon with six battle stars,
the Bronze Star, the Luxembourg Croix
de Guerre,
Medal He
of
Freedom
and and
MedalNorway's
of Liberation.
was
invested with Norway's Order of
St. Olav.
Scandiophiie ■ Mr. Stuart accompanied the Allied forces in the liberation of Norway in World War II and
came to love the land and the people.
This affection resulted in Mr. and Mrs.
Skelly's adoption of two Norwegian
orphans, now typical American teenagers. Mr. Stuart serves also as Norwegian vice consul in the state of
Oklahoma.
It is the Air Force that is Mr.
Stuart's great love.
He served with Stuart Symington as
assistant secretary from 1949 through
1951. He was in charge of major
Air Force matters — research and development, bases and installations all
over the world, civilian components
and civil matters and the Air Force
reserves.
This Air Force affiliation has continued. Mr. Stuart is president of the
Air Force Academy Foundation, the
group which has shouldered many of
the burdens usually borne by alumni
associations. The foundation last year
built a $250,000 golf course for the
air cadets; it is now building a $3.5
million football stadium at the Colorado
Springs academy.
Mr. Stuart is also a director of the
Air Force Association and of the Space
Age Educational Foundation.
He is director of the $250,000 Gertrude Skelly Foundation, established to
aid with scholarships the children of
military personnel who wish to attend
the Air Academy.
Besides business, the law, and his
Air Force activities, Mr. Stuart is the
good
other areas:
directorcitizen
of thein American
Red he's
Cross,a
the Oklahoma division of the American
Cancer Society and the Hillcrest
Psychiatric Foundation.
Men who reach his stature often
have shown early signs of future eminence. Mr. Stuart fits this pattern: he
was an Eagle Scout in his younger days.
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EDITORIALS
Shell game
CHELL OIL and its new agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
have made the headlines twice in recent days. First they
announced that they were discarding the historic commission system of agency payment and were adopting, instead,
a cost-plus arrangement. Then Shell announced it was swinging its entire advertising budget into newspapers.
The news in the new payment arrangement is not that it
happened, but that the principals announced that it had
happened. It is by no means the first time the media commission system has been breached and it will not be the last.
A trend has been moving quietly in that direction for several
years, pushed along most specifically by the Assn. of National Advertisers' exhaustive study that culminated in the famed
"Frey Report" in 1957. The net effect of the Shell-Ogilvy
arrangement, then, will be not to start a trend but probably
to give momentum to an old one by generating more thought,
more discussion and, one would guess, less inclination to
hold unquestioningly to the old concept.
Ordinarily we would not quarrel with the argument that
compensation is something to be decided between employer
and employe. But this is not a bilateral matter. It is a third
party's money — media's — that is being pushed around.
Media's rates were developed, basically, on the assumption
that they were commissionable, with the commission going
to the agency as payment for services rendered to media.
If an evolution is in progress that challenges the validity of
this concept then at some point television and radio and
other media must make some decisions of their own. Do
they continue paving commissions that are rebated to the
advertiser? Do they overhaul their rate structures to adjust
or eliminate the commission element? Or does the fee arrangement, no matter how the commission is handled, reallv
fail to change the commission concept as a practical matter?
If Shell and Ogilvy were swimming with the tide in going
to a new payment plan, they definitelv were swimming
against it when they plunged everything they had into newspapers. The trend there is definitely the other way; in 1959,
for instance, gasoline and oil companies eave television
almost 40% of the'r advertising as against 30% for newspapers, and in 1960 television's share is rising while newspapers' isexpected to drop to perhaps one-fifth of the total.
Television's track record as a salesman is too good for
Shell — or any other major company that wants to remain
major — to ignore it for lone. Shell will be back. To the
extent that newspapers do not hold that 100% commitment
they will lose stature by exactly that much. The tide here
clearly is in favor of television and against newspapers.
Certainly television can look forward to this experiment —
unfortunate as it seems at the moment — with far more confidence than newspapers can.
Rubber stamp FCC?
A BARE FCC majority too prone to jump whenever a few
congressmen snort is about to deliver a crushing blow to
free enterprise in broadcasting. Four members (Ford, Bartley, Lee and Cross) favor a new rule to prohibit transfers
or sales of radio and television stations during the regular
three-year license period unless there are extenuating circumstances. Two members (Hyde and Craven) oppose such
a rule as contrary to law and an interference with free
enterprise.
Unless the four-man majority is dissuaded by the logic of
the dissenters, a proposed rule will issue — probably within
a fortnight. Commissioner Bartley would go even beyond
his three colleagues by requiring a showing by the proposed
purchaser that he would render program service superior
to that of the seller.
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Admittedly there has been a lot of trading in stations in
recent years. No one condones trafficking or the influx of
speculators in broadcasting — the basis for sporadic congressional complaint and presumably for the majority FCC view.
If there have been transfers to unqualified people, the
FCC must assume the responsibility. It is a prime function
of the FCC to ascertain that qualified people are the licensee.
It not only has the right but the duty to inquire into situations where trafficking or speculation is suspected. It can
order hearings and, where the facts warrant, deny a sale to
an undesirable purchaser.
The effect of the majority's proposed order would be to
freeze ownership for three years except where there would
be substantial reason for relinquishing a license. Included
in reasons for relinquishment might be death, incapacitation
or bankruptcy. Apparently excluded would be situations
where the owner is losing money or where he just didn't
want to live in the community or stay in the business. In
such circumstances the broadcaster against his will would
be forced to remain in business for the duration of license
or to fold.
Transfers have been a problem for years. Fifteen years
ago the so-called Avco rule was adopted wherein, once a
licensee proposed to sell, he was forced to advertise a
station's availability on an auction basis, with the FCC as
the arbiter. Four years later, the FCC repealed the Avco
rule as unworkable. And in 1952, Congress legislated
against this ridiculous procedure.
Station owners should not be discouraged from upgrading
their holdings. To do so would be to limit progress and
to penalize initiative.
The FCC is a discretionary body of great power. It was
not meant to function with hard and fast rules covering
every contingency. There are seven commissioners whose
duty it is to determine individual cases on their merits.
Circumstances and facts differ from case to case.
If the notion is that the FCC should adopt rigid rules
on transfers, and in other areas, the need for a seven-man
body is diminished. An administrator could do the job,
saving the taxpayers substantial sums expended for the commissioners and their staffs.
A complicated rule isn't essential to handle the problem
of speculation and trafficking in licenses. An alert FCC
can spot the phonies and get at them through the hearing
process. New blood and new competition of the legitimate
kind are essential to the development of art and industry.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"That margarine company wants to buy participations on
the Blue Bonnet Bowl game Dec. 17!"
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KPRC-TV

SELLS

SO

MANY

HOUSTONIANS,

A

COULDN'T FIND THE ONES IT DOESN'T!
BLOODHOUND
No "ifs" about KPRC-TV. KPRC-TV keeps Houstonians tuned
Channel
with

2 up to 27 hours

hoopla

and

a day!

gimmicks.

And

KPRC-TV

not just by tricking
helps persuade

to

them

all Houston

—all day and night. That's selling power! KPRC-TV is the neatest,
fastest, easiest-to-use salesman you ever laid hands on. Try great
new

KPRC-TV

Represented

selling!

nationally

by

EDWARD

PETRY

and

COMPANY
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99 said
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Office of Information.
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- start Oct. L.*

ive
us
Station Reps: The Shifting Scene
its
jse
Balance of power among tv rep F. O'Grady, who took over in New
ain firms is currently shifting as never York
two years ago after heading
1, before. There's been unprecedent- the Chicago sales office, has an ear
wsed switching of stations from rep planted against the Madison Ave.
o to rep, and indications are it will terrain, and any sort of a rumble
be
a while before the scene is of dissatisfaction will send him fly1
fixed.
ing to a station for the hard sell.
It's an open secret in Madison With the list growing and a good
Ave. precincts that two long estab- job being. done in some odd situations, the reception out yonder is
lished firms are in deep trouble,
primarily via station defections. getting warmer. A couple of stations have actually invited the
While the very big firms are solid
and static — the Blairs, the Katzs, pitch based on recommendations
from managements who have rethe
the down
PGW's activity
etc. — there's
ceived the treatment but not yet
a lotPetrys,
of up and
in the
second and third echelons.
signed on themselves.
One of the. shops currently on - Stations pacted in the last two
the rise is Young Television Corp.. years include Calilornia-Oregon
which was set up five years ago by Trio, KI EM and satellites KBES
Adam Young as a separate cor- and KOTI; Cascade Broadcasting
poration (different stockholders) in California; WTVC, Chattanooga;
from the. radio wing. Shop idled WTVM, Columbus, Ga.; KTVR,
for three years "ftll a faaadiuj pf Denver; WPTA, Fort Wayne;
ations, but in the last 20 months
Hartford; WTTV, Indianor so has managed to knock off no WHCT, apolis;
WKYT, Lexington, Ky.;
less than 15 sitting ducks — and is WXIX, Milwaukee; KMSP, Minnegunning and close on several more,
apolis; WNTA, New York; KEY,
■ divisioned Santa Barbara: and KNTVf San
al
Most &
reps are—clearly
7 Liroups and managements in^
by either big, medium or small volved include RKO-General, Mar
station lists, but the Young or; tin Theatres, Tarzian, Taft Broad
(which Is young, for sure, witi casting, 20th Century Fox, Nation
eastern sales manager Al Parentv a al Television Associates, Tinslevj
34^Hiu
uldt.it
iTffcliststaffer)
^*^H
ull range
in its
of 21, has
and t~an nd Balaban.
unusual variety of selling situaagainstnetworks,
V's an'dandvicea
versa, tions
all(U'sthree
Canadian outlet, CKLW, coverii
gtrOjt
|lljn commercials,
r f'ar',Y agpit-in
vitamin
or beer
but
has still managed to outbill one of
the motor city's three stations).
Young TV's exec veepee James
0^

1 13

YOUNG

^^^^
ST. LOUIS
CHICACO
NEW YORK
Prudential Plaza
915 Olive St.
3 East 54th St.
St. Louis, Mo.
New York 22, N. Y. Chicago 1 , III.
MAin 1 -502C
PL 1-4848
Michigan 2-6190

TELEVISION

CORP.

where creativity is the catalyst for growth
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
ATLANTA
1182'W.
2940DETROIT
Book Bide.
6331 Hollywood Blvd. 155 Montgomery St. Detroit
Atlanta,Peachtree
Ga.
26, Mich.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Room 1410
San
Francisco
4,
Calif.
WOodward 3-6919
TRinity 3-2564
HOIIywood 2-2289
YUkon 6-5366

21 1 DALLAS
North Ervay
Riverside S-6957
Dallas, Texas

35 Cents
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DECEMBER
Video tape & commercials:

a situation report

from leading agency executives

31

A plea for better self-discipline within tv with
a say for agencies, advertisers
34

CAPTURES THE ADVENTURE,
EXCITEMENT AND ROMANCE
Of America's
Fabulous
Playground! Here is superb
television
entertainment destined to be the
season's most unusual success!

5, 1960

Landis hints federal agencies need stronger
laws & better men
64
The 38.6 million foreign tv sets: USIA gives
a worldwide report
90
COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7

FILMED ON LOCATION IN MIAMI!
Against
a background
of luxurious
exotic nightclubs
. . . interesting
peoplehotels,
seeking
fun and excitement! A gay, carefree resort
that must be kept free of undesirable guests,
embarrassing scandal, crime of any sort!

ZIV

Ziv-Uniled Artists, Inc.
488
New Madison
York 22,Avenue
N.Y.
Produced by SCHENCK-KOCH
ENTERPRISES, INC.

Look mann, suppose you had the best of old-time movie comedy in
130 eight-minute sequences? Suppose they featured such timeless
greats as the Keystone Cops, Ben Turpin, Harry Langdon, Louise
Fazenda and many others in highlights of their merriest comedies?
Well, you can stop supposing-because that's...
FUNNY MANNS. And then some! Each sequence is humor-enriched with
specially created bizarre sound effects and scored with original funfilled, live music. What's more, they're all integrated with up-to-date
laughmanship by FUNNY MANNS and all his relatives: Mail Mann, Milk
Mann, Fire Mann, Rich Mann, Police Mann and so on
up the Mann family tree. Actually, they're all that very
funny mann, CLIFF NORTON. All told, FUNNY MANNS is
a winning combination for kids everywhere, kids of all
ages— everybody who likes to laugh-and who doesn't?

FLEXIBLE MANNS. This show is really flexible. You can integrate single
episodes within larger shows of your own, tie them in with your
local emcee, or put them together for any program length to meet
your individual station programming requirements.
Pre-sold? Discover for yourself how many advertisers and agencies
have already said they want to buy in to FUNNY MANNS. They're just
waiting for this program to be logged in your market!
FUNNY MANNS is produced and directed by the former Executive
Director of Children's Programming at NBC, the man who created
"Howdy Doody," E. Roger Muir, who has proved he knows
how to attract and entertain young audiences.

CNP
NBC TELEVISION FILMS, A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODOCTIONS

With CNP's FUNNY MANNS ... the kids in your area
will be laughing. Your advertisers will be happy. You'll
feel pretty good yourself. What are you waiting for?

rrow
is here
CRUISE

OF

THE

TV

today

FUTURE

The "Jetstream", new 16' outboard
boat, features retractable rocker-arm
pontoons for smoother riding. Powered
by 75-horsepower motor, craft has
been designed as a family runabout.

MULTI-CITY

s s

in the LANCASTER
HARRISBURG

/ YORK

I

market

MARKET

This station with its multi-city
coverage
V
T
WGALlooks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

Ckcuuw&
Lancaster,

Representative: The MEEKER

316,000 WATTS
New York
Company, Inc.

Pa. • NBC

&
and CBS

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
• Chicago

• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Live from White House
It's learned authoritatively that
Pierre Salinger plans this week to
make his first contact with networks
on President-elect Kennedy's proposed
live prime-time news conference telecasts. Mr. Kennedy's associates are
thinking in terms of at least one live
telecast to be scheduled early in administration with others to follow "intermittently" rather than on regular
basis. Current plan is to use questionand-answer technique with some
change in standard presidential news
conference format (also see story
page 68).
Kennedy people are proposing that
first live telecast of news conference
be held shortly after Inauguration
Day, Jan. 20. Next-day conference —
initially preferred — is ruled out by
fact it falls on Saturday. Associates
are confident that Sen. Kennedy will
come off well because of his questionand-answer skills shown in campaign
during tv's "Great Debates," and they
see audience value plus play in morning newspapers as result of late-hour
tv conference.
No thanks
Cox stations' Leonard Reinsch,
whose adeptness at handling tv-radio
phase of successful Kennedy campaign
would give him his pick of number
of posts in incoming Democratic administration, has told President-elect
that his decision to remain in broadcasting still stands. Mr. Reinsch made
position clear in private conference
at Sen. Kennedy's Georgetown home
last Thursday afternoon.
Big pitch
Full-dress presentation for affiliation with NBC-TV was made to network's top brass last Wednesday by
ch. 2 KTVU Oakland-San Francisco
in hope of making shift when current
affiliation with Chronicle's KRON-TV
expires next June. Ward D. Ingrim,
president, and William D. Pabst, executive vice president, made pitch in
behalf of non-affiliated station at
previously arranged session attended
by NBC's top echelon, including
Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff, President Robert E. Kintner, Station Relations Vice Presidents Harry Bannister
and Thomas E. Knode, and Vice
President-General Counsel Thomas E.
Ervin.
More than usual significance attaches to presentation because NBC
has contracted to purchase KTVU
for $7.5 million as part of parlay involving sale by network of WRC-AMto Tom O'Neil's
Washington
FM-TVGeneral
RKO
Inc. for $11.5 million
and even-up swap of NBC's WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia for RKO Gen-

RCUI
Yes T*
and no
ED WRKOCI
CL
eral's OS
WNAC-AM-TV,
(FM)
Boston. Entire transaction is tied up in
Rare occasion when two governlitigation before FCC and in courts,
ment departments appear on opposite
with Chronicle and W estinghouse
sides is possibility in current court
Broadcasting Co. as complainants.
test of FCC's attitude on option time.
Split may result when FCC and JustBranching out
ice Dept. file replies to court attack
Leading producer of tv audienceon commission's action last month by
participation and panel shows, GoodKTTV (TV) Los Angeles. FCC last
son-Todman Productions has launched
September said option time was "readiversifying "crash program" in filmed
sonably necessary" for tv networking,
series for prime-time network viewing.
lopped
30
minutes from each of presWhile NBC-TV has scheduled Goodent three-hour option segments in
son-Todman's One Happy Family to
broadcast day. Vote was narrow 4-3
start next month (page 86) and hourdecision. KTTV appealed this and
networks and affiliate committees
long action-adventure series, Las
Vegas, for 1961-62 (page 82), prohave asked to be permitted to interducers also have ABC-TV on string
vene (Broadcasting, Nov. 28). FCC
for half-hour western, The Yank.
must work through Justice Dept. in
Other shows currently in work are
this, but Justice antitrust lawyers have
Medical Detectives and U. S. Secret
made no bones they think option time
Service, both half-hour series. Nepractice is antitrust violation.
gotiations for their placement are goOn the prowl
ing on this week in Hollywood. Meanwhile, company's newest game show,
Look for Reeves Broadcasting &
Say When, makes NBC-TV debut
Development Corp., New York, to
Jan. 2.
continue its expansion into television
Music matters
station (and possibly radio station)
It seems safe bet that when next
ownership. Appointment of J. Drayround of negotiations for ASCAP
ton Hastie as president of company's
television music licenses starts next
broadcast division (see Week's Headyear there will be new man heading
liners)
points
up company's
in
acquiring
station
properties. interest
Reeves
legal battery for tv stations. If there
owns WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C;
were any doubts, they presumably
KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., and,
were dissolved last week by disclosure
that Judge Simon H. Rifkind, counsel
subject to FCC approval, WHTN-TV
Huntington, W. Va.
to All-Industry Tv Music License
Committee in last two go-rounds with
Travel note
ASCAP, has been retained by ASCAP
as special counsel (but probably not
FCC's Broadcast Bureau will be
for work on tv licensing, ASCAP
operating without its chief, Harold
Cowgill, for next several weeks. Mr.
official said). New ASCAP tv negotiations are more imminent than anyCowgill left two weeks ago on exbody ever involved in them likes to
tended vacation and is not due to return to commission post until second
think. Current contracts expire year
week of January. This means Cowgill
from now (Dec. 31, 1961), and getting new agreement always takes
reign as head of FCC's principal radiomonths at very least.
tv arm is probably over for all practiWhile tv gets ready for next round
cal purposes as new administration is
with ASCAP, radio talks on music li- expected to pick its own men for that
cense questions go on. All-Industry
post and other top-rated commission
Radio Music License Committee,
staff tion
positions.
Mr. Cogwill's vacahideway: Miami.
which worked out new radio agreements with ASCAP and BMI earlier
Year is up
this year, has been talking lately with
SESAC. Objectives include reduction
Gayle Gupton, for past year direcin rates, more uniform structure and
tor of Clear Channel Broadcasting
uniform termination dates, but progService, Washington, has resigned
ress thus far is understood to be vir- effective Jan. 1 to return to Third
tually non-existent. All-Industry repNational Bank in Nashville. Commitresentatives in talks are Chairman
tee of three, comprising Ward L.
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion,
Quaal, WGN Chicago, John H. DeOhio; Elliott Sanger, WQXR New
witt Jr., WSM Nashville and Harold
York, and Emanuel Dannett, comV. Hough, WBAP Fort Worth, has
been named to select successor. Mr.
mittee counsel. SESAC representatives have included E. S. Prager, asGupton became clear channel director
in November 1959.
sistant topresident; and other officials.
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TOP

This top acceptance has real impact with 1,022,610
radio families in a 114-county basic service area.

ACCEPTANCE

For those with an eye toward figures, there's only
one in every crowd who is the real standout. And
in the Twin Cities, WCCO Radio delivers more
listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul stations combined!

And it's yours at the Northwest's lowest cost per
thousand . . . less than one-third the average cost of
all other Twin Cities stations. So, when you want
your product to be the center of attraction, tell
your story on WCCO Radio.

WCCO
RADIO
Minneapolis*

St. Paul

Northwest's only
50,000-Watt
Clear Channel1-AStation
Source: Station Index,
Nielsen
July-August,
1960
6 AM-Midnight,
7-Day Week.
Represented by
CBS RADIO
SPOT SALES
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WEEK

IN

Video tape, hailed as a wonder tool when it was introduced less than five years ago, is making headway in
television programming and advertising but still has some
important hurdles to clear, especially in the area of commercials. That's the way leading agency executives look
at it in a situation report on tape's progress, problems
and prospects. See . . .
VIDEO TAPE AND COMMERCIALS .. . 31
Now's the time for tougher tv program standards and
the way to get them is a conference among advertiser,
agency, film and network people, guided by NAB's advice and consent. That was the call sounded by Hendrik
Booraem Jr. of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather before New
York's Radio and Television Executives Society. It was
met with less than enthusiastic reception by NAB and
network executives. See . . .
TV SELF-DISCIPLINE

INEFFECTIVE

... 34

Being an evangelist of health has brought Jack LaLanne a healthy income. His morning exercise show on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles now is syndicated in 18 markets.
He's his own sponsor: while leading the housewife
through figure-trimming exercises he sells health products from pills to cookbooks and all bearing the La Lanne
label. His show is top-rated for its time slot in most
markets. See . . .
LADIES

LOVE

TV'S EXERCISE

MAN

... 46

Broadcast journalism has come of age, two of radiotv's most outspoken critics told the annual convention
of Sigma Delta Chi in New York last week. Television's
election role also was emphasized. But local news operations got a sharp picking over; so did tv commentary.
See . . .

BRIEF
Landis, about his forthcoming report to President-elect
Kennedy. See . . .
REGULATORY AGENCY PROSPECTS ... 64
President-elect Kennedy plans to use the broadcast
media widely when he enters the White House, but it
will be upon his own terms. News conferences in prime
evening time are expected to be open for live coverage,
but they will be on no regular schedule and Mr. Kennedy
will choose the subject with no sidetracking allowed.
See . . .
THE FIRESIDE CHAT RETURNS... 68
There is no reason why the FCC shouldn't approve
RKO General's bid to try out subscription tv in Hartford,
the commission's Broadcast Bureau says. Proposed findings and conclusions by the parties follow their hearing
positions: RKO General says it has met all requirements
for the three-year trial; movie theatre group claims
approval would be against public interest. See . . .
FCC STAFF GIVES NOD TO PAY TV ... 68
How're you going to keep them down on the farm?
By making sure they get adequate tv allocations there
and by urging legislators and the FCC not to increase
urban service at the expense of rural areas. The National
Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors goes on record at
its Chicago convention. Suggestions to upgrade programming to the farm audience also were offered. See . . .
RADIO-TV:

FARMER'S

FRIEND

... 78

... 56

A controversial television program like "Open End" can
sell a frequent turnover, mass consumer item like a soft
drink. More than that, it can establish brand identification and market distribution effectively and quickly on
a small budget. At least this has been the experience

What the federal regulatory agencies need are better
men, stronger law in critical economic fields and more
effective inter-agency coordination. So hints James M.

of Vernor's ginger ale in Los Angeles. For a sales success
story, see . . .
MONDAY MEMO ... 22

RADIO-TV
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Kansas City is the trade hub of this entire
200-miIe-wide market.
Serving hundreds of large and small towns
like Peculiar, Missouri . . . Rulo, Nebraska
and Tonganoxie, Kansas . . . KCMO-Radio
and KCMO-TV give you 2,320,499 cash
customers.

our

A.R

Get this big, bold, booming market at low
cost-per-thousand on KCMO-Radio — 810
Kc. — 50,000 watts, Kansas City's most
powerful station and KCMO-TV — Channel
5 — 100,000 watts full power from tall
tower television.
♦ AREA POTENTIAL

JUL

TV-Radio-FM
E. K. HARTEN BOWER, V. P. and Gen. Mgr., R.W. EVANS, Radio Sta. Mgr., SID TREMBLE, TV Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by Katz Agency
£S»L
A Meredith Station Affiliated with "Better Homes and Gardens" & "Successful Farming" Magazines.

Late news breaks on this page and on page 10 AT
Complete coverage of week begins on page 31 §\ I

Agency

reform

given

in Landis testimony
President should lay whip across
backs of federal regulatory agencies to
get prompt action on cutting down
agency backlogs and on formulating
policy to meet modern needs, James M.
Landis, who's making study of agencies
for President-elect Kennedy, told Senate group Friday. He said he didn't
think Congress is organized to carry
out this task.
Mr. Landis, last witness before Administrative Practice & Procedure Subcommittee (early story page 64), listed
10 things he feels is wrong with agencies and gave ideas on cures. He makes
his report to Sen. Kennedy by Dec. 15.
He said agency backlogs have been
increased by lack of funds due mainly
to Budget Bureau economies and "tendency" toward "committee" operations
("an agency head calls in six people to
help him with a problem"). He felt
high costs of agency proceedings discourage public interest.
Commission members and staff don't
have enough expertise, he said, adding
he thinks this can be cured by better
methods of selection, longer tenure in
office (10 years for agency members)
and recruitment of promising young
men.
He was unexcited by recent disclosures of agency misconduct. President can set up ethics providing removal for misbehavior and disbarment
can be used against unscrupulous lawyers. He said he wasn't worried
about influence members of Congress
might exert on agencies.
He saw no evil in a former agency
member or staffer practicing before
same
handled.agency on matters he hasn't
Blame for insufficient manpower in
agencies belongs to executive department, he felt. He thought agencies
could speed up work by delegating decisions to individual members or giving
hearing examiners more power in final
decisions, with limited review. He also
opposed opinion writing staffs as relieving agency member of need for
rationalizing decisions.
He felt agencies should co-ordinate
procedure through special office with
permanent secretariat, especially in substantive matters. He said he wasn't
recommending banding agencies in one
big agency covering broad field, but
they should get together on common
or overlapping problems.
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NBC

signs Disney

Walt Disney has been signed
by NBC to produce full-hour
weekly tv series in color and
group of special tv programs in
color and also to participate in
variety of other projects, it was
announced Friday (Dec. 2) by
Roy O. Disney, president of Walt
Disney Productions, and Robert
Kintner, NBC president. Weekly
series is planned for presentation
over NBC-TV during 1961-62
season. Nature of "other projects"
in which Disney will be involved
will be announced at later date.
Currently under contract to ABCTV, Disney will produce last
show for that network on Sept.
17, 1961, ABC-TV spokesman
said.
New

talent agreement:

'moderate increases'
Negotiators for networks, advertising
agencies and film producers and Screen
Actors Guild and American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists announced
Friday (Dec. 2) that they had reached
agreement "in principle in all substantive areas." Agreement was reached
suddenly early Friday although negotiators had scheduled meetings for weekend (early story, page 61).
Proposed agreements will be submitted for approval to national boards and
memberships of AFTRA and SAG. Subject to these approvals, further meetings
will be held to draft agreements embodying new terms and conditions. New
contracts will be for three years to replace SAG and AFTRA pacts of two
year duration that expired Nov. 15. Details of proposed agreements were not
revealed, but it was reported managecreases. ment had agreed to "moderate" inStorer tv rep firm
to open doors July 1
Storer Broadcasting Co. will establish new national spot sales organization to represent its five owned tv stations effective July 1, it is being announced today by Stanton P. Kettler,
Storer executive vice president for operations. Mr. Kettler said new firm
will have offices in New York and Chicago initially, with other cities to be
added later.
Peter Storer, managing director of

I"^ITAr^| IMP
SJr ILr^L/LIlV EL

Storer's WSPD-TV Toledo and son of
Board Chairman-President George
Storer Sr., has been named general manager of new sales organization. New
York office will have sales team of 10
men plus research, promotion and other
departments. Chicago office will include manager and five salesmen.
New organization will be incorporated and eventually will function as
general tv spot representative, but
initially will handle only Storer's five
tv outlets: WJBK-TV Detroit, WJWTV Cleveland, WITI (TV) Milwaukee,
WAGA-TV Atlanta and WSPD-TV.
There will be no change in present
representation
radio stations, of
Mr.Storer's
Kettler seven
said. owned
E. W.

Scripps

slated

for SDX presidency
E. W. (Ted) Scripps, vice president
of Scripps-Howard Newspapers and associated Scripps-Howard radio and tv
stations, was to be nominated Saturday
for presidency of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society. Nomination customarily is tantamount to election (early story page 56).
Others who were to be nominated:
Buren McCormack of Wall Street
Journal, first vp (president-elect) ; Walter Burroughs, Costa Mesa (Calif.)
Newspapers, secretary (renominated),
and Theodore F. Koop, director of
Washington news and public affairs for
CBS
News, treasurer.
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc., was slated for nomination as fellow of SDX, highest honor bestowed
by society. Citation recognized his
"pioneering" in development of electronic journalism and "leadership" in
fight for freedom of radio-tv as journalism media entitled to protection of First
Amendment. "Largely through his determined efforts," citation continued,
"the way was opened for congressional
amendment of Sec. 3 1 5 of the Communications Act to exempt news programs
from its restrictive provisions and for
congressional waiver of this equal-time
provision in the presidential elections
of 1960 which made possible the Kennedy-Nixon debates over tv and radio."
KYME sale protested
Charge that prospective purchaser of
two Idaho broadcast stations may be
violating Securities & Exchange Act
was made Friday before FCC.
KBOI-AM-FM and KTVB (TV),
both Boise, asked FCC to set for hearmore AT DEADLINE page 10
9

WEEK'S

Mr. Harper

Mr. M. Needham

Mr. Isham

Needham

Paul C. Harper Jr.
promoted from executive vp to president of
Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago-based
agency. He succeeds
Maurice H. Needham,
advanced to board
chairman and also
Mr. Whalley
heads executive committee. James L. Isham promoted from
vp to executive vp in charge of creative services and Richard H. Needham
from operating committee chairman to
executive vp in charge of administration. They also will serve, along with
John F. Whalley, financial vp, on newly-

HEADLINERS

named executive committee. Melvin
Brorby continues as senior vp in semiretired capacity. All are members of
agency's board of directors.

vertising, broadcasting and motion picture industries.

Thomas A. McAvity, senior vp of
M-E Productions, N. Y., and vp, tvradio programming, McCann-Erickson
(U.S.A.), appointed to new post of vp
of programming in radio-tv department
of J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Dan Seymour continues as vp and director of radio-tv department. Before
joining McCann, Mr. McAvity had
been with NBC during two separate
periods. In 1951, he became national
program director of NBC and subsequently served as vp in charge of network television programs and executive vp in charge of network programs
and sales, leaving in 1956.

coordinator of corporate planning, appointed vp of Tv Stations
Inc., New York, station-owned organization which operates
Mr. Livingston
film-buying service for
over 100 member tv stations. Mr.
Livingston joined NBC in 1956 as director of programs for NBC Radio, later
advancing to director of program sales.
He has also been with Telenews Film
Corp. as executive vp and earlier served
eight years as general manager of
WOR-TV New York.
Henry R. Flynn,

J. Drayton Hastie, vp of Reeves
Broadcasting & Development Corp.,
N. Y., named to newly-created post of
president of company"s Broadcast Div.,
which operates WUSN-TV Charleston,
S. C; KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.,
and subject to FCC approval, WHTNTV Huntington, W. Va. Mr. Hastie
earlier had been president and general
manager of WUSN-TV. Broadcast
Div. headquarters is in Charleston.
Chester L. Stewart, vp of Reeves
Broadcasting, appointed president of
Reeves Sound Studios Div., New York,
which operates sound and video tape
recording and editing services for ad-

formerly executive assistant to president of
Nafi Corp. Broadcast
Div., appointed vp in
charge of Kenyon
Brown's personally
owned radio stations:

Norman S. Livingston,ciated
previously
with NBCasso-as

KITO San BernarFlynn
dino, KSON San Diego, both California; KANS Kansas
City, Mo. and KGLC Miami, Okla.
One-time head of CBS Spot Sales, New
York, Mr. Flynn has also held executive sales positions with CBS-owned
KNX, Paramount's KTLA (TV) and
Nafi's KCOP (TV), all Los Angeles.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES
ing application for sale of KYME same
city from Keith E. Patterson to Publix
Broadcasting Co. for $116,000. KBOIKTVB petition claimed Publix has also
contracted to buy KCIX-TV Nampa,
Idaho, and was selling stock to Idaho
citizens without registering with SEC.
It asked also that FCC look into financial qualifications of Publix principals.
Bonus from RCA
Extra dividend of 2% on common
stock was declared by RCA Friday
(Dec. 2) after board meeting. This is
added to regular quarterly cash dividend of 25 cents per share. Extra
dividend, equal to one given last year,
is payable Jan. 30 to holders of record
Dec. 16. Based on Dec. 1 closing, it
would be worth about $1.10 per share.
RCA also declared SWi-cents-pershare dividend on first preferred stock
for period Jan. 1 -March 31, 1961, payable April 1 to holders of record March
6.
10

CBS in Louisville
CBS Radio will pick up affiliate in
Louisville, Ky., effective Jan. 2 when
WKYW (900 kc, 1 kw daytimer) joins
as outlet there, network authorities said
Friday. CBS Radio has had no affiliate
in Louisville since July 1959 when
WHAS left in opposition to network's
Program Consolidation Plan. Revised
PCP with its greater emphasis on news
was reason ascribed for WKYW's decision to affiliate after years of operation
as music-and-news independent. Station was founded in 1947, is owned by
Radio Kentucky Inc.
KWK

hearing delayed

FCC Hearing Examiner Forrest McCienning Friday granted petition of
FCC Broadcast Bureau and postponed
without date hearing of KWK St. Louis
revocation case. Station has been accused of conducting unfair contests and
has been ordered to show cause why

license should not be revoked (Broadcasting, Nov. 28). KWK wanted case
heard as soon as possible to clear its
name, but Broadcast Bureau said proposed date of Dec. 14 for hearing would
not give staff time to prepare case.
Gulf signs NBC news
Gulf Oil Corp., through Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., has signed with NBCTV in unique arrangement: advertiser
over year will set aside more than $1
million for major news events (treated
in half-hour or hour-long depth reports). NBC-TV will program Gulf
shows but advertiser is to be informed
in advance giving it right to reject or
accept sponsorship of given program.
Bank of commercials (on tape or film)
will be held by NBC-TV, Gulf indicating which commercials are to be inserted at time. Texaco, via Cunningham & Walsh, is 52-week sponsor of
Huntley-Brinkley news show in early
evening on NBC-TV.
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Daddy carries the
doll for the nation's
first young lady.

The scene of this
exclusive shot:
Washington's
Holy Trinity Church.

The cameraman:
UPl's Jim Atherton.

y^l dpi newspictures
u Ilited
ress f * TELL THE STORY
»
PTVinternational

The

Embassy

of

Australia

His Excellency, the Ambassador
of Australia to the United States and
Mrs. Howard

Beale photographed

at the Australian Embassy
Washington,

D. C. . . . another in

the continuing WTOP-TV
on the Washington

REPRESENTED

BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C. « WJXT, Channe

in

series

diplomatic scene.

LOWEST
Cost Per Thousand
FIRST
In Both

Pulse

and

Hooper

ONLY
Station With Supermarketing
Merchandising

TAMPA — ST. PETERSBURG

Represented Nationally by GILL- PERN A
New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Boston • Detroit
CONSOLIDATED
SUN RAY STATIONS
WALT, Tampa
WPEN, Philadelphia .... WSAI, Cincinnati
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
♦Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 5 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon. Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Gen. Charles S.
D'Orsa,
commanding
officer, Army
Combat
Development
Experimentation
Center,
Fort
Ord, will discuss how the Army is developing 1970's combat weapons today.
Dec. 6-^Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Lou Hausman, Television Information Office, will moderate and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer and Herman Land, Corinthian
Broadcasting Corp., are among participants.
Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington, New
York, 12:15 p.m.
Dec. 7 — Advertising Council annual Hollywood luncheon, Studio 33, CBS Television
City. Frank Pace Jr., chairman, General
Dynamics Corp., and vice chairman, President'sspeak.
bi-partisan commission on national
goals, will
*Dec. 7 — Hollywood Ad Club workshop on
market research at Hollywood Roosevelt,
11 a.m. -2 p.m. Dorothy D. Corey, president
of Facts Consolidated, will moderate panel
comprising Dr. Raymond Jessen, Corporation for Economic & Industrial Research;
Robert Nelson, Los Angeles Times; Tyler
MacDonald, Hixson & Jorgensen; Dr. Robert
Craig, USC.
Dec. 8 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, Christmas party. 6 p.m., Empire
Room, Lexington Hotel, New York City.
Dee. 9 — Comments due on FCC proposal to
revise annual financial report (Form 324)
due from all broadcast stations, including
condensed balance sheet, analysis of notes
payable, a new income statement and a
new breakdown of revenues.
*Dec. 19 — Broadcasting Executives Club of
New England annual Christmas party. Grand
Ballroom, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston, 5
p.m.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for entries in first International Broadcast Awards competition of
Hollywood Advertising Club.
*Dec. 31 — Deadline for submitting nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards. The
categories are: a large station for outstanding programming; a small station for similar
excellence, and an outstanding news commentator. Awards are for radio or tv. Submit entries to Prof. O. W. Riegel, head of
the Dept. of Journalism and Communications, Washington and Lee U., Lexington,
Va.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 8-12— National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 10 — Deadline for entries for the George
Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards.
The awards give recognition to programs,
stations, networks and individuals. Categories for both radio and tv are: news,
entertainment, education, youth or children's programs,and
promotion
international
understanding
public ofservice.
Entry
blanks and further information may be
obtained from the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School
of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
*Jan. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Sotimebuying
and will
selling
luncheonseminar. ciety's
Johnny
Carson
discuss
what
show business people think of the broadcast
media. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
TelevisionGrand
Arts &Ballroom,
Sciences "Close-Up"
1961
dinner.
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
*Jan. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Robert (Bucky) Buchanan, radio-tv
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. Lucky Channel 13 ... is the ONLY area TV
station posting consistent and considerable day and nighttime
audience gains.
ARB, November '58 to March '60, WAST
NSI average ratings, April '59
to March '60, 6 A.M. -6 P.M., WAST

UP

48.8%

Saturday-Sunday 6 P.M.-Midnight WAST
SELL Where

People BUY
CO lrl i/O li T

Newest

among

leaders

serving

America's
radio

the

greatest

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!

man

J DIAL 1110 150,000 WATTS
KRLA
IRepresented
RADIO LOS ANGELES
by
k. DONALD COOKE INC.
15

group head of J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.,
is featured
in a case Room,
history Hotel
of Ford's
broadcast use. Hawaiian
Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting at which FCC Commissioner
John S. Cross will be featured speaker.
*Jan. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Harry Renfro, in charge of radio-tv
at D'Arcy, St. Louis, talks about use of
local programs and/or syndication as compared to spot announcements. Hawaiian
Room, Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15

GATEWAY TO
THE HEART
OF SOUTH CAROLINA:
The 257,961 people who make WISfelevision's home market the state's
largest metropolitan area (and a close
second in the two Carolinas after a
38.1% increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time
and attention, not to say devotion.
This adds up to a 78.5 share of
audience, says ARB (March 1960).
And throughout South Carolina,
WIS-Television's 1526-foot tower,
tallest in the South, delivers more of
the state, more effectively than any
other station. In short, South Carolina's major selling force is
television
WIS
COLUMBIA . SOUTH CAROLINA NBc/aBC
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY
OF THE SOUTH
WIS- Television,
Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
•I
WIS Radio,
i.py
560,
Columbia,
S.C.
IU
S
WSFA-TV,
; .W '
Channel 12, Montgomery, Ala.
16 (BATEB30K)

*Jan.
— Georgia Radio & Television Inp.m. 24-26
stitute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and Henry W. Grady School of
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Maurice
B. Mitchell, president of Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc., and Arthur Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio, will be among the
featured speakers.
Jan. 27 — Educational Foundation of American Women in Radio & Television, Board
of Trustees meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel,
New York City.
Jan. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, board of directors meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel, New York City.
*Jan. 30-Feb. 4 — National Retail Merchants
Week sponsored by 11,500 stores of National
Retail Merchants Assn. with slogan, "Retailing Serves America."
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's non-competitive public interest awards to radio-tv and other public
information media entries will be accepted
for radio-tv stations and networks, advertisers, daily and weekly newspapers, national news services and syndicates, and
labor organizations; consumer and trade
magazines and outdoor advertising companies. NSC also will administer Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety
from
of council's
public
interestamong
awardsrecipients
in radio-tv
and advertiser
categories. Two new awards of $1,000 each
will be presented to producer and writer
of radio or tv programs selected from Sloan
Award winners. Official blanks may be obtained from the Council at 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman. Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section. Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss. IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd.. Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv
programs.
Feb. 5-6 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
spring convention. Commodore Perry Hotel,
Austin.
Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 7 — International Broadcast Awards
banquet of Hollywood Ad Club. 8 p.m.,
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood. Awards for outstanding broadcast commercials in international competition will be presented.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
*Feb. 18 — Western States Advertising Agencies Assn. annual dinner dance. An award

will be presented to the "Advertising Citizen
of 1960."
Venetian Room, Ambassador Hotel,
Los
Angeles.
Feb. 22-23— Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 26— Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, first of a series of annual salutes to
stations. WLW Cincinnati to be honored. 5
p.m., Latin Quarter, New York City. Protionceeds
Inc. will go to the Broadcasters' FoundaMARCH
March 9— Radio & Television Executives
Society of New York annual banquet. 7:30
p.m.,tel,Grand
Waldorf-Astoria HoNew YorkBallroom,
City.
Advertising Federation of America
1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid- winter conR| reception.
ference and congressional
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7— AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April 13-16— AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31— AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
LO

A S
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Dec. 5-9, 12-14 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Dec. 5-9, 12-14 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math), sust.
Dec.
5-9, part.
12-14 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch,
Dec.Is 5-9,
Price
Right,12-14
part. (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Be Dec.
You, 5-9,
part.12-14 (12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Dec. 5-9, 12-14 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Dec. 5-8, 12-14 (11:15 pm.-midnight)
The Jack Parr Show, part.
Dec. 7, 14 (8=30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather; Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel
Dec.Music
7, 14Hall,
(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 8 (7:30-9:30 p.m.) Peter Pan, RevIon through Grey Adv.
Dec. 8 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 8 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Groucho
Show, Lori Ilard through Lennen & Newell
and Toni through North Adv.
Dec. 9 (9-10 p.m.) The Bell Svstem Science Series, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 10 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show,
hardt. Nabisco through Kenyon & EckDec. 10 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 10 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
sust.Dec. 11 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
Dec. 11 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 11 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
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KQBY
GOES
MUTUAL!
Now
KQBY,
San Francisco's good music
station, has joined Mutual
Radio.
It becomes
one of the 400 local
markets you
KQBY,
like
designed

get with your Mutual "buy." And here's the Mutual advantage:
all Mutual
affiliates, does its own
local programming

to appeal

authoritative

to the

local

world-wide

showcase
for your sales
of a locally programmed

listener.

news,

Mutual

commentary

adds
and

to this programming
analysis -a

message.
Buy Mutual-you
get the appeal
station plus the prestige of network
news.

: Mutual is the network with double-barrelled
to make every advertising dollar work harder.

local

impact -a

of Minnesota

Mining

& Manufacturing

Company

good

place

MUTUAL
RADIO
A SERVICE TO INDEPENDENT STATIONS

KQBY

! Subsidiary

prestige

|j

network
programming
M SQUAD / AIR POWER / MAN AND THE CHALLENGE
HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE / MIKE HAMMER / MEN
INTO SPACE / HIGH ROAD / TARGET / SAN FRANCISCO
BEAT / THIS MAN DAWSON / DECOY / INVISIBLE MAN
NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL / MEET MCGRAW / STATE
TROOPER / YOU ARE THERE / TRACKDOWN / YOU ASKED
FOR IT / SILENT SERVICE / MR. ADAMS AND EVE / THE
HONEYMOONERS / SHOTGUN SLADE / NAVY LOG / BOLD
VENTURE / JEFF'S COLLIE / THE CALIFORNIANS / BOLD
JOURNEY / WHIRLYBIRDS / AND MANY MORE

the

prestige
independent
New

York is Giant in size and

sales. It is not easily sold, wpix-11,
New

York's Prestige Independent,
delivers the "right tool at the

right time" — minute commercials
in prime evening time in a
"network atmosphere." / On
wpix-11 your commercials
are in programs with the
"network look." / This
"network atmosphere" also
extends to our advertisers and
our audience. 98%

of our

advertisers are national. / The
quality of the wpix audience
has been proved by A. C.
Nielsen to be the equal of the
leading network station's
audience. / Minute commercials
in prime evening time ... in a
"network atmosphere" provide
the "right tool at the right time."
where
60 -second

are your

commercials
tonight P

network

audiences

No significant difference! This was the verdict of the
A. C. Nielsen Company following their qualitative
analysis of the audiences of the leading Network station
and wpix, the prestige independent. This special study
provides a direct comparison of audiences during the
hours 7-11 PM, seven nights a week / family income
HOME OWNERSHIP / AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP / OCCUPATION in
/ other words, the "content" of a rating point
on wpix and the leading Network station is the same!

ne

iwotk

aavernsers

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. / Procter & Gamble
Company / Colgate-Palmolive Company / General
Motors Corp. / Ralston Purina Company / Bristol
Myers Company / General Electric Company / General
Foods Corp. / American Tobacco Company / Standard
Brands, Inc. / Coca-Cola Company / P. Ballantine
& Sons / Kellogg Company / R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company / Borden Company / General Mills, Inc. / Del
Monte Foods / Texas Company / F & M Schaefer
Brewing Company / And many more.

new york
The only New York independent
qualified to display the
SEAL OF GOOD PRACTICE

OPEN

MIKE

•

Reaction where it counts
editor: . . . you will be interested in
hearing that after your story appeared
(Oct. 24 issue, page 91, "Tv's own answer to tv complaints," WEWS (TV)
Cleveland's Your Child and You series,
offered in syndication by UPI), United
Press received 75 requests from stations
for audition prints; and on our own
home station of WEWS we have sold
the program to the East Ohio Gas Co.
. . . ■— Donald L. Perris, Assistant General Manager, WEWS {TV) Cleveland.
Collector's item
editor; This is a request from one
newsman to another.
I'm a city editor. I'm also a stamp
collector. First day covers are my obses ion. .. . I'm collecting these covers
on news media envelopes. A stamp
commemorating the Echo I satellite balloon will be issued in Washington on
Dec. 15. Naturally, I want the first day
cover on Broadcasting envelopes. . . .
Will you send me six correspondencesize envelopes used by your magazine?
. . . — August Lockwood, City Editor,
Long Island Press, Jamaica, L.I., N.Y.
[The envelopes are enroute. — The Editors.]
Right man, wrong station
editor: Don't mean to look a gift horse
in the mouth, because it's always a
pleasure to be mentioned in your fine
book, but on page 105 of the Nov. 21
issue the cutline under the picture of
the officers of Broadcast Promotion
Assn. has moved me to WREX-TV in
Rockford. It's a real fine station, but I
like it here at WHBF-AM-TV and hope
to stay put, the boss willing. — Heber E.
Darton, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
III.
BOOK
west
texas
television
network

NATIONAL REPRESENT'VE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. D. "Dob" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
20

NOTE

■ "Broadcast Regulation and Joint Ownership of Media"
Harvey
J. Levin,
New York
U. Press,byDec.
12, 1960,
219
pp.;A $4.50.
strong case for tightening of the
FCC's policy of diversification in the
control of the mass media of communications ismade by this associate professor of economics at Hofstra College.
He calls for curbing of ex parte abuses,
more rule-making and less ad hoc decisions which result in endless litigation,
and gives an analysis of new media impact on the old. The research effort:
10 years. Among those cited for aid
are ex-Commissioners lames Lawrence
Fly and Clifford J. Durr. Prof. Levin
also urges tighter license renewal procedures and in some cases new grant
"delays" in the hope another bid would
allow a choice for greater divers'ty.
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SHADES OF 1776. Whenever Mr. & Mrs. Metrodelphia are in a mood to step into the past, they can stroll in "Elfreth's Alley." But to make sure of staying in touch with the present, they bring WIP with them.

Suddenly
you're
in the 18th
Century.
Our most recent message
dealt with Philadelphia's plans for entering the 21st Century. Today we step back 300 years,
into "Elfreth's Alley," whose
Come

homes

are identical to those in England

next May, residents will celebrate "Elfreth's Alley Day"

of that long ago.

(a legal holiday) by dressing

up in costumes of the same vintage as the houses. While they do, it's likely they'll hear
WIP talking on-the-air about this revered tradition, as part of its community affairs coverage. This is typical of the public consciousness which has helped differentiate WIP from its
opposite numbers for 39 years. And with the added impact of Metropolitan's new concepts
of news, service and showmanship WIP is growing rapidly to the foremost audience position

in Philadelphia. WIP,

Metrodelphia,

Pa.

A station of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation. Harvey L. Glascock, V.P. & General Manager. H. D. (Bud) Neuwirth, Sales Director. Represented nationally by Edward Petry.

MONDAY

'Controversial7

MEMO

from ALAN M. BERGER of Tilds & Cantz, Los Angeles

programming

On the first perusal, the thought of
using a "controversial" tv show to sell
a mass-consumed soft drink is preposterous. Ask any old "pro." He'll tell
you to buy by the "numbers." The
more people who see your commercial,
the better your chance of selling the
product. We found otherwise.
The product, in this case, is Vernor's
ginger ale. If you're from Detroit, you
were probably weaned on it. If you're
from Los Angeles, you probably were
only mildly aware of it until last summer. The drink has been in the market for many years. Sure, the stores
stock it, but not much of it. Our problem: get the stores to buy more of it
and make darned sure it moves off the
shelves. And, by the way, do it for
under $50,000.
Not Homes But Customers ■ Right
about here, the Tilds & Cantz basic
axiom of timebuying was applied: Costper-thousand customers. Now, make
the "buy" fit the image created for the
drinkit. and the person who's going to
buy
We sell Vernor's as a "deliciously
different" soft drink. It says so right
on the bottle and, even better, the taste
of the drink is different. In fact, it
doesn't taste like ginger ale at all. So,
the words "ginger ale" were removed
from the bottle. The promise of the
drink to the customer is, "You'll never
forget your first taste of Vernor's." The
reason why? "Vernor's is aged in oaklined kegs four years." In other words,
we had to create a distinct, new personality for the product, without benefit of a common reference point.
Oar Goal: Pace-setters ■ The consumers we chose to pinpoint as our
basic market were adults who take
pride in the soft drink they pour for
friends and family. Pace-setters, who
are copied by others. Not necessarily
wealthy. Not "egg heads." Just people
of good taste who exercise reason in
making any purchase.
Armed with this basic information,
we plunged into the world of availabilities. After searching, slide-ruling and
sifting, we came up with a show just
made for us. David Susskind's Open
End. It's tape syndicated and boasts
guest stars like Richard Nixon, Adlai
Stevenson, Nelson Rockefeller, Russian
UN delegates, tv stars, professors, etc.
We could sponsor it pretty economically too. Only two drawbacks. It's hour
(Sunday, 9 p.m. opposite pretty stiff
competition) and a lonesome 2.0 rating.
22

makes

sales

for soft

drink

After a hurried conference with the
clients, Herman and Bill Levitt of National Drinks Inc., we signed with
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Since our
entire tv budget was riding on the show,
we had many lumps and palpitations
in appropriate places when we started
on March 29, 1960. Projected tenure
of sponsorship: 13 weeks.

the weight was definitely in the middle.
An Unforgettable Lesson ■ After
some 30 weeks with Open End, we concluded sponsorship. The show had done
its job and, besides, it was getting cold
ouside. That meant the traditional dropoff in soft-drink purchasing. But we
learnedget. something
we'll never
forThe situation that
comedies,
westerns

Letters, We Got Letters ■ And then,
an amazing thing happened. We got
reaction in the form of letters after just
one show. Each week the letters increased, until we were averaging 250350 pieces
mail weekly.
That's
almost moreofviewers
than the
ratings
indicated.

and private-eye shows aren't the only
way to sell.
Apparently, people welcome a bit of
intellectual stimulation. Programming
can be intense and even "controversial."
Somehow
controversy
rub off
on
the product.
In fact,doesn't
programming
of this type so involves the viewer that
a commercial message, presented in this
charged atmosphere, receives maximum
impact. It registers and is remembered.
If commercial presentation is compatible with programming, viewers can be
converted into customers, in droves!
Yes, a program of an informative
nature can and will sell products. Equally important, sponsorship of this type
of program aids the images of advertising itself because it demonstrates to
the public that there are companies
who are concerned with more than
mind-manipulation, as our critics would
have them believe. It demonstrates that
a company is aware of the world
around us and is taking an active role
in familiarizing the public with the
problems and challenges of that world.
America cannot afford to be an ostrich society, seeking escape in the
world of sixshooters and canned laughter. We in advertising and mass communication have a gigantic responsibility. If there are conflicts between entertaining, informing and selling, I suspect
they exist only in our minds.

Even more startling was the sponsoridentification quotient. A fat 60% mentioned Vernor's by name. The people
thanked us for sponsoring the program
in glowing terms. Many expressed a
deep hunger for more programming of
this type. They even liked the commercials and blessed us for not shouting at
them, but appealing to their reason instead. (We taped seven commercials and
rotated them.)
But the best news of all was sales
figures. Viewers weren't only writing,
they were buying the product, in volume. Vernor's captured a dramatically
increased percentage of the soft drink
market. Naturally, we renewed.
The letters increased and, finally, so
did the ratings, to 4's and 5's.
Surprisingly, the mail indicated an
avid number of fans who were far from
"egg-heads." Some of the postcards
were scrawled in ungrammatical, barely
legible handwriting. In fact, we ran
the gamut from the "lunch-pail set" to
the "veddy dry Martiny crowd." But

Alan M. Berger, radio-tv director and account executive for Tilds & Cantz, Los
Angeles, went to the West Coast in 1953.
He serves as timebuyer and broadcast
producer for Trewax, The House of Sight
and Sound, Sally Shops, Global Van Lines,
National Paints and Vernor's. At 28, he's
a graduate of Syracuse U. and will end
his status as the last of the Tilds & Cantz
bachelors in January.
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OLD

NEW

ORLEANS

FAVORITE

Prepared by Chef Dan Evans at the Pontchartrain Hotel

WWL

-TV.

Here's how to make
Shrimp Creole:
Put 3 tbsp. shortening in
heavy pot; heat. Chop 1
large onion# 2 stalks celery,
2 small green peppers. Saute
in hot shortening until tender,
but do not brown. Add two
cups canned tomatoes, 1 cup
tomato paste, 2 bay leaves,
1 lb. peeled and deveined
shrimp. Cook 45 minutes to
1 hour. Salt and pepper to
taste. Serve over base of
cooked rice. (Rice should be
steamed until light & fluffy.)
Serves 4. Superb with a bottle of rose wine.

. . new

New

Orleans

Favorite
Vi
Seven days each week the New Orleans audience now gets
comprehensive reports of local and world news on WWL-TV
— New Orleans' most alert reporter. WWL-TV's expanded
news coverage includes:

Mon. 15 minutes of news 8:00-8:15 a. m.
thru 45 minutes of news, sports and weather each afternoon 5:45-6:30
Fri.
15-minute news final nightly 10:30-10:45
30 minutes of news, sports and weather 6:00-6:30 p. m.
15-minute news final 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Sun. 15-minute Sunday news special 10:00-10:15 p. m.
Ask Katz

about WWL-TV's

big new

news

lineup.

-TV
WLORLEANS
W
NEW
23
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PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING

A CHANNEL

Agencies and programming

TEST YOUR MARKETING SKILL
ON THIS FIVE-FINGERED
TELEVISION QUIZ

Q— -Which is Eastern Michigan's
most colorful station?

Q—A bear is running toward a
house with jour southern exposures. What color is the
bear?
Q-Can WNEM-TV

sell clothes?

Q—A man said he found a coin
marked 46 B.C. Is he lying or
telling the truth?
Q— Which television station dominates Michigan s Golden Valley?

WNEM-TV
serving FLINT • SAGINAW • BAY CITY
EASTERN MICHIGAN S FIRST VHF STATION —
ALL WAYS!
24

"The advertising agencies actually
are invoking a censorship of dollars
against the most worthwhile productions on tv," the Broadcast Advertising
Club of Chicago wcis told last month bv
Len O'Connor, WMAQ-WNBQ (TV)
Chicago newsman. Entertainment has
its role, he said, but give the public
somethingConnor said
more
substantial. Mr. O'in part:
I think that the advertising agencies
have "presumed" that they are the infallible judge of what the American
people can hear and see on radio and
tv. It is not prudential for a performer
to twist the tail of a big fat cat, but I
will take a chance and make the observation that the advertising agencies
have a vast amount of gall. . .
You can go back through the headlines that have dirtied up radio and tv
and you will find, I think, that advertising agencies have brought most of the
humiliation upon us. It is true that
we accepted some of the money, but
those phoney quiz shows and the
payola scandal; the lurid chunks of
video violence that clutter up the
screen; the big-bosom technique with
the v-for-victory that begins at the
lady's adam's apple and ends up down
near her navel; these are trouble-making, insidious things and they have
been manufactured by bright young
men in the advertising agencies. . .
You put poisons in food and the
public demands a pure food and drug
law that requires the manufacturer
to put his ingredients on the label.
The radio and tv industry is closer
than
a "pure
law. you
You may
are think
not farto from
the food"
point
where the federal government will tell
you to put the ingredients on the label.
It would be a pity, in my opinion, if this
should come to pass — but if this is
what we require to achieve the real
potential of radio and tv, bring on the
label.
Ratings ■ The first thing they should
hit on the head is that mythology about
ratings. ABC and CBS fed a sample
of public opinion into their computers
on election night and they deceived the
machine and got an electronic report
that Nixon would beat Kennedy. Their
sampling was three-tenths of one per
cent. The advertising agencies and the
sponsors are spending millions of dollars year in and year out on the basis
of ratings that are based on the socalled opinion of One-tenth of one per
cent. One of these outfits brought out
a gimmick that recorded in a central
office the tv selections of 1,250 families
in this area. We happen to have better
than 2.5 million tv sets in this area

WHIZ

OUR CHANNEL 5 WHIZ IS
FRED W. JOHNSON YOUR
PETRYMAN IN ST. LOUIS

A— WNEM-TV,

Channel 5, with

complete color transmitting
facilities.
A— White — a polar bear. The
house would have to be at the
North Pole to have four southern exposures.
A-You

bet! $73,737,000 was

spent last year on clothing in
the rich, 2 5 -county area served
exclusively by WNEM-TV.
A— He must be lying — no one
knew it was B.C., so coins
wouldn't be marked that way.
A— WNEM-TV

is the dominant

station in this dollar-rich
Flint-Bay City-Saginaw-Midland market, with 24.6%
share of the audience from 8
air ro 11 pm daily.

WNEM-TV
serving FLINT • SAGINAW • BAY CITY
EASTERN MICHIGAN'S
FIRST VHF STATION ALL WAYS!
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But al thing which that shyneth as the gold
Nis nat gold, as that I have herd it told.
— Chaucer, The Canterbury Tales
Non teneas aurum totum quod splendet ut aurum.
— Alanus de Insulis, Parabolae
All is not golde that outward shewith bright.
— Lydgate, On the Mutability of Human
Yet gold all is not that doth golden seem.
— Spenser, Faerie Queen e
All that glisters is not gold.
— Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice
All is not gold that glisteneth.
— Middleton, A Fair Quarrel
All is not gold that glisters.
— Cervantes, Don Quixote
All, as they say, that glitters is not gold.
— Dryoen, The Hind and the Panther

Affairs

Apart from demonstrating some remarkable
literary coincidences, we seize upon tbese
quotations to drag a commercial (kicking and screaming —
A.E.S.) into tbe act: The total farm income in WMT's
61 -county Nielsen coverage area exceeds the total
production of all the gold mines in the world.
Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable soil produce, among
an abundance of other things, something like ten percent
of the nation's food supply. Yet agricultural Iowa is
considerably less than half the story. Personal
income derived from agriculture accounts for
about 25% of the total; income derived from
manufacturing, trades, services and other sources,
accounts for the rest.
Good wits jump; a word to the wise is enough.
— Cervantes, Don Quixote
WMT— CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa.
Affiliated with WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids— Waterloo; KWMT, Fort Dodge.
National representatives: The Katz Agency.
25
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V
COMBUSTIBLES
&
ILLUMINANTS
Advertisers who want to kindle
interest among Metropolitan New
York's millions and ignite sales
in
largest
know
thatAmerica's
all roads
lead market
to WPAT.
Serving listeners throughout 31
counties in New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Connecticut is the business of our station
and the men who make and market America's leading gasolines
and oil products know this kind
of service means sales. That's
why there's been a cracking
477% increase in this category
alone in only three short years
on WPAT. Motor oil, fuel oil,
gasoline, by-product or any product, WPAT gets results. Drive
the direct route to America's
most densely populated market.
Follow the signs. Follow the lead
of advertisers like these: American Oil, Atlantic Refining, Cities
Service, Crown Petroleum, Esso
Standard Oil, Gulf Oil, National
Carbon, Oil Heat Council of New
Jersey, Shell Oil, Sinclair Refining, The Texas Company and
Tidewater Oil. They're only a few
of the many leading makers who,
in the last three years, have advertised on WPAT ... the station with the spark of success.
WPAT
&
WPAT-FM
26 (PLAYBACK)

and that sampling worked out to onetwentieth of one per cent.
They tell you it is all very scientific.
Sure. I know a man who got a preliminary questionnaire from one of
these outfits. The letter said that his
family had been carefully selected to
represent his area. Then the letter
asked the man to fill out certain questions. The first question was: Tell us
about your family. . .
Who are these people who comprise
the one-tenth of one per cent who
seem to know what 99 and nine-tenths
of the people are looking at? How does
anybody know whether the secret
opinion-maker is a studious professor
who will keep his diary with academic
care, or whether the opinion-maker is
some kid with dirty feet and a dribbly
nose who dreams about spending his
life on the front seat of a stagecoach?
Advertising agencies have a great
talent for taking marvelous computations of this kind and building a wonderful, proposition for a sponsor. . .
This is a lovely game that you play.
The trouble is, even if you were right
you would be wrong. Even if your
charts and percentages were infallible,
the advertising business has — it seems
to me — a greater responsibility than
merely
audience providing
shows. a plethora of massInformation shows ■ I think it can
be said, with a reasonable degree of
accuracy, that the only shows on tv
that are dedicated to the precept that
the American people must be well-informed; the only shows of this kind
were created by the networks and independent stations and not by a sponsor or an advertising agency.
Meet the Press, Face the Nation,
City Desk, all of the fine documenshows.taries— our people conceived those
In general, the advertising agencies
turn their backs on this kind of shows.
You look at the beloved ratings and
you sell us down the river for another
saccharin cowboy.
It undoubtedly is true that the cowboy gets a bigger audience. But is it
necessarily a "better" audience? ... is
it not possible that the smaller audience
of thinking people might do you more
good than the vast audience that has
given its rapt attention to the dreamboat cowboy and his horse?
There are a few sponsors with vision
and daring. You have men like Chuck
Percy of Bell & Howell who do not
seem to worry about getting involved
in shows that most of your sponsors
won't touch. And the last I heard, he
was doing pretty good. . .
Flag Wavers ■ You have men who
are quite different from Chuck Percy.
You have a man who cut the bait and
ran when "his" show had the audacity
to interview Khrushchev. The advertising business peddles the gospel: See

and compare. Examine the rival products. You hire a guy to talk to people
and he decides to talk to Khrushchev,
to see and compare, and what do you
do? You pick up your animated commercials and you run out into the
night, waving the American flag. . .
If I can sum it up, I would say that
I don't like the idea of an advertising
agency running from a show because
the girl friend of the wife of the sponsor is "offended" by the tonal quality
of the bark on the Dog Food Hour.
We are all actively engaged in a
breath-taking medium that can be of
profit in many ways. I don't mean to
imply in any way that I am anti-advertising. think
I
that "pay" tv would
fall right on its face and I know that
advertising dollars are needed to keep
this thing running and that the sponsor
has to make a dollar and is entitled to
make a dollar.
I would pay tribute in closing to
many excellent non-controversial things
that have been made available by sponsors. But let us try to remember that
the RCA computer is not the enemy
of mankind.
We are not to turn our
minds and our souls over to some kind
of electronic existence.
We are a
thinking people and these great new
devices are a boon to mankind, not a
trap. But I urge you to put substantial things into the minds of our people.
Entertain them, certainly; give them
cowboys and Danny Thomas. But face
the responsibility that you have thus far
ignored. . .

j
j
■
I

|
j

j

1

What is 'good taste'?
The topics of truth and good taste
were explored Nov. 16 by James S.
Fish, vice president and director of advertising ofGeneral Mills, in a talk to
the Washington (DC.) Ad Club. j
Speaking
of advertising generally, he
said :
I recognize that there are a lot of
different people who write our ads, who
release them to the media and who
accept them for publication or broadcast, yet I am positive . . . that we are
only fooling ourselves when we feel
that exaggerations or untruth will sell
our product better than playing it
straight and it is time we woke up to
this simple fact of life ... As we have
found in working with Earl Kintner
and the FTC, the truth can be pinned
down without in any way taking the
excitement from the selling message . . .
The matter of good taste is not so
easily pinned down. What may be per- |
fectly acceptable to one community
may offend the tastes of another and
the same holds true for age, nationality,
religious and other demographic breaks
in our population, but it is far better
to err on the side of good taste than to
push into the area of questionable
taste . . .
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INDEPENDENT

Setting

TELEVISIO

the pace
in dynamic

special

subjects

Y'S
CAMP
CORNER

Roy Campanella, joined by noted sportscaster
Chris Schenkel, is co-host on this intimate half -hour
series. Campy and Chris interview celebrities
Garry Moore, Mel Allen, Faye Emerson, Kyle Rote,
Sam Levenson, Jack Benny— people who make
the news. Special features such as "Campy's Mailbag"
and the inspirational "Campy's Scrapbook"
make "Campy's Corner" one of television's
brightest spots. Available on tape and film.
Also 260 five-minute radio shows.

GOLF
OF

TIP

THE

PGA champ Dow Finsterwald,
a top moneywinner, hosts these
195 five-minute sessions.
Dow shows celebrity golfers
like Jack Dempsey, Buddy
Hackett, Dick Van Dyke,
Roger Maris, Richie Guerin —
and the audience — how to
improve their game. A readymade audience of millions.

MAGIC

MAJOR LEAGUE
WOMEN'S
BOWLING

DAY

MOMENTS

IN SPORTS
The sports world's most
thrilling moments — Man
O'War, the first four-minute
mile, Bobby Thompson's famed
homer — in dramatic film clips
from famed Pathe News.
Narration and local "color"
by Leo Durocher, one of
sportsdom's most
colorful personalities.

26 challenge matches among
\
4 I

the nation's top women
professional bowlers. Winner
from preceding week
challenges reigning champion.
Prominent sportscaster
Fred Wolf comments.

and many others like Call the Play,
Animal World, Pulse of the City,
Willie Wonderful. Still other sports and
special subject series are now being
planned. Whatever your programming
needs, you'll find you can do the job
with a sports or special subject
from Javelin Productions.

ORPORATION
ANNOUNCES

PROUDLY
ITS

NEW

DIVISION

BACK

THE

The National
Football League . . .
26 weeks of full-hour,
full-game TV thrills ...

I

You'll see all the great
teams, all the sensational
plays in the 26 most exciting
games of the current NFL 1960
season— brought to you complete
but without the non-action delays—
Last year, "THE NFL PRESENTS"
racked up big ratings for advertisers from
coast to coast in markets such as Baltimore (1st
in its time period) ; Tulsa (1st in its time period) ;
Cincinnati (1st in its time period) . (ARB-1960)
This season— another action-packed 26 weeks that
will give stations, regional advertisers— all advertisers—
the big rating score. WIRE OR PHONE TODAY.

A

DIVISION

OF

INDEPENDENT

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

488
Madison Avenue
• New York 22 • Plaza 5-2IOO
ARTHUR "SKIP" STELOFF, General Manager • MEL SCHLANK, General Sales Manager
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they represent product -buying people.
to be the Number
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results of our clients. People in every type of business tell us the same
look to WJAC-TV

more
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delivers a large audience, but

PARSONS,

SERVING MILLIONS FROM
V y ? -ATOP THE ALLEGHENIES

figures

leadership

HARRINGTON,
AND

thing—

a responsive, loyal audience!"

WJAC-TV can deliver for you. It's the number one
station in audience— and audience response!
Get

.

especially

Johnstown- Altoona market, but the exciting part of the story is shown

"We

.

Hardware
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.
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Inter-Sync

cracking

editing

nut

After agencies, there's still station playback problem
Video tape has been making quiet only approximately 5% are on tape.
agency officials claim that with all
The barriers still to be hurdled by these "extras," the cost can be higher
headway in the production of television
commercials but still has significant tape, according to the agency executhan for film and the "extra work"
obstacles to overcome before it becomes
tives, are:
militates against an "intelligent buy."
■ Agencies that have made scant use
■ Need for more tape-equipped stathe all-purpose tool for commercials
tions.
Agency
officials
pointed
out
that it now represents in some areas
of tape cited the "loss of quality" in
that sometimes the markets they select kinescopes made from tape. They inof programming.
sisted the quality factor has not been
are not equipped for tape, or only one
This partly bullish, partly bearish
solved.
report represents the consensus of lead- or two stations there can handle video
■ The play-back facility of tape was
ing advertising agency executives in- tape. This makes media buying diffimentioned by some agency executives
volved in commercial production and cult.
■ Cost factors: particularly in an as resulting in a drawback. They
media buying, as compiled by Broadextensive campaign, because of the pointed out that in striving for perfeccasting last week. They were asked
tion, there is a tendency to shoot the
to evaluate the position, prospects and station set-up, many kinescopes have
problems of tape as an instrument of to be made for stations without tape commercial many times. This results
television production and advertising recorders. These can be costly. In in a draining of their time.
both generally and in the light of addition, many stations levy a charge
Meeting Objections ■ Efforts are being
latest developments in the uses of "In- for handling tape but not for film. made by various segments of the tape
ter-Sync," atechnical term (owned by The charge for tape duplicates for industry to meet the objections of
agencies.
A spokesman for Ampex
Ampex) for a process designed to equipped stations also is high. Some
solve the difficult problems of editing
tape material. NTA Telestudios, New
York, is demonstrating it (see page
32).
Agency executives agreed that tape,
first introduced by Ampex less than
five years ago, has lived up to high
expectations in some areas, particularly
in programming, but still has not gained
general acceptance as a substitute for
film, especially in spot commercials. Its
biggest use today is to replace live
programming. A large percentage of
the agencies questioned were satisfied,
in general, with the quality of tape,
but there were some dissenters who
contended that tape at its best could
not match the quality of film at its
best.
The consensus was that Inter-Sync,
if it really works, certainly is calculated
to improve the quality of tape and
that tbis factor would play a role in
selecting tape for their clients' commercials. But some executives pointed
out that Inter-Sync thus far has had
NTA Telestudios in New York last
rector, Bill Edwards (r) mixes the
"A" and "B" rolls of tape (each with
some "false starts," though they agreed
week
announced
successful
producthe process probably would be refined
tion of a new video tape commercial
alternate scene sequences) which apin time.
pear on the small screens. Large
for Reynolds Aluminum using singleThough use of tape varies from
screen shows the final composite.
camera technique and the Ampex
agency to agency, an overall estimate
Audio engineer Clay Cummings lays
Inter-Sync system (see box, page
was that about 15% of all commercials
in music on the mixed track.
are taped and the rest filmed, but
32). Here Telestudios' technical dithat in the area of spot advertising,
31
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NTA Telestudios uses Ampex
Inter-Sync for tv spot
NTA Telestudios reported last
Complex Operation ■ Mr. Gould
signed to effect the measuring accurweek the company has produced
said the Inter-Sync process involves
acy of sprocket holes. Another electhree stages: production, in which a
tronic coding device used by Tele"the first successful video tape comstudios, Mr. Gould said, provides
mercial via single camera technique
single camera photographs the various scenes of the commercial and
the editor with exact and automatic
with Ampex's new Inter-Sync equipthe original tapes are recorded; edit- splicing information. Under development, he said, is an automatic device
ing, in which the tape is prepared for
ment."
George K. Gould, NTA Telestudios president, claimed that the "A" and "B" rolls (scenes one, three,
for
turning
out quantities of com"B" tape rolls.
commercial produced for Reynolds
five etc. go on "A" and two, four,
posites from the original "A" and
Aluminum, through Clinton E. six etc. on roll "B") ready for mixFrank Adv., Chicago, brings to the
ing, and mixing, in which the various
Mr. Gould reported these advantages will flow from Inter-Sync:
scenes from rolls "A" and "B" are
medium "the all-important 'control
factor' heretofore available only in blended with opticals to make the difficult reflective product shots that
final composite tape ready for final required hours of critical lighting
editing.
motion picture film production."
can now be stored as wild footage
The Inter-Sync method, he said,
for possible use at a later date;
makes it possible to shoot single
Telestudios' contribution, Mr.
scenes can be "lifted" to make differGould said, was to develop techscene footage on tape and electronically edit and mix the tape at a later
ent versions of a commercial — 20niques needed to use Inter-Sync eftime.
fectively. Research over the past and 10-second counterparts of an
original 60-second spot; scenes can
The Inter-Sync equipment has three months by the Telestudios'
been made available by Ampex to technical staff, he pointed out, re- be shortened or lengthened, transsulted in the selection of a new RCA
several producers, both in New York
posed or eliminated after studio procamera picture tube that produces
and in Hollywood. CBS-TV Production; opticals and titles can be inserted electronically with precision
duction Sales reported that its west
a higher quality original picture.
coast unit has used Inter-Sync in New techniques, he added, were de- at the mixing stage; the entire field
veloped to effect precise and rapid of "before and after" photography
the production of tape programs.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles also has editing. One is a method called can be handled with greater preciproduced commercials with it.
"electronic sprockets" which is de- sion.

told Broadcasting: "Of course, the
station situation is a problem. But we
are working full-speed ahead on orders
and we have major markets well covered. Our position will be considerably
improved in 1961."
An RCA official said production output of RCA recorders has been accelerated and, in a competitive vein, asserted that "on our present schedule,
we are out-producing Ampex." RCA
also has developed a device that is
similar to Ampex's Inter-Sync equipment, a spokesman said, adding that a
pre-production model of this "LineLock" equipment is going to be sent
shortly for testing and use at Reeves
Sound Studios in New York.
Tape producers conceded that InterSync, like all new developments, "acts
up" at times, but pointed out that
with more widespread use, "the bugs"
will be eliminated. They acknowledged that film quality at times is superior to tape but insisted there is a vice
versa too. They challenged the assertions of agency officials who cast
aspersions on the quality of tape-tofilm reproductions, insisting that the
latter generally are "as good, if not
better than film prints." They replied
to criticism about shooting commercials
too many times by saying: "We know
— and we have told the agencies this
— there should be a certain amount of
pre-planning.
This would eliminate
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

constant shooting. Many agencies still
do not know how to use tape efficiently;
we do have an educational job to perReaction from top advertising agencies handling spot tv commercial proform."
duction involume ranged from cautious
enthusiasm to scant interest. For the
most part the extent of the agency's
involvement reflected closely the confidence held in tape as a production
method.
The BBDO Story ■ One of the more
interested agencies is BBDO where
commercial taping has been active. Al
Cantwell, who is in charge of live
production, video tape and closed circuit operations at BBDO, New York,
emphasized it was a question of whether or not the Telestudios' Inter-Sync
method duction
"really
team wasworks"
to see (BBDO's
it in actionpro-at
Telestudios last Friday).
Mr. Cantwell said that if the process
proves successful it would have then
the potential of flexibility in editing
that now belongs to film. It's necessary
for the agency to pre-plan to a "high
degree" at the present and an InterSync refinement in editing could change
things and bring tape production that
much closer to film.
He felt that an advancement in the
Inter-Sync process might very well encourage his agency — and others — to
make more use of tape in commercial

production next year.
All of the top agencies agreed that
station playback facilities are wanting
and thus limit the use of taped commercials. Mr. Cantwell said that in
general the major markets pose no
particular problem, unlike the situation
in the small-to-medium markets where
the problem is difficult.
A major agency that preferred to be
unidentified indicated it would use more
tape "if there is this type of breakthrough." But the spokesman had reservations, noting there's no "price advantage" of tape over film, that only
181 out of 525 tv stations are equipped
to show tape and that the quality of
kine (film transfers) "is something less
than what we would consider as acceptable." He mentioned, for example,
the tendency of the kine picture to
soften and flatten after constant bicycling of prints. This spokesman also
pointed to the surcharge which stations
impose on rolling (playing) of tape —
a charge that doesn't exist for film with
many of these same stations.
The Y & R View ■ At Young &
Rubicam, New York, John A. Sidebotham and Witt Davis in commercial
production found Inter-Sync as something "everyone is hot on" and "about
to perfect" but an innovation which
"must be put off a little longer." The
agency most likely would increase its
use of tape as facilities increase (more
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

W SB -TV is first choice
in Atlanta, a market of
1,000,000 served by 3
stations. Its dominance
is not new, but has been
proved by survey after
survey of the market.
The latest surveys show:
first — WSB/TV leads
in number of counties
first—
reached.*WSB/TV

leads

in net weekly circulation.*
first — WSB/TV leads
in quarter-hour ratings, f
first— WSB/TV leads
in metro area share of sets in
use, Sunday thru Saturday.f
first— WSB/TV leads
in local and network news
show audiences.!
first— WSB/TV leads
in feature film audience.f
first- WSB/TV leads
in audience delivered for
syndicated shows.f
first- WSB/TV leads
in kid show audiences
including the top rated
Popeye Club.f
*AR8 I960 Coverage Study, Atlanta, Go.
f ARB, Atlanta, Ga., Sept., and Oct., I960

WSt)tV
channel 2 Atlanta
Represented by

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.
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self-discipline

ineffective?

OB&M'S BOORAEM SAYS SO, WANTS MORE VOICES IN NEW STANDARDS
A proposal that advertisers, agencies,
KCMO-TV Kansas City, chairman of
ance departments — already has a workstations, networks, the NAB and film the NAB Code Review Board, who
able self-imposed regulatory code, Mr.
Booraem assented but only in part. He
producers get together and work up called attention to "substantial progress"
stricter television program standards
made under the code in reducing prob- argued: though laudable, self-regulation
was advanced — and debated — at a
lem areas; Joseph H. Ream, CBS-TV
can be and should be even more "wonmeeting of the Radio & Television Ex- vice president, program practices; James
derful," and particularly one that conecutives Society in New York last week. A. Stabile, NBC-TV vice president, staff;
tains teeth while being uniformly acAlfred R. Schneider, ABC-TV vice ceptable.
The suggestion was made by Hendrik
Hoover to Mead ■ Mr. Booraem
Booraem Jr., vice pres- president, administration, and Edgar
ident in charge of Kobak, station owner and business con- delved into criticism of tv programs
which contain excessive violence or are
broadcasting at Ogilvy, sultant.
Benson & Mather,
Stem the Tide ■ Mr. Booraem cited otherwise in bad taste, citing among
New York. Network,
a "rising tide of criticism over the kind
others such "responsible critics" as FBI
Director J. Edgar Hoover (in a speech
Station and NAB pan- and character of the television programs
to
the American Legion early this fall),
elists chosen to appear we are providing to the American
with him and supply home'" in his call for a general confer- the National Assn. for Better Radio &
ence. He said NAB should take the Television, Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, recommentary on his
Booraem
tired board chairman of Kenyon & Eckproposal offered vary- lead in organizing it and that participants should include representatives of hardt, Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), and
ing answers, all short of full agreement
but, for the most part, agreeable to the the Assn. of National Advertisers, the Dr. Margaret Mead (social scientist).
idea that open discussion of television American Assn. of Advertising Agen- Noted the agency man: "Multiply these
problems can be a healthy thing. They
cies, the NAB itself, the three tv net- few quotes by the hundreds and you
will have some idea of the barrage being
works and the alliance of Television
stressed that networks and stations must
have the final say-so over what pro- Film Producers. This group, he said, laid down against television programming. This must be a matter of deep
grams they carry, and emphasized that should hammer out a "workable plan of
through both the NAB Television Code
regulation to which everyone could sub- and immediate concern to both adverand the networks' individual continuity
tisers and their agencies."
Reminded during the panel session
acceptance departments strict standards
OB&M's radio-tv chief pointedly rehave been set and are being maintained.
scribe."
that
the industry- — particularly via the
ferred to the advertiser's stake, as for
The panelists, in addition to Mr.
NAB code board and through the net- example:
Booraem, were E. K. Hartenbower of
"There is a deep-rooted misconcepworks' individual continuity and acceptstations become equipped). Mr. Davis
said he didn't think tape editing had
yet reached the stage of precision that
film has. Y & R, he acknowledged,
feels "tape has its place" and he noted
that tape commercials need constant
checking— "this takes time and money"
— as well as the problem of making
duplicates.
Other limitations to tape as outlined
by these agencies: Inter-Sync ties up
more than one tape recorder and might
be an expensive process; so far, InterSync equipment hasn't lived up to
some of their expectations; it's still not
possible to duplicate film's advantages
of animation; dubbing is slower in tape
compared to film, and the cost of tape
stock still is high.
Frank Kemp, vice president and media director of Compton Adv., New
York, believes that one strong detriment
to the wider use of tape is the cost of
tape duplicates, which "run from three
to five times the cost of film reproductions." He points out, too, that many
stations impose a charge for handling
tape. It is Mr. Kemp's belief that some
"loss of quality" results when a tape
transfer is made to kinescope and he
consequently regards this as another
deterring factor. Any new development,
like Inter-Sync, "certainly will help tape,
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

of course," according to Mr. Kemp.
Burke Crotty, vice president and radio-tv director of Ellington & Co., New
York, was more critical of tape: "I do
not believe that tape is appropriate for
the so-called 'wild spot commercial,'
which is going to be placed in an extensive number of markets." He claims
there are not enough markets equipped
with tape and many have only one station with a single machine and these
often are in use for local programming.
He believes also there is a loss of quality in transposing tape to film. Mr.
Crotty concluded: "The economies of
tape do not exist at the present time
for many advertisers, but once station
coverage becomes widespread, it will
be a different matter."
High Film Quality ■ Allen Ducovny,
director of radio-tv for D'Arcy Adv.,
New York, hopes Inter-Sync will improve the editing step in production of
tape commercials, observing this has
been one handicap at his agency. In
general, he believes film provides "higher quality," but tape has its place when
speed of production is a requisite. A
kinescope of a tape, according to Mr.
Ducovny, can "at best be only a good
kinescope and not a good film."
Rollo Hunter, vice president and radio-tv director for Erwin Wasey, Ruth-

rauff & Ryan, New York, called InterSync "a big step forward" in the area
of quality control, but indicated that
tape's expansion on a large scale will
come when other problems are solved.
He mentioned costs of tape duplicates
and of kinescopes made from tapes and
the resultant qualities as "highly important factors that need examination
and correction." But he was hopeful
that the tape industry could cope with
these problems satisfactorily in the
months ahead.
Alfred Hollender, executive vice president and radio-tv director of Grey
Adv., New York, applauded Inter-Sync,
pointing out that "anything that helps
quality is the
beneficial."
expressed
view that Mr.
tape Hollender
quality is
"generally good." He also disputed
some of his colleagues when he said
"the cost factor is a fiction." He said
there are problems connected with
tape, centering largely on the number
of stations equipped to handle video
tape. But he stressed that both film and
tape serve a useful function in tv advertising and it is the responsibility of
the agency to make the decision whether
to use one or the other.
Inter-Sync may help tape producers
recapture some N. W. Ayer business
lost to film this year. Still this will leave
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

tion in the public mind, and even
among those closer to tv, that somehow
advertisers are directly and wholly responsible for the offensive material in
programs. Ultimately this must reflect
on the good name of companies whose
advertising appears on television. So it
seems reasonable that if the exploitation
of violence and bad taste continues, important advertisers are going to think
about finding some place else to tell the
public of their products." (While he did
not mention Shell Oil, that OB&M client
has announced it will place all of its
budget in print).
He admitted that tv has sold advertiser products "with spectacular success," that tv has been an important
force in a prosperous economy and that
advertisers "owe much to sponsored television" but "they want to see it stay
healthy."
In reacting to Mr. Booraem's observations, the panelists intimated that each
of the networks might be willing to take
part in conferences but with a qualification: The final decision on programming
standards and responsibility must rest
with the broadcaster- — the station licensee and the network.
Specifics ■ In examining complaints,
Mr. Booraem said he found two major
ones: (1) excessive violence and other
offensive material, and (2) the way in
which shows are scheduled (both in
filling 7:30-8 p.m. with "crime and
violence" and in block programming

with westerns and crime shows "and
even situation comedies.") But, he
found, the "charge of excessive violence
and vulgarity is by all odds the most
serious" because critics of specific programs tend to lump all television in
their criticism and forget the "good
things, of which there are a great num-

what Sam Zurich, Ayer's live tv administrative supervisor, New York, considers to be tape's basic problem —
spotty distribution of tape recorders —
and this will continue to inhibit spot
use. Tape-to-kine refinements have been
made, but this means of piecing out an
incomplete recorder lineup is still less
than satisfactory, the Ayer executive
feels.
Cost Problem ■ Ayer last season did
nearly all of its NBC Bell Telephone
Hour and Bat Masterson commercials
on tape, but this year cut back sharply
on taping in the face of rising costs and
limitations on color and remote work.
The agonizing problem was cost, as
producers made increasing demands of
tape. It is here that Inter-Sync may
help hold the line, Mr. Zurich thinks.
When Ayer people began with tape two
years ago, they could do 8-12 commercials in two days, but in the quest for
absolute perfection, they began to reshoot to the point that production time
tripled.
The big promise of Inter-Sync inability to shoot "wild footage" for subsequent editing, eliminating the time consuming need to tape an entire sequence,
and Ayer people are going to a Telestudios demonstration this week to see
if Inter-Sync can reduce the $5,000-proBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

duction day (the agency's average cost
for facilities and crew — not including
talent or sets).
Inter-Sync may be the answer for
one particular product shot that has
been Sealtest
a problem
for Ayer.
don't
fake
ice cream
and itThey
has taken

In noting that tv is judged by the
poorest performance and not by the
best, Mr. Booraem said the fairness of
theber."
complaints is "beside the point"
as Mr.
long Booraem
as there issaid
a basis.
. . ."restraints
existing
(NAB Code, network continuity and acceptance as well as power of the advertiser and agency) would appear adequate except for the fact that the machinery for supervising tv programs is
a crazy quilt."
He pointed up that continuity and acceptance departments were passing on
network-produced shows meaning departments were "judging material to
which their own managements have
given
As toapproval."
NAB's code, Mr. Booraem emphasized difficulties in enforcing a code
operated
by a trade
group
for
its support
on the
very"dependent
people it
seeks
to regulate."regulations from the
In discussing
point of view of the producer, Mr.
Booraem observed "there are top executives of the biggest producing firms on
the West Coast who are unaware their

100 gallons of the real thing to get 20
shots, as ice cream melts under the light
awaiting its turn in the continuity.
Tape now accounts for perhaps half
of Ayer's commercial production. If
Inter-Sync can speed things up, it may
tip the balance.
Ted Bates & Co., New York, reported
more taped commercials are being made

companies have subscribed to the NAB
Cooperation Welcome ■ Mr. Hartenbovver in covering NAB's code board
operation, found it "reasonably successful, not perfect." He offered an opinion
Code."
that
NAB doesn't object to "responsible
criticism." Mr. Hartenbower said the
code people were long aware of conflict and violence as a problem area and
that "substantial progress" has been
made toward eliminating them. The
code board chairman said NAB welcomed cooperation from advertisers and
agencies and had "some specifics for
These included a necessary understanding ofthe code, a resolution not to
cut corners, and a visible concern more
with social values than with numbers,
hethem."
said.
Mr. Stabile, Mr. Ream and Mr.
Schneider agreed networks must have
final decision and responsibility over
what goes on their facilities, and noted
that network standards are high and
adherence to them strong. The network
panelists and Mr. Kobak agreed that
open discussion of tv program problems
was healthy. Mr. Kobak dissented with
one particular proposal, noting that representatives oftrade groups do not usually accomplish anything, and indicated instead that prominent leaders
("strong-minded individuals") in the
television field be selected to discuss the
issues comprehensively.
now than small
a yearamount,
ago, but
relatively
one it's
or still
two aa
month, according to William Watts of
Bates' tv department. Whenever the
agency does make a taped commercial, anegative kine is made at the same
time for the client and for 16 mm films
to send to stations without tape facilities.
Mr. Watts pointed out that clients need
films of their commercials for use at
their own plants since none of them
has tape facilities. The feeling at Bates
is that more commercials will be taped
next year, but it's dependent on continued advances in tape editing techniques and on more stations acquiring

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
the American Research Bureau. These
Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, Rating
Chiweek Nov. 23-30 as rated by the
cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Date
Network
Program and Time
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
Wed., Nov. 23
25.3
24.0
Thur., Nov. 24
Untouchables (9:30 p.m)
NBC-TV
ABC-TV
Fri., Nov. 25
20.2
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Sat., Nov. 26
Ed Sullivan (8 p.m.)
29.7
Sun., Nov. 27
20.0
CBS-TV
30.7
Mori., Nov. 28
Andy Griffith (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
25.0
Tues., Nov. 29
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
24.1
Red Skelton (8:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Wed., Nov. 30
Copyright 1960 American Research Bureau
CBS-TV
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tape units.
Time Factor ■ Joe Danis, tv producer at Geyer, Morey, Madden &
Ballard, New York, lists a number of
drawbacks in tape usage as compared to
film production even though the agency
has about 25% tape-to-film ratio. He
finds tape's main advantage is in its immediacy, but for versatility in editing,
he said, tape will never be as simple as
film. He cited such points in film editing as skip-framing, freeze-framing and
less risk of key inserts breaking up
at the wrong time. In remote work there
is more mobility with film simply because there is less equipment and, consequently, fewer people involved. Remote costs with tape will run at least
as high and probably higher than film,
he said. The fact that few of the smaller
tv stations can afford the high cost of
tape equipment is another reason for
continued emphasis on film commercials, he said. And there is also
the problem of being guaranteed that
a station's tape facilities are properly
maintained.
Donald F. Keeslar, tv production supervisor atClinton E. Frank Adv., Chicago, said he had had experience with

Inter-Sync "once or twice," but felt
that until the mixer was perfected to
compare with film mixing, tape still
would be undesirable in certain instances. The agency has been placing
between 85-90% of its commercials on
film, he said, but has used tape and a
combination of film and tape for such
clients as Toni's White Rain and The
Wander Co. (Ovaltine).
Kenneth C. T. Snyder, vice president
and tv-radio creative director of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, said
Inter-Sync will be particularly helpful
in commercials using demonstration sequences. Mr. Snyder is of the opinion
that
the
"highest
barrier"
tape has
hurdle is not the lack
of stations
but toa
lack of appreciation of the advantages
and disadvantages of tape on the part of
both decision-making and creative personnel at agencies. He indicated that
these officials must be "educated" on the
pro and con of tape.
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
New York, an agency that has been
tending toward spot the last two years,
has made little use of tape beyond an
initial fling at it. Seymour Frolick, se-

nior vice president, radio-tv, says his
department has found it can do most of
the things it wants on film with less
trouble. The agency is keeping an open
mind about it, however, and will look
at any refinements offered. Steve Rappolo, writer-producer, is optimistic
about improved distribution of recorders among stations. About 80% of Fletcher Richards commercials go on film,
the rest live.
On Location: Hurdles ■ Inter-Sync,
if successful, certainly would make
video tape more valuable for commercials, according to Gordon Minter, vice
president in charge of tv commercial
production for Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Burnett has been active in exploration of tape potentialities and the first
half of this year did 61 commercials on
tape, compared with 250 on film. The
12-month ratio for tape is less than
that, however, running at about 10%.
Burnett tends to film, Mr. Minter
said, because of the "cumbersome quality of taping." Some of the problems:
they wanted to do some of the Fred
Astaire Chrysler commercials outdoors
but had to move inside because of fightstands out from the rest of the compact crowd." And the Pete Hansen
on the left responds: "You were?
Why that's exactly what I was going
to say. What else did you have in

Hansen 'twins' talk for Valiant autos
across the gleaming hood of a new
"It looks . . .
Valiant hardtop, the double Pete
"And drives . . .
Hansen images begin simultaneously,
"Like twice the price! Valiant 61."
"Valiant 61 really stands . . ." then,
That's how a pair of Pete Hansens,
created through the magic of split- as each realizes that the other is
screen television, announce in twin
speaking, both stop short. They look
voices the virtues of the new Valiant,
at each other; they gesture as though
in a tv commercial which was used
to say "After you." Then the Pete
Nov. 22 on the Garry Moore Show.
Hansen on the right says: "I was
Then, speaking to each other
going to say that Valiant 61 really
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

mind
about
the 61 with
Valiant?"
And to sosaythey
continue
their
double description that the creators
of the commercial hope will make a
double impression on the viewing
audience with a double impact that
will send them hurrying double quick
to the nearest Valiant showroom to
see the car's double virtues for themselves.
The double-announcer spot is typical of the approach that Chrysler
and N. W. Ayer are taking in their
tv advertising of Valiant, Plymouth
and DeSoto — "offbeat enough to
arouse interest, humorous enough to
hold attention, but never too far out
nor so comical as to detract from
the merits of the car," to quote John
Fengler of Ayer's Hollywood office,
producer of the commercials.
Taped at CBS-TV in Hollywood,
the commercials are designed for
use primarily on the Chrysler-sponsored Garry Moore Show and The
Garlund Touch on that network.
Sometimes they are also used on a
spot basis by the dealer associations
(also handled by Ayer), Mr. Fengler
said. He noted it's a good deal for
the dealers when they can get a commercial costing several thousand
dollars for the price of the announcer's residual fees.
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ANOTHER
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FROM
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ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-51 05
DALLAS: 6710 Bradbury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564

ing. Generally, the agency has confined
taping to the studio. Color tape has
not been entirely satisfactory. These are
in addition to the chronic questions of
editing, which Inter-Sync is designed to
overcome.
Burnett has found stations pretty well
equipped for tape, even in small markets, and Mr. Minter thinks there probably will be more commercial taping in
the year ahead.
Survey shows joke-less
commercials can do job
Tv commercials don't have to be
entertaining to increase interest in the
advertised product, according to the
score cards kept by a group of civic
and community leaders in a National
Audience Board survey of the Chrysler
commercials on Astaire Time, on NBCTV, Sept. 28 (Broadcasting, Sept. 19).
An analysis of a sampling of 446
qualified ballots reveals that an overwhelming majority of respondents
(96.5%) found the commercials to be
in good taste and only slightly less
(87%) thought them effective and informative aswell, with 96.1% agreeing
that they were believable and 83.4%
that they had eye appeal. Two-thirds
(64.6%) of those answering the ballots
studied by National Audience Board reported that the commercials had increased their interest in the cars.
But less than half felt the commercials had entertainment value (46.5%)
or were imaginative (40% ) or that the
advertising copy was accurate (43.3% ).
On the last point, nearly half of the
analyzed ballots (49.5% ) were checked
"no opinion" and 5.2% did not answer
the question at all. The ballots contained
eight statements which the voter was
asked to check to indicate strong agreement, agreement, disagreement, strong
disagreement, or no opinion.
Public service broadcast
is sales aid, admen

CLEVELAND
the STORER station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL KATZ

told

Everybody benefits from local public
service sponsorship. Lamont (Tommy)
Thompson, midwest sales manager,
Television Advertising Representatives
Inc., spelled it out Wednesday (Nov.
30) before the Advertising Club of
Canton, Ohio.
The corporate image of an advertiser
can be enhanced dramatically and immediately bya program of community
service activities, Mr. Thompson told
the advertising executives. He pointed
out that "the nucleus of such a blueprint must be a radio or television show.
You can't hang your hat on a printed
editorial masterpiece, but you can hang
it in the Mayor's office if you sponsor
asized.
community uplift series," he emphaCiting the values of public service
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shows, the executive of Westinghouse
Broadcasting's tv station rep firm said:
"Making community service an annual
project not only improves the corporate image but helps sell the product,
gets your salesmen in to see busy buyers, builds stockholder good will, helps
attract capital and good employe talent, creates confidence in your product
or your services, makes a community
welcome your plant or office as it would
a good neighbor, and provides advantageous distribution for products." He
added that public service shows are the
easiest kind to promote and are priced
realistically.
Barter club catches on
with West Coast stations
A new kind of barter deal is being
offered radio and tv stations by Executive Exchange Club, with headquarters in
Los Angeles, and branches in San Francisco, San Diego and Honolulu. About
500 companies have already signed up.
It plans to expand to 40 major U. S.
cities in 1961.
The plan is simple: Each member
pledges his products, services or advertising in any amount ($1,000 minimum), receives a credit card for that
amount cashable in goods and services
of other members. To media it offers
prizes for audience-participation shows,
in addition to travel, hotel rooms and
other products and services.
Brainchild of M. J. McConnell, business analyst and president of American
Marketing Research Assoc., Executive
Exchange Club was designed to help
small businessmen use idle inventory
in place of cash to obtain supplies and
pay outstanding bills, a company spokesman explained. A special drive for
media members will be launched this
month, he said, but already a number
of Southern California radio and tv
stations have become members.
EEC headquarters are at 1230 V/.
2nd St., Los Angeles 26. Telephone:
Madison 8-9191.
First RAB plaques awarded
Radio Advertising Bureau last week
named Northwestern National Life,
Minneapolis, and its agency, BBDO, the
first winners of silver plaques in its new
series of awards honoring outstanding
regional radio commercials. RAB will
make a number of additional awards to
other regional advertisers periodically,
besides honoring, as in past years, the
"most effective national radio commercial of the year."
Produced
by BBDO in Minneapolis,
Northwestern National's commercials
featured humorous vignettes in the life
of agent "Frank Carling," who always
encounters members of the younger set
when his objective is to sell insurance
to their elders.
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A

NEW

HOME

595,883*

for

Central

Texans!

Now . . . the finest and newest facilities ... to serve a rich audience of 595,883 in Central Texas!
New AM-FM-TV

facilities combined with energetic coverage of local and state news

provide you with a unique grip on the rich Central Texas market. Make your advertising
dollar work overtime . . . you deliver more homes per dollar on KTBC than with any
other station in Texas.
NEW

FACILITIES

AVAILABLE

TO

TV PRODUCTION

YOU

. . .

RADIO PRODUCTION

» RCA Video Tape Recorder
• Telescript 6000 (3V4 x 4^4) Rear
Screen Projector
• Kliegl Silicon Light Dimming Board
and Patch Panel'
• Counterweight System for Flying Sets
and Lights
• RCA Special Effects Switching Unit
• Complete Movie and Still Photographic
Lab

• Collins Cartridge Tape Recorder
• Ampex Console Tape Recorders
• Magnacorders
• Multiplex on FM

TJSTIN, TEXAS
CBS RADIO NETWORK
CBS • N8C • ABC TV NETWORKS

*A and B Coverage Areas based on July 10, 1960 Sales Management.
Represented
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IN 4 STATION DETROIT

WJBK-TV
CONSISTENTLY
LEADS THE MARKET

RETAILERS' WEEK
Media asked to help NRMA
toot horn week of Jan. 30
Storekeepers have scheduled their first
"National Retail Merchants Week"
Jan. 30-Feb. 4, 1961. The National Retail Merchants Assn. wants to tell the
story of the country's second largest industry (ranking behind manufacturing)
and will be asking media for help.
Last week Nathan J. Gold of Gold &
Co., Lincoln, Neb., chairman of the
NRMA public relations committee, appointed task-force chairmen in 34 cities
to organize the campaign. Local committees are being organized in all markets and media people will be asked to
serve along with representatives of other
businesses. NRMA headquarters in
New York is coordinating the effort.
The NRMA has sent members kits
suggesting advertisements and feature
material on a business that reached
$215.4 billion in total sales. The campaign will focus on the retailer as the
housewife's "purchasing agent," as local and national citizen, and on his place
in the economy, as well as on retailing
as a career for young people.
Television Bureau of Advertising, a
member of NRMA, prepared the kit
insertion on tv, suggesting sales and
public-service tie-ins with merchants.
TVB produced a 30-second film suitable
for varied use in the campaign, and is
advising members how to use this opportunity for extra local business. Radio Advertising Bureau has bulletined
member stations on the event and will
be supplying additional material.
The NRMA week follows the association's 50th anniversary convention Jan.
8-12 in Atlantic City. Members of a
special New York committee for the
special week's promotion are John
Blum, senior vice president of Macy's;
Merl Douglas, regional public relations
manager of Sears, Roebuck & Co.; E.
Laurence Goodman, sales promotion
vice president of Stern Bros.; Jerome
Klein, public relations director of Lane
Bryant Inc., and Edward F. Engle, salespromotion manager of NRMA.
Stromberg-Carlson

WJBHY
the STORER
station backed
by 33 years of responsible broadcasting
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES:
625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22
230 N. Mirhipan Ave., Chicago 1
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buys

show on 'custom network'
Another advertiser has fashioned a
custom made radio "network." Stromberg Carlson last Saturday (Dec. 3)
started a news-in-depth show over a
106-station lineup similar to that put
together to carry Texaco Inc.'s Metropolitan Opera broadcasts this winter
(Broadcasting, Nov. 7).
Featuring editors and Washington
and foreign correspondents of Newsweek, Special Report follows the Tex| aco Metropolitan Opera Broadcasts.

Going to the cats
If you want to know whether
cats like your cat food, ask them.
Van Camp Sea Food Co., Long
Beach, Calif., is doing just that.
Using a saturation radio spot
campaign in 10 markets, with
more to be added, Van Camp is
conducting toa get
"Pussy
Cat Poll"to
promotion
cat owners
test Capt. Kitt brand tuna cat
food on their cats. Jingles are
being used. When a consumer
mails three labels and his cat's
opinion of Capt. Kitt to Van
Camp, the company mails back
a quarter, addressed by name to
the cat, in care of his owner.
Campaign also includes newspapers and point-of-sale. Agency:
Cunningham & Walsh, Hollywood.
John Scott will host the show and
Newsweek will produce it.
According to Texaco, the stations
selected for its opera broadcasts reach
95% of U. S. radio homes. Involved
in the lineup are affiliates of all four
networks,
plus a handful of independents.
Purchase of the time for StrombergCarlson was handled by D'Arcy Adv.
A sales pitch from
radio-tv farm

directors

A tv or radio station with a farm director can put life into a client's "otherwise cold print media strategy," whether
it's aimed at the farmer as a producer
or consumer, agricultural advertisers
were told in Chicago last week.
The occasion was a joint meeting of
the National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm
Directors (also see convention story on
AgriArea guests,
the Chicago
with
page 78)cultural
Adv. Assn.
and selected
including station representatives. The
presentation was prepared and presented by NATRFD members from agency,
network and station representastation,
tive ranks.
Participating in the presentation were
Sam Schneider, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.; Robert Walton, John Blair &
Co,; Howard Stasen, The Katz Agency;
Peters-Gri
Adkisson,
George ward;
Forrest Blair,
Edwardffin-WoodPetry &

Co.; Richard Cech, Marstellar, Rickard,
Gebhardt & Reed; Dixon Harper, Aubrey, Finlay, Marley & Hodgson; David
Ring, CBS Radio Spot Sales; William
Mason, WBBM, and Orion Samuelson,
WGN, both Chicago.
The presentation rejected the notion
that, with the "shrinking numbers of
farmers, the farm market is likewise
shrinking. This is the greatest fallacy
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

IN INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and western

Nevada)

Sacramento is $100,000,000-payroll U.S. rocket and missile center
Well served by Beeline Station KFBK,
modern Sacramento is one of the nation's
leading agricultural centers as well as a
growing industrial community . . . the
rich, bustling hub of an independent inland California market with $1,953,322,000 annual retail sales.* It is also the
State capital.
Here KFBK leads regularly in listening and programming, is No. 1 rating
station most of the time. Farm programs,

news, sports, good music, home economics, school and religious programs
are presented in balanced format typical
of all 5 Beeline stations.
Beeline stations as a group give you
more radio homes than any combination
of competitive stations — at by far the
lowest
SB&D). cost per thousand (Nielsen &

W

\

KOH O RENO

1° SACRAMENTO
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\
KBEE ° MODESTO
KMJ O FRESNO i
KERN ° BAKERSflfl.D

* Sales Management's 1960 Survey
of Buying Power
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SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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CBS

50,000WATTS

of the farm marketing situation."
The talk-and-slide presentation also
noted that "although agriculture is national, all farming is local," and claimed
that the very nature of magazines and
media other than tv and radio "makes
it impossible to truly serve that agriculture on a truly local application basis."
Magazines may be "taking a step in the
right direction" with regional editions
but too often editorial and advertising
content can't be localized because of
mechanical and other problems, it was
pointed out.
ARB

RADIO

MIAMI

announces

format

for its national ratings
American Research Bureau, New
York, will emphasize audience composition in a new format announced last
week for its National Reports, beginning with the November report that will
be issued this month. ARB is the second audience measurement firm within
a week to announce a change in its audience sampling service. The Pulse Inc.
will start its "Pulse Audience Profile"
in
28).January 1961 (Broadcasting, Nov.
ARB National Reports will analyze
the entire viewing family structure with
regard to education, income, age, heads
of household and housewives per age
group,
and also
viewers
set. information
ARB's next
six reports
will per
supply
specially requested by subscribers. The
reports are based on approximately
1,600 sample television families, repreing.
senting across-section of national viewBusiness

briefly...

B. F. Goodrich (BBDO), ColgatePalmolive (Ted Bates), Schick (Compton) and Whitehall Labs (Ted Bates)

JAM. 16,1961
CT
0
1AD
HitTC
10 FOR 15 WEEKS

FIRST TIME IN MIAMI
COMMUNITY

AWARDS

CLUB

"today**

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years
of responsible broadcasting
CALL

KATZ
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will sponsor Philadelphia's second annual Liberty Bowl football game between Penn State and Oregon U. on
NBC-TV Dec. 17 (Saturday). The
event, which will be colorcast, is one
of eight post-season grid games to be
on
NBC-TV during December and
January.
Insurance Co. of North America, Chicago, will Sing
sponsor
Christmas
WithCBS
Bing,Radio's
starringannual
Bing
Crosby, Kathryn Crosby, Rosemary
Clooney and Jose Ferrer, on Dec. 24
(Sat. 7:10-7:55 p.m. EST). The special program will be written and produced in Hollywood by Sam Pierce and
Bill Morrow. Murdo MacKenzie will
direct. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia.
McDonald's System Inc. (restaurant
chain), Chicago, plans to use a schedule of radio singing commercial spots
in some 31 states as part of a 1961 advertising program to expand its drive-in

restaurants coast-to-coast. Now operating 225 units, McDonald's chain hopes
to open 125 additional 15 -cent hamburger-and-fries shops next year. Other
key media: comic sections, outdoor
sheet posters and direct mail. Radio
schedule has not been set yet. Shrout
Agency, Morton Grove, 111., handles
the advertising.
Purex Corp., South Gate, Calif, (bleach,
soap, cleanser products), has bought
entire NBC-TV Inaugural Day coverage. This is a package of five to six
hours covering all ceremonies from
White House-to-Capitol motorcade at
11 a.m. to inaugural ball, except the
President's inaugural address, which the
network will present on a public-service
basis. Order, placed before election but
not announced until late last month, is
estimated by outside source to cost upward of $250,000 for time and production. Purex agency: Edward H. Weiss
Co., Chicago.
Life Magazine will sponsor a 90-minute
special titled 25 Years of Life, on NBCTV March 2, 1961 (Thur. 9:30-11
p.m. EST). With Bob Hope as host,
the program will be based on the magazine's achievements in editorial and
photographic journalism in the past
quarter-century. Robert Bendick was
named producer. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.
Annual
released

spot radio study
by Adam

Young

"Spot Radio '60 ... A 100-Market
Inc.'s
Young
Appraisal,"
annual spotAdam
market
study,
hassecond
been
released. Designed as a tool for timebuyers, media and research departments,
the market book provides data for the
top 100 metropolitan county areas and
their associated Advertiser Areas — a
concept developed by Young. It is based
on trading area considerations and represents the area in which radio stations
for each market is most effective.
In conjunction with the market book,
a poll is being taken of over 300 advertising agencies to determine whether the
areas indicated in the study are accurate
from the advertiser's viewpoint. Frank
Boehm, director of research for the Adam
Young Companies, discloses that since
the first market study was released last
year, eight Advertiser Areas have been
checked by means of agency polls, and
audience surveys have been made of
the advertiser-confirmed areas.
The Advertiser Area concept is intended to reduce the confusion surrounding multiple rating reports for individual markets, and to eliminate the
necessity for formulae or projections by
providing a "truly advertiser-oriented
radio research tool," the rep firm said.
BROADCASTING, December S, 1960
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WEED

Located
of

in

OFFICES
every

national

key

center

buying

. . .

Weed's
on-the-spot coverage
of America's
14 leading centers of national and regional
buying

produces

results.

This

produced

immediate
is impact.

by

You've

action,

And,

field

trips

got

to be

consistent

it cannot

or phone

be

calls.

there!

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, ST. LOUIS, BOSTON,
ATLANTA, NEW ORLEANS, HOUSTON, DALLAS, DENVER,
LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, PORTLAND
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Jack
HE USES

La
Lanne's
nationwide
TV FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS CRUSADE AND
But mail order continues to account for
Jack, be nimble;
the bulk of the business of La Lanne
Jack, be quick;
Jack, be seen on tv and you'll be Inc. And a very substantial one it is,
healthy and wealthy as well as able to currently running at the rate of about
$3-4 million a year.
jump over the candlestick.
So might Jack La Lanne (pronounced
Sponsors Self ■ As his own sponsor,
Mr. La Lanne has complete control of
La Lane) paraphrase the old nursery
rhyme into a prescription that has his own programs, done live each day
worked out for him in just that way.
at KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Until recently the live shows were simultaped
For a half-hour each weekday mornfor use in other cities. With expansion
ing on nearly a score of stations across
the country, Mr. La Lanne turns tele- into markets not equipped for broadvision into a pulpit from which to
casting taped tv programs, the syndicated half-hours are now filmed at
preach his doctrine of physical fitness
through exercise and diet. As he talks Video Recording Tape Center in Hollyand demonstrates, thousands of living
wood, whose owner, Alan Lane, rerooms become temporary gymnasiums
ports
that "Jack films
five showsin and
all the associated
commercials
one
while housewives turn and twist, stoop
and stretch, watching, listening and
day's shooting and the only ones who
imitating as best they can in an eager
getThere
tired are two
the crew."
main commercials on
effort to regain that long-lost schoolgirl
each program: one devoted to products
figure.
When the exercise period is over for which are sold in supermarkets in some
the day, there's no doubt that some of cities, by mail in others; the other for
the panting viewers slump back in their products always sold by mail. This
means that the first commercial must
easy chairs to watch a morning movie.
be
made twice, to accommodate either
But many — and their number is surprisingly large— go instead to their tele- type of distribution. The second commercial isof course useful in all marphones or writing desks to order La
kets.
Lanne vitamin or protein tablets, exerThe La Lanne personal story is the
cise records, Glamour Stretchers (elastic exerciser devices), Trim Suits (to familiar tale of the convert who bewear while doing what Jack La Lanne
comes the most avid evangelist. "As a
calls Trimnastics) or facial cream. In teen-ager, I was surely the most unsome cities the tablets are on sale in
attractive kid in California," he writes
in the recently published The Jack La
supermarkets, where Jack La Lanne
Lanne Way to Vibrant Good Health
bread is also beginning to be found.

gymnasium
SALES PITCHES
(Prentice-Hall. $4.95). "For years I
had an unsightly case of pimples . . .
had to wear arch supports and special
braces for my shoulders ... I was a
little guy and every kid in the block
beat
up on
me Mr.
(evenLa the
girls)."
Then,
at 15,
Lanne
went to
a lecture on health, watched the lecturer, a man in his 50's, do handstands
on the stage, and got the religion of
health. He foreswore candies and
pastries, began to study nutrition,
would probably have become a doctor
if his father had not died at an early
age, largely from too much food and
too little exercise.
The Beginning ■ Instead, Jack went
on to become a physical culture expert,
operating a chain of studios in the San
Francisco Bay area. His tv career began when the manufacturer of a health
wafer hired him to conduct an exercise
program on KGO-TV in that city. The
sponsor ran out of money, but the program was popular enough to be kept
on sustaining. After about a year, Jack
decided to sponsor it himself, advertising a home exercise course, with booklets for men and for women. A cookbook was added, then a protein supplement, areducing aid, a vitamin supplement and the Glamour Stretcher.
After six years as his own sponsor on
KGO-TV, Jack La Lanne moved to Los
Angeles and began doing his program
on KTTV, sending the tapes back to
KGO-TV. That was two years ago. A
year later, WNTA-TV New York was
added to the La Lanne outlets and
since
list has grown
to today's
total then
of 18thestations,
the most
recent
being WLWA (TV) Atlanta. The time
is purchased outright on a five-days-aweek, 52-weeks-a-year basis. "There
are no per inquiry or other partnership
deals," Henry Akerberg, executive vice
president of La Lanne Inc., said last
week. "That is not to say there is not
a lot of bargaining," he added. "We
buy on our own cost-per-thousand
formula and sometimes the station has
different ideas than ours about that."
Mr. Akerberg, who joined La Lanne
Inc. after many years as marketing vice
president of MacMillan Petroleum
Corp., said that the expansion from two
to 18 stations has all been financed by

In his office, President Jack La Lanne
of La Lanne Inc. discusses advertising plans with (I. to r.): Stanley Johnson, secretary-treasurer; Hank Akerberg, executive vice president; Mr.
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

La Lanne, Elaine (Mrs. Jack) La Lanne,
first vice president, all of La Lanne
Inc., and Lyle Westcott, account executive on La Lanne advertising at
Compton Adv. Inc., Los Angeles.

the company itself. "We didn't have to
borrow a penny," he stated. Future
expansion, and talks have already been
held for exporting the tv programs to
Canada, England, Australia and
throughout Latin America, will similarly
be initiated out of profits.
Where the Profits Come From ■ The
products whose sale provides those
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

WHAT

DOES

THE

PRESS

THINK?

How do newspapers and magazines like our complete-range programming? You'll find
the answers in these few quotes taken from unsolicited articles published since 1959:

"More than 500 letters a month and the praise of
local critics testify to the success of WJR's adult
programming in the
arts."TIMES, August 14, I960
NEWfineYORK
"This 50 KW, clear-channel station is successfully
programming in the grand manner with shows that
are expensive, live, carefully
produced and Oct.
dignified
BROADCASTING,
12, 1959. ' '
"[WJR's] Radiance fans out ... to cover a wide
Midwestern area, reaching into Canada, focusing
wherever there are people who love really good
music — and are interested in discussion."
TV-RADIO MIRROR, May, 1960
"From the response . . . and the other AM radio
stations which are starting to follow WJR's lead,
the station . . . has
proved FREE
its point."
DETROIT
PRESS, Feb. 28, 1960

"We like the new WJR principally because it treats
its listeners as mature adults. Acting on the widely
neglected premise that radio listeners are intelligent
beings, the directors have used good judgment and
refreshing imagination in formulating their programs. Varied entertainment, culture and instruction
are available, brightly packaged and wittily preMICHIGAN CATHOLIC, March 31, 1960
sented."
"Detroit's WJR — Heard Here Is an Oasis in Radio's
CLEVELAND PRESS, July 22, 1959
Sameness."
". . . WJR is the prophetic voice of the future if
AM radio is to survive as a medium deserving and
receiving the attention
of adults."
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE MONITOR,
Boston, June 23, 1959

DETROIT
WJR
760
KC^^ 50.000
50,000 WATTS
RADIO WITH ADULT APPEAL
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Call WJR or your Henry I. Christal
representative and see what WJR offers you.
47

Everyone can have a
The Mutual Benefit Health & Accident Assn., Omaha, decided last
summer to try a new approach for
advertising its health and accident
policies. It initiated a test tv spot
campaign in San Francisco in which
the commercials attempted to gain
interviews for its salesmen rather
than trying to impart facts about its
insurance.
Mutual created a humorous, imaginary character called "Uncle Moo,"
who represents the company's contri-

rich uncle from Mutual of Omaha
bution to the security of the average
cisco, created both one-minute film
commercials and a 20-second aniworking man's life. The test campaign
mated version (see cut below). The
in San Francisco was "so successful,"
commercials endeavor to create a
company officials reported, that Mutual of Omaha decided to expand the favorable image for Mutual by de"Uncle Moo" effort to 16 stations in
picting "Uncle Moo" (Mutual of
Omaha) as a friendly individual, who
eight markets (Seattle, Portland,
is interested in the welfare of the
Sacramento, Phoenix, Tucson, Reno
and Pocatello, Idaho). The campaign
viewer's family. The commercial is
has begun or will start shortly in aimed at breaking "the icy barrier
these markets.
that often greets the agent when he
The company, through its agency,
rings
said. the doorbell," company officials
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Fran-

ANNOUNCER (VOICE OVER): Do you have a rich uncle
to help keep the family going, if you get laid up for
maybe months? Or even life? Well, you can have rich

profits all belong entirely to La Lanne
Inc., with one exception. The vitamin
and protein tablets were developed for
La Lanne by a team of U. of California
biochemists and made by various pharmaceutical companies to the La Lanne
formulas, with La Lanne handling the
distribution. Mr. La Lanne himself
developed the Glamour Stretcher and
made the original molds. About 4 million have been sold, each with a lifetime guarantee.
The sole La Lanne product not
owned and distributed by La Lanne
Inc. is the bread, a wholewheat stone
ground loaf and a hi-proteirt loaf. For
a half dozen years these loaves have
been made and sold by Homecraft Baking Co., a small bakery in San Leandro,
Calif. Now the formulas have been
licensed to Interstate Bakeries, which
has started distribution in Southern
California, plans to put the breads into
every market where the La Lanne programs are seen. Mr. La Lanne made
the tv and radio commercials for the
breads for Interstate's use.
The La Lanne broadcasts are placed
through Compton Adv. Inc., Los
Angeles. The agency also helps in designing package labels and store displays and in suggesting points to be
stressed in the commercials which Mr.
La Lanne ad libs, as he does his entire
program. "This puts quite a strain on
me," he commented, "so after I get
out of the tv studio I go over to the
gym and work out for a couple of hours
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Uncle Moo, the man with the moolah at Mutual of
Omaha. (With final frame) Find out how rich Uncle
Moo can look after you today.

his broadcasts, Jack La Lanne, in
to On
relax."
his own trim fitting exercise suit, goes
through the exercises he prescribes for
his viewers without breathing hard or
losing a word of his flow of comforting
words, assuring each member of the
audience that he (or more probably
she) can be just as fit as the master,
who in his 40's is still short (5 feet,
IVi inches), but has developed his
body to a muscular 170 pounds. Each
year on his birthday, he performs some
feat of strength or endurance, such as
doing 1,033 pushups on the You Asked
For It tv show, "to prove to myself
that I am getting stronger as I grow
Rating High ■ The Jack LaLanne
Show
older."is the top-rated program in its
time slot (usually 9-9:30 or 9:30-10
a.m.) in most cities, a happy fact he
credits to "my best form of advertising,
one woman telling another what I've
done for her." But in a few cities, like
New York, the program is at the wrong
end of the list. "Here," says Mr. Akerberg, "the station dropped its morning
programming for the summer, when we
went into an afternoon spot which was
not a very good time for our show.
When the first fall ARB rating was
made, we had just moved to our present
morning time and we expect our next
rating to be much better."
With his past success, the recent
growth of his domestic tv coverage and
the invasion of foreign countries just

ahead, Jack La Lanne should be a very
happy man. And he is . . . but for just
one thing. "I'm helping a great many
women to feel better and look better,"
he says, "but the midmorning time of
my broadcasts means that I'm not doing
anything for the men, and believe me,
they need it just as much as the women
do." The problem is the time: most
tv stations aren't ready to make available 30 minutes, or even 15, at 7 a.m.,
nor yet at 10:30 p.m., which he feels
would be almost as good as the early
morning time, as "exercise can relax
youButas he
wellis asstillwake
you toup."
hoping
find a way
to get a tv program for men on the
air. And, judging from his past record,
it's a pretty good bet that Jack La
Lanne will do just that.
Johnson takes 'Skelton'
S. C. Johnson & Son (Johnson's
wax), Racine, Wis., alternate-week
sponsor of Red Skelton Show (Tues.
9:30-10:30 p.m. EST), will start full
sponsorship of the comedy series in midFebruary 1961. Pet Milk Co., via
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, which also
began alternate sponsorship of Skelton
in 1955, is withdrawing from the show
to pursue "new advertising strategy,"
an agency spokesman said recently.
Johnson's wax, through Foote, Cone
& Belding Inc., New York, also is alternate-week sponsor of four other CBSTV programs: Angel, Ann Sothern,
Zane Grey and Garry Moore.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Every
food

WD

important
chain

AY-

TV,

uses

Fargo!

These four big food chains make approximately 75% of ALL
the retail food sales in the big WDAY-TV
75% equals nearly $116,000,000 per year!

area — and that

Advertising isn't the whole answer, of course, because the Fargo
area is a fabulous one. But it is significant that the four important
food chains in the area all use WDAY-TV on a year-' round basis.
Certainly you can be sure that the biggest merchants in North
Dakota know a lot about the best media values! Ask PGW for
all the facts!

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL 6
Affiliated with NBC
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Jane Johnston speaks for Red Owl on
the Red Owl Theatre on WDAY-TV

Carol Olson speaks for Fairway-Super Fair
in the Phil Silvers Show on WDAY-TV

Bill Weaver speaks for Super Valu in their
very heavy spot schedule on WDAY-TV

Glen Hanson speaks for Piggly Wiggly

BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

on "Bold Venture" on WDAY-TV
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in

the

KWTV

Oklahomans

like

this

Weather

are

not

unusual

Department.

in all walks . . . pilots, farmers and ranchers, business-

men, building contractors, sportmen and wash-line worriers . . . look
to KWTV for reliable weather facts.
In addition to interpreting and reporting Oklahoma's universal conversation-piec .. . weather . . . KWTV's Chief Meteorologist Al
Worth is in constant demand as a civic speaker. Here is reflected
the vital importance of weather in Oklahoma, and the popularity
of KWTV's

Oklahoma's

6 daily weathercasts.

Weather

Eye-

KWT

OKLAHOMA
Tfo TOWER

tritU SAUSfiw&t

EDGAR T. BELL, General Manager
50

V®
CI

Ut OkMnndf

JACK DeLIER, Sales Manager
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Agency appointments...
■ Mead Johnson Co. of Canada Ltd.
names Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Toronto, to handle new product account currently in developmental stage in test
markets.
■ Armour & Co. appoints Young &
Rubicam, Chicago, for various products
(meat, dairy, poultry, margarine, refinery, etc.) formerly handled by N. W.
Ayer & Son, that city. Estimated billings: about $3 million. Armour also
named North Adv. to handle its Miss
Wisconsin cheese.

Itie Christian Cfjurci)

Mr. Al Worth
KWT?
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Dear Al:
Thank you vary much for your accurate
weather predictions during our junior high
camp at Texoma the week of July 18-23.
I was in Oklahoma City Friday of last
week and came by the station to see you, but
you had just entered a staff conference.
The next time you look at the camera,
know that an ardent fan is watching you
from Chandler.
Sincerely yours,
Rev. Harold N. Smith
HNS/vna

Weather-conscious Oklahoma viewers
have come to depend on the accuracy
of KWTVs completely equipped
weather station, and the interpretive talents of KWTVs professional
meteorologists Al Worth and Ray
Booker. These two experienced weathercasters draw their information from:
£ KWTVs own on-camera radar
installation.
£ A facsimile weather map machine.
Q A battery of high-speed weather
teletypes.

■ Sealy Inc. (mattress supplies), Chicago, appoints Earle Ludgin & Co.,
that city, to handle its consumer and
trade advertising. Account previously
was represented by J. Walter Thompson
Co. (Sealy Mattress Co.-Chicago ac& Co.) count is handled by Edward H. Weiss
Rep appointments...
■ WWIL-AM-FM Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.: Weed Radio Corp.
■ WYAK (FM) Sarasota, Fla.: George
T. Hopewell Inc., N. Y.
■ Spot Time Sales Inc., New York,
appointed to represent following radio
stations within past six weeks, according to an announcement last week:
WOTR Corry, Pa.; WKRZ Oil City,
Pa.; WSPN Saratoga Springs, N. Y.;
WMOD Moundsville, W. Va.; KG EN
Tulare, Calif.; WPAC Patchogue, N. Y.;
WINC Winchester, Va.; WSIG Mt.
Jackson, Va.; WFVA Fredericksburg,
Va.; WHYL Carlisle, Pa.; WAYZ
Waynesboro, Pa.; WELD Fisher,
W. Va.; KCCR Pierre, S. D.; KCOG
Centerville, Iowa; WSEN Baldwinsville,
N. Y.; KUTY Palmdale-Lancaster,
Calif.; WFRL Freeport, 111.; WAIM
Albion-Marshall, Mich.; WSFR Sanford, Fla., and midwest and east coast
representation of KMAP Bakersfield,
Calif.

Q An on-camera Bendix Friez instrument panel which automatically
registers outside weather conditions.

■ KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.: Select
Station Representatives, New York, in
area from New York to Washington,
D. C. Weed Television Corp. is rep
for rest of country.

KWTV's modern meteorological
equipment, plus the interpretive
skills of two professional meteor-

Also in advertising...

ologists make KWTV
homa's Weather Eye."

"Okla-

Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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Incentive system ■ Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, won a top award for an "outstanding promotional program" for an
interoffice incentive-award competition
created and produced with an effort
worthy of a campaign for a client's new
product. The agency's "Ideas Unlimited" campaign was honored by the
National Assn. of Suggestion Systems
in the category of companies with fewer than 5,000 employes. Competition
in this category was between 69 firms
with exhibitions at the association's an-

nual convention. The prizewinning program solicited ideas to improve working
conditions and office procedures, reduce
expenses or increase efficiency and suggestions for improving service to Gardner clients. Awards for accepted suggestions range from $10 to $2,500.
Larger headquarters ■ Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, Los Angeles, has moved to
larger offices in the Lee Tower, 5455
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36. New
phone is Webster 8-3585.
The whole schmier ■ The Advertising
Research Foundation, N. Y., has published complete proceedings of its Sixth
Annual Conference held in New York
Oct. 4 and 5. Texts and illustrations of
speakers at four sessions are included
in the 96-page volume, available from
ARF at cost, $4. Reprints of individual
talks are 50 cents, with reductions on
quantifv orders. The ARF address is
3 E. 54th Street, New York 22.
Two offices move ■ Two Avery-Knodel
sales offices have moved to larger quarters. The new address of the Atlanta
office is 501 Glenn Bldg., 120 Marietta
St., N. W, Atlanta 3. The rep firm's
Dallas bureau moves to Suite 3010 Fidelity Union Tower Bldg., Dallas 1.
Telephone numbers remain the same.
Expands ■ Western FM Sales, exclusive
fm station representative firm, has
opened a New York office at 38 W. 57
St. Bill Heaton, formerly with Daren
McGavren Co., is in charge. Company's home office has recently moved
to 6362 Hollywood Blvd. Other offices
are in San Francisco, Detroit and Chicago.
Image

improvement

thru

trade press advertising
A broadcast station can improve its
"image" through the advertising medium of the radio and television trade
press. This was the specific message
expressed last week in New York by
Robert A. J. Bordley, general sales
manager, WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington, and William B. Quarton, president, WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, in speeches at the Radio & Television Executives Society timebuying
and selling seminar.
They covered the general objectives
of their stations from the aspect of
advertising in the various trade publications. Additional remarks by Bob
Hutton, Edward Petry Co., station representative, and Dave Partridge, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., covered
consistency and content in trade paper
advertising and emphasized a need for
such advertising because of timebuyer
turnover in agencies. Presiding at the
session was Maury Long, vice president
and general manager, Broadcasting
magazine.
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THE
TAKE

THE

HIGH

ROAD

MEDIA
tion,
tionalhelping
security.them find a sense of emo"The reason Congress is looking
down our throats is that they've heard
from the people," he asserted. "They're
tired
cheapness
and tawdriness."
He ofsaid
that radio
not only must

That's the path broadcasters attending final
NAB fall conference were urged to follow
The 1960 round of NAB fall confering on radio and television — the selling,
ences came to an end last week with a convincing kind of advertising — withmake money, but "in the Sixties, we've
call for stations — both radio and teleout sacrificing integrity or good taste
the television code
gotTvto Code
save our■ In
souls."
vision— to keep their responsibilities in and in full knowledge of the powerful
meeting
E.
K.
Hartenbower
of KCMOmind and their sights high.
TV Kansas City, chairman of the tv
impact
of
broadcasting
on
family
life."
Radio Code ■ Radio broadcasters
The eighth and last meeting of the
code review board, repeated his convicspent a serious morning exploring ways
annual series, held in New York on
tion that steady progress is being made
to bring more subscribers into the NAB
Monday and Tuesday (Nov. 28-29),
in
improving
the quality and taste of
Radio Code structure. Cecil Woodland
was marked by these highlights:
commercials in the touchy field of perof
WEJL
Scranton,
Pa.,
a
code
board
■ Clair R. McCollough of the Steinsonal products advertising. He stressed
member, said his station had found
man stations, chairman of the NAB
again
that personal products commercode membership an advantage in sellpolicy committee, foresaw broadcasting
cials,
movie trailers and post-'48 feaing
time
—
that
at
least
one
department
gains in both influence and freedom in
ture films are the code board's greatest
store in his area, for instance, refused
concerns.
the next 10 years, but cautioned that
to buy any non-code station because it
obligations to the public will increase
Mr. Hartenbower also spoke out
felt code subscribers would backstop
as well.
copy.
against the idea of creating a regulatory
"czar" for television. He said:
■ The importance of the radio and
Herbert L. Kreuger of WTAG Wortelevision codes — and of getting more
"No one yet has spelled out, to my
cester, Mass., another member of the
stations to subscribe to them — was
satisfaction
at least, whether this superstressed, and plans to re-write the tele- radio code board, solicited ideas for
man [czar] is to issue his edicts based
vision code were reviewed.
new membership appeals that might
on the television code or some similar
■ Arthur H. Motley, publisher of widen the ranks of subscribers.
document or whether the pronounceParade, a member of the board of
Herbert E. Evans of Peoples Broadments are to come from the depths of
casting Corp., Columbus, Ohio, told the his own soul. We have rejected this
Whitney Communications and president
of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce,
conference that the FCC ought to retoo, believing that such a soluquire all broadcast managers to go to solution,
urged radio and television stations to
tion is inconsistent with our statutory
the
hospital
for
at
least
a
week
and
be more "local" and serve their comobligation as licensees and even more
listen to their own stations. Speaking
munities as newspapers do.
important, with our concept of methon "Radio in the Sixties," he said broadMr. McCollough told the Monday
ods appropriate to free men in a free
casting
needs
a
sense
of
purpose
and
luncheon session that present signs point
destiny if it is to avoid becoming a
to a growth in freedom and influence
Mr. Hartenbower reported that as of
for broadcasters but that the future also mechanical jukebox with automatic
last
week 385 stations, 23 film compasociety."
commercials.
nies and three networks were tv code
"most certainly will hold the broadsubscribers.
caster in even greater obligation to the
Referring to his mission to the InterAmerican Assn. of Broadcasters' fall
Edward H. Bronson, director of teleAmerican public."
vision code affairs, called attention to
He reiterated that legislators and reg- meeting, Mr. Evans called U. S. broadcasters'
problems
trivial
in
comparison
plans
to
rewrite the code — to simplify
ulators appear now to place "a higher
and thus make it easier to understand
degree of faith" in broadcasting, at least with Latins', whom he saluted as "some
of the most courageous men" anyand apply — and asked that suggestions
partly because of "the impartial hanwhere. He said radio throughout the toward this objective be submitted as
dling
of
this
year's
political
debates."
But he hastened to advise broadcasters
world must pay attention to the great
soon as possible.
social issues, to the problems in the
to keep their goals high, and laid down
Stockton Helffrich, director of the
lives of people in a mechanized civilizaNew York office of the code, reported
these "touchstones for the future":
■ A determined, organized effort to
bolster the economy through ethical
advertising.
RAB predicts highest set sale in history
■ A dedication to the cause of better
Radio set sales in 1960 will be the
nese transistor set sales are also ineducation.
highest in broadcast history, Radio
cluded in the estimate, based on fig■ An awareness of responsibilities to
Advertising Bureau predicted last
ures from Japan Trade Center.
inform, fully and fairly.
Referring to reports that the sale
week. The all-time high of 19.9 mil■ A comprehension of the public inlion radio sets sold in 1947 will be of tv sets in 1960 are down sharply,
terest in order that "we may meet it"
surpassed by the sale this year of RAB said the year's total sale of tv
in a climate of decision freely made.
sets would not exceed 5.7 million, as
20.5 million home, portable, clock
■ A concerted, organized effort to
and auto sets, RAB stated.
against six million sold in 1959.
portray the industry to the public for
To arrive at its 1960 set count,
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president,
what it is, and aspires to become.
hailed the set count findings as proof
RAB analyzed Electronics Industries
Mr. McCollough touched upon adAssn. reports covering the first nine
that
"radio is, more than ever, the
vertising on radio and television and
medium to reach all the people. No
months of year, charted trends over
said:
advertising medium in history has
the past decade, and projected year"The stake of broadcasters and adend auto radio sales on the basis of ever come close to the almost comvertisers in the NAB Radio and Teleplete saturation of American homes
reports from R. L. Polk, as pubvision Codes are inseparable. Their aim
lished in Automotive News. Japanow achieved by radio."
is to develop the finest kind of advertisBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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The

Debbie

Drake

sh

130-15 minute episodes of planned
exercises, beauty tips and good health
habits as demonstrated and exemplified
in the person of Debbie Drake, a
leading authority in the field of
physical conditioning and
physical improvement.
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wire or caff collect for your screening print to
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BANNER

FILMS,

527 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
PLaza 5-4811

Charles McGregor
President

INC
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Advertisement

EDITORIALIZING?
Augment your comment on community problems with authoritative signed "Opinioncasts" on
world issues by globally famous
newsmen. . . .
H. V. Kaltenborn . . . John
Luter . . . Henry Cassidy . . .
Louis Lochner . . . Leon Dennen . . . Will Oursler . . . Ansel
Talbert . . . Allen Martin . . .
Columbia Rossi . . . Richard
Chaplin . . . Norwood Allman
. . . Richard Thomas . . . Eugene Lyons . . . Irene Kuhn
. . . James Sheldon —

plus

'name' guest editorialists on
all facets of life in our time.

briefly on the activities of his recently
established office.
Mr. Motley, introduced as a director
of Whitney Communications (Corinthian stations), said he was appearing
as "a print man" — and proved it by
asserting that prolonged metropolitan
newspaper strikes have "proved the inability of electronic media to provide
an adequate substitute for the daily
paper." His advice to broadcasters: Go
local. "Television," he said, "cannot
hope to be as important or influential
as the newspaper until, like the newspaper, itbegins to think, act and 'publish' like a local medium."
Both newspapers and broadcasters,
Mr. Motley said, must justify their right
to freedom by proper performance of
the obligations of a free press. "The
fact of local origination which has given
the newspaper its great influence in the
print field can also be used to at least
partially increase the stature and impact of the tv station," the publisher
asserted.
He said that magazines, trying to
move in this direction by offering special regional inserts, will end by weakening their national influence without
gaining the power and impact newspapers owe to their local origins.
Richard J. Goggin of New York U.,
a member of the board of the Assn. for
Professional Broadcasting Education,
suggested that broadcasters offer scholarships and summer jobs to outstanding
students to encourage them to train for
careers in radio-tv. He said APBE's
membership now includes 55 schools
which are "seriously engaged in realistic programs of education for broadcasting" and which have more than
2,000 students enrolled in broadcasting
courses.
Give

Prestige names . . .
Exclusive in an area . . .
Public Service with Profit . . .
Details and samples without obligation
A. Maxwell Hage, President

BROADCAST
EDITORIAL
REPORTS,

Inc.

33 East 39th Street, N.Y. 16
MUrray Hill 9-3450
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NAB

FCC

full story,

vp tells members

"Tell your story more adequately."
This was the advice preferred last week
by John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
president, to radio members.
In a report to radio stations on the
NAB's meeting with FCC commissioners and staff three weeks ago (Closed
Circuit, Nov. 28), Mr. Meagher said
that the commissioners expressed the belief that where circumstances have made
it necessary to change programming
structures from that listed in new or renewal applications, "the licensee would
be well advised to inform the commission of the facts which required him to
deviate substantially from his proposals
as they occur, rather than to wait until
the time for filing his renewal."
The meeting with the FCC took place
to clarify reports that the FCC had a
numerical ceiling on the number of
spot announcements stations can carry
weekly. This has aroused wide-spread

fears among radio-station owners.
The commissioners explained, Mr. j
Meagher reported, that most of this type
of count is used as an indication of S
whether further examination should be
made of a renewal application. Also, he j
stated he was told the count was used

primarily in comparing "promise" vs.
"performa
nce."
The commissioners
told him, the
NAB radio chief said, that most inquiries to stations on this subject have been
answered satisfactorily. Very few of
these inquiries resulted in formal, 309(b)
letters raising the spectre of a hearing,
the commissioners said, Mr. Meagher
reported.
Provision . for more adequate explanation of programming is going to be a
part of the new renewal forms, Mr.
Meagher explained. At this time licensees will have an opportunity to file
comments and explain their operations,
he added.

AB-PT's

net

income

to hit record high
Income from television interests will
put 1960 net earnings of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
at a record level, Leonard H. Goldenson, AB-PT president, told the Invests
ment Analysts Society of Chicago last
Thursday (Dec. 1). Nine months net
earnings for 1960 were $7,522,000 or
$1.80 a share, close to the net earnings
for the full year 1959 of $7,967,000 or
$1.87 a share, he said. Gross time billings will be approximately 30% higher
this year than in 1959, he added.
Mr. Goldenson stated that television
is providing the major source of income
and earnings and the improvement this
year. Commenting
ABC-TV's
continuing expansion,on Mr.
Goldenson
pointed out that the network recently
reported, for the first time, the "largest
share of the total nighttime audience
of the three major networks.
AB-PT's theatre business to date in
the fourth quarter is running approximately equal to last year, Mr. Goldenson said, noting also continued progress
by the company's other operations. Referring to ABC-TV's overseas tv participation, hesaid that foreign television
is growing much faster than U. S. television.
KCUL to 50 kw
KCUL Ft. Worth, Tex., last week
announced an increase in power to 50
kw with the installation of a new
$125,000 transmitter built by Gates
Radio Corp., Quincy, 111. Testing of
the new equipment is expected to be
completed by Dec. 15 when the station
officially inaugurates its power boost.
KCUL owner Kurt Meer said the station will extend its broadcast day from
19 to 24 hours.
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RADIO-TV

NEWS

Critics, newsmen

agree

warn

SDX

delegates

MATURITY

that it has

of complacency

Two of television's most exacting but
respected critics joined a leading radiotv news practitioner last week in agreeing that broadcast journalism has come
of age.
Jack Gould of the New York Times
and Gilbert Seldes, author, critic, and
dean of the U. of Pennsylvania's school
of communications, went along — with
some reservations that observers considered surprisingly mild — with Sig
Mickelson, president of CBS News, in
commending the responsibility and maturity of information programming in
radio and tv.
The three were panelists in an examination of "How Mature is Broadcast
Journalism?" a feature of the Thursday
afternoon session of the annual convention ofSigma Delta Chi, professional
journalism fraternity. William J. Small,
news director of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville and chairman of the Radio & Television News Directors Assn., was moderator of the discussion and joined in
the defense of broadcasting's record.
Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc., was to be principal speaker at the
Saturday luncheon of the convention,
held in New York. The question of press
fairness during the Kennedy-Nixon presidential campaign was to be explored by
the nominees' respective news secretaries, Pierre Salinger and Herbert
Klein, in a session Friday afternoon.
Wide Range ■ Discussing journalistic
maturity Mr. Gould noted the wide
range of informational programming
currently available on television and
said tv's influence in this area will be
felt by other media — perhaps "disastrously" for newspapers if they become
"complacent." He said broadcast management is paying more attention to
news coverage than ever before but
warned that the position of news in this
respect is not wholly secure. He expressed hope that strong "pressures"
which exist — pressures for sales in the
mounting competition among the three
tv networks, for instance — will not be
permitted to relegate informational program ing to a lesser role.
Mr. Gould said that true competition
in this type of programming exists for
the first time, with CBS and NBC competing against each other and with
ABC "on the verge of upheaval" in
getting into the race. ABC, he added,
"begins with the formidable advantage
of having no place to go but up," presumably referring to NBC Chairman
Robert W. Sarnoff's recent attack on
ABC-TV programming (Broadcasting,
Nov. 21 ). He also speculated that ABC
56 (THE MEDIA)

become

of age;

in other media

President Leonard Goldenson "may be
looking forward to twitting Bob Sarnoff
in a year or two."
Mr. Gould's principal target was television commentary, which he called
"disgraceful" and in fact virtually nonexistent. When Mr. Mickelson noted
that newsman Howard K. Smith had
been providing commentary on CBSTV's 7:15 p.m. newscast for more than
three years, Mr. Gould said the time
available was too short and such commentaries could not compare with those
provided by Elmer Davis and others in
pre-tv radio.
Mr. Mickelson maintained that television journalism had come of age years
ago and would continue to grow in the
future.
Television journalism, he said, is a
totally new kind of journalism and should
be judged on the basis of its total informational output — the documentaries
and similar depth studies along with the
regular newscasts.
He singled out television's dominant
role in the recent presidential election
campaign as a key factor in the record
turnout at the polls.
Following Messrs. Gould and Mickelson, Mr. Seldes said he was "in the awkward position of a man who demanded
equal time to reply and then had
nothing to say."
He compared the responsibility displayed by network news coverage with
that of the New York Times, but criticized local stations' news programming
as "coming close to falsification." Later
he said he didn't mean to imply that
stations were "deliberately lying," but
rather that in their choice of film clips
and editorial selection they often make
important news seem insignificant, and
vice versa. Mr. Gould agreed that in
local newscasts "a lot of trivia" often
crowds out the important news.

Mr. Small defended local news operations against such "blanket indictments."
Wouldn't it be pertinent, he asked, to
compare the news job done by local stations with that done by local newsMr. Seldes held that television has no
obligation
to be as comprehensive as
papers?
newspapers, or to cover as many items.
He thought there was a great danger that
people might conclude that what they
saw in newscasts was all of the news
that was important. Actually, he suggested, television's proper role might be
to point up the most significant areas
of news and let viewers rely on newspapers for complete details.
Messrs. Mickelson, Gould and Small
agreed that there was no need for continuation of Sec. 315's equal-time requirements as a means of assuring fairness, but Mr. Seldes insisted that there
are differences between radio-tv and
newspapers that should be examined
carefully before it is finally decided that
some such regulation is not needed.
Oklahomans

to buck

court radio-tv ban
The Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
has cranked up a campaign to try to
overturn a state supreme court ruling
earlier late last month affirming its
previous ban on radio mikes and tv and
news cameras (Broadcasting, Nov. 28).
The suggested editorial, asking citizens' views, has been sent to all Oklahoma broadcasters. The copy was prepared by Gustav K. Brandborg, KVOO
Tulsa, and mailed by Tom Johnson
(KTOK Oklahoma City), OBA president.
Aim is to persuade the court, or legislature tolet local judges determine for
themselves whether to permit microphones and cameras in their courts.
Meanwhile, a reverse twist has been
given by a convicted rapist who asked
the state court of appeals to reverse his
conviction on the grounds that the ban
of tv cameras at his trial violated his
ing.
constitutional guarantee of public hear-

SDX announces deadline for awards competition
A deadline of Feb. 1, 1961, has been
SDX will present bronze medallions
set by Sigma Delta Chi for entries in and accompanying plaques in 15 categories including radio or television
next year's Distinguished Service
Awards competition for what SDX calls newswriting, radio reporting, television
service in radio jour"journalistic
Nominationsexcellence."
to be submitted cover reporting,nalism,public
and public service in television
the period of Jan. 1, 1960-Dec. 31, journalism. The awards, except those
1960, according to a notice sent out in the public service category are offered
to individuals on the basis of a specific
last week by Warren Agee, executive
officer of the national professional work done by Americans (SDX and
journalistic fraternity. They should be non-SDX members, either men or wommade on special forms, obtainable from
en) published or broadcast in the UnitSDX national headquarters, 35 E.
ed States. The journalistic public service awards are given to radio and tv
Wacker Drive, Chicago 1. The winners
will be announced in April.
stations, newspapers and magazines.
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Award- winning

TV

series

now

available!

26 hour-long programs
99
Great

Music

from

Chicago

The television series that won the Peabody Award for musical entertainment in 1959.

Great Music from Chicago brings

many others. Critics and Audi-

This prestige series is featured on
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.
-n,
^ of
variety
your market
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f
' Tunes,
certs, Broadway
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America's most disfifteen of stations:
tmguished
„ ° ~ mT7
KPRC-TV
Houston
WFAA-TV
Dallas

Opera and Jazz. Week after week
^
t
r
^
, Music.presents, the
n
Great
finest
^ %
names in music . . . Fritz Reiner, fl
Andre Kostelanetz, Sir Thomas ^
S^ThJ-S^I
Beecham, Howard Barlow, jfl
HnboPfeBtifiradV

Arthur Fiedler; the renowned ■
Chicago Symphony Orchestra; M

ijMfc

j^jJj^^Ugtf Bflg
WSfgStiS^mSlsSSM

guest soloists: Dorothy Kirsten, ■
pgHB
Byron Janis, Sarah Vaughan and ^^^^^
▼
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B

&£19~£X
WSM-TV
KGW-TV .
WISH-TV

■
WNTA-TV . .
^> KTVU
W V/vY-TV
Wk KPLR-TV
■

Seattle
Nashville
Portland
Indianapolis

.. .% no York
San Francisco
."'..'[
Norfolk
St.
Louis

^HOT-TV. V.'.'.'.' .' '^HartfZd
WBRZ
Baton Rouge

This quality programming is available to you now: please call Brad Eidmann, Michigan 2-7600, Chicago, Illinois
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Hawaiian

catv system

planned by Kaiser
First community antenna system in
Hawaii was announced last week. The
catv system will be installed by TelePrompTer Corp. and Henry J. Kaiser
organization in the latter's new resort
city of Hawaii Kai at Honolulu. System will be a joint venture, it was announced, and will mark the first step in
the establishment of other antenna
operations in the Islands.
Unique step in the plans, it was
reported, is that subscribers to the
Hawaii Kai system will be tied into
the service principally by underground
cables. Cable companies heretofore
have used overhead lines, attached to
telephone or utility poles.
Other catv news:
■ Hotel Operating Co. (Jack Tar
hotel chain) has bought five catv systems for reported $1.5 million. The
systems are those owned by Stuart J.
Myers and Robert E. Dunham. They
comprise Athol and Pittsfield, both
Massachusetts; Claremont, N. H. Bellows Falls, Vt., and Warren, Pa., totaling about 10,000 subscribers.
New acquisitions bring to 14 the
number of cable companies owned by
the hotel company. They include nine
systems in New York and Pennsylvania, including Transvideo properties
and Pen-N.Y. Corp. The 14 catvs
serve 36,500 homes, it was estimated.
■ Purchase of Jerrold Electronic
Corp.*s nine catv systems for $5 million (Broadcasting, Aug. 15) was
consummated by H&B American Corp.
The company announced that Leon N.
Papernow, Jerrold's catv operations
manager, is joining the H&B company
as executive vice president of Transcontinent Communications Systems, the

Hawaii Kai near Honolulu is the new
Kaiser resort which will have the first
catv system in the Hawaiian Islands.
Shown here are Irving B. Kahn (I),
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catv subsidiary. Mr. Papernow is the
former manager and minority owner
of KFSD-AM-TV San Diego, Calif.
The nine cable companies are in
Ukiah, Calif.; Ventnor, N. J.; Flagstaff, Ariz.; Pocatello and Dubuque,
both Iowa; Florence, Ala.; Richland,
Walla Walla and Wenatchee, all Washington.
Television Electronics
asset value is off 2.7%
Television - Electronics Fund last
Wednesday reported record total assets
of $339.4 million but a decline in per
share asset value of 2.7% for its 1960
fiscal year ended this past Oct. 3 1 .
Record assets exceeded the total of
$308.1 million for fiscal 1959 but fell
behind the $357.8 million reported for
the third quarter of 1960 ended July
31, according to Chester D. Tripp, TEF
president. Per share asset value was
$7.41 compared with $7.94 at the end
of fiscal 1959. The 2.7% decline includes adjustment for capital gains distribution inNovember 1959 and a twofor-one split in January.
TEF reported sales of shares totalling
$67.7 million for fiscal 1960 as against
$64.3 million last year, with redemptions of $13.9 million compared with
$15.6 million. The fund held 19.2% of
its assets in cash and receivables as of
Oct. 31 compared with 8% a year ago.
Among principal portfolio changes,
which reflect both profit-taking and
general upgrading and disposal of certain unattractive issues, were those eliminating common stocks of AmphenolBorg Electronics Corp., Bulova Watch
Co., Columbia Pictures Corp., Philco
Corp., Television Assoc. Inc., 20th
Century-Fox Film Corp. and the convertible bond of Ampex Corp.

president of TelePrompTer Corp. which
will build the cable system, with
Henry J. Kaiser (r), president of Kaiser
Industries Inc.

ABC-TV's

answer

to Paar next fall
ABC-TV last week was slated to give
affiliates a fill in on late-night program
plans, a subject that had the attention
of ABC officials and managers of network-owned tv stations more than a
month ago (Closed Circuit, Oct. 24).
The blueprint now is to begin the
programming in October 1961. The
night's offering would start at 11:15
competing for a period with NBC-TV's
highly popular Jack Paar Show. Under
current thinking, minutes would be set
aside for local sale with stations also
getting the station rate, though details of
compensation are not yet worked out.
As previously anticipated, ABC-TV
will program film in the late hours and
is now negotiating with Warner Bros,
(a top supplier of tv film series for
ABC-TV) for rerun rights and terms on
several primetime shows such as
Bronco, Cheyenne, Sugarfoot, The
Alaskans and Bourbon St. Beat. It's expected the network would program a
different series each night on a MondayFriday schedule.
Moving

day coming

for L. A. stations
KNXT (TV), CBS-owned station in
Los Angeles, at the end of the month
will move from its present studio office
location at 1313 N. Vine St. to join
its sister radio station, KNX, and Columbia Records at Columbia Square,
6121 W. Sunset Blvd. The move coincides with termination of the tv station's
10-year lease on space in the Don Lee
Bldg., also headquarters for the RKO
General stations KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los
Angeles.
Non-electronic equipment of KNXT
is already being moved to Columbia
Square where the tv station will operate the east wing of the building,
currently being enlarged and remodeled
to house the operation. Transfer of
electronic equipment will start Dec. 17,
according to the present schedule,
which calls for both processes to continue on a step-by-step basis through
the night of Dec. 30-31. Programming
will continue to originate from Vine St.
studios through Dec. 30 signoff (actually 2:35 a.m. Dec. 31), after which
the final apparatus transfer will occur
to enable KNXT to sign on at 7:15
a.m. Dec. 31 from Columbia Square
without loss of a moment's air time.
In preparation
for was
the move,
KNXT's
telephone
number
changed
some
months ago to Hollywood 9-1212, also
the number of KNX.
Not long after the KNXT move, the
RKO General stations are also expected
to leave their present Vine St. location
for new quarters in the old Capitol RecBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

WSPA-TV
the

...at

the

Piedmont

heart

of

Supermarket!

The Piedmont Industrial Crescent is making new
sales history among national advertisers. This thickly
populated and highly industrialized area starts in
-Virginia and extends over the Carolines and into

DANVILLE
- SALEM

VIRGINIA
NORTH CAROLINA

Georgia. The -northern part of the crescent revolves

SALISBURY- -^f^^.

around the Greensboro-Winstojfi-Sajem market, the
central section revolves around Charlotte and the
southern part of the crescent is thejSreenvi lie-Spa rjrg Super Market.

Gaston ia
JiPFTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CARQLINA
111
*v* GREER

CHARLOTTE

V

SPARTANBURG

WSPA-TV
TOWER

GREENVILLE

From its
strategic^^site
Paris^
Mountain
(1,180
feet above on
average
terrain and 3 miles from Greenville)

ANOERSON

WSPA-TV blankets the southern part
of the crescent and affords the ad-k
vertiser concentrated coverage over the
Greenville-Spartanburg

Surier Market.

GREENWOOD

SPARTANBURG, S. C.
CBS in the PIEDMONT

WSPA-TV
Notional Representatives: GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERRY
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J

Broadcast

Exclusive
Properties

Excellent 5 kw property in a top 100
major market. This profitable fulltimer
is making outstanding progress. 29%
down.

SOUTH
$450

000

WEST

Daytimer in one of the West's good
metropolitan markets. Near break-even.
Needs owner-operator.
Only $10,000
cash down, balance over 3 years.

$90 000
yvvjVVV
CENTRAL CALIF,

Profitable fulltime operation in an excellent California market. Very good
owner-operator
opportunity. $60,000
down and liberal terms.

l
V
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$215,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
ATLANTA
WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
Colin M. Selph
Jock. V. M.Harvey
William
B. Ryan Ave.
Stanley
Calif. Bank
Joseph
Sitrick
333
N. Michigan
Robert M.Whilaker
Baird
9441
WilshireBldg.Blvd.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Healey Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
STerling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1 576
CRestview 4-2770

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
A

L

FORD

Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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ords Bldg. on Melrose Ave., adjoining
the Desilu Studios. The building was
acquired at the time General Tire &
Rubber Co. took over RKO's real estate
and was kept by RKO General when
the adjacent property was sold to
Desilu. The move of KHJ-AM-FMTV is tentatively set for February, with
the actual date dependent on completion of remodeling of the Melrose
studio space. Presumably, the Vine St.
facilities will then be sold or leased by
RKO General to other occupants.
Make better use of tv,
Mickelson urges group
"There is no news and public affairs
presentation produced by a network
which cannot be duplicated at the local
level," Sig Mickelson, president of CBS
News, told delegates at last week's 37th
annual Congress of the American Municipal Assn. meeting in New York. The
group represents 13,000 municipalities
in the U. S. and Puerto Rico.
Urging municipal officials to make
better use of their local television stations for an increased public awareness of community issues and objectives,
Mr. Mickelson noted that "most television stations know that community service is good business, and will be glad
to cooperate with City Halls by devoting
substantial program time to local probissues and personalities."
Mr. lems,
Mickelson
said television in the
recent election campaign demonstrated
more than ever its "dynamic" influence
on the national scene in creating a
"more curious, a better informed, and
a more active" electorate. "There is no
reason why these unique qualities of
television cannot be put to similar use
on the
community
level," governments
he asserted.
He
warned
that municipal
must remove any "road blocks," such
as bans on cameras and microphones at
city council sessions, which hamper full
tv coverage of their affairs.
Battery set sales pushed
All-out campaign to convince listeners they need battery-operated radio
sets to receive civil defense information
in emergencies has been set by five
Peoria, 111., radio stations.
In next three months, WAAP, WIRL,
WMBD and WPEO Peoria, and WSIV
Pekin will air a combined total of 5,000
announcements. Campaign is based on
assumption that power failures would
occur in an actual attack.
The move was one aspect of the
meeting of Illinois State Advisory Committee and civil defense officials to initiate formation of fm emergency weather
network. The presentation tuned radio
receivers to five stations and on cue, all
stations broadcast an fm signal — turning cacophony of five different programs into a single signal.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

ACCORD

CLOSE

IN TALENT

Unsettled areas: network announcers,
{See At Deadline for settlement
agreement story.)
The outlook for a contract agreement
between the television and radio networks and producers of film-tape commercials and the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists and the
Screen Actors Guild brightened considerably last week. Negotiators scheduled meetings over the weekend in an
effort to iron out areas still in dispute.
Though both union and management
officials declined to discuss details of
the talks, a union spokesman acknowledged: "Considerable progress has been
made." It was reported that agreement
in principle has been reached in all but
two areas — recorded tv commercials and
staff announcers at the networks and
owned and operated stations. Both
sides are inclined toward a three-year
pact, though the old terms were for two
years.
Negotiators met in small groups
throughout last week and were able to
resolve issues other than those involved
with commercials and staff announcers.
The unions and management have been
meeting for more than two months and
have continued negotiations, with certain
interruptions,
even though
AFTRA's
contract with networks
and stations
and
SAG's pact with the Film Producers
Assn., of New York expired on Nov.
15. The unions are negotiating jointly
for the first time in the area of recorded
commercials, since AFTRA holds jurisdiction over live and taped commercials
at the networks and SAG holds contracts with FPA for film and tape commercials. The joint negotiations are designed to equalize rates and conditions
for all types of commercials.
Recorded commercials are said to represent the pivotal part of the negotiations. At the outset, the unions, which
are proposing a unit system for fees
based on the population of the cities in
which commercials will be aired, asked
for substantial increases over AFTRA's

^
MEN WHO READ
11 BUSINESSPAPERS
W

MEAN

BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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NEGOTIATIONS
recorded tv commercials

old contract. Management, in turn, offered a modest increase over the old
SAG contract. The significant point:
SAG's fees were about 20-25% below
AFTRA's.
Though neither side would discuss
what compromises, it any, were being
made in commercial fees and conditions, it was believed that the unions
"went down a little" and management
"came up a little" from earlier proposals. Reports circulated that AFTRA
was still seeking to increase its old fee
scale, but specific information could
28).
not be obtained (Broadcasting, Nov.
Representatives from the Assn. of
National Advertisers and the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies have attended negotiating sessions as observers.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last
week, subject to FCC approval:
■ KMAK Fresno, Calif. : Sold by R. O.
McMahan and associates to group
headed by Riley R. Gibson for $185,000. Mr. Gibson and his associates own
KXOA Sacramento and KLIV San Jose,
both California, and formerly owned
KXO El Centro, Calif., and KAGO Klamath Falls, Ore. KMAK is 250 w on
1340 kc. Broker was Edwin Tornberg
& Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week {for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 103).
■ WSSB Durham, N. C: Sold by Edgar L. Clinton, Benjamin, Adele C. and
Martin Shedleski to James S. Beattie
and associates for $259,820. Mr. Beattie and his group already have interests
in WPET Greensboro, N. C, and in
WBUT-AM-FM Butler, Pa. Commission action included renewal of WSSB's
license. Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
dissented to the transfer.
■ KCOR San Antonio, Tex.: Sold by
Raoul A. Cortez Sr. and associates to
Inter-American Radio Inc. for $400,000
plus $120,000 to Mr. Cortez over 10year period not to compete. InterAmerican group is headed by Ralph N.
Weil, former New York broadcaster,
which also owns KATZ St. Louis, Mo.
■ KLVT Levelland, Tex. : Sold by Forrest Weimhold to Marshall and Clint
Formby for $100,000. The Formbys
own KACT Andrews, KFLD Floydada,
KPAN Hereford and KTUE Tulia, all
Texas.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EAST
Radio man with years of experience
has $50,000.00 or over to invest in
20' : -30' . of profitable radio property. Will come in and manage operations. Northeastern section of
United States, preferably in New
England.
WASHINGTON D. C.
1737 DE SALES STREET, N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwest suburban daytimer adjacent
to one of the largest markets in the
country. Station priced at $185,000.00 with 29% down and good terms
on the balance. Cash flow will run
at least $35,000.00 this year. This
tor.
is good property for an owner-operaCHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN

SOUTHWEST
TEXAS FULLTIMER — $160,000.00
In a medium sized Texas market. It
will gross in excess of $100,000.00
in 1960 and make substantial profit.
Extremely good operation, tip-top
equipment, highly rated, very little
competition. One of the best buys
we have had. Station owns land,
rents studio downtown. Remote
transmitter operation. Terms to
qualified buyer.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1 175
H. DEWITT JOE
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
A. OSWALD
WEST
Pacific northwestern regional fulltimer, isolated market, price $160,000.00 less than 1 Vi times gross.
29% down, long terms, right party.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
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Scandals didn't change viewers' tv views
REPORT SHOWS MANY FIND TV NEWS MOST ACCURATE
The average viewer's confidence in
the integrity and fairness of television
has remained unshaken by the 1959-60
tv quiz and payola scandals, reports of
skullduggery at the FCC and assaults
on tv advertising, two candidates for
Ph.D. at Ohio State U. have found in
a study of 1,100 tv homes in that area.
Majorities or pluralities of adult men
and women answering questionnaires
not only expressed faith in television,
but said they believe local and national
news reporting on tv is more accurate
and less biased than newspapers. They
also thought tv is "generally fair" —
more so than newspapers — in covering
candidates for office and gives a better
"picture" of a candidate's qualifications
for office than newspapers.
The Ph.D. candidates — Robert P.
Lacy, now on the Oklahoma State U.
faculty, and John H. Pennybacker, now
on the Louisiana State U. faculty — took
pains to emphasize that their study covers men and women in the Columbus,
Ohio, area only and is not meant to be
considered representative of the country as a whole.
Their information was obtained from
questionnaires distributed to Columbus
homes in April 1960. They were assisted by about 60 graduate and undergraduate students in tv and radio
courses at OSU. The project was under
the direction of Harrison B. Summers
of OSU's speech department faculty.

The Sample ■ The information was
provided by 700 men and 982 women
and, Messrs. Lacy and Pennybacker
said, represents more people in higher
income and socio-economic groups than
in lower educational and income
groups, since many in the latter groups
failed to complete the questionnaires.
The study also indicated that majorities orpluralities of the viewers generally oppose editorializing on tv, but
feel tv editorials would be more likely
to influence them than those in newspapers. They favored requiring tv networks and stations to provide public
service programs in prime evening time
and said they would listen to such programs, ifprovided.
They felt violence on tv programs is
harmful to children but not to adults.
They said some tv ads are visually
"rigged" to make products appear to
advantage, but believed similar techniques are used in magazines. They
were annoyed by overcommercialism,
by "hard sell" commercials and exaggerated claims and other shortcomings
in commercials, but didn't oppose advertising ifproperly handled.
They would be unwilling to pay an
annual fee — even $5 or $10 — for programs without advertising.
The study separated men and women,
age groups under 40 and those over 40
and those who had attended college and
those who had not been college trained.

Plans revealed

radio-tv home impressions resulted in
1960 from the combined efforts of networks, advertisers and local stations,
Mr. McGannon said. He urged also
that stations again use the available
program materials which tell the RFE
story in depth.
Radio-tv coverage of the 1961 advertising program will include five film
spots and five written announcements
to be used on 158 tv network commercial programs and 575 local tv stations,
while in radio a total 17 appeals, ranging in length from 10 second to threeminute scripts, will be heard on 75 network programs and 3,200 local stations.

for 1961

Radio Free Europe

drive

Broadcasters' support of the 1961
Radio Free Europe Fund (Crusade for
Freedom) was urged Thursday (Dec.
1) as advertising campaign plans were
unveiled in New York. Prepared by
volunteer agency Ted Bates & Co. for
the Advertising Council, which will
again sponsor Radio Free Europe as
one of its 15 major public service campaigns, the new advertising program
was outlined by campaign coordinator
Henry M. Schachte, executive vice
president, Lever Bros.; Donald H.
McGannon, president of Westinghouse
Broadcasting and chairman of the
Broadcasters for Radio Free Europe
Committee and other agency, Council
and RFE executives.
Scheduled to get underway in January, and to continue through February,
the drive to raise funds for RFE's operations through public contributions calls
for broadcasters to cooperate in the -exposure of specially prepared spots and
announcements. The Advertising Council estimates that over three billion
62
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Probe extended again
The New York Grand Jury probe of
tv quiz winners was re-extended last
week to Jan. 6, 1961. Originally scheduled to expire Oct. 28, District Attorney
Frank Hogan at that time extended the
jury's life to Dec. 1 (Broadcasting,
Oct. 31). The new extension adds five
weeks to the probing into charges of
perjury, subornation of perjury and
conspiracy to obstruct justice. A number of quiz show participants already

have surrendered to Mr. Hogan's office.
Charles Van Doren, accused of false
testimony in the tv quiz rigging probe,

on Dec. 1 pleaded "not guilty" to a per- j
jury charge in New York court where
nine other defendants similarly charged,
had their cases adjourned to Jan. 13,
1961. Six others had trial dates as- 1
signed. Chief Special Sessions Justice
John M. Murtagh, who denied Mr. Van
Doren's lawyer's request for a delay \
while validity of information is tested,
set Jan. 18 as the trial date.
Atlass will filed in court

H. Leslie Atlass, retired CBS vice j
president who died in Miami Beach
Nov 18, left an estate of approximately
$1,150,000 in trust for members of his
family, it was revealed last Monday
(Nov. 28). Provisions of the will, filed
in Chicago Probate court, set aside half
of the estate for his widow, Harriet.
The other half was placed in trust for
his daughter, Mrs. Harriet (Sis) Jane j
Dillion, and two sons, Frank (tv producer) and H. Leslie Jr., to be received
on their mother's death. Mrs. Atlass
may dispose of her share of the estate by will, it was provided. The will
names his widow and the Chicago Title
& Trust Co. as trustees. Mr. Atlass was
serving as general manager of CBS'
WBBM-TV Chicago at the time of his
effective retirement Jan. 1, 1960 (At
Deadline, Nov. 21).
Media

reports...

Baptist awards ■ Deadline for nominations for the 1961 Radio-Tv Awards of
the American Baptist Convention has
been set for March 1, 1961. Categories
in which awards will be presented are: !
to an individual (American Baptist or
other) who has done the most to fur- i
ther an American Baptist outreach in
radio and/ or tv; to a council or federation of churches (cooperative Protestant
group) which has done distinctive work
in broadcast programming or training;
two radio and/ or tv programs which
present in an unusual way a Christian
truth; to the sponsor who has consistently presented radio or tv programming ;
that emphasizes the faith and ideals
that have made America great. Nominations for awards may be made by
anyone; letters of documentation,
scripts, tapes or films must accompany
nomination. Awards cover the period
March 1, 1960 through Feb. 28; 1961.
Send nominations to Awards Committee, Radio-Tv Dept., American Baptist
Convention, 152 Madison Ave., New
York 16.
Worldwide coverage ■ WGBS Miami
has completed arrangements for news
bureaus in the strategic news capitals of
the world which will feed daily reports
on developments in each city with actual
voice feeds of people in the news. On
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

could
have
been
"Editor
in Chief
"of WPTR
the next 3 stations combined; more total advertising
Because he, too, aimed to be a vital force in the comthan the next 2 stations in the market put together.
munity he served. The medium was different but the
thinking was the same. As a broadcaster of news —
WW
XeopleX Jlv. people watts
itself — as a popular music station — but over and above
50'000
^/"PTT?
all as a spokesman for the local populace in every worthALBANY,
TROY, SCHENECTADY
while project that furthers its needs, WPTR is GRASS
The Dominant Station in the market according to Pulse.
ROOTS RADIO AT ITS BEST.
Right up there with Hooper, too. For full details -see your
EAST/man. Foster & Creed, in New England.
Perhaps it's why WPTR has more local advertising than

DUNCAN MOUNSEY EXEC. V. P. OF WPTR
A division of SCHINE ENTERPRISES
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Nov. 28 WGBS became an independent
Storer operation and now has news bureaus in London, Paris, Berlin, Rome,
Bombay, Tokyo, Manila as well as in
major U. S. cities. Radio news correspondents in the field will cover such
areas as Cuba, Mexico and Spain;
Africa, South America and the Middle
East. WGBS maintains a staff of 10
fulltime newsmen in the Miami newsroom under the supervision of News
Director Dave Bringham in addition to
the foreign correspondents.
Rate card simplified ■ WCAU Philadelphia has put into effect Rate
Card No. 34, offering a number of

innovations designed to simplify time
buying. According to Jack Kline,
WCAU general sales manager, advertisers using announcements and programs
can now combine the two types of buys
for total discount purposes. In other
words, he said, an advertiser using
"large space" and "small space" may
combine to earn total discounts. Discounts per contract year are based on
300; 500; 1,000; 1,500; 2,000; and
3,000 units or more. Discounts range
from 5% for 300 units to a maximum
of 30% for 3,000 units or more. Current advertisers are offered rate protection for 26 weeks on Rate Card No. 33
as long as they run on the same sched-

ule. Any additions must be made on
the new rate card.
Election results ■ National Labor Relations Board announced it has certified
results of an election held by employes
of WOGA Chattanooga, Tenn. In the
election, held Aug. 24, technicians cast
no votes for the union, International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and
six against. Union objections were overruled.
Record donor ■ Martin Block, recently
retired disc jockey of WABC New
York, has donated his entire record library, valued at over $100,000, to New
York U.

GOVERNMENT

New
BETTER

policy

STRONGER

LAW,

regulatory
LANDIS

HINTS

agencies?

MAY TELL KENNEDY
Witnesses testifying before a Senate
line) perhaps giving some clue to the and what he envisions in the future
subcommittee last week on problems of recommendations he is scheduled to from a conference on administrative
make to Sen. Kennedy by Dec. 15.
practice, which President Eisenhower
the federal regulatory agencies must
have felt they were sitting before two
The testimony generally was on the asked him to organize last August.
sets of judges.
delays by federal regulatory agencies in Judge Prettyman said the group, now
The first was the Administrative
in its organizational stages (Broadgetting rid of lengthy backlogs of cases,
Practice & Procedure Subcommittee
casting, Nov. 28), would be a sort of
which, most witnesses acknowledged, is
headed by Sen. John A. Carroll (D- the main problem, though their pro- assembly rather than a committee or
commission and would make recomColo.), representing the legislative
posed solutions varied.
mendations to both the President and
branch. The second was James M.
Policy Hint ■ Mr. Landis' questioning
Landis, representing the executive
was polite and noncommittal, but he Congress. Its membership would inindicated in off-the-record remarks that
branch through the mandate given him
clude lawyers, engineers, scientists, government servants, members of the juby President-elect John F. Kennedy to his report to Sen. Kennedy will recommend that better qualified men be
make a survey of the agencies with a
diciary and others, he said, with separate committees attacking problems,
possible view to reorganization. Mr.
named to head the agencies, that policyLandis was invited to put questions to
making in critical economic fields be peculiar to federal regulatory agencies.
the witnesses.
Elmer B. Staats, deputy director of
strengthened and that better systems of
the Budget Bureau, testified that the
Both Sen. Carroll, the only subcomco-ordination between agencies in overbureau is sponsoring a private survey
mittee member present during most of
lapping fields be inaugurated.
The first witness, Judge E. Barrett
the hearing, and Mr. Landis were askof the FCC, at that agency's request,
ing questions of witnesses. And Mr.
Prettyman of the U. S. Court of Ap- to recommend ways its efficiency can
Landis was to testify himself last Fripeals for the District of Columbia, de- be improved. Among several other witnesses, Louis J. Hector, former CAB
scribed what has been done up to now
day afternoon (see story At Deadmember who resigned in 1959 after
criticizing agency inefficiency, recommended that each agency he placed
under an administrator in the executive department, and that a separate court be set up to handle agencies*
present judicial functions. One witness,
recommended a super agency to oversee
the regulatory agencies. An American
Bar Assn. spokesman also recommended separation of agency administrative
and judicial functions.
Chairman Carroll emphasized at the
outset that "we are not an oversight
subcommittee." The problem, he said,,
is the "basic structure" of the agencies,
and whether they should be abolished,,
their functions changed, their executive
and judicial functions separated or their
Kennedy's observer James M. Landis
judicial functions turned over to courts,
or administrative tribunals.
A smoke during questioning (after sign was ordered removed)
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1,403,873
people
the

visited

National

Automobile
Show

. . .

and

WWJ

was

there,

too

Staged in Detroit's mammoth new Cobo Hall, the 43rd National
Automobile Show shattered every attendance record in the book.
Naturally, WWJ was there from start to finish with an impressive
broadcast center in the heart of one of the heaviest traffic areas.
WWJ entertainment personalities and newsmen were high points of
interest for literally countless visitors. WWJ microphones
made the Show come alive for legions of listeners throughout
Detroit and southeastern Michigan.

Another timely example of Total
Radio— of service in the people's
interest— at WWJ in Detroit.
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Church group denied
waiver of Sec. 317
e

CATCH

Of

The

SEASON

Ability is reflected in the End result. Football is a game of timing
. . . and so is a TV campaign.
Many more advertisers realize that
a schedule on Harrisburg's No. 1
Station* gets exceptional results.
Witness:
The Full ABC-Tv Schedule
Paramount Movies
8 of the 10 top Syndicated Films
Outstanding Public Service
Promotion & Exploitation
See the Best "Reps" in the business — Harrington, Righter, and
Persons.
"ARB March I960

HARRISBURC, PA.
66 (GOVERNMENT)

Church group notwithstanding, the
FCC last week showed that it was going
to hew close to the line in requiring
identification of film clips supplied to
stations for possible news value.
It denied a request for a waiver of
Sec. 317 submitted by the Broadcasting
& Film Commission of the National
Council of Churches of Christ in the
U.S.A. Section 317, recently revised by
congressional legislation, requires that
the source of all material supplied for
broadcast be identified.
The petition from the National Council indicated plans to tape portions of a
conference in San Francisco beginning
Dec. 4 and to supply 60-90 second excerpts to stations. The church group
argued that as a non-profit, non-controversial group it might be considered
exempt from the Sec. 317 provisions. If
not considered exempt, it asked a waiver
on grounds that the time it would take
to announce the title of the group supplying the material would cut deeply
into the air time allotted it. The petition suggested that the announcement
would take 10 to 15 seconds of the 60
or 90 seconds of air time.
In denying the petition, the commission stated that no "substantial allegation of hardship" had been revealed
which would warrant the requested
waiver. It further said it was not convinced that the "loss" of the few seconds required to identify the material
Survey of FCC
The functions and the organization of the FCC are due to
come under the microscope of a
management survey soon — the
first since 1950 which resulted in
the commission being reorganized into the present bureau setup.
This study, it has been learned,
will be sponsored by the Bureau
of the Budget which was, last
week, preparing letters inviting
bids to be made on the job. The
news became known when Elmer
B. Staats, deputy director of the
Budget Bureau, testified before
Senator John A. Carroll (D-Colo.)
in his study of the regulatory
agencies (see page 64).
The management study in 195051 was made by Kinsey & Co.
and the office of Robert W. Cox,
FCC executive officer. At that
time the commission was organized into professional departments (law, engineering, etc.) instead of the present "functional"
establishment.

was an important factor in relation to
established FCC policy and the intent
of Congress in including the provision
in the Communications Act.
An FCC spokesman expained that another reason for turning the church
group luded
down
to had was
not that
even the
beenmaterial
filmed alat
the time of the petition and the nature
of that material was unknown and impossible to foresee. Therefore, he said,
whether it would be controversial could
not be determined.
Conelrad

still needed,

despite Hopkins report
Rumors that the need for Conelrad
has passed were denied last week by
FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee, who
is also the commission's defense commissioner.
In a speech to the National Assn. of
Railroad & Utilities Commissioners,
meeting in Las Vegas, Nev., Mr. Lee
reminded that only last March the Department of Defense had re-evaluated
the Conelrad system and "concluded
without qualification that it is a military
must for the foreseeable future, perhaps
Mr. Lee's defense of Conelrad was
brought about by the publication the
10 years."
week
before of a special study of air
raid warnings by the Operations Research Office of Johns Hopkins U. The
report was made to the Army last
July, but became public only two weeks
ago.
The Johns Hopkins U. report, "Air
Raid
in thesirens
Missile
criticalWarning
of air raid
and Era,"
of theis
Conelrad setup. It recommends that all
broadcast stations be tied into a civil defense net that would operate in the
clear with voiced warnings and instructions to the civilian populace in the
event of an enemy attack.
Conelrad was all right 10 years ago,
the report said. It is unneeded today.
The Johns Hopkins report has not yet
been evaluated by the Army, and its
views are those only of its authors, the
Army declared. It also must be reviewed
by other government agencies.
Fred Seaton reveals plans
Fred A. Seaton, Secretary of the Interior in President Eisenhower's administration, said he would return to his
newspaper and radio-tv businesses in
Hastings, Neb., after the Democratic
administration takes office Jan. 20.
Mr. Seaton is editor and publisher of
the Hastings Daily Tribune. The Seaton
family also owns or controls KHASAM-TV Hastings; KM AN Manhattan
and KGGF Coffeyville, both Kansas.
In addition to the Hastings newspaper,
the Seaton family owns newspapers in
Kansas, South Dakota, Wyoming and
Colorado.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

"It's
out it...a
Thisgreat
market

selling
tool.
I don't
see how
anybody
in business
does
more dollar
volume
of local
business
than stays
a great
many ofwiththe

three-station markets

in the country. A great percentage of that business is on Videotape*

... It gets local business because it absolutely takes the risk out of it. For example, it's awfully
hard for an advertiser to visualize from a piece of copy paper with a video column and an
audio column

just what his commercial

is going to look like on TV. But if the salesman can

say, 'I've got a spot all recorded for you on your fall coat sale, and I want you to see it,' then
he's sold. This is just so much

better than any other way to sell local television that you just

can't compare it! . . .What do we think of Ampex?

No question but what they're the leaders in

tape. They put tape on the map, and as far as we're concerned, it's the Ampex

VTR

that's

keeping it there." A single sheet of paper, an envelope addressed to Ampex and a 40 stamp is
all it takes to get the complete profit-potential story about tape . . . and about the Ampex VTR
as a basic sales-building component of any complete TV
Drop us a line today. Write to Ampex, department BT.

operation.

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 CHARTER ST., REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. • AMPEX OF CANADA LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO

MR. JOHN TYLER. GENERAL MANAGER
OF KFDA-TV. AMARILLO. (I12.500 TV HOMES;
I 5t ST MARKET I .

TM AMPEX CORP
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Famed 'fireside chats'
WIDER USE OF BROADCASTING
Sen. John F. Kennedy, who readily
agrees television was a primary factor
in his victory in last month's elections,
plans to keep using the medium during
his presidency. But on his own terms.
Unlike his predecessor, President
Eisenhower, who authorized taping and
filming of his news conferences on a
more or less weekly basis with the right
to scissor certain portions, Presidentelect Kennedy plans to allow live broadcasts of his news conferences, it's authoritatively reported.
And they'll resemble President Roosevelt's famed "fireside chats" on radio in
that they'll be on specific subjects designated by Mr. Kennedy. The news conferences won't be on a regular basis, but
will be held when the President-elect
deems it desirable to communicate with
the people on a particular issue.
Since the President-elect plans live
broadcasts of the news conferences, it
follows that they are expected to be
made in prime evening time. And Sen.
Kennedy apparently doesn't plan to let
reporters sidetrack him on subsidiary
issues, or those he isn't prepared to
speak about off the cuff.
It was speculated last week that Mr.
Kennedy might refuse to let himself be
quoted directly, to avoid "bloopers," but
these could not be avoided in a live
broadcast.

A
vote
BROADCAST

for
BUREAU

due to be resurrected
IN KENNEDY'S PLANS
Another report was that Sen. Kennedy
would discontinue the previous practice
of requiring a reporter to identify himself and his station, network or newspaper— on grounds many reporters ask
questions merely to obtain public mention of their and their employers' names.
Among other speculations last week
was one that President-elect Kennedy,
in restricting a news conference to one
primary issue, might first present to the
tv audience a prepared statement, then
submit to questioning on it.
Asked about the Kennedy plan for
live evening tv news conferences on a
Sigma Delta Chi convention panel
Thursday afternoon, in New York, CBS
News President Sig Mickelson said he
would need to know more details before
he could evaluate the idea. He thought
it possible that President-elect Kennedy,
who has proved effective in give-andtake questioning, might be thinking of
using the nighttime news-conference
technique for the same purpose that
President Roosevelt used the "Fireside
Chat"- — to get his ideas on major issues
across to the nation — and that these
might thus be sporadic and regular news
conferences as in the past.
Other network reaction was cautious,
spokesmen expressing interest but noting
that no official requests have been made.

Hartford's
RECOMMENDS
BUT

The FCC's Broadcast Bureau last
week told the commission it ought to
permit subscription television to be tried
out in Hartford, Conn.
The staff's recommendation, couched
in careful, legal language, stated there
was no reason why RKO General
should not be permitted to undertake
a three-year trial of pay tv over its
ch. 18 WHCT (TV) in the Connecticut capital city.
It was contained in proposed findings
submitted to the FCC last Thursday by
the three principal parties in the precedent-making case.
Besides RKO General and the Broadcast Bureau, the Connecticut Committee
Against Pay Tv and five Hartford exhibitors participated. The Connecticut
theatre group opposed the grant and
asked that an oral argument be heard
before the commission en banc. Also
heard was NAB as a public witness.
At issue was the RKO General application for permission to try-out the
68 (GOVERNMENT)

ABC-TV indicated that should live
presidential news conferences come to
pass, the network most certainly would
be interested in carrying them. Both
CBS-TV (except for Mr. Mickelson's
remarks) and NBC-TV withheld comment.
Aside from a reticence in going on
record with their comments, the networks in private pointed up difficulties
which would be sure to arise because of
an uncertainty as to the length of each
news conference — past experience indicating there's no set time. Some people
ventured the opinion that a certain
amount of editing might be in order.
Canadian

talks

give

N. Y. two

more

vhf s

Comments on proposed rulemaking to
add a third vhf tv channel to Syracuse
(ch. 9) and also to Rochester (ch. 13)
were invited by the FCC last week as
a result of negotiations with the Canadian government. New allocations
would meet the present mileage separation requirements, the FCC said.
A group of Syracuse business and
professional men have proposed to add
ch. 9 to that city, shift ch. 5 from
Rochester to Syracuse and shift ch. 8
from Syracuse to Rochester. If the
proposal is finally adopted, the commission said, show cause orders would
be issued and the licensees of ch. 5
(WROC-TV Rochester) and ch. 8
(WHEN-TV Syracuse) would have the

pay
tv
test
WITH EXTRA CONDITIONS

Phonevision system of subscription tv
in Hartford. RKO General proposed to
spend $ 1 0 million on the three-year test.
Joining with RKO General were Zenith Radio Corp., developer of Phonevision, and Teco Inc. which holds the
license from Zenith for the Phonevision
operation.
A hearing before the FCC was held
last October (Broadcasting, Oct. 31).
Ordinarily the next step would be for
the FCC to approve or deny the application.
The arguments advanced by the parties follow:
Staff Says Okay ■ The Broadcast
Bureau told the FCC that it could see
no objection to the granting of the application— but recommended that extra
conditions be incorporated in the grant
to keep everyone's skirts clean.
The commission staff puts its conclusion this way:
"Subject to due observance of all the
conditions, limitations and requirements

prescribed in the Third Report for the
actual conduct of trial operations, and
subject further to compliance with the
additional conditions set out herein
below, the record discloses no substantial reason why the public interest would
not be served by a grant of the pending
The bureau lawyers suggested that
the FCC place seven conditions on the
application."
grant,
among them that the applicant,
Zenith and Teco comply with both "the
letter and the spirit" of the requirements; that Zenith and Teco submit
all advertising and promotional matter
to RKO before public release; careful
review by RKO of all publicity to safeguard against misleading representations
to the public; submission to the FCC of
all agreements among the three principals and those with third parties relating
to programs.
In commenting on some of the
charges made by theatre opponents
during the hearing, the Broadcast BuBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

right to Sec. 316 hearing.
At the same time the commission
denied petitions by ABC to delete ch. 8
from Syracuse and add chs. 9 and 10
there since that involves changes in
Canadian assignments to which Canada
will not agree; by Mohawk Valley Television Inc. to add ch. 7 to Utica, N. Y.,
by substituting ch. 9 for ch. 8 in Syracuse and substituting ch. 8 for ch. 7 in
Carthage- Watertown ; by Veterans
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (share-time station WVET-TV Rochester, ch. 10) to
allocate chs. 9 and 13 to Elmira; by
Joint Council on Educational Television
to assign ch. 9 to Corning-Elmira for
non-commercial use; and by English &
Spain, a partnership, to allocate ch. 9 to
Williamsport, Pa.
The commission postponed action,
pending conclusion of "short separation"
proposal, on petitions by Veterans seeking ch. 7 for Binghamton, N. Y., and by
Binghamton Press Co. Inc., which was
seeking ch. 4 for Binghamton, since
these proposals do not comply with
present mileage separation requirements.
It denied Binghamton Press' proposal to
add ch. 9 to that city.
Rochester Rulemaking ■ In a separate
notice of proposed rulemaking, the FCC
announced its plan to add ch. 13 to
Rochester. Petitions for that addition
were filed by Star Broadcasting Co. Inc.
(operator of WGVA Geneva; WTLB
Utica and WBBF-WCBF-TV Rochester,
all New York), whose request for showcause order to modify WCBF-TV
reau counsel made these points:
■ The record does not disclose a
persuasive basis for inferring that the
proposed charges are unreasonable.
■ There is no way of telling without
the test whether pay tv will have an
impact on free television and if so to
what extent and how the diversion will
occur.
■ There is no evidence that anyone
but the applicant will be involved in
the day-to-day programming of the play
tv operation.
■ The applicant has complied "as
fully as the situation permits" with the
requirement that programming information be furnished.
■ The 1948 Paramount case does not
apply to the Hartford application.
The bureau lawyers made one special
point: that the commission has not and
should not make any determination as
to whether subscription tv is "broadcasting" within the meaning of the
Communications Act. This determination should be deferred until after the
test and when the FCC takes up the
general authorization or denial of pay
tv on a national scale.
Louis C. Stephens, chief attorney for
the Broadcast Bureau's Rules & StandBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

authorization from ch. 15 to ch. 13 was
denied (its application for extension of
completion date was denied Nov. 22).
Other petitions were filed by the Joint
Council on Educational Television seeking its reservation for noncommercial
educational use; Genessee Valley Television Co. Inc., and WVET-TV. The
commission dismissed WVET-TV's petition seeking addition of ch. 13 in
Elmira.
Comments on the proposed rulemakings are due on Jan. 6, 1961.
Gay station purchases off
The sales of KLIK Jefferson City and
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, both Missouri, (At Deadline, Aug. 1 ) to a
company owned by Connie B. Gay
have been called off. Last week the FCC
dismissed the application for sale at
the applicant's request. Jesse D. Fine is
majority stockholder of the stations.
A spokesman for the Gay interests
said they "are always in the market to
expand,"
but that
theyFine
had stations
cancelledwhen
the
sale
contract
for the
it expired Nov. 3.
In September Connie B. Gay Broadcasting Co. filed with the Securities &
Exchange Commission seeking to register 30,000
1
shares of common stock for
public sale. In the statement the money
raised was earmarked for use in acquiring the Missouri broadcast properties.
The statement will be amended, Mr.
Gay'sbe spokesman
will
offered at asaid,
later and
date. the stock

ards Division, headed the staff's signers.
It was also signed by Sol Schildhause,
as associate counsel, and Arthur H.
Bernstone, as assistant counsel.
Let Us Try It ■ Not only has RKO
General met every requirement set out
for authority to conduct the test, its
brief maintained, but it is necessary that
the commission authorize the test of pay
tv in the market place "which, in the
final analysis, is the ultimate testing
ground for all new business."
RKO General has accepted the challenge and the business risk, the applicant said, and through the results of
the pay tv trial can provide facts for
the commission to use when it finally
determines whether or not to approve
subscription tv as a national service.
In answering the allegations of those
opposing the Hartford trial, RKO General said its program proposals "are as
definitive and specific as to type and
class of programs as they reasonably
can be expected to be and as generally
required of applicants for conventional
television operations."
RKO General termed as "highly improper" and "ridiculous" the theatreowners' charges that it was attempting
to "gouge" the public and reap "out-

Final

exhibits

made

in pay tv hearing
The average yearly expenditure by
the American public for the installation
and servicing of tv receivers is $22.79.
This is based on a 1958 estimate
when 10% of the total tv sets then in
service were newly installed.
This information was among the
final exhibits and stipulations entered
into the Hartford Phonovision pay tv
hearing record at its closing.
Hartford Phonevision estimated that
the service cost for installing 10,000
decoders would be $188,700, and the
repair cost, $99,000. This would equal
$28.77 per decoder.
Also submitted was the Elliott-Hayne
Ltd. survey of Telemeter families in
Toronto based on a three-day study in
September (Broadcasting, Nov. 7).
There was a motion submitted by
the Connecticut Committee Against
Pay Tv, asking that the colloquy between FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford and Charles J. Tower, NAB tv
vice president, be corrected to indicate
that Mr. Tower's response was predicated on a misunderstanding of Mr.
Ford's question — or that the court reporter incorrecdy reported the question.
Mr. Tower's response meant, according to the correction, that there would
be more effect on the existing two vhf
stations in Hartford if a pay tv station
opened up than if a third vhf station
were granted there.

rageous" profits.
This cannot be true, RKO General
stated, since the Hartford audience is
not a captive audience and it can always
turn to other forms of entertainment.
Not only that, RKO stated, but it has
estimated and testified that it expects
to lose $1 million during the three-year
demonstration, "which obviously negates any unsupported charge of 'outrageous' profits.
."
In answer
to. .allegations
that the
Hartford public has been deceived in
publicity and promotional material, the
RKO General brief countered with the
assertion that the Hartford public "has
been given a full and accurate description of the proposals made by Hartford
Phonevision Co. in its application filed
with the commission."
"It is readily apparent from the record that counsel for respondents struggled futilely and tenuously in an attempt
to create some type of inconsistency
or misrepresentation between publicity
releases and advertisements of the applicant and the testimony of Mr. O'Neil
[Thomas F. O'Neil, president of RKO
General] on the basis of fragmentary
words or phrases rather than by considering the whole impression or effect
63

of what was said in these advertisements
MICHIGAN'S
UPPER PENINSULA

IS EASILY AVAILABLE
NOW

The New

$100,000,000

BIG-MAC Bridge
carries thousands to the U. P. daily!
Paul Bunyan Television
WPBN-TV
Traverse City

WTOM-TV
Cheboygan
One Rate Card

Covers 25 Northern Michigan Counties
INCLUDING a big chunk of the U. P.
and parts of Canada
Offering the Only Principal
City Grade and Grade A
coverage to Traverse City,
Cheboygan, and much of Resort-Rich
Northern Michigan
Reach the MOST homes with
7000 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, Noon-6 PM)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(M-F, 6 PM-Mid.)
2800 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sat. 6 PM-Mid.)
1900 MORE Homes Reached Than
(Sun. 6 PM-Mid.)
-ARB (March, 1960)

P B N
Sta. B.
Sta. B
Sta. B.
Sta. B

and publicity releases."
Terming "reckless" the charge that
the operation by RKO General of a
pay tv system would violate the Paramount motion picture decree, the brief
emphasized
has "removed itselfthat
from RKO
every General
line of business
that was a subject matter in U. S. v.
Paramount. Since RKO is not engaged
in theatrical production, distribution or
exhibition, there could be no conceivable vertical integration of the type interdicted bythe
Paramount
case."by W.
The RKO
brief
was signed
Theodore Pierson, Vernon C. Kholhaas
and William S. Green.
The Opposition ■ The opponents of
the Hartford proposal found nothing
right about the RKO General application.
Casting doubt on the whole project,
the theatre-sponsored Connecticut Committee Against Pay Tv and five Hartford movie house owners, charged that
the RKO General application would
result in "gouging" the public, in "enormous" profits to Zenith and Teco, and
in a monopoly in the field.
The Hartford theatre owners, all parties to the proceeding, are Stanley Warner Management Co., Loew's Inc., Connecticut Theatres, Manchester Drive-in
Theatre
Corp., and Outdoor Theatres
Corp.
Public Bilked? ■ Not only would the
public have to pay for the rental and
servicing of decoders, the opposition
stated, but at the end of the experiment
it would not even own the equipment.
This contravenes the FCC condition
prohibiting the sale of decoders to the
public, it said.
RKO General estimated that it would
charge from $7.50 to $10 (but not
more than $10) to install a decoder.
It also testified that it would charge up
to 75^ a week as a rental charge.
Attacking what it called the lack of
programming information submitted by
RKO General, the theatre owners flatly
stated that "most of the programs
promised by the applicant will probably
never be presented." The applicant,
the theatre owners claimed, has not
seriously established working arrangements to secure feature films (the mainstay of the proposed pay tv service).
Neither has it made other plans for
drama, sports, or educational programs,
they charged.
"It is obvious, therefore," the antipay tv parties stated, "that the applicant's programming plans are a matter
of sheer conjecture, both as to quality
and quantity. Its programming will —
to put it bluntly — depend upon whatever it may in the future find available
andZenith-Teco
decide to present."
Combine ■ Both Zenith
Radio Corp. and Teco Inc. are a combination of the same interests, the
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theatre owners said. Teco is principally
owned by Zenith stockholders, they
pointed out. The two companies are
and "will continue to be" not only the
sole supplier of Phonevision license
rights, technical assistance and equipment, the opposition charged, but also
"the only meaningful" supplier of proThis combination, the theatre owners
grams.
claimed, also undermines the responsibility of the licensee to control the programming over the proposed toll tv
station. The theatre owners said it this
way:
"These powers, plus the reliance that
the applicant has placed upon it [Teco]
as a source of programming, completely
shatter any illusion that the applicant
will be able to retain its responsibilities
as a licensee and turn out to be anything
other than a conduit through which
Teco-Zenith programs and equipment
these companies, the anti-pay tv
areBoth
siphoned."
group said, will not only reap "enormous" profits, but plan to "lay the
foundation" for the "ultimate monopolization" of pay tv.
The applicant, stated the theatre owners, will also be violating the 1948 motion picture antitrust ukase. The Paramount case, they pointed out, prohibited
a producer or distributor of motion
pictures to own theatres; yet RKO General testified that it was seeking to "add
one more theatre" to Hartford.
RKO General at one time owned
RKO Pictures. It still retains the distribution rights to some RKO film.
Pay tv will turn free television into
"second class" citizens, the theatre exhibitors charged. Analyzing RKO General's promise that it will offer only
"box office" attractions (programs not
on regular tv and for which normally
an admission charge is paid), the pay
tv opposition claimed that in reality
subscription tv service will circumvent
this promise in two ways:
New programs, like feature film not
yet released to regular tv, will go to pay
popular
now on the air
tv,
— tv programs
will and
be withdrawn
and return on fee tv
as "new" entertainment.
What the applicant intends to do, the
theatre owners said, is to "freeze" tv
programming to the status quo.
The anti-pay tv group also charged
that RKO General has not been candid
in its proposals — neither to the FCC
nor to the public. They related differences between what the applicant originally told the FCC and the public and
what they testified to at the hearing.
This involved programs, charges and
methods to determine the impact of pay
tv on regular television broadcasting.
The theatre owners brief, submitted
by attorney Marcus Cohn, asked for
oral argument before the FCC en banc.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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renewals tell the story. 43 current adver-
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ANSWERS

KGEM

Bryan-Dennis deny allegation
of hidden ownership to FCC
Charges made against the owners of
a new am station in Boise, Idaho, were
"categorically
denied" before the FCC
last
week.
The rebuttals were filed by John M.
Bryan and Reid W. Dennis, holders of
a construction permit for KEST Boise.
They answered a protest charging hidden ownership which was filed last
month by KGEM Boise (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
KGEM charged that Messrs. Bryan
and Dennis were financially connected
with multiple owners George I. Norman and Robert Sherman and that the
latter pair were engaged in a plot to
"subvert the commission's licensing
power"
interest in would
more
stations by
thanbuying
the commission
permit if the commission were aware
of such operations.
The KGEM petition was a protest
to the FCC's grant of ownership change
whereby Messrs. Bryan and Dennis
bought the KEST permit from Carl L.
and Norma W. Hansen.
The KEST rebuttal launched a
three-prong counter-attack at its accusers: itclaimed that KGEM did not
fall under the commission's definitions
of a "party in interest" or an "aggrieved party." KGEM had stated
that the new station, KEST, if granted,
would "compete with Station KGEM
for advertising revenues and audience
attention." KEST maintained that this
complaint was not sufficiently specific
in this area; in fact, it dubbed the
phrasing "cryptic." Point two was
that the mere claim of competition did
not give KGEM "standing" in the case.
KEST cited what it considers precedent in other FCC cases for this position.
The permittee further stated that the
protest "fails to specify with particularity
the facts relied upon," stating that the
allegations made against the permittees
were "utterly devoid of relevant and
material facts" and were based essentially on other filings against grants
with which Messrs. Norman and Sherman had been connected which had
been withdrawn or denied by the
commission.
Similarity ■ Specifically the rebuttal
said the allegations contained in
KGEM's petition were very similar to
those filed against KXXI Golden,
Colo., by KIMN Denver. "By a curious coincidence, those petitioners and
this protestant are all owned by the
same interests," it went on. In an
addenda the rebuttal cites those portions of the KIMN petition that are
identical with those of KGEM an A.L.
Glassmann station. The KIMN allega72 (GOVERNMENT)

tions were filed on March 23, 1960
and withdrawn on March 29, 1960.
They also were concerned with the
multiple ownership interests of Messrs.
Norman and Sherman.
It also stated similarities in the petition to those objections raised by another Glassmann station, KMON Great
Falls, Idaho, to the FCC's grant of a
cp in that city for an am station to
John and Marie Broad. This petition
also raised the spectre of the alleged
subverting of commission policy by
Messrs. Norman and Sherman.
Messrs. Dennis and Bryan spelled
out that they are the owners of the
cp and
"thatSherman
neither has
George
Norman
nor
Robert
or ever
has
had any present or prospective ownership interest in" KEST. Each affidavit
said that the current owners have no
intention of permitting them to acquire
any such ownership interest. The
affidavits stated "categorically" that
neither Mr. Dennis nor Mr. Bryan
know of any relationship existing between Messrs. Norman and Sherman
and KEST personnel mentioned in the
KGEM petition and Mr. Bryan affirms
that he doesn't even know many of
the persons so mentioned.
In the reply to the KGEM petition
itself, the names of Norman and Sherman are not alluded to. The rebuttal
refers to the KGEM petition as an
"irresponsible charge."
ACLU lauds FCC for its
community-needs policy
The American Civil Liberties Union
has praised the FCC policy report of
July 29 requiring broadcast licensees
to ascertain the needs and wishes of
their communities.
According to ACLU Executive Director Patrick Murphy Malin, the new
FCC procedure will "make life more
complicated for the station owner and
his staff, but it will also make for the
better-balanced more widely diversified
programming to which the ACLU holds
the people are entitled under both the
First Amendment and the [Communications] Act itself."
The ACLU particularly lauded proposals to have broadcasters confer with
community leaders, suggesting that if
guidance comes from the community
a station serves, rather than from the
commission, this will both keep the FCC
out of censorship activities (into which
the ACLU feels it must not enter) and
help to channel programs into the public
interest. The Union allows a broadcaster need not air "a hodge-podge of dogood or amateurishly planned educational programs or run his business at
a loss." It claims "Suggestions are to be
sifted by the expert judgment of the licensee." Establishment of the Complaints &Compliance Div. of the FCC
was also commended by the ACLU.

Report

urges

U. S.

to prepare for space
It's urgent that the U. S. government
move without delay to determine the
benefits of space telecommunications to
itself and other countries and otherwise
prepare to negotiate for frequencies in
space communications operations when
the International Telecommunications
Union holds a special conference in
1963.
This was recommended in a staff report to the Senate Aeronautical & Space
Sciences Committee released yesterday
(Sunday).
The report, submitted to Committee
Chairman Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex. )
by Kenneth E. BeLieu, staff director,
said "critical decisions" are needed
"promptly" because of the emerging
significance of artificial satellites in global communications and the certain demand that will be placed, as a result,
on an already overcrowded radio frequency
spectrum.
The U.
S. must establish a strong

!
I

I

;

|

negotiating position by extensive research to show the frequencies and
bandwidths needed and whether such
frequencies should be shared. It also
must persuade nations not yet exten- |
sively developed in communications,
that space communications can benefit
them, too, by peaceful applications, the j
report said. The report said there may <
be opposition to any U. S. proposal
from the Soviet bloc of nations.
The complex and, interrelated economic, political and technical factors of
worldwide communications requires reevaluation of broad national policies in
communications, the report said, and '
neither policies nor methods for establishing them are clear at present.
The President, the report said, should
study without delay (1) the identification of central federal authority for
communication policies; (2) the evaluation of such policies for space communications; (3) the implications as
concerns the "traditional" U. S. practice of giving responsibility for domestic
and overseas communications to private
firms rather than government; (4)
mechanism of coordination between
federal agencies concerned, such as the
FCC, State Department, Office of Civil
Defense Mobilization, etc.
The report complimented U. S. representatives for getting ITU, at the
Geneva meeting last year, to set aside

i

j
|

j
j

13 bands
earth-space
"research"
service
on for
a shared
basis. But
it expressed skepticism on whether the Ex- j
traordinary Administrative Radio Conference of ITU in 1963 will allocate
bands for "operational" use. The report also said the 13 bands are inadequate in number and in width for permanent use of artificial satellites for
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

global communications. It also exbands.
"shared"
about the
pressed doubts
The Senate
received
1959 treaty
last June and has not yet consented to it.
The report voiced concern over possible premature assignments of channels
needed for space use to other services
and over recent FCC decisions on availability of channels for space telecommunications, both of which jeopardize
space communications, it said.
Another Report ■ The peculiar problems of international space law and its
relation to radio frequencies were considered among other questions of extraterrestrial law submitted to the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration
today (Dec. 5).
The report is the result of two years'
work by the National Bar Foundation
under a NASA grant. It is a collation
of legal thinking on all aspects of space
activities and related problems, but does
not necessarily represent NASA policy.
Such questions as how far national
sovereignty extends into space are explored with the emphasis on peaceful
rather than military national uses of
space.
To avoid hopeless interference and
jamming from radio satellites which
could be construed as sabotage to a national space program, international
space allocations must be worked out
carefully, the report suggested. The

use and legal ramifications of radio and
tv relay satellites are also explored and
the caution is given that since there is
no legal precedent for space communications, international cooperation and
goodwill will be indispensable.
FCC prods 37 stations
for overdue payola answers
Some stations that apparently ignored
the FCC's payola questionnaires issued
in December 1959 have been warned
by the commission that sanctions may
be invoked against them for failure to
respond to followup letters sent last
month and the month before.
The FCC's warning was directed to
37 stations which had not furnished information "about unannounced paid or
furnished program material and what
they
doing about
Those
KASLwereNewcastle,
Wyo.; it."
KCKC
San cited:
Bernardino, Calif.; KDIX-TV Dickinson, N. D.;
KEYTClayton,
(TV) Santa
Calif.; KFUOFM
Mo.; Barbara,
KFML Denver,
Colo.;
KHAM Albuquerque, N. M.; KIHN Hugo,
Okla.
KHPC-FM Brownwood, Tex.; KKAS Silsbee, Tex.; KMEO Omaha; KORK Las Vegas;
KROC-AM-TV Rochester, Minn.; KTER
Terrell, Tex.; KTRY Bastrop, La.; KUEQ
Phoenix, Ariz.; KWNA Winnemucca. Nev.
KZEYson, S. Tyler,
Tex.; Canton,
WAIM-AM-TV
C; WAND
Ohio; AnderWCBQ
Whitehall, Mich.; WDIX Orangeburg, S. C;
WDLT Indianola, Miss.; WDXR Paducah,
Ky.; WFPR Hammond, La.
WGIR Manchester, N. H.; WLAQ Rome,
Ga.; WLSB Copperhill, Tenn.; WMAB
Munising, Mich.; WMRP Flint, Mich.;
WMDD Fajardo, P. R.; WORX-FM Madison,
Ind.; WQMM (FM) Memphis, Tenn.;
WVNA Tuscumbia, Ala.; WNCO-FM Ashand, Ohio.

The

W-l-D-E

More

time

finance

allowed

for

comments

Deadline for filing comments on the
FCC's proposed revisions of its annual
financial report forms (Sec. 324) has
been continued to Feb. 1. The FCC last
week acceded to a request for this continuance by NAB. The first deadline
was Dec. 9.
In granting the NAB petition, the
FCC also set Feb. 15 as the deadline
for reply comments.
The only comment filed in this case
came from KTTR Rolla, Mo. The station acknowledged that the FCC had the
right to receive financial data relating to
broadcasting, but objected strongly to
supplying any income or expense data
relating
to income from sources outside broadcasting.
The position of the Missouri station
was given in its comments on the proposal that would require an analysis of
notes payable:
"We do not take issue with those
portions of proposed Schedule 2, which
would assist the FCC in discovering
any 'hidden' control or oversight of a
station that might be exercised by a
former licensee or other broadcaster.
However, we do not believe that such a
'note analysis' need be applied to such
obligations as are held by, and payable
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to, normally chartered banks and loan
institutions, whose directors and/ or officers are in no way related to the broadcasting industry."
Signed by Luther W. Martin, owner
of the Rolla station, the statement concluded wifth these words:
"Perhaps you gentlemen of the FCC
may conclude that this writer has been
unduly critical of the new FCC Form
No. 324 as proposed. However, we simply wish to indicate our lack of appreciation for any seeming increase of 'red
tape' in any citizen's relationship to any
segment of Government."
The FCC last month issued a proposed rule-making which would require
additional financial data to be supplied
by all radio and tv stations in their annual financial reports (Broadcasting,
Nov. 7).
FTC claims ads deceptive
A local furniture store owner who
made claims of savings in radio copy
was told by the Federal Trade Commission last week to cease its "deceptive pricing and savings." The firm
is Main Street Furniture Inc., Kansas
City, Mo., of which Charles D. Edwards is president.
The FTC adopted an initial decision
by its hearing examiner who found
that purported retail prices were fictitious and that purchasers did not realize
the claimed savings.
He also held

CAMPAIGN-COVERAGE
Yarborough

committee

that Mr. Edwards "had no regular or
customary retail prices" but sold these
articles for "whatever the traffic would
Found to be false were these typical
radio commercials:
"Wall to wall carpeting, reg. $7.95,
bear."
now only $2.50 per yard. . ."
". . . three piece foam rubber sectional regular $219.95 white elephant
sale price $89.50. . ."
"Divan and chairs regular $199.50
white elephant sale price $89.50. . ."
Local tv stations fight
'out-of-town'

boosters

Local tv stations presumably threatened by the establishment of low-powered vhf translators in their communby tv stations
have ities
begun
to fight from
back. "out of town"
Last week the FCC was asked to set
for hearing two such applications. These
were the request of WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va., for a ch. 5 slave in Roanoke,
Va., and the application of WAPA-TV
San Juan, P.R., for a ch. 12 repeater in
Ponce, P. R.
Objecting to the Roanoke proposal
were WSLS-TV and WDBJ-TV, both
Roanoke. They claimed that the Lynchburg station is trying to become a twomarket outlet. They also charged that
the installation of a vhf translator in
Roanoke was contrary to the commisCOMPLAINTS

to review 1,100 aimed at radio-tv
citizens about political programs they
The Senate's Watchdog Subcommittee
has scheduled a meeting in Washington
question and those furnished by the netthis week to go over the complaints it
works per request, plus information to
has received thus far of unfairness in be submitted by the FCC derived from
questionnaires sent to all tv and radio
broadcast coverage of the election cambroadcast stations, will help make up
paign and presentation of candidates.
what Mr. Fath says will be a report of
It will also plan strategy for its report
at the end of January.
some 8,000 pages to be submitted by
The senators, scheduled to meet in the subcommittee by Feb. 1.
the middle of or late in the week, will
The report, he said, will be much
more comprehensive than reports on
be told, among other things, that some
1,100 or 1,200 tv and radio stations
station and network policies and practices and sales and donations of time
thus far have reported complaints by
individuals or groups about political involving political candidates in past
broadcasting, in compliance with the elections.
This is because the stations have been
subcommtitee's request in October
(Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
prepared for answering the questionnaires through questionnaires of prior
That's the score so far, reported
Creekmore Fath, majority counsel, as years, he said.
he looked last week over a broad desk
Chairman of the Watchdog (Freedom
covered with stacks of letters.
of Information) Subcommittee, which
His assistant, William Throckmorton,
was appointed to watch broadcasters for
possible abuse of exemptions from Sec.
was sorting additional stacks of correspondence from and about just one net- 315 equal time provisions granted news
work. And Mr. Fath hinted there were
and panel-type programs under a 1959
other stacks of comparable size for the amendment, is Sen. Ralph Yarborough
other networks.
(D.-Tex.). The other members are Sens.
All the correspondence, together with Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) and Hugh Scott
"bales" of audio tapes furnished by (R-Pa.).
74 (GOVERNMENT)

sion's policy. This, they said, established
the vhf booster service to bring tv to
sparsely settled areas, not to a com- j
munity
already served by two full-scale j
local stations.
The Ponce application was opposed i
by both WSUR-TV and WRIK-TV of
that
claimed
thatjeopardize
the San
Juan city.
boosterThey
in Ponce
would
their ability to serve their audience,
resulting in a deterioration of their operations because of the economic impact.
The FCC approved the use of vhf
translators and boosters last July
(Broadcasting, Aug. 1).
Meanwhile, the FCC last week issued
its first grants for vhf translators. These
went to the Mexican Hat, Utah, Assn.
to translate programs of Albuquerque,
N. M., stations. One, on ch. 3 is to
repeat ch. 13 KGGM-TV via a ch. 6
tv repeater in Cortez, Colo.; the other
on ch. 13, to carry ch. 4 KOB-TV via
the ch. 9 repeater station in Cortez.
Justice

'
1
j
i

i
i

Dept. checking

political complaint
A complaint that the United Auto
Workers used union dues to produce
tv and radio campaign material for
Democratic candidates is being investigated by the Justice Dept., that agency
acknowledged. A spokesman has said
that
the complaint
was "under
but declined
to say where
it came study,"
from.
The complaint charged the union with
producing radio tapes and tv films to
promote Democratic candidates.
The UAW said it had no comment
on
whether
activity,of "if
in,"
would
be a the
violation
the engaged
law.
The union was acquitted in 1957 of
charges it illegally promoted the candidacy of Pat McNamara (D-Mich.) on
the UAW's weekly tv show on WJBKTV
Detroitcampaign
during Sen.
McNamara's
successful
for the
Senate in
1954. The UAW was indicted in July
1955, the federal district court in Detroit dismissed the case, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the court to try it
and the court acquitted the union in
November 1957.
Conflicting Maine

plans

to be considered

by FCC

1
1
|
i
!
1
;

j

A dispute between commercial and
educational interests over the future use
of vhf allocations in Maine has reached
the FCC rulemaking stage. The com- '
mission asked for comments on conflicting proposals by (1) Leon Gorman
to move ch. 7 from Calais to Bangor,
both Maine, for commercial use, and
(2) the U. of Maine to reserve chs. 10
Augusta, 7 Calais and 10 Presque Isle,
all Maine, for educational use.
All three channels now are allocated
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

for commercial use. The Calais and
Presque Isle facilities are unassigned
while Pine Tree Telecasting Corp. is
permittee of ch. 10 WPTT (TV) Augusta. Pine Tree is controlled by Bates
College, which has no objection to the
proposed educational reservation.
Mr. Gorman said that a group which
he heads plans to apply for a ch. 7 station in Bangor if the shift is approved.
Microwave

users

WWTV-AREA

BUY

54%

MORE

1

FOOD

oppose

THAN
AT&T's satellite plans
Opposition to the application of
AT&T for permission to use 6425-6925
mc for space satellite relaying between
the United States and Western Europe
was voiced last week by a number of
private microwave users.
Filing petitions with the FCC to
dismiss the AT&T application, or requesting that they be set for hearing,
were the Assn. American Railroads;
National Retail Merchants Assn.;
Aeronautical Radio Inc.; Electronic Industries Assn.; National Committee for
Utilities Radio; Motorola Inc. and the
American Petroleum Institute. Earlier,
oppositions were submitted by the National Assn. of Manufacturers and the
American Trucking Assn.
Basic protest was to the use of the
industrial fixed frequencies when there
are common carrier frequencies available in the 5925-6425 mc area.
AT&T last October asked the FCC
for experimental authority to inaugurate full-scale commercial service between the U.S. and Great Britain,
France and West Germany, with the
Bell company planning to loft its own
active relay communications satellite
within the year (At Deadline, Oct.
24).
WTEN

FAMILIES

WWTV has daily circulation,
daytime
nighttime,
in 36
Michigan and
counties
[NCSNo.3).
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KAIAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

DAKOTA!

WWTV, Cadillac-Traverse City, alone serves an
area with 54% more food sales than the entire state
of North Dakota*.
WWTV is the undisputed leader in Northern
Lower Michigan television, delivering more homes
than Station B in 433 of 450 competitive quarter
hours surveyed, 8 a.m. -Midnight, Sunday through
Saturday (NSI, Cadillac-Traverse City — June 6July 3, 1960). To match WWTV's 36-county
coverage you would have to use 13 daily newspapers or 16 radio stations.
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (KalamazooGrand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of
outstate Michigan worth having! If you want it
all, give us a call!
*WWTV-area food sales are $219 million compared to $133.9
million for North Dakota. {Source: SRDS, October 15, 1960)

WWTV
316,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1283' TOWER • CBS and ABC
Officially Authorized for CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
Avery-Knodel, inc., Exclusive National Representatives

(TV) given 3-month

extension on experiment
An experimental tv station operated
by WTEN (TV) Vail Mills, N. Y.,
which was authorized by the FCC in
1959, will be in operation for three
more months. The commission has
given permission to WTEN to continue
the test.
The experiment involves the operation of a separately-fed co-channel
transmitter on ch. 10, WTEN's channel. The transmitter operates in conjunction with WTEN at various hours,
including WTEN's regular program
hours. It was designed to help the station decide whether such a "satellite"
would improve its reception in the Albany-Troy-Hudson Valley areas. WTEN
is located 35 miles from Albany.
Tests to date have noted an improvement of WTEN's signal in portions of
Albany and Troy, but the experiment
has also created "potential" interference in some areas along the Hudson
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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River. WTEN, during the next three
months, will try to determine the extent of this interference and whether or
not it can be eliminated. Viewers in
the affected areas may be asked to adjust their home antennas, after a station promise to restore them to their
original condition, in an attempt to reduce the interference.
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley dissented to the new authorization. While
he issued no dissenting statement, his
objection centered on the operation of
the experimental station during WTEN's
regular program hours.
The FCC

IN PITTSBURGH
Take
and

TAE
See

. . .

how top TV pro's
help good selling
messages

sell better

BEHIND THE CAMERAS
WTAE department heads average
fifteen years of experience in broadcasting. Engineering and directorial
personnel average eight years in TV.
These professionals provide the deft,
sure performance and bright programming that is a WTAE trademark.
BEFORE THE CAMERAS
The tri-state's best known performers
give extra personal sell to every message they deliver. Among them are
the first news and sports broadcasting
team ever seen on Pittsburgh TV and
the first women's affairs director. In
total, there are eleven on-the-air performers who average more than nine
years TV experience. Take TAE and
see how they sell for you.
BASIC ABC IN PITTSBURGH

last week...

■ Granted CBS a cp for a class B
fm station in St. Louis (where CBS operates KMOX-AM-TV on 103.3 mc
with an erp of 28 kw; antenna height
900 feet; remote control permitted. The
commission included mention that the
grant was made without prejudice to
whatever action it might choose to take
regarding violation of Sec. 317 (sponsor identification) and related matters.

■ Was asked by Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham to affirm
his rulings in the network study hearing
in Los Angeles last October (Broadcasting, Oct. 24). Mr. Cunningham
refused to permit counsel for MCA to
participate on the record, after which
MCA Vice President Taft Schreiber refused to testify or to submit list of tv
programs for which MCA acts as selling agent. MCA asked that the FCC
overrule these rulings (At Deadline,
Oct. 31). Similar refusal to produce
records was made by Promotions Unlimited and Dick Fishell & Assocs. and
these also asked FCC to reverse examiner's decision. Mr. Cunningham asked
that the FCC sustain his rulings in this
matter also.

■ Amended Parts 0 and 1 of its rules,
effective Dec. 12, to permit commission
action on revocation and cease-anddesist orders without going through the
hearing procedure after a hearing has
been waived by a respondent. Under
present rules a formal hearing is required even when a respondent waives
a hearing. The amendments provide
that failure to file or appear will constitute waiver and change the commission's delegations of authority accordingly. Commissioner Cross dissented.

■ Invited comments by Jan. 6, 1961
on proposed rulemaking looking toward amending its tv table of assignments to drop in ch. 4 to Superior,
Neb., which now lacks a tv channel assignment. Bi-States Co., licensee of
KHOL-TV Kearney (ch. 13 and its
satellite KHPL-TV Hayes Center (ch.
6), both Nebraska, petitioned for the
assignment. It also stated that it proposed to file an application for ch. 4 in
Superior as a satellite operation to
duplicate the present programs of
KHOL-TV.

■ Denied a waiver of Sec. 1.305 (c)
of the rules and returned the application of Fort Harrison Telecasting Corp.
for a new tv station on ch. 10 in Terre
Haute, Ind. The application was contingent on Wabash Valley Broadcasting
Co., which operates WTHI Terre
Haute, giving up ch. 10 in that city
and moving to ch. 2, which it had been
awarded in comparative hearing with
Illiana Television Co. By this action
the commission indicated it would not
entertain applications for ch. 10 at this
time.

■ Was told by the U. S. Court of
Appeals to entertain the protest by
KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La. against
the grant early this year permitting
KP AC-TV Port Arthur, Tex., to move
its transmitter site midway between its
home city and Lake Charles. KTAGTV had protested the grant, but the
FCC dismissed it because it was not
notarized until after the 30-day protest
period had run out. The court said
the commission had discretion to accept the late oath.
■ Commissioner Charles H. King
voted to include an issue relative to the
capacity of an area to support another
radio station during the hearing on a
250-w station in Del Rio, Tex. The
seldom-considered issue was recommended by Commissioner King upon
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the request of KDLK Del Rio, which
was made a party to the proceeding by
the FCC. He felt as a party to the
case, the station should be given the
opportunity to present evidence on that
subject. He had made no final decision
as to the relevance of the economic
question but he urged it should be aired.
At issue was the FCC's decision to set
for consolidated hearing applications
for new am stations to operate on 1490
kc, 250 w in Del Rio.

FCC charges KBOM with
unauthorized transfer
A charge that the owners of a radio
station in North Dakota had engaged
in stock transfers resulting in unauthorized changes in control were made last
week by the FCC when it ordered
KBOM Bismarck-Mandan to show
cause why its license should not be
revoked.
The FCC order was issued last Wednesday (Nov. 30) after investigation
by the Broadcast Bureau's Complaints
& Compliance Div.
KBOM, on 1270 kc with 1 kw day,
250 w night, was bought by a group
headed by C. E. Kempel in 1956. At
that time Mr. Kempel owned 80%,
BROADCASTING, December 5, I960
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John N. Harris, 10% and Richard C.
Johnson, 10% . The commission claimed
that Mr. Harris resigned in 1957 and
sold his stock to Mr. Johnson. It also
pointed to other stock transactions. The
FCC said that KBOM owners knew of
these changes, yet filed ownership reports annually and in 1959 an application for renewal without divulging this
information.
The station was ordered to a hearing
at a time and place to be specified.
Kahn

CSSB

A petition to authorize standard
broadcast stations to use CSSB was
filed by Kahn Labs, in December 1959.
In June of this year, the FCC issued a
proposed rule-making which would permit radio stations to use CSSB.
The Kahn comments filed last week
emphasized these advantages for its
system :
■ Provides an effective 2-to-l power
signal-to-noise
gain for a given signal
fidelity.
■ Improves audio fidelity.
■ Reduces co- and adjacent-channel
interference.
■ Provides a means for reducing interference produced by radiation from
improperly shielded tv sets.
■ Minimizes selective fading distortion.
In its opposition, EIA claimed there
was no demand for CSSB and that
so far the data was "slim." It also expressed the fear that there might be
adjacent-channel interference to the
station not using CSSB from one which
was using this method.
Collins Radio charged that the Kahn
version of single sideband transmission
is not true. It also stated that the
CSSB method has failed to fulfill its
claims.
Both GE and Westinghouse said they

opposed

by EIA, Collins Radio
Opposition to the adoption by the
FCC of the Kahn compatible single
sideband transmission proposals for am
stations were voiced last week by Electronic Industries Assn. and Collins
Radio Co.
Lukewarm comments filed with the
FCC at the deadline on Nov. 30 came
from General Electric and Westinghouse Broadactsing Co.
Led by the report filed by Kahn Research Labs., developer of the system,
and with favorable comments by RKO
General Inc., a host of radio stations
told the FCC it ought to approve the
new am transmission mode.
.

Federal Trade Commission's campaign against payola. The two
companies are: Fame Records
Inc., New York, and Schwartz
Bros. Inc., Washington, D. C.
FTC issued 102 payola complaints during the past year.
had tested the Kahn development and
found no trouble with installation.
Westinghouse said that it had tested
CSSB for over 2,000 hours from its
experimental station in Pittsburgh but
had arrived at no conclusive results.
Favoring the Kahn Labs, proposal
were RKO General and the following
radio stations:
KUTY Palmdale, Calif.; KWJJ Portland, Ore.; WWRJ White River Junction, Vt.; KORD Pasco, Wash.; WPBC
Minneapolis, Minn.; WPAT Paterson,
N. J.; WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
WTRY Albany, N. Y.; WAMY Amory,
Miss., and WROB West Point, Miss.

PROGRAMMING

NATRFD
OPPOSES

Two more
Consent orders agreeing not to
engage in payola with radio and
tv stations personnel have been
signed by two more record companies— bringing to 88 the number of such judgments signed in

speaks

CHANGES

WHICH

The nation's farm broadcasters have
registered their association's protest
against any projected tv allocation
changes which would "reduce coverage
or quality of reception" to the rural
viewers they serve.
The action came in a resolution
adopted by the National Assn. of Tv &
Radio Farm Directors at a closing business session of its 17th annual convention in Chicago Nov. 25-27. And it
came after a plea, by a spokesman for
the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters Inc.
In other developments NATRFD
members:
■ Delayed any action on possible future sales promotion projects designed
to re-sell advertisers and agencies on
the efficacy of farm broadcast advertising.
■ Heard a proposal for a new study
to re-evaluate and reappraise new trends
or patterns in farm viewing and listening habits.
■ Elected George Roesner, KPRCAM-TV Houston, as new president, succeeding Wally Erickson, KFRE FresnoCalif, (see Fates & Fortunes), and
78

out

WOULD

CUT

on

tv

PROGRAMS

chose Washington, D. C, as its spring
1961 convention site (probably next
June).
NATRFD recorded a registration of
about 290 voting and associate member
delegates (excluding wives, children
and other guests) for the three-day sessions at the Conrad Hilton Hotel — held
annually in conjunction with the International Livestock Exposition.
FCC's vhf-uhf allocations problem
was reviewed Nov. 26 by Arch L. Madsen, AMST's assistant executive director. He cited several proposals and alternatives, claiming that "no group
should
be
more
concerned
He held that wide
area tvthan
best yours."
serves
the interests of those in rural markets
and small cities.
Mr. Madsen charged that Comr. Robert E. Lee's proposal for all-uhf would
be "pure disaster" and added, "you'd
be surprised to know how much strength
this proposal has in the FCC." Already,
he suggested, the "door is partly open
for the degradation of rural tv service."
He urged NATRFD members to remind the FCC and their congressmen
of tv's importance to rural areas and

allocations
IN RURAL

AREAS

impel them not "to act rashly."
Urban vs. Rural ■ The association's
resolution, adopted by voting members,
urged the commission not to increase
any urban coverage at the expense of
rural viewers. A suggestion by one farm
broadcaster that this might be more a
management matter was reportedly rejected on the premise that farm broadcasters ought to try and look out for
their own best interests.
Proposal for a study to ascertain
changing viewer and listener habits
came at a joint session of voting and
associate members Nov. 27. Bob Walton, John Blair & Co. and outgoing associate group chairman, suggested the
survey be undertaken where stations
have discontinued farm programming.
At the same meeting, Mr. Erickson
stated that NATRFD has "improved
relations with sponsors, agencies, management and various farm groups during the past year." Its executive committee later abandoned any sales promotion projects in the immediate future (similar to the one pitched at Madison Ave. and NAB regional meetings),
but felt that selective sales presentations
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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Radio vets honored
Two radio pioneers — Frank
Mullen, station owner and consultant and onetime NBC executive, and William Drips, farm director of KOIN-AM-TV Portland, Ore. — were honored at the
closing banquet of the National
Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors in Chicago Nov. 27. Both
received the association's meritorious service awards for their outstanding contributions to the industry. In the aggregate, it was
pointed out, they had over 70
years service in the radio industry. NATRFD also issued 32
tenure awards, among them three
for a quarter-century service to
Emil Bill, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
Milton Bliss, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, and George Menard,
WBBM-TV Chicago. Others were
given for 10, 15, and 20 years'
service.
might be prepared by individual groups
to appeal to certain buyers.
Extra Effort ■ Again, as in past years,
it was made plain to tv-radio farm
broadcasters that they must redouble
their efforts to re-sell (1) agricultural
advertisers and (2) staton management.
(On the latter, as one RFD put it,
"when the station starts looking around
to cut budgets, I want them to keep as
far away from the farm department as
possible.")
Among other topics explored were
competitive station views, their community relations, new U. S. Agricultural
Dept. radio and tv services, agricultural
weather advances and their role in civil
defense mobilization and their avocations and hobbies.
Serving as hosts for convention events
were American Cyanamid Co. and Cunningham &Walsh, its agency; MasseyFerguson Ltd.; Chicago Board of Trade;
American Dairy Assn.; National Dairy
Council; Grocery Mfrs. of America;
Allied Chemical Corp.; Assn. of American Nurserymen; American Hereford
Assn.; Foundation for American Agriculture; Ethyl Corp.; Chas. Pfizer &
Co., and National Plant Food Institute.
Merger talks resume
Robert Klaeger Productions, New
York, and The Buckeye Corp. are discus ing amerger of Klaeger with Transfilm-Caravel, New York, producer of
filmed commercials and industrial films,
a subsidiary of Buckeye. Discussions
have been held over the past several
months; were broken off at one point,
but were resumed Wednesday (Nov.
30). Klaeger operates in the same general field as Transfilm-Caravel.
80 (PROGRAMMING)
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THAT'S QUESTION FACING TV CODE BOARD ON 'ICEMAN'
"The Iceman Cometh" is on the after taping it considered it for theatriagenda of the next NAB Television
cal showing instead. Now they are talkCode Review Board meeting. Code
ing about possible theatrical distribution in addition to the telecasts. Prepeople took a look when WNTA-TV
sumably this would be a kinescope copy
New York, a non-code station, telecast
of the tape.
the realistic dialog of Eugene O'Neill
Nov. 14-27 on The Play of the Week,
The opening-night audience on New
and the code staff thinks this may be York's ch. 13 peaked at 300,000, according to an Arbitron count published
a special case.
Charles H. Tower, NA vice president the next day. Arbitron rating for the
for television said last week the staff
week was 31.3, representing 1.43 milhad discussed at considerable length the
lion homes, season record in New York
question of putting "The Classics' on for Play of the Week and exceeded
the air, whether there should be flexi- only once before since the show began
bility enough in the code to allow a
(a 36.7Eli scored
by "Lullaby"
season
station to make up its own mind about
with
Wallach
and Anne last
Jackson).
broadcasting the material according to Part II of "The Iceman Cometh" rated
circumstances in its own market. The
28.6 for the week.
tv code review board meets Feb. 2 and
Aside from the three opening-night
3 in Los Angeles.
dissents about "Iceman" language and
scattered gripes about showtime, mail
Decision Not Imminent ■ Code subscribers among some 60 stations on the and calls generally reflected the warm
NTA syndication list will be faced with reception published in the next day's
papers. Jack Gould of the New York
accepting or rejecting "The Iceman
Times ment,
opened
Cometh" sometime next season. Other
saying: an unqualified endorsemarkets are some months behind the
originating station as the two-hour tape
bookings run. The pertinent part of the
tv code says, "profanity, obscenity,
smut and vulgarity are forbidden . . ."
Many lines
the O'Neill
tragedy
offend
the ofsensitive
on two
of could
these
three counts.
WNTA-TV, however, brought
O'Neill's venture into "adult" programming with audience and critical acclaim.
In a two-part, 14-day run, the station
got nearly 500 communications from
viewers. There were three complaints
about offensive language, all telephone
calls opening night. The rest were bouquets, except for some fears expressed
that the late curtain, arranged because
of the nature of the play, would become
regular airtime.
"Iceman" reviews were enthusiastic.
WNTA-TV was able to print a halfdozen recommendations in tune-in advertising and critics revisited the scene
in later editions to devote columns of

'To television has come a moment of
enrichment unequaled in the medium's
13 years." He commended Ely Landau,
president of NTA, along with producer
Worthington Miner, director Sidney
Lumet and the cast. Jason Robards Jr.
starred with Myron McCormick. Brooks
Atkinson introduced the play on tv and
said later in a Times column that the
play added "something significant and
exciting to the stature of tv."
Film sales...
Miami Undercover (Ziv-UA) : Sold
to Wiedman Breweries and Miami Stone
Co., for WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, and
WKRC-TV Cincinnati; to Food Town
Co., for WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.;
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.; KKTV
(TV) Colorado Springs, Colo.; WCCOTV Minneapolis; WNEM-TV SaginawBay City, Now
Mich.,in and
WDSU-TV New
Orleans.
44 markets.

typeTheto taped
a 'theatrical
show triumph."
ran in its entirety
opening night, Nov. 14, 10:30 p.m.2:30 a.m. the next day. The rest of the
seven-a-week was split into a two-hour
"Part I" the first week with the second
half last week.

Shotgun Slade (MCA-TV): Sold to
R. J. Reynolds for one city in Michigan; two cities in upstate New York,
and one market in Virginia; to the International Harvester Co. for one market in Georgia, and to Old Milwaukee
beer, no market plans divulged.

Past Bedtime ■ Regularly an 8:30
feature (7:30 p.m. Sunday evenings),
The Play of the Week moved to 10:30
p.m. for these two weeks (10 on Sundays) because of the special nature of
O'Neill's script. Promotion emphasized
that it was not all-family fare.
NTA production chiefs hesitated
about putting the play on tv and even

New Six-Pack (Atlantic Television):
Sold to WPIX (TV) New York; KHJTV Los Angeles; KSD-TV St. Louis;
KCRA-TV Sacramento; WPST-TV Miami, Fla.; WWL-TV New Orleans;
KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.; KENS-TV
San Antonio; WHEN-TV Syracuse;
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.; WTVY (TV)
Dothan, Ala.; WSFA-TV Montgomery,
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Ala.; WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, and
WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.
The Kennedy Story (UPI Movietone
TV) : Sold to WBZ-TV Boston; KPIX
(TV) San Francisco; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; KYW-TV Cleveland, and WJZTV Baltimore. Now in 75 markets.
Chatter's World (Sterling Television) :Sold to WNEW-TV New York;
KPLR-TV St. Louis; WLBW-TV Miami, Fla.; KGMB-TV Honolulu;
KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; WHBQ-TV
Memphis; WCCO-TV Minneapolis;
WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WNHC-TV
New Haven; WNBF-TV Binghamton,
N. Y.; WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.;
WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa. and KFRETV Fresno, Calif.
Sea Hunt (Ziv-UA) : Sold to WKBWBuffalo; KLZ-TV Denver; WJBK-TV
Detroit; WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio;
WDAF-TV Kansas City; WNEM-TV
Saginaw-Bay City, Mich.; WBIR-TV
Knoxville, Ky.; WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla. and KVOS-TV Bellingham,
Wash. Now in 62 markets.
UAA Features (United Artists
Assoc.): Sold to WTCN-TV Minneapolis; KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.; CKLWTV Windsor-Detroit; KVAR (TV)
Phoenix, Ariz.; KSLA (TV) Shreveport, La. and KMOX-TV St. Louis.
UAA Cartoons and Christmas Programs (United Artists Assoc.): Sold to
WTAP-TV
Parkersburg,
W. Va.;
Now-EASTERN'S

WAFG-TV Huntsville, Ala.; KKTV
(TV) Colorado Springs, Colo.;
WDAM-TV Laurel, Miss.; KENI-TV
Anchorage; KFAR-TV Fairbanks;
KCKT (TV) Great Bend, Kan.; and
KEZI-TV Eugene, Ore.
Cartoon Classics (Banner Films) :
Sold to WLWI (TV) Indianapolis;
KOLD-TV Tucson; KZTV (TV)
Corpus Christi; WNEP-TV Scranton;
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles; WOR-TV
New York; KOVR (TV) Stockton;
WBAP-TV Fort Worth; WPST-TV
Miami; KPHO-TV Phoenix; WLOSTV Asheville; WTVR (TV) Richmond;
WJAC-TV Johnstown; WGN-TV Chicago; WMAL-TV Washington, D. C;
KGW-TV Portland, Ore.; WTIC-TV
Hartford; WGAL-TV Lancaster; KPLRTV St. Louis; WFMJ-TV Youngstown;
WJZ-TV Baltimore, and KTVR (TV)
Denver. Also sold to Atlanta National
Advertising Agency, Norfolk.
Blockbuster Features (Jayark Films) :
Sold to KOAT-TV Albuquerque; WLOSTV Asheville; WMAR-TV Baltimore;
WHDH-TV Boston; WKBW-TV Buffalo; WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.;
WBBM-TV Chicago; WKRC-TV
Cincinnati; WFAA-TV Dallas; KEZITV Eugene, Ore.; WB AY-TV Green
Bay, Wis.; WTIC-TV Hartford;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WFGA-TV
Jacksonville; WKZO-TV Kalamazoo;
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; WLVA-TV
Lynchburg, Va.; WTVJ (TV) Miami;

WTCN-TV Minneapilis; WKRG (TV)
Mobile; WCBS-TV New York; WOAYTV Oak Hill, W. Va.; WMBD-TV
Peoria; WCAU-TV Philadelphia; KTVK
(TV) Phoenix; WMTW-TV Poland
Spring, Me.; KUTV (TV) Salt Lake
City; KMOX-TV St. Louis; KELO-TV
Sioux Falls; WSBT-TV South Bend;
KHQ-TV Spokane; WHEN-TV Syracuse; WECT (TV) Wilmington, N. C;
and KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho.
Radio

stations

to search

for Miss Teenage America
Teen America Assoc. Inc., Dallas,
announced last week that it is conducting the first national Miss Teenage
America Contest in cooperation with
radio stations throughout the country.
More than 20 stations already have been
licensed for exclusive rights to the contest in their areas, a company spokesman said.
The event is designed to appeal to
teenage listeners, said to number about
18 million in the U. S. Stations will
conduct their own local contests, with
winners to be sent to the national event
in Dallas in April for one week, officials reported. The grand prize winner
will reign for one year as Miss Teenage
America and make paid tours of the
country. Stations may receive additional information by writing Teen
America Assoc. Inc., Southland Center,
Dallas, Tex.

Flying Freighters offer

OVERNIGHT

DELIVERY
New York— Miami— San Juan
New York— Atlanta— New Orleans— Mobile— Houston
Chicago— Atlanta— Miami— San Juan
•
•
•
•

Reserved space on every Freighter flight.
Pressurized and temperature-controlled.
Flights daily except Saturday and Sunday nights.
Pickup and delivery service available.

In addition, Eastern offers freight space on over 400 daily passenger
flights-including DC 8-B Jets and Prop-Jet Electras-to 128 cities
in the United States, Canada, Bermuda, Puerto Rico and Mexico.
For Information and Freight Reservations, call your
Freight Forwarder, Cargo Agent or Eastern Air Lines.

easternJair
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CBS

O&O'S

LEASE

200

COLUMBIA

FILMS

Most are post-'48 product in estimated $12 millon deal
The post-'48 feature market widened
considerably last week when Screen
Gems Inc., New York, leased more
than 200 Columbia features to the five
tv stations owned and operated by CBS.
Indications were that at least one major
studio hold-out — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — would be the next company to succumb to the lure of tv money.
Screen Gems' transaction with the
CBS owned-and-operated tv stations involved atotal of 275 pictures, including
more than 200 produced by Columbia
after 1948. Though no price was released, itwas estimated the contract
called for approximately $12 million
for use of films on the stations "over
the next few years."
Columbia's move left three major
studio holdouts — MGM, Universal Pictures and Paramount Pictures. Spokesman for Paramount and Universal
stated their company had "no plans"
for
post- '48
the releasing
foreseeabletheir
future.
But product
an officialin
at MGM was not so adamant.
"MGM does not have its head in the
sand on this matter," an official said.
"We are now reviewing the action taken
by other studios, and are studying various factors like costs and market conditions. We have no definite plans right
now, but there's no telling when we will
move."
The Line-up ■ Among the features
in the library leased by SG are: "All
The King's Men," with Broderick
Crawford; "Born Yesterday," with William Holde.n and Judy Holliday; "The
Caine Mutiny," with Humphrey Bogart
and Van Johnson; "Death of a Salesman," with Frederick March; "The
Solid Gold Cadillac," with Judy Holliday and Paul Douglas; "The Last
Hurrah," with Spencer Tracy; "3:10 to
Yuma," with Glenn Ford; "Jeanne
Eagels," with Kim Novak; "The Wild
One," with Marlon Brando; "The Four
Poster," with Rex Harrison; "Salome"

Booming post-'48 market
The New York market particularly seems to be stocking up on post'48 features. Coincident with the announcement that Screen Gems had
leased more than 200 post-'48s to
the CBS owned and operated stations, including WCBS-TV New
York (see story, above) Robert
Smith, vice president programming,
announced last week that the station
has acquired more than 200 features,
of which approximately 140 are
post-'48s. The film package repre82 (PROGRAMMING)

and "Miss Sadie Thompson," both with
Rita Hayworth and "Knock On Any
Door," "Tokyo Joe" and "Sirocco," all
with Humphrey Bogart.
The remainder of the pictures in the
group are pre- 1948 Universal-International releases, including "The Egg and
I," "Family Honeymoon," "Criss
Cross," "Shadow of a Doubt" and "Kiss
The Blood Off My Hands."
The SG group was said to be "the
largest group of post- 1948 motion pictures from a major studio to be released
to tv." Jerome Hyams, vice president
and general manager of SG, noted that
the transaction represented the first release of Columbia
post vice
'48's president
to tv.
Robert
Seidelman,
in
charge of syndication for Screen Gems,
who handled negotiations for the CBS
stations' sale, said Columbia has approximately 200 more post-'48 features
that have not been placed into tv distribution. He indicated that these films
will be withheld from tv for several
years but declined to be specific about
this point.
The CBS stations involved are WCBSTV New York, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBBM-TV Chicago, KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles and KMOX-TV St.
Louis. The stations plan to start using
the newly-acquired film in mid-January.
Five new

film packages

purchased by WBBM-TV
CBS owned WBBM-TV Chicago announced the purchase of five separate
feature film packages the past fortnight,
while denying reports that it plans to
transmit full length motion pictures in
local color.
The station has purchased post- 1954
films from Show Corp. of America, post1948 movies from 20th Century-Fox
275 post- 1948 shows from Columbia
Pictures (see story, page xx) pre- 1948
films from Universal International and

in New York
sents product from five film producers— Warner Bros., United Artists, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, RKO
and Pine-Thomas. Post-'48s include
"Barefoot Contessa," "Saint Joan"
and "King and Four Queens"
(U-A); "The Far Horizons," "Jamaica Run" and "Run for Cover"
(Pine-Thomas) and "Susan Slept
Here," "Unholy Wife" and "Abbott
and Costello Meet Captain Kidd"
(RKO). Features from MGM and
Warner Bros, were pre- 1948.

15-20 Lopert films designed to be shown
in color.
A WBBM-TV spokesman pointed out,
however, that the station can receive
network color transmission but is not
equipped to transmit its own tint tv.
Additionally, it's understood that the
CBS outlet looked into the expenditure
for local transmission equipment and
decided it would be prohibitive at this
time. WBBM-TV reports that with the
recent acquisitions, it has bought nearly
a dozen feature film packages this year.
Program notes...
Desilu profit ■ Desilu Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, earned record-high net income of $322,314 for the second quarter ended Oct. 29, equal to 28 cents per
share on the 1,155,940 shares of common stock outstanding. Gross income
for the period was $5,903,717. President Desi Arnaz said the record was
achieved in spite of the fact that the
strike of the Screen Writers Guild tied
up the tv industry from January to June,
resulting in a late start in production
and a net loss of $201,397 for the first
fiscal quarter. In reporting gross income
of $8,462,495 for the six months ended
Oct. 29, Mr. Arnaz said profitable operations in the second quarter more than
offset the loss in the initial period, resulting innet income of $120,917 or 10
cents per share. For the second quarter
last year, Desilu's gross income was
$6,917,979 with net income of $242,058 equivalent to 21 cents per share.
Ike tribute ■ NBC-TV will present
Tribute to a Patriot, a full-hour program examining the life and career of
President Dwight D. Eisenhower from
his youth in Kansas, through his eight
years in the White House, on Jan. 10,
1961 (Tue. 10-11 p.m. EST). Chet
Hagan will produce the NBC News program, which will utilize film still photographs and audio and video tapes. Ralph
Burns will compose special music to be
performed by the West Point Glee Club
and the U. S. Army Chorus.
Action in Las Vegas ■ Producers Mark
Goodson and Bill Todman and David
Levy, vice president in charge of programming, NBC-TV, announced last
Wednesday (Nov. 30) the completion
of a production agreement for a new
action-adventure series, Las Vegas,
which is scheduled for network programming next fall. The program,
which will be filmed on location in Las
Vegas, Nev., starting this month, will
be produced jointly by Goodson-Todman and Fenady-Kowalski. Andre
Fenady will produce and Bernard Kowalski will direct the hour-long weekly
series.
Street image ■ Main Street, a series of
five documentaries, will begin this
month on the National Educational
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

ALL

NEW

FROM

A

MP
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in sound quality, in operating principle and in features, this is the compact professional
recorder that will set the standards

for all others. New

in every detail and Ampex

throughout the PR- Wis ail you expect of the name. It is a worthy companion
Ampex

recorders that make

of the big

the master tapes of nearly all the recorded performances

sold in the world today. To a heritage of excellence , the PR- 10 adds the completely
new

electrodynamic

quality performance

friction less tape handling system
in a compact

machine.

that makes

possible studio-

Your dealer has it. See it operate soon.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-2 stereo/monophonic model records and plays back stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue-track, selective track and mixed or unmixed two-microphone sound • PR- 10-1
monophonic available full track or half track • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and accessory remote unit ♦ New automatic 2- second threading accessory, optional • All new compact
electronics • Professional monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, phone jacks and output circuits • Separate erase,
record and play heads • 4-track stereo playback optional on open fourth head position • Two speeds with options: 15 and
7Vi 'PS or 7V2 and 33/i ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor ♦ Electrodynamic tape handling for lowest flutter ever in a
portable/compact recorder • Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack
mount • Dimensions for both models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders.

PR-10

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write Dept. B-1.
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • AUDIO PRODUCTS DIVISION • 934 Charter St. • Redwood City, Calif.
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AND

WORKING DIAL TELEPHONE OFFICE in skeletonized form at the Western Electric Columbus, Ohio Plant enables Bell
Laboratories engineers to try out new equipment and proposed changes in switching. This in-plant lab facility, employing
more than 120 persons, is one of 10 operated in seven states by the Bell System's research and development unit. Close
cooperation between Bell Laboratories and Western Electric puts new communications techniques to work more swiftly.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

BELL

TELEPHONE

LABORATORIES

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Western Electric, and the Bell telephone companies are Bell System
teammates dedicated to communications progress in the United States. Bell Laboratories is responsible for research, design, and development; Western Electric, for the manufacture of equipment.
Working together they help provide the Bell telephone companies with their equipment needs.
The modern telephone is only one of many communications
advances made by Bell Telephone Laboratories. The revolutionary
transistor sprang from Bell Laboratories research. Today's transoceanic telephone cables and satellites circling the globe are possible largely because of the Laboratories' efforts. Badio astronomy
was a Labs discovery . . . Bell Laboratories' interests range from
theoretical research into all areas of communications technology.
From Bell Labs pioneering have come such basic contributions
as the first high-vacuum electronic tubes, indispensable in long
distance telephony; advances in dial switching, culminating in
today's direct distance dialing; coaxial cable and microwave transmission systems. In the final stages of Bell Laboratories development work, Western Electric engineering and manufacturing
people, working side by side with Bell Laboratories personnel, provide production skills and facilities needed to turn discoveries and
developments into equipment for the Bell telephone companies.
Because of this experience in the telephone business, Bell Laboratories and Western Electric have been called upon by the Government to play major roles in such communications projects as
DEW Line, SAGE, White Alice, and BMEWS; and to create radar
equipment and guidance systems for Nike, Titan, Terrier.

STUDYING QUARTZ CRYSTALS "grown synthetically for Bell System communications equipment at Western's Merrimack Valley Works in North
Andover, Mass., are R. A. Laudise (at top) of Bell
Telephone Laboratories and R. A. Sullivan of W. E.

Now— Space. In 1959 Western Electric was named leader of an
industrial team including Bell Laboratories to prepare a worldwide communications network for America's astronaut-in-orbit
program. In 1960 the Project Echo balloon satellite was directed
into precise orbit by a Bell Laboratories command guidance system, helping to launch a new era in communications in which
Western Electric will also play a major role.
COOPERATION between Bell Laboratories and
Western Electric results in swift transition from
development to volume manufacture. Here, at Western's Indianapolis Works, the designs of the Laboratories are translated into new Princess telephone sets.

AT MURRAY HILL, N.J., Bell Telephone Laboratories has the
largest industrial research complex in the U.S. (4,560 employees). The Labs also has research centers at Holmdel, N.J. (140
employees), New York City (2,690), and Whippany, N. J. (3,360).
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DEW LINE, a network of some 60 radar stations
spanning the top of North America, is one of many
Government projects to which Western Electric and
Bell Laboratories have made major contributions.
85
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Television Network, according to Robert Hudson, vice president for programs
of the National Education Television
and Radio Center, New York. The
half-hour programs, which were produced by member stations for an
NETRC project, reflect differing images
of Main Street — from the reminiscences
of an Oklahoma homesteader to an examination of the feelings of persons
displaced by a Boston housing project.
The five stations participating are
WYES-TV New Orleans; WGBH-TV
Boston; KETA-TV Norman, Okla.;
KVIE (TV) Sacramento, and KOACTV Corvallis, Ore.
RonCom moves ■ RonCom, Perry
Como's independent film television company, has moved its production unit
from Fox Western Studios to Desilu.
Consolidation ■ Flamingo Telefilm
Sales Inc., N. Y., has moved to 445
Park Ave., New York 22. The film
distributor's booking and accounting
divisions, now located on 34th St., will
join the executive offices at Park Ave.

An experiment in 'pre-testing' tv programs
Television film producers will be
Harris Katleman, Goodson-Todeyeing a production experiment in man's executive vice president on
Hollywood that could conceivably
the West Coast, explained that camera-less rehearsals will be held on
have a widespread effect on the
Friday
evenings
in the presence of a
quality of future video films. Goodstudio audience. This plan will give
son-Todman Productions announced
last week a plan to pre-test each epi- producer Sid Dorfman and director
sode of its upcoming series, One
Al Lewis an opportunity to re-write,
Happy Family, in front of a live over the weekend. Script changes
will be rehearsed on Mondays, with
audience several days before actual
filming. The full dress rehearsal is filming on Tuesdays. The situation
expected to add $2,000 per week to comedy series starts Jan. 13 on NBCTV (Fri. 8-8:30 p.m. EST).
the show's production cost.
on Jan. 1.
On the move ■ Tv Marketeers, N. Y.,
has moved to larger quarters at Suite
1120, 41 East 42nd St. Telephone is
Yukon 6-2553.
All-star fm ■ KRHM (FM) Los Angeles, which starred Steve Allen Nov. 28
in an hour-long across the board eveEQUIPMENT

Spaceborne
BOTH U. S. AND

tv gear shows dogs
RUSSIAN SATELLITES HAVE

Tv is playing a greater and greater
part in space satellites — certainly within the last few weeks.
The 5-ton Soviet Sputnik lofted Dec.
1 contains a tv camera covering the
two dogs and other animals in the capsule, ithas been deduced from Moscow
announcements of the shot.
In the U. S.'s Tiros II satellite, waterglass-size tv cameras are being used to
cover cloud formations over the earth.
The animals in the Russian sputnik,
placed in 117-165 mile orbit Dec. 1,
are being watched by means of "radiotelevision and telemetering systems,"
the Soviet announcement said. These,
it added, play back physiological data
about their conditions.
The Soviet satellite carries two dogs
and "other animals, insects and plants."
The five-ton space ship carries a transmitter operating on 19.995 mc, the
Russian announcement said.
Tiros Vidicons ■ Two tiny tv cameras,
with Vi -in. vidicons, are zipping around
in space aboard Tiros II, the weather
satellite put into orbit early Nov. 23
from Cape Canaveral. They are sendcover.ing back pictures of the Earth's cloud
The 280-lb. meteorological moonlet
is traveling at almost 17,000 miles per
hour in a 431 -mile to 406-mile orbit.
It is chockful of electronic components,
including circuits to relay back to
earth the pictures taken by the two tv
cameras, and by seven infra-red sensors. The infra-red experiments are the
86

ning show (Mon.-Fri., 9-10 p.m.), following the inauguration of a similar
program starring Johnny Green earlier
in the fall (Mon.-Fri., 7-8 p.m.) is
adding a third such series, with Sammy
Davis Jr. as star, to start the first of the
year. All three programs are taped and
all are to be placed into syndication in
addition to their KRHM broadcasts.

& ENGINEERING
and clouds
TV ABOARD

first conducted through use of the Tiros
series.
The first Tiros went aloft last April.
It also contained two tv cameras, similar to those in the current satellite.
The tv cameras consist of one narrow angle camera, taking pictures of
75 miles of the Earth's cover; the
other, wide angle camera, can cover
750 miles. The latter still was not working properly as of last week.
The pill-box shaped satellite carries
five transmitters: two, on 235 mc with
2 w power are linked to each of the
tv cameras and associated tv tape recorders. The cameras pick up cloud
cover and store the pictures on the
tape. These are relayed to earth on
command from two ground stations, at
Belmar, N. J., and at Oxnard, Calif.
The signals can also be transmitted
direct from the camera to the ground
stations.
One transmitter, on 237.8 mc with
3 w is the infra-red circuit. There are
also two 30 w tracking beacons operating continuously on 108 mc and on
108.03 mc.
Power is supplied to 63 cadmium
nickel batteries from over 9,000 solar
cells which cover the outside of the
space weather station.
That Navy Big Brother-Little Brother
navigational satellite attempt which
failed last Wednesday, included instruments designed to measure the bending
of radio signals through the ionosphere.
This was one of the experiments con-

tained in the small 40-lb. satellite. Both
were bolted together and were to be
blown apart when they reached the desired 500-mile-high orbit. The larger,
200-lb. Transit III satellite was scheduled to transmit navigational signals on
four frequencies — 54, 162, 216 and
324 mc. Television ch. 2 begins at
54 mc; ch. 13 ends at 216 mc. Navy
sources explained that these frequencies
are just on the edge of the six-mc tv
channels and because they are very
weak and very narrow-band cannot interfere with commercial tv broadcast
programs.
RCA satellite proposal
RCA has followed up the launching
of weather satellite Tiros II with a proposal to put up a chain of communications satellites to relay weather information around world. The idea, as explained by Sidney Sternberg, chief engineer of RCA Astro-Electronics Div.,
Princeton, N. J., would speed information collected by Tiros in time to be
of maximum usefulness.
The weather satellite would return tv
pictures and infrared information to
ground stations for processing as is
currently done, then the ground station,
using tv-type relay equipment, would
return processed pictures and charts to
the communications - satellite system.
RCA scientists are talking in terms of
a half-dozen satellites for global weather relay, but the proposal has not been
formally filed with any government
agency. RCA was commissioned to execute two Tiros by the National Aeronautics &Space Administration.
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to KFVS-TV,

Cape

Girardeau,

Mo., programs beamed from this new 1676
ft. tower should reach more than 2 million
people living in one of the largest TV service areas in the world. Yet, thanks to the
excellent

null-fill characteristics

Antenna, KFVS's close-in
not be sacrificed for added
This new "Traveling
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resent the world's tallest man-made structure. Together they are 204 feet taller than
the Empire State Building.
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RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment • Camden, N.J.
Even if you are not in the market for the world's tallest, if you
want a VHF High-Band Antenna which combines mechanical
simplicity and economy, especially in high-gain, high-power
applications, your RCA Broadcast Representative can help
with your Antenna planning. See him for complete story. Or
write to RCA, Dept. 0-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada : RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

The Most Trusted
in Television
RADIO CORPORATION

Name
OF AMERICA

Lee

spins

his all-uhf

record

again

for EIA

SEES 'GOOD CHANCE' CONGRESS WILL REQUIRE UHF SETS
Proposal to move all tv broadcasting
facturers to produce only receivers capable of receiving both vhf and uhf
to the uhf frequencies — over a five to
signals. He also said he believed the
seven-year period— was again advanced
FCC would act on fm stereo standards
by FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
by the end of the year.
speaking last week at the annual winter
conference of the Electronic Industries
The three-day meeting also heard
Assn. in San Francisco.
Dr. Edward G. Witting, deputy director
Mr. Lee said, as he has several times
of Army research, talk about microminiature components. This could, he
before, that such a move would provide
said, lead possibly to microminiature
space for some 200 additional stations.
electronic circuits introduced into the
There are this many, he said, who cannot get on the air because there are no
body of human beings for medical
channels available for them.
diagnosis.
The military services, he said, twice
Board Actions ■ Reaffirming its previous stand, the EIA board on Thursday
have turned down requests by the FCC
voted
its opposition to any legislation
for more vhf space "in no uncertain
which would require tv manufacturers
terms and for good and sufficient reasons." This means, he added, that the to produce nothing but receivers capable of accepting both vhf and uhf
commission's long-range, 50-channel
vhf plan "is definitely out the window."
signals.
Engineers consider the proposals to
The board took a favorable position

FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee
(third from left) confers with Electronic Industries Assn. officials (I to
r) L. Berkley Davis, GE vice presi-

dent, president of EIA; Ben Adler,
Adler Electronics Inc.; Mr. Lee, and
H. Leslie
ics Corp. Hoffman, Hoffman Electron-

crowd more stations into the available
12-channel tv service "intolerable," he
stated. "I have yet to find an FCC engineer who does not believe that the
only answer to the problem of getting
new tv channels is a gradual shift to
uhf," he said.
The 12 vhf channels now being used
for tv, Mr. Lee suggested, might be used
for mobile radio services.
Mr. Lee described to the assembled
electronics manufacturers the progress
of the New York uhf test, and ventured
the prediction that there is "a good
chance" that Congress will pass the
FCC-sponsored bill to require tv manu88 (EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING)

on proposed legislation which would
establish a single frequency authority to
allocate the radio spectrum between
government and non-government use.
This proposal has been recommended
by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee. This is the committee which handles legislation affecting radio and tv, as
well as other forms of communications.
Other board activity included positions
on imports of electronic components
and products into the U.S.; election of
Joseph H. Gillis, Philco vice president
as a member of the board; election of
Henry Bowes, Philco vice president, as

member of the executive board of the
Consumer Products Division.
The Consumer Products Division
recommended the adoption of an advertising code and the undertaking of a
major consumer products promotion.
Technical topics...
Personalized equipment ■ Shure Bros,
(electronic components), Evanston, 111.,
announces new personalized microphone outfit, including mike, carrying
case, engraved name plate and plugs
and adapters and designed for entertainers. Heart of unit is company's new
Model 545 Unidyne III microphone
with swivel adapter that can be placed
at a 75% greater distance from performer than is possible with omnidirectional mikes, thus giving entertainer more freedom of movement. Net
price: $75.
Protecting antennas ■ Tower Construction Co., Sioux City, Iowa, announces
development of cone-shaped and molded Fiberglas cover to protect parabolic
antennas from buffeting in severe winter
weather. Company's engineers claim
the Para-Dome costs 35% -50% less
than other protective type covers and
is designed to withstand wind force of
50 pounds per square foot. Model is
available for use with reflectors of 4-,
6-, 8- and 10-ft. sizes. Additional information can be obtained from Tower
at 2700 Hawkeye Drive in Sioux City.
Plant expansion ■ Andrew Corp. announces it has completed production
expansion for Heliax cable at new
plant in Orland Park, 111. Heliax is
flexible air dielectric cable used primarily as transmission line in rf communications, radio-tv broadcasting, vhfuhf and microwave communications
and military installations. Company
claims to be only producer of cable in
continuous lengths, limited only by commercial shipping facilities, and that new
equipment puts it in "volume cable
market." Heliax cable and fittings are
available in standard sizes from ys-inch
to SVs-inch diameters.
The speed of tape ■ Scott Instrument
Labs Inc., N. Y., offers an extended
line of TapeStrobes — tape speed measuring devices which can determine tape
speed accuracy for speeds ranging from
1% ips to 60 ips. In addition to its
standard 7Vi, 15, 30 ips TapeStrobe
(Model A), Scott Labs now offers a
standard 3%, 7V2, 15 ips Strobe (Model B). A special step-down adapter
(Model W) adds the additional speed
of 33A ips to Model A and 1% ips to
Model B. For custom service information write Scott Instrument Labs, 17
East 48th St., New York 17. Price:
about $22.50.
Expansion planned ■ Collins Radio Co.
has announced construction will begin
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Dec. 15 on a $1.8 million manufacturing building on its 200-acre site at
Richardson, Tex. The new building
will contain 117,000 square feet of
floor space and will be built of steel
and reinforced concrete with exterior
walls of contoured concrete panels.
Target date for completion is Aug. 15,
1961. Construction will be handled by
Alpha of Texas Inc., a Collins subsidiary.
New tape recorder introduced ■ The
Amplifier Corp. of America, an affiliate
of the Keystone Camera Co., has introduced a new automatic, compact
magnetic tape recorder, designed to
make playing magnetic tape easier. The
new unit will come in two styles: one
for home use, the other in rack panel
form for professional use. The tape
is contained in a plastic cartridge, which
is single reel, endless loop.
New gear ■ Westrix Corp., a division
of Litton Industries, has issued a bulletin describing audio channel shifters
and restorers to be used primarily with
double- or single-sideband radio systems. Two sets of shifter-restorer equipment may be used to provide four voice
channels on double-sideband circuits,
which now provide only one.
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Airborne
nears

tv test

midwest

trial

Plans were underway in Chicago last
week for the inception of airborne tv
instruction in six midwestern states on a
demonstration
basis starting next February.
Members of a midwest area committee met Wednesday to map plans for
workshops, seminars and consulting
services for administrators and teachers
who will take part.
The program, which commences officially with the start of the academic year
in September 1961, calls for telecasting
of video-taped educational courses from
a plane flying over northern Indiana.
Involved in the project are Purdue U.,
which will produce the courses; Westinghouse Electric Corp., which is supplying the aircraft; CBS Labs., which helped
develop the project, and several schools.
The project will cost about $7 million,
comprising a $4.5 million Ford Foundation grant and private contributions.
Courses during the first year will be televised six hours each day, four days a
week, on two tv channels.
Dr. Herman L. Shibler, educational
services director for the midwest program on airborne television instruction,

predicted the program will increase the
quality of offering in schools with unadequate resources at a cost less than
that for a comparable increase in quality
achieved by other means. Tv's ability
to provide more students with access to
"unusually talented teachers" and also
"rich learning experiences" not available in ordinary classrooms also was
cited.
Now it's 'compact' discs
RCA Victor will introduce a new
speed for disc "singles" in January with
a seven-inch "compact 33" (revolutions per minute) size, George R.
Marek, vice president and general
manager of RCA Victor records, has
announced. There will be two versions,
the compact 33 single, with one number on each side, and the compact 33
double, with two per side. They will
sell respectively for 98 cents and $1.49,
and all future single releases will be
produced both in 33 and 45 rpm.
RCA is taking advantage of a fourspeed instrument market that didn't
exist years ago, Mr. Marek said. The
company expects to attract the interest
of adults, music samplers and serious
music listeners. The first compact 33
release is being offered in a special
promotion with Dr. West's toothbrushes.
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INTERNATIONAL

Television's
4.1 MILLION INCREASE

foreign
track
record
IN SETS BRINGS TOTAL TO 38.6 MILLION

Foreign tv sets in use increased to
38.6 million during June-September, a
4. 1 million increase compared with 2.5
million during the first five months of
the year, the U.S. Information Agency
reports, but cautions that the reliability
of its sources varies.
The new figures bring to 32.6 million
the number of tv sets in non-communistbloc countries and 6 million in the communist bloc, USIA's June-September
report indicates. New tv stations (tv
centers, relay stations, converters, experimentals and others) increased 116
in the four-month period (97 of them in
non-communist-bloc countries) for a
new total of 1,353 outlets, 1,105 of
these in non-communist-bloc countries.
The USIA report does not cover the
U.S. and its territories, Canadian outlets and U.S. armed forces stations
abroad.
The USIA also reported that its television service sent 226 programs to 51
countries which have an estimated 135,
250,000 viewers during the four-month
period.
Television was inaugurated in the
United Arab Republic (at Cairo) and
the Netherlands Antilles (on Curacao
Island), the USIA said, and other overseas tv highlights included increased
efforts by East Germany to woo West
German audiences and harsh measures
by communist-bloc countries to discourage viewing of non-communist-bloc tv.
USIA's report shows 22.1 million tv
sets in Western Europe (up 1.9 million),
3.3 million in Latin America (up 400,000), 170,000 in the Near East, South
Asia and Africa (up 80,000) and 7.5
million in the Far East (up 1.3 million).
There were 4 million sets in Russia
(increase not reported), 810,000 in East
Germany (up 170,000), 750,000 in
Czechoslovakia (up 15,000), 311,000 in

Poland (up 51,000) and smaller figures
in other satellites and communist China.
Agreements have been signed for tv
program exchanges between Russia and
the United Arab Republic, Japan and
China and Japan and North Korea,
and East Germany and Cuba, USIA
reported.
In Western Europe (including Yugoslavia) the major tv event was live transmission of the Olympic games at Rome
to the 14 members of Eurovision — plus
Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary and Poland — to an audience estimated at 250-300 million. Russia had
to use film and the U.S. and Japan used
video tape recordings flown back by jet

planned.
Italy ■ The country's second tv network is to be inaugurated next fall and
at first will reach only major cities, but
by the end of 1962 there will be 32
transmitters and 1 1 repeaters to cover
two-thirds of the country. The present
network has 28 transmiters and 358 repeaters and 201 more repeaters are
planned to give 98% coverage. The
Italian supreme court has upheld the
constitutionality of the tv monopoly held
by RIA-TV. Rate for Italian subscribers
drops from $23 to $20 on Jan. 1.
Norway ■ King Olaf opened the country's tv network Aug. 20 following six
years of experimentation. It includes
The last link in the Nordvisioh net- three transmitters at Oslo, Bergen and
plane.
Kongsberg and two converters. The
work, joining the Scandinavian countransmitters will increase power and the
tries, was completed between Helsinki
and Stockholm in June.
converters will be replaced by transmitters. By 1970, plans call for several
USIA's tv roundup by countries:
more transmitters and 80% coverage.
Denmark ■ All of metropolitan Denmark now receives tv with the opening
Portugal ■ The tv network now covers
of a station at Aarsbolle on Bornholm
85% of the country.
Island July 8, tied to Copenhagen by a
Sweden ■ The country now has one
relay crossing southern Sweden. Den- million sets and its network has 35 transmitters, with plans for 50 by 1962.
mark's tv budget of $6 million for the
coming year exceeds its radio budget
United Kingdom ■ The British Tv Adby $1 million.
visory Committee has recommended a
France ■ On July 14, RTF began
change
from the present 405-line tv
relaying tv signals from Paris to Algeria,
system
to
the 625-line West European
using a relay on the island of Majorca,
system. It would be introduced initially
and reception is claimed to be superior.
with 8 mc channel spacing in the uhf
There are 15,000 tv sets in public places band. A government decision is not
in France.
likely until 1962. One estimate is that
West Germany ■ The federal governthe cost woukLbe $2-$3 billion. The
ment is going ahead with plans to put advisory committee said it is undesirable
its second tv network, all uhf, into oper- to introduce color tv in the near future.
ation Jan. 1 , despite opposition from the Independent Tv Authority has ordered
seven West German states, which opera slight reduction in commercials during
ate their own radio and tv networks.
peak viewing times for the rest of the
The new network will be supported by year.
BBC launched its new $45 million
advertising and the government an- plant in London June 29. Six other such
nounced plans and locations for 28 of tv centers are planned.
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the total of 82 stations ultimately
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Argentina ■ The first privately-owned
tv station opened in Buenos Aires on
ch. 9 June 9 after an eight-year government monopoly and a survey showed
it is so markedly preferred by viewers
that there's a rumor the government's
ch. 7 station may be offered for sale to
private interests. A third Buenos Aires
station on ch. 13 is expected shortly
and after that a fourth on ch. 11. It's
also been announced that 26 more privately-owned stations will be allocated.
Brazil ■ There are now 19 transmitting stations, including relays, and nearly one million sets.
Colombia ■ A relay system to extend
tv to the south reportedly will be completed by the end of the year. The minBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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The new Benco T-l is the reliable way to increase coverage of
existing TV signals. Engineered and manufactured by Benco
(Canada) this new translator is now available through the
Blonder-Tongue organization in the United States. The T-l
offers a host of advantages over other translators that can be
summed up as long life and trouble-free operation, stable
operation, foolproof automatic shut-off, and ease of maintenance. It is FCC type approved.
MINIMIZES "FALSE SHUT-OFFS" CAUSED BY SIGNAL
FADING — will not shut off unless the input signal from the
remote master station falls below 10 microvolts for longer
than 4 seconds.
FOOLPROOF AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF — when the remote
master station goes off the air, the automatic shut-off turns
off the transmitter even when operating at the end of a long
coaxial cable where line amplifiers have been used to reamplify signals from the receiving antenna. The transmitter
will not switch off when remote master stations go off the air
due to line amplifiers opening up to full gain and supplying
noise voltage to the transmitter, thus defeating the automatic
shut-off.
PROVIDES STABLE OPERATION EVEN AT THE END OF
POOR QUALITY POWER LINES — voltage regulating power
transformer supplies the various units in T-l with stable voltage. Eliminates stress on components caused by unstable
supply voltages.

LONG LIFE AND TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION — full sized,
underrated transmitting tube in output stage. Less stress on
components due to stable operation.
EASY PERFORMANCE CHECKS — a built-in direct-reading
power indicator checks power output; built-in test jacks for
monitoring plate voltage and current of output tube.
RAPID SET UP OF CODING WHEEL OF IDENTIFICATION
UNIT — The appropriate call letters for your area can be set
up rapidly without need to cut copper contacts.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Translates input VHF channels to output VHF channels
(2-13).
Primary power source
117 V ±20% 60 c/s
Power Consumption
150W
Temperature
Ambient
— 30°C to75 +50°C
Input
Ohms
Output
75 Ohms
Recommended
Max. PermissibleInput
Power 50-2000 microvolts
1 Watt
Overall Noise Figure:
Low Band
4 db ±1 db
High Band
6 db ±1 db
Frequency Stability
02%
Gain:
50 microvolts input to one (1) watt output
105 db
2000 microvolts input to one (1) watt output
73 db
Maximum
gain
135 db)
db
Band
Width between
Carriers
4.5 Mc (±.5
Dimensions of Housing
35" x 28" x13010'/2"
Weight
lbs.
for further details contact —

engineered and manufactured by
J »
BLONDER
TONGUE
* /
9 Ailing St., Newark, N. J.
Canadian Division: Benco Television Assoc., Ltd., Toronto, Ontario. Export: Mornan Export Corp., New York 13, N. Y.
home TV accessories • VHF converters • master TV systems • industrial TV systems • FM-AM radio
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istry of education plans to import 20,000
tv sets for schools and colleges and to
organize educational tv.
Costa Rica ■ Since the country's first,
privately-owned tv station went on the
air May 6, three other private stations
have been granted, it's reported.
Cuba ■ The Telemundo network,
formerly owned by Barletta, has been
renamed "Television Revolucion." Ch.
12, which was confiscated from Pumarejo, was renamed the "Revolutionary
Channel." The Castro regime finally
took over the $12 million CMQ tv network Sept. 12, charging that the Mestre
brothers, former owners, abandoned the
plant after the government froze their
bank accounts in May.
Ecuador ■ Jose Rosenbaum has been
granted ch. 4 in Guayaquil for operation starting Dec 1 and has an option
for chs. 11, 12 or 13 at Quito.
Mexico ■ Tijuana's second tv station,
XEWT-TV, went on the air on ch. 12
July 18 with an all-Spanish-language
operation. It has 5 kw and will operate
from 4 p.m. to midnight daily. Television Tapatia, owned by Alberto Villar,
went on the air on ch. 6 Aug. 27 in
Guadalajara. The Azcarraga family reportedly has bought XHGO-TV in
Ciudad Madero and plans tests to see if
it can be linked with ch. 7 in Mexico
City. A study indicates three or four
transmitters are sufficient for a MexicoU.S. tv link-up, envisioned next year.
Netherlands Antilles (Curacao) ■ PJCTV began operating on ch. 8 at Willemstad July 31, owned by Netherlands
Antilles Tv Concern Ltd. and managed
by Bartell Broadcasting Corp., Milwaukee. The company will open PJA-TV
at Aruba within 18 months.
Panama ■ The Supreme Court on
Aug. 29 again affirmed government cancellation of Radiodifusion Panamericana's license to operate ch. 2.
Venezuela ■ More than 120,000 CaART
racas homes (67%) and 21,050 Maracaibo homes have tv, surveys indicate.
AB-PT has acquired a minority interest
in a new tv network, Corporacion VeneLINKLETTER'S
zolana de Tv, S.A., which will include
HOUSEPARTY
stations in Caracas (ch. 4), Valencia
and La Guaira (ch. 9) and BarquisiTo millions of listeners, the liveliest Art is moto
(ch. 11).
Linkletter. His zany stunts, surprises and
Algeria ■ RTF expects to start regular
conversations with kids (who say the darntransmissions this year and by the fall
dest things) make Houseparty a bright spot
of 1961 to cover Bone, Batna, Philippein the day for housewives. And as for sales,
ville, Setif and Bougie.
nobody livens them up like Art Linkletter.
Central African Federation (Rhodesia
In all radio, Art Linkletter is the kind of and Nyasaland) ■ The new tv station in
company you keep
Salisbury was to have begun regular programs Nov. 15.
Ghana ■ A Canadian team of tv exONLY
perts has presented a plan for tv within
two years.
Greece ■ Italian engineers are draftON CBS
ing plans for a tv-radio project in Greece
with Italy supplying equipment and supplies and charging them against $15
RADIO
million World War II reparations due
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Greece. The Grecian tv network would
cost $13.5 million.
Iraq ■ Unconfirmed reports indicate
work has begun on tv stations at Basra
and Mosul, to relay programs from the
Baghdad station and for local shows.
Kenya ■ The Kenya Tv Commission
recommends introduction of tv, but not
for 18 months. Revenue would come
from license fees and commercials (no
sponsored
and the
station would programs)
be at Nairobi.
Nextfirst
station
would be opened in Mombasa and the
third in Nyanza or Central Province.
Lebanon ■ La Compagnie de Television du Liban et du Moyen-Orient has
been granted licenses for four tv stations
and expects to begin transmissions early
in 1961. AB-PT has bought a minority
interest.
Morocco ■ The government reportedly has purchased the defunct TELMA
tv station, which operated from 194556, and plans to reorganize it.
Nigeria ■ The Eastern Region has
signed a contract with a British company
for commercial tv and radio and plans
to start this year with a tv transmitter
in Enugu. Tv was established in the
Western Region last year.
Union of South Africa ■ The press
reports popular demand for tv increasing
despite the government's opposition
against it.
United Arab Republic ■ Tv was inaugurated in Cairo in July, 40,000
tv sets have been purchased and distributed and the government plans for
purchase of 20,000 more from overseas.
Australia ■ With opening of ABT on
ch. 2 in Hobart, Tasmania, national tv
stations now are operating in all Australia's state capitals, and tv sets in that
country now exceed one million.
Japan ■ With 1 1 government stations
and four commercial stations started
since June, Japan now has 107 stations,
including satellites, and nearly six million sets. Additional frequency allocations are planned to increase tv coverage from 73% to 82% by March 1961.
Regular color tv programs were started
by the government network (Tokyo and
Osaka) and four commercial companies on Sept. 10.
Malaya ■ Government tv is planned
by June 1961, with Kuala Lumpur expected to be served the first six months
and the rest of the country within 12
months. Two outside companies (Japanese and British) had offered to set up
and run a tv network 10 years in return for commercial revenues, but
Malaya refused on grounds 10-year-old
equipment would be worn and obsolete.
Okinawa ■ The second commercial tv
station went on the air on ch. 12 in
Naha.
Singapore ■ A three-man Japanese
team is consulting with the government
on establishing a tv station.
Taiwan ■ An audience of 120,000
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watched demonstration telecasts staged
with the aid of Japanese technicians
earlier this year.
Thailand ■ Stations are planned in
Lampang province in the North Khon
Kaen province in the Northeast and at
Haadyai in Songkhla province in the
South for coverage of all 35 provinces.
Albania ■ Experiments have been carried out with equipment presented by
Russia and East Germany at the Tirana
tv center.
Bulgaria ■ A tv relay station is being
built to connect the Sofia and Bucharest
(Rumania) tv centers and it's planned
to broadcast tv programs abroad by
1962.
Czechoslovakia ■ Two more tv centers
went on the air, in North Bohemia on
Bukova Mountain, and in West Bohemia
near Karlovy Vary. Construction has
begun in Slovakia on two relay stations
to receive programs from Kiev and Moscow. Completion of tv centers in Central Bohemia and East Slovakia next
year will mark the first stage of a nationwide tv network. The next stage will
cover expansion of programs, additional
channels and color tv.
East Germany ■ The second major
tv transmitters, at Dequede and in the
uhf band, went into service, and goals
call for increases of tv programs by
1965, a second tv program, new radio
relay towers and other equipment to
close gaps in reception, 20 tv frequency
tv transposers in Bizirke Gera and Suhl,
advanced schools for tv, completion of
the tv transmission network this year
and color tv tests in 1965. Also scheduled this year is laying of a direct tv
cable from East Berlin to Warsaw. A
tv relay line between East Berlin and
Kaliningrad will be completed this year,
it's reported, and live programs will be
exchanged with Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Baltic regions of Russia
and Leningrad.
Hungary ■ The press reports completion of two new tv relay stations on
Kekes Mountain and in Tokaj.
Poland ■ Four tv relay stations have
gone on the air since June and sets in
use by year's end are expected to total
450,000. New tv stations are to be built
in Ydgoszcz and Lublin next year and
six more tv stations in 1962-63.
Rumania ■ All of Rumania is expected to have tv by 1965, with construction of 12 more tv transmitters.
The Electronica works in Bucharest will
produce 130,000 tv sets in 1965.
U.S.S.R. ■ Ten new transmitting stations, six centers and four relays have
been added to the Soviet tv network
since June, bringing the total to 84 tv
centers and 75 relay stations. Planned
by 1965 are 165 tv centers and 300 tv
relay stations. There are reported disputes between artists and television, with
artists demanding special fees when their
pictures are shown on Russian tv.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Communist China ■ A tv station has
been completed in Shenyang (Mukden).
Tv universities similar to earlier ones in
Peking and Shanghai have been established in Shenyang and Harbin, with
courses in mathematics and physics.
Japanese tv officials who visited Peking
reported the 10-story radio and tv building there is larger than the entire Japanese government network buildings in
Tokyo combined.
U.S., British interests
buying part of CHAN-TV
United States and British interests
are buying just under 25% of CHANTV, new ch. 8 station at Vancouver,
B. C. Art Jones, president of CHANTV which went on the air on Oct. 31,
has announced that Famous Players
Canadian Corp. Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,
and Associated Television Ltd., London, England, have made purchases of
shares of the company, subject to approval bythe Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors.
Famous Players Canadian Corp., is
a subsidiary of Paramount Pictures
Inc., which owns 51% of the Canadian
concern. Famous Players Canadian
Corp. owns half of CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont., and CKMI-TV and CFCMTV Quebec City, Que., and operates
Trans-Canada Telemeter, pay-tv system
at Toronto. Associated Television Ltd.,
has interest in CJSS-AM-TV Cornwall,
Ont.; CHOV-TV Pembroke, Ont.;
CJCH-TV Halifax, N. S.; and CJOHTV Ottawa, Ont.
Europeans open session
The general Assembly of European
Broadcasting Assn. held its inaugural
ceremony Nov. 25 in Madrid with delegates attending from 23 nations and The
Vatican, plus observers from United
States and a half-dozen other countries.
Ian Jacob of Britain, president of
EBA, responded to the opening welcoming speeching by the Spanish director general of radio broadcasting and
tv and work sessions began.
CFTM-TV orders equipment
CFTM-TV Montreal, Que., new
French-language ch. 10 station, has
placed an order for $500,000 with
Canadian General Electric Ltd., Toronto, Ont., for 12 E.M.I, type 203 image
orthicon camera channels, new continuous motion tv film projector, transistorized video switcher, special effects generator, video tape recorders and other
equipment.
The continuous motion tv film projection system is the first of its type
being delivered in Canada. The transistorized video switcher will be the largest
of its type in use in Canada.
CFTM-TV is also buying two Ampex video tape recorders.

Gunsmoke shattered the mold of the oldfashioned Westerns forever. Since it originated eight years ago on CBS Radio, it
has been the prototype of the adult Western
and a smash hit with listeners and sponsors. Gunsmoke offers advertisers a sales
setting that triggers audience action. In all
radio, Gunsmoke is the kind of company
you keep,
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radio
KBIGadvertisers.
minutes "click"
for
New
persuasive personalities
like Joe Niagara,
Jim O'Leary, and Bob
Gage pack more
sales power into every
commercial.

Quote: Alpine Cooler
campaign on KBIG an
unqualified success . . .
20% sales increase . . .
no other
advertising used.
Quote: Response to
Arrowhead-Puritas Water
campaign on KBIG
immediate and
unmistakable . . . proves
So. Calif, listens
alertly to KBIG.
Use KBIG, Radio Catalina
... the economical
sales force for all
Southern California . . .
740 kc/10,000 watts.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO., INC.
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed Radio Corp.
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David H. Echols, vp and manager of
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, appointed to board of directors. George
P. Turner Jr., formerly of Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y., joins Fuller & Smith &
Ross, that city, as tv commercial producer on Alcoa.
William Chalmers, formerly of
Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,
N. Y., joins Compton Adv., Los Angeles, as vp and account supervisor.
Thomas Lowey, formerly director of
advertising and sales promotion at Hoffman Electronics Corp., joins agency as
account executive. Burnell Grossman
joins Compton as tv-radio supervisor.
He was production manager with Filmrite Assoc., Hollywood.
H. R. Haldeman, with J. Walter
Thompson for more than 1 1 years in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and New
York, who has been on leave since Jan.
1, working on campaign planning staff
of Vice President Richard Nixon, appointed manager of agency's Los Angeles office, succeeding Tom R. Cooper.
Thomas Whitehead, copy chief at
Gordon
tive vp. Best, Chicago, appointed creaPaul Wason and

#

YOUR

AaHK-

Wayne Stuart -Bullock,
super-&
visors creative
at Benton
Bowles, N. Y., elected
vps of agency. Mr.
Wason joined B & B

Bl/^Bl*^

in 1950 in mailroom.
uction and
in prod
After holding P°stS
Mr" Wason
traffic
departments, he became copywriter in 1953. He was named copy
group head in 1958, creative supervisor this year. Mr. Stuart-Bullock
came to agency in January as creative
supervisor. He had been group head
at McCann-Erickson, N. Y., and copy
chief at Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, that city, and William H.
Weintraub Agency, also N. Y.

STIR
UP
SALES
BUY
WREX-TV
THE
HOT
BUY
EVERY
MONTH
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James Andrews, manager of marketing services for Honig-Cooper & Harrington, Los Angeles, and Charles
Brown, creative supervisor for all HC&H packaged goods accounts headquarters in Los Angeles, both named
vps.
Richard Williams, former timebuyer
at William Esty Co., N. Y., joins
Everett-McKinney, that city, as account
executive.
Frederick W. Reynolds Jr., formerly
copy supervisor at Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley, Clifford & Atherton, N. Y.,
joins Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard,
that city, copy department. Richard J.
Ross, who was with Maxon Inc., N. Y.,

for one year, returns to GMM&B as
art director.
Richard V. Morse, formerly of
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield,
N. Y., joins Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, that city, as account executive on Rinso.
Thomas W. Jipson of D. P. Brother
& Co., Detroit, appointed account executive on AC Spark Plug Div. account,
and David M. Watson named his assistant. Charles M. Sochowicz, formerly
with Maxon, Inc., Detroit, and Gerard
P. Murphy, formerly project director
with research firm of Oxtoby-Smith,
New York, join agency's communications research section; Hubert A. Heinrichs named to research staff as analyst.
George T. Byers named account executive on Mum at Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y. Richard L
Munson, formerly of J. Walter Thompson, that city, named assistant account
executive.
Don Roth, formerly of Mogul, Williams & Saylor, N. Y., joins Ben B.
Bliss Co., N. Y., as production manager. Edward Freeman joins agency
as director of marketing. He had been
sales promotion manager of Food Farm
Supermarkets, N. Y.
Dr. Jaye S. Niefeld,
formerly media and
research director at
Keyes, Madden &
Jones, Chicago, apmarketing directorpointed
at Clinton
E.
Frank Inc., that city,
in realignment of
Dr. Niefeld
agency's marketing department.
Sam K. Beetham, formerly senior
account executive at Griswold-Eshelman Co., Cleveland advertising agency,
to Comstock & Co., Buffalo, N. Y., as
creative executive.
Manning Rubin, formerly of Cargill,
Wilson & Acree, Richmond, Va., joins
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., as tv producer.
Jeanne Rains, former art director
with The May Co., Southern California
Div., joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los
Angeles, as art director.
Rolf W. Brandis, formerly director
of commercial production at Edward
H. Weiss & Co., Chicago, appointed
radio-tv director. He fills position vacated by Marvin Mann who had resigned few months earlier.
Mrs. Helen Roberts, formerly continuity director of WOC Davenport,
Iowa, to Impact Adv., Washingtpn,
D. C, as radio-tv director.
J. Duff Reed, formerly account executive with Doremus & Co., N. Y.,
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The
Managerial

changes

at Taft Broadcasting
O'New
Brien
Joe

Show
6-lO
an,

Mr. Johnson

Mr. Wiegand

Taft Broadcasting Co. last week
announced a major realignment in
top managerial positions in its organization. They are: Robert T.
Schlinkert, general manager of
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., promoted to vp in addition to current
responsibilities; Sam T. Johnson,
general manager of WTVN Columto Larrabee Assoc., Washington, D. C,
as assistant pr director.
Phyllis Lee and Howard Rice join
Werman & Schorr, Philadelphia, as assistant contract representative and copywriter, respectively.
Dolores E. Watson joins pr department of Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Fred L. Rutherford, assistant advertising manager at The Drackett Co.,
Cincinnati, named advertising manager.
THE MEDIA
J. W. McGough, general manager of
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, resigns. He has
not announced future plans. Prior to
joining WKRC-TV in 1959, he was
sales manager of WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. Both are Taft stations.
Clifford Evans, formerly of NBC,
joins Sports Network Inc., N. Y., as vp.
Ernest G. Schoenback, formerly account executive at WJZ-TV Baltimore,
to WPGC Morningside, Md., as sales
manager. Dean Griffith, air personality
at WPGC, becomes program director
in addition to current duties.
Jack H. Mann, national director of sales
development and program coordination of
ABC Radio, given additional duties of national director of research, advertising
and promotion. Mr.
Mr. Mann
Mann, who joined
network in June 1958, was previously
radio and tv program packager. Prior
to that, he was account executive with
WRCA-TV New York, as well as with
NBC and CBS Radio networks.
Kelley Daniels and Martin Browne
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Mr. D'Angelo

Mr. Schlinkert

bus, Ohio, to WKRC-TV Cincinnati
in similar capacity; Robert C. Wiegand, formerly general manager of
WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky., to
WTVN (TV) Columbus in similar
capacity; Gene D'Angelo, sales manager of WTVN Radio, becomes station manager, succeeding Richard
Ostrander who resigned.

every morning
Saturday
Monday
through

wmca
the straus j$% broadcasting group

appointed assistant station manager and
local sales manager, respectively, of
KATZ St. Louis. Gloria Pritchard
joins station as announcer.
Phil Richardson, sales manager of
KRUX Tucson, Ariz., becomes station
manager. Frank Kralil appointed program manager.
Santo J. Crupi appointed sales manager of WTAO Boston. He formerly
was with Hermon W. Stevens Adv.,
that city, and Weed Radio Corp.
Bill Swanson, vp of Tulsa Broadcasting Co. which operates KTUL-TV
Tulsa,
Okla.,
appointed Commission.
to Governor's
Economic
Development
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, named to board of trustees of
Automotive Safety Foundation.
Jim Hawthorne, disc jockey at
KFWB Los Angeles, promoted to program director and vp in charge of
tv of Crowell-Collier Broadcasting
Corp. (KFWB, KEWB San Francisco,
KDWB Minneapolis-St. Paul and awaiting FCC approval of purchase of
WGMS-AM-FM Washington, D. C,
and WMGM New York).
Paul Walton, engineer at WNDU-TV
South Bend, Ind., appointed operations
manager. Mr. Walton, who joined station in 1956, began
his broadcast career
with WSAN Allenr. Walton
town, Pa., as engineer. He joined WJIM-TV Lansing,
Mich., in 1950, moving to Fort Wayne,
Ind., in 1954 as studio supervisor for
WANE-TV.
Joe Drilling, executive vp and general manager of KJEO (TV) Fresno,
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elected president of California Broadcasters Assn. Ernest L. Spencer, president, KWIZ Santa Ana, re-elected vp
for radio and Alan Lisser, vp, KBIG
Avalon (Catalina), re-elected secretarytreasurer. Louis S. Simon, general
manager, KPIX (TV) San Francisco,
named vp for tv.
Sam B. Schneider, account executive in WLW Cincinnati radio division
in Chicago, promoted to sales manager
for central division.
John Devine, commercial and station
manager of KVOOTV Tulsa, Okla., appointed acting general manager, succeeding C. B.
(Brownie) Akers who
resigned. Mr. Devine
Mr. Devine
joined station in 1955
as promotion manager.
Jeff York, sales manager of XEAK
Tijuana, Mex.-San Diego, Calif., appointed regional sales manager.
Hold your viewers attention
with: "CHATTER'S

WORLD."

DISTRIBUTED BY
STERLING TELEVISION CO. INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO
wepin

Bern Solyn appointed program director of KFMB-FM San Diego, Calif.
He formerly was with KTMS Santa
Barbara, Calif.
David L. Miller Jr. appointed midwestern sales representative for WNEW
New York. He formerly was sales manager of WHK Cleveland. Mr. Miller
will headquarter in Chicago.
Ed Montray, account executive with
KQEO Albuquerque, N. M., named
sales manager. Al Zimmerman, formerly midwestern sales representative for
Radio
Press International, joins station's
sales staff.
Wallace Hutchinson, formerly of
Independent Television Corp., Los Angeles, joins Blair Television, San Francisco, as account executive.

in Columbus

THE NEW

Pulse tells our story! (Aug.
'60) From 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Mon.-Fri., WCOL is rated
first in total audience in
every quarter-hour! Audience Composition shows that
in this same period — 8 a.m.
to
6 p.m.,more
Mon.-Fri.,
WCOL
reaches
adult women
listeners than the next two
highest rated stations, combined! Need we say more?
24 hours a day broadcasting
1230 am
92.3 fm
p.s. The HOOPER Three Month Average
Report (July-Sept.,
tells
another
fantastic WCOL'60)success
story.
Capital Station
Represented by:
robert e. eaatman * co.. >».
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Thomas K. Hardy of N. Y. radio
sales department of Avery-Knodel,
moves to tv sales department. John J.
Magan succeeds Mr. Hardy in radio
sales. Allen B. Long, formerly with tv
sales development department, joins tv
sales staff.
Joel Chaseman, program manager
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
WJZ-TV Baltimore, promoted to
WBC's program staff as radio program
manager, with headquarters in New
York. Succeeding him at WJZ-TV will
be William T. Wagner, currently program director of KTRK-TV Houston.
Both appointments are effective Dec. 15.
Reed Farrell, previously with WIL
St. Louis and most recently head of
own advertising agency in Flint, Mich.,
joins WAMM, that city, as program
director.
Ralph Petti of KROY

Sacramento,

Calif., joins T.R. Productions, San
Francisco-based radio programming
and consulting firm, as assistant to Ted
Randall, president. Mr. Petti will continue at KROY while assuming duties
with T.R. Productions.
Glen Akins, supervisor of engineering maintenance at ABC-TV, Hollywood, promoted to assistant manager
of tv engineering operations. Don McCroskey, transmission engineer, takes
over maintenance position and is succeeded by Frank Champion. George
Otte, in charge of audio maintenance,
promoted to supervisor of video recording. Robert Buck moves into audio
maintenance spot.
Charles M. Kinsolving Jr., formerly
manager of plans development at NBC,
joins Bureau of Advertising of the
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.,
as marketing consultant.
Joseph Bernotus, previously on advertising and publicity staff of Balaban
& Katz Corp., to advertising and promotion department of WNBQ (TV)
and WMAQ Chicago as senior promotion writer.
Ann Campigotto, formerly with
WHIO Dayton, Ohio, joins WING,
that city, as continuity director. Everett
L. Slosman, formerly with WBUD
Trenton, N. J., named promotion director of WING.
Charles P. LeMieux
Jr., formerly general
sales manager of
WINS New York,
joins The Golden
Circle Group, newlyformed station ownershipcludes
group WEOK
which
inPoughMr. LeMieux
keepsie, N.Y.; WACE
Springfield, Mass., and two properties
pending FCC approval (WKST-TV
Youngstown,
Castle, Pa.). Ohio, and WKST New
Bill Bramhall, program director of
WMIL-AM-FM Milwaukee, receives
1960 "Millie" Award, presented annually by Milwaukee Music Industry Assn.
to radio or tv personality who contributed most in area of public service.
John C. Rome rejoins Mutual as account executive, after serving NTA
Television Network for two years as
sales executive.
Frank Elliott, formerly account executive at CBS-TV Spot Sales, N. Y., to
Television Advertising Representatives,
that city, in similar capacity.
Bill Potts, manager of WDKN Dickson, elected president of Tennessee Associated Press Broadcasters Assn., succeeding Bill Williams, news director of
WSM-AM-TV Nashville.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Richard L. Wright, formerly news
editor at WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111.,
appointed head of radio-tv activities in
pr department of Illinois Agricultural
Assn. He succeeds John Allen, who resigned to enter real estate. Don McMullin promoted from staff to news editor at WCIA (TV).

Special
ONE

John Dreiske, Chicago Sun-Times
political columnist, signed by Westinghouse's WIND, that city, to serve as
moderator of WIND Forum, Sunday
evening public affairs series.
Charles E. Corcoran, formerly manager of video tape,
film and kinescope
operations at NBCTV, appointed director of NBC-TV network operations. Mr.
Corcoran, who held
Mr. Corcoran
his previous position
for IV2 years, joined network in February 1951 as tv engineer. In May
1951 he was promoted to studio engineer. He was named technical director
in September 1955; technical supervisor in 1956, and facilities manager
for RCA Building in charge of live
studio operations in 1957.
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Bill Davis, Bill Cleveland and Bill
Bird named announcer-salesmen for
The House Detective, tv real estate program, at WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va.,
WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C, and
WRVA-TV Richmond, Va., respectively.
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Jamie Rowley, formerly salesman
with WEZN Elizabethtown, to WCNC
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Richie Ashburn, professional baseball player with Chicago Cubs and
former National League batting champion, joins KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.,
as member of sports staff. He will host
two daily sports programs.

Vern Sevy joins WCKY
as host of own program.

Holtbap

cr

Don Meineke joins sales staff of
WLWD Dayton.
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Denver I. Dever, formerly station
manager of WARU Peru, Ind., appointed sales manager of WTAP Parkersburg, W. Va. Ronald W. Maines, in
program department of WTAP-TV,
named account executive. Tom Lawrence, chief announcer of WTAP-TV,
promoted to program director.
Lionel Wittenberg, chief engineer of
WISN-TV Milwaukee, adds duties of
chief engineer of WISN-AM-FM to his
current responsibilities. He succeeds
Don Weller who has retired.
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production manager and assistant tv
production manager, named assistant
program director at WSBT-AM-TV
South Bend, Ind. Other changes:
Justin R. Meacham, formerly tv production manager, appointed head of
newly combined radio and tv production department; Thomas Brubaker, tv
director, named assistant radio and tv
production director and public service
director; Robert M. Hoyt, radio and tv
news director, assigned additional duty
of public affairs director.
Sherwood R. Gordon, owner of
KQBY San Francisco and KBUZ
Phoenix, Ariz., appointed to Mutual
Affiliates Advisory Committee, filling
spot vacated by Cat Perley who has
joined Nafi Corp. and no longer is in
district (Pacific) he was representing.
Prof. Donald E. Brown, executive
secretary of Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn., elected vp and vice chairman
of National Council on Radio and Television Journalism.
Howard T. Nielsen, former program
director of WCFR Springfield, Vt.,
named to news staff of WCSH Portland, Me.
Nicholas C. Giles, former director of
business affairs and engineering at NBC,
appointed director of business affairs
for NBC-TV.
Sally Van Dusen appointed sales coordinator at KMTV (TV) Omaha,
Neb.
Gordon L. McGloshen joins sales
staff of KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
Tommy Devine, sports editor of Miami (Fla.) News, named sports authority and sportscaster for WLBW-TV,
that city, scheduled to go on air this
month.
Jim Wahl joins KCBS San Francisco
as host of new music-interview program.
James Leiker, assistant director of
advertising and promotion for KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, resigns to join U. of
Southern
California's planning department.
Edward Doucette III joins WKRC
Cincinnati as air personality.
PROGRAMMING
Howard Alston named production
manager of CBS Films, Hollywood.
Phil Isaacs, formerly with Fruchtman Theatres, Baltimore, appointed director of franchise operations in U. S.
and Canada for International Telemeter
Co., division of Paramount Pictures
Corp.
John Murphy, formerly vp of tv and
radio production at Kenyon & Eckhardt,
98 (FATES & FORTUNES)

NATRFD elects George
George Roesner,
KPRC - AM - TV
Houston, elected
president
ofof National Assn.
Tv

Roesner president
sociate membership group, succeeding Robert Walton, John Blair & Co.
Vice chairmen are Ben Ludy, president and general manager of KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex., who was reelected and Richard Kathe, pr direc& Radio Farm Ditor of American Feed Mfrs. Assn.
rectors at its 17th
National vps by regions: Hugh
annual fall meeting
in Chicago Nov.
, n
Ferguson, WCAU Philadelphia (re27.
He succeedsj
T7
tt
Mr. Roesner
elected), northeast; Homer Quann,
Wally Erickson, KFRE Fresno,
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va., southCalif. Other officers: Cary Meyereast; Barney Arnold, WHAS Louisville, east-north central; Keith Kirkdirk, KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa, from
patrick, WHO Des Moines, westsecretary-treasurer to vp; Robert
north central; Wilbur Levering,
(Doc) Webster, WJTN Jamestown,
WIBW
Topeka, west-south central;
N. Y., secretary-treasurer, and HarJohn McDonald, WSM Nashville
vey Dinkins, WSJS Winston-Salem,
(re-elected), mid-south; Ivan Jones,
N. C, historian, succeeding Herb
KGW-AM-TV Portland, Ore. (unPlambeck, WHO -AM -TV Des
Moines, Iowa.
expired), Pacific Northwest; Jim
Additionally, Dick Cech, account
Todd, KFI Los Angeles (unexexecutive at Marsteller, Rickard,
pired), Pacific Southwest, and R. N.
Garriok, CBC Toronto, Ont., for
Gebhardt & Reed, Chicago, was
elected chairman of NATRFD's as- Canada.
N. Y., joins Filmaster Inc., that city,
as executive producer of commercial
and industrial divisions.
Simon H. Rifkind, of firm of Paul,
Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison,
N. Y., retained as special counsel
for American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers (ASCAP).
Clive Davis, formerly of Rosenman,
Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, N. Y., joins
Columbia Records, that city, as attorney. Mr. Davis will give legal counsel
on artists' contracts, copyrights, and
publishing. He succeeds Jerome Talbert,ris who
Agency.recently joined William MorPaul A. Minor, formerly tv producer
at Grey Adv., N. Y., joins TransfilmThis one's for real
There's no artificial flavoring
in the Italian voice of "Pizza
Pete" on Capitol Food Corp.'s
spot radio announcements. They
come straight from the baker's
mouth — Pietro Vitale, the original singing pizza baker who also
is the company's president. Using
Mr. Vitale, whose speaking and
singing voice, listeners report,
evokes visions of Naples, was not
premeditated, according to Guerin, Johnson,
Inc.,
agency.
But Gage
of all
theCapitol's
people
who tried out for the part (and
there were many, including Hollywood actors), Pietro was the best,
says the agency.

Caravel, that city, as account executive
in tv commercial division.
John H. Foley, formerly sales manager of WEWS (TV) Cleveland, joins
MCA-TV, that city, to concentrate on
local, regional and station sales of
MCA's tv film syndication properties.
Emanuel Gerard, formerly art director at Elliot-Unger-Elliot, N. Y., joins
Robert Lawrence Productions, that
city, in same capacity.
Kenneth C. Marthey joins On Film
Inc., Princeton, N. J., and New York,
as producer-director. He has been tv
producer and group head at both McCann-Erickson and Benton & Bowles.
Pete Burness, producer-director of
animated cartoons, joins Playhouse
Pictures, Hollywood, as director.
Arthur Freed, veteran motion-picture
producer and song writer, named to
produce 33rd annual Academy Awards
presentation, April 17 on ABC.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

John M. O'Malley appointed superintendent of manufacturing for Clarostat Manufacturing Co., Dover, N. H.,
producer of radio-tv equipment.
Sidney White Jr., manager of super
power tube manufacturing at RCA Industrial Tube Products Div., Lancaster,
Pa., named manager of operations
services. Barry B. Brown succeeds Mr.
White. B. S. Durant, manager of sales
planning and development at RCA
Sales Corp., N. Y., named manager,
product planning and development.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Leslie J. Woods, vp for research and
engineering and director of Philco
Corp., to retire Dec. 31, after 35 years
service with company.
Emidio A. DeLollis appointed engineering manager of receiving tube operations at Raytheon Co., Waltham,
Mass. He had been assistant head of
receiving tube design department.
George E. Tirone Jr. appointed marketing manager for four industrial electronic product lines of Allen B. DuMont Labs, Syosset, N. Y. He has
been head of technical product sales
for International Div.
John W. Servies, vp of National
Theatre Supply Co., division of General Precision Equipment Corp., New
York, elected president of Society of
Motion Picture & Television Engineers.
Other new officers: Reid H. Ray, president of Reid H. Ray Film Industries,
St. Paul, Minn., executive vp; Lloyd
Thompson, vp, The Calvin Co., Kansas City, editorial vp; Harry Teitlebaum, partner in Hollywood Film Co.,
Hollywood, Calif., convention vp.
Albert C. Gubitz Jr., advertising
copywriter at General Electric Co.,
named to staff of advertising and sales
promotion department of firm's receiving tube department, Owensboro, Ky.
Stanley E. Webber appointed engineering manager in General Electric's newly

NEW

YORK

• WORLD

trict, with headquarters in Chicago.
Richard Sirinsky, formerly field service engineer for Ampex, succeeds Mr.
Creswell as representative in Pennsylvania, Delaware, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina and Maryland.
ALLIED FIELDS

Dr. Marshall returns
Dr. Roy C. Marshall, who used
to deliver soft-sell scientific commercials on the old Ford Hour,
is back in business — this time on
WAVY-TV Norfolk, Va. He does
commercials for Car-Matic, a
Norfolk firm which rebuilds automobile motors and transmissions.
Following the technique he used
for Ford, Dr. Marshall explains
the Car-Matic operations through
the basic scientific principles on
which they are founded.

Arnold Klugerman joins research
staff of TV Q, national network qualitative scoring service, after several years
as assistant research director in Hollywood office of Kenyon & Eckhardt.
INTERNATIONAL
Steve Krantz, general manager of
vp.
Screen
Gems (Canada) Ltd., elected

organized Traveling-Wave Tube Product Section, Palo Alto, Calif. Other
appointments: Bernard L. Pfefer, marketing; Christopher Karabats, manufacturing; Howard N. Coulter, employe
and community relations; Robert H.
Bergman, finance. Also, U. H. Faubion
named patent and general legal counsel.
Pierre A. Portmann, formerly with
Westinghouse Electric Co., electronics
division, joins Page Communications
Engineers Inc., Washington, D. C, as
senior staff engineer in research and
development directorate.
Donald Creswell, Ampex Professional Products Co. sales representative, transferred to firm's midwest dis-

CENTER

FOR

Herb Manning, former managing
editor of Toronto Star and one-time
assistant
appointed news editor
directorof ofMacLean's,
CKGM Montreal.
DEATHS
Victor Emanuel, 62, board chairman
of Avco Manufacturing Corp., parent
concern of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
died in his Ithaca, N. Y., home, Nov.
26. Crosley comprises WLW and
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD
(TV) Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus, all Ohio; WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga., and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, Ind.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS
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CONVENTION

international!
_
a
Visitors from all over the world
will converge on the Coliseum,
March
20-23, for
IRE's bigJoin
Showtheand
International
Convention.
more
than 65,000 radio-electronics engineers who
will attend! □ On the Coliseum's ^|
gigantic
floors you'll see the latest production
items, systems, instruments and components in
radio-electronics; in radar; in complex air traffic
control; in space communications — in any and
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1981
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■— >>> X
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION^
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every field of radio-engineering
you care to name. □ At the convention, you'll trade ideas with brilliant delegates from the world of radioelectronics, and choose from amongst scores
of papers to be read by experts in their field.
Like the IRE show, the convention is
both a summing-up and a look into the
future! Remember the occasion, the
time, the place.
^ b e ^s
Registration: IRE members $1.00 — non-members $3.00
s

s The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.

and IRE SHOW

'-^l

►

WALDORF-ASTORIA HOTEL
COLISEUM
• NEW YORK
No one under 18 years of age will be admitted.
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FANFARE
Hunters

become

hunted

in WJXT promotion
Accustomed as they are to more
exciting assignments, it must have been
a dull four days for the Brothers Brannagan. Their job, as they strolled
through the supermarkets in and
around Jacksonville, Fla., last month
did not require them either to save a
pretty girl or to nab a criminal. It
was, simply, to be spotted by shoppers.
The hunters-turned-hunted idea was
conceived by WJXT (TV) as a means
of promoting the premiere of the CBS
comedy-detective series, which debuted
Nov. 15. The station dressed up two
Jacksonville U. students as the tv
"Brothers" — one in a dark suit, the
other in a checked sport jacket — and
turned them loose to roam the aisles of
some 40 supermarkets in metropolitan
Jacksonville.
Those spotting the "Brothers" — 39
shoppers did — won ten silver dollars.
The contest was supported by strong
on-air promotions and daily newspaper
teaser ads, and was climaxed by a cocktail party attended by the real tv "Brothers," Steve Dunn and Mark Roberts;
WJXT (TV) personnel; agency representatives, and executives of the alternate sponsors, Blue Plate Foods and
Gustafson's Dairy.
How

to turn a d. j. feud

Living trademark for a year
Selected from 3,000 other young
Day Parade and has a standing invitation to appear whenever possible
contestants, six-and-a-half-year-old
Debbie Richardson (c) was named
with Brook Lindsay ("Joey the
1961 winner of the WSOC-TV
Clown") on his daily Clown CarniCharlotte, N. C, contest to find a
val children's program. The 30-day
contest was promoted on the afternew "Miss Nina" (name derived
noon Clown Carnival show and the
from the station's channel number,
nine). Like her predecessor in the morning Magic Forest, using the
same 60-second sound-on-film anyear-long role as Miss Nina, Vicki
nouncement on both. Numerous
Hyatt (r), who was picked from
900 entries in the station's first prizes were awarded the winner
annual contest last year, Debbie
through contributions from the city's
merchants, and the winning entry reRichardson appeared on the WSOCceived atransistor radio.
TV float in Charlotte's Thanksgiving

to good advantage
A Wilmington, Del., Renault dealer
settled to his own advantage an on-theair "feud" between two d.j.'s on WDEL
in that city. Bill Kelly and Dick
Graham, both six-feet-four and weighing 240 and 205 pounds respectively,
for several years, filled and sealed the
agreed to settle a dispute over their gas tanks of two new Renaults and sent
driving abilities by cooperating in an
the d.j.'s off in opposite directions foleconomy-run advertising and sales prolowing abrief send-off ceremony at a
motion project suggested by Motor
Wilmington shopping center. Each
man phoned WDEL four times, and
Sport Enterprises Inc. The Wilmington Renault dealer, John Greytak, who
their testimonials were put on the air.
has been a consistent WDEL advertiser When the tanks were dry, Mr. Kelly
America's

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.

had averaged
Mr. Graham
gallon. Mr.
the race and

48.4 miles per gallon and
averaged 42.7 miles a
Greytak, who advertised
its results in his WDEL

announcements, termed it "one of the
least expensive yet most effective promotions we have done."
Smothered in cranberries
Sitting encased in a fortress built of
cans of Ocean Spray cranberries, Freeman Hover, a disc jockey at KEYZ
Williston, N. D., was boosting his courage with reminders that this was 1960,
not 1959, the year of the big cranberry
scare. He was participating in a preThanksgiving promotion for a supermarket, and his job was to sit tight until
shoppers had bought enough cranberries
to permit his escape.
From within his tin bog, he could
hear a KEYZ colleague, Bob Miller,
hawking the merchandise. Meanwhile,
the women shoppers got into the swing
of the promotion, buying cranberries
and submitting their guesses as to when
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960
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Mr. Hover would be freed. The winner received all of her groceries for the
day free.
Mr. Hover finally emerged from behind his cranberries after five hours.
KSAN-AM-TV

surveys

Negro brand preferences
In an exhaustive study of the tastes
in entertainment and necessities, brand
preferences in many commodities and
the reasons for these choices, KSANAM-TV San Francisco has put together
a second volume intended as a profile
of the Negro audience in that city.
Respondents were queried at the annual
KSAN Food Home and Living Show
in the Oakland Auditorium during the
period May 12-15, 1960. Replies were
taken from 402 female and 102 male
Negroes.
Brand preferences among almost all
groceries, drugs, household products
and beverages were tested. In addition the reasons for the preference were
asked (i.e., "Best price," "Always buy,"
"Like taste").
in movies,
television and musicTastes
in addition
to radio
preference are also covered in the survey. Age groups, income brackets and
occupations are categorized, although
no control was used in the sampling.
The survey is available on request to
all advertisers and agencies interested
in the Negro market.
KMBC-TV

honored

by BNF

for Nestle's promotion
KMBC-TV Kansas City has been
cited by the Brand Names Foundation
for the "most outstanding promotion"
by a tv station in connection with the
Nestle's Quik Roy Rogers Name-thePony contest.
Honored in the promotion contest
were Don Davis, president, and Kent
Stuart, promotion manager, of KMBCTV. The station won a free personal
appearance by Mr. Rogers and Mr.
Stuart received a cash price.
48030

is no more

For the past five years, WWL
New Orleans has received a $10
contribution for its annual Christmas drive for the 1,200 children
at Charity Hospital from Prisoner
48030 at Angola Penitentiary in
Louisiana. This year, the station
wrote the prisoner, wishing him
well and soliciting another contribution. A personal postscript
from John Vath, WWL's manager added: "Hope you're not
there." The letter was returned
by the warden with a notation:
"He's not here."
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Two other stations also were cited
— KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz., with Miss
Pat Reed as promotion manager and
KXLJ Helena, Mont., with Walter
Marshall as promotion chief. As runnersup they will receive Roy Rogers
merchandise for distribution at Christmas parties, with promotion managers
receiving cash awards.
The contest ran three months at the
local station level, involving 108 stations in Nestle's Roy Rogers' lineup.
A total of 11,066 prizes were awarded,
with first prize including a Palomino
pony, plus an expense-paid trip to
Hollywood for the winner and family.
Participating stations will assist in
awarding the merchandise. Over 125,000 entry blanks were passed out by
the stations and retail stores.
KMBC-TV's winning presentation
included a variety of activity, with emphasis on air promotion and cross
plugs, plus chain store tie-ins.
The 'Globe's' Christmas gift
The Boston Globe this Christmas
will give Boston area listeners the same
present it gave them last year — a 17hour World of Christmas Music, presented, sans commercials, over WCRBAM-FM.
From sign-on Christmas morning
until sign-off at 1 a.m. the following
morning, the station will broadcast such
features as the only complete stereophonic recording of Handel's Messiah,
by the famed Handel and Hayden Society of Boston.
Besides following a no-commercial
policy on the Christmas music program,
the Globe will limit identification of
itself as sponsor to name mentions during legal station breaks. The newspaper
and station regard the program as a
"perfect wedding" between "an outstanding am-fm good music station and
a great newspaper."
Drumbeats...
Ticket fence ■ WAVI
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WSVR-TV Atom DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSVR-TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
WSVE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
* All figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation

WSYR^TV
;V Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, R. Y. ■ 100 K W
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELM) R A, N. Y.
C" <>< F.ll Sit, HARRINGTON. RIGHTER k PARSONS
Luxury

Living!

Sensible Location!
Specify The New Weston, in the
heart of the advertising and
broadcasting belt, as your intown address. Our splendid
rooms and suites make an ideal
environment for living or entertaining. Theatres, clubs, shtips
are advantageously close.

Dayton, Ohio,

acted as go-between with its "ticketlocator" service during the football
season. Fans having tickets they were
unable to use were urged to call the
station offering them for sale at prices
no greater than face value. WAVI
broadcast the information and directed
listeners to persons having tickets for
sale. The station reports "several hundred" tickets were exchanged through
the plan.
The winner actually lost ■ To celebrate
the opening of Utah ski slopes, KALL
Salt Lake City held a "Broken Leg Contest." The first person breaking his leg
on the slopes received a wheel chair,
crutches, cane, knitting needles, and
the latest Tv Guide.
More losers ■ Over 2,000 replies were
received when WING Dayton, Ohio,

is'

distvogu

World-Famous *
NEW WESTON BAR &
ENGLISH DINING ROOM
Here you rub shoulders with
the smartest people any time
of day. Come in for cocktails
and hot canapes. The cuisine is
skillfully
to Continental tastes.prepared
Try it some
day soon
... at lunch or dinner.
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There's life, though brevity, in soap operas
of Nov. 28-Dec. 2.
A New York independent radio
station last week pumped new life
EPISODE 1
into the presumably dead "soapers."
ANNCR:
WNEW
presents "Bradley
No sooner had last respects been
at the Bar" . . . the story of Bradsaid over the late Ma Perkins and
ley Arlington, Attorney at Law . . .
The Second Mrs. Burton, et al
Episode 1 . . .
(Broadcasting, Nov. 28) than
As you recall, Bradley Arlington
WNEW New York announced the
has been attending law school
start of a daytime feature called
for the past four years . . . Upon
Sixty-Second Soaps, a series of onethe advice of his roommate, Rip
minute "streamlined versions" deNewcomb, Bradley decided to
signed to evoke some of the sympapostpone his law career, in order
thetic responses formed through 27
to play pro football for one year
years of soap opera listening. Even
. . . Kitty and Bradley were somewithout a speaking cast, WNEW's
what abashed to learn that Rip
serials cover more problems in a
Newcomb
had then taken Bradweek (the length of a complete serial)
ley's job at the law office.
than network serials explored in
After the wedding, on the way
months.
to the Stadium, they received an
Each episode on WNEW is hanurgent wire from ruthless Judge
dled through the recounting of events
Morris Binder, requesting that
by announcer Frank Gallup, who, by
Bradley come to work for him.
the time he brings listeners up to date
After
leaving Kitty and the chilin the lives of the heroes and herodren, at their Scarsdale estate,
ines, has only enough time left to
Bradley went to see Judge
preview what's in store for them
Binder, and was faced with the
tomorrow. Sixty-Second Soaps were
most difficult problem in his 5
created and written by Bill Persky,
years as a lawyer. We join them
assistant program director, and Sam
as we hear Bradley say:
Denoff, continuity director. With
BRADLEY: This is the most diffitongue-in-cheek, Mark Olds, WNEW
cult problem I have had to face
program director, said he hopes soap
in my 5 years as a lawyer . . .
opera fans in New York will be paciANNCR: Tune in tomorrow to find
fied with the station's attempts to fill
out Judge Binder's answer, and
the void caused by "the tragic loss
whether Wellington Thoon will
of one of the oldest established, but
keep his promise to Margaret.
not now so permanent, forms of
"Bradley
at the Bar" has been a
radio entertainment."
special presentation of WNEW,
Printed below are the full scripts
and will be heard again tomorrow
of the opening and concluding epiat almost this very same time!
sodes of WNEW's first series, "BradEPISODE 5
ley at the Bar," which was offered
several times daily during the week
ANNCR: WNEW presents "Bradoffered its listeners an "election losers
kit." The "kit" consisted of a razor blade
and suggested uses: "(1) Scrape signs
off car windows! (2) shave! (3) Cut
your political ties! (4) Cut your throat!"

Brogan barrage ■ KQEQ Albuquerque,
N. M., started a week-long drive to collect used shoes for the local Voiture 40
et 8 effort for the needy. The station
offered a "pair-for-a-pair." (two records

s!
-No Hand
No hands. Just top-quality, "name" musical
programming, on tape, for continuous, completely
automated, trouble-free radio broadcasting —
including commercials and announcements.
And priced to meet limited budgets!

That's why this new Magne-Tronics service is
being hailed as a real money-saving, money-making
plan for radio stations with late-hour, marginal
or all-night schedules.
Write today for full details and audition tape.
INC.
Magne-Tronics,
49 West 45th Street, New York 36
102 (FANFARE)

on

WNEW
ley at the Bar" ... the story of
Bradley Arlington, Attorney at
Law. . . .
In our last episode, as you may
recall, Bradley was visiting Dr.
Archie Larcher, who had called
Bradley into his office for a private consultation. Bradley was
told that Cynthia might never
play the piano again . . . But
Bradley quickly rejected this
diagnosis, since Dr. Larcher was
a dentist. Meanwhile, in attempting to take off from the small
clearing in the jungle, Mel Troppet's small plane, loaded with
the special serum, smashed into
the top of a palm tree, and was
never seen again. During Bradley's final appeal in defense of
Financier- Halfback, Wellington
Thoon, the courtroom was disrupted bythe sudden appearance
of "Long Tim," the faithful bodyguard of the notorious racketeer,
Claude Bartholomew. As the din
in the courtroom subsided, and
ruthless Judge Morris Binder III,
banged his gavel, we hear Bradley say:
BRADLEY: This is the most serious problem I have ever faced . . .
I mean, I have faced serious
problems before . . . but this is
the most serious problem I have
faced in all my 30 years as a
lawyer.
ANNCR: Be with us Monday, when
WNEW continues the true-to-life
story of "Harriet in the House"
. . . the story of Harriet Lovington, a nice lady . . .

for two shoes). A short 24 hours and
10,000 shoes later, the campaign was
called to an early halt. A Voiture
spokesman said the KQEQ drive had
brought more contributions than had
been obtained in the last three yearly
drives combined.
Arrival present ■ Norman Baer, Mutual
news director, who covered the arrival
in Washington, D.C., of John Fitzgerald
Kennedy Jr., on the network's The
World Today program, has ordered a
special gold-reel tape-recording of the
Nov. 25 show. The tape will be presented to Master Kennedy as soon as an
insert plate is engraved. The plate's inscription? "This is your birth, John
Fitzgerald Kennedy Jr., Nov. 25, 1961."
Student aids ■ W ABC-TV New York
has set up an education service department to provide public, private and
parochial schools in the New York
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

metropolitan area with information concerning its educational, cultural, news
and public affairs programming. Study
guide materials and other printed matter on such WABC-TV programs as
Expedition: New York, Astremomy For
You and High School Sports are being
distributed to some 1,000 high schools
in the area. The new department also
services high school newspapers with
specially prepared news releases on all
ch. 7 programming.
Mid-Missouri market ■ Avery-Knodel
Inc., New York, is distributing to spot
tv advertisers and their agencies a station-market presentation in behalf of
KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo. Entitled
"Columbia, the Gem of Missouri," the

study documents the growth of the
market of one-half million population
as well as KOMU-TV's primary coverage among tv families in the mid-Missouri area. The Avery-Knodel represented station is owned and operated by
the U. of Missouri.
Teachers in tv-land ■ KRON-TV San
Francisco hosted some 85 local teachers
during The
thatteachers
city's Business-Education
Day.
sent the entire day
touring the station's studio and office
facilities and absorbing company officials' talks on various asects of television. The background information
thus provided was designed to aid the
teachers in their own discussions with
students interested in television.
FOR

THE

Dontopedalogy ■ Bob Adkins, program
director of KNEW Spokane, Wash.,
has started a "Dontopedalogy Club" for
his Spokane listeners. Membership
requires only that listeners write to
KNEW citing examples of how they
have engaged in the strangely-named
activity. Following a UPI release, Mr.
Adkins wrote to Prince Phillip of England to join in the club since Prince
Phillip maintains that he has been a
long-time practitioner of the science.
"Dontopedalogy" involves a simple activity, one which many are aware of
. . . that is, opening the mouth and putting the foot in it. KNEW has not yet
heard from Prince Phillip, but the station has already made him an honorary
member of the club.

RECORD

and Kenneth P. Rogers. 1320 kc, 500 w D.
STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
P. O. address Box 36. Estimated construction cost $19,155, first year operation cost
Canadian. Ann. Nov. 23.
As compiled by Broadcasting: Nov. 23 at Mexican
revenue $45,000. Principals include
Hat Association Mexican Hat, $36,000,
Dr.
Haggard,
and Mr. Rogers, 25%. Dr.
through Nov. 30. Includes data on new
Utah — Granted cps for two new vhf tv Haggard has 75%,
private medical practice. Mr.
stations to translate programs of Rogers is employe
of KITE San Antonio.
stations, changes in existing stations, translator
Albuquerque,
N. M., stations
— one- on(ch.ch.13)3 Ann. Nov. 29.
translate programs
of KGGM-TV
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules to
Kemmerer,
Wyo.
—
Lincoln Bcstg. Co. 930
via tv repeater station on ch. 6 in Cortez,
kc, 1 kw. P. O. address Box 563. Estimated
& standards changes, routine roundup.
Colo., and other on ch. 13 to translate proconstruction
cost
$22,709,
first year operation
grams of KOB-TV (ch. 4) via tv repeater
cost $24,000,
revenue
$36,000.
Principals
ch.
9
in
Cortez;
engineering
conAbbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp station on
clude
Attilio
W.
Bedont,
37y2%,
William in-B.
dition. These are first new tv vhf translator
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
Davis,
25%,
John
J.
Rooney,
18%,
William
grants. Ann. Nov. 30.
power vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
G. Walton,surance. Mr.19%%.
Mr. interest
Bedont inis KOWB
in inultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. —
Davis
has
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts
New am stations
Laramie, Wyo. Messrs. Rooney and Walton
mc
—
megacycles.
D—
day.
N—
night.
LS—
are attorneys. Ann. Nov. 30.
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
ACTIONS BY FCC
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloCity,1550Kan.kc,— Seward
Bcstg.
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
Existing am stations
Co.Dodge
Granted
1 kw, D. County
P. O. address
authorization. SSA — special service authoriACTIONS BY FCC
Box 311, Liberal, Kansas. Ann. Nov. 23.
zation. STA — special temporary authorizaHamilton,
Mont.1 kw
— Bitter
Root
Bcstg. Box
Co.
tion. SH — specified hours. * — educational.
WNLC
New
— Granted
Granted
980
kc,
D.
P.
O.
address
Ann. — Announced.
change of facilitiesLondon,
from 1490Conn.
kc, 250
w, unl.,
389 Hamilton, Mont. Estimated construction
to
1510
kc,
5
kw,
DA-2,
unl.;
engineering
cost
$14,004,
first
year
operating
cost
$18,000,
conditions.
Comr.
Hyde
absent.
Ann.
Nov.
Existing tv stations
revenue $24,000. Applicants are Theo. H. Ful- 23.
lerton (25%), Lou Torok (16%) and others.
ACTIONS BY FCC
WHOU Houlton, Maine — Granted increased
Mr. Fullerton is in plumbing and heating. daytime
power on 1340 kc from 250 w to
WKBM-TV Caguas, P.R. WSUR-TV Ponce,
Mr.
Torok
is Nov.
sales 23.
manager of KCAP Helena,
1
kw,
continued nighttime operation on 250
Mont.
Ann.
P.R.—
Granted
applications
of
WKBM-TV
to
increase ERP from 27 kw to 155 kw with
w; engineering
Comr. Hyde abN.Y.—
C. Harris.
Granted
sent. Ann. Nov. condition.
23.
aur. ERP 77.6 kw, ant. height 1,180 ft., and
1440Oswego,
kc, 1 kw
D. Clifford
Ann. Nov.
22.
WTSV Claremont, N. H.— Granted increased
make equipment changes and WSUR-TV to
Mauston,
Wis.—
John
D.
Riee.
Granted
daytime
power onnighttime
1>30 kc from
250 wwithto
change trans, site from 13.5 miles northeast
1270 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 204 S. Court
1 kw, continued
operation
of Ponce to 1.5 miles northeast of that city St. Estimated construction cost $13,821, first 250
w;
remote
control
permitted;
engineerand reduce ant. height from 2,590 ft. to
operating cost $36,000, revenue $38,000.
minus 230 ft., with ERP 2.75 kw vis. and 1.38 year
Mr. Rice has interest in WCOW Sparta, Wis. Nov. ing23.condition. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann.
kw aur. Chrm. Ford and Comr. Bartley
and KCUE Redwing, Minn. Ann. Nov. 23.
WSMN Nashua, N. H.— Granted change
dissented to Ponce grant. Ann. Nov. 23.
from DA-D to DA-1, unl., continued operaAPPLICATIONS
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
tion on 1590 kc with 5 kw; engineering conditions. By letter, denied petition by WOTW
Grants,
N.
M. —address
Alfred Box
R. Fuchs.
560 kc,
KBYR-TV Anchorage, Alaska— Radio An500
w
D.
P.
O.
311.
Estimated
Nashua,
to designate application for hearchorage Inc. (
construction
cost
$19,696,
first
year
operation
ing. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann. Nov. 23.
KAET (TV) Pheonix, Ariz.— Board of Recost
$32,000.
revenue
$9,000.
Mr.
Fuchs
owns
WCLW
Mansfield, Ohio — Granted increased
power from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
Arizona.gents of Universities and State College of KTJS Hobart, Okla. Ann. Nov. 30.
operation
cn 1570 kc, D, DA; engineering
Crystal
City,
Tex.—
Charles
H.
Haggard
TvWLKY
Inc. (TV) Louisville, Ky.— Kentuckiana
TRANSLATORS
Dubuque Area Translator Co. Dubuque,
Iowa — Granted cps for two new uhf tv
translator stations — one on ch. 80 to translate
programs of KWWL-TV (ch. 7), WaterlooCedar Rapids, and other on ch. 82 to translate programs of KCRG-TV (ch. 9), Cedar
NEW YORK
Rapids. Ann. Nov. 30.
60 East 42nd Street
Blacktail
T.
V.
Assn.
Big
Fork,
Mont.—
Granted cp for new uhf tv translator station
on ch. 80 to translate programs of KXLYMUrray Hill 7-4242
TV (ch. 4), Spokane, Wash. Ann. Nov. 30.
fEDWIN
TORNBERG]
WEST COAST
Maupin Tv Corp. Maupin, Ore. — Granted
cps for two new uhf tv translator stations
860 Jewell Avenue
to translate programs of Portland, Ore., sta& COMPANY,
INC.
tions— one on ch. 75 to translate programs
Pacific
Grove, California
of KGW-TV (ch. 8) and other on ch. 78 to
translate
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND
FRontier 2-7475
Nov.
23. programs of KPTV (ch. 12). Ann.
Wallowa Valley Tv Assn. Inc. Wallowa
SALE OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
WASHINGTON
VaUey, Ore.— Granted cp for new uhf tv
translator station on ch. 77 to translate proEVALUATIONS
i
grams of KXLY-TV
(ch. 4), Spokane, Wash.
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
Ann. Nov.
23.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
District 7-8531
C. L. & O. Translator System Inc. Booker,
Darrouzett, Follett, Canadian and Higgins,
all Texas — Granted cps for two new uhf tv
103
translator stations to translate programs of
KFDA-TV
on ch. 78
and other on(ch.ch.10)80, Amarillo—
via its ch. one
78 translator
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"INSURED AGAINST EVERYTHING."
YES? Check on the chance that somebody "out there" will accuse you of
LIBEL
SLANDER
INVASION OF PRIVACY
PIRACY, VIOLATION OF
COPYRIGHT.
For these and related hazards
you need our EXCESS POLICY to
hold your loss upon any claim to
whatever figure you choose to
carry yourself — INSURANCE to
cover the excess.
WE ORIGINATED THIS
SPECIAL COVER
AND IT IS USED NATION-WIDE
and is SATISFACTORY
AND INEXPENSIVE.
Write for details and rates.
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New
York, Chicago
107 William
I7S W. Son 100Francisco
Bush
St. Jackson St. .

.A'O TIME OF YEAR FOR TB.
Is there ever a right time? Of
course not. But Christinas,
more than any other season,
should be a time of glowing
good spirits, health and happiness. In the fight against
TB, it ran at least be a time
of hope — when millions of
Americans help by using
Christmas Seals. Answer your
Christmas Seal letter today.
t

104 (FOR THE RECORD)

23.
conditions. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann. Nov.
WMOA Marietta, Ohio — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w;
remote Ann.
controlNov.permitted;
engineering condition.
30.
KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.— Granted increased daytime power on 1450 kc from 250
w to 500 w, continued nighttime operation
with 250 w; remote control permitted; engiNov. 23. neering condition. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann.
WLAT Conway, S. C— By order, amended
hearing issues on application for 500 w
nighttime DA operation on 1330 kc, with
continued 5 kw daytime operation. Superseded Nov.Ann.
2 hearing
dissented.
Nov. 30.order. Comr. King
WOVE Welch, W. Va.— Granted increased
daytime power on 1340 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation on 250
w;
remote Ann.
control
engineering
condition.
Nov. permitted;
30.
WKTY La Crosse, Wis.— Granted application to make changes in DA-N (580 kc, 1
kw-N, tions.
5 kw-LS,
engineering condiAnn. Nov. DA-2);
30.
APPLICATIONS
WCRL Oneonta, Ala. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1570kc). Ann. Nov. 25.
WVLD Valdosta, Ga.— Mod. of license to
change
operation
from SH to unl.
(1450kc).hours
Ann. ofNcv.
25.
WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1490kc). Ann. Nov. 29.
KVOEtime power
Emporia,
Kan.w— to
Cp 1tokwincrease
dayfrom 250
and install
new trans. (1400kc). Ann. Nov. 30.
KLTF Little Falls, Minn.— Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 5 kw and install new
trans. (960kc). Ann. Nov. 25.
WFAI Fayetteville, N. C— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1230kc). Ann. Nov. 25.
WCMN
Arecibo,
R. — toCp 5tokwincrease
daytime power
from 1P kw
and install
new trans. (1280kc). Ann. Nov. 28.
WESC Greenville, S. C— Mod. of cp (which
authorized increase in power, install DA,
changes in ground system and trans, equipment) to change from employing DA-D to
directional during critical hours only and
install new trans. (660kc). Ann. Nov. 25.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WBHMCo. Birmingham, Ala. — Birmingham
Bcstg.
Co.KROE Sheridan, Wyo— Sheridan Bcstg.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Hamden, Conn. — Southern New England
Bcstg. Corp. granted 101.3 mc 20 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 134 ft. P. O.
address 473 Denslow Hill Rd. Estimated construction cost $18,640, first year operating
cost §20,000, revenue $10,000. Fm applicant
will duplicate WDEE Hamden. Ann. Nov. 23.
Waterbury, Conn. — WWCO Inc., granted
104.1 mc 20 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 95 ft. P. O. address c/o Herbert
Bloomberg, 65 Bank St. Estimated construction cost $16,600, first year operating cost
S5.000, revenue $5,000. Principals include
Herbert Bloomberg, 72.64%, and Ruth R.
Goddard, 27.36% owner of WWCO Waterbury. Ann. Sept. 27.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Calojay Enterprises
Inc., granted 105.7 mc 4.641 kw unl. P.O.
address 1113 School St., Greenfield, Ind. Estimated construction cost $14,435, first year
operating cost $10,200, revenue $15,034. Principals include Dr. Carl Godzeki and John
C. Byrne, 45% each; and others. Dr. Gadzeski is microbiologist, former employe of
WFMS Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Byrne is in
retail drugs. Ann. Nov. 30.
Cadillac, Mich. — Fetzer Bcstg. Co., granted
92.9 mc, 100 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 900 ft. P.O. address 417 N. Mitchell
St. Estimated construction cost $3,500, operating cost absorbed by WWTV (TV) Cadillac. Applicant is Fetzer Bcstg. Co., headed
by John E. Fetzer, president, licensee of
WWTV (TV) Cadillac, WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo. WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids all
Michigan,
Nov.
23. and KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. Ann.
Hampton, Va. — Peninsula Radio Corp.
Granted 101.3 mc, 28.2 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 380 ft. P.O. Box 481. Esticonstruction
$29,551,$65,000.
first yearoperatingmatedcost
$50,000,costrevenue
Fm
applicant
will
duplicate
WVEC
Hampton.
Ann. Nov. 23.

Bellingham,
Wash.
Market-Casters
Granted
104.1 mc,
17.75— kw.
P.O. address Inc.
708
Fifth Ave. struction
S., costSeattle,
Wash.
Estimated
con$17,771, first year
operating
cost $72,000,
$80,000.
Principals
clude Jamesrevenue
G. Talbot,
85.1%,
James inD.
Rolfe,
12.65%,
and
others.
Market-Casters
owner of KMCS-FM Seattle. Ann. Nov. 23.is
APPLICATIONS
San Rafael, Calif.— Marin Bcstg Co. 100.9
mc, .87
Ant. address
height 1040
aboveB St.
average
terrain 246 kw.
ft. P.O.
Estimated
construction cost $9,195, first year operation
cost $7,500, revenue $7,500. Fm applicant will
duplicate KTIM San Rafael. Ann. Nov. 30.
Alton, ni— Palen Bcstg. Corp. 100.3 mc,
3.65 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
358 ft. P.O. address Radio Station WOKZ,
Alton. Estimated construction cost $8,685,
first year operation cost $7,000, revenue
$5,000.
Fm applicant
Alton. Ann.
Nov. 28. will duplicate WOKZ
Des
Plaines,
111. — Edward
and
Jerome K Westerfield,
96.7 W.kc,Piszczek
1 kw. Ant.
height above average terrain 246 ft. P.O.
address c/o Edward W. Piszczek, 4328 N.
Meadetion Ave.,
Chicago.
construccost $16,237,
first Estimated
year operation
cost
$27,000, revenue $30,000. Principals include
Mr. Piszczek, 60%, and Mr. Westerfield,
40%. Mr. Piszczek is employe of WFMF
Chicago. Mr. Westerfield is employe of advertising agency. Ann. Nov. 28.
Saline, Mich. — Lewter Bcstg. Corp. 93.7
mc, 10
kw.ft. Ant.
terrain 154.3
P.O. height
address above
Box 5,average
Ann Arbor,
Mich. Estimated construction cost $22,488,
first year operation cost $1,000, revenue
$15,000.
Fm applicant
Saline. Ann.
Nov. 25. will duplicate WOIA
Norwich, N.Y. — Radio Norwich Inc. 93.9
mc, 3.219 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 251 ft. P.O. address 14 S. Broad St.
Estimated construction cost $12,561. Fm
application
WCHN Norwich,
N.
Y. Ann. will
Nov. duplicate
29.
Tyler, Tex. — Oil Center Bcstg. Co. 93.1
mc, 4.73
kw. P.O.
Ant.address
height 440
above
average Bldg.
terrain 379 ft.
Petroleum
Estimated construction cost $20,700, first year
operation
revenue and
$10,000.
cipals cost
include $15,000,
L. S. Torrans
BryanPrin-L.
Scott,
49%
each,
Margaret
H.
Torrans
(wifeof
of L. S. Torrans), and Lois V. Scott (wife
Brvan Scott) 1% each. Oil Center Bcstg. Co.
owns KGKB Tyler, Tex. Ann. Nov. 28.
Farmville, Va. — Colonial Bcstg. Co. 95.7
mc, 6.27
Ant. address
height Box
above179.average
terrain 300 kw.
ft. P.O.
Estimated
construction cost $15,801. first year operation
cost $3,500, revenue $1,500. Carla B. Keys,
sole owner, also owns WFLO Farmville.
Ann. Nov. 22.
Manassas, Va. — Prince William Bcstg. Corp.
106.7 mc, 30.1 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 105 ft. P.O. address Radio Station
WPRW,tion costManassas,
Va. year
Estimated
construc$19,030, first
operation
cost
22.
$12,500,
revenue $12,500. Fm applicant will
duplicate WPRW Manassas, Va. Ann. Nov.
Norfolk, Va.— WTAR Radio-Tv Corp. 95.7
mc, 14.84 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 881 ft. P.O. address 720 Boush St.
Estimated construction cost $30,000, first
year operation cost $0,000, revenue $00,000.
Applicant
of WTAR-TV Norfolk. Ann.also
Nov.is licensee
30.
Existing fm stations
APPLICATIONS
KANUcrease Lawrence,
Kan. —average
Mod. of terrain
cp to inant. height above
to
675.12 feet and increase ERP to 108 kw and
changes in ant. Ann. Nov. 29.
WFCJ(FM)
Miamisburg,
Ohio ch.
— Cp
to
change
frequency
from 93.9 mc,
230 to
93.7 mc, ch. 229. Ann. Nov. 25.
KNND power
Cottage from
Grove,250Ore.
to increase
daytime
w —to Cp1 kw,
install
new trans, and change applicant name to
Peter Ryan and Milton Viken d/b as Radio
Station KNND. (1400kc). Ann. Nov. 28.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WCRT-FM
Birmingham, Ala. — Chapman
Radio
& TV Co.
KSFX versit(FM)
San Francisco, Calif. — Uniy of San Francisco
KONG-FM Visalia, Calif.— Air Waves Inc.
WABI-FM Bangor, Maine — Community
Bcstg. Service
KWOA-FM
Worthington, Minn.— Worthington
Bcstg. Co.
WNNJ-FM Newton, N. J. — Sussex County
Bcstrs. Inc.
Inc.
KJEM-FM Oklahoma City, Okla. — KJEM
KAKC-FM
KAKC
Inc. Tulsa, Okla. — Radio Station
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

AM
FM
TV

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 30
APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
TOTAL
For new stations
Not CPon air
Lie
Cps.
3,496
45
108
832
89
227
745
56
103
116
477
52

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Nov. 30
14
VHF
UHF
Commercial
453
Non-commercial
38
76
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Sept. 30, 1960
AM53
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
3,469
96
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
611
3,618
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
813
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
202
Total applications for new stations
577
280
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for maior changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
85700
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the
licenses.

AVAILABLE

IN THE RCA LINE OF
NEW

TRANSISTOR

AMPLIFIERS

TV
529
52

/FMLi
793
40
217
980
66
100
25
34
7
32
0
0

4/TV□
113
75
657
29
34
104
15
50
0
2

PROGRAM

air, but retain their

-There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
KXYZ-FM Houston, Tex.— KXYZ Inc.
WACO-FM
Waco, Tex. — WACO Bcstg.
Corp.
WBCI-FM
Williamsburg,
Va.— Williamsburg Bcstg. Co.
WRPN-FM Ripon, Wis. — Board of Trustess
of Ripon College
Ownership changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KOTN-AM-FM Pine Bluff, Ark.— Granted
assignme.it of licenses to Joellen Bcstg. Corp.
(Winston
Joe Comr.
Deane Hyde
president);
tion $112,500.
absent. consideraAnn. Nov.
8.
KMLA ofLoslicense
Angeles,
(1)
renewal
and Calif
(2) .—Granted
relinquishment
of positive control by Albert Horton through
sale of stock of Musicast Inc. (sole owner)
for $19,672. Ann. Nov. 23.
Park, Ga.A. — Corley
Grantedto transfer
of WEAS
controlCollege
from Robert
Citadel
Bcstg. Inc. (F. Richard Couglan); consideration $39,111. Ann. Nov. 30.
WRHT Ocilla, Ga. — Granted assignment of
cp from Robert H. Thompson Sr., to Charles
Cullis Wade; consideration $6,000 for expenses.Ann.Chrm.Nov.
Ford23. and Comr. Bartley dissented.
WYNK Baton Rouge, La. — Granted transfer of control of Capital Bcstrs. Inc. .parent
corporation, from Donald Elbert Smiley,
et al, to Air Co. Bcstg. Co., (Prior A. McCallum, president); consideration $14,166 for
70.8% interest. Ann. Nov. 23.
WMIC St. Helen, Mich.— Granted assignment of licenses to Robert L Greaige; consideration $18,074. Ann. Nov. 23.
KOKO
Warrensburg,
Mo. —P.Granted
trans-A.
fer of control
from Leslie
and Ruth
Ware to William C. and Avis G. Tucker;
consideration $57,000 for 100%. Ann. Nov. 23.
WFSC Franklin, N. C. WTYN Tryon, N. C.
— Granted (1) renewal of licenses and (2)
assignments of licenses from Henry G. Bartol Jr. and Gertrude S. Taylor, executrix of
estate of Graves Taylor, to Bartol and
Taylor, d/b under same names; settlement
of estate and no monetary consideration.
Ann. Nov. 30.
WJWR(FM)
Granted
ment of licensePalmyra,
to RadioPa.—Music
Inc. assign(L. M.
Williams,
president);
consideration
$77,000.
Ann. Nov. 30.
WRKM Carthage, Tenn. — Granted acquisition of negative control by Reggie L. Honey
and James T. Watts through transfer of
33%% interest from Sidney L. Martin, increasing their holdings to 50% each; consideration $10,000. Ann. Nov. 30.
WHHM Memphis, Tenn. — Granted assignment of licenses to Mercury Bcstg Inc. (WilBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

NOW

liam H. Grumbles, president); consideration
$225,000. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann. Nov. 23.
KLVT Levelland, Tex. — Granted assignment of license to Marshall and Clint Formby, d/b as Levelland Bcstr. (interests in
FACT Andrews, KFLD Floydada, KPAN
Hereford, and KTUE Tulia); consideration
$100,000. Ann. Nov 30.
KCOR San Antonio, Tex.— Granted (1)
renewal of license with engineering condition and (2) assignment of licenses to InterAmerican Radio Inc (Ralph N. Weil, president, and other stockholders have interests
in KATZ St. Louis, Mo.); consideration
$400,000 plus $120,000 over period of 10
years to president of assignor, or his heirs,
for agreement not to comoete within servarea of 30.
KCOR. Comr. Bartley dissented.
Ann.ice Nov.
KEFC(FM)
ment of licenseWaco,
and Tex.—
SCA toGranted
Centex assignRadio
Co. (Charles
Watson,
president);
consideration $27,000. Ann. Nov. 30.
WCUB Manitowoc, Wis. — Granted assignment of cp and license to Eastern Wisconsin
Bcstg. Corp. (Ben F. Hovel, president); consideration $87,500. Ann. Nov. 23.
APPLICATIONS
KGUN-TV
Tucson,
— Seeks
ment of license
from Ariz.
Tucson
Tv assignCo. to
KGUN-TV Inc. for $1,440,000. KGUN-TV will
be wholly owned subsidiary of WEHT Inc.,
Evansville, Ind., licensee of WEHT (TV)
and WEOA Evansville. Ann. Nov. 29.
KYNO Fresno, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
control of Radio KYNO. Exchange of 30%
interest from Amelia Schuler, 35% (presently owns 65%), to Lester E. Chenault, 50%
(presently owns 20%), for $135,000. Holdings
of
Bert
Williamson,
15%. remain unchanged.
Ann. Nov.
28.
WFEC
Miami, East
Fia. — Coast
Seeks Bcstg.
transferCo.of from
control of Florida
Harry Trenner, sole owner, to Consolidated
Communications Corp. for $240,000 plus $39,000 agreement not to compete. Principals
include Alexander S. Klein Jr. and Allan B.
Margolis, 30% each, Joseph and Rose Liedman 20%, Dorothy C. Margolis, 20% (mother
of Allan Margolis). Messrs. Klein and Margolis are employes of WDAS Philadelphia.
Mr. Liedman is public accountant. Mrs.
Margolis
Ann. Nov. is28.broker of liquor and wines.
KEOK Payette, Idaho— Seeks transfer of
control of Treasure Valley Bcstrs. Exchange
of 50% interest from Everett S. and Rosemary Graham (husband and wife), to David
L. Lester and Billy R. Walker, equal partAnn. ners
Nov.(presently
30. own 25% each), for $40,529.

AMPLIFIER
14s
featuring uniform highfidelity performance and
long-life expectancy
An ideal program, line or
bridging amplifier, the
BA-33A offers high gain
with very low distortion.
Has self-contained power
supply, excellent frequency
response, front panel gain
control, plug-in mounting.
Full transistor circuitry affords the advantages of compact design, uniform performance, reduced power
consumption and long-life.
Only $235.
Write to RCA, Dept. 0-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR
Company, Ltd., Montreal
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA Tmk(s)®
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ITA...
WORLD
IN FM

LEADER
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTERS
OFFERS

YOU...

ITA FM 1000 B
■ A FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT
transmitters from 10 W to 50 KW are available.
■ ON SITE INSTALLATION SERVICE
on a "nothecharge"
basisandourtune-up
project engineers
supervise
transmitter
at installation
the site of the
installation.of each ITA
■ PROMPT DELIVERY
shipment of any ITA-FM transmitter can be made
in 30 days or less.
K OUTSTANDING VALUE
while priced competitively ITA transmitters are
made with the finest quality standard components
and offer these "extras" —
• Remote control • Self Neutralization
• Multiplexing • Accessibility
• Modern Ceramic Tubes • Simplicity
• Reserve RF Drive • RF Power Cutback
For detailed
information
mit ers cal collect
or writeon us.any of our FM trans-

A

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS, INC.

LANSDOWNE, PA.
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PHONE: CL 9-8200

KAREment of license
Atchison,
assignfrom Kansas
James — M.Seeks
Griffith
and
Paul H. Buenning, equal partners d/b as
Griffith-Buenning Bcstg. Co. to KARE Inc.
Change to corporate form of business.
Messrs. Griffith and Buenning will own
49.66% each. Christeen Griffith (wife of
James Griffith) and Alene Buenning (wife
of Paul H. Buenning) will buy .33% each for
$100 apiece. Ann. Nov. 25.
WWKY Winchester, Ky. — Seeks assignment of license from Winchester Bcstg. Co.
to WWKY Inc. for $75,000. Principals include
Donald J. Horton, 49%, and Wilda Horton,
51% (husband and wife). Mr. Horton has
interest
Ann. Nov.in 28.WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C. — Seeks involuntary transfer of control of WCBT Inc.
from J. Winfield Crew Jr., 70% deceased, to
Wachavia Bank & Trust Co., executor of
will.
same. Holdings
Ann. Nov.of 28.W. L. Crew, 30%, remain
KVLH
Pauls of
Valley,
— Seeks
fer of control
Pauls Okla.
Valley
Bcstg.transCo.
Exchange of 50% interest from John E.
Hampton, 25%, and Stephen L. Lloyd, 25%,
to E. J. Ballard, sole owner (presently owns
50%). for $12,000. Ann. Nov. 28.
P. R. — Seeks
assignment
of WENA
licenseBayamon,
from Gustavo
Diaz Atiles,
sole
owner, to Antilles Bcstg. Corp. for purchase
price of $70,000. Principals include Julio
Morales Ortiz and Clement L. Littauer, equal
partners.interest
Messrs.in Ortiz
WKYNand RioLittauer
Piedras,formerP. R.
Ann.ly hadNov.
25.
WEEN ofLafayette,
Tenn.WEEN.
— Seeks Exchange
transfer of
of
control
Radio Station
50% interest from Eldon and Mitchell Leslie,
25% each, to Denton and Anna Norris, 75%
(Norrises presently own 25%). Holdings of
Dorothy
Nov.
30. Leslie, 25%, remains same. Ann.
KWBA Baytown, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of Bayshore Bcstg. Co. Exchange of
34% owned by N. J. Walker to Bob H.
Walker, 77.273% (presently owns 51%) and
W. Hamilton, 22.727% (presently owns 15%),
for $32,886. Ann. Nov. 29.
Christi,
Tex. Co.
— Seeks
transferof
of KEYS
controlCorpus
of Nueces
Bcstg.
Exchange
75% interest from Earl Dunn, 25%, E. C.
Hughes. 25%, and H. B. Lockhart, 25%. to
V. L. Rossi. 50% and James V. Rossi, 25%
(son of V. L. Rossi), for $195,000. Holdings
of Charles Rossi, 25% (brother of V. L.
Rossi) remain same. V. L. Rossi formerly
had interest in KIBL Beeville, Tex. James
Rossi is employe of KONO San Antonio,
Tex. Ann. Nov. 30.
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex. — Seeks transfer
of control of KFST Inc. Exchange of 55%
interest from George Baker, Emily Baker,
and Frank Baker, to Billy H. Hubbs, 15%,
(presently owns 5%), Kennett Z. Bond, 20%,
and Rex L. Billingsley, 20%, for $35,750.
Holdings of Barney Hubbs and James Parr,
20% each, remain the same. Mr. Billingsley
owns newspaper. Mr. Bond is employe of life
insurance company. Ann. Nov. 28.
KUKO from
Post, Galen
Tex. — O.
Seeks
assignment
license
Gilbert
and Philof
Crenshaw, equal partners, d/b as Radio
Station KUKO to Radio Station KUKO Inc.
Change to corporate form of business with
no financial consideration involved. Ann.
Nov. 25.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISIONS
■ By letter, denied request by Freddot,
Ltd., KITT (FM) San Diego, Calif. (105.3
mc) ityforand suspension
program
test authorfor other ofrelief
directed
against
Feb. 24 grant of such authority to MultiCasting Corp., KLRO (FM) San Diego (94.9
mc); advised that both stations in accordance with sec. 3.315(d) of rules, will be expectedference
to cooperate
in elimination
of intercomplaints insofar
as is technically
feasible. Comr. Hyde absent. Ann. Nov. 23.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Oct. 7 initial decision and
granted
North
Suburban
dio Inc.,application
for new of
class
A fm
station Ra-to
operate on 103.1 mc; ERP 1 kw; ant. height
118.2 ft., in Highland Park, 111. Ann. Nov. 25.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Broadcasting
and Film Commission of National Council of
Churches of Christ in United States of
America for declaratory ruling or waiver of
sponsorship announcement requirements of
sec. 317 of Communications Act with respect to certain filmed and taped programs
furnished by that organization to radio and
tv broadcast stations. Petition did not reveal
any substantial allegation of hardship which
would result in absence of requested waiver,
and commission was not persuaded that

"loss" of few seconds required for identification of this material is important decisional factor when viewed in relation to established commission policy and intent of Congress in enacting sec. 317(a) (2) of Act. Ann.
Nov. 30.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by National Association of Broadcasters and
extended from Dec. 9 to Feb. 1, 1961 time for
filing comments and from Dec. 23 to Feb. 15,
1961 for replies in rulemaking proceeding
proposing to revise annual financial report
form Nov.
(FCC 30.form 324) for broadcast stations.
Ann.
■ By letter, commission denied waiver of
sec. 1.305 (c) of rules and returned application tendered by Fort Harrison Telecasting
Corp. for new tv station to operate on ch.
10 in Terre Haute, Ind., which was contingent on Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. giv30. ing up its authorization for WTHI on ch. 10
in that city and moving to ch. 2. Ann. Nov.
■ By order, commission dismissed following am applications which were not amended by their
dates to
neering"cut-off"
showing required
by include
revised engisec.
V-A of FCC form 301: WWNS Inc. (WWNS,
1240 kc, 250 w, unl.), Statesboro, Ga., Ludington Bcstg. Co. (WKLA, 1450 kc, 250 w,
unl.), Ludington, Mich., and Atlantic City
Bcstg Co. (WDLB, 1490 kc, 250 w, unl), Atlantic City, N. J., to increase their daytime
power to 1 kw; Pacific Radio Co. for new
station on 1150 kc, 5 kw, DA-2, unl., in
Santa Maria, Calif.; Gold Coast Bcstg. Co.
(WLIZ, 1380 kc, 500 w, D), Lake Worth,
Fla., to increase power to 1 kw, and Inland
Bcstg Co. for new station on 570 kc, 500 w,
D, in Hamilton, Mont. Ann. Nov. 30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed protest and petition
for reconsideration and denied further requests filed by Price Bcstrs. Inc., Frederick,
Md., directed to Oct. 5 grant of application
of Rossmoyne Corp. (WCMB) Harrisburg,
Pa., to tinuedchange
DA-2 on to1460DA-N,
unl. time from
operation
kc, 5 conkw,
engineering conditions. Ann. Nov. 30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Calojay Enterprises Inc., and granted its application
for new class B fm station to operate on
105.7 mc; ERP 4.641 kw; ant. height 160 ft.,
in Indianapolis, Ind.; terminated proceedings
in docket 13685. Ann. Nov. 30.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward denying for default application of Jesse Frank
Carter for new am station to operate on
1600 kc,
Nov.
28. 1 kw, D, in Eureka, Calif. Action
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission proposed to eliminate 1955
rule requirement that tv broadcast stations
employ continuously operating type-approved frequency monitors while on air.
Commission believes that improved tv transmitting
equipment
no longer
makes
frequency
monitors
necessary
and that
stations
can useatingsimpler
means
to
check
their
operfrequencies. Comments are invited by
Dec. 26. Comr. Hyde absent.
Date for compliance with this rule has
been continually postponed, latest occasion
being Nov. 16 when it was extended to
Feb. 28, 1961 in anticipation of this rulemaking proceeding. Ann. Nov. 23.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition for reconsideraby five
of applicants
for ch. 10 Florida;
at Largo,tionFla.
(City
of St. Petersburg,
Suncoast Cities Bcstg. Corp.; Tampa Telecasters Inc.; WTSP-TV Inc.; and Bay Area
Telecasting Corp.) and conditioned Sept. 7
action granting L. B. Wilson Inc. temporary
authorization to construct tv station
(WLBW-TV) to operate on ch. 10 in Miami,
Fla., sontoon ch.
extent
that protect
operationsuccessful
of L. B.Largo
Wil10 must
applicant from objectionable interference,
if any, in excess of that which might result
if mileage
separation
met 3.610
minimum
separation requirement
of sec.
of rules;
and
that L. B. Wilson must accept such interference, if any. Comr. Craven not participating. Ann. Nov. 23.
■ Commission
Mandan
Radiofor Association to showordered
cause why
license
its
am station KBOM (1270 kc, 1 kw-D, 250
w-N) Bismarck-Mandan, N. D., should not
be revoked and to appear at hearing to be
held at time and place to be later specified,
in connection
relinquishment of controlwithandunauthorized
other violations.
Ann.
Nov. 30.
Queen City Bcstg. Co., Val Verde Bcstg.
Co., Del Rio, Tex. — Designated for consolidatedto operate
hearing applications
for new
am unl.;
stations
on 1490 kc,
250 w,
made KDLK Del Rio, party to proceeding.
Comr. King would have included issue relaBROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1 926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

Service
Directory
CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES

JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.G St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
Sales
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
7-04581028. 6, Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
D. C.

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commission
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000" Readers
—among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
ciaers,
ns— applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
"ARB Continuing Readership Study
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tive to capacity of area to support another
radio station. Ann. Nov. 30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Windber
Community Bcstg. System, Windber, Pa.,
for enlargement of issues in am proceeding
in dockets
sented. 13711
Ann. Nov.et30.al. Comr. Bartley dis■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission directed Nathan Frank to elect
between trans, and ant. site now under consideration and any new site he may choose
for WNBE-TV,
New Bern,
N. C, and within
make
such
decision known
to commission
thirty days and, if he elects to propose new
site, directed that he specifically request
deletion of present site and file all information necessary for consideration of new site,
including
engineering specifications.
Ann. Nov. revised
30.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Eider C.
Stangland for severance from consolidated
proceeding and for order to make effective
immediately June 9 initial decision insofar
as it relates to his application for new am
station to operate on 1550 kc, 500 w, D, in
Shelton, Iowa. Initial decision looked togranting Stangland's
and
that ofwardCharles
J. Lanphier application
for new station
on 1570 kc, 500 w, D, in Golden Valley,
Minn., and denying application of Minnesota Radio Co. for new station on 1550 kc,
10 kw,30. D, in Hopkins-Edina, Minn. Ann.
Nov.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition bv United
Bcstg. Co., (WOOK) Washington, D. C, and
severed groups 1 and 2 from group 3 in am
consolidated proceeding in dockets. 13711
et al., and retained severed applications and
parties respondent in separate hearing to
resolve their designated issues which may
be enlarged by examiner. Severed applications are: Charlottesville Bcstg. Corp.
(WJMA) Orange, Va., WKRZ Inc. (WKRZ)
011 City, Pa., Martinsburg Bcstg. Co.
(WEPM) Martinsburg, W. Va., United Bcstg.
Co., (WOOK) Washington, D. C, Eastern
Bcstg. Corp. (WHAP) Hopewell, Va., WSTV
Inc. (WSTV) Steubenville, Ohio, and Connellsville Bcstrs. Inc. (WCVI) Connellsville,
Pa., all seeking increased daytime power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operations on

1340 kc with 250 w-N; Gosco Bcstrs., Windber, Pa., and Cumberland Valley Bcstg.
Corp., Westernport, Md., for new stations
on 1350 kc, 1 kw, D; and Harry A- Epperson
Sr., for new station on 1330 kc, 1 kw, D, in
Luray, Va. Ann. Nov. 30.
■ Commission invites comments by Jan. 6,
1961 to Notice of Proposed Rulemaking looking toward amending its tv table of assignments to "drop-in"
ch. channel
4 plus toassignment.
Superior,
Neb., now
without tv
Bi-States Co., licensee of KHOL-TV (ch. 13),
Kearney, and its satellite KHPL-TV (ch. 6),
Hayes Center, Neb., petitioned for assignit proposed
to file
tionmentforandch.stated
4 plus
in Superior
as applicasatellite
operation to duplicate present programs of
KHOL-TV. Ann. Nov. 30.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
■
Granted
petition by
Broadcast
for further extension
of time
to Nov.Bureau
30 to
file reply to petition for review by Interurbaning onBcstg.
Corp.,
Laurel,
Md.,
in
proceedits am application, et al. Action
Nov. 22.
■ Granted petition by Howard Wasserman,
West Chester, Pa„ for further extension of
time to Dec. 5 to file exceptions to initial
decision in proceeding on its am application,
et al. Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted joint petition by Catskills Bcstg.
Co., Ellenville Bcstg. Co., and Ulster County
Bcstg. Co., all Ellenville, N. Y. for extension
of time to Nov. 28 to reply to Broadcast
Bureau's
comments
on other
joint relief
petition
for
leave to amend
and for
in proNov. 22. ceeding on their am applications. Action
■ Granted petition by Caro Bcstg. Co.,
Caro, Mich., and extended to Nov. 30 time
to file briefs in reply to exceptions in proNov. 23. ceeding on its am application, et al. Action
By James
Chief Hearing
Examiner
D. Cunningham
■ Granted petition as supplemented by
Jesse J. Goodman to extent that it seeks dismissal of its application for new am station
in Berry ville, Va.; dismissed application

Eight of the nation's top markets choose
the
GATES
lOKW

;

FM

Transmitter
Chicago
Los Angeles
Detroit
San Francisco
Houston
Seattle
Portland
Buffalo
The newest of the GATES FM
Transmitters, the FM-10A is
already field tested. Outstanding features include:
• One long-life 6166 tube as
final amplifier
• Response to 15,000 cycles
• Built-in single or dual multiplexing optional
• Completely self-contained
• Built-in power transformer
All FM-lOA's are factory tested
to your operating frequency.

For the complete FM package it's GATES.
RADIO COMPANY
quincy. Illinois
SubMidiary of Harrit-lntertj/pe Corporation
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C. In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Sales: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
GATES
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with prejudice. Action Nov. 18.
■ Granted petition by Rollins Bcstg. Inc.
(WBEE) Harvey, 111., for dismissal of its am
application;
udice. Actiondismissed
Nov. 21. application with prej■ Granted petition by Reno Telecasting
Co. for dismissal of its application for new
tv station to operate on ch. 4 in Reno, Nev.;
dismissed application with prejudice. Action
Nov. 21.
■ Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 29 to Dec. 14 time
for all parties to submit reply findings in
proceeding
application Spartanburg,
of Spartan Radiocasting Co.on(WSPA-TV)
S. C.
Action Nov.
18.
■ Granted motion by Carter Mountain
Transmission
Corporation
insofar as
quests of
continuance
of Nov.
dateit refor
notification
witnesses
to be23 called
for
cross-examination and Nov. 28. hearing date;
continued date for notification of witnesses
and date for commencement of hearing to
dates to be subsequently specified in proceeding on Carter trans,
Mountain's
application
install
additional
to transmit
on fre-to
29.
quency 6387.5 mc at Copper Mountain, 40
miles south of Worland, Wyo. Action Nov.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Granted petition by Belton Bcstrs. Inc.
and continued Nov. 22 hearing to Dec. 12 in
proceeding on its application and that of
Floyd Bell for new am stations in Belton
and Texarkana, both Texas. Action Nov. 21.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted motion by M and W Co., Yakima, Wash., for leave to amend its am application to correct typographical error in
specification of longitude of proposed trans,
site. Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted joint petition by Oregon Tv
Inc., and Williamette-Land Tv Inc., both
Salem, dural
Ore.,
certainon procehearingand
datesextended
in proceeding
their
applications for new tv stations to operate
on ch. 3 in Salem; Dec. 12 hearing continued
to Jan. 19, 1961. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Pursuant
agreement
of parties,
tinued Nov. 29tohearing
to date
to be setconby
subsequent
order
in
proceeding
applications of Bi-States Co. (KHOL-TV)on Kearney,
Neb., and Topeka Bcstg. Assn. Inc. (WIBWTV)
sites. Topeka,
Action Kans.,
Nov. 23.for cps for new trans,
By Hearing Examiner Walther W. Guenther
evidence Alturas,
exhibit Calif.,
no. 1-Aandof
R. ■ W.Received
Hansen in (KCNO)
closed record in proceeding on its am application, et al. Action Nov. 21.
■ Granted joint petition by Radio Carmichael,
Sacramento,
and Trans-Sierra
dio, Roseville,
both California,
insofar asRa-it
seeks
leave
to
amend
Radio
Carmichael's
am application to reflect terms of merger
agreement
of Nov.
Sept. 21.30 with Trans-Sierra
Radio.
Action
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
a On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Dec. 7 in proceeding on am
applications of Western Bcstg. Co., Odessa,
Texas, et al. Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted motion by Radio Station WHCC
N. C, and Aluminum
Waynesville,
(WHCC)Bcstg.
Cities
Co. (WGAP) Maryville, Tenn.,
of exhibits
for
date
postponed
and
from Dec. 1 to date to beexchange
set by subsequent
beingto
uponhaveexaminer's
be released
order to that
determined
applicants
advised
proceed to hearing in proceeding on their
. Action Nov. 22.
am■ applications
Granted request
by Associated Bcstrs.
from
extended
Fla., byandwhich
Ocala,
(WHYS)
Inc
Nov. 23 to Nov. 29 date
copies of
supbe
shall
applicant
of
exhibits
proposed
plied to other parties and also to hearing
examiner in proceeding on its am application. Action Nov. 23.
Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
By. Hearing
Pursuant to agreement of parties at
Nov 22 prehearing conference, continued
hearing to Feb. 20, 1961 in proceeding on am
J. Williams, Williamsapplication of James
Nov. 22.s reached by parburg, Va. Action
to agreement
. Pursuant
e, trans-n
conferenc
prehearin
ties at Nov
I applicatio
II to g group
ferred from 21group
LansService
Bcstg.
of
proceeding in
am (WLSH)
ted Inc.
consolida
Pa in
fordMiners
22
Nov.
Action
al.
et
12676
dockets
. Granted motion by Regional Bcstg. Co.,
extension of time andin
Halfway Md. of for
various proceduraln,dates
continuances on its
am applicatio et al;g
proceeding
than engineerin 6.
issues other 1961
hearing onfrom
to March
Jan. 30,
continued
Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion23
. Continued Dec. 5 hearing to Jan.
1961, in proceeding on am application of
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

San Bernardino, Calif.
Inc. (KRNO)
KRNO
Action Nov.
18.
hearown motion, continued12 further
■ On
in Medford,
ing from Nov. 28 to Dec. Action
23.
Nov.
Ore., tv ch. 10 proceeding.
ar
Krausha
I.
David
r
Examine
Hearing
By
record and scheduled oral
■ Reopened
for Nov. 28 in proceeding on am
argument
ns
applicatio of Creek County Bcstg. Co.,
Sapulpa, Okla., et al. Action Nov. 23.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by Lake Erie Bcstg. Co.
Sandusky, Ohio, for leave to amend
(WLEC)
its
am application to reflect assignment of
license to parent corporation, Cleveland
Broadcasting Inc. Action Nov. 18.
■ Pursuant to Nov. 22 further prehearing
conference of groups I and II in consolidated proceeding in dockets 13010 et al,
among other things, designated new group
as groupcedural
Iladates:and
scheduled
progroup
I— Dec. certain
12, further
prehearing conference; group II — Jan. 18,
1961, ing.
hearing;
group
Action Nov.
22. Ila— Jan. 30, 1961 hear■ On request by Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS)
objection
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and without
further extended from
by
Nov. other
22 to parties,
Jan. 3, 1961 date for furnishing
and continengineering
ued hearing exhibits
from Dec.by 1 Hirsch
to Jan. 11, 1961 in
proceeding
on
its
am
application,
et al.
Action Nov. 22.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 2 time to reply to
petition by Civic Bcstg. Corp. (WOLF)
Syracuse, N. Y., for leave to amend its am
application which is consolidated for hearing
in dockets 13010 et al. Action Nov. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Upon request by James E. Walley, Oroville, Calif., scheduled further hearing conference for group 1 of consolidated am proceeding for November 23. Action Nov. 21.
■ Pursuant to request of Michigan Bcstg.
Co. (WBCK) Battle Creek, Mich, and with
agreement
of other
scheduled
ther conference
for counsel,
Dec. 1 for
group 2,fur-at
which time joint motion for extension of
exchange and further conference dates,
filed Nov. 17 by thirteen of applicants in
group 2,cussedamong
other matters,proceeding
will be dis-in
in am consolidated
dockets 13222 et al. Action Nov. 23.
■ Granted request by Ralph J. Silkwood
and continued Nov. 28 hearing to Jan. 6,
1961, in proceeding on his application for
new tion
am Nov.station
in Klamath Falls, Ore. Ac25.
■ Pursuant to an agreement reached duringtionshearing
in proceeding
on am
applicaof WPET
Inc. (WPET)
Greensboro,
N. C, et al, received in evidence Tidewater
Bcstg. Co., Smithfield, Va., exhibit no. 46,
and closed record. Action Nov. 28.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of November 23
KIDD Monterey, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
Antonio,
Tex. — Granted change
of KTSA
remoteSancontrol
authority.
WWBZ Vineland, N. J. — Remote control
permitted while using non-DA.
WSEL(FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending Jan. 15,
1961.
Actions of November 22
■ Granted following stations mod. of license to operate trans, by remote control:
KOPR Copper Bcstg. Co., Butte, Mont.,
while using DA-N; conditions; KNCY Otoe
Bcstg. Co., Nebraska City, Neb.; conditions;
WHYL Richard F. Lewis Jr. Inc. of Carlisle,
Carlisle, Pa.; conditions; KFMB Marietta
Bcstg. Inc., San Diego, Calif.; conditions;
WHEN Meredith Syracuse Radio Corp.,
Syracuse, N. Y., main and alternate main
using DA-N; conditions; KBIS Eastern Electrosonic Industries, Corp, Bakersfield, Calif.,
and change studio location; conditions;
WBRC, Taft Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.,
using DA-N; conditions; WFLA Tribune Co.,
Tampa, Fla., using DA-N; conditions.
Times Herald
Granted
cp and Printing
license forCo.newDallas,
low Tex.
power—
station.
WGL new
Fortmain
Wayne,
— Granted
cps to
install
trans.;Ind.and
install present
main nate
trans,
(main
trans,
location)
as
altermain trans.; remote control permitted.
WMBD Peoria, 111. — Granted cp to install
new trans,
(main remote
trans, location)
as alternate main trans.;
control permitted.
WNOG Naples, Fla. — Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. and studio location, make changes
in ant. system (increase height) and ground
system and install new trans.
WAIM-TV Anderson, S. C— Granted cp to
replace expired permit for tv station.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. — Granted exmain tension
silent.of authority through Dec. 7 to re■ Granted following stations extensions of
completion
as shown:
Atlanta, Ga. todates
January
31, 1961 WAVQ(FM)
and WTVI(TV)
Fort Pierce, Fla. to December 18.
■ Dismissed at request of applicant following vhf tv repeater stations: Tv Booster
Club, Prescott, Ariz., and Heart Butte Tv
Club, Browning, Mont.
Actions of November 21
■ Granted
STA Export
for following
vhf tv
peater stations:
Tv Assn.,
ch. re-8,
Hopp-Iliad, Mont. (KFBB-TV, ch. 5, Great
Falls, Mont.); City of Creighton, chs. 2 and
13, Creighton, Neb. (KTIV, ch. 4 and KVTV,
ch. 9, Sioux City, Iowa); Plainview Booster
Committee, chs. 13 and 2, Plainview, Neb.
(KVTV, ch. 13 and KTIV, ch. 4, Sioux City,
Iowa); Farley Tv Club, ch. 6, Farley, N. M.
(KGGM, ch. 13, Albuquerque, N. M.); Isabel
Tv Assn., ch. 9, Isabel, S. D. (KFYR-TV, ch.
5, Bismarck, N. D.); Mobridge Tv Assn., ch.
6, Mobridge, S. D. (KDLO-TV, ch. 3, Garden
City, S D.); Mt. Pleasant City Corp., chs. 8,
12, 10, Mt. Pleasant, Fairview, Moroni and
vicinity, all Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5, KCPX,
ch. 4, KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, Utah); Tv
Viewers Assn., chs. 10 and 11, San Mateo,
N. M. (KOB-TV, ch. 4 and KOAT-TV, ch.
7, Albuquerque, N. M.); Nelson A. Crawford,
ch. 6, Lebanon, N. H., and White River
Junction, Vt, ch. 2, Hanover, N. H., Lebanon,
N. H. and White River Junction, Vt.
(WMTW-TV, ch. 8, Poland Spring, Maine
and WENH-TV, ch. 11, Durham, N. H.);
Marlin Tv Club, chs. 2, 6 and 4, Marlin,
Wash. (KREM, ch. 2, KHQ, ch. 6, KXLY,
ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); Noxon Community
Center Inc., ch. 2, Noxon, Mont. (KREM,
ch. 2, Spokane, Wash); Twin Lakes Tv Club,
ch. 5, Twin Lakes and Granite, Colo. (KCSJTV, ch. 5, Pueblo, Colo.); Ute Mountain Ute
Tribe of Indians, chs. 10, 8 and 2, Towaoc,
Col., and Aneth, Utah (KOB-TV, ch. 4,
KGGM-TV, ch. 13- and KOAT-TV, ch. 7,
Albuquerque, N. M.); Morgan Creek Tv,
ch. 10, North Challis, Idaho (KID-TV, ch.
3, Idaho Falls, Idaho); Huntsville Tv System
Inc., ch. 19, Huntsville, Wash. (KEPR-TV,
ch. 10, Pasco, Wash.); Venango Lions Club,
ch. 12, Venango, Neb. (KNOP-TV, ch. 2,
North Platte, Neb.); Levenworth Non-Profit
T. V., chs. 6, 4 and 2, Levenworth, Wash.
(KHQ, ch. 6, KXLY, ch. 4 and KREM, ch.
2,
Spokane,
DrydenWash.
Non-Profit
T. V.,
chs. 6, 2 Wash.);
and 4, Dryden,
(KHQ,
ch. 6, KREM, ch. 2 and KXLY, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.); Apple Valley T. V. Reflector
Assn., chs. 11 and 9, West Wenatchee, and
Dryden, 12, 8, and 10, Lower Squillchuck
Creek area, 12, 8 and 10, Wenatchee and
East Wenatchee, 8, 10 and 12, Baker Flats &
Rocky Reach Dam Area, 8, 10 and 12,
Clockum Creek, 8, 10 and 12, Cashmere, 8,
10 and 12, Monitor, 8, 10 and 12, Upper
Squillchuck area, 12, 8 and 10, Rock Island
and Malaga, all Washington (KHQ, ch. 6,
KREM, ch. 2, KXLY, ch. 4, Spokane, Wash.);
Pahranagat Valley Tv District, ch. 3, Alamo
and Pahranagat Valley, Nev. (KLRJ-TV,
ch. 2, Henderson, Nev.); Ben H. Rux, ch.
11, Martinsdale, Mont. (KFBB, ch. 5, Great
Falls, Mont.); Forks Tv Club Inc., ch. 8,
Forks, Wash. (KVOS-TV, ch. 12, Bellingham,
Wash.); La Pine T. V. Corp., ch. 4, La Pine,
Ore. (KOIN-TV, ch. 6, Portland, Ore.);
Beaverhead Community Tv Inc., ch. 11, Dillon, Mont. (KID-TV, ch. 3, Idaho Falls,
Idaho); Glendo Tv Assn., ch. 8, Glendo,
Wyo. ron
(KFBC,
ch. 5,Corp.,
Cheyenne,
Development
chs. Wyo.);
11 and Ak13,
Akron, Colo. (KOA-TV, ch. 4 and KBTV,
ch.
9,
Denver,
Colo.);
Inter-Mountain
T.
V.
System Inc., ch. 6, Fall River Valley, Big
Valley, Burney and Alturas, all California
(KHSL-TV, ch. Club,
12, Chico,
Elk Road,
River
Entertainment
ch. 6,Calif.);
Elk River
Curry County, and Port Orford, all Oregon
(KIVQ, ch. 6, Eureka, Calif.); Deer Lodge
Community T. V., ch. 9, Deer Lodge Valley,
Mont. (KMSO-TV, ch. 13, Missoula, Mont.);
Riverside Tv Inc., chs. 4 and 11, Riverside
and Ahsahka area near Orofino, both Idaho
(KXLY, ch. 4 and KHQ, ch. 6, Spokane,
Wash.).
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WEMD Easton, Md., and KTPA Prescott, Ark.
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WNDA Huntsville, Ala.; WEAV-FM
Plattsburgh, N. Y„ and KPGM Los Altos,
Calif.
WJMO Cleveland Heights, Ohio— Granted
license
covering inchange
ant. -trans,
location,
make changes
ant. system;
change
type
trans, and operate by remote control.
WSPD-FM Toledo, Ohio — Granted license
covering change in trans, location, decrease
ERP, increase ant. height, install new type
trans, and make changes in ant. system.
Continued on page 115
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BROADCASTERS
Choose
£tai«il<
TOWERS

Birney Imes, Jr.
Owner and President
WELO
TUPELO,

MISS.

Bob Evans
General Manager
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS
of Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,

inc.

NORTH WALES -PENNSYLVANIA

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25$S per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager top-rated 5 kw. Real opportunity.
$10,000tailsplus
liberal
incentive. Send full deBox 204D,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager for 1 kw daytimer, Rocky
Mountain area . . . First class license required. Box 240D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager,
aggressive,
minded,
for small market
stationpromotionalSalary and
commission can earn $6000.00, plus. Send
complete
resume
and
photograph.
Box 243D,
BROADCASTING.
Washington, D. C. consulting engineer seeks
partner or senior associate. Staff knows of
ad. Box 245D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager — large eastern metropolitan
city. Liberal salary plus override. Send tape,
resume,
CASTING.references, photo Box 246D, BROADSouthern Group — see our ad under Help
Wanted— Sales.
Expanding group of five radio and five tv
stations in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and
Nevada seeking sales managers with potential for advancement in progressive organization. Strong radio and/or tv sales background mandatory. Send snapshot with
resume of education, experience and earning history to: William D. Stiles, Donrey
Media Group, Box 550, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. ager
Opportunity
to advance
to sales manwith considerable
salary increase.
Box
502C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top St. Louis independent, multiple market. $6000 plus resume to Box 904C,
BROADCASTING.
National sales manager. 5,000 watts regional
station serving eastern agricultural market,
wants manager to contact agencies and supervise regional sales. Box 927C, BROADCASTING.
Southern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
quaranteePrefer
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
Primarily we are looking for an experienced
salesman, but he should be able to do a
good selling job on the air if necessary. Our
adult programmed station has much to offer.
Good income, solid future and pleasant
working conditions in a Virginia college
community. Please send resume and tape,
stating
starting income. Box 150D, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for selected few
salesmen now employed at large and small
stations in southeast. Position requires area
travel. Average earnings $15,0000 per year.
Write full details to Box 207D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer who really likes radio,
people, small city. Active accounts, additional
area. Partabout
announce prospects,
shift. Sendcityfullandinformation
yourself and audition tape. R. B. Cupp,
Owner, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
110

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Second salesman for net-news indie in
Michigan's
highest-rated
market for
% business activity.
Must be married,
25-40
with
small or medium market experience. Salary plus commission. Top list of accounts.
Michigan applicants favored. Send resume
and picture first letter to Joe Butler, WKLZ,
Box 663, Kalamazoo.
Opportunity for experienced salesman for
the number one rated Hooper and Pulse
radio station, $6,000.00 plus . . . position leading to salesformationmanager
. . Send Radio
complete
into James Psihoulis,
Station
WKWK. Wheeling, W. Va.

Morning man for station with wall to wall
music, no r&r, no top 40. Work morning
shift and sales. Needed immediately. Contact Fred W. Cale, WDOG Radio, Marine
City, Michigan, Rockwell 5-7944.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first phone license. Light maintenance.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Mid-December opening for alert young man
interested in advancing with better than
average Ohio station. Good voice and versatility amust. All information first letter
with
tape Ohio.
to: Program Director, WTNS,
Coshocton,

Announcers
Wanted: Combination newsman-announcer
for good Michigan market. Send tape, picture, resume first reply. Box 992C, BROADCASTING.
Trade your snow shovel for a palm tree!
South Florida calls fast paced format radio
d.j. At least two years experience. Ideal
living,sumeworking
conditions. Rush tape, reBox 102D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer with first class ticket
for well established swinging North Carolina
fulltimer. Rush photo, tape, experience and
salary expected. No maintenance. Box HID,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Exerienced staff announcer for
5000 watt Pennsylvania station. Must be good
board man, good on news and commercial
work. Good starting pay with increases.
Many
extra benefits. Box 139D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket for new
station in Winchester, Va. Send resume and
references. Box 140D, BROADCASTING.
If you are an announcer with desire and
ability to fit into an organization that
promises opportunity and advancement . . .
a good starting salary with regular raises
. . . then we want you. No empty promises
. . . this is a growing Pennsylvania chain.
We need good people. Two years commercial experience required . . . plus car.
Send tape and resume to: Box 202D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Bright, happy swinger (not
screamer), for high rated show and commercial production. Washington, D. C. format station. Send tape and resume. Box
206D, BROADCASTING.
Still looking for bright, alert, lively sounding dj who can operate tight board, set a
fast pace and maintain it, strong on sell,
ideas and enthusiasm. $100, plus. Eastern
Pennsylvania 5 kw. Rush tape, photo and
facts. Box 214D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced deejay, 20 to 30 age bracket,
minimum 2 years professional background.
Pleasant, mature voice for top-40 operation.
Operate board — most commercials on tape.
Power station on southeastern gulf coast.
Preference to area applicants. Rush brief
tape, resume to Box 229D, BROADCASTING.
Personable announcer-salesman who really
likes radio, formation
people,
small city.
Send fulltape.
inabout yourself
and audition
R. B. Cupp, Owner, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
Pensacola's periencednumber
one station Forty
needs hour
extop fifty announcer.
week, good pay. Send tape and complete
resume to Manager, WBSR, Box 5668, Pensacola, Florida.

Announcer-dj with good music NBC midwest affiliate. Must have experience. Work
days. Good salary plus benefits. Send photo,
tape
and
Indiana. resume to Ed Hout, WTRC, Elkhart,
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free
Confidential. Professional
Ga. registration.
Placement,
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Technical
Top notch engineer-technician handle full
maintenance
stations
metropolitan markets 402 Michigan
miles apart.
One directional
nights.
Excellent
living
conditions
for family man. Strong maintenance background
essential. $550-$600 month including car
allowance. Resume, photo, present earnings to Box 199D, BROADCASTING.
Girl engineer — first class license . . . send
photograph and qualifications to Box 227D,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combo man first phone, 1000
6-1312. Call collect Danville, Illinois, HI
watt.
Engineer-announcer with technical ability.
WAMD, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Transmitter
engineer.
#1 station,
second market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
excellent working conditions. Opportunity
to share mobile equipment maintenance and
facilities development. Write R. D. Schneider, WIRL, Peoria, 111.
First class engineer for transmitter duty.
Also need combo dj for number 1 station,
50,000 market. Contact Bill Hudson, Program
Director, WKYB, Paducah, Kentucky.
Engineer for radio. Chance to work into tv.
Some sary.
experience
preferred,
not necesReply to Glenn
Winter, butWSBA,
York,
Pennsylvania.
Chief engineer
or combo
and New
announcer. Salary open.
WVOS, chief
Liberty,
York.
Production — Programming, Others
Experienced radio traffic manager needed,
competitive
midwest national
market. contacts
Must be with
capable of handling
agencies,work.station
representatives
and netfuture person.
for accurate,
resourcefulExcellent
and responsible
Box 165D,
BROADCASTING.
Operations manager for New York area station. Experienced in all phases station operation, programming,
andphoto
traffic.to Send
information including
Box all169D,
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Production-Programming, Others
News director radio and tv. Actively direct
first department of multiple ownership,
supervise second department. Challenging
position. Send full details and pic Box
203D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for fulltime experienced
news director. Tell all in letter, include recent photo, professional and credit reference,
salary requirements, etc. Also audition tape.
Send
braska. to Manager, KGFW, Kearney, Ne-

Sales

Wanted, dedicated, experienced and enterprising radio newsman immediately. Good
opportunity
for in
hustler
one ofCall
the or
nation's
great stations
the at
south.
wire
Frank
Page, La.
KWKH 50,000 watt, SH422-87H,
Shreveport,
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Milwaukee and Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, WLIP.
Experienced spot commercial writer to write
continuity
makeyourself,
up book.
Give complete detailsandabout
references
and
samples. WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Experienced
newsman
part-time
assistant in radio
news, wanted
beginningas February.
Can take
graduate
work.
School
of
ism, University of Iowa, Iowa City. JournalRADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Presently managing competitive medium
market. Top salesman, first phone, full
knowledge all aspects radio. Expert operating at lowest overhead. Sell managers
desk, lock office, don't use them. Box 859C,
BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager for small,
medium market station 15 years experience sales and management, heavy on local,
regional. Thorough knowledge all phases
station operation and time sales. Interested
only in complete responsibility. Highest inING. dustry references. Box 946C, BROADCASTCalling California! Top caliber managersales manager now operating successful
midwest station desires challenging opportunity in sunny California. Sincere, responsible family man with ability to offer you
an efficient,
profit-making,
progressive station. Box 158D,
BROADCASTING.
Ziv-TV, other outstanding sales experience.
General, sales manager. 37, college, married.
Box 182D, BROADCASTING.
Attention station owners: Are you losing
money and profit in present station mismanagement. Qualified manager (heavy on
sales) and program director, team; will
make your station produce its true potential. Write Box 185D, BROADCASTING.
Include
resume of present station information.
Family man 15 years in radio all departments except engineering. Now employed
sales major market. Seek opportunity as
assistant to manager. Prefer Texas. Box
191D, BROADCASTING.
Objective: General manager, presently sales
manager in major market. Five figure
salary. Box 200D, BROADCASTING.
Manager of highly successful 250 watt fulltime independent contemplating change
after first of the year. Family man, seventeen years radio experience, college graduate. Wants position with greater financial
opportunity.
CASTING. Any offers? Box 223D, BROADSales manager experienced, top references.
Want management small to medium market.
Box 226D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman and announcer. Experienced. Want
to settle down. Married. Box 221D, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

$1,000,000.
In talent
in exchange
tunity in sales.
I have
top billingforin opporhighly
competitive 7 station eastern market. This
bright, tight, happy sounding pro has now
#1 Pulse and Hooper rating for his three
hour
I'm 31,B.A.
married,
only Not
one
child, air
but show.
two degrees.
and L.L.B.
a know it all, but I know sales, promotion,
publictant relations,
and assisto manager.record
Have hops,
done P.D.
tv bandstand
show,
interviews
and M.C.
That's full
my
story. Ready
to move
now. work.
State salary,
particulars
CASTING. first reply. Box 210D, BROAD-

Farm broadcaster — 18 years. Excellent commercial record and recommendations. InCASTING.terested possible move. Box 173D, BROAD-

Announcers

Kind of a funny guy, in off-beat way. 4
years tion,
experience,
1st phone.
D.J., could
produc-be
news. No prima
donna (but
with little encouragement). Box 187D,
BROADCASTING.

Basketball play-by-play seven years experience, finest of references. Box 747C,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced personality dj desires midwest,
fast paced, top forty. Will consider all. Tape,
resume upon request. Box 868C, BROADCASTING.
If
you're
a progressive
operating
within
commuting
distance station
from New
York
and considering operating a full 24 hours
with music and news, a top-notch disc
jockey skilled in this type of operation will
build and/or establish an all-nite show
slated to pacity.
hypoLargeyour
station'srecord
listening
capersonal
library
geared for this type of show comes with me
as well as experience, reliability, references
and good taste. Tape and personal interview upon request. Box 917C, BROADCASTING.
Personality signmplus
asent. If you looking
are in for
majorpermanent
market and
want outstanding experienced air personality who is dependable and personable, send
for tape and background now. Box 945C,
BROADCASTING.
16 months intensive fast-format dj experience. College, vet, single. Presently employed, go anywhere. Box 106D, BROADCASTING.
Top sports man, 14 years experience. Best
references. West location. Box 108D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with creativity. Veteran, 25, college
with N.Y. Music
network.andProduction graduate,
with imagination.
news
stations write immediately. Box 119D,
BROADCASTING.
Thank you for stopping: Mature family
man. Plenty of radio know-how (not a know
it all). Versatile personality, can swing with
the best. Produce production spots which
cause comment. Two years experience as
program director. Nose for news. Large
market only. Now, read the rest and compare! Box 132D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman. 6 months in boondocks. College, professional training, veteran,
single. Available January 1961. Box 134D,
BROADCASTING.
Young
experienced
d.j.
Good references.
Can "personality
promote withplus"
appearances and hops. Box 137D, BROADCASTING.
Available for immediate audition. Experienced in all phases radio, tv, production,
etc. Minimum $150 per week. Write Box
145D, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced announcer. Copy, traffic,
production.
Write Box 155D, BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster. Nine years solid experience. Capable, mature. No credit risk. Upper midwest preferred. Box 162D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, beginner, collegiate background,
good habits.
in broadcasting,
aged stationsDegree
overseas.
Like news manand
sports. Box 168D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced country music dj. Professional
entertainer
10 years
ground radioand
and guitarist.
tv. MC. live
shows, backetc.,
Available
immediately.
Location
tant. Box 170D. BROADCASTING. unimpor-

8 years experience — Sports play-by-play, pd
and staff, 26, family, college graduate. Finest
character and references. Employed. Box
176D, BROADCASTING.
Iwith
needadults
a liveat microphone
in California
the other end.
Box 184D,—
BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced, married want to
settle down, not a floater or prima donna.
Bright
sound, tight production. Box 188D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, salesman,
experienced, want to announcer
settle down.married,
Telephone
IV
6-8749, N.Y.C. Box 189D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer in N.Y. seeks staff announcing
position. Good
background
and Box
experience. Willmusic
relocate
anywhere.
190D, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Rocky Mountain area and west:
Will consider all. Mature, thoroughly experienced. Denver radio personality wishes
to relocate. 8 years radio, 1 tv, 27 years,
married,
BA speech
go far
to
find better
voice. English.
No rock, You'll
no screamer.
If
your
interested
in
sincere,
hard-working
professional for your operation, contact
Box 194D, BROADCASTING for resume,
tape.
Looking for a professional, production man?
Can deliver both audience and number one
sound.
Not a drifter. Working number one
CASTING.
station
in metropolitan market . . . looking
for better position. Box 195D, BROAD-

Big league voice. Five years experience.
Staff, tv, play-by-play, sales. Married with
IlWisconsin,
Minnesota,
family.linoisIonly.want
Personal
interview
only. Box
NG.
CASTI
198D, BROAD
tight
Single, 18 months experience, good travel.
Willing to
Some sales. NG.
production. CASTI
BROAD
201D,
Box
Money secondary but important.

Announcer: Little experience. Broadcast
school grad. Looking for start in small
Washing3-5326, TING.
JohnsonBROADCAS
market.
Box 208D,
ton D. C.Phone:
Broadcasting school graduate. Need a start.
Good sell commerSmooth baritone voice.
delivery. Available imcials. Smooth
Box 213D, BROADCASTING.
mediately.news

Run own
Experienced dj— top 40 , ornoother.
floater, prima
production
tight 217D,
board,
BROADCASTING.
donna. Box
Fourth dimension news— Latest tickler to
attract ayem audience by top rated pro
midcorner ideas,
home. CanSaleable
metro audience.
looking for
morning
housewife
G.
TIN
CAS
experience.
agency approved, programming
32, married, responsible. Box 219D, BROADAnnouncer want to settle down. Not a floater
or prima donna. Tight production. Married.
Bright sound. Box 220D, BROADCASTING.
all phases. CurAnnouncer experienced, toin move
better
to Salary
wishupon request.
employed,Tape
in east.
market rently
Box
4-1016.
BU
NYC,
five.
after
Phone
$85.
222D, BROADCASTING.
Now available. Experienced deejay-announcer. 26,New
veteran,
minimum. Prefer
York references.
state. Live $85
auditions.
Box 224D, BROADCASTING.

experiand commercial
college work!
Young ence,man;
wants steady
top
Have worked
studying
Am
news.
and
40, "easy listening,"
1st phone license at present, am sincere
for
in my desire, will work hard. Write to Box
230D, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Announcers
Two big and
city escape
d.j.'s desire
return
to little
market,
the city
hustle
and
bustle. We offer twenty years of air experience, plus first phone, presently located
major east coast market, want to relocate
in
south or midwest. Box 234D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, with authoritative news style,
now staffing New England CBS affiliate,
wants challenging spot with creative west
coast station. Experience at tv switchboard
and radio console. Family man with college
and
P.R. background. Write Box 236D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ and salesman, 3% years experience;
Boston, N.J. and California, state type of
operation
reply. P. O. Box 33, Gloversville,
New inYork.
Announcer-salesman. Experienced. Excellent radio voice. First class license, if required. 424 Cleveland Avenue, Ashland,
Ohio. Phone 4-8262.
Versatile newscaster, play-by-play sportscaster. Edits, writes well. Knows popular
music. 15
Phoenix,
Ariz.years experience. Box 1977,
I offer experience — in depth — quality announcer, deejay, news, program director,
top production, loyalty, references, immediate availability. What do you offer? Write
927 North 5th, Quincy, Illinois. BAldwin
3-1165. Personal interview requested.
D-Js board.
experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.

Recording engineer
studio's mixing
attention!
Experienced
recording
editing
mastering film scoring for top agencies record
companies. Box 160D, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer — presently located in
Florida. 20 years in radio, television, video
tape, manufacturing, construction. Will
consider chief or staff engineer. Box 197D,
BROADCASTING.
Position in broadcast station. Hold first class
radiotelephone FCC license. Experience on
air, also clerical work. Can furnish references. Box 228D, BROADCASTING.
West. Chief-engineer, announcer. Now employed. Box 237D, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Experienced radio and television. Box 31393, Los Angeles 31, California.
First phone. Short on experience, long on
desire. Will relocate. Don Chadd, 3309
Ridgeoak Drive, Dallas, Texas.
"Combo man" available. Have first phone
and announcing school graduate. Can write
copy. Some commercial air time. Write
or wire Walter Jernigan, 3102 Hudnall, Apt.
C, Dallas 35, Texas.
Willing to learn your way. Have first phone,
some tacttechnical
will announce,
conNoel Oatman,ability;
3905 Atlas,
El Paso, Texas.
Experienced am-tv transmitter operator
wants tral,
jobBentonville,
at once.Arkansas.
Jefferson Rice, 708 CenProduction — Programming, Others
Available station program director with
years of experience in every field of program planning
references.
Fine and
trackmanagement.
record. WriteExcellent
to Box
994C, BROADCASTING.

To;

EXPERIENCED TELEVISION FILM SALESMEN

From:

Major Film Distributor With Hundreds of Feature Films
(Including Post '48), Top Westerns, Half-Hours and Serials.

Subject:

Opportunity to Represent Us as an Independent Sales Agent,
in an Established Territory, With the Privilege of Representing Other Allied Products.

Message:

1. Ordinarily, only lines with limited offerings and earning potential, are available to independent agents. Now,
for the first time, a major line of over 1,000 films becomes available to independent sales agents in all territories.
2. If you are now an independent agent, representing a
line which is not self-supporting, we will consider your
retention of that line in addition to representing us.

Production — Programming, Others
Newsman, five years experience, college
education, excellent, writing, editing, gathering and reporting. Anywhere in U.S. Box
159D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
million-market
program assistantenergetic
seeks responsible
pd position.
Box 164D, BROADCASTING.
Senior college student, female, single, wishes,
work around radio station from May 31 to
August 31 for background on speech-theatre
major. Box 174D, BROADCASTING.
Fifteen years experience, radio, tv. DJ,.
time sales, copy, tv announcing, directing.
Dependable, educated. Desires move into
program management. Box 178D, BROADCASTING.
Free lance copywriting. Production spots,
comedy
spots,
attention-getting
Send us your
problem
accounts. Box voices.
183D,
BROADCASTING.
Attention station
managers:
it's a dependable assistant,
engineer,If announcer,
program director, and janitor you need, I
am your man. Box 193D, BROADCASTING.
Talented tyroette. Type persuasive copy.
Operate console.
Available immediately. Box Mike
196D, work.
BROADCASTING.
Program-manager of a national network
wishes to change position for one in the
USA, in
or television.
Has hadsales
experience inradio
all phases,
operations,
and
management in the past sixteen years in a
Latin-American country. Can write, direct
and produce. Has been in show-business
twentv-five years. Write Box 212D, BROADCASTING or call Highland 8-8149, Miami,
Florida.
Aggressive perienced
young
newsman,journalism,
thoroughlyseeks
exin electronic
position as news director. Recipient of five
major news awards during the past twelve
months. Eight years radio-television experience. Currently
director
sixman news
staff inassistant
one of the
top tenof markets. Full details first letter. Personal interview required. Write Box 216D, BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announcer with first class ticket.
Experienced. Versatile. Dependable. Midwest. $110 minimum. Box 239D, BROADCASTING.
Storz executive. Program director in major
market now contract-free. Will travel for
right deal. Top references. Contact Don
Kelly, Sunset 4-2924, Minneapolis.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
President radio and tv multiple ownership
needs administrative assistant. Must be
willing porate
accept
and know
coraffairs. responsibility
Send full details
Box 205D,
BROADCASTING.
Washington, D. C. consulting engineer seeks
partner or senior associate. Staff knows of
ad. Box 245D, BROADCASTING.
Sales

3. If you wish to establish yourself as an independent
sales agent, this major line will launch your endeavor
immediately.

Wanted,
generalin sales
manager
for outstanding tv station
Wichita,
Kansas.
Excellent
opportunity for right man with thorough
knowledge of national and local sales plus
strong selling
Inquiries held confidential. Box ability.
924C, BROADCASTING.

4. All replies confidential.

Must expand field sales force at once . . .
Due to additional new products, major film
company will consider salesmen or agents
with iceexperience
in selling
a productestablished
or servto tv stations.
Protected,
territories available. Prompt interview arCASTING.ranged in your city. Box 181D, BROADLeading ABC affiliate in wealthy midwest
market expanding sales force. Oportunity
for experienced broadcast salesman who
has creative approach and record of repeat
sales. Send resume and photograph to Box
211D, BROADCASTING.

5. Write or wire us about your past and current activities.
P. O. Box 1034
Studio City, California
112
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Our hourly rate is $1,000.00; we cover 466,640
tv homes in the industrial heart of the progressive Piedmont area of North Carolina.
We're
a CBS
affiliate now
12thasyear.
Need an
experienced
man into our
serve
our
local/regional sales manager. Background,
experience and character are important.
Exceptonal opportunity, immediate opening.
Write fully, in confidence, include snapshot,
to
Dick Holloway,
WFMY-TV,
Greensboro,
North Salesmanager,
Carolina.
Pursuasive, energetic, experienced tv time
sales for top 50 local market write or call
Joel
town Leonard,
2, Ohio. 803 E. Indianola Ave., YoungsAnnouncers
Experienced announcer or announcer-switcher for Colorado tv station after first of year.
Permanent position. Send complete details,
photo and tape. Box 985C, BROADCASTING.
Television station in midwest major league
city has opening for sports announcer. Send
photo,
tape and resume. Write Box 157D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced on-camera announcer. Must be
strong newscaster. Should have ability to
also gather and write news. Excellent opportunity. Complete details should also include
recent snapshot and tape. Manager, KSWSTV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Want to learn tv? Announcer wanted immediately. Permanent job. Send details,
photo to N.P. Y.S. Abbott, Manager, WSYE-TV,
Elmira,
Experienced, mature announcer with good
commercial style for NBC-TV affiliate in
south Texas. We are interested in permanent
addition to our present staff. Send picture,
voice tape and references to Lynn Pentony,
P.O. Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Technical
Major west coast market has opening for
technician.
Reply Box 843C, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, one first-class radio-phone licensed
television engineer capable of maintenance,
transmitter maintenance and video switching duties. Station full power, uhf operation
located in up-state New York. Box 114D,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, experienced and capable, top pay for top work. Leading midfull power vhf. RCA equipment. Box
172D, westBROADCASTING.
Engineer for uhf tv station. Transmitter
and control room. Good salary plus fringe
benefits. Contact Chief Engineer, WCOVTV, Montgomery, Alabama.
Palm Beach vhf station has immediate opening for experienced studio supervisor. First
class ticket, capable of maintaining all types
of studio equipment required, regular hours,
above average area salary, ideal working
and
living conditions
America's
playground
for the rightin man.
Call or winter
write
Lew Evenden, Chief Engineer, WPTV, Channel 5, Palm Beach, Florida.
Chief engineer
1 kw uhf. WXTV, Youngstown,
Ohio.
Maintenance engineer needed for maximum
power vhf station. Gulf coast of Texas,
shirt sleeve weather year around. No operating or board shifts. 2 or 3 years maintenance experience with RCA equipment required. Contact Jerry E. Smith, Chief Engineer. Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Expanding medium midwest market demands expanded new operation. Good
chance for advancement. Salary open. Prefer experience but will consider beginner
with B.A. Send complete data, tape and
salary
requirements first letter. Box 133D
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Newsman: Growing midwest NBC affiliate
with small but excellent news staff and
sound news policies has opening for man
capable of airing major newscast daily, plus
handling porting
general
news duties
including
reand newsfilm
coverage.
Should
have inggood
news
background,
college
traindesirable but not necessary. Permanent
responsible position for right man. Box
167D, BROADCASTING.
Leading south Florida tv station has immediate opening for experienced tv copywriter. If you
and minimum
that's all,
this is the
job. want
Send tofullwrite
details,
salary
requirements
to
Box
231D,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others
TV-radio promotion. Creative eye to detail.
Know how contests build audience. Establish or continue firm relations with press
for trade, planting releases, listings. Facile
writer. Box 166D, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director ... 6 years commercialmilitary-educational tv. Married, 25, B.A.
Preferably southwest-west. Resume, excellent references.
Available mid-February.
Box 175D,
BROADCASTING.
Images improved! Sales promotion director,
rich background in programming, pubserv
available. Have clever, new program profiles, mailing pieces, advertisements, the
works, flowing before Christmas. Get set
for bigger
'61 billings.
ily man. Only
one in Hard
stock.working
Write famBox
180D, BROADCASTING, today.
FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management
Manager/operations manager. 37, eleven
years broadcasting experience, last eight as
general manager of television station in
medium market. Sales department (localregional-national)
tional know how.background
Negotiatedplus
all operaunion
contracts for station. Type of operation and
ownership of paramount importance-Title
unimportant. Have strong record as righthand man. Very well known and regarded
in industry. Will bring strong ideas plus
integrity, willingness to work and ability to
follow through. Married, one child, will
move to opportunity. If your in need of
strong salesman with dept of character and
fully convesant with industry and its problems and solutions, contact Box 218D,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Currently employed as national and general
sales manager. Supervise local sales force
and sell locally Excellent recommendations
from agencies, station representatives and
clients. Desire change. Please write Box
244D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV or not
nouncer for tvten— That's
years — the
Wantsquestion.
to learnAn-tv
ropes. Photogenic, imaginative, sincere and
available.
"Take
camera."
for
pictures,
filmmeandto your
resume.
Box Write
156D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Former entertainer,
26. Seeks tv future. Have kiddie show idea.
Box 225D, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv personality in metropolitan midmarket.
Familybut man
in lateto 20's
earningwest$9000.
Happy,
wanting
advance.
Box 163D, BROADCASTING.
8 years radio experience. Want tv or radio
and staff
tv opportunity.
play-by-play
and
announcing. Sports
26, family,
college
graduate. Finest character and references.
Employed. Box 177D, BROADCASTING.
Television staff announcer. Mature, dependable. Seven years present position. Video
tape audition. Box 179D, BROADCASTING.
Ten years radio-television broadcasting. All
phases.
Degree. Married.
West
coast. Available
MarchTwenty-nine.
1st. Box 241D,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced tv studio and transmitter maintenance man available. 1st phone. Box
186D, BROADCASTING.
Stu tech, 3 years experience cam and aud.
Wish re-ent tv ind aft 1 yr abs. Loc anywr.
Rep Box 215D, BROADCASTING.
Stop! Yes, stop gambling on new employees.
Mature and conscientious fully trained
technicians immediately available. Not licensed, but handle equipment like veterans.
Why jeopardize your commercial rating
with a possible dud. For full information,
contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV,
Miami.

Radio/tv, animal/pet presentation for sale.
Box 232D, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Stainless G24 heavy duty 150 foot tower,
like new, dismantled, prime coat with lighting, priced to sell. Phone 334-2218, WCHN,
Norwich, New York.
Remote control system, Gates RDC-10 for
1 kw transmitter. Combined operation after
one year use in daytimer. Available immediately. Excellent condition. Best offer over
$600. Call or write WFRB, Frostburg, Md.
1957 Volkswagen 231 Kombi bus with Onan
one kw. remote start generator, model 1AJ1R, BC-604 transmitter and BC-603 receiver
both converted and with 110 VAC power
supplies, remote controls and antenna.
PricedYork.
for quick sale. WJTN, Jamestown,
New
Complete radio system licensed 166.25MC in
Volkswagon bus. Will sell bus and/or equipment. WWOK, Charlotte, N. C.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K. holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also A.M. monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products
service,
Eidson Electronic Co., Boxand31 fast
Temple,
Texas.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
TV video monitors. Metal cabinets, rack,
portable remote kine, educational, broadcast, starting at $199.00. 50 different models,
8" thru 24". Miratel, Inc., 1st St. S.E. &
Richardson,
Minnesota. New Brighton, St. Paul 12,
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Construction permits in Arizona, New Mexico, Nevada and California wanted. Will
buy all or majority at top prices. Do not
reply after December 31. Kandel Corp.,
4010 Virginia Ave., S.E., Charleston, W. Va.
Equipment
Will exchange interest in AM radio c.p. for
1ING.
kw equipment. Box 171D, BROADCASTWanted: Used PT-6P Magnecord amplifier in
good condition. KWHW, Altus, Oklahoma.
Monitors and other equipment — from studio
to tower — including automatic devices,
needed for new FM station. WCRT, Birmingham, Alabama.
3-5 fm transmitter with or without tape
player and accessories. Also interested 250 w
to 10 kw, am and fm. Submit details. Compass Electronic
New York
13. Supply, 75 Varick Street,
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
113

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment (Cont'd)
Wanted: 1 television filter plexer, uhf,
preferably Channel 43, RCA. Will consider
other channels. Norwood Patterson, 1111
Market Street, San Francisco, California.

FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School,
California.1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
FCC first phone license preparation. High
record of results from our proven method.
Announcer Training Studio, 25 W. 43, N. Y.,
OX 5-9245.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago.
Now serving the mid-west. Quality instructions at its best. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS
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Help Wanted — Announcers
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Need

... A Pro

Primarily for D.J. but with news
experience.
Crack station in
Ohio's third market. No Rock,
but tight operation. Salary open.
Interested? Send tape, picture
Z and full information to:
I Box 142D, BROADCASTING

OPPORTUNITY
For mature

morning man

SUFFERING FROM MOUNTAIN TOP
FASCINATION?
Cure your problems with the M0SELEY
Model RRC-10 RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM. Complete control, telemetering and
main program channel for FM transmitters
with a 950 mc STL. Write to
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, Calif.

with top metropolitan Canadian station. Sincere warmth
essential. Music policy middle-of-the-road.
Apply
Box 932C, BROADCASTING

IN CARTRIDGE®,
TAPE EQUIPMENT
a
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
cueing record-playback combo unit.
For details or demonstration, write
VISUAL. ELECTRONICS CORP.
356 W. 40lh STREET, NEW YORK IS. N.Y.

Sales

V
SALESMEN
~
(i Sell Iowa's Number 1 station
), in Iowa's Number 1 market.
((
Send Full details.
A Box 233D, BROADCASTING

~
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| Box 798C, BROADCASTING I
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COMPLETE STAFF WANTED
Program director, news director, staff men
for #1 Top 40 switching to adult format.
Must be personalities willing to work for
good
range market.
$6,500 to $10,000.
Good pay.
size Salary
midwestern
Box 235D, BROADCASTING

TO BUY

Stations

C
f
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|
NEWSMAN
g
I Power station in large market,
| Great Lakes area, has excellent
| opening for high-grade newsman.
g State full details and send tape
| first letter.

WANTED

I)
|\
7
|J
A

Production-Programming, Others

Comedy
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete for
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00— Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,
(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Call letter items — Lapel buttons, mike plates,
studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc.
Bro-Tel, Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.

We

Equipment
AN ENTIRE UHF
TV STATION
A complete television station package including everything evcept the tower and
transmission line. Camera, projectors,
micro-wave units, film camera, slide proj.,
Chan. 26, program tested, but never on
air. Lots of extras — Auricon sound
camera, etc. WHUT, Anderson, Indiana.
Phone 4-1255.

OUTSTANDING

INSTRUCTIONS

~

FOR SALE

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

TO LEASE: Radio Station wit
option to buy. Must be situated in
New England preferably or East
Coast.
Box 238D, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

JOB HUNTING?
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALL MAJOR U.S. MARKETS
MIDWEST SATURATION
Write for application NOW
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
Broadcast Division
83 So. 7th St. Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
MISCELLANEOUS
BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS
FOR RADIO/TV SPOT
as
recommended
Financial
Croups by SPONSORS, Agency
1,000—
$6.95,
2,000—Delivery
$11.00, within
5,000— 3$24.00.
Check with order.
days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

(Continued from page 109)
STATIONS

NORTHEAST— MAJOR
MARKET— DA YTIMER
Best 1 kw signal you ever heard—
Operating profitably but present
gross could be tripled — Cash or
Terms.
Box 990C, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
STATION
CP. Daytimer. West.
Box 129D, BROADCASTING

BROADCASTING SCHOOL
In middle Atlantic major market.
Doing1
tremendous
business.
opportunity
as owner
has Great
other
interests. Present management
available.
Asking1
$110,000 with
$50,000 down.
Principle.
BOX 141D, BROADCASTING-

Will exchange interest in
a CP. for 1 kw equipment.

-

FOR

Texas
Ariz
Tenn
Miss
/Via
Calif
Fla
La
Fla
Mass
Texas
Fla
Midwest

Single
Single
Single
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Metro
Large
Metro
Large

SALE

Fulltime
1 kw-D
Daytimer
daytimer
1Fulltime
kw-D
250w
Regional
Daytimer
low freq
1 kw-D
Regional

73M
62M
$ 130M
70M
175M
35M
158M
55M
230M
200M
225M
700M
200M

29%
29%
29%
terms
29%
cash
terms
terms
19 dn
terms
terms
low dn

cash
And OthersH .
PAUL
COMPANY
N
CHA
1182
W. PMA
Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

Mid-West major #1,600,000 — Texas
single #47,500 — Texas Single $60,000 — 80% of excellent Southwest
single money-maker #65,000 —
Texas semi-major #147,000 — Southwest high-profit fulltime regional
#200,000 — Rocky Mt. single regional #40,000 — Southern single
#45,000- — Texas Commercial Wired
Music Operation #45,000 — Others!
patt Mcdonald co., box
9266, austin 17, texas. gl.
3-8080, or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd.,
N. Y., N. Y., MU. 2-4813, or Dick
Watts, 1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Tex.,
Dr. 4-2236.

Box 161D,
BROADCASTING
STATIONS

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
REGION
Top 250 Watt-Full Time in two station market.
Box 192D
BROADCASTING

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
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FOR SALE

SOUTH. Top one hundred markets. Full
time. Good earnings. Asking $350,000 with
29% down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Daytimer. Very
profitable.
000
with 29%Absentee
down. owned. Asking S 1 50, CALIFORNIA. Full time. Market of 20,000.
Asking $65,000 with $8,000 down.
WEST NORTH CENTRAL. Absentee owned
daytimer. Billing $70,000 annually. Asking
$90,000 with 29% down. Profitable.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. Top market. Doing
between $5,500 and $6,000 monthly. Price
open for quick sale.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

WMOZ Mobile, Ala. — Granted license covchange intrans.;
ant. -trans,
and studio locationering
and type
condition.
WNDA(FM)
Huntsville,
Ala—
to change frequency to 95.1 mc. Granted cp
KBIZstall newOttumwa,
Iowa — Granted cp to intrans.
WGAU Athens, Ga.— Granted cp to install
new trans.
WQMRnewSilver
install
trans.Spring, Md. — Granted cp to
WETC Wendell-Zebulon, N. C— Granted
cp to install new trans, (main trans, location) as alternate main trans.
WHPL Winchester, Va. — Granted mod. of
cp
to change
location,
make
changes
in ant.ant.-trans.
system and
in ground
KHAR Anchorage, Alaska — Granted mod.
system.
of
cp to change type trans, and specify
studio
dition. location same as trans, location; conWBTN Bennington, Vt. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and operate trans,
byWGAW
remote Gardner,
control. Mass. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
■ Granted following stations authority to
operate by remote control: WAEW. WAEW
Inc., Crossville, Tenn.; WGN, WGN Inc.,
Chicago, 111. (main & aux. trans.); WBBFFM, WBBF Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Okla. — Granted change
of KTMC
remoteMcAlester,
control authority.
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis,
Granted3, 1961
extension of completion date Ind.
to —March
(aux. trans. & ant.).
License renewal
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WAYS Charlotte, N. C; WCHL
Chapel Hill, N. C; WCKB Dunn, N. C;
WELS Kinston, N. C; WFAG Farmville,
N. C; WKSK West Jefferson, N. C; WMBL
Morehead City, N. C; WMSJ Sylvia, N. C;
WMYB Myrtle Beach, S. C; WOXF Oxford,
N. C; WRAL Raleigh, N. C; WRAL-FM
Raleigh. N. C; WTSB, Lumberton, N. C;
WDSC-FM
Dillon, S. C;Rocky
WESC-FM
vil e, S. C; WFMA(FM)
Mount, GreenN. C;
WLOS-FM Asheville. N. C; WSNW-FM
Seneca, S. C; WSPA-FM Spartanburg, S. C;
WTMA-FM Charleston, S. C; WLOS-TV
Asheville, N. C; WEED Rocky Mount, N. C;
WFBC Greenville, S. C; WMUU Greenville,
S.
C; WRAL-TV
C; WUNC-TV
Chapel
Hill, N. C;Raleigh,
WBMA N.Beaufort,
N. C;
WMFD Wilmington, N. C; WMNC Morganton.
N.
C;
WTOB
Winston-Salem,
N.
C;
WHSC Hartsville. S. C; WKBC North
Wilkesboro, N. C; WAGR Lumberton, N. C;
WSOC-TV Charlotte, N. C; KNEW Spokane,
Wash.; KXL Portland. Oreg.; KGFW Kearney, Nebr.; WDAU-TV
Scranton, Winchester,
Pa.; WHMS
Charleston,
W. Va.; WRFL(FM)
Va.; WDJR(FM) Oil City, Pa.; WKAL Rome,
N. Y.; WUST Bethesda, Md.; WJMD(FM)
Bethesda, Md.; WLOS Asheville, N. C;
WSPA Spartanburg. S. C; WBBO Forest
City, N. C; WFMO Fairmont, N. C; WHPE
High Point, N. C; WKRK Murphy, N. C;
WMRB Greenville. S. C: WRRZ Clinton,
N. C; WRXO Roxboro, N. C; WSJS Winston-Salem. N. C; WBAG-FM Burlington,
N. C: WBBO-FM Forest City, N. C; WHKYFM Hickorv, N. C; WHPE-FM High Point,
N. C; WRXO-FM Roxboro, N C; *WHPS
(FM) bia,High
C; *WUSC-FM
S. C; Point.
WAMD N. Aberdeen.
Md.; ColumKUDU
Ventura-Oxnard. Calif.; KJR Seattle, Wash.;
WONO(FM) Syracuse, N. Y.
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations attached to Recommendations of
the North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
970 kc
Fort St. John, B. C— 0.5 kw N, ND unl.
46 14 00 N 120 53 32 W 1 kw D.
1250 kc
Ottawa, Ont.— 10 kw DA-1 unl.
CKRB St. George de Beauce, P. Q.— 5 kw
D./l kw N DA-N unl.
1270 kc
CHWK Chilliwack, B. C— 10 kw DA-1 unl.
1280 kc
Estevan, Sask. — 11460
kw kcDA-1 unl.
CKRB St. Georges de Beauce, P. Q.— 10 kw
D/5 kw N DA-N unl. Now in operation on
new freq. with increased power.
(FOR THE RECORD) 115

Ask a wage earner his income, and he's
likely to tell you his hourly rate. He forgets
what many of us forget— that so-called
fringe benefits are also part of his compensation. Fringe benefits* have a definite
dollars-and-cents value. So, in a very real
sense, they are supplemental wages.
A study shows that these supplemental
wages average more than 62 cents per
man-hour worked in business and industry. Another survey reveals that this
is approximately six times as much as the
average worker thinks fringe benefits cost.
Obviously, these employee benefits cost
billions and billions of dollars— on top
of direct wages.

■: :

■■■

Fringe benefits actually amount to 19%
of the average business and industrial payroll—so much that it's high time to stop
taking fringe benefits for granted and to
value them as supplemental wages.
* Vacations, holidays, group insurance, pensions, etc.
Improved, modern steels are reaching into
REPUBLIC
STEEL
CLEVELAND 1, OHIO

space with man's highest dreams; circling
the globe underwater as atomic subs; exploring the ocean's deepest chasms as
bathyspheres. Modern steels contribute to
the processing of wonder drugs, miracle
fibers, the variety and abundance of gourmet foods that grace America's tables.
Republic Steel is buildingvast newfacilities
for the production of these super steels,
meeting the challenge of today's aggressive
competition— at home and abroad.
Republic Steel today produces the
world's complete range of standard steels
and steel products.
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OUR
Hell

RESPECTS
help

to George

make

Curtis Reeves,

a strong

Like a good many other agency executives, George Reeves, J. Walter
Thompson Co.'s newly-elected executive vice president, is concerned over
"what he feels to be a tide toward less
agency voice in the selection of network
tv programming.
"We have a stake, independent of the
network stake, to work as effectively
and efficiently as we can on behalf of
our clients' total marketing operation,"
he says with simplicity and conviction,
noting the growing trend to participation shows in network prime evening
time.
Mr. Reeves, moving into his 10th
year as manager of Thompson's Chicago
office, was elected last September to his
new post (the first of its kind at the
agency) in a top-level realignment to
strengthen Thompson's already strong
suit — its creative operations (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
Mr. Reeves thus assumes still broader
management responsibilities as a member of the agency's executive committee,
while supervising Chicago office operations of the nation's \ No. 1 radio-tv
agency.
In 1959 that office accounted for
40% of JWT's overall broadcast billings— with an estimated $35.7 million
in tv and $6.9 million in radio. It's
reasonable to assume that, of the $126
million recorded by Thompson for
radio-tv in 1960, the Chicago operation
accounts for a similar percentage.
Bucking the trend ■ One exception to
the trend toward multiple or participating sponsorship shows, Mr. Reeves
notes with evident pride, is Perry
Como's Kraft Music Hall for Kraft
Foods Co., serviced in Chicago. It's
an example of a "good working arrangement" involving a single client,
agency and network, he says.
In a career that spans 31 years with
Thompson alone, Mr. Reeves himself
has been identified with several classic
advertising campaigns and programs,
while exercising his strong forte— copy
and a highly developed creative flair
(for example, Ford's wartime campaign
and theme, "There's a Ford in Your
Future") .
Mr. Reeves began unwrapping his
creative talents while working for brief
periods with Procter & Gamble and a
small Cincinnati (Ohio) agency, the
Walter F. Haehnle Co. A native of
Cincinnati (born George Curtis Reeves
on Jan. 28, 1905), he attended Highland and Woodward High schools there.
He majored in English at the U. of
Cincinnati and was graduated in 1927.
The day that decided Mr. Reeves'
BROADCASTING, December 5, 1960

agency

exec

vp, J. Walter

specialty

even

career was Nov. 15, 1929, when he
joined J. Walter Thompson's Cincinnati
office as a promising young copy writer.
Transferred to Chicago in 1934, he went
on to become copy group head and in
1944 annexed the title of creative director and vice president. He was elected
a director in 1950 and Chicago office
manager
memberthe offollowing
the agency's
executive and
committee
year.
Starting with his JWT-Cincinnati association, he worked on such accounts
as Woodbury, Crosley, Gruen watch,
Jergens lotion and others (one of the
more noted: Walter Winchell's network
radio commentary for Jergens). Today, although freed from day-to-day
creative chores, he rides managerial
herd on Seven-Up, Quaker Oats,
Schlitz, Kraft, Elgin, Johnson Motors
and other blue chip radio and tv accounts handled primarily out of the
Midwest.
Mr. Reeves also has been active in
several posts with the American Assn.
of Adv. Agencies, serving as governor
and vice chairman of its central region
and as head of the committee on improvement of advertising content from
1949 to 1952. He was national director
1954-57 and vice chairman in 1958-59.
Hard to ignore ■ With that background, Mr. Reeves is quick to defend
advertising as a profession, while citing
the responsibility of media. Broadcast
advertising has been a target, he feels,
because of its "intrusive" nature and its
"audible volume." But advertising's
bad image, resulting from the quiz
show and payola scandals and reflected

Thompson

Co.

stronger

in anti-advertising articles and books,
is primarily the fault of people who
failed to abide by the ethics of the
business, he asserts.
Acknowledging instances of "program imbalance" (emphasis on crime
and westerns) in network television,
Mr. Reeves also is quick to stress that
"even if we get the ratings, Thompson
still attaches greater importance to the
compatibility of program and commercial." He cites studies by JWT-Chicago's
media research department showing audience reception of program format,
characters and commercial climate.
Of radio, Mr. Reeves says: "We try
to determine how it fits a client's particular marketing program and to find
a way in which the message can stand
out in the welter of commercials."
Among the best examples: the fiveminute Seven-Up programs with the
Kingston Trio and the Schlitz celebrity
spots with noted singers.
Mr. Reeves also has outside interests.
He
is a director
National
Boulevard
Bank of
andChicago's
the Horticultural
Society and belongs to the Chicago
Club and Exmoor Country Club. He
and his wife, the former Margaret Fitzgerald (married Nov. 28, 1931), live
in suburban Lake Forest, 111. They have
a daughter, Ellen Reeves Johnson. Mr.
Reeves' hobbies, he reports, are curling,
golf and reading.
Matter of taste ■ Though he travels
extensively, Mr. Reeves is not a hot
trotter on the speaking circuit. But
borrowing an old descriptive term in
the profession, Mr. Reeves once told
an AAAA central region meeting that
"badvertising" might simply be nothing
more than "bad taste." This was a
problem when he brought it up in 1950
and he feels the definition might still
apply in today's
advertising
climate.much-maligned moral
Admitting that standards of taste
vary with people, groups and the times,
Mr. Reeves is apt to quote Aristophanes:
"Happy is the man possessing the
superior holy blessing of a judgment
and a taste accurate, refined and
He feels the agreement reached last
October between AAAA and Assn. of
National
chaste." Advertisers will be "a good
thing," because "flagrant violators" can
expect
ships. to be expelled from memberAdds Mr. Reeves:

JWT's Reeves
Taste makes the difference

"Naturally, we at Thompson are
greatly interested in radio and tv; thus,
we're interested in anything that would
endanger the media."
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EDITORIALS
Off limits
SEVERAL basic questions of regulatory policy are involved in the FCC's proposal to amplify the financial reports that all station licensees must file each year.
It looks to us, and we are sure it will look to most broadcasters, asthough the FCC wants to snoop into affairs that
are none of its business.
For example, the commission proposes to require licensees
to report profits and losses from all sources outside broadcasting. How far does the FCC think its jurisdiction extends?
If a licensee happens also to be in the theatre business,
the FCC would require him to report his boxoffice receipts.
If a licensee is a newspaper publisher, the FCC wants to
know how much money the paper is making or losing.
Does the licensee own a shoe store, a laundry, a grocery,
a machine shop? Is he a butcher, baker, candlestick maker?
If the FCC has its way, he must report his profit or loss
from whatever it is. To us, this would put the FCC in possession ofinformation that belongs to no government agency
but the Internal Revenue Service.
The FCC, we suppose, will attempt to disavow any interest in businesses other than broadcasting. It will argue
that it wants the financial information about non-broadcasting enterprises only to measure the extent of interlocking
ownerships in broadcasting and other businesses or to appraise the financial qualifications of station licensees. But
whatever the avowed or hidden purposes of the FCC, it
cannot defend this excursion.
There are other features of the proposed revisions that are
objectionable. Some of them would impose bookkeeping
problems that would add substantially to station overhead,
and, as the commission can easily learn from the information already available, many stations cannot afford a dime of
added costs.
All broadcasters will want to study the FCC proposals,
and many of them, we feel sure, will want a chance to tell
the FCC what they think. The original deadline of Dec. 9
set for receiving comments was unrealistically abrupt.
The NAB has asked for an extension to Feb. 1, and the
FCC was sensible enough to agree.
When the deadline is reached, the FCC ought to have a
heavy sampling of broadcaster opinion.
Word

game

I ET'S start an exercise in semantics.
■"We note with some misgivings that the newspapers are
referring to Pierre Salinger as President-elect Kennedy's
press secretary. Actually, Mr. Salinger is Mr. Kennedy's
news secretary since his responsibilities encompass all news
media — newspapers, magazines, radio, television, newsreels
and the news services (formerly called press associations).
Now the press conference of the pre-radio era long since
has become the news conference, not only at the White
House but all down the line.
Mr. Salinger has indicated there may be some changes in
the format and perhaps the timing of the White House news
conferences. Whether President Kennedy will go to the extreme of live radio-tv pickups or continue the policy of
taped and filmed reports on a delayed basis initiated by
President Eisenhower, with some variations, we doubt that
he will in any way constrict or inhibit radio-tv coverage.
His affection for the broadcast media has been made abundantly evident. Air exposure elected him.
Now back to our little game. If every newsman with access to the mike and camera (and every writer) will refer to
Mr. Salinger as the President's news secretary beginning Jan.
118

20, we predict a landslide victory.
We venture, moreover, that broadcasters will have the avid
support of Mr. Salinger's predecessor at the White House.
With Jim Hagerty as ABC's post-inaugural vice president in
charge of news and public affairs, this prediction can't miss.
Live and let live
RflORE and more, advertisers are worrying about the cost
■"■ of producing their commercials. The gravity of the
situation was pointed up again at the fall meeting of the
Assn. of National Advertisers last month, which devoted a
panel session to costs and ways to keep them down. The
economies to be found in careful planning were explored.
But inevitably, at the ANA meeting as in less formal
forums where commercial costs are discussed, the talk got
around to the current negotiations between the two major
talent unions, AFTRA and SAG, and the networks, advertising agencies and producers. These negotiations, as we have
said before, not only bear vitally on future costs but in the
process may determine the extent to which advertisers can
afford to stay in television, especially spot.
Late last week there were indications that the negotiators
might come to an agreement at any moment. We would like
to think that agreement will have been reached by the time
this page is printed — if the terms are equitable. The negotiations have been difficult, but there is too much at stake to
recommend agreement merely for the sake of agreement.
In a business that budgets millions of dollars for a single
program series, and hundreds of thousands for a single show,
it is understandable that the unions would seek pay scales
above those that prevail in, say, the garment business. It is
quite another thing, however, when union demands are so
high — as AFTRA's and SAG's were at the outset in this
case — that they threaten to drive television advertisers into
other media. Neither management nor talent can expect to
gain from that situation. If an illustration is needed, we ask
how much money anybody expects to make next year in
commercials for Shell Oil Co., which for reasons of its own
— one of which presumably has to do with price — is dropping tv altogether.
Since the negotiations started, the unions have come down
in their demands and the networks, agencies and producers
have raised their offers. The issues are complicated and to
a great extent still too clouded by secrecy. We can only
hope that both sides realize that they have a responsibility to
an entire medium as well as to the individuals in it, and that
the outcome will permit talent, television and advertisers to
benefit together.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Why does she take a chance on getting a show of her
own? She could be sure with Westinghouse!"
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WROC-TV,
WGR-TV,

WROC-FM,
WGR-AM,

Rochester, N. Y. '-KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.
WGR-FM, "Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM,

KFMB-FM, San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
WDAF-TV, WDAF-AM,
TRANSCONTINENT

Represented by
The Original
Station Representative

Kansas City, Mo.

TELEVISION

CORP.

• 380

MADISON

AVE., N.Y. 17

35 Cents
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Will added talent costs adversely affect the

Gross time sales in tv for 1960 are ahead by

$650

at least $50 million, TvB says

million tv spot billings?

29

Trafficking in station licenses faces stiff new
restrictions from the FCC
62

EDWARD

PETRY

30

Uhf tv could get big push if new FCC plans
are carried to fruition
66
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in new

york there

is a unique

community

service

Miss Joanne Dru,
star of —ABC's
I\\ J.J., Bernard,
"Guestward
and
KTVI ViceHo!"
President
and General Manager

a
ST.

LOUIS

. . . that almost one-third of the Texas TV market is yours. No. 1 coverage in the
market . . . over 700,000 TV Homes . . . and No. 1 ratings aren't luck.
Finest personnel and finest equipment give your sales message on KRLD-TV the
finest presentation . . . with the highest quality available to the television industry.
Reach

The Dallas-Ft.

Worth

Market

EFFECTIVELY

With

Channel

4.

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
MAXIMUM

4

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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New way to count
Use of hours and minutes for
station's prospelling outgramming isbroadcast
under consideration by
FCC. This may be commission's substitute for percentage figures used
currently in detailing categories of
programs in license renewal forms.
Form is under study for revision of
program information and may be
formulated before year's end. Commission met Thursday and completed
review of first draft of position paper
submitted last month by Broadcast
Bureau (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
Thursday meeting saw various suggestions made by commissioners.
Among most significant: (1) That
commission use something other than
"composite week" as base for information, (2) that question be drafted
to indicate how facility is being used
commercially as against programming,
and (3) that method be worked out
to show amount of time used for
sponsored programs as against sustainers. Otherwise lines seem to be
firming on other elements contained
in staff presentation.

CIRCUIT*
CLOSED
include among his duties research and
signed to show how television and
magazines compare (and complement
handling
of
Mr.
Collins'
speeches.
Governor will maintain direct liaison
each other) in reaching national audiences, isgetting independent status
with NAB staff vice presidents and dein
Nielsen
organization. Called Nielpartment heads, with Mr. Perry's assignment that of personal aide. Gov.
sen Media Service, it's functioned
since announcement last fall (BroadCollins, incidentally, has leased apartment in Sheraton Park Hotel, couple
casting, Sept. 26) as part of Nielsen
Television Index and Nielsen Radio
of miles north of NAB headquarters.
Index operations. To be announced
He will assume his $75,000-per-year
shortly is appointment of Don Mcimmedipost, plus living allowance,
ately after he completes his term as Glathery, NTI-NRI account executive with pre-Nielsen experience in
Florida's executive.
magazines, as NMS sales manager
While no immediate top-level
and operating head. First NMS rechanges in NAB's regular staff are
port is due out in February.
indicated, one significant shift, augured by Perry appointment, may in- Protection promise
volve status of Robert K. Richards,
former NAB administrative vice presiEager young operatives of FCC's
dent, who has served since his resig- new Complaints & Compliance Division are using rough measures, acnation in 1954 as consultant on public
cording to reports filtering back to
relations and is under contract until
Washington attorneys. In one inApril. He was responsible for policy
stance station ownership reported that
level speeches for late president, HarFCC investigators sought to induce
old E. Fellows, and for three-man
low-level employes to tip them on
policy committee which has funcstation violations, with oral assurtioned since Mr. Fellow's death last
ances that employes would be proThat vacancy
March. It's likely his firm will be
tected. G-2 division, authorized at
retained in public relations capacity
last session of Congress with approWashington's rumor sweepstakes
within or alongside NAB after expriation of $150,000, is headed by
last week, as applied to FCC, had
piration ofcurrent contract.
John C. Harrington, who recently
Seattle attorney, Kenneth A. Cox,
(Broadcasting, Nov. 14) assured
Moderate report
ahead for upcoming vacancy on FCC.
Young attorney, who was special
Good guess is that report of James
stations that no objectionable measures were being used.
M. Landis to President-elect Kennedy
counsel for Senate Commerce Committee on communications matters
on administrative agencies, due this
Dead-end again
during past five years, is understood
week, will not propose drastic reorFor third time within year, transto have potent support of Washingganization of FCC at this time although eventual reorganization would
action for sale of KFSD-AM-FM-TV
ton's two Democratic senators —
San Diego for around $7 million has
Magnuson, chairman of committee,
not be ruled out. Main thrust is exfallen through. United Artists, which
and Jackson, chairman of Democratic
pected in direction of more executive
National Committee. But there was
control over administrative agencies,
had picked up deal after Southland
no indication that President-elect had rather than existing situation wherein
Industries Inc. (WOAI-AM-TV San
Antonio) had cancelled because of
reached independent agency level in authority floats between executive and
considering appointments.
legislative branches. Congress his- financing difficulties, last week tertorically has resisted outright transfer
minated its negotiations with NewsVacancy would be that created by
week magazine and Fox, Wells &
to executive branch on ground that
departure of GOP Commissioner
Rogers, investment firm, which jointly
Charles H. King, now serving recess
such agencies are legislative in charown facilities. Inability to iron out
acter
and
therefore
arms
of
Congress.
appointment. Mr. Cox has been mencertain details of contract was reInto the ring?
tioned, not only for commissionership, but also possibly for chairmansponsible for withdrawal, it's learned.
Among some advertisers there is
ship in event Democratic Commisfeeling that in future they should be Triangle Stations (Annenberg intersioner Robert T. Bartley does not get
ests) dropped deal last spring on adamong actual signers of talent-union
vice of counsel because it had pendpost. Another report last week that contracts. This, they reason, would
Mr. Bartley was slated for Under
ing before FCC matter involving deintermixture of its ch. 12 KFRE-TV
Secretary of Commerce was said by give them greater voice in negotiaFresno.
tions, to which they feel they're enMr. Bartley to be without foundation
titled as ones who ultimately foot bills.
since no one had talked with him.
James G. Rogers, Fox, Wells partSentiment springs from dissatisfaction
ner, told Broadcasting last week that
with
outcome
of
latest
go-round
with
NAB changes
decision had been reached to withAFTRA-SAG (see page 29), which
draw property from market. It was
Already on job as NAB's incoming
followed customary procedure of letting networks and film producers do ascertained, however, that preliminpresident LeRoy Collins' "eyes and
ary study of properties had been
ears" is John Perry, executive assist- negotiating, but with agency and adundertaken by another entity now in
ant to Florida governor, slated for apvertiser "observers" on hand.
station ownership. Facilities involved
pointment as assistant to president
when Gov. Collins assumes new office New research
are ch. 10 KFSD-TV and KFSD-AM,
Jan. 4. Mr. Perry, 32, is former FlorA. C. Nielsen Co.'s new apples- 5 kw fulltime on 600 kc, plus KFSDida newspaperman and is expected to and-oranges comparison service, de- FM, 94.1 mc.
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September, by Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Second-class postage paid at Washington, D. C, and additional offices.
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Jump of $7.5 million a year in talent bill for spot tv
is seen in new contract being drafted by AFTRA and SAG,
major talent unions. This raises fear $650 million spot
billings may be adversely affected. See . . .
WILL TALENT DEAL HURT TV? ... 29
A halt to trafficking in radio and tv station licenses is
sought by the FCC in a new rulemaking step. It's designed
to keep licensees from selling stations until they have
held them at least three years. See . . .
FCC

TARGET:

TRAFFICKING

... 62

National television billings are running at least $50
million ahead of last year in gross time sales, according
to estimates by Television Bureau of Advertising. See . . .
1960 TV BILLING AHEAD OF 1959 ... 30
The FCC is moving again to help speed development of
the uhf band. It's planning to promote all-channel tv set
production by supporting a law which would require that
all sets receive all channels. Curtailment of vhf drop-ins
is considered. See . . .
A HELPING

HAND

FOR

UHF...

66

Gulf Oil Corp. believes it has found the answer to its
search for a tv advertising vehicle. The sponsor will spend
over $1 million for special NBC-TV news reports covering
spot news developments here and abroad. See . . .
NEWS SHOWS LURE GULF ... 34

BRIEF

How do you fix what's wrong with a tv commercial?
Lennen & Newell top officials explain how the agency's
test system is working after more than two years of operation on a test basis. They learn how sales impact can
be improved. See . . .
BEEFING UP COMMERCIALS ... 40
There are good omens at the Internal Revenue Service
as the result of a national ruling that tv film showings
have different values at different times. This affects only
producers of tv films now but it may influence station
rulings. See . . .
TAX OFFICIALS DOFF BLINDERS... 70
Package and tie-in sales of tv films face federal injunction in New York. Federal Judge Dawson finds forced
sales by distributors, apparently bringing tv films under
Paramount consent decree covering block booking. See . . .
TV FILM PACKAGES HAVE HAD IT... 70
Radio regulation shouldn't hinder the development of
that medium, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters tells
the Board of Broadcast Governors at hearing in Ottawa.
See . . .
CANADIAN STATIONS PROTEST... 78
For years the doors of the House of Representatives
committee rooms have been closed to radio-tv whereas
Senate hearings are covered frequently. NAB committee
wants media access. See . . .
OPEN

Two tv networks — ABC and
2V2-hour option time period
11 p.m. Period has been cut
NBC is still undecided. See
ABC, CBS

CBS — agree that the new
should run from 8:30 to
by FCC from three hours.
. . .

OPTION

TIME

CUTS...

THOSE

HOUSE

DOORS...

50

Progress is found in local advertising ethics, according
to the results of a survey of 57 ad clubs by Advertising
Federation of America. See . . .

46

LOCAL

AD ETHICS

PROGRESS

... 39
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IF YOUR

CLIENT

IS THINKING

OF

SELLING

CARS

IN NEW

YORK

(and he should be; it's the biggest market in the U.S.)

START WHERE THE SELLING IS EASY
(easier because the New York market is bigger than the next 3 combined)

START WITH WINSIand
(the proven road for reaching these people)

WHERE

THE

MARKET IS MARVELOUSLY
(all ages, all interests, all incomes)

MOBILE

1010

WINS

No matter where they go, WINSIanders have this in common. They're always on the
go and they prefer to go in cars. They spend over 2.7 billion a year on new cars,
gasoline, lubricants and automotive products. You can reach them almost every
minute of the day and night (on their car radios!) with WINS, No. 1 station in New
York. MEDIA MORAL: If you sell something with "go," go sell it on WINS, the
station that can drive home the sales.
For complete information call: WINS JUdson 2-7000

NEW

YORK

Nationally Represented by The Katz Agency
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 29 AT

Hearing

called

on high towers
Public hearing on Federal Aviation
Agency's
rules requiring
clearance proposed
for tv towers
and otherFAA
tall
structures will be held early in January
in Washington.
Meeting was set by E. R. Quesada,
FAA administrator, in Friday wire to
Charles H. Tower, NAB tv vice president.
Move followed meeting earlier that
day between FAA officials and group
comprising broadcast, railroad, petroleum, real estate and municipal officers
associations. Group, organized under
aegis of NAB, asked FAA to authorize
public hearing to study impact of proposed rules.
FAA rules were issued in draft form
last September. They propose to require FAA approval for all structures
extending 175 ft. above ground in certain areas near airports and flyways,
and 500 ft. at other sites (Broadcasting, Sept. 19 et seq.).
Major conflict arose over jurisdiction
between FAA and FCC. FAA stated
it had final word on whether proposed
towers were aeronautical hazards. They
implied this would be sufficient to ban
broadcast grants.
FCC and broadcasters rejected this
thesis, asserting FCC by law has final
say on whether to grant radio or tv
licenses.
Impasse broke early last

Tv's 'biggest show'
NBC-TV's Peter Pan presentation last Thursday night (7:309:30 p.m. EST) drew largest onenetwork audience in history of
television, NBC claimed Friday. It
said American Research Bureau's
National Arbitron gave it total
audience of 24.3 million homes,
with 17.7 million homes tuned per
average minute. NBC said average
audience rating for Pan, making
its third appearance on network,
was 39.8, or 1.5 times combined
ratings of network competition.
Largest tv audience in history
was for election coverage last
month, when 83 million people in
33 million homes watched during
single half-hour, according to
ARB (Broadcasting. Nov. 14),
but those figures counted tune-in
to all three networks.
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Sarnoff to appear
NBC Board Chairman Robert
W. Sarnoff reportedly will be
leadoff broadcast witness in hearings this Thursday-Friday by
House Campaign Expenditures
Committee on high costs of running for public office as result
of extensive use of tv and radio
and on hardships imposed on
candidates because of length of
time between nomination and
election (story, page 67). Other
networks have been invited to
testify, but had not indicated acceptance by last Friday.
month when Mr. Quesada agreed FCC
has final powers on grants for broadcast stations (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
MGM

eyes tv market

for post-'48 features
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer officially confirmed Friday (Dec. 9) it is reviewing
post-'48 feature market in television so
company "will be able to act promptly
when circumstances are most favorable." MGM first indicated interest at
time Screen Gems leased more than
200 Columbia features to five CBS
owned and operated tv stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
MGM's official position was contained in annual report which disclosed more than $9.5 million net
profit ($3.83 per share) for fiscal year
ended Aug. 31, 1960, gain of 25%
over previous fiscal year. MGM president Joseph R. Vogel said he was confident earnings for fiscal 1961 would
substantially exceed current period, and
that during 1960 licensing of pre- 1949
features and short subjects to tv brought
total $58.3 million in contracts.
Media

invited to join

ANA-AAAA ethics project
Broadcasters and other media people
were officially invited Friday to take
part in agency-advertiser self-regulation
project. Invitation was voted by Assn.
of National Advertisers and American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies Committee for Improvement of Advertising
Content. It had been indicated this
would be done when committee's socalled Interchange of Opinion on Objectionable Advertising, originally sponsored by AAAA alone, became co-sponsored by ANA (Broadcasting, Oct.

DEADLINE

. . . '.
10). Broadcasters and other media executives should direct their complaints
against advertising taste, etc., to interchange committee via their respective
media associations (NAB, etc.).
Gov. Collins honored
at Orlando dinner
Surprise testimonial to Gov. LeRoy
Collins, of Florida, who assumes NAB
presidency Jan. 4, was paid Thursday
night at Orlando, Fla., dinner by nearly
300 state and military leaders.
Gov. Collins was host at dinner paying tribute to achievements of military
in state. Event took reverse twist when
guests presented him with trophies,
paintings and other gifts for his helpfulness to military services in area. He
was described as "a man who worked
as an announcer for a week last summer," referring to his chairmanship of
Democratic convention. He told dinner
he had received over 8,000 letters as
result of convention role.
Lt. Gen. Donald N. Yates, USAF,
deputy director of defense research and
engineering, said three communications
satellites now in orbit "increase solid
communications channels by 10 to 40
times, or half again as many as now
exist between the East and West Coasts."
He described weather satellite as "biggest breakthrough in meteorological history." He added, "We are going into
the space age faster than most people
WBC buys KLAC
realize."
for
$4.25 million
Purchase of KLAC-AM-FM Los Angeles by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
for $4.25 million is being announced
today (Dec. 12).
Acquisition of Los Angeles independent, subject to usual FCC approval,
would give WBC its seventh am station.
It also owns five tv stations. KLAC,
on 570 kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night,
is owned by Mortimer Hall, who
bought it from his mother, Mrs. Dorothy Schiff Sonneborn, in 1956 for
$850,000. Mr. Hall continues his part
ownership in KEAP San Francisco.
Westinghouse stations are WBZ-AMFM - TV Boston, WBZA - AM - FM
Springfield, both Mass.; KYW-AMFM-TV Cleveland, KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, WJZ-TV Baltimore, KDKAAM-FM-TV Pittsburgh, WOWO Fort
Wayne, KEX-AM-FM Portland, Ore.,
and WIND Chicago.
Other sales reported Friday and subject to usual FCC approval:
■ KWBA Baytown, Tex.: Sold by
more AT DEADLINE page 10
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WEEK'S
C. Burt Oliver, vp and
managing director of Foote,
Cone & Belding
Canada Ltd., to
new post of national broadcast
business manager of FC&B,
working in New
Mr. Oliver
York. Mr. Oliver will report
to Jobn B. Simpson, vp and national
director of broadcast. Previous Oliver
assignments with FC&B include business manager of Los Angeles office, vpgeneral manager of Hollywood office
vp for agency's westand administrative
ern offices. Mr. Oliver formerly was
vice chairman of Television & Radio
Administrative Committee of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies and is
founder and past president of Hollywood Advertising Club. His successor
in Toronto is Richard B. Bradshaw,
agency account executive in Chicago,
who will move to FC&B Canada as
managing director and chief executive.
Bill Michaels, vp and managing director of WJBK-TV Detroit, and Terry
H. Lee, vp and managing director of
WAGA-TV Atlanta, appointed regional
vps for Detroit and Cleveland, and Atlanta, Toledo and Milwaukee, respectively. Appointments were announced
by George B. Storer Jr., vp for tv for

HEADLINERS

Storer Broadcasting Co. (owner of
WJBK-TV and WAGA-TV), who said
changes were made to bring about closer
liaison between Storer tv stations, home
office and new Storer spot tv sales organization being organized in New
York and Chicago. Mr. Michaels and
Mr. Lee will relinquish active managerial roles at their respective stations.
Mr. Michaels, in broadcasting since
1940, joined Storer organization in
1953 when it purchased KABC San
Antonio, Tex., of which he was then
manager. He was named vp in 1956
and was elected to board of directors
last year. Mr. Lee joined Storer in
1958 from KOVR (TV) StocktonSacramento, Calif., where he was presi*
dent and general manager. He has
been managing director of WAGA-TV
since 1959 after serving Storer in similar capacities at WITI-TV Milwaukee
and now-extinct WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del.-Philadelphia.

Mr. Michaels

Mr. Lee

Mr. Brown

Mr. Flanagan

Kenyon Brown resigns as president
of Broadcast Div. of Nan Corp., effective immediately, to devote full time to
his other interests, including several radio stations and 10% of the Los Angeles Angels, newly franchised American League baseball team (see story,
page 56). Alvin G. Flanagan, Nan
Broadcast Div. vp and general manager
of Nan-owned KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, succeeds Mr. Brown as president.
Nafi also owns KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore., and KTVT (TV) Ft. Worth-Dallas and KXYZ Houston. Mr. Brown's
personal radio holdings include KITO
San Bernardino and KSON San Diego,
both California; KANS Kansas City
and KGLC Miami, Okla. With Bing
Crosby, George L. Coleman, Joseph A.
Thomas and Kevin Sweeney, he owns
KFOX Long Beach, Calif., but transfer
of that station's license to Washington
Homes Inc., Washington, D. C, is
awaiting FCC approval.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE

continued

Robert H. Walker and associates to
David R. Worley and C. O. Kendrick
for $200,000. Mr. Worley has interest
in KLEA Lovington, N.M., and in
KSEL Gallup, N. M. Mr. Kendrick is
co-owner of KENN Farmington and
KYVA Gallup, both N. M. Broker was
Hamilton, Landis & Assoc.
■ WOHI-AM-FM East Liverpool,
Ohio: Sold by Richard V. Beatty and
group to Joseph D. Coons and associates for $175,000. Mr. Coons was
formerly with WTRY Troy, N. Y., and
more recently consultant with New
England Telephone Co. Broker was
Blackburn & Co.

'Extra' pact adopted
Pact covering pay for extra players
on tv commercials concluded Friday
by Screen Actors Guild, Screen Extras
10

Guild and New York Film Producers
Assn. New "Product Extra Player"
class set up with $55 daily minimum
retroactive to last Nov. 16 and running
to June 30, 1964; base rises to $70.83
July 1, 1962. Original payment covers
13 weeks with provision for re-use pay.
Pact makes first time extras who demonstrate products will get special rates
plus reuse payments. (Early story
page 29.)
Gleason to return
Jackie Gleason returns next month
to CBS-TV after year's absence to star
in comedy panel. Starting Friday, Jan.
20, 9:30-10 p.m. (EST), L&M cigarettes (through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample) and Plymouth Div. of Chrysler (N. W. Ayer) present You're in the
Picture, replacing The Garlund Touch,
which same two have sponsored. Star,
one of handful under long-term multimillion contract to CBS, returns in

panel format using four guests and
comic visual device for guessing game.
FCC in West Virginia
Four members of FCC were to be
in West Virginia today (Monday) for
inspection tours of two government
installations. Group will visit National Radio Astronomy Observatory,
Greenbank, and Naval Research Station. Sugar Grove. Planning to make
trip were Commissioners Frederick W.
Ford, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and John S. Cross, Chief Engineer
Ed Allen and several other commission
engineers.
Lehman heads ARF
Alcuin W. Lehman, managing director of Advertising Research Foundation
Inc., for 16 years, elected president of
ARF at Dec. 8 meeting of board of
directors. Arthur Hull Hayes, president
of CBS Radio, was elected chairman of
board.
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Two tv station owners * erect tv antenna towers within guy-wire range
of each other. In fact, a wire goes from the top of each antenna to
the base of the other. The ground between the two is fiat. One tower
is 700 ft. high, the other 500 ft. What is the height above ground
where the two guy wires cross one another? (These are ultra-special,
giant economy size guy wires with no middle age spread or sag.)
Solve this neck-craning problem and receive, absolutely without
strings, a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. If you have already earned this invaluable
trophy,
so in your entry and we'll provide another brainstimulatingsayprize.
* Obviously,
or they
have No
mounted
both antennas on a they
singleweren't
tower buddy-buddy
to obtain equal
signalwould
coverage.
such problems
exist in Washington, D. C, where all four stations have equal height antennas
— but WMAL-TV leads in market coverage due to its total area promotion of
ABC programs.

-tv
wmal
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.
Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C, WSVA-TV and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.
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DATEB00K
IN

LANSING

THE
CENTER
OF
CENTRAL
MICHIGAN'S
MULTI-MILLION*
MARKET.,.

WILS
5000

WATTS

has been consistently
rated
NO.

1

by every listener survey for
the past 4 years.
WILS
Mon.-Fri,
7:00 am
19.9
63.1
12:00 noon
Mon.-Fri,
12:00 noori
14.2
66.5
6.00 am
C. E. Hooker — Jan., Feb., Marsh, 1960
*A $61 i, 846 000.00 market composed of industry, education and state government
(S M - July 10, 1960 - E. B. 1.)
BUY

WILS

Lansing

. . . the most for your money
in the market.
eprescnted by Venard, Rintoul & McConnell 03
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A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
*Dec. 16— Foreign Press Assn. (an organization of correspondents for radio-tv networks, news agencies and newspapers in 52
countries) seventh annual international
press ball. Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
Proceeds of the ball will be divided between
the United
Nations
Children's
Emergency
Fund
(UNICEF)
and the
Community
Service
Society of New York.
Dec. 19 — Broadcasting Executives Club of
New England annual Christmas party. Grand
Ballroom, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston, 5
p.m.
*Dec. 30 — Deadline for reply comments on
FCC's proposal
regarding
assignmentminimum
of vhf
channels
at less
than present
mileage separations. Docket 13,340.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for entries in first International Broadcast Awards competition of
Hollywood Advertising Club.
Dec. 31— Deadline for submitting nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards. The
categories are: a large station for outstanding programming; a small station for similar
excellence, and an outstanding news commentator. Awards are for radio or tv. Submit entries to Prof. O. W. Riegel, head of
the Dept. of Journalism and Communications, Washington and Lee U., Lexington,
Va.
JANUARY 1961
*Jan. 6— Comments due on FCC's proposal to
add ch. 9 to Syracuse and ch. 13 to Rochester, both New York, and make other changes
to bring this about.
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Jan. 10 — Deadline for entries for the George
Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards.
The awards give recognition to programs,
stations, networks and individuals. Categories for both radio and tv are: news,
entertainment, education, youth or children's programs,and
promotion
international
understanding
public ofservice.
Entry
blanks and further information may be
obtained from the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens,
Ga.
Jan. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Sotimebuying
and will
selling
luncheonseminar. ciety's
Johnny
Carson
discuss
what
show business people think of the broadcast
media. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
TelevisionGrand
Arts &Ballroom,
Sciences "Close-Up"
1961
dinner.
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
Jan. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Robert (Bucky) Buchanan, radio-tv
group head of J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.,
is featured
in a case Room,
history Hotel
of Ford's
broadcast use. Hawaiian
Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
*Jan. 20-22 — Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference. Pioneer Hotel, Tucson, Ariz. James Proud, president of Advertising Federation of America, will report on
plans for Feb. 1 meeting with members of
Congress.
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting at which FCC Commissioner
John S. Cross will be featured speaker.

Jan. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Harry Renfro, in charge of radio-tv
at D'Arcy, St. Louis, talks about use of
local programs and/or syndication as compared to spot announcements. Hawaiian
Room, Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15
Jan. 24-26 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
p.m.
Broadcasters
and Henry W. Grady School oi
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Maurice
B. Mitchell, president of Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc., and Arthur Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio, will be among the
featured speakers.
Jan. 27 — Educational Foundation of American Women in Radio & Television, Board
of Trustees meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel,
New York City.
Jan. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, board of directors meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 30-Feb. 4— National Retail Merchants
Week sponsored by 11,500 stores of National
Retail Merchants Assn. with slogan, "Retailing Serves America."
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's non-competitive public interest awards to radio-tv and other public
information media entries will be accepted
for radio-tv stations and networks, advertisers, daily and weekly newspapers, national news services and syndicates, and
labor organizations; consumer and trade
magazines and outdoor advertising companies. NSC also will administer Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety
from
of council's
public
interestamong
awardsrecipients
in radio-tv
and advertiser
categories. Two new awards of $1,000 each
will be presented to producer and writer
of radio or tv programs selected from Sloan
Award winners. Official blanks may be obtained from the Council at 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
*Feb. 1 — New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to revise annual financial report (Form 324) due from all broadcast stations, including condensed balance sheet,
analysis of notes payable, a new income
statement and a new breakdown of revenues. Docket 13,842.
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv
programs.
Feb. 5-6 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
spring convention. Commodore Perry Hotel,
Austin.
Feb. 5-11—1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 7 — International Broadcast Awards
banquet of Hollywood Ad Club. 8 p.m.,.
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood. Awards for outstanding broadcast commercials in international competition will be presented.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative Chicago.
advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador,
Feb. 18 — Western States Advertising Agencies Assn. annual dinner dance. An award
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THE X-15
IS THE
PACESETTER
IN JET
It established
manned

TRAVEL

the record for the fastest

flight — 2150

miles an hour

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

provides Cincinnati's most complete news service. It is the only Cincinnati

radio station with radio-equipped mobile
news units ... it was the first Cincinnati
station to use "beeper" reports . . . the
first to editorialize . . . the first and only
Cincinnati station to "review"
papers. In Programming

the news-

... In Popularity

• . . In Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.

Represented Nationally by Gill- Perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, AtFanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSAI - Cincinnati; WPEN - Philadelphia; WALT - Tampa
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STATIONS

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Operating WCBS-TV New York, KN XT Los Angeles, WBBM-TV Chicago,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia and KMOX-TV St. Louis

will be presented to the "Advertising Citizen
of
Venetian Room, Ambassador Hotel,
Los 1960."
Angeles.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 26 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, first of a series of annual salutes to
stations. WLW Cincinnati to be honored. 5
p.m., Latin Quarter, New York City. Protionceeds
Inc. will go to the Broadcasters' FoundaMARCH
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March 9 — Radio & Television Executives
Society of New York annual banquet. 7:30
p.m.,tel,Grand
Waldorf-Astoria HoNew YorkBallroom,
City.
March 17-18 — Professional Advertising Club
of Topeka workshop and clinic. Washburn
U., Topeka, Kan.
*March 30-April 1 — Industry Film Producers
Assn. second annual convention and trade
show. Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica, Calif.
APRIL
* April 1 — Deadline for entries in the American Bar Assn.'s Gavel Awards competition
given to tv, radio stations and newspapers
in major cities for "outstanding contribuOLORCAS
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).

THAT'S
ACCEPTANCE!
On June 27, RSI announced a new service for radio and television
stations that play records :
Ten new singles each week . . . The Billboard's "Spotlight Winners"
— the best of the new releases as selected by The Billboard.
In four months, over 450 stations — from every section of the United
States and Canada — subscribed to RSI. This swift acceptance is an
accurate measure of the great value broadcasters place on this unique
record service.
AND

IT IS A GREAT

GET

THE

BEST

VALUE.***

OF THE

THEM

FASTER*THEY

* AND

THEY

GET

GUARANTEE

OF

NEW

RELEASES*THEY

GET THEM

THEM

WITH

COMPLETE

RSI SUBSCRIBERS

AT A LOWER

GET
PRICE

AN UNCONDITIONAL
SATISFACTION!

Six Record and Album Services Available
If you play records — and you're not yet a subscriber — you owe it to
yourself to look into the many record services stations have asked RSI
to provide. For today, in addition to the "Hot 100," you can get weekly
"Easy Listening" and "Country Music" singles from RSI . . . new
monthly popular and classical albums ... an LP Catalog Album service.
Write to Hal Cook for the full story. No obligation, of course. Just a
wonderful opportunity to find out how you can get better records —
faster and cheaper. Write today.
Record Source, Inc.
333 East 46th Street
New York 17, N. Y.
Telephone : YUkon 6-0155
Hal B. Cook Executive Director
16 (DATEB3GK)

NBC-TV
Dec. 12-16, 19-21 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Dec. 12-16, 19-21 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental Classroom (contemporary math), sust.
Dec. 12-16, 19-21 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Dec.Is 12-16,
Price
Right, 19-21
part. (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Dec.Be 12-16,
19-21 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could
You, part.
Dec. 12-16, 19-21 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
TheDec.
Jack12-15,
Paar 19-21
Show, (11=15
part. p.m.-midnight)
Dec. 14, 21 (8=30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather; Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel
Dec.Music
14, 21
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Hall,(9-10
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 15 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Groucho
Show, Lorillard through Lennen & Newell
and Toni through North Adv.
Dec. 16 (8:30-10 p.m.) Hallmark Hall of
Belding.
Fame,
Hallmark through Foote, Cone &
Dec. 17 (12:45 p.m.-conclusion) Liberty
Bowl Football Game, B. F. Goodrich
through BBD0; Whitehall and Colgate,
both through Ted Bates, and Eversharp
through Compton Adv.
Dec. 17 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show,
hardt. Nabisco through Kenyon & EckDec. 17 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 17 (7:30-830 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 18 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Dec. 18 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 18 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 21 (8:30-9 p.m.) Project 20, U. S.
Steel through BBD0.
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watching

J-TY

Fresno males get the KMJ-TV sports-watching habit at a
young and tender age. Throughout the year there's topflight sports programming on Channel 24.
The NBC Cavalcade of Sports, NCAA Football, top basketball and baseball games in season ... to name a few of
the shows. No wonder Fresno viewers are unflaggingly loyal
to KMJ-TV.

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

in

FRESNO
(California)
KMJ-TV
McCLATCHY
Valley
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
first TV station in
the Billion-Dollar
of the Bees

REPRESENTATIVE
17
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TO

SUNSET 54

HOLLY

GREAT

TOP

SANTA MONICA 54

These 4 plus 50 more:

TV

These 4 plus 50 more:

KIDNAPPED
Freddie Bartholomew, Arleen Whelan

If you

Ve

missed

the

highway

to Big

Stars

and

WOOD

BOULEVARD

S

ENTERTAINMENT!

WILSHIRE 54

These 4 plus 50 mora

SOLD
IN
SUNSET 54
WABT Birmingham, Alabama
KNXT Los Angeles, California
KTVR Denver, Colorado
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
Haven-New D.C.Britain)
WRC(NewWashington,
WCKT Miami, Florida
Lauderdale)
WSB(FortAtlanta,
Georgia
WBBM Chicago, Illinois
WISH
Indianapolis,
(Bloomington) Indiana
SANTA MONICA 54
KNXT Los Angeles, California
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
WCKT Miami, Florida
WBBM Chicago, Illinois
WISH Indianapolis, Indiana
(Bloomington)

SEVENTH HEAVEN
James Stewart

WILSHIRE 54
KNXT Los Angeles, California
KTVR Denver, Colorado
WTIC Hartford, Connecticut
Haven-New
WCKT(NewMiami,
FloridaBritain)
(Fort Lauderdale)

THESE
MARKETS!
WHAS Louisville, Kentucky
WTPA Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
WWL New Orleans, Louisiana
(Lancaster)
WCAU Philadelphia, Pennsylvan
WTCN Minneapolis, Minnesota
WJAR Providence, Rhode Island
(St. St.Paul)Louis, Missouri
KPLR
WDEF Chattanooga, Tennessee
(Belleville, Illinois)
(Rome, Georgia)
WOW Omaha, Nebraska
KRLD Dallas, Texas (Fort Worth)
WRGB Albany, New York
KUTV,
KSL Salt Virginia
Lake City, Utah
WTAR Norfolk,
(Schenectady-Troy)
WCBS New York City, N. Y.
Newport News)
WBTV Charlotte, North Carolina
(Hampton-PortsmouthWLWT Cincinnati, Ohio
KHR Spokane, Washington
KOIN Portland, Oregon
KTNT Tacoma, Washington
(Seattle)
WWL New Orleans, Louisiana
WTPA Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
KMSP Minneapolis, Minnesota
WCAU Philadelphia, Pennsylvani
(St. Paul)
WJAR Providence, Rhode Island
KPLR St. Louis, Missouri
WATE Knoxville, Tennessee
(Belleville, Illinois)
WFAA Dallas, Texas (Fort Worth
WOW Omaha, Nebraska
WTAR Norfolk, Virginia
WCBS
New York Oregon
City, New York KTNT Tacoma, Washington
KOIN Portland,
(See Seattle)
WBBM Chicago, Illinois
WCBS
New York, City,
New Oklahoma
York
WISH
Indianapolis, Indiana
KWTV Oklahoma
(Bloomington)
WTPA Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
wWl New Orleans, Louisiana
WCAU
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvani
KRLD Dallas,
Texas (Fort
Worth)
KPLR(Belleville,
St. Louis,III.)Missouri
KTNT Tacoma, Washington
(Seattle)
WRGB Albany, New York
(Schenectady-Troy)

NEW YORK: 10 Columbus Circle • JUdson 2-7300
LOS ANGELES: 8530 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills • Oleander 5-770

tion to public understanding of the American legal and judicial systems."
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
April 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel,
Topeka.
*April 17— Academy of Motion Picture Arts
& Sciences Oscar award ceremonies. Santa
Monica (Calif.) Civic Auditorium. The presentation will be telecast by ABC-TV.
♦April 20-22 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies annual meeting. The Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. The annual
dinner will take place on Friday evening,
April 21.
*April 20-22 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
spring convention. The Holiday Inn Riviera,
Dauphin Island, Ala.
April 26-29 — Institute for Education by
Radio-Television,
Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

THAN

DELIVERS

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

MAY
*May 1 — Deadline for submissions of 100200 word abstracts and 500-1000 word detailed summaries of papers for the 1961
Western Electronic Show & Convention
(WESCON). Send to the attention of E. W.
Herold, WESCON Northern California Office,
701 Welch Road, Palo Alto, Calif.
May 3-6 — American Public Relations Assn.
17th annual convention. Hotel Shelburne,
Atlantic delphia
City,Forge N.
association's
willJ. beThehost.
The themePhilawill
be: "Analyzing
Public
Relations'
Accomplishments Problems, Opportunities
and
May 4-8 — American Women in Radio &
Television, national convention. Statler Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Skills."
May 4-14 — Brand Names Week.
May 7-11 — NAB annual convention. Sheraton Park and Shoreham Hotels, Washington.
*May 8-10 — National Aerospace Electronics
Conference, Institute of Radio Engineers.
Biltmore & Miami Hotels, Dayton, Ohio.
May 15-27 — International Festival of Television Arts & Sciences. Montreux, Switzerland. Schedule includes an international tv
equipment trade fair and a contest judging
of the best television musical variety program. The fair is being held under patronage of the Swiss Television Authority and
the city of Montreux.
*May 22-24 — National Symposium on Global
Communications, Institute of Radio Engineers, N. Y. Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
AUGUST
*Aug. 11-12 — Texas Associated Press Broadcasters Assn. fourteenth annual meeting.
Hotel Lincoln, Odessa, Tex.
*Aug. 22-25—1961 Western Electric Show &
Convention. Cow Palace, San Francisco.

YR
WS
NBC
Affiliate

•

T

V

Channel I • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 K W
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
20 (DATEB00K)

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

Advertising1961Federation
Conventionsof America
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention.
Hotel, Providence, R.Sheraton-Biltmore
I,
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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'Who's

on First?"

NOW!

WFGA-TV
1

IN

JACKSONVILLE

%

55

WFGA-TV

now dominates the Jacksonville Market with 55% share of the audience
Latest ARB (August) shows WFGA-TV first, with 55%
metro share-of-audience 9 A.M. to midnight, seven days
a week! WFGA-TV proudly joins its sister stations,
WTVJ, Miami and WLOS-TV in the Carolina Triad,
as the number one station in its respective market.
For highest results in your advertising, choose the
highest-rated station in the Jacksonville area, WFGA-TV!
For the first Jacksonville Starch Survey for over a
decade . . . Contact your PGW Colonel.

WOMETCO
[ENTERPRISES!
INC.

WFGA-TV
JACKSONVILLE

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY | PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

WTVJ
(Af/ltfate)
WLOS-TV
WFGA-TV

I

Sell
Rich

Six

Negro

Markets

Thru

ROUNSAVILLE

The 1,433,000 Negroes in six metropolitan areas covered by Rounsaville Radio
earn a spendable income of 824 million
dollars annually. They spend 80% of their
gigantic income for consumer goods —
quality, name brand products! And
Rounsaville Radio is the only medium
that reaches and sells this vast consumer
group! Rounsaville Radio is patterned to
Negro tastes, programs 100% to Negroes
with Negro talent. All six Rounsaville
Stations are rated Number-One by both
Pulse and Hooper! Get the facts! Call
Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John E.
Pearson or Dora-Clayton in the Southeast
today !
Personal Letter
Negroes listen, believe—
and respond to Rounsaville
Radio We feature Negro
disc jockeys and personalities, schedule programs the
Negro likes. No matter what
your budget, a proper part of your advertising
dollar MUST go to Rounsaville Radio or you
completely miss the Negro consumer in these
six important markets! Try Rounsaville Radio!
We are one of the oldest and the largest broadcasters in our chosen field.
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU
5,000
WattsStation!
— Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLD 1,000 Watts— New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
Buy One or All — Discounts With Two or More!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5. GEORGIA
ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President
4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN
E. PEARSON CO. V.P.DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Rep.
Southeastern Reo.
22

OPEN MIKE ®
Agencies and programs
editor : I hope that the article by Grant
Tinker of Benton & Bowles in the Nov.
14 issue (page 22, Monday Memo,
"Agencies exercise more effective program responsibility") gets wide reading
and some sound editorial backing by the
editors of your magazine. I think he
stated the situation very well and I hope
advertisers, agencies and networks will
consider what he has written with great
care.
My feelings on this are based on years
of experience in the field of broadcasting, both from the media side and the
advertiser-agency side. — Edgar Kobak,
New York.
State Farm's tv push
editor: Though our client, State Farm
Insurance Companies, headquarters in
the relatively small city of Bloomington,
111., it is strictly big time in its use of
television — both in the programming
area (co-sponsor of The Jack Benny
Program on the CBS-TV network) and
in the commercial creative area (new,
distinctive three-note car horn theme).
Therefore, it was gratifying to see
your Nov. 28 story (page 32) on State
Farm's and Needham, Louis & Brorby's
activities in tv that have helped build
our client to the position of the world's
largest automobile insurance company
. . . — Harold A. Smith, Vice President,
Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago
'Reckless abuse'
editor: ... At a time when advertising
people are struggling desperately to correct false impressions and improve the
image of our business, [Stan] Freberg
[again] has delivered a devastating blow
to our cause. Can we afford to remain
silent?
I think it is also evident that the advertising agency in this case is equally
guilty of poor judgment. . . .
This time, through the courtesy of
Chun King Chow Mein and its agency,
BBDO, Mr. Freberg loudly proclaims
the need for "a little truth in advertising for a change." A new radio-tv campaign for Chun King in 25 markets carries this (cleverly intended) copy approach. And I suspect the public will
eat it up, unfortunately, while advertising people choke on it. . . .
His assertion ... is intended, of
course, to establish the absolute honesty
of his Chun King commercial. In doing
so, however, he has brazenly accused all
advertising of deceit and deception . . .
I don't question his honesty. But I
strongly resent his challenge to mine. . . .
... Or was this the client's idea of a
practical joke? It seems appropriate to
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• decidedly

Cleveland's

#1

station*
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And the change is not infant-esimal, either. The new
WHK

WHK

is the proud papa of Cleveland's largest* audience,

thanks to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation's
new concepts of service, news and showmanship. When
preparing your Cleveland marketing formula, stir in the right
quantity of WHK.

Consult Dr. Blair, or V.P. 8b General

Manager Jack Thayer, (EXpress 1-5000)
Cleveland WHK
A station of the
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corporation

"Hooper Audience Index, 22.0%, Oct. -Nov. 1960, 7 a.m. -6 p.m., Mon.-Fri
Pulse Metro Area, 26.0% — avg, total share of audience
in and out of home, 6 a.m.- 12 mid., Sun-Sat., Sept. 1960
Hooper Business Establishment Survey, 22. 3%, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Aug. 1960*

YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN

IF YOU

NEBRASKA

DON'T

USE

KOLN-TY!

ask why the Chun King product is the
only one BBDO feels compelled to advertise truthfully? Don't all the other
clients of this big, national agency have
the same integrity? Of course they do. . . .
What will we do about it? Probably
nothing. ... As always, our trade and
business associations, agencies and media
will probably ignore it. And we'll continue to pay the penalty for such reckless abuse of advertising. — Marvin S.
Cantz, Tilds & Cantz Adv., Los Angeles
Confirming the fact

jniHHElHHHL
JH K9QQ
■ - Scl
1ISD. □■OCfc

This
KOLN-TV's ofNCSTV
No. is3. Lincoln-Land
Figures show — percentages
homes reached weekly, day or night.
To cover the big markets in Nebraska
through TV, you've almost got to reach
Lincoln - Land. And to reach this big,
rich market, you've almost got to use
KOLN-TV.

KOLN-TV DELIVERS THE
MAXIMUM AUDIENCE IN NEBRASKA*
Gunsmoke
69,700 homes
Father Knows Best. .77,700 homes
6:00 p.m. News. . .76,000 homes
10:00 p.m. News. .64,000 homes
'February Lincoln NSI

Here's why: KOLN-TV is the only station that really covers the area. Latest
Nielsen credits the station with 57,000
Lincoln-Land homes during prime 6 to 9
p.m. viewing time.
And KOLN-TV's cost-per-thousand figures for night-time network shows might
happily surprise you. Ask Avery-Knodel
for the facts on KOLN-TV— Official Basic
CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska
and Northern Kansas.

WltZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WHO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTlf CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

K0LNTV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 100O-FT. TOWER
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avtry-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National fteprefenfaftVer

Wmi ■ B ROADCASTI N G
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name
address
city
Send to home address
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editor:
got from
14, page
Richard

. . . Judging from the replies I
people over the country (Nov.
123, Our Respects to Lester
Rawlins), I am in a position to

give you a survey figure which corroborates the facts you publish on your distribution.
The replies I received, projected to
all of broadcasting, makes you the No.
1 magazine in the trade. — L. R. Rawlins, General Manager, KDKA Pittsburgh
Information assistant
editor: I was delighted to note in the
Nov. 21 Broadcasting (page 104) that
I had been appointed director of information services at N. W. Ayer &
Son. But the fact of the matter is that
I recently became
to Robert
Ayer's
information
servicesassistant
director,
Van Riper . . . — Bill Taylor, N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia
Trafficking in licenses
editor: Whoever wrote Broadcasting's
editorial, "Rubber stamp FCC?" (Nov.
28, page 102), was shooting straight
from the shoulder.
There has been a lot of talk about
license trafficking but your editorial was
right when it stated that the FCC has
seven commissioners whose duty it is to
determine individual cases on their merits and "if the notion is that the FCC
should adopt rigid rules on transfers,
and in other areas, the need for a sevenis diminished."
body with
manI agree
you that station owners
should not be discouraged from upgrading their holdings.
Since 1951 I have been in the management consulting fields specializing in
radio and television stations, their management and financial problems, and
since 1956 I have been in the brokerage
field. I've seen a number of cases where
the selling of the property was the only
solution.
I like your closing paragraph, "A
complicated rule isn't essential to handle
the problem of speculation and trafficking in licenses. An alert FCC can spot
the phonies.' — Wilt Gunzendorfer, Wilt
Gunzendorfer & Assoc., Los Angeles
BROADCASTING, December 12. 1960

"In May we
Type 316B

installed two Continental Electronics transmitters: Type 317B 50KW and
10 KW. Both transmitters fit nicely in the space formerly occupied by

our

old 5KW unit. Besides this compactness, here's why we chose Continental:
Screen Modulation
Compact Size
Entire installation takes less than 100 square feet.
Highest fidelity. Less than \% carrier shift.
Remote Control
Performance
Built-in system releases 9 engineers to other duties.
Permits 100% continuous modulation at any frequency.1
Maintainability
Operating Economy
Clean, uncluttered design gives easy accessibility.
Half the cost of operating our old AM transmitters.
Line Protection
Efficient Design
Built-in MAGNIPHASE® unit protects antenna system.
"Weldon Grounded Grid"2 high efficiency Power Amplifier.
Air Cooling
Fewer Tubes
Allows compact design; minimizes space requirements.
The 317B uses a total of 19 tubes, only 8 tube types.

We

are more

sound.

More

than satisfied that these reasons
importantly,

for buying

Continental

Transmitters

were

we've received many compliments on WOR's big, clean sound!"
Harry H. Tilley
It)^ Chief E»gineer ~ WQR, New York

MANUFACTURING
4212 South Buckner Blvd. •
Dallas 27, Texas • EVergreen 1-1135
l 30 to 1.5,000 CYCLES
2 U.S. PATENT 2,836,665

COMPANY
®T" SUBSIDIARY QF LJNG-TEMCQ ELECTRONICS, INC.

MONDAY

MEMO

from ROBERT D. WOLFE, vp, Grey Adv., Beverly Hills

It's still a big country'
Some of America's largest advertisers
— and their agencies — are throwing
thousands of dollars down the drain
regularly. Equally important, because
of one basic error, they are weakening
the impact of otherwise well-conceived
campaigns.
How? Imagine that you live in Los
Angeles. It's April. The last time it
snowed in Los Angeles, 12 years ago,
the news made nation-wide headlines.
It hasn't rained in months. You turn
on your radio and hear this commercial
in behalf of an automobile manufacturer: "Slush one day, mud the next.
It's pretty hard on your car, isn't it?
The car you should buy, with smaller
wheels and more traction, is . . ."
Or let's suppose it's late September,
still in Los Angeles. You're tuned to
a network news program and you hear
the announcer for one of America's
largest life insurance companies urging
you — in commercial time — to be sure
to register so that you can vote. The
only trouble is that the last day of registration allowed in Los Angeles, for the
election, was September 15.
Incongruous ■ In Los Angeles this
October, one night after the mercury
had climbed to 93 degrees, viewers
watching a network show saw a commercial that was excellent in all respects
but one: it urged them to fill their auto
radiators today with a certain brand of
anti-freeze. In November of last year
they saw another network commercial
showing people bundled up during a
snowstorm at a football stadium while
the announcer extolled a cough remedy
and urged the viewer to "take it the
minute you get home from the game,
to ward off the effects of sleet and
cold."
Travelers between the two coasts
have often said, "The country's small
now. With the jets, it's no trick to get
back and forth in a matter of hours."
But it's still a pretty big country, in
terms of different climates, different
buying habits, different manners of
dress. How much identification is there,
for instance, between a Tucson business
man and the model in a New Yorkproduced tv commercial who wears a
Homburg and a Chesterfield?
There is even a difference of language
between various parts of the nation.
The most recent notable example was
a spot on behalf of a major tire company which made frequent use of the
word "turnpike." In California the
word is "freeway." In other parts of
the country it's "thruway."
26

It is axiomatic for the creators of
commercials to use all their skills to
overcome whatever might physically
draw a viewer away from his set during the commercial — the crying baby,
the doorbell ringing, the call of cold
beer or the bathroom. These skills are
in vain, it would seem, if viewers comment on what to them is the odd weather, the unfamiliar dress and the strange
terms of a commercial. By the time
they have finished their comments, the
commercial has gone by them forever.
The Mystery ■ This is the mystery:
most sophisticated advertisers will spend
endless hours with their agencies, planning in minute detail to test a product
in this market or that; to make the label
red instead of blue. They will argue
endlessly over the casting of a hair
model or the inflection of a word. And
yet they frequently ignore the fact that
in weather and health conditions, in
manner of speech, language and dress,
a variety of conditions prevail in Seattle,
Miami, Kansas City, Phoenix, San
Diego and New York.
Regional dealer groups attached to
national organizations long have recognized the importance of giving their advertising alocal flavor as a means of
faster, more effective, undistracted communication with their prospective customers. For instance, many Southern
California automobile dealer associations insist on making special commercials and newspaper ads that show their
products against a background of palm
trees or familiar mountain roads; and
they junk what they call the "boiler
plate" from New York and Detroit.
But not all industries are set up to
do this at the dealer end. Thus, the
problem is generally one for the manufacturer, the prime advertiser, to solve.
Suggestions ■ Obviously, it may often

be impractical to produce completely
different versions of a $10,000 tv commercial simply to show different locales
and manners of dress. But here are a
few suggestions toward accomplishing
the same end result:
1. Produce commercials that minimize regional differences. For example,
the reactions and sufferings of a man
with a bad cold are much the same, no
matter where he lives. Why show him
in a snowstorm instead of just being
miserable in bed?
2. Create different sound tracks to
be used with the same basic picture
footage in different parts of the country.
For instance, if you're selling antifreeze, write special voice-over announcer copy for Southern California.
This copy would be addressed to people
who drive up into the ski country near
Los Angeles and San Francisco and
who actually need anti-freeze. The copy
could also emphasize a different selling
point than used for other parts of the
country : many anti-f reezes are excellent
for combating radiator rust.
3. Re-make a portion of the commercial tobroaden the commercial's appeal in different regions. The shot of
an automobile smoothly driving through
slush and mud can be replaced with
one showing the same auto on a beach
or desert sand through process shots.
Regional cut-ins ■ Then, having produced one or more versions of a commercial, use local or regional cut-ins to
schedule versions appropriate to the
areas where each will be seen and
heard. The cut-ins alone will involve
additional cost, but it will be a fraction
of the total for a national advertiser —
a fraction that can make a significant
difference in the only thing that counts:
more efficient use of the advertiser's
budget, more sales.

Robert D. Wolfe, Manhattan-born, started
in radio in 1938 as a researcher-writer of
"We, the People" at Young & Rubicam,
New York; joined Kenyon & Eckhardt there
in 1941 as associate director of radio
department. In 1948 he moved to Hollywood as vp in charge of K&E's Hollywood
office. Since 1956 he has been vp in
charge of tv-radio, West Coast, at the
Beverly Hills office of Grey Adv.
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1. WSLS

& WSLS-TV move advertised merchandise from shelf to pantry in one of America's most important markets. Retail sales are
well over the billion-dollar category. Growing
fast, too. Up 98% in the past ten years.

2

Your Avery-Knodel representative has the
facts and figures. The ones you need, combined
with fast, accurate availabilities, for successful
Spot radio and television campaigns.

ROANOKE-LYNCHBURG ANYBODY?

VE GOT IT!

3. Effective television advertising belongs on
WSLS-TV, ARB rated number one station in
share of audience . . . number one in homes delivered. Full power, of course. Channel 10. An
NBC affiliate.
Effective radio advertising belongs on WSLS
. . . covering a market 62% larger than any other
Roanoke radio station. Powerful signal— 5000
watts. Low frequency— 610.

"J) I
AVERY-KNODEL
II

Offices in: New York • Atlanta • Dallas • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Chicago

FOR CHOICE AVAILABILITIES
THE ROANOKE
AVERY-KNODEL
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TO SELL

VALLEY, CALL YOUR
REPRESENTATIVE.
27

MOKE

ADULT

GLUED
than
^3?^

any

TO
other

• Petersburg

EYES

ABE

WXEX-TV
station

in

the

• Central

• Richmond

Virginia

Area

So if you want to SELL to adults (who, after all, buy EVERYTHING) then see us. Remember ... the BIGGEST BUYING
audience in RICHMOND, PETERSBURG
AND CENTRAL
VIRGINIA is the big ADULT audience ... and they buy what
they SEE

on

WXEX-TV

. ..

J£J

J£

T

NBC-TV Basic: Tom Tinsley, President; Irvin Abeloff, Vice President. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Select Station
Representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia; Adam Young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; Clarke Brown Company in the South and Southwest.
28
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■

HURT

rise in union
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TV?

programs

But rates for spot commericials zoom by a minimum
of 30%
The talent bill on the current level negotiators refused to confirm or deny Assn. of Advertising Agencies. Agencies sign letters of adherence to the
of spot television advertising will rise — reflected the information being circlose to $7.5 million a year under the
culated by advertisers and film pro- contracts, though they are not formally
signatories, and their representatives
ducers, among whom bitter resentment
new contract being prepared last week
took an active role in the negotiations.
for signature by the two major talent was evident. Some advertisers charged
unions, American Federation of Tele- that network representatives, as prin- For management, the negotiations in
vision & Radio Artists and Screen
cipal negotiators, "Let us down" by all areas — spot radio and television,
Actors Guild, and the networks, ad- accepting relatively small increases for network programs and commercials and
transcriptions — were spearheaded by
network programming and commercials
vertising agencies and film producers.
That estimate from sources close while agreeing to substantial hikes in the network labor relations executives.
Spot Problems ■ Spot television fees
the spot area. Producers blamed netto the two-month-long negotiations was
and the method of computing the costs
work negotiators for increases which
the best available as union and manthe producers feared would curtail
were the crucial portions of the negoagement representatives worked over
business.
tiations— and union officials constantly
details to implement the "substantive"
Network authorities maintained si- claimed that station time costs, not
agreement they reached 10 days ago
lence in the face of these charges ex- talent fees, were the major factor in
(Broadcasting, Dec. 5). But there
hiking overall advertiser costs over
cept to observe pointedly that it was
was widespread speculation that the
the
past few years.
not a network negotation alone — that
current level of spot television broadSome research authorities, presumcasting— approximately $650 million] the producers were in on it, too, and
ably non-partisan, told Broadcasting
a year — might not be maintained un- that both the advertisers and agencies
last week that on an overall basis they
had observers on hand who were conder the new contract, for two primary
sulted constantly. One network official figured that in spot broadcasting the
reasons :
talent costs come to about 14% of
Fear that talent cost increases pro- snapped :
time costs. Thus on McCann-Erick"What if it's true — so what? You
vided in the new contract would lead
advertisers to curtail their use of spot have to look at this thing from the son's preliminary estimate of $465 million spent in spot tv in 1959, about
television and in some cases switch to overall view. The advertisers and agen$408 million would be for time and
other media.
cies know what they're getting. And
$57 million for talent.
Fear that these same increases would
they
are
going
to pay
the participation
bill."
He
was
referring
to
the
But, it was noted, this formula inencourage advertisers to take more
cludes talent used not only in commerin
the
negotiations
by
the
Assn.
of
use
and
abroad
commercial production
National Advertisers and the American
cials but also in programs placed in
fewer performers in commercials made
at home.
Complete figures on the new contract, which is particularly complex in
The trend in time and talent charges
the spot broadcasting area, were closely
cause about 90% of the film and
guarded by both union and manageWhat's responsible for rising telement negotiators pending final drafting
tape commercials used in spot tv
vision
costs
—
time
or
talent
charges?
and ratification by SAG and AFTRA
fall under SAG jurisdiction.
The table below compares the trend
memberships. But sources who have
in each over the past five years and
Talent Cost
followed the negotiations closely estithe probable trend into 1961. The
Year
Time
Cost
Per
Performer
mated that the agreement would have
time costs, 1956 through 1960, are
1956 $21,655 $140
these dollar-and-cents results:
taken from summaries issued twice
1957
23,810
140
Talent costs on network programs
a year by the Katz Agency, national
1958
24,261
220
would rise slightly. One source specuadvertising representative. Those
1959
26,019
220
lated the increase would be "maybe 3
shown here represent the one-time
1960
27,830
220
cost of 20 seconds of evening time
5%." costs on commercials used on
to Talent
on the highest priced station in each
1961 increase
29,750*
308**
1956-61
in time: 37%
network programs would rise substanof the top 100 markets. Talent costs
1956-61
increase
in
talent:
120%
tially more. Estimates ranged around
are union scales per actor in a com20%.
mercial used in the same 100 mar* 196 1 time costs estimated by proTalent costs on commercials used
jecting from rates of increase in
kets over a 13 -week cycle, as prein spot advertising would rise at least
former years.
scribed in the Screen Actors Guild
30% on the average, might go up as
contracts with the Film Producers
* * 1961 talent cost estimated on basis
much as 65% in some cases and in
of
Assn. of New York. SAG's rates week.best information available last
others might increase by as much as
29
were used instead of AFTRA's be100%.
This pattern of cost rises — which
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

WILL TALENT

DEAL

HURT

SPOT

the spot market, so that the percentage
for talent in pure announcement campaigns would fall well below 14. It
was also noted that talent will represent a higher percentage of the total
advertising cost in regional campaigns
than in national campaigns, where
more money is spent for time. While
emphasizing that the answer must vary
from one campaign to another, some
authorities estimated that talent represents about 3% of the cost of a
national announcement campaign and
probably 7-8% of one placed regionally.
Time Comparisons ■ An examination
of costs as reported in the so-called
"spot tv estimators" prepared twice a
year by the Katz Agency, advertising
representation firm, showed that the
one-time costs of a 20-second campaign
in the top 100 markets, using the high-

1960
FIGURES

tv
AT

END

TV? continued
est one-time evening rate on the highest
priced station in each market, rose
from $21,655 in 1956 to $27,830 in
1960. This amounted to a 28.5% rise
since 1956 (see chart page 29).
For comparison, using SAG figures
since about 90% of film and tape commercials in spot fall under that union's
jurisdiction, Broadcasting examined
copies of the union contracts negotiated in March 1955 and March 1958.
Each of those coincided with the years
covered in the Katz summaries' gross
figures on 20-second announcements in
the top 100 markets.
As an example, a single on-camera
actor appearing in a 20-second spot
commercial used for 13 weeks (the
cycle prescribed in the contract) received $140 in 1956 and $220 in 1960,
a 58% increase. But the story for
1961 remains to be told. The vital

billing
OF

THIRD

Television nationally is at least $50
million ahead of last year in gross time
billings, according to latest estimates.
This edge, which takes in the first nine
months, most likely will increase in
the fourth quarter which traditionally
is heavier both in national spot and
network billing.
Television Bureau of Advertising
computations released last week and
today (Dec. 12) show spot tv grossing
more than $125 million in the third
quarter of 1960. (An earlier estimate
for the first half of the year found tv
nationally to be out ahead some $60
million [Broadcasting, Oct. 3] ).
Network tv's gross for the first nine
months came to more than $494 million. Adding spot tv's $125 million
in the third quarter to its $348 million
for the comes
first sixtomonths,
total
$473 spot
for television's
the nine
months. Together network and spot
total $967 million for the nine months,
about $50 million ahead of last year's
period.
Though the radio-tv advertising
fraternity expected the third quarter
to slump in national spot — July and
August particularly are usually slow
months — the total came to an estimated
$125 million, a 4% increase over the
same three months in 1959.
Top national advertisers in the third
quarter (combining network with spot)
includes this big four: Procter & Gamble ($24.7 million total, $14.4 million
in spot and $10.3 million in network);
Lever Bros. ($11.6 million total, $3.3
million in spot and $8.3 million in net30 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

is

well

QUARTER

ahead

INDICATE

$50

work); American Home Products
(nearly $10 million total, nearly $8
million in network and more than $2
million in spot ) ; Colgate-Palmolive
($8 million total, nearly $2.5 million in
spot, some $5.5 million in network).
Data released by TvB includes third
quarter spot billing statistics broken
down into day parts, type of activity,
product classification and a list of the
top 100 advertisers in national spot;
list of top 25 network tv advertisers and
brands in the third quarter and for the
month of September as well as network product classifications for September, the third quarter and the
period January-September.
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF NATIONAL AND
REGIONAL SPOT TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
3rd QUARTER 1960
AGRICULTURE
$ 367,000
150,000
Feeds, meals
217,000
Miscellaneous
ALE, BEER & WINE
11,713,000
11,048,000
Beer & ale
665,000
Wine
384,000
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT
AUTOMOTIVE
4,664,000
Anti-freeze
44,000
103,000
Batteries
Cars
3,117,000
Tires & tubes
630,000
Trucks & trailers
32,000
738,000
Misc. accessories & supplies
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT,
FIXTURES, PAINTS
536,000
155,000
Fixtures, plumbing, supplies
118,000
Materials
Paints
154,000
Power tools
10,000
Miscellaneous
99,000

question being asked last week was:
Exactly how much of an increase is
earmarked under the new contract?
The overall projected increase of
30% for spot tv fees will not hold for
a campaign in the top 100 markets,
since under the unit system accepted
by management, the increases will be
proportionately higher in the larger
cities and taper off in smaller markets.
One informed estimate was that at
least a 40% increase was indicated for
a campaign in the top 100 markets.
Accordingly, the talent cost for the
campaign would be boosted from $140
per performer in 1956 to approximately
$308 per performer in 1961 (and perhaps earlier, if terms of the contract
are retroactive).
Some sources questioned by Broadcasting indicated this 40% boost over
prevailing scales would be at best a
modest estimate for the hypothetical
campaign.
One meaningful statistic

of

1959

MILLION DOLLAR GAIN
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
ACCESSORIES
$ 1,650,000
Clothing
939,000
Footwear
664,000
Hosiery
24,000
Miscellaneous
23,000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 8,093,000
Confections
4,282,000
Soft drinks
3,811,000
CONSUMER SERVICES
3,968,000
Dry cleaning & laundries 22,000
Financial
605,000
Insurance
660,000
Medical & dental
76,000
Moving, hauling, storage
77,000
Public utilities
2,069,000
Religious, political, unions 298,000
Schools & colleges
108,000
Miscellaneous services
53,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 13,397,000
Cosmetics
1,820,000
Deodorants
2,842,000
Depilatories
48,000
Hair tonics & shampoos 2,394,000
Hand & face creams, lotions 867,000
Home permanents & coloring 1,814,000
Perfumes, toilet waters, etc. 65,000
Razors, blades
326,000
Shaving creams, lotions, etc. 325,000
Toilet soaps
2,381.000
Miscellaneous
515,000
DENTAL PRODUCTS
2,264,000
Dentifrices
2,211,000
Mouthwashes
30,000
Miscellaneous
23,000
DRUG PRODUCTS
6,921,000
Cold remedies
814,000
Headache remedies
1,786.000
Indigestion remedies
1,410,000
Laxatives
826,000
Vitamins
644,000
Weight aids
138,000
Misc. drug products
1,041,000
Drug stores
262,000
FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS 29,760,000
Baked goods
3,646,000
Cereals
2,592,000
Coffee, tea & food drinks 8,078,000
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that was obtained was that the proposed contract calls for a $200 fee
paid to a performer appearing in a
commercial that is to be used in either
New York, Los Angeles or Chicago
over a 13-week cycle. This fee compares to $125 per performer under the
SAG contract that expired on Nov. 15
— or an increase of 60% . In addition
SAG won a pension and welfare contribution equal to 5% of the actor's fee.
The 60% figure cannot be extended
to campaigns using a large lineup of
station, since under the unit system
there is a sliding scale, depending on
the number of units bought. Each city
in the country, depending on its population, isgiven a unit, starting with the
three largest cities (25 units each) and
descending to one unit for small cities.
The number of units is multiplied by
a dollar figure (estimated to start at
$8 for the first 50 units), which becomes lower as more markets (and

therefore units) are added.
Togetherness ■ This was the first contract jointly negotiated by AFTRA and
SAG, and their rates are going to be
the same for the first time. The unions'
scales were at a variance in the past,
with SAG's rates about 20-25% below
AFTRA's, and producers of tv film
commercials (under SAG's jurisdiction)
are expected to have stiffer competition from tape commercial producers
(both networks and independent companies).
Tape producers believe the contract
will be another step in the direction of
increasing use of video tape in national
spot commercials. In the past, they

Condiments, sauces,
appetizers
$ 1,786,000
Dairy products
1,407,000
Desserts
217,000
Dry foods (flour, mixes, rice, etc.) 2,663,000
Fruits & vegetables, juices 1,520,000
Macaroni, noodles, chili, etc. 355,000
Margarine, shortenings 1,324,000
Meat, poultry & fish
1,569,000
Soups
73,000
Miscellaneous foods
1,988,000
Miscellaneous frozen foods
302,000
Food stores
2,240,000
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 196,000
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS 4,784,000
Gasoline & oil
4,649,000
Oil additives
107,000
Miscellaneous
28,000
HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS 244,000
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, CLEANSERS,
POLISHES, WAXES
5,539,000
Cleaners, cleansers
4,964,000
Floor & furniture polishes, waxes 508,000
Glass cleaners
Home dry cleaners
3,000
Shoe polish
21,000
Miscellaneous cleaners
43,000
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENTAPPLIANCES
1,260,000
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS 507,000
Beds, matresses, springs 393,000
Furniture & other furnishings 114,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS 11,868,000
Bleaches, starches
2,717,000
Packaged soaps, detergents 8,540,000
Miscellaneous
611,000
HOUSEHOLD PAPER
PRODUCTS
1,223,000
Cleansing tissues
324,000
Food wraps
65,000
Napkins
3,000
Toilet tissue
331,000
Miscellaneous
500,000
HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL
1,231,000
Brooms, brushes, mops, etc.
58,000
China, glassware, crockery,
containers
393,000
Disinfectants, deodorizers 150,000
Fuels (heating, etc.)
67,000
Insecticides, rodenticides 483,000
Kitchen utensils
5,000
Miscellaneous
75,000
NOTIONS
14,000
PET PRODUCTS
1,203,000
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PUBLICATIONS
SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS $ 459,000
795,000
Bicycles & supplies
5,000
412,000
Toys & games
Miscellaneous
42,000
STATIONERY, OFFICE
317,000
EQUIPMENT
TELEVISION, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
213,000
22,000
Radio & television sets
Records
151,000
Miscellaneous
40,000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS &
SUPPLIES
7,656,000
6,943,000
Cigarettes
611,000
Cigars, pipe tobacco
Miscellaneous
102,000
TRANSPORTATION
& TRAVEL
837,000
Air
570,000
Bus
Rail
58,000
144,000
Miscellaneous
65,000
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS
1,182,000
24,000
Cameras, accessories, supplies
Clocks & watches
248,000
Jewelry
20,000
847,000
Pens & pencils
Miscellaneous
43,000
MISCELLANEOUS
1,767,000
212,000
Trading stamps
Miscellaneous products
867,000
Miscellaneous stores
688,000
TOTAL
$125,012,000

pointed
out,as some
agenciesforcited
lower fees
one reason
usingSAG's
film.
Probable Effects ■ Film producers
questioned last week pointed to other
implications of the SAG-AFTRA contract. One is that rising costs may
persuade some U.S. advertisers to pro-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
TOP 100 NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
SPOT TV ADVERTISERS
THIRD QUARTER 1960
Source: TvB-Rorabaugh
Procter & Gamble
$14,428,600
Lever Bros.
3,337,700
General Foods
3,262,700
Lestoil Products
2,501,300
2,428,600
Colgate-Palmolive
William Wrigley Jr.
2,197,600
American Home Products
2,096,700
Brown & Williamson
2,083,500
P. Lorillard
2,060,800
Bristol-Myers
Kellogg
1,609,900
1,609,700
Miles Laboratories
1,428,400
Nestle
1,409,800

duce some of their commercials abroad,
cutting into their business. Another is
a fear that this "extreme" increase in
performers' fees will result in equally
high demands from other unions. One
producer said:
"We start soon with the film editors
and directors. Where will we be if
we give even a 30% increase to these
people, The formula in recent negotiations isto give about a 10% increase."
AFRA's contract is with the networks and covers radio and tv network programs and commercials, radio
transcriptions and tv recorded commercials. SAG's pact is with the Film
Producers Assn. of New York and
covers both film and taped commercials.
It was reported that AFTRA received modest increases in radio in
certain areas, particularly in the sportcaster fees for big-time sports events.
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779,100
776,300
745,700
743,200
738,000
713,600
703,600
691,700
680,100
678,000
665,200
654,800
639,100
619,400
585,900
563,900
550,200
547,400
504,300
495,700
493,000

Theo. Hamm Brewing
Com Products
32.
30 Welch
31.
Grape Juice
Aerosol Corp.
33. Shell Oil
35. Revlon
34.
Continental Baking
37.
36.
Lanolin Plus
Products
38. Associated
Carling Brewing
40.
39.
41. Norwich Pharmacal
Schlitz
Pacific Tel. & Tel.
42.
International Latex
44.
43. Standard
Oil (Indiana)
45.
46. Chesebrough-Ponds
S. Borax
& Chemical
47. U.
Falstaff
Brewing
49.
48. Esso Standard Oil
Pharma-Craft
51.
50. Minute Maid
52. Carnation
53. Vic Tanny Enterprises
54. American Chicle
55. Atlantic Refining
57.
56. Carter Products
Sunkist Growers
58. Standard Oil (California)
Armstrong Rubber
Ex-Lax Electric
General
59.
61.
60.
P. Ballantine
63.
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
62.
64. United Merchants & Manufacturers
65. General Mills
66. Phillips Petroleum
67. Hertz

479,200
465,300
463,700
459,200
458,100
449,800
448,500
443,700
434,300
421,600
417,400
413,600
410,500
407,000
398,700
396,300
390,800
387,300
382,500
381,800
31

RANK
CQ
bo.
CQ
by.
/u.
/ 1.1
7It..
79
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.

COMPANY
Simon and Schuster
w. A. oneaiier ren
Uillf- Drop
mils
bros. f/\ffrt/\
uoTtee
oWITt
Dim dios
Prnc
riei
Burgermeister Brewing
Sterling Drug
B. C. Remedy
Safeway Stores
International Shoe
United Vintners

EXPENDITURE
381,000
377,300
375,800
375,000
369,000
368,500
360,100
360,000
356,000
344,400
324,400

RANK COMPANY
Motors
OA. General
/y.
01).
U. Schmidt & bons
Q1 Kroger Co.
ol.
oZ. Miller Brewing
rParkpr
cii i\ci rPpnci I
OO. Oscar Mayer
84.
Beech-Nut Life Savers
85. Duncan Coffee
86. Hudson Pulp & Paper
87. F. & M. Schaefer Brewing
88.
89. Jack LaLanne

BUYERS

AT

THE

TV

EXPENDITURE
320,400
319 800
314 800
313,600
312,900
302300
298,000
284,100
275,400
267,800
264,300
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EXPENDITURE
263 800
261 000
259 400
256,100
251,100
249,900
248,900
248,400
248,200
247,800

NETWORKS

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
Source: TvB/LNA-BAR
Jan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
September
3rd Quarter
1959
1960
1960
1960
100,950
Agriculture & farming
$ 1,506,263
297,168
810,115 $ 1,648,515
1,302,747
Apparel, footwear & access.
5,871,727 $ 3,750,255
Automotive, automotive
10,967,536
37,813,272
access. & equipment
3,997,866
32,447,836
2,030,146
766,023
Beer, wine
6,060,148
4,729,968
Building mentmaterials,
264,183
155,504
& fixtures equip1,660,315
2,155,691
789,988
10,602,337
Confectionery & soft drinks
2,334,533
8,524,697
225,768
567,204
Consumer services
2,218,056
2,600,011
18,705,342
52,306,203
60,292,674
Drugs & remedies
6,352,982
842,467
370,870
698,950
Entertainment & amusement
82,588,483
25,209,763
8,393,164
Food & food products
82,602,279
Freight, industrial &
247,530
235,587
agricultural development
Gasoline, lubricants &
other fuels
11,429,790
3,743,963
1,409,671
5,969,769
249,608
371,250
Horticulture
Household equipment &
22,798,408
22,839,409
2,192,877
8,748,418
supplies
490,147
Household furnishings
4,432,743
1,103,478
2,725,689
Industrial materials
1,557,130
17,520,908
15,347,965
6,922,381
Insurance
669,022
4,223,446
9,808,057
7,411,023
Jewelry, optical goods &
cameras
769,232
1,941,956
7,934,723
8,312,137
Office equipment, stationery
365,310
685,364
2,916,483
& writing supplies
2,420,474
Political
67,140
67,140
67,140
Publishing & media
56,270
1,661,305
1,705,209
Radio, tv sets, phonographs,
5,261
musical instruments,
accessories
219,086 1,726,308
3,777,033
3,844,616
Retail of direct by mail
36,792
Smoking materials
18,184,845
57,586,734
56,464,858
6,467,306
Soaps, cleansers & polishes
16,240,455
6,244,765
51,789,338
50,170,626
514,360
228,640
Sporting goods & toys
1,826,292
1,577,894
27,455,384
Toiletries & toilet goods
8,411,683
76,013,859
83,554,405
Travel, hotels & resorts
765,173
770,658
Miscellaneous
716,725
2,160,420
6,101,063
6,405,565
TOTAL
$51,457,364 $158,102,563
$494,396,640 $451,283,728
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF TOP 15 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
September 1960
1. Procter & Gamble
$3,353,609
2. American Home Products
2,671,073
Lever Bros.
2,333,211
3.
4. Colgate-Palmolive
1,896,319
R. J. Reynolds
1,553,557
5. General
1,253,489
6. General Foods
Motors
1,218,567
7.
8. General Mills
1,148,345
Sterling Drug
9.
1,130,454
10. P. Lorillard
1,095,494
11. Texaco
1,046,776
12. National Biscuit
915,198
905,613
13. Alberto-Culver
14. Ford Motor
880,225
878,180
15. S. C. Johnson & Son

RANK COMPANY
91.
91). Andrew Jergens
Pepperidge
ball BrothersFarm
Drug Research
UU.
OH. MIVI. J.1 RD. Pn
93.
95. Tetley Tea
Chrysler Corp. (dealers)
E. & J. Gallo Winery
96. St.
Regis Paper
98.
97. Plough
99. U. S. Time
100.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF TOP 15 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
September 1960
1. Anacin tablets
$876,168
2. Kent cigarettes 872,603
3. Winston cigarettes 706,457
4. Texaco (general promotion) 649,001
5. Dristan tablets
580,609
6. Ford passenger cars
548,866
7. Pall Mall cigarettes 502,528
8. Colgate dental cream 492 506
9. Bayer aspirin
478,959
10. L & M cigarettes 470,990
11. Salem cigarettes 429.176
12. Camel cigarettes 417,924
13. Tide
381,649
14. Bufferin
374,212
15. Phillies cigars
372,776

DATA RELEASED LAST WEEK OF TELEVISION
BUREAU OF ADVERTISING
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF TOP 25 NETWORK COMPANY ADVERTISERS
Third Quarter 1960
1. Procter & Gamble $10,350,190
2. Lever Bros.
8,351,044
3. American Home Products 7,830,428
4. Westinghouse Electric 6,058,429
5. Colgate-Palmolive 5,592,959
6. Brown & Williamson 3,987,802
7. General Foods
3,620,755
8. General Motors
3,608,802
9. Sterling Drug
3,498,987
10. R. J. Reynolds
3,488,587
11. Texaco
3,049,474
12. Bristol-Myers 3,016,841
13. Alberto-Culver 2,970,151
14. General Mills
2,842,615
15. National Biscuit
2,488,263
16. Gillette
2,436,630
17. Liggett & Myers
2,388,238
18. American Tobacco 2,273,508
19. Mutual Benefit Health 2,241,610
20. Philip Morris
2,126,894
21. P. Lorillard
2,108,768
22. Ford Motor
2,001,889
23. National Dairy Products 1,966,751
24. Miles Laboratories 1,962,258
25. S. C. Johnson
1,956,706

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF TOP 25 NETWORK BRAND ADVERTISERS
Third Quarter 1960
1. Westinghouse (institutional) $2,737,368
2. Anacin tablets
2,556,426
3. Mutual of Omaha
2,241,610
4. Texaco (general promotion) 1,997,899
5. Bufferin
1,728,824
6. Dristan tablets
1,662,864
7. Kent cigarettes 1,653,992
8. Winston cigarettes 1,554,555
9. Bayer aspirin
1,488,075
10. L & M cigarettes 1,416,578
11. Colgate dental cream 1,356,161
12. Lipton tea
1,329,390
13. Phillies cigars
1,214,410
14. Pall Mall cigarettes 1,180,186
15. Tide
1,119,155
16. Alberto VO 5
1,074,816
17. Kentucky King cigarettes 1,072,357
18. Westinghouse electric
refrigerator freezer 1,045,837
19. Camel cigarettes 1,037,070
20. Look magazine
1,024,516
21. B. F. Goodrich car tires 1,024,516
22. Gleem toothpaste 992,554
23. Phillips Milk of Magnesia 967,792
24. Belair cigarettes 929,402
25. Prudential Insurance Co. of
America
925,707
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'Excitement'

of

news

shows

lures

Gulf

WHY IT'S PUTTING $1 MILLION IN FAST-BREAKING NEWS COVERAGE ON NBC
commercials featuring the product line.
Gulf decided also that its commerThe Gulf Oil Corp. of Pittsburgh is
Carry-over Principle ■ The advertiser
cials "must conform with the level of
laying odds — and coin — on the unprehas an unusual budgeting approach built
adverthe program." Gulf is already busy
dictable in its newest television
into the project. If it goes over the
filming corporate commercials for use
tising venture.
planned
budget, it can of course approon
the
first
program.
Under
its
agreeBut Gulf is not looking at its newlypriate additional advertising funds. Or it
ment
with
NBC-TV,
Gulf,
in
some
profastfor
signed, over-$l million pact
grams, may not include any commercan take another approach — the "carrybreaking news coverage on NBC-TV
cials except for the legal necessity of
over" system, which employes a quar(At Deadline, Dec. 5) as a gamble.
terly budget review. For example: If
identifying the sponsor at the opening
As expressed by Paul Sheldon, adverand closing.
in the first three months, the budget
tising coordinator at Gulf in an intercalls for an expenditure of $300,000
Significantly,
hold "the and only $150,000 is spent, the next
view at the company's New York offices right
of where toNBC-TV
schedule will
commercials
last week:
quarter would have a budget of $450,in the program." Said Mr. Sheldon:
"This is the kind of vehicle we have
000. This might work the other way,
"We
never
want
our
commercials
to
inlong been looking for. We believe it
however. If one quarter exceeds its
trude.
The
network
is
being
given
wide
[treatment of news events] to be the
budget
the following quarter could be
The
trimmed accordingly.
most exciting area of television.
Gulf Oil was a consistent and veteran
latitude." television user until June 1957,
tv."
network
best tv is the most thoughtful
In its agreement with NBC-TV, Gulf
What Is It ■ Gulf has contracted with
has first refusal rights to sponsor
NBC-TV for 52 weeks of NBC Special when it gave up Life With Riley as well
as the medium. It did continue, howplanned news specials, such as a presiNews Reports. Each news program
dential inauguration or the coronation
ever, with some spot television.
min15
of
minimum
a
will run from
of a queen.
in
hour
one
of
For
the
first
time,
Gulf's
tv
advertisutes to a maximum
The flexible contract actually benefits
ing will emphasize the corporate image.
length.
Gulf in still another way. Available
There will be at least two corporate
an
on
ed
The shows will be schedul
to the Special News Reports and to the
messages for each product commercial.
instant basis. When a fast-breaking
Gulf identity will be the total (and farThe
latter
will
be
confined
to
Gulf's
will
news event develops, NBC News
marketing territory, which covers the flung) news effort of NBC-TV. Frank
ThompCraig
alert Mr. Sheldon and/ or
eastern U. S. — from the Mississippi to McGee will serve as chief correspond,
ent or anchor man, with other network
son, director of Gulf's publica relations
the Atlantic — and parts of the Southprogram
newsmen participating.
west.
that it plans to schedule
based on a specific news development.
In its tv commercials, Gulf will use
Negotiations ■ As reconstructed, this
is how the contract signing came about:
Gulf has the right to refuse sponsora
"corporate
spokesman"
in
the
person
NBC-TV contacted Mr. Sheldon with
ship of any of the proposed programs,
of Whitfield Connor, an actor who has
never taken part in a tv commercial.
the general program idea last summer
though Mr. Sheldon observed the commany such in- Some Red Barber commercials will also
(around Aug. 1). Reaction at Gulf
pany doesn'tAfterexpect
stances. accepting a proposed
be used. The sportscaster has acted in was tenuous, though the company recwill designate the compast years as a Gulf spokesman in
program, mercialsGulf
ognized this might be the corporate- or
to be used.
public-relations effort Gulf was seeking in order to achieve its advertising
Such "unpredictable national and international crises" as a Nova Scotia
goals. It was obvious there were "gray
mine disaster, the U-2 incident, United
areas" in the plan that needed to be
Nations Security Council meetings, or
worked out. But, by the middle of
a crisis in Japan are cited as the type
September, NBC President Robert E.
Kintner had met with Gulf executives
breaks coming under Gulf's
of news ip.
sponsorsh
and received initial approval if addiGulf is prepared to spend more than
tional details could be settled. By then,
the $ 1 million-plus currently earmarked
a contract predicated on good faith befor the Special News Report if, in the
tween advertiser and network had been
formed.
company's opinion, it's warranted and
budget-wise.
Studied Logs ■ Before it committed
Y&R's Matthews looks at
itself to the program association with
NBC-TV, Gulf and its agency, Young
the ideal media man
& Rubicam, New York, carefully
A vice president of Young & Rubiworked up a "formula" based on the
cam has described the ideal media
average number of news breaks scheduled by NBC-TV for the past two or
man as a combination scientist-statistician-artist. And one tool the wonder
three years. Network logs for the period were studied to determine number
man badly needs is better broadcast
and frequency.
measurement, giving uniform data on
Mr. Sheldon revealed that Gulf has
statistical, geographic and economic
characteristics of broadcast audiences.
requested that NBC News place at least
These challenges were in a talk by
50% of the Special News Reports in
William E. Matthews, vice president
prime time on a pre-emption basis. The
and director of media relations and
advertiser, however, has no guarantee
on the amount of commercial time it
planning of Young & Rubicam, New
Gulf's Paul Sheldon
will be allotted in a given segment.
York, before the San Francisco AdBROADCASTING, December 12, 1960
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In one afternoon,

KVAR,

Phoenix,

buys Warner's films of the 50's;
signs sponsor at double the rate
November 17
1P.M. -New York - Dick Lewis, Pres., KVAR,
Phoenix, and Bob Rich, V.P., General Sales Manager,
Seven Arts Associated, conclude negotiations for
purchase of first release of Warner's Films of the 50's.
November 17
4 P.M. — Phoeilix -Tom Mitchel, KVAR sales
representative, signs Carl Petralia, V.P., General
Manager, Fletcher Jones Chevrolet, to full sponsorship of 25 of the Seven Arts feature films for two
runs on the company's 3-year-old Thursday-Friday
1 1 P.M. "Showcase" ... at twice the previous rate.

Says Bob Vache, Program Director, KVAR, "This fast sale
was wonderful but maybe the most profitable angle for us
is in the fifteen top-notch features we'll use as spot carriers. The twenty-five Fletcher Jones selected were tops
for their particular "Showcase" requirements. But with a
quality package like this, they could have picked any
twenty-five and still left us a gold mine of spot carriers.
"In the past, we'd be lucky to find 30% of the features in a
film package that were really good TV attractions. A lot of
the rest we'd never show. But with the Seven Arts package
100% are features with real audience pulling power."
Warner films of the 50's ... money makers of the 60's!
SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.

NEW YORK
270 Park Avenue - YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO
8922-D La Crosse, Skokie, III. - ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS
6710 Bradbury Lane - ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES
1 1358 Elderwood St. - GRanite 6-1564

vertising Club Wednesday (Dec. 7).
A few days earlier, Mr. Matthews took
a look at the media themselves in an
east coast address before insurance
advertisers.
Television has reached the point
where it "must now take stock of its
quality" and "must continue to seek
within its present techniques new life
and fresh direction," Mr. Matthews
told the Insurance Advertising Conference in Washington, D.C., Dec. 2.
Mr. Matthews gave an evaluation
of all media in his talk and said tv is

A potential radio-tele^ /ision gold mine
METRECAL IS FIRST OF FOOD CONCENTRATES BUYING

TV

New weight-control products bear main hurdle to be jumped before most
watching by radio and television as pop- major weight-control brands can even
ularity of the food concentrates in- consider consistent use of radio and tv
creases and their market distribution on a national scale. Lack of national
widens. Already there have been first distribution by nearly all of the 75 or
more labels currently available across
signs of tv-buying by agencies handling
the multitude of brands in the field.
the country is the big obstacle to overcome before other brands can follow
Among the broadcast nibblers: Mead
in
the
steps of leader Metrecal, estiJohnson & Co.'s Metrecal, the "grandmated at present to have more than
daddy" of them all. Though only introduced six months ago, Metrecal is one one-third of the total market. Retail
"settling down." He said tv now "must
question whether present practices in of the few new nutritional products to sales of all the meal-in-a-glass products
programming and scheduling are valid achieve national distribution. It's sig- are nearing $100 million.
nificant to note that this distribution
The weight-control product has befor future growth."
point was reached at about the time
come something of a phenomenon on
Radio, he said, has the audience
the food marketing scene. No one
and facilities to claim "serious consid- the company decided to sponsor ABCseries on Winston Churchill, The seems to know for sure the exact
eration" by national advertisers. He TV's
number of brands introduced in recent
Valiant Years beginning Jan. 1, 1961.
observed that while radio is "confused
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
Inc.,
New
York,
is
months.
Some companies make the
by instability of rates and formula proMetrecal's agency.
same
900-calorie
product for different
gramming," there are signs that imA few brands in the food concentrate
private label retailers. The product can
provement is"imminent." He declared:
field are using spot tv in test market
now be purchased by weight-watchers
"Radio will continue to be an economical and flexible local medium of real campaigns. Among those that can be at lunch counters, grocery dairy cases,
expected to aim for national sales is hotel dining rooms, department stores,
impact."
discount houses, pharmacies or through
He said magazines are "coming up Quaker Oats Co.'s Quota, via J. Walter
again with editorial imagination to re- Thompson Inc., Chicago and now using dairy home-delivery service. The prodtv in three midwest markets (Broaduct may come in liquid or powdered
assert their hold on the reading public"
casting, Sept. 19). In some markets
form, water or skim milk-based, and,
and noted that newspapers have had
where many brands have converged at of course, enriched with assorted min"a new birth of color" and are striving
erals and vitamins.
for new sales techniques and rates to once, local brands are being introduced
in tv spots. A Minneapolis dairy has a
serve national advertisers.
Latest blue-chip companies to introheavy tv spot schedule to promote Milk
duce the dietary product include National Dairy Products Inc., which
Protein Inc.'s Controcal product.
Nielsen announces
Why the wait? ■ But there's yet a started distribution in late November
of Sealtest 900 Calorie Diet in New
expansion of NSI
York, Detroit and Milwaukee. N. W.
An expansion of A. C. Nielsen Co.'s
Ayer & Son, New York, is handling
local television market reporting service
the ready-to-drink liquid food.
to include all U. S. tv stations was announced last week. John Churchill, vice
president for local broadcast services,
Toymakers' business up
said the Nielsen Station Index, which
as they discover tv
currently measures 389 stations in multistation markets, will also measure those
Toy sales and tv toy advertising will
in single station markets at least twice
both reach new highs in 1960, Televia year. The first such measurement will
sion Bureau of Advertising claims.
be done by next spring.
Paced
by Mattel Inc.'s network spot billMr. Churchill also said NSI samples
ings of $970,230 for the first nine
months of the year, toy companies will
will be increased in order "to pinpoint
spend more than $7 million on national
marginal audiences"; that NSI reports
for all markets would be synchronized
tv advertising in 1960, the bureau reat least twice a year to permit more
ported last week. Toy sales in 1960 are
market-to-market comparisons; that
expected to top last year's $1.65 billion
sales-area breakouts would be made
by more than $50 million.
In the first nine months of 1960, toy
available to spot or network advertisers
New product for tv
makers spent $2,708,130 for national
as a part of NSI's special analysis facilities and that across-the-border audiences
R. T. French Co., Rochester,
and regional spot and network tv gross
for U. S.-Canadian stations will be made
time
billings alone, against $2,272,030
N.Y., will utilize eight CBS-TV
in the like period of 1959, an increase
available as part of NSI's total audience
daytime network shows and spot
measurement. Sampling and market
tv in the top 28 markets early
of 19.5%. Network tv billings repredata will be based on the new U. S.
sented $1,198,130 of the total (source:
next year to introduce its new
TvB/LNA-BAR) while spot tv in the
census
and
NSI
'61
coverage
informaPre-Sliced
Frying
Potato.
Nettion.
work tv schedule includes Video
January-September 1960 period was
Mr. Churchill said "The loyal support
Village, Love of Life, Verdict
$1,510,000 (TvB-Rorabaugh).
Is Yours, Secret Storm, I Love
of over 600 long-term subscribers" made
Runners-up to Mattel in network tv
these expansions possible. He also anLucy, As the World Turns, The
billings at the nine-month turn
spot
nounced that 14 major radio-tv adverMillionaire and Edge of Night.
were: Colorforms Inc., $267,000; Gentising agencies had become "full-packeral Toy Co., $223,550, and Ideal Toy
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.
age" NSI clients in the last 90 days.
Co., $172,910.
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
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in the LANCASTER/
HARRISBURG

/ YORK

market

WGAL-TV
This station with its multi-city coverage

f

looks to the future. It's your profit buy
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

MULTI-CITY

TV

MARKET
JNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL PHOTO

CHANGE
FOR THE FUTURE
New machine changes dollar bills into coins;
rejects foreign, fake, and counterfeit money.

316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
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Company, Inc.

New York

Lancaster, Pa. • NBC and CBS
STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
Chicago

•

Los Angeles

•

San Francisco
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To

strengthen

LENNEN & NEWELL FINDS
Lennen & Newell, New York, one of
the more research-minded advertising
agencies last week offered the first analysis and report of its Competitive Persuasion Index (CPI) system of testing
television commercials.
Adolph J. Toigo, president of L&N,
and Christopher Sante, senior vice president and director of research, told
Broadcasting in an exclusive interview
that CPI is a "unique tool," designed to
help with this critical question: "Can we
find out what's wrong with a commercial that we can correct?"
The agency, after more than two
years of testing, introduced CPI for its
clients about two and a half years ago.
In this first disclosure of CPI techniques
and accomplishments, Mr. Toigo commented:
"About 80% of our work in research
is designed to see if the present plan can
be effectively changed in any area —
product, creative, media; and, if so,
what these changes should be. We cannot wait for sales figures to be compiled
to determine whether or not advertising
is doing its job. Especially in the area
of tv commercials, where each second
is meaningful, every available tool must
be used to study constantly both consumer retention and the persuasiveness
of the advertising story . . . We spent
more than two years on the development of CPI to determine the effectiveness of our new commercials. As such,
the CPI has proved invaluable."
For these reasons ■ Mr. Sante explained that CPI is used largely to test a
new campaign that is developing; to test
a campaign that has run some time to
discover whether it needs refinement; and
to test the execution of a campaign to
ascertain if a strong sponsor identification has emerged (particularly when a
competitor is running a commercial
similar to an L & N client's). He estimated that about Vs of all commercials
require a major change; a minor
change; the remainder, no change.
The CPI method makes use of trained
research interviewers who visit people
in their homes. Equipped with rearscreen projectors the interviewers show
commercials of both L&N clients and
those of competitors. The average sample runs to about 300 interviewees.
CPI, Mr. Sante said, permits L&N
to obtain random, reproducible samples of product prospects. He defined
"random" as interviewees representing
all types of people (not just those wanting to attend a theater or tune in to a
special test broadcast). He noted that
if, on the basis of a CPI, a change is
made in the commercial, a second sam40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

commercials,

do

research

CPI BOOSTS COMMERCIALS' SELLING POWER
ple that matches the first in all respects of the 1959 commercial was devoted
(in other words, a reproducible sample)
to local dealer identifications, and evican be obtained. Therefore, any differdence showed thatin this
did not to"sell"
ences in results of a second test can be CPI interviewees
proportion
the
time devoted to it. In its place, a
attributed to changes in the commercial,
reference to finding a dealer through
not to changes in the sample of people
interviewed. Product prospects means
Yellow Pages was substituted.
that interviews are limited to people
Armstrong increased its 1960 budget
who use the product (e.g., cigarette in- to almost $1 million and, starting last
terviews only with smokers.)
May, the revised commercials were run.
The interviewers are able to obtain
Armstrong reports that sales reached
detailed information on many factors,
$116 million for the year ended last
Mr. Sante pointed out. These include:
September, up from $101 million in
memorability of the copy points, be- the year ended Sept. 30, 1958.
One interesting sidelight emerged
lievability, emotional response (does the
commercial "move" people?), persuasive
from L & N's studying the believability factor in commercials. Mr.
effect of the two competitive commercials, opinions of brands being tested
Sante observed: "We find that if about
20% find a claim in the copy to be
(this affects attitudes toward the commercials). With respect to the last 'unbelievable' we still keep it in the
commercial. This makes for contronamed factor, CPI adjusts for bias —
versy and discussion. But if it goes
that is, people who have a preference
for a particular brand and are likely to above 20%, the claim gets into the
display a related preference for that realm of implausibility and we either
revise the claim or use another apbrand's commercial. The agency makes
certain the sample is not weighted with
people favoring one brand over the
other since the comparative results for
Agency appointments...
the two commercials (L & N's client and
■ Comfort Mfg. Co., Chicago, apthe competition) would be unrepresenproach."
tative of an unprejudiced group.
points Olian & Bronner, that city, to
Mr. Sante cited the experience of the handle advertising for its Craig-Martin
agency with the Armstrong Rubber Co.
Toothpaste, effective Jan. 1, 1961.
as an example of CPI operation. In
Agency currently handles company's
1959 the company invested about
Anti-Terge Protective Cream. Tooth$650,000 in spot tv and, according to
paste account previously was handled
Mr. Sante, there was sales evidence
by
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
that L&N had created a strong commercial. In the winter of 1960 the com■ The Royal McBee Corp., Port
mercial was tested against that of anChester, N. Y., appoints Young &
other large tire-manufacturing comRubicam Inc., N. Y., as agency for its
pany,
Armstrong's
was learned
found more
electronic data processing systems.
effective. and But
the agency
there
were three areas where the commercial
Y & R also handles Royal's complete
line of typewriting equipment and specould be strengthened: a more dramatic
cial products.
opening sequence was needed; Arm■ Quaker Cane Sugar, manufactured
strong's price needed emphasis (a line
by the National Sugar Refining Co.,
was added saying, "extra safety at no
extra cost"); and, thirdly, about 20%
appoints Young & Rubicam, N. Y., as
ARBITRON'S

DAILY

Listed below are the highest-ranking
television shows for each day of the
week Dec. 1-7 as rated by the
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of
Date
Thur., Dec. 1
Fri.T Dec. 2
Sat., Dec. 3
Sun., Dec. 4
Mon., Dec. 5
Tue, Dec. 6
Wed., Dec. 7
Copyright 1960 American

CHOICES

the American Research Bureau. These
ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.

Program and Time
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9 p.m.)
Fight of the Week (10 p.m.)
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Red Skelton (9:30 p.m.)
Wagon Train (7=30 p.m.)
Research Bureau

Network
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Rating
33.7
21.4
30.7
27.5
25.0
23.8
26.3
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Making

your

broadcast

advertising

go

dollars

farther

The key to a profitable return on your
broadcast advertising investment may lie in
your knowledge of a station's true coverage:
How big is the station's market?
How many homes are there in the area?
How many have radios? Television sets?
How many families listen to the station?
How loyal are these families?
How often do they listen or view?
How often do they tune elsewhere?
How does their county distribution fit your
marketing problems?
These are but a few of the questions NCS '61
answers ... it takes the gamble out of time
buying . . . gives you the key to more profitable
use of broadcast media.

FOR ALL THE FACTS
CALL . . . WIRE ... OR WRITE TODAY
CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS, 360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810
NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK, 575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020
MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA, 70 Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
NCS is a Registered Service Mark of A. C. Nielsen Company.

Nielsen
2101 Howard
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Coverage
Service
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company
Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400
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its agency, effective Feb. 1.
■ McKesson & Robbins, Bridgeport,
Conn., to Maxon, Detroit, for McKesson labs products and wholesale drug
department, effective Jan. 1, 1961.
■ Chicken Delight Inc., Moline, 111.,
a franchise chain of "food-to-go" restaurants, appoints Tilds & Cantz, L. A.,
to direct advertising, merchandising
and publicity. The chain is comprised
of some 400 stores. Southern California's group of 30 stores is currently on
KMPC Los Angeles, with expanded use
of radio and regional magazines under
consideration, according to T&C account executive Alan M. Berger.
■ John Green Corp., El Segundo,
Calif., and John Green Corp. of Northern Calif., San Francisco, Renault distributors serving California, Nevada,
Utah and Arizona, have appointed Papert, Koenig, Lois, N. Y., as their advertising agency. This is second Renault
distributorship account acquired by the
firm. They also represent MagnaDolphin Motors Inc., N. Y., outlet for
New York, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Washington, D. C. dealers. The agency plans to open a San
Francisco office in the immediate future
to service the account. Carl J. Ally,
PKL vice president, will head the new
office.
■ Willys of Canada, Ltd., has appointed Burley, Norman. Craig & Kummel, Ltd., Toronto, as its advertising
agency.
Rep appointments...
■ WBSM New Bedford, Mass.: Foster
& Creed, Boston, as New England representative.
■ KYND Phoenix-Tempe, Ariz.: John
E. Pearson.
■ KDNT Denton; KHEM Big Spring;
KHBR Lamesa; KCMR McCamey;
KORC Mineral Wells: KIMP Mount
Pleasant; KJBC Midland; KDWT Stamford, all Texas; KHOB Hobbs; KGRT
Las Cruces, and KSIL Silver CityDeming, all New Mexico: The Stuart
Co., Dallas.
■ KADY St. Charles, Mo., and KADI
(FM) St. Louis: Jack Masla & Co.
Also in advertising
Copy awards ■ The recently-formed
Advertisers Club of New York announced last week that it is establishing
the annual "Gold Key" awards for excellence in copy writing in five categories — radio, television, consumer
magazine, newspaper and trade paper.
There will be also a special category of
entry for the "greatest ad I ever wrote
which never ran." Entry forms and
complete information will be mailed
42 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Radio spots sales up
National spot radio volume is
estimated at $140,477,000 for the
first nine months of this year.
Lawrence Webb, managing director of the Station Representatives Assn., last week reported
gross time sales of spot radio about
$1 million ahead of last year's
period ($139.4 million). This
represents an increase of 0.8%.
Third quarter national spot radio
sales hit $46,470,000 compared to
$47,066,000 in 1959.
shortly to all recognized New York
agencies. William Suitt, vice president
of Lennen & Newell, is president of the
club. Chairman of the awards committee is Lon C. Hill, J. M. Mathes
Inc., and other members are Jane Field,
BBDO; Martha Everds, Grey Adv. and
Royall Smith, Lennen & Newell.
Research fodder ■ Three bibliographies, covering copy testing, questionnaires and corporate image, have been
prepared by the Advertising Research
Foundation for exclusive distribution to
members. The copy testing list was
prepared by former ARF staff member
George T. Jefferson, covering 215
articles, books and reports through
1959. ARF Technical Director Charles
K. Ramond describes 80 articles and
books, 1939-1957 in the questionnaires
bibliography. The corporate image reference covers 40 articles, reports and
speeches, prepared by George M. Shirey
Jr., research associate of the foundation.
Handling money? ■ A syndicated radio
program feature, Your Money And
You, is being picked up by Federal
Savings & Loan Assns, around the
country. The First Federal of Washington, D. C, recently started the series
on WMAL; WTOP; WWDC, and
WRC, while the Chicago Federal will
begin the show today (Dec. 12) on
WMAQ and WGN. The 40-55 second
series of 260 shows has also been sold
to the Hartford Home Savings & Loan
(Conn.), for WKNB New Britain.
New speaker service ■ The Advertising Federation of America, Bureau of
Education & Research, N. Y., is organizing aprogram to make professional
advertising speakers available for talks
on college campuses in the U. S. Under
the plan, this AFA division would serve
as liaison between the colleges and the
18 advertising associations affiliated
with AFA. The speakers would be provided by the participating groups.
Moving day ■ On Dec. 1 the Atlanta
offices of John Blair & Co., rep firm,
moved to 1375 Peachtree St. N.E.,
Atlanta 9. The new telephone number
is 875-1567.

A PLEA

FOR

HELP

General Foods wants ads
assessed by researchers
General Foods is juggling millions
in its fiscal advertising plans and would
like some help from operations research
to find out what the investment is worth.
If "OR" could measure it, General
Foods could realize an extra $5 million
profit from only a 5% increase in advertising effectiveness.
That is the estimate of V.A. Bonomo,
product brand,
manager
Foods'
Yuban
who for
led General
off a session
on
operations research before the New
York chapter of the American Marketing Assn. earlier this month. He asked
his audience please to hurry with answers to the nagging doubts about ad
content and strategy. Yuban, for instance, has to make up its mind on a
new plan this month. At present more
than half the Yuban coffee money is in
nighttime television. Results have been
very gratifying, but Mr. Bonomo and
General Foods still wonder, "might we
be better off with 100% tv, or 100%
newspapers,
or 100%
skywriting?"
search as been
very good,
he said,Rein
establishing that "the prime market for
widgets is lefthanded male Swedes,
agedup 4,towho
reside in to
the show
Bronx."
Now
its
researchers
as much
progress in measuring ad effectiveness.
Before introducing the AMA panel
of speakers, Benjamin Lipstein, vice
president and associate research director of Benton & Bowles (Yuban's agency), defined the OR approach as solving little problems in an assault on the
larger, baffling problem. Researchers
who followed Mr. Bonomo on the platform reported some milestones on the
lesser-problem-solving route.
Copy research is going to make important contributions, according to Benton & Bowles' Arthur H. Wilkins, vice
president and director of advertising
and developmental research. Citing
strides made by his agency and elsewhere, Dr. Wilkins asked operations researchers not to disregard copy as a
variable.
John F. Magee, operations research
director of Arthur D. Little Inc., consulting-research engineering firm, fixed
the blame for limited progress in measuring ad effectiveness on companies'
unwillingness to experiment on a longterm basis. There are some firms, however, that have been at it for a good
many years and are getting closer to
the answers, he said. Alfred N. Watson, vice president of Alfred Politz Research Inc., gave some examples of the
OR approach to an ad problem and
ended
rejecting
until about
"somemedia
day
when weby know
much itmore
selection, copy effectiveness and the
stimulus-response mechanism of the
human mind."
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Arrangement by CARREN'S FLOWERS, Dallas

Beauty through si m pi icity, so often
overlooked by the novice, but
paramount in the hands of one who
possesses a quality touch.
This symbolic tribute to the season
is offered to convey our wishes for a
bountiful harvest to each of you. And,
too, may we take this opportunity to say
thanks again for your recognition and
help in making this quality touch a highly
rewarding facet of our own operations.
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The signs are unmistakable. The j
crowds are turning to WNBC-TV!
Take news for example. The "lltl
Hour News," Monday thru Friday
It has a larger nightly audience
than any other single -station
news show in the nation!* With
news on five New York channels j :
to choose from at 11 o'clock, th<j
figures show that thousands switcl
over to Channel 4 for responsible
comprehensive coverage.
From "The Dave Garroway Today
Show" in the morning, to Ray
Scherer and Leon Pearson in
the afternoon, to award-winning
Gabe Pressman and "The Texaco
Huntley-Brinkley Report" in the
evening, on to John McCalfery
at night, New York viewers are
switching to WNBC-TV in
increasing numbers for clearer,
more complete news reporting.
This is why more people watched j
the political conventions and
election night coverage on
Channel 4 than on any other

town!**
station
Join
the inswitch
to the station
where news comes first!
WNBC-TV

CHANNEL

4 NEW YORK

NBC Owned and Operated
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
''Source: Nielsen New York report, November, I960
(and true in all but one complete report
throughout the past year!)
**Source: Nielsen Instantaneous Audience Ratings,
July and November, 1960

THE
ABC,
Both

MILWAUKEE

witi
I CBS
bob NETWORK
nt\f

tv
TV Capital of Wisconsin

the STORE R station
backed by 33 years of
responsible broadcasting
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CBS

will drop

MEDIA

OPTION
opening

TIME

CUTS

half hour, with eastern

schedule reading 8:30-11 p. m. on week nights
CBS-TV and ABC-TV have settled any effect it will not become evident
until the 1961-62 selling season is in
on 8:30-11 p.m. EST as the hours
for their evening option time under
The cutback is not expected to have
the FCC's ruling that option periods progress.
in each day-part must be cut from
any effect on the networks' programthree hours to two-and-a-half. NBCthey'll continue to program next
TV was still working on its revisions year ming—
with the idea of selling as much
last week.
time as ever (and getting voluntary
CBS-TV said it would comply with clearance for the lost half-hours of
the FCC ruling by lopping the first
option time). But if this year's schedulhalf-hour off its current option hours
ing pattern is followed by ABC-TV and
in all three day-parts (networks do not
CBS-TV next year, they'll have fewer
claim option time in the fourth, late- straddle programs — hour-long shows
night day-part). This will leave some
that are partly outside of option time —
variations, as in the past, between
than they do now.
weekday and weekend and also beCBS-TV ■ Here is the new optiontween some of the different time zones.
time schedule for CBS-TV: for stations in the eastern time zone it will
For instance, while CBS-TV's evening
option time will be 8:30-11 p.m. EST
be
10:30
a.m. to 1 p.m., 2:30-5 p.m.
on Monday through Friday, it will be and 8:30-11
p.m. Monday through
8-10:30 p.m. EST on Saturday and
Sunday.
Friday and 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., 2:305 p.m. and 8-10:30 p.m. Saturday and
ABC-TV's changes will produce a Sunday; for stations in the central time
more uniform result — 8:30-11 p.m. zone, 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1:30-4
EST seven nights a week, for example
p.m. and 7:30-10 p.m. Monday through
— but they are more far-reaching be- Friday, and 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon,
cause currently ABC-TV is working
1:30-4 p.m. and 7-9:30 p.m. Saturday
from an option-time schedule that in and Sunday; for stations in mountain
several cases differs from night to
time zone, 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., 1 :30-4
night. On Tuesday evenings, for ex- p.m. and 6:30-9 p.m. Monday through
ample, ABC-TV option time now is Friday, and 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
split up, running from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
1- 3:30 p.m. and 6-8:30 p.m. Saturday
and then from 8 to 10:30; on Thursand Sunday for stations in Pacific time
days it is 7:30-10:30, and on the other zone, 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1:30-4
nights it is 8-11.
Sunday.
Jan. 1 Start ■ The changes are due p.m. and 8-10:30 p.m. Saturday and
to go into effect Jan. 1 , effective date
ABC-TV ■ For ABC-TV the new
of the FCC's cutback requirement.
ABC-TV was planning to notify its option periods are: evening, 8:30-11
affiliates late last week. CBS-TV in- p.m. in the eastern and Pacific zones.
formed its stations earlier and was
7:30-10 p.m. in the central and mountain zones; morning, 10:30-1 p.m. local
planning to send out affiliation-contract
time in eastern, central and Pacific
amendments to make it official.
The FCC decision has been taken Zones, and 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon local
to court, but the consensus was that time in the mountain zone; afternoon,
the appeal probably would not delay 2- 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 3:30-6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
the Jan. 1 effective date of the FCC
in eastern, central and Pacific zones
order. The appeal was taken by KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles on the ground that and 1-3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2:30-5 p.m. Saturday and
the FCC should have eliminated option
Sunday in the mountain zone.
time altogether (Broadcasting, Nov.
21J. The networks, although they opposed the idea of reducing option time KELP-AM-TV plans new studios
at all,
are back
defending
KELP-AM-TV El Paso, Tex., has
not
to cut
more. the FCC's right
announced
plans to erect new studios
Just what effect, if any, curtailing
the option periods will have on the and offices early next year. Groundbreaking ceremonies are anticipated for
networks — and their advertisers — apJanuary or February 1961. The move
peared to be a moot question. General
thinking among network executives ap- is planned as a further step in KELP's
general expansion, according to Gene
peared to be that the cutback would
have no real effect immediately, since Roth, general manager of KELP-AMTV.
the 1960-61 season is already under
To date the tv facility has spent in
way. They speculated that if there is
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960
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Staff

Mr. James

realignment

for 'Broadcasting'

Mr. King

An editorial expansion program
for Broadcasting and for the newly acquired Television magazine
was announced last week by Sol Taishoff, president of Broadcasting
Publications Inc., parent company of
both publications.
Edwin H. James, vice president of
Broadcasting Publications and managing editor of Broadcasting since
1954, has become executive editor
of Broadcasting and Television.
He continues as a vice president of
the parent company.
RufliS Crater, who was promoted
to editorial director of Broadcasting in New York last January, continues inthat capacity and will direct
New York editorial operations of
Broadcasting.
Art King, editor of Television Age
since 1954 and before that managing editor of Broadcasting for 11
years, will return to Broadcasting
as managing editor Jan. 1.
Donald V. West, New York bureau
news manager of Broadcasting for
the past two years, becomes managing editor of Television.
Kenneth Schwartz, with Television since last April, becomes senior
editor of that publication.
Lawrence C. Christopher, senior
editor of Broadcasting at Washington headquarters of the magazine,
will become senior editor in charge
of
Broadcasting's
Chicago editorial
office
Jan. 1.
David W. Berlyn, associate editor
in Broadcasting's New York office
since 1954, becomes New York bureau news manager.
Mr. James joined Broadcasting
excess of $300,000 on improvements.
KELP-TV now operates with 250 kw
from atop Mt. Franklin. Speciallybuilt RCA equipment, weighing over
15 tons, has been installed, which
operates from the station's own power
system with five huge transformers.
The new antenna rises to 310 feet and
is completely self-supporting. The
station had to build a private road to
the antenna site through or over solid
rock. The road has an average grade
rise of 25%. Total height is over 5,000
feet above sea level.
48 (THE MEDIA)

Mr. Crater

and

Television'

Mr. West

Mr. Schwartz
as New York editor in 1946 after
wartime service as a major on Gen.
Douglas
MacArthur's
staff. Before
that hepublic
was relations
assistant
city editor of the Los Angeles City
News Service.
Mr. Crater joined Broadcasting
in 1945 as a reporter covering the
FCC. Before that he was assistant
city editor of the Winston-Salem,
N. C, Journal-Sentinel. He became New York editor of Broadcasting in 1951.
Mr. King first joined Broadcasting in 1945 as managing editor after
wartime service in the Office of Censorship. Before that he was managing editor of the Winston-Salem,
N. C. Journal-Sentinel. In 1954 he
joined Television Age as editor and
has resigned that position to return
to Broadcasting at the magazine's
Washington headquarters.
Mr. West joined Broadcasting in
1953 after two years of military service. Before that he had been managing editor of the Roswell, N. M.,
Record, wire editor of the El Paso,
Tex., Times, and combination man
at KICA Clovis, N. M.
Mr. Schwartz joined Television
as executive editor in April 1959.
Before that he had been managing
editor of Tide magazine and associate editor at Forbes magazine. After
the death of Fred Kugel, editor and
publisher of Television last August,
Mr. Schwartz acted as editor of the
publication.
Mr. Christopher joined Broadcasting in 1943 and served as a
reporter and later associate editor in
Washington.
In 1955 he became

Headliners awards set
Nine awards to radio and tv stations
for news coverage will be made in 1961
by National Headliners Club. Mall
Dodson, executive secretary, said entries
must be received by Feb. 15, 1961, at
the club headquarters, Convention Hall,
Atlantic City, N. J. Winners will be
announced March 18 and awards will
be presented April 8.
Award categories include consistently
outstanding tv network news coverage,

Mr. Christopher

Mr. Berlyn

western news editor in charge of the
magazine's Los Angeles editorial office. In early 1957 he moved to
New York as news manager of the
magazine's bureau there and two
years later was transferred to Washington headquarters as senior editor.
He recently received a master's degree in communications from American U.
The assignment of a senior editor
to Broadcasting's Chicago bureau
is intended to intensify the magazine's coverage in the Midwest. John
Osbon, Midwest news editor for the
past several years, has resigned for
personal reasons.
Mr. Berlyn joined Broadcasting
in 1949 as a reporter in Washington.
Before that he had been a news
writer for WWDC Washington and
a reporter for the Quincy, Mass.,
Patriot-Ledger. He became an assoeditor ininBroadcasting's
New
York ciate
bureau
1954.
Broadcasting and Television
will be operated by separate staffs
under the policy direction of officers
of Broadcasting Publications Inc.
Broadcasting's editorial headquarters will remain in Washington and
Television's in New York.
Broadcasting, weekly business
magazine serving the radio and television industries, has been published
by Broadcasting Publications for
more than 30 years. Television,
a monthly serving the television industry, was established in 1944. It
was purchased by Broadcasting Publications Inc. from the estate of its
founder, the late Fred Kugel, a
month ago.

local tv coverage of news events, local
tv public service, newsreel (theatre or
tv) news coverage, radio network news
broadcasting, local radio station public
service, local radio news coverage, local
radio editorializing and local tv editorializing. The print media categories include radio-tv-theatre column writing
or reporting.
Radio
to be and
IVj-'ips;
films
in 16tape
mm entries
sound.areTapes
films
are limited to about five minutes. Nonwinning entries will be returned. There
are no awards for documentary films.
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KRON/TV REACHES
26% MORE HOMES
THAN #2 S. F. STATION,
6-9 PM, 7-DAY AVG.
(Oct., '60 NSI)
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S.F. CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE • CHANNEL 4 • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD • |!rR*"^J

MR.

SAM,

OPEN

THOSE

HOUSE

DOORS

NAB committee

urges broadcast rights as in Senate
tions; Ole Morby, Time Inc.; Lewis W.
Committee hearings of the House of
Shollenberger,
CBS, representing RadioRepresentatives should be opened to radio and tv coverage on the same basis Television Correspondents Assn., and
Thomas Velotta, ABC. Clair R. McColas Senate hearings, the NAB Freedom
of Information Committee contended
lough, Steinman Stations, participated
Dec. 8.
on behalf of the NAB Policy Committee of which he is chairman. Other
Meeting in Washington, the committee pointed out it is concerned specific- NAB staff members taking part were
ally "with the historic American right John F. Meagher, radio vice president;
of the public to be informed fully, con- John M. Couric, public relations manager; Robert Cahill, attorney, and Hollis
sistent with national security." It added
Seavey, assistant to the vice president
that House hearings are fully as important and newsworthy as those in the for government affairs.
Senate, "which have been covered rou- COMMERCIAL
FM POLL
tinely for years by the broadcasting industry."
The NAB group, which is headed by FMBS seeks answer to query:
Frank P. Fogarty, Meredith Broadcasting Co., stated, "Coverage would be conducted with all established procedures,
customs and decorum as provided by
this committee's own code of conduct
for broadcasting public proceedings."
Pooled coverage would be used where
required by space limitations, as is now
done in Senate hearings and joint sessions of the two houses of Congress.
House hearings have been closed to
radio-tv by direction of Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.).
NAB's committee said broadcasters
have shown their ability to inform the
public fully and fairly in their handling
of the presidential campaign debates
without equal restraints or equal-time requirements. These debates were made
possible by suspension of the Sec. 315
clause for the campaign.
Stress on News ■ Broadcast media
were urged by the committee to use the
word "news" rather than "press" when
referring to news conferences, news
secretaries and news releases.
The committee reaffirmed support of
proposed freedom of information legislation sponsored by Rep. lohn E. Moss
(D-Calif.) provided it is amended to
protect financial data filed on a confidential basis with government agencies.
It heard reports on freedom of information developments from Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government affairs
vice president; Douglas Anello, chief
counsel, and Howard H. Bell, industry
affairs vice president. Mr. Bell reviewed
state broadcaster association activities
in the field.
Attending the meeting besides Chairman Fogarty were Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk, Va.; Robert H. Fleming, ABC, representing Radio-Television
News Directors Assn.; John S. Hayes,
Washington Post Broadcast Div.; Daniel
W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
Stephen J. McCormick, MBS; August
C. Meyer, WCIA Champaign, 111.;
David C. Moore, Transcontinent Television Corp.; D. L. Provost, Hearst sta50 (THE MEDIA)

what's fm radio really like?
What is the typical commercial fm
station in the U. S. really like? How
long is its broadcast day, what type of
music does it program and what restraints does it place on commercial
copy?
To find the answers FM Broadcasting System questioned its 61 affiliate
members of the National Assn. of FM
Broadcasters and came up with some
statistics. The questionnaire was designed as a followup to FMB's previous
study on fm set ownership and saturation and tunein habits involving New

On

Television is gradually making
progress at the state and local level
as broadcasters assert their right to
cover public proceedings on a basis
of equality with printed media.
In the Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
area, WTVT (TV) cancelled most of

York 14).
and other cities (Broadcasting,
Nov.
This profile emerged: The average
commercial fm outlet (1) will accept
transcribed commercials, with production and copy restrictions, (2) programs
18 hours of "popular," "good" or symphonic music per day and (3) gains its
largest audiences from 4:30-6 and 7-9
With respect to commercials policy,
only 6.3% of those stations responding
said they would not accept transcribed
p.m.
spots. But all of them said they would
set ground rules for agencies and advertisers— rigid restrictions on production
and copy content.
Among the more typical comments
from fm broadcasters: "No production
spots;
to dostaffit live."
"We prefer
to
use prefer
our own
announcers
at no
fee." "No jingles; no hard sell. Voice
only." "All e.t.s subject to approval."
"One person only, and in a soft sell."
"Good taste is the criterion." "We
won't use commercials which insult
listeners' intelligence." "No shouting,
high pressure, loud effects." "No singOther findings in the survey, announced last week by Sidney J. Wolf,
president of FMBS and the parent Keystone Broadcasting System, were summarized as follows:
Broadcast Hours ■ The daily range
ing."
of on-the-air
hours is from a low of 12
(for two stations) to a high of 24 (three

the

air in Florida

. . .

its daytime programs Nov. 30-Dec. 1
to telecast complete proceedings of a
two-day hearing by the Legislative
Roads Committee, a state legislative
committee (see above). E. B. Dodston, WTVT manager, said the coverage marked the first time entire proBROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

stations). However, most stations are
on the air 17-19 hours each day.
Of the stations responding to the
FMBS questionnaire, 25% say they're
on the air 17 or 17'/2 hours daily;
33.4%, from 18 to 19 hours. Most
stations (66.6% of them) go on the
air at 6 or 7 in the morning. The most
frequent sign-off hour is midnight, for
47.9% of the stations, with the next
most popular sign-off hour 1 a.m., for
24.4% of the stations. Three FMBS
affiliates, however, are 24-hour operations. All located in California, they
are KMLA (FM) Los Angeles; KMUZ
(FM) Santa Barbara, and KITT (FM)
San Diego.
Station Program Schedules ■ Of the
stations responding, seven broadcast
"good" music 100% of the time; one is
100% "pop" and four are 100% symphonic.
In the "good" music category, 39.4%
of the FMBS stations program less than
50% of their program schedule with
this type of programming; 60.6%,
more than half of the schedule.
In "pop" music, 65% report this accounts for less than half of their schedule; 35%, more than half.
In symphonic music, 77.4% program this type of entertainment less
than half the broadcast time; 23.6%,
more than half.
The number of daily news shows
ranges from 1 to 36 — from 5 to 12
times daily for 48.2% of the stations.

and

in Milwaukee

STANTON'S

VIEWS

ON

Says outlawing them would be
The Kennedy-Nixon debates on television and radio were "an unprecedented step" toward eliminating "blind"
and "emotional" voting, thus producing
a turnout at the polls that was not only
bigger than ever before, but also more
thoughtful. To resume outlawing such
debates, simply for the political advantage of one candidate over another,
wouldit may
require
"incredible cynicism"- — but
be tried.
This appraisal was offered by Dr.
Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc.,
in the principal address at the Dec. 3
luncheon of the annual Sigma Delta
Chi convention, held in New York.
Dr. Stanton was elected a fellow of
Sigma Delta Chi, the highest honor
bestowed by the professional journalistic society (Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
He called upon print journalists —
"our senior partners" — to join electronic news media in pushing for permanent revision of the equal-time requirements of Sec. 315, just as they worked
together for the suspension of those requirements tomake the Kennedy-Nixon
debates possible in 1960.
Logic Not Enough ■ "If political
action were solely a matter of logic,"
Dr. Stanton declared, "the overwhelming
success of the experiment this year
would banish completely and forever

too

'GREAT

DEBATES'

'incredible cynicism'
the onerous equal-time restrictions —
for all elective offices.
"But I do not need to tell you that
politics have never been overburdened
with logic. Not one or two but a dozen
political maneuvers are bound to crop
up to prevent or to delay the necessary
remedial legislation. It will be very
easy for those who oppose this action
to do so quietly and out of sight, hoping by delay to lose this potential for
the public good. ... All of us, print
as well as electronic journalists, will
have to keep this issue alive and before
the people until every such maneuver
... is shown up and overcome."
Dr. Stanton's election as an SDX fellow recognized his "pioneering" in electronic journalism and his work leading
to the 1960 suspension of Sec. 315 insofar as it applied to presidential and vice
presidential candidates.
The SDX fellow awards will be presented next spring. Elected along with
Dr. Stanton were Isaac Gershman, managing editor of the Chicago City News
Bureau, whose citation noted his "professional accomplishments and innovations in the coverage of news for both
printed and electronic media," and Bernard Kilgore, president of The Wall
Street Journal.
Captive Partisans ■ In his address
Dr. Stanton said the "one great commanding and overwhelming fact about
the debates" was this: "For the first
time in our history, partisans of both
major political parties saw and heard
both candidates and both sides of the
issues. Moreover, these unprecedented
broadcasts were seen bv 101 million
different Americans. The television
audience for the average of the four debates stands at 71 million individuals —
only a fraction of whom would watch
either candidate individually."
Partisanship of the kind that marked
previous campaigns, where the tendency
of the public
to listen
to "their"
candidates
and was
ignore
the opposition,
"is a hazardous anachronism in the
grim seriousness of today's world," Dr.
Stanton said. He hoped that whatever
else the 1960 campaign did, "it spelled
the end of the time when the voters

ceedings of a legislative committee
in Florida had been telecast live.
Tv cameras are welcome at the
Milwaukee, Wis., City Hall for discussions ofcity problems and issues.
WISN-TV is programming a monthly prime-time telecast series, Across
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

the Mayor's Desk. In the third program of the series (see above photo),
Mayer Henry Maier gave his sixmonth report to the Common Council. The series features the mayor
and municipal officials in informal
discussions.

listened only to one side." The "singular achievement of the debates," he said,
was that voters, "no matter how partisan, could not listen to one side without also hearing the other."
Dr. Stanton also scouted the theory
that only one candidate stood to gain
from the debates. While Sen. Kennedy
was less well known than Vice President Nixon, he pointed out, Sen. Kennedy's party was bigger and thus Mr.
Nixon had to get the ear of — and swing
support from — independents and en51

Great oaks grow from

planting of ideas

While the radio-tv woods now has
its Ed Murrows, and Chet Huntleys,
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., is doing its
bit toward planting the acorns from
which tomorrow's great oaks of electronic journalism may develop. For
the last two years, it has held, in cooperation with the Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U. of Georgia,
a Radio-Tv News Broadcasting Conference for north Georgia high school
editors and their faculty advisors.
The aim of the annual conference is
to give Georgia's embryo journalists
a behind-the-scenes look at radio-tv
news work that not only transcends
text-book instruction in electronic
journalism but also whets the youngsters' appetites for a career in the
field.
Some 100 students and faculty
advisors, about twice as many as last
year, attended the 1960 conference,
held last month at WSB's "White
Columns" studio. From morning
until late afternoon, the young journalists were treated to demonstrations
of how radio and tv newsmen operate. They saw some of the tools of
the electronic journalist — his in-car
telephone, short-wave radio and onrolled Democrats.
The candidates also gained from the
standpoint of audiences, Dr. Stanton
continued. The average nighttime halfhour paid political broadcast, he pointed
out, attracted only 30% as much audience as the average debate.
Other statistics offered by the CBS
head:
■ Debate tune-in was "remarkably
stable." The typical family stayed tuned
for 54 minutes of the average hourlong debate.
■ Debates far out-drew set speeches:
"The average half-hour paid political
television network broadcast attracted
approximately 30% less audience than
the program it replaced. The four debates, on the other hand, had audiences
averaging 20% larger than the entertainmentnine
programsout
theyof preempted."
■ Almost
ten television
families (89.8%) tuned in the debates;
more than half of all tv families
(53.1%) watched at least three debates and more than one family out
of four (26.6%) watched all four.
■ The debate audiences "cut across
the whole fabric of the national population. In the sub-groups we have analyzed— by age, sex, economic level, education, size of family, size of community and geographic location — more
than half of all television sets were
tuned to the debates. There were no
blacked-out groups."
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the-spot taping equipment. They also
saw a tv newscast assembled and put
on the air.
Among the highlights of the day
were the appearances by NBC correspondents Ray Scherer, seen by
closed circuit from Washington and
Chet Huntley, in a five-minute video
tape. Mr. Scherer commented on
current news activities and, along
with Mr. Huntley, discussed news
broadcasting as a career. Six other
top NBC newsmen participated via
tape recordings.
Station personnel addressing the
conference were Marcus Bartlett,
WSB-TV general manager, and Frank
Gaither, WSB Radio general manager. The keynote address was given
by Dean John E. Drewry, of the
Henry
lism. W. Grady School of JournaAn important fillip added to the
annual conference is a station-sponsored competition for a one-year
scholarship to the journalism school.
The scholarship is offered to the student who, in the opinion of the station
md the Grady faculty, makes the most
interesting and original report on the
conference.
Gains For Both ■ These statistics,
Dr. Stanton
said,candidate
"dispute did
the his
speculation that either
own
cause a disservice in face-to-face discussions with his opponent, because of
'delivering' a greater audience than his
opponent could get. The one demonstrable fact is that both got a much
greater audience than either got alone
and that each had an opportunity to
speak to his opponent's followers that
he would not otherwise have had at all."
He cited the relative lack of public
enthusiasm for either candidate in the
early stages of the campaign, followed
by an all-time record turnout of 68.5
million votes, as further evidence of
the debates' influence. Moreover, he
said, the debates "could and did encourage the appraising element in the
voting act" by showing the candidates
in action — by showing not only their
articulateness but also evidence of their
"insight, the ability to make sound
judgments under pressure, restraint,
prudence, quickness of understanding."
"This is essentially what the debates
did for all the American voters — they
made the candidates known to the people," Dr. Stanton said. "The debates
made it possible — as carefully prepared
and unchallenged oratory could never
do — for fundamental human qualities
to be revealed. It is true, of course, that
not all the qualities of the candidates
can be revealed in such debates. It is

not true that only superficial, misleading or irrelevant qualities can be reFormat Drawbacks ■ He said the
format of the debates unquestionably
had
limitations that are inevitable in
vealed."
any first breakthrough. The networks,
he
wouldformat
have in
preferred
"the
morerecalled,
traditional
which each
candidate would question the other,"
but yielded to the candidates' insistence
on panel
"because
we believe thatquestioning
whatever the
imperfections,
they could be eliminated as the debates
evolved and it was important to take
this first giant step forward. Unquestionably in future years they will be
The values of the debates would not
improved."
be
altered, he continued, even if one of
the candidates were an incumbent President. An incumbent, he said, might
even be anxious to engage in debates —
if his opponent were building up a
powerful case against him, for example;
or if he thought his views were being
inadequately reported in the press.
But this is not the point, he said, "for
the problem centers not on the interests
of the candidates but on the best interests of the voters. I cannot believe
that, after the enormous contribution
made by the debates in the last campaign, any responsible men and women
in government will seek to resume outlawing them. It would certainly be incredible cynicism for any official to conclude that the people were entitled to
see and hear candidates in face-to-face
discussions only when it served the
political interests of a candidate. The
release of television and radio from the
crippling restrictions of Sec. 3 1 5 of the
Communications Act was an experiment this year to see if it would work —
not to the advantage of one candidate
over another — but to advance public
interest in the campaign and to make
the candidates and the issues better
[Also see story on SDX awards to
Sol Taishoff, president of Broadcasting
known."
Publications
Inc., and Rep. John H.
Moss (D-Calif.), page 85.]
Television's two-show
repertory analyzed
Television in 10 seasons has built up
a repertory of two shows. The hardy
Line? are Ed Sullivan and What's My
ones
This is brought out in a study in
progress, "For Whom the Ratings Toll,"
by William N. Mc Phee, research associate of the Columbia U. Bureau of
Applied Social Research. Dr. Mc Phee
also points ont:
Tv has an excellent repertory potential but it doesn't hold onto what it has.
The sifting system is excellent during a
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New
RCA-7513
gives

you

BETTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC"
QUALITY
in Color

and

Black-White
TV

Registration is achieved more easily. Dark corners in
the picture area are reduced. Glaring "halo effects"
are eliminated. The signal current has good purity
and low noise. These are some of the important advantages you can obtain with the new RCA-7513 — the
remarkable Image Orthicon that offers better "photographic" quality.
RCA-7513 precision construction includes accurate
coaxial alignment of all sections of the tube and accurate interelectrode spacings. As a result, the three
images produced within a three-image-orthicon type
color camera can be practically identical in geometry.
However, to take full advantage of the 7513's precision capabilities, the color camera should employ

deflecting yokes and focusing coils having precision
construction and precision axial alignment with respect to each 7513.
A major design feature of the 7513... field mesh...
assures that the scanning beam will strike the target
perpendicularly at all points. This means improved
corner resolution as well as reduced halo and edge
effects. Moreover, the field-mesh defocuses the return
beam, eliminating dynode spots from the picture.
Discover for yourself the new possibilities in color
and black-white quality opened up by RCA-7513. Get
in touch with your local RCA Distributor of broadcast
tubes today for full details... or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section L-13-0, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

When

you

Blackburn,
revealed
serious,

sell

tliru

you

only

are

to

financially

responsible

buyers!

We do not send out lists. Every sale is handled on an individual
basis. A deep knowledge of the market, combined with a strong
feeling that our reputation is too valuable to risk for any commission,
provide a professional service of the greatest reliability.
BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
WASHINGTON, D.
ATLANTA
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Horvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Robert
M.
Baird
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-J576
CRestview 4-2770
STerling 3-4341

PUT
YOUR
FINGER

SEATTLE

TACOMA

HERE'S A MARKET
BIGGER THAN INDIANAPOLIS,
ST. PAUL, AND COLUMBUS
COMBINED
The market served by KTNT-TV in
the Puget Sound area is larger than
the combined populations of Indianapolis, St. Paul and Columbus.
So it's apparent here's a market
not to be ignored. And the station
with wide listener acceptance in this
rich area is KTNT-TV, a CBS affiliate. Learn from your WEED TELEVISION man the full details about
this lively station . . . talk with him
before you buy another dollar's
worthwest ! of time in the Pacific North-

CHANNEL II
CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area

show's first year out. Tv immediately
discards half of what is not fitted for
survival. The rest of the unfit eventually
go too. Retention of survival material
is poor, however, and each year tv
throws out around a quarter of what
might be expected to live. Thus, unlike, say, English poetry, there has been
practically no accumulation of what is
Dr. Mc Phee, a former market researcher and now sociology lecturer at
Columbia, shared some of his findings
last week with the American Marketing
Assn. New York chapter. In tv's regular
nighttime schedules the researcher found
a framework for a study in Darwinian
survival that is applicable to a number
of social situations. The problem last
week was offered an AMA luncheon
meeting as one using a simple mathematical "model," a tool coming into
greater use for research both by hand
and computer.
"For Whom the Ratings Toll" when
it is finished will be published by Columbia. Meanwhile Dr. Mc Phee is busy
on another question of survival, a project on voting.
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sale of
station interests was reported last week,
subject to FCC approval:
■ KTHT Houston, Tex.: Sold by
Texas Radio Corp. to Winston-Salem
Broadcasting Co. for $1.5 million. Winston-Salem company owns WTOB-AMTV Winston-Salem, N. C: WSGN Birmingham, Ala.; 50% of WBMG-TV Birmingham, Ala., and 80% of WAPA-TV
San Juan, P. R. Principals of WinstonSalem Broadcasting are James W. Coan,
president, and John G. Johnson, chairman, KTHT operates on 790 kc with 5
kw. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 90).
■ KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.: Sold
by Red River Broadcasting Co. to WGN
Inc. (Chicago Tribune — WGN-AMTV) for $3.3 million. Sellers include the
estate of Dalton LeMasurier, 77.7% ;
Odin S. Ramsland, 11.1%, and Robert
A. Dettman, 11.1%. Contract includes
agreement not to compete, including
subscription tv, for five years within 75
miles of Duluth. WGN Inc. has common ownership of WPIX (TV) New
York (New York Daily News).
■ WEW St. Louis: Sold by Bruce Barrington to William F. Johns and associates for $450,000. Mr. Johns group
owns WWOM New Orleans, KOME
Tulsa, WLOD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and
WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul. Mr. Barrington retains
ownership of WKYB
Paducah,
Ky.
■ WFPG
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Atlantic City: Sold by Jerome
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Sill and associates to Daniel and Milton
Diener for $262,500 and agreement not
to compete within 50 miles for five
years. Dieners also own WUST-WJMD
(FM) Bethesda, Md.
■ WEZE Boston: Sold by Charles
Sawyer to J. P. Williams for $240,000.
Mr. Williams is executive vice president
of Sawyer broadcast properties (WIZE
Springfield, WCOL Columbus, both
Ohio, and WKLO Louisville). Mr.
Sawyer was Secretary of Commerce
under President Truman.
■ WNVY Pensacola, Fla.: Sold by
group headed by H. W. Holland to Jack
Drees and John C. Smith for $215,000.
Messrs. Drees and Smith own WKAB
Mobile, Ala.
Schulke

group

talks

KTLA (TV), PTP buy
James A. Schulke, vice president in
charge of Paramount Television Productions, Paramount Pictures subsidiary
whose holdings include KTLA(TV) Los
Angeles, may become owner of PTP
and KTLA if negotiations now in progress work out satisfactorily.
Announcing his resignation as of Jan.
1 to "free myself of a conflict of interests," Mr. Schulke expressed confidence
that the plan will work out and that the
syndicate he heads will acquire the
block of Hollywood property with its
sound stages, whose value he put at
"several million dollars." With PTP's
syndication division, KTLA's broadcast
operations, which he noted had lifted
the station from seventh to fourth place
in the seven-station city since he
assumed management of the station in
the spring of 1958, and the newly installed vtr operation (Broadcasting,
Aug. 29), he put the overall value of
the business in the neighborhood of $10
million.
His negotiations with Paul Raibourn,
vice president of the parent Paramount
firm, are progressing well, Mr. Schulke
said, but he declined to say whether the
$10 million figure had been either asked

ADVERTISING IN
jfj. BUSINESSPAPERS
lUJJ/ MEANS BUSINESS

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies for
membership in Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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or offered. He also declined to reveal
the name of the other members of his
syndicate at this time.
Vtr Advocate ■ An ardent advocate
of the video tape method of recording tv
programs, Mr. Schulke has equipped
PTP's Stage 6 as the "largest vtr studio
in the world" and, he asserts, the best
equipped. With the Tv-ola, developed at
PTP as a frame-by-frame editing device,
the last stumbling block has been removed from tv tape's path and he predicts a prosperous future for PTP based
on this operation alone.
"With only 20% of tv film production
shifted to tape, we'd be filled to capacity," he said. He also pointed out
that in producing tv's first video taped
western series, The Wrangler, last summer, PTP had proved that tv taping is
practical outdoors as well as within the
studio walls.
Mr. Schulke is a graduate of the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration. He worked as an account
executive for Young & Rubicam in New
York and was representative in that city
of James Saphier and George Rosenberg, Hollywood talent agents, before
joining Paramount in December 1957
as vice president and general manager of
Paramount Sunset Corp., operator of
the studios. The following spring he
took over management of KTLA and
PTP's live tv facilities in addition to the
filming at PSC.
Intermountain

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EAST
Radio man with years of experience
has $50,000.00 or over to invest in
20% -30% of profitable radio property. Will come in and manage operations. Northeastern section of
United States, preferably in New
England.
WASHINGTON D. C.
1737 DE SALES STREET, N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS

MIDWEST
Midwest suburban daytimer adjacent
to one of the largest markets in the
country. Station priced at $185,000.00 with 29% down and good terms
on the balance. Cash flow will run
at least $35,000.00 this year. This
tor.
is a good property for an owner-operaCHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN

Network

stations join ABC Radio
Eight radio stations covering key
Rocky Mountain area markets become
basic affiliates of ABC Radio on Jan.
1, 1961. The addition of these stations
(which make up the Intermountain Network) will bring ABC Radio's basic
lineup to 334 affiliates.
Stations are KCOL Fort Collins and
KEXO Grand Junction, both Colorado;
KGEM Boise and KWIK Pocatello,
both Idaho; KMON Great Falls, KPOR
Butte and KMBY Billings, all Montana, and KSVC Richfield, Utah. Currently the stations have been available
on an optional basis to ABC Radio advertisers. According to Robert R.
Pauley, vice president in charge of ABC
Radio, and George Hatch, board chairman, Intermountain Network, the addition of the eight outlets will represent
an 85.6% coverage for ABC Radio of
all radio homes in the Intermountain
states.
Mr. Hatch noted the basic affiliation
was decided upon after a study of network operations was made at a Denver
meeting of Intermountain Network and
its associated broadcasters.
Also becoming an ABC Radio affiliate is WAME Miami, Fla., effective
Dec. 19. The 5 kw outlet operates on
1260 kc.

SOUTHWEST
This fulltimer in first 30 markets
is making money and with power increasing can make more. Located in
South. Price $375,000.00 with low
down, long exclusive
payout. This
ton-Landis
listing.is a HamilDALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1175
H. DEWITT JOE
'JUDGE'
LANDIS
A. OSWALD

WEST
Rocky Mountain fulltime radio station with good power and excellent
frequency. Grossing approximately
$15,000.00 monthly and netting at
least one third that amount. Total
price is $250,000.00 on terms.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., INC.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
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RKO's

Broadcasters get L A. baseball franchise
The role of broadcast ownership
Messrs. Brown and O'Bryan were
in major league baseball was ex- associated with John E. Fetzer in
ownership of the Detroit Tigers of
panded last week as a new American League franchise was granted in the American League. Mr. Fetzer
is the principal owner (66%%) and
Los Angeles.
top officer in the Detroit club.
Gene Autry (second from left) and
Robert O. Reynolds (left), respective
The principals in the Los Angeles
board chairman and president of team will sell the balance of the stock
Golden West Broadcasters (KMPC
to prominent Los Angeles residents.
The new club will be known as the
Los Angeles, KSFO San Francisco,
KVI Seattle), hold similar titles with
name of the city's team in
the new Golden West Baseball Co., Angels,
the Pacific Coast League before the
holder of the franchise.
National League Dodgers moved to
Messrs. Autry and Reynolds are the city two years ago. Play-by-play
majority stockholders in the ball reports of Angels games will be
club. Minority interests are held by broadcast on radio, keyed from
Kenyon Brown (10%), also a radio
KMPC, it was indicated, with likelihood that a regional hookup will be
station owner, and Paul O'Bryan
formed similar to that carrying
(right) (5%), secretary-treasurer and
general counsel for the team. Mr.
Dodgers' games.
There will also be "an extremely
O'Bryan is a partner in the communications law firm of Dow, Lohnes
limited" number of televised Angels'
games in 1961, Mr. Reynolds told a
& Albertson. Mr. Brown's holdings
include KSON San Diego and KITO
news conference Thursday, includSan Bernardino, both Calif., among
ing some of the team's home games.
This would be a reversal of the policy
others (see Weeks Headliners).
of the Dodgers, which permit only
Mr. Autry also owns KOOL-AM-TV
Phoenix and KOLD-AM-TV Tuc1 1 play-by-play telecasts a season, all
son among his many interests.
away games.

WWDC

pushes

campaign

nationwide

on D. C. vote

Ben Strouse, president of WWDC
Washington, has supplied editorials
with background to station managers
of stations that editorialize throughout
the nation urging them to support the
constitutional amendment now being
ratified to allow residents of the Dis56 (THE MEDIA)

trict of Columbia to vote for President
and Vice President.
The 60-second editorials describe
briefly the "oversight" of the United
States' founding fathers in disfranchising the citizens of the District, pointing
out that they pay taxes and serve the
military just as any other citizens.
They conclude by urging members of
the state legislature to ratify the amendment giving the vote to the District.

sales

group

won't replace reps
RKO General has created its own
national sales organization. It will work
with national station representatives to
provide closer liaison with company outlets and to further the development of
national sales by direct relationships
with agencies and advertisers, Hathaway
Watson, vice president in charge of
broadcasting for RKO General, announced last week.
Robert J. McNamara has been named
director of sales plans for the new unit,
which will make its headquarters in New
York. He will function as director and
coordinator. Mr. McNamara has been
on the executive staff of RKO General
for the past three years and earlier had
been an account executive with Peters,
Griffin & Woodward Inc., national representatives. Robert Wilke, who joined
RKO General's headquarters staff six
months ago, has been named director of
corporate sales relations for RKO General. He will be responsible for overall
corporate relations between RKO and
the agencies and advertisers who use the
several RKO outlets.
Mr. Watson also confirmed the appointment ofsales managers who will be
associated with the RKO General stations throughout the country. Each will
represent the individual radio and tv
stations and be responsible for national
sales, reporting to the manager of his
station. The list of national sales managers includes: Paul Martin, KHJ Los
Angeles; Richard Jacobson, KHJ-TV
Los Angeles; Proctor Jones, WNAC
Boston and the Yankee Network; James
Gates, WNAC-TV Boston; Sidney Allen,
CKLW-AM-TV Windsor, Ont.-Detroit;
Herbert Clarke, KFRC San Francisco;
Gordon Lawhead, WHBO-AM-TV
Memphis; and Perry Ury, WGMS
Washington.
A company spokesman stressed that
the new organization was set up to work
with national representatives and not to
replace them, and said there was no
plan at present to discontinue its national representative affiliations.

Tv sells men's products
Television is "ideal" to sell men's
products because of its ability to reach
the market and because of its "intrusiveness," Norman E. Cash, president
of the Television Bureau of Advertising told the joint annual convention of
the Cigar Mfrs. Assn. and the Cigar
Institute of America in a speech scheduled for last Saturday (Dec. 10) in
Atlantic City, N. J.
He stated that in 1960 the cigar industry is spending about $16 million
in television, representing 75% of its
total budget, while in 1958 the industry allocated only $3.4 million to the
medium.
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21.4% MORE HOMES

108.6% MORE HOMES

THAN STATION B*

THAN STATION C*

WLOS-TV

FIRST

OF

IS

CHOICE

THE

CAROLINA

TRIAD!

In the rich, six-state Carolina Triad, WLOS-TV takes
top honors! It is the most watched station all day,
NORTH
CAROtlNA

TENN.
ASHEVItll

all night, all week — with an average of 34,000 homes
delivered every quarter hour*. So if you want to
sell the Carolina Triad, put your message on
WLOS-TV, with the South's highest antenna. Ask
your PGW Colonel for details.
* March ARB

SOUTH
CAROLINA

THE CAROLINA TRIAD
6 States ' 6S Counties

Serving

WLOS-TV
GREENVILLE - ASHEVILLE - SPARTANBURG
A Wometco Enterprise

a

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers Co.

WTVJ
WLbS-TV
(Affiliate)

WFJ3A-TV

CBS

will open

news

No place to bargain

bureau in Africa
Network negotiators who are
CBS News announced last week it
putting the finishing touches to a
contract with the Screen Actors
will open its first bureau in central
Guild and the American FederaAfrica shortly after the first of the
tion of Television & Radio Artists
year. Correspondent Blaine Littell, now
stationed in New York, and cameraman
(see story beginning page 29) last
week ran into a roadblock in anJean Reitberger, from the Paris bureau,
other negotiation before it began.
have been assigned to the new post in
Nairobi, Kenya. Their transfers have
The networks were to begin barset off a chain of reassignments at CBS
gaining with the National Assn. of
News, where a number of new editorial
Broadcast Employes & Technicians
Jan. 9 in New Orleans. Because of
positions and other vacancies have been
filled.
the integration dispute NABET
cancelled its reservations in a New
Other CBS News correspondents who
will make shifts next month are: Lou
Orleans hotel. Network officials
declined comment, but it was
Cioffi, from Paris to Washington, D.C.;
understood the talks would be
George Herman, Washington Bureau,
shifted to another city.
who will trade positions with Robert
Pierpont, White House correspondent;
The NABET contract expires
Jan. 31.
Malcolm R. Johnson, named to new
post of editor-in-chief of the Washington bureau; David Dary, frequent
contributor to CBS news in Texas, involving some reallocations, shifts
to Washington staff reporter; Frank and drop-ins, recommends stations at
Kearns, from Cairo to New York, and Chanute (ch. 16), Garden City (ch.
Ernest Leiser, producer-correspondent
3), Grainfield (ch. 4), Hutchinson (ch.
for the Eyewitness to History series, 8), Lincoln (ch. 9) and Topeka (ch.
11).
to new post of roving U.S. correspondent.
It recommended establishment of
Other changes in New York: Daniel the Nebraska Educational Tv AuthorBloom, producer of The World Today,
ity, immediate application to the FCC
to new position of managing editor, for the channels and application to the
radio news; John Merriman, from news
state legislature for funds.
editor to producer of World Today;
The fund also would provide for
news writers Marian Glick and Hal
eight program production centers, a
Haley, to news editors; John Patterson, total of 41 microwave relay hops in
former CBS Foundation news fellow
14 station connections and subsequent
at Columbia U. (1957-58), who has addition of other uhf outlets, if needed.
been assistant news director of WDBJ
Roanoke, Va., to news writer: Robert Tv's social role
Evans, formerly news director of
Group communication is dependent
WMCA New York, to New York as
first on the power of individual comnews writer; Harry Arouh, formerly
news director of KTHV (TV) Little
munication and television is "the greatest force for group communication in
Rock, Ark., to New York as reporterassignment editor, and Philip Scheffler,
the history of mankind," Leonard H.
from general assignment news man to Goldenson, president of American
Eyewitness to History series on a full- Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, said
time basis.
Dec. 2 at a fund-raising dinner of the
Wichita (Kan.) Institute of Logopedics. Mr. Goldenson, trustee of the
State group recommends
speech therapy center, cited the instiNebraska etv network
tute's scientific progress in speech rehabilitation and said "we cannot afford
A state-ordered study in Nebraska
has recommended the establishment of to ignore" potential assets to the nation
a statewide educational tv network of of some three million Americans sufferfive vhf stations and one uhf at an
ing from speech handicaps. As "chaos
estimated cost of $6,752,877 and a results" when one tube fails in a tv
studio, he said, human communication
yearly operating cost of $659,322.
The survey was ordered by the state fails when "nerve pathways are
legislative council's committee on
education and carried out by a group
under John C. Schwarzwalder, survey
director, over a seven-month period.
The study estimates the six stations,
each at maximum power and each with
a 1,000-foot antenna, would cover
92% of the state population with a
Grade B or better signal. The plan,
58 (THE MEDIA)

blocked."
KNOX-TV

joins ABC-TV

Community Television Corp.'s
KNOX-TV Grand Forks, N.D., ch. 10
has become a primary affiliate of ABCTV, it was jointly announced last week
by Robert Coe, ABC-TV director of
station relations, and Robert Lukkason,

KNOX-TV general manager. KCNDTV Pembina, N.D., ch. 12 will be a
satellite station of KNOX-TV. Pri1 14. mary ABC-TV affiliates now number
RAB

income

to hit $1.4

expected
million

Radio Advertising Bureau's annual
income is expected to reach $1.4 million by the end of 1961, according to
RAB President Kevin Sweeney. He
made this report last Wednesday (Dec.
7) in New York to a joint board of
directors and membership meeting
which also elected Frank P. Fogarty,
vice president and general manager of
WOW Omaha, as RAB's new board
chairman (for complete lists of elections, see Fates & Fortunes, page 86).
In other developments, Mr. Sweeney
reported that a total of 1,600 retail
stores stations
are now inbeing
radio
what "bombarded"
he described by
as
the
effortbiggest
ever putpre-selling
behind a "softening-up"
retail research
project. This is in anticipation of the
release
of Report
on RAB's
major study
of radioNo.
as a1 medium
for
department stores — The Department
Store Challenge (conducted at The
Higbee Co., Cleveland). Mr. Sweeney
predicted that $50 million a year could
be added to radio's revenue total as a
direct result of the Cleveland test proRAB made two member citations at
the meeting. Retiring chairman Allen
gram.
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ga.,
was presented with a citation "lauding
his contributions to RAB management
during his two-year tenure as chairman." A special memorial citation was
made in honor of the late Alex Keese,
former director of WFAA Dallas, and
long-time member of the RAB board,
"in recognition of his years of devotion
to the radio industry."
Sweeney
radio

criticizes

sales

methods

Arizona Broadcasters Assn. heard
the sweet-and-sour sides of radio selling
at its meeting in Scottsdale Dec. 2.
On the one hand, Kevin B. Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau,
offered the western broadcasters positive evidence in the form of several
new case histories of radio's success in
producing sales results greater than
other media. He charged that "there
is no longer any excuse for radio's
inching along with a 5-10% billing
gain every year." But on the harsh
side, Mr. Sweeney scored station selling
and the agencies.
negative attitude ofapproaches
some advertising
Referring to the medium's new sucBROADCASTING, December 12, 1960
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cess stories, the RAB executive said:
"Given even moderate skill in selection of stations and time periods, given
slightly above average copy, given only
reasonable attention to the special needs
of translating radio's unseen message
into point-of-purchase reminders, radio
can produce sales equivalent to those
produced by any other medium for
virtually any product. But many of
these skills will have to be given to
the nation's
agencies
— they don't
have
them largest
now and
apparently
have
no interest in acquiring them, regardless
of what promises their acquisition holds
forUrban
their client."
Roadblocks ■ Mr. Sweeney
said that in the larger cities there are
two roadblocks standing in the way of
converting radio sales-making abilities
into immediate dollar volume gains of
20-25% annually for stations. "One
is our bad habits in selling," he asserted, and the other is the "quietly
relentless opposition of an all too substantial number of advertising agencies
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As an example of radio's own failings in selling strategy, Mr. Sweeney
to radio."
said — "It is symptomatic of our problems that there is as much and sometimes more interest from some stations
in the radio versus radio facts coming
out of [the Department Store Challenge] this the largest retail advertising
research project in history than there
is in the radio versus newspaper data
which is the core of the research. This
industry is already preparing to bicker
over money we don't have yet and
may never have if we don't mend our
selling practices."
Media reports...
WFBM-FM goes fulltime ■ Dec. 1
WFBM-FM Indianapolis became a 24hour operation. The 52-kw station had
marked its first anniversary on the air
four days before. The new 1 a.m.-6
a.m. portion of the broadcast day will
feature variety in music and service,
according to Manager Shirl Evans.
Each hour of music will be a separate
"program" with its own title. The station will continue to feature news headlines every 20 minutes between 6 and
9 a.m.
KAVL to MBS ■ KAVL Lancaster,
Calif., has been selected by Mutual
Broadcasting System as its local affiliate. The contract will provide the station with much fuller news coverage
and expanded sports programming,
Manager Herbert L. Comstock announced. Mutual news and other network services began on KAVL Dec. 2.
Election ordered ■ The National Labor
Relations Board has ordered an election in which employes of KPOJ, KGW
and KXL, all Portland, Ore., will vote
for AFTRA, International Brotherhood
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

Four shovels
Their honors, the mayors of
four cities, lent civic rank to the
ground-breaking ceremonies of
KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. The
occasion marked the beginning of
the construction of the station's
new 1,553-ft. tower. The new
$500,000 transmitter plant and
tower are so situated as to deliver city-grade coverage to
Shreveport, La., as well as expanding general coverage of the
station in every direction, and it
is expected to begin operation in
early 1961, according to General
Manager Walter M. Windsor.
The four mayors on hand to
turn the soil were from Texarkana, Tex., Shreveport, Bossier
City, La., and Texarkana, Ark.
of Electrical Workers or for neither.
Involved are employes who appear regularly or frequently before the microphone. Earlier NLRB had ruled that
disc jockeys at Portland stations perform tasks that require little technical
knowledge (Broadcasting, Nov. 26).
Confab ■ Officials of Thomas G. Tinsley Jr. Stations and Select Station Representatives conferred in a yearend management meeting in Baltimore Dec. 3-4.
Plans were laid for improving the stations' over-all sales effort through tightening up coordination between national
representatives and local sales and merchandising staffs.
KBS adds 11 ■ Keystone Broadcasting
System has signed 11 stations for its
transcription network service, it was
announced last week. New affiliates are
KGUC Gunnison, Colo.; WFRX West
Frankfort, 111.; WOWI New Albany,
Ind.; WHOU Houlton, Me.; WHHT
Lucedale, Miss.; WBAZ Kingston and
WREM Remsen, both New York;
KQDY Minot, N. D.; WWSR St. Albans, Vt.; WMEK Chase City, Va., and
KYCN Wheatland, Wyo.
Daytime games ■ ABC-TV has scheduled two new audience participation
shows on its daytime schedule beginning next month. Camouflage, produced by Jerry Hammer Assoc. in
association with ABC-TV Number,
Please, a Mark Goodson-Bill Todman
Production.
Full time on LI. ■ WGLI-AM-FM
Babylon, N. Y., will commence today
(Dec. 12) regular 24-hour programming. The new midnight to 6 a.m.
period will be filled with a program
titled Moondial, with former news director Bob James as host.
The winner ■ ABC received an award
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

from the American Assn. for the United
Nations Nov. 21 for outstanding coverage of the 15th session of the UN General Assembly. The award, first one of
its kind, was presented at the association's second biennial convention
luncheon in the Hotel Roosevelt, New
York.
Prizewinner ■ KRDO-AM-TV PuebloColorado Springs has been designated
"Station of the Year" for its news coverage by the Colorado Associated Press
Broadcasters Assn. and other Colorado
broadcasters. A plaque was awarded to
KRDO at the association's meeting Oct.
23. KRDO's augmented news coverage
has followed not only the familiar pattern of on-the-spot broadcasts but has
also provided in-depth reports of local
and regional stories and issues, it was
cited.
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KYW-AM-TV moves into
new studio facilities
KYW-AM-TV Cleveland has moved
into a completely remodeled 7-story
building at 1403 East Sixth St., bordering the city's civil Mall area. KYW-AMTV occupies 45,000 square feet on the
first three floors, which were remodeled
under
the supervision
the station's
chief engineer,
Sidney V.of Stadig.
Two large television studios — 38' by
70' and 28' by 70' — are located on the
ground floor, along with other functions
related to television.
Television offices are on the second
floor, while the entire radio operation,
including studios and offices, is on the
third. In addition, KYW's new home
contains a basement auditorium seating
100 people.
Tower: debates a fixture
Radio-tv debates between Presidential candidates are here to stay, according to Charles H. Tower, NAB tv vice
president.
Addressing the Washington Kiwanis
Club Dec. 8 he said he felt Presidentelect Kennedy would welcome a continuation of on-the-air discussions between candidates if he runs again in
1964. He recalled the President-elect
has given the debates great credit for
his election.
"When the time comes, neither the
White House nor broadcasters will
decide whether the radio-tv debates
will continue," Mr. Tower said. "The
decision will rest, as indeed it should,
with the American people. The electronic wonder of broadcasting has
brought American politics back to the
people. Many of the virtues of the
town meeting have been restored
through radio and television. The debates have restored a more rigorous
dimension to the discussion of issues
by candidates."
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New
AGENCY

FCC
WANTS

target:
OWNERS

The FCC last week acted to put a
brake on trading in television and radio stations. It announced rulemaking
that is intended to discourage licensees
from selling stations in less than three
years after they acquire them.
The commission invited comments by
Jan. 1 6 on the proposal which would require automatic hearings in most instances when sale approval is sought by
a licensee who has owned the station for
less than the magic three years. Two
commissioners — Rosel H. Hyde and
T. A. M. Craven — issued strong dissents
while a third — Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley — in even stronger language
said that the commission did not go
far enough.
Exempted from the hearing requirement would be (1) translator stations,
(2) pro forma assignments or transfers,
(3) sales due to inadequacy of operating
funds, death or disability of station
principals ". . . or to other changed
circumstance affecting the licensee or
permittee occurring subsequent to the

TO

station

HOLD

STATIONS

trafficking
AT

acquisition of the license or permit."
Unless the seller could ". . . make an
affirmative showing, based on probative
evidence
the hearing
would
be
automatic .if .the." station
had been
owned
by the seller for less than three years.
In announcing the rulemaking, the
commission said that a survey of 3 1 8 applications acted upon between January
and October of this year showed that
67 of the stations sold had been owned
for less than one year and an additional
129 for less than three years. In 50%
of the cases where the station was
owned less than three years, the seller
made a "substantial" profit in the sale,
the commission stated. The order further
pointed out that an average of 555
transfer applications have been filed annually for the past three years with a
1958 breakdown showing: 47% of the
stations owned by the seller over three
years; 35% between one and three
years; 11% between 6 and 12 months,
and 7% less than six months. Of
sellers holding stations less than three

LEAST

THREE

YEARS

years, 53% had bought their properties
while 47% secured them through original grants, the commission said.
Implied Promise ■ "Each application
for acquisition of a construction permit
or a license for a broadcast facility
whether by initial grant or through
purchase includes an implied (if not
expressed) representation to the commission that the applicant intends to
operate the station involved for the
full
period authorized
the license,"
the commission
stated.by Many
of the
problems inherent in station sales could
be solved if the buyer is required to
operate his acquired property for a
minimum of three years, the commission continued.
Issues for the hearings to be scheduled under the proposed rule would be
designated on a case-by-case basis. Red
flags as far as the commission is concerned would be (1) excessive price and
(2) previous transactions by assignor or
assignee.
Hyde, Craven Dissent ■ In a dissent-

First short-term renewals issued to five Eaton stations
chester, N. H. Mr. Eaton owns
Under its newly-vested authority
Hyde View ■ Commissioner Hyde
100% of WINX, WFAN and
to issue licenses for less than the nordissented
to the FCC's authority to
mal three years, the FCC last week
WMUR-TV; 98% of WANT and
issue short licenses on the ground
flexed its muscles in that area for the 97% of WSID, the FCC said.
such action would be discriminatory
first time.
and he repeated this statement in
In answering the commission's
By a 4-3 vote, the commission re- charge, Mr. Eaton had promised to dissenting again last week. He said
fused to renew the licenses of five devote more time to personal superit would place stations at an unfair
vision of the stations in the future.
stations out of the multiple station
by forcing them to comproperties owned by Richard Eaton
Review Promised ■ In granting the advantage
pete without a full license period.
for the normal three-year period and short renewals — good until March 1,
He also objected to the short li1962 — the commission majority
instead gave the broadcaster a mancenses granted Mr. Eaton because,
date to continue operating the five stated: "This procedure will permit Commissioner Hyde said, it has imthe commission to review operations
outlets involved for only 15 months.
plications of a probationary period.
as they exist one year hence, by
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
The
FCC's
promise to check Mr.
Charles King issued strong dissenting which time the licensee will have
Eaton's operations in a year has
statements while Commissioner T. A. had sufficient time to demonstrate
undesirable implications, he said, and
M. Craven also dissented.
the results of his proposed personal
wrong in principle. "I think they
Congress enacted legislation last supervision and controls over his sta- is
[licensees] ought to be either in or
summer enabling the FCC to mete
Commissioner Hyde concluded.
All three of the dissenters felt the out,"
out short term licenses. The commisJust about a month ago Mr. Eaton
sion, then, in September issued its licenses should have been renewed
sold two station properties (WTID
tions."
own rules on the subject, effective
for the full three-year period. ComNewport News, Va., and WARKNov. 7 (Broadcasting, Oct. 3).
missioner King charged the FCC
AM-FM Hagerstown. Md.) and
Commissioners Hyde and Craven
majority is getting into a managebought two (WFAB South Miami,
also dissented to the new rule then.
ment area over which it has no juris- Fla., and WBNX New York), all
diction. He stated:
At issue in last week's action was
approved by the FCC at the same
"Mr.
Eaton's
obligation is to op- time (Broadcasting, Nov. 7). The
Mr. Eaton's alleged lack of personal
supervision of his stations. It had
erate his stations in the public interacquisitions and Mr. Eatest. What the FCC appears to be two new
been charged that he had not given
on's other station interests were not
his close, personal attention to the interested in are the management
involved
renewal in
action the
last Commission's
week. The other
techniques by which he will fulfill
five properties — WANT Richmond,
this obligation. In my opinion, this stations include WJMO Cleveland
Va.; WFAN (FM) Washington;
WINX Rockville, Md.; WSID Balti- should be no concern of the comHeights, Ohio, WCUY Cleveland
and WOOK Washington, D. C.
more, Md.; and WMUR-TV Man62

mission."
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TAXES...
one

hole

in your

budget

that\
to plug

You can't budget for your share of the cost of government
in the electric light and power business.
That's because nobody can tell you exactly what your
part of the bill is.
More than $5,000,000,000 in taxpayers' money has
gone into federal government power projects. Proponents
of the projects now say that billions more should be spent —
much of it to come from taxes, too.
But there isn't, and has never been, a named "government power tax" to show a single individual taxpayer how
much of the bill he pays.
Is it any wonder that this handling of the taxpayer's
money slips by almost unnoticed? That $5,000,000,000
went yesterday, and around $10,000,000,000 more has been
proposed, without even a big-scale national discussion of
the whole picture?
THE REASON WHY such an enormous tax burden is
virtually overlooked is that federal power spending has been
traditionally disguised. It is often called "incidental" to
such government activities as flood-control, irrigation and
navigation. But billions are mighty big "incidentals" !
AND THERE

IS NO NEED

FOR SUCH

SPENDING

Government doesn't have to spend billions of future
taxes for America to have all the electric power it will need.
The hundreds of independent electric companies are able
and ready to supply this power. To build the plants. To
finance them through investors. And produce taxes as well!
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GET THE STORY IN A NEW

FREE BOOKLET

This booklet is published specially for those interested
in local community affairs. It discusses the effect that increased federal "public power" spending could have on
communities — taking money you might prefer to see spent
locally on schools, libraries, hospitals, parks and other
essentials. To get your copy, please send coupon below.
AMERICA'S INDEPENDENT
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES

POWER COMPANIES
Room Ave.
1124-U
1271
of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send me, without charge,
the material checked below:
□ "What Do Federal Power
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sponsor this message
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( Please print)
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ing statement to which Commissioner
Craven concurred, Commissioner Hyde
charged that the rulemaking "invokes an
artificial and arbitrary time measure. . ."
for determining whether the public interest would be served by the proposed
transfer. The commissioner said that
he is in full accord with the purpose
behind the rulemaking but that the
remedial procedure adopted is in conflict with the Communications Act.
He expressed the fear the rulemaking
would have the "detrimental effect of
discouraging capital investments in the
very broadcast facilities that most need
improvement in the public interest."
Commissioner Hyde said that the Communications Act does not make "the
slightest suggestion that Congress intended to read into or superimpose
upon the definition of public interest a
mandatory minimum holding period."
Also, he stated, for the majority to
rule that there is an implied promise in
each application ". . .tortures the meaning of Sec. 307 (d) and ignores business
realities deriving from congressional
sanctions in Sec. 310 (b) permitting
transfers and assignments." Commissioner Hyde said that stations are acquired with the knowledge of their
transferability and no such representation by the majority "is warranted or
permissible." He continued:
"It is clearly the commission's responsibility . . to so conduct its affairs
as to identify and reject applicants who
seek to acquire facilities solely for speculation. But this meritorious objective
should not be pursued through rules
premised upon bootstrap logic. ... It
would be a serious error for the commision to adopt a rule that would tend
to discourage the investment of private
venture capital for the purpose of improving station operation and public
acceptance."
Commissioner Hyde said that to
stamp out trafficking, he would subscribe to a procedural rule designed to
evaluate all pertinent factors, with an
additional burden of proof on licensees
selling stations after short ownership or
in other circumstances giving rise to a
question of trafficking.
Bartley's Views ■ Commissioner Bartley said he concurred in the rulemaking
notice ". . . because it looks toward
some curbs on trafficking." However,
he said that he would have preferred a
rule that would take into consideration
". . . the quality of service rendered to
the public both before and after the
transfers take place."
In selecting a buyer, the seller usually
is concerned primarily with who will
pay the most, not who will best operate
in the public interest, Commissioner
Bartley stated. The proposed transferee
should have a greater responsibility than
meeting bare minimum qualification requirements, he said. "The question is
64 (GOVERNMENT)

not whether we should approve a bargain entered into for the convenience of
the parties thereto, but whether there is
reasonable assurance that the purchaser
selected by the licensee has the qualifications and ability to render optimum
service to the public."
Commissioner Bartley maintained that
the following criteria should be considered intransfers: (1) licensee responsibility, (2) integration of ownership
and management, (3) local residence,
(4) diversification of control, (5) fostering of competition among stations, (6)
participation in community affairs, (7)
direct supervision of the station by the
licensee, (8) public service responsibility,
(9) a continuing awareness of and attention to the needs of the area to be
served.
In the past 2V2 years, Rep. Oren
Harris' Legislative Oversight Subcommittee has been highly critical of the
volume of station sales and the alleged
FCC "pro forma" approvals. In the
summer of 1958, the late Robert McMahon, a subcommittee attorney, did an
extensive study of the history of station
sales in which he recommended that
congressional controls be exerted. The
following winter, the Harris subcommittee adopted many of the McMahon
findings in an interim report.
FCC altering rules
on under 5% holdings
By a 4-3 vote, the FCC last week instituted rulemaking designed to relax
somewhat the agency's multiple ownership rules in cases of corporation licensees with 50 or less stockholders. Comments were invited by Jan. 9 on the
proposal, which would exempt from
multiple ownership rules stockholders
with less than 5% of the licensee's stock
who are not officers or directors and
exercise no control over the licensee.
Under present FCC rules, any ownership, however small, in a licensee with
fewer than 50 stockholders is treated as
an interest in considering multiple ownership. Aholding of 1% or more of the
voting stock in licensee corporations
with more than 50 stockholders is the
present criteria for stockholders in that
category.
Two more sign payola decrees
Two more record distributors have
signed consent judgments that they
will not engage in payola to disc jockeys and other radio and tv station
personnel, the Federal Trade Commission announced last week. The
newest consent signers, bringing to
88 the number which have taken this
route, were Concord Distributing Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, and Prestige Records
Inc., Bergenfield, N. J.

Prehearing conference
in court on Miami ch. 10
A pre-hearing conference has been
called for today (Dec. 12) in the U. S.
Court of Appeals, Washington, on the
Miami ch. 10 case.
All parties were informed last Thursday of the meeting. It will take place
before Circuit Judges George T. Washington, E. Barrett Prettyman and John
A. Danaher.
Pending before the court is the basic
appeal by National Airlines against
the FCC's July 14 order. In this order,
the FCC revoked its 1957 ch. 10 grant
to National Airlines, found all other
applicants disqualified except L. B.
Wilson. It issued the grant to L. B.
Wilson. The commission found that
National Airlines and the disqualified
applicants
had commissioners.
engaged in off-the-record
talks with
Also before the court is National
Airlines' request for a stay of the FCC's
order and its challenge to the court on
the authority of the FCC to issue a
final order in the case; an appeal by
North Dade Video Inc., one of the
applicants, against the commission findings that it should be disqualified, and
an appeal by Elzey Roberts, former
St. Louis broadcaster, against the FCC's
refusal to permit him to file an application for the disputed channel.
The Miami ch. 10 case was the
first of the ex parte cases in which the
FCC issued a final decision. It authorized L. B. Wilson to construct a
ch. 10 station in Miami, but stayed
the effectiveness of its revocation order
against National Airlines until 15 days
after the court decides the request by
National for a stay.
No, it isn't too soon,
contends rocket society
The American Rocket Society wants
space frequencies now — and soon.
It challenged the FCC's 1959 ruling
that it was too early to decide just
where space communications should be
allotted in the radio spectrum.
The court should order the commission to take action, the appeal submitted by Washington radio attorney
Andrew G. Haley, general counsel of
ARS, stated.
Under attack is the FCC's 1959 ruling in the above 890 mc case that there
is no need to specify space frequencies
now, and an October 1960 supplemental decision reaffirming this stand.
The ARS pleading expressed the fear
that if the necessary channels are not
made available now for space communications, the "entire spectrum will be
turned over for use by commercial concerns which could really rely upon
wire communications."
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1. UP TO 180,000 WATTS E.R.P.— when combined with an
RCA high-gain antenna. Channels 7-13. Or can be used as a
driver to obtain higher power.
2. WALK-IN DESIGN ACCESSIBILITY- Improved walk-in
design, introduced with the TT-2BL and TT-6AL Transmit ers, isan invaluable feature of the TT-11AH. A wide
aisle is provided inside the enclosure between the front-line
racks and power supply components to the rear. All components are readily accessible from this aisle.
3. TUNING SIMPLICITY— All tuning adjustments can be made
from the front of the transmitter with power applied. Power
amplifier cavity has been greatly simplified, and no change
in frequency-determining components is required to tune to
any high-band VHF channel.
4. WIDE AMBIENT TEMPERATURE RANGE- Operation over
a wide ambient temperature range is provided by thermostatically controlled cooling of all mercury-vapor rectifier tubes.
5. QUIET OPERATION— All tubes and components, other
than the mercury-vapor rectifier tubes, are cooled by one
main blower in a sound-insulated enclosure.

6. OVERLOAD PROTECTION prevents extensive damage in
case of circuit fault. If overload is momentary, operation is
immediately restored while light remains on to indicate
point of overload.
7. DESIGNED FOR REMOTE CONTROL -Provisions have
been made for remote metering and control of all necessary
functions from a remote point. These facilities may also be
used to control the transmitter from a central point in the
transmitter building.
8. FEWER TUBES AND COMPONENTS TO STOCK -Fewer
spare tubes and components need be stocked since the same
tube types are used in both aural and visual rf chains.
9. ILLUMINATED METERS-A row of large illuminated meters,
mounted on a sloping-front panel for ease of reading, shows
all important currents and voltages.
10. IMPROVED COLOR PERFORMANCE -Built-in linearity
correction, accurate intercarrier frequency control, and dc
on power amplifier filaments are features included for outstanding color performance.
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of uhf initiated by FCC;

a fear: loss by default to other potential users
While there was no mass feeling that
such a move is just around the corner,
the FCC last week took some first and
tentative steps as a hedge against the
possibility of a shift of all television to
the uhf band.
No formal vote has been taken or
final decision made, but the commission
decided to do these things:
■ Back an all-out drive for legislation requiring that all tv sets manufactured be able to receive all channels —
both uhf and vhf.
■ Curtail current plans to drop-in
vhf channels in selected major markets,
with probably no more than 10 such
allocations to be made.
■ Encourage operating vhf stations
to simulcast on uhf channels in the same
city, with a subsequent change in the
FCC's duopoly rules.
■ Recommend amendments to Sec.
316 which would get the commission
out from under stringent "due-process"
requirements before its decisions become final.
■ Create a "pool" of uhf channels by
taking them out of the table of allocations and making them available wherever and whenever needed.
The staff was ordered to prepare documents in line with all these proposals
and to present them at a future meeting for further action. This probably
will come in about six weeks, it was
reported.
A Big If ■ The key to the whole plan
is getting Congress to pass a bill requiring all-channel receivers. Several
such bills were before both the House
and Senate during the last Congress but
none got out of committee. The FCC

Tv sponsor

pressures

aired in boxing probe

Racketeers aren't the only ones
who have a say-so about which boxers appear in televised bouts, the
Senate Antitrust Subcommittee was
told last week by Truman K. Gibson
Jr., associate of boxing promoter
James D. Norris. Sponsors use pressure to get fighters who draw high
tv ratings, he said.
The subcommittee is investigating
the extent of racketeers' influence in
professional boxing. The chairman is
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
Mr. Gibson said the interstate nature of televised boxing (either
broadcast or closed-circuit tv) indicates it should be under federal
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has supported such legislation for the
past two years and bills were introduced
last winter at the agency's request.
There is a strong undercurrent of
fear that commercial broadcasting will
lose the uhf spectrum currently assigned
to tv if the space is not put to use in the
near future. Already potential users are
beginning to snipe at the uhf preserve
— not the least of which is space communications— and the commission expects these side attacks to become allout frontal assaults. Nor, it was pointed
out, are the vhf channels safe from
these attacks with the government becoming increasingly tougher in talks
with the commission.
The commission will be called before
the Senate Commerce Committee after
the new Congress convenes to testify
on allocations. One spokesman said the
agency is ready to point out what it has
done, what it plans and then say to
the senators: "We need your help in
carrying out this program." Most at
the commission feel that it can go no
farther without enabling legislation from
Congress.
But, the commission can and will do
everything in its power to encourage
broadcasters to make use of the uhf
spectrum. Every effort will be made to
make it as easy and inexpensive as possible for operating vhf stations to simulcast on uhf channels. This drive is motivated by the knowledge that no more
vhf space is available and the aforementioned fear of a loss of substantial
portions of the uhf preserve.
The Uhf Pool ■ Commission thinking
on the how's and why's of the proposed
uhf pool have not crystalized as yet.

regulation. He said sponsors of weekly bouts between 1954 and 1957 paid
$100,000
for "talent."
He alsoweekly
expressed
the belief network telecasting of the bouts has a
tendency
to discourage
"fixes" fear
and
other corruption
due to sponsor
of association with such practices.
He agreed during questioning that
the "ancillary gate" (broadcast tv,
closed-circuit tv, radio, movies) has
become much larger than the house
gate in major boxing matches. He
pointed out that the last PattersonJohanssen fight had a house gate of
$830,000 and an ancillary gate of
$2,420,000.

Essentially, however, the plan is to abolish present uhf allocations and make
the channels available when and where
needed on an individual basis. In any
future shift to uhf, every protection and
consideration would be given the present operators of vhf stations, it was
pointed
And, out.
the commission already has
plans for any vacated vhf space — not
taken over by the government for the
government. Some of the frequencies
between chs. 2-13 probably would be
assigned to land mobile, point-to-point
communications, it was pointed out.
Such a move might be made even if a
shift of all tv is not made to uhf.
Due to be curtailed under the new
commission proposals is the year-old
rulemaking to drop-in vhf channels at
reduced mileage separations in major
markets throughout the country. This
rulemaking has been outstanding since
January 1960 and there have been several extensions of the deadline for comments. Current deadline is Dec. 30. The
plan probably will not be scrapped entirely but actual vhf drop-ins are slated
for a drastic cut from original plans.
Two cities mentioned as in line for additional vhf channels are Louisville and
Birmingham.
The commission feels that it must
have some relief from the requirements
of Sec. 316 if its plans along current
lines can ever crystalize. This will be
necessary to remove the excessive delays in finalizing FCC orders while the
parties involved appeal to the courts.
Sec. 316 provides that the commission,
before it can modify a licensee's authorization, must grant a public hearing if requested and places the burden
of proof on the agency. Through this
section, and subsequent appeals to the
courts, the commission order can be
effectively stayed for years.
Catv operator protests
three booster outlets
A new twist in protests was placed
before the FCC last week. A New
Mexico community antenna system
asked the commission to order ". . .
immediate cessation of operation" of
three vhf repeaters which, the antenna
operator claims, are causing the catv
system "extreme interference."
Aztec Community Tv Inc., protested the Nov. 3 grant of three vhf
booster stations to Bloomfield Nonprofit Tv Assn. Aztec, which serves
750 subscribers in Aztec and Blanco,
both New Mexico, said that during
the first day of Bloomfield's operation
(Nov. 10) it received complaints from
40 subscribers objecting to the degradation of the catv picture.
The Bloomfield repeaters are located
within 500 yards of its off-the-air pickup station, Aztec said, and have caused
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

severe co-channel, cross modulation and
audio interference. No such interference was present before the Bloomfield repeaters went on the air, the catv
system told the commission.
Aztec said that its objection was
not to possible competition and this
does not even enter into the case because Bloomfield cannot and does not
put a signal into Aztec. In asking that
the grant be set aside and a hearing
ordered, the catv operator also maintained that Bloomfield filed illegally
on FCC Form 374-A, designed for use
by boosters which were on the air at
the time Congress authorized their
operation.

Judge rules 'piracy'
of radio is illegal
An Ohio judge has ruled that piracy
of the airwaves is illegal.
Youngstown Common Pleas Judge
John W. Ford isued a restraining order
Nov. 28 against Hudix Music Inc.,
Youngstown, and in favor of Ohio
Music Corp., Cleveland.
The order prohibits Hudix from using background music originated by
Ohio Music.
Ohio Music charged that Hudix adjusted special radio receivers in two
Cleveland supermarkets to receive
background music programs initiated
by Ohio and broadcast to Ohio customers via multiplex over WERE-FM
Cleveland. Hudix music service is
broadcast from WSOM (FM) Salem,
Ohio, but the signal did not apparently
reach the two grocery stores in sufficient strength to be usable.
Ohio Music is 75% owned by William O'Neil and 25% by William Lemmon. The company also owns WSKP
Miami, Fla.
Hudix is owned by Lee R. Dixon
and family, which also owns WSOM.
This is believed to be the second
such legal determination involving
background music services broadcast by
fm stations. The first, in 1957, resulted
in a court order prohibiting Tel-ATune Music Systems Corp., Elizabeth,
N. J., from using the programs of
Muzak Corp. broadcast by WBFMFM New York (Broadcasting, July
22, 1957). This involved direct broadcasts; the Youngstown case related to
multiplex transmissions.
FCC okays pay tv system test
International Telemeter Co. was
granted a permit to field test a new
subscription tv system it is developing,
under a Dec. 8 FCC decision. Testing
will be done at a new experimental tv
station at Los Angeles, using ch. 5 when
KTLA (TV) is not operating.
Telemeter plans to test a low-power
transmitter sending mostly scrambled
signals that can be picked up in intelliBROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

gible form Telemeter
only by theis experimenter's
receivers.
a division of
Paramount Pictures Corp., owner of
Paramount Television Productions Inc.,
KTLA licensee. FCC waived Sec. 1.355
of the rules to bypass the 30-day waiting period.
Comr.
FCC
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Seattle decision

The FCC was accused of "bureaucratic tyranny" by one of its own members last week in a strongly-worded dissent to conditions placed on license renewals granted KING-AM-FM-TV and
KIRO-AM-FM-TV, all Seattle.
Commissioner Charles King was the
critical commissioner. His dissent, along
with those of Commissioners Robert E.
Lee and T. A. M. Craven, were caused
by an FCC stipulation that the Pacific
National Bank of Seattle dispose of a
minority trust interest in the KIRO
stations. The FCC had raised a duopoly
question because Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,
president and majority owner of the
KING stations, is a minority stockholder and director of the bank.
Under terms of the license renewals,
the bank must dispose of, and so inform
the commission, its trust in KIRO within
90 days. Commissioner King had this
to say about the condition imposed:
"To impose a condition on renewal
such as a majority of my colleagues have
seen fit to adopt in this case is, in my
opinion, nothing less than bureaucratic
tyranny ... By no stretch of the imagination can it be said that King Broadcasting Co. [KING licensee] directly or indirectly owns, operates or controls [a prerequisite for duopoly interests] Station
KIRO . . . This is not interpretation;
rather it is distortion to make the rule
mean something that it does not say. To
me, this is indefensible; the commission
has no choice, in my opinion, but to adhere to the plain language of its own

Hearing set on radio-tv
rule." in campaign costs
part
The five-man House Campaign Expenditures Committee will hold hearings Dec. 15-16 (10 a.m., Room 3174,
New House Office Building) on the
increasing costs of political campaigns
caused
by candidates' extensive use of
tv
and radio.
The House group, headed by Rep.
Clifford Davis (D-Tenn.), also will
study problems created by the length
of time between the national political
conventions and election day.
Witnesses have been invited but none
have been announced. Other committee members are Reps. Robert E. Jones
(D-Ala.), Leo W. O'Brien (D-N.Y.),
William C. Cramer (R-Fla.) and Samuel L. Devine (R-Ohio).

LEBANON

If you want to get the greatest share
of audience and more total homes (at
the best possible cost) in these 3 important Central Pennsylvania communiWTPA.ties, buy Harrisburg's No. I station,
With an overwhelming superiority
in the Capital City,* WTPA's
Million watts of power
Full ABC schedule
Paramount and '61 for '61 movies
Top rated Syndicated shows
Superior public service
delivers sign on to sign off in these
markets more homes than the 3 other
stations combined.
Get all the facts from the "best reps
in
the business," Harrington, Righter &
Parsons!
'March 1960 ARB

HARRISBURC, PA.
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the FCC has not publicly presented
any justification of the new form in
terms of why the additional information
■ Granted a cp for a new television
station to operate on ch. 53 in Fresno,
is needed. "As taxpayers, we strongly
Calif., to B. L. Golden, Elbert H. Dean
protest the additional time, expense and
work for both the commission and
and L. W. Fawns. Fresno was recently
deintermixed to an all-uhf market by stations which will result from yearly
the FCC through deletion of ch. 12 compilation of all this additional infor(KFRE-TV) there. The new grant is
mation." The stations went on to ask:
for ERP of 25.7 kw visual and 13.8 kw
"Is the commission now going to reguaural with an antenna height of 210
late individual station profits and execfeet.
utive salaries? We fail to see where the
commission has any right to do this."
■ Invited comments on the advisability of providing spectrum space to ac■ Received supplemental petition for
review of rulings by Chief Hearing Excommodate radio-frequency operating
devices such as burglar alarms, on
aminer James D. Cunningham in the
network study hearing in Los Angeles
petition of Radar Eye Corp., West
last October (Broadcasting, Oct. 24).
Newton, and Electro-Security Corp.,
Mr. Cunningham refused to permit
Webster, both Massachusetts. Among
questions to be explored: whether the MCA counsel to participate on the
same function can be performed by record. Petition was filed by MCA Inc.
and MCA Vice President Taft B.
other media; whether such devices
Schreiber, who refused to testify or
should be licensed; whether they can
produce records after the ruling Oct. 17.
be accommodated under existing services
A similar petition was also filed two
or as a new service; where frequencies
can be obtained, and whether they weeks ago by Dick Fishell & Assoc.,
should be on an exclusive or shared
who had similarly refused to produce
records. The latest MCA pleading said
basis. Deadline for comments is April
3, 1961.
the hearing examiner's order does not
explain the basis in statute or in FCC
■ Received comment from KCRS
rules for its issuance. It further noted
Midland, Tex., on its proposal to amalthough Mr. Cunningham's ruling
plify the financial reports that all li- that
makes reference to the MCA petition,
censees must file (Broadcasting, Dec.
it does not discuss it nor attempt to
5 Editorial, Dec. 5). The Texas station
dispose of the contentions it raises. The
held that the additional information the Broadcast Bureau last week issued a
FCC was considering requesting would
memorandum in support of Mr. Cunserve no useful purpose; would be burningham's position and in opposition to
densome tobroadcasters and would nethe MCA and Fishell petitions for review.
cessitate unwarranted additional expenditures by the FCC. Adoption of the
■ Denied petition by Donald H. Mcpresent form was a step forward, KCRS
Donald, trustee of the permittee of
commented, but the amended version as
WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind., for reproposed would be "... a backward step
toward the old, undesirable annual review of an examiner's ruling denying
his request to inspect certain confidenport which the commission has already
tial reports which had allegedly been
discarded once."
used by the counsel for the Broadcast
Further comment came from WCTCBureau. WTVW had been ordered to
AM-FM New Brunswick, N. J., and
show cause why its license should not
WESO Southbridge, Mass., which said
The FCC

No

last week...

R.S.V.P.

on

this Yarborough

Chairman Ralph W. Yarborough
(D-Tex.) of the Senate Watchdog
Subcommittee several weeks ago
ordered all U.S. broadcasters to report to him within 24 hours the
complaints they had received about
political broadcasts (Broadcasting,
Oct. 24).
But last week some broadcasters
were discovering that Sen. Yarborough has another, Texas hat.
The state's tv broadcasters were considering a Yarborough letter they
could just ignore — if they dare.
The letter, sent to all Texas tele68 (GOVERNMENT)

be modified to specify operation on ch.
3 1 instead of its present grant of ch. 7.
The commission also denied his request
for oral argument.
■ Extended to Jan. 16, 1961, deadline
for reply comments to the proposal of
adoption by the FCC of the Kahn
compatible single sideband transmission
at the request of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (for comments see Broadcasting, Dec. 5). Westinghouse submitted that it had experimented with
the CSSB system on its experimental
station for some two years and observed tests conducted by Kahn Research Labs and asked the commission
for a period of at least 45 days to study
comments submitted by Kahn Labs
and others.
KWK

hearing Jan. 18

if petition is acted on
A hearing into license revocation proceedings against KWK St. Louis has
been tentatively set to begin Jan. 18 in
that city by FCC Hearing Examiner
Forrest McClenning. The new date was
set at a pre-hearing conference last
Thursday after the original date of Dec.
14 had been postponed at the request of
the
Bureau (Broadcasting,
Dec. Broadcast
5).
Bearing directly on the new date will
be
a possible
action on outlining
KWK's
request
for a billFCC
of particulars
charges against the station (Broadcasting, Nov. 28). Mr. McClenning said he
would not start the hearing as scheduled
if the KWK petition still pends before
the commission.
The Broadcast Bureau last week opfor a breakdownposedof thethestation's
charges.request
The bureau
stated
the FCC has made clear on a number
of occasions that a licensee in a revocation proceeding does not have the right
to "discovery of statements in the commission's investigatory files."

letter

vision stations, reminded them that
"millions of Texans and other Americans" will be watching the "dramatic
developments" during the new Kennedy-Johnson democratic administration. Itadded, "Sen. Yarborough
has agreed to take the time" to film
news clips every week or two on
these happenings for use by state tv
outlets. Signed by Bob Bray, Sen.
Yarborough's public information assistant, the Nov. 21 letter said care
will be taken to keep the film clips
on legitimate news subjects and offered to do special assignments for

individual television stations.
Texas tv broadcasters were told
the minute and two-minute Yarborough film clips are being offered
for $4.44 and $5.55 apiece, respectively, to pay for production and
handling expenses involved with the
Yarborough program.
And the home state tv operators
were left to read this closing sentence any way
they decision
want to: on". the
. .
Regardless
of your
news clips, I hope that you and
your news staff will let me know
whenever I can be of service."
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

Salinger still prefers
'press' to 'news' tag
Pierre Salinger, press secretary to
President-elect John F. Kennedy, isn't
ready to adopt the term "news secretary"
despite the fact his job covers radio-tv
as well as print media.
In denning his job at a Dec. 7 dinner
of the Sigma Delta Chi chapter in Washington, Mr. Salinger said, "The press
secretary should be an assistant to both
the President and the press." He parried
questions dealing with the use of the
term news secretary.
But the successor to James C. Hagerty
in the key White House news post said
presidential conferences with newsmen
will be more frequent than has been the
case during the Eisenhower administration. He said he leans toward live,
televised conferences, but added no final
plan has been submitted.
Mr. Salinger said he prefers the giveand-take of the spontaneous news conference to the use of written questions
submitted in advance. "The main opponents of televised conferences are
newspapermen and people who don't
like television," he said, explaining that
"television gives the public a chance to
see the President answer questions and
lets people see news while it happens."
He made the observation after a chapter
member asked, "Will the only news conferences of cabinet members be the
weekend tv panel shows?"
In a guest appearance on WMCA
New York Dec. 6, Mr. Salinger said
pooling of tv-radio pickups is being considered, with other networks and stations
picking the conference from the pool.
He doubted if any time limit would be
set for conferences but added, "News
conferences don't go usefully beyond
30 minutes; there are just so many
worthwhile questions that reporters will
ask." He said he has spent several hours
with Mr. Hagerty whom he described as
"cooperative and helpful in showing the
facilities and giving information to make
it possible for me to carry out my job."
Watchdogs postpone session
until after holiday
The Senate Watchdog Subcommittee
postponed a meeting scheduled last
week until after Christmas because of
the absence of one of its three members, Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo.), who
is on an African tour with two other
Democratic senators and Edward (Ted)
Kennedy, brother of President-elect
John F. Kennedy. The subcommittee,
headed by Sen. Ralph W. Yarborough
(D-Tex.), is investigating possible
broadcaster abuses of handling of political broadcasting under recent amendments to Sec. 315. The third member
is Sen. Hugh Scott (R-Pa.).
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FM broadcasters: high receiver cost —
the big drawback to expansion of potential FM audiences — has been licked.
NOW you can boost your FM audience
with this dynamic . . . Drift-Free . . .
quality FM receiver from Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. If you have AM too, and go
on reduced power at night, why not
take advantage of this special offer and
really promote FM to maintain, or innatural. crease, your night time audience. It's a
Exceptionally low priced — as low as
$16.95 in quantity orders! Direct factory
distribution makes it possible to offer
this set at a fraction of the cost you'd
expect to pay for such quality and performance.
Ideal for premiums, prizes, program
give-aways — and the perfect Christmas

gift. Here's an inexpensive way of providing aservice for your listeners —
where else could they buy a set like this
for less than 820 — and, at the same time,
you're building your local audience.
Put this high quality — low cost receiver to work for YOU — today — building more FM listeners.
Specify Model Number when ordering
from these four attractive color combinations :
Model 501: White Cabinet, White Front
Model 502: Grey Cabinet, Charcoal Front
Model 503: Grey Cabinet, White Front
Model 504: White Cabinet, Charcoal Front
YOUR COST
50 or more sets
$16.95
25-49 sets
17.25
10-24 sets
18.00
1-9 sets
19.95
(FOB Bloomington) We must have credit information, orshipments will be made C.O.D.
To
expedite shipment, send check or money
order.

Order on your station letterhead from:
SARKES
9

TARZIAN

INC

BROADCAST EOUIPMENT DIVISION
east hillside drive • bloomington, indiana CONSUMER PRODUCTS SECTION
edison 2-7251
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PROGRAMMING
Film

packages

COURT DECISION SHOULD
Television stations will be able to buy
feature film by the picture — and perhaps save money in the bargain.
This is the way it's supposed to work
as soon as a New York federal judge
puts out an injunction prohibiting the
forced sale of theatrical motion pictures
to tv stations in blocks or packages.
The injunction will be issued by U. S.
District Judge Archie O. Dawson after
the Dept. of Justice files proposed specifications ofthe decree and, undoubtedly, after lawyers for the six tv film
distributors argue over the content.
No date has been set for this action.
In his opinion Judge Dawson found
instances of forced, tie-in film sales by
the distributor defendants.
The court denied, however, the gov-

Federal

tax

SAVE

Revenue Service's traditional approach to the taxing of income from
tv films appeared last week in a
ruling that affects tv film producers.
IRS took notice in its decision that
tv film showings have different
values at different times.
This recognition of the vagaries
of the film production business
raised hope that IRS would be
equally realistic in deciding a series
of cases involving the amortization
of tv station film libraries. There
was indication at the weekend that
a west coast ruling by the IRS regional office in San Francisco would
be issued by yearend.
At issue is an appeal by a Seattle
tv station from an IRS district decision refusing to recognize the station's claim that the first-run showing of a film should be amortized
at 60% of the film's value (Broadcasting, May 18, 1959).
Similar appeals have been filed by
tv stations in Los Angeles, Salt
Lake City and Denver, but all three
have been laid aside by IRS district or regional offices pending a
ruling in the Seattle case.
Tv station auditors found encouragement in last week's national IRS
ruling because it recognized after a
long study of the film production

tv

have

BROADCASTERS

about
MONEY,

ernment's demand that the film distributors be forced to renegotiate current contracts.
If individual tv stations want to collect refunds, the judge stated, they can
sue for treble damages in a civil antitrust suit.
The ruling brings to a close a threeyear-old antitrust suit which charged
violation of Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act.
It was instituted in 1957 by the Justice
Dept. against the big six of tv feature
films — Loew's Inc. (MGM), Associated Artists Productions Inc. (Warner
Bros.). C&C Super Corp. (RKO), National Telefilm Assoc. (20th CenturyFox), Screen Gems Inc. (Columbia)
and United Artists Corp. (independents).

officials

Federal tax officials are starting
to take a realistic look at the practical side of tv film production and
exhibition.
The first break in the Internal
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"DOGS"

No Comment ■ Spokesmen for the
film distributors declined to comment
on the opinion. They pointed out they
are still examining the document, but
said consideration is being given to an
appeal. It was indicated that a meeting
among the attorneys representing the
six companies may be held within the
next few weeks to decide what legal
steps, if any, should be taken.
The opinion, lawyers point out, apparently brings television under the
1948 Paramount consent decree umbrella. The Paramount case, which resulted in the forced divorcement of
producers from their owned theatre
chains, prohibits the required purchase
of motion picture film in groups.
This is considered a significant ruling

their

problem, the "strikingly uneven flow
of income" earned by groups of tv
film
series. programs within a producer's
National Formula "IRS proceeded
to draw up a formula having national application to tv film producers. This formula is based on
IRS realization that the usefulness
of a film series cannot be adequately
measured by the passage of time
alone, with depreciation necessarily
following the flow of income.
Currently the IRS west coast regional office is understood to be
studying the national ruling affecting tv film producers before acting
on the amortization appeal of the
Seattle tv station, particularly the
statement by the national office that
film showings have different values
at different times.
The 1959 San Francisco ruling
appealed by the Seattle tv station
had held: "Where the contract
(movie film lease to a tv station)
provides for a limited number of
telecasts during a limited period of
time, amortization is to be computed by dividing the cost of the
package by the number of telecasts
permitted under the contract. The
cost per telecast, multiplied by the
number of telecasts during the taxable year, determines the amount
of amortization allowable for that
year. Where the contract provides
for an unlimited number of telecasts during a limited period of

END

had

blinders

time, amortization is to be computed ratably over the life of the
This ruling meant that if a tv
station leased, for example, a group
of 500 films from one distributor,
with five showings of each film perlease." mitted, only 1/ 2500th of the total
lease value could be amortized for
each individual showing of a film.
Expensive Concept ■ Such a concept promised to be costly to tv
stations, forcing them to adopt accounting procedures not properly
reflecting profit and loss. While
only a regional rather than national
ruling, it might be adopted nationally unless reversed on appeal inasmuch as IRS regional rulings are
often circularized to all regional
offices. The regional decision failed
to recognize that some film lease
contracts specify that if a lessor
repossesses a film shown once, it
is worth only 40% of the base price.
NAB's legal department, headed
by Douglas A. Anello, chief counsel,
has been working with station attorneys in the cases.
In the latest ruling covering tv
film producers, the IRS national
office noted that depreciation formulas of the revenue code (167a,b)
are inadequate in most cases when
applied to tv film producers because
of the uneven flow of income earned
by groups of programs within a
series. This is due to contract restrictions, methods of distribution
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

in tv legal history, it was pointed out,
since there are other aspects of broadcasting which might be affected by it—
such as option time.
Option time, the practice by which
networks ensure specific periods of
clearance by broadcast stations, has
been attacked as akin to block booking
by KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. The Los
Angeles station has appealed the FCC's
finding that option time is "reasonably
necessary" for tv networking. The commission made this determination in issuing its new option time rules last
September. KTTV asked the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Washington to reverse the FCC and rule that option time
is illegal (Broadcasting, Nov. 21).
The immediate result of Judge Dawson's decision, it was felt, would be in
substantial savings to tv stations. No
longer will they be required to put out
hundreds of thousands of dollars for a
film library running to several hundred
features — including "dogs" (and in one
instance, foreign language pictures unusable in the particular market). Tv
and program audience appeal, it was
noted.
For example, IRS said that if a
film series is successful there will
be additional income from reruns
over a period of years, depending
on popularity. On the other hand,
an unsuccessful series may produce
little or no income after the first
exhibition.
IRS explained it this way, "The
usefulness of such assets in the taxpayer's trade or business is measurable over the income it produces
and cannot be adequately measured
by the passage of time alone. Therefore, in order to avoid distortion,
depreciation must follow the 'flow of
income'."
Some tv film producers use the
"cost recovery" method in reporting
income, reporting no taxable income until the income from the
films exceeds the cost thereof. But
IRS asserted this method "is not
acceptable for federal income tax
purposes."
Fractions ■ The "income forecast"
method is adaptable in computing
depreciation of the cost of tv films
without producing any serious distortion of income, according to the
IRS ruling. It continued, "This
method requires the application of
a fraction, the numerator of which
is the income from the films for
the taxable year, and the denominator of which is the forecasted
or estimated total income to be
derived from the films during their
useful life, including estimated income from foreign exhibition or
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

stations should be able to pick and
choose and buy only what they need.
The big fear, however, is that in pricing individual films, distributors may
set the cost at so high a level, it will be
cheaper for the broadcaster to buy the

"We are not asking for renegotiation.
But, if, as a result of this trial, renegotiation should be permitted, then we

package.
A major question which will remain
unanswered until the decree is issued is:
Does the block booking ban apply to
subscription tv?
Another — and potentially explosive
question
— is:ban apply to syndicated tv
Will the
film series?
Most legal minds agree it probably
could not be made to apply to regulation series, but might be applied to
those which have unrelated parts — such
as anthologies.
Private Suits ■ There is no indication
how seriously tv stations may take
Judge Dawson's reference to private
treble-damage antitrust suits.
One indication was given in a footnote to the court's opinion. It quoted
E. K. Jett, WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md. :
other exploitation of such films.
"The term 'income' for purposes
of computing this fraction means
income from the films less the expense of distributing the films, not
including depreciation. This fraction is multiplied by the cost of films
which produced income during the
taxable year, after appropriate adjustment for estimated salvage value.
"If the estimated income from
the television films should be less
than the cost thereof, thus resulting
in a loss, the use of the 'income
forecast' method for computing depreciation will reflect such loss in
the proper taxable years based on
the amount of income from the
films derived in each taxable year.
"If in subsequent years it is found
that the income forecast was substantially overestimated or underestimated by reason of circumstances occurring in such subsequent
years, an adjustment of the income
forecast for such subsequent years
may be made. In such case, the
formula for computing depreciation
would be as follows: income for
the taxable year divided by the revised estimated income (the current
year's income and estimated future
income), multiplied by the unrecovered depreciable film cost remaining
as of the beginning of the taxable
"The total forecast or estimated
income to be derived from the films
year.
should be based on the conditions
known to exist at the end of the
period for which the return is made.
This estimate can be revised upward

want
get onfound
the that
gravythere
train."
The tocourt
are about
9,000 feature films involved in the case,
and that the six distributors received
"not less" than $110 million in license
fees.
Film costs is the major item in program ing; itfollows salaries in operating costs.
The average station in 1959 spent
$195,736 on film, according to FCC
records. Thirty-six of the largest stations spent over $500,000 in 1959 on
film, the same source disclosed.
Quality ■had
It's it,
conceivable,
oneImproved
wry comment
that this
move may improve tv programming.
This observation was based on the
thought that whereas broadcasters who
paid amounts up to six-figures for complete packages and felt impelled to run
every one of the pictures — stinkers and
all — this would not be necessary any
longer since the telecaster would not
or downward at the end of subsequent taxable periods based on additional information which became
available after the last prior estiSalvage Value ■ IRS cautioned that
tv films must not be depreciated
below a reasonable salvage value —
the amount which it is estimated
will be realizable upon sale or other
mate."
disposition
of such films when they
are no longer useful in the taxpayer's business or in the production
of his income.
"The time when such films are
no
longer etc.,
useful
the taxpayer's
business,
mayin vary
according
to his policy with respect to the
use thereof," IRS explained. "If
the taxpayer's policy is to dispose
of the films after the initial showing,
the salvage value may represent a
relatively large proportion of the
original cost of such films. However, if the taxpaper customarily
uses the films after the initial showing for reruns, syndication, foreign
exhibition, or other exploitation
thereof, the salvage value may represent a relatively small proportion
of the original cost. If there is a
redetermination of the 'income forecast,' as explained above, salvage
value may be redetermined based
upon the known facts at the time
of such redetermination of the 'in-

The come"income
forcast'." forecast" principle
as set forth in the ruling is limited
to tv films, taped shows for reproduction and other property of a
similar character.
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have to buy — and pay for — film other
than those titles he wanted.
It was observed, seriously, that many
broadcasters shelved a substantial number of "dogs" that were unfit for broadcasting.

COVER

FLORIDA'S
2nd
LARGEST

WSUN

MARKET"
and
29

Counties

with

1 Station!

Tampa-St. Petersburg is Florida's
second largest market, with a
metro population of 772,453*!
But that's not all! WSUN is the
only station on Florida's West
coast covering the entire 29
county area with 1,420,007* residents.
ADD TO THIS WSUN's GREAT
ADULT AUDIENCE (97.2%)**
. . . the greatest percentage of
adult listeners. This means
ADULT BUYERS throughout the
entire 24 hour broadcast day!
REACH ALL OF FLORIDA'S 2nd
LARGEST MARKET ON THE
ADULT STATION!

by-station
basis." he said, was too broad.
This language,
"The antitrust laws do not require
that every owner of a product must be
ready to offer such product for sale to
anybody interested in purchasing it . . .
Nor do the antitrust laws, or the Paramount decision, prevent the owner of
television films from offering them in
groups or blocks. The law simply requires that a person may not condition
the sale of one product upon the purchase of another product . . ."
News accounts indicate that post1948 films are about to be made available to tv, Judge Dawson observed.
He
added:
"Certainly
we would
not
want the
defendants
to follow
certain
of the procedures which they followed
with reference to the "pre- 1948" films
and which are found in this opinion to
be violations of the antitrust laws."
Judge Dawson was at his strongest
in
government's
request
that denying
the courtthe
require
the renegotiation
of present film contracts.
Such a decree, he stated, would be
without vision
legal
telestationsfoundation.
are entitled"Iftotherecoup

*1960 Census **/>u/se 6/60

620 KC
TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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New Procedure ■ Soon after the government instituted its suit in 1957, most
tv film distributors changed their practices and placed a unit price on individual films as well as a volume price
on packages.
This is the current practice in the
industry, it is understood.
Even so Judge Dawson found that
several of the tv film distributors under
attack in the antitrust suit continued to
block book even after the filing of the
Justice Dept. complaint.
Guilty Verdict ■ The 78-page decision was issued by U. S. District Judge
Archie O. Dawson on Dec. 2.
He found that in over 25 instances
the defendants had conditioned the sale
of their feature films on the acceptance
of other film not desired by the tv stations.
This, he said, constitutes a violation
of Sec. 1 of the Sherman Act.
Judge Dawson dissented, however,
from the government's demand that the
defendants be enjoined "from refusing
to license feature films to television stations on a picture-by-picture, station-

some money they have adequate remedy for damages in a suit specifically
forEarlier
that purpose,"
he said. he expressed
in his decision
dismay at the thought that he should
order the renegotiation of current contracts.
"This caution on the part of the court
has been necessary," he said, in dis-

Look, Ma-no

toes!

It apparently isn't easy being a
town marshal these days — even
when you're Matt Dillon, fastsmoke. And
the American
drawing
hero when
of CBS-TV's
GunMedical Assn. gets into the act,
you have to wonder if the old tin
star is worth it.
Last week Marshal Matt and his
holster-slapping colleagues were
sharply scolded on the editorial
page of the AMA's journal as the
causes for "Dodge City Syndrome"
(the increase in gunshot wounds
of the feet and legs). According
to the AMA, the patient-to-be is
too slow on the draw and too fast
with his trigger finger so that he
fires the weapon while it is still
pointed at his foot.
The editorial called the problem
a major one, blaming the tv gunmen as the influence behind the
increase in gun clubs and casualties.
cussing the weight he would give to the
evidence of block booking, "because it
became obvious during the trial that
certain of the witnesses from the television stations were interested in establishing the basis for future suits and
their testimony may have been colored
accused government's senior
desire."
by Hethisalso
counsel
with seemingly being more interested in establishing the basis for
treble damage civil suits by tv stations
than in the principle of the case.
Paramount Case ■ Judge Dawson
found that the 1948 Paramount case
decision which prohibits block-booking
in the motion picture field has applicability to television.
Answering the argument that the motion picture decision which proscribed
block booking applied only where monopoly and unfair practices were found,
Judge Dawson stated that this was not
so.
Bolstering this determination, Judge
Dawson alluded to Pape Television Co.
v. Associated Artists Productions Inc.
This case, still in litigation, was
brought last year by WALA-TV Birmingham against AAP for breach of contract. It also charged block booking.
WALA-TV claimed that it had a verbal
contract with AAP on a package of
cartoons. This group was, however,
sold to another Birmingham station.
The WALA-TV case was dismissed
by the district court. The Fifth Circuit
appeals court returned it on the ground
that the lower court must permit testimony to be taken to show whether or
not block booking, in fact, took place.
In its decision, the appeals court indicated that if block booking was proven,
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

this might be considered a violation
per se.
Is it "Salesmanship"? ■ The court
emphasized that there was no law forbid ing adistributor from offering his
films in a group or package form.
"They had a right to license films in
blocks or packages and to use arguments to persuade the licensees that it
was desirable to purchase the films in
blocks or packages rather than individually," Judge Dawson stated.
Illegality would enter, he stressed, if
the distributors refused to do business
in any way other than by package deals.
Judge Dawson also disposed of a
number of other arguments, including
the question whether a definite "demand" for individual pictures by a station must have been made, and whether
monopoly or control of the product
must be proved before a finding that
block booking was illegal. In both instances he decided in the negative.
Justice Sues in 1957 ■ The government's complaints were filed in 1957
against the six leading film for tv distributors.
The trial before Judge Dawson began on March 7 and ran for 36 court
days. It resulted in a 6,619 page transcript, with 45 government witnesses
and 28 defense witnesses being called.
Leading the government legal forces
was Leonard R. Posner of the Dept. of
Justice. New York attorney Louis Nizer
represented several of the defendants.
Changes in 'Hong Kong'
assure Kaiser backing
Forget reports that Hong Kong, ABCTV hour-long Wednesday night series,
will be a mid-season casualty.
Henry J. Kaiser and his son Edgar,
board chairman and president, respectively, of Kaiser Industries Corp., series
sponsor, last week got a first view of
Hong Kong's new look and expressed
themselves as delighted with what they
saw. This included a new permanent
member of the cast, Mai Tai Sing, who
will appear in each weekly episode as
the owner of a supper club, "The Golden Dragon," and plans for the increased
use of name guest stars, especially popular singers, with music specially written
for the series. Rod Taylor will continue to star as an American newsman,
with Lloyd Bochner co-starred in the
role of the Hong Kong chief police
inspector.
The Kaisers and other officials of
their company, with representatives of
Young & Rubicam, Kaiser agency, and
20th Century-Fox Television, producer
of the series, viewed scenes from -several
forthcoming installments of Hong Kong
which showed innovations made by Roy
Huggins, new studio vice president in
charge of tv production, to broaden the
scope of the program.
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

DIEGO
CALIFORNIA

TOTAL

RETAIL

SALES

in San Diego County came to $1,283,812,000* last
year, placing San Diego 22nd among the nation's
200 leading counties.
Two metropolitan newspapers are dominant sales
forces in this great and growing market:
Sfa £an flieoa Union I Evening Tribune
"COPYRIGHT 1960 SALES MANAGEMENT SURVEY OF BUYING POWER
15 HOMETOWN DAILY NEWSPAPERS COVERING SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA - GREATER LOS ANGELES - SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS - AND
NORTHERN ILLINOIS. SERVED BY THE COPLEY WASHINGTON BUREAU
AND THE COPLEY NEWS SERVICE.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY WEST-HOLLIDAYCO., INC.

OF TRUTH'

"to

any
a smart
addition

newsroom
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Catv sets agenda
for D. C. seminar
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
will be the featured speaker at the first
community antenna Eastern Regional
Management Seminar to be held Jan. 9
at Washington's Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Mr. Ford will discuss the catv situation and prospective FCC moves.
This is the first of a projected series
of management seminars, sponsored by
the National Community Television
Assn. Catv operators from New England and the Middle Atlantic states are
expected to attend.
Others on the Washington agenda are
Herbert Jacobs, president, Tv Stations
Inc., film buying group; Hamilton Shea,
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., and E.
Stratford Smith, NCTA counsel.
This will be the first meeting at which
NCTA's new president, William Dalton,
will preside.
At a Dec. 8 meeting in Washington
the NAB Community Antenna Television Committee reviewed the status of
litigation involving station property
rights in telecast signals. The committee
heard a report on 1960 activities covering legislation affecting antenna systems
and the impact of catv operations on
broadcasters on an industrywide as well
as individual basis.
Attending the NAB session were Eugene S. Thomas, KETV (TV) Omaha,
Neb., chairman; Leon Brooks, CBS;
Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA-TV Yakima,
Wash.; William C. Grove, KFBC-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo.; C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.; Howard
Monderer, NBC; Thad M. Sandstrom,
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kans.; Fred Weber,
Friendly Group; Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, representing the NAB
Policy Committee of which he is chairman. Staff officers participating for NAB
were Vincent T. Wasilewski, government affairs vice president; Charles H.
Tower, tv vice president; Douglas A.
Anello, chief counsel, and Dan W.
Shields, assistant tv vice president.
CBS-TV moves 'Witness'
out of Thursday anchor
With The Witness on the "shaky" list,
CBS-TV has announced a Thursday
night realignment that takes effect this
week (Dec. 15). The new showtimes:
7 : 30-8 p.m. EST, The Ann Sothern Show
(moved from 9:30-10); 8-8:30, Angel
(moved from 9-9:30); 8:30-9, Dick
Powell's Zane Grey Theatre (same
time); 9-10, The Witness (moved from
7:30-8:30).
Person to Person at 10 and June
Allyson at 10:30 are unaffected for the
present, although the former, with only
partial sponsorship may face an optiontime crisis early in February.
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makers with such services as film planning, script and storyboard production,
Westrex recording, photography and
stage rentals, titling, art and animation,
processing and complete printing. The
firm will also provide the trade with
published uniform price schedules, enabling the producer to estimate his
budget accurately and to maintain complete control of every element in the
one-stop service.

The big switch
Jules Weil (1.), president of
Colorama Features Inc., receives
a check of more than $500,000
from Hathaway Watson, RKO
General vice president, broadcast
operations, in payment for 22
post- '48 Pine-Thomas features for
use on WOR-TV New York. This
package was part of approximately 140 post-'48s bought by WORTV from five distributors in separate negotiations conducted by
Robert Smith, WOR-TV vice
president, programming.
Corinthian

plans tv news

on Kennedy's first days
Corinthian tv stations plan to package in-depth coverage of the first week
of the new administration in Washington next month, the second major political events package so programmed by
the outlets. Corinthian Broadcasting
Corp. covered the political conventions
last summer, providing reports tailored
to local and regional interest.
The stations' reporters and production crews will spend at least a week,
starting with Inauguration Day, in the
nation's capital. They will view from
the local standpoint such matters as the
nature of the Kennedy administration,
the new Congress, the issues developing,
and other such matters.
The Corinthian plan was announced
last week by C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
the group station owner's president, who
appeared on the same platform with
Herman Land, director of special projects, Corinthian, at a timebuying and
selling seminar of the Radio & Television Executives Society in New York.
Palmer Films revamp services
W. A. Palmer Films Inc., San Francisco, which for 25 years has been a
film production firm, has undergone a
major policy change and will henceforth operate as a "one-stop" 16mm
motion picture technical service.
It plans to provide professional film-

Palmer has introduced the "LiveCamera" film development (16mm),
which is an adaptation of certain livetv methods, designed to eliminate costly and time-consuming separate takes.
Palmer claims it reduces technical production costs to $75-$ 150 per minute
for a half-hour program.
Price schedules and further details
are available from W A. Palmer Films
Inc., 611 Howard St., San Francisco.
Program notes...
Down with smut ■ KMOX-TV St. Louis
presented a four-part series crusading
against the purveyors of pornography
last month as part of its regular Eye on
St. Louis programs. The series was
presented on four consecutive weekday
nights from 10:15-10:30 p.m. It covered the social psychological aspects of
pornography and how it affects youth;
the problems of law enforcement and
steps the individual can take to combat the smut peddlers.
Music producer ■ Sy Shaffer Enterprises Inc. has been formed at 342
Madison Ave., N. Y., by Mr. Shaffer,
formerly associated with top talent in
music, radio and television. The new
firm will compose and produce music
for radio and tv commercials and
Stars for the aging ■ Ten film stars
jingles.
have prepared transcribed announcements on behalf of the 1961 White
House Conference on Aging. The conference will take place in Washington,
D. C, Jan. 9-12, 1961. Announcements are being sent to all stations to
alert citizens to the conference, its purposes, and in the future, its recommendations. The radio spots were recorded by Janet Blair, Walter Brennan,
Billie Burke Ziegfeld, Charles Coburn,
Nanette Fabray, Mary Pickford, Vincent Price, Jane Wyatt and Ed Wynn.
Ward Bond taped an announcement a
few days before his death.
They'll comply ■ RCR Productions,
New York, and the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists have
agreed to comply with an order by the
National Labor Relations Board banning contractual negotiations or representations that membership in the union
is a condition to employment.
Integration crisis ■ WSB-TV Atlanta
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is distributing a film which it produced
on the school desegregation problem in
Georgia to tv stations and PTA groups
throughout the state. The film, originally shown on WSB-TV as a public
service, was produced with the cooperation and participation of the Georgia
PTA. It features interviews with leading figures in the state school integration situation as well as background on
the 1954 U. S. Supreme Court decision
ordering integration. The purpose of the
program according to WSB-TV's news
director, Ray Moore, who coordinated
the program, is to inform the citizens
of the problem the state is expected to
face in September 1961 when the order becomes effective there.
Powell's new show ■ NBC-TV will have
the exclusive services of Dick Powell
as host and sometime star in a "contemporary adventure anthology" series,
titled The Dick Powell Show, during
the 1961-62 season. Mr. Powell, who
will appear in about one out of three
programs in the one-hour weekly series, has been holding down a similar
assignment in CBS-TV's Zane Grey
Theatre, a role he will no longer be
permitted to play under the exclusivity
terms of the agreement announced last
week between NBC-TV and Four Star
Films Inc. Mr. Powell is president of
the independent production company,
which will produce the new series in
association with NBC-TV. Four Star
also produces Zane Grey, but it has
not been determined whether the western series will continue another season
without Mr. Powell's participation.
Says when ■ NBC-TV has scheduled
a new audience-participation show entitled Say When to replace Dough Re
Mi in the Monday-through-Friday 1010:30 a.m. (EST) time period, starting Jan. 2. Say When, starring Art
James as host, is a Goodson-Todman
production in association with NBCTV. It will be produced in New York
by S. Robert Rowe.
Format's busy first year
Format Films will have a gross income of more than $950,000 in its
first year of operations, which ends
Thursday (Dec. 15), Herbert Klynn,
president, told a board meeting last
week.
Future plans outlined by Mr. Klynn
include the production of four tv animated half-hour film series, including
Sy Gomberg's The Shrimp and The
Alvin Show, featuring the chipmunk
characters created by Ross Bagdasarian,
both now on the drawing boards at Format. A feature film based on Ray Bradbury's "The Illustrated Man" and a
short taken from another Bradbury
story, "Icarus Montgolfier Wright," are
also in preparation by the animation
firm.
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Public calm after discussion
of contraceptives over WNTA
WNTA-TV New York has another
hot potato for stations on the NTA syndication list: A Mike Wallace Interview
with the scientist who developed an
oral contraceptive.
The telecast last Tuesday (Dec. 6)
followed by a week-and-a-half the latenight run of Eugene O'Neill's "The
Iceman Cometh" on The Play of the
Week, which has NAB tv code people
discussing the possibility of modifying
rules to allow for broadcasting unexpurgated "classics" under certain circumstances and at their own option
(Broadcasting, Dec. 5). The Wallace
interview caused hardly a ripple in the
public calm.
It was broadcast 8-8:20 p.m. Tuesday in Mr. Wallace's regular weeknight
time. His guest was Dr. Gregory Pincus, research director of the Worcester
Foundation for Experimental Biology,
Shrewsbury, Mass., and winner of the
1960 Albert Lasker Award in planned
parenthood for development of the oral
contraceptive pill.
Letters and calls in the two days following thefor
showthewere
to triple"
the usual
daily"double
interview.
Mr.
Wallace's producer, Al Ramrus, said,

ANOTHER

"Four years ago the roof would have
blown off. We'd have heard from brass,
sponsors, pressure groups. We would
have got the screws." In 1960 the net
result in two days was fewer than 100
letters and about half that many calls.
Sentiment was about equally split between "worthwhile show" and "disgraceful." The planned parenthood
people called with congratulations but
no other organization called.
This reception was "kind of remarkable," Mr. Ramrus thinks. Newspapers
virtually ignored the interview, although
it got the routine advance notice. None
of the Wallace sponsors was heard
from. They include Philip Morris, Cott
Beverages, the Dreyfus Fund and sometimes Rolaids. Mr. Ramrus said the
show's policy is to do as many daring
and challenging programs as possible.
In last week's local program, interviewer and guest discussed medical aspects of the pill, which is dispensed on
doctors' prescriptions, researchers' experiences testing it in Puerto Rico and
elsewhere (no church complaints
reached him, Dr. Pincus said), cost of
the contraceptive and implications on
world population.
Syndication customers of Mike Wallace Interview get the tapes two to
three months after origination over
WNTA-TV. Eighteen stations take the
show.
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Three

N. Y. character

firms announce

merger

Several top radio-tv personalities and
tv properties are involved in the merger
last week of three leading firms in the
character merchandising field into a
new company, Licensing Corp. of
America, New York, which was immediately termed "the world's largest
independent character merchandising
firm." LCA, which will be located in
the new Time & Life Bldg. in New
York, was formed by the merger of
Jay Emmett Assoc., Stone Merchandising Assoc. and Syd Rubin Enterprises Inc.
The merger into LCA, with Jay
Emmett as board chairman, will facilitate service not only to clients, it was
announced, but also to licensed manufacturers who are using LCA person-

alities and properties as part of their
advertising, merchandising and marketing programs. LCA also will service
ad agencies for endorsements. Its officers include: Allan Stone, president;
Syd Rubin, vice president, and Leon
Newman, a Stone associate, secretarytreasurer.
At last-awards for westerns
Even if western tv shows capture no
Emmies or Peabody awards, they will
not go unhonored and unsung. The
National Cowboy Hall of Fame and
Western Heritage Center, Oklahoma
City, has announced an annual award
to the fictional western tv program and
to the factual one which makes the
outstanding contribution during 1960
to
a fullerheritage.
understanding of our nation's
western
The awards will be presented Jan.
EQUIPMENT

HUGHES

SEEKS

BUYER

FOR

31, 1961 in Oklahoma City near the
site of the Cowboy Hall of Fame
(which is now under construction).
Awards will also be presented to a
western feature film, western documentary film, western short story, western
magazine article and western musical
composition. The prize is a trophy; a
replica of it will be presented to the
producer, director, sponsor, writer and
leading actors of the winning tv program and also to the network carrying
it, if it is a network program.
Any single tv program or single episode from a series first televised during
1960 may be nominated. Two copies of
the film should be mailed along with
an entry form to National Cowboy Hall
of Fame and Western Heritage Center,
101 Park Ave., Oklahoma City 1.
Deadline is Dec. 16, 1960.

& ENGINEERING
SATELLITE

that the project will comprise an "elaborate duplex facility" permitting continuous test operations on data recording, analysis, evaluation and reporting.
Unable to disclose all details of the
space circuit, the company said that
the preliminary system design provides
for the use of 1.25 db noise figure
parametric amplifier — enabling the satellite to operate for all positions within
geometric bounds of mutual visibility.
One of the outstanding features of
the program is that the system must
operate simultaneously with a high
powered tracking radar in Trinidad,
both systems sharing the same ground
antenna. The work is under the supervision of Ross Bateman, Page senior

Relay ship with one tv circuit would cost $15 million
Anybody want to buy my satellite?
power in the satellite-to-earth link.
Passive Satellite for AF ■ The Air
This was the song sung by Hughes AirForce announced it was entering the
craft Corp. at the American Rocket
Society meeting in Washington last space field with provision for the use
of a passive, balloon type satellite
week. The west coast aeronautics com(similar to the Echo experiments of
pany, now heavily in electronics, showed
a special, active satellite payload capable NASA) covered with reflectors.
This will comprise a voice and teleof one tv circuit, or "several hundred"
type circuit 2,000 miles between Floyd,
telephone voice circuits.
The "hatbox"-shaped satellite — 29-in. N. Y. (Rome Air Force Base) and
diameter, 32 lbs. in weight — is designed Trinidad, B.W.I., it was announced by
to be placed in "synchronous" orbit, the contractor, Page Communications
Engineers Inc., Washington, D. C.
23,000 miles above the earth's Equator,
The Northrop subsidiary reported
Dr. Harold A. Rosen, Hughes research
engineer, explained.
He said the solar cell covered satellite
would be ready for orbiting in one
Tv, the whipping boy, falsely accused again
year, and that the entire program,
launch vehicle and all, should not exIt doesn't matter what the real or any broadcast service," a NASA
reason is, blame it on tv.
ceed $15 million. This is far cheaper
spokesman said last week. There
This is what happened last week
has been, he added, a negligible
than any other active time satellite
when word was passed on that the amount of interference from radio
relay, he explained.
U.
S. space program was changing
and tv, none of it of any importance.
Hughes is not going into the commuNASA tracking receivers, he pointed
nications business, it was explained. It
over the frequencies used for telemetering and tracking from 108 mc to out, are designed for optimum noise
is looking for a buyer to order the
136 mc.
level functioning, not for selectivity.
satellite — military, National AeronauWire service reports from Wallops
An FCC spokesman pointed out
tics & Space Administration, or a priIsland, Va., junior launching site for that 108 mc was chosen as an invate communications firm. Hughes offithe National Aeronautics and Space
cials acknowledged that they have no
terim frequency for telemetering durAdministration, quoted William J.
ing the International Geophysical
customer yet.
Some technical highlights of the
O'Sullivan Jr., space vehicle chief, as Year. This band is exactly at the end
telling newsmen that telemetry and
Hughes space relay:
of fm broadcasting (88-108 mc) and
tracking frequencies were being at the beginning of aeronautical
■ Pulsed gas jet is used to achieve spin
stabilization.
changed from 108 mc to 136 mc
radionavigation (108-118 mc). At
■ Pancake beam is used to achieve
"because of interference to tv." He the International Telecommunications Conference in Geneva in 1959,
was reported as having stated that
antenna directivity.
the FCC asked that this change be he pointed out, it was agreed to set
■ Bandwidth requirement is minimade on that account.
aside 136-137 mc for satellite telemized through use of single sideband
metering and tracking. He observed
transmissions on uhf frequencies.
Not so, according to NASA offithat
this
is
the only reason for the
■ Special intermediate type of phase
cials in Washington. "We have had
no reports of our interfering with tv frequency changeover.
modulator converts the ground signal
into phase modulation for economy of
76
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vice president, and Dr. Charles R. Burrows, research and development vice
president.
Other highlights of the ARS meeting :
■ Andrew G. Haley, Washington radio attorney, called for international
agreement that all transmitting devices
aboard satellites be designed for cutoff
by ground command or automatically
after a specified lifetime. Mr. Haley
said as more and more payloads are put
into orbit the ether will be jammed
with "annoying" signals whose usefulness expired long ago. There are at
present 10 vehicles in orbit with their
transmitters still in operation, he noted.
These go as far back as March 1958
with Vanguard I.
Radio command signals must also
be used to return or destroy unwanted
"space crud," Mr. Haley emphasized.
Spent satellites must be returned to
earth in order to avoid cluttering up
space, he said.
Mr. Haley earlier in the week filed
an appeal in federal court against the
FCC's refusal to allocate frequencies
for space communications (see page
64).
Predictions that space communications systems would be in commercial
operation ranged from five years to ten
years. These were made during a panel
on the subect, moderated by Dr. Abe
Silverstein, NASA director of space
flight development.
Major problems still to be overcome,
the panel conceded, involved the need
for more rocket thrust, electronic reliability (communications gear should
be capable of operating unattended for
two to three years), and an improved
stabilization system.
The panel also discussed the merits
and disadvantages of low or high orbits,
single vs. dual systems, passive vs. active relays, and such frequency problems as sharing.
In addition to Dr. Silverstein and
Dr. Rosen, other panel members were
J. R. Pierce, Bell Telephone Labs.;
M. J. Weiner, Philco; Leonard Jaffe,
NASA; Sidney Sternberg, RCA George
Mueller, Space Technology Labs.; Louis
Pollack, ITT; and Edward Allen, FCC.
206

tv stations

now

have Ampex vtr machines
Nine more television stations have
been equipped with Videotape recorders, bringing to 206 the number using
the device, according to Ampex Professional Products Co., manufacturer
of the equipment. It adds that the
equipped stations are in 99 television
markets.
As reported by Ampex, the new users
of the recorder are KOLD-TV Tucson,
Ariz., KTVR(TV) Denver, Colo.,
WDBO-TV Orlando, Fla., WIBF(TV)
Augusta, Ga., WVUE(TV) New OrBROADCASTING. December 12, 1960

leans, WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.,
WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S.C., WLACTV Nashville, Term., and WLBT(TV)
Jackson, Miss.
According to Howard S. Salzman,
marketing manager, 86 individual stations in the United States now have
two or more Videotape recorders. Recent additions to the list of multiple
users are KOOL-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
KXTV(TV) Sacramento, and WNCT
(TV) Greenville, N.C.
In all, 741 Ampex vtrs are in use
throughout the world. Of these, 432 are
used by broadcasters and producers of tv
commercials and programs in the
United States, and 94 are in operation
with closed-circuit television systems.
The remaining 215 machines have
been installed in 17 foreign countries.
Ampex International's marketing
manager Ralph E. Endersby also reports that a new VR-1001A is to be
delivered Feb. 1, 1961, to All India
Radio's
television station
in New experimental
Delhi.
Despite some softening
set sales still good
Tv and radio set production and sales
dropped during the month of October,
but sales for the first 10 months of 1960
are still above the comparable period in
1959, the Electronic Industries Assn. reported last week.
Radio production for the January-October term remained above the same
period last year, while tv production is
about 300,000 units below.
Production and sales figures:
PRODUCTION
Period
Tv
Radio
Jan.-Oct, 1960
4,873,120t
Jan.-Oct, 1959
12,722,970
5,195,440
SALES
14,135,937*
lan.-Oct,
1960
4,655,019
7,384,754**
Jan.-Oct., 1959
4,448,901 6,125,790
tlncludes 371,457 uhf sets.
includes 5,420,279 auto radios, and 766,006
fm sets.
"Excludes auto radio sets.
Technical topics...
Transistor tuner announced ■ Johnson
Electronics Inc. is marketing a fully
transistorized multiplex tuner for the
background music industry. Tests indicate that the new tuner will operate
in high noise areas at greater distances
than most non-transistorized units. This
would enable fm stations to broaden
their range.
Vf amplifiers ■ Westrex Corp., a division of Litton Industries, has issued a
series of three bulletins describing amplifying and equalizing equipment for
voice frequency signals. Photos, diagrams and specifications are included.
Copies may be obtained from the
Westrex Communications Equipment
Dept., 540 W. 58th St., New York 19.

I THE MCX
MORE YOU
f LOOK
I FRESNO. CALIFORNIA,
I THE MORE YOU
WKEKJEQTVi

AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE
YOU LOOK
AT
TV CENTRAL
RATES ANDCALIFORNIA'S
RATINGS,
THE MORE YOU
LIKE

KJEOTV
1

channel 47

for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H'R^1^ representative
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Canadian

stations

SEE

STIFLED

COMPETITION

Radio should not be regulated in
such a way as to hinder its development, the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters told the Board of Broadcast
Governors in a brief at Ottawa Dec. 1.
The BBG was hearing arguments regarding its proposed new radio regulations (Broadcasting, Nov. 28). The
BBG wants more Canadian content in
programs, limits on promotions and
timing of spots, among other things
which would seek to improve "quality."
"We hope that regulation of radio
by legislative and administrative decree
can be shaped so as to maintain physical order, prevent abuse, insure in
general that certain public policy objectives are met," Murray Brown, CAB
president and general manager of
CFPL-AM-FM-TV London, Ont,
stated. Regulation should "leave the
form of the service free to adapt itself
to changing circumstances, to be consistent with radio's particular strengths
and special characteristics.
"The only permanence in radio
broadcasting is that of change. Radio
has undergone substantial changes in
virtually every year of its life. It is
now undergoing further changes. This
process of experiment, of adaption to
the changing discipline of the community, as circumstances change, will
continue."
Mr. Brown told the BBG that the
CAB has underway expanded studies
in programming techniques, their impact on the public, audience desires
and tastes. Some of these studies are
expected to be ready for the CAB
spring annual meeting at Vancouver,
B.C.
Variety ■ The CAB brief pointed out
that virtually every independent radio
station in Canada today provides a
variety of international, national, regional and local news, road reports,
weather reports, time reports, special
features of interest to the agricultural
community or its equivalent, to women,
of special community service announcements and reports, commentary, editorial, humor, sport, religion, trade and
commercial messages, plus music drawn
from most or all of the fields variously,
if loosely described as popular, standard, light classical, western, semi-classical and classical.
"Radio is the first and only communications medium to provide continuous daily service, often running up
to 24 hours a day, seven days a week,
52 weeks a year," Mr. Brown said.
"It would not be surprising, given that
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circumstance, if at times some broadcasting were less meritorious than
others. Not every book or play is an
enduring masterpiece."
"In the main, radio broadcasting
does provide a service that is varied,
comprehensive, useful and consciously
striving for the highest possible standard. We know that the scope and extent of radio's service can never be
appreciated from logs, music sheets or
other printed record, or even from
taped excerpts. No other medium is
ever judged in that fashion. From experience we know that the nature and
extent
service canof bea broadcasting
assessed only station's
by someone
who lives in the community served by
the station and who has opportunity to
listen
it regularly
as he desires."
The to BBG
was informed
that its
proposed regulatory modifications for
radio have created widespread concern,
worry and discouragement within the
industry. "Most Canadian radio stations, and the people working in them,
have conscientiously been striving for
years to provide a useful service, a
service that fully meets the objectives
of the Broadcasting Act," Mr. Brown
stated. "Our efforts have been rewarded by a very high degree of acceptance, even enthusiasm from our
audiences. There is bewilderment
among the broadcasters that the extent
and conscientiousness of these general
efforts seem to have failed to impress
Canadian license fees
License fee schedule proposed for
Canadian independent radio and
television stations (Broadcasting,
Oct. 31,) by the Dept. of Transport, Ottawa, will be based on a
percentage of gross revenue. The
new schedule has not yet been
discussed in Parliament, but is expected to go into effect on April
1. It calls for 1% on stations
with gross revenue of $200,000 a
year or less, and 1 Vi % of gross
revenue plus $2,000 on stations
with gross revenue of over $200,000 a year. The gross revenue includes fees paid to talent and received from advertisers. Whether
these amounts should be included
in the computation is one of the
points to be discussed with the
Canadian government by the independent stations and the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.

QUALITY,

rules
CONTENT

the Board of Governors."
Competition ■ CKEY Toronto told
the BBG that in today's competitive
market, "each community station tries
to offer the most appealing air personalities, a strong news department, a
colorful and effective sports department, a public service department
tuned to the needs of the community
and a system of presentation which
is more efficient and more pleasing
than
that said
offered
by the that
competition."
CKEY
it believes
the ideal
is not capsulize all types of programs
on one station, but to have a number
of stations each of which provides a
specialized type of programming so the
listener may choose his station as he
would choose a book or movie. Toronto, for example, is served by 15 am
and 6 fm stations, all Canadian. For
each to provide fully-balanced programming "would result in a staggering
collection of 'sound-alikes' in the Toronto area," CKEY said.
As for the demand for more Canadian content in programming, CKEY
noted that it would have to be live,
which would be "prohibitive" in cost
for a single station to provide more
than a fraction of the day. Further,
CKEY observed, "the only thing truly
Canadian about such talent is the nationality of the performers. The music
itself is not likely to be Canadian. Even
in the fields of drama, poetry and
prose the supply of Canadian material
is limited.
"Canadian stations are handicapped
in providing programs of a basic Canadian nature- — not because of a lack of
desire, but because of our limited population. We do not have enough people
to produce the artists and the art
required to program any significant
amount
such contests,
material."CKEY denied
As forofmost
that they are harmful and an imposition on the
public. of
They
"are the
electronic
equivalent
ducking
for
apples or pinning the tail on the
donkey. They are good fun and harm
no one. Listeners may compete if they
wish; if not, they are not irritated,
because the contests move quickly and
informally and do not interrupt the
station's main program of entertainment and information."
Fm for Lima, Peru
Richard J. Ajello, at one time a
salesman for WHOM New York, now
owner of a Muzak franchise in Lima,
Peru, has announced the purchase of
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an fm transmitter and plans for that
country's "first" fm station, Radio 100Fm, which will operate on 100 mc with
effective radiated power of 20 kw. Now
undergoing equipment tests, the new
station is located on the fourth floor of
the Edificio La Nacional. Station is
negotiating for multiplex and has not
yet decided on programming format.
Mr. Ajello's Muzak firm, Telemusica
S.A., is at Camana 631, Lima. Telephone 78623.
SWISS

FESTIVAL

PLANS

Television to play big role
in attractions at Montreux
Europe, a market of 30 million, is
on the verge of a commercial tv breakthrough that will see sweeping changes
in the next five years. This is the forecast of Melville Mark, director of the
"World's First International Festival of
Arts and Sciences," who is in the U.S.
now talking to business and government representatives about the event,
scheduled May 15-17 in Montreux,
Switzerland.
The festival, which could herald the
new era, is gaining momentum both
on the arts and technical fronts, among
commercial and noncommercial broadcasters on either side of the Iron Curtain and spanning oceans. The International Telecommunication Union is
setting up a festival symposium May
17-21 that promises east-west exchange
on space, color, commercial television
and other subjects, calling on some 100
member nations to participate.
The Swiss Broadcasting Corp. has
mailed invitations to program people
all over the world to participate in a
contest for variety and musical shows.
This follows endorsement of the festival by the European Broadcasting
Union (Broadcasting, Nov. 7).
Other Attractions ■ The event incorporates, besides the program contest and technical symposium, a trade
fair and festivities highlighted by an
"international night of the stars," balls,
banquets, etc.
Mr. Mark, English-born journalist
who is festival director, says he is
getting enthusiastic response in the U.S.
Programmers, who were to get contest
invitations from the Swiss Broadcasting Corp. last week, showed interest
in the festival contest. The winner, to
be selected by a jury of international
"names," will get 10,000 Swiss francs
(around $2,500) and the "Golden Rose
of Montreaux," runner-up getting a
silver rose and other prizes. The rose,
symbol of the resort city of Montreux,
will be sculptured metal.
Tv equipment people began early
to book space for the festival trade
fair and manufacturers from three continents are represented so far. This
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

promises an important business potential among nations new to Tv and
also those ready to upgrade equipment,
Mr. Mark said. The emphasis is on
broadcast gear with receiver display
limited to cases where it is part of a
larger line.
The ITU symposium is being sponsored with cooperation of the International Organization for Radio &
Television, Prague, which includes tv
networks of Eastern Europe and China.
There will be simultaneous translation facilities for the meetings, which
will take place in Montreux halls and
pavillions. Montreux was selected for
its accessibility and facilities, Mr. Mark
said, adding that it was the site of the
first Eurovision origination in 1948.
It is in the Alps, an hour's drive from
Geneva.
Mr. Mark resides in Switzerland and
writes for television and other media.
One of his tv credits was a three-media
series of interviews with the late Aga
Khan following the Suez crisis in 1956.
American headquarters for the International Festival have been established at Mark Assoc. International,
501 Madison Ave., New York 22.
Argentina plant to open
Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton,
N. L, will open a tv picture tube plant
in Buenos Aires, Argentina, about

March 15, 1961. The new 60,000-foot
plant, located at Otamendi 512, is
planned for the production of 25,000
tubes in its first year, while capacity
will be 50,000 tubes yearly on a single
shift basis. All manufacturing equipment for the newly built factory of Du
Mont's Argentina licensee, Gregorio &
Numo Werthein, has been designed and
built at the New Jersey plant, and was
shipped to Argentina last week.
London's ATV publishes
new pocket rate card
Associated Television Ltd., London,
has published autumn ratecards for
London weekends and Midlands weekdays in pocket form. The cards incorporate a 1962 rate guarantee of 1961
rates for certain schedules, a bonus for
holiday business and summer discounts.
London rates for a weekend minute
start at £70 (pound exchange $2.80)
for Sunday 11:20-1130 p.m. and go to
£2,000 for 7:35-10:50 that evening.
The highest Saturday rate is £1,500
and lowest is £140. A Midland weekday minute goes from £50 for 12:451:30 p.m. to £1,170 for 7:25-10:40.
Advertisers on the two ATV services
are getting 50-100% bonus time for
orders between Dec. 24 and Jan 8.
Summer reductions on the new cards
run from 20% to 75%.

ND"
E-LA
"KNO
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,
South Arkansas,
IS
NO,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
„. 11,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales 11,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: Northwestern Slate College, Natchitoches, Louisiana
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DEBUT

That's target date set for
Canada's second tv network
Spencer Caldwell, Toronto tv producer and film distributor, told the
Board of Broadcast Governors at Ottawa on Dec. 1, his Canadian Television Network Ltd., could be ready to
start with a network next September.
Mr. Caldwell, head of S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., and Canadian representative of
TelePrompTer, was the only applicant
for a privately-owned television network to compete with the publiclyowned Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
Mr. Caldwell stated that his proposed company would not have its
own program production facilities. It
would rely instead on the production
potential of its affiliated stations, the
recently-licensed second tv stations in
Canada's major cities.
The application was opposed by Joel
Aldred, one of the shareholders of
CFTO-TV Toronto, one of the stations which would be one of the affiliates. Mr. Aldred maintained that
microwave facilities would not be
available for the network.
Mr. Caldwell stated that initially the
network would use daytime hours to
transmit programs to its affiliates, who
would tape the programs for later
showing. When the Trans-Canada
Telephone System would have more
microwave facilities available, such
programs could be transmitted at
evening hours at the same time as the
CBC uses the microwave network.
The Owners ■ The Caldwell organization iscomposed of prominent
Toronto business executives who would
hold 51% of the shares, with 49% to
be taken up by affiliated stations. The
board of 16 directors would be composed of four nominated by Mr. Caldwell, four by other investors, and one
each by the eight affiliates who would
be the initial members. Other affiliates
would later join, as licensed.
Joel Aldred also opposed the application of CFRB Toronto, to have power
increased for its fm operation and
program separately its fm station. Mr.
Aldred applied for approval of purchase of CHFI-FM Toronto, which he
and Ted Rogers, another CFTO-TV
shareholder, had recently negotiated.
Mr. Aldred felt that two fully operated
fm stations would not find enough advertising revenue at Toronto.
CFRB was asking for an increase in
power from 600 watts to 200 kw on
99.9 mc. CFRB has been turned down
earlier this year for a tv station license
which was awarded to CFTO-TV.
CFRB-FM has been operating since
1939.
CFRB also appeared for approval
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of its purchase of CJAD Montreal,
from J. Arthur Dupont, pioneer Canadian broadcaster, who told the BBG
he wanted to retire. CFRB executives
assured the BBG that CJAD would continue to be operated as a separate station and there would be no joint
advertising package deals.
Abroad

in brief...

Short-lived plan ■ CFCM-TV and
CKMI-TV, French and English-language stations at Quebec City, which
announced combined rates for advertisers (Broadcasting, Nov. 28) has
dropped the offer because certain advertisers refused to accept the policy.
In announcing the termination of the
plan, which went into effect Nov. 1,
sales manager A. P. Fitzgibbons stated
that "we believe the principle of total
coverage by television as an advertising medium in this market through the
use of our combined rate card is still
the most attractive means of reaching
purchasers of an advertised product."
AN

INTERNATIONAL

Nippon
■ Thein Japan.
"Great Debates"
idea
has debates
taken hold
On Nov.
12 an unprecedented television political
debate took place between leaders of
three major parties in Japan. Millions
of viewers watched as Premier Hayato
Ikeda of the ruling Liberal-Democratic
party exchanged views with his opponents, Saburo Endo, acting chairman of
the Socialist Party and S. Uehiro Nishio,
chairman of the Democratic Socialist
Party. The exchanges reportedly were
polite and followed previously expressed
party policies.
Commercial voice in the bazaar ■ The
Hashemite Broadcasting Service, Amman, Jordan, has appointed Intercontinental Services Ltd., New York, as its
American sales representative. HBS,
with established medium and shortwave
signals at 100 kw, converted to commercial operation Oct. 1. The station
covers the entire Arab world of the
Middle East and has a monthly mail
response of 38,000 multi-signature letters, Intercontinental said.
PRODUCTION

GROUP

Plans series of 12 hour-long documentaries for television
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and
Areas of Study ■ As the American
the National Educational Television & representatives WBC and NETRC will
Radio Center, along with broadcasters
appoint an executive producer who will
of three other nations, have announced
organize a unit for the first joint proplans to co-produce tv shows of intergram, alook at the English class system
national interest through their newly
titled "A Study of the United Kingformed International Television Federadom." The Australian production group
tion (Intertel). An initial series of 12 will study U. S.-Canadian relations,
hour-long documentary programs will while the first CBC program will deal
be
exchanged
by Intertel's
founders in with transition in Cuba. In addition,
1961,
it was announced
at simultaneous
Associated Rediffusion will do a propress conferences last Tuesday (Dec.
gram on the Chinese overseas, and
6) in London, Sydney, Ottawa and WBC and NETRC will send a camera
New York.
crew to Africa. The possibility of radio
versions of the programs is not ruled
Participants in Intertel, which was
out.
formally organized Nov. 14 in a special
meeting in Vancouver, B. C, Canada,
The supervisory committee for U. S.
are Associated Rediffusion Ltd. of Great
program
segments will WBC
consist president;
of Donald H. McGannon,
Britain, Australian Broadcasting Commission, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. John F. White, president of NETRC;
Richard M. Pack, WBC vice president
and the above mentioned U. S. broadcast groups. Broadcasters of other na- —ming.
programming, and Robert Hudson,
tions will be invited to join the cultural
NETRC vice president for programexchange venture at an Intertel meeting
Mr. McGannon describes Intertel as
next March in Madrid, it was learned.
The five participants have contributed
"a pool of the technical and creative
$500,000 for the production of the in- ability and knowledge of all the groups
itial series. The first program to be which will extend the international horizons of television in all its aspects. This
made available will be France: In Tranis
the
first practical step, after years of
sition, produced by Associated Rediffusion. It will be seen in the U. S. next
talking and hoping, toward the creation and use of international television
April on the five WBC tv stations and
for
cultural
exchange and an effective
the 52 etv stations affiliated with
NETRC. Stations in markets not served
weapon for peace." Mr. White said he
believes the exchange of documentaries
by these broadcasters will have the pro- will lead to regular exchange of all
grams made available to them at later forms of programming. The danger of
dates. England and the U. S. will each
self-serving interests being injected into
produce four programs in the series, the series is eliminated by a plan of
while Australia and Canada are schedhaving no broadcast group doing a
uled for two apiece.
program on its own nation.
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Community
The 'spoof with a $200,000
ad budget
'OLDE FROTHINGSLOSH' GOES COMMERCIAL IN A BIG WAY
sales meeting, Olde Frothingslosh is
Six years ago, KDKA Pittsburgh
listeners were startled out of their
Iron City beer, the brewery's best-selling
Christmas shopping by something new
brand, in disguise— a fact contained in
a
note enclosed with each case of Olde
— really new — in beer commercials.
Frothingslosh.
Also introduced to the
'Olde Frothingslosh," they were told,
sales managers was the new label —
was "the pale, stale ale with the foam
Olde Frothingslosh labels are changed
on the bottom." This spoof on beer
commercials, dreamed up by KDKA
every year and have in themselves beand its top-rated air personality Rege
come collector's items.
Cordic, today is funnier than ever, and
According to the company, distributors have two reasons to be happy with
those connected with it are doing their
Olde Frothingslosh. It quotes one as
laughing all the way to the bank. For
Olde Frothingslosh, the once-mythical
sayingbusiness.
that the Even
campaign
is "an
allplus
the sale
of Iron
product, has become a very real one
City increased over this period because
that is being sold, every Christmas
season, in four states. And the brewer,
of Olde Frothingslosh. In addition,
Pittsburgh Brewing Co., is backing its it enabled me to get distribution on
sales effort with a $200,000-plus ad- Iron City beer in places where it was
vertising budget.
impossible
previously."
The advertising
agency handling the
The campaign is being carried over
account
is
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins,
42 radio stations and eight television
outlets. Billboards and point-of-sales
of Pittsburgh, which plans the campaign in collaboration with Messrs.
efforts are also being used. The marCordic and de Coux.
kets for Olde Frothingslosh are those
in which Pittsburgh Brewing generally
Around the block with Dinah
sells — Pennsylvania (including Philadelphia this year for the first time),
Chevrolet dealers across the country
Ohio, New York and New Jersey.
expect to distribute 800,000 Christmas
records by Dinah Shore during the
According to John de Coux, the brewautomaker's four-week "Once Around
ery's advertising manager, more money
than ever is being spent this year on
the Block" demonstration campaign,
OF commercials. These include out- ending Dec. 18. The project, which
marks the first time Chevrolet has used
rageous television films shot by Mr.
Cordic last summer in England at an
a free gift incentive in a demonstration
abandoned castle dubbed, for the ocdrive campaign, is supported by extensive national advertising on radio
casion, "Olde Frothingslosh Castle."
Actually as Pittsburgh Brewing Co.
and
tv,
including
Miss Shore's Sunday
sales managers were told recently at a night Dinah Shore
Chevy Show on

Rege Cordic pushes Olde Frothingslosh truck in tv spot
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Programming

SPANISH
PUERTO RICAN
Programming

of Whirl-Wind
sales action

WWRL
NEW YORK
DE 5-1600
*10:00AM-5:30PM **5=30PM- 10:00AM

Irv Schwartz
V.P. & Gen. Mgr.

Adam Young, Inc.
Nafl. Rep.

NBC-TV, plus newspapers and direct
mail. The recording of four traditional
holiday songs is being given to anyone
who visits a Chevrolet dealership and
tries out a 1961 Chevrolet or Corvair.
Dealer enthusiasm reportedly upped
by 200,000 Chevrolet's original distribution of 600,000 records.
Radio

can

be found

in some unusual spots
A national radio promotion contest
sponsored by a transistor radio manufacturer is offering fresh insight into
audience composition. The Channel
Master Corp., Ellenville, N. Y., which
started its "Radio Reaches Everyin late
September
after a where"
test promotion
run last
summer
over
WGMS

Washington, D. C. (Broadcasting, July 25), says that contest results at nearly 200 stations are giving
time salesmen a "powerful new weapon" and are causing station managers
to revise their concepts of audience
makeup.
Participating stations in the Channel
Master promotion award the company's radios to listeners who submit
the most interesting entries on the sub-

ject of "The most unusual place I ever
listened to station. . ." The responses
not only are indicative of radio's powerful penetration, but also provide stations with "the best sales ammunition
they've ever had," it's reported. One
example: The tabulation of entries has
turned up listening patterns such as
the number of people who listen to
portable transistors placed in baby carriages and cribs. "The smart time
salesman wastes no time letting baby
food accounts, diaper services, etc.,
know about this," says Daniel S. Roher,
Channel Master advertising manager.
In addition to on-air announcements
of the contest, stations back up the
promotion with streamers and posters
supplied by Channel Master. Many
stations supplement this with newspaper ads, sometimes in cooperation
with the local Channel Master dealer.
Some stations have prepared brochures
to sum up entries and results for their
accounts and prospective advertisers.
Although many entries have been reported from such occupations and pastimes as fruit pickers, lumberjacks,
birdwatchers, tree pruners and even
several from parachutists and deep-sea
divers, Mr. Roher's favorite entry was
received by WABC New York, where

•

a Brooklyn veterinary's assistant said
he listened to the station via a stethoscope, applied to the stomach of a
large dog who had swallowed a tiny
transistor radio.
An fm station's pitch
for advertising dollars
KXTR (FM) Kansas City, Mo., has
been demonstrating to its own satisfaction that a station with an all-classical
music format should play it fortissimo,
not
pianissimo, in campaigning for new
business.
On the air since September 1959,
it began a 10-day direct-mail barrage
late last month to reacquaint the 110
agency people in its market area with
"Contemporary KXTR." Following
the theme "Showmanship in Sales,"
each mailing carried a reminder of
the merits of an all-classical format.
One of the more forceful was a rock'n-roll record, accompanied by a note
explaining that KXTR couldn't use the
disc, since it was an all-classical station— the only one in Kansas City.
Even before the scheduled lifting of
the barrage, KXTR was able to report
it had gained four new sponsors (who
had never used radio) and received
requests from seven agencies for presentations for specific media accounts
never before on the station. This response indicates the success of a similar
campaign waged when the station went
on the air in 1959 was no fluke.
CBS-TV's

<ip-—

WBTV (TV) wins North Carolina award
The first annual
competition
executive vice president and general
of Jefferson Standard
manager
among North Carolina tv stations
for "outstanding leadership in proBroadcasting Co., and Kenneth I.
Tredwell Jr., vice president and
moting highway safety" was won by
managing director of WBTV. The
WBTV (TV) Charlotte. Governor
state-wide contest was conducted by
Luther H. Hodges (center), Secrethe North Carolina State Motor
tary-of-Commerce-designate in the
Club. Runner-up to WBTV was
Kennedy administration, congratulates Charles H. Crutchfield (right), WLOS-TV Asheville.
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co-op promotion

A $300,000 co-op advertising campaign to promote CBS-TV's nighttime
program schedule was started by the
network and its affiliates last week in
newspapers throughout the U. S. Network officials said that was the approximate amount being spent by CBS-TV
and participating affiliates on two-column "listing-and-picture" ads during
the drive, which started Dec. 5 and
runs through Dec. 18. CBS-TV and
the stations which accepted the offer —
about 150 out of 200 — are sharing the
costs 50-50, with ads in most cases running in all newspapers in the home
cities of the participating stations.
CBS-TV officials said the campaign
was intended to eliminate any gap effect
that might have been created in the
public mind by the heavy run of preemptions for political broadcasts during
the presidential campaign. They denied
it was related in any way to the latest
Nielsen national ratings report, which
showed that ABC-TV had ousted CBSTv from No. 1 position for the first
time (Broadcasting, Nov. 28).
Drumbeats...
Student salesmen ■ Local high
school students have unwittingly sold
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WILL THE SONY
CONDENSER

C-37A

MICROPHONE
EVER
BE

The

President

keeps

his distance

A cautious President Eisenhower
accepted a valuable white tiger as a
gift to the American children from
John Kluge, president of the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. last week
on the south lawn of the White
House. The animal, the only one
of its type outside India will reside
in Washington's National Zoological
Park.
time for WFYI Roosevelt Field, New
York. Wallace Dunlap, station manager, invited the students to do the station's 3:30 p.m. daily news broadcast.
After a four-week trial run, the sponsor,
Postur Line Shoes, signed a 52-week
contract.
Wins award ■ WBZ Boston personality, Carl deSuze, has been awarded the
first annual world affairs citation by the
New Hampshire Council on World
Affairs. The award, which was accompanied by a congratulatory telegram
from Secretary of State Christian A.
Herter, was offered in recognition of
Mr. deSuze's "active efforts in the cause
of informed, responsible citizenship in
the vital area of world affairs."
Solid promo ■ WVEC-TV NorfolkHampton, Va., which published a coloring book for children featuring the station's "Bungles
Friends,"
the book
sold &outHiswithin
the found
week.
About 10,000 of the books were published and distributed to advertisers on
the Bungles program, while a cross promotion by Bungles himself, telling the
moppets where the books could be obtained, was initiated. WVEC-TV has
had to order an additional quantity to
fill demand.
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On the last leg of its plane trip
from India to Washington, the Mohini Rewa (Enchantress of Rewa)
was displayed in the Philadelphia
Zoo for one day. The appearance,
heralded by Metropolitan station
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia, attracted
5,241 paid admissions, more than
the zoo drew in the complete month
of December 1959.

EQUALLED?

Probably. Within the next 5 to 6
years other manufacturers may
learn the Sony technique of
producing the remarkable gold
membrane used in the C-37A
diaphragm capsule.
Until then, the Sony must be
considered the only perfect
microphone in the industry. $295
(Complete with power supply.)
For information or literature write :
Superscope, Inc., Dept. 3,
Sun Valley, California.

NBC's promotion contest
More than 100 entries, representing
50 of the largest markets in the country, were submitted in NBC-TV's third
annual promotion managers awards
competition for station promotion campaigns in the 1960-61 tv season. The
five winners, who will be named later
this month, are being judged on
achievements in four principal categories: press, advertising, promotion and
showmanship in special exploitation
areas. They will receive all-expensepaid, one-week trips to Hollywood,
according to Al Rylander, director of
NBC's promotional services department.
An audience of mayors
Over 100 American mayors were at
NBC-TV's studios Nov. 26, during a
debate presented on The Nation's Future (Sat., 9:30-10 EST). The mayors,
who were attending an American municipal Assn. meeting in New York,
heard a discussion between Martin
Luther King Jr., integration leader, and
James J. Kilpatrick, editor of the Richmond (Va.) News Leader, on the
question of sit-in demonstrations.
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commentator for WCHS - AM - TV
Charleston, W. Va.
Joseph S. Harper named news director of WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio.
He formerly was newscaster for WKY
Oklahoma City.
Leonard A. Schindler, commercial
manager, promoted to general manager
of WOKY Milwaukee. Harry Averill,
who joined station three months ago,
appointed general sales manager. John
Reddy, program director, promoted to
station manager, and Chris Lane, formerly with KYA San Francisco, appointed program director.
Arthur Ingram, station manager of
WICU Erie, Pa., promoted to general
manager of WICU-AM-TV. James A.
Londot, formerly station manager of
WTOD Toledo, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Ingram as station manager of WICU.
Allen Hedgecock, formerly sales
manager at WDOV Dover, Del., to
WARK Hagerstown, Md., as general
manager.
Paul
B. Evans,
formerly sales manager at WIP Philadelphia, joins Worldwide Broadcasting,
Div. of Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp.,
as director of sales.
Norman Prouty, former assistant radio sales
manager for The Katz Agency, N. Y,
joins Worldwide as network sales manager. Melvin Olans, who has been account executive with WW for three
years, takes on added duties in merchandising and promotion services.
Lee Gorman, formerly assistant to
the president, Gotham Broadcasting
Corp., named general sales manager,
WINS New York, replacing Charles
P. LeMieux, Jr., who resigned to enter
broadcast management field (Broadcasting, Dec. 5). Mr. Gorman was
executive vp and general manager of
the Hildreth Network, Maine, from
1954-57.
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RAB

names

Fogarty board

Frank P. Fogarty, vp and general manager of
WOW
Omaha,
Neb., elected board
chairman of Radio Advertising
Bureau Inc., N. Y.,
succeeding Allen
WDAK
Columbus,
Other new
ofGa. MrFogarty
M. Woodall
members elected to RAB's board of
directors: Stephen P. Bellinger,
WRAM Monmouth, 111.; John F.
Box, The Balaban Stations, St. Louis;
Richard W. Chapin, KFOR Lincoln, Neb.; Frank Gaither, WSB
Atlanta, Ga., and Wendell Mayes,
KBWD Brownwood, Tex. Outgoing directors include: Kenyon
Brown, KFOX Long Beach, Calif.;
Elroy McCaw, WINS New York;
Don Searle, Farm & Home Radio,
Grand Island, Neb.; and Robert
Wolfenden, WMEV Marion, Va.
RAB officers re-elected for 1961
were Kevin B. Sweeney, president;
Miles David, vp and director of promotion; and William L. Morison, assistant secretary-treasurer. Weston
C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc. was elected
secretary of RAB board, succeeding
Mr. Fogarty, while Harold Krelstein,
Plough Broadcasting Corp., MemThomas Velotta, ABC vice president
for special projects, named Friday to
NAB Freedom of Information Committee, succeeding John Charles Daly,
resigned ABC vice president for news,
special events and public affairs.
Thomas E. Belcher, regional sales
manager of KVOO-TV Tulsa, Oklahoma, appointed acting commercial
manager.
Jerry Friedman, station manager of
KQBY San Francisco, appointed national sales manager
for Gordon
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chairman,

elects officers

phis, Tenn. was named to succeed
the late Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas,
as treasurer.
Four new committees were also
named. They are: Executive Committee: Mr. Pullen, chairman; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio, New
York; John S. Hayes, Washington
Post Broadcast Div.; Washington,
D. C; Mr. Woodall; Victor C.
Diehm, WAZL Hazelton, Pa. and
Hugh K. Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee. By-Laws Committee: Donald H. McGannon, WBC, New York,
chairman; Herbert Evans, Peoples
Broadcasting Corp., Columbus, Ohio;
William E. Rine, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach.
Finance Committee: Mr. Krelstein, Chairman; Stephen Riddlebe rger, ABC Radio, New York;
Lester Smith, KJR Seattle; Edwin
K. Wheeler, WWJ Detroit; Paul
Braden, WPFB Middletown, Ohio;
George Comte, WTMJ Milwaukee,
and John Kluge, Kluge Stations,
Washington, D. C. Membership
Committee: Gustav K. Brandborg,
KVOO Tulsa, Okla., chairman;
Robert B. Jones Jr., WFBR Baltimore; Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington, D. C; Dee 0. Coe, WWCA
Gary, Ind., and F. H. Brinkley,
WENE Endicott, N. Y.
Broadcasting Co. stations (KQBY^
KSDO San Diego, Calif., and KBUZ
Phoenix, Ariz.). D wight Case, formerly with KRAK Sacramento, named
sales manager of KQBY, and Charles
A. Black, executive vp of Gordon
Broadcasting, assumes duties of general manager of KQBY.
Charles F. Bunn, formerly with sales:
staff of KHOL-TV Holdrege, Neb., to
KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, as sales manRobert McMahon, tv director since
ager.
April 1958, appointed executive vp and
station manager of KREX-AM-FM-TV
Grand Junction, Colo. He joined
KREX in 1957 as radio sales manager.
Other changes at Howell stations
(owner of KREX-AM-FM-TV): Carl
Anderson and Jerry Fitch named vps
of KREY-TV Montrose and KGNL
Glenwood Springs, both Colorado, respectively.
Fred L. Vance, manager of KVOATV Tucson, elected president of Arizona Broadcasters Assn., succeeding
Tom Chauncey, president and general
manager, KOOL-AM-FM-TV Phoenix.
Other new officers: Sheldon Eagle,
KXIV Phoenix, vp; Cecil Van Haaften,
KTUC Tucson, secretary-treasurer.
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Randy Hippie r, formerly with
WNEM-TV Bay City-Saginaw, Mich.,
to WOLF-TV Orlando, Fla., as producer-director.

Mr. Maloy
Boston.

John D. Maloy, program director of
WNAC Boston, promoted to director of
programming for
WNAC-AM-TV. Before joining WNAC
in 1953, he was special events and sports
announcer at WEEI

Joseph R. Fife, general manager of
KYOK Houston, appointed vp of OK
Stations (KYOK; WBOK New Orleans,
KAOK Lake Charles, WXOK Baton
Rouge, all Louisiana; WLOK Memphis,
Tenn.; WGOK Mobile, Ala.). New
position is in addition to current duties.
John Rader, station manager of
WCRF-FM Cleveland, appointed director of program department of
WMBI-AM-FM Chicago. Brandt Gustavson, staff announcer and publicity
director of WCRF-FM, succeeds Mr.
Rader. Both stations are owned by
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.

Timothy J. Canty joins radio division
of Edward Petry Co., Chicago, as account executive. He formerly was with
General Outdoor Advertising and Paul
H. Raymer Co.

Arthur D. Stamler joins pr staff of
NAB. He formerly headed own broadcast promotion firm in Washington.
Previously he was general manager of
WGUY Bangor, Maine.

Ronald M. Gilbert, formerly general
sales manager of WQTE Detroit, appointed account executive at CBS Radio
Spot Sales, N. Y.

Bill Dahlsten, formerly promotion
manager of KOFO Ottawa, to KAFM
Salina, both Kansas, as operations manager. Previously he was news director
of KDKD Clinton, Mo.
J. Robert Kearns,
formerly vp and managing director of
WAGA Atlanta, Ga.,
to WYDE Birmingham, Ala., in similar
capacity. Previously
he was vp and managing director of

John H. Belford, owner of pr firm
in Little Rock, Ark., named promotion
manager of KTHS, that city.
Fred Rocklin, formerly with WMBDTV Peoria, 111., joins staff of KPLR-TV
St. Louis, as director.
Robert J. Galvin, manager of film
operations for NBC-TV Network,
named manager, video tape, film and
kinescope operations.
Press Club officers
John P. Cosgrove, director of
publications for Broadcasting Publications, Inc., last week was
elected president of the National
Press Club, Washington. As the
first representative from the
ranks of the business press to become president of the club, Mr.
Cosgrove succeeds Ed Edstrom
of the Hearst Newspapers. He
assumes office Jan. 23, with
formal inauguration of his one
year term on Jan. 28. Mr. Cosgrove joined Broadcasting Publications, Inc. (publishers of
Broadcasting business weekly,
and Television monthly) in August 1948. Other officers elected
were: George Cullen, editor of
Bureau of National Affairs, vp;
Joseph A. Dear, Dear Publications, and Cabell Phillips of The
New York Times, were elected
to three year terms on the board
of governors. The following were
elected to one year terms: Robert
E. Lee, Ridder Publications, secretary; Cecil Holland, Washington Star, treasurer; and Phillip
M. Swatek, Cincinnati Enquirer,
financial secretary.
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CHATTER,

Star of

"CHATTER'S WORLD," the
hottest show in syndication!
DISTRIBUTED BY
STERLING TELEVISION CO. INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO

Mr- Kearns
Phila-Birmingham.
(TV)
WCUE
delphia and
WBRC-TV
Alexander (Bill) MacCallum, assistant national program director at ABC
Radio, named midwestern program director, headquartering in Chicago.
Nick Barry, co-manager of WTIG
Massilon, Ohio, resigns to join member
service department of Radio Advertising Bureau, New York.
Richard Eichner, formerly account
executive at WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn., joins WAVZ, that city, on sales
staff.
Ralph H. Daniels Jr., account executive at CBS-TV Spot Sales, San Francisco, transfers to New York office in
same capacity.
Gwen (Jones) Ellingsen, formerly of
CBS Radio, joins WFYI Mineola, N.Y.,
as copy chief and audience promotion
director. Bill Ryan, former district sales
manager of Industry Publications, joins
WVIP Mt. Kisco, N. Y., in sales
department.
Herman D. Heinze appointed director of photography for WTIC-AM-TV
Hartford, Conn. He has been with
station three years.
Soterios (Buddy) Pappas named director of advertising and promotion for
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C. He

NEW TOWER
Topped
by GE design
Helical Antenna of
the latest
1,802' above sea level
1,127' above average terrain
825' above ground
NEW TRANSMITTER
Most modern General Electric
NEW STUDIO FACILITIES
2 New Film Projectors
2 New Slide Projectors
Complete new switching
equipment

BIRMINGHAM
ALABAMA
Represented by
Harrington, Righter & Parsons

Expansion at John Blair & Co.
Emmett Heerdt and
Jerry Gibson appointed
sales executives at John
Blair & Co., New York,
radio station rep. Robert Dwyer joins Blair on
company's
Plan staff. Blair
Moves Group
were
described as expansion
Mr. Gibson Mr. Dwyer
Heerdt
Mn Mr.
two separately
Blair'sradio
of
staffed
sales divisions.
formerly was with Robert Eastman
Co., N. Y. Mr. Dwyer has been
Heerdt formerly was with CBS Rawith Blair since 1954.
dio Spot Sales, N. Y. Mr. Gibson
formerly was with WIBG Philadelphia
and WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Jack Re iMy, formerly producer-director in production department of KMTV
(TV) Omaha, Neb., named director of
station's newly created public service
programming department.
William U. Schwartz joins announcing staff of WDVA Danville, Va.
Kent Burkhart,
formerly manager and
part owner of KTXL
San Angelo, to KXOL
Ft. Worth, both
Texas, as program operations manager.
Previously he was program director of
Mr. Burkhart
WQAM Miami and
was on staffs of KOWH Omaha, Neb.,
and WNOE New Orleans.
Peter P. Theg appointed executive
vp of Broadcast Time Sales, N. Y.,
after serving rep firm as consultant.
Mr. Theg previously was vp in charge
of sales for Bartell Group. Thomas
White, formerly of WINS New York,
joins BTS sales staff.
Phil Stewart, member of news staff
of KFMB San Diego, Calif., since 1956,
promoted to news director.

Armand LaPointe, director of merchandising atKLAC Los Angeles, joins
KHJ-AM-FM-TV, that city, in same
capacity for both radio and tv, enabling
KHJ stations to offer combined merchandising plans for mutual clients.
Charles Stroud, previously with promotion department at NBC Chicago, returns to WGN-AM-TV, that city, as
client service director.
Robert M. Fairbanks named account
executive in San Francisco office of
CBS-TV Spot Sales. He has been on
sales staff of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
Bruce Hayward, director of public
affairs for KTVI (TV) St. Louis, electcity.ed chief barker of Variety Club, that

Foreign

winner

A British subject, Briony Sharman, won the regional "I Speak
for Democracy" contest sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars and WGY Schenectady,
N. Y. Miss Sharman, whose
home is in Peterborough, England, is a foreign exchange student at Emma Willard School, in
Troy, N. Y.

Beth Parrish appointed director of
promotion and pr for WGMS Washington, succeeding Sol Hurwitz who joins
Edward Gottlieb & Assoc., N. Y., pr
firm.
Alice Weston, Karl Krug and Bob
Ford join WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh as
air personalities.
Bob Cole joins WHB Kansas City as
disc jockey.
Tom Shanahan joins WEMP Milwaukee as pr and promotion director.
Ben Wechsler appointed public affairs director of KYW-TV Cleveland,
succeeding Les Biebl who becomes
traffic supervisor.
Bob (Coffeehead) Larsen returns to
WEMP Milwaukee, as d.j., after 2-year
absence.
Bob Robin, formerly with WGHQ
Kingston, N. Y., to WAMS Wilmington, Del., as air personality.
Lee Crosby joins KHIP-FM
Francisco as disc jockey.

San

PROGRAMMING
Wiiliam McGee,
district sales manager
for Eastern Div. of
Independent
Television Corp., N.
Y.,
appointed
sales manager of Western
Div.,
Los Angeles. Mr.
Mr. McGee
McGee joined ITC
sales organization in
Nov. 1958 and served as district sales
manager, Western Div., before assuming his duties in N. Y. last year. From
1955-58, Mr. McGee was president and
general manager of the Ferrostall Pacific Corp., international manufacturers
representatives, San Francisco.
Martin Davis appointed director of
advertising, publicity and exploitation
for Paramount Pictures Corp. He succeeds Jerome Pickman, recently promoted to domestic general sales manager for Paramount.
Lloyd W. Dunn and Alan W. Livingston named vps of marketing and creative services, respectively, for Capitol
Records. Daniel C. Bonbright named

Newest

among

leaders

serving

the

America9 s greatest
radio

market!

More audience per dollar
than any other leading radio
station in greater Los Angeles!
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KRLA
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to supervise firm's phonograph business.
Al Morgan and Lou Solomon join
Freddie Fields Assoc., N. Y., as writers
for two projected tv series.
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
James E. Archambault, president of
Dormeyer Corp., elected president of
Webcor Inc., which acquired firm last
month. He succeeds Titus Haffa, who
continues as board chairman. Webcor
acquired Dormeyer through exchange
of Webcor shares.
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Edward

Petry Co. announces

Junius Zolp, in tv department of Edward
Petry & Co.'s Chicago
office, transfers to St.
Louis as manager of
firm's office there. Rollin P. Collins, in radio
department of Chicago
Mr. Zolp
office, succeeds Mr. Zolp.
Jack Stahle, formerly
general sales manager of KGO San
Francisco, joins Petry's tv sales staff
in that city. Appointments are effec-

changes

ULTRA

Mr. Collins

Mr. Stahle

REEL

!!

tive Jan. 1. Changes are described
as first of many in firm's expansion
plans.

John H. Hauser, formerly distributor
sales manager for CBS Electronics, promoted to new post of general manager,
distributor sales. Roy A. Juusola, elevated to new post of manager, marketing service, in same CBS division. He
had been manager, marketing administration.
Dr. Wilbur B. Davenport Jr. named
chief scientist in Boston division of
Deco Inc., antenna and communications
systems producer.
J. Penn Rutherfoord, general manager of commercial apparatus and systems division of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., appointed director of licensing. Robert E. Sonnekson succeeds Mr. Rutherfoord.
James H. Sweeney, formerly manager of marketing at General Electric
Co., semiconductor products division,
Syracuse, N. Y., named manager of signal diode project. Hugh R. Lowry, previously manager of application engineering, S. P. D., named to post of
manager of signal diode engineering.
Both men will continue to act in their
former positions until successors are
named.
Jack Ewan, formerly pr manager at
Motorola Inc., Chicago, to Fuller &
Smith & Ross, that city, in similar capacity. He was succeeded at Motorola
by Allen H. Center, who rejoined electronics firm from Leo Burnett Co.
(Broadcasting, Nov. 28).
Thomas A. Pendelton joins Jansky
& Bailey, Washington, D. C, as head
of advanced technical development department. Firm deals in electronics engineering and communications.
Earl Olenick appointed sales manager of Oak Manufacturing Co., Chicago, producer of electrical components.
INTERNATIONAL
Don Hildebrand, formerly of CKNX
Wingham, Ont., to assistant general
manager of CJCH Halifax, N. S.
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E. D. Conville moved from production manager to manager of CHEC
Lethbridge, Alta. J. C. Waddell named
production manager.
Johnny Esau, CKRC Winnipeg,
Man., appointed sports director of
CFTO-TV Toronto.
Frank H. R. Pounsett, of Philips
Electronics Industries Ltd., Toronto,
elected president of Canadian Radio
Technical Planning Board. C. J. Bridgland, Canadian National Telegraphs,
Toronto, was re-elected vp. Canadian
Radio Technical Planning Board is nonprofit organization which makes recommendations to Canadian government, to electronics industry, and to
all users of electronic products on best
use of radio frequencies. These recommendations are made to prevent interference with radio, tv and other commercial communication services. Members include broadcasters.

For answers to your tape problems, see
your 3M representative or write: Dept.
MBX-120, 3M Company, St. Paul 6, Minn.
]\z£lHNCSOTA ^yjlMlNG AMD J\£a M U F ACTUft I NG COMPANY tfzSffPf?^&
...WHtPt REStflBCH (•. IHI KE» IO tOHOeoOw^^mjjpF^-'
"SCOTCH" is a registered trademark of the 3M Co., SL Paul 6, Minn.
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DEATHS
Roy L. Matson, 52, director of
Badger Broadcasting Co. (WIBA Madison, Wis.) and Journal Publishing Co.
and editor of Wisconsin State Journal,
died Dec. 3 of heart attack suffered
Nov. 28.
Everett A. Lande, 43, account executive at WIND Chicago, died of coronary Nov. 27 in Waukegan, 111. Before joining station in 1944, he was in
program department at NBC.
William Lister, 33, sports director at
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis., died of
virus infection Dec. 3 after long illness.
He joined station in 1956.
Samuel R. Zack, 76, retired labor
relations consultant, died Dec. 5 of
heart ailment, at his home in New
York. Mr. Zack conducted radio programs on labor arbitration on WMCA
New York and WWDC Washington,
D. C, for eight years.
Austin J. Scannell, 62, executive in
BBDO's pr department, died Dec. 1,
at North Shore Hospital, Manhasset,
L. I., after heart attack.
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
WGAA Cedartown, Ga. — Cp to increase
As compared by Broadcasting: Dec. 1 daytime
power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1340kc) Ann. Dec. 6.
through Dec. 7. Includes data on new
WAMV East St. Louis, IU.— Cp to increase
stations, changes in existing stations, daytime
500 w of
to Rules)
1 kw. (1490
(Requestspower
waiver of from
sec. 3.188[d]
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules
kc)
Ann.
Nov.
7.
& standards changes, routine roundup.
WMOU Berlin, N. H.— Amendment to BP12,600 (to change frequency, increase power,
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp install
DA night and day DA-2) and new
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
trans.,tion of changes
in ground
systemof and
power vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
remote control
operation
trans,delefor
ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna- aur. —
change in frequency, from 600 kc to 1230 kc,
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts
change power from 500 w night, 5 kw day to
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
250 w Ann.
night,Nov.
1 kw
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
trans.
30. day and change type
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kiloWISN Milwaukee, Wis. — Amendment to
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communicatior
BP-13,894 (which requested change in freauthorization. SSA — special service auth /
increase changes
power, change
-trans,
zation. STA — special temporary authc. na- location, quency,
make
in DAant.system,
tion.
SH
—
specified
hours.
*
—
educ?',<
gnal.
changes
in
ground
system
and
new
trans.)
Ann. — Announced.
to change daytime power from 10 kw to 50
kw, make changes in DA system, change
New am station
from DA-1 to DA-2 and change type trans.
(1130kc) Ann. Nov. 30.
ACTIONS BY FCC
WODY
Cp to Ann.
increase
Gaithersburg, Md. — Nick J. Chaconas.
from
250 wBassett,
to 500 Va.
w. —(900kc)
Dec.power
6.
Granteddress 1150
kc,
1
kw
DA-D.
Post
office
ad5120 Waukesha Rd., Washington 16,
D. C. Estimated construction cost $45,100, New fm stations
first
operating iscostformer
$42,500,chief
revenue
$52,ACTIONS BY FCC
000. year
Mr. Chaconas
engineer,
WGMS-AM-FM
Bethesda,
Md.
-Washington.
St. Louis, Mo. — Columbia Bcstg. System
Announced Dec. 7.
Inc. Granted 103.3 mc, 28 kw. Ant. height
above average terrain 900 ft. P. O. address
APPLICATIONS
485 Madison Ave., N. Y., N. Y. Estimated
Ga.— Radio
Cuthbert M.1510
kc, 1 construction cost $49,800, first year operation
kwCuthbert,
D. P. O. address
c/o William
Forshee,
cost $8,870. Fm applicant will duplicate
Box 7, Ashburn, Ga. Estimated construction
KMOX St. Louis. Ann. Nov. 30.
cost $23,750, first year operating cost $28,500,
Dallas, Tex.— W. B. Carver. Granted 106.9
revenue $36,000. Principals include William
average Carlo
terM. Forshee, Esther W. Shepherd, Donald H. mc, 32rain 360kw.ft. Ant.
P O. height
addressabove
3229 Monte
Wingate, 33%% each. Mr. Forshee and Mrs.
Dr.
Estimated
construction
cost
$22,125,
first
Shepherd have interest in WAAG Adel, Ga. year operation cost $20,200, revenue $17,650.
Mr. Wingate is employe of WAAG. Ann.
Mr.
Dec. 7.
Ann. Carver
Nov. 30.owns fire equipment company.
Lindstrom, Minn. — Chicago County Bcstg.
APPLICATIONS
Co. 1380 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Lindstrom, Minn. Estimated construction cost
Pasadena,
Tex.
— Felix H. Morales, 92.5 mc,
$12,080, first year operation cost $22,000,
17 kw. Ant. height above average terrain
revenue
$34,000.
Robert
W.
Koehn,
sole
own183.8
ft.
P.
O.
address
2903 Canal St., Houser, owns service station. Ann. Nov. 30.
ton, Tex. Estimated construction cost $20,Paynesville, Minn. — PaynesviUe Bcstg. Co. 575, first
year operating cost $3,000, revenue,
1300 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address PaynesMr. Ann.
Morales,
al home.
Dec. sole
7. owner, owns funerville, Minn. Estimated construction cost $12,- $5,000.
500, first year operation cost $21,000, revenue
Warrenton, Va. — United States Transdy$41,000. R. Earle Le Masurier, sole owner,
namics Corp. 107.7 mc, 3.6 kw. Ant. height
owns newspaper. Ann. Dec. 7.
above average terrain 803 ft. P. O. address
Doniphan, Mo. — Jack G. Hunt 1500 kc, 1 5232 Lee Highway, Arlington, Va. Estimated
kw D. P. O. address Box 424. Estimated conconstruction cost $27,385, first year operating
struction cost $15,898, first year operation
cost $18,000, revenue $12,000. Arthur W.
cost $24,000, revenue $28,000. Dr. Hunt is Arundel
optometrist. Ann. Nov. 30.
Dec. 7. is sole owner of corporation. Ann.
Bay,O. Ore.—
Ukiah
kc, 5
Buffalo, N. Y. — Donald B. Crawford 99.5
kwCoos
D. P.
address
701 Radio
9th St.,1290
Crescent
terCity, Calif. Estimated construction cost $25,- mc, 110
rain 642kw.
ft. P.Ant.O. height
addressabove
1230 average
E. Mermaid
840, first year operation cost $54,000, revenue
Lane,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Estimated
construc$66,000. Principals include Joseph F. Sherition cost $56,488, first year operating cost
dan and Norman R. Oberst, equal partners.
revenue $40,000. Mr. Crawford is
Mr. Sheridan owns KURY Brookings, Ore. $35,000,
employe
Mr. Oberst is employe of KURY. Ann. Dec. 6. Dec. 7. of WPCA-TV Philadelphia. Ann.
Beaumont, Tex. — Woodland Bcstg. Co. 95.1
Existing am stations
mc, 2.405 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 426 ft. P. O. address Box 2953, Houston,
APPLICATIONS
Tex. Estimated construction cost $10,990,
first
year
cost $9,000, revenue $12,KYND10 kw.
Tempe,
Cp install
to increase
from
to 50Ariz.
kw —and
new power
trans. 000. Geraldoperating
R. accountant.
Proctor,Ann.soleDec.
owner,
(1580kc) Ann. Nov. 30.
struction
6. is con-
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Ownership changes
ACTION BY FCC
■ Commission en banc, by Comrs. Ford
(Chrm.), Bartley, Craven, Cross and King,
took following action on Nov. 30:
WSSB Durham, N. C— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of control
from Edgar L. Clinton, Benjamin, Adele C.
and Martin Shedleski to WSSB Inc. (James
S. Beattie, president, has interest in WPET
Greensboro, N. C, and WBUT AM-FM Butler, Pa.); consideration approximately $259,820. Comr. Bartley dissented to transfer.
APPLICATIONS
KATR Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks transfer of
control of KAIR Bcstg. Inc. Andrew J. Griffith Jr., 50%, will transfer his interest to
Josephine Griffith sole owner (presently
owns 50%). Mr. and Miss Griffith are brother
and sister. Ann. Dec. 7.
KPON Anderson, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Universal Electronics Network to Big Four Bcstg. for $55,000. Principals include Frederick S. Van Dyke, Ted E.
Randal, Cleon W. Enis, Raymond B. Golden,
25% each. Mr. Van Dyke is in farming. Mr.
Randal owns radio programming company.
Mr. Enis is employe of KEWB Oakland,
Calif. Mr. Golden is employe of KAYO
Seattle, Wash. Ann. Dec. 6.
KFOX- AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.— Seeks
transfer of control of KFOX Inc. from Kevin
B. Sweeney, 32%, Harry L. (Bing) Crosby
Jr., Kenyon Brown, George L. Coleman,
Joseph
17% each,equal
to Robert
Symonds A.andThomas,
Max Reznick,
partners.
Purchase price is difference between $850,000
and unpaid balance on promissory note
and agreement not to compete. Mr. Reznick
has interest in WABW Annapolis, Md., and
has conducted a program on WARL Arlington, Va. and WTTG-TV Washington, D. C.
Mr. Symonds has interest in investment
company. Ann Dec. 6.
WINY Putnam, Conn. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Herbert C. Rice to Winny Bcstg.
Co. Change to corporate form of business
with
Dec. no
7. financial transaction involved. Ann.
KTEE Idaho Falls, Idaho— Seeks transfer
of control of Benay Corp. from John P.
Gallagher, sole owner, to Howard W. Martineau, sole owner, for $5,800 plus $1,000 note.
Mr. Martineau has interest in KRDG Redding, Calif. Ann. Dec. 6.
WYCA(FM) Hammond, Ind., WDAC(FM)
Lancaster, Pa. and WMUZ(FM) Detroit,
Mich. — Seek involuntary assignment of license and WMFP(FM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
and KDMI(FM) Des Moines, Iowa — Seek
involuntary assignment of cp from Percy B.
Crawford, ofdeceased,
to Ruth
executrix
estate. Ann.
Dec. B.
7. Crawford,
KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines, Iowa and
WHTN-TV
Huntington,
W. Va.—Bcstg.
Seek assignment of license
from Cowles
Co. to
Cowles Magazines and Bcstg. Inc. Merger of
two companies, owned by Cowles family,
into one company. No financial transaction
of change of interest involved. Ann. Dec. 6.
WHAI-AM-FM Greenfield, Mass. — Seek assignment of license from Franklin County
Trust Co., 99.4%, executor of estate of John
W. Haigis, deceased, to John W. Haigis Jr.
according to terms of will and agreements
between family members. Ann. Nov. 30.
WGHtment of license
Manchester,
N. H. — Seeks
from Northeast
Bcstg.assignCorp.
to Knight Radio Inc. for purchase price of
$327,500, subject to adjustment. Knight
Radio Inc. is headed by Norman Knight,
president. Ann. Dec. 7.
WSTP-AM-FM Salisbury, N. C — Seeks
transfer of control of WSTP Inc. Transfer of
52% interest from John J. Ikner Jr., 20%,
Theodore W. Austin, 28%, and Margaret T.
Austin, 4% (husband and wife) to Thomas
D. Harrell Jr., 68% (presently owns 30%)
and Margaret L. Harrell, 32% (presently
owns 18%), for $41,524. Ann. Dec. 6.
KWAY Forest Grove, Ore. — Seeks involuntary transfer of control from Percy B.
Crawford,
to Ruth
executrix ofdeceased,
estate. Ann.
Dec. M.
7. Crawford,
WMSC Columbia, S. C. — Seeks transfer
of control of WMSC Radio Corp. Transfer of
approximately 40% interest by O. Beirne
and Lote Chisolm back to company for $30,765. This will leave C. Wallace and Nancy M.
Martin,
Ann. Dec.60%,
7. as sole owners of company.
KECK
Odessa,
— Seeks
assignment
license from Ben Tex.
Nedow
to Radio
Industriesof
Inc. Change to corporate form of business
with
Dec. 7.no financial transaction involved. Ann.
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OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 7
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not on air
For new stations
Lie.
Cps.
836
AM
3,495
39
109
92
209
FM
746
58
113
102
TV
480
162
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 7
TV
VHF
UHF
531
Commercial
453
52
14
Non-commercial
38
78
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
TV
As reported by FCC through Oct. 31, 1961
AM
732
Licensed (all on air)
FM53
43
CPs on air (new stations)
3,483
112
205
106
CPs not on air (new stations)
64
990
Total authorized stations
34
621
659
3,632
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
186
35
70
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
18
99
104
Total applications for new stations
807
574
273
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
7
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
40
847
47
34
Total applications for major changes
0
0
0
Licenses deleted
0
0
520
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
"There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
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NOW

SUMMARY

KONP
Port Angeles,
fer of control
of Radio Wash.
Pacific— Seeks
Inc. MaetransW.
Duckering, 26%%, and Dorothy W. Wenner,
26%%, will transfer 53% interest of Port
Angeles Evening News, parent company of
licensee, to C. N. Webster, 100% owner
(formerly owned 40%) for $236,394. Mmes.
Duckering,
Ann.
Dec. 6.Wenner, and Webster are sisters.
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.— Seeks assignment of license from Cowles Bcstg. Co.
to Reeves Bcstg. & Development Corp. for
$1,925,000. Reeves is licensee of WUSN-TV
Charleston, S. C. (See KRNT-AM-TV Des
Moines, Iowa.) Ann. Dec. 6.
WKTL Sheboygan, Wis— Seeks assignment
of license from Richard P. McKee, sole owner, to Sheboygan
Radio Inc.withChange
to corporate form of business
no financial
transaction involved. Principals now include
Richard P. McKee, 51%, and Virginia A.
McKee, 49% (husband and wife). Ann. Dec. 6.
of WHOO-AMlicenseeInc.,
Inc., WCMI
Radio Fla.;
licensee of
Orlando,
FMWHOO
WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky.; and Frankfort
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WFKY Frankfort,
Ky. — Seeks assignment of license to Blueof WVLK LexingCo., licensee
grasston,Bcstg.
Ky. Transaction
involves sale by Donald
J. Horton of 25.3% interest in WFKY and
26.9% interest in WVLK in exchange for
cancellation of promissory notes due to
companies. s With severence of Mr. Horton,
stockholder in Bluegrass Bcstg. Co. will be
G. D. Kincaid, 57.7%, Frank G. Trimble and
Ken Hart, 14.2% each, Ralph G. Worster,
9.4%, and John Rutledge, 4.5%. At same
time Mr. Horton will be purchasing 51%
interest of WOMP-FM Bellaire, Ohio. (See
below.) Ann. Dec. 6.
WOMP-AM-FM Bellaire. Ohio — Seeks
Transfer
transfer of control of WOMP Inc.
from G. D. Kincaid to
of 51% J.interest
Donald
Horton, sole owner (presently
owns 49%). Ann. Dec. 6.
Hearing cases
FINAL DECISION
■ By cationdecision,
of Nick J. commission
Chaconas forgranted
new amapplistation to operate on 1150 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w-N,
DA, in Gaithersburg, Md., and denied mutually exclusive applications of Tri-County
Bcstg. Co., Laurel, Md., and TCA Bcstg.
Corp. (5 kw-D, 500 w-N) , College Park, Md.
Comrs. Bartley and King not participating.
Aug. action.
12, 1959Ann.
initialDec.decision
looked toward
this
7.
■ By order, commission dismissed petition
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by Greater Boston Tv Corp. requesting commission to appoint trustee to take over
financial operation of WHDH-TV (ch. 5),
Boston,
Mass. Effectiveness
of commission's
July 14 decision
in Boston ch.
5 proceeding
was stayed by Court of Appeals Order of
Oct. 7, thus rendering instant petition moot.
Comrs.Dec.Craven
Ann.
7. and King not participating.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Norfolk
Bcstg. Corp. for severance from consolidated
hearing in dockets 13090 et al., and granted
its application to increase daytime power of
WNOR Norfolk, Va., from 250 w to 1 kw,
continued operation on 1230 kc, 250 w-N;
engineering condition. Comrs. Lee, Cross
and King dissented. Ann. Dec. 7.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on Dec. 7 directed preparation of document looking toward denying
petition by Capitol Bcstg. Co. for rehearing
and oral argument on Sept. 13 decision which
denied its application for new am station
to operate on 730 kc, 500 w, DA, D, in East
Lansing, Mich., and which dismissed for
failure to prosecute similar application of
W. A. Pomeroy for new station on 730 kc,
250
D, in7. Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich.
Ann.w,Dec.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Radio Station KMUL to
increase power of KMUL Muleshoe, Tex.,
from 500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on
1380 kc, D. Ann. Dec. 1.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ Commission is, by letter, informing 37
broadcast stations that sanctions may be
invoked against them for failure to respond
to letters of September and October seeking
further information on their replies to comDecemberto 1959
request
of all
broadcast mission's
stations
furnish
information
about unannounced paid or furnished program material and what they are doing
about it. They are: KASL Newcastle, Wyo.
KCKC San Bernardino, Calif. KDIX-TV
Dickinson, N. D. KEYT(TV) Santa Barbara,
Calif. KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. KFML Denver, Colo. KHAM Albuquerque, N. M. KIHN
Hugo,
'KHPC-FM
Brownwood,
Tex.
KKAS Okla.
Silsbee,
Tex. KMEO
Omaha, Neb.
KORK
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
KROC-AM-TV
Rochester, Minn. KTER Terrell, Tex. KTRY
Bastrop, La. KUEQ Phoenix, Ariz. KWNA
Winnemucca, Nev. KZEY Tyler, Tex. WAIMAM-TV Anderson, S. C. WAND Canton,

PROGRAM

AMPLIFIER
162
featuring uniform highfidelity performance and
long-life expectancy
An ideal program, line or
bridging amplifier, the
BA-33A offers high gain
with very low distortion.
Has self-contained power
supply, excellent frequency
response, front panel gain
control, plug-in mounting.
Full transistor circuitry affords the advantages of compact design, uniform performance, reduced power
consumption and long-life.
Only $235.
Write to RCA, Dept. OB-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
In Canada: EC A VICTOR
Company, Ltd., Montreal
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA Tmk(s) ®

Ohio. WCBQ Whitehall, Mich. WDIX Orangeburg, S. C. WDLT Indianola, Miss. WDXR
Paducah, Ky. WFPR Hammond, La. WGIR
Manchester, N. H. WLAQ Rome, Ga.
WLSB Copperhill, Tenn. WMAB Munising,
Mich. WMRP Flint, Mich. WMDD Fajardo,
P. R. WORX-FM Madison, Ind. WQMM(FM)
Memphis, Tenn. WVNA Tuscumbia, Ala.
WNCO-FM Ashland, Ohio.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by National
Broadcasting Co. Inc. (WRCV) Philadelphia,
Pa., to withhold action on application of
Sunbury Bcstg. Corp., to change facilities of
am station WKOK Sunbury, Pa., from 1240
kc, 250 w, unl. to 1070 kc, 1 kw-N, 10 kw-LS,
DA-2.participating.
Chrmn. FordAnn.dissented;
not
Dec. 7. Comr. King
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied request by Florida-Georgia Tv Co., (WFGA-TV) for modification of
hearing order and issues in Jacksonville,
Fla., tv ch. 12 reopened proceeding. Comr.
Lee dissented, with statement; Comrs.
Craven7. and King not participating. Ann.
Dec.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied request by Illiway Tv
Inc., and Moline Tv Corp. to reopen record
in Moline, 111., tv ch. 8 comparative proce ding to take further testimony regarding
stockholder in applicant Community Telecasting
Corp.; also
tion to strike
and denied
expungeCommunity's
false and modefamatory matters. Comr. Cross dissented as
to motion to strike; Comr. King not participating. Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition by Hennepin
Bcstg. Assoc., Minneapolis, Minn., and enlarged issues in proceeding on its am application, etal., to include determination of
financial and other qualifications of Robert
E. Smith, River Falls, Wis. Chrm. Ford and
Comr. Cross and King dissented, latter with
statement. Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order
commission (1) denied joint petition by
Walter L. Follmer, Hamilton, Ohio, and
Interstate Bcstg. Co., (WQXR) New York

MORE

THAN

N. Y., for reconsideration and grant of their
am applications and (2) denied conditional
petition by Follmer for leave to amend his
application to specify location at Fairfield
in lieu of Hamilton. Comrs. Hyde and King
dissented, latter with statement. Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied joint petition by Coastal
Tv Co. and Supreme Bcstg. Co., applicants
for tv mine
ch.whether
12 inminimum
New Orleans,
to determileageLa. separation
rules tiveshould
be
waived
in
favor
of
ant. site in event air hazard issuealterna(now
sole issue) with respect to their presently
proposed ant. sites should be resolved adrenders(ch. moot
petitioners'
request toversely.
add Denial
KHMA
11), Houma,
La.,
and tiesWJTV
(ch. 12),Comr.
Jackson,
Miss.,dissented;
as parto proceeding.
Craven
Comr. King not participating.
In connection with above action, commission did not accept oppositon by Assn. of
Maximum Service Telecasters to joint petition on ground that it is not party to this
proceeding and has not standing to file
pleadings,
and addressed following letter to
its
attorneys:
Septemberof 8,Maximum
1960, you filed
on behalf
of "On
Association
Service
Telecasters
Inc.
pleading
styled
'Opposition
Petition to Enlarge Issues of Coastal Tv Co.to
and Supreme
Bcstg.
Company Inc.'
in New
Orleans,
La. ch.
12 proceeding
(docket
nos.
12289 and 12238). Examination of record
disclosesmit ed asthat
your
client
has
not
been
adparty to proceeding.
"Except in certain circumstances not here
applicable,templatecommission's
do not matconfiling of pleadingsrules
in hearing
ters by non-parties. Because of references
to your opposition in pleadings of parties to
proceeding, commission has, in order to
avoid confusion, not directed that your
pleading be physically stricken from docket.
However, no consideration has been given
to your opposition in disposition of CoastalSupreme petition." Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
dismissed
William R. Packham
and joint
Radio request
Station byWPCC
Inc.. Clinton, S. C, for leave to effectuate

GOOD
REASONS

the
5

GATES
KW

FM

Transmitter
is Your BEST
BUY
The fact that more than 50 Gates 5 KW
FM transmitters now in use giving total
dependability is impressive testimony
to the quality of Gates FM.
Gates FM transmitters are noted for
their stability and extended frequency
response to 15,000 cycles. Years of continuous design and manufacture of FM
broadcast equipment has enabled Gates
to add reliability that only experience
can assure.
Your installation time will be speeded up
because Gates broadcast transmitters
are always factory tested on your frequency.
U3Z3323S3
GATES RADIO COMPANY
Subsidiary of Hnrris-Interlype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D C.
In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
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(FOR THE RECORD)

Export Sals!: ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO.,
13 EAST 40lh STREET, NEW YORK CITY

WHY.

CIRCULARS OF IFRB
The Commission has been informed
by the Secretary-General, International Telecommunication Union, Geneva, Switzerland, of Decision No.
251 of the Administrative Council
concerning the weekly circulars of
the IFRB. The decision provides that,
as from Jan. 1, 1961, the weekly circulars will be sold under the same
conditions as service documents. On
the basis of the number of copies so
far ordered and of the present volume of circulars, the price of the annual collection should be approximately 400 Swiss francs.
Orders should be addressed directly to the national
"Secretary-General,
InterTelecommunication Union,
Switzerland," accompanied by an international money order in the appropriate amount. Orders should indicate the title of the publication and
the number of copies.
Copies will not be available from
the FCC.

agreement of settlement under amended sec.
311(c) of Communications Act whereby
Packham agreed to request dismissal of his
application for new station to operate on
1410 kc, 500 w, D, in Hendersonville, N. C,
and WPCC to reimburse him for expenses
in prosecution of his application up to the
amount of $1,200. Since filing of joint request for approval of agreement, acting
chief hearingwithout
examiner
dismissed
Packham's
application
prejudice
(Docket
13632;
BP-12394)
and hearing
has issuedof
initial decision
looking examiner
toward granting
application of WPCC to increase power from
500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1410
kc, D, using ant. site now licensed (Docket
13633; BP-13744), making specific findings of
type required by sec. 311 (c) . In light of
these actions,
feels would
public best
interest in orderlycommission
administration
be served by dismissing instant request and
withholding action on its substance until
the initial decision is before Commission for
review. "However," commission stated,
"this matter
for interim
procedure with points-up
respect to need
agreements
not contemplating merger (1) but contemplating
making of any direct or indirect payment to
any party in consideration of withdrawal of
his application,
pendingto promulgation
of revised rules pursuant
recent amendment
of sec. 311 of Communications Act. Hereafter, until promulgation of said revised
rules, petitions to dismiss shall incorporate
copy of mittedparties'
and shallwhobe shall
subto chief agreement,
hearing examiner
make initial determination of whether
agreement meets standard of sec. 311(c) and
shall issue order fully stating facts on which
his determination is based. In event he determines that sec. 311(c), he shall then take
such action on petiton to dismiss as may be
appropriate under authority delegated him
by sec. 0.224 of rules. The determination of
the Chief
Examiner
be reviewed byHearing
commission
at time shall
it considers
initial decision. (2) Property of mergers of
interests of competing applicants are initially determined by hearing examiner pursuant to sec. 1.363 of rules." Comr. Bartley
dissented;
Ann. Dec. 7.Comr. King not particpating.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission reopened record in proceeding
on applications of Audiocasting of Texas
Inc., for new am station to operate on 1580
kc, 500 w-N, 1 kw-D, DA-2, in Waco, Tex.,
and Horace K. Jackson Sr., for new station
on same frequency with 250 w, D, in Gatesville, Tex. (Dockets 12876-7) and remanded
proceeding to hearing examiner for further
hearing to determine whether agreement
between applicants whereby Jackson would
withdraw his application and receive 25
percent of voting stock of Audiocasting is
permissible under revised sec. 311(c) of
Communications Act, and for supplemental
initial
decision.
Comr. Bartley dissented.
Ann. Dec.
7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petition for reconsideration by Shenandoah Life Stations Inc., and
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Creat6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENCINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Memb er AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Ser

vice

JlJirectory

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE
LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520
JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER
8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENCINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive Member
3-1230 Executive
AFCCE 3-5851
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N.W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Engineers

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, DC.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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granted its application to change daytime
DA system of WSIS Roanoke, Va., continued
operation
610 kc,
1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS,
DA-2.7.
Comr. Kingon not
participating.
Ann. Dec.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Fisher Bcstg. Co. and accepted its late
appearance to participate in Dec. 15 oral
argument in proceeding on its application
and Tribune Publishing Co, for new tv stations to operate on ch. 2 in Portland, Ore.
Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By order, commission stayed effective
date of Oct. 20 initial decision which looked
toward granting applications of Zephyr
Bcstg. Corp. for new am station in Zephyrhills, Fla., to operate on 1400 kc, 250 w, unl.,
with condition, and Myron A. Reck to increase daytime power of WTRR Sanford,
Fla., from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1400 kc, 250 w-N pending further
review by Commission. Ann. Dec. 7.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission granted petitions by Brennan
Bcstg. Co. (WAPE) Jacksonville, Fla., to
extent of (1) setting aside June 2 order
which dismissed that portion of its application seeking 25 kw nighttime operation with
DA; (2)
granted 10leave
and accepted
amendment to specify
kw night
power, location
and DA to conform to requirements of new
NARBA and retained amended application
in hearing status with no change in file
number (docket 8584; BP-6222), and (3) reopened record and remanded proceeding
for further hearing to determine whether
interference received from any existing station would affect more than 10 percent of
population within normally protected primary service area of instant proposal of
WAPE, in contravention of sec. 3.28(c) (3)
of rules and, if so, whether circumstances
exist which would warrant waiver of that
section,
anddecision.
ordered Ann.
issuance
tal initial
Dec.of 7.supplemen■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Robert A.
Riesman for review of (1) hearing examiner's order refusing participation as "public
witness"
and intervention,
(2) chief hearing
order denying
in Newexaminer's
Bedford,
Mass., tv ch. 6 proceeding (dockets 12433-5);
dismissed Riesman motions to stay proceedings, enlarge issues and for leave to file

reply; and dismissed as moot joint motions
by E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Eastern States
Bcstg. Corp.,
and New England Tv Co. (apDec. 7. plicants) for leave to file oppositions. Ann.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petitions by Springhill
Bcstg. Co., Mobile, Ala., and Northwest MississippilargeBcstg.
Co., Senatobia,
for enment of issues
relative to Miss.,
qualifications
of Philip B. Rosenthal, tr/as Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co. (seeking new stations in New
Orleans, La., and Memphis, Tenn.) in am
consolidated proceeding in dockets 12615
et al. Comrs.
Bartley
pating. Ann. Dec.
7. and King not partici■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Donald H.
McDonald, trustee of permittee of WTVW
(TV) (ch. 7), Evansville, Ind., for review of
examiner's
denying reports
his request
inspect certainruling
confidential
whichto had
allegedly been in the possession of and used
by counsel for Broadcast Bureau in proceeding onthororder
to show
whymodiauization for WTVW
shouldcause
not be
fied to specify operation on ch. 31 in lieu of
ch. 7 (docket 11757) ; also denied request for
oral argument. Ann. Dec. 7.
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Frederick W. Ford
■ Dismissed motion by Signal Hill Telecasting Corp. to correct transcript of oral
argument which was held on Oct. 13 in
Springfield, 111., deintermixture rulemaking
remand proceeding in dockets 11747 and
12936. Action Nov. 30.
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
■ Granted petition by Gila Bcstg. Co., and
extended to Dec. 2 time to reply to pleading
of Broadcast
Bureau in response
to Gila'sin
petition
for reconsideration
and grant
proceeding on its applications for renewal of
licenses and assignment of license of stations
KCKY Coolidge, Ariz., et al. Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Nov. 30 time to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on ap-

NEMS-CLARKE, a division of Vitro Corporation of America, has produced the
finest in precision electronics for industry and defense since 1909. Now, this
equipment will be produced and
marketed by Vitro Electronics under the
Nems-Clarke brand name. In broadcasting, remember Vitro Electronics,
producers of Nems-Clarke equipment.
hi
' © til
i
:<■'.":. "f "Vs ,<; "V
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For Free Catalog, Write Dept. M.

FO ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
producers of NE3MS-CLARKE
equipment
919 JESUP-BLAIR DRIVE. SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND ■ 2301 PONTIUS AVENUE. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
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plication of WPGC Inc. (WPGC) Morningside, Md. Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted petition by Bay Area Electronic
Associates and extended to Jan. 3, 1961 time
for all parties to file exceptions to initial
decision in proceeding on its application for
new am
Nov.
30. station in Santa Rosa, Calif. Action
By Commissioner John S. Cross
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended to Dec. 16 time for parties to
submit their briefs in proceeding on application of International Good Music Inc., for
Dec.
5. station in San Diego, Calif. Action
new fm
■ Granted petition by Coral Tv Corp., and
extended to Dec. 13 time to file reply exceptions and briefs in Perrine-South Miami,.
Fla., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action Dec. 5.
■ On own motion, because of illness of
presiding hearing examiner, cancelled Dec. 9
further hearing, Dec. 19 date for filing proposed findings, and Jan. 5, 1961 date for replies, and new dates will be specified in
near future by presiding hearing examiner
in proceeding on am applications of Hartsville
Hartsville, S. C,
et al. Bcstg.
Action Co.
Dec. (WHSC)
5.
■ On own motion, because of illness of
presiding hearing examiner, cancelled Dec. 9
date for exchange of direct cases, Jan. 9,
1961 hearing, Jan. 23, 1961 date for notification of witnesses desired for cross-examination and Feb. 6, 1961 further hearing in
Wilmington, Del., tv ch. 12 proceeding, and
new dates will be specified, in near future,
Dec.
5.
by presiding
hearing examiner. Action
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ On siding
ownhearing
motion,
because
of illness preexaminer
in proceeding
on
am applications of Radio Carmichael, Sacramento, Calif., et al, cancelled Dec. 5 further
prehearing conference and Nov. 28 date for
exchange of preliminary drafts of engineering exhibits with new dates to be later
specified; dismissed petition by Golden Gate
Bcstg. Corp. (KSAN) San Francisco, Calif.
"For Extension of Time." Action Nov. 29.
■ Granted motion by KGFF Bcstg. Co.,
(KGFF) Shawnee, Okla., and revised Oct. 13
order to extend time for exchange of preliminary drafts of engineering exhibits from
Dec. 1 to Dec. 8, and time for exchange of
final sworn engineering and lay exhibits
from Dec. 21 to Dec. 28 in proceeding on
its am application, et al. Action Nov. 29.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 7 on
petition by Crystal Bcstg. Co., for dismissal
of its application for new am station in
Crystal,
Nov.
30. Minn., without prejudice. Action
■ Granted petition by Community Bcstg.
Service Inc. (WWBZ) Vineland, N. J., to
extent that it seeks dismissal of its application; dismissed am application with prejudice. Application was consolidated for hearing with dockets 13711 et al. Action Nov. 30.
■ Granted petition by W. R. Frier (WBHF)
Cartersville, Ga., and continued Dec. 5 hearing to date to be specified by subsequent
order inDec.proceeding
on its am application.
Action
2.
■ On own motion, because of illness of
presiding hearing examiner, continued indefinitely Dec. 12 hearing, and in near future new date will be specified by presiding
hearing examiner in proceeding on applications of East Texas Transmission Co., for
new fixed video radio stations S. W. of College Mound. 1.3 miles N.W. of Colfax, and
in Tyler, all Texas. Action Dec. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Dismissed as moot petition by Radio
Georgia to continue sine die Nov. 29 hearing
in proceeding on its application and that of
A. S. Riviere for new am stations in Thomaston
Nov. 29.and Barnesville, both Georgia. Action
■ Granted joint motion by applicants and
continued date of evidentiary hearing from
Dec. 20 to Jan. 26, 1961, and scheduled prehearing conference for Jan. 9, 1961 in proceeding on applications of Martin Theatres
of Georgia Inc. (WTVM) and Columbus
Bcstg.
Ga., for
mod. ofCo.,
cps.(WRBL-TV)
Action Nov.Columbus,
29.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Formalized Nov. 23 oral ruling, and
granted
joint petition
Bcstg.
Co., Livonia,
Mich., ofand Inter-Cities
Peoples Bcstg.
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

Corp., for continuance of date for submisof rebuttal
by Inter-Cities
from
Nov. sion24
to Jan.exhibits
16, 1961,
and for further
hearing from Dec. 12 to Jan. 30, 1961, in
proceeding
Action Nov. on28. Inter-Cities am application.
■ Formalized Nov. 23 oral ruling and
granted joint petition of Inter-Cities Bcstg.
Co. and Peoples Bcstg. Corp. for following
changes in calendar of events governing
proceeding
on am continued
applicationfrom
of Inter-Cities,
Livonia, Mich.;
Nov. 24 to
Jan. 16, 1961 date for submission of rebuttal
exhibits by Inter-Cities, and continued further hearing from Dec. 12 to Jan. 30, 1961.
Action Nov. 28.
■ Formalized Nov. 22 oral ruling, granted
petition
by Sand& Wextended
Enterprises
bridge, Va.,
from Inc.,
Nov. Wood25 to
Nov. 29 time to file reply findings in proceeding
on
S
&
W's
am
application,
et
al.
Action Nov. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ On request by Broadcast Bureau, continued Dec. 15 hearing to Dec. 21 in proceeding on am applications of Columbia
River Bcstrs. Inc., Mount Vernon, Wash.,
et al. Action Nov. 29.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Greene County
Bcstg. anceCo.,
Greeneville,
for continuof procedural
datesTenn.,
in proceeding
on
its am application, et al, and continued dates
for exchange of exhibits, notification of witnesses and program logs, and the formal
hearing, scheduled for Dec. 5, Dec. 15, and
Jan. 4, 1961, to Jan. 9, Jan. 18 and Feb. 1,
1961, respectively. Action Dec. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ Granted motion by Sunbury Bcstg.
Corp., Sunbury, Pa., and extended from
Dec. 6 to Dec. 20 date to file proposed findings and from Dec. 23 to Jan. 10, 1961, for
replies Dec.
in proceeding
on its am application.
Action
2.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Nov. 28 and Dec. 2, to
Dec. 2 and Dec. 9, dates to file proposed
findings and
in proceeding
on applications of replies
Berkshire
Bcstg. Corp.
and
GROSSCO Inc., for new am stations in Hartford
and
West
Hartford,
Conn.
Action
Nov.
29.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and further extended dates for filing proposed findings of fact and conclusions and
replies from Nov. 30 and Dec. 15 to Dec. 12
and Dec. 28, respectively, in proceeding on
application of Service Bcstg. Co., for new
am station in Concord, Calif. Action Nov.
29.
■ Granted petition by Service Bcstg. Co.
and reopened record in proceeding on its
application for new am station in Concord,
Calif., to receive in evidence service exhibit
no. 1-B and closed record. Action Dec. 2.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau,
and further extended dates for filing proposed findings and replies thereto, respectively from Dec. 2 and Dec. 9, to Dec. 14
and Dec. 21, in proceeding on applications
of Berkshire Bcstg. Corp. and GROSSCO
Inc., for new am stations in Hartford and
2.West Hartford, both Connecticut. Action Dec.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Granted
petition
by applicants and amended
extended joint
time to
file proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law until
21st day after date of release of further
order by hearing examiner closing record,
and record is to remain open pending further order by examiner in proceeding on
am applications of Creek County Bcstg. Co.,
Sapulpa, Okla., et al. Action Nov. 28.
■ Continued hearing from Dec. 13 to Feb.
7, 1961, in proceeding on am applications of
Walterboro Radiocasting Co. (WALD) Walterboro, S. C, and Altamaha Bcstg. Co.
(WBGR)
hibits Jesup,
complete, butGa.,in and
draft engineering
form, are to exbe
exchanged by Jan. 13, and exhibits in final
form by Jan. 27, 1961, and all matters agreed
upon are deemed incorporated by reference
to transcript
ence. Action of
Dec.Dec.
5. 2 prehearing conferBy Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Upon request by applicant, scheduled
Jan. 13 and 27, 1961, dates for exchange of
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

affirmative and rebuttal engineering exhibits, and continued hearing from Dec. 19 to
Feb. 3, 1961, in proceeding on am application
of Hopkinsville Bcstg. Co., (WHOP) Hopkinsville, Ky. Action Nov. 28.
■ On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for Dec. 16 and continued Dec. 12
hearing to Jan. 24, 1961 in proceeding on am
applications of Bernalillo Bcstg. Co., Albuquerque, N. M., et al. Action Dee. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McCIenning
n Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 1 on
petition by Broadcast Bureau to reschedule
hearing in matter of revocation of license
of KWK Radio Inc., for KWK St. Louis, Mo.,
and afforded
parties Action
10 minutes
tion of argument.
Nov. for
28. presenta■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau to
extent that continuance of hearing is sought
in matter of revocation of license of KWK
Radio Inc., for KWK St. Louis, Mo.; on
hearing toexaminer's
motion, continued
hearing
date to be own
subsequently
specified,
and scheduled
Dec. 2.8 for prehearing conference. Action Dec.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petitions by Mitchell Melof,
Smyrna, Ga., and John M. McLendon, tr/as
Radio Mississippi, Jackson, Miss., to extent
of reopening record in proceeding on their
am applications,
et al. to
(1) receive
dence Smyrna exhibit
4 and
evidence inasevi-to
alleged tween
Melof
agreement
behim andcontribution
Southeastern
Enterprises
Inc. (WCLE) Cleveland, Tenn., relating to
dismissal
of latter'sexhibit
application;
(2) 28.
to
receive McLendon
3. ActionandNov.
■ On request by Elizabethtown Bcstg. Co.
(WIEL) Elizabethtown, Ky., and without
objection by other parties in proceeding on
its aming conference
application,
al, continued
fromet Nov.
30 to Dec.prehear21, and
Dec. 2128. hearing will be at later date. Action
Nov.
■ On request by Broadcast Bureau and
without objection by other parties, extended
from Dec. 1 to Dec. 22 time to file proposed
findings and from Dec. 15 to Jan. 5, 1961,
for replies, in proceeding on am applications
of Wilmer E. Huffman, Prat, Kan., et al.
Action Nov. 30.

BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
■ Commission has revised its Radio Equipment List "Part A" of television broadcast
equipment considered acceptable, as of Nov.
9, for use in that service, provided operation
is
accordance
Commission's
rules
andin that
technicalwith
specifications
as listed
are
not
exceeded.
"Type
acceptance'
required for listing of trans, and translators;is
for listing.
monitors, "type acceptance" is required
It is not possible for Commission to print
list in sufficient quantity to permit general
distribution. However, copies are available
for
inspection
offices
Washington
and atat Commission's
each of its field
offices.in
Industries and other interested parties may
reproduce list in whole or in part if they so
desire. Arrangements may be made through
Technical Research Division of Office of
Chief Engineer for loan of copy for this
purpose. Actions of December 2
KDLS Perry, Iowa — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, and studio location.
WBBX Portsmouth, N. H.— Granted mod.
of cp to make changes in ground system and
change type trans.
KBEY(FM)
Granted
mod.
of cp toKansas
increaseCity,
ERP Mo.—
to 17.5
kw;
waived sec. 3.205(a) of rules to permit
change of studio location; change ant.-trans.
location; make changes in ant. -system (sidemounteding); ant.
of KXTR
increasenear-top
ant. height
to 255 tower-existft.; remote
control permitted.
KANA Anaconda, Mont. — Granted extension of authority to sign-off at 6:05 p.m.
daily for period ending Jan. 30, 1961.
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Buffalo Tv Club, chs. 11 and
8, City inson,ofN. D.,
Buffalo,
S. D. (KDIX,
and KOTA,
ch. 3, ch.
Rapid2, DickCity,
S. D.) ; Iron County Commission, chs. 11,
Parowan, Paragonah and Summit, 8, Minersville, 8 and 2, Cedar City, 2, Kanarraville
and New Harmony, 8 Modena and Beryl, all
Utah (KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, Utah);
City of Oakley, ch. 4, Oakley, Kan. (KAYSTV, ch. 7, Hays, Kan.) ; Lance Creek Tv
Continued on page 101

The Collins 26J-1 Auto-Level Limiting Amplifier extends your
signal to greatly enlarge the size of your listening and
selling audience. It boosts average and low levels and compresses the highs to increase average modulation and increase
coverage. The Collins 26J-1 makes fades smooth and automatic.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY • CEDAR RAPIDS. IOWA • DALLAS, TEXAS • BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

compression rafio 3:7 optimum, adjustable 1.6:1 to 5:1 • frequency response ±1 db, 50-15,000
cps • input and output impedance 600 ohm unbalanced • input level adjustable from — 26 dbm
to -f-30 dbm • power source 115 v or 230 v ac, 50-60 cps single phase. For more information
contact your Collins sales engineer or write direct.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 200 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• AH other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcastinc expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custodv or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Sales manager,
aggressive,
minded,
for small market
stationpromotionalSalary and
commission can earn $6000.00, plus. Send
complete resume and photograph. Box 243D,
BROADCASTING.
Southern Group — see our ad under Help
Wanted — Sales.
Expanding group of five radio and five tv
stations in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas and
Nevada seeking sales managers with potential for advancement in progressive organization.
radio and/or
tv sales backgroundStrongmandatory.
Send snapshot
with
resume of education, experience and earning history to: William D. Stiles, Donrey
Media Group, Box 550, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C. BROADCASTING.
35% commission, $40 per week, in medium
size midwest market. Very prosperous fm
only. agerOpportunity
to advance
to sales manwith considerable
salary increase.
Box
502C. BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer.
St. Louis
independent,
ple market.Top$6000
plus resume
to Box multi904C,
BROADCASTING.
Southern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
quaranteePrefer
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for selected few
salesmen now employed at large and small
stations in southeast. Position requires area
travel. Average earnings $15,000 per year.
Write full details to Box 207D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Anwithexperienced
announcer
a desire tosalesman
sell and ormakean
the bigger
money
a
salesman's
permits. Starting arrangement up ability
to $100.00
per week commensurate with ability. Send
all inquiries to Box 250D, BROADCASTING.
Midwest
— expanding,
station offersopportunity
good future
and currentadult
income
as areaence salesman.
Minimum
2
years
experiin radio sales, civic minded, prefer
family man. Send picture and resume. Box
262D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for good small market station. $600 month guarantee plus good comhas paid
$9,000 resume
up annuallymission
last scale.
threeJob years.
Complete
and reference to S. A. Hassan, General
Manager, WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
Salesman-announcer who really likes radio,
people, small city. Active accounts, additional
area. Partabout
announce prospects,
shift. Sendcityfullandinformation
yourself and audition tape. R. B. Cupp,
Owner, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
Second salesman for net-news indie in
Michigan's
highest-rated
market for
% business activity.
Must be married,
25-40
with
small or medium market experience. Salary plus commission. Top list of accounts.
Michigan applicants favored. Send resume
and picture first letter to Joe Butler, WKLZ,
Box 663, Kalamazoo.
Good salesman $400 guarantee plus good
commission scale. Small, good single station
reference tomarket.
S. A.Complete
Hassan, resume
General and
Manager,
WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sales
Morning man. Pennsylvania small market
Well-bred salesmen desired by community
station. Reply Box 304D, BROADCASTING.
oriented new station edge of NYC metropolitan
area.
Drexel
Hill
Associates,
Convent Station, N. J.
Personable announcer-salesman who really
likes radio, people, small city. Send full information about yourself and audition tape.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
R. B. Cupp. Owner, KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker
Employment,
83
South
7th
St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
WAM-E, Miami, Florida, one of top stations
in Miami going full-time shortly, needs two
Announcers
tight, production conscious, personalities.
Must be able to meet and beat tough competition, no screamers, experienced, polTrade your snow shovel for a palm tree!
men only. WAM-E is a promotion
South Florida calls fast paced format radio minded ishedmodern
if you can't keep
d.j. At least two years experience. Ideal up don't apply. station,
Send
tape, ratingto history,
living,sumeworking
conditions.
Rush
tape,
repicture,
salary
requirements
Murry
Box 102D, BROADCASTING.
Woroner,
Station Miami,
Manager,
WAM-E, 141
N.E. 3rd Avenue,
Florida.
If you are an announcer with desire and
ability to fit into an organization that
promises opportunity and advancement . . . Help wanted — announcers! Bright, intelligent
disc jockey
wanted by Bright
station type
in thesounding
top-30
a good starting salary with regular raises
market.
No screamers.
. . . then we want you. No empty promises
man
only
need
apply.
For
the
right
man.
. . . this is a growing Pennsylvania chain.
this
is a permanent position. Send tape and
We need good people. Two years commerKentucky.
resume
to
Radio
Station
WINN,
Louisville,
cial experience required . . . plus car.
Send
tape and resume to: Box 202D.
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for fast moving dj onStill looking for bright, alert, lively soundcentral Illinois top rated station. Send tape
ing dj who can operate tight board, set a and complete resume, immediately to Howfast pace and maintain it, strong on sell,
ard Frederick, WIRL, Peoria.
ideas and enthusiasm. $100, plus. Eastern
Pennsylvania 5 kw. Rush tape, photo and
Immediate opening for announcer with
facts. Box 214D, BROADCASTING.
first phone license. Light maintenance.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Experienced deejay, 20 to 30 age bracket,
minimum 2 years professional background.
with good music NBC midPleasant, mature voice for top-40 operation. Announcer-dj
west affiliate. Must have experience. Work
Operate board — most commercials on tape.
Power station on southeastern gulf coast. days. Good salary plus benefits. Send photo,
Preference to area applicants. Rush brief tape
and resume to Ed Hout, WTRC, Elkhart,
Indiana.
tape, resume to Box 229D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Mature announcer for midwest
Swinging d.j. with first ticket for #1 station
station; must have good voice, run tight Michigan
metropolitan market. Excellent
board, know and enjoy adult music and
living
conditions. $100-$125 week. Tape,
interested in settling down in pleasant and
photo, recent earnings, resume to Ken
progressive community. Must be available
Baugh, WTRU, Muskegon, Michigan.
in January. Box 267D, BROADCASTING.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations.
Experienced announcer with management
All major markets, midwest saturation.
potential for northeast good music station.
Prefer married man with excellent credit
Write Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
and character references. Box 268D,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
$100,000 per week if you can fit into a middleof-the-road news and music station; if you
can be a solid citizen in a small western comEstablished 1000 watter in solid north east
munity; if you want to grow with multiple
has opening for first ticket. Opportunities
station ownership; send tape and full parfor
party with additional talent. No floaters.
ticulars to Box 272D, BROADCASTING.
Benefits,
security. Box 276D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: A young man who walks, talks,
and sleeps modern radio to add his spark
and fire to solid but sleepy network station
Engineer-announcer with technical ability.
in midwest. Send tape, resume and salary
WAMD, Aberdeen, Maryland.
expectation to Box 278D, BROADCASTING.
Come grow with us as an announcer.
Transmitter
engineer.
#1 station,
second
market.
Permanent
positionIllinois'
with
Announcer for progressive station in New
excellent
working
conditions.
Opportunity
Mexico. Adult programming, favorable livto share mobile equipment maintenance and
ing conditions,
schools,
cli- facilities
development. Write R. D. Schneimate. If you good
are now
in wonderful
Arizona, New
der, WIRL, Peoria, HI.
Mexico, Colorado or Utah we would like to
hear from you. If you have engineering
Engineer for radio. Chance to work into tv.
ability sary.even
moreBROADCASTING.
desirable but not necesBox 282D,
Some sary.
experience
preferred,
not necesReply to Glenn
Winter, butWSBA,
York,
Announcer with first class ticket wanted for
Pennsylvania.
quality radio station in east. Excellent fagroup, first
wonderful
livChief engineer or combo chief and aning.cility,
Sendgooddetails
letter toareaBoxfor290D,
nouncer. Salary open. WVOS, Liberty, New
BROADCASTING.
York.
News director. Coordinate net, mobile units,
wire, etc. Also hiring fast format, top tunes
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
deejay. Progressive N. C. station. Send tape, major markets, midwest saturation. Write
references, starting salary. Box 303D, Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
BROADCASTING.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Expanding medium midwest market demands expanded news operation. Good
chance for advancement. Salary open. Prefer experience but will consider beginner
with B.A. Send complete data, tape and
salary
requirements first letter. Box 133D,
BROADCASTING.
Operations manager for New York area station. Experienced in all phases station operation, programming, and traffic. Send all information including photo to Box 169D,
BROADCASTING.
Solid daytimer western New York opening
for traffic copy guy or gal. Other talents
helpful. Security benefits for reliable party.
Box 275D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for fulltime experienced
news director. Tell all in letter, include recent photo, professional and credit reference,
salary requirements, etc. Also audition tape.
Send
braska. to Manager, KGFW, Kearney, NeWanted, dedicated, experienced and enterprising radio newsman immediately. Good
opportunity for hustler at one of the nation's
great stations in the south. Call or wire
Frank
Page, La.
KWKH 50,000 watt, SH422-8711
Shreveport,

Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. Midway between Miland Chicago. Call or write Bill
Lipman, waukee
WLIP.

Experienced spot commercial writer to write
continuity and
make up book. Give complete details about yourself,
references and
samples. WNXT, Portsmout
h, Ohio.
RADIO

Situations Wanted — Management
Manager of highly successful 250 watt fulltime independent contemplating change
after first of the year. Family man, seventeen years radio experience, college graduate. Wants position with greater financial
opportunity
CASTING. . Any offers? Box 223D, BROADSales manager
ced, top
s
Want managementexperien
small to mediumreference
market.
Box 226D, BROADCASTING
.
Commercial manager. Ziv-TV. Sales experience as a professional plus! 37, college
Box 260D, BROADCASTING. LU»ese.
Interested in small California station management with possible
purchase
(whole or part) or will leasefuture
with option to
buy. Responsible manager,
expert salesman,
looking for opportunity. Box 261D, BROADCASTING.
Manager available. 15 years general sales
manager with station on east coast.
Annual
sales over $1,000,000 in 12 station market
rated in 3rd or 4th place. My personal annual sales over $200,000— Sold and service 55
active accounts. Supervised staff of seven
men. Replies Box 269D, BROADCASTING.
Develop, sell, engineer profitable, communicating, small market radio. Young, experienced, family. Box 271D, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive broadcast executive: Combination general manager and chief engineer.
Comprehensive knowledge of radio broadcasting. Specialized in handling labor relations and management problems. 23 years
managerial
and technical experience. Box
279D, BROADCASTING.
Manager: Strong on sales, low overhead
operation. Available February 1st. Prefer
medium
market. Box 289D, BROADCASTING.
Stations in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York,
New Jersey, Virginia — need a manager-sales
manager. Presently employed. Box 300D,
BROADCASTING.
Ex-employer became millionaire! Under me,
KOBY, mighty
690, right
othersoffer,
success
dented! Available,
any unprecemarket.
Top
Let's talk! MisBill
Brown,industry
Tuxedoreferences.
4-3390, Harrisonville,
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Present station now showing profit, to sell
shortly. Seeking small or medium station
with % arrangement. Present employers
will recommend. S. King, Box 198, Eagle
Pass, Texas.
Radio manager. 7% years sales manager.
Also national tv sales manager experience.
Highest recommendations. Prefer midwest
or west. W. C. Porsow, Hemlock 7-6348.
Green Bay, Wisconsin.

Mature announcer, 10 years, know music,
news, strong commercials, family man,
morning, all nite and tv wants permanent
location
midwest by January 1. Box 293D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Basketball perience,
play-by-play
seven Box
years 747C,
exfinest of references.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, family man, experienced,
will settle, salesman. TR 6-1291, NY.C. Box
112D. BROADCASTING.
Announcer with creativity. Veteran, 25, college
with NY. Music
network.andProduction graduate,
with imagination.
news
stations write immediately. Box 119D,
BROADCASTING.
Available for immediate audition. Experienced in all phases radio, tv, production,
etc. Minimum $150 per week. Write Box
145D, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced announcer. Copy, traffic,
production. Write Box 155D, BROADCASTING.
Fourth dimension news — Latest tickler to
attract ayem audience by top rated pro
looking for
metro audience.
home. CanSaleable
corner ideas,
midmorning
housewife
agency approved, programming experience.
32,
married, responsible. Box 219D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer salesman, experienced, free
lancer, want to settle down. Box 253D,
BROADCASTING.
Country disc jockey. Announcer. Third
phone. Operates own board. Over 3%
years
experience
with 5000
watt
Mutual part-time
station, desires
full time
air work.
Box 257D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
N.Y., Conn., Knowledge
N.J. Young, ofambitious air —personality.
pop
music, terrific. Audience pleaser. Box
259D, BROADCASTING.
1st phone dj, now employed by top 50 type
station in 7 station southwestern market.
Single and ready to travel. Looking for
permanence. 90 dollar minimum. Box 264D,
BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer on way up. Permanent.
Medium
CASTING. market. $70. Box 266D, BROADExperienced
— top 40 ornoother.
Run prima
own
board,
tight djproduction,
floater,
donna. Box 217D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, experienced. College, bright,
sound, tight production. No prima donna,
dependable, married, family. Commuting
NYC, $100.00. Box 252D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, dj, announcer 34, interested
in permanency. Authoritative news, New
York sound. College, reliable, family man.
Box 255D, BROADCASTING.
Ready to move after Christmas, college, vet,
runs
ING. own board. Box 280D, BROADCASTExperienced, Carolina newsman, college
grad,
employed, single, 26, radio-tv. Box
281D, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer: Five years experience. 25,
single, vet. Two years college. Recently out
of the Army. Locate anywhere. Tape, photo,
resume
ING. on request. Box 283D, BROADCASTGood voice. Experienced, college man. Talented announcer seeks news, good music.
"No
40."dedicated,
Will traderealbackground
for
futuretopwith
radio people.
Prefers east. Box 287D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, experienced, want to settle
down, not a floater not a prima donna.
Bright,
sound, tight production. Box 254D,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer — married — realize importance of
dependable sell — authoritative news — "easy
style" ture.djBoxwork
for station with fu298D, looking
BROADCASTING.
If you're looking
for: Excellent
programming
experience,
personality,air-man,
skilled
in modern radio, college graduate, neat
young man, formula
experiencechains
with . .one
of nation's
outstanding
. Then
maybe
I'm umyour
man!
Looking
for
pd
job
in
or aBROADCASTING.
good dj slot in larger medimarket.market
Box 299D,
Young announcer, mature voice. Authoritative news-dj-3rd class ticket. Relocate commuting distance — N.Y.C. W. coast considered. Late night shift. $110. Full particulars
1st letter. Box 302D, BROADCASTING.
Versatile newscaster, play-by-play sportscaster. Edits, writes well. Knows popular
music. 15
Phoenix,
Ariz.years experience. Box 1977,
Announcer-salesman. Experienced. Excellent radio voice. First class license, if required. 424 Cleveland Avenue, Ashland.
Ohio. Phone 4-8262.
Experienced announcer. Immediate. ClarksWest Va. Main 4-7451, Extension 602.
Prefer burg,south.
Mature, experienced announcer seeks permanent position
on eastern seaboard
—availPersonal
(Tapes
able).interview
Restrictedpreferred.
ticket. Call
Monument
2-9126 or write David Arthur, c/o Gotthelf,
124 W. 93rd St., NY. 25, NY.
Announcer, married, natural, easy, bassbaritone, 40, good appearance, references.
Prefer good music, newscasting, adult
sound. Have 14 years stage experience
broadway and stock; not camera-shy.
Worked d.j., news, commercial, sales, copywriting, Duluth area. Prefer Minnesota,
Wisconsin. George Cassidy, 332 No. 12th
Avenue E, Duluth, Minn.
Morning man 7
want a.m. spot.
voice. 14 years
4-4560.
Kinney, 145 W.

years, now with daytimer,
All types announcing, deep
c&w entertainer, dj. Bob
5th, Bloomsburg, Pa. ST.

D-Js experienced. Good ad lib personalities.
Fast board. Good sell. Contact New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
D.J. — Strong personality for your station.
Young, married, college grad. Tape will
prove ability. Write now. Mr. Ned Ward,
20755 Hartland #4, Canoga Park, California.
Disc jockey — formerly with WWDC, WashD. C, onedueof tonation's
independents,ington,available
policy top
changes.
All
sports
play-by-play
—
No
top
40's,
years
experience. Married, 4 children.12 Salary
minimum $150. Contact Ted Work, 4700
Creek Shore Drive, Rockville, Md., phone
WH 2-3651.
Technical
First phone.
Experienced
and television. Box 31393,
Los Angelesradio
31, California.
Willing to learn your way. Have first phone,
some tacttechnical
will announce,
conNoel Oatman,ability;
3905 Atlas,
El Paso, Texas.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman, five years experience, college
education, excellent, writing, editing, gathering and reporting. Anywhere in U.S. Box
159D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)

Production — Programming, Others

Sales

Farm broadcaster
— 18 recommendations.
years. Excellent commercial record and
Interested
possible
move.
Box 173D, BROADCASTING.

Leading ABC affiliate in wealthy midwest
market expanding sales force. Oportunity
for experienced broadcast salesman who
has creative approach and record of repeat
sales. Send resume and photograph to Box
211D, BROADCASTING.

Talented tyroette. Type persuasive copy.
Operate console. Mike work. Available immediately. Box 196D, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive young newsman, thoroughly experienced in electronic journalism, seeks
position as news director. Recipient of five
major news awards during the past twelve
months. Eight years radio-television experience. Currently assistant director of sixman news staff in one of the top ten markets. Full details first letter. Personal interview required. Write Box 216D, BROADCASTING.
Creative copy — traffic medium market, desires copy only, larger town above 30,000.
Family man. $90.00 weekly minimum. Box
265D, BROADCASTING.
News director — Now heading crack news
staff at leading station in heavily competitive top 100 market. Considering advancement and challenge. Well experienced . . .
both
formula and prestige. Box 270D,
BROADCASTING.
News director-newsman. Years practical experience. Fast rewrite, on the spot coverage. Box 273D, BROADCASTING.
Have creative ability. Will write. My wife
knows of this ad. Box 284D, BROADCASTING.
Promotion publicity manager 20 years experience radio and tv. Also familiar with
programming. Excellent references. Box
291D, BROADCASTING.
Program director available — 13 years experience (program director + personality deejay). 1year top national advertising representative. Offer: ambition, experience, creativity, education (college graduate). Extensive
background. Box 294D, BROADCASTING.
Sports director, 15 years experience play-byplay basketball, football, baseball, seeks position or part-ownership in sports minded
station. Married, college grad, veteran. Can
furnish references and details on request.
Box 306D, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

Experienced
announcer
or announcer-switcher for Colorado
tv station
after first of year.
Permanent position. Send complete details,
photo and tape. Box 985C, BROADCASTING.
Television station in midwest major league
city has opening for sports announcer. Send
photo,
tape and resume. Write Box 157D,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted, general sales manager for outstanding tv station in Wichita, Kansas. Excellent
opportunity for right man with thorough
knowledge of national and local sales plus
strong selling ability. Inquiries held confidential. Box 924C, BROADCASTING.
Our hourly rate is $1,000.00; we cover 466,640
tv homes gressive
in thePiedmont
industrial
the proarea of heart
Northof Carolina.
We're
a
CBS
affiliate
now
in
our
12th
Need an experienced man to serve asyear.
our
local/regional sales manager. Background,
experience and character are important.
Exceptonal opportunity, immediate opening.
Write fully, in confidence, include snapshot,
to Dick Holloway, Salesmanager, WFMY-TV,
Greensboro, North Carolina.

Young, experienced radio-tv announcer.
Family, mend.sober.
employers recomBox 256D,Present
BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious announcer seeks staff or
news position in T.V. radio experience, colING. lege. Prefers east. Box 285D, BROADCASTTechnical
Experienced tv studio and transmitter maintenance man available. 1st phone. Box
186D, BROADCASTING.
Help me go to college. 2% years experience
in television engineering, with first phone.
Will consider educational station. Excellent
references. Box 251D, BROADCASTING.
Experience is the reason many southern
stations employ our graduates, they say
training their own is costly and risky. Find
out now how your station can benefit from
our unique training program. Contact Intern Supervisor, WTHS-TV, Miami.

Technical

Production — Programming, Others

Major west coast market has opening for
technician.
Reply Box 843C, BROADCASTING.

Available January 15, 1961 — Production/direction live/film. Versatile
all phases
commercial/education. 10 years
experience.
Have Arri — Passport — Will Travel. Box 640B,
BROADCASTING.

Transmitter engineer, experienced and capay forvhf.top RCA
work.equipment.
Leading midwestpable,
full toppower
Box
172D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer with first class license to
work in tv. Experience not necessary.
Write,
telephone
calls,
to WINK-TV,
P.O. Boxno 1072,
Ft. Myers,
Florida.
Palm Beach vhf station has immediate opening for experienced studio supervisor. First
class ticket, capable of maintaining all types
of studio equipment required, regular hours,
above average area salary, ideal working
and
living conditions
America's
playground
for the rightin man.
Call orwinter
write
Lew nel Evenden,
Chief
Engineer,
WPTV,
Chan5, Palm Beach, Florida.

Leading south Florida tv station has immediate opening for experienced tv copywriter. If you
and minimum
that's all,
this is the
job. want
Send tofullwrite
details,
salary
requirements
to
Box
231D,
BROADCASTING.
Large University station has opening for
producer-director.
Must experience.
have bachelorSalary
degree and producing
$7,000.00. Write Lee Frischknecht, Program
Manager,
Michigan. 600 Kalamazoo St., East Lansing,
TV
openings.
Fort
Wayne;
broadcastAnnouncer-director,
engineers, Fort Wayne
and Indianapolis; studio assistant, Fort
Wayne. Contact E. M. Sears, Box 62, Bloomington, Indiana.

20 MARKET

NEEDS

YOU

// you are really good and have proof of your ability to get rating points.
This is immediate. Air Mail special music and news air check with smile
in it. Send references and short background. Big chain, all the benefits, top
pay. RUSH! Box 288D, BROADCASTING.
{Our personnel know of this advertisement) .
98

Situation Wanted — Sales
Currently employed as national and general
sales manager. Supervise local sales force
and sell locally Excellent recommendations
from agencies, station representatives and
clients. Desire change. Please write Box
244D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Experienced
on-camera
announcer.
Must beto
strong
newscaster.
Should
have ability
also gather and write news. Excellent opportunity. Complete details should also include
recent snapshot and tape. Manager, KSWSTV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Experienced, mature announcer with good
commercial
NBC-TVin affiliate
south
Texas. style
We areforinterested
permanentin
addition to our present staff. Send picture,
voice tape and references to Lynn Pentony,
P.O. Box 840, Corpus Christi, Texas.

Production — Programming, Others

Help Wanted— Sales

DJs— TOP

Announcers

TELEVISION

Newsman. Presently tv news director for
tv-radio. Experienced newswriter, news
photographer,
on-the-air.14 Winner
various awards forandexcellence.
years news.
Prefers ences.
California
station.
Excellentin referHard worker.
Education
law.
Box 258D, BROADCASTING.
Young
man, background
28, writing ability,
solid
tv newsfilm
seeking9 years
job N.Y.C.
area.
Any
offers?
Box
263D,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale immediately, one 3 tower 5 kw
phasing unit for 1390 kc's and one 3 tower
1 kw phasing unit for 1390 kc's. These two
units
converted to other
Both can
unitsbe manufactured
by E. frequency's.
F. Johnson
Company and like new in Westinghouse
cabinets. Box 305D, BROADCASTING.
2 4-1000, 1 new, 1 new without box $75
each;nel1console
GE dual
dual chan$400. channel
KCFM, BC1A
532 DeBaliviere,
St. Louis, Mo.
1-DB R.C.A. 1 KW transmitter tubes and
980
kc crystals,
converted
833-Atakes
tubes,it.
no power
transformer.
Firstto $250
sin.
C.O.D.,
F.O.B., WCUB, Manitowoc, WisconOne GE-FM-10 kw amplifier and power suptype 4BF3A-1,and$3875.00.
FMSTL plytransmitter
receiverOnewithGE,antennaes,
type
4BT9A-1,
$2950.00.
Call
or
write
WDOD, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Gates (ST-101) spot tape. Make offer. No
reasonable figure
Gates CB-10
turntables.
Managerrefused.
WONW,TwoDefiance,
Ohio.
Complete radio system licensed 166.25MC in
Volkswagon
bus.Charlotte,
Will sell bus
and/or equipment. WWOK,
N. C.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

INSTRUCTIONS

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
Good, used broadcast equipment. Send for
list. L. C. McCall, 614 Valley Drive, Dalton,
Georgia.
TV video monitors. Metal cabinets, rack,
portable
remote
kine, educational,
broadcast, starting
at $199.00.
50 different models,
S" thru 24". Miratel, Inc., 1st St. S.E. &
Richardson, New Brighton, St. Paul 12,
Minnesota.
Ampex
new, used,
demonstrator.
2 Altec 601-2P
M20 mikes,
like new $725.00.
$145.00
each. Magnecorder N35B portable, used,
good ter,
$160.00.
Nicholson's
High Fidelity
115-19th Ave.,
So., Nashville,
Tenn. CenRek-O-Kuk 12" disc recording mechanism
model M-12. Microgroove and standard
feedscrews,$50.00.
8-ohmJohncutterhead.
condition.
Reiser, 1506 Excellent
Pontiac,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
One 800 foot guyed, 40 pound tower ready
for immediate shipment. Also one 600 foot
guyed, 30 pound tower ready for immediate
shipment. TCA Radio Tower Company, Inc.,
2615 Bankhead Highway, NW-Atlanta 18, Ga.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Radio station in western Pennsylvania —
eastern Ohio. Experienced group of broadcasters. All replies completely confidential.
No brokers, please? Would also be interested
in CP. Box 296D, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Used transmitter, 5 kw max. high vhf band
for standby use, also used 16 millimeter
projector for Vidicon. full particulars first
letter. Box 286D, BROADCASTING.
One andio consolette in good condition.
State make, model, age, price. KGRT, Box
968, Las Cruces, N.M.
Want to buy fm modulation and frequency
monitor and a good used studio console,
preferable a dual-channel one. Write David
Gustafson,
Station Manager, KUMD-FM, Duluth 12, Minnesota.
AM frequency monitor needed now. Please
send make, model and condition. WJAG,
Norfolk, Nebraska.
Wanted: 1 television filter plexer, uhf,
preferably Channel 43, RCA. Will consider
other channels. Norwood Patterson, 1111
Market Street, San Francisco, California.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School,
California.1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
Be prepared. First phone in 6 weeks. Guaranteed instruction. Elkins Radio License
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
FCC first phone license preparation. High
record of results from our proven method.
Announcer Training Studio, 25 W. 43, N. Y.,
OX 5-9245.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago.
Now serving the mid-west. Quality instructions at its best. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS

Announcers

WANTED-AFTERNOON

For lease. Kentucky 1 kw daytimer single
single market station for lease. Two interested people with the know-how can make
$700 to $900.00 per month each. Box 295D,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcaster's
press lettering
card withagainst
your
name, station; wallet
prominent
cardinal background, plastic inclosed. Send
$2
check/money order. Box 297D, BROADCASTING.
Call letter items — Lapel buttons, mike plates,
studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc.
Bro-Tel, Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.
Professional tape duplicating, on location
recording, air checks, and disc cutting. The
Best Company, Box 308, Villa Park, Illinois.
Comedy for deejays! — "Deejay Manual," a
complete gagfile containing bits, adlibs, gimmix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,
(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 Parkway
Must find Frank Paul Cagemi. Air name
Frank Carroll and Frank Condon. Contact
Mrs. Ruthie Mae Taylor, 401 Stuart Avenue,
Marianna, Fla., HuD 2-2889.
RADIO

competition?
Contact us if you play the zither,

in years. Salary goes up to $25,000 yearly.

Top creative writer wanted for y\
top station. Excellent opportunity also for announcer-copy
writer. Send details and samples A
or call Harvey Hudson, WLEE, '/
Richmond, Virginia.

Announcers

Are you a bright, modern DJ with
something different? 50,000 watt,
progressive West Coast station. Salary
open. We're ready if you are. Send
tape, photo, resume to :
Box 274D, BROADCASTING
wvwwvvvwwvwwwww

Are you a performer with the
degree of difference that stands
out, even against seasoned, tough

Turn-over is minimum here, this
is our first personality opening

CONTINUITY WRITER

YOUNG MAN ...
Good Advice!

afternoon personality with a
showmanship flair.

proach .. . we'll consider all topflight show concepts — but no
screamers please.

Production — Programming, Others

GO WEST

Leading radio operation in Eastern 2-miilion market needs an

know Joe Miller's Joke Book by
heart or have a dynamic ap-

Help Wanted

(|
h
y
[(
),

DISC JOCKEY — 2
MILLION MARKET

Submit tapes with application.
Tapes will be returned if you
wish. Write:
Box 277D, BROADCASTING

RADIO

I;

Situations Wanted — Announcers

J
U
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5
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EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER
AVAILABLE NOW
26 years old, dependable family man,
desire permanent location in Washington,
D. C. area (nearby Va. SC Md. fine). 5
years radio experience, strong news and
good
musicand
background,
boardman,
shorthand
typing ifownneeded.
No
drifter. Bill Legg, 1475 Euclid St., Washington 9. D. C. DE 2-9839.
99

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

TO: STATION

OWNERS

A program-promotion-advertising man
with many diversified years in the
broadcast industry would like to talk
with you about a station managership. Many years in the advertising
agency field: in both the creative end
as writer-producer and as broadcast account executive. (Top N. Y. agency,
top-drawer accounts.) Promotion manager, and program director, with CBS
o-and-o station. Film production experience in TV, and public relations, manufacturing. Created "Prof.
Quiz," the original q-and-a program
(many years on CBS) ; wrote, directed, produced many local, network
programs in Washington. As talent:
Newscaster, special events, emcee.
Box 292D, BROADCASTING

"•■Si

consultant

bill Stewart

TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Help Wanted — Sales

WEIL

INVEST
A

SALES

Equipment — (Cont'd)
IN

TV
EXECUTIVE

This ad isn't directed to the run-of-the-mill
salesman. The man we want may not be "seasoned," but he's an aggressive self-starter who
will develop into tomorrow's sales executive.
He has had TV sales experience; is imaginative, industrious, personable; and is fully
equipped to work effectively with ag encies,
local and regional accounts.
This isn't a ready made Job. Given the right
man, we'll invest in him — underwrite his activities— and groom him for an important job
with one of the country's most respected multiple-property operations.
If you fit the picture, you'll live in a pleasant,
medium-sized, midwestern community. You'll
start at up to $7500 depending on your background, and you'll move ahead rapidly with a
wide-awake team at a station that's head and
shoulders above competition. If you want to
build a solid future for your family and yourself, write us a complete resume of your backarranged.ground and experience. An interview can be
Box 301 D, BROADCASTING

INSTRUCTIONS

WE HAVE NEW D.J.'s
All sizes, all colors, all ages, all sexes.
And all willing to work— eager to please.
No prima donnas. Costs you nothing to
get their tapes. Tell us what you want.
Placement Dept., J. B. Johnson School,
930 F St., N.W., Washington 4, D. C.
FOR SALE
Storz-McLendon-Star
background
AVAILABLE — Jan 1st
Call — Little Rock
MO 3-2449 — write
RIVERCLIFF 366-L.R.

Employment Service

Equipment
liiiiiiiiiNiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiN Willi
The Ultimate —
|
|
A Hard-to-find
1
SCULLY
I
RECORDING LATHE
%
| *33 and 78 RPM
§
| *l 1850 C RCA HiFi Cutting Head |
1 *Presto 88A 50 Watt Amplifier 1
| BEST OFFER OVER $4,000.
|
H
We will pack KE
— You payX
freight 1
I
I 2130 SW 5th Ave.— Portland I, Oregon f

JOBS IN RADIO & TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent scouts for the station you're looking for — free registration — confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineers^ alesmen
Announcers-N ewsmen-U] ' s
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
100

Automatic Dehydrators
Brand New, with spare parts kit
Dielectric Products
Model 22 . . . $150
Andrew Model 1910 . . . $135
P & O Sales, 1236 — 40th Avenue
Sacramento 20, California

MULTIPLEX with MOSELEY
Lease a high performance MX CHANNEL to
the background music operator the easy
way with the MOSELEY SCC-2 Subcarrier
Generator. Fits transmitters having mx inputs. Low cost featuring AUTOMATIC
MUTING. Write for Bulletin #203.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, Calif.

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
cueing record-playback combo unit.
[■I
For details or demonstration, write
kwi VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
■ "■356 W. 40th STREET, NEW YORK IB, N.Y.

FOR SALE

BROADCASTING SCHOOL
In middle Atlantic major market.
Doing1 tremendous business. Great
opportunity
as owner
has other
interests. Present
management
available. Asking- $110,000 with.
$50,000 down. Principle.
BOX 141D, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Stations
Haskell Bloomberg
station broker, lowell, mass.
New England— $110,000.00; $125,000.00; $135,000.00; $200,000.00; $300,000.00. Pennsylvania— $100,000.00. Colorado— $275,000.00. Wyoming— $100,000.00; $1,000,000.00. Mississippi— $150,000.00;
$250,000.00. Arizona— $75,000.00; $325,000.00.
Idaho— $90,000.00. Alabama— $1 50,000.00; $200,29%
000.00. Florida— $200,000.00. West Virginia—
$60,000.00. Arkansas — $60,000.00. California —
29%
$175,000.00.
tion and cash PLEASE
available.WRITE complete identifica29%
Ariz
Texas
Fla
Miss
Tenn
Calif
La
Ala
Mass
Fla
Texas
Fla

Single
Single
Single
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Metro
Metro
Large
Large

Midwest
And Others

73M
Fulltime
1 kw-D £ 130M
70M
Daytimer
62M
175M
35M
daytimer
Fulltime
1Fulltime
kw-D
158M
230M
20OM
250w
low
freq
Regional
700M
Daytimer 225M
55M
200M
1 kw-D
Regional

29%
terms
terms
cash
terms
19 dn
terms
terms
low dn
cash

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182
W. Peachtree St., Atlanta
9. Ga.
BROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

FOR SALE
Stations
CONFIDENTIAL NEGOTIATIONS
For Buying and Selling
RADIO and TV STATIONS
in the eastern states and Florida
W. B. CRIMES & CO.
1519 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
DEcatur 2-2311
Mid-West major $1,600,000 — Texas
single $47,500 — Texas Single $60,000 — 80% of excellent Southwest
single money-maker $65,000 —
Texas semi-major $147,000 — Southwest high-profit fulltime regional
$200,000 — Rocky Mt. single regional $40,000 — Southern single
$45,000 — Texas Commercial Wired
Music Operation $45,000 — Others!
patt McDonald co., box
9266, austin 17, texas. gl.
3-8080, or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd.,
N. Y., N. Y., MU. 2-4813, or Dick
Watts, 1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Tex.,
Dr. 4-2236, Mrs. Gerry Switzer,
1620 W. 3rd, Taylor, Texas. EL
2-2163, Paul Yates, Jr., Box 1396,
Sanford, Florida.
—

STATIONS

FOR SALE

CALIFORNIA. Daytimer serving rich and
growing market. Doing $100,000. Asking
$150,000 with 29% down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Operates 24 hours per
day. Averages $200,000 per year. Cash
flow this year $60,000. Asking $300,000
with 29% down including real estate.
CALIFORNIA.
Small market. Daytimer.
$5,000 down.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN. Daytimer. Exclusive.
Did $50,000 last year. Profit $16,000 after
depreciation. Asking $80,000.
CALIFORNIA. Full time. One of the top
markets of state. Absentee owned. Asking
$175,000 with 29% down.
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOCS.
Suite 600-601
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HO. 4-7279

Dollar
for
Dollar
you can't beat a
classified ad
for getting
top-flight personnel
Wmf
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Continued from page 95
Club, ch. 7, Lance Creek, Wyo. (KOTA, ch.
3, Rapid City, S. D.) ; Harry S. Clary, ch. 2,
Dotsero, Colo. (KOA-TV, ch. 4, Denver,
Colo.) ; Town of Red Cliff, ch. 8, Red Cliff,
Camp Hale, Camp Hale Booster, Red Cliff
Booster, all Colorado; KXLY-TV ch. 4, Marcus Tv Club, chs. 2, 6 and 4, Marcus, Wash.,
(KREM-TV, ch. 2 and KHQ-TV ch. 6, Spokane, Wash.); Whiteriver Civic Club, chs. 6
and 2, Whiteriver, Ariz. (KTVK, ch. 3 and
KOOL, ch. 10, both Phoenix, Ariz.)
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C— Granted license
for tv station; ERP vis. 24 kw, aur. 12 kw;
ant. height 420 ft.
WTVP(TV) Decatur, 111.— Granted mod. of
licenses to change name to WTVP — Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.
WVNJ-FM Newark, N. J.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans, ant. and decrease
ant. height to 330 ft.
WCBC-FM Anderson, Ind.— Granted mod.
of
kw. cp to change trans.; increase ERP to 69
WMSK Morganfield, Ky.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KSHE(FM) Crestwood, Mo.— Granted mod.
of cp to decrease ERP to 5.1 kw; decrease
ant. height to 240 ft.; change trans, site,
studio location, ant. and ant. system (decrease height); remote control permitted.
Actions of November 30
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Eagle Valley T V Corp.,
chs. 10 and 7, Eagle and Eagle River Valley,
Colo., and ch. 6, North Gypsum, Colo. (KOA,
ch. 4, Denver, Colo., KFBC, ch. 5. Cheyenne,
Wyo.); Virgelle T. V., ch. 9, Virgelle, Mont.
(KFBB, ch. 5, Great Falls, Mont.) ; Belle
Fourche Tv Club, ch. 11, Belle Fourche,
S. D. (KOTA-TV, ch. 3, Rapid City, S. D.) ;
E. A. O.— T. V., chs. 2, Entiat, 2, Ardenvoir,
2,
Orondo,Wash.).
all Washington (KREM, ch. 2,
Spokane,
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C— Granted involuntary transfer of control from J. Winfield Crew Jr., to Wachovia Bank & Trust
Co.,
executors
of the estate of J. Winfield
Crew Jr.
KVLH Pauls Valley, Okla.— Granted assignment of license to E. J. Ballard.
WKPR Kalamazoo, Mich. — Granted assignment of cp to Kalamazoo Bcstg. Co.
■ Granted licenses for following am stations: WKKD Aurora, 111., and specify type
trans.; KNIA Knoxville, Iowa; condition.
Lihue,station.
Hawaii — Granted license for
tv K74BC
translator
WGTC Greenville, N. C— Granted license
covering change of hours from daytime to
unlimited.
WKBR Manchester, N. H. — Granted license
covering change in facilities, change ant.,
trans, and studio location and installation of
DA and new trans.
WUST, mod.
WJMD(FM)
Md. —to
Granted
of licensesBethesda,
to change name
Atlantic Bcstg. Co.
WJHG-TV Panama City, Fla.— Granted
mod.
of cp and license to change main studio
location.
WEXLmainRoyal
install
trans.Oak, Mich.— Granted cp to
University
Co. Dallas,
Granted mod.Advertising
of cp to change
trans,Tex.and—
studio location; trans, and ant.; increase
ERP to 119 kw, ant. height to 390 ft.
WIAC-FM San Juan, P. R.— Granted mod.
of cp to change name to Bestov Bcstg. Inc.
of Puerto Rico.
KNEB-FM Scottsbluff, Neb.— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans., ant. and increase
ERP to 6.9 kw.
WPRS Paris, 111.— Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
KPSD(FM)
Dallas,forTex.—
Granted
authority to remain silent
a period
ending
Jan.
18, 1961.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KEEL Shreveport, La. to March 1, 1961; WINE (FM) Pittsburgh, Pa. to March 4, 1961; WIAC-FM San
Juan,ing Co.,
P. Dallas,
R. to Dec.
University
Texas30; (FM)
to Apr.Advertis9, 1961;
WEAW-FM Evanston, 111. to May 18, 1961;
KTBC-FM Austin, Tex. to Jan. 1, 1961;
WTHT Hazleton, Pa. to June 8, 1961; WICC
Bridgeport,
FM
Anderson,Conn,
Ind. toto June
Jan. 13,
31, 1961;
1961; WCBCWMOX
Meridian,
Miss,
to
Feb.
28,
1961,
and
FM Stockton, Calif, to Jan. 31, 1961. KSTNActions of November 29
K78AQ
Seaside,
Ore.— Granted
cp to change
transmitting
apparatus.mod. of
KBOI-FM Boise, Idaho— Granted mod. of
cp
to change
in ant.
system. type ant. and make changes

WLAP-FM Lexington, Ky. — Remote control permitted.
■ Granted following stations change of
remote control authority: WDKN Dickson
County Bcstg. Co., Dickson, Tenn.; WTTB
Tropics Inc., Vero Beach, Fla.
■ Granted extensions of completion dates
as shown: WAMM Flint, Mich, to December
31; WITY Danville, 111., to Jan. 31, 1961;
WLLY Wilson, N. C. to December 31; WDLR
Delaware,
Ohio Ariz,
to January
24, 1961;16,KTARFM Phoenix,
to January
1961;
KBOX Dallas, Tex. to December 31; KCUL
Fort Worth, Tex. to January 31, 1961; WHEW
Riviera Beach, Fla. to January 1, 1961; WOI
Ames, Iowa to December 31 ; K70BP, K74AX,
K78AN, Nor-Sis Tv Corp., Yreka and Weed,
both California to February 16, 1961; WHSM
Hayward, Wis. to June 8, 1961; KBOI-FM
Boise,
Idaho to December
31, and10, WBAA-FM
West Lafayette,
Ind. to May
1961.
Actions of November 28
■ Granted
STA Sanfor Juan
following
vhf chs.
tv repeater stations:
County,
12,
10 and 8, Monticello, Utah (KSL-TV, ch. 5,
KCPX-TV, ch. 4, KUTV, ch. 2, all Salt
Lake City, Utah); Centennial Tv Assn., ch.
11,
Agency ch.and5, surrounding
area,Rocky
Mont. Boy's
(KFBB-TV,
Great Falls,
Mont.); Camp Verde Improvement Assn.
Inc., ch. 6, Lower Verde Valley & Lower
Oak
Creek, Ariz.);
both Arizona
(KVAR-TV,
ch.
12, Phoenix,
Breckenridge
Volunteer
Fire Dept., chs. 10 and 12, Breckenridge and
Blue River Valley, both Colorado (KOA-TV,
ch. 4 and KLZ-TV, ch. 7, Denver, Colo.);
Seviertion ofCounty,
chs. 8, 10,
Sevier County,
2, 4,12,5, Northern
Monroe, 8,Por10,
12, Koosharem, 3, 7, 6, Richfield, all Utah
(KUTV, ch. 2, KCPX, ch. 4, KSL-TV, ch. 5,
all Salt Lake City, Utah); Cokeville Community Tv. System, ch. 9, Cokeville, Wyo.
(KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, Utah); Durango Tv.
Translator,
3, Upper
Animas
ley near Durango, ch.
Colo.;
Umatilla
River ValTv
Assn., ch. 3, Umatilla river valley near
Gibbon, Ore. (KEPR, ch. 19, Pasco, Kennewick. Wash.); Colby Chamber of Commerce,
ch. 12, Colby, Kans. (KHPL-TV, ch. 6, Hayes
Center, Neb.); Langlois Electronics Club,
ch. 6, Langlois, Ore. (KOIN, ch. 6, Portland,
Ore.); Park City Municipal Corp., chs. 4,
2 and 5, Park City, Utah (KCPX, ch. 4,
KUTV, ch. 2, KSL, ch. 5, all Salt Lake City,
Utah); Millard County, chs. 10, 12 and 8,
Lynndyl, Leamington, Oak City, all Utah
(KCPX. ch. 4, KSL, ch. 5, KUTV, ch. 2, all
Salt Lake City, Utah); Pleasant Valley Tv
Club, ch. 5, Howard, Colo. (KCSJ, ch. 5,
Pueblo, Colo.); Hotchkiss Community Tv
Assn., ch. 2. Hotchkiss and parts of N. Fork
Valley, Colo. (KREX, ch. 5. Grand Junction,
Colo.);andVirgin
Valley TvVirgin
Corp.,Valley,
ch. 4, Clark
Mesquite
Bunkerville,
Nev.).
County, all Nevada (KLAS, ch. 8, Las Vegas,
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted assignment
of licenses to KSEL Radio Inc.
WSEE(TV)
for
tv station; ERPErie,
vis.Pa.—
137.5Granted
DA, aur.license
68.7 DA;
ant height 930 ft
WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.— Granted
license &covering
trans.
ant.). changes in tv station (main
*WVHC(FM) Hempstead, N. Y.— Granted
cp to change ant. -trans, location (same site).
KRMA-TV Denver, Colo. — Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aur. 53.7 kw,
change ment;
in trans,
and 880
otherft. changes in equipant. height
KCFM(FM) St. Louis, Mo.— Granted cp to
change crease
ant.ERP-trans,
and decrease
studio location;
into 75 kw;
ant. height
ant.
to 440 ft.; install new type trans, and new
WYCA(FM)
Hammond,
Ind. — Granted
mod.
of cp to change
type trans.
WWMT(FM) New Orleans, La.— Granted
cp toft. change ERP to 13.5 kw; ant. height to
215
■ Granted extensions of completion dates
as shown: KBMT(TV) Beaumont, Tex. to
April
1961; WLBT(TV)
WXGA-TV Jackson,
Waycross, Miss,
Ga. to
to
June 9,15, 1961;
December 31; KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. to
June 9, 1961; KAIT-TV Jonesboro, Ark., to
June 8, 1961, and WGET Gettysburg, Pa. to
May 25, 1961.
Petition for rulemaking
Bluegrass
Bcstg. Co.,
Lexington,
— Requests amendment
of rules
so as to Ky.
allocate
ch. 37+ lowing
to Lexington,
Ky.,
by
making
proposed changes: Lexington, folKy.
present 18+ 27- 64 70-)- proposed 18+ 27—
38+ 64; Winchester, Ky. present 37+ proposed 70+.
(FOR THE RECORD) 101

What

In his plans
requirement
non-existent
have played

Mr.

Khrushchev

Has

Overlooked!

to out-U. S. the U. S., Mr. Khrushchev seems to have overlooked one very vital
for success which this country has highly developed and which is practically
in Russia: motor transport. To be sure, Russia has some railroads and these
an important part in its production of capital goods, its heavy industry pro-

gram. But one of the big reasons for America's dynamic growth and high standard of living
has been its far-flung system of roads and streets, accommodating its millions upon millions
of motor trucks.
go everywhere"
miles of roads
Khrushchev and

America's amazing development has truly been geared to "the wheels that
... to the nearly 12,000,000 trucks that use the more than 3!/2 million
and streets to bring Americans everything they eat, wear or use! Mr.
his associates will have to build millions of miles of roads and streets and

millions of vehicles before they can compete with this American way of transport.

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

INDUSTRY

American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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OUR
He

RESPECTS
was

ready

to David

Mathews,

for the

As vice president and director of west
coast network programming for Fuller
& Smith & Ross, one of Dave Mathews'
major responsibilities is riding herd on
Alcoa Presents, ABC-TV Tuesday evening series dealing with extrasensory
perception, prescience and other little
understood psychic phenomena. It's a
fine piece of executive type casting, for
Mr. Mathews has an enviable personal
history of successful long distance predicting. And, appropriately, his predictions dealt with television.
In the early 1930s Dave was a stagestruck teenager and a high school graduate, about to become a freshman at the
U. of Minnesota. He had read of the
early experiments with picture broadcasting and decided here was something
that some day would be an operating
reality that could provide him with an
interesting occupation and an ample income. So he enrolled as a student of
electrical engineering.
Three years later, young David went
to the university board of regents and
asked for a transfer to the University
College, an experiment in progressive
education, where he could pick his
courses without the restrictions of a formal curriculum. After he got the goahead, he made up his own agenda
which mixed Shakespeare and electronics, scenic design and playwriting in
thoroughly unorthodox fashion. Result:
a bachelor of science degree, awarded
in 1936.
A Forward Look ■ His next bit of
video crystal-balling came in 1939. He
had been working as a publicist in the
Chicago offices of Metro-GoldwynMayer and took his vacation in late
August to drive to New York and talk
to the company's top financial officer,
David Bernstein. "Television," young
Mr. Mathews declared, "is sometime
and somehow going to become an important part of motion pictures and I
want to prepare for it by going to England where television is already operating on a daily schedule. Please give
me a job in our London offices, so I
can work there and study tv at the same
time." Or words to that effect.
Mr Bernstein did not agree that the
motion pictures would ever have anything in common with television and
declined to transfer Dave to London.
Dave quit his job, bought a steamship
ticket to England and was on his way
back to Chicago to wind up things up
there when his car's radio brought the
news that Europe was at war.
Next Best ■ Unable to study television in England, Dave decided to do
the next best thing and pursue the subject in New York where three experiBROADCASTING, December 12, 1960

LA

wedding

network
long

programs

before

the

mental tv stations were maintaining
more or less regular program schedules.
He signed up for some graduate courses
at New York U. and, before his savings
ran out, went back to work for MGM.
After a brief time as general manager
of General Record Co. (he advised the
owners to liquidate the company and
they took his advice), Dave joined Tom
Fizdale Inc., public relations firm, where
he originated the Camel Caravan tours
of service camps.
When the U.S. entered World War II,
Army Air Force Second Lt. Mathews
reported for duty at Wright Field
("where there was then more talent
than in Hollywood") as a writer-director of training films. Later, at the Pentagon, he and another writer-producer
edited a quarter-million feet of film
each week into a two-reel Air Force
Film Digest reporting on the week's
activities of U. S. flyers around the
globe. The Film Digest soon became
required viewing at all Air Force posts,
with 400 prints, including one for the
White House, complete with music,
sound effects and animation.
Shorts, Features and Books ■ During
his Air Force days, Dave also produced
educational shorts (e.g., "How Radar
Works") for use in bond drives and in
1944 he once worked 70 hours straight
on a film report on the progress of the
war in the Pacific for Gen. George C.
Marshall, chief of staff, to present to
Congress. At the end of the war, Maj.
Mathews was transferred to Hollywood

F&S&R's Mathews
A vision of television

vp-director,

F&S&R

courtship

to work on a history of the Air Force;
but four years in uniform was enough,
so he became a screen writer-producer
at Universal-International and Columbia Pictures, concurrently ghosting
books on child care and a course on
cinematography (for five Academy
award winners whose disagreements
necessitated three complete rewrites).
October of 1950 found him back in
New York as a writer-producer for
American Film Producers, where he
worked chiefly on documentaries for
the State Dept. and other government
bodies. Here he made his first personal
contact with commercial television when
the studio produced
"Rinso
commericals
for LevertheBros.
And Bird"
here
he met Willson Tuttle of Ruthrauff &
Ryan, who persuaded him to go back
to Hollywood for R&R as agency producer of Big Town, then moving from
radio to television. When McCannErickson took over the account, Dave
moved with the program to the new
agency and a few years later moved
with it again to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, remaining as film supervisor of Big Town until it left the air
in 1957.
Joining Gross-Krasne's California
Studios as general manager in charge
of production, Mr. Mathews spent two
years supervising production of the
company's syndicated tv shows: O.
Henry Playhouse, African Patrol and
Mr. Glencannon. In the fall of 1959,
his old friend Willson Tuttle, again got
him into the agency field as his assistant
as Fuller & Smith & Ross. After Mr.
Tuttle's untimely death last January,
Mr. Mathews succeeded him as vice
president and west coast director of network programming for the agency,
which meanwhile had merged with the
Los Angeles agency, Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie.
Born April 26, 1913, in St. Paul,
Minn., David Mathews fell in love with
the theatre quite early. In high school
he organized a little theatre and, turning to the professional theatre, was first
an usher; at 17 he was assistant manager
of a St. Paul movie house. After college he played in summer stock, made
his Broadway debut as a walk-on for
a play whose name he can't remember
today and tried to organize a Federal
Theatre group in Minnesota just as the
project collapsed under political fire.
In New York he met Joanne Myers,
Chicago-born actress who subsequently
became Mrs. Mathews and mother of
Dave's two daughters, Susan Virginia,
16, and Melinda Joyce, 13. The
Mathews family lives in Encino, a Los
Angeles suburb.
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EDITORIALS
Washington

scuttlebutt

THERE'S an obvious air of excitement around Washington
these days. The question most frequently put by broadcasting interests is: What's going to happen at the FCC?
There's no ready answer. President-elect Kennedy is preoccupied with bigger things, though none could be more
important to the harried broadcaster and those with whom
he does business. It may be several weeks before Mr.
Kennedy gets around to the vacancy on the FCC and to the
naming of the FCC's new Democratic chairman.
Several names are mentioned as possibilities for the
vacancy and perhaps the chairmanship. And there will be
other avowed candidates before a decision is reached. Sen.
Kennedy, since his election last month, has exercised extreme
care in making the selections for his official family. It is
to be assumed that he will follow the same meticulous
processes down the line.
Many broadcasters have assumed that J. Leonard Reinsch,
who ran the Democratic convention and was Senator Kennedy's right-hand-bower on tv-radio during the campaign,
would be a hands-down selection for the FCC. But Mr.
Reinsch prefers to return to his private broadcasting pursuits
with the Cox Stations. This, however, will not remove him
from party councils in the areas in which he is an acknowledged expert.
John S. Hayes, president of the Washington Post Stations,
who was Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson's tv-radio advisor in
the presidential campaign, like Mr. Reinsch, logically would
be in line for appointment to a federal post.
Broadcasters generally would applaud the appointment of
either or both of these broadcasters to federal office. Mr.
Hayes, for example, has been mentioned for the directorship
of USIA, the all-important external information assignment
in government. He is eminently equipped for the job, but
the chances are he will be unavailable, even if invited.
If there's only one vacancy to be filled on the FCC — as
seems likely now — we hope the incoming administration
will recognize the need for the appointment of a man with
a knowledge of broadcasting and what makes it tick.
The man need not be a station manager. He could be in
the advertising or the agency end. He should have an understanding ofthe vicissitudes of station operation and of advertising and what it contributes to our economy.
President-elect Kennedy knows what broadcasting generally, and the "Great Debates" in particular, did in his campaign for the presidency. The job was done by commercial
stations and commercial networks. Certainly it isn't too
much to suggest that one of the seven who sit on the FCC
should know at first hand about the business of broadcasting.
Footnote for '64
THERE is still much speculation that the "Great Debates"
of the 1960 presidential campaign will not be repeated.
It is argued that John F. Kennedy, if he runs for re-election, will not wish to give his opponent the same opportunity Mr. Kennedy had in 1960. That may be true. But it
seems to us that there will be no graceful way for Mr. Kennedy to avoid sharing national television exposure with the
opposition candidate. He has already committed himself to
support of the principle of face-to-face encounters.
He made public his endorsement of the principle on July
28, immediately after his nomination as Democratic candidate, when he accepted an invitation from Robert Sarnoff,
NBC chairman, to meet the Republican candidate, then unselected, in joint appearances on tv. As Mr. Sarnoff recently
recalled in a letter to tv-radio editors, Mr. Kennedy said:
"I believe you are performing a notable public service in
giving the American people a chance to see the candidates
of the two major parties discuss the issues face to face."
104

Immediately after his election, Mr. Kennedy told newsmen he could not have won without his tv exposure.
As President Mr. Kennedy cannot disengage himself from
the enthusiastic endorsements of the debate principle that
he made as a candidate and as a victor in the election. If
he determines, in 1964, to escape a television match with
his opponent, he will have to find a clever way to do it.
Unfortunately, a clever way may be available to him.
The Congress has the power to make debates impossible
in 1964, just as it made them possible in 1960.
Sec. 315, the political broadcasting law requiring equal
broadcast treatment for all candidates, was suspended in
its application to the presidential race in 1960. If the section had been operative, the debates between Mr. Kennedy
and Richard Nixon could not have been held unless similar
debates were arranged for all the inconsequential candidates
who appeared in one state or another on the presidential
ballot.
Sec. 315's suspension ended Nov. 8, election day. The
Congress needs to do no more than avoid further reference
to Sec. 315 to protect Mr. Kennedy from face-to-face tv
meetings with his opponent four years from now.
There was at least an element of partisan consideration
in the decision of Congress to suspend Sec. 315 for the
1960 presidential campaign. Congress was controlled by the
Democrats who saw a chance to obtain for their candidate
a massive television audience they feared their budget would
be inadequate to buy.
The same partisan consideration could figure in the congressional attitude toward Sec. 3 1 5 in the next four years —
but working toward the opposite objective. Assuming the
Democrats retain control in the 1962 congressional elections, they will be in a position to deprive the 1964 Republican candidate for President of the exposure they made possible for their man in 1960.
In the absence of any partisan advantage to be gained by
the majority in Congress, it is evident that a correction of
Sec. 3 1 5 will come about only after massive effort from
other 3sources.
In accepting
Delta implored
Chi's fellows
award
Dec.
Frank Stanton,
CBS Sigma
president,
newspapers
to get behind the movement for Sec. 315 revision. We hope
Dr. Stanton's urging gets results.
The American public will gain much if Sec. 315 is revised, for "Great Debates" and related political coverage on
television are designed for the benefit of the electorate, not
the candidates. But broadcasters have a special stake in the
correction of Sec. 315.
No program series has evoked such public approbation
as the "Great Debates." It would be a pity if broadasters
were prevented from repeating the performance in 1964.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Does everything around here have to be hardsell?"
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13.1% more South Florida homes view WTVJ daily than

Comparative Daily
Circulation

363,500* *
WTVJ
Miami Herald 321,500**
Miami News 147,200**
Station "B" 289,900*
Station "C" 227,900*
*ARB Coverage Study —
January 1, 1960
** Publisher's Statements —
March 31, 1960

read the area's largest newspaper . . . 147% more
homes than read the second newspaper. WTVJ is viewed
daily in 40.5% more homes than the average of the
other two Miami television stations. Obtain the facts from
your PGW Colonel. Ask him for Profile III.

SOUTH

FLORIDA

WTVJ

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

Two

more

for

Effective
YOUNG

YoungPresentation

December

1, 1960

TELEVISION

became

CORP.

exclusive

national

representative

for

WLUK-TV
\ABC, CHANNEL
Green

Bay,

11 in

Wisconsin

WLUC-TV
CBS, ABC, NBC, CHANNEL
Marquette,

6 in

Michigan

Two more television stations turn to
YoungPresentation for energetic, research-backed
selling power. (We call it "creative aggressiveness.")
Two more reasons why Young Television Corp. is
America's fastest growing TV representative company.

'A

YOUNG

\

TELEVISION

CORP.

where creativity is the catalyst for growth
An
NEW YORK
3 East 54th St.
New York 22 N Y
PL 1-4848

CHICAGO
Prudential Plaza
Chicago 1. III.
Michigan 2-6190

ST. LOUIS
St5 Olive St.
St. Louis. Mo.
MA in 1-5020

Adam

LOS ANGELES
6331 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 2-228$

Young
SAN FRANCISCO
135 Montgomery St.
Room 1410
San Francisco 4. Calif.
YUkon 6-S366

Company
DETROIT
2940 Book Bldg.
Detroit 26. Mich.
WOodward 3-6919

ATLANTA
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta, 6a.
TRinity 3-2564

DALLAS
211 North Ervay
Pallas, Texas
Riverside 8-69S7

35 Cents

■
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DECEMBER
Broadcasters

deserve full repeal of Sec. 315,

CBS, NBC tell House committee

27

Details of spot costs under new SAG pact are
revealed for tv advertisers
30

Stories of the man

Station programs now are being monitored by
FCC staff on a routine basis
50
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hired to "KEEP

starring
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ROCKY
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as Jeff Thompson
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as "Rocky"
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and many others
CAPTURES THE ADVENTURE,
EXCITEMENT AND ROMANCE
Of America's
Playground! Here is Fabulous
superb television
entertainment destined to be the
season's most unusual success!

19, 1960

FILMED ON LOCATION IN MIAMI!
Against a background of luxurious hotels, exotic nightclubs . . . interesting people seeking
fun and excitement! A gay, carefree resort
that must be kept free of undesirable guests,
embarrassing scandal, crime of any sort!

is put under direction of a policy
headed by Dick Salant
62
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TROUBLE
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OF
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COMMAND
PERFORMANCE
IN

BIG

Big Aggie — the kindly queen of 2%-million listeners — surrounds herself with stars
Such personalities as Jack Bruce, Norm Hilson, Ed Nelson, Tom Edwards and Bob
tastes andfancies of the WNAX-570's five state audience. Add to this array of musical
services of the WNAX Farm Department and the WNAX News Department, and you
royally in the Midwest.

a

WNAX-570
PROGRAMMING
FOR ADULTS CBS
OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Sioux City, Iowa Yankton, South Dakota
Represented by Kati

RADIO

AGGIE

LAND

to entertain her subjects.
Miller cater to the musical
ambassadors, the complete
know why Big Aggie rates

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
WNAX, Yankton, S. Dak.
KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
WCAR, Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD, Worthington,
ColumbusWTTM,
Trenton, N.J. Ohio
WMMN, Fairmont, W.Va.

tomorrow
is here

EMERGENCY

PHONE

CENTER

TV

today

^

in the LANCASTER

New 32' long communications bus stands
ready to roll to site of any major news event.
Center has 15 phones, 10 mobile radio-TV
channels, public address system, 2 power
plants, and roof platform for photographers.
MULTI-CITY

s selling

HARRISB

URG

/ YORK

/

market

1

MARKET

This station with its multi-city coverage
looks to the future. It's your profit buy'
for today and tomorrow, because it is the
outstanding favorite in these three metropolitan areas, plus many other communities.

Lancaster,

Pa. • NBC

and CBS

STEINMAN
STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company, Inc.

• New York

• Chicago

• Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Chairman's guide
New Democratic FCC chairman,
whoever he may be, will have available
specially prepared status portfolio of
pending policy matters and indicated
solutions, prepared under direction of
incumbent Republican Chairman Fred
Ford. In process for past three weeks,
detailed report includes explanation of
problems by division chiefs and department heads, and was developed in
keeping with the "whole spirit of the
change-over."
NBC -TV's option
NBC-TV has picked 8:30-11 p.m.
EST as its new evening option-time
base— same as CBS-TV and ABC-TV,
except that CBS-TV's advances to 810:30 on Saturday and Sunday
(Broadcasting, Dec. 12). In other
day-parts NBC-TV's EST affiliates will
have 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2:30-5
p.m. as network option time Monday
through Friday and 10-12:30 p.m. and
3:30-6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
As usual there's some variation among
time zones. NBC officials hoped to get
contract amendments incorporating
new hours in mail to affiliates over past
weekend. Changes at all networks,
shortening option time in each daypart by one half-hour, become effective Jan. 1, also effective date of FCC
rule requiring them.
Inside story
Despite news reports, Dr. Frank
Stanton's 45-minute session with
President-elect Kennedy last Thursday
(story page 28) had little to do with
USIA and who should head it. Fact
is that there had been strained feelings growing out of incidents associated with network's coverage of preconvention- campaign for Democratic
nomination and election campaign,
too. Dr. Stanton sought session which
reportedly proved most amicable.
There was no discussion of administration post for Dr. Stanton.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Chairmanship sweepstakes
affairs and relief. It wouldn't surprise
associates to find him in State DeSen. J. Allen Frear Jr. (D-Del.)
in ambassadorial post, or
who lost to his GOP opponent by in External partment,Welfare
activities.
razor-edge vote, is being strongly supported by Democratic colleagues for Lecture towns
FCC vacancy and for chairmanship
Both NBC and CBS expect to get
too. Sen. Frear, 57, has been formidable behind-scenes worker and is re- lot of extra mileage from their foreign
correspondents this year-end. Bringing
garded as good friend of broadcasters
with more than casual knowledge of them home for annual news wrapups
communications. He served two six- (CBS-TV: Years of Crisis, Dec. 29,
year terms and lost out because of 10-11 p.m. EST; NBC-TV: Projection
'61, Dec. 30, 9-10 p.m.), they've
eleventh-hour switch in labor support.
scheduled their respective teams for
Commissioner John S. Cross, Armajor personal appearances more
kansas Democrat, has let it be known
than ever before. CBS news
that he will accept chairmanship if widely
team is set for forums in New York
offered. Others previously mentioned:
(Dec. 30), Dallas (Jan. 3), Los
Commissioner Robert T. Bartley,
Angeles (Jan. 5), San Francisco (Jan.
who still may get sub-cabinet post; 6) and Chicago and Washington
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, who
(dates not yet firm). NBC group will
isn't candidate but is being urged for conduct similar forums in Boston
interim chairmanship, and Seattle at^
4), Philadelphia (Jan. 5), Detorney and former special counsel of (Jan. troit
(Jan. 9), New York (Jan. 10)
Senate Commerce Committee Kenand
Chicago
(Jan. 13). ABC corneth A. Cox. Also mentioned if more
respondents, not coming in for special
than one vacancy develops through
shift of Commissioner Bartley is Reg- news wrapup, will forego chicken-andgie Schuebel, New York vice presi- peas circuit.
dent of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco agency which handled Efficiency expert
Democratic national campaign. She
Fledgling — and outgoing — FCC
Commissioner Charles H. King has
is veteran specialist in radio-tv agency
work and has been active in last two
several ideas about how agency could
presidential campaigns.
improve its service to public and
broadcasters and has prevailed upon
No damage
fellow commissioners to accept at
How would station brokers fare least one. In past, commission has
acted on uncontested initial decisions
under FCC proposal to require broadcasters to hold onto their properties by examiners. Commissioner King
maintains, through numerous dissents,
for at least three years before commission would approve sale (Broad- that this is waste of manpower, time
casting, Dec. 12)? One broker did and money. As consequence, FCC
quick check of business this past plans to do away with procedural step
year, discovered that 95% of his dol- of "granting" uncontested initial decisions through administrative action.
lar volume came from station transIt was felt no rulemaking is required
actions involving broadcasters who
owned stations for more than three to incorporate this procedure.

Petry addition

years.
So badly,
feeling although
is regulation
won't
affect him
he opposes
move on principle.

KVOO-TV Tulsa has appointed Edward Petry & Co. as exclusive national
representative, effective Jan. 1. Station, headed by Harold C. Stuart,
whose appointment as Secretary of
Air Force is regarded imminent, is on
ch. 2, with full power of 100 kw. Mr.
Stuart recently announced appointment of John Devine, station manager,
as general manager, succeeding C. B.
(Brownie) Akers, resigned. Sister station, KVOO-AM, has been represented byPetry.

Shapp to State?
Expected to show up in Washington in important administration post
(not FCC), is Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics and pioneer in catv development. Mr. Shapp
was ardent supporter of Senator Kennedy, had purchased full pages displays in New York newspapers espousing Kennedy election. He spent
in excess of $50,000 in campaign.
Mr. Shapp's interest is in international

I

|
I
I
I

Not ready
Florida Gov.. LeRoy Collins, who
takes over NAB presidency next
month, turned down invitation to
speak for broadcasters before House
Campaign Expenditures committee
last week, explaining he's too tied up
with state's affairs and adding he'd
be glad to do so on future date. But |
committee closes its record with last
week's hearings (page 27). Invitation was sent to Gov. Collins at NAB's
Washington headquarters, which suggested itbe forwarded to governor at I
Tallahassee.
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Backed by the happy results of the suspension of Sec.
315 during the presidential campaign, NBC and CBS ask
House campaign group to support move to erase equaltime pact. ABC suggests it be suspended in campaign
years. See . . .
FULL SEC. 315 REPEAL ASKED ... 27
Screen Actors Guild, voicing its pleasure at terms of
new contract negotiated for commercials, sends summary
of details to its 14,000 members. They have until Jan. 16
to vote. Film and tape rates said to be equalized. See . . .
SAG VOTES ON NEW PACT ... 30
It's now routine at FCC to conduct depth investigations
of radio station programming, including monitoring and
taping of programs. Additional funds are provided for
checkups by field engineering-monitoring unit. See . . .
BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING ... 50
A troublesome problem at CBS News has been the
loss of prestige to NBC plus the inter-divisional squabbling over the scheduling of information programs.
Salant named operating chairman of new policy direction
group. See . . .
CBS NEWS COMMITTEE SET... 62
Audiences are responding well to public affairs programming, according to three network advertisers. Gulf,
Bell & Howell and General Electric see increased sales
and public reaction to programming of this type. See . . .
PUBLIC AFFAIRS ENDORSEMENT ... 39
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, is first network
official to confer with next President. Announced topic:
U. S. Information Agency. Network newsmen cover Sen.

BRIEF

Kennedy's home from two row houses across street irv
Georgetown. See . . .
STANTON VISITS NEXT PRESIDENT ... 28
First seasonal reports on new network tv shows indicate number of casualties may be lighter than a year ago.
Four programs have been erased. Changes in schedules
are under way as the autumn season nears a close. See . . .
FEWER NETWORK SHOW FAILURES ... 66
Fashions are a natural for television, in the opinion of
WNBC-TV New York. Its efforts to line up major retailers
in the area are starting to show results as four of them
take part in its Family daily morning program. See . . .
STORES JOIN FASHION SHOW ... 34
Baseball's hot stove league is having one of its busiest
year-ends as the American League adds two clubs. It looks
as if next year's radio-tv billings for game coverage may
be heading to an alltime record for broadcasters. See . . .
BASEBALL BILLINGS LOOK UP ... 48
AT&T has some space trickery up its sleeve and would
like a go-ahead from the FCC to institute commercial
satellite service. Long-range study of space problems
made by Brookings Institution points to difficulties ahead.
See . . .
SATELLITE SERVICE SOUGHT... 54
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. and Warner-Lambert
Pharmaceutical Co. are anxious to merge. But they're
holding up their plans pending a study by the Dept. of
Justice and now hopefully await official federal policy.
See . . .
3M, WARNER-LAMBERT

DELAY...
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 27 AT
OVERSIGHT

REPORT

Final staff recommendations,
criticism of agencies mild
Lame-duck House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee met in Washington
Friday (Dec. 16) to work on final official act— windup report and recommendations tofull House. Committee,
chaired by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
ceases to exist on day Congress reconvenes— Jan. 3. Report is due that date
and second meeting is scheduled Jan. 2.
At Friday's session, committee pored
over 200-plus-page staff document
which is mild in its recommendations
and criticisms of FCC and other agencies. Staff report, due for public release late this week, does hit agencies
for lack of long-range planning for future. Cited is need for direction in
space allocations. Final committee recom endations, iwas
t
reported, also will
"be much milder than many Oversight
proposals of past.
Staff document also points up need
for clearly-defined national policy with
respect to all federal regulatory agencies. While it does not say so, feeling
is that initiative in this respect should
b>e taken by White House and that most
•of guidance can be given administratively without need for legislation. Report also recommends further congressional hearings on network regulation
and/ or licensing without specifying
form such regulation should take.
Survey on rating services, being made
independently for subcommittee by
American Statistical Assn., is not due
until mid-January. Study is based on
statistical validity of ratings and methods used in surveys and does not cover
accuracy or truth of ratings. Many
complaints, however, have been received
by subcommittee from radio stations
that ratings cause downgrading in program service.
Radio-tv cover N. Y.
air crash disaster
Network and local radio-tv news
teams Friday morning (Dec. 16) sped
to crash scenes in New York where
mid-air collision of United Airlines'
DC-8 jet liner and TWA Constellation
took estimated 128 lives. Eyewitness
reports were on air minutes after planes
plunged to ground and spread wreckage and fire in residential area of Brooklyn and on Staten Island.
ABC Radio and ABC-TV aired 11
bulletins between
10:55 a.m.-12:30
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

Let it snow
No matter what else they
thought of snowstorm that crippled much of eastern U. S. last
week, television advertisers had
one reason to be thankful: As
usual when people can't get away
from home (or have excuse not
to), tv audiences were bigger
than normal. Nielsen's Instant
Audimeter showed prime-time
sets-in-use in New York zoomed.
On Sunday night (Dec. 11),
shortly after storm struck, homes
using tv were up 6.7% from preceding week; Monday night they
were up 28.7%, and Tuesday
night, after city had begun to dig
out, were still up 18.5%.
p.m. with reports broadcast from then
on from crash units on scene. Tv news
film reports started at 2:15 p.m. while
WABC New York aired 25-minute documentary at 6 p.m. as part of station's
"first person news" policy.
CBS-TV's special coverage was climaxed with film and tape report on
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.'s Eyewitness to History series (10:30-11 p.m.),
which scrapped plans for scheduled reon President-elect
Johnto Kennedy's
new port
cabinet.
In addition
scores of
bulletins, CBS-TV carried quarter-hour
report at 1 p.m., half-hour follow-up
at 2 p.m. and another half-hour special
at 5 p.m. CBS Radio's daytime and
nighttime news shows featured eyewitness accounts.
'Hot Line' Busy ■ NBC Radio and
NBC-TV had 30-man team split among
two crash sites. Equipment included
two mobile radio units, six film cameras and one live mobile tv unit. Special
programs, aside from bulletins which
began at 10:45 a.m., included quarterhour show at 5 p.m. and half-hour
show at 8 p.m. NBC Radio carried
roundups approximately every seven
minutes, lasting from six to seven minutes each during early afternoon hours.
Network's "hot-line" signal svstem to
affiliates was kept busy throughout dav.
Extended reports were aired at 4:35
p.m. and 6:10 p.m. All News on the
Hour programs concentrated on disaster news.
Mutual began bulletins at 1 1 a.m.
Six network newsmen in field worked
in cooperation with WOR New York
newsmen. Special 25-minute show at
3:35 p.m. featured interview with chaplain who was with one survivor of plane
crashes (Stephen Baltz, 1 1, identified as

DEADLINE
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son of W. S. Baltz, vice president and
general counsel of Admiral Radio
Corp., who was not aboard plane).
WNTA-TV New York picked up
CBS-TV five-minute reports on hourly
basis. WNTA (AM) aired feeds from
station newsman aboard UPI helicopter
flying over crash scenes. WNEW New
York kicked off radio fund drive to aid
crash victims with $1,000 donation at
6 p.m. Friday. WNEW said it fed some
100S. other
in other parts of
U.
duringstations
day.
Networks

planning

inaugural

pickups

As networks draw near wire on inaugural coverage, it's apparent they
have more salable commodity than four
years ago. Number of active prospects
were looking at coverage availabilities
at end of last week and while only two
had signed dotted line, that pair alone
represented better than 100% improvement over 1957.
CBS-TV sold 45-minute pickup from
inaugural ball to Hanes Hosiery Inc.
(placing order through J. R. Flanagan
Adv. Agency, N. Y.). Earlier Purex
(through Edward H. Weiss Co., Chicago) had bought NBC-TV's entire ining, Dec. 5).auguration day package (BroadcastReport circulated last week that
Ford Motor was interested in inaugural
sponsorship,
but this could not be substantiated.
Networks are going ahead with plans
to throw unprecedented resources into
Jan. 20 job. ABC Radio and ABC-TV
have appointed John Rolfson and Bill
Shadel respectively as anchormen on
job. ABC-TV is spotting 22 cameras
along parade route and will cover ball
inaugural night. CBS News will begin
its Washington coverage at 8 a.m.
with Edward R. Murrow on inaugural
platform as in years past. Mutual is
making special plans, assigning upward
of 30 men to Washington.
NBC Radio is planning extensive job
beginning at 9:30 a.m., utilizing dozen
men at Capitol and others along parade
route and Kennedy Georgetown home.
Russ Tournabene is producer. NBCTV will do 5-6 hour job, featuring Chet
Huntley-David Brinkley team. Purex
order for commercial portions of day
was placed before election and must
have cost client upward of $250,000
for time and production, according to
estimate made by outside source.
In 1957 seven networks estimated
pre-emption losses exceeded $380,000
more AT DEADLINE page 10
9

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS

Wilson A. Shelton, senior vice president and director of all creative services at Compton Adv., N. Y., elected
executive vp of agency. Mr. Shelton
joined Compton in 1956 as vp and assistant creative director. In April 1959
he became creative director and senior
vp. He was prime mover in establishing integrated group system in Compton's creative department. Earlier Mr.
Shelton had been senior vp and creative director of Biow Co., N. Y.; vp
of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.,
and vp and group head at Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
Harmon 0. (Ham) Nelson, formerly
broadcast director, Fuller & Smith &
Ross, Los Angeles, joins MacManus,
John & Adams, that city, as broadcast
director — western division. Mr. Nelson
had previously worked in various phases
of radio-tv at Young & Rubicam, C. J.
La Roche, Williams & Cleary and Kenyon & Eckhardt. He was broadcast director of Stromberger, LaVene & McKenzie prior to merger of this agency
with Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Sidney M. Robards, director of press
relations for RCA since 1957, promoted

to director of public affairs for company. Mr. Robards has been with
RCA since 1938 and from 1947-57
served as manager of information department. Inhis new post, Mr. Robards
will have overall responsibility for corT
porate press relations, editorial and publication services, product news and field
relations and presentations and exhibits.
Kendrick R. Wilson Jr. elected chairman of board and chief executive officer of Avco Corp., succeeding Victor
Emanuel, who headed company for 22
years until his death Nov. 26. Mr.
Wilson joined Avco as vp in 1950 and
was named president in 1957. Earlier
he had been associated with Lehman
Bros, and U. S. Trust Co. Since 1955
he has been member of both board of
directors and executive committee.
James R. Kerr, Avco executive vp in
charge of defense and industrial products group, becomes firm president,
while Col. Earl H. Blaik moves up to
chairman of executive committee. Avco
Corp. owns Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of WLW (AM) and WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus and WLWD (TV) Dayton, all
Ohio; WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga., and
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

AT DEADLINE continued
for inaugural coverage. Only sale then
was Maybelline sponsorship of ball
pickup on CBS-TV.
Tavern cannot 'bootleg'
sports tv, court rules
Telecasts of professional football
games cannot be "bootlegged" — not
even by taverns — when there are agreements setting up geographical limits to
such coverage.
That was import of injunction signed
Friday (Dec. 16) by Judge John Grimshaw of Superior Court of New Jersey
against Circle Bar & Grill Inc., Wayne,
N. J., on complaint of CBS and New
York Giants football team. CBS said
injunction established "legal precedent"
in that it recognized property rights in
tv broadcast which contains no material protected by statutory copyright.
Circle Bar & Grill installed special
tv equipment, complaint said, and
picked up Nov. 20 game of Giants
and Philadelphia Eagles from New
York and Giants-Eagles contest in
Philadelphia on Nov. 27. Tavern patrons had to pay admission charge to
10

watch telecasts, complaint noted. It
further pointed out that CBS and
Giants have agreement that games may
not be broadcast into area within 75
miles of city where such game is
played and charged that Circle Bar &
Grill caused agreement to be violated.
Landis agencies report
to Kennedy due tomorrow
Recommendations to President-elect
on organization and administration of
federal regulatory agencies are due to
be submitted by James M. Landis to
Sen. Kennedy tomorrow (Dec. 20), it
was learned Friday.
Report, originally due Dec. 15, contains specific recommendations for FCC
and other independent agencies, it's
understood, although no details have
been divulged. This is switch from original intent which was to submit generalized document on philosophy and organization of agencies. Mr. Landis,
former New Deal administrator and
Harvard Law School dean now in
private practice, was appointed to survey
operation of regulatory offices for incoming administration last month
(Broadcasting, Nov. 21).

Fisher favored by FCC
for Portland ch. 2
FCC Friday (Dec. 16) announced
staff has been instructed to prepare
document to grant ch. 2 Portland, Ore.,
to Fisher Broadcasting Co. and deny
competing application of Tribune Publishing Co. Action went along with
December 1959 initial decision.
Principal owner is O. D. Fisher
and family (60%), who own KOMOAM-TV Seattle. Losing applicant publishes Tacoma News-Tribune and owns
KTNT-TV Tacoma.
Also Friday, Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision
recommending grant of ch. 13 Panama
City, Fla., to Bay Video Inc. Competing applicant TBC Inc. (T. H. Chapman Jr. and associates) dismissed application. Bay Video principals hold
interlocking ownerships in WALA-AMTV Mobile, Ala. (W. B. Pape, Frank
H. Pape) and in WPCF Panama City,
Fla. (C. D. Lewis and E. L. DuKate).
In second initial decision Friday,
Examiner Herbert Sharfman recommended affirming Feb. 17 transfer of
WJPB-TV Weston, W. Va., by J. P.
Beacom to Thomas P. Johnson, George
W. Eby and Mr. Beacom. Examiner
proposed to deny protest filed by
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.
Sportscasters' fees up
Network television sportscasters who
will be calling play-by-play on major
football bowl games within next few
weeks have reason for rejoicing. It is
understood that under new contract
agreed upon (but not signed) by tv networks and American Federation of Television &Radio Artists, sportscasters will
receive substantial boosts in fees, retroactive to cover holiday bowl games. Fees
also apply to pro championship, World
Series and championship boxing events.
Sportscasters' fee per game will go up
from present $275 to $400 (up 45%),
while assistant sportscasters' fees rise
from $175 to $250 (up 43%). Network rates in other program areas are
not expected
to 12).
rise so sharply (Broadcasting, Dec.
Business

briefly...

Chock Full 0'Nuts Corp., N. Y., will
sponsor Guy Lombardo Orchestra in
live CBS-TV telecast from Roosevelt
Hotel, N. Y., New Year's Eve, 11:15
p.m.-12:15 a.m. EST. Program will be
in 25 markets where advertiser's coffee
is sold and will be largest live network
tv show yet purchased by firm. Grey
Adv., N. Y. is agency.
Nestle Co. (through McCann-Erickson)
has bought Roy Rogers Show weekly
on CBS-TV, Saturday 11:30 a.m.-noon,
beginning Jan. 7. Western dramas will
be "selected rebroadcasts," network
said.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

In the WFBR

audience, there are proportionately 20%

more car owners of 1956 or newer model

cars than in the total sample, which includes listeners to all Baltimore stations.*
When you advertise on WFBR,

you reach the people who have the spendable income and who spend it.

* In a recent Qualitative Survey in the metropolitan
Baltimore area, The Pulse, Incorporated, matched
certain socio-economic factors with radio station
listening habits.
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The

experienced,

news department

makes

alert and

aggressive

which makes WAPI

the

South's leading radio news media not only
covers the news for its listeners superbly,

the
News

headlines

Department

makes news itself. The

Birmingham News carried Clancy Lake's
story from inside Hurricane Donna as a
page one feature, under Clancy Lake's byline, and demonstrated once again the

but it makes news by its very coverage of
that news. Here is a case (a page one case! )

truth that, "WAPI

in point.
When word came that Hurricane Donna

news; it makes news."
There is no substitute for experience,

might hit Alabama WAPI's News Department went into action. News Director
Clancy Lake literally flew into the eye of
the hurricane to cover the story for WAPI
listeners. Aboard a U. S. Navy hurricane
hunter plane he flew for ten hours into the

not only covers the

initiative, alertness and even personal courage in a great radio news operation. Those
are the qualities WAPI News possesses.
That is why WAPI News has such impact
and authority in the rich Birmingham
market.

actual "eye" of Hurricane Donna and was
the only radio reporter to give the exclusive
inside story of the storm from inside the
storm itself.

12

One of the great newspapers of the
South, the Birmingham News, recognized
what WAPI proudly says about its crack
news operation: That in its thorough and

BIRMINGHAM,

exciting coverage

Represented nationally by Henry I. Christal Company, Inc.

of the news, WAPI's

ALABAMA
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sees

Year After Year
IN

AKRON
Here's
Why... for the
Programmed
whole family 24 hrs. a day

If

NEWS
5 Full Time Local Newsmen
Flying News Patrol
4 Mobile News Units
AP, AP State, UP, Radio,
Press, ABC

C
SI
MU
Seven
Favorite For
DJ's
IS Akron's
HAPPY Music
Selected
Music ofProgrammed
to the
Time
Day
es
Ag
AM
j
|

SPORTS
Play by Play
Ohio State
Football,
Cleveland
Indians,
I Local High School and
J College Events . . .
Complete Sports Dept.

Irf

f^ST? Community
Service
IN
20 Years of continuous
■ Public Service Programs
designed to fit the needs
I of the Akron Area.

^RATINGS
First in Hooper*
First in Pulse*'
First in ADULTS, TEENS, KIDS

WAKR

T

853 Copley Rd., Akron 20, Ohio
National Rep: Daren F. McGavren, Inc.
• New York • Detroit
• Hollywood
• Chicago
• St. Louis • San Francisco
'Hooper— July-Aug. 1960
14

**Pulse-July 1960
Metro Area
Audience Comp.

DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 19 — Broadcasting Executives Club of
New England annual Christmas party. Grand
Ballroom, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston, 5
Dec.
p.m. 30 — Deadline for reply comments on
FCC's proposal regarding assignment of vhf
channels at less than present minimum
mileage separations. Docket 13,340.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for entries in first International Broadcast Awards competition of
Hollywood Advertising Club.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for submitting nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards. The
categories are: a large station for outstanding programming; a small station for similar
excellence, and an outstanding news commentator. Awards are for radio or tv. Submit entries to Prof. O. W. Riegel, head of
the Dept. of Journalism and Communications, Washington and Lee U., Lexington,
Va.
JANUARY 1961
Jan. 6— Comments due on FCC's proposal to
add ch. 9 to Syracuse and ch. 13 to Rochester, both New York, and make other changes
to bring this about.
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom. Statler-Hilton Hotel. New York.
*Jan. 9 — Eastern Regional Management
Seminar, sponsored by National Community
Television Assn. Speakers: Frederick W.
Ford, FCC chairman; Herbert Jacobs, Tv
Stations Inc.; Hamilton Shea, WSVA-AMTV Harrisonburg, Va.; E. Stratford Smith,
NCTA counsel. William Dalton, new NCTA
president, will preside. Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
Jan. 10 — Deadline for entries for the George
Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards.
The awards give recognition to programs,
stations, networks and individuals. Categories for both radio and tv are: news,
entertainment, education, youth or children's programs,and
promotion
international
understanding
public ofservice.
Entry
blanks and further information may be
obtained from the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Sotimebuying
and will
selling
luncheonseminar. ciety's
Johnny
Carson
discuss
what
show business people think of the broadcast
media. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
*Jan. 12-13— NAB Radio Code Board meeting at NAB headquarters, Washington. Board
will review progress of code enforcement
since last summer's shift from honor system
to enforcement provisions with paid subscriptions.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
Television
Arts & Sciences "Close-Up" 1961
dinner.
Hotel. Grand Ballroom, Waldorf-Astoria
"Jan. 16 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Los Angeles Chapter, meeting on
foreign films, with top pictures from England, France, Germany, Japan and Latin
America being shown to demonstrate what
our American product is up against in
foreign markets. Beverly Hilton, Beverly
Hills, Calif., 8 p.m.
*Jan. 16 — Comments due on FCC rulemaking
which would relax multiple-ownership restrictions (exempting less than 5% holdings)
for stockholders or corporations with 50 or
less stockholders. Replies due Jan. 31.
*Jan. 16 — Comments due on FCC rulemaking
which would prohibit the sale of a broadcast station, except in certain instances,
where licensee has outlet less than three
years. Reply comments due Jan. 26.
Jan. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheon-

seminar. Robert (Bucky) Buchanan, radio-tv
group head of J. Walter Thompson. N. Y.,
is featured
in a case Room,
history Hotel
of Ford's
broadcast use. Hawaiian
Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
*Jan. 18 — Hollywood Ad Club in-depth clinic
on "Advertising's Responsibility to the Food
Broker." D. V. Brown of Brown-Massie &
Assoc. will chair the panel discussion. Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, 11 a.m. -2 p.m.
*Jan. 18 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn. Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N. C.
Jan. 20-22— Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference. Pioneer Hotel, Tucson, Ariz. James Proud, president of Advertising Federation of America, will report on
plans for Feb. 1 meeting with members of
Congress.
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
*Jan. 23 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director, The Pulse Inc., will discuss
the latest developments in media research.
Jan, 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting at which FCC Commissioner
John S. Cross will be featured speaker.
Jan. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Harry Renfro, in charge of radio-tv
at D'Arcy, St. Louis, talks about use of
local programs and/or syndication as compared to spot announcements. Hawaiian
Room, Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15
Jan. 24-26 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters
and Henry W. Grady School oi
p.m.
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Maurice
B.
Mitchell,
Encyclopedia
Britannica
Filmspresident
Inc., and ofArthur
Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio, will be among the
featured speakers.
Jan. 27 — Educational Foundation of American Women in Radio & Television, Board
of
meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel,
NewTrustees
York City.
Jan. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, board of directors meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 30-Feb. 4 — National Retail Merchants
Week sponsored by 11,500 stores of National
Retail Merchants Assn. with slogan, "Retailing Serves America."
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in National
Safety terest
Council's
public
inawards to non-competitive
radio-tv and other
public
information media entries will be accepted
for radio-tv stations and networks, advertisers, news
daily services
and weekly
national
and newspapers,
syndicates, and
labor organizations; consumer and trade
magazines and outdoor advertising companies. NSC also will administer Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety
from
of council's
public
interestamong
awardsrecipients
in radio-tv
and advertiser
categories. Two new awards of $1,000 each
will be presented to producer and writer
of radio or tv programs selected from Sloan
Award winners. Official blanks may be obtained from the Council at 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Feb. 1— Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1 — New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to revise annual financial report (Form 324) due from all broadcast stations, including condensed balance sheet,
analysis of notes payable, a new income
statement
and13,842.
a new breakdown of revenues. Docket
Feb. 1-3 — Winter Military Electronics convention, sponsored by National Professional
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

Now jetting from the Tampa Bay area
to New York, Chicago, Miami, and other
key cities in the U.S.— 600 mph
This is but one part of more
flights daily serving the area,
helicopter commuter schedules
Florida cities.

DC-8B's!
than 100
including
to nearby

Reminder: This rich Jet-Age market is
dominated by WTVT, the station on the
move — your most profitable buy in.
the Southeast!

STATION

ON

THE

MOVE

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
(49.1%) . . LATEST ARB 9:00 A.M. - MIDNIGHT
CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS!
ARB
NIELSEN
WTVT
42 WTVT
39
Station B
7 Station B
11
Station C
1 Station C
0
A.R.B., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area,
August, 1 960, 4-week summary.
N.S.I., Tampa-St. Petersburg Metro Area,
August, 1 960.
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WTlfT
WW
III
TAMPA

Channel

13

- ST. PETERSBURG

THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV/ WKY-RADIO • Oklahoma City
Represented by the Katz Agency

15

In Rochester,
On -The -Spot, Local
KNOW

The

Smart

N. Y.
Radio

Buyers

Buy

Is...

WHEC!
FOR
When

EXAMPLE:
They Sponsor

ED

"MUSICAL

S
TH'
MEA
CLOCK"
6:00-9:25a.m.
DAILY
.*,they

STAY

Sponsors

The following
LOCAL Buyers Have
Sponsored This Show
Uninterruptedly For
FROM 4 TO 25 YEARS
BOLLER-CLARK, Inc.
COMMUNITY SAVINGS BANK
TOBIN PACKING CO.
ROCHESTER TELEPHONE
COLUMBIA SAVINGING & LOAN ASSN.
™i iimdi A BANK
IDAS MUFFLERS

ROCHESTER,

REPRESENTATIVES:
16 (DATEBOOK)

EVERETT

McKINNEY,

N.Y.

INC.

Group on Military Electronics and Los
Angeles section, Institute of Radio Engineers. Register exhibits with Arthur N.
Curtiss, IRE Business Office, 1435 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles 35. Convention
will be held in Biltmore Hotel there.
Feb. 4 — Directors Guild of America, annual
awards dinner dance. Beverly Hilton, Beverly Hills, Calif. Presentation of awards for
outstanding directorial achievement in theatrical motion pictures, live and film tv
programs.
Feb.
5-6 — Texas Assn. of Broadcasters
spring convention. Commodore Perry Hotel,
Austin.
Feb. 5-11 — 1961 Advertising Week.
Feb. 7 — International Broadcast Awards
banquet of Hollywood Ad Club. 8 p.m.,
Moulin Rouge, Hollywood. Awards for outstanding broadcast commercials in international competition will be presented.
*Feb. 8 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters
annual legislative dinner honoring all members of the Michigan Legislature, Administrative Board and congressmen from that
state; Feb. 9 — MAB spring convention and
business meeting. Jack Tar Hotel, Lansing,
Mich.
*Feb. 9-11 — Mutual Advertising Agency Network initial meeting of 1961. Canterbury
Hotel, San Francisco.
Feb. 14-15 — Assn. of National Advertisers,
cooperative advertising workshop. Hotel
Ambassador, Chicago.
*Feb. 15 — Hollywood Ad Club in-depth clinic
on radio sales. Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel,
11 a.m.-2 p.m. Robert Light, president,
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. will
be chairman.
*Feb. 15-17— Institute of Radio Engineers
1961 international solid-state circuits conference. U. of Pennsylvania and Sheraton
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 18 — Western States Advertising Agencies Assn. annual dinner dance. An award
will be presented to the "Advertising Citizen
of 1960."
Venetian Room, Ambassador Hotel,
Los
Angeles.
Feb. 22-23 — Sixth annual Conference of
Presidents of State Broadcaster Assns.
Shoreham Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Feb. 26 — Broadcast Pioneers, New York
chapter, first of a series of annual salutes to
stations. WLW Cincinnati to be honored. 5
p.m., Latin Quarter, New York City. Protionceeds
Inc. will go to the Broadcasters' Founda*Feb. 26-Mar. 1— Pacific Electronic Trade
Show. Great Western Exhibit Center, Los
Angeles (components show).
MARCH
♦March 3-4 — U. of Oklahoma annual radio-tv
conference and clinic. Norman, Okla.
March 9 — Radio & Television Executives
Society of New York annual banquet. 7:30
p.m..tel,Grand
Waldorf-Astoria HoNew YorkBallroom,
City.
March 17-18 — Professional Advertising Club
of Topeka workshop and clinic. Washburn
•March
20-23 Kan.— Institute of Radio Engineers
U., Topeka,
international convention. Waldorf-Astoria,
Advertising Federation of America
1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29 — Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7 — AFA 1st district convention. Sheraton-Biltmore Hotel, Providence, R. I.
April tion.
13-16Dupont
— AFA
district
convenPlaza4thHotel,
Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

These— and
continues
always
We

many

to provide

provided

Were

more— are all 5 minute
leadership

leadership

First To

WPEN

feature

in programming

programs.

. . . just as we

WPEN
have

in sales results.

Introduce

These

Features

MAKES

— Another
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PHILADELPHIA
Represented Nationally by gill- perna New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit, Atlanta
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WPEN - Philadelphia; WSAI - Cincinnati; WALT - Tampa
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BALANCED

PROGRAMMING .

.

.

and New York Coliseum, New York City.
March 30-April 1 — Industry Film Producers
Assn. second annual convention and trade
show. Hotel Miramar, Santa Monica, Calif.
APRIL
April 1 — Deadline for entries in the AmeriAwards
givencan toBar Assn.'s
tv, radioGavel
stations
and competition
newspapers
in major cities for "outstanding contribution to public understanding of the American legal and judicial systems."
April 6-8 — Montana Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting. Billings, Mont.
April 14-15 — Kansas Assn. of Radio Broadcasters annual convention. Jayhawk Hotel.
Topeka.
April
17 — Academy
of Motion
Picture Santa
Arts
& Sciences
Oscar award
ceremonies.
Monica (Calif.) Civic Auditorium. The presentation will be telecast by ABC-TV.

OPEN
JFK's news secretary
editor: Congratulations on your editorial (Dec. 5, page 118) about [Pierre]
Salinger's position as news secretary.
Your suggestion [careful attention to
use of word "news" conference or secretary instead of "press"] is only one of
many answers to the people who have
been thrashing around in search of a
panacea for the promotion of radio and
television via radio and television. If
every broadcaster would check carefully
for such subtleties of semantics the air
media would not have to worry about
fighting for stature and prestige. — Lawrence H. Rogers II, Vice President,
Taft Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati

LOYALTY

KTRH is Houston's powerful radio
voice for 60,000 square miles . . .
blanketing over 80 counties . . .
serving 1,087,100 radio households including more than
4,000,000 people as:
• The news and information
station
• The variety station
• The network station
• The family station

50,000 WATTS - 740 KC
-CBSHOUSTON, TEXAS
Represented by Peters,
Griffin and Woodward, Inc.
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3M 'first' in video tape
editor: Knowing that a magazine with
as much influence on industry opinion
as Broadcasting is conscientious about
the accuracy of its reporting, we would
like to call your attention to an erroneous statement in the otherwise fine
article on video tape in your Dec. 5
issue.
Paragraph No. 3, page 31, begins:
"Agency executives agreed that tape,
first introduced by Ampex less than five
This is false.
years ago ..."
Video tape was first introduced by
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Co. This was in April 1957, in time to
be used for the networks' changeover
to daylight saving time.
To date,
"Scotch"
Brand
video the
tape company's
No. 179 still
is the
only video tape available in commercial
quantities . . . — Richard A. Enger, Division Publicist, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co., St. Paul, Minn.
editor: ... It is true that Ampex
introduced the video tape recorder;
however, without "Scotch" Brand video
tape their fine machine would be of
little more functional value than a fine
automobile without gasoline. . . . —
W. A. Mara Jr., Account Executive,

April 20-22 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies annual meeting. The Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. The annual
dinner will take place on Friday evening,
April 21.
April 20-22 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn.
spring convention. The Holiday Inn Riviera,
Dauphin Island, Ala.
*April 21-22 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Region II (southeast) annual
meeting. Hotel Thomas Jefferson, Birmingham, Ala.
*April 24-28 — U. of Florida third annual
Communications Week. Broadcasting Day,
April 24. Advertising Day, April 25. Other
days devoted to photojournalism, print media
and public relations. Gainesville, Fla.
April 26-29— Institute for Education by
Radio-Television, Deshler-Hilton Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.

MIKE

®

McManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
[We appreciate
3M's Actually,
position ofon course,
our reference to video tape.
the
story was referring throughout to the entire
process of video taping and not to the tape
itself. — The Editors.]
Nielsen rebuttal
editor: The "Playback" column Dec. 5
(page bold
24) nonsense
quoted Lenabout
O'Conner
some
televisionin
ratings. His theme: for radio and tv to
achieve their real potential the ratings
got tosorsgo.
Bold? Itmillions
get wearier:
are spending
...
basis of ratings that are based
so-called opinion of one-tenth

"Sponon the
on the
of one

The value of a sample lies more in
its representativeness than its size. The
difference between fact and "so-called
percent." is obvious also. Nielsen bases
opinion"
its ratings on the fact of sets actually
tuned to a program. I don't know what
Mr. O'Conner bases his opinion on.
The points raised against sampling
techniques are consistently incorrect.
[The recent] Esquire article by Martin
Mayer on this same subject . . . shows
that the facts are available.
If Broadcasting hadn't reprinted
Mr. O'Conner's statements they might
have gone unchallenged, but beyond
that, did his remarks deserve repeating
at all? — Erwin H. Ephron, Director of
Press
York Relations, A. C. Nielsen Co., New
[We would have little news in our magazine
if we printed only those opinions with which
we agreed. — The Editors.]
Right bower is right
editor: I see that our old friend, the
right-hand bower, is back with us in
the Dec. 12 issue of Broadcasting
(page
As I104,
have "Washington
pointed out scuttlebutt").
to you folks
before, there is no such thing as a
right-hand bower; right bower is a
term in the card game euchre. You
might as well refer to a baseball player
as a right-hand fielder. — John W. Willis, Pike & Fischer Inc., Washington,
D.C.
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A minor point, perhaps, but even WBEN-TV
Buffalo-Western New York market.

York

for product

station

the

most

market

station ID's picture the

^Never-ending is the WBEN-TV effort to be the station most closely identified with the likes and the loyalties of this important area. Since 1948,
^when Ch. 4 pioneered television on the Niagara Frontier, good public service programming and quality local programming were the standards set
and followed to build loyal audiences.
Today, to best identify your product with the shopping habits of the more
than 2,000,000 people in this metropolitan market, use the station they
watch most often. Make your TV dollars count for more — on Ch. 4, the
station identified with top coverage, penetration and sales in Western
New York.

National Representatives :
Harrington, Righter and Parsons
CH.

V
-T
EN
WB
The Buffalo
Evening
News Station
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CBS in Buffalo
Affiliated with WBEN Radio
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BOOK

TV

MARKET
IN

THE

NATION
$2,000,000,000

IN RETAIL

SALES

WOC-TV serves the largest market between Chicago
and Omaha . . . Minneapolis and St. Louis. 438,480
TV homes; almost $3 billion in effective buying income; over $1 billion gross farm income.
And to help you get the maximum

number of these

dollars WOC-TV specializes in effectively co-ordinating and merchandising your buy at every level —
the broker, wholesaler, direct salesman, key buyer
as well as the retail outlet.
Further proof of aggressiveness — WOC-TV offers
the greatest amount of local programming — over
33 hours each week.
PRESIDENT Col 8 J Palmer
VICE-PRES
& TREASURER
D D Palmer
w
EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Evan.
SECRETARY Wm Ralph
D Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernesr C. Sanders
SALES MANAGER Pax Shaffer Your PGW Colonel has all the
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF J '°WA channel
ROCK ISLAND I
MOLINE
> ILL
EAST MOLINE J
PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

facts, figures and other data as
well as day by day availabilities. See him today.

Wmi
1 B ROADCASTI N G
THE BUSINESSWEEK!. Y OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position*

company name
address
city
Send to home address
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NOTES

■ "Confessions of a Happy Man" by
Art Linkletter with Dean Jennings, Bernard Geis Assoc., 130 E. 56 St., New
York; distributed by Random House?
250 pp.; $3.95.
The private life of an entertainer who
seemingly spends most of his life in
public before the camera and microphone is recited out in this homespun
volume. It combines personal history
with comic anecdotes, but somewhat
surprisingly, Mr. Linkletter is unhappy
to the point of outright bitterness about
a number of things, from parents who
deserted him at birth (his real name is
Kelly) to "the phonies and the slick
operators and the unctuous promoters"
who prey upon Hollywood stars. Since
everybody (at least everybody likely to
read this book) knows of the successful
Art Linkletter, he devotes most of the
volume to accounts of his povertystricken childhood, his struggles to get
an education and a foothold in radio
and the pitfalls that beset his path to
fame and fortune. This is a Horatio
Alger type story which proves that truth
is
stranger than fiction rather than the
funny.
equally popular notion that people are
■ "Radio and Television, A Selected
Bibliography" prepared by Patricia
Beall Hamill, professorial lecturer, The
American U., under the direction of
Gertrude G. Broderick, radio-tv education specialist, Office of Education, U. S.
Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare; OE-34004, Bulletin 1960, No. 25 ,
U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington 25, D. C.; 254.
The growing awareness of the importance toeducation of media such as
radio, tv and film, reflected in a significant increase in the published literature in the field, has prompted the
preparation of this 46-page annotated
bibliography. It is the first revision in
four years. Books and periodicals reporting on research, new developments
in the professional skills of broadcasting and important contributions to the
educational use of mass media are included.
A selection of technical books also
is given, as well as a list of organizations
and groups where helpful pamphlets
and booklets are available.
■ "The 1961 Madison Ave. Handbook"
by Peter Glenn, 444 East 52 St., New
York 22; $4.
This is the fifth annual edition of a
reference volume designed for use by
advertising art directors and other executives. It contains listings of advertising agencies, photographers, illustrators,
tv producers, talent agencies, publications and other helpful information.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

GOING PLACES! Year-round, round-the-clock, WBBM-TV newsmen are going places, , , and Chicago
audiences are seeing people, places and events shaping the destiny of nations.
In the past year, reporters Frank Reynolds, Carter Davidson and Fahey Flynn have traveled far and wide
-the Congo, Japan, Korea, Formosa, Austria, Germany, Italy, France, Englancl-to score major news breaks which
viewers have seen either as one-time news "specials" ("Orient in Ferment," "Anatomy of a Crisis: 'The New Congo
Nation' and Africa Marching'"), or as part of WBBM-TV's regular day-in, day-out news coverage.
Clearly, Television 2 Chicago goes to great lengths to bring the world closer to home. Which is one reason
why WBBM-TV's clear-cut leadership goes on and on . . .why Nielsen has reported WBBM-TV
vision station in Chicago for the past 66 consecutive reports! WBBM'TV

the number one tele-

^BS Owned, Television 2 Chicago

MONDAY

MEMO

Instructive,

informative

ambassador

for south

An important opportunity awaits
broadcast advertisers in Mexico.
For that matter it similarly exists in
all the countries of the world where
peoples are struggling to rise out of
poverty and illiteracy. Advertising can
help win this struggle. It can also help
the United States cement its relationship with Mexico and other countries.
In a broad sense advertising is a
major export of the U.S. In Mexico
City we have a number of U.S. agencies that are preparing advertising for
U.S. products. In addition there is a
larger group of Mexican agencies pursuing similar goals.
Down in Mexico ■ In a recent threeweek motor tour of Mexico, I was able
to observe advertising at work and to
discuss some of its implications with
the heads of agencies and commercial
enterprises in Mexico City. It seemed
evident that while many superficial differences do exist, Mexican advertising
is trying to ape current U.S. advertising.
I think this is regrettable — for them and
for us.
The differences mainly involve such
matters as stacking 8 or 10 commercials in a row or frequently placing
competitive products, such as our two
most famous soft drinks, back to back.
Beyond this, the commercial content is
pretty much like our worst examples of
repetitious jingles and screaming superlatives.
In our industry we lay claim to having stimulated much of the economic
progress of the U.S. over the past 100
years. We know advertising as a force
which has sold more than merchandise.
Among other things, it has sold sanitation and health. It has encouraged better care of homes and children and
equipment. We take all this for granted
in the U.S., and we are past the stage
of such elemental objectives.
Progress ■ But aren't these the things
Mexico needs most? Isn't it necessary
for the people to learn new ways before
they can become a great market? Isn't
an economy based on productivity and
isn't productivity based on learning new
methods?

from NORVAL LAVENE, Fuller & Smith & Ross, Los Angeles

advertising:

a good

will

of the border

vertising in Mexico to spend a more
substantial share of their advertising
dollars on such matters? Instead of
selling toothpaste, shouldn't we first sell
the importance of using it? Shouldn't
we assist in the development of programming, as well as commercials,
which is aimed at the needs of the
people and which is not just a poor
stereotype of U.S. broadcast fare?
Obviously, the broadcast medium is
the one which can best accomplish
such an end in a country with a literacy
factor of 79%, and where every town
and village has a radio blaring at an
incredible volume.
True Story ■ I was told an amazing
story by the president of a large cement
company in Mexico. His Mexican advertising agency had recommended the
use of television to sell a product we
know as "Sakcrete," a bag of premixed cement and aggregate for doit-yourself construction projects. The
product had not been selling well, but
he was skeptical of television because
of the low number of sets in use. Nevertheless he went along with the recommendation.
The results were immediate and asHe couldn't
understand iuntil
t tonishinglyhesuccessful.
discovered
how television works in the small villages of the
interior. Several families buy a television set together and then charge admission to the neighbors. The viewers-

per-set figures are fantastic.
What a powerful tool this is in a
country which is just developing a middle class, a country where you will find
as many wooden plows as steel ones;
where disease and pestilence still take
far too many. Yet, Mexico is a country
eager to learn, a country of fine craftsmen and a land of skillful, intelligent
people held back through centuries of
Spanish feudalism.
These are the people who created
the incredible cities and works of art
of Chichen Itza and Teotihuacan and
who developed a calendar far in advance of anything comparable at the
time.
Opportunity ■ Here is an opportunity
to demonstrate the force for progress
that advertising can be. Here is a way
for American companies to create new
markets by selling new ways of living
and working. Here is an opportunity to
test and experiment and evaluate advertising in a manner that is no longer economically feasible in the U.S.
Isn't this also a less patronizing way
to sell our own country than through
some federal agency projects and handouts?
Isn't it also a way for American companies to offset the inordinate fear of
exploitation which continues strong in
Mexico? I think it is. And from what
I saw, the opportunity is largely being
missed.

Norval LaVene is vice president and manager of the Los Angeles office of Fuller
& Smith & Ross. He was one of the
founders of Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, which merged with FSR last January 1.
Mr. LaVene has had experience with a
wide variety of products and services.
Previously he was a senior account executive with West-Marquis Inc. A graduate of
UCLA, his activities include Community
Chest, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and American Management Assn.

Wouldn't it be intelligent self-interest
on the part of American companies adBROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

AUGMENT

YOUR

SALES

WITH

MUSIC

FOR

MATURE

MINDS

WBAL-RADIO, Maryland's only 50,000 watt station, covers a total population of over 2Vi million people . . . each with different
likes and dislikes. To reach this massive Maryland market, WBAL-RADIO hits a new note in full range programming — MUSIC
FOR MATURE MINDS. No disturbing idle talk. No discordant deviations. Just the big sound of beautiful music . . . music for
people of all ages . . . music for millions of discriminating Marylanders within the 14,000 square mile area that WBAL-RADIO
covers. If you're looking for a captive audience for your client, you can make beautiful music together with WBAL-RADIO.
Nationally represented by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc. ^Associated with WBAL FM
&TV ^JJ^kRADIO^BALTIMORE
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Broadcasting* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the
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was acquired
in 1932,Broadcast
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1933
and
Telecast*
in
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*Reg. U.S. Patent Office.
Copyright 1960 : Broadcasting Publication&Inc.
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That's

' Rebound

Tumbling
The Amateur Athletic Union, NCAA, and other official bodies
These children are enjoying America's fastest growing recreation and sport — rebound tumbling. They are bouncing at one
recognize the sport as "rebound tumbling." In the interest of
of the thousands of rebound tumbling centers which have
accurate reporting, we urge you to refer to it always by that
name.
sprung up around the country.
Please follow this correct wording:
The word "Trampoline" is actually a brand name referring
exclusively to products of the Nissen Trampoline* Company,
originator of standardized rebound tumbling equipment, which
has held a U.S. Patent Office Registration covering this trademark since 1943.
Interestingly, the word "Trampoline" did appear in dictionaries as much as 30 years ago, meaning primarily "walking on
stilts" or referring to a home-made net for acrobats. The word
derives from the Spanish "trampolin" meaning a wooden diving board. Some 25 years ago George Nissen designed and
mass-produced an efficient, folding type of rebound tumbling
equipment now used in more than 10,000 schools and colleges,
and thousands of homes and centers in more than 30 countries.
Nissen popularized the sport and his trade-mark.
* Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. for Nissen rebound tumbling equipment.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

The name of the recreation and sport is rebound tumblin^
The name of the product is rebound tumbling equipment, unit
net or bed.
The name of an outdoor bouncing center is a rebound tumbling center, bounce center or jump center.
If "Trampoline" is ever used, it should be followed by the
word "Brand", be capitalized, and be identified with Nissen
equipment. Our sincere appreciation to you for proper use of
these terms.
Nissen Trampoline* Company
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Mjrs. of Official NCAA and AAV
Rebound Tumbling Equipment
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Sarnoff,
have

REPEAL

Stanton

earned

appeals

political

freedom

■

ABC urges suspension at least during presidential races
Two of the networks entered their the public as effectively and fairly as more, he said, because for the first
time the parties were concerned about
white-hot hope in the preliminaries
last week and thus let it be known to
During the campaign, NBC-TV,
possible overexposure. But the imall concerned what they expect to win aside
portant thing is that the voters were
from regular news segments, depossible."
informed, not that the parties had to
in the main bout: outright repeal of
voted twice as much time to presentSec. 315 by the 87th Congress next
ing the major presidential and vice spend less, he said.
presidential candidates as was devoted
Progress ■ Mr. Sarnoff cited other
year.
Fresh from the triumphs of tele- to paid political broadcasts on the net- network efforts since 1952 to make
work, the NBC chairman said. The
political broadcasting less costly for
vision's "Great Debates" in the 1960
presidential campaign, NBC and CBS
time and production charges for this the parties. He took note of other
urged the House Campaign Expendiunpaid time would have been $1,686,- results beneficial to candidates from
tures Committee to help erase the Sec. 000, or 66% more than that spent by 1959 amendments exempting news and
interview programs from equal time
315 obstacle permanently — for all elec- both major parties on NBC-TV.
tive offices.
The major parties spent $1,380,000
requirements.
The NBC board chairman said he
As NBC Board Chairman Robert
on NBC Radio, NBC-TV and NBC
W. Sarnoff put it Thursday in a per- owned stations, $50,000 less than in realizes congressmen have reservations
about exempting Sec. 315 for all offices
1956, he said, despite steady increases
sonal appearance before the special
House committee: "It would be the in tv costs due to the rise in circula- and he hopes hearings will be held as
most appropriate mark of recognition
soon as possible to examine "the case
tion. They really didn't need to spend
that the new Congress could bestow
on a distinguished public service."
And from CBS President Frank Stanton, in a letter entered in the committee hearing record, came a prediction: "We are confident that if the
broadcasters are permitted to present
candidates in debates, in face-to-face
discussions and in similar appearances,
they will do so wherever feasible."
AB-PT & ABC President Leonard
Goldenson in a statement filed Friday
didn't ask for across-the-board repeal,
but thought the 1960 suspension should
be made permanent for presidential election years.
Cost and Length ■ Although Dr.
Stanton confined his remarks to the
two issues the committee is studying
— the high costs of modern political
campaigning and whether campaigns
should be shortened — Messrs. Sarnoff
and Goldenson emphasized the networks' exercise of journalistic responsibility in bringing the simulcast Kennedy-Nixon appearances to the electorate.
Sarnoff atsaid
NBC'sto them
presentation
of Mr.
candidates
no cost
should
not be regarded as "free time," bu'
as an exercise of broadcasting's "journalistic right— the freedom to cover
the men and issues of the campaign
in accordance with our editorial judgment, and within suitable formats of
our own choosing, designed to inform
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

The "free time" given candidates more
properly should be considered an exercise of broadcasting's "journalistic
right," NBC Board Chairman Robert

Sarnoff told the House Campaign Expenditures Committee. That right
means free editorial judgment, he indicated, and freedom of format.
27

The busiest spot in Washington is the Georgetown
home of the next President. Chilled newsmen spend
the day in front of the Kennedy residence, checking
guests on arrival and plying them with queries as they
leave. His trip south Friday finally brought relief.

Stanton

visits

the

Dr. Frank Stanton, president of
CBS Inc., spent 45 minutes with
President-designate John F. Kennedy in Washington last Thursday.
Afterward he easily rode out a
reportorial attack on the sidewalk
in front of Mr. Kennedy's home
(see above) without spilling any secrets or giving any indication of a
possible official or advisory role in
the next administration. But his
pat answers left newsmen wondering what was discussed besides the
announced topic — the U. S. Information Agency.
The job to be done and the probfor freedom of political coverage across
the board."
He termed a bill in the 86th Congress to require networks to give free
time to candidates "an attempt to
achieve by compulsion what broadcasters were eager to do voluntarily if
given the chance." It's clear, he said,
that they've "passed the test," and that
broadcasters are "entitled to keep this
freedom." This shows such a law is
both unwise and unnecessary, he
added.
Mr. Sarnoff suggested political leaders shorten the presidential campaign
by six weeks and expressed assurance
this would cut costs of campaigning
if Sec. 315 is eliminated, since tele28 (LEAD STORY)

house

This is network row, across N St. from the Kennedy
home. CBS has leased the vacant house at the right
for its newsmen. Two doors down is NBC, which also
will use the white house at extreme left on Inaugural
Day. Of ancient vintage, the houses are high-priced.

in Georgetown

lems facing USIA as propaganda
arm of the government were discussed, but Dr. Stanton said he had
not been asked to take the job of
USIA director. He said, in reply to
queries, he had not discussed names
of CBS personnel (Edward R. Murrow and Howard K. Smith had been
mentioned for USIA roles), nor had
he been asked to recommend names
of personnel for USIA.
Dr. Stanton conceded he had discussed the campaign debates but
thought the next President should
answer a question about their impact on the election or about pro-

vision operating in freedom, along with
jet transportation, can give the candidates far greater exposure without
sacrificing any of the dissemination of
information needed for an informed
and responsible electorate. Shorter
campaigns also would cut down repetition and overexposure, he testified.
Noting the first national political
convention in 1831 was held about a
year before election and that the conventions bythe time of the McKinleyBryan campaign had been moved up
to July preceding the election, he said
the conventions should be moved up
again, closer to election day. But
broadcaster freedom from Sec. 315
should be given, regardless of whether

ferences.posals for live telecasts of news conLater in the day Sen. Kennedy
told newsmen he was not close to
appointment of a USIA director.
He added that he would be glad to
talk to other network heads about
the USIA.
For more than a decade Dr. Stanton has held important advisory roles
in connection with top government
operations.
Pierre Salinger, news secretary to
the next President, was asked if Dr.
Stanton is in line for a cabinet post.
"I wouldn't speculate," he replied,

the campaign is shortened, he said.
Expenditures ■ Mr. Sarnoff said the
Democrats spent $513,313 on NBCTV for three half-hour, two 15-minute
and 36 five-minute time periods; $11,262 on NBC Radio for one 25-minute
and three 15-minute periods; and
$172,362 for 440 time periods (10
seconds stations.
to 30 minutes)
on NBC's
owned
Republicans
spent
$491,142 on NBC-TV for five halfhours, one 15-minute period and 12
five-minute periods; $191,888 for 852
time periods (10 seconds to 30 minutes) on NBC owned stations.
Questioning came from Chairman
Clifford Davis (D-Tenn.), Robert E.
Jones (D-Ala.), Leo W. O'Brien (DBROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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On-rushing news contingent after
interview with next President
brought smiles from Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS, and Sen. Kennedy
in the background.
adding that prospective cabinet appointees were not on the day's appointment list.
On the Scene ■ Two antique but
expensive row houses in swanky
Georgetown, D. C, have become
temporary news headquarters for
NBC and CBS newsmen.
Opposite the home of Presidentdesignate John F. Kennedy, the vacant houses have been leased to provide network correspondents with
communications facilities, a good
view of the parade of Kennedy visitors and a chance to get warm.
These bare but cozy facilities draw
snide cracks from wire service and
print media newsmen, who share
a room provided by Helen Louise
Montgomery, the hospitable occuN. Y.), William C. Cramer (R-Fla.)
and Samuel L. Devine (R-Ohio).
Their main concern, as expressed by
Rep. Cramer, was that one presidential
candidate or both may not approve of
the format offered by the network (debate, for example). Mr. Sarnoff ventured the prediction that the "Great
Debates" were so popular a candidate
might be forced to participate in this
format by public pressure or demand
in the future.
He felt a network should have the
say-so about its format as a journalistic
medium, but acknowledged that the
format probably would be a result of
agreement among the candidates and
the networks, as in this year's camBROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

pant of a nearby house. Miss Montgomery provides coffee, telephones
and snacks for the reporters.
CBS occupies an elderly bay-window house at 3314 N St. NBC is
two doors down the hill at 3310.
In addition NBC has leased space
at 3304 for Inauguration Day. This
house is directly opposite the Kennedy residence at 3307 N whereas
the present network houses are a
few steps up the street though commanding agood view of the home.
Up to 50 newsmen swarm around
the Kennedy home when he is headquartering there. The street and
sidewalk are roped off, providing
room for cameras and audio gear.
Washington police and the Secret
Service are cooperating to give reporters and cameramen quick access
to the President-designate and his
visitors. And the next President is
cooperating by making frequent appearances on the front step and by
letting technicians and cameramen
tap off the electric meter in his
basement.
A Frigid Watch ■ Last week was
the worst yet experienced by the
assembled news crews. Washington
was knee-deep with snow, and the
Kennedy guest list was long day
after day. Big-name correspondents
stomped their feet on the icy sidewalk and huddled in heavy jackets,
ear muffs and assorted arctic garments.
Electric lights, also using Sen.
Kennedy's electricity, were clustered
around newsreel cameras to keep
mechanisms from freezing. Cameras,
seven in all, are stationed at the site
by NBC, CBS, ABC, Movietone and
Telenews. .
After his 45-minute session with
Sen. Kennedy last Thursday, Dr.
Frank Stanton was asked by a reporter if he had visited the CBS
house. "No, I haven't seen it," he
said, "but I've heard about it."
paign for the presidency.
He
told candidates
the congressmen
think the
should he
havedidn't
the
right on interview programs — and
those such as the Kennedy-Nixon joint
appearances — to select the questions
that might be asked, but he felt a candidate might have the right to restrict
questions to a given area.
To Rep. O'Brien's expresed concern
that individual station managers might
not exercise the impartiality shown by
networks, Mr. Sarnoff said broadcasters
welcome a "long, hard look" by Congress before any action to repeal Sec.
315.
Outmoded ■ Dr. Stanton in his letter
to the committee enclosed a copy of a

1953 Philadelphia speech made by CBS
Inc. Board Chairman William S. Paley
in which the latter put forth the suggestion that television has outmoded
the lengthy election campaign.
With the 1959 exemptions of news
and interview programs from equal
time requirements and the pioneering
"Great Debates," Mr. Paley's conclusion is "immeasurably
re-enforced," Dr.
Stanton
said.
The 1960 suspension in the presidential campaign, he said, resulted in
an average of 71 million viewers seeing
the two candidates in each of four onehour, face-to-face discussions and this
"undoubtedly played a decisive role in
and tv in the 1960 campaign
theRadio
election."
"clearly permitted, and perhaps even
demanded, a shorter campaign period,"
Dr. Stanton held. And, he said, shortened campaigns would be less costly
ones.
The 1959 amendment and the 1960
suspension made it possible for CBSTV and CBS Radio to make available
to candidates programs valued at
$1,425,000 in time and production
charges. Permanent suspension of
Sec. 315 for all offices can serve to reduce the necessity for campaign expenditures in general, the CBS president thought.
Local Problem ■ But Dr. Stanton
also had some cautioning words: Repeal of Sec. 315 may be of small help
to those candidates seeking other than
nationwide, statewide or other broad
area offices. In New York, for instance, there are 48 congressional
districts within New York stations' coverage area. Even if there were only
Democratic and Republican candidates
in each district — and there are often
others — it would involve 96 candidates.
And if a New York station did no
more than present each of the two
opposing candidates for a half-hour, it
would require 24 hours of station time,
or three hours weekly for an eightweek campaign for the House of Representatives alone. A similar situation
exists in Chicago and in other highly
concentrated population centers, he
said, and CBS sees no immediately
apparent solution to this problem.
AB-PT and ABC President Goldenson expressed the hope that this year's
temporary suspension of Sec. 315 would
be made permanent for presidential
election years.
He said the Democrats spent slightly
less on ABC this year than in 1956,
while Republicans spent "substantially
more" than four years ago.
Mr. Goldenson estimated that in carrying the four Kennedy-Nixon debates
ABC incurred costs and loss of revenue
totaling about $250,000. In addition,
he said, election night and convention
coverage costs and loss of revenue
29

amounted to about $1 million.
He said ABC is not sure that the
campaign period should be shortened.
Television, radio, and jet transportation
have made it possible for candidates to
reach the people quicker, he noted, but
he wondered whether the time thus
saved should not be spent in making

election issues clear to the people rather than "capsulizing" the campaign or
putting an arbitrary time limit on it.
The length of the campaign, he felt,
should not be measured so much in
days and weeks as in whether or not
the time was used effectively. Thus he
thought the question of campaign duraBROADCAST

SAG

to

vote

on

new

tion was one that should be decided by
the candidates who were running for
office.
The role of broadcasters, he said, is
to exercise journalistic judgment in
keeping the public informed about the
men and the issues being discussed in
the campaign.
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JOINT SAG-AFTRA NEGOTIATORS GET EQUAL RATES FOR FILM, TAPE
mercials contract. In its letters the
Screen Actors Guild over the weeknever before achieved," the SAG board
end mailed to its 14,000 members a stated.
guild's board notes that in 1960 SAG
The board also hailed the method of completed its objective "pension and
summary of the new contract for actors,
singers and announcers in commercials
welfare plans under all its contracts."
joint negotiations "in the field where we
Fees of principals in commercials are
for a nation-wide referendum seeking have common employers" as having
from $80 for an eight-hour onapproval of the terms and conditions
"proved to be highly successful" in im- raised
camera session to $95 in the new conwon by SAG and the American Federawages "substantially" in all
tract and from $55 to $70 for a twotion of Radio & Television Artists in areas of proving
the contract and in resolving
hour,
off-camera session. Duos, prejoint negotiations (Broadcasting, Oct.
previously troublesome conditions "in
viously included in a 2-4 grouping, are
3 et seq).
provisions most beneficial to players in
now classed as principals. Group rates
Each ballot was accompanied by the the commercial field."
for on-camera work remain at $80 for
new contract, whose complexities are
Runs three years ■ The new contract
dramatically illustrated by the fact that has a three-year retroactive clause to 3-4 and come down from $80 to $72
Nov. 16. SAG, recognizing the delay for five or more. Off-camera groups
the summary (not the complete confrom 3-4 are raised from $35 to $47
in mail deliveries during the holidays,
tract) fills seven printed pages. There
has set Jan. 16 as the date when ballots and groups of five or more from $30
was also a letter from the SAG board
to $40 for a four-hour session.
strongly urging a vote of approval for must be postmarked to be counted.
AFTRA, whose contracts cover radio
The major change comes in wildspot
this "vastly improved contract," which
compensation for 13-week-use cycles
gives actors their long-held wish for and tv networks as well as commercials,
equal rates of pay for film and tape will present the new contract to its of commercials, based on a new formula
of population units multiplied by unit
members
at regional membership meetcommercials. Another major accomings.
fees. Each city is given a unit place
plishment ofthe new pact is a formula
of one for each million population in
weighing cities by population units and
"Employer contribution equal to an
its metropolitan area; each city with a
amount
equal
to
5%
of
all
compensaa structure of unit fees which "provides
population of less than one million is
a method of compensation based on
tion including use and re-use fees," rated
as one unit. Examples given are:
the degree of exposure to an extent
heads the SAG summary of the com-

A comparison
Principals — on camera:
Units

of the

new

rates

**New
*Comparisons
Old

1—5
6—10
11—20
21—25
26—100
101—175
175— up
(no cutoff)

$95 (min. block buy) $ 95.00 $ 80
125
@ $8 per pop. unit 135.00
185.00 125
200.00 170
293.75 220
@ 3$"5 " ""
@$
383.75 260
@ $1.25 "
no. max. 260 max
@ $1.20 " "
@ .25 " "
Use of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
Old Rates
any one city: $200
$125
(for additional units use formula commencing at
26 units, i.e. $1.25 per unit)
any two cities: $312
$170
(plus additional units at 25^ each)
all three cities: $345
$220
(plus additional units at 25(f each).
Principals — off camera:
"New
Old
Units
"Comparisons
1—5
$70 (min. block buy) $ 70.00 $ 55
(1st cycle $45
other cycles)
30

with

the

old
6—
Units10
11—15
16—20
21—25
26—90

@
@
@ $3.50 per pop. unit
@
@
$3.00 " " "
91—125 @
(5) $2.50 " " "
126—175
$2.00 " " ""
176 and up $1.0
.200 " "
(no cutoff)
.65 " " "
.60 " " "

Old
Comparisons
New
72.50
102.50
115.00
$ 125.00
87.50 $ 72.50
72.50
150
105
190.00
150
212.75
170
242.75
170
no max

Use of New York, Chicago and Los Angeles
Old Rates
any one city: $125
$ 72.50
(For additional units use formula commencing at
26 units, i.e. $1.00 per unit).
any two cities: $190
$105
(plus additional units at 20^ each)
all three cities: $227
$150
(plus additional units at 20^ each).
*For simplicity, comparison is made of unit under the new formula
with cities under the old formula. Weighting adds units and further
increases the new rates.
"Figures are cumulative at the end of the unit group.
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spending in Metropolitan Des Moines

. accounts for only 11% of Iowa's total. All
eight of Iowa's Metro Areas, combined, account for
only 36% of retail sales.
IOWA POPULATION-DOLLAR DISTRIBUTION
Retail
9%
Sales
12%
% of State
CSI
Population Population
($000)
%CSIof
Des Moines
State's
284,200
Metro Areas
401,903
581,160 38%
33%
Iowa's 8 Leading
Metro Areas in62% 1,259,097
67%
943,600
cluding Des Moines
1,832,792
Remainder
of Iowa
1,904,400
2,975,489
2,286,754

11%
Sales
36%
State's
% of
64%

75% of Iowa's total retail spending is done in
areas in which WHO Radio has an NCS No. 2
circulation of more than 10%.
This circulation covers 800.000 Iowa homes.
There are only 13 markets in America in which any
radio station gives you larger circulation. Or more
buying power.
We know you know these facts. What about the
less experienced people who may help (or hurt)
your station-selections? We would be delighted to
have the name of anybody who should know the
realities about radio-listening in Iowa. Write us,
or PGW!

WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines ... 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns and operates WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
'Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatives
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Baltimore, 2; Boston, 3; Cleveland, 2;
Detroit, 4; Philadelphia, 4; Pittsburgh,
2; St. Louis, 2; San Francisco, 3; Washington, D. C, 2. New York, Los Angeles and Chicago are treated separately. The old and new contracts are
compared in the adjacent tables of wildspot payment formula.
Group rates ■ For groups of 3-4, on
camera rates start with the $80 minimum, rise by diminishing steps: $7 a
unit for 6-10 units, $4.20 each for 1120 units, $1.45 for 21-60 units, $1.00

each for 61-125, $0.50 for 126-175 and
$0.20 from there on with no cutoff.
Adding one city — New York-ChicagoLos Angeles — would cost $164. (with
additional units priced according to the
formula commencing at 26 units) ; two
cities — $235. (additional units at 15^
each); all three cities — $280 (additional units at 15ff each).
For groups of 5 or more, on-camera
rates begin at a minimum of $71 for
1-5 units, wind up at a total of $261
for 175 units plus 20^ apiece for all

A 20-year track record for KMPC's market
Each weekday morning for nearly Angeles radio station at the time.
20 years at 8:15 a.m. Pacific Time
Who listens? "Our own customKMPC Los Angeles listeners have
ers," replies Murray Ward, senior
heard a telephone ring and a friendly
partner of Hutton's southwest divibut businesslike feminine voice say:
sion, "and prospects who tell our
"E. F. Hutton & Co. The market?
salesmen they have heard and enJust a moment."
joyed the broadcasts. And our competitors say that their switchboards
After a short pause a man's voice
go dead from 8:15 to 8:25 each
takes over with "This is Charles
morning, so it looks as if their
Stone"' and continues with a detailed
rundown of opening prices on the customers listen to us too. Women
New York Stock Exchange, which
listen as well as men. Originally,
has been active for an hour by that the telephone girl opening announcetime, and the changes from the closment concluded '. . . just a moment,
ing prices of the previous day. Then
sir,'
but
we got so many complaints
comes an assortment of financial
from women that we knocked the
and business news items received
'sir' off."
"over the private wires of E. F. word
In New
York or other large cities
Hutton & Co." The 10-minute pro- where businessmen commute by
gram closes with significant quotatrain or other public transportation,
tions from the New York board as
an 8:15 a.m. broadcast would proof 1 1 a.m. EST.
bably not pay, Mr. Ward observes.
The Hutton financial newscast is
sandwiched between 15 minutes of But in Los Angeles, it's ideal, bemost of the city's executives
general news and five minutes of are on causethe
way to their offices in
sports talk in an 8-8:30 a.m. half- their own automobiles at that time.
hour interlude in KMPC's early They are in no position to read the
morning disc jockey programming.
morning newspaper, but are readily
The pattern was established in 1941
available to whatever comes to them
when Leigh Crosby of Barton A. through their car radios.
Stebbins Advertising, agency for
Action = "We get more action
Hutton's Los Angeles operation at out of a radio announcement than
that time, first suggested the use of
radio by the brokerage firm. When
Hutton agreed to try the broadcast
medium, Mr. Crosby persuaded
KMPC to adopt the half-hour news
format. It has remained that way
ever since.
Q & A ■ But isn't the number of
morning radio listeners who are interested in stock market news too
small to be of value to either sponsor or station? Doesn't KMPC lose
the major part of its audience to
other stations at 8:15?
The nearly 20-year uninterrupted
run of the financial newscasts indicates that the answer to those
questions is no. And that reply is
underlined by the rating figures.
The September-October Pulse shows
KMPC with a Monday-Friday,
8:15-8:30 a.m., average rating of
5.6, higher than any other Los
32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Mr. Stone
His only show

additional units. One city of the topmarket trio costs $145 (additional units
are priced in accordance with the formula, commencing at 26 units) ; two
cities — $195 (additional units cost
150) ; three cities — $240 (additional
units at 15?> each). Rates for groups
off-camera also are spelled out in the
SAG summary.
For program commercials the wildspot method of complication does not
apply. Instead these commercials are
classified by A (in more than 20 cities),

reports
from a newspaper ad on the same
subject," Mr. Ward states, "two to
three times the response. When we
make an offer on the air, such as
one of our monthly economic surveys, the calls start pouring in the
minute the announcement is finished
and they keep up all day, with mail
requests coming in for several days
Since the Hutton broadcasts beafterwards."
gan on KMPC on Aug. 25, 1941,
the company has changed agencies
several times (Lennen & Newell,
Beverly Hills, Calif., now handles
the account with Ted Huston as account executive). There was also
a swift-changing succession of announcers until, some 15 years ago,
a KMPC staff announcer named
Charles Stone auditioned for the
job and has had it ever since. Today, the Hutton broadcast is the
only one he makes. He is now a
registered representative with the
New York Stock Exchange (which
means he is licensed to sell securities) and the rest of his time is
spent actively handling accounts.
The program's format has changed
s'ightly from time to time, but the
commercials are essentially the same
today as they were in 1941, emphasizing the numerous offices Hutton maintains
for its
customers'
convenience and the
numerous
services
it offers for their security and profit.
Up to seven years ago, the broadoriginated
KMPC's
Since casts
then
theyin have
beenstudios.
made
from the floor of the boardroom,
where Mr. Stone keeps a microphone and the necessary technical
apparatus in the drawers of his desk.
Following the success of the
broadcasts in Los Angeles, the firm
has inaugurated similar series, all
Monday-Friday, in the morning in
San Francisco and San Diego, at
noon in Fresno and in the early
evening in the resort city of Palm
Springs. There are two broadcasts
a day in Phoenix, morning and
noon, and in Tucson, morning and
evening.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

Advertisers with a stake in young America can bank
on this-no where in the Carolinas will you find children's
program strength to match that of WSOC-TV. This better
television fare for small fry complements the over-all
program structure that changed audience patterns here
in your 25th largest television market. Buy right. Buy
WSOC-TV-one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC

and WSOC-TV

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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Four department stores share fashion previews
host and hostess of Family. Once
WNBC-TV New York has been
mat itself may perhaps give clues to
during each half-hour, Miss Knox
extensions of the "Preview" idea in
hammering away at the retail market the past few years, working out
describes two garments shown in ap- one show alone. The program includes daily weather reports, features
propriate settings by the models and
formats all the time to suit the situaat the end of the commentary gives on cooking, sewing, furnishing and
tion. The latest evolutionary step
other all-family topics, as well as
a 10-second commercial identifying
brings together four department
the store where each dress may be performances of the Ritts family of
stores in a weekly "fashion preview"
programmed within an existing daily bought and the price. It amounts to sophisticated "adult" puppets. "Famsomething like 70 seconds for each
ily" has a variety of participating
morning show, Family.
accounts.
store at a participating commercial
Participants are R. H. Macy & fee that includes time, talent and all
WNBC-TV has a number of retail
accounts in the house and has
production charges yet is below the
Sons (through Grey Adv.), Stern's
(Ash & Engleman), Abraham & announcement rate.
worked out innovations for clients
Strauss (Tele-Sales Inc.) and Bamfrom time to time, including occaGeorge Pitt, WNBC-TV salesman
sional local specials. One pioneered
who has put in a good bit of time
berger's
(Grey).
The
first
two
have
main stores in New York, A & S in
the past two years on retail assignby the station and Macy's last spring,
a half-hour introduction of the seaments, thinks this plan has a big poBrooklyn and Bamberger's in Newark, a division of R. H. Macy &
tential for other stores and other
son's new fashions, caught fire the
Sons.
following fall in New York and
types of merchandise if it clicks.
Family, an entertainment-service
Last week's show was only the secaround the country. Macy's has a
continuing daytime campaign on
show on daily 9-10 a.m., presents the
ond "Fashion Preview" and station
and clients are checking results now.
WNBC-TV to sell specific merchan"Fashion Preview" every Thursday
dise. This, too, has had imitators
The first schedule runs six weeks,
in two short segments, one each halflocally
and in other markets. Estabhour. The stores get live-model demwith each Thursday's "Preview" deonstration with the commentator
lished retail clients of WNBC-TV invoted to a specific type of garment —
services of Carol Knox, who is a holiday wraps, party dresses, furs,
clude several menswear stores, a recetc.
ord store, appliance store and many
featured personality with Paul and
others.
Mary Ritts, puppeteer team who are
Possibilities ■ The "Family" forB (6-20 cities) and C (1-5 cities), with
New York weighed at 11 cities and
L.A. and Chicago at 7 cities each.
Class A ■ Class A program commercial rates for principals on-camera start
at $95 for the first use within a 13-week
cycle under the new contract compared
to $80 formerly). The second use pays
the principal $70 (formerly $55); the
third use $60 (formerly $55); fourth
to 13th uses $57 each (formerly $55),
14th to 20th uses $15 (formerly $9.62);
all over 20 are $10 each (formerly
$9.62). Class A program commercial
rates for principals off camera start with
$70 for a single use (up from $55) and
like the on-camera rate are less for each
successive use to $7.50 for all above 20
(formerly $7.43). For 13 uses in 13
weeks the new rate for principals on
camera is $615, compared to $580 previously, with additional uses at $51
apiece.
Off
camera,
$485 each.
vs. $425,
with additional
uses atit's$36.60
The
SAG summary also details group oncamera and off-camera class A program commercial rates.
For class B program commercials the
new rate for principals on-camera is
$210 (formerly $170); for principals
off-camera the rate is now $150 (formerly $125); groups from 3-4 on camera now get $178.50 each; of 5 or more,
$157.50; off-camera group rates are
$57.50 each for 3-4; $50 for 5 or more.
New rates for class C program commercials principals on camera $145
(formerly $120); principals off camera,
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

$95 (formerly $80); groups on comera,
3-4, $123.25, 5 or more, $108.75;
groups off camera, 3-4, $50, 5 or more,
$50.Six-month rates ■ For dealer commercials the old one-year contract rates
are eliminated with six-month rates
substituted: principals on camera, now
$450 (formerly $375); principals off
camrea, $410 (formerly $250); groups
of three or more on camera, $450;
groups off camera, 3-4 $145, (5 or
Cruel, cruel KOOL
Timebuyers in New York fighting slush and transportation difficulties, due to the 17-inch snowfall, could think of sunny Phoenix
last week. Starting last Thursday
(Dec. 15) and to run for three
more days, a spot was aired during the morning stint of Jack
Sterling on WCBS radio. The 30second announcement, placed directly by KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, mentioned the snow and cold
weather in the East, gave the
temperature
in Phoenix
"in the
sun beside all
those swimming
pools"
mentioned:
bet
all the and
timebuyers
in New"I'llYork
are trying to get out there right
now. But if you are a timebuyer
and cannot get to Phoenix you
can get the full Phoenix market
story" by calling the station.

more, $125). Cost of off-camera signatures now ranges from $45 for members of groups of 5 or more on class C
program commercials to $235 for individuals for class A program commercials; the range was formerly from $35
to $170.
The final section of the SAG summary of the new contract, added "imincludes: portant improvements in conditions,"
■ New limits imposed on exclusivity.
Scaled players may now be required to
give exclusivity only for competitive
products.
"Only
players
double scale for
session
and receiving
use payment
required
to grant complete
Players receiving
scale plusexclusivity."
10% may
be required to grant exclusivity beyond
a competitive product but short of complete exclusivity. SAG points out that
formerly there was no limitation on exclusivity requirements.
■ The use and re-use fees covered
Canadian and Mexican as well as U. S.
showings but a new provision requires
other foreign showings of the commercial to "be the subject of individual bargaining with the player at not less than
an ■additional
session offee."
The maximum
use for seasonal
commercials is reduced from 39 monthsto two consecutive seasons.
■ The maximum period of use and
re-use off camera is reduced from 30"
months to 24 months.
■ Time of payment is set at 10 days
after service rendered for session fees,
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 19601
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"We invited every employee in the company
to come along with us on the Payroll Savings
Plan and invest in U.S. Savings Bonds regularly. The response was excellent. People appreciate having the tough job of saving done for
them— and a lot of them took time to thank us
for it. And besides feeling good about building
a nest-egg, they're proud to be part of an effort
that helps keep our country strong. This Plan
'{ makes them feel they 'belong,' and that's the
>est kind of personnel relations."
If your company hasn't gotten around to
tutting in the Payroll Savings Plan, contact
'our State Savings Bonds Director and let him
ihow you how simple the Plan really is. Get his
sxperienced help in presenting the Plan to your
>rganization. Or write Savings Bonds Division,
J. S. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C.

ALL U.S. SAVINGS BONDS -OLD

OR NEW— EARN

MORE THAN BEFORE i
I
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21 days after commencement of cycle
for wildspots, 21 days after each use
for class A program commercials and
14 days after commencement of cycle
class B and C program commercials.
Penalties for late payment are set at
$1.50 a day for the first five days
and $2.50 a day thereafter up to a
maximum of $25.
■ Dealer identifications and tags: on
camera — $25 each; off camera — $15
each.
■ Singers' contracts now call for a
five-minute rest period in each hour of
recording.
■ Female players now will be given
an allowance of $7.50 per garment for
evening wear.
Ad Council support cited
as answer to tv critics
Some 300 top echelon Hollywood
broadcasting, advertising and production executives were thanked Dec. 7
for supporting a total of 14 major
campaigns of The Advertising Council and giving some help to 63 other
council public service campaigns. The
thanks were expressed by Edwin Ebel.
advertising vice president of General
Foods, vice chairman of the council
and chairman of its national television
and radio committee, at the council's
annual Hollywood luncheon.
In the last year, almost $182 million
worth of advertising — time, space and
talent — were contributed to council
campaigns by the nation's communications services, he said. Network commercials alone, Mr. Ebel stated, delivered over 17 billion tv-radio home
impressions last year. He cited this as
an effective answer to the "unwarranted
criticism of television in its role as a
public servant."
James Aubrey, president, CBS-TV.
said that it had been relatively easy to
obtain cooperation of sponsors of full
programs in using council campaign announcements on their shows, but the
hour-long multi-sponsored programs
had presented a more difficult problem.
He said CBS-TV has solved the problem
by ordering all of these shows clipped
by 10 seconds for a council message,
beginning in January. Walter Scott, executive vice president, NBC-TV, said
that all producers of programs for this
network had been told to cooperate
fully with the council. Oliver Treyz,
president, ABC-TV, said that this network had ordered the inclusion of a
10-second council spot in all programs.
Rep appointments...
■ WLUK-TV Green Bay, Wis., and
WLUC-TV Marquette, Mich, (both
Morgan Murphy Stations) : Young
Television Corp., N. Y.
■ KRML Carmel, Calif.: The Boiling
Co.

ENDORSEMENT

FOR

PUBLIC

Three tv advertisers relate sales
Public affairs programming received
a strong endorsement from three network tv advertisers — each of them a
regular sponsor of a public affairs series
this season — at an Academy of Television Arts & Sciences discussion Dec.
13 in New York.
Increased sales and an influx of
viewers' letters point up audience approval of public affairs sponsorship,
agreed Peter Peterson, executive vice
president, Bell & Howell Co.; David
Burke, manager, institutional programs,
General Electric Corp., and Thomas
Adams, supervisor, television programs,
Young & Rubicam, agency for Gulf
Oil Co.
Seated with the sponsor representatives on the ATAS panel moderated by
Robert L. Foreman, executive vice
president, BBDO, were: Irving Gitlin,
executive producer, creative projects,
NBC News & Public Affairs; Robert
Lang, vice president, administration,
CBS News, and Alfred Schneider, vice
president, administration, ABC-TV.
They discussed the increased attention
being given public affairs programming
by advertisers, networks and agencies.
Among the public affairs sponsorship
motivations cited by advertisers:
■ There is a buyers' market for the
programs, advertisers are able to secure
the most advantageous purchase arrangement.
■ Controversial programs tend to
stimulate greater sponsor identification
than the run-of-the-mill format of most
It isn't stereo, but. . .
In an inter-media arrangement
as novel as the New Year, KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles will sponsor
the Jan. 2 Spanish language radio
broadcast of the Tournament of
Roses Parade on KWKW Pasadena. Concurrently, KTTV will
be telecasting the event, with Pacific Telephone as its sponsor.
KWKW will tell its audience to
tune their tv sets to KTTV, then
turn out the sound and replace it
with the Spanish description of
the parade on KWKW. The
KTTV commercials on KWKW,
which will promote the tv station's nighttime programming,
v/ill be placed at different times
than the Pacific Telephone spots
on KTTV to prevent any conflict
between video and audio. The
unique cross-media set-up was arrangedviceby Jack
O'Mara,
advertising
president
of KTTV,
and William J. Beaton, general
manager of KWKW.

AFFAIRS

and audience impact
entertainment programs.
■ These programs provide advertisers
with the opportunity to appeal to the
growing maturity of the American audience.
Now in its third year of public affairs
sponsorship, Bell & Howell's policy, as
stated by Mr. Peterson, is: "It's good
for business. Sponsor identification is
higher . . . brand image goes up . . .
and Bell & Howell must focus on what
is He
goodcontinued:
for us." "All our studies show
that the vast majority of the total audience approves of Bell & Howell's public
affairs programming." As for the opposition elements of the audience, it was
Mr. Peterson's contention that "universal approval is not altogether an advantage" as when programs get to the
point where it's a case of "the bland
leading
the bland."
Fan Mail
■ Mr. Burke said GE gets
its greatest encouragement to continue
public affairs sponsorship from the
amount of mail received from viewers.
GE was particularly impressed with
the more than 10,000 letters received
after its recent "Influential Americans"
special program on CBS-TV. Mr.
Schneider cited the heavy mail received
by ABC-TV's Ralston Purina-sponsored
Expedition series.
Questions as to whether the networks should buy public affairs programs from outside producers provoked
heated discussion among the network
executives. Mr. Gitlin climaxed his
argument against non-network programs
with a statement that a network staff
operates under management's mandate
and that this involves "the freedom to
make mistakes." Mr. Gitlin also asserted that because the public affairs
area is new and "staffs are just learning
how to do these things [shows] . . .
the networks must do their own to
provide feedback into the organization."
Mr. Schneider countered that it's
ABC's policy to develop wherever it
can lictoward
building a even
"vigorous"
pubaffairs department
if it means
hiring outside producers. The latter
create "incan people,
competent,
people, ifcentive"
among network
he
noted,
adding that the network will
editing.
continue to hold the responsibility for

Mr. Lang asserted the "initiative"
must lie with the network: "Either we
accept the responsibility, or we farm it
Mr. Peterson said he agrees the networks do not have to make money on
public affairs. He said, "It is a service
they should provide . . . like a public
utility . . . and they have a responsi-
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out."

bility" to carry these programs. "Why
can't a network afford to lose $1-2
million a year," he asked, pointing out
that Bell & Howell spends 6 or 7%
of its income on development and research each year. Mr. Lang said "no
network makes money on public affairs.
We kid ourselves if we think they do."
However, Mr. Lang added that Firestone's Eyewitness to History series "is
now paying its way."
The overall importance of public affairs presentations on television seemed
to be summed up by Mr. Gitlin's remark that "anyone who participates in
a pervasive medium like television has
a responsibility to the part that tv plays
in the safety of this nation."
Inaugural

tv coverage

to follow '57 pattern
Sponsorship of the Presidential Inaugural Day ceremonies Jan. 20 will
follow the same general basic rules
that applied to coverage of the major
party conventions last summer.
Network and Inaugural Committee
representatives agreed on procedure for
the ceremonies at a Dec. 15 meeting
in Washington. In general the coverage will follow the pattern of the
1957 inauguration.
NBC-TV has announced that Purex
Corp., South Gate, Calif, (bleach,
cleansers) will sponsor the five to six
hours of coverage of the Capitol-toWhite House parade up to the inaugural ball (Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
Actual swearing-in of President Kennedy and his inaugural address will
be carried by all radio and tv networks
on a public service basis.
Hanes Hosiery Inc., New York, has
bought the 45-minute CBS-TV inaugural ball coverage through J. R.
Flanagan Adv. Agency, New York.
Representatives of the networks
agreed they would prefer to pick up
only one of the two inaugural balls,
to be held at the Washington Armory
and Sheraton Park Hotel. They said
their preference would be 11:15-12
midnight at the Armory, provided the
new President makes an appearance
at that time.
An early recommendation that networks pay part of the cost of erecting
stands where cameras are placed appears to have been laid aside. The networks are participating in inaugural
financing as guarantors.
Sponsor copy-content material will
be submitted to the inaugural committee on a courtesy basis, following
the method that prevailed at the Democratic convention. Good taste will be
the usual criterion.
Among those who conferred Dec.
15 were J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox stations, assistant to General Chairman
Edward H. Foley of the inaugural
40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Madison

Ave. courier makes

Desperate situations require desperate measures. On the agency
front in New York last Monday
(Dec. 12), Madison Ave. and its
environs shivered under a 17-inch
snow blanket, stopping all wheels.
But one agency executive could not
be stopped from his appointed
rounds. Bruce M. Dodge (standing,
1), executive vice president of North
(what else?) Adv., rented a horse,
sleigh and driver from one of a few
remaining Manhattan stables to call

group in charge of radio-tv; Sam
Brightman, publicity director for the
inauguration; Jack Christie, radio-tv
director of the inauguration; Lewis W.
Shollenberger, CBS; Robert Fleming,
ABC, and Elmer Lower, NBC.
The Purex buy on NBC-TV was
placed early in the autumn but not
announced until late November. The
cost of time and production has been
estimated at $250,000. Purex agency
is Edward H. Weiss Co., Chicago.

'McCaU's'

tries for

more tv use of its 'tag'
McCaU's magazine is revving up its
"use-tested" tag merchandising and has
retained a broadcast commercial spokeswoman for qualified advertisers. Miss
Duncan MacDonald, national and regional network personality, will be McCaU's "Katherine Austin," assigned to
appear in radio-tv commercials for advertisers that want to promote the McCaU's use-tested tag. She also will coinadvertisers' sales and promotion operate
campaigns.
Although the use-tested program is

appointed

rounds

on clients. His first stop was at Lanvin Parfums Inc., located in the Savoy-Hilton Hotel on Fifth Ave.,
where Edouard Cournand (standing,
r), president of Lanvin, told his
plight about missing scheduled
Christmas deliveries. Agency-client
services reached a notably warm
point as Messrs. Dodge and Cournand loaded the sleigh with scented
parcels and glided off to Saks Fifth
Avenue and other stores.

about five years old, the tag has had
little exposure on the air. The Katherine
Austin broadcast program will be used !
to bring in more blue-chips. Since inception of the testing, 237 products have
been tested in McCaU's laboratory and
received the tag, which gives the consumer detailed product information.
Current use-tested advertisers include
makers of large appliances, home furnishings, rugs, cosmetics and other j
merchandise. The magazine publishes
occasional articles about the tests.
Miss MacDonald has been in tv since
1950, serving with the old DuMont
network, NBC-TV's Home, more recently the Yankee Network and during the
past year the Women's Broadcasting
Syndicate.
She also is a writer and cookbook author.
RAB plans cash awards
Radio Advertising Bureau will make
major cash awards in 1961 to creators
of the best new radio commercials during the year.
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president,
said incentive awards of $1,000, $500
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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tee, will personally handle the account
and will make all time and space buys.
Red Skelton visits his sponsor's 'home'
neyed to Racine several weeks ago to
Comic Red Skelton, now recupertape the program. The telecast is
ating from a diaphragm hernia operation in Hollywood, packed his lugto kick off Johnson's 75th
gage and cameras last month for his designed
anniversary celebration, to be observed in 1961. The taping session
taped telecast on CBS-TV Dec. 27.
lasted four days and included a crew
The tv personality originated his postof 50 people from the comic's reguChristmas program from the "home"'
lar cast, plus H. F. Johnson, board
of his sponsor — in this case, the Racine (Wis.) headquarters of S. C. chairman; Howard M. Packard, presJohnson & Son.
ident, and William N. Connolly, vice
In addition, the show represents a president, all Johnson executives.
zenith in sponsor identification, since
The wax product firm recently
the entire show will be built around
picked up the remaining alternateweek sponsorship of The Red Skelthe
tives. sponsor's plant and its executon Show, with the departure of Pet
Mr. Skelton and his crew jour- Milk Co. in January.

■ Arnold Bakers Inc., Port Chester,
N. Y., appoints Donahue & Coe, N. Y.,
as advertising agency for full line of
breads, rolls, cookies, and specialty
items.
■ The Endicott Johnson Corp., Endicott, N. Y., shoe manufacturers, appointsagency.
Hicks & Greist, N. Y., as advertising
■ The Pearson Candy Co., Minneapolis,
manufacturer of nationally distributed
candies, appoints Knox Reeves, that
city, as its advertising agency, effective
Jan. 1, 1961.
■ Bowman Dairy Co., Chicago, appoints North Adv., that city, to handle
advertising for Bow-Cal new 900 calorie dietary weight reduction food.
Product will be introduced in Chicago
market shortly.
■ Elanco Products Co., Indianapolis, a
division of Eli Lilly & Co., appoints
Henderson Advertising Agency Inc.,
Greenville, S. C, to handle advertising
for a new line of lawn and garden
chemical products to be introduced this
spring.
Deadline
radio-tv

nearing
ad

for

contest

H. M. Packard, president, S. C. Johnson & Son, and Harry Ackerman, president, Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, have accepted invitations of
the Hollywood Advertising Club to
serve as final judges for the HAC International Broadcasting Awards competition. Afirst in tv-radio history, the
contest is open to advertising agencies,
broadcasters, commercial producers or
anyone else wishing to submit radio and
television commercials broadcast anywhere in the world during the calendar
year of 1960. Television commercials
may be in
mercialsany
must belanguage.
in English.Radio com-

No, this isn't the aftermath of Hurricane Donna. It's the aftermath
of Hurricane Kadiddlehopper (alias
Red Skelton) — and his efforts as a
and $250 will be made during 1961. He
reported that rules of the contest will
be circulated among the nation's advertisers and agencies during the next
few months. This marks the first time
that RAB is offering cash awards. Golden record plaques are presented every
year by RAB to the agencies and advertisers responsible for the "most effective" radio commercials.
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mail boy in Johnson's Wax plant in
Racine, Wis., where the Dec. 27
"Red Skelton Show" was taped for
showing on CBS-TV.
Agency

appointments...

■ Candy-Gram, Chicago, (Western
Union's candy-with-telegram service)
appoints Cole, Fischer & Rogow, N. Y.,
as its advertising agency. A nationwide
radio campaign is being launched immediately toreach Christmas shoppers,
the agency reported. Arthur A. Fischer,
chairman of CF&R's executive commit-

In announcing the first two of the
final judges, Don Estey, IBA chairman,
pointed out that the deadline for the
receipt of entries in Hollywood is Dec.
31. He urged prospective contestants
who have put off sending in their checks
to do so immediately and promised
that the kits which the club has prepared for the entries (discs for radio,
film for tv) will be sent airmail to
enable the entries to reach the club by
the deadline date. Anyone who has
not yet requested the brochure containing the entry blank should do so by airmail or preferably telegram or radiogram, Mr. Estey said.
About 400 entries had been received
as of last Wednesday (Dec. 14), Mr.
Estey reported, noting that those from
countries overseas were just starting to
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

Us

WDAY

sure

get

the

cave

men

WIMMIN!

Every audience survey ever made around Fargo shows that
WDAY Radio has always had far more listeners than any
other station. Now the latest survey — a 55-county Pulse
Area Report made March 1-28, 1960 — repeats the story.
Monday

thru Friday, WDAY

Radio has 166,400 women

listeners — 45% more women than Station B. Also 114.660
men listeners — 67% more men than Station B!
The reasons? Well, it can't be our glamorous youth,
because we are one of the oldest radio stations in the U.S.A.
So maybe it's our cave-man strength and beauty. We dunno.
Why don't you ask PGW?

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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INC.,

arrive. Great Britain, with 22 entries
to date, leads the foreign nations in
number of commercials submitted in
the competition.
Final judging by Messrs. Ackerman
and Packard and other top echelon
executives from broadcasting and advertising will occur Feb. 6, 1961, in
Hollywood. The following evening,
Feb. 7, the first IB A winners will be
announced and the awards presented to
the winners at a banquet, to be held
at the Moulin Rouge in Hollywood.
The final judges will make their selections from the top 10 entries in each
of nine categories of television commercials and seven classes of radio
spots. These top 10 in each class will
be chosen by committees of preliminary
judges, producers for tv, radio station
executives for radio. The judges will
also make two special awards for the
best commercial of all local tv and
radio entries regardless of category, and
a sweepstakes award for the best commercial entered in the competition,
radio or tv, local or national (or
international).
The television awards are broken
down by length of spot and whether
they are live action or animation or a
combination of the two techniques. The
radio awards are also classified by
length and into musical or spoken spots.
In addition, six technical awards will
be made for tv, for the best direction,
editing and camera work in both live
action or animation.
Civil War data aid
A committee on advertising has been
formed on a volunteer basis to aid advertisers and agencies on observance of
the 100th anniversary of the Civil War,
in cooperation with the Civil War Centennial Commission.
The committee will prepare a pamThe emotional

impact
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tie-ins with the cenphlet
for radio, tv, newspapers and
tennialsuggesting
magazines. Another function will be to
direct interested advertisers to Civil
War experts who can provide them with
historically accurate information. In the
objectionable statet and sectional
past incorrec
resentment,
ments have caused
the commission said.
Kermit V. Sloan, Curtis Pub. Co.,
Philadelphia, is chairman of the group.
Vice chairman is Lloyd Howard, head
of his own New York advertising agency. R. C. (Jim) Brown and George C.
Whipple Jr., both of BBDO, New York,
are secretary and publicity director,
respectively.
M-E gets NBC

ad business

NBC last week appointed McCannErickson, New York, to handle its advertising, effective March 1961, replacing Grey Adv., New York, which has
had the account for seven years. Billing
is estimated at $2 million. Emerson
Foote, M-E president, will supervise the
NBC account.
Grey circulated a memorandum to its
staff, announcing that it had resigned the
NBC account but gave no reason for the

of words

"For generous savings, hurry to
your neighborhood grocery and get
some of Blugg's rich, magic instant
heavy whipped cream, ladies!" This
approach to women customers, occasionally used by radio copywriters,
is low in "emotional impact," according to a survey conducted by
KOL Seattle.
The station sent printed questionnaires to a random sample of women
listeners who had been in contact
with them for some purpose. Of the
250 sent, 138 were filled in and returned.
Popular radio copy words such as
"saving,""'economical," "rich," "generous," "sophisticated," and "magic"
had little emotional impact on the
distaff audience. "Rhythm," "excite44

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking the American Research Bureau. These
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, ChiRating
week Dec. 8-14 as rated by the cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Network
Date
Program
and
Time
27.7
Peter Pan (7:30 p.m.)
Thur., Dec. 8
NBC-TV
Flintstones (8:30 p.m.)
35.1
Fit, Dec. 9
ABC-TV
27.2
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Sat., Dec. 10
CBS-TV
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
Sun., Dec. 11
CBS-TV
36.4
Mon., Dec. 12
Bob Hope (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
26.0
33.5
Tues., Dec. 13
Garry Moore (10 p.m.)
27.2
CBS-TV
Perry Como (9 p.m.)
Wed., Dec. 14
NBC-TV
Research Bureau

on women

ment," "relax," and "lovable" were
the words most women associated
with fun or enjoyment. The term
"masculine" struck a responsive
chord with 35.5% of the ladies while
"feminine" appealed to 28.3%, but
words with male connotation such
as "heavy," "strong," and "powerful"
drew lowrelatively
ratings. high
The (39.9%)
word "color"
ranked
and
the colors that meant fun to the
housewife were: red (19.6%); green
(18.8%); blue (17.4%) and yellow
(9.4%).
Copies of the condensed results of
the station's word-impact survey are
offered free to agencies, copywriters
and other interested parties. Write
Robert Ward, KOL, Harbor Island,
Seattle 4, Wash.

action. The memo stressed that Grey
will continue to handle the business of
the RCA Victor division, which, like
NBC, is a unit of RCA.
C.E. Frank

affiliates

with Weekley

& Valenti

An affiliation agreement with Weekley & Valenti, Houston agency, has
been announced by Clinton E. Frank
in a move designed to coordinate advertising for its newly-acquired $3.5 million Continental Oil Co. account.
Though each agency will continue to
operate autonomously they have evolved
a coordinated operational procedure
geared for "maximum efficiency and
creativity" on behalf of the broadcastminded Conoco account. Frank inherited the account from Benton & Bowles
effective Dec. 1 . W & V has been handling
promotion in
anditscollateral
material forsalesContinental
27 state area
and its co-partners, Weldon T. Weekley
and Jack J. Valenti, have had wide experience in the petroleum business
(both formerly were associated with
Humble Oil Co.).
Radio and tv timebuying will be handled primarily out of Frank's Chicago
headquarters office where the account
will be serviced.
AFA plans ahead
The Advertising Federation of America is looking ahead. The 1964 convention will be held in St. Louis, it was
announced last week by AFA Board
Chairman James S. Fish, advertising
vice president of General Mills, Minneapolis. The 1963 meeting will be in
Atlanta, 1962 in Denver and 1961 Washington, D. C.
The 1963 and 1964 locations are
based on decisions made at the AFA
board's last meeting, with details presumably to be worked out later. Washington convention dates are May 27-31
and the following year in Denver it will
be June 24-27 for a joint meeting between the AFA and Advertising Assn.
of the West. Last spring's AFA convention was in the organization's headquarters city, New York.
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Nothing

Outshouts

Quality

and

Integrity

Broker

group

studies

national grocery ads
An almost plaintive plea for greater
cooperation among food brokers, grocery manufacturers and advertising
agencies, in the preparation of advertising campaigns, issues from the pages
of an exhaustive survey of food brokers
across the nation.
The survey was conducted by the
National Food Brokers Assn. and
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc. in
an effort to learn why some national
grocery advertising is not successful
at the local level. More than 1,000
food brokers, or 53% of those queried,
returned fully completed questionnaires.
The report reveals that brokers accept the importance of national advertising. But, it also shows that brokers
feel there is "a lack of communication
between the market planners at headquarters— or in the advertising agency
— and the sales force in the field."
Brokers are demonstrated as believing that their knowledge of local areas
— gained through years of living and
working in them — is not being utilized.
The complete report, which together
with associated material, runs to 82
pages, is being mailed to all NFBA
members.
Creativity held vital
in all agency areas
Creativity extends beyond copy and
art to other agency activities and creative ability is just as important in the
hiring of personnel as a knowledge of
media statistics, according to a midwest agency executive.
Addressing consumer media representatives in Minneapolis, Ralph Klapperich, vice president and media director
of Knox Reeves Adv., pointed out that
words and pictures are merely tools

for expressing creativity. Production,
research, account and media people all
can and should have ideas which can
be translated into a creative approach
for solving media problems, he told
the representatives attending an agency
open house Nov. 29-30. Mr. Klapperich cited Knox Reeves' management
policy encouraging creativity at all department levels.
Howard Jones, another Knox Reeves
vice president and speaker, challenged
the sameness of too many products and
advertising messages, particularly commercials, and called for more creativity
in building a distinctive product image.
Business briefly...
Philip Morris Inc. (Leo Burnett) and
Hygrade Products Corp. (W. B. Doner)
bought national sponsorship of NBCTV's coverage of the National Football
League championship game in Philadelphia Dec. 26 (Monday), which also
will be sponsored on a regional basis by
the following advertisers: National
Brewing Co. (W. B. Doner); Liebmann
Breweries (Foote, Cone & Belding);
Falstaff Brewing (Dancer-FitzgeraldSample) ;Standard Oil of Indiana
(D'Arcy); Standard Oil of Ohio (McCann-Marschalk);Hills Brothers Coffee
(N. W. Ayer & Son), and Theo F.
Hamm Brewing (Campbell-Mithun).
Stephen F. Whitman & Sons (candy),
Philadelphia, has signed to sponsor the
Feb. 7 special program in NBC-TV's
Story of Love series (Tue., 10-11 p.m.
EST). Whitman will sponsor a tv adaptation of W. Somerset Maugham's A
String of Beads. Agency: N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, has
picked up one-half of ABC-TV's telecast of the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts & Sciences' annual Oscar
awards ceremonies slated for next April
17. Program starts at 10:30 p.m. EST

A strengthened for woman s nails
Following up on a fast west coast
start, Lanolin Plus next month will
break a national campaign for the new
Color Plus polish with nail strengthened Buying day and night tv minutes
in the top 30 markets, the client is
emphasizing tv in media plans and
expects to expand the market list as
distribution is completed. The "beauty
shot" at right is a frame from a series
of commercials prepared by Daniel &
Charles, New York, agency for Lanolin
Plus. Morton Edell, president of the
Newark, N.J., cosmetic company, and
Joseph Chira, advertising director, said "unprecedented." Color Plus sells
results of test marketing in California,
for $1 plus tax in stores and also is
in use in beauty shops.
supported heavily by tv minutes, were
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and runs about two hours. Agency:
Grey Adv., N. Y.
Studebaker-Lark has expanded the lineup of stations that will carry the new
Mr. Ed half-hour tv film series from
106 to 115. Several additional stations
may be added before the show goes on
the air in early January. StudebakerLark estimates that its total costs for
the program will run more than $3 million. Agency:
and New
York. D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis
Joseph Schlitz Brewing (J. Walter
Thompson), Liggett & Myers Tobacco
(Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample) , Carter
Products (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles) and Bristol-Myers (Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield) have signed
to sponsor CBS-TV's Sunday Sports
Spectacular, a 13-week series spotlighting many sports events not frequently
carried on tv. The series starts on Jan.
8 (Sun., 2:30-4 p.m. EST). Among the
events to be carried are an air show,
the world bobsled championships, auto
racing and golf and billiards (the latter
two sports will feature comedian Jackie
Gleason competing with golfer Arnold
coni) . and billiard player Willie MosPalmer
Hanes Hosiery Inc., N. Y., has bought
a 45-minute CBS-TV pickup of the
Presidential Inaugural Ball from Washington and at the same time is shopping
stations for a 10-15 week tv spot campaign, through J. R. Flanagan Adv.
Agency, N. Y. Earlier NBC-TV announced sale of complete inaugural coverage to Purex Corp. (through Edward
H. Weiss Co., Chicago).
Sylvania Electric Products (Kudner),
Sofskin (Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford & Atherton) and American Sheep
Producers Council (Potts- Woodbury)
begin participation next month in ABC
Radio's Breakfast Club. Other new participants inthe weekday morning show
include A. E. Staley Mfg. (Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan) and Food
Specialties (Charles F. Hutchinson),
both starting before the end of the year
and continuing through first quarter of
1961, and an additional schedule ordered by Red Book Magazine (Lawrence C. Gumbinner).
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio, will sponsor The Man and the
Challenge, a weekly half-hour film
series, for 52 weeks on the five-station
Central American Television Network,
starting in early January. The Goodyear buy follows closely a similar purchase on same network by distributors
of Nestle products (Broadcasting,
Nov. 7). Both orders were placed
through ABC International Div. of
American
Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres.
Pepsi-Cola Co., N. Y., will join the
sponsor list of ABC Radio's new daily
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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PEOPLE
2.

2

TELEVISION

BALTIMORE 3, MD.
Represented Nationally by
THE KATZ AGENCY

feature, Flair, on Feb. 20, 1961. The
17-week order is in addition to the soft
drink company's sponsorship of ABC
Radio's
news. Agency:
BBDO, N. weekday
Y.
B. F. Goodrich (BBDO), American
Tobacco (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles), Colgate-Palmolive (Ted
Bates), Ebonite Co. (John C. Dowd),
Schick Safety Razor (Compton) and
Whitehall Labs (Ted Bates) will sponsor NBC-TV's colorcast on the 12th
annual Senior Bowl football game from
Mobile, Ala., Jan. 7.
Also in advertising...
Greetings from RAB ■ The Radio Advertising Bureau has sent its member
stations a series of 10 Christmas cards
for distribution to retail advertisers. The
cards, designed in traditional hues of
hollyberry and evergreen, combine
sentiment and sound selling advice.
They offer retailers tested promotion
or service ideas that are likely to increase Christmas sales — and each of
the suggestions can be keyed to radio
advertising. Some of the pointers:
"One retailer sent his Santa to homes
in underprivileged areas where the old
boy distributed free gifts. This makes
a fine subject for radio copy." "To
give Yule shoppers a special treat, offer
a 'treatment' for tired feet." All the
cards contain this message from the
station: "Ideas like this one are our
stock in trade. When can we discuss
them with you?"
Awards competition ■ Plans are being
made for the Sixth Annual Advertising
Awards competition of the Assn. of
Industrial Advertisers. The competition
will give awards in 10 different advertising and promotional categories. More
information is available from Jerry
Holtz, AIA awards chairman.
Daytime record ■ With $7.5 million in
new and renewed business signed in the
four-week period ending Dec. 9, ABCTV's Monday through Friday daytime
schedule (11 a.m.-5 p.m.) is 84% sold
out for the month of December and
the first quarter of 1961. The sales figure represents the highest four-week
sales record in ABC-TV's daytime history, since 1958, according to Edward
Bleier, vice president in charge of daytime sales. In the past six months,
ABC-TV increased the number of different sponsors for its daytime schedule
by 110%, with the current total at 77
advertisers.
Learn while you work ■ The League of
Advertising Agencies will co-sponsor an
advertising work-in-training course at
New York City College's Bernard M.
Baruch School of Business and Public
Administration. A liaison committee
has been formed by the league to obtain part-time employment in advertis48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Doc gets tv RX
A Georgia veterinarian, who
wants to advertise on tv but is
prohibited
by from
his profession's
code
of ethics
using any
media, admittedly has a doggone
problem on his hands. But the
Television Bureau of Advertising indicated in a letter to the
veterinarian there are more ways
than one to skin a cat. The
bureau suggested that he might
elect to sponsor a suitable program on a local station, and he
might film or tape a series of
one-minute announcements, titled
perhaps, "Critter Corner," that
could relate some interesting facts
about animals and birds. A
courtesy announcement could be
included in the one-minute spot
stating:
"The
preceding was
brought to you by Dr
as a service to all people who
love pets." TvB observed: "No
'sell' would be required ... by
using this technique. You will
be selling a point of view to
viewers — 'here is a man who by
his very conduct and manner
must surely love animals. The
next time I need someone to
take care of my pet, I want that
man to do it.' "
ing for students enrolled in the course.
The committee will interview and evaluate job candidates, recommend areas
of job training
talents
can best in
be which
utilized,each
and student's
arrange
placement interviews.
Keep senior citizens
productive, admen told
Serving the senior citizen will present
the major challenge to advertising and
merchandising during the decade ahead,
Tyler MacDonald, senior vice president
and director of marketing, Hixson &
Jorgensen, of Los Angeles, told a workshop session of the Hollywood Ad Club.
Over the past 30 years, Mr. MacDonald recalled, the challenge to advertising-sales has changed from "depression" to "war and scarcity" to
"postwar and more scarcity" and to the
"togetherness," "suburbia" and "breeding" of the 1950's. Now, he said, the
challenge is to meet the age of abundance of goods, resources and people,
especially
people.productive,
"We must keep
keep
our
seniorolder
citizens
them interested in travelling, in using,
and
enjoying,"
whatever
goodshasand
services
the American
economy
to
offer.
Mr. MacDonald also foresaw the
death of the wholesaler in the distribution pattern as a phenomenon of the

1960's. The sheer logistics are too complicated for today's fast service requirements, he said, and a more direct contact between retailer and provider is desirable and inevitable.
Dr. Raymond Jessen, project director
at Corp. for Economic & Industrial Research (CEIR) and member of threeman statistical committee studying
broadcasting ratings for the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, called
for more analysis, more fundamental
research, more experimentation to produce new market research techniques
to meet the demand of the 60's for measurements of present conditions rather
than historical data.
Record
seen

billing high

from

baseball

The American League's long-awaited
and controversial expansion movement
likely will produce an all-time high baseball radio-tv billing for 1961, if early
indications are a gauge.
New franchises in Washington and
Los Angeles and a new territory in
Minneapolis-St. Paul have triggered an
early surge which should easily surpass
baseball's $70 million record established during the 1960 season (Broadcasting, March 14).
The new Washington operation,
headed by Gen. Elwood (Pete)
Quesada, chief of the Federal Aviation
Agency, already has signed a contract
with WTOP-AM-TV Washington which
calls for more televised games (from
24 to 30) than last year in addition to
radio broadcasts of the entire schedule
(increased from 154 to 162 games).
A reliable source in the team's front
office describes the contract for radiotv rights as substantially higher than
the estimated $200,000 figure in 1960.
In Minneapolis, the Theo Hamm
Brewing
Co. largest
(Hamms
beer) baseball's
newest and
advertiser
in 1960,
has boosted its tab with a three year
contract to broadcast and telecast the
new Minneapolis Twins' (formerly the
Washington Senators) games on a seven
state regional network. The agreement
is said
to atinleast
triple the Senators'
old
contract
Washington.
Broadcasters Gene Autry, Robert O.
Reynolds and Kenyon Brown who are
heading the new Los Angeles operation
have announced a similar broadcast
setup to that employed by the rival National League's Dodgers of that city.
Early indications (Broadcasting, Dec.
12) revealed that a regional hookup
keyed from KMPC would spearhead
play-by-play of the new Angels' games.
Although television would be limited,
the Angels are said to be taking strides
forward with telecasts of a few home
games, a reversal of the Dodgers' policy
which permits only 1 1 televised games,
all away with the San Francisco Giants.
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"Inspections in depth," which include
the monitoring and taping of programming by radio stations, now is the
established practice of the FCC's 380man Field Engineering & Monitoring
Bureau, it was learned last week.
Among the reasons for the tape recordings are to check for administrative and programming practices contrary to the public interest of broadcast
licensees and to match performance vs.
promise. In this connection, the Field
Engineering & Monitoring Bureau is
working closely with the FCC's new
intelligence arm, the Complaints &
Compliance Div. of the Broadcast
Bureau.
This type of activity, however, constitutes a"relatively small fraction" of
the workload of his bureau, FE&M
Chief George Turner stressed last week.
He said the bureau's field engineers are
primarily concerned with technical violations but that when they find undesirable administrative or programming
activities, such information is turned
over to the Complaints & Compliance
Div.
When such violations are discovered,
evidence given the G-2 unit generally
will include a tape recording of the
alleged violation. John Harrington,
chief
commission's
investigative
arm, of
saidthethat
on occasion
his men
will visit a station concurrently with
field bureau personnel to check for
activities counter to the Communications Act and FCC rules.
Mr. Turner's office has been monitoring stations for years — as its name
implies — for technical violations. Occasional y in the past, it was pointed
out, the bureau referred non-technical
violations to the Broadcast Bureau. It
will in the future, however, concern
itself more and more with administrative and programming practices.
$50,000
Kittyallocated
■ Mr. an
Turner's
bureau has been
additional
$50,000 from the $150,000 appropriated by Congress for the G-2 unit, Mr.
Harrington said. The field office has
added only six new men since its duties
were increased and now has about 300
men in the field, equally divided among
engineers and monitors.
The taping of stations' programming
began on a minor scale soon after Mr.
Harrington's unit was established in
August. However, taping of each station inspected by the field bureau has
been of even more recent origin. The
intensive monitoring is part of the field
bureau's "inspection in depth" policy,
also recently inaugurated. Mr. Turner
50

closely
PROGRAMMING

monitoring
AS WELL

stressed that his office's primary responsibility still is checking for technical
violations.
"We are concerned with anything
that is contrary to the public interest,"
it was pointed out by an FCC official
last week. "Administrative or programming violations" cited as prime targets
for the tape recorders are (1) improper
identification; (2) indecent or obscene
language; (3) playing the same song
repeatedly; (4) incorrect log entries, and
(5) responsibility for violations.
Taping of a station's programming
is very helpful in checking accuracy of
logs, it was pointed out. It works this
way: Before going to a station to inspect, the engineer will have the benefit
of a taped programming. He hears a
commercial at 3:57 p.m. for "X Brand."
He then will check the station's log to
see if the commercial is logged correctly. Some instances have been found
where a station prepared its program
log hours in advance with several discrepances found.
More Detail ■ Mr. Turner said his
bureau now is making inspections in
more depth and is concerned with
greater detail than in the past. Previously, depth inspections were made
only on a sample basis but in the future
each broadcast station will receive a
"depth inspection" by the FCC at least
once during its three-year license period. Normally, this inspection will
take
shortly before the station's
licenseplace
expires.
For example, it was pointed out,
Florida stations now are being thoroughly scrutinized — including program
monitoring — as their licenses expire
Feb. 1, 1961. During the past two
months, emphasis was placed on stations in the Carolinas, whose licenses
expired Dec. 1. Next in line probably
will be Alabama and Georgia, with an
April 1 renewal date.
As it was explained last week, The
Field Engineering & Monitoring Bureau has broadened its "baseline" of
operations in line with what the FCC
feels is its responsibilities and mandate
from Congress. Again it was stressed,
however, that the increased programming activity is a minor phase of the
bureau's operation with emphasis still
placed on technical violations. Also,
broadcasting is just one of the many
communications activities policed by
the agency. Safety and special services,
marine, navigation and aeronautical
were cited as other time consuming
activities.
A Violation Is Found ■ When the

you

AS TECHNICAL

LAPSES

field engineers uncover a violation which
falls under the jurisdiction of Mr. Harrington, itimmediately is turned over
to the G-2 unit — along with tape. Mr.
Harrington said that he actually receives aminimal number of programming tapes from the field bureau. A
huge percentage are immediately erased
with the tapes used to monitor the next
station.
Length of the individual station programming put on tape varies. Originally, only a is
small
portion
of a day's
programming
taped.
However,
if a
violation is found and the tape goes
to the G-2 unit, Mr. Harrington probably will ask for a more extensive
monitoring of the station in question,
maybe as much
as investigation
a whole day'sby program ing. A field
the
Complaints & Compliance Div. then
will follow if warranted.
A charge that the FCC's field crew
is using rough tactics in dealing with
stations (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Dec. 12)
was emphatically denied last week by
a commission official. An unidentified
station has accused FCC investigators
of trying to induce employes to tell
them secretly of administrative and
programming violations with promises
that the employes would be protected.
"We have looked into that complaint
with the people involved [for FCC] and
we deny it categorically," the official
said. Signed statements have been taken
on the case, it was pointed out. The
field engineers and G-2 investigators
are instructed to ask station staffers
questions that will permit a determination that a station is operating according to the FCC's rules and in the
public interest. For example, if a violation is found in the program log
employes will be quizzed in an effort
to fix the blame and to determine if
it constituted a wilful violation, it was
stated.
Mr. Harrington said that most stations where his investigators have been
sent have written the commission praising the conduct and actions of the FCC
men. One broadcaster, he said, called
the commission immediately after the
investigators had left.
A Sound Philosophy ■ Mr. Turner
said that his field men operate under
this philosophy in issuing citations for
violations: "When in doubt, don't."
He said they are told to never start
an action which they are not sure they
can make stand up in court. "This
has said.
kept us out of a lot of trouble,"
he
Most technical violations are called
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

to the attention of the station management on the spot, he said. The inspecting engineer then will issue a cititation, if called for. Non-technical violations, however, are turned over to
Mr. Harrington for any further action.
The field engineers are "observing and
reporting" and in most instances are
beneficial to the stations inspected, it
was
pointed out. wants
"We are
doing
the commission
us to
do what
. . .
limited only by the people
available to us," Mr. Turner
Radical Departure ■ The
ming monitoring and taping
of the FE&M office constitute

for technical violations only and that
the bureau was not charged with policing any other type of violations.
All this, apparently, has been changed
by the new program of "inspections in
depth" and close liaison with the Complaints & Compliance Div. And, it
was pointed out last week, the FE&M
Bureau has only engineers and technical people in the field, with only one
attorney in the entire bureau and he is
stationed in Washington. The bureau
has no investigators on its staff.
Working closely with Mr. Turner
under the program taping policy are
Frank Kratokvil, assistant bureau chief
and head of the inspections and examination division; Paul H. Herndon Jr.,
chief of the monitoring division, and
Irving L. Weston, engineering chief.
questions

dismissal money
Laurel Broadcasting Co., competing
with Interurban Broadcasting Co. for a
new am station on 900 kc at Laurel,
Md., was ordered last week to show
under oath that a proposed $10,000 payment in return for dismissal of its application is"legitimate and prudent."
FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James
D. Cunningham
for "factual
other
data ... asked
in connection
withanda
determination of whether the expenditures made in preparing, filing and advocating . . ." the Laurel application
are in compliance with September 1960
amendments to the Communications
Act. Laurel, equally owned by Milton
Grant and James R. Bonfils, had asked
the commission to dismiss its application. In return, Mr. Grant, personality
on WTTG (TV) Washington, was to
receive $10,000 from Interurban and
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

copy for the President

we have
said.
programactivities
a radical

departure from the bureau's accepted
purposes and activities of the past.
The word "monitoring" in the title has
thrown many members of congress in
the past.
Countless times during congressional
hearings, commissioners have been
asked about the agency's program monitoring activities. In each instance, it
was explained
the with
"monitoring"
referred
to had that
to do
a search

Examiner

A leather-bound

President Eisenhower last week
accepted an engrossed leather-bound
copy of more than 70 B.M.I, radio
scripts titled The Abraham Lincoln
Story — 1809-1959 and the companion book, Lincoln for the Ages.
The presentation was made at a
White House ceremony by Carl
Haverlin (third from rt), president
of Broadcast Music Inc. and a wellknown Lincoln scholar. Others
shown are Mrs. DeWitt C. Mower,
of Richards Associates, the Washington, D.C. public relations firm
which represented the Lincoln Sequicentennial Commission; and three
of the authors who contributed to
the script series — Ralph Newman
Mr. Bonfils, former WTTG general
manager, $10.
Last October, Hearing Examiner
Thomas H. Donahue turned down the
dismissal petition on the grounds such
an agreement needed prior approval of
the FCC under amended Sec. 3 1 1 of the
act (Broadcasting, Oct. 24). Mr. Cunningham was acting last week on a new
petition, filed Nov. 25, for dismissal of
the Laurel application. Messrs. Grant
and Bonfils were given 10 days to reply.
Among provisions of Public Law 86752, signed by the President last fall,
was an amendment to Sec. 3 1 1 designed
to prohibit "payoffs" by one applicant
to another for competing facilities
(Broadcasting, Sept. 19). Under the
law, the commission can approve such
an agreement only if the sum paid is not
in excess of actual expenses of the applicant in prosecuting his application.
FTC issues payola complaint
The first payola complaint for a long
time by the Federal Trade Commission
was issued last week against three Holly-

(next to Mrs. Mower), president of
the Illinois State Historical Society;
Dr. David C. Mearns, chief of the
Manuscript Division of the Library
of Commission (second from right);
and Rep. Fred C. Schwengel of Iowa,
president of the Lincoln Group of
the District of Columbia.
BMI, the music-licensing firm
which sponsors special events in
fields other than music, prepared and
distributed the radio series as a contribution to the Lincoln Sequicentennial Year (February 1959-February 1960). President Eisenhower
was named honorary chairman of
the Lincoln Sequicentennial Commission.
wood, Calif., record makers. The complaint was issued against the now defunct Era Records Co. owned until May
1959 by Herbert Newman, Max Newman and Louis J. Bedell. They now manufacture records under separate corporate entities. The FTC charged that
the Era firm paid disc jockeys and other
broadcast personnel to play its records
on the air without disclosing this fact.
The respondents were given 30 days to
file an answer. This makes the 103rd
payola complaint issued by the FTC.
Consent judgments have been entered
in 88 cases.
Pay tv combatants
in another round
Pay tv proponents and opponents
were given the right to another round
"on the record" last week, when the
FCC said it would accept reply comments by the parties in the Hartford,
Conn., pay tv test.
The commission took the action when
it turned down a request for oral argument by the Connecticut Committee
51

Even

an

idle tv station

It's costing L. B. Wilson Inc. $8,000
a week to maintain a tv station and
staff in readiness to go on the air
on ch. 10 in Miami. And the heir
to the Miami channel (now operated
by National Airlines' WPST-TV
there) has committed itself for
$800,000.
This is what L. B. Wilson told the
U. S. Court of Appeals last week in
a motion to expedite consideration
of the request by National Airlines
to stay the FCC's luly 14 order.
The motion was filed in response
to a pre-hearing conference order
which was scheduled for last Monday (Dec. 12) at court. This conference was postponed to Dec. 19
due to the snowfall which blanketed
Washington over the weekend of
Dec. 11.
In its July 14 order the FCC revoked the 1957 ch. 10 grant to Na-

Against Pay Tv. The FCC said the replies— which actually would be rebuttals
to the proposed findings and conclusions
filed last month by the Connecticut
group opposing and by RKO General
Inc. favoring the three-year Hartford
subscription tv try out — must be filed
within 15 days after the official order
was issued.
Also denied was another request by
the anti-pay tv exhibitors' group to correct the answer by Charles H. Tower,
NAB television vice president to a question put by FCC Chairman Frederick
W. Ford. The question had to do with
the impact of pay tv on existing tv stations (Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
In favor of permitting the test was the
commission's Broadcast Bureau. It stated
it could see no objection to authorizing
the test. Opposing the RKO General application, which proposes to use its
owned ch. 18 WHCT (TV) in Hartford
as the toll-tv transmission station, was
the Hartford theatre owner group. Proposed findings were filed following a
five-day hearing before the FCC en banc
last October (Broadcasting, Oct. 31).
FAA hearing set for January
The date for the public hearing to be
held by the Federal Aviation Agency
on tall tv towers and other tall structures that might interfere with aircraft
(At Deadline, Dec. 12) is Jan. 10,
1961, according to the office of Charles
Tower, NAB tv vice president. An
FAA spokesman said that plans for the
hearing had not been finalized but that
interested groups, in addition to broadcasters (through the NAB) were the
National Real Estate Board and the
National Truckers Assn. He said he
52 (GOVERNMENT)

is expensive, L B.
tional Airlines. It found that National Airlines and two other applicants
has engaged in off-the-record contacts with FCC commissioners, and
were disqualified to receive a license.
The commission granted ch. 10 to
the remaining applicant, L. B. Wilson, which it found untarred by the
ex parte brush. It also authorized
Wilson to commence construction.
The commission's revocation order has been taken to the appellate
court by National Airlines. In addition to attacking the FCC's order,
National Airlines has challenged the
commission's authority to issue a
final decision while the remanded
case was still under the court's
jurisdiction. It has also asked for a
stay
the commission's
order.asksIt
is thisofmotion
that L. B. Wilson
be expedited. Also before the court

had not received comments on the proposed FAA rulemaking from any individual broadcast stations.
FTC

drops

effort

to get p.r. records
The Federal Trade Commission has
abandoned its attempt to get a court
order to force Los Angeles public relations firms to produce records and
give testimony regarding their efforts
to secure air plugs for their clients. On
the motion of FTC attorneys, Judge
Harry C. Westover, of the U. S. District Court in Los Angeles dismissed the
action against Dick Fishell & Assoc.,
Mary Rothschild and Vicki Raaf, doing
business as Promotions Unlimited.
The FTC had served subpoenas on
those firms, particularly seeking lists
of advertisers who have used their services to obtain name mention or product
display on radio or tv or in motion
pictures. On advice of Oliver B. Schwab,
their attorney, Fishell & Assoc. and Miss
Rothschild refused either to testify or
to provide the lists of names on the
grounds that the investigations were
being conducted in violation of statutory
and constitutional guarantees of effective
legal representation, when Mr. Schwab
was barred from actively participating
in the proceedings.
The same individuals and companies
rejected similar FCC subpoenas on the
same grounds during Los Angeles hearings on the influences of tv film producers and others on network programming (Broadcasting, Oct. 31), joining
MCA in asserting that the ruling that
attorneys take no further part in the

Wilson finds
is an appeal by North Dade Video
Inc. challenging the FCC's finding
that it used off-the-record approaches
during the 1957 Miami ch. 10 case.
L. B. Wilson has over 20 employes
on the payroll, with some having
been sent on paid vacations, the motion reported. There are approximately 60 prospective employes from
the WPST-TV operation who will
come over to WLBW-TV, (the Wilson call letters for its Miami station)
when it commences operation, it
noted.
The company built a complete
station in 42 days, the pleading
stated, and is ready to begin operating as soon as permission is granted. The FCC has maintained the
status quo in the whole matter until
15 days after the appeals court acts
stay.
on National Airlines' request for a

hearing than to consult with their clients
off the record violated the clients rights
to have proper legal presentation. Petitions filed by MCA and the public
relations firms asking a review of the
ruling of James D. Cunningham, FCC
chief hearing examiner, and the reply
of the FCC Broadcast Bureau upholding the ruling, are now before the full
FCC (Broadcasting, Dec. 12).
Ex-KIMO

owner

gets

$4 in antitrust suit
An ex-broadcaster who sued the
Kansas City Star for over $7 million
received an award of $4 in federal court
last week.
Craig Siegfried, former owner of
KIMO Independence, Mo., filed a treble
damage antitrust suit against the Kansas
City newspaper,
alleged monopolisticcharging
practicesthehadStar's
injured
his radio station and two suburban
newspapers he published. He asked for
a total of $7,350,000 in damages.
In 1957 the Star signed a consent
judgment whereby it agreed to cease
purported unfair practices challenged
by the Dept. of Justice. The decree also
required the newspaper to sell its
WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City. These
were sold in 1958 to National Theatres,
and
subsequently
to Transcontinent
Television
Corp.
The Star challenged Mr. Siegfried's
contention that he was injured financially. Mr. Siegfried acknowledged he
made several hundred thousand dollars
when he sold KIMO and his newspapers in 1958.
A jury awarded Mr. Siegfried $1 on
each of four counts.
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rcIt opened
upsuchnew
territories
us in
Not
only the obvious ones,
as increasing
the number of for
spots,
butsales
we and
find production.
that it becomes
much

more advantageous

for the small agency at the local level to buy (taped) spots on a

plan basis because these spots can be repeated with little extra charge. I cannot single out the
most important function of our Videotape* Television Recorders — all their functions are important. We have made better use of our personnel and facilities. And we have cut down the
cost of spot announcement production. We have been able to sell the machine and its capabilities along with our own programming and production standards We certainly need the
recorders and they, in turn, need us. Now tape places at our fingertips — and pocketbooks —
another tool for creative broadcasting Why we bought Ampex? I think the reasons are
obvious. Ampex

invented Videotape and it's proved itself to the entire industry. You can't ask

for more than that." A postal card in the mail to Ampex, today, will bring you the complete
story from other TV stations about tape as a money-making proposition and why they are
sold on Ampex as a basic component of any complete TV facility.
Write Ampex

Professional Products Company,

department

BC.

AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 CHARTER ST., REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. • AMPEX OF CANADA LTD., REXDALE, ONTARIO

GENERAL MANAGER.

LAWRENCE M. CARINO
WWL-TV. NEW ORLEANS

* T M AMPEX CORP.
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Commercial
AT&T

ASKS

space

sattelite

FCC TO HASTEN

A plea that the FCC act "with all
possible speed" to permit AT&T to
institute limited commercial space satellite service, was made to the FCC last
week.
AT&T told the commission that there
are "strong and pressing" reasons for
moving forward rapidly. Inauguration
of space satellite service should not
be delayed "until all conceivable problems concerning use of satellites are
resolved here and abroad."
The telephone company's observations were made to the FCC in a reply
to objections to AT&T's request to use
6425-6925 mc for space relaying
(Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
Not only are these the best frequencies for use in space relaying,
AT&T said, but the FCC said that most
of these frequencies should be used
for space communications on a share
basis with mobile microwave users.
AT&T filed an application last October to establish an experimental radio
service between its laboratory at Holmdel, N. J., and active space satellites.
At the same time it asked that the
FCC authorize the use of 6425-6925
mc for the research project on a
shared basis.
One of the prime objectives of the
research, AT&T said, was to investigate
the feasibility of sharing frequencies by
space communications systems and
ground users. Many of those objecting, the Bell company pointed out,
urged this dual usage when the FCC

FCC

PERMISSION,

the FCC's public notice, KEYT (TV)
Santa Barbara, Calif., last week said
that it had not received the commis54 (GOVERNMENT)

AVOID

DELAYS

was considering space allocations. They
cannot now object to this, it stated.
Common carrier bands most suitable for space communications are
3700-4200 mc, 5925-6425 mc and
6425-6575 mc.
The first two are being used to
capacity, AT&T said. The 3700-4200
mc area is being used for the nationwide TD-2 microwave system and totals 34,000 route miles. AT&T has
invested $450 million in the TD-2
system. The 5925-6425 mc band is
used by the Bell System for its TH
microwave circuits. This occupies the
entire band, and will furnish about
18,000 broadband channel miles and
over 5 million telephone circuit miles,
AT&T noted.
To require that space communications systems be required to share in
the use of these common carrier frequencies "would result in the imposition
of limitations on the use and capacities
of those microwave radio systems."
International Agreement Needed ■
In another area of the fast-stepping
space field, a Brookings Institution
study recommended that one of the
most important needs is to learn the
requirements and attitudes of foreign
governments to such questions as frequency allocations, privileges and
priorities, receiver antenna control and
sharing, access to audiences, and program content control. The latter covers propaganda, advertising, entertainment, information and education, the

rectifies an administrative

Eight stations were "listed due to
inadvertence" by the FCC as having
failed to answer the agency's payola
questionnaire, the commission said
last week in clearing the stations involved. Earlier this month, the FCC
had publicly warned 37 stations
(Broadcasting, Dec. 5) which it
said had not answered the questionnaire, which was issued in December 1959.
That notice was corrected last
week to give the following stations
credit for answering satisfactorily the
payola questions: KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.; KKAS Silsbee, Tex.;
WAND Canton, Ohio; WCBQ Whitehall, Mich.; WDIX Orangeburg,
S. C; WLAQ Rome, Ga.; WORXFM Madison, Ind., and WNCO-FM
Ashland, Ohio.
Another station which was listed in

service

oversight

sion's Sept. 20 request for further information. KEYT vice president and
manager, Robert C. Burris, stated
that the first knowledge the station
or its counsel had that the FCC considered its reply to the payola questionnaire inadequate was upon reading the public notice.
KEYT has never broadcast any
matter for which money or anything
of value was received and not so
identified, Mr. Burris said last week,
and that this was the "sum and substance" of the station's original reply.
"Key Tv Inc. [KEYT licensee] deeply regrets the nouncement
commission's
public has
animplying that KEYT
been derelict in its duties, especially
since the commission has done so
without -any opportunity being
afforded KEYT to show that the letter in question had never been received," Mr. Burris said. He pointed
out an investigation showed that the
letter was addressed incorrectly.

report stated.
The Brookings study is on long range
problems to be faced by the U.S. in its
goal of the peaceful uses of space.
The study, submitted to the National
Aeronautics & Space Administration,
was under the direction of Dr. Donald
N. Michael.
The section on space communications is premised on the general belief
that "in a relative few years the world
will be wrapped into a communications net based on several advantages
of communication satellites — either
active or passive."
In discussing the need for international agreements, the report said:
"The United States' role in developing and using a satellite comunications system is complexly bound up
with questions covering the relationships of our national (government)
interests and private profit motives."
The use of satellite-based, multichannel tv for teaching in underdeveloped areas has been much discussed,
the report stated. Unless this developis accelerated,teaching
it went means
on, "other
more ment
conventional
may
develop to a degree that would challenge the advantages of education via
telecommunications . . ."
The Brookings group also raised
doubt as to the efficacy of tv in changing attitudes.
"In already advanced nations," the
report observed, "the immediacy of exposure to worldwide events and ideas
via radio and tv could affect general
educational levels. However, important
changes in perspective that might lead
to greater tolerance and understanding
merely on the basis of this exposure
are not guaranteed by the evidence so
farSerious
available.
. ."of the use of satellite
impact
based conferences via closed circuit
tv was also mentioned in the report.
The savings in time, inconvenience and
physical energy was acknowledged, but
if this becomes routine, the report
stated, it might become serious for the
travel and hotel industries.
FCC okays tv station for
P. R. naval base
A low-power, noncommercial military tv channel has been authorized on
ch. 8 to provide tv service to personnel
of the Roosevelt Roads Naval Station,
Puerto Rico. The FCC last week informed the Office of Civil and Defense
Mobilization that it will offer no objection to a Dept. of the Navy proposal
to establish a 10-watt tv station there
if it meets certain provisions.
Vertically polarized directional antennas are planned to restrict coverage
to the naval station area. The commission specified that the new outlet must
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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not interfere with non-government operations nor with the orderly development of private television broadcasting.
Tv stations currently operating in Puerto
Rico are: WOLE-TV Arecibo (ch. 12);
WKBM-TV Caguas (ch. 11); WORATV Mayaguez (ch. 5); WRIK-TV (ch.
7) and WSUR-TV (ch. 9), both Ponce;
WAPA-TV (ch. 4), *WIPR-TV (ch.
6), and WKAQ-TV (ch. 2), all San
Juan.
The commission's decision was partly
based on studies showing that satisfactory reception of commercial tv with
adequate English-language programming is not available in the base area.
Programs on the newly granted channel will contain no advertising.
Cease

RECIPE: Take 4 top stations,
sandwich into one BIG market,
serve with extra helping of
simultaneous merchandising and
promotion effort. It's economical as a one purchase, one film,
one billing dish . . . served in
any combination to fit any appetite.

and

desist, FCC

orders in payola case
Two southern radio stations under
common ownership were directed by the
FCC to show cause why they should
not be ordered to "cease and desist"
from accepting payola — a practice both
stations already have stopped voluntarily, the commission admitted. The
move was a formal step to prevent recurrence of the practice.
The stations, WRMA Montgomery,
Ala., and WAOK Atlanta are equally
owned by Stan Raymond, Zenas Sears
and Dorothy Lester. The commission
pointed out that in their reply to the
December 1959 payola questionnaire,
both stations admitted accepting money
from certain record manufacturing companies for distribution to on-the-air personnel.
In issuing last week's order, the FCC
said that the acceptance of money from
record manufacturers by WRMA and
WAOK is "incompatible with allegations by the licensee . . . that said payments had little or no effect on the selection of records broadcast . . ." Consequently, the commission ordered, a
hearing will be held in Washington
within 30 days after the cease and desist show cause order is received by
the stations.

~w©

st

televi

texas
sio

n

network.
KDUB-TV
KEDY-TY
LUBBOCK, TEXAS BIG SPRING, TEXAS
KPAR-TV
KYER-TY
ABILENE - SWEETWATER CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPR^SPNT'VE
THE 3;<ANHAM COM? ANY
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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The commission's hearing order was
based on the payola reply by WAOK,
"substantially similar" to that of
WRMA. It was pointed out that Mr.
Raymond, president of WAOK, signed
an affidavit dated Dec. 30, 1959, acknowledging that payola had been received by Mr. Sears and distributed,
with the knowledge and consent of officers and directors of the station, to all
disc jockeys in accordance with the
amount of broadcast time allotted to
each member of the staff.
Payments for Three Years ■ A second statement by Mr. Sears, vice president, treasurer, program director and
disc jockey of WAOK, confirmed the
Raymond affidavit and acknowledged
receiving money in 1957, 1958 and

1959, the commission said. Part of
this money, it was stated, Mr. Sears
kept for himself. Also, Mr. Sears was
quoted as saying the money was distributed to on-the-air personnel "most
apt to have played records made by
the contributing company."
It appears, the commission alleged,
that such payments constitute a valuable
consideration to insure or induce the
playing of records produced by the
companies making such payments.
Failure to make the required sponsor
identification announcements that payment had been received from the record companies ". . . constitutes wilful
and repeated violations of Sec. 317 of
the Communications Act and Sec. 3.1 19
of
the Commission's rules," the FCC
charged.
Although the stations have discontinued the acceptance of payola, the
commission continued, "the public interest requires the imposition of sanctions to prevent a recurrence in the
future." The FCC gave no indication
of what "sanctions" it had in mind
but Chairman Frederick W. Ford voted
for inclusion of revocation proceedings
in the show cause order instead of the
less serious cease and desist order.
THAT

INVISIBLE

SHIELD

FTC hears oral argument

on

Colgate's Gardol tv ads
Maybe Colgate should have fired
three coconuts at the "invisible shield"
used in its Gardol dental cream tv
commercials — and allowed one of them
to penetrate.
This was the observation by one
member of the Federal Trade Commission last week during oral argument
before the FTC.
The observation was made after Mathias F. Correa, Colgate attorney, told
the five-man FTC that scientific tests
showed that Gardol gives 65% protection against cavities.
The trade commission last year challenged the Colgate tv commercials
which used the shield idea. They were
found to be misleading by FTC Examiner Leon R. Cross. In an initial
decision issued last summer, Mr. Cross
said the challenged advertisements implied that Colgate Dental Cream with
Gardol gave "complete" protection
against8). tooth decay (Broadcasting,
Aug.
In the argument last week, which
was an attempt to persuade the FTC to
reverse the examiner's ruling, Mr. Correa charged that the examiner had not
made a finding to support his decision
that the advertisements claimed "complete" protection. Mr. Correa also said
that Colgate-Palmolive Co. eliminated
claims that one brushing a day with
Colgate would protect the teeth, after
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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the FTC staff questioned this claim. He
said the Colgate-Palmolive company
dropped the "invisible" shield theme
immediately after the FTC complaint
was filed.
Always Cooperates ■ Colgate-Palmolive, Mr. Correa emphasized, has a
specific policy of cooperating with the
FTC on advertising, whether or not it
agrees with the views of the trade
agency's staff.
Commission counsel, Anthony J.
Kennedy Jr., rebutted Mr. Correa by
showing commission films of the challenged commercials. His point, he said,
was to back up the examiner's finding
that there was "visual innuendo" claiming complete protection against tooth
decay.
One of the commercials showed the
"invisible shield" effect in a tropical
setting, with one actor throwing a coconut at the anouncer. It was this scene
which prompted Commissioner Sigurd
Anderson to remark that three coconuts should have been thrown, with
one being permitted to go through the
barrier. The other commercial was a
"Mighty Mouse" cartoon, and pictured
a shield around a tooth, impervious to
attack.
A final decision will be made by the
FTC.
Thomas urges more care
in agency appointments
The federal regulatory agencies could
be improved if the President would
exercise more care in the selection of
members and if the members themselves would work harder and rely
less on their staffs in making decisions,
according to Rep. Albert Thomas (DTex.), chairman of the House Independent Offices Appropriations Subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over
agency appropriations.
Rep. Thomas discussed agency problems last week with President-elect
Kennedy. He also thinks amendments
to the Administrative Procedure Act
could help reduce agency backlogs.
Rep. Thomas said he feels his subcommittee can work with the new
Democratic administration next year
to improve the agencies. He doesn't
feel they need more manpower and
doesn't believe more control of the
agencies should be turned over to the
President from Congress.
Set makers, FTC reach accord
Nine tv-radio-phonograph manufacturers have signed stipulations agreeing
to disclose clearly the true nature of
cabinet materials finished to simulate
wood, the Federal Trade Commission
announced last week.
The stipulation stated that all nine
of the companies have failed to label
cabinets adequately to disclose the true
58 (GOVERNMENT)

composition of the cabinets finished to
look like wood. Eight of the companies,
Zenith Radio Corp. being the exception,
used such terms as "mahogany grained
finish,"
or cabinets
"blond oak
finish"
to
describe
madegrained
of hardboard
or metal, it stated.
The stipulations do not constitute admissions of violations.
In addition to Zenith, the eight companies involved are:
Admiral, GE, RCA, Motorola, Westinghouse, Emerson, Philco, and Sylvania.
FTC

cracks

whip

on

tv tube deceptions
"All we want is for the public to
know they're buying second-hand

the replacement market.
There is a difference of opinion about
the reuse of the glass envelopes. Some
elements in the radio-tv manufacturing
industry claim that the glass envelope
does not deteriorate and that where a
completely new screen and gun assembly is inserted this is the equivalent of
a new tube. Others insist that where
the envelope has been used once the
entire reactivated tube must be considered used.
Consent judgments have been signed
by Budco, Theta Electronics Inc.,
Greensburg, Pa. and Tube Manufacturing Corp., Philadelphia.
A final order by default was adopted
early last week against Televideo Corp.
of America, Culver City, Calif.
The latest complaint was against Parliament Tv Tube Sales Inc., Chicago.
Still outstanding are complaints

This is the explanation by a Federal
Electronic Video Inc., Brooklyn,
Trade Commission spokesman for the against:
N. Y.; Hi-Glo Electronics Corp., GoodFTC's
goods."current campaign against tv tube
rich, Mich.; Mercury Tube Corp., Newmakers who sell old picture tubes withark, N. J.; National Tv Tube Inc., Sadout identifying them as used.
dle Brook, N. J.; Wells Electronics Co.,
The problem has been under investigation at the FTC for almost a year. It Cedarhurst, N. Y.; Kriss Electronics
Co., Newark, N. J.; American Standard
began last May when the first comTv
Tube Corp., Jamaica, N. Y.; Ultraplaint was issued against Budco Inc., vision
Manufacturing Corp., HawPittsburgh, Pa.
thorne, N. J., and Liberty Electronics
In all there have been 14 complaints
Inc., Union, N. J.
to date. They have been issued against
tube makers, mostly small businesses.
KGEM PROTEST DENIED
Two have signed consent judgments,
and one had a stop order issued against FCC rejects charges aimed
it by default.
The FTC has charged that the tube at blocking sale of KEST
makers fail to reveal that their picture
Protest of the sale of KEST Boise,
tubes are reconditioned, contain used
parts or have known defects. Some of Idaho, on grounds that the real owners
were not identified in an attempt to subthe makers reactivate old tubes without
the FCC's licensing policy was
inserting any new material on the phos- turnedvert down
by the commission last
phor screen or the gun assembly. Some
week (Broadcasting, Nov. 21, Dec. 5).
also
new. advertise these tubes as "brand"
In essence, the FCC decision agreed
with the reply of Reid W. Dennis and
This failure, the trade agency mainJohn M. Bryant, KEST purchasers, to
tains, misleads purchasers into believing
the tubes are entirely new and free KGEM Boise's charges.
The FCC said it had conducted invesfrom defects. It gives uninformed and
tigations earlier this year and had cleared
unscrupulous dealers the means to dethe ownership interests and character
ceive the public, the FTC claimed.
In the consent judgments signed so qualifications of George I. Norman and
Robert Sherman, the two men accused
far, the firms are required to disclose
in
the KGEM protest of attempting to
clearly the true nature of their tubes — ■
foil the FCC ownership rules. The inin advertising, on invoices, on cartons
quiry had been instituted after similar
and on the tubes themselves. The settlements do not constitute an admission
charges were leveled against them on
that the law has been violated.
March 23, 1960, when Mr. Norman
applied for half ownership of KXXI
Small Business, Large Volume ■ Tube
companies engaged in this business — it Golden, Colo. This protest, withdrawn
is estimated that they put out about 3.3 six days later, was filed by KIMN Denver, which has ownership interests in
million such tubes a year — run the
gamut from completely equipped fac- common with KGEM.
The commission dismissed the protest
tories to garages and store property. In
for three reasons, all of them stated in
its best form, the used tube is completely washed, a new phosphor is KEST's reply: (1) KGEM had failed
placed on the face and a new gun as- to prove itself "a party in interest" in
the case and consequently did not have
sembly isinserted. In its poorest form
the old phosphor is retained on the standing to protest; (2) KGEM did not
screen and only a few elements of the specify in sufficiently particular terms
gun are replaced. Most are used for how the sale would adversely affect it;
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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3 million people in the Dayton area (Ohio's 3rd market). New
hi-power FM blankets a 22,000 sq. mile area.
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WHOLESOME

Sensible programming variety — from good music, news
and sports to thoughtful public service, local interest, and
then some.

WHIO

Check with George P. Hollingbery for data
on WHIO-TV and WHIO-FM, Dayton's High, Wide
and Wholesome power and programming pair.
Associated with
WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia and
WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina
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Earl Abrams
Ruth Armstrong
Merilyn Bean
Frank Beatty
Dave Beriyn
Charles Browne
Larry Christopher
John Cosgrove
Joanne Cowan
Ken Cowan
Rufe Crater
Dave Cusick
George Dant
George Darlington
Jacqueline Eagle
Dick Erickson
Rocco Famighetti
Janet Faranda
George Fernandez
Fred Fitzgerald

Bob Forbes
Patricia Funk
Frank Gentile
Dave Glickman
Paul Hagen
Diane Halbert
Gladys Hall
Christine Harageones
John Henner
Burgess Hess
Sid Hix
Harold Hopkins
Ed James
Doris Kelly
Barbara Kolar
Don Kuyk
Win Levi
Maury Long
Eleanor Manning
Bill Merritt

Ada Michael
Warren Middleton
Irv Miller
James Montagnes
Dawson Nail
Mai Oettinger
John Osbon
Bruce Robertson
Eleanor Schadi
Ed Sellers
Harry Stevens
Virginia Strieker
Sid Sussman
Betty Taishoff
Larry Taishoff
Donna
Hy TashTrolinger
Don West
Eunice Weston
Milton Wolf
Sol Taishoff

(3) KG EM had not proved that Messrs.
Norman and Sherman held any ownership interest in KEST.
Decision's Points ■ The decision went
into detail on each of the above points.
KGEM had stated that the grant of
KEST would permit that station to
compete with KGEM for advertising
revenues and audience interest and thus
do it financial damage.
The commission decided this claim
was speculative and that the cases cited
as precedent by KGEM did not apply.
It also ruled that no particular facts had
been given to prove how this grant
would directly affect KGEM.
KGEM had charged that Messrs.
Norman and Sherman had ownership
interests in more stations than the commission would allow if aware of the fact
and cited among its evidence that Mr.
Sherman's name appeared as part owner
of six existing or proposed stations and
as author of the programming section of
the applications of 18 other stations. It
further charged that he and Mr. Norman
had not been candid with the commission in listing the number of stations in
which they had interests.
KEST had replied that Messrs. Norman and Sherman did not have any
ownership interest in the station and
that the owners did not contemplate
selling them any.
Earlier Investigation ■ The commission said that an investigation into the
charges against Mr. Norman had been
held in March 1960 in connection wtih
his application for KXXI. It indicated
that the reason he was connected with
the authorship of many applications was
that he had developed a format called
"Downbeat," which he sold stations for
which he was program consultant and
supervisor of operations. But he did not
set station policies and his recommendations were subject to the review of the
stations' owners.
A similar investigation into the activities of Mr. Sherman, held in 1958
but subsequently reviewed this year,
showed him to be a consultant to several stations (about 14) but holding
ownership interest in only four. He
would assist in the preparation of license applications for qualified parties
for a fee, conducting market surveys,
recommending programming schedules
and taking part in arranging engineer
services, etc. The commission's inquiry
had not found him disqualified for station ownership nor having an illegal
number of station interests.
Suit against Newhouse
again is dismissed
For the third time a $ 1 million treble
damage antitrust suit against S. I. Newhouse and his Syracuse, N. Y., broadcast stations and newspapers in that
city has been dismissed.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

Federal Judge Stephan W. Brennan
dismissed the suit brought originally in
1952 by Syracuse Broadcasting Corp.
(WNDR Syracuse). He said the broadcaster failed to establish proof of its
charges.
WNDR claimed that it found it difficult to compete for advertising because
the Newhouse-owned Syracuse PostStandard and Herald-Journal had a
combination rate and the newspapers
never published anything favorable to
WNDR. In addition to the newspapers,
the Newhouse interests include WSYRAM-FM-TV Syracuse.
Judge Brennan dismissed the suit
twice; each time an appeals court
ordered further consideration.
RISE

ON

FTC

HOT

SEAT

Hearing begins on deceptive
advertising charge in N .Y.
Carter Products Inc. acknowledged
last Thursday (Dec. 15) that its Rise
shave lather could have been compared
against an actual competitive product
instead of a mixture produced in a
Carter lab for a series of filmed tv
commercials.
This statement by Philip Richardson,
vice president in charge of sales and
advertising, Carter Products, came during the opening session of a Federal
Trade Commission hearing in New
York on a complaint of deceptive tv
advertising against Carter Products, its
agency, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles Inc., New York, and S. Heagan
Bayles, board chairman of SSC&B.
Mr. Richardson testified: "The way
it turned out, it would have been muchbetter to use another commercial lather"
rather than the specially prepared formula. Edward F. Downs, FTC attorney, asked if the tv presentation "was
a true comparison of Rise with another
shaving cream." Mr. Richardson replied: "It wasto not,
using this
formula."in
He referred
a formula
described
a letter introduced as evidence that was
written by Carter's lawyers to the FTC.
The FTC hearing had been scheduled
to continue through Friday (Dec. 16),
but Examiner John B. Poindexter called
for a recess until Jan. 12, 1961, at
which time attorney Downs said he
will run off the five films in dispute,
and will call Dr. Edwin Brewster, who
prepared the special formula, to testify.
Respondents Carter and SSC&B are
represented in the hearing by William
L. Hannaway and John J. Campbell,
both from the New York firm of Breed,
Abbott & Morgan.
Mr. Richardson's testimony included
statements that annual sales of Rise exceed $1 million; that Rise is sold in
competition with shaving lathers, and
that a series of storyboards introduced
as evidence were the ones on which the

tv commercials were based. Mr. Hannaway said the commercials were discontinued on Feb. 9, 1960. The FTC's
complaint casting,
wasJune issued
27). last June (BroadClass IV stations win
10% rule exemptions
The 1,000 local broadcasters — those
who operate on Class IV frequencies
with 250 w — received a little relief last
week: a "minor irritation" was removed.
The FCC issued a report and order
which revised its rules to provide that
the so-called 10% rule would not be
applied to them.
The 10% provision is the regulation
which prohibits a grant if the proposed
station receives interference from existing stations which affects more than
10% of the potential audience to its protected .5mv/m contour. It is Sec. 3.28
(c) (3) of the commission regulations.
The commission said that in the case
of Class IV stations seeking a power
boost (mostly to 1 kw) they would have
nothing to fear if interference from other
stations impinge on more than 10% of
their audience. The rule change was
first proposed last July, but was only to
apply extended
to existingthisstations.
Last IV
week's
order
to all Class
stations, existing or new.
The move is not expected to make
much difference in the 200-odd Class IV
applications for power boosts or for new
stations in hearings. All of them are in
hearing because of interference their
proposed powers may cause to others.
Actually the FCC has been winking at
the 10% rule ever since the first batch
of grants to 1 kw power for local stations was approved. Last week's order
just makes it legal now, it was explained.
The order spells out that the 10%
rule will not apply to the area outside a
Class IV station's .5 mv/m contour
based on 250 w power, no matter what
higher power it is requesting. This also
holds true for applicants asking for new
stations with powers higher than 250 w,
it was pointed out.
The amendment becomes effective
Jan. 23, 1961, the FCC said.
Still under consideration, the commission said, were other "possible improvements" affecting Class IV stations.
Among these, it pointed out, were suggestions recommending that the normally protected contour (.5 mv/m) of
local stations be determined on the basis
of 250 w power with regard to other
Class IV stations regardless of what
power is utilized; that the interfering
daytime signal of Class IV stations be
calculated on the basis of 250 w regardless of what power is being used, and a
plan, submitted by the Community
Broadcasters Assn., to expedite the processing of applications for higher powers
by local stations.
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CBS

NEWS

Dick Salant
policy group

MEDIA

'COMMITTEE'

is chosen

to head

SET

presidential-level

that will guide news operations
Mr. Salant, a corporate vice president,
will continue to hold that office but his
corporate responsibilities will be assigned
to "appropriate divisional officers" so
that he may concentrate on the news
job. His duties in the past have cut
across the broad range of CBS interests,
including news, but have ben especially
heavy in government affairs, particularly in FCC and congressional hearings.
He has been a member of the CBS
editorial board, and among the offices
which have reported to him are those of
the CBS economic advisor, the secretary and the general counsel.
For several months there have been
recurrent reports of impending changes
in the CBS News operation. These have
been especially insistent since NBC News
walked off with ratings honors in the
coverage of the Democratic and Republican nominating conventions and,
more recently, the election coverage last
month.
But the reports were uniformly de-

A presidential-level committee took
over the operation of CBS News last
week in a move to end inter-divisional
bickering over the scheduling of information programs and restore prestige —
and rating points — lost to NBC News
during the past year.
Richard S. Salant, the only committeeman with less than presidential rank,
was named fulltime, operating chairman
of the new group, which was given authority for the policies and operation of
CBS News and the scheduling of the
tv and radio programs it produces. Mr.
Salant was empowered to act for the
committee when it is not in session.
The new CBS News executive committee consists of Board Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton of CBS Inc. and divisional presidents Sig Mickelson of CBS News,
Arthur Hull Hayes of CBS Radio, James
T. Aubrey Jr. of the CBS-TV network
and Merle S. Jones of the CBS-TV Stations Div., in addition to Mr. Salant.

4

Outstanding
Broadcast

Values

in

Properties

Powerful fulltime facility with a good
cash flow. Medium sized multiple station market. 29% down.

Excellent daytimer in a good metropolitan market. Top rated and operating in the black. 29% down and good
terms.

Fulltime station in a single station market. Making a small profit but needs an
owner-operator. 29% down and liberal
terms.

FLORIDA
$230,000

NEW ENGLAND
$175,000

MOUNTAIN STATES
$85,000

BLACKBURN
& Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WEST COAST
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C. MIDWEST
Colin M. Selph
Clifford 6. Marsha//
H. W. C«»i«
James W. Blackburn
Calif. Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Stanley
Whitaker
Jack V. Harvey
Robert
M.
Baird
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Healey Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-/576
CReslview 4-2770
STerling 3-4341
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CBS' Dick Salant
nied or dismissed my CBS authorities.
Differences ■ Also linked with this
speculation have been reports — confirmed by CBS sources — of strong and
persistent differences between President
Aubrey of the CBS-TV Network and
President Mickelson of CBS News relating to information programs bought
from CBS News by the television network. CBS sources explained these differences asthose that might be expected
to arise betwen a "buyer," Mr. Aubrey,
and a "seller," Mr. Mickelson, or between a man responsible for keeping
overall sales and ratings as high as possible and one responsible for producing
programming which, no matter what
its importance, is expensive, more selective in its audience appeal and therefore
less easily sold than entertainment proThese sources thought the upshot of
the
new moVe would be to make it easier
grams.
to schedule information programs on
CBS-TV than has been the case in the
past. Mr. Salant will have authority to
act quickly, if necessary, to pre-empt
an entertainment show for a fast-breaking news program.
Despite the fact that there are fewer
advertisers willing to invest in information programming as distinguished from
straight entertainment, it was estimated
only a few weeks ago that programs of
the CBS News Division already can
account for close to $46 million in CBSTV billings
Nov.
28). for 1961 (Closed Circuit,
CBS authorities emphasized that the
committee arrangement did not minimize Mr. Mickelson's position as head of
CBS News but rather put full executive
weight behind the news division.
Dr. Stanton, announcing the change
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

in an executive memo, pointed out that
CBS
News
"produces
approximately
55% of
the new
CBS Radio
Network
schedule and approximately 15% of the
CBS Television Network schedule." The
memo continued:
"Because of the unique status of the
| CBS News Division as creator and supji plier of news and public affairs programs to our broadcasting divisions, and
in order to effect a closer working relationship between CBS News and these
divisions, we are establishing the CBS
News
Executive Committee." This
group, it was noted, "shall have au' thority over the networks' scheduling of
'! programs produced by the CBS News
I Division and be responsible for policies
and operation of the division ..."
Changing hands
ANNOUNCED ■ The following sales of
station interests were reported last week,
subject to FCC approval:
■ KCFI Cedar Falls, Iowa: Sold by
Jane A. Roberts to Donald Blanchard
and Harry Campbell for $100,000.
Messrs. Blanchard and Campbell own
KSMN Mason City, Iowa. KSMN will,
at the beginning, originate programs to
be used on both stations. KCFI is 500
w daytime on 1250 kc. Broker was
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
■ KBLT Big Lake, Texas: Sold by Don
Renault to Brown Morris for a total
consideration of $29,000. Mr. Morris
has interests in KTEN (TV) and
KADA both Ada and KWSH Wenoka,
Oklahoma. KBLT is a 1 kw daytimer
on 1290 kc. Broker was Patt McDonald
Co.
APPROVED ■ The following transfers
of station interests were among those
approved by the FCC last week (for
other commission activities see For
The Record, page 96).
■ KG UN-TV Tucson, Ariz.: Sold by
H. U. Garrett and associates to KGUNTv Inc. for $1.44 million. KGUN-Tv
Inc. is owned by Edwin G. Richter Jr.
and associates who own WEOA and
WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind.
■ KIMN Denver, Colo.: Sold by Cecil

WAAT's igloo
By coincidence WAAT Trenton
was broadcasting from a fall-out
shelter (part of a civil defense
experiment)
snow blizzard when
coveredlasttheweek's
New
Jersey capital city. As a result,
WAAT handled emergency calls
and aired more than 100 bulletins within a five-hour period.
Other station signals in the area
were silent in the wee hours of
Monday (Dec. 12). When it began to snow, station program executives already had been holed
in at the shelter for more than
100 hours in an experiment conducted in cooperation with CD
officials in New Jersey to determine procedure on normal broadcasting in emergency conditions.
L. Heftel and associates to KIMN
Broadcasting Co. for $402,000 plus
$155,000 to Mr. Heftel for agreement
not to compete within 50 miles for
seven years. KIMN Broadcasting Co.
comprises John C. Hunter, Robert Donner Jr. and Kenneth E. Palmer. This
group owns KYSN Colorado Springs,
Colo. Mr. Hunter also has interests in
WCMP Pine City, Minn., and KOWB
Laramie, Wyo. Commissioner Robert
T. Bartley dissented.
■ WPAP Fernandina Beach, Fla. : Sold
by Robert T. Rowland to Denver T.
Brannen for $31,800. Mr. Brannen has
interests in KCIL Houma, La., and in
WDLP Panama City, WCOA Pensacola
and WMRA Marianna, all Florida.
Collins to address FCBA
Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB
president-designate, will be the featured
speaker at the annual banquet of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
Jan. 13, 1961 at the Statler Hilton Hotel
in Washington. Reservations can be
made through Earl R. Stanley, Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson law firm, Washington. Tickets are $12.50 a piece.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

EAST
EASTERN FULLTIMER— $685,000.00 TERMS
Profitable operation for over ten
years. Available only because of
owner's health. $175,000.00 down,
balance 7 to 8 years.
WASHINGTON D. C.
1737 DE SALES STREET, N.W.
EXECUTIVE 3-3456
RAY V. HAMILTON
JOHN D. STEBBINS
MIDWEST
Midwest fulltimer. Good facility —
good market. Good physical plant
and plenty of business in the market.
This station needs strong, aggressive
ownership to capture its share of the
market. Price and terms open to
some negotiation, asking $350,090.00.
CHICAGO
1714 TRIBUNE TOWER
DELAWARE 7-2754
RICHARD A. SHAHEEN
SOUTHWEST
ROCKY MOUNTAIN
We have 3 good money-makers. One
priced at $100,000.00 with $30,000.00 down, grossing $80,000.00.
Another for $150,000.00 with $40,000.00 down, grossing over $100,000.00 and making high profit. The
third is an AM-FM combination for
$100,000.00,
29% down. Liberal
terms
on all three.
DALLAS
1511 BRYAN STREET
RIVERSIDE 8-1 17E
H. DEWITT 'JUDGE' LANDIS
JOE A. OSWALD
WEST
Distressed California radio station
with excellent fixed assets. This
absentee-owned property selling for
a total of $40,000.00. With low
down payment and long terms.
SAN FRANCISCO
1 1 1 SUTTER STREET
EXBROOK 2-5671
JOHN F. HARDESTY

Hamilton-Landis & Assoc., inc.
NATIONWIDE BROKERS
RADIO & TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS

NEGOTIATIONS
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WTTW(TV)
etv

airplane

to relay
shows

WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial outlet, will serve as the originating station for the midwest airborne tv
instruction program to be launched
Jan. 30.
According to plans announced jointly
by WTTW and the Tri-County Educational Television Council, the station
will cooperate by receiving the uhf signals from the experimental plane transmitter and rebroadcasting the videotaped lessons to conventional tv sets in
hundreds of area school classrooms.
The programs also will be carried daily
on WTTW as part of the first experimental phase of the Midwest Program
on Airborne Television Instruction.
The program officially commences with
the start of the academic year in September 1961.
Among the scheduled subjects are
6th grade arithmetic, beginning French
and elementary art and music for elementary students; biology, American
and world history, geography and
American government and civics for
senior high school students; and mathematics and chemistry at the junior college level. The telecasts will come from
two uhf channels simultaneously.
Only a minimum number of tv receivers isneeded during the trial period,
with school board contributions helping
to pay actual costs of WTTW rebroadcast operations. In time, it's noted, additional school districts are expected to
contribute funds and participate in the
selection of courses.
Involved in the $7 million project are
the Ford Foundation, which is underwriting $4.55 million; Purdue U. which
will produce the educational courses;
Westinghouse Electric Corp., which is
supplying a DC-6B aircraft that will
operate over Indiana along the lines
of Stratovision, and CBS Labs, which
helped develop the technique.
CBS

Foundations

names

grants to universities
CBS Foundations Inc., New York,
last week announced grants totaling
$5,500 to six privately supported universities and colleges from which
women graduates later went on to
careers in the various departments of
CBS. The foundation's plan provides
for grants of $1,000 on the completion
of 15 years of service by women employes, and $500 on the completion of
each additional five years.
The new list of recipient institutions,
employes for whom grants were made,
and dates they began service with CBS
and its divisions:
Bryn Mawr College ($1,000)— Alice
64 (THE MEDIA)

Weel, tv news writer, CBS News
(1944); Columbia U. Teachers College
($1,500) — May M. Dowell, manager
special projects, CBS News (1935);
Connecticut College for Women —
Emma Schaumann, supervisor of accounts payable, Columbia Records,
Bridgeport, Conn. (1940); Eastern
Nazarene College ($500) — Olive Tracy,
graphics presentation specialist, CBS
Radio (1939); Long Island U. ($1,000)
— Sherley Abrams, librarian, special
projects, CBS News (1943), and Russell Sage College ($1,000)— Winifred
Williams, secretary to the president,
CBS Inc. (1945).
Directors Guild to begin
informal network talks
The Directors Guild of America will
hold an informal meeting Wednesday
(Dec. 21) with representatives of the
networks to decide on an extension of
the present contract which expires on
Dec. 3 1 . Negotiating sessions had to be
delayed because of prolonged meetings
between the networks and the Screen
Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists.
A spokesman for DGA indicated the
first formal negotiating meeting will be
held early in January. It is believed that
one of DGA's demands will be parity in
fees for directors working on film, tape
or live programs. At present, the initial
fee on film program work is said to be
substantially higher than live or tape.
Golden Quill awards
given in Pittsburgh
Three Pittsburgh radio and tv stations
were honored for "distinguished achievement in journalism" in western Pennsylvania at the first annual Golden Quill
awards banquet at the Pittsburgh Hilton
Dec. 7.
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh won top honors in three categories — editorial writing
(a piece by Jerome R. Reeves, the station's general manager, was cited), tvradio spot reporting and public service
by newspaper, radio or tv.
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh won first
prize in the tv-radio feature or documentary category, and WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh received a runner-up award in the
tv-radio spot-reporting category.
Besides its first place awards KDKATV received runner-up prizes in the
public service and the feature or documentary categories. KDKA Radio and
WTAE (TV) also were runners-up in the
public service classification.
In all, western Pennsylvania newspapers and radio and television stations
received awards in 21 categories at the
dinner, which was co-sponsored by the
Pittsburgh Chapter of Sigma Delta Chi,
professional journalism society, and the

Pittsburgh Press Club.
Western Pennsylvania's broadcasters
received
high praise
state"s
chief executive,
Davidfrom
L. the
Lawrence.
"This area is indeed fortunate in the
quality of its broadcasting," the governor said. "From the very beginning,
western Pennsylvania's radio and television stations have regarded their responsibility toinform and enlighten — as
well as entertain — with a high degree
of Then,
seriousness."
underlining the importance of
local programming, he said: "The finest
network programs do not, in the last
analysis, make a radio or television station great. It is still local coverage of
the news and documentation of local
events which determine a station's claim
on its audience."
WICO studios destroyed
Studios of WICO Salisbury, Md., late
Thursday night (Dec. 15) burned to
the ground following a gas explosion,
according to Robert Doyle, president
and general manager of the Delmarva
Broadcasting Co. station. Mr. Doyle
said that estimate of the damage could
not be immediately ascertained but that
temporary studios were set up in a nearmorning.
by motel in time for sign-on Friday
Media

reports...

The big switch ■ California Governor
Edmund G. Brown, chairman of the
Los Angeles Board of Supervisors,
Ernest Debs and Los Angeles Mayor
Norris Poulson participated Tuesday
(Dec. 13) in on-the-air ceremonies
when KNX Los Angeles switched from
its 1938 50 kw transmitter to a new
50 kw General Electric transmitter.
Aired were instructions of Fred Ruegg,
CBS Radio vice president and general
manager of KNX, to Harold G. Peery,
station's transmitter engineer, to complete the switchover. Also taking part
was Thomas Freebairn-Smith, Los Angeles executive secretary, National
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
KNX announcer of the inaugural broadcast of the 1938 transmitter.
Status report ■ WABC-TV New York
budgeted $25,000 and ordered full
pages in newspapers and trade publications to trumpet fall ratings. Joseph
Stamler, vice president and general
manager of the station, said it was
the second full-page schedule in WABCTV's history. The message to consumers and trade is basically the same, citing A. C. Nielsen ratings for 10 ABC
shows for the four weeks ended Nov.
6 and a prime-time audience gain of
16% full-page
over the campaign
past year. was
WABC-TV's
first
one last
June, costing $32,000, to tell the New
June, costing $32,000, to tell the story
of its growth in the New York market.
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Registration is achieved more easily. Dark corners in
the picture area are reduced. Glaring "halo effects"
are eliminated. The signal current has good purity
and low noise. These are some of the important advantages you can obtain with the new RCA-7513 — the
remarkable Image Orthicon that offers better "photographic" quality.
RCA-7513 precision construction includes accurate
coaxial alignment of all sections of the tube and accurate interelectrode spacings. As a result, the three
images produced within a three-image-orthicon type
color camera can be practically identical in geometry.
However, to take full advantage of the 7513's precision capabilities, the color camera should employ

deflecting yokes and focusing coils having precision
construction and precision axial alignment with respect to each 7513.
A major design feature of the 7513... field mesh...
assures that the scanning beam will strike the target
perpendicularly at all points. This means improved
corner resolution as well as reduced halo and edge
effects. Moreover, the field-mesh defocuses the return
beam, eliminating dynode spots from the picture.
Discover for yourself the new possibilities in color
and black-white quality opened up by RCA-7513. Get
in touch with your local RCA Distributor of broadcast
tubes today for full details... or write RCA Commercial Engineering, Section L-13-0, Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORA! ION OF AM I.RICA

u

PROGRAMMING

PROGRAM
Tv network
as CBS, NBC

The Point After Touchdown is
pretty important — it wins and loses
ball games.
If you're to make ground-gaining
count in Central Pennsylvania, use
Harrisburg's* No. 1 Station,
WTPA.
A specialist in these place kicking
points:
Full ABC TV network
Paramount movies, NTA '61 for
'61 Wilshire & Santa Monica
Superior public service
Merchandising and promotion
8 out of 10 top syndicated shows
Incidentally, the final score in the
most recent game was WTPA 38.6*
Station B 14.7*
Consult Harrington, Rlghter & Parsons. They'll work out a schedule
that's just PAT.
'Share of audience
March ARB 1960
Sunday through Saturday
6:00 to 10:00 PM
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DEATH

schedules

are more

RATE

OFF

stable this year

drop but two each, ABC drops none
alternate-week hour represents found
The number of "failure" marks on
the television networks may be down
money in a catch-as-catch-can special
slot.
this year when the 13-week nighttime
The anchor-hour casualties are Riverreport cards come in next month. Rescheduling isgoing on at about the same
boat on Monday and Dan Raven Frirate as last year, but it looks as if the
day. The Americans, Civil War drama
hour total of casualties may be a bit about brothers in opposing armies, is
improved. The score so far:
the Riverboat replacement, sold so far
Four shows scrubbed, for a total of to Dow, Pepsi-Cola, Pan American
Coffee Bureau, Block Drug and Readthree hours re-programmed. The changes
er's Digest. This is being filmed for the
are all on Monday, Thursday and Frinetwork at MGM studios in Hollyday. This time a year ago there were
wood. Continuation of another Monday
half a dozen marked for banishment
show,
the
9-9:30 Klondike, two-thirds
and four hours of re-programming.
Gone from the schedules will be sponsored by R. J. Reynolds (the rest is
Person to Person and The Garlund
co-op with affiliates), has been a subject of outside speculation, but NBC
Touch from CBS-TV, Riverboat and
has
not
acknowledged the talk.
Dan Raven from NBC. ABC's entire
class will move into the new semester
Two half-hours go into the 7:30intact, although Asphalt Jungle will go 8:30 period Friday beginning Jan. 13.
in later for The Islanders at the 26-week
They are respectively Happy, a Roncom
filmed situation about a talking baby
point in April.
Switches by CBS ■ In a general seen on NBC last summer (Brown &
Thursday night shakeup by CBS, Per- Williamson is the first to sign for
son to Person this week (Dec. 22) will Happy) and a new Goodson-Todman
wind up a seven-year run after lan- series, One Happy Family, which bases
guishing all fall in the 10 p.m. half-hour
its comedy on a three-generation situation (it still is being shown to prospecwith partial and short-term sponsorship.
tive sponsors).
The Du Pont Show with June Ally son
will move Jan. 2 from 10:30 to Monday
The Westerner, being displaced in the
at the same hour, opening the Thursday
Friday 8:30-9 time by Westinghouse
10-11 period for an alternate bill of Playhouse Starring Nanette Fabray and
CBS Reports and Face the Nation. The
Wendell Corey, cannot fairly be called
latter will return to stations the 10:30a casualty, since the Westinghouse deal
1 1 final half every other edition for was made long ago with a Jan. 6 startlocal public service programming.
ing date.
The 9 p.m. Friday time alternating
Philip Morris' CBS Reports has been on
a special basis heretofore. Face the with Bell Telephone Hour has been proNation (Esquire and Schick) has been
grammed with specials, but now there's
slotted in the Monday night 10:30 half- a "verbal order" (not quite official)
hour.
for a regular Sing Along with Mitch
With The Witness now moved to 9- beginning Jan. 27. This has been sold
10 (Broadcasting, Dec. 12), CBS hopes in the East to P. Ballantine & Sons and
this show will recover from a tentative
the rest of the alternate-week lineup
beginning, although it will end the 13 was being offered last week to other
weeks only a quarter sponsored. While
prospects. The new hour grows out of
the network has faith in The Witness,
a Mitch Miller Ford Startime special
still, if all else fails, there is an hour
program
was telecast on the network lastthat
season.
western, The Gunslinger, ready to go
before CBS cameras, but there's nothing on celluloid yet.
On Friday, Liggett & Myers and Ply- MGM-TV sets two more
mouth are holding onto the CBS 9:30series under NBC deal
10 period but substituting the new
MGM-TV has raised its tv production
Jackie
Gleason
show,
the Picture,
Jan.panel
20 for
The You're
Garlundin sights two program notches higher. The
Touch.
firm has announced a co-producAnd on NBC ■ The opening hour
tion arrangement with NBC-TV for the
of Monday and much of Friday will series, each of hour length for fall,
have a new look on NBC, although one
1961 (conceived
season. Programs
100
and createdareby Cain's
Paul
of th« new half-hours was scheduled
at the start of the season and a new
Monash) and Women in the Case (also
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

In time of emergency,
news

WWDC-

such as a heavy

snow

storm, what

station do you turn to for

of school closings, meeting postponements, storm
*Pulse Special Survey, Washington 5 County Metro Area, May 31-June 15, 1960

first by a mile... indicating our audience

consider

service to be our most

REPRESENTED

important

NATIONALLY

expects

and

news, etc.?

gets service. We

corollary to entertainment.

BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

For full details on radio leadership, write WWDC or ask your Blair man for a copy of WWDC's new "Profile of Preference."
And in growing Jacksonville, Fla. - it's WWDC- owned WMBR
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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The hour-long Bullfight show on
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles (9:3010:30 p.m., Nov. 28) was preceded
by a barrage of phone calls and
letters of protest, largely stimulated by a bulletin of the Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, which charged that the
showing was a violation of the
California criminal code as well as
an outrage to the humanitarian
feelings of SPCA adherents. But,
reports KTLA, the program, taped
by Banner Films and sponsored
by Mennen Co., drew top auditv
stationsenceatamong
the the
timecity's
with seven
a rating
of 14.0, according to a special
ARB survey made for the sponsor.
Furthermore, the post-broadcast
calls and letters fell far short of
the pre-program total and were
distributed half-and-half for and
against the program, with a slight
edge in favor: 41 cards and letters
and 42 phone calls hailing the
show as great, 35 pieces of mail
and 32 calls denouncing it.

developed by Mr. Monash, who will be
executive producer on both series).
Cain's is about a government law enforcement agent battling syndicate
crime; Woman is an anthology about
the woman as motivating force in each
crime or adventure. MGM-TV is also
preparing the pilot of Father of the
Bride for General Mills via BBDO
while currently producing National
Velvet (NBC-TV) and The Islanders
(ABC-TV), both on the air for the
first time this season.
Unemployment series
A series of 26 quarter-hour taped
documentaries on the broad spectrum of
this country's unemployment problem is
attracting increasing attention from both
commercial and educational radio stations.
Titled Situation Wanted, the series
seeks to get at the story behind the unemployment statistics through interviews
with the jobless themselves, job counselors and labor experts, along with indepth reporting that includes excerpts
from hearings of congressional committees dealing with the unemployment
The project is the work of WKAR.
problem.
the Michigan State U. station, which
had
the university's
Labortheandassistance
IndustrialofRelations
Center.
To date, 70 stations — 30 commercial
and 40 educational — in 26 states are
carrying the series as a public service
feature.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

the

month

before

Christmas at ARB, when someone
asked what our greeting would

be . . .

to all of the friends we've accumulated,
from sponsors to stations whose programs
we've rated. We thought about cards or the
usual gift, but none of the ideas gave us a lift.
So, after discussion of good and of bad, we
decided to settle on this little ad. It isn't
the best in copy and art, but the feeling
behind

it is the greatest part. We

sincerely extend
who

may

to all those

see . . . these

large . . .

An 'answer man' panel for
A weekly program designed to inform listeners about the complicated
subject of insurance has been inaugurated by KEX Portland, Ore.
Listeners are asked to phone questions dealing with property insurance and including fire, automobile, theft, liability, ocean and inland marine and dwelling coverage
to a panel of insurance experts appearing on Insurance Clinic. The
series is scheduled for Monday
nights 8-9 p.m. through July 1961.

Students

seek return of

'College News Conference'
Students are out to get a million signatures on a petition to return College
News Conference to the air. Meanwhile, Ruth Hagy, producer-moderator
of the half-hour panel program which
signed off ABC-TV Nov. 20, has talked
to another network and a syndicator
but is trying to hold the door open
for reconsideration by ABC-TV when
James C. Hagerty reports for work as
the network's news vice president.
ABC-TV,
which replaced College

ANOTHER

insurance
The panel is composed of professional insurance men, members
of the Portland Assn. of Insurance
Agents. Three members appear on
each program in a live and unrehearsed session answering listeners'
queries on insurance. George McGowan of KEX is moderator. A
similar series, dealing with legal
problems and the citizen's responsibility to the law, was a prizewinning
feature of KEX last year, the station
reported.

News Conference with Issues and Answers, news panel show utilizing some
features of the presidential debates, said
protests over the college show departure had not reached any appreciable
extent. The students have hundreds of
protests in hand, they say, including
some by Washington legislators, officials
and representatives of a broad range of
national organizations. Henry J. Boitel,
student at St. John's U., Brooklyn, and
chairman of the Metropolitan New
York region of the National Student
Assn., is chief spokesman of the Committee of Student Leaders for College

FIRST

FROM
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JINGLES
G"
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G
N
SI
12 STATION ID'S Jl^
Jt PARODIES OF
AMERICAN TRADITIONALSf YOUR AUDIENCE
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AL0NG#JT*

COUNTRY'S

NEWEST

SURRENDER

TO THE

CRAZED

Write, wire or call now for Free audition.
COMMERCIAL

RECORDING

CORP.

Box 6726, Dallas 19, Texas RI8-8004.
piloted by WABC, New York, WIL, St. Louis,
WRIT, Milwaukee, and KVIL, Dallas
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News Conference. His organization has
written to Leonard Goldenson, president of American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, and contacted 1,500
student leaders across the country to
circulate the petition.
Berwell Productions formed
Irving Cummings Jr., creator-producer of the Fury tv series, Arthur (Dagwood) Lake, actor-writer, and Ray
Berwick, writer-director, have formed
Berwell Productions and taken space
at Desilu to film the first episode of a
new tv series, Jimmy and Me. Jimmy
is a nine-year-old boy; "Mike" is his
dog, a $1.50 mutt recruited from the
city pound, who narrates the stories,
expressing a dog's point of view with
a human voice supplied by Mr. Lake.
Mr. Cummings and Mr. Berwick wrote
the pilot, which Mr. Lake produced.
Mr. Cummings will be executive producer of the series; Mr. Lake, producer;
Mr. Berwick, director; Emil Newman,
musical director; with various writers,
including Charles R. Marion and Nat
Tanchuck. Berwell is hopeful of an
early start for the series on a network
in early evening time to reach an allfamily audience, Mr. Cummings said.
Jimmy and Me should be attractive to
advertisers because of its unusual dog'seye nature and because it can be delivered for about half the cost of the
average tv half-hour series, or less than
$20,000 an episode.
OCDM

prepares documentary

The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization is readying a documentary
series which will be available to commercial television stations at no charge.
Titled Retrospect and narrated by
Douglas Edwards, the series consists
of thirteen 1 5-minute filmed shows
dealing with historic events of critical
importance, as well as significant and
famous personalities. Details of how
Retrospect will be released will be
announced
after Jan. 1,"
the
OCDM "sometime
said.
Film sales...
Brothers Brannagan (CBS Films) :
Sold to Sun Drug Co. for KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, and to following stations:
WN AC-TV Boston; WXYZ-TV Detroit; WTOP-TV Washington, D. C;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WISC-TV
Madison, Wis.; WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind.; WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.;
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.; WTVI
(TV) Ft. Pierce, Fla.; KIFI-TV Idaho
Falls, Idaho, and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky. Now in more than 120
markets.
Mister Magoo (UP A Pictures) : Sold
to WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.; WLBZBROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960
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To

all my

Radio

and

friends

in the

Television

Industry

ORAL ROBERTS
EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION, INC.
International Headquarters,
Tulsa 2, Oklahoma
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Gov. Davis replies
Representatives of Louisiana
Gov. Jimmie Davis reportedly
were shopping for television time
in major northern markets last
week. The time would be used
to present a selected series of
Gov. Davis' speeches on the
school integration problem and to
present his case against what he
calls "federal court encroachments against states' rights." The
governor has ordered copies of
some of his Louisiana-wide telecasts made during the past month.
Officials aiding him are reported
to have said these will stress the
overall federal-state conflict rather
than the racial issue alone and
that the broadcasts will bypass
angry blasts by segregationist extremists.
TV Bangor, Me.; KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.; KBOX-TV Boise, Idaho;
WKBW-TV Buffalo, N.Y.; WGN-TV
Chicago; WCPO-TV Cincinnati, Ohio;
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; WEWS
(TV) Cleveland; WPTA (TV) Ft.
Wayne, Ind.; WB AY-TV Green Bay,
Wis.; WTTV (TV) Bloomington-Indian-

apolis, Ind.; WFGA-TV Jacksonville,
Fla.; KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; KDUBTV Lubbock, Tex.; WTVJ (TV) Miami,
Fla.; WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn.;
WDSU-TV New Orleans; WNEW-TV
New York; WVBC-TV Norfolk, Va.;
KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.; WTAE
(TV) Pittsburgh, Pa.; WCSH-TV Portland, Me.; KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo.;
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah;
KPIX (TV) San Francisco; KING-TV
Seattle, Wash.; KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WTTG (TV) Washington, D.C.;
CKLW-TV Windsor, Ont., Canada
(Detroit); KTVH (TV) Hutchinson
(Wichita), Kan.; WKBN-TV Youngsville, Ohio.
Alexander Korda Film Classics (Television Industries Inc.): Sold to KCRATV Sacramento; WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
WEHT (TV) Evansville, Ind.; WISHTV Indianapolis; WNDU-TV South
Bend; WVUE (TV) New Orleans;
WABI-TV Bangor, Me.; WMTW-TV
Poland Spring, Me.; WAGM-TV Presque Isle, Me.; WPBN-TV Traverse City,
Mich.; KOB-TV Albuquerque; WKBWTV Buffalo; KFYR-TV Bismarck, N.D.;
WDAY-TV Fargo; KNOX-TV Grand
Forks, N. D,; WMOT (TV) Minot,
N. D.. KUMV-TV Williston, N. D.;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WHIO-TV Day-

AnoinerKjALEi
Another
GATES
Success Story in TV. . .
Says Rex Howell, president, KREX-TV,
Grand Junction, Colorado about the
„re
Gates BT-5C 5KW TV Transmitter: , ,„ v,apPV v,e
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Under development for
more than two years,
the Gates BT-5C 5 kilowatt VHF television
transmitter provides
the most exacting color
and monochrome transmission.
For detailed technical
information, write today for Bulletin 115-L—
yours for the asking.
GATES

RADIO COM PAN Y.quincv. Illinois
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation
Officet in: HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, O.C.
In Conado: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Export Salm ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CO., 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
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ton, Ohio; WHBQ-TV Memphis;
WC AX-TV Burlington, Vt., and
WVEC-TV Norfolk, Va.
Miami Undercover (Ziv-UA) : Sold
to Fels & Co., for WHO-TV Des
Moines and KELO-TV Sioux Falls,
S.
D.; Cheerful
Charley'sDavenport;
People's
Furniture
Co., WOC-TV
and WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre; WFBCTV Greenville, S. C; WCTV (TV)
Tallahassee; WALA-TV Mobile, and
WFLA-TV Tampa. Now in 61 markets.
Program notes...
'Griffith' author set ■ Arthur Knight,
author and Saturday Review film critic,
has been named to write the script for
a 90-minute television special o» D. W.
Griffith, one of the film industry's first
great directors. The Griffith project is
one of a series that will be produced
for television by Allied Artists' Informational Films Division, under the supervision of Jack L. Copeland, executive producer.
Five-time winners ■ NBC-TV reports
RCAS

Ml

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
CBS-TV
Dec. 25 (5-6 p.m.) Christmas Startime,
Ford through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
NBC-TV
Dec. 19-21 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental
Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Dec. 19-21 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom (contemporary math), sust.
Dec. 19-23, 26-28 (10:30-11 a.m.) Play
Your Hunch, part.
Dec.Is 19-23,
Price
Right, 26-28
part. (11-11:30 a.m.) The
Dec. 19-23, 26-28 (12:30-1 p.m.) It
Could Be You, part.
Dec. 19-23, 26-28 (2-2:30 p.m.) The Jan
Murray Show, part.
Dec. 19-22, 26-28 (11:15 p.m.-midnight)
The Jack Paar Show, part.
Dec. 21 (8:30-9 p.m.) Project 20, U. S.
Steel through BBDO.
Dec.Music
21, 28Hall,(9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraftp.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 22 (9:30-10 p.m.) The Ford Sfiow,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Dec. 23 (9-10 p.m.) The Bell Telephone
Hour, AT&T through N. W. Ayer.
Dec. 24 (10-10:30 a.m.) The Shari Lewis
Show,
hardt. Nabisco through Kenyon & EckDec. 24 (10:30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and His Short Subjects, Gen. Mills through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 24 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
sust.Dec. 25 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
Dec. 25 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson.
Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Dec. 25 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Dec. 28 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather; Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel
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it has scheduled repeat presentations of
two Project 20 documentaries — "The
Twisted Cross," a study of the rise and
fall of Adolf Hitler, and "Life in the
30's" — because of "popular demand."
Both programs have been shown four
times in the past. "The Twisted Cross"
is now set for Jan. 3 (10-1 1 p.m. EST)
and "Life in the 30's" for Jan. 24 (1011 p.m. EST).
For the deaf ■ The Dave Garroway Today Show (NBC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 7-9
a.m. EST) devoted the entire 2 hours
of last Friday's program to an examination of the problems of the deaf and
hard-of-hearing, and what is being done
to help them. Guests included: Broadway star Anne Bancroft; singer Johnnie
Ray, and Mrs. Evelyn D. Seide, present
companion of Helen Keller.

Hands Off ■ The head of the Police
Juvenile Bureau of Huntington, W. Va.,
has credited WSAZ-TV, that city, with
helping the department wrap up a childmolesting case. On Aug. 30 WSAZ-TV
telecast The Child Molester, which was
designed to acquaint parents and children with the methods and dangers of
this type of criminal. A 13-year-old
girl who had been instructed by her
mother after viewing the program was
able to give complete identification of
a molester including the license number
of his car.

the close of business on Dec. 19.

Extra dividend ■ Universal Pictures
Inc., N. Y., will pay a quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share and an extra
dividend of 25 cents per share on the
common stock of the company, payable
Dec. 28 to stockholders of record at

New series for ABC-TV ■ A new halfhour series produced by Ziv-United
Artists
I Am." Inc., titled Small Town D. A.,
has been acquired by ABC-TV for presentation on the network during the
1961-62 season. It is based on a book

The ONE
SET

YOUR

SIGHTS

After dinner specialists ■ A short him
now in production for syndication and
nontheatrical distribution by Emerson
Yorke, independent producer, outlines
the origin and growth of Toastmasters
International. The nonprofit group has
a membership of 3,200 toastmaster
clubs, of which there are some 80,000
after-dinner-speaker members. There
are branches in 40 countries and territories. The film will be based on the
Reader's Digest article "Accustomed as

station that

dominates the only major
market between

Portland,

Oregon and San Francisco,

Calif.

ON
K«E«Z»I-TV

The ONE

station that

reaches 146,000 TV homes
(ARB) with effective buying
income of over $946,000,000
Represented by
THE

MEEKER

H. S. Jacobson,
Day-Wellington,

CO.
Oregon

Washington

OREGON'S
NEW
CHANNEL
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The tremendous impact of the tape revolution on the
creation, production and economics of TV is being
felt increasingly in all areas — from network and spot
commercials to dramatic shows and other programming, at both national and local levels. Here, on the
next page, are some of the pleasantly surprising
things you can expect when you turn to tape to shoot
your next commercials . . .
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6 proved ways "SCOTCH"
BRAND
LIVE-ACTION
VIDEO
brings new quality and savings to your TV commercials!

TAPE

The picture "lives" on "Scotch" brand
Video Tape . . . says to the viewer, "It's
happening right now!" The extraordinary
visual presence of video tape, its real authenticity ofsounds, provide a new dimension of believability to commercial or show.

Immediate playback — in a matter of
seconds — tells the producer, director, percamera crew
whether a this
"take"
is the one formers,
to keep,
or whether
second
will
add worthwhile values of lighting, focus,
pacing and delivery. No processing wait.

Tape saves days because of the uninterrupted work schedules it makes possible.
You complete assignments in less time, then
go on to the next without the distraction of
unfinished business. It helps schedule talent,
studios, crews efficiently.

Fast editing is a video tape feature. Its
amazing flexibility lets you make lastminute changes. Sight or sound tracks can
be erased and redone speedily. New scenes
can be inserted and complete rearrangement
of elements effected at the last moment.

Special effects machines used in video tape
recording make possible an unlimited selection ofeffects. Wipes, match dissolves,
pixie and giant people, combination of animated cartoons and live-action people,
zooms, supers — video tape does them all.

Speeds up approvals. Client approval of
commercials can be had the same day taping
is made! When tape is the medium, the men
who make the client's decision can be on the
scene to give their approval when enthusiasm
is high. No processing delay!

y

"Scotch" brand Video Tape has
ushered in a new TV age! Along with
audible range and instrumentation
tapes, it was originated and pioneered
by 3M. And it is through continuing
and pioneering research that 3M is
known and recognized as world leader
in the development, manufacture and
distribution of quality magnetic tapes.

Send for: "The Show is on Video Tape,"
a new booklet of case studies on the taping of network
commercials,
local "spectaculars."
Enclose 25f2 drama
in coinprograms,
to coverandmailing
and handling
costs. Write 3M Co., Box 3500, St. Paul 6, Minnesota.
'SCOTCH"and
the plaid
reg.T.M.'s
Co., St.© Paul
Export: 99 Park Ave.,
New design
York. areCanada:
London,of3MOntario.
1900 6,3MMinn.
Co.
jyflHHESOia jyjlNIKO AND JVI« N U F A C r U R I N O C O M P A N t ,if^T^jfe-),
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO tOMORS OW '^^J^
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of the same name by Robert Traver,
author of Anatomy of a Murder.
Wanted: college composers ■ Broadcast Music Inc. reports that a prize of
$ 1 ,000 will be awarded to the composer
and lyricist of the best college musical
comedy or revue presented in the U. S.
and Canada during the 1960-61 academic year. An additional award of
$500 will be made to the drama or
music department, or to the student
dramatic club sponsoring the production. Rules for the competition, which
closes May 15, 1961, are available from
Robert Sour, BMI, 589 Fifth Ave., New
York 17.
Upbeat up North ■ The Canadian Office
of International Television Programs,
foreign distributor for Ziv-UA products,
reports that in its year of operation,
142 sales were concluded involving 27
separate shows. Included were the sale
of Aqnanauts to the CBC and a regional sale for the second year run of
Lock Up in 33 Canadian markets.
Time change ■ Rocky and His Friends
will be presented in a new time slot on
Sundays on ABC-TV, beginning Dee.
25 (5:30-6 p.m. EST). The program

AND ESPECIALLY THE MORE
YOU LOOK
AT CENTRAL CALIFORNIA'S
TV RATES AND RATINGS,
THE MORE YOU
LIKE

KJEOTV
1

was formerly seen at 12:30-1 p.m. EST.
Ready for stripping ■ Two NTA properties— Sheriff of Cochise, and U. S.
Marshal — are being offered to tv stations as strip programming under the
title Man From Cochise. The new series combines 78 episodes of Sheriff
and similar number of Marshal segments.
Full speed ahead ■ Four Star Television is filming a record total of 17
segments for 1 1 tv series in the two
weeks prior to Christmas, affecting all
the studio's product except The Westener and The Corrupters, which are
both currently taking a lay-off in production.
Big league Show ■ Desilu Productions
has set a new half-hour situation comedy series, You Can't Win 'em All, for
production for airing during the 196162 season. Bob Weiskopf and Bob
Schiller wrote the pilot for the series,
to chronicle the home life of a big
league ballplayer, based on the book,
The Long Season, by Cincinnati Redlegs pitcher Jim Brosnan.
A growing industry ■ Teletalent Inc.,
N. Y., tv producing company, predicted

Time-saving device for animated cartoons
Title roles in a new cartoon series
bination with Snip and Snap. Halas
of 26 seven-minute episodes, entitled
& Batchelor's Foo Foo (see picture)
Snip and Snap, are played by a pair is drawn with a specially developed
of scissors and a paper cut-out dog
drawing pencil called Cell-graph,
(above). Produced by Halas & which reduces drawing time of a
seven-minute film to six weeks, using
Batchelor and distributed by Interstate Television Corp., New York,
only a key animator and one skilled
Snip and Snap presents a new form
assistant. Previously it took a team
of three-dimensional animation in of 15 artists as much as 16 weeks to
which the characters move in a world
complete the thousands of individual
of paper fantasy. The series was
drawings. Foo Foo is reported to
be the first series of films made by
awarded first prize in the children's
films category at the 1960 Venice
the new process. Interstate, subsidInternational Film Festival.
iary of Allied Artists Pictures, reA second new animated series,
ports that WGN-TV Chicago is the
first station to purchase both of the
Foo Foo, is also available and may
animated series.
be purchased separately or in com-

channel 47
J
o
for Fresno, California
J. E. O'Neill, President
Joe Drilling, Vice President-Gen. Mgr.
W. O. Edholm, Commercial Mgr.
See your H"R^( representative
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Snip and Snap

Foo Foo
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WCKY
SURE

ISIIISI

CINCINNATI

But not just in the morning. Every
minute

of the day and

night-from Will

Lenay's bright-day-in-the-morning show
to the jarnpacked allthruthenite Jamboree
-WCKY's

fresh new sixties-sound of music

and service has given Cincinnati a get-up-andgo shot in the arm. New program ideas plus a
new hullabalulu of promotion have perked
up the whole Cincinnati Tri-State area, giving hundreds of thousands

of Ohio River

j

VaNeylistenersanewleaseonlife. Butthat's
only half the story; the real eye-opener is

I

that pennies-per-thousand cost. There's
nothing new about that; any Nieisen or the
salesman from AM Radio Sales can still Jj
prove that WCKY is some Cincinnati buy! ^ml

WCKY-RADIO
50,000
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Buick blows its horn on 'Factory Whistle'
Early risers within listening range
of WKMF Flint, Mich., are getting
an earful these mornings of things
they never knew before about the
18,000 employes of Buick Motor
Div., which is located in Flint.
The reason is The Factory
Whistle, a program sponsored by
Buick and dedicated to the proposition that the community in which its
employes work should know more
about them. It is carried daily, Monday through Friday, from 6 to 7 a.m.
"The Factory Whistle is designed
specifically to give public recogniMessrs. Rideout and Lamb
tion to the important role Buick employes
the community,"
plains G.playH.in. Rideout,
director exof
public relations for Buick. "It will
recognize specific employes for their
accomplishments in community
work." Mr. Rideout is shown (1
above) with Bill Lamb, Flint d.j.,
who is conducting the program.
Besides items about Buick workers
and their families, The Factory
Whistle carries a budget of local and
national news, sports and weather.
It also will be used, says Mr. Rideout, to promote civic projects which
benefit the entire community.
Mr. Lamb, a Flint air personality
for a number of years, is enthusiastic about his new assignment, in
which he is known as "the voice of

last week that more than five times
more money will be spent in 1965 on
"special audience tv" than was spent in
1959. Teletalent said a survey showed
that about $7 million was spent in "special audience" tv in 1959 and this figure should grow to more than $35 million in 1965. Included in "special audience" tv, according to Teletalent, are
closed-circuit telecasts, broadcast tv
beamed to special groups like school
children, the making of medical films
on tape and consulting on tv technology
with
nel. groups that lack technical personLiving sales ■ C. F. Productions Inc.,
N. Y., reports six additional sales of
Carlton Fredericks' Living Should Be
Fun radio program, bringing to 35 the
number of markets for the 25-minute
stripped show. The six stations are
WLAV Grand Rapids, Mich.; WRTA
Altoona, Pa.; WMAL Washington,
D. C; WENY Elmira, N. Y.; WJOY
Burlington Vt., and KXYZ Houston,
Tex.
Fitzpatrick film ■ The editorial cartoons
and comment of Pulitzer Prize-winning
cartoonist Daniel R. Fitzpatrick have
been recorded in a new National Edu-

the"This
men isoftheBuick."
kind of program people dream of," he says — music,
news, sports, time and weather.
"And best of all, no commercials."
In the vast Buick organization,
populated as it is by ex-stunt flyers,
ballplayers, singers, artists and cowboys, Mr. Lamb sees a gold mine
of stories and anecdotes. Uncovering the nuggets, he says, "should be
At present, The Factory Whistle
exciting."
is scheduled for a 13 -week try out.
If the men of Buick like its sound,
Buick will sign up for the show for
one year.

cational Television series, Forty-Five
Years with Fitzpatrick. The film series
consists of 16 half -hour episodes which
recreate important national events and
problems the U. S. faced during Mr,
Fitzpatrick's long career with the St,
Louis Post-Dispatch (1913-1958).
Tv rights ■ Filmaster Inc. has purchased
tv rights to Night side, radio series originated at KMPC Los Angeles, and
has produced three five-minute episodes
with Donn Reed, reporter-commentator
on the series since its inception on
KMPC last January, serving in a like
capacity for the tv series. Fritz Goodwin produced and Richard Cunha directed the first tv shows, with a total
of 260 to be filmed, resuming after
the holidays. Nightside presents the
unusual, off-beat side of Los Angeles
after dark. Series was developed from
an idea of Robert Forward, KMPC
vice president in charge of programs.
Wide selection ■ Allied Radio Corp.
has issued a stereo record and tape
catalog which includes detailed, informative listings of over 1,000 of the latest
stereo records as well as over 400 twoand four-track stereo tapes. The cata(PROGRAMMING) 7a

log lists classical records and tapes alphabetical y bycomposer and jazz and
popular selections by performing artist,
group, orchestra or title. In almost
every case a complete rundown of selections included in albums are listed. Most
of the major labels engaged in stereo
recording are represented. Copies of
the catalog are free on request from
Allied Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave., Chicago 80. As for Stock No. 26
RR 999.
Acquisition ■ Boothe Leasing Corp. of
San Francisco and New York has acquired the assets of Producers Service
Co., Burbank, Calif., engaged in leasing
specialized photographic equipment and
When the
Indians crossed
the Kansas
prairies, they
utilized the first
advertising. Probably
the squaw who lugged the
load was most adroit at
deciphering smoke signals
that PONY
spelled FOR
out "INDIAN
SALE AT
NEXTA broken
TRADING
POST."or
tree branch
twigs stripped from a bush
might indicate the nearest
source of papoose blankets,
tomahawks, and headdresses.
But unless you were another
Indian, chances are you
wouldn't catch message.
the sales

Totem Poles gave way to transmitting
towers . . . and Kansas prairies today are
being crossed by the KTVH television
signal, beaming messages that spell
GOODS and SERVICES to customers and
WAMPUM for producers and
manufacturers.
And youthedon't
have to When
be an
Indian to understand
language.
you buy KTVH, your message reaches
prospective customers in the heart of the oil,
cattle, agriculture, and aircraft production
area. To sell this scalp-tingling Kansas
Market, buy KTVH with unduplicated CBSTV coverage in Wichita and 14 other
important Kansas Communities.
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

KANSAS

accessories to theatrical and tv film producers for an undisclosed amount. E. B.
(Mike) McGreal, for many years a
photographic executive with Warner
Bros, and 20th Century-Fox, will be a
vice president of Boothe and general
manager of the Producers Service operation.
Sing-alongs ■ Commercial Recording
Corp., Dallas, has borrowed the popular record-album idea typified by the
"Sing Along with Mitch Miller" albums
and converted it to use for radio station IDs. Each ID is based upon a
traditional melody with which most of
the audience will be familiar.

Tel Ra's make-them-yourself title cards
An office photocopying machine,
added to regular in-shop film production gear, has been found by one
production firm as useful in cutting
sharply the cost and time factors
involved in the making of tv title
cards. The firm is Tel Ra Productions, an affiliate of W. Wallace Orr
Inc., Philadelphia advertising agency.
Tel Ra specializes in the production and distribution of sports programs for tv in all fields. Raw films
are rushed to the firm for fast processing, editing, titling and duplicating, then rushed on to stations.
The titling innovation cuts time for
that function from a day or more
Mr. Cesarone composes title
to mere minutes since outside service is eliminated. Cost per title card
also is reduced from the usual $5- Many-Copy paper so that a rightbe7.50 to about $1. The annual sav- reading image will result. After
ing put through the exposing section
ing is estimated at more than $3,000.
of the Ampto photo-copier, the
The "work tools" which Tel Ra
Many-Copy paper then is processed
is using include Anken Many-Copy
in the developing section.
paper and Anklor F film; a Foto"We achieve a remarkable blackness in the background and crisp
writer; an Ampto "14" Photocopier,
whiteness in the lettering by putting
and an Anken "12" Processor. The
technique was worked out by Lou
the paper through the developing
Cesarone, head of Tel Ra's reprosolution twice," Dan Wise, Tel Ra
duction services, and Poly-Graphic
"This
Duplicator Corp., Philadelphia. The
said.
manager,
production
usually
eliminates
all pin
holes
or
title cards are used for screen
blemishes that might show up in the
credits, superimposed scores, sequence bridges and other printed
image."
enlarged
Finally,tvthescreen
Many-Copy title card
material which is dubbed into the
is
run
through
a
fixative.
The sheet
film. The cards are durable and
then is ready for use in stripping
can be filed for later re-use.
into the final film. For convenience,
How does it work? The lettering
to be used on a card first is set up Processor
an Anken "12"
for this operation.
Tel Ra acquired
and developed in a Fotowriter film
Occasionally there is need for a
type copying unit, utilizing Anklor
black-on-white copy of a title card.
F (Anken) film. Next, the devel- To obtain this, the finished white-onoped strips of photo type (black black Many-Copy title sheet is
letters on a clear film background)
backed by an unexposed sheet; the
are attached by Scotch tape, properly spaced, on a piece of clear film, exposing
Ampto
light setting
unit onis the
stepped
up, "14"
and
usually 8V2 by 11 inches (see pic- the additional copies are exposed
ture). The phototype pasteup then and processed in exactly the same
is placed in contact with a piece of manner as above.

■ WICHITA AND HUTCHINSON ■
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You

roll

it . . . let

RCA

ASC

Vidicon

Assures

ride

Chain,

Uniform

it !
with

Picture

To show the "Film of the Day" at its very best, use the
RCA Vidicon Camera Chain, Type TK-21C— now with
Automatic Sensitivity Control. By electronically controlling sensitivity of the camera tube, the TK-21C
automatically rides gain for you . . . assuring superior
reproduction of films with little or no operator attention. The operating convenience and uniform picture
quality will add new spark to your film programming
. . . give better service to your clients.
This improved camera chain with Automatic Sensitivity
Control senses variations in camera output level, and
compensates for wide transitions in highlight density.
Reaction time is rapid — less than Y2 second for a 10 to 1
change in highlight brightness. Even under the worst
conditions, a transition from extremely dense to very
Get the full facts on the new
RCA TK-21 C Vidicon Film
Chain! See your RCA
Representative or write to
RCA, Broadcast and Television
Equipment, Dept. OC-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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Automatic
Quality

Sensitivity

Control,

... Automatically

light film (100 to 1 change) can
than one second. Automatic
supplied as part of new RCA
Chains. Previous TK-21 models

be accomplished in less
Sensitivity Control is
TK-21C Vidicon Film
can be converted.

An integral part of a matched line of RCA TV equipment, the vidicon film system has been established as
the standard of the industry. Continued improvements,
such as automatic sensitivity control, make RCA vidicon chains one of your best equipment buys. Remember
when you buy RCA you get the most advanced equipment .. . plus the kind of service before and after the
sale that only RCA with its broad background in
broadcasting can provide.
RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING
idea can enter the electronics business

3M,

WARNER-LAMBERT

DELAY

MERGER

They're waiting for go-ahead from Justice Dept.
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. and opinion based on the advice of our
Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. respective attorneys, that it could be
have applied the brakes to their pro- effected within the framework of the
posed merger plans (Broadcasting,
antitrust laws," they stated. "However
Aug. 29) pending a green light from the recognizing that - the Dept. of Justice
Justice Dept.
may have a different point of view and
The action came in a joint announcerealizing that any action by the department that said the two firms had asked
ment subsequent to the actual joining of
the government to look into possible the two firms could result in lengthy litigation, we decided to ask the departantitrust implications "some time ago"
ment for clearance before taking final
and that the probe "may continue for
some time." As a result, 3M and W-L
Under terms of the proposal, to which
reported, "The only wise course remainaction." of both companies already had
ing open is to postpone completion of officials
the proposed action until clearance has agreed 3M would expand from magbeen obtained."
netic tape production, home recording
The move also was interpreted as systems and MBS network ownership inreflecting a "wait and see" attitude in
to the proprietary field combining reconnection with the policies of new
sources with those of a leading broaddemocratic administration.
cast advertiser. The proposal has not
Last Wednesday's statement signed been submitted to stockholders yet
by William L. McKnight, 3M board
though their respective boards "passed
chairman, and Elmer H. Bobst, Warner
on the combination in principle" it was
Lambert chairman, hinted at this con- reported.
The negotiations which came to light
jecture. "When the combination was
first proposed [last Aug. 22] it was our last summer called for an exchange of
stock with some phases of 3M research
to be applied to medicinal and pharmaceutical products. The two companies
023
had combined sales of nearly $700 million and earnings of about $80 million
in 1959. Warner Lambert is acknowledged to be a $30 million advertiser
til
with perhaps half in broadcast media.
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EIA

head

reports

set

sales up 5% in 1960
L. Berkley Davis, president of Electronics Industries Assn., in a year-end
statement reported a 5% increase in
factory sales of consumer products, including radio and tv sets, over 1959.
He predicted a similar rise for 1961.
Figures for the past year were $2.1
billion compared with $2 billion in
1959. He ventured consumer product
sales would reach $2.2 billion in 1961.
Replacement component sales held
steady at $900 million.
The electronics industry will have established an all-time high of $9.75 billion in factory sales by the end of 1960,
the EIA president said. Pointing out that
electronics was running contrary to the
trend of decline in the national economy,
he said, "We believe the business will
advance another 6% [overall] during
1961 to a $10.3 billion total."
Other trends spotted by Mr. Davis
were:
■ "Extremely tough competition" —
"The day is disappearing when a bright
young scientist or engineer with a new

in a major way."
■ The prospect for consumer goods
sales "substantially brightened if the
FCC, as expected,
mission standardssoon
for establishes
fm stereo transradio
broadcasting."
■ "Most promising opportunities" in
the development of non-entertainment
electronic products (such as safety devices, home-improvement facilities) now
on the verge of being mass-produced at
mass-market prices.
Technical topics...
New models ■ RCA Victor introduced
12 new color tv receivers, each
equipped
the refinements,
exclusive "new
tuner
and with
chassis
at a vista"
West
Coast distributors' meeting Dec. 14 in
San Francisco. The new models range
in suggested retail price from $495 to
$775. Distributors also were shown 15
new black-and-white models with 23inch picture tubes. Their suggested retail prices ranged from $199.95 to
$359.95.
New office ■ Raytheon Co. has opened
a new regional commercial office at
3110 Maple Drive N.E., Atlanta. Robert A. Chalmers, district manager for
the Distributor Products Div., and John
S. Barber, sales representative for the
Communications and Data Processing
Operations
wiM make their headquarters
there.
Sets up quarters ■ Morgan Engineering
Co., which has offices in Lake Charles,
La., Montgomery, Ala., Gulf port, Miss.,
and Houston, has now opened an office
in Beaumont, Tex., at 2232 North St.
Emanuel Morgan, senior partner and
a consulting engineer since 1927, will
be in personal charge of the branch.
New amplifier ■ Dynair Electronics
Inc., San Diego, Calif., has announced
development of a Video Line Driving
Amplifier (Model LDA-1A), capable
of sending a high resolution, 600-line
television signal through 5,000 feet of
RG 11/U coaxial cable — or longer distances when lower-loss cables are used.
E. G. Gramman, company president,
says the new amplifier will extend the
usefulness of industrial and closed circuit television by extending the distance
between cameras and monitors.
Step forward ■ RCA announced last
week that the company has achieved a
"major advance" in the distribution of
educational signals to classrooms
through the development of an RCA
bi-directional distribution system. It
makes possible the sending of tv signals
in two directions simultaneously over
BROADCASTING. DECEMBER 19, 1960
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the same cable arrangement. RCA officials said it permits closed-circuit material to be introduced into the system
from any classroom while enabling reception of ofT-the-air tv signals.
Movin' again ■ Foto-Video Electronics
Inc., Cedar Grove, N. J., reports that
ground-breaking ceremonies were held
last week for a new plant containing
30,000 square feet of work area. The
company produces a complete line of
electronic equipment in the tv broadcast, closed circuit, and current-voltage
related power supply field, including
cameras, video monitors, and sync generators. The six-year-old company has
outgrown three plant locations.
Versatile triode ■ The Machlett Laboratories Inc., Springdale, Conn., (a
subsidiary of Raytheon Co.) has developed an extremely rugged triode designed as an oscillator, frequency multiplier or power amplifier in radio trans-

mitting service. The ML-7698 is a
high-mu, planar triode with a frequency
range up to 3,000 mc. Featuring low
inter-electrode capacitance, high transconductance and high mechanical
strength, the tube has a compact metal
and ceramic coaxial construction making it well suited for operation in linetype circuits at lower frequencies as
well as in cavity resonators at the higher frequencies, the company reports.
Adds space ■ Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Woburn, Mass., has announced plans for a 17,000-sq. ft. addition to its semiconductor plant at Hillsboro, N. H. According to William J.
Pietenpol, vice president and general
manager of Semiconductor Div., the
addition is needed "to accommodate
advanced manufacturing and testing
equipment to meet the growing demand
for crystal diodes and transistors."
SMPTE tape standards ■ The Society
of Motion Picture & Television Engi-

neers reports it now has available four
proposed American standards on video
tape recording. The first specifies dimensions for the width, thickness and
curvature of 2-inch video magnetic tape;
the second pertains to the audio records
for the tape recordings; the third specifies the locations and dimensions of the
video, audio and control records on the
tape and the fourth specifies the rate of
travel of tape in video tape recorders.
Copies of the four proposed standards
are available from the SMPTE headquarters, 5 W. 42nd St., New York 36,
N. Y.
Music in the air ■ Johnson Electronics
Inc., Casselberry, Fla., has developed
a fully transistorized tuner for the background-music industry. The firm also
manufactures transistorized amplifiers
for this specialized market. The tuner,
Model JE 6 MA I, is a universal type
for use with other Johnson tuners, telephone line input or tube type tuners.
Price: $49.95.

INTERNATIONAL

CALDWELL'S
Gets okay for second

SUCCESSFUL
BID
Canadian television network

which plans to start operations next September
affiliated with the Canadian BroadcastSpencer W. Caldwell, who unsuccessfully tried for a television station
ing Corp. Affiliated stations will be the
license at Toronto last March, will recently-licensed second stations in Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Winnipeg,
head the first independently-owned CaToronto, Montreal, Ottawa and Halifax.
nadian brodcasting network. The Board
of Broadcast Governors at its Ottawa
Mr. Caldwell was the only applicant
for a network franchise. He has been
meeting on Dec. 9 approved formation
of the privately-financed television net- in radio since 1927, when he was 18
work.
years old, and sold and serviced radio
Mr. Caldwell and prominent Toronto
receivers in department stores at Winnibusinessmen will form Canadian Telepeg. He has been with Canadian Marconi Co., the station management and
vision Network Ltd., and will be ready
to start feeding programs to the trans- representative firm of Taylor-Pearsoncontinental network by September 1961.
Carson, commercial manager of CKWX
Conditions of the award include sup- Vancouver, manager of CJBC Toronto,
plying a minimum of 10 hours pro- and program division manager of Allgramming each week and having a Canada Radio Facilities. He formed
minimum of six affiliated stations, not his own firm about a decade ago, han-
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dling broadcast studio equipment, distributing films for CBS and others,
and serving as Canadian distributor of
TelePrompTer, and as advertising agency for Canadian Westinghouse.
Other Actions ■ The Board of Broadcast Governors sanctioned the sale of
CJAD Montreal, to Standard Radio
Ltd., owners of CFRB Toronto; sale
of CJNR Blind River, Ont., from
Thomas Nash to Gino Marcon; sale
of CJET Smiths Falls, Ont., from Hugh
Gibson to R. W. Pollie; and sale of
CJSS-AM-FM-TV Cornwall, Ont., from
Cornwall Broadcasting Ltd., to a syndicate of Canadian Marconi Ltd.,
Montreal; Bushnell Broadcasting Associates Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.; Granada
Tv Network Ltd., London, England;
and Beaver Film Productions, Toronto.
BBG also sanctioned the sale of CHFIFM Toronto from E. J. Pigott to Aldred Rogers Ltd., Toronto, minority
shareholders in CFTO-TV Toronto.
The BBG recommended granting a
new class of temporary tv station licenses to unmanned very low power
satellites to transmit signals from United
States stations into areas which are not
now served by Canadian tv stations.
First such licenses go to Horace M.
Card on ch. 4 at Saddle Mountain,
B.C., to rebroadcast programs of
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.; Mount
Sentinel Television Co-Operative on
ch. 5 at Mount Sentinel, B.C., to rebroadcast KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.;
and Sioux Lookout Chamber of Commerce, for two satellites to rebroadcast
at Sioux Lookout, Ont., programs on
ch. 6 of WDSM-TV Superior, Wis.,
and on ch. 3 of KDAL-TV Duluth,
Minn. These licenses will be withdrawn when a Canadian video signal
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

...FEATURES
AND
Here in an Ampex
combined

YOU

CAN

AFFORD

under $1000 are all the features broadcasters

in a professional recorder so compact

The Ampex

NEED

PR -10 offers complete remote

have requested—

it fits just 14 inches of rack space.

control, full monitoring facilities, two pro-

fessional speeds, optional self-threading, all-electric pushbutton
friction less clutch system for gentle tape handling. Alignment

controls, and new

controls are all acces-

sible from the front panel, permitting simple installation and adjustment. All parts
have been

thoroughly life -tested to give broadcasters

performance

and low maintenance

assurance

over a long life of continuous

of studio quality
daily operation.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-1 Monophonic model ($845) available full track or hall trackPR-10-2 Stereo/Monophonic model ($945) records and plays stereophonic, monophonic, sound-on-sound, cue track, selective
track and two-microphone sound • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and
accessory remote unit • New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact electronics • Professional
monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, and 600 ohm output circuits • Separate erase, record and play heads on individual
mounts • Open fourth head position for optional 4-track or other playback head • Two speeds: 15 and 7'/2 ips or 7'/2 and 33/*
ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor • Proved electrodynamic clutch system for lowest flutter ever in a portable/compact recorder
• Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack mount • Dimensions for both
models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders • Associated equipment includes a fourposition stereo/mono mixer (MX-10) and a new 40 watt speaker-ampl ifter system (SA-10).
ASK YOUR AMPEX

PROFESSIONAL

DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRATION

SOON.
PR-IO

Complete descriptive literature available from Ampex. Write dept. B-2
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS COMPANY • 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. • Ampex of Canada, Uo., Rexdale, Ontario
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can be consistently seen at these locations.
CFRB-FM Toronto, was recommended for increase in power from 600
w. to 200 kw and change of antenna
site, on 99.9. mc. Separate programming from CFRB was not granted.
CFPL-TV London, Ont., was recommended for increase in height of antenna to 1,075 feet with maximum
present power of 325 kw video and
195 kw audio on ch. 10.
Turned down for a power boost
from 5 kw to 50 kw was CKOY Ottawa, Ont., on grounds that "on the
basis of the performance of the station
at this time, the board does not believe
that the public interest requires a recom endation for approval."
CKSL London, Ont., was turned
down on similar programming grounds
in its application for an fm station
which would carry CKSL programs.
First broadcast station on the Canadian Arctic islands was recommended
for Frobisher Bay, Baffin Island, for a
population of 760 Eskimos and 1,040
non-Eskimos including 300 U.S. servicemen at this military-commercial airbase north of the Hudson Straits. The
license was granted to the CBC for a
40 w. station on 1200 kc, with programming in English, French and
Eskimo.
A plea for permission to allow independently-owned Canadian tv stations
to transmit color, was made by Maurice
C. Punshon, a private individual of
Toronto. Mr. Punshon told the BBG
that even if the CBC did not at present
want to go ahead with color tv programming, privately -owned stations
were ready to do so, and such programming would boost sales of color
sets and employ Canadians in electronics factories to make color receivers.
Canadian set sales dropping
Sales of both radio and television
receivers in Canada continue to drop,
according to figures of the Electronic
Industries Assn. of Canada, Toronto.
During October, sale of radio sets
dropped to 51,982 units as compared

with 56,270 sets in September, record
month this year, and with 68,785 sets
in October 1959. In the first ten months
of 1960 radio set sales totalled 413,722
units against 482,281 in the same 1959
period. Only increase was in battery
portable sets which went to 87,483 sets
in the January-October 1960 period
from 79,860 in the 1959 months.
Television set sales in October this
year totalled 44,812 units against 56,410
in October 1959 and 46,944 in September 1960. Total sales for the JanuaryOctober 1960 period were 275,911 units
compared with 327,632 in the 1959
period.
VOA and Radio Moscow
exchange

radio programs

Broadcasts of exchange radio programs between the U. S. and the Soviet
Union have been made in both countries
and others are to follow, the U. S. Information Agency has announced.
USIA said two radio programs prepared by the agency's Voice of America
have been aired on Radio Moscow —
tapes of a concert by the Yale U. Russian Chorus Nov. 28 and Russianlanguage description and interviews
made of displays at the National Gallery of Art and the Smithsonian Institute in Washington, D. C, on Dec. 2.
Stations in some U.S.S.R. capitals also
aired the two programs, USIA said.
Two Soviet radio programs, "Aram
Khachaturian" and "Volga Folk Chorus," will be broadcast in the U. S. by
arrangement with the National Educational Tv & Radio Center in New York
and they have been or will be carried
by U. S. stations on these dates: WJR
Detroit, Dec. 8 and 15; WERE Cleveland, Dec. 11; KAFE (FM) San Francisco, Dec. 11 and 18; WCBS New
York, Dec. 11; WGBH Boston, Dec. 16
and 17; WGMS Washington, Jan. 3 and
10; WXPN(FM) Philadelphia, Jan. 6
and 9; WFMT (FM) Chicago, Jan. 15
and 22.
Two other Voice of America tapes
in Soviet hands for broadcast are a
performance of "My Fair Lady" in

Washington after its successful U.S.S.R.
tour, including interviews with the cast,
and an automobile trip from Washington to New York, with interviews.
Other VOA-produced programs will be
offered to the U.S.S.R. by the U. S.
State Dept., USIA said.
ATAS
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planning

for its tv festival
The Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences has hired a man, rented space,
collected $75,000 and now is staffing
committees for its International Television Festival to be held in this country next fall.festival headquarters at New
Running
York's Dorset Hotel is John Walsh,
former coordinator of special programs
for CBS-TV, now engaged by ATAS
as executive director of the festival.
Tex Mc Crary is chairman of the festival committee and last week made a
14 tosubcomkey appointment
mittees to be staffedamong
in weeks
come.
Jack Wrather, chairman of Wrather
Enterprises, will head the finance committee, coming to New York from his
Los Angeles headquarters after the
first of the year to make an intensive
solicitation effort among advertising
agencies, sponsors, and producers.
The first contribution has come from
ABC, CBS and NBC, giving equally
for a total $75,000 to underwrite the
festival. Henry S. White, vice president
and general manager of WNTA-TV
New York, is serving as treasurer of
the event.
ATAS plans the International Television Festival as an annual event, the
first to be held in New York and Washington saluting "greater world understanding through international television." Los Angeles will have the 1962
festival, 1963 to be announced, and it
will return to New York in 1964 to
coincide with the world's fair.
Festival headquarters will send invitations and emissaries to some 60 countries inviting participation next fall.
Events will include program competitions, seminars, technological displays
and demonstrations.
Screen

e tlian a decade oj? C^onitructive Service

starts

Gems

sells

post-'48 films in Canada
Sales of 209 post-'48 films to seven
Canadian stations, starting Jan. 1, was
announced by Steve Krantz, vice-president and general manager of Screen
Gems (Canada) Ltd., at Toronto. The
series was sold to CBUT (TV) Vancouver, B.C.; CBOT (TV) Ottawa,
Ont.; CBMT (TV) Montreal, Que.;
CFTO-TV Toronto, Ont.; CJ AY-TV
Winnipeg, Man.; CHCT-TV Calgary,
Alta.; and CJCH-TV Halifax, N.S.
The series consists of top Columbia
pictures and includes some of the bigBROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

gest money making pictures in the
industry.
While most Canadian stations will
use the features after 11 p.m., CFTOTV Toronto, which goes on the air
on Jan. 1 on ch. 9, will use the films
in prime evening time, with a different
film six nights a week.
Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., has
also sold five films with French-language dubbed in, to CFTM-TV Montreal, Que., which goes on the air early
in the new year as the city's second
French-language station.
Abroad

when they saw what they were getting . . .

in brief...

Italian quota ■ Radio and tv receivers
are among a list of goods from which
the Italian government on Dec. 14 removed quota and licensing import controls, according to a joint announcement from the U. S. State, Commerce
and Agriculture departments.
New am ■ CFCB Corner Brook, Nfld.,
new 1 kw station on 570 kc officially
went on the air on Dec. 1, the first independent station on the Newfoundland
west coast. Harold N. Butler, formerly
managing director of VOCM St. John's,
Nfld., is managing director of CFCB.
Swedish tv ■ The number of tv sets in
Sweden continues to rise and likely will
total 1 million by year's end, according
to the American-Swedish News Exchange. Currently, there are about
864,000 sets in use.
Target date ■ CJOH-TV Ottawa, Ont.,
has set a target date of March 1 to
start operations on ch. 13, E. L. Bushnell, president, stated at Ottawa early
last month. Mr. Bushnell, formerly
vice-president of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., was granted the second English-language Ottawa tv station license
this summer. Work on erection of the
600-foot tower has started at nearby
Hazeldean, Ont.
Around the world ■ Canada's top tv
comedians, Johnny Wayne and Frank
Shuster, will have their 1960 Mother
Goose Pantomine program released on
three continents on three successive
days. Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Toronto, has sold the 90-minute program to Granada Television in London,
England, for showing on Dec. 26, and
to the Australian Broadcasting Commission for showing on Dec. 24. The show
will be telecast on the CBC network in
Canada on Dec. 25. Kinescopes are
being sent to both England and Australia because the latter has no video tape
equipment as yet. Granada claims
CBC kinescope is as good as video tape
which would have to be converted to
the British television lineage.
All six Wayne and Shuster one-hour
programs in Canada this season are being sold by CBC to Granada Television
for use in Great Britain.
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RENEWED!
It's a matter of record : 88% of the stations which ordered short, "trial"
subscriptions have already renewed for full-year RSI record services !
That's one measure of the high value broadcasters place on RSI services. Here's another : In less than five months, close to 500 satisfied
stations all over the U. S. and Canada have subscribed to RSI.
IT FIGURES.
FOR RSI GIVES SUBSCRIBERS (1) THE BEST OF THE NEW
RELEASES AS CHOSEN BY THE BILLBOARD; (2) FASTER
THAN THEY FORMERLY GOT THEM; (3) AT LOWER PRICES
THAN THEY WOULD ORDINARILY PAY. AND, WE GUARANTEE COMPLETE SATISFACTION!
What's more, in response to the different record needs of different
stations around the country, RSI expanded its operations to make six*
different record services available to subscribers.
The growing subscriptions and the increased services underscore the
fact that RSI makes a lot of sense to broadcasters who need an assured
supply of good, new records.
So . . . before you make up your 1961 record budget, write for full
details of what RSI can do for your station. No obligation, of course.
Just a sure way to find out how you, too, can get better records —
cheaper and faster. Write today.
Record Source, Inc.
333 East 46th Street
New York 17, N. Y.
Telephone: YUkon 6-0155
Hal B. Cook
Executive Director
*Weekly singles: "Hot 100" . . . "Easy Listening" . . . "Country Music." Monthly
popular and classical albums. Catalog Album Service.
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FATES & FORTUNES
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
Helmut Krone and William Taubin,
group art directors; David Reider, copy
group supervisor; E. B. Weiss, director
of special merchandising service, and
Dorothy Parisi, assistant general manager, all elected vps at Doyle Dane
Bernbach, N. Y.
Mr. Trude
Mr. Karcher
Jack Benoze elected vp of Doherty,
Alfred S. Trude Jr., media director,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., and
and Kenneth B. Karcher, assistant exappointed account supervisor on Eastman Chemical Products account. R.
ecutive creative director, elected vps at
Clinton-Frank Inc., Chicago. Mr. Trude
Richard Carens, vp and account supervisor on Eastman, named director of held same post with Macfarland,
marketing and retail promotions for ac- Aveyard & Co. before joining Frank in
count. F. Richard Olsen, senior time1958. Mr. Karcher formerly was associated with Earle Ludgin & Co.
buyer,
named
assistant
media
supervisor.
Dale Armstrong joins publicity and
Bruce L. Newman,
pr department of Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y., in executive capacity effective
formerly vp of McCann-Erickson, N.Y.,
Jan. 3. Mr. Armstrong has been pr
joins The Kudner
consultant. Prior to that he was execuAgency, that city, as
tive vp of Allied Public Relations Inc.,
senior vp and memN. Y.
ber of board of direcEdward F. Menerth Jr. moves from
tors. Mr. Newman
publicity
department of O. S. Tyson &
had previously been
Mr. Newman
Co., New York, to New York office of
in advertising sales
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, as pr acwith Curtis and Meredith Publishing
count executive.
Cos.
Earl R. Zeisler appointed vp in
Donald E. Leonard, director of media
charge of sales for Stroh Brewery Co.,
at Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y., named
succeeding Harold S. Wagoner who
vp.
moves
to newly created post of vpmarketing.
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of executive committee of Foote, Cone & BeldSeymour (Zish) Molbegott, trade
ing, chosen Chicagoan of the Year by
promotion manager in Pepsodent Div.
Chicago Press Club. He was selected
for civic work, including activity as gen- of Lever Bros., named product maneral chairman of 1960 Crusade of
ager for Pepsodent and Life Line toothbrushes.
Mercy, and will be honored at club's
Carl W. Plehaty Jr., foods account
annual President's dinner in McCormick
Place Jan. 28.
executive at Fletcher Richards, Calkins
Reginald Dellow, vp and media direc- & Holden Inc., New York, appointed
tor at Grant Adv., Chicago, elected
vp and advertising director of BoyleMidway division of American Home
president of Chicago Agency Media
Group.
Products Corp.
Helen Lydon, previously radio-tv director at John W. Shaw, Chicago, rejoins Clinton E. Frank, that city, as
business manager for radio-tv department. She formerly was assistant to
radio-tv director at agency.
J. R. Nowling and Cameron Hervey
join General Public Relations Inc., subsidiary of Benton & Bowles, N. Y. Mr.
Nowling was formerly account executive with McCormick Assoc., Washington, D. C. Mr. Hervey was, at one
time, vp of Umbaugh Aircraft Corp.
Stephen Zimmerman, formerly product manager at Lever Bros., N. Y., joins
Lennen & Newell, that city, as account
executive on Best Foods Div., Corn
Products Co.
Stephen Bogardo and Joseph Orlando join pr staff of Doremus & Co.,
| New York advertising and pr firm.

Philip R. Snyder, with A. S. Black &
Co., Houston, promoted to vp. Before
joining Black in 1958, Mr. Snyder was
head of his own agency and was promotion manager of KXYZ, that city.
John Shull joins Wade Adv., Los
Angeles, as account executive, after
working as account supervisor at Lennen & Newell.
Elizabeth Pike,
formerly vp and copy
headN.atY.,Benton
&group
Bowles,
joins
Compton Adv., that
city, as creative group
head. Mrs. Pike, who
will work on variety
of packaged goods
Mrs. Pike
and hard goods accounts, has been supervisor and copywriter at agencies since 1940.
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Oliver L. S. Joy joins Miles Products
division of Miles Laboratories Inc. as
assistant advertising manager. He
formerly was with Boyer Chemical Co.,
Evanston, 111.
THE

MEDIA

Bob King, formerly general manager
of KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla., named
vp and general manager of WTVP
(TV) Decatur, 111. Previously he served
in sales capacity with WFAA Dallas.

s

ay'

Tod

George Eckles appointed manager of
Boston office of The Boiling Co., and
Irving (Elly) Dierdorff named salesman,
that city.
Joseph Savalli, formerly director of
Italian sales at WADO (then WOV)
New York, named sales manager.
Elliott M. Sanger,
executive vp and general manager of
WQXR New York,
owned by New York
Times, named general
manager of newspaper's international edition in Paris, effective
Mr. Sanger
in early January. He
will remain in that post for about six
months when he will return to New
York and to his duties at WQXR.
Richard Wendt, Times production executive, will serve as assistant general
manager under Mr. Sanger, and will
succeed him as general manager of international edition when latter returns
to New York.
Alex Dreier, NBC newsman, resigns
from WNBQ(TV) and WMAQ Chicago following 20 years' service with
NBC to join ABC's WBKB(TV), that
city. Aside from new 10 p.m. newscast,
he also will inherit John Daly's daily
ABC radio newscast Jan. 2 and plans to
shift his NBC Man on the Go to ABC.

Employes

honored

Nine NBC employes, newlyelected members of that network's
Twenty-Five Year Club, were
honored at a luncheon in New
York. They are Carlos Clark,
technical director; H. Weston
Conant, sound effects technician;
H. L. Folkerts, technical director;
Joseph M. Milroy, manager of
program pricing and servicing;
Arthur G. Poppele, operations supervisor; Margaret Riebhoff, station reports coordinator; John J.
Rooney, maintenance engineer;
John L. Seibert, supervisor of
project engineering, and Clifford
Slaybaugh, director of international enterprises.
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As low as

in quantity orders

$1695

FM broadcasters: high receiver cost —
the big drawback to expansion of potential FM audiences — has been licked.
NOW you can boost your FM audience
with this dynamic . . . Drift- Free . . .
quality FM receiver from Sarkes Tarzian, Inc. If you have AM too, and go
on reduced power at night, why not
take advantage of this special offer and
really promote FM to maintain, or innatural. crease, your night time audience. It's a
Exceptionally low priced — as low as
$16.95 in quantity orders! Direct factory
distribution makes it possible to offer
this set at a fraction of the cost you'd
expect to pay for such quality and performance.
Ideal for premiums, prizes, program
give-aways — and the perfect Christmas

gift. Here's an inexpensive way of providing aservice for your listeners —
where else could they buy a set like this
for less than $20 — and, at the same time,
you're building your local audience.
Put this high quality — low cost receiver to work for YOU — today — building more FM listeners.
Specify Model Number when ordering
from these
nations : four attractive color combiModel 501: White Cabinet, White Front
Model 502: Grey Cabinet, Charcoal Front
Model 503: Grey Cabinet, White Front
Model 504: White Cabinet, Charcoal Front
YOUR COST
50 or more sets
$16.95
25-49 sets
17.25
10-24 sets
18.00
1-9 sets
19.95
(FOB Bloomington) We must have credit information, orshipments will be made C.O.D.
order.
To
expedite shipment, send check or money

Order on your station letterhead from:
SARKES

TARZIAN

INC

east hillside drive • bloomington, Indiana
edison 2-7251

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION
CONSUMER PRODUCTS SECTION
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Roger O'Connor, formerly of sales
staff, Mutual Broadcasting System, joins
CBS Radio as account executive. Prior
to joining MBS, Mr. O'Connor was
sales manager of WCAE Pittsburgh.
Robert M. Fairbanks, formerly of
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, named account executive at CBS-TV Spot Sales,
San Francisco.
Charles S. Tappy moves to WQMR
Silver Spring, Md.-Washington sales
staff from WMNC Morganton, N. C.
Howard M. Emich, station manager
and newscaster at WMAM Marinette,
Wis., promoted to general manager.
Clark C. Grant, promotion manager
of WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., named chairman of Broadcasters
Promotion Assn. on Education and
Professional Standards Committee.
Norman (Pete) Williams, formerly
of WNHC New Haven, Conn., appointed account executive, New York sales
staff of Blair Television Assoc.
Earl Steil promoted
from account executive to sales manager
of WJJD Chicago. He
started broadcasting
career as announcer
with CBS Network in
New York, St. Louis
and Minneapolis before turning to sales
He joined WJJD in

Mr. Steil
five years ago.
January 1959.
Frank Smith, owner of Frank Smith
& Assoc., Hollywood radio rep firm,
assumes additional duties as West Coast
sales manager for KORL Honolulu.
Phil Richardson, sales manager of
KRUX Phoenix, appointed manager of
KTKT Tucson, both Arizona. Frank
Kali I named KTKT program director.
Earlier item (Broadcasting, Dec. 5)
incorrectly reported that Mr. Richardson's new duties were at KRUX and
mistakenly identified KRUX as a
Tucson station.
Terry Mason,
program director
America's

Knorr recovering
Fred A. Knorr, head of Knorr
stations, is recovering from severe
burns suffered when he slipped
in hotel bathtub and was knocked
unconscious while hot water was
running. His plight was discovered by Robert M. Booth, Washington attorney, with whom he
was traveling. Mr. Knorr is in
Broward General Hospital, Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., and is to remain there for another week. Mr.
Knorr is principal owner of
WKMH-AM-FM Detroit - Dearborn, WKMF Flint, WKHM
Jackson, WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw and WELL Battle Creek, all
Michigan.
KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, Wash., named
manager of KXLY Radio. Paul
Spechko, assistant program director,
appointed
program manager for KXLYTV.
Allan MacDonald, formerly director
of sales development at KFWB Los
Angeles, to KEWB San Francisco-Oakland as member of sales staff.
Al Rohla, formerly of KRAH Kue,
Okinawa, to WWOW Conneaut, Ohio,
as assistant program director.
Dorese Bell, formerly ABC news correspondent, joins Mutual Broadcasting
Co., Washington, to cover "family life"
of incoming administration. Her commentary will be carried on regular
newscasts until Jan. 1 at which time
she will be featured on her own proAlan Fredericks, staff announcer on
gram.
WADO New York, assumes additional
duty as program coordinator for English language programs.
John A. Serrao named station manager of KHVH-TV Honolulu, in addition to his duties as director of station
sales. In other promotions, Stan Anderson named local sales manager; Dan
Kawakami, program and operations

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by our
37 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
ONI AGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.

manager; and George Hooper, production manager.
Raymond L. Vanderslice named promotion director of WJBK Detroit. He
formerly was assistant promotion manager of WIBG Philadelphia.
Bill Jay, on news staff of KNUZ
Houston, promoted to news director,
succeeding Al Crouch.
Jack E. Shafer, formerly with
KFMB-TV San Diego, appointed supervisor of news and special events for
KFSD-TV, that city.
Ernest P. Baldwin joins Pan American Broadcasting Co., New York, international radio-tv station rep, as account
executive.
Jim Perry joins WAVY-TV NorfolkPortsmouth-Newport News, Va., as account executive. He formerly was sales
representative at WHIS Bluefield,
W. Va.
Herb Schorr, formerly
sales managergeneral
for WHAT,
appointed national sales
manager for WDAS,
both Philadelphia. In
radio more than 25
years,
Schorr ofis
formerMr.owner
WFEC Miami.
Mr. Schorr
Vin Maloney appointed news director
of WORL Boston. He formerly was
with WEEI, that city.
Ervin T. Melton, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, news director, elected president of Carolinas Press Photographers
Assn.
tary. Jane Bennett, also of WBTV
(TV) news department, elected secreReed Upton, formerly with WMCA
New York, appointed news director of
WNTA, that city. He also continues
weekly music program on WINS New
York.
Bob Martin, formerly with U. S. Air
Force, and Mark Scott, formerly with
WADC Akron, Ohio, join WCUE, that
city, as air personalities. Ken Courtwright joins news staff and Sylvia Owry
appointed continuity director.
Joe Cox, moves from WINN Louisville, Ky., to WVKO Columbus, Ohio,
as d.j. and newscaster. Also, Al Morris
transfers from music to news department as assistant news director.
Bob Powers, formerly with WGST
Atlanta, to WYDE Birmingham, Ala.,
as air personality.
Frank Fee, salesman with KHJ-TV
Los Angeles, to KNXT (TV) , that city,
as account executive.
Jack Werner and Ted Wygant named
assistant to manager and program director, respectively, for WLEU Erie,
Pa. Mr. Werner formerly was account
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

Perry named assistant to
John L. Perry,
for several years
an administrative
assistant to NAB
president - elect
Gov. LeRoy Collins, of Florida, has
assumed office at
NAB Washington
Mr. Perry
headquarters as assistant to the president (Closed
Circuit, Dec. 12). Gov. Collins,
who assumes the presidency Jan. 4,
said Mr. Perry "will serve as my personal assistant, not in an administrative staff capacity. He will give me
an extra mind for researching, writing and analyzing. He will observe
meetings I cannot attend and serve
importantly as my liaison when
necessary."
Mr. Perry, a former newspaperexecutive with WHAM Rochester, N. Y.
and Mr. Wygant was news director of
WERC Erie.
William Means promoted from sales
promotion presentation writer to consumer advertising supervisor of WGNAM-TV Chicago. He formerly was
promotion manager of WICS (TV)
Springfield and assistant program manager of WEEK-TV Peoria, both Illinois.
Ray Curtis, KPHO Phoenix, Ariz.,
d.j. and production supervisor, appointed chief announcer.

new

NAB president
man, worked on the Buffalo Evening
News before going to the Tampa
(Fla.) Times and then to the St.
Petersburg Times where he was political reporter and editorial writer.
In 1955 he became administrative
assistant to Gov. Collins. He moved
to New York in 1959 to become
assistant to the president of Learning
Resources Institute and assistant to
the president of the Midwest Council on Airborne Television Instruction.
Early this year he rejoined Gov.
Collins, aiding in his duties as a
member of the Democratic Advisory
Council, as permanent chairman of
the Democratic National Convention
and as chairman of the speakers bureau of the Democratic National
Committee.
cation selling, replaces Mr. Curtis as
director of national and regional sales.
William Breen, CNP national sales rep
in N. Y., becomes eastern sales manager.
Albert G. Hartigan, account executive at ABC Films, N. Y., named Eastern Div. manager.
Marvin L. Lowe, formerly midwest
division manager of National Telefilm
Assoc., to Seven Arts Associated, New
York, as account executive in Chicago
office.

PROGRAMMING
Daniel M. Curtis,
national and regional
sales manager of California National Productions, N. Y., appointed director of
sales. Mr. Curtis, who
joined CNP in 1952
as eastern field salesMr. Curtis
man, succeeds H. Weller Keever as director of sales. Jacques
Leibenguth, director of CNP's syndi-

John J. Howley, formerly on sales
staff of Ziv-United Artists, joins Independent Television Corp. as account
executive in firm's central division.
Gene LaBrie, formerly of Columbia
Records, named director of programs
for Worldwide Div., Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp., N. Y.

WHIP THE HAZARD
OF
LIBEL, SLANDER,
INVASION OF PRIVACY, PIRACY,
VIOLATION OF COPYRIGHT
WITH 1) Good Practices
2) Good Care
3) Good Insurance.
YOU
handle
No.
1 andSPECIAL
No. 2 —andWE'LL
look
after No. 3 with our
UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY, built to do it satisfactorily
and quite inexpensively!
For details and rates, write

Corp.,
joins "Informacast,"
monthlyas
library service
of capsule programs,
sales manager.

EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2) W. Tenth, Kansas City. Mo.
New York. Chicago. San Francisco.
107 William 175 W.
100 Bush
St. Jackson St.
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SHOWMANSHIP

Dave Connell, producer of Captain
Kangaroo on CBS-TV, elected vp of
Robert Keeshan Assoc., N. Y.
James K. Levitt, formerly of N. P. D.

Barbara Evans appointed to newly
created post of agency relations supervisor of tv commercial division at
Filmex, N. Y.
William C. Heitz, previously tv director for U. S. Army Medical Corps,
Washington, D. C„ to Fred A. Niles
Productions, Chicago, as assistant director. He formerly was on production
staff of WGBH-TV Boston.
Oscar Ehrenkaufer, director and coordinator of various accounting operations at Columbia Records, N. Y., pro-

Silent film humor isn't silent
anymore! Now, CLIFF NORTON
as FUNNY MANNS, adds up-todate laugh-making in connection with specially created
sound effects and original
fun-filled, live music. All in
130 eight-minute highlights of
the merriest old-time movie
comedies, featuring such alltime greats as the Keystone
Cops, Ben Turpin and many,
many MANNS
others.
FUNNY
. . .With
kids inCNP's
your
area will be laughing. Your
advertisers will be happy.
You'll feel pretty good too.
What are you waiting for?

CNP
NBC TELEVISION
FILMS, A DIVISION OF
CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS

FLEXIBILITY

moted to director of administration.
Eugene Weiss, district manager for several eastern sales divisions, named regional sales manager, northeastern region. Salvatore Forlenza, supervisor,
field communications, named product
manager for single records.
Perry Mayer, merchandising services
manager of Capitol Records Distributing Corp., appointed advertising manager. He succeeds Steve Auld, who is
entering advertising agency field.
Myrna Massour named assistant to
Edward Justin, merchandising director
of Screen Gems, N. Y.
Robert Claver joins Four Star Television, Hollywood, as associate producer of hour-long Michael Shayne
series on NBC-TV.
EQUIPMENT

& ENGINEERING

Donald E. Garr, formerly manager of
engineering operations for General
Electric Co.'s armament and control
section, appointed corporate director of
engineering for Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.
Robert M. Schlenker, formerly production manager, NJE Corp., appointed
vp, PRL Electronics Inc., Rahway, N.J.
W. C. (Red) Schultz appointed national distributor sales manager for
semiconductor division of Hoffman
Electronics Corp., El Monte, Calif. He
had been national field sales manager
in
sion.company's consumer products divi130 eight-minute sequences
produced with an experienced
eye to station needs. Old-time
movie greats like the Keystone Cops, Ben Turpin, Louise Fazenda in highlights of
their merriest comedies —
with CLIFF NORTON adding up-

John P. Macri, formerly of AT&T,
named sales manager of Data Communications &Customs Projects Department, RCA, N. Y.
Seymour S. Sadowski appointed to
newly created liaison post in General
Electric Co.'s tv picture tube engineering department. Mr. Sadowski will provide technical liaison between field reing.
quirements and development engineer-

to-date laughter. You can integrate single episodes within
larger shows of your own, tie

Paul Day, formerly with General
Electronics Laboratories, joins Browning Laboratories, Inc., Laconia, N. H.,
as project engineer and head of engineering and sales for Browning broadcast equipment.

or put them together for any
program length best suited to
your station requirements.
What are you waiting for?

CNP
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Ian Grant, promotion manager of
CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta., to promotion
manager of Radio Representatives Ltd..
Toronto.
Al d'Eon named sales representative
of Trans-Ocean Radio & Television
Representatives Ltd., Toronto.
Ken Page, general sales manager of
S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, to vp of
sales for film distributor and producing
company.
Dr. Andrew Kapos, social psychologist, to research officer of audience research division of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto.
ALLIED FIELDS
Francis C. Gillon, formerly account
executive at Hume, Smith, Mickelberry
Adv., Miami, to Paul H. Chapman Co..
national media broker, as midwest associate serving Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska
and Kansas. He will headquarter in
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
GOVERNMENT
Asher H. Ende, chief of rates and
revenue requirements branch of international division of Common Carrier
Bureau
aminer. at FCC, appointed hearing exMeyer (Mike) Feldman, legislative
assistant to President-elect John F. Kennedy and formerly part owner of
KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.; WADK
New Port, R. I.; KOMA Oklahoma
City and KITO San Bernardino, Calif.,
appointed assistant to David E. Bell,
recently appointed budget director in
new Kennedy administration.
DEATHS

Stanley P. Lapin appointed director
of industrial products division of Adler
Electronics, New Rochelle, N. Y.

them in with your local emcee,

Corp., Ottawa, Ont., named director of
policy section, corporate affairs division
of CBC. He started with CFNB Fredericton, N. B., joined CBH Halifax in
1940, was station manager of CBI Sydney, N. S., and has been at CBC headquarters for programming and executive work since 1953.

Edward C. Mehm appointed distributor merchandising manager, eastern
area, for Motorola semiconductor products. Edmund E. Farrell appointed to
similar position for western area.
INTERNATIONAL
Barry MacDonald, secretary of board
of directors of Canadian Broadcasting

John Charles Thomas, 71, famed
baritone and NBC performer from
1942-1947 died Dec. 13 of cancer at
his home in Apple Valley, Calif. In
1954, Mr. Thomas was executive vp
and director of KAVR, that city.
Marion Parsonnet, 54, tv producer
and motion picture writer, died Dec. 7,
at his home in Encino, Calif., of heart
attack. Formerly he was vp of CBS.
Mitchell C. Betters, 47, pr man for
Hartford (Conn.) Times, died Dec. 11.
of injuries suffered in auto accident.
He formerly was announcer with old
WTHT, that city.
Ralph
Berger, Productions,
56, head of art
ment of Desilu
dieddepartDec.
12 of heart attack.
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, I960

FANFARE
PREACCEPTED
The 'sotto voce' noise for silent records
RADIO SPOTS AVAILABLE FOR 'SILENT RECORD WEEK'
can Newspaper Publishers Assn. Inc.
With an appropriate lack of fanfare,
the makers of Hush Silent Records have
It wanted to tip newspaper advertising
announced plans to assist radio stations
managers on how to promote tie-in
advertisements for Hush with their
observe the U. of Detroit International
clients
for silent record week.
Silent Record Week — which comprises
According
to Bill Rabe, who serves
the
Eve. first seven days after New Year's
as press representative for Hush Label
As devoted noa-listeners of musical
when he isn't busy as U. of D.'s public
records well know, silent records marelations man, the '"Week" is highterialized out of the yearning of two
lighted by nothing being done. However, Hush has prepared a thick sales
U. of Detroit students whose attempts
to study in the campus student union
promotion kit for the "Week" (its subbuilding two years ago were frustrated
title, "A 'Natural' for Mother's Day,"
by a blasting juke box.
indicates its tone), along with spot announcements for radio use.
Hush Label was organized, and silent
records were pressed and installed on
The spots — 10 seconds, 30 seconds
and one minute — indicate that when
the campus juke box. The attention
the gag received, in screaming headHush's mouth isn't shut, its tongue is
lines in this country and abroad, while
invariably in its cheek. The minute
somewhat raucous for the tender ears
spot, which closes with 10 seconds of
of Hush Label personnel, was nonetheeloquent
listspauses
Hush'sfrom
proposed
records: silence,
Significant
great
less gratifying. Silence, it seemed, had
its adherents.
political speeches of the past, candiHush Label would have been content
dates not facing issues, the best silences
to let the upcoming International Silent of Calvin Coolidge, and (its favorite
Christmas special), Silent Night.
Record Week come and go in absolute
silence but for a letter it received from
Broadcasters may obtain spot announcements, plus the brochure on how
the Bureau of Advertising of the Ameri-

Advertisers

know

a good

thing when they see it - and
they're sure going for funny
MANNS! Discover for yourself
how many advertisers and
agencies have already said
they want to buy in to funny
MANNS. They like our fresh
way of presenting silent
movie comedy ... in 130
eight-minute programs, each
humor-enriched by specially
created sound effects, scored
with original, live music, inte-

A Madison Ave. Christmas
Gifts for about 400 children of
the St. Labre Mission, Ashland,
Mont., are being checked by the
house committee of Kudner Adv.,
New York (above), for shipment
this Christmas to the youngsters.
Each year Kudner employes and
their friends either make clothing or
BROADCASTING, DECEMBER 19, 1960

in Montana
donate money for the purchase of
Christmas gifts for children in a
needy school, orphanage or other
institution. This year Kudner Adv.
selected the St. Labre Mission for
Cheyenne Indians, which has more
than 300 children in school and
about 100 pre-school children.

grated With CLIFF NORTON'S upto-date merrymaking. The kids
in your area will go for it, too.
What are you waiting for?

CNP
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to promote silent records (for fun and
profit), by writing W. T. Rabe, press
representative, Hush Label, U. of Detroit, Detroit 21, Mich.
WTVJ(TV)
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A child... one of tens
of thousands who need
your help. Please give
generously to the
MARCH
MUSCULAR

FOR
DYSTROPHY

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATIONS
OF AMERICA, INC.
1790 Broadway, New York 19, New York
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toys

for Cuban refugees
WTVJ (TV) Miami this week climaxes a month-long round-the-clock
campaign to make Christmas a joyous
one for the 10,000 Cuban refugee children in the area. "Toys for Cuban Refugee Children," brainchild of Manolo
Reyes and Mike Alonso who appear
on WTVJ's daily Spanish language
news program, News en Espanol, already has brought in nearly 3,000 toys.
The campaign is being backed by
all of the station's facilities using tie-ins
with all of the area's major department
stores and chains which are acting as
collecting points.
A toy for each child is the hope of
the station and WTVJ officials feel
they will succeed.
UCLA

1|2)
CHATTANOOGA

seeks

band

salutes ABC

and football sponsors
A new twist was added to a familiar
activity Dec. 3, during the final game
of the U. of California at Los Angeles
1960 football season, when the UCLA
band made between-the-halves salutes
to ABC-TV (network carrying the
play-by-play telecast of the UCLADuke game as part of the NCAA season) and to the tv sponsors — L & M,
Humble Oil and Gillette. Marching
smartly, the UCLA bandsmen spelled
out the organizations' initials while
playing their theme songs using ABC's
radio theme as ABC-TV lacks one).
The stunt began when a band alumnus asked Joe Santley, public relations
representative of Liggett & Myers on
the Pacific Coast, how the band could
get a plug on the nationwide telecast
that might help it raise funds for a trip
abroad next summer. Mr. Santley
dreamed up the salute-to-sponsors plan,
took it to Cliff Dektar of the ABC-TV
Hollywood publicity department (for

clearance with the network officials)
and they worked out the details with
Bill Bennington, director of the football broadcast, Dr. Clarence Sawhill,
director of the band, and Kelly James,
assistant band manager.
ABC was easy. So were L & M and
H H Oil (Humble's symbol). But Gillette proved a stickler until Mr. Dektar
came up with a marching razor which
opened and closed to the strains of
"Look Sharp, Be Sharp."
So, on Dec. 3, the UCLA band got
its plug coast-to-coast; the network and
advertisers got their salutes; and the
audience — at home and in the stands —
got an unprogrammed extra.
A colorful press kit
KPIX(TV) San Francisco has something bright and cheerful this holiday
season for the tired old eyes of television columnists. It's an "ad release"
series, in which advertising techniques
are used for publicity purposes.
Highlight of the series is a colorful
press kit, whose cover features Santa
Claus and his reindeer in an abstract
design, with "KPIX 5 CBS Holiday
Programs" silk-screened onto gold paper. The 40 holiday releases contained
in the kit are themselves adorned with
a colorful masthead.
Frank Murakimi of the KPIX art
department was responsible for silkscreening the covers as well as designing the masthead on the news releases.
Drumbeats...
Toy ambassador ■ Fred Scott, WNEWTV New York personality, was in South
America last week as Ideal Toy Co.'s
ambassador of goodwill to the underprivileged children of Panama, Ecuador
and Peru, where he handed out hundreds of toys donated by the toy manufacturer. Mr. Scott was joined in the
Santa Claus mission by Panagra Airways, which flew him to the various
airports. He is the third WNEW-TV
personality to be named by Ideal Toy
for its annual toy airlift to South American cities. Last year's representative

The 'risks' in charity promotion
For the last six months, disc total of $350; and the Noble High
jockeys of WKY Oklahoma City, School senior class, $1,300.
While the charity promotions
Oklahoma, have been playing donsound like fun, they are not without
key basketball, engaging in sack
their risks to pride (the Oklahoma
races with shapely models and comPublishing Co. All Stars beat the
peting on the basketball court with
disc jockey donkey basketball team
girls' teams.
6-4), male vanity (the Noble Girls
The purpose of these carryings-on
is to benefit charity. So far, the basketball team ran the WKY RecYMCA World Service Organization
ord Ramblers off the court, defeathas been enriched $400; the Oklaing them 38-24, before 1,300 fans)
homa Medical Research, Red Cross
and even health (Don Wallace of
and Mental Health organizations, a the Ramblers suffered broken foot).
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ITA ...
WORLD
IN FM

LEADER
BROADCAST

TRANSMITTERS
OFFERS

While the East shivered

and shoveled...

This scene might have been viewed
anywhere along the eastern seaboard
last week, socked in as it was with
up to 20 inches of snow. But the
actual locale was a Montgomery
Ward parking lot in sun-drenched
Bakersfield, Calif. A commercial ice
company produced the "snow" —
eight inches of it— after KERO-TV
was Sonny Fox, and Sandy Becker
served in 1958.
Walking on money ■ WAOK Atlanta
has launched a successful promotion
that has its audience convinced it is
walking on money. Using shoe serial
numbers, the station read sequence of
three figures every half hour until someone brought in the winning shoe and
claimed the money jackpot. The first
three jackpots were won within three
hours at which time WAOK increased
the figure from three to four (described
as a 10,000-1 shot). That jackpot was
claimed by noon. The promotion
brought so much response that the
station has continued it— but has added
a couple more figures, of course.
Santa postmark ■ WFBM Indianapolis
is offering its listeners a Santa Claus
postmark for those who mail their

y ADVERTISING IN
PAPERS
BUSISNESS
BUSINESS
/J MEAN
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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YOU...

Bakersfield conceived the "Snow
Party" for Montgomery Ward's
sponsorship. With a helicopterborne Santa Claus as the featured
guest, the party attracted some 5,000
children and parents, and was presented to viewers throughout the
southern San Joaquin Valley by remote telecast.
Christmas cards at the station's mailbox. WFBM ships the cards twice
weekly to Santa Claus, Ind., where they
are postmarked and sent to their destinations.
From tv to books ■ J. B. Lippincott
Co., N. Y., has signed authors John
Pfeiffer and John Ely Burchard to write
books based on two recent CBS News
and Public Affairs programs which have
been seen in CBS-TV's Tomorrow series. Both set for publication in 1961,
Mr. Pfeiffer's book will be based on
"The Thinking Machine," a program
about the TX-O digital computer; while
Mr. Burchard's book will be based on
"Big City — 1980," a program that cited
the cities of Brasilia and Philadelphia
as examples of how large population
centers are planning for future growth.
Hail to the queen ■ WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich., went all out to cover
the homecoming parade of Miss America, nee Miss Michigan, in Montague,
Mich., some 50 miles from Grand
Rapids. The parade was covered live
by remote and WOOD-TV reports that
is the greatest distance it has ever attempted a remote. An 80-foot tower
in Montague, a 90-foot tower in Twin
Lakes and a 40-foot tower in Conklin
were required to send the microwave
to the WOOD-TV transmitter. Oldsmobile, Pepsi Cola and Peter Eckrich &
Son Meat Co. were sponsors of the
telecast.

ITA FM 1000 B
A FULL LINE OF EQUIPMENT
transmitters from 10 W to 50 KW are available.
ON SITE INSTALLATION SERVICE
on a "no charge" basis our project engineers
supervise theat installation
and installation.
tune-up of each ITA
transmitter
the site of the
PROMPT DELIVERY
shipment of any ITA-FM transmitter can be made
in 30 days or less.
OUTSTANDING VALUE
While priced competitively ITA transmitters are
made with the finest quality standard components
•andMultiplexing
Remote
control"extras" — •• Self
Neutralization
offer these
Accessibility
Simplicity
• Modern Ceramic Tubes
• Reserve RF Drive
• RF Power Cutback
For detailed
information
mit ers cal collect
or writeon us.any of our FM trans-

AND ANTENNAS, INC.
UST
IND RIAL TRANSMITTERS
A
LANSDOWNE, PA.
PHONE: CL 9-8200
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STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
As compared by Broadcasting: Dec. 8 New am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
through Dec. 14. Includes data on new
stations, changes in existing stations,
Cherokee County Radio Station Centre,
hearingon application
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules Ala.
new — amDesignated
station toforoperate
990 kc. 250 for
w,
D;
bv
letter,
denied
request
Scripps& standards changes, routine roundup.
Howard Radio Inc. (WNOX) byKnoxville,
Tenn.,8. to be made party to proceeding. Ann.
Abbreviations: DA — directional antenna, cp —
Dec.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
Twenty-Nine Palms, Calif. — Hi-Desert
power vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
Bcstg. Corp. Granted 1250 kc, 1 kw D. P. O.
ultra high frequency, ant.— antenna, aur. —
address 2183 Desert Palms Dr., Palm Springs,
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts Calif.
Estimated construction cost $27,798,
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
first year operation cost $55,000, revenue
local sunset, mod.— modification, trans. —
$65,000.
include Arthur E. Sipherd
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilo- Jr. 907c,Principals
Frank and Charles Farinella, 5%
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
each.
Mr.
Sipherd
is employe of KDES
authorization. SSA — special service authoriPalm Springs. Frank Farinella is building
zation. STA — special temporary authorizacontractor.
Charles
Farinella
is medical doction. SH — specified hours. * — educational.
tor. Ann. Dec. 8.
Ann. — Announced.
Blackshear, Ga. — Collins Corp. of Georgia.
Granted 1350 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box
New tv stations
454, Vidalia, Ga. Estimated construction cost
ACTIONS BY FCC
$16,241, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $40,000. Applicants are F. K. Graham
Fresno,
Calif.—
B.
L.
Golden,
Elbert
R.
(53%), Richard C. James Jr. (30%), M. F.
Dean & L. W. Fawns. Granted uhf ch. 53 Brice
(2.6%) and seven others. Mr. Graham
(704-710 mc) ; ERP 25.2 kw vis., 13.8 kw aur.;
is
WYTH Madison, Ga., Mr.
ant. height above average terrain 222 ft., Bricehalf-owner
is half-owner WVOP Vidalia, Ga. and
above ground 235 ft. Estimated construction
Mr.
James
is
wholesale
grocer. Ann. Dec. 8.
cost $57,900, first year operating cost $77,200
Harry Llewellyn Bowyer Jr., Dixie Radio
revenue $88,500. P.O. address 5226 N. TeilInc., Brunswick,
— Designated
man Ave., Fresno, Calif. Studio and trans,
solidated hearing Ga.
applications
for for
new conam
location 1401 Fulton St., Fresno. Geographic
stations
to
operate
on
790
kc,
500
D,
coordinates 36° 44' 36" N. Lat, 119° 47' 37" Dixie Radio with DA; made WWBD w,
BamW. Long. Trans. RCA TTU-1B, ant. TFUberg, S. C, and WLBE Leesburg, Fla., par27DH. Mr. Golden is former owner of KEAP
ties to proceeding. Ann. Dec. 8.
Fresno. Mr. Dean is radio engineer, emSawnee
Bcstg.
Cummins, forGa. new
— Desigployed by KARM-AM-FM Fresno. Mr. 8.
hearingCo.application
am
Fawn
is physician.
Each holds V3 interest. station natedtofor operate
on 1410 kc, 1 kw, DA-D.
Ann. Dec.
8.
Comrs.
Cross
and
King
dissented.
Ann.
Dec.
■ Commission granted International Telemeter Co. construction permit for new exWTWB Auburndale, Fla. Sugarland Bcstg.
perimental tv station at Los Angeles to field
Fla. — Designated for contest new subscription-tv system being de- Co. Okeechobee,
solidated hearing application of WTWB to
veloped by Telemeter. It will operate on
increase
power
from
1 kw to 5 kw, conch. 5 between 1:30 A.M. and 8 A.M. when
tinued operation on 1570 kc, D, and SugarKTLA, to which that ch. is assigned, is not land for
new
am
station
to operate on
on air.tion. There
1570 kc,
Ann. Dec. will
8. be no public participaAnn.
Dec. 1 8.kw, D. Comr. Cross dissented.
Arthur A. Deters Greenfield, Mass.; ColExisting tv stations
lege Radio Amherst, Mass. — Designated for
consolidated
hearing applications for new
ACTIONS BY FCC
daytime am stations to operate on 1430 kc —
Deters
with
500
w and College Radio with
WPSD-TV
Paducah,
Granted
cation to change
trans, Ky.—
location
to site applinear
5 kw, DA; made WHIL Medford, Mass.,
Monkeys Eyebrow, Ky., approximately 23 party to proceeding. Ann. Dec. 8.
miles northwest of Paducah, make changes
Columbia, Miss. — Fortenberry Enterprises.
Granted 1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box
in ant. system, and increase ant. height
308.
Estimated construction cost $13,949, first
from tion.
630 Ann.ft.Dec.
to 1.600
ft.;
engineering
condi8.
year operating cost $39,600, revenue $47,000.
Co-applicants
are Jerry A. 50%
Fortenberry
TRANSLATORS
William L. Fortenberry,
each. J. andA.
Fortenberry
is
physician.
W.
L.
Fortenberry
Hawaiian Bcstg. System Ltd. Waimea,
is druggist. Ann. Dec. 8.
Kauai, Hawaii— Granted application for new
uhf tv translator station on ch. 82 to transHammonton,
J. — wHammonton
Bcstg. P.O.
Co.
Granted
1580 kc,N. 250
D. P.O. address
lulu. late programs of KGMB-TV (ch. 9), HonoBox 351, Coatesville, Pa. Estimated construction cost $22,000, first year operating cost
Gallup Assn. Gallup, N. M.— Granted cp
for new uhf tv translator station on ch. 78 $50,000, revenue $60,000. Equal partners William S. Halpern and Louis N. Seltzer co-own
to
translate
programs
of
KOAT-TV
(ch.
7),
WCOJ Coatesville, Pa. Ann. Dec. 8.
Albuquerque. Ann. Dec. 8.
City of Truth or Consequences, Truth or
Rensselaer, N. Y. — Fairview Bcstrs. Granted
1300 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address Frank Short,
Consequences, N. M.— Granted cp for new
uhf tv translator station on ch. 76 to trans234 W. Main St., Ephrata, Pa. Estimated construction cost $39,200, first year operating
late programs of KOAT-TV (ch. 7), Albuquerque.
cost $72,000, revenue $80,000. Owners are W.
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Frank Short, 75">, and H. Clay Esbenshade,
25%. Mr. Short is sales manager WGSA
Ephrata, Pa. Mr. Esbenshade is housing site
developer and farmer. Ann. Dec. 14.
Eugene Bcstrs. W. Gordon Allen Eugene,
Ore. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications for new am stations to operate
on 1320 kc, 1 kw, D. Ann. Dec. 8.
Yauco, P. R. — Ponce Bcstg. Corp. Granted
1550 kc, 250 kw. P.O. address Box 1526.
Ponce, P. R. Estimated construction cost
$17,990, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue $42,000. Principals include Luis F.
Sala, Catalina Scarno, Jenaro Scarano,
Charles Cordero, J. H. Conesa, 20% each.
Drs. vate
Sala,practices.
Scarano,
and Cordero
Scarano andhaveConesa
priMessrs.
have interest in WLEO Ponce. Ann. Dec. 8.
Winnsboro,
Bcstg. Box
Co.
Granted
1250 kc,S. 500C—k Fairfield
D. P.O. address
298, Winnsboro. Estimated construction cost
$15,521, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue
$28,000. Principals
Dr. Albert
E.
Cremer,
Sol are
S.(each
Kline,
A.
Kline Harold
and PaulKline,
H. Meyer
18%)Morris
and
John A. Martin (10%). Messrs. Kline have
interests in Kline Iron & Steel Co. Mr.
Meyer is employe of Kline Iron & Steel.
Dr. Cremer is surgeon and Mr. Martin is
attorney. Ann. Dec. 8.
Winnsboro, S. C. — Robert H. Epperson.
Granted 980 kc, 500 w DA-D. P.O. address
Box 209, Mt. Airy, N. C. Estimated construetion cost $7,500, first year operating cost $19.500, revenue $28,000. Mr. Epperson has minDec. 8.ority interest in WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C. Ann.
Watertown,
S. 1 D.kw— Paul
Bernards.
Granted
1480 kc,
D. P.O.D.address
408
First Ave.,
N.E.,
Watertown,
S.
D. Estimated construction cost $19,502, first
year
operating
$34,380, revenue
$42,000.
cipal is Mr.costBernards,
sole owner.
He Prinis an
employe
of
KDLO-TV
Garden
City,
S. D.
Ann. Dec. 8.
Laredo, Tex. — Southwestern Operating Co.
Granted 1300 kc. 1 kw D. P.O. address 820
Convent Ave. Estimated construction cost
$26,515, first year operating cost $40,000, revenuenolds$50,000.
owner isinterest
Donald inW.KORK
Reywho hasSole
controlling
Las Vegas,
TV
Reno, KLRJ-TV
all Nevada;Henderson,
KBRS KOLO-AMSpringdale.
KFSA,
KNAC-TV
Fort
Smith,
bothKGNS-TV
Arkansas;
KHBG
Okmulgee,
Okla.,
and
Laredo, Tex. Ann. Dec. 8.
Morton, Tex. — Morton Bcstg. Co. Granted
1280 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Morton, Tex.
Estimated construction cost $20,677, first year
operatingplicant iscost
$36,000.
ApMike $28,800,
Allen revenue
Barrett. Mr.
Barrett
owns KTFY Brownfield, Tex., and has miDec. 14.nority interest in KHOB Hobbs, N. M. Ann.
Ogden, Utah — Executive Bcstg. Co. Granted
1250 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 155 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $27,300, first year operating
cost $60,000, revenue $72,000. John L. Bradley,
sole owner, is attorney. Ann. Dec. 8.
John Laurino, Music Productions Inc..
James J. Williams, Waynesboro, Va., Blue
Ridge Bcstrs., Luray, Va., WDTI, Danville.
Va. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications of Laurino, Music Productions,
Williams and Blue Ridge Bcstrs. for new am
stations to operate on 970 kc, 500 w, D and
WDTI to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw.
continued operation on 970 kc, D: made
WDBJ Roanoke, Va., party to proceeding
with respect to its existing operation, and
WPET Greensboro, N. C. party with respect to its proposed operation. Ann. Dec. 8.
Port Angeles, Wash. — Port Angeles Radio
Inc. Granted 1260 kc, 1 kw DA-D. P.O. address 890 Rosemont, Bellevue, Wash. Estimated construction cost $12,535. first year
operating cost $39,600, revenue $48,000. John
W. Mowbray, sole owner, is 50% partner in
KASY Auburn, Wash. Ann. Dec. 8.
Spencer Bcstg. Co. Community Radio Inc.
Spencer, W. Va. WBOY Clarksburg, W. Va.
— Designated for consolidated hearing applications of Spencer and Community for new
unl. time stations on 1400 kc. Spencer with
250 w and Community with 250 w-N, 1 kwLS, and WBOY to increase daytime power
on 1400 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
nighttime operation with 250 w; made
WBOY party to proceeding with respect to
its existing operation; made WKWK Wheeling, W. Va., and WJAC Johnstown, Pa., parties to proceeding. Ann. Dec. 8.
APPLICATIONS
Edwardsville, 111. — Leader Bcstg. Co. 1350
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address c/o Ned Webber.
108 South Capital, Mt. Sterling. Estimated
construction cost $38,988, first year operation
cost $30,000,
include Donald revenue
E. Condee$40,000.
and NedPrincipals
M. Webber,
equal partners. Ann. Dec. 9.
Valparaiso, Ind. — Porter County Bcstg. Co.
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1500 he, 250 kw D. Rural Route 1, Box 134,
Chesteron. Estimated construction cost $28,175, first year operation cost $60,000, revenue
$75,000. Principals include Leonard J. and
Bernice A. Ellis, equal partners. Mr Ellis
9.is employe of WWCA Gary, Ind. Ann. Dec.
Louisiana, Mo. — Pike County Bcstrs. 1500
kc, 250 w D. P.O. address Box 72, Union,
Mo. Estimated construction cost $9,587, first
year operating cost $35,500, revenue $42,111.
Principals
include 50%
Leslieeach.
P. Ware
liam R. Tedrick,
Mr. and
WareWil-is
principal stockholder of KZIX Fort Collins,
Colo., KOKO Warrensburg, KLPW Union
and KYRO Potosi, all Missouri. Mr. Tedrick owns KWRT Booneville, Mo., and has
interest in KBTO El Dorado, Kan. and
KDKD Clinton, Mo. Ann. Dec. 14.
Bcstg.
Co.Bucyrus,
1540 kc, Ohio
500 w— Crawford
D, 5 kw N.County
P.O. address
134 Minell PL, Teaneck, N. J. Estimated construction cost $70,300, first year operating
cost $60,000, revenue $72,000. Principals include Orville J. Sather, Thomas P. Moore,
Andrew E. Mercier, 33V3% each. Mr. Sather
is employe of CBS-TV Network. Mr. Moore
is employe of KDEN Denver, Colo. Mr.
Mercier is employe of CBS. Ann. Dec. 14.
S. C. —address
Piedmont
Bcstg. Dr.,
Co.
1580Travelers
kc, 500 Rest,
w D. P.O.
138 Keith
Greenville, S. C. Estimated construction cost
$11,945, first year operation cost $30,000,
revenue $42,000. Principals include William
H. Kirby and John B. Burns, equal partners.
Mr. Kirby is employe of houseware company. Mr. Burns owns laundry. Ann. Dec. 7.
Sturgis, S. D. — Sturgis Radio Inc. 1280 kc,
1 kw. D. P.O. address 605 15th Ave. W., Williston, N. D. Estimated construction cost
$15,082, first year operation cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Principals include Leslie Kleven, 50%, Marguerite Kleven, 35% (husband
and wife), Clarence Glover, Russell Molstad,
and Bette Matkins, 5% each. Mr. Kleven is
employe of KUMV-TV Williston, N. D. and
has interest in KLUK Evanston, Wyo. Mrs.
Kleven is teacher. Mr. Molstad is attorney.
Mrs. Matkins is joint owner of automobile
company. Mr. Glover owns plumbing and
heating company. Ann. Dec. 7.
Existing am stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WAUD Auburn, Ala. — Designated for hearing application to increase daytime power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation
on 1230 kc, 250 w-N; made WNUZ Talladega, Ala., party to proceeding. Ann. Dec. 8.
KXRX San Jose, Calif.— Granted change
on 1500 kc from 1 kw, DA-1, unl. to 1 kw-N,
5Ann.kw-LS,
Dec. 8.DA-2; engineering conditions.
WRPB creased
Warner
inpower fromRobins,
1 kw toGa.—
5 kw,Granted
continued
operation on 1350 kc, D; remote control
8.permitted; engineering condition. Ann. Dec.
WOCH North Vernon, Ind.— Granted increased power from 500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1460 kc, D. Ann. Dec. 8.
KTOC Jonesboro, La. — Granted change on
920
Dec. kc8. from 500 w, DA-D, to 1 kw, D. Ann.
KMAR Winnsboro, La., KLLA Leesville,
La., Yam
Co., Opelousas,
La. — Designated forBcstg.
consolidated
hearing applications
to increase power on 1570 kc, D, of KMAR
from 500 w to 1 kw, KLLA from 250 w to
1 kw and Yam Bcstg. for new am station to
operate on 1570 kc, 250 w, D; made KMAR
and KLLA parties to proceeding with reDec. 8. spect to their existing operations. Ann.
WNAU New Albany, Miss. — Granted application to change trans, site and change from
D to unl., with DA-N, continued operation
on 1470 kc, 500 w; engineering conditions.
Ann. Dec. 8.
WPMP Pascagoula, Miss. — Granted mod. of
license to change station location to Pascagoula-Moss Point, continued operation on
1580 kc, 1 kw, D. Ann. Dec. 8.
KUKU crease ofWillow
Springs,
power on
1330 kcMo.—
fromGranted
500 w into
1 kw, continued
daytime
operation;
engineering conditions. Comr. Cross dissented.
Ann. Dec. 8.
KWPMcrease mi daytime
West Plains,
Granted
inpower Mo.
on — 1450
kc from
250 w toeration
1 with
kw,250now;change
in
nighttime
opengineering condition.
Comr. Cross dissented. Ann. Dec. 8.
WKXL Concord, N. H., WTSA Brattleboro,
Vt., WMAS Springfield, Mass., WWSC Glens
Falls,
Y. — Designated
for consolidated
hearingN. applications
to increase
daytime
power on 1450 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operationN.withY.,250WNAP
w-N; made
WKIP
Poughkeepsie,
Bridgeport,
Conn., and WKXL, WTSA, WMAS and
WWSC parties to proceeding with respect
to their existing operations. Ann. Dec. 8.
WMOH Hamilton, Ohio, WASK Lafayette,
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Ind., WANE Fort Wayne, Ind. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications to increase daytime power on 1450 kc, continued
nighttime operation with 250 w — WMOH
and WASK from 250 w to 1 kw, and WANE
from 250 w to 500 w; made WAOV Vintennes, WPGW Portland, WANE Fort
Wayne, WASK Lafayette, all Indiana, and
WMOH Hamilton, Ohio, parties to proceeding with respect to their existing operations
— WCVS Springfield, 111., WHFC Cicero, 111.,
and WIBM Jackson, Mich., parties with
respect to both existing and proposed operations, and Northside Bcstg. Co., Jeffersonville, Ind., party with respect to its proposed operations. Ann. Dec. 8.
WJET Erie, Pa., WBNY Buffalo, N. Y.,
WDOE Dunkirk,
Y. — Designated
for consolidated hearingN.applications
of WJET
and
WBNY to increase daytime power on 1400
kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued operation
with 250 w-N and WDOE to increase daytime power on 1410 kc from 500 w to 1 kw,
continued operation with 500 w-N, DA-N;
made WJET, WBNY and WDOE parties to
proceeding with respect to their existing
operations. Ann. Dec. 8.
KVELon Vernal,
— Granted
power
1250 kc, Utah
D, from
1 kw increased
to 5 kw;
remote control
permitted;
engineering condition. Ann. Dec.
8.
KCLX Colfax, Wash. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1450 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; engineering conditions. Ann. Dec. 8.
KUDY Renton, Wash. — Granted application
to move station to Seattle, continued operation on 910 kc,
conditions.
Ann.lkw,Dec.DA-1,
8. unl.; engineering
WLCX La Crosse, Wis. — Granted increased
daytime power on 1490 kc from 250 w to
1 kw, continued nighttime operation with
250 w; engineered condition. Comrs. Lee
and Cross dissented. Ann. Dec. 8.
APPLICATION
WRDO Augusta, Maine — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
new trans. (1400kc) Ann. Nov. 9.
New fm stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Allen Park, Mich. — Robert M. Parr. Granted
98.3 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address 17133 Pinecrest
Drive, Allen Park, Mich. Estimated construction cost $21,405, first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is
pastor
of
Mich. Ann. Gilead
Dec. 8. Baptist Church, Detroit,
Chillicothe, Ohio — Swawnee Bcstg. Co.
Granted 93.3 mc, 2.68 kw. Ant. height above
average terrain 205 ft. P.O. address Box 244.
Estimated construction cost $11,457, first year
operating cost $15,000, revenue $17,000. Fm
applicant
Ann. Dec. will
8. duplicate WBEX Chillicothe.
Cincinnati, Ohio — Pillar of Fire. Granted
93.3 mc, 4.8 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 380 ft. P.O. address 6725 College
Vue PI., Cincinnati. Estimated construction
cost $7,145, first year operating cost $1,500.
Principals
Ann. Dec. 8.include non-commercial station.
•New Concord, Ohio — Muskingum College.
Granted 99.1 mc, 10 w. Estimated construction cost $4,665, first year operating cost
$1,000. Ann. Sept. 14.
San
R. — Supreme
Puerto Juan,
Rico. P.
Granted
99.9 mc, Bcstg.
3.6 kw.Co.Ant.of
height above average terrain 130 ft. P.O.
address Box
Mayaguez.
Estimated
construction cost43,$13,806,
first year
operating
cost $28,000, revenue $24,000. Applicant will
duplicate WKYN Rio Piedras. Ann. Dec. 8.
Abilene, Tex. — Fine Music Enterprises.
Granted 99.3 mc, 320 w. P.O. address Alexander Bldg.,
construction costAbilene,
$10,082, Tex.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $8,000, revenue $5,000. Principals include
Lowell G. Perry and Chapin Ross, 45% each,
and Earline Perry, 10%. Messrs. Perry and
Ross are associated with Abilene Christian
College.
Dec.
8. Earline Perry is with Gulf Oil. Ann.
Seattle, Wash. — Fine Music Bcstrs. Granted
106.9 mc, 34.675 kw. P.O. address 3325 Fillmore
St., San Francisco,
construction cost $9,200,Calif.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $25,000, revenue $35,000. Principals are
Hal Cox, 75%, and Mervyn R. Bailey, 25%.
Mr. Cox is owner of KAFE-FM San Francisco and has interest in KJML-FM that
city. Mr. Bailey is in printing. Ann. Dec. 8.
APPLICATION
Columbus, Ohio — North American Bcstg.
Co. 102.9 mc, 93 kw. Ant. height above average terrain 193.5 ft. P.O. address Southern
Hotel. Estimated construction cost $34,091,
first year operation cost $7,000, revenue
$15,000. Principals include William R. Mnich,
53.6%, John nad Daniel Galbreath, 23.2%
each (father and son). Messrs. Mnich and
Galbreath own WMNI Columbus, Ohio. Mr.
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Mnich also has interest in WLMJ Jackson,
Ohio. Ann. Dec. 9.
Christian:-, ted. St. Croix, V. I. — Radio
American West Indies Inc. 99.5 mc, 4,526 kw.
Ant. height above average terrain 195.4 ft.
P.O. address Box 931. Estimated construction
cost $11,969, first year operation cost $14,700,
revenue $30,000. Principals include Raymond
and Hazel Higdon, 75%, and Floyd and
Nona Foster, 25%. Radio American West
Indies is owner of WEVE Christiansted.
Ann. Dec. 14.
Existing fm stations
ACTION BY FCC
KHBR Radio Inc. Hiilsboro, Tex.— Granted
change of operation from class A on 102.3
mc to class B on 102.5 mc; ERP from 830 w
to 3.3 kw; ant. height 56 ft. Ann. Dec. 8.
Ownership changes
ACTION BY FCC
KXIV Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Edward J. Churchill
(now 49.94% owner) through purchase of additional 50% interest from Robert B. McWilliams
and Dec.
Lee P.
$42,500. Ann.
8. Mehlig; consideration
KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.— Granted transfer
of control from H. U. Garrett, et al., to
KGUN-TV
Inc., licensee
tv station WEHTInc.and(WEHT
am station
WEOA of Evansville,
Ind.);
consideration
$1,440,000
subject
to adjustments. Ann. Dec. 14.
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif . — Granted assignment of license to South Coast Bcstg. Co.
(M.
D. Buchen,
consideration
$130,000.
Ann. Dec. president);
8.
KPAP Redding, Calif.— Granted transfer of
control from P. Dalporto and Victor Milnes
to Paul N. Bowman, David H. McLaughlin
and James
R. Hampton;
consideration $33,589.
Ann. Dec.
8.
KDUO(FM) Riverside, Calif.— Granted assignment of license and SCA to Southeastern
California Bcstg. Co., non-stock, non-profit
corporation (Roy Carl Baker, chairman of
board and president, is president of Southeastern Calif. Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists) ; consideration assumption of
all assets and liabilities and no other monetary consideration. Ann. Dec. 8.
KIMN Denver, Colo.— Granted assignment
of license to KIMN Bcstg. Co. (John C.
Hunter, Robert Donner Jr., and Kenneth E.
Palmer, own KYSN Colorado Springs, and
Hunter also has interests in WCMP Pine
City, Minn., and KOWB Laramie, Wyo.);
consideration $402,000 and agreement to pay
Cecil L. Heftel, assignor president, $155,000
not to compete within 50 miles of Denver
for
years. Comr. Bartley dissented. Ann.
Dec. 7 14.
WPAP Fernandina Beach, Fla.— Granted
assignment of license to Denver T. Brannen
(KCIL Houma. La., and interest in WDLP
Panama City, WCOA Pensacola, and WMRA
Marianna,
Dec.
14. Fla.); consideration $31,800. Ann.
WNVY Pensacola, Fla.— Granted transfer
of control from Ed. C. Wright, et al, to
Radio Pensacola Inc. (Jack Drees and John
C. Smith own WKAB Mobile, Ala.); consideration $215,000. Ann. Dec. 8.
KCJC-FM signmentKansas
asof licenseCity,
and Kan.—
SCA Granted
to Futura
Music Inc. (Reuben E. Sell, president); no
monetary consideration. Futura to convey
all of its right and title in certain commercial real estate in Merriam, Kans., valued
at about $85,000 to Floyd W. Hurlbert, li, in return Ann.
for latter's
stock in censeFutura.
Dec. 14.$10,000 worth of
WEZE Boston, Mass. — Granted transfer of
control from Great Trails Bcstg. Corp., to
WEZE Inc. (J. P. Williams, president, has
interest
in WCOL-AM-FM
consideration
$240,000. Ann.Columbus,
Dec. 8. Ohio);
KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.— Granted assignment of licenses to Minnesota Bcstg. Co.
(wholly owned subsidiary of WGN Inc.,
licensee of WGN-AM-TV Chicago, 111.);
consideration $3,300,000 and agreement not
to compete for 5 years within 75 miles of
Duluth in broadcasting business, "including
subscription tv." Ann. Dec. 8.
KWEBment of license
Rochester,
Minn. — Granted
to Northland
Radio assignCorp.
(Kingsley H. Murphy Jr. and Carroll E.
Crawford own KOTE Fergus Falls); consideration $179,000. Ann. Dec. 8.
WDAM-TV Laurel, Miss— Granted relinquishment of positive control by W. S.,
Margaret G. and W. S. Smylie III, through
sale of stock to S. A. Rosenbaum (interest in
WTOK-TV Meridian) for consideration of
$52,500; In addition, licensee will issue stock
to two of its employees, Marvin Reuben and
Jerry P. Keith. Ann. Dec. 7.
WEW St. Louis, Mo. — Granted assignment
of license to Radio WEW Inc. (wholly owned
98 (FOR THE RECORD)

subsidiary of Franklin Bcstg. Co., WMIN
St. Paul, Minn., and owns WLOD Pompano
Beach, Fla., KOME Tulsa, Okla., KRIB
Mason City, Iowa, and WWOM New OrDec. 8. leans, La.); consideration $450,000. Ann.
WFPG Atlantic City, N. J. — Granted assignment of license to Eastern Bcstg. Co.
(90% owned by Atlantic Bcstg. Co., licensee
of WUST and WJMD(FM) Bethesda, Md.);
consideration $262,500 and agreement not to
compete within 50 miles of Atlantic City
for 5 years. Ann. Dec. 8.
KMGM sAlbuquerque,
N. M. — Granted
asignment of licenses to Wentronics
Inc. and
Victor B. Siman d/b as Holiday Broadcasters
(Gene Schnieder, president); consideration
$190,000. Ann. Dee. 8.
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Granted assignment
of license from Jo Fred and Charles Wayne
Evans II, to Harry C. Wisehart Jr., tr/as
H. W. 14.Bcstg. Co.; consideration $30,000. Ann.
Dec.
WSWV Pennington Gap, Va. — Granted assignment of license from partnership of
Daniel Gabriel and Arnold H. Johnson to
Lee County
Bcstg.
corporation
of Gabriel, president,
and Co.,
3 others;
consideration
$15,699 of which $1,500 to be paid for Johninterest, andpartnership.
assumption Ann.
of all Dec.
liabil-8.
itiesson'sof assignor
WEET Richmond, Va.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of control
from Burton Levine, individually, to Burton
and Muriel
stockin transaction; BurtonLevine,
Levine jointly;
has interest
WROV
Roanoke. Ann. Nov. 8.
Wis. —A. Granted
of WQMN
control Superior,
from Eugene
Halker ettransfer
al, to
William H. Whitsitt; consideration $63,600
and
licensee
to
pay
$5,228
obligations.
Ann.
Dec. 8.
KCHY
Cheyenne,
— Granted
ment of license
to Y TWyo.
Corp.
(Otto J. assignFeucht
Jr., president); consideration $110,000 subject
to adjustments. Ann. Dec. 14.
APPLICATIONS
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.— Seeks assignof license Bcstg.
from California-Oregon
Tv
Inc. to mentRedwood
Co., parent company.
No financial transaction involved. Ann.
Dec. 9.
KCRA-AM-FM-TV Sacramento, Calif. —
Seeks involuntary transfer of control of
KCRA Inc. from Ewing C. Kelly, deceased,
50%, to Nina N. Kelly, executrix of estate
of Ewing C. Kelly. Ann. Dec. 9.
KHOW Denver, Colo. — Seeks assignment
of license from Western Bcstg. Enterprises
Inc. to TCA Bcstg. Corp. for $545,000 plus
$48,000 agreement not to compete. Licensee
is
of Resort Airlines Inc. Ann.
Dec.subsidiary
9.
WTHRment of license
PanamafromCity,
HelenFla.—
W. Seeks
King toassignGulf
Coast
Radio
Inc.
for
$78,000.
B.
will be sole owner. Ann. Dec. 9. F. J. Timm
WQXI from
Atlanta,
Ga. —Bcstg.
Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Esquire
of Atlantaof
to
Esquire
Inc.,
parent
corporation.
financial transaction involved. Ann. Dec.No.9.
WDMF Buford, Ga. — Seeks transfer of control of Lanier Bcstg. Co. from Washington
Bcstg. Co. to Robert E. Thomas for $1,000
plus disktingentrecorder.
application
conon grant ofThis
application
of isWCON
Cornelia, Ga. (see below). Ann. Dec. 9.
WCON Cornelia, Ga.— Seeks transfer of
control of Habersham Bcstg. Co. Transfer
of 95%% interest from Jack Bradley, 48%,
Billy C. Mfissey, 24%, and Bobby L. Massey,
23%%, to Washington Bcstg. Co., for $65,400.
Other stockholdings (4%% total) remain the
same. Habersham Bcstg. Co. is parent company of Lanier Bcstg. Co., licensee of WDMF
Buford, Ga. Principals include Herschel L.
Webster,
Dec.
9. 51%, and John C. Foster, 49%. Ann.
Seaway Bcstg. Co., Chicago Heights, 111. —
Seeks transfer
of control
of cp of33%%,
66%% and
interest from Charles
D. Buford,
Eugene
H.
Dibble,
33%%,
to
William
S.
Martin (presently owns 33%%) for $7,000. At
same time Charles J. Pinckard will purchase
40% interest for $12,180. Mr. Martin will
own 60% interest. Ann. Dec. 9.
WSVL Shelbyville, Ind. — Seeks assignment of cp from Henry Parrott, Robert Ingram, Willard Pickett, John Hartnett, Lowell
Rudicel, Morris Bass, and Fred Cramer,
d/b/a Shelby County Bcstg. Co. to Shelby
County Bcstg. Inc. Change to corporate
form ofactionbusiness
with Dec.
no financial
transinvolved. Ann.
9.
WHIR Danville, Ky. — Seeks transfer of
control of WHIR Inc. from T. C. Quisenberry to Joseph K. Beasley for $68,000. Mr.
Beasley, sole owner, is attorney. Ann. Dec. 9.
Seeks
assignment
of WEKY
license Richmond,
from WEKYKy. —Inc.
to Tinker
Inc.
for $120,000. Principals include J. Francke
Fox, 87%, Mary F. Fox, 8.7% (husband and

wife), and James T. Morgan, 4.3%. Principals
own WHLN Harlan, Ky. Messrs. Fox and
Morgan
haveAnn.
interest
tain City,also
Tenn.
Dec. in9. WFCT FounWUST
and
WJMD
(FM)
Md.—
Seeks transfer of control ofBethesda,
Atlantic Bcstg.
Co. Milton Diener, 53%%, will sell 28%%
interest to Walter Diener, 25% (presently
owns 20%), Daniel Diener and Jack Diener,
25% each
(presently owns
16%%) for
427.
Redistribution
of holdings
to $20,give
brothers equal shares. Ann. Dec. 9.
WEBC Duluth, Minn. — Seeks assignment
of license from WEBC Die. to WMT-TV Die.
for $400,000. WMT-TV Inc. is headed by
William
Dec. 9. B. Quarton, 31%, president. Ann.
KANAment of license
Anaconda,
Seeks assignfromMont.
Tri— County
Radio
Corp. to Amperage Inc. Merger of two
companies. Ann. Dec. 9.
KTEN
Ada, Okla.
— Seeks Tvtransfer
of control of Eastern
Oklahoma
Co. Anderson
B. Morris and Mary T. Morris are transfering
29% Katherine
interest (presently
own (presently
34.8%) to own
Bill
and
Hoover 63.7%
34.7%) for $2,521. Ann. Dec. 9.
KLADment of license
KlamathfromFalls,
Ore.—
Seeksto assignK Lad
Bcstrs.
Ogden
Knapp for $175,000. Mr. Knapp, sole owner,
is employe of NBC. Ann. Dec. 9.
KWBA Baytown, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license of Bayshore Bcstg. Co. from Bob
Walker,
51%, N.15%,
J. Walker,
and Winfred Hamilton,
to Cloyed34%,
O. Kendrick,
David R. Worley, and Hugh D. Landis, 33%%
each, for
Messrs. Kendrick
Landis
own $190,000.
KENN Farmington,
N. M. and
and
KYVA Gallup, N. M. Mr. Worley owns
KSEL Lubbock, Tex., and has interest in
KLEA Lovington, N. M. Ann. Dec. 14.
KELT Big Lake, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Don Renault to Brown Morris for $5,000, $8,100 promissory note, plus
$14,000 balance of promissory note. Mr.
Morris,
sole owner,
is viceof president
of TriCities Bcstg.
Co., licensee
KWSH Wewoka,
and Eastern Oklahoma Tv Co., licensee of
KTEN (TV) both Ada, Oklahoma. He is
president of KADA Bcstg. Inc., licensee of
KADA Ada, Okla., and has interest in all
three stations. Ann. Dec. 14.
WKYO Sheridan, Wyo. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of Big Horn Bcstg. Co.
from James W. Carroll, deceased, 50%, to
Rosalie E. Carroll, executrix of estate of
James W. Carroll. Interest held by Donald
E. Tannehill, 507o, remains same. Ann. Dec.
Hearing cases
9.
FINAL DECISIONS
■
By
memorandum
opinion by
and Guinan
order,
commission denied petition
Realty Co. for reconsideration and rehearing of April
8 decision
granted
application of Louis
Adelmanwhich
for new
am station
to operate on 1300 kc, 1 kw, DA, D, in
Hazleton, Pa., and which denied application
of Guinan for like facilities in Mt. Carmel,
Pa. Chrm. Ford and Comr. Cross dissented,
former with statement; Comr. King not
participating.
Ann. Dec.of 7.licenses of King
■ Granted renewal
Bcstg. Co., KING-AM-FM-TV and Queen
City Bcstg.
all
Seattle,
Wash. Co.,
GrantsKIRO-AM-FM-TV
were made upon assurance
given
commission
that
the
Pacific
National Bank of Seattle will dispose of its
interest in Queen City Bcstg. Co., licensees
to advise commission of such disposition
within 90 days. Comrs. Lee, Craven and
King dissented to condition. Ann. Dec. 8.
■ By order,Aug.
commission
effective
immediately
15 initialmade
decision
and
(1) dismissed without prejudice application
of Sanford L. Hirschberg and Gerald R.
McGuire for new am station to operate on
1300 kc, 1 kw, D, in Cohoes-Watervliet,
N. Y., Bcstrs.
and (2)forgranted
application
of Fairview
new station
on same
frequency
with
5
kw,
D,
DA,
in
Rensselaer,
N. Y. Comr. Bartley abstained from voting.
Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By order,Oct.
commission
effective
immediately
31 initialmade
decision
and
granted application of Ionia Bcstg. Co. to
change operation of WION Ionia, Mich., on
1430 kc, D, from 500 w non-DA to 5 kw DA.
Comr. Dec.
King 14.dissented and issued statement.
Ann.
■
By
order,Oct.
commission
effective
immediately
31 initialmade
decision
and
granted
application
of
Radio
Station
WPCC
Inc., to increase power of WPCC Clinton,
S. C, tionfrom
w toD,1 kw,
on 1410500 kc,
usingcontinued
ant. siteoperanow
licensed. Comr. Bartley abstained from
voting; ment.Comr.
Ann. Dec.King
14. dissented with state■
By
order,
commission
made effective
immediately Oct. 27 initial decision
and (1)
granted application of Morton Bcstg. Co. for
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILL1MAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
Ceorge M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs.. Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate
Member
Institute
of Radio
Engineers

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management
Sales Programming
P. O. Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Wabash 2643

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, technifm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
-'ARB Continuing Readership Study

Service

Directory

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Waehington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications- Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
D. C. 3-5851
ExecutiveWashington,
3-1230 Executive
Member AFCCE
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee1426
Bldg.C St.,
Executive
N.W. 3-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

99

PROMINENT
BROADCASTERS
Choose

otainless
TOWERS

Birney Imes, Jr.
Owner and President
WELO
TUPELO,

MISS.

Bob Evans
General Manager
And here are their reasons:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication of towers
RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS
of Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,
inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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(FOR THE RECORD)

new am station to operate on 1280 kc„ 500 w,
D, in tionMorton,
(2) for
denied
of ClarenceTex.,E. and
Wilson
new applicastation
on same frequency with 1 kw, D, in Hobbs,
N. M. Comr. Bartley and King dissented,
latter with statement. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission denied petition by Broadcasters
Inc., for rehearing and reconsideration of
July 27 decision which granted application
of Tri-County
f«r w,newDA,am D,sta-in
tion to operate Bcstg.
on 1590Corp.
kc, 500
Plainfield, N. J., and which denied applications of Broadcasters Inc., for same facilities
in South Plainfield, N. J., and Eastern Bcstg.
Co., to increase daytime power of WDRF
Chester, Pa., from 1 kw to 5 kw, continued
operation on 1590 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N. Chrm.
Ford, Comr. Bartley and King not participating. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By order, commission made effective
immediately Nov. 1 initial decision and
granted application of Babylon-Bay Shore
Bcstg. Corp. to increase power of WBAB
Babylon, N. Y., from 500 w to 1 kw, continued operation on 1440 kc, D. Comr. King
dissented with statement. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By order, commission cancelled Dec. 15
oral argument and made effective July 6
initial decision and granted application of
Coast Ventura Co. to change trans, site of
KVEN-FM Ventura, Calif., to 6 miles northwest of Ventura, increase ERP from 12 kw
to 38.6 kw, and ant. height from minus 180
ft.
to
1,285 Dec.
ft., continued
operation on 100.7
mc. Ann.
14.
■ Following fm stations were granted SCA
to engage in multiplex operations: KFMP
Port Arthur, Tex.; WKLS Marietta, Ga.;
WBON New Berlin, Wis.; WMEV-FM MariWDUZ-FM
Bay, 14.Wis., and
WMERon, Va.;Celina,
Ohio. Green
Ann. Dec.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission dismissed protest and petition
for reconsideration by Gem State Bcstg.
Corp. (KGEM) Boise, Idaho, directed against
Oct. 12 grant of assignment of cp of KEST
Boise,
L. and
Norma toW.- John
Hansen,M.
d/b as from
Boise Carl
Bcstg.
Asociates,
Bryan and Reid W. Dennis, d/b as KEST
Bcstg. Associates. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By report and order, commission finalized rulemaking in docket 13756 and amended sec. 3.28(c)(3) of broadcast rules to
exempt existing class IV am local channel
stations applying for increase in power
above 250 w from 10 percent limitation on
interference to their proposed normally
protected primary service areas; also, in
case of applications for new class IV stations requesting power in excess of 250 w,
10 percent criterion shall not apply to that
area which is located outside of equivalent
250 w 0.5 mv/m contour of proposed operation. While proposed rulemaking did not
contemplate extending exemption to any
proposalsmission
fordeemsnew
class IVthat
stations,
it desirable
all classcom-IV
proposals be considered by same criterion
for interference received, whether they are
for new stations or for changes in existing
stations. Amendment will become effective
January 23, 1961. Ann. Dec. 14.
INITIAL DECISION
■ Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued supplemental initial decision looking
toward
commission's
Aug.of 6,Radio
1957
decision affirming
which granted
application
Associates Inc., for new tv station (WVMITV) to operate on ch. 13 in Biloxi, Miss.,
and which denied competing application of
WLOX
Ann. Dec.Bcstg.
8. Co. This is remand case.
OTHER ACTIONS
■ edByrenewal
opinion
and order,forcommission
grantof licenses
about 15 months
—to March 1, 1962— to United Bcstg. Co. of
Virginia (WANT) Richmond, Va., United
Bcstg. Co., (WFAN-FM),
Washington,
D. C,
Montgomery
County Bcstg.
Co., (WINX)
Rockville, Md., United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern
Maryland Inc. (WSID) Baltimore, Md., and
United Tv Co. of New Hampshire (WMURTV) , Manchester, N. H. These stations are
wholly owned by Richard Eaton, except
WANT and WYOU, in which he has a 98%
and 97%cedureinterest,
Thisreview
prowill permit respectively.
Commission to
operationsas
they
exist
one
year
hence,
by
which time licensee will have had sufficient
time to demonstrate results of his proposed
personal supervision and controls over his
stations. These are first short-term renewals granted under Commission revised
rules. Comr.
Cravenfavored
and King
dissented, with Hyde,
statements;
regular
three-year grants.
■ By letter, denied petitions by InterCitiestion Bcstg.
to operateCo.,on applicant
1220 kc, for
1 kw,newDA,am D,sta-in
Livonia, Mich., to require Peoples Bcstg.
Corp. (WGAR) Cleveland, Ohio, to take
certain corrective actions or, in alternative,

for modification or revocation of WGAR
license, adjust its ant. array to original
design
or file
application
makedifferences
changes
in station.
Petitions
result tofrom
between Inter-Cities and Peoples concerning mutual interference. It is anticipated
that modified license will be issued WGAR
shortly reflecting new operating parameters
and monitoring
point values
meas-of
urement data contained
in itsbased
1960 onpreof
performance. Ann. Dec. 8.
■ Commission on Dec. 5 granted request
of Westinghouse
Co.,comments
and speci-in
fied Jan. 16, 1961 Bcstg.
for filing
reply to original comments filed in matter
of inquiry into amendment of part 3 of
rules and technical standards to permit
standard broadcast stations to operate with
full
and single sideband. Action
Dec. carrier
8.
■ By order, commission granted motion
by Suburban Bcstg. Co., and postponed from
Dec. 15 minedtoin proceeding
date to be onsubsequently
deter-to
its application
increase power of WVIP Mount Kisco,
N. Y.,timefrom
to 5 kc.
kw, Chrm.
continued
operationI kw
on 1310
Ford dayand
Comr. Hyde dissented. Ann. Dec. 13.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by Broadcast
and accepted
exceptions filed late Bureau
in proceeding
on application
of WPGC Inc., for mod. of license of
WPGC Morningside, Md. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By memorandum opinion and order,
commission
(1) denied
by Connecticut Committee
Against motion
Pay TV,
et al., to
correct record, or, in alternative, to strike
portion of page 506 of transcript regarding
questioning posed by Chrm. Ford to Charles
H.
Tower, Association
vice-president
television of
National
of for
Broadcasters,
in
proceeding on application of Hartford
Phonevision Co. for authority to conduct
trial subscription tv operation over WHCT
Hartford, Conn.; (2) dismissed as moot
motion by Connecticut Committee to set
aside order closing record. Comr. Hyde not
participating. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By separate order in above proceeding,
commission (1) denied request by Connecticut Committee
Against
Pay TV,(Comr.
et al.,Hyde
respondents, for oral
orgument
and King dissented, latter with statement) ;
and (2) on own motion, afforded parties
opportunity to file reply findings within 10
days from release of order (Comr. Bartley
dissented). Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By memorandum
opinion
and order,
commission
denied petition
by KEED
Inc.,
for stay of grant of cp to Liberty Tv Inc.,
for new tv station to operate on ch. 9 in
Eugene, Ore., pending commission action
on KEED petition for reconsideration of
July 27 decision which granted Liberty application and denied competing application
of KEED. Chrm. Ford and Comr. King not
participating. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By order, commission stayed effective
date of Oct. 28 initial decision which looked
toward
granting
application
Bcstg. Co.
to increase
powerof ofTri-State
WGTA
Summerville, Ga., from 1 kw to 5 kw,
continued operation on 950 kc, D; engineering condition. Pending further review by
commission. Ann. Dec. 14.
■ By order, commission granted petition
by M. M. Lawrence and Mrs. Ruel O.
Thomas, d/b as Lake Cumberland Bcstg.
Co. and
its qualifications
as applicant for affirmed
new am station
in Jamestown,
Ky.,
which is in consolidated hearing in dockets
13222, etrence al.
were Lawand Mr.(original
Thomas,partners
deceased.)
Ann.
Dec. 14.
■ Commission directed Atlanta OK Bcstg.
Co., (WAOK) Atlanta, Ga., and WRMA
Bcstg. Co., (WRMA) Montgomery, Ala., to
show cause why they should not be ordered
to cease and desist from violating sec. 317
of Communications Act by accepting monies
or things of value for broadcasting phonograph records or other program material
without appropriate announcement, and to
appear at hearing to be held in Washington
at time to be designated later. Written
statements and affidavit acknowledge payments received by WAOK and response to
commission's
Dec. 2, 1959 similar.
on behalf of WRMAinquiry
was ofsubstantially
Stations are under common ownership.
Chrm. Ford concurred except that he favored including
of
cease and
desist revocation
order. Ann.order
Dec.instead
14.
Routine roundup
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled following proceedings for
hearing on dates shown: Feb. 15: Revocation
of license of Mandan Radio Assoeiation for
KBOM Bismarck-Mandan, N. D.; Feb. 16:
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Queen City Bcstg. Co. and Val Verde Bcstg.
Co. for new am stations in Del Rio, Tex.
Action Dec. 7.
a Granted petitions by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 8 to Dec. 22 time
to reply to petition by Radio Carmichael,
Sacramento, Calif., and petition by Jack L.
Powell and Alyce M. Powell, joint tenants
(KVON) Napa, Calif., both for leave to
amend their am applications which are
consolidated for hearing in dockets 13649
et al. Action Dec. 8.
■ Granted petition by Crystal Bcstg. Co.,
Crystal, Minn., insofar as it seeks dismissal
of its am application; application dismissed
with prejudice; application in consolidated
proceeding in dockets 13673 et al. Action
Dec. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Brandywine Bcstg.
Corp.,ing Media,
conference Pa.,
fromandDec.continued
7 to Dec.prehear14 and
further evidentiary hearing from Dec. 14
to date to be announced at conclusion of
prehearing conference in proceeding on its
am application, et al. Action Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ Continued Dec. 21 hearing to date to be
determined at prehearing conference to be
held on Dec. 21 in proceeding on application
of Maine Radio and Tv Co. (WCSH-TV)
Portland, Maine Action Dec. 6.
■ Pursuant to provisions of chief hearing
examiner's Dec. 2 order and at suggestion
of
petitioner,
Frier should
(WBHF)be Cartersville,
Ga., thatW. 60R. days
allowed
to afford commission opportunity to act
upon his petition for reconsideration and
grant without hearing, scheduled hearing
for
Feb. 3, 1961
in proceeding
application.
Action
Dec. 6. on Frier's am
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Granted petition by Bay Area Telecasting Corp. for leave to amend its application
for new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in
Largo, Fla., to substitute estate of Louis
Fried as stockholder in place of Louis
Fried and to reflect legal qualifications of
estate and all parties thereto; reopened
record, accepted amendment and closed
record
Action in
Dec.Largo,
6. Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding.
■ On own motion, scheduled further prehearing conference for Jan. 12, 1961 in proceeding on am applications of Southeastern
Bcstg. System Inc. (WMJM) Cordele and
Washington
Bcstg. Co.,
ville, both Georgia.
Action(WSNT)
Dec. 7. SandersBy Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended time to Dec. 16 to respond to
petition by First Presbyterian Church of
Seattle (KTW) Seattle, Wash., to dismiss
application
Washington
State University
for mod. ofof license
of KWSC
Pullman,
Wash., which is in consolidated hearing with
renewal of license applications of KWSC and
KTW. Action Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
■ Granted petition by Des Plaines-Arlington edBcstg.
Co., 7 Des
Plaines,
111., and
from Dec.
to Dec.
12 time
to fileextendreply
findings in proceeding on its am application,
et al. Action Dec. 7.
■ Dismissed as moot petition by Northside
Bcstg. anceCo.,
JefTersonville,
Ind. for
continuof hearing
and granted
petition
for
leave to make engineering changes to its am
application. Action Dec. 7.
■ Upon request by G. Stuart Nixon, San
Jose, Calif., continued second prehearing
conference from Dec. 16 to Jan. 9, 1961.
and scheduled Jan. 17, 1961 for commencement of hearinget inal.proceeding
fm application,
Action Dec.on9. Nixon's
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Dismissed as moot comments on petition for leave to amend application filed by
Town Radio Inc., Shippensburg, Pa., in proceeding on its am application and that of
Frederick County Bcstrs., Winchester, Va.
Action Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Due to illness of counsel for trustee
(WTVW) cancelled Dec. 7 hearing, and
scheduled Dec. 9 for resumption of hearing
in matter of order directing Douglas H.
McDonald, trustee, permittee of WTVW
(TV), ch. 7, Evansville, Ind., to show cause
why authorization for WTVW should not
be modified to specify operation on ch. 31 in
lieu of ch. 7. Action Dec. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Granted petition by Civic Bcstg. Corp.
(WOLF) Syracuse, N. Y„ for leave to make
engineering
amendment
am application in dockets
13010 et to
al. itsAction
Dec. 7.
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By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted request by Bay Video Inc., and
extended to Dec. 8 time to file exhibit in
proceeding on its application for new tv
station to operate on ch. 13 in Panama
City, Fla. Action Dec. 6.
■ Granted petition by Edwin R. Fischer,
Newport News, and Tenth District Bcstg.
Co., McLean, both Virginia, and extended
time to Jan. 16, 1961 for filing proposed
findings and to Feb. 9. 1961 for replies in
proceeding
Action
Dec. on8. their am applications, et al.
■ Received in evidence exhibit no. I of
Bay Video Inc., and closed record in proceeding on its application
new tv City,
station to operate
on ch. 13 inforPanama
Fla. Action Dec. 8.
■ Upon request by Abilene Radio and
Tv Co., continued
prehearing
ference from Dec. further
12 to Dec.
21 in conSan
Angelo, Tex., tv ch. 3 proceeding. Action
Dec. 9.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Correction: Broadcast Actions of December 1, 1960 listed among stations failing to
respond to certain commission letters:
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.; KKAS Silsbee,
Tex.; WAND Canton, Ohio; WCBQ Whitehall, Mich.; WDIX Orangeburg, S. C; WLAQ
Rome, Ga.; WORX-FM Madison, Ind.; and
WNCO-FM Ashland, Ohio. These stations
were listed due to inadvertence and subject
notice should be corrected accordingly.
Actions of December 9
Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations: Ernest R. May ch. 8, Meteetse, Wyo.; Lonerock Tv Co., ch. 10, Lonerock Community, Ore., (KEPR ch. 19, Pasco.
Wash.); Minersville Tv Committee, chs. 10.
8 and 12, Minersville, Utah (KCPX, ch. 4,
KUTV, ch. 2, KSL, ch. 5, all Salt Lake City).
KRNT-AM-TV, WHTN-TV Des Moines,
Iowa and Huntington, W. Va. — Granted assignment of licenses of am, tv and remote
stations to Cowles Magazines and Bcstg. Inc.
amWDXY
station.Sumter, S. C— Granted license for
■ Granted licenses for following fm stations: WYFM Charlotte, N. C; WAGY-FM
Forest
Calif. City, N. C. and KBCO San Francisco,

Granted
to KLEX
use old Lexington,
main trans, Mo.
as —aux.
trans, license
(main
trans, location); and license for new trans.
WILA eringDanville,
Va.
—
Granted
license
covinstallation of new trans, as aux.
trans,
using
remote
control
operation
of
trans.
KFWB Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted mod.
of license
Bcstg.
Corp.to change name to Crowell-Collier
KOHO Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted mod. of
license
to change name to Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Corp.
KITE Terrell Hills, Tex. — Granted mod.
of license to change name to KITE Bcstg.
Co.KGAF-FM Gainesville, Tex. — Granted cp
to change type ant.; increase ERP to 4.9 kw
and decrease ant. height to 230 ft.
WRKB Kannapolis, N. C. — Granted mod. of
cp
to change type trans, and specify studio
location.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KLAY-FM Tacoma,
1, 1961;
1961; KAFE(FM)
WCOC-TV
Meridian,Wash,
Miss, toto Jan.
June 30,
San Francisco, Calif, to Mar. 15, 1961;
KAPP (FM) Redondo Beach, Calif, to Mar.
31, 1961; KDOL Mojave, Calif, to Feb. 15.
1961; KVNU Logan, Utah to Jan. 30, 1961;
KANT-FM Lancaster, Calif, to Feb. 1, 1961:
WMAQ Chicago, 111. to Jan. 31, 1961, without prejudice to such further action as
commission may deem warranted as result
of final determinations with respect to:
(1) report of Network Study Staff; (2) related studies and inquiries now being considered or conducted; (3) pending anittrust
proceedings involving NBC Inc., and Radio
Corp. of America; and (4) pending inquiry
into compliance by broadcast licensees with
sec. 317 of Communications Act and related
matters;
*WSMC-FM Collegedale, Tenn. to
Feb.
1, 1961.
Actions of December 8
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater station: Kooskia Lions Club Inc..
ch. 2, Kooskia, Idaho (KREM-TV, ch. 2,
Spokane, Wash.).
KSBW-AM-FM-TV Salinas, KSBY-TV San
Luis Obispo,
both California
Granted
quisition of positive
control— by
John ac-C.
Cohan through sales of stock by William M.
Oates to Salinas Valley Bcstg. Corp.
Continued on page 106

These three Collins dynamic microphones feature the
Dynaflex non-metallic diaphragm. They're handsomely designed, yet rugged enough to take in stride temperature
extremes, shocks and humidity. The Dynaflex diaphragm
gives you a smooth response over a wide frequency range.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA
DALLAS. TEXAS

COLLINS
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

M-40 response 40-20,000 cps • oufpuf —57 db • Wi inches long, 1 inch in diameter • 1 J
ounces. M-30 response 50-18,000 cps. • oufpuf —57 db • 6V2 inches long, VA inches in
diameter at head • 76 ounces. M-20 response 60-18,000 cps • oufpuf —57 db • 4 inches long,
I inch in diameter ' 3'A ounces. For more information contact your Collins sales engineer or write.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<* per word— -$2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25# per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch— S TAT IONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• AU other classifications 30# per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
General manager 5 kw AM midwest. #1
station. Good opportunity for family man.
Community has fine schools, churches, college. Write
Replies confidential. full
Box 336D,background.
BROADCASTING.
Splendid opportunity for manager first class
ticket, capable of announcing, producing personal sales and working with salesmen. Salary and profit sharing arrangement. Small
east coast radio station. Send photo, tape
and resume to: Box 347D, BROADCASTING.
Southern Group — see our ad under Help
Wanted — Sales.
Advancement! Louisiana-Texas small market group offers opportunity to prove your
worth as managership material. Heavy sales,
some announcing, assistant to manager. Air
mail resume, photo, tape, references. Ralph
L. Hooks, Dixie Stations, Box 46, DeRidder,
Louisiana.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make the
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer
metromovemarket
salesman
least
two years experience. Good opportunity for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer. Top St. Louis independent multiple market. $6000 plus resume to Box 904C,
BROADCASTING.
Southern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
guarantee
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
Prefer
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume.
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
Midwest
— expanding,
station offersopportunity
good future
and currentadult
income
as areaence insalesman.
Minimum
2
years
experiradio sales, civic minded, prefer
family man. Send picture and resume. Box
262D, BROADCASTING.
No. 1 Pulse and Hooper rated station in
large midwestern market seeking two aggressive salesmen. If you want to sell, write
Box 323D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for good small market station. $600 month guarantee plus good comhas paid
$9,000 up
annuallymission
last scale.
threeJob years.
Complete
resume
and reference to S. A. Hassan, General
Manager, WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
Salesman KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa. Young
ideas, hard worker, salary plus commission.
Second salesman for net-news indie in
Michigan's
highest-rated
market for
% business activity.
Must be married,
25-40
with
smallary or
medium
market
experience.
Salplus commission. Top list of accounts.
Michigan applicants favored. Send resume
and picture first letter to Joe Butler, WKLZ.
Box 663, Kalamazoo.
Good salesman $400 guarantee plus good
commission scale. Small, good single station
reference tomarket.
S. A.Complete
Hassan, resume
General and
Manager,
WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
Announcers
Trade your snow shovel for a palm tree!
South Florida calls fast paced format radio
d.j. At least two years experience. Ideal
living,sumeworking
conditions. Rush tape, reBox 102D, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

If you are an announcer with desire and
ability to fit into an organization that
promises opportunity and advancement . . .
a good starting salary with regular raises
. . . then we want you. No empty promises
. . . this is a growing Pennsylvania chain.
We need
good people.
Two . years
commercial experience
required
. . plus
car.
Send tape and resume to: Box 202D.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Mature announcer for midwest
station; must have good voice, run tight
board, know and enjoy adult music and
interested in settling down in pleasant and
progressive community. Must be available
in January. Box 267D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: A young man who walks, talks,
and sleeps modern radio to add his spark
and fire to solid but sleepy network station
in midwest. Send tape, resume and salary
expectation to Box 278D, BROADCASTING.
Come grow with us as a production manager.
$100.00 per week if you can fit into a middleof-the-road news and music station; if you
can be a solid citizen in a small western community; if you want to grow with multiple
station ownership; send tape and full particulars to Box 272D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer for progressive station in New
Mexico. Adult programming, favorable living conditions,
schools,
climate. If you good
are now
in wonderful
Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado or Utah we would like to
hear from you. If you have engineering
ability sary.even
moreBROADCASTING.
desirable but not necesBox 282D,

Experienced staff announcer for Radio Station WCEM. Excellent living and working
conditions. Call Sam Cannon, Cambridge,
Maryland. ACademy 8-4800.
Top northwest Ohio independent has opening for experienced
age 2230, with
mature voice.announcer-dj,
Adult programming,
sound operation, and fine local reputation.
Excellent location in progressive community.
Good salary with fringe benefits. Send tape,
photo, and resume to Mr. Clair L. Meekins,
PD, WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.
Immediate opening for good morning dj.
Modern production minded station. Send
tape, resume, photo WIRK, West Palm
Beach, Florida.
Immediate
opening
for fast
moving
oncentral
Illinois
top rated
station.
Senddj tape
and ard
complete
to HowFrederick,resume,
WIRL, immediately
Peoria.

Announcer with first class ticket wanted for
quality radio station in east. Excellent fagroup, first
wonderful
living.cility,
Sendgooddetails
letter toareaBoxfor290D,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Coordinate net, mobile units,
wire, etc. Also hiring fast format, top tunes
deejay. Progressive N. C. station. Send tape,
references, starting salary. Box 303D,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man. Pennsylvania small markel
station. Reply Box 304D, BROADCASTING,
Good job in sunny south Texas . . . news
and sports
experiencein anfirstasset.
ence and reference
letterGive
withexperitape.
Box 325D, BROADCASTING.
Michigan vacationland station desires experienced, mature announcer who can handle chief announcers job. Should have at
least four years experience. Good pay and
ideal
working conditions. Box 332D, BROADCASTING.

Top notch engineer-technician handle full
maintenance 2 Michigan stations metropolitan markets 40 miles apart. One directional
nights.
Excellent
conditionsbackground
for family man.
Strong living
maintenance
essential. $550-$600 month including car
allowance. Resume, photo, present earnings to Box 199D, BROADCASTING.
Established 1000 watter in solid north east
has opening for first ticket. Opportunities
for party with additional talent. No floaters.
ING.
Benefits,
security. Box 276D, BROADCAST-

Florida's #2 market — #1 station — needs
bright, mature morning man. Middle-road
music, tight production, with meaningful ad
lib. Pays top money. Seasoned big time men
only. Full company benefits. Congenial
working conditions. Rush tape, resume to
Box 353D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: For southeastern state capital city
station; announcers, one with first phone.
Good pay. Growing station. Write to Box
358D, BROADCASTING.
WAM-E, Miami, Florida, one of top stations
in Miami going full-time shortly, needs two
tight, production conscious, personalities.
Must be able to meet and beat tough competition, no screamers, experienced, polished men only. WAM-E is a promotion
minded modern station, if you can't keep
up don't salary
apply. Send
tape, rating
picture,
requirements
to history,
Murry
Woroner,
Station
Manager,
WAM-E,
141
N.E. 3rd Avenue, Miami, Florida.

$150.00
weekly! Top dj's wanted! Phone
WRIP, Chattanooga!
Immediate opening for announcer with
first phone license. Light maintenance
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Announcers. Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E.
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement,
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta,
Ga.
Technical

Wanted, chief engineer for maintenance
NYS.
Excellent pay. Box 330D, BROADCASTING.
Combination man needed at once at Great
Lakes area station. Take over engineering
department and show of your own, on No. 1
station in the area. Only an experienced
combo man need reply. Chance for advancement for the right man. Box 345D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer with technical ability
WAMD, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Needed immediately — Combination chief
engineer-announcer for am-fm operation.
Excellent
pay — hours
the right man!
Call —or and
writefringe
Jay benefits
Hanshaw,to
WAYZ, Waynesboro, Penna. Phone 1900.
Still announce
looking foror young
first-class
phone
can
sell. Hunt,
fish, ski,
workwhoat
WBNC, Conway, N. H.
First class engineer who
report local news, and do
Top station tv affiliated.
available. WSTU, Stuart,

can announce or
light maintenance.
Low cost housing
Florida.

Chief engineer
or combo
and New
announcer. Salary open.
WVOS, chief
Liberty,
York.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Solid daytimer western New York opening
for traffic copy guy or gal. Other talents
helpful. Security benefits for reliable party.
Box 275D, BROADCASTING.
News director tv and radio network affiliate.
Multiple ownership. Completely equipped
eight man team. Send resume and pic Box
334D, BROADCASTING.
Open, a permanent position in radio copy.
Past experience and good record necessary.
Good pay, pleasant living conditions in
Kenosha, waukee
Wisconsin.
between
and Chicago.Midway
Call or
write MilBill
Lipman, WLIP.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Presently managing competitive medium
market. Top salesman, first phone, full
knowledge all aspects radio. Expert operating at lowest overhead. Sell managers
desk, lock office, don't use them. Box 859C,
BROADCASTING.
Manager
of highly successful
250 wattchange
fulltime independent
contemplating
after first of the year. Family man, seventeen years
experience,
collegefinancial
graduate.
Wants radio
position
with greater
BROAD223D,
Box
offers?
Any
opportunity.
CASTING.
Manager who took present station from red
to black in 18 months, available January 15
due
ING. to station sale. Box 320D, BROADCASTVibrant,
alert general
with top
extensive experience
in AMmanager
radio and
FM
metropdlitan operation available following
corporate change. Ten years of management
in ultra cellent
competitive
markets.
Can offer sales
exreferences relating
to program,
and station management techniques plus
superb community service record. BA in
business. Family provides strongest personal
incentive and stability. Box 344D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager-engineer, 7 years
management and sales wishes to manage and
invest in station in Carolinas, Georgia, Florida. Solid producer, 35 years old with family.
Salary-bonusvestment
minimum
inopportunity $10,000
desired.withBoxgood355D,
BROADCASTING.
Radio manager. 7% years sales manager.
Also national tv sales manager experience.
Highest recommendations. Prefer midwest
or west. W. C. Porsow, Hemlock 7-6348.
Green Bay, Wisconsin.
Sales
Need a young, aggressive salesman or sales
manager. Proven sales record in a small
market. Presently employed, in an Ohio
market. Box 329D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Basketball play-by-play seven years experience, finest of references. Box 747C,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer with creativity. Veteran, 25, coi
lege graduate,
with N.Y. Music
network.andProduction with imagination.
news
stations write immediately. Box 119D,
BROADCASTING.
Country disc jockey. Announcer. Thira
phone. Operates own board. Over 3Vz
years
experience
watt
Mutual part-time
station, desires
full with
time 5000
air work.
Box 257D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — N.Y., Conn., N.J. Young, ambitious air personality. Knowledge of pop
music, terrific. Audience pleaser. Box
259D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — married— realize importance Oi
dependable sell— authoritative news — "easy
style" ture.djBoxwork
for station with fu298D, looking
BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer-newsman — looking to relocate on
west coast. Experienced in am and fm
programming, production, plus copy, script,
and continuity writing. Presently employed
in major mid-west market. References, tape
on request. Box 312D, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious veteran desires opportunity and
reasonable salary for willingness to learn
and work hard. Strong news and commercials. Tight board, professional school. Tape,
resume
available. Box 315D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, married, natural, easy, bassbaritone, 40, good appearance, references
Prefer good music, newscasting, adull
sound. Have 14 years stage experience
broadwayd.j.,and
not camera-shy
Worked
news, stock;
commercial,
sales, copy
writing, Duluth area. Prefer Minnesota
Wisconsin. George Cassidy, 332 No. 12tl
Avenue E, Duluth, Minn.
Announcer with first license. Single, some
college.
Prefer
Montana,
or midwest states.
Byron
Keunzel,Wyoming
6358 Yucca,
Apt.
310, Hollywood, California.
D-Js experienced. Good ad lib personalities.
Fast board. Good sell. Contact New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Beginner — 2nd class license. Speech training.
Can type. Anxious for chance anywhere. No
practical experience but eager to work hard.
Tom Stanton, 5951 Washington, St. Louis 12,
Missouri.
Technical

Single, professional school background, tight
production. Willing to work hard. Like all
phases of radio. Tape, resume available.
Will travel anywhere. Box 316D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. 8 years same station. Prefer
all-night. Box 322D, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly dj. Play guitar-sing. First phone;
like
ING. maintenance. Box 326D, BROADCASTAttention southwest. First phone combo, college, radio experience but consider tv announcing or transmitter position. Box 327D,
BROADCASTING.
Sparkling, personality D.J. — tight production
— fast, smooth board — first class ticket — family man in late twenties. Currently a jockey
in one of nation's 15 largest markets. No
maintenance.
Available soon
to ato swingin'
but stable organization
anxious
employ
these and other desirable qualities. Tapes
unavailable. Rush full details, including salary and time slots to Box 328D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone, misses radio, anxious
to return. No maintenance. $80, no car. Box
339D, BROADCASTING.
All sports play-by-play. Also news. Top
references. College graduate presently employed. Five years experience. Looking to
settle. Box 340D, BROADCASTING.
Top 40 dj, clever adlibs, unique personality.
Seeking progressive, fast-moving station,
market size secondary. Box 341D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced male NYC music librarian seeks
position — NYC or vicinity. Box 342D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer, all phases, with
first class radiotelephone license, wants position in broadcasting. Box 343D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — experienced, bright sound, tight
production. No floater. Want to settle down.
Box 349D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-experienced. R&B, tight producvoice.350D,
WantBROADCASTING.
to settle down. Prefertion,
south.deep Box
Looking for good, dependable announcer?
Top rated morning show in New England
area. Seek position in New York, New JerING.sey or Connecticut. Box 352D, BROADCASTAnnouncer, experienced, married want to
settle down, not a floater or prima donna.
Bright sound, tight production. Box 188D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, salesman,
experienced, want to announcer
settle down.married,
Telephone
IV
6-8749, Hempstead, N. Y. Box 189D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting school and college grad anxious
to get started in radio as staff announcer,
newsman, or both. Prefer lower southwest or
deep able
south.
Pay meBoxwhat354D,
I'm worth. AvailI
immediately.
N
G. BROADCASTFirst phone. News. Sales. Copywriter. Typist.
College. Some experience. Anywhere. Box
359D, BROADCASTING.
Available January 15, 1961. Experienced announcer radio/tv. Newscasting. Narration.
All
phases. music,
Non-screaming
dj. My
"formula"
is melodic
emphasizing
varied
sounds
— from jazz to classic. Looking for opportunity in Dallas-Houston area, or other
major or medium market with similar warm,
friendly and dynamic qualities. 1st phone.
Box 363D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced chief engineer. Directional and
remote control. Seven years radio; one year
control room and transmitter duty in tv
Prefer south. Box 338D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
1st ticket. Request
job combo
as board-or
man
or transmitter
watch. No
chief's job. Box 356D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer. Now employed.
Box 362D, BROADCASTING.
First phone.
Experienced
and television. Box 31393,
Los Angelesradio
31, California
1st class license, will accept radio or tv offer
6-2266.
anywhere, phone Screven, Georgia, LY
First phone dj. Semi major market experience, prefer southwest or deep south. Dick
Moore, Box 1537, Hobbs, New Mexico,
EXpress 3-3909.
Production — Programming, Others
News director — Now heading crack news
staff at leading station in heavily competitivementtopand100challenge.
market. Well
Considering
advanceexperienced
...
both formula and prestige. Box 270D,
BROADCASTING.
Program director available — 13 years experience (program director + personality deejay). 1 yearsentative.
topOffer:national
ambition,advertising
experience,reprecreativity, education (college graduate). Extensive background. Box 294D, BROADCASTING.

play-bySports director, 15 years experience seeks
pofootball,
playsitionbasketball,
hip baseball,
or part-owners
in sports minded
station. Married, college grad, veteran. Can
furnish references and details on request.
Box 306D, BROADCASTING.
of 24-hour major
members
Experienced n key
available immediately.
staff
metropolita
announcerair personnel,
Program director,
Now
salesman.
news director,
engineer,
available as a smooth-working, revenuebuilding unit. Box 310D, BROADCASTING.
Hey, California! My copy sells. My voice
sells. tion.
17 Boxyears
production-promo331D,including
BROADCASTING.
Yes! Your station can be #1! Two man team:
Production, programming, deejays; combine
25 years in all phases. Currently riding #1
station in top 20 markets. We will give your
station #1 sound and rating, regardless what
market calls for. Prefer to build up trailing
station, medium metropolitan market. Our
method is work! Not just spending. Available under reasonable contract after January 15. Box 333D, BROADCASTING.
Young farm broadcaster desires summer
placement
withagricultural
good stationschooling.
to complete fourwork
years
Threetion as years
experience
with
regional
stafarm director. Some sales experience.
Willing to travel. Photos, tapes, references.
Box 127, New Salem, Massachusetts.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Talented
with nationally
important
station seekspro
responsible
programming
position.
Box 361D. BROADCASTING.
Available, dynamic, authoritative, mature
west coast radio-tv newscaster/commentator,
highly recommended, now in east, desires
relocating, specialist editorializing, programming, operations, management. Box 364D,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Executive assistant. Act as radio & tv presiliaison. Outstanding
Must have experience
corporatedent's
affairs.
opportunity
for
man who is not afraid of responsibility. Replies confidential. State full background.
Box 337D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Wanted, general sales manager for outstanding tv station in Wichita, Kansas. Excellent
opportunity for right man with thorough
knowledge of national and local sales plus
strong selling
Inquiries held confidential. Box ability.
924C, BROADCASTING.
Leading ABC affiliate in wealthy midwest
market expanding sales force. Oportunity
for experienced broadcast salesman who
has creative approach and record of repeat
sales. Send resume and photograph to Box
211D, BROADCASTING.
Leading NBC tv affiliate in wealthy Iowa
market has excellent oportunity for experienced hard working salesman with record of
repeat sales. Midwest salesman preferred.
Send resume and photograph. Box 335D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced, mature announcer with good
commercial style for NBC-TV affiliate in
south Texas. We are interested in permanent
addition to our present staff. Send picture,
voice tape and references to Lynn Pentony,
P.O. Box 840. Corpus Christi. Texas.
Technical
Major west coast market has opening for
technician. Reply Box 843C. BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced man or woman for
video switching — director position — new
studio, new equipment. Contact Gene Higdem.
Dakota.Prod. Dr., KCND-TV, Pembina, North
Wanted: Engineer with first class license to
work in tv. Experience not necessary.
Write,
telephone
calls,
to WINK-TV,
P.O. Boxno 1072,
Ft. Myers,
Florida.
Wanted: First phone tv engineer. Studio uhf
transmitter and microwave maintenance experience top, successful operation. Phone
Herb
Florida.Buck, Howard 4-1500, Fort Pierce,
Production — Programming, Others
Expanding medium midwest market demands expanded news operation. Good
chance for advancement. Salary open. Prefer experience but v/ill consider beginner
with BA. Send complete data, tape and
salary
requirements first letter. Box 133D,
BROADCASTING.
Large University station has opening for
producer-director.
Must experience.
have bachelorSalarv
degree and producing
$7,000.00. Write Lee Frischknecht. Program
Manager, 600 Kalamazoo St., East Lansing,
Michigan.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales management, southwest or Florida.
Recognized record in advertising industry.
Box 318D, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Network experience. Ten years major tv station. Still employed. Interested? Box 321D,
EROADCASTING.
Available, college grad, radio newsman. Desire tv. Single, 26, employed. Box 317D,
BROADCASTING.
Famous, mature female magician now wishes
announcing,
interviewing training
or children's
Broadcast personality
with show.
CBS
producers
and
N.
Y.
University.
Box 324D,
BROADCASTING.
TV announcer working in 200,000 market
seeks opportunity in larger area. Strong on
news and commercials with good record of
sell. Eight years of experience. Wish to
relocate
CASTING.after January 1. Box 351D. BROADTechnical
Workhorse wants permanent tv or radio position with heavy maintenance emohasis.
Good experience non-broadcast vhf. uhf.
First phone. Box 2131, Kansas City, Kansas.
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman. Presently tv news director for
tv-radio. Experienced newswriter, news
photographer,
on-the-air.14 Winner
various awards forandexcellence.
years news.
Prefers California station. Excellent references. Hard worker. Education in law.
Box 258D. BROADCASTING.
Add visual excitement and interest to tv
programming.
Photographer-newsman
seeks
midwest.
Photographic
awards. Eight years
in radio. Three in radio news. Four vears
photography. Box 313D, BROADCASTING.
Camera
and tape
available
"personalized"
assignments
in Berlin.
Yourforideas
or mine in
features, background, news. Box 319D,
BROADCASTING.
TV news reporter, nine years sponsored toD
rated show, major multiple station market.
Available, reasons for leaving upon request.
Box 365D. BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale immediately, one 3 tower 5 kw
phasing unit for 1390 kc's and one 3 tower
1 kw phasing unit for 1390 kc's. These two
units can
converted to other
Both
unitsbemanufactured
by E. frequency's.
F. Johnson
Company and like new in Westinghouse
cabinets. Box 305D, BROADCASTING.
Magnecord 8 hour automatic players $350,
brand new, originally $800, make excellent
spare machine for multiplex operators,
KCFM. St. Louis.
1-DB R.C.A. 1 KW transmitter tubes and
980
kc crystals,
converted
833-Atakes
tubes,it.
no power
transformer.
Firstto $250
C.O.D., F.O.B., WCUB, Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
1 — RCA 69B distortion and noise analyzer.
1 — RCA 311-A frequency monitor with crystal, 970 kc. 1— RCA 303A frequency limit
monitor.
1 — Clarke
108 phase
—
RCA TM41A
monitrans
(Channelmonitor.
2 and 24).
1 — Composite Video AGC amplifier. 1 — OrthSaver for TK11 camera. 1— Gray TP3 slide
projector with spare parts. Phone or write
J. H. Mitchell, Chief Engineer, WFLA, Tampa. Florida.
Gates (ST-101) spot tape. Make offer. No
reasonable figure
Gates CB-10
turntables.
Managerrefused.
WONW.TwoDefiance,
Ohio.
Disc
recorder,
Fairchild
console,
2-speed
with 541 cutter. Good condition. $275. Box
832. Rochester, Minnesota.
Thermometer, remote, electrical; enables
announcer to read the correct outside temperature from mike
0-120
deg. F. Installed
in lessposition.
than an Range
hour. Send
for brochure. Electra-Temp. Co., Box 6111,
San Diego 6, California.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd)
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Tower — 444' galvanized Emsco 27 RT, complete. Never assembled. Designed for GE
TY28H-12 bay antenna. Does not include antenna, lighting or power cable. C. L. Leatherwood; P.O. Box 2566, Houston 1, Texas.
$14,000.00.
TV video monitors. Metal cabinets, rack,
portable remote kine. educational, broadcast, starting at $199.00. 50 different models,
8" thru 24". Miratel, Inc., 1st St. S.E. &
Richardson,
Minnesota. New Brighton, St. Paul 12,
Magnecorder M-33 studio use only. Half
track. $100. Planned Broadcast Services,
Box 4210, Washington 12, D. C.
One 800 foot guyed, 40 pound tower ready
for immediate shipment. Also one 600 foot
guyed, 30 pound tower ready for immediate
shipment. TCA Radio Tower Company. Inc.,
2615 Bankhead Highway, NW-Atlanta 18, Ga.
Ampex 600 — Excellent condition. Low impedance. Half track $349.50: full $399.50.
United Radio Supply, 22 N.W. 9th. Portland,
Oregon.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Radio station in western Pennsylvania —
eastern Ohio.
Experienced
groupconfidential.
of broadcasters. All replies
comDletely
No brokers please? Would also be interested
in CP. Box 296D. BROADCASTING.
Used transmitter,Equipment
5 kw max. high vhf band
for standby use, also used 16 millimeter
projector for Vidicon. full particulars first
letter. Box 286D, BROADCASTING.
One audio consolette in good condition.
State make, model, age, price. KGRT, Box
968, Las Cruces, N.M.
Used Magnecord in good operating condition. Radio Station WAZZ, Box 860, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Wanted: 1 television filter plexer, uhf.
preferably Channel 43, RCA. Will consider
other channels. Norwood Patterson, 1111
Market Street, San Francisco, California.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle. Kansas City and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I
approved.
Request
brochure.
Elkins
Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta. Georgia.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite -216, Hollywood, Calif.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works.
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
FCC first phone license preparation. High
record of results from our proven method.
Announcer Training Studio, 25 W. 43, N. Y.,
OX 5-9245.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago.
Now serving the mid-west. Quality instructions at its best. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, 111.
MISCELLANEOUS
Professional tape duplicating, on location
recording, air checks, and disc cutting. The
Best Company, Box 308, Villa Park, Illinois.
Call letter items — Lapel buttons, mike plates,
studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc.
Bro-Tel. Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.
Comedy for
deejays!
— "Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00 — Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 Parkway
RADIO
HELP WANTED
Production — Programming, Others

CONTINUITY WRITER
Top creative writer wanted for
top station. Excellent opportunity also for announcer-copy
writer. Send details and samples
or call Harvey Hudson, WLEE,
Richmond, Virginia.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
2
*

FORMULA TEAM
3 S WIN GIN' PROS
Program Manager — DJ
Production Director — DJ
News Director — DJ
All with proven records with Storz, and
other top 40 chains in major markets.
Thorough knowledge and ability to give
your station the zing to top place in
your market in shortest time.
If you want the success that this proven
format has brought to other markets,
contact these 3 refugees of a policy
KET.
change, currently in NATION'S 5th MARPreferoffer.
to stay together BUT will separate.
Best
Contact at once:
9
Box X
J
1511 First St.
2 Call PRDetroit,
9.
1-1495 Michigan
or PR 2-5176
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
GERENTE

Fluency in Spanish essential. If you
can qualify for this exciting career
opportunity, write full resume and
salary requirements.
Box 360D, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted — Management
MANAGER AVAILABLE
15 years
generalcoast.
sales Annual
manager sales
with over
station on east
$1,000,000 in 12 station market rated in
3rd or 4th place. My personal annual
sales over $200,000 — Sold and service 55
active accounts. Supervised staff of seven
men. Replies.
Box 348D, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, Others
NEWSMAN
Seeks News Directorship with qualpublic service-conscious
Lakesity, area
station from whichGreat
he
could originate his present awardwinning' nightly show and to which
he could bring1 more than 20 years'
experience including':
Networkspecial
commentaries, straight news,
events,
and
sports
50,000-watt
News
Directorship. Late night public
forum interview show. Chief Editorial Writer with major metropolitan daily. 4 years as administrator
of own independent news production organization.
Box 366D, BROADCASTING

INVEST
A

SALES

Equipment
RADIO REMOTE CONTROL
SYSTEM
Model
RRC-10950 mc STL for
Complete system featuring
conveying main channel, mx channel, and
control signals for FM transmitters. Telemetering included. Control units can be
adapted
information.1o your existing STL. Write for
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 3192
Sa.ita Baibara, Calif.

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and seH
cueing record-playback combo unit.
tor details or demonstration, write
|VISUAL.
ELECTRONICS
CORP. g■
40"- STREET,
NEW YORK 18. N.Y.
iiaiiiiEurniiwiiiwiiifiiiiiniwiiiim!!?
Situations Wanted — Announcers

Sales

RADIO

BROADCASTING SCHOOL
In middle Atlantic major market.
Doing- tremendous business. Great
opportunity as owner has other
interests. Present management
available. Asking- <niO 000 with
$50,000 down. Eiinciple.
Box 141D, BROADCASTING

GENERAL

Expanding television station in major
South American market seeks dynamic, experienced, mature General
Manager.

WE'LL

FOR SALE

IN

TV

WE HAVE NEW D.J.'s
All sizes, all colors, all ages, all sexes.
And all willing to work eager to please.
No prima donnas. Costs you nothing to
get their tapes. Tell lis what you want.
Placement Dept., J. B. Johnson School,
930 F St., IN.W., Washington 4, D. C.

EXECUTIVE

This ad isn't directed to the run-of-the-mill
salesman. The man we want may not be "seasoned," but he's an aggressive self-starter who
will develop into tomorrow's sales executive.
He has had TV sales experience; is imaginative, industrious, personable; and is fully
equipped to work effectively with agencies,
local and regional accounts.
This isn't a ready made job. Given the right
man, we'll invest in him — underwrite his activities— and groom him for an important job
with one of the country's most respected multiple-property operations.
If you fit the picture, you'll live in a pleasant,
medium-sized, midwestern community. You'll
start at up to $7500 depending on your background, and you'll move ahead rapidly with a
wide-awake team at a station that's head and
shoulders above competition. If you want to
build a solid future for your family and yourself, write us a complete resume of your background and experience. An interview can be
arranged.
Box 301 D, BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

JOBS
ALL BROADCAST PERSONNEL PLACED
ALLMIDWEST
MAJOR SATURATION
U.S. MARKETS
Write for application now
WALKER EMPLOYMENT
SERVICE
BROADCAST DIVISION
83 So. 7th St.
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
FEderal 9-0961
are you JOB HUNTING? let ARTE help!
ARTE lists positions currently available
from all 50 states. Radio & TV announcers,
engineers, sales, copy, management, etc.
Single issue $2.50; 1-year subscription $6.
American RADIO & TELEVISION Exchange
Post Office Box 1500
Orlando, Florida
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STATIONS

-

FOR

SALE

Ky

FOR SALE
RADIO STATION
S Construction Permit, AM Day
5 timer.
Jrj Box 31 ID, BROADCASTING

1-KW CLEAR CHANNEL
New,
covering1
most70,000
of state.
Also,
l-kw/250
fulltime,
population
market. Both profitable. Sacrificed
priced with, reasonable down payment and payout for one or both.
Responsible replies only.
Box 346D, BROADCASTING

9J||||||||[]||||I|III|I|[]||||||||||||(]||||||||III|[]||||||||||||[]I!!IIIIIIII|[]|IIIII^
|
PACIFIC COAST DAYTIMER |
= Includes studio, real estate small mar- =
= ket. Best cash offer over billing plus =
= assets. Reply:
=
|
Box 357D, BROADCASTING §
^C]lllllllllll|[]||||||||||||»IIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIE]llllllllllll[]IIIIIIIIIIIIC3»
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
Negotiations Management
Appraisals
Financing
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C.
t-aMB CUNZENDORFER
CALIFORNIA. 250 watts fulltimer. Price
$49,500. Low down, easy payout.
IDAHO. A 250 watts earner asking $95,000. 10 year payout.
ARIZONA. $8000 down. A fulltime 250
watts priced at $45,000. Great potentials.
CALIFORNIA. 1000 watts in southern
part.
000. Owners must sell. Priced at $100,WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630
W. Brokers
Olympic, LosFinancial
Angeles Consultants
35, Calif.
Licensed

Miscellaneous

BROADCAST PRINTING
New Approved
STANDARD BILLING FORMS
FOR RADIO/TV SPOT
as recommended by SPONSORS, Agency
Financial Croups
1,000— $6.95, 2,000—511.00, 5,000— $24.00.
Check with order. Delivery within 3 days.
Send copy for your imprint.
FREEBERN PRESS, INC.
Hudson Falls, N.Y.

106 (FOR THE RECORD)

Texas
Single
Single
Calif
Single
Miss
Single
Tenn
Fla
Single
Small
Ala
Small
Medium
Calif
Medium
N.Fla W. Metro
Calif
Large
Metro
Midwest Large
Large
Mid Atl
And Others

Day 1 1 mer
75M
60M
Daytimer
Daytimer $ 55M
39M
Daytimer
Daytimer 125M
Daytimer
90M
53 M
Daytimer
25Cw
Fulltime
75M
180M
low freq 175M
Regional
55M
low freq
Daytimer 200M
700M
Fulltime
330M

29%
terms
29%
18 dn
terms
1529%dn
15 dn
1925%dn
terms
cash
low dn
cash

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St., Atlanta 9, Ca.

Texas Single Fulltimer $53,000 — Texas
Single regional day $47,500 — Texas single
regional day $52,650 — Texas single regional $160,000 — Texas single regional day
$60,000 — Texas Medium regional $210,000 — West Coast fulltime regional $36,000 — Southern major fulltime regional
$350,000 — Midwest Major $1,600,000 —
Rocky Mt. single $40,000 — Southwest single
fulltime, 80% for $65,000 — Southern
single $45,000 — Others — Wired music Operation $45,000. patt Mcdonald co.,
Box 9266, Austin, Texas. GL. 3-8080, or
Paul Yates, Jr., Box 1396, Sanford, Fla.
FA. 2-5488, or Mrs. Gerry Switzer, 1620
W. 3rd, Taylor, Texas. EL. 2-2163, or
Dick Watts, 1300 Taylor, Amarillo, Texas
DR. 4-2236, or Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd,
N. Y. 17, N. Y., MU. 2-4823.

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
JACK L. STOLL
& ASSOGS.

Dollar
for
Dollar
you can't ad
beat a
classified
for getting
top-flight personnel
■■ i
nil ii i' in ii inn
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

Continued from page 101
KQV Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted cp to install
new nate
trans,
(main trans, location) as altermain trans.
KAYL-FM Storm Lake, Iowa — Granted cp
to increase ERP to 17.5 kw; change type trans,
and type ant.; ant. 370 ft.; remote control
WKIX-FM Raleigh, N. C— Granted cp to
permitted.
decrease ERP to 20.46 kw and increase ant.
height to 423 ft.
WFLM(FM) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.— Granted
cp to change trans.; increase ERP to 18 kw;
decrease ant. height to 140 ft.
WRAC Racine, Wis. — Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans, and operate trans,
by remote control.
WAJC(FM) Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
mod. of cp to change ant. -trans, and studio
location.
WO WW Naugatuck, Conn. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.
KVIQ-TV Eureka, Calif .—Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and make changes
in equipment.
WJW-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 19 kw; ant. height
to 520 ft.; and change type trans.; condition.
■ Granted
of completion datesfollowing
as shown:extensions
KBLA Burbank,
Calif, to June 21, 1961; WLKW Providence,
R. I. to Jan. 15, 1961; WOWW Naugatuck,
Conn, to Mar. 21, 1961; WCNO(FM) Canton,
Ohio to Jan. 20, 1961; KZUN-FM OpporFeb. 1,
28, 1961;
1961; WLOM(FM)
'WUCB-FM
Chicago,tunity,111.Wash,toto Mar.
Chattanooga, Tenn. to Jan. 9, 1961; WGHC
Clayton, Ga. to May 1, 1961.
WDCR Hanover, N. H.— Granted authority
to remain silent beginning Dec. 8 and ending Jan. 3, 1961.
Actions of December 7
KYNO Fresno, Calif. — Granted assignment
of
licenses
to Amelia Schuler, et al d/b
under
same name.
WRVA-TV
Richmond, Va.— Granted cp to
ant.)
.
modify DuMont 12000 trans, (main trans. &
WIBV Belleville, HI.— Granted cp to change
ant. -trans, and studio location, make changes
in ant. system and ground system.
WOAY-FM Oak Hill, W. Va.— Granted cp
to change ant., decrease ERP to 13 kw; ant.
height 670 ft.
WMBD-FM Peoria, 111.— Granted cp to install new trans.; change trans, location;
change ant., ant. system; increase ERP to
27 kw; ant. height to 570 ft., and delete remote control operation.
WMSA Massena, N. Y— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KMSL Ukiah, Calif.— Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
WKAT-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of
SCA to add subchannel 41 kc.
Pa.— Granted
authority
to WKRZ
remain Oil
on City,
air Tuesdays,
Thursdays
and
Sundays for period beginning Dec. 17 and
ending Jan. 4, 1961.
WSAJ Grove City, Pa. — Granted authority
to remain silent for period beginning Dec.
17 and ending Jan. 4, 1961.
■ Granted following stations extensions of
completion N.dates
as shown:
WBBF-FM
Rochester,
Y. to Feb.
1, 1961; KNBC
San
Francisco, Calif, to Jan. 31, 1961; without
prejudice to such action as commission may
deem warranted as result of its final determinations wtih respect to: (1) conclusions
and recommendations set forth in report of
Network Study Staff; (2) related studies
and inquiries
now being considered
or conducted by commission;
and (3) pending
antitrust matters; WOWY Clewiston, Fla.,
to Jan. 1, 1961.
Actions of December 6
WTIV Titusville, Pa.— Granted acquisition
of negative control by (1) Robert H. Sauber
and (2) Myron and Kathryn Jones (family
group)
throughandpurchase
of stock
from Robert
Z. Morrison
Victor D.
Lindeman
Jr.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa. — Granted acquisition of negative control each by William H.
Ware and Robert G. Adams Jr. through purchase of stock by Carbondale Bcstg. Co.
from W. Stanley Buehler.
WCHA-AM-FM Chambersburg, Pa. —
Granted acquisition of positive control by
John S. Booth through purchase of stock
from Charles M. Cassel.
WJOEment of Ward
Fla. — D.
Granted
license Ridge,
to Robert
Sidwellassigntr/as
Little Joe Enterprises.
KAREment of license
Atchison,
Kans.
—
Granted
assignto KARE Inc.
WDOWment of Dowagiac,
— Granted
assignlicense to Mich.
Dowagiac
Bcstg.
Co.
(BAL-4063).
WGRP Greenville, Pa. — Granted assignment of license to company of same name.
KUKO to Post,
— Granted
of
license
RadioTex.
Station
KUKO assignment
Inc.
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WKMN-AM-FM Elgin, 111.— Granted assignment of licenses to J. Richard Sutter,
Joseph E. and William D. McNaughton,
general partners and John T. McNaughton,
limited partner d/b under same name.
WHPL
— Granted
ment of cpWinchester,
to Shenval Va.
Bcstg.
Corp. assignY. — Granted
cp to installas
oldWELM
main Elmira,
trans, N.(main
trans, location)
aux. trans.
WPFB-FM Middletown, Ohio — Granted cp
to change type trans, and increase ERP to
60 kw.
KMER Fresno, Calif.— Granted mod. of cp
to increase ERP to 3.2 kw; change type trans,
and ant.; ant. 190 ft.
KSFR(FM) San Francisco, Calif .—Granted
mod. of cp to change ant. and decrease ERP
to 35 kw; remote control permitted.
KFMA(FM)
Little Rock,
Ark.—from
Granted
mod.
of cp to change
frequency
100.7
mc to 103.7 mc, and install new trans.; remote control permitted; condition.
■ Granted following stations extensions of
completion dates as shown: WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa. to Mar. 2, 1961, and KVENFM Ventura, Calif, to May 28, 1961.
Actions of December 5
■ Granted STA for following vhf tv repeater stations:
Lion's T. Neb.
V. Booster,
ch. 8, Peetz,
Colo,Peetz
and Lorenzo,
(KOA,
ch. 4, Denver, Colo.); Antimony Town Tv
Co., chs. 5, 4, 2, Antimony, Utah (KSL, ch.
5, Salt Lake City, KCPX, ch. 4, Salt Lake
City, KUTV, ch. 2, Salt Lake City, all Utah) .
KZAM(FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted assignment of cp to Foremost Bcstg. Inc.
WQMR,
WGAY
Silverfrom
Spring,
Md.— B.
Granted
transfer of
control
Connie
Gay,
et al (all stockholders) to Connie B. Gay
Bcstg. Corp.
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Granted transfer of
control from Connie B. Gay to Connie B.
Gay Bcstg. Corp.
WTCR Ashland, Ky. — Granted transfer of
control from
Connie B.B.Gay
Gay,Bcstg.
et al Corp.
(all stockholders) to Connie
KAAB
Hot
Springs,
Ark.
—
Granted
mod.
of license to operate main trans, by remote
control (by employees of station only),
while using non-DA (daytime); deletion remote control operation at 111 Manon Drive.
KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex. — Granted cp to
install new trans, and make changes in
ground system.
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WKKD-FM Aurora, 111. — Granted mod. of
cp to change ant. and trans.; ERP 710 w;
and extension of completion date to February 1, 1961.
Action of December 2
WJJD-FM Chicago, 111.— Remote control
permitted.
Action of October 18
WPTZ(TV)
North Pole,
Granted
tension of completion
dateN.toY.—
April
1, 1961.exNew FCC processing line announced
Following applications are at top of
am processing line and will be considered by FCC beginning Jan. 17, commission has announced. Any new applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with those that
follow must be filed with FCC by close
of business Jan. 16 in order to be
considered.
Applications from the top of processing line:
BP-13403— NEW Port Jefferson, N. Y. Port
Jefferson Broadcasting Co. Req: 1490kc,
lOOw, unl.
BP-13621— KAFP Petaluma, Calif. Lloyd
Burlingham Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1490kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13623— NEW Corbin, Ky. Tri-County
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1330kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-13624 — NEW Ukiah, Calif. Ukiah Radio
Req: 1300kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13627— NEW Port Arthur, Tex. KWEN
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1510kc, lkw, D.
BMP-8789 — KVIL Highland Park, Tex.
University Advertising Co. Has: 1150kc, 500w,
D. Req: 1150kc, lkw, D.
BP-13628 — NEW Americus, Ga. Sumter
Broadcasting Co. Req: 1390kc, 5kw, D.
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OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 14
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
118air
Not on
Lie.
Cps.
Fer new stations
214
AM
3,496
41
87
FM
749
57
830
114
101
TV
480
162
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 1478
TV
Commercial
453
531
VHF
UHF
52
14
Non-commercial
38
SUMMARY

COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through Oct. 31, 1961
43
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
106
3,483
Total authorized stations
186
621
3,632
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
807
Total applications for new stations
273
574
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
847
Total applications for major changes
0
Licenses deleted
0
Cps deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the
licenses.
"There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.
BP-13632 — WTMP Temple Terrace, Fla.
Rounsaville of Tampa Inc. Has: 1150kc, 5kw,
DA, D (Tampa, Fla.) Req: 1150kc, lkw, 5kwLS, DA-2, unl. (Temple Terrace, Fla.).
BP-13633— NEW Norwood, Ohio. Massillon
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1320kc, 500w, D.
BP-13634 — KIUL Garden City, Kansas
KIUL Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1240kc,
250w, NEW
lkw-LS,Anadarko,
unl.
BP-13635—
Okla. James
R. Williams Req. 540kc, 250w, D.
BMP-8790 — WTRN Tyrone, Pa. Tyrone
Broadcasting Co. Has: 1290kc, lkw, D. CP:
1340kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1340kc, 250w, lkwLS,BP-13636—
unl.
WMGW Meadville, Pa. Regional
Broadcasters Inc. Has: 1490kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1490kc,— 250w,
unl. Tex. Polk
BP-13638
KETX lkw-LS,
Livingston,
County Broadcasting Co. Has: 1440kc, lkw,
D. Req: 1440kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13639— NEW Trenton, Tenn. Trenton
Bcstg.
hours), Co.
D. Req: 1530kc, lkw (250w critical
BP-13640— KRAL Rawlins, Wyo. Rawlins
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1240kc,
250w,— lkw-LS,
unl.
BP-13641
WJIM Lansing,
Mich. Gross
Telecasting Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, unl.
BP-13645 — WIST Charlotte, N. C. WIST Inc.
Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1240kc, 250w,
lkw-LS, DA-D, unl.
BP-13646— NEW Wood River, 111. Madison
County Bcstg. Co. Req: 590kc, 500w, DA, D.
BP-13647 — KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo. Frontier
Bcstg. Co. Has 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req. 1240
kc,BP-13649—
250w, lkw-LS,
unl.
NEW Jacksonville,
Fla. B. F. J.
Timm Req: 970kc, lkw, DA, D.
BP-13650— KGFW Kearney, Neb. Central
Nebraska Bcstg. Co. Has: 1340kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1340kc, WAVC
250w, lkw-LS,
BP-13655—
Boaz, Ala.unl.Cicero Bcstg.
Co. Has: 1300kc, 500w, D. Req: 1300kc, lkw,
D.
BP-13656 — WTIV Titusville, Pa. Crawford
County Bcstg. Co. Has: 1290kc, 500w, D. Req:
1230kc, 250w, 500W-LS, unl.
BP-13657— WAGY Forest City, N. C. TriCity
1320kc,Bcstg.
lkw, Co.
D. Has: 1320kc, 500w, D. Req:
BP-13660 — KOPR Butte, Mont. Cooper
Bcstg. Co. Has: 550kc, lkw, DA-N, unl. Req:
550kc,
lkw, —5kw-LS,
unl. Falls, Ohio
BP-13661
WCUE DA-N,
Cuyahoga
WCUE Radio Inc. Has: 1150kc, lkw, DA-D
(Akron,unl.Ohio)
Req: 1150kc,
500w, lkw-LS,
DA-2,
(Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio).
BP-13663— NEW Ybor City, Fla. Ybor City
Bcstg. Co. Req: 1510kc, 250w, D.

FM
732
205
53
990
air,35
99
40
64
7
47
0
0

TV
112
659
70
104
34
34
18

0
0
52
but retain their
one time but are no

BP-13664 — WPAX Thomasville, Ga. H.
Wimpy Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1240kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,NEWunl. New Port Richey, Fla.
BP-13665—
Jasmin Properties Inc. Req: 1400kc, 250w, D.
BP-13666— KXLE Ellenburg, Wash. Western
Broadcasters Inc. Has: 1240kc, 250w, unl.
Req:
1240kc, WVOW
250w, lkw-LS,
BP-13667—
Logan, unl.
W. Va. Logan
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1290kc, lkw. 5kw-LS, DA2, BP-13668—
unl. Req: 1290kc,
lkw,
5kw-LS,
unl.
WGIL Galesburg, 111. DA-N,
Galesburg
Bcstg. Co. Has: 1400kc, 250w, unl. Req: 1400kc.BP-13669—
250w, lkw-LS,
unl.
NEW Tupelo,
Miss. Marshall C.
and Sarah C. Parker Req: 1440kc, lkw, D.
BP-13670 — NEW Rantoul, 111. Regional
Radio Service Req: 1460kc, 500w, D.
BP-13673— NEW New Milford. Conn. Colonial Bcstg. Co. Req: 940kc, lkw, D.
BMP-8808— WMOZ Mobile, Ala. WMOZ
Inc. Has: 960kc, lkw, D. Req: 960kc, 5kw, D.
BP-13674 — NEW Fresno, Calif. HigsonFrank Radio Enterprises Req: 1510kc. 500w,
D.
BP-13676 — WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala. Slatton-Quick Co. Has: 1450kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1450kc,
250w, NEW
lkw-LS,
unl.
BP-13678—
Laurinburg,
N. C. George
W. Phillips Req: 1300kc, 500w, D.
BP-13679— NEW Aitkin, Minn. Lake Region
Bcstg. Service Req: 930kc, lkw, D.
BP-13680— NEW Flagstaff, Ariz. Flagstaff
Bcstg., joint venture Req: 930kc, lkw, D.
BMP-8809— WMNT Manati, P. R. Arecibo
Bcstg. Corp. Has: 1500kc, 250w, unl. Req:
1400kc,
250w,NEW
lkw-LS,
BP-13681—
Holly unl.
Springs, Miss. Holly
Springs Bcstg. Co. Req: 1500kc, lkw, D.
BP-13683 — NEW Chadbourn, N. C. Ebony
Enterprises Inc. Req: 1590kc, lkw, D.
Applications
been issued: on which 309(b) letters have
BP-13625— NEW Madison, Wis. Don L. Huber. Req: 920kc, lkw, D.
BP-13626— NEW Ft. Atkinson, Wis. Jefferson County Bcstg. Co. Req: 940kc, 1 kw, D.
BP-13644 — NEW Ft. Atkinson, Wis. Don L.
Huber. Req: 940kc, 500w, D.
BP-13651— NEW.Holly, Mich. Barnsland Inc.
Req: 1530kc, lkw, DA, D.
BP-13652— WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. Bartell
Bcstrs. Inc. Has: 920kc, lkw, DA-1, unl. Req:
920kc, lkw, 5kw-LS, DA-2, unl.
Application Deleted from Public Notice of
August 2, 1960 (FCC 60-936) (25 F.R. 7410)
BP-13310— NEW Columbus, Neb. City and
Farm Bcstg. Inc. Req: 1590kc, 500w, D. (Assigned new file number BP-14419)
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What

is the
WHAT

answer

to

a

mother's

prayer?

mother never looks at her little boy and sees a man . . . never listens

to her baby daughter and hears a woman's voice ? What mother has
never watched her children playing and silently prayed that she will be equal
to the needs and problems of their youth and growing up?
She constantly strives to make her prayer come true. She sacrifices for it.
She dedicates herself to it. She tries to guide without pushing . . . educate
without forcing . . . shelter her children without hiding them from reality . . .
love them without smothering. She does her best to set an example from
which each child can learn to lead and enjoy a fruitful and happy life.
If she can do all this . . . then a mother's prayer is answered.

A Christmas Message from The Sperry and Hutchinson Company
Distributors of ^3/ Green Stamps since 1896

j
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RESPECTS
got

away

to William
from

the

William E. Matthews, vice president
and director of media relations and
planning at Young & Rubicam, may be
easily pictured by those who know of
him by name only.
The trick is just to recall to mind
one's favorite professor of college years.
But only the uninitiated in the agency
business ever refer to Mr. Matthews
by any other name than just plain
"Pete" Matthews. None of his friends,
business associates or even family recognizes any other. He was dubbed Pete
in college and the name stuck. He bemoans its origination as "the sort of
thing only friends would do" ("the
worst experience I ever had was with
an old mule named Pete"), but even
his mother calls him by that name and
a nephew already has been named Pete
in his honor.
But for this former English professor-turned-advertising-man, thiseveryday nickname seems something out of
character.
Moreover, on Madison Avenue Mr.
Matthews' appearance is the antithesis
of that usually associated with admen.
Even his suits are conservative and
they're worn jacket open with Phi Beta
Kappa key on chain draped across vest.
Mr. Matthews is one of the most
erudite and professorial executives in
advertising. He's the son of a Texas
Baptist clergyman, a descendant of a
long line of Matthews who traveled
in 1835 (10 years before Texas annexed the Union, as he'll tell you) to
the great Lone Star State.
Memphis to Natchitoches ■ The early
Matthews were of Virginia stock who
migrated to western Tennessee near
Memphis (in cotton-growing Haywood
County). As the story goes, they then
collected livestock, equipment and other
belongings, put them on flat boats
and floated them down the Mississippi
to the mouth of the Red River; thence
to Alexandria, La.; then by wagon
through Natchitoches Parish and into
Texas where the clan cultivated cotton.
Pete Matthews was born in Waco.
This is about as far from Young &
Pvubicam and Madison Avenue as one
can get. But William E. of the Matthews' offspring had a sense of history,
a command of the English language
and a scholarship that landed him eventually in the far north at Cambridge,
Mass. From there, it was only a Texasstyle leap to Madison Avenue.
As Madison Avenue's media "pro'essor," Mr. Matthews delivers his formal
"lectures" on the luncheon circuit whenever industry people manage to snare
him.
Facets & facts ■ Whether in private
or public, however, Mr. Matthews can
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Ewart

Matthews,

Texas

mule,

vp, Young
but

never

dissect painstakingly each facet of such
intricate broadcast subjects as triplespotting, program clipping, magazine
concept, network clearance or minute
breaks in the manner he once employed
in analyzing
the third
act of literature
"Macbeth"of
or
in evaluating
American
the 19th Century.
Mr. Matthews has been with the
same agency for the entire 16 years
of his advertising career.
He was graduated from Baylor U.
with a bachelor of arts degree (majored
in English), moved on along the academic route with a U. of Missouri fellowship and a master of arts in English
degree and a job teaching writing. In
1923 he was at Yale U. as an assistant
instructor. He taught for three years
at the U. of Delaware starting in 1925
and then was at Wesleyan U. until 1935.
For the next seven years he was in
Cambridge, editing business publications for the Harvard Press. The next
two years he spent in New York connected with the war effort, and in 1944
joined Young & Rubicam as a media
buyer.
How (or why) the switch from educational work to an association with
advertising? Aside from being asked
to join the agency by Raymond Rubicam, then chairman of the board (now
retired), and Tony Geoghegan, director
of media (now chairman of plans
board and executive vice president),
Mr. Matthews places the change in
logical perspective: The English language is a means of communication,
and advertising is a key communicating
medium.
Mr. Matthews finds Y & R's media
strength lies in a balanced billing and
its experimental use of media (in radio,
for example, the agency pioneered the
2V2 and 3-minute announcement and

& Rubicam
the

nickname

the "paired" or "framed" commercial —
more than one spot within a given program period with no other commercial
intervening).
Minute man ■ Mr. Matthews is in the
forefront as an exponent of a movement to increase the prime-time period
between network tv programs from 30
seconds (10-second ID and a 20-second
spot) to a full minute.
His tv philosophy is extensive. As
a sampling, he urges respect for the
medium — "using it in advertising at its
natural best." A danger, he warns, is
to use television more as a "mass plug
or reminder" than for its natural effectiveness in explaining and demonstrating products.
As ness,
a way
to enhance
tv's effectiveMr. Matthews
suggests
agencies
work "with the medium rather than
exploit it by engaging in excessive
spotting, bartering and under-the-table
Mr. Matthews in eight years moved
rate indeals.'
up
successive media posts until in
1952 he became assistant to the director
of media relations. In January 1959,
he was selected to his present post. He
was editor of Y & R's "Evaluation and
Use of Advertising Media," co-translator of "Space, Time and Architecture"
by Siegfried Giedion (architecture runs
second to his interest in advertising)
and author of numerous other works
relating to advertising.
His architectural and design and
painting (oils and sketches) avocations
are represented on the wall of his office
by a painting he did of the contemporary home he designed and owns in
New Canaan, Conn, (see cut). He
married the former Louise Mathews in
1928 when he was at Wesleyan. They
have a daughter, Mrs. Joan McWherter,
and a grandson, Stephen.
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EDITORIALS
Chairmanships
KlOW that President-elect Kennedy has just about completed the appointment of his cabinet it should not be
too long before he grapples with the task of converting the
political complexions of the independent agencies from
Republican to Democratic coloration. The agencies with
which we are concerned are the Federal Communications
Commission and the Federal Trade Commission.
There is reason to believe that the incoming President
will approach the FCC somewhat sympathetically, because
of his appreciation of the importance of communications.
Greater concern, however, is evinced over the FTC, dealing
as it does with advertising and marketing. This concern
is evident because among Mr. Kennedy's strategists are
economists who deprecate the value of advertising and
would impose restrictions on it.
The fortunes of political war augur changes in the chairmanships of these two agencies. The spoils belong to the
victors. The fact that FCC Chairman Fred Ford and FTC
Chairman Earl Kintner have good records, without regard
to party fealty, unfortunately does not alter the prospects.
At the FCC, Chairman Ford is reconciled to a change.
He was an FCC member before he became chairman and
he will revert to FCC membership even better equipped to
vote his conscience and without the onerous time-consuming
burdens of the chairmanship. Obviously he does not relish
the loss of prestige associated with the relinquishment of
the chairmanship, but there is nothing he can or will do
about it.
At the FTC the situation is different. Chairman Kintner's
term expired last September. The new President is free to
nominate his successor or to renominate him. Mr. Kintner
has been an aggressive chairman and a man with a plan
which even his business adversaries have accepted. He
understands advertising and he believes passionately in the
free enterprise system. But he is a Republican.
Word has it that Mr. Kintner informally has been asked
to stay on as an FTC member — something he is loath to do.
But he would accept reappointment as chairman to allow
him to implement his program with the same freedom given
him by the incumbent administration. Realistically, this
isn't likely to happen. If it did, it would be applauded by
the businessmen responsible for our economy, Democrats
and Republicans alike.
The chairman is the moving force of the independent
agency. He sets the tone of its work and he takes the blame
or the tribute.
These agencies, while bi-partisan, are not political. They
are quasi-judicial and are ostensibly beyond the reach of
political influence. Votes rarely are along party lines and
when they are it's usually happenstance.
While the FCC had been under fire, we do not recall any
recent instance of hanky-panky involving the FTC. Mr.
Kintner needs a year or so to complete his program which
has done much to stimulate honesty in advertising, initially
through suasion and rule of reason. He hasn't hesitated to
crack down when necessary.
Mr. Kintner ought to have the opportunity to finish his
crusade before returning to law practice a year or so hence.
Journalistic maturity
THERE can no longer be any doubt that television has
' become a major journalistic force. Events of the past
few weeks, capping an unparalleled performance during the
election campaign, leave no room for questions.
The accuracy of that statement can be tested in several
ways. One is performance. In its handling of the election
campaign alone television justified its claim as a first-line
110 (FOR THE RECORD)

information medium. But forget politics. Entirely aside
from that, the three tv networks in 1960 not only have
presented more vital informational programming than ever
before but also have organized program schedules that promise to double the volume in the year ahead. These statistics
relate solely to information programming in prime evening
hours; they do not count the many other hours in fringe
periods, on Sundays and even in daytime periods, aimed at
selective audiences.
Another test is in the executive direction being given to
this kind of programming. All three networks have benefitted from top-flight leadership, and yet in one way or
another all three have taken steps which they obviously
expect to lead to further improvement.
NBC's news team has enjoyed increasing attention from
Bob Kintner, an experienced newsman who has become sort
of unofficial managing editor as well as official president of
NBC. ABC, although the announcement hasn't made it
official yet, is bringing in Jim Hagerty to operate a news and
public affairs department that promises far more activity
than was possible while ABC was busy hauling itself into
competition in the entertainment area. CBS, as reported
elsewhere in this issue, is making a major rearrangement
which retains the present news structure but puts it under
a committee of corporate and divisional heads, with Dick
Salant as fulltime chairman, for policy, operational and
scheduling decisions.
Another test of progress in information programming —
a critical test, considering the costs involved — is advertiser
acceptance. This support has been slow in coming, but it
is gradually building up. The Gulf Oil deal with NBC, in
which Gulf put up more than $1 million for programs to
be prepared and scheduled as news developments warrant,
is the most dramatic recent example and in itself is a tribute
to television's journalistic maturity. And the list continues
to grow. There is sound reason to expect that Gulf and
the Prudentials, Purexes, Timexes, Texacos, Longines,
Norelcos, Schicks, Firestones, Philip Morrises, Bell &
Howells, Mead Johnsons and others that have been or are
now engaged in information program sponsorship will be
joined by more and more as the sense of advertiser responsibility inthis area expands.
No medium becomes a force overnight. Television itself,
for all the speed with which it established itself, did not
start out full-grown. Its journalistic contributions in the
future undoubtedly will surpass those of the past, but it is
off to a resounding start.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"When I said come on loaded, I meant with a pack on
your back!"
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CREATIVITY.
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the
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wfmy-tv

nation's

44th

creates
market'

This fabulous pearl and gem necklace is the

to create greater sales and profits for you.

product of someone's unusual ability . . .
creativity. Here in the Industrial Piedmont, greater sales are the product of the
creativity of WFMY-TV. WFMY-TV is the
one station in the area with proven ability

To sell the nation's 44th market* (44 counties, 17 cities) . . . where 2.3 million customers have 3.2 billion dollars to spend . . .
call your H-R-P rep today.
*Source: Television Magazine, 1960 Data Book

TTC — A symbol of service...
service that earns loyalty and
acceptance from an audience
...service that offers a high
degree of cooperation and
guarantees integrity to its
advertisers. In program planning, in daily operation, in
creative public service, Transcontinent stations give depth
to this symbol of service
as they constantly strive
to fulfill the finest objectives of broadcasting today.

WROC-TV,

WROC-FM,

Rochester, N. Y. • KERO-TV, Bakersfield, Calif.

WGR-TV, WGR-AM, WGR-FM, Buffalo, N. Y. • KFMB-TV, KFMB-AM,
KFM B-FM, San Diego, Calif. • WNEP-TV, Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
WDAF-TV, WDAF-AM,
TRANSCONTINENT

ReDresen,e. „y

(Q^^Q)

Kansas City, Mo.

TELEVISION

CORP.

. 380

MADISON

AVE., N.Y. 17

T- I I

35 Cents
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Smaller advertisers may be forced out of spot

Metropolitan Broadcasting pays $10.25 mil-

tv by higher talent costs

lion for KMBC-AM-TV

Oversight

subcommittee

19

gets staff report

with little criticism of FCC

33

Kansas City

51

Airborne tv transmitters to begin televising
to six-state area Jan. 30
48
COMPLETE INDEX PAGE 7

wheeling

tv

PICTURE

rich

covers

Wheeling-Steubenville
INDUSTRIAL
OHIO

VALLEY

Sylvania modern
Lighting
in ultraCobo Hall,Fixtures
Detroit,
were
designed and produced by 300 craftsmen of Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., subsidiary
of General
Telephone & Electronics,
in Wheeling,
West Virginia.

The Sylvania trademark symbolizes
another proud product known the world over
and manufactured in the flourishing
market that makes WTRF-TV WHEELING a
primary TV BUY! Audience? Two million
people spending over 1% billion
dollars annually in the 7,500
retail outlets here!
lit
316,000 watts fNJ

rt

tv

$ network color

WHEELING 7, WEST
Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Company

VIRGINIA

in

BALTIMORE

with
You've seen housewives,
young and old, who can
whiz through a supermarket in nothing flat.
Their market lists are
checked off 1-2-3 because they know beforehand what they are
going to buy.

A CBS Radio Affiliate
10,000 Watts on 680 KC and 106.5 FM
BALTIMORE 13, MARYLAND
Peters. Griffin. Woodward,
Exclusive National Representatives.

inc.

They

are the DECISION MAKERS, typical of the adult-level
audience you reach
when you tell your
product
listeners. story to WCBM
Reach them in their
homes where they decide which products
really rate!
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Fort Worth

Channel

4-1st

In 1960

KRLD-TV reached more people CONSISTENTLY
Market in 1960 than any other station.

in the Dallas-Ft. Worth

EVERY ARB Market Report released in 1960 showed KRLD-TV leading
in both STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE and HOMES REACHED
PER QUARTER
Saturday.

-HOUR,

from

9 A.M. to Midnight,

Sunday

through

Again in 1961 . . .
Reach the Dallas-Ft. Worth

Market

EFFECTIVELY

with Channel

4.

represented nationally by the Branham Company
•F±
THE

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

Clyde W. Rembert, President
MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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Taft buying in Buffalo
Nearing completion are negotiations
for acquisition of WKBW-AM-TV
Buffalo by Taft Broadcasting Co., for
in neighborhood of $12.5 million. Dr.
Clinton H. Churchill, pioneer Buffalo
broadcaster and original licensee of
both radio and tv operations, is principal owner of ch. 7 ABC-TV affiliate
and founded 50 kw WKBW (1520 kc)
in 1925. His son, Clinton D., would
continue as vice president-general
manager of radio under transaction
negotiated by Philip Kelser, broker.
Taft stations, headed by Hulbert Taft
Jr., are WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati; WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus;
WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham and
WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.
Lineup
More than dozen names for impending FCC vacancy — some old,
some brand new — are on slate to be
considered by President-elect Kennedy.
Larry O'Brien, top aide on job selections, left last week for Palm Beach
headquarters where he will join co-job
screener Ken O'Donnell,
to devise
ommendations for vacancies
on recall
administrative agencies. FCC chairmanship also is involved and front
runner is still seen as veteran Commissioner Robert T. Bartley unless he
is promoted to another agency.
Here are some, but by no means
all, of names understood to be on
FCC list: Kenneth A. Cox, Seattle
attorney and former counsel Senate
Commerce Committee; Theodore
Granik, New York-Washington attorney and proprietor of American
Forum of the Air; Reggie Schuebel,
vice president, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli; Thomas Cooley, dean, Law
School, U. of Pittsburgh; Thomas C.
Bostic, president of Cascade stations,
mayor of Yakima, Wash, and chairman of NAB Radio Board (he is in
process of disposing of his station interest); Harry M. Plotkin, Washington
attorney; Sen. J. Allen Frear, who lost
to his Republican opponent in Delaware elections.
San Francisco problem
NBC is coming down to end of
year with ticklish affiliation decision
to make. It's bought KTVU (TV)
San Francisco, but transfer is snarled
by other complications including suit
brought by KRON-TV San Francisco
which has affiliation contract running
through next June. NBC's problem:
whether to give six-months notice of
non-renewal to KRON-TV. If notice
isn't given by year-end, two-year renewal with KRON-TV is automatic.

CLOSED

CIRCUIT

Bootleg commercials
Producers of tv film and tape commercials holding union contracts with
Screen Actors Guild and American
Federation of Television & Radio Artists fear that one aftermath of substantial rise in performers' fees (see
story, page 19) will be increase in socalled "bootleg" commercials. They
ask: What's to prevent some medium
and small advertisers from seeking out
non-union producers outside main production centers who can utilize nonunion actors or even union actors offcamera?
Year-end slump
Usual year-end deluge of actions by
FCC, particularly station sales which
usually include tax considerations, is
absent this year. Reason: new pregrant protest rule providing FCC may
not grant application until 30 days
after its submission to allow protests.
Since rule went into effect Dec. 12,
earliest date commission felt it could
act is Jan. 12.
USIA job
It's touch and go whether John S.
Hayes, president of Washington Post
Broadcast Division (WTOP-AM-FMTV Washington, WJXT-TV Jacksonville, Fla.) will become director of
U. S. Information Agency — one of
top slots below cabinet level. Presumably offer will be made formally to
50-year-old broadcaster (who served
as Lyndon B. Johnson's television consultant during campaign) if he signifies he will accept. But his commitments and responsibilities, businesswise and familywise, augur against it.
As Army colonel, Mr. Hayes headed
radio broadcast operations in ETO
during World War II and is expert
in programming as well as administration.
Super Conelrad test
Half -hour Conelrad operation by all
radio-tv stations has been scheduled
for April 28, 1961, beginning at 4
p.m. Date was recommended by industry advisory committee and accepted by Air Force and OCDM.
Drill will involve simultaneous participation of other entities, probably
transportation, schools and civil defense units.
Space man
Paul McDonough, administrative
assistant to FCC chairman, has been

tapped for staff level assignment on
development of space communications. He will work closely with and
under Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
chairman of governmental Telecommunications Coordinating Committee.
Mr. McDonough also will handle international agreements on space communications, and is assigned to office
of general counsel.
News party
Incoming and outgoing Presidential
news secretaries will be honor guests
at reception Jan.
16 of
Washington's
Broadcasters
Club.
Pierre
Salinger,
President-elect Kennedy's man, and
James Hagerty, Ike's man slated for
ABC's news and public affairs vice
presidency, last week accepted invitations extended by club president,
Robert K. Richards. List is confined
to club members and their newsmen
guests.
Radio ratings
It's not all downbeat for future of
network radio "programs." CBS Radio
has Pulse rating report circulating for
internal use that indicates name stars
Arthur Godfrey, Garry Moore, Bing
Crosby and Rosemary Clooney continue as nucleus of network's popularity with listeners. Also of significance: Out of seven highly rated
leaders, three are daytime news shows.
Compact

group

Size of All-Industry Radio Music
License committee, which negotiated
contracts with ASCAP and BMI earlier this year and is currently holding
talks with SESAC, has been cut from
17 members to 7. Committee now
consists of what formerly was executive subcommittee, with Robert T.
Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio, continuing as chairman. Cutback was
matter of practical economics, designed to cut cost of convening meetings. Other members: William S. Morgan Jr., McLendon stations; Robert
Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis; George
W. Armstrong, Storz stations; Herbert
Evans, Peoples Broadcasting; Sherwood J. Tarlow, Tarlow Assoc. stations. In addition, Emanuel Dannett
continues as counsel. There's one
committee vacancy: Elliott Sanger,
WQXR New York, has resigned since
his appointment as general manager
York Times internaNewin Paris
of parent
tional edition
(Broadcasting,
Dec. 19).
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There's a serious scare facing smaller users of spot tv
in the new contracts with talent unions. They're afraid of
being priced out of the medium. Some agencies for
smaller advertisers indicate they'll divert spot money into
network participations or simply drop the visual medium.
See . . .
SMALL

TV SPOT

FACES

GETS

STAFF

REPORT

One of the fast-growing group operators,
Broadcasting Corp., has added another key
erty, KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City. The price
million for the stations. Davis, Schilling to
See . . .
METROPOLITAN

BUYS

DEBUT

Metropolitan
station proptag is $10.25
stay at posts.

KMBC

... 51

OVER

CAN

CUT

RED

TAPE

... 34

More televised education is in the works. A group of
educators and tv officials based in St. Paul proposes to
set up a regional network. A survey completed under
direction of the group envisions a dozen or more etv
stations. See . . .
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ETV

PROJECT

... 49

Newest civil defense device — a heat lamp. It's being
tested as a way of transmitting Conelrad alerts through
wire service teletypes. Several methods of utilizing news
facilities are being tried out by the FCC and the industry.
See . . .
CONELRAD ALERT PLANS ... 36

The U. S. Supreme Court dismisses Westinghouse's
appeal from a lower court ruling in which it was denied
status as a party in the NBC-RKO General transaction.
See . . .
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38

JAN. 30 ... 48

There's snooping aplenty around Florida broadcasting
stations as FCC investigators conduct depth studies.
Some of the state's broadcasters are concerned about
probes; others say legitimate operators actually will benefit. See . . .
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FCC

... 30

Broadcasters everywhere will be watching with interest
as airborne transmitters start providing televised instruction to schools in a six-state midwest area. First service
to begin Jan. 30, with 3 mc signals planned next spring.
Engineers envision hundreds of educational stations.
See . . .
STRATOVISION

The policies are fine but the way they're carried out
by the FCC isn't good enough, according to a joint committee of communication lawyers and engineers. Their report was based on a study of radio station applications.
See . . .

CRISIS ... 19

Another lively critique from the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee staff departs from the usual pattern
by saying little about the FCC. Instead it concentrates for
the most part on commissions handling the transportation
industries. See . . .
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TOO YOUNG FOR COFFEE, but . . . not too young to respond to KMTV whether they live in Omaha
OR Lincoln! For ten years, KMTV has sponsored the ButterNut Coffee Christmas Club Movie.
Three theaters are used in Omaha, and one in Lincoln, some sixty miles close. Again this year,
KMTV Promotion spots filled the theaters and collected ButterNut key-strips by the hundredsof-thousands. Here's how the Christmas Club Movie works. Youngsters with key-strips are
admitted, and ButterNut buys toys for needy children in proportion. One key-strip is enough,
but one child brought 32-thousand this year! Don Keough, ButterNut Vice President and Director
of Sales and Marketing, says "KMTV has again demonstrated ability to serve and sell viewers
in both Omaha and Lincoln." If your client has distribution in Omaha and Lincoln (and most
clients do) buy the station with proven ability to deliver both of Nebraska's two top markets at
one low price. See Petry. Buy KMTV-3!
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Late news breaks on this page and on page 10
Complete coverage of week begins on page 19 AT
FCC

invites

comment

on space facilities
Protected ground reservations for
space communication terminals may be
in works if latest FCC announcement
on inquiry into long range frequency
needs for space communications is any
indication.
Commission Dec. 22 announced inclusion of question regarding establishment of earth terminal sites in sparsely
settled areas for satellite communications and also subject of whether such
protected areas should be placed in reserve now for future use.
FCC emphasized need for detailed
response on question whether space satellite communications bands might be
shared with other services.
Instead of usual 15 copies of responses, due March 1, 1961, FCC said
it would need 30 copies of comments.
FCC announced that it does not feel
precluded from undertaking or authorizing research activities and functions
during pendency of inquiry because of
urgency of space activities.
Meanwhile, intergovernmental committee, headed by FCC Commissioner
Craven, met Dec. 22 for another round
of discussions involving establishment
of policy guidelines for U. S. in preparation for 1963 Geneva conference on
space communications.
Cooke

testimony

ends

KRLA renewal hearing
Donald Cooke, owner of KRLA
Pasadena, Calif., testified in Washington Dec. 22 that (a) he had not authorized his brother, Jack Cooke (Canadian citizen, owner of CKEY Toronto) to sign checks for KRLA; (b) he
had not authorized anyone to remove
Jack Cooke's name from vouchers for
two checks he (Jack) admittedly had
signed for station, and (c) until hearing in Los Angeles last month (Broadcasting, Nov. 7, 14) he did not know
voucher erasures had been made. Hearing was held before Chief Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham on
KRLA's application for license renewal,
after FCC charges of fraudulent contests and misrepresentations of programming and ownership by Messrs.
Cooke.
Jack Cooke also testified Dec. 22
that he had not authorized voucher
erasures nor known before hearing that
it had been done.
With testimony of Cooke brothers,
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specific purpose of Washington part of
hearing, Mr. Cunningham closed record
and ordered that "bare-bone findings —
without full briefs or replies" be submitted by Feb. 10, 1961. Thomas N.
Dowd of Pierson, Ball & Dowd represented KRLA. FCC attorneys were
Robert J. Rawson and Lewis Cohen.
Retail tv brightens
Evidence is mounting that retail
stores are making breakthrough in tv.
Unannounced but in works are new
editions of local fashion specials that
sprang up in New York and around
country last spring and fall, sparked by
300% sales increase for Macy's after
store-produced show last March on
WNBC-TV New York.
Television Bureau of Advertising,
which has suggested seasonal fashion
advertising on more frequent but shorter format, is exploring entire range of
retail specialties. Following tv survey
by National Retail Merchants Assn. last
month (stores that use tv put around
10.5% of budgets in medium), TvB is
helping National Retail Furniture Assn.
do similar survey. Questionnaires are
in but not yet processed. TvB will assess missionary work and make decision
on expanding it further.
Lootville fades away
Broadcast departments of major advertising agencies, where
Christmas gifts from grateful
(and/or hopeful) stations used to
be as sure as sales pitches (and
almost as plentiful), found loot
market 'way down this year.
Falloff, usually attributed to (1)
caution engendered by last year's
payola investigation and (2) donors "taking advantage of the payola scare to save money," but
some recipients also see in it "a
sign that people in this business
are growing up." This doesn't
mean business gifts were nonexistent by any means. But, as
one
buyer putcards
it, "we
a lot
of Christmas
fromgotstations
that used to send handsome gifts."
One oldtimer had this view: "At
least it's not like the time one of
our people got a frantic call to
come to the mailroom and pick
up a gift that had broken open
and been overexposed to warm
air in transit — a crate of Rocky
Mountain trout."

FAA

DEADLINE

rules:

no

voice

tapes for radio-tv
It's all right to run printed transcript
of pilot-to-tower conversations — like in
tragic United-TWA crash in New York
Dec. 16 — but actual tapes for broadcast purposes is forbidden. This is
FAA policy, according to Howard Bingham, chief of aviation agency's news
division, because tape recording of such
conversations constitute original record
and fear is that it inadvertently may be
destroyed or portions erased if dubbed
for broadcast use.
Mr. Bingham also pointed out tape recordings might include personal messages from doomed pilots whieh FAA
believes do not belong in public purview. He also stated recordings may
be used "out of context" and thus give
distorted version of controller-aircraft
conversations.
Policy statement came in answer to
inquiry based on FAA refusal to release
for news broadcast recordings of illfated United and TWA conversations
with control centers at LaGuardia and
Idlewild Airports. Request for release
of actual voice recordings was made
by News Assoc. Inc., Washington, D.C.,
news service for radio-tv stations. Refusal prompted I. Herbert Gordon, NAI
editor in chief, to address official communication to FAA with copies to
various members of Congress.
Mr. Gordon claimed FAA was exercising "arbitrary censorship" by releasing written text but withholding actual
tapes.
MJ&A

in Minneapolis

MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., adds reported
$5 million to total billings with purchase of 35-year-old Minneapolis agency, Olmsted & Foley Inc. MJ&A,
whose billings this year will top $50
million, including estimated $9.7 million in radio-tv (Broadcasting, Nov.
21), will open Minneapolis office Jan.
1 at present Olmsted & Foley quarters
at 1750 Hennepin Ave.
Key executives in Minneapolis office:
Ward H. Olmsted, executive committee chairman; John Foley, vp in charge
of administration; William B. Everson,
who will transfer from Bloomfield HiMs
as vp in charge of client service, and
Robert L. Garrison, MJ&A senior vp,
who will coordinate affairs between new
Minneapolis office and Bloomfield Hills
headquarters.
more AT DEADLINE page rfr
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WEEK'S

HEADLINERS

Albert R .
Lanphear, vp of
sales for seven
radio stations
owned by Rollins Broadcasting Inc., appointed vp in
charge of all
Rollins radio
stations. He

Dean Show. From 1950-53 he was
associated with ABC-TV as salesman,
eastern sales manager and director of
national sales.

joinedtion inorganiza1953 as
vp and general manager of WNJR
Newark and was named to head sales
for radio group in 1957. Earlier he had
been vp of United Broadcasting Co.,
N. Y. Rollins radio chain also includes
WGEE Indianapolis, WBEE Chicago,
WAMS Wilmington, Del., WRAP Norfolk, Va., WJWL Georgetown, Del.,
and WCHS Charleston, W. Va.

W. B. (Ben) Franklin named general
manager of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Inc., San Francisco, replacing Gilbert
Burton who resigned. Mr. Franklin has
served as executive on Ralston Purina
account and as creative administrator
for GB&B. He originally worked as
account executive at Gray & Rogers,
Philadelphia. In his new post he retains creative administration as well as
overall operations responsibility.
Lewis H .
Avery, president
of Avery-Knodel, elected
president of Station
Representatives

Edwin S .
Friendly Jr., director of special
program sales
for NBC-TV
since early this
year, promoted
to director of

Assn.
SRA's
annual atmembership meeting
(see page 29).
Mr. Avery has
been leader in
.. .
,
, . , .
Mr. Avery
broadcast business affairs for 25 years. Through NAB
he helped establish business promotion

program administration, and
will have overall administraMr. Friendly
tive responsibility over NBC-TV program department.
He joined NBC-TV in 1959 as general
sales executive. Earlier Mr. Friendly
had been with CBS from 1956-59,
initially as daytime tv program director
and later as producer of The Jimmy

policies
industry
in mid-1930's.
He
also
was foramong
founders
of National
Assn. of Radio Station Representatives
(SRA forerunner) and was its first
treasurer and one of its first presidents
(1950). He entered rep business on his
own in 1945 and co-founded AveryKnodel in 1946 after career that
spanned station, agency and rep fields
and also included service as director of
NAB's broadcast advertising division.

Mr. Lanphear

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Tv channel changes
are reported by FCC
Shift of ch. 9 from Alturas to Redding, both California, with ch. 13 assigned to Alturas was finalized by FCC
Dec. 22 in rulemaking proceeding.
Commission denied conflicting proposal to assign ch. 9 to Susanville, Calif.
FCC also invited comments on five
rulemaking proposals which would reallocate uhf channels in following
cities:
(1) Delete educational ch. 70 from
Austin, Tex., add ch. 67 and reserve
ch. 18 there for educational use; substitute ch. 75 for ch. 53 in San Marcos,
Tex. (2) Shift ch. 15 from Richland
Center to Madison, Wis., replacing it
with ch. 40, .and delete ch. 33 (held
10

by WMTV [TV] Madison which requested rulemaking) from Madison.
(3) Assign ch. 28 to Newark, Ohio,
for educational use by deleting it from
Lancaster, Ohio, in exchange for ch. 68.
(4) Exchange ch. 37 Winchester, Ky.,
for ch. 70, now assigned to Lexington,
Ky. (5) Assign ch. 14 to Columbia,
S.C.
(requested by ch. 67 WNOK-TV
that city).
Music committee

readies

All-industry committee to negotiate
new music license contracts for television is now being set up under auspices of NAB Policy Committee and
will hold organization meeting in late
January. Four-year music contract expires Dec. 31, 1961.
Membership was nearing completion

late last week, with following already
appointed: Hamilton Shea, WSVA-TV
Harrisonburg, Va.; Payson Hall, Meredith Stations; John E. McCoy, Storer
Broadcasting Co.; Clifford M. Kirtland
Jr., Transcontinent Television Corp.;
John T. Murphy, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.; Robert H. Smith, WCYB-TV
Bristol, Va.; Charles C. Woodard Jr.,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. ; Nathan
Lord, WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky.: W.
D. Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.;
J. B. Fuqua, WJBF (TV) Augusta,
Ga.; William Grant, KOA-TV Denver;
Raymond
Philadelphia. W. Welpott, WRCV-TV
WQXR allowed hearing
in 1550 kc proceeding
WQXR New York has been authorized to intervene in consolidated hearing
involving seven applicants for 1550 kc
in southern New England. U. S. Court
of Appeals in Washington on Dec. 22
told FCC it was wrong in denying
request of New York Times' station
for permission to intervene.
Court said not only was FCC wrong
in denying petition for intervention, but
its finding that WQXR had no right to
appeal FCC ruling was in error. Concern of New York station (on 1560
kc) is only in two applications. It
claims grant of either one of these
applications may cause interference to
WQXR listeners in Hartford, Conn.,
area.
Station sales approved
Among station sales approved by
FCC and announced Dec. 22:
■ WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.:
Sold to Reeves Broadcasting & Development Corp. for $1,925,000. Reeves
owns WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C, and
KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
■ WFEC Miami, Fla.: Sold by Harry
Trenner to Alexander S. Klein Jr. and
associates for $240,000.
Networks,

agencies

eye

tv festival spectacular
Tv "special" growing out of plans
for fall "International Television Festival" by Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences could turn out to be a competitive affair.
Program vice presidents of three tv
networks have accepted appointment as
first members of festival telecast committee to plan show representing worldwide tv. On completion of plans, networks will submit sealed bids for rights
to show. Appointees are Thomas Moore
of ABC, Oscar Katz of CBS and David
Levy of NBC.
Agencies and advertisers already are
showing interest and at least one, Grey
Adv., N.Y., put it in writing to ATAS.
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"We accept this first annual TV Grand Award for 'outstanding
leadership in promoting highway safety' with the pledge that
we will continue to give 'outstanding public service' to our
636,900 TV families. -

"Winning this first TV Grand Award in statewide competition with all other
TV stations is a twofold honor for WBTV since the award is an official
project of the Governor's Traffic Safety Council and because it represents
another first award for the Carolinas' first station. We gratefully accept this
honor to add to WBTV's lengthy list of public service awards."

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

/ CHANNEL

3

CHARLOTTE

IN

LANSING

THE
CENTER
OF
CENTRAL
MICHIGAN'S
MULTI-MILLION*
MARKET...

5000

WATTS

has been consistently
rated
No.

1

by every listener survey for
the past 4 years.
STATION
WILS
TIME
B
Mon.-Fri.
7:00 am
63.1
19.9
1 2:00 noon
Mon.-Fri.
14.2
12:00 noorv* 66.5
6:00 pm.
C. E. Hooper — Jan., Feb., Marth, I960
*A $61 S, 8 46. 000. 00 market tompojed of industry, education and state go*£rnment
/
(S M - July 10, 1960 - E. Bit)
BUY

WILS

Lansing

. . . the most for your money
in the market.
^presented by Venord, Rintoul t MtUnnell 03
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DATEBOOK
A calendar of important meetings and
events in the field of communications
•Indicates first or revised listing.
DECEMBER
Dec. 30 — Deadline for reply comments on
FCC's proposal
regarding
assignmentminimum
of vhf
channels
at less
than present
mileage separations. Docket 13,340.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for entries in first International Broadcast Awards competition of
Hollywood Advertising Club.
Dec. 31 — Deadline for submitting nominations for the Alfred I. duPont Awards. The
categories are: a large station for outstanding programming; a small station for similar
excellence, and an outstanding news commentator. Awards are for radio or tv. Submit entries to Prof. O. W. Riegel, head of
the Dept. of Journalism and Communications, Washington and Lee U., Lexington
Va.
JANUARY 1S61
Jan. 6— Comments due on FCC's proposal to
add ch. 9 to Syracuse and ch. 13 to Rochester, both New York, and make other changes
to bring this about.
Jan. 8-12 — National Retail Merchants Assn.
50th anniversary convention. W. Maxey Jarman, board chairman of Genesco Corp., will
speak at the opening-day luncheon. Grand
Ballroom, Statler-Hilton Hotel, New York.
*Jan. 9— Eastern Regional Management
Seminar, sponsored by National Community
Television Assn. Speakers: Frederick W.
Ford, FCC chairman; Herbert Jacobs, Tv
Stations Inc.; Hamilton Shea, WSVA-AMTV Harrisonburg, Va.; E. Stratford Smith,
NCTA counsel. William Dalton, new NCTA
president, will preside. Hotel Shoreham,
Washington, D. C.
*Jan. 10 — Joint reception and luncheon meetHeadliners'
Club andTerrace
ChicagoGardens,
Councilingofof Foreign
Relations.
Morrison Hotel, Chicago. Guest speakers:
CBS commentators Edward R. Murrow
Howard K. Smith, Alexander Kendrick and
Dan Shore.
Jan. 10 — Deadline for entries for the George
Foster Peabody Radio & Television Awards.
The awards give recognition to programs,
stations, networks and individuals. Categories for both radio and tv are: news,
entertainment, education, youth or children's programs,and
promotion
international
understanding
public ofservice.
Entry
blanks and further information may be
obtained from the Dean, Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, U of Georgia, Athens.
Jan. 10 — Radio & Television Executives Sotimebuying
and will
selling
luncheonseminar. ciety's
Johnny
Carson
discuss
what
show business people think of the broadcast
media. Hawaiian Room, Hotel Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Jan. 12-13— NAB Radio Code Board meeting at NAB headquarters, Washington. Board
will review progress of code enforcement
since last summer's shift from honor system
to enforcement provisions with paid subscriptions.
*Jan. 13 — Annual banquet of Federal Communications Bar Assn. Featured speaker will
be Gov. LeRoy Collins, NAB president-designate. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington.
Jan. 13 — New York Chapter, Academy of
Television
Arts StBallroom,
Sciences "Close-Up"
1961
dinner. Grand
Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel.
•Jan. 13 — Chicago Executives Club luncheon.
Sherman Hotel, Chicago. Guest speakers:
NBC commentators Chet Huntley and David
Brinkley.
Jan. 16 — Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences, Los Angeles Chapter, meeting on
foreign films, with top pictures from England, France, Germany, Japan and Latin
America being shown to demonstrate what
our American product is up against in
foreign markets. Beverly Hilton, Beverly
Hills, Calif., 8 p.m.

Jan. 16. — Comments due of FCC rulemaking
which would relax multiple-ownership restrictions (exempting less than 5% holdings)
for stockholders or corporations with 50 or
less stockholders. Replies due Jan. 31.
Jan. 16 — Comments due on FCC rulemaking
which would prohibit the sale of a broadcast station, except in certain instances,
where licensee has outlet less than three
years. Reply comments due Jan. 26.
Jan. 17 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Robert (Bucky) Buchanan, radio-tv
group head of J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.,
is featured
in a case Room,
history Hotel
of Ford's
broadcast use. Hawaiian
Lexington,
New York, 12:15 p.m.
Jan. 18 — Hollywood Ad Club in-depth clinic
on "Advertising's Responsibility to the Food
Broker." D. V. Brown of Brown-Massie &
Assoc. will chair the panel discussion. Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Jan. 18 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters
Assn. Sir Walter Hotel, Raleigh, N. C.
Jan. 20-22 — Advertising Assn. of the West
mid-winter conference. Pioneer Hotel, Tucson, Ariz. James Proud, president of Advertising Federation of America, will report on
plans for Feb. 1 meeting with members of
Congress.
Jan. 21-22 — Ninth annual Retail Advertising
Conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 23 — Hollywood Ad Club luncheon meeting Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director, The Pulse Inc., will discuss
the latest developments in media research.
Jan. 23-24 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.
Biltmore Hotel, Oklahoma City. Members of
the Oklahoma Legislature will attend luncheon meeting at which FCC Commissioner
John S. Cross will be featured speaker.
Jan. 24 — Radio & Television Executives Society's timebuying and selling luncheonseminar. Harry Renfro, in charge of radio-tv
at D'Arcy, St. Louis, talks about use of
local programs and/or syndication as compared to spot announcements. Hawaiian
Room, Hotel Lexington, New York, 12:15
Jan. 24-26 — Georgia Radio & Television Institute, sponsored by The Georgia Assn. of
p.m.
Broadcasters
and Henry W. Grady School or
Journalism, U. of Georgia, Athens. Maurice
B. Mitchell, president of Encyclopedia Britannica Films Inc., and Arthur Hull Hayes,
president of CBS Radio, will be among the
featured speakers.
Jan. 27 — Educational Foundation of American Women in Radio & Television, Board
of
meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel,
NewTrustees
York City.
Jan. 27-29 — American Women in Radio &
Television, board of directors meeting. Belmont Plaza Hotel, New York City.
Jan. 30-Feb. 4 — National Retail Merchants
Week sponsored by 11,500 stores of National
Retail Merchants Assn. with slogan, "Retailing Serves America."
FEBRUARY
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in National
Safety Council's non-competitive public interest awards to radio-tv and other public
information media entries will be accepted
for radio-tv stations and networks, adverAdvertising Federation of America
1961 Conventions
Jan. 27-29— Eastern inter-city conference of Women's
Advertising Clubs.
Warwick
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Feb. 1 — AFA annual mid-winter conference and congressional reception.
Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C.
April 6-7— AFA 1st district convention.
Hotel, Providence, R.Sheraton-Biltmore
I.
April 13-16 — AFA 4th district convention. Dupont Plaza Hotel, Miami.
April 21-22— AFA 9th district convention. Savery Hotel, Des Moines, Iowa.
May 27-31 — AFA 5th annual convention. Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C.
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THE

BLUEBIRD

II

IS THE
PACESETTER
IN SPEED

BOATS

It hit an incredible speed of
260.35 miles per hour

IS CINCINNATI'S
PACESETTER
RADIO
WSAI

STATION

provides Cincinnati's most complete news service. It is the onfy Cincinnati

radio station with radio-equipped mobile
news units ... it was the first Cincinnati
station to use "beeper" reports . . . the
first to editorialize . . . the first and only
Cincinnati station to "review"
papers. InProgramming

the news-

... In Popularity

. . . In Productivity . . WSAI is Cincinnati's
PACESETTER Radio Station.

Represented Nationally by gill- pern a New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
THE CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS WSM-Cincinnati; WIH-Philadelphia; Mlf-Tampa
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tisers, daily and weekly newspapers, national news services and syndicates, and
labor organizations; consumer and trade
magazines and outdoor advertising companies. NSC also will administer Alfred P.
Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for Highway Safety
from
of council's
public
interestamong
awardsrecipients
in radio-tv
and advertiser
categories. Two new awards of $1,000 each
will be presented to producer and writer
of radio or tv programs selected from Sloan
Award winners. Official blanks may be obtained from the Council at 425 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Feb. 1 — Deadline for entries in 38th annual
Better Copy Contest of Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Twenty classifications to be
judged include separate categories for radio
and television. Not restricted to PUAAaffiliated companies. Further information
available from W. L. Perdue, contest chairman, Kansas City Power & Light Co., 800
Kansas Ave., Topeka, Kan.
Feb. 1— New deadline for comments on
FCC proposal to revise annual financial report (Form 324) due from all broadcast stations, including condensed balance sheet,
analysis of notes payable, a new income
statement and a new breakdown of revenues. Docket 13,842.
Winter Military Electronics conj Feb. 1-3 —vention,
sponsored by National Professional
: Group on Military
Electronics and Los
j Angeles section, Institute
of Radio Engi!
neers. Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles.
OPEN

MIKE

Super salesman
editor: Talk about Broadcasting as
a selling medium: In the Dec. 12 issue
(page 82) you ran a little squib of our
recent 10-day mailing barrage to Kansas City's 110 advertising people. In
just
week weforhave
been "snowed"
with onerequests
complete
reprints
from 23 fm stations in 16 states. . .
David Green, Vice President, KXTR
(FM) Kansas City, Mo.
Stanton-Kennedy

meeting

editor: today's CLOSED CIRCUIT item
(Dec. 19 issue, page 5) about circumstances, PURPOSE AND SUBJECT MATTER OF MY MEETING WITH PRESIDENTELECT KENNEDY IS HUNDRED PERCENT
WRONG. I DID NOT SEEK THE MEETING
EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY. THERE
WAS NO DISCUSSION WHATEVER ABOUT
THE PAST, PRESENT OR FUTURE RELATIONS WITH CBS OR ANY OF ITS PERSONNEL WITH THE PRESIDENT ELECT.
FRANK STANTON, PRESIDENT, CBS INC.
[We did not state or intend to imply that
there were discussions about past, present
or future relations but simply that there
had been strained relations. Dr. Stanton
is
correct in stating he didn't seek meeting.
Suffice
Editors] to say that it was arranged. — The

Were

you

waiting

a

for

picture?

On the tragic
collision over
New York, UPI was
18 minutes and
two full picture
transmissions ahead
of the second best
effort.

The classic picture
at right was

made by Maurel.
UPl's
"U"nMaurice
ited
UPI NEWSPICTURES
TELL THE STOUT

Kansas etv study
EDITOR: RE YOUR PAGE 58 ARTICLE OF
DEC. 12 ISSUE THE SURVEY DESCRIBED
WAS UNDERTAKEN FOR THE STATE OF
KANSAS NOT NEBRASKA. IT IS HOPED A
SIMILAR STUDY WILL BE DEVELOPED FOR
NEBRASKA
IN 1961. JACK MC BRIDE,
DIRECTOR OF TELEVISION AND KUON-TV
LINCOLN, NEB. (U. OF NEBRASKA).

J international
J>ress
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MONDAY

Complete

MEMO

follow

from LARRY SCHWARTZ, Wexton Adv., New York

through

The broadcasting media offer unique
opportunity to advertisers and their
agencies for merchandising followthrough at the point-of-sale. Because
of the enormous impact of television
and radio both, and also because of
their cumulative sales effectiveness,
which operates somewhat differently
from the sales impact of other media,
radio and tv buys also require different
marketing preparation than the print
media.
It is simply not enough for an agency
to do a 100% job of creating a good
commercial and presenting it in a good
time slot. Such a limited view toward
broadcast advertising will cause it to
produce less than its potential sales
efficiency for the client. I am convinced
that a limited perspective on the marketing function on the part of some agencies iscausing a deplorable and unnecessary gap between the potential efficiency
of tv and radio advertising and its actual
performance fer more than half of the
advertisers currently using these media.
They may get excellent sales results
stemming from the strength of the air
media themselves. My contention is
that these results can be increased still
further when thorough marketing thinking and planning precede a broadcast
advertising buy and when creative merchandising follow-through complement
it right to the point-of-sale. When this
is done, no medium produces greater
sales effectiveness than radio or television can.
The Formula ■ For instance, we have
seen a client with a new product go
from a dead start to an over $40 million
sales volume in two years with very
wide use of broadcast media — but the
magic ingredient that made the commercials pay off was the marketing integration.
I'm talking about the end-aisle display that the broker sets up in the
supermarket; about the next-to-impossible job of getting poster display in
supermarket windows; about keeping
products on the shelf in a favorable position; about cooperative advertising to
complement the national effort; about
broadening distribution to assure maximum product coverage when the advertising breaks; about proper incentives
for company, distributor and retailer
sales personnel; about related direct
mail, printed point-of-sale material etc.
We go through an exhaustive "total
marketing checklist" with every single
client before we put his advertising on
the air. By making sure that every
single exit is covered, that we are bring16

helps

radio-tv

sell best

ing the maximum marketing firing
power to bear on our sales target, we
have been able to create some remarkable sales successes.
Editorial Tie-in ■ Radio and television
make merchandising tie-ins with editorial content and personalities easier
than any other medium. This is that
intrinsic "plus" implicit in broadcasting
upon which advertisers and agencies
must capitalize in order to achieve
100% efficiency with their radio-tv advertising campaign.
For our new client, the Magnus Organ Corp., manufacturer of the Magnus
electric chord organ, we have bought
Arthur Godfrey on the 200-station CBS
Radio network. This radio recommendation arose out of marketing research
which showed that the Magnus organ is
bought most frequently by women between 30 and 60 — the same group to
whom Godfrey has sold so effectively
for the past decade. Furthermore, in
Arthur Godfrey, the client has both an
enormously persuasive salesman and a
highly merchandisable personality.
In order to translate this buy into
maximum sales volume, Wexton developed amajor in-store merchandising
and point-of-sales display program for
20,000 Magnus retailers. This program,
in line with the agency's "service concept" of marketing, offers retailers an
important traffic stimulant as well as
the indirect endorsement for the store
by the nationally popular radio and
television personality. The incentive for
retailers to then provide the necessary
and hard-to-come-by demonstration area
becomes clear. Not only has our client
provided the retailer with a product
backed with national advertising, but
he and our agency have offered him an
additional means for drawing customers
into his store.
The Market Mix ■ Our "marketing

mix" for Magnus includes, among
others, the following elements: (a) a
plan to enable Magnus distributors to
add thousands of retailers so that we
can get additional product coverage;
(b) unique point-of-sale and windowdisplay material; (c) hard-hitting newspaper mat ads featuring the name and
photographs of Arthur Godfrey; (d)
aggressive mailing campaign; (e) dynamic sales training program with
built-in incentive plan for salesmen;
(f) localized publicity back-up, and
(g) merchandising tie-ins with CBS.
We have seen examples where distributor sales to dealers rose as much as
100% when salesmen were armed with
hard-hitting sales aids that told the
story of the forthcoming radio and/ or
television advertising push in a clear
and creative way.
In the case of Acousticon hearing
aids, when we used 285 stations of the
Mutual Broadcasting System, we created
The Sound and Sense of the News using
the voices of the people who made the
news and then merchandised the tapes
of these broadcasts with great effectiveness in 350 hearing centers in the U.S.
This proves once more that any radio
and/ or television buy offers as many
merchandising opportunities as the
agency's creativity can devise.
Budget Factor ■ At Wexton, we believe that every client who considers
radio and television as part of his advertising strategy should be prepared to
allot a sufficient budget to merchandise
his buy to his sales force, his trade and
the consumer of his products. It is only
when all these components of a marketing plan are seen in their proper perspective that an agency can perform its
best job; that the broadcast media can
carry their maximum sales punch; and
that the client's advertising budget will
be used with maximum efficiency.

Larry Schwartz, president of Wexton Adv.,
New York, since 1953, joined the agency
in 1947 after serving with General Electric,
ABC and R. H. Macy. Fluent in Japanese
and French, he served as Japanese language officer on General MacArthur's staff
during World War II. He was graduated
Phi Beta Kappa from Union College in
1941, studied at Columbia Graduate Business School (1942), Yale (1944) and the U.
of Michigan (1945). Mr. Schwartz lives in
Kings Point with his wife and 3 children.
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Folks
In

HATE

To

Rochester,

Go

To

New

Bed

York

I

Rochester's a quiet, thrifty, conservative town — sort of complacent — a place where you'd
hardly expect to find a flock of late-stayer-uppers. Yet, every evening, far into the night,
thousands of home lights shine throughout Rochester's neat residential areas!— It's not
the night life that accounts for this— it's the right life!
It's those

Wonderful

FEATURE
EVERY

FILMS

NIGHT

AT

11:25
Never— no never— has there been such a brilliant, star-studded array of late-evening
entertainment as that offered by our Fall Festival of Feature Films! Great dramas! Great
stars! Great entertainment! — And a great opportunity for smart buyers who grab up the
golden spots within this super-selling program structure! Write, wire or telephone today!

C
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ROCHESTER,
CWHEC
TV
•
EVERETT-McKINNEY INC.
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WVET
TV)
THE BOLLING CO. INC.
17

On

The

Gulf

Coast

ONE

Takes

the

Measure

WKRGTV
CHANNEL
Call

MOBILE,

Avery-Knodel,

or C. P.
18

5

Persons,

ALA.

Representative,

Jr., General

Manager
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TV

That's

the

higher

talent

SPOT

prediction
costs

on

The nation's smaller spot television
advertisers — and smaller tv stations —
appeared last week to stand in danger
of being squeezed out of the spot television business.
That was the harsh consensus of
leading buyers and sellers canvassed
on the probable effects of the new
contracts with the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists and the
Screen Actors Guild (Broadcasting,
Dec. 12, 19).
More careful pre-production planning
of commercials, the use of fewer performers, longer usage cycles for commercials and emphasis on creativity
rather than on hoopla and extravaganza
in commercial production are among
the other results predicted for future
efforts to offset increased talent costs.
Question-Mark ■ Among leading spot
users the majority opinion was that the
new contracts' effect on spot volume,
currently estimated at $650 million a
year, could not be safely predicted. In
general, however, it was thought that
the big, multi-million-dollar spenders
probably would not curtail much, if
at all, but that the spot users at the
lower end of the dollar scale would
almost certainly be forced to cut.
Agency executives representing a
number of the smaller spot advertisers
expected that the increases in talent
costs under the new union contracts
would lead their clients to abandon
spot television altogether. Some expected to divert their spot budgets into
network participation programs.
The danger for stations, especially
those in smaller markets, lies not only
in the predicted cutback by smaller
advertisers but also in the likelihood
that medium-sized and even larger users
of spot television would become costconscious to the point of trimming their
station lists on future schedules. As
one veteran spot advertiser put it:
"Say you've been buying — or adding
— half a dozen markets for $50,000
for 13 weeks. Then say that $50,000
goes up to $55,000 under the new contracts. That extra $5,000 makes a big
difference, maybe a controlling difference, when you're working on a tight
budget."
Aside from direct effects on tv spot
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

MAY

of advertisers,
low-budget

GET

agencies

sponsors,

usage and economies that may be developed inan effort to keep costs down,
the new contracts were expected to
have at least two major subsidiary
effects:
■ Greater tendency among many advertisers to "shop around" for off-card
deals and to apply pressure on stations
in an effort to get national business
classified as local so as to get the benefit
of the lower local rates.
■ A change in thinking by both stations and advertisers regarding the roles
they should play in negotiating future
contracts with the talent unions. Up
to now, network representatives have
been the principal negotiators for terms
covering spot as well as network use
of commercials. Since the new contract
was reached, however, both advertiser
and station interests have complained
that spot would have fared better if
they had been represented directly in
the negotiations.
Some Bitterness ■ The question of
contract participation has produced
some bitter reactions by both participants and non-participants. A network

SSC&B's Cohen: cost watcher

SMALLER

about

impact

of

little stations
participant challenged advertiser contentions that "the networks let us
down," pointing out that both advertisers and agencies had observers on
the scene who were consulted regularly during the negotiating sessions.
Critical advertisers responded that, even
so, "there was not much we could do
but go along with the networks, and
it's taught us a lesson — next time we
ought to be a part of the negotiations
andThis
signfeeling
the contract
ourselves."
was echoed
last week
by some important station representatives. "It's ridiculous for the networks
to commit the stations on matters involving spot advertising," one asserted.
"In the past, stations let the thing ride
with the networks doing all the negotiating for them and a pattern developed.
Now the unions have come off with
some exhorbitant increases, and it's
time — past time — that the stations were
represented
the bargaining
There wasat some
criticism table."
of NAB
for failure to set up a management
committee to take part in the negotiations as a representative of stations:
"NAB could easily have organized a
management group to do this. NAB
should have been in there."
These complaints brought a statement from James H. Hulbert, manager
of the NAB department of broadcast
personnel and economics. He asserted
that while NAB would like to see the
negotiating arrangements improved, it
had done "everything in its power to
protect the best interests of the industry. We utilized, in our judgment,
the most effective methods of presentMr.ing theHulbert
said that "only two parties— thecase."
unions involved and the networks— actually negotiate the agreements" and that all other interested
parties must work through them. He
continued:
"The chief station concern is with
the so-called 'wild-spot' rate, which is
basically the national spot rate. Performers on wild spots covered by the
network contract are almost never employed by television stations for this
type of work. In fact, a substantial19
majority of television stations have no
dealings whatsoever with AFTRA. Thus

Filmways' Rod Erickson
it has been difficult to work out a
sensible basis to protect the stations'
interest. For some time the NAB, as
well as the other parties in interest,
have been interested in improving the
arrangement. No one has yet suggested
another arrangement which all parties
feel would be feasible."
NAB Not Passive ■ In the negotiations just completed, he said, NAB
was in regular touch with the negotiators and "strongly expressed" the stations' concern "to all of the parties
involved, including the networks." He
also noted that Ward Quaal of WGNTV Chicago, chairman of the NAB
Labor Advisory Committee, had sent
"a strong telegram" to AFTRA protesting its "exorbitant initial demands"
and "deploring the effect these demands
would have on stations and on the in14). dustry generally" (Broadcasting, Nov.
The consensus was that the giant
advertisers will accept the talent increases with slight grumbling, if not
equanimity. Agencies that service the
large advertisers were concerned over
the stiffer talent bill, which as indicated
in preliminary estimates range from
30 to 50% higher than under the old
SAG and AFTRA contracts. But they
reasoned that an advertiser who invests
many millions of dollars in spot television will not become unduly choleric
about even a steep hike in commercial
fees, which represent from 5 to 7%
of overall campaign costs.
But the reaction of agencies with
comparatively small accounts was less
philosophical. One official caustically
observed: "For a few years, national
spot has had the reputation of becom20 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

EWR&R's Rollo Hunter
ing the medium for only the big-time
advertisers. These increased talent costs
are certainly not calculated to challenge
thisNone
reputation."
of the officials would venture
an opinion as to the effect rising costs
would have on national spot billing.
They agreed generally that spot was an
effective medium and cited its flexibility
as its pre-eminent plus. They pointed
out, too, that the SAG-AFTRA proposals were "highly complex" and
though they realized that the bills would
be higher, they could not estimate as
yet how high they would go.
Ingenuity in Demand ■ Agency executives from both the larger and the
smaller agencies agreed that prime responsibility devolved upon them to use
their ingenuity to combat costs over
which they have scant control. It was
within this context that some agencies
(generally those with relatively small
accounts) mentioned that so-called network spot carrier buys could prove
more economical if the client had adequate distribution; all insisted that in
1961 there would be an accent on
simpler commercials in which the idea
would be more important than production hoopla; they cited such costcutting devices as producing fewer commercials and using fewer performers
in commercials. (One agency executive said: "So many commercials show
an entire family enjoying a particular
product. This means a husband, wife
and at least two children. In the future,
we may have to use only a single child.
This makes for a skimpy family, but
it will lower costs somewhat.")
The new national spot rates, hinged
to a detailed unit system of computing

Gumbinner's Paul Gumbinner
costs according to population of cities,
will be retroactive to Nov. 15. It still
has to be approved by SAG and
AFTRA members, which for the first
time negotiated jointly in the commercials area and will have the same rates.
Because of the holiday season, the
union pacts will not be signed until
the middle of January.
The following is comment from various agency executives, some of whom
requested anonymity:
Participations Eyed ■ Philip Cohen,
vice president and tv-radio director,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles:
"We know that talent costs are going
to increase, but still do not know how
much. We certainly are going to consider the problem of costs — and how
to reduce them — and we shall look
closely at what may become a trend
in buying — the so-called network spot
carrier. For certain clients, this kind
of buy can be most beneficial. This
can give an advertiser widespread circulation and the prestige associated
with a network show. When a decision
is close, an agency may well decide on
a minute participation in a network
show. We will know more in the
months to come what the new talent
costs
mean." former Young &
Rodreally
Erickson,
Rubicam executive and in recent years
associated with program production
(Warner Bros, and now Filmways),
thought most of the blue-chip advertisers in television will take higher costs
in stride. But, he acknowledged, such
staple cost factors as talent would apto be going up faster than one
would pearexpect.
He thought some results might inBROADCASTING; December 26, 1960

"More meaningful than the latest
textbook on journalism in this fast
changing world" is the way one
faculty advisor scored the second
annual WSB Radio-TV News Conference held in November.
Held in cooperation with the
University of Georgia's School of
Journalism, this year's News Conference drew more than 100 Georgia
high school editors and their advisors to Atlanta and "White Columns." During the course of the
all-day sessions these students saw
how news was handled at WSB,
and heard from Ray Scherer, Chet

Huntley and several NBC newsmen
stationed abroad.
The conference is an annual event
on the WSB Radio-TV calendar of
public service features. Each year a
year's college scholarship is offered
to the student submitting the most
original and interesting report on
the conference.
This type of program is typical of
community service as practiced by
WSB Radio-TV and partially explains their tremendous audience
loyalty and undisputed dominance
of the great and growing Atlanta
market of over 1,000,000 people.

Represented by
^Represented
Alhliatud vviffi The AMatita Joui nal .md Co n s ii Ui ho n . NB(J lui? /■, >" mk-.I wnh vv::;(m 'AM', i
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking the American Research Bureau. These
television shows for each day of the ratings are taken in Baltimore, Chiweek Dec. 15-20 as rated by the cago, Cleveland, Detroit, New York,
multi-city Arbitron instant ratings of Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
Date
Thur., Dec. 15
Fri., Dec. 16
Sat., Dec. 17
Sun., Dec. 18
Mon., Dec. 19
Tue., Dec. 20
Copyright 1960 American

Program and Time
Untouchables (9:30 p.m.)
Flintstones (8:30 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
Candid Camera (10 p.m.)
Danny Thomas (9 p.m.)
Garry Moore (10 p.m.)
Research Bureau

elude whittling down on the number
of actors used in commercials — say to
two where a given commercial once
used as many as five— and perhaps the
writing out in the commercial of oncamera talent and using only voiceover. He conjectured that other economies are possible, though he had no
basis upon which to make the conclusions, citing such measures as more
repeat use of commercials and pooling
of the commercials.
Mr. Erickson felt, however, that for
the most part national advertisers, after
an original outcry, will go along with
the increases and possibly wind up
raising their tv budgets. The big danger, he emphasized, was to talent — the
actors may lose their jobs by "killing
the
goose that
lays the troubles
golden of
eggs."
He alluded
to musician
the
past with this rhetorical question:
"Where are the live musicians in tv
today? Where are the once-famous
choral groups,"
Trim the Casts? ■ The radio-tv director of a medium-sized agency said
that one factor that probably would be
affected by the talent cost increase
would be size of casts for commercials.
He intimated that his agency would
cut down on "luxurious casts." If necessary, he added, the increased budget
for talent would be offset by a reduction in the number of markets used.
A radio-tv director of a large agency
reflected the thinking of some of his
colleagues at other kingpin organizations when he asserted: "The talent
rates are not going to make much difference. Those who are in spot will
stay in spot because they need the
medium. Of course, we will try to
make some economies, such as producing fewer commercials for a particular campaign and rotating them,
thereby reducing production expenses,
and we hope to give more thought to
producing commercials that are more
modest but still effective. In some instances we could use animation, if we
find that it will be less expensive in the
run."
long
Richard Rendely, executive producer
of Hicks & Greist, believes that over
the long pull increased talent cost will
22 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Network
ABC-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV

Rating
28.6
27.7
34.0
33.3
22.0
23.6

hurt the performer. Agencies, he said,
will devise methods to offset talent rises.
He cited the production of fewer commercials and the trimming of station
schedules as moves that could be
attempted.
Paul Gumbinner, vice president and
tv-radio director of Lawrence Gumbinner Adv., was another agency official who viewed network participations
as a possible approach to the cost problem. He acknowledged this move could
not be used by all advertisers and isn't
always "100% efficient," but he said
it could be useful for many clients.
Rollo Hunter, vice president and
radio-tv director of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, expressed concern that
rising costs in national spot, including
hikes in performers' fees, could tend
to discourage modest and new-to-tv
advertisers from using the medium. He
said EWR&R will stress pre-planning
of commercials as a means of reducing
costs and still maintaining high quality.
The radio-tv director of a middlesized agency, who said he was "discomfitted" by the increasing costs of
spot, exclaimed: "I don't know how
we are going to keep them in tv unless
clients increase their budgets. I'm talking mainly about the modest advertisers. No one knows what is going
to happen, but my feeling is that over
the years spot tv will have fewer advertisers, but these clients will be spending
ing more money. We have had some
experience using network participations
and for advertisers with national distribution this can be a most effective
and comparatively economical way of
advertising."
Agency appointments...
■ Foote, Cone & Belding has been
appointed agency in Canada for Sunkist
Growers Inc. The Toronto office will
handle all products other than fresh
fruit for Canadian advertising.
■ Grocery Store Products (Gold Medal
Macaroni Div.), West Chester, Pa., to
Cunningham & Walsh, L. A. Reg W.
Twiggs, will be management supervisor; Ben Norman will be tv account
executive. Preliminary plans call for

heavy concentration in broadcast media.
■ Prince Macaroni Manufacturing Co.,
Lowell, Mass., appoints Adrian Bauer
& Alan Tripp Inc., Philadelphia, as
advertising agency for its entire line
of spaghetti, macaroni and associated
food products. Prince products are
marketed throughout the country.
■ Pleskach & Smith Advertising Agency, Omaha, Neb., has been named to
handle all advertising and promotion
for General Electric's major appliance
territory in Nebraska and Iowa.
■ Brown's Airport Enterprises Inc., a
contract carrier offering airport limousine service, appoints Rose-Martin
Inc. to institute a newspaper and radio
primary service
in Brown's
campaign
New Jersey.
area of northern
■ Transportation Corp. of America,
N.Y., to Warwick & Legler, N.Y., replacing Leonard Wolf & Assoc., NY.
TCA consists of Trans Caribbean Airways, NY., and D.C. Transit Co.,
Washington. Trans Caribbean invests
substantially in Spanish-language programming over WADO New York and
plans schedules on Puerto Rican radio
stations.
Also in advertising...
Ketchum moves ■ Ketchum, MacLeod
& Grove Inc. has moved its Pittsburgh
headquarters offices to Four Gateway
Center, latest addition to the city's redeveloped civic and business center.
Eliot Noyes, nationally recognized architect, designed the agency's new offices on the top three floors of the 22story building.
Able to join ■ Trade and business associations and media representatives can
now join the Advertising Research
Foundation, as a result of changes in
ARF bylaws. Associations with their
principal organizational interest in or
primarily related to the field of advertising in the U. S. are eligible for the
status of "associate association memMoving planned ■ Irvin L. Edelstein
Assoc., L. A., on Jan. 15 will move to
new offices at 3921 Wilshire Blvd. Telephone will be Dunkirk 5-8221. The
agency specializes in public relations
and advertising for industry, associations
and distributors of consumer products.
ber."
Agency move ■ The Newhoff-Blumberg
Agency, Baltimore, has moved its offices
from 529 N. Charles St. to larger quarters in the Court Square Building. An
increase in the agency's volume, which
necessitated the move, also led to an
expansion of the staff. New personnel
and their assignments: Carolyn Ausman, public relations; Dee Mack, radio
and tv traffic; Franc Miller, art director; and Louis Pedlar, account executive.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960
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In Kalamazoo -Battle Creek And Greater Western Michigan!
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WKZO Radio reaches more of your prospects in
Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan
than any other radio station.
7-COUNTY

PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO -BATTLE CREEK AREA — JULY, T960
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
29
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Statio19n "B" Statio9n "C"
8
28
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
17
8
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT
32
17
sfc Mount Antofalla (19,921 feet) in the Andes Range
in Argentina is the world's highest active volcano.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS -KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC-TRAVERSE CITY
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

Here's why. WKZO-AM walked off with top honors in
all 360 quarter hours surveyed, 6 a.m. -Midnight, Monday
through Friday in the latest Pulse Report (see left).
Furthermore, this same survey shows that WKZO Radio
has an average of 73% more listeners per quarter hour —
morning, afternoon, evening — than Station B.
Talk to Avery-Knodel about WKZO Radio — Leadership
radio for one of America's fastest growing markets.
Kalamazoo alone is expected to outgrow all other U.S.
cities in personal income and retail sales between 1959 and
1965. <s ource: Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, July 10, 1960)

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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Rating
ARB
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Ratings
Rank
42.3
1. Gunsmoke
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
37.3
2.
36.3
Train
3. Wagon
Bob Hope
36.3
4.
5. Untouchables
32.6
Chevy Show Rodeo
30.1
6. Lawman
29.3
7.
29.3
8. What's My Line?
on Ice
28.4
9. Wonderland
27.6
10. Rawhide
Coypright 1960 American Research Bureau
Above are the 10 most popular television programs by ratings according to the American Research
Bureau's national Arbitron survey of
November 13-19. The survey results
are based on a full national sample
with ARB's instant electronic Arbitron unit supplying the data for 25%
of the total. The remainder of the
sample consisted of special telephone
duplex coincidental calls. These national Arbitron surveys are conducted during seven selected weeks of
the television season. Results are
published for subscribers the next
morning following each day of the
survey week.
NSELSEN
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for two weeks ending
Nov. 20, 1960
TOTAL AUDIENCE (t) Rating
Rank
Gunsmoke
Wagon Train
Bob Hope Buick Show
Election Returns —
10:00 PM— NBC
Election Returns—
9:30 PM— NBC
6. Election Returns—
9=00 PM— NBC
7. Election Returns—
10=30 PM— NBC
8. Election Returns—
8:30 PM— NBC
2.1.
3.
4.
5.

%
U.S. Tv
homes
41.3
41.1
39.3

No.
homes
(000)
18,668
18,577
17,764

37.5

16,950

36.4
35.6

16,453

35.6

16,091

34.8

15,730

16,091

Wexton's Schwartz sees
return to ad essentials
Larry Schwartz, president of the
Wexton advertising agency, a selfstyled "smaller guy" organization, believes the future belongs "to the individual in the agency business — the great
creative mind, the great planner, the
great copywriter."
He expressed this view in a speech
before members of the League of Advertising Agencies in New York's
Gramercy Park Hotel (Dec. 20). Mr.
Schwartz also said he sees a trend away
from too much reliance on research
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10.
11.9.
12.
13.
114.
ID.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Rani/
Have Gun, Will Travel
Untouchables
Rawhide
nElection
rtn nil Returns
iinn —
8:00 PM — NBC
Election Returns—
11:00 PM— NBC
Ed Sullivan Show
LicCUUn nciuriio—
7:30 PM— NBC
Harry McCoys
Belafonte
Real
Dennis The Menace
77 Sunset Strip
Election Returns—
9:30 PM — CBS
AVERAGE AUDIENCE

Mn
INO.
HQ T\iIV nomes
U.o.
IUUU,
nuiTicb
/o
15,278
33.8
33.0 14,916
32.6 14,735
32.5 14,690
32.3
32.2
31.6
31.2
30.9
30.6
30.2

14,600
14,554
14,283
14,102
13,967
13,831
13,650

13,605
30.1Rating
(t)
Mr,
/o
INO.
U.o.
hrtmpcIV homes
(000)
38.8 17,538
34.9 15,775
34.6
34.4 15,639
15,549
15,458
34.2
32.9
14,871
14,419
31.3
31.9 14,148
31.3
14,148

Rank
f*uunsmoKe
i ■ ncm lib a
2. Election Returns
1.
Election Returns—
3. 10:00 PM— NBC
Wagon
Train
5.
4. Election Returns—
9:00 PM— NBC
Election Returns—
6. 8:30 PM— NBC
Election Returns—
10:30 PM— NBC
7. Bob
Hope Buick Show
9. Have Gun, Will Travel
8.
10. Election Returns —
30.6 13,831
PM— NBC
11. 8:00
29.3
Election Returns—
13,244
11:00
PM—
NBC
12. Election Returns —
28.5
7:30 PM— NBC
12,882
13. Election Returns—
28.3
PM— CBS
114.A 9:30
12,792
28.2
Dennis The Menace
28.1 12,746
15. Real McCoys
12,701
Election
Returns—
16.
27.4
12,385
PM— CBS
27.3 12,340
Rawhide
17. 9:00
26.8
18. Price is Right— 8:30 PM 26.4
12,114
Untouchables
26.4 11,933
19. Ed Sullivan Show
20.
11,933
(t) Homes reached by all or any part of
the program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
(t) Homes reached during the average minute of the program.
Copyright 1960, A. C. Nielsen Co.
methods but with countering trends towards greater awareness of the importance of essentials like "good products,
good distribution, good advertising,"
and increased emphasis on the ad executive's role as client advisor — helping him "plan new products, new marnew approaches."
His kets,
predictions
are based on a recent
forecast that "75% of the new profits
in the years ahead will come from new
products." Mr. Schwartz feels this will
create an urgent need for more participation by "the old fashioned kind
of agency executive who has become
familiar with every facet of the client's
business." (Also see Monday Memo,

Background: The following programs, in
alphabetical
this week'sInBROADCASTINGorder,
tv appear
ratings inroundup.
formation isin following order: program
name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day and time.
Harry Belafonte (CBS-164): Revlon (Grey),
Sun., Nov. 20, 10-11 p.m.
Candid Camera (CBS-175): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Lever Bros. (JWT), Sun. 10-10:30
Chevy Rodeo (NBC-178): Chevrolet (C-E), Sun.,
Nov. 13, 9-10 p.m.
Dennis the Menace (CBS-167): Kellogg
(Burnett), Best Foods (GBB), Sun. 7:30-8
p.m.
Election Returns (CBS-187): Westinghouse
(KMG), Tue.-Wed., Nov. 8-9, 7:30 p.m.7 a.m. and Wed. 12:45-1:30 p.m.
Election
(NBC-168): Lipton (SSCB),
p.m. Returns
Brown
& Williamson (Bates), Goodrich
(BBDO), Sandura (H&G), Cowles (M-E),
Remington Rand Electric Shaver Div. (Y&R),
Field Enterprises (KMJ), Tue.-Wed., Nov.
8-9, 7:30 p.m.-7:30 a.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-201): Liggett & Myers (DFS),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-164): Lever (JWT),
American Home Products (Bates), Sat.
9:30-10 p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-169): Buick (M-E),
Wed., Nov. 16, 9-10 p.m.
Lawman (ABC-135): Whitehall (Bates), R. J.
Reynolds (Esty), Sun. 8:30-9 p.m.
Price
Is Right
8:30-9
p.m. (NBC-180): Lever (BBDO), Wed.
Real McCoys (ABC-171): P&G (Compton),
Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.
Red Skelton (CBS-170): Pet (Gardner), S. J.
Johnson (FCB), Tue. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-181): Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-174): American Chicle,
Whitehall (both Bates), R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Beecham Products (K&E), Fri. 9-10
Danny
p.m. Thomas (CBS-181): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Untouchables (ABC-179): L&M (M-E), Armour
(FCB), Whitehall (Bates), Beecham Prodp.m.
ucts (K&E), Union Carbide (Esty), Sunbeam
(FCB), Thur. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-186): R. J. Reynolds (Esty),
Ford (JWT),p.m.National Biscuit (M-E), Wed.
7:30-8:30
What's My Line (CBS-147): Sunbeam (PerrinPaus), Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:30-11
Wonderland on Ice (NBC-121): Top Value
Enterprises
8:30
p.m. (C-M), Sat, Nov. 17, 7:30p.m.
page 16).
Wexton's president concluded his talk
with challenging words for agencies
seeking to attract new business:
"If you can come up with the right
answers for the right clients, in the
right way, at the right time, then new
business will be good business and tomorrow will be bright for all of us."
KBS head predicts big
ad year ahead for radio
Advertisers are going to pour a lot
more money into "national" radio next
year, particularly in smaller markets,
according to the head of the country's
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

Modern

machinery and mass production

techniques will always give way to the skilled
hands of the tailor when it comes to the
ultimate in suits. Likewise, the points of
superiority which constitute the difference in
television and radio today are not so much
of mechanical doing. It still takes that
human

element . . . the "quality touch"!

And we're ready to put it to work for you!
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

only transcription network.
That prediction came from Sidney J.
Wolf, president of Keystone Broadcasting System, in a yearend statement on
1961 prospects.
Specifically, he reported Keystone
would exceed its best previous sales
year berby
25% noting
a "growing
num-in
of national
advertisers
interested
rural markets more than in previous
years — the so called class "C" and "D"
markets (up to 100,000).
Mr. Wolf reported that eight national
accounts currently are clients of Keystone and that many "general product
advertisers" also are attempting to
reach this market. In particular, automotive billing has been on the upsurge
at KBS, with many car makers using
transcribed commercials to sell general passenger cars and trucks to farmers. In fact, he claimed, their KBS
billing has doubled the past year.
Business briefly...
Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc. (bakery
goods), Chicago, launches an intensive
six-month broadcast advertising campaign in January, kicking off with an
Art Carney special on NBC-TV Jan. 17
(10-11 p.m. EST). The program will
be produced by David Susskind. The
company also is buying 60- and 20second tv spots on one or two stations
in eight markets, including New York,
Chicago, Phoenix and Miami, with a
range of 15-25 per week per market.
Commercials will utilize animated and
animated-live limerick technique. The
tv campaign is to be expanded in the
spring. Also scheduled is a limited radio campaign in few select markets
utilizing established station personalities. Sara Lee also continues sponsorship of CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago.
Noxema Chemical Co., Baltimore, is
putting finishing touches on an adverOnly a few days left
A reminder was issued last
week that the deadline for the
first International Broadcast
Awards competition for radio and
television commercials, is Dec. 31.
Any advertiser, agency, broadcaster or producer intending to
enter a commercial in the contest
should wire or airmail his request
for an entry blank immediately
to the Hollywood Advertising
Club, P.O. Box 38909, Hollywood 28, Calif. The form will
be returned on receipt by airmail,
allowing just time enough to get
the form and entry fee back by
the Dec. 3 1 deadline.
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Tv

sells petroleum

TVB CITES NINE MONTH

products
$6 MILLION

When it comes to petroleum products, television is still the champion
salesman over all competing advertising
media, Television Bureau of Advertising asserted last week.
Television network and spot gross
time billings in this category increased
by more than $6 million (from $23.5
million to $30 million) during the first
nine months of 1960 compared to a
like period in 1959.
According to TvB President Norman
E. Cash, "Television is the only medium
which is able to reach daily the masses
who buy gasoline and oil. Unlike any
newspaper or magazine which reach
only a part
any given
market's
lation,oftelevision
stations
todaypopusell
gasoline and oil in nearly nine out of
time expenditures for leading
tenGross
homes."

tising campaign that will break in February to introduce nationally its first
line of medicated cosmetics, Cover Girl
pressed powder and liquid makeup.
Although the advertiser is not yet prepared to release strategy details, the
Cover Girl schedule does include participation inthree network tv programs
and spot radio. Noxema currently participates in Maverick, Adventures in
Paradise and American Bandstand, all
on ABC-TV.
Hawaiian Electric Co., Honolulu has
signed a one year, $55,000 contract for
statewide sponsorship of the 6:00-6:15
p.m. news over KHVH-TV Honolulu
and all Kaiser stations throughout the
state. The contract reportedly is one
of the largest single buys in Hawaiian
television history. Agency: Hoist &
Male, Honolulu (division of McCannErickson) .
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, will
sponsor three 15-minute Scouting Report shows preceding NBC-TV's coverage of post-season football classics —
the National Football League championship game today (Dec. 26), the
Rose Bowl game (Jan. 2) and the Pro
Bowl game (Jan. 15). Packaged by
Tel-Ra Productions, New York, the
shows will preview the game that follows, with action films of key players
and plays. Agency: Knox Reeves,
Minneapolis.
P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N. J.,
brewer, will sponsor the new NBC-TV
series of special color programs, Sing
Along with Mitch, in eastern states
when the series starts Jan. 27 as alternate with Bell Telephone Hour in the

best
GAIN IN BILLINGS

television advertisers during the first
nine months of 1960 were reported as
follows:
Texaco Inc. with a total of $9.5 million in tv ($9 million network, $0.5 million spot) ; Esso Standard Oil Co.'s $2.5
million in tv ($0.03 million in network,
$2.4 million spot); Shell Oil Co.'s $2.1
million in tv ($0.2 million network, $1.9
million
spot);
Atlantic
Co.'s
$1.6
million
($0.1
network,Refining
$1.5 million
spot); Socony Mobil Oil Co. with $1.5
million in tv, all in spot; Standard Oil
Co. (Indiana) spending $1.45 million
in tv ($0.1 million network, $1.35 million spot); Gulf Oil Corp. with $1.3
million in tv ($1.2 million network, $0.1
million spot) and Phillips Petroleum
Co. spending a total of $1.28 million in
tv ($0.02 million network, $1.26 million
in spot) .

Friday 9-10 p.m. EST time period.
Ballantine's agency: William Esty Co.,
N. Y.
General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N. Y., is introducing its Walter Baker
German milk chocolate, in an undetermined number of test markets via saturation spot tv schedules. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
Rep appointments...
■ WSM Nashville, Tenn. : The Henry I.
Christal Co.
■ KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex.: Blair
Television Assoc., N. Y.
■ KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla., has named
Weed Television Corp. as its national
representative, effective Jan. 1, 1961.
New

ARB

report begins

'comprehensive format'
A new "comprehensive format" for
tv audience breakdowns has been announced by the American Research
Bureau. The new service starts with
ARB November National Report
(Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
Six breakdowns of audience characteristics will be issued during 1960-61
season. Included will be these audience
traits:
■ Analysis of network shows according to the number of households and
housewives per age group tuned to the
show, added to the previous 14-part
breakdown of audience.
■ Percentage of sets (in quintiles)
tuned to the program and number of
viewers per set. For example, 35% of
the sets tuned to a particular program
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In the congenial

mood

of the festive holiday

the Metropolitan

family... Television, Radio, Outdoor

al Advertising. . .wishes you joy in the New
METROPOLITAN

season, each member

of

and Internation-

Year.
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TELEVISION:WNEW-TV,NewYork;WTTG)Wasliiiigton,D.C.;KOVR-TV,Sacramento-Stockton,Calif.;WTVH,Peoria,Ill.;
WTVP, Decatur.Ill. RADIO: WNEWAM-FM, New York; WIPAM-FM, Philadelphia; WHK AM-PM, Cleveland OUTDOOR
ADVEETISING:POSTEE&KLEISER4n Ariz., Calif., Ore., and Wash. INTERNATIONAL: WRUL Worldwide Broadcasting
home office: 205 East 67th Street, New York 21,Newi ork

...FEATURES

Here in an Ampex
combined

YOU

under $1000 are all the features broadcasters

in a professional recorder so compact

The Ampex

NEED

PR -10 offers complete remote

have requested—

it fits just 14 inches of rack space.

control, full monitoring facilities, two pro-

fessional speeds, optional self-threading, all-electric pushbutton
frictionless clutch system for gentle tape handling. Alignment

controls, and new

controls are all acces-

sible from the front panel, permitting simple installation and adjustment
have been thoroughly life-tested to give broadcasters
performance

and low maintenance

assurance

over a long life of continuous

All parts

of studio quality
daily operation.

FEATURES AND ESSENTIAL DATA PR-10-1 Monophonic model ($845) available full track or half trackPR-1 0-2 Stereo /Monophonic model ($945) records and plays stereophonic, monophonic, sound -on- sound, cue track, selective
track and /wo-microphone sound • Pushbutton controls of professional relay/solenoid type • Full remote control provisions and
accessory remote unit * New automatic 2-second threading accessory, optional • All new compact electronics • Professional
monitoring includes A-B switches, VU meters, and 600 ohm output circuits • Separate erase, record and play heads on individual
mounts • Open fourth head position for optional 4-track or other playback head • Two speeds; 15 and 7'/3 ips or 7'/2 and 33/4
ips • Hysteresis synchronous motor * Proved electrodynamic clutch system for lowest flutter ever in a portable/compact recorder
• Plug-in modules for flexibility of equalization and input characteristics • Portable or rack mount • Dimensions for both
models: 19" w by 14" h permitting easy replacement of many older rack recorders • Associated equipment includes a fourposition stereo/mono mixer (MX-10) and a new 40 watt speaker-amplifier system (5A-10).

PR-10

Literature including specifications, features, benefits and applications available from Ampex. Write Dept. B-4
AMPEX PROFESSIONAL

PRODUCTS

COMPANY
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• 934 Charter St., Redwood City, Calif. • Ampex of Canada Ltd., Rexdale, Ontario.
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have one viewer where 4% of sets
tuned to same program have five viewers.
■ Breakdown of years of education
received by household head and housewives viewing a show might have 1 1 to
household heads and 25% of housewives viewing a show might have 1 1 to
12 years of education.
Data on percentage of homes in each
income bracket viewing each network
show is available in the new format. A
glance at the report might indicate that
20% of the homes viewing a program
have an income of $4,000 to $6,999
whereas 10% of the homes have an
income of $10,000 or more.
ARB said the new service will contain the most complete and comprehensive audience composition data available on a national level. The Pulse Inc.
starts it new Pulse Audience Profile in
January (Broadcasting, Nov. 28).
SRA still pressing for
single rate structure
The Station Representatives Assn.'s
campaign for a single rate to replace
the dual rate structures employed by
many stations, as well as SRA's campaign against barter, are making progress, but still need support.
This was the theory summed up by
W. Preston Peters of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, SRA's out-going president,
in his annual report to the membership
in last week's meeting in New York.
He also reviewed other SRA accomplishments, including its advertising campaign promoting the use of spot radio
in the summer, its "prospects on a
silver platter" presentation to advertisers and agencies, and its development
of new contract forms designed to make
the buying of spot time easier for
agencies.
In other action, the group elected
Lewis H. Avery of Avery-Knodel its
new president, succeeding Mr. Peters.
(See Week's Headliners, page 10).
MBS creates department
to lure new advertisers
In order to complement its expanding
radio sales program, MBS has formed
a new commercial operations department, Mutual President Robert F. Hurleigh announced last week. Herbert J.
Cutting, MBS director of sales service,
has been appointed to direct the newlycreated unit and former advertising
agency executive Fred Kilian has been
chosen to fill the sales service vacancy.
Mr. Hurleigh said the new department would be concerned with Mutual's
efforts to promote more usage of radio
by national advertisers who previously
had shunned the medium. The commercial operations department, according to
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

Messrs. Goodman and Hahn reminisce
Long advertising association celebrated
Back when the century was young,
ais man
the won
1925 for
ad
basedsmoke
on ana pipe,"
idea that
all media were print and Milton
Goodman was partner in a small (at Gumbinner American Tobacco's
the time) advertising agency, he par- Tuxedo pipe tobacco account, awarded by the late George Washington
layed achance remark by his fiancee
into an account that this month
Hill. Now the agency handles
passed its 35th year with his firm.
American's Dual Filter Tareyton, an
Here Milton Goodman (r), presi- account assigned in 1956 by Mr.
dent of Lawrence C. Gumbinner AdHahn, the tobacco firm's fifth presivertising Agency, New York, and
dent, and Roi-Tan cigars, which
Gumbinner acquired in 1928. The
Paul M. Hahn, president of American Tobacco Co., look at one of a Gumbinner firm and President Goodman were hosts to American Tobacmagazine ad series inspired by the
co executives at a luncheon in New
lady who subsequently became Mrs.
York earlier this month.
Goodman. Headlined, "I love to see

Mr. Hurleigh, would help streamline
clearance procedure to permit "almost
instantaneous" advertising schedules for
potential first-time clients on a national
scale. In the last three and a half years,
since Mutual initiated its service policy
with accent on news, special events and
sports programming, the network has
managed to obtain between 87 and 92%
clearances in prime daytime news periods, he reported.

New York metropolitan area.
Pulse, which conducted the survey
among 500 men and women, reported
that 50% of those interviewed selected

Tv's 'pleasure' rating

which the average person "learns the
most," 37% of New Yorkers interviewed selected newspapers, 28%
named books and 24% chose tv. Those
questioned also felt that children from
6-11 years old would be most affected
if tv were eliminated: a total of 77%
believed that these children would "miss

highest, pulse finds
Television provides "far more pleasure" than other types of entertainment
but ranks behind newspapers and books
as media of education and information,
The Pulse Inc. has disclosed in announcing the results of a survey in the

tv as the leisure activity which "gives
people
greatest amount
of pleasure."
Behind thetelevision
were: going
to the
movies, 24%; going to see plays, 10%.
Other activities mentioned were going
to
events, listening to the radio
and sports
bowling.
Asked to name the source from
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tv a lot."

GOVERNMENT
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GETS
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AS LISHMAN TURNS SPOTLIGHT ON ICC AND CAB
recommendations to the Commerce
serious of these, according to the staff,
A staff report to its membership was
Committee.
made public last week by the House
"is the abdication, in whole or part, of
This new subcommittee should have responsibility for the decision of cases
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.
And, for the FCC and broadcasting, it its own operating staff, the report stated, to anonyomus employes who, by procedures hidden from the public view,
was far different from most of the in- and should be helpful in devising meaput
together
that unsatisfactory product
sures
to
eliminate
agency
bottlenecks
vestigating body's past public documents.
For a change, principal target of the and to assure the integrity of agency
known
as
the
institutional decision."
decisions.
To eliminate this practice, the subcongressional group was not the comcommittee staff again recommended that
munications commission and the radioIt might be pointed out, also, that if
commission members write personally,
tv industry. This dubious honor went to only a small number of the Lishman
the Interstate Commerce Commission
or closely supervise the staff in writing
recommendations are followed the proand the Civil Aeronautics Board.
posed permanent body would have plen- the agency's decisions. Such a recomty of material to investigate for many
mendation was first made by the subHowever, the FCC and radio-tv did
com it e inJanuary 1959.
not escape completely unscathed. Chief months.
Counsel Robert W. Lishman and his
A Cheer from the FCC ■ The WashNetwork Regulation ■ "Some degree
staff made these points:
ington legal fraternity and the commisof network regulation is required," the
sion were in solid agrement with the staff report flatly stated. It said that the
■ The existing network system ". . .
chief factor herein lies in the concenpresents serious dangers to the operation
following conclusion of the subcommittration of control over affiliates by the
tee
staff:
'The
basic
problem
which
is
of broadcasting in the public interest,"
Growth of the networks has made li- common to all the agencies, and which
"overriding networks, many practices of
censing of stations only obsolete and aggravates many others, is the fact that which serve the interests of the commercial sponsors rather than those of
legislative hearings should be held early the statutes from which they derive their
next year to decide what form of net- authority are so often couched in broad
the broadcast audience."
work regulation should be adopted.
Affiliated stations devote a major porgeneral terms as 'public interest' or 'pub■ Both the FTC and FCC failed to
tion of their schedules and prime time
lic interest, convenience and necessity'."
exert the powers they possessed to curb For the FCC, among others, this diffi- to network programs, the report stated.
culty is magnified by the contradictory
payola and tv quiz rigging.
"This renders the stations highly dependent upon and increasingly under
■ Both commissions have been guilty duty of promoting broadcasting and
of abdicating the responsibility for de- regulating it at the same time, the re- network influence and control. Thus,
port said. It continued:
programming responsibility is, to a
ciding important cases to "anonymous"
employes.
"As a result, they are endowed with considerable extent, abdicated by the
■ The FCC must do more than "ex- a discretion so wide that they can offer stations and their abilities to serve the
a more or less plausible explanation for particular needs of their local commuamine" program logs in considering
renewal applications. (Such a step al- any conclusion they choose to reach
nities are appreciably restricted."
with respect to many — perhaps the
ready has been taken by the commisCongress did not confine the functions of the FCC to that of a mere traffic
sion [Broadcasting, Dec. 19 and also great majority — of the matters coming
before them . . . The economic inse- policeman of the airwaves and invested
see page 32]).
curity incident to short terms of office in it responsibility for overall program
■ Further investigation into ". . . how
has a direct bearing on the ability of a content, the staff document stated. The
far should program content and balance
be determined by the rating service ap- member to resist pressure from the Barrow report and the tv quiz hearings
President to whom he must look for
praisal of audience size?"
". . . have brought about general agreeA New Oversight? ■ Of particular in- appointment, from the Senate to whom
ment that steps should be taken with
terest was a recommendation by Mr. he must look for confirmation, and from
respect to the networks to protect the
Lishman "for the establishment of a the regulated industry which often expublic interest," the report maintained.
ercises great influence upon his prosregular subcommittee on regulatory and
And, the report concluded, regulaadministrative commissions to serve as
pects for reappointment and to which
tion by the FCC should not be limited
an advisor to the full committee conhe may have to look for employment if to networks but also should include incerning administrative process probdependent program producers and synnotHearings
reappointed."
of the subcomimttee redicators. "The limited supervision that
lems." Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
vealed many weaknesses in the FCC and
chairman of both the oversight subcomthe commission exercises over programother agencies, the report said. The most
mittee and its parent House Commerce
ming should be extended to networks
Committee, has stated publicly that no
and other persons responsible for the
effort would be made to renew the life
preparation and supplying of programs
of the investigative arm after its conNo meeting this week
to
. . ." of action are
gressional authorization expires Jan. 3.
Astation
Choicelicensees
■ Two courses
Because of the Christmas holiopen to Congress in such legislation,
Last week's report pointed out that
days, the FCC will not hold its
at the present time there is no conthe report felt. It could choose between
regular Wednesday meeting this
tinuing liaison between the Commerce
subjecting the networks and program
week. Next regularly-scheduled
Committee and the agencies it oversees.
suppliers to rules and regulations of the
meeting will be Wednesday, Jan.
It was recommended a subcommittee of
FCC or it could require that networks
4.
The
commission
and
all
offices
be licensed. The latter course would
not more than five members (oversight
will be closed today (Monday)
has nine) to keep the parent body ingive the commission more power, the
and Jan. 2. Special meeting is set
formed as to current and future agency
Dec.
29
on
fm
stereo.
report
said,powers.
because of the agency's
revocation
problems. Also, the report stated, it
should make periodic investigations and
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.), rank30
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ing minority member of the Commerce
Committee and its Oversight arm, is a
strong advocate of network regulation
and introduced a bill to that effect in
the last Congress. He also tried to attach itto S 1898, which was passed by
Congress last summer, as an amendment. This was objected to on the
House floor on the grounds no legislative hearings had been held. Rep. Harris sponsored a measure calling for licensing of the networks in the past
Congress.
"There are several points to be considered before deciding between the two
proposed methods," the report said
without indicating a preference. "Study
by the subcommittee staff has revealed
the complexities of the problem and the
difficulty in selecting the most suitable
method for its solution. Only through
full legislative hearings . . . can sufficient
information be obtained to enable a
satisfactory final determination to be
made."
Trafficking and Ratings ■ The report
repeated a 1959 subcommittee recommendation that legislative steps be taken
to prevent trafficking in licenses since
no legislative hearings were held on the
proposal. The subcommittee would prohibit the sale of a station within its
original three-year license period; permit the commission to consider parties
other than the proposed transferee, and
require the FCC to hold public hearings on sales in the locality of the station.
The Oversight staff did not mention
recent FCC rulemaking designed to
prohibit the sale of a station for three
years after the licensee had obtained
it (Broadcasting, Dec. 12).
Further congressional study is necessary into the role played by ratings in
determining program content and balance, the report stated. "The chief
issue we are concerned with is the way
ratings are used and their effect on
broadcasting in the public interest," it
was stated. The report noted that the
American Statistical Assn. has been
commissioned to make an independent
study of the statistical validity of the
methods employed by the major rating
services.
A member of the committee pointed
out, however, that this study will not
go into the role of ratings in determining programming. He said that the
subcommittee has received many complaints from radio station owners that
rating surveys result in a lowering of
overall program quality.
A Certain Conclusion ■ The staff report concluded on this note: "One
thing is certain. The subcommittee's
hearings have stimulated widespread
discussion concerning the need for improvement in the functioning of the
regulatory commissions. In addition,
the least publicized of the hearings
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

LI 959 panel discussions] contain a store
of material which should be significantly
valuable in the devising of remedies for
delay, unreasonable length of records
and undue expense.
"The data are now in the record. The
time has arrived when Congress, the
Executive and the commissions themselves should institute a program of action to eliminate bottlenecks and provide for more just and expeditious administration ofthe law. The goal is not
an across-the-board solution for the
myriad problems of the several agencies. Nor should it be a superficial
tinkering with existing statutes and regulations. What we need are far-reaching, constructive measures implementing a broad, clearly defined, national
policy in each of the regulatory areas
involved, plus a limited number of

Rehash ■ A major portion of the 263page report was devoted to subcommittee hearings and agency replies to
inquiries. In fact, a near-complete history of the controversial investigative
body's
activities
makes the report
a futurepast
reference
prize.
Separate chapters are devoted to all
of the major agencies investigated except the FTC. The Trade Commission
is referred to only in the FCC chapter
and in historical portions of the report.
The FCC chapter covers 30 pages and
goes back to the 1958 ex parte hearings
into several television grants (Miami
ch. 10, Boston ch. 5, etc.).
Of the quiz show investigations in
1959, this statement is made: "The nation was shocked at the cynical use to
which these vital public facilities [spectrum frequencies] were put in the interests ofnaked commercial selfishness."
The CAB and ICC were accused of
laxity and inefficiency and the CAB
with accepting unusual hospitality from
airlines, among other things. Mr. Lishman said these charges were not based
on findings in public hearings but confidential staff investigations.
Republican members of the subcommittee objected to such statements and
charges without being documented in
public hearing. An attempt was made
to file a dissent to the staff document
but the minority was overruled on the
grounds the report did not constitute
recommendations of the subcommittee.
The final subcommittee report is due
to be filed with the House Jan. 3 and
a minority dissent definitely will be
issued at that time, it was stated. Rep.
Harris'
will meet again on Jan. 2
for the group
last time.
KWK

still wants

that

'bill of particulars'
KWK St. Louis last week continued

Mr. Lishman
[congressional] enactments tailored to
meet the particular needs of the various
commissions."
Mr. Lishman's staff, in a word of
advice to all concerned, said that legislative reforms are not a cure-all and
warned that laws are not "self-executing." "If regulation is to be accomplished fairly, speedily ... we must
have administrators with ability, vision
and above all, with a sense of their
responsibility for preserving public confidence in the integrity of agency decisions. Whether we have such men
in public service depends in large measure upon the wisdom which is used by
the President and the Senate in exercising their respective powers of nomination and approval."

to press the FCC for a "bill of particulars" of the specific charges that have
led the commission to schedule license
revocation proceedings against the station (Broadcasting, Nov. 3 et seq.).
General charges levelled by the FCC
accused KWK of conducting fraudulent
contests. The Broadcast Bureau responded to the request for particulars
by maintaining that the licensee had no
right to such a bill. In its counter this
week the station maintained once more
that the commission had undertaken its
show-cause order without warning and
in "unfair fashion."
KWK also argued that if the charges
against it are spelled out by the bureau,
it will save time in the actual hearing.
If not, as each charge is brought up,
the station will have to request time to
investigate it, the reply claimed. Furthermore, ifthe bill is delivered, certain facts might be stipulated, thus expediting matters, the station said.

Clouds

over

the

Sunshine

State

FCC'S SNOOPER UNITS PROBE FLORIDA STATIONS; FEW COMPLAINTS
Investigative forces of the FCC have
benefit. He expressed the fear that sta- in the development stage for the past
six months and that as the officer in
been putting in overtime in Florida the
tions may be "badgered" by incompecharge he wanted to see that it was
tent investigators.
past two weeks.
started properly.
Radio stations in the Sunshine State
One broadcaster said that "everyone
are being thoroughly investigated by the is scared to death" because of an inherWhile the FE&M men are endeavorcommission field men as part of the
ent fear of anything concerned with the
ing to check every station for technical
violations prior to renewal, Mr. Cowgill
government. Still another general managency's new "inspection in depth"
said that his men are making a large
policy (Broadcasting, Dec. 19). Florida
ager echoed pretty much these same
is the present target because the licenses
sentiments. Also, it was reported, sta- sample check of Florida stations. This
tions were made to feel that if they did includes monitoring and taping of a
of her broadcast stations expire Feb. 1,
1961.
not cooperate with the commission field station's programming prior to the onPersonally leading the commission
men a subpoena would follow.
the-spot investigation. In each instance,
In each station inspection, it was
field forces is Harold Cowgill, chief of
he stated, station management is told at
the FCC Broadcast Bureau. Reached
pointed out, the FCC men made it a the outset that his programming has
point to talk to several employes but in been taped. Florida broadcasters also
in Miami by telephone Wednesday
said that they have been so warned after
(Dec. 21), Mr. Cowgill said that he is only one case was there any complaint
supervising the Florida inspections at about the type of questions asked. It the arrival of the commission investigators at their stations.
first hand because he wants to deterappeared that in most instances a twoman commission team would conduct
"We have found the stations commine how the commission's new program monitoring and taping policy is the station investigation. In Florida at
pletely cooperative," Mr. Cowgill said.
working and just what it should ac- this time are personnel from both Mr.
"They have learned something from
complish.
Cowgill's bureau and the Field Engi- us and we have learned something
The bureau chief, who is combining
neering &Monitoring Bureau. They are
from them. It has been a very satisfying
a vacation (his daughter and family live working both together and separately.
experience." He pointed out that when
in Miami) with business on the six-week
Primary Concern ■ All of the station
the
lengthy investigations were comtrip, refused to disclose how many men
managers interviewed and Mr. Cowgill
pleted, most station executives thanked
the commission has assigned to the agreed that the primary questioning of
Florida investigations at the present the commission centered around (1) the FCC men for coming. "We are
going
about this
in an orderly manner,"
time. He also did not divulge how many
what has the station done to determine
Mr. Cowgill
stated.
stations he has inspected personally or the needs of the community; (2) what
He said the investigation always behow many have been visited altogether.
programming is being done to meet
gins with the top station executives beAn "important" notice to members of these needs; (3) what is planned in the
fore any members of the staff are interviewed.
the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, howfuture, and (4) what management sees
ever, said that there were three FCC
as its responsibilities to the community
field teams operating in Florida at the in the public interest.
The Questions Asked ■ The FAB informed its members that the commisFCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
present time. The notice, from FAB
sion
was operating in Florida in a
president Lee Ruwitch of WTVJ (TV)
has consistently maintained that the memorandum
dated Dec. 13. It stated
Miami, also gave the association memcommission has the responsibility to de- that some stations in Miami already
bers advance notice of over 50 areas
termine these things in considering a stahave been inspected and that similar
of inquiry by the FCC investigators.
tion's application for license renewal
audits began Dec. 12 in Tampa and
Reaction to the investigations by Florand Mr. Cowgill said that the present
Orlando. One of the questions asked
ida station executives was varied. All of operation is being guided by that manwas whether the station belonged to and
date.
Mr.
Cowgill
said
that
the
new
those checked by Broadcasting, however, said that the FCC men had been
participated in the FAB. Other quesrenewal investigating program has been
tions covered these subjects, according
polite and gone about their work in a
to
the
association:
gentlemanly manner. None complained
about efforts to solicit information from
Nothing nasty, please
History of station; table of organization; ownership; absentee ownership;
employes behind management's back, a
Officials
of
the
Inaugural
Comcharge that had been made directly to
financial organization and trends; promittee
arranging
the
Jan.
20
cerethe FCC earlier by at least one station.
gramming format and trends; relative
monies for President-elect John F.
One Main Complaint ■ Principal
position in community; financial posiKennedy have attempted to detion— assets vs. liabilities; coverage;
complaint among broadcasters was that
fine "good taste" in advertising.
that they had no advance notice the
audience — teenagers or adult; comAsked at a Dec. 21 news concommission investigators were coming.
plaints or difficulties in records of staference about sponsorship rules
tion; renewal files; subscribe to Standfor network coverage, Chairman
"It strikes me as just being a bit unard Rate & Data; subscribe to ratings;
American," one station manager said in
E. H. Foley said commercial arexpressing the feeling that common
payola survey; swapouts and trade deals;
rangements must pass the good
barter deals; subscribe to NAB code;
courtesy dictates a telephone call prior
19). test (Broadcasting, Dec.
taste
experience with Legislative Oversight
to the appearance of the FCC men.
Subcommittee and FTC; financial data
Another manager, whose station had
When committee officials were
not been visited by the middle of last
of previous owner.
asked to give examples of sponweek, said that his first reaction to the
Also, any record of failure to file
sors that might not be approved,
required reports or questionnaires with
FCC's visits was "to be annoyed." He
they mentioned such products as
said, however, that if the investigations
FCC; over-commercialization; policy redeodorants, medicines and possiuncover practices detrimental to broadgarding political requests; failure to
bly alcoholic beverages.
casting, the legitimate operators will
grant equal time, etc.; possibility of
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960
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SEATTLE

T A COM

A

TRIO

KUDY, Seattle, 910 kc.-l kw.
KTAC, Tacoma, 850 kc.-l kw.
KQTY, Everett, 1230 kc.-l kw.
The right combination to sell the
Puget Sound Area announces the
appointment of AVERY-KNODEL, Inc.
as National Sales Representatives
Now you can solve the problems of
buying the most effective Spot Radio
time in the Seattle-Tacoma Area
with the right combination — the
SEATTLE-TACOMA TRIO . . . the three
stations with the right power, low
frequency and locally-flavored
programming to give you intensive
coverage of more than half of the state's
population. All with one order . . . and
one bill at realistic, efficient rates.
This exciting, new development in one of
America's most important markets
means easier, on-target timebuying for
all:
o advertisers. For high- .
frequency saturation . . .for vest-pocket
budgets, too. So, don't buy until
you get the new story of the
SEATTLE-TACOMA TRIO.
The right combination: the
SEATTLE-TACOMA TRIO . . . linking
together 533% of Washington state's
retail sales. With a single order.

C

"^

AVERY-KNODEL

Offices !m New York « Atlanta • Dallas • Detroit
San Francisco » Los Angeles • Chicago

hidden ownership; bias on controversial
issues; editorials or discussion panels
and fairness; utilization and development of local talent; farm director; relations with farm organizations; procedures for reviewing programs and announcements prior to broadcast; procedure for checking accuracy of advertising claims.
Also, broadcast horse racing — to
what extent; use of prizes, promotional
gimmicks; total station budget for programming, salaries, etc; civic relations;
use of station to promote other business
interests of owners; qualified station personnel; taped record of programming;
compare station logs for one week with
on-the-air logs; manuals or written
procedures on station policy; current
balance sheet and operating statement;
comparison of notes with outstanding
obligations, responsibilities of officers.
Also, operation of station by licensee
on day-to-day basis or delegation of
authority to others; procedures covering selection of music; records on political broadcasting, including paid time;
complaint files; correspondence with
network if affiliated; manner of station's
response to local needs; current community issues; sensitive to social needs
of community; local news gathering facilities; inews
s
rewritten or read straight
from wire; facilities for remote broadcasts; ifnewspaper owned, use of staff
and resources of newspaper; 14 points
on manner
cal needs. of station's response to loMeeting the Obligations ■ In addition,
the FCC investigators covered the following points in seeking information on
how the station determined and met
the particular programming needs of
the community: local expression; children; religious; educational; development and use of local talent; public
affairs; editorialization; political; farm;
news; weather; market news; sports;
minority groups; entertainment; program
philosophy. (It is to be noted that there
are several duplications in the questioning areas.)
A powerful endorsement was given
the FCC last week in its new policy of
monitoring and taping a licensee's programming prior to renewal. In a staff
report released by the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, this statement was
made:

"It would seem that if
program
content and balance are better
to be achieved
within the constitu
'free speech'
doctrine the commisstional
ion must do more
than examine the program logs of the
individual licensees coming before it for
renewal. Realistically, it would seem
that the commission must examine the
extent to which a particular station's
time is monopolized by network programs and the nature of such network
programs must also be examined." (See
separate story, page 30.)
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FCC

can

help itself to cutting

red tape

THAT'S THE OPINION OF A LAWYER-ENGINEER STUDY
■ Eliminate the need for submission
There's nothing wrong with the basic
of
plan of the transmitter site and
policy; it's how it has been put into an aaerial
photograph of the site for
practice.
applications proposing non-directional
This is the sentiment of a joint committee comprising communication law- operation with a power of 5 kw or less.
yers and engineers who submitted a
■ Establish night-time skywave interference limitations on the basis of calstudy last week on the FCC's processculated rather than measured patterns.
ing procedures in the handling of applications for standard radio stations.
The committee was headed by Howard T. Head, and included also George
The basic policy of protected contours is all right, the committee said, C. Davis, both engineers, and Ben C.
but it has been eroded dangerously
Fisher and Earl R. Stanley, attorneys.
FCC Broadcast Bureau Assistant Chief
through the wide-spread use of exceptions and waivers.
James E. Barr and Broadcast Facilities
Among a number of proposals, the Division Chief Wallace E. Johnson parcommittee recommended most strongly
ticipated as observers.
a substitute for the 10% rule. This is
the regulation which prohibits the grant
Wausau applicant quitting
of a new am station if more than 10%
of the population it proposes to serve
Valley Telecasting Co., Wausau, Wis.,
will receive interference from existing last week asked the FCC to dismiss
stations.
without prejudice its application for a
This rule, the committee said, "is tv construction permit on ch. 9 in that
probably the most maligned of the city. Clayton Ewing, president, stated
technical rules on the commission's
he had decided to make the request
books." It is "replete with exceptions
as a matter of his own judgment, with
. . . and waivers have been frequent.
"no agreement or understanding, direct
Many applicants have resorted to va- or indirect, with the remaining applirious subterfuges in order to qualify
cant." He said no officer, director or
for one of the exceptional provisions,
stockholder of Valley was given any
and the rule has been frequently self- consideration or inducement of any
defeating since the tolerable amount
kind to drop the application and that
of interference varies widely with popu"no such consideration will be redensity."
The lation
committee
recommended that
The remaining applicant is Central
the commission propose a substitute
Wisconsin Television Inc., Walter A.
for the 10% rule, inviting comments
ceived."
and counterproposals from interested Baumgardt, president. A comparative
hearing had been scheduled on several
issues, including the acceptability of
parties.
In order to tighten the rules which
would aid in solving the processing each applicant's transmitter sites from
workload problem by making it worthan aeronautical point of view. Valley's
less to file unsound or marginal pro- site was not acceptable on the airspace
posals, the committee suggested that issue, its petition to withdraw said, and
the FCC:
this was among the factors in Mr.
■ Eliminate the requirement for a Ewing's decision.
showing of geographical area and
NLRB rules against IBEW
population.
■ Require a map showing coverage
The contract of KSD St. Louis with
and interference-free contours in support of an application for a new station International Brotherhood of Electrical
or for license renewal.
Workers does not cover employes involved in library filing, indexing and
■ Limit the interference showing to
a presentation of contours required to record keeping in the case of a Collins
determine the presence or absence (not audio tape unit, according to a Dec.
the actual quality) of interference.
20 ruling by National Labor Relations
■ Eliminate the present prescribed
Board. IBEW had protested assignment of such work by the station to
ratio of desired to undesired signal
(1:30) for operation with 20 kc fre- members of American Federation of
Musicians and the St. Louis Newspaper
quency separation.
Amend the rule which requires ap- Guild. IBEW was given 10 days to
plicants to show population within
if it accepts
board's
ruling the
and board
will refrain
from the
forcing
or
blanket contour to apply only to sta- notify
tions operating in excess of 5 kw.
requiring KSD to assign to IBEW work
■ Amend the roof-top antenna rule it now gives to AFM and guild emto raise the maximum power to 1 kw
ployes. KSD has been using the Collins unit to dub music from its library
for existing stations proposing an into cartridges.
crease in power.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

MULTIPLY

AND

CONQUER

Six* times what eight-digit number composed of a
combination** of 1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9 results in a ninedigit number composed of 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9?
Send us the correct answer and win a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics" — Dover
Publications, Inc., N. Y. (If you have already won
it, say so in your entry and we'll provide a different
prize. )
* We tried to make it work with our channels and frequencies (7,3,63 and 63), but our one brain-cell computer
couldn't do it.
** Combine WMAL-TV with WSVA-TV and get the Washington, D. C. — Harrisonburg, Va. markets at attractive
combination rate.

wmal-tv
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL

and WMAL-FM,

Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV

and WSVA,
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Harrisonburg, Va.

3

AP-UPI

PREPARE

CONELRAD

CIRCUITS

Station news tickers will alert broadcasters of attack
There's a new kind of hot foot for be focussed on the back of the neck of
the broadcaster, but it's topside of the the slot man in the news department.
When a Conelrad alert flashes, the lamp
anatomy
and a it's
to give
the
recipient
slowguaranteed
burn.
automatically would be turned on. The
This is the use of a heat lamp as one resulting burn would "notify" the vicof the methods under consideration to
tim of the hot neck that he better check
alert radio station personnel to the existence of a Conelrad message on the
news ticker.
It is one of the means being explored by the FCC and the radio industry to assure the success of the
AP-UPI circuits for Conelrad.
The news services' teletype circuits
will be used to flash attack warnings
to all radio stations participating in the
Conelrad program. Contracts for this
purpose were signed last month between the two news services and the
Air Force (Broadcasting, Nov. 14).
The infrared lamp idea was suggested as one means of signaling a
newscaster that there is a Conelrad
alert on the ticker. The lamp would

the news ticker — fast.
Actually, the heat lamp idea is under consideration only for those situations where the AP or UPI news ticker
is enclosed or otherwise segregated
away from newsroom hearing.
The plans for using the news services' circuits to transmit Conelrad alerts
envisage using the bulletin bells on the
teletype to arouse news men. In the
test stage is a device which, if perfected, is expected to automate the
entire process of Conelrad operation
and procedures (see box, this page).
All Points Message ■ Planned for full
scale operation early in the coming
year, the AP-UPI system is based on
the fact that all key Conelrad stations,

9

and most secondary Conelrad stations,
are subscribers to either of the two
news services. Some 5,000 news tickers
are understood to be involved.
The news circuits are tied into the
North American Air Defense Command (NOR AD) headquarters at Colorado Springs. The Air Force is leasing,
at an estimated $5,000 per month, two
special lines — one to the AP traffic
center in New York and the other to
the UPI center in Chicago.
The special Conelrad alert will be initiated by NORAD in Colorado Springs.
A signal will be flashed over the circuit
to the news centers in Chicago and
New York.
There a pre-perforated tape will be
fed into all circuits. This will activate
the "bulletin"' bell signals on all receiving tickers at radio stations.
AP teletypewriters must be modified
to make the bell signals correspond to
those used on the UPI tickers. This
modification job, at a cost of about $5
each, will be borne by the Air Force.
Upon receipt of the message, the
station is expected to proceed into the
Conelrad operation.
At the present time, this notification
is accomplished by telephonic message
to key Conelrad stations. Upon their
transmission of a code signal, all other
Conelrad outlets, which are required
to continuously monitor the key station, are informed.
Law

firm

in FCC

Look

Ma, no hands!

Take a good look at this. It's going to be part of every radio station's
equpiment before long — if it proves
out in field testing as it has under
laboratory conditions.
The device is a Conelrad Transmitter Control Unit, developed by
the FCC labs. It was assembled, at
a cost of $ 1 80 for parts, to produce a
fully, automated Conelrad system
which in the ultimate will mean the
elimination of human factors from
the red button at North American
Air Defense Command (NORAD)
in Colorado Springs, Colo., to the
local radio station being shifted into
Conelrad operation.
The instrument, now being tested
over WWDC Washington, D. C.
comprises circuits which when activated by the special signal from
36 (GOVERNMENT)

NORAD will perform the following
functions:
■ Interrupt the carrier for 15 seconds, twice.
■ Transmit a 15-second 1,000 cps
tone.
■ Transmit a pre-recorded message to be broadcast to the public
announcing the saspension of regular
broadcasting and calling on listeners
to tune to the Conelrad frequencies,
640 kc or 1240 kc.
■ Cut off the transmitter and set
in motion the procedures for placing
the transmitter on 640 kc or 1240 kc.
At the present time the control
unit is activated by hand, following
telephone alert or shortly, through
the use of the teletype news services
of The Associated Press or United
Press International.

asks

change

pre-grant

rule

First complaint about the FCC's new
pre-grant rules, issued last month in
line with congressional revision of the
Communications Act, was submitted to
the commission last week.
The plea for reconsideration was submitted by the Washington law firm of
McKenna & Wilkinson. The firm objected to a provision which, it claimed,
would preclude a petition for reconsideration under Sec. 405 of the Communications Act if the pre-grant protest
right had not been exercised.
This would put licensees to needless
expense in many ways, the pleading
stated. It is also contrary to what Congress had in mind, the law firm said.
Last month, McKenna & Wilkinson
noted, the FCC issued rules to bring its
regulations in line with the amendments
to the Communications Act (Broadcasting, Nov. 21). One of these was
a revision of Sec. 1.191(c) to provide
that anyone desiring to petition for reconsideration ofa grant made without
a hearing would have to show "good
cause" why he didn't object prior to
the grant under the new pre-grant protest provisions.
The pre-grant protest section, the
lawyers said, was designed as a permisBROADCASTING, December 26, 1960
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•

sive move by Congress. Under the
FCC's revised rules, this becomes mandatory, or the petitioner loses his right
to seek redress after the grant.
The law firm asked that the commission reconsider this action.
New

Miami

ch. 10

ruling is on its way
The Miami ch. 10 case moved toward
a sort of climax last week when a
scheduled pre-hearing conference in the
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
turned into a virtual argument on
whether or not the FCC's July 14 order
was legitimate.
A three-judge appeals court panel indicated that a decision on this point
may be issued by the end of the week.
Parties were urged to begin writing
briefs in preparation for an early argument on the basic question whether the
commission's disqualification of all but
one of the four Miami ch. 10 applicants
was proper.
Pending before the court is a motion
by National Airlines to vacate the
FCC's July 14 order. Also pending is
an appeal by North Dade Video Inc.
against the commission's finding that it
was guilty of off the record activity
while the case was before the FCC.
WKAT Inc., licensee of WKAT Miami, indicated that it was not interested
in pursuing the battle any further. Ironically, the entire case is in the court's
jurisdiction because WKAT appealed
the alcommission's
1957 grant to NationAirlines.
In its July 14 order, the commission
found three of the four applicants guilty
of ex parte representations during the
original hearing. It disqualified all of
these, and issued a grant to the fourth
applicant, L. B. Wilson Inc.
The question of the FCC's authority
to issue a final order and to grant the
ch. 10 facility to one of the applicants
was raised by National Airlines. The
owner of the present WPST-TV Miami
claimed that the court's 1958 remand
order called on the commission to submit recommendations to the court, not
to issue a final order.
Other arguments were presented to
the court in behalf of Elzey Roberts,
former St. Louis broadcaster, who is
seeking to have the ch. 10 case opened
to new applicants. Eastern Airlines, one
of the original intervenors, informed the
court that it was no longer interested
in pursuing the case.
The FCC

last week...

■ Postponed from Feb. 3, 1961 to May
3, 1961 deadline for comments in the
matter of proposed rules affecting operations in the 450-470 mc band. Deadline
for reply comments was set at May 15,
1961. The action was taken in response to a request by Electronic In38 (GOVERNMENT)

dustries Assn. There are two broadcast
remote pickup bands in this 20 mc
band.

Rep. Brown may form pr
firm in Washington, D. C.

■ Was requested by Transcontinent
Television Corp., licensee of WROC-TV
Rochester, N. Y., (ch. 5) to clarify and
amplify its notice of proposed rulemaking looking toward adding ch. 9 to
Syracuse and ch. 13 to Rochester. The
FCC proposes to accomplish this by
shifting ch. 8 from Syracuse to Rochester and ch. 5 from the latter city to the
former (Broadcasting, Dec. 5). The
petition also asked for an extension of
time for filing comments from Jan. 6,
1961, to March 6, 1961, whether or not
the amplification request is granted. The
company stated that specific details on
engineering issues and the status of
Canadian allocation agreements were
required since the proposed rulemaking
"goes to the very heart of its operation"
of WROC-TV.

Rep. Charles H. Brown (D-Mo.),
former broadcaster and advertising man
who lost his House seat to Republican
Durward G. Hall in the November
elections, is considering forming his
own public relations organization in
Washington, D.C.
Rep. Brown, who relied largely on
broadcast campaign techniques to unseat 12-termer Republican Dewey Short
in 1956, last year was named head of
a Small Business subcommittee to investigate whether small business firms
are getting "a fair opportunity to advertise" on television (Broadcasting,
March 23, 1959), but no hearings were
ever scheduled.
The Missouri Democrat is a board
member of the Connie B. Gay Broadcasting Corp., which includes WQMR
and WGAY (FM) Silver Spring,
Md., WTCR Ashland, Ky. -Huntington,
W.Va., and WFTC Kinston, N.C. He
also heads Brown Radio-Tv Productions, Springfield, Mo., which has been
more or less inactive since Mr. Brown
went to Congress. He managed KYTV
(TV) Springfield in 1954 and was with
KWTO Springfield and Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis, from 1942-45. He also has
served as broadcast advertising manager of Ralston Purina Co.

■ Was requested by the Ogden (Utah)
City Board of Education to institute
rulemaking to reserve ch. 24 there for
educational use. Ogden's ch. 9 is in
commercial use by KVOG-TV; ch. 18
is assigned to KWCS-TV, etv outlet of
the Weber County School District.
There is no application pending for ch.
24. The education board said it needs
the uhf channel to "make possible a
more inclusive offering of instruction
by tv" for students in its area.

Westinghouse
loses NBC-RKO
appeal
SUPREME COURT DENIES STATUS IN STATION SWAP
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. lost
its final attempt last week to gain status
as a party in federal court to the NBCRKO General, Philadelphia-Boston radio tv stations swap. The U. S. Supreme Court in a short order dismissed
Westinghouse's appeal from a lower
court decision refusing this status.
Westinghouse tried to intervene in
the NBC-RKO General transaction in
Philadelphia federal court last June. Its
petition was denied by District Judge
William H. Kirkpatrick (Broadcasting, July 4).
The NBC-RKO General transaction
was submitted for Judge Kirkpatrick's
approval under the terms of the consent
decree signed by NBC in 1959. The
decree provided that NBC must dispose
of its Philadelphia stations and must
submit any acquisitions to the court.
The network's consent judgment
closed the antitrust suit brought by the
government against NBC following
NBC's exchange of stations with Westinghouse in 1956. In this exchange,
NBC turned over to Westinghouse its
Cleveland stations. In return Westinghouse gave its Philadelphia stations to
the network. Westinghouse also received $3 million from NBC.

CASE

The Dept. of Justice charged that
NBC was attempting to monopolize the
ownership of tv stations in top markets.
It also alleged that NBC coerced Westinghouse into agreeing to the swap by
threatening to withdraw its affiliations
with Westinghouse stations.
Westinghouse's WBZ-TV Boston is
now the NBC affiliate there. If the network acquires
RKO General's
TV Boston,
Westinghouse
will WNAClose this
affiliation.
In addition to the Philadelphia-Boston exchanges, the NBC-RKO General
transaction provides that RKO General
will buy the network's Washington,
D. C, radio-tv stations for $11.5 million. NBC also is buying KTVU(TV)
San Francisco for $7.5 million. This
latter purchase is under attack before
the FCC and in court by KRON-TV
San ateFrancisco,
the present NBC affilithere.
The Supreme Court order dismissing
the Westinghouse appeal showed that
Justices Hugo L. Black and William O.
Douglas voted to take the case under
appeal, and Justice Felix Frankfurter
voted to affirm the lower court's decision, ineffect concurring with the majority but using a different procedure.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

New

Image

RCA-4401

Orthicon

High sensitivity and high signal output of RCA-4401
make possible quality color pictures at black-andwhite light levels.
Now every TV studio can be made into a color
studio. RCA-4401 eliminates the need for extra lighting and air conditioning. It produces high-quality
color pictures with a scene illumination of 150 footcandles. Satisfactory color pictures can be obtained
with a lens opening of f/5.6 at scene illumination as
low as 40 footcandles.
A single color camera equipped with RCA-4401 's
can put you in business. It can be used in the studio
or taken to remote locations and operated as light
levels change from daylight through dusk to artificial

lighting. These versatile tubes have been successfully
used to colorcast night sports events at light levels
once adequate for black-and-white pickup only.
Designed to fit color cameras using 3-inch image
orthicons, the 4401 is unilaterally interchangeable
with RCA types 6474 or 7513. RCA-4401's are provided in factory-matched sets of three, including one
tube preselected for the blue channel. Availability is
no problem; the RCA-4401 is in full production.
Get in touch with your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor today for more details on how RCA-4401
can broaden your colorcasting capability— and cut
costs at the same time. RCA Electron Tube Division,
Harrison, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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happens-

on

WFBM

w Eckrich* renews
blank check"
news contract
for third year!
Wherever or whenever BIG news
breaks in Indiana, WFBM keeps
Hoosiers in touch with events as
they happen. Eckrich likes WFBM's
exclusive "news beats" . . . knows
WFBM's mobile radio and television units will be in action at the
scene, whether it's a fire in Elwood
or a flood in Terre Haute.
Eckrich trusts our judgment as
to whether an event warrants preemption of regular programming
(when it does, automatic sponsorship results). Doesn't such performance of our 17-man news operation
justify your confidence, too? Next
time why not call us first!
♦Peter Eckrich 4 Sons, Inc.. Meat Specialties

TV
NBC

6 INDIANAPOLIS

wwmm
Radio
ABC
1260
Represented Nationally by The KATZ Agency

PLAN

YEAREND

Gulf to sponsor NBC-TV's effort
Gulf Oil Corp. last week chose to
sponsor the full-hour yearend NBC
News special, Projection '61, as the first
event in its purchase of news coverage
on NBC-TV (Broadcasting, Dec. 12).
The examination of the events and personalities that made news during the
past year is one of several similar summaries to be presented this week by
the networks.
The lineup of yearend programs finds
all networks except ABC-TV represented on a schedule that range from a
half-hour special aired Dec. 15 on ABC
Radio to a week-long series of broadcasts starting today (Dec. 26) on Mutual. With the benefit of hindsight and
a look at the crystal ball, newsmen and
commentators will project their analyses
of
the next.
past year's events to predictions
of the
A number of NBC and CBS correspondents, who are returning from
posts around the world to offer their
views, will prolong their trips home to
participate next month in lectures and
forums arranged between the networks
and a variety of organizations from
Boston to San Francisco (Closed Circuit, Dec. 19).
NBC-TV: Projection '61, a colorcast
with Chet Huntley, David Brinkley and
10 other NBC News correspondents in
discussion of world events of the past
year as they may affect developments
in the coming months, on Dec. 30 (Fri.,
9-10
p.m. EST).
It's the
first of
an
undetermined
number
of NBC
News
specials to be sponsored by Gulf as
major news developments occur
throughout the coming year.
CBS-TV: Years of Crisis, the traditional roundtable report by CBS News
correspondents will be presented Dec.
29 (Thur. 10-11 p.m. EST), with Edward R. Murrow again serving as moderator. Every year since 1949, with the
exception of 1959, CBS-TV has called
together a group of correspondents for
summaries of the year's greatest news
stories, domestic and foreign, and to
look ahead to possible news events of
the coming year.
CBS Radio: Background, normally a
25-minute Sunday news show, will be
extended Jan. 1 to 50 minutes (12:101 p.m.) for another special roundtable
discussion among eight CBS News correspondents, with Mr. Murrow as anchorman.
NBC Radio: At week's end it will be
Monitor time, and a network spokesman said a "tub-thumping" session is
planned as a change of pace from the

NEWS

SHOWS

as first of its new buy
"serious" nature of the news in 1960.
Monitor remotes on tap for the weekend include live bands, Times Square,
a convention of World War I flyers and
interviews with Rose Bowl queens from
1905 to 1960.
Monitor this weekend also will feature 10 NBC news correspondents in a
series of 10 five-minute reports on
events and trends in their respective assigned coverage areas of the world.
Mutual: The decision to devote the
Dec. 26-30 broadcasts of The World
Today to a 1960 chronicle was based
on what producer Norman Baer describes as the "great number of precedent-setting events as well as the innumerable historic activities this year."
The Tuesday-through-Thursday broadcasts will be heard in their regular time
period, 8:05-8:30 p.m. EST, today's
will be 7:35-8 p.m.
ABC Radio: This Year Around the
World, a 55-minute review of the major
news stories of 1960, will be presented
Dec. 30 (Fri. 9-9:55 p.m. EST). The
ABC News production, with Bill Shadel
as anchorman, will feature recorded
highlights and on-the-spot reports of top
events.
ABC Radio's fifth annual program
on the economic prospects and business
outlook for 1961, produced in cooperation with Newsweek magazine, was
broadcast Dec. 15 (10-10:30 p.m.).
Titled What's Ahead For 1961, the program featured seven leaders from diverse industries.
On the lecture circuit, "Great Decisions '61," as discussed by seven foreign correspondents of NBC News, will
be presented next month in five cities —
Boston (Jan. 4), Philadelphia (Jan. 5),
Detroit (Jan. 9), New York (Jan. 10)
and Chicago (Jan. 13). A team of
CBS News correspondents will kick off
a series of forums in New York on
Dec. 30, and then travel to Dallas (Jan.
3), Los Angeles (Jan. 5), San Francisco (Jan. 6), Washington, D. C. (Jan.
9) and Chicago (Jan. 10).
NBC

to colorcast Inaugural

NBC-TV is planning a color "first"
for the Inaugural parade Jan. 20. Network cameras will cover Capitol ceremonies in monochrome and switch to
color when the parade starts past the
President's reviewing stand, expected
about 2 p.m. EST. Four color cameras
will be stationed in Lafayette Park
across the street from the White House
41
(14 black-and-white cameras will be at
the Capitol and two in the mobile unit).

can do when his tax at filing time exceeds withdrawals made through the
previous year.
The film is produced by Ralph Lopatin Productions, Philadelphia, under
IRS supervision, and is written and
directed by Gene Starbecker and narrated by actor Claude Rains.
IRS also has produced for NBC-TV,
at the network's request, one-minute
and 20-second tax information spots.
Other IRS spots available to stations
through district offices are six 10-second, six 20-second and six 60-second.
The first IRS film, produced two
years ago, has been shown on tv stations about 315 times, including several color telecasts, IRS officials said.
Wolper

tries new

approach to networks
Producer David Wolper may have
They're in a merging mood
William Miesegaes (I.), president
of Transfilm-Caravel Inc., New
York, and Robert H. Klaeger, president of Klaeger Film Productions
Inc., study the agreement under
which the Klaeger Co. is merged into
Transfilm-Caravel. Klaeger, like
Transfilm-Caravel, produced tv com-

WEBR's 'Sing Along' show
is spreading to others
A WEBR Buffalo, N. Y., programming concept called "Sing Along" has
spread to other radio stations across the
country through WEBR's cooperation
in supplying information and material
through its national representative, H-R
Representatives Inc., New York.
Conceived and created by Bill
Schweitzer, in charge of programming
and promotion at WEBR, the format
was adapted in October to the station's
entire programming structure, enabling
audiences to actually participate in the
programming and to achieve a close
identity and rapport with the station.
Mr. Schweitzer said the concept must
be a joint programming-promotion operation. "Sing Along" record selections
fill out about 50% of the programming
day.
To illustrate how "Sing Along" is
handled at WEBR, Mr. Schweitzer cited
a Christmas contest based on Roulette
Records' "Dominick the Donkey" by
Lou Monte. The record was played
several times a day, and each time a
post card was picked at random from
collections received from listeners. Each
winner received a copy of the record,
and at the conclusion of the contest,
a grand prize winner received $100
42 (PROGRAMMING)

mercials, industrial films and training films. Under the merger terms,
Mr. Klaeger becomes president of
Transfilm-Caravel's newly-formed
film production division and senior
vice president of the company.
Transfilm-Caravel is owned by the
Buckeye Corp., New York.

worth of toys, which were delivered by
"Santa" riding a donkey named Dominick.
WEBR reports variations on the contest have been run by disc jockeys at
WJZ-TV Baltimore; WLOB Portland,
Me.; WORC Worcester, Mass.; WICE
Providence, R. I.; and WCOP Boston.
Stations that have adopted the format
in full include WMNI Columbus, Ohio,
and WMIL Milwaukee. WABC New
York ran "Sing Along" for two days
recently as a special promotion to introduce a new lineup of personalities.
Internal Revenue makes
another television film
The U.S. Internal Revenue Service
has had so much success in educating
taxpayers to tax problems by television
with a film produced two years ago
that IRS has produced a second 28minute film on tax information.
Titled "The Inevitable Day," the
16 mm film will be made available
to U.S. television stations through some
60 district IRS offices throughout the
country. IRS has 250 color prints and
100 black and white prints for distribution to stations and the film covers operation of new IRS automatic electronic
data processing machines, what a taxpayer may do when he disagrees with
a tax finding against him and what ha

found the mentary
wayon ato network.
get an "outside"
docu-it
You call
entertainment.
His one-hour Hollywood and the
Movies, produced in association with
Saul J. Turell, president of Sterling
Television Co., is understood to be
tentatively scheduled by ABC-TV for
some Thursday evening in February.
Procter & Gamble was reported in New
York last week as ready to sponsor
the special hour. P&G through Compton Adv. regularly presents The Real
McCoys on ABC-TV, Thursdays 8:309 p.m. EST but is understood to be
buying the special hour through Benton
& Bowles.
Mr. Wolper got thumbs down from
the networks last year when news departments rejected his Race For Space
on grounds they preferred to produce
their own news-public affairs material.
Shulton Inc., which already had agreed
to sponsor the hour, went on with its
agency, Wesley Assoc., New York, to
line up more than 100 stations for
nearly simultaneous syndicated showing
of the film.
Wolper-Sterling Production Inc.,
represented by MCA Artists Ltd., has
been gathering film here and abroad
for months for Hollywood and the
Movies. Some of the footage is from
private tivities
sources,
of stars. showing informal acMr. Turell, owner of some of the
footage to be seen in the special, produced the half -hour Silent s Please for
ABC-TV last summer. It ran sustaining Aug. 4 through Oct. 20.
Another Las Vegas show set
Tv adventurers are foresaking street
fights and range wars to gather indoors
around the gaming table. The second
Las Vegas series for the 1961-62 season
has been announced with ABC-TV's
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

why KSD-TV

bought Warner's "Films of the 50's"

Says Keith Gunther, "The main reason
we bought Seven Arts' first release of
post-50's is a matter of simple arithmetic.
"We figure to come out OK on Warner's "Films
of the 50's" because features of this high
calibre have far greater re-run value than
ordinary productions. Our long-term contract
with Seven Arts enables us to work out
more re-use in prime time.
"Actually there's another reason. We have
a good feature film sponsor to consider
and we want to give him
II

but

nothing
Warner's
KEITH GUNTHER, PROGRAM MANAGER
KSD-TV, ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI

money

the

Films of the 50's...

makers

of the 60's

SEVEN

ARTS

ASSOCIATED
CORP.
NEW YORK: 270 Pa rk Avenue • YUkon 6-1717
CHICAGO: 8922-D LaCr me, Skokie, III. • ORchard 4-5105
DALLAS: 6710 Brad bury Lane • ADams 9-2855
LOS ANGELES: 11358 Elderwood St. • GRanite 6-1564
FOR LIST OF TV STATIONS
PROGRAMMING WARNER'S FILMS OF THE 50's
SEE PAGE ONE SRDS (SPOT TV RATES AND DATA).

best"

o&o's 'Dimension' c tchmg on
hear the CBS-owned radio
her mind about leaving — the "Dipeople tell it, the dimensions
mension" expert (Allen Ludden, director of program services, CBS
CBS Radio "Dimension" program service appear to be ever
owned radio stations) reports — after
widening. Technically at least they listening to a stanza called Sunrise
are: 36 new features have just been
(an inspirational segment narrated
added, 18 in the Money and Me se- by Kevin McCarthy) on WCBS New
ries and another 18 in The Most
York. The woman, Mrs. David
Influential Person In My Life series. Bengin of West Hempstead, Long
Island, called to tell the station
Emotionally, it appears "Dimension"
has widened the horizon — or at the about this unusual experience and
least rekindled receptiveness to the the station in return put her on the
U.S. — of a woman in Long Island air. The program service supplies
who was about to return to her na- brief recorded features (with prominently known persons narrating) for
tive England after a 12-year stay in
use within entire programs.
this country. She abruptly changed
CBS
To
station
of the

scheduling of Las Vegas File, an hourlong series.
The announcement was made jointly
last week by Thomas E. Moore, ABCTV programming vice president, and
William T. Orr, tv production vice
president of Warner Bros., which has
eight shows on ABC-TV this season.
Las Vegas File will be shot on location
and producers say they have exclusive
access to files and facilities of the
sheriff's office of Clark County, Nev.,
and the Las Vegas Police Dept. Jule

Schermer, producer, will make 26 hourlong episodes.
NBC-TV earlier announced scheduling of a Goodson-Todman hour show,
Las Vegas, to debut next fall. (Broadcasting, Dec. 5).
Audience Board plans awards
A new award of merit for the nation's
entertainment fare, covering television,
radio and motion pictures, was announced last week by the National Audience Board, an organization that has

been engaged in entertainment evaluation since 1954.
A graphic symbol representing the
award is being developed by the board.
The sponsor and producer of the outstanding tv and radio material will be
presented with the award. The selection
of the winaers will be made by a poll
of such community opinion-molders as
clergymen and executives and members
of a wide variety of civic, religious, cultural and educational organizations.
Actor sues for back salary
Jerome Thor, starred in the TV film
series, Rogue For Hire, is suing Philip
N. Krasne and California Studios for
$28,988 allegedly due him in back salary. The suit filed in Los Angeles
Superior Court asserts that Mr. Krasne
issued promissory notes to the actor
for an indebtedness of some $35,000
which was to have been paid off in
monthly installments of $2,070 each,
but that the payments stopped after
three months. Earlier, Screen Actors
COLORCAST
I NG
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EST).
NBC-TV
Dec. 26-30, Jan. 2-4 (10:30-11 a.m.)
Play Your Hunch, part.
Jan.part.
24 (11-11:30 a.m.)
TheDec.
Price26-30,
Is Right,
2-4 (12:30-12:55 p.m.)
It Dec.
Could 26-30,
Be You,Jan.part.
Dec. 26-30, Jan. 2-4 (2-2:30 p.m.) The
Jan Murray Show, part.
(11:15 p.m.-l a.m.)
TheDec.
Jack26-29,
Paar Jan.
Show,2-4part.

PUT
YOUR

Dec. 26 (11:45 a.m.-conclusion) National Football League Championship,
FINGER
HERE

c

!

A MARKET BIGGER
THAN ST, LOUIS
. . . bigger than Newark
and Rochester combined
Of course KTNT-TV covers Seattle
like a blanket . . . but that's only
part of the story. The entire area
served by this lively station includes
7 major urban areas and a concentrated farm and suburban population . . . iys million people with overaverage incomes. Talk to your
WEED TELEVISION man before
you buy your next TV time in the
Pacific Northwest. Learn more
about this favored market and this
popular station.

CBS Television for Seattle, Tacoma
and the Puget Sound Area
44 (PROGRAMMING)

Dec. 28, Jan. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, Lever through Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather; Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel.
part.
Dec.Music
28, Jan.Hall,
4 (9-10
PerryJ. Como's
Kraft
Kraft p.m.)
through
Walter
Thompson.
Dec. 31 (10-10=30 a.m.) The Shari
Lewis Show, Nabisco through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Dec. 31 (10=30-11 a.m.) King Leonardo
and his Short Subjects, General Mills
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Dec. 31 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through J. Walter Thompson.
Jan. 1 (3-5 p.m.) NBC Opera ("Deseret"),
sust.
Jan. 1 (6-6:30 p.m.) Meet the Press,
sust.
Jan. 1 (7-8 p.m.) The Shirley Temple
Show, RCA through J. Walter Thompson,
Beechnut through Young & Rubicam.
Jan. 1 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Jan. 2 (11:45 a.m.-l:45 p.m.) Tournament of Roses Parade, Minute Maid
through Ted Bates.
Jan. 2Game,
(l:45-conclusion)
Sugar Bowl
Football
part.
Jan. 3-4 (6-6:30 a.m.) Continental Classroom (modern chemistry), sust.
Jan. 3-4 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom (contemporary math), sust.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

A

well-balanced

moderate

low-fat
breakfast

f. teen-age

Teen-age girls comprise the most poorly fed group in
our population today according to nutrition researchers.
During this critical growth period, well over half of them
skip or skimp on breakfast, the most important meal of
the day. As a service to those advising teen-age girls and
their parents, this well-balanced, moderate low-fat basic
cereal and milk breakfast shown in the chart below merits
consideration. Its moderate low-fat content of 10.9 gm.
Recommended Daily Dietary Allowances*
and Aiilk Moderate Low-Fat Breakfast

Nutrients
Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast
Recommended Dietary
Allowances — Girls, 13 to 15
Years (49 kg.— 108 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

Calories

Protein

503

20.9 gm.

2600
19
.3%

80
26.1gm.
%

for

girls

provides 20 per cent of the total calories. This is in
keeping with the modern trend toward a moderate
reduction of dietary fat for all ages. For "Girls, 13 to 15
years," it is well-balanced and provides about one-fourth
of the recommended daily dietary allowances! The Iowa
Breakfast Studies demonstrated that a basic cereal and
milk breakfast was nutritionally efficient for the young
and old alike.

and the Nutritional Contribution of a Basic Cereal

Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — / oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — / teaspoon;
Toast (white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. (about 1 teaspoon);
Nonfat Milk— 8 oz.
Niacin
Vitamin
Thiamine Riboflavin
Iron
A
Calcium
7.36 mg.
0.46 mg. 0.80 mg.
equiv.
2.7 mg.
588
I.U.
0.532 gm.
17
mg.%
43.3
1 .3 mg.
2.0
mg.
40.0%
11.8%
35.4%
1
5
mg.
18.0% 5000 I.U.
%
140
.3.9gm.

Cenal Institute, Inc.: Breakfast Source Book.
Chicago: Cereal Institute, Inc., 1959.
Food & Nutrition Bd.: Recommended Dietary Allowances, Revised 1958.
Natl. Acad. Sci.—Natl. Research Council Publication 589, 1958.
Watt, B. K.. and Merrill, A. L. : Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed* Prepared. V.S.D.A, Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

Ascorbic
Acid
65.5 mg.
8081mg.
.9%

*The allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age,
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3

A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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Guild had put Gross-Krasne Inc., the
company which started to produce
Rogue For Hire and now out of business, on its unfair list because of the
indebtedness to Mr. Thor. Mr. Krasne
is now trying to work out a deal to
transfer the lease of California Studios
to a syndicate headed by Fred Jordan
and Phil Rapp.
Film sales...

The Point After Touchdown is
pretty important — it wins and loses
ball games.
If you're to make ground-gaining
count in Central Pennsylvania, use
Harrisburg's* No. 1 Station,
WTPA.
A specialist in these place kicking
points:
Full ABC TV network
Paramount movies, NTA '61 for
'61 Wilshire & Santa Monica
Superior public service
Merchandising and promotion
8 out of 10 top syndicated shows
Incidentally, the final score in the
most recent game was WTPA 38.6*
Station B 14.7*
Consult Harrington, Righter & Parsons. They'll work out a schedule
that's just PAT.
'Share of audience
March ARB 1960
Sunday through Saturday
6:00 to 10:00 PM
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Films of the 50's (Seven Arts Assoc.): Sold to WJAR-TV Providence;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; WMTW-TV
Portland-Poland Spring, Me.; KVARTV Phoenix; WB AY-TV Green Bay,
Wis., and WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
Now in 14 markets.
Various Fremantle International releases sold in South America: Johnson's Wax will sponsor Silents Please
in seven cities through Brazil. Standard Electronics has bought Portuguesedubbed version of Steve Canyon. Rio
de Janerio and Sao Paulo have purchased Felix the Cat and Cartoon
Classics. Harkson-Kibon is sponsoring
series using Encyclopaedia Britannica
films. Buenos Aires, Argentina, has
bought the Spanish-dubbed Felix the
Cat, Cartoon Classics, Encyclopaedia

Britannica films, and series produced
by National Film Board of Canada.
Also sold were Cartoon Classics in
Colombia; I Am the Law and Felix
the Cat in Equador, and additional
Encyclopaedia Britannica films in Peru.
Seven Arts' Feature Films (Seven
Arts Assoc.) : Sold to WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.
Golf Tip of the Day (Independent
Television Corp.): Sold to WGN-TV
Chicago; WHDH-TV Boston; WMARTV Baltimore; KPLR-TV St. Louis;
CKLW-TV Detroit; WKRC-TV Cincinnati; WSPD-TV Toledo; KPRC-TV
Houston; WLWI (TV) Indianapolis;
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio; WAVYTV Norfolk, and WRC-TV Washington, D. C. Now in 42 markets.
Rendezvous (CBS Films) : Sold to
Michigan Bell Telephone Co. for showing on five Michigan stations: WWJ-TV
Detroit; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
WPBN-TV Traverse City, WILX-TV
Jackson and WNEM-TV Saginaw.
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
Program notes . . .
Bull Run battle NBC-TV will present
The Renegade,
a special Civil War

Nielsen reports on political viewing
Even Gunsmoke, television's top- programs presented during the camrated
much program,
viewing inwouldn't
two years.amass that
Nielsen said virtually all of the
paign. million tv homes tuned to at
That was the way the A. C. Niel- 45.2
sen Co. described last week the vol- least one of the specific events covered in its study. Individually, the
ume of viewing devoted to network
television coverage of the 1960 polit- events reached almost 90% or better: election night, 41.5 million
ical conventions, the Kennedy-Nixon
debates and the election returns.
homes (91.8%); the four debates
Statistically, Nielsen broke it down
(in total), 40.6 million (89.8%),
like this: each continental U. S. tv and the conventions, 41.7 million
(92.3%).
home (88% of all U. S. families)
spent 20 hours viewing these specific
Election-night coverage not only
events. The average of 20 hours per reached a higher percentage of
home puts total viewing time for homes but held them longer than
these events at 938 million homethe election returns in 1956: tune-in
of 91.8% of tv homes compared to
hours. Said Nielsen: "The top-rated
tv program Gunsmoke would require
88.8% four years ago; average viewover two years of weekly telecasts
ing time was 4 hours 30 minutes per
home as against 2 hours 42 minutes
to equal this volume of audience."
These figures do not include the in 1956.
additional, uncounted hours spent
Highlights of the 1960 and 1956
studies are shown below.
watching any of the other political
1960
Total
Total homes reached
Hours spent
(homes)
home
hours
(%)
per viewing
4:30 home
Election night
186.750.000
41,500,000
91.8
100.282,000
2:28
Debates (telecast totals)
40,600.000
89.8
92.3
15:37
Conventions
651 354.000
41,700,000
938,386,000
1956
89.678,000
2:42
Election night
33,214,000
88.8
93.0
551,527,000
16:18
Conventions
33,836,000
Note: Alaska and Hawaii are not included in above audience data.
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dramatization set in the period before
and during the first battle of Bull Run,
on Dec. 27 (Tue. 10-11 p.m. EST).
The colorcast stars Steve Cochran and
Richard Ney. Written and produced
by John Lee Mahin and Martin Rackin,
Renegade was directed by Rudolph
Mate and filmed in color at M-G-M
Studios in Hollywood.
'What About Linda' ■ A new March of
Dimes film, What About Linda, an
hour-long special starring Bob Cummings, Keenan Wynn, Shirley Jones
and others, is being offered to television stations by The National Foundation, 800 Second Ave., N. Y. The
program has been scheduled by 230
stations thus far.
FPA increases membership ■ GrayO'Reilly Productions,
Marathon
International Productions and
411 Sound
Recording Studios, all New York, join
the Film Producers Assn. of New York
on Jan. 1.
For syndication ■ Peter Rachtman Productions, N. Y., producer of The Oscar
Brand Show and The Sound of Jazz,
announces the two shows are being prepared for syndication. The syndicated
version of the Brand program, which
is heard on WCBS New York, will be
29 minutes long, with four one-minute
commercial cut-ins. Firm is located at
149 West 48th St., N. Y.
Abbott wins decision
Abbott Investment Co., Detroit was
awarded $113,500 by the American
Arbitration Assn., Dec. 15 in a dispute
with Pyramid Productions Inc., New
York. The proceeding involved Abbott's
investment in the Pyramid tv film series
Man Behind the Badge.
Abbott contended that funds still
were due to the company because of its
investment while Pyramid claimed that
no further money was due to Abbott.
Arnold C. Stream, counsel to Abbott,
said that "the essence of the dispute
grew out of confusion concerning contractual provisions between the two
parties."
Filmaster plans expansion
Filmaster Inc., a leading independent
producer of films for tv and movies,
has sold 2 million shares, at $2 par
value, to finance a broad expansion
program already underway. Robert
Stabler, president, said plans call for
the production of at least six tv pilot
films, completion of 37 more episodes
(for a total of 39) of The Beachcomber
series, starring Cameron Mitchell, and
increased activity in producing television commercials and industrial films.
Filmaster has production facilities in
Hollywood and Florida.
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GATEWAY

TO THE

HEART

OF SOUTH

CAROLINA:

The 257,961 people who make WIS-Television's home market
the state's largest metropolitan area (and a close second in
the two Carolinas after a 38.1% increase in the 1960 Census)
give Channel 10 their major time and attention, not to say
devotion. This adds up to a 78.5 share of audience, says
ARB (March 1960). And throughout South Carolina, WISTelevision's 1526-foot tower, tallest in the South, delivers
more of the state, more effectively than any other station. In
short, South Carolina's major selling force is
WIS

television . Columbia, south Carolina nbc/abc
a station of
THE BROADCASTING COMPANY OF THE SOUTH
WIS-Television, Channel 10, Columbia, S.C.
WIS Radio, 560, Columbia, S.C.
WSFA-TV, Channel 12, MontEOmery, Ala.
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THE
Stratovision

debut

MEDIA
set

for

Jan.

30

SPECIAL 3 MC SIGNALS WILL USE HALF PRESENT TV CHANNEL WIDTH
Two novel television techniques will The change in frame rate involves a his mountainous state and bring toplevel pedagogy to the area in an era of
be used early next year to provide video
flicker problem but this is to be overshortages and gaps in curricula.
instruction for schools in six midwestcome by using long-persistence phos- teacher
After talking to Mr. Nobles, Mr. Lee
ern states via airborne transmitters.
phors in the picture tube.
took it up with J. A. Hutcheson, WestEquipment tests were started last
Theoretically the use of a 3 mc chaninghouse engineering vice president in
week by Westinghouse Electric Corp.
nel would provide twice as many chanPittsburgh.
nels in the uhf and vhf bands though
as the project's Jan. 30 starting date
Ford Foundation had been watching
neared. The specialized features of the the signal quality would be somewhat
the
project and had agreed
system are:
degraded. The CBS laboratory tests in- withHagerstown
the Fund for Advancement of
dicate adecrease in sharpness of the tv
■ Program origination in planes
Education that television could be a
with video tape and uhf trans- picture but some engineers who have
equipped
educational tool. They had
mitters.
observed the experiments say the differ- powerful
found that educational tv was needed in
■ Narrow-band 3 mc signals using
ence tends to disappear at normal viewing distances and probably is of slight cities, and even more so in rural areas.
only half the channel width of present
Studies of the economics of education
commercial tv service.
importance
from the average viewer's
showed the cost of providing 175 to
viewpoint.
The two DC-6 planes to be used are
200 courses consisting of 12 half -hour
being rebuilt at the Westinghouse plant
The Westinghouse Air Arm & Elecin Baltimore. One was flown Dec. 20
tronics Divisions are analyzing the first daily units of tv instruction by ground
stations would be fantastic since six
for antenna tests.
flight tests of the Stratovision antenna
channels
would be necessary.
already installed in one of the two airHowever, the narrow-band equipAfter
extensive
research based on
planes to be used by MPATI. While
ment will not be ready until some time
calculations had not been completed
in the spring. CBS Labs., Stamford,
Westinghouse and consultants' findings,
Dec. 22, it was understood the tests Ford Foundation decided to put about
Conn., is bulding the 3 mc gear. Con$5 million behind a field operation over
appeared to be satisfactory.
ventional 6mc service will be transan extended area. The Midwest was semitted by the planes pending delivery
Stratovision was developed by Westlected because of its leadership in eduof the narrow-band equipment.
inghouse over a decade ago under dication and the availability of Purdue U.
In adopting the airborne transmitter
rection of Charles E. Nobles, now project manager of surveillance radar. Its research facilities.
method, the agency in charge of the
Spectrum Problem ■ Ford decided to
education project — Midwest Program
purpose was to piovide nationwide nettake advantage of the Westinghouse
working of television by use of a dozen
on Airborne Television Instruction —
know-how in airborne transmitters. It
has utilized the Stratovision technique
or more high-flying airplanes that would
needed six channels to provide adequate
pick up ground signals, retransmitting
developed and tested by Westinghouse
in the 1945-48 period. The project is them to regions of around 200 miles in service in the midwestern test. This
diameter and relaying to other planes. posed a spectrum problem, and Ford
financed by a $7% million fund prodecided CBS Labs, had the answer with
vided by Ford Foundation plus funds
Stratovision's History ■ The formal
its
3 mc signal.
debut
of
Stratovision
took
place
June
donated by Westinghouse Electric
23, 1948 when Westinghouse picked up
Corp., Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Having picked a midwestern site, the
and other private firms.
the GOP political convention in Phila- nerve center moved to Purdue where a
The 3 mc signal was adopted by the
delphia from WMAR-TV Baltimore,
management agency was set up, Midwest Council on Airborne Tv Instrucusing a B-29 bomber flying just east of
midwest project as a spectrum-saving
tion. This agency operates the MPATI
device, many educators believing uhf Pittsburgh. The bomber's signal was
allocations will be hard to get in the not received at Zanesville, Ohio (Broadproject. Purdue has provided hangar
too distant future as the electronic arts
casting, June 28, 1948). In those pre- space for the two planes it acquired for
the transmissions. Its runways have
progress. They figure educational tv network days the relay operation drew
wide attention.
been lengthened.
stations may appear by the hundreds
Stratovision delivered its picture over
and the use of a narrow band will help
When the first stage of MPATI gets
an area bounded by Norfolk (Va.),
under way Jan. 30, the two planes (one
their position in the allocations race.
will be a standby) will transmit on uhf
3mc Signals ■ CBS Labs, engineers Newark, Buffalo, Toledo, Dayton and
chs. 72 and 76. Each plane is equipped
have been working two years on the Bluefield (W. Va.). The test was conwith two 1 kw transmitters for the first
sidered successful despite technical
3 mc signal under direction of Peter C.
Goldmark, president and research di- flaws in the delivered signal and great stage of the project.
The airborne classroom will serve as
rector. Tests were started after Ford
hopes were seen for Stratovision. But
Foundation consulted the laboratory.
AT&T built coaxial and radio relay cir- a combined studio and transmitter
cuits so fast that Stratovision was laid house. Each plane has two Ampex VR
Equipment developed in the laboratory
aside as a means of networking tv.
will be tested under operating condi1001 A Videotape recorders and a vidiIts revival traces back to the search
tions after delivery to the midwest projcon camera chain. Under present planect, known as MPATI.
for a method of providing better eduning, all programming will be taped.
cation to more people at lower cost.
Audio tape equipment is installed as
There's still developmental work to
According to Westinghouse, the idea well as usual monitoring equipment and
be done, according to Mr. Goldmark.
He said the idea of compressing the was first broached by Reuben Lee, a klystrons for the transmitters. Power
Westinghouse consultant, who had been
channel originated in CBS Labs.
will be supplied by gas turbine generaobserving the famed Hagerstown (Md.)
tors set up in the fantails of the planes.
The signal is fitted into a 3 mc chanexperimental television teaching project.
nel by cutting the number of scanning
The antenna is installed forward unlines from 525 to 441 and the number
A West Virginian, Mr. Lee decided airderneath the plane's belly. It is reborne transmitters would be ideal for
tractable and is kent within one degree
of frames-per-second from 30 to 24.
48
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of true vertical by an intricate hydraulic-gyroscoping system.
Federal Aviation Agency has charted
a 10-mile area 23,000 feet above Montpelier, Ind., for the tight course the
planes will fly.
When school programming starts
Jan. 30, 525,000 students in 17,000
classrooms- will be reached. Schools are
being equipped and one classroom has
been set up in each of 19 divisions as
a model unit. The uhf signals will be
picked up at larger schools by antenna
systems that will convert to vhf for reception by vhf receivers. In other
schools the ch. 72 and 76 signals will
be received on sets with uhf tuners.
Four lessons a week for 10 courses are
being recorded. Eighteen teachers were
picked after an extensive elimination
and screening operation. They have
been preparing tv lessons since last
summer.
Big
hopes
radius
circle

Circumference ■ Westinghouse
its signals will have an effective
of at least 150 miles, covering a
300 miles across. This will include all of Indiana and portions of
Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin and
Kentucky.
FCC Chairman Frederick W. Ford
and the six commissioners, accompanied
by staff advisors, inspected the planes
Dec. 19. They were briefed on the
project by Dr. John E. Ivey Jr., president of MPATI, Mr. Nobles and Frank
Mullins, assistant to Mr. Nobles and
project engineer. Late delivery of the
planes to MPATI held up the rebuilding job at Westinghouse.
Barring unexpected delays, Westinghouse hopes to deliver the flying class-

Members of the FCC took a close look
at the six tons of electronic gear in
the airplane tv stations being
equipped at the Westinghouse Baltimore plant for use as flying classrooms. FCC Chairman Frederick W.
Ford sits at the console in front of
monitors and tv and audio tape recorders. Standing (I to r): Joseph E.

Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.; Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde;
Dr. John E. Ivey Jr., president of the
project operator, Midwest Program on
Airborne Television Instruction; Dr.
Patrick Conley, general manager of
Westinghouse air arm division; Donald
H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

rooms to MPATI by Jan. 30. The original schedule had called for signal tests
prior to Jan. 30. An extensive stock
of tv lessons is stored at Purdue, ready

others will be able to view the telecasts
at the model schools. Three tape machines are installed at Purdue and six
production centers have been equipped.
A score of colleges and universities in
the region cooperating in the project.

to
place onSchool
the airplane
each day's
telecasts.
officials,forteachers
and

network can do this at a price we all
Midwesterners
NON-PROFIT

plan

CORPORATION

six state
FORMED

A hard-working group of midwestern
educators and television officials are
quietly pressing forward this winter with
plans for a six-state educational television network. A survey has already
been completed detailing the requirements for the regional network that
would encompass etv stations in Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota and Wisconsin. A nonprofit corporation — the Midwestern Educational Television Corp. — has been
formed in St. Paul to help translate the
survey's findings into a functioning organization.
At the present time, six etv stations
are operating in the area — KDPS-TV
Des Moines and WOI-TV Ames, both
Iowa; KUON-TV Lincoln, Neb.; KTCATV Minneapolis-St. Paul; WHA-TV
Madison and WMVS-TV Milwau
kee, both Wisconsin. Another 12 to
16 etv stations are planned.
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etv

network

TO ORGANIZE

ACTIVITY

The survey, directed by Dr. John C.
Schwarzwalder for the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters under a grant
from the Louis W. and Maud Hill
Family Foundation, produced an impressive case for a regional network.
Big Audience Potential ■ In reporting
on the survey, Dr. Schwarzwalder said
that "such a network could bring its
programs to about 10 million persons,
or about 74% of all people in the six
states." Fifty-eight colleges, as well as
a large number of school systems, are
located in the region.
Rural areas, limited by the cost and
number of teachers and subjects, would
benefit greatly from etv, according to
the survey. "Music, science, agriculture,
languages, and many specialized subjects will be more available than ever
before, with the finest talent doing the
presentations," Dr. Schwarzwalder said,
adding, "Only an educational television

cost of the network is esticanCapital
afford."
mated at $2,188,000, with annual operating costs expected to run about
$531,000. The newly created corporation will seek to raise funds for the network through donations from individuals, corporations, foundations and federal and state grants.
The survey recommended that the
network be governed by policies laid
down by a board of trustees representing each station and production center.
An operations baard of managers, or
program directors, would determine specific program presentations within the
guide lines provided by the trustees.
Effective Programming ■ The survey
also recommended that no member station receive compensation for any programs it feeds the network. Members
would, however, pay for programs they
use, although no program could be
forced on an unwilling station.
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Members elected to the board of directors of the new corporation are: Dr.

George F. Budd, St. Cloud, Minn.,
president, St. Cloud State College; Dr.
Theodore L. Donat, M.D., Fargo, N.
D., president, Fargo-Moorhead Educational Television Corp.; A. A. Heckman, St. Paul, Minn., executive secretary, Louis W. and Maud Hill Family
Foundation; Martin L. McGowan, Appleton, Minn., representative, Minnesota State Legislature and editor, Appleton Press; Dr. George Parkinson, Milwaukee, Wis.; director, Vocational and
Adult School; Dr. John C. Schwarzwalder, St. Paul, Minn., general manager, KTCA-TV; Loring M. Staples,
who is a former president of the Minneapolis Symphony and of the Twin
City Area Educational Television Corp.;
Dr. George Town, Ames, Iowa, College of Engineering, Iowa State U.; Harold E. Wood, St, Paul, Minn., president,
Harold E. Wood Co., and president,
Twin City Area Educational Television
Corp.; E. W. Ziebarth, St. Paul, Minn.,
dean of summer sessions, U. of Minnesota.
The officers of the corporation are:
Mr. Staples, president; Dr. Town, vice
president; Dr. Budd, vice president; Mr.
McGowan, secretary; Mr. Heckman,
treasurer. Chosen as acting general
manager and assistant secretary for the
corporation is W. D. Donaldson, project director for the Ford Foundation
grant to develop the six-state network.

As

a

own

seller,

Ampex

etv'sstations
for newtelevision
free
New educational
wishing to obtain high-priced tape
equipment will find the price is right —
no charge — if they begin operations
and become affiliated with the National
Educational Television & Radio Center
before 1962.
John F. White, president of the center which is a non-commercial organization providing academic type programs to tv and radio stations, announced last week that a $1,882,000
contribution from the Ford Foundation will be used to equip the next 25
eligible stations with $53,000 Ampex
Videotape recorders together with a
year's supply of magnetic recording
tape. The grant also includes necessary
funds to furnish NETRC's copying and
duplicating center in Ann Arbor, Mich.,
with four additional recorders. Last
year the Ford Foundation made a similar grant of $2,706,000.
Mr. White hoped the gift offer would
prove "a stimulus to put more educational television stations on the air."
Crowell-Collier grows
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co. and MacMillan, both N. Y., are merging Dec.

your
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mean
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much
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Our knowledge of actual sales, our experience and our reputation
for reliability naturally lend greater weight to our opinion
than any seller can reasonably expect to be given to his own.
Selling ... or buying . . . you would be wise to put your confidence
in Blackburn. Hundreds of satisfied clients have.
BLACKBURN
& Company,
RADIO • TV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
WASHINGTON, O. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Jtnph M. Silrick
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341

MIDWEST
H. W. CoiiiH
William 6. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whilaker
Robert M. Baird
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1 576

Inc.

WEST COAST
Colin M. Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

30 following stockholder approval. C-C,
which already holds 174,466 shares.
(52.8%) of MacMillan stock, is acquiring the rest by exchange of 1.6
shares of its own for each common
MacMillan share. Crowell-Collier stations are KFWB Los Angeles, KEWB
San Francisco-Oakland and WISK St.
Paul, Minn. Purchases of WGMS-AMFM Washington and WMGM New
York await FCC approval. Company
reported total sales (publishing and
broadcasting) of $35.49 million in
1959; MacMillan had $19.15 million
sales in the year ended April 30. Stations accounted for nearly $2.5 million
of C-C sales last year but two of the
three stations were acquired during
that period.
Cowles properties
announce
merger
As part of a long-range project for
diversification, Cowles Magazines Inc.,
publisher of Look, will merge with
Cowles Broadcasting Co.
The merger, as approved on Dec. 19
at special meetings of the stockholders
of the two companies, will take place
through an exchange of stock. According to an announcement by Cowles
Magazines Inc. President Gardner
Cowles, the new company will be called
Cowles Magazines & Broadcasting Inc.
Luther L. Hill, currently president of
Cowles Broadcasting Co., will serve in
that same capacity with the new organization.
Properties now owned by the broadcasting company include KRNT-AMFM-TV Des Moines, and WHTN-TV
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va. The
latter awaits FCC approval for sale to
Reeves Broadcasting & Development
Corp. The Cowles organization has
expressed interest in acquisition of other
broadcast properties.
A bright future seen
for closed-circuit tv
Earlier this year a group of doctors
attending a meeting of the American
Psychiatric Assn. in Atlantic City were
able to witness, via large-screen closedcircuit tv, experiments being conducted
in universities at Chicago and Ann
Arbor, Mich. This was just one of the
many new ways in which the medium
is now being utilized. According to a
year-end review and forecast issued by
Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television Inc., a closedcircuit tv organization, use of the communications method has now spread to
government and politics, education, art,
fund-raising and other fields where formerly itwas used almost exclusively as
aindustry.
communications aid for business and
Mr.
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Halpern predicted that 1961
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would see closed-circuit tv moving
ahead at an even faster rate with many
more new frontiers crossed. Closedcircuit color tv, which made its debut
this year, is one of the major breakthroughs in the field, Mr. Halpern
claimed. It opens a whole new spectrum of marketing to the business
world.
TNT's president also believes his industry is "growing rapidly into one of
the leaders among the meeting media."
He pointed out that present equipment
and facilities make it possible to link
more than 350 cities in a single telecast thereby making the medium an
essential factor in the marketing plans
of every major American business
operation.
KCDA-TV set to go on-the-air
KCDA-TV Douglas, Ariz, is scheduled to go on the air Jan. 30. The station, which will operate on ch. 3, will
be located in the Gadsden Hotel.
The new station is owned and operated by Electron Corp. of Dallas, Tex.,
a subsidiary of Ling-Temco Inc., manufacturer of television and electronics
equipment. William B. Miller of Tucson is general manager of the new station, and Daniel P. Park of Douglas is
commercial manager.
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Greetings

V. HAMILTON

HEIDE

KMBC

stations presently owned by Cook Broadcasting
A $10.25 million cash transaction in jointly by John W. Kluge, president
and board chairman of Metropolitan,
which Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
and Lathrop G. Backstrom, board chairwill acquire KMBC-AM-TV Kansas
man of Cook Paint & Varnish Co. of
City from Cook Broadcasting Co. is
casting. City, owner of Cook Broadbeing announced today (Dec. 26).
Kansas
KMOS-TV Sedalia, Mo., and KFRM
No Personnel Changes ■ MetropoliConcordia, Kan., other Cook propertan authorities said Don Davis and
ties, also are involved in the transaction
John Schilling, top operating heads of
but will not be owned by Metropolitan. KMOS-TV is being sold to Jeffer- KMBC-TV and KMBC, will continue
with the stations and that no personnel
son Television Co., owner of KRCGchanges were contemplated. They said
TV Jefferson City, Mo., for $200,000.
KFRM, valued at $400,000, is to be KMBC-TV, on ch. 9, will continue as
sold to an as yet unspecified buyer, ac- an ABC affiliate.
KMBC, on 980 kc with 5 kw, is
cording to Metropolitan officials. Both
KMOS-TV and KFRM have been op- one of the nation's oldest stations. It
was founded in 1921. It has no formal
erated by Cook Broadcasting primarily
as satellites of the KMBC stations.
network affiliation but has been carrying some ABC programs.
All the transactions are subject to
the customary FCC approval.
The $10.25 million purchase price
The Kansas City acquisitions will in the overall transaction was assigned
as follows: KMBC-AM-TV, $7.65 milbring tiesMetropolitan's
to six televisionbroadcast
and fourproperradio
lion; KMBC-AM-TV building, $2 milstations, aside from Worldwide Broadlion; KFRM, $400,000 and KMOS-TV
casting, an international operation.
$200,000.
Metropolitan also owns Foster & Kleiser
Jefferson Television, buying KMOSOutdoor Advertising.
TV, is headed by William H. Weldon,
former senior executive of the John
The transactions were announced

Season's
from

over

BUYING

JOHN
JOAN

R. CASS

JOE A. OSWALD
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Blair station representation organization
in New York. KMOS-TV is on ch. 6.
KFRM is a 5 kw daytime operation
on 550 kc.
Television stations currently owned
by Metropolitan are WNEW-TV New
York, WTTG (TV) Washington, and
KOVR (TV) Sacramento-Stockton,
Calif., all vhf, and WTVH (TV) Peoria
and WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111., both
uhf. Metropolitan's radio stations are
WNEW-AM-FM New York, WIP-AMFM Philadelphia, WHK-AM-FM Cleveland and WRUL Boston, international
station which is Worldwide Broadcasting's key outlet.
The Cook interests bought KMBCTV in 1954 for $1% million from
Arthur B. Church and associates. Cook
originally owned WHB-AM-TV Kansas City. When it acquired KMBC-TV,
with which it shared ch. 9, it surrendered its permit for WHB-TV and sold
WHB to Midcontinent Broadcasting Co.
(Todd Storz) for $400,000.
Media

reports...

Gibraltar earnings up ■ Gibraltar Enterprises Inc., Toledo, Ohio, has announced earnings of $745,821 in the
first 11 months of 1960, compared with

$577,332 in the same period last year.
In addition to holdings in the appliance,
real estate and other businesses, Gibraltar, through its president, Edward
Lamb, owns WICU-AM-TV Erie, Pa.
Educational award ■ KSFD-TV San
Diego, Calif., has been named winner
of the 2nd annual John Swett award
presented
the California
Teachers'in
Assn.
for by
outstanding
contributions
community-school relationships. The
station was cited for its contributions
toward . . . "public understanding,
achievement, methods and problems of
public schools." The award, named
for Mr. Swett who founded the CTA,
was accepted for the station by William E. Goetze, general manager, and
Mildred Fenton Goetze, director of
public affairs.
Award to WJXT (TV) ■ WJXT (TV)
and its president, Glen Marshall Jr.,
have been cited by the Protestant Radio
and Television Center Inc., Atlanta, for
their "contribution to the religious life
of our nation . . ." An award presented to the station pointed to what
the PRTC called the longest continuous
sustaining time service telecast known
— a WJXT program that has originated

ND"
E-LA
IS "KNO
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, progressive
North Louisiana,
South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100 Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 79.1% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to March 1960 ARB we average 79.1% share of audience from
9 a.m. to midnight, 7 days a week.
CBS
• ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
H-R Television, Inc.
Photo: "The 89,000 barrel-per-day refinery of the Lion Oil Divisio-n, Monsanto Chemical
Company at El Dorado, Arkansas, where more than 90 petroleum produ-cts are made."
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Where

they get the news

A survey last week revealed
that eight out of ten New York
households were first alerted via
radio or television to the Dec. 16
crash of two airliners over Staten
Island within four hours of its
occurrence.
R. H. Bruskin Assoc., who conducted the survey for the Radio
Advertising Bureau, revealed that
55.9 % of the households questioned either first heard about the
crash on radio, or tuned to the
medium sometime during the day
for details concerning the crash.
Among people already aware of
the tragedy, 56.2% first learned
the news from radio while 34.2%
heard it on tv.

from the South Jacksonville Presbyterian Church for the last eight years.
Successful move ■ With no loss of air
time, KTCA-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
etv station, moved from the St. Paul
campus of the U. of Minnesota to new
quarters. The move took three weeks.
About eight miles of wiring, background scenery material for eight sets
and some 59 tons of video equipment
were reinstalled. According to General Manager John C. Schwarzwalder,
the new building will permit the station to produce a live broadcast in one
studio while a program is recorded in
another simultaneously. The new studio
building totals 17,000 square feet, almost three times as much as the old
studio.
WCIA (TV) honored » Millikin U., Decatur, 111., presented its Leadership
Award plaque to WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111., in recognition of the station's practice of including educational
television in its regular programming.
August C. Mayer, president of the station, received the plaque at a recognition dinner on the fifth anniversary of
Millikin credit Telecourses, aired by
WCIA each week.
Combined effort ■ To put over a charity drive for the Bay County Guidance
Center, WJHG-TV Panama City and
its parent-competitor, the News-Herald
got together with WDLP and WPCF,
both that city, and raised $2,934 from
viewers and listeners. The telethon
took 3V2 hours. Contributions ranged
from $1 to $50; some 930 calls were
received. Jack Sholar, manager of
WJHG-TV, expressed particular pride
at the result, pointing out that the telethon took place at ebb season for
tourists in Panama City and that the
mills were closing, with unemployment
running high.
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RCA's new monochrome television camera Type TK-12 is new in every sense of the word
. . . including startling new improvements in picture quality, significant new savings in
operating costs and manpower, new features that help you sell !
4V2 INCH IMAGE ORTHICON. This new camera uses a larger image orthicon picture
tube — 4} 2 inches in diameter. The 50 per cent greater tube size makes it possible to obtain
far better picture detail than has been possible before.
FUNCTIONAL STYLING. A "new look" to identify this camera with the "new
picture" has been given the TK-12, in the form of a distinguishing keystone shape.
Functional in advantage, too, it provides space for an 8>y2 mcn view finder instead of
the usual 5 or 7 inch.
NEW SAVINGS IN OPERATION. High stability and reliability coupled with a
brand new control concept, permit a single video operator to handle as many as six cameras.
For the normal run he need be concerned with only two operating controls per camera.
ONE MINUTE WARM-UP. Camera set-up is the easiest ever! Turn it on and in one
minute the picture is there. Quality pictures "snap in" each time you turn on camera.
THE BEST PICTURE IN TOWN! The extremely sharp picture, the beautiful rendition
of gray scale and freedom from halo effect make this camera ideal for both "live" broadcast
and TV tape recording.

Ask your RCA Representative for complete
miormaiiun.
wine to
lu RCA,
xvv.
information. ur
Or write
Broadcast
and Television Equipment Division, Dept.
OD-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Television
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

WERE's new studios
equipped for stereo
WERE-AM-FM Cleveland has
opened a brand new building at 1500
Chester Ave. According to the station,
it is the first building in that city designed and built exclusively as a radio
station.
The new two-story $500,000 structure contains 10,000 square feet of
working space and features four studios
with individual control rooms. It was
designed by Henry Dennis, vice president of engineering of the Cleveland
Broadcasting Co. (WLEC Sandusky,
Ohio; WERC Erie, Pa., and WERE),
who says provision has been made for
am-am stereo (compatible single sideband) and fm-fm stereo (multiplex) to
be broadcast simultaneously.
KSRF (FM) begins operations
In a building as gay and glittering
as the amusement park in which it
is located, KSRF (FM) began operations last week in Pacific Ocean Park,
Santa Monica, Calif. Station broadcasts
Monday-Friday, 7 a.m.-l a.m.; Saturday 8 a.m. -3 a.m., and Sunday, 9 a.m.midnight, with 1 kw on 103.1 mc, last
fm channel available in Los Angeles
County.
KSRF (pronounced K-Surf) is liMAKE

MONEY

IN

"61"
With AUTOMATION,
the
AUTO

with

JOCKEY

Exclusive features not yet copied or duplicated
1. Automatic AUDIO cueing of announcements. (The spot does its own cueing
with the advance head)

censed to Santa Monica Broadcasting
Co., owned by J. D. Funk and Dean
Funk, former owners of KDAY Santa
Monica with George A. Baron, who
was vice president and general manager of KDAY and is now general manager of KSRF. Danny Marks, formerly with KUDY Palmdale, Calif., is
program director. Val Browne, previously an announcer-director at KBAKTV Bakersfield, is sales manager. Tom
Friedman, former owner of KNEZ
Lompoc, Calif., is chief engineer.
Heritage music service
adds five fm stations
Heritage Music stations (automated
fm) moves a step closer to its announced goal of being on the air in the
top 25 markets with the addition of five
new stations between now and Jan. 15.
Bringing to 18 the total of Heritage
Stations are WPLO-FM Atlanta,
WCAO-FM Baltimore, WJJD-FM Chicago and WMPS (FM) Memphis,
Tenn., all Plough stations, and Storer
Broadcasting's WGBS-FM Miami.
Heritage Music stations are programmed by International Good Music
Inc. which furnishes 18 hours of taped
classical music to the stations, makes
automation equipment and includes a
station representation organization.
Columbia

U. establishes

reporters' fellowships
Columbia U. has established a new
advanced fellowship program in interreporting
the university's
Graduate national
School
of at
Journalism.
Grayson Kirk, Columbia president,
said at least six fellows will be accepted
for the first year of the program which
begins in September 1961. The fellowships cover one year's tuition and fees,
and provide grants up to $4,400 for
travel and living expenses during the
academic year. Applications will be received up to April 1, 1961, but earlier
filing is urged.
Entrance requirements will be flexible, but it is expected that international

reporting fellows will be college graduates with substantial professional experience inradio, television, press association, newspaper or magazine work,
with evidence of interest and ability in
reporting and interpreting international
developments. There will be age limits,
but a university spokesman said that
fellows probably will be between 25
and 35.
Fellows will spend the major portion
of their oftimeInternational
studying in Affairs,
Columbia's
School
but
time also will be devoted to improving
writing and reporting techniques at
School of Journalism.
Program is supported by portion of
$5.5 million grant which Columbia received from Ford Foundation last July.
KNBS (TV) goes off-the-air
KNBS (TV) Walla Walla, Wash.,
(ch. 22) suspended operations Dec. 14
because of financial difficulties. The
ABC-TV affiliate went on the air last
January under the ownership of Northwest Broadcasting System Inc., Warren
L. Gray, president. Chuck Connors,
star of The Rifleman, was executive vice
president. Chief Engineer William
Barclay, one of the station's founders,
announced at the end of Wednesday's
programs that KBNS would go off the
air permanently. The FCC acknowledged receipt of the station's request to
go off the air.
A report to the citizenry
Grand Rapids, Mich., and its local
tv station, WOOD-TV, are teaming up
in an impressive first for both: the telecasting of Grand Rapids' annual report
to its citizens. The film, in color, will
appear on Jan. 1, then become the property of the city which will show it to
civic, church and service groups during theaffairs
year. department
Prepared byandWOOD'S
public
Grand
Rapids City Manager Al Rypstra, the
film offers visual proof of Grand Rapids' progress during 1960 in highway
building, urban renewal and other areas
of concern to the local citizenry.

2. Automatic AUDIO cueing of records
(Backed up for perfect cue)
3. No dead air — no tones
4. Each machine remote controlled by
pushbuttons for live broadcast aid.
5. Factory installation and help in programming, logging, scheduling
CALL— WRITE— WIRE
SHALER-AITKEN COMMUNICATIONS
305 Harrison St.— Taft, Calif.
Tel: RO 5-4086
54 (THE MEDIA)
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Also okays satellites, power boosts for existing outlets
13.85 kw video, and 2.8 kw to 6.77 kw
CJFP Riviere-du-Loup, Que., was
recommended for a ch. 7 television sta- audio on ch. 5.
tion with 39 kw video and 19.5 kw
CFCM-TV Quebec City, Que., will
similarly increase power on ch. 4 from
audio power at the December meeting
12.7 kw to 100 kw video, and from
of the Board of Broadcast Governors,
at Ottawa, Ont. The station will be 6.35 kw to 50 kw audio.
affiliated with the Canadian BroadcastBritish delay color tv
ing Corp. French-language network.
CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta., was recThe British Government has rejected
ommended for two tv satellites at Coroa
British Broadcasting Corp. proposal
nation, Alta., on ch. 10 with 670 video
to launch an experimental public color
and 335 audio power, and at Banff,
television service next November. PostAlta., on ch. 10 with 5 w. power.
master General J. R. Bevins, whose
A satellite to rebroadcast programs
department
controls all commercial
of CHBC-TV Kelowna, B.C., was
communications, said that his television
granted to H. Blakeborough at Kereadvisory committee had recommended
meos, B.C., on ch. 5 with 5 w. power.
rejection of the proposal. A governCHAT-TV Medicine Hat, Alta., was
mental committee set up to make recrecommended for a satellite station at
om endations on the future of televiPivot, Alta., on ch. 4 with 3.75 kw
sion and radio will not have finished
video and 1.85 kw audio.
its work by the November date, Mr.
CKBI-TV Prince Albert, Sask., was
Bevins said.
recommended for two tv satellite stations, one to retransmit signals of
CAB plans to reorganize
CKBI-TV with 5 w. on ch. 10 and the
other to retransmit the ch. 10 signals
The Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
with 5 w. on ch. 7. Both stations will
plans
to reorganize its radio and telebe in the North Battleford, Sask., area.
vision sales bureaus at Toronto and to
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was recopen
similar
offices at Montreal for
ommended for two satellite stations to
French-language stations. Don Jamierebroadcast CBFT (TV) Montreal
son, CJON-AM-TV St. John's, Nfld.,
French-language station. One satellite
is chairman of a committee planning
would be at Mont Tremblant, Que., on
establishment of the bureaus. Both buch. 11 with 600 w. video and 300 audio,
reaus at Toronto this past year have
and the second at Mont Laurier, Que.,
lost their managers to station represento retransmit the Mont Tremblant sigtative firms, and new managers have
nals on ch. 3 with 4.64 kw video and
not been appointed.
2.32 kw audio.
CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que., will have
Canada revises map
a new satellite station on ch. 8 at Roberval, Que., with 2.36 kw video and 1.18
A revised map of ground conductivities for Canada, effective Jan. 1, has
kw audio. Station was granted satellite
by BBG since no other application for
been announced by the Canadian gova new tv station in the Roberval area
ernment. The new map supersedes
had been received and studies by the
NARBA appendix H for use in transborder interference calculations. ReDept. of Transport, Ottawa, had shown
quests for copies should be addressed to
unsatisfactory tv reception in this area.
Director, Telecommunications & ElecOn same grounds CKRS-TV is also
tronics Branch, Dept. of Transport,
being allowed a satellite station at ChiOttawa, Ontario.
coutimi, Que., on ch. 2 with 40 w video
and 20 w audio.
Abroad in brief...
Jean Claude Lefebvre has been recommended for a new 1 kw station on
Roster ■ Bureau of Broadcast Measure1370 kc at Valleyfield, Que.
ment, Toronto, industry cooperative reCFSL Weyburn, Sask., will be alsearch organization, has announced 140
lowed a satellite station at Estevan,
radio station membership, including
Sask., with 1 kw on 1280 kc, to give one U.S. station, WSTS Massena, N.Y.
better service in the area and allow local
Radio station members are all privateprogramming from there.
ly-owned. No Canadian Broadcasting
CHCA-TV Red Deer, Alta., has been
Corp. stations are members.
granted a power increase on ch. 6 from
6.6 kw video to 13.2 kw video and
A first ■ CJOB-FM Winnipeg, Man., on
from 3.3 kw audio to 6.6 kw audio.
Nov. 20 began operations as first completely separate fm operating station in
CKMI-TV Quebec City, Que., will
be able to boost power from 5.6 kw to western Canada.
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BECAUSE...
AGES*
Traditionally, they have expected
— and received — from WOC the
area's most complete coverage of
local, farm, sports and weather
news . . as well as NBC's excellent coverage and analysis of
national and international headlines.
Traditionally, WOC has programmed for the family, providing entertainment and changing
when change is desired. 1960
programming will feature music
to all tastes.
Traditionally, WOC personalities
have been the friendliest of people — known on the streets . . .
welcome in the homes.
Traditionally, advertisers have
used WOC to move merchandise
from display to the home.
'Adulfstion's Efrom
IS to ? spend 95% of the naBI
Facts, figures, data, statistics and other
pertinent information are at the fingertips
of your PGW Colonel. See him today.
PRESIDENT
Col. B. J. Palmer
V1CE-PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer
EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evans
SECRETARY Wm. D. Wagner
RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernest C Sanders
SALES MANAGER
Pax Shaffer
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

IOWA
AM

| FM

PETERS. GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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EQUIPMENT
New,

cheaper

color

tv system developed
A simplified system of color transmissions, keyed to use of field sequential two-color wheel and compatible
with present standards (Closed Circuit, Nov. 14) was demonstrated Dec.
6-8 at Ames, Iowa, by Prof. William L.
Hughes of Iowa State U.
Using a two-tube camera (vs. current
three-tube apparatus), the Iowa State
development is claimed to have cost
advantages over present equipment.
Prof. Hughes estimated that black and
white color cameras can be converted
to color for about $10,000 (vs. $60,000
for an all color camera).
Principle is the use of one tube for
chroma pickup and a second tube for
luminance. The color pickup is accomplished through the use of red-blue color wheel controlled by the vertical synchronizing pulse. Both signals go
through an amplifier and gamma corrector, with the chroma signal also passing through a wide band delay system
(262 lines long) plus an electronic field
switch. Both signals are fed into an encoder using the National Television System Committee standards for transmission to the antenna.
The signals are receivable on all present color receivers, Prof. Hughes said.
The system can be used with live,
film, video tape and thermoplastic recording, according to Prof. Hughes. It
is available on license from Iowa State.
Technical topics...
Harman-Kardon acquired by Jerrold ■
Harman-Kardon, manufacturer of high
fidelity electronic components, has been
acquired by Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
Philadelphia. Under the terms of the
acquisition, H-K shareholders will receive one share of Jerrold stock for
1.8 shares of H-K.
Underwater eye a An RCA tv camera
tube (RCA- 703 8) that is only 6Va

& ENGINEERING

inches long and about an inch in dithe "eye"
employed
in each ameterofisbeing
four tv
cameras asinstalled
on
the U. S. Navy's new tank-like vehicle,
nicknamed RUM (for remote underwater manipulator) , which crawls along
the ocean bottom. The vidicon tube
is said to give "sight" to the first device
of its kind for deep-sea research work.
The same RCA tube also is used frequently in telecasting motion pictures.
New amplifiers ■ EICO (Electronic Instrument Company Inc.), 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long Island City 1, N.Y.,
has produced two new stereo integrated
amplifiers— the 70-watt ST70 and the
40-watt ST40. Both feature dramatic
high styling, are available in both kit
and factory-wired form, and are built
to handle any stereo program source.
The ST70 contains two power amplifiers, each conservatively rated by the
company at 35 watts, employing the
cathode-coupled, phase inverter circuitry, preceded by a direct-coupled
voltage amplifier. The ST40's two
power amplifiers are based on Williamson-type circuits employing voltage amplifiers and split-load phase inverters
driving the output stage. The ST70
seUs for $94.95 in kit form, $144.95
wired. The ST40 sells for $79.95 in
kit form, $124.95 wired.
Pan and tilt ■ Pelco Sales Inc., Gardena, Calif., is marketing a rugged,
cast-aluminum pan and tilt accessory
weighing only 29 pounds and providing
a minimum of 10 foot pounds of torque
in the horizontal plane and 20 foot
pounds of torque in the vertical plane.
Model PT-500M is a medium duty
unit designed for use with closedcircuit television systems.
Custom-mix amplifiers ■ Sound systems
authority Oliver Berliner has developed
a new line of mixer amplifiers which
permit the user to purchase only those
plug-in shock mounted preamplifiers
and input transformers he needs. Called

CustoMixers, the units are for use by
recording studios, broadcasters and
audiophiles. An exclusive feature of
both the 5-position single-channel
CustoMixer and the 4-position 2-channel stereophonic version is the LineAten straight-line volume control, available for the first time in low-cost form.
For further details, contact Mr. Berliner, care of UltrAudio Products, Dept.
P-10, 7471 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles
46.
Zenith exceeds

million

set production

in 1960

Zenith has chalked up its second successive million-plus year in the production and sales of its tv receivers,
the electronic manufacturer announced
Wednesday (Dec. 21).
The company will rack up a new tv
unit sales record, despite an industry
"decline," and achieve the "greatest
percentage of total tv industry sales in
its history," according to L. C. Truesdell, president of Zenith Sales Corp.,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Zenith Radio Corp. The one-millionth television
set of 1960 was presented to him during ceremonies earlier this month.
New school tv gear
A new RCA bi-directional distribution system will prove a boon to educational tv, a company spokesman has
announced. It makes possible sending
of tv signals in two directions simultaneously over the same cable arrangement, he said. This permits one part of
any school to receive closed-circuit programming at the same time another
part receives off-air telecasts. Besides
making possible question-and-answer
periods from sending and receiving locations, the system can feed tv signals
into a classroom, while doubling as
closed-circuit tv system by permitting
closed-circuit signals to be fed into any
other classroom throughout the school
area.
Corning pushes tv set sales

R.

C.
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&

CO.,
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Business Brokers Specializing in Television and Radio Stations
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Bank Bldg.,
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CINCINNATI ' 0 " Paul
DUnbar
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Lincoln Dellar
& Co., Santa Barbara, Calif.
VVOodland
9-0770

OMAHA, NEB.

Paul R. Fry, P.O. Box 1733 (Benson), TEirace 9455

NEW YORK
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41 E. 42nd St., MUrray Hill 7-8437

"Operation Snowball," a massive sales
promotion campaign to induce the public to buy more tv sets, will be launched
next month by Corning Glass Works,
a prime producer of glass tv bulbs.
The year-long promotion will stress
product benefits in 1961 tv sets because
of recent technological advances by
bulb, tube and set manufacturers. In
a news conference held in New York
Dec. 21 a Corning spokesman expressed
the hope that the industry-wide sales
push "will generate momentum resulting in a multi-million dollar effort by
the entire tv industry."
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ADVERTISING

KeiSO Taeger, vp and media director
of McCann-Erickson, Detroit, assigned
to New York office as vp and manager
of media department, effective Jan. 2.
He has been with McCann for 15 years.
H. Walton Cutshall, assistant vp and
sales manager of Eastern Air Lines'
Midwestern Div., Chicago, promoted to
new post of director of advertising, New
York. Mr. Cutshall will coordinate advertising in 128 markets served by airline and will provide liaison with Eastern's agency, Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, N. Y.
Garth E. Kauffman
has been appointed
vp of William Esty
Co., NY. Mr. Kauffman has been with
agency since 1955 as
an account executive,
now assigned to Nescafe and other prodMr. Kauffman
ucts of Nestle Co.
J. R. Pershall resigns as president of
Reach, McClinton of Illinois Inc., Chicago, to join Butler Bros. Div. of City
Products Corp. (Ben Franklin store
chain), that city, in executive capacity,
effective Feb; 1. He formerly headed
his own advertising agency, J. R. Pershall Co., until it merged with Reach,
McClinton in 1958.
Earl E. Kraft, controller at Earle
Ludgin & Co., Chicago, elected treasurer. George J. Goldberg appointed executive art director. He will continue
to serve as creative art director on
specified accounts and also will be responsible for administration of the art
department.
Norman W. Rau, vp and branch manager of Potts-Woodbury, appointed account executive and member of plans
board of Taylor-Norsworthy, Dallas
agency.
Jonathan Harris, formerly copy supervisor at Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, N. Y., to The Bresnick Co.,
Boston, as copy chief.
Jim Cox resigns as executive vp of
General Adv., Holy wood, to become
partner in Kennedy/ Walker agency,
that city, which becomes Kennedy,
Walker & Cox. Mr. Cox will be executive vp in his new assignment.
Douglas D. Connah named senior vp
of Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta, Ga.,
agency.
James T. Fish, previously advertising
manager of Disneyland and formerly
account executive at Allen & Marshall
and C. J. LaRoche, both Los Angeles,
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
that city, as account executive on CarBROADCASTING, December 26, 1960
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nation fresh milk and ice cream accounts.

TYPE
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1 KW AM TRANSMITTER

James C. Crosbie appointed head of
new Indianapolis office of Grubb Adv.,
Champaign, 111.
D. L. Cuttle, formerly vp and account executive at Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, to Aveyard & Co.,
that city, as account executive.
Dr. Norman Young, medical research
director at Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.,
elected assistant vp.
Howard D. Wolfe, formerly of Consumer Products Div., Revere Co., and
vp in charge of sales, Plas-Tex Corp.,
joins Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck,
Conn, (candy manufacturer), as director of sales and advertising.
C. Wendel Muench, account executive at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago, has resigned to join Presba,
Fellers & Presba as vp and agency principal. Latter has changed corporate
name to Presba-Muench Inc.
George A. Bolas, vp and media director at Tatham-Laird, Chicago, appointed management director. Eight other
senior executives appointed to similar
newly-created posts are: Arthur E.
Tatham, board chairman; J. Kenneth
Laird, president; Charles Standen and
Hal Frazee, vpsi Harry Barnhart, deputy creative director; Robert Hayes,
senior supervisor in New York office;
Jerome Birn, executive copy director,
and Harold C. Jensen, executive art director and treasurer.
Herbert M. Cleaves appointed executive vp of marketing for General Foods,
White Plains, N. Y. Other changes:
C. W. Cook assumes responsibility for
all U. S. and Canadian operating divisions as executive vp — operations; John
A. Sargent is new executive vp — administration and finance. R. H. Bennett
becomes vp — senior marketing counselor to advise division personnel. Martin Gregory is promoted to new position of director of distribution and marketing services.
John D. Kilpatrick, previously with
account group at Edward H. Weiss &
Co., Chicago, to Clinton E. Frank, that
city, as account executive. He formerly
was tv director at WBBM-TV there.
Helen C. Ryan, formerly assistant account executive at Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., named account executive on Eastman Chemical
Products Inc.
Allan Paro, former product merchandising assistant, Lever Bros., N. Y.,
promoted to trade promotion manager,
Pepsodent Div.
W. Archie Sugg, manager of marketing research for J. R. Reynolds Tobacco
Co., promoted to newly created posi-

j±-

BUILT-IN CUT-BACK
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«
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Homes

Than The No. 2 Station
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Top personalities make the difference.
Top programming Top facilities*"^
*AII figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Poproienled Notionolly by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.

keting.of manager of international martion
John D. Kilpatrick, previously with
account group at Edward H. Weiss &
Co., Chicago, to Clinton E. Frank, that
city, as account executive.
NEW TOWER
Topped by GE Helical Antenna of
the latest design
1,802' above sea level
1,127' above average terrain
825' above ground
NEW TRANSMITTER
Most modern General Electric
NEW STUDIO FACILITIES
2 New Film Projectors
2 New Slide Projectors
Complete new switching
equipment

BIRMINGHAM
ALABAMA
Represented by
Harrington, Righter & Parsons

Sam Auerbach, formerly of Grossman Clothing Co., joins Advertising,
Radio & Television Services, N. Y., as
vp and comptroller.
Harry C. Schaack, formerly of the
Brass Rail Inc., N. Y., joins Lennen &
Newell, that city, as associate merchandising director on Best Foods Div., Corn
Products Co.
Stewart Garner, formerly film production supervisor at D'Arcy Adv.,
N. Y., joins Lambert & Feasley, that
city, as tv production supervisor on
Listerine account.
James E. Shriner, formerly of RayO-Vac Co., Madison, Wis., joins General Time Corp., La Salle, 111., as sales
promotion manager, Westclox Div.
Marion Lock, formerly copy chief
for Macy's Dept. store in California, to
creative staff of Lilienfeld & Co., Chicago.
THE MEDIA
Wilson C. Wearn named executive
vp and director of WMRC Inc.
(WFBC-AM-TV Greenville and WORD
Spartanburg, both South Carolina, and
is purchasing WBIR-AM-TV Knoxville,
Tenn. ) . He had been assistant to president of company.
Arthur F. Stanley, formerly with
WQUA Moline, 111., appointed manager
of KMAQ Maquoketa, Iowa.
Reeves Cook, former manager of
WKTG Thomasville, Ga., appointed
manager of WEAB Greer, S. C.
Robert Parsons, program director of
WMBI Chicago, promoted to assistant
to vp of development. Succeeding him
as program director will be John Rader,
manager of WCRF Cleveland. Brandt
Gustavson of WCRF staff moves up to
Mr. Rader's old slot.
Joseph A. Grady, former operations
manager of WHAT Philadelphia, promoted to assistant station manager.
Albert P. Campanaro appointed comptroller.

HIKE

up your ratings with

"CHATTER'S WORLD."
DISTRIBUTED BY
STERLING TELEVISION CO. INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO
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Martin Hogan, general manager of
WCFL Chicago resigns effective Jan. 1.
He has been associated with station for
several years, rising from ranks of d.j.
to his present managerial post.
R. L. (Danny) Cochrane, formerly of
KHOU-TV Houston, joins KXTV
(TV) Sacramento, Calif., as assistant
general sales manager.

Patrick S. O'Halloran, promotion
manager of KING Seattle, Wash., promoted to operations manager. Ray
Edinger joins KING as successor to
Mr. O'Halloran.
Scott N. Hagenau
promoted
assistant chief from
engineer
to
chief engineer at
WSBT-AM-TV South
Bend, Ind. He replaces Arthur R.
O'Neil, who will devote full time to duties
Mr. Hagenau
as assistant general
manager of South Bend Tribune stations.
Robert J. McNamara appointed director of sales plans for RKO General
and will coordinate company's new
sales organization of national sales
managers. Each reporting directly to
manager of station he serves are: Paul
Martin, KHJ Los Angeles (eastern);
Richard Jacobson, KHJ-TV Los Angeles; Proctor Jones, WNAC Boston
and Yankee Network; James Gates,
WNAC-TV Boston; Sidney Allen,
CKLW-AM-TV Windsor, Ont.-Detroit
(eastern); Herbert Clarke, KFRC San
Francisco; Gordon Lawhead, WHBQAM-TV Memphis; Perry Ury, WGMS
Washington. Robert Wilke appointed
director of corporate sales relations for
RKO General, responsible for overall
relations between RKO and advertisers
and advertising agencies using RKO
stations.
Harry Mohr, formerly promotionpublicity director at WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, appointed program manager of WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
Maury Magill, formerly with WITH
Baltimore, to WQXI Atlanta, Ga., as
director of program operations.
Maury Benkoil, program coordinator
for WABC New York, named assistant
national program director of ABC Radio Network, New York.
Gerald Blum, regional sales manager
of WLEE Richmond, Va., promoted to
general sales manager.
Marvin D. Melnikoff, torformerly
direc-at
of research
Television magazine,
N.
Weed
RadioY.,& joins
TV Corp.,
that city, as marketing and
director.research
Mr. Melnikoff,
Mr. Melnikoff
on editorial staff of
Television, once held position of project director, marketing and consumer
research division of Lennen & Newell,
N. Y., for Colgate, Gunther Beer and
McCormick Tea accounts.
BROADCASTING, December 26, I960

Frank Carman, president and general
manager of KLUB Salt Lake City and
Ralph J. McElroy, president and general manager of KWWL Waterloo,
Iowa, appointed to Mutual Affiliates
Advisory Committee. Mr. Carman fills
unexpired term of George C. Hatch,
board chairman of The Intermountain
Regional Network and Mr. McElroy,
unexpired term of James Dowell, vp
Kamin stations.
Howard H. Marsh and Marvin L.
Shapiro join Harrington, Righter &
Parsons' New York sales staff, effective
Jan 3. Mr. Marsh was with CBS-TV
in New York and Chicago for nearly
5 years. Mr. Shapiro spent 4 years with
CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Joe Charles Friedman, copywriter
in program promotion & merchandising
department of CBS Radio, named assistant manager, that department.
Thomas J. O'Dea, formerly senior
account executive at H-R Television,
New York station rep, joins WXYZTV Detroit as national sales manager,
succeeding Ralph Dawson, appointed
manager of station's newly formed tape
commercial department.
Don McCarty rejoins WSAI Cincinnati as program director succeeding Bob
Stone who transfers
to fm operations. Mr.
McCarty, formerly
program director-operations manager at
Mr. McCarty
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, was program director of
WSAI in 1958-59.
John Silva, chief engineer of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, elected president of
Society of Television Engineers for
1961.
Gordon H. Ritz, manager of Time
magazine's Twin City office, named
staff assistant to general manager and
station manager of WTCN-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Maury Magill, formerly with WITH
Baltimore, appointed director of program operations at WQXI Atlanta, Ga.
R. Douglas
McLarty returns to

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
_
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING qualifies
for membership in Audit Bureau
of Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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WKBW-TV Buffalo, N. Y., as director
of programming and promotion, succeeding Labe B. Mell, who resigned.
Mr. McLarty, recently with WRCVTV Philadelphia, was production manager of WKBW-TV in 1958.
James W. Grau, formerly sales promotion and advertising supervisor of
WABC New York, to WNEW, that
city, as promotion and advertising manager.
Gene Slaymaker, formerly news editor of KYW-AM-TV Cleveland, joins
WFBM Indianapolis, in similar capacity. Gilbert Forbes named news analyst
for WFBM-AM-FM-TV.
Mel Pierce, formerly merchandising
manager for KHJ-TV Los Angeles,
joins KTLA (TV), that city, in newly
ing.
created post of director of merchandisTed Work joins WWDC Washington
as music director, succeeding Joe
O'Neill who becomes editorial assistant
in station's news department.
Ed Strasburger promoted from office
and traffic manager to operations manager of KHOL-TV Holdrege, Neb.
Marlyn (Moe) Milliken upped from
chief announcer to program director.
Richard M. (Mick) Schafbuch, formerly account executive with Curt
Freiberger & Co., joins KOA Denver
as station promotion manager.
Frank M. McHugh appointed to sales
staff of WAVZ New Haven, Conn., as
account executive. He had been on
sales staff of Lederle Laboratories Div.
of American Cyanimid Corp.
Lyle Bond, formerly station manager
and part owner of KNBS-TV Walla
Walla, Wash., appointed sports director
of KFMB-TV San Diego, Calif.
Jack Roberts joins sales staff of
WDMV Pocomoke City, Md. He formerly was with Woodward & Lothrop
department store, Washington.
David Banks, news analyst and reporter for KEWB San Francisco-Oakland, promoted to night news editor.
Robert J. Devine, formerly with
WMBI-AM-FM Chicago, joins WCRFFM Cleveland, as announcer and engineer.
Jim Walsh, KCMO-TV Kansas City,
Mo., newsman scheduled to receive law
school degree from U. of Kansas City
in January, wins appointment to Justice
Department under
General's
Recruitment
ProgramAttorney
for Honor
Law
Graduates.
John Fenster resigns his post as
WQXR New York account executive,
effective Jan. 1.
Sidney J. Spiegel, part-time member
of sports and news departments of
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KNXT, CBS-TV announce
Personnel assignments involving
29 staff members have resulted following creation of two separate operations departments for KNXT
(TV) Los Angeles and CBS-TV Network. Announcement is effective
Dec. 3 1 when KNXT moves into its
new studio location. John Gemma
is appointed head of operations division at Television City and Richard
Marsh accepts similar position with
KNXT.
Joining Mr. Gemma in network
operations are supervisors Lee
Bolen, Joe Yoklavich and Jack
Woodard; associate directors Stan
Green, Bob Dijoux and Norm Gray;
and staff announcers Bern Bennett
WEAV-AM-FM Plattsburgh, N. Y.,
joins station as permanent member of
staff.
Harmon Killebrew, baseball star with
new Minnesota Twins team in American League, joins WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as member of sports
staff.
PROGRAMMING
Arthur Manella elected to board of
directors of Desilu Productions Inc.
Leonard E. Hammer, United Artists
Assoc. director of national sales, named to
take over additional
responsibilities of
Eastern Div. sales
manager. Mr. Hammer, who has been
Hammer
with UAA since 1957,
served as station sales coordinator aside
from current duties in national sales.
Edward P. Whitney, executive director, National Community Television
Assn., resigns Feb. 15, 1961, to become
national sales manager of AMECO,
WMf
! B RO ADCASTI N G
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
NEW

changes
and John Harlan. Also assigned to
the network department are chief
clerk Gerry Edens and assistant
scheduling clerk Lewis Barron.
Mr. Marsh's staff for KNXT operations includes: supervising associate directors Hal Barker, Charles
Lowry and Brad Aronson; directors
Jim Johnson, Dan Gingold and Mike
Cozzi; announcers Wes Battersea,
John Condon, Jim Haskin and
Ted Kenworthy; and stage managers
Bob Frye, Ted Swanson and Don
Menzel. New additions to department include chief clerk Sherrie
Lau, prop shopper Frank Uster, assistant film editor Bob Heitmann
and film helper Eric LeBon.

J. Albert Trescony, director of talent
for MGM, named head of casting for
MGM-TV. Also, Robert Justman appointed production liaison executive,
and Arthur Zeigler joins MGM as assistant director of business affairs on
east coast.

Herbert L. Reichert appointed to
new post of manager of dealer products
sales for CBS Electronics, manufacturing division of Columbia Broadcasting
System Inc. Mr. Reichert had been regional manager of distributor sales, in
midwest.
Howard W. Grossbohlin named manager of newly-formed tube products
group at Stromberg-Carlson, San Diego,
Calif.

Marvin R. Reese joins pre-contract
engineering department of Jansky &
Bailey, Washington research and development firm.
Sidney M. Robards
George Elber has resigned as senior
director of
partner of New York law firm of Davis, appointed
public affairs for RCA
Gilbert, Elber & Levine to join Four with headquarters in
Star Productions, Hollywood as vp, ef- New York. He has
fective Jan. I. Mr. Elber is attorney been director of RCA
and lecturer in tv-radio field and has press relations. In
practiced before U. S. Supreme Court
new position he will
and FCC.
have responsibility for
r. Robards
Ed De Mattia, 20 year veteran in corporate press relations, editorial and publication services,
field of animation, joins Animation
product
news and field relations and
Inc., Hollywood.
presentations and exhibits.
Jack Pleis, producer, joins Columbia
Stuart H. Woodruff, operations manRecords, N. Y, as producer, popular
ager, west coast, Warner Bros. Records,
artists and repertoire.
-o ! Burbank, Calif., named divisional sales
manager
in eastern
district. Gene Benson succeeds
Mr. Woodruff.
C£ |
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EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
D. L. Nettleton, engineering manager
for RCA data communications & customs projects department, named chief
engineer of electronic data processing
division.

Phoenix, Ariz. AMECO, a subsidiary
of Antennavision Inc., owner of multiple cable companies, manufactures
community antenna equipment. Mr.
Whitney became NCTA executive director in 1957.

SUBSCRIPTION

city
Send to home address

Bill Spier, who scripted several segments for The Untouchables, joins writing staff of Patrol Boat 999, new hourlong tv series being produced by Lindsley Parsons Inc. in association with
Allied Artists. Filming is scheduled to
begin late next month.
Esme Chandlee resigns from publicity staff of Cleary-Strauss & Irwin, Los
Angeles,wood, as associate
to join NBC's
Here's Hollyproducer.

* 1
I
•

state

Fred A. Speaks moves up from assistant director of marketing for EitelMcCullough Inc. (manufacturer of electron parts), San Carlos, Calif., to director of marketing division.
James A. Horstman, formerly account supervisor for Mayer & O'Brien,
appointed pr director for Meissner Engineers,
struction firm.Chicago, engineering and conDr. Trevor Law named senior engineer of materials department at Motorola Semiconductor Product Div.,
Phoenix, Ariz. He had been member
of
technical staff at Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Larry Epstein, sales and merchandisBROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

ALLIED

Crash fatalities
Among fatalities reported in
the Dec. 16 air collision of a
TWA Constellation and United
Airlines jet plane over New York
City were Allen E. Braun, 42,
identified as vp of North Adv.,
N. Y.; Robert W. Ellis, 29, assistant producer in radio-tv department of Benton & Bowles, N. Y.;
Alvin Sokolsky, 34, identified as
producer of tv programs (including Romper Room), and James
M. Horsey, 30, floor manager of
WGN Chicago.

FIELDS

Paul Manning, former newspaperman, business-news commentator
(ABC) and corporate and political pr
specialist, forms Paul Manning Assoc.,
pr counseling service. Located at 3
East 57th St., New York, new firm will
specialize in industrial and corporate
pr in both national and international
fields. Phone: Plaza 3-4840.
DEATHS
Ernest D. Herider, 53, member of
FCC for 20 years and most recently in
office of commission's chief engineer,
died Dec. 14 of cerebral hemorrhage.

ing manager for high fidelity and professional products at Bogen-Presto, resigns.

Paul M. Breining, 49, regional membership executive for Associated Press,
died Dec. 21 in Wyndmoore, Pa. He

has been with AP since 1949 working
with radio-tv in Pennsylvania, Delaware
and New Jersey.
Philip L. Becker, 71, board chairman of American Chicle Co., N. Y.,
died Dec. 16 at University Hospital,
N. Y., of heart seizure.
George M. Fuqua, 73, vp of Owensboro (Ky.) Publishing Co. and secretary-treasurer ofOwensboro Broadcasting Co. (WOMI-AM-FM Owensboro),
died Dec. 14 after long illness.
Samuel S. Walker, 63, Henry
County, Va., industrialist and director
and former president of Martinsville
(Va.) Broadcasting Co. (WMVA-AMFM Martinsville), died Dec. 14, apparently of heart attack.

FANFARE
Winner

announced

in

'Mental Golf game
Twelve agency people walked off
with prizes from the national 12-hole
Mental Golf Tournament staged exclusively for agency personnel by WRDWTV Augusta, Ga. First prize, a 1960
Valiant 4-door sedan, went to Stephen
Suren, executive of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles Inc., New York, who
guessed the answer to the tie-breaking
question: when would station go to
full power of 316 kw. His answer:
Thanksgiving Day, 1960, at 7:33 a.m.
The station reported that it received
662 entries from 444 contestants representing more than 250 agencies
throughout the country. The 1 1 other
winners and their prizes were Richard
Fischer, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, an
RCA color tv; Raymond Morgan Jr.,
Fletcher, Richards, Calkins & Holden,
Hollywood, a MacGregor golf set;
Rosemarie Bramel and Edgar Pierce,
both Wade Adv. Inc., Hollywood, a
Philco portable tv each; Robert Jolly,
Wade Adv. Inc., Chicago, a Vulcain
alarm wrist watch; Lucille Simmons,
Lake, Spiro, Shurman Inc., Memphis,
Tenn., a Vulcain wrist alarm watch;
Donald Ross, SSC&B, New York, a
Vulcain alarm wrist watch; Virginia
Fairweather, Harry Frost Co., Boston,
a Zenith portable transistor radio; Lyndon Gross, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
Inc., San Francisco, a Zenith portable
transistor radio; John Coverley-Smith,
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia,
one dozen golf balls; Clifford Botway,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., New
York, one dozen golf balls.
Even cats have fan clubs
If the promotion manager of WRGB
(TV) Schenectady, N.Y., is purring
like a cat contented after lapping up
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

a bigsuccess
bowl of
of cream
it's because
of
the
a promotion
boosting
"Felix the Cat" cartoons shown over
the station.
WRGB decided last fall to stimulate
interest in the cartoons, which are being run in the late afternoon children's
show, Satellite Six, by inviting the
young viewers to join a "Felix the Cat
Fan Club." The snare here was a secret code ("for members only") which
is printed on the back of the membership card each member receives. It
enables him to decipher messages written in code during each Satellite program. The message tells what adventure will befall Felix in the next cartoon.

will be heard on New Year's.
WPAT's charity fund plan is also
in effect each Thanksgiving and Easter.
Mr. Wright said the generosity of
advertisers in foregoing their commercial time has been a major factor in
the station's fund-raising efforts.
Words for sale by KSON
"Send in $10,000 to KSON and we
will send you 25 words or less. . ."
So read announcements for "The
"MONTANA'S
Favorite

WRGB concedes the gimmick isn't
new.
the results,
are "astounding."
Since But
the club
was formed,
on Oct. 24,
the station has mailed out over 30,000
membership cards, with additional requests for memberships "pouring in at
a steady
Awedto by
the Felix
response,
the
stationrate."
decided
make
the
Cat T shirts available, at 50 cents
apiece. Today some 3,100 youngsters
are racing around the station's coverage area with T shirts featuring a picture of Felix on the front and "WRGBSatellite Six" on the back.
A spotless Yule at WPAT
For a fifth year, public service appeals in behalf of four children's charities will replace all commercial announcements on WPAT-AM-FM Paterson, N. J., both Christmas and New
Year's days. Following a practice initiated five years ago, Dickens J. Wright,
the station's president, reported this
year's
holiday
drive for contributions
will benefit
the Federation
of Protestant
Welfare Agencies and the Deafness
Research Foundation, both sharing the
Christmas day appeals. While spots
for the Free Milk Fund for babies and
the Sheltering Arms Children's Society

Salesman"
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powerful
sellingbrochure
arm with
a big reach,"
the
illustrated
analyzes
WIBW
as to coverage, facilities, audience, promotion, merchandising and rates, as
well as marketing and farm facts on
a county-by-county basis.
Benefit by barter ■ WGLI-AM-FM
Babylon, Long Island, is collecting toys
for needy children by announcing on
the air that it will give a popular 45
rpm record to every listener who brings
a usable toy to the station's studios.
The toys, which are expected to number 2,000, will be distributed to underprivileged children.
Christmas dinner ■ KMOX St. Louis
held its eighth annual Christmas dinner
for more than 70 boys from Boys
Town of Missouri at Musial and Biggie's restaurant, that city. Co-sponsored
by KMOX and the St. Louis food industry, the annual event is staged to
assure the boys that there are people
interested in their welfare and that the
spirit of Christmas is giving. KMOX
broadcast the proceedings from the
restaurant.

Agency men blow their bugles for Boy Scouts
Ticket sales for the New York
and Jack OToole (r), account director at McCann-Erickson, who is
Advertising, Publishing and Entertainment Boy Scout Lunchoree be- serving as a division chairman in
gan Dec. 14 in the offices of Young
the scouting drive, are shown look& Rubicam Inc. The Lunchoree,
ing over campaign posters with scout
scheduled for Feb. 16 at the WalGreg Abbey. George Park, vice
dorf-Astoria Hotel, will benefit the president of McCann-Erickson is
Lunchoree advisory chairman and
boys serviced by the Greater New
William E. Berchtold, administrative
York Councils, Boy Scouts of America, according to Wilson H. Kiersenior vice president of McCannstead (1), vice president of Y&R and
Erickson, is vice president of the
Lunchoree chairman. Mr. Kierstead
Greater New York Councils.
$10,000 reverse giveaway" at KSON
San Diego.
And the winner, Miss Johnita McCown, did actually send the station
$10,000 — in play money.
A "battery" of KSON writers composed her prize.
Drumbeats...
Mystery unraveled ■ KB ON Omaha,
Neb., and Brandeis, that city's largest
department store, recently concocted a
mystery, promoted it with gusto and
offered listeners $1,000 reward to solve
it. The clues were given in rhyme on
the air to aid listeners in identifying the
mysterious object. Then, 14 days later,
when 5,000 entries had been received
following help from 28 different clues,
an Omaha housewife correctly identified the object as the cornerstone of
the I.O.O.F. Lodge building in Omaha.
Result: the winner was happy ($1000
worth), Brandeis was happy (250 clue
announcements, 500 promotional an62 (FANFARE)

Green light on tune-in ■ Tonight's
(Dec. 26) CBS Reports edition on
"The Great Holiday Massacre" has
been bulletined in more than 16,000
offices and plants across the land. The
National Safety Council printed up a
poster with Red and Green traffic-light
motif advising in the red circle, "The
National Safety Council reminds you:
drive carefully" and in the green half,
"Watch CBS Reports: 'The Great Holiday Massacre' (CBS Television Network
Monday evening, Dec. 26). Watch
'The Great Holiday Massacre.' Don't
be part of it." The council poster went
into a second printing after the original

nouncements and 38,000 contest mentions on KBON's instant news weather
phones) and KBON was happy — a
successful promotion and a satisfied
advertiser.

16,000 mailing and CBS-TV's promotion people ordered 1,400 copies to advise newspapers of the National Safety
Council report.

D.j. hunt ■ Sometimes it pays to be unconventional. Take KORL Honolulu,
for instance, which merely wanted a
teen age boy to handle a Sunday afternoon d.j. show. Instead of just seeking
out the right person for the job, KORL
staged a city-wide search that drew 489
aspirants, 40,000 phone calls from listeners who were asked to vote for their
favorite from among 4 finalists and an
additional 15,000 signatures on petitions circulated around the schools in
KORL's area. KORL, by the way,
claims it got the right man (boy, that
is) for the job.

about to embark on a "you are there"
promotion of the centennial celebration
of the Civil War which begins in 1961.
The station every day during every hour
will deliver one minute news capsules
based on actual news stories of Civil
War times. WWL plans to start the
series with the events leading up to
secession and will end it with the
reconstruction period.

Inside Kansas ■ Avery-Knodel Inc.,
N.Y., explores the 94-county WIBW
Topeka, Kan., market in a radio study
just released to agencies and advertisers. Entitled "WIBW, Kansas ... a

War stories ■ WWL

New Orleans is

Perfect timing ■ By demonstrating
the intelligence to be born at 11:10 a.m.
on the tenth day of the 11th month,
Larry Eugene Malmos of Plattsmouth,
Neb., won a sum of money equal to a
year's college tuition. The timing of his
birth made Larry KFAB Omaha's
"11:10 Baby" and thus the recipient
of the prize given annually by the station to the baby whose birth most closeBROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

ly
with KFAB's 1110 spot on
thecoincides
dial.

Recipes for shows ■ WBKB (TV)
Chicago currently is offering viewers a
24-page booklet, "Francois Pope's ABCTV Gourmet Recipes," as part of a promotion for new ABC-TV network
shows. The booklet, created and prepared by the host of the station's Creative Cookery program, features 14
dishes, each designed to capture the
flavor of a particular network show.
Samples: London Fish Pie (honoring
Winston Churchill— The Valiant Years) ,
Sukiyaki {The Islanders), Potted Ox
Joints {Stagecoach West), Beef Mandarin Style {Hong Kong) and Irish
Lamb Stew (Harrigan and Son). Copies
can be obtained free by writing to
"Francois Pope's ABC-TV Gourmet
Recipes," WBKB, 190 N. State St.,
Chicago 1, 111.
An Idaho Christmas ■ KID-TV Idaho
Falls, Idaho, shipped 1,000 Idaho potatoes to New York for distribution to
each guest who attended the Radio &
Television Executives Society annual
Christmas
party.
Potatoes were

wrapped individually in aluminum foil
and were sent with the compliments of
C. N. (Rosy) Layne, president of KIDTV to Elisabeth Beckjorden, networkstation representative and member of
the RTES party committee, for placement in Christmas stockings.
Decals ■ CKCK-TV Regina, Sask., has
been distributing to youngsters transfers
featuring "Audy" and "Vidy" and station's call letters, for use on tee-shirts
other garments, at the rate of 1 ,000
aandday.
Special delivery ■ Jose de la Vega,
director of Voz Hispana on WWRL
New York, visited the San Juan, Puerto
Rico, civil defense chapter last week
to personally turn over a check for
$22,477, the total amount donated by
the New York Spanish community for
the victims of Hurricane "San Lorenzo"
(Hurricane Donna). The money was
collected through a WWRL radio marathon organized immediately following
news of the floods that swept through
Humacao and other towns in Puerto
Rico. The station's Spanish program
also collected, with the assistance of
FOR THE

Missionary gift ■ KEWB San FranciscoOakland has donated a 1-kw transmitter
to the Christian Broadcasting System,
which is affiliated with the National
Council of Churches. The transmitter
will be shipped to Pusan, Korea, one
of three outlets of the organization in
that country, others being located in
Seoul and Taegu.
WTAR'S all-day demonstration
Virginia advertisers and agency executives were the guests of WTAR Norfolk Dec. 7, when the station presented
an all-day demonstration of its image,
sales and programming.
The day began with a Norfolk
origination
of CBS
Radio's
News Round-up
at 8 a.m.
(EST)World
and
included a sample broadcast day presentation with short excerpts of the
programming found in each WTAR
show.

RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS
Tenn. — Huntingdon Bcstg. Co.
As compared by Broadcasting: Dec. 15 1580Huntingdon,
kc, 250 kw D. P.O. address 1847 Baldwin
through Dec. 21. Includes data on new
St., Memphis, Tenn. Estimated construction
cost $12,353, first year operation cost $28,000,
stations, changes in existing stations, revenue
$42,000. Principals include John M.
Latham,
and Thomas D. Haywood,
ownership changes, hearing cases, rules 10%. Mr. 90%,
Latham has interest in WHEY
& standards changes, routine roundup.
Millington, Tenn. Mr. Haywood manages
milk
processing and distributing firm. Ann.
Dec. 19.
Abbreviations : DA — directional antenna, cp —
Oak
— Oakaddress
Ridge Oak
Bcstg.Ridge,
Co.
construction permit. ERP — effective radiated
1520 kc,Ridge,
1 kw Tenn.
D. P.O.
power vhf — very high frequency, uhf —
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $16,249,
ultra
high
frequency,
ant.
—
antenna,
aur.
—
aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts first year operation cost $44,200, revenue
$48,000. Principals include William M. Bryan
mc — megacycles. D — day. N — night. LS —
and Fred M. Edgemon, 45% each, and Robert
local sunset, mod. — modification, trans. —
transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc — kilo- W. Leonard, 10%. Mr. Bryan owns WDEH
Sweetwater, Tenn., and has interest in
cycles. SCA — subsidiary communications
KCOB Newton, Iowa and KGMO Cape
authorization. SSA — special service authoriGirardeau, Mo. Mr. Edgemon has interest
zation. STA — special temporary authorizain farm equipping company. Mr. Bryan is
tion. SH— specified hours. * — educational.
Ann. — Announced.
employe
Dec. 20. of WDEH Sweetwater, Tenn. Ann.
Existing tv stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KPOB-TV
Poplar Bluff, Mo.— TurnerFarror Association.
KTAL (TV) Texarkana, Tex.— KCMC Inc.
Changed from KCMC-TV.
New am stations
APPLICATIONS
Jacksonville, Ark. — Lad Bcstg. Co. 1580
kc, 500 kw D. P.O. address 214 Washington
Ave., Memphis, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $13,600, first year operating cost
$36,000, revenue $45,000. Roy M. Scott, sole
owner, is tax attorney. Ann. Dec. 20.
Kealakekua, Hawaii — Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc.
790 kc, mated
1 kw.
P.O. address
Box first
816. Esticonstruction
cost $28,725.
year
operation cost $36,000, revenue $42,000.
Maunaloa Bcstg. Inc. is group headed by
W. H. cern.
GreenweU,
Ann. Dec. 20.Ltd., 13V3%, ranching conCovington, Ky— Covington Bcstg. Co. 1320
kc, 500 w kw. P.O. address 106 E. 3rd St.
Estimated construction cost $34,971, first year
operationcipalscost
revenue
include$65,000,
Tom E.
Beal, $72,000.
87V2%, Prinand
Richard R. Deupree Jr., 12y2%. Mr. Beal has
interest in KBKC Mission, Kan. Mr. Deupree
is attorney. Ann. Dec. 19.
Savannah Bcstg Service Inc. Bolivar, Tenn.
—Amendment to BP-13,291 (for new sta1560 kc.tion) to change frequency from 1050 kc to
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

Malabe Shipping Co., one of its sponsors, more than 40,000 pounds of
new and used clothing, which was distributed earlier by the civil defense
organization.

Existing am stations
APPLICATIONS
KEWB Oakland, Calif.— Mod. of license to

change studio and remote control point
from Bermuda Building, 2150 Franklin St.,
Oakland,
Calif.,
583 Market
San Francisco, Calif,
and tochange
station St.,
location
from
Oakland, Calif, to San Francisco, Calif.
(910kc) Ann. Dec. 15.
WBBT from
Lyons,
power
250 Ga.
w —toCp1 tokw.increase
(1340kc)daytime
Ann.
Dec. 20.
WSDR
Sterling,
to increase
daytime power
from 100111. w— Cp
to 500
w and install
new trans. (1240kc) Ann. Dec. 20.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1490kc) Ann. Dec. 15.
WDEA Ellsworth, Maine — Cp to change
frequency from 1350 kc to 1370 kc, increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1370kc) Ann. Dec. 20.
WDOWfromDowagiac,
Cp install
to increase
power
500 w to Mich.
1 kw — and
new
trans. (1440kc) Ann. Dec. 19.
WBRBcense toMount
— Mod. from
if lichange Clemens,
hours ofMich.
operation
Daytime to unl. and change from DA to
DA-N-D (DA-D to DA-1). (1430kc) Ann.
Dec. 20.
WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw and
change from DA-N to DA-N-D (DA-2) and
install new trans. (Contingent on BP-13,894
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to change frequency) (Request waiver of
3.28(c) of rules). (1150kc) Ann. Dec. 19.
WCCW Traverse City, Mich.— Cp to inpower from
1 kw Ann.
to 5 Dec.
kw and
stallcrease
new trans.
(1310kc)
19. inKSIX Corpus Chiisti, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 wAnn.
to 1Dec.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1240kc)
20. inKOLE Port Arthur, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytimeDec.power
Ann.
20. from 250 w to 1 kw. (1340kc)
KGA Spokane, Wash. — Application for license
Radiokc,Station
kane,to operate
Wash., on 1510
power KGA,
of 50 Spokw,
unl. and DA-N. Ann. Dec. 20.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WIXI Irondale, Ala. — Jefferson Radio Co.
WBYG from
Savannah,
Changed
WCCP. Ga. — Dixie Bcstg. Co.
KEKO Kailua, Hawaii— Egal Radio.
KRZE Farmington,
Changed
from KZUM. N. M. — KZUM Radio.
KKIT Taos, N. M. — Art Capitol Bcstg. Co.
KRZY Grand Prairie, Tex.— Rounsaville of
Dallas Inc. Changed from KKSN.
KAMY
McCamey,
Tex. — Sapphire Bcstg.
Co. Changed
from KCMR.
WDIC
Clincheo,
Va.
— Dickenson County
Bcstg. Corp.
New fm stations
APPLICATIONS
West Hartford, Conn. — Grossco Inc. 102.1
mc, 20 kw. Ant. height above average terrain —5 ft. P.O. address 74 Whetten Rd.
Estimated construction cost $17,339, first year
operating cost $20,000, revenue $20,000. In
the event am application is granted fm station will be duplicate. Ann. Dec. 20.
Miami Beach, Fla. — Arthur E. Zucker 94.9
mc, 81.48 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 214 ft. P.O. address 6380 Indian
Creek Dr. Estimated construction cost $36,059, first year operation cost $18,050, revenue
$21,350. Mr. Zucker, sole owner, is employe
of Rand Bcstg. Co. Ann. Dec. 20.
Wichita, Kans. — Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co.
97.5 mc, 17.2 kw. Ant. height above average
terrain 136 ft. P.O. address Box 486. Estimated construction cost $22,280, first year
operation cost $4,800, revenue $6,000. Principals include John M. Hall, 33%%, Estate
of
Max Ann.
and Dec.
Louis19. Levand, 33%%, and
others.
Existing fm stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KTAP
Jacobson. (FM) Tucson, Ariz.— E. Edward
WDEE-FM Hamden, Conn.— Southern New
England Bcstg. Corp.
WWCO-FM Waterbury, Conn.— WWCO Inc.
WKAT-FM Miami, Fla.— WKAT Inc.
Changed from WAFM (FM).
WJJD-FM Chicago, 111.— Plough Bcstg. Co.
Changed from WSEL (FM).
Co.WWTV-FM Cadillac, Mich.— Fetzer Bcstg.
KEMO (FM) St. Louis, Mo.— George
Caleshu.
WKBC-FM
North Wilkesboro, N. C—
Wilkes
Bcstg. Co.
WFBS-FM Winston-Salem, N. C— Trustees
of Wake Forest College.
KWMO (FM) Odessa, Tex.— Audiomnialtifidelity.
WVEC-FM
Hampton, Va.— Peninsula Radio Corp.
Ownership changes
APPLICATIONS
KGUN-TV
Tucson,
— Seeks
ment of license
from Ariz.
Tucson
Tv assignCo. to
KGUN-TV
Inc.
Merger
of
two
companies
with no financial transaction involved.
KGUN-TV Inc. is wholly owned by WEHT
Inc. Contingent on grant by FCC of previous
application
for transfer of control. Ann.
Dec. 20.
KMAK Fresno, Calif.— Seeks assignment ol
license from McMahan Bcstg. Co. to Radio
One Inc. for $185,000. Radio One Inc. is
headed by Riley R. Gibson, 15.1%, president,
and has interest in KXOA Sacramento, and
KLIV
San Jose, both California. Ann. Dec.
20.
KLAC-FM Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Hall Bcstg. Co. to
Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. for $250,000 subject
to adjustment. Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. is
wholly owned subsidiary of Westinghouse
Electric Corp. Ann. Dec. 20.
KEWB Oakland, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from KEWB Bcstg. Corp. to Crowell-Collier
Bcstg.
Corp., parent
corporation.
Merger of two
companies
with no
financial
transaction involved. Ann. Dec. 19.
KEAR (FM) Sacramento, and KEBR (FM)
San Francisco, both California — Seek trans64 (FOR THE RECORD)

SUMMARY

OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 21
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps.
Not on air
For new stations
AM
3,498
40
117
835
FM
750
63
207
90
TV
480
173
113
101
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 21
VHF
UHF
TV
Commercial
453
78
531
Non-commercial
38
14
52
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by BROADCASTING Dec. 21
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
3,483
732
4771
CPs
stations)
43
53
162
CPs on
not air
on (new
air (new
stations)
106
205
112
Total authorized stations
3,632
990
659
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
621
64
34
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
186
35
70
Total applications for new stations
807
99
104
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
574
40
34
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
273
7
18
Total applications for major changes
847
47
52
Licenses deleted
0
0
0
Cps deleted
0
0
0
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
a There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and on which has not started operation.

fer of control of Family Stations Inc. Trans33%% from Lloyd Lindquistfer oftointerest
Scott ofSmith. Holdings of Harold
Camping
and
Dick
remain the same. Palmquist, 33%% each,
KGMS Sacramento, Calif.— Seeks transfer
of control of KGMS Inc. from Anthony C.
Morici, Carol McNamee and Marianne
Aiassa, 23%% each, Alfred A. Morici, 20%,
and Abraham R. Ellman, 10%, to Capitol
Bcstg. Co. for $577,500 subject to adjustment.
Principals
include
Krisik,Sturtevant
51.1%, Theadore J. Wolf,
29%, A.
A. J.Judson
Jr.,
10%, Herbert W. Dustin, 9.9%. Messrs.
Krisik, Wolf, Sturtevant and Dustin have
interest in KFAX San Francisco, Calif., and
KAGO Klamath Falls, Ore. Messrs. Krisik,
Wolf, and Sturtevant also have interest in
KFIV
below.) Modesto, Calif. Ann. Dec. 20. (See
KGMSment of license
Sacramento,
Calif. — Inc.
Seeksto Capitol
assignfrom KGMS
Bcstg. Co., parent company. Merger of two
corporations. This application is contingent
on grant
Ann.
Dec. by
20. FCC of transfer of control.
KMCD Fairfield, Iowa — Seeks assignment
of license from Bcstg. Engineering Services
Inc. to Burlington Bcstg. Co., parent corporation. Liquidation of subsidiary corporation.
Principals include Gerald McDermott, 98.8%
and Ellyn McDermott, 1.2%. Ann. Dec. 20.
WMIC St. Helen, Mich. — Seeks assignment
of license from Frank Tefft to BEL Enterfor $18,400.Jr.,Principals
include
cey G.prisesBurke
Ray Lane,
and ChaunAllison
Eicher, 33%% each. Messrs. Burke, Lane,
and Eicher are employes of WNEM-TV Bay
City, Mich. Ann. Dec. 20.
WIOS Tawes City, Mich. — Seeks asignment
of license from R. S. Underhill to Superior
Bcstg. Co. for $29,300 plus $10,700 assumption
of depts. Superior Bcstg. Co. is headed by
Simon Fisher, 4.1%, president. Ann. Dec. 20.
KDWB St. Paul, Minn. — Seeks asignment
of license from KDWB Bcstg. Corp. to Crowell-Collier Bcstg. Corp., parent corporation. Merger of two companies with no
financial transaction involved. Ann. Dec. 19.
WRAN Dover, N. J. — Seeks transfer of cp
of Lion Bcstg. Co. Harry L. Goldman, sole
owner, will transfer 75% interest to John
Smart, 18%%, Abe L. Blinder, Barry Sherman, Samuel Kravetz and Morris H. Bergreen, 12%% each, and Lester Petchaft,
6%%,
Messrs.
Smart, ofBlinder,
Petchaftforand$41,250.
Sherman
are officers
WQXI
Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Kravetz is employe of
WITHcer andBaltimore,
Md.in Mr.
Bergreen
is offihas interest
WTBO
Cumberland,
Md. Ann. Dec. 20.
Northeast Radio Corp., licensee of WRRE

(FM) South Bristol, WRRL (FM) Withersfield, WRRD (FM) DeRuyter, WRRC (FM)
Cherry Valley, and WRRA (FM) Newneld,
all New York, and Civic Bcstg. Corp., licensee of WOLF
Syracuse,
Y. — Seeks
assignment
of license
to IvyN. Bcstg.
Co.
Merger of two wholly owned subsidiaries
into parent corporation. At same time Ivy
Bcstg. Co. seeks transfer of control of 50%
interest from James J. Clynes Jr., 25%, and
Pauline B. Treman, 25%, to George and
Janice Abbott, 50% (presently own 25%) and
Phebe W. Erdman, 25% for $25,000. Holdings
of E. E. Erdman, 25%, remain the same. Ann.
Dec. 20.
WOHI-AM-FM
East Liverpool, Ohio —
Seeks transfer of control of East Liverpool
Bcstg. Co. from Richard V. Beatty, approximately 50%, George T. Farrall, appx. 26%,
and Corp.
MichaelforTurk,
appx. Principals
23%, to Constrander
$175,000.
include
Joseph D. Coons, 60%, David E. Kurland and
Norman L. Mauser, 15% each, Charles E.
Stuart, 10%. Mr. Coons is employe of telephone company. Mr. Stuart is in army.
Messrs. Kurland and Mauser are graduate
students. Ann. Dec. 20.
WCMB and WDTV (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.
— Seek assignment of license and cp (respectively) from Rossmoyne Corp. to Hudson
Bcstg. cipals
Corp.includeMerger
companies.
James ofA.twoMcKenna
Jr., Prin80%,
and Edgar K. Smith, 20%.
WTHT from
Hazleton,
— Seeks sole
assignment
of
license
Louis Pa.
Adelman,
owner, to
Radio 13 Inc. Change to corporate form of
business volved.
with
no financial
transaction inAnn. Dec.
20.
KFMK-FM Fort Worth, Tex.— Seeks assignment of cp from BB&L Bcstg. Corp. to
Trinity clude
Bcstg.
$5,621. Paul
Principals
inWilliam Co.
D. for
Schueler,
E. Taft,
F. Kirk Johnson, James M. Stewart, and
Houston Bcstg. Corp., 20% each. Messrs.
Schueler, Johnson, Taft and Stewart own
KJEM Oklahoma City, Okla., and KJIM
Fort Worth, Tex. Ann. Dec. 20.
KTHT Houston, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Texas Radio Corp. to WinstonSalem
for $435,000.
Bcstg. Bcstg.
Co. isCo.group
headed Winston-Salem
by James W.
Coan, 11.65%, president. Ann. Dec. 19.
KGKB Tyler, Tex. — Seeks transfer of control of K. G.9%K. interest
B. Inc. to
Harry
O'Connor
transfering
Wallace
Barbeeis
(presently owns 6%) for $5,000. Other stock
holdings remain the same. Ann. Dec. 20.
WRNL-AM-FM Richmond, Va.— Seeks assignment of license from Richmond Newspapers Die. to
WRNL Inc., subsidiary corAnn. Dec. poration.
20.No financial transaction involved.
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Hearing cases
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
■ Commission on December 15 directed
preparation of document looking toward
granting application of Fisher Bcstg. Co. for
new tv station to operate on ch. 2 in PortOre., and Publishing
denying competing
applicationland,
of Tribune
Co. December
31,
1959 initial
decision
looked
toward
this action. Ann. Dec. 16.
■ Commission on December 15 directed
preparation of document looking toward
of Charles J. Lanphier
granting
for
new applications
am station to operate on 1570 kc,
500 w, D, in Golden Valley, Minn., and
Eider C. Stangland for new station on 1550
kc, 500 w, D, in Shelton, Iowa, and denying
application of Minnesota Radio Co. for new
station on 1550 kc, 10 kw, D, in HopkinsEdina, Minn. June 9 initial decision looked
toward this action. Ann. Dec. 16.
■ Commission on December 16 directed
preparation of document looking toward
Bcstg. Co.
granting
for new application
am station ofto Tri-Cities
operate on 920 kc,
and
500 w, D, DA, in Granite City, 111.,
of Madison County
denying andapplications
Bcstrs.
East Side Bcstg. Co. for same
facilities. March 21 initial decision looked
toward this action. Ann. Dec. 16.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Examiner Herbert Sharfman
a Hearing
issued initial decision looking toward (1)
by WSTV Inc. (WBOY-TV,
protest
denying
12), Clarksburg, W. Va., (2) affirming
ch.
application for relinquishof
Feb 17 grant
WJPB-TV Inc.,
ment of positive control of(ch.
5), Weston
WJPB-TV
of
permittee
through sale of
W Va , by J. P.P.Beacom
George W.
and
Johnson
Thomas
to
stock
18 order
aside April of
Eby, and (3) setting
grant
date
which postponed effective
16.
pending hearing. Ann. Dec.
Smith
C.
■ Hearing Examiner Elizabeth
toward grantissued initial decision looking
ing application of Bay Video Inc., for new
tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Panama
City, Fla. Ann. Dec. 16.
■ Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
issued initial decision looking toward grantto increase dayapplicati
ingtimefollowing
250 wonsto 1 kw, continued
power from
nighttime operation with 250 w; Radio
FlorInc. (WOWL, 1240 kc),
Muscle Shoals
Co. Inc.
ence, Ala.: Union City Bcstg.
Tenn.;
City,
Union
kc).
(WENK, 1240
Co., (WCMA, 1230 kc), CorCorinthinth,Bcstg.
Miss.; WKDA Bcstg. Co., (WKDA,
Porter
1240 kc), Nashville, Tenn.; James
Clark (WEKR, 1240 kc), Fayetteville, Term.,
and Walker County Bcstg. Co., (WARF,to
1240 kc), Jasper, Ala.; all with condition
imsuch interference as may inbeevent
accepting
posed by existing class IV stationsauthorize
d
these stations are subsequentlyRadio
Muscle
to increase power to 1 kw, and
l engineer
additiona
Shoalstion.with
. ing condiAnn. Dec.
16
.
■ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
apgranting
toward
initial decision looking
newDA,am D,sta-m
for
Karig
Martin
f
o
n
o
i
t
a
c
i
l
p
kw,
1
kc,
930
on
tion to operate
, N. Y. Ann. Dec. 20.
Johnstown
OTHER ACTION
a Commission on December 16 granted
Electronic
petition
to May
Feb. 3, 1961 Associafrom Industries
extended
tion and by
comments and to
filing
for
3 1961 time
proof
matter
in
May 15, 1961 for replies
rules affecting
band. posed
Action
Dec. 19.operation in 450-470 mc
Routine roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
■ Granted petition by MCA Inc. and Taft
B. Schreiber and extended to Dec. 27 timeof
Support
to file Reply to Memorandum in
Action in Opposition
Opinion and forProposed
Bureau
Broadcast
Review by
to Petitions
and Tv NetRadio
of
Study
of
in matter
.
work Broadcasting Action Dec. 14.
by KWK Radio Inc.,
to Dec. 16 time to reply to
extended petition
and■ Granted
"Broadcast Bureau's Response to Requests
Particulars" in matter of revocafor Bill of of
license for standard broadcast station
tion KWK St. Louis. Mo. Action Dec. 14.
by Taft Bcstg. Co. and
■ Grantedto petition
Dec. 19 time to file replies to
extended
briefs in proceeding on apexceptions plicatiand
on of WHAS Inc., for cp to change
of WHAS-TV
locati6n
ant.
and
trans,
Dec. 16.
Louisville, Ky. Action
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
■ Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 22 on
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

petition of Metropolitan Tv Co. (KOA) Denver, Colo., for leave to intervene in proceeding on am applications of Bernalillo Bcstg.
13.
Co., Albuquerque, N. M., et al. Action Dec.
■ Ordered Milton Grant and James R.
Bonfils, d/b as Laurel Bcstg. Co., to file
within 10 days amendment to its Nov. 25
petition so as to show under oath factual
and other data as in its judgment is necessary in connection with determination of
whether expenditures made in preparing.
Laurel, Md., were legitimate and prudent
as contemplated by 1960 amendments to
Communications Act; deferred action on
merits of Nov. 25 petition, which was joined
in by Interurban Bcstg. Corp., Laurel, requesting approval of agreement between
two applicants whereby Laurel application
would be dismissed and, in consideration
therefor, Interurban would pay Grant $10,000 and Bonfils $10. Applications are in
consolidated hearing in dockets 12993 et al.
Action Dec. 14.
■ Granted petition by Consolidated Bcstg.
Industries Inc., Natick, Mass., to extent that
it seeks dismissal of its am application;
application
dismissed with prejudice. Action
Dec. 15.
■ Scheduled oral argument for Dec. 20,
at 1:00 p.m., on joint petition by applicants
Robert D. and Martha M. Rapp and Donald
M. Donze, both Festus, Mo. for approval of
agreement to withdraw application of Rapp
in am consolidated proceeding in dockets
13694 et al. Action Dec. 16.
■ Scheduled oral argument for 9:30 a.m.,
Dec. 20, on joint petition by Cumberland
Valley Bcstg. Corp., Westernport, Md., and
Windber Community Bcstg. System, Windber, Pa. for approval of agreement to withdraw the application of Cumberland in am
consolidated proceeding in dockets 13733
et al. Action Dec. 16.
■ Scheduled oral argument for 9:00 a.m.,
Dec. 20 on joint petition by Gosco Bcstrs.
and Windber Community Bcstg. System,
both Windber, Pa., for approval of agreement to withdraw application of Gosco in
am al.consolidated
proceeding
in dockets 13729
et
Action Dec.
16.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and further extended from Dec. 14 and 21
to Dec. 23 and Jan. 4, 1961, respectively, to
file proposed findings of fact and conclusions and replies in proceeding on am applications of Berkshire Bcstg. Corp., Hartford,
and Grossco
West 16.Hartford, both Connecticut.Inc.,
Action Dec.
■ Ordered that hearing will be resumed
and concluded on Dec. 22 in proceeding on
application of Eleven Ten Bcstg. Corp.,
Pasadena, Calif., for renewal of license of
KRLA
Action and
Dec. aux.
14. and license to cover cp.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
■ Granted petition by Western Minnesota
Bcstg. Co. (KMRS) Morris, Minn., to correct
transcript of record in proceeding on its am
application, et al. Action Dec. 14.
■ Granted petition by Boyertown Bcstg.
Co., Boyertown,
and postponed
prehearing conferencePa.,
scheduled
for 10:00 a.m.,
Dec. 14, to 2:00 p.m., same date in proceedDec. ing14.on ■ its am application, et al. Action
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 13 to and including
Dec. 16 time to file proposed findings of
fact and conclusions in proceeding on am
applications of Alexandria Bcstg. Corp.
(KXRA) Alexandria, Minn., et al. Action
Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
■ With consent of all parties, granted motion bytinued
Sierra
Madre
and time
confrom Dec.
15 toBcstg.
Jan. Co.,
10, 1961
to file proposed findings and conclusions in
proceeding
on fmAngeles
applications
of Bible Los
Institute of Los
Inc. (KBBI)
Angeles
and
Benjamin
C.
Brown,
Oceanside,
both California. Action Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
■ Granted petition by Willamette-Land
Tv Inc., for leave to amend its tv applicationtorstoandshow
minorfinancial
change showing
in type inof Salem,
monirevised
Ore., tv ;ch. '3 proceeding. Action Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
■ Upon
by Broadcast
Bureau from
and
with
consentrequest
of other
parties, extended
Dec. 15 to Dec. 20 time to file proposed
findings and from Dec. 30 to Jan. 4, 1961 for
replies, in proceeding on am application of
Northeast Radio
(WCAP)
sachusetts. Inc.
Action Dec.
15. Lowell, Mas■ Received in evidence WSUB exhibit 1
and 1-A and closed record in proceeding on
am application of Northeast Radio Inc
(WCAP) Lowell, Mass. Action Dec. 15.

NOW
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NEW
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PROGRAM

AMPLIFIER
featuring uniform highfidelity performance and
long-life expectancy
An ideal program, line or
bridging amplifier, the
BA-33A offers high gain
with very low distortion.
Has self-contained power
supply, excellent frequency
response, front panel gain
control, plug-in mounting.
Full transistor circuitry affords the advantages of compact design, uniform performance, reduced power
consumption and long-life.
Only $235.
Write to EC A, Dept. OD-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
In Canada: EC A VICTOE
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B Upon request by Broadcast Bureau and
with consent of other parties, extended from
Dec. 16 to Jan. 12, 1961, to file proposed
findings and from Dec. 30 to Jan. 26, 1961
for replies in proceeding on am applications
of Clarke Bcstg. Corp. (WGAU) Athens,
Ga., et al. Action Dec. 15.
■ By order formalized agreements and
rulingsence inmade
at Dec. on13 am
prehearing
confer-of
proceeding
applications
Middle Tennessee Bcstg. Co. (WKKM) Columbia, Tenn., et al.; exhibits to be exchanged on Feb.and16,notification
1961; further
prehearing conference
of witnesses
scheduled for March 9, 1961; hearing for
March 28, 1961. Action Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
■ By order, formalized certain agreements
reached by parties at Dec. 9 prehearing
conference
in proceeding
am applications of Western
Bcstg. Co.,on Odessa,
Tex.,
et al; continued hearing from Jan. 11 to
Feb. 1, 1961. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
■ Upon informal agreement of parties,
continued Dec. 21 hearing to Jan. 13, 1961
in proceeding
on Industries
am applications
Consolidated Bcstg.
Inc., ofNatick,
Mass., et al. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 12 to Dec. 20 time
to file proposed findings and from Dec. 28
to Jan. 4, 1961 for replies in proceeding on
application of Service Bcstg. Co. for new
am station in Concord, Calif. Action Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
■ Granted petition by Ridgecrest Bcstg.
Co., to accept
late appearance
ceeding on am itsapplication
of KENOin proInc.
(KRNO) San Bernardino, Calif. Action
Dec. 13.
■ On own motion, continued Dec. 12 hearing to Dec. 16 in Medford, Ore., tv ch. 10
proceeding. Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner David I. Kraushaar
■ Rescheduled Dec. 12 hearing for Feb. 13.
1961, in proceeding on am applications of
Hennepin Bcstg. Associates, Minneapolis,
Minn., and Robert E. Smith, River Falls,
Wis., and scheduled Feb. 3, 1961 for exhibit

material to be offered as part of either apcase (including
engineeringplicant's
notdirectalready
exchanged, rebuttal
if any) ,
and Feb. 3 deadline date for receipt of
depositions
at commission's offices. Action
Dec.
13.
■ Formalized rulings made at Dec. 14
prehearingceedingconference
in consolidated
proon am applications
of Triangle
Publications Inc. (WNHC) New Haven,
Conn., et al. in dockets 13711 et al.; divided
into two groups for hearing purposes and
placedtionsin
group A applicants
havingwithout
petifor reconsideration
and grant
hearing pending for full reconsideration and
grant without pending for full commission
action (WNBH, WBRK, WALL, WBRE,
WRAW. WHAT and WMID) and in group
B all remaining applicants which have
no such pleadings pending (WNHC, WNLK,
WRAP, Rodio Radio, Greater Princeton
Bcstg. Co., New Jersey Bcstg. Co. and
Nassau Bcstg. Co.; continued indefinitely
hearing tained
on Dec.group
A applications
19 date
for hearingandas re-to
engineering and section 307(b) matters on
group B; rescheduled from Jan. 3 to Jan. 4,
1961 hearing on non-engineering and non307 (b) matters affecting applicants Greater
Princeton and Nassau; and dismissed as
moot joint petition by WHAT, WRAW,
WBRE and WMID for severance, etc. and
similar petition by WALL. Action Dec. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
■ Upon request by WBUD Inc., extended
from Dec. 14 to Dec. 21 time to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions in
proceeding on its application and that of
Concert Network Inc., for new fm stations
in Trenton, N. J. Action Dec. 14.
■ Pursuant
to Dec.
ference, continued
Jan. 1624, prehearing
1961 hearingcon-to
March 27, 1961 in proceeding on am applications of Bernalillo Bcstg. Co., Albuquerque, N. M., et al. Action Dec. 15.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
■ Continued
conference from Dec. further
12 to Dec.prehearing
20 in proceeding
on am applications of Mid-America Bcstg.
System Inc., Highland Park, 111., et al.,
group 1. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted motion by Springhill Bcstg.
Co., Mobile, Ala., and extended to Dec. 19

Open new markets by originating programs away from
the studio with a Marti Remote Pick-Up Transmitter and
Receiver. Transmitter and associated equipment easily installed in a car. Sold exclusively by your Collins Broadcast Sales Engineer. Call him for a demonstration.
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
DALLAS. TEXAS
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

transmitter features: frequency response ±3 db, 75-7,500 cps • RF output 15 w,' frequency 152172 mc • 2 audio inputs adjustable for 50, 150, 250, 600 ohms • input level —70 db • noise level
better than — 45 db • distortion less than 3% ' power requirement 120 v ac, 140 w * receiver
features: frequency stability ±0.0005% with crystal oven • audio output -{-4 dbm at 600 ohms '
sensitivity 0.6 microvolts or less for 20 db quieting • spurious response attenuated at least 100 db.
For further information contact your Collins broadcast sales engineer or write direct.
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time to reply to request of Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co., New Orleans, La., to take official notice in proceeding on their am applications, et al. Action Dec. 13.
■ Granted petition by Friendly Bcstg. Co.
(WJMO) Cleveland Heights, Ohio, for leave
to make engineering amendment to its am
application
which13010is consolidated
ing in dockets
et al. Action forDec.hear13.
■ By agreement
of
counsel Tvin Corp.
proceeding on application all
of WDUL
(WHYZ-TV) Duluth, Minn., instead of conference on Dec. 22, as previously scheduled, hearing session will be held. Action
Dec. 13.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
■ Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
and extended from Dec. 15 to Dec. 22 time
to file basic findings and conclusions; from
Jan. 5, 1961 to Jan. 12 for supplemental
findings and conclusions and from Jan. 19,
1961 to Jan. 26 for reply findings in proceeding on am applications of Finley Bcstg.
Co. (KSRO)
tion Dec. 15. Santa Rosa, Calif., et al. AcBROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
WYZZ(FM) Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Granted
cp to change ant.
WPKM(FM) Tampa, Fla.— Granted cp to
increase length of the trans, line and to
decrease ERP to 10.43 kw.
Actions of December 16
■ Granted
STADanville
for following
peater station:
Tv Assn.,vhfchs.tv 6,re-4
and 2, Danville, Wash. (KHQ, ch. 6, KXLY,
ch. 4 and KREM, ch. 2, all Spokane, Wash.).
KWAY Forest
Ore—from
Granted
voluntary transferGrove,
of control
Percy inB.
Crawford to Ruth Majorie Crawford, executrix of estate of Percy B. Crawford, deceased.
WDAC(FM), WYCA(FM), KDMI(FM),
WMFP(FM) Lancaster, Pa., Hammond, Ind.,
Des Moines, Iowa, and Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
— Granted involuntary assignment of license,
cp and license and cp to Ruth Marjorie
Crawford, executrix of estate of Percy B.
Crawford, deceased.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Granted transfer
of control from G. D. Kincaid, Ken Hart
and Donald J. Horton to Bluegrass Bcstg.
Co.
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla. — Granted
transfer of control from G. D. Kincaid, Ken
Hart and John Rutledge to Bluegrass Bcstg.
Co.
WCMI-AM-FM Ashland, Ky. — Granted
transfer of control from G. D. Kincaid, Ken
Hart and John Rutledge to Bluegrass Bcstg.
Co.WVLK Lexington, Ky. — Granted acquisition of positive control by G. D. Kincaid
through sale of stock by Donald J. Horton
to Bluegrass Bcstg. Co.
KASY Auburn, Wash. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Edward J. Garre
through
Mowbray. purchase of stock from John W.
KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz. — Granted assignment of licenses to KGUN-TV Inc.
■ Following stations granted extensions
of completion dates as shown: WEEX-FM
Easton,
Pa. to
March21, 15,
Omaha, Neb.
to Feb.
1961;1961:
WFLI WOW-FM
Lookout
Mountain, Tenn. to Jan. 31, 1961.
Actions of December 15
■ Granted
STA H.
for following
vhf tv repeater stations:
Arnold Nottingham,
Avon, Colo. (KFBC-TV, ch. 7, Cheyenne,
Wyo., and KOA-TV. ch. 10, Denver, Colo.);
Walsh Community T. V., ch. 8, Walsh, Colo.
(KTVC, ch. 6, Ensign, Kan.) ; Univ. of New
Hampshire, ch. 4, Littleton, N. H. (WENH.
ch. 11, Durham, N. H.) ; Cobalt Community
Club, ch. 7, Cobalt, Idaho (KID-TV, ch. 3,
Idaho Falls, Idaho); Albany Electronics Inc.,
chs. 10 and 12, Laramie, Albany County,
Wyo.
(KOA-TV,Colo.);
ch. 4Cody
and T.KLZ-TV,
both Denver,
V. Club,ch.chs.7,
9 and 11, Cody, Wyo. (KOOK-TV ch. 2 and
KGHL,
both ch.
Billings,
Mont.) ; Cherrylane T. ch.V. 8.Club,
6, Cherrylane,
Idaho
(KHQ, ch. 6, Spokane, Wash.).
KVAN
Camas,
Wash.
—
Granted
assignment
of license to Cathryn C. Murphy.
KFMH(FM)
Granted
licenseColorado
covering Springs,
change inColo.ERP—
ant. height,
system. and ant. -trans, location, ant. and
KQRO(FM)
replace
expired Dallas,
permit Tex.—
for fm Granted
station. cp to
*WNUR(FM)
Evanston,
HI.—
Granted
cp to
install
new ant.
trans.,
to
1.4 kw.;
45 ft.new ant.; increase ERP
WGN-TV Chicago, HI. — Granted cp to
maintain
as aux. trans, at present
main trans,trans,
location.
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn.— Granted cp to
change type trans, and make other equipBROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFGCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFGCE

—Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Uppar Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim
Laboratories,
Great6-3000
Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Cen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDC.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P.O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFGCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFGCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N.W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFGCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFGCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P.O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINCTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 C St., N.W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFGCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. Hickory 7-2401
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snow vi He Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Tel. JAckson 6-4386
Member AFGCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
CLendale 2-3073

Service

Directory

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
232 S. Jasmine St. DExter 3-5562
Denver 22, Colorado
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100
MERL SAXON

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
527 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCGE
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCGE
JULES COHEN
Consulting Electronic Engineer
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 C St., N:W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE
JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE
PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W.Va. Dickens 2-6281

PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
AM FM-TV
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING CO.
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443
Associate Member
Institute of Radio Enyinecrs

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Tech. Inst. Curricula
3224 16 St., N.W. Wash. 10, D C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence
course. Write For Free Catalog. Specify course.

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc
P. O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

M. R. KARIG & ASSOCS.
BROADCAST CONSULTANTS
Engineering Applications
Management Programming
P. O.Sales
Box 248
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.
Saratoga Springs 4300

JOHN H. BATTISON
AND ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers
Specializing in AM power
increasesBldg.,
— FM-TV
209A LaSalle
1028 Conn.
Ave., N.W., REWashington
7-0458 6, D. C.
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ment changes; ERP vis, 100 kw, aur. 58.9
lew; ant. 580 ft.
K70BW Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii — Granted cp
to
tv ch.
station
fromch.(KGMBTV)change
ch. 9 primary
direct, to
9, via
82 and
change ant. orientation.
W78AB, W81AB Johnson City, Vestal, Hillcrest and Chenango Bridge, N. Y. — Granted
cp to change principal communities from
Johnson City and Vestal, N. Y. to part of
Endwell and Vestal, N. Y.; change ERP and
type trans.;
mote c6ntr61change
point. ERP, type trans, and reKQRO(FM) Dallas, Tex— Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, and increase ERP to
9.7 kw.
KOZE-FM Lewiston, Idaho — Granted mod.
of cp to change trans, and description of
ant. system (supporting structure).
KXQR(FM) Fresno, Calif— Granted mod
of cp to increase ERP to 27.5 kw; decrease
ant. height to 220 ft.; change type trans, and
new ant.; remote control permitted.
WABI-FM Bangor, Maine — Granted mod.
of cp to install new trans, and new ant. and
increase ERP to 6.1 kw.
KANT-FM Lancaster, Calif. — Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans., type ant., and
make changes in ant. system and trans,
equipment.
WESX Salem,
Mass. — Granted
requestmain
for
cancellation
of license
for alternate
trans.
■ Granted following stations extension of
completion dates as shown: KMER(FM)
Fresno, Calif, to May 1, 1961. and KXQR(FMJ
Fresno, Calif, to March 9, 1961.
Actions of December 14
WITI-TV Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted assignment of licenses to Storer Bcstg. Co.
■ Granted licenses for following tv translator stations:
K75AT,
People's
T. V.
Inc.,
Leadville,
Colo.;
K70CB,
Winter
Garden
Translator System Inc., Carrizo Spring and
Crystal City, both Texas; K70CC, Honey
Lake Community Tv Corp., Susan ville and
Herlong, : both California.
WVMI Biloxi, Miss. — Granted mod. of license to change studio location and operate
by remote control.
WSOCnewCharlotte,
cp to
install
trans, as N.
aux.C—dayGranted
and alternate

boh
mm
The Recognized Leader
in 1 KW AM Transmitters

-* A NEW SOUND— true high fidelity * COMPUTE WITH DUMMY ANTENNA — an engineer s
dream * LONG TUBE LIFE — proven 833A's add
thousands of hours -k ACCEPTANCE — largest selling 1KW manufactured today * SPECIAL MODEL
FOR CLASS IV STATIONS — flip the switch for
change in power * IN STOCK FOR PROMPT DELIVERY— factory tested to your frequency
■iMiiui
GATES RADIO
il'UJ.UJJJ COMPANY
,«>mmpmwi| Subsidiary of
Harris- Intertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
68 (FOR THE RECORD)

main timenight;
only. remote control permitted dayKBRS
Ark. — Granted cp to
install newSpringdale,
trans.
Queen
City
Bcstg.
Seattle,
Wash. —
Granted cp for new lowCo. power
station.
K74BD Dubuque, Iowa — Granted mod. of
cp to change primary tv station from
WISC-TV, ch. 3, Madison, Wis. to WMT-TV,
ch. 2, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Fine Music Inc. Montgomery, Ala. —
Granted mod. of cp to change trans, and
studio location; ant. system; decrease ant.
height to 155 ft.; remote control permitted.
WLLY Wilson, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WMMT New Orleans, La. — Granted mod.
of SCA to change frequency to 26 and 65 kc.
KBEC-FM Waxahachie, Tex.— Granted authority to remain silent for period ending
March 9, 1961.
■ Following stations granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KGUD Santa
Barbara, Calif, to May 25, 1961, and
KOTO(FM) Seattle, Wash, to May 6, 1961.
Actions of December 13
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.— Granted assignment of licenses to Redwood Bcstg. Co.
WEEN Lafayette, Term. — Granted acquisition of positive control by Denton D. and
Anna G. Norris (family group) through
purchase of stock from Eldon and Mitchell
Leslie.
WINY Putnam, Conn. — Granted assignCo. ment of cp's and licenses to Winny Bcstg.
KIOT Barstow, Calif.— Granted license for
am
station
and specify studio and remote
control
location.
WBMTfor Black
Mountain, N. C— Granted
license
am station.
WMUU-FM
Greenville,
S. C— Granted license for fm station.
WFCJ(FM) Miamisburg, Ohio — Granted
mod. of cp to change frequency to 93.7 mc.
WATN Watertown, N. Y. — Granted authority to remain silent through Jan. 16, 1961.
Petitions for rulemaking
WSEE (TV) and WTWV (TV) Erie, Pa.
and Tupelo, Miss. — Request allocation of ch.
9 to Williamsport, Pa. Ann. Dec. 19.
Board of Regents of University of State of
New York
Albany,
Requests
ment of rules
so asN. toY.—reserve
uhf amendch. 23
at Albany,
N.
Y.,
for
noncommercial
educational use. Ann. Dec. 20.
Binghamton Press Co. Binghamton, N. Y. —
Requests initiation of rulemaking proceeding looking toward allocation of either vhf
ch. 4 Dec.
or 9, 19.
or both, to Binghamton, N. Y.
Ann.
American Bcstg. Co. New York, N. Y. —
*Petition requesting amendment of rules
by (1) initiation of rulemaking so as to delete
ch. 8 and add chs. 9 and 11 at Syracuse,
N. Y.; (2) issue on order to WHEN-TV
Syracuse to show cause why its authorization should not be modified to specify ch. 9
in lieu of ch. 8; and (3) initiate conversations
Canada concerning
domesand with
interrelated
Canadian above
reallocations.
Ann.tic Dec.
20.
Joint Council on Educational Tv New
York, N. Y. — Requests assignment of vhf
ch.
9 to channel
Corning-Elmira,
N. Y., and educareserof that
for noncommercial
tional use. Ann. Dec.
19.
WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y.— Petition requesting institution of rulemaking looking
toward the allocation of chs 9 and 13 to
Elmira. N. Y. Ann. Dec. 19.
License renewal
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: WARM Scranton, Pa.; WRIC
Richlands, Va.; WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.;
WBFO(FM) Buffalo, N. Y.; WILA Danville, Va.; WBOF Virginia Beach, Va.;
WYFI(FM) Norfolk, Va.; WAIR WinstonSalem, N. C; WAIR-FM Aiken, S. C;
WEWO-AM-FM Laurinsburg, N. C; WFAI
Fayetteville, N. C; WGWR-AM-FM, Asheboro, N. C; WIST Charlotte, N. C; WARN
Aiken, S. C; WRCS Ashoskie, N. C; WZKY
Albemarle, N. C: KCOK Tulare, Calif.;
KTEN(TV) Ada, Okla.; WDTI Danville, Va.;
WGBG Greensboro, N. C; WLBG Laurens,
S. C; WNCA Siler City, N. C; WW OK
Charlotte, N. C; WYNN Florence, S. C;
WWBD Bamberg, S. C; WPAO Charleston,
S. C; WOIC Columbia, S. C; KVAN Camas,
Wash.
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections
assignmentsappendix
of Mexican
broadcast stationsin modifying
containing
assignments of Mexican broadcast stations
attached to Recommendations of the North

American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
engineering meeting.550 kc
XEUC Tehuantepec, Oaxaca — lkwD/0.25kw
N0.25kw).
ND unl. (increase in day power from
570 kc
XEVX Colmalcalco, Tabasco — lkwD/0.25N
ND unl. (now in operation).
XEOA
Oaxaca,
Oaxaca — 5kwD/0.25kwN
ND unl. (change in daytime classification).
kc
XEFI Chihuahua,580 Chihuahua—
5kwD/0.25
tion).
kwN ND unl. (change in daytime classifica610 kc
XEKZ Tehuantepec, Oaxaca — lkwD/0.5kw
Nquency).
ND unl. (now in operation on new fre680 kc
XEFJ Teziutlan, Puebla— lkwD/O.lOOkwN
ND unl.
classification, previously (correction
notified as Classin IV).
850 kc
XEM Chihuahua, Chihuahua — 5kw ND D
(PO: 1390kc lkwD/0.5kwN ND unl. III).
860 kc
XETW Tampica, Tamaulipas — 0.5kw ND D
(new).
XENL Monterray, Nuevo Leon — 5kwD/2kw
N DA-N unl. (reduction in night power and
change in directional antenna system).
970 kc
XEDF Mexico, D.F.— 10kwD/2.5kwN DA-N
unl. (increase in power — previously notified
with 5kwD/lkwN DA-N).
1020 kc
New D. Ciudad Camargo, Chihuahua — 0.25kw
ND
1030 kc
D XEVR
(new). Ixtlan del Rio, Nay arit— 0.25k w ND
1110 kc
XEVS Villa de Seris, Sonora— 0.25kw ND
D (now in operation).
1190 kc
unl.).
Guadalajara,
50kwlOkwDA-N
unl.XEWK
(increase
in power, Jalisco—
previously
ND
1260 kc
XEL Mexico, D.F.— lOkwD/lkwN ND unl.
(increase in day power, previously 5kwD/
lkwN ND unl. III-B).
1310 kc
XETIA Guadalajara, Jalisco— lkwD/0.25
kwN ND unl. (change in call letters and
increase
in dayIV).power — previously XEJE 0.25
kw
ND unl.
Puebla— 0.25D/0.100kwN
NDXECX
unl. Tehuacan,
(new).
1340 kc
XELU Cd. Serdan, Puebla— 0.25kw ND unl.
(now in operation).
1370 kc
XEXL Patzcuaro, Michoacan — 10kwD/
O.lkwN
unl. (change
classification —
previouslyND notified
as Class inIV).
1380 kc
XERS Gomez Palacio, Durango — 0.5kwD/
0.25kwN ND unl. (notified previously with
2.5kw DA-N).
1390 kc
XESP
San
Pedro
Jalisco on—
lkwD/0.25kwN
ND unl.Tlaquepaque,
(now in operation
new
frequency).
.
1400 kc
XELH Acaponeta, Nay arit— lkwD/0.25kw
N ND ouslyunl.
0.25kw(increase
ND unl.). in day power — previ1410 kc
XEXJ Villahermosa, Tabasco — 5kwD/0.5
XEWM).
kwN ND unl. (change in call letters from
1420 kc
XFII Chihuahua, Chihuahua— 5kwD/0.15
kwN er"ND
unl. (add to
"reduction
in night
powto annotation
notification
contained
in Change
List No. 218).
1430 kc
XEIG Iguala, Guerrero — lkwD/O.lOOkwN
ND unl. (change in call letters and frequency— previously notified as XEYG on 1330 kc).
1450 kc
XEXD
Atlixco, Puebla— 0.5kwD/0.25kwN
ND unl. (new).
1470 kc
New Irapuato, Guanajuato — lkw ND D
(new) .
1490 kc
XESK San Bias, Nayarit— 0.5kwD/0.25kwN
ND ND
unl. unl.).
(increase in power — previously 0.25
kw
XEDR Guaymas, Sonora — lkwD/0.25kwN
ND
unl. (increase NDin day
0.5kwD/0.25kwN
unl.).power — previously
1520 kc
XEUR Tehuacan, Puebla— 0.25kw ND unl.
(change in call letters from XECX).
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20£ per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 250 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch— STATIONS FOR SALE advertising require display space.
• All other classifications 300 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
You may be an assistant, or a full-fledged
sales manager, who is old fashioned enough
to believe in loyalty to your employer; but
youngent forenough
to have initiative
real One
talselling yourself
and your and
station.
reason you would leave your present job is
because you vancement.
findYou have
little had
oportunity
for ad-of
some years
radio sales experience, and have a fair
knowledge of station operation. If this
sounds like you, there is a real opportunity
here with an old, established 5000 watt, CBS
affiliate in an eastern area. You would oversee local sales, and handle regional and national sales yourself. If you know you can
meet these requirements, give full particulars, along with snapshot, in first letter. Box
390D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager who can manage and sell
personally in a California metropolitan market, for a multi-station group. Excellent opportunity for qualified man. Send full details and references to Box 394D, BROADCASTING.
Southern Group — see our ad under Help
Wanted — Sales .
Splendid opportunity for manager first class
ticket, capable of announcing, producing personal sales and working with salesmen. Salary and profit sharing arrangement. Small
east coast radio station. Send photo, tape
and resume to : Box 347D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
South Florida calls. Before winter strikes,
make
you'veneeds
dreamed
about.at Fulltimer the
metromovemarket
salesman
least
-two
years
experience.
Good
opportunity
for
you to work up in one owner chain. Box
259C, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — excellent opportunity for good
producer.
St. plus
Louis resume
independent
ple market.Top$6000
to Box multi904C,
BROADCASTING.
Southern group — Top-rated metropolitan
stations — seeks 2 salesmen — 30-40, married.
Liberal
guaranteePrefer
— moving
expenses,
rapid
advancement.
residents
of Texas,
Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi. Send photo, resume.
Box 977C, BROADCASTING.
No. 1 Pulse and Hooper rated station in
large midwestern
seeking
twowrite
aggressive salesmen. Ifmarket
you want
to sell,
Box 323D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman KTRI, Sioux City, Iowa. Young
ideas, hard worker, salary plus commission.
Good opening for experienced salesman with
1000 watt daytime station. Must write own
copy, tee.
car References
needed. Will
give 13-week
required.
Write guaranStation
WGHQ,ston, Box
165,
Uptown
Post
Office, KingNew York.
Second salesman for net-news indie in
Michigan's highest-rated market for % business activity. Must be married, 25-40 with
small or medium market experience. Salary plus commission. Top list of accounts.
Michigan applicants favored. Send resume
and picture first letter to Joe Butler, WKLZ.
Box 663, Kalamazoo.
Sales manager for good small market station. $600 month guarantee plus good commission scale. Job has paid $9,000 up annually last threeto years.
resume
and reference
S. A. Complete
Hassan, General
Manager, WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Good salesman $400 guarantee plus good
commission scaler Small, good single station
reference tomarket.
S. A.Complete
Hassan, resume
General and
Manager,
WROY, Carmi, Illinois.
Representative wanted in your territory.
From your desk you can earn a substantial
addition to your income. Only written contacts with your clients! Write for particulars and further details to VKK-office.
Vienna 66, P.O.B. 128, Austria.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Announcers
Trade your snow shovel for a palm tree!
South Florida calls fast paced format radio
d.j. At least two years experience. Ideal
living,sumeworking
conditions. Rush tape, reBox 102D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket wanted for
quality radio station in east. Excellent fagroup, first
wonderful
living.cility,
Sendgooddetails
letter toareaBoxfor290D,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Coordinate net, mobile units,
wire. etc. Also hiring fast format, top tunes
deejay. Progressive N. C. station. Send tape,
references, starting salary. Box 303D,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan vacationland station desires experienced, mature announcer
who can
dle chief announcers
job. Should
havehan-at
least four years experience. Good pay and
ideal
working conditions. Box 332D, BROADCASTING.
Florida's #2 market — #1 station — needs
bright,
mature
morning with
man.meaningful
Middle-roadad
music, tight
production,
lib. Pays top money. Seasoned big time men
only. Full company benefits. Congenial
working conditions. Rush tape, resume to
Box 353D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: For southeastern state capital city
station; announcers, one with first phone.
Good pay. Growing station. Write to Box
358D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,tion.staff
announcer for
staPrefer experienced
man,midwest
who likes
music-news operation. Vacation and life
insurance
CASTING. benefits. Box 372D, BROADSouthwest Florida network station needs
announcer. Must be excellent newscaster
and production commercial announcer. No
d.j. and minimum of board work involved.
Salary open. Forward picture, resume, tape,
and phone number for contact to Box 376D,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for right announcer 3-11
p.m. Will consider recent radio school grad
or man with limited experience. Good music
policy. Man we want must be willing to
learn and take instructions from experienced
supervisors. Salary commensurate with ability. Opening is now. If not available immediately, don't reply.
General
Manager, KFTM,
Fort Mason
Morgan,Dixon,
Colorado.
Wanted, alive. #1 jock for #1 station. One
of five
in aa happy
growingsound,
chain.butTight
production with
no shouting.
Reward, openvancement.
salary,
ideal
conditions,
adRush tape, resume to WACT,
Box 112, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Experienced
announcer
Station WCEM. staff
Excellent
livingforandRadio
working
conditions. Call Sam Cannon, Cambridge,
Maryland. ACademy 8-4800.

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer with first class ticket for thirtyfive year old five thousand watt. Easy
listening, quality music NBC station. Send
tape, references, resume, salary requireFlorida. ments Hugh Barclay, WCOA, Pensacola,
Wanted immediately: first-class announcer,
mentally
mature,
with control
knowledge
music, ability
operate
room offor"good"
good
production, sense of good taste, desire to
stay awhile, and good credit rating. License
desirable, but not necessary. Send all deGeorgia.tails, tape, first letter. WDEC, Americus,
Top northwest Ohio independent has opening for experienced announcer-dj, age 2230, with mature voice. Adult programming,
sound operation, and fine local reputation.
Excellent location in progressive community.
Good salary with fringe benefits. Send tape,
photo, and resume to Mr. Clair L. Meekins,
PD, WFIN, Findlay, Ohio.
Aggressive announcer wanted mainly for
mobile news, interviews and also some board
work. Minimum salary $100. Send tape, resume and photo to Jack Hurst, Program Director, WGST, Atlanta, Georgia.
Straight staff announcer network station,
some experience necessary. Send tape, picture, resume. None returned. WLDB, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Morning personality for top 50 market. Holyoke-Springfield, Massachusetts. Above average pay for swinging (no rock) dj. Contact
Nick Robinson, WREB, Holyoke.
Immediate opening for announcer with
first phone license. Light maintenance.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations. All
major markets, midwest saturation. Write
Walker Employment, 83 South 7th St.,
Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Technical
Wanted, chief engineer for maintenance
NYS.
Excellent pay. Box 330D, BROADCASTING.
Combination man needed at once at Great
Lakes area station. Take over engineering
department and show of your own, on No. 1
station in the area. Only an experienced
combo man need reply. Chance for advancement for the right man. Box 345D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast engineer — Long term European
assignment
with private
organization
engaged in construction
and operation
of large
high-powered shortwave radio stations. Top
qualifications, experience and executive
ability desired. Good salary plus overseas
ING.
benefits. Replv to Box 378D, BROADCASTNorth Indiana station wants man 1st phone
ticket, interested in announcing, news or
sales. Can pay for quality, if we get it. Box
404D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer with technical ability
WAMD, Aberdeen, Maryland.
Needed immediately — Combination chief
engineer-announcer for am-fm operation.
Excellent pay — hours — and fringe benefits 69to
the right man! Call or write Jay Hanshaw,
WAYZ, Wavnesboro, Penna. Phone 1900.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

First class engineer who can announce e.or
maintenanc
report local news, and do light
Top station tv affiliated. Low cost housing
available. WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
Radio television jobs. Over 500 stations.
saturation. Write
All major markets, midwest
t, 83 South 7th St.,
Walker Employmen
Minneapolis 2, Minn.

Versatile air man seeks opportunity in good
sized market. College, dependable, intelligent. No top 40. Prefer east-mid-west. Tape
available. Box 387D, BROADCASTING.

Production — Programming, Others

demarket
midwest
g medium
Expandinmands
. Good
operation
expanded news
Prent. Salary open.
for advanceme
chance experience
but will consider beginner
with ferB.A. Send complete data, tape and
first letter. Box 133D,
nts
salary requireme
BROADCASTING.
experifive yearsresponsiwith at least
Copywriter
and traffic
assume
ence tobilities
at well copy
established
single station
market in Wisconsin. Excellent salary to
right person. We want someone really good
ability. Send comsuchletter
and will
resumeforfirst
pletepay
to Box 384D
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, competent traffic manager, good
typist.
Excellent future. Box 401D, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, experienced with creativity for
5 kw fulltimer. Want expert all-around man
to gather,tensivewrite,
air news
and head-up
inlocal news
operation.
Excellent
salary. Personal interview necessary. WCOJ,
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Small stations, good salesman, good anfirst phone,
managers
ence.nouncer,Prefer
westernandstates.
Boxexperi371D,
BROADCASTING.
Owners: Next year can be rough. If you
are not staffed with intelligent management
and sales management, contact two real men
for the job. Best records in major market.
Salary and percentage. Available in 30
days. Box 381D, BROADCASTING.
General, sales manager. Advocate extensive
use speculation tapes to increase sales. Ziv
trained. 37, married, college. Box 383D,
BROADCASTING.
Proven successful sales manager, manager,
with one station for 14 years. Knowledge
radio-tv from top to bottom. Available immediately for right opening. Box 405D,
BROADCASTING.
Tenn.-Kentucky. Young man, family, first
phone. Ideal manager for single market.
Employed
CASTING. as such. Box 408D, BROADAnnouncers
Basketball perience,
play-by-play
seven Box
years 747C,
exfinest of references.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. 8 years same station. Prefer
all-night. Box 322D, BROADCASTING.
Swinging dj — top 40 preferred. Experienced,
run own board. Single, draft-free. Box
370D, BROADCASTING.
Matched set! Four man staff, now number
one in five station market. Experienced in
music, news, continuity, programming, trafsales. ideal
Here's
proven
crewfic,thatproduction
works and
together,
for adaytimer
or fulltimer that wants results! Box 379D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced. No floater. Married.
Will settle. Run own board. Box 400D,
BROADCASTING.
Looking for a good dependable announcer?
Top rated morning show in New England
area. Seek position in New York, New JerING.sey or Connecticut. Box 352D, BROADCAST70

Announcers

Announcer. Available immediately. 2 years
announcing, 4 years engineering experience.
Desires position in mid-west or Ohio Valley.
Veteran. Single, 3 years college. Excellent
references. Tape, resume, and personal inCASTING.terview upon request. Box 389D, BROADExperienced dj wants radio with fast-paced
modern sound — Have tape — will send. Box
391D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone, 4 years experience, net and independent. All phases,
family, vet, 36, college. Presently employed.
All considered. Box 392D, BROADCASTING.
Young, married,
veteran, experienced,
fessional school graduate.
Good voice proand
style. At present working in Mississippi.
Desire change because of new management.
Prefer south. Box 397D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman, married. Bright sound.
Tight format. Will settle. DE 3-5027, Jersey
City, Box 399D, BROADCASTING.
Sports-PD. 8 years, play-by-play, news and
dj college graduate, 27, family. Excellent
character and references. Employed. Seeking station demanding mature, permanent
and respectable personnel. South, southwest,
midwest. Box 402D, BROADCASTING.
From newsman to announcer: Young, reliable newspaper man with complete photo
and reporting experience, also edit, will
graduate from excellent broadcasting school
in January. A Swinger, not screamer, desires employment with sound operation. Will
work dual with newspaper owned station
if desired. Box 403D, BROADCASTING.
Young-conscientious, mature voice. 3 years
experience, operate own board, program
own
music —(no
top fifty)
— tight end
production
— newscasts
remotes
— available
of January. Box 407D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, top potential — graduate from
top broadcasting school, January. Consider
any offer from sound station. Box 410D,
BROADCASTING.
Morning man, with good morning sound,
bright personality, deep voice. Professional,
married, anywhere, telephone 3129-J, 206
South Marion, Lake City, Florida.
Announcer, married, natural, easy, bassbaritone, 40, good appearance, references
Prefer good music, newscasting, adull
sound. Have 14 years stage experience
broadway and stock; not camera-shy
Worked
news, area.
commercial,
copywriting, d.j.,
Duluth
Prefer sales,
Minnesota
Wisconsin. George Cassidy, 332 No. 12tfc
Avenue E, Duluth, Minn.
D-Js experienced.
lib personalities.
Fast
board. Good Good
sell. ad
Contact
New York
School of Announcing and Speech, 160 West
73rd Street, New York City.
Enthusiastic announcer looking for a break.
No experience. Graduate of professional
announcing school. Trained, bass-baritone
voice, authoritative news, strong commercials and knowledge of music. Available immediately. Norman Swenson, 3741 Dukeshire, Royal Oak, Michigan. Liberty 9-4159.
Technical
Experienced chief engineer. Directional and
remote control. Seven years radio; one year
control room and transmitter duty in tv
Prefer south. Box 338D, BROADCASTING.
Texas, Oklahoma. First phone, college, radio
experience.
Announcing,
transmitter, combo. Box 375D,
BROADCASTING.
Graduate technical institute with first phone
wants trainee program as studio/transmitter
engineer. Box 409D, BROADCASTING.
First phone.
Experienced
and television. Box 31393,
Los Angelesradio
31, California

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
1st class license, will accept radio or tv offer
anywhere, phone T. O. Collins, Screven,
Georgia, LY 6-2266.
Young engineer,
wants oneto get
casting. Has first 21phone,
wife,intoonebroadchild
and believes in working for security. Write
Howard Tolley, R#3, Eaton, Ohio, Call Eaton
GL 6-2295.
Experienced combo engineer-announcerbookkeeper-traffic
director
desires a priority,
permanent job in southeast.
Engineering
announcing secondary. Contact James W.
Spires, WGSW Radio, Greenwood, S. C.
Telephone OR 9-3144.
Production — Programming, Others
News director — Now heading crack news
staff at leading station in heavily competitivementtopand100challenge.
market. Well
Considering
advanceexperienced
...
both formula and prestige. Box 270D,
BROADCASTING.
Best world news writer comparable Gabe
Heatter,
CASTING.Lowell Thomas. Box 377D, BROADAbsolutely sharp! Production — ideas! Tired
of top forty?
me put Have
radio voice,
of the fuyour Let
airwaves.
travel.ture onPresent
chain knows
of this will
ad.
Three figures/week . . . references. Box
382D, BROADCASTING.
Now number one in east coast five-station
market. Experienced program director-deeBright modern
sound.
Ambitious. More
than jay.
reliable.
Box 393D,
BROADCASTING.
Male copywriter be replaced by copy-newsman.references.
December 30. Wire
Trained
— experienced.
Car. Best
collect
L. Greene,
Care Western Union, Mt. Carmel, Illinois.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted— Sales
Leading ABC affiliate in wealthy midwest
market expanding sales force. Oportunity
for experienced broadcast salesman who
has creative approach and record of repeat
sales. Send resume and photograph to Box
211D, BROADCASTING.
Film sales representatives, most major US
markets, new series color tv commercials
especially hot for sale January, February,
March. Advise qualifications and territory
desired: Box 374D, BROADCASTING.
Leading NBC-TV affiliate in wealthy Iowa
market has excellent opportunity for experienced hard working salesman with record
of repeat sales. Midwest salesman preferred.
Send resume and photograph Box 388D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Due to station
expansion,
camera
announcer.
Abilityneed
to mature
sell on onthe
a "must".
and readandprompter
air, ad-lib position
Permanent
exceptional
salary
for thewestright
midstation.man
Sendchosen
audio fortapea leading
and picture,
references or 16 MM SOF. Box 373D,
BROADCASTING.
Think you can become a tv weathercaster?
Experience and knowledge of weather not
necessary. Contact: Curtis Matties, KWTXTV, Waco, Texas.
Technical
G.
IN
Major west coast market has opening for
technician. Reply Box 843C, BROADCAST-

Wanted: Experienced man or woman for
video switching — director position — new
new equipment. Contact Gene Higstudio,
Dakota.
dem, Prod. Dr., KCND-TV, Pembina, North
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Vacancies exist on staff for television coverage of Adolph Eichmann trial in Jerusalem
beginning in February and running several
months. Well experienced remote supervisor,
videotape and television film recording personnel may mail complete resumes to Milton
Fruchtman, Executive Producer, Capital
Cities Broadcasting Corporation, 24 East 51
Street, New York 22, N.Y. (Please do not
telephone.)
Maintenance engineer needed for maximum
power vhf station. Gulf coast of Texas,
shirt sleeve weather year around. No
operating or board shifts. 2 or 3 years
maintenance
experience
ment required.
Contact with
JerryRCAE. equipSmith,
Chief
Engineer,
P.O.
Box
840,
Corpus Christi,
Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced director switcher-producer. Immediate opening for permanent addition
midwest tv station. Must be artistic and
know lighting. New and modern operation.
Write including complete experience, references and recent photo. Box 395D, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director. Excellent production opportunity with leading midwestern tv station doing heavy live program schedule.
Production experience required, sports background desirable. Send detailed resume and
salary
requirements to Box 411D, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Sales management, southwest or Florida.
Recognized record in advertising industry.
Box 318D, BROADCASTING.
Have you been unemployed at Christmas?
Experienced
salesmanager.
region-I
al, local. Finest
industryNational,
references.
love sales, results, progress! Must have 1012 guaranteed.
Don't generalize, be specific!
Box
385D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV staff announcer. Seven years last position. Mature professional, top references.
State salary. Box 396D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced studio/transmitter engineer, 3
years, mid-twenties, first phone, ham seven
years, also production experience. Julian N.
Judell, 400 V2 Broaddus Avenue, Clarksburg,
West Virginia.
Production — Programming, Others
TV news reporter, nine years sponsored top
rated show, major multiple station market.
Available, reasons for leaving upon request.
Box 365D, BROADCASTING.
Program director-producer-director available. Ten years in all phases of television,
network-local,
including video
tape. college
Excellent recommendations,
married,
graduate. Box 398D, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For sale immediately, one 3 tower 5 kw
phasing unit for 1390 kc's and one 3 tower
1 kw phasing unit for 1390 kc's. These two
units
converted to other
Both can
unitsbemanufactured
by E. frequency's.
F. Johnson
Company and like new in Westinghouse
cabinets. Box 305D, BROADCASTING.
One 4 bay FM Andrews antenna in good
condition. KAYL, Storm Lake, Iowa.
Gates (ST-101) spot tape. Make offer. No
reasonable figure refused. Two Gates CB-10
turntables. Manager WONW, Defiance, Ohio.
Stainless 150-foot tower dismantled; Gates
Consolette; RF amplifier for remote control.
WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Equipment (Cont'd)
Disc recorder, Fairchild console, 2-speed
with 541 cutter. Good condition. $275. Box
832, Rochester, Minnesota.
Continental Towers, Inc. Tower erection and
maintenance. 13 Beech Road, Glen Burnie,
Maryland. 24 hour service — Southfield 6-6855.
Anything in broadcasting field from a tube
to a tower sold or bought. Electrofind, 440
Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.
Will buy or sell broadcasting equipment.
Guarantee Radio & Broadcasting Supply
Co., 1314 Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
Tower — 444' galvanized Emsco 27 RT, complete. Never assembled. Designed for GE
TY28H-12 bay antenna. Does not include antenna, lighting or power cable. C. L. Leatherwood; P.O. Box 2566, Houston 1, Texas.
$14,000.00.
TV video monitors. Metal cabinets, rack,
portable remote kine, educational, broadcast, starting at $199.00. 50 different models,
8" thru 24". Miratel, Inc., 1st St. S.E. &
Richardson,
Minnesota. New Brighton, St. Paul 12,

Wallet press card, emblazoned your name,
station. Any radio-television staffer identification! Applicable remotes, emergencies!
Prominent lettering against cardinal background. Plastic inclosed. Send name, sta$2 money order: Pat Adams, Box
386D, tion,
BROADCASTING.

Magnecorder type P-60 complete with low
impedance input transformer. Factory converted to P-75 specifications. Excellent condition. $450.00 express collect. Radio Engineering and Maintenance Corporation, Lexington, Kentucky.
50 kw short wave transmitter Westinghouse
50HG and modulator approximately 3 trailer
truck loads of items — Low price — Quick
sale. Spera Electronics, 37-10 33 Street, L.I.C.,
N. Y. ST 6-2190.
WANTED TO BUY
Equipment
Used transmitter, 5 kw max. high vhf band
for standby use, also used 16 millimeter
projector for Vidicon. full particulars first
letter. Box 286D, BROADCASTING.
Pulse transformer used in Dumont studio
sync
Dumont E. part
#20B4919
cycle generator
counter. —Contact
M. Tink,
Dir. 180of
Eng., KWWL-TV, Waterloo, Iowa.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
January 4, March 1, 1961. For information,
references and reservations write William B.
Ogden. Radio Operational Engineering
School, 1150 West Olive Avenue, Burbank,
California.
Announcing, programming, etc. Twelve
week intensive, practical training. Brand
new console, turntables, and the works,
Elkins School of Broadcasting, 2603 Inwood
Road, Dallas 35, Texas.
FCC license. Resident class or correspondence. First class license instruction completed in five or six weeks. No added cost
for added time, if needed. This is the
shortest, most practical and least expensive
training course of its kind. Free literature.
The Pathfinder Method, 5504 Hollywood
Boulevard, Suite #216, Hollywood, Calif.
Elkins Radio License School of Chicago.
Now serving the mid-west. Quality instructions at its best. 14 East Jackson St., Chicago 4, 111.
Be prepared.
First phone
in 6Radio
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkins
School of Atlanta, 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.

Would like to lease Kentucky or other
southeastern one kilowatt daytimer single
market station. Am responsible party with
current ownership. Box 406D, BROADCASTING.
Call letter items — Lapel buttons, mike plates,
studio banners, car tags, bumper strips, etc.
Bro-Tel. Box 592, Huntsville, Alabama.
Professional tape duplicating, on location
recording, air checks, and disc cutting. The
Best Company, Box 308, Villa Park, Illinois.
Comedy for
deejays!—
"Deejay
Manual,"
complete
gagfile
containing
bits, adlibs,
gim-a
mix, letters, patter, etc. $5.00— Show-Biz
Comedy
Service 35,(Dept.
Court, Brooklyn
N. Y.DJ-4), 65 Parkway
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

WNDR

- SYRACUSE

Number one station, tight formula operation needs D.J.'s/
Newsmen. One with first phone.
Rush tapes, resumes, salary requirements immediately to:
Dick Lawrence
WNDR
Syracuse, New York
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers

WE HAVE NEW D.J.'s
All sizes, all colors, all ages, all sexes.
And all willing to work— eager to please.
No prima donnas. Costs you nothing to
get their tapes. Tell as what yon want.
Placement Dept., J. B. Johnson School,
930 F St., N.W., Washington 4, D. C.

Production-Programming, Others

5

NEWSMAN

Top personality with long, successful record as mature specialist in
gathering1 and writing news and
airing with authority and distinction. Family responsibilities. High*
est references.
71
Box 380D, BROADCASTING

WANTED

TELEVISION

TO BUY

Situations Wanted

Stations

Production-Programming, Others

^iiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiii[]i^
EE Keith Ashton of Ashton Production EE
S Agency — desires to locate in radio station =
H in town of from 20,000 to 75,000. Want g
= to lease w/option to buv or will buy. =
EJ $12,000 ready cash for right deal. Wire, =
K phone or write — 10026 Opal Circle, =
EJ
Utah. Am experienced 13 years SjEE
= Sandy,
and successful.

SpillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW
|
COMBINATION P.O. ANNOUNCERDIRECTOR-PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
§ 4 years experience, Masters Degree in
1 TV. Seeking larger market and opI portunities. Excellent references.
1
Write or call:
Phil Markert
379 W. Gray Street
1 Elmira, N. Y.
RE 4-0074
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Announcers
Think You Can
Become A TV
WEATHERCASTER???
Experience and knowledge of weather
not necessary. Contact: Curtis Matties,
KWTX-TV, Waco, Texas.

i
|
|
|
f

Equipment
Automatic Dehydrators
Brand New, with spare parts kit
Dielectric Products
Model 22 . . . $150
Andrew Model 1910 . . . $135
P & O Sales, 1236 — 40th Avenue
Sacramento 20, California

29%

Stations

iiiiiiiiiii[]iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiii»iiiiilT.
INSTRUCTION
SELECTED
ANNOUNCERS
AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women,
graduates of the Detroit School of
Announcing and Speech are interested
in acquiring experience. Complete information including audition tapes
sent on request. Let us help you find
the right person for your staff. There
is no charge for this service. Write
DETROIT SCHOOL
of
ANNOUNCING AND SPEECH
138 Duffield, Detroit 1, Mich.
EMPLOYMENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Ky

SERVICE

JOBS IN RADIO & TV
THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTHEAST
Talent
the station— you're
look,
ing for scouts
— freeforregistration
confidential
service. Immediate job openings for —
Announcer-Engineers
Engineer-Salesmen
Announcer
s-Newsmen-D
J. 's
PROFESSIONAL
PLACEMENT
458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.

s.Texas
c.
Calif
Fla
Miss
Tenn
Ala

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small
Medium
Small
Calif
Medium
Calif
N. W. Metro
Large
Metro
Large
Fla
Midwest Large
Mid Atl
And Others

Daytimer
60M
Daytimer
75M
Daytimer
39M
Daytimer $ 125M
55M
Daytimer
Daytimer
90M
Daytimer
250w
Fulltime
75M
low freq 175M
180M
53 M
Regional
low freq
200M
55M
Daytimer 700M
Fulltime
330M

29%
terms
18 dn
29%
terms
1525%dn
dn
1519 dn
terms
cash
lowcashdn

CHAPMAN
COMPANY
1182 W. Peachtree St . Atlanta
9, Ga.

Midwest major regional $1,600,000 —
South major regional $350, 000 — Florida
medium regional $290,000 — Florida medium regional fulltime $230,000— Texas
medium fulltime regional $200,000 —
Texas semi-major fulltime regional $137,500 — Florida major day $90,000 cash,
$130,000 with 29% — Florida medium regional day $100,000 with $42,000 down
— Texas single fulltime $53,000 — Texas
single regional day $52,650 — Southwest
money maker , fulltime single $65,000 for
80% — Texas semi-major regional $210,000
— Texas single regional day $60,000 50%
down — Texas single regional $47,500 —
Rocky Mt. single regional day $40,000 —
Southern single $45,000 — Southern major
fulltimer $75,000 for 50% — Commercial
Wired music Operation $45,000. PATT
Mcdonald co., box 9266, austin,
TEXAS. GL 3-8080 — Paul Yates, Jr.,
Box 1396, FA 2-5488 — Mrs. Gerry
Switzer, 1620 W. 3rd, EL 2-2163, Taylor,
Texas — Jack Koste, 60 E. 42nd, MU 24813, N. Y. 17, N. Y. — Dick Watts, 1300
Taylor, Amarillo, Texas, DR 4-2236.

FOR SALE
HAPPY
High performance

Low Cost

SUBCARRIER GENERATOR
Model SCG-2
For FM multiplexing, complete with automatic muting, deviation meter, and regulated plate and filament power supply.
Write for Bulletin #203.
MOSELEY ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 3192
Santa Barbara, California

BROADCASTING SCHOOL
In middle Atlantic major market.
Doing- tremendous
business.
opportunity
as owner
has Great
other
interests. Present management
available.
Asking'
$110,000
with
$50,000 down. Principle.
BOX 141D, BROADCASTING

NEW
JACK

YEAR
L. STOLL

& ASSOCS.

MISCELLANEOUS
Dollar

IN CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
SEE THE NEW SPOTMASTER 500
A complete tape cartridge and self
cueing record-playback combo unit.
Wmil
For details or demonstration, write
Lfj I 356
VISUAL.
ELECTRONICS
W. AOlh STREET,
NEW YORK 18, N.Y. CORP.
72

j£
PD'S
n*
NowATTENTION
youthecanStorz,
have McLendon,
the DJ'S—
same material
that }
2*
^ makes
and Plough
^
jocks sound "clever" and "sharp." Money
3" back if not happy. All material written
^s" format
by professional
men. format men for professional
■a
Package
#7 =(100$1.00
one-line
fillers)
Package #2 (50 swinging
breaks) = $1.00
Package #3 (SO holiday
breaks) = $1.00
All three packages = $2.50
Masterminds, Inc.
10281 Albany
Detroit 37, Michigan
,'.V.WrWA%VWWftWrW.W,

for
Dollar
you can't ad
beat a
classified
for getting
top-flight personnel
mm i inn n n in ' inn
THE BUSINESSWEEK LY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
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Our business is fighting cancer ...

. . . reaching as many people as possible with life-saving facts.
Through no other medium can we present these facts more effectively than in films.
Nowhere can we reach a larger audience than through television.
We have more than fifty films available for television showing. Their time segments range from 7 minutes to 29:30.
Their subject matter covers a wide area. Some deal with special sites of cancer. Others are of a more general nature
— attitude-changers, institutional material. Some are matter-of-fact. Others are humorous. All of them are first-rate
professional jobs. All of them are important weapons in the fight to control cancer. Be a life-saver. Use them.
For information about these free films contact the American Cancer Society Unit in your city or write to :
AMERICAN

CANCER

SOCIETY

521 West 57th Street, New York 19, New York
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960
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NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan
Life has sponsored advertising messages on national health and
safety. Because of public interest in the subject matter of these
advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including
radio news editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in

What
most

did
in

the

the

polar

IMAGINE — if you can — a world in
which you'd never hear a single familiar sound.
An explorer of the Antarctic once
lived alone for weeks in this kind of
silence. And later he wrote that he
missed nothing so much as the voices
of friends, and countless other sounds
that we hear daily.
If your hearing is good now, how can
you keep it that way? Equally important, what can you do to protect your
children's hearing?
Most symptoms of ear trouble in
adults are easily recognized — straining
to hear low-pitched conversations, feelings of fullness or congestion, ringing
or buzzing sounds in the ears. Any one
of these symptoms should be investigated by your physician.
It's more difficult to tell when a
child's hearing is affected. But there are
74

explorer

this series. The text may be used in regular health features,
health columns or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The Company gladly makes this material available to
editors as one phase of its public-service advertising in behalf
of the nation's health and safety.

miss

vastness?

signs that should alert parents to trouble. Inattention, a tendency to shyness,
a desire to be alone and inability to
pronounce words properly — all these
may indicate a hearing difficulty.
Should any of these signs appear, a
child's hearing should be tested. Moreover, it's advisable to have a child's
ears examined after measles, chicken
pox, mumps, whooping cough, swollen
adenoids and a sore throat from any
cause — even though there are no symptoms of ear trouble.

Metropolitan

Ear infections are no longer the serious problem they once were— thanks
to the antibiotic drugs. When given
promptly, these drugs usually bring
rapid cure. And surgery is of great
benefit to many people in middle and
later life afflicted with chronic progressive deafness.
Your best protection against ear troubles at all ages lies in regular tests of
your hearing and prompt treatment by
a physician at the first sign of any difficulty inhearing.

Life

INSURANCE COMPANY®
A MUTUAL COMPANY

THE LIGHT

A

THAT
NEVER FAILS

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
BROADCASTING, December 26, 1960

OUR
A

RESPECTS

potent

to Esther Van Wagoner

push

behind

A baffled Swiss innkeeper some years
ago coined one of Washington's bestknown cognomens. "Your suite is ready
Duchess," he said after hopelessly floundering over the "Esther Van Wagoner
Tufty" inscribed on the inn register.
Her fellow members of a journalistic
junket hopped on the nickname and it
quickly became a capital trademark.
This newscaster, radio-tv commentator, nosey reporter, lecturer, globe-trotter, mother (grand) and socialite really
looks the part of a duchess. Somewhat
regal appearing, she tends to dominate
a roomful of people, her height combining with an outgoing personality to capture attention.
The Duchess is direct, congenial,
cheerful, sympathetic and aggressive in
an easy way. These traits pass through
the microphone and camera, winning
her an audience rapport few personalities are able to achieve.
Broadcasters know her as president
of American Women in Radio & Television, as an NBC radio-tv news personality and panelist, and as former
president
Press Club. of the Women's National
Locomotion ■ The accumulated itineraries of Esther Van Wagoner Tufty
traverse dozens of countries, whose life
and politics she has observed professionally and communicated to audiences.
For no special reason her half-million,
or maybe million miles of traveling have
been confined to the Northern Hemideficiency
that's likely
to on
be
overcomesphere, aas
world attention
focuses
Africa and South America. It won't
surprise anyone who knows the Duchess
if she shows up any day at Antarctica in
a submarine, helicopter or even a guided
missile. Time once chronicled her Berlin airlift ride atop 10 tons of coal.
Home to the Duchess is a two-acre
estate named Viewpoints, carved off
the original George Washington tract
at Mount Vernon. The broad veranda
of what was once the home of Washington's overseer provides a scenic setting for her famed parties.
Miss Tufty's get-togethers are animated because they're planned that way.
A typical dinner-party guest list will include diplomats, legislators, government
officials and newsmen — all picked for
their potential contribution to the evening's conversation.
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty comes
from one of Michigan's political families. Her brother, Murray Van Wagoner, is a former governor of the state.
Political discussions were a part of her
formative years at home in the Pontiac
area and led her to a job on the PonBR0ADCASTIN6, December 26, 1960

the

cause

Tufty, president, AWRT
of coeducational

tiac Daily Press after high school.
That did it. Journalism was her dish
but she felt she wasn't ready. After a
year at the Press she entered Michigan State U., moving to the U. of Wisconsin because its journalism school
appealed to her. She financed her four
years there by working on the Madison Democrat and Capital Times.
Trade Secret ■ Miss Tufty's age is
her business. Not that she's sensitive —
she just figures the actual digits are
no asset to a woman on camera. She
married Harold G. Tufty, an engineer,
in 1921. They lived in Chicago where
she worked on the Evanston News
Index, owned at the time by Vice
President Charles G. Dawes. When
Mr. Tufty became a Federal Radio
Commission investigator in an AT&T
case they moved to Washington.
Brother Murray suggested she pick
up a string of Michigan newspapers.
She signed up all the members of the
Michigan League of Home Dailies as
clients plus others around the nation and
set up an office in the National Press
Building. The string lengthened and
she soon got into radio via the old
WWDC Washington. Along came a
short-lived hookup, Atlantic, and a
sponsor, St. Joseph aspirin. Atlantic
didn't last long so Mrs. Tufty moved
to NBC, and then on to ABC when
the Blue Network was split off from
NBC's Red. By that time Tufty Topics

AWRT's Tufty
She has no time for scripts

broadcasting

had become a Washington staple.
Television was a natural for the
Duchess. She had her start with NBC
at the 1952 conventions in Chicago.
Once during the GOP convention she
held a camera seven hours because she
knew the Michigan delegation would
ditch Sen. Robert Taft. It did and she
had a big news break. Afterward she
became Washington news editor for
the Arlene Francis Home program and
had a daily spot on the Mike Wallace
weekday show. She was the only
woman
panelist on NBC-TV's Ask
Washington.
No Hands ■ The Duchess always ad
libs. She is articulate and coherent
without script. Her voice is clear and
resonant and she has the knack of ad
libbing simple sentences that nearly
always parse. Her relaxed broadcast
manner appears also in her lectures —
and she delivers dozens in the course
of a year.
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty has two
main missions. First, she likes to help
young people get a start in broadcast
and print journalism. Second, she devotes energy and hours to the advancement of women in broadcasting through
AWRT, of which she is a charter member. As its 10th year president she is
helping push a plan to provide feminine radio-tv students at universities
with practical station experience.
Women are still pioneering in broadcasting, she believes. Once they appeared only in cooking shows. As people wearied of ways to whip tired lettuce and cottage cheese into culinary
miracles, women moved into off-mike
and off-camera roles. Their entry into
production, directing, news, selling, writing and administration is giving the profession acoeducational look, she feels.
The Duchess has diversified tastes.
She wears her blond tresses in a coronet
of braids and affects massive jewelry of
silver and carved jades. Her Mount
Vernon mansion is neat and traditional
in a colonial sense but her office is
garishly
It's also
shambles
of stackedmodern.
newspapers
and adocuments,
in contrast to her organized mental patterns. A sound-proofed ceiling permits
direct broadcast pickups when she takes
the air on short notice.
She has decided to retire gradually by
taking Fridays off, or almost off. She
is enjoying this holiday season with her
and three grandchiltwo grown
dren. Haroldsons
Jr., a career diplomat, is
home from Africa. James V. W. Tufty,
younger son, is a media buyer at Young
& Rubicam, Los Angeles. Her husband
died several years ago.
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EDITORIALS
Swan song?
I AST week the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
^ after a tumultuous three-year reign, unctuously announced that it is going out of business.
We may be pardoned if we lift an eyebrow. Technically,
this subcommittee will cease to exist when the new Congress
convenes next month. But a reading of the 263-page "final"
report discloses built-in recommendations as well as unfinished business that auger more investigations of the kind
that reverberated around the world.
We have no doubt that the subcommittee's chairman,
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), feels that the work has been completed. He obviously is satisfied to stand on its record of
accomplishment — Sherman Adams, Goldfine, quiz-rigging,
payola, the ex-parte cases. Mr. Harris says the views expressed in the report are those of the staff and not of the
committee. The question is what will a majority of the
committee do?
There are three specific recommendations in the broadcasting area: (1) to give the FCC authority to license and
regulate the networks directly; (2) prohibit "trafficking" in
licenses, which the FCC already has undertaken, and (3)
appraise and possibly regulate program rating services. There
can be little doubt that more will be heard about these at
the new session.
Tucked away in the staff report is the sleeper. It is a
proposal for establishment of a "regular subcommittee" on
regulatory and administrative commissions. It would be a
five-man committee that would make studies and recommendations tothe parent committee. It would have a professional staff. It would develop "its own expertise" and
devise measures "to eliminate agency bottlenecks and to
assure the integrity of [independent] agency decisions."
Whatever its name, it would be another oversight committee.
It would be foolish to argue that nothing good has accrued from past investigations, even though the methods
were at times brutal. The great difficulty is that the FCC
has accepted as a mandate virtually every utterance of committee members.
The upshot is that FCC investigators and field inspectors
are swarming over stations, as never before, eliciting information that is none of the government's business. There
are proposed new rules that would limit freedom in programming and business conduct extending far beyond the
law's intent.
The purpose of the law is to encourage development of
communications for the benefit of the public. That infers
cooperation. Instead, under the spur of congressional and
so-called "intellectual" kibitzing, the FCC is performing
more like a riot squad than a civil regulatory agency.
We hope the House rejects the proposal for a standing
subcommittee. The end result could only be more interference with the FCC which, in the past three years, has
spent more man hours in preparing for or testifying before
committees than in tending to business down town.

Freedom

through

mark of recognition that the new Congress could bestow
on a distinguished public service."
It is plain that NBC is now committed to vigorous participation inthe fight against Sec. 315. We may assume
that CBS which for years has worked with fervor for correction of the law — sometimes almost alone — will press for
outright repeal at the next Congress. Together the two networks constitute a formidable force, but they must be joined
by individual broadcasters if the pressure is to be adequate
to swing the Congress to the broadcasters' way of thinking.
It is to be hoped that ABC, which has proposed the limited
relief of quadrennial suspension of Sec. 315 for presidential elections, will join in seeking full repeal.
It was CBS and its president, Frank Stanton, that took
the most active role in obtaining the amendment of Sec.
315 in 1959. At that time it was decided that repeal of the
law was a political impossibility and that the elimination of
its application to news programs of various kinds was the
best that could be won.
Perhaps the strategists who led the 1959 campaign were
right. At the time broadcasters lacked the record of journalistic performance that they compiled in the 1960 elections.
But now the main effort must be for repeal. As Mr.
Sarnoff put it in his personal testimony before the House
committee two weeks ago, broadcasters may claim their
freedom as a "journalistic right." Like the press, broadcasting must be given "the freedom to cover the men and issues
of the campaign in accordance with our editorial judgment,
and within suitable formats of our own choosing, designed
to inform the public as effectively and fairly as possible."
It is not enough to settle for the amendment of 1959 and,
four years hence, a temporary reinstatement of the suspension of the law's application to presidential and vice presidential candidates. If broadcasters are to use the instruments of radio and television to their maximum advantage,
they must be given full editorial discretion to present the
candidates and issues for all offices in the way that makes
the most journalistic sense.
If radio and television are to be trusted to cover the races
for the two highest offices without the restrictions of a law,
it is reasonable to assume they may be trusted to cover
lesser races with equal skill and imagination.
Next week — a few days before the 87th Congress convenes— the NAB's new president, Florida Gov. LeRoy Collins, will report for work. We can't think of a more important project for him to cut his teeth on than the leadership
of an association drive for repeal of Sec. 315.

repeal

T HE No. 1 legislative project that broadcasters must undertake when the 87th Congress convenes is a fight for
repeal of Sec. 315, the political broadcasting law.
Never have broadcasters had so strong a case on which
to argue for escape from the absurd confinements of a law
that has denied them common journalistic freedom. Their
record of political coverage during the 1960 campaign has
earned them the full rights that the First Amendment guarantees the press. As NBC Board Chairman Robert W.
Sarnoff put it in testimony before a House committee Dec.
15: Repeal of Sec. 315 "would be the most appropriate
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Damned good sales manager, but a little hard on his men!"
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"Must tell Betty about Dinah Shore."
"Wonder how Sue likes her new antenna?"
"Aunt Mary would love Wagon Train."
"The Smiths must think we've forgotten Groucho."
"I should ask Frances about 'Pi-ice is Right.' "

KPRC-TV
™svo,
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM"

There's so much to tell — so much news to
share about KPRC-TV. And something new
everyday.
So, reach for the telephone for those
daily visits. Best way there is to
touch with friends and family, and
way there is to tell them about what
advertised on KPRC-TV.
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